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Motor News

Why do the leading motor car

manufacturers of this country equip

with SOLAR LAMPS in preference

to all others? Why do they pay us

a higher price?

Solar Lamps are the best automobile lamps in the

world —bar none. They have more good points than all

other makes combined. it is impossible to make a better lamp.

\

Solar equipment will be found on the following cars:

Apperson Kissel Pierce

Autocar Lozier Rambler

American Marmon Stoddard-Dayton

Corbin Packard Stearns

Chalmers-Detroit Peerless Thomas

Franklin Pope-Hartford

Complete analogue upon request.

Badger Brass Mtg. C0.

606 LYMAN AVENUE. KENDSIIA,_WIS.

Jail . H.
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The cuts show the simplicity of operation

and the mechanical worth of the rim.
qIAlter two years of consideration, the automobile

manufacturers have chosen the Standard Universal

(hick Detachable Rim as the most desirable of

all the rims shown to be the standard equipment for

American cars as soon as this change can be con

veniently brought about. lts adoption signifies its

perfection.

  

‘1 There are only two parts to remove—the side ring

and the snap or locking rim. Accommodates all

standard sizes of tires, Clincher 0r Dunlop. To

insure standard equipment all around, specify

  

Harttord Tires m

Standard Universal

Quick Detachable Rims

RIM AND PARTS

THE HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS -C0., Harttord, Conn.

BRANCHES—~NEW YORK, 57th St. and Broadwa ; CHICAGO, 83 Michigan Ave; BOSTON, 817 Boylston St.; DETROIT 256 efl'erson

.\\-e.; DENVER, 1564 Broadway; PHILADELPH A, 1425 Vine SL; ATLANTA, GA., 94 North Pryor St.; BUFFALO, ’25 am Sta;

CLEVELAND, 1831 Euclid Ave.

AGENCIES—Pierson-Wilcox Elec. C0,, Minneapolis; Mercantile Lumber and Supply Co., Kansas City: St. Louis Tire Agenc¥t St. LOuis, Mm;

Chanslor & Lyon Motor Supply Co., 930 S. Mam St., Los Angeles, Cal.; 542 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.; F. P. eenan Co., Port

land Oren; Compania Mexicana dc Vchiculos Electricos, City of Mexico.

    

 

  



THE MOTOR WORLD

The Most Marvelous Speed-IndicatorProposition Ever 0ttered

A N E w

JONES ‘ SPEEDOMETER
PRICE PRICE

(Model 30)

$1 50 Mile Speed Scale

This remarkable offering of a Jones Speedometer for $15.00 .will revolutionize the entire

speed-indicator industry. It has been made possible through the evolution of speed-indicator con

struction as practised by this company, and also for reason of the large economies resulting from

manufacturing and purchasing in enormous quantities. Furthermore the Jones Speedometer is

built in the largest factory of its kind in the world. This fact alone enables this company to pro

duce a speedometer absolutely accurate, handsomely finished and perfectly calibrated for the

remarkable price of $15.00—an accomplishment never attempted by any other manufacturer. It

means that every motorist can and will equip his car with the most necessary of all accessories—a

ones Speedometer.

 

 

The stringent observance of the speed laws throughout this country has made it imperative for every owner or driver

of a motor car to carry a speed-indicator. It absolves him from unwarranted arrest—enables him to know his speed at all

times. COMPLETE FITTINGS FOR EVERY MAKE OF CAR.

PRICE LIST IN EFFECT OCTOBER 1, 1908

 

  

Model 30—3-inch Dial, 50 Mile Speed Scale . . . . . . . . . .. $15.00 Model l6—4inch Dial, 100 Mile Speed Scale, Maximum

Model 22—3-ineh Dial, 50 Mile Speed Scale, with Hand Jones Trip Odometer with Instantaneous

Veeder Season Odometer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 20.00 Reset . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $100.00

Model 20—3-inch Dial. 50 Mile Speed Scale, with Model l6—3-inch Odometer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 25.00

with Veeder Trip Odometer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 30.00 Model l7—3-ineh Clock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 30.00

Model 21—3-inch Dial, 60 Mile Speed Scale. with Model lS—4~inch Clock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 45.00

with Veeder Trip Odometer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 35.00 Model ZZ—VVith Auto Clock and Light. 3-inch Dials... 55.00

Model 27—3-inch Dial, 50 Mile Speed Scale, with En- Model ZO—VVith Auto Clock and Light, Mnch Dials... 65.00

closed Jones Season Odometer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 25.00 Model 21—With Auto Clock and Light, 3-inch Dials... 70.00

Model 28—3-inch Dial, 50 Mile Speed Scale, Enclosed Model 27—\Nith Auto Clock and Light, 3-inch Dials... 60.00

Jones Trip Odometer with Instantaneous Reset. . .. 40.00 Model 28—VVith Auto Clock and Light, 3-inch Dials... 75.00

Model 29—4-inlch Dial. 60 Mile Speed Scale, Enclosed Model 29—\\'ith Auto Clock and Light, 4-inch Dials... 100.00

Jones Trip Odometer with Instantaneous Reset. . .. 50.00 Model 14—\\‘ith Auto Clock and Light, 3-inch Dials... 110.00

Model l4—3-inch Dial. 50 Mile Speed Scale. Maximum Model 15—VVith Auto , _ .

Hand Jones Trip Odometer with Instantaneous Clock and Light, 4

Reset . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 75.00 inch Dials . . . . . . . . . .. 140.00

Model 15—4-inch Dial. 60 Mile Speed Scale. Maximum Model l6—With Auto

Hand Jones Trip Odometer with Instantaneous Clock and Light. 4

Reset . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 90.00 inch Dials ...' . . . . . . .. 150.00

Instruments tor Bicycle and Motorcycle Use

Model 2-3-inch Dial, 50 Mile Speed Scale. Friction Drive Nickel Finish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $15.00

Model ZG—S-inch Dial, 50 Mile Speed Scale. Gear Drive Nickel Finish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15.00

Model 24-—3-inch Dial, 50 Mile Speed Scale, on handle bar, driven by flexible shaft.... 20.00

Model 25—3-inch Dial, 60 Mile Speed Scale, on handle bar. driven by flexible shaft.... 20.00

Model 26—3~it'|Clt Dial, 60 Mile Speed Scale. Nickel Finish. on handle bar. driven by

flexible shaft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 25.00

76th Street and Broadway N E W Y 0 R K

BOSTON CHICAGO DETROIT PHILADELPHIA CLEVELAND

l0“ Massachusetts Ave. 1421 Michigan Ave. 247 Jefl’erlon Ave. 259 No. Broad St. 1841 Euclid Ave. , "
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THE KING OF ALL RUNABOUTS

MAXWELL JUNIOR
$500 Two-Cylinder Standard American Runabout.

As handsome a car as the heart of the most exacting motorist could desire; from cooler to tail light gay, debonair, dapper

and deft; every line indicating fleetness and power; eloquent of comfort and new-found pleasure in every mechanical detail—

such is the new Maxwell Junior. A

And—to make the measure of surprise full to overflowing. this marvelous example of automobile value is offered for sale at

$500
a price at which it is difficult to purchase a first class horse and carriage.

  

Maxwell Junior—Model A

Yet, though it is as cheap as the horse and buggy, what a difference in performance and genuine usefulness.

Instead of the eight-mile—an-hour pace to which the horse is accustomed the Maxwell Junior is capable of speeding along at

forty miles an hour.

Instead of the 3% or 4 miles which constitute the average daily travel of the buggy horse the radius of mobility is practically

unlimited for the Maxwell Junior.

Requiring n0 grooming or horseshoeing, no watering or feeding, no veterinary attention. untiring. unfailing in its reliability,

and, last but not least: infinitely cheaper in point of upkeep, the Maxwell Junior $500 Two-Cylinder Standard American Runabout

appeals to everyone of the more than 800,000 people who purchase horses and buggies each year, in the United States.

The equipment of the Maxwell Junior is complete and includes pneumatic tires, lamps, horn with flexible tube, tools. tire repair

kit, etc. The car is complete. without afterthoughts, and the purchaser receives his car in shape for a trip of 50, 500 or 5,000 miles.

Every single item of the Maxwell Junior‘s specification spells correct design, careful construction. substantiality, real

comfort, and

UNAPPROAOHABLE VALUE. .g .

More detailed information concerning the Maxwell Junior $500 Standard American M

Runabout is contained in a special circular. which will be sent free upon application. President

TARRYTOWN, N. Y.I - CO! Fmaidr?os,2atrfytio:nfll. V. New Castle, Ind. Pawtuckot, R. I.
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MAXWELL-BRISCUE MOTOR COMPANY—OTHER 1909 MODELS
  

Two-Cylinder 14 H. P. Runabout, Model LD

Equipped with top, gas lamps and generator. \Yheel base 84 inches.

Full elliFtic springs in front and rear. \Vheels 30 inches. Tires 30x3

inches. anclosed running boards. Magneto a art of equipment. Price $825.

Model L I) is the ideal motor car for t e man who desires to travel

inex ensively, either alone or with another passen er, and it recommends itself

to the Doctor, Lawyer, Contractor, City and Suburban Salesman, Builder,

Business Man, in fact, to every one whose needs do not exceed economical,

safe, and speedy transportation for tWo.

if >  

Four-Cylinder 24-30 H. P. Touring Car—Model DA

enerator, coat rail, foot rest, etc.Equipped with gas lamps and Wheel

base 104 inches. Magneto a part 0 equipment. Price, $1,750.

The best value ever offered on the American Automobile Market. ' A

stylish car of di nified appearance, with power to spare and of easy riding

qualities that ma e the use of Model DA unalloyed pleasure. The economy

of the Maxwell two-cylinder engine also is present in this four-cylinder type,

resulting in an unusually great mileage per gallon of gasoline. The power

lant is of unrivaled flexibility, built substantially, to withstand hard service.

Elver feature essential to the perfect utility car is represented in the Model

l).\ axwell. The superior equipment and the addition of Magneto i nition

make this car lower in price than other of similar power, which are sod at a

slightly lower figure, but wrthout our complete equipment.

  

Four-Cylinder 24-30 H. P. Gentleman's Roadster—Model KA

Equi ped with as lam )S and generator. coat rail, etc. \Vheel base 104

inches. peed 60 mi es per hour. Magneto a part of equipment. Price $1,750.

The acme of refinement, unequalled for luxurious riding. Furnished either

with folding rumble, single rumble, surrey or double rumble rear seat. The

ideal touring car for two and the choice of the man who wants speed combined

with genuine comfort. A low-priced car when the superior and complete equip

ment, which includes Magneto ignition, is considered.

MAXWELL-BRISOOE MOTOR COMPANY, Tarrytown, N. Y.

1

  

Two-Cylinder 20 H. P. Touring Car—Model HD

Fully equipped with top, as lamps and generator, coat rail, foot rest,

etc. \Vheel base 90 inches. glagneto a part of equipment. Price $1,450,

fully equipped. $1,250, without top, magneto and gas lamps.

This model represents the car that has done much to popularize motor

ing in this country. \‘Vith seating facilities for five and the wheelbase

lengthened to 96 inches Model “D will impress the buyer whose chief quest

is simplicity of operation, economy in upkeep, reliabilit in the hardest possible

kind of service. A car not too expensive for the usiness man and good

enough for the millionaire.

  

Two-Cylinder 20 H. P. “Doctor"—-Model DR.

Equipped with top. gas lamps and generator, coat rail, etc. “'heclbase

96 inches. Magneto a part of equipment. Price $1,350.

The chassis of this model is the same as that of Model HI), and the

car has been dubbed the “Doctor” on account of its extensive use by physi

cians throughout the country. The ample carrying space in the rear appeals

particularly to the country hvsician as Well as to the traveling man who

desires to carry luggage wit him. The light wei ht of the body gives the

car ample power to travel over rough roads and ma es the “Dr.” an excellent

vehicle for use in districts where automobile travel is somewhat difficult on

account of adverse road conditions.

FACTOR I [8: Tarrytown, N. Y.

New Castle, Ind. Pawtuckot, R. I.
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Standard

Detachable Rim
Resolution passed by the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

OF AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS at a meeting

held in New York, August 5th, 1908.

“Whereas, the Standard Universal Rim, described in the report of

“the Special Rim Committee, has been recommended by the committee

“as mechanically satisfactory, be it

“RESOLVED that this association hereby adopts the rim so de

“scribed as standard, subject to the consummation by the Special Rim

“Committee of satisfactory commercial arrangements with the patentee

“and manufacturers."

At the above meeting all the detachable rims now on the

market as well as proposed new rims were caretully considered.

THIS IS THE RIM
  

Standard Rim as Used for Clincher Tires Standard Rim as Used for Dunlop Tires

llarllord Rubber Works C0. Morgan & Wright G & J Tire Co.

Harllord, Conn. Detroit. Mich. Indianapolis, Ind.
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Model 0, 30 H. P., Baby Tonneau, $2,450.

Model 0 may be had with 5 passenger touring car body, or 3 passenger runabout

body at same price.

Apperson Bros., the oldest established automobile makers in America, invite corre

spondence with reliable dealers in open territory.

All Apperson cars are fully equipped with double ignition (magneto and storage

battery) five lamps and generator, tire carrier, tools, etc.

 

THE APPERSON LINE

Model 0—3 styles of body, 30 H. P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2,450.00

Model M—2 styles of body. 35-40 H. P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3,000.00

Model M—5 passenger touring car . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3,350.00

Model I-7 passenger touring car, 40-45 H. .. .. 4.200.00

Model K—7 passenger touring car, 50-55 H. P . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,700.00

Apperson “Jack Rabbit"—2 passenger speed car . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,000.00

Model S—Six Cylinder, 50-55 H. P., 7 passenger touring car . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5,500.00

In October we shall have ready for delivery a light 40 H. P. Six Cylinder 5 pas

senger Touring (‘ar to sell at a low price.

APPERSON BROS. AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

KOKOMO, INDIANA
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The Glidden I908 tour was won on

Timken Roller Bearings
Foremost among the winners were the three cars composing the Peerless Team, all of which finished the I700

miles running with clean scores. All three were equipped with Tlllllitll Product.

Timken Roller Bearings on Axles, Steering Knuckles 911 Transmission Gears

reduce friction to zero, take up load and end thrust—prevent resistance to engine——save wear and tear

on every working part and make perfect scores possible.

The best cars of every make have TllIIltCll Roller Bearings. There is a reason. Let us give it to you..

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING AXLE COMPANY, CIIIIIOII, ()th

Irmehel: 10 E. Silt Street, New York. 429 Wabash AvenueI Chic-go.

 

  

THE BRAMPTON

MOTOR CHAIN ~

All side plates on both sides of the

groalnlrp'ton Chain are stamped “BRAMP- '

LARGE SALES and SMALL PROFIT

with thousands of satisfied customers is our

best advertisement. THE BRAMPTON CHAIN is made of self-hardening Steel; the strongest Chain in the World. All parts

polished; fits sprockets (that are properly cut) without friction.

Some of the other chains may look like THE CELEBRATED BRAMPTON CHAIN because some of the other chain makers

began to copy the design and shape of the BRAMPTON CHAIN links in 1904. They have improved somewhat on their copied

design from time to time until these chains now look more like the BRAMPTON CHAIN than ever before. These chains

somewhat resemble the BRAMPTON in appearance, but the manufacturers of such chains have been unable to copy the material

-—self-hardening steel.

NO CHANGE IN THE BRAMPTON

There has been no change in the design, construction, material or finish of the BRAMPTON MOTOR CHAIN in the past

ten years.—“ENUF SED.”

P R I C E

The price bein equal, it’s presumable you want the best. and full value for your money. In -uch cases, the BRAMPTON

FILLS THE BIL , and the prices are the same to manufacturers, jobbers, dealers and consumers as any other chain of equal size.

We have in stock chains to fit all American and foreign cars. -

YOUR 1909 CAR

You can have the new car that you order fitted with the CELEBRATED BRAMPTON CHAIN if you order it that way. No

extra cost to either you or the manufacturer. All standard sizes in stock to fit American and Foreign Cars at the same price as

the other chains.

SPECIAL CHAINS TO FIT THE INDIAN MOTORCYCLE.

Agents wanted in unoccupied territory. Catalog on request.

c n A s. E. M | L L E R, Main Office: 91-99-101 Reade Street, N e w Y o r k

BRANCHES= {54th St. and 8th Ave, New York.

  

  

- mo rill ., _

BRAMPTON'S ' '7

  

  

f

 
 

 

318-320 N. Broad St.. Philadelphia, Pa. 1829 Euclid Ave, Cleveland. 0.

202-204 Columbus Ave., Boston. Male. 22754-229 Jefferson Ave., Detroit. 1392 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn. N. Y.
824 Main St.. Bufialo.
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Stewart Speedometer

For 1909 we announce the most complete and beautiful line ot SPEEDOMETERS

ever shown—values not possible 101‘ any other speed indicator to even equal.

 

 

They combine ieatnres oi workmanship, materials, construction. equipment and

periormance that have never been equaled by any speed indicator at any price.

' Model 4. The same beautifully designed instrument as of

last season, to which we have added an improved trip register of

three dials, recording miles and tenths, which can be reset to a

zero automatically. This instrument will also be equipped with a

maximum speed hand. The construction of the mechanism for

operating the trip and maximum hands is different to any hereto

fore used, and enables us to eliminate springs and other $40.00

devices liable to derangement. Price, . . . . .

Model 5. A duplicate of Model 4 in every feature, but made

to indicate speed of 90 miles. Price last season $75, but owing to

the enormous quantities being sold we will this season 00

listthesameat. . . . . . . . . . . .

Model 5, 90 mug, $50_

Model 4. 60 mile, :40. MOdel 9.

  

Comprises the No. 4- Speedometer and a 4~inch

8—day Chelsea Clock, the best automobile clock on the market;

both mounted on a handsome brass base, and equipped with electric light 00

The most attractive combination possible. Price, . . . . . . . . . . .

Model 1]. Something entirely new in speedometer con

struction. A 4-inch instrument similar in design to the Model 4,

but will indicate speed from zero to ()0 miles; is equipped with

both season and trip register and automatic resetting device. The

scale is three times the length' of that used on any other speed

ometer, and which makes it the most easily read indicator on the

market. The construction is of the costliest kind, every part is of

the same high standard used in all our instruments and includes

jewel bearings. This instrument is uestined to be the quickest

selling, most attractive, most satisfying

oi all instruments, regard- _

less at price. Price, . . 00

Model 10. A combination of the above described Model 11

speedometer and 8-day Chelsea Clock, mounted on 60.00

a brass base, equipped with electric light. Price, . . s

  

Model 13. 315.

Model 12. The handsomest little instrument ever produced;

will indicate speed of 50 miles; has enclosed season odometer with

capacity of 10,000 miles. Is in every feature the same as our $25

instrument of last season, with the exception that it is made with

a 3-inch dial. it is a thoroughly high grade instrument, better than

any other speedometer, as a trial alongside any other make will prove.

All Models to be equipped with the famous Stewart Flexible

Shaft and Swivel Joint, and all are covered by an ironclad

Model 11. 825. 5 - y e a 1' {I II a l' a I! l e e . Send for our 1909 catalog.

  

 

  

 
 

 

 

 
 

  
  

 

 

  

STEWART & CLARK MFG. C0. s'f'i‘:
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THE

SELDEN

CAR

FOR1909
 

 

Enters upon its second year

with a clean record. No “first

year” car has ever earned a

better reputation or made a

better showing.

T H E C A R O F

MODERATE PRICE

$2()OO

Tourlng Oar Roadeter

Limousine Landaulet

 

 

_

l

4 cylinder, 28-30 horsepower, shalt drive,

selective transmission, metal body, pressed steel

frame, excellent hill climber, fine finish and

style, roomy tonneau, luxurious upholstery, easy

riding, smooth running, economical in up-keep,

in fact, a high grade car in every ‘particular.

The “Silent Selden ”

1909 MODELS READY

IN SEPTEMBER

Agency propositions now ready. Send for

catalog and specifications.

Selden Motor Vehicle to.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Member A. L. A. M.

TIME WAS when tire worry

spoiled much of the enjoyment

of motoring and the motorist

who footed the bills had no

voice in the matter.

THEN CAME THE AJAX

wrapped tread tire with its

superior services.

AND NEXT THE AJAX

5,000 MILE GUARANTEE

—If the user of Ajax tires

fails to obtain 5,000 miles

service from his tire, it is for

us to worry—not him, and

we make good.

WITH AJAX TIRES the

tire problem resolves itself into

a plain proposition. We know

that they will do, and we offer

you the best kind of an insur

ance for expressing your will

ingness to find out for yourself.

IS THERE ANYTHING

MQRE BUSINESS-LIKE

THAN THIS?

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Write for copy of Guarantee, stating what size tire you are using.

Address Dept. A.

AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER COMPANY

GENERAL OFFICES: N. E. Cor. 57th St. and Broadway, New York

Factories: Trenton, N. J.

BRANCHES:

New York, 1776 Broadway Denver 1529 Cleveland Place

Boston, 819-a Boylston St. Seattl 1102 Broadway

Chicago, 1418 Michigan Ave. San Francisco, 460 aolden Gate A

Detroit, 743 Woodwood Ave. Lon Angeles, 1040 S. Main

Agents in all large cities.
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FRANKLIN 1909
24-Hour Brellon Woods Endurance Run

Franklin 1909, Model I), linished with perlect score.

The difference between weight and strength.

Did you notice that the only axles broken in the Glidden Tour were of the solid I-beam

type?

There is no better example of the uselessness and disadvantage of useless weight. The

ordinary I-beam axle weighs twice as much as the Franklin tubular axle, yet the Franklin axle

is a good deal stronger. It is made of 3% per cent. nickel steel, with a tensile strength of

240,000 pounds to the square inch. .

In the same way the Franklin drive-shaft is stronger than an ordinary drive-shaft of con

siderably greater section and weight.

The Franklin white ash frame built up in transverse layers. is stronger than the ordinary

steel frame, although lighter.

Nobody imagines that heavy water-cooling apparatus makes an automobile any stronger.

This extra weight is simply one of the undesirable necessities that go with a water-cooled design.

By getting rid of this weight and the complication that goes with it, every Franklin model is

stronger and safer, as well as more reliable than the average water-cooled automobile that weighs

fully a third more, and costs in proportion more to maintain.

The biggest mistake in automobile making is useless weight and bulk.

G 18 ll. P. Touring Car, $1,850. Runabout with hamper . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1,750

With single or double rumble . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.800

D 28 H. P. Five-passenger touring car . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Or Runabout with single or double rumble

H 42 H. P. Seven-passenger tourin car

Or Runabout with sing (- or double rumble.

Brougham, Landaulets, Limousine. Town-car.

_ Prices f. o. b. Syracuse. \Vrite for catalogue that explains Franklin construction and

the Franklin models in detail.

H. H. FRANKLIN MANUFACTURING CO., Syracuse, N. Y.

.\lmlol ll; six cylinders; seven passengers; 36-inch wheels,

l_'7-inch wheel base. 2,500 pounds, $3,750.
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THE ADVANTAGES 0F THE STRAIGHT LINE DRIVE

Here are some good reasons why the Rambler straight line drive is

such a good mechanical feature.

Because it saves you money. Power cannot be carried around a corner without great loss, due to friction. For

every bit of energy wasted by friction in the ordinary automobile in transmitting the power from the engine to the

rear axle, through universal joints, or, in other words, around corners, you pay just that much more for gasoline and

for oil.

The Rambler straight line drive delivers the maximum poWer of the engine direct to the rear axle, without

unnecessary loss through friction. With the offset crank shaft, to further reduce friction when the engine is running

under load; with the extra large wheels, big tires and long wheel base to provide perfect comfort; with quality em

bodied in every detail of the Rambler construction, it is no wonder that the 1908 Rambler has given universal

satisfaction.

It you write your name on a postal today, stating the model in which

you are interested, we will give you the tacts. You will not obligate

yoursell and we will appreciate it.

THE CAR 0F STEADY SERVICE

Thomas B. Jeffery & Company, 2‘:.;“F.2.'.‘,‘.;°. Kenosha, Wis.

Chicago, Milwaukee, Boston, Philadelphia, San Francisco.

Representatives in all lcmling cities.

Branches and Distributing Agencies:
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IMPERIAL IN RECEIVER’S IIANIIS

Williamsport Concern Gets into Difiicul

ties Through Lack of Capital—Made

Few Recent Purchases.

After a considerable period of financial

uncertainty, the Imperial Motor Car Co., of

\Villiamsport, Pa., has gone into the hands

of a receiver. Rumors that such action was

likely have had liberal circulation in the

trade for quite a time, as it was known that

the concern was seriously hampered in its

operations by lack of adequate capital. Al

though never assuming any large impor

tance, the company made something of a

stir about a year ago by a vigorous intro<

ductory campaign for its product. the Im

perial roadster, emphasis being placed on

its straight line drive, “double drop" frame

and other constructional refinements.

Activity in the selling end of the organ

ization came to a standstill some months

back, however. and the fact that prepara

tions for the 1909 season have not seemed

to be under any very great headway has

portended the possibility of the present dif

ficulty. Until the receiver has had the op

portunity to investigate the company's af

fairs, no estimates of the proportion of as

sets to liabilities are available.

Muncie's Factory is Under Way.

Until Thomas F. Hart, the head of the

enterprise, can sort out the 1,500 prize ofi'cr

suggestions for a good name for his aut0<

mobile company which he has received from

the citizens of Muncie, Ind., and can select

the most felicitous and suitable one, the con

cern must go nameless, but the deficiency

is not delaying the construction of a large

factory on a l4-acre site which has been

bought in Muncic's manufacturing district.

The capital stock of the company will be

$200,000, subject to subsequent increase, and

the probable stockholders in addition to

Hart will include Madison Maring, T. F.

Rose and Ball brothers, the latter being

well known Muncie glass manufacturers.

All are said to be men of wealth. Claude

E. Cox, of Indianapolis, Ind., has been

engaged as chief mechanical engineer, and

the production will be runabouts and tour

ing cars of medium price. Cox was former

ly connected with the Overland Automo

bile C0._. of Indianapolis, Ind., and the new

concern’s announced intention to “turn out

a machine almost identical with one that

has been a success on the market," is

thought to be not without significance. Past

association with the glass business has lead

Hart and the others to decide on glass and

steel construction for the factory buildings.

The side walls will be chiefly of glass.

Chester Company Making Cabs.

Cabs for taximeter service are being made

by the Chester Engineering & Machine Co.,

of Chester, Pa, under contract for Messrs.

Hinkle, O’Brien and Lewis, of Philadelphia,

who have the concession for the Bellevue

Stratford hotel in the latter city. Six of the

25 machines ordered have already been

completed and plans are being considered

to have the Chester concern continue to

manufacture similar cabs for the general

market.

Orders Muncie Parts Claims Paid.

Claims against the defunct Muncie Auto

Parts Co., of Muncie, Ind., to the amount

of $32,000, including interest, have been al

lowed by the court and ordered paid by

Judge Joseph G. Lefilcr. In accordance

with the court order l'larvcy Hooke, the re

ceiver, is now trying to convert the assets

into cash, the holdings having been ap—

praised at $34,000.

Leaves Corbin for Continental.

\‘V. J. Surrc has resigned as secretary of

the Corbin Screw Corporation, New Brit

ain, Conn, to become the eastern sales man

ager of the Continental Rubber “"orks, of

lirie, Pa. His headquarters will be in New

York City. The vacancy in the Corbin

company has been filled by the election of

George P. Spear as secretary and a di

rector.

NEW WAVEIILEY 0WNEIS 0RGANIZE

Indianapolis Interests Buy Plant and Busi

ness Outright from Pope—Court

Approves Terms.

Following the sale of the Pope—\Vaverley

plant at Indianapolis, Ind., to the interests

represented by Herbert H. Rice and Wilbur

C. Johnson, the purchasers have organized

as The Waverley Company and will conduct

the business entirely independent of the

former owners. The sale was practically

completed on September 25, when Judge A.

B. Anderson, in the United States district

court, directed Albert l.. Pope, as receiver

for the Pope Motor Car Co., to accept the

ofier of $200,000 made by Rice and John

son, the sale to take effect as dating from

July 1, with the provision that the $101,0(I)

bank balance held by the plant in Indian

apolis banks at the time of the order be

turned over to the receiver or a correspond

ing amount added to the purchase price.

The sale includes the property, merchandise,

patents, good will and businesss.

The new owners have organized under

Indiana laws with a capitalization of $225,

000. The company is headed by W'illiam

B. Cooley as president, with Herbert H.

Rice, vice-president; Carl von Hake, treas

nrer; and \\"ilbnr C. Johnson. secretary.

Continuing in the positions they occupied

under the Pope regime, Rice will remain as

general managcr and Johnson as his as

sistant. The product, as heretofore, will

be \Vaverley electric carriages and commer

cial trucks.

The capital which made the purchase pos

sible is said to be in no way allied with any

other automobile interests, having been sup

plied chiefiy by Indianapolis capitalists

whom Rice and Johnson interested shortly

after the Pope failure. For the present the

factory and sales organization will remain

unchanged. The uniform prosperity of the

“'avcrley department in the past indicates

future success.
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In the Retail World.

Earle H. Nevins, of Shabbona, lll.. has

started a garage. He will also maintain a

repair department, and will sell accessories.

The assets of the bankrupt R. 0. Williams

Automobile Co., of Columbus, 0., amount

to $9,547.03 according to the report filed by

H. C. Moore, the receiver. The liabilities

have not as yet been fully listed.

R. M. Maxfield, of the automobile firm of

Maxfield & Rice Bros, Minneapolis, Minn,

has purchased the interests of W. C. Rice

and W. R. Rice, and will conduct the busi

ness alone. The present location at 1401

Hennepin avenue will be retained.

A Cadillac branch is to be opened in Spo~

kane, Wash. Factory representatives are at

present arranging for the erection of a gar

age on the south side of Front avenue, be

tween Wall and Post streets. on the east

side of the Salvation Army building.

Robert J. Bronson, proprietor of the

Bronson Automobile Repair Co., Milwaukee

and River streets, Elgin, Ill., has disap

peared from local view, much to the alarm

of Elgin creditors. After his departure his

establishment presented a barren appear

ance, except for some few cars left in the

garage by patrons.

The Southern Automobile C0, of Char

lotte, N. C., has succeeded to Ham St Ross

in the agency for Maxwell and Jackson cars

and has opened up its salesrooms in the Au

ditorium building. The new concern is cap

italized at $25,000, with J. H. Hamm, presi

dent and manager, and I. W. Zimmerman

secretary and treasurer.

The Holcomb Co., of New Haven, Conn.,

which in addition to manufacturing tops for

the trade has the agency for several well

known cars, is‘opening a downtown whole

sale and retail store for the sale of auto

mobile supplies, at 290-292 \‘Vooster street.

This is quite apart from the office, factory

and garage at 97-115 Goffe street.

In an effort to straddle successfull ' the

“licensed” and “unlicensed” agency prob

lem, Charles Schmitt, of Hamilton, 0.. has

formed the Butler Auto Co., which he will

manage in addition to the West Side Ante

Co., of which he is the head. The Butler

company will handle only “licensed” cars.

while the West Side offerings will be “un

licensed.”

“Bennett's Garage” will shortly open in

Findlay, O., with the agency for four makes

of car, a complete sundry and accessory de

partment, and adequate garaging and repair

facilities. Although the sales department

will be in charge of F. J. Collinwood and

the garaging under Harry Bennett, the own

ership of the concern will reside in the C.

F. Jackson Co., proprietors of the Glass

Block Department Store.

Takes Pope New York Agency.

New York City representation for the

Pope-Hartford, which has been the subpcct

of trade speculation since the relinquish

ment of the agency by A. G. Southworth,

has been settled by the formation of the

Pope-Hartford Automobile Co., of New

York, which will handle the Pope Mfg. Co.'s

cars in Greater New York and its vicinity.

The new company, which has been incor

porated under New Jersey laws, with $50,000

capital, has taken quarters at 1853 Broad

way and has already commenced its selling

campaign. H. E. Holt, the president of the

company, although having no previous con

nection with the automobile trade, is ex

perienced and able in commercial affairs,

while Benjamin E. Fincke and Charles A.

Dickson, of Newark, N. 1., treasurer and

secretary, respectively, have sold the Pope

Hartford in New Jersey for several years

and have been very successful in that field.

Wagner-Field Agency Gets Clients.

Among the first accounts of the newly

formed Wagner-Field automobile advertis

ing agency, composed of Fred J. Wagner

and Russell A. Field, is the publicity work

for the Vanderbilt Cup Commission, in con

nection with the sweepstakes and Vanderbilt

Cup races, the new organization having

been entrusted with the heralding of the

grandstand and parking accommodations.

Through former connections with an auto

mobile publication and as the official start

er of the chief motor car racing events,

Wagner is well known to the trade, while

Field has been automobile editor of a

Brooklyn newspaper. Offices have been

taken at 1777 Broadway, in the Thorough

fare building, New York City.

Canary Provides Taxi-Service for Chicago.

Dan Canary, one of Chicago's pioneers in

automobile matters and who has had a

most wide and varied experience in motor

car affairs, is starting a taximeter cab en

terprise in the Windy City which is to be

known as the Dan Canary Tax-l-Service Co.

The nucleus for his “fleet,” as he desig

nates it, is six Thomas 1909 cabs equipped

with Jones taximeters, the vehicles going

into commission on October 10, after which

date more of the cabs will be added rapidly

and regularly. Temporary headquarters

have been taken at the old Pardee & Canary

salesrooms, 1218-20 Michigan avenue.

A Philadelphia Branch for Maxwell-Briscoe.

William F. Smith, Philadelphia branch

manager for Thomas B. Jeffery & Co., has

resigned to become territorial manager for

the Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co., of Tarry>

town, N. Y. He will have his headquar

ters in the Quaker City. where a Maxwell~

Briscoe branch is to be established.

Haynes Plans Increase of Capital.

An increase of capital for the Haynes Au

tomobile Co., of Kokomo, Ind, is being

planned to the extent of $180,000. Invest

ors in Kokomo are said to be prepared to

take $130,000 of the amount. while outside

capitalists have arranged for the $50,000

remainder.

The Week’s Incorporations.

Wilson, Kan—\Nilson Automobile & Gar

age Co., under Kansas laws, with $3,000 cap

ital.

Detroit, Mich—National Motor Casting

Co., under Michigiln laws, with $14,000 cap

ital.

Vincennes, Ind—Johnson Auto Co., un

der Indiana laws, with $l0,000 capital. Cor

porators—C. E. Dailey, F. P. Emison, and

\V. T. Johnson.

Chicago, Ill.—Central Wheel Co., under

Illinois laws, with $2.500 capital. Corpor

ators—J'ohn T. Watters, Emma Westendorf,

Anna 1. Westendorf.

South Bend, Ind—White Garage Co., un

der Indiana laws, with $10,000 capital. Cor

porators—Cyrus C. Shafer, Thos. W. Slick,

John Shafer and W. A. Slick.

Boston, Mass.—Gray-Aldrich Co., under

Massachusetts laws, with $25,000 capital; to

manufacture and deal in gas and gasolene

engines. Corporators—E. Gray and C. S.

Aldrich.

Nashville, Tenn.—Crescent Automobile

Co., under Tennessee laws, with $15,000 cap

ital. Corporators—J. A. Wardlow, F. W.

\Vallace, S. B. Cook, C. N. Woodworth, W.

ll. Ward.

Boston, Mass—Oulton Motor & Manu~

facturing Co., under Massachusetts laws,

with $200,000 capital; to manufacture and

deal in hydrocarbon motors. Corporators—

A. C. Morrison and T. Le Baron.

Bufialo, N. Y.—Chester Auto 8: Tire Fill

ing Co., under New York laws, with $50,000

capital. Corporators—Theodore Chester, of

Sudbury, Pa.; Asbury Chester, \Vilson Ches

ter, Harold Carle and H. C. Harrison, of

Buffalo.

Brooklyn, N. Y.——Long Island Auto Sup

ply Mfg. Co., under New York laws, with

$25,000 capital; to manufacture automobile

supplies. Corporators~L. Handel, New

York City; H. L. Carr and C. Knopf. Brook

lyn.

Wayne-Northern Merger Nears Completion.

Although the $1,000,000 Everitt-Metzger

Flanders Co., of Detroit, Mich., which was

based on an amalgamation of the \Vayne

and Northern interests has been doing busi

ness right along, it has been generally

known in the trade that the completion of

the merger had been delayed. It is now

said, however, that the details of the plan

have finally been agreed upon and that its

consummation will go into effect within

the next five or six days. By this means

the E-M-F concern acquires the license of

the Northern Motor Car Co., and its mem

bership in the Licensed Association of Au

tomobile Manufacturers. The Northern

stockholders will take stock in the newer

concern, but otherwise there will be no

changes, as is explained. Proxies are being

obtained of the Northern holdings in Port

Huron preliminary to the call for a ratifica

tion meeting.
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BRITISIIERS “10101116 816 CARS

Small Machines Hold Their Own in a De

clining Market—Upkeep Cost a

Large Factor.

London, Sept. 22—Notwithstanding the

enormous increase in the employment of

the motor car both for business and pleas

ure purposes, there can be no disguising

the fact that, at the present time, the motor

trade of Great Britain is in a very grave

position; so grave in fact that it is most

difficult to say what will happen during the

next three or four years. Although to a

certain extent the depression is felt upon

the Continent, yet there it may be partly

due to over-production, coupled with, and,

To

have con

indeed, largely caused by, high prices.

a certain degree these causes

duced to the existing state of things in

England, but this general remark applies

mostly to those firms who have devoted

themselves almost entirely to the produc

tion of cars of high power. The fact is

that with, perhaps, one solitary exception,

the sales of large cars have fallen off tre

mendously.

There are several reasons for this, but

the principal one is the question of upkeep,

which, with the present prices of tires, is

truly terrible, and forms itself unpleasantly

upon every owner who does not come within

the category of the very rich. On the other

hand, this heavy depreciation of such vehi

cles is largely due to the cost of running,

at at present, cars which were purchased for

from £800 to £1,000 less than two years

ago, and are now in perfect running order,

can be obtained, second-hand, for £200, or

even less. That there is considerable diffi

culty in finding buyers even at this low price

is due to the fact that the cost of running——

for that is what “upkeep” really means—is

now understood, and the class who can af

ford to spend £1,000 a year on motoring is

strictly limited. 1

But there is still a demand for small and

moderately small cars, though this has re

ceived a certain check owing to the number

of large vehicles which- have been thrown

on the market. As a matter of fact the de

mand for the small car can be best gauged

by the prices of second hand vehicles of

this class. A reference to advertisement

columns of second-hand cars will show this,

for it is quite common to see a vehicle which

cost not more than £250 new, offered and

sold a year later for £200 or even more

Apart from this, the demand is further

proved by the fact that for every car thus

advertised there are usually many applica

tions. So far then as the medium and small

cars, vehicles of from 6 horsepower to 12

horsepower. are concerned. there is little

fear for the trade, if only the manufactur

crs will realize that they must work upon

business lines.

Cheap Mail to England in Effect.

More or less extensive relations which

the cis-Atlantic automobile trade enjoys

with British concerns have in the past been

ruffled by the forgetfulness of the Amer

ican correspondents about the necessity for

five cent stamps on the letter envelopes, re

sulting in additional penalty collections and

some hard feeling on the other side. Be

ginning with the date of this issue, how

ever, letter postage to England is reduced

to 2 cents per half ounce, so that one com

mon red stamp will ordinarily suffice.

Windsor Will Make Motor Buggies.

Automobile buggies of the Stanhope type

are now being produced at the plant of the

\Y'Vindsor Carriage & Delivery Wagon

Works, 100 London street West, Windsor,

Ontario, the small Canadian city which lies

opposite Detroit. A strong Canadian de

mand for the buggy type of motor vehicle

has determined the company upon extensive

manufacture along this line.

Columbia Carriage Produces a Car.

Hamilton, 0., is proud over the fact that

buggy type automobiles are now being pro

duced within its borders, the Columbia

Carriage Co., of that place, having exhib

ited on the street one of its new 12 horse

power runabout models. Thc company in

tends making motor buggies a feature of its

line.

Davis to Do Pierce Publicity.

George M. Davis, formerly publicity pro

moter for the E. R. Thomas Motor Co., of

Buffalo, and more recently interested in

electrics, has joined the forces of the George ,

N. Pierce Co. Buffalo, N. Y. While pub~

licity may constitute a large part of his

work for the Pierce company, his activities

will not be entirely along advertising lines.

 

Locomotive Lights Lear Factory.

Sparks from a passing locomotive and

spontaneous combustion from oily rags are

two of the various causes assigned for a

serious fire at the plant of the Oscar Lear

Automobile Co., Springfield, O. The dam

age to the testing rooms and warehouse is

estimated at between $5,000 and $10,000.

Deal Develops a Buggy Type.

Motor buggies have been taken up by the

Deal Buggy Co.. of Jonesville. Mich. The

concern has heretofore been known only

as manufacturers of horse drawn vehicles.

but a new department has been created

which will devote itself to the motor pro

pelled types.

Hayes Acquires National Wheel.

The controlling interest in the National

Wheel Co., of Jackson, Mich., having been

bought by Clarence B. Hayes. the concern

is to be reorganized and the capital and

equipment greatly increased. The name will

in all probability be changed to the Hayes

\Vheel Co.

READY MARKET F01! S'I'0LEN TIRES

Chicago Police Discover an Alleged "Fence"

System—Rubber company Manager

is Arrested.

Traffic in stolen automobile tires, which

from Single instances of crooked deals

among chauffeurs and garage men has lat

terly developed into an extensive evil. rc<

ccived a setback last Friday in Chicago

when the police took into custody John

Sweeney, alias John Johnson, and Alexan

der Lavander, who subsequently confessed

jointly to having stolen about 200 cases and

tubes and who disclosed what is declared to

be a bold and well organized system for

the theft and sale of tires for motor cars.

As a result of their disclosures, Charles 11.

Knight, manager of the Chicago Rubber

Co., 425 Wabash avenue, was arrested and

nearly $10,000 worth of alleged stolen tires

recovered.

Four patrol wagon loads of the stolen

property were hauled to the Central police

station without fully exhausting the sup

ply. The detectives went to the plant

armed with a search warrant obtained by

Dr. F. L. Hollenbeck, from whose machine

a spare tire was taken two weeks ago. Upon

being placed under arrest, Manager Knight.

of the rubber company. admitted that he had

purchased tires from the two culprits whom

the police had induced to confess, but he

maintained that he did not know that he

was buying stolen goods.

The arrests in the case were brought

about by detectives seeing Sweeney taking

a spare tire from a machine standing by

the curb. They questioned him and he told

them he was employed by the owner of the

car and had been sent to take the tire to

a garage. He was taken in tow, however.

Later he implicated the others. According

to Sweeney and Lavander. the manager of

the rubber company paid from $7 to $10

apiece for the tires they stole, and told

them that he would buy all they were able

to bring to him.

Tire Robbers Take to Diamonds.

Offers of Diamond tires at suspicioust

low prices may have an explanation in the

fact that robbers broke open the rear win

dow of the Diamond Rubber Co.'s branch

at Cleveland, 0., on Saturday night. the

thh ult.. and stole over $1,000 worth of tubes

and casings. Tracks of a horse and wagon

in the alley indicated that the thieves had

wade careful preparation for a wholesale

l‘aul.

Streator Factory Spreading Out.

Two new concrete factory buildings are

l‘cing constructed for the Streator Motor

Car Co., of Streator, lll. .\ greatly in~

creased rpoduction for next year is bving

planned.
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THE 1909

WHITE STEAM CARS
  

During the coming season, the White Steam Cars will be built in two distinct models which, while

differing widely in size, in power and in price, will follow the same general lines of construction. The

horse-power ratings of these cars are based on the actual power delivered at the rear wheels, not merely

on formulas or on the power delivered at the engine.

The larger of the new cars is known as the Model “M.” It is rated at 40 steam horse-power

and sells for $4,000, f. o. b. Cleveland, equipped with acetylene headlights and tank, oil lamps, horn and

tool kit. The wheel base is 122 inches; the front tires 36x4 inches and the rear tires 3615 inches. The

car is regularly equipped with a straight-line seven-passenger body.

The smaller of the cars (shown in the above illustration) will be known as the Model “0.” It is

rated at 20 steam horse-power and sells for $2,000, f. o. b. Cleveland, equipped with oil lamps. horn and

tool kit. The wheel-base is 104 inches and the tires, both front and rear, are 32x3}4 inches. The car

is regularly equipped with a straight-line five-passenger body.

The power plants of the two models are identical in design, the only difference between them being

in the dimensions of the various parts, The principal mechanical change in the new cars, as compared

with previous White models, is in the engine. The new engine is fitted with the Joy valve mechanism,

instead of the Stephenson valve mechanism. The valves are driven from the connecting rods, as are

the pumps. The eccentrics are done away with and the cylinders are brought close together, permitting

the use of a short one-piece crank-shaft, with but two main bearings. The number of parts in the

engine is reduced by one half and the entire construction greatly simplified.

As in previous models, the generator—the simplest steam-making device ever designed—consists

simply of a series of coils of steel tubing joined together. The regulating system, whereby the temperature

and pressure of the steam remain constant without in any way engaging or requiring the attention of

the operator, is similar to that in the 1908 cars.

A circular containing full details oi the

new models will be sent on request.

THE WHI'ECOMPANY
CLEVELAND, OHIO

NEW YORK CITY, Broadway at 62d St. CHICAGO, 240 Michigan Ave.

BOSTON, 320 Newbury St. PITTSBURG, 138-48 Beatty St. SAN FRANCISCO. 1460 Market St.

PHILADELPHIA, 629-33 N. Broad St. CLEVELAND, 407 Rockwell Ave. ATLANTA, 120-122 Marietta St.
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Competitive Commercial Types.

In the field of pleasure vehicles there is

small room for discussion as to the re

spective merits of the gasolene and electric

types for the various sorts of work. such as

the

lines are

may be subject to classification. In

commercial field, however, the

less closely drawn and with the probable

increase of interest in the rivalry over the

capture of the business market it is possible

to foresee at no very distant time a sharp

controversy as to the comparative value of

the two types.

In this connection it is of interest to note

the discussion of the advantages of the elec

tric commercial vehicle printed elsewhere

in this issue, wherein is predicted a some

what greater field for it than has been

looked forward to in many quarters—par

ticularly in the case of the so-called “mixed”

_ or gasolene-electric type,

blended most of the advantages of both ele

ments with an avoidance of sundry of their

wherein are

disadvantages. Hitherto this

propulsion has been regarded in the light

system of

of a hopeful prospect from the theoretical

point of view without receiving much_ err

couragement of a substantial nature in the

performance of the limited number of ve

hicles in service, upon which it has been

employed. The statement of the advan

tages of the simple electric vehicle deriv

ing its power current from storage batter

ies when it comes to short-haul work is lit

tle likely to be combatted.

A point which may be received with some

little surprise, however, is that the rela—

tive costs of charging current and gasolene

are closely comparable. Supposing this to

be true within narrow limits, the relative

costs of operating electric and gasolene ve

hicles under similar conditions is reduced

to the elements of first cost and cost of

maintenance. The cost of storage battery

maintenance, when conducted along ra~

tional and systematic lines, is known to be

very low. Hence the maintenance of the

gasolene motor and the change gear, which

is an invariable accompaniment to its use,

stands forth as the chief disparaging ele

ment in the relative economy of the two

types.

design, of course, this factor may be brought

With careful treatment and good

down to very low terms. But at present

it is commonly rated among commercial

vehicle users to be unpleasantly high.

Over against what may be termed pres

ent data, however, it must be considered

that great numbers of gasolene vehicles of

the commercial type have come into general

use in passenger haulage within a compara

tively short period, so short, in fact. as to

preclude any close estimate being placed

upon their average performance in the mat

ter of economy. That they are of the most

modern design, and constitute a vast im

provement in many ways over the older

types against which many unfavorable con

clusions may be drawn, and that they are

proving trustworthy in action. argues favor

ably for the cost figures of the future.

Whether they will prove to be of an eco

nomical value commensurate with that of

.the electric, already reduced to terms of

close refinement. will be an important as

well as instructive conclusion once it has

been reached.

 

About Locking the Differential.

An unusual and rather conspicuous provi

sion laid down in connection with the reg

ulations established by the British War

Oflicc for its light tractor competition is

that all machines entered shall be provided

with means of locking the differential gear

ing, the lock to be capable of manipulation

from the foot board. Aside from any other

interest in the forthcoming event this in

itself furnishes a suggestive point for con

sideration by the commercial vehicle de

signer. The object is clearly that of pro

viding means of securing traction in one

of the driving wheels when the other is

mired or is "anchored" on a slippery foot

ing. The provision also may be supposed

to contain some small element of safeguard

against skidding.

It is commonly agreed that the differential

gear, particularly with cars of the pleasure

type is and has been in the past. responsi

ble for many serious accidents. and that

it is by no means perfectly satisfactory in

its performance. It has also been suggested

more than once that some provision by

which its action would be controlled in pro

portion to the turning action of the steer

ing wheels, or could be checked at will,

would be of great benefit. Indeed. several

devices have been placed on the market in

which a modified differentiation was secured,

and in one case—that of a high-wheeled bug

gy introduced early this year—a true differ

ential brake is employed for the purpose

contemplated in the abovc'mcntioncd spe

cifications.

Apart from the utility of such a provis

ion from the standpoint of the pleasure car

designer, there is every reason to believe

that its application to vehicles of the com'

mercial type would be of the greatest bene

fit. Owners of trucks of both light and

heavy patterns are frequently compelled to

resort to extreme measures when hauling

over wet or muddy courses as a result of the

wild and uncontrolablc action of the differ

ential gear. The sticking of one driving

wheel tends ordinarily to cause the other

to be driven at a rate which precludes the

possibility of proper traction being secured.

The slipping of one wheel at once removes

Differ

two drivers

the driving torque from the other.

ential slipping between the

tends to slew around the driven end of the

vehicle, much as the swiftcr moving pleas

ure vehicle is made to skid. And usually

the only recourse to be had is that of block

ing one wheel or the other temporarily.

Aside from its mechanical simplicity and

the fact that it is absolutely reliable and au

tomatic, there is indeed, little to recom

mend the ordinary balance gear to the dis
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signer who is compelled to make every foot

pound of motive power tell in the best pos»

sible manner. Just when the last ounce

of power is most required the automaticity

of the differential is apt to interfere to

cause considerable losses and vexatious de

lays. To counteract this effect, it is a com

paratively simple matter to provide some

method of checking the action temporarily,

or, if necessary, of concentrating the drive

on either wheel. That such a provision

would be well worth its cost almost goes

without saying.

 
 

Revival of Wayside Entertainment.

A new force in the intrenchment of the

motor car in popular esteem is developing

in the persons of summer resort proprie

tors and promoters who more than ever be

fore arc coming to appreciate the advan

tages of catering to that section of the pub

lic which is devoted to highway travel.

Hitherto their efforts have been so scat

tered as to be of small importance when

The rapidly

increasing numbers of motor tourists every

considered in the aggregate.

year, however, and the fact that its isola

tion from railroad or steamboat facilities is

no longer a bar to the success of an other

wise attractive resort, is having due effect

upon the landlords of the more popular re

creation centers. Their arousal naturally

involves an increase in the number of way

side attractions for the tourist, improve

ments in accommodations they offer and

which

proached and so in a secondary way en

in the highways by they are ap<

courages the constantly increasing impor

tance of the car as a practical means of

transportation.

So great has this effect become'that even

in established resorts where the railroad

has long been the chief means of approach

and the highroad has been shamefully neg

lected, the growing use of automobiles has

resulted in highway improvements and so,

in the increased use of cars until the rail

road travel has been impaired to a serious

Indeed

ous “mountain division" of an eastern rail

extent. in one instance the fam

road has suffered a falling off in its receipts

during the season now closing of no less

than one-third, it is said. The route of the

“ideal tour" through the White Mountains

of New Hampshire has been clouded with

the dust of something like a hundred cars

a day on the average this summer, and at

one of the resorts in that section no less

than 400 guests have sometimes arrived for

dinner in touring cars and runabouts.

Hotel men have not been slow to apprei

ciate the advantages to be derived from

even the transient trade of the motoring

public and their efforts to attract it are in

large measure responsible for the tremen

dous increase in long-distance touring dur

From this it is

easy to see what the future must hold for

ing the past year or two.

the vacationist. The lure of the countryside

made doubly attractive by the thoughtful

provision of mine-host for the comfort of

his guests, and the well-laid road to his

door which he is also more or less instru

mental in providing, must tend to make the

motor car more nearly indispensible than

ever where recreation is sought.

A Corollary of the Industry.

Despite the continued and frequently of'

fensive presence of vast numbers of cars

on the highways it is sometimes difficult

to realize the magnitude and importance

which has actually' been attained by the au

tomobile industry in the few brief years

since its inception. Nevertheless, in its

relationship to other branches of product

ive activity it has assumed proportions

Thus it has

recently been credited with assisting in the

which are far from negligible.

reinforcement of the copper market—a func

tion which would appear superficially to be

about as remote from its general effect as

could be imagined.

demand for brass in lamps, horns, attach

ments, and to a limited extent in the mech

anism itself, as well as the use of copper

in alloy, it is said that the automobile is

responsible for an increase of no less than

6,000,000 pounds in the sales of domestic

copper so far this year as compared with

last.

Because of the great

This statement appears less incred

ible when it is said that there are estimated

to be some 250 pounds of cOpper consumed

in the production of each average car.

“Dunc” Curry, the clairvoyant, auto edi

tor, etc., attached to the Hearst establish

Having decided that

he is the automobile public, and that all the

ment “has ’em again."

national associations are contained within

his person, he has commenced to imagine

that he is the whole industry, also.

informed an anxious world what he, in the

Having

role of Automobile Public "demanded," and

“officially accepted” records which are un

acceptable by all rules of sport, he now has

let the same world know the “unanimous

wishes of the trade." Unless his employer

is able to induce him to depend less on

clairvoyance and more on the recognized

 

COMING EVENTS

  

 

October 1-2, Indianapolis, Ind—Indian

apolis Automobile Trade Association’s

sealed bonnet endurance run.

October 2. Poughkecpsie, N. Y.-——Race

meet in conjunction with Dutchess County

Fair.

October 2-3, Brighton Beach, L. I.—M0

in Racing Association's 24 hours race.

October 6-9, Chicago, [IL—Chicago Motor

Club's 1,000 miles reliability run.

October 7, 8, 9, Cleveland-Toledo, Ohio—

Cleveland Automobile Club's reliability con

test.

October 10, Philadelphia, Pa.—Quaker City

Motor Club‘s 200 miles road race, Fairmount

Park.

October 10, Long Island—Motor Park»

way sweepstakes for stock cars.

October 10, Providence, R. l.—Rhodc Is]

and Automobile Club's race meet, Narra

gansett Park.

October 14-16, Cleveland, O.—Cleveland

Automobile Club‘s reliability run.

October 17, Hartford, Conn—Automobile

Club of Hartford's hill climb, Avon Moun

tain.

October 17, Kansas City, Mo.—Automo~

bile Club of Kansas City's race meet. Elm

Ridge track.

October 24, Long Island—Vanderbilt cuD

contest.

November 26, Savannah, Ga.—Automo

bile Club of America‘s (New Yerk), 400

miles race.

rules of sport, and to understand that one,

two. or three men do not constitute a na~

tional organization, and unless his friends

can induce him occasionally to stand in

front of an unmagnifying mirror, it soon

may become necessary to write it “Donk”

Curry.

In connection with the present popularity

of 24 hours races and the brave array of

“records” which is trailing out in their wake

it is pertinent to inquire whether anyone

at present connected with the promotion of

such affairs is aware of the real world's

record distance for a drive of twice

around the clock. For the benefit of those

who cannot do so, it is well to refer

to the date of June 28-29, 1907, when Sel

wyn F. Edge, of London, England, eclipsed

all previous records by driving 1,581 miles

1,310 yards around the Brooklands motor

drome in exactly 24 hours. This was a con

tinuous one-man performance which, at

that remote period was thought to be prac~

tically unapproachable.
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TRIO 0F CARS STILL RUNNING

Persistency of Perfect Scores Prolongs

Boston-Bretton Woods Contest—Sur

vivors of Five Runs Start Again.

What may become of “endurance” con

tests in the days when ears are perfect and

highways beyond reproach is being fore

casted in Northern New England this week

where three patient survivors of the Bay

W. G. Jones. Studebaker.

F. Snyder, Oldsmobile.

Fred H. Pratt, Reo.

J. Coakley, Buick.

Penalizatious End of 24 Hours.

Points

Lost.

E. W. W'illiams, Rambler . . . . . . . . . .. 1

Harry W. Knight. Pierce . . . . . . . . . .. 2

A. T. Fuller, Cadillac . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 22

S. F. Goss, Corbin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25

\Villiam Hilliard, Lancia . . . . . . . . . .. 74

Oliver Light, Chalmers-Detroit .. 96

*C. Canterbury, Stevens-Duryea 1.000

  

  

 

CONTRSTANTU IN CONTIOL AT BRETTON WOODS

State Automobile Association's BOstou

Bretton Woods 24 hours run are still striv

ing to eliminate one another, a full week

after the nominal conclusion of the event.

Originally there were 22 cars in the con

test. But that was last Wednesday. 23d ult.,

when the affair was still being considered in

the light of a 24 hours run. As a matter

of fact nine cars survived the difiiculties

of the first round to the White Mountains

and returned with equally good prospects

of being awarded the $200 trophy. Of the

remainder of the score or two, 6 were under

the shadow of penalization, while the bal

ance fell by the wayside.

To comprehend what is involved in the

long-continuance of the tie, it must be un

derstood that perfect score involved not

simply covering the 375 miles and over of

the course on schedule time, and that the

course embraced all the charm of highway

variety New England is capable of afford

ing, but that the distance must be covered

without making a single adjustment to the

car or stopping the engine except at one

point specified in the schedule.

On Friday following the nominal conclu

sion of the contest, the 'nine surviving cars

with their drivers entered upon the process

of elimination which has since been going

on. By degrees the list was narrowed down

until last (Wednesday) night. when but

three remained, namely W. G. Jones' Stude

baker, Dan Carris’s Franklin, and H.

Church’s Shawmut. Up to the commence

ment of the run-off, the status of the con

test, expressed in tabular form, was as fol

lows: '

Perfect Scores at End of 24 Hours.

Frank E. Win , Marmon.

Harry Fosdic , Lancia.

A. Ayer, Shawmut.

H. Church, Shawmut.

Dan Carris, Franklin.

*Frank Wentworth, Overland . . . . .. 1,000

*l.acaine, Buick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.000

*L. Dore, Overland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.000

*Mrs. Mabel Stearns, Overland . . . . .. 1,000

*.~\. H. VVaitt. Buick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,000

 

* \Vithdrcw.

The contest had a highly spectacular

start. Beginning in the dead of night, it

was exceptional in being the first road con

test to set out in this manner and the cars

sippees, and almost at the very outset cars

began to have trouble. The majority car

ried four headlights with an extra movable

st-archlight to spot sign posts. but the dense

pal] of smoke from the forest fires, com»

bined with a damp fog, was too heavy for

the shafts of light to penetrate to any dis

tance. Consequently the road was extreme~

ly hard to pick and caused several drivers

to lose their way.

As far as Portsmouth, N. H., the route

was excellent, but between that point and

Rochester the character of the roads sud

denly changed and the well laid macadam

gave way to the soft sandy ruts for which

this section is famed. Rochester, the first

control. was reached about 3 o‘clock Thurs

day morning, nearly every contestant going

through on time.

However, before the White mountain con

trol was reached, several cars had met with

trouble, necessitating penalizations. Hil

liard’s Lancia had carburetter trouble owing

to dirt in the gasoline; Frank Wentworth's

Overland, had lost time in adjustments, as

had Light’s Chalmers-Detroit. The Corbin

driven by Goss had trouble with its steer‘

ing gear on the way to Rochester, and Mrs.

Stearns (the only woman driver in the con

test), who pluckily drove her Overland

runabout, suffered from injury to a gasolene

feed pipe near the same spot. while George

Canterbury was obliged to withdraw his

Stevens, when the fuel tank punctured.

Harry Knights failed to take on sufficient

fuel before tackling the mountains and when

his Pierce stalled. it cost him two points.
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DAN CAIRIS. FRANKLIN. PIRFBCT SCORE

with their acetylene searchlights presented

a weird appearance as they lined up in

front of the Bay State Automobile Associa

lion's club house at 10 p. m., awaiting the

word “go.” A crowd of several thousand

persons was on hand to see the start.

The run to Bretton \\'oods was made via

Portsmouth, Rochester, N. H., and the 05

While the contestants were a pretty hard

looking half-frozen crowd when the first leg

of the run finished at Bretton Woods about

8 a. m., Thursday, they were for the most

part in fairly good spirits. All were cov

ered from head to foot with dust and grime

and when some of the drivers facetiously

inquired for the manicure lady that persnn
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discreetly

time being.

retired from business for the

It was generally agreed that

the trip thus far had been a success. in spite

of the adverse conditions encountered. A

rest of one hour had been scheduled, before

beginning the return trip. but as the con

moretestants desired a little time to

   

utes late at the control and lost a total of

74 points. The Cadillac handled, by A. T.

Fuller. pulled into Boston 21 minutes late.

Its motor had ceased running for less than

a minute, which caused him a total fine of

22 marks.

The balance of the penalized cars did not

 

 

W. G. JONES. STUDEBAKER. PIRIICT SCORE

stretch themselves and thaw out, the com—

mittee extended the rest period to 1%

hours. Then Arthur Knights set out with

the confetti car and blazed the trail back to

Boston.

Oliver Light was first to sample trouble

on the return, when he failed to get his car

away from the control and lost 82 points

in addition to his previous penalization. The

Rambler driven by E. W. “lilliams had a

point chalked against it when its intake

pipe got choked with dust and stalled the

motor'for 20 seconds.

Concord, N. 11., was the first control on

the return journey. and the run to this

place was anything but joyous, the worst

spot being the climb over Mt. Agassiz. The

Buick touring car entry in charge of Lac

aine. mixed things up with a fine young colt

while going through Plymouth, N. H. The

colt got so gay and frisky that it climbed

into the car and forced it into a ditch, put—

ting it completely out of commission. It

seems that the animal was being trained by

its owner to get accustomed to, motor cars

and unluckily for the driver, the beast was

a little too eager in the pursuit of his edu

cation.

S. F. Goss pulled his Corbin into Con

cord 6 minutes late, which added to the time

lost in tinkering with the steering gear and

the 1% minutes his engine stalled, cost him

a penalty of 25 points. Hilliard had extreme

ly hard luck with the Lancia he was pilot

ing. He spent nearly an hour trying to get

his carburetter working properly after dirt

had put it out of commission and when he

finally got running again, he was 16 min

finish at all. Canterbury was unable to

make a repair on his tank and get into the

running again, and Frank Wentworth, who

got as far as Cambridge with an unbroken

score, ran his Overland into a ditch and

snapped off a wheel. The two other Over

with a clean score for his Buick, was ob

liged to quit, as did A. H. \Vaitt, the other

Buick driver, who was forced into a ditch

by the colt.

When the run proper terminated, the

committee decided to begin the run-oft on

Friday, September 25, at 10 p. m., starting

at Boston and retracing the route. Of the

nine perfect score cars, seven started on the

second round trip. These were W'ing's

Marmon, Fosdick's Lancia, Carris's Frank

lin, Jones’s Studebaker, the two Shawmuts

of Church and Ayer, and F. Snyder’s Olds

mobile. Fred Pratt's Reo and J. Coakley's

Buick, both runabouts, did not attempt to

fight it out with the rest.

The seven drivers were not literally over

come with joy at the prospect of the long,

tedious task confronting them, when their

cars were unlocked at the garage. Bretton

\Noods, which had to be reached in 14

hours, was to be the only control on the

round trip until Boston was reached again

and only one hour was provided for lunch»

con and rest at this point. This was also

the only time that the engine could be

stopped.

The same horrible weather, the same ruts

and bumps greeted the pilots on this second

circuit, but the test only sufficed to reduce

the number to six, while it reduced the num

ber of perfect score cars to four. These

were the Marmon, Studebaker, Shawmut

and Franklin. Fosdick lost one point when

his Lancia skidded into a ditch near Bret

ton W'oods and a limited supply of gasolene

caused the engine to stall for 20 seconds

    

H. CHURCH, SHAWMUT, PERFECT SCORE

land entries were in the same hard luck. L.

Dore had a reluctant carburetter and Mrs.

Stearns, after losing 27 points for work on

a gasolene feed, stalling the motor 2 minutes

and reporting 13 minutes late at Rochester,

gave up and did not return to Boston. La

caine. who got as far as Bretton Woods

when tipped at an angle. Ayer, in the Shaw

mut touring car lost 38 minutes on the run

back from Bretton W'oods, as a result of

gettink stuck in deep sand at Boscowen.

The Shawmut runabout, however, fared

better and remained perfect.

On Sunday, the 27th, the weary contest
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ants had an opportunity to rest. and at 6

a. n1. Monday, bright and early, the quar

tet which still held clean tallies, set out

upon their third trial for the winning of

the trophy.

The route for this day was to Portland,

Me, and return, a distance of 180 miles,

for which 10 hours was the allotted time.

From Portsmouth, N. H., on the roads were

miserable and on this part of the journey

\-Ving's Marmon came to grief. At Wells,

Me., 28 miles from Portsmouth, the car

went into a ditch and broke a front wheel.

This reduced the number of survivors to

three: Jones, Church and Carris, making

the return control on time. Up to this point

these contestants had covered 954 miles.

CLIIBI'ES'I‘ IN Till-I BERKSIIIES

Rosenblum, Carey and Hunt Capture the

Honors on Snake Hill—Mason and

Gustafson Win Motorcycle Events.

That main artery of the Berkshires, the

Pittsfield-Lenox State road, was closed for

three hours on Saturday last, September

26, when the Berkshire Automobile Club

held its climb up Snake Hill near Pittsfield,

Mass.

“hairpin turns” and covered a stretch of 1%,

The course, which embraced three

miles, was none too safe for such a contest

and only twelve contestants could be
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FRANK WING. MARION. ONE OF THE LONG STAYBRS

Installment No. 4 of the run. on Tuesday,

saw the plucky little trio of “perfects” start

out on about the hardest run of them all.

The route was to Intervale, N. H., via Port

land, Me., Poland Springs, Bay of Naples

and Fryeburg about 200 miles. From Bos

ton to Portland the roads were good and

the drivers had no trouble in reaching the

first control at the latter place inside the

8 hours schedule. Leaving Portland though,

mud holes. and plenty of them, were err

countered, the rain having gotten in some

of its effective work. Nevertheless, the

three contenders reached the night control

in good shape.

\Nednesday, the fifth try at determining a

winner, like its predecessor, was without

success. Each of the trio completed the

day's run with scores still intact, the cars

stubbornly refusing to break down.

The cars left Intervale at 6 a. m., with

Boston as a destination, going via Bretton

Woods. The committee in charge of the

run was non-plussed when it learned W'ed

nesday evening that all three scores were

still perfect. At a late hour, however. it was

practically decided to make the three sur

vivors keep plugging along and fight the

affair out in the same weary way.

rounded up to enter cars in the programmed

events.

The curtain raiser was called a “free-for

all, restricted, however, to cars costing be

tween $2.000 and $3,500. Phillip Rosenblum

of St. Augustine, Fla, captured this, when

he sent a Stearns up the incline in 1:47. A

35 horsepower Jackson car, driven by Crot

ty, made second best time, while Stuart H.

Clapp, in a Berkshire, scored third, and L.

B. Grague fourth with a Pope-Hartford.

I. M. Carey, at the wheel of a Pierce

Arrow, swung around the turns to best ad

vantage in the $4,000 class, getting up the

slope in 2:07. This was a little better time

than that of Daniel England, who was sec

ond with a Peerless.

The steam class proved to be a case of

“On Stanley. on!" Dr. G. P. Hunt, in a

steamer of that renowned characteristic,

proved a little too good for Erwin H. Ken

nedy, driving another of the same make,

when he whistled up like a peanut organ in

the miserably slow time of 2:54.

Two motorcycle events, for one cylinder

and two cylinder machines, respectively.

were won by Alfred T. Mason (Curtiss) and

Charles Gustafson (Indian), the latter mak

ing the hill in 1:38, which was a good deal

better performance than that of any of the

automobiles.

The summaries:

Free-for-all, $2,000 to $3.500—W0n by

Philip Rosenbaum (Stearns); second, Crotty

and Holbrook (Jackson); third, Stuart H.

Clapp (Berkshire); fourth, L. B. Brague

(Pope-Hartford). Time, 1:47.

$4,000 Touring Cars—\Non by J. M. Ca

rey (Pierce Arrow); second, Daniel Eng

land (Peerless). Time, 2:07.

Steam cars—Won by Dr. George P. Hunt,

(Stanley); second, Edwin H. Kennedy

(Stanley). Time, 2:54.

Motorcycles, one cylinder—Won by Al

fred T. Mason (Curtiss); second, J. A. Fin

kle (R-S); third, L. V. Vine (Triumph);

fourth, Edward David (Marsh-Metz)._Time,

2:13.

Motorcycles. two cylinders—\Non by

Charles Gustafson (Indian); second, F. A.

Minkler (Indian); third, Oliver R. Hutch

inson (.\larsl1<.\'letz). Time, 138%,.

Wilmington Holds a “Roadability Run."

Despite the long list of novelties in the

arrangement of automobile contests, in

which nearly every apparent possibility has

long ago been thoroughly explored. if not

exhausted, it remained for Wilmongton,

Del., to give birth to yet another new sort

of contest which was held on Saturday

last, September 26th, and billed as a “road

ability run." By the rules of the affair con

testants were to drive over a known course

from Wilmington to Coatsville, Pa.. and re

turn, a distance of 70 miles, following a

blind time schedule which was left entirely

to the individual imagination of each of the

drivers. He who succeeded in approach

ing nearest to the secret schedule estab

lished by the judges prior to the start of the

race, was to be adjudged the winner—quite

independent of the performance of his car

in other respects.

This peculiar honor was accorded to \\'ill~

iam T. Hammond, who drove his own 20

horsepower Mitchell runabout. He crossed

the finish line 4 hours 38 minutes after start

ing. This was within 8 minutes of the

secret official schedule time of 4 hours 30

minutes.

Second prize went to Charles C. Kurz.

driving a Franklin. who was one minute be~

hind the winner, and third honors were won

by W'illiam Stanier with :1 Franklin run

about, who was 11 minutes off schedule.

and three minutes behind the winner. All

but two of the two dozen entrants finished

in good shape with “perfect scores," save

for their sealed time penalizations.

 

Ryan Speediest up “Old Baldy.”

For the third time, Harmon D. Ryan.

driving a \Vhite steamer, won the annual

100 miles race for the lienner trophy. front

Los Angeles to Mt. Baldy. Cal.. on Septem

ber 20. The other contestant in the event.

a Kisselkar, dricen by Latham, was beaten

by 39 minutes. Ryan's time being 3 hours 34

minutes. '
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RIDE RINGS AROUND COMPETI'I'OIIS

Drach and Leiser Win Milwaukee 24-Hours

Race by Nearly 200 Miles—Two Fence

Smashing Incidents.

Duplicating their achievement of last

year, a team composed of Bob Drach and

Fred Leiser, driving a Locomobile, entered

by Dr. J. F. Schreiber, won the Milwaukee

Automobile Club’s 24 hours race at State

Fair park, Milwaukee, on Friday and Sat

urday, September 25 and 26. They covered

992% miles in the allotted time, beating the

nearest competitor, R. B. Mader (Mitch

ell) by nearly 200 miles, and improving

test began almost immediately. Before the

first hour was up Al Rentner, driving a

Maxwell, sent his car through a fence,

bruising himself slightly and damaging the

car considerably—also the fence. There

was no hope of making a repair and the car

was withdrawn.

From the outset, it was quite evident that

the Locomibile, Mitchell and White were

going to outspeed the rest of the field and

would finish in one-two—three order, barring

accident. Mader’s Mitchell held second

place between the second and sixth hours,

when unfortunately a pin lost from the

magneto caused it to stop more than an

hour for adjustment, giving second place to

Condon's White. It was not until the 16th

hour that Mader regained second place;

car went through without the least trouble

other than tires.

Previous to the long race on Friday af

ternoon, a few short events were run off.

In these, Harry Nelson, in a Pope~Hartf0rd,

gathered most of the laurels, winning four

races. Nelson beat John Heber in a Buick

(the only other competitor) by more than

a mile in the ten miles race for the Augie

~ Jones cup, and in the five miles handicap,

in which the Buick received a flying start of

half a mile, the Pope-Hartford again out

classed the smaller car, catching it in the

fourth mile.

Milbrath, at the wheel of a Peerless. won

the “Judge Neelen" five miles event, which

was “open only to those who have come

under Judge Neelen’s supervision." In so

 

SUMMARY OF MILWAUKEE 24-HOURS RACE, BY HOURS

Drivers and Car. 1 2 3 4 5 6

LBJBMNF Drach-Leiser, Locomobile . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .'.

R. B. Mader, Mitchell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Condon-Gesskins, White steamer . . . . . . . ..

Miller-Roessler, Midland

Heber-Mortenson, Buick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Frellson-Eierman, Jackson . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Swader-Wait, Petrel

Al. Rentner, Maxwell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Drivers and Car.

Miller-Roessler, MidlandUhth—

Swader-Wait, Petrel

Al. Rentner, Maxwell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Drach-Leiser, Locomobile . . . . . . ..\ . . . .

R. B. Mader, Mitchell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Condon-Gesskins, White steamer . . . . ..

Heber-Mortenson, Buick .Frellson-Eierman, Jackson . . . . . . . . . . . .

41 87 129 167 212 253

44 87 117 160 200 200

35 78 114 139 178 219

30 57 91 117 127 163

29 50 70 94 111 129

26 48 76 112 147 168

24 59 65 65 85 96

38 out

13 14 15 16 17 18

542 571 613 658 700 748

436 472 501 535 569 604

449 477 504 515 538 558

381 411 443 469 491 517

355 389 438 440 440 440

262 296 318 350 out

7 8 9 10 11 12

291 333 371 408 458 503

234 272 308 343 364 405

255 296 330 367 406 426

197 229 264 295 330 350

161 191 226 257 288 31 5

185 208 208 214 229 253

out ' ‘

19 20 21 22 23 24

783 826 867 911 952 992%

638 671 708 739 774 808%

S77 61 5 646 652 680 712

543 570 604 631 662 693X 2

444 446 446 446 478 519%

 

their old mark for this track by a good

margin. While the total distance covered

was more than 100 miles short of the Amer

ican record, it sets up a record for the Mil

waukee track that will doubtless stand for

:ome time, for this course is not an ideal

one or as smooth as might be desired for

>11Cl1 contests. After a few hours the dirt

surface was completely worn from the

track and the balance of the contest was

run over what had become a ragged, r0cky

path.

R. Bader scored 'second place with his

Mitchell, covering 808 miles and the Con

dsn-Gesskins team in the White steamer,

was third with 712 miles, after having given

thder a hot duel up to the 16th hour. The

Midland driven by J. E. Miller and F. Roes

sler, was fourth with 693 miles; Heber

Odenbrett, the Buick team, fifth, 519 miles;

:nd the Frellsorr-Eierman combination sixth

with the Jackson entry, dropping out in the

17th hour at 350 miles. The Petrel with

Schwader-W'ait up, ran only 96 miles, and

l‘cntner’s Maxwell was retired by a mishap

z'tcr covering 38 laps. Drach and Leiser

kept 'the Locomobile at the head of the

procession practically the entire race, tak

in,r the lead from the Mitchell in the sec‘

mid hour and‘ holding it thereafter. The

race was started by Mayor Rose at 4

o'clock Friday afternoon and the sensa

tinnal and melodramatic features of the Cun

r'.e White having had trouble with its Water

tanks. From that time on, Mader held his

position safely. Miller and Roessler, in the

.\lidland, held fourth position throughout,

while the Petrel, in charge of Schwader,

withdrew after running six laps. Bates and

()deubrett had cylinder trouble with their

Buick and lost more than six hours Satur

day in trying to get the motor to run.

During the sixteenth hour, a second

smashup occurred. Rudolph Eierman, at

the wheel of the Jackson car, banged into

the fence near the quarter-mile post with a

loud crash. Fortunately neither Eierman

nor Bucler, his mechanician, was seriously

injured. The car bent its front axle beyond

repair and was forced to withdraw._ Eier

man declares that he was blinded by a cloud

of dust, which fooled him as he was round

ing the turn.

Indeed, dust bothered all of the drivers

terribly. Bob Drach, who piloted the win

uiug car, much of the time had his eyes in

flamed so badly that he required the ser

vices of an eye specialist. On Saturday he

returned to the wheel and gamely finished

the race with one eye bandaged.

In addition to winning, the Locomobile

had the distinction of scoring the greatest

number of miles in one hour. In the llth

hour of the contest, Drach covered 50

miles, a really remarkable performance con

sidering the ruts and dust on the track. The

doing he outran a field of six cars. A. C.

Brcnckle, in a car known as the “Red Devil"

—a new name for a motor car—also faced

the starter in this event.

C. H. Neil, in a 90 horsepower six-Cylin

der Stearns, and Harry Nelson, at the stem

of a four-cylinder car of the same make,

gave an exhibition five miles race that was

a_"thriller." W'hile hitting a milesa-minute

gait, the "six" blew up a tire with a loud

report, taking a bad skid. It was undam

aged, however. Nelson’s four cylinder car

finished in 6:18.

The summary of the 24 hours race is

given in the accompanying table.

Christie Gives Montreal a Thrill.

Walter Christie's journey in search of

fame and fortune led him to Montreal, Can

ada, where, on Saturday and Sunday, Sep

rembcr 26 and 27, he distinguished himself

by setting up the mark of 1:10, which was

gravely announced as breaking the “world's

record for one mile on a half-mile track."

()ther star performers in the cast of the

two~day program were Barney Oldfield and

Charles Soules. Oldfield’s best two—lap

turn was exploited in 1:15. Interest in the

huge crowd of spectators rose to a fever

heat when Soules lowered the figure by a

n iuute. Christie's exhibition following im

u.ediatcly afterward was the ’immediate

cause of riotous enthusiasm.
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WISEMAN NEARLY WIIOLE SIIOW

Many Thousands See Him Capture Three

Events at Tanforan—Free‘s Comet First

in Exciting Novelty Race.

Any one entertaining the slightest doubt

as to the Pacific Coast‘s enthusiasm over

motor track racing might have been thor

oughly reassured by taking a trip to Tan

foran Park, San Francisco, on Sunday, Sep

tember 20, when the Olympic Club held its

second annual track fest. The park was

crowded almost to its capacity with 10,000

spectators, occupying the grandstand and

field, while by actual count there were no

less than 750 cars parked about the rail.

The star of the matinee was F. J. Wise

man, who at the wheel of a Stoddard-Day

ton, won the three events in which he was

entered, two 10 miles stock car races and a

free-for-all. The best time of the day for

a mile lap was scored by Fred Dundee,

driving a White steamer in a 10 miles bout

with C. Kellogg (Peerless), and V. Veril

hae (Thomas). Dundee won the event and

did one mile lap in 1.02, setting up a new

mark for the track in the fully equipped

stock touring car class.

In the opening five miles event for meni

bers of the Olympic Club. three contestants

blinked when the starter's pistol was fired.

C. 5. Howard began to leave Rosenfeld's

Peerless, and Boas's Thomas in his wake,

soon after the start. He was never headed.

Cars listing at $2,750 and under partici“

pated in the second dash and \Viseman took

the event with ease, pushing his Stoddard

Dayton around for 10 miles in 11:11%.

Howard again distinguished himself in

the $2,50()-$3,500 class 10 miles, leading the

entire distance.

Bert Dingley fought it out with W'iseman

in the next 10 miles race and provided the

biggest excitement of the afternoon. It was

nip and tuck for three miles, the latter stick

ing to the Stoddard-Dayton car until in the

fourth mile showed Dingley that he was a

little too good for him. Wiseman was not

passed thereafter and won in 11:25.

F. Free. who was expected to be a “feat

ure” with his Comet car, did not come to

life until the novelty race. In this drivers

raced on foot a distance of 50 yards to their

cars, cranking the motors and then driving

one mile. Dundee and Howard jumped

away first, but the Comet driver soon cut

loose on his orbit, passing the White and

eclipsing Howard's Buick at the tape.

Following this event, Fred Dundee re

deemed himself in the $3,500 and over class,

when he won with the White in 11:16, and

also made the 1:02 mark for the mile.

W'iseman triumphed for the third time in

the last event on the program—the free-for—

all. The Stoddard-Dayton easily disposed

of the Comets, driven by Free and Cooper,

the White entry meeting with generator

trouble. Wiseman’s time was 1122154,, 10

seconds slower than his first performance

for the distance. Two five miles motorcycle

events were on the card, W. G. Collins and

\IV. Dreyer, riding Indian machines, being

the respective winners. The summaries:

Five miles handicap, for members of the'

Olympic Club—\Non by C. 5. Howard, 5

seconds, (Buick); second, Max L. Rosen

feld, scratch, (Peerless). Time, 6:08i/g.

Ten miles, stock cars, listed at $2,750 and

under—Won by F. J. Wiseman (Stoddard

Dayton); second, Bert Dingley (Chalmers

Detroit); third, C. S. Howard (Buick).

Time, 11:11%.

Ten miles, stock cars listed at $1,500 and

under—Won by C. S. Howard (Buick); sec

ond, T. Hart (Sunset); third, Frank Mur

ray (Buick). Time, 11:10%.

Ten miles, stock cars listed at $2,500 to

$3,000, inclusive—\Von by F. J. Wiseman

(Stoddard-Dayton); second, Bert Dingley

(Chalmers-Detroit); third, Fred Dundee

(White). Time, 11:25.

One mile novelty race, machines on

scratch, drivers to go back 100 yards, run

to cars and crank them and drive a mile—

Won by F. Free (Comet); second, C. S.

Howard (Buick). Time, 1:41%.

Ten miles, stock cars listed at $3,500 and

over—Won by Fred Dundee (White); sec

ond, C. Kellogg (Peerless). Time. 11:16.
Ten miles, free-for-all—Won by i F. J.

W'iseman (Stoddard-Dayton). Time, 11:21%.

Five miles motorcycle, free-for-all—Won

by W. G. Collins (Indian); second, A.

Holsberg (Thor). Time, 520%.

Five miles motorcycle. single cylinder——

\\'on by W. Dreyer (Indian). Time, 7:09%.

It is Now a Morrell-Thompson Row.

“If Robert Lee Morrell, one-time chair

man of the A. A. A. racing board, and now

chairman of the Automobile Club of Amer

ica’s contest committee, and Jefferson De

Monte Thompson, present chairman of the

American Automobile Association's racing

board, would stand aside and were elim

inated from consideration, all trouble be

tween the two organizations would disap

pear as if by magic,” is the opinion ex

pressed by one of the men in position to

know the what’s what of the controversy.

“The renewed upheaval," he continued, “is

largely a bitter personal affair between those

two men and until some one orders or in

duces them to ‘go hence,’ I do not believe

any very lasting peace is possible. Mor

rell, who trains with the ‘auto editors’ and

clairvoyants and gives them lots of ‘tips,’

believes he has ‘put it all over' Thompson

and Thompson—well, I don't know just

what he does think. But both men are stub

born and so anxious to ‘do' each other that

they don’t appear to care what turmoil they

create and as both have the time and the

money, unless they both are thrown over—

board by their respective organizations, they

probably will play the part of Kilkenny

cats for an indefinite period, and the sport

will suffer meantime."

T0 INTERPRET 'I‘IIE ARGUIIEN'I‘

A. C. A. and A. A. A. Committees to Hold

Conference—The Brighton Beach Out

laws Profiting by the Tangle.

It transpires that the remarkable agree

ment whereby the American Automobile As

sociation practically conveyed most of its

New

York's local organization, the Automobile

power over competition affairs to

Club of America, never was designed to

Men on both

agree that it was not their intention, as

mean what it says. sides

stated by the now famous or infamous defi

nition of an “international race," that all

open or free-for-all contests should be made

international or to permit any crafty pro

moter to bunco the public merely by label

ing his project “international.”

In order to rectify these misunderstand

ings and to obtain a clear interpretation of

the agreement, both organizations are to

appoint conference committees, the A. C. A.

already having designated W. P. Hamilton,

Dave H. Morris, W. G. McAdoo and Robert

L. .\Iorrell for the purpose.

Meanwhile, the press agents of the out»

law Motor Racing Association, Inc., are

making the most of their opportunities to

secure free advertising for their forthcom

ing 24 hours race. By labeling it “inter

national" and securing an A. C. A. sanction.

they claim that the A. A. A. has no juris

diction over them, with which the A. A. A.

does not agree, and which really is of minor

importance compared with the fact that

practically all of the entrants suspended

themselves by competing in the racing cor~

poration's previous outlaw race which was

run without regard for either the A. A. A.

or A. C. A. As the men have not been re

instated by the A. A. A. they clearly are in

eligible to compete, the basic principle of all

agreements between all sports-governing or

ganizations being that each shall respect

the other’s rules and punishments. It would

seem, therefore, that if the Automobile Club

of America does not uphold the A. C. A.

in the present affair, it will violate the os

tensible principle for which it originally con

tended and will indicate that it did not act

in good faith in entering into the agreement.

Outlaws to Drive at Brighton Beach.

Unless the American Automobile Associa

tion is unwontedly successful in reinforcing

its barrier of disqualification against them,

practically all the drivers who were recent

ly placed under the ban as a result of their

participation in the outlaw 24 hours race of

the .\lotor Racing Association, will again be

seen under similar circumstances in the sec

ond twice-around-the-clock contest under

the same management on'Friday and Satur~

day, October 2 and 3, at the Brighton Beach

track. To (late, 14 cars have been entered.

ll of which are of American manufacture.
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"13" IAIES 0N“ PERFECT SCORE

Hargrave Wins Kansas City Run—Eight

Days' Battle with Rain and Mud—

Farrner Gathers Rich Graft.

 

One perfect score, eighteen with scores

and three without, tells in brief the story

of the eight days’ endurance run of the

Kansas City Automobile Club, which was

brought to a close on Saturday last, 26th

inst., when 21 tired drivers drew their cars

up along Grand Avenue, Kansas City, and

patiently waited while the technical corn

mittee minutely examined engines, trans

missions, axles and whatnot in an effort to

prove that nothing had been left undone to

knock the underpinning from perfect scores.

Fortunately for the future peace of mind of

it did not have

many technical penalizations to mete out,

as there was only one perfect score before

it got to work, and there still remained one

perfect score when the committee finished

its labors.

Harry Hargraves' Corbin was the perfect

score winner, its nearest competitor being

E. J. Anderson's Rambler, penalized 6

points. Several attempts Were made to dis

lodge Hargrave from his position, as the

entrants of cars that finished with only a

few points against them discovered a bent

axle on Fletcher Cowherd’s Corbin, which

Hargrave drove. After a round-the-block

demonstration that that affliction was not

sufficient to prevent the machine from un

dertaking another long tour, however, the

committee was satisfied that no penalty

was necessary.

It would‘not be stretching the truth to

say that it is doubtful if any endurance run

has ever been held that provided a more

racking strain on cars and drivers than the

one promoted by the Kansas City Automo

bile Club. Surely it was the hardest ever

held over that part of the map. Eight days

of it, totaling more than 900 miles, through

rain, over hills, and a great part of the dis

tance overv the un-auto-cxplored roads of

Oklahoma was unmistakably an endurance

test in every sense of the word.

As described in last week’s Motor World

31 cars left Kansas City on September 19th,

and before the first day’s run ended six

had dropped from the perfect score division.

The second day's run from Emporia to \Nel

lington resulted in a loss of points for three

more and the absolute elimination of two

cars. But the following day, when the rain

came. and.when the cars had to plow

through quicksand-bottomed lakes, that was

the time when real men wept tears of an

guish when they could not reach the con

trols on time. Ten perfect scores were left

at the ending of the third day, when the

cars got to Enid.

More mud was encountered in the fourth

day's run from Enid to Oklahoma City on

the technical committee

the 22d inst., and three cars fell by the

wayside before they reached the night con

trol. The luncheon station was at El Reno

and one perfect score went down before

that place was reached. J. F. Moriarity’s

Stevens-Duryea was the victim. Moriarity

rolled up to the control two hours ahead of

time, but just before he reached the line

his engine stopped for want of gasolene.

Realizing thatyno engine will run without

gasolene to help it along the driver rushed

into a grovery store, grabbed a quart meas

ure, filled it before the astonished clerk

could recover from his surprise, and hast

ened back to his car. It was quick work,

but it cost four precious minutes. The

cars that finished at Oklahoma without

marks against them were the Chalmers-De

troit, Corbin, Moon, Ford, Rambler and two

of the Maxwells.

Rough roads and mudholes were the feat

ures of the trip from Oklahoma City to

Guthrie on Wednesday, 2d inst., and they

chased the Moon car from the head of the

class away down to the bottom. The next

day brought one of the Maxwells down as

well as the Ford.

When the cars checked in at Oloa, Kan,

on Friday night, the 25th, there was only

one driver who grinned broadly. He was

Hargrave, for up to that point his car had

not received a penalization, and, moreover,

his was the only one that had not. A mud

hole in the Flint hills was responsible for

the dropping of Carl Simmons's Maxwell.

The car ran over the hills nicely and coast

ed down into a mud hole that looked inno

cent until the party got into it. It proved

to be of greater depth than Simmons es

timated and required nearly two hours her

culean work to extricate it. E. J. Ander

son’s Rambler fell from grace when the offi

cial inspector got after it at the finish of

the day‘s run. The car survived the hard

schedule. but at the expense of a broken

fender bolt and a lost hub cap.

Driver D. B. Huss. of the little Brush

runabout, was a victim of Good Samaritan

ism. After going out of his way to secure

help for a disabled car containing a woman

and child, he lost the course and arrived at

the night control three hours late, and after

the checkers had abandoned the post. For

this he was later disqualified, though finish

ing on schedule with the others next day.

The little Chalmers-Detroit, which, up to

that time had enjoyed company with the

perfect scorers. also had a peek of trouble

on the next to the last day. A tire gave

way and while the occupants were looking

at it another followed. That accounts for

another failure to come in with a perfect

score. Points were also lost by the Pack

ard and the Stevens-Duryea when “hog

backs” got in the way and the cars had to

be dug out. A “hog back" it appears, is a

grown up waterbreak, and like corn and

girls and other nice things, they attain

some size in Kansas.

Only one incident marred the otherwise

perfect day, except for the mudholes and

“razorbacks.” That was the enterprising

holdup of a Rock (Kan) farmer, who said

at the time that his name was Smith, but

later changed it to Erickson. When the

pilot car got to a point two miles from

Rock, the bridge over a small creek was

not in its accustomed place. The commit

teemen were wondering what to do when

a young man rode up and offered to let

them go through a field he said he owned,

but reckoned it vought to be worth some

thing to him. \V. G. Coumbe entered into

a verbal agreement with the young man to

stay at the gate and direct the other cars

properly, in consideration of which service

Mr. Coumbe gave him $5.

Presently Moriarity's ear came along.

“You cannot go through my field unless

you pay me $2," said the young man left at

the gate by the committee. “I’ve got a lot

of choice cattle in there and they'll scare

so much that it will bean a big loss to me."

Moriarity asked the man his name and then

insisted that “Smith” give areceipt for the

insisted that "Smith" give a receipt for the

$2.

The young man hesitated and then ad

mitted that his name was not “Smith,” but

John Erickson, and he added:

“I own most of the land around here."

“Don't wonder at it," grumbled Moriar

ity as he tucked the receipt into his pocket

and drove off.

Later reports at the night control showed

that Erickson collected $51 from 22 con

testing cars, one rtorrcorrtestant and the

pilot car.

The final day's run into Kansas City on

Saturday was easy and enjoyable. Acliing

hacks ached less as the goal drew nearer

and there was not a driver who was not glad

to see the last control. It was a success.

they all agreed. but hoped next year's rin

would last only five days. Mrs. Kirkland's

driving was a revelation to the seasoned

man-veterans, for she finished smiling and

well up with the leaders, though penalized.

An interesting point is that Hargrave's

winning Corbin carried number “13" through

the run. An unlucky number gets the only

perfect score!

The list of the 21 contestants who com

pleted the lfillg and strenuous run, with the

records made, is as follows:

Harry Ilargrave. Corbin . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,000

E. J. Anderson. Rambler . . . . . . . . . .. 994

F. L. W'oodward, Knox . . . . . . . . . . .. 989

R. C. Greenleztse, Cadillac . . . . . . . . . .. 980

L. A. Robertson, Franklin . . . . . . . . . .. 975

J. F. Moriarity, Stevens-Duryea . . . . .. 960

Mrs. Kirkland, Overland . . . . . . . . . 952

Dudley .\lrmger, Peerless . . . . . . . . . . . . 935

\\". S. Hathaway. Maxwell . . . . . . . . . .. 932

J. B. Porter. Chalmers-Detroit . . . . .. 921

C. M. Norris, Ford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 919

E. P. Moriarity. Chalmers-Detroit“ . .. 896

IE. P. Moriarity, Packard . . . . . . . . . . .. 886

\\'. I.. \VIIIIS, Studebaker . . . . . . . . . . . . 868

\V. S. llzrthzrway, Maxwell . . . . . . . . .. 842

I'I. ll. Jones, Maxwell . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 723

C. .\lllt‘lll('l7.'l(‘l1. Pope-Hartford . . . . .. 667

C. J. Simmons. Maxwell . . . . . . . . . . .. 479

C. B. Merrill, .\loon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 000

D. B. IlrrssBrush . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 000

II. F. \Vorth, Buick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 000
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STOIIIMRD-DAYTON 0PTIONS BIOAD

Models for 1909 Include Variety of Sizes,

Uniform in Design and Construction—

Noteworthy Changes in Detail.

In a remarkably pleasing application of

the principle that the man who buys a car

of modest price or small capacity does not

by that token relinquish his requirement of

all that current practice has deemed best in

commodations. Thus the owner may select

a plain box seat with artillery backs for two

passengers, individual bucket seats, or the

single seat which is more commonly seen in

service. In any case, the interchangeable

design of all the bodies makes it possible

for any desired arrangement to be supplied

on requisition, while the owner by the same

token is enabled to alter the arrangement

of his car at any time he may desire.

The mechanical construction of the cars

remains the same in general layout as here
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construction, the Dayton Motor Car C0. is

offering as its 1909 line, no less than three

different sizes of the same machine. That

is to say, while three different types and

powers of car are listed, their characteristics

are absolutely uniform from the design and

construction of the power plants to the out

line of the bodies; the differences between

them are only those of price, power and ca

pacity. They also share the common ben

efit of being constructed entirely at the

Dayton (Ohio) factory of the company

where every component except wheels, car

liurctters and ignition apparatus are pro

duced by approved and economical meth

ods. '

Beginning with the prefix "9," as indicat

ing the year of production, the list includes

n'odels “F,” “A” and “H.” In addition, and

distinguished from the “A” car by the pure

ly runabout characteristics of wheel base

and engine p05ition with their attendant de

tails. is model “C.” Model "K" is the larg

est and is a modified form of the present

Model “G,” brought into the newly stand

ardized form to correspond with the other

machines of the line. The engine sizes

range from 45 down to 25 horsepower, and

the seating capacities vary according to the

types of body employed. These are largely

optional with the purchaser and comprise

an unusually comprehensive offering to

choose from. There are the plain, straight

line bodies seating four, and in the larger

models Seven passengers, the “baby ton

neau” types with low-backed rear seats of

uniform delineation with the front seats, and

roadster models with a variety of rumble ac

tofore. The valve-in-the-head motor, with

single rocker arm for actuating both valves

is retained; the selective type change gear,

shaft drive, and arrangement of control me

chanism are unchanged in principle. A

ishing operations. The arrangement of the

two-to-one and auxiliary driving gears has

been changed somewhat, it now being pos

sible to remove the gear case cover without

disturbing the fan drive. The motor lu

bricating system has been improved also

and now comprises a thoroughly effective

and automatic method of drenching all bear

ing surfaces with a constant supply of oil.

The lower part of the crank case is di

vided into two longitudinal compartments,

the lower forming an oil-well. into which

all overflow from the motor is drained

through a suitable filter. From this point

the supply is raised by a positive plunger

pump driven from the cam shaft to a dis

tributing manifold, whence it is taken by

pipe leads to the feeding points. The ar

rangement of ducts and oil ways is such

that by the assistance of centrifugal and

rotary action the lubricant is carried to

every inch of bearing surface in the motor.

A noteworthy instance of this is the method

taken of supplying the pillar on which the

distributing mechanism for the ignition

system is mounted. For this, a spiral groove

in the driving shaft is employed to raise the

oil to the commutator proper, while pro—

vision is made for the overflow to be re

turned to the case through an independent

channel. In the case of the smaller ma

tors the method of mounting in the chassis

by means of channel steel cross arms, in

stead of integrally cast members, also is a

creditable detail.

In the arrangement of the transmission,

few changes have been made except in the

method of actuating the change gear. in

which the striking lever, instead of being
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number of rather significant alterations in

detail have been made. however, which are

worthy of note.

Thus in the motor, the former copper

jackets have been replaced with cast jack

ets, the cylinders now being formed in pairs.

with large end plates for each twin casting,

affording ample room for cleaning and tin

"9 F" 45 HORSBPOWBR

mounted on the inside of the frame sill. as

formerly, is now carried outside the frame

in the more conventional position, a

strengthening bracket-housing serving to

protect and reinforce the attachment of the

levers and rocker shafts. The transmis

sion bearings also are made longer.

In the chassis construction, the frame
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sills have been strengthened very materially,

and the steering rod has been brought out

to the right knuckle over instead of under

the axle. In this way it is removed from

the troublesome danger zone it formerly oc

cupied. The wheels and brake drums have

been increased in strength, while the side

strut rods are now hinged to the frame in

stead of being given the former ball and

socket connection.

In body construction,, a metal sheathing

has taken the place of the fabric covering

for the wood laminations hitherto employed,

making a more lasting and climate proof

surface to receive the finish. Thc'option

offered in bodies, also is extended to the

equipment, as for instance, in the case of

the ignition system, where a choice is of

fered of four different types of magneto—

U. & H., Bosch, VVitherbee, and Splitdorf.

In this way, while the machines themselves

are absolutely uniform and standard in con

struction, regardles of size, the purchaser

has the benefit of an unusually wide option

in finish and fitting, which enables him to

give as much scope to individual taste as

may be desired.

Pet Cocks in Rear Axle Housings.

Thoughtful makers are accustomed to

fitting pet cocks in the housings of rear

axles of the live type in order to enable the

operator to determine correctly the proper

_level at which the oil should stand in the

bath. Where this has not been done orig—

inally, the owner may fit one for himself

at slight expense. Too much oil in the eas

ing involves a drenching of the wheels with

the overflow. The evils of the opposite ex

treme are too obvious to need mention spe

cifically. The happy medium. however. is

sometimes difficult to attain without some

such guide. '

 

3Caution in Refilling the Radiator.

Ordinarily there is no danger in refilling

with'cold water the radiator of a machine

which has been running for some little

time. In case the water level in the radia

tor is sufi'iciently low so that the tops of

the cylinders are uncovered, however, it

shOuld be seen to that the motor is well

cooled off before the water supply is re»

plenished. Otherwise there is danger of

cracking the cylinders at the exposed sur

face, owing to the contraction due to the

rapid cooling effect of the sudden appliczr

tion of water at low temperature.

Putting New Rings in Worn Cylinders.

When putting new piston rings into a

cylinder which is worn larger at the top

than at the bottom, they should have very

long halved or tongued ends. fitting rather

closely together and loose enough to work

perfectly free in the grooves. Unless these

precautions are taken, there may be a ten

dency either to clog in the lower portion

of the bore or to spring apart in the upper

portion, thus causing undue leakage of

gas.

NEW ELMORE FEATURES "IR 1909

Two Models to be Added to the Line—Im

provements in Power Plant and

Steering System.

\\'ith the rapid approach of the fall and

winter season with its accompaniment of

show dates, the specifications of new and

forthcoming models appear with almost be

wildering frequency. Notable among these

are some of the details of the new Elmore

models “44" and “33” which became known

only recently. As a matter of course, the

distinguishing feature of these machines——

the two-cycle motor—will be continued, the

types being em

ploycd as in the two current models. In

three and four cylinder

other respects the more important specifi

cations will remain unaltered. Improve

ments of a more or less significant charac

ter have been made, however, which are

worthy of note.

Thus in the motors, the use of the ofifset

method of crank mounting makes its ap

pearance, while the radiator size has been

slightly increased, incidentally improving

the general appearance of the machines,

since it involves a bonnet some 1% inches

higher than before. As the frame has been

lowered 2 inches, a new form of front axle

has been adopted, while the addition of a

new steering column also serves to alter the

appearance of the machine somewhat. The

motor controlling levers are arranged as

heretofore, but the steering gear is changed

to permit a wider steering lock than before.

and to improve the control of the vehicle in

the matter of readiness of response.

By altering the position of the actuating

spring and placing it back of the cone, the

design of the master clutch has been con

siderably improved. Similarly the design of

the rear spring mounting has been improved

by increasing the number of spring leaves in

service, and reducing the thickness of the

members, thus producing a more yielding

and responsive mounting. At the same time

the distinctiveness of the three-quarter plat

form system is retained. The tire sizes on

the model “33” have been increased i:o‘n

those employed on the corresponding model

current to 33 by 4 inches, the %-Il'lCl'l in

crease in small diameter doing a great deal

in the way of relieving the springs of the

more arduous classes of work which it is

called upon to perform.

Misleading Carburetter Symptoms.

A fruitful source of puzzling difficulty

with many types of carburetter is the auto

matic intake valve employed to establish

the proper dilution of the mixture at va>

rious speeds. When this is found to be

working incorrectly the most natural infer

ence is that the spring is improperly ad

justed. That such is not always the case,

but that a far simpler if less apparent dif~

liculty may be at the root of the trouble,

was the experience of a foreign motorist

of no little self-assumed authority on such

matters.

A couple of months after he had begun

to drive his present car, as he relates, he

found that it was developing an altogether

too high rate of fuel consumption. The

odor of the exhaust was offensive, and there

was an occasional difficulty in starting.

“As I had been experimenting with lubri

cating oil," he says, "I saddled a brand of

the latter with the cause of the foul ex

haust. But that evidently did not explain

everything, for on reverting to the oil which

had previously given good results, there was

only a trifling improvement. Deeper in

vestigation failed to disclose anything be

yond the evident fact that the mixture was

too rich. The car is fitted with one of the

best types of automatic air valve that I have

seen, but, as we all know, automaticity in

these matters is dependent on correct set

ting. I came to the concluson that the au

tomatic valve was not responding to the

call of the engine at low speeds, at least,

because the controlling spring was too

strong for the engine when pulling slowly.

The diagnosis was correct. and substitnt»

ing a weaker spring for the one in use, the

trouble disappeared.

"The other day I was investigating a

sfllllCWhat obscure effect, which showed

that the two rear cylinders were missing

when the engine was throttled down to the

lowest point. When I came to dis

mount the vertical seating for the spring.

i found that the plunger rod had no effect

on it. It had jammed—which incidentally

explained trouble I had had in starting up

from cold, that had begun coincidentally

with the spring readjustment referred to."

Clearing a Choked Carburetter Jet.

As has frequently been suggested, it is

possible occasionally to remove the clog

ging obstacle from a choked carburetter jet

n erely by racing the engine. When the

cl )gging is_sufficient to cause the stoppage

I f the motor, however, this remedy appears

t) be out of the question. By injecting a

few drops of gasolene into the cylinders

and cranking, immediately opening the

throttle to its full amount, tremendous suc

tion is developed for the one or two cycles

which may be secured in this way. One or

two attempts made in this way often prove

sufficient to pull the obstruction through

the jet, thus clearing it without necessitat

ing any dismounting of parts or loss of

time.

\\'hen equipping a car with shock absorb

ers there is small danger of going astray

if the maker‘s instructions are followed to

the letter. In the subsequent readjustments

of the equipment, however, there is room

for considerable difficulty to be encoun

tercd unless great pains are taken to secure

uniform adjustment of the braking action

on the four corners of the chassis.
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EllllNATl-IS STARTING DIFFICULTY

Novel Features in New Model of the Unter

berg & Helme Magneto—HOW Uni

form Current is Secured.

Because it entirely eliminates that ancient

and sometimes justifiable objection to the

use of such devices—the starting difficulty—

the Unterberg & Helme magneto, for which

I. S. Bretz C0., New York City, are the

American importers, is entitled to special

Althoughconsideration. this instrument

  

has been on the American market for some

little time and is already favorably known,

a new model has just been brought over

which embodies novelties in the arrange

ment of the interrupter and condenser as

well as in minor details. Like the other

types it possesses the remarkable feature

of yielding a uniform current regardless of

the rate of rotation of the armature between

the slowest possible speed and the normal

of ordinary service. Hence the starting

  

spark is as powerful as that developed at

normal speed and not only is the labor of

cranking alleviated by this means, but any

uncertainties due to imperfect gassification

of the charges at low crank shaft speeds

are done away with by virtue of the high

rate of inflammation secured.

As will be seen from Fig. 1, there is lit

tle in the external appearance of the device

to indicate its unusual features. It is of the

pure high-tension type with both primary

and secondary windings on the armature so

that it is wholly self-contained. The driving

and distributing mechanisms are disposed

at opposite ends of the armature 50 that the

electrical and mechanical connections are

separated as widely as possible. The arma

ture is mounted on ball bearings so that

only semi-occasional oiling is required, and

mancut (lri\ing connection between the two.

A pair of camshaped surfaces. F, on B. are

held by the spring against two correspond

ing stops, G. Consequently the spring com

pels the disc, B, and so the armature to fol

low A when the latter is driven. At the

same time the steel ball, H, which is car

ried loosely in the slot. 1, projects behind

B, and is pressed forward at a single point

in each revolution by contact with a third

  

Fig. 3

other provisions of like purpose serve to re

duce the amount of necessary attention to

a minimum.

The manner in which the strong spark is

developed at low speeds is already more or

less familiar as employed in the older types.

cam surface, 1, coming against the flat face

of the disc, A. The cam, I, being station

ary with the magneto frame, the movement

,of the disc, B, is at once arrested. while A,

continues to turn, the ball rolling around in

its slot and pressing against A. By this

  

m. 4

The starting mechanism itself is shown in

Fig. 2, which is an end view taken with the

steel driving disc, A, removed from the ar

mature shaft. The rcversc of the disc also

is shown in Fig. 3, as well as the cover

plate, L. and a bronze disc, B, which is af

fixed to the armature shaft. A coil spring,

one end of which is secured to B, and the

other to a pin on disc, A, forms the per

means the spring, E, is wound up until a

radial depression in disc A, comes opposite

the ball, when the latter is released by slip

ping into the depression, thereby escaping

the cam, I, momentarily and releasing the

armature. The armature is then driven for

ward by the spring tension, and at a rate

entirely proportional to the strength of the

spring. lts speed is thus greater than that
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of the driving disc by an amount which is

determined by the designer. As soon as

surfaces F and G are re-engaged, the arma

ture is again arrested until released in the

manner described.

This arrangement serves to procure a rel

atively high rate of rotation for the arma

ture during the zone of maximum current

generation absolutely independent of the

speed of the driving mechanism. At speeds

upwards of 60 revolutions per minute, when

the momentary acceleration is no longer re

quired, the ball is driven radially outward

by centrifugal force coming to rest at the

outer end of the slot, 1. The driving and

driven parts are then locked together and

remain so until the speed again falls below

the rate of efiective current production. A

further point to be observed is that the ar

mature is invariably released at a point to

be observed is that the armature is invaria

bly released at a fixed point which is inde

pendent of the position given the interrupter

by the spark lever.

A dissected view of the electrical end of

the magneto is shown in Fig. 4, in which

N is the ground connection to the switch;

O, the cover plate over the interrupter; P

the ring carrying the interrupter cams. and

Q the interrupter housing. The latter is

held in place by means of the central screw,

R. The action of interruption is brought

about by contact between a circular fiber

contact finger on the end of the interrupter

arm and the cam faces on the interior of

the ring, P. The contact, although circular,

does not revolve, consequently there is no

danger of unequal timing through irregular

wear. For the same reason the cam surfaces

are of hardened steel~the combination of

steel to fiber producing no efieet on the sta

tionary members.

The condenser is enclosed in a ring which

is set into the back of the interrupter hous~

ing and retained by a threaded disc. The

molded insulation of the distributor, shown

at W, has four contacts embedded in it,

against which the carbon brush, Y, wipes.

The former is held in place by three screws.

The safety spark gap consists of a metal

point, connected to Y, from which the spark

jumps to the point Z in the housing, X. A

mica window in X permits the spark to be

seen without risk of exploding gasolene

vapor. A turn of the spring clip seen per

mits X to be removed, thus permitting ex

posure of the distributor for the purpose

of cleaning.

Another illustration of the care observed

in providing for the convenience of the oper

ator is revealed in the method of timing.

In Fig. 2, is shown the timing pin, M, by

which the armature is located in its proper

position for firing. This operation is ac

complished in a moment without removing

any of the parts of the magneto. The fly

wheel is turned until one of the pistons is

in its earliest firing position. The arma

ture is located by the pin M, and the mag

neto is then coupled to the engine in the

position thus indicated.

DAIMLEI’S "SENSATION" AMERICAN

New Engine Developed from a Chicago In

ventor’s Device—He Co-operates in

Modifying the Design.

Considerable stir is being created in Eng

land, and to a less degree on the Continent

as well, over the introduction of a modified

form of the Silent Knight engine, which

first made its appearance in Chicago several

years ago, where it later appeared in the

car of the same name made by Knight &
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two weeks ago, the English Daimler Co.

have had in view for a year and more the

introduction of a new motor of this gen

eral type, although it was not known until

recently how closely the Knight patents

had been followed. It now appears that the

inVentor_ himself has been working in con

junction with the Daimler engineers for

many months, and that the resulting modi

fication of his original engine is to be used

in the Daimler cars for 1909. Further, it

is reported that the Panhard works are al

ready experimenting with the motor and

that the makers of the Belgian Minerva car

have already taken it up, while representa

tives of the F. I. A. T. concern, have come

from Italy to watch the experiments in

France.

Unlike the motor already known in this

country, the more recent development is

made without the auxiliary exhaust port

at the base of the cylinder. Also it is al

tered in one or two other, though less signi

ficant respects. Its construction, which is

extremely radical, is shown in the accom

panying illustration. the manner in which

two sliding, cylindrical valve sleeves have

been made to replace the usual poppet

valves being perfectly apparent.

In place of the ordinary type of cylinder,

a plain casting with independent head is

employed, the upper end being closed by a

head carrying a piston-like extension, B,

which projects slightly into the combustion

chamber, forming a pocket around the cir

cumference for the reception of the upper

ends of the two sleeves, D and E. These

are interposed between the piston and the

cylinder wall, being driven from the eccen

tric shaft, F, which replaces the ordinary

cam shaft. Two'radial ports are cut in

each of the sleeves at proportionate dis

tances from the top, and in such a position

that at certain points in the cycle those on

either side may register with the wall ports

in the cylinder proper, which are used in

the distribution of the gases. The actuation

of the two sleeves is such that the ordinary

operations of the four-stroke cycle may be

accomplished as in the regular type of mo

tor in common use.

Among the advantages claimed for the

system are, first of all, silence in action,

since there are no spring-actuated parts, and

no tappets—all the moving parts being in

constant, instead of intermittent motion.

In addition to this, the valve opening being

accomplished by a differential movement of

the two sleeves. it is possible to obtain a

very quick opening and closing action,

which further, is under perfect control. The

upper ends of the sleeves sinking into the

circular well betwen the cylinder head and

the false head which projects from it, form

at the point of highest compression and ex

plosion pressures in the cycle, a very tight

and restricted combustion chamber. lm

proved methods of lubrication are thought

to have overcome any possible objection

which may have existed on the score of en

gine friction.

The Daimler Co. has in preparation no

less than three different models of the en

gine, at 22, 38 and 48 horsepower, respect‘

ively. Tests made with the new models are

said to have demonstrated an unusually

high development of power for the piston

displacement, as well as remarkable smooth

ness of torque at low speeds and heavy

loads.

The Cause of Uneven Brake Wear.

When improperly hardened or when com

posed of poor grades of metal the cams

which are so commonly employed for ap

plying internal expanding brakes are likely

to wear unevenly. The same difi'iculty also

occurs sometimes with the shoes of this

type of brake. The result in either case is

that the braking action is distributed un~

evenly over the drum and the retarding ac

tion is irregular and uncertain. This is an

inherent difi‘iculty with this type of brake

which is only to be remedied by the exer

cise of great care in selecting the materials.
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MIMEICIAI. VEHICLE PlflBlEIS

Electrics for Cities and Gasolene for Coun

try Roads, Says Churchward—Analysis

of the Relative Conditions.

 

In contrasting the relative performances

of electric and gasolene driven vehicles, par

ticularly of the commercial variety it is

customary to compare their characteristics

without regard to the idea that properly

they may be constituted to perform totally

Thus for ob

vious reasons the electric stands at a dis

different classes of service.

advantage as compared with the gasolene

machine for work involving long hauls over

very hard roads, and similarly the smooth

action and economical performance of the

electric makes it as well if not even better

Alex.

Churchward, whose investigations of motor

vehicle problems have already been brought

to notice more than once in these columns.

forecasts an even wider field of usefulness

for the electric vehicle than that prescribed

by these limits. So soon as the commer

cial vehicle user shall have awakened to

the need of handling the problem of high

way transportation on a purely engineering

basis, questions of economy are bound to

be more carefully considered.

“\Nhen comparing the operation of

motor driven and horse drawn vehicles, a

great deal of prejudice is frequently shown

against the former, much of which is well

founded, and when we come to analyze the

reasons for this prejudice we can hardly

blame those who have entertained objec

tions and do make adverse criticisms,” re

marks Mr. Churchward. “In the early days,

and even now in some cases, the purchaser

was at the mercy of the glib tongued sales

man, whose only aim was to sell the vehicle

and pocket his commission, regardless of

whether the vehicle was suited to his cli

ent’s requirements or capable of performing

the particular service required. In other

words, the salesman promised and all but

guaranteed that the vehicle would fill all

the requirements of the purchaser. While

this purchaser would not buy an electric

light or steam plant ofl'hand, but would call

in an accredited consulting engineer and

have his plans and specifications properly

drawn up to suit his requirements, where

the purchase of a motor vehicle is contem

plated no such process is usually followed,

and the most clever and persistent sales

man or the lowest price frequently gets the

order.

“The evil results of this system, or rather

lack of system, are to be seen to-day on

our streets, and some time will be required

to overcome this prejudice and convince the

present large users of the horse-drawn ve

hicles that a properly selected motor vehi

cle will be economical. reliable and perform

the required service better, quicker and

suited for purely city transportation.

cheaper than their horse-drawn vehicles at

present do.

“T0~day the leading electrical manufac

turing companies will not sell railway mo

tors to a customer unless they know the ex

act duty of the service on a known road

bed. How much more necessary it must

therefore be to know the exact conditions of

service, where the tractive efiort due to

road bed alone may vary 1,000 per cent. is

obvious.

“Not until this matter is handled in a

proper engineering manner will the motor

driven vehicle be a genuine commercial suc

cess. The day of employing motor driven

vehicles, chiefly for advertising purposes, has

gone by; the advantages to be gained by

the use of such vehicles has been fully dem

onstrated on a basis of utility and service

and the prospective purchaser must and may

be shown that there will be a real and tan

gible saving.

“It must be granted, therefore, that the

day will soon come when motor propelled

vehicles will be installed and properly se

lected and then the question at once arises:

\Vhich will be the most economical power

to use. gasolene or electricity? Each has

its own particular field and cannot be ousted

by the other—if properly chosen and cared

for.

“For cities having well paved streets and

not too hilly, and the distance per day to be

covered not over 40 miles, the electric de

livery wagon will always make a good show

ing against the gasolene vehicle of the same

capacity.

“First. Because of ease of control.

“Second. Rapid acceleration without jerk

ing or straining the mechanism.

“Third. When vehicle is stopped all fuel

consumption ceases.

“Fourth. N0 noise or Odor.

“Fifth. Lower maintenance and upkeep

on tires due to better and more even accel

eration.

Sixth. Lower maintenance of the running

gear because of its lower limits of speed.

“Seventh. No jarring or shock when

changing speeds.

Eighth. Less cost per net ton mile for

fuel. i. e., current against gasolene.

“In England the storage battery compa

nies are now ready to contract to maintain

vehicle batteries at so much per mile, and

I predict that before long the same state of

afi'airs will exist here. When this does take

place the two great items of expense, bat

teries and tires, will be put on a known

basis of so much per mile.

“The expense of charging vehicle batter

ies from electric light circuits does not cut

much figure in cost of operation or cost per

ton mile. An electric delivery wagon of

standard make will not cost more to oper

ate when charged from city circuits than a

similar capacity gasoline vehicle. In other

wnrds. the cost of electricity per net ton

mile is not more than the cost of gasolene

per net ton mile at the present average cur

rent prices. The electric vehicle can be

kept in any stable or garage in the heart

of the city without any extra insurance,

while the gasolene vehicle must have spe

cial accommodations.

“The maintenance of the battery on the

electric vehicle is to-day no more than that

of the engine and gear changing device on

the gasolene rig. And again, to get low

maintenance and maximum economy from

a gasolene vehicle it is necessary to employ

a higher priced driver than with the sim

pler electric. The electric motor and con

troller installed in the modern vehicle has

been so far perfected that the maintenance

is practically nil.

“Therefore, the comparison at present for

city work is between the upkeep of the stor

age battery against that of the engine.

change gears and their accessories, and af

ter all is said and done, results will be found

in favor of the storage battery, providing

it is properly charged and inspected and

the work it is called upon to do is not out

side of its proper limitations.

“For suburban service, poor roads and

long hauls, the gasolene delivery wagon is

superior and will show great economy over

both the electric and horse-drawn vehicle,

provided it has been properly selected for

the work it has to perform. Up to 3% tons

net load the electric is most suited for city

work and even to 5 tons where the run is

not too long. For suburban work and

greater loads the combined gasolene elec'

tric will surely compete favorably with the

straight gasolene vehicle.

“This is apparent for the following rea

sons:

“First.

dition.

“Second. No gears to change.

“Third. Impossible to stall engine due to

overload or starting too quickly on bad

roads. The system is so designed that as

heavy road or grades are encountered the

torque is automatically increased and speed

decreased up to full capacity of engine.

“Fourth. Only one control pedal or lever.

“Fifth. The efliciency of the electric

transmission due to its flexibility as high

as any form of change gears.

“Sixth. Smooth acceleration from stand

still to full speed."

Perfect control under any con

Adjustment for Automobile Lubrication.

In caring for motors which are lubricated

by the simple splash method from the crank

pit, it should be borne in mind that the en

tire success of the operation depends upon

the adjustment of the oil level within a

very limited range. The total variation be

tween the correct amount and either too

much or too little probably is not over 3

per cent. of the total quantity. When it is

considered that in many machines the crank

case capacity is not over 1% quarts. the

need of delicate manipulation in filling is at

once apparent. It is chiefly because of this

embarrassing feature of the simple system

that the more complicated methods of auto

matic lubrication are justifiable.
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ALI. AROUND VIEWS ON 0001) IOADS

Motorists and Grangers Meet Experts in

Convention. at Atlantic City—Broad

Discussion of Highway Problems.

Behind the steering wheel and from the

side of the road are entirely different points

of view so far as motor cars are concerned.

Hence, perhaps, not the least beneficial ef

fect following the New Jersey good roads

convention called at Atlantic City. N. J.,

on Friday and Saturday, 25 and 26th ult., is

that the “freeholders” who attended came

into friendly contact with many members

of the automobile clubs and because of the

motor car riding which the automobilists

were liberal in providing for them are now

greatly modified in their antagonism toward

For the first time, perhaps,

some of them have had a view of how mat

ters look to the owner of a car. ‘

Riot and bloodshed at the convention

were sidetracked in advance by a truce ar

ranged between the Associated Automobile

Clubs of'New Jersey, the State Farmers'

Grange, and the Boards of Freeholders. to

the effect that all subjects relating to speed

laws and the like should be ruled out ann

the meeting confine itself strictly to the

actual construction. engineering and finan

cial problems involved in State highway im

provement. Although many of those par

ticipating in the proceedings were bursting

to speak their minds either against the mo

torists or the constabulary, as the case

might be, the screws were clamped down

close by the chair in every instance, and

peace prevailed.

With long-headed policy, a lot of the au

romobilists arranged to take to Atlantic

City in their machines as many farmer and

freeholder delegates as their cars would

hold. Not only the saving in railroad fare

but the prospective pleasures of the trip

inclined to a ready acceptance of such invi

tations, and the ride opened the eyes of the

passengers as to the ease with which an

automobile is steered and controlled. They

also say that speeds which to the man on

the roadside looked reckless. are a slow un‘

folding of the highway ahead to the motor

ist. After passing through seven counties

and touching widely separated towns in or

der to pick up delegates, W. C. Crosby.

chairman of the convention committee and

acting president' of the Associated Automo

bile Clubs of New Jersey, was able to give

those in his car a demonstration of how

“Jersey justice” is administered, as he was

stopped by a constable about 40 miles from

Atlantic City and charged with going in

excess of 30 miles an hour.

the car knew the absurdity of the charge.

but the justice before whom the case was

taken refused even to allow Crosby to plead,

and summarily pronounced him guilty. The

motorist entered an appeal and continued

the machines.

Everybody in -

his trip, letting his passengers draw their

own lesson from the incident.

Busy agents for dust preventatives and

patent surfaces for highways found plenty

of people to work on and to give demon

strations to, as the convention was attended

by members of the Associated Automobile

Clubs, which isued the first call for it, and

by representatives of the New Jersey farm

er and freeholder interests, together with

county engineers and good roads experts

from many places. Governor Fort was ill,

and could not come as he had promised to

do, but his speech was read by Col. Fred

erick Gilkyson, State commissioner of public

highways. From Washington, represent~

ing the Federal Government, A. S. Cush

man, director of public roads, attended, and

New York State contributed a paper by

State Engineer Skene, which was read by

George C. Diehl, county engineer of Buffalo.

In addition to booming the scheme for the

ocean boulevard, from Cape May to the

Atlantic Highlands and New York City,

Governor Fort's speech at the opening ses

sion pointed out that 1,350 miles of New

Jersey road have been built with State aid

and 432 without it, and that the problem of

maintaining these roads is going to be a

big one, inasmuch as it will cost about $300

per mile to keep them in condition after

they wear down a little more. The annual

expense involved for repairs alone would

therefore be about $261,000, he declared,

two-thirds of which amount is now paid

by the registration fees of automobile

owners. He urged the early abolishmcnt of

tolls on the few remaining toll roads in the

State and suggested that something a little

more yielding to horses’ feet than macadam

be used in future road construction.

During the afternoon session the follow

ing addresscs were made: “From the Gran

gers’ Viewpoint," by G. W. F. Gaunt,

master of the New Jersey State Grange.

“From the Road Drivers’ Viewpoint." by

James M. Beldon, secretary of the Essex

County Road Drivers’ Association. “Good

Roads from the Standpoint of the Dweller

Along the Way," by Frank Bergen, Eliza

beth. “From the Automobilists’ Viewpoint."

by J. B. R. Smith, New Jersey Commis

sioner of Motor Vehicles. “From the Citi

zens’ Standpoint, the Relation of the User

of the Highway,” by Judge W. H. Spear.

Jersey city. Friday night the delegates were

entertained by the Atlantic City Automo~

bile Club with a beefsteak dinner at one of

the hotels. the “doings” being heralded as

“A Night in the Kitchen." I

At the closing session on Saturday, fur

ther speeches and discussions were the or

der of the prOceedings, after which the com

mittee on resolutions undertook its duty of

crystalizing in black and white the general

sentiments and results. Their labors as

approved by the convention effected a set

of resolutions commending the aims and

purposes of the gathering in assisting the

good roads movement and providing for an

annual convention in the interest of good

roads, to be held under the direction of the

Associated Automobile Clubs of New Jer

sey. Although the discussion of legal mat

ters relating to automobiles had been barred

from the convention speeches or discussion,

the prevailing sentiment favoring modifica

tions in the present stringent New Jersey

automobile law found expression in a reso

lution to that effect.

Incidental to the serious business, the

possibilities for seaside frivolities and en

tertainment which Atlantic City offers were

fully explored, the gaiety of the resort hav

ing as yet in nowise abated. The 200 an

tomobiles used by the members of the mo

toring fraternity in bringing themselves

and a good share of the non~motoring dele

gates to the convention were kept busy all

the time in the service of the ladies.

Big Loss Caused by Poor Roads.

That $3,000,000 is lost daily in the United

States because of poor roads is the state

ment by which Samuel Hill. the well known

road expert of Seattle, Wash., sums up the

constant waste and expense that lack of

properly built highways impose upon those

who have to haul loads in the rural districts.

On his way to the First International Con

gress of Road Builders, which is to be held

in Paris for two weeks following October

11, Hill stopped over in New York City a

few days, before taking ship. and talked

freely about road matters. He advocates

the use of convict labor by the states, and

thinks that the Federal government should

be much more liberal in making appropria~

tions for the assistance of districts desiring

improved highways. At Paris he will tell

of the very successful and satisfactory roads

constructed in the State of Washington by

the use of cube rocks of graduated sizes.

melted tar and fine pebbles.

Good Roads Enthusiasm in California.

By proposing a special bond issue of $18,

000,000 for the construction of two great

highways in California to join the county

seats of all the counties in the State. Gov

ernor Gillett has secured the good will of

all local good roads advocates all over the

territory. At a good roads congress held

in Sacramento on the 19th ult., 82 delegates,

representing 11 counties, rose up en masse

and called him blessed. A long list of ad

dresses were delivered concerning various

phases of road financing and building, and

technical men representing the counties, the

State and Federal government, gave the con

vention the results of their investigations.

  

To Raise Road Building Fund.

So desirous are the members of the Scran~

ton (Pa) Automobile Association that a

State road be built over the Poconos tow

ard Stroudsburg, Pa., that they have under

taken to raise $6,000 to assist the townships

along the line. With such a financial lift.

the farmers and the residents of the small

towns are expected to go into the move

ment with enthusiasm.
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AUTOMOBILI'I FOR SKY EXPLORERS

Mount Wilson Observatory to Have Motor

Car Service—Successful Rambler Test

on Zigzag Mountain Road.

Not long ago, a public spirited citizen of

a western village wired Andrew Carnegie:

“Can you please furnish our town with a

jail?"

is said to have written the eminent steel

Upon another occasion, a librarian

magnate: “Could you kindly furnish our

Carnegie library with an automobile?”

year they built a road at a cost of several

thousand dollars. This has a rise of 5.200

feet in the nine miles over which it ex~

tends, and skirts the edge of the mountain,

with many short turns and dangerous in

clines, some grades being as great as 25

per cent.

It occurred to Professor Ritchey and his

associates that a great deal of time could

be saved by using an automobile that could

negotiate the grade—provided such a one

could be found. The matter was taken up

with W. K. Cowan, Los Angeles. represent

ative of Thos. B. Jeffery 8: C0.. and a Ram

in California to receive the benefit of motor

car transportation. An automobile stage

line was started in operation about two

months ago, running up Mt. Hamilton to

the famous Lick Observatory, near San

Jose.

Automobile Line Planned for Mt. Desert.

A new and strategic development of the

conflict between the proexclusionists and

non-exclusionists of the automobile from

Bar Harbor was brought to light late last

week when it was discovered that a syndi

cate had purchased the Green Mountain

  

VIEWS SHOWING RAMBLER CLIMBING TBP CKOOKED ROAD [‘1’ “OUNT WILSON

It is understood that these modest re

quests were not fulfilled. Nevertheless, the

automobile is destined to play an impor—

tant part in the scientific work to be accom

plished by the Carnegie Institute of Wash

ington in the big observatory now being

erected on the top of Mount W'ilson. 14

miles from Pasadena, Cal. Professor

Ritchey, superintendent of the Carnegie In

stitute, who is in charge of the work of

building the huge 60-inch telescope, has

during the past year been facing quite a

problem in connection with the erection of

the large observatory. The distance from

the Pasadena workshops to the top of the

mountain is nine miles, and Professor

Ritchey and other astronomers have to

make frequent trips to the summit. For

merly they walked up, thereby consuming

a great deal of time, so during the past

hler car was furnished for a test trip to the

top of the mountain.

The ascent was made in 1 hour and 15

minutes, most of the climb being made on

the intermediate gear. Many of the turns

were so short that the car had to be backed

once or twice in order to make the turn

safely.

The success of the test was such as to

convince Professor Ritchey of the adapta

bility of the automobile to such strenuous

hill climbing, thus saving a great deal of

time and making it possible for necessary

supplies to be transported to the top of

the mountain, without difficulty. The elim

ination of the necessity for physical exer

tion on the part of the members of the as

tronomical staff is in itself a matter of

much importance.

This is the second astromomical station

road, one of the most beautiful and exclus

ive pleasure drives on the island and pro

posed converting it into an automobile route

up which sight-seeing cars would be driven

for the purpose of giving the public the ben

efit of the abundant views. Just who is

back of the plan and what further extension

of it may be contemplated has not as

yet been learned. It is known that a thor

ough reconstruction of the road will be un

tertaken before another season opens, how

ever, so that the business of automobile

transportation may go merrily forward as

soon as the season permits. Just what

means the summer residents will take to

further block the use of motor cars on the

island remains to be seen, but it is known

that they are by no means idle, and next

summer undoubtedly will witness active re~

newal of the merry \var.
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PRIZE ARGUMENTS F0]! SALES-EN

Jeffery Institutes Odd but Practical Contest

—Ten Planks in Rambler Selling Plat

form Prize Winners Produce.

It is part of the trade of salesmanship to

have the advantages of the product from

the manufacturing, marketing and utility
points ofiview condensed and studied to a

degree where they form a part of every

sentence spoken and every action carried

out. It is not always, however, that the

manufacturer or dealer is able to modify his

selling platform as it were, nor to gather

about him assistants of the sort who would

be able to make the most advantageous use

On this ac

count, competitions organized by and within

of such a platform did it exist.

selling organizations to determine the most

telling arguments to be used, in carrying or

suppressing opposition, are at once inter‘

esting and instructive. A case in point is

the recent contest instituted by Thomas B.

Jefl‘ery & Co., in an effort to bring out the

best reasons why it is most advantageous

for a dealer to engage in the sale of the

Rambler car.

No less than 217 experienced and success

ful Rambler dealers grasped the opportuni

ty of bidding for a share in the $125 prize

distribution. Ten men, each of whom has

been identified with the company for many

years, served in the judiciary capacity.

Needless to say the contest was productive

of a host of useful and suggestive ideas.

I. F. St. Clair, Concordia, Kansas. won

the first prize of $50. Miss Ella J. Brown.

who, as secretary of the Coit Automobile

Co., Omaha, Neb., has helped manage a

$300000 business during the past year, was

awarded the second prize of $25, while L.

G. Martin, Pittsburg, Pa, drew third prize,

and I. R. Campbell, Des Moincs, Iowa,

fourth.

The ten best reasons ultimately chosen

are as follows:

‘The goods—the'quality of the Rambler

product.

“The reputation and stability of the com

pany.

“The factory—the largest and most com

plete of its kind.

“The advertising—the most extensive and

effective done by any manufacturer.

“The sales helps—the system of answer

ing the inquiries of all prospective custom

ers by personal letter without cost to the

dealers.

“The interchangeability of parts and quick

service in supplying came.

“Prices of parts—one-half to two-thirds

lower than those of any other car.

“Fourteen thousand satisfied users—every

one helping the dealer to sell Ramblers.

“Fourteen thousand cars in use-not a

single one out of commiSsion.

“The policy of the c0mpauy——fair prices.

best product, fair treatment."

Wagon with Detachable Power Plant.

Users of business vehicles of the sell

propelled type are probably in a good posi~

tion to appreciate the "strong" feature of

the new Grabowsky power wagon, which is

the quick detachable power plant. Instead

of the more conventional arrangement of

parts, the entire motor and change gear

group is mounted on the two side rails of

the sub-frame in such a way that by loosen

ing a couple of bolts and casting off a half

dozen minor connections, the entire aggre

gation may be drawn forward and out of

the machine. In this way it is possible to

replace the engine with a fresh one in a

few moments. or to perform some trifling

repair under the most advantageous circum

stances, without delay and without having

to resort to acrobatic contortions. This

feature, as well as numerous others pecu

liar to the line are described and illustrated

in the new catalogue the Grabowsky Power

Wagon Co., Detroit, Mich., have issued.

“The A B C of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about ignition

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price, 50c. The Motor World Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau Street, New York City.

 

Long Island Motor Parkway Sweepstakes

S A T U R D A Y ,

Starting at 9 A. M.

to compete.

0 C T 0 B E R 1 0 .

Leading makes oi cars

$5,000 in prizes -- cash or plate.

William K. Vanderbilt, Jr. Cup Race

S A T U R D A Y ,

Starting at daylight.

0 C T 0 B E R 2 4 .

American and ioreign

contestants. Speed. Endurance. Crack drivers.

Fastest course in the world, including 11 miles oi cement park

way. Boxes.

Telephone 5293~i38ih Si., New York City.

seals. parking spaces, a! 437 Filth Avenue,

The Vanderbilt Cup Commission.
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DECALOG 0|" 'l'llli STORAGI-I BATTERY

Weiss Formulates Ten Precepts for Its Care

—Methods for Testing and Regulat

ing Its Condition.

Because the early training of the aver

age motorist was almost wholly in the use

of dry batteries for ignition purposes there

is a very general tendency to neglect accu

This

tendency is further accentuated in cases

mulators when applied to this use.

where double ignition is provided for, by

the fact that the batteries are seldom called

into requisition. Hence the best possible

results are seldom attained. On this ac

count, the watchful Technical Committee

of the Long Island Automobile Club has

been moved to issue a decalog of storage

battery precepts which, because of their

concise and comprehensive nature should

be studied by every user as well as by those

wliOse duty it becomes at times to instruct

the novice in the care of his new machine.

“Although a storage battery is a some

what delicate apparatus and easily spoiled".

says the committee through its chairman,

Louis T. \Neiss, “yet ordinary care, and a

rigid adherence to a few simple rules will

keep the cells well and healthy so that the

expert or doctor will not be needed during

the greater part of their useful life." The

Ten Commandments for the battery user,

are as follows:

First. The first necessity is cleanliness.

There are exceptionally few cases to be

observed where cleanliness is apparent.

There is nothing that more easily provides

and causes a leakage of the current, than

accumulation of dust and many other kin

dred types of matter. When such are per

mitted to remain on the top of the cells

they become saturated with the moisture

which inadvertently sprays from the cells or

cells while charging, and thus form an ex

cellent by-pass from positive to negative ter

minals, and in a very short time entirely

empties the battery.

Again, this moisture is permitted to at

tack the terminals of the battery, and these

being generally made of brass or similar

metal are easily attacked and corroded so

that they are immovable. and sometimes en

tirely enveloped by a heavy coasting of blue

crystals of sulphate of copper. This salt

is readily soluble in water and acids, and if

allowed to get into the electrolyte 0f the

battery. is fatal to its life. Yet how often

is this salt washed off with water, or re

moved by other methods, and allowed to

fall into the cells? It is well to keep the

terminals coated with vascline or thick

grease and so prevent corrosion. Just a few

minutes, say once a week, will suffice to

clean up a battery, and so comply with that

first and most necessary rule.

Second. Always keep the plates covered

with their electrolyte, or acid, because if

they are exposed or out of the liquid a sul

phation occurs of such a nature as to dam

age the plates irreparably, besides which

that exposed surfaces is inactive and useless.

Third. Never add sulphuric acid to

the cells to compensate loss, unless

such loss has been caused by a spill

ing of the acid, and then first as

certain the specific gravity of the

acid remaining in the cells and make up

with diluted acid of the corresponding spe

cific gravity till the plates are again cov

ered. In all cases of adding to, or compen

sating evaporation losses (except as above

stated) nothing should be used but pure, dis

tilled water, and absolutely pure and clean

acid. A healthy battery used continuously,

should not require any addition of acid more

than once a year, butwill probably require

pure water at least once a week, if not more

often.

Fourth. Provide yourself with a hydro

meter to enable you to test your electrolyte

and acids periodically. and you will avoid

a great deal of trouble.

It may be said that the condition of the

specific gravity is the pulse of the cell, and

certainly it is the one means of ascertain~

ing the condition of health of the cell or

battery; like one’s pulse. which enables the

doctor to tell you whether you are well or,

not.

Let us suppose that the specific gravity

of the electrolyte as given by the maker

of the battery to be maintained at 1.250 de

grees, at a temperature of 60 degrees Fah

renheit, when fully charged and cell in

thorough working condition. Then apply

the following:

At the end of the complete discharge

the specific gravity will read somewhere

about 1.150 degrees. If only half discharged.

then about 1.200 degrees. If only one-quar

ter. 1.225 degrees, or three‘quarters, 1.175

degrees, so that one may arrange a scale

whereby the amount of charge used, or that

remaining in the cells, may be estimated.

On re-charging, the specific gravity will

rise from its reading of 1.150 or whatever

it may be, to that of 1.250 again, thereby

indicating the cell has received its full

charge. In cases where the specific grav

ity will not show any rise during or at the

end of its charge, it indicates a short cir

cuit. and the cell has not received its charge.

In cases where the specific gravity comes

up to 1.250 at the end of its charge. but falls

to a lower figure during a period of idleness

or standing for say 24‘ to 48 hours, this also

indicates a short circuit, or else local action

(or internal discharge), due to contamina

tion of the electrolyte by some impurity.

Fifth. Never, on any account, discharge

your battery below 1.8 volts per cell, because

it develops a condition of chemical natures

that is not easily remedied. To ascertain

this it is necessary to have a small pocket

voltmeter. reading from say 0 to 3 volts.

These are also very inexpensive and will, if

used, greatly prolong the life of your bat

tery by helping you to know when the bat

tery has fulfilled its functions. It is the

greatest defect that a battery has, that it

cannot give warning, groan, or in some

way protest against being overworked.

The normal voltage of the storage battery

is 2.0 per cell when doing no work, which

is, if the electrolyte be 1.250 specific gravity.

usually raised to about 2.10 volts. The stor

age battery, unless worked below 1.80 volts.

has a recuperative power of rising from

1.80 volts to the normal of 2.10 volts within

a few minutes after the discharge current

has been discontinued. Unless a current

is passing of say one-half of one ampere. the

voltmeter reading is useless.

Sixth. Never adopt the method of putting

a wire across the positive and negative ter

minals to see if there is any "spark." It is

almost a dead short circuit, and if the cell

he of a small capacity of say, thirty ampere

hours. and the wire No. 16 copper, the cur

rent passing may be anything from 30 to

100 amperes for a fraction of time, which.

when calculated is a very appreciable

amount of the total capacity. It is also

very detrimental to the cell in assisting the

disintegration of the plates or active ma‘

terial thereon.

Seventh. Never be tempted to try every

body's advice upon any defect if it is se

rious but get good advice at once from a

reliable source. Hardly two persons have

the same experience or the same conditions.

and what another did satisfactorily may be

very unsatisfactory for you to do.

Eighth. Never allow the cells to stand

in a discharged condition, as it becomes

very difficult to get them properly charged

if left standing any length of time, unless

great care is taken during the succeeding

charge.

Ninth. Do not forget that the discharge

current of the battery may be affected

by the adjustment of the trembler of the

sparking coil. The current rate of the dis

charge should be about one-half an ampere.

but a badly adjusted coil may take as much

as 3 or even more amperes. thus eating up

the energy of the cells. in ampere hours, in

one~sixth of the time. Thus a 30 ampere

hour cell discharging at one-half an ampere

will last 60 hours, but discharging at 3 am

peres will last only about 8 or 9 hours.

Tenth. Although, as before stated, the

storage battery is a more or less delicate

apparatus. yet if only one-tenth of the at

tention given to the mechanical parts of the

car he bestowed on the battery it will be

found to be a wonderfully robust and relia

hle apparatus. But if neglected entirely

and left to attend to itself, or do the best

it can for itself, it will be found to arrive

very soon at a condition of disease gener

ated by a congestion of small ailments.

in addition to the ten. an eleventh com

mandment also is added, which, like all

eleventh commandments is sufficiently ob

vious to be overlooked frequently. It is:

Always adhere strictly to the maker’s in

structions which will apply to his tyne of

cells.
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50% REDUCTION

DURING 1908 ON

DOW TUBES
NON-DEFLATION

The Best Tube Ever Manufactured

1n Efiect October 1, 1908.

N E w 1 9 o 9 P R "c E L I 8 T SUPBISOding an Others

AMERICAN SIZES METRIC SIZES

You 2! Alton] the

$2000
  

aiizle Size

.. x SGIIXBS

‘ 30 7l0x90

32 700

34 810

36 . 840

28x3% 870'
30 ‘910

22 960

—AtIord to buy it because it is moderate 4 laigxms

' ' x 81

in price. I 875

We know you can afford to keep it, be- 34 3213x120

cause we have many letters from users of 2‘},wa ggg

Mitchell, testifying from actual daily exper- 32 1338

ience. that it is the most economical car to 34x5 10st)

operate. Before you buy a car, send for :3sz “(155‘135

these letters and try a Mitchell in a 50 or 36 100M150

N()Tl€.~ A discount of five per cent. will be allowed if cash accom

panies order: otherwise these prices are net.

The price at which each tube must be sold will hereafter be printed

upon the tube as Well as upon the box, and the tubes must be sold under

the agreement contained upon the tag attached to each tube.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE ND REPORTS OF TESTS.

DOW TIRE COMPANY

2000 Broadway, New York 889 Boyloton 0t" Booton

lOO-mile road test.

In demonstration, you’ll notice not only

that its style, finish and construction is

equal to that of the extravagantly high

priced cars, but that its performance is too.

Proof is easy, Mr. Business Man.

The Mitchell Agent will be glad to take

you out at any time you say. Just call him

up—no obligation on your part.

Try the $2,000 Touring Car—the $2,800

Limousine—the $1,250 Roadster or the

$1,000 Runabout. .

Get demonstrations of high priced cars

and compare the Mitchell with them.

Call up the Mitchell Agent to-day and

just say

"Show Me.”

The Mitchell Touring Car shown below

is 35 H. P.—4~cylinder—-speed, 50 miles—

finish, Mitchell blue—price, $2,000.

Write for Catalogue No. 18, describing

the other Mitchell models.

Mitchell Motor Car C0., 287 Mitchell

 

SIX-CYLINDER

ENDORSEMENT

('LAt the present time (September, 1908) there are

over 1,250 STEVENS-DURYEA Six-Cylinder

Cars in use—from Portland, Maine, to Portland,

Oregon—from Minneapolis, Minnesota, to Mex

ico City, Mexico.

  

 

Every Stevens-Duryea SIX

is giving periect satisfaction

 

 

street, Racine, \Vis.

Standard Manufacturers,

.\. M. C. M. A.

  

(LIt is an acknowledged fact that any one who

has ever driven a S'l‘liVliNS-DURYEA SIX will

never go back to a Four, excepting for a smaller

car. This strongly shows the tendency of the

future. Any one purchasing a Four-Cylinder Car

of more than forty horsepower and paying over

$2,750 should preferably secure a SIX.

STEVENS-DURYEA C0. 312223.215
Member A. L. A. M.
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The Week's Patents.

892,452. Spring Wheel for Motor Cars

and Other Vehicles. Emilo Rodriguez,

Chiswick, London, England. Filed July 23,

1907. Serial No. 385,130.

1. In combination, a felly having two

springs of elliptical shape connected there

to by a bolt, the ends of the springs con

nected to cross bolts, a tread suspended up

on the said springs by side pieces, a bolt

carried by the said side pieces, carrying a

roller, a flexible band of leather connected

to the said cross bolts of the springs, the

said roller resting in the leather band. to

flexibly support the tread.

892,481. Glass Front for

Julius Wieden, Los Angeles. Cal.

Oct. 2, 1907. Serial No. 395,631.

1. A glass front for automobiles compris

ing a frame, means for attaching the frame

to an automobile, a series of transparent

panels inoted in the frame, an operating

bar connected with all of the panels, a stran

around the center of each panel, each strap

having an ear, an operating bar connected

to the cars, a hand lever pivoted on the

frame, a link connecting the hand lever to

the operating bar, a sector. and latch mc

chanism for latching the hand lever in po

sition on the sector.

892,499. Carburetter. Ernest N. Brod

erick, Detroit, Mich. Filed May 22. 1907.

Serial No. 375,030.

1. A carburetter comprising a float cham

ber, a vaporizing chamber over the float

chamber, an atomizing valve discharging

from the float chamber into the vaporizing

chamber, opposite air inlet ports in the va

porizing chamber, a valve closure within the

vaporizing chamber, adapted to close saiu

ports either independently or simultaneous

ly, deflecting means opposing the air ports,

an outlet port in the vaporizing chamber. a

closure for the port within the chamber. and

a throttle lever controlling the atomizing

valve and inlet and outlet closures.

892,539. Driving Mechanism. Gesrge \V.

Morris, Racine, W'is. Filed April 20, 1908.

Serial No. 428,204.

1. In a device of the class described, the

combination with a shaft and a wheel loo_se~

1y mounted on said shaft and prowded with

an internal gear and a laterally-extending

annular flange, of a second wheel loosely

supported on said flange and also prowded

with an internal gear, and a clutch device

secured to and slidingly mounted upon said

shaft and adapted to be moved into engage

ment with either of said internal gears.

892,544. Engine Starter. George L.

Odenbrett, Milwaukee. Wis. Filed Oct. 5.

1907. Serial No. 396,105.

1. A starter for multiple cylinder engines,

comprising a selecting valve driven by the

engine and adapted t0_establilsh communi

cation with the respective cylinders of the

engine when their pistons are in position to

receive an explosion, a charging chamber

communicating with the selecting valve, an

air reservoir and a gas‘reservmr commu

nicating with the charging chamber, and

controlling valves in the connections be

tween the charging chamber. and the air

reservoir and the gas reserv0ir and the se

lecting valve respectively.

892,569. Fuel Burning Apparatus for Mo

tor Vehiclcs. George E. Whitney, Boston,

Mass. assignor, by nzesne assignments, to

Stanley Motor Carriage Company, a Cor

poration of Massachusetts. Filed Feb. 18,

1901. Serial No. 47.723.

Automobiles.

Filed

1. In an apparatus of the class described.

one or more mixing chambers having curved

side walls and top and bottom plates, air

supply tubes leading through said cham

bers and plates, an inlet conduit for each

mixing chamber entering the latter adjacent

and approximately tangentially to the

curved side wall thereof arranged to project

its supply through the bottom plate and

towards the top plate of its chamber.

892,669. Starting Device for Explosive

Engines. Lawrence S. Nash, Detroit, Mich.

Filed July 31, 1907. Serial No. 386,358.

1. Starting mechanism for a multi-cylin

der engine, comprising a pair of valves each

adapted to admit compressed air to the cyl

inder of the engine, a cam shaft driven by

the engine cains movable on the said shaft,

adapted to operate said valves, a slide rod

journaled in the shaft, oblique slots formed

in the shaft, studs extending through the

slots, connecting the slide rod and cams, and

a spring on the slide rod, normally hold

ing said cams disengaged with the valves.

892,673; \Vheel Tire. Andre Michelin,

Paris, France. Filed N0. 4, 1905. Serial

No. 285,817.

In combination in a tire, a body, a tread

attached thereto, a band of leather over said

tread, rivets passing through said tread anu

band of leather, a layer of rubber uniting

said band of leather to said tread, and a

layer of rubber between said tread and the

body, in the middle part of the tire, in which

liayjer the washers of the rivets are embed

e .

892,691. Roller Bearing. liliel L. Sharp

neck, \Ninthrop, Mass. Filed July 8, 1907.

Serial No. 382,577.

1. A roller bearing comprising a cylin

drical casing having an annular rib on its

inner surface, a series of anti-friction rolls

having annular channels, engaged with said

rib, and annular grooves, a series of pairs

of separator rolls, arranged between the

anti-friction rolls, one of each pair of the

separator rolls having annular ribs engaged

in the annular grooves of the anti-friction

rolls, and rotatable means engaged with

each pair of separator rolls, as described.

892,744. Transmission Gear. Frederick

15. Landberg, McCook, Neb. Filed Aug. 27,

1906. Serial No. 332,257.

1. The combination, with an interme

diately pivoted transverse axle and wheels

loosely mounted on the ends thereof, of

gears rigidly secured to said wheels, a shaft

mounted on said axle, gears carried by said

shaft and adapted to mesh with the gears on

said wheels, an auxiliary shaft on said axle,

means to drive said auxiliary shaft includ

ing a' sprocket mounted thereon and having

universal movement with relation thereto,

and means of connection between said main

and auxiliary shafts.

892,761. Radiator. George \\'. Nutz.

Chicago, Ill. Filed Sept. 16, 1907. Serizl

No. 392,973.

1. In a radiator of the type herein de

scribed, the combination of a casing com»

prising upper and lower horizontal mem

bers and vertical side members forming an

open center. a series of radiator tnhes ar

ranged in said center and a series of second

ary tubes arranged within the radiator tubes

and open to the atmosphere at both ends.

one of the casing members having a curved

inlet throat formed by a flat plate to which

the secondary tubes are attached at one end

and a curved plate forming a deflector for

directing the air into the secondary tubes.

substantially as set forth.

892,763. Induction Coil Unit. Carl A.

lWlITS IND Fill SALE.
15 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

‘ b OR SALE—300 5m 28x3 best grade ar

l tillery wheels, fitted with clincher rims.

1 less hubs.- Write for bargain prices on sin

le sets of the lot. THOMAS B. JEF

ERY & COMPANY, Kenosha, Wis.

 

\\ E have market in southern California

for high grade automobile special

ties and supplies, which are not already rep

resented in this territory; to act as manu

facturers' agent on commission basis. Full

particulars should be furnished. Address

A. CO., care of Motor World, New York.

 

 

BLEVELANI] SPARK PLUGS
“They Shoot a Plane.”

ELEVELAND SPARK PLUG 00.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

  

 

 
 

‘ SINGER
 

  

 

1620-2224 1321

Broadway, Chicago, llL

New York Michigan Ave.,

PALMER & SINGER MFG. CO.

Wimsttng'
SlllE-WIRF $01") MUTUR TIRES

ms WORLD'S STANDARD

FlllESTOIE TIRE l RUBBER 00.. Alien, Uhlo

  

 

 

 

MORGAN aWRlGHTTIRES

ARE GOOD TIRES

  

 

One of the strongest features of

Splltdorf Ignition is its unfailing

reliability and efficiency.

0. F. SPLITDORF

Walton Ave. I. l38th St, New York

 

 

ch0 Adjustable Spark Plug

DIE:

$1.00

Each

Guaranteed

One

Year

 

  

WITIIEIBEIZ IGNITEI (0.. 1876 lmlway, New York
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liaiistiehl, Highland Park, Ill. Filed Nov.

11, 1907. Serial No. 401,640

A coil section or unit, comprising a pair

of outer spool heads formed with central

orifices and anular necks, one of which

necks fits over the other, an intermediate

head formed with a corresponding orifice

and with a small passage adjacent to said

orifice, said intermediate head being ar

ranged intermediate of the outer spool

heads, and reversed coil windings in the

annular cavities between the heads afore

said and connected together by a wire ex

tension dpassing through the small passage

aforesai , substantially as set forth.

892,790. Compound Explosive Engine.

Joseph A. W'illiams, Cleveland, 0. Filed

June 7, 1905. Serial No. 264,088.

1. In a compound explosive engine, a

high-pressure cylinder, a valve connected

with said high-pressure cylinder through

which air may be admitted thereto during

the exhaust from the said cylinder,

means for preventing said valve from open

‘ing except during the exhaust from the

high-pressure cylinder, and a second valve

through which the air is drawn from the

cylinder, said air scavenging and cooling

the cylinder.

892,832. Radiator for Automobiles. Au

gust L. F. Holzerland, Buffalo, N. Y. Filed

Sept. 10, 1906. Serial No. 333,978.

, 1. In a radiator for automobiles and the

like, the combination with the inlet-cham

ber having an inlet-pipe, an outlet chamber

having an outlet pipe, and the fluid passages

connecting said chambers, of a fluid receiver

within the inlet chamber and inclined in op

posite directions from said inlet pipe.

892,853. Pneumatic Tire for Vehicle

W'heels. John R. Kline, Los Angeles. Cal.

Filed Feb. 20, 1907. Serial No. 358,518.

1. A pneumatic tire comprising an outer

tube and inner tubular means having a plu

rality of sections formed as elastic cells

placed end to end. each forming a_ pneu

matic chamber, and means for inflating all

of said cells simultaneously‘ comprismg a

distributing tube having an inwardly open

ing check valve, a check valve opening in

wardly in each cell from without the dis

tributor tube and accessible from Without

the distributor tube to permit forcible open

ing thereof.

892,859. Speed Changing Gear. Charles

H. Lee, New York, N. Y. Filed June 21,

1907. Serial No. 380,044.

1. A speed changing gear, comprising a

drive shaft, a driven shaft, a plurality of

gears adapted to be locked to one of said

 

shafts, a plurality of gears mounted on the

other of said shafts and intermeshing with

the corresponding first mentioned gears, the

gears on one of said shafts varying in size.

whereby dicerent relative rates 0 frotation

of the shafts may be secured, selective

means for locking any one of the other set

of gears to its shaft, and means for un

locking all of the dicerent sized set of gears

from their shaft, save the high speed gear

when the high speed gear of the other set

of gears is locked to its shaft by the oper

ation of said lelective means.

892,864. Cooler for Automobiles and the

Like.’ Jonathan D. Maxwell, Tarrytown,

N. Y., assignor to Maxwell Briscoe Motor

Company, North Tarrytown. N. Y. Orig

inal application led Dec. 31, 1904, Serial

No. 239,160. Divided and this application

filed Sept. 28, 1905. Serial No. 280,451.

1. In an automobile, the combination

with an engine having a cylinder with a

jacket for cooling medium, of a radiator

having unright channels forming a primary

field and a secondary field for passage of

the cooling medium, and a central chamber

in communication with said channels and

arranged substantially horizontally and me

dially across said radiator, to receive the

heated fluid from said jacket, said fluid pass'

mg from said central chamber to said pri

mary cooling field, whence it returns into

said central chamber. and thence passes to

said secondary cooling field, substantially

as described.

892,866. Roller Bearing. Eimle Moonen,

Paris, France. Filed May 8, 1907. Serial

No. 372,603.

1. In a roller bearing, the combination

of two bearing rings. each in one piece, one

of which is provided with a circular rib and

the other with a circular channel, an ex

tensible segment lodged in said channel

forming a rib on the ring, rollers having

grooves engaging with the circular rib and

with the segment, the channel ring being

provided with holes for permitting access

to the segment to compress the same, where

by the bearing can be assembled and dis

mounted by sliding one bearin ring along

the rollers carried by the 0512f bearing

ring.

“The A B C of Electricity." Price, 50c.

The Motor World Publishing C0._. l54 Nas

sau Street, New York City.

 

   

worthy of study.

I

lhl THE UNTERBERG & HELMLE

Sell-Starting Magneto

is described in this issue on page 25.

This is the only magneto made which gives its

maximum spark when the crank is slowly turned as

well as when running at maximum speed. The

ingenious device by which this is accomplished is

w .

 

 

 

\ , JJIBDDTZ COMPANY ,__J

J'ole ImporterJ, TIMl'J BUILDING, NEW YORK

 

 

 

 

 
 

Model M

Touring Car, Fully Equipped,

$2,750

 
 

THE OLDSMOBILE

is not only the W O R L D ’ S B E 5 T C A R, but one of its oldest and most famous.

It gives prestige to both owners and agents.

Model M R

“Flying Roadster,” Fully Equipped,

$2,750

()LDS MOTOR WORKS, Lansing, Mieh., U. s. A.
MemmeLLM.

Canadian Trade supplied from Oldsmobile Co. of Canada, TorontoI Ontario.

Model Z

6-Cy1inder, 130-inch Wheel Bl“,

$4,200
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"LONG-ARM”

TRANSMISSIONS

THREE speeds and reverse, selective

types. The best of material and

workmanship. Our experience in gear cut

ting and manufacturing Automobile Parts

enables us to equal the best transmissions

built. Let us figure on your requirements.

 
 

We also build a complete line 0!

AXLES, CLUTCHES

STEERING REACHES

~HAND LEVERS, ETC.

 
 

The "Long-Arm” System (30.,

CLEVELAND, 0.

Sales Dept. THE AMERICAN DISTRIBUTING 60..

Amerlcan Trust Ildq,, Cleveland, 0.

  

 

SUPPLEMENTA’RV

  

PIRAL SPRINGS.

(LCars are like men in that it takes

a study of them to realize their

possibilities.

(“We have made a study of the

spring question and can help you

realize to the full the easy-riding pos

sibilities of your car. The use of Supplementary Spiral

Springs are a duty you owe to yourself. They provide

spring insurance and spring comfort, effectually guarding I

against shocks to your pocketbook and passengers.

(LMany thousands of the S. S. S. are in use by just

as many satisfied users. Better be one of them NOW.

(LYour dealer or garage can fit you out in a few

hours' time.

SU‘PPLE-M ENTARY

SPIRAL SPRING C2;
Motor Mart, New York

   

  

4555 Delmar Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

 

 

 

 

The Invincible Suhauhl Auto Runabout
  

..

MODEL K

16 H. P. Friction Drive. Gearless and Clutchless. Roller

Bearings Throughout. High Rubber-Tired Wheels. Long

Concord Springs. The simplest, most practical, efiicient

and economical car ever built. Recognizes no hills or bad

roads and will 0 anywhere that wheels will travel. Most

Pogular and “ alkcd-ot" car since the advent of the auto

mo ile. Write to-day for catalogue and agency proposition.

Address M. HARRIS, Sales Manager,

THE SCHACH'I' MFG. 60., Olncl"natl, O.

IOWA DISTRIBUTORS—Campbell & Earl. Fairfield, Ia.

NEBRASKA DISTRIBUTORS—Central Impt. Cr», Omaha, Neb.

  

 

 
 

 

 

Wauucu' Aluuuu Meier
GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR.

 

 

(Q 9 ,9

Thirty Days Free Trial

When a manufacturer is willing to send his product to anyone, anywhere,

for 39 days—with no deposit, no agreement to buy, no promise to do

anything except give that roduct a fair trial—he must have more than

or inary confidence in his article.

In order ior him to have that con

fidence he must have a most ex

traordinary product.

hat's what we do. We'll send an

Auto-Meter to any automobile own

er in the country—with no deposit,

no agreement, no promise to do Is

anything but put it on his car and

give it a lair trial. It doesn't mat- Rllht

ter whether he has another make

oi speed indicator already on the

car or not. Indeed, for the sake of

comparison, we hope he has. We 8”"

will abide the decision—tor he

will always eep the indicator that mth

tells the truth. We claim for the

Auto-Meter that it Is the only one

of which "the dial never lies. ' We A
believe that the instrument itself is “u'

the most eloquent salesman we n"

have—we're willing to let It do our

talking. Send to-dav—iuat tell us At

what make and model of car you

havbsize of tires, etc..—and we All

will send you an Auto.Meter.

Warner Instrument Co: Sm“

Factory and Main Office,

270 Wheeler Avc.. Beloll, Wls.

Address your request (or Free

Trial to Our Nearest Branch

House.

New York, 1902 Broadway: Boston. 925 Boylston St.- Phlladel his,

corner Broad and Race Sta: Plttsburg, 3432 Forbes t.- Cleve and.

2062 Euclid Ave: Buffalo, 722 Main St.‘ Detroit 239 Iefl'erson Ave;

Chicago, 1305 Mlchi an Ave.: Indianapolis. 330% N. Illinois St.; St.

Louis, 3923 Olive t.; San Francisco. 550 Golden Gate Ave; Los

Angeles, 1122 S. Main St.

f

 

 

 

 

 

r
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Ne\v Improved Grant Bearing

(LPossesses many distinctive features and is meeting

with marked approval by designers and engineers.

(LAbsolutely guaranteed in all respects. Made inter

changeable with any other form of conical or tapered

roller bearing, and may be used in existing con

structions, replacing types which are less efficient.

(LDetails and prices upon request.

  

 
 

 

Standard Roller lSearing Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.
 

 

 

THE

  

WATBH Filli llllli 1909 ANNOUNCEMENT—Ii Will Interest Yllll.
NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE 00., Indianapolis, Ind.

Model B—Brush Runabout

CAR 0F SIMPLE DESIGN MADE WELL

NOT A COMPLICATED DESIGN MADE CHEAPLY

 

 

 

Its records and the opinions of its users speak more loudly than self praise. Agencies for

1909 are being closed rapidly. Much good territory still open.

BRUSH RUNABOUT COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.

 

  

The output of complete Front

and Rear Automobile Axles of this

plant exceeds the capacity of all

competition combined.

T-"5llmeril:an Ball-Bearinr 00.

L. 8. i. M. 8. fly. & Edgwater Park

CLEVELAND, OHIO. U.I.A.
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LONG EXPERIENCE

SKILLED WORKMANSHIP

HIGHEST QUALITY OF MATERIAL

MAKE TH;

I i I V I NomatterwmlS‘ylmfcaryou

' . own—steam or gasoline, touring car

or runabout, air-cooled or water-cooled—

l/lrrr 'J a main/grad: of 11 lulu/011for H. A won

derfultrouble-proofoilthatlubricatesmostatmini

mum feed. Won 't cause fouling of spark plugs and valves.

VACUUM

Under All Conditions MQBILOIL

is the right oil for your car under all conditions.

As a safe and scientific lubricath for every style

and type of automobile en ine it has no equal.

Send for Mobiloil book et which lists every

"oak," make of automobile and tells what grade of

.-.-:-=..?~;> _‘ Mobiloil to use for each. It's free.
I ran» Mobiloil in barrels. and in cans with patent

pouring spout, is sold by all dealers. Manu~

HARTFORD, CONN. \ ' __ factored by

' VACUUM on. co., Rochester, N. Y.

 

t- -' “f

  

 

 
  

 

 

 
 

 
 

°"° m' 190 9 MO D ELS 'mm‘m“
Guaranty Dellverlea

Write for our complete catalogue and book of cuatomera' letter-a. How

well we have succeeded in building the beat motor car in all the world is

told by our customers themselves, who, as a clan, are the moat prominent

men of afl'aira in this country.

  

DEALERS:

NEW YORK CITY . . . . . . . . ..A. G. Southworth Co., 1733 Broadway.

ALBAN , N. Y . . . . .. .Albany Garage Co., 28-30 Howard St.

BINGHAMTON N. Y . .H. Clinton Auto Co.

MIDDLETOWN N. . .Emiire Garage Company.

ROCHILSTER. Y . . . . . . . . ..Roc ester Automobile Company.

GENEVA N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . ..D. M. Dorman.

AMSTERbAM N. Y....... ..William Daye.

HAVERSTRAW. N. Y...... ..M. Driscoll.

A........Matheson Co. Branch. Broad & Green Sta.

. . . . . . . . . . . . .Matheson Agenc 41 Leader Bldg.
  \éVé%%CI)1§MS§ngIéP. PA.. .-.§’otl;‘ius-Htéwardfygron Woéka. b _d

Model B Tourin Car, rice 1,350.00. Full equipment, including two " ' 1'" 95°“ °‘ 0 05'0‘1' U." '3 let M!"—
Iu 1am a. twoglide gil Finn-,r one tail lamp. fnemors- h°"'- giiigr/iiig'RiiLLrlrb 81:33:03,503 “11682! Tights:

tooll, 1a , pump and batteries. op, $75.00 extra. unabout. H.300. ou'h Sige Aug) 80" 2339‘ S. Grand Ave. -

a . ~ - . - - - A v A - [THUSS I'OS- ompan -

(LA combination of stmpltctty and efitctency designed for the man PORTLANDHOREGON... -H. L. Keats Auto Co. Bil-82 Seventh St

who scrutinizes the car he is to_ buy, who tntcnds_to himself - - ~ — - "Egg Au"! C°

Operate it. and to whom economy In upkeep and running eXPense TACOMA, w' suI.I..IIIIIII#uth Soundllrnn & Steel Works.

15 esscntiaL SAN FRANCISCO. CAL . . . . -.Matheson Co. of Cal., 605 Van Nese Ave.

Dealers are wanted in all localities where we are not now represented.

Touring Car 85,500, seat:

Ieven; Roadater, $5 000, leata

five; Rakilh Steering Poet,

Demountabla Tonneau.

Tourabout. $5.000. leeta

(our: Rakilh Steering Poet;

Demountable Rear Seata.

MATHBSON MOTOR

CAR CO., Makera,

Wllkel-Barre, Pa

Licenced under Selden

(LThe live agent will find in the Oakland a car that appeals to a

lar e and intelligent class of purchasers and that will justify the

fol est confidence.

(Correspondence invited.

OAKLAND MOTOR CAR CO., Pontiac, bitch.

I. B. ECCLESTON, Salea “meter, 53 Franklin 5L, Buflalo, N. Y.

  

 

 

 
_ mm
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s Alli STANDARD

Get our quot»

tions on high grade

two and four cylin

der motors, 10 to 45

horsepower. T h e

are equipped wit

self-contained oiling

system and ready

for attaching mag

'neto. Highest

grade workmanship,

efficient, d u r a b l e

and simple. Also

clutches and trans.

Send for catalogue.

  

missions.

OONTINENTAL MOTOR INFO. OO., Muskogee. Itch.

K. FRANKLIN PETERSON, Western Represent

ative, l66 E. Lake St., Chicago, Ill.

'1‘. J. WETZEL, Eastern Representative, 29 West 42d

St., New York. N. Y.

 

'[HBMKRMON
"I Mechanic‘s! Moaferbloco“

For catalog. nddrees Dept. 16.

NORDYKE Q HARMON C0.

(5.1.0.1851) INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

 

 

 
 

A SUPERB LINE OF CARS-—

T H E A 0 K S 0 N

“No Sand Too eep—No Hill Too Steep."

2-Cylinder and 4-Cylinder

Runabouts Roadsters Tourin Cars,

15 . ix, 4 H. .. ss . .

Prices $850, $1,250, $1,500, $2,000.

JACKSON AUTO-Ulla 60 Julian. Illlt.

 
 

 

  

 

 

 

Get Rid of Tire Troubles

Try a Set of

GaJIIRIZS

 
 

 

It’s foolish

to pay more

for a s ark

w en

can get

so good a

Slug as the

$1.25. Ma e with outer

  

‘a

STA-RITE for

 

“Vulcan”

cap. Inner tube never exposed. Can't crack.

THE R. E. HARDY CO.,

New York. 25 W 42d Street,

 

TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD

Trade

SHOCK ABSORBER

Marl:

The Device that made Safe. Speedy and Comfortable

Automobiling Possible.

\Vrite for catalogue, Department D.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO.

15. V. Hartford, Pres. 145 Bay St., Jersey City.

 

 

LSTABUSN [D IQQb.

SCHRADER ‘"#L%££#...wfiéfif€s

the Standard Amerlcan Valves for 7

Automobile. Blcycle 6t Vehlcletlres f

Msnulsctured by

A. SCHRADER'S SON, INC.

5‘8-32 Rose St. New York, USA.

 

  

 

AVOID ACCIDENTS

by using the

Wridgway No Glare Shade

which adds to the efficiency of the lamps and keeps

lare from blinding other users of the highways. Can

ge fitted to any existing lamp.

PEERLESS MOTOR CAR CO.,

220 to 224 W. “at St., NEW YORK

 

DO YOU KNOW THAT MORE

l
l
n

l W

‘ Demountable rims are sold than all others

combined. Write for information.

l

l

CONTINENTAL CAOUTCHOUC CO"

1788-90 Broadway. New York City.

 
 

 

 

‘ McCORD

\LOBNIOATONS — nnmnrons
“Math 0! I Good Motor Car"

McKINI OOPPIR-ASIEOTOI OASKIT'

 

McOORD & COMPANY

NEW YORK—Hudson Terminal. 50 Church Street.

Old Colony Building, CHICAGO.

 

  

  

The best car that America

has yet produced.

 

Pennsylvania lulu Motor fin.

BRYN MAWR, PENNSYLVANIA i

 

 

 

 

Hess-Bright Ball Bearings

THE HESS-BRIGHT MFG. CO..

2139 Fairmount Avenue.

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

 

 

 

A DUPLICATION, NOT AN

IMITATION OF LEATHER.

A U T O F O I D is a peculiar name.

Tr} to remember it when next you are or

ering material for tops, cushions, etc.

AMERICAN LEATHERETTE MFG. CO.

Buflaio, New York.

 

  

“REMY MACTNETO"
Ieana amlute reliability

of the ignition ayatarn.

Investigate for your 1N8 ear.

NEMY ELEOTNIO 00., Ilium. Ill.

 

 

 

 

Listen for the knocks!

The car they all knock is

the one they are all afraid of

The E-lVl-F. “30”—— sure!

  

  

  

 

Siobhan-Baguio

ONE Quality for ALL Models

ONE Price for ALL Buyers

\Yiitc {or l909 Catalog.

THE DAYTON MOTOR CAR CO..

Dayton. 0.

  

 

  

I ' TheBall Tgannsmission op '

"" Automobiles &MotorBoats “Hg!

NEW YORK GEAR WORKS.

56 GREENPOMT AVE.,BROOKLYN.N. Y.

  

 

  

ROADSIDE TROUBLES

  

errant 0 MN; c0.

150 W. Georgia St.,

Indianapolis, Ind.

your feelings.

One little nut dropping from a bolt will put your car, self and party

out of the road, out of patience and out of words suitable to express

Why take the chance of being on the outs when CO

LUMBIA LOCK NUTS will hold tight and insure of your bring

ing all of your car home? Send us a two-cent stamp, SIZE and

THREAD, and we will send you a nut to put on that bolt you

had to get out and tighten yesterday.

COLUMBIA NUT & BOLT CO., Inc” Bridgeport, Oonaa.
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How Are Your Batteries?

A CONNECTICUT VOL'I'

AMMI-TI'ER WIIL'I'I-ZILYOU

Guaran teed . and the price is

right, send for catalotue and trade

discounts.

CONNECTICUT

TELEPHONE and ELECTRIC CO., Inc.

Herlden, Conn.

 
  

 

The car which has no clutch to slip—

no gear: to strip—no grease-no noise.

THE $1350 OABTEROAR

The Motorcar Company. Detroit, Nllch.

  F

  

Piniinn isimui BIBLE
Merits the ABSOLUTE CONFIDENCE oi

the most conservative and exacting manufac

turers. Why not give it a trial?

THE PACKARD ELECTRIC CO.,

 

e\ MAGNETOS

Are The rut—'1 he) have rioied ii

UHIETTE & 60., 117 Inst find Slmi New York

 

  

  

 

Till-I ACME MOTOR CAR CO.

Rendlnq, Pa.

 

 

SPRINGFIELD

'I‘0P (m. 1895)

Alnmlnnm

Bodies

SPIINGFII-ZIJ)

MEI'AI. BODY CO.,

366 llrnle Ave"

Springfield. Ian.

SteelT—ires
Full of Air.

Tire expense cut in two.

Cannot Blow Out. Rim Cut

or Puncture.

As Flexible as Rubber

Anti-Skid.

That part of a tire with a

blowout or a rim cut in it

will last longer than any

other part if encircled by a

few sections of steel.

Thousands in use.

Klmball The Gas: 00.

I72 Broedway

Counollzilufla, Iowa

 

  

  

 

  
 

Lscrsol

THE OIL THAT

GRAPHITIZES

are responsible for in

popularity

Why pay high prices

roa ALUMINUM

Axle Covers, Engine

Crank Cases, Trans

mission Cases.

Have these made

of Pressed Steel

JUST AS LIGHT

Stronger. Much Less

in Price.

Send Prints for Estimates.

A. O. Smith C0.
243 Clinton Street, MILWAUKEE, WIS.

YOU NAME THE CAR

WE'LL

NAME THE GRADE

nan: onur BY

“HIS. F. KFLIOH Ii 00

128 Arch St., Philadelphia

Boston Branch:

284 Columbus .\\'i:nue.

New York Airents:

Gariord Motor Car Co.,an: arm
' n 1540 Broadway.

  

 

Address

aatern Inquiries

Gar ord Motor Car Co.

of New York,

1540 Broadway.

New York City.

Western Inquiries

Gariord Motor Car Co.

of Cleveland.

1372 East 12th St.

 

 
 

evcland.

 

WE WILL NU’I‘

accept your contract unless we can give you the

delivery you require. We will not accept more

contracts than we can fill with proper attention to

each. We make Pressed Steel Frames and Auto

mobile Stampings.

THE HYDRAULIC PRESSED STEEL CO.,

Gasoline and lilcctriciffor Pleasure and Business Cleveland, Ohio.

Studebaker Automoblle 00.. 80th Bend. Indiana

 
 

 

 

Ihe PUILNMAN

+40 Roadster. Price, $3,000.

that made the run from Philadel hia to Sa

vannah. Gzi.,_March 5th to 18th. liirough mud

up to the radiator. beating all previous records.

YORK MOTOR CAR CO., York, Pa.

TIIE IAIEII WAY . -~

BETWEEN

BUFFALO AND DETROIT

_ The D. l R. Line Steamer! leave Buflalo

(Ilin at 5:50 1-. m. . (eulern timeland Detroit _ . '

week dayaatb: u p.111. Hundaysatl:00p.ln. ., .2.

(central tinii-i reaching their destination I "

’ ‘ the next. mo' ninir. Direct connections with

' early morniniz "linu- Lowrst (are. and

auperior service to all points welt.

'- Hall Tickets Avallable on Steamers

All clamu-a of tiirketa aold reai in! Via

Iicbilln (‘onlraLWabnah and Grand Trunk

Railways between Rnflalo and I‘etrnit. in .

for true

 

 

 

~m‘éfia—fimm
l'wrl ENUL\'4D ITALY A“! lulu. "1

  

 

MICHELIN TIRE COMPANY

MILLTOWN. N. J.

" either dimifnri will b- amp

portation on I). e! 5- Line Steamers. __

, Bend two centltamp {or llluatraud pam- . .

- plain and Great Lak-l Ma .

 
 

THE GYROSCOPE CAR

The Simplest Automobile in the World.

S7SO—The Price—$750.

GYROSCOPE AUTOMOBILE C0.

Gyroscope Bldg..

231 West 54th St. New York City.

Addren L. G. Levin, . P. L, Detroit.

Delrolt a Buffalo summit Co.

Dump i4. IcKILLAN, A. A. lanNTZ, "

VICE MEBIDSM’.

(INC)

 
 

 

 
 

 

  

 
 

 

 
 

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, New York

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

“(the motor morlb

for one year, commencing with the issue of*

Name___—- -._ _ _

AddlCSL—_v_

  

 
 



EMPIRE AUTOMOBILE TIRE COMPANY, - TRENTON, N. J.'
New York, 148 Chambers SL, and Broadway and 73d 51.; Boston, 292 Devonshlre SL; Buffalo 724 Main SL; Fobes Auto SuXply C

Portland. Ore; Fobes Auto Supgly Co., Seattle, Wash; Waite Auto Supply Co.. Providence, .;

lama, 03.. Dunth Rubber Cr»; enver Auto Goods (1)., Denver, Colo; l'enn Auto Supply Co., l’hiladelnhi

> _sonv\iie, Flav ; wEmpirey/I‘ire &wRuM>er_ (“0., Minneapolis, Minn; 1],, \ \L v i w t‘~_ 131,3

  

0.,

Chica o, 1301 Michigan ve.: At

Savell‘liuh‘her Co., Jaclr.1, ’a.;

,‘l \,,\,,, will.\‘liH .‘vm‘ii th

  

  
 

 

 

" AUTO

BBPORh YuU sTART

Be Sure You Carry I

WRENH

 

  

B. 8: 5. AUTO-WRENCH

For Slle Everywhere.

THE BlLLlNGS 6: SPENCER 60.. Hartford. Conn.

 
 

 
 

The (July Cure lor Tire Troubles

The 0nly Genuine Snare Wheel

Stepneg

" on AND GONE m

FAY rm L,

1:. '02. ‘

,

,9

AND

GET A

STEPNEY
KEEP GOING

 

Catalogue B tells all about it.

The Spare Motor Wheel

Main Oilice: 236 Michigan

Agencies in all the large cities.

Write NOW.

01 America, Ltd.

Ave., Chicago

I

  

 

For Automobile Bodies, Dashes, Guards, Bonnets,

Battery Boxes, llrlp Pans, Mulllers, Etc.

TRONG—DURABLE

cmmss_nusnnss

MOO'I‘ll—PAIN'I‘ ADHERES nanny
fueTil afar; AinuTe' and Money §i€r§

'nu: STAIKIiOLLING um. comemw, CANTON. omo 

 

 

  

 

Satisfaction -- 7

GuaranteedThousands of our

Spring Clips

are now in use,

having been sup

plied to the leading

automobile manu

facturers.

Have you secured our prlces?

THE M. SEWABD SUNS COMPANY, New Haven, Conn.

  

runnmns m the Aurnmumttlglpi

 

 

,. 

  

  

 
 

ll.

 

 
 

  

  

SohMckerl

THE WILLIAM CHAMP I .0". SHIP &

aunnma COMPANY, ~

ENGINE

Philadelphia, Penna.

 
  

 

IF YOU ARE

INTERESTED IN

The Bicycling World

mMotorcycle Review

WILL INTEREST YOU

PUILISHID EVIIY SATUlDAY AT

154 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK

Specimen 00pm

Gratin

Per

Year
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"The Name Prevents the Slip”

“stone”

Non-Skid Tire

a“

\

3
a
v.

u;

z
o

The letters

of the words

form more angles

and points of con

tact than any other

non-skid tread. The

spaces in and between

the letters cause just the

right amount of suction to

grip the slippery .road and

prevent side slipping. Thus

the name prevents the slip.

\~.

\X\

\k

W i

The newest and most practical non

skid tire. It meets the necessary

requirements better than any

other on the market.

The non-skid tread is

} formed by the raised

letters of the words

" " F[RESTONE NON

“ SKID” arranged

obliquely across

the body or

tread sur

face of

the tire

Don’t tail to see this remarkable tire at any 01 our Branches.

FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER C0.
u Main Ollices and Factory, Akron. 0M0. Branches and Agencies Almost Everywhere.
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_}§he Easiest Riding Car In TheWar

Marmon "Thirty-two”

Touring Car or

peg Roadster

$2400

  

m

K

I .

~  
  

  

 

 

  

‘I

 

  

Not An Automobile 0n Paper malicistfiiictf"“"
. blotoiiGFoui'; cylind/zra, 3m cycle,k wa‘tzlr

cooe . ore 4’ in es; _stro e ‘But A High-Grade Marmon, Carelully m, in m
o o Horsepower—Thirty-two to Forty.

E Transmissiori——Selective type sliding gear

9 arran ed very compactly in case adjoin

ing ifi'erential housing on rear axle—
o o .At A Very Attractive Price . {235: rsdaiuarxzzs "'

Clutch—Expanding rin . _

Drive—Bevel gear, sha t drive.

In meeting the demand for a lighter The cars are being built’bllilt by us igéxl’rguggcgzlleifigas‘i'lg'

car at a price within easy reach of a and built to endure under hard ser- directly to the rear. Large H.B b

larger circle of buyers, this company vice. Friii’fiiiefl‘éiiéfifi“;iea 1 action.

has not felt called upon to slight its And you may be sure that the mak- Brak°s_TW° breh "'0" 14inch" diam'
_ _ _ _ eter by two inches face in each rear

design, cheapen its material nor per- ers of the Marmon are going to be wgeel- Both internal expanding lacsd

mit any variation from the superb in business and will be responsible to apimfid 3‘?‘gqubjil‘erjf‘°°f§np¥$d :23:

workmanship that has characterized their customers, just as they have gi‘a‘tedswmem adlus‘mem °°“"“i°m|7

the Marmon from the beginning. been for over fifty years. gvlfiaragcw'f‘en incli‘lei. T d s _ b

An institution known for more than We are certain from past success- whiilsfi‘gglslfi'fificfii', (132k ‘m‘fifiafig

' I ' ‘ tll'CS.

fifty years as a builder of machinery ful experience that there is an ample Steering Gear_lrrevcrsible' screw and mm

of the highest grade cannot afford to market among thoughtful buyers for _One agyulsting nut. Eighteen inch mer

attach it‘s name and guaranty to an automobiles possessing the Marmon cégg-OY_C§P'M\‘ and throttle levers on

automobile that Will not measure up character, and backed by a reasonable 5mm“ “Md- F°°“°°""“°’

_ Oiling— atented automatic force feed in

With the best at home or abroad. firm. motor, delivering oil through the hollow

crank shaft directly into the main hear

And to that Class Of buyers» 3- Mar' ings, connecting rod bearings, and piston

Understand, therefore, that the 32 mon at $2,400 is a bargain that speaks Pi“ buri'WS- Oil‘hmwn °fi bf; m°"'

 

_ , _ ment of crank lubricates the wal of the

H. P. Marmon, selling at $2,400, 15 a for ltSle. cylinders and other bearings“ Oil pres

. . sure is regulated with an adyustable re

hlgh'grade car m every Sense Of the lief ilr‘alve plged conveniently out_sid;;he'

' ' cran case. i return: to reservorr cow
word' . _ welghlflg not to exce'ed 2’000 lbs" the sweep of _the cranks and is used over

The design is not merely one that fully equipped, and having 32 to 40 and over- 011 consumption and wear re

. . . duced to the minimum.

looks good on paper, but it is a real- H. P., this car has a world of power Iggition_3§,c{1 high Mnsion magmfmland

' __ ' i attery, ua system, one set 0 pugs
ity practical, proven. ' I _ and_speed. _ outinka wha

In careful workmanship, in choice Light, graceful, unusually quiet and Carburetor—Automatic“508! feed

. . . . . . . l' T k—C t t lof materials, in patient building, in comfortable, this car presents a Giiié‘ictanka'indflarZ§t_£eaifv°§15§} (gead.

all that goes to make a really excel- known value which invites the closest spszfnglmgfg'asg‘g “ll‘pt‘c 0‘25 {mm

lent, dependable automobile, this mechanical inspection. g,04y;$£f¢:kmetal- w“ “mm c“

. . . —- a Dr aroon l f 1$2,400 car Will maintain the Marmon —- lii'isaame. m 8“

reputation. Furnished with either five_passen_ Tools—Very complete assertment of tools

neatly arranged.

ger, four-passenger or roadster body. Weight—2.000 pound!

. . E t—Two la e as lam 5, aa‘ enAnother thing—these cars are being The rear seat of the four-passenger qe‘i‘a‘ifi‘fnor presbor. i5, tank? .50 Mi,

bum- body be removed leaving a plat- $3€¢°25d°‘iJit“-‘i%‘3§;132'““1’i9;m‘1§§bli

We are not merely collecting or- form for trunks and luggage, making tOOlS,QW;_OilC;;y4j;631?gririe‘gfaritti?f

. . . , . . . i ,ders on hopes. it an ideal suburban car. 3312,, "cc 1’
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' Easiest Riding

‘Fr'

  

A Car oi Known Value,

Acknowledging No Superior

At Home or Abroad.

The Marmon Car has for many years been known to the well informed as

one of the three or four really high-grade cars produced in America.

The Marmon “Fifty” represents the last word in automobile design and

construction to date. Luxury in the extreme marks its easy riding qualities,

luxury marks its appearance; and, above all, luxury lies in the knowledge that

it will do its work steadily from the beginning to the end of the journey.

Faster than you care to go, with ample reserve power for the steepest grades

or the heaviest roads, it carries seven passengers in ease and comfort.

A reading of the specifications will at once inform the experienced motor

ist that he gets in this model all—and more—that he obtains in the most

famous foreign cars sold at two or three times the price. and more than he

gets in any other American car at any price.

And it is worth remembering that these cars are designed and built en

tirely by us in the Marmon way—marked by the best engineering skill and the

most conscientious workmanship.

The Marmon "Fifty" may be had with either Seven Passenger Touring

Car or Close-coupled Four passenger body.

 

The Marmon Forty-live Roadster

This roadster possesses all the high character of The Marmon uFifty,"

with a little shorter wheel base, a slightly smaller engine, and a few other

details necessary to make the roadster a distinctive type. It offers a combina

tion of high speed with unusually easy riding qualities.

Price, fully equipped, $3500

M a rm o n

‘ With Seven-Passenger

 

ON.
i-‘i'In TheW0

eeFiI‘y”

  

01'

Speellleaslonl

Frames—Pressed channel steel. One frame

carries the body and a sub-frame carries

the power plant.

Motor—Water cooled, four c linden, verti

cal, four cycle, bore five and three-eighth:

inches, strpke five inches. Cylinders cast

in pairs, intake valves on one side, ex

haust valves on the other side.

Horsepower—Fifi -Sixty.

Transmission—Se ective, three speeds and

reverse. Mounted in large H-B ball

bearings. No gears in action on direct

drive. Automatic brake slows down

clutch and gears.

Drive—Bevel gear, shaft drive.

Rear Anle—Floati tglpe. Bevel gear dif

ferential removabe rectl throu in rear

of axle housing. Large ~B ba

mgs throughout.

Front Mthteel I section.

Brakes—f-Two, 17 inches diameter by 2-inch

face in each rear wheel side by side. In

ternal expanding laced with abrie, sim

ple, convenient adJustment. Operated by

equalizers.

Clcaranco—IO inches.

Wheel Base—118

inches.

Wheels—36x4 inches; 36x5; quick detach

able tires.

Steering Gear—Screw and nut. Irreversi

b Mounted in conical roller bearings,

enclosed in dust groof, Oil-tight case.

Control—Spark an throttle levers on the

steering wheel. Foot accelerator.

Oiling—Patented automatic force feed in

motor, delivering oil through the hollow

crank shaft directly into the main bear

ings, connecting-rod bearings and piston

pin bearings. Oil thrown off by move

ment of cranks lubricates the wal s of the

cylinders and other bearings; Oil prea

sure is regulated with an adjustable re

lief valve placed conveniently outside of

the crank case. Oil returns to reservoir

below sweep of cranks and is used over

and over.

lgnition—Iurnx spark. Bosch high tension

magneto an Battery. Two independent

systems.

Carburetor—Automatic float' feed.

Gasoline Tank—Capacity 20 gallons. Car

ries reserve auppy with separate outlet

for same. _Pressure feed by mechanically

operated air pump.

Springs—Full e llptlc front. and rear.

Body—Cast aluminum entirely. _

Finish—Black or maroon with running gear

the same.

Equipment—Two large gas lamps; gas en

erator or Prest-O-Lite tank; two ash

and one oil tail light; horn with flexible

tube and bulb; complete assortment of

tools. two oilers, jack tire repair kit and

pump; two extra folding seats in ton

neau. Price $3,750.00 f. o. b.

olis, Indiana.

bear

inches. Tread 56%

Indianap

  

NORDYKE & MARMON C0,, (Estab.i851) Indianapolis, ind.

 

w
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Standard

eiachable Rim
Resolution passed by the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

OF AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS at a meeting

held in New York, August 5th, 1908.

“Whereas, the Standard Universal Rim, described in the report of

“ the Special Rim Committee, has been recommended by the committee

“as mechanically satisfactory, be it

“ RESOLVED that this association hereby adopts the rim so de

“scribed as standard, subject to the consummation by the Special Rim

“Committee of satisfactory commercial arrangements with the patentee

“and manufacturers.”

At the above meeting all the detachable rims now 'on the

market as well as proposed new rims were caretqu considered.

THIS IS THE RIM

Standard Rim as Used for Clincher Tires

Hartlord Rubber Works Co.

Hartford, Conn.

Standard Rim as Used for Dunlop Tires

Morgan & Wright G & J Tire Co.

Detroit, MICII. Indianapolis, Ind.
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Stewart Speedometer
  

 

For 1909 we announce the most complete and beautitul line 01 SPEEDOMETERS

ever shown—values not possible tor any other speed indicator to even equal.

They combine ieatures 'ol Workmanslllp, materials, construction. equipment and

periormance that have never been equaled by any speed indicator at any price.

Model 5, 90 mile, $50.

Model 4, 60 mile, 840.

  

Model 4. The same beautifully designed instrument as of

last season, to which we have added an improved trip register of

three dials, recording miles and tenths, which can be reset to a

zero automatically. This instrument will also be equipped with a

maximum speed hand. The construction of the mechanism for

operating the trip and maximum hands is different to any hereto

fore used, and enables us to eliminate springs and other 00

devices liable to derangement. Price,

Model 5. A duplicate of Model 4'in every feature, but made

to indicate speed of 90 miles. Price last season $75, but owing to

the enormous quantities being sold we will this season $50.00

list the same at .
 

Model 9. Comprises the N0. 4- Speedometer and a 4-inch

8-day Chelsea Clock, the best automobile clock on the market;

both mounted on a handsome brass base, and equipped with electric light

The most attractive combination possible. Price, . . . .$75'“°

Model 11. Something entirely new in speedometer con

struction. A 4-inch instrument similar in design to the Model 4,

 

but will indicate speed from zero to 60 miles; is equipped with

both season and trip register and automatic resetting device. The

scale is three times the length of that used on any other speed

ometer, and which makes it the most easily read indicator on the

market. The construction is of the costliest kind, every part is of

the same high standard used in all our instruments and includes

jewel bearings. This instrument is destined to be the quickest

selling, most attractive, most satisfying

oi all instruments, regard

less oi price. Price, . . $25'00

a brass base, equipped with electric light.

capacity of 10,000 miles.

  

Model 11, $25. 5-year guarantee.

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 STEWART & CLARK MFG. co.

  

Model 13, '15.

Model 10. A combination of the above described biodel ll

speedometer and 8-day Chelsea Clock, mounted on

Price, . .

Model 12. The handsomest little instrument ever produced;

will indicate speed of 50 miles; has enclosed season odometer with

Is in every feature the same as our $25

instrument of last season, with the exception that it is made with

a 3-inch dial. it is a thoroughly high grade instrument, better than

any other speedometer, as a trial alongside any other make will prove.

All Models to be equipped with the famous Stewart Flexible

Shaft and Swivel Joint, and all are covered by an ironclad

Send for our 1909 catalog.

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

I
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FOUR-CYLINDER

TOU RING CA R1

850.00

 

When you can c0up1e the

Ford guarantee—the guaran

tee of the best known auto

mobile manufacturer in the

world, whose imprint is al

ready on more good cars than

any other concern has made

or promised—with the lowest

price ever announced for a

Touring Car, it’s a mighty

safe buy.

  

 

Here is the first and only chance ever offered to secure a tour

ing car at a reasonable price, a price any man can afford to pay.

It is a big, roomy, powerful car, of handsome appearance and

finish, at a price lower than you are asked to pay for any four

cylinder runabout. excepting the “FAMOUS FORD." This car

sounds the death knell of high prices and big profits.

When this now famous FORD runabout was announced other

manufacturers, despairing of being able to compete, knocked—

“A good car could not be built at the price, much less sold."

Every knock was a boost. With 20,000 cars Ford proved the car

was right. Ford’s financial standing to-day proves the price was

right. And the kn0cking that will be done on this new car will

be silenced in the same fashion.

Henry Ford promised three years ago to build a high grade

touring car, and sell it at a heretofore unheard of price, and now

just as surely as every claim made for the small car was made

good, just so surely has Ford made good this promise.

The Model T is that car, the car that was promised. a four

cylinder, 20 horse power touring car—a roomy, commodious,

1conllfortable family car, that looks good, and is as good as it

00 S.

This is no imitation car. Henry Ford has never found the

need to copy, and the fact that he has never designed a failure

is your security that in the Model T touring car Ford continues

to be two years ahead of any car manufactured to-day.

We have no high sounding name with which to charm sales.

It’s the same old name, “plain as any name could be"; it’s just

“FORD,” but it has the advantage of being already on 20,000

cars (real automobiles) that have “delivered the goods.”

You know that Henry Ford can build a better car for less

money than any other manufacturer on the face of the earth.

FORD—THE CAR THAT LASTS LONGEST
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MODEL T TOURING CAR, $850.00

High Priced Quality in a Low Priced Car.

You know it because he has always done it, and that is _your

guarantee of his ability, and your security in dealing with him.

Our organization is made up of that same force of men that

you have learned to know as being connected with the manufac

ture and sale of an honest product. It's the same old Company

that has been doing business right along; the same old successful

organization and plant.

Not having anything new but the car, and because it is un

necessary for us to spend money to solicit confidence in our com

pany (that being already secured by past performances) we can

devote all our time and money to taking care of the orders for

the car that people have actually been waiting for—a family car

at an honest price.

The Model T is a four cylinder. 20 horsepower car of graceful

design, powerful in appearance and reality, and of sturdy con

struction. It is not a new car in the sense that it has been con

ceived, designed and built all in a few weeks. Mr. Ford started

on the car three years ago. Two years were spent in designing,

experimenting and research. A year ago the first cars were

shown, and for twelve months have been in constant service.

These experimental cars have been run under every conceiv

able condition. All last winter they were tried on the snow and

slush covered country roads—all summer they have worked on

the hills, on the sand and mud roads in good and bad weather.

It is a new car, however, in the sense that it is not an old

chassis with a new body or an old engine in a new chassis, but

it is a new car built throughout to meet the 'requirements of a

family car. The engine is new (20 horsepower). cylinders cast

in one block with top removable so that the cylinders, pistons,

valves, etc., are get-at-able. The chassis is new, a hundred inch

wheel base and 30 inch wheels. The transmission is of new de

Member American Motor Car Mfrs.‘ Assn, New York.

259 PIQUETTE AVENUE,

RETAIL BRANCH STORES:

147-149-153-163 Columbus Ave. 1721-23 Broadwa
BOSTON NEW YORK y

DETROIT, U. S. A.

727 Main St.

BUFFALO

Broad and Buttonwood Sts.

PHILADELPHIA

CANADIAN TRADE supplied by Ford Motof

1444 Michi an Ave

CHICXGO
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MODEL T TOWN CAR, $1,000.00

High Priced Quality in a Low Priced Car.

sign (planetary, of course), and altogether silent; $150,000 worth

of gewdmachinery and tools were added before we could start

to at .

Vanadium steel, the strongest, toughest and most endurable

steel ever manufactured, is used throughout the entire car. The

only reason every automobile manufacturer is not using Vana

dium steel is either that they cannot afford to or do not know

how. To use it in Fords required two years of experimentin ,

and an expenditure of $200,000, plus the increased price of steed.

We could have announced the car last year; we wanted to

prove it in actual service; held it a year when we knew people

were anxious to buy. Now we know the car is right. It’s built

for the sort of use the average buyer gives a car. and no car

made, no matter what the price, can excel this Model T in prac

ticability and service.

ORD

Any car now selling up to

 

several hundred dollars more

could, if built in the Ford

factory from Ford designs,

by Ford methods and in Ford

quantities, be sold at the

Ford price if the makers

would be satisfied with the

Ford profit per car.

  

 

Announcing this car at this time we are not taking time by

the forelock—we are not announcing with the intention of wait

ing for orders before commencing to build. October l-_w_ill find

us delivering cars, not promises. Not a line of advertising ap

peared, not an order accepted until we had the completed car and

knew exactly when we could start to fill orders. Our dealers

have guaranteed us an enormous demand, however, so that an

immediate order is advisable. While we do not know how

many of these cars we will build in the next twelve months, the

price per car is based on building 25.000 cars. \Ne will not build

any less—we may build more. \Ve have manufacturing facilities

for 100 complete cars per day. A careful study of conditions

and of reports from our selling force indicates that even this

large capacity will be insufficient. So wire your order—now is

the proper time to buy.

SPECIFICATIONS.

MOTOR—Four cylinder, four cycle, vertical, 20 horsepower; cylinders cast in

single block, with water jackets and upper half of crank case integral.

Water iacketed cylinder head removable, offering easy access to all interior

arts of engine. Pressed steel lower half of crank case extends to form

_owcr oil tight housing for flywheel, transmission, magneto and universal

mint.

TRANSMISSION—New design Ford spur planetary; no internal gears.

Silent at all s eeds. The quietest, easiest transmission ever manufactured.

IGNITION—By ord low tension magneto generator, an integral part of the

engine direct driven by engine shaft; no gears, belts, brushes or contact

omts. Sim lest and most positive system of i nition.
CO TROL AN DRIVE—All forward speeds by isoot lever, reverse by hand

lever, transmission brake by second pedal, emergency brake on rear hubs

We want some more dealers—live, wide-awake hustlers.

by second hand lever. Drive on left side, throttle and spark control under

steering wheel. _ _ _

W'HEELS—Thirty inch artillery wood type, pneumatic tires, 3 inch front, 3%

inch rear; tread, 56 inches; wheel base, 100 inches; weight, 1,200 pounds.

GASOLINE CAPACITY—Ten gallons, enough for 225 miles.

EQUIPMENT—Three oil lamps and tube horn. With body ironed for top.

BODIES—Touring car as shown and now ready for delivery; also supplied

in ‘ljandaulet, taximetcr cab, coupe and town car style. Runabout and

roa ster.

PRICE—On touring car, $850.00; landaulet o_r taximetcr, $950.00; coupe.

$950.00; town car, $1000.00 F. O. B. Detr0it.

DELIVERY—Beginnin October 1 on tourin cars; November 1 on other

styles; runabout an roadster for spring de ivery.

If you are that kind of a man, even tho not now a dealer in auto

mobiles, there’s a chance to make money with the Ford line right in your own home town. Write to-day for full particulars, for

we are ready to make contracts for 1909.

AND COSTS LEAST WHILE IT LASTS

Member American Motor Car Mfrs.‘ Assn., New York.

 
 

259 PIQUETTE AVENUE, DETROIT, U. S. A.

914 Euclid Ave. S. 1';

CLEVELAND

318-320 E- Elcvcnth St.268—270 lgefferiion Ave.

D TROIT KANSAS CITY

Iompany of Canada, Limited, Walkerville, Ontario.

3669 Olive St. 1556 Broadway

ST. 0 ‘

19th Ave. and E. Mercer St.

UIS DENVER SEATTLE
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Liccnsed under

Scldcn Patent

and guaranteed

for one year.

[MP1

WINS
Setting 16 New .World’s Records

Beating the previous world’s records 23 hours

in the 24 and beating by the tremendous margin

oi 70 miles, the previous best 24 hour periormance

ot any car in the world.

The 24-Hour Race

at Brighton Beach

One and one-halt hours betore the end ot the 24 hours, the

Simplex, driven by Lescault and Robertson, had passed all

previous records tor the 24 hours. At the conclusion oi the_

race, the winning Simplex was in perfect condition, not a bolt,

nut or screw being out oi place. The car was capable oi

immediately repeating its periormance, and ii pushed, in con

siderably taster time. Driven by Lescault, the Simplex made

in the 5th hour the record run oi 57 miles, beating its own

previous world’s record ol 56 miles in one hour, made during

the last 24 hour race.

 

 

 

Prcvi Previous I Previ

Hour. Reco - Hour. Recnrd. Hour. Reco .

1.. . .Simplcx . . . . . . . . . . .. 55 52 9.. ..Simp1cx . . . . . . . . . . .. 454 423 17.. ..Simplex . . . . . . . . . . .. 856 803

2. . . .Simplex . . . . . . . . . . . . 107 101 10.. . . Simplex . . . . . . . . . . .. 508 465118. . . .Simplex . . . . . . . . . . . . 903 849

4.. ..Simplcx . . . . . . . . . . .. 198 193 11.. ..Simplex . . . . . . . . . . .. 559 515 19.. . .Simplex . . . . . . . . . . .. 949 883

5.. ..Simplcx . . . . . . . . . . .. 255 245' 12.. ..Simplcx . . . . . . . . . . .. 612 565 20.. ..Simplex . . . . . . . . . . .. 992 928

6.. ..Simplex . . . . . . . . . . .. 302 294 13.. ..Simplex . . . . . . . . . . .. 658 616 21.. ..Simp1ex . . . . . . . . . . ..1041 972

7.. ..Simplex . . . . . . . . . . . . 350 332 14. . . . Simplex . . . . . . . . . . .. 710 664122.. ..Simplex . . . . . . . . . . . .1086 1019

8....Simplcx . . . . . . . . . . .. 401 380 15....Simplcx . . . . . . _ . . . .. 761 705 23....Simplex . . . . . . . . . . ..1131 1060

16. . . .Simplex . . . . . . . . . . . . 810 755 24.. . .Simplex . . . . . . . . . . . .1177 1107

 

llbalmer 8 finger

1620-22-24 Broadway, New York.

(lbfg. 60.

1321 Michigan Ave., Chicago.
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CABL! ADDRESS:

DACHOUSE. NEW YOQK

WYCKOFF, CHURCH & PARTRIDGE

i739 BROADWAY

GENERAL EASTERN AGENTS FOR

‘SKQJ

g m
Best of theWorld.

OPERATING THE XV. C. P. SUPPLY HOUSE

COMPLETE GARAGE AND REPAIR DEPTS.

BROADWAY AT 56TH STREET

TILIPNONEZ 540° COLUMBUS

I743 BROADWAY

NEW YORK, September 26, 1908

National Sales Corporation

296 Broadway 1v ED

New York City R $8 1908

sum in '

Gentlemen:

After a thorough test on the road of the

Peugeot claims which you sent to me to use in the

Twenty-four Hour Race, I take pleasure in inform

ing you that these chains wont—through the race

without adjustment and without attention of any sort.

They were in every way perfectly satisfactory, and I

highly recommend them to anyone wishing to procure

a satisfactory chain.

Thanking you for your kindness in affording

us an opportunity to use them, beg to rennin

Yours very truly,

wrcxorr, camera a mm B

By

Mac hino p Superintends

Guy/a
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ANOTHER RAMBLER RECORD

One Thousand Miles in Eight Days

and Every Vital Part Periecl

7 "'7 My.“ .- , '.._
be ‘

  

RAMBLER ROADSTER AT CONCLUSION OF EIGHT DAY RUN.

VERY vital part of the Rambler 1908 Roadster Model 34-A was in perfect condition at the finish of

the great 1,000 mile, eight day reliability contest of the Kansas City Automobile Club. Second

place was awarded to the Rambler—because of a six points penalty.

Only six points penalty—a remarkable record.

Seven days run of the eight showed a perfect score.

A hub cap was torn off when the roadster took the ditch in an exciting dash through a mire, filled

with rocks, mud and disabled automobiles. That cost us three points, but the Rambler got through.

Then a spring shackle turned when the car took the ditch to pass another disabled car. That cost us

three points more.

Forty-one cars were entered. Only twenty finished. Not one, selling within $700 of the cost of

the Rambler, finished without a breakdown and all the high priced cars, driven by expert drivers, were

there. The Rambler engine was running better at the finish than at the start.

There are certain mechanical features of the Rambler which made this great performance possible.

If you care to know what these are, drop us a postal and we will be glad to send full details at once.

THE CAR 0F STEADY SERVICE

Thomas B. Jeiiery 8: Company, 221113312 Kenosha, Wis.

Branches and Distributing Agencies: Chicago, Milwaukee, Boston, Philadelphia, San Francisco.

Representatives in all leading cities.
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ROYAL IIAS A REOIGANIZA'I'ION

Creditors’ Committee Assists Company to

Start Again with Ample Capital—Pro

ducing New Models.

Endeavors to save the Royal Motor Car

CO., of Cleveland, 0., from dissolution, fol

lowing the company’s going into the hands

of a receiver last fall, have been successful

to the extent that a complete reorganization

is announced as being cfi‘ected. F. A. Scott.

acting for the Superior Savings & Trust CO.,

of Cleveland, the corporation appointed as

receiver, has obtained from the creditors’

committee an arrangement whereby the re

organized company will resume activity

with ample and unencumbered resources

and plenty of working capital.

By considerable effort the assets of the

company have been preserved with compar

ativcly little loss, and at the 'same time

the agency organization and good will have

been carefully held together. Business can

thus be resumed under the advantages of

the company's old footing in the industry.

Under a permission order from Judge

Taylor, of the United States court, the re

ceiver has been able to go ahead and pro

duce sample cars of the model it is pro

posed to offer for 1909. The agents through

out the country who havc been handling the

Royal car, have been advised of the success

of the reorganization and that demonstrat

ing cars will soon be shipped.

Seeks to Sell Logan Property.

A petition for authority to sell the prop

erty of the bankrupt Logan Construction

Co., of Chillicothc, O.. has been filed by the

trustee of the estate with Elijah Cutright.

Jr., the referee in bankruptcy. The hearing

on the petition takes place October 10 at

the referee's office in the Ross County

Bank building, at Chillicothc. An appraisal

of all the property except the book ac

counts shows machinery, $3,186.00; office

fixtures, $416.25; stock, $15,895.55, and real

estate. $18,736.00, making a total of $38,

233.80, with judgment liens 0n the real cs

tate amounting to $760.00.

Haas to Develop Standard’s Truck.

Although it has not been generally known

in the trade, the Standard Roller Bearing

CO., Philadelphia, Pa., for some time has

been experimenting with a combination gas

olene-electric truck. The services of H. J.

Haas, formerly superintendent of the E. R.

Thomas Motor CO., of Buffalo, N. Y., have

now been secured to carry out its develop—

ment. The design is based on a system, the

basic patents for which are owned by the

Standard company, and the formation of an

independent company, to be known as the

Standard Gasolene and Electric Truck CO.,

to handle this branch of the business, is

contemplated.

Friswell Made Factory Manager.

Arthur E. Friswcll has been made factory

manager of the Hartford Rubbcr W'orks

CO., at Hartford, Conn.. to fill the vacancy

caused by the death on September 22, of

Valentine B. Lang, who in addition to his

duties as vice-president of the company. had

charge of the factory. Past experience in

a similar capacity with the Mechanical Fab

ric CO., of Providence, R. 1., before going to

Hartford, well qualities Friswcll for his new

duties.

 

Mooers with Cleveland Auto-Cab.

Louis P. Moocrs. engineer and designer.

instead of joining the staff of the Aerocar

Motor Co., of Detroit, Mich., as reported

recently, has gone with the Cleveland Auto

Cab Co., which has its ofiiccs in Cleveland

and its plant in Geneva, Ohio. .\l00cr5 will

be in charge of a large part of the Work at

the latter place.

Bailey Resigns from St. Louis Car.

Theodore P. Bailey has resigned as gen

eral manager of the automobile department

of the St. Louis Car C0.. of St. Louis, Mo,

makers of the American Mors. llis suc

cessor to the place has not as yet been ap

pointed.

SIIOW SPACE IN III'IAVY DEMAND

Allotments for Forthcoming Exhibitions

are Being Made—Car Makers Crowd

Chicago’s Facilities.

Show matters brought many prominent

tradesmen to New York City this week, to

attend the sessions of the National Asso

ciation of Automobile Manufacturers, the

American Motor Car Manufacturers Asso

ciation, or the Association of Licensed Au

tomobile Manufacturers, all of which have

show and business meetings scheduled. A

general meeting of the N. A. A. M. was

held on Wednesday morning at which all

This

followed by a meeting of the show commit

of the directors were present. was

tee in the afternoon, at which allotments

of Chicago show space to the automobile

manufacturers were made.

For the Chicago show there were 95 man

ufacturers of cars who desired exhibition

space, and of these, 84 were given an allot

ment, the other 11 having been late in mak

ing application. The latter will be taken

care of in the Coliseum basement, however.

The space alloted takes in the main floors

of the Coliseum, the Annex, and the Ar

mory, as well as a large part of the Coliseum

basement. The Motor and Accessory Man

ufacturers, lnc., undertakes the allotment

of the gallery space to its members.

Mora Heads a New Company.

Real automobiles, with gasolene motor

and all the mechanism, but made in juvenile

sizes at a low price, will constitute the prod

uct of a newly organized concern of which

S. H. Mora, of the Mora Motor Car CO.,

is president. The Child’s Automobile Co. is

the name adopted, and the company will

use the factory building on Sicgrist street.

Newark. N. Y., formerly occupied by the

Mora factory. The cars will be small, sin

gle cylinder afi‘airs of a su-callcd “pony”

type, to sell for from $150 to $250, and are

intended for children.
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In the Retail World.

C. M. Atherton has opened an automo

bile establishment in Sheldon, Ia. Garag

ing and repair facilities are a feature.

Peter Wood has opened a garage at 23

Eighth avenue, Newark, N. J. He will con

duct a general storage and renting business.

Yount & Blincoe, of Sedalia, Mo., have

closed their automobile garage. The busi

ness affairs of the concern are being wound

up.

The Packard Motor Car Co. has opened

a branch office at 14 Branford place, New

ark, N. J. Gilbert V. Burdett is the local

manager.

William Stout & Co. is the style of a new

firm which has “opened up” at Irvington,

N. J. The firm will engage in a garage and

repair business.

To handle the Ford in Utica, N. Y., a new

concern, called the Ford Sales Co., has been

formed. Frank E. Henabray and A. P.

Howarth are the owners.

The Independent Automobile Co. has

been formed in Indianapolis, Ind., to handle

the Oakland car. The company’s sales

room will be located at 216 East Vermont

street.

The Moon Motor Sales Co., of which C.

A. Duerr is the head, has leased new quart

ers at 1781 Broadway, New York City. The

concern will handle the Moon car, made in

St. Louis, Mo.

“Distress warrants" have been issued

against the Augusta Motor Co., of Augusta,

Ga., by R. E. Heath, who claims that the

concern is back in its rent. Seven automo

biles were attached.

The Penn Motor Car Co., of Philadelphia,

Pa., expects to move into a large three

story brick building at the northwest cor

ner of Broad and Cherry streets early in

October. The rear part of the building will

be used for garage and repair purposes,

while the front will be fitted as show rooms,

business offices and reception rooms, with

special rooms for the ladies.

Duerr in Receiver’s Hands.

Bankruptcy proceedings against Chas. A.

Duerr & Co., 2182 Broadway, New York

City, have been instituted by Julius O.

Foote, attorney for three of the creditors.

The petition alleges that the corporation is

insolvent, and that preferential payments

have been made. Judge Holt appointed

Lindsay Russell as receiver. The nominal

assets have been given as $60,000, though

their actual value has been estimated at $40.

000, while the liabilities, according to Foote,

are about $100,000. The concern is indebted

to two of the petitioning creditors, the Fire

stone Tire & Rubber Co., and the Hartford

Rubber Works Co., to the amount of $401

and $251, respectively.

Duerr is a pioneer New York agent and

has the distinction of being one of the

earliest defendants named in the prosecu

tion of the Selden patent, incidental to his

handling the Ford at that time; Latterly he

has had the Royal agency. The corporation

was organized in May, 1903, with a capital

stock of $5,000, which was increased to $30,

000 in December, 1906. Last January the

company acquired the lease and assets of

the Metropolitan Auto Co., and has since

made garaging and storage a large feature

of the business. About 100 cars are using

the garage, under contracts of from three

months to three years, each paying $30 per

month, making a monthly income of about

$3,000. It is thought that the receiver will

endeavor to continue the company's garage

service in order to save many of the depend

ent assets.

Bendix Seeks Loan in Logansport.

In its efforts to get started in Logans

port, Ind., the Bendix Automobile Co. has

asked for a loan of $75,000 cash, tendering

as security a large block of preferred stock.

Members of the Land & Improvement Co.,

a newly organized Logansport association

which is seeking to encourage manufactur

ing concerns to locate in the city, have

pledged $20,000 of the amount and hope to

arouse enough “public spirit” to get the

rest.

To Make Electric Vehicles in Toledo.

Basing expectations of success on the

merits of a new storage battery invented by

A. F. Clark, a new concern, to be known as

the Toledo Electric Vehicle Co., has been

started in Toledo, 0. It has been incor

porated at $50,000, with W'illard E. Allen,

A. F. Clark, Frederick B. Willard, E. J.

Hall and J. W. Schaufelbcrger as the in

corporators. A factory building for electric

runabouts has been secured at Collingwood

and Delaware avenues.

Kissel Kar Agency for New York.

New York City representation for the

Kissel Kar has been arranged, the Apthorp

Motor Car Co., 214 west Eighteenth street,

having closed a contract with the Kissel

Motor Car Co., of Hartford, “’is., to handle

the latter company's three models in the

metropolis and its vicinity. F. S. Dickinson

is president of the Apthorp company, which

was but recently organized.

  

Strawbridge Succeeds Woods.

James B. Strawbridge has been elected

general manager and treasurer of the Cleve

land Motor Car Co., of New York City. He

succeeds Walter A. Woods. who resigned

last July to organize an independent enter

prise.

Paying the Third Pope Dividend.

Chccks for the payment of the third div

idend of 25 per cent. to the creditors of the

Pope Mfg. Co. have been sent out. It is

planned to pay the creditors in full and have

the reorganization in effect before Novem

ber 15.

The Week’s Ineorporations.

Lansing, Mich—Auto Body Co., The in

creases its capital from $25,000 to $150,000.

Clute Brothers’ automobile business in

Cohoes, N. Y., has been sold to the Camp

bell 8: Clute Machine Co., It will continue

without material change of policy.

Cincinnati, O.—Eagle Automobile Co.,

The, under Ohio laws, with $10,000 capital.

Corporators—F. L. Rhau, Henry Kressell,

John Murphy, Fred L. Hoffman and C.

O'Hern.

Branford, Conn—Shore Line Garage Co.,

The, under Connecticut laws, with $10,000

capital. Corporators—John T. Manson,

Minotte S. Chatfield and Winthrop G. Bush

nell, all of New Haven, Conn.

Chicago, Ill.——Multi-Unit Gas Engine Co.,

under Illinois laws, with $25,000 capital; to

manufacture and deal in motors and motor

vehicles. Corporators—Jamcs J. Maloney,

A. C. Garey, William L. Simonton.

Oklahoma to Rebuild Old Cars.

Even if Oklahoma City, Okla, cannot

have a full fledged automobile manufactur

ing plant, it will have the next best thing,

in an establishment which will devote itself

to buying old cars and rebuilding them for

the market. The Auto Sales Co. is arrang

ing for large purchases of decrepit machines,

which after being rebuilt, refurbished and

decked in dashing colors, will be sent forth

to compete with newer but no more spright

ly models.

Roberts to Move to Sandusky.

Removal from Clyde to Sandusky, O._. has

been decided upon by the board of directors

of the Roberts Motor Co., which at pres

ent has its pltnt at the former place. A

large number of the employes, with their

families, will follow the factory to its new

location.

Lillibridge Files Bankruptcy Proceedings.

Ray D. Lillibridge, formerly president of

the Rees Company, of New York City, an

automobile storage concern, has filed a peti

tion in bankruptcy, with liabilities of $12,431.

The petitioner has been identified with the

trade in agency and advertising relations for

Some time.

Spiers Resigns from the Standard.

John C. Spiers, factory manager of the

Standard Roller Bearing Co., of Philadel

phia, Pa., has resigned. E. M. Eveland

has temporarily assumed the management

of the factory, in addition to his other du

ties.

Morrison Seeks Relief in Bankruptcy.

Albert E. Morrison, of Boston, Mass, at

one time with the Morrison Automobile Co.

and at present manager of a Boston taxi

meter cab company, has filed a voluntary

petition in bankruptcy. He has liabilities

of $3,070, and no assets.
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EXPORTS GAIN IN FEW IAlIiI'I'IS

August Shows Increases in Only Four Divi

sions—Record for the Eight Months

Given in Detail.

Comparison of the export figures for the

month of August, while showing a consid

crable gain over the corresponding month

last year in the markets of Germany, Brit

ish North America, Other Asia

Oceania, and Other Countries, nevertheless

and

indicates a general falling off in the other

outlets. The total for the month is $390,

870 as against $506,522, while the number

of machines exported was 156, against.256

for August of last year. The traffic in parts

also had a reduction, from $69,054 to $44,074.

Next to British North America, the biggest

purchaser for the month was the United

Kingdom, with $125,904, somewhat less.

however, than the $129,300 of the previous

August. France bought $15,565, as com

pared with $45,385; Mexico, $15,740, as

against $34.488, and \Ncst Indies and Ber

muda $6,055, as against $56,372. The gain

in British North America was from $135,905

to $173,768; in Germany from $8,093 to $14,

508; in Other Asia and Oceania from $3,656

to $10,459, and in Other Countries from

$1,950 to $2,736.

For the eight months concluding with

August, the United Kingdom is the leading

customer, with a total of $1,491,465 as

against $1,464,470 for the same period last

year. Gains are also shown in Other Asia

and Oceania, and in Other Countries, the

former having a total of $98,732 as against

$49,484 last year, and the latter $24,327 as

against $14,981. The total for the period,

however, manifests a decline, the combined

purchases amounting to $4,004,811 as against

$4,752,012 for the eight months of 1907. The

August increase in sales to British North

America was not sufficient to offset the de

clines in the previous months, so that the

total for the period was $866,604 as against

$1,036,291 last year.

The summary in detail is as follows:

Northern Merger is Completed.

Absorption of the Northern Motor Co.,

including the factories at Detroit and Port

Huron, Mich., by the Everitt-Metzger

Flanders Co., of Detroit, has finally been

accomplished, the capital stock of the lat

ter concern having been raised from its

temporary $500,000 mark to $1,000.000 to

consummate the deal. The Detroit plant

will be used for making replacement parts

not only for all future E-M-F cars but for

all past models of VVaynes and Northerns.

while the Port Huron plant will supply axles

for the new product. In connection with the

sale of a large part of the E-M-F output

by the Studebaker Automobile CO., E. Le

Roy Pelletier is to handle the advertising

of all the Studebaker models.

Selden Celebrates a Christening.

The Selden Motor Vehicle CO., of Roch

ester, N. Y._. gave a luncheon to its repre

sentatives and sales agents on the 30th ult.,

at which Louis Caswell, the new sales man

ager, was the guest of honor. George B.

Selden, president of the company, related

some of the history in connection with his

own part in the industry, in addition to

which there were a number of other

speeches and a christening of the 1909 model.

Engineers Have Employment Bureau.

Manufacturers seeking additions to their

technical staffs are now given the oppor

tunity of consulting an information bureau

which has been established by the Society

of Automobile Engineers and in which will

be kept the names and qualifications of

members seeking new positions. For the

present the bureau will have its headquart

ers with the secretary of the society. at 231

West 39th street, New York City.

Regal and Oakland are Members.

The Regal Motor Car Co.. of Detroit,

Mich., and the Oakland Motor Car C0.. Of

Pontiac, Mich., have been admitted to mem

bership in the American Motor Car Manu

facturers' Association. The latter company

will show at the Grand Central Palace.

 

 

r—August——\ Eight Months Ending August

1907 1908 1906 1907 ‘ 1908

Automobiles, and parts of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2,356,110 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Automobiles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $437,468 $346,796 12$906,892 $4.263.437 $3,569,962

Parts of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 69,054 44,074 173,418 488,575 434.849

Exported to—

United Kingdom . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 129.300 125,904 952,543 1,464.470 1,491,465

France . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45,385 15,565 271,286 528,253 526.323

Germany . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,093 14,508 107,675 152,936 138.039

Italy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 436 93 234,997 241,536 219.229

Other Europe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 18,011 4.796 171.255 251,245 169,350

British North America . . . . . . . .. 135,905 173.768 656,343 1,036.291 866,604

Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34,488 15.740 484,865 487,099 202,774

West Indies and Bermuda . . . . .. 56,372 6,055 201,441 209,722 111,578

South America . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 25,050 6,329 84.409 153.540 86.179

British East Indies . . . . . . . . . . .. 7,239 2.147 23,545 26,963 19.707

British Australasia . . . . . . . . . . . .. 40,637 12770 87.957 135.492 50.504

Other Asia and Oceania . . . . . . .. 3,656 10,459 44.535 49.484 98,732

Other Countries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,950 2.736 15,569 14,981 24.327

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $506522 $390870 $3,336,420 $4,752,012 $4,004,811

" Figures are for six months, January to June, 1906. TNumber not started prior to

July 1, 1906. 12 Figures are for July and August, 1906.

YEAR'S I.OSS BY GAIAGI FIRIS

Insurance Company’s Figures Approximate

Total of $2,000,000—Care1ess Handling

of Gasolene Largely Responible.

Preying upon both the trade and the pri

vate owner, but particularly upon that por

tion of the trade engaged in the garaging

of cars, fire has during the past year caused

recorded losses approximating $2,000,000,

while the losses that have not been made a

matter of public record doubtless aggregate

hundreds of thousands of dollars more. As

showing how great is the fire hazard on

garages and automobiles from an insurance

standpoint, one of the leading New York

fire insurance companies has prepared a list

of the more important losses in such risks

in the United States from September 18,

1907, to September 22. 1908. This forms a

record of an even hundred fires, with the

damage in each instance ranging from $500

to $500,000. The total shown for the period

is $1,893.700, comprising damages to build

ings and equipment, and to cars. Some 40

per cent. of the total number of fires oc

curred in public garages.

Gasolene handled in a more or less care

less fashion is the preponderating basis of

damage, a very large proportion of the

causes assigned having to do with the acci

dental ignition of the fuel or its vapor while

replenishing cars or as a result of leaky

tanks. Some of the fires have had an incen

diary or a spontaneous combustion origin

and in at least one case lightning was re

sponsible for a conflagration. Another big

fire was due to an acetylene gas explosion;

but such instances are only a sprinkling

among the more regular and monotonous

repetitions of the unexpected flaming up of

gasolene.

In the details of the manner in which the

fuel or vapor became ignited it is shown

that a great part of the total number of fires

were started while fuel tanks were being

filled—a proof of the dangers that exist in

connection with this operation if the great

est care be not exercised in extinguishing

lamps, stopping the engine, prohibiting

nearby smoking and the taking of other pre.

cautions. Even the manipulation of elec

tric light wall switches giving a long spark

or flash when the circuit is broken, presents

a danger, while the testing of dry cells near

open gasolene was in one instance the cause

of the place going up in flames.

That the insurance rates asked on many

risks are excessive may seem very apparent

to the would~be insurer, but in the face of

' the facts presented by the record for the

year, the insuring companies have reason to

regard the fire hazard in the automobile

business as being far above the normal. In

many localities the rates are being raised

because of the heavy recent losses on garage

risks.
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The Simplicity oi

WHITE STEAM
  

In the principles of construction—as in the method of operation—the White Steam Car is simpler than any other type

of automobile. Consider, for example, the design of the White crankshaft and compare it with the corresponding member

in other cars. In the above illustration is shown the crank-shaft of the 1909 White engine and all the parts attached thereto.

The crank-shaft, C, is a short one-piece forging of tool steel with but two main bearings, B,B. These bearings may be re

moved by taking off the lock nuts and lock washers, N,N. The two connecting rods R,R, are one-piece forgings fitted with

ball bearings, as shown. With the addition of the counter weight, W, the crank-shaft is complete.

In all accepted types of gasoline engines there are from three to seven main bearings. As is well known, when any

shaft has more than two bearings, there is the ever-present danger that they will work out of alignment. Moreover, the

crankshaft of the gasoline engine has either four or six connecting rod bearings, which are invariably only plain bearings

instead of ball bearings. It will thus be seen that there are only from one-half to one-third of the number of parts used

in connection with the White crank-shaft as are used inconnection with the crank-shaft of a gasoline engine.

Next week we shall compare the two valves of the White engine with the eight or twelve valves of the gasoline

engine.

Write ior circular containing details oi the new White cars.

THE WHITE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO

PITTSBURG, 13848 Beatty St.

CLEVELAND, 407 Rockwell Ave.

CHICAGO, 240 Michigan Ave.

SAN FRANCISCO.

Market St.. at Van Ness Ave.

ATLANTA, 120122 Marietta St.

NEW YORK CITY, Broadway at 62d St.

BOSTON, 320 Newbury St.

PHILADELPHIA, 629-33 N. Broad St.
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Winning the Carriage Trade.

As has been pointed out frequently dur

ing the past two or three years, the carriage

making industry and more particularly the

carriage dealer is constantly growing into

closer accord with the automobile industry,

its spirit and its aims, and is coming to

Were

visible confirmation of this fact required,

could be

brought forward than is obtainable at the

share more seriously its burdens.

no more convincing evidence

fifteenth annual exposition of the National

Carriage Dealers' Protective Association

which is being held at the Grand Central

Palace, New York City, this week. Not

alone is it true that along side the forty

odd exhibits of finished carriages are the

exhibits of nearly half as many manufac

turers either of finished automobiles or au

tomobile components designed especially for

The at

titude of respect for and interest in the au

tomobile manifest by the attending dealers

consumption by the carriage trade.

in this purely trade gathering is in itself

impressive and expressive of a movement

which is destined to be of more than pass

ing importance to the newer industry.

Another side of the matter is revealed in

the attitude of the automobile makers who

the

Their respect for the carriage dealer

have placed their representatives on

floon

and in many instances the earnestness with

which they are seeking his patronage is,

perhaps. significant of a new order of things

in the methods of marketing the motor ve

hicle.

riage dealer, in town or country is greatly

The average repository _of' the car

at variance with the average automobile

salesroom. The spirit which pervades it and

the attitude of its tenants with respect to

business is equally foreign to the air which

pervades the typical automobile establish

ment. Regardless of the apparent dispar

agement between the two lines, the fact re

mains that the carriage dealer is a merchant

of recognized standing in the community

and that he handles a staple line and deals

with a class of buyers with whom the auto

mobile maker is in many instances particu

larly anxious to get in touch. '

Considered in the broadest possible spirit,

it is difiicult to under-estimate the advan

tages to be derived from marketing the au

tomobile in a way which is calculated to

reach the great masses of buyers on the

plane of their understanding. The dashing,

extravagant phase of automobiling with its

appeal to certain classes of customers must

be considered as distinctly apart from the

soberer field wherein are considered only

the matters of dollars invested and dollars

earned. The commercial vehicle movement

has its strongest feature just at present in

the service which the passenger automobile

can be made to perform where transporta

tion is a daily necessity. This is a harder

market to exploit than that of the purely

recreative vehicle and therefore one which

must be handled with combined economy

and aggressiveness. For this purpose the

carriage dealer is attaining a recognized

standing among the makers of a certain

farseeing class, and there can be no ques

tion that his experience and ambition are

destined to be of great value to them.

Steering Gear Considerations.

Instructions as to the handling of cars,

particularly on the garage floor are never

considered complete without the precept

that the steering gear should not be actuated

from the hand wheel except when the ma

chine is moving under its own power. Other

wise, it is stated, and with perfect truth,

the heavy load thrown upon the parts when

the front wheels are swung is apt to injure

them to a serious extent. Taken in connec

tion with a broad criticism of steering gear

design in general which is printed in an

other column, opportunity is opened for re

flection as to whether the continued itera~

tion of this caution is not an acknowledge

ment of unnecessary weakness on the part

of the average mechanism. Not that its in

ability to withstand unnecessary stresses ap

plied in the reverse direction is absolute

proof of inefficiency, but that it may indi

cate a condition which is, to say the least,

undesirable in what is beyond question the

most important mechanical system in the

vehicle.

On a purely theoretical basis, the rolling

action of the front wheels when swung: the

fact that the only strains upon the connect

ing linkage are those injected by roadside

obstructions; and the consideration that the

inevitable “spring” of the rods. together

with the give of the elastic connections—

should be sufficient argument in favor of a

mechanism no heavier than that commonly

employed. At the same time it must be

conceded that these are not the only strains

to which the steering gear is subject; that

the motion of the chassis over the axle, the

vibration of the entire fabric and the er

rors due to possible disalignmcnt of parts,

subject the gear to loads which are beyond

calculation, and that even the stresses com

monly reckoned with, may at times increase

to utterly disproportionate amounts. Hence

it is open to question whether the average

steering gear really is heavy enough for the

work which must be thr0wn upon it in ac~

tual service under extreme conditions.

The old-time fallacy of ascribing every se

rious accident suffered when running at high

speed to some defection of the steering me

At the

same time there can be no question that

chanism is pretty well exploded.

the number of accidents occurring from year

to year, which are actually blameable to this

source is far too great to conduce to the

peace of mind of the nervous passenger in

the swift-moving car.

After a period of comparative security

lasting over several years. makers at length

arrived at the conclusion that the average

dimensions of the brakes were too small for

the duty they must endure. Consequently

a general increase in brake sizes has oc—

curred which is equally to the credit of the
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builders and the safety of the owner. It

may be that the near future will witness an

equally general strengthening out of the

steering system. Certainly such a change

would add to the mental security of the

driver, if not the physical, while in the mat

ter of expense and weight added to the car,

it would involve little or no serious com

plications.

Minimizing the Fire Risk.

Nearly two million dollars’ worth of dam

age to the industry brought about in the

brief space of one year by fire losses, and in

many individual instances caused directly

or indirectly by the presence of gasolene

vapor in and about cars or garages, is a rec

ord too serious to be ignored. Despite an

abundance of legal measures restricting the

handling of the volatile fluid, despite the

natural precautions of wise property own

ers, an average of more than eight fires of

this sort are reported monthly. \Nhat minor,

unreported losses oecur, and how far they

may go to swell the actual total is beyond

conjecture. Certainly the figures write a

sober lesson of the need of caution in the

housing and maintenance of cars.

There are absolutely no phases of the au

tomobile fire risk which have not been in

vestigated or which may not be guarded

against successfully, save those which arise

For

the storage of gasolene, ample provision is

from outside sources of confiagration.

made by the makers who specialize in the

construction of tanks and reservoir systems

For the hand

ling of the fluid while replenishing the tanks

of various approved patterns.

of cars, equally safe means are provided.

Modern garage buildings are designed with

a view to the riddance of the perilous fumes,

heating and lighting appliances are protect

ed, and due provision is made for the ab

sorption of waste oils and fuel drippings.

Despite these precautions. however, the

careless attendant and the ignorant floor

man will persist in “taking chances.” in

washing down motors with gasolene, leaving

small quantities standing about in open tins,

and slopping quantities on the floor.

The situation in the small garage, par

ticularly the private stable, of course is dif

ferent. It seldom happens that conditions

are right for the safe handling of the oils,

and generally the fire risk is increased by

the inflammable nature of the building. At

the same time, the fact that more fires occur

in public garages than in private ones is in

itself proof that the construction of the

building and its equipment is not the abso

lute guarantee of safety that might be im

agined. As a matter of fact the real se

cret of safety rests with the administration

of the public institution, even as it rests with

the “fussiness” of the private owner.

There is a deplorable lack of discipline

about most garages—chargeable, perhaps,

to the influence of the bumptious private

chauffeur—which is directly counter to the

principles of safety in this as in other mat

ters. Where it is possible to carry out a

close system of routine work for each em

ploye, and to exercise a watchful supervision

over the doings of each, there it is safe to

say the fire risk. which is perhaps the great

est menace the garage proprietor has to

face, is at its minimum.

Designing for Practical Results.

Schemes almost beyond number arise and

thrive in the brain of the designer—“pet

ideas" for the improvement of this or that

part, grand notions for the complete re

habilitation of an entire model, plans for

enlarging the scope of the product through

alterations in design. And because these

little offshoots of his labors are not inva

riably accepted at face value by his em

ployer it not infrequently happens that the

otherwise capable and efiicient engineer

becomes a victim of the impression that he

is not appreciated. As a matter of fact,

however ambitious the manufacturer may

be, and however much inclined to follow the

lead of his engineering corps, he also is un

der the thraldom of a monster called the

business department. However much he

may desire to improve his product he may

not do so wisely except in ways which prom

ise a direct return. It is this principle

which explains a number of little- structural

economies in many up-to-date cars, which

the layman, and in many instances the de

signer himself cannot appreciate. Incident

ally the engineer who is far seeing enough

to invent and propose only such modifica

tions as are patent necessities or obvious

winning features, is usually the one who

best proves his worth to his employer and

the public.

It is pleasing to observe the gradual

change of attitude manifest in foreign trade

circles toward the American branch of the

industry. Early acknowledgement on the

part of American builders of the then supre

macy of the foreign product, particularly as

made on the Continent, led to the erroneous

 

COMING EVENTS

  

 

October 6-9, Chicago, Ill—Chicago Motor

Club’s 1,000 miles reliability run.

October 10, Philadelphia, Pa.—Quaker City

Motor Club’s 200 miles road race, Fairmount

Park.

October 10, Long Island—Motor Park»

way sweepstakes for stock cars.

October 10, Providence, R. I.—-Rhode Isl

and Automobile Club’s race meet, Narra

gansett Park.

October 1446, Cleveland, O.—Cleveland

Automobile Club’s reliability run.

October 15, 16, l7—Michigan State Auto

mobile Association‘s endurance run.

October 17, Hartford, Conn—Automobile

Club of Hartford's hill climb, Avon Moun

tain.

October 17, New York City, N. Y.—New

York Automobile Trade Association's hill

climb, Fort George hill.

October 17, Kansas City, Mo.—-Automo

bile Club of Kansas City’s race meet, Elm

Ridge track.

October 24, Long Island—Vanderbilt Cup

contest.

October 31, Philadelphia, Pa.—Automobile

Club of America’s 200 miles light car race.

November 23. Savannah, Gnu—Automobile

Club of America’s 200 miles light car race.

November 26, Savannah, Ga.—Automo

bile Club of America’s (New York), 400

miles race.

impression that the American manufacturer

lacked the power of originating except along

wildly radical lines. A'mericnn cars were

scorned as being either copies of foreign

designs or else needlessly original.

It has come about in the process of time,

however, that the same respect for unfet

tered invention which is manifest in the for

eign makers’ use of American machine tools

also has been transferred to other products.

Thus in parts, accessories and even in com

plete component groups, the foreign maker

has come to draw upon the American mar

ket to a very considerable extent—more so,

A re

cent case in point is the adoption of a com

perhaps, than is generally known.

plete motor of such unusual design as to

constitute one of the most striking innova

tions seen for several years among foreign

For this,

due credit is given, though somewhat grudg~

makers of recognized standing.

ingly, to its American origin. and the wide

spread publicity accorded its adoption con

stitutes a strong though possibly unwitting

testimonial to growing respect for the over

seas product.
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IOBEIT80N REELS Off 1,177 IlllS

Simplex Driver Wins 24 Hours Race at

Brighton Beach—Accidents Eliminate

Half the Contestants.

After repeated hard luck in 24-hour con

tests, George Robertson, with Frank Les

cault as alternate, driving a 50 horsepower

Simplex car entered by Charles A. Singer,

won a decisive victory in the twice-around

 

with 632 and the Stearns, which Marquis,

Laurent and Oldfield handled. was the only

other to finish, having gone less than half

the distance the leading cars covered. ow

ing to an unfortunate smashup.

Lewis Strang, who guided Paul La

Croix’s Renault, was a victim of big mis

fortune. He and Basle, his alternate, had

been fighting Robertsnn for the lead for

more than 18 hours, the Renault and Sim

plex taking turns at leading the field, when

Strang's car suddenly snapped a connecting

practicing with the Garford entry, was or

dered back to the paddock and while switch

ing into the gateway from the center of

the track, was run into by Harry Michener,

who was trying out the four-cylinder Lo

zier. As the latter rounded the turn, he

failed to see Young in time to dodge him.

The frames and rear axle of both cars were

so badly shattered that neither could enter

the long race. although the start was

delayed for nearly three-quarters of an

hour in order to allow the Garford crew

  

LINED UP FOR START OF THE TWICE-AROUND-THE-CLOCK RACE

the-clock race at Brighton Beach on Octo

ber 2 and 3, Robertson crossed the finish

line with 1,117 miles to his credit—a re

markable performance. While the 24 hours

world’s record made by S. F. Edge, made

on the specially banked cement track at

Brooklands, England is still unapproached,

nevertheless Robertson's mileage exceeds

all other records made on ordinary dirt

tracks, and beats Bernin's Morris Park Re

nault record of 1,079 miles by a big mar

gin. Twelve contestants faced the starter

and of this number only six were running

at the finish.

The event was run under the zealous man

agement of the Motor Racing Association

and was sanctioned as an international race

by the Automobile Club of America. De

spite this most of the drivers were under

the ban of disqualification at the hands of

the American Automobile Association for

participation in a former unsanctioned

event. The rite of absolution granted by

the latest ruling of that august body, how

ever, is calculated to whitewash the sins of

those who labored under a “misapprehen

sion in the matter of sanctions.”

Ralph Mulford and Harry Cobe in the

same Lozier “six” that won the last 24

hours contest at this track, scored second

place with 1,125 miles to their credit. and

Montague Roberts, in a six-cylinder Thomas,

with Martin and Winter for alternates, cap

tured third, after covering 1,115 miles.

The Allen-Kingston, piloted by Lanwell,

Rippengille and Pepperday. came in for

fourth place with 907 miles; Chevrolet, in

the Cleveland which cracked two cylinders

and lost seven hours in repairs was fifth

rod and damaged the cylinder to such an ex

tent that it could not continue.

Due credit should be accorded to Charles

A. Singer for his persistence in entering the

Simplex in contest after contest, despite its

failure to secure the first places he was con

fident of its ability to earn. Robertson. who

has had more than one unfortunate ex

perience, drove a splendid, daring race and

can be counted on to be a worthy contender

to attempt necessary emergency repairs.

It was a spectacular start, such as char

acterizes all 24 hours races which begin at

night. When the cars tore away at 8.46,

Robertson jumped his Simplex to the front

and led around the first turn, with Roberts’s

fhomas "six" on the pole, sticking close.

Marquis in the Stearns was third and Mar

tin, in the four-cylinder Thomas, fourth.

The cars bunched and were so enveloped

 

  

STRANG LEADING ROBERTSON AND ROBERTS

in the Vanderbilt three weeks hence. Rob

ertson used Michelin tires throughout, as

did Strang. The second car. used Continen

tals, and Diamonds got third place.

Just before starting time, an accident pre

vented two of the big contenders from get

ting into line. Ed. Young, who had been

in smoke that it looked as though a smash

up must be inevitable before the initial turn

was rounded. Robertson led the pack

around the upper curve and swung into the

stretch ahead, when the New York-Paris

driver opened up his Thomas and completed

the first lap on about even terms with the
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GENERAL VIE\V OF THE PADDOCK, SHOWING AVENUE BETWEEN THE CAMPS

Simplex, trailed by Marquis and Martin.

Roberts out-generaled the first driver to the

turn ahead and forged into the lead; these

two drawing away from the string and

keeping in a clear field at a furious pace.

Then ensued a hot bout between the two

pilots whose names are similar.

The ten miles mark was passed in 11:32

and the leading cars held the same relative

positions until the 23d mile, when Roberts's

Thomas suffered from a choked fuel line and

was forced to retire to the paddock and

lose a lap. Robertson seized this opportun

ity and kept up the pace.

He made 40 miles in 44 minutes and when

the first hour struck, he had covered 55

miles, which is 3 miles better than the dis

tance made by Bernin's Renault at Morris

Park last year. Strang had 54 miles to his

credit for the first hour, while Mulford was

third with 51, and Marquis fourth with an

even 50.

Roberts had returned to the track in the

meantime, but trouble with tail lamps set

him back so that he covered only 49 miles

up to this point.

At the end of the second hour, the lead

ers were in the same positions; Robertson

with 107 miles chalked up, and Strang giv

ing a good account of himself with 105, and

keeping Mulford in third position 6 miles

behind the leader. Then the accident lists

were reopened.

Shortly after 11 p. m. a special police

man named Fickert, unfortunately attempt

ed to cross the track and was struck by

George Robertson’s car, with fatal results.

The man evidently was not heeding the ap

proaching machines, or else misjudged their

speed, for 'he was overhauled by a trio of

cars. Strang and Chevrolet barely missed

him, but Robertson was directly behind and

could not avoid striking the man, although

he applied his brakes so quickly that Mar

quis telescoped the Simplex, smashing the

Stearns‘s frame and headlamps. Lescault

at once relieved Robertson at the wheel of

the Simplex and started out for Strang, who

had secured the lead, with the Lozier and

Roberts’s Thomas in second and third

places.

The excitement had hardly subsided when

Harry Cobc, who had relieved Mulford in

the Lozier, blew up a front tire and skidded

into the outer fence. The car ran into a

ditch, the shock throwing out the mechani

cian, who landed in the mud unhurt. After

being hauled out of the mire the car' was

soon touched up and put back on the track,

although Cobe had lost his advantageous

position. In the mean time, Lescault had

been doing some tall work with the Sim

plex, fetching it past Roberts, and was run

ning' second to Strang at the end of the

fourth hour. The latter had covered le

miles up to this point, 18 miles ahead of

Morris Park figures. Strang held this lead

for six hours, with Lescault at close range

all the time; then in the tenth, the Sim<

plex driver regained first position, holding

it for two hours until Strang capped him in

the twelfth. It was then a continuous duel

between these two until the 19th hour.

In the mean time, Roberts and 'Mulford

were fighting for third notch. Roberts

passed the Lozier in the fourth hour and

held his own for third place until the eighth,

when Mult'ord again eclipsed him. For

 

  

VIEW OF TRACK AND CAMPS FROM GRANDSTAND, SHOWING STRANG, ROBERTSON AND MULFORD IN STRETCH
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hours these two kept alternating for the po

sition with only a few laps margin between

them.

About 2.30 a. m., Saturday, there was an

other sensational accident. Bloch's Re~

nault overturned in taking the lower turn

and caught fire. Bloch and his mechani

cian were thrown out, but escaped with

slight scratches, while the car was smashed

and burned beyond repair. Immediately

following this accident, Charles Natjen, the

Zust driver, crashed through the outside

fence, spilling both himself and his assist

ant, Harry Bertell. The latter landed un

itself to a point where the winner could

be picked from the quartet composed of

the Simplex, Renault, Lozier and Thomas

cars, Strang suffered the connecting rod ac

cident referred to above and was forced off

the list. Mulford then drew into second,

closely pushed by Roberts.

At 5.45 Saturday afternoon the contest

was stopped for half an hour to sprinkle the

track and put it into condition for the fin

ish. When the cars returned to the fray

Robertson continued to push his Simplex

around at high speed. He was leading by

60-odd miles and with but six other com
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BUSY MOMENTS IN THE SIMPLI'IX CAMP

injured, but Natjen's head was cut and his

leg lacerated. Two cylinders of the Zust

motor were smashed when a fence rail

pierced the radiator.

The Fiat, driven by Capra and De Palma,

withdrew with a broken connecting rod in

the eighth hour. Martin and Blanchard’s

Thomas followed suit in the eleventh, and

Patscke and Rodger's's Acme in the twelfth,

Until the 19th hour, Lewis Strang gave

petitors on the track—only two of whom

looked dangerous, the Simplex driver took

a 45 miles an hour pace and was never

headed. When flagged in the final round

with 1,177 miles to his credit, he was 52

miles ahead of Mulford. The latter was

pushed hard for second place by Roberts's

Thomas, which was within four miles of

the Lozier at the close of the 23d hour, al

though at the finish it had covered a total

a few short events were held on Friday af

ternoon. The principal feature was a 50

miles affair in which half a dozen cars

started. Barney Oldfield entered two

Stearns sixes, one of which he drove him

self, the other being in charge of Charles

Soules. Oldfield led the string throughout

and won in 50:43, with his partner in sec

ond place. In the sixth mile, Steinmetz's

Mercedes threw a tire and withdrew, while

Kilpatrick's Hotchkiss went out later. Roux,

driving a Mercedes, was third, trailed by

Howard, in a Palmer-Singer.

In the mile trials, Ralph De Palma, driv

ing the Fiat “Cyclone,” circuited the track

in 052%. The best George Robertson

could get out of the Fiat "Tornado" was

0:58. When these two went in for a ten

miles bout Robertson was disabled in the

fourth mile. De Palma's time for the dis

tance was 9:45.

Barney Oldfield took the five miles six

cylinder race in 520%,, out-classing Kilpat

rick in the Hotchkiss, and Ray Howard in

the P. & S. A special 5 miles match be

tween De I’alma, Oldfield and Robertson

was captured by the fort..cr with the Cy

clone, in 4:46. Robertson pressed him hard,

but Oldfield, who had been jumped at the

start, dropped out. The summaries:

One mile trials—Won by Ralph De Palma

(Fiat Cyclone), 052%; George Robertson

(Fiat Tornado), 0:58.

Ten miles special—W'on by De Palma;

Robertson disabled in fourth mile. Time,

9:45.

Five miles six-cylindcr—W'on by Barney

Oldfield (Stearns); second, H. J. Kilpatrick

(Hotchkiss); third, Ray Howard (P. 8: 5.).

Time, 520%.

Fifty miles race—\Von by Barney Old

field (Stearns); second, Charles Soules

(Stearns); third, Roux (Mercedes). Time,

52:06.

Five miles match race—Won by Ralph

De Palma (Fiat Cyclone); second, George

  

Robertson a good argument for the leader- of 1,115 miles against Mulford's 1,125. Robertson (Fiat Tornado). Barney Old

ship, and just when the contest had reduced Previous to the start of the 24 hours race, field withdrew. Time, 4:46.

SUMMARY OF RACE, SHOWING MILEAGE BY HOURS.

N0. Car. Drivers. 1 2 3 4 5 6 | 7 8 9 . 10 ll 12

6 Simplex . . . . . . . Robertson and Lescault . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55 107 143 198 255 302 350 401 454 508 559 612

2 Lozier . . . . . . . .. Mulford, Cobe and Michener . . . . . . . . . . . .. 51 101 153 191 228 279 329 381 414 468 513 562

8 Thomas . . . . . .. Roberts, Winter and Salzman . . . . . . . . . . .. 49 99 151 193 236 286 329 374 423 470 516 565

11 Allen-Kingston . Lanwell, Rippingille and Pepperday .. . .. 42 74 91 94 128 148 185 237 287 328 372 413

9 Cleveland . . . . .. Chevrolet, Miller and McMann . . . . . . . . . .. 43 88 137 187 231 263 263 263 263 266 266 266

5 Renault . . . . . . .. Strang and Basie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 54 105 158 211 265 305 356 408 455 506 558 613

4 Stearns . . . . . . .. Laurent, Marquis and Oldfield . . . . . . . . . .. 50 100 131 131 131 131 131 131 184 241 254 254

15 Zust . . . . . . . . . .. Post and Natjen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 46 52 82 121 174 217 217 217 217 217 217 217

7 Acme . . . . . . . . .. Patschke and Rodgers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 35 62 84 109 143 184 204 233 245 293 309 \N

3 Fiat . . . . . . . . . .. De Palma, Capra and Hawley . . . . . .. 48 99 167 185 237 283 303 Broke connecting rod.

14 Renault . . . . . . .. Bloch and Clement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 43 83 123 176 221 255 Overturned and destroyed by fire.

12 Thomas . . . . . . .. Martin and Blanchard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 35 70 116 158 177 178 188 205 W'ithdm.

10 Garford . . . . . . .. Young and Doty . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .

No. Car. Drivers. 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

6 Simplex . . . . . .. Robertson and Lescault . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 658 710 761 810 856 903 949 992 1,041 1,086 1.131 1,177

2 Lozier .. . . .. Mulford, Cobe and Michener . . . . . . . . . . . .. 611 650 702 742 791 840 888 933 981 1,031 1,075 1,125

8 Thomas .. Roberts, Winter and Salzman . . . . . . . . . . .. 600 650 690 738 786 837 877 928 973 1,022 1,071 1.115

11 Allen-Kingston . Lanwell, Rippingille and Pepperday .. .. .. 451 495 533 579 615 660 710 750 796 827 874 907

9 Cleveland . . . . .. Chevrolet, Miller and McMann . . . . . . . . . .. 267 311 347 361 392 437 475 513 543 583 625 632

5 Renault . . . . . . .. Strang and Basle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 655 705 758 802 857 888 Broke connecting rod; withdrew, '

4 Stearns . . .. Laurent, Marquis and Oldfield . . . . . . . . . .. 255 268 268 268 268 287 339 383 429 480 509 519

15 Zust . . . . . . . . . .. Post and Natjen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 217 217 228 232 269 285 308 333 370 396 421

10 Garford . . . . . .. . Young and Doty . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 43 47 Withdrawn.
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BIG RATIO 0! PERFECT SCOIES

All Starters Finish in Indianapolis Sealed

Bonnet Run—Fifteen Out of the Twen

ty-Six Escape Penalization.

When the Indiana Automobile Trade As

sociation arranged its second annual sealed

bonnet contest, which was held on Friday

and Saturday, lst and 2d inst., the technical

committee laboring under the impression

that the “perfect scores” at the end of the

two days’ run would be quite scarce, were

in error, however. Twenty-six contestants

set out from Indianapolis on the run to

French Lick, Ind., and of this number, 15

All of the

cars made the round trip on schedule time

returned with perfect scores.

and the only penalizations recorded were

minor ones. The total distance covered was

254 miles, 131 miles being the first day's

schedule, and the return 123.

The perfect 15 were the following; John

Aitken, National; Thomas Kincaid, Nation

al; H. G. Shafer, Marmon; H. Stillman,

Marmon; Harry Hammond, Premier; Henry

Letsinger, Premier; Miss Elizabeth Love,

Premier; Frank Horrison, Premier; Ted

Collier, Rambler; George Gasterneau, Mitch

ell; ]. A. Newby, Maxwell; T. L. Marshall,

Maxwell; J. H. Stickney, Chalmers-Detroit;

Harry Hocker, Oakland, and O. G. Myers,

Reo.

This run was through as'picturesque a

section of Indiana as could be selected and

was considered a successful affair. The

first day’s run, via Millport Hill and Platts

burg, saw very few cars in trouble. The

only accident was when J. A. Newby’s Max

well skidded into Harry Stocker's Oakland

near Seymour and smashed off a lamp and

fender of the latter. No one was injured.

At Millport the cars were given a stifi

climb up the steep two miles hill.

The return journey was made via Bedford,

Bloomington and Martinsville, upon which

there were numerous cases of tire trouble,

Fred Tone’s American roadster losing two

whole hours with tubes, which, however, the

driver managed to make up.

A great deal of amusement was created

by Frank Grogan’s Rapid Truck, which car

ried a dozen passengers, all dressed in pris

oners' stripes. Two women drivers were

among the contestants, Miss Elizabeth Love

and Miss Katrina Fritz, while the ten-year

old daughter of D. M. Parry guided the

wheel of her father’s Overland entry part

of the time.

San Antonio Meet Full of Incident.

Two smash-ups inside five laps was the

record that J. W. Collins made during a

short race at San Antonio, Tex., on Satur

day, September 27th. In the first accident

he merely crashed into a fence and was

hurled about 20 feet in the air. Again, after

the car had been righted and run two laps,

Collins smashed down a second fence and

completely upset. Following this, the driver

desired to get into the race once more, but

the car could not be made to run, much

to Collins‘s chagrin.

In this race there were but two starters—

Ben Johnson, in a Mitchell, and Collins's

Buick. The former drove three laps and re

tired to the paddock for adjustment. Col

lins, who had been skidding badly on the

turns, then slowed down slightly, but in

rounding the next turn a tire blew up, the

car swerved and shot through the rail. Col

lins picked himself up, looked around for

the car and when he located it proceeded to

shove it back on the course. In the mean

time, Johnson had returned to the track and

was well under way. After his second spill

the crowd picked up Collins‘s scattered

parts some distance away and reassembled

him. He was feeling very well two minutes

later, but did no more driving. The event

was declared “no race,” by the judges.

What was billed as the feature of the pro

gram was a 50 miles go between Dave Pry

or’s Stoddard-Dayton and Will Morrison’s

Thomas-Detroit. Pryor drove five miles

and then surrendered the wheel to Alfred

de Hymel. The two contestants fought

nip and tuck for 22 laps, when de Hymel

suffered a puncture which caused him to

lose the race. Upon returning to the track

he drove faster than Morrison, gaining a

whole mile, but did not succeed in bridging

the gap of ten laps. Just as the Thomas

crossed the finish line de Hymel broke his

steering gear and narrowly missed the fence

in a bad skid. Morrison’s time for 50 miles

was 52:04%.

A novelty race was won by W. D. Syers

driving a Chalmers-Detroit. The “novelty”

feature of the contest was that each car

carried five passengers, and was required to

stop at every lap in front of the grand stand,

“kill” the engine, unload and reload the pas

sengers and then take a fresh start.

Tennessee Takes to Automobile Races.

After numerous fine thoroughbreds, sell

ing platers, dray mules and common ordin

ary skates had raced around the half-mile

track at Cumberland Park, Nashville, Tenn.,

on Saturday, 26th ult., the last day of the

State fair, a few automobile races were

reeled off as a wind-up. So enthusiastic

were the people over the latter, that the

management expects to feature motor races

next year instead of the traditional equine

sport of the past.

The principal race at the fair meet, a ten

miles roadster event, was won by Joe

Youell, driving a. 30 horsepower Moon, who

made the 20 circuits in 1225436. Eli Coil—

lette (Oldsmobile) was second. Youell also

won the five miles for touring cars in 5:55,

easily beating Duncan Dorris in a Dorris

car. W. J. Cummings ran third with a 60

horsepower P. & S. The two miles event

for small cars went to W. N. Norman, his

Maxwell outclassing the only other entry,

which was a Buick.

SEVENTH“ CON'I'ES'I‘ANTS START

Two Divisions Begin Chicago's Postponed

Reliability Run—Contest is to Cover

Four Days of Running.

One thousand miles—no less—is what the

17 contestants in the Chicago Motor Club’s

postponed four days reliability contest set'

Quite

a variety of cars was represented; 2 cylin~

der, 4-cylinder, 6-cylinder

steamers, and one motor buggy. All day

out to cover on Tuesday, the 6th inst.

gasolene cars,

Monday the technical committee spent in

examining the cars and sealing the various

parts.

The cars are to run over four different

routes, starting from and'returning to Chi

cago each day. The first day’s schedule

was 262 miles, the route passing through

Kenosha, Wis., Janesville, Wiss., Rochelle,

and Geneva, at which points controls were

located.

Contestants were split into two divisions,

runabouts and touring cars, and then sub

divided into selling price classes, each car

carrying an observer. The starters were:

Driver and Car. H.P.Cyl.

C. L. Halliday, Reliable Dayton. . . . .21 2

J. Montweiler, Maxwell . . . . . . ..... 20 2

F. S. Dusenberg, Mason . . . . . . . _ . .. 20 2

F. M. Harri, Mason . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 20 2

N. McLain, Apperson . . . . . . . . . . .. 30 4

E. W. Nicholson, Midland . . . . . . . . . 32 4

P. Hoffman, Pierce-Arrow . . . . . . .. 43 6

F. H. Nutt, Haynes . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 36 4

R. F. McNamara, Premier . . . . . . . . . 32 4

J. G. Heaslet, Rainier . . . . . . . . . . . .. 45 4

W. Leitch, White steamer . . . . . . .. 30 2

H. K. Sheridan, White steamer . .. . 30 2

l... E. Springer, Franklin . . . . . . . . .. 28 4

L. Wagoner, Haynes . . . . . . . . . . . . ..36 4

Geo. Smithson, Studebaker . . . . . . .. 27 4

Joe Moore, Premier . . . . . . . . . . . .Ofiicial car

H. G. Shafer, Marmon . . . . . . . . . .. 50 4

A. Kumpf, Pierce-Arrow . . . . . . . . .. 60

Tie Unbroken in Boston's Contest.

After covering 1,622 miles, the three sur

vivors who were endeavoring to run off the

Boston-Bretton \Voods 24 hours endurance

contest tie, agreed to quit on Thursday

evening, lst inst. The three of the twenty

two original starters who still held perfect

scores at the end of the sixth day’s attempt

at evolving a winner, were a Studebaker,

driven by W. G. Jones and R. W. Daniels;

Dan Carris’s Franklin, and the Shawmut car

with Ayer and Church as pilots.

The contest was run under the most

stringent and exacting rules, much of it be

ing under weather conditions as well. At

the close of the original 24 hours run which

started at 10 p. m. on Septemmer 23, from

Boston, running to Bretton Woods, N. H.,

and return, there were only nine of the 22

contestants left with perfect scores. Seven

of these started out next day to run 0E the

tie and the list was soon cut down to three.

The Bay State Automobile Club is still in

possesion of the $200 silver trophy. '
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ENTRIES FOR 'l'lll'l SWEEPSTAKES

Good Program for Inauguration of the Long

Island Motor Parkway—Arrangements

for the Opening Day's Racing.

Long promised and eagerly awaited, the

formal opening of the Long Island Motor

Parkway on Saturday next, October 10th,

forms perhaps a more fitting introductory t0

the Vanderbilt Cup contest than would the

simple elimination race which it displaces.

That the Sweepstakes itself is destined to

be one of the must eventful races ever run

in this country is emphasized by the fact

that no less than 34 cars of varied powers

way. For of the 25 miles comprising the

circuit to be traversed, about 10 miles will

be over the new-laid and practically untried

concrete of the private way.

The complete list of entries to date, ar

ranged in order of their classification in the

race, is tabulated below.

By the terms of the race, all the contest

ants will start in a single heat within 30 sec

onds of each other, regardless of the class

distinctions. The smaller ones will run 100

miles; the next class 150; the third, 200;

the fourth, 225, and the high~powerecl, high

priced cars will go 10 laps, or 250 miles.

There will be only two supply stations on

the circuit, one in front of the grandstand,

which is sunken below the level of the park

w:y about live feet for the storing of the

allotted to his crew. The men in the pit

will pass up supplies to him and no one

will be allowed to work on the car except

the driver and his mechanic.

The other supply station will probably be

located on the Jericho turnpike about l2

miles from the grandstand. Drivers will not

be allowed to take on tires or supplies ex~

cept at these places, but they may make any

adjustments necessary on other parts of the

course. The entire circuit is supplied with

telephone stations and an immense score

board has been erected on the roof of an

official stand opposite the grandstand.

The entire parkway is fenced in so that

it is now impossible to enter it except

through one of the three toll lodges which

have been established at Meadow Brook,

 

 
 

 

VIADUCT AT CENTRAL PARK—THE LONG-EST BRIDGE ON THE PARKWAY

and size will be in simultaneous competi

tion and constantly passing and repassing

one another. No less interesting than the

comparison of the performances of the dif'

ferent cars, will be the opportunity to com

pare the relative performance of each on the

macadam of the common highway and the

scientifically prepared surface of the Park

water. gas. tires, tools and spare parts. This

idea of having a depressed supply pit orig

inated abroad and has been tried with very

satisfactory results in big European con~

tests. Crews in charge of the supplies will

remain in the pit and any driver desiring

to make a change of tires or to take on

supplies will stop in front of the station

Massapequa and Bethpage. The Meadow

Brook Lodge, which is situated at the east~

ern entrance, is reached by the Old West

bury road which intersects the Jericho turn

pike about three miles east of Krug’s cor

ners. From the intersection of the old

W'estbury road and the Old Country road,

which leads directly to the parkway from

ENTRIES FOR THE SWEEPSTAKES CONTESTS ON THE VANDERBILT CUP COURSE.

 

Motor Parkway Sweepstakes—Cars Selling $4.001 and over—Ten Miller .....Stoddard-Dayton . . . . ..Atlantic Motor Co.

Laps; 250 Miles. ' Wright ....Stoddard-Dayton ......Atlantic Mot-Ir Co.

Driven can 13,"an Tuttle . . . . . . “Stoddard-Dayton ..I\liilllllC Motor Co,

\v. Haupt ....Chadwick . . . . . . . . . . ...Chadwiek Engineering \\‘k\ Haynes ......I’¢H">_vl\'nfl§-1 . - . . - . - --Pom>.vl\'mw\ Mite Motor Co

H_ [‘yflc H "Junta _ _ _ ' _ _ _ _ _ ' _ _ _ I ‘ .Cmford v_ Broknw_ . . . . . . . . . "Pennsylvania .‘. . . . . . . .Pennsylvania .\uto Motor Co.

F. Lcscault ...Simplex . . . . . . . . . . . . “Palmer & Singer. I.'0r'mer "'"'thncrs'Detm‘t Forty-Carl H' page L"

Kilpatrick ....H0tchkiss . . . . . . . ......Hotehkiss Import C0. 5han - - ~ ' - - "blimp Arrow - - - - - - ' "Fac'ory'

Basie .......Knox . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Knox Automobile C0. Jerichn Sweepstakes—Cars 50mm; for $11101 m $g_()()0_§ix Laps;

Lewis Strang.Renault . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Renault Freres. 150 Mihx

. , . : Q ~. ' I _ . . . . . . . . . ..Chalmers-Detroit .....Carl H. Page Co.
Me'd‘ “ Bmak smepsme" l‘" C” 5‘11"“: $3001 m $4000 Burns ........t\1ncnt-n . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Mitclu~ll Motor Car Co.

Nine Laps; 225 Miles.

C. Doty . . . . . .Garford . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Stewart Elliott.

Hughes . . .. "Allen-Kingston . . . . . Harry .-\llen.

Bourque .....Kn0x .. . . . . . .. .. . .. . ..Knox Auto Co.

1.. A. Disbrow.Rainier . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Mrs. joan Newton Cuneo.

Peterson . . . . .Rainier ....- . . . . . . . . .John Rainier.

Burman .. . . . .Buick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Bnick Motor Co.

Hilliard . . . . ..Lancia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..llol-Tan C0.

Garden City Sweepstakes—Cars Sellith for $2.00] to $3,000—Eight

Laps; 200 Miles.

Davis . . . . .. ..Moon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Chas. Duer'

. . . . . . . . . ......Palmer &Singer .. ....Palmer 8: Singer.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Mitchell . . . .. . . . . . . . . .Mitchell Motor Car Co.

. . . . . . . . . . .. . “Maxwell ............ .. .\lI\X\\‘ell~lirisene Motor Co.

. .....Selden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Selden Motor Vehicle C0.

Nassau Sweepstakes—Cars Selling for $l.000 and Under—Four

Laps; 100 Miles.

Virbies .. . . . . .Mitehell . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Mitchell Motor Car Co.

Olney .. . . . . . .Mitchell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mitchell Motor Car Co.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Gyroscope ...... . . . . . .Gyroseope Auto Co.

ll. Easter . . . . Buick . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . Buick Motor Co.

l., H. Titus. . .BlliCk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Buick .\it>lnl' (‘0,

Cameron .. . . .Cameron .. . . . . .. . . . . .Ciltllt‘rull Car Co.

Warnstaldt ...Cadillac .. . . . . . . . . . . . .Cadillac Motor Car Co.
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the Garden City Hotel, a new dirt road 22

feet wide has been built and winds south

across the Hempstcad plains, terminating at

the Meadow Brook Lodge.

From here the general direction of the

Parkway is east, practically paralleling the

old country road. The start and finish is

midway between the Meadow Brook and

Massapequa Lodges. The other lodge is

about four miles east of Massapequa, and

here the racing cars will leave the cement

and turn through a new cut-OPE which joins

what is known as the Round Swamp road.

Traveling almost due north along the Round

Swamp and Plain View roads the racers will

have a very fast but somewhat narrow

stretch to travel with a few slight grades

There are noand several winding curves.

PROVIDI'IS REFUGE F01! "SINNERS"

A. A. A. Racing Board’s Method for Easing

Outlaws’ Consciences—Meeting of Di

rectors Called for Friday.

If any man who suspended himself by

the

Brighton Beach track in defiance of the rules

competing in the outlaw races on

of the American Automobile Association,

desires to fill any other racing engagements,

all he need do is to sign a statement that he

competed under a misapprehension and that

After laboring hard

and perspiring freely, the A. A. A. racing

he will sin no more.

board has devised and offered this conven

   

.STEEL GRANDSTAND WITH

sharp corners until they reach the intersec

tion of the VVoodbury turnpike and the Jet'

icho turnpike, where there is an abrupt right

angle turn on to the latter famous thor

oughfare.

Vanderbilt Entry List May Reopen.

\Yhile the closing date for entries for the

Vanderbilt cup race was announced as Oc~

tober 1 —a date extended from the orig

inally scheduled closing time, September 1

—the Vanderbilt Cup Commission has not

yet decided whether to consider the list ab

solutely closed or not. In view of the fact

that there is a possibility of additional en

tries before the race takes place on Satur

day. October 24th, the commission is con

sidering a suggestion to extend the closing

date still further and not charge an addi

tional fee for post entries.

Fifteen cars have been entered to date,

viz.: Paul Le Croix’s Renault, which Lewis

Strang will pilot; three Mercedes cars en

tered by Robert Graves, W'm. K. Vanderbilt,

Jr., and Foxhall Keene; Harry Payne Whit

ney's Brazier, and Clifford V. Brokaw’s

Isotta. Comprising six foreign entries. The

nine American cars that have been nom

inated are. two Locomobiles, one of which

will be handled by George Robertson and

the other probably by Joe Tracy; R. W.

Buckley's B. L. M. racer with Thomas Will

iams as pilot; two Knoxes to be driven by

Bourque and Basle; a Chadwick, a Mathe

son and an Acme. The Mora, the first

American entry. will not be completed in

time to start.
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ient refuge for all “sinners” and as most of

the drivers concerned have engagements ol

the sort for Saturday next, in Philadelphia

or on the Long Island Parkway. it is ex

pected that a truly awful state of misappre

hensivcness will develop. The manner in

which the A. A. A. "whipped the devil

around the stump" was disclosed by the re

solutions adopted by the racing board at

a meeting last Saturday, which are as fol

lows:

Whereas, various persons have partici~

pated in races coming within the jurisdic

tion of the American Automobile Associa

tion, but for which no sanctions had been

granted by that association; and

Whereas, It appears that from the state

ment of some of such persons they partici~

pated in the said races under a misapprehen

sion; be it

Resolved, That in the cases of such par

ticipants as were under the misapprehension

referred to their disqualification, pursuant

to the rules of the racing board of the Amer

ican Automobile Association, be suspended

to the extent of enabling them to participate

in any r:ce already sanctioned by the rac

ing hoard upon such persons filing a state

ment to the effect that they shall not here

after participate in any manner or form in

any race claimed by the association to be

within its sole jurisdiction and for which

no sanction has been granted by the racing

board of the American Automobile Asso_

ciation.

While no mention is made of the en

tangled racing situation, President Hotch

kiss, of the A. A. A., has called a meeting

of the Board of Directors in New York to

morrow at which will be discussed “matters

involving somewhat revolutionary changes

in our organization and in the scope and

functions of the association," which beautiful

and profound phraseology is full of sugges

tion and nothing more.

Among the avowed purposes of the meet

ing are: (l) The adoption of proposed

amendments to the by-laws which shall in

crease the scope and value of the associa

tion in the matter of touring information

and the location of touring headquarters in

New York City; (2) Amendments to the by

laws remodeling the framework and the

purposes of the executive boards; (3) means

whereby the activities of the association may

be increased; (4) Suggestions as to the per

sonnel of the executive officers and the

heads of the boards for the coming year;

(5) Whether the fiscal plan should not be

materially modified and include a moderate

flat fee for the clubs instead of graded an

nual dues.

Sixteen Entries for Philadelphia Race.

From present indications, the 200 miles

race to be held in Fairmount Park, Philadel

phia, on Saturday, October 10. promises to

be a worthy rival of the Motor Parkway

Sweepstakes which will be run on the same

date on Long Island. When the list closed

last week, 16 entries had beer. filed. which

is the maximum number that can start, ac

cording to the Quaker City Motor Club’s

ruling. The course being but eight miles in

length, this will permit cars to start on

half minute intervals, and although addi

tional entries would doubtless have been

made before October 10, it was decided that

more than 16 starters would make the race

too dangerous. As it is, the last car will

scarcely be started before the first will have

completed its first circuit.

Practice on the Fairmount course began

last Monday and many of the contestants

were on hand at daybreak for tryouts. The

course is not really dangerous for the most

part. though there are two bad turns. one

at Sweet Briar and the other an awk

ward left hand twist under the Reading rail

way tracks. The longest straightaway

stretch is four miles in length along the

West Park drive, where the racers expect

to make the best speed. Road repairs have

been in progress for several days, and the

opinion of several drivers is that the course

will permit an average speed of slightly

more than 50 miles per hour.

The complete entry list is as follows:

Cylinders. H. P.

L. J. Bergdoll, American Loco

motive . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 60

C. \\'. Kelsey, Maxwell . . . . . . .. 4 28

E. C. Ireland, Stoddard-Dayton. 4 34.5

Bert Maucher, Peerless .. .. 4 38

Vt". “"allace, Palmer & Singer. 6 60

George Davis, Apperson . . . . .. 4 48.4

F.. R. Bergdoll, VVelch . . . . . . .. 6 51

Frank Yerger. Studebaker .. . .. 4 38.5

I. I. Morse. Locomobile . . . . . .. 4 40

James Florida, Locomobile 4 4O

Cyrus Patscke. Acme . . . . . . . .. 6 45-50

Jack Harkins, Chadwick . . . . . .. 6 50

Zengle or Maynes, Pennsylvania 4 38

Ralph Mulford. Lozier . . . . . . .. 4 45

Harry Michener. Lozier . . . . . .. 6 50

La Roche or Staines, Pullman.. 4 4O
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EARLY GLIMPSE 0! NEW MfllllilS

Motor Cars a Feature in the Carriage Deal

ers’ Show—Commercial Vehicles and

High Wheel Buggies in Evidence.

With what serious regard the carriage

dealer has come to look upon the automo

bile industry is revealed unmistakably at

the Fifteenth Annual Exposition of the Na

tional Carriage Dealers’ Protective Asso

ciation which opened its doors to the trade

at the Grand Central Palace, New York

City, on Monday of this week, 5th inst. Fol

lowing a significant representation during

the corresponding season of last year, a

score or more of automobile makers and

members of the allied accessory trades have

staged their exhibits alongside of those of

the old line carriage and wagon builders

and are attracting more than their share of

attention, numerically speaking.

Incidentally the show afiords a semi—

private view of a number of ofierings which

are destined not to be publicly unveiled un

til the forthcoming season of automobile

shows. In the fourteen difierent makes of

automobile which are staged are no less

than eight which never have been shown in

New York. the majority of them being new

models and branded as of the vintage of

1909.

Over in a corner, quite apart from other

vehicles, is the .stand of the Ford Motor

Co., where are shown in addition to the

Models “S” and the “six-forty” the new

Model "T," here revealed for the first time.

Without going into the details of this ma

chine, suffice it to say that it appears to

be a remarkable achievement. In small

details as the mounting of the hood, the

ignition wiring. finish and equipment, it

shows no sign of hasty production, but rather

evidences a number of structural refinements

which, considering the price at which it is

offered, are nothing short of surprising.

Another exhibit which is well worthy of

close attention is that of Thomas B. Jef

fery & Co., where are four different styles

of car in the various models. As a machine

which has been exploited over an extraor~

dinarily wide field among practical users,

the Rambler has a well~earned place among

the exhibits of the vehicle trade. Nearby

is the display of R00 cars. staged by R. M.

Quinn & Co. As representing the heavier

and more luxurious type. are to be found

the Glide in the full panoply of a seven

passenger touring car, and the Pennsyl

vania—the latter in the form of a Model

"C" chassis, much the same as that shown

last fall, but mounting one or two minor al

terations, notably in the reinforcement of

the rear axle mounting at one point or an

other—the changes being those which will

characterize the 1909 version. Announce

ment also is being made here of a new

Type “D” car, also known as the “25.” and

which though not yet ready for the mar

ket, is long past the early stages of pro

duction and will be publicly announced

shortly.

An exhibit which is entirely new, in so

far as the cars staged are concerned, is

that of the Nordyke and Marmon Co., both

of the new “Thirty-two” and “Fifty” mod

els being on view in touring mounting. The

smaller of these machines has the new type

of motor which was recently described in

these columns. a unit type, axle-mounted

change gear system, expanding ring clutch,

double expanding brakes, and a low, rakish

outline which is pleasing in the extreme.

The larger machine has the three-point sus

pended. snbframe construction which has

been a Marmon feature for so long. multiple

disc clutch, selective change gear and a

form of rear axle mounting which is as

unique as it is ingenious.

Of a totally different nature is the ex

hibit of the Autocar Co., where are shown

for the first time two variations of a brand

new type of commercial vehicle which is of

entirely original design. The features most

noteworthy are the unit power plant mount

ing, in which are combined a compact 19

horsepower double-opposed motor, three

plate clutch and sliding gearset. together

with a double reduction, bevel and spur

gear rear axle group, which besides afford

ing an easy step—down for the high-speed

motor, affords also a practically straight

line drive under load. All the elements of

the machine are so disposed as to render

access to the parts a matter of small effort

and delay, while in the use of magneto ig

nition, heavy band brake on the interme

diate shaft of the axle group, solid con

struction and generally lavish use of ma

terial. the closest attention to the rigorous

demands of commercial service is evidenced.

This machine is to be furnished in two

lengths of wheel base and in various styles

of body, under the general rating of 2,000

pounds capacity. In addition to the wagon

bodies, however, it appears in a particularly

attractive setting on a cab exhibit. where

with only 85 inches of wheel base. and a ve

hicle without overhang, are disposed com

fortable quarters for four inside passengers

together with ample room for a fifth be

side the driver.

More or less in a class by itself because

of its unique structural details, is the exhibit

of the Brush Runabout Co. Here both the

runabout and light delivery wagon are

shown in all their originality of wood

frames and axles, helical suspensions and

left side control.

As being logically allied to the horse

drawn vehicles, it would naturally be ex

pected that the motor buggy representation

would be a strong one. as indeed is the case.

One of the most solidly built members of

this group is the Reliable Dayton, which is

shown in both the runabout form and the

new commercial wagon, which has already

been described in these columns. Aside

from the very evident staunchness of con

struction peculiar to this type, the commer

cial vehicle embodies a number of notable

details, such as the use of pressed steel

frame, 20 horsepower motor, sliding gear

transmission, double chain drive, and well

thought out disposition of weight with re

gard to traction resistances. A pleasing

little arrangement in the matter of conve

nience to the user, is the mounting of the

combined coil and battery box on the dash

board. The runabout model has undergone

some slight modification since last shown,

as in a half-inch increase in tire sizes, and

the use of a new form of radius rod with

double expanding brakes.

In the Paterson, the W. A. Paterson Co.

are showing an entirely new production for

the first time in the shape of a long, rangy

runabout with the general appearance of the

typical motor car. combined with the light

lines known only to the carriage maker of

long standing. It has 36-inch wheels. chain

drive, planetary transmission. and a 14

horsepower, opposed, ball bearing motor

placed transversely under a conventional

bonnet in front.

Another newcomer in New York, is the

Chase Motor Truck Co.‘s "business run

about.” This vehicle is equipped with a 3

cylinder vertical, air-cooled. two-cycle mo

tor, located under a hood in front, planetary

change gear and chain drive. It is mounted

on 40-inch wheels, has 90-inch wheel base,

and a plain open body of the Democrat

type.

The offering of the Anderson Carriage

Mfg. Co. is presented in two styles, both

of the buggy type, with double-opposed,

air-cooled motor disposed beneath the seat,

and rated at 12 horsepower. planetary

transmission and side chain drive. One has

36-inch wheels and l%-inch tires, while the

other is a neatly done up approach to what

in carriage parlance would be called the

phaeton type. An important detail of this

vehicle is the construction of the running

gear which is framed up in a particularly

substantial manner.

In the Schacht a number of minor alter

ations have been made since last show time,

as in the case of the wheels, which are now

38 inches in diameter, instead of 31 and 40.

front and rear; the wheel base. which has

been increased by 8 inches; and the motor

power, which has been raised from 12 to

16 horsepower. In other respects it is prac- ,

tically unchanged, and presents the novel

arrangement of the friction transmission

with floating disc surrounding the differen

tial drum. which has characterized it from

the first.

The Holsman display is noteworthy in

that that pioneer maker of his class is

showing for the first time an entirely new

model known as the “gentleman’s automo

bile." and embodying a number of original

details of a radical nature. This vehicle.

which is of the coupe type, has a central

control pillar so contrived that the vehicle

may be operated from either side of the

seat. . The most unusual feature is the mo
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tor construction in which a four‘cylintler,

four-cycle opposed mechanism of block con

struction. and given a rated output of 26

horsepower, is suspended on the counter

shaft. which, with the general plan of trans

mission, is a Holsman feature. In place of

the usual crank and connecting rod con

struction. what may be briefly described as

a version of the principle of the Scotch yoke

is employed, and the pistons of opposite

cylinders are tied together by means of a

webbed connecting member carrying an

annular ball bearing in which the eccentric

member rotates. No gears of any sort are

employed, the inlet valves being automatic

in action, and the exhausts being actuated

direct from the motor shaft without inter

mediate mechanism. Lubrication is efiected

through the medium of the gasolene feed,

as in two-cycle practice. Another novel

feature of the machine is the transmission

system in which the cable drive which is

employed on the other models is replaced

by a steel chain of trapezoidal section which

is employed frictionally over sheaves for

the high gear. but on low and hill-climbing

drive. is dropped into a sprocket by the

spreading of the flanges on the driving

sheave.

Among the parts and accessory makers

are several names which are familiar to the

automobile trade, though for the most part

gaining representation here by reason of

their alliance with the carriage industry

through one or more of its many subsidiary

channels. This is true of the exhibits of

the Hartford. Goodyear and Diamond tire

companies, the Sprague Umbrella Co., the

Timken Roller Bearing Axle Co., and

others. The list of automobile exhibitors

and of accessory makers falling under this

classification follows:

Anderson Carriage Mfg. Co., Anderson,

Ind.; the Autocar Co., Ardmore, Pa.; the

Bartholomew Co., Peoria. Ill; Brush Run

about Co., Detroit, Mich; Chase Motor

Truck Co., Syracuse, N. Y.; Ford Motor

Co., Detroit, Mich.; James L. Gibney &

Brother, Philadelphia, Pa.; High Wheel

Auto Parts Co.. Muncie, Ind; Holsman

Auto Co., Chicago, 111.; Thomas B. Jeffery

& Co., Kenosha, Wis; W. H. Kiblinger 8:

Co., Auburn, Ind.; Keystone Lubricating

Co., Philadelphia, Pa; Lewis Spring and

Axle Co., Jackson. Mich; W. P. Mallon.

New York N. Y.; Nordyke & Marmon Co.,

Indianapolis, Ind; R. M. Owen & Co., Ian

sing, Mich; W. Paterson Co., Flint,

Mich.; Pennsylvania Auto Motor Co., Bryn

Mawr, Pa.; Reliable Dayton Motor Car

Co., Chicago, Ill.; Schacht Mfg. Co., Cincin

nati, O.; Sprague Umbrella Co., Norwalk,

0.; Swinehart Clincher Tire and Rubber

Co., Akron, 0.; Consolidated Rubber Tire

Co., New York, N. Y.; Diamond Rubber

Co., Akron, 0.; Goodyear Tire and Rubber

Co., Akron. 0.; Hartford Rubber Works

Co.. Hartford, Conn; Rose Mfg. Co.,; Tim

ken Roller Bearing Axle Co., New York, N.

Y.; and Vehicle Apron and Hood Co., Co

lumbus, O.

A. I.. A. M. STANDARD SPARK PLUG

Complete Specifications as Adopted by the

Mechanical Branch—Special Details

That are Left Optional.

 

After the lapse of a considerable period

the Mechanical Branch of the Association

of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers has

published the complete specifications of the

A. L. A. M. Standard Spark Plug. As ex

announcements. the

standard adopted calls for a 7/8~inch, 18

pitch plug in which a straight thread is

plained in the first

used in place of the tapered pipe fitting at

present in common use. The full working

i
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upon. At the same time the adoption of the

standard thread, which has become pretty

general already carries no small benefit to

the trade.

“Blue Blaze” a “Plug Within a Plug."

Giving a thing “blue blazes," is an ex

pression not always fraught with the most

complimentary of meanings. The phrase

may be accepted in a new sense in the case

of the automobile motor, however, in in

stances where the blaze is of the sort fur

nished by the Blue Blaze spark plug. This

device is the most recent product of the

Cleveland Spark Plug Co.. Cleveland, 0.,

and is being introduced as a “plug within a

plug.’ In other words, it possesses the ad

vantage of having an enclosing shell which
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details necessary to the construction of the

plug are given in the accompanying draft,

as printed in an official bulletin under date

of October lst.

In addition to the dimensions shown on

the drawing the following specifications

also are presented: The stock is to be 1%

inch, round; the head form milled hex. with

a short diameter of 7/§-inch. The flange is to

be circular, 1%;-inch in diameter by %-inch

in thickness, the face to have an annular

seat x/§-inch wide, and suitable for a Mc

Kim type copper-asbestos gasket. The

blank for the thread must be 7% inch in

diameter and not less than % inch long.

The recess adjacent to the flange must be

not over %; inch in width and of a depth

not greater than that of the thread. The

United States standard form of thread is

employed, '1}§-l8 in size and straight, cut

perfect into the recess. The nut head for

the packing gland is to be hexagonal in

form with a short diameter of %, inch.

As the specifications for the standard ex

tend only to the dimensions of the plug and

packing gland, it is obvious that the type

of insulation to be employed as well as its

form and that of the sparking terminals is

left open. Thus no restriction on the maker

or user is involved in the adoption of the

standard, and the vested rights of the ac

cessory maker are in no wise encroached

serves to protect the insulation and guard

against the frequently serious troubles due

to soot, oil and carbon. Like the "Cleve

land" lug which springs from the same

source, it is produced with scrupulous care

and finished to micrometer gauge.

  

Tires that Make Their Mark.

If in the soft ooze or clay of a slippery

road the motorist sees before him a ribbon

of letters impressed into the road surface,

reading “NON-S ID. FIRESTONE NON

SKID. FIRES TON”——etc.. he may safely

take it thrt the car ahead is equipped with

the new 'roduct of the Firestone Tire &

Rubber Co., of Akron, 0., a feature of which

is that the words “Firestone Non-Skid” are

in raised letters around the big circumfer

ence of the letters themselves provide the

non—skidding element, and are said to be

highly efficacious.

 

A New Type of Solid Tire.

By vulcanizing a hard rubber base to a

soft rubber body and tread, the Goodyear

Tire and Rubber Co., of Akron, 0., has de

veloped a new type of solid tire for which

great durability is claimed. P. W. Litch

field, superintendent of the factory, is cred

ited with the invention of the process which

makes possible the vulcanizing of hard and

soft rubber together.
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SIIPIJCI'I'Y Ill NEW Hill) IODlil.

Unique Detail in Arrangement of the Power

Plant—Novel Features in Suspension

and Control Systems.

Although it was practically ready for pro

duction last January, so involved and pains

taking has been the preparatory work inci

dent to the marketing of a huge output that

the long-promised Model “T” Ford car, was

oiling every part of the car the

wheels.

Suspension: By two inverted transverse

springs; three point mounting employed in

power plant, front axle, rear axle and gas

olene tank.

The vehicle complete, carrying five pas

sengers, running on lOO-inch wheel base and

weighing 1,200 pounds, is made to sell at

the modest figure of $850.

Absolutely unique in detail is the arrange—

ment of the power plant, which in one com~

except

 

  

 

 

FORD IODBL

withheld until the first of this month be

fore actually being launched. As announced

three years ago, coincident with the intro

duction of the renowned Model “N,” this

machine is a light touring car modeled along

the lines of safe and economical production

which have earned for the Ford Motor Co.

its eminent position in the field. Like the

"N" car and its succeeding variations, this

latest product of the big Detroit plant, is

designed with a view to combining with ex

treme mechanical simplicity the most mod

ern of structural advantages. In truth, the

present result would-appear to be quite as

much a credit to the genius of Henry Ford

as was the former achievement, though per

haps less spectacular,from the point of view

of the market.

The story of the car briefly told is as fol

lows:

Engine: 4 cylinders, 20 horsepower; cylin

ders cast in block, integral with water jack

ets and upper half of crank case, the water

jacketed cylinder head being a separate cast

ing easily removable, permitting access to

all working parts. Magneto generator, low

tension, of original design, integral with the

engine and driven direct by the crank shaft.

Transmission: Planetary gear, spur type,

with large gears mounted on and forming

part of weight of the fly wheel, which is

back of the engine; unit mounting for gears

and engine being an important feature; pro

peller shaft and live rear axle.

Lubrication: By a special splash system,

the fly wheel being the distributing agent.

'1‘ TOURING CAR

tion of the crank case is cast integral. A

second unit casting is the water jacketed

head piece, the removal of which permits

access to the piston heads and all valves

and pockets. A third member forms the

base chamber and extends rearwardly to

the lower section of the fly wheel and

change gear housing, also supporting the

gears themselves.

The fly wheel, which is placed behind the

motor, fulfills the unusual additional func

tions of carrier for the gearset and rotor

for the magneto. The entire revolving

group of these two systems adding to the

weight of the fly wheel, reduces the other

wise necessary bulk of that member, and

adds to the simplicity of the design very

notably. The magneto, which is of Ford

design. is of the low tension type, without

rotating conductors and very, compactly

built. The rotor is a part of the fly wheel;

the stator with its coils, is a fixed spider

carried by the fly wheel casing. There is

practically nothing to become disordered

owing to the protected location of the de

vice, and its certainty of action is increased

by the elimination of all supplementary driv

ing chains or gears.

Due to the agitation of the fly wheel in

its casing, the lubricant which is carried

in a liberal bath extending throughout the

power plant, is thrown up against the sides

of its container and drained into feed ducts

suitably arranged to feed all bearing sur
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FORD MODEL '1‘ TAXIIITBR CAB

pact unit combines not alone the motor

and transmission change gear, but such aux

iliaries of the ignition and lubricating sys

tems as commonly are mounted independ

ently on the motor. The cylinder dimen

sions are 3% by 4 inches, bore and stroke,

and, as just indicated, the entire aggrega

tion of the 4 cylinders and the upper sec

faces not directly affected by the splash of

the wheel or the cranks themselves. An in

genious arrangement of partitions provides

for the retention of a constant oil level in

the system.

The change speed gearing is of the famil

iar planetary type, the spur principle being

adhered to, however, to the elimination of
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all internal gears. The high speed clutch

is of the multiple disc type, and the low

speed and reverse bands are of steel—fiber

lined—and designed for smoothness of ap

plication with elimination of the tendency

to drag when out of use.

Aside from the novelty of the double

spring suspension. a noteworthy point in

the mounting of the chassis is the arrange

ment for carrying the load, particularly in

the case of the rear axle. For this the

spring shackles, instead of being carried by

the axle tubes in the manner common where

elliptical springs are used, are mounted by

means attached to the hub flanges. Thus,

practically speaking, the only load which

must be carried by the axle proper is the

 

  

CONTROL OF FORD MODEL T

dead weight of the differential group and

0f the rear end of the propeller shaft. Fur

ther than this, the central and upper por

tions of the springs instead of being perched

on the frame in the usual manner, are fitted

into the section of the inverted U-sectioned

cross members of the frame, while the lat

ter are bent upward slightly to conform to

the natural shape of the springs. By this

means the loosening of the springs at their

upper point of fixture is made practically

impossible, while the frame itself furnishes

a reinforcement which serves a very useful

purpose in holding the alignment of the

leaves.

The braking equipment comprises the

service band on the transmission, which is

under foot control, and the emergency pair

which expand in the rear wheel hubs and are

actuated by the side lever. The wheels are

shod with 30 by 3%-inch tires in the rear,

and 30 by 4-inch in front. The wheel base is

an even 100 inches. The gasolene supply

is carried in a cylindrical tank mounted di

rectly on the frame and under the front

seat, an unusual feature being the use of

three-point suspension in connection with

this mounting.

The mehod of control is novel in that the

left side has been chosen for the drive "s

position as being the more logical for Amer

ican use. The forward speed movements are

handled entirely by means of the pedals,

while the emergency brake and TCVCI'SL'

gears are manipulated by side levers. The

motor controlling levers are carried just

beneath the steering wheel and are accessi

ble without removing the hands from the

wheel.

The standard type of touring body, ac

commodating five passengers embodies the

usual lamp, horn and tool equipment as

shown on the previous page. Variations in

body mounting to follow as soon as pro

duction facilities are complete, comprise

four other vehicles as well. They are the

and tourabout models have in the past been

$5,000, are to be reduced to $4,350.

Paris Promises Motor Push Carts.

Motor push carts may seen be seen on

the streets of Paris if the schemes of one

Lionel Gervais are brought to fruition. Ger

vais has invented a system of motor propul

sion for two-wheeled vehicles consisting of

a small motor mounted at one end of the

"chassis" and driving a countershaft placed

at the other by means of the historic flat

belt. From the ends of the countershaft,

side chains lead to the wheels. By means

of a lever mounted on one of the two han

  

 

  

FORD MODEL '1‘ TOWN CAR

coupe, landaulette, town car, and runabout

and roadster. Deliveries on the first three

in order are announced to begin on the

first of next month.

Matheson Makes Big Price Reduction.

Not only is the 1909 line of the Mathe

son Motor Car Co., of Wilkes-Barre, Pa., to

be distinguished by a new car to sell at

about $3,000, but three of the five models

of the past season are to be reduced $1,000

in price, while the other two will have a

$650 reduction. This is made possible, ac

cording to a statement by the Matheson Au

tomobile Co., the newly organized selling

outlet for the Matheson factory's product,

by the new policy which both the manufac

turing company and the sales organization

have launched upon, following the recent

expansion of the factory's financial re

sources, and which contemplates the dou

bling of the output and handling of its sale

on a smaller margin than heretofore. With

the exception of the new car, which will oe

shaft driven, all of the Matheson models

will be like their 50 horsepower chain driven

predecessors. The touring car, which up to

this time has sold for $5,500, will be listed

at $4,500, while the limousine and landau

let models, which have heretofore been held

at $6,500, will list at $5,500. The roadster

dles by which the vehicle is balanced and

steered, it is possible to shift the belt to

and from a loose pulley to start or stop the

vehicle. The system is designed for appli

cation primarily to replace animal traction

in vehicles of this type.

 

When Valve Springs Become Weak.

Although there is small liability of a well

made spring losing its temper or becoming

permanently set" through continuous use,

still it occasionally happens that one or

more of the valve retaining springs on a

motor become weakened as a result of long

continued use and so produce irregular run

ning. In the case of a very old motor

which has lost considerable power, a new

set of springs sometimes will prove a won

derful help in restoring it to standard.

Motor Van for Race Horses.

Among the odd uses to which the commer

cial motor vehicle is being put abroad, may

be mentioned a horse-van which is in use

near Paris for the conveyance of racing

studs. This machine, which may be de

scribed as a cross between a horse ambu<

lance and a touring car, is of rather elabor

ate construction and provides safe and com

fortable quarters for the animal passengers,

as well as rapid transit.
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FEATURES 0E HAYNES 1909 MODEI.

Changes Include Increased Wheel Base and

Larger Wheels—Noteworthy Character

istics that Have Been Retained.

As was announced some little time ago

the Haynes Automobile C0.. Kokomo, Ind..

is preparing to make but one model during

the forthcoming year, that to be known as

Model “X.”

it to be a successor to the current Model

Final details of this car reveal

“\1V."in so far as the retention of its more

Conspicuous and original details are con

jackets integrat—both inlet and exhaust

pockets being surrounded with a good body

of water. The bore and stroke are, respect

ively, 4% and 5 inches. a combination which

yields an A. L. A. M. formula rating of

36.] horsepower. The valves are disposed

on opposite sides of the cylinders and are

actuated directly from below. Each piston

is fitted with three COmposite rings, each

consisting of a broad basic ring. outside of

which are two narrow thin rings broken

at opposite sides and set quartering the

break in the large ring. The latter fur

nishes the pressure to expand the others

while they are sufficiently flexible to con

form to the contour of the cylinder under

RAYNRS MOTOR

ing the motor by means of four integrally

cast arms. A unique feature of the latter

is that the two forward members are em

ployed as housing and retaining reservoir

respectively for the lubricator and oil sup

ply. The right hand member, as shown by

the accompanying illustrations, is cast in

box shape and in it is carried the McCord

oiler, which is gear driven from the crank

case. The corresponding compartment

on the opposite side is used for an oil rc

taincr. and is connected with the lubricator

by means of a cored passage leading to the

pump. Five leads carry the oil to the re

spective cylinders and to the crank case,

which is divided into four independent pits,

  

cerned, but differing from it in a number

of important characteristics. ,

Considered merely as a successor to

Model “W,” it has these modifications:

\Nheel base increased from 106 to 112

inches; wheels increased in diameter from

34 to 36 inches; roller bearings employed

in mounting the crank shaft increased from

2 to 4; the steering column enclosed in a

brass housing instead of a plain one, and

the hand wheel increased in diameter from

16 to 18 inches; spring clearance raised

from 4 to 7 inches; and as additional equip

ment the use of a gas tank, speedometer.

trunk rack, tire irons. and the Bosch mag

neto.

Considered in the more satisfactory and

fairer light of a new machine, it has a num

ber of prominent features which are worthy

of special mention. Among these and in

connection with the motor the use of the

double fly wheel should be indicated. The

fact that this detail is held over from the

previous model should be regarded as signi

ficant of its steadying effect upon the car as

a whole and its influence in prolonging the

life of the motor in particular. Outside of

this peculiarity, however, the motor has a

number of features which recommend it to

consideration.

The cylinders are cast in pairs with water

all circumstances. The connecting rods are

of I-beam section the wrist pin hearing be

ing fitted with an adjustable bushing. The

crank shaft is mounted on roller bearings

and is machined from forged nickel steel

stock, ground and polished.

  

 

 

HAYNES TORQUE ROLLER

The crank case is built up in the form of

a three-part aluminum casting, the upper

section carrying the cylinders and support

to guard against the banking of the oil

when the car is running over inclined roads.

The half-time gears and the gear drives for

the auxiliaries—oiler, water pump and

magneto—are packed with grease in a sep

arate compartment.

A complete and independent dual igni

tion system is employed. Two sets of spark

plugs, carried over the inlet valves, are

used, one set being fed with current from

a high tension magneto, while the other is

supplied from the ordinary battery and dash

board coil arrangement, the timer for which

is mounted at the top of a vertical shaft set

midway between the two cylinder groups.

Several points of novelty are embodied

in the arrangement! and construction of the

transmission system. The clutch is of the

contracting band type, and is so contrived

as to form what is practically a universal

joint between the crank shaft and the line

shaft ofthe transmission. The clutch drum,

which is of bronze. is supported in the fly

wheel by means of a four-arm cross. each

of the cross ends being forked to engage

lugs upon the fly wheel. Coiled springs are

interposed between the lugs and the forks

to cushion the driving action and thus re

lieve the gears from many of the sudden

strains which they must otherwise receive.

A heavy arm keyed to the clutch shaft sup
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ports the band, and the subjoined mechan

ism of engagement is so contrived that when

disengaged, it is impossible for the band

to drag.

Three forward speeds with direct high

tension are afforded by the gearset, which

is of the sliding gear. selective type. An

original feature which has been employed

in these cars for several years is the ratchet

drive of the master gear on the counter

shaft, whereby the latter is permitted to

overrun the main shaft when changing from

higher to lower gears, thus doing away with

the danger of stripping the teeth. Both

main and counter shafts are mounted on

specially designed roller bearings, and are

provided with stuffing boxes to prevent

the lubricant from exuding from the case.

The final transmission from the driving

shaft to the rear axle is through the “roller

supported at two points, so that there is no

possible danger of dragging so long as the

adjustment is correct. The emergency set

employs a working face of 1% inch width,

while the service brakes are l%-inch face

width. The drums upon which they are

mounted are 14 inches in diameter.

Four types of body are mounted on the

standard chassis, namely the touring equip~

ment, which is here shown; the runabout.

which is of conventional mold, but has its

seat about 6 inches further back than that

of the touring car, together with an optional

rumble equipment seating one or two pas

sengers according to the fancy of the own

er; the “Hiker,” which differs from the run

about mainly in having no rumble accom

modations, and being arranged more on

racing lines; and the toy tonneau. In this

the front seat is placed in much the same

 

 

 
 

  

 

 

HAYNES IODBL X

pinion” drive, which also is a distinctive

Haynes feature, and which corresponds to

the “pin and lantern" gear, familiar in old

time mill practice, except that the engaging

members of the driving gear consist of

rollers which secure a true rolling contact

at the driving point. Another original feat

ure of the rear axle group is the torsion re

sisting member which replaces the torque

rod of common practice. As shown in the

smaller illustration on the previous page,

this consists of a short arm-like extension

from the upper part of the differential hous

ing, which carries a stout roller. The latter

is engaged by the two faces of a vertical

fork extending downward from a pair of

cross-frame supports and braced in such a

way as to resist any tendency on the part

of the axle housing to turn. The provision

of the roller, of course, permits the frame

to move up and down on the springs with

out in the least affecting the position of the

axle.

In the braking system, provision is made

for the employment of water-cooling under

stress by hard running, by the construction

of the drums in closed form, and the appli

cation of the brakes upon the outside. The

emergency and running or service brakes,

are both of the contracting type. The shoes

are of the two-part type, each part being

position as in the runabout, but the rear

seat is brought forward from the position

given it in the ordinary touring car and also

is narrower and accommodates but two pas

sengers. The body is thus a sort of com

bination between the touring and runabout

types, and satisfies the requirements of the

light and handy tourist vehicle.

Panhard Plans Two New Models.

In connection with the announcements of

the foreign makers each year, great in

terest always is evinced in the Panhard

models, particularly within the past two or

three years when that historic mark has

been graced with more novelty than ever

before since its introduction. This season,

it appears, is to be no exception to the rule,

for the plans for the 1909 product which

has just begun to be discussed includes not

simply two new models of types rather out

of the ordinary line—at least considering

their origin, but also the use of a new sys

tem of transmission change gear which is

planetary in principle.

Of the two new models, one, it is said, is

to be a taximeter cab chassis, designed for

the special purpose of competing with the

Renault cabs, which are so widely used. The

other is to be a six-cylinder light car of

about 20 horsepower. The new change

speed gear is the invention of Henroid,

whose designs have always been inclined to

ward the radical, and is designed to be car

ried by and practically enclosed in the fly

wheel of the motor. Although it is famil

iar in type, it is said to be a new develop

ment of the planetary idea. It has been

under experimental investigation at the fac

tory for several months, and is mentioned

as a probable feature of the 1909 line.

Why the Wire Rope Requires Watching.

Happily the use of wire r0pe as a means

of connecting the emergency brakes with

the actuating lever is passing out of pop

ular use. At the same time on old cars or

the newer machines which are still in use

in which this construction is employed the

dangers attendant upon its use are still en

countered. In addition to the need of keep

'ing the cable well lubricated in order to as

sist it in equalizing the strains on the brake

bands, it is important that its condition be

watched with extreme care, as the breaking

of even a single strand of the wire may

involve the clogging of the rope when in ac

tion, and invariably fo'restalls an ultimate

breakdown. After the first strand breaks,

the complete rupture follows with surpris

ing suddcnness. A disadvantage of the sys

tem which makes it all the more imperative

that it be watched with great care is that

the breakage of the cable disables not one,

but both brakes.

About the Form of the Tank.

Although the careful driver may never

reach a point where the last pint or so of

gasolene in the tank is necessary to the run

ning of the machine, still that is a contin~

gency which arises with sufficient frequency

for it to be worthy of consideration of the

designer. For this, the special emergency

compartment tanks serve a useful purpose.

Considering the fact that at any time the

car is liable to be driven over a sharp in

cline at the side of the road and tipped sufli

ciently to throw the wash away from the

outlet it is surprising that so many makers

still continue to equip their cars with plain

open tanks having perfectly flat bottoms. The

simplest method of avoiding difficulty from

this source, namely, the use of tanks with

inclined bottoms, is even less common than

the use of the two-compartment tank.

Keeping the Spring Yokes Secure.

Whenever the car is being given a thor

ough overhauling the spring yokes should be

gone over carefully and the nuts drawn up

evenly and as tight as is possible without

stripping the threads. Even in the case of

springs which have been in use for a long

time and have been drawn up in this way

repeatedly a certain amount of settling takes

place so that it is possible to move the nuts

a fraction of a turn. Unless the springs

are firmly held there is danger that the

leaves will work out of place and be sub

jected to unequal strains through this dis

placement.
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AXWELI. MOM-II. IN REDUCED SIZE

“Junior Standard American Runabout" Re

tains Characteristics of Its Big Sisters

—M0dest Price a Feature.

In introducing a new model similar in

construction to one which has been ex

ploited successfully in the past. but of larger

size, the maker is put to the trouble not

merely of developing a new quarter of the

field, but also of proving satisfactorily that

The re

verse process, however, is attended with no

his design will stand enlargement.

such embarrassing features and the dimin

utive successor to a known proposition is al

one-piece aluminum casting. The cylinders,

piston packing rings and time case cover

are of cast iron—the latter being so con

structed as to permit of removal without

disturbing the adjustment of the timing.

By means of a “hot-air” ring surrounding

one of the Cylinders the air supply for the

carburetter is thorougst warmed before

entering the mixing chamber. The carbur

etter itself is of standard Maxwell design

and offers the desirable feature of automatic

compensation of the charge. Lubrication

is by positive feed from a compression oiler

mounted on the dash. and each cylinder re

ceives an independent supply. Jump spark

ignition is used, with the ordinary double

coil and battery arrangements.

The transmission comprises the multiple

 

  

 

 

MAXWELL JUNIOR STANDARD AIBRXCAN RUNABOUT

most certain of its reception by the public.

On this safe principle the Maxwell-Briscoc

Motor Co., Tarrytown, N. Y., makes an

nouncement of a new achievement in the

“Maxwell Junior Standard American Run

about.’ Apart from its other characteris

tics the feature most calculated to draw at

tention to this little machine is its price,

which is $500, fully equipped and ready to

run. And, indeed, its specifications would

appear to place it among the “sensations of

the season.”

That it follows in every essential detail

the well known characteristics of Maxwell

construction is another point in its favor.

It is thus quite on a par structurally with

other members of the same lineage in that

it has three-point suspension, unit mount

ing for the entire power plant, thermo-sy

phon circulation for the cooling system,

multiple disc clutch-and metal bodies.

In respect to its specifications the chief

interest depends upon their dimensional

value rather than the. introduction of new or

unexpected qualities. Thus the motor is of

the horizontal-opposed pattern, its twin cyl

inders measuring 4 inches bore and stroke,

and the rated output is 10 horsepower. The

crank case and change gear housing is a

disc clutch enclosed and running in oil,

planetary change gear affording low and re~

verse speeds in addition to the direct high,

and propeller shaft equipped with two uni

versal joints and leading to the live rear

axle. The change gear and clutch are

mounted in the main housing of the power

plant, and while rigidly cbnnected with the

engine, receive the full benefit of its three

point support. The universal joints of the

shaft are lubricated by a special provision

which reduces the attention required from

the operator to a minimum.

Control is effected by means of the steer

ing wheel, spark lever directly beneath it,

foot actuated throttle and lever and pedal

arrangements for the clutch. gears and

brakes. The latter are double acting in

principle and apply to the rear hubs.

The frame is of hot riveted pressed steel;

the springs are full elliptical. both front

and rear; the wheels are 28 inches diameter,

shod with 3-inch clincher tires; the wheel

base is 82 inches. The weight is listed at

about 1,100 pounds. Tankage is provided

sufficient for 100 miles of average running,

the gasolene, oil and water capacities being

respectively, 10 gallons, 1 quart and 2% gal

Ions.

The body which is of the pure runabout

type with flat deck back of the seat, is made

of metal with stamped moldings, divided

seat and is sold equipped with ornamental

deck rail in the rear. The equipment. which

is included in the price. comprises dash

and tail lamps, horn, tool and tire kits, and

irons for a top may be had as an extra.

Five other models compose the remain

der of the line. The Model “LD” is a light

runabout of much the same proportions as

the “Junior” model. It is more powerful,

a little larger, more fully equipped, and

therefore more luxurious. It is driven by a

12 horsepower motor, has 84inch wheel

base and 30-inch wheels. 3%-inch tires. and

comes with this equipment: top, gas head

lights and generator, oil side and tail lamps,

the usual utensils and a magneto. As an

option, it may be had with a special body of

the rumble seat order. but minus the top.

Model “DA” is the four-cylinder, 24-30

horsepower machine which is already so

well known in the markets. It is a light

touring car, having 32 by 4—inch tires, 104

inch wheel base. and selling with an equip

ment into which the magcto is counted. Sim<

ilar to it in general respects is Model “KA.”

which has a folding rear seat of the rumble

order, and hence fulfills the requirements

of a runabout.

A 20 horsepower motor of the double 0p

posed pattern is employed in models

“HD” and “Dr.” The former of these is a

light touring car running on 96-inch wheel

base, and selling with a cape top in addi

tion to its other equipment. The "Dr."

model is designed and built with the evi

dent intention of fulfilling the n‘eeds of the

professional man who must be out in all

weather, and so is provided with a top,

and having ample power and wheel base, is

well suited to the requirements of all

weather service.

How to “Convert” a Plain Nut.

It frequently happens that certain parts

of the machine which have to be adjusted

often are provided by the maker with plain

nuts when wing nuts would serve to better

advantage. In such cases the driver can

readily “convert” a plain square or

hexagonal nut by making a saw cut

across it and soldering in place a

couple of thin steel blades of ap

propriate shape. A simpler method is to

drill a small hole through the long diameter

of the nut, entering the drill at one of the

corners. and driving a small pin into either

side.

Mufl'ling the Sound of a Noisy Gearaet.

It is an easy matter to mufl'le the sound

of a noisy gearset by stuffing the case with

thick grease. Its absolute suppression. how

ever, is only to be accomplished by the use

of a new set of gears in place of those which

are worn down sufficiently to give excessive

play. Unlike other elements of the mechan

ism, the gears are not subject to adjustment

for wear.
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T0 GUARD AGAINST GARAGE I-‘III'IS

Comprehensive Ordinance Proposed at Con

vention of Fire Chiefs—Rules for Loca

tion and Regulation.

Declaring gasolene to be “an enemy of

life and property far more terrible than dy

namite, guncotton 0r nitroglycerine," I. A.

Archibald, fire chief of Cincinnati, 0., at

a recent convention of chiefs of fire depart

ments, proposed a complete set of garage

regulations which are of interest as embody

ing the ideas and experience of a veteran

fire-fighter who has made a special study of

garage phenomena and the things that hap

pen as a result of the peculiar qualities of

gasolene vapor. Its greatest danger, he

declared, lies in the fact that the unseen

vapor “hunts its way into every crevice,

driving out the air with its heavier weight

and finally reaching its opposing force with

that death dealing effect only too well

known to the fireman.”

After discussing some of the chemical

and practical aspects of gasolene, Archi

bald ofl'ered his suggestions for rules for

garage conduct and regulations for equip

ment that to his mind are calculated to pro

tect alike the garage, its patrons, its neigh

bors, and the public. His recommendations

take the form of a proposed ordinance,

which in addition to the usual provisions,

contains one or two suggestive and valuable

ideas in this connection:

N0 garage should be carried on, except

in a fireproof building. not more than three

stories high. No garage should be main

tained within the came square with hotels.

theatres. school houses, hospitals, or other

buildin s designed for public purposes, nor

in any uilding, of which any part is used as

a dwelling. Heating should be done by

steam or hot water; the boiler room to be

fire proof, and all openings between it and

other parts of the garage to be protected

by double “standard” doors; no stoves,

forges, torches, or furnaces, and no open

flame fire. except as provided in the fire

proof boiler room. No lights, except elec

tric, incandescent lights, properly inclosed

in vapor tight globes, protected by approved

wire-guards. should be allowed in any gar

age. All of these volatile substances should

be stored in closed tanks. No storage or

garage building should be placed, installed.

constructed or maintained. until an applica

tion for permission to do so. with plans and

specifications showing a full detail of loca

tion, construction and connections. shall

have been filed with and approved by the

city inspector of buildings.

No storage tanks should be placed, con

structed or maintained under a public side

walk or in a sidewalk area. All storage

tanks should be constructed of steel and

coated on the outside with tar or other rust

resisting material. The material of all tanks

should be at least 3-16 inch thick. No tank

should have a capacity in excess of 250 gal

lons. and all its joints must be tightlv

caulked. All pipes connected with the tank

should be at the top thereof; all tanks should

be so buried that no part of their top shall

be less than 2 feet beneath the surface of

the ground, at the point where the tank is

located; all tanks should be completely

cased, and surrounded with 12 inches of

Portland cement. well tamped in place. All

storage tanks should be provided with a

vent pipe of 1 inch or large wrought iron or

steel pipe, galvanized, with heavy cast iron

fittings and screw-joints made with litharge

and glycerine, and should be connected with

the top of the tank. All tanks should be

provided at the top with a screening of 30

mesh brass wire, with goose-neck attach

ments; all vent-pipes must be carried to the

outer air, well braced in position and ex

tended 2 feet above the roof of all buildings

within a radius of 50 feet. It should be

unlawful to carry more than 500 gallons

of these substances on hand at any one

time, and then only under the conditions

above specified.

All tanks should be provided with a filling

pipe; the filling-pipe should be of 2-inch or

larger steel pipe, galvanized. with heavy

cast iron fittings and screw-joints made with

litharge and glycerine, and no unions or

flange connections should be permitted. The

filling pipe should be provided with two

screens of 30-mesh brass wire, placed, one

at or near the tank-connection and one just

below the filling cock or valve; the filling

pipe should be closed at the intake by a

filling cock or valve, the opening of which

should be closed by a screw-tap, when not

in use; the filling pipe should connect at the

top and extend down to the bottom of the

tank, and should be laid at a uniform grade.

so that it will drain entirely into the tank;

the intake-end of the filling pipe should not

be within any building and should vtermin

ate in a covered box of heavy iron, which

should be the level of the ground and kept

locked when not in use.

Not more than 10 gallons of volatile in

flammable liquid should be kept in vessels

in a garage, and then only in approved safe

ty cans constructed of metal, self-closing and

of a capacity of not more than 5 gallons

each. When not in use, these cans should

be placed and kept in drip-cans, and, in gar

ages maintainin a pump house. should be

placed and kept in that. In lieu of the above

described safety cans. portable filling-tanks

of approved construction, not to exceed 50

gallons in capacity, may be used for trans

porting volatile inflammable liquids to and

from the storage tanks for filling and chargv

ing the vehicles. The said portable tanks

shall be supported on rubber hose attach

ment, not to exceed 8 feet in length,

equipped at the end with shut-off valve with

ground key.

All fire or lights _on such vehicles or under

their boilers should be extinguished upon

the entry of the vehicles into the garage

within 10 feet of the threshold, and should

not be lighted while it is in the garage,

until it is brought within 10 feet of the

threshold of the exit. Movable incandescent

lights in a garage should be protected by

vapor tight globes. inclosed in approved

metal guards, and should be fitted with key

less sockets, and all electric switches and

cut-outs shall be permanently located at

least 4 feet above the floor and in an ap

proved cabinet. Where electric charging

apparatus is installed or placed in a garage,

it must be inclosed in the same manner as

herein specified for the boiler room.

No person should smoke in the garage.

. . . The reason for such restriction is

quite obvious. Therefore, a notice in lar e

letters. to read, “No Smoking," should be

kept displayed in a conspicuous place and

manner on all floors and at the entrance of

all garages.

No volatile inflammable liquid should be

used in a garage for cleaning or for any

other purpose whatsoever other than filling

the tanks of such vehicles. No such liquids

should be allowed to run upon the floor or

to fall or pass into the drainage system of

the garage; nor shall any such liquid be put

into or removed from the tank of the vehi

cle, while any light or fire on the same is

burning. and no such liquid should be car

ried or kept in open vessels in any garage

in any city.

On the floor of every garage there should

constantly be kept and maintained conve

niently receptacles filled with sand, to be

used in absorbing waste oils on the floors.

In addition, sand should be kept on every

floor in boxes or buckets of approved con

struction, provided with hand-scoops, to be

used for fire extinguishing purposes onl -

one such box or bucket for 800 square act

of floor area or fraction thereof. Beds of

sand, or metal drip pans filled with sand,

should be placed under every such vehicle

kept on the floors that are not fireproof.

One 3-gallon carbonic acid gas fire extin

guisher of approved construction should be

provided and conveniently located for each

1.000 square feet of floor space. or fraction

thereof. Self-closing metal cans, set firmly

on 4-inch legs should be kept on the floors

of every garage, into which all inflammable

waste material should be deposited. Cal

cium carbide should be kept in airtight

buckets at least 6 inches above the floor and

in an airtight container provided with a se

curely fastened cover. If there is a boiler

compartment, the container should be lo

cated within it.

Movement for International Registration.

In connection with the international con

ference which is being held in France this

week for the purpose of drawing up regula

tions to facilitate international motor car

travel, the plan of making car registrations

and drivers’ licenses valid in all countries

will be advocated. The Touring Club of

France submitted to the managing officials

the following suggestion for the regulations:

“To accept as valid in France the permits

or licenses or certificates granted by other

countries both for the vehicle and for the

driver. In countries where there are no

such official papers, to accept as valid in

France the certificates given to their mem

bers by the principal motoring clubs or as

sociations. To institute a special registra

tion number, to be known as the Customs

number. and easily identifiable, to be fixed

by the Customs on entry, and restored to

the Customs on leaving.”

Automobiles to Expedite Mail Collection.

Owing to geographical location, Indian

apolis, Ind., has to close its outgoing mails

very early, and heretofore the last collec

tion from the streets boxes in certain parts

of the city has been made about 6 p. m.,

much to the disgust of the people who dic

tate their letters at 5:59 or thereabouts. To

placate the grumblers. the postmaster asked

Washington for permission to use automo

biles for later collections, a request which

resulted in a Department expert coming to

look into the matter. He has agreed with

the postmaster that two or three motor

cars would make it possible to collect until

as late as 8:30 where heretofore it has been

collected at 6 o’clock. and if satisfactory

machines can be bought at a moderate price

the Indianapolis post office will be allowed

to make the purchase.
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DEFECTS IN STEERING SYSTEMS

Sources of Danger to the Gear—Difi'iculties

of Adjustment—Some of the Serious

Causes of Trouble.

It is several years since designers and

students of the problem of automobile con

struction in general came to consider them~

selves thoroughly familiar with the intri

Yet though

they may be fully understood, the fact re~

cacies of the steering question.

mains that the usual type of steering gear

still exhibits numerous faults, some of which

are of so serious a nature as to merit con

Thus, although the

method of connecting the front wheels is

sideration. common

supposed to give absolute rolling motion

when the vehicle is traveling over turns, it

does not always do so in actual practice.

Further, while the method of inclining the

front wheels is such that their points of

contact coincide with the center lines of the

steering pivots, it is a fact that many steer

ing groups constantly tend to spread, that

is to say, the wheels have a tendency to di

verge. This tendency, of course. must be

resisted by the connecting rod, and this or

dinarily frail member is thus in constant

tension or compression according to

whether it lies in front or' or behind the

axle.

In a rather exhaustive treatment of the

subject the London Autocar criticises the

prevalent methods of steering at some

length, incidentally pointing out a number

of minor defects. several of which are capa

ble of being remedied without serious diffi

culty. Indeed, several of the points empha

sized are of such an important nature as to

merit far more serious consideration than

they ever have received.

The intense and rapidly repeated road

shocks furnish the most important source of

danger to the gear as well as the most dif

ficult to guard against. In this connection

the authority cited observes that “as every

road shock tends to deflect the wheels, it is

necessary to provide some mechanism which

will resist such deflection without throw

ing the strain on the arm of the driver, and

this is most easily accomplished by the use

of the customary worm and sector gear.

“This gear is not really irreversible.” con

tinues the author, “though it is usually de

scribed as being so. and, as a matter of fact,

if a really irreversible gear is fitted, the

steering is very uncomfortable.

“It would be perhaps naturally antici

pated that a truly irreversible mechanism

which did not allow any motion to be trans

mitted from road wheels to hand wheel

would absorb all shocks. and therefore be

extremely comfortable, but, as a matter of

fact, though the shocks are absorbed, the

rigidity of the gear renders it impossible

to 'feel’ the road, and after turning a cor—

ner or swinging out to pass another vehi~

cle the return to the straight course cannot

be obtained by the same natural and easy

motion possible with a gear that is not

quite irreversible.

“But the worm and sector, though no

doubt the best mechanism to use, is never

made strong enough for the work it is called

upon to perform. Owing to the vast ma

jority of steering motions only taking place

over a small portion of the total lock, any

gear will wear more rapidly at the center

of its motion than at the extremes, and

therefore it is almost impossible to pro

vide a positive adjustment which will take

up wear at the center without making the

gear stiff on the locks, yet knowing this,

designers still continue to make gears of

the same size and pattern year after year.

“Why should not the worm and sector be

made double or treble the size that they

usually are? There is plenty of room in

most chassis for a very much larger steer

ing box, and even if there were not it

would be well worth while to alter the rest

of the mechanism to permit of one being

fitted.

“Every manufacturer must know that his

cars will be steered improperly in garages

and coach shops, and yet even in the light

of this knowledge he does not design his

gear to stand the ill-treatment it is certain

to receive. Not only are gears never made

strong enough, but they are very seldom

made accurately. If a worm drive for a

back axle was being produced the worms

and worm wheels would be most carefully

cut, ground, and hardened, but the steering

gear which is continually absorbing shocks.

even if it is not in constant motion, very

rarely has correctly shaped teeth. let alone

hardened or accurately fitting ones. The

gear is more or less slack even when new.

A worm gear will bind unless the teeth are

correctly in mesh. and though a gear may

move with perfect ease when there is no

strain on it, as soon as any pressure is ap

plied the gear will stick. Thus a gear which

appears to be perfect when the wheels are

jacked up, may be either always tight, al

ways loose, or tight and lOOsc in alternate

positions when in actual use.

“The worm and nut or screw gear suf

fers from exactly the same defects, and

possesses the additional disadvantage of

requiring another joint to connect the nut

itself with the steering lever.

“ . . . . If the same care was taker.

over the machining and assembling of the

gear as is taken over other parts, loose

ness or stiffness would never occur. Also

it may be added. the worm should be pro

perly supported and provided with adjusta

ble thrust bearings. In quite a number of

gears the only bearings are at the extreme

ends of the steering column, and when this

is the 'case the spring in the tube of which

the column is made will allow the worm to

spring partly out of mesh with the sector.

and when there is no adjustment to the

thrust. as soon as a little wear has taken

place not only will there be lost motion,

but the worm will be able to move up and

down slightly, causing rattling in the box

accompanied by snatching at the wheel.

“Even assuming that the gear itself is in

capable of improvement, there still remain

quite a number of details which are usually

so badly designed as to be absolutely dan

gerous. Firstly, the joint pins of the tie

rod are seldom large enough, also the forks

at the ends of the rod are frequently weak,

and it is only in very rare instances that

any adjustment or proper means of lubri

cation are provided. Even though the ac

tual motion about these pins is small. there

is a continuous strain the whole time the

car is running, which strain varies as the

road shocks vary, and the constant blows

on the pins are equivalent to quite a con

siderable amount of motion. It is hardly

necessary to describe the methods by which

these points can be improved; it is simply

a question of spending a little extra money

in the first instance, but the amount is so

small by comparison with the total cost of

the car and the importance of the parts is

so vital, that the wonder is manufacturers

can afford to neglect them. . . . .

"The advantages of the ball joint in com

parison with the pin universal which was

employed on the old Wolseley cars is that

it is easy to make it so that the wear is

automatically taken up by springs. The

ball should most emphatically always be

fitted on top of the stub axle and at the

side of the steering lever, so that the steer~

ing rod will not easily drop off if the ball

becomes loose in the cups. . .

“All the minor faults of steering mechan<

ism, such as wandering of the road wheels

without movement of the hand wheel, spring

in the connection. backlash, and consequent

snatching at the wheel, are due simply and

solely to the designers not realizing the

immense strains to which every portion of

the gear is subjected. Unfortunately. the

weakness is not confined to the joints alone;

the usual tubular connecting rods are none

ton strong, and breakage of the stub axle

arm sometimes occurs, particularly where

it is made to carry both the connecting rod

and tie rod. Where springs are employed

they are seldom of sulicient strength: tie

rods, connecting rods, levers, and the worm

gear itself, each and all have a heavy load

to carry, and they are rarely strong enough

to carry it without a considerable amount of

springing and bending. rendering the steer

ing uncertain in action and very uncom

fortable when running fast over rough sur

faces. _'

“The trouble does not altogether lie in

the design. for. as has already been men

tioned, bad workmanship is frequently met

with even on quite good cars. A typical

example of careless fitting is the frequency

with which cars will lock over further on

one side than on the other; the stop which

limits the motion may occur at any part

of the gear, but it is usually in the worm

box, and it is only necessary to set the

sector properly to obtain equal lock. Also
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if the steering lever is not vertical and if

the stub axle arm is not at right angles to

the connecting rod when the road wheels

are in their middle or straight position, a

definite motion of the steering wheel will

give a different degree of lock, according

to the direction in which it is made.

“Another frequently observed effect is

what is best described for want of a better

term as flapping of the front wheels. With

almost every car there is a particular speed

at which this action will be most pro

nounced. It is partly caused by

spring in the connections, but is also due

to an entirely different action. As the rear

springs give to a bump, the frame ap

proaches nearer to the axle. and as it re

covers its original position the ball end of

the steering lever will move up and down

in a vertical line. The ball end of the stub

axle arm cannot move similarly, and so it

is forced to move to and fro, and the wheels

must, of course, move likewise, so that

when a continual bouncing is going on the

wheels will flap.

“The shorter the connecting rod the

more pronounced will this action become,

and it need scarcely be added that such flap

ping tends to make the steering erratic.

The fashionable large rake to the steering

column necessitates a short connecting rod,

and thus flapping is usually worse on new

cars than on those of older pattern."

Look at the Gear Lever Before Cranking.

Frequent accidents in which a car runs

away when the starting crank is turned em

phasize the importance of always looking

to see that the gear lever is in neutral po

sition before attempting to start the motor.

While it rarely if ever happens that a car

is left by the driver with the gears engaged.

the levers are sometimes manipulated and

moved by others and are left by them in

such a position that the starting of the mo

tor means the starting of car also, an ex

perience which generally results in the man

at the starting crank being run over or

jammed against the garage wall when he

begins operations. '

 

Loose Cams a Source of Noise.

An obscure and totally unexpected cause

for irregular and noisy running in a motor

which otherwise appears to be in good con

dition, is a loose cam. This difficulty, of

course, only occurs in machines in which

the cams are made independent of the shaft

and pinned in place. Where this is the case

it sometimes happens that a worn key or a

loosened taper pin may occasion considera

ble difficulty of the sort indicated.

Care in Resetting Timing Gear.

When resetting the timing gear of a mo

tor, it is well to make sure that the two-to

one gears are tightly keyed in place on their

respective shafts. Otherwise there is lia

bility of more or less uncertain action, not

to mention the probability of a clatter in the

valve gear.
4‘. .4

ECONOMY ll I010! BUS GAIAGES

Consular Report Describes Model Estab

lishments in England-Suggestions

About Use of Fuel and Oil.

 

Out of the fullness of British experience

in the handling of motor omnibuses, Amer

ican Consul 1. Perry Worden, of Bristol,

has prepared an extensive report dealing

with the costs and administration of such

promising undertakings. While much of the

matter treated is already common knowl

edge in this country those portions which

deal with the housing and care of the vehi

cles are of interest as indicating how the

objects of economy and prompt service may

be served to the best advantage, as much by

the convenient arrangement and equipment

of the garages as by careful use of supplies.

“A careful study of several of the best

motor-bus garages in this part of the coun

try leads to the conviction that if one would

lay out a model garage it might be on a

scale where the vehicles are placed ten

abreast in rows of two, with sufficient yard

space to enable them to turn in and out of

the shed," says Consul Vt'orden. “The ef

fect of this arrangement is to reduce the

movement of the vehicles to a minimum,

since. at the most, but one vehicle has to

be moved to get any other bus out of the

shed.

“Most good motor bus workshops in Eng

land are situated near, if not next to, the

office and near the entrance to the garage,

and are equipped, of course. with suitable

outfits and tools to enable the repairs to

be carried out cheaply and expeditiously.

There are lathes, small drilling machines,

shaping machines, grinders, blacksmiths'

forges, and wheel presses for re-tiring. Pits

are provided in the shed, under the four ve

hicles next to the workshop, for facility in

repairing and overhauling, and also under

the third and fourth rows for the purpose of

reblocking the brakes, etc., of the service

vehicles in case all the other pits are occu

pied by vehicles under repair.

"At the end of most sheds is left a space

that can be partitioned off and walled in,

where bodies of the vehicles can be repaint

ed and revarnished. Near the gate to the

shed, perhaps on the left side coming in, will

be found the best place for the petrol and

filling tanks isolated from the main building.

The carbide store is usually just beyond the

petrol store. and here, and here only, if one

would be cautious. all generators should be

recharged. . .

“As the petrol bill on motor vehicles is

one of the principal items of the running

cost, every means should be adopted for

studying and obtaining economy in con

sumption. One essential feature is to know

the amount of petrol consumed by each ve

hicle, and means should be provided to this

end. A petroleum-storage tank may be con

nected through a small semi-rotary pump

to a smaller tank provided with a gauge

glass, which is carefully calibrated in gal

lons. This small tank, which will hold

about 40 to 50 gallons, is placed at such a

height that the petrol will flow into the

tanks of the vehicles by gravitation.

“Notwithstanding the fact that the con

sumption of petrol is a matter of vital in

terest, and that various and many carburet

ters, auxiliary air valves, etc., have been

tried, nothing seems to have made the.

marked improvement for which many di

rectors of garages are waiting and anxious

ly looking. One or two controllers are pro

nounced helpful, but there still appears to

be scope for ingenuity in carburetters, espe

cially if it be true that there is a possibility

of a petroleum famine.

“This use of petroleum suggests the con

siderable use of lubricating oil, and reminds

one that the most of oil used in motor en

gines is absolutely wasted. Of course some

engines are far more wasteful than others,

but careful supervision, coupled with the

longer experience of drivers, should have,

and in fact already has had, the effect of

greatly reducing the amount used. The per

sonal tendency of engineers in Bristol and

vicinity is to use the cheaper oil, and in

many instances they have found it to have

answered equally well, but, for any great

economy, the driver is the man who is to

be looked after. Apart from the monetary

consideration, over-lubrication is detrimental

to the running of the engine, by oil getting

on to the brakes, and also over the road. On

some of the latest chassis models automat

ic lubrication has been introduced.

“Once the American capitalist, desirous

of embarking on the motor bus enterprise,

decides on the method of propulsion and

the arrangement of the garage, he will do

well to think of the average service of both

vehicles and men. One of the most impor

tant questions that is to be decided first

is the average proportion of the vehicles

advisable to keep on the roads in everyday

service.

“Experts seem to favor in a garage of 20

buses, as a maximum, the average use of

but 13 buses a day, 7 days running, of an

average of 90 miles per day, and to believe

that this is the greatest number that can

be kept on the road consistent with effi

ciency, where a regular service has to be

run daily. This number would, therefore,

allow two or three buses to be kept in read

iness for changing over and for special ser

vice while the remaining five would be going

through the hands of the day repair stafi.

“With motor vans for freight. it is proba

ble that the average percentage can be in

creased, but even in this case experience sug

gests that it would be a mistake to try and

attain a very high percentage. Motor ve

hicles must have great attention paid to

them at the hands of thoroughly efficient

men, and unless this is done expensive

breakages will occur which otherwise might

have been prevented."
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trait l0CKlNG or IDLE cus

Providence Police Raise Important Point

Under Rhode Island Law—City Soli

citor Makes the Matter Plain.

In launching upon a crusade for the strict

 

 

enforcement of the automobile law, the po

lice of Providence have come upon a stipu

lation that all cars must be provided with a

.locking device for use when the car is left

by itself on the street. The paragraph in

the statute reads: “Every motor vehicle

must be provided with some device to pre

vent said vehicle from being set in motion

and no such vehicle unattended shall stand

or remain in any public place without first

As the ques

tion was a new one to the police, particu

being made fast or locked."

larly as to what constitutes a lock under

the meaning of the law, the question was

submitted by the board of police commis

sioners to the city solicitor.

An opinion written by Assistant City 50

licitor Henry Cram explains exactly what is

meant by the statute and what steps auto

mobilists must take to comply with the

law. In the course of his opinion, Cram

says: “The paragraph referred to was a

re-enactment of Section 6 of Chapter 1157

of the Public Laws passed in 1904. The in

tent of said act at the time of its passage

in 1904 in my opinion was inasmuch as all

electric automobiles and practically all gas

olene automobiles could be locked by the

removal of a plug, so-called, from the spark

coil, and the engine of the vehicle could not

be set in motion without the insertion of

such a plug, that such a removal was a sufii~

cient locking device.

“Since that time, however, a large num

ber of automobiles operated by gasolene

have what is known as a magneto in place

of the spark coil, and the movement of the

magneto is controlled by a switch and not

by a plug as in the other cases. The en

gine may be stopped or started by moving

the switch of the magneto and therefore in

the case of cars using the magneto it would

be necessary, in order to securely lock such

car, to have some device to prevent the mov

ing of the switch controlling said magneto.

“Your further question, will the setting

of the emergency brake disconnecting the

clutch from the engine, be considered a

sufficient locking device provided some at

tachment is placed on the brake that will

prevent such brake from being changed un

til after such attachment has been removed?

I answer in the affirmative. If all the con

ditions of your question are complied with,

certainly the car would be securely locked."

 

Cops Ordered to Forego Joy Riding.

In return for free automobile rides for

themselves and their friends, several of New

York City’s bicycle policemen have been

unduly lenient with a number of motorists,

according to accusations which brought

them on the carpet before Deputy Police

Commissioner Bugher recently. Calling

the members of the cycle squad into his

office, Bugher told them he knew that many

of them were getting petty graft in various

forms, the most common of which, he de

clared, was the free use of automobiles on

their day off. He quoted statistics of ar

rest to show that the mounted police and

officers on foot were catching more auto

mobile speeders than they were, whereas

motorists were supposed to be their special

charge. Many owners of cars, he said, were

permitted to go at any speed they liked,

through the streets and the parks, because

they had fixed things up in a friendly way

with the bicycle squad, while unfortunate

drivers from out of town were promptly

nabbed for speed proclivities.

Chicago Enforcing Wheel Tax Law.

If in looking out of her boudoir window

the wife of an automobile owner in Chica

go sees a uniformed policeman come to

the door she will not necessarily feel

called upon to faint in anticipation

of dreadful news. In all likelihood

it is simply a call to notify her hus—

band, by means or a printed slip, that he has

not paid his “wheel tax" on his motor car

and that unless he fixes matters up pretty

quickly with the city collector his case will

be put in the hands of the prosecutor. The

disparity between the number of Chicago

automobiles registered for state licenses and

the number on which the local tax has been

paid has led the city to send the blue-coats

to the houses of the delinquents as an earn

est of its serious intentions in making the

forgetful ones "contribute."

Three attempts on the part of Chicago

automobilists to knock out the “wheel tax”

which the city is collecting on motor cars

have proved unsuccessful, the last defect

having been incurred in the Circuit Court

when Judge Honore decided against the

plea for an injunction brought by the Chica

go Motor Club. Attorneys for the club,

however, have appealed the case, so that

the fight against this form of shakedown is

not yet over.

Canada Makes Concession to Bufl'alo.

Proximity to the Canadian border has in

the past brought Buffalo motorists up

against the bond requirement when auto

mobiles come within the Canada lines. An

arrangement has now been efiected by the

Automobile Club of Buffalo, by which it is

only necessary for its members to show

their membership cards in order to go over

the Niagara frontier, without the putting

up of a bond. Negotiations with S. W. Mc

Michael, chief of the Canadian customs,

brought about this happy result, the club

taking all responsibility for any abuses of

the privilege. It will, however, be neces

sary for the Buffalonians to take out On

tario licenses if they intend driving in the

province.

F0! MOT0ll TRAVEL III NOIWAY

American Consul Makes Suggestions on

Starting Automobile Stage Linea There

—Two Recently Put in Operation.

 

 

How local agents in the unpromising ter

ritory of Norway are striving to introduce

and popularize the automobile by the es

tablishment of regular stage lines, is told

by American Consul B. M. Rasmusen, of

Stavenger, who reports that the use of ma

chines in his district has been very limited

up to this time, though present lndlCthlOllS

point to greater activity in the near future.

The requirement of improved transportation

facilities for the inland regions is recog

nized, he states, and it is probable that the

better traveled routes will soon be covered

by automobile lines.

“The plan that is being pursued at pres

ent,” he says, “is to organize an omnibus

automobile company, with permission to

carry passengers and freight, according to

a time schedule, over certain routes, the or

ganization being promoted by some one

who either has an agency already or con

templates securing one, and who is thus

assured of making a sale when arrangements

have been completed.

“There are two automobile routes, re

cently organized, operating between Sta

vanger and adjacent points. The machines

used are of European manufacture and were

purchased according to the plan described

above. From reliable sources it has been

ascertained that several automobile routes

are now under consideration in different

parts of this district.

“Firms contemplating entering this mar

ket,” he adds, “would do well to have ex

perienced representatives on the ground to

study the wants and investigate the condi

tions pertaining to the trade. The field is

new and the prize is likely to go to those

who enter first with intention to win."

Big “D” for Diplomats in Massachusetts.

A big “D” on a Massachusetts registry tag

next year will mean that the owner of the

car is a “diplomat,” or representative of a

foreign country. The shore of the Bay

State is so popular with the diplomatic set

from Washington in the summer months

that special provision had to be made for

‘them, the Federal Government having long

ago taken the position that official repre

sentatives from foreign countries are not

subject to local law. Constables through

out the state will be instructed on this feat

ure of international intercourse and the big

“D” will give immunity from arrest. Deal—

ers in the state will have a figure “0" be

fore the number on their tags, and the col

oring of the tags for 1909 will be a re

versal from this year's blue letters on a

white background to white letters on a

blue background.
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The Week's Patents.

892,868. Clutch. Thomas G. Morse, Erie,

Pa., assignor to Morse Iron Works, Erie,

Pa._. a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed

Sept. 28, 1907. Serial No. 394,987.

1. The combination in a clutch, of a

loosely journaled overhanging rim clutch

member, radially movable jaws adapted to

engage the inside of said rim mounted on

the other clutch member, a rotatable sleeve,

projections thereon adapted to move the

jaws outward against said rim, and electric

ally actuated mechanism for rotating said

sleeve, substantially as set forth.

892,948. Shield for Tires. Richard H.

Faughnder, Sidney, Ohio, assignor of one

fourth to Charles Pearson and one-fourth

to George Bustetter, Sidney, Ohio. Filed

March 2, 1908. Serial No. 418,904.

1. A tire cover comprising a series of me

tallic plates overlapping each other at one

end, a chain encircling the outer surface of

said plates, said plates being pivotally con

nected to the links of the chain, and means

for securing the plate to the rim, substan

tially as described.

893,032. W'orm Gearing. Ernest E.

Sweet, Detroit, Mich., assignor to Cadillac

Motor Car Company. Detroit, Mich., a Cor

poration of Michigan. Filed Jan. 11, 1908.

Serial No. 410,439.

1. In a gearing, co-operating intermesh

ing members constructed to provide a slight

clearance between the intermeshing por

tions thereof when moved from the normal

position, while being in full engagement at

the normal position.

893,038. Air Pump for Infiating Pneu—

matic Tires. Octave Vadam, Paris, France.

Filed Jan. 15, 1907. Serial No. 352,414.

The combination in an air-pump of a plu

rality of pairs of oppositely placed cylinders,

pistons and rods for the cylinders, a cen

tral operating shaft around which the cyl

inders are arranged symmetrically, an ac

tuating cam on the shaft, common base

plates for the cylinders at each end of the

pump. said base plates having ports and

channels adapted for conducting the dis

charge of all the cylinders to a common out

let, rods connecting the base plates at oppo

site ends adjustably and holding the cylin

der, piston rods and cams in operative rela

tion, a pipe connecting the air channels in

the base plates, ball bearings for the shaft,

said shaft projecting through a base plate

and having operating means attached to the

projecting end of the'shaft. substantially as

described.

893.075. Wheel.

Orange. N. J.

No. 339,172.

1. A wheel rim having a clencher hook at

one side, a removable flange on the other

side. and a removable filler for the clencher

hook having a substantially flat surface on

its tire side.

893,107. Automobile. Charles Snow, San

Francisco, Ca]. Filed April 8, 1907. Serial

No. 366.934.

1. An automobile comprisin

wheel axles, and front and rear fth wheels

supporting said frame upon said axles, each

fifth wheel being open in the center and

comprising an upper ring and a lower ring

turning thereunder, the opposing faces of

said rings being grooved to form a runway,

balls in said runway. and means for holding

said rings together against vertical motion,

said means comprising U-clamps secured to

one of said rings at suitable intervals, shafts

Ernest Hopkinson, East

Filed Oct. 16, 1906. Serial

a frame,

carried at their ends, and a roller on each

shaft rolling against the other ring, substan

tially as described.

893,144. Variable Speed Power Trans

mission Mechanism. Herman Casler, Canas

tota, N. Y. Filed April 24, 1907. Serial No.

369,998.

1. The combination of a driving shaft, a

driving element on said shaft, an axially ad

justable driven element rotatable on the said

shaft, means for rotating the said driven ele

ment directly from the said driving element,

a transmission element at an angle to the

said driving and driven elements and con

structed to drive the latter from the former,

and means for axially adjusting the said

driven element on the said shaft.

893,241. Force Feed Lubricator. Clar

ence B. Hodges, Detroit, Mich., assignor to

Detroit Lubricator Company, Detroit, Mich.,

a Corporation of Michigan. Filed Feb. 11,

1907. Serial No. 350,004.

1. The combination with a reservoir of a

pumping device, two inlet and two discharge

conduits therefrom, one discharge conduit

leading to a sight feed or bleed and back to

the reservoir, the other discharge leading to

the point to be lubricated, and a single regu

lating device for regulating the amount

pumped through both discharge conduits.

893,270. Vehicle Wheel. Uzziel P. Smith,

Akron, Ohio. Filed Sept. 19, 1906. Serial

No. 335,177.

1. A wheel comprising a hub section and

a rim section, a cushion between said sec

tions adapted to receive the shock of rela

tive movement between the two, a driving

connection between said hub section and

rim section comprising a disc revolubly

mounted on a hub section and eccentrically

connected with a disc revolubly mounted on

the rim section.

893,281. Universal Joint. Benjamin F.

Teal, Glenside, Pa. Filed Feb. 21, 1907, Se

rial No. 358,679. Renewed Dec. 16, 1907.

Serial No. 406,771.

1. A universal joint comprising a yoke,

an element, an oscillatory member inter

posed between the yoke and element, ad

justable trunnions carried by said element

and oscillatory member for engagement

with the corresponding trunnions, and'anti

friction balls arranged between said trun

nions and race members.

893,323. Explosive Engine. Charles R.

Greuter, VVilkes-Barre, Pa. Filed April 25,

1907. Serial No. 370,277.

1. In a valve mounting for explosive en

gines, a cylinder head having a water jacket,

a valve cage having a threaded neck and a

contiguous shoulder forming a detachable

ground joint connection with the inner wall

section, and a locked connection with the

outer wall section, said valve cage being ex

posed to the water in the water jacket.

893,400. Internal Combustion Engine.

John A. Torrens, Coleraine, Ireland. Filed

May 15, 1908. Serial No. 433,121.

1. In internal combustion engines, in

combination, an engine cylinder having a

main valve chest at one side thereof and

communicating therewith, a valve box de

tachably secured to said chest and having

inlet and exhaust chambers communicating

with said chest, a main valve controlling

communication between said chest and the

engine cylinder, inlet and exhaust valves

controlling the communication between said

chest and said valve box means acting to

hold said several valves normally seated and

means for positively operating said main

valve.

WANTS AND FOR SALE
15 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

l-t OR SALE—300 sets 28x3 best grade ar

tillery wheels, fitted with clincher rims.

less hubs. Write for bargain prices on sin

le sets of the lot. THOMAS H. JEF

ERY & COMPANY, Kenosha, Wis.
 

893,409. Power Transmission,

Williams, Ellzey. Fla.

Serial No. 390,951.

1. A power transmission for vehicles,

comprising the vehicle wheel provided with

a hub having internally arranged teeth, an

axle, a stub axle pivoted to the end of the

axle and on which the wheel is journaled, a

driving shaft in the axle, a stub shaft con

nected by universal joint with the end of

the driving shaft, the free end of said stub

shaft being polygonal in cross section, a

sleeve fitting on the end of the stub shaft,

pawls provided with pivot pins journaled

in the sleeve, a shifting arm in connection

with the pivotv of each pawl, a shifting ring

encircling the sleeve, and provided with

springs for engaging the shifting arm at

different points whereby to reverse the en

ga ement of the pawl with the teeth of the

hu%, a stop‘ pin for limiting the motion of

the ring, a shifting lever provided with a

slot, a pin on the ring for engaging the slot,

a ring pivoted with projections connected

with the stub axle, and springs for limiting

the motion of the saidvshifting lever.

893,418. Gas Mixer. Amos L. Avery,

Bradford, Pa. Filed Jan. 16, 1906. Serial

No. 296,336.

1. A device of the character described,

comprising an elongated tubular chamber

having at its outer end a broad contracted

portion forming a reduced ground opening,

a stem of the same diameter throughout its

length except at the center. which is pro

vided with threads of greater diameter, the

outer end of the stem passing through said

ground opening and at all times forming a

tight joint therewith. the outer periphery

of the stem adjacent its outer end provided

with a series of narrow elongated grooves

gradually tapering in width and depth to

wards the outer end to a needle opening,

said grooves being spaced a distance from

the end of the stem to form a solid portion

to form a tight joint with the ground open

ing, and means for moving said stem longi

tudinally within the tubular chamber.

893,455. Hydraulic Clutch. Augustus C.

F. Dann, Southsea, England. Filed Aug. 3,

1907. Serial No. 387,000.

1. In an apparatus of the character here

in referred to in which the driving and driv

en members inclose a fluid filled annulus, a

block mounted on one of the members and

adapted to slide thereon and to be projected

to a varying extent into said annulus, a

yielding stop on the second member project

ing into said annulus and into the path of

the block and means for operating said

block from outside the apparatus; substan

tially as described.

893,498. Motor Attachment for Vehicles.

John C. Higdon, St. Louis, Mo. Filed Nov.

21, 1905. Serial No. 288,496.

1. The combination with a vehicle body

and running gear of a frame applied to the

under side of the vehicle body, a support

projecting laterally from one side of the

frame. and an air‘cooled hydrocarbon motor

held by the support in'such a position that

there is a free air space between the side of

the vehicle body and said motor.

John L.

Filed Aug. 31, 1907.
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ONE—TWO THREE

in the recent Twenty-four Hour Race at

Brighton Beach the winning Simplex—-as well

as the Lozier, which finished second—and

the Thomas No. 3, were all equipped with

oscn MAGNETO
both the Simplex and the Lozier breaking the

existing worlds' records. Whenever perfect

ignition is desired Bosch Magneto is used.

The Mercedes, winner of the Grand Prix—the Pierce, Glidden

and flower Trophy winners—the Thomas Flyer, winner of the

New York to Paris Race—the

first ten cars in the Prince

Henry Contest—the Fiat. win

ner of the Floria Cup (Italy)

and the Lozier, winner of the

first Twentyfour Hour Brighton

Beach Race—and in fact the win

ner of every other racing and

touring event of any importance

in this country or abroad, has

been fitted with Bosch Magneto.

Bosch Magneto Co.
160 W. 58th St., New York

Chicago Branch, 1353 Michigan Ave.

  

 
  

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

STEVENS-DURYEA

New Model X Limousines

 

WHY DO—

the manufacturers of the following cars equip with

SOLAR LAMPS
Apperson Kissel Pierce

Autocar Lozier Rambler

American Marmon Stoddard-Dayton

Corbin Packard Stearns

Chalmers-Detroit Peerless Thomas

Pope-Hartford White

  

Because they recognize these

lamps as more efficient, more dur

able—and in fact, a better product

from any point of view than any

other motor lamp on the market.

(want/lei: moi/0;; upon rn/m'rl.

Badger Brass Mtg. C0.

608 Lyman Avenue

KENOSHA. WIS.

  

 

 

Warner AutoMeter
GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR.

“ Thirty Days’ Free Trial”

\Vhen a manufacturer is willing to send his product to anyone. anywhere,
 
 

 

A town car of the most luxurious type. Every

detail suggests elegance and refinement. Among

the points that contribute to its beauty of design

may be mentioned the rounded back and extension

front with bent glass windows, a combination giv

ing those symmetrical lines lacking in Limousines

not having these features. The luxurious uphol

stering and interior conveniences leave nothing to

be desired in the way of comfort. A dome elec

tric light with switch affords an instant and bril

liant light, toilet cases with accessories are at each

side, and a speaking tube connects with the driver.

Seating capacity of body: five passengers.

PRICE COMPLETE, $3,750.

SEND FOR LINIOUSINE CATALOGS

STEVENS-DURYEA CO.

CHICOPEE FA- LS, MASS.
Member of Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

 

 
 

 

 

  

for SQ days—with no deposit. no agreement to

anything except give that

or inary confidence in his article.

In order for him to have that con

fidence he must have I most ex

traordinary product.

That's what we do. We'll End In

Auto-Meter to any automobile own

er in the country—with no deposit.

no agreement, no promise to do

anything but put it on his car and

give it a fair trial. It doesn't mat

ter whether he has another make

of speed indicator already on the

car or not. Indeed. for the sake of

comparison, we hope he has. We

will abide by the decision—for he

will always eep the indicator that

tell: the truth. We claim for the

Auto-Meter that it is the only one

of which “the dial never lieu. ' We

believe that the instrument itself in

the most eloquent ulesman we

have—we're willing to let it do our

talking. Send to-dav—iuat tell us

what make and m el car you

have—size of tires, etc—and we

will lend you an Ant eter.

Warner Instrument C02

Factory and Main Office.

277 Wheeler Ave.. Bcloll, Wlo.

Addrcu your request for Free

Trial to Our Nearest Branch

 

 

  

 

 

   

 

 
 

 

 

Home.

New York, 1902 Broadway: Boston. 925 Boyllton St.

corner Broad and Race Sta: Pittaburg. 3432 Forbes St.

Chicago. 1305 Michi an Ave.; Indianapolis. 330

Louis. 3923 Olive t.: San Francisco 550

Angela, 1122 s. ‘Main 5:.

' Phlladel

Cleve

2062 Euclid Ave.; Buffalo, 722 Main St.‘ Detroit 239 letferson Ave.;

94 “Until! SL; St.

Golden Gate Ave;

_ _ buy, no promise to do

roduct a fair trial—he must have more than

/.
h

Right

Stay!

Right

Accu

rate

At

All

Speedl

 

hi .

rand.

Lon
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$1,650-00

Coupe-Roadster

AN IDEAL COMBINATION CAR

  

 

A complete Roadster for summer use and a handsome enclosed car for winter use at $l ,650.

Write ior photographs and specifications.

0VERLAND AUTOMOBILE C0., Indianapolis, Ind.

  

 

 

T n E More Remy Magnelos

VOLTA MAGNETO

is so simple in construction that a novice

can operate it as easily as an expert.

Wilherbee ior Ignition.

 

have already been sold for 1909 cars

than all our competitors can sell.

Sales to date total more than 15,000.

And that’s not all. More Remy

High Tension Magnetos are now in

use on American built cars than all

Wico Charging Device

VOLTA

MA 6 N E TO

n'I‘54 ..

WITHERBU. lGNITUi CO.

n». v.»

 

  

Wico Ignition Wire

Wico Spark Plugs

Wither-bee Batteries

Wico Inspection Lamp

Witherbee

Igniler Co.

Makers ol the [anion

Wllherbee Battery

1876 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

CHICAG

1429 Michigan Ave.

DETROIT

200 Jefleraon Ave.

BUFFALO

720 Main St.

BALTIMORE OFFICE

604 Continental Bldg.

DENVER

1542 Broadway

 

 

others combined.

The Remy is the simplest mag

neto—the magneto Without brushes

—the magneto that gives the car

user no trouble.

Write for folder giving complete

description. We build magnetos

for double ignition, and also alter

nating and direct current magnetos

for all ignition purposes.

Address Dept. 11.

Remy Electric (30., Anderson, Ind.
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THE

SELDEN

OAR

FOR1909
 

Enters upon its second year

with a clean record. No “first

year” car has ever earned a _

better reputation or made a

better showing.

T H E O A R O F

MODERATE PRICE

$2()OO

Touring Car

leouslne

 

Roadster

Landaule't

4 cylinder, 28-30 horsepower, shaft drive,

selective transmission, metal body, pressed steel

frame, excellent hill climber, fine finish and

style, roomy tonneau, luxurious upholstery, easy

riding, smooth running, economical in up-lteep,

in fact, a high grade car in every 'particular.

The “ Silent Selden ”

1909 MODELS READY

IN SEPTEMBER

Agency propositions now ready. Send for

catalog and specifications.

Selden Motor Vehicle 60.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Member A. L. A. M.

TIME WAS when tire worry

spoiled much of the enjoyment

of motoring and the motorist

who footed the bills had no

voice in the matter.

THEN CAME THE AJAX
 

wrapped tread tire with its

superior services.

AND NEXT THE AJAX

5,000 MILE GUARANTEE

 

 

-—If the user of Ajax tires

fails to obtain 5,000 miles

service from his tire, it is for

us to worry—not him, and

we make good.

WITH AJAX TIRES the

tire problem resolves itself into

a plain proposition. We know

that they will do, and we offer

you the best kind of an insur

ance for expressing your will—

ingness to find out for yourself.

IS THERE ANYTHING

MORE BUSINESS-LIKE

 

 

 

THAN THIS?
 

 

 

  

 
 

Write for copy of Guarantee, stating what size tire you are using.

Address Dept. A.

AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER COMPANY

GENERAL OFFICES: N. E. Cor. 57th St. and Broadway, New York

Factories: Trenton, N. J.

BRANCHES:

New York. I776 Broadway Denver, 1529 Cleveland 'lace

Boston, 819-: Boylston St. Seattle l102 Broa way

Chicago, 1418 Michigan Ave. San Francisco, 460 dolrlen Gate Ave.

Detroit, 743 Woodwood Ave. Los Angeles, 1040 S. Main St.

Agents in all large cities.
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Mongrel or Thoroughbred?

NOW IS THE TIME for you, Mr. Thoughtful Dealer, to

decide what you will sell in 1909.

WILL IT BE A MONGREL? a car assembled from parts

carried together from all over the country and hammered

into shape as well as may be?

OR WILL YOU SELL THE THOROUGHBRED—a homo

geneous mechanical masterpiece, every single part of

which is the result of the same genius that devised the

whole?

“ASTOUNDING,” “MARVELOUS,” “WONDERFUL,” are

the terms with which some assembled cars are now

tagged, though they are astounding, marvelous and won

derful only to the assemblers, who like Rip Van Winkle,

have been dozing in the growing woods of automobile

dom and who now, bewildered by the progress that has

been going on, seize upon time-tried and long-established

practices and herald their adoption by the assemblers

as brand-new discoveries. ' 1

LET’S REASON IT OUT: On the one hand you have the

assembled car, with an engine bought from one manufac

turer, a frame from another, and a transmission from a

third, and so on down to the last rivet. The maker of the

engine, the mill in which the frames are pressed, the trans

mission man, all derive their separate profits, leaving no

other way to the assemblers to obtain their rewards than

by skimping the quality of their “product.”

AND THEY DO IT—THEY MUST! When you examine

some of these astounding cars you will be truly astounded

on finding that the four-cylinder engine is cast in one

piece and has only two main bearings, whereas the Max

well has four cylinders and five main bearings. You know

well enough that making a motor with only two bearings

is equal to leaving the engine to its own devices as far

as alignment is concerned.

IT WILL BE A TOUGH JOB FOR THE DEALER to con

vince the purchaser who is wise that some four-cylinder

engines of small dimensions will develop as high as 30

horsepower—because they can’t.

MAXWELLS ARE A HOME-GROWN AMERICAN

PRODUCT. The use of Maxwell features in Maxwell

cars was neither a heaven-given inspiration nor the aping

of foreign design, but the outcome of sound engineering

sense.

WHEN 10,116 MAXWELL OWNERS testify to the excel

lence of their cars, all of which have been sold by Maxwell

dealers, then the Maxwell proposition is one that you can’t

afford to pass by.

BEFORE HITCHING YOUR WAGON TO A STAR it will

be wise for you to find out all about a dealership for

Maxwells, the success of which is past and present, in

stead of lying in the dark and distant future that has swal

lowed so many wonderful cars that have been marvelous

chiefly in their complete and rapid disappearance from the

field of legitimate competition.

I \

President.

MAXWELL-BRISCOE MOTOR C0.
Slandard Manufacturer: A . II. C. M A ,

P. 0. Box 106, Tarrytown, N. Y.

Factories: TARRYTOWN, N. Y. NEWCAS'IIE. IND. PAW‘l‘UClll-Il‘, It. I.

Address communications to Tarrytown, N. Y.

    

 
  

 

  

 

1909

Prices Reduced $1,000

And the Reasons Why
 

Heretofore the Matheson Car has been considered the

highest priced as well as the highest grade American

car on the market.

Millions of dollars worth of these cars have been delivered

to customers who could afiord to pay the higher price

for the best.

Many other purchasers have been persuaded that some of

the lower priced cars have been “just as good." Mathe

son owners who have used other makes of cars have

answered that question satisfactorily. Send for their

letters, which we have done up in a book.

In order, therefore, to still maintain the unequalled quality

of the Matheson Car and at the same time give cus

tomers this magnificent car at the price of the cheaper

cars, the makers have figured that by doubling the fac

tory output and selling at a much closer margin of

profit, the price of the Matheson Car equipped with

Touring, Landaulet or Limousine bodies, could be cut

$1.000, and the same chassis, equipped with Roadster

or Tourabout bodies, cut $650.

Accordingly, the Company's working capital has been in

creased by $250,000, and after October 11, 1908, the pur

chaser can buy a genuine Matheson Car, the very finest

of all motor cars of either European or American make,

at the makers' former prices to the agent or dealer;

namely:

New Prlce Former Prlce

50 H P. 1909 Touring Car . . . . . . . .. 84.500 $5,500

50 H. P. 1909 Roadster . . . . . . . . . . .. 4.350 5,000

50 H. P. 1909 Tourabout . . . . . . . . .. 4,350 5,000

50 H. P. 1909 Limousine . . . . . . . . .. 5 500 6,500

50 H. P. 1909 Landaulet . . . . . . . . . .. 5,500 6,500

VICTORIES

The great string of Matheson victories in the important

speed, hill climbing and endurance contests of the past sea

sons, in competition with the greatest cars of Europe and

America, can leave no room for doubt that the Matheson

car has no peer on any market to-day.

GUARANTY

Every Matheson is guaranteed for 365 days. (Notice

that mostother cars are guaranteed for 60 to 90 days only.)

MATHESON AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

Main Sales 0lllce, 1886-1888 Broadway, New York City
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Morgan & Wright Tires
ARE UNIFORMLY GOOD TIRES

  

 

Barring accidents or exceptionally severe

usage, you will get the same long trouble

less service out of every tire you buy.

 

 

No special tires.

You can be sure that the tire you buy

is the best tire we know how to make.

 

MORGAN 84 WRIGHT, DETROIT

 

 

  

 

All side plates on both sides of the'lli‘roaknp’ton Chain are stamped “BRAMP- 1

LARGE SALES and SMALL PROFIT

with thousands of satisfied customers is our

best advertisement. THE BRAMPTON CHAIN is made pf self-hardening Steel; the strongest Chain in the World. All parts

polished; fits sprockets (that are properly cut) without friction.

Some of the other chains may look like THE CELEBRATED BRAMPTON CHAIN because some of the other chain makers

began to copy the design and shape of the BRAMPTON CHAIN links in 1904. They have improved somewhat on their copied

design from time to time until these chains now look more like the BRAMPTON CHAIN than ever before. These chains

somewhat resemble the BRAMPTON in appearance, but the manufacturers of such chains have been unable to copy the material

—self-hardening steel.

NO CHANGE IN THE BRAMPTON

There has been no change in the design, construction, material or finish of the BRAMPTON MOTOR CHAIN in the past

ten years.—“ENUF SED.”

P R l C E

The price bein equal, it's presumable you want the best, and full value for your money. In -uch cases, the BRAMPTON

PILLS THE BIL , and the prices are the same to manufacturers, jobbers, dealers and consumers as any other chain of equal size.

We have in stock chains to fit all American and foreign cars.

YOUR 1909 CAR

You can have the new car that you order fitted with the CELEBRATED BRAMPTON CHAIN if you order it that way. No

extra cost to either you or the manufacturer. All standard sizes in stock to fit American and Foreign Cars at the same price as

the other chains. -

SPECIAL CHAINS TO FIT THE INDIAN MOTORCYCLE.

Agents wanted in unoccupied territory. Catalog on request.

c H A s . E . M | L L E R , Main Office: 97-99-101 Reade Street, N e w Y o r k

Buuculs: ‘54th St. and 8th Ave, New York. SIB-320 N. B and SL, Ph'l del bl , P 1829 , . .202-204 Columbus Ave, Boston, Mm. r !. pt.- L Eucud A"- Ck'dmd 0

227%-229 Jefi’erlon Ave... Detroi 1392 Bediord Ave, Brooklyn, N.

  

y_ 814 Main SL, Bulhlo.
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New Improved Grant Bearing
  

(LPosscsses many distinctive features and is meeting

with marked approval by designers and engineers.

(LAbsolutely guaranteed in all respects. Made inter

changeable with any other form of conical or tapered

roller bearing, and may be used in existing con

structions, replacing types which are less efficient.

(Details and prices upon request.
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WEAR My ONGEST
. . ,.., . _., ,-,.-, “m-. - 1;..WW,.4>._4{§; _, no“,

 

 

EMPIRE AUTOMOBILE TIRE COMPANY, - TRENTON, N. J.

New York, 148 Chambers St., and Bro: way and 73d SL: Bolton, 292 Devonshlrc 5L; Buffalo 724 Main Se; Fob Auto Suxply Co.,

Portland, Ore.; Fobeo Aut Sup ly Co., 5 ttle, Wash; Waite Auto Su ply Co., Providence, .' Chic: 0, 1301 ichign ve.: At

lanta. Ga" Dflnhlm Rubber m; £11"! A G004! CO" Denver, Colo; Pram Auto Supply Co., Philodel hip, a; Sovell Rub er Co., Jack

' e. Fla; Empire Tire & Rubber 60-. Minneapolis. Minn; The Auto Supply Agency Co., 126 Euclid Ave., Cleveland. 0.
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Trade Mark Registered April 30, I895

SIMPLE AND ABSOLUTELY AIR TIGHT

Schrader Motor Tire Valves, as shown in cut, are the regular equipment for

G & ] Motor Tires, Hartford Dunlop Detachable Tires, Fisk Detachable Motor

Tires, and New Goodyear Detachable Motor Tires.

Our No. 777 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for 2% inch and 3 inch Tires and

our No. 725 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for tires larger than 3 inches.

- Sappth to (ho Tndo by All Tlro Mon-footwnrs

_—_"-m-'-m~dby A. sounancn's sum, Inc" 20-30-32 Rose 81.. New York

 

 
 

Going Like "Blue Blazes” PARSONS' MANGANESE BRONZE LEVER CASTINGS

MEANS USING

BLUE BLAZE SPARK PLUGS

Price, $1.50

‘

,
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SECTIUNAL VIEW

Practically a plug within a plug. Actually double security.

“'e also make the CLEVELAND, the plug with the spiral

core. It “Shoots a Flame." Price, $2.00. , 5d, Md".

SectlonD.WhltneyBld||. THE WILLIAM OIA'IP A lOIIB IHIP a Incl!!!
THE CLEVELAND SPARK PLUG (20- CLEVELAND, oulo BUILDING COMPAIIY,‘ - Phllodalphla, Penna.

  

 
 

 

 

 



THE MOTOR WOD' " 8|

SKILLED WORKMANSHIP

HIGHEST QUALITY OF MATERIAL

OAKLAND LONG EXPERIENCE

MAKE THE

WHITLUBK RADIATOR

  

> THE BEST ON THE MARKET

Mode: B TOItlfifl‘ gin, pliicel $1,350.00. It'u'lll olguipment, includinghtwo

a . .

5:... ss- .3, a: balsamsr'vea. as: mm "35::
I I

ILA combination of simplicity and efficiency designed for the man

who scrutinizes the car he is to buy, who intends to himself

operate it, and to whom economy in up-keep and running expense

I! essential.

(The live agent will find in the Oakland a car that appeals to a

Iarfe and intelligent class of purchasers and that will justify the

fol est confidence.

(Correspondence invited.

OAKLAND moron CAR 00., Pontiac, mm. 00'

I. B. ICCLESTON, Sales Manager, 51 Franklin 89., Hui-Io. N. Y.

[A

 

  

 

Tllll Hill llllll 1909 llNNllllNliEMENT—ll Will Interest You.
NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

 

Model B—Brush Runabout

CAR 0F SIMPLE DESIGN MADE WELL

NOT A COMPLICATED DESIGN MADE CHEAPLY

Its records and the opinions of its users speak more loudly than self praise. Agencies for

1909 are being closed rapidly. Much good territory still open.

BRUSH RUNABOUT COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.
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3 All! smnnnn

Get our quota

tions on high grade

two and four cylin

der motors, 10 to 45

horsepower. The;

are equipped wrt

self-contained oiling

system and ready

for attaching mag

neto. Highest

grade workmanship,

efficient, d u r a b l e

and simple. Also

clutches and trans.

Send for catalogue.

  

missions.

BUNTIIIEITAL IllTilil MFG. 00., luailgsn, Mich.

K. FRANKLIN PETERSON, Western Represent

ative, 166 E. Lake St., Chicago, Ill.

T. J. WETZEL, Eastern Representative, 29 West 42d

St., New York, N. Y.

 

 

Cot Rid of Tire Troubles

Try a Set of

mmIIRES

  

 

 
 

A SUPERB LINE OF CARS—

T H E A c K S O N

“No Sand Too eep—No Hill Too Steep."

2-Cylinder and 4-Cylinder ‘

Ruriasbouts Roadsltlers Touring Cars,

Prices $856: $1,256. £1,500, '$2,6oo.

iliiKSilI AUTOIUIILE 00.. halts». Ilsh.

  

 

  

 

 

It's foolish

to pay more

for a s ark

plug w en

you can get

I so good a

lug as the

"Vulcan" STA-RITE for $1.25. Ma e with outer

cap. Inner tube never exposed. Can’t crack.

THE R. E. HARDY CO.,

25 W 42d Street, New York

 

 

 

 

DO YOU KNOW THAT MORE

0011mm
Demountable rims are sold than all others

combined. Write for information.

CONTINENTAL CAOUTCHOUC CO.,

1788-90 Broadway, New York City.

  

  

TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD

Trade

ar

The Device that made Safe, Speed and Comfortable

Automobiiing Possi le.

Write for catalogue, Department D.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO.,

E. V. Hartford, Pres. 145 Bay St" Jersey City, N. J.

 

AVOID ACCIDENTS

by min. the

Wridgway No Glare Shade

which adds to the eflieiency of the lamps and keeps

lare from biindiux other users of the big ways. Can

he fitted to any exrsting lamp.

PEERLESS MOTOR CAR CO.,

220 to 224 W. 41st St, NEW YORK

 

  

 

 

McCORD

LUBRIGATUIIS ~— RADIATOBS
“Marks of a Good Meter Car"

McKlNl OOPPIR-AOBEITO' GASKETS
 

McOORD & COMPANY

NEW YORK—Hudson Terminal, 50 Church Street.

Old Colony Building, CHICAGO.

 

  

We had the best car in America.

We thought for a long while how to

improve it and left it alone. You think

that over.
  

Touring Car, Baby Tonneau or Road

ster bodies, with double ignition,

$3,000.

Pennsylvania Auto Motor 60.

BRYN MAWR, PENNSYLVANIA

 

 

 

 

si |,ooo,ooo

worth of experience behind the new

O I ,500 MITCHELL

This price includes $300 worth of extra auto

mobile value not included in other cars selling at

this rice. Learn what it is. Write to-day for de

taile description.

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR CO.,

571 Mitchell St., Racine, Wis.

Standard Manufacturers A. M. C. M. A.

 

 

 

Hess-Bright Ball Bearings

THE HESS-BRIGHT MFG. CO.,

2109 Fairmount Avenue,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

rmfl 'IfiTlum

‘ DIUM SPINcs
NAK est, GSm A

FOR AUTOMOBILE PURPOSES

  
    

  
  

  

E R S o F s P R I N

CLEVELAND-CANTON SPRING CO., :1": 

 

 

SUPEBIUR Eichad Name Plates

We are prepared to Iurnish you any kind

or style as above. We shall be pleased to

furnish quotations.

CHANDLER CO., Springfield, Mass.

 

 

a ourucanomnor AN

IIVIITA'I'ION or LEATHER.

A U T O F O I D is s peculiar name.

Try to remember it when next you are or

dering material for tops, cushions, etc.

AMERICAN LEATHERETTE MFG. CO.

Buflalo, New York.
  

FRANKLIN

Automobiles

The cost of a motor car is difierent from

the price. Write for catalogue which explains

Franklin high-power at low cost.

 

il. l. FRANKLIN MFG. CO., Syracuse, N. Y.
 

 

 

DOW TUBES Sinhharh-Eagtnn

ONE Quality for ALL Models

ONE Price for ALL Buyers

Write for 1909 Catalog.

THE DAYTON MOTOR CAR CO.,

ayton,

 

 

  

  

 

' Oldil‘.
mas

DIAMOND Cl!

150 W. Georgia St,

Indianapolis, Ind.

  

 

 

The Best Tubes Ever Manufactured.

Are the most economical. Do not deflate when

punctured.

DOW TIRE COMPANY,

2000 Broadway, New York.

889 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

give a feeling of securit

  

COLUMBIA 801‘ 8c BOLT..QU.,lno.,..Br:ldsZep0rt,.COran

A Necessity 0n Automobiles—WHAT?

COLUMBIA LOOK NUTS

CANNOT shake loose. The add a_n important factor of safety and

a}. olumbia Lock Nuts are the best kind

of accident insurance. sed by most makers of the best cars and

by leading railroads, etc. Send us a two-cent stamp, size and

thread of the bolt, and we will forward a Columbia Lock Nut for it.
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PANI-lllliil OIL
"The "I! In the Checkerboard Can"

Is the Ln" perfect automobile lubricant.

Panhard Oil is the onl" cylinder oil made

that will lubricate at temperatures. It

insures against pre-igiiitirm, pounding, and

other costly engine troubles which_ are com

monly caused by our cylinder 0il carbon

izing in the cylin ers. _

The new Sealed Can protects you against

the substitution of an inferior oil—alwavs

see that the seal is not broken.

GEORGE A. HAWS, Zii'ifia'féiii

  

 

FROM COAST TO COAST

ITS SAFE TO COAST

IF YOU USE

TH E R M O l D

BRAKE mec.

  

 

 
   

Why pay high prices

F O R A L U M l N U M

Axle Covers, Engine

Crank Cases, Trans

mission Cases.

Have these made

of Pressed Steel

JUST AS LIGHT

Stronger. Much Less

in Price.

Send Prints for Estimates.

A. O. Smith Co.
243 CIII'ROI'I Strain, MILWAUKEE, WIS.

  

 

 
 

”""°’ lllVlDEll (III.
THE OIL THAT

GRAPHITIZES

are responsible for its

popularity

YOU NAME. THE CAR

NAME THE GRADE

no: onur er

CHAS. F. KELLOI I 00.

113 Arch St., Philadelphia

' Boston Branch:

284 Columbus Avenue.

G liewd \gfrk AEenuc:

. r or r r ,l-Inml‘. ‘ 1540 B‘I'lfflilfll‘)‘. 0'

 

Address

Eastern Inquiries

Garforcl Motor Car Co.

of New York,

1540 Broadway,

New York City.

Western Inquiries

Garford Motor Car Co.

Cleveland,

1372 East 12th St.

leveiand. 

 

PAGKlRlI IGNITION slats
Merits the ABSOLUTE CONFIDENCE of

the most conservative and exacting manufac

turers. Why not give it a trial?

THE PACKARD ELECTRIC CO.,

WARREN, O.

    

  

 

 

. E M .4
e\ SMACNETOS N N

Are The Belt—They have proved it

HHIJITE A 00., 112 Int 42nd Street, Nu York

  

 
 

'l'llli ACME MOTOR CARECO.

Reading, Po.

 

 

SPRINGFIELD

TOP (Pat. 1895)

Aluminum

Bodies

SPIINGFIELD

METAL BODY (10.,

S6 llrnle Avc..

Springfield, Ina.

  

 

Steel Tires
Full of Air.

Tire expense cut in two.

Cannot Blow Out, Rim Cut

or Puncture.

Al Flexible as Rubber

Anti-Skid.

That part of a tire with a

blowout or a rim cut in it

will last longer than any

other part if encircled by a

few sections of steel.

Thousands in use.

Kimball Tin Bass 00.

I72 Broodwny

Oounoll Bluffs, Iowa

   

 

 

Gasoline and Electric—for Pleasure and Business

Studebaker Automoblll 00.. South Bend. lmllm

 

 

 

TilE IITEB WAY

BETWEEN

BUFFALO AND nrrnon
The D. l R. Line Steamer- lnove Bulhlodnil at. 6:80 p. m., (on-tern than-ml Detroit '7 i '

I woe day: at b M! p. m., Sunday!“ AIOOpJn.

(contrnl time? renehiuar their destination

the next morning. Direct connectionl with

' early morning tninl. Lowe-t fuel and

. superior cervioo to all point: welt.

Hall Tickets Available on Steamers '7"

All classes of tickets sold rendiu viii

Iiehignn Controi,Wubnrh and GrundT

pomtion on D. a B. Line S omen.

>. Send two centetnmp for illutrotod pom- ’

." phlot and Great Lake! In .

Address L. G. Lowil, . P. L, Detroit.

Datrolt & Bullrlo Steamboat Co.

PHIUP H. MCMILLAI. A. A. ICHAN‘I'Z, .

Vic: PIESIDIIY. II'L mu.

  

rnnk ' '

' Railway. between Buffalo and Detroit, in s

' either direvflon will be nceo led for tron.

 

WE WILL N()T

accept your contract unleel we can give you the

delivery you require. We will not accept more

contracts than we can fill with proper attention to

each: We make Pressed Steel Frames and Auto

mobile Stampings.

THE HYDRAULIC PRESSED STEEL CO.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

The PULLMAN

4'40 Roadster. Price, $33,000.

that made the run from Philadel bin to SI

vannah Ga., ‘March 5th to 18th, through mud

up to the radiator. beating all previous records.

YORK MOTOR CAR CO., York, Pa.

 
   

 

 

      

MICHELIN TIRE COMPANY

MILLTOWN. N. J.

 
 

THE GYROSCOPE CAR

The Simplest Automobile in the World.

$750—The Price—$750.

GYROSCOPE AUTOMOBILE CO. (INC)

Gyroscope Bldg..

231 West 54th St. New York City.

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, New York

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

Elie motor Worth

for one year, commencing with the issue0%

Name

Address
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IN CHICAGO over one hundred E-M-F. “30" cars were

sold to individual buyers who had never seen the

car—they bought on the specifications backed by the

reputation of the men behind the car. Walter

Githens writes, “At this rate a place in the line will

be at a premium before we get our demonstrator—

can’t you make our allotment 500 instead of 200?"

We had to refuse him—50 extra was all we could grant,

for 500 other dealers have all made the same request.

EVERITT-METZGER-FLANDERS CO.

DETROIT

     

Levy TI; I: (J '

a Emilie—Cir. /~

For Automobile Bodies, Dashes, Guards, Bonnets,

Battery Boxes, Drip Pans, Muiilers, Etc.

TRONG—DURABLE

CALELESS—RUSTLESS

MOOTII—PAINI‘ ADHERES FilllLY

3 Metal {hat’siiAr Time and Money Schr
nu: s'rum lomucimfi.’ cvoilnuw, CANTON, OIIIO

 

  

 

The 0nly Cure tor Tire Troubles

The 0nly Genuine Snare Wheel

 

 

GETA

STEPNEY
AND KEEP GOING

j on AND con: m

LII. THAN A umurl:

J. PAT. I".

la. 'oe.

 

.. in, r -'N " Agencies in all the large cities.

Catalogue B tells all about it. \\"rite NOW.

The Spare Motor Wheel oi America, ltd

Maia Oliice: 236 Michigan Ave., Chicago

  

  

  
F

Give Your Car a Good Name

by using

SUPPLEMENTARY

SPIRAL SPRINGS
Change a bone-shaker and a spring-breaker into an easy riding, real auto

mobile in which you can take pride and your passengers comfort. The use

of S. S. 5. change a near-good car to a real good car and add the finishing

touch of luxury to the best cars. Our booklet tells you all about them,

and is yours for the asking. Write for it.

SUPPLEMENTARY SPIRAL SPRING I} .,“.‘e‘. 32.127121"

New York Branch, Removed to Motor Mart Building. (Larger Quarters.)

 

  

  

 

  

A very handy wrench for inconvenient places. Drop

forged steel throughout, parts carefully hardened, and are

interchangeable. Has patent nut locking device at side.

Write for new circular.

TI'IE BILLINGS 8: SPENCER CO , Hartford, Conn_

  

Newugylgfgylf FURGINGS for the AUIUMUBILE

Satisfaction '

Guaranteed

  

Thousands of our

Spring Clips

me now in use,

having been sup

plied to the leading

automobile manu

facturers.

Have you secured our prices?

THE M. SEWAIID SONS COMPANY, New Haven, Conn.

 

 

  

And ‘ i “ii!y I ,

It SPLITDORF

Common Sense Plug
is a prime favorite with motorists is because the have

It found it an exceedingly good Plug. Will not car ornze,

short circuit or break. ives the hottest spark with ab

Yourself

I

   

 

“RAJAH’:

SPARK PLUGS

IGNITION ABSOLUTELY SURE

RAJAII AIITIl SUPPLY IiIIIIPAIIY

BLOQMFIELDI NEW JERSEY, U. 8. A.

(Watsessing Station, D., L. 8; W. R. R.)

  
 

solute certainty. A working Plug from every point. $l.00.

O. F. SPLITDORF

Waltonjye. Q513ch St. jmslhlfilflliroadwa! New York

——~.

—_
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FRANKLIN 1909
Model D

The Perfect Score Car of the Chicago IOOO-Mile Test, the

Bretton Woods Eight Day Grind and the l700-Mile Glidden Tour.

  

  

Unineumbercd Franklin dash-board. Notice the neat efi'ect. No coil box. No oiler. Merely the

magneto switch. The needle valve stem and primer rod.

Ideal Ignition and a Clean Dash.

The Bosch high tension magneto as used on Franklin automobiles without an auxiliary battery system

has solved the ignition problem.

It is easier to crank the motor than with the battery system and back kicks are impossible. The magneto

on Models D and H is provided with a governor which automatically retards the spark and holds it near

dead center of the engine when starting.

With the magneto, slower running on high gear is possible than with the battery system without too much

throttling of the charge. The spark can also be independently controlled by the control lever on steering

wheel.

The spark is more intense than that of a battery and starts the motor easier at any time, particularly in

cold weather when the mixture is likely to be poor at starting.

Records of the Paris, London and New York taxicab service definitely proves this to be the most

reliable of all ignition systems.

In the Glidden Tour, Franklin automobiles equipped with this system had no ignition troubles whatever,

not even a spark-plug was removed during the entire run.

The magneto gets rid of the battery box from the running-board and the coil box from the dash, thus

adding to the neat appearance and general style of the automobile.

The Franklin is the first automobile in America to employ the high tension single ignition magneto

system (nine-tenths of the leading foreign makers are already using it) just as the Franklin was first with

air-cooling, first with four cylinders and six cylinders, first to put the force-feed oiler under the hood, and

first with many good things.

Franklins are free not only from ignition troubles but they have no heating nor freezing troubles such as

water-cooled automobiles are liable to. And because of their light weight and large wheels and tires, Frank

lins are free from the tire nuisance that makes every heavy automobile such a troublesome and expensive

luxury.

Write for the catalogue describing Franklin refinements in detail, and the full line of Franklin touring

cars, runabouts and closed-cars.

H. H. FRANKLIN MANUFACTURING CO., Syracuse, N. Y.

  

Model H; 42 h. p.; six cylinders; seven passengers; 36- h

inch wheels, 127-ineh wheel base, 2,500 pounds, $3,750.

‘ F.'O.‘I§'.'Syracu!e." ' ' ‘
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More Remy Magnetos

Sold for 1909 Cars

Than All Others Combined

  

IFTEEN THOUSAND Remy High Tension Magnetos

have already been sold for 1909 cars.

——More than the total number of magnetos sold by

all our competitors combined.

—~More than all our competitors combined can sell for 1909

cars.

And that’s not all. More Remy Magnetos are now in use

on American-built cars than all others combined.

What does this mean? Simply that the Remy is the tried

Magneto—the known Magneto—the Magneto that can be re

lied on for the best results with the least attention. The his

tory of a magneto proves more than mere claims.

The Remy is the product of the longest experience in mag

neto construction. We are the oldest magneto manufacturers

in the country. Remy Magnetos were in use and were known

before the day of the automobile, proving the efficiency and

certainty of its construction in motors, gasolene tractors, etc.

The Remy Magneto is used with the six-cylinder 200 h. p.

steel clad gasolene electric cars of the Union Pacific, manu

factured by the McKeen Motor Car Co.—with the powerful

engines that operate the heavy Gerling gang plows in the

West—and on many other big motors that depend on the per

fection of firing for their famous efliciency.

All our experience and the latest light on the science of

magneto building have been concentrated on the improvement

of the Remy from year to year. The Remy for instance is the

magneto without brushes. No brushes to cause trouble—to

wear out—and to be replaced.

It is the simplest—the most compact—the most dependable.

That's why it can be installed at the smallest expense.

Great Victories Won With Help of the

Remy High Tension Magneto

The Remy has thoroughly proved its superiority by performance. Here are some of the 1908 victories in which the Remy played

an important part:

Indianapolis Auto Races Sept. 18-19—At the two-day meetin the Buick

cleaned up on the first days program and made an excellent 5 owm the

second day, defeating cars costing as high as $4 000._ The Buick- osey

Company who handle the machine declare most oi their success was due

to the fact that their cars are equipped With the Remy magneto system of

l nlthl'l.

8 Labor Day Races, Lowell, Mass.——The_Buick Motor Car Co. says,

“Remy Ma netoa used on our cars gave entire satisfaction. Our cars ran

faultlessly t rou bout the whole race, and we can speak in words of highest

praise of your Magneto.”

Dead Horae ill Climb, Worcester, Maas., June 6—Record broken for

cars up to 20 H. P. by Cameron Three-Passenger Roadster equipped With

Rem Magneto.

Economy Contest Baltimore, Md., August 8—Won by Cameron Run

about equi ped with emy Maaglneto.

Hill limbing Contest, B timore, Md., August 8—Won by Cameron

Runabout equipped with Remy Magneto.

Knox Model L, 30 H. P_., equipped with Remy Magneto defeated all

cars of equal and several of higher power. .

_ Norriatown, Pa., Hill Climb, June Z'I—First place in $3,000 class first

in $4,000 class, and second in free-for-all gasoline cars won by Knox odel

L, £50 H. P., equi ped_ with Remy Ma neto. Second place in free-for-all

motive owers an third place in free- or-all gasoline cara won by Knox

Model , 60 P., equipped with Remy Magneto.

Arrowhead Hill Climb, New York City, July ll—Won by Knox Model

L, 30 H. P., equipped with Remy Magneto.

Shingle Hill Climb, West Haven Conn., May 27—First place for 30 to

35 P, and second place in free-or-all won by Knox Model, 30 H. P

equipped With Remy Magneto. '

Roekville, Conn.,_ Hill Climb June 30—First place in $3,000 class, first in

4.000 class, second in free-for-all and third in free-for'all stock cars won by

nox cars equipped with Remy Magnetos.

These manufacturers are regular users of the Remy

and more Remys are being specified every day for the cars of other makers:

BUICK MOTOR CO.

CAMERON CAR CO.

you to investigate. Address Dept. 11.

OVERLAND AUTOMOBILE CO.

MAXWELL-BRISCOE MOTOR CO.

MIDLAND MOTOR CO. APPERSON BROS. AUTOMOBILE CO.

Write us for illustration and full description of our new High_'1‘enaion Maweto.

them in such large quantities that we can make you very attractive e

for double ignition and alternating and direct current magnetoa for a

NORDYKE & MARMON CO.

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE CO.

_ We are building l

ri_cea_._ also build ma etos '

ignition purposes. It Wll pay

New York Ofice, Thoroughtare Bldg., Broadway and 58th Street. ‘

Remy Electric Company

Anderson, lndiana
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The Auto-Meter in

this double daily century

run is attached to a Chal

mers-Detroit "Thirty."

Four times every day

—rain or shine, muddy or

smooth roads—this car

equipped with the Warner Auto-Meter leaves Hotel Pontchar

train at Detroit for Pontiac, Mich., and return.

  

 

THE ' .

Warner Auto-Meter

In a 20,000-Mile Endurance Test

Four Trips Daily between Pontiac and

Detroit, Mich—200 Miles Every 24 Hours

  

The Auto-Meter is attached to the dash and is depended

upon to keep the schedule exact and make the different points

at the terminals and en route within the required time.

The Auto-Meter was necessary because in such a gruelling

test, where a certain speed must continually be maintained in

a specified time, it could be relied upon to be accurate.

Silently and surely it does it work in any weather, under

any conditions. To the fraction of a second or the fraction

of a mile the Auto-Meter’s rec0rd is in fallible.

The Auto - Meter is used everywhere one i

wants to know exactly how far and how fast

In the New York-to-Paris Race, the Thomas, the winner

and only American contestant was equipped with an Auto

Meter. The drivers of the famous car give the Auto-Meter

due credit for its “silent assistance," which they say materially
aided them in'winning. " v

The AutoMeter always has been used by the Glidden Path

finders when they lay out the routes for the Glidden tour, be

cause they know its accuracy may be relied upon.

On the dash of the best cars you will find an Auto-Meter.

Owners now find it a necessity as well as a con

venience.

We frankly admit there are indicators at less cost, but

in an out-and-out comparison where accuracy is demanded to a=

fraction, the reliable Auto-Meter is the only one that stands

the test.

A speed indicator (?) that can’t be depended upon is an

incumbrance. Write for more details and arrange for a trial

of the Auto-Meter.

WARNER INSTRUMENT (30., Factory and Iain Mice, 284 Wheeler Ave., Beloll, Wis.

Address your request for trial to our Nearest Branch Office

Philadelphia Cor Broad and Race

San lirancisco, 550 Golden Gate Ave.

Indianapolis, 330% N. Illinois_St.

Los Angelcs, 1124 S. Main St.

This is the Car with aWarner Auto-Meter

{hams}; Dune e . i'

i,.. A '\

“J‘hfiloomusn ‘\ g i!»

—-"' 'RIOUDA .

. 'la Fur/4Q

   
 

Boston, 925 Boylston St.

Buffalo, 722 Main St.

St. Louis, 3923 Olive St.

Detroit, 239 Jefl'erson Ave.

New York, 1902 Broadway

Chica o, 1305 Michigan Ave.

Cleve and, 2062 Euc id Ave.

Pittsburg, 3432 Forbes St.

  

'le"
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Hereafter, Call It

THE WAVERLEY ELECTRIC my
(Formerly the Pope-Waverley)

The Pope interests having been purchased by a syndicate of prominent Indianapolis

business men, the Waverley plant of the Pope Motor Car Company will hereafter be operated

as an independent concern by the Waverley Company. The factory and sales organization

remains unchanged. '

Backed by ample capital, the new Waverley Company will devote its Whole time to the

manufacture and sale of the famous Waverley Electric—the standard of electric automobiles.

The Best Electric To Buy—And The Easiest

To Sell.

No other electric has ever approached the famous Waverley in practical efficiency.

Where great mileage is demanded by the purchaser—a hundred miles or more on

one battery charge—the Waverley can give him more of it than any other electric,

at no greater expense.

Where a more practical radius of

travel satisfies the purchaser—say, 50

 

  

. Waverley

to 60 miles per charge—the Waverley Four

gives it a lower cost per mile than any Passenger

other automobile, gasoline or electric. Vicloria

The noiselessness, simplicity, clean

liness and economy of the Waverley

Electric are daily increasing its Well

known prestige. No other electric is

so stylish or so durable. No other

vehicle, horse-drawn or power driven,

is so thoroughly dependable.

The sales have been increasing by

leaps and bounds for several years.

The Waverley Electric for the

coming season will be even better than

it has been, and an even better propo

sition for good dealers.

The sales will be pushed as they I ,they have never been pushed before.

Coupe

  

 

Popular All The Year Around.

This handsome vehicle gives splendid service when gas cars

are hibernating and horses demand “humane” treatment. The

Coupe Top is removable, giving a perfectly enclosed coupe for

stormy weather, and a stylish open Victoria Phaeton for summer.

Price: Removable Coupe Top, $2,150.
i ... ,_,._____'_:".

 

WW Is The Time For The Dcaler To “Ii-mam: Ills Tommi-fl

The Waverley C0. Indianapolis, lml.~
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Out of the thousands of

“SWEnuu” SPRING STEEL les
turned out by us, not one ever has been returned as

defective. We make the statement on honor, and it

ought to impress the manufacturer who is aiming to pro

duce a quality product.

“Swedoh” Spring Steel Rims

are emphatically a quality product of one of the largest and

best equipped mills in the country. They are used on most

good automobiles and ought to be used on a_ll automobiles.

  

  

We also make from

' “Swedoh” steel

REAL llll BANS
heavily copperized, of extreme

durability and springiness that

the ordinary oil can ought to

be but isn't.

Our product includes all

kinds of steel stampings and

pressed work. if you want

anything made from steel, we

can make it—and “make good?

   

 

AMERICAN TUBE & STAMPING CO. -

Bridgeport, Connecticut

 

 

NEW YORK OFFICE, ‘IOO IROADWAV 
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Premier In aihree-Fnld Victory
In the fully Sealed Reliability Contest of 250 miles per day for four consecutive days,

held under the auspices of the (‘hicago Motor Club the PREMIER scored three victories.

 

FIRST—The only Premier entered won the Standard Oil trophy for the lowest gasoline consumption

over many cars that, with full passenger load, weighed at least 1,000 pounds less than did the Premier. THIS

RECORD FOR ECONOMY IS NOTEWORTHY.

SECOND—The Premier made a perfect road score, finishing with all seals intact, in a contest which

was most severe by reason of the amount of mileage per day and the condition of the roads traversed.

THIRD—The Premier was awarded a perfect score by the Technical Committee who made a most

thorough and complete examination of all the cars at the finish of the run to determine any weaknesses which

might result from the strenuous road performances.

The Premier’s great record in the event just ended is a fitting climax to a season

of Premier victories.

A_gain We Ask—Can You Beat It?

Send for Catalogue S.

Premier Motor Manufacturing Company

Indianapolis, Indiana, U. S. A.

Standard Manufacturers, A. M. O. M. A.

 

   

  

THE BRAMPTON ,5

MOTOR CHA|N~ '

All side plates on both sides of the _.

ggilnp’ton Chain are stamped "BRAMP- /

LARGE SALES and SMALL PROFIT ._ I

with thousands of satisfied customers is our " ‘ '

best advertisement. THE BRAMPTON CHAIN is made _of self-hardening Steel; the strongest Chain in the World. All parts

polished; fits sprockets (that are properly cut) without friction.

Some of the other chains may look like THE CELEBRATED BRAMPTON CHAIN because some of the other chain makers

began to copy the design and shape of the BRAMPTON CHAIN links in 1904. They have improved somewhat on their copied

design from time to time until these chains now look more like the BRAMPTON CHAIN than ever before. These chains

somewhat resemble the BRAMPTON in appearance, but the manufacturers of such chains have been unable to copy the material

—self-hardening steel.

NO CHANGE IN THE BRAMPTON

There has been no change in the design, construction, material or finish of the BRAMPTON MOTOR CHAIN in the past

ten years.—-"ENUF SED.”

P R l C E

The price bein equal, it's presumable you want the best, and full value for your money. In such cases, the BRAMPTON

FILLS THE BIL , and the prices are the same to manufacturers, robbers, dealers and consumers as any other chain of equal size.

We have in stock chains to fit all American and foreign cars.

YOUR 1909 CAR

You can have the new car that you order fitted with the CELEBRATED BRAMPTON CHAIN if you order it that way. No

extra cost to either you or the manufacturer. All standard sizes in stock to fit American and Foreign Cars at the same price as

the other chains.

SPECIAL CHAINS TO FIT THE INDIAN MOTORCYCLE.

Agents wanted in unoccupied territory. Catalog on request.

Manufhcturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer

C H A S . E . MIL L E R , Mam 0mm; 91-99-101 Reade Street, N e w Yo r k

_ 54th St. and 8th Ave., New York. 318-320 N. Broad St., l’h'l d l h' , P . 1829 E l'd A ., Cl 1 d, O. -BRANCHES- l202~2o4 Columbus Ave., Boston. Mass. 227%229 Jefferson Ave.,‘l%e:rgitla a 1392 Bgrirind Iii/a, 31:21:11“, N. Y. 82‘ Mm 5‘" 3mm
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THE HAYNES

For 1909

45 II. P. $3.000

AYNE

Victory!

TWO PERFECT SCORES AT CHICAGO

CHICAGO, Oct. 10.—In the great Thousand-Mile Endurance Run

of the Chicago Automoblile Club, the two Haynes entries secured two

of the five Perfect Scores out of 17 contestants. Several cars had more

than one entry, but only the Haynes secured more than one Perfect Score.

This remarkable showing recalls the corresponding event of last year where the single

Haynes entry won the only Perfect Score that was awarded.

There is real value in these tests. Any car in skillful hands with good luck can attain a

perfect score in ordinary Endurance Runs where the operator is allowed to fuss with his car

whenever it is necessary. But in these tests the car had to go through untinkered and pass a

rigid examination of its condition at the end.

Haynes cars will aIWays win in such tests.

For 1909 One Model, 45 H. P., $3,000.

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Kokomo, Indiana

Member: A. L. A. M.

Automobile

Four types 0! body.

Oldest Manufacturers in America

NEW YORK, 1715 Broadway CHICAGO, 1702 Michigan Avenue

LIVE AGENTS WANTED IN UNOCCUPIED TERRITORY
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THE

SELDEN

CAR

FOR1909
 

Enters upon its second year

with a clean record. No “first

year” car has ever earned a

better reputation or made, a

better showing.

T H E C A R O F

MODERATE PRICE

$2()OO

Tourlng Oar

Limousine

 

Roadster

Landaulet

4 cylinder, 28-30 horsepower, shalt drive,

selective transmission, metal body, pressed steel

frame, excellent hill climber, fine finish and

style, roomy tonneau, luxurious upholstery, easy

riding, smooth running, economical in up-keep,

in fact, a high grade car in every lparticular.

The “Silent Selden ”

1909 MODELS READY

IN SEPTEMBER

Agency propositions now ready. Send for

catalog and specifications.

Selden Motor Vehicle 00.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Member A. L. A. M.

TIME WAS when tire worry

spoiled much of the enjoyment

of motoring and the motorist

who footed the- bills had no

voice in the matter.

THEN CAME THE AJAX

wrapped tread tire with its

superior services.

AND NEXT THE AJAX

5,000 MILE GUARANTEE

—-If the user of Ajax tires

fails to obtain 5,000 miles

service from his tire, it is for

us to worry—not him, and

we make good.

WITH AJAX TIRES the

tire problem resolves itself into

a plain proposition. We know

that they will do, and we offer

you the best kind of an insur

ance for expressing your will—

ingness to find out for yourself.

IS THERE ANYTHING

 

 

 

 

 

MORE BUSINESS-LIKE
 

THAN THIS?
 

 

 

   
  

Write for copy of Guarantee, stating what size tire you are using.

Address Dept. A.

AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER COMPANY

GENERAL OFFICES: N. E. Cor. 57th St. and Broadway, New York

Factories: Trenton, N. J.

BRANCHES:

New York, 1776 Broadway Denver 1529 Cleveland lace

B on, 819-a Boylston St. Seattle 1102 Broa way

C ' ago, 1418 Michigan Ave. San Francisco, 460 Golden Gate A

Detroit, 743 Woodwood Ave. Los Angeles, 1040 S. Main

Agents in all large cities.
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Stewart Speedometer
Complete with Enclosed SeasonOdometer$ 15
 

Some weeks ago we announced a startling

Speedometer proposition for 1909 and we

have kept our word. Last week's issue

contained our full announcement for the

I909 season— the most beautiful line of

speedometers ever shown, including

Model 12, at the unheard of price

of $15 for a complete and guar

\ J anteed Speedometer and Season

Odometer.

This thoroughly high grade complete and guaranteed

instrument is not to be confounded with ordinary $ l 5 speed

ometers stripped of their essential season odometers, and

without which no speedometer is complete, and which will

be offered the trade in a makeshift pretense of meeting our

Model 12 @

impossible competition.

Don't be confused by offerings of even higher priced speedometers which may be equipped with ordinary

external odometers. not in any way the equal of the J‘tetvart enclosed odometer.

Model 12 is the handsomest 3-inch speedometer ever produced.

Indicates speed up to 50 miles. Has an enclosed season odometer

with capacity of 10,000 miles and repeat. The workmanship, ma

terials and construction of this beautiful model are of the same

high standard used in all our speedometers, and which has made

possible our famous FIVE - YEAR GUARANTEE, which still

stands unchallenged.

This model is GUARANTEED ABJOLUTELY FOR: F1 VE YEARLY, and is

equnpped with our famous Stewart, flexible shalt and patented swivel joint (Nit/7011! UbiCb no speed

ometer can continue to give satisfaction). exactly the same equipment used on our higher

priced models. We malre no exceptions; we sacrifice nothing to accomplish the lower price. Compare this

costly equipment with the troublesome wire core shaft and non-swivel devices which are a part of the equipment

of other speedometers.

AThoroughly High-Grade Instrument

designed to meet the requirement of the small car. It is far better

than any other speedometer, of any make at any price, as a trial

alongside any other will prove. Ready for delivery about Nov. 1st.

FSEND for CATALOGUE DESCRIBING the FULL LINE
 

Stewart & Clark CO., 509 Diversey Boulevard, CHICAGO
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1909

Prices Reduced $1,000

And the Reasons Why

Heretofore the Matheson Car has been considered the

highest priced as well as the highest grade American

car on the market.

 

Millions of dollars worth of these cars have been delivered

to customers who could afford to pay the higher price

for the best.

Many other purchasers have been persuaded that some of

the lower priced cars have been “just as good." Mathe

son owners who have used other makes of cars have

answered that question satisfactorily. Send for their

letters, which we have done up in a book.

In order, therefore, to still maintain the unequalled quality

of the Matheson Car and at the same time give cus

tomers this magnificent car at the price of the cheaper

cars, the makers have figured that by doubling the fac

tory output and selling at a much closer margin of

profit, the price of the Matheson Car equipped with

Touring, Landaulet or Limousine bodies, could be cut

$1,000, and the same chassis, equipped with Roadster

or Tourabout bodies, cut $650.

Accordingly, the Company's working capital has been in

creased by $350,000, and after October 11, 1908, the pur

chaser can buy a genuine Matheson Car, the very finest

of all motor cars of either European or American make,

at the makers’ former prices to the agent or dealer;

namely:

New Price Former Price

50 H. P. 1909 Touring Car . . . . . . . .. $4,500 $5,500

50 H. P. 1909 Roadster . . . . . . . . . . .. 4.350 5,000

50 H. P. 1909 Tourabout . . . . . . . . .. 4,350 5,000

50 H. P. 1909 Limousine . . . . . . . . .. 5.500 6,500

50 H. P. 1909 Landaulet . . . . . . . . . .. 5,500 6,500

VlC T0 R I E S

The great string of Matheson victories in the important

speed, hill climbing and endurance contests of the past sea

sons, in competition with the greatest cars of Europe and

America, can leave no room for doubt that the Matheson

car has no peer on any market to-day.

_GUARANTY

Every Matheson is guaranteed for 365 days. (Notice

that most other cars are guaranteed for 60 to 90 days only.)

MATHESON AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

Main Sales 0iiice, 1880-1888 Broadway, New York City

STEVENS-DURYEA

NEW MODEL X
 

 

supplies the demand for a four-cylinder car, a little

larger and more powerful than the Stevens-Duryea

four-cylinder Model R. which has been discontinued.

The owner of the Model X can feel that the well

known features of the Model R are embodied in his

car together with the advantages of more room and

power.

The Model X is an enlargement and refinement of

the Model R, representing the most advanced ideas

in automobile designs together with Stevens-Duryea

construction and workmanship, which have been

proven absolutely correct.

Price, IT: “33112111? $2,750

  

 

Send for New Model X Catalog.

STEVENS-DURYEA C .
Member of Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

 

 

 

"LONG-ARM”

TRANSMISSIONS

THREE speeds and reverse, selective

types. The best of material and

workmanship. Our experience in gear cut

ting and manufacturing Automobile Parts

enables us to equal the best transmissions

built. Let us figure on your requirements.

 
 

We IIIO build a complete line 0!

AXLES, CLUTCHES

STEERING REACHES

HAND LEVERS, ETC.

 
 

The “Long-Arm” System Co.,

cuavrzrann, 0.

Sales Dept, THE AMERICAN DISTRIBUTING 00.,

American Trust Bldg“ Cleveland. 0.
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1909 Models oi Gasoline Touring Cars (5 passengers),

Runabouts (3 passengers), Roadsters (4 passengers),

Limousines (7 passengers) and Landaulets (7 passen

gers); also Victoria Phaeton now ready tor delivery

 

Advance _7 '. -_‘ _

firculars '_ _ - . ‘ a _ " Agents
chill!“ ;: 3 ' ‘ ' \' ' ' '_ l ' ' A _ _ 'H IDetailed ' ~. ' f“ ' -j ‘ iv ’ ‘ \ in

Descriptions ~ ‘ ‘- E I, . . unoccupied

Malledon I ._ ~ ~ . _ , )
Application ' _ f _ . w Territory

  

 

Mark XLVlll. 4 cylinder, 5 passenger. 29 I]. P. Touring Car

Fully equipped as above. ready to run. $2,750.00

M—mhmmby ELECTRIC VEHICLE COMPANY, Hartiord, Conn.

Members A. L. A. M.

 

  

"ONLY PEDALS

T0 PUSH”

 

  

 

The Simplest The Neatest The (bietest

The Most Reliable The Most Fully Equipped The Cheapest

Roadster on the I909 market.

  

 

WRITE FOR SPECIFICATIONS T0

0VERLAND AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Indianapolis, indiann"
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Model 34, Price $2,250

The Vital Features of This Car.

THE oiiset crank shalt and straight line drive, more than any other features are responsible for

the unusual efficiency, the high delivered power and the Wonderful flexibility of control oi

this four cylinder, five passenger

Kidder”
Most automobiles can develop sufl'icient power at high speed, but the owner’s greatest need is for

power at slow engine speeds—power on the hills—in stretches of sand and mud.

  

The offset crank shaft and stright line drive give flexibility, allow more high gear work without

overtaxing the engine; that means less gear changing; less clutch manipulation—therefore ease and

economy of operation.

This car can be throttled down to operate smoothly and steadily on high gear at three miles an hour.

Or it can run forty-five miles an hour.

These features besides those big wheels, big tires, long wheel base, accessible engine, safety starting

device, reinforced tubular axle, finished parts of genuine mahogany, perfect brake control, and large

luxurious body, make this a car of highest quality.

Ready for immediate delivery. Please write for details now.

Thomas B. Jeiiery & Company, it‘ll-.23??? Kenosha, W .

Chicago, Milwaukee, Boston, Philadelphia, San Francisco.

Representatives in all leading cities.

Branches and Distributing Agencies:
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STUDEBAKER ABSORBS GAIN-'0“)

Final Steps Being Taken to Complete the

Merger—New York Company Ended

in the Arrangement.

No small amount of surprise will be occa

sioned in the trade by the announcement

that the Studebaker Automobile Co., of

South Bend, Ind., is to absorb the Garford

Co., of Elyria, O., and the Garford Motor

Car Co., of New York, which latter has had

the eastern distribution of Garford cars. The

final negotiations for the complete merging

of the Garford in the Studebaker interests

This ac

tion represents another step in the big pol

are being completed this week.

icy which the Studebaker company has en

tered upon, and which has already resulted

in its undertaking the marketing of a large

part of the E-M—F product both at home

and abroad, and the production of buggy

type motor vehicles, in addition to handling

its regular line of Studebaker models.

For some time the Studebaker interests

have been heavily represented in the own

ership of the Garford Co.'s stock. The

Studebaker chassis have also been pro

duced at the Garford's plant, so that the

relations between the companies has been

very close. At one period the Garford

plant at Elyria produced the Studebaker,

the Rainier and the Cleveland chassis, but

upon the subsequent withdrawal of both the

Rainier and the Cleveland companies from

this arrangement, the former to manufac

ture in its own plant, it was decided that

the Garford Co. should market a model

of its own. The Garford car was pro

duced last year, and the Garford Motor Car

Co. of New York was organized in July,

1907, with $300,000 capital, to handle its

sale east of Buffalo. To head the New

York company. William B. l-Iurlburt was

chosen as president, under "inducements" of

such attractiveness as finally to persuade'

him to relinquish the management of the

Packard Motor Car Co. of New York, to

go with the new enterprise. C. R. Teaboldt

became his assistant, as secretary and treas

urer of the company, and a large salesroom

and warehouse on Broadway, near Forty

sixth street, New York City, was engaged.

Under the merger, this business is all to

be acquired by the Studebaker interests, and

will be handled from the Studebaker build‘

ing. a little further up the street. In wind

ing up the affairs of the company, terms

that are satisfactory to Hurlburt and Tea

boldt, with their associates, are being ar

ranged. Inasmuch as Hurlburt and his or

ganization are considered among the best

equipped automobile men in the country,

their early connection with another of the

big automobile companies is not unlooked

for.

Baker, of New York, in Bankruptcy.

Bankruptcy proceedings have been tiled

against the Baker Motor Vehicle Co. of

New York, located at 1788 Broadway, New

York City, and Judge Holt has appointed

James N. Rosenberg as receiver. The lia

bilities are reported to be about $100,000.

and the assets from $20,000 to $30,000. The

company was organized on August 16, 1907,

under New York laws, with a capital of

$20,000, and Nathaniel Platt as president, to

act as New York agent for the Baker M0

tor Vehicle Co. of Cleveland. 0. Among

the petitioning creditors are: Electric Stor

age Battery Co., $7,464; Diamond Rubber

Co., $1,439, and Anthony G. Imhot’f, $600.

Remy Opens an Eastern Ofiice.

Headquarters in New York for the Remy

_Electric Co., of Anderson, Ind., have been

established at 211 Thoroughfare building.

on Broadway at Fifty-eighth street. ll. J.

llinley is in charge. and will superintend

the distribution of Remy magnetos and ig

nition apparatus in the East.

New York Store for Gray & Davis.

Gray & Davis, of Amesbury, Mass, have

opened a branch in New York City for the

sale of their lamps. It is at 377 Broadway,

and will be under the direction of William

H. Gray.

SUES 0N "BASIC" BUGGY PATENTS

Action Against Two Makers of High

Wheeled Vehicles—Sweeping Infringe

ment Prosecution Threatened.

In the role of the Selden of the high

wheeled motor vehicle, the Success Auto

Buggy Mfg. Co., of St. Louis, Mo., has

started suit for injunction against the W. H.

Kiblinger Co., of Auburn, and the Economy

Motor-Buggy Co., of Fort Wayne, Ind., and

is threatening similar action throughout the

field generally. where its patents are thought

to be infringed. The petition tiled by the

plaintiff in the United States Court at In

dianapolis, Ind., on the 12th inst., asserts

that both the defendant companies entered

into an agreement to pay the Success Coni

pany a royalty of $15 per buggy, but that

the defendants have failed to carry out their

agreement. An injunction is asked restrain

ing them from further manufacturing of the

vehicles alleged to be affected by the pat

tents, and an order for an accounting is

petitioned for.

Claims are made by the Success Com

pany that it “holds several valuable patents

on all the most important parts of high

wheeled motor buggies." To support its

priority in the motor buggy line, the Cuttl

pany points out that four years ago its prod

uct was placed on the market, and So dis

tinctly was the vehicle of the real buggy

type that the first photograph of the early

machine discloses a whip-socket on the dash

which the builder had accidentally over

looked. A vigorous and sweeping prosecu

tion of alleged infringement, will be comv

menced immediately, it is announced.

 

Duerr Creditors' Meeting Called.

A meeting of the creditors of C. A. Ducrr

& Co., Inc., of New York City, has l)t't‘ll

called by Lindsay Russell, the receiver. It

will be held at 2 p. m. \Vednesday. the 14th

instant, in mom 1,314 of the City Invest

ing Building, New York.
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In the Retail World.

Edward \Vilkie has been appointed man

ager of the new Buick branch in Philadel

phia, Pa. Quarters have been obtained at

235-237 North Broad street.

George B. Levy, who has been secretary

and sales manager for C. A. Coey & Co.. of

Chicago, 111., has gone in business for him

self. His concern will be known as the

Standard Automobile Supply Co., at 1428

Michigan avenue.

l. R. Gardinier is the president and gen

eral manager of the newly organized Frank

lin Motor Co., which is to handle Franklin

cars exclusively in Utica, N. Y. The com

pany's headquarters are in the Commercial

Travelers" building.

Distribution of Continental tires in north

east and middle New York State will here

after be made through the Albany Hard

ware & Iron Co., of Albany, N. Y. Both

the tires and their accessories will be sold

under the same terms as at the New York

headquarters.

The sale of all the property of the bank

rupt R. 0. Williams Automobile Co., of

Columbus, 0., by the receiver, H. C. Moore.

has been confirmed by Judge E. B. Dillon.

The purchaser was M. F. Loofbourrow, and

the price $2,039.57, did not include the pre»

vious sale of one automobile for $147.50 to

another buyer.

Representation in Detroit, Mich., for the

Studebaker cars has been brought about by

the erection of a garage and retail sales

room on the property of the Everitt-Metz

ger-Flanders Co., on Piquette street. The

full line of Studebaker gasolene and elec

tric vehicles will be shown in connection

with the E-M-F models.

Rambler Branch Moves to New York.

The distribution of Rambler cars which

has heretofore been handled from the Phil

adelphia branch of Thomas B. Jeffery 8:

Co. will from now on be made from New

York, the branch having been moved over

after four years in the Quaker City. Head»

quarters have been obtained at 3840 West

Sixty-second street, in charge of Manager

Hutchinson, and from 75 to 100 cars will he

kept in stock. The wholesaling territory to

be covered includes Eastern New York.

New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia

and that part of Pensylvania east of Al

toona. The New York City agency for the

Rambler will remain with the Homan 8:

Schulz Company.

Altruistic Association Assigns.

\Vholly unapprcciative of the beneficent

services which it was ready to perform for

them, the automobilists of the country have

let the Association of Motor Car Owners.

with offices in the Times building, New

York City, get into such straights that it has

been forced to make an assignment. The

concern was incorporated March 7. 1907.

with a capital stock of $10,000, “to audit

and adjust automobile expense accounts,

furnish supplies, act as agent and to per

form other services for automobile 0wn<

ers," Its highwater mark for membership

was 300, but the tide soon went down, and

a disagreement among the stockholders

last month resulted in its bank account be

ing tied up. An assignment to John H. Wi

nans has been signed by Joseph D. Belasco.

president, and Benjamin B. Dolaro, gen

eral manager. The assets consist of cash

in banks, $1,603; accounts, $2,100, and office

furniture, value not given.

Dunlop Punishing Price Cutters.

Fighting for the maintenance of price

agreements with the jobbing and retail trade

is being carried on across the Atlantic as

well as on this side, the Dunlop Pneumatic

Tire Co. having recently instituted a series

of actions for violations of contracts gov

erning the prices at which it products should

be sold. One defendant jobber has been

enjoined and required to pay $200 not only

for cutting contract prices, but for letting

dealers have the Dunlop goods without ob

taining in turn written agreements that

they would hold to the figures set by the

company.

Goshen May Get the Crescent.

Already rich in the number of 'nctor con

cerns that have either started up or are go

ing to start in its borders, Goshen, In<!.. ha;

another prospect in view, ac Crescent An

‘omobilc Co., of Detroit, Mich., having in

dicated that it will probably move into one.

of the town’s vacated soap factories. The

company, which is making the Marvel and

I'Ixcelsior cars, has secured an option on

the building and will make its decision

within a few days. No bonus or stock sub

scriptions are asked.

Edwards Again with Hartford Rubber.

Teddy Edwards, after casting his fortunes

with a newly organized rubber company,

which later went into a decline, and subse

quently acting as a traveling representative

for a Hartford jobbing house, has returned

to the Hartford Rubber \Norks Co., with

whom he made his most conspicuous suc

cess as a salesman. He will cover his old

territory.

Webster’s New Marketing Method.

By an arrangement between the Webster

Manufacturing Co. and the Randall-Faich

ney Co., of Boston, Mass._. the latter com

pany will hereafter market the Webster

gasolene gauge, in addition to its own line

of oil guns and accessories. One set of

travelers will push the sale of the gauge and

the Randall-Faichney products.

Adding to Lhe G & J Factory.

An addition costing $50,000 is being made

to the plant of the G & J Tire Company

at Indianapolis. Ind. Although night shifts

are still running, the present curiacity of the

factory is overtaxed.

The Week's Incorporations.

Pontiac, Mich—Oakland Motor Car Co.,

under Michigan laws, increases capital stock

from $200,000 to $300,000.

Chicago, Ill—Mitchell Automobile C0.,

under Illinois laws, increases capital Stock

from $1,000 to $20,000.

New Rochelle, N. Y.—Jones Speedometer,

The, under New York laws, with $100,000

capital; to manufacture indicators and de

vices. Corporators—J. W. Jones, G. L.

Holmes and T. S. Barrett, New York City.

Rochester. N. Y.—Elbridge Engine Co.,

under New York laws, with $25,000 capital;

to manufacture motors, vehicles, etc. Cor

porators—L. J. Seeley, Rochester; G. E.

De Long, Syracuse; W. H. Salmon, Buffalo,

N. Y.

Rockaway Beach, N. Y.—Queens Motor

\Vorks, under New York laws, with $3,000

capital. Corporators—John P. Levins, 1422

Madison avenue; Edward Heinz, 1514 Mad

ison avenue; Francis W. Heitman, 127 Sum

mit avenue, New York City.

New York City, N. Y.-—Cherry Autocab

C0., under New York laws, with $25,000

capital; to make, sell and rent automobiles.

Corporators—L. Stein, L. L. Doblin. 583

Broadway; A. S. Gilbert, 310 West Ninety

third street, New York City.

New York City, N. Y.——City Autocab Co.,

under New York laws, with $250,000 cap

ital; cab livery and garage business. Corpor

ators—L. F. Braine and Henry H. Gardiner.

32 West Fortieth street; Lloyd Milnar, 452

Fifth avenue, New Yon. City.

New York City, N. Y.—J. Jensen. lnc..

under New York laws, with $10,000 capital;

to deal in and manufacture automobile parts.

Corporators—Charles Jensen, Astoria, L. I.;

Edward B. Wilson, Summit, N. J.; Frank

Lockwood, 17 East Fifty-seventh street,

New York City.

Death of Harold B. Stillman.

Harold B. Stillman, of Hartford, Conn.,

but well known in Philadelphia. Pa.,

through his connection with the Foss

Hughes Motor Car Company, died in Hart

ford on the 12th inst. He had been ill with

typhoid fever for four weeks. His con

nection with the automobile trade com

menced several years ago with the Mer

cedcs Import Company in Philadelphia,

after which he joined the forces of the Foss

Hughes company. Latterly he directed a

large part of the activities of the commer

cial vehicle department of the Knox Auto

mobile company, of Springfield, Mass, as

well. Although only twenty-four years old,

he had won many friends and no little repu

tation in the industry. The funeral takes

place in Hartford to-day, the 15th inst.

Jones Resigns from the Knox.

J. H. Jones, formerly chief engineer of

the Knox Automobile Co.. Springfield.

Mass, has resigned He will take up gen

eral practice.
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RATING SALESMI'IN BY ronuuu

Maxwell-Briscoe System for Measuring up

the Selling Organization—Method of

Stimulating Its Efficiency.

 

\Vhile the efficiency of a selling organ

ization is best expressed in terms of the

goods delivered during a given period, many

a sales manager has puzzled his head over

the manifest unfairness of this method of

rating ability when applied without direct

reference to such local conditions as are

governed by the extent of possible pros

pects, the costs of making sales and the

hundred and one other factors which go to

make up the burden of a salesman's life. In

order to circumvent this difficulty as well

as to blend the complete distributing forces

into a more harmonious body, Benjamin

Briscoe, president and general manager of

the Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co., has tle

vised a system of rating salesmanship by

formula. This altogether novel method of

arriving at an important conclusion is in

corporated into a new selling system which

is about to go into effect, and which com

prises a complete mapping out of the whole

country under the management of a com

plete triangular organization. .

The work of each member of the force is

rated on a percentage basis according to the

new formula method. Regular reports are

transmitted to the headquarters of the com

pany at Tarrytown, N. Y., and from the

data they contain the “rank” is made out

periodically, and published in the official

house organ. At various intervals the names

of the leaders in rank are to be published,

and following this, the successful ones are

to receive successive rewards according to

their respective worth. The details of the

system as told by its originator are as fol

lows:

“The country has been'divided into nine

great districts and over each is a district

manager. Each district is divided into

blocks and over each block is a block man.

Each block is divided into small sections

and in charge of these are the dealers. That

is the framework of the organization, with

the exception that in nine of the great

cities are established branch houses, each

overseen by a branch manager.

“The district manager is, of course. re

sponsible to the company for his district

and for the sales made there. He comes

into close contact with the block men who

travel around constantly and help the in

dividual dealers in every way they can.

“Every week, the district manager re

ceives reports from all his dealers as to

their progress. These are forwarded to

Tarrytown and there referred to a depart

ment of statistics. where the average of

each man will be computed accordirg to

formula. These averages will be

cpmpiled in the following classes: District

managers, branch house managers, block

men, branch house salesmen, regular deal

ers, and certificate dealers.

“The first formula will be used to com

pute the averages in the first three classes.

Let X be the manager's average. Then

Gross Receipts

X = X

Population in units of 100 persons

Number of cars sold

 

Total Cost of making sales

“Take for example a district of 3,500,000

persons. If 400 cars are sold for a total of

$350,000, and the' cost of selling them

amounts to $4,000, the formula will read

as follows:

350,000

:'—'—__X—=unity:100%

35,000 (00) 4000

This means that if a thousand dollars is

received from every ten thousand persons

and the cost of selling does not amount to

more than $10 per car, the manager’s record

will be considered perfect. Take another

case, a more probable one: suppose a dis

trict of 7,500,000 persons takes 500 cars and

pays for them a total of $500,000, the cost

of making sales amounting to $8,000. Then

the formula will read:

500,000 500 25

-- = 41%%75,000 (00) X 8000 60

“The formula for computing the aver

ages of salesmen comprises only two fac

tors: the total receipts and the population.

Let X represent the dealer's average. Then

Gross receipts in dollars

400

r  

Population in units of five persons

“Take another suppositious case: supose

in a city of 500,000 persons, the dealer sells

cars to the amount of $100,000. Then the

formula reads:

100,000

100,000 (500,000 in units of 5)

: unity = 100%

“Suppose also that a city of 600,000 per

sons takes $20,000 worth of Maxwell auto

mobiles. Then

20,000

X :-—

1 120,000 (600,000 in units of 5)

:v_ : 16%7017

6

In regard to the further operation of the

system he continues. “First, the photo

graphs of the leaders are to be published in

‘The Co-Operator.’ Second, the year is to

be divided into three periods of four months

and the leading district manager, the lead

ing branch house manager, the leading

branch house salesman, the leading block

man. the leading certificate dealer of the

whole country, also the leading regular

dealer of each district, will receive a medal.

If he qualifies a second time, a larger medal

is his; if he qualifies a third time, his medals

are made into a watch fob and he is pre

sented with a gold watch to wear with it.

And the men, classified in the same way,

who lead for.the whole year, will receive

automobiles."

PON'I'IAC PLANT ["011 CAI'I'EICAR

Drops Its Old Name, Raises the Capitalizat

tion, and Moves from Detroit—The

New 1909 Models.

 

Simultaneous with an increase in its cap

italization to a total of $350,000, the Mo

torcar CO., of Detroit, Mich, has made ap

plication for a change in the corporate

name, with the result that the concern will

in the future be known as the “Cartercar

Company.” These changes are the accom

paniments of the company's removal from

Detroit to Pontiac, Mich., where a factory

very much larger than the Detroit plant

has been secured for the production of the

various Cartercar friction drivm models

the

buggy type of vehicle.

manufacture of a high wheelerl

The factory which

the Cartercar Company will occupy con

and

prises the brick and concrete buildings herc~

tofore used by the Pontiac Spring and

Wagon Works. which cover two acres of

ground and are five stories in height.

The work of moving the factory from its

present situation on Twenty‘first and Baker

streets, Detroit, to the new location, will

be commenced at once, and it is expected

that all of the machinery and equipment

will have been transferred and set in place

within a period not exceeding 30 days.

after which work will be commenced vigor

ously with a view to making possible the

quick delivery of the 1909 models. The

fact that the Pontiac factory is located at

the junction of the Detroit, Grand Haven

8: Milwaukee and the Michigan Air Line

railroads is regarded as an important freight

and transportation advantage, which will ex

pedite both the receipt of material and the

shipping of cars.

For the coming season, the product will

comprise. among others, a new runabout.

which is to be brought out under the desig

nation of Model “K,” and Model "G," a

gentleman's roadster, which will be subject

to a few refinements in finish and mechan

ical detail and will be continued for another '

season. Model “A” will be discontinued. to

be succeeded by an entirely new touring

car which is to be called the Model “H.”

In addition to these models the company

will produce a high wheeled motor buggy,

continuing the name “Pontiac” under which

a former product of the Pontiac Spring and

Wagon Works was offered.

 

Wichita’a Show for Vehicle Dealers.

High-wheeled and other types of automrv

biles are to have a show by themselves at

Wichita, Kan, during the annual conven

tion of the the Southwestern Kansas and

Oklahoma Implement and Hardware Deal

ers' Association. F. L. Wright, of Wichita,

the secretary of the association, has ar

ranged for the exhibition to take place in

the Auditorium building, December 89-10.
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The Simplicity oi

IIE WHITE STEAM CAR
In the accompanying illustration are shown the

working parts of the 1909 White steam engine.

First of all will be noted the assembled crank-shaft

which we showed, part by part, in last week’s

azivcrtisement. Next we call attenticn to the high

pressure piston, PH, and the low-pressure piston,

PL. Each stroke of each piston. up or down, is a

working stroke. It will thus be seen that, as regards

\ continuous application of power, the two-cylinder

White engine is equivalent to an eight-cylinder

gasolene engine of the usual four-cycle type.

The valve construction of the White engine is

of extreme simplicity. There is but one valve for

each cylinder, Vii being the valve for the high

pressure cylinder and V1, the valve for the low

prcssure cylinder. The valves are of the balanced

type—that is, the steam pressure is the same on

opposite sides. Therefore, the valves do not work

against pressure and the power needed to operate

them is practically nothing. The valves are driven

from the connecting rods by means of levers, as

shown in the illustration. The engine is reversed and the “cut-off” is altered by simply

tilting the guide, G. Those who are familiar with the valve mechanism of the gasolene

engine will appreciate that the White construction is by far the simpler.

  

. - t- ; 1" 'g / --r

Write ior circular containing details oi the new White ears.

THE WHITE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO

PITTSBURG, 13848 Beatty St.

CLEVELAND, 407 Rockwell Ave.

CHICAGO, 240 Michigan Ave.

NEW YORK CITY, Broadway at 62d St.

BOSTON, 320 Newbury St.

PHILADELPHIA, 629-33 N. Broad St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

Market St.. at Van Ness A e.

ATLANTA, 120-122 Marietta St.
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Parkway Criticism and Performance.

Notwithstanding the drawback of poor at

tendance and the inevitable minor dit‘ficul

ties which are involved iii the launching oi

any great undertaking, the Long Island

sweepstakes of Saturday last must be re

garded a successful and altogether fitting

inaugural for the course which has been so

long in prospect. W'hatevcr may have been

the interest which naturally centered about

the event because of its own merit. however,

it was upon a relatively small portion of the

circuit traversed by the cars that attention

was chiefly focussed. The first section of

the Parkway to be completed was on trial.

That the result amply justified practically

all that had been predicted for i. is a“ mat

ter of great credit to its founders, as to

those under whose active management it has

been built. _

During the brief period of initial prac

tice drivers who had been over the track

were loud in their protestations that its

bridges were approached at too steep grade,

and that the curves

banked.

or short wheel

were not properly

'It was said that cars of medium

base approaching these

points at high speed were thrown upward

by the abruptness of the grades, and start

ling talcs were told of experiences which

were alleged to have occurred in which even

large machines had literally jumped clear

of the course. Another ground for criti

cism, which at first sight appeared to be

more reasonable, was that the roughened

surface of the course was likely to prove

extremely hard on tires. The uniformity

of the surface eliminated the danger of

punctures, it was said, but, against this, the

rate of tire wear, it was thought, would

prove to be disastrously higlt.

Judged by the incidents of the sweep

stakes, wherein thirty-odd cars of every

possible description were raced side by side

on both the course and the highway, these

objections appear to be practically ground

less. Indeed, it was a remarkable coinci

dence that of the few mishaps which oc

curred in the race, none of moment should

have taken place on the cement track. liven

the tire troubles were confined chiefly to the

road, and though repeated changes were

made at the grandstand control, most of

the wear seemed to have been occasioned

by the inequalities of Nassau County roads.

Skidding was practically unknown on the

track, and the maligned bridges failed to

throw any of the racers over, as it had been

predicted they might do.

One criticism only appeared to the on

looker to be valid. The underneath cross

ings, where the cars must pass through

short tunnels, allow none too wide a margin

for two machines to pass. lit the event of

one car overtaking another at one of these

points an involuntary swing of the steer

ing wheel, or a slight amount of side slip,

might cause a serious disaster. This danger

is augmented by the observed fact that

some of the machines, instead of answering

to guidance promptly, tend to slide at the

forward end, the inertia of the vehicle being

so great as to overcome itt part the trac

This defect, how

ever, may be chargeable rather to defective

tion of the front wheels.

weight distribution in the machines them—

selves than to any fault of the course.

The cause of the Long lsland Motor

Parkway has been advanced as that of a

private boulevard rather than a race course

-—-hence the name chosen for it. The sec

tion completed, it must be admitted. pre

pure and simple.

sents few of the scenic possibilities which

are a probable necessity to a popular motor

ing ground, though stretches yet incomplete

probably do not possess this drawback. The

flat, uninteresting countryside in the imme

diate vicinity of the grandstand. while ads

mirany suited to a speedway, offers small

inducement to the pottercr. Hence, what

eVer the local attractions of other sections,

it is likely that tltis end of the course will

always remain rather tnore a speeding

ground than anytlting else. That, however,

cannot be construed into a crucial defect in

the scheme as a whole.

 

Circular Units in Engine Rating.

A new turtt is given to the subject of lllO~

tor rating by the suggestion of Frederick

l’urdy that an extension of the electrical

unit of the circular mil might be made adapt

able to cylinder dimensions and even to such

quantities as the sizes and areas of valves

and ports. To the lay mind the scheme

probably appears formidable iii the extreme,

as, indeed, might well be the case were it

not considered rather in the light of a

tnethod of abreviation than an innovation

Such, indeed, it really is.

For the proposition is that of comparing,

not piston areas and cylinder volumes, but

the squares of diameters and these in turn

multiplied by the strokes. Eliminate the

term circular tnil or inch or whatever, and

merely bear itt mind a constant numerical

themultiplier—always understood—and

principle is the same. The suggestion, then,

is merely that of discarding from all ordi»

nary comparisons a factor which is common

to both terms of the ratio. The idea is that

of simplifying a fraction by reducing it to

its lowest terms.

So far as that alone is concerned, there

appears to be small ground for objection

Gen~

erally adopted, it would be of undoubted

the

adoption of any system of simplification

to the principle or its application.

advantage, just as advantage lies in

Those who have wrought for the adoption

of metric measure in shops where English

is the rule, however, or who have strive"

to acquire the language of a new science.

are well able to appreciate the probable

confusion resulting from an attempt to alter

The

The probability of

the accepted method of expression.

idea is commendable.

its acceptance. however, is not strong.

\Nhat is more to the point is the further

suggestion that motors ought to be rated

not on the basis of a common piston speed,
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but with direct regard to the speed range

Until all

motors are designed under common for

for which they are designed.

mulas, no single speed factor can be abso

lutely fair to all. The single compromise

being in some instances so far out of the

way as to yield results which are almost

absurd, it is proposed to establish two

speeds, one high and the other low, which

may be supposed to mark off the probable

Car

rying out the idea to the extent of suppos

limits of effective power production.

ing two such limits to be established by a

number of engineers of repute in conven

tion, it is plain to see that that nuisance, the

hyphenated horsepower, which it is so de

sirable to do away .with, would be more

firmly fixed than ever. As both of the values

would be established on a uniform and pre

sumably scientific basis, however, the ob

jection would carry less weight than does

that against the present usage.

 
 

Somehow all the prophets who foretold

the death of racing interest in so far as the

motor vehicle is concerned, a year or so

ago, appear to have been confounded. Dur

ing the past summer what may—or may not

be termed a revival of racing interest has

taken place and with increasing zest. race

after race has been run. Just at present

the “season” is at its height, and all over

the country events of this sort are taking

place. Though the attitude of the public

toward these demonstrations is admittedly

not what it was a year or two ago in many

respects, yet popular support is not lack

ing.

by a greater‘number of “big” events of

The past week has been signalized

either local or general moment than per

haps any other week in the history of the

That two cities in such close prox

New York and Philadelphia

should have had two as important races as

sport.

imity as

the Sweepstakes and the 200 miles contest

in Fairmount Park is remarkable.

 

The subdivision of the duties of the Rac

ing Board of the American Automobile As

sociation and installation of a part of them

under the management of the newly consti

tuted Contests Board, is an interesting, if

Whether the lighten

ing of its burden will encourage the older

logical development.

body to the manifestation of a new sort of

stamina and acumen in the handling of the

“national” events to which its attention

must now be confined, will be equally in

teresting to observe.

A. A. A. MAKES READUS'I IIINTS

Racing Board's Duties to be Confined to

Speed Contests—Technical Board Re

named Contests Board.

Despite the promise of revolutionary de

velopments, the regular quarterly meeting

of the Board of Directors~of the American

Automobile Association, which was called

for Friday, Oct. 9, failed to provide the ex

peeted sensation. Instead of a startling

conclusion on the question as to “whether

the fiscal plan should not be materially mod

ified" and made to “include a moderate fee

for the clubs instead of graded dues," an

unexpected arrangement was put into effect

whereby the status of the Racing Board is

altered, so that that august body, though

retaining its name, will “have

charge of racing and speed contests." The

Technical Board hereafter will be known as

the Contests Board, and will have charge

of all contests other than racing and speed

contests.

This action was included in a series of

amendments to the bay-laws which were

proposed in President Hotchkiss‘s report.

This was read in the absence of the presi

dent himself, First Vice-President L. R.

Speare, of Boston, presiding. The text of

the amendments follows:

“First—That the Touring Board be here

after called the Touring, Information and

Maps Board, and that it have its headquar

ters in New York City. _

“Second—That the Technical Board be

hereafter called the Contests Board, and

that it have charge of all contests other than

racing and speed contests; for instance, all

touring, technical, endurance and economy

contests, as well as hill climbing.

“Third—That the Racing Board retain its

name, but hereafter have charge of racing

and speed contests."

A further amendment provides for the

representation of each affiliated club by di

rectors to be nominated from such clubs by

the respective state associations. This in

creased representation, besides doubling the

size of the directorate, is planned to arouse

local interest among the individual clubs and

also to strengthen the position of the na

tional body itself.

Among the plans for the forthcoming year

is a scheme for holding a competition for

commercial vehicles, incentive to the estab

lishment of an annual contest of this sort

being furnished by the offer of Powell

Evans. president of the Automobile Club

of Philadelphia, to donate to the A. A. A.

a $2,000 trophy for the purpose, under a

suitable deed of gift. The offer was ac

cepted on behalf of the association.

Provision for the representation of the

A. A. A. at the forthcoming “Great White

Show” of the American Motor Car Manu

facturers' Association was made in the ac

hereafter

  COMING EVENTSAI

October 14-16, Cleveland, O.—Cleveland

Automobile Club's reliability run.

October 15, 16, l7—Michigan State Auto

mobile Association’s endurance run.

October 17-18, Los Angeles, Cal—24

hours race meet, Ascot Park.

October 17, Hartford, Conn.—Automobile

Club of Hartford's hill climb, Avon Moun

tain.

October 17, Kansas City, Mo.——Automo

bile Club of Kansas City's race meet, Elm

Ridge track.

October 24, Long Island—Vanderbilt Cup

contest.

October 31, Philadelphia, Pa.—Automo

bile Club of Philadelphia’s sixth annual

tour for the Brasier Cup.

November 23, Savannah, Ga.—Automobile

Club of America's 200 miles light car race.

November 26, Savannah, Ga.—-Automo

bile Club of America's (New York), 400

miles race.

 

ceptance of an offer made by that body to

allot space to the association, in addition to

which it was decided to hold open meetings

during the period of the show. The execu

tive Committee having previously referred

to the president and secretary the solution

of the California situation, wherein two

state bodies are in existence, the matter was

clarified by the adoption of a by-law amend

ment legalizing such a condition in a State

having such large territory. R. D. lnman,

of Portland, Ore., was elected a director,

representing the Portland Auto Club.

New Date for Fort George Climb.

Most of those who were involved in the

(utlaw Motor Racing Association are now

concerned in the promotion of a hill-climb

ing contest which it is planned to hold on

Election Day, Nov. 3, and in which they

are endeavoring to embroil sundry others

whom their affairs do not materially inter

est. Having applied for permission to run

the contest on Fort George Hill on Oct.

17, and the permission having been refused

by the Mayor of New York City on a tech

nicality, a second application was drawn

up and presented to the Board of Aldermen

on Tuesday of this week. and was favor

ably passed upon. In the matter of sanc

tions, the Automobile Club of America was

first appealed to, the original announce

ments of the affair being tagged with an

"international" label. The A. C. A., how

ever, with rare wisdom decided that as the

event was of purely local character, its

recognition must be gained at the hands of

the American Automobile Association. Ac

cordingly that body will be petitioned by

the New York Automobile Trade Associa

tion, Inc., which is the promoting organiza

tion. Entries will close on October Slst.
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IOI'0R PARKWAY’S OPENING RAH-l

Five Classes of Stock Cars in the Sweep

stakes—Winners Make Fast Time—

Lytle’s Great Speed.

Almost a crowd of people saw the Long

Island Sweepstakes, for stock cars, which

on Saturday, the 10th inst., inaugurated the

actual use of at least a portion of the new

Motor Parkway. The expected stampede

of visitors did not occur, and many of the

lengthy special trains which the Long Isl

and Railroad had waiting

steam up, did not start for the reason that

in rows with

peting in the Nassau sweepstakes, for cars

selling at $1,000 or under. Their task was

to go four laps, about 93 miles. Five min

utes separated each bunch, and at 9:05 the

first of the Jericho sweepstakes contestants,

listed at from $1,001 to $2,000, was started.

Seven competed in this class, to go 6 laps.

or about 140 miles. Next came the seven

Garden City sweepstakes cars, listed at

prices between $2,001 and $3,000. They were

required to go eight laps, about 187 miles.

Only four contestants lined up for the

Meadow Brook sweepstakes, for cars worth

from $3,001 to $4,000. Nine laps was their

portion, a distance approximating 211 miles.

Last of all came the seven biggest cars,

selling for $4,001 or more. to battle in the

ning on the Parkway section of the course

were permitted to finish at the grandstand.

Accidents were few, a broken arm being

the limit of injury to those in the contest.

although two spectators escaped less easily.

The latter were struck with tools that wert

jounced from a car and which struck them

in the head with serious effect. One car

was overturned, while a broken axle, a few

cases of running into the fence, and numer

ous minor mishaps that came more properly

under the head of car trouble, prevented a

total of 12 of the 33 starters from finishing.

One car that was still running, was called

off at the conclusion of the race.

Remarkably enough, though constituting

more than a third of the total course, the
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they were not needed. while the early morn

ing procession of motor cars on the roads

leading to the course was very slim.

The race or races—all the events being

run at the one time—started at 9 o'clockin

the morning and lasted well into the after

noon. Hardly a hint of anything suggesting

the excitement of a Vanderbilt cup race was

provided, with the exception of Herbert Ly

tle's rounds at terrific speed in the Isotta,

with which he won the big event of the

day. His average of 64.25 miles per hour

exceeded the average rate made in any of

the Vanderbilt cup races, and the way he

drove gave all the appearance of the speed

with which the timers credited him. Re

cently acquired marital responsibilities may

have influenced Lewis Strang to caution,

for while great things were expected of

him, he drove his Renault carefully and un

picturesquely to a belated second position.

Of the 33 machines that lined up, the lit

tle cars were sent off first, at 30 seconds in

tervals. There were eight of them, com

.\10tor Parkway sweepstakes. They had 10

laps to go, making 234.6 miles, the course

being 23.46 miles, with about 8 miles of it

on the Parkway and the balance dirt roads.

How it would all work out nobody could

guess, as the bigger cars were certain to

overtake their predecessors, and the way

they set out from the starting line made it

look as though they would do it quickly.

Two of the first cars to start completed

their first lap, however. without being over

taken, but thereafter the contestants in all

the classes were soon strung around the

course in one grand mixture. Subsequently

the “Nassau” cars completed their four laps

ind the "Jericho" contestants their six laps,

and when the 15 machines represented in

these two groups had been flagged ofi' and

withdrawn, things were thinned out so much

that the eight, the nine and the ten lap cars

could go at top speed without fear of stum

bling over the little fellows. The winners

in these latter groups were finally winnowed

out by the scorers, and the cars still run

l’arkway was not the scene of any mishap.

This fact encouraged the belief on the part

of those responsible for its construction that

it was in every way as safe as it had been

planned to be, and that the adverse criti

cism of the abrupt grades forming the ap

proaches to the bridges over the intersecting

roads and of the sinuous turns, which had

been rife up to the time of the race, was

completely answered by the facts. Al

though private tests of the Parkway had

been satisfactory, the Sweepstakes afi'orded

the first service demonstration of how the

cars would take the rises and the banking

on the turns. As the contest contained such

a variety of weights, speeds and power

among the competitors, the' afi'air gave

about as complete a try-out as could be de

vised.

The idea that the hard concrete with its

finely corrugated surface. which latter was

obtained by "brushing" with steel brooms

while the grouting was still in a paste-like

state. would prove extremely severe on
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tires seemed to fail of verification. The

general opinion at the conclusion of the race

was that the concrete, while presenting a

surface like a magnified file in appearance,

was really very easy on tires. Inasmuch as

the Parkway is new, its freedom from dust

may later be diminished by the dirt which

were not able to find their way in, and in

desperation apparently resorted to vandal

ism, using wire cutters to get through.

The 9 o'clock starting hour was easy for

everybody, and even the misguided enthusi

asts who had taken the 5:30 a. m. special

train to the stand were subsequently recon
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WAGNER CHECKS A FALSE START

will gather in the small depressions be

tween the fine surface ridges, but during the

sweepstakes the cars raised practically no

dust whatever.

By reason of the interest created through

the fact that so many well known makers

were competing with stock products and be

cause of the curiosity as to how the Park

way itself looked and would bear the cars.

the majority of the spectators fclt well re

warded for their excursion. Conversely, as

showing the merits of the competing 11.n

chines. regardless of whether they won or

not, and demonstrating the virtues of the

Parkway as a special automobile road, the

five-in-one Sweepstakes race was as con

spicuous a success as had been promised.

 

Approach toward the riotously chromatic

grandstand, either across the flat fields on

foot from the special trains or by motor

car, gives the impression that the biggest

thing in connection with the whole Motor

Parkway must be the bill for wire fencing

At a distance the gray wire strands are seen

like a mist, particularly heavy at the grand

stnnd's back and extending into the dis

tance on both sides along the brilliantly

white streak of concrete roadway. Nearer

view shows the fencing enclosing numer

ous separate paths and windings to the

grandstand itself, to the parking spaces, and

the herding grounds fer the vulgar, non

paying throngs. Some of the visitors with

cars, who had paid $10 for parking space,

ciled to the fact that for lack of passen

gers it had not started until nearly 7 o'clock,

since, as it was. they had a long, cold wait

after arriving. For an hour before the start

drew nearer, the machines bearing odd

numbers, beginning with No. l, were put

Indian file on the right of the course, hack

of the line, and the even numbers on the

left.

Bearing a big chronometer in its wooden

box, one of the timers assisted Starter

“Fred” Wagner, the latter counting off the

last ten seconds to each driver, with a con

cluding slap on the back and a shout of

"Go!" The formation enabled each car to

come up promptly, so that there were no

delays. In fact, some were a little too

hasty in getting ofi‘, and "Wag" had to yell

a furious “Come back" above the roar of

the engines, while the moving picture men

cranked away on the machian that they

pointed at the scene.

it was predicted by many that the more

powerful cars would arrive first. but the

small No. 3 Buick, of the “N” class, was

shortly seen skipping over the distant

bridges and rounding into the honte stretch

:1] alone. It was cheered heartily. The

No. 1 Mitchell, which had started first of

all, next hove in sight, and was quickly fol»

lowed by bigger cars in the other classes,

after which the alphabet was badly jum

bled, with "M," "G," “P,” “N” and "J" cars

coming by in mixed order.

As the race progressed it became evident

that the placing of the supply pits directly

in front of the grandst: ml was an excellent

thing in centralizing the interest at that

point, and giving spectators the opportu

nity of seeing one of the real features of

an automobile race without having to go

around the course on the chance of being

at an individual supply station just at the

time that a car comes in. The roadway in

 

  
  

 

FREE "GRANDSTAND" ON OVERHEAD BRIDGE

the space in front of the stand was filled

with cars, the contestants being lined up

before their respective repair pits for final

tuning and preparation. As the starting time

front of the stand is much wider than on

the regular parkway, not only to allow

plenty of room when machines that have

stopped are standing at their respective sup
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ply stations, but also to invite cars to pass

each other there. By some strange freak,

however, there were only two instances of

such passages near the stand, and the differ

ence in their class and speed robbed the

incidents of any thrill. It was in the stop

ping of the cars, to replenish oil and fuel

or to make repairs, that most entertainment

was found.

\Vhenever a car stopped, the pits resem

blcd a spirit cabinet when “Little Bright

Eyes" waves a tambourine or other objects

over the top, or mischievous “Joe, the

Dwarf," tosses out slates, pads and guitars;

for all that could be seen were the mys~

tcrious hands from the depths, reaching up

ward with tires, wrenches, fuel cans, and

in one case even a cylinder. Only the driver

and'mechanic were allowed to work on a

car, and snatching the supplies that would

so magically appear, they would labor hard

to get away again. At $100 and $200 apiece

per race, the pits should make money for

the Parkway.

Soft earth had been placed at the point

where the cars halted, and as it began to

loosen and get dusty, “Willie” K. Vander

bilt, Jefferson DeMont Thompson and other

notables responsible for the Parkway took

a hand at watering it down with hose, be—

ing “snapped” in the act by many cameras.

Meanwhile, Wagner with a green flag

was informing some of the passing cars that

it was their last lap, or with a checkerboard

flag was calling off those who finished their

distance. Chairman Thompson’s prism

binoculars were brought into requisition to

pick out the cars as they appeared, so the

right ones might be flagged. While suit

able for this service, they were by no means

powerful enough to enable Thompson to

see Robert Lee Morrell, although the two

gentlemen were in close proximity a num

ber of times. Humerous complaint was

made by the drivers that they could not tell ~

Wagner's green flag from his flaring green

handkerchief, but happily no serious con

fusion was caused by the similarity.

In the Nassau sweepstakes, the No. 3

Buick. driven by Easter, was the first to

get the checkered flag for having finished

the four laps, with F. F. Cameron’s N. 4

Cameron in second place, and Olney's No. 1

Mitchell third. The winner’s fastest lap for

the 23.46 miles was 30:55. The 6-lap Jericho

sweepstakes brought in Burns’s No. 11

Chalmers-Detroit as the winner, with Ains

lie’s No. 16 Chalmers-Detroit in second po

sition, and No. 18 Mitchell, driven by Zir

bes, third. The No. 16 made the fastest

lap in its class, in 24:57. Coming from Tren

ton, N. J., as an “unknown,” the No. 28

Sharp Arrow, driven by its maker, \V. H.

Sharp, created great surprise by winning

the 8-lap Garden City sweepstakes from

better-known cars, making faster average

time than the winner in the class above it.

The best lap was 24:03. Second place was

won by No. 27 Knox, with Bourque 'driv

ing, while Miller’s No. 21 Stoddard-Dayton

landed third.

 

SKIDDING ON TL'RNS.

DAYTON.

Between the Rainier, No. 32, owned by

Mrs. Cuneo and driven by Disbrow, and the

No. 35 Allen-Kingston there was a long bat

tle, the latter finally proving victorious in

  

1, ROBERT Bl‘RMAN, BUICK.

3, ARTHUR SEE. MAXWELL.
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2, ALBERT MILLER. STODDARD—

the 9-lap Meadow Brook event, its fastest

lap being 23:58. Hilliard’s No. 34 Lancia

was third. With one tire flat, Lytle finished

early in the 10~lap Motor Parkway group,
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his No. 42 Isotta having made only one

stop, for fuel and oil. His fastest lap was

21:11 and his average 21:55—a wonderfully

consistent performance. Strang in the No.

46 Renault was about 10 minutes lower, get

ting second, which Lechleiter brought in

the No. 47 Itala third.

 

One of the Motor World’s war corre

spondents labelled with a blue press badge

only disaster he witnesed was the smashing

and dire destruction of a “Manhattan” p001

board, belonging to a prosperous-looking

“gent” with a red necktie, who was trying

to separate the crowd from their hard

earned currency. This refined gambling

game, it seems, angered a citizen, who at

once proceeded to demolish the layout.

As for the contestants, most of the cars,

big and little, took these obtuse turns at

mers-Detroit “Bluebird”, - and numerous

others would start to skid their rear wheels

toward the outside when rounding the bend,

but after swinging but a few inches from

their course the inclined banking would hold

them in proper balance and not permit the

dangerous side-swipe that would occur on

an ordinary road. Obviously the certain

degree of roughness of the concrete surface

gave the tires good traction, and did not

 

 

wandered over to the “S” turn, half- very near maximum speed. There was allow them to slide in the same manner that

MOTOR PARKWAY SWEEPSTAKES, 234.6 MILES. T I

' ' ota

No. Car. Driver. 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 ' Time

P42—Isotta . . . . . . . . . ..Herbcrt Lytle . . . . . . ..22.17 43.42 65.06 86.25 107.49 129.00 154.09 176.09 197.30 219.10 3:39:10

P46—Renault . . . . . . . ..Lewis Strang . . . . . . ..22.17 46.26 69.34 92.35 115.29 138.10 160.37 183.15 205.48 230.25 3:50:25

P47—Itala . . . . . . . . . . ..G.‘ Lechleitner . . . . . . ..25.5( 51.23 76.30 101.10 126.11 153.02 178.21 203.23 228.15 253.09 4:13:09

P43—Simplex . . . . . . . Lescault . . . . . . . . . ..34.3 58.27 81.22 111.22 135.02 158.20 181.45 205.12 228.57 256.21 4:16:21

P4l—Chadwick . . . . . Haupt . . . . . . . . . . ..26.13 50.35 75.43 103.16 127.51 154.32 192.49 220.24 244.03 267.57 4:27:57

P45—Knox . . . . . . . . . ..Chas. Basle . . . . . . . . ..22.46 71.01 137.03 173.30 214.23 252.36 1

P44—Hotchkiss . . . . . ..J. Kilpatrick . . . . . . . . ..23.46 47.19 70.55 93.58 116.43

Best lap, Isotta, lap 6, 21:11. Winner’s average speed, 64.25 miles per hour.

MEADOW BROOK SWEEPSTAKES, 211.14 MILES. T 1

. ota

No. Car. Driver. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Time.

M35—Allen-Kingston Hu hes . . . . . . . . ..25:3 54.30 79.11 103.19 127.17 164.15 188.42 214.23 240.47 4:00:47

M32—Rainier . . . . . . . ..L. A. isbrow . . . . . ..27.4 55.27 83.16 110.16 137.20 164.13 190.54 217.32 243.42 4:03:42

M34—Lancia . . . . . . . . ..W. M. Hilliard . . . . ..29.4 58.3 86.45 114.52 149.09 177.48 206.05 235.08 264.15 4:24:15 -

M36—Rainier . . . . . . .. Axel Peterson . . . . . ..28.1 75.1 104.09 130.12 156.14 182.14 208.02 233.24

Best lap. Allen-Kingston, lap 5, 23:58. Winner's average speed, 52.6 miles per hour.

GARDEN CITY SWEEPSTAKES, 187.68 MILES. T l

013.

No. Car. Driver. 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 Time.

G28—Sharp Arrow H. Sharp . . . . . . . ..24.48 49.19 73.45 97.56 121.59 150.05 174.47 199.34 3:19:34

G27—Knox . . . . . . . . . Bourque . . . . . . . ..39.33 87.13 115.11 142.30 168.09 197.46 222.32 249.11 4:09:11

GZI—Stoddard-Dayton A. R. Miller . . . . . . . . ..38.39 58.06 84.25 109.37 162.22 188.59 214.54 251.52 4:11:52

G26—Buick . . . . . . . . . ..R. Burman . . . . . . . . . . .2340 53.29 81.45 106.41 130.48 154.09 191.01

G25—Stoddard-Dayton H. Tuttle . . . . . . . . . . 7 67.19 93.33 120.02 147.53 193.04

G22—Chalmers . . . . . . .L. B. Lorimer . . . . . . . 24.38 62.13 104.34 130.21

G24—Palmer-Singer ...Ray Howard . . . . . . . ..23.22 46.29

Best lap, Palmer-Singer, Lap 1. in 23:07. Winner's average speed, 56.4 miles per hour.

JERICHO SWEEPSTAKES. 140.76 MILES. T l

013

No. Car. Driver. 1 2 3 4 5 6 Time.

Jll—Chalmers . . . . . . . . . . . R. Burns . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 29.10 57.07 87.41 119.08 150.31 182.36 3:02:36

J16—Chalmers . . . . . . . . . . . ..G. J. Ainslie . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 39.26 64.23 96.28 128.52 161.25 192.00 3:12:00

J18—Mitchell . . . . . . . . . . . . . .F. Zirbes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49.01 87.45 123.55 156.13 189.04 226.07 3:46:07

J13—Maxwell . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Charles See . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 50.54 80.54 109.18

J15—Selden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Charles Young . . . . . . . . . . . .. 29.42 103.14

JIZ—Mitchell . . . . . . . . . . . . ..C. A. Kerchofl . . . . . . . . . . .. 53.57

Best lap. No. 16, Chalmers, lap 2, in 24:57. Winner's average speed, 46.2 miles per hour.

NASSAU SWEEPSTAKES, 93.84 MILES.

Total .

N0, can Driven 1 2 3 4 Time_ asphalt, greasy and otherwrse, often does.

I1343:2uick . . . . . . . . . . . . ..gulgthaster 30.25 5:0?25 One remarkable phenomenon was ob

ameron . . . . . . . . . .. . . ameron... 33. 4 . . 3. :1: d_ h'Nl—Mitchell .......... ..W. Olney ........... .. 32.28 71.04 108.12 142.23 22223 :fi'vimmonh mfsny °fldth° fasdt" film"

NS—Mitchell .......... R. Cousins ....... .. 33.04 68.05 113.42 150.02 2:30:02 8 w 5° “’°“ . PM“ i‘“ “‘3”

N7—Buick ............ ..L. H. Titus . 43.32 79.43 119.09 150.04 23004 around the curves, makms stem": at lush

I1:1.186:gadillac . . . . . . . . . . (Darnstladt 11132;.060 194.13 3:14:13 speed an operation requiring the best of

qo . . . . . . . . . . . . . amac o . . . . . . .. . .4 .3 d ' ’ k'n. ‘ 1 ‘NZ—Gyroscope ........ ..c. White ........... .. 49.53 105.05 ,g‘”§{sh,s,;ann§§‘s§§ad “5°11;th 3°“ 1::

Best lap, No. 3, Buick, lap 3 in 30:13. Winner's average speed, 44.03 miles per hour. 6 g ' e Spec 0 6 car 3'

 

way between the grandstand and Westbury,

in order to observe the happenings as the

cars rounded the two curves on the cement

course, which were reputed to be so dan

gerous. It had been rumored that the turns

were not banked sufficiently to permit the

cars to take them at high speed without up

setting, and, further, that the bridge grades

were so abrupt as to cause the cars to jump

dangerously as they passed. them. Yet the

some skidding, of course, but many of the

long wheel-base cars slewed less than the

shorter ones—due, to a large extent, to

more expert handling by some of the more

experienced pilots, perhaps. While the

banking of the turns is not as steep as might

be expected, it was found to tell consider

ably on the equilibrium of the cars as soon

as they would commence to skid. Kilpat

rick’s Hotchkiss, Lytle’s ‘sotta, the Chal

the sway of the rear wheels would force

the front ones to slide ahead and scrape

along at an angle, despite the driver’s ef

forts to aim them in the right direction.

This, of course, was due to going at a rate

that would upset such cars on ordinary

roads.

The manner in which the various drivers

hit these curves was interesting. Some

would swoop away but on the upper rim, al

most near enough to the edge to topple over,

while the majority of the pack stuck to the
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SIGNALING AT THE SUPPLY STATION ON THE JERICHO ROAD

center of the white path. Lytle, Lescault

and others would go thundering around in

the center, skidding more or less, and ap

parently careless of consequences, while

Lewis Strang would stick to the inside pole

on most laps and skid hardly an inch. A

number of the small cars also hugged the

inside, this keeping them out of the big fel

lows’ way and shortening their journey a

trifle.

This same “S” curve is well laid out and

beautifully banked, but in one respect at

least it is a disappointment. For those who

looked toward it as the scene of possibly

sensational developments it seems des

tined to be barren of spectacular elements.

 

It was pleasant to see that sturdy son of

Long Island, whose barnyard was tempora

rily given over to the purposes of a road

side supply station, wandering over his do

main. He was observed to smile

as he thoughtfully kicked his toe into

the ruts formed in the soft turf by the

wheels of the cars and it seemed he must

be ruminating on the relative profits deriv

able from tilling the soil and farming it out

to the Long Island Motor Parkway to be in

turn farmed out to the entrants in the race,

in 10 by 12 foot sections at the rate of $50

per 120 square feet, or thereabouts.

He was not alone. In addition to its right

ful lord that profitable spot was peopled by

no less than 199 other persons, including

attendants at the stands, the telephone men

and "the crowd.” Scattered along the

course at ragged intervals were small

groups of local residents with an occasional

motoring party—another two or three hun

dred perhaps, within a range of a mile each

way. The section thus outlined was what

was vaguely known to the press men and

spectators at the grandstand as “the other

supply station.”

Arrangements here made for the conven

ience of the drivers were neat if not gaudy.

Within the yard in question, some 20 feet

back from the road, was constructed a sort

of counter of plain lumber, back of which

were stretched partitions for some 12 feet,

forming small enclosures of the stall order,

in which the contestants' supplies were

packed. The virgin turf of the yard formed

 

MAXWILL AND SHARP ARC-DING TH! COUISI

a siding onto which the cars could run from

the course, while laid up for replacements.

A stand directly in front mounted the tcle

phone station. while various signaling de

vices erected by their assistants for the

guidance of drivers in the race completed

the embellishment of that section of the

course.

From the spectacular point of view, “the

other supply station" was not a distin

guished success. The road before it lies

fairly straight and declining slightly in the

direction of travel. Half a mile away to the
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east the cars p0pped into view over a notch

in the trees which marked the horizon line.

A couple of hundred yards to the west, a

combination of down grade and reverse

curve occasioned some little side slipping.

but nothing involving even thrilling conse»

quences.
I Also as a point of general observation of

the race, the station was not advantageous.

owing to the laxity of telepl.onic interchange

with the grandstand. Up to 11 o'clock or

thereabouts, bulletins were sent in with a

fair degree of regularity, so that in so far

as the status of the leading cars in each

of the five groups of the race were con

cerned, there was no lack of information.

The results as received, were chalked up on

a small blackboard and promptly erased.

Nothing was ‘said of mishaps or delays,

however, and the spectators were forced

to do their own “clocking” in order to de

termine for themselves how matters fared

with their favorites.

“Station stops" at the supply station be~

gan fairly early in the race. Mostly the cars

were in need of supplies and tarried only a

moment or two—the drivers and mechanics

working feverishly while the attendants

passed them what they required; or bun

gled things sadly in the madness of their

haste. Thus:

' Mitchell N0. “N-l" stops for water and

oil, and before leaving the mechanic ties a

handkerchief over the radiator inlet in or

der to provide free ventilation. Cars No.

35 and 36 pass in order, both running pret

tily, and then the “L18” Mitchell dr0ps in

for a' supply of lubricant. Strang, whose

Renault evinces an apparent tendency to

switch its rear end slightly on the reverse

curve just below, rumbles by presently, with

the six-cylinder No. “44" car close behind.

The Maxwell, No. “J-lS” drops in present

19, and its driver explains, while taking on

fuel and oil. that his earlier rounds had

been delayed because of water splashing

from his radiator. This had short-circuited

the current and necessitated a complete

change of plugs before regular running

could be got out of the car.

Only the few large cars are left in the

running. now, and they pass and repass with

such precision that there is small interest

in their flight, save to those who have kept

consistant scores of their own from the

very first lap.

Lunch boxes are in evidence. Packages

of pie and crullers are being unfolded here

and there, while beside the road a constant

ly augmenting procession on foot is winding

its way down toward the cross roads where

cars and carriages are waiting for their oc

cupants. Two big cars pass within three

minutes of one another. Then a solitary

driver rambles down the course at high

speed.

“He’s on his last lap," says one.

“No, the next to the last—he’s got one

more to go," says his companion.

But the question seems to have lost inter

est to the majority of those who yet remain.

BE PAID“ " IT ” A'I' P80VIIDENCE

He Breaks Track Record and Wins Free

for-Ali—Race for “Specials” Develops

Hot Contest and a Protest.,

Before a crowd of fully 8,000 persons at

Narragansett Park, Providence, R. I., on

Saturday, October 10, Ralph De Palma,

driving the Fiat Cyclone, broke the local

track record for the mile, when he cov

The

best previous performance for the mile in

that locality was 0:54. De Palma’s time on

Saturday was only 1% seconds slower than

his recent world’s record of 0:51 flat, made

at St. Paul, Minn., on September 5th.

The races at Providence were held un~

der the auspices of the Rhode Island Au

tomobile Club and barring two accidents,

formed an interesting program, though

rather monotonous in that eight of the ten

events were at five miles distance.

Both accidents were due to a defect in

the track near the three-quarter post. Jo

seph \Vileox, of Beverly, Mass, taking the

turn in one of the events, was hurled into

a ditch when his Cameron skidded and

crashed into the rail fence. \Vilcox sus

tained an injury to his spine as well as a

nervous setback, but it is expected that he

will recover.

In another race Arthur Lee, driving a

Corbin car, was thrown out, fracturing his

shoulder when his machine reared, turned

turtle and pinned him beneath it.

The first event was for gasolene stock

cars rating from 40.1 to 60 horsepower, and

boasted but four entries. Grant. driving a

Locomotive car, won easily, taking the lead

at the start and increasing it throughout

the five miles. L. S. Rogers's Welch took

second, with a big lead over Cook’s Stearns.

Grant's time was 514%.

Oliver Light captured the next, which

also was a 5 miles event, but for cars rated

between 15.1 and 24 horsepower, driving

his Chalmers-Detroit over the course in

6:48%. It was in the second round of this

contest that Wilcox‘s Cameron car went

over the bank, and James Meyers in his

Ford, who was close behind, wrenched his

machine by applying the emergency brakes,

so that he was forced to withdraw. Edge

comb in a second Ford, took second place.

Following De Palma’s trial, in which he

skirted a mile in 052%, a special race for

gasolene cars of unlimited power, was run

in three heats. Grant and Capron fought

a hot duel in the first heat. the latter taking

it with a Pope-Hartford. The two cars

finished only V5 second apart, after having

run within 50 feet of one another the whole

distance. In the second heat, which A. W.

Merriam won, with a Welch, Arthur Lee

came to grief. Grant and Capron again

came together in the final and fought cour

ageously, driving side by side all the way.

cred that distance in 52% seconds.

Capron had the advantage in the stretches,

ut was outgeneraled at the turns by his

antagonist, who finally won in 511306. It

was due to some misapprehension as to the

legitimacy of Grant's methods of handling

these same turns, however, that Capron later

entered a protest, claiming that racing rule

66 of the American Automobile Association

code had been violated. The rule in ques

tion deals with passing on the track and

it was claimed that Grant cut in to the pole

unfairly more than once.

In the free-for-all De Palma, in the Fiat

Cyclone, drove around and around Grant's

Locomotive, making six miles to his five.

I. Crat’ford. in another Fiat, was an "also

drove." De Palma’s fourth lap was covered

in 052%, which was 1/3 second better than

his exhibition trial. His fifth was finished

three-quarters of a mile ahead of his nearest

competitor, and continuing the running at

high speed, out of sheer bravado, he lapped

the Locomotive car before it finished.

This race was to have been the big com

petition feature of the afternoon, as L. F.

N. Baldwin, a local driver, was expected to

give De Palma a close competition. The

former, however, disabled his car while

practicing in the morning, which prevented

his appearance, much to the crowd's disap—

pointment. The summaries:

Five miles, stock steam cars—Won by F.

W. Marriott, Stanley; second, W. R. Files,

Stanley; third, A. C. Trimble, Stanley. Time,

518%.

Five miles, gasolene stock cars, 15.1 to

24 horsepower-Won by Oliver Light, Chal

mers-Detroit; second, C. A. Edgecomb,

Ford; third, James Meyers, Ford. Time,

6:483/5.

Five miles, gasolene stock cars, 40.1 to

60 horsepower, prizes $75 and $40—Won by

Grant, American Locomotive car,; second

L. S. Rogers, Welch; third, C. Stafford,

Stearns. Time, 514%.

One mile exhibition, against time—By

Ralph De Palma in the Fiat Cyclone. Time

523/5 (record for the track).

Five miles “Special,” gasolene stock cars,

all horsepowers—Final heat won by Grant,

American Locomotive; second, H. A. Ca

pron, Jr., Pope-Hartford; third, Stafford,

Welch. Time, 513%.

Five miles, free-for-all—Won by Ralph

De Palma, Fiat Cyclone; second, Grant,

American Locomotive; third, Crafford, Fiat.

Time, 4:26.

Five miles, motorcycles. 20 inches dis~

placement—\Von by B. A. Swenson, Indian,

time, 6:35%; second, E. L. Buffington, In

dian, time, 6:38.

Five miles. motorcycles, 30 inches dis

placement—“Ion by B. A. Swenson, Indian,

time, 52.37%; second, I. McLaughlin, Mer

kel, time, 5:42%.

Five miles, motorcycles, 60 cubic inches

displacement—Won by B. A. Swenson, In

dian, time 528%; second, E. L. Butfington,

Indian, time, 553%; third, I. McLaughlin.

One mile, motorcycle, exhibition, against

time—By B. A. Swenson. Time, 1:02%.
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BIG RACE Al0llSES PHILADELPHIA

Robertson Wins $2,000 Cup in 200 Miles

Contest—Thrilling Duels for Pesition—

Mulford Makes Fastest Lap.

Quite the liveliest spectacle witnessed by

staid old Philadelphia in all the dashing

program of its Fouurlers' Week .was that

furnished by the automobile race of Satur

day last, 10th inst.

dignified squabble for seats in the grand

Barring only the un

the contest the majority of the contestants

kept close to an average of ten minutes to

the lap, so that the spectators who lined

the greensward by the side of the boule

vards had never more than a moment

or so of inaction. The first event

of its kind for the Quaker City, it

set a mark of popular esteem that will be

hard to equal another time.

George Robertson, driving a 40 horse

power Locomobile, added fresh laurels to

his crown by winning the contest and lift

ing the $2,000 cup. His time was 4 hours

with its numerous dizzy turns in 8:32. Bert

Maucher, with the Peerless entry, was

fourth, in 4:21:26. the race being called off

as soon as he had crossed the tape.

When the contest was Flagged at this

point. no less than ll of the original con

testants had been forced to drop out, ow

ing to mishaps, although strange to say, de

spite the numerous accidents, none of the

drivers suffered serious injuries.

Promptly at 7 o’clock Herbert Bittner

at the wheel of the Maxwell car, left the

tape and starter] the race, a deafening

  

GEORGE ROBERTSON, LOCOMOBILE. “LIFTING THE

stands lilting the route of its elaborate his

torical pageant, no review was more ex

citing than that of the sixteen cars which

flashed about the tortuous circuit in

stately Fairmount Park, with remarkable

precision and in an endless succession that

suggested a flying parade of machines.

To cover the 200 miles of the course, it

was necessary for the drivers to make 25

laps of eight miles each. Sixteen cars

started, and one was eliminated after corn

pleting one round trip. 01 the remainder

four finished with honors, a fifth car being

the only other one running when the race

was called off by the officials. Throughout

2 minutes 30 seconds, and he made an aver

age speed of nearly 50 miles an hour. This

is Robertson's second victory within a

week, and adds brave distinction to

his conquest of the Brighton Beach 24

hours race on October 2 and 3.

In the Philadelphia race he beat his near

est competitor, Patchkc, by more than l2

minutes. The latter, in the Acme, won

second honors after a lively duel with Mul

ford's Lozier, in 4:14:54. Mulford, in ad

dition to scoring third in 4:17:26. Won the

North American's cup for driving the fast

est lap—his tenth. To accomplish this, he

was forced to make a circuit of the course

CUP"

siren whistle announcing that fact to the

quarter of a million people reputed to be

scattered about the course. The other con

tenders followed in regular succession, no

incidents of an untoward character occur—

ring to mar the start.

No sooner had the 16th and last car

started than the cry of “Car coming!" went

up. and George Davis's Apperson “jack

rabbit" leaped into view at the grandstand.

He had passed Bitner's Maxwell, and was

putting on high speed to retain the lead.

Next appeared Maucher's Peerless and

Salzman's Thomas; then a string of cars

followed in such close succession that the
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IN HOT PURSUIT ON THE BANKS OF THE SCHUYLKILL

timers could scarcely catch the numbers,

let alone the exact times.

Salzman had forced the Thomas up close

to the Jackrabbit and the Palmer & Singer

was running in great form under Wallace's

guidance. Following were Mulford, Rob

ertson and Maucher, with the rest of the

field drawing close together.

For a few minutes there was a lull at the

grandstand and then news of the first acci

dent was telephoned. While scarcely out

on his second lap Harry Michener blew up

a rear tire in making a very bad turn at

Fifty-second street. A wild skid across the

macadam road caused the car to upset,

throwing out the driver and Harry Lynch;

his mechanician, and breaking a wheel,

which caused the car’s 'early withdrawal.

Michener and his mechanician were scarce~

ly dragged from the road when Mulford.

coming around in the sister car, skidded

at the self-same spot, swerving wide and

running of? the course into the grass, but

continuing on.

Salzman, who made the fastest time on

the first lap—8:57—continued his high speed

and was leading by a good margin in the

second, with Maucher's Peerless, and Wal

lace in the P. & 5. hot upon his trail. Flor‘

ida's Locomohile was in fourth place and

Davis's Jackrabbit fifth. Salzman retained

his lead until the fourth round, when Wal

lace displaced him with a mad whirl.

About this time the scouts around the

course wired in that Bitner's Maxwell had

~15an!)0].!“

 

 
 

 

  

  

MAP OF FAIRMOITNT PARK COURSE

broken a crank shaft and would have to

discontinue. With Wallace still holding the

first position in the fifth lap, and with the

other leaders in about the same order. it

was learned that La Roche had been ob

liged to give up, his Pullman having been

laid aside with a broken rear wheel.

Eliminations followed more rapidly after

this. Robertson and Florida, the Locomo

bile team, had not been distinguishing

themselves particularly up to this point,

but seemed waiting on the order of events,

and Wallace was still retaining his lead in

the seventh lap, when the hoodoo sat on

two more cars. Ireland was placed on the

retired list, when the magneto on his Stod

dard-Dayton went wrong, and Salzman‘s

Thomas, one of the big favorites, was put

down and out, with a broken crank shaft.

It was on the next circuit that Robert

son made the people sit up and take mental

note, when he stole fourth, with Florida

sticking close behind and passed Wallace.

Thereafter Robertson continued to hold his

own and was not headed for the remaining

two-thirds of the race, save only once by

his team mate, and then only for one lap.

On the ninth, tenth and eleventh rounds,

Davis pushed his Apperson with all his

might and was no mean challenger, while
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ROBERTSON, LOCOMOBILE, LEADING WALLACE. P. & S.

Wallace, in a desperate‘efiort to regain his

advantage, pressed the “Bunny” hard and:

held fourth position against the field. ,.

Swinging into the finish of the twelfth .he

tied with Davis for third place, only to lose “

it in the next whirl by a bare 2 seconds.

Zengle, who had been piloting the Penn

sylvania in a fairly consistent manner. gave v

up the ghost soon afterward, and a few

minutes later, Frank Yerger, whose Stude

baker had been performing well, though not

among the foremost, suffered. a .broken

wheel at a sharp turn, ripping out the spokes ‘

completely. A new wheel was.put on, but‘

the delay spoiled his chances.

Robertson, who was leading the pack by -;

four minutes and more, showed no let-up.

Between the 14th and 15th laps, however,

\Vallaee caught up with the other Locomo

bile driver and tied for second place, only

to yield again in the 16th. In the 17th

Florida had jumped past Robertson, and

was leading him by 10 seconds at the end

of the lap. He did not hold the advantage

for Robertson sodn went up to the lead‘

again. ' ‘

A remarkable incident of the 19th circuit

occurred when seven cars were discovered

to be on the same lap simultaneously, with

“but 8% minutes between the leader and last

- car and but little more than 1 minute sep

arating the leading trio. Indeed, for two

entire laps, or until the let, the cars were

in the same order. Then the “hoodoo”

again appeared. Bergdoll in his Locomo

tive, anchored on Belmont avenue and went

out of the running, and \Nallace, who had

driven such a splendid race. was forced to

retire.- George Davis's misfortune was

every bit as tragic in the next lap, when

his Jackrabbit fell. He had been speeding

,at a rate that endangered the two Loco

drivers' chances considerably, and it was a

- hard blow. '

In the mean time, Patchke, in his Acme,

-l1ad been slowly but surely creeping to the

fore. Davis’s breakdown swung him into

third place. Mulford followed. Bert Mau

cher, the Peerless driver. had been handiv
capped by tirei troubles about this time to

such an extent that he was unable to take

'advantage of these other‘mishaps.

The 23d lap proved James Florida’s

Waterloo and spoiled the second Locomo

PATCIIKE, ACME, WHO FINISHED SECOND

bile's chances. His break down at this crit

ical moment gave the Acme the place di

rectly behind Robertson. Patchke set out

for the leader, but the lead was toogreat for

him to overcome. At the end of the 24th,

Florida dropped out altogether and was not

able to fight for a place at the finish.

The duel between Mulford and Maucher

resulted in the Lozier driver getting away

with third honors at the finish line.

Honor weighed heavily on Robertson's

hands when he attempted to lift the cup he

had won, amid a shower of roses scattered

by the hand of the mayor‘s wife. He bore

the ordeal well, however, and graciously ac

cepted the recognition for which he has

waited patiently since the accident of two

years ago, when he was preVented from

participating in the elimination race prior

to the Vanderbilt cup contest in which he

was determined to compete.

Robertson’s victory was clean cut and

decisive. The Fairmount course was by no

means velvety. despite its parkway charac

ter. There were numerous nasty turns and

at these the crowds were packed in shoals.

watching for sensations. Many of the wiser

   

FLORIDA, LOCOMOBILE, CLEARING SHARP TURN

 

 

WALLACE, P. 81 5.. ON “S” CURVES
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ones even climbed trees to gain a better

view.

Around the Falls of Schuylkill bridge,

under which is the famous “dip,” too nar

row to permit the passage of two cars, the

crowd was the thickest, and further along

the line, on the "Hairpin" curve on Neil

drive, another large crowd gathered. Be

tween here and Belmont avenue the crowd

was not so thick, but at Belmont dense

throngs formed all along the drive to Park

side avenue.

Despite the huge attendance, little or no

difficulty was experienced in handling the

crowds. The arrangements for policing the

course had been planned carefully in ad

vance, and so far as could be learned, the

drivers were at no time embarrassed by that

press of humanity at the sides of the road

which has hampered so many drivers in big

events.

It was reported that prior to the race

some of the drivers who had participated in

the outlaw Brighton Beach 24 hours race

of September 11 and 12, had refused to sign

the certificates of absolution, thoughtful

provision for which had been made by the

American Automobile Association. Natur

ally drivers who were unwilling to take

oath that in driving at Brighton Beach they

had labored under a "misapprehension" in

the matter of sanctions, would retain the

technical disqualification which that act

involved.

When interrogated as to the status of the

Philadelphia race in this respect, Secretary

Frederick H. Elliott, of the A. A. A., plead

complete ignorance. Though refusing to

be quoted he intimated that the Philadel

phia club had not advised him 01" any such

contingency, and indicated that were such

the case, matters would certainly have to be

straightened out before the running of the

Vanderbilt

hence.

cup contest two weeks

Entries for the Vanderth Cup.

Announcement was made early this week

of the complete list of entries for the Van

derbilt cup contest to be held I .i the 24th

inst. Nineteen cars constitute the candi

dates for honors in the great classic and of

this number, 12 are of American manufac

ture and 7 are foreign made. The drawmg

for starting positions took place yesterday

(Wednesday) at the Garden City Hotel,

with grand cereinory, under the direction

of Fred J. Wagner. As a result the Locomo

bile car, the driver for which has not yet

been nominated, will start first, followed by

Basle's Knox, and Striker’s Mercedes. The

cars, drivers and order of start is as fol

lows, the unlucky “13” being omitted:

No. Enirant and Car. Driver.

l Locomobile Co., Locomobile . . . . ..

2 Knox Automobile Co., Knox . . . . ..Basle

3 Robert Graves, Mercedes . . . . . . .Stricker

4 Chadwick Auto Co., Chadwick.. ..Haupt

a w. 1i. Vaiidelbilt, Mercedes....Luttgen

0 Clifford V. Brokaw, lsotta . . . . . . ..Lytle

I James B. Kyall, Matheson . . . . . . ..Kyall

8 11.. it. '1homas Motor Co., Thomas..

9 Hotchkiss lmport Co., Hotchkiss..

Kilpatrick

10 H. P. Whitney, Brasier . . . . . . . ..t’ouget

11 Acme Motor Car Co., Acme....1’atchke

12 1:. R. Thomas Motor Co., '1‘homas..

Salzman

14 Thos. Williams, B. L. M . . . . ..Williams

15 Matheson Motor Co., Matheson....

Chevrolet

16 Locomobile Co., Locomobile..Robertson

17 Paul Lacroix, Renault . . . . . . . . . ..Strang

18 Foxhall Keene, Mercedes . . . . . . ..Keene

19 E. R. Thomas Motor Co., Thomas..G'll

20 Knox Automobile Co., Knox. . . .Bourque

Wm. K. Vanderbilt, Jr., expressed some

reluctance about officiating as referee of the

coming race, as he has entered a car. The

other contestants overcame his scruples and

unanimously voted him referee. The Mora

car, which was entered some time ago will

not be able to compete, as it will not be

completed in season.

Old Buses for Traveling Show.

“What becomes of the old cars?" is a

question frequently asked and not invariably

answered to the complete satisfaction of the

inquirer. But in France and England the

problem of disposing of the old motor omni

buses cannot as readily be solved through

the assistance of the rebuilder of second

hand material, as can that of disguising old

cars. Nevertheless in a few instances new

uses have been found for discarded vehicles

which are as odd as some of the purposes

to which old horsecars are sometimes de

voted. Thus, in one case an enterprising

showman has taken possession of a couple

of old Parisian ’buses and converted them

into a road train for his moving picture out

fit. This, including tents, "bleachers" and

stereopticon, is transported from place to

place by the efforts of the two relics.

Shortest Route Determines Cabby’s Fare.

Given the choice of a long and a short

route, the driver of a taxiineter cab can

not charge more for taking the long route.

according to a London magistrate, who was

called upon to decide a peculiar case in

volving this question. A woman called a

cab to her house and the driver, apparently

in order to swell his receipts, took a cir

cuitous and mileage piling course. Upon

the woman's refusal to pay the excessive

taximeter charge, the driver applied for a

summons for the amount, but was told by

the court that if he chose to go the longest

way he could not expect to be paid for it.

 

SUMMARY OF THE RACE SHOWING TIME BY LAPS.

lst 2d 3d 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th 11th 12th 13th

Driver. HP. Car. Lap. Lap. lap. lap. lap. lap. lap. lap. lap. lap. lap. lap. lap.

Robertson , 40 Locomobile . . . . .. 9:52 19:36 9:07 38:37 48:04 57:31 1:06:55 1:16:26 1:25:48 1:35:14 1:44:33 1:54:12 2:03:40

Patchke ..."50 Acme . . . . . . . . . . ..10:19 20:26 0:32 40:43 51:56 1:01:32 1:11:32 1:30:26 1:32:26 1:41:37 1:51:39 2:01:36 2:11:38

Mulford 45 Lozier . . . . . . . . . ..14:14 24:04 33:29 55:44 62:48 1:01:37 1:11:05 1:20:32 1:31:04 1:39:36 1:49:13 1:58:51 2:08:32

Maucher .. 30 Peerless . . . . . . . . .. 9:57 24:24 34:23 44:31 55:51 1:05:14 1:15:20 1:26:11 1:36:37 1:47:14 1:57:41 2:08:02 2:18:17

Florida 40 Locomobile . . . . . .. 9:59 19:37 29:11 38:45 48:20 57:51 1:07:25 1:17:04 1:26:37 1:36:14 1:45:52 1:55:31 2:05:13

Davis 55 Apperson . . . . . . .. 9:58 19:39 29:11 38:14 48:15 59:36 1:11:05 1:20:34 1:29:56 1:39:20 1:48:52 1:58:23 2:07:50

Bergdoll ...*60 Amer. Loco . . . . . . .10:30 20:54 29:57 39:40 49:37 59:41 1:09:47 1:19:54 1:30:02 1:40:05 1:49:59 1:59:54 2:09:25

Wallace ...*60 Palmer & Singer.. 9:27 18:42 27:58 37:16 46:43 55:15 1:05:39 1:20:42 1:30:07 1:39:35 1:48:58 1:58:23 2:07:48

Yerger .... 40 Studebaker . . . . . . .12:40 22:45 33:02 43:32 54:23 1:04:27 1:14:50 1:25:29 1:35:38 1:46:03 1:56:12 2:06:19 2:16:29

Harkins ...“50 Chadwick . . . . . . ..11:33 23:23 33:16 43:18 53:53 1:11:40 1:29:28 1:39:50 1:49:55 2:00:46 2:29:02 2:38:58

Zengle 50 Pennsylvania .....10:18 20:10 30.07 40:07 51:06 1:02:46 1:12:54 1:28:58 1:48:09 1:59:18 2:10:25

Salzman 60 Thomas . . . . . . . . .. 8:57 17:37 26:32 47:20 47:32 56:22

Ireland 45 Stoddard-Dayton ..10:29 20:45 31:00 41:21 53:21 1:43:14

La Roche.. 40 Pullman . . . . . . . . ..10:44 24:34 37:32 47:20

Bitner 28 Maxwell . . . . . . . . ..11:31 22:42 33:46

Michener ..‘50 Lozier . . . . . . . . . . .. 9:47

14th 15th 16th 17th 18th 19th 20th 21st 22d 23d 24th 25th

Drivers. 11.1“. Car. lap. lap. lap. lap. lap. lap. lap. lap. lap. lap. lap. lap.

Robertson . 40 Locomobile ......2:13:09 2:22:38 2:32:11 2:46:31 2:55:53 3:05:14 3:14:41 3:24:06 3:33:39 3:43:15 3:52:52 4:02:30

Patchke ...‘50 Acme . . . . . . . . . ..2:21:37 2:31:31 2:41:27 2:51:26 3:02:38 3:12:49 3:23:15 3:33:33 3:43:49 3:54:09 4:04:26 4:14:54

Mulford 45 Lozier . . . . . . . . . ..2:18:08 2: 1:58 2:42:12 2:51:47 3:01:30 3:11:15 3:26:45 3:36:21 3:45:54 3:55:30 4:06:55 4:17:26

Maucher .. 30 Peerless . . . . . . . . ..2:28:26 2:38:50 2:49:08 3:01:22 3:11:20 3:21:25 3:31:29 3:41:29 3:51:29 4:01:28 4:11:35 4:21:26

Florida 40 Locomobile .. ....2:14:59 2:24:46 2:34:36 2:46:21 2:56:03 3:05:44 3:15:22 3:27:39 3:37:37 4:03:34 4 14:56

Davis 55 Apperson . . . . . . ..2:17:20 2:24:46 2:39:11 2:48:46 2:58:17 3:07:50 3:17:36 3:27:59

Bergdoll ...“60 Amer Loco . . . . . ..2:19:59 2:29.57 2:40:00 2:49:55 2:59:58 3:10:01 3:20:00

Wallace ...*60 Palmer & Singer..2:26:32 2: 6:10 2:45:33 2:54:51 3:04:15 3:13:41 3:27:59

Yerger 40 Studebaker . . . . ..2:57:23 3:09:30 3:19:49 3:30:02 3:45:14 3:55:43 4:14:18

-_. _____.

* Six cylinder motor. 1' Running whenrace was called off.
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FIVE PERFECT IN F001! DAYS 1581'

Only Four of Seventeen Drop Out of Chi

cago Reliability Runs—Rain and Mud

Mutilate Scores.

Few endurance contests can begin to

compare with the 1,000 miles, four days re

liability run of the Chicago Motor Club held

on October 6-9.

event for Chicago as the sweepstakes for

It was almost as big an

New York, or the Fairmount for

Philadelphia.

out on the schedule which comprised an

races

Seventeen contestants started

average run of 250 miles daily in the vicinity

of Chicago, returning to that city each even

ing; and when the technical committee

made its final report of the four days, only

five of the starters were found to have per

Four had dropped out of the

race at various stages and eight- finished in

the running with penalizations. The test

was unusually strenuous and exacting. A

perfect score meant that the cars had to be

in absolutely perfect condition at the finish.

As is usual with Chicago endurance con

tests, a loosened nut or bolt. a bent axle, or

any other minor or major defection, caused

a penalization. Two Haynes. a Premier,

Franklin and Pierce-Arrow were fortunate

enough to pass the eagle-eyed examiners at

the final inspection. The following is the

final score of the cars:

fect scores.

Perfect scores—Roadster Class.

Driver. HP. Car.

Frank Nutt . . . . . . . 36 Haynes

R. McNamara 32 Premier

C. S. Carris . . . . .. 28 Franklin

Perfect Scores—Touring Class.

L. Wagoner . . . . .. 36 Haynes _

P. Hofman . . . . . .. 60 Pierce Arrow SIX

Penalizations—Roadster Class.

Points

A. Kumpf . . . . . ....43 Pierce Arrow 1

McLain . . . . . . . . . . .30 Apperson 32

Dusenbury . . . . . . . .20 Mason 216

Heaslet . . . . . . . . . ..45 Rainier *

Nicholson . . . . . . . . .32 Midland *

Halliday . . . . . . . . ..21 Reliable Day. *

Pen' lizations—Touring Class.

Shafer . . . . . . . . . . . . .50 Marmon 2

F. Harn . . . . . . . . . ..20 Mason 2

W. Leitch . . . . . . . ..30 \Nhite 21

Muntwyler . . . . . . ..20 Maxwell 51

Hal Sheridan . . . . ..30 White 55

Smithson . . . . . . . . ..27 Studebaker ‘

 

‘ \Vithdrawn

1n addition to the two general divisions,

roadster and touring, the cars were sulrdi~

vided into price classes. F. Ham's Mason

was first in the $1,000 to $1.999 class, with

2 points against it. McLain's Apperson

won the $2,000 to $2,499 class, with a 32

point penalty; Frank Nutt, with the Haynes,

and R. McNamara, in the Premier, both

perfect scores, tied in the $2,500 up group;

Muntwyler's Maxwell, with 51 points

against it, led in the $1,999 and under; C. S.

Carris's Franklin and Wagoner’s Haynes

tied with clean tallies for the $2,500 to

$3.999 honors, while P.

Pierce Arrow got away with

up class.

The fuel consumption scores were calcu

lated by a formula which took into consid

eration the weight of the car, the load and

the total gasolene used on the four days of

the run. The result was called pound mile

age and embraced the number of pounds

driven a mile by one ounce of gasolene.

Hoffman, in his

the $5,000

The fuel consumption report was as fol

lows:

Pounds

No. and Car. Weight Gals. mil’ge.

9 Premier . . . . . . . ..3,585 69% 224.1

15 Franklin . . . . . . ..3,675 84% 198.0

8 Haynes . . . . . . . ..3,675 84% 198.0

20 Pierce Arrow ....5.575 128'; 187.5

16 Haynes . . . . . . . . . . . .. 93% 184.5

19 Marmon . . . . . . ..5.060 110 83.5

2 Maxwell . . . . . . . . .2950 74% 71.3

4 Mason . . . . . . . . . .2,735 69% 170.0

7 Pierce Arrow ....4,%0 110 169.5

11 Rainier . . . . . . . . ..3,865 106% 156.7

14 White . . . . . . . . . ..4,630 145% 134.5

12 White . . . . . . . . . ..4,765 153 134.5

3 Mason . . . . . . . . ..2,615 87% 119.0

Of the seventeen contesting starters

thirteen were perfect when the caravan

checked in at Chicago Tuesday night 'at

the end of the first day. The only driver to

suffer penalization on account of the storm

was Barney Muntwyler, driving the Max

well entry, who suffered from carburetter

trouble which caused him to lose 24 points.

George Smithson’s Studebaker was in

trouble when Janesville was reached, with

a crippled rear axle. Failing to return to

Chicago on time that night. it was declared

out of the contest. F. S. Dusenbery, pilot

ing one of the Mason cars, found it neces

sary to break seals and fuss with an oiler

on the road. W. Leitch in the White

Steamer narrowly averted a tragedy with a

railroad train at a Janesville crossing. The

car barely cleared the track without being

hit, the three passengers jumping for life.

C. L. Halliday’s Reliable Dayton (the

only buggy-type car inthe contest) fared

well until the last part of the drive, late

ness in reaching the night control causing

it to lose a perfect score.

The second day’s jaunt saw a couple

more broken scores, the heavy roads mak

ing extremely hard going. Contestants set

out at 4 a. m. in the pitchy darkness and

watched the chill gray dawn break as they

swung out through Aurora, Big Rock,

Somonauk, Ottawa, Lowell, Oswego, and

back after a hard push to Aurora, whence

they returned to the starting line at Jack

son Boulevard and Michigan Avenue, Chi

cago.

It was the bad highways around Semo

nauk. 111., that despoiled the two scores

mentioned. Hayes's Midland went flying

into a patch of cinders and was wrecked,

when a front wheel stuck in a rut and

caused it to slew into a ditch. A front axle

was broken, necessitating withdrawal. and

G. P. Hall, the observer, was thrown out

against a fence and sustained an injured

knee cap. The Rainier that Heaslet was

piloting suffered a broken frame and was

withdrawn, though it was continued as a

non-contestant, along with the Reliable

Dayton motor buggy. Dusenbury's Mason

had two more points checked against it, for

stalling the motor while in one of the con

trols, making a total penalization of 68

points.

When the technical committee made its

report, at the close of the day, just a dozen

of the 17 contestants still retained clean

slates.

On the third day another car was dropped

from the honor roll. The spin into the

State of Indiana resulted in Nelson Mc

Lain, driving the Apperson entry, being

penalized 22 points for breaking the seals

on his hood to repair a fan-belt. The only

other demerits which the technical commit

tee imposed, Were upon Dusenbury's

Mason, which lost points earlier in the race.

A couple of accidents varied the monotony

of this day’s run, although no one was in

jured. Paul Hoffman's Glidden Tour

Pierce Arrow car “mixed it up" with a

South Bend trolley car, while upon the re

turn trip through South Chicago George

Smithson’s non-contesting Studebaker

smashed a wheel and skidded badly.

Then came the wind-up day—the last 240

miles of the long contest, through a none

too smooth route. touching Elgin, Rock

ford, Oregon, Rochelle and Aurora. When

the last car checked in at the finish nine

cars were reported with perfect scores, al

though these, of course, were subject later

to minute examination by the technical

committee.

Hal Sheridan, the crack White Steamer

driver, was the unfortunate on this last leg.

Before starting out in the morning he lo

cated trouble with the chain and oiler belt.

1n adjusting the difficulty. however, he was

obliged to touch the seals, which cost him

a penalization of 12 points, plus 14 for work

on the road.

The tired technical committee wrangled

for half the night in an effort to determine

the winner of the Standard Oil Company

trophy, offered for the car which was able

to make the 1,000 miles on the least gaso

lene. Several likely winners of this philan

thropic prize of the big-hearted corpora

tion loomed up, but the mathemztieians

and experts adjourned this task until later.

Their final conclusion resulted in the score

quoted above.

Carries His Show on Motor Cars.

Lucky in having a circuit of theatres un

der his own exclusive management. all

grouped on Long Island in towns within

easy distance of each other. Al. Trahern,

who is called the Long Island Frohman,

has decided to use motor cars instead of

the railway for transporting his troupe and

scenery on their route of one-a-week shows.

He has ordered a 32-passenger machine for

the players and musicians. and a large

freight truck for the baggage. The splendid

condition of the Long Island roads makes

the entire success of the plan more than

probable.
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0|.Dl-‘IELD AND CHRISTIE PERI-'0]!!!

With Soules as Buffer They Share Honors

at Cleveland‘s Two Days Meet—Kel

sey’s Entry is “Copped.”

That trio of so-called “dare-devils," which

has been delighting the visitors at Western

county fairs and other small race meets for

the last few weeks, entertained a goodly

crowd at Cleveland, Ohio, during the

Club’s

meet at the Glenville track, on Friday and

Saturday, October 9-10. The “tri0"——that

is to say, Barney Oldfield, Walter Christie

and Charles Soules, who seem to have the

win-as-they-please habit—also exhibited as

a fellow attraction R. G. Kelsey, of New

York City, a driver who is better known in

the East than on the Western tracks. Kel

sey’s efforts were curtailed, however. For

some small question as to the rightful owner

ship of the car he was driving, which was

claimed by a Chicago automobile company.

proved his undoing. After some dispute

over his title to the machine, he was placed

under arrest on the broad charge of having

stolen it, and his name was erased from the

program.

Oldfield and Christie shared such “hon

ors" as were to be had. On Friday the lat

ter traveled a mile in 02.55%, which is nine

tenths of a second slower time than Old

field once made on this self-same track.

That hero himself shot around in his six

cylinder Stearns in 0:57 7-10, while Charles

Soules, in the smaller Stearns, was one and

one-tenth seconds behind that mark. The

smaller Christie machine did not get under

the minute mark, and its best time was

chalked up as 1:04 2-10. This car was not

working right at any time during theday,

as is frequently its wont.

Oldfield also made the best time in the

semi-final heat of the sweepstakes, when,

going against Christie, he made the three

miles in 3 minutes flat.

Paxon in a Jackson came in first in the

$3,500 and under class for stock cars, doing

the two miles in 2:31, but because this car

was stripped of its fenders it was disquali

fied and the race given to Hissong, who

drove a Winton in 3:58 4-5. The entry

blanks allowed machines to be stripped in

this manner, but as none of the rest hau

done so it was decided not to count the

time made by the Jackson. This novel

way of making decisions did not make the

Paxon-Jackson outfit a warm champion of

the judges. Paxson also captured the nov

elty race and repeated in the two-mile spe

cial event for touring cars and runabouts.

making the course in 2:419-10.

In the novelty affair, in which the drivers

of novelty touring cars picked up and dis

charged a-rload .of passengers every other

mile for. five miles, some of the machines

did not slow‘ up, and many of the passen

Cleveland Automobile two days'

gcrs were rolled in the dust of the track in

front of the grand stand, to the intense de

light of the spectators.

 

Saturday, the second day of the meet,

saw the clay surface of the track in very

slippery condition, due to rain, and the fast

drivers did not care' to take any chances.

When it came to the final of the sweep

'stakes event, however, Walter Christie shot

under the wire ahead of Oldfield, his time

for the pair of miles being 2:12. In an

exhibition against time he also distinguished

himself by making a mile in 01594-5, which

by no means equalled his previous day’s

mark.

Fireworks served to enliven the three

mile race for the $3,500 class. Paxon's

mount caught fire and Frank Arams's Mora

followed suit, but the flames were extin

guished before either of the cars was badly

damaged. U. Osgood, driving a Stoddard

Dayton, won in 31321-5, with the Arams’s

Mora second.

The three-mile free-for-all handicap again

furnished excitement for the spectators.

Charles Soules’s four-cylinder Stearns was

the scratch car, the Stoddard-Dayton and

Mora were given twenty seconds handicap

and two Oldsmobiles and a Royal were

given considerable more, and in consequence

Soules had some difficulty in winning the

event. This he did, however, in 311845.

Frank Adams got away with a two-mile

event for 1909 models, showing the field his

dust in 2:341~5.

Detroit Plans Triple End—tirance Contest.

What is billed as the “second great en

durance run" of the Detroit Automobile

Dealers Association is to take place on No

vember 5, 6 and 7. Three separate runs

will be made on each of those dates, the

contestants starting early in the morning

from Detroit and returning at night. The

first day’s trip will be to Saginaw and re

turn; the second to Adrian and Jackson and

return; and the third to Lansing and back.

The schedule will be far more severe than

in the last contest held there, and it has

been decided to divide the- cars into three

classes, the smaller ones to start earlier

and run on a slower schedule. At the finish,

a technical committee will make a special

examination of each machine, deducting

points for deteriorated and broken parts of

the mechanism.

Desert Course for a Road Race.

An Arizona neWSpaper has offered a silver

cup as an inducement to motorists in that '

section to compete in a 450 miles road race

from Los Angeles, Cal.. to Phoenix, Ariz.,

which is being agitated by the Maricopa

Automobile Club. It will take place be

tween November 1 and 16, to reach Phoenix

during the Territorial fair. Following the

road race, there will be a track meet at the

latter eity. Much of the proposed course

is through-sand‘in the desert, which is'caL

culated to test severely'the running quality

of the'Cars.' ' ' ' '

VIRGINIANS TAKE 1'0 M011“! ' RACES

Six Contests Make Exciting Close for Their

State Fair—Ray's Plucky Fight Against

Persistent Misfortune.

After the judges of the Virginia State

Fair at Richmond had awarded the various

for

health culture on Saturday afternoon, 10th

prizes agriculture, horticulture and

inst., they went out to judge a series of six

automobile and motorcycle races, five of

After a

motorcycle curtain-raiser, a 10-mile race for

which were at 10 miles' distance.

runabouts of 24-horsepower or under was

held. Everts, driving a Buick, soon over

hauled the field and won the event in

16:55%, with C. G. Montgomery in a Frank

lin and W. M. Batten in a Ford trailing for

second and third places.

L. H. DeGraaf scored with a six-cylinder

Ford in the event for cars between 24 and

40 horsepower. The only other entry was

a Buick, which was outclassed. In the suc

ceeding race for stock cars- costing $2,500

and under, a Chalmers-Detroit, driven by

E. J. Ray, led the field from start to finish,

twice lapping B. A. Blenner's White

Steamer and hauling rapidly away from the

Foster Buick. Ray’s time at the tape was

15:16, with the Buick second.

The scheduled feature of the meet was a

50-mile affair for chassis of 60-horsepower

and under. E. J. Ray was mounted on a

Stevens-Duryea “six,” which broke down

twice and was repaired each time. The Fos

ter Motor Car Company’s Buick and Dr.

L. T. Price’s car of the same make had a

due] of their own most of the way. In con

sequence the former secured the lead and

was holding it well when Ray, who had re

paired his first breakdown, came along,

overhauled the leaders one by one, and was

in a fair way to win, when he broke down

once more. The second accident ruined his

chances for the cup, but Ray stayed in the

race and swept around the track at a fast

clip. The Maxwell touring car covered only

about thirty miles of the race. The two

Buick drivers finished first and second, the

time being 1:11:44.

Lowell Holds “Pony” Automobile Races.

Since its famous Labor Day road race,

Lowell, Mass, has been having a series of

“pony” automobile races with boy competi

tors, in which the machines bear at least ex

ternal similarities to the big racing cars and

are designated by fanciful parodies in

names. Among the entrants, the “L. I. A.

R.," the “Iswotta,” the “Knocks,” the “Pack

hard,” etc., are conspicuous. and as older

citizens have in nearly each case put up

substantial cash prizes, the competition has

been very keen. At the most recent event,

there were 17 starters, ll finishers, and a

crowd of over 1,000 spectators. Several of

the machines overturned. '
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IARINN UNVEILS NEW IDDELS

Distinguishing Features of the 1909 Designs

—Originality Shown in Important De

tails of Construction.

Two entirely new models to be known

respectively as the “Thirty-two" and “Fifty,”

are to comprise the principal features of the

1909 offering of the Nordyke & Marmon Co.,

Indianapolis. Ind., in addition to which there

is to be a “45" roadster, difiering from the

larger of the two touring cars in the mat

ter of engine dimensions and so of power.

This announcement made last week, was

emphasized by the simultaneous appearance

of the the New York

show of Carriage Deal

they

two

the

Protective

cars at

National

ers' Association, where

were displayed for the first time, as

told in the Motor World. While similar

in many respects, they yet reveal sundry

distinguishtnents which entitle them to en

tirely separate consideration. These difier

stroke, rated output 3240 horsepower; trans

mission, expanding ring master clutch, three

speed axle-mounted gcarset, and floating

axle; brakes, double expanding, placed side

by side and equalized; wheel base. 112

ried by ball thrust bearings, and the wheels

carried on conical roller bearings.

As will be observed, a prominent distin~

guishing feature between the two types is

the arrangement of the transmission mech

 

 

 

  

MARMON "THIRTY-TWO"

inches; wheels 34 inches diameter; tires,

3% inches; spring, full elliptical behind, 40

by 2 inches; front, semi-elliptical, 30 by 2

  
  

 

 

MARMON "FIFTY"

ences extend not only to matters of dimen

sion, but also to such elements of design

as the transmission mechanism, the suspen

sion and the general external arrangement

of the vehicles.

Thus Model “Thirty-two" is a low-hung,

racy car with low-backed seats and some

what the aspect of the popular roadster

type, while its larger sister car is of gen

erally heavier and more luxurious construc

tion. The former, which mounts the new

motor, recently described in these columns,

has a transmission of the so-called “unit

type," that is to say, mounted integrally

with the rear axle and differential housing.

The Model “Fifty,” on the other hand, has

the unit power plant which was employed

on the models introduced for 1908 consump

tion, a straight line propeller shaft, and float

ing axle construction, which is at once

unique and interesting to examine.

Contrasting the specifications of the two

types for the sake of comparison, Model

“Thirty-Two" has these features: Motor

dimensions, 4% inches bore by 4% inches

inches. Model “Fifty” is distinguished

by a 5% by S-inch motor, multiple disc

clutch, three-speed gearset, unit suspension

of the power plant, floating axle drive, dou

ble expanding brakes, wheel base 118 inches,

anism. This is clearly brought out by the

accompanying illustrations which show the

rear axle construction in each case, as well

as the brake mounting of the smaller car.

This is the same in principle on both ma,

chines, the brakes being placed side by side

in wide faced drums of unusually large dianr

eter, heavily made and securely mounted on

the wheels. The shoes are expanded

through linkage balanced by means of equal»

izing beams, and are actuated by the usual

pedal and lever movements.

From the illustration of the Model "Thir

ty-two” brake assembly, the novel method

of adjustment will be observed. Instead

of being permanently attached to the rocker

arms which apply the shoes, the drag links

are bolted to short arms which are loosely

mounted on the rocker shafts, and carrying

short worms having squared ends for the at

tachment of an adjusting key as required.

The rocker shafts carry small worm seg

ments into which the worms mesh, thus

fixing the two together, but permitting a

ready means of adjustment at any time. The

alteration of the brake tension thus may be

  

REAR AXLE SHOWING ASSEMBLY OF THE DlFFERl-ZNTIAL

wheels, 36 inches in diameter. shod with 4

and 5-inch tires, front and rear. in both

types, the frame is of pressed steel. the front

axles, of I-beam section, the load being car

r. ade without loosening any nuts or bolts,

and by the instant use of a suitable key or

socket wrench.

The mounting of the rear end of the chas~
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sis of this model also is noteworthy, not

alone because of the substantial manner in

which the springs are hung, but also be

cause of the use of diagonal braces of

trussed section employed in strengthening

the rear corners of the frame. The illus

tration shows the complete chassis at this

section, also revealing the manner in which

the change gear group is incorporated into

the axle construction. This general princi

ple has been used before, but the design in

question is original with this vehicle.

An orginal and distinctly novel feature

of this assemblage is the method of mount

ing the wheels. These are carried by one

large annular bearing, placed nearly under

the load center, while the driving stubs are

flanged at the outer end and bolted direct

ly to the hub. This gives the essential ac

tion of the more familiar hub cap drive, but

lacks its uncertainty in the event of a dis

ordered hub, since it is practically impossi

hle for the wheel to come oFf without giv

ing ample warning. This arrangement also

  

  

 

 

MARMON “THIRTY-TWO" SUSPENSION AND TRANSMISSION

The mechanism is selective in principle,.

the lay shaft lying below the main driving

elements. The arrangement is so contrived

that the entire aggregation may be re

moved from the housing without dismount

ing anything further than the cover plates

at the top and rear end, while the spherical

form employed is calculated to give strength

with a minimum use ‘of metal. Surprising

though it may seem, this construction adds

less than 20 pounds to the weight of the

complete axle—which serves as an effective

answer to one of the arguments commonly

advanced against this system.

In the larger car, the multiple disc clutch

has 9 steel plates and 10 of bronze, with

cork inserts, the whole being enclosed in a

casing positively atached to the fly wheel.

The gearset is mounted entirely on annular

ball bearings, as is that of the smaller ma

chine, and is so contrived that no gears are

in action while the direct drive is engaged.

The massive construction of the rear

axle equipment of this machine is shown in

the illustration, which also shows the meth

od of actuating the brakes. These are of

2-inch face and 17 inches diameter, as against

2-inch face and 14 inches diameter on the

other car. They are actuated by means of

expanding cams, worked by direct linkage.

and are held out of action by heavy springs.

which draw them against adjustable stops.

The differential and bevel driving group is

so constructed that it can be removed from

the rear of the casing when the cover plate

has been taken down, so that access to any

of the parts may be had with but small ex

penditure of time and labor.

permits an unusual wheel design. since the

axle attachment affords a very large hub,

without overhang and presenting a practi

cally flat surface on the outer and exposed

side. The greater part of the load is car

ried by the single bearing, as stated. The

steadying ef’fect necessary to preserve align

   

  

 

EMERGENCY BRAKE CO NSTRUCTION

ment, is supplied by the outboard difieren

tial bearing in each case, the long leverage

of the driving stub itself, serving to reduce

the pressure to a relatively small and easily

compensated amount at the center of the

axle.

W'ith the exception of these features, the

design of both models is much in line with

the ordinary practice of the day. Both have

a road clearance of 10 inches, but are de

signed to give a low-hung effect which is de'

ceptive in that respect as well as convenient.

In the "Fifty" car, the cast metal body,

which has been .a Marmon feature in past

seasons, is continued. The smaller ‘car,

however, is equipped with a sheet metal

body.

Keeping Enclosed Brakes Clear of Grit.

 

Although the modern types of internal

expanding rear wheel brake are so contrived

that they are well protected from dust and

dirt, it by no means follows that they (to

not require cleaning or that they are not

apt to suffer from the effects of continued

service under ordinary road conditions.

The very fact that the brakes are enclosed

makes it practically impossible for any dirt

which may work into the drums to work out

again under its own impetus. The result

is that after a time a certain amount of

finely pulverized grit will be found in the

casing where it acts as a powerful and de

structive abrasive. On this account the

cover plates of all brake housings should

be removed occasionally and the interiors

thoroughly flushed out with gasolene.

Testing the Movement of the Wheels.

When inspecting the mechanism of the

car it is well to jack up each of the rear

wheels in turn in order to observe whether

they revolve freely. \Nhen there is an ap

preciable amount of resistance to motion

the fault may lie with the dragging of the

brakes, with the differential mechanism or

with the rear portion of the transmission.

In either case the cause of the difficulty

may be traced out readily. If the resistance

is noticeable on one side only, the remedy

is usually obvious and may be applied at

once. Otherwise it may be more difiicult to

sift it out, though none the less important.

Closing Leaky Gaskets ire Couplings.

Leaking gaskets in flanged couplings of

the exhaust piping may sometimes be

closed by merely calking the asbestos

filler with a thin, fiat chisel or screw driver.

More often, however, it is necessary to

break the joint and replace the gasket with

a new one. In doing this, care must be ob

served in order to draw up both flanges uni

formly. Otherwise. the unequal pressure

on the two sides will be a stimulus to fur

ther leakage. Obviously the proper joint

can be made only when the two sections of

piping are perfectly in line.

  

To Avoid Danger in Cranking.

Because of the danger when cranking, it

is important that the connections between

the timer and the hand lever be examined

occasionally to see that there is no danger

of the former getting adrift. In case this

should occur the spark remaining advanCed

despite the location of the lever in the re~

tard position would be apt to cause serious

trouble.
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COLUMBIA lN "V0 NEW IOIIILS

Mark “XLVIII-S” a Modification of Earlier

Light Touring Car—Mark “LXX” an

Electric Vehicle.

During the tenure in office of Messrs. Hal

sey M. Barrett and Henry W. Nuckols, re

Geivers of the Electric Vehicle CO., Hart

ford. Conn., but little has been heard of

manufacturing activities at the big plant

which for SO long has been identified with

the name Columbia as applied to motor ve

hicles. Nevertheless, considerable has

been accomplished in the way of clearing

up the models which were already under

way, and latterly in the production of a

couple of new types, one of gasolene and

Of these,

the former is to be known as Mark

“XLVIII-3”, and is to follow in general

the design of the former light touring model

which thus is carried over practically into

its fourth year. The electric vehicle now

the other of electric propulsion.

illustrated, has been modified in the latest

patterns to permit the adoption of a sup—

port for the valve and megneto shafts out

This is accomplished byside the gearsv

  

COLUMBIA MARK “XLVIll-S”

the use of annular ball bearings mounted

in the forward section of the case—as shown

in the illustration. The gears are now of
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COLUMBIA MARK “XLVIll-J" CHASSIS

being produced is known as “Mark LXX,"

and is of the popular Victoria-Phaeton pat

tern. In both instances, work has pro

gressed to a point where the machines are

in readiness to be placed upon the market,

and are in the actual stages of production.

As indicated, “Mark XLVIII-3" already is

familiar in its general aspects. As illus

trated, it embodies these specifications:

Motor, 4% by 4% inches, bore and stroke;

transmission by leather-faced cone clutch,

selective sliding gearset, affording direct

drive on high, propeller shaft and live rear

axle; wheels and tires, 34 by 3% and 34 by

4 inches; wheel base, 115 inches; tread, 56

inches.

The motor has cylinders formed in paired

castings with the valves all on one side.

An unusual feature of its construction is

the use of non-interchangeable valves, the

inlets being of 2%, inches, and the exhausts

1 13-16 inches diameter. The power rating

in accordance with the usual formula is

29 horsepower, or a trifle under. The con

struction of the crankcase, which is here

the spiral type with faces of increased width,

making for longer life, reduced wear and

more silent operation.

r'- "1.: l I/

igniter plates are of drop forged steel,

ground to size.

In the actuation of the three-speed gear

set, is to be found the unique system which,

in principle has been employed on this

model from the first) The gear striking

lever, instead of picking up the striking

rods by direct connection within the gear

box, is made to engage one or the other

of two short rocker arms which are mount

ed on the extremities of a couple of tele

scoping actuating shafts. These arms

have a squared jaw connection with the

lever. and being placed on opposite sides of

the lever can be engaged only one at a

time. The chief advantage of the selective

system is thus preserved, and it is impos

sible to slip over from one gearset into the

other accidentally.

The propeller shaft, as shown in the ac

companying illustration of the chassis, is

equipped with universal joints of the yoke

type, as is the driving shaft between the

master clutch and gear box. The floating

rear axle construction has been altered this

year by the moving outward of the strut

rods on the casing in such a way as to al

low a greater amount of clearance. An

  

  

 

COLUMBIA MARK "XLVIlI-3" REAR AXLE

Ignition is of the low tension, make and

break type, the Bosch instrument now be

ing employed to generate the current. The

other feature which is an innovation at

this time is the standardization of the frame

lengths and wheel bases for all models,
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whether of the touring, limousine or lan

daulette types. The standard equipment is

that shown, but the two types of closed body

also are produced, the interchangeable

feature eliminating all differences except

those of the tire sizes. These for the closed

cars are the same, except in the rear, where

34 by 472-inch tires are employed instead

of 34 by 4~inch.

The electric vehicle which is now being

produced, in a general way preserves the

original design of the victoria-phaeton

which was first offered to the public in

1905, and has since been continued with

only such minor changes as have been re

quired to bring it up to time. In the new

lot but three significant alterations have

been made over the previous series. The

IEIORIA'I'ION ll NW!!! RATING

Purdy Suggests Adoption of "Circular" and

“Cylindrical Inches"--Typical Equa

tions to Illustrate the Idea.

 

 

New possibilities are injected into the

much-vexed question of the proper method

of power rating for automobile motors by

the suggested adoption of the units of “cir

cular" and “cylindrical inches" in place of

the complete values of square and cubic

inches as at present used. The signification

thus brought about would be merely in the

mathematical sense, as the figures could be

converted into the more familiar square and

  
  

 

 

CRANKCASE WITH CRANKSHAFT AND PISTON ASSEMBLY

most striking of these is the installation of

annular ball bearings on all of the wheels.

In addition to the regular hub brake, an

emergency brake has been added, which is

applied to a drum on the countershaft of

the motor transmission. The third impor

tant change is in the increase of the bat

tery capacity by the addition of two more

cells to the regular equipment. The com

plete battery is thus composed of 32 cells,

divided into two groups so disposed as to

apportion the weight equally between the

front and rear wheels. They are of the

Exide “9 PV" type. The rating for the

radius of action is placed at the conserva

tive figure of 40 miles. The controller is

simple in design and easy to operate. It

provides four forward speeds, affording ap

proximately 4, 7%, 12% and 16 miles per

hour, respectively, and two speeds in the

reverse. On the second reverse speed,

which is obtained by a backward movement

of the lever, the carriage develops its max

imum power at a low speed, thus enabling

the driver to back out of any unusual de—

pression in the highway and to avoid diffi

culties in turning around in narrow quar

ters with steep gutters on each side.

The wheel base of the vehicle is

70 inches, the tread 48 inches, and the

wheels are 30 inches in diameter, shod with

31/Q-inch pneumatic tires, front and rear.

cubic measure by simple multiplication. At

the_ same time, the method would permit of

a close comparison of motor sizes as well

as of powers, according to the complete

plan, on a basis of simple figures. The

originator of the idea is Frederick Purdy,

engineer in charge of the testing laborato

ries of Thomas B. Jeffery & C0.. who has

developed it upon the analogy of the “circu

lar mil" system employed in electrical cal

culations and in current use in that

field.

“In all the hill climbing contests which

have come under my notice, the engine rat

ings have been based on the piston displace

ment, and invariably the volume is ex

pressed in cubic inches," remarks Mr.

Purdy.

“This is one of the mathematical absurdities

that have descended through generations

and have produced mental habits hard to

break. Always we think of volumes as hav

ing rectangular boundary lines and we must

convert all forms, however regular and com

mon they may be, to the cubic form before

we can compare them. So also we think

of surfaces and sections as squares, hence

our units of area are always square and we

go on converting the value of circles and

cylinders and spheres into terms of squares

and cubes, for each equation, requiring the

use of a long decimal multiplier or divider,

wearing out gray matter, better devoted to

more useful service.

“W'hen we get away from this worship of

the rectangular god, we are free to set up

a new and convenient rule for comparing

volumes and areas. Or, in other words,

when volumes or areas of like form are to

be compared with each other, the unit of

measurement should be of the same form.

“The electrical people have adopted the

“circular mil" as the unit of sectional area

for wire and other conductors, which is

much more convenient that a square mil

for it requires only that the diameter in

.001 inch be multiplied by itself to give the

sectional area, and the diameter in .001 inch

of a wire of any desired area expressed in

circular mils, is the square root of the area.

“Thus, D’ = area is a much shorter equa

tion that 0.7854 D’ = area, or 3.1416 R' :

area, and for purposes of comparison a

much better one.

“Why should not the engine builders and

users adopt the cylindrical inch as the unit

of piston displacement and cylinder capa

city? Then the equation for displacement

would be D' L : volume: the proportion

would remain the same as it reduced to

cubic inches.

“Thus the displacement of a cylinder 4

inches in diameter with 6-inch stroke ::

96 cylindrical inches or 75.3984 cubic inches.

Or, the displacement of a 6-inch cylinder

with S-inch stroke : 144 cylindrical inches

or 115.0976 cubic inches.

“Since 96 : 144 :: 75.3984 : 113.0976, it is

just the same.

“It is as easy to convert the volume of

irregular cavities such as the compression

space into cylindrical units as cubic units,

the ration between them being of course 1

to 0.7854. The sectional area and volume

of intake and exhaust pipes, the area of any

circular opening such as valve ports could

best be expressed in circular and cylindrical

inches. .

“There should also be a standard of speed

at which an engine is rated or rather there

should be two points at which a variable

speed engine such as used in an automo

bile should be rated.

“Various compressions and valve timing

may give an engine a high power at high

speeds at the sacrifice of power at low

speed and vice versa, 50 it is hardly fair to

compare two engines of the same bore and

stroke at only one speed. Hence a rating

should be given at a point between 400 and

600 r. p. m. (the normal running speed) and

between 1,200 and 1,600 r. p. m. (the point

of greatest output).

“The power curve in most engines rated

at from 30 to 50 horsepower is a rising one

up to from 1,200 to 1,600 r. p. m. At some

point in this range, the inertia and other

losses which are rapidly rising, compensati

any increased power due to speed, the curve

flattens out and shortly begins to drop.

Why not establish these extreme points in

some engineers’ convention as a standard

of speed for power rating?"
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GABRIEL WITI ADAPTABLI TONI'IS

The 1909 Model to Emit Soft Musical Sound,

in Cities—More Penetrating Note for

the Rural Roads.

By the equipment of an ingenious device,

the new Gabriel horn which has been pro

duced for the season of 1909, may be con

fined to one soft musical tone for urban use

or the three notes may be raised in unison

as a penetrating herald on rural highways.

As shown in the illustration, the 1909 Ga

briel is of the single tube, three note type,

resembling the 1908 model in exterior ap

It will be supplied by the Gapearance.

  

NEW MODEL GABRIEL HORN

briel llorn Mfg. Co., of Cleveland, 0., in

four sizes, as different sizes are required

for various motors according to their power.

The gradations in size are calculated with

a view to providing in each instance the

proper capacity for disposing of the ex

haust without causing back pressrue.

Back pressure is also provided against in

the 1909 cutout valve which is supplied for

the control of the Gabriel. The picture

shows that the valve disc in the main ex

haust channel is at right angles to that in

the channel which directs the exhaust gases

to the horn. When the controlling lever on

the top of the valve is turned to sound the

horn, the disc in the auxiliary channel opens

at the same rate that the main channel disc

closes, as the two are mounted on the same

  

GABRIEL HORN CUT-OUT

spindle, the result being that there is no

piling up of back pressure. The construc

tion also provides for a cut-out which af

fords a direct opening to the air that is 1%

inches across and is supplementary to the

regular outlet through the muffler. When

the cut~out is being employed, the exhaust

has both the muffler and the direct opening

through which to escape, giving a maximum

of free discharge. In addition to considera7

tions of correct theory and mechanical effi

ciency, the Gabriel valve is of a detail de

sign which makes provision against the pos~

sibility of leakage when the valve is closed

and precludes the rattle, whistling and

noise which are the conspicuous fault o

poorly constructed devices intended for the

control and direction of the exhaust. Suit

able valves to fit all standard sizes of iron

pipe or steel tubing, ranging from 1 inch

to 2% inches outside diameter are avail

able.

The most recent addition to the Gabriel

family has been the Gabriel shock absorber,

which is subject to several refinements and

changes over past models for the 1909 sea

son. In the new model, as is indicated by

the illustration, there is no change in prin

ciple. To the body of the car is attached a

friction pad which moves vertically between

the spring side plates of the member at

tached to the axle. The two sides con

verge at their ends. so that the friction pad

has a comparatively free movement while it

is at the middle, but is increasingly com

pressed and restrained in its movement as

it is forced toward either end. Thus an ex

treme upward or downward movement of

the axle in relation to the body of the car

is resisted and a normal relation soon re

  

GABRIEL SHOCK ABSORBER

established. The 1909 model has a new

method of fastening the friction pad to the

body of the car, in order to provide for end

motion. The fastening stud has a movable

bearing to replace the former rigid connec

tion. An increased bearing surface for at

taching the channel member to the axle is

also a feature. In this way all the various

motions which the axle and the body suffer

in relation to each other are provided for,

and noise and rattle in the absorber are pre

vented. A new friction material is used

for the sliding friction pad, whereby the

effectiveness and durability of the absorber

are greatly increased. Tests by the man

ufacturer are said to have demonstrated

that the new material will permit a friction

pad to be operated for from twelve to fif

teen thousand miles riding without replace

ment, after which new friction surface may

be put in at slight expense. Attachments

and proper resistance plates are made for

every size and weight of car.

 

“The A B C of Electricity." Price, 50c.

The Motor World Publishing Co., 154 Nas

sau Street, New York City.

VAIII'I'Y IN SPEED INIICA'I'DIS

Two New Stewart Speedometers for the

Season of 1909—Noteworthy Improve

ments in Older Models.

Little complaint can now be offered by

either the dealer or the owner as to limita

tions on the variety of speed indicating de

the

number of models presented and the great

vices that are offered for choice, as

range of prices that are to prevail for the

coming season afford a market that admits

of wide selection. Most of the established

  

\'

STEWART, MODELS “12" AND “13”

makers have brought out additions to their

lines for 1909, together with variations in

previous models. In accordance with this

policy. the Stewart 8: Clark Mfg. Co., of

Chicago, 1",, have added two new models

of the Stewart speedometer, which are de

signated as models No. 11 and No. 12, and

which are to sell at $25 and $15, respectively.

By mounting the indicator hand in the

center of the dial, it has been made possi

ble in the N0. 11 model to use a scale about

three times as long as that ordinarily em

ployed on instruments of this kind, the grad

uations, as will be seen in the illustration,

extending about three~quarters around the

face, which is 4 inches across

In the No. 12 model, which sells at $15,

the mechanism is similar to the $25 model

of the past season. The dial is 3 inches in

diameter and in addition to the speed indi

cating hand, the face bears a 10,000 mile,

  

STEWART SPEEDOMETER, MODEL "ll"

season odometer. The speed scale gives a

maximum of 50 miles per hour.

For high speed work the model No. 5 is

offered, with a scale reading to 90 miles per

hour maximum. The instrument which this

model supplants listed at $75, but the new

model retails at $50, and is equipped with a

maximum speed hand. For those who are

satisfied with a lower maximum on the

speed scale, the No. 4, at $40, is suitable,

being a duplicate of the No. 5 in all its feat

ures except the 90 mile reading.
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NEW PlOBlIIIS IN IOAD BUILDING

Commissioner Shanks Sees Changed Condi

tions—They Must be Met, He Tells

Indiana Commissioners.

that automobiles

promise to be as much a part of the settled

Taking the pOsition

order of things as the highways themselves

and that it is theferore useless to berate

them for raising dust on ordinary roads,

John G. Shanks, of Washington, Ind., told

the county commissioners of Indiana that

they must get over the idea that they “are

living in the day of the saddle and the pack

horse" and should build their roads to meet

modern conditions. As Shanks is a county

commissioner himself, representing Davies

county, and knows considerable about high

way construction, his speech at the conven

tion which was held in Indianapolis, Ind.,

is calculated to have effect.

“There was a time," he declared, “when

the wear and tear on the roads was not

very great. But the time has come when

any road built of anything but the best and

most durable material, is going to show

signs of wear in a very short time. This

is true because of the increased use of auto

mobiles and other similar vehicles, all of

which ruin an ordinary road. It is a ques

tion of eliminating either automobiles or

our present system of building roads.

“It has been shOWn time and again,” he

said, “that the ordinary road is not able to

stand modern traffic. It becomes one of

our greatest engineering studies to decide

upon materials that will stand the strain.

Before entering into a contract for the con

struction of public highways, it is up to

every commisioner to consider the nature

of the traffic in the particular vicinity and

to select the roadbed material accordingly,

having in mind the motor vehicle trafic, es

pecially.”

St. Paul Plans Thorough Road Marking.

Upon coming within a radius of 100 miles

of St. Paul, Minn._. it will be an easy thing

for the motorist to find his way about, if

the sign post plans of the St. Paul owners

are carried out bitthe scale that has been

projected. Not only the members of the

St. Paul club, but non-members as well, are

contributing to the fund. While strangers

will be welcome to all the benefits of the

thorough posting of the corners and byways,

it is the St. Paul and Minneapolis contin

gents that will reap the most advantage, as

drivers from those cities frequently get

lost among the interlacings of the many

roads leading to the various lakes and re

sorts, due to lack of proper finger posts.

Opening Paradise Valley to Motorists.

To make-Paradise’Valley and the beau

tiful Mount Rainier region in the State of

Washington more accessible to motorists

and tourists, an active eflort is being 'made

by commercial clubs, chambers of com~

merce and good roads associations there

abouts to have good roads in the district.

An appropriation of $50,000 is to be asked

from the Federal government, which amount

when added to the sums raised locally, will

permit the completion of several highways

as yet unfinished, and the projection of new

ones that will exploit the scenes of the

mountains.

Chicago Begins an Anti-Smoke Crusade.

Following New York’s lead, Chicago has

decreed against smoking motor cars on the

boulevards and in the parks. In fact, the

Windy City is even more particular about

the ears that may use its pleasure vehicle

highways than is Manhattan, because no

car that is not properly washed and

groomed can pass the warning policemen

who “shoo” away the undesirables. On a

recent afternoon 100 park policemen were

put at the park and boulevard entrances to

enforce the new regulation, and over 800

cars were turned away, either because they

were unwashed and dirty, because they

dripped oil, or because they emitted offens

ive exhaust. ' “The, automobile immaculate"

is the standard that is being insisted upon

by the authorities controlling Chicago's

parks and boulevards.

Motor Cars Curing Equine Nervousness.

That motor cars have reduced horse run

away accidents on the city streets is the con

clusion reached by several acute observ

ers of metropolitan and urban phenomena.

This reduction is not brought about by the

supplanting of the horse, but as a result of

the reduction of equine nervousness that has

been brought about by getting accustomed

to automobile traffic. After learning to re

gard calmly the swift passage of roaring,

snorting, fire spitting, gear clatterng ma

chines of all types. no trivial adventures are

sufficient to make an experienced horse un

ruly. ‘

Bucks County Motorists Organize a Club.

To fight speed persecution and to get

good roads, the Bucks County Automobile

County Automobile Club organized at the

home of the Bucks County Country Club,

Langhorne, Pa. The presidency was given

to Dr. Harry Lovett, of Langhorne, while

Ellwood Watson was chosen secretary arQi

treasurer.

Raleigh Automobile Club Organizes.

Raleigh, N. C., is the home of the newly

formed Raleigh Automobile Club. The of

‘ficers elected at its first meeting are: R. D.

Godwin, president; James L. Thomas, Jr..

vice-president; John A. Park, secretary;

and L. A. Mahler, treasurer.

Boys Form an Automobile Association.

High school boys ' in' Alameda county,

Cal., have formed the Amateur Automobile

Association. Edward ~Chamberlain and

George Ogden, of Berkeley, Cal., have been

chosen president and secretary. '

PREDICT? GREAT M0“)! IIIGIWAYS

Capitalists Projecting Two Pioneer Inter

state Roads, Says Hassam—New York

to Boston Scheme Reviving.

 

Motor highways connecting Chicago

Pittsburg, New York and Boston are not

at all unlikely in the near future, because of

the rapidity and economy with which special

automobile roads can be built, according to

Captain Walter E. Hassam, of Worcester,

Mass.

terest in such projects, he says, and two

Capitalists are evincing a great in

pioneer roads are already projected. A

group of Boston men, he declares, are con

sidering reviving the scheme for a road be

tween New York and Boston, while a Chi

cago to Pittsburg motor road is being ac

tively projected in the Windy City.

As a result of his work in constructing the

Motor Parkway on Long Island, Hassam

comes into contact with nearly everybody

that is nursing an enterprise of this kind,

and because of the vigor with which the

question is being taken up in'various parts

of the country, he foresees that it will not be

a great while before many of the main high

ways between large cities will be paralleled

with concrete roads exclusively for motor

cars.

A particular feature of Hassam’s method

in motor road construction, is the use of

wire netting between a lower and upper

layer of stones. After the upper layer has

been pressed down with a steam roller so

that the bottom of the stones project

through the wire netting, concrete is poured

in, binding the stones, the netting and the

concrete itself in a solid mass. One ordi

nary crew ean construct a mile of such road

in three and one-half days, it is claimed, and

after it has been given a proper opportunity

to set, the passage of time will make it

harder the older it gets.

Motorphobia Delays Jury Trials.

Popular prejudice against automobiles and

their owners is so general in Columbus,

0., as to make it very difficult to fill out .

a jury in damage cases where automobilists

are defendants. In a recent case of a $1,000

suit brought by a rural mail carrier against

a motorist whose car, it was alleged,

frightened the carrier’s horse, the trying of

the case was delayed for a long time by the

fact that mOst of the men summoned to act

as jurors openly expressed their enmity to

ward all operators of motor vehicles, as a

class.

Forbids Use of Streets as Garages.

Automobile agents who make the street

in front‘of their establishments, a show

room for the cars they‘handle have been

called to account in' Wichita, Kan. The po

lice are taking active measures to break up

the practice, and threaten' arrest if it be

continued. ’
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The Week's Patents.

893,502. Motor Vehicle. Russell Huff,

Detroit, Mich., assignor to Packard Motor

Car Company, Detroit, Mich., a Corpora

tion of West Virginia. Filed Dec. 18, 1907.

Serial No. 407,054.

1. In a motor vehicle, the combination

with the frame, the steering column, the

forward spring, and the bracket depending

from the frame and connected with the

spring, of a steering wear casing having two

arms, one of which is attached directly to

the frame and the other to the said bracket.

893,549. Axle. David E. Ross, Brookston,

Ind., assignor to Ross Gear and Tool Com

pany, La Fayette, 1nd., :1 Corproation of

Indiana. Filed Sept. 11, 1906. Serial No.

334,128.

1. As a new article of manufacture, an

axle made in the form of an I'beam, said

axle being formed of a single piece, and

having a receptacle for the gears within the

flanges of the I-beam.

893,655. Cushion Tire. Charles L. Rem

pcs, Akron, Ohio. Filed Aug. 6, 1906. Eerial

No. 329,418.

1. A cushion tire comprising a shell hav

ing outer members with reinforced annular

Iy corrugated edges and a central, radially

extending reinforced supporting rib formed

integral with the central portion of said

shell; said rib having a wedge shaped inner

edge projecting between the inwardly turned

edges of outer members; substantially as

described.

893,656. Internal Combustion Engine.

Sigurd I. S. Ringi, Stockholm, Sweden, as

signor to Motoraktiebolaget Reversator,

Stockholm, Sweden. Filed Dec. 12, 1906.

Serial No. 347,471.

I. In devices for actuating a valve apper

taining to a four-stroke internal combustion

engine, the combination of a disc having

cam-slots forming two paths therein, a slid

ing piece adapted to describe one or the

other of the said paths according to the di

rection of rotation of the engine, means

actuated by the said sliding piece for oper

ating the said valve, and means for causing

the sliding piece to pass in less than one re

volution of the disc from the one path into

the other, when the direction of movement

of the engine is reversed. substantially as

and for the purpose set forth.

893,672. Tire for Vehicle VthcIs. Reu

ben Stutsman, Des Moines, Iowa, assignor

to The Bartholomew Company, Des Moines,

Iowa, a Corporation of Iowa. Filed July

16. 1897. Serial No. 644,799.

1. A rubber vehicle tire consisting of a

piece of rubber having an aperture longitu

dinally through it and a wire inserted in

said aperture, the wire having at one end a

tubular portion, and its opposite end being

passed through the said tubular portion, and

having its free end coiled about the portion

of the wire immediately back of the tubular

portion, substantially as set forth.

893,675. Distributing Gear for Explosion

Llotors. Max Thier, Eufurt, Germany. Filed

Nlarch 18, 1904. Serial No. 200.447.

1. In a distributing gear for explosion

motors, the combination with a rotary cyl

inder having two grooves in its circumfer

ential surface, of a crossing of said grooves.

a shoe adapted to slide in said grooves and

to be moved by the same. a lever connected

with said shoe and adapted to be actuated

by the same, and means for causing the shoe

to pass through said crossing or to evade

the same; another lever adapted to be oscil

ated in a plane located at right angles with

respect to the first lever and carrying the

same, means for oscillating the second lever

so as to cause this lever to oscillate the first

lever in the same direction, substantially and

for the purpose as described.

893,677. Resilient Wheel. John C. Turn

age, Richmond, Mo. Filed Oct. 7, 1907. Se—

rial No. 396,284.

1. A wheel having a rim provided with

transversely disposed perforations, a tire

surrounding the rim and being spaced from

the same, coil springs interposed between

the rim and the tire, plates attached to the

tire and having upon their inner sides re

cesses adapted to receive the coil springs

when they are expanded laterally and bolts

passing transversely through the side plates

and the perforations o fhe rim.

893,680. Shock Absorber. Lewis S. Wa

tres, Scranton, Pa. Filed June 26, 1907. Se

rial No. 380,863.

1. The combination with a spring, of a

shock absorber comprising a pair of non

rotary members and a rotary member, said

rotary member having threaded engagement

with one of said non-rotary members and

having frictional engagement with the other

non-rotary member, and anti-friction bear

ing balls interposed between the said rotary

member and the latter noted non-rotary

member, and so arranged that under com

pression or'cushioning movements of said

spring the said rotary member will be ro

tated under but slight frictional resistance,

while under recoil of said spring the said

rotary member will be pressed into engage

ment with the said latter noted non-rotary

member and will be rotated under frictional

resistance, substantially as described.

893,712. Starting Device for Explosive

Engines. Julian F. Denison, New Haven,

Conn., assignor of one—half to John E. Mar,

\Vest Haven, Conn. Filed Dec. 13, 1904. Se

rial No. 236,654.

In an eprOsive engine, the combination

of a plurality of cylinders, a source of fluid

pressure supply; means for admitting fluid

pressure into each of said cylinders in suc

cession to start said engine. said means

comprising a valve plug inserted in the side

wall of each cylinder respectively, a com

mon valve-controlled connection between

the fluid pressure supply and each of said

valve plugs, a passage in each plug 0 en

ing into the cylinder, a valve control ing

said passage normally spring-pressed to

seated position, and adapted to be actuated

in either direction by fluid pressure, a sec

ond passage connecting said valve plug with

the pressure connection aforesaid. a valve

controlling said passage and having a stem

projecting outside of the plug, a spring be

tween the outer end of said stem and the

plug tending to seat the valve; a passage

connecting the aforesaid two passages in the

plug; a cap-plate for said plug providing a

guide for the first mentioned valve in the

lug; an eccentric and rod for each of said

ast named valve-stems operated from the

crank shaft of the engine, said eccentrics

being so relatively disposed upon the shaft

that one of said valve stems will be actuated

by its corresponding rod in ever rotatable

position of the shaft. and means or guiding

said rods.

893,715. Vehicle Wheel. Ezra Fishburn,

Overbrook, Kan. Filed Sept. 10, 1907. Se

rial No. 392,094.

1. In a vehicle wheel, the combination

with the peripheral covering secured to

gether with lacing to the felly of the wheel

a cushion tire, cable wires assed throughsaid tire, a felly, a metal bandapassed around
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change. Address A. R. M.. 1457 Wilson

Ave, Chicago, III.

P OR SALE—300 sets 28x3 best grade ar

tillery wheels, fitted with clincher rims,

less hubs. Write for bargain prices on sin

Ie sets of the lot. THOMAS H. JEF

ERY 8: COMPANY, Kenosha, Wis.

'IHEMHRMON
"A Mechanical Munflrbloco'

  

 

 

For catalog. address Dept. 16.

NORDYKE Q MARMON CO

isms. n51) INDIANAPOLIS, mo.

 

 

 

(SYABUSn 1D IMU

Ill/VERSAL VALVII
TMWI ornsrmco WI. 50.!8’5.

The Stellar! A-srleaa Valves for

Automobile. Bkycls Q Vsllclo tlrsl

Manufactured by

A. SCIIRADEII'S SON, INC.

28-32 Rose St. New York, US A.

  

 

 

Wleo Adjustable Spark Plug

$1.00

Each

Guaranteed

One

Year

  

Wl‘l'lmu IGNITEI CO., 187‘ Broadway. New Yorlr

 

 

One of the strongest features of

Splirdorf Ignition is Its unfailing

reliability and efficiency.

0. F. SPLITDORF

Walton Ave. a l38th St" New York

 

 

The “Gotham” STA-RITE will end your

spark plug

t r o u bles.

Soot can't

stick to the

p o r celain.

\Von’t short-circuit. Never leaks. Can be

taken apart and cleaned with case. Of deal

ers, or direct, $1.00.

THE R. E. HARDY CO., 15 W. 42d St., New York.

 

 

COMPLETE COURSE

AUTOMOBILE INSTRUCTION
Invaluable to the owner or prospective owner

of a motor car. Practical and to the poInt.

Send for prospectus to the

Correspondence School of later Car Practice

Tarrytown. N. Y.
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said felly of angular lower stationary and '

upper movable T~shaped plates. thimbles

secured to the inner surfaces of the upper

T-shaped movable plates and the angular

lower stationary plates and springs having

their ends located in the thimbles.

893,779. Drive Chain. William M. But

ler and Warren J. Belcher, Hartford, Conn.,

assignors to The Whitney Manufacturing

Company, Hartford, Conn., a Corporation.

Filed Jan. 15, 1908. Serial No. 411,007.

1. IA drive chain consisting of blocks.

and side plates to pivotally unite said blocks,

said side plates extending beyond the lower

edge of the blocks, a strip of pliable ma

terial to encircle each pair of side plates,

thch being teeth on the lodew edges of the

plates to extend through the meeting adges

of said strip, the ends of the teeth being

bent over to secure the strip in position.

893,780. Drive Chain. William M. But

ler and Warren J. Belcher, Hartford, Conn.,

assignors to The Whitney Manufacturing

Company, Hartford, Conn., a Corporation.

Filed Feb. 8, 1908. Serial No. 414,940.

1. A friction drive chain comprising piv

otally connected elements, a flexible cover

ing strip extending transversely around

each alternate element, and a fastening de

vice to engage the abutting ends of each

strip to tightly secure the covering strip to l

the enclosed chain element to prevent the

latter from slipping.

983,787. Friction Drive Chain. Edward

J. Conklin, Walden, N. Y., ass’gncr, by

mesne assignments, to Whitney Manufac»

turing Company, Hartford, Conn., a Corpor

ation. Filed June 28, 1907. Serial No. 381,

187.

1. A drive chain comprising blocks and

plates and a casing therefor comprismg a

series of pieces secured to the inner surface

of the blocks and plates of said chain, and

a second series of pieces secured to the

outer surface of the same, the first series

of pieces being bent inward against the

sides of the chain and into contact With the

second series of pieces, and means for se

curing said pieces to the blocks and plates

of the chain, as described.

 

 

GLEVELANU SPARK PLUGS
“They Shoot a Flame.”

CLEVELAND SPARK PLUG 60
CLEVELAND, OHIO

 

 

 

BERG6’HBLMLE

UNTER

  

A, reverse side of steel driving disc; B, special bronze disc which

slips over end of armature shaft C, and drives armature; E, end of coil

spring engaging steel disc A, by means of pin (not seen) in front face.

The other end of E is attached to B. F, G, co-acting cam-shaped faces

which act as stops; J, stationary steel face cam; K, hollow shaft pro

jecting from front of A and carrying driving gear; L, cover plate (re

versed).

A slips over C following B, and drives B counter-clockwise through

the tension of spring E, which holds faces F G together. When crank

ing, the steel ball in slot I drops into engagement with cam J and is

forced against the flat face of A, thereby holding B and the armature

against rotation. A continues to turn until the radial depression meets

the ball, which slips into the depression and releases 13. The spring

carries B quickly past the firing point until faces F G come together.

This gives maximum spark with retarded timing.

When the motor starts, centrifugal force carries the ball outward from

the cam J, and the spring holds A and B together as a single unit.

JJIDDETZ COMPANY
J'oLe lmporferw

TIMEJ‘ BUILDING. NEW YORK

.1
’SI’IW’I’éll-IQOHGIQHGLLNII

  

 
 

hioclel l\I

Touring Car, Fully Equipped.

$2, ’75O

 

 

"Flying Roadster," Fully Equipped.

THE OL.DSMOBILE

is not only the W O R L D ’ S B E S T C A R , but one of its oldest and most famous.

It gives prestige to both owners and agents.

Model DIR hioclel Z

$2,750 $4,200

MIMALAM.

Canadian Trade supplied from Oldsmobile Co. of Canada, Toronto, Ontario.

6~Cylinder, l30-inch Wheel Base,

 

 
 

 

wJ.
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WHY DO—

the manufacturers of the following cars equip with

SOLAR LAMPS
Apperson Kissel Pierce

Autocar Lozier Rambler

American Marmon Stoddard-Dayton .

Corbin Packard Steams * _ ' No matter what style of canyon

Chalmers-Detroit Peerless Thomas own—swam or gamlme‘ touring car

, . ' or runabout,air~cooled or water-cooled—

Pope-Hartford Whlte [Inn '1 a .rpecialgrad: 0fMobiloilfor it. A won

derfultrouble-proofoilthatlubricates mostat mini

mum feed. Won' t cause fouling of spark plugs and valves.

VACUUM

OBILOll.
is the right oil for your car under all conditions.

As a safe and scientific lubricator for every style

and type of automobile en ine it has no equal.

Send for Mobiloil book et which lists every

make of automobile and tells what grade of

Mobiloil to use for each. It's free.

Mobiloil in barrels, and in cans with patent

pouring spout, is sold by all dealers. Manu

factured by

VACUUM OIL C0.. Rochester, N. Y.

 

Because they recognize these

lamps as more efficient, more dur

able—and in fact, a better product

from any point of view than any

other motor lamp on the marltet.

Comp]!!! catalog ufmu rm/nml.

_—__——__

Badger Brass Mtg. C0.

606 Lyman Avenue

KENOSHA, WIS.

  

 

 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY

SPIRAL SPRINGS

II If every driver had to ride in his own

tonneau, every car would be quickly

equipped with Supplementary Spiral

Springs. Owners are not intentionally

selfish—many of them just thoughtless.

Usually driving or sitting beside the

driver, the riding qualities of the ton

neau are to them practically unknown.

 

  

  

isn't so unpleasant. It’s the finish of the

' reverse motion that makes the nerve

centers yell for

1909 Gabriel

Shock Absorbers.

Jolts and jars are taken up by a retarding friction,

gradually applied in proportion to the shock. Does

not interfere with the natural resiliency of springs

over smooth roads.

Our new model has improvements which give in

creased bearing surface, eliminates noise or rattle

and greatly increases its effectiveness and durability.

Can attach to any car or any type of spring.

write for full description and prices.

GABRIEL HORN MFG. COMPANY

1417 E. 400! SL. Cleveland, Ohio.

  

(L Not so with the passengers. Rear

springs must be strong enough to resist

severe shocks under a full load. That means stiff springs

under ordinary loads, with the shocks and jars transmitted

to the passengers—guests whose comfort ought to be a first

consideration.

(L SUPPLEMENTARY SPIRAL SPRINGS take up all the

average bumps and road inequalities and come into real

action with the jolts and jars encountered at sneed.

 

 

  

(L With the S. S. 5., your springs never whip or touch. They

prevent breakage and are the most economical and useful

accessory ever provided for a car. Every live dealer carries

them and their attachment is a matter of a few hours’ time.

Do it NOW.

SU PPLE-M ENTARY

SPIRAL SPRING CE.
lVlotor Mart, New Vork 4555 Delmar Ave., St. Louie, Mo.
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New Improved Grant Bearing

(LPossesses many distinctive features and is meeting

with marked approval by designers and engineers.

(LAbsolutely guaranteed in all respects. Made inter

changeable with any other form of conical or tapered

roller bearing, and may be used in existing con

structions, replacing types which are less efficient.

  

(LDetails and prices upon request.

Standard Roller Bearing Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

 
  

 

 
 

  

This Non-Skid— I

ding 2 4 - p a g e

Bulletin, profusely

illustrated, will be

sent free to any

one interested in

the automobile

subject. The cur

rent issue contains

complete story of

the New York to

Paris Race and

Houdini’s great

test with

w E E D stasis. MOTORCYCLES

CHAINS The Bicycling World
With Weeds on your tires you can negotiate v e

on slippery asphalt or muddy roads without aidany chance of skidding. Your road wheels WILL INTEREST You

will not spin and waste your gasoline. Fit any ——

standard tires; readily attached and detached. P"""""’ 1‘3"" SUNDAY 1"

154 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK

WEED C o iriiiioiriniii $2.. (Signalman Covlu

 

 

“Nothing Finer the World Over."

Hnlel Pontchartrain
Cndllloc ~q.. Cor Woodward Ave.

DETROIT, MICH.

Absolutely Fireproof.

Combines more up-to-date feat

ures than any other hotel in the

country. Appeals particularly to

tourists and travelers.

Conducted on European Plln.

Unsurpassed Cuisine—Excellent

Service.

RATES: $2 Per Day and Upwardo.

PONTCHARTRAIN HOTEL CO.,

Props.

Gxonoa H. Woouzv.

W. J. Curr-narrows. .Il.

 

_ ‘ Managers.

 
  

  

 
 

  

  

  

 
 

  

 
 

 
 

 

 

    
-- .t. 7. .-.~:\'>.-.-:\v4.'.'\'

WEAR ,___ LONGEST

  

. .11. > ' .:-_  

EMPIRE AUTOMOBILE TIRE COMPANY, - TRENTON, N. J.

New York, 148 Chambers St., and Broadway and 73d St.; Boston, 292 Devohshtt'e'StZ‘._“Bultala '72fi"‘Main' St.;’ Fobes 'Auto '51: ply '01-.

Portland. Ore.; Fobes Auto Sup ly Co., Seattle, Wash; Waite Auto Su ply Co.. Providence, 1.; Chica o, 1301 Michigan ve.; At

lanta, Ga.. Dunham Rubber Co.; enver Auto Goods Co., Denver, Colo.; enn Auto Supr‘\ \ t , Philadelphia. a.; Savcll Rubber Co., Jack.

‘ onville, Fla.; Empire Tire 81 Rubber Co., Minneapolis, Minn; The Motor Sup 1- 'M'r r.» \ \ ~ . 71-1/ l “m id Ave., ’Clevel'and, O

. Wrist? a... .1» >1 ' ' ' - ' ' ' ' www
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LONG EXPERIENCE

SKILLED WORKMANSHIP

HIGHEST QUALITY OF MATERIAL

MAKE THE

WHITIUBK RADIATOR

  

THE BEST ON THE MARKET

Model B Touring Car, price $1,350.00. Full equipment, includi two

in lam s, two side OII Iampo’r one tail lamp, fienerat rs, om.

II loci pump and batteries. op, $75.00 extra. umbou $1,300.

I I

(LA combination of simplicity and efi‘iciency designed for the man

who scrutinize: the car he is to buy, who intends to himself

operate it, and to whom economy in up-keep and running expense

is essential.

100,

(LThe live agent will find in the Oakland a car that appeals to a

large and intelligent class of purchasers and that will justify the

fullest confidence.

3223:"; $32... C... C... m... m... THE WHITWBK Bllll PIPE 60
1. n. nccnzs'ron. Solo. Manager, :1 Franklin se, Buflllo, N. Y. HARTFORD' CONN_

THE

 

  

 

WAIBH FUR BUR 1909 ANNUUNBEMENT—II Will Interest You.
NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE 00., Indianapolis, Ind.

   

Model B—Brush Runabout

A CAR 0F SIMPLE DESIGN MADE WELL

NOT A COMPLICATED DESIGN MADE CHEAPLY

Its records and the opinions of its users speak more loudly than self praise. Agencies for

1909 are being closed rapidly. Much good territory still open.

BRUSH RUNABOUT COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.
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“OONTINENTAL” MOTORS "E mm“

Get our quota

tions on high grade

two and four cylin

der motors, 10 to 45

horsepower. The

are equipped wit

self-contained 0iling

system and ready

for attaching mag

neto. Highest

grade workmanship,

efficient, d u r a b 1c

and simple. Also

clutches and trans.

Send for catalogue.

'v:—:i<’..

  

missions.

CONTINENTAL MOTOR MFG. CO., Iluslsgon, Rlicli.

K. FRANKLIN PETERSON, \Vestern Represent

ative, 166 E. Lake St., Chicago, 111.

T. J. WETZEL, Eastern Representative, 29 West 42d

St., New York, N. Y.

 
 

A SUPERB LINE OF CARS—

T H E A O K s O N

"No Sand Too eep—No Hill Too Steep."

2-Cylindcr and 4-Cy1inder

Runabouts Roadsters Touriii

15H. .,24H. .,35 . .

Prices $850, $1,250, $1,500, $2,000.

HOKOOI lUTOIOllLE 80., Jackson, llth.

Cars,

P

 
  

 
 

 

 

DO YOU KNOW THAT MORE

W

Demountablc rims are sold than all others

combined. Write for information.

CONTINENTAL CAOUTCHOUC CO.,

1788-90 Broadway, New York City.

 

 
 

Get Rid of Tire Troubles

Try a Set of

GaJIIRES

TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD

  

 

 

Tr d

snoox AEQORBER
Mark

The Device that made Safe, S eed and Comfortable

Automobiling ossi le.

Write for catalogue, Department D.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO.,

E. V. Hartford, Pres. 145 Bay St.. Jersey City, N. J.

 

AVOID ACCIDENTS

by using the

Wridgway No Glare Shade

which adds to the efliciency of the lamps, and keeps

lare from blinding other users of the highways. Can

Ee fitted to any existing lamp.

PEERLESS MOTOR CAR CO.,

220 to 224 w. 4m 52., NEW YORK

 

$154711“, , . ' .v x:

resins”
SIDE-WIRE SOLID MOTOR TIRES

THE WORLD’S STANDARD

FIRESTOIIE TIRE It RUBBER (TO, All", 01110

  

 

 

McCORD

LUBRIOATORS -— RADIATORS
“Marks of a Good Motor Car"

NchIM COPPlR-ASBECTO. OASKITS

McCORD & COMPANY

NEW YORK—Hudson Terminal. 50 Church Street.

Old Colony Building, CHICAGO.

 

 

Hess-Bright Ball Bearings

THE HESS-BRIGHT MFG. CO.,

2109 Fairmount Avenue,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

 

  

 

“ FIFTY ”

had

  

We the best car in America.

We thought for a long while how to

improve it and left it alone. You think

that over.
  

Touring Car, Baby Tonneau or Road

ster bodies, with double ignition,

$3,000.

Pennsylvania Auto Motor 60.

BRYN MAWN, PENNSYLVANIA

 

 

 

Tllli 28-30 11. 1'. MleIIll'ILl, $1,500

Includes genuine $150 Splitdorf Magneto (free)

and V; inch larger tires than you get with any

other car at this price. To have other cars

wuippcd with these tires you must pay $50 extra.

rite for full information to-day.

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR CO.,

571 Mitchell St., Racine, Wis.

Standard Manufacturers A. M. C. M. A.

  

 

 

MORGAN aWRlGHTTIRES

ARE 600D TIRES

  

1

 

A DUPLICATION, NOT AN

IMITATION OF LEATHER.

A UT 0 F0 I D is a peculiar name.

Try to remember it when next on are or

dering material for tops, cushions, etc.

AMERICAN LEATHERETTE MFG. CO

Bufialo, New York.

 

 

DOW TUBES
The Best Tubes Ever Manufactured.

Are the most economical. Do not deflate when

punctured.

DOW TIRE COMPANY,

2000 Broadway, New York.

889 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

 

  

Sinhharh-Bag.

ONE Quality for ALL Models

ONE Price for ALL Buyers

Write for 1909 Catalog.

THE DAYTON MOTOR CAR CO.,

Dayton, 0.

  

  

  

PAOKIRO Innmnn BIBLE
Merits the ABSOLUTE CONFIDENCE of

the most conservative and exacting manufac

turers. Why not give it a trial?

THE PACKARD ELECTRIC CO.,

WARREN, O.

  

 

  

  

 

 

TheBall Trroansmission

Eln- Automobiles RMOEOI'BOQES- iii,

Fi

NEW YORK GEAR WORKS.

  

56 GREEN POI'NT AVE.,BROOKI_YN , N. Y.

 

  

A Necessity On Automoblles—WHAT?

COLUMBIA LOOK NUTS

  

oimoo CHAIN e MI‘G co.

150 W. Georgia St.,

Indianapolls, Ind.

CANNOT shake loose._ The

give a feeling of sccurit

of accident insurance.

by leading railroads, etc.

COLUMBIA NUT & BOLT CO., lno.’

add an important factor of safety and

. , bia Lock Nuts are the best kind

bsed by most makers of the best cars and

Send us a two-cent stamp, size and

thread of the bolt, and we will forward a Columbia Lock Nut for it.

olum

Bridgeport, Conn.
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ilow Are Your Batteries?

A CoNNECTICU'I' VOLT

AMMEI'I-Il WIIL'I'IiLl-YOI]

_ Guaranteed, and the price is

‘ , right, send for catalogue and trade

CONNECTICUT

TELEPHONE and ELECTRIC CO., Inc.

lieriden, Conn.

 
  

 

 

 
 

INGER?
 

  

162022.24 1321

Broadway, Chicago, II].

New York Michigan Ave.,

PALMER & SINGER MFG. CO.

  
 

Why pay high prices

FOR ALUMINUM

Axle Covers, Engine

Crank Cases, Trans

mission Cases.

Have these made

of Pressed Steel

1 U S T A S I. l G H T

Stronger. Much Less

in Price.

Send Prints for Estimates.

A. O. Smith Co.
243 Clinton OfIOQt, MILWAUKEE, WIS

  

 

 

E NI .4
€ \ smacueros I” III

Are The But—They have proved it

IIIILETI'E A 80., "2 Int 4211 Slmi, New York

 

  

 

UM" INVIDER llll.

THE OIL THAT

GRAPHITIZES

are responsible for ltl

popularity

YOU NAME THE CAR

E‘LLW

NAME THE GRADE

MADE ONLY BY

‘ HAS. F. KELLUI It 00

113 Arch St., Philadelphia

Boston Branch:

284 (‘olumiills Avenue.

New York Agents:

Garford Motor Car C0..I.ml'rtlll 1540 BroadWIY

 

Address

Eastern Inquiries

Gariord Motor Car Co.

New York,

1540 Broadway,

New York City.

Western Inquiries

Garford Motor Car Co.

leveland.
 

 

 

Gasoline and Electric—for Pleasure and Business

Studebahr Automobile 00.. South Bend. IiililIIIl

 

 

THE MORE YOU THINK OF IT

THE MORE YOU THINK OF IT

THERMOID

B R A K E L l N I N G

rnenrou RUBBER mro. co.
 

 

 

'I'IIE ACME M01118 CAI C0.

loading. Po.

 

 

 

 

SPRINGFIELD

TOP (Pat-1895)

Aluminum

Bodies

SPRINGFIELD

METAL B01" 00.,

a“ llrnle Aim.

Springfield, In”.

  

 

Steel Tires
Full of Air.

Tire expenue cut in two.

Cannot Blow Out, Rim Cut

or Puncture.

AI Flexible u Rubber

Anti-Skid.

That part of a tire with a

blowout or a rim cut in it

will last longer than any

other part if encircled by a

few sections of steel.

Thousands in use.

Kimball The Base 00.

I72 Broadway

Council Bluffs, Iowa

   

 

  

.K'IF ta; .-.

TIIE nun im
BETWEEN. 1

o‘ ,.

Burma AND nmon , ..
t The D. l B. Lino Stooan leave Bnflnlo V ,

n 1 daily at 5:80 p. m., (en-tern time) and DetroitJ" “ week Anya-1510p. m., Bundlyllt 4100p.m.

£4 (central time.) reaching their dentin-tion

ya the next morning. Direct connections with

early morning traine- Inwelt. (are. Lnd

; superior service to all polnu welt.

i’1ii];‘.

  

. ~ Rail Tickets Available on Steamers

R? All classes of ticket: cold reading via

Michigan Contrai,Wabuh and Grand Trunk e

Railwln between Buffalo and Detroit. in <
either direetion will be accepted for trono- T

pomtion on D. Q B. Lino Stonmem _ I

_l y Bond twneent lump for illustrated pom- a"

' ~ phiotnnd Great Lakes Ill . ‘

Addrou I“ G. IAIII, . P. L, Detroit. *

Detroit & Buflalo Steamboat Co. .5

' ' PHILIP H. lcllLLAN, A. A. ucnmrz, O '3"

VIC! 'KEEIMIT. GEI'L “AMI: %;

  

 

WE WILL NOT

accept your contract unless we can give you the

delivery you require. We will not accept more

contracts than we can fill with proper attention to

each. We make Pressed Steel Frames and Auto

mobile Stampings.

THE HYDRAULIC PRESSED STEEL CO.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

The PULLMAN

H0 Roadster. Price, $3,000.

that made the run from Philadel bin to So

vannah Ga., March 5th to 18th, through mud

up to the radiator, beating all previous records.

YORK MOTOR CAR CO., York, Pl.

 

   

 

 

  

MICHELIN TIRE COMPANY

MILLTOWN. N. J.

 
 

THE GYROSCOPE CAR

The Simplest Automobile in the World.

USO—The Price—$750.

GYROSCOPE AUTOMOBILE CO. (INC.)

Gyroscope Bldg.,

231 West 54th St. New York City.

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, New York

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(the “)0th Worth

for one year, commencing with the issue of

Name 

Address 1
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IN CHICAGO over one hundred E-M-F. “30" cars were

sold to individual buyers who had never seen the

car—they bought on the specifications backed by the

reputation of the men behind the car. Walter

Githens writes, “At this rate a place in the line will

be at a premium before we get our demonstrator—

can’t you make our allotment 500 instead of 200?”

We had to refuse him—50 extra was all we could grant,

for 500 other dealers have all made the same request.

EVERITT-METZGER-FLANDERS CO.

D E T R o I T

   

 

The (My Cure lor Tire Troubles

The (My Genuine Snare Wheel

GETA

STEPNEY

 

Ion n40 acme m I U ;

LIIIYMANAMINUTI ‘ ‘

AND KEEP GOING
 

‘ Agencies in all the large cities.

Catalogue B iClls all about it. Write NOW.

The Spare Motor Wheel of America, Ltd.

Main Olflce: 236 Michigan Ave., Chicago

 

For Automobile Bodies, Dashes. Guards, Bonnets,

Battery Boxes, Drip Pans, Mutllers, I-Ilc.

TRONG—DURABLE

CALELESS—RUSTLESS

MOOTll—PAINT ADHERES FIRILY

A Metfl;'i'liat's:/A mjéfina "Money Slog!

TIE STARK loLLING MILL COMPANY. CANTON. onto

   

runnmss m the Aurnmonlitinine
Satisfaction

Guaranteed

Thousands of our

Spring Clips

are now in use,

having been sup

plied to the leading

automobile manu

facturers.

Have you secured our prices?

THE M. SEWARD SONS COMPANY, New Haven, Conn.

  

 

 

NEW ADJUSTABLE

“ S ” PIPE

  

A very handy wrench for inconvenient places. Drop

forged steel throughout, parts carefully hardened, and are

interchangeable. Has patent nut locking device at side.

Write for new circular.

TI‘IE BILLINGS 8: SPENCER CO , Hartford, Conn.

 

 

 

PARSONS’ MANGANESE BRUNZE LEVER CASTINBS

_3-1"4

  

TH! WILLIlM ONAMP I. ION. IHIP l 'INOINI

BUILDING COMPANY, - Philadelphia, Pinni

 

 

 

  

The output of complete Front

and Rear Automobile Axles of this

plant exceeds the capacity of all

competition combined.

 

T-"-‘i\ml:rican Ball-Benin! to.

L. 8. I; IVI. 8. Ry. & Edgwater Perk

CLIVILAND, OHIO, U.I.A.
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' restated”

Tires

WIN

FAIRMOUNT PARK 200-Mluz RACE

There was but one winner in the Fairmount Park 200

mile race, despite the cleverly worded advertisements

written to create an entirely ditterent impression.

The winner was the Locomobile No. 10, equipped with

FIRESTONE STANDARD CLINCHER TIRES ON FIRESTONE

DEMOUNTABLE RIMS. This was also the equipment of the

other Locomobile entry which made such a good showing.

The tires used were out 0t regular stock and both cars

went through without any tire trouble. (It the sixteen

starters only five cars finished and two oi these were

those with Firestone Tires.

Firestone Tire & Rubber C0., Akron, 0hi0

Branches and Agencies Almost Everywhere.
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1909 Models oi Gasoline Touring Cars (5 passengers),

Runabouis (3 passengers), Roadsters (4 passengers),

Limousines (7 passengers) and Landaulets (7 passen

gers); also Victoria Phaeton now ready ior delivery

 

\

' \tvmuwr

lies- .

Advance 7 ‘ a ..

Circulars I _ ‘ '7 , r . 7 Agents

Giving v," _ \_ _ . _ wanted

Detailed , . _ \ _- I I _ .x m

Descriptions ' ' ‘ , , _ unoccumed

Mailed on

Application Territory

  

 

Mark XLVIII, 4 cylinder, 5 passenger, 29 II. P. Touring Car

Fully equipped as above. ready to run, 82,750.00

M—"“'""““‘by ELECTRIC VEHICLE COMPANY, Hartford, Conn

Members A. L. A. M.

  

 
 

 

  

THE BRAMPTON

MOTOR CHAIN
All side plates on both sides of the

groakngton Chain are stamped “BRAMP

LARGE SALES and SMALL PROFIT

with thousands of satisfied customers is our

best advertisement. THE BRAMPTON CHAIN is made of self-hardening Steel; the strongest Chain in the World. All parts

polished; fits sprockets (that are properly cut) without friction.

Some of the other chains may look like THE CELEBRATED BRAMPTON CHAIN because some of the other chain makers

began to copy the design and shape of the BRAMPTON CHAIN links in 1904. They have improved somewhat on their copied

design from time to time until these chains now look more like the BRAMPTON CHAIN than ever before. These chains

somewhat resemble the BRAMPTON in appearance, but the manufacturers of such chains have been unable to copy the material

—-self-hardening steel.

NO CHANGE IN THE BRAMPTON

There has been no change in the design, construction, material or finish of the BRAMPTON MOTOR CHAIN in the past

ten years.-—-“ENUF SED.”

P R l C E

The price bein equal, it’s presumable you want the best, and full value for your money. In such cases, the BRAMPTON

FILLS THE BIL , and the prices are the same to manufacturers, jobbers, dealers and consumers as any other chain of equal size.

We have in stock chains to fit all American and foreign cars.

YOUR 1909 CAR

You can have the new car that you order fitted with the CELEBRATED BRAMPTON CHAIN if you order it that way. No

extra cost to either you or the manufacturer. All standard sizes in stock to fit American and Foreign Cars at the same price as

the other chains.

SPECIAL CHAINS TO FIT THE INDIAN MOTORCYCLE.

Agents wanted in unoccupied territory. Catalog on request.

- Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer

C H A S . E . M IL L E R , Main Office: 97-99-101 Reade Street, N e w Yo r k

54th dfithA .N Yk. JlS-JZON.B d ,Ph'l l‘, 18 , . .aim-cm {m.,s‘eam, ‘51. same“... We» hearsexsizrza' Pt 13%: gfiii‘la‘l?...°i'$fi;i. %. Y. m m SL- hm»
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TheNewStewart
M 0 del 1 1 . Destined to be the most popular, most

attractive, most accurate, most satistytng, and the

quickest selling speedometer ever produced.

Full size 4-in. model. Scale,0to 0miles. Enclosed

Season Odometer. Enclosed Automatic Resetting

Trip Odometer. Scale 7% inches long. Equipped with

iamous Stewart flexible Shatt and Swivel Joint.

maw cousrnucrrou

Multipolar Induction Principle

Operating on the induction principle, utilizing the current

from a multipolar generator. This construction permits

the use of an indicating member of low inertia, thus

insuring the most sensitive and accurate reading from

0 to 60 miles.

The needle acts from the center of the dial, which

arrangement permits the use of a scale three times as

long as ordinarily used, making it the most easily read

of all speedometers. it is equipped with a season

odometer—capacity l0,000 miles and repeat, also our

new trip odometer of three dials, registering miles and

tenth, and which may be reset to zero automatically by

means of a push button.

STEWART

‘ SPEEDUMETER HIttAGE thuaozn 1 ~'

< WEMLARY 5 CLARK MFG C“

The construction is oi the costliest kind, every part oi the same

high standard. used in all Stewart Speedometers and includes

lewel bearings. The equipment will be the regular Stewart link-type flexible

shaft and patented swivel joint, furnished with our highest priced models.

We recommend this eXceptional instrument to the motorist who desires the best speedometer that

money can buy— the best irrespective of price—who wants a speedometer to indicate the exact

speed and correct mileage of trip and season, and do it constantly day after day and year after year.

We stand back oi Stewart Speedometers

with a Five Year Absolute Guarantee

T H E 0 N L Y speedometer built to carry a long-term guarantee

Ready tor/delivery about November 15th. Send ior catalog.

 
 

Stewart & Clark Mtg. CO., 509 Diversey Boulevard, Chicago, U.S.A.
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THE

SELDEN

CAR

FOR1909
 

 

Enters upon its second year

with a clean record. No “first

year” car has ever earned a

better reputation or made a

better showing.

T H E O A R O F

MODERATE PRICE

$2()OO

Tourlng Car

leouslne

 

 

Roadoter

Landaulet

4 cylinder, 28-30 horsepower, shaft drive,

selective transmission, metal body, pressed steel

frame, excellent hill climber, fine finish and

style, roomy tonneau, luxurious upholstery, easy

riding, smooth running, economical in up-keep,

in fact, a high grade car in every \particular.

The “ Silent Selden ”

1909 MODELS READY

IN SEPTEMBER

Agency propositions now ready. Send for

catalog and specifications.

Selden Motor Vehicle 60.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Member A. L. A. M.

TIME WAS when tire worry

spoiled much of the enjoyment

of motoring and the motorist

who footed the bills had no

voice in the matter.

THEN CAME THE AJAX

wrapped tread tire with its

superior services.

AND NEXT THE AJAX

5,000 MILE GUARANTEE

 

 

 

—If the user of Ajax tires

fails to obtain 5,000 miles

service from his tire, it is for

us to worry—not him, and

we make .-good.

WITH AJAX TIRES the
 

tire problem resolves itself into

a plain proposition. We know

that they will do, and we offer

you the best kind of an insur

ance for expressing your will

ingness to find out for yourself.

IS THERE ANYTHING
 

MORE BUSINESS-LIKE
 

THAN THIS?
 

 

 

   
 

Write for copy of Guarantee, nating what lize tire you are using.

Address Dept. A.

AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER COMPANY

GENERAL OFFICES: N. E. Cor. 57th St. and Broadway, New York

Factories: Trenton, N. J.

* BRANCHES:

New York, 1776 Broadway Denver 1529 Cleveland lace

Bolton, 819-a Boyllton St. Seattl 1102 Broa way

Chicago, 1418 Michigan Ave. San Francisco, 460 lden Gate A

Detrort, 743 Woodwood Ave. Lon Angelea, 1040 S. Main

Agents in all large cities.
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There are two kinds of cars:

One is made merely to sell at a low price. The other is made to give

service; is mechanically correct; is constructed of the best material, and is

sold at a modest percentage of profit over the cost. That is the Mitchell

$l500 car.

The manufacturer's experience; his reputation, and a large plant can alone

guarantee a good car at a low price.

We buy and make on a large scale.

prohibitive to the small maker.

511.000.000 worth of Mitchell cars have been giving complete satisfaction for

eight years.

\ ()ur plant is now four times as large as it was when we started to make

these cars.

Our $1500 car is perfect all the way through down to the smallest details. We

couldn‘t use more care or better material in its construction if we asked twice

as much for it. In it is crystallized all of our eight years‘ experience.

A big, roomy, luxurious S-passenger touring car. with 4-cylinders, 28-30 horse

power engine and capable of doing 50 miles an hour. This is our Model K which

we otter you for $1500. _

We even go further than this. We include $300 worth of actual automobile

value which with any other $1500 car you would have to buy extra.

For instance. our price includes a $150 Splitdorf Magneto in addition to the

regular battery ignition system.

It includes 32-inch wheels and 4 inch tires—all other $1500 cars use 3% inch

tires. Our tires cost us 550 more per set than the 3% inch tires.

It includes a dozen other features which 'ou would expect to find only in

cars selling for $5000 or more. Our crank shait has five bearings; one at each

end and three in between. Others have two—one at each end. Imagine the

pie . the weakness.

\ze have built 5000 crankshafts and not one has ever broken.

Our transmission is of the best selective. sliding gear type—the kind that is

used in all of the well known high-priced cars.

. Our cylinders are cast separately.

We use as much vanadium or nickel steel

as the most expensive cars on the market.

We use aluminum castings whereverpos

sible and we strengthen them with bronze.

We can turn out a car at a figure wholly

 

  

  

  

$1500 for a Car

Embodying $11,000,000 Worth of Experience

. if}

  

()ur tonneau is detachable, and you have your choice

of three styles of bodv.

’l‘wo complete ignition systems—the Splitdorf $150

Magneto and the ordinary battery §)'§lvm.

'l‘he lubricating system is the best We have found in

our i ight years experience.

if we were not equipped to turn out ten cars to the

other makers one this Model K Mitchellwmild certainly

cost you $2000 to $2500.

Remember, that we do not buy parts from other

makers. “’e build our cars, from the ground up, here in

our own factory.

Many concerns buy their parts from separate makers

and simply assemble them. Such ears are experiments

~each individual car is an experiment.

But we are able to machine our parts to the accuracy

of 1-10000 part of an inch. So our car is in harmony at

every point. It is silent and smooth and reliable.

Don‘t take cur word for these facts. Examine the car

yourself. ride in it. give it the hardest try out you know.

hen if it doesn't make good don't buy it.

Full particular: upon rMuesl.

Mitchell Motor Car Co. 57' Mitchell St- Racine, Wis.

Standard Mnnuhu‘turcrn. A. M. C. M. A.

  

  

  

 
 

  

 

is so simple in construction that a novice

can operate it as easily as an expert.

 

  

 
 

THE

VOLTA MAGNETO

Witherbee lor Ignition.

Wico Charging Device

Wico Ignition Wire

Wico Spark Plugs

Withcrbee Batteries

Wico Inspection Lamp

Witherbee

Igniter Co.

Halters ol lhe lemons

Wlthcrhee Battery

1876 BROADWAY. NEW YORK

CHICAGO

1429 Michigan Ave.

DETROIT

200 Jefferson Ave.

BUFFALO

720 Main St.

BALTIMORE OFFICE

(>04 Continental Bldg.

DENVER

1542 Broadway

  

 
  

 

Stevens-Duryea

LIMOUSINES AND

TOURING CARS

HE STEVEN-DURYEA will stand

more punishment on muddy. rntty,

hilly, sandy, stony, bumpy, “thank-you

ma’am" roads without breaking, chafing.

blowing up or wearing out tires, cutting

out engine bearings, springing the frame

or breaking the springs than any four cyl

inder or six cylinder car in existence.

Such immunity is worth several hundred

dollars to you during the life of the car.

 

 
 

 

It is due entirely to our “Unit Power

Plant" and its “Three Point Support."

WRITI“. FOR LIMOUSINE AND

TOURING CAR CATALOGS.

STEVENS -DURYEA CO.

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

Member oI Association of Licensed Automobile Menulneturers.
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THE"30"L0c0MOB|LE SHAFT DRIVE MODEL FOR l909

  

_

THE MOTORING PUBLIC WILL BE INTERESTED IN

READING THE FOLLOWING CIRCULAR ANNOUNCING

mg LOCOMOBILE MODELS WHICH THE LOCOMOBILE

COMPANY OF BRIDGEPORT, CONN., HAS RECENTLY

SENT TO THEIR DEALERS AND CUSTOMERS:

We signalize our tenth anniversary of the pro

' duction of automobiles by the announcement of two

splendid models~undoubtedly the best that we

have ever offered to the public.'

Ten years ago the Locomobile demonstrated for

the first time the wonderful possibilities of the

motor car, and gava the automobile business its

first great impetus. To-day the Locomobile is held

in the highest esteem. It is everywhere regarded

as a car of the highest quality—a car of composite

merit, satisfactory in every respect. It is specially

noted for reliability, and experts agree in rating it

the most durable car on the market.

 

 

The I909 product will enhance the high repu

tation the Locomobile has gained.

We announce an entirely new model “ 30"

LocomOblle, a five-passenger touring car intermediate

in power between our “20" and our “40.” It

will be equipped with shaft drive.

The “40" Locomobile should be the logical

choice of those who desire a high powered car. The

“40" will be produced as a seven-passenger tour

ing car, a stylish roadster, and as a closed car with

Pullman Limousine or Landaulet body.

This circular will furnish advance information about

I 909 Models, until our preliminary catalog is ready.

ADVANCE INFORMATION CONCERNING I909 MODELS

“40" LOCOMOBI LE.

This car is thoroughly typical of Locombile construction and is

the most powerful model we have ever built. It is equipped with a

four»cylinder motor of 5-inch bore and 6-inch stroke, giving about 60

horse-power on the testing stand, thus affording high speed and fine

hill climbing ability. The artillery wheels are 36 inches in diameter:

the tires are 36x4 inches front and 36x 5 inches rear. The wheelbase

is 123 inches, and the length over all is 16 feet 1 inch.

The “40" Locomobile is a splendid touring car for seven pas

sengers and is notable for it beauty of line, luxurious appointments,

and delightfully easy riding qualities. It is a touring car par excel

lence and will meet any test of endurance to which it can be subjected.

Price, with lamp: and equipment, $4,500. Top extra.

The “40" Runabout, brought out near the close of the 1908 season,

will be an attractive feature of the 1909 production. The body is very

attractive and accommodates four passengers, all seats being very
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comfortable and easy riding and convenient of access The individual

front seats are fixed; the rear seats may be removed or only one or

both can be used, making the car available for two, three or four

passengers as desired. The “40” Runabout can also be supplied with

the type of body known as the "toy" or “baby” tonneau, and which

enjoys considerable popularity. Price, with standard body or "baby"

tonneau, including lamps and equipment, $4,500. Top extra.

The “40" Limousine and the “40" Landaulet are both beautiful

high-powered closed cars. The bodies are roomy, beautiful in design,

of the best possible workmanship and finish, and are equipped with

extra Pullman chairs. Prices of these closed cars announced later.

“30" LOCOMOBILE.

This model is equipped with a four-cylinder motor of 4i-inch

bore and Iii-inch stroke, giving about 38 horse-power on the testing

stand. As the new model is intermediate in size between the “20" of

former years and the “40" Locomobile, it is rated as a “30.’

The car embodies all of the special features which have for years

identified the Locomobile, such as low tension ignition; bronze engine

base and gear box (much stronger than aluminum commonly used);

alloy steel in the crankshaft, steering gears, transmission shafts, pressed

steel frame, gears, and other important parts; heat-treated drop

forgings of our own manufacture; four-speed selective transmission;

imported ball-bearings in wheels, gear box, and other important places.

The wheelbase is 120 inches, yet the car can be turned in a 38-foot

street. The length over all is 15 feet. The wheels are 34 inches in

diameter, tires are 34x4 inches front and 34x4} inches rear.

The body is graceful in design and very commodious, seating

live adults with entire comfort. Price of the “30” Locomobile touring

car, as illustrated with lamp: and equipment, $3,500. Top and speedo

meter extra. '

Another variation of the “30" Locomobile is the “30" Runabout,

a roadster of the latest type with sharply inclined steering post and

equipped with a body similar to that of the “40” Runabout, and which

may be used for two, three or four passengers as desired. It will

also be supplied with the “baby” tonneau. Price, with lamp: and

equipment, $3,500. Top extra. Price: of closed car: announced later.

A feature of the new “30” chassis is the use of shaft drive, the

details of which are described in the following paragraphs:

LOCOMOBILE SHAFT DRIVE CONSTRUCTION.

we have long appreciated that shaft drive has some very de

sirable features when applied to a car of the size of the “30" Loco:

mobile. Our new shaft—driven car is fully equal in reliability and

lasting Qualities to our famous chain-driven cars, and we believe that

it combines more good features than any other car on the market,

whether of foreign or American design. Some of these features are

as follows:

1. Complete removal of all torsional stresses from the car axle

tubes. Distance rods, similar to those on our chain-driven cars, trans

mit the driving stresses to the frame and maintain parallelism of

These distance rods carry the brakes, and

Consequently when

the front and rear axles.

their rear ends are free to turn on the axle tubes.

the springs are depressed the distance rods turn on the axles and do

not twist them. Also, when the brakes are applied the braking stresses

are not communicated to the rear axle or driving mechanism. Also

the power is not transmitted through the springs.

The spring chairs are also free to turn on the axle tubes, and

thus the only duty of the springs is to carry the load. This arrange—

ment makes the Locomobile shaft drive car a very easy riding one,

in addition to removing all torsional stresses from the rear axle tubes.

All brakes are enclosed and protected.

2. L'xceptionally strong rear axle construction. The axle tubes

are of alloy steel with inner ends forced into the openings of the

differential housings by hydraulic pressure and securely riveted in place.

It will be

noted that our form of construction would be the strongest possible

Unlike many or most cars, no brazing whatever is used.

in any case, but owing to the removal of all torsional stresses from

the tubes it is really very much stronger than necessary. There is

no tendency for the tubes to loosen in the housing.

3. Straight line drive. When the car is loaded the propeller shaft

is almost exactly horizontal—thus the power of the motor is trans

mitted in a straight unbroken line to the rear axle, thus eliminating

loss of power through the universal joints.

4. Complete universal action. The propeller shaft is not only

horizontal, but is provided with a universal joint at the front end and

a slip universal joint at the rear end. The latter compensates tor

any change in distance between the rear axle center and the gear box.

The two universal joints compensate for all other stresses as well, so

that the transmission of power from the motor to the rear axle is

perfectly accomplished without any binding or straining under any

road conditions. As the propeller shaft is horizontal, there is very

little action on the part of the universal joints, and very little power

absorbed by them—furthermore, as the joints are of the best con

struction, fully protected and lubricated, the wear is reduced to a

minimum.

5. Flexible drive. A torsion rod is provided to overcome the

torque reaction of the bevel driving gears. The rear end of this rod

is made fast to the ditterenttal housing and the front end is connected

to the cross member of the chassis frame by a spring suspension.

n hen the car is started in either direction the springs are compressed

and the' torque reactions are absorbed, reducing the tendency to raise

the body when the car is started. Thus the drive from the motor to

the rear wheels is a flexible one—a most desirable feature.

6. Truss rods. Diagonal tension rods extend from the lower part

of the differential housing to the outer extremities of the rear axle

tubes. 'lhese truss rods transmit the stresses to the wheels instead

of permitting them to be concentrated at the center of the axle. This

form of construction produces an axle of moderate weight and max—

imum strength.

7. Excellent design for driving axles. The driving axles are of

the floating type and rotate inside of the axle tubes. As the weight

is all carried on the tubes, the axles only have to transmit the power.

The inner ends have a square fit into the differential bevel gears and

the outer ends are in the form of dogs or jaw clutches integral with

the axles. These engage with the hubs of the wheels, afl‘ording an

absolutely positive drive and at the same time making it possible to

remove the driving axles at any time by simply removing the hub caps.

Summary. It will be seen that the Locomobile shaft drive con

struction runs very nearly parallel to the Locomobile chain drive con

struction, and that every weak spot in the shaft drive has been studied

and overcome. The most exhaustive road tests have proven most

conclusively the durability and lasting qualities of the new Locomobile

shaft drive.

LOW TENSION IGNITION

Locomobile low tension ignition adopted in 1905 will be continued.

We have had four years' experience with high tension ignition

and an equally long trial of low tension ignition, and the results indi

cate that the latter is far superior in reliability. The Locomobilc low

tension system differs from the ordinary make-and-break on account

of the simplicity of the design and the use of iridium contacts, which

does away with frequent and unnecessary timing of the igniters. Loco

mobile low tension ignition is superior to any form of jump spark on

account of the fact that the electrical problem is infinitely more simple

and enables the simplest type of magneto to be employed. Furthermore,

our system is superior to the high tension ignition because there is no

danger from short—circuiting and no complicated wiring—nothing but

a few feet of low tension cable.
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Mongrel 0r Thoroughbred?

NOW IS THE TIME for you, Mr. Thoughtful Dealer, to

decide what you will sell in 1909.

WILL IT BE A MONGREL? a car assembled from parts

carried together from all over- the country and hammered

into shape as well as may be?

OR WILL YOU SELL THE THOROUGHBRED—a homo

geneous mechanical masterpiece, every single part of

which is the result of the same genius that devised the

whole?

“ASTOUNDING,” “MARVELOUS,” “WONDERFUL,” are

the terms with which some assembled cars are now

tagged, though they are astounding, marvelous and won

derful only to the assemblers, who like Rip Van Winkle,

have been dozing in the growing woods of automobile

dom and who now, bewildered by the progress that has

been going on, seize upon time-tried and long~established

practices and herald their adoption by the assemblers

as brand-new discoveries.

LET'S REASON IT OUT: On the one hand you have the

assembled car, with an engine bought from one manufac

turer, a frame from another, and a transmission from a

third, and so on down to the last rivet. The maker of the

engine, the mill in which the frames are pressed, the trans

mission man, all derive their separate profits. leaving no

other way to the assemblers to obtain their rewards than

by skimping the quality of their "product."

AND THEY DO IT—THEY MUST! When you examine

some of these astounding cars you will be truly astounded

on finding that the four-cylinder engine is cast in one

piece and has only two main bearings, whereas the Max

well has four cylinders and five main bearings. You know

well enough that making a motor with only two bearings

is equal to leaving the engine to its own devices as far

as alignment is concerned.

IT WILL BE A TOUGH JOB FOR THE DEALER to con

vince the purchaser who is wise that some four-cylinder

engines of small dimensions will develop as high as 30

horsepower—because they can't.

MAXWELLS ARE A HOME-GROWN AMERICAN

PRODUCT. The use of Maxwell features in Maxwell

cars was neither a heaven-given inspiration nor the aping

of foreign design, but the outcome of sound engineering

sense.

WHEN 10,116 MAXWELL OWNERS testify to the excel

lence of their cars, all of which have been sold by Maxwell

dealers. then the Maxwell proposition is one that you can't

afford to pass by.

BEFORE HITCHING YOUR WAGON TO A STAR it will

be wise for you to find out all about a dealership for

Maxwells, the success of which is past and present, in

stead of lying in the dark and distant future that has swal

lowed so many wonderful cars that have been marvelous

chiefly in their complete and rapid disappearance from the

field of legitimate competition.

@7'@742

President.

MAXWELL-BRISCOE MOTOR C0.
Siam/11rd Mmufiu‘tun'r: A . M C. 11!. A,

P. 0. Box 106, Tarrytown, N. Y.

Factories: TARRYTOWN. N. Y. NEWCASTLE. IND. PAW'I'UCKLT, II. I.

Address communications to Tarrytown, N. Y.
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Prices Reduced $1,000

And the Reasons Why

Heretofore the Matheson Car has been considered the

highest priced as well as the highest grade American

car on the market.

 

Millions of dollars worth of these cars have been delivered

to customers who could afford to pay the higher price

for the best.

Many other purchasers have been persuaded that some of

the lower priced cars have been “just as good." Mathe

son owners who have used other makes of cars have

answered that question satisfactorily. Send for their

letters, which we have done up in a book.

In order, therefore, to still maintain the unequalled quality

of the Matheson Car and at the same time give cus

tomers this magnificent car at the price of the cheaper

cars, the makers have figured that by doubling the fac

tory output and selling at a much closer margin of

profit, the price of the Matheson Car equipped with

Touring. Landaulet or Limousine bodies, could be cut

$1,000, and the same chassis, equipped with Roadster

or Tourabout bodies, cut $650.

Accordingly, the Company's working capital has been in

creased by $350,000, and after October 11, 1908, the pur>

chaser can buy a genuine Matheson Car, the very finest

of all motor cars of either European or American make,

at the makers' former prices to the agent or dealer;

namely:

New Price Former Price

50 H. P. 1909 Touring Car . . . . . . . .. $4.500 $5,500

50 H. P. 1909 Roadster . . . . . . . . . . .. 4.350 5,000

50 H. P. 1909 Tourabout . . . . . . . . .. 4.350 5,000

50 H. P. 1909 Limousine . . . . . . . . .. 5 500 6,500

50 H. P. 1909 Landaulet . . . . . . . . . .. 5.500 6,500

VICTORIES

The great string of Matheson victories in the important

speed, hill climbing and endurance contests of the past sea

sons, in competition with the greatest cars of Europe and

America, can leave no room for doubt that the Matheson

car has no peer on any market to-day.

GUARANTY

Every Matheson is guaranteed for 365 days. (Notice

that most other cars are guaranteed for 60 to 90 days only.)

MATHESON AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

Main Sales 0111ee, 1886-1888 Broadway, New York City
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NOTE THIS PERFECT SCORE!

Once"Again the Auto-Meter Shows Its Supremacy—This

Time in the Chicago Thousand Mlle Endurance Run.

  
Five cars finished with perfect scores—4 of

which were equipped with a Warner Auto-Meter

—two Haynes—a Pierce and a Premier.

The miles registered for the two Haynes cars

at the finish varied only 1-10 of a mile. Think

of that for accuracy in a straight run of 1,000

miles. Significant was this

fact, too, that no cars were

penalized on account of War

ner Auto-Meter falling down.

The drivers knew, to make

a perfect score—to keep a

certain speed maintained mile

to mile—they could rely on

the Auto-Meter as an accurate gauge.

These far sighted winners of perfect scores

realized the Auto-Meter could be depended upon

in any weather under any road condition—so it

was selected because it was necessary.

The Warner

Auto-Meter

The Warner Auto-Meter is the very utmost in

a speed gauging instrument. Its supremacy is

undisputed.

The Auto-Meter always has been used by the

Glidden Pathfinders when they lay out the routes

for the Glidden tour, because they know it’s

accurate to a fraction.

In the New York-to-Paris

race the Thomas. the winner

and only American contest

ant, was equipped with an

Auto-Meter.

Equip your own car with a

speed indicator that is infal

lible—any other kind is unnecessary. The Auto

Meter is the only kind that is.

Write for more details and arrange for a trial

of the Auto-Meter. Address your requests for

Free Trial to our nearest Branch House.

WARNER INSTRUMENT CO.,W287 Wheeler Ave, Beloit, Wis.

PHILADELPHIA—Cor. Broad and R38: NEW YORK—1902 Broadwa . BOSTON—92$ BOYlSIOIl S!

SAN FRANCISCO—$50 Golden_ Gate Ave. CHICAGO—130$ Michigan ve. BUFFALO—722Main St.

INDIANAPOLIS—330% llhuors St. CLEVELAND—2062 Euclid Ave. ST. LOUIS—3923 Olive St.

LOS ANGELES—1124 Main St. PITTSBURG—3432 Forbes St. DETROIT—239 Jefferson Ave.

  

 

  

Morgan & Wright Tires
wlll give you conolderably more and

better oervlce than you are accus

tomed to reeolvlng from pneumatlco

It’s safe to say that the amount of service this man received was

more than he bargained for.

lie writes:

_ “Have driven four of your tires for two seasons, making over 14,000

miles, and am still using the same set."

St. Louis, Mich., Oct. 2, 1908.

Yours respectful]

D. R. ANBREWS, LLD.

Don’t put us on record as saying that every Morgan & \Vright

tire will give 14,000 miles service. The car weight. road conditions

and Dr. Andrews’ skill as a driver were possibly all in favor of his

making such a record.

His experience does, however, show the service Morgan 81 \Vright

tires are capable of giving if treated properly.

Why not specify them on your car?

MORGAN 84 Wnror-rr, DETROIT
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Model 34, Price $2,250

Two Vital Features oi This Car.

THE {offset crank shaft and straight line drive, more than any other features are responsible for

the unusual efficiency, the high delivered power and the wonderful flexibility of control of

this four cylinder, five passenger

(Low
Most automobiles can develop sufiicient power at high speed, but the owner’s greatest need is for

power at slow engine speeds—power on the hills—in stretches of sand and mud.

l

. h

The offset crank shaft and stright line drive give flexibility, allow more high gear work without

overtaxing the engine; that means less gear changing; less clutch manipulation—therefore ease and

economy of operation.

1
1A.

This car can be throttled down to operate smoothly and steadily on high gear at three miles an hour.

Or it can run forty-five miles an hour.

These features besides those big wheels, big tires, long wheel base, accessible engine, safety starting

device, reinforced tubular axle, finished parts of genuine mahogany, perfect brake control, and large

luxurious body, make this a car of highest quality.

Ready tor immediate delivery.
’1)

Please write tor details now.

Thomas B. Jettery & Company, 2':.."‘F.2.‘.',l°,€ Kenosha, Wis.
Branchés and Distribtiiting Agencies: Chicago, Milwaukee, Boston, Philadelph'iadsan Francisco.

 

Representatives in all leading cities.

_..a_
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ELECTRIC VEHICLE SUI-IS BUICK

Seeks to Enforce Payment of Alleged Over

due Selden Royalties—Papers Served

in New York.

Suit has been brought by the‘receivers

of the Electric ‘Vehicle Co., of Hartford,

Conn., against the Buick Motor Co., of

Flint, Mich., for an accounting and back

royalties for the past year, alleged to be

due under the Selden patent agreement

which the defendant company entered into

with the plaintiff and with the Association

of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers at

the time of its admittance to membership

in the latter organization. The action is

the result of a resolution adopted Septem

ber 3 by a three-fourths vote of the A. L.

A. M. calling upon the Electric Vehicle Co.

to institute legal proceedings against both

the Buick Motor Co. and the Olds Motor

“'orks for the collection of their unpaid

Selden royalties. The Olds suit was be—

gun promptly thereafter and the company's

Selden license subsequently canceled.

Service has been made on the New York

branch of the Buick company by Joline,

Larkin & Rathbone, the attorneys for the

Electric Vehicle Co., so that the proceed

ings are now actually under way. In select

ing attorneys for its defense, the Buick

company has chosen the firm of W'ard,

Hayden & Satterlce. The retaining of this

firm by the Buick interests is regarded as

having considerable trade significance.

Asserts Prior Lien on Baker Assets.

The affairs of the bankrupt Baker Motor

Vehicle Co. of New York, have been found

by the receiver, James N. Rosenberg. to be

in a complicated state by reason of the fact

that the Baker Motor Vehicle Co.. of Cleve

land, O., for whose products the New York

company had the agency, claims a prin:

lien on the assets over all the other credit

ors. The Cleveland company is a creditor

to the amount of $25,000. In asserting its

precedence it says that when the creditors

of the New York company granted an ex

tension‘ some time ago, they agreed to sult

ordinate their debts to new debts incurred

since the extension, and maintains that the

$25,000 indebtedness in question 'comes

within the terms of the agreement. Litiga

tion is likely to be necessary in order to de

termine the rights of the various creditors.

Union Carriage to Make Automobiles.

After considerable experimentation, the

Union Carriagc:C0., of St. Louis. Mo., has

decided to build automobiles for the coming

season, and plans to market at least 500 the

first year.‘ The company has made horse

drawn vehicles for the'past 17 years, its‘an

nual output 'being'about 15,000. The of

ticers 0f the compaiiy are George E. Deeds,

president; W. C. Ingram, vice-president;

George A. Laws. secretary, and John B.

Keough, treasurer.

Githens is Now G 8: J Sales Manager.

Herbert A. Githens, who'for seven years

‘has traveled in G & J interests, has been ap

pointed sales manager of the G & J Tire

Co., of Indianapolis, Ind. He will not push

automobile tires alone, but will have charge

of the sales of all the departments of the

company.

Wilcoar Resigns from the Gearless.

George \Vilcox, general sales manager of

the Gearless Transmission Co., of Roches
vt_e‘r, N. Y._., has severed his connection with

that company. His future plans are not yet

announced.

Buggy Builders Take to Motors.

The Borough 8: Blood Buggy Co., of

Marshall, Mich., has commenced the manu~

facture of motor vehicles. The machines

are to be ofuthc high wheeled buggy type.

Jackson Leaves the Thomas.

R. B. jackson, general manager of the 15.

R. Thomas Motor Co., of Buffalo, N.'Y., l.;|s

resigned. He will take a rest of ~|sevcral

weeks before assuming any new duties.

PLAN T0 PAY CLAIIS IN fllll

Pope Motor Car Receivers Take Steps to

Liquidate Indebtedness—No Sale of

the Toledo Plant.

Negotiations are at present under way

looking to the completion of a plan by

which the creditors of the Pope Motor Car

Co., of Toledo, 0., will receive 100 cents

on the dollar for their claims, following

which the court will be asked to discharge

the receivers. Efforts in this direction have

been progressing for some time, and now

enjoy the prospect of complete success.

The company's indebtedness to the banks,

and to creditors in the trade is between

$300,00 and $400,000, and the recent sale

of the W'averley plant at Indianapolis, Ind.,

for $200,000, together with the $l01,000 bal

ance which the Indianapolis plant had in

the bank has added to the available cash

sufiiciently to make it not improbable that

a total may be arranged for that will en'

able the receivers to pay all the outside, ob

ligations in full.

For some months there have been rut

mors of the sale of the company's plant at

Toledo, to R. D. Apperson, of Lynchburg,

Va., arising from the fact that the latter

was given permission by the receivers to eg

amine the plant and to have his own audi

tors investigate the books, with a view to

his purchasing. No options were either

given or asked, however, and the negotia

tions have since languished to a point

where there is little likelihood of the deal

going through.

"Aurora Composition Accepted.

Upon a showing of the assets on hand,

the creditors of the bankrupt Aurora Motor

\Norks. of Aurora, Ill., at a recent meeting

agreed to a composition of 10 per cent. in

cash or notes for the full amounts, due in

one year and signed by the company. The

settlement suggested is subject to confirma

tion by the court. ~ -
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In the Retail World.

The Rambler Automobile Co., of Kansas

City, Mo., has been formed, and, as the

name indicates, will devote itself chiefly to

the sale of Rambler cars. E. G. Anderson

will be general manager.

Bankruptcy proceedings have been

brought against the General Motor Car

Co., of San Francisco, Cal. Some of the

petitioners have claims amounting to over

$2,000, and a preference of creditors is al

leged. ’

J. O. Caldwell, Jr., formerly in the auto
/ . . .

mobile business in Boston, Mass, has lo- '

cated in Nashville, Tenn., and will open a

garage and jobbing supply house at 145

, Third avenue, North. He will also handle

the Regal car.

As treasurer of the Ohio Motor Car Co.,

No. 1938 Euclid avenue, Cleveland, 0., May

A. Post has made an assignment to William

B. Woods, in the insolvency court. The

company’s assets are estimated at $2,000 and

its liabilities at $24,000.

The American Stepney Spare Wheel Co.

has moved from 341 Fifth avenue to 1773

Broadway, New York City. The larger

space facilitates the Eastern distribution

of Stepney spare wheels, made by the Spare

Motor Wheel of America, Ltd.

The Boston branch of the Firestone Tire

& Rubber Co., has been removed from 9

Park Square to 145 Columbus avenue. In

the new quarters complete facilities for

handling solid and pneumatic rubber tire

work of all classes have been installed.

The Matheson Company, of Maryland,

has been formed to handle the Matheson

in Maryland, Virginia and the District of

Columbia. J. J. Mason is president of the

company, which has secured a salesroom

and garage at 1002 Morton street, Balti

more, Md.

The aristocratic precincts of Massachu

setts avenue are to contain the Boston

branch of Thomas B. Jeffery & Co., as Man

ager Charles has taken a lease of the finely

appointed establishment at 95 Massachu

setts avenue heretofore occupied by the

Morrison-Price C0.

The Levy 8: Hippie Motor Co., now at

390 Wabash avenue, Chicago, Ill.,, has ac

quired the property at 1467-69 Wabash ave

nue for a salesroom and garage building.

The new building will be three stories high,

costing $25,000, and will have a front of

white tile and glass.

E. P. Weber succeeds W. P. Cronin as

manager of the Boston branch of the Dia

mond Rubber Co. As a special traveling

salesman, Cronin will have his headquar

ters at a factory in Akron, 0. His succes

sor at Boston was a salesman in the com

pany's Philadelphia branch.

The William R. Ruess Automobile Co.,

a newly organized concern, has taken three

stores at 1028-30-32 South Main street, Los

Angeles, Cal., which are to be made into

one large salesroom and garage, the latter

having a sign reading: “We Never Close.”

The company will handle Pope cars.

The J. A. Orlando Auto Co., of Colum

bus, O., has been put into the hands of a

receiver, Judge M. G. Evans having appoint

ed Harry E. Price in that capacity. The pe

tition was brought by Jesse M. Morrison,

who has a one-third interest in the firm and

who represents that James Orlando, his

partner, is wasting the concern‘s resources.

Matheson Chooses Its New Officers.

At the annual meeting of the stockhold

ers of the Matheson Motor Car Co., of

Wilkes-Barre, Pa., the election of officers

resulted in Colonel Asher Miner being

chosen as president, to succeed Charles W.

Matheson, who is taking charge of the

Matheson Automobile Co., of New York,

the selling organization for the Wilkes

Barre company. J. W. Hollenback was

elected vice-president, while Frank Mathe

son was re-elected secretary and general

manager, and R. Nelson Bennett, treasurer,

with Daniel C. Mackay assistant treasurer.

The board of directors now includes J. -W.

Hollenback, I. M. Thomas, John A. Turner,

Asher Miner, W. C. Sheperd, R. Nelson

Bennett, W. H. Son, Frank Matheson,

Charles W. Matheson, John C. Bridgman

and E. S. Fretz.

Ajax Lands a Record Tire Order.

What is declared to be the largest order

for automobile tires ever given has been

awarded to the Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co., of

New York City. The order calls for a total

of 29,000 tires to be delivered before July 1,

1909, to the Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co.,

the sum involved being over a half-million

dollars.

Coleman Comes for a Brief Visit.

Frederic Coleman, manager of the Lon

don branch of the White Company, arrived

in this country last week for a short visit.

He regards the outlook in England for the

coming season as not unfavorable, especially

for steamers, in which he finds no serious

competition.

Will Manufacture Cars in Goshen.

The Goshen Motor Works, which has in.

corporated with $25,000 capital, is making

preparations to manufacture automobiles

and engines in Goshen, Ind. The directors

of the company are Orlando D. Ihrig, Guy

B. Kessler, Lewis E. Ihrig, et al.
 

Goodyear Adding to Its Plant.

Ground has been broken for a new fac

tory building adjoining the present plant of

the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co., Akron,

0. It will be five stories high, 80x300 feet.

About 300 more men will be employed.

Firestone Factory is Enlarged.

A four story addition to the factory of

the Firestone Tire and Rubber Co., of Ak

ron, 0., is being constructed. It will be

used exclusively for tires and is planned to

increase the output by 25 per cent.

The Week’s Incorporations.

Newark, N J.—Non-Blow-Out Auto Tire

Co., under New Jersey laws, with $600,000

capital. Corporators—Edward D. Birkholz,

Frederick R. Tyrell and R. S. Terhune.

New York City, N. Y.—City Autocab Co.,

under New York laws, with $250,000 capital.

Corporators—L. F. Braine and Harry H.

Gardiner, 32 West Fortieth street; Lloyd

Milnar, 452 Fifth avenue, New York City.

New York City, N. Y.—White Tire Co.,

under New York laws, with $250,000 cap

ital; to manufacture tires for automobiles.

Corporators—L. L. Stein, L. L. Doblin and

N. Coleman, New York City; E. P. White,

Chicago, Ill.

Jersey City, N. J.-—Standard Universal

Rim Co., The, under New Jersey laws, with

$50,000 capital; to manufacture metal

wheels and rims. Corporators—B. S.

Mantz, J. R. Turner and S. A. Anderson, of

Jersey City.

Homestead, Pa.—Triumph Automobile

Tire Co., The, under West Virginia laws,

with $1,000,(X)0 capital; to manufacture solid

automobile tires. Corporators—H. E.

Hayes, C. O. Derr and W. 0. Johnson,

Homestead, Pa.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Preston Fabric Co., The,

under New York laws, with $100,000 capi

tal; to manufacturer automobile and cycle

tires. Corporators—C. Wesp, M. R.

Evans; J. F. Preston, P. Wesp, Jr., and A.

S. Collins, Buffalo.

New York City, N. Y.—American De

mountable Rim Sales Co., under New York

laws, with $50,000 capital; to manufacture

and deal in vehicle wheels, rims and tire

fastenings. Corporators—J. F. Paine, D. E.

Sullivan, M. T. Locbl.

New York City, N. Y.—Motor Transpor‘

tation Co., under New York laws, with $20.

000 capital. Corporators—George S. Hayes,

1876 Broadway; B. H. Hayes, 527 West

143d street; L. Vance-Phillips, 647 Madison

avenue, New York City.

Troy, N. Y.-—Hygrade Rubber, Bicycle

and Automobile Supply Co., under New

York laws, with $10,000 capital. Corpo

rators—Arthur W. Rood, Burdett and Hud

son streets, Troy, N. Y.; Percey B. Whit

more, 206 West 114th street, and George

M. Post, 471 West Twenty-second street,

New York City.

Receiver Continues Duerr Business.

At a meeting of the creditors of Charles

A. Duerr 8: Co., Inc., of New York City,

held in the office of Lindsay Russell, the re

ceiver, on the 14th inst., it was decided to

let the receiver continue the garage business

of the bankrupt for a period of sixty days.

Meanwhile a further meeting of the credit

ors will be held to elect a trustee to succeed

the temporary receiver.

Youse Introduces Taxirneter Cabs.

E. S. Youse, of Reading, Pa., has started

the Reading Taximeter Cab and Baggage

So. It will operate from his garage.
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PATENT WAR 0N MIDGLEY’S RIM

Repeated Efforts to Have His Invention

Declared Unpatentable—Mell Scored

by the Court.

That a vigorous and sustained warfare

against Thomas Midgley’s efforts to secure

full and adequate patents on his well-known

“Midgley” detachable rim has for some time

been maintained before the Patent Office, is

disclosed by a decision which has been

handed down by the Court of Appeals of

the District of Columbia. The decision

grows out of an effort by Tod J. Mell to

have Midgley‘s invention declared unpatent

able, and is the result of a long and bitter

fight, in which, apparently, every available

technical subterfuge has been employed to

prevent Midgley’s patent coming to issue.

Starting as an interfernce case, in which

Mell endeavored to disprove Midgley's pri

ority over himself in the invention of this

form of rim, the essence of Mell’s attack has

latterly changed to an endeavor to establish

the non-patentability of the rim at all.

In this, however, he has been supported

only by one primary examiner, who dis

solved the interference on the ground that

the invention was unpatentable, but who

was subsequently overruled by the commis

sioner of patents. Mell appealed to the

courts against the commissioner’s decision,

but the resulting judicial opinion gives him

little comfort and takes pains to score him

for “seeking to rob his adversary of the

fruits of his victory.”

In the written decision by the court, Judge

Van Orsdel recites the history of the case

in part as follows:

This is an appeal from a decision of the

Commissioner of Patents in an interference

proceeding. The issue is involved in the

following counts:

1. In a vehicle wheel. the combination

with a main rim member and a removable

side flange, said main rim member hav

ing a bead of rib extending toward the

center of the wheel and a removable side

flange having a similar bead or rib, of an

expanding locking ring engaging both of

said ribs or beads.

The combination with a wheel-rim,

of a ring having an outwardly-extending

and inwardly-turned flange at one edge to

engage the tire, and extending across and

secured to the outer surface of the rim, a

ring having an outwardly-extending and

inwardly‘turned flange to engage the tire

at the other side, flanges on the adjacent

edges of said rings extending inward

therefrom parallel with one side of the

rim, and a severed ring engaging said

flanges to secure the rings together.

The appellant, Tod J. Mell, filed his appli

cation for letters patent on December 19,

1905, and the appellee, Thomas Midgley

filed his application on April 29, 1905. The

interference was declared October 23, 1906.

In his preliminary statement, Mell alleged

dates subsequent to the filing date of Midg—

Icy. On the face of the record. Midgley

was entitled to a judgment of priority.

Confronted with this embarrassing situa

..1

tion, Mell filed a motion to dissolve the in

terfcrence on the ground of the nourpat

entability of the invention in view of cer

tain prior patents. This _motion was (lc'

med by the primary examiner. The inter

ference came on for hearing before the ex—

aminer of interferences, and a judgment of

priority was rendered in favor of Midgley.

Mell appealed to the board of examiners-iii

chief, where the decision of the examiner

of interferences was affirmed. Mell then

appealed to the commissioner _of patents,

where the case was set for hearing on Oc

tober l, 1907.

Continuing, Judge Van Orsdel shows that

on August 30, 1907, before the final appeal

could come before the commissioner, a suc

cessor of the first primary examiner to pass

on the case, requested jurisdiction of the iii

terference for the purpose of considering

the patentability of the issue. On each ap

peal, Mell had insisted upon the non-patent

ability of the rim in view of a prior patent

to one Harris, to which he referred specifi

cally in his first motion before the primary

examiner to have the interference dissolved.

The request of the primary examiner hav

ing been granted, the latter took Mell’s

view and declared the invention unpatent

able, basing his decision on the Harris pat

ent. in spite of the fact that this patent had

been considered not only by his predecessor

but by the examiner of interferences and the

examiners in chief, when Mell’s motion

and appeals had come to them.

Midgley then petitioned the commissioner

of patents to set aside the primary exam

iner's decision and to restore the case to

the condition it was before, ready for a final

appeal before the commissioner as to prior

ity. This petition was granted and the case

on appeal came for a final hearing, which on

December 6, 1907, resulted in the commis‘

sioner affirming the decision of the exam

iners in chief and indicating both the valid

ty and priority of Midgley's patent claims.

Mell filed a motion for a rehearing, urging

that the commissioner had exceeded his au~

thority in setting aside the decision of the

primary examiner. This motion was de

nied, whereupon he took his appeal to the

court.

We are not required to pass upon the

regularity of the action of the commission

er in this _'~roc_eeding, the court explains.

That question is not before us for consid

eration. The patentability of an invention

is a question to be determined by the Pat

ent Office and not by this court upon ap

peal in an interference proceeding. There

are two reasons why Mell cannot be heard

to complain of the order of the commission

er; first. because it was his appeal that was

reinstated, and the order reinstating the ap

peal must be presumed to have been for his

benefit. and, second, because he is not in a

position to raise the question here pre

sented. At the time_ the Commissioner

made the order complained of. Midgley had

a judgment of priorit in his favor. Mell,

Ill the fact' of that_judgment, was in no

better osition to raise the question of pat

entability than that of a disinterested

party. It is well _settled that a disinterest

ed party is never in a position to raise such

a question. The commissioner is charged

with the duty of representinr7 the public

interests in the issuance of a patent, and,

when he has declared an invention patent

:lilc, a mere disinterested party cannot

question his judgment. This being true,

the reference of the question of nateiitabil~

ity to the primary examiner, so far as Mell

is concerned, amounted to nothing more

than a discretionary move on the part of

the commissioner, presumably for the pur

pose of gaining further information, and,

when he again took up the matter of the

appeal from the board of examiners-in-chief,

whether regular or irregular, a question up

on which we express no opinion, he simply

resumed consideration.of the only issue

before him in which Mell was entitled to be

heard, namely, the priority of invention.

Upon that question alone he passed, and

that is the onlv matter before us for con

sideration.

All the tribunals of the Patent Office

foniid in favor of Midgley. Mell failed_ to

establish any date prior to Midgley’s filing

date, and there is no hypothesis upon which

a judgment in his favor could be ased. We

find no reason to disturb the decision of

the commissioner of patents. The judg

ment is, therefore, affirmed.

Cartercar’s Organization Changes.

With its removal from Detroit to Pon

tiac, Mich., the Cartercar Co. has chosen a

new board of directors, so that the board

now includes William H. Dawson, A. G.

North and H. G. Hamilton, of Pontiac. The

latter is secretary-treasurer and general

manager of the Rapid Motor Vehicle Co.,

with which the Cartercar Co. will be closely

allied. R. A. Palmer, in addition to being

secretary. will continue as general manager

under the new arrangement, having acted

in that capacity when the concern was un

der its old name of the Motorcar C0. The

president. Frank T. Caughey, indicates that

the new plant was acquired through an

amalgamation with the Pontiac Spring &

Wagon W'orks which formerly occupied the

factory and the principal stockholders of

which were willing to abandon the horse

vehicle business to engage in automobile

manufacture. The old Motorcar plant at

Detroit has been sold to the Constantine

Motor Car Co., of Constantine, Mich.

 

Hotel Man Heads a Cab Company.

After a legal fight, the Hotel Knicker

bocker, of New York City, has succeeded in

obtaining a cancelation 0f the permit of the

New York Taxicab Co. to stand its cabs

about the hotel, and wil hereafter be served

by cabs provided by the Universal Taxi

meter Cab C0.. a newly organized concern.

of which James H. Stack, the manager of

the hotel, is the president. Associated with

Stack are John H. Naughton, treasurer, and

John F. Miilgrew, secretary. Fifty cabs are

being built for the new company in Boston,

."fler which larger lots will be produced.

The machines have 20 horse-power, four

cylinder motors. and are of the laundaulet

iype.

St. Louis Selects Show Dates.

St. Louis has decided on February 15 to

20 for its automobile show dates. The local

Automobile Dealers’ and Manufacturers' As

sociation has secured the Coliseum building

for the purpose.
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Diversity in Automobile Design.

It is now at least two years since it was

agreed by nearly all the self-styled critics

of the industry that the

finality in design had been reached, and that

point of almost

from that time forward, little in the way of

novelty or important “trend” was to be ex

pected. This was a true forecast in respect

to the adaptation of the basic principles in

For though the

typical car of given weight and power has

volved, but little more.

undergone small alterations during the last

couple of years, and stands today. as it did

at that time except in the matter of the

minor changes which are annually reported,

still the changing conditions of the mar

ket which have altered the status of such a

car—no matter whether it be 'small or large,

have served to change the method of its

design and construction not a little. In

deed, the deadly sameness which was forc

buded appears even further off now than it

did when the forebodings first were heard

-—that is to say, considering the broad pur

pose of the machine, as well as its tech

nical details.

Of the changes in market status, perhaps

none of recent recognition is of more sig

nificance than that which is now in progress,

in which the medium powered and small

car is being elevated from its secondary po

sition to one of primary importance in the

field. For just this is taking place, rating

importance in terms of numerical output.

Built with an eye to the price-inducement

feature, in quantities, and for middle-class

consumption, the original medium and small

sized car was not given the attention,

neither by the draughtsman or the produc

worth detion engineer, which its real

manded. This fact was not recognized at

first. and perhaps the abrupt decline in the

popularity of the small runabout of a year

or two ago, may have been influenced quite

The

establishment of thoroughly accepted lines

as much by this cause as any other.

of good practice, however, and the develop

ment of well tried rules of construction in

the better equipped factories, made possible

the production of machines of reduced size

in which practically no sacrifice of struc

tural excellence existed. The possibility of

stagnation was thus wardcd oFf by the de

mand for miniature reproductions of the

better known types of car, and that demand

is growing at a stupendous rate just now.

Another evidence of the natural opposi

tion to the establishment of stereotyped de

signs is found in the present status of the

six-cylinder car. Not lending itself readily

to the purposes of the very small car, this

type of machine is necessarily confined to

machines of a rather limited power range,

or that upwards of the thirty rating. Islence

the maker of six cylinder machines who de

sires to engage in the swift competition for

supremacy in the hitherto despised small

car field, must perforce return to two or

four cylinder practice. In one notable in

stance, this has been done by a foreign

maker whose previous abandonment of

twin and quadruple types was the occasion

As if to

ward off any possible suggestion of stag

of considerable stir at the time.

nation, this particular maker now is adver

tising a line composed of no less than eight

chassis of different powers, prices and sizes.

Thus the oscillations 'of the market, which,

though controlablc to a degree are by no

means entirely under the sway of the build

er, tend to induce corresponding changes in

the structural featlires of the product. In

which

they induce are influenced by the efi‘ects of

every case the structural changes

previous swings of the pendulum. In no

case does an apparent return to former prac

of dis

At the same time. instead

tice entail an absolute repetition

carded designs.

of the promised concentration of types and

models to one or two accepted styles, as

had also been forecasted, the general pur

poses of the available products continues to

manifest a wide degree of variety. Finality

is still a very long way off.

Motor Buggies and Their Problems.

During the brief period of its existance

as a distinct type of automobile construc

tion the high wheeled motor buggy has de

veloped to a point where its makers have

their

far from being'thc simple proposition it

discovered—much to surprise—[hat

appears from the structural point of view,

it entails sundry problems which are of tre

mendous importance in their effect upon the

success of the vehicle. Superficially, it

would seem that the mere adaptation of me

chanical propulsion to the practically unal

tered buggy type of vehicle should carry

no serious difficulties in its wake. Actually

it has been found by the more successful

and studious of its adherents, that it pre

sents a number of characteristics which are

not to be found in either the carriage or

more conventional automobile fields. In

a word, the hybrid type. has evolved into

an entirely new entity which though it re

tains the outward semblance of its fore

bears, yet possesses a number of important

eccentricities of its own.

One of the most important of the prob

lems encountered has been. and still is ac

knowledged to be that of retaining the ad

The combined

high

whcels and solid tires which are character

justmcnts of nuts and bolts.

influences of the short wheelbase,

istics of the mot0r buggy, produce a far

than

countered in the more ordinary types of

This, coupled with the fact

that the lighter bodies used, require lighter

greater amount of vibration is en

automobile.

spring suspension—this also tending toward

the same result unless special provision is

the

trustworthy forms of locking nut to give

made against it—causcs even most

way at times, and results in a rattling loose

of all sorts of fastenings which apparently

have no cause to be disturbed. In conse

quence of this unfortunate trait, the products

and hasty builders

have not invariably fared as well as might

of the more careless
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have been expected, and in the heated rival

ry which exists it is freely charged by sev

eral of the better known makers, that their

less cautious competitors are responsible'

for no small injury to the prospects of the

trade. At all events they acknowledge that

the problem of properly insuring against

rattling, is one of their most serious diffi

culties.

Similarly, the spring suspension is en

titled to a greater amount of consideration

than is invariably accorded it by these mak

ers, while the racking effects resulting from

the tractional and torsional strains of the

power plant upon the carriage gear are not

always appreciated to the full extent which

they merit. Furthermore, it is found that

where all these points are taken seriously

into account and as wisely provided for. the

resulting construction is much more mas

sive than that of the conventional type, so

that the really cautious maker finds himself

in the unfortunate position of having to

combat the arguments of his competitors

against the adoption of “needless weight."

Thus without in the least questioning the

utility of the buggy type of vehicle, or its

undoubted

field, it is beyond question that the makers

strength in its own peculiar

of that restricted class are struggling with

a very critical situation just now, and one

which bodes no good to their own inter

ests unless they act with proper wisdom

in the construction of their product. It

has been proved that the ordinary carriage

gear is not sufiiciently staunch to with

stand the stresses of motor propulsion for

Further, it has

been found that special provisions are neces

a proper length of time.

sary in suspending the body and securing

the fastenings of all parts if adequate life

to be obtained.

Recognition of these facts and proper steps

and mileage service are

to safeguard the product must become gen

eral to the trade, or the market will be—

come surcharged with vehicles which are

practically unsalable, and the demand for

them will fall as suddenly as it arose.

 
 

"Style" and Emotional Influence.

Wide differences exist in many 'cases be

tween what men say they want and what

they really want, and it is well for the man

ufacturer endeavoring to cater to any large

public demand to recognize the phenome

non. The deception attempted in this di

rection by buyers is often unconscious, re

sulting from some pose or affectation of the

mind adopted for purposes of Conforming

to recognized standards of “common sense"

the

cited example of the disparity between ex

or business acumen. Perhaps most

pressed preference and actual selection is

the universal instance of the dissimilarity

of the woman verbally pictured as the ideal

and the girl who gets the wedding ring, but

the daily affairs of commerce provide

equally convincing proofs of the fact that

the ordinary human being is not so abso

lutely and abstractly utilitarian as he would

have one believe, and that simple emo

tional influences exert great power.

Automobile buyers as a class assume an

air of critical inquiry into the respective

mechanical merits of the machines that are

presented to their consideration, suggest

ing the idea that their ultimate selection

will be made strictly on that basis. In a

large measure it is true that the design and

constructional features are gone into very

thoroughly by the present day purchaser,

the growth of technical knowledge and un

derstanding having brought about this re

sult. But mechanical excellence in propor

tion to price is not alone the determining

factor in their choice, though it may be

the preponderating one.

For the majority of people there is a dis

tinctly emotional background and aspect

related to the purchase of a motor car, and

while prudence may suggest a careful reck

oning of the cost and a cautious effort to

insure a full value for the money expended,

yet the governing cause of the purchase is

usually an emotional one, either purely

selfish or of sentimental origin, as the buy

ing of automobiles from purely practical

and economical reasons is. as yet, rather

limited.

getting a car to gratify his own fancy or

But although the buyer may be

to make his family happy. he cannot rea

sonably be expected to confess, even to him

self, that what he really is after is as much

splendor and show as his pocketbook can

afford and his good taste will tolerate. Feel

ing safe in shopping among makes of cars

bearing good repute, his examination of the

mechanical features often is superficial, and

while he may have distinct predilictions for

a given number of cylinders and certain

specifications concerning the seating ca

pacity he desires, the less obvious features

of the construction do not greatly concern

him nor affect him in his course.

\Nhat in boyhood was his pleasure in

bright red paint on his wagon has proba

bly been modified to a desire for “style,” the

elusive and transient nature of the latter

 

COMING EVENTS

  

 

October 24, Los Angeles, Cal—24 hours

race.

October 24, Long Island—Vanderbilt Cup

contest.

October 31, Philadelphia, Pa.--Automo

bile Club of Philadelphia’s sixth annual

tour for the Brasier Cup.

November 3, New York City—New York

Automobile Trade Association’s postponed

hill climb, Fort George hill.

November 23, Savannah, Ga.—Autom0bile

Club of America's 200 miles light car race.

November 26, Savannah, Ga.-Automo

bile Club of America’s (New York), 400

miles race.

 

giving it possibilities for wide interpreta

tion. If he be seeking a runabout he may

incline toward a racing machne effect in

factory gray with unfinished woodwork,

mutely hinting at a costly and powerful

chassis beneath the pronouncedly modest

exterior, or his early affection for brilliant

hues may still remain with him, so that the

appeal of a touring car chromatically grad

uated to his liking is practically irresista

ble. Then again, such subtle forms do

conceptions of “style” take that the mere

presence of a famous maker's name on the

hub caps, together with the incidental feat

ures of appearance proclaiming the car’s

distinguished origin, may meet his secret

views as to what is desirable, whether he be

familiar with the character of its construc

tion or not.

Conspicuous examples exist of motor cars

of the highest mechanical excellence that

could not be sold because the maker refused

to make any compromise to style, through

a mistaken idea that the public would soon

learn to make its choice without regard to

The public itself. with its show

of serious investigation and its patter about

externals.

engine theory, chassis structure, and the

like, lent intellectural support to the be

lief, but the financial support went drifting

away to where buyers saw the glint of brass

and color and still had reasonable ground

for confidence in the mechanism. Protes

tations by buyers that it is solely a supe

riority in efficiency and economy that can

win them should not lessen the manufac

turer's keenness in selecting for his mod

els those combinations of curves, colors and

fittings which will appeal to the sense of

style and be suggestive of opulence, pleas

ure and speed.
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ALL READY FOR THE FOURTH VANDERBILT CUP RACE
 

Seventeen Entrants to Start—Two Withdraw at the Weighing-ln—Danger Spots on the Course Made Saie—

Practice Spins Promise Speed and Result in Only One Accident—Arrangements for Transportation

and Accommodation of Spectators—Irish Volunteer Regiment to Assist Guarding Course.

In an array suggesting aptly the full pan

oply of war, the 17 contestants who are to

dispute the fourth contest for the Vanderbilt

Cup are encamped about the battle ground

of next Saturday’s tournament. During the

past fortnight they have lived beside the

course. trying out their cars in the early

practice hours of the morning. adjusting

and overhauling them by day. With their

mechanics, assistants, supplies, parts, tools

and accoutrements, they have been in ar

  

ROBERTSON, LOCOMOBILF.

duous training for a race which takes on

double significance because it is the first

of its kind in two years, as well as the first

in which the speed possibilities of the new

Long Island Motor Parkway will be tested

to the full by a large number of racing cars

in unhampered flight. .

The Long Island Sweepstakes race of

September 10th furnished a promising in‘

troduction to this event, though the rates

of speed then developed were not prodi

gious as racing speeds are rated. Later

efforts in practice have proved that better

times may be looked for in the Vanderbilt

contest itself, while the number of cars in

the race, together with the fact that they

are all of high power, increases the proba

bility of a good contest. From all that may

be gathered 0f the cars, the drivers and

the course, however, there is little basis

for a prediction that excessively high run

ning speeds will be attained, although am

ple prospects are held forth for stit’f com

petition and a race full of incident.

Of the 17 cars which will start in the

 

contest, nine are of American manufacture.

Of the foreign contingent, three are Ger

man, three French, and one Italian. For

the first time in its brief, but eventful ca

reer, the cup will become the subject of

individual instead of team competition. This

feature lends added zest to the affair. For

with the disappearance of the team status,

each entrant is thrown completely on his

own resources, and no opportunity is offered

for the schemes which have been worked

to advantage in several of the great inter

national races between representative teams

where the competitors drove according to a

 

Entrants and Order of Start.

No. Driver and Entrant. Car.

1 Florida. Locomobile Co.....Locomobile

2 Dennison, Knox Automobile

o. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Knox

3 Stricker, Robert Graves .. . . .Merccdcs

4 Haupt, Chadwick Auto Co. . .Chadwick

5 Luttgen, W. K. Vanderbilt..1\'lcrcedes

6 Lytle, Clifl’ord V. Brokaw...Isotta

7 Ryall, James B. Ryall . . . . . . ..Matheson

9 Kilpatrick, Hotchkiss Import

Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Hotchkiss

10 Pouget, H. P. Whitney.....Brasier

ll Patschke, Acme Motor Car

Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Acmc

12 Salzmann, E. R. Thomas Mo

torCo....,, . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

15 Chevrolet, Matheson Motor

Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Matheson

16 Robertson, Locomobile Co...Locomobile

l7 Strang, Paul Lacroix . . . . . . ..Renault

18 Keene, Foxhall Keene . . . . ..Mercedcs

l9 Gill, E. R. Thomas Motor Co.Thomas

20 Bourque, Knox Automobile

Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...Knox

  

preconcerted plan—some for speed, some

for endurance only, and others with the at»

ject of taking advantage of their own par

ticular skill in negotiating difficult spots in

the course.

According to tradition, the race is sched

uled to be started at daybreak. The cars

will be dispatched at one-minute inter

vals and unless the first round proves an

unfortunate one for Car No. l, the Locomo

bile machine, with a clear road before it

 

FLORIDA. LOCOMOBILE

should pass the grandstand within three or

four minutes after the departure of the last

c r from the starting line. As in the prev~

ions Vanderbilt contests, William K. Van

derbilt. Jr., will act as referee, despite the

fact that this year he has a personal inter~

t~~t in the outcome of the race in the per

formance of his own car. Also, as in pre

\‘ious contests for the cup, Fred J. Wagner

will slap each of the drivers on the back as

he charges them with his energetic “Threc~

two-one-go!"

For those who desire to witness the race,

ample provision has been made both by the

Long Island railroad and the management

of the Long Island Motor Parkway. On

Friday night the grandstand will be illum

inated by calcium lights, while the gates will

be thrown open at midnight, when ticket

selling will begin. Trains will be started

from Long Island City and Brooklyn at

all sorts of unearthly hours and will ar

rive in the same sequence in which they are

scheduled to start—provided that the ever

unreliable crowd furnishes the necessary
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CHEVROLET. MATIIESON

encouragement to the officials of the rail

road.

For those who motor to the course am

ple parking arrangements have been made.

Indeed, to assist in that stratification which

is a necessity in all momentous gatherings

of the sort three distinct grades of park

ing space have been provided by the

thoughtful A. R. Pardington, general man

ager of the Parkway, and his assistants.

Class “A” spaces, are on the south side

of the grandstand stretch, running down on

that side of the stretch for more than a

mile. Purchasers of these parking spaces

may enter the course at any time of the

day and leave at their pleasure. The priv

ilege of this section is disposed of at the

modest rate of $50 per car.

Class "B" visitors will be on the north

ern side of the grandstand stretch. Hold

ers of parking spaces in Class B will be re

quired to take their positions before the

race starts and their cars cannot be moved

until after the race is declared off by the

referees. As being a less advantageous po

  

SALZMANN, THOMAS

sition in some respects, this section is let

at only the modest price of $25 per space.

Purchasers of “general admission" tickets

under the class “C” designation, however,

which cost only $10, have the advantage of

being able to select their own parking

spaces, and may attain to the Class “B”

privilege by the payment of an additional

$15 if they so desire and are able to find

spaces unoccupied. In order to reach

either of the sections or the parking spaces

beside the course and within the right of

way, it will be necessary to go to one of

the three toll lodges, which are located,

respectively, at Bethpage, Massapequa and

Meadow Brook.

In addition to these purchasable coigns of

vantage, sundry private enterprises under

taken by the local residents along the high

way sections of the course provide ample

space at modest rental figures, while fur—

ther opportunities to view the race are of

fered at the numerous intersections of the

course with the many highways of that sec

tion.

  

  

RYALL, MATHESON

The Automobile Club of Hartford, which

will tour to the race in a caravan of 70 cars,

more or less, has engaged a big parking

space near the grandstand. The Long Isl~

and Automobile Club has a generous sec

tion in reserve for its members. The White,

Stevens-Duryea, Peerless and Maxwell

branches and agencies have all arranged for

parking spaces for their customers.

For the safeguarding of the course pro

vision has been made for the reinforcement

of the Nassau County constabulary. the Pin

kerton men and the special police of the

Long Island railroad by a troop of the semi

military, 600 strong. in the Irish Volunteers.

This doughty band goes into camp to-night

(Thursday) at Hicksville, and on the morn

ing of the race will be distributed over the

course in generous numbers. It is note~

worthy that this is the only body outside

the State militia which is permitted to carry

arms, though how freely they will be per

.mittcd to use their weapons in keeping mis

creants from encroaching on the course

has not as yet been announced.

 

PATSCHKE, ACME
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DENNISON, KNOX

Of the course, considered as a source of

possible danger to the contestants, it may

be said that while no definite guarantee of

satisfaction can be held out to them, those

sensation seekers who are desirous of post

ing themselves at points which will be the

scene of possible bloodshed may choose

from a number of localities which the driv

ers and watchers who have been studying

the course for several days or weeks have

picked out as perilous.

Of the two most conspicuous trouble

zones—that at Jericho where the Oyster

Bay road joins the famous Jericho turn

pike, and the Colyers Corner turn—the lat~

tcr has received the attention of the Cup

Commission's road makers and has been

rebanked during the week, while similar at

tention has been paid to the only grade

crossing on the course, which is at Locust

Grove. The Jericho corner, however, re

mains somewhat a menace, and has already

been the scene of at least two accidents—

one during the Sweepstakes race. and the

other during the practice hours of last Sun

HAUPT, CHADWICK

day. Early this week it was reported to be

in a badly rutted condition, though there is

small doubt that it will be repaired before

the commencement of the race.

According to a driver in former Vander

bilt contests who is at present in charge

of one of the camps along the course, the

most dangerous point which the drivers will

have to consider is the grade crossing just

mentioned. Here, although the danger from

trains has been practically eliminated by

the establishment of a signal system, the

difficulties arising from a combination of

a down grade, an “5" turn, and an 0b

lique crossing of the rails, are thought to

be far from conducive to the safety of the

drivers.

In the course of the practice try-outs,

which have assumed important proportions

during the week, the usual foggy weather

conditions have prevailed to a disconcert—

ing extent. The usual quota of “clockers”

have sat religiously upon the fence rails

along the course, however, and some truly

remarkable results have been obtained,

  

BOURQUE, KNOX

though in one or more instances cutting

of the course by drivers anxious to make

a reputation was reported—this being a

well authenticated method of obtaining pub

licity on previous occasions of a similar

nature.

According to the unofficial reports which

emanate from this source, George Robert

son, who is to pilot the second Locomobile

entry in the race. is ambitious to do at

‘least one circuit in 18% minutes, which

would mean a speed of 78 miles an hour on

the average. His best round up to the

present, however, is reported to have been

20 minutes flat, though taken from a stand

ing start. Ryall, who will handle the small

er Mathcson, was credited with a 20:30 lap

on Tuesday of this week, and incidentally

has earned a reputation for reckless han

dling of his machine. Haupt, of the big

Chadwick entry, also has been set down

as careless of his own safety in his desire

to gain high speed. Times of 21:00 and

20:40 are reputed to have fallen to his lot.

Among the drivers of foreign cars, Strang

  

BASLE, KNOX
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is being watched with interest. He appeared

for the first time on Tuesday morning, but

did little or no spectacular driving. Kil

patrick also appeared on Tuesday with the

Hotchkiss car, but failed to develop any

remarkable showing. An incident of the

practice on the same day was an impromptu

bout between Florida and Robertson in

the Locomobiles, and Keene in his Merce—

des. The latter had something like a half

mile start over the others, it was said. but

was headed after a mile or so of running.

Shortly afterward, he withdrew from the

course.

Of the other two Mercedes drivers,

 

KILPATRICK,IH)TCHKISS

Stricker sufiered a setback on Sunday at

jericho when his car went wrong at the

turn and crashed through the fence after

being ditched. Murray, his mechanic, was

seriously injured and the driver himself was

so badly shaken up that he has not again

appeared on the course, although it is said

the car was not injured beyond the possi

bility of being repaired in season for the

race. Luttgen in the third of the German

delegation, was out on Monday, and on

Tuesday was timed in 23 minutes for one

lap. -

Few changes have been made in the list

of drivers since it was first announced a

week or so ago. Basle, who had been nom

inated as the driver of the first Knox car,

was replaced by Albert Dennison, who is a

factory man. Florida, who had been nom

inated to drive the No. l Locomobile, was

in question for a time,.according to report.

but apparently proved his ability to per

form creditably, for his position in the race

has since been confirmed. Same doubt

which had existed as to who was to pilot

the third of the Thomas entries, was, of

course, removed, when the largest of the

cars was withdrawn at the weighing-in.

Incidents connected with this formality.

which occurred at the Garden City garage

yesterday morning, resulted in the with—

drawal of two of the candidates the Thom 

  

as Grand Prix racer. which was known to be

over the limit of 2,644 pounds, and the B. L.

31., which failed to appear. As most of the

cars were built prior of 1907, they had lit

tle difficulty in squeezing through. In the

case of the Acme, it was necessary to re‘

move some of the gasolene from the fuel

tank, while the lsotta had to be stripped of

its tire irons before it was admitted. The

larger Matheson also had to be lightened

somewhat, it was said, as did the Chadwick.

In several other cases it was found neces

sary to remove part of the fuel supply. The

Renault and Robert Graves' Mercedes were

permitted to weigh in this morning, though

“Grandstand,” with the intention of tak

ing the eight o'clOck train out.

The man at the gate, when asked if the

train was ready, (it was then 7:55) replied:

“Naw, it don‘t go at eight. The race is a

frost and the company is plum disgusted.

They're going to send out the specials when

they get enough people here to pay for the

cost.”

There were not enough people for the

"company," and by the same token, there

were not enough for the crooks. So we had

to wait until eight fifty-five, and then the

proper number had collected to satisfy the

economical scruples of the train despatcher,

  

no ofi‘icial statement was obtainable to the

effect that either of the three would fail to

compete.

 

Sidelights of a Big Contest,

Like the proverbial county fair, much of

the interest of a popular event such as the

Vanderbilt cup contest, hinges about the

human element of the crowd. "Side shows"

in the accepted sense may be lacking. but

the spirit of the side sth—the curiosity of

the people on the one hand and theleagcr

ness of persistent manipulators of the agile

little pea and the elusive card to assuage it,

on the other—is to be found in all its thrift

and persuasiveness. Former Vanderbilt

races have set a mark for enterprise of this

sort, and the experiences of many at the

recent Long Island Sweepstakes races go

to bare out the probability that the forth

coming event will be in no way an exception

to the rule. It is on this account that I is

sue solemn warning to all who intend to wit

-ness the race—particularly if they are to

journey down to the Parkway by way of the

Long Island Railroad—to be constantly on

their guard. Otherwise they may fall heir

to some such fate as was mine at the recent

Sweepstakes. Which brings me to my talc.

Saturday morning I hastened to the Flat

bush Station of the Long Islam] Railroad

and bought a round—trip ticket for the
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and also to let the "gang" slip in and get

busy.

By the time the conductor got to our car

and the passengers felt for pocket books

where tickets had been placed, the results of

the first haul came to light, and no fewer

than ten victims had been “touched.” Sev

eral watches also went. and a few scarf pins

changed hands. The train was supposed

to be a through express, and indeed it

passed Jamaica, but came to a dead stop at

Floral Park, where we were ordered out for

a change.

The order was well put, because it was

there that several more wallets, watches and

pins were changed from their rightful

owners' pockets to those of the unrightful.

lly this time it might have been supposed

that the little company that made up the

train load would have been sufficiently

“wise” to take care of what had not been

lifted, but not so.

At the terminal streak of ashes. politely

known as the station for the grandstand,

the usual rush to get out of the cars oc

curred. There were less than two hundred

on a train that would have accommodated

a thousand, yet the two hundred pushed

and pulled as they will when the big crowd

goes on the 24th—and then what golden op

portunities for the light-fingered gentry!

For had the gang “lined out" the rush play
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they could not have done better than the

people themselves. The thieves just

worked them for another bunch of “leath

ers," “tickers” and "sticks."

The run to the Motor Parkway side is

over grassy plains, go as you please. For

no road or path has been made, and after

covering a short half mile you haul up

against a five-foot cattle wire fence. which

bars further progress.

This wire is stretched along both sides of

the track, separating you from it by several

feet, which for the safety of the race drivers

is the finest sort of thing imaginable, and it

nearly served its purpose on that occasion.

But it did even more than that. as my fur

ther experiences taught.

By way of carrying out the impressive

ncss of the occasion, the Long Island Rail

road provided a squad of nicely uniformed

men in brown and gilt, who were conspicu

ously labelled “Police;" and stationed them

at Floral Park and at the grandstand sta

tion. Just why they were at either place—

unless. indeed, for purposes of ornamenta

tion—was not shown. For they did nothing

but pose, could not answer a single question

when asked, and actually played into the

hands of the crooks. In fact, everything

seemed to be favorable for the business of

the bands who flocked to the race—even to

the fencing arrangement.

One of the Sunday papers observed that

“As usual, the gamblers were very much in

evidence."

You bet they were in evidence. If the

Sheriff of Nassau County and his band of

comic opera police. with their pie plate

badges, had been on to one-tenth part of the

job, they would have known that the groups

of shifty-eyed vultures who openly pursued

their three card and shell games right under

their noses, did so not for what they hoped

to fleece from the public in the run of the

game, but purely to get the crowd so inter

ested that the pick-pockets could work.
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There was plenty and more for those

"police" to do had they been out where

the doings were, but they were not. The

five-foot cattle wire fence heretofore men

tioned. kept the crowd outside the grand

stand, safely away from the cement motor

way, and at the same time kept the “police”

safely away from the crooks, so that even

had one of the officers had a mind even to

speak to one of them he could do so only

through the meshes of wire. The police

were all inside the fence, and as they prob—

ably had nothing to steal. the crooks re

mained on the outside. Thus you see the

conditions in the neighborhood of the

grandstand are ideal for the business of the

underworld, and it will be prepared to take

every advantage of the fact on the 24th.

The fake games of no fewer than fifteen

bands were working all the time, within a

radius of a city block, and right under the

eyes of the police, who were so thick along

the track that they almost held each other

up. At one time when the hands of the

clock neared noon a steady line of star

badges glistened along a path trodden by

the feet of the wearers from the track to

the pie tent, and then the so-called Nassau

police had to pass right through the “monte

men" and “shellers” in order to reach their

destination.

When one remembers the clam-like in

nocent faces of these arms of the rural law,

it is difficult to think that "graft" could have

reached them in the fastnesses of their

happy, little Long Island homes. But a few

remarks let fall by one lean and hungry

wolf seemed to indicate that such might be

the case.

A chap was walking away from a group

that was trying in vain to pick “the red

card," when another chap called to him:

“Hey, Beef. where you going?"

Beef said he had enough.

“Too many ‘Bulls', he said.

“Bulls? Hell," said the other. “Get to

work. Work when we have a bunch like

this, and don't ‘slough.’ Don't you know

we have protection?"

This word "protection" was heard several

times thereafter. And whether there was

anything of that kind or not. the place was

overrun with all kinds of bad men. and they

worked the comparative handful of people

present to a finish.

Further, they will be on hand bright and

early on the 24th, and play every point from

34th street to the grandstand and return.

For, mind you, this is a true story, and here

is the secret of it.

The writer went through all he has re

counted. and heard and saw a lot more, and

on top of that the wolves “got him" at the

last moment. At Jamaica, either a local

hand, or part of the organized gang, was
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in waiting and got to work when the change

of cars was being made by those passengers

who were bound for Brooklyn instead of

Manhattan. There was not much of a jam,

but it was enough for the purposes of the

talent, and when one after another in the

Brooklyn bound train felt for their wallets,

wail after wail went up, “I've been touched."

And be it spoken in shame, my voice was

one of the first to be upraised.—B. M.

 

The Cup and Its History.

The inauguration of the Vanderbilt Cup

contest occurred in June, 1904, when \Vil

liam K. Vanderbilt, Jr., pioneer motorist and

one time holder of the world's mile record,

donated the trophy to the American Auto

mobile Association. By the terms of gift

it was to be competed for annually under

the auspices of the American Automobile

Association. or its successor, at a distance

of not less than 250 miles nor more than 300

miles, and over the highway—it being pro

vided that no part of the course was to be

upon a track. Those eligible to compete

were to be all clubs recognized by or affili

ated with the A. A. A., or similarly recog

nized by the Automobile Club of France.

During 1904 and 1905 it was specified that

the race must be run within the United

States. Subsequently it was provided that

it might be contested in the country whose

officially constituted representative then

held it, practically at the option of the hold

ing club.

By the terms of the “Treaty of Peace,"

signed September 17th, whereby the A. A.

A. relegated all claim upon racing events of

an international character to the Automobile

Club of America, provision was made for

an alteration in the status of the famous

Cup from that of international to national

significance. Although the exact terms of

the “revised” deed of gift by which the do

nor confirms the arrangement have not been

made public, it was stated that after this

year, the two cups (the Vanderbilt and the

Grand Prize of the A. C. A.) “are to be

deeded to an independent racing association

and are to be contested for annually, the

Grand Prize Cup as the international trophy

and the Vanderbilt Cup as the national tro

phy'n

The Vanderbilt trophy itself is a magnifi

cent piece, standing about two and one-half

feet high, and measuring eighteen inches

across the brim. On one side of the bold

relief is shown the figure of a racing car in

full flight upon a beach course, the figure

bearing a suggestive likeness to the donor

himself seated in the car with which he

captured the old world's record of 39 sec

onds for the mile. on the Ormond sands.

Upon the other side is a legend of presenta

tion mentioning the American Automobile

Association as recipient and stating that

the trophy is to be competed for annually

“by cars under 1,000 kilos.”

heavy laurel wreath surrounding the upper

part of the bowl and a little fine beading

around the base, the cup is bare of ornamen

Save for a"

tation and elegant in its simplicity. Three

times contested, it has been won as many

times by representatives of France.

The 1904 race, which was run on October

8th, saw 16 starters composed of four teams

representing the United States, Italy,

France and Germany. Thre were five Amer

ican cars, one Italian, six French and four

German cars. No elimination trials for an

American team were necessary. George

Heath, an American, driving a 90 horse

power Panhard, as a member of the French

team, won the cup for France, after cover

ing the 284.4 miles course in 5:26:45, at an

average speed of 52.22 miles per hour. Al

bert Clement, of the French team, piloting

a Clement-Bayard, was‘second and Herbert

H. Lytle secured a place for America by

winning third place.

This initial contest for the cup was run

in 10 laps over a 28.4 miles circuit, starting

at Westbury and running in an approxi

mate triangle with Jericho, Plain Edge and

Queens as corners, the turns of which were

all taken “right handed.” Heading east

-ward from the grandstand along the Jericho

Turnpike to Jericho, the cars switched

southward to the Bethpagc Road, turning

in a westerly direction towards Hempstead,

where was located a control. From Hemp

stead the route was northwest to Floral

Park, and back into the Jericho turnpike.

In this event, Tart, in a Panhard, made the

fastest lap in 24:04, at a rate of 70.9 miles

per hour.

The second contest for the cup brought

a sufficient number of entries to necessitate

an elimination race to select the American

candidates. This was held September 23,

1905. Bert F. Dingley, with a 60 horsepower

Pope-Toledo was the winner of the trial,

with Joseph Tracy, in a 90 horsepower Lo

comobile, second. Robert Jardine, in a 40

horsepower Royal, Frank Nutt, in a 50

horsepower Haynes, and Montague Rob

erts, with the 60 horsepower Thomas, also

finished creditably. For these, however, the

racing board, by virtue of its self-constituted

right, substituted Lytle, with a 75 horse

power Pope-Toledo, Walter White, with a

40 horsepower White Steamer, and \Valter

Christie, with his 120 horsepower front

driven racer. All of these had broken

down in the elimination, but the board's de

cision was unalterable and they were placed

in the contest proper which occurred on

October 14th.

America, France and Italy were repre

sented in that event with five cars each,

while Germany had but four. France again

triumphed, when Hemery, in an 80 horse

power Darracq, went around the 10 laps or

.283 miles of the course in 4:36:08, his time

being nearly an hour better than that _of

Heath of the previous year. Hemery’s av

erage speed was 61.43 miles per hour.

It was on this occasion that Lancia gave

Hemery a great race, the former driving a

100 horsepower Fiat, doing the sensational

work of the day, when he covered the 28.3

miles course on one lap in 23:18, the fast

est round of the contest.

Heath, in his Panhard, running as a mem

ber of the French team, again scored second

place, and Tracy, again driving the Loco—

mobile, was third.

The race started at Mineola and ran “left

handed" along the Jericho Turnpike, bear

ing northwest at Jericho to East Norwich,

then westward to Bull's Head; down the

Glen Cove road to Albertson and along the

Willetts road to Lakeville; thence back to

the Turnpike.

Like the 1905 contest, that which took

place in 1906 was preceedcd by an elimina

tion to determine the American candidates,

which was held September 22. This event

was won by Joseph Tracy, driving the 90

horsepower Locomobile, in 5:27:45, with

Le Blon, driving a 115 horsepower Thomas,

second, and \\'alter Christie, with his 50

horsepower front wheel drive car, third.

These, with Harding. who drove a 60

horsepower Haynes into fourth place, and

Lawell, who was fifth, with a 110 horse

power Frayer-Miller, comprised the

American team.

The Darracq was victorious a second

time in the final event, when in a hotly

fought battle, \Nagner drove to another

triumph for France in 415w, at an average

speed of 65.13 miles an hour. Lancia, the

Italian, in the 120 horsepower Fiat, gained

second place; with Duray, at the wheel of

a 120 horsepower DeDietrich, third. Jos

eph Tracy, in the Locomobile, made the

fastest lap of the day when he covered one

circuit of 29.7 miles in 26:20§§—-America's

only solace.

The course, which totalled 297.1 miles,

covered much the same ground as that used

in 1905. Starting at \Nestbury, it retraced

the route of the previous contest around to

Bull's Head turn, at which point it ran south

to Old \Vestbury, turning at a forbidding

"hairpin" corner. Thence it threaded north

castward to Manhassett and around to Al

bertson; then back to the turnpike at Krug's

Corner.

The winners of the three previous events.

their net times and average mileages per

hour, are shown in the following table:

TABLE SHOWING RESULTS OF PREVIOUS VANDERBILT CUP CONTESTS

Fastest

lap

Year. Winner. H.P. Car. Length \‘Vinner's \Vinner's of race

of course. net time. Av. m.h.p. m.h. .

1904 Heath . . . . . . . . 90 Panhard .. . . . . . 284.4 5:26:45 52.22 70.

1905 Hemery .. . . . . . 80 Darracq .. . . 283.0 4:36:08 61:43 66.9

1906 Wagner .. 100 Darracq . 297.1 4:50:1034 65.13 67.3

T1908 Lytle . . . . . . . . . 70 Isotta . . . . . . . . . 234.6 3:39:10 64.25 66.4

“I'Long Island Sweepstakes race over 1908 Cup course.
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SEALED l00l)S AND Sll0l'l' TALKS

Cleveland’s Novel Three Days Reliability

Contest—Open Air Oratory for the

Benefit of Rural Audiences.

Eating some of the finest quality dust,

bumping many hundred of the most promi

nent Ohio bumps in the vicinity of Cleve

land, nine contestants started out on Wed

nesday, October 14, on the Cleveland Auto

mobile Club’s 470 miles, three days' sealed

bonnet reliability run. The contest was held

over three different circuits, starting each

morning at the Forest City and returning

there each evening after having covered be

tween 145 and 170 miles. Of the doughty

nine that embarked upon the three-lapped

expedition. only four completeo the run with

perfect scores. C. G. Bleas

dale. driving a Maxwell; C. S. Carris, at the

wheel of :1 Franklin, the only air-cooled car

in the run; George Sperry, with a Thomas,

and E. E. Ernest, Garford. This quartet

acquitted itself with honor, for the run

was strenuous indeed and the rules very

strict. At the finish, every one of the cars,

especially 'those claiming clean scores

were put through the usual minute

examination by the technical committee,

every nut and bolt receiving the marked at

tention of the committee, nothing being

slighted.

In one respect, this test was quite differ

ent from all others of the sort. for at the

various towns encountered the cars were

halted for ten minute intervals, while elo

quent speakers, who were carried along,

delivered orations on various pertinent sub

jects to the gathered population. All of the

silver-voiced speakers received “perfect

These were:

scores.” The final report of the committee

was as follows:

Perfect Scores.

Per cent.

C. G. Bleasdale, Maxwell . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,000

C. S. Carris, Franklin . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,000

George Sperry, Thomas . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.000

E. E. Ernest, Garford . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,000

Cars Penalized.

C. R. Wedler, Garford Roadster . . . . . .. 972

H. S. Moore, Stoddard-Dayton . . . . . . .. 943

J. H. Stickney, Chalmers “30" . . . . . . .. 751

S. Emerson, Chalmrfs “40" . . . . . . . . . .. '1'

Grant Johnson, Jackson Roadster 1

TWithdrawn third day.

IWithdrawn second day.

Figures in the gasolene consumption test

were arrived at by a process of higher math

ematics to show the pound miles per ounce

of gasolene used, considering the weight of

the car, the distance traveled and total gas

olene used. The showing was as follows:

0 Pound miles.

C. S. Carris, Franklin . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 338.2

H. S. Moore, Stoddard-Dayton . . . . .. 319.5

George Sperry. Thomas “6-40” . . . . .. 299.5

C. R. W'edler, Garford Roaltlster.... 286.7

E. E. Ernest, Garford Touring . . . . .. 281.5

J. H. Stickney, Chalmers “30" . . . . ..

C. G. Bleasdale, Maxwell Roadster..

The cars checked out from the Hollenden

early W'ednesday morning and started to

thread their way on a 162 miles round trip

through Elyria, Ashland, Norwalk, Huron

and Vermilion, at which towns the caravan

paused to allow Hon. H. S. Vail to give the

assembled multitude an interesting and edu

cational disquisition on the marvelous pro

gress of the automobile industry during the

past ten years and the wonderful possibil

ities that the future held in store for it. He

predicted an early arrival of the day when

the automobile would be found desirable

and useful by the great masses of American

farmers. The efforts of automobile clubs

to bring about fair play between motorists

and farmers, and the endeavors to make the

State build good roads that would be of ben

efit to all were explained.

This feature added to the interest of the

tour in many ways, although some of the

drivers grew restless when forced to wait

at each control town while the lecture was

being delivered. Between stops a fast

schedule was maintained, forcing the cars

to go as high as forty miles an hour in some

stretches to make up for the time lost on

rough roads. In fact, contestants com

plained that the time schedule calling for

a 20 miles speed was entirely too severe.

Only one car was penalized on the in

itial journey. This was the Stoddard-Day

ton, driven by H. S. Moore, who also laid

the confetti. He was penalized 53 points

for breaking several seals while trying to lo

cate ignition trouble, which he later found

was caused by a loose terminal screw in the

coil box. A slight twist was all that was

required to set the car in commission again.

The intrepid Barney Oldfield's six cylinder

Stearns car carried the officials.

During the second day's run, covering a

triangle with Akron and Youngstown as

corners, four more cars lost their perfect

scores, leaving only a quartet of contest

ants with unblemished slates. C. R. Wed

lcr’s Garford, the only amateur entry, lost

14 points for breaking hood seals to ascer

tain why the engine stalled. The trouble

was located in the radiator, which had gone

dry. It was necessary to give it a drink

twice between controls, which caused two

points penalty each time. C. S. Carris. the

Franklin driver who_has been distinguish

ing himself by making perfect scores in

various endurance runs, was penalized 12

points for taking on extra oil. Later, how

ever, this was disallowed. Grant Johnson's

Jz'ckson was obliged to hoist the signal of

distress when a roller bearing went wrong

at Youngstown and was unable to get back

to Cleveland that night. Next to Johnson,

J. H. Stickney, driving the Chalmers “30,”

was hardest hit, when faulty spark plugs

caused him a loss of 209 points.

Sam Emerson’s Chalmers-Detroit “40,”

Ii. E. Ernest’s Garford, the Thomas, driven

by George Sperry, and the Maxwell, with

C. G. Bleasdale at the wheel, came through

with their tallies of 1,000 points intact.

Harry S. Moore. whose confetti car lost

points on the initial trip, distinguished him

self by falling into the clutches of the law

at Akron. He was arraigned on two counts

—throwing confetti upon the public high

ways and “driving at the rate of sixty

miles per hour." Moore disputed the local

chief of police and declared he was going

considerably less than thiry-five miles an

hour. He was allowed to continue in the

contest when a citizen of Akron vouched

for his subsequent apearance in court.

Senator P. W. Ward, W. F. and Harry

Bonnell took up the prophet's mantle at

each hamlet in which the tourists paused,

in accordance with the grand educational

campaign that the Cleveland club is pro'

moting. At Youngstown the local automo

bile club gave the dusty ones a dinner, for

which no little appetite had been created.

The third and last day of the 470 miles

run saw four contestants finish with perfect

scores. Only seven cars started on this

last leg through Chardon, Painesville and

Ashtabula and back to Cleveland, and three

of these lost points. The Garford roadster,

amateur entry, driven by C. R. Wedler, was

penalized again for filling its leaky radiator;

H. S. Moore’s Stoddard-Dayton lost four

more points for one minute’s work on

the accelerator mechanism, while Sam Em

erson’s Chalmers “40,” which had hitherto

had an unbroken tally, was put out of the

running by its fan ripping off and punching

a hole in the radiator. When the contest

committee held its final meeting, it was

decided to remove 12 points penalty against

Carris’s Franklin for taking on oil between

controls, for the simple reason that it had

been ascertained that other contestants had

done the same thing at various times

through a misunderstanding of the rules.

Sundry oil and brake tests, which were to

have been the wind-up of the contest, were

eliminated.

New Orleans Gets the Racing Fever.

The motor racing microbe has gone as

far south as New Orleans, La., and on No

vember 7-8 a race meet is to be held at the

local horse track. Lewis Straug is prom

ised as an attraction for the event, but

whether he will choose to graCe the city

before his appearance at Savannah some

days later, remains to be seen. Strang's

name, by the way, is being used to boom

numerous meets just at present. Atlanta,

Ga., had him booked to appear at a track

event there on the eve of the Long Island

sweepstakes date.

Park Roads Uninjured by Race.

After the Philadelphia automobile race

in Fairmount Park, on the 10th inst, Chief

Engineer Vodges was surprised to find that

the park roads had suffered very little dani~

age from the high speed, even at the turns.

A few men and a steam roller were able to

put the surface in good shape again in short

order. The bond of $2,500 filed by the

Quaker City Motor Club to cover the cost

of the repairs was more than ample.
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RIVAI. CLUBS IN TEAM CONTI'IST

Chicago Athletic Association Defeats Chi

cago Automobile Club in Reliability

Run—Only Amateurs Compete.

In what was heralded as the first com

petition of its kind ever held in this country

—an inter-club contest—the Chicago Ath

letic Association met and defeated the Chi'

cago Automobile Club by a score of 79 to

732 on Thursday last, 15th inst. Added dis

tinction was gained by the contest from the

fact that it was purely an amateur affair

and was carried through without regard to

trade interests of any sort. Long standing

rivalry gave rise to the challenge to a team

match which was issued by the Athletic As

sociation. Upon its acceptance it was agreed

that the representation should be made up

of ten cars on each side. In the eleventh

hour, however, four of the challenging

team's entrants withdrew, leaving but six

champions in the field. It was decided on

this account to arrange the penalties on a

pro rata basis. This served to enliven the

task of the technical committee and also to

obscure to a certain extent the full effect of

the happenings on the lOO-miles Elgin

Aurora circuit, pending their digestion by

that august body.

When the final report appeared it was

learned that three of the six starters in the

“Cherry Circle" team of the athletic club

had been penalized in small amounts, while

six of the automobile club's representation

had been mulcted in larger amounts. The

statistical outcome of the calculations was

as follows:

Chicago Athletic Association

Penalizations.

S. W. Ham, Locomobile . . . . . . . . . ..Perfect

C. T. Knisely, Premier . . . . . . . . . . ..Perfect

C. C. Ireland, Stevens-Duryea .. ....Perfect

F. W. Wentworth, Rambler .. .. lpoint

W. K. Cochrane. Stod-Dayton.. . 25 points

\V. K. Young, Thomas . . . . . . . . . 53 points

Total points lost . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..79

Chicago Automobile Club.

Bert Nash, White . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Periect

F. \V. Gethro, Stevens-Duryer .. .. ..Perfect

R. Tarrant, Jr., Stod-Dayton . . . . . ..I‘erfect

.\'. H. Van Sicklen, Apperson . . . . ..Perfect

Carroll Schaf’fer, Stevens-Duryea ...Perfect

T. P. Henderson, Studebaker ...115.2 points

W. A. Egemann, Rambler . . . . .. 600 points

1. H. O'Hare, Thomas . . . . . . . .. 1.8 points

C. E. Gregory, Thomas Forty .. 15 points

R. H. Colby, White . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Perfect

Total points lost . . . . . . . . . . ..732

The management of the contest was

rather lax, inasmuch as the rules set down

were none too closely followed. while their

enforcement was not carried out in strict

accordance with the prearranged plan.

Thus, several of the drivers departed from

the regular confetti-laid roads, and others

replenished fuel and water supplies without

regard to the restrictions imposed upon

them. Such infractions, however, were ex

cused in some instances, owing to the rec

ognition of a “misapprehension” on the

parts of drivers or observers as to the

proper course to pursue. The inevitable

outcome was dissatisfaction, loudly ex

pressed by those whose lack of understand

ing of the rules was not accepted at full

value by the referee. _

Scarcely had the caravan started on its

way, when misfortune clipped the wings of

W. A. Egemann's Rambler, running under

the Automobile Club’s colors. While skiin

ming along Michigan. avenue, the car skid

ded on the wet asphalt into a curb and

smashed a rear axle and wheel. The driver

cheerfully telephoned for another car. a

Rambler roadster, and when he received it,

set out in pursuit of the rest of the pack.

This caused a loss of 600 points to the score

of the Chicago Automobile Club. It was

a severe shock to the other members of the

team, and, coupled with the smash-up of T.

P. Henderson’s Studebaker, almost caused

despair. The second accident occurred on

the out-going trip on Milwaukee avenue,

when the driver attempted to swing around

a loaded truck, skidded on the car tracks

and broke a wheel. Like Egemann, he re

fused to withdraw, and telephoned for a new

wheel, replaced the broken one, and started

out to catch the others. This cost the au

tomobile organization no less than 115.2

points. The other penalizations imposed

upon this club were not so severe. J. H.

O’Hare, driving his Thomas Flyer, lost 3

points for needlesly stopping for water be

tween controls, “under a misapprehension,"

and C. E. Gregory's Thomas “40” was as

sessed similarly 15 points.

The opposing team suffered less keenly.

Witt Cochran, driving a Stoddard-Dayton,

dropped 25 points for stopping his motor

while checking in; W. K. Young, handling a

Thomas “Six,” lost 53 points for syphoning

gasoline from one tank to another, and 1“.

W. Wentworth's Rambler had its perfect

_ score chipped by one tiny point for adjusting

a spark coil. Cochrane protested his penal

ization, claiming that he had already

checked in to the best of his knowledge be

fore he shut down his motor.

There was very little tire trouble on the

run, although the bad stretches in certain

parts were enough to worry any tubes. A

large staff of speed Sleuths were lying in

wait for “picking” in the vicinity of Melrose

Park, but the course was so arranged as to

avoid these paths and fool_those who had

looked for a profitable day.

The route followed was through Itasca,

Roselle, Dunning, Wooddale and Benson

ville t0 Elgin. After checking in the teams

set out for Aurora, where dinner was taken

during a control of one hour.

In consequence of the success of this first

venture the members of the association are

now anxious for a longer and more stren

uous run. It is planned to make the contest

an annual affair, which another time, may

take the form of a sealed bonnet run.

TIEI'I CLIMBING STUNT AT IIINIIX

Not on the Card, but Knight's Car Does It

—Bourque the Kingpin at Church

Hill Climbfest.

In the course of a hill climbing contest

held at Lenox, Mass. on Wednesday, 14th,

inst., Floyd Knight, in a six cylinder Still

son car, not only mounted the hill at a good

ly rate of speed but also climbed a stately

white birch tree. stripping it of much

tinted

Knight did this not from choice, nor to dam

of its daintily autumn foliage.

age property, but in order to avoid a collis

ion with William Tolliursts's car. Happily

this

curred, William Bourque, in taking the hill

no one was hurt. Shortly after oc

with a Knox, tried to take a few more things

with him. He ripped up a four-inch

guide post with its concrete foundation,

roots and all, and kept right on without

stopping. Upon a second trial with the

same car, having eliminated all obstructions.

he shot up the hill and won the event, a

free-for-all.

The climb was held by the Lenox I’ro

tective Automobile Association and the

nine-tenths mile course up Church hill and

Aspinwall Park, with the finish line at the

Aspinwall Hotel, had a grade that varied

from 9.15 to 12.5 per cent., with three sharp

turns. The event was well attended by local

enthusiasts who numbered about 4,000.

Three motorcycle events preceeded the auto

mobile program.

Irving D. Sisson won the event for cars

of 20 horsepower and under in 1:59, with

Fred M. Smith and Edward C. Knight in

Fords, second and third. Bourque took the

2040 class with his Knox in 1:34; 0. R.

Hutchinson and Lester Phillips in second

and third places.

In the class for big stock cars of from 40

to 60 horsepower, \Villiam Swan shot up

the course in 138%, beating the time of

Knight's Stillson by 9 seconds. Swan ran

second to Bourque in the free-for-all.

The summaries:

Cars of 20 horsepower and under—\Non

by Irving D. Sisson, 18 horsepower Buick;

second, Fred M. Smith, 15 horsepower Ford;

third. Edward C. Knight, 15 horsepower

Ford. Time, 1:59.

Cars from 20 to 40 horsepower—Won by

William Bourque, 38 horsepower Knox; sec

ond, O. R. Hutchinson, 26 horsepower Pope

Hartford; third, Lester Phillips, 30 horse'

power Pope-Hartford; fourth, F. A. Knight,

Buick; fifth, James E. Crabe, Berkshire.

Time, 1:34.

Cars from 40 to 60 horsepower.—V\'on by

\Villiam Swan, Stearns; second, F. A.

Knight, Stillson. Time. 1:38'4.

Free-for-all.—Won by William Bourque,

38 horsepower Knox; second, \Villiam Swan,

30-60 horsepower Stearns; third, Stuart 11.

Clapp, Berkshire. Time, l:l9.

iron
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CUDAHY’S MISPLACED CONl-‘lllENCl-I

Millionaire Packer’s Big Car Beaten in

Match at Kansas City—Burman Cap

tures Sensational Free-For-All.

Out in Kansas City, where the name of

Cudahy is a mighty powcr, 10,000 persons

or more, turned out on Saturday last, 17th

inst, to watch the automobile races on Elm

Ridge track, held under the auspices of the

Kansas City Automobile Club, and more

particularly to witness the J. P. Cuda'ny

challenge race. The millionaire beef packer

offered to pit his 50 horse-power \Nelch

against any privately owned car in Kansas

City, at any distance, “for money, marbles

the

gauntlet—James B. Porter, with a Chalmers

Dctroit “Bluebird,” and Frank J. Dean, who

banked on his Packard.

H

'or chalk." Two owners picked up

If some Missouri

showing" was wanted by Cudahy, this pair

was ready to give demonstrations, as they

affirmed.

Cudnhy was enlightened shortly after the

three cars started on the ten miles whirl.

The Packard, with John Clancy at the

wheel, took the lead in the first mile, with

G. \'\'. Morgan in Cudnhy's \Vclch follow

ing. and thc “Bluebird,” driven by Karl

Schnurr, lust. In the second mile, the Bird

chirped as it flew past Morgan in front of

the packed grandstand. and took second

place, holding it until the fourth mile.

Then, when Schnarr opened up the throt

tle and the Bird began to sing louder and

flap its wings with more vigor, it darted into

first position, leaving Morgan at the tail

end of the line. Sonn the latter pressed

his VVelch past Clancy into second place,

however, and the cars finished the race in

that order, Schnarr winning by a fair mar

gin in 11:22 4-5. At no time during the

sprint were the cars more than 100 yards

apart.

Mile after mile was reeled off at a 60mile

an-hour rate in the 50 miles, free-for-all, an

event that was captured by Robert Burman

in a 40 h, p. Buick, in 59:59. The cars

spun around in a heavy cloud of dust and all

but one of the ten contestants, a Buick,

driven by Glen Breed, had trouble of some

sort. One of the cars tore off a goodsized

piece of fence while skidding a trifle on a

turn, but kept on its way. Dr. C. II. Carson

was second, with a 40 h. p. Locomobile,

with R. H. Collins's Buick third.

A novelty was introduced in the form of

a half-mile obstacle race, open to electrics

driven by women. Six contestants faced

the starter, and the race soon became a real

Comedy affair. Two of the drivers did not

heed the instructions to stop at the half

mile post and await further advice about

taking the obstrcles, but kept right on, with

the rcsult that they tried to puss through

the narrow maze of barrels simultaneously,

much to the dcligllt of the shouting crowd.

The cars were then re-started and the ladies

at once encountered further difficulties be

fore they finished the course. Mrs. Joseph

H. VVittman, in'a Pope-Waverly, won the

first prize, which was “the dearest, sweet

cst hat," -vzllucd at $150. She negotiated

the tantalizing labyrinth without touching

any of the barrels in 310812, disproving

the assertion that women cannot aim

straight. The best time of the event was

'mudc by Mrs. F. E. Gloyd, with a \Voods,

in 3:08, but she tipped over a barrel, which

Spoiled her chances for the fascinating

trophy.

Gus St-yfried, in a White Steamer sur

prised the people by winning the 10 miles

race for the Board of Trade cup, in 1047,

the popular opinion having been that one of

the higher-powered cars would bag the

trophy, as in the preliminary heat the White

only got second place. Scyfricd, however,

managed to show the held his dust in the

final—the nearest to approach him being A.

O. Brooks‘s Stoddard-Dayton, which scored

second, while Burmnn took third with his

Buick. There were nine competitors in

this event, and the heats were warmly con

tested.

Guy Morgan drove a [one race with Cud

uhy's \‘l'clch, in a five miles stock cur event,

the only other contcndcr bcing Gcorgc Mc

lintirc, who dropped out with his Chal

mers-Detroit, in the first mile.

Charles chcndoski, guiding a Maxwell,

won a five miles cvcnt for stock cars costing

$2.000 and under, in 7:24, over R. C. Green

lczlsc (Cadillac), who was second. Robert

Burman, in an 18 h. p. Knox, distanced

George McEntire (Chalmers), for third

place.

Two heats of a five miles frec-for-all were

run, each of which gave first place to White

cars. driven by Ralph Baker and Gus Sey

fried. A Buick, driven by Burman, and a

Pilain. handled by V. C. Snyder, also quali

fied. but darkness fell so quickly that the

final heat could not be run.

Governors to Discuss Uniform Laws.

Lobsters, automobiles and trees are to

engage the governors of all the New Eng

land statcs in a conference which is to be

held in Boston right after the election. A

whole day has been set aside for discussing

the possibilities of uniform automoble laws

for Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Mas

sachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut,

together with a consideration of plans for

improved highways and the establishment

of interstate trunk lines or thoroughfares

running along logically and carefully pre

pared routes from one large New England

center to another. All the meetings will be

open to the public, while the'participants

will consist of the governors themselves

together with their lieutenants. ,the at

torneys general, the presidents of the New

England senates and the speakers of the

house of representatives, the congressmen

and United States senators of the states,

and various invited citizens.

TWLN'IY ENTRIES F0! SAVANNAH

America, Italy, France and Germany to

Compete in Grand Prize—Try-out to be

Held on the Motor Parkway.

Following almost uncomfortably close

upon the heels of the Vanderbilt Cup con

test for its own advantage, the inaugura~

tion by the Automobile Club of America

of the Grand Prize

planned to develop into the great interna

race which it is

tional event of the future gives promise of

as good an assemblage of racing material

as ever has been seen in this country. Al

though entries do not close until Nov. 1, the

extended date, 20 cars have already been en

rolled, of which five constitute the Amer

ican representation. Three other countries

also are represented. in the teams of Italy,

France and Germany, each of which at

present numbers five cars.

Grand preparations are being made by

the A. C. A. and its local ally, the Savan

nah Automobile Club for the Thanksgiv

ing Day event and its curtain raiser—the In

ternational Light Car race—which is sched

uled for November 25th. the day previous.

Aside from the elaborate arrangements

which are being made for. the entertain

ment of the expected hosts of visitors, the

highways comprising the 25 miles Chatham

County circuit are being graded and banked,

and in one instance an entirely new road

is being constructed for the “circuit within

a circuit” for the small 'car race, which is

to occur on November 25—the day precced

ing the Grand Prize itself.

A number of the foreign drivers who are

to participate in the race are either on

their way to this country, or will start

within a few days. Prior to their adjourn

ment to Georgia, it is planned to give them

an opportunity to test their machines on

the Long Island Motor Parkway. Satur

day, October 31, has been set as a tenta

tivc date for this try-out, which doubtless

will serve as a good advertisement of the

race itself. The list of entries for the Grand

Prize. as at present constituted, is as fol

lows:

Locomotive . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .L. T. Bergdoll

Matheson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Louis Chevrolet

Acme . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Cyrus Patchke

Lozier . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Harry Michenor

B. L. M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Thomas Williams

Fiat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Louis Wagner

Fiat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Felice Nazzarro

Fiat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Ralp'h De Palma

Itala . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Henri Fournier

Itala . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Alexandre Cagno .

Benz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Victor Hemerv_

Benz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Reve Hanriot

Benz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Fritz Erle

Mercedes . . . . . . . ... .....-. . . . . . . .. Poegge ‘

Mercedes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Salzer

Bayard Clement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Hautvast

Bayard Clement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Rigal

De Dietrich . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dnray

Renault . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Francois Szisz

Renault . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..,,Lewis Strang
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'l'lll". MITCHELL MODElS NR 1909

Additional Particulars of the Offerings for

the Coming Season—Some of the

Noteworthy Improvements.

Early announcement was made of the

features which are to characterize the 1909

product of the Mitchell Motor Car Co., but

at that time no illustrations of the finished

cars nor even their complete specifications

were available. Present activities at the

Racine, \\-"is., factory of the company, how

ever, where the cars are rapidly passing

through the various stages of production,

have made possible the publication of these

fuller particulars. As already told in these

  

MITCHELL ROADSTER

columns, the line for the coming season is

to consist essentially of four vehicles, that

is to say, two touring cars, seating five and

seven passengers, respectively, and two

lighter models, one a runabout, and the

other a roadster. Of these the seven pas

senger touring car and the runabout are

already familiar, though they have under~

gone some slight modification since first

introduced. The "‘star" member of the

group is the Model "K" touring car, which

is considered an unusually attractive offer

ing of “the-most-for-the-money" order.

As already described, the motor of this

machine, which is rated at 28-30 horse

power, is of 4% by 4% inches, cylinder di

mensions, with a combination arrangement

of the valves, consisting of overhead inlet

and side exhaust, the latter comprising di

  

TOURINGMODEL "L" CAR

rect acting gearing, while the former em

ploys the walking beam and long tappet rod

arrangement, which is so much in use at the

present time. Both sets of valves are ac

tuated from the same side of the motor,

and by a single cam shaft. The two~to~one

gears are fully enclosed in a housing formed

integrally with the crank case, but closed

with a cover which is readily removable.

The magneto, which is a regular feature of

the equipment, together with the carburet

ter, is carried on the cam shaft side of the

motor, making the principle moving parts

and accessories easily accessible without

necessitating the lifting of more than one

side of the bonnet when making ordinary

running adjustments. The crank case sup

ports arc cast integrally with the upper sec

  

MODEL "K" TOURING CAR

tion of the case, leaving the lower section

free for removal without disturbing the

motor in the car. The radiator fan is car

ried well to the front of the forward cyliu~

der, and is mounted on a bracket rising di

rectly from the crank case, and is thus made

entirely independent of any possible wear

ing among the cylinders.

As will be seen from the accompanying

illustration. the change speed gearing em

ployed, which is of the selectivepattcrn. is

mounted entirely on roller bearings of the

Hyatt type. There are two sliding sets,

that affording the high gear, developing the

direct drive by means of a massive jaw

clutch. The lay shaft is arranged to run

at all times, though entirely disengaged

while the high gear is in use, and the re

verse is obtained by means of an idler which

  

MODEL "J" RUNABOUT

also is in constant motion, though disen

gaged except when used for driving the car.

The provision of a double set of universal

joints—one between the master clutch and

the gearset and the other at the forward

end of the propeller shaft, ensures long life

for the entire group, since the shafts and

their mountings are relieved of any possible

disaligning strains due to the racking of

the frame out of its proper relationship.

The propeller shaft is equipped with

double universal joints, and the live rear

axle is held from rotation by means of the

conventional single torque rod, suitably

suspended at its forward end in the waist of

the chassis. Like the entire mechanism of

this and the other models, the rear axle is of

original design and construction throughout.

The overall chassis specifications are:

Wheelbase, 10% inches; wheels 32 inches di

ameter, shod with 4-inch tires. An unusual

option is offered in the matter of body

mounting in that the chassis may be had

with either the detachable tonneau, surrey,

runabout deck or single rumble ar

rangements, though, of course, extra

charges are made where the purchaser de

sires more than one style of body.

These particulars apply to the model “I,”

touring car: Engine dimensions, 4% by 5

inches, rating 35—40 horsepower; change

gear selective; ignition, magneto; wheel

base, 117 inches; wheels, 34 inches, shod

with 4-inch tires. What are designated as

extras are the use of the rear springs of the

platform type, steel running boards, a full

floating axle, ebonite~finished steering

wheel, instead of merely a stained wood fin

ish; improved upholstering. These char

acteristics, t0gether with a distinguishing

  

MITCHELL MOTOR

mark in the improved design of the radiator,

which also applies to the model previously

mentioned, go to make up the more signi

ficant chiinges in this model as compared

with the corresponding one of the current

season.

Unlike the other two models described,

Model “J,” the runabout. is not equipped

with magneto, though it is specified by the

makers that the motor has been so designed

that a magneto can be added to the regular

jump spark equipment, or substituted for it,

if required by the purchaser. The cylinder

dimension of this motor are 4 by 4, and its

output is listed at 20 horsepower. The

selective method of gear-change is here em~

ployed, as is the shaft drive. as well as the

other typical features of the line. Al

  

ClI.\.\'GE SPEED GEARING

though practically a continuation of the pro»

ent runabout model, sundry minor improve

ments have been made in its con

struction, as in the arrangement of

the spring suspension, for example, all of

which go to improve its riding and wearing

qualities. The wheel base is 92 inches, and

the wheels are 32 inches in diameter, shod

with 3%~inch tires.
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l0CONOBILI-I MflllElS Hill 1909

Entirely New Car to be Included in Forth

coming Product—Marked by Radical

 

Departure in Two Features.

Among the announcements of new prod

ucts which have appeared during the week,

perhaps none is calculated to create greater

remark than that of the Locomobile Co.,

Bridgeport, Conn., in which is forecastcd in

addition to the 40 horsepower model which

is the most powerful machine made in stock

form under that name, an entirely new car

of 30 horsepower rating and bearing what

is, in this instance, a radical departure from

former practice in the use of the shaft drive

The

new Model “30,” as it is to be known, is in

and floating rear axle construction.

other respects, practically uniform with both

of the types in present use, and forms an

intermediate type between the “40" and the

little “20,” which is so well known.

The largest car of the trio has the stand

ard type of four-cylinder motor, the dimen

sions of which are 5 by 6 inches, and which

is said to develop no less than 60 horse

power “on the bench." It has 123-inch wheel

base and 36-inch wheel shod with 4 and

5-inch tires, front and rear. -Landaulet and

limousine body equipments also are pro

vided for this chassis, in addition to the

regular touring equipment, while it is fur

ther produced in the form of a_runabout

model, which was brought out during the

latter part of the present season. Prac

tically the same arrangement also is ob

tainable in the form of a “toy” tonneau.

The new model has a “square” motor, of

4%-inch cylinder dimensions and develops

no less than 38 horsepower under test con

ditions. The machine as a whole displays

such of the Locomobile characteristics as

low tension, make and break ignition, bronze

engine base and gearbox, four-speed, select~

ive change gear, ball bearing mountings

wherever required. and is made with special

alloy steels, and heat-treated drop forgings

produced at the Bridgeport shops. Its

wheel base is 120 inches, its overall length

15 feet, and its wheels 34 inches diameter,

shod with 4 and 4%-inch tires, front and

rear. Despite its length, it is designed with

sufficient steering lock to permit a com

plete turn within a 38-foot circle, which

makes it possible to swing the vehicle in

any ordinary street. Runabout variations

are presented also in the two and four

seated—“toy” tonneau—types, the inclined

steering column, low driving position and

other runabout characteristics being secured

in a peculiarly effective manner.

Particular interest centers about the rear

axle construction, which is the distinctly

novel feature of the machine, though in no

way a radical departure from the precedents

of accepted practice. The parallelism of the

front and rear axles is preserved by means

of distance rods, corresponding in form to

those employed on the chain driven models.

These rods carry the brakes, and their rear

ends are swivelcd to the axle tubes. This

arrangement serves the three-fold purpose

of removing the bending stresses from the

struts when the springs are depressed, rc

moving the braking stresses from the rear

axle. and relieving the springs from dis

asirotls torque and driving strains. The lat

ter purpose also is served by swiveling the

spring seats about the axle tubes. The

tubes themselves, also are relieved from all

torsional stresses.

The axle proper is trussed by means of

tension rods which extend from the differ

ential housing to the ends of the tubes,

while particular structural advantage is

claimed from the fact that no brazing is

used in the process of assemblage—the

tubes and housing being secured by means

of pressed fits and rivets. The torque

stresses of the group are resisted by the

usual single bar, which is affixed to the dif

ferential housing at its rear end, while in

front it is suspended from a cross member

of the frame by means of cushioning springs.

The layout is such that practically a straight

line drive is obtained when the chassis is

carrying its normal load. The propeller

shaft is equipped with a universal joint at

either end as well as a slip joint at the rear.

The driving portions of the rear axle are of

the full floating type with what is usually

known as the “hub cap” drive. \

 

Caution in Refilling Fuel Tanks.

\Vhen refilling fuel tanks from which the

carburetter feed is taken by means of the

compression system, great care should be

taken to provide against the danger of ig

_ niting the fumes which are liberated as the

pressure is let off. In every case the ex'

haust gas or air which has been imprisoned

in the tank will be charged with a certain

amount of fuel vapor, and in some cases it

may contain sufficient air to form an ex

plosive mixture. in any case it is liable to

become so soon after being liberated. On

this account. open flame lights, matches,

even the supposedly innocent tail light, must

be scrupulously extinguished as a necessary

precaution.

Tensioning Springs of Automatic Valves.

No such delicate adjustment is required

in the tensioning of the retaining springs

employed with the valves of the mechanical

type as is necessary where the action is

entirely automatic. At the same time either

excessively high or low spring tension

tends to a certain extent to interfere with

the proper action of the part. Thus too

strong a spring is apt to shove the valve

into its seat with such force as to destroy

its accuracy, if' not actually cracking the

valve head by the severe impact. Insuffi

cient tension, on the contrary, makes the

valve sluggish in closing, and is apt to

have an effect upon the action of the motor

accordingly.

INMWATIONS IN NAPIER PRODUCT

Edge’s Announcements Include a Two and

a Four Cylinder Model—Characteris

tics of the Twin Motor.

One of the most significant and at the

same time interesting innovations of the

season in British motoring circles is em~

bodied in the new product of Messrs. S. F.

Edge, Ltd, who have announced for the

coming year three new members of the Na

One of these—a 30 horsepower.

six-cylinder car, is a continuation of the

former policy of the company in the produc

The other

two are to be machines of 15 and 10 horse

pier line.

tion of sextuple-engined cars.

power, respectively, and equipped with four

In addition to

these machines, the six-cylinder cars al

and two—cylinder motors.

ready introduced will be continued in the

several sizes and with but slight modifica

tion.

The two, three and six-cylinder models,

which are new, possess a common feature

in their engine dimensions, which are 3%

by 5 inches, bore and stroke. The specifi

cations of the twin motor, just announced,

show it to possess several features new

to this make of car, such as completely en

closed valve gear, unit mounting for the

power plant, and also magneto ignition,

without the jump spark duplication. The

cylinders are cast in pairs. the units being

common to the three models. the design of

the motors being uniform in other respects

except for the number of cylinders em~

ployed. The full importance of the an»

nouncement is not appreciated until it is

remembered that it is only a couple of

years since Edge renounced all but four

cylinder models with great blare of trump

ets, since which time he has devoted himself

exclusively to the production of high~priced

cars of that stamp. The new small cars are

intended for cab as well as light car service,

while the unit power plant also is designed

to be utilized in the equipment of motor

boats.

 

Improper Placing of Non-Skid Bands.

It has frequently been pointed out that

it is improper to use non-skid bands on op

posite front and rear wheels, only, or on

only one of the rear wheels for the reason

that this provision involves an undue

amount of difierential action, thereby tend

ing to overwork that device. A further and

perhaps more important argument against

this practice is on the ground that the non

slipping of one of the wheels, which is thus

assured. by no means prevents rthe other

from sliding. The result is that on slippery

roads the wheel carrying the non-skid does

practically all of the work of propulsion,

while the other merely slips in practical

idleness and at a relatively high rate of

speed.
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lileElll-INTS IN “V! REAR AXlE

Radical Treatment of Interior Parts in Tim

ken Construction—Provisions for Ac

cessibility and Adjustment.

Increased use of the live axle method of

transmission has given rise to a number of

in that criticalsignificant improvements

device. Further details concerning the new

“one piece" pressed steel tubular axle, which

the Timken Roller Bearing Axle Co., of

Canton, 0., is producing for cars weighing

under 3,000 pounds and not exceeding 45

horsepower, and which has already been

reviewed in these columns, disclose a num

ber of features in design and construction

which are calculated to improve its endur

The

boldness of method employed in the design

ance and increase its serviceability.

of the axle and differential housing itself,

where the entire load bearing and gear en

casing member is a single unit, is matched

by the way in which the disposition of the

  

GEAR CARRYING UNIT VIEWED FROM LEFT

interior parts is effected, and provision made

for retaining the integrity of their rela

tions.

As will be seen by the accompanying il

lustration, the differential housing is of

spherical form, having but one bolted-0n

plate, the latter being on the forward side

where the rear end of the propeller shaft is

admitted. The sides taper into tubular ex~

tensions out to the hubs of the wheels, form

ing the outer axle, the thickness of the metal

increasing from the center to the axle ends.

The blending of globular and tubular forms

results in doing away with the angles and

joints which are common to many types

of built-up axles and which are thought

to increase the strains and shocks

at various points by leverage, as well as

providing points of structural weakness.

Spring seat bases are swiveled in generous

loose mountings on the axle, to lessen

shocks from the latter being communicated

to the body. The strut rod braces, when

required, are placed on separate brackets,

immediately underneath the frame, to give

a straight thrust from axle to the car sides.

The bosses are extra large and are fitted

. heads.

with bushings having hardened steel bear

ing surfaces.

In addition to the improvement in the

form and strength of the axle proper, the

parts comprising the shaft pinion and differ

ential mounting have had radical treatment.

The differential gear is contained in a car_

rier, which, as shown in the accompanying

illustrations, is one unit, comprising the

plate which closes the housing, the bearing

brake is of pressed steel and fills the entire

inside diameter of the drum, a double acting

cam at the anchorage point spreading it

with even force all around against the fric

tion surface of the drum. A strong spring re~

lease tension makes it float clear of the fric

tion surface when not in use. The brake

box and friction surfaces are kept dry and

free from lubrication by double felt washers

between the shaft and the axle casing.

  

O

FRONT VIEW OF REAR AXLE, SHOWING GEAR CARRIER, SPRING BASES AND BRAKES

for the pinion end of the power shaft and

the two bearings for the gear itself. The

outer face of the differential carrier has a

vertical bearing set in its cheek for the

cross-end of the Y shaped torque barI the

latter being permitted a hinged relation with

the rear axle. A feature which reveals to

what degree of refinement the construction

has been carried consists of the provision

of worm screws by which the bearings of

the‘difl'erential gear may be adjusted from

the outside without the removal of anything

more than the cotter pins in the screw

The whole gear carrier with the

gear itself may be removed from the hous

ing without taking down the axle or disturb

ing brake equipment, springs, hubs or bear

ings. The live axle is furnished in both

clutch and fixed type hubs.

Both internal and external brakes are

supplied in a form which makes efficiency

  

SIDE VIEW OF BRAKE

certain. They are approximately 14 inches

in diameter and 2% inches in width. The

levers for the internal brakes are placed

within the limits marked by the sides of

the chassis to prevent complication or in

terference with the leads to the external

brake levers. The band of the internal

The wrap of the contracting band on

the external brake is designed to be equally

absolute whether the direction be forward

or back. The result is obtained by means

of double anchor and fulcrum points, which

change with the direction in which the

wheel rotates instead of being positively

  

GEAR CARRYING UNIT VIEWED FROM

RIGHT

fixed. The brake band floats with the drum

for a short distance around to the anchor

points, which serve as fulcrums for pulling

tight when pressure is applied.

Adjustment of the Air Brake Linkage.

\Vhile the average driver is enough of a

mechanic to so adjust his brakes that the

lever or pedal will not reach the limit of its

travel before the bands are fully applied,

it does not always occur to him to observe

whether all of the brake linkage is clear of

the frame and other mechanism at that time.

Even a very slight amount of interference in

an out of the way spot may cause the

brakes to slip.

To Avoid Leaks in Cooling System.

To avoid leaks in the cooling system it is

absolutely necessary that the water over

flow and steam outlets be kept clear at all

times. The constant presence of dust and

more or less oil tends to clog them, and

when this occurs the increased pressure

in the system which always follows the

warming up of the engine, causes the con

tents to seek outlet at the weakest point.
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l-‘llll. CONSUII’TION AS AN INDEX

Excess Rate Denotes the Existence of Trou

the Most Fruitful

Causes of Waste.

 

ble—Some of

should

keep close watch over the fuel consumption

It is important that the owner

of his car, checking it up by the mileage

totals of the speedometer, because it not

only enables him to observe the rate of

expenditure for operating the machine but

also furnishes a valuable indication of run

ning conditions in the machine. It is a

simple matter to arrange a systematic log

wherein the rate of consumption per car

mile is readily calculated. This being done.

any abrupt increase in fuel cost, must be

taken as an indication of something gone

wrong, unless of course, it is caused by un

favorable running conditions—in which

case the increase will be only temporary.

Four possible causes may contribute to a

high rate of fuel expenditure. Thus unfav

orable highway conditions in the matter of

mud, an unusual amount of hill climbing

or the haulage of a heavier load than is

customary must be sought for as soon as

an unforeseen rise develops Failing either

of these, the increase possibly may be

chargeable to a faulty adjustment of the

carburetter, whereby an over-rich mixture

is being used constantly. If this happens

to be the case .the foulncss of the exhaust

as well as the sluggish action of the motor

furnishes supplementary clues.

The other sources of possible excess may

not be so apparent. A fruitful cause of

waste, of course, is leakage in the feed

piping to the carburetter, as well as a poor

float adjustment which may cause the mix

ing chamber to overflow, even when the

motor is in action. In some instances

though this may not be sufficient to cause

an appreciable amount of drip, sufficient

gasolene will be carried away and evaporat

ed in the bottom of the mixing chamber and

in the pan directly under it, to cause a

very noticeable loss of fuel. Indeed, one

authority states that in the case of a ma

chine standing over night on the floor as

much as a quart of fuel may be evaporated

without any noticeable drip occuring. This

difficulty must be eliminated at once when

discovered, as it contributes very largely

to the fire risk, in addition to increasing

the gross consumption.

In the event of any stiffness in the trans

mission of the vehicle, or even in the motor

itself, the resulting increase in load will, to

a certain extent, manifest itself in a rise

in the rate of fuel consumption per car

mile. Thus a dragging brake band, a stiff

crank shaft bearing, even a disaligned steer

ing gear which causes the front wheels to

run out of line, may be the cause of an in

dication sufficiently noticeable to flag the

difficulty. The rate of consumption thus

may be used as an accurate indication of

running efficiency when considered on a

mileage basis, even though it cannot be

construed into an absolute guide to the

actual source of trouble where such exists.

Spark Plugs that are Soot Proof.

In the excitement of a big race, when

victory hovers uncertainly over the con

testants, the driver and mechanic who have

no worries about ignition trouble or miss

ing cylinders have much to be thankful for,

as the service required in racing conditions

is particularly severe. The high speed of

the engine necessitates a great use of lub

ricating oil, no small part of which deposits

as carbon in the cylinders. As showing

how heavily this deposit occurs, the ac

  

 

companying illustration of the Soot Proof

plugs taken from the winning car in the

Jericho sweepstakes right after the race, is

ample evidence. The constant and heavy

lubrication of the motor during the race re

sulted in the charring of the surplus oil and

the formation of a thick coating of black

soot in the explosion chamber. While lub

ricating oil as poured into the tank has in

sulating qualities rather than conductivity.

yet when it has burned to a carbon residue

the latter is only too ready to short circuit

the ignition current. In fact many cases

of ignition trouble are directly attributable

to the spark plugs failing to give the spark

at their points because the high tension cur

rent has been “shorted” from the central

pole to the return of the outer shell by

means of a soot coating on the insulation.

The appearance of the plugs in the picture.

however, makes it plain that their construc

tion has obviated this possibility. as they

gave uninterrupted sparking throughout the

race, in spite of their heavy carbon deposit.

Against Overatraining the Nuts.

\Vhen bolting separate parts together it is

advisable to bring as little strain upon the

nut as possible. If the bolt sticks in the

hole it should be driven down by hammering

the head, and if the parts do not come

together easily it is better to clamp them

temporarily than to overwork the nut. The

danger lies in the tendancy to stripping

the thread.

EARIAIKS 0|" REFURBISHED CARS

One Sure Way to Recognize the Renovated

Vehicle—Parts that the Painter is

Apt to Neglect.

 

Ordinarily a sure way of distinguishing

a used car which has been refurbished up

to look as good as new, from one which

has never been used at all, is to examine

the paint on the runing gear and the under

neath parts of the chassis. It is observable

that however successful the average auto~

mobile painter may be in his treatment of

the body portion of the “job,” when it

comes to the chassis he is apt to fall below

his best standard. The reason for this is

not far to seek. “The carriage painter"—

from whose ranks most automobile painters

are drawn—“is practically at home with any

work to be applied to the body of the

automobile, because, primarily, he has been

specially trained along this line." says a

well-known exponent of the craft. “But

coming to the chassis, and particularly to

the under parts of the gearing etc., the work

takes on a different aspect.

“These parts, with most machines, are

very much neglected during service, so that

when the car visits the paint shop it is

more often than not in a sorry condition.

The precisely well painted or well touched—

up and varnished job is that which has

thorough work applied to it throughout—

that is uniformly well'taken care of over all

its parts, in fact.

“These under parts, then, should be thor<

oughly cleaned, using some form of petrol

eum substances to loosen up the grease and

caked accumulations, finishing off with a

wash of turpentine, the parts then being

wiped dry. Then coat up with a black

fiat color, with a binder of raw linseed oil

in it, finishing in proper time with a coat

of black japan, or black color and varnish.”

Caution in Rebabbiting Bearings.

A recent accident in a Michigan garage

points to the need of special caution when

rebabbiting bearings under the extetnpor

ized conditions which prevail in the aver

age establishment of that sort. A mechan

ic was pouring the metal into the bearings

of a motor car when in some way the fluid

came in contact with a small quantity of

water. In the resulting explosion painful

if not serious injuries were caused.

Importance of Keeping Hub Caps Clean.

That old admonition about the importance

of keeping the hub caps, as well as the

wheel and knuckle bearings, clean and free

from verdigris such as may accumulate in

the brass attachments loses none of its

importance with frequent repetition. Be

cause the bearings involved usually require

little or no attention there is a great ten

dency to neglect them altogether.
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“(IILD’S IIGIWAY EXPERTS IEE'I‘

International Roads Congress at Paris Deals

with the Automobile Problem—What

the Ideal Road Must be.

 
‘—

No neglect of the motor can be charged

against the International Roads Congress

which began its sessions in Paris on the

12th inst., and which is attended by dele~

gates not only from the United States but

from practically all the European countries

and from the Orient, as well. As a matter

of fact the motor car may be credited with

the

main reason for its convocation being given

having brought about the congress,

as a desire to solve the problem that aut0~

mobile traffic presents. Fortunately there

is no hostile spirit to the automobile mani

fested in the gathering, the delegates ap

parently seeking to learn the best ways of

combating the evils which it is accused of

creating by its operation on public high

ways.

The congress was opened by M. Barthou,

the minister of public works, who in a fe

licitous speech welcomed the delegates of

the many nations represented. Graceful re

sponses were given by the presidents of

the delegations from the United States,

Great Britain, Belgium, Germany and Rus

sia, the American sentiments being voiced

by L. W. Page, from Washington, director

of the United States Office of Public Roads.

In the afternoon the serious business of the

congress commenced at the Tuileries.

Because of their more or less limited

knowledge of French, the English speak

ing delegates soon organized themselves

into an Anglo-American conference, holding

meetings in advance of and separate from

the general conferences. They were careful

to make it clear, however, that this action

did not mean any divergence from the regu

lar sessions of the congress but was solely

for the purpose of getting a better under

standing of the progress of the congress, the

proceedings of which were translated into

English and discussed at the Anglo-Ameri

can meetings. Conversely the speeches and

recommendations of the English speaking

delegates at their conferences were trans

lated into French for the benefit of the

whole congress, and the tabulated infor

mation and the specifications which they

employed were converted into metric as well

as British units.

The new conditions created by the auto

mobile are recognized as the governing in

fluence to be considered in future road

building, although there is a wide diversity

of opinion as to how they are best to be

met. Not only pleasure cars of high speed

but commercial vehicles for heavy transport

enter into the considerations for the future.

The ideas of the members of the congress

as to what shall constitute the ideal road of

the future approximately agree—namely, a

road with a well drained solid foundation,

built of some hard aggregate bound togeth

er by tough, elastic binder, waterproof and

free from dust or mud, hard enough for

automobiles, yet soft enough to be adapted

to horses’ feet.

Whatever the material from which the

road is built there is a general agreement

upon the following points: Main highways

must in the future, wherever possible, be

airlines between important centres. with

branch roads connecting up to the main

lines for local traffic.

There should be no curves on the main

roads of smaller radii than 300 feet in the

open country and less than 150 feet in the

hills. Reverse curves should be avoided,

also steep grades with curves, and level rail

way crossings, and the outer edge of curves

should be raised. Opinions as to width vary

greatly, but the average is a minimum of

about thirty feet.

In a paper on the subject, Col. Brom

well, superintendent ofv Public Buildings

and Grounds at Washington, points out that

if park roads cannot be modified to meet

the new conditions they will rapidly deteri

orate and become useless. Col. Bromwell’s

idea is that park roads should be so con

structed as to meet the somewhat contra

dictory requirements of being smooth

and elastic in surface for horses. and

hard in surface, and not too slippery, in

order to be suitable for the motor traffic.

The road of the future, he thought, should

be composed of some tough elastic material,

bound together by another material posses

sing similar qualities. Such roads would

cost more originally, but the maintenance

would be less.

To obtain an ideal road Col. Bromwell

suggested the interposing between the base

course of the macadam and the top course

of a layer of asphaltic or tar compound.

carried for convenience in a sand base. If

the top course was then rolled and compact

ed the compound wouOd be forced up into

the interstices of the upper course. thus

thoroughly binding the stones together and

forming a top course of asphaltic or tar

concrete. Just enough top dressing should

be applied to fill up the larger interstices of

the top course, and this top dressing should

contain little or no dust or very fine ma

the surface of roads already built with ma

terial.

L. W. Page, director of the United States

Office of Public Roads, submitted a paper

in which he contended that the main factor

of injury is the great tractive force, or sheer,

exerted by the driving wheels of motor cars.

He admitted that he can ofi'cr no satisfac

tory solution of the problem of road deteri

oration by automobiles. However, he

thinks the question could be met by follow

ing one of two general methods; first, by

constructing roads in such a manner and of

such materials as to reduce to a minimum

the formation of dust, and, second, to treat‘

the surface of roads already built with ma

terials that will give the same result.

llllS'l' KEEP THEIR ROADS IN 0llllEl

Lancaster Automobile Club Warns Pennsyl

vania's Negligent Officials—Further

Neglect to Cause Prosecutions.

 

Upon opening their mail, the supervisors

and constables of the small towns in Lan

caster county, Pennsylvania, may prepare

Modern business

system magistrates having taught the mem

bers of the Lancaster Automobile Club the

possibilities of the mail order plan in speed

fine commerce, the club has decided to

adopt similar tactics in dealing with the

people responsible for the condition of the

roads. Rural officials who have heretofore

regarded their jobs as positions of honor

themselves for a jolt.

and emolument, without serious responsi

bility, are to find that the club is right

after them with the State law, which places

upon them certain obligations concerning

the care of roads.

For the opening gun in its letter cam

paign, the club has prepared a communica

tion, the main text of which is as follows:

“In any township in Lancaster county in

which during the month of October the

supervisors do not remove and take away

the loose stones they will be prosecuted ac

cording to the terms of the act of 1901. In

spectors will be sent over the roads on and

after November 2 with instructions to re‘

port every case of default; and in all such

cases actions will be instituted for the re—

covery of the fine or penalty.

“Supervisors will be expected to erect at

all intersections of public roads, hand~

boards legibly inscribed as provided by the

act of 1836. On or after October 20th, any

supervisors do not remove and take away

will be given ten days or more notice; and

on or after November 2, suits will be

brought to recover the penalty for neglect

of duty.

“At the November court of quarter ses

sions any constable who fails to report any

neglect of the above duties by any super

visors or who reports sign boards erected

when they are not erected, will have his re

turn challenged and excepted to; objections

will be filed against the allowance to him, of

any costs or mileage, and due measures will

be taken against him for a false return and

neglect of duty.”

Railroad Man Projects Automobile Line.

Having no street car service, Huntington,

Ind., is inclining a favorable ear-to the

proposition of an automobile transit system

for which I. C. Curtis, general manager of

the C. B. 8: Q. Railroad. is asking a fran

chise from the council. He says that with

Chicago capitalists he stands ready to ope

rate four large machines. and that if his com

pany can get the franchise it asks for, it

will pay for all improvements and repairs

of the pavements on which it runs.
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MUNICIPAL AUTOMoBILI-I EXPENSE

What Maintenance of Cars Costs the City

of New York—Engineer Reed Fur

nishes Some Figures.

 

That the City of New York is spending an

average of $250 a month in the maintenance

of each of its motor cars, or about what it

would cost as many private owners to main

tain cars for their own personal use, was the

statement of James \N. Reed, an engineer

of the Finance Department, who brought

up the subject

Budget Exhibition, which is being held in

New York. For some little time Reed has

in connection with the

interested himself in the problem of the

ownership and handling of the city’s cars,

and as a result of a very thorough investiga

tion of their use and abuse, he is probably

better qualified to give an opinion on the

legitimacy of their service than anyone else

who is connected with the municipal gov

ernment.

“That means," he continued, referring to

the figures quoted, “$25,000 a month, or

$300,000 a year for automobile maintenance.

There is a big depreciation, for the average

life of these cars is only about two years.”

After ennumerating various city depart

ments which have cars and which use them

legitimately, he explained that one motor

truck in the Board of Education had paid

for itself in a year.

“Who buys these automobiles?" he ex

claimed. “They are ordered purchased for

the most part by the Board of Aldermen

without public letting. The reason that

there has been, except in three or four in

stances, no public letting, is that it is par

ticularly hard to draw specifications so as

to shut out the bad automobiles. We have

been loaded up with some thirty-five kinds

of automobiles, of which a great number

are the greatest lot of junk imaginable.

“It is true that there are a great many

improper uses to which these cars are put,

but not necessarily by the city officials

themselves. The machines are often used

to bring the department head downtown in

the morning and to take him and his secre

tary out to luncheon. Other persons out

side have no hesitancy in asking the head

of a department to lend his departmental

machine. Its use is asked for all sorts of

purposes, even for the personal use of the

borrowers.

“I have heard of one city car which never

turned a wheel all winter in the city service.

It was used by a banker, who ought to have

been ashamed of himself for asking for it.

“I believe that much of the service to

which these automobiles is put is ‘joy rid

ing.’ But a very small percentage of it is

done by city officials, and the city is not

being mulct in the purchase of the cars."

In substantiation of the speaker’s estimate

of the present cost of maintaining the city's

'cars, figures were shown upon the wall

among various other exhibits of a similar

nature, giving the cost of operating the

cars, which were used by the city officials

during the year 1907. These gave a total

for the year of $88,433, and revealed the fact

that whereas the Board of Assessors had re

quired but $116 for the entire year, the

Borough President of Brooklyn, with the

several machines under his care, had re

quired $19,433, these being the two extremes

of the list. The figures in detail appear

below:

Borough Presidents.

Manhattan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $7,982

Bronx . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. , 9

Brooklyn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. 19,433

Queens . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.396

Richmond . . . . . . . . . . 5,091

Departments.

Finance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,099

Bridges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,393

Water . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,5

Parks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,770

Corrections . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21%

Health . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9,198

Police . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7,633

Street Cleaning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,166

Fire . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,853

Board of Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 982

Board of Assessors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 116

Coroners . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 165

Sheriff of New York County . . . . . . . . 178

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$88,433

Frelinghuysen Incubating More Law.

Looking with critical eye on the results

of his famous New Jersey automobile law,

State Senator Frelinghuysen after due de

liberation pronounces it good, although he

plans an amendment to it which he thinks

will help both motorists and farmers by

providing the counties with money for giv

ing the highways dustless surfaces. His

proposed amendment, announced at a recent

political meeting, will provide that 50 per

cent. of the revenue derived from automo

biles be divided among the counties for the

purpose of putting Tarvia or other prepa

ration on the roads. That the amendment

is not born of any consuming desire to

make things more pleasant for the automo

bilists Frelinghuysen hastened to make plain

by stating that the dust causes immense

damage to growing crops and that it was to

help the farmers that he wishes the dust

laying applications. As to the plan to

expend $10,000,000 for a shore road from

Cape May to Atlantic Highlands, the sena

tor is absolutely opposed, on the ground

that the roads in rural districts should be

improved first.

Few American Cars in Shanghai.

Although the first automobile to make its

appearance in Shanghai was of American

manufacture, the advantage has not been

followed out and at present most of the

cars in use are of foreign production. The

pioneer vehicle was imported in 1902. To

day there are 140 machines owned in the

city although only five of them are the

property of natives.

PARIS MAY L055 ITS IIG SIOW

Future of the Salon de l'Automobile Said

to be in Doubt—Indifferent Attitude

of the French Trade.

“It is freely stated that all is not well with

the Paris-Salon dc l’Automobile,” asserts a

British motoring publication editorially,

“and that so unsettled are its prospects that

Hitherto all

space has been allotted before the end of

August, and later applicants have had to be

squeezed into odd corners or deal through

other exhibitors.

that not merely is plenty of space still un

its abandonment is possible.

At the moment, it is said

allotted and unapplied for, but extreme pres

sure is being brought to bear on even well

known firms to compel them to take up

space under an agreement signed in the

early days of the exhibition, to show annu

ally. And it is freely stated that those

concerns whose presence is vital to the suc

cess of the affair have insisted upon obtain

ing their floor spaces free of rent. If true,

and there is no reason to doubt the very

explicit statements made, it is evident that

the glory of the Paris show has departed,

and that its struggle for a mere existance

has begun.

“The French trade, treating and develop

ing their show as a huge retail advertise—

ment and mart, have discovered that that

phase has passed, and, in the condition of

financial exhaustion which prevails over

a considerable section, participation under

any other circumstances is not possible or

advisable. The French trade cannot afiord

to spend tens of thousands of pounds on

a peep-show for the good people of Paris,

and, having come to that decision with a

revulsion very characteristic of their coun

try, now take the other extreme, and will

not, if they can avoid it. hold a show at all.”

Average Life of the Automobile.

With that impressive show of exactitude

which the statistician is so fond of, it re

cently has been figured out that the average

life of an automobile is 4.99 years. This in

teresting result is arrived at by computa

tions based on the public automobile sta

tistics of France, taken from the govern

ment registration records, and therefore dif

fers in method of obtaining from estimates

derived from purely empiric data. It is

shown that in January, 1903, there were

12,984 recorded machines in France and that

during the year 6,900 new French cars were

sold and 350 cars imported. At the end of

the year there were only 17,107 automobiles,

however, against the 20,234 that there would

have been had all of them remained in ser

vice. By taking similar comparisons for the

following years, the estimate of 4.99 years

as the average period of usefulness for an

automobile was evolved, a period that will

probably lengthen as the industry advances.
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Tho Week’s Patents.

893,738. Two-Cycle Motor. Gotthold L.

Langer, Stockton, Cal., assignor to Joseph

Geiger, Stockton, Cal. Filed Sept. 19, 1906.

Serial No. 335,253.

1. In a motor, a hollow base, a pair of

spaced cylinders mounted upon said base~

and connected at one end therewith, the

upper portion of each cylinder being smaller

in diameter than the lower portion, said

upper portion of each cylinder constituting

an explosion chamber, the said lower por

tion adapted to serve as a pump, passages

in the walls of said upper portions, ports

through the walls of the cylinders at the

ends of said passages whereby communica

tion is established between the enlarged por

tion of one cylinder and the smaller portion

of the other cylinder, the port at the upper

end of each passage constituting an inlet

for the explosion chamber, an oil intake

port and an air intake port for each cylinder,

said ports being spaced apart and leading

into the aforesaid passages, an exhaust port

in the wall of each cylinder, closures at the

outer ends of said cylinders and provided

with hollow re-entrant heads depending

within the cylinders and spaced from their

inner surfaces, transverse ports in said

heads opposite the air intake ports of the

cylinders, pistons operating within said cyl

inders and provided with guide members

operating between said re-entrant heads and

said cylinders, and spaced ports in said

guide members adapted to be aligned with

the explosion chamber inlet ports and the

exhaust ports respectively, and enlarged por

tions carried by said pistons operating in

the enlarged portions of the cvlinders.

893,794. Flexible and Elastic Shaft

Coupling. Leonce Girardot, Puteaux,

France. Filed Nov. 20. 1905. Serial No.

288,284.

A flexible and elastic shaft coupling com

prising in combination two plates adapted

to be fixed respectively to the adjacent

ends of the shafts to be coupled, there be

ing two sets of teeth of triangular section

made respectively integral with said plates

at their circumference and meshing with

each other without making contact, each

of said teeth being recessed in its outer

edge, springs arranged between the side

faces of successive teeth, washers located

between the ends of the springs and the

said faces of the teeth. a movable ring on

which are threaded all the springs and wash

ers, said ring lying in the recesses in the

teeth, there being spherical bosses formed

respectively in the plates and a spherical

headed screw screwed into one of the

plates and adapted to connect both lates

together though admitting their slig t in

clination one with regard to the other, sub

stantially as described and for the purpose

set forth.

893,832. Tire. Herman B. Baruch. New

York, N. Y. Filed April 24, 1907. Serial

No. 369,904.

1. A tire having an outer ‘tube or shoe,

an inner tube comprising a plurality of ex

pansible tube-sections, and flexible parts

within said shoe extending between said

sections and being loose under normal con

ditions, said parts permittin said sections

to expand to fill space a iacent thereto

formerly occupied by a section which has

collapsed, but precluding more than a pre

determined amount of expansion of said

sections, substantially as set forth.

893,858. Brake. Frederick C. Miller. Cin

cinnati, Ohio. Filed Jan. 28, 1907. Serial

No. 354,545.

I, The combination of the stationary and

rotary members, one of which is provided

with an internal annular braking surface

and the other of which carries a pair of

intermeshing sectors constructed with ec

centrically located and oppositely presented

grooves, a split ring surrounded by the in

ternal braking surface and having its ex

treme ends engaged with and confined by

the grooves in the sectors, and means for

operating the sectors.

893,867. Automobile.

eyra, Brnoklyn, N. Y.

Serial No. 408,446.

1. In a convertible automobile, a detach

able sub-structure, yieldingly connected to

said automobile; which substructure may

be attached by passing transverse cross rods

through holes in the main frame of said

automobile and fastening said rods to the

frame by nuts substantially as described.

893.955. Spark Plug. Clarence T. Van

\Noert, New York, N. Y. Filed Aug. 1,

1907. Serial No. 386.639.

1. A spark plug adapted to be used in a

substantially upright position, including a

core of insulating material having a recess

in its lower or inner end, an electrode ex

tending through said core and terminating

within said recess substantially flush with

the innermost portion thereof, and a sec

ond electrode extending into said recess

from below and terminating adjacent the

end of the first-mentioned electrode to leave

a spark gap therebetween, adjacent the in

nermost portion of the recess, whereby all

oils or other liquids are automatically drain

ed away from the spark gap bv the walls of

the recess and the second electrode, and

whereby the first portion of the explosion

sweeps said liquids from the recess.

894,014. Rubber Tread or Tire for

Wheels. Edward B. Killen, London, Eng

land. Filed Oct. 27, 1906. Serial N0. 340,

867.

1. In a tread or tire, the combination of

a floated unbroken boltless inwardly flanged

binding circular rim provided with holes

at suitable distances apart, a rubber tire

having its outside trending circumference

molded into studs adapted to fit through

and to have their necks surrounded, sup

ported and protected by the walls of the

said holes and having its inside circumfer

ence molded with inverted dish-shaped re

cessed air spaces opposite 'the said studs,

and washers adapted to fit and lie fixed in

the said air spaces; said washers having

screw threaded holes to take the ends of

bolts passing through the felly and rim of

the wheel proper. all substantially as and

for the purpose specified.

894,052. Safety Device for Occupants of

Vehicles. Richard Radtke, Suhl, Germany.

Filed March 16, 1908. Serial No. 421,526.

A safety device for the occupants of ve

hicles comprising in combination a lural

ity of rubber straps forming a close belt,

held on the shoulders in an easily detach

able manner by loops and back straps pro

vided with a buckle, as well as of a breast

band attached at one side and connected at

the other side by means of hooks and chain

in an easily detachable manner, two verti

cal helicai springs being arranged on the

seat, to the upper eyes of which the rubber

straps are attached by means. of easily

opened spring hooks so that the springs

and the rubber straps exercise an elastic

vertical pull on the body of the wearer

when it is threwn upwards and forwards by

the vehicle striking an obstacle, in such

manner that the said wearer._is pulled back

to the seat.

894,055.

Eugene S. H. Per

Filed Dec. 28, 1907.

Automobile. Cowan Rodgers,

 

 

WANTS AND FOR SALE
15 cent: per line of seven words, cub with order.

In capitals, 25 cent! per line.

 

W ANTED—Position as advertising man

_ ager; have had years of experience

m building catalogs, booklets, folders, etc.;

also have a practical knowledge of printing

values and all details in connection there

with. I hold similar position at the pres

ent time, but for good reasons desire a

change. Address A. R. M.. 1457 Wilson

.-\ve., Chicago, Ill.

 

P QR SALE—300 sets 28x3 best rade ar

tillery wheels, fitted with clinc er rims,

less hubs. W'rite for bargain prices on sin

gle sets of the lot. THOMAS B. JEF

FERY & COMPANY, Kenosha, Wis.

 

 

CLEVELAND SPARK PLUGS

“They Shoot a Flame."

CLEVELAND SPARK PLUG F0

CLEVELAND, OH'O

  

 

 

The "Gotham" STA-RITE will end your

. , I spark plug

. ‘ ~“t troubles.

' ' Soot can't

‘ '4 ' ' stick to the

p o r celain.

Won’t short-circuit. Never leaks. Can be

taken apart and cleaned with case. Of deal

ers, or direct, $1.00.

THE R. E. HARDY CO., 25 W. 42d St, New York.

Listen for the knocks !

The car they all knock is

the one they are all afraid of

The E-M-F. “30”-— sure!

Filed Dec. 2, 1907. Serial

  

 

 

Knoxville. Tenn.

No. 404.773._

1. In an automobile, an extensible

frame. and a bod horizontally movably

mounted upon sai frame.

894,060. Motor Vehicle. Richard Rueme

lin, Huntingdon, Pa. Filed July 1, 1907.

Serial No. 381,608.

1. In a motor vehicle, the combination

of a rigid under frame flexibly connected at

the front with a horizontally pivoted front

axle and its wheels, bearings at the rear

portion of the under frame having readily

separable portions, axle inclosing shells piv

otally mounted in said bearings, rear axle

sections rotatably mounted in said shells.

driving mechanism therefor removably and

resiliently supported on the under frame.

and a motor and gearing incorporated with

said mechanism and with the axle, said por~

tions comprising a readil removable power

equi ment for the vehicle. substantially as

set orth.

894,079. Tire Holder for Automobiles.

Frederic S. Suthergreen, Osterville. Mass

Filed May 16, 1907. Serial No. 374.001.

1. In a tire supporting device, a rod sup

ported for oscilation, tire supporting mem

bers connected therewrth, a tire clamp, and
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means for connecting said tire clamp with

a fixed supporting point.

894,084. Tire Tread Chain for Automobile

Wheels, etc. James C. Thomas, Corsicana,

Tex., assignor of one-half to Frederick W.

Barth, Corsicana, Tex. Filed March 22,

1907. Serial No. 363,885.

1. A device of the class described com

prising side rings, a flexible band having

side seams in which the rings are incased,

said side seams being provided at intervals

with recesses or openings to expose the

rings, and cross chains connected with the

rings at the exposed portions thereof and

extending 361055 the outside of the band.

894,271. Folding Shield for Automobiles

and Other Vehicles. Frank Jackson. Den

ver, Colo. Filed Aug. 28, 1907. Serial No.

390,468.

1. A folding shield for motor cars and

the like, comprising upper and lower mem

bers having registering hinge plates at the

corners of their adjoining edges and bolts

and nuts for connecting and clamping the

plates of each hinge in frictional engage

ment, said hinges permitting said shields to

be folded to lie parallel; resilient buffers on

said shields which engage when the shields

lie parallel; hooks for holding said upper

shield against the lower shield; a support

adapted to be rigidly secured to the dash

board of the car; hinge connections between

said support and the lower shield; longitud

inally adjustable brace rods. and clamos

therefor, pivotally connected to the hinge

plates of the lower shield and to the car for

supporting said folded sections in either a

vertical or a horizontal position' and

brackets on the shield sup ort upon whichthe end of the upper shieldJrests, when the

folded members are in a horizontal position.

894,276. Vehicle Wheel. Harry M. Mar

tin, Columbus, Ohio. Filed June 10, 1907.

Serial No. 378,054.

1. The combination with a vehicle wheel

having a pneumatic tire. of a supplemental

rim, and a plurality of spaced saddles en

gaging the pneumatic tire and supporting

said supplemental rim.

894,286. Air Intake Regulator for Car

buretters. Frederick C. Reinekiug, New

York, N. Y. Filed April 10, 1908. Serial

No. 426,180.

_ In air intake regulators for carburetters,

in combination a cylindrical air intake

chamber, air ports in the sides of said cham

ber, one continuous spring inside of said

chamber closing said air ports, said spring

at all points being free to move back away

from said air ports.

894,290. Vehicle Wheel Rim. Edwin C.

Shaw, Akron, Ohio. assignor to B. F. Good

rich Company, Akron, Ohio, a Corporation

of Ohio. Filed Feb. 20, 1907. Serial No.

358,459.

1. In a vehicle wheel rim the combination

of a channel iron, a slot in said channel

iron, a removable flange mounted upon a

transversely split ring carrying lugs adapted

to fit within said slot in normal tension re

sisting engagement with the end walls

thereof, and a locking clamp adapted to

engage said lugs and to hold them within

said slot.

894.377. Tire Armor or Protector. Charles

Filler, St. Johnsville, N. Y. Filed Nov. 20,

1907. Serial No. 403,056.

In combination with a vehicle wheel and

a pneumatic tire arranged thereon. an armor,

comprisin a plurality of shoes, adapted to

fit the telly and tire, of said wheel, and

having their inner and opposite edges

turned up, forming flanges or troughs;

yieldable circular wires fitting in said

troughs. or flanges, and yieldably connected

at their ends by means of bolts, nuts and

' springs, said yieldable wires adapted to hold

said shoes on said felly and tire; extensions

or lugs, each provided with a vertical slot.

stricken up or rigidly secured near the ends

and on the outer face of said shoes; bolts

passing through the slots of said extensions;

nuts screwed on the threaded ends of said

bolts; spiral springs, working between said

extensions and said nuts, and straps having

one end secured to the lug, formed on said

shoes passing thence under the felly and

tire of said wheel, with their opposite ends

secured to the opposite lugs, said shoes pro

vided with anti-skidding elevations stricken

up or secured to the outer faces of said

shoes, substantially as shown and described

and for the purposes set forth.

894,426. Clutch. David E. Dolson and

Elbert R. Pease. Charlotte, Mich. Filed

Nov. 25, 1907. Serial No. 403,697.

1. In a clutch, the combination with a

shaft, of a rotary member loosely sleeved

thereon. a friction drum fixed upon the shaft.

a friction band encircling the drum having

one end free and the other fixed to the ro

tary member, a sleeve upon the shaft, a cam

associated with the sleeve. a pivoted mem

her in operative relation to the cam, a ra

dially movable member carried by the ro

tary member extendin in operative rela~

tion to the pivoted mem er, and a bell crank

lever forming an operative connection be

tween the radially movable member and the

free end of the friction band.
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WHY DO—

the manufacturers of the following cars equip with

SOLAR LAMPS
Apperson Kissel Pierce — _

Auto“, L0,." Rambler 0NE TW0 THREE

American Marmon Stoddard-Dayton
Corbin Packard steams in the recent Twenty-Four l-lour Race

Chalmers-Detroit Peerless Thomas at Brighton Beach the wmmng Simplex

P°P°Hartf°m White —as well as the Lozier, which finished

second—and the Thomas No. 3 were all

equipped with

Bosch Magneto

Because they recognize these

lamps as more efficient, more dur

able—and in fact, a better product

from any point of view than any

other motor lamp on the marltet.

both the Simplex and the Lozier brealt

ing the existing world's records. When

ever perfect ignition is desired Bosch

Magneto is used.

Carnal!!! min/qr; uffln rn/uclf.

Badger Brass Mtg. Co.

606 Lyman Avenue

KENOSHA, WIS.

160 W. 56th St.

Rosell Magnel0 C0. NEW YORK

Chicago Branch. 1253 Michican Ave.

  

 

Your1909 Cars Have

The Remy Magneto?
It not, you will be with the minority.

Because more Remy High Tension Magnetos lutz'r alrrmli' lu'rn

@ sold for 1909 cars titan all our competititors combined mu rr/l.

 

 
  

The total to date exceeds 15,000. There must be a reason for this

remarkable popularity of the Remy. You will find it in the more

 

than 15.000 Remy Magnetos now in use.

Alon Remy Alagnefos have been sold to mann/m'lm'rrx Im

American-bu ill car: in past seasons than all oI/zermqunr/us lttg'r/llr‘r.

i O F Years of test with all kinds of gasoline motors, under all kinds

of conditions, have developed the Remy to the highest (lt'glr'l: of

' efficiency and certainty. And it is the susrplrsl magneto made.

@ n r @ No brushes to cause trouble, wear out or be replaced.

is emphasized by the continued victories of the

Chalmers.-Detroit“30” of Magnetos in America
Our magneto: were giving splendid Baltimore. Arte. ‘th; hr the KHII\ t .n ~_

I . _ ' _ service on motors. gasoline tractors. equipped with the Rt-mv. nt N1IIII\~

w h l C h IS 6 q U1 D P e d fully With etc.. long before the automobile bc- town. i'a.. ilillt‘liitttrJnni-fitli, \now

  
  

\u.‘

\
a

n \
\

 

came practicable. The Remy is used head Hillt‘limh. New Your. Juli llth;

_ in the 200 h. p. gasoline electric steel hliinglt- Hill Clitni).\\'(,‘\l lluvt-n.('onn ,

s cars manufactured for the Union .\Iay27th; Rockvtllc. Conn .iiill Climb.

The Remy is used with the powc - The Remy is used on all the Buick.

. ful engines that Operate the big Ger- Maxwell. Apperson. Overland. ('altt

\

’ - é West. its efficiency has been proved and Haynes cars -.tnd ntoreRctuvs are

in many automobile contests. as for being specified every day for the t ~rsot

@ instance. by the Buick cars.equipped other makers.

ling gangs of fourteen plows in the eron. Midland. Nordyke @- Harmon.

 

Pacific by the McKeen Motor CarCo. June 30th.

with the Remy. at Low Write us for illus‘
  

 

ell.)iass..on Labor Day. tration and full de~

and at ind ianapolia. scription ofour new

Sept. 18 and 19: by the magneto. We build

Cameron at the Dead them in such large

Horse Hill Climb. \Vor- Quantities that we

center. Mass.. June 6th: can make you very

in the Economy and Hill attractive prices.

Climbing Contests at Investigate!

RemyElectric Company

Department 1 1, Anderson, Indiana

Their axles are also our work.

Standard Roller Bearing Co.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

@@@@@@@éi@@

 
 

@@@@@
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THE OLDSMOBILE

is not only the W 0 R L D ’ S B E S T C A R , but one of its oldest and most famous.

It gives prestige to both owners and agents.

 
 

Model RI Model l\I R Model Z

Touring Car, Fully Equipped. “Flying Roadster,” Fully Equipped, 6-Cy1inder, ISO-inch Wheel Baae,

$2,750 $2,750 $4,200

()LDS MOTOR WORKS, Lansing, Mich., U. S. A.

Member! A. L. A. ll.

Canadian Trade supplied from Oldsmobile Co. of Canada, Toronto, Ontario.

 
 

 

 

 

 

  
 

“Nothing Finer the World Over.”

Hotel Pontchartrain
Cadillac q. cor “nudbrl'd Ave

DETROIT, MICH.

Absolutely Fireproof.

Combinea more up‘to-date feat

urea than any of‘.er hotel in the

country. Appeals particularly to

tourists and travelers.

Conducted on European Plan.

Unsurpassed Cuisine—Excellent

Servrce.

RATES: $2 Per Day and Upwarda.

PONTCHARTRAIN HOTEL CO.

Propa.

  
  

  

 

THE ARGUS

MIRROR

GEORGE H. Woounr.

W. J. ClIlTTENDBN.Jl.

  

. l Managers.
 

 
 

NlNETY-NINE ACCIDENTS 0UT 0F A HUNDRED

  

 

 
 are caused by not knowing there is a car coming

up fast from the rear. \Vith our adjustable mirror fi

(protected from rain and sun by a hood) you can ‘ IF You AREsee all that happens behind. INTERESTED IN

T H E y

1 The Bicycling World
DIME? ‘ m Motorcycle Review

THE PRICE IS $1.50 wu-L INTEREST You

Puauanan Evan! Saruanav AT

M0l0!‘ Car Equipment C0., New YOI'k m NASSAU smear. NEW YORK

55 Warren Street 1727 Broadway 00 p" 8”“an Cop“.

Everything for Automobile or Automobilist. 0 Year Oratla

a... I-QNQE. ,,

 
  

 

 
 

  

 
  

 

   

—.vnu>a\munr ' r '

‘ “ .- '.1. u“.. 1 .,,r

EMPIRE AUTOMOBILE TIRE COMPANY, - TRENTON, N. J.

New York, 148 Chambers St., and Broadway and 73d St.; Boston. 292 Devonshire St.; Buffalo 724 Main St.; Foben \ t S 1 CO.,

Portland, 0re.; Fobcs Auto Suriqu Co., Seattle, “lash; Waite Auto Su ply Co., Providence, I.' Chica o, 1301 Michigan “ngi; At

lanta, Ga-. 'Dunham Rubber Cold enver All“! GOOQS CO-. Denver, Colo.; {germ Auto Supply Co., Philadelphia, a.; Savell Rubber Co., Jack

sonville, Fla-; Empire Tire & Rubber (.o.. Minneapolis, Minn; The Motor Supply Agency Co., 1246 Euclid Ave.. Cleveland, 0

- ~ .‘ - :- _ . 4' -< -1-~\\:.".v '\'.1-~.; 1'1 1;, ,;J
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LONG EXPERIENCE

SKILLED WORKMANSHIP

HIGHEST QUALITY OF MATERIAL

MAKE THE

WHITLUBK RADIATOR

THE BEST ON THE MARKET

Under All Conditions

THE WHITLUGK BlllL PIPE 60.

HARTFORD, CONN.

Model B Touring Car, $1,350.00. Full equipment, ineludin I0

01in lam I, two side mps one tell lam , enerat rn.
tools. jlti, pump and batteries. Il‘op. $75.00 extra. unabo $1,300.

(LA combination of simplicity and efficiency designed for the man

who scrutinizes the car he is to buy, who intends to himself

operate it, and to whom economy in up-keep and running expense

ls essential.

(L The live agent will find in the Oakland a car that appeals to a

large and intelligent class of purchasers and that will justify the

fullest confidence.

(LCorrespondence invited.

OAKLAND MOTOR CAR CO., Pontiac, Mich.

I. B. ECCLESTON. Sales Manager. ll Franklin 8L, Bulalo. N. Y.

——_—

THE

  

  

Wm“ FUR nun 1909 ANNlllINBEMENT—lt wm Interest You.
NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

Model B—Brush Runabout

A CAR OF SIMPLE DESIGN MADE WELL

NOT A COMPLICATED DESIGN MADE CHEAPLY

   

 

Agencies forIts records and the opinions of its users speak more loudly than self praise.

1909 are being closed rapidly. Much good territory still open.

BRUSH RUNABOUT COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.
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“CONTINENTAL” MOTORS “‘5 8mm“

7 IA:_'_“' tiogronohi‘ghqaffde

two and four cylin

der motora, IO to

horaepower. The

are equipped wit

self-contained oiling

system and ready

_ for attaching mag

neto. Higheat

grade workmanship,

efficient. d u r a b I e

and simple. Also

clutches and trans.

Send for catalogue.

  

missions.

BONTIIEITAL MOTOR MFG. 0., Muaiagon, Mich.

K. FRANKLIN PETERSON, Western Represent

ative, 166 E. Lake St., Chicago, Ill.

'1‘. J. WETZEL, Eastern Representative, 29 West 42d

St., New York, N. Y.

 
 

A SUPERB LINE OF CARS

T H E A C K S O N

“No Sand Too eep—No Hill Too Steep."

2-Cylinder and 4-Cylinder

Ruriasboutab Roadsters Tourin gate,

. n. .. as . .
Prices $850, $1,250, $1,500, $2,000.

“000! AUTUIUIILE 00., ilalnn. Illll.

   

 
 

 

 

DO YOU KNOW THAT MORE

0012!th
Demountable rims are sold than all other!

combined. Write for information.

CONTINENTAL CAOUTCHOUC CO.,

1788-90 Broadway, New York City.

  

 

 

Get Rid of Tire Troubles

Try a Set of

GaJlines

TRUFFAULTIHARTFORD

  

 

 

Trade

ar

The Device that made Safe, %ped and Comfortable

Automobiling oaai le.

Write for catalogue, Department D.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO.,

E. V. Hartford, Pres. 145 Bay St., Jeraey City, N. J.

 

 
  

' R

.NAKERS OF SPlNGS
FOR AUTOMOBILE PURPOSES

l CLEVELAND-CANTON SPRING 00.. 212°:

  

 

 

AVOID ACCIDENTS

by ruin; the

Wridgway No Glare Shade

which adda to the efl'icieney of the lamp! and keeps

lare from blinding other uaera Of the highwaya. Can

be fitted to any existing lamp.

‘PEERLESS MOTOR CAR co.,

220 to 224 W. “at St., NEW YORK

 

    

PAGKIBI] IGNIIUN BIBLE
Merits the ABSOLUTE CONFIDENCE of

the most conservative and exacting manufac

turers. Why not give it a trial?

THE PACKARD ELECTRIC CO.,

WARREN, O.

 

MOCORD

LUBBIGATUIIS —- BADIATONS
“Marla of a 0004 Motor Car"

MOKINI OOPPIR-AOBEITOO OA'KITO

McOORD & COMPANY

NEW YORK—Hadron Terminal. 50 Church Street.

Old Colony Building, CHICAGO.

 

 

Hess-Bright Ball Bearings

THE HESS-BRIGHT MFG. CO.,

2109 Fairmount Avenue,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

 

 

 

  

We had the best car in America.

We thought for a long while how to

improve it and left it alone. You think

that over.
  

Touring Car, Baby Tonneau or Road

ster bodies, with double ignition,

$3,000.

Pannsylvania lulu Motor 60.

BRYN INAWII, PENNSYLVANIA

 

 

 

 

 

A DUPLICATION, NOT AN

IMITATION OF LEATHER.

A U T O F O I D ia a peculiar name.

Tr: to remember it when next you are or

ering material for tops, cushions, etc.

AMERICAN LEATHERETTE MFG. CO

Bufialo, New York.

 

 

DOW TUBES
The Beat Tubes Ever Manufactured.

Are the most economical. Do not deflate when

punctured.

DOW TIRE COMPANY,

2000 Broadway, New York.

889 Boylaton St., Boston, Mass.

 

 

fitnhharh-ifiagtnn

ONE Quality for ALL Models

ONE Price for ALL Buyers

Write for 1909 Catalog.

THE DAYTON MOTOR CAR CO.

Dayton, .

 

 

 

  

 

 

(STABUSN lD lblb.

SCHRADER

"fiQfi-Jéé...5.”.".5353
The Standard American Valvaa Ior

Automobile, Bicycle & Vehicle tlm

Manulactured by

A. SCIIRADER‘S SON INC.

28-32 Rose SI. New Yorlt, USA.

  

 

 

 

SUPEIllllR Etched Name Plains

\Ve are prepared to furniah you any kind

or ater an above. We shall be pleaaed to

furnish quotationa.

CHANDLER CO., Springfield, Mass.

  

FRANKLIN

Automobiles

Why pay for useless weight? Write for .

catalogue of the strong, high-power, light~

weight Franklins.

II. II. FRANKLIN MFG. CO., Syracuse. N. Y.

 
 

 

 

 
  

"0 W. Georgia St,

Indianapolia, Ind.

 

 

CANNOT shake loose. The

give a feeling of securit

of accident insurance.

  
A Necessity On AutomobileaTWI-IAT?

COLUMBIA L()CK NUTS

add an important factor of safety and

a. olumbia Lock Nuts are the best kind

sed by most makers of the best cars and

by leading railroads, etc. Send us a two-cent stamp,

thread of the bolt, and we will forward a Columbia Lock Nut for it.

size and

  

COLUMBIL NUT & BOLT 00., 1210., Bridgeport, Conn.
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PANIIAIIII 0ll.
" The 0!! In the Checkerboard Can"

Is the m perfect automobile lubricant.

l’anhard Oil is thc_o_nl_v cylinder oil made

that will lubricate at 511 temperatures. It

insures against pre~ignitinn, pounding, and

other costly on me troubles which are com

monly caused y (poor cylinder oil carbon

izin in the eylin ers. .

T e new Sealed Can protects you against

the substitution of an inferior oil—alwa a

see that the seal is not broken.

GEORGE A. HAWS, 3.1332331;

  

 

 
 

OVERLAND
Tourist Roadster

SI .500 SI 250

OVERLAND AUTOMOBILE CO.

INDIANAPOLIS, mo.

 
 

 
 

Why pay high prices

roR ALUMINUM

Axle Covers, Engine

Crank Cases, Trans

mission Cases.

I‘Iave these made

of Pressed Steel

JUST AS uorn

Stronger. Much Less

m Price.

Send Prints for Estimates.

A. O. Smith Co.
218 Clinton SQI'OOQ, MILWAUKII, WIS

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

l-lTTI-E DROPS OF WATER

LITTLE GRAINS OF SAND

NOTHING INJURES

TH ER M O l D'

BRAKE unme

 

Gasoline and Electric—tor Pleasure and Business

Studebaker Automobile 00.. 80th Bend. Indiana

 
 

 

 

1908 Model D. 60 H. P

New factory, Saginaw. Mich.

Complete catalogues now ready.

RAINIER MOTOR CAR COMPANY,

Broadway, cor. 56th St.. New York.

 

 

 

 

calling, Pa.

 

\ 'I'll sun M010. CA! 60.

I

 

 

SPRINGFIELD

To? (Pat. ms)

Aluminum

M“

mam

mu. BODY CD»

a“ lir'ale Ave,

We“. III.

  

 

  

* Steal Tiras
'1 Full of Air.

Tire expense cut in two.

Cannot Blow Out. Rina Cut

or Puncture.

As Flexible as Rubber

Anti-Skid.

That part oI a tire with a

blowout or a rim cut in it

will last longer than any

other part if encircled by a

few sections of steel.

Thousands in use.

Klmhall Tin Sass Go.

"2 Broadway

Council Bluffs, Iowa

 

TIIE IITEII WAY

IETWIIN

‘ BUFFALO sun DETROIT
The D. I B. Llns Steamers leave Bnflslo ,

daily at 5:30 p. m.,(oastern timeiand Detroit ’

work daysstb:l,l)p. m..Bun<layaatt:00p.m. h .'

(central time) reaching their destination ~

the next morning. Din-ct connections with

early morning trains. Lowest fares and -

. superior service to all points west. ‘_ f;

Rail Tickets Available on Steamers > s

" All classes of tlrketa sold reatlin via

lllchlgan Central,Wabash and Grand rlmlt

~~' Railwau between Bu!!an and Detroit. in

either direction will be aeeep in! trans

portation on D. B B. Lino Steambra. ‘

Bend two cent stamp for Illustrated pam

phles and Great Lakes Ia . 7

Address L. G. Lewis, . P. L, Detroit.

' Detroit & BulIalo Steamboat Co.

' Pmur- >4. IlctalLLAN, A. a. ecnsnrz,

Vlcl MUIDIIT.

  

 

““m’ INVAIJER Illl.

THE OIL THAT

GRAPHITIZES

are responsible for Its

popularity

YOU NAME‘ THE CAR

NAME THE GRADE

IADB ONLY BY

CHAS. F. KELLUI l 00.

113 Arch St., Philadelphia

Boston Branch:

284 Columbus Avenue.

New York Alents:

Garlord Motor Car Co.,
.nlmrtnt. 1540 Broadway.

 

  

MICHELIN TIRE COMPANY

MILLTOWN. N. 1.

WE WILL NOT

accept your contract unless we can give you the

delivery you require. We will not accept more

contracts than we can fill with proper attention to

each. We make Pressed Steel Frames and Auto

mobile Stampmgs.

THE HYDRAULIC PRESSED STEEL 60.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

The PULLMAN

+40 Roadster. Price, $3.000.

that made the run from Philadel his to Sa

vannah Ga.,_March 5th to 18th, t rough mud

up to the radiator, beating all previous records.

YORK MOTOR CAR CO.. York, Pa.

 

 

 

 

 
 

'IHEMHRMON
"A Mechanical Muarrrhleco‘

For catalog, address Dept. 16.

NORDYKE a MARION C0.

(5.10.1851) INDIANAPOLIS, mo.

 

 

 

THE GYROSCOPE CAR

The Simplest Automobile in the World.

$750—The Price—S750.

GYROSCOPE AUTOMOBILE CO. (INC.)

Gyroscope Bldg..

231 West 54th St. New York City.

 
   

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Name

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, New York

I Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

J Ebe motor "(Merle

F for one year, commencing with the issue

  

 

Address
 

 

 
 

 

  

 

.L.___
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“mm ,
SPARK PLUGS I

IGNITION ABSOLUTELY SURE r

RAJAN AUTU SUPPLY BUMPANY I

BLOOMFIELD, NEW JERSEY, U. 3. A.

(Watsessing Station, D., L. & W. R. R.)

  

    
 

  

  

  

 

  

i I

  

Ihe AUTUMIIBII.
Satisfaction

Guaranteed

Thousands of our

Spring Clips

are now in use,

having been sup

plied to the leading

automobile manu

facturers.

Have you secured our prlces?

THE M. SEWAIID SUNS COMPANY, New Haven, Conn.

FURGINGS fer
 

 

‘‘|q—i

E‘llll

Ill'

  

 

The only Cure lor Tire Troubles

The 0nly Genuine Snare Wheel

GE'I'A

STEPNEY
AND KEEP GOING

'1 ON AND non: IN '

LIIlTNANAMlNl-ITE ‘

PAT. rln.

‘25 Ie. 'oe. 6%"

 

‘ " ‘ Agencies in all the large cities.

Catalogue B tells all about it. Write NOW.

The Spare Motor Wheel of America, ltd

Maln Olllce: zae Mlehlgan Ave., Chicago

  

   

 

 

 

  

l-‘or Aulomohlle Bodles, Dashes, Guards, Bonnets,

Battery Boxes, Drip Pans, Mulllers, Etc.

TRONG—DURABLE

CALELESS—RUS’I‘LESS

moors-mm ADHERES munr

A Metal That's A flrni erg—Money Slug

TEE STARK QottliEi-Lt COMPANY, CANTON, cum

I

 

  

 

NEW ADJUSTABLE

“ S ” PIPE

  

A very handy wrench for inconvenient places.

forged steel throughout, parts carefully hardened, and are

Drop

interchangeable. Has patent nut locking device at side.

Write for new circular.

THE BILLINGS 8: SPENCER CO , Hartford, Conn.

 
 

30,000 MIL ' ADJUSTMENT.

HESE PARSONS WHITE BRASS BEARINGS RA

HAT DISTANCE IN A PACKARD CAR.THEYARE BACK IN

HE CAR WITHOUT EVEN acne SCRAPED

STILL RUNNING RUNNNG STILL. \~

6C9H"; g ENGINE BUILDIN
HE we C‘RAMP s so~s s PHILADELPHIAIENNA

  

 

And

  

Common Sense Plug
is a prime favorite with motorists is because thei have

It found it an exceedingly 00d Plug. Will not car ouize.

short circuit or break. gives the hottest spark with ab

solute certainty. A working Plug from every point. $1.00.

0. F. SPLITDORF

Walton Ave. 1 l38th St. Bnnoh.1679 Broadway New York

 

 

 

Give Your Car a Good Name

by using

SUPPLEMENTARY

SPIRAL SPRINGS 5
Change a bone-shaker and a spring-breaker into an easy riding, real auto

mobile in which you can take pride and your passengers comfort. The use -

of S. S. 5. change a near-good car to a real good car and add the finishing ,

touch of luxury to the best cars. Our booklet tells you all about them,

and is yours for the asking. Write for it.

4555 Delmar Ave.

SUPPLEMENTARY SPIRAL SPRING G ., 8t. mm, m.

New York Branch, Removed to Motor Mart Building. (Larger Quarters.)

  

 

I—
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TheNewStewart
M o (1 el 1 1 . Destined to be the most popular, most

attractive, most accurate, most satistying, and the

quickest selling speedometer ever produced.

v%"i/I.'.-“ ' '

Full size 4-tu. model. Scale,0to 0mtles. Enclosed

Season Odometer. Enclosed Automatic Resetting

Trip Odometer. Scale 7% inches long. Equipped with

iamous Stewart flexible Shatt and Swivel Joint.

new cousrrwcrrou

Multipolar Induction Principle

Operating on the induction principle, utilizing the current

from a multipolat‘ generator. This construction permits

the use of an indicating member ol low inertia, thus

insuring the most sensitive and accurate reading from

0 to 60 miles.

The needle acts from the center of the dial, which

arrangement permits the use of a scale three times as

long as ordinarily used, making it the most easily read

of all speedometers. It is uipped with a season

odometer—capacity l0,000 miles and repeat, also our

new trip odometer of three dials, registering miles and

tenth, and which may be reset to zero automatically by

means of a push button.

 

 

STEWART

SPEEDDMEYER HltEABE RECURDIR

. srtvvsruscmnm '2',‘ ~

\+

  

  

  

Model

11  

 

$25 [4"

.

The construction is oi the costliest kind, every part oi the same

high standard used in all Stewart Speedometers and includes

jewel bearings. The equipment will be the regular_Stewart link-type flexible

shaft and patented swivel joint, furnished with our hlghest priced models.

  

We recommend this exceptional instrument to the motorist who desires the best speedometer that

money can buy—the best irrespective of price—who wants a speedometer to indicate the exact

speed and correct mileage of trip and season, and do it constantly day after day and year alter year.

We stand back oi Stewart Speedometers

with a Five Year Absolute Guarantee

THE 0 NLY speedometer built to carry a long-term guarantee

 

Ready for delivery about November 15th. Send tor catalog.
 
 

Stewart & Clark Mtg. CO., 509 Diversey Boulevard, Chicago, U.S.A.

 

 

Y
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TH:“30"L0comoB|u: SHAFT DRIVE MODEL FOR l909

THE MOTORINC PUBLIC WILL BE INTERESTED IN

READING THE FOLLOWING CIRCULAR ANNOUNCING

w LOCOMOBILE MODELS WHICH THE LOCOMOBILE

COMPANY OF BRIDCEPORT, CONN., HAS RECENTLY

SENT TO THEIR DEALERS AND CUSTOMERS:

We signalize our tenth anniversary of the pro

 

The I909 product will enhance the high repuf'

duction of automobiles by the announcement of two ‘ tation the Locomobile has gained.

splendid models—undoubtedly the best that we ‘

have ever offered to the public.

We announce an entirely new model “ 30"

‘ Locomobile, a five—passenger touring car intermediate

Ten years ago the Locomobile demonstrated for t in power between our “ 20” and our “40." It

the first time the wonderful possibilities of the 1will be equipped with shalt drive.

motor car, and gaVe the automobile business its

first great impetus. To-day the Locomobile is held

in the highest esteem.

as a car of the highest quality~a car of composite

merit, satisfactory in every respect. It is specially

the most durable car on the market.

 

The “40” Locomobile should be the logical

choice of those who desire a high powered car. The

It is everywhere regarded I “ 40" will be produced as a seven-passenger tour

ing car, a stylish roadster, and as a closed car with

; Pullman Limousine or Landaulet body.

noted for reliability, and expertsagree in rating it I This circular will furnish advance information about

I I 909 Models, until our preliminary catalog is ready.

ADVANCE INFORMATION CONCERNING I909 MODELS

“40" LOCOMOBILE.

This car is thoroughly typical of Locombile construction and is

the most powerful model we have ever built. It is equipped with a

four-cylinder motor of 5-inch bore and 6-inch stroke, giving about 60

horse-power on the testing stand, thus affording high speed and fine _

hill climbing ability. The artillery wheels are 36 inches in diameter;

the tires are 36 x 4 inches front and 36 x 5 inches rear. The wheelbase

is 123 inches, and the length over all is 16 feet 1 inch.

The “40" Locomobile is a splendid touring car for seven pas

sengers and is notable for it beauty of line, luxurious appointments,

and delightfully easy riding qualities. It is a touring car par excel

Ience and will meet any test of endurance to which it can be subjected.

Price, with lamp: and eqitipmcnt, $4,500. Top extra.

The “40" Runabout, brought out near the close of the 1908 season,

will be an attractive feature of the 1909 production. The body is very

attractive and accommodates four passengers, all seats being very
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comfortable and easy riding and convenient of access. The individual

front Seats are fixed; the rear seats may be removed or only one or

both can be used, making the car available for two, three or four

passengers as desired. The “40" Runabout can also be supplied with

the type of body known as the “toy” or “baby” tonneau, and which

enjoys considerable popularity. Price, with standard body or “baby”

tonncau, including lamps and equipment, $4,5(X). Top extra.

The “40" Limousine and the “40" Landaulet are both beautiful

The bodies are roomy, beautiful in design,

of the best possible workmanship and finish, and are equipped with

high-powered closed cars.

Prices of these closed cars announced later.

"30" LOCOMOBILE.

This model is equipped with a four-cylinder motor of 4i-inch

bore and 4i-inch stroke, giving about 38 horse-power on the testing

stand. As the new model is intermediate in size between the "1)” of
formeriyears and the “40" Locomobile, it is rated as a “30.”

The car embodies all of the special features which have for years

identified the Locomobile, such as low tension ignition; bronze engine

base and gear box (much stronger than aluminum commonly used);

extra Pullman chairs.

alloy steel'in the crankshaft, steering gears, transmission shafts, pressed

steel frame, gears, and other important parts; heat-treated drop

forgings of our own manufacture; four-speed selective transmission;

imported ball-bearings in wheels, gear box, and other important places.

The wheelbase is 1.20 inches, yet the car can be turned in a 38-foot

street. The length over all is 15 feet.

diameter, tires are 34 x 4 inches front and 34 x 41 inches rear.

The wheels are 34 inches in

The body is graceful in design and very commodious, seating

five adults with entire comfort. Price of the “30” Locomobile touring

car, as illustrated with Iamfis and equipinent, $3,500. Top and speedo

meter extra.

Another variation of the “30”_ Locomobile is the “30” Runabout,

a roadster of the latest type with sharply inclined steering post and

equipped with a body similar to that of the “40" Runabout, and which

It will

Price, with lamps and

may be used for two, three or four passengers as desired.

also be supplied with the “baby”-tonneau.

equipment, $3,500. Top extra.

A feature of the new “30’ chassis is the use of shaft drive, the

Prices of closed cars announced later.

details of which are described in the following paragraphs:

LOCOMOBILE SHAFT DRIVE CONSTRUCTION

We have long appreciated that shaft drive has some very dc

sirable features when applied to a car of the size of the “30" Loco

mobile. Our new shaft-driven car is fully equal in reliability and

lasting qualities to our famous chain-driven cars, and we believe that

it combines more good features than any other car on the market,

whether of foreign or American design. Some of these features are

as follows:

1. Complete removal of all torsional stresses front the car axle

tubes. Distance rods, similar to those on our chain-driven cars, trans

mit the driving stresses to the frame and maintain parallelism of

the front and rear axles. These distance rods carry the brakes, and

their rear ends are free to turn on the axle tubes. Consequently when

the springs are depressed the distance rods turn on the axles and do

not twist them. Also, when the brakes are applied the braking stresses

are not communicated to the rear axle or driving mechanism. Also

the power is not transmitted through the springs.

The spring chairs are also free to turn on the axle tubes, and

thus the only duty of the springs is to carry the load. This arrange

ment makes the Locomobile shaft drive car a very easy riding one,

in addition to removing all torsional stresses from the rear axle tubes.

All brakes are enclosed and protected.

2. Exceptionally strong rear axle construction. The axle tubes

are of alloy steel with inner ends forced into the openings of the

differential housings by hydraulic pressure and securely riveted in place.

Unlike many or most cars, no brazing whatever is used. It will be

noted that our form of construction would be the strongest possible

in any case, but owing to the removal of all torsional stresses from

the tubes it is really very much stronger than necessary. There is

no tendency for the tubes to looscn in the housing.

3. Straight line drive. When the car is loaded the propeller shaft

is almost exactly horizontal—thus the power of the motor is trans

mitted in a straight unbroken line to the rear axle, thus eliminating

loss of power through the universal joints.

4. Complete universal action. The propeller shaft is not only

horizontal, but is provided with a universal joint at the front end and

a slip universal joint at the rear end. The latter compensates for

any change in distance between the rear axle center and the gear box.

The two universal joints compensate for all other stresses as well, so

that the transmission of power from the motor to the rear axle is

perfectly accomplished without any binding or straining under any

road conditions. As the propeller shaft is horizontal, there is very

little action on the part of the uniVersal joints, and very little power

absorbed by them—furthermore, as the joints are of the best con

struction, fully protected and lubricated, the wear is reduced to a

minimum.

5. Flexible drive. A torsion rod is provided to overcome the

torque reaction of the bevel driving gears. The rear end of this rod

is made last to the differential housing and the front end is connected

to the cross member of the chassis frame by a spring suspension.

When the car is started in either direction the springs are compressed

and the torque reactions are absorbed, reducing the tendency to raise

the body when the car is started. Thus the drive from the motor to

the rear wheels is a flexible one—a most desirable feature.

6. Truss rods. Diagonal tension rods extend from the lower part

of the differential housing to the outer extremities of the rear axle

tubes. These truss rods 'transmit the stresses to the wheels instead

of permitting them to be concentrated at the center of the axle. This

form of construction produces an axle of moderate weight and max

imum strength.

7. Excellent design for driving axles. The driving axles are of

the floating type and rotate inside of the axle tubes. As the weight

is all carried on the tubes, the axles only have to transmit the power.

The inner ends have a square fit into the difierential bevel gears and

the outer ends are in the form of dogs or jaw clutches integral with

the axles. These engage with the hubs of the wheels, affording an

absolutely positive drive and at the same time making it possible to

remove the driving axles at any time by simply removing the hub caps.

Summary. It will be seen that the Locomobile shaft drive con

struction runs very nearly parallel to the Locomobile chain drive con

struction, and that every weak spot in the shaft drive has been studied

and overcome. The most exhaustive road tests have proven most

conclusively the durability and lasting qualities of the new Locomobile

shaft drive.

LOW TENOION IGNITION

Locomobile low tension ignition adopted in 1905 will be continued.

We have had four years' experience with high tension ignition

and an equally long trial of low tension ignition, and the results‘indi

eate that the latter is far superior in reliability. The Locomobile low

tension system difi'ers from the ordinary make~and-break on account

of the simplicity of the design and the use of iridium contacts, which

does away with frequent and unnecessary timing of the igniters. Loco

mo',ile low tension ignition is superior to any form of jump spark on

aemunt of the fact that the electrical problem is infinitely more simple

and enables the simplest type of magneto to be employed. Furthermore.

our system is superior to the high tension ignition because there is no

danger from short-circuiting and no complicated wiring—nothing but

a few feet of low tension cable.
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THE

SELDE

CAR

FOR 1909
 

Enters upon its second year

with a clean record. No “first

year” car has ever earned a

better reputation or made a

better showing.

T H E O A R O F

MODERATE PRICE

$2000

Roadster

Landaulet

 

Tourlng Oar

Limouslne

4 cylinder, 28-30 horsepower, shaft drive,

selective transmission, metal body, pressed steel

frame, excellent hill climber, fine finish and

style, roomy tonneau, luxurious upholstery, easy

riding, smooth running, economical in up-keep,

in fact, a high grade car in every lparticular.

The “Silent Selden ”

1909 MODELS READY

. IN SEPTEMBER

Agency propositions now ready. Send for

catalog and specifications.

Selden Molar Vehicle 00.
ROGHESTER, N. Y

Member A. L. A. M.

 

 

 
  

  

 
   

 

  

‘ Marinesom
.. shawls. “when” ‘5— .. .s- .-._..~.-.'>._ /2./_

1909

Prices Reduced $1,000

And the Reasons Why

Heretofore the Matheson Car has been considered the

highest priced as well as the highest grade American

car on the market.

 

 

Millions of dollars worth of these cars have been delivered

to customers who could afiord to pay the higher price

for the best.

Many other purchasers have been persuaded that some of

the lower priced cars have been “just as good." Mathe

son owners who have used other makes of cars have

answered that question satisfactorily. Send for their

letters, which we have done up in a book.

In order, therefore, to still maintain the unequalled quality

of the Matheson Car and at the same time give cus

tomers this magnificent car at the price of the cheaper

ears, the makers have figured that by doubling the fac

tory output and selling at a much closer margin of

profit, the price of the Matheson Car equipped with

Touring, Landaulet or Limousine bodies, could be cut

$1.000, and the same chassis, equipped with Roadster

or Tourabout bodies, cut $650.

Accordingly, the Company's working capital has been in

creased by $350,000, and after October 11, 1908, the pur

chaser can buy a genuine Matheson Car, the very finest

of all motor cars of either European or American make,

at the makers’ former prices to the agent or dealer;

namely:

New Prlce Former Prlct

50 H. P. 1909 Touring Car . . . . . . . .. $4,500 $5,500

50 H. P. 1909 Roadster . . . . . . . . . . .. 4.350 5,000

50 H. P. 1909 Tourabout . . . . . . . . .. 4,350 5,000

50 H. P. 1909 LimouSine .. . 5.500 6,500

50 H. P. 1909 Landaulet . . . . . . . . . .. 5.500 6,500

VIC T0 R I E S

The great string of Matheson victories in the important

speed, hill climbing and endurance contests of the past sea

sons, in competition with the greatest cars of Europe and

America, can leave no room for doubt that the Matheson

car has no peer on any market to-day.

GUARANTY

Every Matheson is guaranteed for 365 days. (Notice

that most other cars are guaranteed for 60 to 90 days only.)

MATHESON AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

Main Sales 0lllee, 1886-1888 Broadway. New York City
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FRANKLIN
Weight is what wears out tires.

In a paper read before the French Society of Civil Engineers, M. A. Michelin, the noted

tire expert, says:

“ If the weight of an automobile is increased five per cent., it increases the wear and tear

on tires fifteen per cent.”

This means that the average water-cooled automobile with its extra weight of plumbing

apparatus—and weighing, as it does, a third more than a Franklin model of the same capacity

—wears out tires just twice as fast.

The light weight of Franklin automobiles and their large wheels and tires eliminate the

tire bugbear from automobiling. No other automobiles have such large wheels and tires in

proportion to their weight.

Model D weighs only 2100 pounds, yet it has the same size wheels and tires as other

automobiles weighing 3200 pounds and upward. Model H has larger wheels and tires than

some automobiles a thousand pounds heavier. The larger the tires, the greater their wearing

surface and the longer they last. But no tires made are large enough to offset the wear and

tear put upon them by the bulky heavy water-cooled machines.

You cannot reduce tire expense nor fuel expense to a reasonable figure in a heavy automobile.

You cannot get the same refinement and simplicity—the combination of power and

strength with light weight except through Franklin air-cooling. I

What would it mean to you to get rid of tire trouble and at the same time cut the bills

down half? Nothing could induce a man who has once known the comfort and security of

the light-weight air-cooled Franklin to drive or own a heavy automobile.

Before you buy, think of tires; and of all the burden and trouble that go with useless weight.

\Vrite for the catalogue describing the complete line of Franklin automobiles, four and six cylinders, 18, 28 and 42 h. p., runabouts, touring

cars, town-cars, broughams, landaulcls. limousines.

H. H. FRANKLIN MANUFACTURING CC.,'Syracu'se, N. Y.
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Moch H—six cylinders; seven passengers; 36-inch

wheels, lZ7-inch wheel base; 2,500 pounds. $3,750,

f. o. b. Syracuse.

  

Model H is the most refined six-cylinder automobile in the world—powerful, smooth,

simple.v There 1s not another large touring-car so comfortable and safe to ride 1n,v.and s0

econ0mical to use. And in appearance and details it has no superior.
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Mayo Radiators Make a Good Car

Better and Their Use on a Car is a

Hall-Mark of Quality.

1]] Mayo Radiators are made in a quality shop.

In their construction no expense is spared, no

crude methods obtain. in their use complete

satisfaction results.

‘1 Mayo Radiators perform their functions well

under all conditions—and conditions at times

are exacting. lt is at just such times that Mayo

quality asserts itself.

q The engineer can eliminate possible radiator

troubles from his calculations by the adoption of

the best possible radiator. The test of years

and use has proved that we malre it.

(1] Our capacity limit on new contracts is rapidly

: 7 being reached.

Miivo RADIATOR COMPANY, New Haven, Conn.
 

 
 

TH'E OLDSMOBILE

is not only the W O R L D ’ S B E S T C A R . but one of its oldest and most famous.

It gives prestige to both owners and agents.

Model M Model l\<I R Model Z

Touring Car, Fully Equipped, “Flying Roadster,” Fully Equipped, 6-Cylinder, 130-inch Whoa! Bale,

$2,750 $2,750 $4,200

Member: A. L- A. M.

Canadian Trade supplied from Oldsmobile Co. of Canada, Toronto, Ontario.

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

 

   

M WEAR ‘__ ONGEST
~'l' -

- a , ~ ; ;.»,:;51_.y-_ .~,;/,.\~-7/.' -» >3 “1,, -

EMPIRE AUTOMOBII4E 'I‘IRE C()1\IPANY. Trentorl, N.J.

New York, 148 Chambers St., and Broadway and 73d St.; Boston, 292 Devonshire St.;_Buflalo 724 Main St.; Fobes Auto Sulpply Co.,

Portland, Ore.; Fobes Auto Sup ly Co., Seattle, Wash.; Waite Auto Surply Co., Providence, it. I.- Chica o, 1301 Micki an ve.; At

lanta. (3a.. Dunham_ Rubber Co.; enver Auto Goods' Co., Denver. C0lkl.; enn Auto Supply Co., Philadelphia, 5%.; Savcll Ru ber Co., Jack

sonville, Flm; Empire Tire 8: Rubber Co., Minneapolis, Minn.; The Motor Supply .\ CflCi) Co., 1246 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, 0.; The Con

sumers Auto \upply Co., 7th Ave. & Sinithfield gt" ittshurg, Pa.  
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The Truth About the

Reduction in Tires

Some tire manufacturers, working in collusion, tell you

that they are able to reduce the prices of their tires owing to

a reduction in the cost of crude rubber.

It is a peculiar fact, however, that other rubber goods

manufactured by these same firms have not changed in price

for years.

Another of their arguments is “Increased Capacity"—

and right here it may be interesting to note the prices of these

concerns on September lst., l9Ub, as compared with the

present hgures: 5cm 1' 50% L

SPIRALSPRINGS

“Cars are like men in that it takes

a study of them to realize their

possibilities.

“We have made a study of the

spring question and can help you

realize to the full the easy-riding pos

  

  

- - . - . “’06. l‘ 3.

sibilities of your car. The use of Supplementary Spiral 28 X 3 in, tire complete . . . . $34.32 $190.55

' - 30x3Iv in. tire com lete . . . . 48.39 27.25

Srfmgf a": a duty YOU {We to Y°ur$¢l£ They P'°“de 32x4/1 in. tire conga-re . . . . 90.00 3880

spring insurance and spring comfort, effectually guarding 32X4V= "L "re complete - ‘ ~ - ’3-35 49-20

Do you think increased capacity should make this dif

ference? No!

Could the reduction be brought about through a reduc

tion in the price of crude rubber? Yes. But has rubber

really been reduced?

Crude Fine Up-River Para Rubber is at least 20 per

cent. higher to-day than it has been any time for the past

twelve months. PECULIAR CONTRADICTION, isn't it?

NOW FOR THE FACTS.

On August 12th, 1908, we refused to accept the proposi

tion advanced by our competitors. to muzzle free competition

against shocks to your pocketbook and passengers.

(ltMany thousands of the S. S. S. are in use by just

as many satisfied users. Better be one of them NOW.

(Your dealer or garage can fit you out in a few

. .

hours time.

in the tire trade by agreeing to adhere to a uniform discount

- —a scheme by which they attempted to recover from dealers

o and consumers and losses entailed by the conduct of their

I business in other quarters.

_ \Ve were opposed to the Tire Pool; it was we who fought

"mm" Ma"- "‘3‘" Y°"‘ 4555 o”""“" "c" 8" L°‘“'I M°' it and saw it "BUST" on September lst, 1906. and we are still

opposed to every kind of tire combination.

This short statement tells the TRUE story and the

J TRUE PURPOSE of the recent price reduction, which is to

THE RIGHT 0]? WAY' Driveput. Competition

. . . . . At the present prices of raw material neither the product

'5 assurul If your car 15 equipped With a of our competitors nor Ajax tires can he sold at the profit that

A M is legitimately due the manufacturer. But in offering our own

.—_ _I——__ajp!l tires at correspondingly reduced prices we simply light back

0

1909 Gabrlel Horn

with the pocketbook argument.

As far as our competitors are concerned, we warn the

Its rich, mellow tone warns without frightening, A

three note tone which by a new device rises from a sweet

tire using public to

Look Out for the Out in Quality

musical tone for city use to a penetrating warning for

country riding, at the will of the operator. Adopted ex

tliat usually accompanies the cut in price.

clusively by the Crowned Heads of Europe as a royal in

AJAx T | R Es

strument for royalty's use.

ARE GUARANTEED FOR 5,000 MILES

MW 1909 GABRIEL

A certificate signed by the President of our Company, and

bearing the number of the tire, accompanies every tire Sold,

and on the back of the certificate is a table of adjustments by

c U T _0 U T v A L v E 'Wl'llCl'IICVt‘ry user of Aims tires can compute the charge should I

a replacement be necessary.

relieves engine of back 500(il‘herlc is no better‘ recommendationlforba ttlire thfan on;

, mic guarantee, )eeause it puts tie ur en 0 proo
ufijr'agsedmfiii upon us and we MAKE G001).

tion and is of great assist

ance in hill-climbing or

over rough roads. Made

to fit 1” to 2%" exhaust

 

 
 

 

  

“See our exhibit at Grand Central Palace Show, opening

in New York on New Years Eve."

Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co.

FAGTORIEs: TRENTON, NEW JERSEY

 

  

pipe.

. . BRANCHES:

\Vl'lte fOI' catalog 311d prlt‘t'h. X, Y, City, 57th St andSBroadway. fiansas (Zityl', Moe. 1435 Clrantll Ave.

Boston, 819:1 Bo 'lston t. l‘lHCF, 1.11., l...", C l‘Vl‘ ant '.

1417 E. 40". Sh l'lnlznlelphia, 316)No. Broad St. ifrnttle. 110.2 Ilrumtnay.

a r e g. 0., 0. Detiuit, 743 Woodward Ave. hair Fraliclsco. 43H Market St.

Chicago, l4l8 Michigan Ave. Los .\ngcles. 1038 So. Main St.
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1909 Models ot Gasoline Touring Cars (5 passengers),

Runabouts (3 passengers), Roadsters (4 passengers),

Limousines (7 passengers) and Landaulets (7 passen

gers); also Victoria Phaeton now ready tor delivery

  

Advance ‘ r ,- . -_ t '

Circulars -. .‘ t _ ' V ' Agents

Giving ., ' ' v .' . ' Wanted

Detailed , j - .1 T; - . I . _ in

Descriptions ' ‘ "Mailed on

Application

Unoccupied

Territory

    

  

Mark XLVIH, 4 cylinder, 29 H. P. Limousine (seating live inside

and two outside) Equipped Ready to Run, $3,750.00

"—"“'"‘“"“by ELECTRIC VEHICLE COMPANY, Hartiord, Conn.

Members A. L. A. M.

  

   

  

THE BRAMPTON

MOTOR CHAIN

All side plates on both sides of the

Bgrnlip'ton Chain are stamped “BRAMP

T .

LARGE SALES and SMALL PROFIT

with thousands of satisfied customers is our

best advertisement. THE BRAMPTON CHAIN is made of self-hardening Steel; the strongest Chain in the World. All parts

polished; fits sprockets (that are properly cut) without friction.

Some of the other chains may look like THE CELEBRATED BRAMPTON CHAIN because some of the other chain makers

began to copy the design and shape of the BRAMPTON CHAIN links in 1904. They have improved somewhat on their copied

design from time to time until these chains now look more like the BRAMPTON CHAIN than ever before. These chains

somewhat resemble the BRAMPTON in appearance, but the manufacturers of such chains have been unable to copy the material

—seif-hardening steel.

NO CHANGE IN THE BRAMPTON

There has been no change in the design, construction, material or finish of the BRAMPTON MOTOR CHAIN in the past

ten years.——“ENUF SED."

P R I C E

The price bein equal, it’s presumable you want the best, and full value for your money. In ..uch cases, the BRAMPTON

FILLS THE BIL , and the prices are the same to manufacturers, jobbers, dealers and consumers as any other chain of equal cize.

We have in stock chains to fit all American and foreign cars.

YOU R 1 9 0 9 C A R

You can have the new car that you order fitted with the CELEBRATED BRAMPTON CHAIN if you order it that way. No

extra }cost }to either you or the manufacturer. All standard sizes in stock to fit American and Foreign Cars at the same price as

the ot er c ains.

SPECIAL CHAINS TO FIT THE INDIAN MOTORCYCLE.

Agents wanted in unoccupied territory. Catalog on request.

Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer

E. Main Office: 97-99-101 Reade Street, New York

_ 54th St. and 8th Ave" New York. 318-320 N. Broad Sc, Philadelphia. Pl. 1829 Euclid Ave.I Cleveland, 0.
BUNCHBL {202-204 Columbul Ave, Bolton, Moon. azm-m Jcltml Ave., Detroit. 1392 Bedford Ava, Brooklyn, N. Y. '3‘ ml“ 5" 3"“
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CAUTION

The demand for LRELLI CABLE (Italian Ignition Wire—rubber covered)

has become so general, that competitors have thrown all kinds of imitations on the market.

In order that the automobile manufacturers as well as the users may be safeguarded against

worthless imitations, we point out

HOW TO TELL THE GENUINE
Cut ofir a section—an inch or less—from the cable you are investigating. Pull it off the wires and cut it 0an lengthwise.

If you can separate the difl'erent layers of vulcanized rubber, or if the rubber cracks from bending it back and forth and

squeezing it, YOU HAVE AN IMITATION.

The reason PIRELLI CABLE will not crack, is because it is not moulded, but drawn in endless lengths, and all the layers

of rubber are vulcanized as a unit. Some manufactures in order to hide the mould marks, cover it up with a sheet of rubber

before vulcanizing.

The Genuine Pusan Costs No More than the lmilations

therefore you have no reason to be imposed upon. We will be pleased to send a small section of

Pirelli Cable to any one interested—for comparison. These are the different sizes for different uses:

N0. 154 R 5 m.m. l’rimnry Rubber.

Price We. per toot.

NO. 1742;! m.m. Prunary Rubberv No_ 254R” m_n|_ High Tension Rubber,

ee 12:. per (00!. Price 30:. per (00L

'\ 'v I h l ' \. r V i_'

0 Wm @
N0. 154P7 m.m. Primary Cambric

l‘ . lZC. iNo. 194 R 10 m_m_ Secondary Rubber' Covered m-e per 00!

w

0 N0. 1941,12 m.mw Secondary Cambric

Covered, l'nce 20¢ per (00!.

N0. 2|4R9 main. Extra Quality 8

® N0. 154 P two way, Cambric Covered

Secondary Rubber Price 17r. per km.

Price 15¢. per loot.

NO. 100117 ln.ni. Magneto,

Price 15c. per loot. i

N0. 234“ 12 turn. High Tension N0. 154 P (our way, Cambrlc Covered.

‘ Rubber Price 25¢. per foot. Price 50:. per tool

TO AVOID IGNITION TROUBLE, SPECIFY PIRELLI WIRE.

PIRELLI & C0,, 296 Broadway, New York
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Model 34, Price $2,250

Two Vital Features of This Car.

THE offset crank shaft and straight line drive, more than any other features are responsible for

the unusual efficiency, the high delivered power and the wonderful flexibility of control of

this four cylinder, five passenger

‘me
Most automobiles can develop sufficient power at high speed, but the owner’s greatest need is for

power at slow engine speeds—power on the hills—in stretches of sand and mud.

The offset crank shaft and stright line drive give flexibility, allow more high gear work without

overtaxing the engine; that means less gear changing; less clutch manipulation—therefore ease and

economy of operation.

This car can be throttled down to operate smoothly and steadily on high gear at three miles an hour.

Or it can run forty-five miles an hour.

These features besides those big wheels, big tires, long wheel base, accessible engine, safety starting

device, reinforced tubular axle, finished parts of genuine mahogany, perfect brake control, and large

luxurious body, make this a car of highest quality.

Ready tor immediate delivery. Please write tor details now.

Thomas B. Jeflery & Company, 11.111.33.53 Kenosha, Wis.

Chicago, Milwaukee, Boston, Philadelphia, San Francisco.

Representatives in all leading cities.

Branches and Distributing Agencies:
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IIOADI.EY IIAS A MERGER SCHEME

It

Prominent Makers Solicited for “Options

—Promoter Encounters Difficulties

in the Terms Asked.

Quite aside from the companies that have

been prominently mentioned as about to

join in a huge consolidation, a number of

the largest makers have for some time been

solicited for “options” by various Wall

street gentlemen whose business it is to

consolidate and juggle with sundry and va

rious industries with the result that these

same gentry have been treated to some in

teresting surprises. After selecting a list

of the most promising plants, Joseph H.

Hoadley, of the firm of Hoadley & Knight,

which has New York City as its headquar

ters, has interviewed their owners with a

most attractive appearing plan for a mer

ger that is calculated to make everybody

connected with it “rich beyond the dreams

of avarice." Hoadley knows the economic

advantages of consolidation, especially for

himself, and is fluent with figures and ro

seate verbal pictures of what it can accom

plish for the manufacturer who finds him

self annoyed by competition.

As guiding spirit in the fragrant Interna

tional Power Co., the stock of which was

removed from the New York stock exchange

list, he is familiar with large corpora

tion matters. It is true that one of his

lieutenants, after giving orders to sell 3.000

shares of the stock, neglected to arrange

for its being bought in at the same time,

so that without a prepared buyer the shares

fell a full 100 points, causing some commo

tion at the time, but such incidents have

simply contributed to an enrichment of

IIoadley’s fund of business experience, and

but the better prepare him for the future.

In seeking his “options,” however, it is

understood that he has encountered a most

obstinate spirit on the part of the automo

bile manufacturers concerning the terms

that they will accept for their properties.

\Vhere in other lines it has been possible

to exchange magnificently engraved pieces

of parchment paper for real factories, goods,

patents and materials, the stubborn and

hard-hearted—not to say hard-headed—man

ufacturers of motor cars have insisted on

discussing in terms of actual dollars, thus

embarrassing the negotiations in no small

degree. The stifi prices asked would not

in themselves constitute a difficulty were it

not that the payment would have to be in

cash or satisfactory guaranteed or mortgage

notes, the cold insistence on which has been

made with discouraging firmness.

In fact throughout the list, this demand

has been so general that the consolidation

scheme has latterly halted to some extent,

but should the makers later find themselves

in a position where they want to be “saved”

and will relax from their absurd position,

lloadley and others of his kind will cheer

fully take up the work.

McCord Moves from Chicago to Detroit.

McCord & C0.. of Chicago, 111., are re

moving that portion of their factory de<

voted to automobile supplies, to Detroit,

Mich. The action follows troubles with the

Windy City's tinsmiths' union. Factory

space has been obtained from the Hugh

Wallace Co. in Detroit, where the work for

n crly carried on at the Kinzic street plant

in Chicago will be transferred as soon as

possible.

American Automart in Bankruptcy.

Bankruptcy proceedings were instituted

fl is week against Max Wineburgh. who has

been doing business as the American Aut0~

irart, at 1621 Broadway. New York City.

The liabilities are estimzted at $10,000. and

the stock of automobile supplies in the store

and the garage are said to about equal this

a'nount. '

Mercury to be Made in Hillsdale.

The Mercury Motor Car Co. has been or

ganized at lIillsdalt‘. l\lich.. with $50,000

capital, and has its first cars under con

struction. J. \V. Raymond is the president

and general manager of the concern.

N0'I‘ WELCOME A'I' PALACE SIIOW

No Space for the Two Makers at Odds with

the Licensed Association—Ford‘s

Prompt Ultimatum.

Instead of a warm welcome for manufac

turers who were this year omitted from

the roster of exhibitors at the Madison

Square Garden show to be given by the

Association of Licensed Automobile Man

ufacturers, the "independent" makers have

manifested a strong dislike for their society

in the Grand Central Palace show of the

As

Tentative efforts to provide for

American Motor Car Manufacturers’

sociation.

them in the latter exhibition after their re

lations with the A. L. A. M. had become

so strained as to make it apparent that they

would not be awarded space in the Li

censed affair, aroused vigorous protest from

more than one of the “independent"makcrs,

and resulted in an ultimatum to the show

management that was so strong as to stop

further consideration along such lines.

\N'ithout mincing matters, Henry Ford.

president of the Ford Motor CO., of De

troit, Mich., came out with a declaration

that if the two companies who were no

longer to be exhibitors in the Licensed fold

were given space at the Palace show, his

company Would be conspicuously absent

and that the management might sell his

space to somebody else. Ford's position

in the “independent” field gives force to his

wishes, and the plan to make room for the

newcomers was quickly abandoned. .\s a

c msequcnce the two companies will for the

first time in their history, he unrepresented

at either of the big New York shows.

Hall Leaves the Badger Brass.

Charles M. Hall. who has for several years

represented the Badger Brass Mfg. Co..

(I Kenosha, \\'is., on the road. has parted

Company with that concern. He is to be

general sales manager of the American

Lamp Co.. of Detroit. Mich.
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The Week’s Incorporations.

Mansfield, O.——Standard Auto and Transit

Co., under Ohio laws, with $10,000 capital.

Pittsburg, Pa.—Mutual Motor Car Co.,

under Pennsylvania laws, with $10,000 capi

tal.

Philadelphia, Pa.—S. & G. Motor Car Co.,

under Pennsylvania laws, with $20,000 cap

ital.

Dayton, O.—Dayton Motor Car Co., un

der Ohio laws, increases capital from $50,

000 to $500,000.

Cleveland, O.—Derain Motor Co., under

Ohio laws, with $30,000 capital. Corpo

rators—J. J. Murphy and others.

Los Angeles, Cal—L05 Angeles Auto

mobile Livery and Sight-Seeing Co., under

California laws, with $75,000 capital.

Milwaukee, Wis.-——Gove Automobile C0.

under Wisconsin laws, with $5,000 capital.

Corporators—Richard, Gove, E. G. Cove and

J. Carroll.

Indianapolis, Ind—Best Automobile CO.,

The, under Indiana laws, with $20,000 cap

ital. Corporators—Edgar Updyke, William

N. Gates and Edward E. Gates.

Oklahoma City, Okla.—Tulsa Motor Car

Co., under Oklahoma laws, with $10,000

capital. Corporators—T. C. Ferguson, C.

L. Ferguson and J. B. Bartlett.

Newark, N. J.—Jackson Motor Car Co.,

under New Jersey laws with $100,000 capi—

tal. Corporators—Charles E. Oathout, New

ton A. Merritt and \rValter F. White.

Los Angelcs, Cal.—Los Angeles Motor

Car Co., under California laws, with $50,000

capital. Corporators—Ralph J. Leavitt,

La Bree Leavitt and Nathan P. Bundy.

Minneapolis, Minn—Bingham-Jordan Au

tomobile Co., The, under Minnesota laws,

with $50,000 capital. Corporators—George

Bingham, T. C. Jordan and Eva Bingham.

Elmira, N. Y.—Southern Tier Motor Co.,

under New York laws, with $25,000 cap

gines. Corporators—G. W. Shoemaker, C.

S. Lattin, Elmira; H. K. Crandall, Athens,

Pa.

Denver, COL—Independent Automobile

Repair Co. under Colorado laws, with

$5,000 capital. Corporators—John E. But

ton, George E. Sicgel and James L. Glendin<

ing.

Nashville, Tenn—Tennessee Auto Co., un

der Tennessee laws, with $13,000 capital.

Corporators—J. K. Polk, Jr., J. J. Vertrees,

Jr., W. O. Vertrees, Buford Duke and W.

J. \Vallacc.

New York City, N. Y.—Internationa1_Tax

imeter Motor Cab Co., under New Jersey

laws, with $100000 capital. Corporators—

M. Sergey Friede, Joseph Thomas and John

R. Turner.

\Vinston~S:;lcm, N. C.—H. I. Riggins Liv

ery Co., under North Carolina laws, with

$100,000 capital; to deal in and rent automo—

biles. Corporators—H. I. Riggins, Swift

Hooper and W. G. Crawford.

Los Angeles, Cal.—Road Runner Auto Co.,

under California laws, with $1,500,000 capi—

tal; subscribed $5,000. Corporators—C. A.

Markwell, M. H. Magie, M. D. L. Scott, A.

E. Yerkes and John D. Works.

Cleveland, O.—Auto Purchasing and Ex

change Co. The, under Ohio laws, with

$10,000 capital. Corporators—Francis J.

Wallace, J. C. Heald, C. A. Hall, M. H.

Castle and Charles C. Clarke.

New York City, N. Y.—Non-Fluid Oil

Co., under New York laws, with $50,000 cap

ital. Corporators—Thomas A. Matthews,

\Valter F. Kimball and Frederick J. Barnes,

14 Church street, New York City.

New York City, N. Y.—Automobile Tire

Co., under New York laws, with $10,000

capital. Corporators—Edward C. Griffith

and Mary P. Griflith, 1584 Broadway; Geo,

L. Lewis, 42 Broadway, New York City.

Boston, Mass.—G. H. Pixlcy Co., under

Massachusetts laws, with $50,000 capital;

general automobile business. Corporators

—C. H. Tebbetts, president, Marshfield,

Mass; G. H.Pixley, treasurer, Dorchcster,

Mass.

Columbus, O.—Broad-Oak Automobile

Co., The, under Ohio laws, with $10,000

capital; to trade in automobiles. Corpo

rators—S. W. Knouse, M. F. Loofbourrow,

O. W. Loofbourrow, D. T. Hock and

Charles Pavey.

Bridgeport, Conn—Blue Ribbon Garage,

The, under Connecticut laws with $10,000

capital. Corporators—Johannes Schiott,

William E. Sceley and John T. King; C. A.

Clark, president, and Julia G. Hoyt, secre

tary and treasurer.

Denver, COL—Elkhart Motor Co., The,

under Colorado laws, with $10,000 capital.

Corporators— Martin E. Crane, Willard W.

Sterling and Charles L. Monger, of Elkhart,

Ind.; Augustus J. Sears and Wilford M.

Oleen, of Denver, Col. -

Uppercu Buys Cadillac’s Agency.

By the sale of all the capital stock of the

Detroit-Cadillac Motor Car

York City, to Inglis M. Uppercu, the latter

on Tuesday, the 27th inst., became the com

pany's proprietor and will hereafter direct

its affairs. The concern has the New York

City agency for all the lines of the Cadillac

Motor Car Co., of Detroit, Mich., which

latter company owned the entire control

until purchased by Uppercu. The new

owner is well known to the trade as the sec

retary and treasurer of the Motor Car Co.

of New Jersey, having its headquarters in

Newark, N. J.

Carrying out plans previously formulated

by the company, Uppercu will assume the

lease of the new salesroom and garage at

Broadway and Fifty-seventh street, which

will be opened about November 1. Ernest

ll. Brandt, who has been the manager of the

company, is now secretary and general man

ager, while Uppercu is president and treas

urer.

Co., of New

In the Retail World.

North Bend, Neb.. boasts its first garage.

George C. McVickcr and Mason Howard

are the proprietors.

The Wisconsin Automobile Exchange, of

Milwaukee, W'is.. is building a new garage.

It is located at 241-3 W'isconsin street.

Hampton, 1a., is to have an automobile

supply station and garage. T. C. Miller will

be in charge, and C. F. Roemer will be as

sociated with him financially.

E. De Camp has taken the building form

erly occupied by the Livingston Motor Co.,

at 284 Halsey street, Newark ,N. J. He

will operate it as a garage.

The Borderwisch Automobile Co., of

Dayton, 0., has filed a certificate with the

secretary of state changing its name. It is

now the Ohio Automobile C0.

Work has commenced on the new Mori

arty garage in Kansas City. The reinforced

concrete, three-story building is being

erected at 150810 Grand avenue.

Charles Bauch has leased a garage build

ing which is being put up in Maquoketa,

la. The structure will be finished on De

cember 1, when Bauch will open for busi

ness.

The business of the Jamaica Plain Gar

age Co., on Scaverns avenue, Jamaica Plain,

Mass, has been bought by Samuel Payson.

The new proprietor will shortly erect a

larger garage building.

Vi'illiam A. Arnold and W. E. Schmick

have formed an automobile supply company

in Hamburg, Pa. It will be known as the

Hamburg Motor Supply Co., and will soon

erect a large garage.

F. L. Thomas has been made permanent

branch manager of the Franklin Automobile

Co., 1450 Michigan avenue, Chicago, 111. He

has for some time been occupying the po

sition of acting manager.

A Philadelphia branch of the Olds Motor

Works, of Lansing, Mich., is being opened

on North Broad street. Sub-branches are to

be established in the smaller cities and

towns in the territory assigned to the Qua

ker City ofiice.

The Hills Motor Car Co., formerly located

at 130 North Broad street, Philadelphia,

Pa., has changed its location to a larger es

tablishment at 6046 North Broad street.

The garage and repair shop will remain at

246 North Juniper street.

The Johnson Auto Co., of Vincennes,

Ind., of which M. T. Johnson, local automo

bile dealer is the leading spirit, has planned

the erection of a large garage for livery

and storage. It will be two stories high

and will have a competent repair shop.

Nute & chna, Seattle, Wash.. have se

sured the northeast corner of Bellcvue ave

nue and East Pike street for a one-story

concrete garage and automobile salesroom.

The structure is planned to provide for the

later addition of further stories if neces

sary.
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COULD BUILD WONDERI‘UI. CARS

Knowledge Born of Experience Would Pre

ponderate Over Theory in This Fac

tory—But Money is Needed.

Let all the present automobile makers

boast about their designers and their fac

tory superintendents and their experienced

machinists, but make them tell, if they will, _

who could build the best automobiles in the

world if only they set about it. Who is it

that by their experience in driving cars, re

pairing cars, smashing cars and tuning cars,

not to mention washing them, could de

sign and build cars that would make the

present productions look pitiful by compari

son? And the answer is wafted from Louis

ville, Ky., that it is the chauffeurs. Of

Course even before the answer comes from

Louisville, some discerning minds have al

ready guessed it, but they may not know

that the chauffeurs are preparing to prove it

Already the plans have advanced to a

point where the Professional Chauffeurs'

Association is holding meetings to promote

a factory where they can make touring cars,

runabouts. doctors' callabouts, taximeter

cabs and delivery wagons which will incor

porate the features and ideas which com

bined chaufieiiring experience suggests. At

least one car has been built after this fash

ion and named in honor of the king of driv

ers. “Nazarro,'y and :lthough it was not con

structed in the big plant of the chauffeurs'

association, because that plant is not built

yet, it nevertheless has been decided upon

as a model for one of the many styles that

will emanate from the chauffeurs' factory

if the investing public does not prove to

be a set of “tight-wads" when it comes to

helping the enterprise along.

If cars, why not tires? Sure! Tires, too,

are to be made at the projected plant. Who

is it that knows all there is to be known

about tires? (Answer from Louisville same

as in first paragraph). Having heard that

there is a great deal of graft in tires as
marketed at present,lresulting in high prices

to the owner, the chauffeurs’ association

will produce tires at the prices at which

they ought to be sold, and will make them

so durable that chauffeurs need actually buy

only one set out of every six that they tell

the owner they need the money for. Of

course the tire department will not be

started until the car making part of the out

fit is running smoothly, and the latter will

not be started until the factory is built, and

the factory construction will not be started

until somebody supplies the inioney, and

the money supply has got to be started

somehow. and so that is why the associa

tion has started holding its meetings.

Adopts “Inter-State" as Its Title.

After temporary anonynzivy, pending the

selection of a name by means of a prize

eontest, the automobile concern headed by

Thomas Hart in Muncie, Ind., has decided

to call itself the Inter-State Automobile Co.

The new factory buildings, which are largely

of glass, are being completed, and it is

planned to produce 1,000 cars during the

coming year.

Must File Pope Motor Car Claims.

Creditors of the Pope Motor Car Co. are

being notified that November 1 is the last

day on which they may prove and file their

claims against the company, and that should

they fail to take such action on or before

that date, they will be barred from partici

pation in the assets. Claims are to be filed

at Toledo, 0., with the clerk of the United

States circuit court for the northern district

of Ohio, western division, where the com

pany’s legal affairs center.

Credit Association’s New Feature.

The Automobile Trade Credit Association,

with offices at 80 Wall street, New York

City, has instituted a new feature in a com

mittee to handle the claims of members

against bankrupt concerns. The committee

will endeavor to effect economies and ob

tain settlements that in many cases would

not otherwise .be possible. Twenty~two au

tomobile and accessory concerns have re

cently been added to the membership.

Henry and Porter Part from E-M.F.

Dave Henry has resigned as traveling

representative of the E-M-F Co., of De

troit. Mich., as has I. D. Porter. Their du

ties in the West and the East, respectively,

in arranging for the distribution of the com

pany‘s product became very light as a re

sult of a heavy demand for the cars.

Motor Car Broker is a Bankrupt.

Charles I. Scott, of 1779 Broadway, New

York City. who has been doing business as

an automobile broker, has filed a voluntary

petition in bankruptcy. There are fifty

creditors and his liabilities amount to $19,

936, with no assets.

_‘

Burned Many Automobile Bodies.

Fire damaged the stock and plant of the

George T. Stehling Wagon and Truck Mfg.

Co.. of Milwaukee, Wis., recently, to the

extent of $5.000. Automobile woodwork on

the second floor was the chief contribution

to the flames.

Burgess Builds a Spring Factory.

Wenona. Ill.. is to have a new manufac

tory, where “double tension” automobile

springs are to be made. A brick building is

being constructed for Charles Burgess, In.

the inventor and backer of the enterprise.

Economy to Move to Jollet.

The Economy Motor Buggy Co., formerly

of Fort Wayne. Ind., is removing to Ioliet,

lll.. where local capital has been interested.

Ground has been brokei for a spacious two

story brick factory in East Cass street.

POPI'I CREDITORS ARI-I WAITING

Reorganization is Close at Hand—Provides

for All Claims—Date is Set for the

Hearing Before the Court.

..

Further steps toward the reorganization

of the Pope Mfg. Co. have been taken to

the extent that an order has been obtained

from the court calling upon holders of the

capital stock and holders of the voting trust

certificates to show cause why the offer and

plan of the reorganization committee should

not be accepted. The hearing has been set

for Tuesday, November 10, before a court

at Chancery Chambers, in Newark, N. J.

Of the first and second preferred stock,

the holders of which will alone pzirticipate

in the exchange of new shares, there has al

ready been deposited with the trustees over

98 per cent. of the first preferred, and ap

proximately 90 per cent. of the second pre

ferred. The stockholders themselyes have

subscribed for a large part of theliSsut'. of

$800,000 in notes which is to provide the

ready cash for launching the reorganized

company. the balance being taken by the

underwriters for marketing when the deal

is effected.

So imminent is the reorganization that

the creditors' committee is not pressing the

receivers for the fourth and final creditors'

dividend which many of the individual cred

itors are asking for. Since the plan for the

new company provides for the payment of

all the old claims with interest, the coin

mittee has thought it best to await this re

~ult, which seems likely of early consumma

llun.

Excelsior to Distribute Stepneys.

Middle west distribution of ‘ Stepney

wheels and other products of the Spare Mo

tor Wheel of America, Ltd, has been placed

with the Excelsior Supply Co., of Chicago.

Ill. The former company's retail store at

236 Michigan avenue will be given up. and

George S. Morrow, general sales manager.

in addition to handling the advertising. will

divide his time between New York City.

Chicago and Kansas City, at which points

the three main distributing agencies are lo

cated.

Whitlock Resigns from Empire.

W. G. Whitlock has resigned from the

sales department of the Empire Automobile

Tire Co., of Trenton, N. I. He went with

the Empire company when President C. II.

Semple carried with him a number of as

sociates then connected with the G 81 I

Tire Co.

Grossman Sails Next Week.

Emil Gmssman, president of the .\'a

tional Sales Corporation, of New York

City, sails for Europe next week. He will

attend the Paris and Olympia shows.
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Concerning the Cup and the Car.

That an American car should win the

Vanderbilt cup race against foreign built

contenders is a very happy circumstance in

itself, but peculiarly so just now in view of

the fact that in future the race is to be for

American cars only. In lifting the cup, the

Locomobile removed all possibility of the

taunting comment that not until all foreign

cars had been eliminated by the rules could

an American contestant capture the trophy.

As a conspicuous figure in Vanderbilt races

of the past, moreover, its present victory

is a logical as well as a gratifying one.

But aside from these causes for self-con

gratulation, the true American must feel

a sense of wholesome pride at the showing

While

the foreign contingent was lacking in the

made by the other American entries.

names of drivers famous for their big suc

cesses, the cars both in power and in rank

in the racing world, were sufi'iciently repre

sentative to make the contest truly interna

tional in character. It completely vindi

cated the old assertion that the American

makers are competent to build racing cars

as reliable and as fast as any produced in

other lands.

Strangely enough the Locomobile that

won the race was in no small degree respon

sible for the row between the American

Automobile Association and the Automo

mobile Club of America, which resulted

in the Vanderbilt Cup contest event being

put under the ban so far as foreign en~

tries were concerned. In framing the rules

for the affair the A. A. A. was anxious to

make it possible for both the big Locomo

bile and the large Thomas racing car to

compete, which necessitated larger limits

than those permitted by the regulations of

the so-called Association of Recognized Au

tomobile Clubs abroad. The A. C. A. seized

on this omission to observe the rules agreed

upon across the water, as the basis of its

fight, and the A. A. A. was drawn into a

very unpleasant squabble through its de

sire to give these two cars, on which the

makers had spent no inconsiderable sums, a

fair chance in competition. It is also signi

ficant that both the Locomobile cars were

built for the last Vanderbilt contest two

years ago, when one of them made the

fastest lap in the race. and was crowded out

of a place at the finish chiefly because of

the lack of demountable rims—a handicap

which gave tremendous advantage to the

foreign contenders.

With regard to the general management

of the contest, full measure of credit is due

to the members of the Cup Commission and

the officials of the Long Island Motor Park

way for what was admittedly first class

handling of the affair. At the same time,

it is to be hoped that the incidents which

caused the Summary stoppage of the race

at the very moment of the climax through

laxity in handling the crowd, will never

have the

outsiders

repetition.

that

be 'admitted within

Despite repeated

assertion no were to

the Parkway enclos

ure, the course was overrun during the en

tire contest. Local deputies, usual,

proved pitifully insufficient for the tasks as

signed them, and that important item, the

guarding of the course, was distinctly a fail

ure.

35

Military guards, perhaps. and certainly

more rigid discipline among civilian cm

ployes must be developed before contests

of this sort can become really safe either to

Of the Parkway

itself, no criticism can be offered. The road

witness or to compete in.

construction proved satisfactory, and the

banking and grades failed to develop the

treacherous tendencies predicted.

 

Legal Sanction for Injustice.

While it may be presumptive for the lay

mind to question the rectitude of any ap

proved legal decision, especially when hand

ed down with the unanimous assent of a

tribunal so high as the Supreme Bench of

the State of Massachusetts, yet the adverse

opinion rendered last week in the case of

the Ashfield motorist had appealed

from a fine imposed driving over a

who

for

“posted” road in his own town, is, to say

the least, difficult to assimilate. In a word,

the opinion that selectmen, aldermcn and

others having direct control over country or

urban highways are properly and legally em

powered to close such thoroughfares to

automobile traffic, means that the motorist

living on such a street will be unable to

bring his car to his own door, or supposing

it to be on his own property, to remove it,

unless an unposted back street happens to

be within reach.

some degree of authority is placed in the

hands of those not always equipped to wield

it wisely, that purely local governments are

It means that an unwhole

given the power to discriminate between

one class of public traffic and another and

that their decision in such matters is final.

Few test issues of recent adjudication

have had as important bearing upon the

rights and privileges of the motorist as this.

The possible effect of thus establishing a

right of segregation between self-propelled

and other means of traffic is self-apparent.

It is the same principle which has been'

thrashed out over and over again in con

nection with the enactment of automobile

laws. good, bad and indifi‘erent.

torist on the one hand, struggling for recog

nition as a rightful user of the public thor

oughfare; the anti-motoring element on the

The mo

other, striving in opposition merely because

of an ancient prejudice or the detractory in

fluence of the minority of wild and hyster

ical motorists whose influence ever has been

the worst possible enemy to the cause. Mark

the automobile as a vehicle of transporta

tion equal in principle and right with any

other vehicle capable of following the high

way, and its abuse is at once reduced to its

proper level, that of an offense against the

precepts of decency—in other words, a

plain breach of the peace. Define it as a

thing apart, subject to special restrictions

and open to objections based on superficial
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or whimsical analyses, and its status must

remain subject to special privilege, and spe

cial restriction.

The justice of the finding that a legis

lature which has the accepted right to re

strict the speed of automobiles also has the

right to limit their use in other respects, is

beyond question. That it also may delegate

to other and lesser bodies certain of its

powers in this respect is a conclusion un

deniably justified. The failure of this at

tack upon the constitutionality of the prac

tice of allocating such powers either to

state or local bodies, however, is of far more

than local significance. The special pro

vision to which it accedes might be of con

siderable importance and utility at times

and under certain extraordinary circum

stances. But its indiscriminate use is to be

deplored and even feared. It is greatly to

be hoped that the door thus set open will

not. provide ingress for a growing restraint

upon the legitimate motorist which in some

localities already has gone hopelessly be

yond its reasonable limits.

Fortit'ying the Brakes.

In the concerted movement for the im~

provement of braking efficiency which has

been in progress for the last year or two it

is rather surprising to note that designers

almost without exception have overlooked

one rather important point, and that in the

more modern braking systems a useful feat

ure which was perhaps accidental to their

predecessors has been overlooked. Despite

the advantages of equalizing the applica

tion of the bands upon opposite driving

wheels, it is noteworthy that with most such

eontrivances the breaking down of one side

of the system involves the disablement of

the other. While the probability of acci

dent through the breakage of one of the

shoes is not very great. especially where

two full sets of brakes are employed, still

the very fact that the average driver re

gards his brakes as being absolute dupli

cates, is sufficient evidence that both should

be made as reliable as possible. For should

one set become disabled the full burden

falls upon the other end in the absence of

proper devices to prevent it, the yield

of one of these brakes would mean entire

loss of control.

The usual method of brake compensa

tion by means of a balance beam is useful

only to the extent of equalizing the power

applied to the bands. Beyond this, differ

ences in the adjustments of the two brakes,

or differences in the condition of the work

ing surfaces, involve an unequal applica

tion of the retarding force. On this account

it was at one time proposed to apply a dif

ferent method of equalization by placing

the differentiating medium between the two

anchor points rather than between the two

points of application. Aside from its in

herent advantages in other respects, such

an arrangement would be of service in pro

viding against the entire cutting adrift of

one brake when the other gives way.

“'ith the ordinary method of applica

tion it is diflicult to devise means of pro

viding against this contingency. Indeed the

only really effective method would be to

arrange stops for limiting the movement

of the arms of the equalizer, placing them

in such a position that they would not in

terfere with its movement so long as the

two,brakes were evenly applied. In the

event of a failure on one side, with such

an arrangement, the stop on the disabled

side would become a fulcrum point about

which the beam would swing in applying

the other. A little longer travel for the

lever or pedal would be required in this

case, but to an amount which could be v

provided for readily enough. It may be

that in some of the many arrangements now

in use this principle is developed, accident

ally or otherwise, but so far as is known

such is not the case. At all events no such

feature ever has been brought out as a talk

ing point.

 

COMING EVENTS

October 31, Philadelphia, Pa.——Automo

bile Club of Philadelphia's sixth annual

tour for the Brazier Cup.

November 2, St. Louis, Mo.—Manufactur

ers & Dealers Association hill climb, Solo

mon's hill. .

November 3, Hartford, Conn.—~Hartford

Automobile Club's 24 hours race.

November 78, New Orleans, La.—Two

days’ race meet.

October 31, Dayton, O.—Race meet, State

fair grounds.

November 25, Savannah, Ga.—Aut0mobile

Club of America's 200 miles light car race.

November 26, Savannah, Ga.——Automo

bile Club of America‘s (New York), 400

miles race.

November 27, Denver, Col.—Colorado

Industrial Exposition Association's race

meet. Overland Park track.

  

 

December 31-January 7, New York City—

American Motor Car Manufacturers' Asso

'ciation's annual show in Grand Central

Palace.

January 1623, New York City—Associa~

tion of Licensed Automobile Manufactur

ers‘ annual show in Madison Square Gar

den.

January 23-30, Philadelphia, Pa.—Phila

delphia Automobile Trade Association's an

nual show.

February 6-15. Chicago, Ill.—National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers,

Coliseum and First Regiment Armory.

February 27-March 3, Hartford, Conn.—

.‘tutomobile Dealers’ Association show.

 
 

To Race for Brazier Cup October 31.

Philadelphia, Pa.. is having its full share

of motoring events this fall, the next in

line being the sixth annual run of the Auto

mobile Club of Philadelphia for the Brazier

Cup, which is scheduled for Saturday, Oc

tober 31. The afiair is to be run strictly

within the speed limits of the various bor

oughs and townships through which it

passes and contestants will be obliged to

adhere to the time schedule mapped out.

The course is roughly, a rectangle, starting

at Broad and Walnut streets and running

west through Lansdowne, Aldan, Swath

more, Wallingford and Media, then north

through Devon and Valley Forge; switch

ing eastward to Bridgeport, Norristown and

Ambler, thence back to the Quaker City,

via Chestnut Hill and Germantown. The

distance will be approximately 65 miles.

New Rules Reduce Size and Weight.

Announcement was cabled from Paris last

week of the new rules in the matter of rac~

ing limitations for 1909, made by the In

ternational Congress of Recognized Auto

mobile Clubs. The change has to do with

the reduction of the size of cylinder bore

and weight of the car and was recommended

some time ago by the Italian Club and en

dorsed by other foreign clubs.

The new rules provide for a maximum

bore of 130 mms. or 51-10 inches. and a min

imum weight of 900 kilos, or 1,984 pounds.

This cuts down the size of four cylinder

racing motors one inch, and the minimum

weight some 600 pounds.

Fort George Hill Climb Off Again.

Because of an objection on the ground

that it might interfere with the prerogatives

of voters, the much-postponed Fort George

hill climb which the New York Trade As

sociation has been endeavoring to promote,

has again been set over. After all arrange

ments had been made for the contest and

entries invited, John T. Dooling, president

of the State Board of Elections, called the

attention of Mayor McClellan to the fact

that the competing cars would pass one of

the polling booths, and that no little con

fusion might be expected to result in conse

quence. The immediate result was the

abandonment of the date.
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ROBERTSON CAPTURES THE CUP

American Car "Lifts" Vanderbilt Trophy for the First Time in History, the Winner Sending His Locomobile Over the

New Long Island Course at Average Speed of 64.3 Miles per Hour—Seventeen Competitors in Hotly Contested

Race, Free From Serious Accident—Immense Crowd Present, Despite Unfavorable Weather—Contest

Again Cut Short by Thronging of Course After Winning Car Finishes.

 
 

 

 

LYTLE AND ROBERTSON POSE

Cynical and superficial as the

tongued old gentleman may have been in de

claring that the Vanderbilt cup race is

chiefly valuable in “giving half of New

York an excuse to sit up all night," yet he

sharp

hit upon one of its most striking phenomena

for his commentary, but one which properly

interpreted signifies the astounding degree

of popular interest in the event, which has

taken the character of a settled institution.

Variously estimated at from 200,000 to 500,

000 people, the crowd which saw the fourth

race for the Vanderhilt cup, on Saturday,

the 24th inst., got a full reward for all losses

of sleep and expenditures of money, in a

sporting contest that was rich with the qual

 

RESULTS OF THE FOUR CONTESTS FOR THE VANDERBILT CUP.

Year. Winner. HP. Car.

1904 Heath 90 Panhard

1905 Hemery . . . . . . . . .. 80 Darracq .. ..

1906 Wagner . . . . . . . . .. 100 Darracq .. ..

1908 Robertson . . . . . . . 90 Locomobile .. . . . . . .

Fastest

Length ,Winner‘s Winner's lap.

of course. net time. Av.m.p.h. m.p.h.

284.4 5 :26 :45 52.22 70.9

. . . . . . . 283.0 4:36:08 61.43 66.9

. . . . . . . 297.1 4:50:10% 65.13 67.3

257.9 4 :00 :481/5 64.30 69.49

  

 

ROBERTSON FINISHES “'llILl-I IRISH VOLI'NTI'IERS HOLD BACK THE CROWD

ities of speed, picturesqucness, and keen

competition, and which resulted in a bril

liant victory for an American car.

Driving a sharp, decisive race, in his 90

horsepower Locomobile, George Robertson

secured a signal victory over Herbert Ly

tle, winner of the Long Island Sweepstakes

of two weeks before, who drove an Isotta

car with even greater steadiness, though

Robertson made the fast

est lap times in all but the fourth, fifth and

sixth laps. in addition to which he made the

fastest lap in the race.

hand, held either second or third place for

less hrilliancy.

Lytle, on the other

the entire contest and handled his ear with

a precision which was remarkable.

The Locomobile figured as No. 16, and

was the thirteenth to get away from the
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SUMMARY OF RACE SHOWING ELAPSED TIME BY LAPS.

1 lap. 21aps. 3laps. 41aps. Slaps. 6 laps. 7 laps. 81aps. 921aps. 10 laps. 11 laps.

11.14

  

  

 

23.46 46.92 70.38 93.84 117.30 140.76 164.22 187.68 234.60 258.06

No. Driver. Car. H.P. Miles. Miles. Miles. Miles Miles. Miles. Miles. Miles. Miles. Miles. Miles.

16 George Robertson....Locomobi1e . . . . .. 90 20:54 43:07 63:24 89:14 111:37 132:07 152:43 173:19 195:41 216:36 240:48%

6 Herbert Lytle . . . . . . ..Isotta . . . . . . . . . .. 60 21:52 43:26 65:15 87:19 110:47 132:47 154:52 176:48 198:36 220:46 242:36%

5 W. C. Luttgen . . . . . ..Mercedes . . . . . .. 90 23:32 49:16 72:10 94:34 116:50 139:15 166:42 188:49 216:14 243:30 *270:35

12 George Salzman . . . . ..Thomas . . . . . . . ..115 22:04 46:17 68:54 91:25 113:58 136:47 159:51 201:41 225:34 248:11 1"

1 James Florida . . . . . . ..Locomobile . . . . .. 90 23:10 45:23 67:36 93:44 115:22 143:39 165:15 191:14 227:23 249:07 ‘271:10

3 E. Stricker . . . . . . . . . ..Mercedes 22:25 44:23 66:19 88:42 110:20 135:04 159:48 181:15 210:57 Caught fire.

2 Albert Denison . . . . . ..Knox . . . . . . . . . . .. 24:33 56:34 81:42 107:19 141 :36 167:20 195:18 225:56 253:09 ‘l'

20 W. Bourque.. ..Knox . . . . . . . . . . .. 27:15 52:06 77:32 103:06 135:41 163:47 195:00 222:20 '1'

8 J. Seymour. . . . . .Thomas . . . . . . . . .. 31 :43 63:43 95:05 132:56 160129 189:16 215:23 243:01 T

4 Willie Haupt.. Chadwick . . . . . . .. 21:53 43:22 64:49 86:10 107:46 131:54 188:00 244:15 '1'

18 Foxhall Keene.. Mercedes 5312' 76:17 98:35 120:45 Caught fire and withdrew.

7 J. B. Ryall.. .. . Matheson 26:13 65:59 97:56 Caught fire and withdrew.

17 Lewis Stran .. .. .Renault .. . 59:49 82:47 106:45 Burned out clutch and withdrew.

ll Cyrus Patsch e... .Acme . . . . .. .. 23:23 48:06 Broke cam shaft at Central Park; withdrew.

9 E. J. Kilpatrick.. ..Hotchkiss .. .. 22:43 68:13 Connecting rod bearing seized at Central Park; withdrew.

15 L. Chevrolet . . . . . . . ..Matheson 22:09 Cracked cylinder at Jericho; withdrew. '

19 Howard Gill. . . . . . . . . .Thomas .. . . . . .. 26:45 Burned out clutch and broke gear at Bethpage.

10 L. Pouget . . . . . . . . . ..Brasier . . . . . . . . .. 90 Broke steering gear on way to starting line; did not start.

TABLE SHOWING TIME BY LAPS, AVERAGE MILES PER HOUR AND AVERAGE TIME PER MILE

Av. miles Av. time

Average per per

miles Average hour on mile on

lst 2d 3d 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th 11th per time Fastest fastest fastest

N0 Driver. lap. lap. lap. lap. lap. lap. lap. lap. lap. lap. lap. (hour. per mile. lap. 1a . la .

16 Robertson .. 20:54 22:13 20:17 25:50 22:23 20:30 20:36 20:36 22:2 20:55 24:12'/§ 64.3 55.76 20:17 6&5 51.80

6 Lytle . . . . . . . 21:52 21 '34 21:49 22:04 23:28 22:00 22:05 21:56 21 :48 22:10 21:50% 63.7 56.50 21:33 65.4 55.05

5 Luttgen .. . .. 23:32 25 44 22:54 22:24 22:16 22:25 27:27 22:07 27:25 27:16 57.3 62.82 22:16 63.3 56.88

12 Salzman . 22 :04 22 13 22:37 22:31 22.33 22:49 23:04 41:50 23:53 22:37 56.7 63.48 22:04 63.8 56.43

1 Florida .. . .. 23:10 22 13 22:13 26:08 21:38 28:17 21:36 25:59 36:09 21 :44 56.6 63.60 21:40 64.9 55.47

3 Stricker .. .. 22.25 21:58 21:56 22:23 21:38 24:44 24:44 21:27 29:42 60.0 60.00 21:27 65.6 54.88

2 Denison .. . .. 24:33 32:01 25:08 25:37 34:17 25:44 27:58 30:38 27:13 50.0 72.00 24:33 56.7 63.49

20 Bourque .. .. 27:15 24:51 25:26 25:34 32:35 28:06 31:13 27:20 50.5 71.28 24:51 56.6 63.60

8 Seymour .. .. 31:43 32:00 31:22 37:51 27:33 28:47 29:07 27:38 46.0 78.26 27:38 50.9 60.73

4 Haupt . . . . .. 21:53 21:29 21:27 21:31 21:36 24:08 56:06 56:15 45.9 78.43 21:27 65.6 54.88

18 Keene . . . . .. 53:25 22:52 22:18 22:10 46.0 78.35 22:10 63.5 56.69

7 Ryall . . . . . .. 26:13 39:46 31:57 46.0 78.35 26:13 53.6 67.26

17 Straug . . . . .. 59:49 22:58 23:58 40.0 90.00 22:58 61.3 58.73

11 Patschke 23:23 24:43 60.0 60.00 23:23 60.3 59.70

9 Kilpatrick .. 22:43 45:30 62.0 58.06 22:43 62.0 58.06

15 Chevrolet 22:09 63.6 56.60 22:09 63.6 56.60

19 Gill . . . . . . .. 26:45 52.6 6844 26:45 52.6 68.44

SPECIFICATIONS OF COMPETING CARS WITH NAMES OF ENTRANTS AND DRIVERS.

N0 Driver. Car. H.P. Entrant. Bore. Stroke. Clutch. Wheelbase. Tires.

1 Florida .....Locomobi1e . . . . .. 90 Locomobile Co. of Amen. 7.25 6.25 Cone . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 110 Diamond

2 Denison . ....Kn0x . . . . . .. . .. 40 Knox Auto Co. . . . . . . . . . .. 5.50 5.50 Three-plate . . . . . . .. 106 Fisk

3 Stricker .....Mercedes . 120 Robert Graves . . . . . .. . 6.68 5.9 Lindsay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 107 Michelin

4 Haupt . . . . . ..Chadwick 90‘ Chadwick Engr W'ks. .. 5 6 Metal cone, cork inserts... 112 Michelin

' 5 Luttgen .....Mercedes . . . . . . .. 120 W. K. Vanderbilt, Jr.. .. 6.68 5.9 Lindsay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 107 Michelin

6 Lytle . . . . . ..Isotta . . . . . . . . . .. 60 C. V. Brokaw . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5.7 4.72 Multiple disc . . . . . . . . . . .. 118 Michelin

7 Ryall .......Matheson . . . . . . .. 57.7 Matheson Motor Car co... 6 6 Multiple disc . . . . . . . . . . .. 117 Michelin

8 Seymour ....Th0mas . . . . . . . .. 80 R. Thomas Co. . . . . . . .. 6 5.7 Three-plate . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 112 Michelin

9 Kilpatrick ..Hotchkiss . . . . . .. 120‘ Hotchkiss Import Co. 7 6.28 Cone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 104 Michelin

10 Pouget ......Brasier . . . . . . . . .. 96 H. Payne Whitney .. .'. 6.39 5.5 Cone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 104 Michelin

11 Patschke .. ..Acme . . . . . . . . . . .. 60" Cordner & Flynn . . . . . . . . . 4.99 5.5 Cone, cork inserts . . . . . . .. 108 Diamond

12 Salzmau ....Thomas . . . . . . . .. 115 E. R. Thomas Co. . . . . . . .. 6.875 5.5 Three-plate . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 104 Michelin

15 Chevrolet . ..Matheson . . . . . . .. 85.7 Matheson Motor Car C0. .. 7.25 6 Multiple disc . . . . . . . . .., .. 117 Michelin

16 Robertson ..Locomobile . . . . .. 90 Locomobile Co. of Amen. 7.25 6.25 Cone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 110 Michelin

17 Strang . . . . ..Renault . . . . . . . . .. 115 Paul Lacroix . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6.25 6 Int. Expand . . . . . . . . . . . .. 112 Michelin

18 Keene . . . . ..Mercedes . . . . . . .. 120 Foxhall Keene . . . . . . . . . . .. 6.68 5.9 Lindsay . . . . . . . . . . . . . 107 Michelin

19 Gill . . . . . . . ..Thomas . . . . . . . .. 115 E. R. Thomas Co. . . . . . . .. 6.875 5.5 Three-plate . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 104 Michelin

20 Bourque ....Knox . . . . . . . . . . .. 40 Knox Auto Co. . . . . . . . . . .. 4.875 4.75 Three plate . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 102 Fisk

TABLE SHOWING POSITIONS OF CONTESTANTS AT END OF EACH LAP.

lst 2d 3d 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th 11th lst 2d 3d

No Driver. lap. lap. lap. lap. lap. lap. lap. lap. lap. lap. lap. No. Driver. lap. lap. lap.

16 Robertson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l l 1 4 4 2 1 1 1 l 1 7 Ryall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 11 ll

6 Lytle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 17 Strang . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 17 14 13

5 Luttgen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10 8 7 7 7 6 6 4 4 3 11 Patschke . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9 7

12 Salzman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4 6 6 5 5 5 4 6 5 4 9 Kilpatrick . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7 12

1 Florida . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 5 5 6 6 7 5 5 6 5 15 Chevrolet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

3 Stricker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 4 4 3 2 4 3 3 3 19 Gill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13

2 Denison . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11 9 9 9 9 9 9 8 7 ,

20 Bourque . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 14 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 t Running when race was called off.

8 Seymour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 10 10 ll 10 10 10 9 * Unofficial time—finished after race was of

4 Haupt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 2 2 1 1 1 7 10 licially called off.

18 Keene . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 16 13 12 10 * Six Cylinders.
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LYTLE. ISOTTA, STARTING

line. Lytle's car was No. 6, so that he

finished first. The 8 minutes, 11% seconds

which elapsed after the end of Lytle’s race

and before Robertson finished, were fraught

with the most intense excitement—espe

cially at the grandstand, where it was known

that the outcome of the contest depended

on the performance of the Bridgeport car

during those last precious moments.

Early in that same lap, a wild skid had

delayed Robertson by 2 minutes or more at

Plainview, while he replaced a tire. and ru

Ib..,. \‘ T.
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PRESS STAND, PETER PRUNTY WITH HIS MEGAPHONE, TIMERS BEHIND THE CLOCK,

AND SCORE BOARD ON ROOF.

mor had been busy building all sorts of

thrilling and time~exhausting accidents about

a very bare substance of known fact. When

at length he came flying down the long

stretch to the finishing line, therefore, the

enthusiasm of the crowd knew no bounds.

For a brief space the fate of what amounted

to an international race had hung in the

balance, and the relief of the American vic

tory and the Italian defeat caused an over

flow of the stands and the course which

swept the awkward military guard complete

ly off its feet. swamped the Constabulary

and threatened the following racers with the

awful fate which has marred the conclusion

of each previous contest for the Vanderbilt

Cup.

Not only at the grandstand, but at all

points on the course, the people surged ex

citedly into the path which the cars were

)INM PARKI" -
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STRANG'S RENAULT BALKS

following. That no fatalities occurred was

a marvel. Such an inrush of foolhardy hu‘

manity could not fail to result in accident,

however, and the incident which caused

the abrupt termination of the race was a

direct effect of inefficient safeguarding of

the course.

The second car behind the winning Loco

mobile arrived just at a moment when the

course was completely flooded with the over

flow from both sides of the way. Oddly

enough it was the other Locomobile entry

with Florida at the wheel. A touring car

had backed on to the course from one side,

and was smothered in the crowd. An open

ing was made for the racing car as it bore

down, but too late to give it ample room.

A collision between the two machines oc

curred and in the confusion a youth

was knocked down and sustained a broken

lrg. Immediately afterward Referee Van
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derbilt ordered the race stopped, and Lutt

gen. driving Vanderbilt's cwn car, together

with Salzman in the Thomas, were accord

ed third and fourth places by virtue of

their existing positions in the race.

When in a race of 258 miles the first and

second positions at the finish are separated

by only 1 minute and 48% seconds, as was

the case between Robertson’s Locomobile

and Lytle’s Isotta, it is evidence that driv

ers, owners and spectators had plenty of

thrills as the fortunes of the (lifierent cars

varied. Robertson made the ll laps in 4

hours and 48% seconds. at an average rate

of 64.3 miles per hour, while Lytle cov

 

e“; *7

cred the distance in 4 hours, 2 minutes, 362/?>

seconds. Neither in the fastest lap of the

race nor in the average for the whole dis

tance. however, did the winner equal the

best records of previous Vanderbilt races.

In 1904 the Panhard, driven by Heath,

made its fastest lap at 70.9 miles, while

Robertson’s fastest lap was at 69.49. and in

1906 Wagner covered 297.1 miles at an aver'

age rate for the whole race of 65.13 miles

per hour. Weather conditions accounted

in no small degree for the fact that records

were not broken, as the leaders drove to

the limit of what the wet and slippery

course would stand.

Of the seventeen actual starters, eleven

were of American manufacture and six of

foreign make. At least three of the lat

ter were entered by individual owners de

siring to contribute to the success of the

event, while the others had trade backing.

The list was very representative, including

besides the American entrants. the prod

ucts of Germany, France and Italy. Two of

the three Mercedes dropped out. as did

the Hotchkiss and the Renault, so that the

foreign showing exhibited no superiority

to that of the American entrants, as out of

eleven of the latter, seven were running

when the race was called off.

‘ HOW THE GREAT RACE WAS RUN AND WON
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REFEREE VANDERBILT, CHAIRMAN THOMPSON AND ROBERTSON 1N CONFERENCE

Because of the rain and heavy grayness

of the morning the start was set for 6:30,

as it would have been hard to determine

the "day break” which was to have marked

the beginning of the race. Most of the

cars began to arrive from their quarters

early, booming along the course in irregu

lar cannonades and spurts of lire from their

exhaust. To make way for them the sleepy

and otherwise uncertainly gaited Irish vol~

unteers, with light blue overcoats and mus

kets, were set to work pushing the people

off the roadway, and after considerable ac

tivity and the punching of a few offenders

with gun butts the crowd was compressed

sutiiciently to the sides to leave the space

at the line fairly clear.

As the time approached, Starter Wagner

lined the machines up in numerical sequence,

with Florida’s N0. 1 Locomobile on the

tape. For each car, \Nagner marked 05 the

last ten seconds by calling them out with

an accompanying movement of the hand,

and with the final word “GO!” giving the

driver a slap and a shove on the shoulder

\Vhen Florida shot away he was given a

hearty cheer, and he went spinning up the

stretch into the distance as the first to take

chances with the slippery and uncertain

conditions which the rain had developed.

At one minute intervals thereafter, the suc

cessive numbers were sent off, generally

with a momentary whirling of the rear

wheels which sent out a shower of sparks

as the steel studs of_"the non—skid tires

ground the cement. The first break in the

regular order came after the N0. 9 Hotch

kiss had been startedma's the No. 10 Bra

sier, entered by Harry “Payne Whitney, did

not appear. Word came“, that its steering

gear had been broken on the way to the

course and that it would not start. To keep

the calculations easy. the No. 11 Acme,

which came next, was held two minutes,

for the starting time originally assigned to

it. The No. 12 Thomas followed one min~

ute after.

In deference to superstition, No. 13 had

not been assigned to any car, and No. 14,

the B. L. M.,_ had been withdrawn, so that

No. 15, Matheson, was held three minutes

after its predecessor, that the tally might

be simple. The Locomobile, N0. 16, driven

by Robertson, was due one ruinute there

after, and as it came up to the line there

was a sustained cheer for the favorite.

Oddly enough, Robertson was the thirteenth

starter. but subsequent events proved that

whatever hoodoo resided in this circum

stance was very trifling. Robertson got

away in splendid style and the crowd turned

its attention to Strang, who was the pilot

of the No. 17 Renault, which was to follow..

Strang hardly got to the line before his en

gine stopped, and as Wagner began count

ing the seconds there were desperate efforts

to start it again, but without avail. W'hilc

three excited Renault-handlers tugged at the

crank Strang sat patiently waiting for the.

engine to take up its thundering. \Vhen

the ten seconds had been counted ofir and

“\Vag" had given his concluding slap,

Strang futiler juggled with a side lever, but

the car was ridiculously inert and silent.

Furthermore, there was no one at the crank
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VIEW OF GRANDSTAND AT FINISH—CROWD SURGING OVER THE COURSE

at the moment and the driver looked much

alone and helpless. The machine was finally

pushed over the starting line, and after Some

more tugging at the crank it was pushed

back to the Renault supply pit where it re

mained, while Strang and his mechanic

fumed and fussed over it for half an hour.

Foxhall Keene, with his No. 18, Mercedes.

waved his compliments to his friends in the

boxes and was rewarded with a demonstra—

tion of enthusiasm and fluttering handker

chiefs from that quarter. His engine was

missing badly when he began his race, how

ever, and his penchant for smashing tele

graph poles and for misadventure generally

made it a practical certainty that he would

not finish. Another amateur, described as

a young Baltimore millionaire, appeared in

the person of Gill, the driver of N0. 19,

Thomas, but he attracted little attention as

a probable winner. The Knox, No. 20, con

cluded the list of 17 starters, and when it

was out of sight, all eyes were turned to the

west to watch for the first car around.

In about four minutes the cry of “Car

coming!" arose, and a lively speck was seen

to skip over the rise of the distant bridge

and skim down the curves into the straight

away stretch leading past the grandstand.

As it entered the stretch and came head

on. it grew with astonishing rapidity and

showed a radiator front and wheels. A

vertical white streak down the center of

the swaying radiator proclaimed it Florida’s

No. l Locomobile. and the car went sweep

ing by at a speed that brought a howl of de

light from the spectators. Another car was

soon sighted, closely followed by still a

third, and as they came flying toward the

finish of their first lap they proved to be

the N0. 3 Mercedes, driven by Stricker, and

the N0. 4 Chadwick, piloted by Haupt, both

of which had passed the No. 2 Knox, with

Denison at the wheel. The Knox was next,

however, and while it was going at no

mean speed, it was rapidly overtaken by

Lytle in the No. 6 Isotta, which flashed by

the stand in pursuit.

Following these five cars, came William

K. Vanderbilt, Jr.’s Mercedes. the No. 5,

driven by Luttgen, which had been passed

by the Isotta. Then a string loomed in

sight, consisting of Kilpatrick’s No. 9

Hotchkiss, Ryall’s No. 7 Matheson, Salz

man's No. 12 Thomas, and Patschke’s N0.

11 Acme.

When Robertson in the No. 16 Locomo—

bile appeared, there was great excitement,

as it was evident that he had come around

faster than any of the other cars, but the

cheering which that fact was about to elicit

when he should go by, was suddenly

changed to groans of concern when his me

chanic was seen to wave to the supply men

in the pits as the machine neared the stand

and Robertson jammed on the brakes and

came to a stop after crossing the line. He

called for water and the radiator cap was

quickly removed and a funnel inserted, into

which a pail of water was promptly poured.

The pail emptied. the funnel was thrown

aside and the hose from the water pipe

line substituted till the radiator was full.

the cap was screwed on again and Robert

son was off before two minutes had elapsed.

The postponed cheer broke out spontaneous

ly as he got away, and was followed by a

big demonstration when it was announced

that his first lap had been made in 20:54,

faster than either Lytle’s Isotta or Haupt’s

Chadwick, which had made the round in

21:52 and 21:53, respectively. It was feared

by the crowd, however, that Robertson's

stop for water had indicated a leaking radia

tor, until it was remembered that the car's

engine had run steadily for over ten min

utes while the machine was waiting behind

the starting line, and had probably boiled

away quite a bit of the radiator water at

that time, due to a lack of wind pressure

  

CARS PARKED BEHIND GRANDSTAND—CAN YOU COUNT THEM?
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Five Models, $1,150 to $2,500

  

  

Model Forty-four,

34 H. P. Price, $2,250

HE offset crankshaft, straight-line drive, safety starting device, large brakes,

big wheels and tires—these features were the vital factors in the Rambler

success of the season just past.

owner has surely confirmed this.

Its performance in the hands of every Rambler

These features increase the power, flexibility, and

efficiency, assure safety, enhance the appearance of the car, improve the riding

qualities, provide unusual clearance, and minimize tire trouble and expense

./ Model Forty-Four Roadster, Four-Cylinder,

34 H. P. Price, $2,250

  

Specifications—Model Forty-four Touring Car and Roadster

Wheel Base—Touring, n2”; Roadster, no". Wheels—36".

Rims—Midgley Universal.

Tires—36x4 Goodrich Quick Detachable; options Hartford

Dunlop, Diamond, G & J, and Fisk clincher.

Spripgs~Front, semi-elliptic; rear, triple action, 52 inches long.

Engine—Four vertical cylinders.

Valves—Overhanging, all on one side.

Crank Case—One piece, side opening.

lgnit'on -]ump spark; storage battery. Bosch magneto, $150

extra.

Transmission—Selective type, adjustable roller bearings.

Drive—Shaft, straight line.

Brakes—Two, on rear hubs; 400 square inches surface.

Body—Touring, five passengers; Roadster, three or four

passengers.

Equipment—Two lens mirror head lights, two square side

lamps, and tail light, generator, or uncharged gas tank,

horn, tools, etc.

Thomas B. Jeffery 8° Company

Kenosha, Wisconsin
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Five Models, $1,150 to $2,500

 

 

Model Forty-five, Four-Cylinder,

45 H. P. Price. $2,500

  

—in addition to certain refinements for the owner's comfort and convenience, the new

Rambler features for 1909 include the Rambler spare wheel with inflated tire (extra

charge), triple action springs, adjustable steering column, provision for magneto, con

venient brake adjustment, and adjustable clutch spring. One high-power, seven-pas

senger model as illustrated above, with 123-inch wheel base and tire size 36 x4% inches,

will be added to the Rambler line for 1909. Other details of this model similar to -

Model Fourty-four.

  

Model Forty-one, Two-Cylinder.

22 H. P. Price, $1,350

Specifications—Model Forty-one

Body—Detachable tonneau; capacity, five or two passengers. Transmission—Planetary, two speeds forward, and reverse.

Wheel Base—106". Wheels and Tires—34x4". Clutch—Multiple disc.

Motor—Double opposed, entirely enclosed, with transmission Equipment ——'l'wo gas head lights with large separate gen

gear, making unit power plant. erator, oil side and tail lights, exhaust signal, pump, tools,

Power—22 H. P. Cooling—“’ater, thermo-syphon system. and tire kit.

Lubrication—Mechanical force-feed oiler. Price—$1,350 with tonneau, $1,250 without tonneau, and with

Ifnition—Jump sparlt, current from six volts, sixty ampere torpedo deck.

storage battery. Torpedo Deck extra—$25. Top extra—$75.

Model Forty-seven, Two-Cylinder Runabout, 22 H. P. Price, $1,150 and $1.200

Thomas B. Jeffery 89’ Company

Kenosha, Wisconsin
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WHERE PATSCHKE HIT THE FENCE AFTER ROUNDING SHARP TURN AT WESTBURY

through the interstices of the cooler as the

car stood still. A very light radiator of

special design had been fitted for the race,

in order that the car might weigh in de

spite the extra weight of its quickly de

mountable tire rims. The new radiator had

a more limited water capacity than the reg

ular style.

While Robertson was taking water, the

Matheson No. 15, driven by Chevrolet, had

passed, and the Locomobile had just got

under way again when Seymour's No. 8

Thomas and Gill's No. 19 Thomas put in an

appearance, trailed shortly after by Bourque

in the No. 20 Knox, which accounted for

the whole list, except Keene, while Strang

was still wrestling with his Renault at the

starting line.

Florida was first over the line in the sec

ond lap, but had Stricker’s Mercedes and

Haupt’s Chadwick right at his heels, the

two passing the grandstand together, fol

lowed at intervals by the others. Chevro

let's No. 15 Matheson retired with acracked

cylinder gasket and Gill’s No. 19 Thomas

burned out its clutch. Word came that

Keene had had a fire, but that he was on

his way again. Strang was somewhere on

his first round, having started after a de

lay of half an hour. Fifteen were thus still

in the race, but the times showed that

Haupt's Chadwick, Lytle's Isotta, and Rob

ertson’s Locomobile were the three fast

est cars, with Florida’s Locomobile, Salz

man’s Thomas, Stricker's Mercedes, and

Patschke’s Acme all putting up a splendid

race. The Acme had had a very narrow

escape in the first round when it had skid

ded at Westbury. The turn at that point

is very sharp and Patschke took it at a fu

rious pace. His car skidded for over 100

feet, the right rear wheel striking a sub

stantial fence. The hub went between the

horizontal bars, but the impact of the tire

against the boards ended the skid and

Patschke headed straight out for the road

again and was 05 before the frightened

crowd could catch its breath. Quickly as

the whole circumstance took place, however,

it gave time for an enterprising photogra

pher of the New York Tribune staff, Henry

Steffen, to take one of those rare pictures

which crystalizes the excitement of such a

moment and shows what really happened.

The picture is reproduced herewith, and

indicates what a close call both Patschke

and the crowd had.

Before the third lap was completed by the

leaders, both Strang and Keene had got

around for the first time, but it was evi

dent that they had no chance of winning.

Strang’s car bobbed around like a cork, and

Keene’s was limping with a very irregular

exhaust from its smoked-up bonnet which

had suffered from the fire, as had Keene's

moustache and eyebrows. Florida again

jumped into view with the others at his

back at the finish of the third, but stopped

rt the pits for a change of a right rear tire,

  

HAUPT TAKING WIDE TURN AT WOODBURY

 

  

 

FLORIDA TAKING CLOSE TURN AT WOODBURY
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STRICKER’S MERCEDES IN A LIVELY SKID

while the No. 4 Chadwick and the No. 3

Mercedes went dashing by. Robertson soon

came tearing along like a whirlwind, com

pleting the lap in 20:17, which proved the

fastest time of the day, being at the rate

of 69.3 miles per hour. Nor had the Chad

wick and the Isotta stopped to pick flowers

by the wayside, and most of the other cars

were running regularly and well, with the

exception of the Acme and the Hotchkiss,

both of which retired at Central Park, the

former with a broken cam shaft and the lat

ter with a seized connecting rod bearing,

which broke the connecting rod and plunged

it through the crank case.

The fourth round gave the Chadwick the

lead in point of elapsed time, with the Isotta

second, Stricker’s No. 3 Mercedes third,

and Robertson’s Locomobile fourth. It

was Robertson’s slowest lap, his time being

25:50, which left him 3 minutes and 4 sec

onds behind the leader. Strang retired from

the race at about this time, and gave vent

 

 

 
 

 

to his feelings by coming around to the

grandstand and indulging in numerous cig

arettes and some verbal wails about his hard

luck. He attracted considerable attention

until Ryall drove up, his Matheson bursting

into flames as he stopped. Ryall usually ar

ranges to break a leg and a collar bone

when he is participating in a big race. but

on this occasion found that a burning car

will create quite as much commotion. \Vhile

women screamed and men looked scared,

some sensible person grabbed a fire extin

guisher from the front of the stand and

promptly put out the conflagration. When

the temperature had cooled down to a point

where he could work on the machine, Ryall

attempted to repair the damage and get

started again, but he was not able to make

a go of it.

With six cars out of it, the fifth lap had

eleven contestants for a while, but Keene’s

Mercedes needed a fire brigade so often

that he finally had to withdraw. Again

 

ROBERTSON GOING “GREAT GUNS" ON STRAIGHT STRETCH

Haupt's Chadwick was the leader in the

elapsed time, with Stricker's Mercedes sec

ond, Lytle's Isotta third and Robertson's

Locomobile fourth. These four were rap

idly leaving the other six cars, of which lat

ter Salzman's No. 12 Thomas was the

leader, with Florida's Locomobile and Lutt

gen's N0. 5 Mercedes following on

even terms. The two Knox cars were run

ning well, but their comparatiVely low pOWer

put them at a disadvantage in speed, while

Seymour's No. 8 Thomas was trailing lei

surely.

In the sixth lap Robertson set out to gain

the lead. He slammed ahead in the most

reckless fashion, cavorting around the

turns with terrifying skids and opening up

to the limit on the straight stretches. 50

wild were some of his skids that he was

slowed down considerably in recovering.

but as it was he made the round in 20:30, at

an average rate of 68.6 miles per hour.

Crossing the last bridge on the way to the

  

ROBERTSON’S LOCOMOBILE JUMPS THE BRIDGE AT WESTBURY (Copyright, 1L Tebbfl)
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grandstand and coming down the decline

into the S turn to the stretch, his car slung

completely crosswise of the parkway, and

it was only by marvelous dexterity with

the steering wheel that he saved himself

from plunging into the deep side ditch. lie

had previously taken a bridge rise side by

side with Salzman's Thomas, the two cars

banging hubs while at the highest point and

both plunging down the descent in such

close proximity as to give the appearance

of almost certain smash-up. But the Loco

mobile came through safely, and at the

  

could, leaving fragments of a battered chain

case lying by the roadside. Meanwhile Rob

ertson reeled off another round in 20:36,

duplicating his time of the seventh lap. Ly

tle’s time was 21:56, while Stricker. in third

position, took only 21:27 for the distance.

In the next fastest bunch, Luttgen's Mer

cedes took the lead over Florida’s Loco<

mobile by doing the lap in 22:07 as against

Florida’s 25:59, while Salzman’s Thomas

dropped back.

Lytle gained slightly in, the ninth lap,

reducing Robertson’s lead to less than three

word came that Robertson was ott the

course. His four minute advantage was be

ing rapidly eaten up by the passing seconds,

and the Locomobile rooters in the grand

stand were consumed with anxiety to know

what had happened to him and whether he

was going to be able to finish. After about

two minutes, however, the telephone

brought information that he was back on

the course again, after a tire replacement,

headed at full speed for the grandstand.

Watches were in almost every hand and

eyes were fixed on the distant rise over the

CROWDS OVERFLOWING THE COURSE AT \VESTBL'RY DURING THE RACE

end of the lap Robertson had overcome the

lead of both Lytle and Stricker and was

second only to Haupt in the Chadwick.

Ignition trouble afflicted the Chadwick

in the seventh round, and it was only after

considerable delay that parts from its two

magnetos were combined to form a new

one that would work successfully. The de

lay cost the car its lead, which it had to

yield to Robertson’s Locomobile. Lytle

and Stricker were second and third, in

elapsed time, with Salzman next, Florida

fifth, Luttgen’s No. 5 Mercedes sixth, and

the Chadwick seventh.

Further trouble came to the Chadwick

in the eighth round, when its right drive

chain broke. A roadside repair was neces

sary. Although all hope of victory had

gone glimmering with this mishap, Haupt

and his mechanic gamely hurried the work

and started going again as soon as they

\

minutes. Stricker in his Mercedes was only

about two minutes behind Lytle, figuring

elapsed time, while Luttgen’s Mercedes was

fourth.

The tenth lap tempted Robertson to cut

loose again, so that he made the circuit in

20:55, giving him a lead of 4 minutes and

10 seconds on Lytle. The pace was so fast

that Stricker's car took fire, necessitating

his dropping out after a magnificent exhibi

tion of driving. This moved Luttgen up

to third place, and Sal7man held fourth po

sition against Florida.

Everybody around the course knew when

the eleventh lap commenced that the battle

for first honors lay between Lytle and Rob

ertson. Having started ten minutes before

Robertson’s Locomobile, the Isotta was the

first to finish. If Robertson reached the

tape inside the ten minutes thereafter, he

was the winner. Lytle was finishing when

bridge where he would first come into view.

When the fiagman on the bridge began

waving his red signal that a car was com~

ing, there was almost a hush over the whole

vast crowd, and when it really proved to

be the N0. 16 Locomobile pandemonium

broke loose. Restraining themselves until

he was actually past, the spectators, know

ing him to be the winner crowded on the

course in the wake of his car and joined

in one mad rush to get ncrr him if possible

when he should stop. All thought of the

other cars still coming was banished, and

the megaphone shoutings and the warning

of constables, Irish volunteers and deputy

sherifis could not clear the course again.

Not knowing that the race was actually

over, Florida came booming along at a

speed which made it impossible for him to

slow down in time to avoid crashing into a

touring car, which with criminal stupidity
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had been driven out in front of the grand

stand. David Shuh, an 18-year-old Brook

lyn boy, was crushed between the two ma

chines as they came together and his leg

was broken, while Florida and his mechanic

were pitched forward with great force.

Luttgen, at speed, arrived soon afterward,

but by some mystery made his way through

a narrow lane of people that opened for

him, without doing more damage than scrap

ing a few shin bones with his hubs. The

white danger flags in the hands of the signal

men stopped the racers who were still on

the course.

In the very last lap, Robinson's car had

its most remarkable and exciting experience.

which threatened to make him lose the race.

While running at top speed on the dirt road

near Plainview, at a point where most of

the drivers shut off to slow for an abrupt

curve, but where he did not slacken, the

Locomobile skidded into the ditch at the

turn. Its momentum was such that it swung

up into the road again, whirled itself around

in almost a complete revolution, like a pin

wheel, and headed up the unused extension

of the road from which it had come at the

turn. During its spin, a tire burst, and

when Robertson brought the machine to a

stop and found himself off the course on

the unused road, he commenced his tire re

placement right where he was. Thanks to

considerate members of the crowd, the spec

tators were kept well back, and the job

completed in just 2 minutes and 10 seconds.

 

By the tearing down of the dividing wall

on the top floor of the press stand after

the Sweepstakes, a great improvement in

the view of the course was effected. Sim

ilar improvements could be made on the

lower floor.

    

  

LUTTGEN TAKING I’l" EASY ON VANDERBILT'S MERCEDES

SCENES D/ISCLOSED IN THE MISTY DAWN

There in the distande, through the thin,

hazy fog, the arc lamps glimmer on the

grandstand and the shafts of light from

numerous passing touring cars penetrate the

pearly mist in an effort to chase it away.

Along the course, as far as the eye can

discern cars are parked on both sides of

the cement path. which has lost its beauti

ous whiteness and is covered with slippery

black mud. The cars skid and slithe and

slither over it, for the emulsion of slopped

oil and rain water mixed with the tracked

mud makes bad going.

Two, three, and then four o'clock roll

around and the throng increases and seats

in the grandstand begin to fill up. In the

press stand opposite, the scribes from many

cities are browsing around, some attempp

ing to work, others to sleep. The officials.

timers, telephone men, scorers and others,

snooze around in chairs or commence pre

parations for real business.

Presently the White opera bus arrives

with the club of Philadelphia newspaper

men, known as “The Shock-Absorbers," hav

ing made the night trip from the Quaker

City in good time. Philadelphia. too, it

seems, is to get news of the cup race the

same week.

The rain lets up for a few moments and

then starts to come down again. wetting

the sandwiches and candy of the various

merchants who cry their wares about the

stand. Calico cigars, peanuts, pop-corn, pur

ple lemonade and candy; hot tamales, hot

anfee, hot degs, enshrouded in soggy rolls;

red apples, green apples, blue apples and

mint chewing gum are all here. Umbrellas

also are for sale, the market in this sta

ple fluctuating constantly, according to

conditions. Parasols that sell for 35 cents

in New York are bringing $1.50 while it

rains, the price dropping to 50 cents when

ever the showers cease. Salvation Army

lassies are likewise on hand with their tam

bourines, making hay before the sun shines.

The aroma of campfire smoke is wafled

along by the breezes. These small blillt‘fi

grow more and more numerous along the

line as greater numbers of cars appear.

From the west of the stand come the strains

of the cornetist of the American Locomo

tive Company's parking space. He is play

ing popular airs to arouse some of the som
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nolent ones—some of the tunes

enough to arouse even the dead.

A brilliant light blue and yellow streak

appears at the horizon, and presently a

moist dawn breaks with its usual silence.

The banners and flags decorating the grand

stand blow in the breezes. The homoeopathic

score board on the roof does not look large

enough to hold the complete notation of the

eleven laps and it isn't. Seconds in the lap

time, which are of vital importance in 'such

a race, are to be disregarded—only the min

ntcs are to be recorded.

A little way down the line a trumpet

sounds and then a few musical drum beats.

The Irish Volunteers are approaching. Uni

formed in blue coats and armed with guns,

they march down to the starting tape and

receive some confused orders about proceed

ing to clear the course. In their confusion

they are not unlike the comic opera guards

of stage tradition. They seem neither mili

tant nor military.

Now they start timidly to clear the way—

it is highly amusing. The Volunteers re

quest the crowd to "please" step back and

the crowd smiles, but moves not, and tells

the soldiers to stop their "kidding." The

spectators in the grandstand and the scribes

in the opposite stand laugh loud and long.

The swaggering colonel rants and blasters

around, but the crowd packs solid between

the pits and the stand and likewise jams

about the official pavilion. The soldier

boys make an effort to clear out these

places, but they are like so many school

children, though less active. What in the

world has become of all the Irish light in

them? By degrees they get the rapidly in

creasing throng to give way slightly, aided

by an official touring car, which plunges at

the mass and forces it back.

On the second floor of the press stand

Mr. H. F. Cuntz.has an elaborate graduated

graphic scale arranged with numerous

straight and fancy curved lines drawn upon

it, by which it is possible to determine, by

continually making marks and notations,

the relative position of each car in the con

test, the speed for each lap and the average

time for any number of laps up to any point

of the race. It is quite an interesting sort

of Chinese puzzle; simple, though apparent

ly intricate and is Mr. Cuntz's own inven

tion.

This same press stand, by the way, is

occupied quite as much by others as by

newspaper men. Advertiseing solicitors,

sales managers, agents, tire makers, oil man

ufacturers, second-hand car dealers, under

takers, shoe clerks and glove salesmen,

somehow have contrived to be labeled with

"Press" badges. Only yesterday it was

highly difficult to obtain sufficient badges

for members of the real working staff of

papers. However, there seems to be room

enough for all and when the doors of the

free lunch room open, there is a contin

nuns and typically “newspaper” raid on

the vizmds.

The racing cars are arriving now. Salz

being man, with his Thomas, is first. George

Robertson snorts up and registers an eru

phatic kick to Starter Wagner and Mr.

Vanderbilt, about the way the people are

swarming over the course. Salzman and

a few other drivers are changing tires, re

placing with non-skids.

Nearly all the machines are equipped with

studded tires—all wearing Michelins except

the two Knoxes, Patschke’s Acme, and Flor

ida's Locomobile, the last two being fitted

with Diamonds. Nearly all of the drivers

and mechanics have their faces equipped

with non-skidding, antiseptic masks.

 

Like many other of the large New York

hotels, the \Valdorf~.~\storia made special

preparations for those of its guests and pat

rons planning to go to the race, and a tern

porary outdoor garage and repair shop

was installed in the Astor court, which or

dinarily accommodates only palms, rubber

plants, fountains and fresh air. The Palm

Room was kept open all night serving early

breakfasts. Over 500 special "cup race"

hampers were provided for motoring par

ties. Loaded with roast chicken, drinks,

sandwiches, pastry and sweet-meats, and

supplied with a complete assortment of

\Naldorf monogramed knives, forks, speens,

plates, cups and saucers, they sold for from

$25 to $100 apiece. The St. Regis and the

Plaza provided for their Vanderbilt race

patronage in much the same way.

Whatever value the wire fences on the

Motor Parkway may have in time of peace,

they are worthless in keeping the crowd off

the course during a big race. Folks just

pulled it down, cut through it or climbed

over. The concrete road of the Parkway,

however, was better than ordinary roads

for the drivers, so far as the crowds were

concerned. On dirt roads the people crowd

to the edges of the black streak down the

center that has been oiled, taking it for

granted that the cars will keep to that nar

row path with the exactitude of tram cars

to their rails. But the concrete road is

wider, and it is only the most bold and

reckless that brave death by standing within

its edges.

Next year, perhaps, many of the specta

tors will bring their own grandstands, as

H. J. Sillcck did on Saturday. Mr. Sil

leck had his touring car fitted with a very

substantial stand about 14 feet high and

large enough to accommodate five or six

persons. From this coign of vantage, his

family observed all that was going on and

were quite comfortable, save when the rain

drizzled down into the little white enclo>

ure, mounted over the tonneau, gave them a

pitiful semblance to so many people in a

shower bath. If others follow this example

at future races, the parking space problem

may become a difficult one.

At 7:25 a. m. the glorious golden sun came

out and settled up in a hazy sky much like

a giant, juicy fried egg. The crowd cheered

and gave Old Sol considerable applause and

the latter smiled blandly, stretched himself

and mounted a little higher to get a good

view of the race. His rays glistcned on

the gilt Warner Auto Meter car, with its

body shaped into an enormous Auto Meter,

that kept tooting its siren as it chugged up

and down the road in back of the official

stand.

Now that the day had brightened up. the

persons of the Smart Set and the Half-Smart

Set in the boxes were able to display them

selves to better advantage. Standing on a

chair occasionally helped a chic figure to

show off a new directoire gown in a fetch

ing manner, while a Duchess with a slab

of pie in one prettin manicured hand and a

chicken sandwich in the other, served to at

tract occasional gapes of attention. The

fact that the stand was so crowded, pre

vented many grandames from making the

sensation they had expected to and a large

number missed the expected description of

their gowns in the Sunday papers.

When the Chadwick entrant came up to

the starting line, Charles \N. Mears, ad

vertising manager of the \\'inton Motor Car

riage Co., of Cleveland, displayed unusual

enthusiasm. “I hope it wins the race," he

declared. Someone reminded him that it

was not only an American car, but a six

cylinder ,car, and that it was not so ex

tensively represented throughout the coun~

try as to present serious competition with

his own company's exclusively six cylinder

products. Mears nevertheless persisted in

his desire that the Chadwick should win.

After there had been an exciting brush

in which one car had passed another at

speed, a white moustachcd motorist turned

to his friend and asked, “Did you ever see

a 24-hour race on a circular track?" The

other replied in the negative. "Well," con

tinued the first speaker, “if you think what

we have just seen is exciting, you should

watch a 24-hour race some time. It’s just

like that every minute, and from a spec

tator’s standpoint has this Vanderbilt race

business beaten to a pulp. Don't you know,

you can see all the cars all the time.”

Flash bulletins were sent to Bridgeport,

Conn., when the Locomobile won, and the

big steam whistles of that factory where

it was made was pulled wide open, as a sig

nal of the victory. The newspapers posted

the news on their windows and boards, and

the town received the information with

gratification. Arrangements are being

made for a big local celebration in honor

of A. L. Riker, the designer of the car, and

Robertson the driver.

Some of the afternoon newspapers on the

day of the race gave vivid accounts of

Starter Wagner flourishing a nickel plated

revolver. which he was supposed to fire in

starting the contestants. Just plain faking,

as a gun could not be heard above the ex

plosions of the big engines.
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LlVELY DOlNGS AT SUPPLY STATION

Probably at no point on the course did

the spectators get more for nothing than

at the official supply station on the back

stretch midway between Jericho and Wood

bury. Here the cars stopped when they

wanted gasolene, oil, tires or other things

and this was the only place where one could

get a look at a real racing automobile at

the sight of the cars racing by as fast, per

haps, as on any point of the circuit.

There was no buzz of excitement until

after the first seven cars had passed in the

numerical order of their starting, and all

going well. The eighth car to pass was

Seymour’s Thomas. It was going along so

slowly that some roadside wag was tempted

around in his Locomobile. In less than a

minute followed Stricker.

\Vhere’s the Knox? Where's the Knox?

one and another were asking. For in the

first lap Denison had been in second posi

tion. Haupt in the Chadwick followed

Stricker, and then came Lytle, having passed

both Luttgen and Denison.

    

BIRDSEYE VIEW OF COURSE AT WOODBURY CORNER

close range. It is surprising, too, that more

people did not think of that, for there was

a very small crowd at the supply station

compared with the mass that flocked at the

jcricho turn, where, because of the sharp

downhill "S" curve, incidents were expect

ed to take the form of thrilling exhibitions

of skidding, hairbreadth escapes. and the

like. As is usual in such cases the thrills

obstinately refused to happen and the spec

tators who looked for killings had to go

away disappointed.

On the other hand, at the supply station,

the spectators were rewarded with plenty

of action, a tense moment when Stricker’s

Mercedes caught fire after being run in

with smoking, waterless engine, and also

to yell the time~worn injunction to “Get a

horse!" Seymour heard and laughed.

All the others except Strang, in the Re

nault, passed the supply station on the first

lap with exhausts spitting defiance into the

muggy morning air. There was considera

ble speculation as to what had become of

Strang, as he was one of the favorites. but

even the telephone man could get no in

formation from the grandstand except that

he had trouble in starting. It was half-past

seven when Strang finally appeared the first

time, and then his car was skidding all OVer

the road so badly that the crowd gave it a

wide berth.

The first real burst of enthusiasm came

when “Sunny Jim" Florida came flying

A funcoated man in a made-in-Bridgeport

car got apprehensive when he figured that

Robertson in the Locomobile had been the

13th driver to start. His enthusiasm began

to rise when the second lap showed that

Robertson had worked from this unlucky

position to ninth place. Still later in the

morning, when the victory seemed to flit

between Robertson and Lytle, with chances

in favor of the former, the fur-coated indi

vidual became excessively joyful.

J. B. Ryall, in the Matheson, gave the

watchers a four minute exhibition of quick

action when he stopped on his second round.

The steering gear had tightened up and Ry

all and his mechanic poured buckets of

oil on the "knuckles."
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The second time Strang went past the

supply station his car was skidding even

worse than the first, and on his third ap

pearance he moved so slowly that it could

be seen that the car was minus its gear case.

A few minutes before, Foxhall Keene had

waved his hand to the crowd; the next round

  

for the gate enSUed. Ryall was the quicker

to start, however, and he got on the course

first, but Bourque passed him several hun
dred yards down the road. I

Things were tame for three-quarters of

an hour, until Haupt limped up with his

magneto advance disconnected. \Vhile this

  

HAUPT, CHADWICK, OVERTAKING STRICKER, MERCEDES

his Mercedes was reported on fire at Jeri

cho. '

Seymour, who had been told to “get a

horse." was still laughing when he turned

into the enclosure at half-past eight to re

place a flat tire and also to take on water,

gasolene and oil. He had been in difficul

ties from the start, but still he was not

discouraged, even when he lost nearly ten

minutes at the supply station. The oil tank

was the last to be filled and Seymour was

already in the seat waiting for his mechanic

to finish and crank up.

“S-a-a-y," he drawled at his helper, “For

heaven's sake, hurry up! I want to go out

and catch one of those two hundred horse

power Mercedes.”

While Seymour was laid up in the sup

ply station Lytle and Keene passed within

a few feet of each other. Two minutes

later Ryall stopped for the second time.

While his mechanic tinkered with a disor

ganized speedometer Ryall attempted to

fill his tanks. He picked up a five gallon

can of gasolene, but his hands were slippery

and the can jolted against the supply

counter. Ryall got a shower of the fluid

in his face. A lot of it got into his eyes

and blinded him. The pain made him wince,

but he displayed Spartan courage while an

attendant salved his injured optics. The

accident cost him 13 minutes.

While Ryall was laid up Bourque pulled

in to replace a damaged spark plug and fill

the oil tank. Both he and Ryall finished

their tasks at the same instant and a race

nervous and in his eagerness to hand water

and gasolene to Haupt spilled a great deal

of it on the platform. As Haupt was about

to get into the car he remembered that he

had not put the cover on the magneto and

he asked the designer if he could go the

remaining three laps without it.

“Huh,” grunted Nichols. “the damn thing

is no good any way. Go on."

Seymour had to stop again at 9:30. He

had lost the radiator cap somewhere on the

road and although the radiator had sprung

a leak he was not discouraged. He tilled it

with water, stuck a piece of cotton waste in

the opening and tied a handkerchief over the

top.

“\Nell, we’ll get that 200 horsepower Mer

cedes yet," he observed as he drove away.

But the next lap he had to stop for water

again and as the race was then practically

over he didn’t hurry as much as before

Denison stopped for a new spark plug at

the same time.

The most picturesque scene of all 0c~

curred when Stricker and his Mercedes

limped up to the stand at 20 minutes past 10

o’clock, with the engines smoking fearfully.

The radiator pipes were dry as bones, so

dry in fact, that oil had to be run through

them instead of water for fear of cracking

the cylinders.

Stricker has a vocabulary that is express

ive, if not in dictionaries, and the disappoint‘

    

HOT BRUSH ON A WELL GUARDED TURN

was being repaired all the tanks were filled

and Designer-of-the-Chadwick Nichols

seemed eager to assist, and in one case

handed a wrench directly to the mechanic.

despite the rules, which stated that “what

ever supplies are demanded must be placed

on the platform of the station. Failure to

comply with the above will serve as a dis

qualification of the car.” aNichols was very

ed driver had no hesitation about saying

what he thought. The circulation fan was

broken and Stricker got a hammer and

tried to knock it off, his conversation with

Conner, his mechanic. running something

like this:

“Connor—bang—I think—bang—you are

a—bang—old hoo—rip—doo. \Vell—hang—

we'll get—rip—'em the—bang—ncxt time—
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baug, bang—Well, if this—bang—isn’t a hell

—bang—of a note!”

Then Stricker stoped his hammering to

express himself more freely. Just then

Robertson flashed by.

“Go on, old lightning! Go on while you

can. You may get yours before long.”

Hardly a second later the Mercedes

caught fire. The small crowd that had been

listening to Stricker's expletives made a

bee line for the road. Stricker and Connor

scooped up a bucket of earth and tried to

smother the fire, but that didn't suffice and

just that moment a thoughtless stand at

tendant rushed up with a bucket of water

which he was about to dash over the flaming

engine.

“You do and I'll kill you," said Stricker

as he grabbed the pail of water in time to

prevent the engine from being hopelessly

ruined. A piece of heavy burlap brought

by a thoughtful Diamond tire camp attend

ant finally smothered the flames.

Only a few minutes after the Mercedes

had ceased smoking the news of Robertson’s

victory trickled in over the telephone.

Plenty of Locomobile enthusiasm material

ized at the instant, but there was a greater

patriotic demonstration over the fact that

an American driver in an American car had

won the classic cup contest. Some of the

Loco “rooters” had a big flag with the

numeral “1" on one side and “16" on the

other. An enthusiastic spectator grabbed

the flag from the touring car where it re

posed, waved it exultantly over his head

and yelled:

“’Ray! ’Ray f’r Bryan an’ zhe Locomobile.

16 to 1. ’Ray!”

 

  

LOCOMOTIVES PARKED NEAR GRANDSTAND PARKING SPACE OF THE MAXWELL CARS

AMID ACTION ON THE BACK STRETCH

As a matter of fact, to one whose inter

est in the event lies quite as much in its

spectacular value as in its action as a con

test, it well repays the effort to make a

personal tour of that section of the course

which seems to promise a maximum of va

riety and incident. A good sample of va

ried effects was promised—and delivered—

last Saturday on the stretch which lies along

the Jericho turnpike between the railroad

crossing and Woodbury.

At the railroad crossing, a momentary

horror was caused when the first morning

train on the Wading River Branch of the

Long leand Railroad arrived about half an

hour behind its schedule, and after slowing

down, was given its signal to go ahead, just

as a car came into sight. A quick change of

signals however, brought it to a stop while

the car cleared the crossing. A couple of

minutes later, just as it was blocking the

course, a few late arrivals were treated to

the sight of another of the racers, Chevro~

let's Matheson, in fact, bearing down on

it at great speed. The driver's judgment

was good, however, and the expected ac~

cident was averted by about six feet. Short

ly after 8 o’clock, a train running toward

New York became a target for Haupt in

the Chadwick, but removed itself from the

course in season to permit him to go on

with but an instant's application of the

brakes and far less actual peril probably

than. as the crowd saw it, appeared to exist.

Throughout this portion of the course,

oil had been used freely, and this fact, cou

pled with the presence of water standing

over from the early morning rain, made the

handling of the cars a matter of extreme

nicety. The minor bends, which ordinarily

could have_been taken without risk of any

sort and at high speed, even as they were

later on in the race, proved more than de

ccptive, and during the early rounds the

drivers were forced to exert an amount of

effort at the steering wheels which must

have been terribly fatiguing. Seldom did

a car pass without leaning either to one side

of the road or the other, and usually at the

little rise just east of the crossing, more

or less side switching occurred, according

to the tendencies of the car and the skill

of the pilot.

Haupt, Strickcr. Salzman and Strang were

among those who had trouble of this sort,

particularly at the top of the slight rise just

under the banner which marked the ap

proach to the railroad crossing. Strang, in

fact, seemed under a cloud in this respect,

throughout his unfortunate career in the

race. Judgment is hastily made at such

times, but it seemed that the car must be

ill~fitted for its work in some way, so badly

did it behave in this respect. Hardly did it

pass without showing a tendency to swing

from side to side, and it was evident that

the driver's skill was being taxed to the ut

most to keep in the center of the road and

still maintain anything like a telling speed.

Lytle. on the other hand, was blessed with

ample security, for his driving was marked

by no deviations from the slippery path, and

though his early rounds appeared to be made

at comparatively slow speed over this sec

tion of the course, it was unquestionable

that he was destined to figure well up at the

finish. Florida, Robertson, Luttgen and Kil

patrick all appeared to have good control of

their cars, though now and then one or an

other would experience a ticklish little skid

way out to the side of the road, just where

there appeared to be nothing to cause it.

“What machine is that No. ‘1’?" inquired a

little curly haired constable, shortly after

Florida had passed on one of early rounds.

“No. Where is it made?"

“Bridgeport! American machine?"

"— Well long's its made here, it's all

right. Long's an American machine wins

it. I don't care."

The sentiment was heard many times dur

ing the morning and at different points

along the course, but mostly from the nav

tive population, whose interest in a Van

derbilt race never was keener than at this

time.

Along this back stretch, the course was

not over-crowded, which was fortunate. as

otherwise the deputies would have been de
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plorably unequal to the task of clearing a

way for the drivers. There were few spots

which had not their little groups, however,

and where the woods came down to the

road, touring cars would be found

drawn up out of harm's way, while elaborate

picnic layouts were spread in the under

growth beyond, just within sight of the

course and its action.

In contrast to the eager watchers of the

race were sundry excited little knots of men

which were to be seen here and there along

the road toward W'oodhury. At the very

heart of the pack always, would be a mum

blue tobacco smoke curled from their pipes.

Instances of constabulary inefficiency

were numerous. Just to the west of the

Woodbury turn, where the Chadwick car

met its Waterloo in a broken driving chain,

which delayed its passage for more than a

half hour, two of these braves stood on the

outside of the group which blocked nearly

the whole of the road, and, beyond shout

ing a warning and themselves dodging out

of the way, scarcely made any effort to get

a passage free in season for other cars to

pass.

At the Woodbury corner itself, toward the

     

 

CARS PARKED IN CHURCHYARD AT WOODBURY

my faced individual. hoarse voiced and

slick, who deftly manipulated the three little

shells, saying: "Nothing under this, noth

ing under this, nothing under this,”—which

usually seemed to be true; or else shifting

about the three delusive cards.

Inquiry as to why the deputy sherifis paid

so little heed to these hardy reapers brought

out the statement that their instructions

were confined solely to matters connected

with clearing the course. About half a mile

from the Woodbury turn, and just where

Stricker was delayed for some time with ig

nition trouble during the middle of the

race, a particularly thrifty quartctte was

plying the shell game and winning the

“Fives. tens or twenties, boys.” Less than

a city block beyond, and over a knoll which

was hardly high enough to drown the sound

of their voices, were gathered together no

less than eight hardy scious of the Long

Island people. each bearing a special dep

uty’s badge and number. The eight num

bers were 302, 303. 304. 193. 294, 299, 297 and

298, and the proud wearers of the last three

were seated side by side on a log and com

paring score cards, while wreaths of strong

conclusion of the race, a native wearing the

badge of a regular deputy sherifl’ of Nassau

County, was found seated on a log directly

in front of a large touring car which was

headed out of a parking space inside the

turn. Approached with the oft-repeated

question as to whether he had any authority

to quell gambling by the course, he replied

that while the special deputies who were

sworn in for the occasion, probably had no

orders to look out for “crooks” of one sort

or another, he was regularly on duty. “And

I've stopped every game I've seen this morn

ing." he added.

But when it was suggested that if he

would but turn his head he would see an

other. which as a matter of fact actually

was in vociferous progress directly back

of the car, he replied that he had been post

ed where he was. and could not leave be

cause the party in the car was trying to

get across the course and he had been or

dered to stop them, come what might.

In fact sharp badinage was even then in

progress between the constable and a cham~

pion of the party who stood beside the car.

and who explained confidentially to the

former, that this was Police Commissioner

Bingham's private secretary, Dan Slattery.

who was more than anxious to get back to

New York for the resumption of his duties.

The deputy didn't care who he was, he said;

his orders must be obeyed, and he stoutly

refused to entertain the humorous sugges

tion that he turn his head, or go and ap

prehend a supposed pickpocket who was

pointed out on the other side of the course.

As at every turn on the course. Long Isl

and ingenuity was displayed to its utmost

advantage in the luring of the visitor's

coin. More than ordinarily luring, however,

was the net spread by the followers of John

Wesley, who worship on Sabbaths at the

little_white church just around the corner

at \Voodbury. Here large signs posted on

trees and fences ran as follows:

PLACE YOUR

AUTOS HERE

ON

DAYS OF RACE.

APPLY TO

W. H. GILES, Sexton.

In addition to the income from the use of

the lot as a parking place, chairs from the

interior of the sanctuary were set out upon

the porch and rented to the weary visitors at

so much per sit, while against the fence of

the adjoining grave yard a cooking range

was installed, and several tables spread out

and heaped with the good things of the

neighboring farms. The cemetery itself also

boasted a chair or two and a number of

visitors who paid little heed to the epitaphs

From a window well up toward the belfry

leaned a muezzin, who, with book and watch

called, not to prayer. but to witness the

passage of the cars one by one, the num

bers of which he could see from afar as they

came down the incline beyond the turn.

Half of what was made, went to Mr. Giles

in his official capacity. it was learned, and

the other half to the cause of the Methodist

Episcopal church. How the venture turned

out could not be learned, but one doubt

ing sister who had pitched her tent just

inside the corner and was serving a mys

terious chowder to such as were anhun

gered, was inclined to question whether any

great wealth had been accumulated. Be

cause, as she said, most of the visitors “had

fetched their own lunches, and didn’t want

nawthin’ else."

At about a quarter to 11 word was re

ceived that Robertson had won. Instantly

there was a jubilation, as at all other points

on the course, and a newsboy who had been

vainly trying to sell a special edition of a

New York morning paper burst forth with:

“Full acount, Robertson wins Vanderbilt

Cup Race.” The crowd started to break up.

but was held partly in check. Ten minutes

later Denison came along in his Knox.

and just after he had passed an attempt was

made to flag him as another message had

been received at the telephone, stating that

the race had been called off.
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rolm RAMBLER TYPES FOR 1909

Announcements for the Coming Season In

clude One Entirely New Car—Impor

tant Changes in former Models.

Four distinct types of Rambler cars are

forecasted by the announcement of Thomas

Ii. Jeffery & CO., of their plans for the forth

coming year. In addition to the models al

ready made one entirely new car will be

produced at the Kenosha (\Nis.) factory for

the output of 1909. Other models, though

given new designations, perhaps, are essen

tially the same in design and construction

as at present. The leader of the line will

be Model “44,” successor to the Model "34"

Second to this is the

new Model “45,” while at 22 horsepower,

in current service.

and driven by a twin cylinder, opposed mo

tor, the Rambler “Utility car," as it is

called, remains practically undisturbed in

its field. The fourth member of the group

  

RAMBLER MODEL "44"

sizes, and body capacities. The Model “44"

engine is four cylinder in type, and of 4%

inch "square" measurement. In its pre—

vious form it had an output of 32 horse—

power, but by increasing the valve diame

ters, as well as the carburetter capacity 2

   

TRIPLE ACTION REAR SPRINGS AND BRAKES

is the Model ‘47," which differs from the

last-named car principally in having seats

for two or three passengers instead of the

full five of the other.

Except in the matter of size. power and

price, Models “44' and "45” are alike. Ac

tual differences between them exist in the

engine dimensions, the wheel bases, tire

  

  

LEFT SIDI". OF MOTOR, SHOWING PUMP

AND MAGNETO

extra horsepower have been added to that

figure. As heretofore, one of the most dis

tinctive features of the machine is the off

set crank shaft. The flexibility thus secured

has been extended in the latest motors by

the addition of 26 pounds extra weight to

the rim of the fly wheel.

Another important change is the doubling

SPARK PLUG CONNECTION

RIGHT SIDE OF MOTOR. SHOWING LARGE

of the face width of the two-to-one driving

gears. A single-piece crank case is used,

and the crank shaft is inserted from the

rear end. The bearings are so constructed

that they may be adjusted from the hand

hole opening in the case without the neces

sity of dismounting any parts. The hand

hole is placed on the right hand side of the

motor and is of sufficient size to afford am

ple opportunity for adjusting the connecting

rod bearings as well as the main shaft bear

ings. A small added convenience, useful in

this connection is the adoption of quick de

tachable front mudguards, so arranged that

they can be quickly dismounted in order to

give ready access to the lower portions of

the engine. By elevating the exhaust man

ifold slightly in the new models

further convenience is secured in more

easy approach to the valve stem, adjusting

nuts and screws. Other changes made with

similar ends in view include the more ele»

vated position of the timer and the use of

flexible cable for the primary as well as the

secondary current.

An entirely new method of connecting

the high tension terminals with the spark

plugs is worthy of special mention. In

stead of the all too familiar loose-stranded

arrangement of heavily insulated wiring, the

leads terminate in a fiber block, which, is

affixed to a suitable bracket mounted on the

upper water pipe. A metal strip fastened to

the lower side of the block is designed to

  

HAND HOLE PLATE
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rest against the flat top of the spark plug,

while the position of the block is secured

by means of a thumb screw. Besides form

ing a convenient device for cutting out one

or more cylinders for testing purposes, this

arrangement also provides a partial cure

donment of the former method of gear shift

ing, by means of rocker arms and brackets

located at the back of the gear box. and its

replacement by a system of direct move

ment. To guard the reverse position a sort

of gate lock is provided, which may be

  

  

 

 

RAMBLER MODEL “41”~—U'I‘ILITY CAR

for soot~i0uled plugs, since by raising the

blocks very slightly from the plugs, spark

gaps of any desired width may be secured.

To free the plugs in order to remove them

from the cylinder, the blocks merely are

lifted out of the way and the operation in

volves no handling of wires or terminals.

Ignition is by jump spark, though the

Bosch high tension magneto may be ob

tained on special order as an extra

option.

The pump drive now is placed on the 0p

posite of the crank case from the cam

shaft, and the pump housing is made en

tirely separate from the crank case so that

in the event of leakage at the stufiing box,

no water can find its way into the motor._

A new type of pet cock has been adopted.

which is so contrived that a check valve,

spring retained, prevents any possible loss

of compression, while relieving any vacuum

which may tend to occur in the cylinders

when running down hill under closed throt

tle. A new location for the automatic oiler,

as well as a 50 per cent. increase in its ca

pacity, also improve the running of the

machine not a little.

An improved form of direct-acting cone

clutch has been made to supplant the bal

anced, inverted cone formerly employed,

its construction involving the use of a

pressed steel disc instead of the more com

mon aluminum member. Easy means of ad

justment is provided, while the use of a

camel's hair pad in the bearing provided for

releasing the clutch prevents spinning when

changing gears. Improvements in clutch

actuation include the shortening of the

length of travel of the pedal, and an ar

rangement whereby the first 2 inches of

brake lever movement secures the complete

disengagement of the clutch. The change

gear remains practically the same as here

tofore. A minor exception is in the aban

 

 

  

MODEL “41,” SHOWING NEW REAR

AXLE CONSTRUCTION

  

hand adjustment for all the brakes, and in

creased size in the steering parts as well

as improved methods of compensating for

wear—are among the strong points which

will be noticed in the new models.

The two two-cylinder models—"41" and

“47"—-have not been altered materially in

preparation for the new season. The unit

power plant, with its parts housed complete—

ly, in fact, is carried over without alteration.

The floating type rear axle is mounted as

heretofore on roller bearings at the hubs.

A new feature of the construction, however,

is the replacement of the aluminum hous

ing which has been used on the models of

the past two years, by a heavy forged yoke.

This provides greater clearances and greater

strength, without need for a thr_ust. In

deed its high road clearance is one of the

strong points of the car. As the driven

sprocket comes at one side of the center

line of the car, it is enabled to dodge many

obstructions which otherwise would inter

fere with it. thus giving the efiect of a clear

ance even higher than it really The height

of the wheels employed—34 inches—also

adds to this desirable efiect. The rear wheels

are provided with pressed steel brake drums,

which are 13 inches in diameter, and 2%

inches wide. A noteworthy convenience

peculiar to this car is the tilting body which,

as shown in the accompanying illustration,

permits immediate access to any and all of

the working parts of the power plant and

renders the thorough care of the machine

a relatively simple matter. The design of

all the parts tends toward ease of access

and simplicity of adjustment.

Among the few alterations which this

model is undergoing may be mentioned the

enlargement of the steering wheel from 14

to 17 inches. improved construction in the

wheel itself, improvements in carburetter

design and timing yielding a very material

 

  

"A

MODEL “41,” SHOWING METHOD OF TILTlNG BODY TO MAKE REPAIRS

raised when desired, by pressing a button

located in the foot board.

Such provisions as increases in brake lev

erage, the provision of a new method of

increase in power, despite the fact that the

rated output still remains at 22 horsepower.

The wheel base is 106 inches, and the tires

are 34 by 4.

 

chi
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PREVENTION 0F EXCESSIVE WEAR

Proper Placing of Bearing Parts—Oil Re

taining Devices and Protection Against

Mud—Methods for Lubrication.

Within .imits it may be said that the life

of a motor car depends on the suscep;ibil

ity of its parts to the destructive influences

of abrasion, or in other words, plain wear

ing of connecting parts. Accidental causes

of derangement aside, it may be considered

that the broadest and most useful field for

improvement in modern motor car practice

lies along the lines of alteration which in

one way or another tend to prolong the life

of the bearings. Touching upon the causes

and methods of prevention of wear, F. H.

Royce, in a paper read before the British

Association in Dublin, also takes occasion

to score roundly the designers of many

well appearing cars, who are inclined in

his opinion to neglect many of the basic

principles of mechanics.

“It is at first difficult to believe, but an

examination of cars at an exhibition such

as the annual show held at Olympia and the

Grand Palais, Paris, makes it quite clear

that, while a certain small proportion of

chassis are obviously designed by men who

are good engineers and who have taken

great pains and care to make their designs

as nearly mechanically perfect as the condi

tions will allow, there are many chassis

which show that the designer is either ex

tremely careless concerning. or has little

knowledge or perception of, the science of

mechanics," is his trenchant observation.

“These latter chassis may, after a certain

nunrber of poor pieces have been elim

inated, be more or less workable, and may,

if well_ manufactured, satisfy the average

purchaser's examination; but, owing to poor

mechanical features, are bound to be costly

in maintenance.

“For instance in such important

features as connecting rods, shafts in change

gear boxes, road wheels, and wheels run

ning on studs. the bearings are so disposed

that the load or pressure does not fall in

the center of the length of bearing; or, in

the case of two rows of ball bearings, does

not fall between the two bearings; or,

worse still, falls beyond and quite outside

the bearing.

“Absence of regard for the mechanical

canon that pressure should either be cen

tralized on or equally distributed along the

whole length of a bearing is undoubtedly

the cause of wear in many motor cars.

“Road and other stresses cause twistings

and deflections which may throw out of

alignment various parts. Take, for instance,

a comparatively rigid crank chamber fixed

to the frame. The frame. owing to road

irregularities, twists, and its side members

thus act as powerful levers tending either

to break the attachments or twist the whole

crank chamber. In the latter case. the bear

ings of the crankshaft become deflected

from true axial alignment, causing excess

ive load to fall on small areas. Rapid

wear, if nothing worse, must result.

“Again, there are crank shafts which have

evidently insufficient support, such as dou

ble cranks with no bearing between them.

In these cases, again. we have the distress

ing knowledge of crank pins bent out of

true alignment. Excess of pressure on lo

cal spots, and the crushing out of lubricants

at such spots. must, we know, be attendant

under these Conditions, and more or less

rapid wear must result.

“Another instance of improper design

is found in cars in which the torque rod,

used to control the back axle, is so fixed

that no provision is made to allow of the

movement which must take place when one

back wheel rises higher than the other ow

ing to its surmounting an obstruction on

the road, or owing to an uneven road sur

face. In such a case some slack must exist

in the joints or the part must bend.

“Another point that may be mentioned in

connection with design is the importance

of arranging that parts which are subject to

much friction (such as gears. road wheel

bearings, and universal joints) should not

only be fitted with oil—retaining devices, but

also protected against mud and water.

“One sees universal joints on quite a

number of expensive chassis which are not

provided with any case at all, or perhaps

provided with cases which cannot retain oil

against the high centrifugal force engen

dered. It is hard to imagine the lubrication

staying on a joint revolving at from 300 to

1.500 revolutions per minute. if it has the

slightest chance to escape. In the absence

of an effective oil-retaining case, these re

volving joints may be trusted to get rid

of any oil or grease which may be adhering

to them, just as effectively as the hydro

extractor may be trusted to throw out the

liquid. The same force will act equally well

in either case. . .

“It must, however, be remembered that a

case which is oil-retaining need not necessa

rily be water-excluding. Especially does

this remark apply to road wheel hubs.

which often allow water to be admitted.

This is disastrous where ball bearings are

employed.

“The choice of materials used in the con

struction of a motor vehicle are chiefly im

portant for two reasons: I. To avoid

breakage; 2, To resist wear. . .

"If the film of lubrication could be per

fectly maintained, the material used for the

wearing surface would be quite unimpor

tant. Aluminum, one of the worst wearing

' metals, might be employed; but one cannot

rely on the lubricating film always keeping

the surfaces out of contact. In the case of

the crankshaft. the position of affairs is ag

gravated by the fact that the steel, in or

der to be really tough and reliable, is said

to he in a state of pearlite, which, it is

stated, under conditions of imperfect lubri

cation and in contact with hard bronze bear

ingS is very likely to seize. Hence the suc

cess of such alloys as will run with such a

steel shaft for a time fairly well without lu

brication. Probably the most remarkable of

these in that respect is lead, and alloys con

taining large proportions of lead, but the

writer has always thought these too plastic

to stand the severe mechanical stresses they

are subject to in motor car work. Genuine

Babbitt metal of tin, antimony, and copper

seems excellent for crankshaft work if pro

perly applied.

“In almost every other part of a car the

wear is taken on ball bearings. or the parts

are capable of being case-hardened.

“Excellent results can be obtained with a

properly case hardened shaft or other sur

face running with bronze bush or bearing.

This combination is not nearly so exacting

with regard to perfect lubrication as when

one of the surfaces is of unhardened steel.

Care should be taken to secure that the case

hardening is of sufficient depth and is free

from soft places, the shaft being ground

down a few thousandths of an inch to ex

act size on a precision grinding machine,

and well polished.

“Referring to gear wheels, which should

in nearly all cases be thoroughly case-hard

ened, the selection of material is more im

portant under the heading of breakage, be

cause any mild steel will case-harden al

most glass hard, but unless carefully se

lected and heat-treated, may be as brittle

and weak as a zinc casting. -

“Ball bearings carefully arranged and well

made are wonderful things, carrying enor

mous weights and bearing considerable ill

treatment, but the materials for these de

serve careful selecting. It seems that both

balls and races should be made of a good

high carbon steel (although even this is im

proved with a small percentage of chrom

ium). but good results have been obtained

with exceedingly deeply case-hardened mild

steel. Really, this amounts to much the

same thing as using high carbon steel, as

the hard casing, to be satisfactory, should

go nearly through. . . . .

“Next, let a warning note be sounded as

to what kind of oil to use. This can be

roughly outlined as follows: Do not use

thin oil; do not use stiff grease; use oil of

ample viscosity (body). and of good lubri

cating properties; and lastly. use the very

thickest oil that will always be liquid, for

all parts except the engine. . . . .

"Reverting for one moment to a question

of design, it should be added that there

are points where the film of lubricant can

not be continuously maintaincd. In these

positions the ball bearing and the case-hard

ened surface come as a valuable aid to the

designer."

The three points which the author regards

as essential to success in the prevention of

wear are: “Satisfactory (and. as far as pos~

siblc, automatic) means of lubrication; am

ple or thoroughly case-hardened surfaces;

protection against mud and water."
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TOWNS MAY BAR MOTOR TRAVEL

Massachusetts Supreme Court Sustains

Closing of Roads—Denies Existence of

Natural Rights in Highways.

 

It has been definitely decided by the

Massachusetts Supreme Court that the se

lectmen of towns and the aldermen of

cities have the right to exclude automobiles

and motorc'ycles from certain streets of a

town or city in addition to their full power

to regulate the speed of automobiles in their

localities. This important decision is the

outcome of the test case of the Common

wealth vs. Arthur L. Kingsbury, of North

ampton, Mass. The case reached the higher

court on appeal from the district court of

Franklin county, which found the defendant

guilty of running his car over a closed road

in Ashfield.

The contention of the defendant was that

he had as much right to run his automobile

through a town or city highway, as the

driver of a horse-drawn vehicle and' that

the law under which the way in question was

closed, deprived him of his rights guaran

teed by the constitution of the state. It

was further contended that there was noth

ing dangerous about an automobile as an

automobile, and that with the laws now on

the books regulating the speed of such ve

hicles, there was no reason for interfering

with the reasonable running of a motor car

on any public way.

District Attorney Irwin declared that the

experience of the State had been such as to

make it appear advisable to the Legisla—

ture that very full powers, as to the ex

clusion of automobiles from certain ways,

should be delegated to the selectmen of

towns and aldermen of cities. He con

tended that there was an element of danger

in the automobile itself, due to the uncer

tainty attending its control by the driver,

and that in view of that uncertainty, it was

entirely reasonable that thoroughfares

should at the discretion of the town and

city authorities, be closed to travel.

The Supreme Court's opinion was written

by Chief Justice M. P. Knowlton, of Spring

field, and embodies the views of District At

torney Irwin, his fellow justices concurring.

The Kingsbury case began in September,

1907, when a complaint was filed with the

district court of Franklin county, charging

the defendant with having operated his car

over Center street, Ashfield, which had

been closed to automobiles in accordance

with a notice posted in the street to that

effect. The defendant admitted that he

did operate an automobile over the road in

question; that he knew that automobiles

had been excluded therefrom; that he was

conveying in his automobile a friend who

desired to visit Mrs. Howe, his sister, who

resided on that street; that Mrs. Howc's

residence could not be reached without trav

eling over some portion of a “posted” high

way; that the defendant took the shortest

of three “posted” roads in going to Mrs.

Howe’s; that the highway was an ordinary

country road, the traveled part of which

was about 12 feet in width.

Kingsbury lost his case and appealed it

in November, 1907; then lost again. The

recent decision of Judge Knowlton upholds

both of the former ones in every respect.

The court holds that the selectmen of Ash

field in making the regulations in question,

acted under the police powers delegated to

them and the other selectmen, by the legis

lature.

A portion of the District Attorney’s ar

gument which the court upheld was as fol

lows:

“The statutes are presumed to be consti

tutional. This presumption prevails until

the contrary is shown. In the enactment

of a statute good faith and knowledge of ex

isting conditions on the part of the legisla

ture are presumed.

“The operating of automobiles in the pub

lic ways may be regulated under the police

power of the commonwealth. Nor is their

regulation by the police power repugnant

to the constitution as special or class regu

lation. The states have a right to enact

laws applicable to a given class of indi

viduals only, so long as the classification

is reasonable and not arbitrary. The 14th

amendment to the United States constitu

tion does not control the states in the exer

cise of the police power.

“The police power is inherent in the

state. It is the central force, the long and

strong arm of organized society, compelling

that which should and restraining that

which should not be done. . . . .

Through its operations the legislature has

plenary powers over the public ways.

. . The commonwealth exer‘

cises its control over the public way either

by direct command or by delegating au

thority to local municipal authorities, spe

cified commissions and boards.

“These matters are the concern of our

legislature by the power granted to it by

the organic law of the commonwealth.

Chap. 1, section 1, article 4, reads: ‘And fur

ther, full power and authority are hereby

given and granted to the said General Court

from time to time, to make, ordain and es

tablish all manner of wholesome and reason

able orders, laws, statutes and ordinances,

direction and instructions, either with pen

alties or without, so as the same be not re

pugnant or contrary to this constitution, as

they shall judge to be for the good and

welfare of this commonwealth, and for the

government and ordering thereof, and of

the subjects of the same.‘

“In the view of the powers so granted,

and of the way in which the same have been

exercised by the legislature, with the ap

proval of this court, may it justly be claimed

that the ubiquitous meanderings of the auto

mobile upon our public ways may not be

regulated thereby?

“The defendant claims that ‘the use of

highways by automobiles is a natural, or

dinary and reasonable use of them, and au

tomobiles have as much right upon them as

horse-drawn vehicles.’ and that the “legisla

ture has not, in the exercise of the police

power, the right to make special regulations

excluding automobiles from particular roads

and ways.’

“Perhaps it may be permitted to suggest

that the use of public ways by these ma

chines has been unnatural, extraordinary

and unreasonable; hence the legislature has

undertaken to curb them a bit. In passing,

it may be said that there are no natural

rights in any person in public ways, such

rights are developed from the state.”

Court Defines Gasolene Storage.

In a verdict handed down by the Superior

Court at Barnstable, Mass, on Saturday

last, 24th inst., it was clearly established

that a special license from local authorities

to store gasolene is not necessary when the

only gasolene on the premises is kept in the

tank of an automobile. The decision was

reached in the case of Henry C. Lambert,

of Hyannisport, and is of especial interest

to Massachusetts motorists who stable their

own machines.

The case created no little commotion for

Lambert had allowed as many as five motor

cars, owned by summer residents, to be

stored in his barn last July, despite the re

fusal of the selectmen to grant him a 1i

cense. He was arrested in consequence.

haled to court, from which he did not es

cape until he had been found guilty and

fined $50. He appealed the case and con

tinued to rent his barn for motor car stor

age in the same old way and the next month

he was arrested again and fined $50 more on

the same charge. Lambert went home and

re-opcned his barn for business once more

and appealed the case for the second time

—in this instance to the Superior Court

Vthn a jury was finally impaneled, Jus~

ticc King took the case under advisement

on this statement of facts agreed to by Dis

trict Attorney James M. Swift and Attorney

Ellsworth: That Lambert rented his barn

for the storage of automobiles, five in num

ber; that buildings were within 50 or 100

feet of said barn; that each machine was

propelled by gasolene and had gasolene in

the tanks of the car, sometimes as much as

20 gallons in a car; that no gasolene other

than that in the tanks on the cars was kept

in the building; that he had no license to

keep or store gasolene on the premises.

Much to the chagrin of the indignant vil:

lagers from the “Port,” the court ordered

the jury to bring in a verdict of “not guilty.”

Motor Races for Ohio State Fair.

A series 'of automobile races is to be

held in Dayton, 0., Saturday, October 31,

at the State fair. In addition to the regular

races, a number of novelty events, and mo

torcycle competitions will be on the pro—

gram.
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W110 WANTS AN "ENINDRSEMENT"?

Made to Suit While You Wait—It Looks

Official and Comes Easy—How the

Game is Worked.

The old familiar “United States Trade

Reports," like its twin brother the “United

States Health Reports,” is still “doing busi

The “Trade

Reports" usually is being published when

ness" in the same old way.

ever its proprietors get hold of a “good

thing."

in the automobile industry for things of the

Just now they appear to be looking

sort and‘any manufacturer who has either

a motor car, a motor tire or even a platinum

point which he desires to have “endorsed”

as being “without an equal," or “undoubted

ly the best on earth,” or “the most hygien

ic in the world," will not have the least

trouble in obtaining the "endorsement"—

provided he invests in a sufficient number

of copies of the “United States Trade

Reports."

If the manufacturer is of the same stripe

as the publisher of the alleged “reports” he

will send reprints or marked copies of the

"endorsement" to his friends and customers

and if they are “easy” they will swallow

the dose without a gulp; if they reside

abroad they will not only swallow the pqu

but will become possessed of the idea

that the “endorsement” is a more or less

governmental endorsement, which idea is de

signed to be conveyed by the title of the

publication, which usually consists of a lot

of overripe standing matter into the midst

of which each "endorsement" is dropped as

the “good things" are gathered in.

The manner in which owners of these al

leged "United States Reports"—which re

peatedly have been exposed—operate is

shown by the stuff they are now circulating

in the automobile trade. When the “good

thing" is selected he receives a letter of the

following tenor:

The enclosed article is an editorial pre

pared on the subject of Auto Motors, which

we _intend to publish in our columns. Our

policy of furnishing reports on any commer

cial matter about which our readers may re

quest information, brings us numerous in

quiries on all subjects pertaining to trade.

This editorial gives facts that are needed

and will be appreciated by a large number.

As we have highly endorsed your make of

—-—-, and as we desire to be as correct

and comprehensive as possible, we ask that

you add to or alter same as you may think

best, and return as soon as possible. If_you

have any cuts that will illustrate the subject,

kindly loan them to us and we will return

them promptly. .

As this is an editorial of course there is no

charge for the publication and if in addition

you can use any extra copies of the issue in

which it Will ap car, we Will be pleased to

make you the ollowmg special reduced

rates, as we are desirous that you should

get as much benefit out of it as possible.

The price of the United States Trade Re

ports is 15 cts. per cop , but we can supply

you with" 10 at 2 cts., 50 at 10 cts., 500 at

9 cts., or 1,000 or over at 8 cts. per copy.

shipped to you. Or, if you will send us a

list of names of those whom you wish to

reach, we will mail marked copies to such,

without any extra charge to you for the

postage, wrapping, addressing 0r marking.

Although the publication does not depend

on an order for copies, such an order will be

appreciated by us.

Awaiting an early reply with corrected

copy we are,

Yours very truly,

UNITED STATES TRADE REPORTS.

The “enclosed article," which constitutes

the “endorsement,” almost invariably is as

follows:

THE BEST MAKE OF

We fully appreciate the difficulties the

rospective buyer finds in obtaining a truth

ul and correct answer to the question,

“Which is the best make of ?

In the first place, he himself cannot know

all the different kinds, and therefore cannot

decide for himself.

Second, he cannot depend on the opinions

of others, as they, like himself, cannot know

all the various makes, or may be prejudiced

in favor of the kind they use.

Third, he cannot take his choice from

reading matter and advertisements of man

ufacturers, since one and all believing they

are right, and justified in saying so claim

their respective make the best.

Fourth, he cannot expect to have his

question answered by any journal devoted

to the trade, for in so doing such journals

would commit financial suicide, since all

other manufacturers, except the one given

as the best, would at once withdraw their

advertising patronage.

In view of the difficulties to a correct

decision, this paper decided to make a thor

ough investigation, the result of which

would be a decided answer as to which is the

best. We fully realize the responsibility of

making such a decision, since we are aware

that our readers will accept it as final and

worthy of fullest credence. For the benefit

of new readers we wish to state that such

faith on the part of our old readers is caused

by their knowledge of the invariable method

pursued by the Reports by which we can

conscientiously give an independent and un

biased report on any article manufactured.

This method consists in examining closely

all the various makes, by means of our edi

torial and re ortorial staff, without the

knowledge 0 any manufacturer interested,

and, further without making any charges,

aCcepting any gifts, or soliciting any adver

tisements from any one whose wares we

may pass upon.

As a result we are prepared to state that

there is no make of on the mawket

today equal to those manufactured by the

———-, of These are

made of the best material, are durable in

use, perfect in construction and will give

satisfaction at all times.

The company is thoroughly reliable in

every respect and can be depended upon.

Their business is conducted on a line that

is pleasing to each and every customer, and

promptitude is a special feature of their busi—

ness methods. They also stand high com

mercially.

Our interested readers will do well in ad

dressing them direct, as we are sure that all

dealings with them will prove mutually bene

ficial and profitable.

 

 

 

 

Mexico Uses 1,600 Automobiles.

Mexico at present boasts the use of some

1,600 automobiles. Of this number 1,200

are in use in Mexico City alone.

PRICE CU'I'I'l-IRS GET A SETBACK

Accessory Makers Will Refuse Supplies to

the “International Automobile League”

-—-Curtin Blocks Its Game.

Many prominent makers of automobile

accessories have writen to Thomas E. Cur

tin, of the Curtin-\Villiams Automobile Co.,

of Columbus, 0., declaring that the Inter

national Automobile League. an alleged as

sociation, which promises cut prices on me

tor supplies, cannot obtain goods from them

to be sold at less than the regular prices,

and that they will prevent, so far as lies in

their power, the sale of their products

The

president of the league recently wrote Cur

tin offering to waive the $50 fee which the

league says it ordinarily exacts, if his com

either to the league or its officials.

pany would be the first to represent them

in Columbus. Curtin replied that if he

wanted to cut prices he could do so without

paying for the privilege, and later addressed

some remarks to the Columbus Automobile

Club on the subject. As his remarks some

what interfered with the league's negotia

tions with the club, Curtin was written to

again and taken to task. His answer is

the exhibit of the accessory makers' letters,

showing their disposition toward the league.

Boom in British Factory Sites.

According to American Consul Frank W.

Mahin, of Nottingham, the effect of the

new British patent law, which provides

that articles produced under domestic pat

ents be manufactured in England, already

is manifest in arrangement: which are be

ing made for the introduction of new fa:

tories. The representative of a British firm

making a specialty of securing factories and

factory sites for applicants is quoted to the

effect that many applications have been re

ceived from foreigners, induced thereto by

the provision of the new law. An important

feature of the applications already made is

that the manufacturers demand works much

larger than are necessary to make the pat

ented article, giving as the reason that they

can not run works in England on the pat

ents alone, and therefore intend to make

other wares which have hitherto been im

ported ready-made. Consequently, the vol

ume of new manufacturing business brought

into the country is expected vastly to ex

ceed what is directly attributable to the in

fluence of the new law.

Spain’s Census of Motor Care.

A recent estimate places the total num

ber of motor cars in present use in Spain

at 3,000. They are distributed as follows:

Madrid and district. 500; Barcelona and

district, 600; Gipuzcoa, including San Se

bastian, 300; Vianya, including Bilbao, 200;

Paliiia, Balearic Islands, 300; Seville and

district, 100; all other places, 11“).
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When you're

caught in the

rain without

WEED CHAINS

,..-

  

Model B Touring Car, price $1,250.00. Full equipment. includinxt'o

In lum I, two side oil lamps one tail lamp, kenerltorl, orn.

tools, is pump und butterieo. ‘l‘op, $75.00 extrn. unabont, $1.200.

you are sure Of a Skid, weed (LA combination of simplicity and efficiency designed for the man

who scrutinize: the car he is to buy, who intends to himself

Chains are necessary equipment operate it, and to whom economy in up-lceep and running expense

is essential.

' Th 1' 'llfid' h kld h I
Never leave Your garage wnhout ii, ':f*p:,3,:.;: .33.: 2.322%:

them.

ful est confidence.

(Correspondence invited.

Write lor Bulletin.

OAKLAND MOTOR CAR CO., Pontiac, Mich.

I. B. ECCLESTON. Soles Manager, 53 Franklin St., Bufinlo, N. Y.

35 Moore Street, New York.
 

 

q . ADdI'J TMENT'.

HESE PARSONS WHITE BRASS BEARINGS RA

HAT DIST/Ich m A PACKARD CAR.THEY ARE BACK IN

HE CAR WITHOUT EVEN BENG scRAPED

STILL. RUNNING RUNNING-STILL.

 

 

Heinze ignition ap

paratus on your

l909 car and get

THE BEST

MADE.

IP 6 ENGINE BUILDING C9

PHILADELPHIA,PENNA
HE w! CRAMF’ 6 SONS 5“

  

 

 

 
 

 

Write us if your

dealer does not agésq-gm

carry them.

. . The Bicycling World

Helnze Elecinc 60. flMotorcycle Review

LOWELL, MASS.

WILLINTERESTYOU
Makers of

COILS, TIMERS, PUILIIKID EVIIY SATURDAY AT

MAcunos, SPARK |54 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK

PLUGS.

 

 

 
  

  

 
 

m $2.00 $21. am?"

_ - Ll
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The Week‘s Patents.

894,291. Vehicle Wheel Rim. Edwin C.

Shaw, Akron, Ohio. assigiior to B. F. Good

rich Company, Akron. Ohio, a Corporation

of Ohio. Filed Feb. 20, 1907. Serial No.

358,460. '

1. In a vehicle wheel rim the combina

tion of a channel iron having a permanent

tire flange mounted thereon, a transversely

split ring carrying a second tire flange,

downwardly extending lugs upon the ter

minals of said ring, a slot in said channel

iron adapted to receive said lugs and means

for securing said lugs within said slot, con

sisting of a bolt having a flaring head

shaped to enter a recess in the split ring

and a shaft adapted to pass through and to

be secured beneath the channel\iron.

894,292. Vehicle Wheel Rim. Edwin C.

Shaw, Akron, Ohio, assignor to B. F. Good

rich Company, Akron, Ohio, a Corporation

of Ohio. Filed Feb. 20, 1907. Serial N0.

358,462.

1. In a vehicle wheel rim the combina

tion of a channel iron having one tire flange

permanently attached thereto, a second tire

flange mounted upon a removable trans

' verser split ring, a retainint7 flange upon

said channel iron, downwardlv extending

lugs near the terminals'of said split ring,

and a key adapted to pass through perfora

tions in said lugs, and to seat against the

under surface of the channel iron.

894,293. Vehicle Whte Rim. Edwin c.

Shaw, Akron, Ohio, assignor' to B". F. Good

rich Company, Akron, Ohio, a Corporation

of Ohio. Filed Feb. 20, 1907. Serial No.

358,464. "

1. A two-part rim for vehicle wheels

comprising one member seated upon the

wheel felly and provided with a retaining

seat for the second member; said second

member comprising a transversely split

ring carrying a tire retaining flange; and

means for pinning said second member to

said first member, consisting of a bolt hav

ing a butterfly shaped head adapted _to seat

Within a recess common to the terminals of .

the second member. and a shaft adapted to

pass through said first member and to en

gage with a nut seating there-beneath.

894,327. Change-Speed Gear. John John

ston, Putney, London, and Harry W. Bud

dicom, Nannerch, near Mold, England. Filed

May 9, 1905. Serial No. 259,622.

A change speed gear comprising a driv

ing shaft, two sun bevel pinions, one loose

on and one keyed to, the driving shaft, sun

bevel wheels loosely mounted and having

concave webs and sleeves integral with said

webs. a sleeve integral with the loose sun

pinion, planet pinions meshing with the

sun wheels and potions, radial pins for said

planetfinions, a concave member keyed to

the driven shaft and having bosses for sup?

porting the outer _ends of the pins, a sleeve

integral withIthe inner ends of the latter, a

light casing incloslng the gear wheels and

pinions. and brake drums outside the casing

and mounted on the sleeves of the sun

wheels and of_the loose sun pinion, said

sleeves extending through said casing, sub

stantially as hereinbefore set forth.

894,431. Shock Absorber for Vehicles.

Edward A. Garvey and Christopher A. Gar

vey, St. Louis, Mo. Filed Sept, 23, 1907.

Serial No. 394,136.

1. The combination, with a vehicle hav

ing a body frame. an axle, and a radial arm

pivoted to said body frame and supported

by said axle; of a saddle supported by said

 

radial. arm, a carrier supported by saLd arm,

a pneumatic bolster mounted upon said car

rier and a main spring connected with said

radial arm and said saddle and yieldably

supported by said bolster, substantially as

set forth.

894,444. Controlling Device. \Velliligton

P. Kidder, Boston, Mass. Filed May 18,

1903. Serial No. 157,525.

.1. The combination of a pair of hand

levers with an intermediate swing inter

lock, and connections whereby one of said

levers is adapted to operate a brake and

clutch and whereby the other of said levers

is adapted to operate a change-gear mechan

ism.

894,473. Power-Changing Mechanism.

Robert Symmonds, Jr.. Kenosha, Wis, as

signor to Thomas B. Jeffery. Kenosha, Wis.

Filed Dec. 14, 1905. Serial No. 291,697.

1. In a power changing mechanism, the

combination with a driving element, of a

driven element, an eccentric rotated by the

driving element, and means interposed be

tween said eccentric and the driven element

for rotating the latter in the direction or

rotation of the driving element or in the op

posite direction.

894,493. Pneumatic Cushion for Vehicles.

Edward A. Garvey and Christopher A. Gar

vey, St. Louis, Mo. Filed Jan. 9, 1908. Se

rial No. 409,928.

1. A pneumatic cushion for vehicles

having a cushion carrier, comprising a pair

of cushion sections each_ having an open

inner end, a main coupling having necks,

means for securing the open inner ends of

said cushion sections to the necks of said

main coupling. and means for securing the

main coupling to the cushion carrier.

894,526. Spring Wheel. Henry Neubert,

Chicago, 111. Filed April 27, 1907. Serial

No. 370.579.

1. A spring wheel comprising a central

structure including a hub and a felly, a plu

rality of semi-elliptical springs located be

tween the felly and rim, guides secured to

the rim and extending radially to the wheel

and partly inclosing the springs and felly,

 

Automobilists Know Exactly

How Far andI-Iow Fast

Attach W'a‘rllcr .\uto~.\letcr to the dash of your car.

lts record is infallible in any weather—on any roads.

'VVritc for details.

WARNER INSTRUMENT CO.,

29: Wheeler Ave., BELOIT, Wis.

WANTS AND FOR SALE
15 cents per line of seven words, each with order.

In capitals. 25 cents per line.

 

ANTED—Position as advertising man

_ I ager; have had years of experience

in building catalogs, booklets, folders, etc.;

also have a practical knowledge of printing

values and all details in connection there

WIth._ I hold similar position at the pres

ent time, but for good reasons desire a

change. Address A. R. M.. 1457 Wilson

Ave., Chicago, Ill.

 

I-t OR_ SALE—300 sets 28x3 best grade ar

tillery wheels, fitted with clincher rims,

less hubs. Write for bargain prices on sin

gle sets of the lot. THOMAS B. JEF

FERY & COMPANY, Kenosha, Wis.

 

The "Gotham" STA-RITE will end your

~ spark lug

t r o u lcs.

Soot can't

stick to the

' i p o r celain.

Won’t short-circuit. Never leaks. Can be

taken apart and cleaned with case. Of deal

ers, or direct, $1.00.

THE R. E. HARDY CO., 25 W. 42d St, New York.

  

 

Listen for the knocks!

The car they all knock is

the one they are all afraid of

The E-M-F. “30"— sure!
 

 

8 ESSENTIALS IN MOTORINO

SELF CONTROL

CAR CONTROL

THERMOID

BRAKE LINING
 

 

 
 

THE GYROSCOPE CAR

The Simplest Automobile In the World.

USO—The Price—$750.

GYROSCOPE AUTOMOBILE CO. (INC)

Gyroscope Bldg"

231 West 54th St. New York City.

  

  

 

 

 

\IORI'C RELIY MAGNET 00

have already been sold for 1909 cars than all our

competitors can 5(11. Sales to date total more than

5,000. And that's not all. More Remy High Ten

:lon Magliltos are n .w in use on American built cars

ihan all others combinrd. The Remv is the simplest

.laglletoe the magneto without brushcswthe ma mto

th it gins the car user no trouble. \Vrite for older

giving complete desciiptiun. \Ne builtl magnetos for

double ignition, and also alternating and direct current

inagnctos for all ignition purposes. Address Dept. 11.

RhMY ELECTRIC CO., Anderson, Ind.

N. Y. Branch, Thoroughfare Bldg, B‘way 8: 57th St.

C l l ' 0 O O , O O 0

worth of experience behind the new

' 'l,5°° MITC~ELL

This price includes $300 Worth of extra auto

mobile value not included in other car: selling at

this price. Learn what it is. Write to-day for de

tailed description.

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR C0..

511 Mitchell St., Racine, Wis.

Standard Manufacturers A. M. C. M. A.

 

  

 

 

HESS-BRIGHT

BALL BEARINGS

THE HIBQ- BRIGHT MFG. CO.

1100 Folrmount Avo., Phil-domino, In.

 

 

 

CLEVELAND SPARK PLUGS
“They Shoot a Flame.”

CLEVELAND SPARK PLUG 00.
CLEVELAND, OHIO
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and blocks on the springs and movable in

said guides.

894, 586. Pneumatic Pump. Albert Brest,

New Castle, Pa. Filed Oct. 19, 1907. Se

rial No. 398,186.

1. A pump attachment for pneumatic

tires comprising a pump cylinder supported

at one end on the wheel rim, a yoke su

cured to the wheel hub centrally of the lat

ter and to which the other end of the pump

cylinder is connected, said yoke provided

at its outer end with a bearing, a pipe com

municating with said pump cylinder inter

mediate the ends thereof and having its

outer end extended angularly and received

in the bearing of said yoke. a frame fixed

on the wheel hub adjacent one end thereof

and provided near each end with a bearing,

a shaft mounted in one of said bearings and

carrying a crank, a piston within said pump

cylinder to which said crank is connected. a

piston arranged in the angularly extended

portion of said pipe and having its rod ex

tended through thc other bearing of said

frame, a clutch member rigidly fixed on the

axle of said wheel, a second clutch member

movably mounted on said axle and normal

ly held out of enga emcnt with the rigid

clutch member of sai piston rod, and a pin

ion on said shaft to engage with the mov

able clutch member when the latter is in

engagement with the rigid clutch member

whereby motion is imparted to the piston

in said pump cylinder.

894,609. Wheel Specially Adapted to Re

ceive an Auxiliary or Spare Rim. Thomas

M. Davies, Llanelly, England. Filed Feb.

18, 1908. Serial No. 416,468.

1. In a wheel, the combination of a rim

adapted to carry a pneumatic tire, and a

laterally ro'ecting flange fixed to such

wheel antradapted to receive the clips car

ried by an auxiliary rim, substantially as

set forth.

894,656. Carburetter for Internal Com

bustion Engines. John Johnston, Fulham,

London, England, assignor of one-half to

Harry William Buddicom, Penbcdw. Eng

land. Filed June 3, 1907. Serial No. 376,948.

1. In a carburetter, a disc valve, a seat

in therefor, an air assage leading to the

va ve and oil holes eading to the face of

the seating and adapted to be closed by

the valve, said valve and seating having

between them when the valve is open, a

throat which first converges in the direc

tion, substantially as described.
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The output of complete Front

and Rear Automobllo Axles of thin

plant exceeds the capacity of on

competition combined.

 

Tfillmurican Ball-Bearint 00.

L. I. l NI. 8. Ry. & Idgwotor Pork

  

GLIV ILA" D, OHIO. U-I.A.
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Stevens-Duryea

LIMOUSINES AND

TOURING CARS

W HAT concerns you is not the size of

the engine nor the horsepower the

maker claims for it. You are only inter

ested in the results—hill climbing—road

speed—power in sand, etc.

We have said a lot at various times about

getting a greater proportion of the engine

horsepower delivered to the rear wheels

of the Stevens-Duryea than any other car.

There never was anything easier to satisfy

yourself about—a bit of sandy road—a stop

watch—the Stevens-Duryea's time vs. the

other car's time—the size of the Stevens

Duryea engine vs. the size of the other.

TRY IT.

Semi for Stevens-Darya: lz'leralurz.

 

 
 

 
 

STEVENS -DURYEA CO.

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

Member of Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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Standard Bearings @
is emphasized by the continued victories of the Q
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is which is equipped fully with

STANDARD

ANNULAR 5-.

BEARINGS
Their axles are also our work. '

Standard Roller Bearing Co. @

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

@@@@@@@@@
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LONG EXPERIENCE

SKILLED WORKIVIANSHIP

HIGHEST QUALITY OF MATERIAL

MAKE THE

WHITIIIBK RADIATOR

THE BEST ON THE MARKET

Under All Conditions

TIIE WHITIIIIIK BUII. PIPE III].

HARTFORD, CONN.

  

"LONG-ARM”

TRANSMISSIONS

THREE speeds and reverse, selective

types. The best of material and

workmanship. Our experience in gear cut

ting and manufacturing Automobile Parts

enables us to equal the best transmissions

built. Let us figure on your requirements.

 
 

We lilo build I complete Ill: 0!

AXLES, CLUTCHES

STEERING REACHES

HAND LEVERS, ETC.

 
 

The "Long-Arm” System Co.,

crew-3mm», 0.

Sales Dept. TIE AMEIICAN DISTRIBUTING (10..

A-erleen 'l'rlll Illg..'(2levcllnl. 0.
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“CONTINENTAL” MOTORS ARE STA-m»

Get our quota

tions on high grade

two and four cylin

der motors, 10 to 45

horsepower. T h eK

are equipped wit

self-contained oiling

system and ready

, for attaching mag

neto. Highest

grade workmanship,

efficient, d u r a b l e

and simple. Also

clutches and trans.

Send for catalogue.

  

missions.

OONTIIEITAI. IUTOR MFG. 00., llushgon, "loll.

K. FRANKLIN PETERSON, Western Represent

ative, 166 E. Lake St., Chicago, Ill.

'1‘. I. WETZEL, Eastern Representative, 29 West 42d

St., New York, N. Y.

 
  

A SUPERB LINE OF CARS—

'l‘ H E A C K s o N

“_No Sand Too eep—No Hill Too Steep."

2-Cylinder and 4-Cylinder

Runabouts Roadsters Tourin Cara,

15 H. h, 24 H. in, as H.‘ P.

Prices $850, $1,250, $1,500, $2,000.

l‘lOKOOI AUTOIOBILE 00., halal». llth.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DO YOU KNOW THAT MORE

W

Demountable rims are sold than all others

combined. Write for information.

CONTINENTAL CAOUTCHOUC CO.,

1788-90 Broadway, New York City.

 

 

 

Get Rid of Tire Troubles

Try a Set of

0a.! IIRIZS

  

 

TRUFFAULTIHARTFORD

Trade

SHOCK ABSORBER

Mark

The Device that made Safe, Speedy and Comfortable

Automobiling Possib e.

Write for catalogue, Department D.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO.,

E. V. Hartford, Pres. 145 Bay St., Jersey City, N. J.

 

avorn Accrnnn'rs

by using the

Wridgway No Glare Shaclcv

which adds to the efficiency of the lamps, and keeps

lare from blinding other users of the highways. Can

be fitted to any existing lamp.

PEERLESS MOTOR CAR CO.,

220 to 224 w. 4m St., NEW YORK

 

PifiKillll lfilil'llON UABLE
Merits the ABSOLUTE CONFIDENCE of

the most conservative and eigacting manufac

turers. Why not give it a trial?

THE PACKARD ELECTRIC CO.,

WARREN, O.

  

 

     

1620-2214 ® ‘ 1321
Broadway, ~ Chicago, Ill.

New York Michigan Ave.,

PALMER & SINGER MFG. CO.

  

 

  

 

  

McCORD

LUBRIOATORS — BAOIATOBS
"Marla o! a Good Motor Car"

McKIM COPPER-ASBEOTOI OA'KIT'

McOORD & COMPANY

NEW YORK—Hudson Terminal, $0 Chord Street.

Old Colony Building. CHICAGO.

  

DOW TUBES
The Best Tubes Ever Manufactured.

Are the most economical. Do not deflate when

punctured.

DOW TIRE COMPANY,

2000 Broadway, New York.

889 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

 

 

 

 

lMORGAN aWRlGHTTIRES

l ARE noon TIRES

  

  

“ FIFTY ”

  

We had the best car in America.

We thought for a long while how to

improve it and left it alone. You think

that over.
  

Touring Car, Baby Tonneau or Road

ster bodies, with double ignition,

$3,000.

Pennsylvania Auto Motor 60.

lllYN NAWR, PENNSYLVANIA

  

 

 

A DUPLICATION, NOT AN

IMITATION OF LEATHER.

AUTOFOTD is a peculiar name.

Tr to remember it when next you are or

dering material for tops, cushions, etc.

AMERICAN LEATHERETTE MFG. CO

Bufl'alo, New York.

 

 

$1nhharh-43agtnn‘

ONE Quality for ALL Models

ONE Price for ALL Buyer

Write for 1909 Catalog.

THE DAYTON MOTOR CAR CO.,

Dayton,

  

 

  

  
 

COMPLETE COURSE

AUTOMOBILE INSTRUCTION
invaluable to the owner or prospective owner

a motor car. Practical and to the point.

Send for prospectus to the

Correspondence School 01 Motor Car Practice

Tarrytown, N. Y.

 

 

ts‘raousnto we“.

SCI'IRADER

”#%£-§A£.fi£H3
The Standard American Valves for

Automobile, Bicycle 6: Vehicletlres

Manulactrlred by

A. SCHRADER'S SON, lNC.

28-32 Rose 5!. New York, US A.

  

 

 

  

 

TheBall Transmission i-'

NEW YORK GEAR WORKS.

531'“ AutomobilgzaMotorBoats 'llliZl‘Eli

 
 

'56 GREENPOI'NT AVE.,BROOK LYN , N. Y.

A Necessity 0n Automobiles—WHAT?

COLUMBIA LOCK NUTS

  

mmono cium 0 mm co.

150 W. Georgia St.,

Indianapolis, Ind.

of accident insurance.

CANNOT shake loose. The add an important factor of safety and

give a feeling of securit . olumbia Lock Nuts are the best kind

Lined by most makers of the best cars and

by leading railroads, etc. Send us a two-cent stamp, size and

thread of the bolt, and we will forward a Columbia Lock Nut for it.

COLUMBIA NUT 8o BOLT CO., Inc" Bridgeport, Conn.
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Why pay high prices 0’ INVAD E“ n"
THE OIL THAT

 
 

  

GRAPHITIZES

SIDE-WIRE souo moron TIRES FOR ALUMINUM ,.,,,,,.... ... ,.,

THE WORLD'S STANDARD popularity

flIESTOIE Tllii It RUBBER 00.. Alton. Ohio

 

YOU NA‘LJIQ THE CAR

E LL

NAME THE GRADE

mm; nnu! av

liHlS. F. KELLUI It 00.

H3 Arch St., Philadelphia

‘ Boston Branch:

284 Columbus Avenue.

G Nfezvtl mark AEEIRICZ

ar 0 otor ar 0..
-'m.":". 1540 Broadway.

Crank Cases, Trans

mission Cases.

l'i'il'ii" liow Are Your Batteries? Have these made

A'CONNBCTICUT vom' 0f Pressed Steel

“mmmm JUST AS uour
Guaranteed. and the price is

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

right, send for catalogue and trade stronger. Much Less

discounts. ' 'comm m Pr-ce- WE WILL NOT
Send Prints for Estimatei accept your contract unlen we can ive on the

TELEPHONEW“ ELECTRIC C0~~I"c' delivery you require. We will not 8acceizit more

Meriden, Conn. q contracts than we can fill with proper attention to

A O each. We make Pressed Steel Frame! and Auto

0 O I mobile Stampings.

248 Ollnton ltroet, MILWAUKEE “'3- THE HYDRAULIC PRESSED STEEL CO.,
 

  

 
Cleveland, Ohio.

1908 Model D. 60 H. P

New factory, Snginlw, Mich.

 

 
  

 

  

Complete catalogues now ready. 4'40 ROfldltfl’. PIICO, $3.000.

RAINIER MOTOR CAR COMPANY, that made the run from Philldel hi: to S:

Broadway, cor. 56th St., New York. vannah Ga., March 5th to 18th, t rough mud

up to the radiator, beating all previous records.

YORK MOTOR CAR CO., York. Pl.

 

 

  

Gasoline and Electric—for Plcuure and Busineu

Studebaker Automobile 00.. South Bend. lndlm

 
  

  

 

One of the strongest features of

Splitdorf Ignition ls its unfailing

reliability and efficiency.

0. F. SPLITDORF

Walton Ave. at l38th St., New York { ‘

 
  

memorials.
  

 

 
  

 

J MICHELIN TIRE COMPANY

'; MILLTOWN. N. J.

Til! IlTEli I"j Inwzcn I

- ' Burrow AND woo" ._ '[HBMRRMON
. AIRQ‘I‘YL‘::°I;Z 5:33;: 7 I "A MochonleolMulfirploco" N

74 §§§fi1f$f€2$§ig§“3'g'31.115353; " For catalog. addreu Dept. 16.

.1.“ o or . t ' n ' '

.1 i;§°‘....i"....l.“€..t.£”°1.§2'25‘}21.'lu ' N O R n Y K E a u A R M o N c o,
luperlor service In all point: welt. ’

TIE Am M0108 CAR (20. ‘ a." "eke" Anna“, on Shame" ~ " (5:146. 185!) INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

All clones of ticket! wld rendinl via

 

 
R In" Ifchim Contnl,Wnbnlh and Grand Trunk

 

 

 

   

 

  

Q Rnilwn ' betweenlflgfluio nnddlz’etmlt. in "' '

:5 masses; momma."w - cho Adluslable Spark Plus

i fi Bond two rentutnmp inr illwmted pom- fl"
“5% mi.

4 o tL k» u .SPR ~13 puuidndreunl: Elna-:1. P. A., Detrolt.T Detroit & Buthlo Steamboat Co. 5: Each

0? (Pd- 1395) Pmuv n. NcMILLAN, A. A. ecmtnrz, ‘
ummm ' Vic! PIlItUlIY. OEI'L IANAGII- % en‘s-n!“

\J A __’ :1:
M“ _ A, r '— )o: ). Year

7 ' \ 7 ‘ ' ‘

SFIINGl-‘IELD 7’ 4" -‘L, 1“ . ‘ wrrnnnr IGNITEI c0.. 1876 Ironlwly, New York

m“. “DY CO., 4 -

m llrnlc Avc.,  
 

  

Springfield, In".

 

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, New York

Full of Air.

1"" ""“'° °“‘ ‘“ “'°' Encloncd find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to
Cannot Bio; Orti‘tl. Rim Cut

01' um: Ye.

A- new, “(the “)0th Worth i
ll ° 0

$3.73.”?! TAPE??? .1 for one year, commencing with the issueof__—

will lalt longer than any

other part if encircled b l

few sections of steel. , N." I

Thousand: in use.

Klmhall Till Bast Go. Mm~~e -- _

I72 Broodwny

Oouncll Iluiio,1lovvn |h__ 1 :@
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Wiliflll Filll llllli 1909 ANNUUNBEMENT—li Will Interest Yllll.
NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE co., Indianapolis, Ind.

The (My Cure ior Tire Troubles

The only Genuine Snare Wheel

‘ GET A

WWW STEPNEY
rnANAumurI ‘ 5

AND KEEP GOING
 

‘ ' " Agencies in all the large cities.

Catalogue B tells all about it. Write NOW.

The Spare Motor Wheel 0! America, Ltd.

Main Otllce: 236 Michigan Ave., Chicago

  

  
 

  

Satisfaction

Guaranteed

Thousands of our

Spring Clips

are now in use,

having been sup- ‘

plied to the leadingautomobile manu

facturers.

Have you secured our prices?

THE M. SEWARD SUNS COMPANY, New Haven, Conn.

F.
  

renames for the AllillMilBllE it
    

 

 

 

NEW ADJUSTABLE

“ S ” PIPE

  

A very handy wrench for inconvenient places. Drop

forged steel throughout, parts carefully hardened, and are

interchangeable. Has patent nut locking device at side.

Write for new circular_

THE BILLINGS & SPENCER CO , Hartford, Conn.

 

  

 

  

  

,i'm an: rnfi ‘

/
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F A,

, '..'q ' . __ W N

\\ 9 Gm: ET“:: 3,,

For Automobile Bodies, Dashes, Guards, Bonnets,

Battery Boxes, Drip Pans, Muillers, l-Ite.

TRONG—DURABLE

CALELESS—RUSTLESS .

MDOTH—PAINT ADHERES FIRMLY

A Metal That’s A Tllne and bilge}; Qavir

nu: STARK ROLLING MILL counuw, CANTON. OHIO

  

 

 

  
 

 

 

Model B—Brush Runabout
A CAR 0F SIMPLE DESIGN MADE WELL

NOT A COMPLICATED DESIGN MADE CHEAPLY

Its records and the opinions of its users speak more loudly than self praise. Agencies for

1909 are being closed rapidly. Much good territory still open.

BRUSH RUNABOUT COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.
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i909 Model 45 H. P. Toy Tonneau, $3000

The Car They Copy

HEN a car is only a copy of existing

rivals, it is usually backed by inferior

genius. The car to get is the one that is

copied—the pioneer. '

The Haynes is the oldest American car.

Our model A was built in 1893. We gave

to the world the large wheels, aluminum

parts, side-entrance body, electric ignition and

a host of minor features which are now

universal. .

The genius of Elwood Haynes who

blazed the road of successful invention in the

 

past is still with us, and the Haynes car is still

ahead of them all in the superior develop

ment of various vital parts. The Haynes

clutch, the ratchet gears, the roller pinion

and sprocket direct drive, the two fly-wheels,

the water-cooled brakes are all distinctive, and

we expect that all automobiledom will copy

them when the patents expire. But till then

the Haynes is the car for the man who wants

high power (45 H.P.) with direct drive, no

vibration, ease of control and practically un

ending, unfailing serviceability.

AGENTS WANTED, If you have been agent for a maker that blew away in the late

financial flurry, you will appreciate the opportunity to line up with a company that has

‘ survived the vlcissltudes of fifteen years. Good territories this year for the right men,

SPBCIPICA rIONS OF THE HAYNES FOR 1909

Motor—4 c 'linder, 4% by 5. _

Water C00 ed. with ver ' large water Jacket.

Drive—Shaft drive, wit Haynes roller-pinion and sprocket at the rear

axle, lwhich minimizes friction and side thrust and eliminates noise

entire y. .

Clutch—Haynes patent contracting steel band upon bronze drum.

Carburetor—Latest type Schebler, water jackete .

Lubrication—Gear driven McCord oiler.

Ignition—Bosch Ma etc; also battery system with single coil and

separate set of p ugs.

Bearing—Roller bearings used throughout.

Tires—36 by 4 all around.

Transmission—Selective type, three speeds forward and reverse. Ratchet

device makes gear stri ing impossible.

Wheel baSHIIZ inches. read—~56 incheo.

Body—Touring car for five or seven, or toy Tonneau, $3,000. Runabout

or Hiker type, $2,900.

The Hiker type consists of two bucket seats with large gasoline tank

on regr.Id Equipment includes Prest-O-Lite tank. baggage rack and

tire o ers.

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE CO., Kokomo, Indiana

0 l d e st

NEW YORK, 1715 Broadway

Automobile Manufacturers in America. MemberA.L-A.M.

CHICAGO, 1702 Michigan Ave.
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The Truth About the

Reduction in Tires

Some tire manufacturers, working in collusion, tell you

that they are able to reduce the prices of their tires owing to

a reduction in the cost of crude rubber.

It is a peculiar fact, however, that other rubber goods

manufactured by these same firms have not changed in price

for years.

Another of their arguments is “Increased Capacity”—

and right here it may be interestin to note the prices of these

concerns on September lst., 1908, as compared With the

present figures: 5: i, 1, s t. 1.

1806. 308.

in. tire complete . . . . $34.32

in. tire complete . . . . 48.39

in. tire complete . . . . 60.00

in. tire complete . . . . 73.35

you think increased capacity should make this dif

ference? No!

Could the reduction be brought about through a reduc

tion in the price of crude rubber? Yes. But has rubber

really been reduced? “ .. _ \

Crude Fine Up-River Para Rubber is at least 20 per

cent. higher to-day than it has been any time for the past

twelve months. PECULIAR CONTRADICTION, isn’t it?

NOW FOR THE FACTS.

On August 12th, 1908, we refused to accept the proposi

tion advanced by our competitors, to muzzle free competition

in the tire trade by agreeing to adhere to a uniform discount

——a scheme by which they attempted to recover from dealers

and consumers and losses entailed by the conduct of their

business in other quarters.

We were ogposed to the Tire Pool; it was we who fought

it and saw it “ UST” on September lst, 1906, and we are still

opposed to every kind of tire combination.

This short statement tells the TRUE story and the

TRUE PURPOSE of the recent price reduction, which is to

Drive Out Competition

—-Ajax competition we might add.

At the present prices of raw material neither the product

of our competitors nor Ajax tires can be sold at the profit that

is legitimately due the manufacturer. But in offerin our own

tires at correspondingly reduced prices we simply ght back

with the pocketbook argument.

' As_ far as _our competitors are concerned, we warn the

tire using public to

Look Out for the Out in Quality

that usually accompanies the cut in price.

AJAX TIRES

ARE GUARANTEED FOR 5,000 MILES

A certificate si ed by the President of our Company, and

bearing the num er of the tire, accompanies every tire sold,

and on the back of the certificate is a table of adjustments by

which every user of Ajax tires can compute the charge should

a replacement be necessary.

There is no better recommendation for a tire than our

5,000 mile arantee, because it puts the burden of proof

upon us an we MAKE GOOD.

“See our exhibit at Grand Central Palace Show, opening

in New York on New Years Eve.”

Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co.

FAOTORIES: TRENTON, NEW JERSEY

BRANCHES:

N. Y. City. 57th St. and Broadway. Kansas Cit , Mo., 1422 Grand Ave.

Boston, 819: Boylston St. Denver, Co 0. 1529 Cleveland Pl.

Philadelphia, 316 No. Broad St. Seattle. 1102 Eroadway.

Detroit, 743 Woodward Ave. San Francisco, 438 Market St.

Chicago, 1418 Michigan Ave. Los Angeles, 1038 So. Main St.

  
 

 

 

Mongrel or Thoroughbred?
NOW IS THE TIME for you, Mr. Thoughtful Dealer, to

decide what you will sell in 1909.

WILL IT BE A MONGREL? a car assembled from parts

carried together from all over the country and 'hamrnered

into shape as well as may be?

OR WILL YOU SELL THE THOROUGHBRED—a homo

geneous mechanical masterpiece, every single part of

which is the result of the same genius that devised the

whole?

“ASTOUNDING,” “MARVELOUS,” “WONDERFUL,” are

the terms with which some assembled cars are now

tagged, though they are astounding, marvelous and won

derful only to the assemblers, who like Rip Van Winkle,

have been dozing in the growing woods of automobile

dom and who now, bewildered by the progress that has

been going on, seize upon time-tried and long-established

practices and herald their adoption by the assemblers

as brand-new discoveries.

LET’S REASON IT OUT: On the one hand you have the

" assembled car, with an engine bought from one manufac—

turer, a frame from another, and a transmission from a

third, and so on down to the last rivet. The maker of the

engine, the mill in which the frames are pressed, the trans

mission man, all derive their separate profits, leaving no

other way to the assemblers to obtain their rewards than

by skimping the quality of their "product."

AND THEY DO IT—THEY MUST! When you examine

some of these astounding cars you will be truly astounded

on finding that the four-cylinder engine is cast in one

piece and has only two main bearings, whereas the Max

well has four cylinders and five main bearings. You know

well enough that making a motor with only two bearings

is equal to leaving the engine to its own devices as far

as alignment is concerned.

IT WILL BE A TOUGH JOB FOR THE DEALER to con

vince the purchaser who is wise that some four-cylinder

engines of small dimensions will develop as high as 30

horsepower—because they can’t.

MAXWELLS ARE A HOME-GROWN AMERICAN

PRODUCT. The use of Maxwell features in Maxwell

cars was neither a heaven-given inspiration nor the aping

of foreign design, but the outcome of sound engineering

sense.

WHEN 10,116 MAXWELL OWNERS testify to the excel

lence of their cars, all of which have been sold by Maxwell

dealers, then the Maxwell proposition is one that you can't

afford to pass by.

BEFORE HITCHING YOUR WAGON TO A STAR it will

be wise for you to find out all about a dealership for

Maxwells, the success of which is past and present, in

stead of lying in the dark and distant future that has swal

lowed so many wonderful cars that have been marvelous

chiefly in their complete and rapid disappearance from the

field of legitimate competition.

@147. @242

Presldent.

MAXWELL-BRISCOE MOTOR C0.
Standard Manufacturer: A. u. c. M. A.

P. 0. Box 106, Tarrytown, N. Y.

Factories: TARRY'NWN, N. Y. NEWCASTLE, IND. PAW'I'UCKI-fl‘, l. L

Address communications to Tarrytown, N. Y.
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Always On the Job.
\

9 This is the only truly
Is It Always On the Job . satisfactory test of a

reliable speedometer. Stewart Speedometers are famous for being "always

on the iob.” You can put them on your car and forget them, so far as attention

is concerned, as THEY WILL OUTWEAR THE CAR.

One of our Cleveland customers writes as follows:

I have had one oi your Speedometers on my car

tor the past two years AND FIND IT PERFECT. Beiore

purchasing a Stewart I had a . . . . . indicator which

went to the bad. Then I tried a . . . . . It was no time

beiore the flexible shalt went to the bad. They put

on another shalt which did no better.

I Then'Got a Stewart
The Odometer today shows 35,462

miles and l have never touched it

WHEN YOU EQUIP YQUR CAR WITH A STEWART SPEEDOMETER

YOU CAN FORGET YOUR SPEEDOMETER TRQUBLES. " They are

always on the job.” That’s why we can GUARANTEE them tor

live years. All models equipped with the famous Stewart flexible shaft and

patented swivel joint, at $40, $25 and $15. Send for catalog.
 

 
 

Stewart & Clark Mtg. C0. 509 Diversey Boul., Chicago, 0. s. A.
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THE

SELDE

CAR

FOR1909
 

Enters upon its second year

with a clean record. No “first

year” car has ever earned a

better reputation or made a

better showing.

T H E O A R O F

MODERATE PRICE

$2()OO
 

Roadster

Landaulet

Touring Car

Limousine

4 cylinder, 28-30 horsepower, shalt drive,

selective transmission, metal body, pressed steel

frame, excellent hill climber, fine finish and

style, roomy tonneau, luxurious upholstery, easy

riding, smooth running, economical in up-lreep,

in fact, a high grade car in every lparticular.

The “ Silent Selden "

1909 MODELS READY

IN SEPTEMBER

Send forAgency propositions now ready.

catalog and specifications.

Selden Motor Vehicle 00.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Member A. L- A. I.

 

 

 
  

  
  

 
 

 
 

  

1909

Prices Reduced $1,000

A_r|d1'the Reasons Why

Heretofore the Matheson Car has been considered the

highest priced as well as the highest grade American

car on the market.

Millions of dollars worth of these cars have been delivered

to customers who could afford to pay the higher price

for the best.

Many other purchasers have been persuaded that some of

the lower priced cars have been “just “as good." Mathe

son owners who have used other makes of cars have

answered that question satisfactorily. Send for their

letters, which we have done up in a book.

Q

In order, therefore, to still maintain the unequalled quality

of the Matheson Car and at the same time give cus

tomers this magnificent car at the price of the cheaper

cars, the makers have figured that by doubling the fac

tory output and selling at a much closer margin of

profit, the price of the Matheson Car equipped with

Touring, Landaulet or Limousine bodies, could be cut

$1,000, and the same chassis, equipped with Roadster

or Tourabout bodies, cut $650.

Accordingly, the Company's working capital has been in

creased by $350,000, and after October 11, 1908, the pur

chaser can buy a genuine Matheson Car, the very finest

of all motor cars of either European or American make,

at the makers’ former prices to the agent or dealer;

namely:

New Price Former Prlot

so H. P. 1909 Touring Car ....... .. $4,500 $5,500

50 H. P. 1909 Roadster . . . . . . . . . . .. 4,350 5,000

50 H. P. 1909 Tourabout . . . . . . . . .. 4.350 5,000

50 H. P. 1909 Limousine . . . . . . . . .. 5.500 6,500

50 H. P. 1909 Landaulet . . . . . . . . . . . 5,500 6,500

VICT0 R I E S

The great string of Matheson victories in the important

speed, hill climbing and endurance contests of the past sea

sons, in competition with the greatest cars of Europe and

America, can leave no room for doubt that the Matheson

car has no peer on any market to-day.

GUARANTY

Every Matheson is guaranteed for 365 days. (Notice

that most other cars are guaranteed for 60 to 90 days only.)

MATHESON AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

Main Sales 0lllce, 1886-1888 Broadway, New York City
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Auto-Meter Wins Again
Once More Shows its Right to “First Place.” In the Motor Park Way

Sweepstakes the Auto-Meter assisted these in inners In their respective classes.

 

Nassau Sweepstakes—Buick. Driven by Hugh
  

Easter.

Jericho Sweepstakes— Chalmers-Detroit. Driven by W.

R. Burns.

Motor Parkway Sweepstakes—lsotta. Driven by Herbert

Lytle.

ISOTTA First; Meadow Brook Sweepstakes—Allen Kington.
 

Driven by H. Hughes.

Second; Meadow Brook Sweepstakes—Rainier. Driven

by L. A. Disbrow.

NOTE WHAT MR. DISBROW SAYS:

“I want to express my sincere appreciation of the wonder

ful accuracy and reliability of the \Varner Auto-Meter, with

which my Rainier car M 32, an entrant in the recent Meadow

brook Sweepstakes, was equipped. The car finished second, two

minutes behind the winner, the distance. 211 miles over the Van

derbilt Cup Course, averaging 52% miles per hour.

“I am enclosing the time by laps. and I wish you to note

that the variations that for the nine laps is hardly a variation

of one minute between them. Such consistent running would

have been almost impossible without the assistance of your

instrument. Its accuracy was simply wonderful, and I can as

sure you that the next race I drive my car will certainly be

CHALKERs-DETROIT equipped with a Warner, as I consider it the most reliable and

accurate instrument manufactured.

“Wishing you all the success you most certainly deserve,

I am, sincerely yours,

"(Signed) LOUIS A. DISBROW."

PROOF 0F AUTO-METERS SUPREMACY:

The man behind the wheel is the man who knows—

take his word for it!

Think of the accuracy of the Auto-Meter in time for

each lap—hardly a variation of a minute between them.

For reliability and accuracy the Auto-Meter has no

rival; its record is never disputed now—the standard time

mums and speed guage by which others are judged.

I » _ 3 it is known throughout our

motordom because absolutely depend

able. The best cars everywhere are

equipped with Auto-Meters because

the Auto-Meter record is infallible.

Not “ nearly "; no guess Work, but to

the fraction of a minute or the fraction

of a mile it is exact.

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

ALLEN-KINGSTON

WARNER INSTRUMENT C0.
FACTORY AND MAIN or-‘r‘lcz

296 Wheeler Avenue - BELOI'I‘. WIS.

  

 

Write for more details and ar

range for a trial of the Auto-Meter.

  

PHILADELPHIA—Cor. Broad and Race. LOS ANGELES—HZ4 S. Main St. CLEVELAND—2062 Euclid Ave. BUFFAIfl—HZMainSt.

SAN FRANCISCO—550 Golden Gate Ave. NEW YORK—1902 Broadway. PITTSBURG—J432 Forbes Sl- ST; LOl lb—39ZJ Olive St.

INDIANAPOLIS—330% N. Illinois St. CHICAGO—L305 Michigan Ave. BUSTUN—JJZS Boylston St. DETROIT—~ZJ9 Jefferson Ave.
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DOES THE PUBLIC KNOW?

A Frank Talk Between Two in the Trade

A‘ COMPETITOR SAID TO US the other day—he's one of the biggest manufacturers in the business and feels keenly the

force of E-M-F. “30" success—“It’s simply marvelous that you fellows can sell Blue Sky—‘a car on paper’—as you

do! Why, it’s incredible—or would be if I didn’t know from my own travels and observations that it’s a fact. '

“THE E-M-F. '30’ IS THE RAGE EVERYWHERE—the buying public has simply gone foolish over it. In a dozen ;

cities it is already at a premium—and nOt a dealer has a demonstrator yet, nor will have for ten days. We find it ,

almost impossible to sell our stuff-those who havn't ordered E-M-F. Cars insist on waiting till they see it!”

THIS WAS A CANDID STATEMENT by one man in the trade to another. So we enlightened him—not too gently,

perhaps, but frankly—telling him facts he knew in his heart to be incontrovertible. "You know and we know

the E-M-F. ‘30' is the best value in an automobile the world has yet produced—that's the real reason."

“BUT OUR CAR HAS A REPUTATION," he said. "For what?" we asked. He didn't reply—for this was a candid

conversation between two men in the trade. So we continued: “You tried to sell the same car last season for ¢

$2,000—and couldn't. This year you cut the price to $1,400 and sold a few—then the E-M-F. ‘30' was announced. ,

The worst you can say about your this year's model is that it is like its predecessor.”

“BUT THE PUBLIC DOESN’T KNOW what you and I in the trade know,” he protested. “That‘s just where you -

miss the mark,” we said; “the public—the automobile buying public—does know. They know the reputation of

the men behind the E-M-F. Car, and the more they know of that the more eager they are for the car.’ Does not

the public know—

SAY THAT HERRESHOFF WILL DESIGN A YACHT—the world will wager ten to one it will win the Cup. Say that

Belasco will write a play—the ticket speculators will get busy. Say that Kipling will write a poem—the output of

the print-shop will be contracted for before the first stanza is penned. The public does know!

SAY THAT “WILL” KELLY WILL DESIGN A MOTOR—the Automobile world will wager it will develop more

power than any other combination of cast iron and aluminum any other engineer can design—and Kelly desiined

“No; Kelly hasn't always had a Flanders to complete his wor "—the E-M-F. “30.”

that’s the answer.

SAY THAT FLANDERS WILL MANUFACTURE A CAR from Kelly’s designs—every other manufacturer will brace

himself for the contest of his life—they know their master.

SAY THAT EVERITT WILL FASHION THE GOWN—“nake the body—for Kelly’s chassis; that's equivalent to say

ing the coach-work, the outward appearance, will be in keeping with the mechanical excellence of the car.

SAY THAT METZGER WILL MARKET THE OUTPUT—that guarantees every car will “stay sold"--if the Golden

Rule in practice stands for anything.

THE PUBLIC DOES KNOW. That’s a fact so firmly believed by the men who make the E-M-F. “30” car, every detail

of design, every piece of metal that enters into the construction; every plank in the sales policy; is designed to

withstand the bright light of day—the closest scrutiny of judicious buyers—the sharpest probes of envious rivals.

DO WE SELL BLUE SKYf—then did the Cunard Steamship Co. purchase a large chunk of that same commodity when,

a few years ago, it contracted to pay fourteen or fifteen million dollars for two steamships of which not a trace

was yet on paper—of which the only tangible thing was the re utation, the experience, the organization and the

facilities—not to say mechanical and commercial integrity—of t e men who contracted to deliver the goods.

A FELLOW BY THE NAME OF FROUDE—with the assistance of some other engineers and draughtsmen such as

Kelly has—made the drawings and specifications. He didn’t show the Cunard Company a blue print—didn't even

agree to give the directors a demonstration. He said the two boats—which, by the way, were to be made in two

separate yards by two companies, one at Clydesbank, in Scotland, the other at Wallsend-on-Tyne—would be bigger;

carry more passengers more comfortably; and cross the Atlantic quicker than any other boats ever built. And the

Cunard Company bit.

FROUDE TOLD THE CUNARD COMPANY that the empty hulls would draw 21 feet, 6 inches of water (figures may

. not be exact, but that’s a detail). With engines in they'd draw 29 feet 41/, inches; and with maximum frei ht and

passenger load, 37 feet 6 inches. He gave t em the other specifications and told them to ‘go ahead with the

catalog.’

FROUDE BUILT THE BOATS; he painted them while on the ways; and be divided the colors, the blue and the red,

at a point where he said the water-line ought to be. And 10! when they slipped from the ways and settled in the

water, the blue of the boats just melted into the blue of the ocean at the point where Froude had said. Wonderful?

—not at all—just knowing.

DID THE CUNARD COMPANY DOUBT at first that Froude and his associates would make good? Here’s what they

didz—called in the advertising manager and told him that three years from next September seventh a boat by name

Lusitania would sail from Southampton for New York and on November sixteenth following another, Mauritania,

would sail—and he’d better be getting busy on a new time-table.

“But Kelly hasn’t always—"
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THE REST IS HISTORY; the two boats did sail—they did break all records; and to show you the Public does know,

every state-room was booked months in advance by live ones who wanted to be in at the record making—same kind

of people who have bought more than half the output of E-M-F. “30" Cars before the first one was shipped.

NO! THIS IS NOT A STEAMSHIP AD—it’s an E-M-F. “30" Ad. We just want to tell you that automobile designing

and manufacturing by men such as those who have agreed to deliver E-M-F. cars is just as much a science—is just

as devoid of elements of guess and chance—as is steamship building from Froude’s designs, by the big yards of

England and Scotland.

THE ENTIRE 1909 OUTPUT OF E-M-F. “30’s” IS SOLD—every car alloted to our various distributing agents, sub

dealers, and the Studebaker Automobile Company.

STUDEBAKERS BOUGHT 6,000 CARS—and the deal was closed before the drawings were complete. The Studebaker

Company thereby backed the reputation of our own organization with its splendid reputation.

BUT WE ARE NOT HALF SO PROUD of the fact that 12,000 cars have been contracted for by dealers as we are of

that other more startling fact that thousands of cars—fully half the allotment of every dealer—have been sold to

individual users—$100 cash deposit paid and delivery date fixed for each car.

SAN FRANCISCO HAS SOLD 835 CARS—and the latest report is several days old. A man who has an order in there

for an E-M-F. “30” Car, with delivery date any time in March can readily sell his place in line for $100. January

deliveries are worth $200; and offers of $300 for December options go a'begging at the price.

PHILADELPHIA IS CALLED A CONSERVATIVE TOWN. It is conservative—it's the best E-M-F. town on the

map. ngsS-Hlaghes Company have sold over 125 of their allotment of 250 cars and are adding to the number at the

rate 0 ve a ay.

BLASE BROADWAY—BROADWAY THE WISE—has simply gone into ecstacies over the E-M—F. “30.” .Herman

. Koehler, who has sold more automobiles in the last five years than any other retail dealer in the world, says he

never saw the like before. Man came in the other day and said, “But I want to get one at once—next week any

how.” Koehler smiled; “just down the street a block—another place in the second block—you can get all you

want. They have 'em in stock there—likely to keep them, too.” Man tried to push his way out thru the crowd

—couldn’t.. {Then it occurred to him why the crowd was there, and he gave Koehler an order for “earliest delivery

you can ma e."

GITHENS BROTHERS OF CHICAGO—most conservative dealers on the Row they say—had sold 118 cars up .to last

Wednesday—ram they were going then Chicago will have overtaken Philadelphia by now. Walter Githens writes,

“If our demonstrator doesn’t arrive November 15th as scheduled we won't need it—we'll be sold out."

BOSTON—STUDEBAKER BRANCH—REPORTS: “We sell an E-M-F. “30" every hour on the average. That’s going

some. Boston won’t need more than an eight-hour day to dispose of its allotment in short order at that rate.

But Beston is naturally an E-M-F. town—always was strong on pedigrees, and down there they call the E-M-F “30"

the Blue Blooded Car."

MINNEAPOLIS BOUGHT 400 with an option on 100 more “till New York Show Time." Sold out in 60 days. Took

up the option a month ago and has sent three emiyssaries to Detroit the last week in efforts to persuade us

Minneapolis has been slighted—ought to have 1,000; willing to comprornie on 500.

WE MIGHT NAME 500 DEALERS who are handling the E-M-F. “30”-—it would be the same story. Have to look at

the postmark to see which one is asking for more—letters all read as if dictated by the same personz—“Over half

our allotment sold already and no demonstrator—what will we do when it comes; can't we have just a few more?"

PORTLAND, MAINE—AND PORTLAND, OREGON—the same story. Atlanta—and Albany. Bufialo, Empire State

-—and Boone in the Corn Belt—E-M-F. “30" has the call—all others waiting till we have sold out." San Antonio

—and Syrtalcusei—dditto. Xenia and Youngstown and Zanesville all asking us to make 12,000 cars spread over a

25,000-car eman .

ARE WE SELLING BLUE SKYP—If we are, then we’re selling it with the best guarantee that ever went with an auto

mobile—a guarantee of entire satisfaction or your money back when you see the car—and a guarantee of fair,

liberal, generous treatment afterward.

THE ONLY MAN WHO TAKES A CHANCE is the man who doesn't get a place in the line-up near the front—an

option on early delivery. He can get out any time—get a premium for his position if he is willing to accept a

later delivery. And he can get any one of the several competing makes on the minute—they have them on the

floor now and most of ’em wrll stay there. The public does know—and it knows no other organization can compete

with this one—none can deliver a car of this quality at anywhere near the price of the E-M-F. “30.”

THE LUSITANIA WILL SAIL ON TIME—and every E-M-F. “30" will be delivered according to schedule—the only

thing that can delay your car will be that you let too many get ahead of you in the line. Want a specification sheet

and an order blank? We’ll mail them if you ask. It’ll be a satisfaction to say you were on board when the world‘s

record was broken.

EVERITT-METZGER-FLANDERS CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

_

E-M-F. “30 ” m 1.135? X‘é‘fi‘éfi‘iimon $1,250
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. CHALLENGE "

' RACE~WON ON

TIMKEN

BEARINGS

AND FRONT AND REAR AXLES

These photographs show two examples of road conditions encountered by the York

Motor Car Co.'s “Pullman” during its challenge race from Philadelphia to Savannah under the auspices of the Quaker City

Motor Club. They say:

“The cars left Philadelphia March 5th, and covered a distance of 1,400 miles over such roads as photographs show you and which took

them 14 days. In some places we could make only 10 miles a day. DURING ALL THIS TRIP WE NEVER RE-PLACED A BEARING

OR HAD ANY TROUBLE WHATEVER WITH THE DRIVE SHAFTS. This car is still running and has possibly covered 10.000 to

12,000 miles. After the car was driven back to the factory without any work on it whatever, it made a trip from York to Philadelphia

and New York and is still running in Newark, N. I. We were awarded the raceI having covered the full course as laid out by the Q. C. M. C.

WE CANNOT SAY TOO MUCH FOR THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING AXLE CO.'S PARTS."

A Statement of Fact—Not Advertising Buncombe.

Every Manufacturer, Dealer and Owner should have our illustrated books and other information or. Auto Friction

Bearings, for every movable part, POWer Axles, Brakes, etc. Free on re uest.

TE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING AXLE CO. {firi'ié'l‘l Canton, (Mo

New York Otflee, 10 East 31“ Street. Chicago Ollice, 429 Wabash Ave.

  

 

THE BRAMPTON

MOTOR CHAIN _

All side plates on both sides of the

groaqunpton Chain are stamped “BRAMP

LARGE SALES and SMALL PROFIT

with thousands of satisfied customers is our _ ‘ _

best advertisement. THE BRAMPTON CHAIN is made _of_ self-hardening Steel; the strongest Chain in the World. All parts

polished; fits sprockets (that are properly cut) without friction. _

Some of the other chains may look like THE CELEBRATED BRAMPTON CHAIN because some of the other chain makers

began to copy the design and shape of the BRAMPTON CHAIN links in 1904. They have improved somewhat on their copied

design from time to time until these chains now look more like the BRAMPTON CHAIN than ever before. These chains

somewhat resemble the BRAMPTON in appearance, but the manufacturers of such chains have been unable to copy the material

—self-hardening steel.

NO CHANGE IN THE BRAMPION

There has been no change in the design, construction, material or finish of the BRAMPTON MOTOR CHAIN in the past

ten years.-—“ENUF SED.”

P R I C E

The price bein equal, it's presumable you want the best, and full value for your money. In -uch cases, the BRAMPTON

FILLS THE BIL , and the prices are the same to manufacturers, jobbers, dealers and consumers as any other chain of equal size.

We have in stock chains to fit all American and foreign cars.

YOUR 1909 CAR

You can have the new car that you order fitted with the CELEBRATED BRAMPTON CHAIN if you order it that way; No

extra cost to either you or the manufacturer. All standard sizes in stock to fit American and Foreign Cars at the same price as

the other chains.

SPECIAL CHAINS TO FIT THE INDIAN MOTORCYCLE.

Agents wanted in unoccupied territory. Catalog on request.

Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer

C H A S . E . MIL I. E R , Main Office: 91-99-101 Reade Street, N e w Y0 r k

- . ,Pkild hi.P 1829 l'dA , eld, .BRANCH!“ {gig-'23:" éfi‘iéfis‘lfit."§§.tl’&'h... Iiiiatigziv‘ Jgiizr'gls'iive, fietlrgit.‘ .' 1392 1135:51er Atmclli'r'oofinyn. (it. Y. n‘ 1"“ 5‘" 3"!“
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ficamaiile
Establishes American Supremacy in Automobiles

Wins the Vanderbilt Cup

The Greatest International Road Race ever held in this country

and the supreme test oi reliability and endurance.

258 MILES IN 249 MINUTES

OVER A SLIPPERY COURSE

  

 

Locomobile No. 16 was first; Locomobile No. 1 would have finished in third place, but the race was called 05

after two cars had finished. At this unexpected announcement touring cars came out on the course, and as No. l Loco

mobile neared the Grand Stand on its last lap it came in collision with a car 25 YARDS FROM THE TAPE. The Cup

Commission had notified the drivers before the race that five cars would be allowed to finish. Out of 19 entries, of

which 7 were foreign cars, LOCOMOBILE RAN FIRST AND THIRD. Two cars placed. Something heretofore un

known in any contest for the Vanderbilt Cup. No trouble of any sort was experienced on either of the two cars except

from the tires, which were of the anti-skid variety, necessitated by the slippery course. I

The Locomobile No. 16, driven by Robertson,

made the fastest lap—23 45-100 miles—in 20 minutes

and 17 seconds. It also ran 5 other laps in less than

21 minutes each. ITS AVERAGE SPEED DUR

ING THE RACE WAS 64 3-10 MILES PER HOUR,

INCLUDING ALL STOPS. THIS SMASHES

ALL RECORDS FOR THE VANDERBILT CUP,

no previous average reaching 62 miles per hour.

 

 

Both cars are of 90 h. p. and are substantially the same as our regular stock product, the difference being one of

dimensions, so that the victory stands as a splendid triumph for Locomobile design and construction—a triumph for the

Locomobile low-tension ignition system, the Locomobile magneto, the 4~cylinder motor, the selective transmission sys

tem and other features of the car. The material used in our regular product is everywhere as good and in some places

even better than that used in the cars entered in the race AND WHICH WERE BUILT IN 1906.

The consistent performance of the two Vanderbilt Cup Locomobiles is but a repetition of the performance of the

two entries in the great Founders’ Week Stock Car Race in Philadelphia, October 10. This great race was won by a

40 h. p., 4-cylinder Locomobile. regular in every way.

THE LOCOMOBILE CO. OF AMERICA

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

MEMBER OF ASSOCIATION LICENSED AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS
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THE SPARE WHEEL

  

Rambler I909 Model Forty-Five With Spare Wheel Attached.

The Tire Problem Solved

The Rambler spare wheel for Ramblers, only. ' An inflated tire

attached to the rim ready for any tire difficulty; an extra wheel available in case of need.

Provision for instant change of wheel and tire; only six nuts to remove.

Wheel with inflated tire can be changed in three minutes.

The wheel, an inflated tire, brackets and straps and special tools to facilitate the

exchange of wheels: for Model Forty-four, $74.00; for Model Forty-five, $85.35.

THE CAR OF STEADY SERVICE
 

'THOMAS B. JEFFERY & COMPANY
Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, Wisconsin.

Chicago Milwaukee New York

Representatives in all leading cities.

Branches and Distributing Agencies: Boston San Francisco
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MERGER RUMORS BRING DENIALS

Story of Combine, Backed by Morgan, Fails

of Verification—Buick to Make

Chassis for Olds.

Persistent but conflicting rumors of

mergers involving the names of the Buick.

Maxwell-Briscoe, Oldsmobile, Everitt—Metz

get-Flanders, Cartercar and Pope-Toledo in

terests had a further stirring up last week

by the publication of dispatches from De

troit, Mich., announcing the practical com

pletion of an automobile combine by J. Pier

pont Morgan, in which all the concerns

mentioned were to be included. With much

circumstantial account, the name of the con

solidation was given as the General Motors

Co., and its capitalization of $12,000,000.

Previous announCenient of the proposed

formation of the International Motor Co.,

to include the Maxwell-Briscoe, Buick and

other interests and which was to have the

support of Morgan’s sons-in-law, while hav

ing no subsequent confirmation, prepared

the way for the later rumor.

Negotiations looking to an arrangement

between the Maxwell-Briscoe and the

Buick companies are known to have been

in progress for some little time,‘but a com

bination between them is not looked for at

present. Whatever merger plans the Buick

company may entertain just now appear to

be in connection with the Olds Motor

\Vorks, at Lansing, Mich. It is known that

for the coming year the relations between

the companies will be so close as to include

the making of the chassis for the Olds

$1,200 model at the Buick factory. The

presence of several mysterious visitors at

the Olds plant, and the fact that the com

pany has taken this time to close its books

and take inventory instead of in December,

as usual, has lent support to the idea that

a sale or consolidation is likely, but two

weeks ago F. L. Smith the president of the

company, upon being consulted over the

long distance phone by the Motor World.

asserted that there was nothing for him to

deny concerning a consolidation because

nothing of the sort was in prospect.

In an endeavor to learn at first hand from

the parties interested, their relations to

the rumored merger, and to put each of

them on record, the Motor “"orld yesterday

sent to each the following telegram:

"Any truth in Detroit news dispatches

concerning your connection with General

Motors or International Motor mergers?

t’lease wire reply quick."

Replies had been received from three out

of the five companies, at the time this issue

went to press, as follows:

The Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co., of Tarry

town, N. Y., replied: “No information here

of any merger." ‘

The Cartercar Co., of Pontiac, Mich.,

wired: “No. Reports without foundation."

The Everitt-Metzger-Flanders Co., of De

troit, Mich., answered: “Please say Ever

itt-Metzger-Flanders Co. has no connection

whatever with General Motors or Interna

tional Motor mergers."

Only the Olds Motor Works and the

Buick Motor Co. failed to avail themselves

of the opportunity to affirm or deny dela

tions or prospects.

To Sell Hagerstown and Elyria Plants.

Offers have been made to the receivers

of the Pope Mfg. Co., of Hartford, Conn.,

for two of the company's plants. For the

Hagerstown (Md.) factory a bid satisfac

tory to the receivers has been tendered by

the Montrose Metal Casket Works, of Phil

adelphia, and a court order will be asked

permitting its acceptance. Negotiations are

also in progress for the sale of the Gar

ford saddle plant at Elyria, O.

Kesser is Hartford Sales Manager.

Franklin Kesser, formerly of the Phila

delphia branch of the Hartford Rubber

\Vorks Co., has been appointed sales mana

ger at the Hartford office. While having

general direction of the sales campaign, his

work will be under the direct supervision

of the officers of the company.

RAINIER IN RECEIVER’S HANDS

Saginaw Factory Attached by SheriE—Bank

ruptcy Proceedings Filed by Three

of the Creditors.

Following a number of suits brought by

creditors, a petition in bankruptcy was

filed on Wednesday against the Rainier M0

tor Car Co., with salesrooms at Broadway

and Fifty-sixth street, New York City. and

factory at Saginaw, Mich. The liabilities

are estimated at $200,000, of which $50,000

is secured. The factory at Saginaw has

been attached by the sheriff, on a claim of

the Auto Crank Shaft Co., and business

there is entirely suspended.

The petitioning creditors are Pembroke

C. Chrysler, $408 for commissions; J. J.

Higgins, $549 for commissions; and the

Hartford Suspension Co., $202 for merchan

dise, represented by Griggs, Baldwin &

Pierce, attorneys. Judge Hough, of the

United States District Court, has appointed

Jesse Watson receiver.

John T. Rainier, president and treasurer

of the company, previous to forming the

present organization, was particularly suc

cessful in marketing a "Rainier" model

made to his order by the Garford Co., of

Elyria, O., the car enjoying great popu~

larity in New York City at a very profit

able retail price. Last year, however, the

new company was formed to manufacture

Rainier cars. It was incorporated March

7, 1907, under New York laws, with $1.000,

000 capital, of which $800,000 is common

stock and $200000 preferred. Accepting a

bonus and factory site offer from Saginaw,

Mich., the company commenced making its

own cars there.

George Carlton Comstock, attorney for

the company, asserts that the concern is

solvent, is only temporarily embarrassed

and expects to £01110 out all right if given

a little time. He declares the normal as~

sets to be larger than the liabilities and

that the real assets are at least $200,000
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In the Retail World.

A. Koyen and William Burtz have rent

ed the Rees concrete building on Fifth

street, Tremont, Neb., where a garage and

a bicycle repair shop will be conducted sep

arately. Koyen will manage the automo

bile department.

The Belmore, MacDougall, Moorcs Co.,

of Portland, Ore., has moved from Six

teenth and Alder streets to the corner of

Seventeenth and Alder. The new garage

has three floors and is much larger than

the old one.

The ownership of the Central Garage, of

Buffalo, N. Y., has changed. The estab

lishment, which is located at 2224 West

Utica street and which was formerly known

as the Utica Auto Station, has been bought

by J. G. Lewis, and D. L. Walker.

The Jaynes Auto Supply Co., of Bufialo,

N. Y., has expanded to “international” im

portance. W. C. Jaynes, the proprietor, has

opened company branches at 19 Alice street,

Toronto, Ontario, and 561 Main street,

East, Rochester, N. Y.

Charles E. Miller, 1829 Euclid avenue,

Cleveland, 0., has been appointed a dis

tributor for Continental tires. He will sup

ply both the tires and demountable rims

of the Continental Caoutchouc Co., of New

York, at the prices obtainable at the home

office.

The Consumers Auto Supply Co., Seventh

avenue and Smithfield street, Pitsburg,

Pa., has taken the agency for Empire tires,

made by the Empire Automobile Tire Co.,

of Trenton, N. J. The arrangement is ex

pected greatly to increase the demand for

Empires in western Pennsylvania.

Chase & Ludington, agents in San Diego,

Cal., for the Rambler, proclaim their new

garage, on Second street near A street, as

the finest structure'of the kind in Southern

California. The building is of concrete, and

contains salesrooms, offices, storage floors

and a well equipped repair department.

The Ellicott Garage, 988 Ellicott street,

Buffalo, N. Y., in addition to general re

pairing and remodeling of cars, has

branched out to build bodies. This branch

of the business will be known as the Elli

cott Body Co., and a two story brick build

ing has been built, in which suitable ma

chinery is now being installed.

Woods R. Woolwine and Charles S. An

thony have formed a partnership in Los

Angeles, Cal., under the name of the Big

Four Automobile Co. At present the com

pany is located at 112 East Ninth street,

but will later move to a building which is

being planned for a site on Olive street,

between Twelfth and Thirteenth streets.

The Berrodin Rubber Co., of Philadelphia

and Buffalo, has been incorporated under a

state charter, and under the reorganization

has elected the following ofiiccrs: Willard

A. McCalla, president; Martin E. Brigham,

vice-president; Henry K. Buck, secretary,

and Frank Berrodin, treasurer and general

manager. The management of the Buffalo

branch has been given to William Q.

Cramp.

Davis Takes Garford and Studebaker.

A. R. Davis has been placed in charge of

the Metropolitan Motor Car Co., in Cleve

land, 0., which has been taken over for the

sale of Garford, Studebaker and EMT.

cars. Joseph D. Porter, formerly New

York manager of the Wayne and latterly a

traveler for the Evcritt-Metzger-l‘landers

Co., has been engaged to take charge of the

state territory on these cars. The Metro

politan Company's salesroom and garage is

on East Nineteenth street, near Euclid ave—

nue. Several changes will be made in the

building to provide offices for the Garford

staff and to afford larger show space.

Kiblinger Establishing Branches.

Four cylinder motor buggies are prom

ised among the new models of the W. H.

Kiblinger Co., of Auburn, 1nd. To take

care of increased business the company

has opened branch ofiices in New York

City and Kansas City, and in Orillia, Ont.

The Canadian office will be known as the

Tudhope-Mclntyre Co., with a sub-office

at Calgary, Alta. The eastern office, at

256 Broadway, New York City, will be un

der the management of H. H. Woodrough.

At Kansas City, James H. Grifiith, for

merly of the Studebaker company, will be

in charge.

Miller to Manage New York Goodrich.

H. C. Miller, general traveling representa—

tive for the B. F. Goodrich Co., of Akron,

0., and one of the best known tire men in the

country, has been appointed general man

ager of the B. F. Goodrich Co., of New

York. He assumed his new duties this

week.

Brock Again to Leave Autocar.

Marcus I. Breck, who after leaving the

Association of Licensed Automobile Man

ufacturers, returned to the Autocar Co., of

Ardmore, Pa., as its sales manager, has re

signed. His resignation takes effect No

vember 30.

To Handle Twentieth Centuries.

The selling agency for the lamps and

generators made by the 20th Century Mfg.

Co., has been given to the Stevens-Britton

Maurcl Co., of 1783 Broadway, New York

City. The latter firm will handle the busi

ness with automobile makers and import

ers.

Benjamin Back in Syracuse.

C. Arthur Benjamin, formerly with the

H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co., and later with

the Aerocar Co., has returned to Syracuse,

N. Y., to go into business for himself. He

has taken the agency for the E-M-F. and

Packard cars.

The Week’s Incorporations.

Chicago, [IL—Automobile Supply Co., un

der Illinois laws. Increase of capital from

$15,000 to $25,000.

Chicago, lll.—Universal Wind Shield Co.,

under Illinois laws, with $10,000 capital.

Corporators—M. J. Moran, George Remus,

and Charles Lynch, Jr.

Chicago, Ill.—C. A. Coey Automobile

Co., under Illinois laws, with $75,000 capi

tal. Corporators—C. A. Coey, I). Mac

Vichie and B. Levering.

Chicago, Ill.-—Ford Automobile Equip

ment Co., under Illinois laws, with $2,400

capital. Corporators—Edwin Ford, Phillip

Steele, and Edward Gale.

Portland, Mc.-—Safety Tire Co., under

Maine laws, with $2,000,000 capital; to man

ufacture rubber tires. Corporators—C. E.

Eaton, president; T. L. Croteau, treasurer.

Greensboro, N. C.—American Motor Car

Co., of Greensboro, under North Carolina

laws, with $25,000 capital. Corporators—H.

L. Hopkins, L. B. Hopkins, and Thomas S.

Beale.

Rochester, N. Y.—Omar Motor Car Co.,

under New York laws, with $50,000 capital;

to manufacture juvenile automobiles. Cor<

porators—S. H. Mora, W. W. Hibbard, and

F. L. Sibley.

Pittsburg, Pa.—Co-Operative Automobile

Co., under Delaware laws, with $25,000 cap

ital; to manufacture and deal in automobiles.

Corporators—L. E. Negley, J. P. Vance

and A. C. Martin.

Hudson, N. J.—Maxwell-Briscoe-Cleve

land Co., under New Jersey laws, with $25,

000 capital; to manufacture automobiles and

parts. Corporators—l'i. O. Coughlan, L. H.

Guenther and John R. Turner.

New York City, N. Y.—Shcpherd Motor

car Co., under New York laws, with $20,000

capital. Corporators—Irving R. Shepherd,

Joseph A. Shepherd, and Fannie R. Shep

herd, 106 Penn avenue, Brooklyn.

Cincinnati, O.—Herschedc Motor Car Co.,

under Ohio laws, with $50,000 capital; to

deal in automobiles. Corporators—L. B.

Herschede, Joseph Linn, W. J. Herschede,

Thomas Kelly, and A. T. Herschede.

New York City, N. Y.—Kayton Taxicar

& Garage Co., under New York laws, with

$100,000 capital. Corporators—Edgar M.

Leaventritt, John F. Jacobs, and Walter F.

Tracy, 111 Broadway, New York City.

New York City, Y.—Ex_celsior Stor~

age Battery Co., under New York laws, with

$10,000 capital. Corporators—Philip Horo~

\vitz, 35 \Nest 115th street, Bela Robins and

Aaron A. Feinberg, 150 Nassau street, New

York City.

New York City, N. Y.—Rapid Motor

Transportation & Maintenance Co., under

New York laws, with $50,000 capital; manu

facturing, garage and express business.

CorporatorSAH. C. Hunter, 30 Church

street; M. S. Couch, 81 West street, New

York City; W. B. Banker, Passaic, N. J.
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SEPTEMBER EXPORTS S110“! GAINS

British North America Makes a Big Jump—

Increases for the Month in Seven Geo

graphical Divisions.

Marked improvement of the export move

ment of American motor cars and parts took

place in September, the total for the month

being $277,917 as compared with $211,873

for the corresponding month last year. The

greatest increase took place in the trade

with British North America, the total being

$131,278 as against $50,250 a year ago. The

United Kingdom purchased to the amount

of $50,015 during the month as against $39,—'

321, and Other Europe bought $22,924 as

against its previous September record of

$9,816. To offset these gains to some ex

tent, losses are shown in- Mexico, South

America, British Australasia and Africa.

The September gain, however, was not

sufficient to do more than to reduce the

decline for that part of the fiscal year

which has passed. For the nine months end

ing with September, the total is $4,282,728,

as against $4,963,885 for the corresponding

period of 1907. No small part of the total

decline is ascribable to a temporary dull

ness in the trade with British North Amer

ica, although the greatest drop of all for

the period is that of Mexico, from $512,682

last year to $218,670. British Australasia

likewise shows a continued falling off. mak

ing the total for the nine months $59,380, as

against $154,496 for the same period last

year. Gains are shown in the totals for

the United Kingdom and for Other Asia

and Oceania, as well as in the group given

as Other Countries. The remaining di

visions are close to the figures for last

year.-with slight losses prevailing.

While in the nine months’ total only four

of the fourteen divisions record gains, the

showing for the month of September itself

discloses gains in seven of the divisions.

The record in detail follows:

German Grotto at Palace Show.

Detail plans for the “Great \Vhite Show"

which the American Motor Car Manufac

turers' Automobile will disclose to the pub

lic on New Year’s Eve at the Grand Cen

tral Palace, New York City, now prbvide

for a German grotto concealed behind a

stone wall effect. A Swiss chef, who can

cook in all the chief Continental lan

guages, has been engaged, while quaint

paintings and mottos from famous rath

skellars and wine cellars vof Germany, to

gether with roof decorations of grape clus

ters and vines. will suggest the further

possibilities and inviting characteristics of

the retreat.

Diamond Organizes a Racing Department.

In organizing a full-fledged racing depart

ment, the Diamond Rubber CO., of Akron,

0., has secured Joe Tracy as its chief, who

will also act as consulting engineer on all

racing equipment matters. As a driver in

Vanderbilt and foreign speed contests

Tracy brings a large experience to bear,

and it is anticipated that with the Diamond

demountable rims, the new Diamond Grip

and anti—skidding tires and an organization

that can take care of racing matters on a

large scale, the company will be well

equipped to accumulate racing honors.

Preston Buys Factory in Buffalo.

The Preston Fabri'c Tire Co., of Buffalo,

N. Y.. which was recently incorporated to

manufacture automobile and bicycle tires,

has bought the property of the old King

Spring Co., at the corner of Niagara and

West Delavan avenues. The factory build

ing is being remodeled for the Preston

company's needs.

Kee-Lox to Build Automobiles.

Enjoying considerable prominence in the

typewriter field, the Kee-Lox Mfg. CO., of

Rochester, N. Y., is branching into the

manufacture of automobiles. Specifications

for its materials are already being put in

shape.

 

 

r—Septembcrfi Nine Months Ending Seutember

7 1908 1906 1907 1908

Automobiles and parts of . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. *$2,356,110 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Automobiles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $179,041 $235,607 11,178,187 $4,442,478 $3,805,569

Parts of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 32.832 42,310 1109882 21,407 77,159

Exported to—

United Kingdom . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 39,321 50,015 1,021,908 1,503,791 1,541,480

France . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,130 7,011 271.319 532,383 533,334

Germany . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,338 7,693 111,767 158,274 145,732

Italy . ._. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .655 304 239.744 242,191 219,533

Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25,583 15,986 546,064 512,682 218,670

Other Europe . . . ..' . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9,816 22,924 178,689 261,061 192.274

British North America . . . . . . . .. 50,250 131,278 766,431 1,086,541 997.882

West Indies and Bermuda . . . . .. 12,589 9,895 203.169 222,311 121,473

South meric'a '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31,514 11,979 103,459 185,054 98,158

British East Indies . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.748 3,780 26,267 28,711 23,487

British Australasia . . . . . . . . . . . .. 19.004 8,876 100,913 154,496 59,380

Other Asia and Oceania . . . . . . .. 10,379 6,101 57,189 59,863 104,833

Africa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,438 223 10,672 7.489 6,081

Other countries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 108 1,942 6,588 9,038 20,411

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $211,873 $277,917 $3,644,179 $4,963,885 $4,282,728

" Figures are for six months, January to June, 1906.

1' Figures are for July to September, 1906, inclusive.

ROYALTIES G0 T0 T1": CREDITORS

Electric Vehicle’s Income on Selden Patent

Set Aside for Their Benefit—Bond

holders do Not Share It.

That the general creditors and not the

bond holders of the Electric Vehicle Co.,

of Hartford, Conn., are entitled to that

company's income from royalties under the

Selden patent was indicated last week when

an order was passed by Judge M. Av Shum

way, of the superior court at Hartford, di

recting the receivers to transfer $90,“

from the American National Bank at Hart

ford to the Chase National Bank of New

York City. The money is the whole of

the company‘s share in Selden royalties

paid for the year ending last September.

In being transferred to New York it is de

posited to the credit of Halsey M. Barrett

and Henry W. Nuckols, in their capacity as

receivers in New Jersey, to be held sub

ject to the order of the United States cir‘

cuit court for the district of New Jersey

for the equal benefit of creditors of the

company residing in any jurisdiction.

Under the new agreement with the Sel

den licensees last spring the total income

of the Electric Vehicle Co. from Selden

royalties is limited to $150,000 per annum,

of which a maximum of $60,000 per annum

goes to George B. Selden himself, leaving

a net balance of $90.000 to the company.

Although entered into in the spring, the

agreement was post-dated as of effect from

the first of the fiscal year, commencing Oc

tober 1, 1907, so that the $90,000 which has

been ordered set aside for the general

creditors represents the company's net in

come from the Selden patent for the year.

Studebaker Begins Absorption of Garford.

The first definite move in the absorption

of the Garford interests by the Studebaker

Co., and which is confirmative of the Motor

World's exclusive story of the deal, oc

curred this week when W. B. Hurlburt, C.

R. Teaboldt, and S. J. Wise, the officers

of the Garford Motor Car C0.. of New

York, accepted the handsome offer which

had been made them and disposed of their

holdings. The effects of the New York es

tablishment have been transferred to the

Studebaker branch. flurlburt and his two

colleagues already have settled on their

future plans which will assure their contin

uance in the industry.

Lasher General Manager for Koehler.

W. J. Lasher, a veteran of the New York

City trade, has resigned from the Oldsmo

bile C0.. of New York, to become general

manager for the H. J. Koehler Sporting

Goods Co. The latter company has the

control of the E-M~F. cars for New York

City, NOW Jersey and neighboring terri

tory.
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AWHITE STEAMER FOR $2000

 

 

  

I Not since 1904 have we made a car priced at so low a figure as $2,000. The White—“ the

car in a class by itself "—has thus been brought within the range of a larger number of purchasers

than has been the case in recent years. '

The new $2,000 White car, known as our Model “0,” has none of the attributes of the "cheap

i machines." It is simply a “smaller edition” of our $4,000 car. The new model “0” is rated at 20

 

  

 

steam horsepower, which means that it can do the work of gasoline cars rated at much higher

figures. The wheel-base is 104 inches; the tires, both front and rear, are 32:3% inches. The

car is regularly fitted with a straight-line five-passenger body. The frame is of heat-treated pressed

steel. The front axle is a one-piece forging of I-beam cross section.

The nature of the steam engine is such that the engine of small power has all the desirable

attributes oi the engine of high power. In other words, as the weights of our small car and of our

large car are proportionate to the power of their respective engines, the small car can do anything

| that our large car can do.

I To summarize the features of our new Model “O” car—it is noiseless, odorless, smokeless and

absolutely free from vibration. All speeds from zero to maximum are obtained by throttle control

alone. The speed of the car responds instantly to the throttle; the engine can never be stalled.

The directions for driving are summed up in the phrase, “Just open the throttle and steer/T It starts

- from the seat—“no cranking." It is the ideal moderate priced machine. It is the best for the man

who wishes to drive and take care of his own car. It is a result of our nine years of experience in

building the White Steam Car—the only machine which finds a ready market in every portion

of the globe.

 

Write lor circqu giving iull details oi this car.

THE WHITE COMPANY
CLEVELAND, OHIO

 

  

NEW YORK CITY, Broadway at 62d St. PITTSBURG. 138-48 Beatty St. SAN FRANCISCO.

BOSTON, 320 Newbury St. CLEVELAND, 407 Rockwell Ave. Market St. at Van Ness Ave.

PHILADELPHIA. 629-33 N. Broad St. CH CAGO. 240 Michigan Ave. ATLANTA, 120—122 Marietta St.
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Odd Feature of the Rural Market.

Considerable distinction has been earned

by the

strengthening influence on the sales of mo

“farmer” market because of its

tor cars during the past year or two, and

evidences are not lacking that in the minds

of many sales managers it is reckoned as

of equal if not greater importance than that

developed within the corporate limits of

cities and towns. At the same time, it may

have escaped notice that the farmer market

as such lacks proper definition and classi

fication. To the

reader, particularly if of the East, the broad

average metropolitan

areas of the middle W'est are supposed to

furnish the "big" demand of the present

day, while the agencies and branches of the

cities and towns are thought to cater to a

more limited demand which is purely local.

A brief consideration of the great volume

of sales credited to the latter, however,

must be sufficient to show that this idea

Were

all the sales credited to the city agencies

must be at least in part erroneous.

placed directly in the cities the number of

machines in actual urban service would be

much greater than actually is the case. As

a matter of fact the amount of city busi~

ness which is placed in the surrounding

country is astonishingly large and incident

ally constitutes a most embarrassing ele

ment of the work.

The truth of this was forced home this

week by the assertion of a well~known New

York dealer that from forty to sixty per

cent. of the inquiries. both personal and by

letter, received at his store were from out

Without knowing the

exact ratio of sale to inquiry between the

of town prospects.

local and foreign applicants, it is easy to see

that this must constitute a source of no

small annoyance to the dealer, as well as a

For

the salesman who is working on a commis

cause of more or less fruitless effort.

sion basis cannot well be expected to work

up any great amount of enthusiasm over a

prospect which if it materializes at all is

likely to do so through the manufacturer's

main office, or perhaps even through some

local agent.

Psychologically, the condition is easily

explained. The prospect living in the coun

try naturally places a high value on the ad

vantages of coming to the city where the

greater competition of a large number of

agencies is likely to insure more thorough

and careful treatment of the customer than

is to be expected in a town which boasts

This,

with the opportunities of observing a large

but one or two agencies. together

number of cars in actual use, makes the

great city a sort of mecca for would»be buy.

ers, many of whom come merely for pur

poses of study, afterward placing their 0r

ders with local dealers or with makers who

ship direct. The city agency thus becomes

a valuable instrument of general education

and publicity almost as much as a selling

organ in itself. In. this respect it may have

an intrinsic worth which cannot be meas

ured in terms of actual business consum

mated.

The handling of inquiries of this nature

requires the utmost tact and diplomacy.

Out-of-town customers, even those who

actually place their orders with the metro

politan institution, frequently live so far

away as to be completely out of the reach

of possible repair and accessory sales once

they have been equipped, and therefore such

sales as are closed among this class of cus

tomers, frequently carry no subsequent in

terest to the dealer. In consequence there

is a strong temptation to skimp them, and

to receive the rural visitor coldly as a not

over-profitable potential customer.

 

Effects of Misdirected Enthusiasm.

Among the multitudinous reflections on

gendered by an event of as great magnitude

as the Vanderbilt Cup contest a question

arises as to the wisdom of permitting inter

est in it to transcend all other interests for

the time being, even to the exclusion of

routine business. For days and weeks in

advance of a great contest of this nature

a spirit of feverish expectancy broods over

all establishments which are in any way con

nected with the affair, and even permeates

to a deplorable extent many which have no

interest in it other than as one of the big

happenings of the sport and its parent in

dustry. During the d'iys immediately pre

coding the event plans and preparatiOns for

witnessing it, speculations as to the out

come, idle gossip and, in the local agencies

and stores, “visiting” with out-of-town ac

quaintances are permitted to absorb a gen

erous portion of the time which otherwise

would be devoted to routine work. In its

entirety a big race, a big show, a big car

nival, goes a long way toward assisting the

progress of the industry—that is beyond

it would

seem that frequently a sort of school-boy

question. Examined in detail.

spirit of holiday-making is permitted to en

croach upon legitimate effort at such times

in a way which is not only demoralizing

but directly injurious.

To cite a local instance, which it is to be

hoped was an exception to the general rule.

it is related that an old and valued custom

er of one of the well-known metropolitan

establishments, himself not at all interested

in racing matters, visited the store on the

day of the Vanderbilt race with the inten

tion of purchasing one of the latest models

Instead of

reception which he antici

of the widely advertised car.

the courteous

pated, he encountered only the clumsy at

tentions of an office boy, who was much

disgruntled at having been selected for the

ignuminiuus position of "housekeeper" on

the great day. Of the new model, he knew

little or nothing, and as a result of the

brief and unsatisfactory interview the cus~

tomcr decided to visit further along the

The

outcome was the placing of a provisional

“row” in search of better treatment.

order for a rival make of car, almost equal

As the buyer

already had owned two of the first-men

ly famous for its excellence.
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tioneed machines and always had been a

staunch ally of its makers, the loss brought

about by an hysterical over-estimation of

the importance of the big race, was more

than that covered by the switching of some

thing less than five thousand dollars worth

of business to another concern.

Of course this is merely a convenient il

the

which must have been very apparent'to

lustration of effects of a condition

thinking men in the trade every time an

event of more than passing interest has

It is

debatable, perhaps. whether the wholesale

absorbed the attention of its people.

renewal of interest resulting from such

sweeping _z:ttacks of enthusiasm do not

more than'counteract losses resulting from

At the

same time it also is debatable whether the

incidents such as the one in point.

relaxation permitted at such times is of the

sort likely to encourage enthusiasm of the

earnest, fruitful sort, or whether it fosters

merely the spirit of play and the spasmodic,

jealous element of rivalry encouraged by

competition which is purely sporting rather

than commercial in its origin.

Location of the Gearset in Question.

"Standardization" and “refinement of de

y tail,” thOseniighty watch words of the Prcss

agent, have gone a long way toward re

moving the various sburccs of mechanical

controversy over the points of motor car

design which at one time made such valua

ble advertising matter.‘ But it is to be

noticed that as each ditch is crossed an'

other presents itself, 50 to speak, so that

as fast as onemethod of practice become!

accepted and is given an established value.

other questions come up which have been

introduced by it. The use of the method

of transmission by means of the propeller

shaft and floating or semi-floating axle for

example, is fast gaining ground and the

chain versus shaft drive controversy no

longer exists as such, since the status of

each type has been pretty well established.

At the same time there has been developed

the controversy of the two types of unit

power plant and unit transmission, or axle

mounted change gear, as it is variously de'

scribed.

Primarily it appears more logical if the

gearset is to be annexed to either the mo

tor or axle groups, to place it in close re

lation to the motor rather than on the

axle, and for a number of very good rea

sons. Thus, the motor being the more

massive of the two units permits the gear

shafts to be given a more rigid mounting

than might seem possible otherwise, allows

the elimination of universal joints or other

self-aligning connections between the motor

and the clutch or the clutch and the gearset,

permits a compact and thorough system of

lubrication to be established. and combines

all the parts which are most liable to require

adjustment or other attention in a position

in which they are readily accessible, be

sides making the removal of the entire ag

gregation for purposes of overhauling or

substitution, a comparatively simple matter.

As objections to the system may be men

the front

wheels which results from crowding the

tioned the increased load on

gearbox forward, the concentration of this

load on three points, usually wcll forward

in the frame, and the necessity of careful

construction in building the main bed and

housing parts in such a way as to secure

adequate strength without unduly increas

ing the weight.

Similarly it would appear on first sight

that the unit transmission would stiffer as a

result of concentrating too much dead load

on the axle. As a matter of fact, however.

recent designs of this sort have been car

ried to such a high point of development

that in one instance the rear axle of a thirty

iout to be but 20

heavier with the genrset than it

horsepower car turns

pounds

was without it—the axle- design remaining

practically unchanged in other respects.

Whatever the increase in axle dead weight

may be, it has the effect of bringing about

a more uniform distribution of weight on

the wheels than otherwise would be possi

ble, which of course, is of considerable ad

vantage. Advantages accruing from the

'adoption of this system include the com

pact grouping of the gearing, the simplicity

of the housing and the fact that both gear

set and differential mechanism may be lu

bricated by a common oil bath; ease of in

specting, repairing or replacing the entire

group when any difficulty exists: case of

interchanging the entire group, and accessi

bility—since it may be got at without in

terfering with the body or its load in any

way.

Both systems fare alike in regard to ease

of interchanging the complete units, and

both are advantageous in respect to clearing

the waist of the chassis of mechanism. In

fact. the question appears to be whether it

is better to separate the power plant be

tween the clutch and the gears or between

the gears and the differential. Actually, and

CVOM‘I'NG'EVENTS
   

 

November 6, St. Louis, Mo.—-Manufacturl

ers & Dealers Association’s 'hill climb, Solo

man’s hill.

November 6-7-8, Detroit, Mich—Detroit

Automobile Dealers Association’s three

days endurance run. ,

November 7, Denver, Colo—Denver Mo

tor Club's economy test to Greeley, Colo.,

and return.

November 7-8, St.

meet, old fair grounds.

Louis. Mo.—Track

November 7-8. New Orleans, La.—-New

Orleans Automobile Club’s two days race

mcct, State Fair grounds.

November 14, Philadelphia, Pa.—-Quaker

City 'Motor Club's race mect, Point Breeze

track.

November 25, Savannah, Ga.—.-\utom0bile

Club of America’s 200 miles light car race.

November 26, Savannah, Ga.—Automo

bilc Club of America’s (New York), 400

miles race.

November 27, Denver, Col.—Colorado

Industrial Exposition Association's race

meet. Overland Park track.

December 3l, Long Island Motor Park

way—Speed trials against time. auspices

of the Long Island Motor Parkway, Inc.

December 31>]anuary 7, New York City——

American Motor Car Manufacturers" Asscr

ciation‘s annual show in Grand Central

Palace.

January 1623, New York City—Associa

tion of Licensed Automobile Manufactur

ers’ annual show, Madison Square Garden.

January 23-30, Philadelphia, Pan—Phila

delphia Automobile Trade Association's an

nual show. _

February 6-15. Chicago. Ill.——National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers'

Show, Coliseum and First Regiment Ar

mory.

February 27-March 3, Hartford, Conn.—

Automobile Dealers' Association show.

 
 

with well thought out design, arguments

durability of

parts, simplicity of construction and econ

as to weight distribution,

omy of construction and upkeep remain to

be worked out in a manner which will dif

ferentiate clearly bctween the two method.e

of arrangement. .-\t the present time the

unit power plant arrangement is in mot-r

common use than that of the unit trans

mission. Yet the latter system has among

its strongest advocates so many cars of

remarkably good reputation that the bal~

ance of advocacy is pretty nearly equal all

things considered.
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FLETCHER "LIFTS" BRAZIER CUP

Only Nine Contestants in Philadelphia Au

tomobile Club’s Touring Contest—

Legal Speed Over Short Course.

A touring contest over a course only 65

miles in length is quite a homoeopathic

dose for the up to date motorist, and the

winning of a trophy under such conditions

does not seem a difficult matter. Never

theless the nine members of the Automo‘

 

miles per hour. Three blind controls were

scattered along the route, which was

through Lansdowne, Swathmore, Media,

Devon and Norristown and back to the

Quaker City, and the times of all the con

testants were taken as they passed the three

points. Penalizations were imposed upon

cars passing controls behind or ahead oi

timc-—0ne point for each minute early or

late. Repairs and adjustments were not

taken into consideration.

When the nine contesting cars checked in

at the finish and the committee began the

 

 

the regular road being torn up and this

necessitated a detour. The roads were in

very fair condition, barring a few bad

stretches. and while the wind was a high

one, it exhilaratcd, rather than annoyed,

the competitors.

"The club‘s run for the Brazier Cup on

Saturday was a farce," declared a promi

nent member. “It was really too sad to

be amusing. Could anything be more ri~

diculous than a club enjoying a member

ship of upward of 700 owners of motor ve

hicles, mustering a turnout of as many as

 

 

III I I}

l " mnimm

 

PILOT CAR THAT 5151‘ THE LEGAL PACE

bile Club of Philadelphia, who set out on

the sixth annual contest for the Brazier cup

on Saturday. 31st ult., found occasion for

some perplexity, and incidentally lost two

of their number before going the full dis

tance over the 64.9 miles route. Gustavus

B. Fletcher driving a Packard runabout,

carried 05 first priZe. In doing so, Fletcher

repeated his victory of three years ago,

when he succeeded in lifting the trophy un

der more exciting conditions.

The contest was not one of endurance,

high speed, reliability, or any other condi

tions very strenuous. Instead, the scheme

was for contestants to adhere as closely as

possible to a schedule that would exactly

coincide with legal speed limits. A total

running time of 3 hours 47 minutes 10 sec

ands was alloted, making the contestants

reckon upon an average speed of about 16

' Bailey (Winton).

 
  

arithmetical process of putting down six

and carrying two, Fletcher was credited

with covering the distance with 17.5 points

against him, which was just one minute

better than his nearest competitor, H. P.

Frank Hardart, Jr., with

an Elmore, and C. Y. Abbott, in a Penn

sylvania. tied for third honors, each hav'

ing a penalization of 22 marks. Seven of

the nine starters finished the run within the

five hours limit, I. R. Curtis’s Franklin and

W. S. Harding's Autocar being disqualified

for staying out too late.

Most of the confetti which chickens did

not eat, was swept in many directions by a

promiscuous breeze. so that at forks in

roads, it scarcely served its purpose. Con

testants for the most part, however, had

little difficulty in following the course. At

Devon, there was a slight mix-up, owing to

 

MILLERHPACKARD, PENALIZED 52 POINTS

nine cars in its annual road competition?

The conditions all favored _a large repre

sentation—owners of cars holding mem

bership in the club or members of their

immediate families were called upon to

drive. and this eliminated the possibility of

any specially prepared manufacturers' car

in the hands of factory experts coming into

unfair competition with the bona fide ama'

teur."

The score of the day was as follows

Penalt .

M.G. B. Fletcher. Packard . . . . . . . . . . . .. l7z30

H. P. Bailey. \Vinton . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 18:30

C. Y. Abbott. Pennsylvania . . . . . . . .. 22:00

Frank Hardart. Elmore . . . . . . . . . . . .. 22:00

llorace Allen, Buick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32:00

Ii. L. Miller. Packard . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 52:00

I. D. Avil, Pope-Hartford . . . . . . . . .. 71:30

I. R. Curtis, Franklin . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Out

“I. S. Harding. Autocar . . . . . . . . . . .. Out
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MUDDLES MAR DAYTON RACEMEET

Regular Card Greatly Curtailed and One

Contest Results in a Squabble—Con

fusion Attends Novelty Event.

It is to be hoped that the next time Day

ton, O., promoters hold a race meet, their

efforts will be crowned with a greater

measure of success than on the occasion of

their first attempt. A series of automobile

track contests which' was undertaken on

Saturday last,-28th ult., resulted in a miser

able fizzle. Fourteen events were sched

uled as an afternoon program and only

.four were run off, 'one of which ended in

a row and was called “no race." Few spec

tators turned out to witness the meet, and

the grandstand and rails held but a small

Many of

v\those present were so disgusted with the

'way things were run, that they departed

before the races were over. Indeed, prac

tically the only sucessful feature of the

meet was L. B. Lorimer’s performance in

the Chalmers-Detroit "Bluebird." He

shattered the one-mile record of that half

mile track (121%), made some time ago by

B. Oldfield, the track “artist.” Lorimer

sent the Bird around for two laps in 116%

in an exhibition after takinga flying start.

After a 3 miles handicap motorcycle enr

tain-raiser, a few motor cars, selling at

$2,000 or less, lined up for a 2 miles event.

They kicked up the dust for a half-dozen

laps to a successful finish, when the trouble

ibegan. Irving Knupp and Otto Wolveries

in Buicks led all the way, the former cross'

ing the line first. Following were W. R.

Burns in his Chalmers-Detroit “30”

Lang's Overland, but instead of awarding

'the cup to Krupp, the judges gave the de

cision to Burns in the Chalmers, on the

ground that the other entrants did not com

ply with the requirements, by not carrying

three persons, including the driver. Howls

of disapproval went up from the spectators

and a small sized riot was threatened. Af

ter a few minutes, however. Hugh Chal

mers of the' Chalmers-Detroit Company,

who was present. said he was willing that

the event should be declared off, as he

wanted nothing but a clean cut victory for

his car, with no “ifs” and "buts" about its

place at the finish. This settled the trou

ble, the judges officially calling the race off.

It seems the race called for touring cars,

of which the Chalmers was the only com

petitor; however, it was Provided that run

abouts might enter, provided they carried

‘three passengers. This point. it was ascer

tained, was misunderstood by the Buick

:drivers.

The next “number” attempted was a 2

miles “special” event for Buick cars only,

and Otto Wolveries captured it with Knupp

second, in tame style, to the tune of 3:02.

This was followed by an open novelty race,

'number of motor enthusiasts.

and -

to which cars of any horsepower were eli

gible. The conditions were: that the oper

ator drive his car for the first lap alone; at

the end of the first lap pick up three men

passengers; at the end of the second lap

discharge all passengers; at the end of the

third lap pick up passengers again; at the

end of the fourth lap, discharge passengers;

finishing the fifth lap alone. Cars had to

be in bounds before loading and unloading

passengers. In endeavoring to pursue this

elaborate plan, most of the contestants be

came sadly confused. Wolveries won the

event in 4:40 time, but the balance of the

competitors were disqualified for not un

loading their passengers properly.

Following this, general impromptu exhi

bition events were run off in an effort to

comfort the disappointed spectators. After

making his mile trial, Lorimer fought Pax

on in a Jackson a mile match race. The

“Bluebird” outdid its contestant, however,

due in some measure to the Jackson having

been damaged to some extent when it

caught fire earlier in the day. Lorimer's

time for the distance, one mile, was 12.30%.

Fred Huyck on an Indian motorcycle

beat Knupp driving his Buick from ’a flying

start in a 3 miles brush and John Lewis

drove an exhibition mile with a heavy

Speedwell truck, in 1:58. But watching a

truck roll around all by itself was not very

exciting, so a couple of additional motor

cycle races were reeled off to wind up the

affair.

 

Denver to Hold an Economy Contest.

On November 7, the Denver Motor Club,

Denver, Colo., which was organized last

summer, will conduct its first gasolene con

sumption contest on a run from Denver to

Greeley, Colo., under conditions prescribed

by the technical board of the American Au

tomobile Association. Owing to the na

ture of the test, the rules adopted are not

very stringent, the cars merely being re

quired to adhere to a schedule not greater

than that set by the pilot car, check in at

the controls within a reasonable time, com

pleting the round trip by not later than 5

p. m. Work on tires and other parts of

the car necessary for safe running will be

permitted without penalization, with the ex

ception of carburetter adjustment or other

regulation of the motor necessitating the

breaking of hood seals. The score percent

ages will be determined by the formula:

weight of car, including passengers, divided

by the weight of gasolene consumed, ex

pressed in half ounces. The Ralph W.

Smith cup will be awarded to the contest

ant securing the highest percentage on this

basis, while a second silver cup will be

given to the driver completing the run with

the least gasolene consumption, regardless

of weight or percentage.

London Taximeter Cabs Worth $20,000,000.

Recent estimates place the value of Lon

don‘s taxicabs at $20,000,000. Many of the

machines are owned by their drivers.

"BIG THREE” THRILL NASHVILLE

Oldfield, Christie and Soules Give Their

Hair Raising Performances There—

“Tennessee State Record" Falls.

That renowned trio of melodramatic

thrillers and monarchs of the merry-g0

round school of driving, namely, B. Old

field, W. Christie and C. Soules, served a

fine exhibition of “keen dare-devilish com

petition" to the awe-inspired spectators at

Nashville, Te_nn., on Saturday, the 24th ult.

The “feature” of the afternoon was a two

miles event between Soules in the “Red

Devil" and Christie driving his "Record
I Chris

tie got away first and held the lead with his

Breaker,” in which the former won.

opponent almost touching his rear tires, un

til the last eighth of a mile, when Soules

shot to the front and led the front-wheel

drive car at the finish by half a length in

2:07.

As is customary wherever the “noble

three” perform, Oldfield beat Soules a few

moments later in a 3 miles spin. Soules

led until the stretch very neatly, letting Bar

ney pass him just in time to make the race

another Oldfield victory in 3:02. Later Old

field covered a mile in his Stearns racer in

0.55%. claiming to lower the “Tennessee

State record," whatever that was. The

best that Christie could do was a mile in

0.59, which he accomplished after several

attempts.

In a 5 miles exhibition, Soules skirted the

track in lively fashion, covering it in

4.55%, while in a 2 miles race for touring

cars with Butler and Conners, two local

drivers, in a Buick and Stoddard-Dayton,

respectively, Soules also triumphed.

Time Trials Carded for Motor Parkway.

That the Long Island Motor Parkway is

not destined to remain long in idleness is

evidenced by the anouncement that a se

ries of speed trials against time will be held

on Saturday, December 31, under auspices

of the Long Island Motor Parkway, Inc.

Cars which competed in the recent Parkway

Sweepstakes event (for machines selling at

$4,001 and over), Vanderbilt Cup cars and

racers of the Grand Prize type, will be the

only ones eligible. The trials are to be at

one mile, two miles and one kilometer.

Owing to the lateness of the season, and

in order that each car may have at least

two trials, it is expected to start the events

promptly at 12 o’clock noon. Arrangements

are being made so that cars will be auto

matically timed for each of the three dis

tances, the finishes of which will be uni

formly at the grandstand.

Entry blanks will be ready for distribu

tion this week, from the office of A. R.

Pardington, vice-president tnd geperal man

ager of the Parkway, at 527 Fifth avenue,

New York City.
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TWENTY-TWO GRAND PRIZE ENTRIES

America, Germany, France and Italy Rep

resented—Savannah Makes Lavish

Preparations for the Event.

When the entries for the Thanksgiving

Day Grand Prize race, to be held at Sa

vannah, closed on Monday, November 2.

the list totalled up to 22 cars. The late

entries of a Chadwick and a National—both

six-cylinder cars—and a Simplex, completed

the American team of half a dozen, while of

the foreigners, France and Germany are

each represented by five entries. and Italy

with six. In the light- car race, there are

17 contenders—a quartet each of Maxwells

and Buicks.

'one each of American Aristoerat, Cameron,

Lnncia. S. P. O., Gregoire and Isotta;' the

four latter being the only foreign cars en

tered in the shorter event. A trio of De

Dions and two Gyroscopes, as well as

the three Oldsmobiles previously entered,

have been withdrawn. Two entries in the

big class will not start; the Matheson and

the B. L. M.—the latter following its usual

custom.

The Chadwick entry, which Willie Haqu

is scheduled to drive in the Grand Prize

competition, was announced the latter part

cf last week and on the closing date,

Charles A Singer announced that a Sim

plex car would be put into the fray with

.\I. J. Seymour at the wheel, while the Na

tional Motor Vehicle Co. rushed in the

formal entry of one of its “sixes,” not nam

ing the driver. The nomination of these

three cars augments the chances of Amer

ica's team considerably. Both Haupt and

Seymour participated in the Vanderbilt

Cup race on the Long Island Motor Park

way two weeks ago.

Foreign drivers have been arriving in

goodly numbers during the past week. Wag

ner, Nazzaro, Duray, Hautvast and Rigal

came in on “La Lorraine" last Saturday,

the three former having visited America

before to drive in Vanderbilt Cup races.

Rigal and Hautvast are on their initial trip

to America. Cagno and Piacenza, the two

Italian pilots, reached here Tuesday before

last and spent the week “seeing New York,

although the former had seen it two years

ago. \Vhen “La Touraine" arrives next Sat

urday, it will bring in a cargo of foreign

cracks, among whom will be Hemery, Han

riot and Erle, the trio of Benz drivers;

Szisz, of Renault fame, and Fournier, the

third of the Itala crew, with their retinue of

factory men. Fournier is known to many

American motorists of the pioneer days,

who recall his performance on the Coney

Island boulevard. The first of the visitors

to start for Savannah were Wagner and

Nazzaro, on Tuesday, with Ralph De Palma,

the third member of the Fiat team; also

Piacenza and Cagno, of the Itala forces, and

three Chalmer-Detroits, and

Duray, driver of the De Dietrich car.

There has been no change in the an

nouncement of the American drivers in

the big race at Savannah, with the excep

tion that Louis J. Bergdoll has nominated

H. F. Grant to handle his Locomotive in

stead of the entrant driving himself as

originally planned. Patschke will have

charge of the Acme; Michener, the Lozier,

while Seymour and Haupt will pilot the

Simplex and Chadwick, respectively. Strang

and De Palma are the only two Americans

who will be at the wheels of foreign cars.

The interesting news was broken yester

day (Wednesday) that George Robertson

will pilot the French Gregoire car entered

by Henri Neubauer for the light _car race.

This nomination means that this Voiturette,

which is little known to Americans, will be

closely watched on the 25th.

Savannah is continuing its elaborate prep

arations for the big event, not only upon

the course, but with a view to accommodat

ing thousands of expected visitors. A house

to house canvas is said to have disclosed

prospective accommodation for no less than

163M) visitors, though this hardly seems

Ci'CtIllZ.I)lC to those who witnessed the stock

car race of last April.

Of course, country trails have been

turned into 60-foot macadam roads. Turns

have been banked; the course within a

course—the 10 miles route over which the

light car race will be run on the day pre

ceding the Grand Prize, is now well on the

way to completion.

In the neighborhood of $32,000 has been

spent on the roads and the labor of a thou~

sand convicts has been donated by the

State to bring the course up to the require

ments.

Altogether, Savannah still remains true

to the conviction that the Grand Prize

will be the grandest contest of the sort

ever seen in the country, and there is small

doubt that it will be a big and hard fought

contest. Also, if the tourist agencies and

their allies in the daily press have their

way the endorsement of a huge popular at

tendance also will not be lacking. As a

matter of fact, it is on this particular phase

of the affair that the question of the ven

ture really hangs.

 

Desert Race Scheduled for November 7.

November 7 has been set as the date for

the “great desert race and sand battle"

which is to take the form of a road race

between Los Angeles, Cal., and Phoenix,

Ariz., although there is a possibility of the

contest being postponed until some days

later. This affair which the Maricopa Au

tomobile Club is agitating in the far south

west has but three entries so far, though

others are in prospect. The entrants are:

A. J. Smith, who expects to pilot his El

more "Bulldog"; Leon T. Shettler, who is

banking on his Kisselkar, and R. J. Leavitt,

the local Locomobile agent, who will en

deavor to score another Locomobile vic

tory.

PLANNING THE NEW RACING CLUB

Initial Steps Taken for Organizing Body to

Control Speed and Other Contests—

Probable Leaders in Personnel.

Pursuant to the clause in the treaty be

tween the American Automobile Associa

tion and the Automobile Club of America

by which it was provided that the A. C. A.

should retire from the management of rac

ing affairs after this year, ceding its control

of the Grand Prize to an organization to be

the control of the Long

Island Motor Parkway, which also was to

formed under

handle the future contests for the Vander

bilt Cup,

this week that the initial steps looking to

announcement was made early

ward the formation of such an organization

had been taken and that its full composi

tion would be announced within a short

time. That arrangements for the complete

institution of this body will be completed

within a few weeks is to be inferred from

the urgent necessity of getting out plans for

the big contests of next year in season for

the manufacturers who desire to enter cars,

to be able to make ample preparations for

the coming contests.

It is stated that the new club is intended

to take the same position in automobile rac

ing which the Jockey Club holds in horse

racing affairs. The organization, nominal

ly at least, will be non-partisan so far as

the late difierences of the A. A. A. and A.

C. A. are concerned, but will fuse the inter‘

ests now controlled separately by these two

bodies in a common and exclusively racing

management. Naturally, the powers be

hian the Long Island Motor Park

way are keenly interested in the ven

ture,' and it is even intimated that

at sortie future time the headquarters

named—will be located on that course.

Whether the present Vanderbilt Cup Com

mission will be disbanded or whether it will

continue its jurisdiction over the trophy in

its new status, remains to be decided. Cd

tainly the new body will in no way be

rival of the commission. In fact the mem

bership of the two will hold several names

in common. Of these, that of William K.

Vanderbilt, Jr., donor of the cup, of course

will figure most prominently. Jefferson De

Mont Thompson also is interested in the

movement, it is said, while Henry Sander—

son, W. G. McAdoo, \V. M. Hamilton and

Robert Lee Morrell also are mentioned.

Campbell Heads New Orleans Club.

At a meeting of the newly formed New

Orleans Automobile Club, held on Monday,

26th ult., officers were elected and the idea

of afiiliating with the American Automo

bile AsSociation was talked over. Thomas

C. Campbell was voted president; Theo

dore Grunevvald, vice—president; and Homer

George, secretary and treasurer.
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RACING PUTS DALLAS 0N rncr

Grow

Excited Over Automobile Contests—

Tone Captures Chief Event.

Twenty-five Thousand SpectatOrs

 

If any one entertains more doubt as to

the popularity of automobile track racing

in the Lone Star State, that person should

have been at the State Fair meet at Dallas,

Tex., on Sunday, November 1, when the

cars buzzed around the saucer before an

excited throng of fully 25,000 people. The

interest was keen from the very first get

away, in a 10 miles brush between W. Gale

(Buick); P. R. Plummeerord), F. Malone

(Pope), and J. M. Girard (Packard). The

latter, who was the‘favorite, captured the

event‘in 13:58, after giving Gale a hot chase

and notcatching him until the tenth mile.

The others were outclassed from the start

and lapped before they had gotten very

far.

This served to whet the appetite of the

crowds for the second spasm, a 50 miles

affair, which was won handily by Tone,

driving an American Roadster, when George

Clark's Pope and P. W. Willard's Stearns

met with trouble.

Steamers were barred from competition

events, but Seyfried, in a \Vhite steam

stock car set out in an attempt to clip the

track record. He was unsuccessful, how

ever, hisbest time being 110.2%, which was

the fastestvtime~ of the day. This, in view

of the fact that the White was not allowed

to enter competition events speaks for

itself. p

A 10 miles event for cars of 30 h. p., and

over saw only two contenders—Clark, in

a Thomas, and Hill, in an Oldsmobile.

Clark got the jump on his opponent, and

kept increasing the gap until the third

mile, when something went wrong. The

driver, however, kept up his nerve and

presently had the car running well again,

lapping Hill on the eighth round and taking

first in 12:45%.

When the 10 miles free-for-all event was

called, but two cars appeared at the line.

Shortly after they left the tape it was no

ticed that Bertrand’s Pope-Toledo had

caught fire. When the flames were extin

guished and the race re-slnrted, Tone in

the American toyed with the Pope driver

until the last lap, when, satisfied with show

ing how easy he considered his opponent, he

bid for the applause of the multitude, made

a grandstand play and won in 12287;.

Clark in a Thomas, won an amusing nov

elty race, and then Gus Seyfried, in the

White, began to perform again. Inasmuch

as no one accepted the White's challenge

to a five miles bout, Seyfried did the next

best thing and drove a five miles exhibition

with his stock car; Dundee's specially built

W'hite Flycr having been wrecked in prac

tice, when it went through a fence. Sey

fried’s time was 1:03%, 2:06, 310%, 4:14,

518%. Following which, Tone drove a 2

miles exhibition with the American in

208%.

Strang to Star at New Orleans Meet.

Having billed Lewis Strang as the

"world’s champion auto racer” in the local

press and on the fences in New Orleans,

La., the promoters of a two days race meet

to be held in that city on November 7 and

8 have agitated the public in that section

of the south up to a point where they take

it for granted that Strang will break all

sorts of world's records and do much

manner of wonderful things. His two Re

nault cars have reached New Orleans and

the “dare-devil driver" who will pilot them,

is reported as having headed for that city.

The old Peerless “Green Dragon," which

has gone through about as many processes

of rebuilding and replacing of parts as the

“original Florodora Sextette" did in its

pnlmy days, will be an added attraction.

This merry, old car is now said to be the

property of James A. Clark, a New York

millionaire, and Strang is scheduled to whirl

it around for a few laps. The newly or

ganized New Orleans Automobile Club, un

der whose auspices the meet is to be held,

has applied to the American Automobile As

sociation for a sanction.

Racers Must Stop to Examine Tires.

In connection with the track meet sched

uled for Denver, Col, on Thanksgiving Day,

a novel suggestion has been made with re

gard to the 25 miles event. It is reported

that after covering. twelve miles of this

race, contestants will be obliged to stop

and thoroughly examine their tires. Just

why it is deemed necessary to stop after

going the short distance of a dozen miles.

when in longer and faster races, such stops

are not made as a rule, is not disclosed.

Tires, it seems, will be the only things ex

amined and if the expert eyes of driver or

mechanician perceive that a set of tubes is

about to blow out after the hard going over

the dozen laps of oiled course, they will be

changed and thoroughly healthy ones sub

stituted.

Quaker City Plans a Race Meet.

That 24 hours race that was proposed by

some of the members of the Quaker City

Motor Club will not take place. A race

of 500 miles or so, however, may be run at

Point Breeze track on Saturday, Novem

ber 14, or in lieu of that a number of short

distance events. The board of governors

of the club has empowered the racing com

mittee to hold a race meet on that date,

although it limits the time for such an

event from 7 a. m. to 5 p. m.—very peculiar

hours. Point Breeze has been definitely

decided upon as the scene of the meet, but

the rest of the details have not yet been

announced by the racing committee.

CllllIAGo CLUB PLANS NOVEL MEET

Ten Days Reliability Contest for Electric

Vehicles to Cover 1000 Miles—Rules

of Penalization.

Provided the plans of the Chicago Motor

Club go through as smoothly as the technical

committee anticipates, its 1908 contest sea

son will conclude with a ten days reliability

test for electric automobiles, to take place in

Frank Perley, of the Babcock

Electric Co., recently made an application

November.

to the club for such a contest, to be con

ducted along lines similar to that of the re

cent 1,000 milcs reliability test for gasolene

and steam cars.

The various Chicago branches of the elec

including the Stude-_

baker, Columbia, Baker, Anderson Carriage

Co., and Woods, appear to be strongly in

favor of the proposed event, the like of

which has never before been held. The

technical committee is in favor of having

the run cover a route of 1,000 miles or so,

including an average of 100 miles a day,

wth a varyng speed schedule—20 rriiles an

hour for one day, 15 for the next, ten for the

next and on other days a combination of

speeds between different controls. Rules

would provide penalties for replacements, re

pairs and work done on machines, with due

allowances for recharging.

tric manufacturers,

Following the Hounds by Motor.

Fox hunting with no red-coated eques

trians and with .1 Gabriel horn, instead of a

bugle. for summoning the hounds is the

unpicturesque system employed by Profes

sor']. F. Draughon, of Nashville. Tenn., who

now uses a motor car instead of horses for

this sport. His hunting ground is about

30 miles from Nashville, and in order to

transport his pack of 37 registered dogs to

the scene of action he has devised a large

trailer which he couples to the back of his

machine. \Vhen the scent has been struck,

the trailer is left by the roadside and the

professor's car may be seen scurrying up

lanes and crossroads so that he may be in

at the death. After the fox has been run

down, Draughon returns to his trailer, toots

vigorously on his exhaust horn for the wan

derers of his pack, and after they are all

assembled piles them into their cages on

the trailer for the haul back to town.

St. Louis to Hold Three Days Carnival.

St. Louis (Mo.) motorists are arranging

for a three-day carnival for Friday, Satur

day and Sunday, November 6, 7 and 8. The

Manufacturers & Dealers Association’s hill

climb, which was scheduled for November

2, has been postponed to Friday, November

6, the opening day of the carnival. On the

two following days, there will be a track

meet at the Fair Grounds where Christie,

Oldfield and Settles will appear.
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AUTOCAR COMMERCIAL VEHICLE

New Product Designed Along Independent

Lines Adapted to Large Range of Use

—Its Noteworthy Features.

On the sound principle that the duties of

the purely utility vehicle are so radically

diflerent from those of the pleasure car as

to permit of no confusion between the va

rious components of the two types, the new

line of commercial cars which recently was

announced by the Autocar CO., Ardmore,

Pa., has been built along entirely new and

lines, thoughindependent introducing a

number of features which have been dis-'

tinctive to the pleasure types of Autocar for

a number of years. By dint of thoughtful

tires are employed, while the larger car is

shod with 32 by 3% inch solid tires. The

shorter vehicle is intended primarily for

commercial passenger work, while the other

is capable of handling either heavier deliv

ery work or light freight haulage, and is

rated up to 2,000 pounds load capacity.

In the design of the machine—consider

ing both vehicles as of uniform construc

tion for the sake of brevity—the objects of

working economy and interchangeability

have been served by the use of a complete

and independent power plant, which is

given a three-point mounting on the main

frame, and a driving axle construction which

permits of ready removal from the chassis

' Wbbiiuou?

The removal of the entire plant entails

merely the relaxing of these three connec

tions, and the disjointing of the necessary

pipe connections. ‘

The motor is of the double-opposed type.

measuring 4% by 4% inches bore and

stroke, and yielding an A. L. A. M. rating

of 18 horsepower. The valves. which are

interchangeable. are placed on the upper

sides of the cylinders, and worked from a

single cam shaft. The crank shaft, which

is mounted on extra large, Hess-Bright ball

bearings, carries two fly wheels, one at

either end, so counterbalanced as to com—

pensate all vibration tendencies as closely

as possible, making an unusually quiet run
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handling of the design also, an unusually

comprehensive range of purposes may be

served by these machines, though they are

made in but two lengths of wheel base, and

otherwise conform to a single standard of

construction.

In fact, but for this distinction and the

different sizes of body which may be adapt

ed to them they are practically identical. A

single exception to this is in the specifica

tion for tires, which in the smaller chassis

are pneumatic and in the larger, or rather

longer, solid. The former has an 85 inch

wheel base. and accommodates a body plat

form 48 inches wide and 68 to 90 inches in

length, according to requirement. The lat

ter has a platform 48 inches wide, and is

capable of taking any desired body length

between the limits of 80 and 100 inches.

For the lighter Work of the short wheel

base machine, 32 by 4 inches pneumatic

as a unit, or almOst complete .disscction

without disturbing the body. This object,

in the case of the power plant, has been

worked out in such a way that when it is

not desired to remove the plant as a whole,

either the motor, gearing, gearset or clutch,

or one or more of a number of important

componants may be removed without dis

turbing the asemblage in other respects.

The same result also is developed in the

construction of the rear axle. Practically

any part of the power plant or transmis—

sion may be dismounted without interfering

with the adjacent parts except to discon

nect it.

The power plant, though not mounted in

a common housing. is carried by an inde

pendent subframe which is attached to the

side members of the main frame at two

points in front, and is carried in the rear by

a single connection with a transverse yoke.

ning motor. The forward fly wheel carries

fan blades, and replaces the usual belt

driven fan in assisting the cooling system.

In the larger chassis, this fly wheel also car'

ries a governor which limits the crank shaft

speed to 1,300 revolutions per minute.

Magneto ignition is a standard feature of

the equipment, the magneto itself being at

tached to the top of the crank case by

means of a couple of wing bolts. It is so

arranged that it can be removed or replaced

without disturbing the timing. As it is of

the low tension type, the coil which also is

included in the equipment may be used for

ignition with batteries. The upper section

of the crank case, which is divided into two

parts. carries the push rods and guides for

the valve gear, the water pump driving gear,

the magneto and oiler—thc latter being se

cured by means of dowel pins and a single

wing nut.
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The rear fly wheel carries the clutch,

which is of the three-plate pattern which

has been employed on cars of this make for

several years, with but slight modification.

The central, bronze floating ring, is equip

ped with cork inserts. The change gear is

of the progressive sliding gear type, afford

ing three forward speeds, with a direct

through drive on the high. It is mounted

in a one-piece housing and both the lower,

lay shaft, and the upper, driving member,

are set in Timken roller bearings. The pro

peller shaft is equipped with two universal

joints, and is arranged for a practically

straight line drive under full-load spring de

flection.

This is assisted by the design of the dif~

    

AUTOCAR MOTOR

ferential and reduction group mounted on

the rear axle. which is of original and very

unusual form, the usual simple bevel reduc

tion being dispensed with in favor of a

double reduction through bevel and spur

gears. The propeller shaft, passing over

the axle, drives a short counter shaft

through beveled gears, while the latter is

connected to the differential member by

means of a pair of heavy spur pinions. Ad

vantage is takcn of the position of the

countershaft, to mount upon its extension :1

wide faced drum for the application of the

emergency brake. By eliminating the large

single reduction which otherwise would be

necessary and the consequent weakness of

the smaller bevel gear, added reliability has

been secured, while the use of the counter

Slltlft also permits a considerable variation

in the final driving ratio as required. This

may be anywhere between 3.71 and 5.57 to

1, according to the gear sizes employed.

Considerable originality also is displayed

in the construction of the rear axle itself.

The driving stubs are squared at both ends,

the inner end which is mounted on Hyatt

roller bearings, slipping into the differen

tial gearing, while the outer end is carried

by Timken bearings. The latter bearings

L=w

are so arranged that the inner member on

a turn carries the end thrust of the wheels.

The axle housing is in five pieces, no parts

being riveted or brazed. and the spring

seats and brake supports are made integral

with the axle tubes. The central portion of

the housing, which carries the countershaft,

is removable, and all parts except the large

gear on the differential may be removed

from the axle without taking the latter

from under the car. The front axle is tubu

lar, equipped with Elliott steering knuckles,

and the front wheels are mounted on Tim

ken bearings. The frame is of armored

wood, and is supported by semi-elliptical

springs in front and full clliptics in the rear.

To return to the general arrangement of

the vehicles, the front seat, which is made

entirely independent of the remainder of

the body, is hinged in such a way that it

may be turned back to give full access to
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the motor. It also may be removed with

small loss of time, while side doors give

access to the working parts for minor ad

justments. Control is accomplished by

means of the usual double pedal-double lever

arrangements, with motor controlling de

vices mounted on the steering wheel. By

this arrangement, the style and disposition

of the body is left entirely to the option of

the purchaser, who in place of the stock

type of body, may have any special type

which he may require. Numerous varieties

of freight-carrying bodies are adapted to the

chassis. while the passenger arrangements

may be made to include anything from a

12 passenger omnibus to a neat and unusu

ally roomy little landaulette seating four

passengers inside.

Regular Route for “Trouble Car.”

“Trouble cars" or traveling repair shops

are by no means novel as far as the basic

idea of sending a heavy machine out on the

road equipped with a full allotment of re

pair parts and tools is concerned. but the

method of a British repairer in handling

such a machine is commendable as well as

novel in its enterprise. On Sundays and

other holidays when the motor traffic along

certain well known roads in the vicinity of

Brighton is likely to be heavy, the ma

chine in question is given a regular route

to be covered and a schedule. In addition

to this, telephone stations are established

at points along its “beat,” and the man in

charge is directed to keep in regular com

munication with the dispatching point. By

this means motorists anywhere within a

considerable range of highway are enabled

to secure efficient repair service within a

short time, and as the wagon carries a

full assortment of such supplies as are like

ly to be required, delays in consequence of

the more common forms of accident are

comparatively brief.

Clearing Tire Valves of Dirt.

One of the minor precautions which may

have a great deal to do with securing the

expected efficient service from the tire
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valves is that of giving the pump a few

sharp idle strokes before attaching it to

the tube preparatory to inflating a trouble

some tire. This serves to drive all dust and

dirt from the nozzle and tube, and thus pre

vents it from being forced into the valve

when inflation commences.

Automatic Air Valves Must be Clean.

Automatic air valves such as are an al

most invariable accompaniment of so

called automatic carburetters; should be

kept scrupulously clean. The slightest ac

cumulation of dust, grease or dirt of any

sort, either about their stems or seatings

may be sufficient to upset their working

and causing the most perplexing or run

ning difficulties.

Glass Hoods on Demonstration Cars.

Glass hoods fitted with interior electric

lights for displaying the motor to public

view are growing popular with dealers who

like to attract attention to their demon

strating cars. The moving parts of the

mechanism catch the eye, and the plate

glass panels of the hood suggest something

particularly rare and fine underneath.
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RAMBLER ANNOUNCES SPARE WHEEL

Particulars of New Optional Equipment for

1909—Ready Replacement in Case of

Tire or Wheel Trouble.

As a sort of supplementary announce

ment to the forecast for the 1909 Rambler

line, which was recently made by Thomas

B. Jeffery & Co.. Kenosha, Wis., the par

ticulars of a unique added feature of the

equipment have just been disclosed in a

tem and also the method of its application.

In the first of the upper illustrations the

operator is shown in the act of jacking up

a wheel which has suffered a punctured

tire. the hands of the clock indicating ex

actly 3 p. m. In the second illustration the

nuts which held the wheel in place are seen

to have been removed and placed on the

running board, the wheel thus being made

ready for removal. Two minutes have

been occupied in the process. The first of

the lower pictures shows the operator in

the act of changing the wheels, the one

 

  

JACKING UP THE WHEEI

description of the spare wheel arrangement

which is applicable as an option to the full

line for the coming season. One of the

first intimations that such an innovation

was in contemplation came in connection

with the Carriage Dealers’ show in Grand

Central Palace last month, when one of

the new "fifth wheels” was shown in con

nection with the Rambler exhibit. Inform

ation as to its exact purpose and method

of application was somewhat sparingly

given at that time, however, and it was not

until this week that full details of the sys

tem were made public.

From this it appears that the emergency

wheel is a duplicate of the regular equip

ment of the car in every respect, carrying

a spare tire ready inflated, and suitable for

application to either of the wheels as oc

casion may demand. Special brackets are

provided for carrying the wheels, and as it

is a counterpart of the others, it may be

used not only in case of tire trouble, but

also in replacing an injured wheel. ln gen

eral the spare wheel is carried on the run

ning board with its extra tire, and when

required as a substitute. the one which

it replaces becomes the spare, no rc-chang

ing being necessary until demanded by road

side difficulties.

The wheel is secured to the hub center

by six bolts. Removing the six nuts from

these bolts, the wheel can be detached by

means of special tools, a wheel puller and

a socket wrench. Only three minutes are

required to make the change.

In proof of this assertion the accompany

ing illustrations are exhibited as showing

both the time-saving proclivities of the sys

REMOVING NUTS

mounting the new tire being all ready to

go into place. In the fourth and last pic

ture of the series, the new wheel and tire

are shown in place, and the last of the se'

curing nuts set home, the clock indicating

that but 3 minutes have elapsed while the

process was going on.

is the rarest kind of an emergency, the

need is all the more imperative when it

arises. Since it may be supplied with no

more effort than is required to shift the or

dinary demountable device the benefit de

rivable from its use is obvious.

B. & S. Offer Improved Tools.

With anything like a full set of angle

wrenches, the motorist is generally able to

take care of all the nuts and bolts that are

to be found on his car. A new outfit, com

prising seven-such wrenches put up in a

serviceable waterproof bag, is being offered

by the Billings 8: Spencer CO., of Hartford,

Conn., who have long been well known in

connection with products of this kind. The

wrenches are double ended, of 15 degrees

angle, and the 14 sizes of milled openings

range from 7-l6 inch to 1% inches. Either

semi-finish or full case hardened finish is

provided for the shanks. The containing

bag is made of duck or drill, and is ar’

ranged to keep each size in a place of iii

own.

Eleven sizes of a new and improved screw

drivers are also being put out by the com

pany. It is complete in one piece, except

for the addition of the wood side pieces

on the handle to provide an agreeable grip.

A drop forging is used for the Construc

tion, and the point is carefully tempered.

Keeping Down the Tire Expense.

It has been declared that no less than

three-quarters of the motoring public spends

something like 20 per cent. more for tires

than is really necessary. If care were taken

to maintain the tire equipment as nearly

   

SUBSTITUTING Wli EEI.

Of the three methods of quick relief for

tire trouble in present use, this has the ad

vantage in a number of respects. The use

of demountable rims alone, though con

ducive to ready replacement and gaining

through the light weight of the extra equip

ment, is useless where the wheel as well as

the tire is damaged. The so-called emer

gency wheel, which consists of an extra

rim which may be clamped to the side of

the wheel carrying the damaged tire also

suffers from the same drawback. While

the requirement for a complete extra wheel

SECURING THE FASTENINGS

as possible at the inflation pressure which

is recommended by the makers, the cost of

repairs and replacements would be reduced

to a surprising extent.

 

Replacement of a Noisy Gearset.

When it is desired to allay the noise of

a set of worn gears it must be remem

bered that the replacement of a single gear

will have little or no effect in this respect.

It is only by the renewal of both mem<

bers of a noisy pair that the desired effect

may be secured.
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SELECTIth 0F BRAKE MATERIAL

comparative Braking and Driving Powers

Shown by Tests—Asbestos Composi

tion Gives Best Results.

That it requires at least four times as

much power to stop a car as it does to set

it in motion, considering the averages of

positive and negative acceleration, is a fact

which when properly assimilated helps the

average motorist to gain an added respect

This

surprising testimony to the work which the

for the braking equipment of his car.

braking equipment may be called upon to

perform was brought out in a series of tests

recently conducted by the Maxwell-Briscoe

Motor Co., and was supplemented by a trial

of various sorts of friction surfaces suit

able for brake materials, conducted on the

highways in the vicinity of the Tarrytown

plant.

,The relation between the, power required

to start a car under average conditions and

that required to stop it, is based upon ex

perimental data which has shown that about

300 yards are covered by the average ma

chine before it can gain its full headway

from a standing start. But no less than

75 feet will be required to bring the ma

chine to a full stop when traveling at its

top speed. From these distances, the ratio

of the respective accelerating powers have

been calculated.

The deductions from these experiments

have led to but one conclusion as to the

only proper place for a brake to operate,

says an official report of the tests. Since

everything between the brake and the

wheel must be subjected to this enormous

strain, the brake and the wheel must be

constructed together; this alone will elim

inate the great disproportion of driving

strength and braking strain. It is this that

has led the Maxwell company to place both

the foot and emergency brakes on the rear

hubs, the only position where all danger of

breakage is entirely done away with, and.

where the full efficiency of the brake -is'
guaranteed. I

The road tests were held near the factory

on the morning of “’etlnesday, September

23. A smooth stretch of macadam road was

selected, with plenty of room for getting

up speed, and a four-cylinder car with a

passenger capacity of five persons chosen,

equipped with a standard double external

contracting rear hub brake, which is here

illustrated. W'ith passengers the car

weighed about 2,850 pounds. The first trial

was made with the brakes lined with the

new asbestos preparation used in the Max

well cars and with the atonneau empty. The

machine was speeded up to 30 miles an

hour, and when the road mark crossed the

driver’s line of vision with the radiator, the

brake was applied, in full strength. The

wheels immediately locked and the car

came to a dead stop in 14 feet 10 inches,

the distance measured from the line to the

rear axles. Again it was tried. This time

with the tonneau occupied; the wheels again

locked immediately and the car came to a

dead stop at a distance of 61 feet 6 inches

from the line.

When the brake was thrown the wheels

locked immediately and silently, there was

no loss of time, undesirable noise, nor slip

page. The other materials for brake lining

were found to lack several of the most de

sirable characteristics of the asbestos lin

ing. It was found that when cast iron

blocks were used the car traveled about

25 feet before the wheels locked. that dur

ing that time the friction gave rise to a

disagreeable scraping noise, and that due
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to the delay in the locking of the wheels

the car traveled a considerable distance

beyond the 61 feet of the asbestos. Hick~

ory blocks were tried, but they too gave

rise to the same disagreeable noise, it was

found they burned easily and that the car

covered approximately 17 feet before the

wheels locked. Hickory blocks boiled in

parafine showed improvement in the mat

ter of noise and seemed to grip without

the jerking experienced with the other two;

they were found too to be more immune

from combustion than the dry hickory—

but they failed to lock the wheels until the

car had traveled a distance of a little over

20 feet.

Red fiber, :1 papier mache product, was

found to be better yet in the matter of

noise, combustion and slippage, but the 12

feet found necessary to ensure locking the

wheels debarred it when measured accord

ing to the standard of asbestos. Camel's

hair was found most admirable; it was

noiseless, it did not jerk. its life was long.

But it too required about 12 feet in which

to lock the wheels. Cork too was tried

\Vith the exception of the asbestos it was

the most desirable; its life is long, it was

noiseless, it gripped nearly instantly, but

the gripping was accompanied by a severe

jerking.

The observers therefore ranked the differ

ent materials in the following order for

general efficiency: 2

l, AsbestOs; 2. cork; 3, red fiber; camel’!

hair; 4, hickory blocks boiled in oil; 5,

hickory blocks dry; 6, cast iron.

Causes of Drivers’ Headaches.

Inexperienced drivers and occasionally

those who have served quite a long time

behind the steering wheel, frequently are

annoyed by headaches which result di

rectly from the strain of driving. Con,

trary to the prevailing impression, these are

said not to be caused by the strain of con

stantly focussing the eyes on the shifting

patch of road directly under the nose of

the car, so much as by the use of ill-fitting

goggles. or perhaps a cap which fits the

brow too snugly. Another alleged cause

of the difficulty is the use of headgear

which is not sufficiently heavy to prevent

the constant pouring of a blast of cold air

directly upon the frontal bone. In any case,

constant‘and unaccustomed pressure on the

temples is quite as apt to be the cause of

such uneasiness and pain in the head, ex‘

perienced by the driver, as the stress upon

the visional powers.

_Growing Use of “Set Spark” Ignition.

It is stated upon good authority that at

least 40 per cent. of the better known

French makers have now adopted the “set

spark" system of ignition regulation in

preference to the use of the variable timing

and hand regulation system which is in

more common use in this country at this

time. The advantage secured in ridding

the driver of one of the numerous matters

to be attended to in handling the machine.

is obvious. The practice is made possible

by the use of magneto ignition. The volt

age of the magneto current increases with

the speed, and the intensity of the spark

consequently ‘ increases proportionately.

This effect is supposed to compensate for

the lead which otherwise would be re

quired, so that the regulation is thus made

automatic and in direct response to the

speed.

Avoiding Looseness in Planetary Gear.

It is a wise precaution to go over the bolts

which secure the several sections of a platte

tary transmission occasionally in order to

see that no looseness exists. While the

loss of one or more of these bolts might

not permit the gear to separate entirely,

there is danger that it may so weaken the

fastenings as to allow the gears to work

slightly out of their proper mesh, or that

the remaining bolts be sheared off as a

result of being overloaded.

About Refilling the Lubricator Tank.

\Vhen refilling the tank of a mechanically

actuated lubricator the engine should be

stopped. Otherwise there is danger of the

formation of air locks with consequent in

terruption of the feed, if not its complete

cessation.
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THE PROBLEMS 0F FIRE INSURANCE

Difficulties Attending Fair Adjustment of

Cost to Risk on Automobiles and Gar

ages—Fallacies and Absurditie.

Individual gambling instead of rational

insurance methods appears to prevail in the

writing of fire policies on garages and mo

tor cars, with the result that in the majority

of instances the rates are stiff enough to

than ample

The whole subject of this

class of insurance is as yet wofully disor

give the gamblers a more

surety of profit.

ganized, and while some agents are busy

writing policies at rates that are proving

rich dividend payers, a great many compa

nies refuse to touch garage and automobile

risks at all, through a fear of gasolene and

its vapor that would be ridiculous were it

not of effect in keeping up the rates. Con

sequently, the insurance problem at pres

ent is one of most vague and unsatisfactory

status, and affords all sorts of pitfalls for

the unwary.

The insurance people plead that this field

is so new that as yet there has not been

sufficient time for any large statistical gen

eralizations on the risks and losses, and that

therefore it is difficult to determine any

standards or basic rates from which to cal‘

culate. A few oi thl. companies have fixed

arbitrary bases of calculation, but these

are subject to such haphazard methods of

being added to for this and that item, as

to make it impossible for a garage owner

to find out where he stands.

Unfortunately the garage interests are

even less organized than the insurance in

terests in the matter, and about the only

representation that they have had before

the insurance companies has been through

the Association of Licensed Automobile

Manufacturers and to some extent through

the American Motor Car Manufacturers’

Association. In an effort to prevent the

National Fire Protective Association from

adopting a set of “standard” garage speci

fications that would~be so highly ideal that

no practical garage could be built to meet

them, Coker F. Clarkson, of the Licensed

Association, met the members of the com

mittee having the specifications in incuba

tion and persuaded them to hold up any

final recommendation or action until the

subject could have a more thorough inves

tigation than had been given it, and further

that the garage and motor car interests

might have opportunity to present their

ideas as to what might be considered a rea

sonable standard.

The chief evil in the adoption of an im

possible “strndard'I for garage specifica

tions would be that every departure from

the "standard" would be made the basis

for further additions to the rate, so that the

garages might better have no standard at

all than one which would present such wide

differences from the actual risks as to give

an excuse for excessive charges. Particu

larly is this the case when the insurance

companies themselves will not commit them

selves to the point of saying that if “stand

ard” specifications" are adopted by the N.

F. P. A., they will grant a lower rate to

those garages which conform to them.

Inasmuch as the National Fire Protective

Association consists chiefly of local boards

of underwriters together with architects'

associations, building trades organizations

and the like, and has no rate making power

itself, the dangers presented by its making

declarations of what should be standard

practice in garages have no corresponding

benefits. By earnest importuning Clarkson

has succeeded in getting the association to

hold off for the present, but he is in need

of suggestions and support from the gar—

age and motor car interests for whom he is

endeavoring to secure fair treatment.

\Vith a view to proving, if possible. that

the average fire risk on garages in New

York City is no more hazardous than the

ordinary manufactur'ng risk, Clarkson has

kept a fairly complete record of garage fires

in New York City for about a year.

An estimate of the total net loss as com

pared with the total premium that Would be

paid if the rate were the same as on or

dinary manufacturing risks, shows the pro—

portion of loss to premium to be about 59

per cent. This estimate would indicate that

with practically no excess over the ordinary

manufacturing rate, the companies could

take the garage risks with safety and profit.

Upon presenting these figures to the va

rious insurance agents and general man

agers, however. he was politely told that

they were far from correct, but no author

itative figures were produced to confirm the

assertion.

Having obtained the names of practically

all the brokers in New York dealing in au

tomobile insurance, Clarkson is undertaking

a canvass to learn from each the basis, if

any, on which their rates are figured, and

to learn, if possible, the proportion of loss

to premium on this class of insurance in

the past.

“The dangers of gasolene." he says, "have

been so advertised and emphasized that

many of the men responsible for the rates,

through lack of actual knowledge, enter

tain a wholly unreasonable fear of it. In

stead of attempting to base their rates on

what actually occurs in the garages through

out the country, they figure on what might

happen under unusual and improbable cir

cumstances. The companies that have been

bold enough to go after the garage busi

ness have not hesitated to demand big

premiums, and the garage owners have not

been in a position to fight for anything

more favorable.”

A distinction should be drawn, Clarkson

thinks, between framing "standard" con

struction and equipment specifications and

devising standard rules of garage conduct.

In attempting the latter, the National Fire

Protective Association would be doing a

good work, he believes, since there are

great possibilities of improvement in the

enforcement of garage rules which would

lessen the dangers of explosion and fire. It

is a felony under the law even to enter

shoddy mill with matches on the person.

and in other lines of industry where there

is a very high fire risk the employes have

become trained in taking the necessary pre~

cautions, but the free and easy way in

which gasolene and fire are juggled in most

garages, while proving in its results that

gasolene is not half so dangerous as most

people suppose. undoubtedly adds to the

risk and nullifies to a great extent what

ever precantions may have been taken in

construction and equipment. Standard

rules concerning the use of safety cans, the

extinguishing of car lights while the tanks

are being filled, the provision of sand pails

and pans, the forbidding of smoking, and

similar regulations all might be incorpor

ated in a standard set of rules for universal

enforcement, whereas a standard of con

struction for garages would work great in

justice in many cases owing to the widely

differing conditions that obtain in various

localities.

Even an extremely superficial inquiry into

the present status of automobile and gar

age insurance and the regulations that are

either enforced or proposed in connection

'with it, discloses many contradictions and

absurdities. Most cities have regulations

that forbid cars coming out on the streets

after dark without lighted lamps, while

proposed insurance regulations Would for

bid the lamps being lighted inside the gar

age, or even at the doorway. Automobiles

are required to be emptied of their gaso

lene for transportation on some ferries and

railroads. Experience proves that a full

tank of gasolene presents no danger of ex

plosion, while an empty tank. containing

only gasolene vapor and air, has great ex

plosive possibilities. The probable ground

for demanding the emptying of the tanksI

however, is that in case of collision the full

tanks might be punctured and give a too

ready flow of fuel if fire were present

While the presence of gasolene in garages

is the subject of special regulations and

permits, yet a Massachusetts jury recently

decided that no permit is required. no mat

ter how great the amount of gasolene, pro

vided that it is kept in the tanks of the cars

themselves.

Policies on cars, which have been made

a specialty by several companies, are ex

amples of ingenious construction, and the

methods of determining the risk are as yet

very arbitrary. Among the latest proposals

is the suggestion that risks should be calcu

lated largely according to the make and

model of the machine to be insured, it be

ing claimed that certain makes, by reason

of their strength and the superior arrange

ment of their fuel tanks, together

with their very sparing use of'wood. are

entitled to a lower rate than others where
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the tanks are more exposed and the body

work is chiefly wood. It is even claimed

that tabulated lists of the losses in the

past disclose some makes as being far less

liable to fire damage than others.

The clause exempting the insurance com

panies in cases of “fire originating within

the vehicle" has been the subject of much

recent litigation where machines have

burned on the road as a result of collision,

the spilled gasolene taking fire from the

lamps. With but little variance in the cir

cumstances, the courts have decided both

for and against the policy holders, respect

ively. so that in situations of this kind the

holder of a policy can have no certainty

as to how he will fare.

The apprehensive way in which the dif

ferent phases of automobile fire insurance

have been taken up by the companies and

their agents, resulting in high rates and

arduous exactions, has not as yet changed

to a broader method such as obtains in the

older and familiar lines. With the excep

tion of the work done by Clarkson in rep

resenting the Association of Licensed Au

tomobile Manufacturers before the National

Fire Protective Association and some of

the rate making bodies, and the interest

taken by the American Motor Car Manufac

turers' Association, little organized effort

has been made by the interests most affect

ed, to get as favorable terms as might be

obtained by a united and determined resist

ance to premiums based on fear rather than

fact. For the insurance companies it may

be said that they have been obliged to

tackle the subject as best they could, with

very little enlightenment or assistance from

the automobile industry, the result being

that whatever the industry has failed to

contribute in information it has paid for

in money.

Substituting Motor Cars for Milk Trains.

\therever the transportation problem is

proving particularly troublesome, handlers

of large volumes of merchandise are learn

ing to grasp the possibilities of the motor

vehicle, and it is significant that where

such efforts are made in a careful and thor

oughly practical manner. the experiment

seldom proves unsatisfactory. A recent

instance in point is the adoption of a trial

equipment of motOr trucks by the German

Milk Dealers’ Association. Just at present

wholesale milk deliveries are badly disor

ganized as a result of delays to trains which

are often sidetracked, or even lost to the

schedule, while the big dairy centers are

so far off the railway lines in some in

stances as to occasion tremendous losses

through slow haulage to the shipping

points. A double equipment consisting of

two heavy lorrys and trailers, is to be put

to work. with the expectation that it will

be able to move no less than 5.000 gallons

of milk per day over its route between An

halt and Berlin. If it proves successful.

a proposal to adopt the same method in all

the big German milk centers will be made.

NOW ONE 01" THE BIG INDUSTRIES

Reeves Presents Figures Showing Growth

of American Automobile Interests—

Demand Equals Production.

From time to time there are launched at

the heads of the reading public sundry fig

ures as to the magnitude and prosperity of

the automobile industry, many of which, it

is sad to relate, are without proper backing

of authenticity. Of the two most complete

sources of reliable data on this subject, how

ever. one was tapped last week, when on

the occasion of the opening of the new term

of the school of

which is maintained by the Young Men’s

Christian Association in New York City,

Alfred Reeves.

American Motor Car Manufacturers Asso

automobile instruction

general manager of the

ciation, discussed the strength of the indus

try by way of encouraging a swarm of po

tential candidates for positions in its nu

merous branches.

“It is estimated," he said in part. “that

the present capital of the automobile busi

ness is about $105,000,000, with an addition

al $36.000,000 in kindred trades, and $57,000,

000 more in garages and retail sales rooms,

making a total of $198.000,000. According

to latest figures obtainable, there are 58,000

employes in the automobile factories in this

country; about 29,000 employed indirectly in

the making of parts, while there are 21.500

in the sales and garage establishments. This '

gives a total of more than 108,000 em

ployes.

“The records at the office of the Amer

ican Motor Car Manufacturers' Association

show that there are in this country 253

builders of automobiles. of which at least

123 are beyond the experimental stage, and

are placing practical cars on the market.

There are not less than 500 different trades

involved in automobile manufacture, run

ning from leather, varnish, broadcloth and

buttons, to steel, brass and rubber.

“Although the importation of automo

biles is fast decreasing. it is a fact that some

$28,000.000 worth of foreign cars have been

sold here. The trend is now going the

other Way, and the export trade of the

American maker is increasing rapidly. It

doesn’t take very much of an imagination

to figure that with our business methods,

our unexcelled mechanics, our wonderful

automatic machinery and our perfect fac

tory systems, America will continue its lead

in motor car building. both here and abroad.

“With 52,000 cars as a conservative esti

mate for this year. it is safe to say that

175,000 automobiles have been sold here dur

ing the past eight years. They are big

figures, but it is a big industry.

"During the past year 13,980 cars have

been registered in New York City alone.

making a total registration since the law

went into effect of 63,338 cars. Above all.

and of great interest to those about to

enter the trade, is ‘the fact that 9,386 new

chauffeurs were registered during the cur

rent year. One cannot be a pessimist on

the automobile's future in the face of such

figures. .

“Factory reports indicate a tremendous

production in motor cars for next year,

running from machines that range from

$150 for the school boy to $11,000 cars for

the luxury-loving and speed-fascinated mil

lionaires. Yet there is no reason

to believe that next year will see an over

production, provided good cars are made

and sold at reasonable prices. The tre

mendous buying power of this country is

evidenced in a score of ways, and par

ticularly by the absorbing of motor cars

during the past two years. Possibly next

year’s production will reach 7S,000.cars.

Yet we well know for the past five or six

years a million buggies a year have been

made and sold by the carriage people. Just

what becomes of them no one has been

able to say, but the buggy manufacturers

continue to turn out these great quantities

of horse-drawn vehicles. They are now

turning their attention to motor vehicles,

for the farmer is demanding the more

modern type, for which he is quite ready

to pay the price. One of the largest con

cerns of agricultural machinery plans to

make 20,000 cars next year, yet this will

hardly give them one apiece for their

agents throughout the world.

“Taxicabs are fast coming into use. and

there is hardly a city of tny prominence

throughout the country which will not

have occasion to use them. Last

Year. in Paris, I was told that some 3,500

cabs were in use, which now has increased

to almost 5,000. There are 1,500 cabs in

London, and the number is constantly in

creasing. Last, but not least, we

have the unlimited field of the commercial

vehicle. As there will be no

horses to take up room, and as they will

carry twice the load and travel at twice

the speed, it will be like widening the

. streets threefold."

How Racing Consumes Lubricants.

Some idea of the quantities of lubricant

which are used in connection with the run

ning of a great racing event such as the

Vanderbilt Cup contest, may be gained from

standing quietly on the lee side of the

course while the competing cars roar by.

A more definite idea, h0wever, may be

gained from the statement of one well

known manufacturer who contributed to

the success of the contest in question, that

the nine makers who used his product took

delivery of an average quantity of about

100 gallons each. The fact that the total

deliveries at the various training camps

along the course, amounted to more than

900 gallons, gives an inkling as to the prob

able outlay involved in this as well as other

respects, in contests where the feature is

great speed.
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22,000 MILES WITHIN 24 IIOUIIS

How Chalmers-Detroit Made Remarkable

Election Day Record—Non-Stop Run

Covers Many Cities.

Twenty-two thousand miles within 24

the Election Day

achievement which must be set down to the

credit of the Chalmers-Detroit “30" car. It

was run under “non-stop” conditions and

hours is remarkable

further distinction must be added to the

performance by the fact that though the

accomplishment of this tremendous mileage

would require an apparent average speed of

about 916 miles per hour for the 24 hours.

theoretically at least, not a single speed

law was broken. The apparently paradoxi

cal result was as a mater of fact, brought

about by the ingenious device of allotting

the task to about 108 demonstrating cars

located in as many, agencies throughout the

country. Though each of the cars went but

200 miles or a little more, the total was a

creditable performance for the car as a class,

since all machines were duplicates; and the

"record" is fully as legitimate as many that

have been held up for distinction as 24 hours

track performances.

All of the cars in their respective cities,

carried disinterested observers, in most

cases members of the press, to note the per

formance of the machine at all times. The

self-imposed conditions were that not one

of the motors should be stopped throughout

the distance and that no repairs should be

made to the cars, other than tire work.

In New York, the car from Carl Page's

garage with William Knipper at'the wheel,

made an early trip to South Norwalk,

Conn., and several subsequent runs to Yon

kers and Mount Vernon. A Motor World

man who was carried as observer for a

good portion of the trip. was able to report

that that particular car “ate up" its 201

miles with remarkable smoothness, more

than justifying the claims of its makers in

respect to power and speed. Twelve gal

lons of gasoline were required for the run,

an average of 16% miles to the gallon, and

the quantity of lubricating oil was limited

to 3 gallons. No adjustments were re

quired, and judging from the limited sec

tions of the performance witnessed, the en

tire 22,000 miles must have been accom

plished with little or no effort. Interesting

disclosures as to the actual totals of dis

tances, consumptions and costs are prom

ised in a complete report of the undertak~

ing soon to be issued.

Jackson, Mich., Greets Bangor, Me.

Carrying greetings from the Mayor of

Jackson. Mich., to the Mayor of Bangor,

Me, a jackson touring car with F. L.

Homes, general manager of the Jackson

Automobile Company and three compan

ions, is making a "nonstop" run between

those two cities. The start was made on

Monday, October 24, and the route laid out

includes Detroit, Toledo, Cleveland, Buffa

lo, New York and Boston, a distance of

1,600 miles. Latest reports state that the

car passed through Rochester in good

shape, in spite of continuous rain and bad

roads. The engine had not been Stopped

 

How Maxwells Parked at the Cup Race.

Among the numerous parking arrange

ments provided at the Long Island Motor

Parkway in connection with the Vanderbilt

Cup contest of last week, perhaps none was

   

more elaborately carried out than that of

the Maxwell-Briscoe Motor CO., which in

cluded in addition to the space provided for

the cars, lavish arrangements for the enter

tainment of the guests. Quite an interesting

feature of the scheme, however, was the use

of electric lights for illuminating the space

and the tent. Current for this purpose was

derived from a private and isolated plant,

While there is nothing particularly novel

in the use of automobile engines for power

purposes, even when they are utilized with

out being removed from the chassis, the

production of current for electric lighting

purposes in such a way as this is rather out

of the ordinary. As will be seen from the

picture, the arrangements were neither

elaborate nor difiicult to provide.

 

up to that point, according to observers,

chiefly newspaper men picked up along the

route. This car is the 1909 model “H”

four-cylinder, 30 horsepower type. having a

4V2-inch bore, 4%-inch stroke, motor rated

at 30 horsepower, three speeds selective

change gear, multiple clutch and bevel gear

drivev It has a wheelbase of 110% inches

and weighs with its five-passenger body,

2,400 pounds.

For the transportation of the mails be

tween the various postal sub'-stations and

the railway in Nuremburg, Germany, three

16 horsepower, and six 28 horsepower vans

are to be put in service on the first of next

month.

FIXING FOII MEIIDLI'ISOME VISI'I‘0RS

Innocent Tricks that are Better than “Hands

Off" Cardsélndiscfinunate Handling

Rendered Harmless.

Preparing an automobile for service as a

show car on the salesroom floor invoIVes

One of

these consists in loosening the steering gear

many little tricks of the trade.

mechanism so that the steering wheel has

considerable back lash and can be turned

freely for quite a distance without com

municating any motion to the knuckles or

the front

this, as given by the demonstrator for 3

wheels. The reason for doing

New York salesroom, is that the majority

of people who come into a salesroom to see

a new car always give the steering wheela

yank or two, and a loosening of the mech

anism saves a great deal of unusual and un

necessary strain, besides giving us a loop

hole for arguing the merits of the car.

“Few people can resist the temptation to

handle the steering wheel," he said, “and

when a machine is standing still it takes

considerable effort to make the front wheels

turn. In standing beside a car and tugging

at the steering wheel nearly everyone will

pull with all their weight if the wheel does

not turn easily. Of course. this brings an

awful stress on the pillar and the connec

tions. Strangely enough if the wheel be

loose enough to turn easily, most of those

who take hold of it are satisfied. even if it

does not turn the front wheels. Once in a

while somebody will comment that there is

considerable play. but it is easy to show

that it exists for a purpose. In fact that

very opening permits us to expatiate on one

of the particular points about our steer

ing gear and to make clear how our con

struction makes it possible to efiect a per‘

fect adjustment of the gear no matter how

much wear it has.

“Everybody likes to handle the change

gear mechanism, too," he added. “and in

order to make it is easy and satisfactory

for the experimenters we generally try to

arrange the lay of the gears so that changes

can be made just as the car stands. An

easy shifting of the gears creates a very

favorable impression with many people.

There is an art in preparing a car for show

room purposes. To keep the machine look

ing well it must be roped off to prevent

anyone sitting in the front seats but must

be free in access to the tonneau. Small

pads placed at suitable points along the

running board will protect the latter from

the wear of dirty shoes and boots that rest

on it as their owners lean against the car

and discuss its merits. Unless a car is

properly prepared and looked after, two

weeks in a busy showroom will do it more

harm than two mcnths of ordinary ser'

vice.
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GRAND JURY URGES IMPRISDNMENT

Drastic Presentment Made to Kings County

Court—Stricter Enforcement of the

Automobile Law Demanded.

Declaring that from facts presented to

them it would appear that the motor vehicle

law is constantly being set at defiance and

that violators are not adequately punished,

the Kings County Grand Jury in a present

in the

County Court in Brooklyn early this week,

ment handed up to Judge Dike

recommended a more strict application of

the clause prescribing the penalty‘of im

prisonment. This phase of the law has been

allowed to become a dead letter, it was

claimed, with apparent hostility.

"Our attention has been called to the fact

that the press of this county are continu

ally reporting cases where the residents are

being maimed, injured and killed in the

streets of our great city, as the result of

constant violations of the Motor Vehicle

law,” says the presentment.

"We called upon the Clerk of the Court

of Special Sessions to appear before us

and supply data showing the findings of

that court in such cases covering the period

from September 1, 1907, to September 30,

1908, with the following result:

“During that time 416 cases came before

that court for violation of said law. The

court appears to have inflicted a line of $50

in four such cases, a fine of $25 in 11 cases,

a fine of $20 in 11 cases, a fine of $15 in one

case, a fine of $10 in 15 cases, acquitted 15,

dismissed 30, sentence suspended on 126,

bond forfeited on two, for motion 26, trial

date, 125; total, 416.

“You will note from the above that not a

single offender appears to have been pun

ished with imprisonment as a result of hav

ing violated that law.

“The findings of that Court appear to

prove conclusively to us that the law in

question has been allowed to become a dead

letter. The lives of our citizens being in

constant jeopardy as the result of such vio

lations. we would recommend that the spirit

of the law be revived, and that in flagrant

cases or where a person has become an

habitual offender that the culprit be pun~

ished with a sentence of imprisonment.

Where a chauffeur or owner is found to be

a frequent offender we would recommend

that they not only be sentenced to prison,

but that in addition to this that their license

be revoked."

Dynarniting of Scorchers Suspected.

Dynamite traps to blow up speeders are

thought by the Chicago police to be in ex

istence in the Windy City's suburbs. A big

red touring car was blown to atoms a short

time ago, and no traces of the three men

occupying it could be found. The only

clew to the identity of the machine was the

license tag, bearing the number 2923 Illi

nois, registered in the name of a Chicago

millionaire. The latter had taken his car

from the garage the night before, and his

continued absence lends support to the po

lice theory that he met death in a dynamite

speed trap.

Rochester Club Urges Careful Driving.

“Drinking and driving a car should not

be indulged in on the same day; if you must

drink, do your driving in a hack," says

Secretary Van Tuyle, of the Rochester Au

tomobile Club, who thinks he ought to

know. Van Tuyle’s sentiments were ex

pressed in connection with a resolution

passed by the club on Saturday, 24th ult.,

regarding stricter observance of the trafi‘ic

ordinances. The resolution urges members

to slow down before turning corners; not

to dart ahead of vehicles in a crowded

street, and to stop or slow down when an

poaching persons who appear to be con

fused, et cetera. It is insisted that if mem

bers will follow the suggestions outlined,

fewer accidents will be reported. What the

resolution did not say about looking upon

the wine when it is pink, led the secretary

to cover this ground himself.

Learning How to Stop the Car.

As his first and most important rule of

automobile safety for inexperienced driv

ers, \Vinthrop 15. Scarritt proposes: "Learn

to stop your car." The rule is meant in a

deeper sense than merely to know how to

stop the car. As Scarritt explained in an

address at the opening of the Y. M. C. A.

Automobile School, in New York City, last

week: “The young driver should repeat

over and over again, What shall I do to

stop quickly? Push out that clutch, pull on

that brake. By constant repetition and prac

tice one learns finally just what to do with

out lacking time to think. You have all

day in which to start your car; your life

may depend some day on how quickly you

can stop it.”

Oil Drippings May Cause Lawsuit.

Oil that dripped from automobiles upon

the pavements at a prominent corner in

Utica. N. Y., is alleged to be the cause of

a horse's death recently, and the owners of

the horse are threatening to sue the city

for contributory negligence in not enforcing

the ordinance designed to prevent machines

from dripping lubricants on the roadway.

The horse slipped on the oily pavement and

broke its leg, so that it had to be killed.

The prospects of suit have stirred the po

lice to a strict enforcement of the ordinance.

Court Finds New Form of Insanity.

When a man gratifies his love of automo

bile rides by renting machines when he

cannot afford it, he is held to be insane by

the courts in Cleveland, 0. A traveling

salesman, Ellis Fischer, has been sent to

Cleveland's insane asylum as a result of a

mania in this direction.

BUFFALD RIGIDLY ENIDRCIS [AW

Prosecutions Under the “Lights” Section

Develop Some Interesting Points

Status of Idle Cars.

Motorists of Rochester, N. Y., are more

or less exercised just at present over the ad

ministration of that SCClIOII of the state au

tomobile law which relates to the use of

lights at night. George J. Bauer was ar

rested last week charged with neglecting to

show a red light on the rear of his car.

When stopped by patrolmen Louth and Nie'

dert, he said that as all of the lights on the

car were burning when he left the garage

be supposed they were still in proper order.

The officers, however, claimed that they

could not see the tail-light because the

bulge of the tonneau cut off its rays. When

lined by Judge Chadsey in the police court,

Bauer gave notice of appeal. The case is

the outcome of a campaign of special activ

ity recently undertaken by the Rochester

police in enforcing the lamp law. In addi

tion to the question of the position of the

lamp as determining whether or not the

motorist is complying with the legal re

quirement, another point which developed

in connection with other cases brought si

multaneously with that of Bauer was as to

whether a car standing in front of its own

er's house is in use, technically speaking.

One owner when brought into court, con

tended that he had to extinguish the light

on his car to keep children away, and that

as it was stationary no lights were required.

Massachusetts Association Chooses Bliss.

' Members of the Massachusetts State Au~

tomobile Association, at a meeting held

last week, elected officers for the ensuing

year. A. E. Bliss, of Maiden, is to be the

next president; A. D. Converse, of Win

chendon. vice~president; John C. Kerrison,

of Boston, secretary. For the latter office.

a number of the members wanted to elect

the present incumbent, James Fortesque.

but he flatly refused to accept the re-nom

ination. Chairmen of committees were se

lected as follows: Legislative, A. D. Con

verse; Good Roads. A. D. Chase; signboard,

John P. COghlin.

 

Middlesex County Motorists Form Club.

New Brunswick, N. J., boasts a new mo—

tor organization—the Middlesex Automo

bile Club, which was launched with 24 char

ter members last week. Its wheels were set

in motion by W. C. Crosby, acting pres~

ident, and H. A. Bonnell, secretary of the

Associated Automobile Clubs of New Jer

sey, and it will be represented in the coun

cils of the latter body as well as affiliating

with the A. A. A. in the near future. L. A.

Voorhees, of New Brunswick, was ap

pointed temporary chairman. and Arthur

W. Clark, temporary secretary.
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ADAP'I'ING SHIPS T0 MOTOR CARS

More Room ’Tween Decks Made Necessary

by Increase of Automobile Touring—

One Line Meets the Demand.

That the greatly increased use of Amer

ican cars by motorists touring abroad has

made it necessary to alter the arrangements

of the steamers of at least one of the great

trans-Atlantic lines is the surprising fact

disclosed by a letter from the designing

and construction department of the line in

question to a prominent American maker

who is credited with producing from 30 to

40 per cent. of the cars which are used in

this way. The steamship company states

that when Americans first began taking

their cars abroad for touring purposes, they

were content to land at Southampton, Cher

bourg or Bremen. Now, however, many

prefer to land in Italy and then tour north

ward, embarking for the homewtrd voyage

from one of the northern ports. The dis

tance between decks of this company’s Med

iterranean steamers was not sufficient to

care comfortably for the crates used for the

large suburban or entirely enclosed cars

and now on all steamers of their-line the

distance between decks has been increased

nine inches. This additional space will al

low easily for the largest enclosed cars.

Compels Trip from Coast to Coast.

In a courageous and, thus far, apparently

successful efiort to regain lost health, Mr.

and Mrs. H. A. Hover of Hover, Washing

ton, two members of the Spokane Motor

Club, arrived in New York City yesterday

(Wednesday) after a long trip from the

W'estern Coast in a 2 cylinder Maxwell car.

On April 11 last, the outset of the tour,

which is to take them around the globe,

Mr. Hover dipped his tires into the Pacific

Ocean at Tiajuana, a small Mexican village,

and upon reaching the Metropolis, waded

the car into the Atlantic, joyously complet

ing the first long lap of the expedition,

made entirely under the car’s own power.

From New York the Hovers will sail for

Algiers and penetrate through Egypt and

Tunis, into the Sahara Desert and there

after tour every country in Europe, and a

good part of Asia, until the winter of 1911,

when the homeward trip will be com

menced, taking in the Philippines, Australia,

New Zealand and Hawaii, motoring where

ever possible. From the latter place they

will sail for San Francisco in the winter of

1912. It is expected that more than 75.000

miles will have been covered by that time.

Motor Plow for Army Entrenchment.

One of the most recent acquisitions of the

French \Var Department is a motor plow

destined for use as a trench excavator for

use in field manouvers. While ordinarily

horse-drawn, when in action it is propelled

by its own power, a 100 horsepower four

cylinder motor being used for the purpose.

A very heavy fly wheel which is driven d1

rectly by the motor carries tour steel blades

which perform the function of excavators.

Other elements of the device are a plow

share, spades and a harrow. The system 15

the invention of a young engineer named

Ktester.

Helping Their Mail Carrier Buy a Car.

Instead of saving his pennies to buy a

machine for himself, a negro mail carrier

on rural route No. I, of Argenta, Ark., has

hit upon a much better scheme, which con

sists of having his patrons buy it for him.

Two months ago the carrier, I". W. White,

made a demonstration run in a motor buggy

and completed the delivery on his whole

route inside of three hours, where his horse

and wagon method takes a day. Following

this he mailed a circular letter to everyone

on the route, asking them to contribute to

ward the purchase of the buggy, in return

for which they would benefit by the im

proved service. So far he has received $475

and only needs $100 more to buy the vehi

cle.

Peanut Crop to Boom the Motor Car.

Peanuts, which long have been used as

an example of cheap insignificance, loom

up With considerable importance in the au

tomobile business of Texas, according to W.

F. Reynolds, southern representative for the

H. H. Franklin Mfg. CO., of Syracuse, N.

Y. “In Texas,” he explains, “the forecast

ing of business for the coming season is

now based to quite an extent on the out

look of the peanut crop. In one section a

yield of 150 bushels per acre is reported,

giving the peanut a lead over all other crops

in that vicinity. If the peanut crop is good,

the automobile business will feel the re

sulting prosperity.”

Automobiles for Funeral Corteges.

Because San Antonio's graveyards are al

most full, a new cemetery has been laid out,

some distance from the Texas city. It is

difficult of access, however, because the

street car company has refused to extend its

tracks to the new location, and so Mayor

Bryan Callaghan has called upon all the

automobilists of the city to assist whenever

there is a funeral to the new place, by rent

ing their cars to the mourners at afixed

rate. Being made as a call to civic duty,

the mayor's request has met with a ready

response.

More Municipal Cars for Chicago.

Three new Mitchell cars have been pur

chased for the use of the Building and

Boiler Inspection Departments of the city

of Chicago. Comptroller \Nalter L. Wil

son ordered these purchases after a personal

inspection of the company's factory, al

though he had been urged by his city hall

associates to buy higher priced cars than

those he selected.

lN'I'I-IRNA'I'IONAI. BUREAU 0F ROADS

Paris Congress Establishes

Body to Collate Information—Next

Congress to Meet in 1910.

Permanent

 

Aside from a bulky set of resolutions in

dicating the consensus of opinion as to the

best methods of treating the problem of

highway construction, the most important

outcome of the recent International Roads

Congress in Paris was the establishment of

a permanent international bureau compris

ing one or more delegates from each coun

try represented in the congress which will

enable the results of the experience of road

engineers the world over to be collated and

put into useable form. In connection with

the resolutions emphasis was laid upon the

necessity of using great care in the con

struction of foundations.

A layer of concrete from four to six

inches thick is especially recommended in

the resolutions. As for the road itself, it

should be composed of homogeneous mate

rials which are hard, tough, resisting and

not slippery. The use of tar, bituminous

products, and deliquescent salts are effec

tive for reducing the dust, but at present

the results are far from permanent, and

further experiments with these and similar

compounds are invited. Tarring, properly

carried out, is declared to be a remedy

against dust, and to a certain extent a pre

servative against the wear and tear caused

by all traffic, especially by fast motor vehi

cles. As for the plan of mixing the tar

with the road material, no definite opinion

was announced. Where motor traffic is not

very heavy, it is considered that the present

system of road making is sufficient, if it be

carried out carefully and with proper mate

rials. Roads should have the least amount

of camber possible with easy drainage of

rain water. The outside of curves should

be slightly raised, and there should be no

obstruction to the view at curves or at the

intersection of roads. A uniform system of

marking distances should be devised, and

for the benefit of international automobil~

ism a uniform system of road signals should

be adopted. These should be limited to

four kinds, respectively warning against ob

struction, including dangerous hills, corners,

level crossings—by night as well as by day

—and dangerous cr0ss-roads. It was re

solved that the next Congress shall be held

in Brussels in 1910. Incidentally, it was the

general opinion that the automobile move

ment should not be censured for causing ex

cessive road wear. As responsible for new

tralTic conditions, it was decided that

where necessary, new methods should be

devised to meet them.

 

“The A B C of Electricity." Price, 50c.

The Motor World Publishing CO., 154 Nas

sau Street, New York City
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Seventeen cents a Day l

Buys an Oliver Typewriter!

This amazing offer—the New Model Oliver Typewriter No. 5 at 17 cents a day is

open to everybody, everywhere.

ls’s our new and immensely popular plan of selling Oliver Typewriters on little easy

payments. The abandonment of longhand in favor of clean, legible, beautiful typewriting i8

the next great step in human progress.

signatures.

  

Already—in all lines of business and in all professions—

the use of pen-and-ink is largely restricted to the writing of

Business Colleges and High Schools, watchful of the

trend of public sentiment, are training a vast army of young

people in the use of Oliver Typewriters.

The prompt and generous response of the Oliver Type

writer Company to the world-wide demand for universal

typewriting, gives tremendous impetus to the movement.

The Oliver, with the largest sale of any typewriter in

existence, was the logical machine to take the initiative in

bringing about the universal use of typewriters. It always leads!

Save Your Pennies and Own an Oliver

This “17-Cents-a-Day” selling plan makes the Oliver as easy to own as to rent. A man’s “cigar money"—-a

woman’s “pin money"—will buy it.

Clerks on small salaries can now afford to own Olivers.

fit themselves for more important positions.

By utilizing spare moments for practice they may

School boys and school girls can buy Olivers by saving their pennies.

You can buy an Oliver on this plan at the regular catalog price—$100. A small first payment brings the

machine. Then you save 17 cents a day and pay monthly.

And the possession of an Oliver Typewriter enables you to earn money to finish paying for the machine.

Mechanical Advantages

The Oliver is the most highly perfected typewriter

on the market—hence its 100 PER CENT. EFFI

CIENCY.

Among its sources of conveniences are:

-—THE BALANCE SHIFT

—THE RULING DEVICE

—THE DOUBLE RELEASE

—THE LOCOMOTIVE BASE

—-THE AUTOMATIC SPACER

—THE AUTOMATIC TABULATOR

—THE DISAPPEARING INDICATOR

—THE ADJUSTABLE PAPER FINGERS

-THE SCIENTIFIC CONDENSED KEY

BOARD

Service Possibilities

The Oliver Typewriter turns out more work—of bet

ter quality and greater variety—that any other writing

machine. Simplicity, strength, ease of operation and

visibility are the corner stones of its towering supre

macy in

—CORRESPONDENCE

—CARD INDEX WORK

-TABULATED REPORTS

-—FOLLOW-UP SYSTEMS

—MANIFOLDING SERVICE

—ADDRESSING ENVELOPES

—WORKING ON RULED FORMS

—CUTTING MIMEOGRAPH STENCILS

Can you spend 17 Cents a Da')r to better advantage than in the purchase of this wonderful machine?

W'rite for Special Easy Payment Proposition or see the nearest Oliver Agent.

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER CC)" 310 Broadway, New York can, N. Y.
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' ‘ i; Another Victor

‘ 1

FOR THE

ISEMANN
MAGNETO

IN THE

VANDERBILT CUP RACE

The Most Reliable Ignition System in the World!

equipped on a Stock Car, 60 H. P. lsotta Fraschini,

iinished second, a tew seconds behind a specially

built 120 H. P. Racing Car

THE EISEMANN MAGNETO
ALWAYS A WINNER

WON

The Four Leading Road Races run in the U.S.A. in 1908

Savannah Race, - 1st, E I S EM A N N Magneto

Briarcliit Race, - 1st, E l S EMAN N Magneto

Lowell Race, - lst, E I S EMAN N Magneto

Parkway Sweepstakes, 1st, E l S EMA N N Magneto

WILBUR WRIGHT

won the world’s records with the

EISEMANN MAGNETO

equipped on his aeroplane

SOLE OWNER OF UNITED STATES .-\.\'l) CANADIAN PATENTS

LAVALETTE & C0. "2.111133133115127" NEW YORK
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The Week‘s Patents.

894,676. Pneumatic Tire Protector.

fus A. Mason, New Market, Iowa.

Sept. 9, 1907. Serial No. 392,019.

A pneumatic tire protector, comprising a

series of plates having formed therein op

positely disposed apertures between which

and the adjacent edge of the plate the metal

is offset to form recesses or depressions on

the inner sides of the plates, and a series

of links adapted to be engaged to said aper

tures and depressed portions of the plates,

whereby said links form projections or ob

structions on the outer surface of the pro

tector, while the inner surface of the lat

ter is smooth or unobstructed, substantially

as described.

894,709. Changeable Speed Gearing. \\'al

ter Scott, Sheridan, \Vyo. Filed Nov. 26,

1907. Serial No. 403,892.

1. A changeable speed gear comprising

a driven shaft, a plurality of concentric gear

wheels secured to the said driven shaft, a

driving shaft at a right angle to the said

driven shaft, a plurality of normally loose

pinions in mesh with the said gear wheels

on one side of the axis ther-of, a normally

loose reversing pinion in mesh with one of

the said gear wheels on the other side of

the axis thereof. clutch mechanisms for en

gagement with the said pinions and mounted

to slide on and to turn with the said driv

ing shaft, shifting levers for shifting the

said clutch mechanisms, pins fixed on sun

dry of the said shifting levers, spring

pressed swing arms pivoted on the remain

ing shifting levers. each swing arm carrying

a pin, a controller shaft, and cam arms ra

diating at different angles from the said con

troller shaft and adapted to engage the said

pins to actuate the corresponding shifting

lever.

894,719. Gearing for Motor Vehicles.

Frank Beemer, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor

‘ to Standard Roller Bearing Company, Phil

adelphia. Pa., a Corporation of New Jersey.

Filed June 19, 1907. Serial No. 379,741.

1. In motor vehicle gearing the combina

tion of a driven gear wheel. bearing sup

ports for the same, and a pair of cam faced

collars whereof one is pivoted with a latch

and the other with teeth whereby the gear

wheel may be shifted and held in proper po

sition, substantially as described.

894,750. Road Vehicle Wheel. John Slec,

Earlstown, Newton-le-Willows, England.

Filed March 18, 1907 .Serial No. 362,985.

1. In a wheel. the combination with the

felly, of a retaining ring on each side of

and projecting beyond the felly, segments of

compressible material between the rings

and free to expand inwardly toward the felly

and bolts passing through the felly and rings

to cause the rings to laterally compress the

segments. the inner faces of the rings which

Ru

Filed

bear upon the segments being annularly

grooved.

894,751.

O. Slanker, Pomona, Cal.

1907. Serial No. 407,317.

1. A tire protector comprising an annular

rim provided with headed projections from

its sides, opposite annular guard plates

slotted to removably embrace said projec

tions and extended inward to form a guard

inclosing a portion of the spokes of a wheel

intermediate of said rim and the hub there.

of, and a yielding packing disposed at the

opposite inner faces of the central opening

in said plates to surround said spokes.

894,775. Sparking Device for Explosive

Engines. Charles R. Greuter, Wilkes

Barre, Pa., assignor to Matheson Motor

Car Company, Wilkes-Barre, Pa., a Corpor

ation. Filed April 25, 1907. Serial No.

370,276.

1. A sparking device comprising a fixed

and a movable electrode, a resilient spring

connected to the movable electrode, oppo

snely disposed yielding members acting to

hold the movable electrode normally out of

contact with the fixed electrode, a cam lo

cated in operative relation to said spring.

and means for shifting said spring to vary

the time of contact of the cam therewith.

894,776. Vehicle \Vheel. George H.

Gruss, Goldfield, Nev. Filed April 18, 1907.

Serial No. 368,871.

A vehicle wheel, comprising a hub having

a cylindrical sleeve adapted to fit an axle,

radial flanges at the ends of said sleeve,

each of said flanges being provided with a

row of perforations around its outer edge,

two radial flanges srrrounding the central

portion of the sleeve, a resilient packing

between said last mentioned flanges. an an

nular plate between said flanges and sur

rounding said packing, an inner tire shrunk

upon the outer circumference of said plate,

eyes carried by said inner tire, a plurality

of spiral spring spokes connecting said eyes

and the perforations in said first mentioned

flanges, and an outer tire surrounding said

inner tire and secured thereto, said outer

tire having its outer surface provided with

a plurality of grooves. '

894,800. Power Translating Apparatus.

Joseph Sachs, Hartford, Conn. Original

application filed Sept. 19, 1903, Serial No.

173,801. Divided and this application filed

July 2, 1904. Serial No. 215,092.

1. In a power translating apparatus, the

combination with a prime mover and a

driven member, of a generator armature,

a motor armature, and means by which the

shafts of said armatures may be connected

whereby the driven member is always oper

ated through the shaft of the motor arma

ture.

Tire Protector Holder. Frank

Filed Dec. 20.

 

  
  

The Genuine

therefore you have no reason

to be imposed upon. We will

be pleased to send a small

section of Pirelli Cable to

any one interested—for com

parison. ,5,

To .\void I nition Trouble,

Specify PI ELLI Wire.

 
 

I1RELl-l Costs No More than the lmitations

  

15 nun. ngh Tension Rubber,

PIRELLI 8: CO., 296 Broadway, New York

For sale by MOTOR CAR EQUIPMENT CO., 55 Warren St., and 1727 Broadway, New York City.

 
 

894,958. Friction Drive Mechanism for

Motor Cars. Charles C. Keyser, Washing

ton, D. C. Filed Dec. 16, 1907. Serial No.

406.710.

1. The combination of a driving shaft

and a driven shaft; a carriage slidable upon

the driving shaft; a friction gear secured to

said carriage; a friction gear secured to

the driven shaft and adapted for contact

with the first-mentioned gear; a pivoted ar

cuate guide connected intermediate its ends

with said carriage; and means for swinging

said guide bodily in one direction to impart

a sliding movement to the carriage and the

gear secured thereto, and withdraw the lat

ter from contact with the last-mentioned

gear.

894,980. Running Gear for

George M. Phillips, St. Louis, Mo.

May 19, 1906. Serial No. 3l7,724.

In a running gear for vehicles, an axle;

circular cushioned frames having concave

peripheries; a circular pneumatic cushion

mounted in the concave periphery of each

of said frames; a suporting bar arranged

above and parallel to the axle; housings car

ried by the supporting bar and concaved to

register with the upper surfaces of the pneu

matic cushions; projecting ears mounted

upon the outer ends of the housing; a vehi

cle body; and springs upon which the vehi

cle body is mounted. said springs being sup

ported by said projecting ears, substantially

as described.

895,149. Universal Joint,

Blood, Kalamazoo, Mich.

1905. Serial No. 260.836.

1. In a universal joint, the two forks

adapted to be secured to the ends of two

shafts, the arms of said forks being per

forated at right angles to the shafts; bush

ings for said arms; a cross formed by two

pins, one passing through a hole crosswise

through the other. the outer ends of said

pins being journaled in said bushings in

the forks, said bushings each having a

threaded portion projecting beyond the face

of the forks; and a grease cup. screw

threaded to fit each of said bushings, sub

tantially as shown.

895,202. Compensating Gearing.

Vehicles.

Filed

Maurice E.

Filed May 17,

David

 

 

, DOW TUBES
The Best Tubes Ever Manufactured.

Are the most economical. Do not deflate when

punctured.

DOW TIRE COMPANY,

2000 Broadway, New York. .

889 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

  

 

 

The “Gotham” STA-RITE will end your

- spark plug

t r o u bles.

Soot can't

‘ stick to the

~ p o r celain.

Won't short-circuit. Never leaks. Can be

taken apart and cleaned with ease. Of deal

ers, or direct, $1.00.

THE R. E. HARDY CO.,'25 W. 42d St, New York.

  

 

 
 

It is not possible for any chain to be

better than

BALDWIN CHAINS

BALDWIN CHAIN & MFG. CO.,

Worcester, Mass.
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E. Ross Brookston, Ind., assignar to Ross

Gear and Tool Company, La Fayette, Ind.,

a Corporation of Indiana. Filed Oct. 27.

1906. Serial No. 340.808.

1. In a device of the character described,

a plurality of members, means common to

said members for furnishing power for driv

ing the same. means connecting said mem

bers whereby they may be driven at differ

ent speeds and devices for automatically in

creasmg the driving torque of one of said

members as the difference in their speeds

increases.

895.205. Water Radiator for Automobiles.

Charles F. Schell, Buffalo, N. Y. Filed Ian.

9, 1907. Serial No. 351,556.

1. A tube for radiators formed of a single

piece of metal folded upon itself at oppo

site ends and thence bent at right ang es

t0 the folded ends into the form of a tube.

895.222. Multiple-Cylinder Two-Cycle Ex

plosion Engine. Alexander Winton and

Harold B. Anderson, Cleveland, Ohio, as

signors to The Winton Motor Carriage

Company, Cleveland. Ohio. Filed April 13,

1908. Serial No. 426,875.

I. The combination with a multi le cyl

inder two-cycle explosion engine, 0 a sm

gle carburetter having a supply communi

cation for each cylinder, and means for ad—

mitting air to said communications inde

pendent of the carburetter.
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out and adjust it at leisure.

UNTERBERO(“5’HBLMLB

TIMI‘J BUILDING.

 

 

 

Unterberg 8t Helmle Magneto

You don’t have to imitate the India Rubber Man in the Dime Mu

seum to get at the interrupter adjustment—you take the interrupter right

Undoing one screw takes it out, and you

can't make a mistake in putting it back. The condenser is likewise re

m0vable by taking out the interrupter.

The distributer is disassembled by taking out three screws, and is

cleaned by removing a spring-held cover.

The firing position is determined by inserting a removable pin

through the armature casing. You can take the magneto ofl' bodily and

replace it yourself without fear of upsetting the timing.

Type LI‘IfiThe SELF-STARTING MAGNETO.

Type LB—WITHOUT the self-starting device; used with separate

battery system. Other types for special uses.

LM}DDDTZ COMPANY

J‘olc Imporfem'

TheNAGN[l0mFUN TO

4' .

OWN I1

Q'TW'I’QI—IQOHGIQHGILNH

NEW YORK

 

WANTS Mlll Fllll SALE
IS cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

\N/ ANTED—Young man of experi

ence. with some capital, to take

charge of St. Louis factory building auto

mobile runabouts. Splendid opportunity to

right party. Give fnll particulars as to your

ability. Address C. M. V., care Motor

World. Box 649, New York City.

ANTED—Position as advertising man

agcr; have had years of experience

in building catalogs, booklets. folders, etc.;

also have a practical knowledge of printing

values and all details in connection there

with. I hold similar position at the pres

ent time, but for good reasons desire a

change. Address A. R. M.. 1457 Wilson

Ave., Chicago, Ill.

‘0R SALE—300 sets 28x3 best grade ar

tillery wheels. fitted with clincher rims,

less hubs. Write for bargain prices on sin

gle sets of the lot. THOMAS B. JEF

FERY & COMPANY, Kenosha, Wis.

PANllAllll OIL
" The 0” In the Checkerboard Con"

la the o__ne perfect automobile lubrleant.

Panhard Oil is the only cylinder oi_l made

that will lubricate at a_ll temperatures. It

insures against pre-ignition, pounding, and

other costly en me tr0ubles which are com

monly caused y goor cylinder ml carbon

izin in the cylin ers. _

T e new Sealed Can protects you against

 

 

 

 

the substitution of an inferior oil—always

see that the seal is not broken.

stones A. HAWS, :1:'2:.:':;.:;

  

 

MIQl-IMEIQI'IN“

MICHELIN TIRE COMPANY

IILLTOWN. N. J.

  

OVERLAND

Tourist Roadster

SI .500 SI .280

OVERLAND AUTOMOBILE CO.

mount/mous, mp.

 

 
 

 
  

 

 
 

 

HAVE YOU SEEN

THE PERFECTION WRENCH ?
The newest and best wrench made; all steel—great

strength; instantly adjusted; easily and t‘uickly Oper

ated; positive grip; immense time, troub e. and tem

per saver; best “all round tool" ever offered for sale.

“You will want one when you see It."

For circular address.

THE PERFECTION WRENCH CO..

Box 426, PORT CHESTER, N. Y.

Electric

WAutomobiles

ARE MADE BY

ELECTRIC VEHICLE (10., Harltord, rOIIII.
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. and the very best

procurable .1

  

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

     
 lee Your Car a Good Name : v

suvrtéiiimnv RAJAH” l

SPIRAL svnmns SPARK PLUGS
Change a bone-shaker and a spring-breaker into an easy riding. real auto N I A LuT E s u R E

mobile in which you can take pride and your passengers comfort. The use

of S. S. S. change a near-good car to a real good car and add the finishing

touch of luxury to the best cars. Our booklet tells you all about them,and is yours for the asking. Write for it. '

!

SUPPLEMENTARY SPIRAL spams 00.,455222LT::'.¢;.°- °L°°'“"'“°' "5‘" “"EY- "- s- ‘- E

New York Branch, Removed to Motor ert Building. (Larger Quarters.) (watsessmg Station! D" L' & w“ R' 1")

 

  
  

 

ww w “mm m" “EMON CLEVELAND SPARK PLUGS
QEB‘I'BVGii"E_Wh¢" it “'°"|d"‘" “to” "RMnhanicolMunflrhleco'

It's dangerous. Use u n

For catalog, nddrela Dept. 16. They Shoo‘ 8 Flame'

TH E R M O I D NORM“ . MRMON co. cLEvmmu SPARK ms 00.

B RA K E LI N | N G (£310,185!) INDIANAPOLIS, mo. CLEVELAND, orno

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

“limii'igfl; 5;.“S'llfiglll;..if’<5fgg The PULLMAN THE GYROSCOPE CAR

   

  
    

 

  

and V: inCh larger “YES "13" you 8" Willi any The Simplest Automobile in the World.

other car at this price. To have other cars 4'40 Roadster. PfiCQ, $34110. .

' . ' ‘ . YSO—Th P E—-$ 50.wuwnfd “ml; $th“ “If: )tmfdmusl pay $50 extra- that made the run from Philadelghia w Sa- GYRoscogE AUTBM'SBILZ; CO (me)
H“ m u m ormaM n o ay' vannah Ga., March 5th to 18th, t rough mud ' '

MITCHELL OTOR CAR co" up to the radiator, beating all previoul records. Gyrouop' Bldg"

572 gath‘r‘lggl'ldsll'i‘anufacturers A. M. Cgahcllf‘ezh.wm- YORK MOTOR CAR co" York' Pa' 2:“ we“ 54th St. new York City
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Will YOUR 1909 Cars Have

The Remy Magneto? 2 0 L E A D I N G

MANUFACTURERS!

 

 

 

1909 cars than all our competitors combined can sell. The total to date ex

ceeds 15,000. There must be a reason for this remarkable popularity of the

Remy. You will find it in the more than 15,000 Remy Magnetos now in use. a I c c q u l p p l n 8

More Remy Magneto: have been sold to manufacturers for American-built _ _

cars in past seasons than all other magnetos together. I h e l r c a I 5 W I t h

Years of test with all kinds of gasoline motors, under all kinds of conditions,

have developed the Remy to the highest degree of eflicicncy and certainty.

And it is the simplest magneto made. No brushes to cause trouble, wear out

“New SOLAR
We are the Oldest Manufacturers

0t Magnetos in America Apperson tasse- mm

Our magnetos were giving splendid l'a., Hill Climb, uric 27th; .\|1ii\\'li<*.'i|l A‘nocar Lozler Rambler

service on motors, gasoline tractors, Hill Climb New 'ork, July 11th; Shin- Matheson Simplex

etc., long before the automobile be- lc Hill Climb, West llaven Conn., Amcflgan

came practicable. The Remy is used .lay 27th: Rockville, Conn., Hill Climb, “armon Stoddard-n-y'on

in the 200 h. p. gasoline electric steel junc 30th. Corbin
Ears gnar‘iiiticturetiilor thé chion Pacific “The Remy is used not; all the lEiuick Packard SICII'IIS

y t e i c een otor_ ar 0. . otor Co., Maxwe - iriscue otor I.
The Remy is used With the powerful (0., .'\p{)el'50fl Bros. Automobile COIumb Peerless Thomas

engines that operate the big Gerling Co., Over and Automobile CO., Cam- chalmgrs-Dglro" Pop¢-flarflord While

angsfiol' tourlteenbplows in Ithe West. gun \Cair k Cg, M Midlanth Mgtor

ts e ctency as een pruvct in many 0., .‘or y e . armon 0., 'is- - - ' '

automobile contests, as for instance, sel Motor Car CO., Olds Motor ICCOgI'llZC solar Lamps have better light-givmg

by the Buick cars equipped with the Works cars~and more Rem s are - . - -

Remy. a: prell. Mass-.011 Labor Dag, being specified every day for t e cars qualities, are more durable and are better in construction
and at Indianapolis, Sept. 18 and l ; of other makers. Write for illus

by the Cameron at the tration and full de- than any other motor lamp on the market

DdH H‘lll‘,."i -a 0m 1 cm“, “mum 0 our new On all the best cars you Will find the best lamps——
Worcester, Mass, June magneto. We build

6th; in the Economy and them in such large

—

Crimp/tit Cara/0g uf'ou rri/nsrt.

Hill Climbing Contests at quantities that we

u

606 Lyman Ave.

Baltimore, g. 8th;wil:§ can make you very

Badger Brass Company KENOSBA. WIS.

—

 
 

Knox can, equi attractive prices.

the Remy, at ornstown, Investigate!

Remy Electric Company

Department ll, Anderson, lndlann

NEW YORK BRANCH:

Thoroughfare Bldg, Broadway and 57th St.

Weeoooooooe

The

Supremacy

Standard Bearings
is emphasized by the continued victories of the

Chalmers-Detroit'30"

STANDARD

ANNULAR

BEARINGS

Their axles are also our work.

Standard Roller Bearing Co. %

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

@@@@@@ $i@@
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Heinze ignition ap

paratus on your

l909 car and get

THE BEST

MADE.

 

@@@@@

 

Write us if your

dealer does not

carry them.

Heinze Electric (In.

LOWELL, MASS.

Makers of

coma, Tiivicaa.

MAONETOS, SPARK

PLUGS.
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GASOLENE MOTORS

'ARE SUPREME

MEOHANIOALLY

Built in all sizes from 2 H. Pv up to 60 H. P., in the largest and best equipped

motor plant in the world.

Prompt deliveries assured. Send us yourspecifications and let us bid on your

requirements.

Aurora Automatic Machinery Co.,

State and Claim Streets, AURORA, ILL.

AND ECONOMICALLY

Bulldore ofthe moot

advanced type

of Gaeolone Inglnoa

 

 
 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STEVENS-DURYEA

New Model X Limousines

 
 

A town car of the most luxurious type. Every

detail suggests elegance and refinement. Among

the points that contribute to its beauty of design

may be mentioned the rounded back and extension

front with bent glass windows, a combination giv

ing those symmetrical lines lacking in Limousines

not having these features. The luxurious uphol

stering and interior conveniences leave nothing to

be desired in the way of comfort. A dome elec

tric light with switch affords an instant and bril

liant light, toilet cases with accessories are at each

side, and a speaking tube connects with the

driver. Seating capacity of body: five passengers.

PRICE COMPLETE, $3,750.

SEND FOR LIMOUSINE CATALOGS

STEVENS-DURYEA CO.

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

Member of Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

 

 
 

  

   30,000 MIL ADJUSTME NT.

HESE PARSONS WHITE BRASS BE ARINGSRAN

HAT DISTANCE IN A PACKARD CAR.THEY ARE BACK IN

HE CAR WITHOUT EVEN BENG SCRAPED

STILL RUNNING RUNNNG STILL.

NGCQHIP & ENGINE BUILDI

HE W! CRAMP & SONS s PHILADELPHIA,PENNA

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Largely Because of the Best Ignition

A Knox Car equipped with a

SPLITDORF MAGNETO '

Won the Hill Climbing Contest at Lenox, Mesa, October 14,

Decisively Defeating All Competitors.

If you want Ignition that you can bank on—Ignition that

will give you more reliable, more efficient, more economical

service than any other, specify the SPLITDORF Magneto

and accept nothing else.

NchorkC. F. Splitdori £1222; 1‘85 $235.8"
 

 

 

  

 
 

  

Full

18-20-8018:

Power

For Speed-De

finriabilit —

unomy nder

all Conditions 0!

Weather—Hille

liud and Band

With no Expo

rience neoeaearfi

YOU CAN BAN

ON TiilB CAR.

\

  

  

 

Alwa s Goes

The W ole Route \:.-_-§‘_J";

In buying an automobile consider tint ooet. but hesitate longest to investigate up _
-

keep and economy oi fuel consumption. Buy a car where you can hold the maker to this ' . -

wanntee. Insist on records 0! durability and the evidence of thnuundu oi useru‘ endorsements. '

e invite oomparilon of our oataloge-bonku—tentimonIain—which you can have for the asking.

Write for them. But above all compare our iantory facilities—expert workmanehip—ex

perienee and the highest quality of every part 0! '

The Invincible

\ Auto-Runabout

with all other! of this I is car.

of a car llae the Sehae it

throughout—easy riding long "Concord" lounge—high, solid cushions

it‘oaoinygéupkeep on all roads—Sheer carburetors, etc-Full high class equipment iound only on

lg prie

The Hchaclit la the mint to run. aim lest. moat practical, most economical car you can buy—

Let nu show you all tho reasons why. Write or literature. if interested as an agent—let ul make you

‘ our Special Fropoeltion.

The Schacht Manufacturing Company

2720 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati, 0.

 

“PL

  

@Qf'a'q 7“)

: a

I 8 0 Q l
[restilpa'gjn 610151"0" I

. “Ir/,0 Org/QQIO %éwa 0‘“;

-~-.."'oi,%i§~' "'1’- “=
~. a

  

afew "dc/i, s
  

    

  

SCHACH
Write us and investigate the meaning in you as an owner

l-‘ull lfl-Nhorec-power—uearlen—clutehleue-Timken roller bearing!

Goodrleh rubber til-ea (or
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The slightest “feel” of the

crank proves the perfection of MOBILOIL. There

is no possibility of anything but perfect lubrication

in any gasoline engine, regardless of type. For

dilierent machines there are different grades of

  

Model B Tourinl ’Car rice $1,250.00. Full equipment, includi two[a 1m , two side. 3“ lamps,r one tail lamp, enerntomn‘horn,

tools, in pump and batteries. up, $75.00 extra. unabout, $1.200.

(LA combination of simplicity and efficiency designed for the man

who scrutinizes the car he is to buy, who intends to himself

operate it, and to whom economy in up-keep and running expense

is essential.

Our booklet tells you which is the

proper grade for our automobile—and

why. A copy wil be sent free on re

quest. It contains much of interest to

(LThe live agent will find in the Oakland a car that appeals to a

lar and intelligent class of purchasers and that will justify the

fol est confidence.

i.

- a.

(LCorrespondence invited motorists.

MOBILOIL_in barrels,_ and in cans

OAKLAND MOTOR CAR CO., Pontiac, Mich. with Pam" Pouring spout, '8 sold by all

dealers. Manufactured by

VACUUM OIL COMPANY

Rochester. N. Y.

I. B. ECCLESTON. Sales Manager, 58 Franklin St, Bulnlo, N. Y.

 

  

SGHRADER UNIVERSAL VALVE
Trade erk Registered April 30, 189‘

SIMPLE AID ABSOLUTELY AIR TIGHT

Schrader Motor Tire Valves, as shown in cut, are the regular equipment for

G & J Motor Tires, Hartford Dunlop Detachable Tires, Fisk Detachable Motor

Tires, and New Goodyear Detachable Motor Tires.

Our No. 777 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for 2% inch and 3 inch Tires and

our No. 72 5 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for tires larger than 3 inches.

Sippth to the Trude by All Tlro Manufacturers

. IGHRADDI'S 80"., Inm, 28-30-32 Rose 81., New York

rm,
_ WE LONGEST

  

i.

EMPIRE AI ’I‘OMOBILE 'l‘IRE CURIPANY, Trenton, ngo.

New York, 148 Chambers St., and Broadway and 73d St.; Boston, 292 Devonshire SL; Bulfan 724 Main St.; Fobes Auto Su ply

Portland, 015:. ;h Fobes AiltocSup%y Co., Seattle, Wash; Waite Auto Su ply Co., Providence. i1. I.’ Chicngp, 130! Mlchi an X

un 0.; a.:

ve.: At

lanta. Gm. flrri Rubber enver Auto Goods_ Co. Denver, Colo.; enn Mrtn Supply Co., l'hiladel his, Savell Ru ber Co.. Inc]:

sonville, Fla.; El‘llplrk' Tire & Rubber Co., Minneapolis, Minn; The Motor Sup ly Agency Co., 1246 line id Ave.. Cleveland, 0.; The Con

sumers Auto bupply Co.. 7th Ave. & Smit field t., Pittsburg, Pa.

-:,r4_.;._ _ .
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If your car is wired with PACKARD ENAMELED

IGNITION CABLE you can be dead sure you will have

no trouble so far as the wiring is concerned.

THE PHQKZ-IRD ELEGTRIQ GOMPHNY, 303 Dana Ave, WARREN, OHIO

 

 

AIIE S'TANOAIIII
“CONTINENTAL” MO'IOIISG t _

tiona on high grade

  

two and four cylin

der motors, 10 to 45

horsepower. The

are equipped wit

self-contained oiling

system and ready

for attaching mag

" neto. Highest

grade workmanship,

efficient, d u r a b I e

and simple. Also

clutches and trans.

Send for catalogue.missions.

OONTINENTAL IOTOII NFO. O... luskogsn, Nlth.

K. FRANKLIN PETERSON, Western Represent

ative, 166 E. Lake St., Chicago, II].

T. J. WETZEL, Eastern Representative, 29 West 42d

St., New York, N. Y.

 

 

Cot Rid of Tire Troubles

Try a Set of

GaJImus

TRUFFAULT-HAR’I‘FORD

 

 

 

Trade

SH()CK ABSORBER

Mark

The Device that made Safe, S ed; and Comfortable

Automobiling osai lc.

Write for catalogue, Department D.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO.,

E. V. Hartford, Pres. 145 Bay St, Jersey City, N. I.

 

AVOID ACCIDENTS

by using the

Wridgway No Glare Shade

which adds to the efficiency of the lamps and keeps

Iare from blinding other users of the hi ways. Can

ge fitted to any existing lamp.

PEERLESS MOTOR CAR CO.,

220 to 224 w. 41.: St., NEW YORK

 

 
 

 

   

PALM
 

1620-2214 _ 1321

Broadway, — Chicago, III.

New York Michigan Ave.,

PALMER & SINGER MFG. CO.

 

Ge cf

inesnnne”
SIDE-WINE SOLID MOTOII TIIIES

me WORLD'S snmuno

FINESTOIIE TIRE & RUBBER 00., Allan, Ohlo

 

 

 

 
 

A SUPERB LINE OF CARS—

T H E A C K s O N

“No Sand Too eep—No Hill Too Steep."

Z-Cylinder and 4-Cylinder

Runabouts, Roadsters, Touring Cars,

18 II. P., 24 H. P.. 30 H. P. and 36 H. P.

Prices, $850, $950, $1,250 and $2,000.

IIIONOON AUTOIOOILE OO . .IIOIIIII, Ilth.

 
  

 
 

 

 

DO YOU KNOW THAT MORE

0mm
Demountable rims are sold than all others

com 'ned. Write for information.

CONTINENTAL CAOUTCI-IOUC CO.,

1788-90 Broadway. New York City.

  

 

 

.

“ FIFTY”

We had the best car in America.

We thought for a long while how to

improve it and left it alone. You think

that over.

  

  

Touring Car, Baby Tonneau or Road

ster bodies, with double ignition,

$3,000. ‘

Pennsylvania lulu Motor 60.

IIIIYN NIIWII, PENNSYLVANIA

 

 

 

  

_A DUPLICATION, NOT A"

I" ITATION OF LEATH ER.

A U T O F OI D is a peculiar name.

Tr to remember it when next on are on

d'ering material for tops, cushions, etc.

AMERICAN LEATHERETTE MFG. CO

Bufialo, New York.

 

  

1908 Model D. 60 H. P

Ncw factory, Saginaw, Mich.

Complete catalogues now ready.

RAINIER MOTOR CAR COMPANY,

Broadway, cor. 56th St., New York.

 

$1nhharh-Bagtnu

ONE Quality for ALL Models

ONE Price for ALL Buyers

Write for 1909 Catalog.

TI-IE DAYTON MOTOR CAR CO"

Dayton, 0

 

 

 

SUPERIOR Etched llama Plates

We are prepared to furnish you any kind

or style as above. We shall be pleased to

furnish quotations.

CHANDLER CO., Springfield, Mass.

 
 

 

 

FRANKLIN

Automobiles'

Franklin light-weight construction is stronger

than ordinar _hcavy construction—and does a

lot more. me for catalogue.

 
 

II. II. FRANKLIN MFG. 60.. Syracuse. N. Y.

  

unions—“n
4:31:00“ °°‘ I ‘ Y

I  

 

'0
mos ‘rl-L ---- ----—

I <> DIAMOND crum 0 mm co

=W "(I W. Georgia St,

Indianapolis, Ind.

 

  

A Necessity On Automobiles—WHAT?

COLUMBIA LOCIi NUTS

  

CANNOT shake loose. The

of accident insurance.

thread of

_ add an important factor of safety and

give a feeling of securité. olurnbia Lock Nuts are the best kind

_ sed by most makers of the best care and

by leadrnfil railroads, etc. Send us a two-cent stamp, size and

t e bolt, and we will forward a Columbia Lock Nut for it.

COLUMBIA NUT do BOLT CO., 1:10., Bridgeport, Conn.
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RADIATORS 1

AND WATER PIPES

  

MM.
 

“w’mvmn lllL

THE OIL THAT

GRAPHITIZES

are responsible for it:

popularity

YOU NAME THE CAR

E'LL

NAME THE GRADE

mam: onur 1w

CHAS. F. KELLOM It 00.

"3 Arch St., Philadelphia

Bolton Branch:

284 Columbus Avenue.

New York Attents:

Gariord Motor Car Co.,

l540 Broadwa .

  

  

"fin-71a“!

  

 

‘I'Il AGE MOT0ll CAR'CO.

lending, Pl

FRIGTION DRIVEN

The car which has no clutch to slip—

no seen to strip—no grease—no noise.

THE $1350 CARTERBAR

The Motorcar Company. Detroit, Mich.

 

 

 

 

 

 

SPRINGFIELD

TOP (Pat. 1395)

Aluminum

Bodies

SPIINGFIEID

METAL BODY 00..

8“ Ilrnle Ave.

Sprinlflelll. Iaaa.

  

 

'~ Steel Tires
Full of Air.

Tire expenae cut in two.

Cannot Blow Out, Rim Cut

or Puncture.

Aa Flexible aa Rubber

Anti-Skid.

That part of a tire with a

blowout or a rim cut in it

will last longer than any

, other part it encircled by a

few sections of steel.

Thousandl in nae.

Kimball Tin Gas: 00.

I72 Broadway

Council Bluffs, Iowa

  

 

  

\vi"TREATED

""5

  

N0

SP|NGS
FOR AUTOMOBILE punposu

CLEVELAND-CANTON SPRING 00.. 2‘: 2

 

  

  

 

 

WE WILL NOT

accept your contract unleu we can give you the

delivery you require. We will not accept more

contracts than we can fill with proper attention to

each. We make Pressed Steel Frame! and Auto

mobile Stampings.

THE HYDRAULIC PRESSED STEEL CO.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

 

Til! IlTEii WAY

BETWIIN

BUFFALO AND DETROIT
The D. I R. Line Steamern leave Buffalo

. r _ dailv at 5:30 p. nu. (ea-tern time) and Detroit .J'

weak dayaaifm/Op. m ,fluniiayaatjmflpmi.

(central timei reaching their doatinatioo __

the next morning. Direct connections with _.
~ early morning traine- lpwoat (area and r:

' anporior aervioe to all pointa welt.

-. Rail Tickets Available on Steamers

" All claim" of ticket- aoid reading via

Iiohiiran CentraLWahnah and Grand Trunk

‘ Railwau hotwnen Bnthio and Detroit. in

either irt-riion will b:- acceptod tor tram

portation on D. l B. Lino Ste-mere.

Bond two rent atamp for iiiuatraud pam

phlet and Great Labs Ia .

Addraaa L G. Lowla, . P. L, Detroit.

Detroit & Butlan Steamboat Co.

' PHILIP a. vacuum", A. a. ecuanrz,

VIC! PRI‘ID‘IT

  

 

Why pay high prices

ron ALUMINUM

Axle Covers, Engine

Crank Cases, Trans

mission Cases.

l‘iave these made

of Pressed Steel

JUST AS LIGHT

Stronger. Much Less

in Price.

Send Prints for Estimates.

A. 'O. Smith Co.
243 Ollnton QQI'OOQ, MILWAUKII, WIS.

 

 

  
 

 

 

McCORD

LUBBIMTORS — BADIATORS
“Marla o! a Good Motor Car"

MOKIII OOPPlR-AOBEOTOI GASKETS

McOORD &. COMPANY

NEW YORK—Hudson Terminal. 50 Chart Street.

Old Colony Building. CHICAGO.

 

Gaaoiine and Electric—tor Pleaaure and Brain.

Siudabahr Miami". 00.. South Bend. Indiana

 

 
 

Name

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

' 154 Nassau Street, New York

‘ Enclosed find $2.00 for which utter my subscription to

(the motor “(Morita

for one year. commencing with the iaaue of______

 

M
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WAlBll Fllll UUR 1909 ANNllUNBEMENT—li Will llilBiBSl Ylili.
NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

    

The 0nly Cure ior Tire Troubles

The 0nl_v Genuine Snare Wheel

GETA

STEPNEY

j on AND GONI IN ' “

‘ LulYnAuAmuu-rl ‘- ‘i

AND KEEP GOING
 

' Agencies in all the large cities.

Catalogue B tells all about it. Write NOW.

The Spare Motor Wheel oi America, Ltd.

Main Oiilce: 236 Michigan Ave., Chicago

 

mums for the AlliliMliBllE HlliiE
  

THE M. SEWABD SONS COMPANY, New Haven, Conn.

  

Satisfaction

Guaranteed

Thousands of our

Spring Clips

ale now in use,

having been sup

plied to the leadingautomobile manu- _§

facturers.

Have you secured our prices?

  

 

 

 

NEW ADJUSTABLE

"s" PIPE

  

A very handy wrench for inconvenient places. Drop

forged steel throughout, parts carefully hardened, and are

interchangeable. Has patent nut lockmg device at side.

Write for new circular.

THE BILLINGS 8: SPENCER CO , Hartford, Conn.

  

 

 

 

   

l-‘or Automobile Bodies, Dashes, Guards, Bonnets,

Battery Boxes, Drip Pans, Mulliers, lite.

TRONG—DURABLE

CALELESS—RUSTLESS

MOUTH—PAINT ADHERES FlllllLY

A Metal That's A Time and Money SlVer

Tin: 51'an ROLLING MILL COMPANY, cnnrrou. omo

 

   

 

 

Its records and the opinions of its users speak more loudly than self praise. Agencies for

1909 are being closed rapidly. Much good territory still open.

BRUSH RUNABOUT COMPANY,
 
 

Model B—Brush Runabout

A CAR 0F SIMPLE DESIGN MADE WELL

NOT A COMPLICATED DESIGN MADE CHEAPLY

Detroit, Mich.
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130011105110
Establishes American Supremacy in Automobiles

Wins the Vanderbilt Cup

The Greatest International Road Race ever held in this country

and the supreme test ot reliability and endurance.

258 MILES IN 240 MINUTES

OVER A SLIPPERY COURSE

Locomobile N0. 16 was first; Locomobile No. 1 would have finished in third place, but the race was called off

after two cars had finished. At this unexpected announcement touring cars came out on the course, and as No. l Loco

mobile neared the Grand Stand on its last lap it came in collision with a car 25 YARDS FROM THE TAPE. The Cup

Commission had notified the drivers before the race that five cars led be allowed to finish. Out of 19 entries, of

which 7 were foreign cars, LOCOMOBILE RAN FIRST AND THIRD. Two cars placed. Something heretofore un

known in any contest for the Vanderbilt Cup. No trouble of any sort was experienced on either of the two cars except

from the tires, which were Of the anti-skid variety, necessitated by the slippery course.

- The Locomobile No. 16, driven by Robertson,

made the fastest lap—23 45-100 miles—in 20 minutes

and 17 seconds. It also ran 5 other laps in less than

21 minutes each. ITS AVERAGE SPEED DUR

ING THE RACE WAS 64 3-10 MILES PER HOUR,

INCLUDING ALL STOPS. THIS SMASHES

ALL RECORDS FOR THE VANDERBILT CUP,

no previous average reaching 62 miles per hour.

Both cars are of 90 h. p. and are substantially the same as our regular stock product, the difference being one of

dimensions, so that the victory stands as a splendid triumph for Locomobile design and construction—a triumph for the

Locomobile low-tension ignition system, the Locomobile magneto, the 4-cylinder motor. the selective transmission sys

tem and other features of the car. The material used in our regular product is everywhere as good and in some places

even better than that used in the cars entered in the race AND WHICH WERE BUILT IN 1906.

The consistent performance of the two Vanderbilt Cup Locomobiles is but a repetition of the performance of the

two entries in the great Founders’ Week Stock Car Race in Philadelphia, October 10. This great race was won by a

40 h. p., 4-cylinder Locomobile, regular in every way.

THE LOCOMOBILE CO. OF AMERICA

BRIDGEPORT, CONN. -

MEMBER OF ASSOCIATION LICENSED AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS
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Mayo Radiators Make a Good Car

Better and Their Use on a Car is a

Hall-Mark of Quality.

1]] Mayo Radiators are' made in a quality shop.

ln their construction no expense is spared, no

crude methods obtain. In their use complete

satisfaction results.

‘1 Mayo Radiators perform their lunctions well

under all conditions—and conditions at times

are exacting. lt is at just such times that Mayo

quality asserts itself.

‘1 The engineer can eliminate possible radiator

troubles from his calculations by the adoption of

the best possible radiator. The test of years

and use has proved that we make it.

‘1] Our capacity limit on new contracts is rapidly

being reached.

MAYO RADIATOR COMPANY, New Haven, Conn.

 

 

 

 

LARGE SALES AND SMALL PROFIT

with thousands of satisfied customers is our best advertisement, and makes it possible for us to import

TheCelebrated BramptonChain
from ENGLAND (paying Freight and Duty) and sell it at THE SAME PRICE AT WHICH THE

OTHER CHAINS ARE SOLD TO AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS, JOBBERS, DEALERS AND

OWNERS.

Price Being Equal, Which Would You Prefer? The Best?

Several of the manufacturers now equip their cars with THE BRAMPTON CHAINS. Others will do

so, if you will order your car that way. No extra cost to you or the manufacturer.

There is an increasing DEMAND for THE BRAMPTON CHAIN and it _is now being sold by the

live jobbcrs and dealers throughout this country. Agents wanted in unoccupied territory.

PRICE THE SAME—QUALITY. THAT'S DIFFERENT

“’e are Sole U. 5. Agents. Write for proposition. Catalog on request.

C" S E MANUFACTURER, JOBBIRI EXPORTER AND IMPORTER

A o O ’ Main Office: 97-99-101 Reade Street. New York

BRANCHES—54th St. and 8th Ave., New York; 202-204 Columbus Ave, Boston Mass.: 318-320 N. Broad St.. Philadelphia, Pa.;

227%-229 Jefferson Ave., Detroit; 1829 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, 0.; 1392 Bedford ;\VC., Brooklyn, N. Y.; 824 Main St., Buffalo.

The Largest Automobile Supply House in America

(I!
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The vae M “Swedoh” Spring Steel Rims

Its size is eloquent testimony to the merits of its product.

 

 

v ' V
‘ vg- .n

, \

urnaces and Billet Mills "  

  

“TRUE AS (‘Swedoh’) STEEL”

has an added significance when applied to rims, meaning A TRUE CIRCLE OF STEEL THAT STAYS TRUE. See that they

are on all your automobiles.

CLIXCIIER RIM MEASUREMENTS.

 
 

 

  

  

  

 

  

 

 

 
 

  

 
 

Rims for Wood Wheels
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THE

SELDE

' CAR

FOR 1909
 

 

Enters upon its second year

year” car has ever earned a

better reputation or made a

better showing.

_ T H E O A R O F

MODERATE PRICE

$2000

Tourlng Oar

leouolne

 

 

Roadster

Landaulet

4 cylinder, 28-30 horsepower, shaft drive,

selective transmission, metal body, pressed steel

frame, excellent hill climber, fine finish and

style, roomy tonneau, luxurious upholstery, easy

riding, smooth running, economical in up—lreep,

in fact, a high grade car in every particular.

The “ Silent Selden ”

1909 MODELS READY

IN SEPTEMBER

 

Agency propositions now ready. Send for

catalog and specifications.

Selden Motor Vehicle to.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Member A. L. A. u.

 
 

with a clean record. No “first

 

 

 
     

 
  

Mama

  

 

  

g_- AD...

1909

Prices Reduced $1,000

And the Reasons Why

Heretofore the Matheson Car has been considered the

highest priced as well as the highest grade American

car on the market.

 

 

Millions of dollars worth of these cars have been delivered

to customers who could afi'ord to pay the higher price

for the best.

Many other purchasers have been persuaded that some of

the lower priced cars have been “just as good." Mathe

son owners who have used other makes of cars have

answered that question satisfactorily. Send for their

letters, which we have done up in a book.

In order, therefore, to still maintain the unequalled quality

of the Matheson Car and at the same time give cus

tomers this magnificent car at the price of the cheaper

cars, the makers have figured that by doubling the fac

tory output and selling at a much closer margin of

profit, the price of the Matheson Car eQuipped with

Touring, Landaulet or Limousine bodies, could be cut

$1,000, and the same chassis, equipped with Roadster

or Tourabout bodies, cut $650.

Accordingly, the Company's working capital has been in

creased by $350,000, and after October 11, 1908, the pur

chaser can buy a genuine Matheson Car, the very finest

of all motor cars of either European or American make,

at the makers’ former prices to the agent or dealer;

namely:

New Price Former Price

50 H. P. 1909 Touring Car . . . . . . . .. $4,500 $5,500

50 H. P. 1909 Roadster . . . . . . . . . . .. 4,350 5,000

50 H. P. 1909 Tourabout . . . . . . . . .. 4.350 5,000

50 H. P. 1909 Limousine . . . . . . . . .. 5 500 6,500

50 H. P. 1909 Landaulet . . . . . 5.500 6,500

VICT0 R I E S

The great string of Matheson victories in the important

speed, hill climbing and endurance contests of the past sea

sons, in competition with the greatest cars of Europe and

America, can leave no room for doubt that the Matheson

car has no peer on any market to-day.

GUARANTY

Every Matheson is guaranteed for 365 days. (Notice

that most other cars are guaranteed for 60 to 90 days only.)

MATHESON AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

Main Sales 0lilce. 1886-1888 Broadway, New York City
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Franklin Automobiles

Certain manufacturers of water-cooled

automobiles are advertising that light

weight is the greatest fallacy of the auto

mobile'age. In support of their con

tention that great weight is necessary in

automobile construction, they compare

their automobiles with railway locomo

tives and with Pullman passenger cars.

This adds to the gaiety of nations.

H. H. FRANKLIN MFG. COMPANY

Makers of the light-weight, air-cooled Franklin Automobile.

Syracuse, N. Y.

Franklin seven passenger Model H, 42 B._P., six

cyiinder, air-cooled motor, selecti transmiuion, i27

ineh wheel base, 36-inch heels, osch high tension

magneto. Finilh, royal e. Single or double rum

ble seat runabout, 3,600. Limousine, $5,000. Prices

0 1: Syracuse.

The only light-weight large automobile. No other combines such extreme refine

ment and such flexibility of power with simplicity and great strength.
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Accidents Can Be Avoided

See what’s coming from the rear. If you

could always do this, there would be few

smash-ups. Turning the head is dangerous.

ARGUS DASH MIRROR

(adjustable to any position) is made for this purpose and should be on your dash.

Price, $1.50 W Motor Car Equipment Co. iizflii'fiwi; New York
 

 

AKLAND Y"

 

  

ALWAYS HAS A PERFECT SCORE

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE (30., room. no.
Oldest Automobile Manufacturers in America.

Member A. L. A. M.

New York, 1715 Broadway Chicago, 1702 Michigan Avenue

 
 

  

  

  

21.2%,: T°:'."':'.$;: §::?°"§.Ja°.‘:.t a: m mu m
toola, jot-i pump and batteriea. 'l‘op, $75.00 extra. unabout, $1.200. IN

(LA combination of simplicity and efficiency designed for the man .

who scrutinizes the car he is to buy, who intends to himselfoperate igland to whom economy in up-keep and running expense y g ‘

is essentia .

{The live agent will find in the Oakland a car that appeals to a gin—d

large and intelligent class of purchasers and that will justify the

fullest confidence. WILL INTEREST You

(LCorrespondence invited.

PunLlll-llp Evnav SA'runnav a1

OAKLAND MOTOR CAR C0., Pontiac, Mich. 154 NASSAU smear, new YORK

I. B. ICCLESTON. Sales Manager. 58 Franklin SL. Inflalo, N. Y. ‘ P"- ‘ml-gn Coplol

. Year Oratla
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

The output of complete Front

and Rear Automobile Axles of this

plant exceeds the capacity of all

competition combined.

 

T---*"Amerii:an Ball-Bearint to.

L. 8. It NI. 8. Ry. & Ed‘wator Park

OLEVILAND. OHIO. U.I.A.
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Superior workmanship—costly material—correct construction—

combined with the use of the strongest flexible shaft and the famous

Stewart Swivel Joint have earned for the Stewart Speedometer, its

Always on The Job Reputation

Just A Few Remarks From Users:

"Have a Stewart—never expect to buy another [or THE 01“: I HAVE WILL

NEVER WEAR OUT."

 

"Have a Stewart—N0 BETTER MADE, running two years without a skip.”

"Used the Stewart two seasons —ABSOLUTELY SATISFACl'oRY."

"Have the Stewart ~ 0. K. ~ tried another first — N. G.”

"Purchased a Stewart in April, now registers 5,000 miles. 'Always on

the lob.’ No trouble.”

Our new Model 11 at $25 operates on the multipolar

induction principle. This model is by tar the most

satisiactory speed indicator ever produced, and is

superior to any speedometer in the world—bar none.

Covered by Our Ironclad

Five Year Guarantee
SEND FOR CATALOG DESCRIBING I'I'

 

Stewart & Clark Mfg. Co. 509 Diversey Boul., Chicago, U. S. A.
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1m: zvazvioN .
"A Mechanical Masterpiece." r i .

 

 

The Most Value Ever Oliered

In a Motor Car

Before buying any car, take the detailed speci

fications and compare them—item for item—with

the specifications of the Marmon “Thirty-two."

See what you actually get and what you pay ex

tra for. Look at the size of tires and brakes, power,

character of ignition, bearings, lubrication, etc.

You’ll find that so-called cheap cars are not

so cheap, and that no car at $3000 offers so much

actual value as this car at $2400. Built as care

fully as a fine watch, built to be durable and

thoroughly dependable.

Genuine Krupp and Chrome Nickel Steel used in impor

tant fialrts. Bosch ma neto and battery—dual system.

Hess- right bearings. eight (weigh it), 2,000 lbs. 32-40

H. P. Bi Tires ( 4x4 all around). Fully equipped. Tour

ing Car, oadster, Four-Passenger Suburban with removable

rear seat, or Limousine Town Car.

T0 DEALERS: This car is a winner.

Your competitors will have to take oil

their hats to it.

T11: ruper!) Marman “Ff/7y" (wit/i Seven—Parrot?” or

Four-l’arrmger Boajv), $3750.

Nordyke & Marmon Co., (Estab. 1851) IndianapoliS. Ind.

Standard Mfgrr. A . M C. 1V. .4.

(We shall exhibit in New York only at Grand Central Palace

Show, opening New ear’s Eve.)

 

  

 
 

 

"LONG-ARM”
THE Wico TRANSMISSIONS

 
 

  

has a micrometer adjustment. THREE speeds and reverse, selective

That means that you can WP¢$-_ The be" Pl mfterial and

d. ' h k to a workmanship. Our experience in gear cut
a luSt t _e Spar gap ting and manufacturing Automobile Parts

known dIStance—tom enables us to equal the best transmissions

of an inch. Price, $ l built. Let us figure on your requirements.

each. Actual efficiency

' __ We‘alao build a complete line 0!

7 ‘ beyond price they are AXLES, CLUTCHES

Invaluable! STEERING REACHES

HAND LEVERS, ETC.

 
 

Witherbee tor Ignition

Wico Charging Device, Wico Ignition a ”

Wire, Wico Spark Plugs, Wither-bee Tile LOIlfl-Al‘m syStem C00,

Batteries. Wico ln s p e c t i o n L a In 1) . CLEVELAND, o.

WITHERBEE IGNITER COMPANY

Makers oi the lumen! Witherhee Battery. i816 nomwn, new YORK. Sales Dept. Till-I AMERICAN DISTRIBUTING 00.,

CHICAGO—i429 Michigan Ave. DETROIT—220 Jefferson Ave liaeriean ‘l'rnat Ild|,, Cleveland, 0.

BUFFALO—43 E. Eagle SL; Main St

  

BALTIMORE ori~*ic12»au4 Continental Bldg.
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The Value ol the AJAX

5,000 Mile Guarantee

is known and appreciated by every individual AJAX user.

It also finds substantial recognition at the hands of the

automobile manufacturer who knows better than any one

how vital the tire problem is to the motorist.

 

 

No wonder, then, that careful buyers and conservative

manufacturers like the Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Comapny

give to the AJAX the largest tire order ever received by a

single tire firm.

Incidentally they give to their customers the benefit of

the AJAX five-thousand mile guarantee, which insures the

user against tire worry and gives him a security that no

other tire maker can afford.

 

rev-a. nan-pa

MAXWEll-BRISCOE MOTOR CO. NO. 2146-2

W"ng - TNI. NU".[I "U"

W m 2 IV” AFPIAIONI~VOICI

Alli-0110b Rubber 09-,

vaanvrown a v. 9/19- 1906.

51th st. a iroadvay, I.!.C.

PLIAII am! on wrvnm *0

4000 Iota II' I 3' Alex flrel complete

1500 I s0- : s' 1.1a: Tires implaus

1000 ' 80' s S-l/l' Ajax Tires complete.

150 ' 52' x 4' Ajax fires couplets.

lhlpent to be am to our several factories, in accordance with

instructions to be liven later.

MAXWELL-BRISCOE MOTOR CO._

4 If.

......... -

amour-ea or TIIII one" \n’usa an oauaanou re nu our use aavuan Poul snow

 

 
 

 

The World’s Largest Tire Order

Naturally given to the AJAX. Every one of the 29,000 Tires is accom

panied by our 5,000-mile Guarantee.

Would you insist upon incurring tire hazard when you

can buy AJAX tires and AJAX tire insurance at the same

price at which users of other tires buy tires alone, with—

out any guarantee?

Think this over and write for a copy of our 5.000

Mile Guarantee, also for “AJAX,” :1 magazine published

in the interest of makers, sellers and users of rubber tires

and kindred products of the rubber industry

Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co.

Factories : Trenton. New Jerley.

Branche

NEW YORK CITY—N. E. Cor. 57th Street and Broadway.

BOSTON—819a Bo lston Street.

KANSAS CITY, M .—l422 Grand Avenue.

DENVER COLO.—1529 Cleveland Place.

SEATTLE—1102 Broadway.

SAN FRANCISCO—438 Market Street.

LOS ANGELES—IOJS South Main Street.

PHILADELPHIA—316 North Broad Street.

DETROIT—743 Woodward Avenue.

CHICAGO—1418 Michigan Avenue.

 

 

 

  

AUTOMOBILE FAcTs

Will You Buy Dreams or Experience '2

 

 

The car proved best in every test of moderate-priced auto

mobiles— THE MAXWELL

The automobile universally recognized the reliable, dur

able, aristocratic, moderate-priced car, pro-eminent

THE MAXWELL

The best equipped, the most extensive automobile manu

facturing facilities now existing, are comprised in the three

splendid factories, at .New Castle, Tarrytown, Pawtucket,

with floor area of over twelve acres with over $400,000 worth

of equipment, with a capacity of 12.000 automobiles per an

num—all founded on our confidence in the superiority of

THE MAXWELL

Our output for the season of 1907-08 was over five million

dollars—all represented by THE MAXWELL

In 1908-09 will be over eight million dollars worth of

THE MAXWELL

We are proud of our success, and among the opular

priced cars. high and above all stands TH MA WELL

TIE nVI-BEAIINGS-MOTOI CAR

Maxwell Model DA, l-Cylllldtr, 24-28 B. P., 01780

THE MAXWELL-BRISCOE MOTOR CO. never experi

mented on the public. Mr. Maxwell, instead of copying and

skimping in his designs and producing a hodge-podge auto

mobile, has created a true American car, for American roads

and American touring conditions. with every possible regard

to the demands of the average American motorist.

THE MAXWELL is the first and foremost utility car of

America.

MAXWELL cars bought three, four or five years ago and

in constant use since, are better cars to-day than the cheap

freaks of even a year ago. Where are the two-year-old cars

of some makes?

MAXWELL two-cylinder cars are the standard two

cylinder car of the world.

MAXWELL four-cylinder cars, the high-grade, moderate

priccd car, has five main crank shaft bearings.

MAXWELL bodies are made of steel.

MAXWELL cars cost more to make this way, but they

are five times as durable.

MAXWELL cars are of unit construction that no stress

can unlinc.

The Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Company has found that it

paid to have ideals, not to try to see how cheap it could

make automobiles, but to make good automobiles, and sell

them at a low price commensurate with small profits and a

large output.

Advance literature now ready for distribution. showing complete "09 line

MAXWELL-BRISCOE MOTOR CO.

P. 0. Box I“. Tara-flown. N. Y.

FACTORIES : NEWCASTLE TAIIYTOWN PAW‘I’UCKIT
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Model Forty-four, Price $2,250

Spare Wheel, with Inflated Tire, Brackets, and Tools, $74

THE OFFSET CRANK-SHAFT

MOST automobiles develop suflicient power when they are traveling at a high speed. The greatest need is for

power at slow engine speeds. Rambler Model Forty-four can be operated smoothly and steadily at three

miles an hour on high gear. This is because of the offset crank-shaft.

\

Equivalent to position

in Rambler engine of pia

Bquivalent to position (on n ggplglinn "at".

In ordinary engine of pis- No gnu”, “flint

too at explosion center. PM", cl "ploflon "an.

Illustrates energy wasted mmin‘ “for! w crank.

to overcome dead center. “um

 

Ordinary engine Crank

chaIt in line with connecl- ' Rambler otl'aet crank

ing - rnd. creating a dead . .' shaft. Dead center elim

cenler. ‘ " inated.

How the Offset Crank-Shaft is an Advantage

Write Ior special Information regarding the Rambler Spare Wheel, the other crank-shalt, and other special Rambler features

THE CAR OF STEADY SERVICE

Thomas B. .142er E? Company. Main Oflice and Factory: Kenosha, Wis.

Brnnrhn and Dunlburlng Agmdu: Chicago, Milwaukee. Boston, New York, San Francisco

Representatives in III Leading Cities
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IRE-ELECT A. I.. A. M. OFFICERS

Northern License and Membership Trans

ferred to E-M-F.—Record Attendance

at Annual Meeting.

For the third time Charles Clifton has

been chosen president of the Association

of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers, to

gether with Thomas Henderson as vice

president, and L. H. Kittredge, secretary.

Colonel George Pope. who last summer

succeeded H. H. Franklin as treasurer, was

likewise re-elccted to office, at the annual

meeting held \Vednesday, llth inst., at the

association’s offices in New York City. One

change was made in the executive COll‘lmit

tee, W'iliiam E. Metzgcr being succeeded by

G. H. Stilwell, the remainder of the com

mittee being Charles Clifton, S. T. Davis,

jr., Thomas Henderson, and Herbert Lloyd.

Transfer of the Selden license and asso

ciation membership of the Northern Motor

Car Co., to the Everitt-Metzgcr-Flanders

C0.. of Detroit. Mich., which latter com

pany has absorbed the Northern’s business

and property, was effected, thus dispelling

such trade doubts and misunderstandings

as may have existed concerning the E-M-F.

company's relations with the association.

At the session, which was the most large

ly attended A. L. A. M. meeting ever held,

numerous general and special reports were

read and approved, and the show committee

reported everything well advanced for the

forthcoming Licensed show. During the

day this committee gave a hearing to the

motorcycle manufacturers’ requests for

more space. As an earnest of the associa

tion’s interest in the good roads movement,

S, D. Waldon was appointed the A. L. A. M.

representative on the Good Roads Ccntral

Committee.

Those attending the meeting included:

Elmer Apperson, Apperson Bros Automo

bile Co.; J. S. Clarke, Autocar Co.; W. C.

Durant, A. H. Goss and C. R. Hatheway.

Buick Motor Co.; W'. C. Leland, Cadillac

Motor Car Co.; Hugh Chalmers and R. D.

Chapin, Chalmers-Detroit Motor Co.; M. S.

Hart, Corbin Motor Vehicle Corp; \Nilliam

E. Metzger, Everitt-Metzger-Flanders Co.;

H. W. Nuckols and Herbert Lloyd, Elec

tric Vehicle Co.; J. H. Becker, Elmore Mfg.

Co.; H. H. Franklin and G. H. Stilweil, H.

H. Franklin Mfg. Co.; E. W. Headington,

Haynes Automobile Co.; E. R. Hewitt,

Hewitt Motor Co.; A. N. Mayo. Knox Au

tomobile Co.; S. T. Davis, Jr.. Locomobile

C0. of America; Samuel Regar, Lozier Mo

tor Co.; C. W. Matheson, Matheson Motor

Car Co.; H. B. Joy and M. J. Budlong,

Packard Motor Car Co.; L. H. Kittredge,

Peerless Motor Car Co.; Charles Clifton,

George N. Pierce Co.; Col. George Pope,

Pope Mfg. Co.; A. L. Pope, Pope Motor

Car Co.; G. E. Mitchell, Alden Sampson

Mfg. Co.; F. B. Stearns. F. B. Stearns Co.;

A. H. Ackerman. Studebaker Automobile

Co.; E. R. Thomas, E. R. Thomas Motor

Co.; E. 5. Church. Waltham Mfg. Co., and

Thos. Henderson, Winton Motor Carriage

Co.

The presence of W. C. Durant with two

of his associates in the Buick company, de

spite the fact that the company is now be

ing sued by the Electric Vehicle Co. for

Selden royalties alleged to be due for the

past year, was a matter of comment. The

relations between the company and the as

sociation are described as being in “statu

quo” for the present.

Pratt Joins the Pierce Forces.

1. Elmer Pratt. formerly associated with

the Cadillac company and later with the

Buick, has joined the organization of the

George N. Pierce Co., of Buffalo. N. Y.

His work will be in the sale and allotment

of cars, a field in which he has had great

experience.

Morse Resigns from Thomas.

E. C. Morse has resigned as commercial

manager for the E. R. Thomas Motor Co.,

of Buffalo, N. Y. His resignation takes

effect on the first-of the year. '

Ii0UP’l‘ T0 HANDLE Iii-IRRESIIOH"

Light Car at Popular Price is Promised—

New York Thomas Agent to Under

take Its Sale.

The new Herreshof‘f car, made by the

Herreshofi Automobile Co., of Detroit,

Mich., is to come to New York under very

favorable auspices, contracts having been

signed with Harry S. Houpt under which

the latter will handle it. Houpt is well

known as the head of the H. S. Houpt Co.,

which has the Metropolitan agency for the

E. R. Thomas Motor Co., while the Herres

hofi company was organized last summer.

to manufacture cars designed by Charles F.

Herreshoff, formerly associated with the

American & British Mfg. Co., of Bridge

port, Conn.

The forthcoming~model is planned to

be of the popular $l,500 order, having shaft

drive, transmission mounted on the rear

axle, and other features more or less com

mon to this type. Houpt is said to have

made tentative arrangements also with F.

E. Moskovics, of the Bristol Engineering

Co., for a large car to be made by the lat

ter concern at its plant in Bristol. Conn, in

accordance with designs to Houpt's special

order.

Upon being asked for a confirmation oi

the details of his arrangement with the

Herreshof‘f company, Houpt declined to

commit himself. He indicated that he pre

ferred to say nothing for the present.

“Do you deny the correctness of the

news?" he was asked.

"Well," he replied, “I do not affirm it."

Castle Acquires an Atwood Interest.

P. E. Castle, formerly with Gray & Davis,

of Amesbury, Mass. has again gone into

the lamp business by acquiring an interest

in the Atwood Mfg. Co., of Amesbury. As

a result of the arrangement the name of

the company will be changed to the At

wood~Castle Co., for the future.
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In the Retail World.

Thomas Fassitt is building a garage and

salesroom in Easton, Pa. He and his son

will be the proprietors.

The Ohio Electric Car Co., of Columbus,

0., has changed its name. It is now the

Detroit Electric Car C0. ‘

George P. Peterson has arranged to open

a Buick agency in Joliet, Ill. It 'will be lo

cated at Clinton and Scott streetsd

Milton Updyke’s garage, on the Merrick

road, near Seaford, L. I., was destroyed by

fire on the 2d inst. His loss is about $5,000.

The Maple Place Garage Co., of Jamaica

Plain, Mass., has opened an establishment

in the rear of No. 4 Maple place. Bert Ross

is in charge. ' '

The Lone Star Auto Co.'s garage in Mid

land, Tex._. has been totally destroyed by

fire. The loss is estimated at $20,000, with

no insurance. _

J. W. Maguire, one of Boston’s pioneer

dealers, has taken enlarged quarters for the

sale of Pierce cars. He is now located at

743-745 Boylston street.

Charles 5. Howard will shortly open on

establishment in Los Angeles, Cal., for the

sale of Buick cars. His company has the

State agency for the line.

Lee Richardson, a veteran automobile

man of Redlands, Cal., is planning to open

a store in Los Angeles. He will divide his

time between the two places.

Daniel G. Meyer, formerly of Milwaukee,

is opening a salesroom and garage at Green

Bay, Wis., at Washington and Stuart

streets. He will handle the Rec.

The Dietrich Mot0r Car Co., Franklin

dealers in Allentown, Pa., are building a

large fire-proof garage. The building will

have a street front on three sides.

L. G. Martin, of Pittsburg, Pa., is adding

a large fire-proof building to his present

establishment at 3923 Forbes street. It

will be equipped for garage service.

C. G. Layton. of Danville, 11]., has pur

chased property at 124-126 North Jackson

street for his new salesroom and garage.

The latter will have capacity for 100 cars.

Savannah, Ga., has been selected as a dis

tributing center by the Studebaker Automo

bile Co., of South Bend, Ind. The South

ern trade will be in charge of L. E. Ogden.

Following the opening of a New York

branch, Gray & Davis, of Amesbury, Mass.,

have opened a Boston office for the sale

of their lamps. It is located at 794 Boyls

ton street.

Chicago headquarters for the Moline Au

tomobile Co., of Moline, Ill., have been

moved from Automobile Row. The new

location is at 1220 Michigan avenue, where

\V. J. Boone is in charge.

Harry P. Branstetter, of 1337 Michigan

avenue. Chicago, 111., is to have charge of

the Middle West distribution of Kisselkars

for 1909. He has changed the name of his

establishment from the Branstetter Motor

Co. to the Kissel Motor Car Co.

The Weldon 8: Bauer Co., of Newark, N.

J., has filed articles of incorporation, to do

an automobile and garage business. The

concern wil continue, as formerly, at 200

' 202 Halsey street. .

W. H. Chase, plumber and automobile re

pairer, is fitting up a garage in Union

Square, at Dover-Foxcroft, Me—the first

in the twin towns. A complete repair shop

will be a feature.

R. C. Hamlin, of Los Angeles, Cal., has

under construction a large T-shaped gar

age on Olive street, a feature of which will

be the entire freedom from supporting posts

on the floor. The salesroom for the dis

play of Franklin cars will have an area of

2,500 feet.

The American Locomotive Co., of Prov

idence, R. I., has appointed Benjamin C.

Day as manager of its Chicago branch.

which will be located on Michigan avenue

at Twelfth street, in the corner of the old

Zion temple. In order to take the new po

sition, Day resigned as Chicago manager for

the Winton Motor Carriage, in which capa

city he has been succeeded by J. F. Davis.

Show Luncheon and Headquarters.

The show luncheon of the American Mo

tor Car Manufacturers’ Association will

take place at 1 o'clock, Tuesday, January 5.

at the Hotel Manhattan. The hotel will

be the Association headquarters during

show week.

Burg Buggy Takes up Motor Cars.

The Burg Buggy Co., of Dallas City, 111.,

has decided to make motor vehicles. Fol

lowing the production of several experi

mental models the manufacture of quanti

ties will be commenced very soon.

Organize to Make Automobiles.

The De Witt Motor Vehicle Co. has been

formed to manufacture automobiles at

North Manchester, Ind. The principal

stockholders include Virgil De Witt, Mary

J. De Witt and James S. Rose.

Hildebrand Visiting the West.

C. C. Hildebrand, general sales manager

of the Stevens-Duryea Automobile Co., of

Chicopee Falls, Mass., is visiting the west

ern agents of the company. His trip will

extend to the Pacific Coast.

Dale’s Successor is Chosen.

To succeed the late Charles H. Dale as

president of the Rubber Goods Mfg. Co.,

the choice has fallen on John J. Watson.

He is also treasurer of the United States

Rubber Co.

Havener with the Hartford Rubber.

L. C. Havener has become a New England

representative for the Hartford Rubber

Works Co., of Hartford, Conn. He will

make his headquarters in Boston.

The Week’s Incorporations.

White River Junction,Vt.—Miller Auto—

mobile Co., The, under Vermont laws. Cap

ital, $5,000.

Indianapolis, Ind—Marion Automobile

and Manufacturing Co., under Indiana laws,

with $10,000 capital. Corporators—Charlcs

Rennaker, Frank Boyer and Clifford G.

Rust.

Atlanta, Ga.—Fulton Motor Car Co., The,

under Georgia laws, with $3,000 capital; au

tomobile agency business. Corporators—

Dr. R. F. Ingram, Paul McMichael and I.

E. Levi.

Hartford, Conn—Richardson Engineering

Co., The, under Connecticut laws, with $10.

000 capital. Corporators—D. A. Richard

son, Victor F. Morgan, and P. L. Hewman.

Lynbrook, L. I.—Walton Motor Co..

under New York laws, increase of capital

from $10000 to $20,000. Attorney—George

F. Hickey, 78 Wall street, New York City.

Cleveland. O.—Zenith Motor Goods Co..

The. under Ohio laws. with $25,000 capital.

Corporators—J. J. Downey. L. B. Le Bel,

K. C. Stewart, P. A. Iddings and A. S.

Shearer.

Elyria, O.—Airless Puncture-Proof Tire

Co., The. under Ohio laws, with $10,000

capital. Corporators—George E. King, B.

Lighthall, W. J. Engel, S. C. Henderson

and W. C. Marple.

Long Beach, N. Y.—Long Beach Garage

Co., under New York laws, with $50000

capital. Corporators—Dix W. Noel, Will

iam B. Davis and John Gerdes, No. 1

Broadway, New York City.

Plattsburg, N. Y.—Lozier Manufacturing

Co., under New York laws. with $60000 cap

ital; to manufacture motors, etc. Corpor

ators—John M. Weaver, George F. Tuttle

and Samuel L. Wheeler, of Plattsburg.

Burlington. Vt.—Vermont Motor Co., un

der Vermont laws, with $5,000 capital; deal

ing and repairing. Corporators—F. A.

Rich. Henry H. Hagar, Russell W. Taft,

F. W. Chamberlain and Guy E. London.

Bucyrus, O.—Bucyrus Transportation Co.,

The, under Ohio laws. with $5,000 capital;

to operate a motor transportation line. Cor_

porators—C. R. Rowe, J. K. Myers, Jacob

Bach, Charles Quantaine and F. A. Wal»

ther.

Codd is Fishing for a Site.

George P. Codd, a former mayor of De

troit, Mich., and at one time an official of

the Northern Automobile Co., has been in

Cincinnati, ostensibly seeking a site for an

automobile factory. He indicated that n

$250,000 company is being planned, to make

light cars.

Cleveland Selects Its Show Date.

Cleveland’s automobile show has been set

for the week of February 15. It will be

held in the Central Armory, under the man

agement of a dealers' committee.
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T0 BE CHICAth’S BIGGEST SIIOW

Number of Pleasure Car Exhibitors Ex

ceeds that of Last Year—List of

Main Floor Spaces.

Spaces at the Chicago automobile show,

which is to be held February 6 to 13, have

all been taken, and the list of pleasure car

exhibitors exceeds that of any of the pre

vious years. Practically all of the prom

inent makers are included, together with a

number of manufacturers who have never

exhibited before. While last year the total

number of exhibitors staging pleasure cars

reached 90, the coming show will have 92,

and there are quite a few on the waiting

list, for whom provision will be made if

There will be at least 12 auto—

mobile exhibits in the basement of the Co

possible.

liseum Annex, supplementing those already

listed for the regular spaces.

The accessory makers are to occupy the

galleries of the Coliseum and the Armory,

the second floor of the Coliseum Annex, and

a part of the basement. In this class there

is a greater allotment than ever before.

The motorcycle section is also to be an

important feature of the show and will in

clude 21 exhibitors, as against 11 in this

class last year. The list of exhibitors oi

pleasure cars and motorcycles is as follows:

Coliseum—Main Floor.

Winton Motor Carriage Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Pope Mfg. Co., Ilartford, Conn.

E. R. Thomas Motor Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Stevens-Duryea Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.

I’t-erlcss Motor Car Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Elmore Mfg. Co., Clyde, Ohio.

\Voods Motor Vehicle Co., Chicago, Ill.

Thomas B. Jeffery & Co., Kenosha, Wis.

Babcock Electric Carriage Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Baker Motor Vehicle Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

F. B. Steams Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Reo Motor Car Co., Lansing, Mich.

Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit. Mich.

Everitt-Metzger-Flanders Co., Detroit, Mich.

Premier Motor Mfg. Co. Indiana olis, Ind.

Studebaker Automobile Co., Sout Bend, Ind.

National Motor Vehicle Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Haynes Automobile Co. Kokomo, Ind.

The White Com any Cleveland, Ohio

D: ton Motor ar 0., Dayton, Ohio.

Ca illac Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co., Tarrytown, N. Y.

Locomobile Co. of America Bridgeport, Conn.

II. II. Franklin Mfg. Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Apperson Bros. Automobile Co., Kokomo, Ind.

Buick Motor Co., Flint, Mich.

Holsman Automobile Co., Chicago, Ill.

Pope Motor Car Co., Toledo, Ohio.

American Locomotive Co., New York.

George N. Pierce Co., Buffalo N. Y.

()Ids_Motor Works, Lansing, Mich.

Corbin Motor Vehicle Cora? New Britain, Conn.

Matheson Motor Car Co. ilkes-Barre, Pa.

Lozier Motor Co., New York.

Bartholomew Co., Peoria Ill.

Chalmers-Detroit Motor Co., Detroit Mich.

De Luxe Motor Car Co., Detroit Mich.

Mitchell Motor Car Co. Racine, Wis.

Ricketts Auto Works, South Bend, Ind.

Coliseum Annex—First

Simplex Motor Car Co., Mishawaka, Ind.

Yor Motor Car Co., York, Pa.

Austin Automobile Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Oakland Motor Car Co., Pontiac, Mich.

Pennsylvania Auto-Motor Co., Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Midland Motor Co. Moline, Ill.

Welch Motor Car Co., Pontiac, Mich.

First Regiment Armory.

Kissel Motor Car Co., Hartford, Wis.

Speedwell .\lotor Car Co., Dayton, Ohio.

Buckeye Mfg. C0.. Anderson, In .

Jackson Automobile Co. Jackson, Mich. ‘ ‘

Columbus Buggy Co., Columbus, Ohlo. _

Moon Motor ar CO., St. Louis, Mo, _

Floor.

Atlas Motor Car Co., S rin eld, Mass.

Dorris Motor Car Co., gt. ouis, Mo.

Overland Auto Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Cartercar Co., Detroit, Mich.

Waverley Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

W. II. Kiblin er Co., uburn, Ind.

Mora Motor ar Co., Newark. N. Y.

Nordykc & Marmon Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Moline Automobile Co., E. Moline, Ill

Auburn Automobile Co., Auburn, Ind.

Anderson Carriage Mfg. Co., Anderson, Ind.

Chicago Coach &' Carriage Co., Chicago, IlL

Rapid Motor Vehicle Co., Pontiac, Mich.

Black Mi . Co. Chicago Ill.

Meteor l\ otor Car Co., Eettendorf, Iowa.

Streator Motor Car Co., Strcator, Ill.

Staver Carriage Co. Chicago. Ill.

Anderson Carriage 0., Detroit, Mich.

Model Automobi e Co., Peru, Ind. _

{7. V. Lindslcy 8: Co., Down iac, Mich.

ort Pitt Motor Mfg. Co., New Kensington, Pa.

Wayne Works, Richmond, Ind. I

Gaeth Automobile Co. Cleveland, Ohio.

Berliet Im ort c0.. Chica 0, Ill. _

Rauch & ang Carriage 0., Cleveland, Ohio.

C. P. Kimball & Co., hicago, Ill.

MOTORCYCLE SECTION.

Coliseum Annex—Second Floor.

Minneapolis Motorcycle Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

The Pierce Cycle Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Merkel-Li ht Motor Co., Pottstown, Pa.

Reading . tandard Co., Reading, Pa. _

New lira Gas Engine Co., Dayton, Ohio.

Bicycling “'orld, New York.

Magnet Motor Co., Chicago, Ill.

Motorcycle Illustrated, New York.

Hendee Mfg. Co., Springfield. Mass.

Harley-Davidson Motor Co., Chicago, Ill.

Excelsior Motor Mfg. Co., Chicago, _Ill.

\Vagner Motorcvcle Co., St. Paul, Minn.

Consolidated Mfg. Co. Toledo, Ohio.

()vington Motor Co., New York.

Aurora Automatic Machinery Co.,_ Aurora, Ill.

Thiem Mfg. Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

Auto-Bi Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

American Motor Co., Brockton, Mass.

N. S. U. Motor Co., New York.

The Hornecker Motor_Mfg. Co., Geneseo, Ill.

Annac Motor Co., Chicago, Ill.

 

Bendix to Build in Logansport.

After strenuous efforts to absorb $75,000

worth of the stock of the Bendix Automo

bile Co., the citizens of Logansport, Ind.,

are in joyful celebration of the fact that the

Bendix factory is to be “in their midst."

All but $3,500 of the $75,000 stock subscrip

tion demanded has been taken, and the L0

gansport Land and Investment Co., the 10

cal association of business men which seeks

to draw manufacturers to the town, has se

cured a factory site for the company. The

latter has generously indicated its willing

ness to “take a chance" on the small bal

ance of the stock subscription being taken

up in the near future, and will hereafter

date its letters from its new address.

Truck Builders Seek Norwalk Capital.

The Commercial Truck Co., of Plymouth,

0., has made a proposition to the Chamber

of Commerce of Norwalk, 0., which the lat

ter body is seriously considering. If Nor

walk will subscribe for $75.000 worth of the

company’s stock, the concern will move

and build a big factory in the city. W. C.

Gilder, general manager of the company, ap

peared before the chamber, together with

A. M. Trego, and asa result of their state

ments a committee has been appointed to

investigate the condition and prospects of

the business.

Marseilles May Produce Motor Buggies.

Charles Keagle, of Kankakee, has been

raising the hopes of the residents of Mar

seillcs, 111., by looking for a site for an au

tomobile factory. Keagle is connected with

the Waldron Car Mfg. Co., near Kankakee.

0PPOSES POPE RE-tlllGANIZATION

Hearing Develops Objection from a Stock

holder—Both the Hagerstown and

Elyria Plants are Sold.

Opposition to the proposed reorganiza

tion of the Pope Mfg. Co., of Hartford,

Conn., has arisen, objection to the terms

offered by the committee

having been made by Thomas H. O'Connor,

of Jersey City, a stockholder, at a hearing

on Tuesday, 10th inst., before Vice-Chan

cellor Howell, in Newark, N. J. The com~

mittee offers $1,500,000 for the assets of

the company, exclusive of $800,000 cash in

the hands of the receivers on August I,

the transfer to be post-dated to that time.

In his objection, O'Connor wants the court

to make certain that the committee's offer

is the best that can be obtained. Follow

ing the hearing, the vice-chancellor an

nounced a reservation of his decision until

Thursday, 12th inst., but later set a date

for a further hearing. which will be held

on Monday, 16th inst. at which time the

receivers and others will be examined un

der oath.

The sale of the plants at Hagerstown,

Md., and Elyria, 0., has been approved.

For the Hagerstown factory the Pope com

pany receives $57,500, while the Garford

saddle factory at Elyria brings $35,000 to

the Federal Mfg. Co., which the Pope com

pany owns. Immediately the reorganiza

tion plan is consummated, the creditors

will be paid their fourth and final dividend

of 25 per cent. on approved claims, but

should any material delay arise. which is at

present unlikely, application will be made

for the payment of the dividend without

waiting for the completion of the deal.

reorganization

Apperson Business is Incorporated.

The Apperson Bros. Automobile C0.. of

Kokomo, Ind., which has in the past been

conducted by Elmer Apperson, has incor

porated under Indiana laws, with $400000

capital. It will retain its old name. Un

der the reorganization the following offi

cers have been appointed: Elmer Apperson,

president and general manager; Edgar L.

Apperson, vice-president; and Alton G. Sei

berling. secretary and treasurer. George

H. Strout will continue as sales manager.

Still More Space for Firestone.

Not content with the expansion that will

be provided by the new buildings and addi~

tions already under construction, the Fire

stone Tire and Rubber Co., of Akron, 0.,

has made a further purchase, by0which it

takes over the plant of the Gloge Foundry

8: Machine Co., adjoining the present rub

bcr factory. The property embraces sev

eral buildings and five large lots. which will

be the site of another big structure in the

spring.
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A WHITE STEAMER F0_R $2000!
  

Not since 1904 have we made a car priced at so low a figure as $2,000. The White—“the

car in a class by itself "—has thus been brought within the range oi a larger number of purchasers

than has been the case in recent years.

The new $2,000 White car, known as our Model “O,” has none of the attributes of the "cheap

machine." It is simply a “smaller edition” of our $4,000 car. The new model “O” is rated at 20

steam horsepower, which means that it can do the work of gasoline cars rated at much higher

figures. The wheel-base is 104 inches; the tires, both front and rear, are 32x3% inches. The

car is regularly fitted with a straight-line live-passenger body. The frame is of heat-treated pressed

steel. The front axle is a one-piece forging of I-beam cross section.

The nature of the steam engine is such that the engine of small power has all the desirable

attributes of the engine of high power. In other words, as the weights of our small car and of our

large car are proportionate to the power of their respective engines, the small car can do anything

that our large car can do

To summarize the features of our new Model “0" car—it is noiseless, odorless, smokeless and

absolutely free from vibration. All speeds from zero to maximum are obtained by throttle control

alone. The speed of the car responds instantly to the throttle; the engine can never be stalled.

The directions for driving are summed up in the phrase, “Just open the thrortle and steer.” It starts

from the seat—“no cranking." It is the ideal moderate priced machine. It is the best for the man

who wishes to drive and take care of his own car. It is a result of our nine years of experience in_

building the White Steam Car—the only machine which finds a ready market in' every portion

of the globe.

Write ior circular giving iull details oi this car.

THE WHITE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO

 

NEW YORK CITY. Broadway at 62d St.

BOSTON, 320 Newbury St.

PHILADELPHIA. 629-33 N. Broad St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

Market St. at Van Ness Ave.

ATLANTA, 120-122 Marietta St.

I'ITTSBURG, 138-48 Beatty St.

CLEVELAND, 407 Rockwell AVE.

CHICAGO. 240 Michigan Ave.
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Marketing the Multiple Product.

Much has been said of the advantages of

manufacturing cars in big lots and of the

benefits derivable from multiple production

both in economy of construction and profit

in marketing. But up to this time little or

no discussion has arisen as to the relative

advantages to the dealer of handling the

larger cars, and those of medium and low

prices which are built in great quantities.

Superficially it would seem to be a question

of a large pro rata profit on a small num

ber of sales, or vise versa. Actually it ap

pears that a number of other factors are

involved which serve to render the ques

tion more complex.

Thus the small or medium car selling at

a corresponding price, usually is sold fully

equipped, or if with partial equipment offers

Fur

thermore repairs are largely accomplished

only a limited market for accessories.

by replacing broken or defective parts

which are strictly interchangeable so that

the amount of labor involved in keeping

cars of this class in order is considerably

less than is necessary to the maintenance

of the more luxurious types. Another point

to be considered is that as the agent for

the multiple product must handle a greater

number of machines in his repair depart

ment than the agent for the more costly

product, his facilities must be more ample.

Again, the fact that the larger machine is

usually cared for by a paid chauffeur while

the less pretentious affair is more frequent

ly attended to by its owner, also is note

worthy, as in the latter case not simply are

theyprinciples of economy apt to be more

rigidly adhered to, but a greater share of

the repair work is likely to fall on the

shoulders of the dealer.

In a word, the profitable handling of the

medium and low priced proposition de

pends upon principles similar to those which

govern the production of machines of this

type.

a large volume of business at relatively low

It is not simply a matter of handling

profits on the individual machine, but also

of handling all the details in such a sys

tematic and expedient fashion that sources

of waste shall be reduced to-their lowest

terms, costs cut to a minimum and the

necessary fixed expenses distributed over

the widest possible area.

On this account the dealer who has been

accustomed to handling large, expensive

cars and of catering to an exclusive trade,

will find on turning to the "popular" type

that a thorough reorganization of his meth'

ods must take place before he is enabled

to realize the returns apparently promised

For

adapted to the administration of close and

by a given turnover. such as are

exacting systems, this transformation will

be readily accomplished. To those who are

not so constituted, the promised harvest

will prove more difficult to garner.

Inferior Brakes on Used Cars.

Ample consideration is being paid by de

signers and manufacturers to the important

question of fortifying the braking system

against all possible weaknesses, and with

cflccts which are certain to result benefi

cially to the industry as well as to the user.

At the same time it has been overlooked in

the flood of suggestion and advice which

has poured in upon makers and dealers, that

in the cars of older make a considerable

source of peril exists because of their in

adequate braking equipments, as well as

from the fact that in many cases the owner

or operator through long familiarity with

the machine has become careless of its con

dition and has permitted the brakes to get

out of adjustment to such an extent that

they are little better than useless.

lndecd, from the standpoint of the man

in the street, it is more important that the

present owner be taught the proper care

and handling of his brakes than that the

manufacturer be advised to better the equip

ment of his newest product. The latter,

with his own interest in view, and keenly

alive to the requirements of the case may

be depended upon from this time forward

to take care of that phase of the situation.

Users of old cars, on the other hand, out

number those who drive new machines by

perhaps four to one—the exact ratio does

not matter—and though the proportion of

those machines which are really dangerous

in this respect is constantly decreasing, it

yet constitutes a real menace to public

safety.

Within the past few weeks a number of

accidents attributable directly to improper

braking have served to point the truth that

the automobile owner must be made to

the

brakes in as good relative order as his mo

lcarn importance of keeping his

tor. Worn contact surfaces, faulty adjust

ments, worn connections, which are liable

to give way at a critical moment, and most

important of all, brakes which are not

strong enough for their work; are points

about which too many drivers require in

struction. Their neglect means that every

car answering to any such shortcoming is

a potential source of accident, particularly in

city use where it is quite as much a source

of danger to the outside public as to the

occupants of its seats.

Automobile clubs, dcalers’ organizations,

groups of influential motorists from time to

time have taken‘a hand in the suppression

of current abuses of privilege which have

tended to undermine the repute of the auto

mobile. Here is an opportunity for a move

ment along similar lines, looking toward

the safeguarding of their interests to a

degree quite as important as those for the

suppression of noise, glaring lights, reck

less speeding. Incidentally it affects some

of the oldest and staunchest supporters of

all that is best in motoring practice, who

still retain cars of several years use, which,

however well constructed they may be in

other respects. almost without exception
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are weak in the braking equipment. On this

account it should not be difiicult to urge

successfully the comparatively minor con

version involved in the complete renewal

of present equipments or the substitution

for them of more modern and reliable ones.

A Fault in Steering Wheels.

It is a comparatively rare experience for

the driver to find that the rim of the steer

ing wheel has suddenly separated itself from

the spider and is lying idle in his hands

while the machine is forging ahead without

guidance.

cur more than once, and several fatalities

are chargeable to it, though‘the fact may

have escaped the scent of the newspaper

Yet this has been known to oc

writers who are merely content to lay the

blame to the steering gear and to omit a

more rigid examination into the sequence

of cause and effect.

It is easy enough to see how the difii

culty may arise. The screws which are

merely embedded in the wood or vulcanite

of the rim, gradually become

through continual racking and possible

shrinkage of the rim itself. Once per

mitted to become slack, they work back

and forth as the wheel is used until finally

they drop out altogether, or else are sheared

loosened

off when a sudden strain is thrown upon

them.

Obviously where the possibility of such

a mishap exists it behooves the designer

to improve upon the method of construc

tion by devising some means either of lock

ing the screws in place, or by substituting

an entirely different method of uniting rim

For the user, it may be sug~

gested as a wise prrcaution that whenever

the rim is found to have even the slightest

perceptible amount of lost motion over the

spider, the heads of the screws should be

bared and the screws themselves tightened

or replaced with new and larger ones. The

risk involved is far too serious to be lightly

overlooked.

and spider.

Because of the decrease in automobile

registrations in almost all of the states

during October, it has been suggested that

the motor car trade could not have been

quite as brisk during the month as many of

the dealers represented. The explanation,

according to a prominent metropolitan

dealer, lies in the fact that most of the or

ders given during October were for 1909

cars, which will not be delivered for some

little time to come.

LOW FARES T0 NEW YORK SIIOWS

Trunk Line Grants Special Rate to A. A. A.

Members—Applys to All Points Except

New England and the South.

That members of affiliated clubs and in

dividual members of the American Automo

bile Association desiring to attend the mid

winter amomobile shows in New York City

will be given the benefit of a special re

duced round trip railway rate of a fare and

three-fifths over all lines controlled by the

Trunk Line Association was announced

from the National Headquarters of the A.

A. A. this week. This benefit has been se

cured in order to permit members living

at a distance to secure the benefits of the

two show weeks in addition to attending

the open meetings which the association

purposes holding during the two periods of

January 47, inclusive, and January 19-23.

In accordance with a plan already an

nounced the association is perfecting ar

rangements for the meetings which are de

signed to strengthen the position of the A.

A. A. and to further the interests for which

that body is laboring. The gatherings will

be held at the National Headquarters.

The first ‘series will be coincident with

the show in Grand Central Palace, held un

der the auspices of the American Motor

Car Manufacturers Association, which opens

On December Slst, and continues until Jan

uary 7th. Tickets and certificates applica

ble to this period may be purchased not

earlier than December Slst nor later than

january 5th, for the trip to New York,

which certificates when duly validated will

entitled the holder, up to and including

January 11th, to a continuous return ticket

over the route upon which the going jour

ney was made.

The second series of meetings will be

held in connection with the show of the

Licensed Association of Automobile Manu

facturers which opens on January 16th and

continues until January 23d. Tickets and

certificates of the second series may be ob

tained not earlier than January 16th nor

later than the let for the trip to New

York. The certificates entitling the holder

to a continuous return ticket over the same

route on which the going journey was made,

may be validated up to and including Jan

uary 24th.

Only members of the clubs affiliated with

the A. A. A. and individual members of the

association will be entitled to these re

duced fares. Motorists who are not mem

bers may obtain individual membership up

on application to Frederick H. Elliott, sec

retary, 437 Fifth avenue, New York City.

Membership must be secured prior to mak

ing the trip, however, in order to entitle

the new member to the reduced fare priv

ileges. By the concurrence of the Central

 

COMING EVENTS

  

 

November 14, Philadelphia, Pa.—Quakcr

' City Motor Club’s race meet, Point Breeze

track.

November 25, Savannah, GIL—Automobile

Club of America's 200 miles light car race.

November 26, Baltimore, Md.--Automo

bile Club of Maryland's hill climb, Belvidere

avenue hill,

November 26, Savannah, Ga.—Automo—

bile Club of America's (New York), 400

miles race.

November 27, Denver, COL—Colorado

Industrial Exposition Association’s race

meet. Overland Park track.

December 31, Long Island Motor Park

way—Speed trials against time, auspices

of the Long Island Motor Parkway, Inc.

February 27-March 3, Hartford, Conn.—

Automobile Dealers’ Association show.

  

and Western passenger associations the

rate is made to cover all points east of

Denver, but not including New England or

the Southern States. Members traveling

over the lines controlled by the Western

Association will be granted the rate of a

fare and three-fifths east of Chicago, Peoria

and St. Louis. “'est of those points they

will be given a special low rate in accord

ance with the regulations of the Western

Association.

Traffic Experts to Confer.

For the purpose of still further enhanc

ing the importance of its traffic department,

the National Association of Automobile

Manufacturers, Inc.. has arranged for a se

ries of meetings of the traffic experts con

nected with the various automobile fac»

tories. Under the arrangement recently

made, the department now represents not

only the National Association of Automo

bile Manufacturers. but the Licensed

Association of Automobile Manufac

turers and the American Motor Car Man

ufacturers Association as well, embracing

a total of 93 members. Of these a large

number take full advantage of the facilities

offered by the department, which attends

to classification matters, checking of freight

bills, the proper classification of goods

shipped to and from the factories, the pre

paration of and all other attention to

claims, and kindred matters requiring ex

pert attention.

]ames S. Marvin, manager of the traffic

department, is at present in the West at

tending a meeting of one of the classifica

tion committees and as soon as that meet

ing is over, will hold meetings with the traf

fic managers in Cleveland, Indianapolis, Chi~

cago and Detroit. Later on meetings will

be held in eastern cities and it is not un~

likely that general meetings will be held

during the New York and Chicago shows.
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l0COMOBllJ-I DAY AT BRIDGEPORT

City Makes Holiday in Honor of Vanderbilt

Cup Victory—Banquet to Builders and

Driver of Winning Car.

It is probably no exageration to say that

seldom if ever has more sincere or enthus

iastic tribute been paid to local enterprise

than that accorded the Locomobile Com

pany of America by the City of Bridgeport

this week, in token of the victory of its

car in the Vanderbilt Cup contest of two

weeks ago. On Monday, 9th inst., a half

holiday was declared in all factories, schools

be inspected. At least one stop not on the

schedule also was made when, at l16th

street, Manhattan, a motorcycle policeman

halted Robertson and cautioned him against

violating the speed law. As Bridgeport

was approached the crowds and the enthus

iasm increased until the streets were lit

erally lined with people, many of whom had

gone long distances to witness the passage

of the car.

Monday's program was characterized by

an exhibition of the car on the public

streets, when apparently all of Bridgeport's

80,000 inhabitants and a few others from

outside were packed along the course. Op

portunities for a display of the true speed

ing capabilities of the car were somewhat

ridge, his mechanic. State's Attorney Stiles

Judson served as toastmaster, introducing

the speakers, and said that the winning of

the race was a triumph for the country, for

Connecticut, for Bridgeport; a triumph for

Riker, the designer of the car, for the offi

cers of the Locomobile company, and the

mechanics who put their brains into steel

in the making of the car; and for Robert

son. the intrepid driver, and his mechan

ician.

In closing, he pledged this toast: “To the

future of Bridgeport, and to the future of

Bridgeport’s citizenship and may her inter

ests be forever confided to the care of such

whole-souled and sterling business men.

who through their organizations and aided

  I H l

  

ROBERTSON. THE VANDERBILT Cl‘P, AND THE WINNING CAR A’l‘ BRIDGEPORT

and local places of business, crowds

thronged the streets to witness an exhibi

tion performance by the car, and in the

evening the celebration was crowned by a

banquet tendered by the Bridgeport Board

of Trade, the Manufacturers’ Association

and the Press Club, to the officers of the

company and to George Robertson, driver

of the winning N0. “16" car. As an outburst

of civic pride it was quite as conspicuous

as in its avowed character of a flattering

tribute to a significant achievement in the

industry.

As a preliminary to the affair, the vic

torious car, which had been on exhibition

at the New York show rooms of the com

pany, made a triumphal progress to its

home town on Sunday. Accompanied by

an escort of a score of sister cars carrying

representatives of the company and their

guests, it made a scheduled run over the

famous route across the Connecticut border_

Along the way crowds were gathered at

places where it had been announced stops

would be made to enable the machine to

limited because of the congestion, neverthe

less. in traversing Main street, Bullshead,

Meadow street and Washington and Mad

ison avenues some little speed was attained,

and in a flight the length of Main street,

the distance of 5% miles was covered in 7

minutes. The demonstration was such as

is seldom called forth for any purpose, and

probably has never been approached by

any similar occasion attributable to the au

tomobile industry.

The banquet of the evening was laid at

the Hotel Stratfield, for 300 guests and was

graced by the presence of a number of well

known motorists, as well as local celebri

ties, city ofiicials, newspaper men and

others. It was specifically tendered to the

officers of the company and crew of the

Locomobile which captured the Vanderbilt

trophy. The guests of honor included: 5.

T. Davis, Jr., the president of the company;

Amzi L. Barber, his father-in~law; A. L.

Riker, designer; E. F. Russell. superintend

ent; T. H. Thomas, treasurer; J. A. King

man, George Robertson and Glenn Eth

by the Press Club, have contributed so

much success to this occasion."

Laudations of the car and its makers

constituted the chief theme of the speak

ers at the banquet, an exception being in

the case of Barber, who was introduced as

the father of the Locomobile company.

After laughineg explaining that he had

founded the company merely to furnish an

occupation for his son~in-law, he devoted

his attention to the subject of good roads.

A somewhat important utterance was made

by Frank G. \\'ebb, vice-chairman of the

Vanderbilt Cup Commission, whose remarks

constituted the first public declaration of a

plan for altering the rules governing the

cup contest and forecasted their probable

modification to conform to the regulations

promulgated by the international congress

of recognized automobile clubs.

ln remarking that the Locomobile had

\von its last race and Would be ineligible for

future contests for the cup, \\'ebb created

something of a stir until he explained that

in all probability the rules would be changed
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beiore another race was held, and that that

particular Locomobile would therefore be

ineligible to compete again. The bore of

engines on competing cars will be re

stricted in future probably to 131 millime

ters and perhaps the stroke as well. It will

be remembered that a decision in this di

rection made early last summer, would in

all probability have prevented the break

between the American Automobile Associa

tion and the Automobile Club of America.

Others speakers of the evening were

Police Commissioner George Hill, as Mayor

Lee’s substitute, and John C. Wetmore, rep

resenting the press; Fred Enos, president

of the Board of Trade, and others.

One of the chief features of the dinner

was the Vanderbilt Cup itself, which stood

on the table directly in front of the proud

Robertson. Its presence also was the oc

casion of the presentation to the company

of a set of resolutions of appreciation suit

ably engrossed, by Judge E. K. Nicholson

for the Bridgeport Board of Trade, while

Andrew L. Riker was the recipient of a

Board of Trade shield, in token of his skil

ful services as originator of the car. Later

Robertson was presented with a cup em

blematic of the spirit of the evening and

bearing the significant legend:

“Local Pride Cup, presented to George H.

Robertson, by the Bridgeport Board of

Trade, in recognition of his skill and cour

age in driving the Locomobile ‘Made in

Bridgeport' to victory and winning the

Vanderbilt Cup, October 24, 1908."

Formal presentation of the cup to the

winner will be made at the club house of

the Automobile Club of America to-night

(Thursday), when further tributes will be

paid to the achievement. The presentation

will be made by Jefferson De Mont Thomp

son, chairman of the Cup Commission, in

  

GREETINGS AT NEW ROCHELLE

addition to which a limited number of

speeches will be made by men well known

to the sport and industry. There will also

be a lighter section of the program, con

sisting of an exhibition of moving pictures

showing the contests for the Vanderbilt

trophy and other recent events.

In many respects the last has proved to

have been the greatest of the four Van

derbilt races. Not only was it distinctive

to the American because it was a clean

victory for an American car, but also be

cause of the fact that the average time 01'

the winner was better than that made by

the winners of any previous race. Some

little confusion was brought about at the

time owing to the fact that the account of

the race published by the Motor W'orld

failed to emphasize the fact. This was due

to an inadvertent comparison of averages

for the race. Wagner’s average for the 1906

race was 61.43 miles per hour instead

of 65.13. As everyone now knows, Robert

son’s average time of 64.3 was faster than

any previous average.

Club Formed to Run Special Trains.

The Twentieth Century Automobile Club,

of New York City, has been incorporated

under New York laws. with $500 capital.

The incorporators include Horace B. Dob

bie, Samuel D. Koch and Arthur C. Staf~

ford, 302 Broadway. The club is to run a

special train to the races at Savannah.
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ST. LOUIS SEES ITS FIRST CLIMB

Baldwin Makes Best Time up Solomon's

Hill—Then Oldfield, Christie and Soules

Give Two Days Circus.

Motorists of St. Louis, Mo, and vicinity

were treated to a dashing exhibition of

hippodrome enterprise on Friday, Saturday

and Sunday last. '6th-8th insts., when the

conquering trio, Oldfield, Christie and

drove out 14 miles on the Manchester road

and lined up for the sights. About ten

times as many more people got out there,

too, although there wasn't any way to do

it except a-foot or en automobile.

Keenly expentant, they waited an hour

or so while an amateur adjusted the

electric timing device. Then a motor buggy

came up the one-sixth mile grade in 2

minutes 54 seconds.

Keenly expectant. they waitedran'hour

they would figure out the percentages based

 

  

 

 

VIF.\V OF SOLOMON’S HILL FROM STARTING POINT AT FOOT.

Soules, together with a few local contest

ants and others performed on Solomon's

hill, and on the old fair grounds track.

Ostensibly—that is to say, according to the

Oldfield posters—the meet was under the

auspices of the “Auto Dealers' Association,"

though as a matter of fact this announce

ment was a source of some surprise to the

members of the St. Louis Automobile Man-

ufactures and Dealers Association.

W'hen E. A. Moross dropped in on St.

Louis a few weeks ago with determination

in his eye, the gods smiled on him; for that

very night the members of the association

were about to meet and talk over their

hill climb and show plans. Moross, who is

the manager of a theatrical company of

thrillers, appeared at the meeting and made

a modest little speech in which he said

something about a three-day carnival and

explained to the association what a fine

thing it would be for them to have two

days of track doings follow their proposed

hill climb. The dealers refused all his

blandishments. Moross, of the “Dare Devil

Drivers” company. however, did not retire

to the woods defeated. He ordered on his

scenery props and actors, emblzzzoned the

town with picture work of the beloved Bar

ney and the dates of the two-day meeting

at the old fair grounds race track, with

some fine print underneath about the climb

on Solomon’s hill. ln larger letters fol

lowed, “Under the Auspices of the Auto

Dealers Association.”

St. Louis had never had a hill~climb be

fore, and lots of people owning nice auto

mobiles did not know how uninteresting

such things can be, so fully 500 of them

upon piston area, and weight of the com

peting cars, the latter went home and re

tired without tackling the job. The next

day the dealers said that it was “up to the

judges.” The judges haven't gone to work

with the figures yet. and the indications

are that they will not. Nevertheless it is

pretty clear that Baldwin, driving a special

ly made Stanley steamer won the laurels in

the free-for-all with a time of 40% seconds.

The best time for a gasolene car was that

made a vain attempt to regain the record

but could not touch the steamer's mark.

Once upon a time Oldfield made the old

record of 0:59 for this particular course.

30 horsepower Moon, tried to take it at a

35-mile an hour clip, he came to grief. For

a minute after the spectators at the top of

the hill thought that car and driver had

been terribly injured, but when the cloud

of dust cleared Philip W'ells was found sit

ting at the wheel of the car with a broad

smile on his face. On account of three

crazy turns that the machine made a rear

wheel gave way, but otherwise the car was

uninjured. The Moon was the first fast car

to take the turn. Other drivers that fol

lowed profited by the accident and cut out

their motors when they approached the
dangerous spot. V ‘

The incline known as Solonion's Hill is

the stifiest gradient within a radius of 100

miles of St. Louis. There are steeper

turns in the Ozark foothills only. At first

the grade is easy. but it grows steeper as

the road leads on. The danger curve in

the shape of an "S," is about the middle

of the route; then the grade becomes stiffer

and stiffer to the summit.

The 45 horscpower Stoddard-Dayton.

driven by Tuttle, scored over the Packard

and Stevens-Duryea stock cars. Tuttle ne<

gotiated the climb in 49 flat. The Pack

ard’s time was 54% seconds. Oldfield and

Soules both covered the distance in' 46%

seconds.

 

The feature of the first day's program

for the track meet was L. H. N.

Baldwin’s mile, which he covered in

the Stanley steamer in the fastest

time ever made by an automobile —on that

track. The redoubtable Barney Oldfield

    

BAD ’l‘vl'RN LOCALLY KNOWN AS “THE HAIRPIN"

of the Apperson, driven by McClain, which

Covered the grade of six-tenths of a mile

in 46% seconds. In the class for cars with

piston diameter between 65 and 90 square

inches the Apperson, driven by McClain,

beat the 30 horsepower Moon by a close

margin.

The incline for the test has a bad turn

and because Philip Wells, who piloted the

made a vain attempt to regain the record.

but could not touch the steamer's mark.

Walter Christie also tried a circuit in his

big “Record Breaker," but the best he could

do was 0:59 flat, or two-fifths of a second

better than the time made by Oldfield.

Ollie Savin also performed and made a

trial at the mile record, but failed to outdo

the other exhibitors. Savin, it must be re
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membered, is none other than “The Great

Savini, Champion Driver of Italy," of a

year or two ago, and later said to be a

chauffeur whom Oldfield had discovered in

somebody’s garage.

When a “sweepstakes” event was called,

Oldfield had no trouble in taking the first

heat of 2 miles from Savin in 2211/5. Later

Christie beat Soules in the second heat in

2:08. This entitled him to try at the final

of one mile with the intrepid Barney. The

ensuing bout was described locally as the

“greatest race ever seen in that part of the

country." Christie drew the ragged edge

and on the first jump, Oldfield slid along

the pole and held it. But Christie was rub~

bing against his rear tire in hot pursuit.

as they flew round, throwing up a surf of

dust. In the last 50 yards of the stretch,

Christie shot ahead and won by a carburet

ter's length in 134%.

The three miles handicap between Paul

Caldwell in a 6 cylinder Pierce (25 seconds),

Baldwin in a Stanley steamer (scratch),

Jack Blincoe in a 30 horsepower Packard

(25 seconds), Jack Taylor at the wheel of

a Stoddard-Dayton (20 seconds), and

Soules in the Stearns “Red Devil” (15 sec~

onds), was run under a blinding dust

cloud. As a result, the Pierce driver

deftly won in 3:31. the others failing to

catch him. Baldwin, however, passed all

of the other contestants, except Caldwell,

scoring second, with Taylor in third place.

Two “special” races followed, for Ford

and Moon cars, respectively. Sluder and

Britter scored first and second in the first

of the two, the time being 3:27 for the two

miles, while Philip \Nells got away with

the 2 miles Moonbeam spin in 231%, with

Grinham second.

There was plenty of low comedy in a

rough-house 5 miles “novelty” afiair, that

would be considered a little too strenuous

by most law abiding citizens. The condi

tions provided that each operator should

drive his car alone the first mile and at the

end of this, pick up three passengers, dis

charging them at the close of the second

mile; then in the third lap, pick them all

up again and dump them after the fourth

circuit and finish the last lap alone. None

of the drivers bothered to slow down suf

ficiently to permit graceful unloading and

as a result, passengers had to take flying

leaps from the flying cars, landing all sorts

of ways in the dirt. Some of the

drivers lost their heads in their high speed

efforts, the Moon pilot forgetting to take

on a load of passengers on one round, and

the Chalmers-Detroit getting away with

only one instead of three passengers. F.

Maynard, in a Maynard car, was the win

ner in 837%.

Two accidents marred the day: one to F.

Bahnson, riding a motorcycle in a prelim

inary event, when he skidded and was

thrown, and the other when William Igoe,

driving a Moon, plunged through the fence

at the far turn in a special trial. Dust

blinded the latter driver, who pulled

through very slightly damaged, although

the car was smashed.

 

Sunday, the second day of the trackfest,

saw Oldfield turn around and beat Christie

in the final of another sweepstakes. In the

first heat Christie disposed of Soules with

case, when he circled the mile course in

130%, leaving his opponent to admire the

scenery. Then Oldfield and Savin went

at it in the second heat, and, of course, the

former won, making the two miles in

2:03;.4. When Christie and Oldfield lined

up for the final, at two miles. it was a

fairly even break until the last turn, when

   

WELLS SURVIVBS WRECK OF THE MOON

the latter out-generaled Christie and won

by two lengths in 2:04' flat.

It was Baldwin in his steamer, however.

who got the crowd enthused. The car went

whistling around in a mile trial, and equalled

its mark of the previous day, 054%,. Old

field and Christie performed second best

in the mile trials, each doing a circuit in

0:58. Soules went around in 1:02, while

Caldwell in his Pierce six did a lap in

134%. V

The five miles handicap saw practically

the same starters as the 3 miles handicap of

the first day. Baldwin starting from

scratch, won a really creditable victory, for

in passing the others he had to tear through

a veritable maelstrom of flying dirt and

pebbles and blinding dust. One by one, he

cut down Soules, Caldwell, Phil Wells, Jack

Taylor, and demonstrated that in short

bursts of speed, stock cars are not to be

classed with the special steamer product.

Baldwin’s time was 3:34, or 3:04 net, and

Taylor and W'ells scored second and third,

respectively.

Jack Taylor, Stoddard-Dayton, took a

2 miles special from Wells, Moon, without

great effort in 221%; H. M. Paine, in a

Chalmers-Detroit, being the also-drove.

Caldwell piloting his Pierce spread himself

by winning the event for comedians—the

five miles novelty race. The summaries:

Saturday, November 7.

Two miles for Ford runabouts—Won by

H. K. Sluder; second, F. Britter. Time,

3:27.

Two miles for Moon

Philip Wells; second,

231%.

Two miles, open to Buick and Chalmers

Detroit cars—Won by McQuillan, Buick;

second, Paine, Chalmers. Time, 301%,.

Four miles novelty—Won by F. S. May

nard, Maynard. Time, 837%.

Sweepstakes event; first heat, 2 miles,

between Christie and Soules. Won by

Christie. Time, 2.08.

Second heat, 2 miles, between Oldfield

and Savin—\Non by Oldfield. Time, 231%.

Final heat. one mile, between Christie

and Oldfield—\Von by Christie. Time.

134%.

Five miles motorcycles—Won by J. H.

Anderson; second, Frank Hazzard; third,

Charles Cornwell. Time, 653%.

November 8.

cars—Won by

Grinham. Time,

Sunday,

Two miles special—Won by jack Taylor,

Stoddard-Dayton; second, Philip Wells,

Moon; third, H. M. Paine,~ Chalmers-De

troit. Time, 231%.

Five milesfi. novelty—W'on by Caldwell,

Pierce; second, Quinlan, Moon. Time,

7:42.

Exhibition mile—Won by Baldwin. Time.

034%; second, Oldfield, 0:58; third, Soules,

1:02; fourth, Caldwell, 1:043/g.

Five miles handicap—Won by Baldwin

(scratch); second, Jack Taylor (30 sec~

onds); third, Philip Wells, Moon (30 sec

onds. Time, 3:04. Caldwell, Pierce and

Soules, Stearns also competed.

Sweepstakes event—First heat, 1 mile,

between Christie and Soules—\Non by

Christie. Time, 1:003/5.

Second heat, 2 miles, between Oldfield

and Savin—\Non by Oldfield. Time, 2:03%.

Final heat, 2 miles—\Von by Oldfield.

Time, 2:04.

Speed Indications for Savannah.

Results of the first practice spins over

the Savannah course for the forthcoming

Grand Prix race have enabled the prophets

already gathered about the southern circuit

to form the first estimates as to the times

possible of achievement in the race. Al

though the course is smoothly laid at all

points and the turns well banked, it is

thought that the number of curves to be

encountered will seriously affect the run

ning of the cars. According to one esti

mate, however, the average may run as high

as 68 miles an hour. There are 16 turns

in the circuit so that the drivers will have

to negotiate no less than 256 corners in

the 400 miles race.

America's chances of winning were in

creased this week by the entry of a sixth

competitor for the Grand Prix contest in

the 50 horsepower Buick which Robert

Burman is to drive. The American represent~

ation in full will comprise, in addition to

the Buick, the Simplex, National, Lozier,

Acme and Chadwick cars.
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NEW 0RLEANS EASY F011 STRANG

His Only Failures Caused by Grandstand

Play and Tire Trouble—Honey Wins

the Fifty Miles Event.

 

New Orleans’ two days track meet held

on Saturday and Sunday, November 7-8, at

and Emil Stricker

were billed as head-liners, turned out to be

At times it was very

tame, while occasionally bursts of speed

which Lewis Strang

rather uneventful.

worked the enthusiasm of the crowd to a

high pitch. Stricker made no sort of a show

ing, owing to motor troubles and as a result,

Strang had no one of high calibre to give

He took

first place in a few races, in walkover style.

him any amount of argument.

Tire trouble, however, caused him to lose

the big event of the meet, the 50 miles, and

an unusual self-imposed handicap prevented

him from scoring first in another race which

might easily have been his. It is to be

hoped that the next race meet held by the

newly organized New Orleans Automobile

Club will provide slightly better racing, al

though as a first attempt, this one was con

sidered a success by the local enthusiasts.

On Saturday, the first day of the meet,

Lewis Strang distinguished himself from

the very start. He made his first appear

ance in a five miles three-cornered race,

which was run in heats and pleased the ex

pectant crowds by winning two out of the

three. The first heat was between Herbert

Conners in a car bearing the awe-inspiring

soubriquet, “Red Devil,” and Jack Rack

lyf, in :1 Thomas Flyer. The fire and brim~

stone in the Satanic car soon began to

smoulder and in the fourth lap it withdrew,

with all of its devilishness completely sub

dued. Racklyf's time was 6:45. In the sec

ond heat, Strang in his Renault, Emil

Stricker in his “Green Dragon," and Charles

Swaboda gripping the wheel of a Stoddard

Dayton figured. The Green Dragon had

trouble with its radiator, and Strang wor

ried no longer, but beat Swaboda by a small

margin. Strang led easily through the fourth

mile of the final, with Swaboda second and

Racklyf third, and then when Swaboda's car

broke down, Strang stopped and permitted

his mechanician to assist the stalled car. In

the meantime. Racklyf, in the Thomas,

gained materially on Strang, but the win

her of Savannah and Briarcliff soon recov

ered his lead. winning a victory none too

brilliant in 6:29.

In a curtain raiser for cars selling at

$1,500, at 5 miles. Thurber, piloting a Chal

mers-Detroit. won the honors in 650%,

the race being gingered up by A. L. Ab

bott’s Buick smashing down a fence. Driver

and mechanician were hurled out, but es

caped injury. Only two contestants faced

the starter in the five miles open—"Andy"

Anderson with a Ford "Six," and M. F. Mc

Intyre in a White steamer, the latter being

protested at first on the ground that it was

"specially built." Later when Anderson

beat the White in a walkover, t0 the tune

of 62.38%, the protest was withdrawn.

In the final event the piece de resistance

of the first afternoon, Strang attempted a

bit of grandstand play and sacrificed the

event in consequence. The race was sched

uled to run 50 miles, but on account of the

lateness of the hour it was cut to 20. So

sure was Strang of winning that he an

nounced that he would stop in front of the

grandstand at the end of the tenth mile and

change a tire, giving a demonstration of

how quickly it could be done. When the

field started, Strang got the jump on the

others—Racklyf in the Thomas, Anderson

in a Ford Six, and McIntyre in a White

steamer—and the Renault led for the first

10 miles. Then Strang stopped his car and

took just three minutes to remove an old

tire and substitute a new one. Meanwhile

the Thomas Flyer had gained a mile and a

quarter. The Renault driver then set out

in an effort to regain the lead. One mile

was caught in 58 seconds, which was the

fastest of the day. But it was getting dark,

and in consequence of-this, perhaps, Rack

lyf finished first, doing the 20 miles in

25:13, and Strang crossed the line just a

second after him. Strang‘s time for the

20 miles, with the three minutes taken out,

during which the tire was changed, was 22

minutes and 16 seconds.

In the "feature" event of the second day,

the postponed 50 miles race, Strang was a

loser. He was leading Frank B. Honey,

who was at the wheel of a 60 horsepower

Thomas and the pair were making a good

race of it when one of the Renault's tires

punctured. Strang drove a lap on the rim

and. then lost three minutes making a

change. Honey seized the advantage and

made the most of it. the star of the meet

failing to catch him before the tape was

crossed. The winner's time was 1:01:40,

Strang rolling in a natural second, inas

much as the two other contestants had

dropped out. One of these. Charles Swa—

boda, in a Stoddard-Dayton, broke an axle,

which caused him to go crashing through a

rail fence. Anderson in the sulphurous

“Red Devil," was obliged to quit in the

early stages of the bout.

Strang was quite disturbed over his de

feat and challenged Honey to another con

test at the same distance, agreeing to for

feit $500 to some charitable institution if

the Renault could be beaten. The Thomas

driver did not pick up the gauntlet, however.

Swaboda in the Stoddard took first in a

five miles stock car event, in 623775, trailed

by Anderson in a Ford “Six,” and A. L. Ab

bott with a Buick. The Pelican Handicap

at 5 miles. was easily won by Strang. He

covered the distance in 5:42%, making one

of his miles in 058%. Anderson played to

second place, while the Ford and Fred

Haack followed.

The wind-up was rather fizzlisn. All of

the “stars” were scheduled to start in the

final five miles event, but at the last mo

ment, the Honey Thomas was withdrawn,

and as Swaboda’s car was wrapped around a

fence post, it was hopelesst barred. This

left the fight to Strang and Stricker, and

the latter playing in hard luck, broke down

after leading Strang for a mile. Strang'u

time for the lone race was 553%.

The summaries:

November 7..

Five miles, cars selling at $1,500 and um

der—Won by E. J. Thurber, Chalmers-De

troit (walkover). Time, 650%,.

Five miles, cars selling at $3,000 and un

der—Won by Anderson, Ford; second, M.

F. McIntyre, White. Time. 658%,.

Five miles, Crescent City Sweepstakes—

First heat won by Jack Racklyf, Thomas;

second heat won by Lewis Strang, Renault.

Time, 6:05. Final heat and race won by

Strang. Time, 6:29

Twenty miles, open—Won by Jack Rack

lyf, Thomas; second, Lewis Strang. Time.

25:15.

Five miles motorcycles—“Ion by Arthur

Redfern (N. S. U.); second, Russ Smith

(N. S. U.).

Sunday,

Saturday,

November 8.

Five miles, cars selling at $3,000 and un

der—Won by Swaboda, Stoddard-Dayton;

second, A. Anderson, Ford; third, Abbott.

Buick. Time, 6:37%.

Fifty miles open—Won by Frank B.

Honey, Thomas; second, Strang, Renault.

Time, 1:01:40.

Five miles, Pelican Handicap—Won by

Lewis Strang; second. A. Anderson, Ford;

third, Fred Haack, Pope-Toledo. Time,

637%.

Five miles motorcycle—Won by Russell

Smith (N. S. U.). Time, 7:10%.

Swanbrough Wins Denver Economy Run.

Eighteen cars started out bright and early

on Saturday last, 7th inst.. on the Denver

Motor Club's economy test and all survived

the ordeal without swooning or stranding in

ditches. The run from Denver to Greeley

and return covered a distance of 112 miles,

and E. W. Swanbrough, driving a Corbin

car, won both of the prizes ofiered—the

Ralph W'. Smith cup and the Denver Motor

Club cup. The first of these was awarded

for scoring the highest percentage in ac

cordance with a formula derived by divid

ing the weight of the car with passengers,

by the weight of the gasolene consumed,

as expressed in half ounces. The second

prize was awarded to the car making the

drive with the least gasolene consumption

regardless of any figuring on weight or

percentage.

 

Red Blufi Automobililts Organize.

Red Bluff. Cal, has a new automobile

club. James Seeley has been elected presi»

dent and F. W. Becker secretary.
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LONG GRIND 0F ROUGII RIDING

Page Wins Strenuous “Twice-Around-the

Clock" Race at Los Angeles-Rugged

Track Causes Accidents.

Driving 21 hours out of 24, J. Murray

Page, at the wheel of a 40 horsepower Lo

comobile roadster, won the “twice-around

the-clock” contest at Ascot Park, Los An

geles, Cal., on Saturday and Sunday, Octov

ber 31-November 1, covering 916 miles. His

nearest competitor, a Franklin, piloted al

ternately by Guy Irwin and Ralph Hamlin,

rolled up 835 miles, and Ilarry Lord, hand

ling a Studebaker, almost continuously, was

third with 629 miles to his credit. The only

other Survivor of the such original start

ers was a 10 horsepower Reo with Lee Gar

ricke at the stern, who reeled off 474 miles,

running practically all of the time.

Page, scoring the second big victory for

the Loeomobile within nine days, won the

handsome Diamond trophy valued at $1,000,

while Irwin and Hamlin, the Franklin driv

ers, and Harry Lord, the Studebaker pilot,

were awarded gold medals.

The battleground of this affray—the old

Ascot Park race track—was no path of roses

or Long Island Motor Parkway, by any

means, nor was it even a good mile of or—

dinary road. The circuit was a trail of fur

rows, ditches and bumps that made anything

but pleasant work for the drivers and the

rough course was wholly responsible for the

accidents that occurred, though fortunately

none of them resulted seriously.

Seven cars faced the starter at 4 p. m., on

Saturday, Guy Irwin in a 6-cy1inder Frank

lin; J. M. Page, in the Locomobile; Bert

Dingley, intent upon holding up his reputa

tion in the Chalmers-Detroit "Bluebird";

Lee Garricke jammed in the 10 horsepower

Reo “Kiddo”; together with Frank Free’s

Sunset, Harry Lord's Studebaker, and Har

old Stone’s mixed mount, which is said to

be partly Pope-Hartford and partly other

brands, and known as the “Paris Pet." It

was a fairly even start, all cars except the

Franklin making a good getaway. Free

was the one to nip the pole first, with Ding

ley and Page hot upon his rear tires, and for

a mile they spun around in this order, Free

flashing past the grandstand just a few feet

ahead of the Bluebird. For a few minutes

the pack found the Sunset about as hard to

chase as a rainbow. Then Dingley inched

up and by degrees eclipsed the leader, to

the tremendous shouting of the 4,000 spec

tators, when he covered a mile in 1:09, the

fastest lap of the entire race. Murray held

his own in third notch, threatening Free

constantly, while Dingley continued to take

the curves at high speed of the sensational

order. In the seventh round the latter

lapped Lord in the Studebaker and during

the eleventh he circled Irwin’s Franklin

'hours

“Greyhound.” Before the fifteenth

was completed Dingley's Bluebird

lapped every car on the course.

\Vhen he tried to drive a second ring

around Irwin's Greyhound another race was

on and the crowd went wild with delight as

these two fought, taking turns at passing

each other for miles.

Before long, Free, tiring of the hot pace,

shut down slightly and was content to

drop back to fourth place. Dingley had

covered 29 miles during the first 30 minutes

of the race.

The end of the first hour saw Dingley lead

ing, followed by Page, Irwin. Free, Harry

Lord, Stone with his Pope, which had ex

perienced trouble, and the little Reo, which

Garricke was joyously piloting. About this

time, all of the contestants Were obliged to

stop and light their lamps, each being :11

lotted the same amount of time for the pur

pose.

The cars had scarcely gotten well started

with their head-lamps burning when Ding

ley’s Chalmers came to grief and slowed

down with a badly burned out main hear

ing, caused by clogged lubrication. This

delayed the car for more than three hours

while the motor was being torn down and

gave the lead to Page and Irwin. The

next thing to go wrong was at the end of the

third hour, when the “Paris I’et," on its

147th mile, smashed its transmission with

a loud rip and a crash, putting it out of the

running for good. The break was such a

bad one that part of its gear case dropped

on the track, before Stone could stop.

At 11 p. m. the end of the first seven hours

period, the contestants were called off the

track for two hours, to give the course a

good rolling. The contestants shot away

again at 1 a. m., the Locomobile fighting

hard in an effort to pass the Franklin that

Hamlin and Irwin were driving alternately,

while Free's Sunset was a close third.

Throughout the night and early morning

Page kept fighting the Greyhound

drivers and looked a likely winner when the

sun arose on Sunday. Little by little he

gained on Hamlin in the Franklin, and

during the 15th hour passed that driver and

secured the lead, which the Franklin never

succeeded in overcoming. At this stage of

the game Page’s Locomobile had 613 miles

to its credit; Hamlin’s Franklin, 602; Free’s

Sunset, 451; Lord’s Studebaker, which

had developed engine trouble, 446, and the

little Reo, 299—still running consistently.

In the 16th hour, Page increased his lead

to 16 miles and in the 19th, he had run his

mileage up to 781, leading the Franklin by

no less than 21 miles—a margin that seemed

safe enough. The Studebaker and Rco were

trailing at a respectful distance.

Shortly after 1 p. m. Sunday, George

Hart, who was Free’s alternate in the Sun

set, provided a thrill while ploughing over

the soft course at a 50 miles an hour clip.

Just as he rounded the three-quarter post, a

steering knuckle broke and set the car

mile

had

spread-eagling. It described a snakey “S”

in the center of the track; then faced

about and came to a calm stop. The break

was hurriedly brazed and the car rushed

back into the race.

Page was relieved by R. J. Leavitt, the

owner of the Locomobile, for about three

hours during the third period of the con—

test—the contestants having been given an

other recess between 2 and 4 p. m. When

Page returned to the wheel his victory

seemed certain, for while he was chasing

the Franklin at a_ dizzy pace, the former

broke a spring and a piece of the leaf was

run over by the Locomobile, cauisng the

latter’s rear to blow out with a loud re

port. The Franklin had to retire for two

hours; then it reappeared and continued to

limp along, game to the end.

Then the Sunset, running third, had a

second accident; this time with Free at the

wheel. He was letting the car out almost

to its capacity, when the other knuckle

snapped, sending the car directly into a

rail post, upon which a boy was perched,

The impact shot the youth through the air

at meteor speed, landing him undamaged,

however. Free and his mechanician, Ken

dall, were also thrown, but were not in

jured. The car, however, was reduced to

scrap iron.

When the 22d hour was reeled off Page

was leading by 74 miles, with the Franklin

credited with 799 miles total, and the Stude

baker with 591. Garricke‘s Reo was the

only other car left in the race. Through

the 23d hour, the Locomobile ploughed

along steadily tearing up the loose dirt and

when the long grind was called ofl‘ its score

stood at 916 miles, against the Franklin fig

ure, 835, and the Studebaker 629 miles. Gar

ricke and Oberlin, in the Reo "Kiddo,"

showed that the midget car could run twice

around the clock and stand up on all four

tires by chalking up 474 miles to its credit.

Date for Quaker City Endurance Run.

What will probably be the first automo—

bile contest of the year 1909 will start in

the cool drab dawn shortly after the New

Year horns have ceased tooting on January

first next, at Philadelphia, Pa. There may

be other contests on this same day in other

parts of the country, but the members of

the Quaker City Motor Club are going to

arise early and make an effort to be “first

off” with their third annual endurance run,

which is to occupy two days, and which will

doubtless attract much interest in the scrap

ple belt. As there has been a change in

the deed of gift of the McDonald & Camp

bell Cup, which formerly was a perpetual

trophy, contested for annually, the next con

testant will be a decisive one, as the trophy,

under the new conditions, will be—

come the permanent property of the winner.

In the search for a clean score eliminating

route, the contest committee has decided

upon Walkes-Barre and return as the line

of battle.
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HARTFORD’S MOTOR AMBULANCE

New Pope Model Marked by Departures

—Its Unusually Commodious, Accessi

ble and Convenient Interior.

Considerable attention has been attracted

locally by the neW~m0tor ambulance which

 
 

 

chine is a departure from previous prac

ticc in the design of motor ambulance, so

that its construction is worthy of more

than passing attention.

As will be seen from the accompanying

illustrations, the body is extremely long.

and is furnished with a side door on either

side, just back of the driver's seat, in addi

ment as may be required by the 30 horse

power motor.

The interior of the body is 60 inches

high, by 36 by 80 inches in floor plan. As

will be seen from the two rear views, it is

equipped with four beds, leather-covered

and arranged to slide in and out on suit

able tracks. while by means of a locking
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NEW POPE AMBULANCE IN COMMISSION AT HARTFORD, CONN, WITH VIEWS SHOWING INTERIOR ARRANGEMENT

was supplied to the City of Hartford, Conn.,

by the Pope Manufacturing Co.. not long

since, and which went into active service

during the recent Bridge Celebration, on

which occasion it gained distinction by ac

complishing the successful transportation

of no less than eight patients, six of whom

were listed as accident cases. In a num

ber of respects, both in regard to the size

of the body and its appointment. the ma‘

tion to the regular rear entrance for pa

tients. The wheel base is very long, being

no less than 130 inches, and the suspen.

sion is especially designed with a view to

the unusually arduous work for which it

is intended. The body is electrically light

ed, is furnished with abundant window glass

for daylight illumination. has the usual au

automobile lamp equipment for night work,

and carries such tool and emergency equip

arrangement, the beds may be secured

when slid into place in the car. Four

stretchers also are provided, suspension

racks for which are carried on the roof.

The interior furnishings include among

other things a medicine chest 31 inches

long, fitted with compartments for the safe

keeping of the physician's stock, while ex

tra appliances are conveniently located

within the interior. There is sufficient room
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for a physician and nurse to ride comfort

ably within the body, even when carrying

the full quota of four patients, while in

cases of extreme urgency this number may

be increased without uncomfortable crowd

ing. The convenience, controlability and

celcrity of the motor vehicle for such a

purpose readily commends it for this class of

work, while the equipment employed in

this case and the method of mounting it

proves particularly advantageous.

Flower Holders in Car Equipment.

To please the women who are so fond of

flowers that they like to have them even

when they are in automobiles. the latest

fittings for touring cars and limousines are

flower holders. They are graceful little

crystal cornucopias with a circle of silver

at the top and bottom from which the two

attaching brackets project. Their form is

such that they may be partially filled with

water without danger of the latter slopping

out on rough roads, and their taper at the

bottom makes it possible to force the flower

stems in firmly so that the flowers them

selves will not jar out even with the most

violent movements of the car. The larger

sizes are big enough to accommodate bou

quets of considerable proportions, such as

roses, chrysanthcmums, or wild blossoms

that may be gathered by the road side, while

the smallest sizes are intended for violets

or lillies of the valley. The fancy of auto

mobile flower‘ holders had its origin in

Europe, and has grown rapidly during the

past summer.

Grotesque Design in a Foreign Horn.

Sharp competition for a lion’s share of

the horn business has led one foreign maker

to the extreme of noveltv in a design which

has just been developed. The usual flare

front is replaced by a fearful and “natural”

representation of a dragon’s head with pro

truding fangs, while the ordinary convo

lutions are replaced by a length of plain

flexible tubing of tapering section which

extends up to the bulb. The reed instead

of being located at the throat just back of

the bell, is at the base of the tapering flex

ible section, the latter thus furnishing the

necessary resonance.

Butter as a Solvent for Tar Stains.

Butter, of the common or table va

riety. is alleged by a foreign expert to be

the best possible solvent for removing tar

stains from the delicate surface of coach

work. Such stains frequently result from

driving a newly finished machine over a

piece of road which has recently been

treated with dust laying compounds, and

more often than not, proves very hard to

eradicate. For cleansing the upholstery of

the car or the clothing of the passengers.

the same authority recommends a knot of

clean waste dipped in gasolene or benzine

and applied by brushing with it the parts

to be cleansed.

CRITICIZES TIIE GASOLINE MOTOR

Professor Kenerson Points Out Its Limita

tions—Possibility of Eliminating Its

Inherent Weaknesses.

Not being at all satisfied with the pres

cnt types of gasolene motors, Professor

\IVilliam H. Kenerson, head of the Brown

University engineering department, made a

wholesale criticism of some of their al

leged defects, in an address to the members

of the Rhode Island Motor League. While

admitting that the present gasolene engine

is superior to the steam reciprocating en

finds

fault with muny features of its construc

ginc in comparative efficiency, he

tion and operation, among them being the

fact that temperature limitations restrict

the efficiency, that the impulses should be

replaced with a more even flow of power,

and that the transmission system in use

cause a great loss of energy.

“The idea of the explosion engine was

formed 50 years ago,” he said, “and 30 years

ago the engine took a form similar to the

present style. At that time an engine of 2

horsepower weighed 1,400 pounds, or 700

pounds per horsepower. To-day engines

of the same general type weigh. I mean

those designed to be light, five pounds per

horsepower. Notice the great improve

ment.

“The first traction experiment with an

oil engine was made in Providence, on the

Cranston horse car line, about 20 years ago.

A 2 horsepower engine was tested out. and

it was demonstrated then that it took 30

or 40 so-called horsepower to do the work

of two horses. The trial was not satisfac

tory, because the engine was too weak and

too heavy.

“Now an ordinary gas engine transforms

about 20 to 25 per cent. of the energy into

power at the fly wheel. A steam engine

transforms 8 to 10 per cent. as an average.

The thing which limits us in the transform

ation of energy into power in an engine is

the temperature incident with the trans

formation. The metal parts of an engine

will not stand heat enough to allow of a

greater percentage of transformation. And

yet we have the very highest grade metals.

“Another limitation is the degree of com

pression which we can obtain on the

gasses. When you compress the mixture

in the cylinder, you increase the heat a

great deal. The more compression, the

higher the temperature. If you compress

too hard, you will get pre-ignition, and then

you have to stop at once. I have person

ally scen an automobile engine run with

the spark cut off. through pre-ignition.

“Now the reliability and smoothness of

running, are among the principal features

of an engine. Reliability depends upon the

proper mixture and its proper use. Smooth

ness depends upon the evenness of the im

pulses from the explosion. It is an inherent

fault of the present type of gasolene engine,

this very powerful impulse given to the pis

ton at more or less regular intervals. In

creasing the numbcr of cylinders in an en

gine is a way to remedy this defect, but not

a satisfactory way, for it is merely adding

more trouble to a bad thing. The steam

turbine and the electric motor, where the

impulses are practically continuous and

evenly distributed, are samples of the high

est typc engine for smoothness. A double

action gasolene engine, or one where an

impulse is given to each end of the piston

is altogether too hard to keep cool in a

small engine suitable for automobiles.

And we must keep the cylinders cool.

“Transmission also is a defect in the pres

ent engine. A great deal of power is lost

there. I have recently tested at Brown an

engine rated 60 horsepower, and found but

35 horsepower delivered at the wheels. Now

the metals we use, and the exactness of

construction. are nearly perfect, so we can

look for no great improvement in the en

gine from that direction. The designing

is perfect, and the assembling.

“\\"e must develop an entirely new type

of gasolene engine in order to improve on

the present one, and you will agree that

there can be improvement in many direc

tions. I believe there is an entirely differ

ent kind of gasolene engine which will be

developed, still using the idea of internal

combustion, or explosion. It will be found

possible to remove nearly all the inherent

weaknesses of the engines. And

first of all, we must get an engine which

will have a more even turning point, and

will not deliver such a shock to the piston,

with such a tremendous decline in pressure

following immediately thereafter."

Concrete Construction for Garages.

Concrete construction for garages has

two great advantages, according to an au

thority in this line. Reinforced concrete, he

says, makes it possible to have the floors

with few or no supporting columns, thus af

fording the maximum of free space for mov

ing the cars about. In addition to its firc~

proof qualities, the concrete flooring is im

pervious to oils, gasolene or water, so that

machines may be washed or stored on the

upper floors without any drippings to the

floors below.

Cheap Fuel for Pacific Coast Motorists.

As California distillate costs only 6 cents

a gallon as against the usual Pacific Coast

price of 25 cents a gallon for gasolene, there

is much joy among prospective users of

White steamers on the Coast over the fact

that the 1909 models shipped to that lo~

cality will be equipped with burners capa

ble of using the cheaper fuel. It is claimed

for the distillate that in addition to its ad

vantage in price, its thermal efficiency is

greater than that of gasolene.
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NEW IDEA IN TIIE DIFFERENTIAL

Application of Leverage System Dispenses

with Gearing—The Principle Employed

in Various Adaptations.

Many different forms of differential or

compensating mechanism have been de—

signed at one time or another, but with few

exceptions designers have resorted to the

use of toothed gearing for the purpose,

practically the only known exceptions to

the rule hitherto having been in the case

On this ac

count no small interest attaches to a de

of differential clutch systems.

vice which has been given some little no

in which the

usual balancing action is secured as with

differential, but

without the use of gearing of any sort, a

tice in England recently,

the ordinary forms of

simple system of leverage taking the place

  

which toothed gearing ordinarily fulfills in

arrangements of the more conventional

order.

The result is an unusually compact and

simple device, comparing favorably in the

matter of construction with the differen

tial clutch and capable of a rather wide

variety of application. In place of the usual

jack shaft with its pair of bevel pinions

meshing with corresponding pinions on the

stub shafts, or the several pairs of small

spur pinions meshing with larger gears on

the ends of the shafts, as is commonly

necessary with differential gears. the eas

ing of the device carries a short shaft with

its axis at right angles to the axis of the

main shaft or axle, while upon it is mounted

slideably a small lever which in some man

ner engages the faces of two discs which

form the termination of the stub shafts.

Variations in the arrangement are brought

about by altering the method of connec

tion between this intermediate member and

the shaft ends. The principle is the same

in any case.

The principle of action, though somewhat

obscure at first, develops upon study. In

its simplest form the arangement would

comprise merely a short bar loosely mount

ed on the transverse shaft with its round.

ed ends engaging cylindrical depressions in

the faces of the two discs keyed to the ends

of the differential shafts. Power applied

to the carrier or housing member, would

of course cause both shafts to be driven

uniformly so long as they presented equal

resistances. As soon as differentiation

commences, however, relative motion in 0p

 

  

posite direction would be induced in the

two shafts, which would be accommodated

by the movement of the central and con

necting lever or beam.

In order to accomplish this, the beam

would be given a combined movement of

oscillation about its axis—the transverse

shaft—and one of lateral movement along

it. The intermediate member in its rock

ing and sliding motion thus secures exact—

ly the same effect as that produced by the

more familiar methods of gearing, and the

complete characteristics of the regular dif

ferential in every respect are manifested in

the complete device.

In the various adaptations of the prinv

ciple which have been designed, the use of

the connecting lever having rounded or

spherical ends, is sometimes supplanted by

the use of spherical crank webs or eccen

trics, while the intermediate member is hol

lowed to corresponding shape to receive

them. This variation also is employed with

plain eccentrics on the axle ends, mount

ing bushings having spherical exteriors

which fit the corresponding recesses on the

intermediate connecting part.

Several of the possible arrangements are

shown in the accompanying illustrations.

  

Fig. 3

In Fig. l, the most elementary practical

form is shown as adapted to the ordinary

type of differential housing with bevel gear

drive. The short transverse shaft, BB‘, is

here shown mounted in the housing, while

loosely mounted upon it is the connecting

lever, A, the rounded ends of which inter

lock with corresponding recesses in the

discs, C. The part A, is shown at one end

of its travel. How its movement along its

shaft is combined with a rocking movement

about it in producing the desired balancing

efi’cct between the two shafts is seen to

better advantage by reference to Fig. 2.

where much the same arrangement is shown

mounted in a different form of housing.

The indices refer to the same parts as in

the previous case.

In the variation shown in Fig. 3, the con

struction is changed to give heavier parts

and more rigid and unyielding action by the

reversal of the former design and the use

of eccentric members on the shaft ends,

which have spherical contours. while the

connecting member is formed with large

cylindrical openings to receive the eccen

tric members. While the action is the same

in this case as in the preceding. the more

massive design will be observed to be of

advantage where very heavy vehicle work

is in consideration.

In the arrangement shown in Fig. 4. the

preceding plan has been followed with a lit

tle more elab0ration by the insertion be

  

Fig.4

tween the eccentrics and the openings in

the connecting member, of bushings which

are bored cylindrical inside, but shaped to

the necessary spherical form externally.

This arrangement, of course, serves to

simplify the rubbing motion between the

rocker or connecting link and the eccen

trics, thereby tending to distribute the wear

over an increased area of surface and pro

long the life of the parts. The system is

the invention of Reginald Donkin and was

described in somewhat extensive detail in

a recent issue of the Automotor Journal,

London.

In this connection it is rather to be Wow

dered at that with all the varied mechanical

possibilities which might be aplied to the

differential mechanism, so few, relatively

speaking ever have been brought to notice

in practical service. Indeed, saving the spur

and bevel types, practically none have seen

the light, while only a limited number of

the possibilities of the differential clutch

have been worked up into practical form.

Were the differential in common use per

fectly satisfactory. this would not he so

remarkable. As it is, it would appear that

designers as a class had been rather in

clined in the past to let Well enough alone

rather than to “take chances" on mechan

isms of unknown characteristics.
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MAKING SMALL SALES PAY WELL

Enterprising Shoe Salesman Gathers Scat

tered Trade by Aid of an Automobile

—His Story of Success.

Of the utility of the motor vehicle for

the purposes of the traveling salesman,

much has been said. Specific instances in

which a saving has been secured in this

On this

account some little interest attaches to the

way, however, are somewhat rare.

experience of A. B. Brown, of Grand Rapids,

Mich., salesman for a local shoe manufactur

er. During the past six months, Brown has

been using a Cartercar with a specially built

body and in covering some 7,000 miles, has

been enabled to keep his sales up to the

average. despite the dullness of business

in general, because of his ability to reach

isolated customers readily and handle their

trade with despatch. He says:

“I have been a salesman for a number of

years. selling leather. I wanted to get to

selling shoes and I wanted to sell in Mich

igan, but there was no territory that was

not already covered, I was told. I believed

that the company was mistaken. however.

I secured a map and a gazetteer and pro

ceeded to show them little dealers here and

there, and proposed calling on them.

"The company was willing for me to go

ahead, so I secured a team of horses, a

wagon and a boy, to care for them, and got

busy. Orders came and I made it pay. I

my car about every sixty days. I never

stop for the weather.

“When I drove the team and kept the boy,

my expenses ran $40 a week. \Vith my au

tomobile they do not average over $20 a

week. My repair expense for the season

has been a trifle less than $100, which in

cludes two new tires which I now have,

My automobile is far more reliable than a

team of horses ever were. While no sale

is large. I can call on a lot of sn‘all deal~

ers in a short time and the total adds up

 

  

WAVERLEY MEN IN CONFERENCE

Ofl'icers and Salesmen Meet at Indianapolis

for Exchange of Ideas—Blending of

the Old and New Elements.

the season of "conferences."

They are being held all through the indus

This is

try among the heads of firms, the heads of

departments, among the members of the

Perhaps none ofvarious subsidiary forces.

 

 

PARTICIPANTS IN THE WAVI‘IRLEY

nicely, showing a profitable business.

“In fitting up the car. I had the rumble

seat removed and a case fitted on as shown

  

SHOE SALESMAN'S SPECIALLY EQL'IPPED C.-\RTERC.\R

could get plenty of business, but the or

ders were all small. The only way I could

increase my sales was to see more people.

“Finally the firm bought a car for me.

I covered Michigan from lake to lake

and from Indiana to as far north as the

Saginaw valley. I make the territory with

in the picture. This is fitted with drawers,

each containing a certain class of shoes. If

the dealer is interested in a certain line, I

take that drawer into the store and it takes

about a minute to show him the entire line.

In 15 minutes I have the order, the shoes

replaced and am bidding him good-day."

“CONF ERENCE"

these assemblages are of more definiteportance to the parent concerns than those

occupying the attention of the selling

forces. One such has just been held by

the salesmen and officers of the \Naverley

Department of the Pope Mfg. Co., at In»

dianapolis, Ind. It was heralded as the

most successful ever held, and assumed un

usual signifieance because of the recent

change in the status of the concern. It was

a blending of the elements of the new and

the old.

The accompanying picture shows the of

ficers of the company and the members of

the selling forces there gathered. Reading

from left to right. those seated in the lower

row are: H. \N. Goodman, Charles M. Mc

Alpin, purchasing agent; Herbert H. Rice.

vice-president and manager; Carl von Hake,

treasurer; William B. Cooley, president;

W'ilbur C. Johnson, secretary; Roy A. Potts,

sales manager.

Those in the top row, from left to right,

are: E. K. Shugert, R. T. Davis, P. W. Eig

ner, K. W. Brewer. H. \V. Dickerman, E.

R. Vincent, W. S. Gilbreath.

Bill Posting Firm Adopts Motor Car.

A unique application of the commercial

possibilities of the motor car has just been

brought to light in the recorded sale of

a Franklin air-cooled truck to the C. I.

Gude Co., a firm which handles a vast area

of out-of-door advertising space for the

education of suburban railway and trolley

travelers.
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AUTOMOBILE LAW COLORS P01."le

Why Jersey Club— and Trade Associations

Entered a Senatorial Fight—Demand

.for Fairer Legislation.

 

No small stir has been created among the

ranks of New Jersey motorists over a little

incursion into politics undertaken prior to

the recent election by a joint committee

acting on behalf of the Associated Automo

bile Clubs of New Jersey and the New Jer

sey Automobile Trade Association. The in

cursion took the form of a circular letter

sent out broadcast to motorists giving the

views of Senator Colby and Harry V. Os

borne, the Democratic candidate,’ on the

Question of a revision of the motor vehicle

law. No doubt could be left in the mind

of the reader as to which candidate the

committee wished to favor, nor that Colby,

who thongh he evidences an abundant sense

offairness in other matters, appears to have

small idea of justice in matters where mo

torists are concerned, was subject to at

tack.

Immediately after the sending out of the

letters prominent members of the federa

tion began to issue denials of the commit

tee’s authority in taking its stand, a coun

ter-current of newspaper criticism was in

duced and the inevitable factional move'

ment sprung up. In answer to the crit

icism of the committee’s action, W. C.

Crosby, acting president of the associated

clubs issued a defensive statement showing

the underlying cause to be an earnest de

sire on the part of the motorists to secure

a reformation of the present repressive law.

He said in part:

“Senator Colby, in an interview prior to

the exchange of the letters sent with circu

lar letter to the automobilists, made the

remark voluntarily, in response to an ex

pression that the automobilists did not de

sire to enter into politics, but desired to

get fair and equitable laws by personal rep

resentation and argument, ‘the automobil

ists will have to go into politics in order

to get what they consider right.’ Senator

Colby also voluntarily gave expression to

the policy or spirit, ‘that the automobilists

were entitled to know where the candidates

for office stood in connection with the sev

eral amendments desired by automobilists

and would be pleased to give his expression

on the various amendments'—which he did

in response to the letter sent to him by the

chairman of our committee, and the com

mittee are unanimously of the opinion that

Colby expected that the letter would be used

for what it might be worth.

“The committee deemed it best, in view

of the letter and the spirit of the interview,

to place the matter squarely before the

automobilists, that they might know where

Colby stood—and we still believe that Col

by wanted the automobilists to know where

he stood—and leave the matter in their

hands. No appeal for votes was made, but

an honest, frank statement for the edifica

tion of the automobilists as to where the

candidates stood on the desired amend

ments. . . . .

“As for the amendments we ask for, or

are fighting for. they are concisely as fol

lows: VVe want lights on all vehicles at

night. We want reciprocal privileges ex

tended to non-residents that non-resident

automobilists may exercise their privilege

to travel through or over the roads of a

neighboring state without taxation. We

want a speed regulation that when enforced

will secure to all users of the highway safe

and happy enjoyment of all privileges of

the highway, and we do not want a law

which makes every automobilist a criminal

and subject to the pleasure or whim of

every justice of the peace in the state who

desires to arrest automobilists and filch

from them small fines and large costs to

his own pecuniary benefit.

“Regarding lights on vehicles there should

be no discussion, yet we find our legisla

tors, while favorably inclined personally,

vote against it, but claim they are and will

work for it." . .

A similar stand was taken by J. H. Wood,

secretary of the joint committee who car

ried the argument even further.

“Politics has not in any way entered into

the consideration of this committee,” he de

clared. “Our demands upon the legislature

have been made for principles and for pol

icies which can only be called for by good

business judgment. We believe that an in

dustry, which according to statistics which

have been gathered by the Trade Associa

tion has resulted in a business of over

twelve million dollars in one year to the

manufacturers and tradesmen of Newark,

should receive every consideration at the

hands of our legislators. Should

not, therefore, our great manufacturing in

terests. such as leather, paint, varnish, drop

torgings, radiators, battery supplies, wheels,

tires, etc., be considered by our legislators

in the making of such laws as will benefit

them, as well as for revenue for the main

tenance of the highways over which these

materials are to be carried?

"While the New Jersey license on our

cars will carry us from New jersey to

the furthermost point of Maine, entitling

us to every courtesy and protection and

right in the use of the highways of other

states, the non-resident from these same

states as soon as he crosses the line into

our state is a criminal until he has increased

the treasury of the state of New Jersey by

paying $14, and is compelled to go in per

son without any identification to make this

registration, and is furthermore compelled

to appoint the secretary of our state his

attorney. . . .

“As to Mr. Colby's contention that there

are 100 automobiles coming into this state

to one going out of it, I take serious ex- _

ception. Unfortunately, there is no way

of getting at definite facts in this matter,

but we might take one or two facts for il

lustration: There are probably no less than

one hundred automobiles daily go from Es

sexand Hudson counties during the sum

mer months to Coney Island. During the

Vanderbilt cup race on Long Island over

2,000 automobiles crossed the ferry on Fri

day afternoon and evening from Jersey.

Just imagine this vast throng ofjmachines

being held up when they crossed the ferry

and compelled to make personal application

for a license, pay $14 and give the Secretary

of State of New York power of attorney.

We not only believe that we are right, but

we believe that the community in general

agree with us that we are right in this prin

ciple that a limited tourist’s privilege should

be extended to non-residents to come into

our state the same as is in effect in New

York state and the New England States."

While motorists outside the state and

others conversant with the situation will be

likely to view the movement with no small

interest and appreciation for the activities

of the New Jersey owners and dealers, they

will probably agree in regretting that this

attack should have been centered upon such

a man as Colby, while that star player to

the galleries and author of the obnoxious

measure, Senator Frelinghuysen, who main

tains a home in New York City, but con

tinues to vote in New Jersey, remains un

touched and thus far, unaffected.

- Ohio Law Bothers Kentucky Visitors.

Because Kentucky has no automobile li

cense law a queer situation has arisen in

connection with those of its residents who

own machines and wish to operate them in

Ohio. The law of the Buckeye State pro

vides that residents of other States who

conform to the regulations governing them

at home will not be required to take out a

license to use their machines within the

Ohio borders, the registration and tag of

the home state being sufficient. But when

H. Clay McKnee arrived in Cincinnati from

Sterling, Ky., he was stopped by the police.

He explained his position satisfactorily

there, but was again stopped at Dayton,
0., after which he appealed vto Dayton's

mayor to know what he should do. He was

advised to head for Columbus, the state

capital, and get an Ohio license in order to

avoid further trouble. Upon the under

standing that he would do so he was per

mitted to proceed.

Kansas City Park Board Favors Motorists.

A liberal attitude toward motor cars has

been taken by the authorities of Kansas

City, Mo., and as the result of a recent

meeting of the park board, automobiles will

be allowed to go at 18 miles per hour. Fur

thermore, the machines may now use the

Cliff drive, which has heretofore been re

served for horse-drawn vehicles.
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- C0? CONVICTED FOR PISTOL PLAY

Glencoe’s Celebrated Case Turns Against

Special Policeman—Shooting at Auto

mobilists Declared a Crime.

Shooting at motorists will no longer be

one of the playful pastimes of Frank H.

Moor, the special policeman of Glencoe, 11].,

who on July 11 fired a bullet at the automo

bile of J. Henderson and struck a but

ton on the dress of Miss Buena Stribling, a

passenger in the machine. Moor has been

declared guilty of assault with intent to do

bodily harm and is now awaiting the out

come of his attorneys’ efforts to get a new

trial before receiving the pronouncement

of his punishment from Judge Mack. _

The trial took place in Glencoe last week,

and after the evidence was all in, the jury

took five hours to come to a decision. It

is understood that almost half the jurors

wanted to bring in a verdict that would

have more serious consequences for the de

fendant, as he had been charged with as

sault with intent to kill. Moor, on his first

arraignment before the local magistrate

at Glencoe right after the shooting, was

exonerated, but the state attorney’s office

took up the case with the result that it

was brought before the grand jury, where

an indictment was obtained.

Miss Stribling, who so narrowly escaped

death from Moor's bulet, was one of four

occupants of Henderson's car as it was

passing through the town. The ofiicer

called upon Henderson to stop, on the

ground that he was violating the speed or

dinance, but Henderson refused to do so.

Moor then took three shots at the machine

with the purpose, he declares, of puncturing

the gasolene tank. But the shots went into

the woodwork of the tonneau instead, one

of them striking Miss Stribling in the back,

but being harmlessly deflected by a large

button. The tonneau itself was exhibited

in court.

In his defense Moor asserted that he was

an expert revolver shot and that he could

kill running rabbits at 100 yards with the

pistol, so that he had felt safe in shooting

at the gasolene tank. Furthermore, he said

that the village attorney had advised him

to shoot in case automobilists would not

stop.

The trial made it clear that neither vil

lage constables nor officers of any other

description have the right to shoot at a

misdemeanant, or to throw clubs or com

mit other like assaults. A police officer

many only shoot at a felon, and then only

where there is grave danger of the latter’s

escaping. Exceeding a speed limit is a mis

demeanor. according to the prosecution,

and a policeman who shoots at an automo

bile party is as much liable to the law as

any private citizen.

The case has become one of the most

celebrated in the local history of motoring,

because of its connection with the war

waged by the Chicago Automobile Club

against the town authorities of Glencoe for

the maintenance of a system of trapping

motorists, which was alleged to be unlawful.

Philadelphia Presses for Motor Bus Taxes.

Accused of owing Philadelphia from

$6,500 to $10,600 for municipal licenses and

pavement tax, the Auto Transit Co. of that

city, which has been operating motor buses

on Broad street, is threatened with legal

proceedings which will stop the running

of the machines. Under the law it is neces

sary that licenses be taken out every year,

at the rate of $100 for each omnibus, which

for the 25 machines operated by the com

pany amounts to $2,500. It is alleged that

no licenses have been taken out by the

company for this year, the last payment be

ing in July of last year for the 1907 period.

In addition to the license charge the com

pany is obliged to pay 2 cents per square

yard per annum for each square of paved

street on which its buses operate, which

amounts to about $4,000 or $8,100 for the

current year, according to how it is figured.

The city claims that the charge should be

for the whole width of the street, while

the company maintains that the charge

should only be for the side strips where

its machines run. and not for the center.

The city, however, has given official noti

fication that the company must pay at least

the smaller amount at once or its vehicles

will be stopped. Peter J. Hughes, pres

ident of the company, intimates that a re

organization will take place shortly.

 

Interurban Wheel Tax Agreement.

Since both Evanston and Chicago, 111.,

have recently instituted the collection of a

“wheel tax” on all vehicles in their bor

ders, several owners who divide their time

between the two have been put in the posi

tion of having to pay in both places. Their

indignation at having to pay a “wheel tax”

in even one place was of considerable

warmth, but the prospect of having to con

tribute to both municipalities brought it to

an extreme temperature. Matters have been

fixed, however, so that Evanston and Chi

cago will hereafter acknowledge each

other’s tax tags, so that the owner who has

paid in one place will not be acquired to

pay in the other.

Charlotte Refuses to Banish Garages.

If Alderman Chambers, of Charlotte, N.

C., could have his way all the garages in

town would have to move outside the mu

nicipal fire limits. He introduced an or

dinance to that effect before the board of

aldermen. but the latter, at a meeting on the

2d inst.. rejected it promptly as too severe.

The board indicated, however, that it will

shortly pass a set of regulations governing

the conduct of the local garages.

ENFORCING MASSACHUS’

Highway Commission Deal

Two Cases in Four Mont‘

fenders Were Dealt?

 

In explaining the work 1

setts Highway Commissi

licenses in the State, Co.

Sohier, a member of th

cently reviewed the he. .,s

commission together

“During the four months of July, August,

September and October,” he said, “the

llighway Commission has given 62 hear

alt,

with their resu.

ings in automobile cases. Eleven of these

hearings related merely to the reissuing of

licenses which had been revoked or sus

pended for various causes. There were

eight hearings on the complaint that auto

mobiles were going too fast around corners,

two for not stopping when signalled by an

officer, seven for improper operation, gen

erally for passing upon the wrong side or

crowding in between teams. Five com

plaints were because the automobile was

taken out without the consent of the own

er, and in all of these the license of the

chauffeur was revoked. There were five

hearings on complaints of reckless opera

tion.

“The law in Massachusetts now provides

that when death ensues from an accident

in which an automobile is involved, the

license of the operator shall be suspended

and shall not be reissued unless, after in

vestigation or upon a hearing, the commis

sion determines that the accident happened

without serious fault on the part of the

operator. Eight licenses have been sus

pended under this statute and there have

been only three hearings requested. In

two of these the license was returned, as

it was evident that the operator was with

out serious fault; one was refused, and no

application for reissue has been made on

the part of the others."

 

Movement to Check Glass Throwing.

Big posters announcing a $25 reward for

the arrest and convictionv of persons throw

ing or leaving glass or nails in the public

highway are being distributed and pasted

up by the New Jersey Automobile and Mo

tor Club, of Newark, N. J. All of the gar

ages are being supplied and the bills are

also being prominently displayed at conspic

uos places not only on the city streets, but

on roads in the surrounding country.

Motor Cars Link Two Texas Towns.

Denton and Krum are glad that automo

biles were invented. They are two Texas

towns. which after long pleadings in vain

for a connecting railroad, now have a mo

tor vehicle line which links them. Dallas

capitalists are back of the enterprise.
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$25,000,000 ASKED FOR ROADS

Bill Providing for System of Trunk High

ways Introduced in Vermont Legisla

ture—Outline of the Plan.

An appropriation of $25,000,000 is being

asked of the Vermont legislature for a se

ries of trunk highways through the State.

The bill has been introduced by Represent

ative Howe, of Bennington, and has the

strong support of all the automobilists. His

plan provides for two main highways run

ning north and south the entire length of

the State and six intersecting lines running

east and west. One line would start at

Pownal, on the Massachusetts State line,

and run through Bennington, Rutland, Ad

dison, Chittenden and Franklin counties,

touching the more important places, such as

Bennington, Manchester, Rutland, Middle

bury, Vergennes, Burlington and St. Al—

bans. Another would start at Vernon, on

the southeastern boundary, and follow the

Connecticut river as far as Barnet, then

branching off through St. Johnsbury, Lyn

don and Barton to Newport.

One cross line would run from Benning

ton to Brattleboro, another from Manches

ter to Springfield, a third from Poultney to

White River Junction, the longest one from

Burlington along the Winooski valley to

Montpelier, thence through Orange county

to White River Junction; the fifth from

Burlington through Lamoille county to St.

Johnsbury and Lunenburg, and the sixth

from Alburgh, in Grand Isle county, across

the northern part of the State, through

Richfield, Troy and Newport, to some point

on the New Hampshire line,

The original plan for this system of roads

was advanced some years ago by Dr. W.

Seward Webb, of Shelburne, but at that

time it evoked considerable opposition from

the farmers on the ground that Webb want

ed it simply as a means for getting better

roads for his coaching parties, of which he

was known to be very fond. Similar ob

jections that motorists will be the chief

beneficiaries are being made at present, but

the agricultural interests as a whole seem

Well disposed toward the plan. Howe’s bill

provides for the expenditure of $150,000 a

year until the roads are completed.

Kulp Held to be Very Culpable.

Imprisonment as well as a fine was im

posed on Ellis H. Kulp, a demonstrator for

a New York automobile concern, in the

court of special sessions last week. The

sentence was for 20 days in the city prison

and the fine was $150. The severity of the

sentence was due to the fact that after

being arrested for speeding. Kulp twice es

caped the motorcycle policeman and tried

to run away. His first dash for liberty was

in Van Cortlandt Park, where he was

caught and held up at the point of a re

volver. After apparently surrendering, he

again started his car at full speed, leaving

the policeman in the lurch. He was finally

captured the second time and taken to jail

by force. Simon R. Weil, who was in the

car with two women, made an affidavit to

the effect that in trying to get away, Kulp

drove so fast that the women became hys‘

terical. This affidavit, together with letters

from Commissioner Bingham and the' Au

tomobile Club of America, asking that Kulp

be made an example of, were read to the

court before sentence was passed.

Demands Enforcement of “Lights” Law.

Enforcement of the ordinance passed ten

years ago in Chicago through the efforts

of the cycling clubs and requiring all vehi

cles to carry lights at night, is being sought

by the Chicago Motor Club. The ordinance

has never been enforced so far as horse

drawn vehicles are concerned, but the club

thinks that it should be, as many accidents

of recent date are directly due to the fact

that wagons and buggies have been without

lamps. Carl J. Metzger, chairman of the

grievance committee, will undertake the

work of compelling the city to see that the

ordinance is lived up to and also that the

rules of the road, as set forth by Chief of

Police Shippy are observed by horse drivers.

It is Metzger's idea to oblige all vehicles to

carry both side lamps and a red light in

the rear.

 

Automobile Club Improving Streets.

When the citizenry of Galesburg, 111., see

a few of their streets being relaid with the

most modern concrete pavement in place of

the present rough succession of bumps and

mud holes which now exist in some parts of

the municipality, and learn, further, that the

new pavement is not costing the city gov

ernment a cent but is being paid for by the

Galesburg Automobile Club—perhaps they

will feel kindly toward motorists and will

be shamed into putting the balance of the

pavements in such good order that cars

may go back and forth on them without

risk of damage. At any rate, the club has it

all figured out that way and is circulating

a subscription list among its members and

some of the property holders, to carry out

the plan.

Springfield Club May Establish Traps.

Hinting to visiting tourists that they

should “be good," the Automobile Club of

Springfield, Mass. has printed cards for dis

play in hotels and garages calling upon all

motorists to use the highways in a safe and

sane manner. It is pointed out that failure

to observe the request will result in the es

tablishment of speed traps by the club.

Upon their own initiative the directors of

the club have decided that this the‘the only

alternative, and they are preparing to put

such a plan into action unless the warning

notice takes effect.

JOYLESS END 0F 10"“. RIDE

Taximeter Cabby’s All-Night Job Results

in Sensational Shake-Down—Tires

and Passengers “Busted.”

Having carefully schooled himself in tax~

imeter cab drivers' etiquette, such as never

looking back to see what his passengers

are doing, never being surprised at anything,

and never expressing complete satisfaction

with the tip, Pat Shields felt qualified to

range New York City as the real thing, par

ticularly as he had a shining new machine.

Upon driving up to the curbstone to take

his stand he was hailed by three jovial vis

itors from Center Moriches, L. 1., whose

uncertain legs were hardly capable of heavy

transportation service for the rest of the

evening. They piled in and told Shields to

keep going and show them the town. Fre

quent tappings on the glass instructed him

to pull up with equal frequency before bril

liantly lighted entrances where good cheer

and carelessness in a variety of liquid

forms and an equal variety of enticing com

binations, were bought as so much per

round.

As the white milk bottles began to appear

on window ledges and steps, the cab whirled

uptown, toward the all-night gaiety resorts

near 110th street, the upper boundary of

Central Park. The machine ran along the

western side of the park, until the jovial

visitors insisted that Shields turn in at an

entrance gateway that appeared. With a

swerve that sent the unsteady passengers

in a heap to the floor, the driver headed

through the gate, into the park blackness,

and after a moment of smooth running the

cab leaped out into empty space. Its flight

was brief, however, and the heavy machine

came down with a bump that burst three

tires, and continued to pound its way down

to the bottom of the broad flight of stairs

which Shields had mistaken for the road.

Shields was knocked from his seat and the

passengers were shaken out, one by one,

on the stone steps. later gathering them

selves up in a flower bed into which they

had rolled. The cab disappeared over the

roadway and across a lawn, and while

Shields went looking for it, the visitors,

with arms about each other's necks, stum

bled toward a distant white light corner.

There it was that the driver later found

them, drinking champagne and hailing his

appearance with joy. He did not want

wine opened in honor of his being alive, but

demanded $20 fare. His passengers said he

had shaken them down enough already. and

compelled him to take them to the police

station. Shields related his trouble and

said that $20 would not even cover the C05!

of the tires that had burst, but the good of

fices of the police sergeant finally induced

him to accept the trio's remaining $11 and

to let it go at that.
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The Week’s Patents.

895,030. Spark Plug. James Lang, Cava

lier, N. D. Filed Nov. 25, 1907. Serial No.

403,774.

1. A spark plug of the character specified,

comprising an outer casing. formed at its

inner end with a laterally extending finger,

a central tube arranged within the casing,

the outer end of the tube being screw

threaded and projecting beyond the outer

end of the tube to retain the same in posi

tion, a sleeve of insulating material ar

ranged between the casing and tube, the

outer end of the sleeve being formed with

an out-turned flange to engage the adjacent

end of the casing, a central conducting core

extending longitudinally through the plug,

the inner end of the core being formed with

a laterally extending finger, a sleeve of in

sulating material arranged between the con

ducting core- and tube, and electrical con

nections for connecting the spark plug with

a source of energy.

895,111. Vehicle

Schenk, St. Louis, Mo.

1906. Serial No. 349,039.

1. A vehicle wheel comprising a hub, an

inflated tube located upon said hub, plates

located on each side of the inflated tube, a

solid rubber tire supported by the plates,

rollers carried by the plates to be adjusted

to contact with the tube and means for im

parting motion to the rim to coact with the

movement of the hub, substantially as spe

cified.

895,127. Vehicle Wheel.

noy, Charcnton, France.

1906. Serial No. 319,633.

1. A vehicle wheel comprising a rim por

Whecl. Nicholas

Filed Dec. 22.

Gabriel G. Tran

Filed May 31,

tion having side members projecting in

wardly around it and spaced apart to pro

duce a chamber between them, a hub having

a disc-like member projecting in annular

arrangement from it and fitted for edgewise

sliding movement in said chamber, springs

affording connection between said disc-like

member and the rim portion, said disc-like

member being of less thickness than the

chamber between the side members, and

wearing plates of anti-friction metal held

upon and projecting from the opposite faces

of the disc-like member and contacting with

the inner faces of the side members to hold

the disc-like member out of contact with

said side members.

895,113. Shock Absorber. James A.

Scott, Los Angeles, Cal. Filed April 11,

1907. Serial No. 367,704.

1. A shock absorber comprising a pair of

concentric non-revoluble conical discs, a

rock arm having a hub conically recessed

in opposite sides and lying between said

discs, a washer between each disc and the

adjacent conical recess of the hub, yielding

means for contracting the space between the

discs to produce the desired pressure be

tween the washers and hub and discs, said

discs being supported by one of the rela

tively moving parts of the vehicle, and a

cushioning link connected at one end to

the end of said rock lever and at the other

end to the other relatively movable part of

the vehicle.

895,225. Spark Plug. W'illis L. Ash,

Lansing, Mich. Filed Oct. 11, 1905. Serial

No. 282,244.

1. A spark plug embodying an insulator,

an electrode having threaded ends extend

ing through an opening provided therefor

in said insulator, a cap having a closed end

and formed with a threaded opening receiv

ing one end of said electrode, a sparking

point projecting beyond the outer face oi

said closed end, said cap at its open end

being formed with an annular cup shaped

receSs which merges into said threaded

opening of the cap whereby a downwardly

hanging protecting flange is formed an

elastic cushion seating in the said recess, a

second cap having an opening through

which the opposite endvof said electrode

passes, an annular dish shaped spring wash—

er perforated and receiving said insulator

and disposed between the last, named end

of the insulator and the end of said second

cap. and a securing nut on the electrode

bearing against said second cap.

895,245. Elastic Suspension for Vehicles.

Claude L. Le Duc and Louis Garchey, Paris,

France. Filed June 18. 1906. Serial No

322,296.

Boxes for the elastic suspension of vehi

cles which leave the body of the carriage

free to displace itself in any direction serv

ing merely to limit and weaken the dis

placements of the body, comprising in com

bination a box rigidly connected with the

axle, a cross bar rigidly connected with

the body of the carriage, traversing said

box, discs fixed to the upper and lower sur

face of said cross bar inside the box, seg

ments forming ball bearings, vertically ar

ranged on the periphery *of the piston

formed by the two discs, balls in said bear

ings running on the inner surface of the

box, elastic means between the segments

and the cross bar and elastic bufl‘ers be

tween the upper cross bar disc and the top

plate of the box on the one hand and be

tween the lower cross bar disc and the bot
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m") Plate of the box, substantially as de

scribed and shown and for the purpose set

forth.

895.542. Transmission Gear. James F.

Duryea and William M. Remington, Spring»

field, Mass, assignors t0 Stevens-Duryea

Company, Chicopee Falls, Mass, a' Corpor

ation. Filed July 15, 1907. Serial No. 383,772.

_ I. In a sliding gear transmission mechan

ism a casing, sliding gears mounted there

in, a gear sliding lever having forked arms,

the spread of which is greater than the

diameter of one of the sliding gears, there

being an opening through the casing in

closin the gears through which said lever

may e dismounted from its bearing.

whereby it may be passed over one of the

ears with which it engages to remove it

rom the casing.

895,554. Vehicle Wheel. Andrew Graft.

\Vcllington, Kan. Filed April 16, 1906. Se

rial No. 312,027.

1. A vehicle wheel having a helical rim

which is wrapped with a small gage wire

fitted in the spiral channel formed between

the whirls of the helix.
 

 

GIBIIEY SOLID TIRES
CONTINENTAL

Pneumatic Tlroa

__—_—__

Automobile Accessories of every description.

James L. Glb my 8t B-o.. Philadelphia, Pa, U.S.A.

  

 

 

Automobiltsts Know Exactly

How Far and How Fast

.\ttacli a \Varner Auto-Meter t0 the dash of your car.

Its record is infallible in any weather—on any roads.

Write for details.

WARNER -INSTRUMENT CO.,

:04 Wheeler Ave., BELOIT, wrs.

OVERLAND
Tourist Roadster

SI .500 $1.250

OVERLAND AUTOMOBILE CO.

INDIANAPOLIS, mo.

 

 
 

  

 
 

The best way to learn why

the majority of motorists use

Spiitdorf ignition is to equip

your own car with it.

 

 

 

 

SEMA/v

g \ MAGNETOS

A" Th0 UHF-They have proved it

Ill

LIHLE‘ITE l 00.. 112 last “as Sinai. New York
  

 

 

 
 

ELEVELIIIII SPARK PLUGS
"They Shoot a Flame.”

CLEVELAND SPARK PLUG 60.
OLIVELAND, OHIO

  

 

 

Listen for the knocks !

The car they all knock is

the one they are all afraid of

The E-lVl-F. “30”-— sure!
 

 

The PULLMAN

H0 Roadster. Price, $3,000.

that made the run irorn Philadel his to Sa

vannah Ga, March 5th to 18th, t rough mud

up to the radiator, beating all previous records.

YORK MOTOR CAR CO., York. Pa.

 

 

 

 

 

THE GYROSCOPE CAR

Tho Simplest Automobile In the World.

USO—The Price—$750.

GYROSCOPE AUTOMOBILE CO. (INC.)

Gyroseopa Bldg"

231 West 54th St. New York Clty.

 
 

 
 

 

 
   

The Genuine

therefore you have no reason

to be imposed upon. We will

be pleased to send a small

section of Pirelli Cable to

any one interested—for com

parison.

To Avoid 1

Specify PI

  

ition Trouble,

ELLI Wire.

\

Costs No More than the lmitations

30¢. per foot.

I“ P [our way. Cambrlc Covered.

PIRELLI 8t CO., 296 Broadway, New York

For sale by MOTOR CAR EQUIPMENT CO., 55 Warren St., and 1727 Broadway, New York City.

-, TheBall Transmission g '

  

  

 
 

"ll lil'l- AutomobildggtllotorBoats' 't

NEW YORK GEAR WORKS.

56 once~pomr AVE..RROOKLYN, N. v.

  

WANTS Mill Hill SALE
15 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

“on SALE—300 sets 28x3 best grade ar

tillery wheels, fitted with clincher rims,

less hubs. Write for bargain prices on sin

gle sets of the lot. THOMAS E. JEF

FERY 8: COMPANY, Kenosha, Wis.
 

  

MICHELIN TIRE COMPANY

MILLTOWN. N. 1.

 

HAVE YOU SEEN

TI'IE PERFECTION WREN“H?

The newest and best wrench made; all steel—great

strength; instantly adjusted; easily and wuickly oper

ated; positive grip; immense time, troub e. and tem

per savcr; best “all round tool" ever offered for sale.

“You will want one when you see it."

For circular address,

THE PERFECTION WRENCH CO.,

Box 426, PORT CHESTER, N. Y.

Electric

WAutomobiles

ARE MADE BY

ELECTRIC VEHICLE 00., Hartford, fonn.

 

 
 

Gasolene and

 
  

 

 
 

 

The “Gotham” STA-RITE will end your

spark lug

t r o n les.

- Soot can't

_ ' ' stick to the

p o r celain.

Won’t short-circuit. Never leaks. Can be

taken apart and cleaned with ease. Of deal

ers, or direct, $1.00.

THE R. E. HARDY CO., 25 W. 426 St, New York.

  

 

 
 

It is not possible for any chain to be

better than

BALDWIN CHAINS
BALDWIN CHAIN & MFG. CO.

Worcester, Mass.

 
  

 

 
 

 

THIS MAGNETO l8 "FOOL PROOF"

The most unskillful driver can install the Remy

1909 High Tension Magneto. Imprn in connection

cannot injure it, and no amount of tin cring will put

it out of commission. The Remy will stand more

neglect, oil. dirt and water than any Other ignition

s stem in the world. More than 17,000 Remys have

a ready been sold for 1909 cars more Rcmys than all

others combined. \Vritc for illustration and descrip

tion.

'I'IIE IEMY ELECTRIC CO., Dept. ll, Anderson. Ill.

We have opened a branch house in Thoroughfare

Ill:lg., Broadway and 57th St.. New York.

 

DOW TUBFS

 

The Beat Tubes Ever Manuiaetured.

Are the most economical. no not deflate when

punctured.

DOW TIRE COMPANY,

2000 Broadway, New York.

889 Boylston St. Boston. Mass.
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2 0 L E A D I N G

MANUFACTURmS

are equipping

their cars with

SOLAR LAMPS

Apperson Kissel

Aumcm. Lozler Rambler

American Matheson Simplex

Mal-morn Stoddard-Dayton

cox-hm Packard Steal-us

columm‘ Peerless Thomas

Chalmers-Detroit Pope-Butlers! While

They recognize that Solar Lamps have better light-giving

qualities, are more durable and are better in construction

than any other motor lamp on the market.

On all the best cars you will find the best lamps—

SOLAR

Completf Catalogr upon request.

MLymanAve.

Badger Brass Mtg. Company mom. wrs.

—

 

 
 

 
 

 

PLEASE!

The sweet musical note of a

 

  

is like a polite request, not a shrill demand.

Its rich mellow tone warns without frightening. An

ingenious device attached to new model permits its three

note tone used for city purposes to rise in unison as a

penetrating warning for country roads. The Gabriel Horn

is used exclusively on the personal cars of European

R“‘°’S- NEW 1909

Gabriel Horn and Cut-out Valve

at“... . _ ____,, when used for cut-out pur  

poses, remove disc in main

channel, thereby relieving

any back pressure caused

by the mufiler through the

additional opening of 1%,

inches. Made to fit ex

haust pipes from 1 to 2%

inches.

Write for catalog and

terms.

GABRIEL HORN MFG. C
1417 E. 40th St.

- Cleveland, 0.

 
 

  

Heinze ignition ap

paratus on your

l909 car and get

THE BEST

MADE.

 

Write us if your

dealer does not

carry them.

Heinze Electric 60.

LOWELL, MASS.

Makers of

cone, TIMERe.

MAGNETOS, SPIARK

PLUGS.
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Suprewmacy

gig Standard Bearings
is emphasized by the continued victories of the

KI"!

Chalmers-Detroit‘30"

 

   

which is equipped fully with51

@ STANDARD

@ ANNULAR

BEARINGS
f0
71‘ a

Their axles are also our work.

@ Standard Roller Bearing Co.

@@@€@@@@é
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MECHANICALLY—AND—EOONOIVIIOALLY

Built in all sizes from 2 H. P. up to 60 H. P., in the largest and best equipped

motor plant in the world.

' Prompt deliveries assured. Send us your specifications and let us bid on your

requirements.

I I Bulldoro of the moot

Aurora Automatlo Machmery Co., 0,;gggggdgggfn”

State and Claim Streets, AURORA, ILL.

s u _ P LE M E NTARY STEVENS-DURYEA

SPIRALSPRINGS NEW MODEL x

(L If every driver had to ride in his own

tonneau, every car would be quickly

equipped with Supplementary Spiral

Springs. Owners are not intentionally

selfish—many of them just thoughtless.

Usually driving or sitting beside the

driver, the riding qualities of the ton

neau are to them practically unknown.

(1 Not so with the passengers. Rear

springs must be strong enough to resist

severe shocks under a full load. That means stifi springs

under ordinary loads, with the shocks and jars transmitted

to the passengers—guests whose comfort ought to be a first

consideration.

(L SUPPLEMENTARY SPIRAL SPRINGS take up all the

average bumps and road inequalities and come into real

action with the jolts and jars encountered at sneed.

 

 

  

 
 

  

 

   

supplies the demand for a four-cylinder car, a little

larger and more powerful than the Stevens-Duryea

four-cylinder Model R, which has been discontinued.

The owner of the Model X can feel that the well

known features of the Model R are embodied in his

car together with the advantages of more room and

power.

The Model X is an enlargement and refinement of

the Model R, representing the most advanced ideas

in automobile designs together with Stevens-Duryea

construction and workmanship which have been

proven absolutely correct.

Price, 1'3: “321:: 32'2'1 $2,750

  

  

{L With the S. S. 5., your springs never whip or touch. They

prevent breakage and are the most economical and useful

accessory ever provided for a car. Every live dealer carries

them and their attachment is a matter of a few hours' time.

Do it NOW.

  

    
  

Send for New Model X Catalog.

SUPPLEM ENTARYSPIRAL SPRING Cg STEVENS-DURYEA c

Motor Mart, New York 4555 Delmar Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Member Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

  

, fi‘WWH-JWwaW w...“ ... . V .,__. s...
    

pin ~
EAR L__ LONGEST

  

  

ISA] I’IRE AIIT()1\¢IOBILE 'l‘IRE COMPANY. Trenton], N. J.

New York. 148 Chambers St., and Broadway and 73d St.; Boston, 292 Devonshire St.;_Bufialo 724 Main SL; Fobe: Auto Suxply CO.,

Portland, Ore.; Foben Auto Sup ly Co., Seattle, Wash; Waite Auto Su ply CO., PFOVIdCHCQ, k. 1-' Chico , 1301 Michi on ve.; At

lanta. Ca.. Dunham. Rubber Co.; enver Auto Goods Co.,_Denver, Colo.; enn Auto Supply Co., Philadel his, $11.; Savel Ru ber CO., Jack

SflnVIllC, Fla.;_lim H’C‘TH‘C 84 Rubber Co., Minneapolis, Mll'llL; The Motor Supply Agency CO., 1246 Euc id Ave, Cleveand, 0.; The Con

sumers .\utu Supp) (tn. 7th Ave. & Snulhfield St., l’ittsburg, P3,; Empire Tire & Rubber CO., 1412-14 \N'. 11th St., Kansas City, Mo.

.wf.w, \ ' .tg\'*',s '- w r?,:j<m‘.>.“¢<'=-Lr;-=re '.-;1'e>v:'*.‘2;il> .
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If your car is wired with PACKARD ENAMELED

IGNITION CABLE you can be dead sure you will have

no trouble so far as the wiring is concerned.

THE .PHeKl-IRD ELEGTRIG QOMPHNY, 303 Dana Ave, WARREN, OHIO

 

 

"CONTINENTAL" MOTORS “‘5 WWII"

' Get our quota

~ 9‘ tiona on high grade

two and four cylin

der motora, 10 to 45

horaepower. The

are equipped w_|

self-contained oiling

ayatem and ready

for attaching mag

neto. Higheat

grade workmanship,

efl'icient, d u r able

and aimple. Alao

clutchea and trana.

Send for catalogue.

  

mlaaiona.

OOIITIIIEITAL IOTOII IFO. Ol., Iltilgll, llth.

K. FRANKLIN PETERSON, Weatem Represent

ative, 166 E. Lake St., Chicago, 111.

T. J. WETZEL, Eastern Repreaentative, 29 Weat 42d

St., New York, N. Y.

 

 

Get Rid of Tire Troubles

Try a Set of

GaJImus

TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD

  

 

 

Trade

ar

The Device that made Safe, Speed and Comfortable

Automobiling oui Ie.

Write for catalogue, Department D.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION 00..

E. V. Hartford, Prea. 145 Bay St, Jeraey City, N. ,I.

 

AVOID ACCIDENTS

by naing the

Wridgway No Glare Shade

which adda to the eficlency of the Iampa‘,I and keepa

lare from blinding other uaera of the big waya. Can

he fitted to any extattng larnp.

PEERLESS MOTOR CAR CO.,

no to :24 w. 41.: St., NEW YORK

 

 
 

 

  

"mmER SINGER?
\ 7

1620-2224 ® _ 1321

Broadway, '. - Chicago, III.

New York Michigan Ave.,

PALMER & SINGER MFG. CO.

   

 

 

SIDE-WIRE SOLID MOTOR TIRES

rm: WORLD'S sun/mun

FlIIESTOIIE TIIIE It RUBBER 00.. Aim, OhIo

 

 

 
 

 

 

A SUPERB LINE OF CANS

T H E A O K S O N

“No Sand Too eep—No Hill Too Steep.

2-Cylinder and 4-Cylinder

Runabouta, Roadstera, Touring Care,

18 H. P., 24 H. P.. 30 H. P. and 36 H. P.

Pricea, $850, $950, $1,250 and $2,000.

“ONION AUTOIOIIL! 00.. Intro». llth.

 

 
 

 

 

 

DO YOU KNOW THAT MORE

Demountable rima are aold than all othera

combined. Write for information.

CONTINENTAL CAOUTCHOUC CO.,

1788-90 Broadway, New York City.

 

 

 

 

1908 Model I). 60 H. P.

New factory, Saginaw, Mich.

Complete cataloguea now ready.

RAINIER MOTOR CAR COMPANY,

Broadway, cor. 56th St., New York.

 

 

Type C. ‘7‘ j '
  

  

“ FIFTY”

We had the best car in America.

We thought for a long while how to

improve it and left it alone. You think

that over.
  

Touring Car, Baby Tonneau or Road

ster bodies, with double ignition,

$3,000.

Pennsylvania lulu annr 60.

Mill MAWR, PENNSYLVANIA

 

 

 

 

 

A DUPLICATION, NOT AN

IMITATION OF LEATHER.

AUTOFOID ia a peculiar name.

T13 to rememher at when next you are or

ering material for tops, cushions, etc.

AMERICAN LEATHERETTE MFG. CO

Buflalo, New York.

 

 

MORGAN aWRIGHTTIRES

ARE GOOD TIRES

  

 

 

 

ESYABLISN (0 Wk.

SCHRADER
l’é'LQfi-Jéémflfii?

The Standard American Valves for

Automobile, Bicycle 6: Vehicle tIrea

Manufactured by

' A. SCIIRADER'S SON, INC.

28-32 Rose 5!. New York, U.S.A.

 

 

  

It's the little thing. In life that make

It worth whlle. Just as true with the

Auto. Insist upon

TH E R M O l D

BRAKE mec.

 

Stubborn-Enigma

ONE Quality for ALL Models

ONE Price for ALL Buyers
Write for 1909 Catalog. I

THE DAYTON MOTOR CAR CO.,

Dayton, 0

  

 

   

  

  

 

A Necessity 0n Automobiles—WHAT?

COLUMBIA! LOCK NUTS

DIAMOND CHAIN O MFG CO

"0 W. Georgia St,

Indhnapolll, Ind.

CANNOT _shake loose.‘ The

give a_ feeling of secunt .

of accident insurance.

by leadin

thread of

add an important factor of safety and

olumbia Lock Nuts are the best kind

zed by most makers of the best car: and

railroads, etc. Send us a two-cent stam

e bolt, and we will forward a Columbia Lock

COLUMBIA NUT & BOLT 00., Inc" Bridgeport, Conn.

p, aize and

Nut for it.
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INTAKE . EXHAUST

  

WHITLCSCK RADIATORS %

AND WATER PIPES

M
 

"""’INVADEB [III
THE OIL THAT

GRAPHITIZES

are relponaibla for It:

popularity

YOU NAME THE CAR

L

NAME THE GRADE

MADB onnv BY

CHIS. F. KELUJM Ii 00

  

  

  

WE WILL NOT

accept your contract unleaa we can give you the

delivery you require. We will not accept more

contracts than we can fill with proper attention to

each. We make Pressed Steel Framea and Auto

mobile Stampings.

THE HYDRAULIC PRESSED STEEL CO.,

Cleveland. Ohio.

 

 H3 Arch St.. Phil " ‘rL'

Boston Branch:

284 Columbus .\venuc.

New York Awents:

Garlord Motor Car Co.,

l540 Broadwa.

  

  

..Q.§‘PEIEB

  

 

 

llow Are Your Batteries?

A CONNECTICUT VOLT

AMMEI'I-Il WILLTELLYOU

Guaran teed. and the price In

right. send for catalogue and trade

discoun ts.

CONNECTICUT

TELEPHONE and ELECTRIC (10., Inc.

Ieriden, Conn.

  

 

 

 

TIE ACME liltl‘l‘tll CA! CO.

leading, PI.

 

 

 

 

SPRINGFIELD

T0? (Pat. 1095)

Aluminum

MOO

SPRINGI-‘IEID

ML‘I‘AL BMW 00.,

8“ llrllle Ave.,

Sortnlfleld. Ian.

  

 

Stael Tires
Full of Air.

Tire expeuae cut in two.

Cannot Blow Out. Rim Cut

or uneture.

Aa Flexible aa Rubber

Anti-Skid.

That part of a tire with a

blowout or a rim cut In it

will last longer than any

other part if encircled by a

few I one oi ateeL

Thouaanda in uae.

Klmhall Tin Bust 00.

in Broadway

Oounolt lluffa, Iowa

    

 

O I I , O O O , O O 0

worth of experience behind the new

O l ,50'0 MITCHELL

This price includes $300 worth of extra auto

mobile value not included in other cars selling at

this rice. Learn what it is. Write to-day for de

tailc description.

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR CO.

572 Mitchell St.. Racine, Wis.

Standard Manufacturers A. M. C. M. A.

  

 

 

T II WAY

BETWEEN

BUFFALO AND nnnon ‘
1‘ha D. l R. Line Sta-Amara leave Bulalo V

dallv at. lzltl) n. m.,(aaatern timalaud Detroit 1 '. ‘

week dayaatbzvv p. m , Bundayaatlzwpmi.

(central timei reaching their deatinatiou

' tho neat morning. Direct connections with -__

oavly moi-win: tralna. Lowelt (area and >1.

auporlor union to all poiuta went. '

. = Hall Tickets Available on Steamers '

7 All clnaar-a of tioketa aold reading I].

Ilchizau Contrai,Wabaah derand Trunk W

Railways between Builan and I‘etrnit, In ‘

1' either irrK'tion will be accepted for trial

portat'ou on D. Q B. Llno Steamer-a. '

Feud two centstamp for illuatntod pam

phlet and Great Laku Ia .

Addreaa L. (I. Leila, . P. L, Detroit. '

Detroit Ii Bul'lalo Steamboat Co.

' PHILIP u. chlLLAN, A. a. acuaurz,

VICE PIEIIDCIT.

  

 
 

Why pay high prices

FOR ALUMINUM

Axle Covers, Engine

Crank Cases, Trans

mission Cases.

time these made

of Pressed Steel

JUST AS LIGHT

Stronger. Much Less

in Price.

Send Prints for Estimates.

A. O. Smith Co.
243 OIIBQOH SQIOOQ, MILWAUKEE, WIS.

  

 

  

 

 

McCORD

LUBRIBATIIIIS — RABIATUIIS
“Marla all Good More! Car"

Mcr I n COPPER-ASBESTOI GASKETS

McCORD & COMPANY

NEW YORK—Hudson Terminal, $0 Churfl Street.

Old Colony Building. CHICAGO.

 

 

Gaaoline and Electric—tor Pleaaure and Buaineaa

 

 

Studebahr Automoblla 00.. South Bend. Indlm

 

 
 

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, New York

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(the motor Worlb

for one year, commencing with the iaaue oft"

 

 

 
 

i

 

 

l 
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The Only

Cure

for Tire

SPARE WHEEL

Every motorist should carry a “Stepney” and

avoid all troublesome delays caused by punc- Troubles

tures and blowouts. Write for Catalogue D.

DISTRIBUTORS—AMERICAN STEPNEY SPARE WHEEL CO., 1773 Broadway, New York Ciy. AUTO SPARE WHEEL

CO., 22d, Oak and Gillham Blvd, Kansas City, Mo. EXCELSIOR SUPPLY CO., 1436 Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

 

 

 

F0R6 | NGS - FUBGINGS for Ihe AlllllMllBllE
Satisfaction F.

Guaranteed ‘

Thousands of our

Spring Clips

tions. We also we now in use,

carry in stock a com- ‘ 3“ having been Sup

plete_ line of axle ends, Pned m the |eading

steering knuckles, etc., as I A automoblle manw

per our catalog, sent on request. '

~~ faciurers.

THE BILLINGS & SPENCER CO_ Have you secured our prices?

“mm, Conn. THE M. SEWAND SUNS COMPANY, New Haven, Conn.

    
FIE

.e

 

    

Complete facili

ties for quick
Send us

orders.your specifica

  

H”

  

 

 

 
 

 

30,000 MILE WI ADJU .

HE SE PARSONS WHITE BRASS BEARINGS RAN

HAT DISTANCE lN A PAemuw CAR.THEY ARE BACK IN

HE CAR WITHOUT EVEN BENG SCRAPED

STILL RUNNING RUNNNC STILL.

Affirm If (I \

(5 YTEET?

For Automobile Bodies, Dashes, Guards, Bonneis,

Baiiery Boxes, Drip Pans, Ninlllers. l-Iie.

TRONG—DURABLE

CALELESS—RUSTLESS

MOO'I‘H—PAIN'I' ADHERES "DULY

A Metal That’s A Time and Money Saver

'I'IB STARK noLuNG mu. courm. CANTON. OIIIO

  

 

 

 
 

 

 

Model B—Brush Runabout

A CAR 0F SIMPLE DESIGN MADE WELL

NOT A COMPLICATED DESIGN MADE CHEAPLY

Its records and the opinions of its users speak more loudly than self praise. Agencies for

1909 are being closed rapidly. Much good territory still open.

BRUSH RUNABOUT COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.
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Cars That Go Are the Cars That Sell

Haynes cars run. They always run. In the agents’ parlance they “stand up.”

Dive into the Haynes mechanisms and you will see Why.

There's a clutch that is really jerk-proof, working like a contracting band brake, metal to metal, so that

you cannot convey a shock to the motor if you try. That means long motor life.

No leather to renew on the clutch—long clutch life.

A ratchet in the gears preventing stripping—long gear life.

Brakes water-cooled, non-burning—long brake life.

A unique direct drive system that saves wear, friction. thrust and noise and solves the old rear axle

problem. Long life there.

Solid, substantial construction all over—long life all over.

No wonder the two Haynes cars were both among the five that won perfect scores

in the great Chicago Motor Club Reliability Run.

The Haynes always makes a perfect score.

AGENTS !

Do you realize what such facts mean to you? Your profits are not eaten up by efl'orts to keep the cars

running after they are sold.

And when the result of a big Reliability Run is telegraphed to every paper in the country with Haynes

Perfect Scores always sticking up in the record like the proverbial sore thumb—do you see where you get 08

if you have the rights in your territory? We're ready to talk business.

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE CO., Kokomo, Indiana

Oldest Automobile Manufacturers in America.

NEW YORK, 1715 Broadway Memb" A- L- A 11- CHICAGO, 1702 Michigan Ave.

new? ~ '.'<
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FEDERAL

‘ TIRES

1969 'Etnnouncemcnt

 

   

 

 

  

We shall make a limited quantity only

of the highest grade Auto Tires and

Tubes, and respectfully ask the careful

consideration of our friends in the trade.

 

FEDERAL RUBBER COMPANY

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

    

OTIS R. 000K Sales Managers 0. S. TWEEDY
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To give genuine, unadulterated satisfaction

it is absolutely necessary that a speedometer

be equipped with a strong, properly con

structed Flexible Shait and Swivel Joint

Always on the Job service

can not otherwise be guaranteed. Motorists who have had long experience with

speedometers know that the wire core and riveted type of flexible shaft can not be

considered the equal of the famous Stewart link type of shaft, the result of twenty

years' experience as the largest manufacturers of flexible shafts, and that no flexible

shaft can possibly give continuous service unless used in connection with a swivel joint.

The small, compact, internally-locked Stewart Swivel Joint is not to

be confounded with clumsy, complicated non-swivel devices being used to fill the

demand our Stewart Swivel has created for a device to protect users of speedometers

against the shaft breakages and annoyances caused where this swivel is not used.

The tamous Stewart Flexible Shatt and patented

Swivel Joint are used on all Stewart Models at $40,

$25 and $15. We don’t sacriiice quality to make price.

Our $15 instrument includes an Odometer and has

the same shait and swivel as used on our 840 model

Our instruments are complete

and guaranteed ior iive years

SEND FOR NEW CATALOG

 

Stewart & Clark Manutacturing Company

509 Diversey Boulevard, Chicago, U. S. A.
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"Ready tor the Road”

TRUE TO ITS NAME

(Q

JEWE
40 H. P. and COMPLETE

99

 

 

IL A suggestion of its completeness:

Rutenber motor, Bosch magneto and bat

tery; selective transmission; platform spring

suspension; Hartford shock absorbers; best

grade Timken axles with Hedgeland equalizer;

36inch wheels, Diamond tires, 4~inch front, 4%

inch rear; full top and wind shield; complete

lamp equipment, with large size Prest-O-Lite

gas tank; extra tire holders, etc.

(L Sounds a lot for the money and it is a

lot for the money. We have pride in our

product, which is limited, and practically

no overhead expenses. We have got right

down to earth and put together the best

car we know how, with every part of

standard material that can be purchased

anywhere.

(L There isn’t any guess-work in the Jewel

car.

{L There wouldn’t be any guess-work in

the mind of any honest agent who aims to

give his customers the most he can for the

money.

(L There’s a lot of honest agents, too, whose

business we can’t handle-f0r, as stated,

our output is limited. To the few who

speak quick enough, we’ll offer an attrac

tive proposition and we’ll make good on

everything we say. Try us.

roarsr CITY Moron our co.
MASSILLON, OHIO

 

 

   

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

THE

SELDEN

GAR

FOR1909
 

Enters upon its second year

with a clean record. No “first

year” car has ever earned a

better reputation or made a

better showing.

T H E O A R O F

MODERATE PRICE

$2()OO
 

Roadoter

Landaulet

Tourlng' Oar

leouolne

4 cylinder, 28-30 horsepower, shaft drive,

selective transmission, metal body, pressed steel

frame, excellent hill climber, fine finish and

style, roomy tonneau, luxurious upholstery, easy

riding, smooth running, economical in up-lreep,

in fact, a high grade car in every particular.

The “Silent Selden "

1909 MODELS READY

IN SEPTEMBER

Agency propositions now ready. Send for

catalog and specifications.

Selden Motor Vehicle 00.
ROCHESTER, N. Y-.

Member A. L. A. I.
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“stone”
PNEUMATIC TIRES

“ The Tires 0! Sterling Quality ”

 

 

 

  

We might tell you that Firestone Tires are made of the finest Up-River Para Rubber and

tough fiber Sea Island Cotton fabric~but that wouldn’t interest you half so much as the fact

that a Firestone will outwear the tires you are now using and give you better service.

A new Firestone on one rear wheel and a new tire of your present make on the other will

tell the story beyond dispute. Then you will soon have all Firestones——wc know, because we

make them.

FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER C0.
Factory and General Olllccs, Akron, 0.

  
Branches and Agencies Almost Everywhere

  

 

 
 

The largest Automobile Supply House in America

WINTER SUGGESTION we “assassins: 152.2751.f’é‘ii‘lifigefi‘i?fi§’§2t§°£if°s“'

ARGYLE AUTO BOOTS N0. 15 AUTOMOBILE GAUNTLET GLOBE

Worn over Shoes for Comfort in Cold Weather Motoring.

The ARGYLE Auto boots are designed

to give the motorist‘s feet complete pro

tection from the elements during winter

Weather motoring. They are worn over

the ordinary shoes and can be pulled on

or ofir very readily. They will kee your

feet warm and dr during the Fongest

ride in coldest wcatier. You cannot real

ize the comfort they give in frigid weather,

till you have worn a pair.

Every man, woman and child who mo

tors in cold weather needs a pair of AR

GYLE Auto Boots, no matter whether the

time of exposure is a half hour or a whole

day.

They are made of fine flexible leather,

have Strong [eager GOOdYear Tuned. “'95 This illustration shows our No. 19 Gauntlet Glove, which is a black,

3": 3" wan.“ y 1'“ .ed seamless knit lined Automobile Gauntlet with extra large flexible cuff With 2

} roughou'i w‘fl‘ K'numc fastenings. This Gauntlet is made irom the best selected imported black cape

amhséw°9~ n . .m leather. It has a 7-inch Gauntlet with extra large cufi', 20 inches in circum

1 M“ e ‘2 a I 5‘195' w' ference, which may be adjusted to smaller sizes. The cult is lined and us

“ing "r S on CW .Lengsh guaranteed not to crack, and is stitched with genuine silk. _ _

,/ 9 the long lcg '5 l x/1 It will also be noted from the illustration, that the wrist is fitted wrth

."lcms" and ‘he Short 10/6 an elastic band, which will keep the Gauntlet tight, and comfortable on the

mehcs- wrist, and prevent it slipging down over the fin ers.

P R I C E s z The cuff is also fiexi Ie, and can be rolled into a small a ace, as shown in

, the small illustration, for carrying in the pocket. This is t e finest Gauntlet

Long. per pair . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $9.00 Glove on the market

Short, per pair . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8.00 Price, seamless knit lined, per pair . . . . . . . . . . .. $3.50

CATALOGUE "All-ED ON RIQUIO'I'

CHAS. E. MILLER, S.“.'L‘llt§‘££2':m‘::.':::; MAIN orncr: 97-99-101 READE STREEI, NEW YORK

BRANCHES? 54th St. and 8th Ave., New York; 202-204 Columbus Ave.. Boston, Mass; ISIS-320 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa; 22795-229 Jefferson Ave.,

Detroit: 1829 Euclid Ave, Cleveland, 0.; 1392 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.: 824 Main St., Buffalo.
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IT WILL PAY YOU TO INVESTIGATE

THE .

THE LINE IS BETTER AND MORE COMPLETE THAN EVER

Model 9-35, 4-cyl., 4% x4;4, 5-passenger Touring Car . . . . . $2,750

' Model 9-40, 4-cyl., 5 x 5, 5-passenger Touring Car . . . . . $3,700

Model 9-50, 6-cyl., 4% x4;;(, 7-passenger Touring Car . . . . . $4,200

Model 9-60, 6-cyl., 5 x 5, 7-passenger Touring Car . . . . . $5,000

Each National has the well-known National Ball-bearing Motor with new crank

case oiler, two ignition systems (Bosch Magneto and Storage Battery) and all

other tried and proven features of high grade modern motor car construction.

Any of the above models can be furnished with Baby Tonneau body or as a Roadster.

Write for distributors terms and full particulars.

NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE CO., ‘°°’.§“JIALXZZEQ‘1T,°;“ 3*"

  

 

    

Here is a big point in favor of

MORGAN & WRIGHT TIRES
They are built with a carcass (the fabric foundation) ll

strong enough to permit of two or three re-treads. 5

Every motorist appreciates the saving this means to him in his ‘

yearly. tire bill.

@But it takes an unusually long time to put Morgan 86

L Wright tires in a condition to need re-treading.

And, in addition, their first cost is actually no more than you

are obliged to pay for other brands.

Try them l

MORGAN 84 WRIGHT, DETROIT

BRANCHES, AGENCIES OR DEALERS EVERWHERE
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SUPREME FROM COAST T0 COAST!

THE WARNER AUTO-METER

Demanded Wherever Autos Are Used!

IN THE EAST

Sweepstakes Races

Four of five of the winning cars depended on Auto-meters. Here are

the winning cars all equipped with Auto-meters. Nassau Sweepstakes,

Buick, driven by Hugh Easter. Jericho Sweepstakes, Chalmers

Detroit, driven by W. R. Burns. Motor Parkway Sweepstakes,

Isotta, driven by Herbert Lytle. Meadow Brook Sweestakes, Allen

Kingston, driven by H. Hughes.

MIDDLE WEST

Chicago thousand-mile endurance run

Four of five winning cars relied on Auto-meters. ()n the two Haynes

cars which finished with perfect scores the Auto

meters varied only 1‘0 of a mile each. A wonderful

performance in a thousand mile run.

IN THE WEST

Los Angeles twenty-tour hour! run

Six of the seven cars that entered, and those that finished first, second

and third, all were equipped with Auto-meters.

The winning drivers knew beforehand the Auto-meter could be relied

upon under the most trying conditions of weather or track.

  

  

  

 

  

 

  

  

 

  

 

 

The Warner Auto-meter is the speed gauging instrument which is indorsed by the lead

ing automobile manufacturers, famous drivers, and-the elite of motordom. It was used on

the Thomas Car in the great New York to Paris Race.

The Glidden Tour Pathfinders and Rioute Makers always use the Auto-meter when laying

out their routes. They accept the Auto-meter's record because they know its authority.

The Auto-meter has won its way to supremacy because in its construction, quality, accur

acy, reliability, endurance, and dependability is more of a consideration than a concession

in price.

Write for catalog explaining why it is the authority on speed and distance.

Warner Instrument Co.

Factory and Main Olllce

307 Wheeler Avenue : Beloll, Wis.

Philadelphia, cor. Broad and Race Cleveland, 2062 Euclid Avenue Los Angeles, 1124 S. Main Street Bufl'nlo, 722 Main _Street

San Francisco 550 Golden Gate Ave. Pittsburg. 3234 Forbes Street New York, 1902 Broadway St. Louis 3923 Olive Street

Indianapolis, {530% N. Illinois St. Boston, 925 Boylston Street Chicago, 1305 Michigan Ave Detroit, i159 Jefitrnon Ave.
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T_hg Value ol the AJAX

5,000 Mile Guarantee

is known and appreciated by every individual AJAX user.

It also finds substantial recognition at the hands of the

automobile manufacturer who knows better than any one

how vital the tire problem is to the motorist.

 

 

No wonder, then, that careful buyers and conservative

manufacturers like the Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Comapny

give to the AJAX the largest tire order ever received by a

single tire firm.

Incidentally they give to their customers the benefit of

the AJAX five-thousand mile guarantee, which insures the

user against tire worry and gives him a security that no

other tire maker can afford.

 

m-u. nun“

MAXWHL-BRISCOE MOTOR CO.

Mex-0110b Rubber 00.,

NO_ 2146~T

YD". NUMBER MUS

lPPQlI ON INVOICK

ullav'rown n 11. 9/19- 1905

51m st. a Broadway, tum.

PLEASE SHIP U. WITNIN *0 me

4000 Sets 26' ‘l 3' A1“ fires Omplot-a.

1900 ' 801 x 3' Ajax tires Emulate.

1000 ' 80' x 3-1/3" Mex Tires complete.

750 ' 52' x 4' Ajax 'l'tree complete.

lumen! to be made to our several factories, in cocoa-61.1.2: “in

instructions to be given Inter.

MAXWELL-BRISCOE MOTOR CO.,

62. 17. MW...“"’4

mlnANCl OI YNII Olflll IN’LlIl AN DOLIGAYIO'I TO IILI. OUT A~B lIYUlII IORU Ill-OW.

  

 

The World’s Largest Tire Order

Naturally given to the AJAX. Every one of the 29,000 Tires is accom

panied by our 5,000-mile Guarantee.

Would you insist upon incurring tire hazard when you

can buy AJAX tires and AJAX tire insurance at the same

price at which users of other tires buy tires alone, with

out any guarantee?

Think this over and write for a copy of our 5,000

Mile Guarantee, also for "AJAX," 3. magazine published

in the interest of makers, sellers and users of rubber tires

and kindred products of the rubber industry

Aiax-Grieb Rubber Co.

Factories : Trenton, New Jersey.

Branches

NEW YORK CITY—N. E. Cor. 57th Street and Broadway.

BOSTON—819a Bo lston Street.

KANSAS CITY, M .—l422 Grand Avenue.

DENVER COLD—1529 Cleveland Place.

SEATTLE—1102 Broadway.

SAN FRANCISCO—438 Market Street.

LOS ANGELES—IOSS South Main Street.

PHILADELPHIA—316 North Broad Street.

DETROIT—J43 Woodward Avenue.

CHICAGO—I418 Michigan Avenue.

 

 

     

1909

Prices Reduced $1,000

And the Reasonsm
 

Heretofore the Matheson Car has been considered the

highest priced as well as the highest grade American

car on the market.

Millions of dollars worth of these cars have been delivered

to customers who could afford to pay the higher price

for the best.

Many other purchasers have been persuaded that some of

the lower priced cars have been “just as good." Mathe

son owners who have used other makes of cars have

answered that question satisfactorily. Send for their

letters, which we have done up in a book.

In orderI therefore, to still maintain the unequalled quality

of the Matheson Car and at the same time give cus

tomers this magnificent car at the price of the cheaper

cars, the makers have figured that by doubling the fac

tory output and selling at a much closer margin of

profit, the price of the Matheson Car equipped with

Touring, Landaulet or Limousine bodies, could be cut

$1,000, and the same chassis, equipped with Roadster

or Tourabout bodies, cut $650.

Accordingly, the Company’s working capital has been in

creased by $350,000, and after October 11, 1908, the pur

chaser can buy a genuine Matheson Car, the very finest

of all motor cars of either European or American make,

at the makers' former prices to the agent or dealer;

namely:

New Prlce Former Prlce

50 H. P. 1909 Touring Car . . . . . . . .. $4.500 $5,500

50 H. P. 1909 Roadster . . . . . . . . . . _. 4,350 5,000

50 H. P. 1909 Tourabout . . . . . . . . .. 4.350 5,000

50 H. P. 1909 Limousine . . . . . . . . .. 5.500 6,500

50 H. P. 1909 Landaulet . . . . . . . . . .. 5.500 6,500

VICTORIES

The great string of Matheson victories in the important

speed, hill climbing and endurance contests of the past sea

sons, in competition with the greatest cars of Europe and

America, can leave no room for doubt that the Matheson

car has no peer on any market to-day.

GUARANTY

Every Matheson is guaranteed for 365 days. (Notice

that most other cars are guaranteed for 60 to 90 days only.)

MATHESON AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

Main Sales 0lflce, 1886-1888 Broadway, New York City
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OLD PHONE

' Main 1255

B. W. TWYMA N, General Manager
NEW PHONE

167 I

 

 

INDIANA DISTRIBUTORS

“£5CT’

ATTENTION MR.

INDIANA DISTRIBUTORS

Studebaker
GA SOLINE—ELECTRIC

GENERAL OFFICES

530 NORTH ILLINOIS STREET

INDIANAPOLIS

Nov. 10, 1908.

PELLETIER

Everitt-Metzger—Flanders 00.,

Detroit, Mich.

Gentlemen:

Referring to the E-M-F Ad. in the Automobile of November

5th, we wish to compliment you on it's set-uP- It certainly "hits

the nail on the head". while we have not been mentioned among those

of the successful E—M-F dealers we do not believe it would be amiss

to advise that we have up to date taken deposits and have them safely

in the bank on 50 cars and have contracts signed and expect deposits

to reach us in the near future on 42 additional cars making a total

of 92 sales out or possibly 150 our present allotment. This does

not include 50 cars contracted for by the Willis-Haywood-Holcomb 00

retail dealers here at Indianapolis, so out of the 200 cars alloted.

to Indiana there has already been contr at
55 cars yet to dispose of, 8 ed f°r 142 leaving us

 

Believing that this information will be or interest to

you and assuring you that we will be pleased to have you use it

as you deem best for the interest of the E-l—F Motor Cars, we are

Yours very truly,

was uomos CAR SALES 00.,

W157me

M81"

P. 8. Even in the Hoosier State we find very little trouble in

selling a good quality of "Blue Sky" as you will note by the above.

arr/Es

I;:l44*4_1 >141L**JQ__ “7(12etlel,2\\\\

,1; WWW

M

 

 

i
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Spare Wheel, with inflated tire, brackets and tools, 874.

Magneto $150.

TTHEOFFSET‘CRANKLSHAFT

Most automobiles develop sufiicient power when they are traveling at a high speed. The great

est need is for power at slow engine speeds. Rambler Model Forty-Four can be operated smoothly

and steadily at three miles an hour on high gear. This is because of the offset crank shaft.

.\-..

%J

The Car with the Offset Cranli Shaft

How the Offset Crank Shaft

is an Advantage

Rambler off-set crank shaft. Position of

piston at explosion center. Full power of

explosion exerts turnlnd effort to crlnls shaft.

Dead center eliminated. No enerfiy walled.

No shock to bearings.

Ordinary Engine. Position of'plflon at

explosion center. Explosion exerts no turn

ind effort to crnnlt shaft. The dead center

wastes enerdy. Shock falls on bearings.

Seven passenger model, forty-five horse power with ofi'set crank shaft, $2500. Other models,

51 150 to $2500. Write for catalog describing in detail Rambler oHset crank shaft, Spare

Wheel, straight line drive and other exclusive features of the new Rambler models.

THE CAR OF STEADY SERVICE

Thomas B. Jeffery &- Company, Main foice and Factory, Kenosha, Wis.

Branr/zer and Dislri uling Agendas.

Chicago, Milwaukee, Boston, New York, San Francisco.

 

Representatives in all leading cities.
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EXPLOI'I'ING POPP’S TAXIMETER

American Business and Patents Bought

from French Owners—How the Prob

able Profits are Figured.

To exploit the Richard Popp taiumeter

in the United States and Canada, a company

capitalized at $1,500,000 has been launched,

under the title the

irneter Co., with headquarters at 112-114

\Nest Forty-second street, New York City.

Francuin Ducasse has been chosen pres

Practically all of the English and

French directors of the company are in

Franco-American Tax

ident.

New York at the present time, conferring

with the American directors.

The rights and titles to the American and

Canadian patents have been transferred to

the new company by the Societe Generale

des Compteurs des Voitures, of Paris,

which owned the patents for all countries.

“The French company has already developed

considerable business on this side of the

water with cab companies and individuals,

and such contracts as it has for the rental

of the machines, together with the instru

ments themselves, are turned over with the

patent rights. In payment the Franco

American company has agreed to give the

French company half of its common stock

and $100,000 in cash.

The capital of the concern consists of

25,000 shares of 7 per cent. preferred par

ticipating stock, of the par value of $20, and

50,000 common shares at $20 par. It is

planned to manufacture 10,000 taximeters

which will be rented at an average of $60

per year and the average expense of which

will be $Z) per year, giving an estimated net

profit of $400,0(X).

Haynes Doubles Its Capital.

Control of the Haynes Automobile Co.,

of Kokomo, lnd., has been placed in the

hands of a stock voting trusteeship for five

years, accompanying a reorganization of the

company by which its capital stock has

been raised from $300,000 to $000,000. With

the increase of capital a number of Kokomo

investors have taken shares, while in the

past the majority of the stock has been

owned in Portland, 1nd. The trustees se

lected include H. C. Davis and Richard

Ruddell, of Kokomo, and C. C. Cartwright

of Portland.

Satterlee Denies Plans for Merger.

Further agitation and rumor concerning

the alleged combine of the Maxwell-Bris

coe, Olds and Buick interests have brought

forth a denial from Herbert L. Satterlee,

a son-in-law of J. Pierpont Morgan, and who

has been credited with being thev prime

mover in the negotiations. When asked

concerning the probabilities of an imme

diate combine, he said: “The report is ab

solutely untrue. I can state positively that

the concerns mentioned do not contemplate

figuring in any such deal."

Rainier Factory Will Continue.

Jesse Watson, the receiver for the Rainier

Motor C0., of New York City and Saginaw,

Mich., announces that in spite of the re

ceivership the factory at Saginaw will con

tinue in operation. The 1909 models will

be put on the market as originally intended.

Henry Goes with Inter-State.

David W. Henry has become sales man

ager of the new Inter-State Motor Car CO.,

of Muncie, Ind. The company's cars, which

will be known as the “Inter-State," will be

ready about the first of the year.

Syracuse Aluminum Plant Burns.'

The Syracuse Aluminum & Bronze Co.’s

plant, at Syracuse, N. Y., was visited by a

disastrous fire on Tuesday, 17th inst. The

conflagration resulted in an almost total

destruction of the buildings.

Crescent Removing to Goshen.

The Crescent Motor Car Co., of Detroit,

Mich., has decided to remove to Goshen,

Ind., and the transferis now under way.

The Cosmo soap plant has been taken.

POPE HEARING PROVES A 00111

Objecting Stockholder's Attorney .Puts

Receiver Through Long Cross-Examin

ation—Discrepancies Explained.

Apparently alone in his opposition to the

reorganization plans for the Pope Mfg. CO.,

nevertheless Thomas H. O’Connor, of Jer

sey City, holder of 100 shares of the pre

ferred stock, did not recede from his posi

tion, at the special hearing before Vice

Chancellor Howell, at Newark, N. 1., on

Monday, 16th inst. in support of his con

tention that the offer of $1,500,000 for the

assets of the company is "grossly inade

quate,” and that the receivers should not

be given permission to accept it, his attor

ney put Receiver Albert L. Pope through

a long ordeal of cross examination, in an

endeavor to establish discrepancies between

the latter's present estimates of the values

of the various properties and the appraisal

made last May. In his examination, O'C0n~

nor's attorney, Willard C. Fiske, pointed

out that the appraisers' valuation of the as—

sets was $2,600,000, while the receivers now

regard the committee's offer as a liberal

one, and declare the total value of the as

sets to be only about $1,250,000.

In explanation, Receiver Pope took up

the items one by one, and also gave an ac

count of the payments that have been made

on claims since the first appraisal was ren

dered, and which have resulted in a corre

sponding reduction in the assets. He also

showed that a difference in estimate occurs

when the assets are regarded as "in liquida

tion“ or as those of a “going concern."

As one of the three receivers for the com

pany, the witness testified that it would be

difficult to get $500,000 net for the Hartford

plant “in liquidation," while $200,000 would

be an outside price for the Westfield

'(Mass.) plant at a forced sale. The com

pany's Thompsonville plant he appraised

at $10,000. with the explanation that the

company had tried to sell it for five years,
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without getting a bid for it. The estimate,

he said, was a fair one. >

The Hagerstown (Md) plant, Receiver

Pope went on to tell, would eventually net

about $125,000, inclusiVe of the $57,500 al

ready paid for the factory premises, “if

the reorganization scheme should carry.”

Otherwise, $75,000 would be the outside

amount that could be realized. The Pope

Mfg. Co.'s claim against the Pope Motor

Car Co., the witness estimated, is worth

$350,000 at the outside. The stock of the

latter company, which is all owned by the

Pope Mfg. Co., he said would bring noth

ing,

Two plants of the Federal Mfg. Co.,

whose stock is all owned by the Pope corn

pany, the receiver estimated might not

$50,000. One, at Elyria, 0., he explained,

has already been sold for $35,000 cash, and

the other, at Cleveland, was worth as much.

From the aggregate sum of $70,000, be de—

ducted the sum of $19,000, a claim for that

sum being in litigation in the Ohio courts.

When the enumeration was completed

Attorney Lindabury said: “These several

valuations total about $1,250,000. Is it your

opinion that $1,500,000 is a fair ofier for the

rope company’s assets?”

“Yes, sir,” the witness answered, with

emphasis.

Attorney Fisk, in the course of a long

cross-examination, quizzed Receiver Pope

about appraisals reported by the receivers

at divers times, which were seemingly at

variance with the valuations as stated by

him on the stand. The witness explained

that since the appraisals cited by Fisk were

made, $379,000 had been taken out of the as

sets to pay a third dividend of 25 per cent.

to creditors, while $80,000 had been paid in

settlement of the Unzicker claim.

Fisk called the witness’s attention to a

statement in the published plan of the re

organization committee, to the efiect that

the committee expected to realize enough

from the Pope plants, outside of the Hart

ford and Westfield plants, which the new

company would operate, to pay off the $800,

000 in notes which it was intended to issue,

and asked him how he could reconcile such

a statement with the valuations he had just

put on the properties involved.

To this the receiver answered that the

committee’s statement was made in May

last, and that since then one property, that

of the Columbia Steel Mills, had been sold

for $180,000, and the proceeds used in the

payment of dividends to creditors, while

$250000 had been taken from assets in the

Maryland jurisdiction and used in the same

way. The assets, aside from those in Hart

ford and \N'estfield, would now no longer

suffice to meet the proposed issue of $800,

000 of secured notes, and earnings would

have to be used to eke out.

In his argument, Fisk pointed out that

creditors of the Pope company were not in

terested, the only ones concerned being the

stockholders, and he urged that it was the

duty of the court to protect the interests

of stockholders, whether great or small. He

contended that the Pope company‘s various

plants were worth much more than the price

offered, and that to permit the sale would

be in effect a summary condemnation of his

client’s holdings in the concern.

The creditors, however, took a hand in

the hearing, and Percy S. Bryant, of Hart

ford, Conn., counsel for the creditors‘ com

mittee, urged that the court give permis

sion for immediate acceptance of the offer.

“We want to get our money," he said. Al

though he was present, neither O'Connor

nor any witness for his side was put on the

stand. Colonel George Pope and Frederick

C. Billings, one of the appraisers, were

present to testify for the receivers.

No decision was announced by the court

after the hearing. It was indicated, how

ever, that a final decision would probably

be made in a few days.

Death of George A. Burnham.

George A. Burnham, general factory man

ager of Morgan & Wright, of Detroit, Mich.,

was instantly killed last Saturday, 14th

inst., while duck hunting on Baltimore bay,

near Pearl Beach, Mich. Standing in a skiff

after firing one barrel of his gun, Mr. Burn—

ham attempted to lay the weapon back of

him in the bottom of the boat. In doing

this he held it by the barrel, and the stock

of the gun, instead of going into the boat

as he had intended, went over the side,

where. the trigger caught and discharged

the second barrel. The entire charge lodged

in the back of his head. Although accom

panied to the bay by three other officials

of the Morgan & W'right factory, none of

them was within hailing distance at the time

of the accident, the only witness being a

young man who was punting the skiff.

Except for one year's service in the Span

ish-American war, Mr. Burnham had been

with Morgan & W'right continuously since

1893, when he first obtained employment

in the bicycle tire department. He ad

vanced rapidly, becoming superintendent,

and later factory manager. When the fac

tory removed from Chicago to Detroit, a

large part of the planning of the arrange

ments for the immense new plant devolved

upon Mr. Burnham, a work which he accom

plished with signal success. He was recog

nized as an expert and authority on tires,

and personally was as affable and compan

ionable as he was able and unassuming.

Mr. Burnham was born in Portland, Me.,

October 1, 1874, and his early youth was

spent in Boston. In Detroit he was prom

inent in automobile circles, and as a mem

ber of both the ~Knights Templar and the

Mystic Shrine had a wide acquaintanceship

and prominence. He leaves a wife and three

children.

Brandt Becomes a Rambler Manager.

Ernest H. Brandt has resigned as gen

eral manager of the Detroit-Cadillac Motor

Car Co., of New York City, to accept the

management of the eastern distributing de

pot of Thomas B. Jeffery & Co., of Keno

sha, Wis. He will have charge of Rambler

territory in Virginia, Maryland, Delaware,

New Jersey, Pennsylvania east“ of Altoona,

eastern New York State and western Con

necticut, making his headquarters in the

Rambler building. 38 West Sixty-second

street, New York City. Upon the purchase

of the Detroit-Cadillac Co. by Inglis M. Up

percu, recently, Brandt was elected secre'

tary and general manager, so that he might

continue along the same lines as when he

was the manager under the Cadillac Motor

Car C0.’s ownership of the concern. The

Rambler ofi‘er, however, presenting a larger

field, induced him to make the change,

while preserving pleasant relations all

around. He will take about half a dozen

members of his former organization with

him in the new work.

The Week’s Incorporationa.

Detroit, Mich—Ford Motor Co., under

Michigan laws. Increase of capital from

$150,000 to $2,000,000.

New York City, N. Y.—Unitcd States Mo

tor-Cab Co., under New York laws, with

$50,000 capital. Corporators—G. Duell, M.

Sussman and T. J. Bell.

Newark, N. J.—Cope Co., The, under

New Jersey laws. with $50,000 capital; to

manufacture automobiles and carriages.

Corporators—M. M. Dodd, G. G. Conley

and A. Church.

Waterbury, Conn—W. B. S. Automobile

Co., The, under Connecticut laws, with $50,

000 capital, $1,000 subscribed. Corporators

—Charles S. Woodward, Ira F. Bachelder

and Henry Stackman.

New York City, N. Y.—Cameron Motor

CO., under New York laws, with $150,000

capital. Corporators—Ernest Staufier, Jr.,

Arthur F. Gotthold and Harold B. Elger,

2 Wall street, New York.

Philadelphia, Pa.——Travelers’ Garage and

Auto Co., under Delaware laws. with $25,

000 capital. Corporators—C. R. Calhoun.

Philadelphia; G. W'. Smith, Jr., German

town,; J. I). Calhoun, Omar.

New York City, N. Y.-—-Steam Motor Co.,

under New York laws, with $25,000 cap

ital. Corporators—John Magee Ellsworth.

Henry C. Cryder and Theodore A. Have

meyer, 583 Park avenue, New York City.

Washington, D. C.—Electric Speedome

ter and Dynamometer Mfg. Co., The, under

Delaware laws, with $500,000 capital. Cor

porators—C. E. Munroe, W. M. Kimball,

N. M. Hopkins, K. Woods. C. M. Remey

and W. T. Bingham.

New York City, N. Y.—Kayton Taxicar

and Garage Co., under New York laws, with

$100,000 capital; to manufacture and deal in

automobiles. Corporators—E. M. Leven

tritt, J. F. Jacobs, W. F. Tracy, F. G. Braun

and C. J. Heermance.
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GRANTS REBATES 0N PARA RUBBER"

Bill to Lower Export Duty for Brazilian

Syndicates—Forcigners File Protests

Against Preferences.

Para rubber trade will undergo a violent

readjustment if a recent legislative act of

the Para state legislature affecting the ex

portation of this product is signed by the

governor. The new law, which has passed

the local chamber of deputies, provides for

a rebate of 4 per cent. of the 22 per cent.

export duty, to Brazilian syndicates found

ed under the law of 1903 and recognized by

the state government, on fine and medium

grade rubber exported abroad directly by

The rebate would be made

Its effect

would be to give the Brazilian syndicates a

monopoly on the exportation. The foreign

houses established in Para could not oper

ate in competition with them, because of

having to pay the higher export duty.

Strong protests have been presented through

the State department at \N'ashington to the

Brazilian Federal Government, against this

action on the part of one of its states, and

the British and Portuguese houses engaged

in the trade are also stirring their respect

ive governments to similar representations.

The annual export of Para rubber amounts

to over 38,000 tons, or almost $60,000,000.

such syndicates.

on the basis of weekly averages.

Turns Over Selden Royalty Excess.

Among the chief October disbursements

of the receivers of lthcdilec'tlric Vehicle Co.,

of Hartford, Conn., according to the reports

filed for the month, was the turning over

of $76,580.41 to the Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers, representing Sel

den patent royalties in excess of the $150,

000 per annum maximum which the com

pany is allowed to keep under the terms

of the new agreement with the association

and its members. Of the $150,000 which

it retains, a maximum of $60,000 per year

goes to George B. Selden. and the balance

of $90,000 to the company itself, this amount

having been recently set aside by the court's

order for the benefit of the creditors as the

company's share in the royalties for the

past year.

The receivers' report for October dis

closes an increased factory activity, the pur

chases amounting to $23,208.37_as against

$9,371.54 in September, and the pay roll be.

ing $24.780.12 as against $17,262.67 in the

previous month. {The balance on hand No

vember 1 was $175,834.28, as against $208,

188.46 on the first of October.

Freight Concessions in the South.

Important freight concessions have been

obtained from the Southern Classification

Committee by the traffic department of the

National Association of Automobile Manu

facturers, representing also the Associa

tion of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers

and the American Motor Car Manufactur

ers Association. A lowering of rates in the

Southern States south of the Ohio and cast

of the Mississippi has been effected, and

the concessions also in some instances re

duce the through rates to points in the

South from points in the Central Freight

Association’s territory, lying between Buf

falo and Chicago, and rates from points

cast of Buffalo on shipments routed via

southern despatch lines.

New Location for Philadelphia Show.

Instead of holding Philadelphia’s show

in the First Regiment armory as on the

past two occasions, the Second Regiment

armory has been chosen, being a much

larger building, located at Broad and Sus

quehanna avenue. The event will take place

from January 27 to February 3, inclusive.

and will be under the management of J. H.

Beck, who has managed former shows.

Cleveland Postpones Its Show Dates.

Cleveland’s automobile show has been

postponed a week from the date originally

set. The time now selected is the week of

February 22, at the Central armory. The

management will not be in the same hands

as formerly, having been given to a com

mittee of the Cleveland dealers.

Albany Concern in Receivership.

The Albany Automobile Co., which for a

time undertook to manufacture cars in Al'

bany, Ind., has gone into a receiver’s hands.

The proceedings are before the U. S. Cir

cuit court in Muncie, Ind., where Judge

Leffler has appointed the Muncie Trust

Co. to act as the receiver.

 

Goshen Gets a Rubber Company.

The Goshen Rubber & Tire Co. has been

organized by Dayton (0.) capitalists. The

plant will be located in Goshen, Ind., and

is expected to be in operation by the first

of the year. It will include the old build

ings of the Goshen Rubber Co.

 

Rider-Lewis to Move to Anderson.

The Rider-Lewis Motor Co., of Muncie,

has made arrangements to move to Ander

son, Ind., on the first of the year. A new

factory in the latter city is being hurried

to completion by that time. ‘

 

Changes Name to Rome-Turney.

The Long-Turney Mfg. Co., of Rome. N.

Y., which makes radiators and automobile

specialties, has changed its name. It will

hereafter be known as the Rome-Turney

Radiator C0.

Gilbreath Goes with Oakland.

W. S. Gilbreath has severed his connec

tion with the Waverley Co.. of Indianapo

lis, Ind. He is now with the Overland Au

tomobile Co., in the same city.

T0 0R0? THE 1909 PARIS SALON

French Makers Signing an Agreement not

to. Exhibit—Heavy Bond Forfeitures

for Violation.

Having tired of the burden and expense

of annual shows, the French makers, ac

cording to advices from Paris, are signing

a general agreement, the effect of which

will be to abolish the Paris Salon for the

year 1909. The agreement provides that the

makers subscribing to it shall not exhibit

at any motor show which may be given in

Paris during the coming year, under penalty

of a forfeiture of 50,000 francs. The sig

natures of practically all the larger makers

—those making over 100 chassis per year—

are said to have been obtained already, and

the circular will be presented to the smaller

makers, as well.

The object to be accomplished is not the

complete extinction of the Paris show, but

to bring an interval of at least two years

between the forthcoming event and the one

to follow it, after which the shows may be

held biennially, annually or not at all, as

conditions may suggest. The fact that a

year's time no longer develops changes or

improvements of any very striking charac

ter in the French models has lead to the be

lief that the time has come when a show

once in two years would be sufficient, be

ing of more interest by reason of the great

er length in the intervening period and pre~

scnting an economy to the chief participants

in such affairs.

Last year the subject of biennial shows

had considerable agitation, but was not car

ried to the point of concurrence which it

now receives. The agreement which is be

ing circulated does not afiect the 1908 Sa—

lon, except that the makers are being urged

to do their utmost to make the this year’s

show a success because of the prospect of

its being the last for two years. If it be

deficient in interest or returns, however, the

exhibitors will be the more ready to turn

to the biennial plan, which now enjoys

every likelihood of adoption.

Shawrnut Factory is Destroyed.

Fire consumed the factory of the Shaw

mut Motor Co., of Stoneham. Mass, on

the 13th inst., causing a loss estimated at

$100,000, of which the Shawmut company’s

share is given as $75,000. The company

carried $42,000 insurance. The plant, a

three-story wood structure, located at Kidd

and Pine streets, was seen to be in flames

shortly after midnight, and burned so rap

idly that the efi'orts of the firemen were

unavailing. Frequent explosions of small

quantities of gasolcnc endangered their

work. Several finished cars and some in

process of construction were destroyed, to

gether with much valuable machinery.
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Not since 1904 have we made a car priced at so low a figure as $2,000. The White—“the

car in a class by itseli”—has thus been brought within the range of a larger number of purchasers

than has been the case in recent years.

The new $2,000 White car, known as our Model “0,” has none of the attributes of the “cheap

machine." It is simply a “smaller edition” of our $4,000 car. The new model "0” is rated at 20

steam horsepower, which means that it can do the work of gasoline cars rated at much higher

figures. The wheel-base is 104 inches; the tires, both front and rear, are 32:3% inches. The

car is regularly fitted with a straight-line five-passenger body. The frame is of heat-treated pressed

steel. The front axle is a one-piece forging of I-beam cross section.

The nature of the steam engine is such that the engine of small power has all the desirable

attributes of the engine of high power. In other words, as the weights oi our small car and of our

large car are proportionate to the power of their respective engines, the small car can do anything

that our large car can do.

To summarize the features of our new Model “0" ear—it is noiseless, odorless, smokeless and

absolutely free from vibration. All speeds from zero to maximum are obtained by throttle control

alone. The speed of the car responds instantly to the throttle; the engine can never be stalled.

The directions for driving are summed up in the phrase, “Just open the thrortle and steer.” It starts

from the seat—“no cranking." It is the ideal moderate priced machine. It is the best for the man

who wishes to drive and take care of his own car. It is a result of our nine years of experience in

building the White Steam Car—the only machine which finds a ready market in every portion

of the globe.

wme io'r circular giving run details 0! this car.

THE WHITE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO

PITTSBURG 138-48 Beatty 5e

CLEVELAND, 407 Rockwell Ave.

CHICAGO, 240 Michigan A".

SAN FRANCISCO.

Market St. at Van Ness Ave.

ATLANTA, 120-122 Marietta St.

NEW YORK CITY, Broadway at 62d St.

BOSTON, 320 Newbury St.

PHILADELPHIA, 629-33 N. Broad St.
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The Rise in Rubber and Its Effects.

Unexpected developments in the crude

rubber market have brought about a condi

tion which, taken in conjunction with other

industrial conditions have wrought no little

disquietudc among the tire makers. In fact

it has become recognized pretty generally

throughout the trade that a combination of

high prices, a reputed shortage in the crop

and a strong demand on this and allied mar

kets are so endangering the future of the

tire industry as to render the advisability

of long continuing the present listings a

matter of grave question. Indeed after in

vestigating present conditions, the Motor

\Vorld has no hesitancy in predicting that

barring unforeseen contingencies the pres

ent prices for automobile tires will be aban

doned by the first of next January and a

new and higher scale adopted, thus revers

ing the movement of last August when a

general cut in prices was agreed upon by a

number of the makers.

That the eflect of increasing prices de

mantled for crude rubber already has been

felt abroad is evidenced by the fact not gen

erally known, that two of the largest for

eign makers have announced a 10 per cent.

increase in price within a few days. In

America, following a year of general cur

tailment in all lines, rubber manufacturers

are universally short of stock. With prices

for the raw material at low water mark

and the market well supplied, they have

been buying conservatively and in many

instances producing only sufiicient finished

material to supply the current demand.

With the closing in of fall, however, a sharp

and continued rise in price has set in, the

visible supply has dwindled, and as a final

blow it has become impossible to c0ntract

for deliveries after the first of the new

year.

The present low prices were based upon

the conditions existing last summer when

the rubber market was in an unusually fa

vorable condition. The prospect of a heavy

demand, the general resumption of business

in all lines, together with the fact that the

upriver fine Para rubber was then selling

at 89 to 90 cents a pound as against $1.08

and $1.22—the minimum quotations for

August markets in 1907 and 1906, respect

ively—tempted the makers to reduce their

own quotations to a uniform extent.

With the last of September, however,

prices had risen toward the figures of 1907,

the last of October saw them at $1.03 and

$1.04 as against $0.99 and $1.00 a year ago,

and reports of the Brazilian market pub

lished this week give an authenticated max

imum of $1.30, with unconfirmed reports

of trading at $1.32, still referring to the up

Other grades have

in descending

river grade of fine Para.

followed the trend

Local buying is in moderate amounts only

scale.

among both dealers and manufacturers.

Foreign markets also are reported as feel

ing the pressure, and in at least one instance,

the “American demand" was mentioned as

exerting a strong influence in boosting the

That the market may soar to $1.40

by the first of January is far from improb

able.

At the samc time, other lines of rubber

prices.

manufacture are beginning to evidence re

cuperative tendencies with the improvement

of business conditions following election.

this also tending to increase the agitation,

while in the tire market itself the outlook

for a prosperous season for the automobile

industry tends to encourage plans for pro

duction on an increased scale. For the most

part the automobile manufacturers are pret

ty well covered by contracts made at cur

rent prices. The increased demand of the

early spring induced by the general refitting

of cars in the hands of private owners there

fore, is the contingency against which the

tire makers are now anxious to provide.

 

About “Going into Politics.”

According to one of the New York “auto

editors," who, like Senator Frelinghuysen,

and so very many other alleged Jerseymen.

earns his livelihood in New York, all sorts

of things are likely to happen to the New

Jersey Automobile and Motor Club for the

part it played in the defeat of Senator Colby

in the recent election; disruption and the

formation of a rival club are among the sev

eral dreadful things that are likely to occur.

Because Mr. Colby stands for the New

Idea—for a higher order of politics than

that practised by the wardheeler and grafter

his defeat may be somewhat regrettable, but

because of his very high-mindedness and

reputation for intelligence and righteous

ness, the automobilists were justified in ex

pecting not a narrow view, but a square deal

at his hands.

dence to this end, he courted opposition

and as he received what he courted. he

should have small fault to find with his de

feat. It was high time that the automobile

conscience of New Jersey was quiekened.

When he failed to give evi

The manner in which the legislature has

assumed a stand-and-deliver attitude and

picked the pockets of all who use automo

biles in the state, is not short of disgraceful.

The New Jersey club performed a much

needed public service in directing attention

to the fashion in which $14 is extracted from

the pocket of even the non-resident who en

ters the state but once. and to other iniqui

It is bad

enough for a resident to be compelled to

pay for the supposed right to use the public

highways. but it is infinitely worse when

one state in the union undertakes to issue

ties of the Frelinghuysen law.

“passports” and exact what is practically an

of all

other states in the Union. and requires that

they shall stop on demand that their “pass

admission fee from the residents

ports" may be examined. It is contrary to

the American notion of republican institu

It is di

rectly opposed to the American notion of a

union of states.

tion and republican government.

It is legislation of the nar

row-minded and offensive sort.

As Mr. Colby stands for that sort of gov

ernment it was right and proper that his
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victims and their friends should turn on

him. It is to be hoped that they will turn

on the Colbys and the

wherever they may exist.

Frelinghuysens

Apparently it is

the only way that the victims ever will be

able to obtain a square deal. “Going into

politics" was the only way the cyclists near

ly a quarter century ago obtained their full

measure of legislative fair play. They ob

tained exactly the same freedom accorded

other r0ad users and the

should not remain content with less.

automobilists

All

they need to do is “knock out" a few more

Colbys and a Frelinghuysen or two, and

to upset the results at a few precincts or

wards in an occasional state. They now are

strong enough to do it and it should be done.

The news will spread fast enough. Politi

cians do not squeal unless they are hurt.

The squeal from the Colby camp is evidence

that the automobilists’ work was effective.

the fear that Colby may seek revenge in

legislative halls which has depressed some

timorous souls, need cause no great con

cern if the men with backbones who led the

New Jersey fight let it be known that any

attempt of the sort'will visit on the parties

to it the same sort of treatment accorded

Mr. Colby. .

As for the New York-New Jersey “auto

editor,” who is anybody’s press agent.

his efforts to stir up strife in the New Jer

sey automobile club well may be discount

ed. He possesses a small commission from

the state and is anxious to hold it. If he

really desires to turn the light on anything

he might turn a few rays on the late New

York-Montauk efficiency run,‘ in which he

himself had such a large hand, as accord

ing to some accounts. the real reasons why

the participants were lodged on an uncom

fortable boat when a comfortable hotel was

available, will make unusually interesting

reading.

Electricity for Car Lighting.

Considering the amount of attention

which has been paid to the subject of car

lighting, it is somewhat to be wondered

at that no more effort has been made to

introduce electricity for this purpose. As

applied to electric vehicle useage it has

proved the unquestionable servicability of

incandescent lamps for this purpose when

properly made and installed—this being the

chief point in doubt as to the general prac

ticability of the system. The only other

question, that of its relative expense and

ease of maintenance, remains to be solved.

But its solution must depend in part on the

relative convenience of the three possible

systems quite as much as upon their first

cost or upon other factors which are in

volved. For limousine cars the use of

interior electric lighting is almost universal.

To a limited extent it also is applied in

machines of this type to tail-light and dash

board work. Its extension to the field of

pleasure cars should be by no means the

difficult and unproductive task it may ap

pear.

The continued vogue of the acetylene

searchlight has led to so many abuses that

its use in cities is now pretty generally

frowned upon by considerate motorists.

Yet no form of tempered light has been ad

vanced to take its place, so that a major

ity of the machines in night use about the

great cities, are driven with only the in

sufficient service of the oil dash lamps.

These for the most part, serve only the pur

pose of warning signals, and have no prac

tical value in illuminating the road in front

of the machine, which, though it may not be

necessary for ordinary city work, yet is an

advantage when traversing poorly lighted

streets, or when running during stormy

weather. The powerful acetylene lights, de

spite their advantage for work in the open

country, are ill-suited to driving under such

conditions and at times constitute a source

of positive danger, both to pedestrians and

drivers of other vehicles, because of the

confusion wrought by their blinding glare.

Systems of shading these lights, or deflect

ing their beams have been devised, but for

some unaccountable reason have failed to

come into general use.

The electric light has the marked ad

vantage over that it re

quires no trimming, always is ready for

use. and gives a soft glow which, by prop.

erly proportioning the size of the lamp to

the requirements, may be as strong or as

mild as may be desired.

other systems

It is as certain

in a high wind, or when the car is being

tossed about on a rough road as when it

is standing in the garage, is free from all

taint of fire risk, discharges no combusti

ble oils or gases in the event of accident.

and may be lighted at will without taking

the driver out of his seat.

Apparently those most intimately con

cerned with it are not aware of the real im

mensity of the automobile industry. Its

magnitude just has been made plain by a

concern which makes a specialty of selling

 

COMING EVENTS

  

 

November 25, Savannah, Ga.—Autornobile

Club of America's 200 miles light car race.

November 26, Baltimore, Md.-Automc>

bile Club of Maryland’s hill climb, Belvidere

avenue hill.

November 26, Savannah, Ga.——Automo~

bile Club of America's 400 miles race.

November 27, Denver, Col.—-Colorado

Industrial Exposition Association's race

meet. Overland Park track.

December 5, Long Island Motor Park

way—Speed trials against time, auspices

of the Long Island Motor Parkway, Inc.

December 31-January 7, New York City—

American Motor Car Manufacturers' Asso

ciation’s annual show in Grand Central

Palace.

January 16-23, New York City—Associa_

tion of Licensed Automobile Manufactur

ers' annual show, Madison Square Garden.

January 23-30, Philadelphia, Pa.—Phila

delphia Automobile Trade Association's an

nual show.

February 6-15. Chicago. Ill.—National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers’

Show, Coliseum and First Regiment Ar

mory.

February 27-March 3, Hartford, Conn.—

‘Automobile Dealers’ Association show.

 
 

“representative mail lists,” of the various

trades to those who are not wholly free

from guile. Among many others, it has for

sale lists of 819 “auto manufacturers and as

semblers,” “autos

driven by gasolene,” 70 “electric automobile

manufacturers," 31 “automobile buggy man

ufacturers,” and 69 “auto lamp manufactur

BPS.

347 manufacturers of

If the Society of Automobile Engineers

desires to be accepted seriously and not

merely as a medium for personal exploita

tion, it might risk something more than an

eye on the advertisements of the gentle

Per

haps he is not using his office for personal

benefit and means no harm in attaching his

official title to the advertising of his busi

ness, but it is such an unusual procedure

as to give rise to varied impressions.

man who is serving as its president.

Whenever a milkman breaks one of his

bottles, he is quite apt to throw the broken

pieces out on the pavement. Automobile

clubs in various cities are awakening to the

fact and it is probable that this class of of

fenders will be given special attention in

the near future.
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ART FEATURES FOR PALACE snow

Early English Decorative Scheme Adapted

to Demand of Exhibitcrs for Space—

Aerial "Extras" Crowded Out.

50 great has been the demand for space

at the Grand Central Palace show. which

opens in New York on New Year's eve,

that the exhibits of balloons, aeroplanes,

gliders and other aeronautical contrivances

  

 

which have been an “extra” in the

past, will be crowded out entirely to

make room for the regular exhibitors. Of

the latter there are 75 car makers and about

250 accessory makers, making an aggrega

tion which is claimed to be “by far the larg

est numbers of exhibitors ever congregated

under one roof at an automobile show.”

Even the decorations have had to yield

to the necessary economy in space, and

while sacrificing nothing in artistic beauty,

will be on the “sheath gown” order of

slimness as far as possible, so that no

bulky masses or protuberances will en

croach on the area available for the space

holders. The work on the decorations is

progressing to a point where everything is

available for the purpose. As indicated by

the illustration presented herewith, they will

form a suitable setting for the affair with

out obtruding on the vital displays of the

exhibition.

EARLY ENGLISH SETTING FOR THE “GREAT WHITE SHOW."

Demonstrations of cars will remain as

one of the features of the Palace show, it

being the belief of the American Motor Car

Manufacturers Association that dealers and

buyers still find them a valuable aid in de

termining the running qualities of a car

and in judging the advantages of the various

control systems. When the question of

abolishing demonstrations was presented

to the show committee, the representations

as to their value and desirability were so

strong as to insure their continuance.
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In accordance with the policy of giving

the aflair “tone,” the catalog which is to be

issued in connection with it will be kept

free of advertising. The catalog will con

tain a complete list of the evhibitors, to

gether with a directory of their spaces and

a summary of their products, being in the

nature of a handsome souvenir and record

of the occasion.

The difficulties of the show committee in

providing space for all these desirous of

obtaining allotments have been very great,

indeed, and have made it necessary to use

every nook and corner of the building.

“Ithas been a case of trying to make two

feet grow where one grew before." accord

ing to H. O. Smith, chairman of the com

mittee. The fact that the exhibits include

not only cars of American manufacture, but

a number of the famous foreign cars as

well, has swelled the aggregate of displays

in this class, and the growth in the number

of taxicab models which the makers are de

sirous of displaying has made the taxicab

division one of considerable magnitude and

importance. Furthermore, the accessory

makers have increased in numbers, with no

diminution in their respective lines, so

that their requirements for room in which

to stage their devices to good effect have be

come greater than in the past.

Double Date for Engineers’ Meeting.

As is customary, the Society of Automo

bile Engineers will hold its annual meet

ing in New York City during the show sea

“ =M_.'

nimnnu'mim a... was

1:2 1”
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son. In order to accommodate its various

members who are likely to be in attendance

at one or the other of the two shows, how

ever, it has been decided to adopt a dual

date. The opening sessions will be held

beginning Tuesday, January 5, and adjourn

ing to Tuesday, January 19, one of the two

gatherings thus falling into each of the two

show weeks. In addition to the usual tech

nical program the fourth annual business

meeting and election of officers will be held.

Newark Dealers Determine on Show.

Despite a refusal from the Motor and Ac

cessory Manufacturers, Inc., to grant a

sanction for their proposed show, the auto

mobile dealers of Newark, N. 1., have taken

courage again and plan to hold the affair

anyway. It is thought that the accessory

lines handled by the dealers themselves can

be displayed advantageously without the

manufacturers’ assistance.
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SHAPING UP F0]! THE GRAND PRIZE

Turns and Stretches of Savannah Course—

Drivers Draw Positions—Preparations

for Handling Mighty Crowd.

 

“"ith the Savannah meet but one week

off, arrangements arevgoing forward on a

large scale to make it a success, and with

every prospect that from, the competitive

point of view at least, it will carry a ful

filment of all the hopes which have been

held out for it. Originally conceived by the

Automobile Club of America as a foil for

the Vanderbilt Cup contest, when that event

was ruthlessly shorn of its international

character and promoted savagely during the

heat of the now forgotten controversy with

the American Automobile Association, the

peaceful settlement of that difficulty has se

cured for the Grand Prize race of Thanks

giving Day and the introductory light car

race of the day before, recognition which it

could have obtained in no other way and

practically secured its patronage by such of

the northern enthusiasts as care to sever the

home ties on the great national home day.

Last April when Savannah saw its first

road race, the course was in splendid shape,

with the exception that it was narrow in

stretches, with one or two rough spots.

Inasmuch as $30,000 or more has been spent

to widen and bank the circuit and that it

will be made as nearly dustless as possible

by thousands of gallons of oil, with which

it has been soaked, it can be considered

without the least hesitancy the finest road

course in America, and can rank with the

best of European circuits. The Grand

Prize course measures 25.13 miles, which

will mean that 16 laps over it will make the

race 402.08 miles in length. The shorter

circuit, or “course within a course,” for the

light car race, is 9.8 miles around, and will

be traveled for 20 laps, or 196 miles.

The setting of the race is highly pictur

esque. Bordered with the tall pine trees

characteristic of the section, which are

bearded with great quantities of silver gray

Spanish moss, a series of vistas are pre

sented that delight the eye, as the course is

toured at moderate speed.

From the grandstand which is within the

city limits of Savannah, a well banked turn

leads into an absolutely straight stretch

some five miles long, known as the White

Bluff road. At Montgomery cross roads

the route turns into Waters road, and pres

ently is headed back in the direction of the

stand. At the end of a short stretch, an

abrupt, heavily banked turn to the right is

the continuation of the Grand Prize course,

while straight ahead is the ten miles quad

rilateral which will be used for the light

car race. This leads directly back to a

right angle turn near the start and finish,

over a new laid piece of road.

Following the longer course, the Inter

mediate cross road leads into Meridian road

at a second right turn, and the Vernon

River, with its semi-tropical vegetation sur

rounding it, is approached. Then a third

right turn. abruptly made, furnishes a com

plete reversal of direction momentarily un

til a right-angled left turn leads into White

field avenue and the Montgomery road,

where the new part of the course is encoun

tered—60 feet wide and smooth as a bil

liard table. Two well constructed turns,

forming practically a hairpin, lead into Fer

guson avenue. where the return journey to
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the starting point begins. This section will

permit some of the greatest speed of the

race when throttles may be thrown wide

open and held until a capital “S” turn

through the aptly named Skidway road to

Isle of Hope road, where six turns, all of

which are heavily banked, lead into La

Roche avenue. A turn to the right, leading

towards the village of Wasson, gives a sec

ond hairpin loop back to Delaware avenue,

which completes the course back to the

grandstand by easy stretches.

Some of the picturesque points on the

course are shown on the opposite page, the

two upper pictures showing stretches of

both ordinary and special road; the latter

being the banked turn where the interme

diate cross-road turns into Meridian ave

nue at the county farm, with convict labor

ers at work. The third panel gives an idea

of the stumpy palmettos and the enormous

spreading trees along the new stretch of

La Roche avenue, while No. 4 shows where

a special bank 6 feet high is intended to

eliminate the skidding danger. Ferguson

avenue has just been oiled, the fifth and

sixth panels showing its uniformity. Sixty

two feet wide, and with less than a foot

grade, it presents the speediest stretch of

the whole course. The two bottom pic

tures are views of Montgomery cross road

where it switches into Whitefield avenue,

and the White Bluff road with the final

' brushing of the surface in progress pre~

paratory to oiling.

Regular practice by the prospective com

petitors began last Monday, and the course

is patrolled daily by 100 flagmen, who keep

it clear of invading traffic between the hours

of noon and 4 p. m. Between 12 and 1

o’clock, the light cars have the use of the

course, while during the remainder of the

alloted practice hours it is at the disposal

of the drivers of the larger machines.

On Monday of this week, the drawing of

numbers for the order of starting in both

raCes took place, there being 20 contestants

in the Grand Prize, 6 of whom are Amer

icans, while the light car race numbers 17

contenders. The complete list is as' fol

lows:

G r a n d P r i z e .

Driver. Car. Country.

1. .Rigal . . . . . .Bayard-Clement . .France

2. . Michener . . Lozier . . . . . . . . . ..America

3. .Seymour 1. .Simplex . . . . . . . . . .America

4. . Burman . . .Buick . . . . . . . . . . ..America

5 Haupt . . . . .Chadwick . . . . . . ..America

6..Nazzaro ...Fiat . . . . . . . . . . . . ..ltaly

7. . Zengle . . . .Acme . . . . . . . . . . . .America

8. . Hemery . . .Benz . . . . . . . . . . . . . Germany

9-. .‘Duray . . . . .De Dietrich . . . . . . France

10-.1. Szisz . . . . . .Renault . . . . . . . . . . France

11 . . Harding . . .National . . . . . . . . .America

12..Cagn0 .....Itala . . . . . . ..ltaly

l3. . Hautvaust .Bayard-Clement . .France

l4..VVagner ...Fiat . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Italy

15. . Hanriot ...Bcnz . . . . . . . . . . . ..Germany

16..Strang .....Renault . . . . . . . . ..France

17. . Fournier . .Itala . . . . . . . . . . . . . Italy

l8..De Palma..Fiat . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Italy

19. . Erle . . . . . . . .Benz . . . . . . . . . . . . .Gcrmany

20..Piacenza ,..Itala . . . . . . . . . . . . .Italy

Light Car Race.

Driver. Car.

l..J. Juhasz . . . . . . . ..S. P. O.

2.. \Vm. Hilliard . . . . . Lancia ,

3. . L. G. Bergdoll. . . . .Chalmers-Detroit

4. . K. I. Manville . . . .American Aristocrat

S. .F. T. Cameron . . . .Cameron

6. . . . . . . . lsotta

7. . Geo Robertson . . .Gregoire

8. . Robert Burman . . .Buick

9. . Arthur See . . . . . . .Maxwell

10. . L. B. Lorimer . . . .Chalmers-Detroit

ll. .15. A. Hearne . . .. .Buick

12. .Thomas Costello. . Maxwell

13. . W. R. Burns . . . . .Chalmers-Detroit

l4. . Hugh Easter . . . . .Buick

15. .Joseph Muntweiler. Maxwell

16. . Earl Jefiers . . . . . . Buick

17. . C. W. Kelsey . . . . . Maxwell

In the big race, Leonard Zengle has been

substituted for Patschke as the Acme driver,

while the driver of the lsotta in the light

race has not been decided upon; Herbert

Lytle, who was scheduled to pilot it. having

been taken ill with typhoid fever.

Announcement was made late last week

that the A. C. A. had decided to award the

winner of the light car race a $500 bronze

or silver trophy made after one of several

designs which the contest committee then

had under advisement. This dispelled some
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anxiety which had been manifest lest the

winner of this event fail to receive some

token of recognition comparable with that

awarded the winner of the Grand Prize. In

addition to the major trophies, ample in

ducements are held out to the successful

drivers by tire and accessory makers.

Prizes to the extent of $5,000 have been

offered by the Michelin Tire Co. for drivers

gaining places with that make of tires in

the Grand Prize and light car races. In the

long race, the winning driver will be

 

and also to enable the spectators at the

grandstand in keep in close touch with the

progress of the events.

A novel feature of the arrangements is

the establishment of fire patrol stations at

four different points on the course. These

stations will have telephone communica

tion with all parts of the course, and be in

readiness to send out an automobile

equipped with extinguishers, in case a car

should catch fire, repeating the incidents of

the last Vanderbilt contest.

  

 

Seaboard Air and other lines will run ex

cursions, while these roads will carry num

erous car parties from various cities booked

by the tourist agencies. Several large auto

moblie clubs will send representatives, the

Cleveland and Quaker City Motor Clubs

being among the number with chartered

cars. The “Wall Street Special" and “Busi

ness Men’s Special," starting from New

York City, expect to carry quite a crowd

of persons whose business affairs demand

that they make a quick trip, in which con

 

 

VISTA OF LONG STRAIGHT STRETCH ON LA ROCHE AVENUE

awarded $2,000, the‘ second $1,000, third

$500, fourth $300, and fifth $200. Prizes in

the light car contest for placed drivers us

ing Michelins will be $500 to the winner,

$300 to the second, and $200 to the third.

The Continental Caoutchouc Co. offers

$2,000 to the winner of the Grand Prize, pro

vided his car is equipped with Continentals;

with $1,250 and $750 as second and third

prizes. In the light car race $500 will be

distributed under the same conditions-—

$250 to the winner, $150 to the second, and

$100 for the third. Likewise the Bosch

Magneto Co. has offered ample inducements

to drivers who carry a Bosch equipment;

$500, $250 and $100, are the bonuses offered

for first second and third.

Arrangements for the management of the

race are probably as complete as have been

made for any race ever held in this coun

try. It will be remembered that one dis

tinguishing feature of the stock car race of

last spring was the excellency of the po

licing arrangements. Savannah intends to

outdo itself in this respect just now. Com

plete telephone service, military guards,

strict observance of rules as to the main

tenance of a clear course, will serve to give

the competitors every advantage in the race

Twenty or more physicians will be sta

tioned around the course, with fully

equipped red cross tents, prepared for any

emergency. Arrangements also will be

made for a stafi‘ of motorcycle couriers.

Arrangements for the accommodation of

the visitors have been carried out with equal

elaboration. In anticipation of a throng

of out-of-town spectators, hotels, lodging

houses and private dwellings have been can

vassed and listed, and all Savannah is pre

paring to reap a harvest from the occasion.

At that, many of the sojourners will biv

ouac in the numerous special trains which

will be sidetracked “near the grandstand,"

or, in the case of the A. C. A. delegation,

on board the specially chartered steamer,

City of Savannah.

A number of railroad and tourist agencies

have arranged special excursions to the race

and have cut each other's rates ruthlessly

in an effort to get the southbound business.

In consequence, either one of two things

will happen; an amazing number of people

will go to witness the race, or else numer

ous “all expenses covered” and “parlor car

special" tours will be financial losses to the

agents who are advertising them so pro

fusely. The Pennsylvania, Atlantic Coast,

nection it is promised the latter train will

make the jump to Savannah in an even 22

hours.

The Savannah line will provide a pleas

ant means of making the trip by water,

while the Automobile Club of America’s

chartered steamer will start on Saturday

evening, November 21, with perhaps the

most elaborate scheme of entertainment of

all.

Stricker Killed at Birmingham.

While attempting to make a new 24 hours

track record at Birmingham, Ala, on Tues~

day, 17th inst., Emil Stricker was thrown

from his Renault mount and died shortly

afterward. Leon Barrows, his mechanician,

was also thrown and badly injured. Stricker

had been driving at a rate close to a mile

a minute on the mile oval and was alternat

ing with Lewis Strang at the wheel. Strang's

explanation of the accident is that when

the car skidded on a turn, Stricker’s long

coat caught in the rear wheel,_. pulling him

from the seat. Tire failure was not the di

rect cause, as at first reported, he states.

Stricker was a native of Alsace-Lorraine.

unmarried, and when in New York lived

at the Professional Chaufleurs’ Club.
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L000MOBILE RECEIVES TIIE CUP

Festivities Attend Presentation of Vander

bilt Trophy—President Davis Tells the

Origin of the Winning Car.

Enthusiasm ran high when the formal

presentation of the Vanderbilt

made to Samuel T. Davis, Jr., president of

Cup was

the Locomobile company, at the home of

the Automobile Club of America, Broad

New York

City. on Thursday evening last, 12th inst.

way and Fifty-fourth street,

Before a gathering of some 300 or more in

vited guests, Jefferson De Mont Thompson,

chairman of the Vanderbilt Cup Commis—

sion, presented the trophy on behalf of the

donor. \Villiam K. Vanderbilt, Jr., accom

panied by loud, ringing applause. '

"We have waited for five years,” he re~

marked, “for an American car to win this

prize that now stands as the one great au

tomobile trophy. We have the car now—

American from top to bottom, designed by

an American and driven by an American.

We have had much to be proud of this year,

but nothing more so than this."

In his response. Mr. Davis gave a most

interesting chapter of Locomobile history

in describing the origin of the car. In

1904, he said, a young Chicago enthusiast,

(Dr. Julian P. Thomas, of aeronautic and

medicinal fame), who owned a whole fleet

of Locomobiles, wanted the Bridgeport

company to build him a racer that would

beat the world. Vthn the company de

murred, the man declared he would have

another manufacturer build the car and buy

no more Locomobiles. “The customer

was too good to lose," continued Mr. Davis.

“and he was so insistent that we finally de

cided to place a prohibitive price on a car

we did not want to build. We named $18,

000, and he accepted without a murmur, and

depoaited $6,000 forthwith. Then we had

to make good, and we did build a machine

for him.

"That first Locomobile didn't beat the

world. In fact, it only started in one big

race—the Gordon Bennett Cup. It started

-—that was all it did do. Nevertheless, from

that first effort, developed the winner of this

year's Vanderbilt race. In 1906 we con

structed tWO racers and the recent winner

was one of them."

He then expressed his appreciation of A.

L. Riker, the designer, the mechanics who

constructed and assembled the car. and last,

but not least, George Robertson, who pi

loted the car to victory, and his mechan

ician, Glenn Ethridge; mentioning that

without a driver of superior caliber, suc

cess would be impossible with the best car

ever built.

After Riker had said a few modest words,

there were loud Shouts of "Robertson!" for

the gathering wanted a speech from the

driver. But while the shouting was at its

height, Winthrop E. Scarritt sprang to his

feet, and began to deliver his stock speech,

harking back as far as the days of the R0

man empire and also declaring boldly that

the automobile is no longer an experiment

~—that it has come to stay, and furthermore,

that his prophecy of some time ago to the

effect that American genius and American

brains in building American cars, would

some day beat the world, had been fulfilled

Again the guests yelled for the winning

driver, but again Mr. Scarritt arose; this

time to introduce John J. Hayes, winner

of the Marathon race at the Olympic games

in England.

Hayes received a thunderous ovation. but

the Robertson speech that ‘had been antici

pated, was not delivered. The modest driv~

er had been “snowed under" by the others.

Ex-Police Commissioner McAdoo deliv—

cred an absorbing address on the question~

of police and motorists, with numerous

brilliant touches of humor. Incidentally

he made the disconcerting statement that

ItitOfllObiliStS and the Burglars’ Union were

on the same par—both bodies forever try

ing to dodge the police. Also he told why

he had inaugurated the scheme of having

cycle police wear white caps. At that time

people used to observe with a smile that

no arrests would be made, because a driver

could “spot” a cop a mile away and would

slow down; to which the commissioner in

variably would reply that that was exactly

what he expected. He was not trying to

make a record of arrests; he was attempting

to make motorists drive at a safe speed.

Nine out of every ten accidents in New

York City are caused by the failure of

drivers to observe and obey the rules of

the road, McAdoo declared, incidentally

scoring the habitual recklessness of the

average taxicab driver. That corners are

turned too sharply and in a dangerous man

ner by many drivers is evidenced by the

way so many curbs are worn down at street

crossings.

Evidently the peaceful incidents of the

past few weeks have resulted in the ar

rangement of a truce between Jefferson

De Mont Thompson and Robert Lee Mor—

rell. That the hatchet has been buried, at

least temporarily, was made clear when the

chairman of the commission, in a burst of

geniality and enthusiasm, proposed three

cheers for one who was "unable to be pres

ent, a true sportsman—Robert Lee Morrell."

With waving arms, Thompson led the

cheering in person. Others, absent ones

and those who were not, also were lustin

acclaimed, but in the exuberance of the mo

ment no one remembered to honor the Cup

donor. and about the only name familiar

in connection with the contest which was

not cheered was that of William K. Van

derbilt. Jr.

A. R. Pardington, vice-president and

general manager of the Long Island Motor

Parkway, lnc., when called upon, recapitu

latcd the history of the early Vanderbilt

Cup contests and stated with no little pride

that work on the Motor Parkway would

proceed, so that next year would see its

completion. Judge E. H. Gary, president

of the A. C. A., was another to say a few

cordial words. Then entertainment of the

combustible variety was distributed, a

searchlight photograph was taken follow

ing which an EthiOpian singer in a loud

pink Prince Albert coat. entertained briefly.

Then came the moving pictures.

Results of St. Louis Hill Climb.

After several days of worry and delay,

the judges of the‘hill climbing contest held

at St. Louis on Friday, 6th inst., at last

reached a decision regarding the winners of

the various events. tEmulating the example

of the‘Algonquin and other slope tests, the

committee _of the St. Louis Automobile

Manufacturers and Dealers Association in

charge of the affair, took-the advice of some

one who told them that the contest should

be decided according to a piston area for

mula. This was done, but it seems that

after the times of the contestants had been

duly recorded, the judges did not know just

how to plunge into the mathematical part

of the game to determine the winners.

They decided that Baldwin, who drove the

specially built Stanley steamer, was entitled

to the Times trophy and the free-for-all

prize cup. Following is the report of the

percentages officially given out, showing

the order of positions awarded in each class

as determined by the formula:

Motor Buggy Class.

. Per

Driver. Car. . Time. Cent.

Allen ... . . . ..Eureka . . . . . .. 2:12 10.82

Oliver ...,...Victor . . . . . .. 1:53 11.05

Siddway Success . . . . .. 2:11 19.30

Cars with Piston Area Under 50 Sq. In.

Paine . . . . . ...Chal~Detroit . 1:05% 5.92

McQuillan ...Buick . . . .. l:04§§ 6.90

Delaney ......Jackson . 1:21% 8.41

Cars with Piston Area Over 50 Sq. In., and

Under 65 Sq. In.

McLain ......Appcrson 1.00% 6.05

Igoe . . . loon 1 :03 6.85

Cars with Piston Area Over 65 Sq. In., and

Under 90 Sq. In.

Tuttle ........Stod-Dayton . 0:49 6.19

Blumcoe .....Stev-Duryea . 055% 7.62

Lewis .. ......Packard 054% 7.88

Cars with Piston Area Over 90 Sq. In.

Soules . . . . . . .Stearns (4»cyl.)0:46% 7.42

McLain . . . . ..Apperson .. . . 014% 8.03

CaldWell .. . . . .Pierce . . . . . . . 0:49% 8.75

Oldfield .. . . ..Stearns “6" .. . 0:49%, 9.00

Free-fora" Event.

Time.

Baldwin . . . . . .Stanley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0:4016

BaldWin ......Stanley . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 043%

Woodward .. .Stanley . . . . . . . .. .... 0:45

McLain . . . . ..Apperson . . . . . . . . . . .. 0:46%

Cull _,.,,.,Stanley .. .. . 0:46%

Tuttle .. . . . . . .Stoddard-Dayton .. 0:49

Oldfield .. ....Stearns . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0:49%

Caldwell .. .. . . Pierce . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0:4995

Woodward . . .Stanley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0:55
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EENNER FIRST 1N DESERT RACE

Los Angeles-Phoenix Run a Real Test of

Endurance—A11 Four Contenders Sur

vive—Their Exciting Adventures.

One of the most strenuous and unusual

contests that ever took place in the \Vest

was the “great desert race and sand battle"

between Los Angeles, Cal., and Phoenix,

Ariz., which started at midnight on Sun

day, 8th inst., and finished the following

Tuesday. It was won by F. C. Fenner, who

drove his White steamer “Black Bess," with

H. D. Ryus as alternate, covering the 455

miles in 30 hours 28 minutes net running

time. Leon T. Shettler's Kisselkar, driven

by Bert Latham and H. Hanshue, was the

second contestant to reach the goal, but

second prize was awarded to A. J. Smith,

who was the third arrival in an Elmore,

Owing to a time allowance made for delay

caused in crossing the Colorado River on a

raft. The latter pilot was the only con

testant to drive the entire race without re

lief at the wheel, and covered the distance

in 32 hours, 52 minutes actual running time.

The Kisselkar was given third place with

35 hours 52 minutes, and Ralph Hamlin's

Franklin was fourth. In addition to»some

side wagers, Fenner won the Republican

cup which was offered by a Phoenix news

paper as' first prize. This was presented

to the driver at a dinner tendered by the

Maricopa Automobile Association at Phoe

nix the following Thursday. Smith was

also presented with a silver cup.

The race possessed unusual interest, in

asmuch as there were as many distinct

types of power plant in use as cars. Gas

olcnc cars of two cycle and four cycle pat

terns; water-cooled and air-cooled, and one

steam car made up the field of contenders.

Such a variety in a contest of only four

competitors was quite unusual.

From the very start, the contest was most

trying. The route led through El Monte

and San Bernandino, to Beaumont, where

the first stage of desert driving through

sand and loose pebbles commenced. Pull

ing through Palm Springs, Indio, Mecca,

and a few other spots on the map, the con

testants reached Dos Palmos, 170 miles

from the start, where the first checker was

located. Hamlin in the Franklin was in

the lead up to this point, having gotten that

far in 8 hours 61 minutes, with Ryus in

the steamer, second in 9 hours 43 minutes,

Latham third and Smith fourth.

From Dos Palmas to the Colorado River,

the worst part of the trip was encountered.

Latham and Hamlin experienced tire trou

ble and the former had a strained rear axle.

At Ehrensburg, where the stream had to be

crossed, it was swollen by early melting

snows and had to be negotiated on a rather

uncertain raft propelled by a quartet of

drunken Indians, who had no great desire

to work very hard. They managed to get

the several contestants into Arizona in

separate trips at $8 per trip. Time con

sumed in crossing this “felly” was noted by

appointed observers and later deducted.

Just before reaching the ferry all of the con

testants strayed from the road and got lost

in an irrigation ditch, losing hours in re

tracing their way.. When llamlin, the

Franklin driver got astray in the pitchy

darkness, he decided not to attempt to re

trace his steps, but slept until dawn, when

daylight helped him to get his bearings.

\Yhen he at last found his way back to the

Los Angeles-Phoenix trail, after losing four

precious hours, he hastened on, but in the

mean time, the other contestants had se

cured a lead too big for him to cut down.

Fenner and Smith had both halted on the

Arizona border after a risky trip across the_

turbulent river and spent an almost sleep

less and uncomfortable night beside a roar

ing campfire, finally starting on at dawn.

Fenner had experienced trouble shortly af

ter leaving Dos Palmas. At that point sand

clogged his engine and prevented him from

getting up any steam at all. His burners

simply got red hot without having the de

sired effect of making the necessary steam.

Two pipes of the car which lay one upon an

other were melted, and a delay of an hour

was occasioned in making a repair.

In order to secure better traction, Smith,

who drove the Elmore, rigged a plank on

the rear of his car, upon which he made

his mechanician sit and it was said to have

worked like a charm, from the driver's

standpoint, though the mechanic had a dif

ferent view of the matter.

From Ehrensburg it was a long plug

over many miles of sand and rocks, through

Quartsite and Salome, until Buckeye was

reached miles beyond,where a guide led the

way and marked the trail into Phoenix.

Hamlin's “Greyhound” Wins at rnoenix.

Following the desert race from Los An

geles, Cal., to Phoenix, Ariz., the Maricopa

Automobile Association held a track meet

at the latter city on Wednesday, 10th inst.,

in connection with the Territorial fair. This

was the first track meet Phoenix had ever

witnessed and several thousand persons at

tended. The “feature” event of the day,

which was a 10 miles brush open to the four

contestants who had driven in the desert

race, was disappointing, inasmuch as only

two of these started, Hamlin in the Frank»

lin “Greyhound,” and Latham in the Kissel

kar. A Reo was entered to help fill out.

Hamlin, who won the long endurance run

of the previous two days, got the Grey

hound working well and succeeded in rip

ping of’f ten miles in 10:41, and winning the

event from Latham.

In a ten miles match between a Buick

and a Tourist car,’ Fremcau, handling the

latter, easily disposed of his opponent, lap

ping him before the finish.

DlSQUALIl-‘lEDul-‘llR USING DGPE

Denver Endurance Award Altered Because

of Ether in Swanbrough's Fuel—

Colburn Gets the Prize.

As a result of an ill-advised effort to win

the economy test promoted by the Denver

Motor Club on November 7th by means of

fuel which had been “doctored,” E. W.

Swanbrough, who was first announced as

the winner, was later disqualified and set

down at the foot of the list of the 18 sur

vivors. As told in last Motor

World, Swanbrough, driving a Corbin car,

covered the prescribed distance of 112 miles

from Denver to Greeley and return, on 2%

This was in accord

week's

gallons of gasolene.

ance with the original report of the contest

committee. which awarded both the Ralph

W. Smith cup and the Denver Motor Club

cup to Swanbrough. On the following day,

however, a protest was filed by the Col

burn Automobile Co., which had entered a

car, charging that Swanbrough's gasolene

had been tampered with. The protest was

allowed and upon chemical analysis, fuel

in the tank of the disputed car was found

to have been etherized. The original award

was promptly nullified and the dishonest

driver was notified that in the future he will

be barred from competitions held under

the club’s auspices.

Inasmuch as the Colburn car was cred

ited with the best percentage, aside from

that of the disqualified car, (4.89), the Smith

cup was awarded to D. B. Colburn, who

drove it. This percentage was determined

by formula, taking into consideration the

weight of the car with passengers and the

weight of gasolene consumed. The club’s

prizc, which was for the least consumption

of gasolene, regardless of weight or per

centage, was awarded to F. W. Alkire's

Ford, this car having consumed 16% pounds

of gasolene, or slightly more than 2% gal

lons. In the percentage showing, D. L.

Moody's Pope-Hartford was second with a

score of 4.817, and George A. Markwell's

Stevens-Duryea was third with a score of

4.812.

New Course for Los Angeles Hill Climb.

Instead of making use of the old Box

Springs course for the annual Thanksgiving

Day hill climb at Los Angeles, the Auto

mobile Dealers Association of Southern Cal

ifornia has selected a new slope for this

season’s contest. The projected route is

through open country and does away with

the dangers encountered heretofore on the

public thoroughfare, where the crowds have

been too great for safety. No curves or

turns are to be found on the hill to be used

in the contests to be held on the 26th and

the average grade is about 12 per cent.
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TIIE INDUC'I'OR TYPE 0F MAGNETtl

Daring Example of Reversed Arrangement

of Elementary Organs—Remarkable

Simplicity of the Ford Device.

So rapid has been the development of the

high tension type of magneto during the

past two or three years that it is diflicult

for the layman to keep iully pasted on the

points of finer theory which underlie it.

One of the more recent systems to come in

to use is sometimes known as the inductor

type, in which the arrangement of the ele

mentary organs is practically a reversal of

that familiar in the more common instru

   

 

  

    

 

Fig. l

ments of its class. This system is best un

derstood if it be considered as equivalent.

electrically speaking, to an ordinary mag

neto in which the armature is held station

ary and the magnet caused to rotate around

it- By this means the use of rotating coils

and in fact all rotating conductors except

such as are necessary to the distribution of

the current are dispensed with. An un

usually daring and attractive example of the

type in question is that embodied in the

construction of the new Model "T" Ford

cars, and developed in connection with the

design of that vehicle.

As already told in connection with the de

scription of the complete car recently pub

lished in these columns, the magneto is in

corporated directly in the fly wheel and

power plant housing construction, where it

is not only protected from the invasion of

destructive foreign bodies, but also is most

effectually concealed. The portion of the

device, B. Fig. 1, corresponding to the ar

mature of the usual form of magneto, is

mounted in a fixed position and positively

attached to_the housing, E-F, which extends

   

  

from the crank case of the motor to include

the change gear group, D, in the unit plant

arrangement. The moving part, A, which

corresponds in its electrical purpose to the

magnet of the more common pattern, is

incorporated into the fly wheel itself, C, and

by virtue of its own weight makes possible

the lightening of the fly wheel without re

ducing the equalizing effect upon the motor

in the slightest degree.

The components of the magneto, shown in

Fig. 2, are seen to be of the simplest possi

ble description. The stator, or stationary

part comprises a spider attached to the

main housing and mounting a series of

small coils, A, which are connected in se

rics. Whenever the fly wheel turns, cur

rent is generated in these coils, and so

throughout the ignition system, by the pas

sage acr0ss the ends of the coils of a series

of small magnets, B. which are mounted on

  

  

 

 

Fig. 4

the fly wheel by means of the ring, C, and

the various locking devices, shown in detail.

The magnets are connected in such a way

as to form the necessary “magnetic circuit,"

thus corresponding to the complete mag

netic enclosure of the armature in the ordi

nary form of magneto.

A better idea of the arrangement may be

obtained from Fig. 3, which shows the rotor

or inductor complete and mounted on the

fly wheel. The view is from the forward

end of the part and clearly indicates the

relative position of the poles themselves

which pass directly over the windings of

the stator. This is shown in Fig. 4, ready

to be attached to the casing.

Aside from the advantages derived from

the compactness of the arrangement and

its protected position, a number of other

considerations point to its excellence. Thus

the absence of moving gearing of any sort.

the elimination of the commutator, as well

as of the moving wires, brushes and Cut]

tacts, constitute features which are of the

greatest value from the standpoints of sim

plicity and economy. Unlike the conven

tional forms it offers no temptation to the

inexperienced tinker and is little likely to

sufler from this source.
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NEW JEWEL MODEI. ANNOUNCED

Seven Passenger Touring Car the Latest

Addition to the Line—Special Details

of Design and Equipment.

Originally interested in the production

of a peculiarly effective type of light run

about which possessed a number of unique

and original features, the attention of the

Forest City Motor Car Co., Massillon. 0.,

later was turned to the evolution of a larger

ear known specifically as Model “G.” Early

last summer a very attractive addition to

this took the form of the Model “40" road

ster, a still later and newly announced

car may be seen its unusually roomy char

acter—a feature which is brought about at

once by the employment of the long wheel

base, and by placing the rear seat well back

of the rear axle. By this means ample foot

room is secured, as well as plenty of ton

neau space for the extra seating required

to bring the capacity up to requirement,

while it also serves the happy purpose of

allowing ample entrance to the tonneau

without crowding the front seat toward the

dash. It will be observed that the design

of the hood, though arranged to afiord am

ple motor space is not such as to be ob

trusive.

An unusually broad equipment is included

with the machine, including as it does, the

full lighting installation, with 9-inch search

  

JEWEL MODEL “40" TOURING CAR

supplement to which is the Jewel “40" tour

ing car, possessing many of the features of

the roadster model, but mounting a seven

passenger body of most acceptable delinea

tion, though exhibiting no striking depart

ures from the routine of current practice.

Mechanically, the ear reveals these specific

points: a 4% by 5 inch Rutenber motor of

the four-cylinder, vertical pattern; self

eontained system of lubrication with con

stant level pump enclosed in the crank case;

double ignition as a regular equipment, in‘

eluding the Bosch high-tension magneto,

Connecticut spark coil and Exide accumu

lators. This equipment is complete to a

duplicate set of plugs, either series of which

may be brought into action by means of a

switch which is conveniently 10cated on the

toe board. The transmission is of the pro

peller shaft type, with three-speed change

gear of the selective order, and full floating

axle.

The front axle is a single piece drop forg—

ing of I-beam section. The front wheels

are mounted on Timken roller bearings, as

are the steerings knuckles. The rear axle,

and transmission mounting also is of the

same pattern. The wheel base is 120 inches

and the wheels are 36 inches in diameter,

shod with 4 inch tires in front and 4% inch

in the rear. The complete vehicle, with

equipment, weighs 3.000 pounds, or there

abouts.

From the accompanying picture of the

lights, and gas tank; double tire irons and

trunk rack in addition to the tool outfit.

In the way of an option, choice is ofiered

the purchaser of no less than four distinct

makes of tire.

One-Piece Screw Driver, All Steel.

Among the chief features of the new “all

steel" screw drivers which are being pro

duced by the Billings & Spencer Co., of

Hartford, Conn., is the fact that they are

one-piece products, including the handle.

Each one is a drop forging, and the handle,

  

instead of having wooden side pieces, as

erroneously stated in a previous descrip

tion, consists of four longitudinal flanges

from the shank itself, as shown in the il

lustration, affording a grip that is peculiarly

firm and powerful in the hand. The new

form of screw driver is supplied in eleven

sizes.

Machinery for Assembling Wheels.

Assembling automobile wheels entirely by

machinery has become possible through the

exploitation by an Ohio company of a new

ly invented system designed for that pur

pose. Being entirely automatic it makes

possible a considerable increase over the

ordinary rate of production.

AUBURN ANNOUNCES NEW MODEL

Neat Condensation of Touring Car Lines

in Vehicle of Moderate Proportions—

Its Double Opposed Motor.

After seven years of unostentatious con

centration on the production of a car of

moderate power and price the Auburn Au

tomobile Co., Auburn, Ind., has developed

a machine which in many respects presents

features of peculiar merit in the enormous

Al~

though one of the numerous products of

field to which it is designed to cater.

the middle west which are unfamiliar to

many outside their own immediate Vicin

ity, it is well worthy of study, since. in- sim

plicity of construction it represents a con

tinuaneeof a_ number of excellent features

of the light runabout of former popularity

in common'withwthe “setmp” and general

characteristics of the more elaboafite high

powered productf '."‘

In general appearance ‘resents a rather

neat condensation of- the“- conventional tour

ing car lines, the seats being of ample size.

comfortably arranged and so spaced as to

afford ample foot room. The bonnet is of

the “continental” type with large radiator

in front affording no less than 143 :(fljlrfC

feet of cooling surface,,and the mechanism

is enclosed beneath by a protecting boot.

The power plant comprises a double 0p

posed motor of 24 horsepower rating, and

with cylinder measurements of 55.; by 5

inches. Transmission isi'by center chain—

a system of meritorious simplicity—with a

lWO~SpecCl, planetary change gear in which

the high speed relation is secured by means

of a multiple disc clutch. Braking is done

through the rear wheel hubs, and the me

chanism of control involves a simple ill'

rangement of pedals together with a single

side lever.

The frame is of pressed steel, the spring

semi and full elliptical, front and rear, and

of five and seven leaf construction, respect

ively, while the axle mounting is entirely

anti-friction consisting of Hyatt roller bear

ings in the live rear member, and ball

mountings in front. The major specifica

tions are: wheel base, 100 inches; tread, 56

inches; and tires, 32 by 3% inches, equipped

with detachable rims.

Soap as Lubricator for Clutches.

Lubrication of clutches of the plate or

multiple “disc type is ordinarily supposed

to be best accomplished by the use of a spe

cial grade of oil such as recommended by

the makers of the car only after reliable

and presumably exhaustive tests. A for

eign authority, however, is responsible for

the statement that “two tablespoonfuls of

soft-soap dissolved thoroughly in half a

pint of boiling water is better than any oil,

and prevents glazing.”
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GUARDING AGAINST FREEZE-UPS

Simple Methods of Adapting the Cooling

Mixture to Weather Conditions—Uses

of Alcohol and Glycerine.

that the

first cold snap of the fall finds some inno

It almost invariably happens

cent motorists unprepared for the inevitable

and results in the shelving of their cars

while repairs necessitated by the freeze-up

are being carried out. Such accidents are

all the more disgusting because they not

only deprive the owners of the use of the

machines at a season of the year when they

offer the most alluring inducements to rec

reation seekers, but also because they are

as needless as they are provoking and ex

Motor

World published an account of a series of

pensive. Several years ago the

very careful experiments to determine the

most suitable precautions looking toward

the prevention of freezing, as a result of

which it was concluded that wood alcohol

and glycerine mixed with water in certain

proportions varying with the temperature

conditions to be met would serve to best

advantage. Although numerous prepera

tions designed specifically for the preven

tion of freezing have been put on the mar

ket since that time, it is significant that

the use of these simple commodities remains

unquestioned in its value.

A bulletin recently issued by the Asso

ciation of Licensed Automobile Manufac

turers gives confirmation of the principles

involved and practically reviews the steps

by which original conclusions were reached.

Based on the results of the early tests the

recommendations given may be depended

upon as being perfectly trustworthy.

“Wood alcohol was chosen for the first

experiment,” relates the bulletin referred

to, “because there was not the slightest

chance of it injuring any machine. A set

of laboratory freezing experiments were

made to determine what percentages of

water and alcohol would freeze under arti

ficial conditions. The results showed that

it is possible to use alcohol and water mixed

to resist almost any degree of cold.

“Then the question of whether alcohol

would separate from the water and waste

away so fast as to make the expense pro

hibitive, was taken up. It was felt that con

siderable alcohol might be lost on mild

days. A water-cooled automobile was

taken and seven gallons of water-alcohol

mixture, 18 per cent. alcohol, put in the

cooling system. By connecting to the top

of the radiator a bottle, into which a pipe

led from above the water level, it was

found that except under extreme condi

tions, such as on a mild day, allowing the

engine to run without a fan while the ma»

chine was standing still, no vapor at all

arose.

“This led to the thought that it might be

possible to close the cooling system en

tirely in cold weather, obviating any chance

of loss by boiling away. A pressure gauge

connected to a cooling system so closed, in

dicated a pressure of only six pounds un

der very severe conditions.

“It is also possible that many machines

that have relief tubes can be run with a

closed system. The safest way to find this

out in an inexpensive manner is to take a

small bit of rubber tubing, fitting the end

of the blow-off pipe, put a wooden plug in

one end of the tube and slip the other end

over the pipe lightly. Any pressure that

could injure the machine at all would blow

the tubing off and prevent injury.

“When the temperature was as low as

15 degrees Fahrenheit below zero, a mix

ture of water and alcohol—33 per cent alco

hol—resisted freezing perfectly. even when

the car was left outdoors all night. With

the temperature around 50 or 60 degrees

Fahrenheit, this mixture will 'boil slightly.

“It is not probable that the temperature

will drop below 10 degrees above zero be

fore the first of December; in which case

15 per cent. of alcohol in the mixture is

enough. As the season progresses and zero

temperatures are likely, nothing less than

25 per cent. of alcohol is safe.

“The combined use of glycerine and alco

hol mixed with water solves the question

for both hot days and cold days; the boil

ing point of glycerine, being higher than

that of water, will balance the low boiling

point of alcohol, so that the boiling point of

the mixture will be reasonably high. As

the percentage of glycerine required to meet

a given temperature is much larger than

the required percentage of alcohol, and as

a matter probably of comparative cost. a

mixture of alcohol and glycerine for use

in the water is better, although glycerine

slowly but surely destroys rubber tubing

connections. A mixture of water and gly

cerine—30 per cent. glycerine—will freeze

at about 15 degrees Fahrenheit. To be safe

at 10 degrees below zero, about 55 per cent.

of glycerine in the water is necessary.

“Twenty-five per cent. of half alcohol and

half glycerine, added to water, will resist

freezing at eight degrees Fahrenheit. 30

per cent, of half alcohol and half glycerine,

added to water, will resist freezing at prac

tically 10 degrees below zero.

“When the half and half mixture is used,

the best results will be obtained by adding

a small quantity of wood or denatured al

cohol from time to time, as the weather

gets colder.

“The right way to handle the cooling

mixture is to find Out the equation for your

own car, using all the alcohol you can stand

without boiling the mixture on mild days

sure to be met in winter in this climate

Some machines will stand all alcohol. that

is, mixed with water; others will not and

glycerine must be used to keep up the boil

ing point."

UNSOLVED PROBLEMS 0]" DESIGN

Dugald Crelk Outlines Future Experiment

for the Engineer—The Existing Short

comings of the Motor.

Among the better informed class. of.en

gineers the present day motor car is recog

nized as a very creditable working hypothe

sis for future deve10pments rather than as

a complete and wholly satisfactory mechan

ism. A large proportion of the difficulties

which confronted the earlier designers with

motoring in all its phases are well aware

that the department of design is still con

templating a number of problems which

are far from easy to cope with. Several of

these problems, Dugald Crelk discusses in

a presidential address recently delivered

before the Incorporated Institute of Auto

mobile Engineers, of Great Britain. “Ever

since 1903,” this eminent authority ob

serves, “marvelous progress has been made,

and most of the difficulties of the engine.

clutch, change-gear and transmission have

been met with such success that the flex

ible and smooth-running car of to-day ap

pears to many so desirable as to present no

further problems for the energy of the au

tomobile engineer.

“To others the present cars appear to

embody only partial solutions of many

problems. The clutch, for example, even

in its best form,_is a contrivance which

should be abhorrent to the soul of the me

chanic. It is a practicable mechanism, no

doubt, which causes less damage to trans

mission gear than would be expected, but

this is largely due to the excellence of the

material of the modern car and the intelli

gence of most car drivers.

“It has long seemed to me possible to

design a pneumatic clutch connecting the

engine and the driven shaft. so that no vio

lent shocks could reach the transmitting

mechanism. Such a clutch would consist

essentially of two or more cylinders mount

ed on the end of the driven shaft and rotat

ing with it, and a crank on the end of the

engine shaft connected to two or more

pistons working in the rotating cylinders.

“Changespeed gear also seems to be a

very inferior mechanical device for varying

the effort made possible to the road wheel.

This has been much felt by motor car de~

signers, and perhaps more mechanical in

genuity has been expended by them on va

rious methods of getting a wide range of in

tensity of wheel efiort without changing

gear than on any othervpart of car mechan

ism. The system of gear changing by slid

ing toothed wheels, notwithstanding its ap

parent mechanicnl crudity, has proved to be

the principal survivor in the struggle. and

its efficiency of action has certainly been

greatly improved. If we must have gear

changed at all. the quiet and easy gear

change of to-day leaves little to be desired.
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“Other'efl'orts have been directed to the

improvement of the petrol engine itself, with

the object of dispensing with change of

gear ratio as much as possible, and accord

ineg this mode of development has pro

duced the moderately high-power car of to

day, with its direct drive, live axle, and

highly flexible engine. Success in this di

rection requires an engine capable of giv

ing the maximum torque required by the

road wheels on steep hills while geared on

the direct drive, and, of course, it involves

a powerful engine which runs at a very

light load at customary speed on the level.

For the greater part of its running, the en

gine will be only developing about one

fourth of its .maximum power in order that

the full power may be available for hill

climbing, without requiring change of gear.

The necessity of carrying about this heavy

and powerful engine, for but a small use of

its full power, has been justly recognized

as a disadvantage, and many methods have

been devised for temporarly increasing the

driving torque to be obtained from a small

engine. Such methods include: The petrol~

electric car, in which an accumulator sup

plies an electric motor. giving power to

the driving shaft when the resistance to

motion increases sufficiently, while the elec

tric motor acts as a dynamo, and charges

the accumulator when the engine is running

under conditions of lighter load, and pro

posed air reservoir cars, having pumps to

fill up the reservoir, which, in turn, assist

the engine when required.

“Other inventors seek to increase torque

by providing air pumps supplying the air

and petrol charge to the engine under a

pressure above that of the atmosphere.

Daimler was the first to propose this, and

he has been followed by many, including

Dawson and O’Gorman. They, however.

require a heavier engine to withstand the

higher maximum pressure of explosion; and

although the cylinder dimensions remain

small in reality, the weight of the engine,

to provide the same margin of safety, re

quires to be increased as much as it would

be by using larger cylinders. ’

“So far attempts to increase the torque of

a small power light engine have failed; it

is very desirable, however, to persevere, as

it appears probable that a much better type

of car is possible, and many advantages to

the public would follow success.

“I have made experiments with super

c0mpression devices of different kinds.

which convince me that it is possible to ar~

range for the increase of the mean pressure

upon the piston at the slower speeds of ro

tation by about 50 per cent. without increase

of maximum explosion pressure. To do this

it is necesstry not only to increase the

charge supply pressure as proposed by

Daimler, but also to increase the volume of

the compression space. By the simultaneous

increase of charge pressure and compres

sion space volume, torque is greatly in

creased, although, of course, expansion is

diminished, and the theoretical economy is

somewhat reduced. My experiments have

been made on relatively large gas engines,

two engines of 22 inches cylinder diameter,

one of 10 inches diameter, and another of

7 inches diameter, but the reasoning ap

plies to small petrol engine cylinders. Such

an increase of mean pressure as I have sug

gested would enable cars of moderate power

to dispense almost entirely with change of

speed gear. My present car, for example,

would be able to climb all the hills in my

district without changing from the direct

drive on the third speed.

“If the pumping arrangements could be

operated by a small separate petrol motor

nicely balanced and always running, the

main engine could be arranged to act as a

compressed air engine only when in traFfic

or on hills at slow speed. The added engine

and pumps increase the complication, but

it seems to me possible to reduce total

weight by the reduction of main engine'

dimensions and the simplification of gear

box arrangement. A car which could be

stopped and started in traffic without the

need of the clutch, and could stop on a steep

hill in the same way, with the certainty of

starting smoothly, would combine the ad

vantages of both steam and petrol en

gines. . . . .

“As a power producer the horse must be

considered as a motor of ideal flexibility;

the horse can develop his 33,000 foot-pounds

per minute, either by a small pull exercised

through a long distance in the time, or a

heavy pull through a short distance. He

can either give a light or heavy pull, and

develop the same total power either by mo

tion at a higher or lower velocity.

The petrol motor cannot do this; within

wide limits of speed no substantial varia

tion of mean pressure on the piston fol

lows change from high speed to low speed.

Assume a petrol engine to be running at

1.000 revolutions per minute under a mean

efl'ective pressure of 90 pounds per square

inch, developing an indicated power of, say.

40 horse; then if the speed be dropped to

500 revolutions per minute, the mean pres

sure of 90 pounds will remain practically

unchanged; if the valves are properly pro

portioned there will be little change in mean

pressure. The engine at half speed will

then indicate only 20 horse. To comply

with ideal flexibility, 40 i. h. p. should be

developed, and to do this 180 pounds mean

pressure would be required. In the sense

of ideal flexibility the petrol motor is con

spicuously deficient.

“Assume, now, a steam engine of either

the simple or compound type, to be sup

plied from a steam boiler capable of sup~

plying steam at a given pressure and rate.

The steam engine may consume the whole

of its supply either at a high or low speed;

take the same speed variation as supposed

in the petrol engine, 1,000 and 500 revolu~

tions per minute. At the high speed, a given

point of cut-ofi will utilize the whole steam

supply, and give, say, 40 i. h. p. at 90

pounds more pressure. At the low speed,

500 revolutions, the cut-off must be later

to use the whole steam generated, and then

the steam weight used per revolution will

be doubled; the mean pressure will not be

doubled, but it will be greatly increased.

Say that it rises from 90 to 150 lbs. per

square inch, then the i. h. p. at half speed

will be 33%. The steam engine thus pos~

sesses considerable flexibility, although it

has not the ideal flexibility assumed to ex

ist in the horse.

“True flexibility in a motor requires the

property of producing maximum power at

both high and low speeds, and this prop

erty is to some extent present in the steam

engine, and almost absent in the gas or

petrol engine.

“What is commonly called flexibility in

a petrol motor is in reality controllability,

which is a different thing.

“The steam engine could be more close

ly followed in this matter by supplying the

petrol motor with a constant or even an in

creasing weight of charge as the speed of

rotation falls in the manner which I have

already suggested. Recent improvements

in the petrol engine, such as very large in

let and exhaust valves and very light pis

tons and moving connections, have made it

possible to greatly increase the total power

to be obtained from cylinders of given di

mensions by permitting of 10nger strokes

and higher speeds of rotation, while keep

ing up the weight of charge dealt with per

stroke. . .

“While even better results may be de

sired on the two points—clutch connection

and true flexibility—another important mat

ter requires persevering attention. I refer

to the exhaust products discharged into the

air of our streets; the rapidly increasing

use of motor cars raises study of the car

buretter to a position of importance.

“It has been clearly proved that the prod

uct discharged from an engine when the

mixture of petrol and air is properly pro~

portioned is innocuous in its chemical na

ture; combustion is almost complete; but

when proportion is incorrect, and vaporiz

ing action imperfect, the products are nox

ious. Carburetters at present proportion

correctly at two or at most three points

of load and speed; at intermediate points

some deviation occurs.

“The problem of proportioning accur

ately and automatically for all speeds and

loads is one of great difiiculty, and exist

ing devices provide an imperfect solution,

It cannot be too firmly borne in mind that

a mixture of constant composition is re

quired at low and high speeds and low and

high loads.

“Methods of carburetter control which

depend entirely on engine speed cannot

produce accurate results, because the en

gine may run at the same speed under quite

different conditions of throttle opening.

What is really required, as I have already

pointed out, is some method of controlling

depending solely on the charge volume

which passes the jet."
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FRONT WHEEL BRAKES UNDER TEST

Details of Foreign Device Designed to Pre

vent Side Slip—Results of Severe

Road and Hill Trials.

 

It is somewhat unfortunate that the sub'

ject of front wheel braking has been given

so scant attention by American engineers

as a class, as it is commonly recognized to

be fraught with great possibilities in the

way of preventing skidding and in equaliz

ing tire wear—both, elements of expense

and danger which the user would be glad

to see disposed of to better advantage. In

individual brakes, which are arranged to

swing with the knuckles and therefore pre

serve a constant relation to the drums at

all times. The equalization compensates for

the swing of the knuckles and is so c0114

trived that it is possible to turn the wheels

without interference even when the brakes

are applied. In fact, according to the ob

server, no tendency to hinder the steering

action was manifest during the test except

such as was caused by the side-slipping of

the front wheels themselves, due to their

loss of traction when retarded and still

urged forward by the momentum of the vee

hicle as a whole.

One of the principle advantages of front

wheel brakes is their utility in correcting

1ft,
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England, where front wheel braking has

been used to a certain extent upon tri»cars,

there is a disposition to regard the subject

a little more seriously than here, with the

result that several systems have been de

vised. One of these which has recently

come to notice is the Allen-Liversidge,

which is so contrived that it may be oper

ated irrespective of the position of the steer

ing knuckles.

The general arrangement of the brakes

in question may be seen from the accom»

panying illustration, shown by the Autocar,

in connection with an account of a recent

trial of the system. “In the Liversidge

brakes,” remarks the print in question, “the

steering pivots are'inclined, so that a line

drawn through their centers, if produced.

would reach the center line of the tire at

its point of contact with the road. This, it

is claimed, is equivalent to placing the brake

drum head in the center of the wheel—a po

sition which is the ideal one if the steering

is to be unaffected. Levers of considerable

length are fitted to exert the greatest pos

sible amount of power upon the brake drums

with the smallest possible movement of the

wires."

By the use of a central drag link attached

to the pedal and a cable equalizing device,

the pull is transmitted to the levers of the

skidding tendencies brought about by the

application of the rear wheel brakes. Re

ferring to a trial intended to demonstrate

this particular advantage the writer quoted

mentions a stretch of road “having a sur

face which was distinctly treacherous."

“The back brakes were applied suddenly,”

he says, “and the car described a quarter of

a circle, but before it had time to go any

further—and it was fairly on the swing at

the timer— the back brakes were withdrawn

and the front brakes applied, and the car

came under control as if nothing had hap

pened.” On a hill test over a gradient of

approximately 1 in 8, the front brakes alone

were found to be sufficient to hold the car

satisfactorily.

The makers of this arrangement are al

ready preparing to fit front brakes to any

car in place of the more usual propeller

shaft or counter shaft brake, and so great

is their faith in the system that they offer

to remove it and replace the old foot brake

in the event of failure in action. The alter

ations required in the car include a change

in the angularity of the knuckles or pivots

in cases where the pitch is not sufficient to

bring the tread line of the front tires into

the projected axis of steering movement,

while in some cases the stub axles also re

quire to be reinforced.

STUDYING THE SLIPPAGE PROBLEM

Facts Developed by Long Series of Tests

on the Brooklands Track—How Speed

Increases Amount of Slip.

How far the frequently excessive wear of

the rear tires of a motor car may be gov

erned by the slippage of the wheels, and

what factors may be taken into account to

reduce this element of annoyance and ex

pense is somewhat difficult to determine at

Certain it is that be

cause of the tractional stresses upon them,

the present time.

the rear tires do slip a good deal more

than the front ones and that this results

not infrequently in tearing the casings when

rough roads are being traversed while un

der even the best of conditions, it results

in a rate of wear which is unpleasantly high.

Hitherto the subject has been given scant

attention by engineers. Within a year or

so, however, a series of tests have been

made on the Brooklands track in England

to determine the necessary slippage data on

a basis of wheel revolutions, comparing the

number of turns made by front and rear

wheels, respectively in covering a given

course under certain conditions. These re

sults were presented without analysis at

first and therefore were of small value to

the layman. Reduced to general terms by

Henry Souther, technical expert of the Me

chanical Branch of the Licensed Association

of Automobile Manufacturers, these figures

go to show that under the conditions of test

the actual slippage may vary from

0.3 per cent. at a speed 0f 40 miles

per hour to as much as 5.4 per cent. at 90

miles an hour.

The tests in question were made on the

ideal surface of the Brooklands course, and

with round tread tires inflated to racing

pressures, so that the results form merely

a basis for further investigation. How far

the actual slippage on the common highway

would be influenced by the altered condi

tion of the road surface is indeterminate

just at present. At the same time, these

experiments are of great value in calling

the attention of motorists and engineers to

the fact that the actual amount of slip is

really much greater than might be antici

pated.

A peculiar fact brought out in this con

nection is that in making turns the inside

wheel tends to slip a very little more than

the outer one. According to Souther’s anal

ysis of the results, this is accounted for by

the fact that the centrifugal tendency due

to the curvilinear motion of the machine as

a whole tends to lighten the pressure on the

inner wheel, thus reducing its adhesion and

so permitting it to slip a trifle more than

the outer wheel. which, of course, has ad

ditional pressure brought to bear upon it in

proportion to the lightening of the inner
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one. The possibility of excessive differen

tial action is taken into account.

With this basis to work upon, it is greatly

to be hoped that further results of a more

useful nature will be obtained within a short

time, in which varying conditions of road

surfaces, tire pressures, weight distribution

in the machine, and the variation of slip

page with different tire tread surfaces, are

taken into account in their proper relation.

The subject is of vital importance to the in

dustry as a whole, because of the universal

interest attached to tire economy. The

British investigators are now well armed

for research, having devised special appar

atus for the purpose of recording the revo

lutions of the individual wheels, together

with the distance traveled, the speed of the

car, and other necessary data. But up to

this time little or nothing in this direction

has been done in America.

The percentages of slip recorded in the

primary tests already reported. as deduced

by Souther, are as follows.

0.3 for a speed of 40 miles per hour.

0.6 for a speed of 50 miles per hour.

. 1.1 for a speed of 60 miles per hour.

1.8 for a speed of 70 miles per hour.

3.7 for a speed of 80 miles per hour.

5.4 for a speed of 90 miles per hour.

Pyrotechnic Disclosure of a New Danger.

A hitherto unsuspected element of danger

to the motorist has developed in the broken

non-skid chain with flapping ends. One

phase of the danger it presents was illus

trated in New York City on Sunday evening

last, when a dangling tire chain on a car

driven by John Casey caught and lodged in

the slot of the northbound tracks of the

Broadway surface line, at Thirty-fourth

street, and when a strip of the chain hung

down and touched the power rail, 2 display

of pyrotechnics and a roaring sheet of flame

swept along the line for a distance of three

blocks, making the Great White Way still

whiter. The driver was thrown from his

seat when the links caught and the car had

to be pushed off the track to prevent it from

being burned. For more than 20 minutes.

flames sputtered away until a wrecking crew

arrived and pried the slot open. releasing

the piece of chain. As such devices fre

quently weaken and break, particularly in

the tread portions, a ragged end is liable

to be pressed into a slot or to become other

wise entangled, with the danger of a repeti

tion of accident of this sort.

Commission Fixing Horsepower Basis.

Horsepower in all its .vagaries and uncer

tainties is now in a fair way to be cleared

up and put upon an equitable basis. A com

mission of British engineers has been ap

pointed to digest the matter in its fullness

and recently went into executive session

in London. The commission is] composed

of members delegated by the Royal Automo'

bile Club, the Society of Motor Manufac

turers and Traders and the Institution of

Automobile Engineers.

EXPENSES 0F THE PRIVATE CAR

Cost of Maintenance and Operation Shown

by an Owner’s Statistics—Suggestions

for Economy in Tire Upkeep.

Maintenance and operating cost for the

private owner, while enjoying a temporary

lull as a subject of discussion in a competi

tive way among manufacturers, is never

theless a matter of diligent inquiry by pros

pective buyers. In response to a request for

figures as to the cost of running a car, based

on experience, the owner of a large ma

chine, driven by a chauffeur, has contrib

uted an account of his own expenses, to

gether with some excellent recommenda

tions as to keeping down the tire bills.

“Since 1900 I have owned cars which have

utade more than 60,000 miles. Since April,

1906, I have operated one seven passenger

car 30,000 miles and have paid every item

of cost by check, and l have recently com~

piled the statistics of cost," he declares, by

way of qualification. “The items of direct

cost, which vary directly with the mileage.

arc:

Costamile.

Tires . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5.0 cents

Gasolene ‘. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.7 “

Lubricating oil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .2 “

Incidentals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .9 "

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8.8 “

“My car averages 1,000 miles a month. It

makes a yearly average of 7% miles a gal

lon of gasolene. It makes 205 miles a gal.

ion of lubricating oil.

“Disregarding interest and depreciation.

which is largely a matter of judgment, and

assuming the car to be owned in a suburb

cf New York City and that it makes an

average of 1,000 miles a month, the follow

ing is my estimate of cost a year:

Tires . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $500

Gasolene, oil, acetylene and repairs.. 500

Chauffeur and rental private garage. 1,300

Direct cost a year . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2,300

“The most difficult item to keep down to

the above figures is ‘tires.’ I now use

demountable rims and 4%-inch tires exclu

sively. I carry in the rack two blown up

tires upon their dcmountable rims, and

have a seventh tire and rim habitually at

the repair shop. The secret of low tire

cost is continual repairs made as soon

as needed. With seven demountable rims

and tires it is no trouble to keep the tires

always vulcanized and in perfect repair.

\Vhenever a cut reaches the canvas that rim

and tire should go at once to the repair

shop and a spare one should be substituted.

Such repairs cost but little and the repaired

tI'rc, blown up on its rim and ready for use,

0' n be returned to you the next day. My

chauffeur is as good as they grow them near

New York, but until I got demountable

rims and discovered a reliable tire repair

shop I found it impossible to keep my tires

always in proper shape. Insist upon vul

canized repairs whenever you can see the

canvas; keep your tires pumped to 80 pounds

and have seven identical demountablc

tires and rims, and you can make the tire

cost only three or four cents a mile.”

Cleaning and Adjusting Spark Plugs.

Most motoring novices learn how to clean

and adjust spark plugs properly without

much difficulty, but frequently are surprised

to discover that their efforts are of small

avail. One reason for this is that not in

frequently when endeavoring to insert a

plug in a hot motor the nervous driver

knocks the sparking end against the cylin

der opening in trying to locate the thread.

The usual result is that the points which

have been so carefully adjusted are forced

together once more and consequently the

expected forceful spark fails to materialize.

.-\ further source of difficulty in the same

connection arises from the inbred convic

tion that once attended to the plugs require

no further inspection, so that when this

happens the trouble hunter wanders off

vaguely and needlessly into the intricacies

of coil adjustment.

Law Suit to Suppress Garage Noises.

Annoyed by the intermittent explosions

from gas engines used by the Star Electri

cal and Garage Co., of Erie, Pa., a number

of property owners in the neighborhood

have filed a bill in equity against the con

cern, asking damages and praying for an

injunction which will put a stop to the en

gines. The bill sets forth that the noise

has inconvenienced and distressed the

plaintiffs and their families, depriving them

of sleep and thereby endangering and in—

juriously affecting their health. It also is

claimed that property values have been

lowered as a consequence of the noise. and

special complaint is made of the fact that

the garage frequently operates all night

working on automobile repairs.

Louisville Imposes Tax on Garages.

Automobile dealers of Louisville, Ky., are

chafing over the recent passage of a license

ordinance which provides for an annual asi

scssment on all garage proprietors regard-'

less of the number or class of machines

housed. The ordinance provides that “Each

person, firm or corporation who keeps or

operates a public garage in which automo

biles or similar machines driven by gasolene,

steam or electricity are kept in storage or

for sale or rent, shall pay a license of $100

per year." ~

 

Norfolk Has Automobile Milk Wagon.

Milk delivery by automobile has had an

introduction on this side of the water. C.

.\. Bremer, owner of the Paradise Creek

dairy, at Norfolk. Va., has a motor car

milk wagon in service which is attracting

great attention.
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FIGHT AGAINST MAIL ORDER FINES

Trenton Magistgte’s “Absent Treatment"

Undergoes Legal Scrutiny—Test Case

Pending in Higher Court.

“Absent treatment" of the foreign invader

of New Jersey’s peaceful countryside after

having constituted a source of untold an

noyance to the motorists of other states

for many months as well as an occasion for

the

much of which is in question, is now receiv

considerable expense, legitimacy of

ing the attention of the courts through a

civil action which has been instituted by

the Automobile Club of America, through

Jersey

Manfred Naar, a Trenton Justice of

Attorney Richard Boardman, of

City.

the Peace, is being sued for the recovery

of a fine which it is charged he imposed by

mail upon an absent motorist for an al

leged violation of the speed law. The case

is the outcome of a long series of com

plaints which have been received from mo

torists who have been, to to speak, ar

rested, tried and fined by mail, and is

brought as a test of the legality of the

method.

According to the complaints upon which

the A. C. A. has based its action, Naar’s

method was to have a constable concealed

along the Hightstown road for the purpose

of jotting down the numbers of passing au»

tomobiles. Shortly afterward the owners

of cars corresponding to the numbers

caught in this way would be notified that

they were accused of violating the speed

law on a certain day, and proposing to fix

a day for trial at Trenton. As the notices

were sent largely to non-residents of the

State, many of whom would find it a hard

ship to spend the better part of a week day

in Trenton, the accused would ordinarily

reply to that effect, upon which a second

letter would be received stating that the en

tire matter could be disposed of by the pay

ment of a fine and costs. The fines ranged

rfom $1 to $25, and the costs amounted to

about $3.50. Counting the value of his own

time into account, together with the expense

of the trip to Trenton, the motorist usually

found it cheaper to submit to the mail order

method of punishment than to stand trial

in the regular way. Hence the formality of

a defense was usually foregone and the fine

paid without question, although in some

cases, it is said, the owners themselves were

not in their cars at the time of the alleged

violation of the law.

When brought to the attention of the A.

C. A., the matter was referred to Chairman

Winthrop E. Scarritt, of the committee on

public safety, who in conjunction with the

club attorney. W. W. Niles, made a thor

ough investigation and then arranged for

the prosecution of the test case. The atten_

tion of the criminal authorities of Trenton

also has been called to Naar’s methods,

and if the contention that they are illegal

is upheld, an effort will be made to secure

an indictment against him.

In a wordy defense, Squire Naar responds

through a local newspaper that he never

“instructed nor had paid officers on any

roads of this county for the purpose of tak

ing the number of any automobile passing

through”; that he has issued summonses on

about 2,000 complaints sworn to before him,

and that in the vast majority of cases “sum

mons have been served and service acknowl

edged by persons complained of for violat

ing the automobile law." He justifies his

system of notification on the basis of ar

ranging for trial at the convenience of him

self, and the accused, and alleges, “In each

and every case where I have imposed a fine

it has been where the parties complained of

pleaded guilty."

Chicago Club Elects Opposition Ticket.

The “opposition ticket," as it was called,

scored a decisive victory at the annual elec

tion of the Chicago Automobile Club, held

on Thursday, November 12. The ballot re

sulted in the following members being

chosen by a large majority: Ira M. Cobe,

president; T. N. Koehler, vice-president; T.

J. Hyman, second vice-president; C. A. Mc

Donald, secretary, and George S. White,

treasurer. The directors include B. B. John

son, Claude Seymour, J. F. Gunther, Allen

S. Ray, F. W. Blocki, and John Farson.

There were three separate factions in the

field; the “administration” ticket, the “mem

bers” ticket, which was the choice of the

nominating committee, and the “opposi

tionists” who sprang up at the eleventh

hour. It seems that the latter coterie did

not care for the other candidates nomin

ated, with the exception of president Ira

M. Cobe, who was endorsed by all and sure

of re-election. So the “antis,” the majority

of whom are members recruited during the

past year, headed by Ban Johnson, of base

ball fame, put up a slate of their own and

did considerable electioneering with remark

able success, f0r of the 210 votes cast, 115

were straight ballots for the latter party,

and 59 split ballots also favoring it.

In his annual report, president Cobe asked

the members to join in assisting the passing

of the proposed convict labor law, for the

purpose of furthering the interests of good

roads. He also expressed his hopes of hold

ing the much talked of Jefferson De Mont

Thompson stock chassis race on an Indiana

course next year and was in favor of mak

ing the inter-club contest with the Chicago

Athletic Club an annual event.

Boston Gives Archbishop a Car.

At least one congregation has settled the

burning question, “Should clergymen mo

tor?" in a satisfactory way. Archbishop

O'Connell, of Boston, has been presented

with a luxuriously appointed landaulet by

the Catholic laity of the Hub.

RURAL COURT PRACTICES REBUKED

Conviction of Motorist Reversed for Irregu

hritiea—Pennsylvania Court Renders

Important Decision.

Important as a victory over the system

which has for some time prevailed in Penn

sylvania of noting the numbers of cars pass

ing through speed traps and convicting their

owners summarily, a decision of grateful

import to motorists has been handed down

from the bench in the common pleas court

In effect, the de

cision will make it a great deal harder for

of Montgomery county.

constables and rural magistrates to make

their mulcting program stick, and will free

automobilists from much legal embarass

Charles W. Bacon, a

dealer of Philadelphia, determined not to

ment. real estate

submit to the results of the action of a lo

cal magistrate in declaring him guilty of

speeding on evidence consisting merely of

the taking of his number. He secured

a reversal of the local magistrate's decision.

“The record of the justice sets forth that

an automobile, No. 15,775, was driven on a

public road in Lower Providence township

at a rate of speed exceeding that allowed

by law," says Judge H. K. Weand, in his

opinion; “but there is nothing to connect

the defendant with the car or the act. it

is not set forth that he was the Owner of

the automobile or in it at the time.

"If he did own it, and it was used with

out his knowledge, orders or consent, he

would not be liable, otherwise he could be

sent to jail for an act done without his

knowledge by persons for whose acts he

would not be responsible.

“To sustain this conviction we must hold

without evidence, that he was the owner

and its occupant at the time alleged, or

at least that it was being used for his pur

pose and by his consent.

“A summons was issued and defendant

appeared and made no defense. As there

was no evidence connecting him with the

violation of the law he was not required to

make a defense.

“The proceedings are otherwise irregular

in that the justice after fining the defendant

required him to give bail for his appearance

at court. And, November 12th, 1908, after

argument and due consideration, the excep

tions are sustained and proceedings set

aside."

 

Show Profits to Pay for Club House.

Profits from the Denver automobile show,

which is to be held under the auspices of

the Denver Motor Club about December 1,

are to go toward the establishment of a

country house for the club. The show will

be held in the Denver auditorium. The club

is spending its present surplus in posting

the route from Denver to Colorado Springs.
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Systems of Good Roads Making a Tourists'

Paradise“—Mo'tor Cars the Probable

Precursors of Railways.

‘ 'Frigid, barren and uninviting as Alaska

may sound to the uninitiated, as a place for

automobile touring it will before many years

make a strong bid for popularity, acco'rd~

ing to those familiar with the country. This

is due to the fact that the whole interior is

being opened up by a series of splendid

roads, which in structure and in scenic

beauties are to rival those in any other

portion of the world. The projection and

building of these roads is under the charge

of the Alaska road commission, a govern—

ment institution, and the highways that

are at present planned and under course

of construction will make the whole Alaska

district easily accessible by motor’ car.

COntrary to popular impression, the cli

mate of Alaska is exceedingly mild and

agreeable during the summer months, re

sembling that of the northern states in the

late summer or early ‘fall. In portions

nearer the Pole, the constant daylight pre

sents novel phenomena for the summer

tourist, but otherwise the country does not

differ materially from the more rugged

portions of the United States.

Iii outlining what is being done, Major

W. P. Richardson, chairman of the road

commission in Alaska, who has recently

returned from the scene of his labors, makes

it clear that the roads are to be of a char

acter that will make them entirely suitable

for "automobile travel.

“As each year passes,” he said, “we have

the pleasure of knowing that the trunk line

roads are being connected to such an ex

tent that it will be only a few more sea

sons until summer travel in Alaska will be

as easy as it is in any state. In fact, I

think when we have our roads completed

Some of the states might pattern'after us.

_"If any one will look at a map of Alaska

he will see that the greater part of the ex

ploited territory is at or near the rivers.

This is a simple way of saying that steam

b'Oats'have been the only mézins ofsummer

communication, except where roads have

been constructed from trading posts to the

diggings. All this will change when we

have completed the three big lines 'of trunk

roads planned and‘to ancertain extent car

ried out. _ /

"Beginning at Valdez," continued Major

Richardson, “we now have a fine road up
through Keystone , canyon ‘toi,Wortmains.

That canyon,.which has blocked more

travel than any onepiece of river in all

Alaska, can freeze or stay open, we care

not which. A road was blasted out of the

solid rock to get through, but it was worth

the money. At the same time it is a scenic

road, for it is nothing but a shelf, in many

places the rocks hanging right over the

road. From there across Dutch Flat a fine

road had been built to \Nortmans, and an

eight'foot trail. which'can be traveled by

a wagon or automobile, having an easy

grade, leads o'ver' Thomson Pass.

‘“Next year We‘intend to put a bridge

across the Gulkana River and with the road

we have partially and fully completed, added

to what we will do next year, the line will

be ready for stages the following year. I

rode on a buckboard 'for 150 miles out of

Fairbanks and made fine time. Next year

we will widen the road down the Big Delta

and put a ferry on the Tanana at Mc

Cartys. During the past summer three

droves of cattle were driven from Valdez

to Fairbanks.

“I am saying we are going to do this.

It depends, of course, on our appropriation.

We will go before Congress at its next

session with a well-defined plan for com

pleting the roads we have planned.

“During the past summer we have built

'a fine wagon road up the Porcupine country

from Haines. This road is now at the

boundary line, and we hope to get enough

money to put it through to the head of the

White and Tanana rivers, forming a junc

tion with the-Valdez road at McCartys. If

we can get the money to complete this road,

we will have accomplished something which

‘will open up thousands of square miles of

a rich country, only awaiting transporta

tion, and the roads will make it possible

for miners to begin that development which

in'a few years will attract railroads.
i “Our other trunk line road, which may

be held back for a year or so to see what

development takes place on the Kuskokwim

and the Innoko, is planned from Sunrise, on

Cook inlet, up through the Sustina valley,

across the head of the Kuskokwim, through

the Innoko country, across the Yukon at

Kaltag, and thence to Norton Bay. If the

country this proposed line passes thrOugh

makes a substantial showing, the road ‘will

without doubt be‘built at once, for'I’ have

found Congress willing'to‘give the ‘money

when it can be shown that any region is
producing something good. ' i ‘ "

‘ "Now, while these trunk lines 'will' mean

Much to the big camps, the branch lines

will be come the feeders that will make these

'highways aliVe with people in a 'few years.

over these roads the poor man can walk to

his destination. Freighting teams can de~

liver supplies at places, at a fair cost, which

now it is almost impossible to reach with

provisions. Winter or summer, the'roads

are there to travel, and, instead of a spring

rush in and a fall rush out, a man will come

and go back when he pleases. Mail will

not be held back for days because some

boat gets on a bar. It can be delivered

summer and winter on a regular schedule.

The man on foot, with a dog team. horse

and cutter or automobile are on a level.

The roads will be there for their use."

,550,000',000 WANTED F0]! ROADS

Pennsylvanians Move ti; Promote Legisla

tion for Highway Improvement—

Three Measures__l>_roposed.

Spurred by the example of New York and

the New England States, the geod roads

enthusiasts of Pennsylvania are making an

aSsault on the Keystone State’s legislature

with a view to prying out $50,000,000 for

Foremost in the' work is the

Motor" Federation’s good

roads committee, which has appealed to the

mayors of 1,000 cities and to 6,000 town—

ship commissioners and road supervisors to

highways.

Pennsylvania

join together an an auxiliary committee

and get all the signatures possible to a set

of petitions which will soon be presented at

the state capitol. V

The petitions ask the members of the

legislature to support three separate good

roads bills in the next session and also to

appropriate not less than $3,000,000 for use

under existing laws. The first~ of the pro

pOSed bills provides for a Constitutional

amendment authorizing the issuance of $50,~

000,000 in bonds for highway improvement.

The second bill asks for an appropriation

of not less than $5,000,000 for immediate

use, and also for the appointment by the

governor of a state board who'snall desig

nate' the location of the main statehigh

ways to be constructed and' maintained by

the state, as well as determine where the

state aid system shall be applied, and fur

ther provides that such board shall be au

thorized to purchase certain toll roads. The

third measure comprises a plan for the ap

plication of preservatives to the stone roads

constructed by state aid. The revenues

necessary for this 'plan would be derived

from motor vehicle license fees. The three

bills are designed to Work in harmony to

effect the one 'purpOse, and, as indicated in

the description, are practically complemen

tary to each other;
"Even under th'eqm‘o‘st' favorable circum

stances, it will take five yeai's to obtain an

amendment to the constitution whereby the

$50,000,000 in bonds may bd 'is‘sued," ex

plained J. H. Weeks, chairman of th'e‘good

roads committee. “It is because of this

fact that the second bill was drafted by the

federation asking" for an immediate appro

priation of $5,000,000. This will give us an

opportunity to secure a partial improve

ment of the state’s ‘bad roads now, inas

much as it can be passed immediately under

the present laws. We' expect to obtain the

signatures ‘of 80 per cent. of the voters in

every election district ‘in the state to the

petitions which we have sent out, and by

the early part of January we further expect

to be able to go to Harrisburg with some

thing like 700,000 or 800,000 names on our

list.” ‘
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The Week's Patents.

895,437. Tire Protector. Louis Crise, Up

per Sandusky, Ohio, assignor of one-half to

Charles F. Close. Upper Sandusky, Ohio.

Filed Nov. 15, 1906. Serial No. 343,616.

1. In a tire, the combination witii a wheel

rim, of a pneumatic tube open at its inner

side only and having the said inner side

secured to the wheel rim, clamping plates

fitted against the outer portion of the tube

and partially encircling the same, said

plates havin outstanding flanges, a solid

cushion of yielding material fitted between

the plates and bearing against the outer side

of the tube, said cushion projecting beyond

the flanges. and means for connecting the

lates to ether and clamping the cushion

etween t em, and plates and cushion being

removable from the tube without affecting

the engagement of the latter with the rim.

895,301. Tire. Alfred G. Ritchie, San

Jacinto, Cal. Filed Aug. 7. 1907. Serial No

387,467.

1. A vehicle wheel having a rim provided

with peripheral flanges one of which is re

movable. in combination with a cushioning

tire having recesses in its inner side form

ing localized air cushions therein and bolts

connecting such flanges together, extend

ing through such tire and also extending

through certain of such localized air cush

ions. ,

895,525. Brake Mechanism. Rollin H.

White, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor, by mesne

assignment, to The White Company, Cleve

land, Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed

May 10, 1906. Serial No. 316,074.

1. In an automobile, the combination

with the rotatable wheel. a brake drum

fixed thereto, and a non-rotating disc within

said drum in a plane at right angles to its

axis with are shaped brake shoes located

within said drum and provided with internal

circumferential grooves which embrace the

edge of said disc. means for thrusting said

shoes apart and into contact with the drum,

and a spring for drawing apart and into

contact with the drum and a spring for

drawing said shoes together upon said

flange.

895,557. Lubricator. Charles C. Haller,

Chicago, Ill., assignor to McCord & Com

pany, Chicago, Ill., a Corporation of New

Jersey. Filed July 25, 1907. Serial No.

385,511.

1. In a lubricator, the combination of a

casing having admission and discharge

orts, a cylindrical valve adapted to oscil‘

or communicating with the ports in said

casing. a piston working in said valve, tap

ate in said casing and having ports therein

pets for operating said valve and recipro

cating srid piston and a rotating member

common to said tappets for operating them.

895,561. Vehicle Wheel. John B. Hem

bree, Piedmont, S. C. Filed May 21, 1907.

Serial No. 374,816.

The combination with a solid rim or felly

having an annular _transversely concaved

channel in its periphery and sets of opposite

spaced undercut elongated sockets opening

'into the opposite sides of the channel and

disposed at intervals about the rim or felly

longitudinally thereof, said sockets tapering

toward their inner ends to substantiallv

sharp corners and having flat end walls

forming stop shoulders, of a pneumatic tire

that is seated in the annular channel, said

tire comprising a single integral yielding

wall that is substantiallv circular in cross

section and has oppositely outstanding in

tegral spaced elongated lips or tongues of

yielding material located at intervals around

the inner side thereof on opposite sides of

the center of its inner wall and engaged in

the sockets of the rim or felly, the lips or

tongues being outwardly tapered to sub

stantial edges and filling the sockets, said

lips or tongues having flat ends disposed at

substantially right angles to the tire wall

and abutting against the flat end walls or

shoulders of the sockets, said tire being

thereby interlocked with the rim or felly

and being held by said abutting end walls

or shoulders against longitudinal move

ment or creeping thereon, the lips or

tongues slipping freely into and out of the

sockets when the tire is deflated. ,

895,618. Power Transmitting Device.

Leonard K. Clark. New York, N. Y. Filed

Nov. 20, 1906. Serial No. 344,348.

1. In a power transmitting device the

combination with a generator having a ro

tary armature member and a rotary field

member and a motor having a rotary ar

mature member and a fixed field member;

of means for rotating the field member of

said generator and means for coupling to

gether and uncoupling the generator arma

ture member and the motor armature mem

ber.

895,632. Collapsible Foot~Rest for Velii

cles. Charles J. Harris, Bridgeport, Conn.

Original application filed Nov. 5, 1906. Serial

NON. 341,966. Divided and this application

filed May 22, 1907. Serial No. 375,127.

1. A collapsible foot rest for vehicles,

comprising a pair of notched plates, a fold

able jointed frame consisting of side links

pivotally connected to one another and at

their opposite ends provided With means

for removably engaging said notches, and

a foot board secured to the corresponding

side links.

895,645. Valve Timing Device for Ex

plosive Engines. Lester L. Kell. St. Louis,

Mo. Filed Dec. 17, 1907. Serial No. 406,

903.

1. In a device of the class described, the

combination of a support, a longitudinally

movable element on the support, a yielding

means for holding the element in normal

position, an adjustable member normally

separated from the element and movable

therewith, a member yieldingly engaging

the adjustable member for holding the lat

ter in normal position, means for connecting

the second member to one side of a Signal

including circuit, and means for connecting

the element with the other side of such cir

cuit.

895,661. Automobile Construction. Will

iam Morrison, Chicago, Ill., assignor of one

third to M. A. Lumbard, Des Moines, Iowa.

Filed Oct. 31. 1904. Serial No. 230,877.

1. An automobile comprising vehicle

wheels. a suitable body, a motor swing-ineg

mounted on said body, springs interposed

between said body and wheels, said motor

having a casing composed of segment

shaped sections. said sections being adapted

to provide a hollow flanged boss, a sprocket

wheel having its shaft extended through

said boss and connected with the motor

shaft, a rear axle construction having a cas

ing rovided with a hollow flanged _boss.

anotiier sprocket wheel provided With a

shaft extending through said last mentioned

hollow boss and suitably connected with

the rear axle of the vehicle, a sprocket chain

connecting said sprocket wheels, and a cas

ing inclosing the chain and sprocket wheels,

the said casing thus inclosing the sprocket

chain and the sprocket wheels being divid

ed both longitudinally and transversely into

sections which are rotatably mounted upon

said hollow flanged bosses, and a threaded

coupling adjustably connecting the ends of

said sections, whereby the proper distance

is maintained between said sprocket wheels.

895,670. Speed Indicator. Edd C. Oliver.

Minneapolis, Minn. Filed July 8, 1907. Se

rial No. 382,681. '

.1. _In a speed indicating device, the com

bination, With a rotating spindle, of a

weight centrally pivoted thereon. a spring

connected With said weight and arranged

to_ swmg on a difierent center, whereby it

Will be put under tension by the oscillation

of .Sald_ ring, the longitudinal axis of said

spring intersecting approximately when ex

tended, the pivot of said weight, when in

the normal or zero position and a dial hav

ing an indicator hand and means for trans

mitting the movement of said ring to said

hand.

895,709. Carburetter for Hydrocarbon

Engines. Edwin F. Abernethy and George

H. Abermethy, New York. N. Y. Filed

Ian. 19, 1904. Serial No. 189,671.

1. In a carburetter, a fuel valve provideo

with a plurality of fuel passages, adjustable

means co-operating with said valve for vary

ing the area of said passages, and means

operated by a suction draft through the car

buretter for operating the fuel valve.

895,732. Construction of Batteries and

Electrolytic Apparatus. Frank A. Decker,

Philadelphia, Pa., assignor. by mesne as

signments, to Decker Electrical Manufac»

turing Company, Wilmington, Del. Filed

Feb. 11, 1905. Serial No. 245,223.

1. In apparatus of the class described, a

plurality of battery parts forming several

compartments, said parts being secured to

gether and sealed by a plastic vulcanized

in place. thereby rendering said compart

ments liquid tight.

895,762. Detachable Rim for Automobile

Tires. Richard E. Jeffery. Piedmont, Cal.

Filed March 20, 1907. Serial No. 363,403.

_A wheel rim comprising a rim portion, a

rim section surrounding said portion and

secured thereto, said section having an an

nular flange surrounding one edge, a ring

thickened along one edge and secured to

said section, and having the remaining por

tion reduced in thickness to form an an

nular socket between the reduced portion

and the corresponding portion of said sec

tion, and a removable section having an an

nular flange surrounding one edge and hav

ing bayonet-slots opening through the in

ner edge of the removable section being

adapted to enter edgewise and be inclosed

in the socket formed beneath the ring, lugs

struck up from the face of the fixed section

and adapted to enter and interlock with the

bayonet slots of the removable section, and

spring pressed latches carried by the rim

and passing through the fixed and remova

ble sections to lock the sections, said latches

having offsets normally fitting perforations

in the fixed section, said latches being ca

pable of a limited rotated movement to car

ry said offsets out of said perforations to

thereby hold the latches in inoperative po

Sition.

895,767. Radiator. Thomas J. Kelioe.

Dayton, Ohio. Filed April 5, 1906. Serial

No. 309,990.

1. In a radiator having parallel hollow

sections, a series of plates each of which

has numerous protruded tongues on one of

its sides, said plates being secured respect
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iver with their flat sides against the corre

sponding sides of said sections.

895,838. Automatic Pump for

James C. Booth, Columbus, Ohio.

Aug. 16, 1906. Serial No. 330,800.

1. The combination with an axle having

wheels journaled thereon and pneumatic

,tires carried by said wheels and with air

valves operative through the rims thereof,

of circular plates secured to said wheels, ec

centrics revolubly mounted upon said plates

and each having a laterally inward extend

ing stop ing, and laterally extending fianges

adapted to receive fastening means, eccen

tric bands mounted upon said eccentrics,

pump cylinders pivotally carried by said

wheels adjaCcnt to the tires thereof and

connecting with the air valves of said tires,

pistons operating with the air valves of said

tires, pistons operating in said cylinders

and connecting with said eccentric bands,

rods slidably mounted upon said axle and

adapted to engage the stop lugs of said

eccentrics, and means to move said rods,

substantially as described.

895,941. Vehicle Wheel. Linda H. Barry,

Durango, Mexico. Filed Oct. 10, 1906. Se

rial No. 338,263.

1. A vehicle wheel, comprising a rim, a

plurality'of longitudinally curved spring

members clamped to the rim and formed

with upwardly and inwardly-curved ends,

a plurality of longitudinally curved springs

forming tread members. the outer ends of

which are curved downwardly and in

wardly and are overlapped by the curved

ends of the first named springs, clips hav

ing sid: flanges between which the curved

ends of the respective spring members are

received, and means for uniting the clips to

said curved members.

895,958. Electromagnetic Sparking Plug.

Otto Carlborg, Providence, R. 1. Filed

June 9, 1906. Serial No. 320,972.

1. in an electric-magnetic sparking plug

of the character described, the combination

with a lower section or plug member proper

adapted to be removably secured to the cyl

inder of an explosive engine, and normally

contacting fixed and movable electrodes

mounted in said section, of an upper sec—

tion secured to said lower section so as to

produce a comparatively large open air

circulating space between their adjacent

ends, an electro-magnet and armature

mounted in said upper section and opera

tivcly connected with said electrodes so

that when in use upon energizing the mag

net the resulting movement of its armature

automatically separate said electrodes to

produce an electric spark. the heat from the

plug at the same time being materially re

duced or tempered by air circulatnig in the

said open space, substantially as described.

895,975. Auxiliary Relief \Vheel Rim for

Motor Cars and Vehicles. Thomas M. _Da

vies and Walter Davies, Llanelly, England,

assignors to The Stepney Spare Motor

\Vheel, Limited, Llanelly, England. Filed

April 11, 1904. Serial No. 202.582.

1. The combination of an auxiliary wheel

rim, inwardly projecting radial guides fixed

to said rim, an abutment upon each of said

radial guides. a hook-shaped clip movany

mounted in each of said radial guides and

adapted to engage the outer periphery of a

vehicle wheel rim, and adjustable means se

curing said hook shaped clips to said abut

ments, substantially as herein shown and

dscribed.

895,982.

Cylinders on Crank Cases.

Tires.

Filed

Gasolcne Engine with Mixing

Frederick A.

Dobbins, Newark, N. 1. Filed June 21, 1907.

Serial No. 380,024.

1. The explosive vapor engine having an

explosion cylinder, the crank-casing below

such cylinder having bearings at opposite

sides, with crank shaft extended across the

same and provided with a bent crank below

the explosion cylinder and with an eccentric

at the side of each crank arm within the

bearings, a gas mixing pump cylinder pro

jected horizontally at one. side of the cas

ing, and the two eccentrics having direct

connections to the pump piston, equt-dis

tantly from the center of the piston where—

by the pump cylinder may be disposed upon

the center line of the bent crank and bed

plate. -

895,984. Pneumatic Hub. John Duchan,

Elizabethport, N. J., and Roland Duchen

and Johann Duchan, Vienna, Austria-Hun

gary. Filed March 16. 1907. Serial No.

362,662.

1. In a wheel, is combination, a hub hav

ing a bore, a tubular case received in said

bore and presenting a projection on the in

ner side thereof, a sleeve, and a pair of pneu

matic pads disposed around said sleeve and

filling the space between said sleeve and

said case, said projections affording means

for preventing the rotation of said pads rel

ative to said case.

896,034. Transmission Gearing for Auto

mobiles. Grover 1. Mitchell, Cornell, Ill.

Filed April 4, 1908. Serial No. 425,105.

1. In a transmission gearing for automo

biles, a motor driven shaft having a thrust

bearing, a wheel upon said shaft having a

friction rim, a transmission shaft suitably

supported in axial alignment with the motor

drives shaft, a hub supported slidably and

adjustably upon the transmissios shaft for

rotation therewith and carrying a wheel

having a friction rim, a shaft supported slid

ably at right angles to the motor driven

shaft a friction disc carried by said motor

driven shaft adapted for engagement with

the rims of the wheels upon the motor driv

en shaft and the transmission shaft, and a

spring supported idler adapted for engage

ment with the face of the friction disc.

896,057. Automatic Starter for Gasolene

Engines. Franklin A. Corey, Santa Paula,

Cal. Filed Dec. 16, 1907. Serial No. 406,806.

1. In an automatic engine starter, :1 cas

ing provided with a recessed hub, a re

cessed collar in said hub adapted to be se

cured to said shaft, balls mounted in said

recesses. means for locking said casing

against rotation in one direction, a spring

within the casing having one end secured

thereto, and intermittent grip mechanism

for detachably connecting the other end or

the spring to said shaft.

896.104. Guard or Fender for Vehicles.

Charles W. M. Guhle. Philadelphia, Pa., as

signor of one-third to Frederick J. Ritter,

Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Jan. 20, 1908. Se

rial No. 411,594.

1. The combination with the running

gear of a vehicle, of protective means ex

tending outside of said running gear, parts

of said means being pivoted to said vehi

cle to permit the same to be swung clear

above the running gear.

896.112. Starting Device for Hydrocarbon

Engines. Russell HuH, Detroit, Mich., as

signor to Packard Motor Car Company.

Detroit, Mich., a Corporation of \Vest Vir

ginia. Filed Nov. 30, 1907. Serial No. 404,

522.

 

WANTS AND FUR SALE
15 cents per line of never: words, call with order.

In capitnll. 25 cents per line.

 

l-t OR SALE—300 sets 28x3 best grade ar

tillery wheels, fitted with clincher rims,

less hubs. Write for bargain prices on sin

gle sets of the lot. THOMAS B. JEF

FERY & COMPANY, Kenosha, Wis.

 

TODDARD-DAYTON demonstrators

for sale. Runabout, Roadster, Touring

car, Cab and Limousine. thoroughly over

hauled. TllE DAYTON MOTOR CAR

CO., Dayton, Ohio.

 

 
 

Why pay high prices

ron ALUMINUM

Axle Covers, Engine

Crank Cases, Trans

mission Cases.

Have these made .

of Pressed Steel

JUST AS LIGHT

Stronger. Much Less

in Price.

Send Prints for Estimates.

A. O. Smith Co.
243 Ollnton QQPOQQ, MILWAUKII. WI.

   
 

 
 

 

PANllAllIl OIL
" The Oil In the Checkerboard Can"

I: the E perfect automobile lubricant.

Panhard Oil is the El] cylinder oil mode

that will lubricate at :11 temperatures. It

insures against pre-ignition, pounding. Ind

other costly en ine troubles which are com

monly caused y (poor cylinder 011 carbon

' ' era.izm in the cylin _

T e new Sealed Can protects you against

the substitution of an inferior oil—always

see that the seal is not broken

GEORGE A. HAWs, 2132:1113

  

 

 
 

NOTICE

CHANGE OF NAME

Rom-Tum! lllllllllll 00.. Mill, ll. Y.

Formerly Long-Tunney Mfg. Co.

Manufacturers of Rome Spiral Tube Radiators

and Condenser;

We wish the trade to know that we have

made extensive additions to our plant and

with the added equipment our facilities are

ample to take care of the RUSH orders and

contracts that buvers may be ready to place.

Any make of Radiator or Condenser repaired

at once.

ROME-TURNEY RADIATOR co..

Rome, N. Y.
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1. In controlling means for motor vehi

cles, the combination with the mixture in

let pipe and a throttle valve therein, of a

starting crank for the engine and connec

tions between the starting crank and the

throttle valve whereby the latter is opened

when the crank is moved to operative rela

tion with the engine.

896,136. Recoil Compensator. Frederick

J. Mellen and Burton A. Edwards, Beloit,

Wis. Filed Nov. 14, 1907. Serial No. 402,

217.

1. A recoil compensator of the character

described, comprising a cylinder forming

a chamber for a fluid medium, a solid par

tition secured in said chamber, a piston

mounted to oscillate in said chamber, and

formed with a passage extending there

through, and a relatively small port also ex

tending therethrough, a spring pressed

check valve connected to said piston and

adapted to close said passage, the piston

being formed with a laterally projecting

shaft extension extending out of the cylin

der, said extension being formed with a

bore intercepting said port, an operating

arm secured to said extension, and a plug

mounted in said bore and adapted to vary

the size of the port, as and for the purpose

set forth.

896,161. Change-Speed Device. David E.

Ross, Brookston, Ind. Filed Nov. 6, 1905.

Serial No. 286,015.

1. In a change speed device, a drive shaft,

a driven shaft, a member carried by one of

said shafts, said member having a grooved

surface on its interior, a rotatable device

secured to the other shaft within the said

member, said device having projections for

engaging with the grooves in said member,

and means cooperating with said device for

controlling the rotation thereof, whereby

the relative soeeds of the shafts are reg

ulated, substantially as described.

896,195. Universal Joint. Fred H. Bo

gart, Hartford, Conn., assignor to Hartford

Automobile Parts Company, Hartford,

Conn., a Corporation of Connecticut. Filed

Aug. 12, 1907. Serial No. 388,269.

1. A universal joint comprising an annu

lar bearing plate having diametrically 0p

posed bearings thereon, the ends of which

are open, two forked members provided

with hubs, the axes of which extent through

the axis of said plate, each member having a

swinging movement in two of said bearings

on opposite sides of said plate, the planes

of oscillation of said members being at

right angles one to the other, and a two

part casing to inclose the bearing plate,

and removably secured thereto.

896,254. Valve for Explosive Engines.

Paul Schramm. Alameda, and Ira E. Wise,

\-\’allace, Cal. Filed Oct. 12, 1905. Serial

No. 282,440.

In an explosive engine, a valve chamber

having a single opening communicating

with the cylinder for the entrance of the

explosive mixture and for 'the exhaust of

the products of combustion, and provided

with a single passage for the admission of

a gaseous mixture and an exhaust passage

communicating with said opening. and a

single valve controlling said opening and

passages, said valve comprising a head

adapted to seat in the chamber opening, and

a hollow cylindrical body portion depending

from said head and connected therewith by

a reduced portion arranged in one position

of the valve to form a direct communica

tion exteriorly of the valve between the cyl

indrical and exhaust passage, said reduced

 

portion having ports therein adapted when

the valve is moved to another position to

establish a communication between the pass

age for the gaseous mixture and the cylin

der through the body of the valve, and

means for actuating said valve.

896,305. Device for Simultaneously Con

troling the Spark and Throttle of an Inter‘

nal Combustion Engine. Hermann Lemp,

Lynn, Mass., assignor to General Electric

Company, a Corporation of New York.

Filed June 30, 1906. Serial No. 324,195.

1. The combination with the spark con

trol and the throttling mechanism of an in

ternal combustion engine, of means for sim

ultaneously regulating the advance and re

tardation of the spark with reference to the

opening and closing of the throttle which

changes the point of ignition at a rate pr0<

portionate to the sine of a given a'ngle

while varying the opening of the throttle

at a rate proportionate to the versed sine

of said angle.

896,314. Motor Vehicle. James C. Mc

Curry, Texarkana, Tex. Filed Aug. 26, 1907.

Serial No. 390,196.

1. A motor vehicle comprising a wagon

having a box body, a fixed rear axle, and

wheels mounted thereon, a movable front

axle and wheels mounted thereon, an ex

plosive engine mounted upon the rear end

of the wagon body above the same and hav

ing the engine shaft projecting beyond the

corresponding side of the wagon body. con

nections exterior to the wagon body from

the engine shaft to the rear wheels for driv

ing the latter, and steering means also ex

terior to the wagon body and connected to

the front axle.

896,317. Clamp for Spacing the Bows of

Vehicle Tops Apart. Frank L. Paxson,

Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Percy L.

Neel, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Oct. 11, 1907.

Serial No. 397,014.

 

 

COMPLETE COURSE

AUTOMOBILE INSTRUCTION
Invaluable to the owner or prolpective owner

of a motor car. Practical and to the point.

Send for procpectul to the

Correspondence School of Motor Car Practice

Turytown, N. Y.

 

 

 

THOMAS SHOCK ABSORBERS

no THE WORK.

Prove it at our expense. 30 Days Free Trial.

Send for our proposition.

BUFFALO SPECIALTY CO.,

340 Ellieott St. BUFFALO, N. Y.

  

1. In a clamp for vehicle tops, two bars

of rigid material correspondingly corrugat

ed and pivotally and swivelly secured to-'

gether, substantially as shown and de

scribed.

896,353. Filter. Allen A. Bowser, Fort

\Nayne, Ind, assignor to S. F. Bowser 8:

Company, Fort \Vaync, Ind., a Corporation

of Indiana. Filed June 23, 1906. Serial No.

323,043.

In the device for the purpose described,

the combination of a flat or shallow casing

embodying two separable members, one

having an inlet and the other an outlet

formed in the edges thereof, the member

having the inlet openinr.r being also pro

vided with a trap, a diaphragm composed

of chamois skin dividing said casing into

an inlet compartment and an outlet com

partment and having its edges between

said members, and spaced ribs formed

along the inner face of one of the mem

bers in which the outlet is formed in the

direction from the inlet to the outlet and

bearing against said diaphragm, said mem

bers being secured together so that the in

let and outlet openings will be disposed dia

metrically opposite to each other and with

the trap located between the inlet and the

outlet openings.

 

 

"'Iv
MAC-N ETOS

Are The Belt—They have proved it

UHLETTE It 00., 112 Inst 420d Stml. New York

  

 

 

. READY PLATED TIRES

Universal-1y approved by all motorists.

CONTINENTAL CAOUTCHOUC (10..

1788-90 Broadway. New York Citv.

WRITE FOR PRICES OR INFORMATION

 

 

 

If You are Interested

in Motorcycch . . . .

T H E BICYCLING W O RLD

and MOTORCYCLE REVIEW

Published Every Saturday at

154 Nnuau Street. New York City.

$3.00peer...._..

Specimen Copies Gratin.

 

 

 

 

 
  

The Genuine

therefore you have no reason

to be imposed upon. We will

be pleased to send a small

section of Pirelli Cable to

any one interested—for com

parison.

To Avoid I nition Trouble,

Specify PI ELLI Wire.

 
 

IIRELLI Costs No More than the lmitations

30c. per foot.

154 P (our way, Cnmbrlc Coven.

PIRELLI & CO., 296 Broadway, New York

For sale by MOTOR CAR EQUIPMENT CO., 55 Warren St., and 1727 Broadway, New York City.
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BOSCH

Magneto

Insures Periect Ignition

lt is to be found on the winning cars in practically

every great racing event the world over. lt ab

solves the motor car user a

from all ignition troubles.

See that your I909 car is

equipped with a Bosch

agneto.

Bosch Magneto Co.

160 W. 56th Street, New York

Branch Olllce: i253 Mlchlgan Ave., Chicago, lll.

  

 

 

 

SPECIFY

Heinze ignition ap

paratus on your

l909 car and get

THE "BEST

IA llE.

  

 

Write us if your

dealer does not

carry them.

Heinze Electric 60.

LOWELL, MASS.

Makers of

COILS, TIMER'.

MAGNETOQI SP:ARK

 

  

P L u c. s.

§

§

When 89% ot Motor Car

Manuiacturers Endorse

one particular automobile lamp and equip their product

with it to the exclusion oi others, that lamp MUST

possess unusual qualities. it must be better than all

others. The concensus oi opinion oi men who are

experts on Quality—Material and Actual Lighting

Etiiclency is worth more than ordinary value.

SOLAR LAMPS

are part equipment on ‘

the cars of 89% of '

American manufacturers.

They are invariably spe

cified by car owners an

dealers who desire the

world's best automobile

lamp.

Badger Brass

Mtg. Company

604 Lyman Ave.

KENOSBA. WIS.

  

 

 

 

 

OAKLAND
  

._ 2)

“'5.

Model B Touring Car, price $1,250.00. Full equipment. indudi two

(an 111:2, two aide oil lam one tail lamp. aeueratore. 11:,

took, 1 pump and batter-ls. op. $75.00 extra. unabout, $1.200.

11A combination of simplicity and efiicieney designed for the man

who scrutinize: the car he is to buy, who intends to himself

operate it, land to whom economy in upkeep and running expense

is easentta .

(LThe live agent will find in the Oakland a car that appeal! to a

larfe and intelligent clan of purchalers and that will justify the

fol eat confidence.

(LCorreapondenee invited

OAKLAND MOTOR CAR CO., Pontiac, Midi.

I. B- ICCLISTON. Sale. time". 88 Franklin 8e. lalala. N. Y.
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EMPIRE AUTONIOBILE TIR

New York, 148 Chambers St., and Broadway and 73d St.;

Portland, Ore.; Fobes Auto Sup Iy Co., S

lanta, 0a., Dunham Rubber C

sonville, Fla.; Em

sumers Auto Suppy Co., 7th Ave. 8:

  .
  

cattle. Wash; W

Smithfield St.,

  

(6...?
ONGE$T

 

_I.; Chica o, 1301 Michi an

enn Auto Supply Co., Philadelphia,

& Rubber Co., 1412-14 W. 11th St.,

E COMPANY. Trenton, N. J.
Boston, 292 Devonshire St.;_Buffalo, 724 Main St.; Fobes Auto Suxply Co.,

aite Auto Su ply Co., Provrdcnce, R.

0.; enver Auto Goods Co. Denver, Colo.;

ire Tire & Rubber Co., Minneapolis, Minn.; The Motor Supply Agency Co., 1246 Eue

Pittsburg, Pa.; Empire Tire

ve.; At

a.; Savell Ru ber Co., Jack

id Ave., Cleveland, 0.: The Con

Kansas City, Mo.

’iii

 

  

The 1909 Remv High Tension Magneto is built to withstand more neglect

or abuse from oil, dirt or water than any other ignition system in the world.

It gives equally satisfactory results whether used by the most unskilled auto

mobile driver or an experienced mechanictan.

This is the magneto without brushes.

The Remy has a stationary Winding. Its rotary inductor, taking the place

of the ordinary wound armature, is a solid steel shaft with two forgmgs riveted

to it.

It cannot give trouble.

perfect results.

system as for this.

Thousands of Remy Magnetos are in use_ giving

Never has there been so universal a demand for one ignition

We have sold on minimum specified deliveries, over 17,000 Mag

netos for 1909 cars. More Remy's are already sold than All Other

Makes Combined.

With automobile manufacturers con

tinuall’ striving to build better cars

than ticir competitors. there is a rea

son for their adopting the Remy Mag

neto.

They know it is designed specially

for American automobiles. The Remy

is “fool-proof."

It differs particularly in these re

spects from the sensitively adjusted

apparatus of our competitors.

It is designed by engineers who

have been connected with automobile

work since its beginning and embodies

ideas suggested or approved by the

largest automobile manufacturers.

Our factory was built specially for

magneto manufacturing and is the

largest of its kind in the world.

REMY ELECTRIC CO”

Some of the manufacturers using

our magneto as the standard ignition

equipment of their cars, follow:

Buick Motor Co.

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co.

A person Bros. Automobile Co.
Miidland Motor Co.

Overland Automobile Co.

Cameron Car Co.

Kissel Motor Car Co.

Olds Motor Works.

Write us for illustration and full de

scription of our new high tension ma ~

ncto. We are building them in suc

large quantities that we can make you

very attractive prices. We furnish fit

tings for attaching these magnetos to

many of the old models of the different

American cars and solicit your corre

spondence. Address Dept. II.

Anderson. Indiana
We have opened a Branch Ofiice at Thoroughfare Bldgii Broadway 8: 57th St..

New York. The Remy will be ex ibited at a the Automobile Shows.

 

  
  

“RAJAH”

SPARK PLUGS
IGNITION ABSOLUTELY SURE

RAJAll AUTG SUPPLY GUIAPANY

BLOOMFIELD, NEW JERSEY, U. S. A.

(Watsessing Station, D., L. & W. R. R.)

 

  

 

 
  

     

  

 

Clve Your Car a Good Name

by using

SUPPLEMENTARY

SPIRAL SPRINGS
Change a bone-shaker and a spring-breaker into an easy riding, real auto

mobile in which you can take pride and your passengers comfort. The use

of S. S. S. change a near-good ear to a real good car and add the finishing

touch of luxury to the best cars. Our booklet tells you all about them,

and is your! for the asking. Write for it.

SUPPLEMENTARY SPIRAL SPRING G

New York Branch, Removed to Motor Mart Building. (Larger Quarters.)

4555 Delmar Ave.

I, St. Louis, Mo.

 

 

 

CONTINENTAL

Pneumatic ‘l'lrea

.—

GIRNEY SGLlll TIRES

—__

Automobile Accessories of every description.

lllllGS L. Glbiay & B'o . Philadelphia, Pa , U 8A

 

OVER

Tourist

SI .500

 

OVERLAND AUTOMOBILE CO.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

LAND
Roadster

$| .250

  

THE GYROSCOPE CAR

The Simplest Automobile in the World.

S750—The PricHHO.

GYROSCOPE AUTOMOBILE CO. (INC.)

Gyroscope Bldg.,

231 West 54th St. New York City.
 

 

  

 

 

 

ARE MADE BY

Gasolene and

Electric

Automobiles
+40 Roadster.

The PULLMAN

that made the run from Philadel his to Sn~

vannah, Co., March 5th to 18th, tg

Price, $3,000.

rough mud

 

 

ELECTRIC VEHICLE C0., Hartford, Fonn

 

 

 

 

 

up to the radiator, beating all previous records.

YORK MOTOR CAR (10., York, Pl.

 

  

GLEVELANI] SPARK PLUGS
“They Shoot a Flame.”

CLEVELAND SPARK PLUG GU.

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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are an absolute 'necessity to every

automobilist the moment the first

drop of rain falls. Weeds have

brought about

The End of Skidding

No matter how deep the mud

or slippery the asphalt,

equipped with Weeds can nego

tiate every road.

Our ncwzami z'lritrrstr'ng BuL

[din will 6: .rent upon request.

WEED CHAIN TIRE

GRIP COMPANY

36 Moore at. New York

  

cars , '

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Stevens-'Duryca

LIMOUSI'NES ABE

TOURING CARS

THE STEVENS-DURYEA will stand

more punishment on muddy, rutty,

hilly, sandy, stony, bumpy, “thank-you

ma'am" roads without breaking, chafing,

blowing up or wearing out tires, cutting

out engine bearings, springing the frame

or breaking the springs than any four cyl

inder or six cylinder car in existence.

Such immunity is worth several hundred

dollars to you during the life of the car.

It is due entirely to our “Unit Power

r‘lant” and its "Three Point Support."

 
 

 

\VRITE FOR LIMOUSINE AND

TOURING CAR CATALOGS.

STEVENS-DURYEA co. '
CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

Member oi Association of Licensed Automobile Mlnuflcturera.

 
 

  

  

 
 

 

 

  

  

The slightest “feel” of the

crank proves the perfection of MOBILOIL. There

is no possibility of anything but perfect lubrication

in any gasoline engine, regardless of type. For

different machines there are different grades of

VACUUM

MOBILOl
Our booklet tells you which is the

'proper grade for our automobile—and

why. A copy wil be sent free on re

quest. It contains much of interest to

motorists.

MOBILOIL in barrels, and in cans

with patent pouring spout, is sold by all

dealers. Manufactured by

VACUUM OIL. COMPANY

Rochester. N. Y.

  

@

 

Supreornacy

 

is emphasized by the continued victories of the

Chalmers-Detroit'30"

which is equipped fully with

@ STANDARD

@ ANNULAR

BEARINGS
also our work.

 

Their axles are

Standard Roller Bearing Co.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

eeeeeeer

 
 

@@@@@@@@@®@®@

@@@
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If your car is wired with PACKARD ENAMELED

IGNITION CABLE you can be dead sure you will have

no trouble so far as the wiring is concerned.

THE Paemim) ELECTRIC eonvanv, 303 Dana Hve.,_WARREN, euro
 

“CONTINENTAL” MOTORS m “Alum

Get our quote

’1.-iwl; tions on high grade

two and four cylin

der motors, 10 to 45

horsepower. The

are equipped _w_i

self-contained otling

system and ready

for attaching mag

-neto. Highest

grade workmanship,

efficient, d u r n b l e

and simple. Also

clutches and trans.

Send for catalogue.

BONTIIEITAL IOTBR I". 00., Ilsllgon, Iloh.

K. FRANKLIN PETERSON. Western Represent

ltive, 166 E. Lake St., Chicago, 111.

T. J. WETZEL, Eastern Representative, 29 West 42d

St., New York, N. Y.

  

minions.

 

 

Get Rid of Tlre Troubles

Try a Set of

0&JImus

  

 

TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD

Trade

SHOCK AMBSORBER

ark

The Device that made Safe, Speed and Comfortable

Automobiling Olll le.

Write for catalogueI Department D.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO.,

E. V. Hartford, Pres. 145 Bay St.I Jerley City, N. J.

 

AVOID ACCIDENTS

by using the

Wridgway No Glare Shade

which adds to the efficiency of the lamps and keepl

glare from blinding other users of the highways. Can

e fitted .to any existing lamp.

PEERLESS MOTOR CAR CO.,

:20 to 224 w. 4m Se, new Yonx

 

 

'[HEJKKRMON
“A Mechanical Muoferploco"

For catalog, lddreu Dept. 16.

NORDYKE & MARION CO.

(51145.15!) INDIANAPOLIS, mo.

 

 

N9mall’éngj

or a" O ‘- ' M

dpévgvgnnr ‘9 I

o! '- .

 

  

“an ..

  
a

I

I" W. Georgia BL,

Ind.

 

Users of

Invader Bil
THE OIL THAT

GRAPHITIZES

are responsible for its

popularity

YOU NAME THE CAR

WE‘LL

NAME THE GRADE

MADE ONLY nv

' CHAS. F. KELLOM I 00.

118 Arch St., Philadelphia

Boston Branch:

284 Columbus Avenue.

  

“'flllrtntn

  

 

 
 

A SUPERB LINE OF CARS—

T H E A C K S O N

“No Sand Too eep—No Hill Too Steep."

Z-Cylinder and 4-Cylinder

Runabouts, Roadsters, Touring Cl",

13 H: P., 24 H. P.. 30 H. P. and 36 H. P.

Prices, $850, $950, $1,250 and $2,000.

Illile AUTOIOIILE 00.. llama. Illh.

 
  

 

 
 

 

—_ f‘E e o —

1908 Model I). 60 H. P.

New factory, Saginaw, Mich.

Complete catalogues now ready.

RAINIER MOTOR CAR COMPANY.

Broadway, cor. 56th St., New York.

  

 

 

  

HAVE YOU SEEN

THE PERFECTION WRENH'I?

The newest and best wrench made; all steel—great

strength; instantly adjusted; easily and quickly oper

ated; positive grip; immense time, trouble, and tem

per saver; best “all round tool" ever offered for sale.

“You will want one when you lee it."

For circular address,

THE PERFECTION WRENCH CO.,

Box 426. PORT CHESTER. N. Y.

CANNOT shake loose. The

of accident insurance.

  

thread of

l

I

A Necessity 0n Automobiles—WHAT?

COLUMBIA LOCBI NUTS

_ add an important factor of safety and

give a feeling of SCCUHIE'). olumbia Lock Nuts are the best kind

sed by most makers of the best cars and

by leadinfil railroads, etc. Send us a two-cent stamp, size and

t e bolt, and we will forward a Columbia Lock Nut for it.

 

  

Y"

 

  

“ FIFTY ”

We had the best car in America.

We thought for a long while how to

improve it and left it alone. You think

that over.
  

Touring Car, Baby Tonneau or Road

ster bodies, with double ignition,

$3,000.

Pennsylvania Auto Motor 60.

BRYN MAWR, PENNSYLVANIA

 

 

 

 

 

Tllli 28-30 Ii. P. MITCHELL, $1,500

Includes genuine $150 Splitdorf Magneto (free)

and inch larger tires than you get with any

other car at this price. To have other cars

eruipped with these tires you must pay $50 extra.

rite for full information to-day.

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR CO.,

572 Mitchell St., Racine, Wis.

Standard Manufacturers A. M. C. M. A.

 

 

 

 

Lsrnnusnto was

SCI'IRADER
(lg/“gag” VALVES

LRLO ADMLJOJBBS.

The Standard Amerluu Vllves for

Automobile, Bicycle 6: Vehicle tirel

Mlnullctured by

A. SCHRADER'S SON, INC.

78-32 Rns- SI. New Vork, US A.

  

—'
  

=5l

  

mum-Ian!

  

 

 

 

 

 

étnhharh-Bauiim

ONE Quality for ALL Model!

ONE Price for ALL Buyers

Write for 1909 Catalog.

THE DAYTON MOTOR CAR CO.,

Dayton,

 

 

  

COLUMBIA NUT a BOLT CO., Inc., Bridgeport, Conn
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INTAKE. EXHAUST

Whitlock Coil Pipe Co.

WHITLOCK RADIATORS

AND WATER PIPES‘}

Hartford . Conn:

  

 

 

Does Frank

Franklin: are

FRANKLIN

Automobiles

lin air-cooling cool? Over 5,000

in active use“ Catalogue tell:

what else it does. Write for it.

I. II. FRANKLIN MPG. 00., Syracuse, N. Y.

 

 

or style u o

SUPERIllIl Elchnll llama Plalas
l.Ve are prepared to furnilh you nny kind

bove. We chill be pleased to

furnioll quotations.

CHANDLER CO., Springfield, Mass.

 

‘ WE WILL NOT

l accept your contract unlell we can give you the

delivery you require. We will not accept more

contracts than we can fill with proper attention to

each. We make Pressed Steel Frame: and Auto

mobile Stampings.

THE HYDRAULIC PRESSED STEEL CO.,

Cleveland, Ohlo.

 

  
  PEIFEDT FITTIII < TIEITED

CAN ‘

I SPJ"  

‘ " SPR | NC 8
FOR AUTOMOBILE PURPOSES

CLEVELAND-CANTON serum: 00.. :-:'.':

  
  

 

I)()VV 'TIJEBEIS
The Best Tubes Ever Manufactured.

Are the most economical. Do not deflate when

punctured.

DOW TIRE COMPANY,

2000 Broadway, New York.

889 Boyllton St.. Boston. Maul.

 

 

 

 

The “Gotham” STA-RITE will end your

  

 

. _ spark tpllug

.- ... _ 'I' ‘ trou es.

Soot can’t

' ' i H ‘ stick to the

p o r celain.

Won't short-circuit. Never leaks. Can be

taken apart and cleaned with case. Of deal

ers, or direct, $1.00

THE R. E. HARDY CO., 25 W. 42d St, New York.
 

 

FROM

BRA

COAST TO COAST

IT'S SAFE TO COAST

IF YOU USE

THERMOID

KE LINING
 

 

 

 

TIE MM! MDTDI CA! CO.

lending, Pn.

 

 

 

SPRINGFIELD

TOP (Put. 18‘45)

Aluminum

Bodies

SPRINGFIELD

METAL BODY C0..

866 Ilrnle Ave..

Springfield. In".

  

 

  

Full of Air.

Tire expenle cut in two.

or Puncture.

Al Flexible n Rubber

Anti-Skid.

few sectionl of lteel.

Thounndn in nu.

I 72 Broadway

 

Steel Tires

Cannot Blow Out, Rim Cut

That part of a tire with a

blowout or I rim cut in it

will lnlt longer than any

other part if encircled by n

Klmball Tin Bass 60.

counell Bluffs, Iowa

TIIE IITEII I"

IITWEZN

‘ BUFFALO AND DETROIT '

‘ The D. I B. Llno Steamer-l lelvo lnflblo

" V dlilv It 5:80 p. m., (mum time I nnd Dot-roll

‘ week day-ltfimflp. m .Bundlylnl:0tlp.m.

(cenlrnl Iimol reaching their destination ~

the next morninl. Direct connection» with

I early morning trnlnl. Lowe-t fuel and

‘ superior service to all poinu welt.
i .1 Hall llcket: Available on Steamers

All Olllll'l of tickets sold reulinn VII

Ilchlgnn Control,Wlbnh and Grand Trunk

Railwnn between Bnfl'llo and l‘etrnit. in . ‘

either direction will be necopk‘d for trnnl

port-ton on D. 6: B. Line Rte-men.

. , Bendtworemltump for lilo-Laud pum

." phlez and Great. Lnlru Ill .

Addreu L. G. 1.0wa . P. L, Delrolt.

Detrolt ll Bulhlo Steamboat Co.

' Pmun a. ucmLLAn, A. A. ICHANTZ,

VIC! PREIIDIUT.

  

 

It is not possible for any chain to be

better than

BALDWIN CHAINS
BALDWIN CHAIN & MFG. CO..

Worcester, Mass.

 
  

 

 
 

  

ITALY. Mun: 'A.

MICHELIN TIRE COMPANY

MILLTOWN. N. 1.

ma
Caroline and Electric—for Pleuure and Bullnun

 

  

 

Sludobllor Automohlll 00.. South Bend. lndlm

 
  

Name

Tl-[E MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street,

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

‘Clbe motor “lllllorlb

for one year, commencing with the issueof“

New York

 

 

it
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STEPNY mow
o~-~ SPARE WHEEL. Cure

a ("I for Tire

Every motorist should carry a “Stepney” and

avoid all troublesome delays caused by punc- TrOUbles

tures and blowouts. Write for Catalogue D.

 

DISTRIBUTORS—AMERICAN STEPNEY SPARE WHEEL CO., 1773 Broadway, New York Ciy. AUTO SPARE WHEEL

CO., 22d, Oak and Gillham Blvd., Kansas City, Mo. EXCELSIOR SUPPLY CO., 1436 Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

  

 
 

F0RG | NG S The Most Scientific in Design

l __ - . Complete m", The Most Carefully Made

Send us ' - liesforquick - The Most Efficient in Operation
your specifica- orders.

t i o n s . We also

carry in stock a com

“ PLITDORF MAGNETOsteering knuckles, etc., as

per our catalog, sent on request.

 

In fact, first and foremost among Magnetos is the

Ask for our new Magneto catalog.

THE BILLINGS 8: SPENCER CO. c I; Walton Ave. and 138th St. NewYm-k

Hartford, Conn, Branch, 1679 Broadway.

  

  

 
 

 
 

30,000 MIL I ADJU TME NT.

HE s: PARSONS WHITE BRASS BEARINGS Ra

HAT DISTANCE m A PACKARD CAR.THEY ARE BACK IN

THE CAR WITHOUT EVEN BENG SCRAPED

STILL RUNNING RUNNNG STILL.

 

  

 

For Automobile Bodies, Dashes, Guards, Bonnets,

Battery Boxes, Drip Pans, Muiilers. Etc.

WONG—DURABLE

CALELESS—RUSTLESS

MOOTll—PAINT ADHERES “my

K’iietal” mi’sjiflme and Money SavirIP & ENGINE BUILDING C9

PHILADELPHIA,PENNA  

Tin: STARK ROLLING in“ courmv. CANTON. onlo

  

HE we anMP 5, SONS SH

 

 

   

 

Model B—Br'ush Runabout
A CAR 0F SIMPLE DESIGN MADE WELL

NOT A COMPLICATED ' DESIGN MADE CHEAPLY

Its records and the opinions of its users speak more loudly than self praise. Agencies for

1909 are being closed rapidly. Much good territory still open.

BRUSH RUNABOUT COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.
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THE N '
"A NechanicalMosterpiece”

-

Marmon “ Thirty-two ”

$2400

A Durable Car—A Car You Can Depend

.Upon and- Be Proud

No other light car in the market, under

$3,000, presents the actual value found in

the Marmon “Thirty-two.”

Weighing slightly less than 2,000 lbs..

with 32-40 H.P., it has a world of speed and

abilitv.

Built like a fine watch, each part is ac

curately wrought and harmonizes with all

other parts. Parts interchangeable.

The workmanship, materials and design

maintain the Marmon reputation for depend

ability and durability. The Marmons of

1903 are still giving splendid service.

The design appeals instantly to the man

who knows good machinery.

of-—And A Bargain

A reading of the specifications will con

vince the experienced motorist that this

“Thirty-two" equipment and Marmon con

struction considered, is m real bargain of

the year.

Genuine Krupp and Chrome Nickel Steele used

for important parts. Bosch magneto and battery—

dual system. Three-point motor support. Straight

line shaft drive. Rear axle and transmission in one

unit. Marmon Oiling System. Large brakes. Hess

Bright ball bearings. Big tires (34x4 all around).

Complete equipment.

Furnished as. Touring Car, Roadster, Four-Pas

senger Suburban with removable rear seat, or Li

mousine '1‘qu Car.

We shall exhibit in New York only at Grand Central

Palace Show, opening New Year’s Eve.

The Marmon “Fifty”—A Superb Car

The fact that this car is a Marmon—one of

the three or four really high-grade cars built

in America—informs the experienced motorist

as to its construction, ability, distinguished

appearance and ease of motion.

In addition to this, a reading of the specifica

tions will show that in hard, practical cash

value, it is the superior of the most famous

foreign cars or any other American car, at any

price.
Marmot: “iii/if)!" (will: Sn'zn-Parsarrgrrr or Four

Parnnger Body), $3750. [Harmon " Forty-five "

Road'xler, $3500.

Nordyke & Marmon Co.(‘,‘§g{’-)lndlanapolls, lnd.

Standard .anlfaclurerr A. M C. M. A.

TthasiQSRiding carnrhewmd

‘.
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AUTOMOBILE FACTS

Will You Buy Dreams or Experience ‘2

 

 

The car, proved to be in the best moderate-priced automo

bile, is

THE MAXWELL

The greatest number .of satisfied automobile users, now

over 11,000,

THE MAXWELL

The greatest chain of automobile plants, New Castle with

its ten acres of floor space—Tarrytown with its superb equip

ment—Pawtucket with its splendid facilities—forming the

most important factor in the American automobile industry

to-day, are devoted exclusively to manufacturing 9,000 per

annum of

THE MAXWELL

Our output for the season of 1907-08 was over five million

dollars—all represented by

THE MAXWELL

For our production the coming season the public will pay

over eight million dollars, a business represented entirely by

the sale and satisfactory use of

THE MAXWELL

In our experience we have seen automobile manufacturers

come and go. We are proud of our success. It means that

good deSIgn and superior qualities have been the recognized

possession of

THE MAXWELL

  

  

  

  

THE IVE-BEARINGMOTOR CAR

Maxwell Model D , 4-Cylinder, 24-28 H. P., $1,750, Equipped.

  

The MaxwelhBriscoe Motor Company experiment on

themselves, not on the public. Mr. J. D. Maxwell. instead of

copying a lot of hodge-podge ideas, has made MAXWELL

cars With the closest possible regard to the requirements of

the average user. Therefore MAXWELL cars of all types

represent the foremost utility American automobiles.

Our two-cylinder cars crowd the highways of the country;

our four-cylinder cars are deservedly the most popular mod

erate-priced cars made.

In all our four-cylinders we use five-bearing crank shafts,

as against only two or three in other cars.

The bodies of all of our cars are made of metal, costing

more than twrce as much as wooden bodies.

We use the unit construction, that is. make the engine and

transmission case' in one casting, not bolted together. costing

more than the usual construction, and many times more

substantial. _

We have found that it has paid to make the best moderate-priced cars

in the market. Not to try to make cars cheaper than any one else, but to

make them better, and to sell them at a price commensurate with a just

profit and a large output.

Advance literature now ready lor distribution, showing complete [909 line

MAXWELL-BRISCOE MOTOR CO.

P. O. 106, Tarrytown, N. Y.

Factories:

Tarrytown, N. Y., New Castle, Ind., Pawtucket, R. 1.

 

  

Til—e Value ol the AJAX

5,000 Mile Guarantee

is known and appreciated by every individual AJAX user.

It also finds substantial recognition at the hands of the

automobile manufacturer who knows better than any one

how vital the tire problem is to the motorist.

 

 

No wonder, then, that careful buyers and conservative

manufacturers like the Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Comapny

give to the AJAX the largest tire order ever received by a

single tire firm.

Incidentally they give to their customers the benefit of

the AJAX five-thousand mile guarantee, which insures the

user against tire worry and gives him a security that no

other tire maker can afi'ord.

 

 

 

N-nn renun—

MAXWEu-BRISCOE MOTOR CO.

AJlx—Oflob RHBDOB‘ 60.,

NO_ 2146—?

mm numnrn mus‘

AP’CII'I ONINVOIC!

nnavrowu a wry 9/19' “05

 

57th at. A Broadway, N.Y.':. .

nun 8m! us wrmm '0 VIA

4000 son '6' r 3' Ajax Tires complete.

1500 ' 50' x 5' Ajax Tires Complete.

1000 ' 30' x 3-1/3' A‘Inx Tire: complete.

750 ' 52' x 4' A1“ Tires complete.

sniper“ to be made to our lover-n1 factories, in accordance with

instruction. to be given later.

MAXWELL-BRISCOE MOTOR CO..

. - PVI‘M“. l '

acel'uncl 0' I'm! Ollllln "null Au OILIGAhnn 7° IILL OUT lND "Yuan rolu IILOI

  

 

The World’s Largest Tire Order I

Naturally given to the AJAX. Every one of the 29,000 Tirel is accom

panied by our‘5,000-mile Guarantee.

Would you insist upon incurring tire hazard when you

can buy AJAX tires and AJAX tire insurance at the same

price at which users of other tires buy tires alone, with

out any guarantee?

Think this over and write for a copy of our 5,000

Mile Guarantee, also for “AJAX,” a magazine published

in the interest of makers, sellers and users of rubber tires

and kindred products of the rubber industry

Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co.

Flclorles: Trenlon, New Jersey.

 

Branches

NEW YORK CITY—N. E. Cor. 57th Street and Broadway.

BOSTON—819a Bo lston Street.

KANSAS CITY, M .——l422 Grand Avenue.

DENVER COLO.—1529 Cleveland Place.

SEATTLE—1102 BrOadway.

SAN FRANCISCO—438 Market Street.

LOS ANGELES—1038 South Main Street.

PHILADELPHIA—M6 North Broad Street

DETROIT—743 Woodward Avenue.

CHICAGO—1418 Michigan Avenue.

 

 
 

4‘ _
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The Warner Instrument Co.

of Beloit, Wis.

 

 

  

‘ YOTAL- = I . I: _

4.2 -, WARNER "it 'ibtsrancr

4

wnmnuusrawiflcunrm' __

_ “testimony .~ ‘ .

1m
0‘ fauna /

Announce their

Masterpiece—

The 1909

AUTO=METER
The illustration shows the form of the new speed and distance plainly readable in the

instrument. The chaste simplicity and artistic darkest night.

\
  

\

beauty of the design is self-evident. It harmon- The Shaft Drive is now made simpler and

izes perfectly with other dash equipment and stronger than ever before. We use special steel,

gives tone to any car. heat treated, in its construction. This was

The Spccd Recording 'mechanism is un- ‘Yreally not required. _ Wehave seldom had shaft

changed_ It was perfection befOI-c_ Improve- ‘ or other troubles not caused by carelessness or

mcntwasimpossibleo i, accident. We changed Simply because modern

The Odometer is now of our own construc- '1 '1 mcthOds had prOdUCCd Something bett‘ir than

we had used before.
tion. Therefore, as simple, durable and depend- .. ' .

able as the Auto-Meter itself. The figures are _._ The AUtO'MCtFr ls cons-tructh thlzoughout

of the best materials procurable. It is made
so lar e and distinct that the can be read from @g y and put together by the same workmen who

the scat' d ' k' Ch t d th
. . . are en a e in ma 1n ronome crs an 0 erThe Season dial registers 100,000 miles. Other g. gexpensive instruments of precision.

odometers register 10,000 miles only.

_:o5",1;r

_ t _ _ 1,; The tests and inspection of each instrument

The Tr1p_dial registers 1,000 miles. OthOt' is so rigid that variations from absolute accuracy

Odometcrs rengtcr 100 mllcs only' I; are only possible when there are variations in

Thc Trip dial'sctis SimplifiCd- Agingle tum 0f tire diameters. This amounts, on the average,

the bmton "356“ to zero- I to less than 100 feet to the mile.

Those who have used any kind of Speed Indi—. For these reasons the Warner Auto-Meter

cator will realize what these points mean to has always been specified by those who can

them. " afford the best, and with whom anything short

The entire dial is illuminated by concealed of absolute perfection and unfailing accuracy is

electric bulb. The pressure of a button makes of no use whatever.

The Warner Instrument Company

Factory and Main Offices: 3n Wheeler Avenue, BELOIT, WIS.

NEW YORK. 1902 Broadway CLEVELAND, 2062 Euclid Ave. INDIANAPOLIS, 330% N. Illinois St.

BOSTON. 925 Boylston St. BUFFALO, 722 Main St. ST. LOUIS, 3923 Olive St.

PHILADELPHIA, Cor. Broad 8r. Race DETROIT. 239 Jefferson Ave. SAN FRANCISCO, 500 Golden Gate Ave.

PITTSBURG, 3432 Forbes St. CHICAGO, 1305 Michigan Ave. LOS ANGELES, 1124 Main St.
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§pecial Zinnouncement

 

 

 

HE demand for an Overland S-passenger touring car

equipped with our well-known and exclusive floor

controlled planetary transmission having become so

persistent, we have determined to add a car of this type to

our line to list at $1,400. This model will be equipped

' with our 30 H. P. 4-cylinder motor, hi h tensionT0lll‘lSl g
magneto, headlight, etc. Early deliveries can be made

on this model, which will be known as Model 31.

$1,400

_—

ZZZ Z, ZIZLZ’ZZZYZIL (WERLAND AUTOMOBILE 60., ‘N‘lié‘r‘fli‘é‘ius

 

 

 

 

 
 

Mayo Radiators are as

[Inobtrusive as Good Form

(LThey don’t “spout” or “slop over,” and are thor

oughlv effective.

 

  

 

(LMayo Radiators are their own reason for their

general use on really high-grade cars.

(LMayo Radiators are built first and built as well as

the finest kind of artisans working with the best

materials and under the most favorable conditions

can build, and their cost is based on their worth.

(LMayo Radiators assure that whatever troubles a

car may have, they are not due to the radiator.

(LMayo Radiators are not within the price limit of

cheap cars. Equally true it is that they are within

the quality limits of all good cars selling at any price.

(LA Mayo Radiator axiom:

If the rest of the car is as good as the

Mayo Radiator, it's all right.

(LMayo Radiators are made in a Quality Shop at

New Haven, Connecticut.

‘ MAYO RADIATOR COMPANY
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Franklin ModelGRunabout

Why should a business or professional
  

man buy any automobile that he cannot
 

use every day in the year?
 

The Franklin Model G runabout is the highest type of automobile made. Like all Franklin automobiles it is

built for what it has to do. It combines high power with strength and light weight. It has no water-cooling ap

paratus to carry, to freeze, to make trouble and expense. You can use Model G runabout every day in the year.

Model G runabout has a 4-cylinder, 18 H. P. long-stroke, air-cooled motor with fan; multiple disc-clutch, sliding

gear transmission, shaft-drive, Bosch high-tension magneto. In quality it equals the largest and finest of Franklin

touring cars.

_ It stands up for every kind of runabout service. In looks there is nothing better for anybody.

While air-cooling is greatly superior to water-cooling for any motor car, its advantage is especially realized

in the runabout, which nine times in ten is used principally for business. It must be left standing out in storms

and freezing weather.

\V. C. Deming. M. D., in a recent issue of the Horse/err Agz, says: “I am a strong advocate of the four

cylinder, shaft-driven car, with air-cooled motor. There are no disadvantages in air-cooled cars that I know of as

compared with water-cooled motors. Air-cooling must be efficient or the makers of cars with such motors could

not continue in' business and prosper." These motors are >more economical of gasoline and not less of oil. Then

why pay for radiator, pump, pipes and water jackets, carry the weight of these and of the water, and have the

trouble of non-freezing solutions in winter or suffer the penalty of frost-wrecked cars?" ,

The Doctor is right.

sary trouble?

Why have unneces

Model G Runabout, $1800, F.0.B. Syracuse

(Top extra)

MODELS

G—lS H. P. touring car, $1850. Runabout

with hamper, $1750. With single or double rum

ble scat. $1800.

D—ZS II. P. five-passenger touring car, $2800.

Or runabout, with single or double rumble seat,

$1700.

Il—42 H. P. seven-passenger touring car,

$3750. 0r runabout with single or double rumble

scat, $3600.

Broughams. Landaulets, Limousines, Town

Cars.

All prices f. o. [1. Syracuse, N. Y.

Write for the new 1909 catalogue de luxe.

LIN MFG. CO., Syracuse, N.
I. \l

H. _FR_ANK
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The “Whats” and the Facts

Here are the "Whats" that confront the average man who contemplates the purchase of a motor car:

What will a car do for me?

The Premier will go through water, mud or sand, up hill and down dale over all kinds of roads, day in and day

out. Its winning records in Glidden tours and all the endurance and reliability runs it has entered prove that. And

all Premier owners testify to it.

What must I pay for it?

The Premier models range in price from $2,500 for the “Thirty” to $3,500 for the six cylinder “Forty-five.” You

can buy cars for less—and get a great deal less. You can buys cars for more—and get not a penny more of value.

What will it cost to operate it?

The Premier holds the official record for eCOnomy.

What will the repair bills be?

The Premier, taken apart and_examined after a strenuous test run of 12,189 miles in 100 consecutive days, was

officially pronounced able to do it over again without repairs. The same answer is found in all its great endurance

runs. And Premier owners will tell you that its upkeep is insignificant.

What will be the length of its life?

We can show you any number of Premiers built during our first year, that have gone over 50,000 miles and are

doing good service to-day.

What will it be worth next year?

For your own use it will be worth as much next year as it is to-day. If you want to sell your car, you have a

car in which there are no radical changes from year to year and you can offer a car of proven value. a car so well

known that you need no argument.

Premier Motor Mfg. Co.

lndlanapollo, Ind.

R. M. Owen I; 00.

Diotrlbutoro

ant, North and Northwoot

Standard Manufacturers A. M. c. M. A.

Will oxhlblt in New York only at Grand Central Palace Automobile Show, Opening New Year". Eve.

 

  

 

THE LARGEST AUTOMOBILE SUPPLY HOUSE IN AMERICA
 

  

  

Your Profit, l\<Ir. Dealer

You must sell goods that are in demand and move

\Ne would like to have you investigate

depends upon your sales.

rapidly, and give you a good profit.

THE CELEBRATED BRAMPTON CHAIN

They are rapid sellers and bring many duplicate orders. Every customer a satisfied customer and a daily advertiser

for you and the Brampton Chain. They are the strongest chain on the market. Made of self-hardening steel.

We have in stock all sizes to fit American and foreign cars.

_ The price is the same as you pay for any other chain, in fact all automobile chains now on the market are same

price to manufacturers, Jobbers, dealers and users, and our prices are the same as quoted by chain manufacturers.

‘PRICE THE SAME. QUALITY? INVESTIGATE. Get the best at the same price. Agents wanted in unoccupied

territory. Catalog mailed upon request; the largest of its kind ever published.

:::ourftlo$t:r'i=rlmJ::r2::: Main Olticc: 9789-101 Reade Street, New York

BRANCHES—54th St. and 8th Ave., New York: 202-204 Columbus Ave, Boston, Mass.; 318-320 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.;

227%-229 Jefferson Ave, Detroit; 1829 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, 0.; 1392 Bedford Ave,, Brooklyn, N. Y.; 824 Main St., Buffalo.
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Dealers Who Sell

Stewart Speedometers

Have a Cinch

As one big dealer says, if you sell Stewart Speedometers it means

No speedometer troubles. No cus

tomers constantly coming in with

broken shalts. No returned speed

ometers. No dissatisfied customers.

Five times the volume 01 business

and it's a heap easier to hand him a five-yearguaranteed Stewart Speedometer, at

a reasonable pnce, than to spend an hour trymg to convince hrm that he should

pay three times as much for some other make, not nearly so good, and if you

di sell him feel that you had stung one of your good customers.

Me tor the Stewart
Our new catalog describing new l909lline is now ready

 

 

Stewart 8: Clark Manuiacturing Company

509 Diversey Boulevard, Chicago, U. S. A.
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Model Forty-Four, 34 H. P. $2250. ‘

Spare Wheel, with inflated tire. brackets and tools, $74.

Magneto 8150.

THE OFFSET CRANK SHAFT

Most automobiles develop sufficient power when they are traveling at a high speed. The

greatest need is for power at slow engine speeds. Rambler Model Forty-Four can be operated

smoothly and steadily at three miles an hour on high gear. This is because of the ofi'set crank shaft.

S on ' [he Car with the Uflset Crank Shaft

EQUIVALRNT TO POSITION IN

ORDINARY ENGINE 0P PISTON

AT EXPLOSION CENTER.

 

 

 
 

EQUIVALENT 'l'll Pfi$ITIUN IN

RAMHLRK RNGINR (N? PISTON

AT EXPLU$ION CENTER.

How the Ofiset Crank Shaft

is an Advantage

ill-LII OFFSET OIANK SHlFT- POSITION OF

PISTON AT IlPLOilOI CENTER. FULL POWER or

EXPLOSION BXIIRTS TURNING EFme 10 CRANK

SHAFT. DEAD CENTER BLIMINA'I‘BD. N0 ENERGY

WASTBD. NU SHOCK To HEARINGS.

ORDINARY ININI. POSITION OP III‘I‘OI If [X

PLOSIOII OINTII. Ile’LUsION BXBRTS N0 TURNING

HFI'URT 'rn CRANK SHAFT. THE DEAD CENTER

WAsTEs ENERGY. SHOCK FALLS 0N BEARINGS.

Seven passenger model, forty-five horse power with offset crank shaft, $9.500. Other models,

$1 I 50 to $9.500. Write for catalog describing in detail Rambler offset crank shaft, Spare

Wheel, straight line drive and other exclusive features of the new Rambler models.

THE CAR OF STEADY SERVICE

Thomas B. Jeffery & Company, Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, wis.

Bram/1e: and Dzlrtriouting Agenda.

Chicago, Milwaukee, Boston, New York, San Francisco. Representatives in all leading cities.
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0U'I‘COME 01" TIRE CONFERENCE

American Motor Car Manufacturers Table

Report—Chairman’s Communication

Brings Conspiracy Reply.

The situation growing out of the confer

ences of the tire manufacturing members

of the Motor and Accessory Manufactuers,

lnc., which had for its purpose the reduction

of the list prices on tires appears to have

caused some misunderstanding on the part

of a number of those most concerned.

It will be recalled that at the now rather

historic conference in Cleveland the chair

man presented a revised tariff which he in

sisted be adopted, but which by a vote of

6 to 6 was not adopted, the meeting really

coming to an end without substantial re

sult. Despite the fact, the chairman appears

to have been under the impression that con

ference committees which had been named

by the Association of Licensed Automobile

Manufacturers and the American Motor Car

Manufacturers Association had been cm—

powered to obligate the members of their

respective organizations to abide by the

action of the Cleveland meeting. To that

end he forwarded a transcript of the min

utes of the Cleveland meeting to the re

spective committees of the two outomobile

manufacturers associations and called on

them to instruct their agents to specify the

tires the makers of which by their vote had

inclined to the adoption of his schedule,

which was supposed to represent the views

of the A. L. A. M. and the A. M. C. M. A.

The minutes showed just how each party

to the Cleveland conference had voted and

the use of them has left a train of bitter

ness.

What action was taken by the License

Association has not been learned, but it just

has become known that when their repre

sentatives rendered a report, the American

Motor Car Manufacturers laid it on the

table. It has become known also that the

chairman of the latter association’s commit

tee wrote the chairman of the tire makers’

conference that he (the tire chairman) was

laboring under a misapprehension and that

none could become a party to any procedure

which so plainly suggested a conspiracy in

restraint of trade. At last accounts, the

matter rested there.

Mitchell to Operate Its First Branch.

A branch store and warehouse in Atlanta,

Ga., has been decided upon by the Mitchell

Motor Car Co., of Racine, Wis., where

James M. Cram, of the home office will be

in charge. The branch will be the distribut

ing center for Georgia, North Carolina,

South Carolina, Alabama, Louisiana and

Florida, and will he the first established by

the Mitchell company. Immediately fol

lowing the Savannah automobile raccs. Pres

ident William Mitchell Lewis and Sales

Manager Gilson will visit Atlanta to select

the 10cation, following which they will visit

New Orleans and Cuba.

Freight Rates Due for Big Boost.

Freight rates to California from the East

are to be raised considerably on the first

of the year, making an increase of from $25

to $40 each on big cars. From the New

Eigland States the rate will be $8 per hun

dren pounds, and from the Middle States

about $7 per hundred, as against the old

rate of $6 per hundred. The dealers who

will be affected by the raise are making the

coming increase the basis for a vigorous

campaign with prospective customers, urg

ing them to buy at once to save freight

costs.

Why Ford’s Big Capitalization Increase.

In explanation of the Ford Motor Co.’s

increase of capital from $100,000 to $2,000,

000, the secretary of the company, James

Couzens, says that the change is merely

the transfer of $1,900,000 from the surplus

to the capital stock. “We are rather proud

of the record of the past five years," he con

tinues. “We have been able to grow from

comparative insignificance to a $2,000,000

concern, cash all paid up and no stock for

sale."

APPROVES POPE REORGANIZA'1'ION

Court Overrules Objections and Authorizes

Acceptance of $1,500,000 Ofi’er—How

New Company Will be Formed.

Despite the suspicions and opposition of

Thomas H. O'Connor, the Jersey City hold

er of 100 shares of the Preferred stock,

Vice-Chancellor Howell, sitting in the Chan

cery Court, Newark, N. 1., on Thursday

last, 19th inst., authorized the receivers of

the Pope Mfg. Co., to accept the $1,500,000

offered for the Pope assets by the reorgan

ization committee.

Steps already have been taken to secure

the concurrence of the courts in Maryland,

Massachusetts and Connecticut, in which

latter state the reorganized company prol}

ably will be incorporated.

This favorable decision will permit the

company quickly'to terminate the receiv

ership and to again stand on its own feet,

as well as immediately to pay the creditors

the fourth and final dividend of 25 per cent.

The creditors thus' will have received 100

cents on the dollar, and as the huge $22,

500,000 capitalization will be reduced by the

reorganization to $6,500,000, with $800,000

worth of 6 per cent. mortgage notes, the

burden of the new company will be more

in keeping with actual conditions.

Of the reduced capital, $4,000,000 will be

common stock and $2,500,000 preferred

stock. Holders of the outstanding preferred

stock in the old company, amounting to $2,

391,000, are to receive 75 per cent. of the

par value of the old stock in new preferred

stock and 83 per cent. of the par value of

the old stock in new common stock. To

effect this will require the exchange of $1,

793,250 of the new preferred stock and $1,

984,530 of the new common stock. Holders

of the second preferred stock in the old

company get 20 per cent. of the value of the

old second preferred stock in new common

stock. To redeem the $8,625,100 worth of

this old second preferred that is outstand
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ing, will require $1,725,020 of the new com

mon stock. The common stock in the old

company will have no participating value

in the new.

The owners of first and second preferred

stock in the old company have deposited

their stock with the reorganization com

mittee, which will buy in the old company's

assets and properties after the receivers

have paid off all the outstanding indebted

ness, when the new company will be formed

and the new stock issued. For its services

in financing the transaction and in agreeing

to buy up the $800,000 worth of 6 per cent.

mortgage notes which the new companyis

to issue, the underwriters are to take $500,

000 worth of the preferred stock in the new

company, and $90,450 in new common stock.

The distribution of the securities of the

new company upon its starting business

therefore will be as follows:

Syndicate for $800,000

cash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $500,000 $90,450

First preferred stock.. 1,793,250 1,984,530

Second preferred stock. . . . . . .. 1,725,020

Balance in treasury .. . 206,750 200,000

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$2,500,000 $4,000,000

For the $800,000 in cash supplied by the

syndicate there isthe corresponding issue

of $800,000 in notes, which must be added to

obtain the total of security liabilities.

The preferred stock will be entitled to

cumulative dividends at 6 per cent. from

August 1, 1908, and no dividends on the

common stock will be made until all back

dividends on the preferred are paid up. Sim

ilarly no dividends on any of the stock will

be paid until the mortgage notes are paid.

In ruling against the objecting O’Connor

and in favor of the receivers, Vice-Chancellor

Howell after a brief resume of antecedent

circumstances, proceeded to point out the

risks involved in the carrying on of such a

business from which he drew the conclu

sion that investors would probably not con

sider any proposition looking to the taking

the plants as a permanent investment.

These circumstances, the vice-chancellor

holds, limit the persons who would be like

ly to entertain the idea of purchasing the

property to an extremely small number,

and go almost to the extent of demonstrat

ing that the present owners of the proper

ties. the stockholders, are not only the nat

ural and logical bidders, but must be almost

the only bidders.

The vice-chancellor adverts also to the

fact that the court is always anxious to

avoid having any business operated under

its control longer than is absolutely neces

sary to pay the creditors and preserve the

property from destruction, and always looks

with favor upon business arrangements

whose object is to relieve the court from

that responsibility. The vice-chancellor

goes on to say:

"1 think it appears by the testimony that

,the property which the reorganization com

mittee desires to purchase is worth. as it

stands, as a going business, as between a

willing purchaser and a willing vendor,

somewhat more than the sum offered by

the committee, but it is apparent that the

value of the property is not sufficient to

war the whole of the first preferred stock,

which I understand to be preferredto the

other issues, both as to capital and to div'

idends, and that .for the purposes of this

1 motion we may disregard the second pre

fferred stock and the common stock. The

committee reorganizations represent all the

outstanding first preferred stock except 245

shares, 100 shares of which belong to the
objector. . ' I

“The discrepancy may be affected by the

business considerations above stated, by

the financial conditions of the country, by

the financial conditions of the automobile

and bicycle trade, or by the dozen other

matters which enter into a large business.

“Again, the total outstanding first pre

'ferred stock of the Pope Mfg. Co. is $2,

345,500. The objector’s holdings amount to

100 shares of the actual par value of $10,000.

\Vhile the holder of a single share has the

same legal right to object to this sale that

he would have if he held a great majority

of the stock, “yet he does not appeal to the

court with as great favor, for the reason

that the very great majority of his fellow

stockholders have decided upon the propo

sition with a judgment very different from

his. And particularly is this true in this

case in which the objector does not go to

the trouble of giving the court any inform

ation concerning the facts from his own

standpoint.

“The case must, therefore, rest on the

petition and testimony adduced on behalf

of the receivers. I will advise an order

that the receivers be permitted to accept

the offer.”

 

Iowa Concern to Specialize Farm Vehicles.

The Bertschy Motor Co., of Council

Bluffs. 1a., has been organized to make

combination traction engines and pleasure

cars, and also freight trucks for city use,

with automobile fire engines as a side line.

The leader will be a machine for farm use.

which after hauling gang plows in the fields

or loads of grain to market on week days.

'can on Sunday be converted to a vehicle

to carry the family to church. The com

pany also plans to a rebuilding and repair

ing business. It is incorporated under Ne

vada laws, and is capitalized at $50,000, of

which $20,000 is said to have been sub

scribed for already, chiefly by members of

the Council Bluffs Commercial Club. The

officers chosen are: T. R. Children, presi

dent; A. J. P. Bertschy. vice-president and

general manager; George S. Wright, secre

tary; and Ernest E. Hart, treasurer.

Buyer Found for Eisenhuth Plant.

Bond holders of the defunct Eisenhuth

Ilorseless Vehicle Co., of ~Middletown,

Conn., have accepted a proposition to sell

to the Silent'Typewriter Co., of New York

I 102 Portland

.week sailed for Europe.

'phoid fever.

City, at 75 per cent. of the par value of

their holdings. The total of outstanding

bonds is $110,000, and at the.meeting in

Middletown on the 20th inst.. 22 .of the

bond holders, representing $85,000, signed

the agreement, with the provision ’that all

of the owners will sell at the same price.

The purchasing company is given until next

March to take up its option.

Injunction Saves a Western Factory.

An injunction against dismantling the

.Owen Thomas Motor Co.'s Plant at James

ville,-Wis., was obtained by Owen Thomas

recently in bare time to prevent the build—

ings being torn down by workmen employed

by the C. & N. W. railroad. The railroad

company had leased the building to the

Thomas company for a plant, for a year,

but as the latter concern did not appear

very-active, the railway employes tearing

down the other buildings in the yard were

directed to include the Thomas plant.

To Handle Federal Tires in New England.

William P. Cronin, formerly with the

Diamond Rubber Co., has become president

of 'the Standard Tire & Rubber Co., of Bos_

ton. Mass., with offices and salesrooms at

street. James S. Waddell,

long in the rubber business, assumes the

duties of treasurer. The concern will

handle Federal tires, and will shortly open

a branch in the Boston up-town automobile

district.

 

Three New Taxicab Companies Organized.

Three new taximeter cab companies en

tered the lists last week and despite the

asserted legal claim of a New York com

pany to the exclusive use of the word "tax

icab," each of the new comers includes that

term in its title. They are the Citizens Tax

icab Co., Cleveland, Ohio; the Reading Tax

icab Co., Reading, Pa., and the Lackawanna

Automobile & Taxicab Co., Scranton, Pa.

Speed Changing Pulley Moves to Anderson.

The Speed Changing Pulley Co., formerly

of Indianapolis, has taken possession of its

new factory at Anderson, Ind. The build

ings have 60,000 square feet of floor space,

and will be chiefly devoted to the manufac

'ture of the chassis for the Studebaker motor

buggy.

, Clifton Sails for European Visit.

Charles Clifton, of the George N. Pierce

Co., and president of the Association-of

Licensed Automobile Manufacturers, this

He will be absent

about one month, and will, of course, visit

the Paris show.

 

_ Typhoid Lays Hold of Wetzel.

Thomas I. Wetzel, the well known New

York sales agent, is seriously ill with ty

On Tuesday last he was re

moved to a private hospital and was doing

as well as could be expected.
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The Monarch Motor Car CO., has opened

a branch at 24-26 Eighth street, N., Minne

apolis, Minn. J. H. Kersten is in charge.

The Lewiston Automobile Co., of Lewis

ton, Mont., is building a large stone gar~

age. The company plans to handle the

Franklin.

\Vcst & Vaiel, of Springfield, Ill.. have

opened a garage next their electric light

plant. It will have a fully equipped repair

department.

H. Perrin & Son, carriage dealers in

Mankato, Minn., have embarked in the au

tomobile business. They will handle the

Maxwell. . .

E. D. Carlough, of Paterson, N. J., has

moved to his new building at 175 Van Hou

ten street. It comprises a show room and

repair shop for Franklin cars.

The Klafi'erthcre Garage, in Chihuahua,

Mexico, was destroyed by fire on the 10th

inst. The total loss is close to $750,000, in

cluding 22 cars belonging to patrons.

Beloit, Wis., is to have another automo—

bile agency. It will be known as C. Matti

son 8r. Son, the senior member being the '

owner of another established local business.

Detroit’s already large agency list has had

another addition in the C. B. Fear Automo

bile CO. The concern has taken a store at

844 Woodward avenue to handle the Gyro

scope.

Urling & CO., of Pittsburg, Pa., are re

moving from 939 North Wegley avenue to

6112 Broad street. In addition to handling

the Corbin, the firm will manufacture wind

shields.

John Hoopes, of Westchester, Pa., has

sold his business to Harry J. Walter. The

garage and repair shop are being moved

to the Mercer building .on West Miner

street.

“I. L. Tedford, formerly in the commis

sion business, has sold out and will start

an automobile salesroom and garage in Lit

tle Rock, Ark. He is planning a two-story

brick building.

Cowan Rogers has leased the brick gar

age which is being built at Gay street and

main avenue, in Knoxville, Term. The

building will be ready for occupancy on the

first of the year.

The Franklin Automobile CO., 01 Boston,

Mass, has removed its repair and garage

departments from 61 Wareham street to 31

Irvington street. The change gives a large

increase in space.

The Standard Motor Co., 616-618 North

Broad stteet. is the latest addition to Phil

adclphia's motor colony. William P. Da

vid, formerly a member of the Kelsey Mo

tor Car CO., is the proprietor.

The Eagle Automobile Co., of Avondale,

near Cincinnati, 0., is building a garage

at 3139 Reading road. The structure will be

of concrete blocks and the foundations will

be strong enough for six stories if they are

required.

S. G. Chapman has resigned as president

and general manager of the Consolidated

Motor Car CO., of San Francisco, Cal.,

agents for Pope and Franklin cars. He is

succeeded by Harry A. Wcihe.

All the property and effects of the bank

rupt Charleston Motor Co., of Charleston,

S. C._. were sold at auction on the 30th ult.

The trustee in bankruptcy, Walter C. Fin

ger, is preparing his final report.

James F. Patton, for five years superin

tendent of the F. B. Stearns factory in

Cleveland, 0., has started in business for

himself. He has opened an automobile re

pair shop at 4509 Euclid avenue.

The Weed Garage, 233 Ontario street, T0

ledo, O., has been sold to August B. Uhl,

who has been its superintendent for two

years. It will be conducted under the name

of The Standard Garage hereafter.

Robert R. Ashwell, of Hartford. Conn.,

has opened his new garage at 347-349 Trum

bull street. It contains 31,000 square feet

of floor space and accommodates 250 cars.

The show rooms feature the Franklin.

The Sears-Nattinger Automobile Co., of

Des Moines, 1a., has changed its name to

the Sears Automobile Co. The change is

due to the death of Nattinger, who was

killed in an automobile accident recently.

Quint Bradshaw ano Henr) Cont. have

leased the lower room of the Odd Fellows

building on Depot street, La Harpe, 111., for

an automobile salesroom and garage. Ade

quate repairing facilities are being installed.

Gotfredson Bros, well known merchants

of Green Bay, Wis., have decided to em

bark in the automobile business. A build

ing on Jefferson street, at the corner of

Mbin street, has been selected for their

salesroom and garage.

A new agency is being organized in Wa

terbury, Conn., to handle Pope and E-M-F.

cars. Its backers include Charles S. Wood

ward, Ira F. Bachelder and Henry F. Stack

man, prominent real estate men, with offices

at 21 East Main street.

The Kansas Auto & Supply CO., 526

Quincy street, Topeka, Kan., has been sold

by its proprietor, W. E. Mallory, to A. C.

Longren and Claus J. Carlson. Under the

new ownership the concern will be known

as the Kansas Motor Car Co.

C. W. Lindsay and H. A. Wetmore have

formed a partnership for the sale of Thomas

cars in Sioux City, 1a., where they will es

tablish a garage. Their territory includes

western Iowa, eastern Nebraska and south

ern Minnesota and South Dakota.

Eddie Bald, once famous in bicycling and

subsequently as an automobile race driver,

has resigned as sales manager for the Cre

scent Automobile Co.. of Pittsburg, Pa. He

has taken the sales management of the Mu

tual Motor Car CO., of the same city.

Frederick F. Goodman, Inc” automobile

garage at 51-55 West Ninety-third street,

New York City, has assigned. A petition

in bankruptcy has also been filed against

the concern. Judge Hough appointed Ham

ilton Holt as receiver. The assets are es

timated at $5,000.

The Auto Livery Co. has been organized

in New Orleans, La., to do a general au

tomobile business. The concern is backed

by Ginder Abbott and Palmer Abbott, who

have had considerable previous experience

locally, together with E. J. Hewling and

Joseph Woodward. ,

George Tebeau, baseball magnate and

owner of the Kansas City team, has opened

an automobile establishment in Kansas

City, Mo. It is located at 1716 Grand ave

nue and has the agency for the Stearns. '

A large garage is being added, which will

be ready by the first of the year.

The Haynes Automobile Co.. of Minne

apolis, Minn., is to resume business, carry

ing the agency for three well known cars

in a large northwest territory. The com

pany sold out a year ago, but has assumed

its old name and will be under the owner

ship of Harvey S. Haynes, as before.

In Philadelphia the Maxwell-Briscoe Mo

tor Co. has leased the Jeffery building, 207‘

209 North Broad street. The building will

house both the wholesale distribution or‘

ganization and the local agency, which latter

will be called the Longstreth Motor Car

Co.. instead of the Kelsey Motor Car CO.,

as formerly.

Wichita, Kan, is to have its seventh auto

mobile agency in the Star Automobile Co..

which has been formed by Hugh E. Rob

erts, E. N. McGregor and A. C. Houston.

The company, which is erecting a $16.(X)0

building, will distribute the Overland in

several states. J. J. Sprague has been ap

pointed manager.

The interests of A. E. Howe in the Howe

Motor Car Co.. 51-53 Bank street, Newark,

N. J., have been purchased by M. F. O'Neill.

While the present location will be re

tained, the name of the concern will be

cangcd to the O’Neill Motor Car Co.

Howe will devote himself exclusively to his

automobile business in Paterson, N. J. ‘ ,’

A br ch of the Olds is being opened in

Louisvr , Ky. The local sales will be in

charge of Henry C. Colgan, while Frank

Glenn, Jr., will be general manager for the

territory, including Kentucky, TenneSsee,

Alabama and Arkansas. A Lexington (Ky)

agency has been placed with Archie Ham

ilton, who has located next the Phoenix

hotel.

To handle Jewel cars in New York City

a new company has been formed, which will

be called the Jewel Motor Car Co. of New

York. A location has been taken at 1662

Broadway where the full line of Jewel mod

els, made by the Forest City Motor Car

Co., of Massillon, 0.. will be shown. I. P.

Stoltz, of 420 West Twenty-third street, is

the proprietor. ' a ‘
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HITE WINS
Los Angeles to Phoenix Road Race

 

 

  

 

 

   

 

 

A brilliant victory was scored by the White Steamer in the recent stock-car race through the

mountains and over the desert from Los Angeles, California, to Phoenix, Arizona. Once again the

. White demonstrated that in a stock-car competition and over roads such as exist in most parts of

the country it is faster than any other type of machine. Such a contest as the Los Angeles-Phoenix

race is far more significant than a race between specially built cars over specially selected and carefully

prepared, highways. This latest White victory indicates to the purchaser iust what kind of service

he may expect from the type of car which he can buy and over roads such as he will have to cover.

The White is the fastest car on give-and-take roads, not because it has the highest-powered

engine, but because it delivers at the rear wheels a larger percentage of the power of the .engine than

any other type. Furthermore, that power is available under all conditions, whether running fast or

"slow, and no time is lost in shifting gears or in waiting for the engine to “pick up speed.” In other

words, under ordinary road conditions, the flexibility of the White engine will do what great power

in other types of engines cannot do.

 

erle lor circular describing the 1909 models.

THE WHITE COMPANY
CLEVELAND, OHIO

NEW YORK CITY, Broadway at 624 St. PITTSBURG, 138-48 Beatty St. SAN FRANCISCO,

BOSTON, 320 Newbury St. CLEVELAND, 407 Rockwell Ave. Market SL at Van Neel Ave.

PHILADELPHIA, 629-33 N. Broad St. CHICAGO, 240 Michigan Ave.- ATLANTA, 120-122 Marietta St
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The Standardization of Control.

Frequent observation has been made of

the nonchalant way in which many design

ers arrange the accommodation for the driv

er of the car without due deference to his

bodily comfort or to the safety which is

supposed to lie in the facility with which

he is able to operate the machine. The gen

eral crudity of the arrangements for con

trolling the vehicle is disappearing with time

and experience, to be sure, but it is man

ifest even yet to a degree which is far from

comforting. Just why it should be neces

sary to arrange gear levers so short as to

require the driver to lean far from his seat

in efl'ecting some of the changes. for in

stance, or why the pedal foot plates should

be elevated so far that the heel of the oper

ator must be kept off the foot board at all

times when the toe is resting on the plate,

is difficult to understand. The

ience which is manifest to an astonishing

inconven

degree is all the more to be wondered at

since the subject already has attracted so

much attention, and has been so success

fully wrought out in a large number of

cases.

' A point of noteworthy importance in this

connection is that the different methods of

control prevailing on various cars are tre

mendously confusing to the operator who

is called upon to change from one man

other. This objection might not be held

valid were it not that many owners possess

two or more machines so widely difiering

in methods of control that to change re

peatedly from one to another may consti

tute a source of real danger. FurthermOre,

were there any singular merit in the many

systems which differ only in smaller de

tails, there would be less objection to the

variety. As it is, little aside from the in

dividual taste of the designer appears to

of difference. Cer

tainly if absolute standardization were wel

excuse many points

come anywhere about the machine, it would

be in the vicinity of the driver's seat.

Efforts at standardization inthis particu—

lar thus far have been confined to the size

of the steering wheel and its position with

regard to the seat, while the height of the

seat also has been brought down to narrow

limits. The absolute position of the lev

ers and pedals however, the length of throw,

and amount of resistance to movement, still

remain at the of the builder.

Therein lie considerable differences which,

to the skilled and cautious driver are of

small account, but which to the unskilled

discretion

driver, particularly if compelled to assume

the control of an unfamiliar vehicle on

short notice constitute ground for consid

erable embarrassment, if not actual peril.

Generally speaking there would be little to

sacrifice if all manufacturers were to agree

upon a standardized control, and much to

gain. The trend which is guided by imita

tion of successful achievements leads in this

direction sometimes, but frequently is lim

ited rather to appearance and mechanical

detail than to the element of the driver’s

comfort. The subject is an easy one to

discuss and as it depends upon no complex

or befogging theories, should prove an easy

movement to encourage successfully.

 
 

While the establishment of the automo

bile has been accomplished speedily in the

appreciation of the public and its utility

has been granted open and gratifying recog

nition, it is evident that its real position

remains to be defined properly. This is

particularly evdent in the framing of legis

lative enactments, though the spirit there

shown is probably but an index of a feeling

Auto

mobile laws are framed for the restriction

which is current pretty generally.

of automobiles—not of automobilists; acci

dents are ascribed to the cars, not to their

drivers; even where credit is given for a

remarkable or unusual performance, it is to

than to the human

agency which guides it. When the defini

tion of the motor vehicle as a purely inani

the machine rather

mate and passive utensile in the hands of

the operator is properly fixed, it may be

come a simpler matter to adjust questions

pertaining to its use. by the public and to

eliminate the abuses which do so much harm

to the cause.

 
 

Private owners who are inclined to rebel

at the amount of expense involved in the

pursuit of motoring should be taught the

judicions treatment'of the tire problem.

Tire upkeep is, as it always has been, one

of the most important items in the grand

That it is usually

much higher than really is necessary, how

ever, is almost a foregone conclusion. If

the amateur driver and mechanic could

only be taught to keep his tires inflated to

the proper pressure at all times, and to

have recourse to vulcanization of all small

total of car maintenance.

cuts and tears as soon as they appear, there

would be far less complaint of the short life

of shoes and tubes, which after all, are very

little to blame for most tire troubles.

 

It. is crystalizing an expression of con

tumcly to perpetuate

The motor

ferred to as a plaything of the rich, but only

the term “toy ton

neau." car is frequently re

in derision, and to endorse the sentiment

of its inutility is not alone unseemly, but

belittling to the machine.

are bad enough in all conscience from the

"Baby tonneaus"

point of view of discomfort and the dan

ger of being cast out bodily at the first

sharp turn in the road. But to label them

thus with their shortcomings is to court the

inevitable end of a passing fad.

\thn a large, old and long

company, such as the Pope Mfg. CO., is

respected

able to lift a heavy burden and to whole

smnely emerge from serious trouble, the

industry with which it is identified and to

which it has been a credit scarcely will

withhold felicitations.

paid 100 cents on the dollar will add to the

sincerity of the felicitations.

That the company
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THE WEEK'S INCORPORATIONS.

New York City, N. Y.—General Taxa

meter Co., under New York laws. Increase

of capital from $5,000 to $320,000.

Cleveland, O.—Wright Auto Horn Co.,

under Ohio laws, with $35,000 capital. Cor—

porators—C. M. Hartley and others.

Auburn, Me.—Darling Automobile Co.,

under Maine laws, with $10,000 capital. Cor

porators—G. R. Hunnewell, president; V.

S. Darling, treasurer.

Chicago, Ill.——Standard Automobile Sta

tion, under Illinois laws, with $2,500 cap

ital. Corporators—C. S. Everett, Joseph

Seilcr and L. G. Roach.

Chicago, Ill.—Woods Electric Garage,

under Illinois laws, with $2,500 capital. Cor

porators—A. L. Schwartz, George H. Fos

ter and John F. Rosen.

Waterloo, Ia.——Moore Auto Co., under

Iowa laws, with $10,000 capital. Corpora

tors—D. J. Moore, president; William Gal

loway, secretary and treasurer.

Sandy Hill, N. Y.—Adirondack Motor Car

Co., The, under New York laws, with $10,

000 capital. Corporators—-M. O. Kasson,

George N. Ney and G. H. Ingalsbe.

New York City, N. Y.——Ralph K. Mulford

Co., under New York laws, with $1,000 cap

ital. Corporators—Howard O. Lente, Ralph

K. Mulford and Michael J. Driscoll.

Chicago, Ill.—Kissel Motor Co., under

Illinois laws, with $10,000 capital; to deal

in automobiles. Corporators—H. Darn

stctter, W. A. Johnston and E. P. Hornack.
Minneapolis, Minn.—Michi Automobile

Co., under Minnesota laws, with $10,000

capital. Corporators—William M. Wright,

Florence Wright, Harry J. Mich, and Jean

Mich.

Madison, \Vis.—Madison Automobile Co.,

under Minnesota laws, with $10,000 capital.

Corporators—Norwood J. Hitz, Abraham

J. G. Forry, Carlisle Strader and Thomas

B. McGregor.

Chicago, Ill.—International Automobile

Co., under Illinois laws, with $20,000 cap

ital; to manufacture and deal in automobiles.

Corporators—E. C. Haynes, C. E. Hall and

J. W. McDaniel.

Chicago, Ill.—Great Central Electric Co.,

under Illinois laws, with $25,000 capital; to

manufacture and deal in automobiles. Cor

porators—John S. Crowell, J. E. Haschke

and F. L. Harford.

Loganspirt, Ind—Bendix Automobile

Co., under Indiana laws, with $200,000 cap

ital. Corporators—Vincent Bendix, H. Clay

Calhoun, Frederick Patterson, W. S. Re

sor and J. H. Behrens.

Scranton, Pa.—Lackwanna Automobile

and Taxicab Co., under Pennsylvania laws,

with $10,000 capital. Corporators—William

Conrad, Edward Conrad, Otto R. Conrad

and Charles C. Conrad.

Cambridge, Mass—Norris Motor Car Co.,

under Massachusetts laws, with $50,000

capital; to manufacture and deal in automo

biles and accessories. Corporators—Wes

ley S. Young, president, et al.

Detroit, Mich.—-Herreshoff Motor Co.,

under Michigan laws, with $90,000 capital.

Corporators—Charles M. Herreshotf, Louis

Mendelsohn and Carl Reese, of Detroit;

James A. Marr, Bridgeport, Conn.

Pittsburg, Pa.—Athletic & Auto Club of

Allegheny County, State of Pennsylvania,

The. under Delaware laws, with $25,000

capital. Corporators—G. S. Merriman, J. M.

Ward, W. W. Jarvis, Pittsburg, Pa.

New Haven, Conn—Baker Mfg. Co., un

der Connecticut laws, with $5,000 capital,

$1,000 paid in; to manufacture spark plugs

and accessories. Corporators—~Otto L.

Hemming, Gustave F. Hemming and Max

L. Baker.

Buffalo, N. Y.—E. E. Denniston Co., un

der New York laws, with $30,000 capital;

automobile accessories. Corporators—Will

iam G. Denniston, Worcester, Mass; Ed—

ward E. Denniston and Clyde R. Sikes, 184

West Mohawk street, Buffalo.

Elmira, N. Y.—Thomas Resilient Wheel

Co., under New York laws, with $25,000

capital; to manufacture wheels and other;I

appliances. Corporators—G. H. Thomas, G.

A. Davies, C. R. Murphy, C. F. Thompson,

T. W. Cleveland, Elmira, N. Y.

New Haven, Conn.—Wheeler & Wueste

feld Co., The, under Connecticut laws, with

$4,500 capital; to deal in automobiles. Cor

porators—George B. Wuestefeld and Do

rothea Wuestefeld, of New Haven; Cyrus

lC. Wheeler, of Hartford, Conn.

New York City, N. Y.-—P0st Motor Co.,

under New York laws, with $30,000 cap

ital. Corporators—George W. Post, Jr.,

Bronxville, Westchester county; John N.

Blair, 27 Washington square, north; Louis

F. Staar, 471 Ocean avenue, Brooklyn.

New York City, N. Y.—Greater New York

& Suburban Transportation Co., under New

York laws, with $25,000 capital; to build

taximeter motor vehicles, engines, etc. Cor

porators—H. Lauterbach, C. E. Volz, Brook

lyn, N. Y.; C. A. Conner, New York City,

N. Y.

East Orange, N. J.—Brick Church Auto

mobile Co., The, under New Jersey laws,

with $100,000 capital; to manufacture and

repair automobiles and motorcycles and

conduct garage. Corporators—L. Burr

Manning, John B. Todd and Melvin O. C.

Hull.

New York City, N. Y.—Aero Tire and

Supply Co., under New York laws, with

$1,500 capital. Corporators—Michael O’Con

nor, 738 Seventh avenue; Lotliair I. Siegel,

426 Central Park West, New York City,

N. Y.; William R. Coleman, 147 Pierrepont

street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

New“ York City, N. Y.—Cameron Motor

Co.. under New York laws, with $150,000

capital; to manufacture motors, engines,

cars carriages, vehicles, etc. Corporators—

 

COMING EVENTS

 

 

 

November 26, Savannah, Ga.—Automo

bile Club of America’s 400 miles race.

November 26 and 29, Bakersfield, Cal.—

Track meets.

November 26, Los Angeles, Cal.—Auto

mobile Dealers of Southern California an

nual hill climb.

November 26, Denver, COL—Colorado

Industrial Exposition Association’s race

meet. Overland Park track.

November 28, Providence, R. I.-—Rhode

Island Automobile Club's hill climbing con

test, "Dolly Cole" Hill.

December 5, Long Island Motor Park

way—Speed trials against time, auspices

of the Long Island Motor Parkway, Inc.

December 12, Denver, Col.—Denver Mo

tor Club’s hill climbing contest, Lookout

Mountain.

December 31-January 7, New York City—

American Motor Car Manufacturers' Asso

ciation's annual show in Grand Central

Palace.

January l-Z—Quaker City Motor Club's

two days endurance run, Philadelphia to

Wilkes Barre, Pa., and return.

January 16-23, New York City—Associa

tion of Licensed Automobile Manufactur

ers’ annual show, Madison Square Garden.

January 23-30, Philadelphia, Pa.—Phila

delphia Automobile Trade Association's an

nual show.

January 27-February 3, Philadelphia, Pa.—

Automobile Trade Association's eighth an

nual show, Second Regiment armory.

February 6-15. Chicago. Ill.—Nati0nal

Association of Automobile Manufacturers'

Show, Coliseum and First Regiment Ar—

mory.

February 15, Detroit, Mich—Detroit Au~

tomobile Dealers Association's show,

Wayne Pavilion.

February 22, Ceveland, O.—Cleveland Au

tomobile Dealers Company’s show, Central

Armory.

February 27-March 3, Hartford, Conn.—

Automobile Dealers' Association show.

March 27-April 3, Pittsburg. Pa.—.‘\uto

mobile Dealers Association’s show. Du

quesne Garden.

 
 

E. D. Alexander, New Brighton. N. Y.; R.

R. Logan, New York City, N. Y.; F. Hilde

brandt, Tompkinsville, N. Y.

Council Bluffs, Ia.—Bertschy Motor C0,,

The, under Nevada laws, with $50,000 cap

ital, $20,000 paid in; to manufacture com

bination traction engines and pleasure cars.

Officers—T. R. Children, president; A. J.

P. Bertschy. vice-president, and general

manager; George S. Wright, secretary and

Ernest E. Hart, treasurer.
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“LYMPIA UNVEILS NEW MODELS -

London‘s Great Show Anticipates Revela

tions of the Paris Salon—Preponder

ance of Light Powered Cars.

Olympia, London’s first and only ortho~

dox show, opened its doors 'on Friday, 13th

As the

first show 'of general significance this fall,

rust, and closed on Saturday last.

and moreover, being sufficiently near to the

great Continental centers of automobile

manufacture to catch the drift of the times,

it attracted more attention in the industry

than the exhibitors at the later Paris Salon

will admit that it merited. In fact as an
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cars of one type or another, and'though

racing machines were barred, the efiect of

the past racing seaSon was manifest not a

little in the details of the numerous “four

'inch" cars, the engines of which were de

signed in accordance with the conditions

governing the Isle of Man trials of last

summer. In this connection also, the grow

ing use of the long stroke motor—bred di

rectly of racing ' definitions—was very

marked. This was most evident in the case

of the light cars of two and four cylinders,

corresponding in price and other specifica

tions to the moderate priced cars which are

coming into so great prominence on this

side of the Atlantic. Other “features” of

the show included several new types of mo

tor. several new six-cylinder models, the

v-y‘arqu t *0" ‘1 ,-.i'

  

ican origin. Others which attracted par

ticular attention were the new Daimler

models—five of the six types having the

Silent Knight engine—the 38 horsepower

Minerva, similarly equipped; the new Na

pier models. of two, four and six, cylinders;

and the “Two-Stroke," wherein a rather

novel form of two-cycle motor is'placed in

an inclined position and with its air-cooled

cylinder head and water-jacketed cylinders

appears to embody even more novelty than

in all probability it is entitled to. Its form

certainly is unique.

Considerable attention was attracted by

the latest form of Sheffield-Simplex—a “car

without a gear box," just brought out.

As its name implies, it is designed for

continuous service on the direct drive. De

-- “Agrak.!=.u:::.‘_z£..“_
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GENERAL Vll'IW OF THE OLYMPIA Sll()\\' IN LONDON

excuse for the unveiling of several of the

small cars which just now are occupying

the attention of many of the makers, both

British and Continental, it furnished an au

thentic endorsement to the current impres

sion that the eyes of the foreign industry

are pretty largely turned toward the ma

chine which is easy to build-and sell in con

siderable numbers rather than toward its

i-H'IIIL‘I' favorites of more elaborate con

struction and higher price.

In the various exhibits, one feature hither

In of great prominence was lacking. Rac

ing cars were barred—out of deference to

the wishes of His Majesty, the King. it was

said—and as the prohibition not alone elim

inated the immense racing cars built for the

big foreign contests, but “all ears designed

fur competitive purposes," the characterthe show was somewhat unusual.

One huni

dred and nine makers and agents staged

-"e1imination of the gearbox" in at least

one case, increases in the number of shaft

driven cars—and the usual surfeit of “de

tailed improvement."

In the staging of the show, no definite

plan of decoration on a uniform scale was

adopted, though the subject has been

broached more than once and gravely dis

cussed. The conservative and hit-or-miss

method of permitting each exhibitor- to fix

up his own stand according to the extent of

his fancy and pocket book resulted in a

scene familiar to the show goer of several

years ago in this country or to the frequent

er of the French Salons. Being out of the

atmosphere of Parisian extravagance, how

ever, it lacked both the brilliancy and charm

of the Continental shows.

Over 80 of the cars on view were exhib

ited as new models. Of these, three—the

White, Cadillac and Buick—were of Amer

spite the absence of the gearset, however,

what might be considered by carping crit

ics as a practical equivalent of that device

is contained in a small adjunct to the trans—

mission which contains a low speed for'

ward gear and a reverse. The car is of the

six-cylinder type, having a motor of 41/;

inches “square” cylinder measurements and

has a driving ratio of 3.1 to l on the direct

connection. The reverse and low speed

arrangements give a ratio of 6.15 to 1. It

is claimed that the elimination of the gear

box—so-called—results in a reduction of

the number of transmission parts by no

less than 150.

Of the small cars, quite the leading feat

ure from the point of view of tendencies

in the industry, several proved to be fore

casts of what the later Salon holds in store.

Of these were the new 10 horsepower Mots.

the 15 horse Mercedes, 10 Panhard, l2
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Hotchkiss, 10 horse De Dion, 10 horse Dc

lage, and 10 horse Delaunay-Belleville.

England’s quota in this class included the

new Napier, modestly rated at 15 horse

power, and boasting a worm drive among

other interesting points; the Austin of the

same power, and the 12 horse Talbot. Two

cylinder models, suitable for either run

about or taximeter service were shown by

the makers of the Delaunay-Belleville, Re

nault, Darracq, Charron and Napier cars.

As for the tendencies apparent in detail,

it was noticeable among other things that

the popularity of the block type of motor

is increasing among the makers. Several of

the smaller types of car have these motors

in remarkably condensed form. The De

tically universal on the better grades of

car, whether large or small, and appear at

practically important points except the

crank shaft and the big ends of the connect

ing rods. The “gate” change gear system

is prevalent, though frequently in crude

form, and the almost universal type of

change gear system is prevalent, though fre

quently in crude form, and the almost uni

versal type of change gear is the sliding

pinion.

A marked impression gained from a gen

eral inspection of the vehicles as a whole

was that of the rapid growth in the use of

the closed car, particularly in the light lan

daulette and cab patterns. COvered bodies

of all types were very numerous, and upon

  

THE COMPACT 4-CYLINDER DELAGE

lage motor is a good example of this, though

by no means the most complete in its class.

Block castings, however, seems to be con

fined largely to motors of the,popular low

powered type. Larger motors, of course,

have the twin form of casting to a prom

inent degree. Where two or more models

are produced by the same maker in powers

not too widely differentiated, the difference

is frequently Obtained by altering the bore

and retaining the same stroke, one of the

two thus Obtaining the newly popular long

stroke. A trend, which may be supposed

to follow in the wake of the long stroke

motor, is that looking toward the use of

larger valves, many of which already are

in evidence.

Improvements in detailed construction of

the motors appear in the arrangements for

mechanical force-feed lubricating systems

for the cylinders and crank shaft bearings;

the displacement of exhaust pressure for

fuel feed systems in favor of automatic air

pumps; complete, double ignition installa

tions in increased numbers; and a growth

in the use of interlocking hand and foot con

trol located either on the foot board or

steering wheel. Ball bearings are prac

  

the larger examples, wonderfully fine work

manship and ingenuity of design were man

ifest. The bulk of the display of light cabs

was at once impressive and suggestive.

Prices, as a rule, revealed small reductions,

considering the general run of vehicles. A

few exceptions to the rule of constancy,

however, were to be found in instances

where makers had seen fit to make a small

advance on former prices.

The accessory section was replete with

the usual impossible array of new and old

novelties, providing at once the most be-,

wildering and fascinating section of the

show. Among the larger components to

be found, was the Allen~Liversidge front

wheel braking system, described in last

week’s Motor World. Of the promising

novelties on view, the field of ignition fur

nished the better part. As is always the

case with an early show, however, the com-_

plete cars furnished so much material.for

study as to preclude the possibility Of ex

amining them in detail. .

Among the novelties Of the British show

season is a collapsible funnel- intended for

use in filling the fuel tank and radiator when

touring. It is formed of successive taper

ing rings of thin sheet metal much the same

as the ordinary folding drinking cup, except

that at the bottom it is provided with a neck

of relatively small diameter intended to fit

into the filling aperture. When collapsed it

will go into the tool kit very nicely.

More Taxicabs for San Francisco.

San Francisco, Cal, has taken to tari

meter cabs with such avidity that a number

of companies for -heir operation have re

cently been formed. Among the latest of

these is a $300,000 concern headed by Fay

C. Beal, president and general manager.

The directors include C. M. Bea], George P.

Fuller, L. W. Harris, R. I. Marx, Frank

Hooper and Clarence R. Ward. It is also

 

ODD CONSTRUCTION OF THE “TWO-STROKE” MOTOR

rumored that the United Carriage Co., at

present operating the largest hack and trans

fer system in the city is planning to install

taximeter motor cabs.

Birmingham to Buy Motor Trucks.

A delivery and transfer business which

will use motor cars and trucks instead of

horses has been started in Birmingham, Ala.,

and will be known as the Auto Livery CO

The Officers and directors of the company

are H. T. Shoup, president; N. 0. Tyler,

vice-president; H. Lee Brown, treasurer,

and A. J. -Morgan, secretary.

lLin‘dsle‘yto Locate in Seymour.

.The Lindsley Motor Car Co., Dowagiac,

Mich., is reportedto have let contracts for

the construction of a factory building in

Seymour,.Ind.~ When it is completed it is

the purpose Of-the Lindsley company to re

move to Seymour.

Automobile dealers of Omaha and.Coun~

cil Bluffs have.decided.to hold a show in

Omaha, 'Neb., fromv March 1 to-6, inclusive.

The exhibition will be given in the Audi

torium.
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SAVANNAH ON TlPTOE. FOR GREAT SPEED BATTLE

Even Churches Yield to Interest in Grand Prize Event and Hold No Thanksgiving Services—Contest to be a Race

of Drivers—Stung Fastest in Practice and Hemery the Favorite—Mighty influx

of Visitors From All Points of the Compass.

Thanksgiving Day in Georgia will be a

very different kind of a holiday from that

which is being celebrated to-day elsewhere

in the United States. Instead of the tradi

tional turkey shoot and church service, all

of thelcily of Savannah. much of the State

 

 

It has been banked and

tamped and rolled. In its 25.13 miles of

length are opportunities for exceptional

speed, exceptional skill in driving, and ex

ceptional daring in taking chances. The

course is picturesque in its setting; its haz

ards are all known by fanciful and suggest

to render it safe. as well as novel, for they constitute the

European standards of classification, used

in America for the first time on this occa

sion. When the disgruntled Automobile

Club of America decided to assert its self

constituted prerogative by promoting a. big,

international race in conjunction with the.

 
  

 

-,
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VIEW OF GRANDSTAND, THE OLD STAND WITH EXTENSIVE ADDITIONS IN THE BACKGROUND.

of Georgia, and of other statesywill have

started bright and early for the automobile

race. Churches are closed, shooting ranges

deserted, dinners getting cold, and with a

goodly share of visitors from north, east,

south and west, but mostly north, a throng

which no previous forecasts had overesti

mated hangs on the outcome of the first

American Grand Prize race, and which

originally was organized as a “spite race"

by the Automobile Club of America, of

New York, which organization “used” the

Savannah club to assist in pulling its for

eign chestnuts out of the fire.

Starting at 9 o’clock, twenty drivers will

scurry around the kite-shaped course. But

because it is not only kite-shaped, but in

troduces a number of wonderfully complex

side-steppings, kinks and reversals, it is

quite the most wonderful course ever laid

out in America for a great road race. Much

of it has been Specially prepared for the

occasion. It has been oiled with such zeal

that in places it has had to be sanded over

ive names. Where church and State united

on Tuesday in offering up Thanksgiving

for a bountiful harvest, church, State and

the people unite to-day, in the fulfilment of

a long-cherished dream.

Like the Grand Prix in Europe, Savan

nah‘s great race was preceded by the light

car race which yesterday afiorded a fore

taste of what might be expected on the

morrow. It attracted attention chiefly be

cause its setting was practically the same

as that of the great event itself. Neverthe

less in the performance of 15 small cars

built not for racing purposes, but—osten

sibly at least, and in most cases actually—

for runabout and touring work, was sufii

cient interest in itself to hold the atten

tion of a big crowd. For the difficulties

of the 9.8 miles course may be held to have

been in proportion, about as great to these

machines, as the difficulties of the great

course to the big cars.

The present definitions of “big” and “lit~

tle" cars are intersting in this connection,

ambitious and aggrieved Automobile Club

of Savannah, or even before the 16 lap

Georgia circuit had been chosen for the 400

miles race, it announced the adoption of

the European standards used this year in

the Grand Prix race over the Dieppe cir

cuit.

These rules require a cylinder bore of

not more than 6.1 inches and a minimum

weight of 2,420 pounds. The requirement

for the light car race was a maximum bore

of 3.75 and minimum weight of 950 pounds.

No other restrictions were made as regarded

size.

As is already well known, the arrange

ments for the race are very complete, while

all sorts of inducements have been advanced

to tempt the ambitious contestants. As a

stimulus to encourage the establishment, if

possible, of a new road record, the Savan

nah Automobile Club offers a cash prize of

$2,500 to the driver who can beat Nazzaro’s

average of 74% miles per hour made in the

Targa Florio race on the Bologne circuit
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HILLIARD, LANCIA, READY FOR A SPIN

in Italy last year. The experts doubt if

this can be done; the general opinion being

that the average speed will be about 68

miles an hour.

Every precaution has been taken to keep

the course absolutely clear so that crowds

will not handicap the drivers as has been

the case in Vanderbilt Cup races. Even

so, the southern crowds, being less familiar

with motor cars than those of New York

and vicinity, already have proved much

easier to control. Last April at the stock

car race on this same course, there was no

trouble from this source, yet ample pro

vision has been made to curb the unruly

element. The military protection includes

eight regiments of the National Guard, un

der command of Major William B. Stevens.

In addition to the military patrol, 135

flagmen line the course. The latter are es

sentially for the drivers’ benefit, each car

rying the usual red and yellow flags. The

activities of Chairman Robert Lee Morrell

and his associates who planned and ar

ranged the contest, have been well reward

ed. Grand and press stands have been

thoughtfully erected at an angle to the road

in order to permit spectators to get a bet

ter view of the cars as they sweep down the

long stretch than when placed paralleling

the course.

Indeed, the extent of the city’s apprecia

tion for the event is in no way better evi

denced than by the fact that its churches

 

 

actually changed the date proclaimed by

the President of the United States as a day

of Thanksgiving, from Thursday, November

26, to the previous Tuesday, in order that

nothing might interfere with the Savannah

MUNTWEILER, MAXWELL, IN AN IDLE POSE

agreed to hold these services two days

ahead—all save one minister, who held out

for the traditional Thursday service. His

choir threatened to strike however and he

was forced to give in.

  

BURNS, CHALMERSDETROIT, ON A STRAIGHT STRETCH

public’s desire to see the big race—a thing

perhaps unparalleled in the country’s his

tory. Realizing that practically every

churchgoer would attend the race instead

of church services, the various clergymen

  

  
 

 

GEORGE ROBERTSON AND HIS BIRD-LIKE GREGOIRE

The big drawing card of the Grand Prize

contest to-day is that the cream of the

world's most famous drivers will be pitted

in the fray, a feature which the last Van

derbilt Cup race lacked. The race will be

one of drivers rather than cars, particularly

as regards the foreigners. All the cars of

the latter are of appoximately the same

power and aside from accident and tire

trouble handicaps. skill will decide the race.

Italy seems to have her share in the way

of an “all star cast" of drivers; the team of

six comprising five men who are famous in

America as well as Europe. Piacenza is

the only pilot not known on this side of the

Atlantic, while the remaining quintet is

composed of a former winner of the Van

derbilt Cup, Louis Wagner; Henri Fournier,

one of the pioneer foreign drivers who made

records in America some years ago; Alex

andre Cagno, of Vanderbilt Cup note;

Ralph De Palma, the one American driver

on this team, who holds the world’s mile

track record of 51 seconds; and Nazzaro,
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SILK. BEN Z. AT TBUNDBRBOLT CURVE

that prince of the “dare-devils." It was

Felice Nazzaro who won the three big Euro

pean races of 1907; the Targa Florio, Ger

man Emperor's cup, and the Grand Prix;

making an average of 71 miles an hour in

derbilt Cup race, is the star of the German

representation, while his team mates, Han

riot and Eric, will make their debut on

this side in Benz mounts.

The American team has some good stufl

 

 

  

 

 

HAUTVAST, BAYARD-CLEMENT, IN A FAST TRY-OUT

the latter, while in the Florio, he set up the

average of 74% miles an hour, the road

racing record. In addition to this, on the

Brooklands cement track with a 4 cylin

der Fiat, Nazzaro covered 121.58 miles in

an hour. He agrees with other experts in

the belief that a new road mark will not be

established at Savannah, on acount of the

numerous turns.

Of the Frenchmen, Francois Szisz, of

early Vanderbilt and later foreign fame,

will be watched. and his performance in

the Renault compared to that of Lewis

Strang, whom fortune favored twice this

year and who like De Palma, is an Ameri

can driving on a foreign team. Arthur Du

ray, who is to pilot a De Dietrich, as he

did in the 1906 Vandelbilt, was born in New

York City, although he cannot speak En<

glish, having lived abroad most of his life.

Hautvast and Riga] are the only members

of the French forces not known to Amer

tcans.

Victor Hemery, winner of the 1905 Van

in it. All are American boys except Hard

ing, the driver of the National car, who is

English. Aside from the latter, the team

represents the newer crop of our drivers.

Mulford and Seymour were brought into

HAUPT, CHADWICK, AT ISLE OF HOPE

prominence through Briarclifi and recent

24 hours races. “Willie” Haupt was not

known until the recent Vanderbilt Cup, in

which he made such a splendid showing by

holding the lead during the fourth, fifth and

sixth laps, when an accident to his Chad

wick mount spoiled his chances. Leonard

Zengle, the Acme pilot, well known to

Philadelphians, made his first appearance

in a big road race at Fairmount Park on

Labo. Day, while Robert Burman has been

making quite a reputation at hill climbs and

track meets during the past year and was

one of the Buick drivers in the Long Isl

and Sweepstakes. All of these pilots are

young fellows of more or less experience,

but none is quite as seasoned as the ma

jority of the European drivers. When the

Grand Prize race starts, one driver will be

missed—George Robertson, whose only per

formance at Savannah was scheduled for

the international light car race, at the wheel

of the French Gregoire car.

While it is probable that no new road

record will be established, fast time will be

made nevertheless, as has been evidenced

by the performances of the cars in try-outs.

The fastest lap recorded during the days

of practice was that of Lewis Strang, who,

in his Renault on Tuesday’s additional prac

tice, spun around the 25.13 miles circuit in

20 minutes, 53 seconds, which is at a rate of

slightly more than 72% miles an hour—

amazing speed considering the many turns

   

ZENGLE IN THE ACME—NOTE EXCESS OF OIL ON ROAD
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encountered. The clocking was, of course,

unofficial, although S. M. Butler, of the

Timers Club, and other expert timers caught

this figure.

A glance at the cars themselves reveals

the following brief statistics as regards spe

cifications:

The highest powered machine is Duray’s

De Dietrich, rated at 125 horsepower, al

though its bore and stroke is the same as

the 120 horsepower Benz and Fiat cars. The

lowest powered entrants are a quartet of

American cars rated at 50 horsepower—the

Lozier, Simplex, Buick and Chadwick. In

every instance the horsepower of the for

eign motors is rated at just double or more

than double that of the Americans; none of

the European cars rating at less than 110.

All- of the latter possess the maximum bore,

6.1 inches, while the Simplex is the only

domestic car that aproaches this diameter.

The only six cylinder machines in the list

are flying the stars and stripes, the Acme,

Chadwick and National.

Fifty per cent. of the contending cars

are shaft-driven, which is a bigger propor

tion than has been the case in the majority

of big races within the last few years; chain

drives having predominated in all the Van

derbilt Cup contests, and important events

abroad. Despite the opinion which engin

eers have held for a long time that the

chain drive would in time replace the pro

peller shaft design entirely on big racing

cars, the latter type is apparently gaining

favor. All the entered cars have three

speed or four-speed selective type change

gears, with the exception of the two Re

naults, which are progressive.

The heavyweight of the big contest is

the Simplex, which tipped the scales at 3,325

pounds at the ofiicial weighing in last Sat

urday, while the lightest is the Szisz Re

nault, weighing but 2,525.

  

VICTOR HEMERY'S HITHERTO UNKNOWN

SMILE

Seventeen of the field are equipped with

Bosch ignition systems, including the en—

tire foreign representation. The Chadwick

and Acme have high~tension and the Buick

a Remy equipment.

All of the foreign cars are out-and-out

racing machines of Grand Prix type, while

the Simplex,- National and Lozier, of the

American team, are essentially stock cars.

The Simplex which Seymour will pilot is

the same stock car with which George Rob

ertson won the 24 hours race at Brighton

Beach in October, and which participated

in the Lowell race. The only change in the

car is an increase in the bore of the cylin

ders and the substitution of larger valves,

permitted by the cylinder specifications.

The Lozier entry is a Briarelifi’ model in

all respects save the motor, which has a

cylinder bore of 5% inches instead of the

stock 5% inches; the stroke remaining 5%

inches as in the regular 45 horsepower

model.

The six-cylinder National candidate is a

stock machine, dressed down to lighten it

somewhat for racing, but has no special

motor or other vital part. Its transmission

is identical with the company's other "Big

Sixes.”

Inasmuch as the turns in the course are

so numerous, there being more than 250 to

be swung in the whole 400 miles drive, tires

will play a vitally important part. That

the strain on tubes in rounding corners is __
what does the damage, is a well—known ‘=_;_;>_,,' i .1 i - -

fact. This has been demonstrated by per- ‘

formances at Ormond Beach. In the 300

miles race there last March, which neces

sitated very few turns, the late Cedrino

drove the Fiat the entire distance on the

same set of tires and the tires were quite

cool when he finished and showed no signs

of wear, while the same car on circular

THE COMMITTEE IN Cni

   

 

s. M. BUTLER, HERBERT LAW, 12. a HOLLANDER, 'nllii'

s. B. srnvensalm r.

tracks has chewed up tires within a short

time on numerous occasions.

Fifteen of the twenty Grand Prize con

testants will be shod with Michelins, the

 

 

 

  

TABLE SHOWING NAMES OF DRIVERS AND SPEleIFl

No. 1

No. Car. Driver. Country H.P. Cyl. Bore. Stroke.

1. . Bayard-Clement . . . Victor Rigal . . . . . . . . . . . . .France . . . . . . . . . . 120 4 6.1 6.3

2. . Lozier . . . . . . . . . . . . Ralph Mulford . . . . . . . . ..America . . . . . . . . 50 4 5.75 5.25

3. . Simplex . . . . . . . . . . . Jos. Seymour . . . . . . . . . . . .America . . . . . . . . 50 4 6.1 5.75

4. . Buick . . . . . . . . . . . . . Robt. Burman . . . . . . . . . . .America 4 S. 5.

5 . . Chadwick . . . . . 6 5. 5.

6. . Fiat . . . . . . . . 4 6.1 6.3

7. .Acme . . . . . . . . . . . . . Leonard Zengle . . . . . . . . .America 6 4.99 4.99

8.. Benz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Victor Hemery . . . . . . . . . .Germany . . . . . . . . 120 4 6.1 6.3

9..De Dietrich . . . . . . .. Arthur Duray . . . . . . . . . ..France . . . . . . . . .. 125 4 6.1 6.3

10. .Renault . . . . . . . . . . . Francois Szisz . . . . . . . . . . .France . . . . . . . . . . 115 4 6.1 6.2

11. . National . . . . . . . . . . Hugh N. Harding . . . . . . .America . . . . . . . . 6 5. 5.

12. . Itala . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alexandre Cagno . . . . . . . . Italy . . . . . . . . . . . . 110 4 6.1 6.3

13. . Bayard-Clement . . . Lucien Hautvast . . . . . . . . .France . . . . . . . . . . 120 4 6.1 6.3

14..Fiat . . . . . . . . . Louis Wagner . . . . . . . . . ..Italy . . . . . . . . . . .. 120 4 6.1 6.3

15..Benz . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Rene Hanriot . . . . . . . . . ..Germany . . . . . . .. 120 4 6.1 6.3

16. . Renault . . . . . . . . . .. Lewis Strang . . . . . . . . . . . .France . . . . . . . . .. 115 4 6.1 6.2

17..Itala . . . . . . . .. Henri Fournier . . . . . . . . ..Italy . . . . . . . . . . .. 110 4 6.1 6.3

18. .Fiat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ralph De Palma . . . . . . . . .Italy . . . . . . . . . . .. 120 4 6.1 6.3

19. .Benz . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Fritz Erle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Germany . . . . . . .. 120 4 6.1 6.3

20. . Itala . . . . . . . . . . . . . Giovanni Piaccnza . . . . . . .Italy . . . . . . . . . . . . 110 4 6.1 6.3

TABLE SHOWING NAMES OF DRIVERS AND S

No. Car. Driver. H.P. No. Cyl. Bore. Stroke. Ignition 3

1. . S. P. O. . . . . . . . . . . . H. A. Conners . . . . . . . . . . . 18 4 3.25 5.1 osch

2. . Lancia . . . . . . . . . . . . W. M. Hilliard . . . . . . . . . . . 1218 4 3.5 4. Bosch 5

3..Chalmers-Detroit .. L. I. Bergdoll . . . . . . . . . . .. 30 4 3.75 4.5 Bosch

5. . Cameron . . . . . . . . . . F. T. Cameron . . . . . . . . . . . 18 4 3.75 4. Remy :1!

6..Isotta .. . . . . . . . . . .. Al. Poole . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10 4 2.4 3.9 Bosch 3,:

8. .Buick . . . . . . . . . . . .. Robt. Burman . . . . . . . . . . . 18 4 3.75 3.75 Remy

9. . Maxwell . . . . . . . . . . . Arthur See . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 2 4.5 4. Splitdorf :9

10. .Chalmers-Detroit .. L. B. Lorimer . . . . . . . . . . .. 30 4 3.75 4.5 Bosch 3‘;

11. . Buick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E. A. Hearne . . . . . . . . . . .. 18 4 3.75 3.75 Remy C;

12. . Maxwell . . . . . . . . . .. Thos. Costello . . . . . . . . . .. l4 2 4.5 4. Splitdorf I“ I;

13. . Chalmers-Detroit .. W. R. Burns . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 4 3.75 4.5 osch H y

14. .Buick . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ewing Easter . . . . . . . . . . . . l8 4 3.75 3.75 Remy I. (a!

15. . Maxwell .. . . . . Jos. Muntweiler . . . . . . . . . 20 2 5. 5. Splitdorf ’ :y

16. .Buick . . . . . . . .. . . Earl Jeffers . . . . . . . . . . . .. 18 4 3.75 3.75 Remy (I;

17. .Maxwell . . . . . . . . . . . C. W. Kelsey . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 2 5. 5. Splitdorf “ I!“
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ARGE OF THE RACE
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ERT LEE MORRELL, A. H. wnr'rmo, on PARKS,

F. J. WAGNER

entire German and Italian teams using them,

in addition to three French cars and four

American. The two Bayard-Clement cars

and Duray's De Dietrich will carry Dun

lops, while Mulford, in the Lozier, and

Seymour in the Simplex, of the American

team, will bank on Continentals. All will

use demountable rims. '

 

vSavannah, Ga., Nov. 25.——The entire

City of Savannah is on edge for to-day’s

curtain raiser of the Grand Prize event—

the 200 miles international light car race,

which is scheduled to start at 11 a. m.

Never before in its history has this south

ern city been so overwhelmed with visitors

or been under such a strain of excitement.

Never has it witnessed such a pilgrimage of

northern people as that which has been

pouring in during the past few days, while

thousands from the adjacent and distant

cities of Dixie are augmenting the merry

throng. The attendance is surpassing that

of the stock car race held here last April

many fold and those who are harbored in

the special trains that brought them, are

perhaps better off in regard to accommo

dation than those who are housed in the

hotels. In addition to the army of respect

able visitors a great horde of “promoters”

also has embraced opportunities presented.

Horse racing and pugilistic carnivals have

been in full blast and the crowd of gam

blers, card sharps and light-fingered gentry

that follow in the wake of such “sports” is

large and active.

The race which starts to-day will in all

 

IFICATIONS OF CARS IN GRAND PRIZE RACE

Tire sizes,

Wheel inches or mm. Make of

on. Clutch. Change gear. Drive. Weight. Base. Tread. Front. Rear. tires.

Disc Selective-4 Shaft 2,775 107 50 870x 90 880x120 Dunlop

Disc Selective-4 Shaft 3,075 124 56 34x 41; 34x 5 Continental

Disc Selective-4 Chain 3,325 126 56 910x110 920x120 Continental

Cone Selective-3 Shaft 2.700 108 56 34x 4 34x 4 Michelin

nsion Cone Selective-3 Chain 2,950 112 56 36x 4 36x 4 Michelin

Disc Selective4 Chain 2,750 107 50 870x105 880x120 Michelin

nsion Cone Selective4 Chain , 109 56 34x 4'; 34x 4% Michelin

Cone Selective-4 Chain 2,925 108 52 880x120 880x120 Michelin

Disc Selective-4 Chain 2,875 107 52 870x105 880x120 Dunlop

Cone Progressive-3 Shaft 2,525 105 50 875x 90 875x120 Michelin

' Cone Selective-3 Shaft 2,750 116 56 34x 4 34x 5 Michelin

Disc Selective—4 Shaft 3,150 118 54 875x105 895x135 Michelin

Disc Selective-4 Shaft 2.700 107 50 870x 90 880x120 Dunlop

Disc Selective-4 Chain 2,750 107 50 870x105 880x120 Michelin

Cone Selective-4 Chain 2,925 108 52 880x120 880x120 Michelin

Cone Progressive-3 Shaft 2,550 105 50 875x 90 875x120 Michelin

Disc Selective4 Shaft 3,275 118 54 875x105 895x135 Michelin

Disc Selective-4 Chain 2,775 107 50 870x105 880x120 Michelin

Cone Selective-4 Chain 2,875 108 52 880x120 880x120 Michelin

Disc Selective-4 Shaft 3,300 118 54 875x105 895x135 Michelin

CIFICATIONS OF CARS IN LIGHT CAR RACE

Wheel The Sizes—Inches or mm.

Clutch, Change gear. Weight. Base. Tread. Front Rear. Make of Tires.

Cone Selective-3 . . . . 110 56 32X 4 32X 4 Michelin

Disc Selective4 2,000 105 52 810x100 810x100 Continental

Disc Selective-3 1,600 110 56 32x 3% 32:: 3% Michelin

Cone Selective-3 1,125 98 56 32x 3 z 321: 3%

Disc Selective-3 1,500 82 49 710x 710x 90 Michelin

Cone Planetary-2 1,500 88 56 30x 3% 30x 3% Michelin

q Disc Planetary-2 1,525 84 56 30x 3% 30x 3% Ajax

Disc Selective-3 1,600 110 S6 32x 3% 32x 3X 1 Michelin

Cone Planetary-2 1,475 88 56 30x 3'; 301: 3% Michelin

Disc Planetary-2 1,175 84 56 30x 3’; 30x 3‘ 2 Ajax

Disc Selective-3 1,900 110 56 32x 3% 32x 31; Michelin

Cone Planetary-2 1,125 88 56 30x 3% 30x 3% Michelin

Disc Progressive-3 1,125 96 56 32:: 4 32x 4 Ajax

Cone Planetary-2 1,550 88 56 30x 3% 30:: 3% Michelin

Disc Progressrve-3 1,150 96 $6 321: 4 32x 4 Ajax

probability see 15 contestants face the mark,

provided the S. P. 0. car which was

wrecked, can be tuned up in season. In

this contest of the little fellows, it is hard

to pick a winner. In the practice trials sp

many of them have shown their ability to

get around the 9.8 miles course in slightly

more than 10 minutes, that they seem pretty

evenly matched in most cases.

The Maxwell, Chalmers-Detroit and

Buick teams, which make up more than

two-thirds of the list of contenders, will

strive desperately to outpoint one another,

for numerous reasons, while William Hil

liard, who got acquainted with the motoring

public at Briarclifi', will try to “show” the

people with the little Lancia “Lampo,”

(which means Greased Lightning in Ital

ian), and Al. Poole, who made so many

friends when he drove an Isotta here in

the spring, will go the limit with the Ital

ian company's cradle youngster, the 10

horsepower “Baby Isotta." This was the

car that Herbert Lytle was to have piloted,

but his unfortunate attack of typhoid fever

has precluded it. The little Isotta was pur

chased last week by George M. Townsend,

a 1908 Yale graduate, and son of the late

Judge William K. Townsend, of New Ha

ven, Conn. To-day will be Poole's first ap

pearance in a race since his accident while

practicing for the Lowell (Mass) race

nearly three months ago, when he broke his

collar bone in a smashup.

Frank T. Cameron will be at the wheel

of the only air-cooled car, his 22 horse

power namesake, which he drove in the re

cent Long Island Sweepstakes. Louis J.

Bergdoll, the young Philadelphia brewer

and automobile dealer, will be the only real

live millionaire driver in the race, and will

stick to the wheel of his Chalmers-Detroit.

This motor enthusiast first sprang into the

    

HANRIOT, BENZ. AND HIS NOVEL WIND

SHIELD

public eye when he made a 100 miles stock

car record at Ormond Beach, Fla, last

March and later drove with less success at

Briarclifi and Fairmount Park. Robert

Burman is the only driver who will appear

in both light car and Grand Prize events.

K. R. Manville, the entrant of the Amer

ican Aristocrat, a car of his own special

design, sent word last Sunday that his entry

would not start.
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READY TO MEET ANY FIERY EMERGENCY

While the unofficial clocking of the light

cars has not been complete by any means,

the best time recorded for the 9.8 miles

course during the early practice was Earl

Jeffers’s lap in 10:42 with his Buick, while

on Monday, the last day of practice trials,

this figure was clipped materially, when

Burman had a brush with Cameron and the

former made a lap in 10:19 against the lat

ter’s 10:23, the best times recorded since the

course was thrown open.

Two bad accidents, one of which resulted

fatally, marred the practice for the light

car race. The first mishap occurred on

Wednesday of last week, when Burman's

Buick burst a tire and hit a tree, badly in

juring his mechanician, Grinnon, who is

still confined to the Savannah hospital,

where he is said to be improving. He sus

tained several broken ribs and fractured

left elbow, but will recover. Burman

pulled through unhurt.

The other casualty which resulted in the

death of Marius De Rosa, the S. P. O. car's

mechanician, came on Saturday, when Jean

Juhasz was trying out this car. Iuhasz had

made two circuits in 13:32 and 13.21, re

spectively, and was attempting more speed,

when it is said he tried to avoid hitting a

/l

REPAIRING THE COURSE AFTER PRACTICE "4'

dog and swerved into a telegraph pole.

De Rosa had his skull fractured by the fall,

in addition to internal injuries, and died

shortly after being taken to the hospital.

The driver of the unlucky car was picked

up with a broken leg, but his chances for

borrowed from a touring ear and fitted-—

an ingenious piece of substitution inasmuch

as the new axle is of larger size,

The announcement that George Robert

son will not drive to-day has caused much

disappointment. lie was scheduled to

handle the French Gregoire car which,

through an error in shipping, did not arrive

until yesterday, giving him no opportunity

to try it out on the course or tune it up

sufficiently.

Another change in drivers for the Grand

Prize event has been announced; Ralph

Mulford having been named to take Miche

ner's place in the Lozier entry.

Yesterday (Tuesday) additional practice

of 1% hours was permitted on the long

course, during which Lewis Strang in his

Renault made the record time for the

course, going one lap in 20:53. Hautvast,

De Palma, Burman, Piacenza and Fournier

were also out for less speedy trials.

Scores of negro convict laborers have

been at work during the hours when prac

tice was not in progres, repairing spots

around the course, that were roughened

(luring trials, and making every efi'ort to

  

 

BURMAN'S BUICK AFTER ITS SMASHL‘P

recovery are good. An efi'ort has been made

to repair the car and Conners, who was the

late Emil Stricker's mechanic, has been

nominated to pilot it. Two days have been

spent in straightening out the smashed

frame and a rear wheel and axle have been

  

put the road in the pink of condition.

The crowds have been swarming the

course ever since daybreak, although the

fray will not begin until 11 o’clock.

Another Climbfest for Giant’s Despair.

That mountain which is considered the

best climbing ground in the East, by many

people in the motoring industry—“Giant’s

Despair”—is to be the scene of another an—

nual contest on May 29th, 1909. The

Wilkes-Barre (Pa.) Automobile Club has

definitely decided upon this date, although

the matter of a sanction has not been fully

settled. At the time of the Vanderbilt Cup

contest President George F. Lee, of the

Wilkes-Barre Club, conferred with officials

of both the American Automobile Associa

tion and the Automobile Club of America,

but did not formally apply for a sanction

from either body. it is known that the

Automobile Club of America intends to

run at least one big hill—climbing contest

each year and the local motorists, it is

said, would like to see this event take place

on “Giant’s Despair” course.

  

.1.
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BALTIMORE SEES 600D CLIMBING

Smith Makes Best Time up Washington

Hill and Wins Two Events—Live Con

tests in All Classes.

Baltimore's maiden effort at holding a

hill climb occurred on Saturday, let inst.,

when the Club of Maryland

conducted its competition on Mount \Nash

ington hill. Success crowned the attempt,

which several thousand

Automobile

spectators wit

nessed, and while hill climbs are usually

stupid affairs, Baltimore‘s contest proved

a welcome exception to the rule.

The fastest time made for the day was

43% seconds for the six-tenths mile course,

made in the free-for-all event, when Wilfred

Smith, driving W. W’. Lanahan’s 60 horse

power Stearns, succeeded in beating a field

of six, including a Stanley and a White

steamer. In view of the steep grade, his

time was considered no less than remark

able. In addition to this performance,

Smith captured the $4,000 event with the

same mount in 0:45%, and a few minutes

later, when Lanhan, the owner took the

wheel in the high-powered amateur event, he

drove the machine up the incline for another

first place to the tune of 0:46.

In the opening event for cars listing be

tween $1.251 and $2,000, J. L. Cassard, driv

ing a Stoddard-Dayton, made the best time,

but was later disqualified for the reason

that his car carried a magneto, which not

being a part of the $2,000 equipment, placed

it above that class. Harry A. Tate, who

drove a Chalmers-Detroit, was awarded

first place, his time being 1:03%, with J. F.

I'Ieaver in a Kisselkar second.

Wallace C. Hood got away with the $2,001

to $3,000 event in 02547;, when he dusted

up the slope one-half second better than I.

Sperry’s Stevens-Duryea. O. I. Yellott

drove a 15 horsepower Ford into first place

in the $3,000 and under amateur division, in

1.05, beating his only opponent, H. H. Hey

ser, in a 48 horsepower Winton, by 5 sec

ends.

The electric timing system was so manip

ulated that after each trial the time was at

once reported to the spectators along the

line and not withheld as is so often the case

at hill climbs, at which the mere spectators

are kept in the dark as regards scores. The

event was so satisfactory that similar future

contests seem to be assured.

Non-Repair Trophy for Glidden Tour.

It is possible that the complexities of

Glidden tours in general will be further aug

mented when another competition of the

sort is undertaken by the introduction of a

new subsidiary competition in which the

contestants shall seek to eliminate all re-,

pair work. The subject has been broached

by Col. George Studebaker, of South Bend,

Ind, who has declared his willingness to

ofier a $5,000 trophy to be competed for in

some such way, subject to the approval of

the touring board of the American Automo

bile Association. No special limitations

would be placed on cars competing for the

“Studebaker Gold Cup," but any device

hitherto uSed to guard against the making

of repairs and to ensure an honest relia

bility score would be employed. These would

include sealed bonnets, sealed tool boxes,

and official observers. The idea is based

upon the desirability of reducing the num

ber of “perfect scores” usually obtained at

such times, and of furnishing manufactur

ers a difiicult sort of competition which they

might enter to some purpose, yet without

the necessary outlay involved in either of

the special races of the year.

 

Belmont Park a Possible Motordrome.

Now that Governor Hughes and the horse

racing bills have forced horse trainers,

bookmakers, $20,000 jockeys, touts and

other professionals to seek occupation as

elevator boys, car conductors, shoe clerks

and chaufieurs, it is only natural that the

race track managers in New York state

should cast about for new fields of efiort.

Morris Park, Empire City oval and the

Brighton track that was, became motor

dromes, to be sure, and now it is suggested

that Belmont Park may become an automo

bile course if no horse races take place

there in the spring. As this is a 1% miles

track and is well banked at the turns, it

would doubtless prove safer for motor car

contests than was the Brighton course, and

it is not unlikely that the future may see

considerable agitation for its use.

Two Days of Racing for Bakersfield.

Two days of motor racing have been

planned for Bakersfield, Cal., to take place

on Thanksgiving Day and the following

Sunday, November 29. The holiday event

is to be a mixed one; both horses and auto

mobiles performing on the same track the

same afternoon. The automobile races will

be confined to local cars, while on the fol

lowing Sunday, there will be a 5 miles

event for cars listed at $1,250 and under,

two 10 miles races—a $3,000 class event and

a free-for-all, winding up with an 8 miles

handicap. Among the starters in the latter

matinees will be several well known western

drivers, including Frank Free, Bert Latham,

Bert Dingley and Frank Murray.

 

Five Events for “Dolly Cole" Hill.

Five events have been scheduled for the

Rhode Island Automobile Club’s annual

Thanksgiving Day hill climb at Providence.

“Dolly Cole" Hill is the battleground of the

affair and various contestants who have en

tcred will endeavor to decide the permanent

ownership of the C. Prescott Knight tro

phy, which has been won two successive

years by L. F. N. Baldwin, with a Stanley

steamer.» Should the latter driver succeed

in winning the cup for the third time today,

it will become his property for all time.

STRANG 0RGANIZES HIPPODROME

His Motoring Troupe Ready to Furnish

Thrills to Order—Galveston Gets His

First Bid for a Date.

 

 

Those who have followed with more or

less interest, the performances of racing au

tomobiles at various state fairs and track

meets in the past will be interested to learn

that Barney Oldfield's old “Green Dragon"

and “Red Devil," as well as the “Grand

Plrix” Renault, are now “properties” of a

hippodrome team headed by Lewis Strang,

under the management of Bill Pickens. of

United $tates Motor Racing Associa

tion fame. The newly formed com

pany recently hippodrome d at New

Orleans, and he who was lauded as the hero

of Savannah, Briarclif’f and Lowell, evident

1y expects to make a circuit of dates after

the Grand Prize race is run. Associated

with him are Arthur Redfern, the

ex-jockey, and one or two others, who will

provide a line of high strung spectacular

performances to the order of any enter

prising organization willing to close dates

with them on their own terms.

A letter which Strang recently wrote to

E. H. Labadie, secretary of the Galveston

Automobile Club, is self-explanatory. The

driver who is about to follow the circus

style of Barney Oldfield and Christie.

writes:

“I am going on a trip to the Pacific Coast,

starting from Savannah, I will have in ad

dition to my Grand Prix Renault of 120

horsepower, and my Renault 24 racer, twn

cars formerly used by Oldfield, the Peer

less Green Dragon and the Peerless Red

Devil. Will, of course, have drivers for the

ears and two great motorcycle racing men

with racing motorcycles from the Indian

factory.

"Here is the first opportunity Galveston

has ever had to get such a lot of noted cars

for a speed carnival on the beach. If the

Board of Trade or other organization can

be seriously interested, I would be pleased

to figure with you or them for a couple of

days. I would say as an estimate of the

cost that about $750 would be required to

defray the expenses. But you would get

some real racing and great speed in return.

The date would be early in November.

Awaiting your early reply, yours very truly,

“LEWIS STRANG."

 

' ' Paper Trail to Thanksgiving Feast.

Chasing paper trails for a good dinner is

the. prospect opened to members of the New

Haven Automobile Club for Thanksgiving

Day. The plan is to have a secret dinner

rendezvous, to which the members must

find their way by means of the scatterings

of confetti along Connecticut’s highways.

Those who cannot read the trail correctly

will miss the dinner.
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JACKSON OFFERINGS F01! 1909

Four Distinct Vehicles, Including Two

Brand New Models—Improvements in

Older Members of the Line.

Four distinctvehicles comprise the line

which the Jackson Automobile Co., Jack

son, Mich., is announcing for the forth

coming year. Two of these are entirely new

and include a number of unusual features.

Of the ,others, one is continued over from

last year with practicallylno changes, while

thei'other'. has undergone a number of al

terations in matters of detail.' The brand

new offerings are known as Models “H” and

“K.”_ The former a 30 horsepower touring

car having 110 inch wheel base and shod

with 4-inch tires, and including magneto

equipment, sellsfor $1,600,Hand the latter a

light touring car, also boasts a price feat

ure in its $950 listing, with a $100 reduction

when sold with only. the runabout form of

body. ' .

Model “H” has a'4% by 4% inch motor

of the quadruple, vertical type, with the

conventional arrangement of the valves in

offset pockets, three-bearing crank shaft,

and cylinders cast in pairs. In many ways

it may be regarded as a smaller size of the

larger 'Model "E." This is true in the'case

of the steering gear, clutch, magneto and

other parts which are, made to the same

specifications for both models. The front

axle is a single-piece drop forging.‘ The

rear axle, which is of the floating type, is

provided with roller bearings next the

wheels, and adjustable ball bearings on

either side of the differential, which are so

contrivedthat they may be regulated with

out dismounting the group from the chas

sis. VThe propeller shaft has two universal

joints and a separate torsion rod. The

wheels are 32 inches in diameter, shod with

4-inch tires.

The second of the new models also is a

shaft driven car which, however, is pro

pelled by a double-opposed motor, placed

transversely in front. The cylinder dimen

sions are 5 by 4 inches, and the rated out

put is 18 horsepower. Except for the change

gear, the mounting of this machine is sim

ilar to that of the last named—at least so

far as regards the method of axle mounting,

and the arrangement of the propeller shaft

and torsion rod. The change speed ar

rangement, however. is of the planetary

type.

The largest member of the line—Model

“ "—‘retains the over-head cam shaft con

struction which was its distinguishing feat

ure last year, as well [as the design of the

unit power plant, which is particularly pleas

ing. The unit is mounted by means of pos

itive suspension members on, either side of

the fly _wheellcasing, and flexible members

in front and back of it. A feature of the

motor design is the use of very large bear

ing surfaces for the cam shafts and rocker

members, while 'the inclined position of the

valves gives an interior cylinder formation

which conduces to successful thermal ac

tion. The transmission is by propeller

shaft, through a multiple disc clutch having

five units, of 12 inches diameter, selective

change gear, and floating axle. The sys

tem is mounted on annular ball bearings,

and is lubricated by automatic-circulation

from the engine base reservoir.

Brakes are arranged in such a way that

all linkage is brought inside the frame, and

the 'drums for the internal-external mem

bers, are separated by a liberal air space.

The steering gear embodies a combination

of the screw 'and nut and rack and pinion

types—the nut'beingg' long enough to em

brace the entire body of the screw, while

its exterior on one side is toothed to engage
a pinion on theisteering rocker_shaft,_ the

arrangement providing great strength.

', The remaining model—“C"—has a 5% by

"5' inch. opposed motor, chain drive, and 32

by 3% inch wheels. Like the otlter‘models

of the line it has the thermo-syphori sys

tem of cooling which has been a Jackson

feature since 1906, and is similar to the

standard in a number of other respects.

While resembling its predecessor of'the

current year in a number of'details, it dif-'

fers from it in the matter of wheel base,

that dimension having been lengthened'to

104 inches. '

.' Auto-Meter Presents New Features.

"Quite different in appearance from pre—

vious models, the new Auto-Meter, pro

duced by the Warner Instrument Co., of

Beloit, Wis., embodies a number of changes

calculated to add to its desirability as a

speed indicator and mileage recorder. In

the new model the mechanism is enclosed

in a circular case having a flat face, with

openings for the figures. The trip regis

ter records to a total of 10,000 miles as

against ,1,000 miles, the usual maximum for

trip dials, and the total mileage register

has a 100,000 maximum, where 10,000 has

prevailed in the past. The speed indica

tions are similar to those in the older mod

els produced by the company, but a new

feature consists of a concealed electric bulb

which lights all the readings when a button

is pressed. Improvements also have been

made in the flexible shaft and connections

looking to the utmost durability. The in

strument incorporates a clock when de

sired. . '

Care in Handling Tilting Bodies.

'Users, of cars provided with tilting bod

ies should beware of the danger of the sup

ports jarring loose when the engine is run

ning and permitting the body to fall. This

contingency usually is carefully provided

against by the manufacturer, butv at the same

time there is danger that _a_ careless oper

ator may neglect to fastenthe supporting

struts or braces properly when lifting the

body to efiect a wayside repair.

APPERSON. MAKES TAXIMETER CABS

New Product Adapted to Private Town Use

or Commercial Purposes—Specifica

tions of the Construction.

That taximeter cabs have for some little

time been a product of the Apperson Bros.

Automobile Co. has just been disclosed.

The factory at Kokomo, Ind., is turning out

quite a number of machines of this type,

mounted on the regular Model 0 chassis.

The vehicles sell for $3,000 and are suit

able for either private, town service or com

mercial purposes. The motor is of 30 horse

power, with four cylinders cast separately.

A double system of ignition is used, includ

battery. ‘ The

change gear is three speed selective, and

ing magneto and storage

shaft drive [is employed, with a full floating

type of rear axle. The wheels are. ‘,‘dished,"

running on a “plumb spoke," and carry 34

by 4-inch tires. The body is of the landaulct

type. When desired the top maybe pushed

back, all the windows concealed within the

body work, and the window frames folded

down. On order a removable top is_placed

over, the driver’s seat and also a removable

from glass.

Antidote for Poorly Designed Carburetter.

Although it is not generally appreciated

it is doubtless a fact that a considerable

amount of fuel is wasted from poorly de~

signed carburetters when the car-is running,

owing to improper float regulation and con

sequent dripping from the base of the mix

ing chamber. To obviate this, it is well in

some instances to “damp” the action of the

float valve in some way, thus making it less

responsive to the dancing action of the

float. Sometimes this may be accomplished

by limiting the travel of the valve, some

times by stifl‘ening the action of the light

mechanism which connects the valve and

float. At all events, it is not sufficient to

see that the float chamber does not overflow

when the car is standing still and the mo

tor at rest. This must not occur when the

engine is being raced, or when the car is

running over rough ground. In either case.

the waste is at once a source of a small

amount of expense and a great amount of

danger.

Diamond Rubber Improving a Street.

For a huge manufacturing concern to of

fer to repave practically an entire street

freeof expense to its home city is an inci

dent as unusual as it is unexpected. Just

such an offer has been made by the Dia

mond Rubber Co., to the city of Akron,

Ohio, the privilege being asked in return

for the right to utilize a small portion of

the street in order to connect recent addi

tions to the plant with the old buildings.

The offer has been accepted and the work

will involve a $20,000 outlay.
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BUSY PRMWUNG CLOSED BODIES

Activity at the Franklin Factory Indicates

the Growing Demand—Difiering Types

Included in the Line.

 

 

Careful development of the body build

of the better

equipped automobile factories has been the

means of bringing about an unforeseen con

tingency in the business of production. With

ing department in many

  

I

orders for closed bodies in the rough and

the trestles in the wood shop and the trim

ming floor are well filled with bodies in all

stages of advancement toward the finished

state. The rate of production is being in

creased as the new addition to the plant

nears completion, and is gradually being ab

sorbed by the growing departments.

Some idea of the activity in this depart

ment, is furnished by the accompanying pic

ture showing a corner of the shop where

a lot of landaulet bodies are being finished.

the “K-2" t0wn car, which is a six-passen

ger vehicle mounted on the motor cab chas

sis; an 18 horsepower, four-passenger lan

daulet—which is claimed to be the smallest

vehicle of its class at present on the mar

ket, and which is listed at a figure calcu

lated to attract attention—and a second

landaulet which is mounted on the 28 horse

power chassis. Both of the landaulets are

similar in design and construction, differing

only in the matter of size. The limousine

is the largest of the group, and is driven by

 

WHERE THE FRANKLIN CLOSED BODIES ARE BUILT

the perfection of body types by the car

builders has come a growing demand for

bodies in some little variety and especially

where this demand is beginning to run to

mountings of the closed type, it has been

found necessary in more than one instance

to increase the capacity of the department

to keep pace with the orders. In the case

of the H. H. Franklin CO., Syracuse, N. Y.,

the work of the body department is now

reported to be a more important factor in

the business than ever before. Just at pres

ent, work is being advanced rapidly on large

The presence of such a large number of

stock orders in a single factory, moreover,

casts some light on the growing demand

for this class of vehicle throughout the in

dustry, for it was only a year or two ago

that bodies of this type were made up only

on special order, and few makers ventured

to risk holding them in stock.

The closed body line, which is a compar

atively new feature of the Franklin out

put, is produced in several different types.

They include an 18 horsepower, inside—

driven brougham seating two passengers;

the 42 horsepower, 6-cylinder motor. It

seats seven passengers and is quite the most

pretentious and largest in the line.

The body construction is all of original

design, incorporating a combination of wood

and aluminum materials. The chassis em

ployed are practically the same as are used

for the touring cars and roadstcrs of corre

sponding powers, but are especially

strengthened for the purpose. That is to

say, in addition to being lengthened out,

the frames are stiffened to meet the extra

requirements of the added weight.

   
 

 

FRANKLIN MODEL “11" LIMOUSINE FRANKLIN MODEL "D" LANDAULET
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NEW FEATURES IN CONE CLUTCH

Provision for Removal of Leather Lining

in Sections—Novel Construction of

Springs Under Bearing Surface.

It might be supposed that the ordinary

type of plain cone clutch had been reduced

to practically its lowest terms long since.

That such is not the case, however, is shown

by the development of a new device in con

nection with the clutch applied to the lat—

est model of the British Austin car, in

which provision is made for the complete

removal of the leather lining in sections

and by means of an attachment suggestive

der proper, A,,is of perfectly regular form

ation except that at intervals it is provided

with bosses running across its lower face

and arranged to mount the lugs, C, which

engage the ends of the spring plates, D, up

on which the leather facing, B, is secured.

Studs, F, projecting from the ends of the

bosses carry the clips, E, which hold the

plates in position once they have been slid

into place.

by the secondary studs, G, which draw the

lugs, C, downward. '

Instead of being perfectly flat, the strips

are crowned through the center, thus form

ing a very slightly elevated ridge through

the center of the engaging surface of the

leather, but one which yields to pressure‘

due to the flattening of the crown of the

  

in a way, of the mounting of the familiar

detachablerim in the tire field. An addi

tional feature of unusual merit and original

ity lies in the use of relieving springs which

are continuous throughout the bearing sur

face of the leather, and secure the initial

contact at the center of the leather instead

of at the smaller end of the cone as in or

dinary practice.

In order to effect these imprOvements the

ordinary conical spider—otherwise cast in

the same manner as the usual clutch cone—

is provided with a set of six T-shaped lugs

running across the face of the cone parallel

to its axis and forming with the cone sur

face a series of slots into which the ends

of six strips of flat spring steel are fitted.

These strips form at once the relieving

springs and the backing for the leather fac

ing of the clutch, the facing being in sec

tions corresponding to the shape of the

strips, and which are riveted in place in the

usual way. .

The accompanying illustration indicates

the arrangement in detail. The clutch spi‘

strips when the female cone of the fly wheel

is engaged. The arrangement of the slots

in the male cone into which the strips are,

slid permits the latter to be withdrawn at

any time without removing the clutch from

its shaft or in any way disturbing its mount

ing. When the cone is disengaged. a series

of six bolts on its rear face are loosened,

thus releasing as many lugs, which lock the

sections of the facing in place.

this is done, one or more of the sections

of the working face may be withdrawn,

when it may be renewed, cleaned, treated

with oil by soaking‘it in a pan, or other

wise repaired in a few minutes time. ’The

clutch is but little more complicated [or

heavier than the ordinary type, is simple to

handle, and possesses the further advantage '

to the tourist that a complete extra work

ing face may be carried in

a burn out of the leather or any other‘acci

dent of a similar nature. this in itself_:com—'

pensating for whatever th‘crc :is of exth

' ' Pullman sleeper.weight in the part itself.

Additional security is furnished,

As soon as "

the tool kit,"

packed in small compass, for use in 'case "of,

' with the interurban trolley is thus just one

' half, while in the same way it has but a lit

RATiiiS 0F WEIGHT AND CAPACITY

Wherein Automobile Design Excels that of

Railway Vehicles—Data Based on Re

sults of Actual Comparison.

Vehicle weight in proportion to horse»

power has received considerable attention

in the automobile industry at one time or

another, although the question of weight in

proportion to passenger or load-carrying

capacity has not been subjected to close

scrutiny. In other lines of transportation,

however, and particularly in the field of

railroading it is rated a matter of consid

erable importance, though exact figures are

not always readily obtainable. Considering

the fact that in only rare instances the rail

way car is compelled to carry its own power

plant complete and that in any event it is

driven or drawn over a right of way which

is specially prepared for the purpose, it

might be supposed that its ratio of weight

to useful capacity would be greater than

that of the motor vehicle designed for high

way use. That such is not the case, but

rather that the automobile. even when of

the most complete and luxurious type is con

_sidcrably lighter, is much to the credit of

the designer.

Until recently no data on this subject that

night be regarded as authoritative h; 5 been

compiled. A street railway and electrical

journal, however, a short time ago, made

an investigation of various models of elec

trically driven passenger cars. Forty-six

difl'erent cars were used as the basis for the

cmzpilation and most of them were found

to weigh from. 1,200 to 1,333 pounds a seat.

the number of seats ranging from 40 to 71.

The range in weights may be appreciated

when the fact is shown that of two cars,

each seating 60, one weighed 854 pounds

per passenger and the other 1,213. Little

argument would be needed to show passen

gers which of the two would be safer for

traveling, or a buying company which would

prove more durable. The Pullman company

goes still farther on the question of weights,

its sleeping cars with a capacity for 30 peo

ple. weighing about 125,000 pounds, or

4,166 pounds per passenger.

In this connection it is interesting to

compare with' the figures the weight of the

filllaflfllgcti touring car. As an example. a

six-cylinder Pierce Arrow, developing 48

horsepower, with the water, oil and gaso

lene tanks filled, and equipped with a cape

top and glass front, weighs only 572 pounds

per passenger. One of six cylinders, de

veloping 60 horsep0wer and with the tanks

all filled and similarly equipped, weighs

639 pounds per passenger. The weight per

passenger of the touring car as compared

do less .than'one-seventh the weight 'of the
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BATES'S BAI'I‘ I-‘0II 0RDI'IRS

Cut Prices for Customers Ordering by Mail

—"Just as Good as Anybody Else's"

the Modest Claim.

retail tire

business has been tried for some time by

Solicitation for mail order

cut price houses, but a rubber company

manufacturing tires and planning to sell

its output by mail order methods at cut

Yet the

blessings of such an institution were not to

price figures is a little bit newer.

be withheld from the private owner for

ever, and at last he is to be delivered from

the greed of the established tire concerns

through the introduction of that modern

method of merchandising expressed in

crystalline form as “from Kalamazoo direct

to you."

Kalamazoo does not happen to be the

place in this instance, but the principle is

tl.e same. or is intended to be. Rutherford,

N. 1., is the happy spot, and the Ruther

ford Rubber Co. is the firm. That the

company knows what it is about in solicit

ing business by mail almost goes without

saying after it is disclosed that its presi

dent is none other than Charles Austin

Bates, who as an advertising expert at one

time deigned to criticize and improve the

"copy" for advertising letters and pieces of

business literature, at from $5 to $50 per

piece.

Until recently Bates has been proving

the efiiciency of his circular letters by mar

keting mining stock through their use. In

turning to tires he brings to bear the mas

ter touch of experience in the letter writing

art, giving at once a vigorous presenta

tion and an impression of great self-re

straint in endeavoring to state the facts

fairly and with simple modesty.

According to the letters, the Rutherford

proposition contemplates saving the owner

of a car from $10 to $40 per tire, or from

25 to 60 per cent. on tire expense. Even

the most ardent seeker after bargains would

make an inquiry into the quality of tires

offered, however, so that this point is care

fully covered.

It is all very simple. As Bates himself

explains, “There is no mystery about an au

tomobile tire. Anybody who wants to and

knows how, can build a good one—just as

good as anybody else's." Continuing he

names several prominent makes which he

pronounces “good tires simply because their

makers use good rubber and fabric and put

them together right."

Such being the case it is made clear

where the company's own tires stand. No

bragging or wild statements when it comes

to that point. Not a bit of it! Bates ac

tually confesses that “they are not better

than the best—only as good." Who could

help but feel confidence in products backed

by people making their claims in such a

gentle. open and above-board way? Most

people in trying to sell goods enumerate

certain advantages or points of superiorityI

but Bates is quite content to pick out the

world’s best in tires and to let it be under

stood simply that his tires are of the same

quality.

It will no doubt be a great surprise to

the trade to learn that “there are no se

crets” about the manufacture of automobile

tires, according to Bates. The blow will

fall hard on some of the bigger makers

who have been paying enormous salaries

to men who make pretences of special rub—

ber knowledge. After all the money that

has been spent in the past in developing

successful “compounds” and vulcanization

treatments, it is disheartening for the older

tire manufacturers to find that Bates has

wrested their secrets from them and is

willing to share them with the world at

large.

Following the policy of making it as

easy for the customer as possible, the firs't‘

letter to the owner whom the company

seeks to interest, contains a return postal

card which only requires the filling out of

the name and address to bring all the de

tails and prices. As a quiet tip, however,

it is unnecessary to fill out the card, the

proposition being pretty sure to come along

anyway. Sure enough, the second letter

tells all about it, whether the first one has

been ignored or not.

Enclosed with the letter is the price list,

together with a duplicate order blank, just

such as one would fill out in buying mining

shares, and having pretty red serial num

bers in the corner. Under the name of the

tires is printed “Wear! Wearll” but it is

not made clear whether slowly or quickly.

As for the price list the “blue tubes" are

exactly the same in price as the retail list

prices on Diamonds and other lines, while

the prices on the casings in no instance are

as much as either $10 or 25 per cent. less

than the retail list on standard tires, which

in view of the fact that the letters prom

ised a saving of from $10 to $40 on each, or

from 25 to 60 per cent., is something of a

disappointment, no doubt, to the man who

has fallen under the spell of the persuasive

Bates advertising “copy.”

 

Instructive Reading for Agents.

Agents ambitious to become well posted

on modern methods of selling motor cars

as well as of advertising and building them

-—and Rambler agents in particular—are

likely to derive no small interest and profit

from the pages of the Dealer's Number of

the Rambler Magazine which has just been

issued by Thomas B. Jeffery & Co.. Keno

sha, Wis. In addition to a complete de

scription of the 1909 line of Rambler cars,

considerable space is given over to descrip

tions of the methods of manufacture and

sale of the cars, suggestiver illustrated and

conveniently arranged.

RATING 0F IGNITION CAPACITY

British Society of Motor Manufacturers and

Traders Adopts Specific Rules—Ofl'i

cial Label to be Used.

One of the minor abuses to which the ac

cessory branch of the British automobile

trade has been subjected is the rating of ig

nition accumulators according to a more or

less imaginary capacity.

Ky.

tically no value to the user, because of the

“Ignition capaci

" as it is called, of course is of prac‘

varying consumption of ignition devices

under different conditions of adjustment

and load, as well as the varying resistances

which they oppose to the passage of the

current. To simplify matters and ensure

for the user a rating which shall be at once

comprehensive and sufiiciently accurate to

enable him to use the batteries intelligently,

the tire and accessory section of the So‘

ciety of Motor Manufacturers and Traders

has made an investigation as a result of

which certain recommendations are made

and an official “S. M. M. T.” rating estab

lished which all manufacturers may use,

provided they agree to certain conditions.

The rating rules are as follows:

"(1.) Accumulators shall have printed on

their labels their actual capacity when dis

charged at a definite rate continuously, this

rate being one-twentieth of the capacity

claimed. An interval of rest to be allowed,

such interval not to take place until half the

period of discharge has expired.

“(2) The accumulators can have printed

on their labels the approximate capacity

with intermittent current, which shall be

arrived at by doubling the actual capacity

obtained by following Rule 1.

“(3) In cases' of dispute on the subject

of the actual capacity of an accumulator,

such dispute may be referred to the S. M. M.

T., who may order tests carried out on the

basis of Rule 1 by some competent author

ity, such as the Electrical Standardizing

and Training Institution, Faraday House.

London.”

The officially sanctioned labels will read:

S.M.M.T.

Capacity. Rating.

Actual capacity at constant dis

charge . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . Amp. hours

Approximate capacity with in

termittent current .. . . . . . . . . Amp. hours

White Construction for Ambulances.

liow the principles of White construction

have been embodied in the various ambu

lances, patrol wagons and buses which have

been produced by the White CO., Cleveland,

Ohio, is told in a booklet recently issued.

Illustrations show ambulances used by the

War Department, Navy Department and by

the cities of New York, Philadelphia, Chi

cago and Trcnton. as well as those of pri

vate hospftals.
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CLUB AND ASSOCIATION DOINGS

How the Organizations are Promoting In

terest in Motoring—Active Work for

Making the Highways Better.

Treason to the horse might almost be

suspected in the case of the organization of

the Fulton County Automobile Club, at At

lanta, Ga. The club had its orginzation

meeting in the rooms of the Piedmont Driv

ing Club, supposedly sacred to equine inter

ests. But many of the members of the

latter club are broad enough in their view to

appreciate both motor cars and horses, and

did not hesitate to go into the new move

ment. The officers chosen are as follows:

Edward H. Inman, president; Charles I.

W. G. Humphrey,

secretary and treasurer.

Ryan, vice-president;

It is the inten

tion of the club to build a country club

house immediately. Among the objects of

the new club the creation and promotion of

interest in the good roads movement natur

ally holds prominence, and in this it will

co-operate with the horse drivers’ organ

ization.

At Newton, Kan., the motorists have or

ganized the Newton Automobile Club, and

among its first activities is the preparation

of a good roads campaign. A “permanent

roads committee" has been appointed and

it will be the duty of the committee mem

bers to make frequent trips over the neigh

boring highways and to take note of road

defects and the possibilities of improve

ment. Following these investigations, con

ferences will be held with the road over

seers in the districts where the poor condi

tions exist, with a view to arranging for

the necessary repairs and attention. The

club declares itself willing to pledge finan

cial aid for the work.

To establish a fund for the apprehension

and conviction of automobile thieves and

to take action against persons who throw

nails and glass in the streets, the motorists

of Fort Wayne, Ind., have formed the Fort

Wayne Automobile Owners Protective As

sociation. A fund of $500 was subscribed

at the first meeting, for the purposes indi

cated. In addition to its aggressive legal

plans, however, the club expects to effect

more social objects as well. The officers

selected include E. H. Merritt, president;

George DeWald, vice-president; A. L. Ran

dall, secretary, and Van B. Perrine, treas

urer.

By the appointment of “inconsiderate

driving committees” the local clubs belong

ing to the Royal Automobile Club of Eng

land are not intending to further incon

siderate driving as might be supposed,

but are preparing to lessen it as far as pos

sible. Strong action is to be taken against

offenders, including expulsion if they be

club members, and the police and public

are invited to co-operate with the commit

tees in reporting and prosecuting the guilty

drivers. The committee for each local club

consists of five members, and they are re

quired to investigate all cases within their

jurisdiction. The club’s definition of “in

considerate driving” includes every case in

which another user of the road is put to

unnecessary inconvenience, whether there

has been an actual infraction of the law or

not.

Prizes for those of the Chicago Motor

Club who bring in the most new members

indicate the earnestness of the club’s inten

tion to raise its membership to at least

300. The “300” campaign is now under full

swing, and awards of $100, $50 and $25, will

be made to those who secure the first, sec

ond and third largest number of applicants,

respectively. To create an interest in the

club's election, a novelty has been intro

duced, consisting of a nominating commit

tee whose duty it will be to select at least

two complete tickets for all the elective

offices, before the club election on Decem

ber 12.

Instead of waiting to get driblets from

the legislative mill, a number of wealthy

Trenton automobilists, comprising the

membership of the Mercer County Automo

bile Club, have just completed at their per

sonal expense, the oiling of a section of road

between Trenton and Mercerville, N. J., on

the route from New York to Philadelphia.

The treatment given the road surface is

said to have proved an entire success in

laying the dust, and the people along the

section express themselves as delighted with

the result.

- Burdened as it is with the name La Movi

ganta Klubo, the fashionable women’s mo

toring club of Philadelphia is thriving and

happy. Among its latest achievements is

the perfecting of an arrangement with the

Royal Automobile Club of England by

which the Movigantans become associate

members of that organization. The com

pact gives the Philadelphia women all the

privileges of membership in the Royal club

in European touring.

Over fifty automobile drivers and me

chanics of Omaha, Neb., met recently and

formed the Nebraska Association of Auto

mobile Drivers. The association plans to

increase the efficiency of its members by

providing a technical library and by having

technical addresses, from time to time. In

addition to its social program, the associa

tion will also take a hand in local legisla

tive regulation. The officers elected are:

A. Schultz( president; Charles Crawford,

vice-president; Gus Rudolph, recording sec

retary; Robert Melvin, financial secretary

and treasurer.

Danger signs at short distances from rail

road crossings and bad hills, culverts and

turns, are to be put up by the Columbus

Automobile Club in Columbus, 0., and on

the outlying roads. The latter will also be

posted with signs giving road directions and

distances. All the signs will be in blue

and white enamel. Contributions for the

work, which is quite expensive, are being

sought from all automobile owners of the

vicinity.

Distribution of scenic tour maps has been

undertaken by the Wilkes-Barre Automobile

Club, the maps showing ideal tours to New

York, Boston, Philadelphia and other large

cities, by way of Wilkes-Barre, Pa. The

club is also completing arrangements for a

magnificent new club house, where visiting

tourists will be welcomed.

Under the name of the Lehigh Valley

Motor Club, 35 automobilists of Bethle

hem, Pa., have organized for both social

and practical purposes. The first election

of officers resulted as follows: Robert L.

Stuart, president; H. R. Seaman, vice-pres

ident; William D. Shantz, secretary; Fred

H. Sterner, treasurer.

Holding the interest of the members

through the winter months is the object

of a series of dinners and lectures that have

been arranged for by the Automobile Club

of Portland, Ore. The lectures will be given

in a convention hall which has been engaged

for the purpose.

Herbert M. Sawyer has been elected sec

retary of the Massachusetts State Automo

bile Association, to take the place of J.

Fortescue, resigned. The new secretary re

sides in Worcester, Mass., and has been as

sistant secretary of the Worcester Automo

bile Club.

Private owners and agents have combined

at Madison, Wis., and have formed the Mad

ison Automobile League. The following of

ficers have been chosen: W. E. Petrie, pres

ident; Dr. Frank Smith, vice-president; A.

E. Austin, secretary; and M. H. Conklin,

treasurer.

The Port Caddo Motor Club has been

formed and will have its headquarters at

Caddo Lake, Texas, where a commodious

clubhouse is being built. Judge Lyttleton

has been chosed president, with Sid Cole

man, secrctary, and Fred Heidelberg, treas

urcr.

Santa Barbara Vetoes Road Bonds.

After a very animated campaign, the vot

ers of Santa Barbara county, Cal., have re

jected by a close vote the proposition to is

sue $l,250,000 worth of bonds to aid in

the construction of a through road from

San Francisco to Los Angeles. The chief

objection made was that it would put too

great a burden on the county alone, par

ticularly in view of the fact that Governor

Gillette’s plan to have the State issue $18,

000,000 in bonds for the building of im

proved roads is likely to go through in the

near future, in which case the money would

be forthcoming from that sonrce.
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I10W FINES ARE IMPOSED BY MAIL

Magistrate Naar’s Methods Aired in Prose

cutor's Bill of Particulars—The Case

Against Him Advances.

last

week that action had been brought against

Justice of the Peace Manfred Naar, of Tren

ton, N. J., for alleged illegal methods of

A sequel to the announcement of

administration in conducting a mail order

system of fining motorists accused of ex

ceeding the speed limit, came on Friday last

when Joseph A. Sexton, of Perth Amboy,

filed in the New Jersey Supreme Court at

Trenton a bill of particulars in the damage

suit against Naar, for alleged false arrest

and fine in connection with an alleged vio

lation of the New Jersey speed law. Sexton

denies that he violated the law as charged

by the Justice of the Peace and claims that

the action was an effort to extort money

from him. He sues for $200 damages for

the arrest and fine.

On August 18 last. says the complainant,

Sexton received from Naar a letter saying

that there had been lodged against him a

complaint by Ofi'icer -\\'right, of Mercer

county, of excessive automobile driving on

August 16. Sexton was ordered to call at

Naar’s office and answer-the complaint on

August 22. The letter went on to say that

in-case of failure to appear judgment would

be entered and filed with the Department of

Motor Vehicles.

The bill goes on to show that the com

plainant replied by letter, denying any speed

law violation and expressing unwillingness

-to come to Trenton on the date named be

cause of the inconvenience. On August

20 Sexton received a second letter from

Naar, written on a letter head of the New

Jersey Detective Bureau, in which it was

said that if he did not care to appear for a

hearing he could send a check for $8.75 fine

and costs and that would settle the matter.

A check on the First National Bank of

South Amboy endorsed by Naar is one of

the exhibits in the case.

 

Pennsylvania Judge on Illegal Arrests.

By the terms of a recent decision in Penn

sylvania it has been established that before

arrests of motorists can be made for violat

ing the speed law, it must be proved con

clusively that the offending motorist has

covered a full mile in less than the time

limit prescribed by lay. The ruling was

handed down by Judge Sadler at Carlisle,

on November 16th. in a habeas corpus pro

ceeding brought on behalf of a chaufieur

for John Hay, a local attorney. The con

stable making the arrest in the case had tes

tified that he had measured a quarter mile

course, over which the accused had driven

at excessive speed. Judge Sadler also de

cided that justices have no right to issue

warrants outside the county in which the

offense is committed; that the action is civil

or penal and not criminal and that the com

monwealth cannot be a party to the pro

ceedings.

Joy Riding Chauffeur Loses License.

“Joy riding” without permission from the

owner of the car has resulted in the revo

cation of the driver's license of John Krum

bine, of Elizabeth, N. J., who on the night

of October 20 took a car from the garage

of the Elizabeth Automobile Co. and started

out with a merry party. The machine did

not go very far before an accident took

place which ditched it and did considerable

damage. State Commissioner of Motor Ve

hicles J. B. R. Smith, in speaking of his ac

tion in revoking Krumbine's‘ license, said

“All such cases will be summarily dealt

with by this department. These night rides

are nearly always in violation of the speed

limits, generally result in the intoxication

of the drivers and occupants of the ma

chines, and endanger both the lives of those

in the cars and of people riding or walking

on the roads."

Bridgeport Will Punish Reckless Drivers.

- Bridgeport, Conn., has been aroused over

a series of recent accidents due, it is charged

by some, to the lax. administration of the

present automobile law, and by others to

inherent weakness of the law itself. Early

last week, Mayor Martin issued an order to

Chief of Police Cowles, to instruct his forces

to arrest every motorist found driving in a

reckless way.through the streets. The or

der is a repetition of one issued some time

ago, but hitherto enforced principally by

men detailed for the purpose. In the same

connection, an open letter to Chief Cowles

has been officially endorsed by the Auto

mobile Club of New Haven counseling a

better enforcement of the law and offering

to place a fast car at the disposal of the de

partment for overtaking offending motorists

who seek escape in flight.

Jersey Licenses Must Soon be Renewed.

Former holders of New Jersey licenses

are being reminded by J. B. R. Smith, com

missioner of Motor Vehicles, that it will

be necessary to take out new licenses on

December 31, and that the authorities will

be very severe in apprehending and pun

ishing those who try to operate their ma

chines within the state on old licenses.

Owners are advised to forward their appli

cation for new licenses at once, and the

commissioner promises that delivery on

the new tags and cards will be started by

December 1 or earlier. Commissioner

Smith’s original anouncement called for the

filing of applications at the main office of

the Department of Motor Vehicles at Tren

ton. A later special order, however, an

nounced that applications filed with A. B.

Le Massena, Newark agent of the depart

ment would receive proper attention.

F01! UNIFORM NEW ENGLAND LAWS

Interstate Conference of Governors and

Other Officials in Boston—Automobile

Legislation One of the Topics.

Unique in the Annals of legislation is the

first New England Conference on Uniform

Laws, which opened in Boston on Tuesday

this week. Its roster includes the govern

ors, lieutenant-governers and governors

elect of New England, senators, members

of congress and other officials of the six

states represented. As called by Governor

Curtis Guild, Jr., of Massachusetts, its pur

pose is to “consider the common needs of

all, especially in the way of speedy enact

ment of uniform laws." Among the lead4

ing subjects under consideration are: The

preservation and cultivation of forests; the

safe-guarding and protection of supplies of

sea foods; the construction and use of high

ways, with especial reference to the regula

tion of automobiles. Tuesday afternoon's

session, when the highways question was

discussed, was addressed by Harold Par

ker C. E., delegate to Paris International

Congress of Roadbuilding, and chairman

Massachusetts Highway Commission; James

H. MacDonald, president American Road

makers Association, Commissioner of High

ways of Connecticut; ex-Governor Nahum

J. Batchelder of New Hampshire, Master

of the National Grange, also read papers.

Movement to Compel Lighting of Parks.

An early victory in the campaign which

the New Jersey Automobile and Motor Club

is waging for the betterment of the auto

mobile law was the securing of the passage

of a resolution by the Newark Board of

Trade on Saturday last, requesting the Park

Commission to compel all vehicles enter

ing the parks at night to carry a proper

light. A further recommendation to the

Commission was that the present Elwood

avenue entrance to Branch Brook Park “be

straighened and widened, that proper lights

to insure safety be placed on this and other

drives within the park. and that shrubbery

which obstructs a clear view of the high

way at this entrance be removed." This

entrance has long been regarded dangerous.

Park Restrictions Lessened in Boston.

Non-skid treads for tires, including those

having metal studs or wire points, have

been restored to good standing in Boston's

parks and boulevards through the action of

the Metropolitan Park Commission in re

scinding its rule, passed last March, pro

hibiting their use. Ever since the rule went

into effect the motorists have made a strong

fight for its annulment. The prohibition still

prevails against the use of ropes or chains

on the tires, but efforts will be made to

have this also removed.
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Santa Rosa Man Celebrates the Election

with an “Auto-de-Fe”—Consigns His

Bewitched Car to the Flames.

Small boys in an exuberance of Election

Day spirits have been known to burn up

wood sheds. cellar stairs, roll-top desks, pi

anos and other articles of furniture, but

when a full-grown man celebrates the vic

tory of a presidential candidate by cremat

ing a healthy, robust motor car, he bids fair

to become an eligible applicant for the

funny house or St. Vitus's Dancing Acad

emy. Jake Luppold, Esq., of Santa Rosa,

Cal., who had been "seeing things at night"

was the gentleman to distinguish himself

_a few days ago by burning his car at the

stake, even as the Maid of Orleans was

burned some years back. Luppold did not

do this because of any election bet he had

made, but because he was of highly super

stitious temperament. and really believed

that the car was haunted and a “hoodoo.”

Seeing the machine blaze into a pile of

ashes and twisted metal, the owner chuckled

in much satisfaction and was thoroughly

convinced that he had killed the hoodoo

forever.

So happy was he over it that he celebrat

ed the occasion by treating a number of his

friends to a glorious banquet. In addition

to killing the little black man of the mo

tor, Luppold also vanquished the hop hoo

dOO. He said so himself. The hop hOO(lOJ

cashed in only incidentally and it was a

clever trick, too, for the pyre was made

with a bale of 1907 crop hops. The hop

crop of that year, it must be explained, was

a Jonah harvest.

Some weeks ago. when Luppold an

nounced that he was going to sacrifice his

car, he was flooded with letters from per

sons begging him to refrain from perform

ing the wanton deed. Luppold was un

moved by all of these sentimental pleas and

applied the torch with his own hands. The

car was not insured.

“Tag-Day" Hold-up Strikes Motorists.

“Stung again!" that useful phrase, has a

lot of hard work before it as the result of

the invention Of “Tag Day.” As yet there

have been only a few try-outs of “Tag Day,"

but these have been so successful from the

perpetrators’ point of view that the insti

tution is likely to visit all parts of the

country before it dies. As may be suspected

it is a species of “hold-up" for charity and

makes special provision for forced contribu

tions from automobilists. In addition to

small tags for pedestrians, which the latter

have to pay for when the earnest charity

workers pin the devices on their victims'

lapels, there are prepared a goodly quantity

of pennants in gay colors for attaching to

motor cars. Eagle eyed watchers on the

streets on “Tag Day" quickly see any ma

chine that has not got its outfit of pen

nants, whereupon the driver is cheerfully

stopped and made to “cough up" for a set.

Unlike the church fair, however, only one

contribution is called for, the pennants

granting immunity for the rest of the day.

In those places where the scheme has been

tried, the local motorists, knowing the pur

pOses for which the money was to be used,

would contribute without demur. but tran

sient tourists in some instances were less

agreeable.

 

Eau Claire Gets a Motor Car Cheap.

Eau Claire, which is also called Hyatt

Park and which is not far from Columbia,

S. C., has gained an automobile even if it

has lost a fine. A colored chauffeur, who

a few days ago ran his machine at high

speed through the center of town several

times in spite cf the newly posted ordinance

calling for a 15 miles per hour maximum,

was finally followed up and approached by

the local constable. The negro was stand

ing on the sidewalk when the officer came

up, and scenting trouble he took to his

heels. This did not disturb the constable.

however, who calmly took possession of the

car. The driver has not come back and the

town is still holding the machine and won

dering if the owner will ever appear to

claim it.

Too Swift for the “Ambulance Chasers.”

Chasing ambulances, for the purpose of

getting the prosecution of damage claims

that may be brought by the accident vic

tims. has become a work requiring consid

erable stamina and sprinting ability since

the introduction of the motor ambulance.

The “runners” for damage claim lawyers

have in the past been well able to keep up

with the horse drawn vehicles, and even

to board them and thrust the lawyer’s cards

in the victims' faces, but the motor ambu

lance is too fast. both in going to the scene

of catastrophe and in returning to the hos

pitals. It is not easy therefore for the

“runners” to find out either where the ac

cident occurred or where the injured per

sons were taken, until it is too late for their

purpose.

 

La Salle’s One Horsepower "Automobile."

After considerable boasting about the au

tomobile which was being built by the

Young Men's Athletic Club, of La Salle,

Ill., the machine itself has made its ap

pearance. It is of one horsepower, the

horse being placed in the center of an old

wagon frame, but concealed by burlap cur

tains. A wringer in front constitutes the

starting crank, and the canopy top is made

of Old umbrellas. All the other fittings and

accessories are of the same order, and the

club members propose to enter the machine

in all automobile parades and races in the

vicinity to which it is eligible.

[100000 TAKES FIERY REVENGE

Danville Doctor Gets Full Benefit of the

“13" Incubus—Rebukes His Machine

and It Goes up in Fire.

Sailor superstition as to “hoodoos’I at

taching to certain ships has a parallel in

the growing conviction in some quarters

that not a few cars are unlucky. Among the

recent converts to this belief is Dr. H. A.

Greer, of Danvilee. Ill., who has reason to

feel that a real, live “hoodoo” was on his

machine. The car was ordered on June

13 and arrived on a Friday.

tion number was 13,858, of which the last

Its registra

two digits make 13, as do the two next the

last. The first accident occurred on the

first Friday in July, when the machine col

lided with a street car, suffering considera~

ble damage. By August it was fully re

paired, and had two smashups in that

month one on the first Friday and the other

on the 13th. On September 13 it had an

other, followed the next Friday by more

trouble. and coming to grief again on the

succeeding Friday by a breakage of the

steering gear, which almost resulted in ca

tastrophe.

Afraid to trust himself in it on either a

Friday or the 13th Of the month, Dr. Greer

left the car in the garage on Friday. Oc- '

tober 2, although the evening before it had

been reported as ready for service again.

He used it on the following days without

incident, however, until Thursday. On

that day he addressed a few serious words

to the machine, telling it that on the next

day, Friday, it would have to stay locked

up in the garage on account of its bad luck.

In revenge the car carried him a good dis

tance from home and then took fire, burning

up so rapidly that the hose company which

was called to extinguish it, found only a

smouldering and worthless pile of junk.

The unfortunate owner is going to get a

new machine, and likewise a new registra

tion number.

 

Melodramatic Rescue of Scared Motorists.

Daring rescues, in which the hero dashes

out and stops a runaway horse driven by

the heroine. have taken a more modern

phase in which a blazing and uncontrolled

motor car supplants the equine portion of

the setting. Chicago had a demonstration

of the latest thing last week when Frank

Mack, a chauffeur, rushed out into the

street and hopped aboard a runaway auto

mobile that was spurting flames and in

which four frantic women were screaming

for help. The woman driving the machine

had lost control of it through her excite

ment. but Mack quickly took her place and

brought the car to a stop. The women

jumped out and extinguishers soon con

quered the fire.
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The Week’s Patents.

896,362. Resilient Wheel. Samuel S.

Childs, Bernardsville, N. J. Filed Jan. 28,

1908. Serial No. 413,046.

1. _ A resilient wheel comprising a body

portion having_a felly, a rim surrounding

the felly at a distance therefrom and form

ing a space between them, pairs of mem

bers placed at intervals in the space, means

for securing one member to the felly, means

for securing the other member to the rim,

:1 pair of resilient blocks placed between

each pair of members and in line circum

ferentially of the wheel, the members hav

ing flanges to surround the blocks to pre

vent their displacement, and a boss on one

of the members to extend part way between

the blocks.

896,375. Starter for Explosion Engines in

Self Propelled Vehicles. Delamere B. Gard

ner, Chicago, Ill. Filed Oct. 5, 1907. Se

rial No. 396,064.

1._ The combination with a driving shaft

having operative connection with an inter

nal combustion engine and a driven shaft

adapted to be connected to and disconnect

cd from said driving shaft, of means for

absorbing the momentum of said driven

shaft and the parts' connected therewith and

storing the energy thereof while the driven

shaft is disconnected from the engine, and

means for tragsmitting such stored energy

to said driving shaft to start the engine.

896,388. Carburettcr. Kirk G. Johnston,

New York, N. Y. Filed Aug. 12, 1907. Se

rial No. 388,151.

1. In a carburetter, an air lifted needle

valve, a longitudinally movable guide for

said needle valve stem, an adjustable stop

for said needle valve stem in the said guide,_

and a lever attached to said movable, guide

and adapted to move same longitudinally

varying amounts as and for the purpose

set forth.

896,389. Friction Clutch.‘ Kirk G. John?

ston, New York, N. Y. Filed August

1907. Serial No. 388,152.

1. In a friction clutch the combination

of a driving member, upon the face ,of

which are constructed a plurality of circu

larly disposed concentric cones; a pin or

pivot projecting from the center of said

driving member; a driven member. upon the

face of which are constructed a plurality of

circularly disposed concentric cones adapted

to fit into the spaces between the similar

cones on the said driving member, slidably

mounted on the said pin; a pin or shaft

projecting from the center of said driven

member, and rigidly attached theretoj a

plate member hermetically attached to the

rim of the said driving member, and ,jour

naled on the projecting shaft from the said

driven member, thus forming an oil-tight

casing for the said members; and means of

sliding the shaft projecting from the said

driven member, thus engaging or disengag‘

ing the said members. substantiallyas and

for the purpose set forth.

896.398. Incandescent lgniter for Gas

Engines. James S. Lang, Boston, Mass.

Filed June 9, 1905. Serial No. 264,443.

In an engine of the character specified

having a combustion chamber, a gas inlet

and exhaust passage, arr igniter contained in,

said exhaust passage, a damper or check

in said gas inlet-passage, a spindle on which

,said damper or check is mounted. a lever

fulcrumcd upon said spindle and fixed there

,i0. and means connecting said lever with"

‘said igniter.

"28963517." Safety“Cliitch for Starting Go‘s

"casing and, transmission gearin

Engines. Walter ‘S..Jones, Plainville, Conn.

Filed Aug. 30, 1905. Serial No. 276,464.

1. In a starting. device for motors, the

combination of a starting shaft with a pair

of clutch members for driving the said shaft

forwardly, a starting crank connected with

one of the said clutch members, a cylindri

cal friction surface for rotating forwardly

with the said shaft, a tubular friction device

mounted on the said cylindrical friction sur

face for carrying the shaft forwardly with

the crank against a given load and then per

mitting the shaft to stop or turn backward

ly without the crank, and means for con

tinually binding the said tubular friction de

vice upon the said cylindrical friction sur

face, to regulate the degree of frction that

is constantly exerted thereby.

896,455; Exhaust and Signal Control.

Jonathan D. Maxwell, Tarrytown, N. Y.

Filed Aug. 23, 1907. Serial No. 389.793.

1. An exhaust and signal control, com

prisingla muffler having a direct and an in

.direct out-let adapted to maintain a constant

back pressure in its contents, when dis

charging through the indirect outlet, a sig

nalinwlntcans and means adapted to oper

'atively connect the indirect outlet and sig

naling means. and to close either the direct

orlindirect outlet independently of the sig

na .

896,559. Air Inlet Regulator for Carburet

ters. Adele A. Longuemare, Paris, France.'

Filed hity 27. 1904. Serial No. 210,100.

1. In an automatic air inlet regulator for

carburetters the combination with a casing.

a perforated cover closing one end of said

casing, and a perforated fixed disc in sai

casing and parallel and adjacent to sai

cover, of a correspondingly perforated non—

rotatable discof. a diameter equal to that

of the interior of the casing and seated

directly upon and parallel but relatively

movable to said fixed disc. the solid por

tions of;the movable disc covering and clos

ing the perforations of the fixed disc and

vice vers'a, a spring for pressing the mov~

able disc upon the fixed disc, means for pre

venting lateral motion of the movable disc

relatively to the fixed disc and a suction

pipe connection between the casing and the

motor. so that the quantity of air which

penetrates is regulated by the suction of the

motor'acting 0n the upper ‘isui'face of the

movable disc to separatei’the two discs'

more or less from each 'O'th‘er, substantially

as 'set forth. "

896,606. Automobile

Wright, Cleveland, Ohio.

1907. Serial No. 397,503.

1. A horn comprising a pipe having an

opening in the side, a partition across the

ppip‘e forming a chamber in front of said

opening and having an outlet thereto, a

tongue .slidable on the pipe, across said

opening, the end of the tongue and the edge

_0-f_.th,e partition at the outlet being tooher.

896.624. Motor Vehicle. Walter Chris

tie, N,ci York, N. Y., assignor of one-half

to \NTGould ‘Brokaw, Archdale, N. C. Filed

Feb. 12, 1908. Serial No. 415, 548.

1. In“, a motor vehicle, the combination

with a hollow tubular cross casing provided

with Vertical bearing sleeves at opposite

ends thereof and having rearwardly project

ing,,l,ugs, bearing members having spindles

_ ttcd to the said vertical sleeves. wheels

rotatably mounted upon said bearing mem

bers. a motor supported upon the said cross

including

compensating means for connecting the said

motor ,with the said wheels. of a main body

Robert

15,

Horn.

Filed Oct.

"'ji'8ftl’on'ificliidin'g“'a frame work- and a pair

of rear 'wheels, the said frame work pro~

vided wrth forwardly projecting channel

irons which are fitted to the rearwardly pro

jccting lugs of the cross casing; and means

for removably connecting the said lugs and

channel irons together.

896,652. Gasolene Feed Chamber for Car

buretters. Godfried I. Mayer, Buffalo, N.

Y., assignor of five-twentieths to Donald R.

Clark and four-twentieths to I-Ierman

Mayer, Buffalo, N. Y. Filed May 23, 1907.

Serial No. 375,307.

1. A chamber having a cover removably

threaded thereon and a lug on its outer

face adjacent said cover, a spring bar se

cured at one end near the bottom of said

chamber and having its other end extended

above the cover and provided with an off

set portion bearing against said cover, said

bar being adapted to be sprung onto said

lug to disengage said offset portion from

the cover and hold it out of engagement.

896,661. Tire. William Porter, Los An

geles, Cal. Filed June 26, 1907. Serial No.

380,946.

A tire comprising a hollow ring formed

from thin, perforated, wedge shaped pieces

of material arranged radially and close to

gether. each piece being cut out in the cen

ter and having its inner edge flat and pro

vided with wings, the portion between said

Wings being separated by a wedge shaped

opening extending from the central open

ing to the flat edge on a diagonal line ex

tending across a line through the center

of_said piece substantially midway between

said wings, a lining around within the tire

having thin edges, one of which extends

iiito the wedge shaped recesses of said

pieces of material and the other extends

across the joint between the other edge of

the lining and the inner end of the severed

wmg portion, wire rings in the perforations

of said pieces to bind them together, and

an inflatable tube within the tire.

896,691. Change Speed Driving Gear.

Arthur T. Collier, St. Albans. England, as~

signor 0f one-fifth to Harry Seymour Fos

ter, London. England. Filed Aug. 20, 1907.

Serial No. 389,412.

1. Change speed driving gear comprising

a frame, a gear wheel rotatably mounted in

said frame, worms gearing with said gear

wheel and rotatably mounted in said frame,

a shaft rotatabl mounted adjacent to said

frame, means or coupling said shaft to

either of said worms, and means for bring

ing said frame into and securing it in the

respective positions in which the several

worms are coupled to sad shaft.

896,703. Vehicle Lamp. Charles Berge

ner, Rochester. N. Y., assignor to C. T.

Hamm Manufacturing Company, Roches

ter, N. Y. Filed Sept. 13. 1907. Serial No.

392,625.

1. In a lamp or lantern. the combination

of a flame chamber provided with a chini~

ney, an upright wall surrounding said chim

ney and forming therewith descending air

passage, an air chamber which incloscs the

upper portion of said wall and has a closed

top which extends from said chimney ont

wardly over said wall. said air chamber be

ing open at its lower end for the admission

of air and said upright wall having within

the upper portion of said air chamber a coin

inunicrtion through which the air flowing

upwardly through said climber passes in

wardlv into said descending passage. and a

deflector which is arranged around said

surrounding wall below the open lower end

of said air chamber and deflects the air ups
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wardly into said chamber, substantially as

set forth.

896,728. Thread Grip for Vehicle Tires.

Carlton L. Hoff, York, Pa. Filed March 1,

1907. Serial No. 360,025.

1. A tread grip for vehicle tires embody

ing a plurality of substantially parallel tread

chains extending longitudinally of the tire

and formed of twisted links and straight

links at spaced intervals, links connecting

the straight links of adjacent chains, side

chains and links connecting said side chains

and edge tread chains at spaced intervals

and formed of twisted links and links con

necting adjacent chains formed with eyes

twisted with relation to each other to en

gage the side bars of the twisted chain links

at substantially right angles thereto.

896,739. Transmission Gearing. William

C. Mayo and John Houlehan, El Paso, Tex.,

assignors of one-third to George E. Briggs,

Barstow, Tex. Filed Sept. 5, 1907. Serial

No. 391,525.

1. In a transmission gear, an annular

gear wheel having an annular ball race on

each face, a pinion meshing with the gear

wheel, a casing inclosing the gear wheel and

pinion and provided with an annular ball

race corresponding to one of the ball races

of the annular gear, a removable cover for

the casing adjustably connected thereto,

and an annular series of balls seated in the

ball races on each side of the gear wheel

and in the respective ball races on the in

ner faces of the casing and cover.

896.844. Steering Gear. Theophilus May

Iiew, Detroit, Mich. Filed Jan. 2, 1908. Se

rial No. 408,979.

1. In a steering gear having a casing. a

rotatable steering wheel shaft secured there

in a ainst longitudinal displacement, and a

nut or operating a steering knuckle longi

tudinally reciprocable on the shaft, means

yieldin ly movable transversely to the shaft

adapted to'automatically maintain constant

endwise pressure on the nut and on the

shaft. 7

896,850. Puncture Closing Device. Stan

ley Mundey,'L0ndon, England. Filed Sept.

30, 1907. Serial'No. 395,273.

1. A puncture closing device for air ‘

chambers comprising in combination a flex

ible plug having-a reduced neck portion and

an extensible ring adapted to surround said

neck portion to grip ~air chamber material

between itself and said neck.

896,863. Canopy Top for Vehicles. John

E. Smith, Atlanta, Ga. Filed March 23,

1908. Serial No. 422,666.

1. The combination with a vehicle body

of a rigid, non-foldable top; means for tie»

ibly supporting the top upon the body; and

means for limiting the movements of the top

relative to the body. '

896,897. Vehicle Wheel. Herman Cra

mer, San Francisco, Cal. Filed Dec. 13,

1905. Serial No. 291,590. Renewed May

27, 1908. Serial No. 435,254.

1. In a vehicle wheel, a socket at the

outer end of each spoke, a block of rubber

in each cocket provided with a tapering

perforation, a tire surrounding the wheel,

and inwardly extending tapering projec

tions on the tire for entering said perfora

tions.

897,023. Packing for Gas Engine Valve

Stems. Alexander K. Schaap, New York,

N. Y., assignor to Eva C. Schaap, Brook

lyn, N. Y., doing business as Schaap Auto

mobile Company, a' Firm. Filed Aug. 8,

1907. Serial No. 387,620.

1. The combination with a four cycle gas

engine valve stem and guide, of a packing

device encirclin the stem and engaging the

'end of the gui e to effect a hermetic con

nection, and means for pressing said pack

ing yieldingly into active position, such

means applying increased pressure during

the opening of the inlet valve.

 

“The A B C of Electricity” will aid you

in understanding many things about ignition

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price, 50c. The Motor World Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau Street, New York City.

 

TheBall Transmission

' EIM- Automobile;EMotorBoats 'lll

NEW YORK GEAR WORKS.

56 GREENPOMT AVE..BROOKLYN,N.Y.

  

 

  

 

For

Ignition

Troubles

there is an absolute pre—

ventative. Equip your

I909 car with a

    

    
 

“Nothing Finer the World Over."

Hotel Pontchartrain
Culllllc Sq" Cor Woodward Ave.

DETROIT, MICH.

Absolutely Fireproof.

Combines more up-to-date feat

ures than any other hotel in the

country. Appeals particularly to

tourists and travelers.

Conducted on European Plan.

Unsurpassed Cuisine—Excellent

Service.

RATES: $2 Per Day and Upmrds.

PONTCHARTRAIN HOTEL CO.,

Props.

Gnoaou H. Woourv.
W. J. CIIITTBNDEN. .ln.. l Hunger"

 
 

 

 

 

BOSCH MAGNETO

and ignition troubles cease. The Bosch is recog

nized throughout the world as standard. The

Bosch is to be found on the winning car in practi

cally every great racing event.

The Bosch is chosen and used by manufacturers,

race-drivers and owners who desire the best ignition

system obtainable. Jw'L

Bosch Magneto Company ‘°°§".;.‘.“i'2.§f“'

Chicago Branch: 1253 Michigan Ave.

 

 
 

 

 
 

firiiis‘rifim MOTORCYCLES

The Bicycling World

wMotorcycle Review

WILL INTEREST YOU

PUILlIHID EVIIY SA'runnAY AT

184 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK

$2.00 $12.
Spool-on Copies

Gratis
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in perfect synchronism.

UNTERBBRG6’HELMLE

lowed to turn on its pin.

  

With or Without the Sclf-Startingiilhcvice

the Unterberg & Helmle Magneto presents the same features in respect

to the interrupter, condenser, distributor, and general design.

The two interrupter cams in the bronze ring P are made of steel.

The “roller” of the interrupter contact is not really a roller at all, but

a fibre sleeve which does not turn; consequently the cams cannot wear

unequally as they might if made of fibre, and the “roller” cannot miss

contact occasionally when a flat spot is worn, as it would if it were al

The U. & H. Magneto cannot help operating

By turning a spring clip, the cover X is removed from the hard rub

ber distributor housing W to clean the distributor segments.

If the quarters are cramped, the interrupter barrel Q can be taken

out bodily for adjustment by removing one screw R.

Type LEF—the SELF-STARTING Magneto.

Type Lliiwithout the self-starting device.

Other types for special uses.

LMDDETZ COMPANY
J'ole Importon

TheNAGNETO In I

FUN O OWN

TIMEJ' BUILDING. NEW YORK

_.
GI’IW’IGII-IQOH'QQHGLLNH

J
 

 

 

therefore you have no reason

to be imposed upon. We will

be pleased to send a small

section of Pirelli Cable to

any one interested—for com

parison.

To Avoid l ition Trouble,

Specify PI ELLI Wire.

 
 
 

  

The Genuine IARELLA Costs No More than the Imitations

. .. ..

MO 7 m.m. Mauneto.

15c. per foot.

PIRELLI & CO., 296 Broadway, New York

For sale by MOTOR CAR EQUIPMENT CO., 55 Warren SL, and 1727 Broadway, New York City.

 

 
 

 
 

 

WANTS AND FOR SALE
15 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

 

l~ O’\’ .Q \l.F.—300 sets 28x3 best grade ar

tillery wheels. fitted with clincher rims,

less huh». \\'rite for bargain prices on sin‘

gle sets of the lot, THOMAS Bv JEF

lilillY 3' COMPANY. Kenosha, \Vis.

 

bTODDARD-DAYTON demonstrators

for sale. Runabout, Roadster, Touring

car, Cab and Limousine. thoroughly over

hauled. THE DAYTON MOTOR CAR

CO., Dayton, Ohio.
 

 
 

Why pay high prices

ron ALUMINUM

Axle Covers, Engine

Crank Cases, Trans

mission Cases.

Have these made

of Pressed Steel

JUST AS LIGHT

Stronger. Much less

in Price.

Send Prints for Estimates.

A. O. Smith Co.
243 Clinton .fI'OOQ, MILWAUKEE, WIS

  
 

 
 

 

_ /

r V - ~~ '1;— - t it

, élfeiQZ—‘eZ-UU‘GX

The New Type D 5:25"

1909 Model
.‘\HH‘I'iC-'l'\ smartest, most eflhcicnt, most de

pendable small car.

  

  

Type D “25"

Runabout $2.000

Baby Tonneau or Touring Car $2,100

(A. L. A. M. rating 29)

Dill'erent from the great Pennsylvania "C"

of 1908 only in size and horsepower the most

unusual qualities ever seen in a small car.

Type C unchanged a model subjected to

“$0” the sevcrrst test With the most sat

isfactory results in all events of track nr

road. $3,000, including linsch magneto.

PENNSYLVANlA AUTO MOTOR C0..

Bryn Mawr. Pa.

 

 

 

 

“The A B C of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things ahmit ignition

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price, 50c. The Motor \Vorld Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau Street, New York City.
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THE

SELDE

OAR

FOR1909
 

 

Enters upon its second year

with a clean record. No “first

year” car has ever earned a

better reputation or made a

better showing.

T H E O A R O F

MODERATE PRIOE

$2()OO

Touring Car

Limousine

  

 

 

 

 

  

Roadster

Landaulet

  

4 cylinder, 28-30 horsepower, shalt drive,

selective transmission, metal body, pressed steel

frame, excellent hill climber, fine finish and

style, roomy tonneau, luxurious upholstery, easy

riding, smooth running, economical in up-lreep,

in fact, a high grade car in every particular.

The “ Silent Selden ”

1909 MODELS READY

IN SEPTEMBER

  

  

Agency propositions now ready. Send for

catalog and specifications.

Selden Motor Vehicle 00.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Member A. L. A. ll.

  

  

  
 

 

STEVENS-DURYEA

Touring Cars

W HAT concerns you is not the size of

the engine nor the horsepower the

maker claims for it. You are only inter

ested in the results—hill climbing—road

speed—power in sand, etc.

We have said a lot at various times about

getting a greater proportion of the engine

horsepower delivered to the rear wheels

of the Stevens-Duryea than any other car.

There never was anything easier to satisfy

yourself about—a bit of sandy road—a stop

watch—the Stevens-Duryea’s time vs. the

other car's time—the size of the Stevens

Duryea engine vs. the size of the other.

TRY IT.

Sand for Stevens-Darya: lilerar‘urc.

 
 

  

 
 

STEVENS - DURYEA CO.

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

Member of Association of Licensed Automobile Mmuhcturere.

   

 
 
  

 

 

  

  

 

 

  

 

  

 

 
 

  
  

 
 

'\;.fl._..-Eliu_.\_-i- * -‘Qeq'vm-Lc'»

1909 Prices Reduced $1,000

_ In order to sell hereafter this highest of all hi h- ade cars It the

rrces of the cheaper cars, we have INCREASE 616R WORKING

AYPITAL BY $350,000 and will DOUBLE OUR FACTORY OUT

PL T. Send for our book of customers’ letters telling of the ex riences

of the most prominent men of affairs in this country with their atheson

cars, covering thousands of miles of service everywhere.

  

New Price. Former Price.

50 H. P. 1909 Touring Car . . . . . . . .. $4,500 $5,500

50 H. P. 1909 Roadster . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4,350 5,000

50 H. P. 1909 Runabout . . . . . . . . . . .. 4,350 5,000

50 H. P. Limousine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5,500 6,500

50 H. P. 1909 Landaulet . . . . . . . . . .. 5.500 6.500

MATHESON AUTOMOBILE C0. ,

Main Sales Office, 1886-1888 Broadway, NEW YORK CITY

Dealers wanted in all open territory.
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OING UP!

HITTING THE HIGH SPOTS

IS ROYAL PASTI IVIE IF YOUR

CAR IS EQUIPPED WITH

1 9 0 9 G a b r i e_!

Shock Absorbers

(L A retarding friction gradually ap

plied in proportion to the shock

takes up all jolts and jars and makes riding over

rough roads as pleasant as on city pavements.

 

 

 

(L Our 1909 model has improvements which

give increased bearing surface, eliminate noise

or rattle and greatly increase its effectiveness

and durability. Can be attached to any car or

type of spring. (L Write for catalog and prices.

GABRIEL HORN MFG. (10., 31.7.3.1??? SJ:

 
 

  

 
 

 
 

  

SPECIFY

Heinze ignition ap

paratus on your

l909 car and get

 

Write us if your

dealer does not

carry them.

Heinze Electric tin.

LOWELL, MASS.

Makers of

COILS, TIMER.'

MAGNETOB, SPARK

PLUGS.

 

SUPPLEMENTARY

  

SPIRAL SPRINGS

“Cars are like men in that it takes

a study of them to realize their

possibilities.

(“We have made a study of the

spring question and can help you

realize to the full the easy-riding pos

I sibilities of your car. The use of Supplementary Spiral

Springs are a duty you owe to yourself. They provide

spring insurance and spring comfort, effectually guarding

against shocks to your pocketbook and passengers.

(Many thousands of the S. S. S. are in use by just

Better be one of them NOW.

(LYour dealer or garage can fit you out in a few

hours' time.

SUPPLEMENTARY

  
  

as many satisfied users.

 

  

SPIRAL SPRING CE
4555 Delmar Ave., St. Louis, Mo.Motor Mart, New York

 

  

Model B Touring Car, price $1,250.00. Full equipment. including two

enerntore, horn,[u lam I, two side oil lamps one tall lamp,

’1‘ unnbont. $1.200.tools, 1' pump and batteries. op, $75.00 extra.

(LA combination of simplicity and efiiciency designed for the man

who scrutinize: the car he is to buy, who intends to himself

operate it, and to whom economy in up-keep and running expense

rs essential.

(The live agent will find in the Oakland 3 car that appeals to a

large and intelligent clan of purchasers and that will justify the

ful eat confidence.

(L Correspondence invited.

OAKLAND Moron can co., Pontiac, Mldl.

I. B. ICCLISTON, Solon Inn-(or. ll Irinan SL. Inlnlo, N. Y.
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Ace—ideals Can BelAvoided

_. '1- See what’s coming from the rear. If you

could always do this, there would be few

smash-ups. Turning the head is dangerous.

THE ARGUS DASH MIRROR
(adjustable to any position) is made for this purpose and should be on your dash.

Send—MCam" Motor Car Equipment Co. iizfififi‘wi'; New York

 

  

 

    

75
WEA ,__~ LONGEfiT

  

  

~> :mw.».*~ ..,_ my... 3...-.. _ fl,
‘: visifloa .

EMPIRE AUTOMOBILE TIRE COMPANY. Trenton], N. J.New York, 148 Chambers St., and Broadway and 73d St.; Boston, 292 Devonshire St.;_Bufialo, 724 Main St.; Fobes Auto Su ply Co.,

Portland, Ore.; Fobes Auto Supply Co., Seattle, Wash; Waite Auto Supply C0" PFOVIdfllce- R-II-i Chica 0. 1301 MiChilan XVB-I At

lanta. Ga.. Dunham Rubber Co.; Denver Auto Goods_ Co. Denver, Colo.; Penn Auto Supply Co., Philadelphia, ’a.; Savell Rubber Co., Jack

- sonville, Fla.; Em ire Tire & Rubber Co., Minneapolis, Minn.; The Motor Supply Agency Co., 1246 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, 0.; The Con

sumers Auto Supp y Co., 7th Ave. 81 Smithfield St., Pittsburg, Pa; Empire The & Rubber Co., 1412-14 W. 11th St., Kansas City, Mo.

  

  

Wot

.1.

> ...’¢  
  

 

The output of complete Front

and Rear Automobile Axles of this

plant exceeds the capacity of all

competition combined.

 

Tl'gfllliliiliiiili BalleBearine to.

L. 8. It M. 8. Ry. & Ed‘wotor Pork

CLIVILAND, OHIO, U.I.A.

 
 

GIBNEY SOLID TIRES WOMAS SHOCK ABSORBERS I THE GYROSCOPE CAR
CONTINENTAL DO THE WORK- ' The Simplest Automobile in the World.

   

 

 

$750—The Price—$750.Prove it at our expense. 30 Days Free Trial.

GYROSCOPE AUTOMOBILE CO. (INC.)

Pneumatic Tire. ..

—_—— end for our proposition.

  

Automobile Accessories of every description. BUFFALO SPECIALTY CO" Gyroscope Bldg"

James L Elli W] 81. 8 0.. Philadelphia, Pa ,U S] 340 Elmo“ 5t, BUFFALO, n, v, 231 we" “'1' 5" Nfl' ka cu"
 

 
 

 

 

WGasktiiecltlleicand 11:0 PUIILLIPAN [llEVliHlllgh SPAIlllfm BLUES

Automobiles - - i
that made the run from Philadel his to Sa- ;BY name‘s.Gaaiisifi.Jesuits:Jinan: 1‘ cLEvEuNn SPARK Pwe 00

ELECTRIC VEHICLE CO., Hartford, Conn YORK MOTOR CAR co" York, pl CLEVELAND, OHIO
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"LONG-ARM”

TRANSMISSIONS

THREE speeds and reverse, selective

types. The best of material and

workmanship. Our experience in gear cut

ting and manufacturing Automobile Parts

enables us to equal the best transmissions

built. Let us figure on your requirements.

 
 

Wet-loo build a complete llrae ol

AXLES, CLUTCHES

STEERING REACHES

HAND LEVERS, ETC.

 
 

The "Long-Arm” System Co.,

cu-zvrzmun, 0.

Sales DepL. THE AMERICAN DISTRIBUTING C0-,

Allerlcan Trust llds.. Cleveland, 0.

 
 

 

  

 

Cloudy Skies

foretell the coming of rain or snow. Just when

the first drop or lialte falls equip your tires with

WEED CHAINS
WEEDS absolutely prevent skidding. They grip

and hold the wheels to the road, and enable the

heaviest automobile to climb hills, or negotiate in

mud or sand without

any trouble.

  

Bill/411” free upon request.

Weed Chain TireGrip Company " ~__.'v

35 Moore St. New York

 

_

 

Show the same care in selecting

your speed indicator

that you do in selecting your car. Make comparisons—examine

the workmanship—the finish—the mechanical refinements and the

actual performances of every speed-indicator, and your choice will

' invariably be

Jones Speedometer

There is no other so accurate and reliable as the Jones. That is a proven

Iact——proven during nine years of constant efficiency—prover: in the Royal

Automobile (,lub‘s Contest when the Jones defeated instruments of French.

German, English and American manufacture—woven by the unanimous opin

It is the on_e logical speed indicator—ion of everv motorist “who knows."

the one for YOUR car!

The Jones Speedometer

76th Street and Brosdwny

NEW YORK

Boston, 109 M schusetts Ave:

Chicago, 1421 M' igan Ave; Phil

adelphia, 259 No. Broad St; Cleve

land, 1841 Euclid Ave; Detroit,

247 Jefferson Ave; Hartford, 284

Tr bull Sc; Baltimo , 26 Frank

lin uilding; Denver. 42 B (1

way; Los Angeles, 930 South in

St.; San Francisco, 544 Golden

Gate Ave; St. Louis. 4630 Olive

Sc; Portland, Ore, 306 Oak St.

 

 

  

  

§9@@@@@é
  

 

Standard Bearings
is emphasized by the continued victories of the

Chalmers-Detroit'30"
‘il 7 ‘9a

6 r'

., V

'1'? ‘

@ STANDARD

ANNULAR

BEARINGS
Their axles are also our work.

Standard Roller Bearing Co.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

@@@@@@@é@

  

which is equipped fully with  

 
 

  

@@@@@@@@®@®@®@

e

e
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TI-IE PACKARD ELECTRIC COMPANY, 303 Dana Ave, WARREN, OHIO

If your car is wired with PACKARD ENAMELED

IGNITION CABLE you can be dead sure you will have

no trouble so far as the wiring is concerned.

 

 

“OONTINENTAL” MOTORS “i “mm

M);
Get our quota

tiona on high grade

two and four cylin

der motora, 10 to 45

horaepow‘er. The

are equipped _w_|t

self-contained oiling

aystem and ready

for attaching mag

neto. Higheat

grade workmanahip,

eflieient, d u r able

and simple. Also

clutchea and trana.

Send for catalogue.

  

miuiona.

OONTINENTAL IIOTOII IIFO. O... lilting", Mich.

K. FRANKLIN PETERSON, Western Repreaeut

ative, 166 E. Lake St., Chicago, Ill.

T. I. WETZEL, Eaatera Representative, 29 Weat “(I

St., New York, N. Y.

 

 

Get Rid of Tire Troubles

Try a Set of

GaJIIRES

TRUFFAULTIHARTFORD

  

 

 

Trade

ar

The Device that made Safe,

Automobiling

Write for catalogue, Department D.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO.,

E. V. Hartford, Prel. 145 Bay St., Ieraey City, N. J.

5 ed and Comfortablelibel-i le.

 

AVOID ACCIDENTS

by uaing the

Wridgway No Glare Shade

hich adds to the eflieiency of the lam and keepa“hire from blinding other uaera of the hi’gihwaya. Can

Ne fitted to any exiating lamp.

PEERLESS MOTOR CAR CO.,

:20 to 224 W. 4m St., NEW YORK

W
READY FLATED TIRES

Universally approved by all motorists.

CONTINENTAL CAOUTCHOUC CO._,

1788'90 Broadway. New York City.

WRITE FOR PRICES OR INFORMATION

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

  

Users of

  

invader Uii
THE OIL THAT

GRAPHITIZES

are responsible for ita

popularity

YOU NAME THE CAR

WE LL

NAME THE GRADE

MADE ONLY BY

‘ OHAS. F. KELLOM l 00.

113 Arch St., Philadelphia

Bolton Branch:

284 Columbus Avenue.

  

  
  

"fillfllll
  

 

 
 

A SUPERB LINE OF CARS—

NT Sud]? A 0 K S U N

“ e an 00 eep—No Hill Too St ."Z-Cylinder and 4-Cylinder up

Runabouts, Roadrtera, Touring Cara,

18 H. P., 24 H. P.. 30 H. P. and 36 H. P.

Prices, $850, $950, $1,250 and $2,000.

IIONOON AUTOIOIILE 00 Jackson Iioh.

 
  

 

 
 

 

THI8 MAGNETO IS “FOOL PROOF"

The rnost unskillful driver can install the Remy

1909 High Tension Magneto. Improper connection

cannot injure it, and no amount of tinkering will put

it out of_con-i_mission. The Remy will stand more

neglect, Oil, dirt and water than any other ignition

s stern in the world. More than 17,000 Remys have

a ready been sold for 1909 cars—more Remys than all

others combined. Write for illustration and descrip'

tion.

TEE IEMY ELECTRIC CO., Dept. ll, Anderson, Ind.

We have 0 ened a branch house in Thoroughfare

Bldg., roadway and 57th St., New York.

 

 

THE MORE YOU THINK OF IT

THE MORE YOU THINK OF IT

TH—ERMOI'D

B R A K E L l N I N G

TRENTON RUBBER mm. co.

 

 

 

 

Listen for the knocks!

The car they all knock is

the one they are all afraid of

The E-lVl-F. “30”—— sure!

 
 

 

  

 

1620-2214

B roadway,

New York

  

1321

Chicago, Ill.

Michigan Ave.,

PALMER & SINGER MFG. CO.

 

 

S I l , O O O , O O 0

worth of experience behind the new

E I ,500 MITCHELL

This price includes $300 worth of extra auto

mobilevalue not included in other cars selling at

this rice. _Learn what it is. Write to-day for de

taile description.

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR CO.,

572 Mitchell St., Racine Win.

Standard Manufacturers A. M. C. M. A.

  

 

 

  

1908 Model D.

New factory, Saginaw, Mich.

Complete cataloguea now ready.

RAINIER MOTOR CAR COMPANY,

50 H. P.

Broadway, cor. 56th St., New York.

 

 

 

HAVE YOU SEEN

TI1E PERFECTION WRENfII ?

The newest and best wrench made; all steel—great

strength; instantly adjusted; easily and quickly oper

ated; positive grip; immense time, trouble, and tem

per saver: best “all round tool" ever ofi'ered for sale.

“You will want one when you see it."

For circular address,

THE PERFECTION WRENCH CO.,

Box 426. PORT CHESTER. N. Y.

 

;
l

i

 

 

ESTABLISNED roan.

SCI'IRADEII
1'. UNIVERSAL VALVES

rm man nmlsrtflto mums”.

The Standard American Valves for

Automobile, Bicycle 8: Vehicle tires

Manufactured by

A. SCHRADER'S SON, INC.

78-32 Rose SI. New York. USA.

   

 

 

Evinhilarh-Baglnu

ONE Quality for ALL Modela

ONE Price for ALL Buyers

Write for 1909 Catalog.

THE DAYTON MOTOR CAR CO.,

Dayton,

  

 

   

lAMP
dgevmgilal'

COLUMBIA

  

A Necessity On Automobiles—WHAT?

LOCK NUTS

  

l" W. Georgia St.,

Indhaapolla. Ind.

CANNOT shake loose. The

give a feeling of securit .

of accident insurance.

by leadin railroads, etc.

thread of 5m

Send

add an important factor of safety and

olumbia Lock Nuts are the best kind

sed by most makers of the best cars and

us a two-cent stamp, size and

bolt, and we will forward a Columbia Lock Nut for it.

COLUMBIA NUT a BOLT CO., 11:10., Bridgeport, (Donn.
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.T

INTAKE?  

 

‘ "

EXHAUST

  

  

i
RADIATORS

AND WATER PIPES

Hartford . C onn.

  

  

 

 

How Are Your Batteries?

A CONNECTICUT VOLT

AMMEI'EII WILL'I'ELLYOU

Guaranteed , and the price is

‘ _ right, send for catalogue and trade

I discounts.

CONNECTICUT

TELEPHONE and ELECTRIC CO., Inc.

lierlden, Conn.

 

  

 

When you sum it all up,

Splitdorf Ignition

is the Best.

 

 

MORGAN aWRIGHTTIRES

ARE c5000 TIRES

  

 

 

'l'll AGO! MOTOR CAI CO.

lending, Pu.

  

 

 

SPRINGFIELD

TOP (Pat. ms)

Alumlnum

Bodies

Sl'lINGI'llIID

METAL BODY CO.,

3“ llrnle Ave,

Springfield, lass.

  

 

Steel Iiras
Full of Air.

Tire expense cut in two.

Cannot Blow Out, Rim Cut

or Puncture.

As Flexible as Rubber

Anti-Skid.

That part of a tire with a

blowout or a rim cut in it

will last longer than any

other part if encircled by a

few sections of steel.

Thousands in use.

Kimball Tin Bass 00.

I72 Broadway

Council Bluffs, Iowa

   

! WE WILL NOT

accept your contract unless we can give you the

delivery you require. We will not accept more

contracts than we can fill with proper attention to

each. We make Pressed Steel Frames and Auto

mobile Stampings.

THE HYDRAULIC PRESSED STEEL CO.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

 

DOW TUBES
The Beat Tubes Ever Manufactured.

Are the most economical. Do not deflate when

punctured.

DOW TIRE COMPANY,

2000 Broadway, New York.

889 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

  

 

es ‘ ,qu . k. - see

Finest no
SIDE-WIRE SOLIO MOTOR TIIIES

run WORLD'S STANDARD

FIIIESTOIIE Tlili It IIUBBEII 00.. Aim, Ohls

 

 

 

  

'>; ‘ 74%, ;- "ii-F’s

TIIE WATER WAY‘ 1,! azrwesl

'- Burma mo DETROIT
“ " Tho D. I R. Lino Steamers leave Bull'an

E, dailv at 8:30 p. m., (eastern timelaud Detroit .

“‘ week daysatbmlpuu .fiunrlayaatlzwpni. , r'

(central timei reaching their destination 1

r the next morning. Direct connections with

early morning trains. Lowest- fares and

{54‘ superior service to all points west.

I‘Iall Tickets Available on Steamers

All Oil-0a of tickets sold refine via

Michigan CenlrnI,Wnbash and Grand Trunk

-» ' Railwa a between But!an and Palm“. in

e13; either ireetinn \ Ill be accepted for trans

;; portation on D. a B. Lino Bloomers.

- Send two cent stamp for illustrated pam

phletand Great Likes Ma .

Address L. O. hwis, . P. L, Detroit.

  

' Oetrolt & Buffalo Steamboat Co.

A. A. ecu/mu,

fllI'L MANAGER.

 

  

_, Pmue H. ucmtuu.

VICE PIHIDEIT.

--_ ease-5 - —»

iv 6'. i ' T

  

 

 

The “Gotham” STA-RITE will end your

spark lug

t r o u les.

Soot can't

. stick to the

' p o r celain.

Won’t short-circuit. Never leaks. Can be

taken apart and cleaned with case. Of deal

ers, or direct, $1.00.

THE R. E HARDY CO., 25 w. 426 St, New York.

  

 

 
 

It is not possible for any chain to be

better than

BALDWIN CI'IAINS
BALDWIN CHAIN & MFG. CO.»

Worcester, Mass.

  

 

  

 

  

l

l

l

l
MICHELIN TIRE COMPANY

ulLL-rown. N. J.

 

 

Gasoline and Electric—tor Pleasure and Busine—

 

 

Studnliahr Aulomohlls llo . South Bend. Indiana

 
 

 

Name

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, New York

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(the motor Illllorlb

for one year, commencing with the issueof\

 

Address
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STEPNEY Theomy
512 ata SPARE WHEEL focrufire

I- ' Llsl THAN A umun:

l lI, f!» m Every motorist should carry a “Stepney” and

ID. '08.

avoid all troublesome delays caused by punc- TrOUbles

tures and blowouts. Write for Catalogue D.

DISTRIBUTORS—AMERICAN STEPNEY SPARE WHEEL CO., 1773 Broadway, New York Ciy. AUTO SPARE WHEEL

CO., 22d, Oak and Gillham Blvd., Kansas City, Mo. EXCELSIOR SUPPLY CO., 1436 Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

 

FORG l NGS ZZKQB‘”“°‘"

Complete facili

S e n d u S _ ties for quick

your specifica- ‘ orders.

tions. We also

carry in stock a com

plete line of axle ends,

steering knuckles, etc., as

per our catalog, sent on request.

THE BILLINGS 8: SPENCER CO.

Hartford, Conn.

 

 

  

 

 

30,000 MILE w: o ADJUSTMENT.

HE 5r. PARSONS WHITE BRASS BEARINGS a,“

HAT DISTANCE IN A PACKARD CAR.THEY ARE BACK IN

HE CAR WITHOUT :vm BENG SCRAPED

STILL RUNNING RUNNNG STILL.

 

 

For Automobile Bodles, Dashes, Guards, Bonnets,

Battery Boxes, Drip Pans, Mutllers, Etc.

TRONG—DURABLE

CALELESS—RUSTLESS

MOUTH—PAINT ADHERES FIIILY
A Metal 1min gir'linTewltiia VME’YV Saver

'I'Ill STARK ROLLING MILL COMPANY, CANTON. omo

_

Model B—Brush Runabout

A CAR 0F SIMPLE DESIGN MADE WELL

NOT A COMPLICATED DESIGN MADE CHEAPLY

Its records and the opinions of its users speak more loudly than self praise. Agencies for

1909 are being closed rapidly. Much good territory still open.

BRUSH RUNABOUT COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.

  

' ING co
SHIP & ENGINE BUILD

HE wt' CHAMP a SONS PHILADELPH|A,PENNA
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1909 Model 40 H. P. Toy Tonneau, $3,000.

A Car For Live Agents To Handle

THERE are other cars on the market that

apparently offer more for less money than

the Haynes 40 H. P. model at $3000. But

their lack of the Haynes steel alloys, the im

proper simplification of certain parts, the

unwise short-cuts in manufacturing generally

mean frequent visits to the repair shops.

There is a lot of time, money and patience

wasted in small repair jobs of this kind.

Every Haynes owner has the satisfaction

of knowing that his car Will “stand-up.”

And there are Haynes owners every

where—that is the advantage that age gives us.

AGENTS WANTED

 

A “new one” in the industry has no long

established clientele—no good will —- no old

friends. But the Haynes is the oldeslAmcrican

automobile, dating from 1893, when Elwood

Haynes built the first gasolene horseless car

riage in America.

And its friends in every state are legion.

For the Haynes car “makes good.” Look

over the record of all the favorable Reliability

and Endurance Runs, or Sealed Bonnet Con

tests and you’ll find the Haynes always has a

perfect score.

We have some desirable territory open this year

for the right man. erte at once for particulars.

SPECIFICATIONS OF THE HAYNES FOR 1909

Motor—4 cylinder, 4% by 5.

Water Cooled, with very arge water jacket.

Drive—Shaft drive, with Haynes roller-pinion and sprocket at the rear

axle, inhich minimizes friction and side thrust and eliminates noise

entire y.

Clutch—Haynes patent contracting steel band 11 on bronze drum.

Carburetor—Latest type Schebler water jackete .

Lubrication—Gear driven McCord oiler.

Ignition—Bosch Ma etc; also battery system with single coil and

separate set of p up.

Bearing—Roller bearings used throughout. _

Tires—36 by 4 all around.

Transmission—Selective type, three speeds forward and reverse. Ratdlet

device makes gear- strl )pin impossible.

Wheel base-112 inches. rea(——56 inches.

Body—Touring car for five or seven, or toy 'l‘onneau, $3.000.

or lliker type. $2900.

The Hiker type consists of two bucket seats with large gasoline tank

on rear. Equipment includes Prest-O-Lite tank, baggage rack and

tire holders.

Runabout

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE CO., Kokomo, lndiana

Oldest Automobile

NEW YORK, 1715 Broadway

Manufacturers in

Member A. L. A. M.

America.

CHICAGO, 1702 Michigan Ave.

A-_.m.,..-._ ‘_1»

..‘£.__U_1'Hif
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00112722sz
TIRES

WIN

irst Grand PriZe Race

SAVANNAH

The Lancia, only car with Continental equipment,
 

never changed a single tire.
  

 

“The best is none too good.”

 

CONTINENTAL CAOUTCHOUC COMPANY

Home Office; 1788-80 Broadway. N. Y. C. J. M. GILBERT. Gen’l Mgr.

BRANCH: 226 Jefferson Avenue. Detroit

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS:

Acme Rubber Co., 925 efl'erson Ave. Toledo 0. Plant Rubber Co., 322 First Ave.. North, Minneapolis, Minn.

Centaur Motor Co., 59 ranklin St., Rufl'alo. Y Revere Rubber Co., 700 Baronne St., New Orleans, Louisiana.

Excelsior Supply Co., 237 Randolph SL. Chicago, Ill. Sammis &' Downer Co., Huntington, L. l.

as. L. Gibney 8: Bro., 21! N. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa. The Post &' Lester Co., 821 Boylstnn 51., Boston, Mass.

Brim-Evans C0" “36 Bedlord AVC-. Brooklyn. N. Y. The Post & Lester C0,, 175 Asylum 51.. Hartford, Conn.

Chas. E. Miller, 1829 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 0 Western Continental Cauotchouc Co., 1438 Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Neustadt Automobile 8: Supply Co., 3948 Olii/e $t., St. Louis, Mo.

REPRESENTATIVES EVERYWHERE YOU CAN MOTOR
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The Warner Instrument Co.

of Beloit, Wis.

Announce their

Masterpiece—

The 1909

AUTO=METE
The illustration shows the form of the new

instrument. The chaste simplicity and artistic

beauty of the design is self-evident. It harmon—

izes perfectly with other dash equipment and

gives tone to any car.

The Speed Recording mechanism is un

changed. It was perfection before. Improve

ment was impossible.

The Odometer is now of our own construc

tion. Therefore, as simple, durable and depend

able as the Auto-Meter itself. The figures are

so large and distinct that they can be read from

the seat.

The Season dial registers 100,000 miles. Other

odometers register 10,000 miles only.

The Trip dial registers 1,000 miles. Other

odometers register 100 miles only.

The Trip dial—set is simplified. A single turn of

the button resets to zero.

Those who have used any kind of Speed Indi

cator will realize what these points mean to

them.

vThe entire dial is illuminated by concealed

electric bulb. The pressure of a button makes

  

.- .

‘ TOTAL .- »

  

WARNE R

OIHTANCIZ  

  
WHIP

WAIKII INSTRUNUTCOMPANY

BLLDI‘T WI$JAlA

M g
"TINT in a ‘

  

speed and distance plainly readable in the

darkest night.

The Shaft Drive is now made simpler and

stronger than ever before. We use special steel,

heat treated, in its construction. This was

really not required. We have seldom had shaft

or other troubles not caused by carelessness or

accident. We changed simply because modern

methods had produced something better than

we had used before.

The Auto-Meter is constructed throughout

of the best materials procurable. It is made

and put together by the same workmen who

are engaged in making Chronometers and other

expensive instruments of precision.

The tests and inspection of each instrument

is so rigid that variations from absolute accuracy

are only possible when there are variations in

tire diameters. This amounts, on the average,

to less than 100 feet to the mile.

For these reasons the Warner Auto-Meter

has always been specified by those who can.

afford the best, and with whom anything short

of absolute perfection and unfailing accuracy is

of no use whatever.

The Warner Instrument Company

Factory and Main Offices:

NEW YORK, 1902 Broadway

BOSTON, 925 Boylston St.

PHILADELPHIA, Cor. Broad & Race

PITTSBURG, 3432 Forbes St.

CLEVELAND, 2062 Euclid Ave.

BUFFALO, 722 Main St.

DETROIT. 239 Jefferson Ave.

CHICAGO, 1305 Michigan Ave.

320 Wheeler Avenue, BELOIT, WIS.

INDIANAPOLIS, 330% N. Illinois St.

ST. LOUIS, 3923 Olive St.

SAN FRANCISCO, 550 Golden Gate Ave

LOS ANGELES, 1212 S. Main St.
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in: Value ol the AJAX
—\—
_

5,000 Mile Guarantee

is known and appreciated by every individual AJAX user.

It also finds substantial recognition at the hands of the

automobile manufacturer who knows better than any one

how vital the tire problem is to the motorist.

 

 

No wonder, then, that careful buyers and conservative

manufacturers like the Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Comapny

give to the AJAX the largest tire order ever received by a

single tire firm.

Incidentally they give to their customers the benefit of

the AJAX five-thousand mile guarantee, which insures the

user against tire worry and gives him a security that no

other tire maker can afford.

 

'0. 1“ lol u M

MAXWELL-BRISCOE MOTOR CO. NO. Bud—r

annulment!!! 8 THIS MUM-El MUST

W Win APPnnonmvoic:

a" ‘9 ‘runv‘rownm v, 9/19. 1908.

Adar-Orieb Humor 60.,

51th St. 0: Broadway, N.t'.c.

PLEASE SKIP U. WITHIN ' ‘0 y.‘

4000 Sets 38' r 8' AJAX Tires complete.

1500 ' 50' x 8' Ajax fires Complete.

1000 ' 50' x 3-1/2' Max fires complete.

750 ' 52' x 4“ Ajax Tires complete.

unintent- to be made to our several factories, in accordance with

mun-notions to be given later.

MAXWELL-BRISCOE MOTOR 60..

i - wleumo

MIMMGI 9' 7m. DID‘I “I’Llll AI OILIIATIOI 70 nu. our AND llrulm For“! IILOVI

 

 

 

 

The World’s Largest Tire Order

Naturally given to the AJAX. Every one of the 29,000 Tires is accom~

panied by our 5,000-mile Guarantee.

Would you insist upon incurring tire hazard when you

can buy AJAX tires and AJAX tire insurance at the same

price at which users of other tires buy tires alone, with

out any guarantee?

Think this over and write for a copy of our 5,000

Mile Guarantee, also for “AJAX,” 3 magazine published

in the interest of makers, sellers and users of rubber tires

and kindred products of the rubber industry.

Aiax-Grieb Rubber (:0.
Factories: Trenton, New Jersey.

Brnncheo

NEW YORK CITY—N. E. Cor. 57th Street and Broadway.

BOSTON—M921 Boylston Street.

KANSAS CITY, MO.—l422 Grand Avenue.

DENVER, COLO.—~1529 Cleveland Place.

SEATTLE—1102 Broadway.

SAN FRANCISCO—438 Market Street.

LOS ANGELES—IOBEK South Main Street.

PHILADELPHIA—316 North Broad Street.

DETROIT—743 \Voodward Avenue.

CHICAGO—Hm Michigan Avenue.

 

 

 

THE

SELDEN

CAR

FOR 1909
 

 

Enters upon its second year

with a clean record. No “first

year” car has ever earned a

better reputation or made a

better showing.

T H E O A R O F

MODERATE PRICE

$2000

Tour-In: Oar Roadster

leouolne Landaulet

 

 

4 cylinder, 28-30 horsepower, shaft drive,

selective transmission, metal body, pressed steel

frame, excellent hill climber, fine finish and

style, roomy tonneau, luxurious upholstery, easy a

riding, smooth running, economical in up-keep,

in fact, a high grade car in every particular.

The “Silent Selden"

1909 MODELS READY

IN SEPTEMBER

Agency propositions now ready. Send for

catalog and specifications.

Selden Motor Vehicle to.
ROOHESTER, N. Y.

Member A. L. A. I.
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The Beautifully Constructed
1909 line ot Stewart Speedometers, as

compared with previous etiorts in speed

ometer manufacture is like comparing

the Feeble Light 0t a Lowly Candle as Against

the Powertul Rays ot a Modern Searchlight

 

  

 

Our Model | l, operated on the multipolar induction principle represents the highest

achievement in speedometer construction. Simplicity in design; workman

manship without equal; embodying every retinement; all wearing

parts hardened and polished; costly jeweled bearings; contained

in a beautitully tinished case; dial silver tinished; scale three

times as large as ordinarily used; accurate to a degree never

betore deemed possible; equipped with 10,000-mile odometer and

the new three-dial automatic resetting trip register. Last, but not

least, it is operated by means of the tamous Stewart link flexible shatt,

equipped with the Stewart patent swivel joint, without which

no speedometer can continue to give always on the lob service.

   

 

 
 

The Price oi this Beautitul Model—$25.00

Guaranteed Absolutely tor Five Years

SEND FOR OUR NEW 1909 CATALOGUE

 

 

Stewart 8: Clark Manufacturing Company

509 Diversey Boulevard, Chicago, 11]., U. S. A.

 

) ' ; U
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For Simplicity

For Reliabilin

l-‘or Appearance

For Comlorl and

For Noiselessness

THE 0VERLAND

IS UNEXCELLED

 

  

The Most Complete Line in America

 

 

Model 30 Coupe, Planetary transmission,

Model 34- Willys-Six Roadster or Tourist,

Model 30 Roadster (3-pass.), Planetary transmission,

Model 30 Roadster (4—pass.), Planetary transmission,

Model 31 Toy Tonneau (Ar-pass), Planetary transmission,

Model 31 Tonneau (5-pass.), Planetary transmission,

Model 32 Toy Tonneau (4-pass.), Selective transmission,

Model 32 Tonneau (5-pass.), Selective transmission, .

_

. $1,250

1,300

1,650

1,400

1,400

1,500

1,500

2,000

 

 

 

0VERLAND AUTOMOBILE (10.,

 

INDIANAPOLIS

INDIANA

 

 

 

 

J
 

 

MORGAN & WRIGHT TIIIts

Are Strong fl

The fabric used is given the most rigid tests to avoid the possibility

of weak spots.

In building the tire, special stress is laid upon the care that shall

be given to details (every tire builder is required to put his mark on

tires made by him as a check against careless work).

 

And the curing process employed by us guarantees an even cure,

leaving no overcured places to crack after the tire has run a few miles.

There is no method of making friends equal to the method of

 

Every Point
 

 

 

 

  

making good.

MORGAN 84 WRIGHT, DETROIT

BRANCHES, AGENCIES OR DEALERS EVERWHERE
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160 W. 56th St., New York

BOSCH MAGNET
Wins BOTH Savannah Races

This performance positively demonstrates that the Bosch Magneto

is the best and most reliable system oi ignition in the world.

It is " THE” Magneto chosen by manufacturers, drivers and owners who

desire PERFECT IGNITION.

In the Grand Prize

18 out of the 20 cars entered were equipped with Bosch Magneto

Fiat,

Benz,

Fiat, .

Benz, . .

Clement-Bayard,

Renault, .

Clement-Bayard,

Itala, .

Fiat,

12 out of

Lancia, .

Chalmers-Detroit,

Buick,

I sotta,

Maxwell,

Maxwell,

Bosch Magneto

Bosch Magneto

Bosch Magneto

Bosch Magneto

Bosch Magneto

Bosch Magneto

Bosch Magneto

Bosch Magneto

Bosch Magneto

In the Light Car Race

 

10 De Dietrich,

11 Simplex,

12 National,

13 Lozicr,

l4 ltala,

_15 Benz,

16 Itala, .

17 Chadwick,

18 Renault,

Bosch Magneto

Bosch Magneto

Bosch Magneto

Bosch Magneto

Bosch Magneto

Bosch Magneto

Bosch Magneto

Bosch Magneto

Bosch Magneto

15 cars entered were equipped with Bosch Magneto

Bosch Magneto

Bosch Magneto

Bosch Magneto

Bosch Magneto

Bosch Magneto

Bosch Magneto l

8 Maxwell,

9 Maxwell,

10 Buick,

11 S. P. 0.,

Bosch Magneto

Bosch Magneto

Bosch Magneto

Bosch Magneto

12 Chalmers-Detroit, Bosch Magneto

15 Chalmers-Detroit, Bosch Magneto

 
 

BOSCH MAGNETO COMPANY

Chicago Branch: 1253 Michigan Ave.
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Model Forty-Four, 34 H. P. $2250.
Spare Wheel, with inflated tire, brackets and tools, 874. l

Magneto 81 50.

THE OFFSET CRANK SHAFT

Most automobiles develop sufficient power when they are traveling at a high speed. The

greatest need is for power at slow engine speeds. Rambler Model Forty-Four can' be operated

smoothly and steadily at three miles an hour on high gear. This is because of the offset crank shaft.

\

.

‘E 9 l
Wc i a [he Car with the Ofl'set Crank Shah %

EQUIVALENT Tl) POSITION IN

HANDLER ENGINE OF PISTON

AT EXPLOSION C8N'I'BR.

 

 

 
 

EQUIVALENT TO POSITION IN

ORDINARY ENGINE OF PISTON

AT EXPLOSION CENTER.

How the Ofiset Crank Shaft

is an Advantage

Ill-LII OFIIIT OIAIK illlI‘l’. POiI‘I'IOII or

PISTON AT IXPLOSIOII CENTER. ruu. rowan or

EXPLOSION BXBRTS TURNlNG EFFORT TO CRANK

snan'. DEAD CENTER BLIMINATKD. NO BNBRGY

WASTBD. N0 snocx T0 BEARINGS.

ORDINARY IIIIIII. POSITIOI OI PISTON If [X

PLOIIOI OIII‘I’II. axr-wsnm RXBRTS no Tmmmo

xnonr 'm calms: SHAFT. THE DEAD can-ran

was'ras unnov. SHOCK FALLS on mununus.

Seven passenger model, forty-five horse power with oil-set crank shaft, $2500. Other models,

$1150 to $2500. Write for catalo describing in detail Rambler offset crank shaft, Spare

Wheel, straight line drive and 0t er exclusive features of the new Rambler models.

THE CAR OF STEADY SERVICE

.Thomas B. jeffery &- Company, Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, wis.

Braruhes and Dzlrtn‘buling Agendas:

Chicago, Milwaukee, Boston, New York, San-Francisco.

'rrs "'Tuli‘l- ~ .
v‘. 1 - ~ 1.1 fly“.- I.

~. on Y1 Y '

Representatives in all leading cities.
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MAKERS P001. PATENTS 0N COILS

Holding Company Formed to Issue Licenses

and Prosecute Infringements—Action

Follows Litigation.

Claiming to hold basic patents afiecting

certain valuable features of spark coil con

struction, a holding and licensing company

has been formed which proposes to assert

its position in the field and to force all the

makers and importers of coils in the United

States to pay tribute either in license fees

or infringement recoveries. where their de

vices come within the scope of the letters

patent which it has acquired. The forma

tion of the new corporation, which is to be

known as the Unit Coil Co. and which will

have its headquarters at 15 Exchange place,

Jersey City, N. 1., follows the amicable set

tlement of an infringement fight between

the Autocoil Co., of Jersey City, and the

Connecticut Telephone and Electric Co., of

Meriden, Conn.

As a means of compromising the litiga

tion, the patents involved have been turned

over to the new company, and in the future

both the Autocoil Co. and the Connecticut

company will operate under license from

the Unit Coil C0. Of the patents which the

latter now holds, and under which it will

act. the most important are ‘No. 878,435, of

February 4, 1908, to Richard Varley, and

No. 884,116, of April 7, 1908, to E. Q. Will

iams. These patents, it is declared, “cover

every practical form of removable unit in

duction coil," and the immediate pr0secu

tion of unlicensed manufacturers, users, and

vendors is threatened.

Royal Plant Bought by New Company.

Transfer of the business, plant and good

will of the Royal Motor Car Co., of Cleve

land, O.. has been made to a newly organ

ized company, which will be known as the

Royal Tourist Car C0.. and which will con

tinue to make the Royal Tourist cars. Judge

Taylor, of the United States District Court,

at Cleveland, granted the necessary sanc

tion on Tuesday, permitting the receivers

to complete the transaction. The officers

of the new company include George I. Dun

ham, of Boston, president; N. E. Calhoun,

of Cleveland, vice-president and treasurer,

and Clifford Fuller, of Cleveland, secretary.

Glover New President of Corbin.

Having resigned as president of the Cor

bin Motor Vehicle Corporation, Howard S.

Hart has been succeeded by President

Charles Glover, of the Corbin Screw Cor

poration, of New Britain, Conn. The latter

does not relinquish the presidency of the

Corbin Screw Corporation in assuming his

new duties, but it is expected that his en

ergy and initiative, which have contributed

so much to the success of thc Screw com

pany, will give a new impetus to the pro

duction of Corbin cars. In addition to great

business experience and his proved execu

tive ability in large aFfairs, Glover is pro

lific in inventive and mechanical genius, a

large part of the machinery used by the

Corbin Screw Corporation being of his orig

ination. Both the design and the manu

facturing methods employed in connection

with the Corbin models will hereafter be

benefitted by his knowledge.

Peerless to Build on Broadway.

Property for its New York City branch

has been purchased by the Peerless Motor

Car Co., of Cleveland, 0., on upper Broad

way. The site is of L shape, having a

Broadway frontage of 70 feet, abutting that

of the Baptist Tabernacle, on Fifty-sixth

street. The extension gives a 25-foot out

let on Fifty-seventh street. An eight story

fireproof building will be erected.

Hadley Resigns from Garford.

C. E. Hadley has resigned as general

manager of the Garford Company, of Elyria,

O. No successor will be appointed to the

position, as the Studebaker Automobile Co.,

of South Bend, Ind., is now marketing the

entire output. A. L. Garford will assume

full control of the producing end.

HERRESHOl-‘P PLANS ANNOUNCED

Output Will be Sold Only in the East—Me

chanical Features of the New Cars

are Disclosed.

Confirming the Motor \Norld's exclusive

report of the selling arrangements for the

Co., of Detroit,

Mich., it is announced that Harry S. Houpt,

new Herreshoff Motor

distinct from his relations with the Harry

S. Houpt Co., of New York City, has signed

a contract by which he will take the entire

output of the Herreshofl cars, which are to

For the

coming season Houpt will place the output

appear about the first of January.

almost entirely in the East, and is at pres

ent arranging agencies in the Eastern cities.

Not until 1910 will \Nestern agencies be

placed. by which time the output will be

greatly increased.

The new car, designed by Charles F.

HerreshofT, has a unit power plant incor.

porating the engine, fly wheel, clutch, and

three-speed progressive change gear in one

combination. Three-point suspension is

featured, and the drive to the full floating

rear axle is by tubular shaft, enclosed in a

torque tube. The four cylinder engine feat

ures larve valves and has a set spark with

both magneto and battery high tension ig

nition. Its speed is from 200 to 2,400 r.p.m.,

delivering 24 horsepower at the rear wheels.

The weight is 1,600 pounds. Semi-elliptic

springs are used in front and back, and the

wheels carry 32x3%-inch tires. The stand

ard type will sell for $1,500. but all types of

body will be supplied.

Shawmut Seeks Plant in Reading.

The Shawmut Motor Co., of Stoneham,

Mass, whose plant was destroyed by fire, is

negotiating with the Business Men's Asso

ciation of Reading. Mass, with a view to

removing to that town. A suitable plant in

Reading is at present idle, and if satisfac~

tory terms can be arranged the Shawmut

company will acquire it.
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FEW GAINS IN EXPORT MARKETS

Showing for October Reveals a Decline in

Outward Shipments—The Record for

Ten Months.

As an offset to Italian racing victories,

the American makers are winning a mod

est commercial victory in Italy, according

to the October export record, the shipments

of American machines to that country hav

ing increased for the month to ten times

what it was in the corresponding month

last year. Gains are also indicated in Brit

ish North America, the West Indies and

Bermuda, Other Europe, and in Africa. The

trade with Germany is practically the same

as in October a year ago, while the re

mainder of the divisions all record losses.

The month’s showing discloses a serious

falling off in the traffic with the United

Kingdom, from $118,470 to $63,595, and

France drops from $29,199 to $5,531. A de

cline from $23,865 to $3,519 occurs in the

exports to South America, and Mexico reg

isters a diminution from $44,772 to $30,366.

The total of business for the month amounts

to $213,775 as against $318,103 for October,

1907.

For the ten months ending with October

the total is $2,296,503, as against $5,281,988

for the same period last year. Only two di

visions show gains for the whole period.

Other Asia and Oceania being credited with

an increase from $77,514 to $115,097, and

the division known as Other Countries

showing a gain from $11,400 to $20,702. The

remaining twelve divisions record losses,

the most radical being those of Mexico, the

West Indies and Bermuda, South America.

and British Australasia. Holding its posi

tion of the largest single customer, the

United Kingdom bought to the amount of

$1,605,075 as against $1,622,261 during the

ten months of 1907.

The record in detail is as follows:

  

Elliott’s Illness Results Fatally.

One of five well known men in the auto

mobile industry to be stricken with typhoid

fever at about the same time, following a

lunch a few weeks ago at a New York ho

tel, A. B. Elliott, treasurer of the Wither

bee Igniter Co., of New York City, suc

cumbed to the malady on the 26th ult. His

untimely death cuts short a most promising

career. Educated at the University of Vir

ginia, he became a graduate electrician from

the training school of the General Electric

Co., following which he was for a time in

part charge of the electrification of the New

York Central railroad’s lines in New York

City. This work he left, to_ engage in the

field of gas engine ignition, and under his

direction the development of the Wither

bee specialties has been carried out. He

was thirty-five years old, and had been mar,

ried about a year.

Four of his companions at the lunch in

question were taken with typhoid, and are

confined with it at present. The list in

cludes T. J. VVetzel, L. A. Hopkins, Herbert

Lytle and John B. Rowland.

Tilden and Graham go to Prison.

Following the conviction of conspiracy

in having promoted the Steel Ball Co., of

Chicago, Ill., by means of fictitious notes

of the Milwaukee Avenue State Bank, two

officials of the company, William L. Tilden

and Chauncey L. Graham, were sentenced,

on the 27th ult. to a term of from one to

twenty years in the penitentiary. The

sensational failure of the bank exposed their

flotation of $175,000 worth of the notes.

The Steel Ball Co. was at one time promi

nent in introducing the Hill precision oiler.

Apperson Accepts Plans for Addition.

The Apperson Bros. Automobile Co., of

Kokomo, Ind., has accepted plans for the

construction of a large, three story build

ing, which will add 50 per cent. to the fac

tory floor space. Sales Manager Strout has

doubled the number of Apperson dealers,

and an increase is necessary.

 

I_OCtObEf_—\ Ten Months Ending October

_ 1907 1908 1906 1907 1908

Automobiles, and parts of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2,356,110 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

TAutomobiles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $276,198 $165,837 $1,379,935 $4,718.676 $3,971,406

Parts of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 41,905 47,938 $155,228 563,312 525,097

. Exported to—

Umted Kingdom . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 118.470 63,595 1,065,541 1,622,261 1,605,075

France 29,199 5,531 286,794 561,582 538,865

Germany 5,776 5,735 124,190 164,050 151,467

Italy 154 . 1.986 239,928 242.345 221,519

Other Europe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6,613 10,437 196,471 267,674 202,711

British North America . . . . . . .. 38,438 49,142 815,031 1,124,979 1.047,024

Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44,772 30,366 613,453 557,454 249,036

West Indies and Bermuda 13,693 15.644 207.834 236.004 137,117

South America . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23,865 3,519 122,382 208,919 101,677

British East Indies . . . . . . . . . . .. 239 170 26,922 28,950 23.657

British Australasia . . . . . . . . . . . . 16,421 15,785 106,476 170,917 75,165

Other Asia and Oceania . . . . . .. 17,651 10,264 63,800 77,514 115,097

Africa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 450 1.310 15,519 7,939 7,391

Other countries . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.362 291 6,932 11,400 20,702

 

$318,103

 

$213,775 $3,891,273 $5.281,988 $2,296,503

"‘ Figures are for six months. January to June, 1906. 1' Number not stated prior to July

1, 1906. iFigures are for July to October, 1906, inclusive.

ELECTRIC VEHICLE T0 CONTINUE

Receivers Granted Permission to Manufac

ture for the Coming Season—Reorgan

ization Plans Progressing.

Permission for the receivers of the Elec

tric Vehicle Co., of Hartford, Conn., to

continue the business of the concern until

July 1, 1909, has been granted by Judge

Lanning, of the United States Circuit Court,

sitting at Trenton, N. J. The order permits

the manufacture of 200 gasolene cars and

50 electric phaetons. on which Halsey M.

Barrett and Henry W. Nuckols, the receiv

ers. estimate a profit of $70,000. In their

petition the receivers intimate that consid

erable progress has been made toward a

reorganization, it being hoped that the un

secured crcditors will assign their claims

for 25 cents on the dollar. A majority of

the creditors in this class, it is said. have

agreed on this figure.

A financial statement accompanying the

report to the court shows receipts from July

20, 1908, to November 24, to have been, in

cluding cash on hand at the first date, $427.

33986, and the total disbursements for the

same period to have been $272,502.79, leav

ing a balance in banks amounting to $154,

837.07. In addition to this balance the re

port says that there should be added about

$20.000 in the hands of the receivers in Illi

nois, $8000 in the hands of the New York

receivers and $5,000 with the Massachusetts

receivers, making in all a balance of $188,000

in round numbers. A large addition will

be made to the balance, it is said, as soon

as cars now under construction are sold.

Syracuse Aluminum not Burned Out.

Like the reports of Mark Twain’s death,

which he declared to be “greatly exagger

ated," the account of the fire at the plant

of the Syracuse Aluminum and Bronze Co.,

of Syracuse. N. Y., which appeared

recently, overstated the case in indi

cating an almost total destruction of

the buildings. Though threatening the

foundry and causing a removal of all the

patterns and, many of the machines to

places of safety, the flames were confined

to the ofiices, where the furniture and many

of the company’s records were c0nsumed.

The plant itself is again in full operation.

Yule to Become a Racine Director.

When the reorganization of the Pope

Mfg. Co. is efi‘ected and he receives his dis

charge as one of the receivers, George A.

Yule will become a director and manager of

the Racine Wagon & Carriage Co., a big

$4,000.000 concern lOcated in Racine, Wis.,

near the Mitchell Motor Car Co.'s works.

Mr. Yule already has retired from the Bain

Wagon Co., of which he was the directing

head for many years.
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IMPOR'I'ERS WANT LOWER TARIFF

Their Demand Presented to the Ways and

Means Committee—What American

Makers Say in Opposition.

Pleading for a reduction in the tariff on

imported automobiles from the present rate

of 45 per cent. ad valorem to 30 per cent.,

Charles M. Sherrill, of New York City, rep

resenting the Importers’ Automobile Salon

appeared before the Ways and Means Com

mittee of Congress at Washington, on Fri

day last, 27th ult., in an effort to secure

more advantageous conditions for the deal

ers in foreign machines. The importers’

brief for lower tariff was presented in the

course of a series of hearings which are be

ing held in an effort to secure data for the

framing of a bill for tariff revision to be re

ported from the committee. The session

was the last of the hearings on the metal

schedule, and though the subject of the au

tomobile tariff is to be discuSSed fully at a

later hearing, Sherill took advantage of the

opportunity to present the importers’ case.

None of the associations of the American

manufacturers was represented by counsel,

but the importers' demand was emphasized

by a telegram from Edward Denby, said to

represent the Ford interests, which ex

pressed opposition to an expected increase

in the duty.

Counsel for the importers was in an ag

gressive frame of mind and made no bones

about asserting that the American industry

is in the hands of a trust, or, in his own

words: “Instead of an ‘infant industry'

which is seeking protection at the hands of

your honorable committe, it could more

properly be called a trust." He credited

the “trust” with an annual profit of 100 per

cent. '

"The American manufacturers of automo

biles are divided into two large groups,” he

declared, “one the Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers, which is organ- '

ized about the so-called Selden patents and

the other the American Motor Car Mauufao

turers Association which does not own alle

giance to the Selden patents. The Selden

patent is an ingenious device to maintain a

high price for automobiles among the man

ufacturers using the patent. Up till now all

attempts to break this trust have failed be

cause its foundation is a ‘Unitetl States pat

ent' which is a monopoly granted by the

government."

The specific request was for a reduction

in the duty from 45 per cent. to 30 per cent.

ad valorem, claiming that the manufacture

of foreign automobiles involved the use of

much American machinery, besides bring

ing large amounts of business to the Ameri

can carriage builders who, he said, make 90

per cent. of the bodies for foreign motor

cars. All tires, too, he declared, were of

American manufacture, while insurance and

office work were all contributions to the

"sphere of energy," of native Americans.

Though not actively represented at the

hearing, the American manufacturersv inter

ests are being cared for by the Motor Car

Manufacturers’ Tariff Commission, which is

composed of the following representatives

delegated by the Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers, the American

Motor Car Manufacturers’ Association and

the National Association of Automobile

Manufacturers: H. B. Joy, Packard Motor

Car Company, Detroit, Mich.; A. L. Riker,

Locomobile Company, Bridgeport, Conn.;

L. H. Kittredge, Peerless Motor Car Com

pany, Cleveland, Ohio; C. H. Stillwell,

Franklin Motor Car Company, Syracuse, N.

Y.; E. R. Thomas. Buffalo, N. Y.; R. E.

Olds, Lansing, Mich., and Thomas Hender

son, Winton Motor Car Company, Cleve

land, Ohio.

In response to a notification of a hearing

to be held on the subject of tariff revision

as it affects the motor car industry in Amer

ica, the commission has submitted a brief

to the Ways and Means Committee, in

which the relative conditions affecting the

makers here and abroad are set forth at

length. As showing the importance in

American commerce of the companies di

rectly represnted by the joint commission,

it is prefaced by the statement that the

market value of their products for the cur

rent fiscal year will exceed $37,500,000.

“These Companies repreSent on their pay

rolls to-day 11,400 employees directly paid

by them and at work within the four walls

of the respective companies,” continues the

brief, "this is not taking into consideration

the number of employees directly engaged

in work being done for these companies

outside of their own factories nor does it

take into consideration the millions and mil

lons of dollars’ worth of material being pur

chased by these companies from American

sources of supply. A further matter of in

terest might be that the direct aggregate of

pay rolls of the companies represented by

the gentlemen present is approximately

$700,000 per month paid to American work

men. I merely state these facts as indica

tive of the importance to be attached by the

committee to our industry, and these statis

tics refer only to the companies of those

gentlemen present.

“The extent of the motor car industry at

the present time is 253 manufacturers of

motor vehicles, of which about 70 to 100

are marketing a product that is of import

ance to the trade. The value of the total

American product for the year 1907 we

place according to our best figures at up

ward of $100,000,000.

“The motor-car industry is in process of

rapid development, as witnessed by the fact

that this enormous industry has grown up

in America in the past ten years. Motor

cars'for import now come under the Ding

ley tariff bill, Schedule C, paragraph 193,

act of 1897—manufacturers of metal n. s.

p. f.

“We specially and earnestly urge upon

your committee a special separate classifi

cation for motor vehicles and parts thereof,

account of the extent and importance of the

Motor car industry, which did not exist

when the Dingley tariff bill was enacted.

It is essential that equitable and adequate

tariff protection for our product be pro

vided, owing to the existing conditions in

Europe, where very large factories have al

ready more than supplied the European de

mand and which now finds the foreign mar

ket overcrowded, and on account of this

overproduction are making strenuous ef

forts to market their excess product in

America by the reduction of prices for ex

portation and making special discounts,

availing themselves of the so-called ‘Ger‘

man concessions.’ The tariff necessarily,

in order to be a protection, must compen

sate for the difference in the cost of pro

duction in. this country and Europe. the

principal item of which is wages.

“It is to be specially noted that under the

existing tariff the volume of imports of mo

tor’cars has annually increased, though sta

tistics show that the value has decreased

yearly on account of reduced prices abroad

and American competition, yet the number

of cars imported has increased each year

and we wish to call particularly to the at

tention of your committee the strenuous

efforts on the part of various manufactur

ers to introduce their goods into the Ameri

can market—Racing, advertising, branch

houses.

“Reduction in prices, undervaluations,

special discounts, and every means which

can be devised are being, and will be, used

to unload on the American market the ex

cess product of Europe produced on the low

European wage basis. The only means left

to the American manufacturer to offset a

reduction of the tariff and increased imports

is reduction of wages, contests with our

employees. and all the attendant tribula

toins, which we are seeking to avoid.

"Further, it is clear that if the tarm were

to be reduced on motor-cars, making in any

degree the importation of them more easy.

it would necessarily follow that the tariff

on component materials comprising tre

mendous varieties of industries in this coun

try would also have to be reduced.”

Figures showing the important bearing of

the wage question upon the relative costs of

production of American and foreign built

cars were presented thus:

“In eight of the leading and important

American factories, employing 11,400 men,

the average pay per year per person is as

follows:

“\Norkmen, $755.05; commercial cmploy~

ees, $876.07; technical employees, $1202.41.

“\Ve have also the data covering the same

information giving an average of 34 factor

ies in Europe, employing 10.347 men. The

average pay per year per person is:
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“Workmen, $306; technical employees,

$602.50; commercial employees, $529; show

ing that the workmen in American factories

are paid 2% times approximately what they

get for the same work in the same kind of

factories in Europe. Technical employees

in the American factories receive approxi

mately twice what they do in Europe, and

commercial employees receive about 2%;

times what they do in Europe. As a check

on these figures compiled by our home fac

tories it is to be noted that the statistical

data gathered by Mr. James M. Carples,

who has been abroad gathering data on the

subject of rates of wages for us, exactly

substantiate the above figures."

Comparing the relative wages in cents per

hour by various artizans in France, Austria

and Italy, Belgium and America, the data

shows that Blacksmiths receive 11, 81/3, 10

and 28 cents per hour, respectively; machin

ists, 9%, 6%, 10 and 25.8; and assemblers,

11 and 9 cents in the first two territories

named, while in America they receive an

average of 24.6 cents. Pattern makers re

ceive 12 and 10 cents in France, Austria

and Italy, as against 31.9 cents in America.

The same comparison applied to the cam

ings of electricians gives the figures, 12, 7

and 25 cents. while carpenters receive 12

cents in France, 6 in Belgium and 33.4 in

America. The European apprentice system

gives to the French manufacturers from 2%

to 3 years of labor at no pay, while the

makers of Austria and Italy are obliged to

give half pay for the two-year periods of

tuition.

Early this week the Motor “'orld ad

dressed a score of well-known American

automobile manufacturers with this request:

What is your opinion of proposed re

duction in tariff to 30 per cent. urged by

Importers at \Nashington? Do you favor

any reduction?

Half of those reached hastened to place

themselves on record, expressions of opin

ion being almost unanimously in the nega

tivc, though in some instances subject tr

qualification. The gist of some of the re

plics follows:

Thomas B. Jeffery & Co.—“W'e do not

favor reduction in tariff on automobiles

The time is not right nor the industry in

condition to meet any such change.”

Pope Manufacturing Co.—“We highly

approve retention of at least 45 per cent.

duty on motor cars and parts."

National Motor Vehicle C0.——“We are

not in favor of any reduction in tariffs on

automobiles."

Premier Motor Manufacturing C0.——"Be

lieve present tariff of automobiles satisfac

tory and any change undesirable.”

Believing that the prices asked for their

product would place them beyond the range

of foreign competition in the event of a re

duction, a firm which requested that its

name be withheld expressed a leaning to

ward such a change, since if it were extend

ed to certain parts, their own costs would

be reduced. For the general good of the

industry, however, they stand for the re

tention of the present tariff.

Palmer 8: Singer Mfg. Co.—“I think it

would be a great mistake to reduce the tar

iff on automobiles imported into this coun

try. Of course, it would not affect the cheap

er grades of cars to any extent. but the best

American cars would be affected materially

and a reduction would put many of our

American manufacturers out of business.”

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co.——“Under the

present conditions the duty on foreign au~

tomobiles merely corresponds to the duty

levied on raw materials, and it forms a

much-needed protection to the American

manufacturer as well as to his workmen.

The danger of an injudicial reduction of the

tariff is that the foreigner will utilize the

American market as a dumping ground for

the surplus of his cheaply-produced cars.

As a matter of fact, the foreign manufactur

ers are selling their cars in this country now

at cost or only slightly above cost, and the

American maker's only protection for his

industry is the 45 per cent. duty. It would

be manifestly unfair to favor the foreign

manufacturer with a reduction of duty on

his finished product while at the same time

retaining the rates imposed on unfinished

materizl used by the domestic manufacturer,

because the American maker is unable to

obtain his labor at the low figures that are

a rule in European factories. Unless the

American manufacturer benefits by a com.

mensurate protection, he would be forced

to go out of business.”

E. R. Thomas Co.—“I)o not think it ad

visable.”

The George N. Pierce Co.———“The leading

forcign automobile manufacturers have

equipped their plants with American made,

modern lrbor-snving machinery and devices.

\Vith skilled labor at one-half or one-third

the rates paid here and with the present

duty against them, the foreign makers are

able to compete in this market, as the year

ly increasing imports of foreign made auto

mobiles shows.' Under these conditions it'

is plain that a further reduction in tariff

would mean increased imports of foreign

made cars and reduced production by Amer

ican manufacturers, ultimately resulting in

a lowering of the scale of wages paid for

labor and a reduction in the number of

workers employed. These conditions justi

fy our opposition to any reduction of the

present rate of duties on automobiles."

Dayton Motor Car Co.—“VVe are in favor

of having it remain just where it is."

Studebaker Automobile C0.——“Wc are de

cidedly opposed to it. The automobile busi

ness in this country is practically a new in

dustry and many millions of dollars have

been invested in it. Such a proposed re

duction in the tariff would not only retard

growth but come pretty near ruining it.

This is one of the businesses which needs

the protecting help of the tariff."

Brush Runabout Co.——“At the present

time it is only the higher priced cars that

are in danger of foreign competition and

people who buy this type of car use it as a

luxury and can afford to pay a liberal duty

if they choose to have a foreign name plate

on their car. The only people the retention

of duty affects is those who can amply af

ford it. In view of the above we do not

favor any reduction whatever."

Program for A. M. C. M. A. Show Week.

Announcement was made last week of the

program for the show week of Dec. 3lst~

Jan. 7th, which is to include besides the

usual meetings of the various trade and oth

er organizations, several special "nights" on

which the Show Committee of the Ameri

can Motor Car Manufactures‘ Association

will make special provision for the enter

tainment of certain specified classes of vis»

itors. As in previous years, “Society

Night” will be the chief occasion for sar

torial adornment, while the designation of

the opening “Gala Night," which is usually

given over chiefly to the chaufieurs and their

lady friends, is sufficiently suggestive in it

self. The full program for the week is as

follows:

Thursday, December 3lst. 10 A. M. Meet

ing, Show Committee. A. M. C. M. A.; 3

P. M., Private view of automobile show;

Meeting, Executive Committee, New York

Automobile Trade Association; 8 P. M.,

"Gala Night.”

Friday, January lst, Army and Navy

Night.

Saturday, January 2nd, Students’ night;

10:30 P. M., Show smoker to visiting motor

ists and dealers at A. C. A. Clubhouse.

Monday, January 4th, 2 P. M., Executive

Committee meeting, American Automobile

Association; Engineers’ night.

Tuesday, January 5, 10 A. M., Executive

Committee meeting, National Retail Auto~

mobile Dealers’ Association; 4 P. M., Meet

ing, Board of Governors, Automobile Club

of America; 1 P. M., Show luncheon to ex

hibitors by A. M. C. M. A., Hotel Manhat

tan; Meeting, Society of Automobile Engi

neers; Society night.

Wednesday, January 6th, 10 A. M.. Meet

ing of Committee of Management, A. M. C.

M. A.; 8 P. M., Meeting, Board of Direct—

ors, Importers Automobile Salon; Execu

tive Committee meeting, Motor and Acces

sory Manufacturers; Merchants’ night.

Thursday, January 7th, Executive Com

mittee meeting, American Motor League;

Municipal night.

Detroit on Eve of Show Warfare.

Show warfare is promised in Detroit,

Mich, both the Tri—State Automobile &

Sportsmen’s Association and the Detroit

Automobile Dealers Association having

fixed upon dates for rival exhibitions. The

former plan to hold theirs at the Light

Guard Armory during the week of January

25, while the “Da-Da" show is scheduled

for the week of February 15.
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EXHIBITORS AT THE PALACE SIIOW SEfii‘C‘iivfniilé?“’6aC“ c‘" giiiiigggf'ngibilzlla c0.

__ 'Sultan Motor Co. - - ' Slfllltii'li'tl I\{\Olllt:lf Bearing Co.

- - - - W'elch Mrtor Car Co. Staniarit "0 i118 C0
OffiCial List of 263 Displays of Cars, Parts Wayne w’orks. Stewalrt & Cllarli Mfg. Co. d R b'b C

_ , _ _ ' \- " _ Swineiart Cinci-r Inc an er 0.and Accessories—Aeronautic Exhibits york “mm L“ C? _ , - 'i‘iiiiKt-ii RUllL‘l‘ BLearing Axle Coll

Accessory Exhibitors on First Gal- \th-(jcr _\1fg_C0_

l c r y ( c m b c f s o t 0 f a n d 1\ c c c s - \\'arner CICZH' CO.

Warner Instrument Co.

\Yeed Chain Tire Lii'ip Co.

 
sory Manufacturers.)

Official announcement last week of the Ajax-Crieg Rubber Co. “...“Chcswr Appliance Co_

_ _ . _ American Ball Bearing Co. Wheeler, F, H.

list Of CXhlbltOi’S at the first of the New American Electrical Novelty Mfg. Co. Whitney Mfg L0.

7 _ Atwatcr-Kent Mfg. W'orks. Wiihcri'wc Ignith Co.

\ork shows, to be held in Grand Central .-\ttit~'oo$iiCéitle Co. __ Motor and Accussury hianufacturch

. 1 U 0C 1 .

Palace during the week Of DCC. Slst-Jan. guflo Im )I‘OVL’n‘tffflt go. 0 t h c r A c c c s s o r y E x h i b i t o r S __ F i r S t

_ a er rass . g. 0. .
7th. revealed a total of 263 displays of cars, Bal win Chain and Mfg. Co. _ ‘ ‘ Gall“ r)

_ _ Bowscr & Co., S. F. Miller, Charles 1::

parts and accessories, which was lower than griscoeLMfgCCo. C _ xcwiiiasiic fire (,0.

_ _ _ . rown- ipc ear .0. .. . . ‘ _
had been anticipated. Of these 75 Will be Byriic, Kingston & Co. L Mllb‘t‘ors 0" Sficond (181'er

, _ Coes \Vrench Co. Automobile Club of America. _

the exhibits of manufacturers of complete COltln‘lbinhNut and Bolt Co. > _ American“Automobile ASSOCiation.

. _ Connecticuti Telephone and Electric Co. American 'L otor League.

VCthlCS Of one 501'! 0!“ another, while 188 Consolidated Rubber Tire Co. Automobile iipply Mtg. C0.

, , _ _ _ Continental Caoutchouc Co. Allen Auto‘ eeialty C0.

stands Will be given over to the exhibition Andersen l‘vrize Machine Co

American Thermo \Vare C0.

Alexander & Co., H. T;

Aiistro-American Separator Co.

American Metal llosc Co.

- Automobile Co-operative Association of America.

Auto Tire Inflatiiig-Co.

American Thermos Bottle C0.

Bosch Magneto Co.

Bretz Co., . S.

Briggs, \Vil iam M.

lirown Co., The.

Brown Mfg. Co., lohn W.

Brownell Motor Co., F. A.

Buda Foundry anu Mfg. Co.

Bunnell 8: Co., T. N.

Burnett Compound Spring Incorporation.

Burrowes Co., 15. T.

-Brantlei'hurg u' L0.

Coinptoir d'lnnovation l’our Automobiles.

Downing, Charles 1. -

Driggs-beabiiry ()riliiance Corporation.

Dayton Rubber .-ifg. Co.

l'.litc Mfg. Co.

l'.niiis Rubber Mfg. Co.

lznipire Auto l‘op Co.

Excelsior Batter Co. _

F. R. V. Auto arts Co.

Flentje, Ernest.

Federal Mfg. Co.

of parts and accessories. The foreign con

tingent will consist of 10 importers or agents

for the over-seas manufacturers. so great

has been the demand for space that the

Show Committee has been forced to requi

sition the area formerly occupied by the

Aero Club in order to provide accommoda

tion for the entire aggregation. The com

plete list of exhibitors is as follows:

Vehicle Exhibitors.

Acme Motor Car Co.

American Motor Car Co.

Austin Automobile Co.

Atlas Motor Car C0.

Anderson Carriage Mfg. Co.

American Motor Truck Co.

Lnadwick Engineerin~ \Vorks.

Brush Runabout Co.

Buckeye Mfg. Co.

  

‘1 '1.’ ITU t" BliTTO).v (ieiszler Brothers.
EfraierthgOtCro car C0. TI“ 1 \“IB RS C-arage liiiuipnient Co.

Bristol Engineering Co Gloversville Autofcvloy'e Co.

Brawstcr 6;. Co. ' Cowles & Co., C. llealy_ Leather Tire Co.

Chadwick Engineering Co. Cramp 8: Sons Ship and Engine Building Co., Wm llavoline Oil Co.

Qamcron Motor Co. Diamond Chain and Mfg. Co. Hill Mt . Co.. The.

C. G. V. Import Co. “Vlmmld Rilbbvr C0. lligh \\_ eel _Au‘t0 Parts‘Co.

Coag¢5.(;osh¢n Automobile Co_ Dixon Crucible Co., JOSQPII. llyilraulic Qil btorage (.0.

Cleveland Autocab Co. QOW Tire CO- Jeffrey'-t)e\~'itt Co.

Commcrcial Truck Company of America_ Itdmunds_& Jones Mtg. Co‘. Johnson k Lo". IsaacDe Luxe Motor Car Co. hilectric btorage Battery (.0. keystone IfUIJ‘X‘ICZlIlflg Lo.

Dayton Motor Car Co_ knipire Automobile Fire Co. Lavalette 6.- Lo.

[k Dion Bongo" Selling Brandt Firestone 'l‘ire‘and Rubber Co. nun-Lockwood Mfg. Co.

D¢ Didi-icy; Import QO_ IilSk Rubber Co. - - | Long Island Auto bupo‘lv Mfg. so.

Udahaye Import CO C & J Tire Co. Motor Vehicle lublishing Co.

Ford Motor C0_ . Ciabriel Ilorn Aug. Co. _ Merchant & hvans Co.

Fiat Motor Co_ (:Ilbfit't Mfg. Co. AItHlIIOI'. Mfg. Co.“ '

Gamh. Automobilc Co, (fenimer Mfg. Co. Miller bons William P.

Grabowsky power “(a on CO_ (:OOdt'lCh Co., B. F. Metal btaniping Lo. ‘

Gramm.Logan Motor 3, Co_ §:OO(ly§ali)'rl.fC and Rubber Co. Mai-k0 storageK Battj'ry £0.

. ' ‘ irav t’ aVis. ‘ ' . yers, . .. t' . I _ I
gblgtfiaogcAii‘ttotrgldlgTellch'OI Gl‘ill"113\\'lt‘y Mi . Co. .\'_;iii_ona Retail .“\llI0n“ll'IbllC Dealers' Association.

Hotchkiss Import C0. . Ham, Mfg- C‘OH ‘- T- ' _ " \fltit‘lllll Auto 'lop Loz

Hart-Kraft Motor Co. llai'ris ()il (0., A. W. .\vew I'M-pai'tiire Mfg. Lo.

Intgf-State Automobile Co_ i Hartford Rubber_\\’orl<s Co. .\ew Yorls Coil Co. _ ’

Isotta Import Co ll-‘lrtim‘d blIRPt‘nSHm LO.‘ .\oiiii:in lool and Machine \\ orks. ‘A. S.
i k A tomobile Co lleinze Electric Co. Philadelphia inner and Machine (0.

{(aiTJlissner T” H C0 . llerz & Co. ‘ l'ei'ft-etioii “'rencli Co.

KisselgMotor.Cai" Co.. Hess-Bright Mffl- CO- l’iieii I takimnc k“

i alncia Import Co. lltifit'ckt'r CO., The. ‘ ' - , l‘olson, \\. F.

[lane Motor vehicle CO, H vatt Roller Bt'al‘ll'l" (o. Rushmore ‘l)_\'tl.'\n\0 Works.

Lansden Co The ' ' ‘ “Limes Speedometer C0. R. l. V.“ company. Inc.

\Iack Brothers Motor Car to. 'Okomo l‘glt‘cil'lc CO- ' Reeves _t\' t\oii. laiil.

Marion Motor Car Co. Leather Tire Coeds Co. Royal l'.(iiiiiiiiii'nt Lo.

Maxwell-Brimoe Motor Co. Light Mi - 1""! Foundry CO- Rnny Mfg. to.

Midland Motor Co McCord Mfg. LO- §hore Instrument and _Mfg._ Co.

Mitchell Motor Car Co. Mt'llilfl'if. C._:\. < 'Qti'oinberg Motor lleviee Lo.

Moline Automobile Co MiClWlm Ter CO- h‘ianilard Leather \\‘aSli('T Mfg. Co.. _

Mom Niotor Car Co . Mor an \Vright. §Hare Motor \\ heel of America, Limited.

Moira Motor Car Co'. Mosger 8: C0.._.\. R. S‘inell. Iryiiig.

McCue Co The MOI-9mg?" DQ‘VH‘Q Miti- Cfi- §aliiian Co.. John A.

Middle-by A'uto Co Motz Umchei' Tire and Rubber Co. Manley i\- latte‘ison.

.\'ational Motor vehicle Co. National Battery Co. grim.“ DH,“ UL

.\'ordyke Marmon Co. National Carbon (0. @n‘eno (o.

itakland Motor Car Co. National-Cm] Lo. ht';ttfllt‘§§ Riioher_ Co. _

()vcrland' Mao C0 . Never-Miss Spark Plug Co. 'I‘l'l)_\' Carriage Min, Shade Co.
() ar Motor Co I N. Y. & N. l. Lubricant (0. l't'.’\_\'(‘l'\ Binwiiiii latch Lo.

Owens C0 R ()liver Mfg. Co. l'iiion Battery to. I

I’ Ivaiiia Auto-Motor C0. I’antasote C0. l'. b. .\lC.\1l3'lHllt“ Meta Co.
Cnngy I ‘ ' Pennsylvania Rubber C0. \migimiil Mtg. (n.

| Pittsburg Motor Vehicle Co. r _, Q k ‘ _] C “Plkhwm CU 'Ohn q
. Iranhard & I‘cvasson IIIISllCltl‘t'Pi'll‘ ((11 0. It _ : ..l (‘ \.' (‘

Palaig dc l-Automobflc. “aiigallgihfaiclénev (.0. \\(-tlllplil|lg :‘iitiisliu f :(isltiiihiz C(o.

' ' ~' 1 . . O. Leg en ii (- run 0 _ .
l itieflgicllfgigiozlahrfl .oCO. . ggiiivs lileiitric C06 .|\lliTn [(-‘ii'e Department biipply Co.

. i i i (‘1' .0. )iii \' 'reaq‘ o.
‘ Refiak’fle DaCtaorn Chgo‘or car co. gibtlzielrblgojhjllmll. linstiiri L‘f'irliun \Ynt'ks.

I R00. ’ ator vehiélc Co Shalei‘ Co., C. A. ('eiieral .fltornizl‘ Battery Co.

an'd MOtor Truck Shelby Steel Tube Co. Nathan .\0\'l‘ll.v MIB- Cn

RC11811¢¢ FMOto: 8cm" Aécncv Smith C0" ,\_ ()_ __ t)iiiiiey-Manchester-bargeant Co.

Renal,“ ref: '. Spice-r Universal Joint Mfg. Co. ‘ 4 n - Smiih Mm eon I

Simplex Motor Car 0,
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WHITE WIN
Los Angeles to Phoenix Road Race

    

 

 

A brilliant victory was scored by the White Steamer in the recent stock-car race through the

mountains and over the desert from Los Angeles, California, to Phoenix, Arizona. Once again the

White demonstrated that in a stock-car competition and over roads such as exist in most parts of

the country it is iaster than any other type of machine. Such a contest as the Los Angeles-Phoenix

race is far more significant than a race between specially built cars over specially selected and carefully

prepared highways. This latest White victory indicates to the purchaser just what kind of service

he may expect from the type of car which he can buy and over roads such as he will have to cover.

The White is the fastest car on give-and-take roads, not because it has the highest-powered

engine, but because it delivers at the rear wheels a larger percentage of the power of the engire than

any other type. Furthermore, that power is available under all conditions, whether running ia st or

slow, and no time is lost in shifting gears or in waiting for the engine to “pick up speed.” In other

words, under ordinary road conditions, the flexibility of the White engine will do what great power

in other types of engines cannot do.

Write tor circular describing the 1909 models.

THE WHITE COMPANY
CLEVELAND, OHIO

PITTSBURG 138-48 Beatty

CLEVELAND, 401 Rockwell A".

CHICAGO, 240 Michigan Ave.

NEW YORK CITY, Broadway at 626 St.

BOSTON, 320 Newbury St.

PHILADELPHIA, 629-33 N. Broad St.

SAN FRANCISCO,

Market St. at Van Ness Ave.

ATLANTA, 120-122 Marietta St.
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Progress Toward Uniform Laws.

In the convention of governors, held in

Boston early last week, is found one of the

most encouraging symptoms of a popular

awakening in directions toward which it is

most necessary such an awakening should

be directed which has yet been seen. Such

a convention could not have existed with

out a sufficient groundwork of popular fee1-~

ing to guarantee it the support of at least

On this account its

very existence must be held almost as much

a courteous hearing.

in esteem as the efforts at progress which

it brought forth.

The movement for equalizing the legal

measures of various states is one which is

of particularly vital interest to the motor

ist not only because it touches directly his

interests in the cause of the highway and

the cause of automobile legislation. but also

because it tends toward the effacement of

that great variety in the popular attitude

which is responsible for the differences in

the enactments at present in force. Next

to a universal law, the passage of uniform

laws by the various states, with only such

differences as local conditions demand, is

most to be desired. The generalization re

sulting from any such movement must in

evitably result in the suppression of abus

ive restrictions and the betterment of mo

toring conditions. Apart from the ques

tions of speed limits, universal lights, state

or federal aid, or any of the other measures

advocated, the convention is creditable to

New England as a step in an upward direc

tion.

Development of the Farmer Market.

Though considerable stir is being made

just now by the several “quantity produc

ers" who lay claim to a good share of the

“farmer market," in accounting for the dis

tribution of their product there is, perhaps,

more or less skepticism among outsiders as

to the actual basis of the big rural demand

for its fulfilment.

ed, and furthermore that the farmer is not

That they are well found

only recognized as being worth going after,

but is being gone after in persistant and

searching fashion is revealed in the exten

sive plans of campaign undertaken by the

various selling organizations in the field.

These forces all have their own individ

ual methods of attack, direct and indirect;

their arrangements for seeking and convinc

ing the individual buyer, all worked out ac

cording to a thoroughly consistent system.

Furthermore these systems, though differ

ing in detail agree pretty uniformly in the

provision for direct supervision over the

local agents by emissaries sent out directly

from the chief of the organization. In more

than one instance there is combined with

this a system of field work which is calcu'

lated at once to reinforce the efforts of the

local workers and also to gauge the success

of their labors. The net result is a system

by which practically every man within a pre

scribed territory who is either able to af

ford a car. or who “IOoks as though he might

n

be, to, quote the words of one sales man

ager, has been given an opportunity to in

vest in the modern substitute for the horse

and wagon.

For example, the branch of one well

kuown manufacturer which has jurisdiction

over a territory including some thirty-five

counties is equipped with as many local

agencies as can be secured, in addition to

which the entire field is constantly being

patrolled by four travelers whose business

it is not simply to oversee the work of the

agents, but also to search out possible cus

tomers for them. In doing this the “drum

mers” are in fact, continually scouring the

country in search of prosperous looking

farms. As soon as a place is discovered

whose owner is known to have sufficient

within the

"prospects," or whose appearance is such

means to place him class of

as to warrant such an inference, some ex

cuse is made to stop. The traveler inquires

the way to the nearest town, begs to drink

of water, buys a glass of milk, inspects the

live stock or fodder and in any way possible

engages the farmer in conversation. Before

he leaves, his measure has been taken, per

haps even he has been given a demonstra

tion under one pretext or another, and with

in a few days he receives a direct request

for patronage from the local agent to whom

his name has been turned over.

Not simply this, but the movement of

crops, their volume and the influx of money

in return for them are watched with zeal

ous care, both with regard to quantity and

distribution. In this way the location of

prospective customers is assisted, while the

profitable handling of the selling forces is

managed to better advantage than were the

indiscriminateCal'IVflSS made on a more

basis. The farmer market has been a vast

and intangible thing hitherto, but while it

is being exploited with direct and persistent

methods such as these, it is developing at

a rate which not only accounts for a num

ber of very large outputs, but also accounts

for a softening of the rural attitude toward

motoring in a way otherwise inexplicable.

 

About the Importers’ Demands.

There is no small element of human in

terest in the appearance of a representative

of the Importers' Salon before the Ways

and Means Committee at W'ashington last

week in advocacy of a one-third reduction

in the tariff on imported automobiles. It

is indicative not merely of the straits in

which the foreign makers find themselves

just at present, but also of a recogntion

among the importers themselves, if not of

open acknowledgement of the fact that the

status of the imported product has under

the United States

such that it can no longer lay claim to the

gone an alteration in

grand and lofty supremacy which served

For the

proud and haughty importer of a year or

to exalt it for so long a time.

two ago to be humbled to the point of seek

ing a large outlet for the small car is a

change of face sufficiently marked in itself
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to be noteworthy. Yet that is the real

meaning of the present movement for tariff

reduction.

After years of prosperity and plenty a

period of decline set in which culminated

in the downfall of several of the firms in

New York City which had loomed large in

the brave array of dealers in the foreign

product. Happily, or unhappily, the period

of business depression intervened just as

matters were reaching a climax and ob

scured the real facts which were that the

American market for the gilded importa

tions was fast waning into nothingness. At

the same time a counter movement set in

in the growing use of imported cabs, so

that the otherwise noticeable drop in actual

importations has been bridged over by a

perfect deluge of low and medium powered

vehicles which though serving to preserve

a respectable exterior for the importer

have in reality been a very different product

from that which formerly was entered. The

fact of the matter is that the sale of the

expensive and high powered foreign cars

has dwindled terribly during the past three

years, and the importer in the interests of

self-preservation is forced to get down to a

basis of price competition, or something

very like it.

Just here considerable importance at

taches to the present situation abroad. Eu

rope, slower in feeling the effects of the

financial depression of last year, has also

been“ slower in recovering from it than the

United States. The natural result of this

has been a curtailment of production_among

the automobile makers and with rare ex

ceptions, if any at all, the manifestation of

a desire to cater to the ever available in

termediate field with a medium priced prod

uct. Added to this that the medium priced

chassis also lends itself well to the demands

of the commercial cab and the inducement

is complete. The

Paris Salon tells the story in figures better

than words, and the attitude of the Amer

prescnt session of the

ican Importers is a natural corollary of it.

In this connection it is particularly on

lightening to note the altered attitude of

the importers who, through their representa

tive declare the generous use of American

machinery by the foreign builders to be a

valid reason for a reduction in the tariff

upon the finished product. This is a marked

concession, as it is not so very long since

the alleged supremacy of the foreign-made

machine was declared to be based on the

accuracy of the hand workmanship em

Indeed, that ar

gument stood in good stead for several

ployed in its construction.

years. Another marked concession is dis

closed by the further excuse for tariff reduc

tion on the ground that it constitutes an

encouragement to home industry, since 90

per cent. of the bodies placed upon foreign

chassis are produced in this country. As

a matter of fact, it was the first sign of

weakening when the American made body

began to come into use on foreign cars to

a noticeable degree two or three years ago.

It can no longer be held that the foreign

product, as a class, is superior to the domes

tic either in point of design, material or con

With the gilded halo of its high

price removed, it is

struction.

questionable even

whether it would find as ready a sale as it

does just now, as it stands upon its pinnacle

of exclusive appeal to a certain class of

buyers. At all events, the efforts to popu

larize it on even terms with the home prod

uct are productive of no small diversion.

 
 

Abandonment of Circular Track Races.

Without desire to detract from the credit

which is due the American Automobile As

sociation. for setting itself on record as

against the practice of automobile racing

on circular horse tracks, it may be granted

a pity that it had not the courage of its

convictions in sufficient degree to take a

firmer stand and prohibit it outright. As

it is, this branch of the sport is practically

cut adrift and left to its fate without the

control of any governing body. The declar

ation of the “Three A” goes not further

than to express a conviction of its inutility

and to foreswear any further countenancing

of it.

prerogatives as the governing body over

It might better have stood upon its

all national contests and forbidden its con

tinuance, instead of itself executing an hum

ble retirement.

The perils which follow in the wake of

racing upon circular tracks are so certain

and insistent that that branch of competi

tion has become conspicuous for its dis

asters. A totaling of the list of crippled

and maimed in the industry as a result of

its horrors—they are nothing less—would

yield a surprising number of names of those

not so

The list

of the killed no one has yet had the cour

who in their day were reckoned

much reckless as skilful drivers.

age to compile.

\Nith the growth in popularity of endur

ance contests of the more rational, if no

less exacting or strenuous kind, hill-climbs

 

COMING EVENTS

  

 

December 56, San Francisco, Cal.—Aut0—

mobile Dealers Association’s track meet,

Tanforan Park.

December 12, Denver, COL—Denver Mo

tor Club’s hill climbing contest, Lookout

Mountain.

December 12, Worcester, Mass.;—Worces

ter Automobile Club’s 200 miles reliability

and endurance contest.

December 31-January 7, New York City—

American Motor Car Manufacturers' Asso

ciation’s annual show in Grand Central

Palace.

January 1-2—Quaker City Motor Club's

two days endurance run, Philadelphia to

\Vilkes Barre, Pa., and return.

January 16-23, New York City—Associa

tion of Licensed Automobile Manufactur

ers’ annual show, Madison Square Garden.

January 21-31, Los Angeles, Cal—Auto

mobile Dealers Association‘s show.

January 23-30, Philadelphia, Pa.-—Phila

delphia Automobile Trade Association‘s an

nual show.

January 27-February 3, Philadelphia, Pa.—

Automobile Trade Association’s eighth an

nual show, Second Regiment armory.

February 615. Chicago. Ill—National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers’

Show, Coliseum and First Regiment Ar

mory.

February 15-20, Cleveland, O'.-—-Autom0

bile show, Central Armory.

February 15, Detroit, Mich.—Detr0it Au

tomobile Dealers Association’s show,

Wayne Pavilion.

February 16-18, Denver, COL—Denver Mo

tor Club's first annual show, Auditorium.

February 22, Ceveland, O.—Cleveland Au

tomobile Dealers Company‘s showI Central

Armory.

February 27-March 3, Hartford, Conn.—

Automobile Dealers’ Association show.

March 6-13, Boston, Mass.—Boston Auto

mobile Dealers Association’s (Inc) seventh

annual show, Mechanics Building.

~ March 27-April 3, Pittsburg, Pa.—-Auto

mobile Dealers Association's show, Du—

quesne Garden.
 
 

which tax the driver and his machine to

the nttermost, and road races in which the

stretches are of sufficient length to c0m~

pensatc for time losses at the turns, the

need of the circular track has gone out of

existence. The parkway idea is too young

as yet to be judged on its commercial mer

its, but it offers the most legitimate outlet

for the high-speed impulse and for the re

quirement for high-speed competition on a

large scale.
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WAGNER NIPS GRAND PRIZE BY SECONDS
 

Driver of Victorious Italian Car in Savannah's Spectacular Contest

Covers 402.08 Miles at Average Speed of 65.] per Hour

—Hemery Finishing First Gets Second Honors—Police and

Militia Guard the Course While Vast Crowds See Race.

 

Stop-watches only split down to fifths,

of a second, and yet even this brief unit of

time is too long in which to express the

difference in average time per mile between

the first and second cars in the Grand

held

Thanksgiving Day. The race was for a dis

Prize race at Savannah, Ga., on

tance of 402.08 miles, 16 times around a

course measuring 25.13 miles, and the net

time between Wagner in the No. 14 Fiat,

the winner, and Hemery, in the No. 8 Benz,

which finished second, was 56% seconds.

\Vagner’s time for the whole distance was

6 hours, 10 minutes, 31% seconds, an aver

age speed of 65.1 miles per hour.

Not only was this remarkably close re

sult a record of its kind in automobile road

racing, unlikely to be approached for many

years, but the incidents of the final strug

gle were of a character to rouse the specta

tors to the highest pitch of intense excite—

ment, the three leaders, Nazzaro, Hemery

and \Nagner, see-sawing and interchanging

positions so that no one could pick the final

winner with certainty. Even when the last

of the three finished, it was necessary to

wait for the timers' announcement before

one could be sure who had won.

The finish provided dramatic changes in

 

 

fortunes for both the Benz and the Fiat '

camps, Nazzaro at the start of the last lap

appearing to have a sure grasp on the vic

tory, but Hemery overtaking him and ar

riving first, quite changing the aspect of

things, so that it appeared to be a Benz

triumph. The flying Wagner then became

a factor and wrested the victory away from

Hemery, making it secure for the Fiat

camp.

Quite as marvelous as any other feature

of the race was the perfect manner in which

The gold

room of the Bank of England is easier of

it was guarded and kept clear.

access to the man without the necessary

credentials than was the roadway of the

Savannah course. Bayonets that were

itching to stick somebody and lead-loaded

revolvers with hair trigger attachments

made it perilous for anyone without a full

set of passes, badges, certificates and bras

sards to so much as set foot on the edge

of the roadway itself. Furthermore, if the

road pass designated the point at which the

holder might cross, it was highly injudi

cious for him to attempt to use it anywhere

else, as he was very likely to land in jail

or the hospital.

One white man, driving a horse, was

  

  

stabbed in the ribs with a bayonet for not

getting 05 the course as quickly as the of

ficer in charge demanded. He is still in the

hospital, the stabber being commended for

efficient performance of duty. No record

is possible of the number of venturesome

colored unfortunates who were punctured

with the soldiers’ steel or poked in the

stomach with gun butts, but the majority

of the colored brethren and sisters and

young folks were healthily afraid of the mi

litia and were scrupulously observant of the

  

VIEW OF THE RACE AS PRESENTED TO THE A. C. A. IN NEW YORK CITY.
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regulations imposed on spectators and so

vigorously enforced.

Hanriot, driver of the No. 15 Benz, after

finishing fourth in the race, filled up with

gasolene and started back on the course to

his camp, in a reverse direction. He was

gone before the patrolmen could stop him,

but the soldiery soon called upon him to

halt. Although he slowed up several times

at their upraised hands, he did not stop, be

ing unable to understand English. Where

upon an officer drew a revolver and shot

holes in the rear tires and the gasolene

tank of the big racing machine. \Nhen the

official word came that the race was over,

wagers making Wagner a favorite with

Hemery, 3 to 1 being given on each.

As was to be expected, the race brought

to Savannah a great number of men promi

nent in the trade, a roster of whom would

read like a directory of the industry. Not a

few were to be found in the press stand,

either as “assistants” to the men writing

the accounts of the race or as representa

tives of mythical and heretofore unheard

of “syndicates” or press associations.

Enjoyment of their two days' stay was

assured to the visitors by the genuine and

unfailing hospitality of Savannah’s citizens.

The local residents wore large red badges,

of the special trains as it pulled out Thurs

day night. He addressed a prosperous but

austere looking man, who looked like a

typical bank president.

“Anybody who saw that race," replied the

latter, “and then beefs about not getting his

money’s worth is an undesirable citizen.”

 

Fog, heavy fog, wrapped up the morning

of Thanksgiving Day and completely an

swered the criticisms of the grumblers who

had complained that a break~0f-day start

would be much more “picturesque” for the

Grand Prize race than the comparatively

late hour of 9 o’clock, which had been set.

 

b 

  

SCENE AT THE FINISH-WAGNER'S SPECTACULAR ARRIVAL

the racing Hanriot was permitted to re

sume his trip back to his camp.

Special trains from New York, Washing

ton, Cleveland, Indianapolis and Chicago, as

well as from many points in the South, not

to mention the boats from New York.

brought hosts of visitors into the city, and

the attendance at the race was conserva

tively estimated at 100,000 people, although

some calculations placed the estimate at

twice that figure. \IVhile the light car race

on Wednesday was well attended, it was

the Grand Prize affair that found all Sa

vannah and its visitors present.

Betting and bookmaking were more con

spicuous than at any of the Vanderbilt

races, the latter being the natural standard

for comparison, so far as big car races in

this country are concerned. The lobby of

the De Soto hotel on Wednesday night was

a busy scene of wager laying, and the di

minutive Tod Sloan, ex-jockey and meteoric

sport, dressed in evening clothes and a plait

ed, bulgy white shirt, was the center of one

of the many rings of bettors. That the bet

ting was on wise “dope,” was shown by the

results, only small odds being given on

Hemery, -Nazzaro and Wagner, the last

reading, “I live here. Ask me." Further

more, they would accept, too. there being

opportunities on every street, as the prohi

bition law is only a “Jim Crow” afi'air in

its local application. The bars for white

men were wide open, and at the De Soto

hotel no soft drinks were available. But

the red badges proved of real service for

strangers who did have to ask for direc

tions or information, and in every case in

quirers were given every assistance possible.

A strong local pride in the success of the

races was apparent, Savannah being very

earnest in its desire to have future events

of like character held on its splendid course.

The latter is on the public roads of Chat

ham county, adjacent to the city. These

roads are of Augusta gravel and are. scien

tifically constructed, varying from 30 to 60

feet in width. The oil treatment which they

receive in preparation for a race makes them

almost dustless, and the sharper turns are

well banked. The permanent grandstand

now seats a total of 21,000 people, a section

seating 5,000 people having been added just

before Thanksgiving Day.

“Did you enjoy the race?" asked a pas

senger on the observation platform of one

From the first gray peep of morning the

crowds began trooping to the course and

grandstand, through the heavy blue mist,

and many rural spectators, who had driven

in with wagons or buggies, took up their

positions by the roadside in the dark hours

of the night. By half-past eight the stand

was filled, and the racing machines them

selves were all gathered before the pits,

rcady to take their positions for the start.

Even at close range it required eager

peering to identify them through the thick

haze of the morning vapors, their long, hulk

ing red, blue and white bodies all looking

very much alike. In contrast to the start

of previous big races in this country, there

was little raising of hoods or tinkering, all

of the drivers apparently being satisfied

that their cars were in the best possible con—

dition. A few went over their machines in

a casual way, rubbing with waste here and

there, or re-arranging the tools between the

seats, but most of them stood about in

groups discussing the fog or receiving the

good wishes of officials and friends. Each

machine was well guarded, however, by at

tendants in overalls, who cast dark looks at

thoughtless officials who, having the priv
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liege of the course, in some cases leaned

against the racers.

As 9 o'clock approached it became appar

ent that the mist was still too heavy to

permit a start, and word was passed that

there would be a wait of half an hour to

give time for it to clear. The more frivo

lous of the drivers and mechanicians amused

themselves by tossing silver dollars into

the air and matching, until this diversion

 
    

WAGNER FIRST

was put at an end by the chief of police,

who escorted the men back to their cars

by their coat collars, amid much laughter.

The dapper Nazzaro appeared on the scene

dressed in a bluish gray union suit effect.

which set off his slim lines to great ad

vantage, while Fournier presented a very

difi'erent aspect in a costume consisting of

knee-length khaki trousers, giving him the

appearance of a brewery cask handler, or

something equally burly and unromantic.

Hemery wore a plaited gray plaid short

coat, knee length trousers and puttees, leav

ing it to his mechanic to sport voluminous

overalls. The prize in the costume line

went to the Lozier team, both Mulford and

his mechanic having long white coats, and

headgear with flowing white streamers. The

pair presented a'smart appearance when in

their all-white outfit they went to the line.

Although at half past nine the fog was

still too thick to make it safe to send the

cars off, the moisture was nevertheless

condensing' rapidly, falling like fine rain and

making the roads wet and slippery. It was

announced that 9:45 would be the official

starting time. The effect of this announce

ment immediately converted the space in

front of the grandstand into a theater of

feverish activity. From a mixed mass of

cars active attendants soon wheeled the ma

chines into two lines back of the tape, ac

cording to their numerical order. Practi~

cally all of the motors were then cranked

and the engines permitted to run for a few

moments, to make sure of no difficulty at

the starting line. While making a good

deal of noise, none of the cars made the

battle roar which has been a feature of the

Vanderbilt events, as instead of the open

exhaust direct from the sides of cylinders,

most of the engines were fitted with mani~

folds which carried down and back to a rear

ward pointed exhaust box. The latter, while

without baffle plates or muffler construc

tion, reduced the sound considerably. All

the tires at the start were fitted with non

skid treads.

Even at 9:45 the air was still thick, but

the blue Clement-Bayard, bearing No. “l,”

was sent off amidst rousing cheers from the

grandstand, the cheers being taken up in the

distance as the spectators along the course

caught sight of the rushing monster hurl

ing through the mist. The white Lozier,

No. 2, put after it a minute later, the stream

ers from the caps of its occupants floating

out straight behind and giving an impres

sion of great speed. The other cars fol~

lowed in order a minute apart, all of them

getting away in good style and spinning off

into the rapidly lessening haze, which quick

   

  

HEMERY SECOND

ly swallowed them from sight. “hen the

whole 20 had been dispatched there was a

buzz of expectation as to what changes the

first round would show in the running order.

In the few brief minutes before the leaders

should appear, the sun began to assert it

self, and the dark gloom of the early part of

the morning quickly melted away before its

powerful warmth and light.

The first tidings of the progress of the

race came in the form of a telephone mes

sage to that effect that No. 1 had “passed

Burnside,” which information, while taken

to indicate that the car was "on its way,”

did not signify much else, as very few

knew where Burnside was, and it was not

marked on the maps accompanying the pro

gram. This was followed by information

that other cars had passed the same point,

but the announcements were cut short by

the call of the thgler at the end of'the grand

stand, giving the signal that a car was near- '

ing. Through the remaining traces of the

morning's mist the No. 2 Lozier loomed

into view, white streamers and all, and

went thundering by the stand for the start

of its second lap. It was cheered unroar~

iously as having overtaken its French pre

decessor, but after the No. 3 Simplex and

the No. 5 Chadwick came along, without

contest from the No. 1 Clement, it became

apparent that the latter must have had some

trouble. Later reports showed that the

car had magneto difficulty and that Riga],

its driver, had stopped to fit a new one.

Nazzaro's No. 6 Fiat was the first of the

foreign cars to appear and it whizzcd by

with a speed and steadiness that seemed

to spell confidence of victory. A short wait

of two minutes brought Hemery into view,

his great white N0. 8 Benz eating up space

in a fashion that was glorious to see, and

whirling away in pursuit of the swift and

elusive Nazzaro. Next came No. 10, Szisz,

in a blue Renault, the car with its rakish

prow and low lines going by like a streak.

The tow-headed Duray, with No. 9 on his

De Dietrich’s radiator, rompcd past a mo‘

ment later, followed in a few seconds by

the delayed Rigal in the N0. 1 Clement, who

was greeted by cheers. A red ltala, No. 12,

piloted by Cagno, led the long, cream—colored

No. 7 Acme, driven by chgle, by a few

seconds. Burman’s No. 4 Buick pounded

across the line, but with no sign of the nec

essary speed. About a minute later No. 14,

\Vagner, in a red Fiat, darted into view and

was gone, with a hum that was almost musi

cal being so regular. His Fiat, too, like

Nazzaro's, had a Benz pursuer, the sturdy

German machine No. 15, driven by Hanriot,

flying after it in strong style.

   

NAZZARO THIRD

Strang was looked for next, in the No.

16 Renault, but No. 13 Clement-Bayard, with

Hautvast at the wheel. appeared. When the

bugle next sounded, it was for No. 18. De

Palma in a Fiat, who came tearing down the

stretch and off into the distance at a mar

velous pace, having made the first lap in

the fastest time of all, 22 minutes and 18

seconds for the 25:13 miles. It was hard to

pick Strang when he came, his car being

disclosed without its screen-like bonnet

with which it had started, the engine show

ing bare. Despite this indication of trouble,

however, he was making good speed and

was given a hearty vocal encouragement by

the motors. Fournier was right after him.

with the black suspenders showing over his

fat back as his No. 17 Itala barked in the

chase. The only real German driver in the

race, Erie, in the N0. 19 Benz, was obvious

ly faster, gaining rapidly on them both, yet

sweeping by in a nonchalant way that be
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VVAGNER’S LIGHT TOUCH AT

spoke considerably more speed in reserve.

The Itala N0. 20, the last to start, showed

up about three minutes later, running well,

with Piacenza as the pilot. All but the No.

11 National, with Harding up, were thus

accounted for on the first lap, the times

showing that Wagner was next after De

Palma in point of elapsed time, with Han

riot in the No. 15 Benz, third, and Szisz in

the No. 10 Renault, fourth. Fifth position

was earned by Erle in the No. 19 Benz,

Nazzaro getting sixth, Haupt in the Chad

wick making seventh, and Hemery the

eighth position.

Under the strong sunlight the air was now

perfectly clear and still, and when the bugle

sounded, announcing cars coming in the

stretch, it was possible to see them a great

distance away, gradually growing bigger un

til they flashed by, and diminished again

with equal rapidity. The leaders in the sec

ond round proved to be the No. 3 Simplex

and the No. 5 Chadwick, followed shortly by

Nazzaro’s No. 6 Fiat, the graceful Italian

lounging comfortably in his seat as he shot

A TURN a“

  

along at impressive speed. Hemery soon

followed, and, while he was among the real

speedsters, seemed to be holding plenty in

reserve. In this lap De Palma, in the No. 18

Fiat, again took the honors for the short

est elapsed time, making the round in 21:36.

He had almost overtaken Hautvast in the

No. 13 Clement at the grandstand, but the

Frenchman had driven furiously past the

stand and down to the corner, half a mile

below, where the course turned to the left

for a long straight stretch of several miles.

Across the fields it was possible from the

stand to see both cars in this long stretch,

and the spectators went into wild enthus

iasm when De Palma was seen to enter

the straightaway and gain in his chase.

In the distance he passed the Clement, while

the stands went crazy. The belated Na

tional, No. 11, made its appearance and com

pleted its first round, having taken over 55

minutes, its delay being unaccounted for.

But it came around the second time at good

speed. All the contestants finished the sec

ond round, Wagner holding second position,

 

DE PALMA SWEEPING A CURVE

next to De Palma, Hanriot in the No. 15

Benz holding third, Szisz in the No. 10 Re

nault fourth, and Erle in the No. 19 Benz,

fifth. The road generals, Nazzaro and Hem

ery, were taking things more easily.

To use a bicycle racing phrase, De Palma

“blew up” in the third lap, and instead of

the 21:36 of his previous lap, he took 47:54

for the round. He had tire trouble, and

some lubrication trouble. Furthermore the

case for supporting his spare tires at the

back came loose and let the “spares” drag

on the ground. When he came around to

the pits, the case was pulled off, and he

tried to devise a makeshift holder for carry

ing his extra tires in safety. The best speed

at the conclusion of the third lap had been

by Hanriot in the No. 15 Benz, with Szisz

second, and Erle third. Cagno in the No.

12 Itala, was in fourth position, with Naz

zaro fifth, Wagner sixth, and Hemery sev

enth. It was from this time on that the

last three began to “unwind,” and to wage

the Benz-Fiat battle in earnest.

First around on the fourth lap was Naz

 

 

   

 

 

 

HARDING, NATIONAL, ON A SMOOTH STRETCH SEYMOUR PASSING WRECK OF ERLE'S BENZ
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zaro, going faster than previously. He had

overtaken the Simplex and the Chadwick.

Hemery 'was- the next~to appear. ~ His pur

suit of'Nazza'ro was unfaltering. When

Wagner came along among other cars a

little later, he, too, had manifestly let out

another notch. His'incentive to do so lay

in the fact that Hanriot's No. 15 Benz,

which had started one minute after him, was

now about three minutes and miles ahead.

In fact, the No. 15 Benz held the lead in

point of elapsed time. as it had in the pre

vious lap', with Erie’s No. 19 Benz second,

Nazzaro's No. 6 Fiat third, NVagner’s No.

14 Fiat fourth, Szisz fifth and Hemery’s N0.

8 Benz sixth. At this time it was three Benz

cars against two Fiats in the fight for first

place af'the finish, with little chance for

any othee car.

The pace had by this time put the Buick

out of it, the car having retired near the

county farm. The Chadwick, too, had quit

because of lubrication and other difficul

ties. The Acme had to be taken off while

a broken spring was reinforced with a block

  

of wood, and the Lozier and the National

were only appearing occasionally, while the

Simplex was running a somewhat doubtful

career, but making a good showing thus far.

The repair pits in front of the grandstand

began to have plenty to do, as various cars

would stop for tire changes or minor re

placements, or replenishments of gasolene

and oil.

For the fifth, sixth and seventh laps Han

riot in the No. 15 Benz continued to hold

first place in the elapsed time. Hemery took

second place, Nazzaro third, and Wagner

fourth, the four men remaining in this or

der of position until the eighth round. In the

sixth lap Duray limped up to his De Dietrich

pit with the strut rod on the right side of

his machine crumpled up and his rear axle

considerably askew. Working like mad, he

and his mechanic took off the right chain,

dismounted the whole rear wheel brake

mechanism, took off the distorted rod. fitted

a new one,, replaced all the brake mechan

ism and the chain, and were gone again, in

less than 15 minutes. There was a great

   

 

REPAIR PIT SHOWING STOCK OF REPLACEMENTS

demonstration in his honor as he started

off, in appreciation of his rapid work. As

one bystander observed, “That would have

been a day's work in a repair shop." In

the seventh lap, De Palma again made the

round in 21:36, which time for a single lap

was not equalled by any of the other driv

ers.

In many ways the eighth round was one

of the most important of the race, since it

marked the half way point and disclosed

the different policies of the drivers. A ma

jority of them took occasion on this round

to change from non-skid tires to smooth

treads, the course having dried perfectly

under the baking sun. Nazzaro was the first

to stop. Jumping out lightly he and his

mechanic worked with marvelous precision

in taking off the caps of the oil and fuel

tanks and the radiator, and introducing to

each a big funnel. In a moment the water,

oil and gasolene were pouring into their re

spective apertures as fast as they would

flow, while Nazzaro examined his tires,

_rubbed his hands with liniment, discussed

 
  

VIEW OF THECOURSE FROM THE GRANDSTAND, SHOWING THREE CARS APPROACH! NG



CI'IHO/A80.1.0thEll-1.1.

TABLESHOWINGELAPSEDTIMEOFEACHCARINGRANDPRIZERACE

N0.Driver.Car.Country.H.P.12345678v9 410 \111213141516

14Wagner..Fiat.......,,.,Italy,...,,12022:3045:0369:4692:14114114138150163:071841572208247_230158253102279131304116326128348139370131

8Hemery..Benz..........Germany...12023:5448:2470:2792:39115202137126160121185:27207159230149254103279158.303211325259348137371127

6Nazzaro..Fiat...........Italy12023:4246:4569:3092:01114144,137140160146185137 _208238231132254:22277:14299152323:32346145378:47

15Hanriot..Benz..........Germany..12022:3845:1367:2689:44114110136202158238189157219127-241147265109288153312244336139360143386112

13Hautvast.Bayard-Clem...France..12024:3648:4173:0699:17123124147131171123195119221111244210268149293200318108343130369113394106 16Strang...Renault........France.....11525:1347:3370:2996:23119:10141255165230204152'227132258:18282103306208330103356247378158403237 1Rigal....Bayard-Clem...France.....12032:2357:0081:52106141130151154148178131202152230116254145280:52304116329:11354113380:1640549

17Fournier.Itala...........Italy.......1102413048:457314098137123141148139173121197138225123252153277159303157329151355223381:2040632 18DePalma.Fiat...........Italy.......12022:184315491148113136140114169133191109213104243:54.26613128910531512833813536314338815941134

9Duray....DeDietrich.France..12524:054714875:07105:38-134107179155203107226:22249129294116322141353149379147405233*
3Seymour.Simplex.......America...5024:254812372106108259139126169106.193156251150278214317114343143376126401102426155* 11Harding..National.......America....605510180:46107125136140163128198221225132252234279123318210346149*

19Erle......Benz..........Germany..12023:1245:40.68:1290:28-115212140136164:00186111‘210127232:33Hittree

12Cagno....Itala...........Italy...._...1102411146:4069:2795:21121208144120167127190149'217111260103Brokespring

2Mulford..Lozier.........AmeriCa,...5025:1163:07101:03128145171152310223337143366153394202429211"‘

10Szisz.....Re'nault........France.....11522:4145:1667:3392:29114246141212Brokeaxle\

7Zengle...Acme.........America,...7027:2254:04181131208153236245263152Brokespring

20Placenza.Itala...........Italy.......11024:4151:31>74:4898:07125248Ditchcd. ,

5Haupt....Chadwick......America...5023:5147:177212399:52Lubricationtrouble

4Burman..Buick..........America...5031:4459:56Out.-

JRunningwhenracewascalledoff.'' . I- _ TAB-LESHOWINGTIMESBYLAPSANDAVERAGESPEEDSINGRANDPRIZERACEAv.miles1‘33.

No.Driver.1234.s67s910211'12r13141516,5;;Pg};‘13:“

14Wagner...........................22:3022:3324:4322:2822:0024:3624:1721:5023:5022:1122:0426:2924:4522:1222:1121:5265.12125069 8Hemery...........................15424:302210322:1222:23221242215525:062213222:50231142515523132214822:382215064.9221036838 6Nazzaro...........................231422310322:4522:3122:4322:5623:0624:5123:0122:5422:5022:5222:3223:132321232:2263.622:3167. 15Hanriot...........................2213822:3522:1322:1824:2621:5222:363011929:3022:2023:2223244235123:552410425:2962.42115268.99
13Hautvast..........................24:3624:0524:25262112410724:072315223:562515222:5924:3924:1125:0825:2225:432415361.22215965.64

16Strang............................25:13221202215325:54“22:4722:4524:453912222:403014623:4524:0523:5526:442211124:3959.72211167.9
1Rigal.............................32:232413724:5224:49241102315723:432412127:242422926:0723124245525:0226:032513359.423:2464.43

17Fournier..........................24:3024:152415524:5725:042415824:4224:1727:5227:3025:0625:58255425:322515725:1259.324:1562.17
18DePalma.........................22:1821:3647:5421:4826:3829:1921:3621:553025022:3722:3426:23230725:0825:1622:3558.621:36'69.8

9Duray............................24:0523:4327:1930:31281294524523:122321523:0744:4728:2531:08255825:46..........52.23:0765.27

:3Seymour..........................24:2523:5823:4336:533022729:4024:5057:5426:2439:0026:2932:4324:3625153.....49.423:4363.6
11Harding...........................55:0125:4526:3929115262482415327:1127:0226:493814728:39.........................47.824:5360.55

19rle...............................23:1222:2822:3222:1624:4425:2423:2422:1112315622:26..............................64.422:1167.9

12Cagno.............................2411122:2922:472515425:472321223:0723:2226:2242:52.........................57.922:2967.

2Mulford...........................25:1137:5637:5627:4243:0713813127:2029:1054:0935:09.........- .~....................36.525:1160.

10Szisz..............................22:4122235222172415122:2226226............................................63.822:1767.7

7Zengle...........'.................2712226:42127127272222715227207................'.........................34.226:4256.5

20Piacenza..........................24:4126:5023:1723:1927:41...................................60.23:1764.71

5Haupt............................23:5123:2625:27129..............................60.23:2664.3
4Burman...........................3124428:12...........................................................50.32820253.8

TABLESHOWINGPOSITIONSATENDOFEACHLAPINGRANDPRIZERACE

No.Driver.12345678910111213141516
14....Wagner...................'...................2264244132123331 8....Hemery......................................812-7652221123_2222 6....Nazzaro.....................................6753333323311113

15....Hanriot......................................331l _l1l565444444

13....I-Iautvast................................-...1313-v111199877655S555

16....Strang.......................................169887761099888866
'1....Rigal........................................191715,1412111029108776677

l7....Fournier.....................................12141210‘10109 _887667788

18....DePalma....................................l1'161615131111ll11999999

9....Duray.......................................91014'13.13141312121210101010

3....Seymour.....................................11llA152’141212-131313ll111111

11....Harding.....................................Z)20‘18'l8'16151414‘141412

19...Erle.........................................55" _32655-4 g'44'

12..Cagno.......................................106'4 y7‘ _887__6510

2..Mulford......................................1519-17.17171715.151515

10..$2152........................................44v2‘54'6

7..Zengle.......................................l7l6'19'191816

20..Pracenza.....................................141513911

5..Haupt................................781012
4...Human......................................1818
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with the men in the pit whether he should

change to smooth treads, and learned

where he stood in the race position. He

took a sip of champagne and then tossing

the funnels into the pit and replacing the

caps, vaulted into his car again and was

off. just as Hemery came sliding in. It was

the first sight that pursued and pursuer had

had of each other since the start of the

  

better footing than Nazzaro so far as tires

were concerned, as the latter had evidently

determined to try to get through on the one

set if possible and to take his chances on a

roadside change if necessary.

With the race but half over, the men and

women in the immense grandstand began to

seek temporary relief from the broiling of

the afternoon sun. Stunning- as were the

gowns of many of the northern women in

the stand, they were far too warm and un
  

quarter of an hour, but did not seem to

create any alarm in the stand, although it

was close by. A genral lassitude spread

over the assemblage, induced by the heat of

the day and the growing monotony of

watching the lesser cars pass. Where space

was available, men stretched out at their

ease on the benches, and took a siesta.

Shocking the crowd into erect attention,

came the telephone report that Erle, in the

No. 19 Benz, had been killed and his me

  

 

 

BITS OF LOCAL COLOR ALONG THE COURSE

race, the space between them having all

along been represented by almost exactly

two minutes.

Nazzaro had by the precision of his ar

rangements and method of working reduced

his stop to a fraction less than two minutes,

and it remained to be seen if Hemery could

do as well. Hemery, however, had a trick

or two better than Nazzaro’s. His fuel and

oil were in portable receptacles with short

funnel spouts, which when placed on the

openings of the car’s tanks could be left

unattended until the contents had all poured

down, when the portable receptacles would

fall off empty. While his mechanic gave a

moment to the radiator, Hemery manipu

lated a jack, raised his rear axle and

punched a file into his two rear tires, de

flating them for a quick change. In a few

seconds more new tires had been put on,

the caps on his tanks were closed, and away

he went, in but little more time than Naz

zaro had taken. This put Hemery on a

  

comfortable to permit their wearers much

enjoyment of the race, and the white sum

mer dresses of the Savannah maids and

matrons matched the temperature and cir

cumstances much better. Big yellow but

terfles lazily fluttered about the stand, sip

ping here and there at drops of spilled sar

saparilla and ginger pop, and mocking the

furs which adorned the costumes of some

of the sartorially incongruous visitors. In

addition to dispensing “ice-cold soft drinks,"

venders traveled up and down the aisles

hawking fans, which found a good sale, as

there was hardly a sign of a breeze. Whole

portions of the grandstand were vacated for

a time, while the spectators went for lunch,

some of them even going to their hotels or

railroad dining cars and returning in time

to see the finish.

A brisk fire in the tall dry grass back of

the parking space at one end of the stand

gave several municipal firemen, armed with

portable chemical extinguishers, a lively

 

 

chanic fatally injured, through smashing

into a tree. The physicians comprising the

emergency medical corps at the grandstand

were quickly assembled, and some of their

number were tolled off to an official car,

for a fast run to the scene of the accident,

not a great distance away, on the \Vhite

Bluff road. The boyish Herr Neumaier,

director of the Benz selling corporation,

who was in charge of the Benz pit, jumped

out in his blue overalls, and wanted to go,

too, but was not permitted to do so. His

grief and agitation over Erle's fate was

very sincere, and he ran out of the enclosure

seeking to reach his unfortunate driver by

means of a machine outside the course. Be

fore he got away, further telephone reports

made it clear that Erle had not been killed

and that his mechanic was uninjured. A

few minutes later the details of the mishap

were announced. to the efiect that the non

skid tread of a right tire had torn loose.

striking the driver in the head and making



 

 

$1250.00

Lambert “30”

(SEE DESCRIPTION BELOW.)

  

 

0FFERS iiic POSSlBIlJTIES T0 PROGRESSIVE AGENTS , .g-i.

The line will Include slx dfllcrenl cars, ranging horn an $800.00 runabout lo 1: 82000.00 7-2as

Banger touring car.

Every one of these cars is an extremely attractive proposition in its class, and even without the friction drive trans

mission (which is universally regarded as the 1d_63.! transmission) would compare favorably in every particular—design,

workmanship, and finish, with other cars having the complicated and costly gear transmission.

The Lambert "30”

The Lambert “30,” illustrated above, is unquestionably one of the biggest values in $1250.00 cars that'will be offered

in 1909. Here are a few of the specifications:

CAPACITY: 5 passenger. DRIVE: Single silent chain, enclosed with English Vermjllion. Special

HORSEPOWER: 2a . TIRIESdzllSt-staggtSQSFHI case. color on proper notice.

MOTOR: 4 cylinder Rutenbcr DETACHABLE TONNEAU. EQUIPMENT: 2 835 13F")? and Ken“

seem): 1-45 miles. WEIGHT: 1600 lbs. "atPr- “11.10”; 2 °11 “dc lamfsi
- PAINT: Body deep red' light red 40 m' flpmblc tube' hom and “1

WHEELS: 30 inches. stripe on panel; blag molding, tool equipment. ‘

WHEEL BASE—110% inches. running gear, light red, stripe PRICE: $1250.00 f. o. b. factory.

THE $1250.00 MODEL 27 carries the same upcclllclllonn the Lumber! 80. except that It In equlppcd with 2 bucket

lento lnlIe-d ol tonneau.

  

'The $800.00

Lambert Runabout

  

I .flnfirrnn I '

\‘\ ‘7 ' MODEL A-l-Will accommodate three passengers;

I . rumble seat; 30x3" tires; 18 H. P.; speed, 1-35 miles;

“ single chain drive, enclosed; weight, 1500 lbs.; 2 gas

lamps and generator; 2 oil lamps; tail lamp; 40"

flexible tube, horn and full tool equipment.

MODEL A-3, ($875.00)—~Carries the same specifi

cations as Model A-l, with the exception that it is

equipped with a surrey seat in rear instead of a rum

ble seat.
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v The $1750.00 A

Lambert Touring Car

MODEL 19—Carries 5 passengers; 117" wheel

base; 30x35/z" tires; 4 cylinder Rutenber motor; 35

40 H.P.; speed, 1-50 miles per hour; single silent

chain drive, enclosed; painted Lambert green, striped

with light green. Special color on proper notice.

Weight, 1900 lbs.; 2 large gas lamps with generator;

2 oil lamps, horn; tool box on running board; full

tool equipment.

  

Agents Wanted. in Unoccupied Territory

There is going to be a big demand for low-price cars during the coming season, and the variety and prices of the

Lambert line offer exceptional opportunities to the right kind of agents.

We desire agents who will make a specialty of demonstrating the Lambert cars; who appreciate the fact that the

friction drive is the simplest, most economical, and most satisfactory method of transmission, and who will properly place

this fact before prospective buyers.

We know from experience that Lambert demonstrations almost invariably result in sales.

The Lambert friction drive (which should not be confused with certain other friction devices) is covered by a basic

patent that incorporates the only successful mechanism of its kind on the market. and the agent who places himself in

a position to demonstrate and deliver Lambert cars will not only have all the advantages of a unique and increasingly

popular car, but will find an easy market for all the cars we can deliver to him.

 

Furthermore, the Lambert proposition to agents is an exceptionally good one from a financial standpoint.

A special folder has been prepared for dealers who desire detailed information about these cars. This folder, to

gether with our proposition, will be sent upon request to any dealer who will advise us as to the cars he is now handling

and as to his facilities for properly representing us.

G. B. LAUDERBACK, Sales Manager.

BUCKEYE MANUFACTURING CO., Anderson, Ind.

The $2000.00

7-Passenger Lambert

MODEL B-Z—Carries 7 passengers; wheel base

116"; 32x4” tires; 4 cylinder Rutenber motor; 35-40

H.l’.; speed, 1-45 miles per hour; direct chain drive

to each rear wheel; body imperial green, black mould

ing, running gear, imperial green, striped with car

mine; cape extension; top, with full set storm cur

tains; glass wind shield; 2 large gas lamps with gen

erator; oil lamps; tail lamp, horn; loot rail; tool

boxes on running board and in rear; full tool equip

ment.
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him lose control of the'machine, which was

going at full speed at the time. The car

ran off the road, and turned over, but the

mechanic was able to pull Erle from behind

the steering wheel in his flight, and they

both fell clear of the machine. The heavy

steel studs of the tire had broken Erle’s

nose and jaw, as well as bruising his shoul

der, and he was unconscious and bleeding.

The mechanic and some women attended

him until the physicians arrived, by which

time he had sufficiently revived so that he

was able to walk to a nearby hospital. It

.was declared by the doctors that a week

.or so in the hospital would find him in good

condition again. At the time of his acci

dent he was in fourth position on elapsed

time, having commenced his eleventh lap.

Meanwhile Hemery had opened up and

had taken first place on the time basis, for

both the ninth and tenth laps, fighting ofi

Nazzaro and Wagner, who in the ninth lap

were second and third, and in the tenth lap

third and second, respectively. Wagner

won first position in the eleventh lap, with

Hemery second and Nazzaro third, while in

the twelfth lap Nazzaro took’the lead, with

Wagner second and Hemery third.

Wagner stopped at the pits in the twelfth

round, to change tires.

jack had raised his rear wheels, he gave two

quick jabs with a pointed tool, puncturing

both rear tires with a loud report. The

right tire was quickly replaced, but the left

one was more obstinate and it took some

fitting to get it on. Furthermore, the me

chanic grabbed a coil of copper tubing from

the pit and put in a whole new length of it

in the air pressure line to the fuel tank, in

genious couplings enabling him to complete

the job in record time. Hastily swallowing

a generous glass of champagne, Wagner

put oft, and those who timed his stay were

amazed to find that it had been only a few

thn the big frame‘

VIEW AT START OF THE LIGHT CAR RACE

seconds over two minutes, although so

much had been accomplished.

Only eleven of the twenty cars were still

running in the contest. The Itala No. 20,

driven by Piacenza, had left the course at

the Isle of Hope in the sixth round and had

not resumed. The Acme No. 7 had been un

able to get along well with the broken right

front spring which the driver had so pluck

ily repaired, and was out of the running in

the seventh lap, while Szisz in the No. 10

Renault had had a ball break in a front

wheel bearing, the wheel coming off and

running against a tree, ditching the car on

Ferguson avenue, in the seventh. At its

twelfth round the Itala No. 12, driven by

Cagno, drew up at the stand and then drove

slowly 05 the course, one of its rear springs

being broken, and no repairs possible in

time for it to win. At about the same time

the National No. 11, driven by Harding,

developed carbtrretter trouble, and did not

appear again.

'

The gay spirited Duray on his eleventh

lap sufiered an accident which a driver of

less courage would have felt entitled him

to retire. The chain on the right side of

his N0. 9 De Dietrich snapped, whipping a

great gash in his arm. He managed to

control the car until his mechanic could

take the wheel and bring the machine to a

standstill. The spurting blood was stopped

and Duray’s arm bound up as well as could

be done on the road. The mechanic then

fixed the chain and drove to the stand,

where he called for a doctor. Duray would

not quit the race, and the physicians fixed

him up with temporary dressing and band

ages. He called for haste, more haste, and

as soon as possible jumped into his car

again, the mechanic taking the wheel for

the time being until Duray should feel able

to drive. His stout courage won him a big

ovation as he set out once more.

The battle between Nazzaro, Hemery and

\Vagner, with Hanriot ready to participate,

     

 

KELSEY, MAXWELL, AWAITING THE WORD "GO"
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“CAR COMING!" VIEW OF THE CROWDED GRANDSTAND

grew desperate. With Nazzaro leading in

the thirteenth, Hemery wrested second place

from Wagner, the latter's stop helping to

this result, although Hemery himself had

had road difficulty, which had‘slowed him

somewhat. Haririot was fourth, with Ham

vast in the No. 13 Clement-Bayard fifth.

The stands became packed with specta

tors again, to see the final struggle. Strang,

Fournier and Rigal, while obviously no

possibilities for first place, were fighting

each other for sixth, seventh and eighth

places, Strang driving hard from the last

position.

In the fourteenth lap it was again Naz

zaro, Hemery and Wagner, with but 29 sec

onds difierence in time between the last

two. In the fifteenth lap Nazzaro still led,

with Hemery 1 minute and 52 seconds be

hind, and Wagner only 2 seconds after.

Coming down the stretch on the end of

the fifteenth and the start of the sixteenth

lap, Nazzaro, with dust begrimmed face

but graceful and easy as ever, was running

wide open, the signals at the pit giving him

the flash that he was in the first position.

De Palma’s No. 18 Fiat came to a stop be

fore the pits, to fix a tire. It got under way

again just as Hemery was seen coming into

the stretch, preceded by Strang, who was

finishing his fourteenth. Because of the

dust which Strang’s Renault and the No. 18

Fiat were raising, Hemery had his circular

dust screen up, attached at an angle to his

steering post. His stocky shoulders hunched

up, and his head bent sidewise behind the

screen on his wheel as he tore through the

dust without goggles, he looked the “speed

demon" that he is, when fighting out a race.

In due time, Wagner appeared for his last

lap, too, with his engine singing in its

highest key.

Nazzaro's victory was almost certain--.

unless something happened to his tires or

mechanism.

“Hemery has passed Nazzaro!”

The message gave no further information,

and the men at the telephone could get

nothing more for the time being. E. Rand

Hollander, of the Fiat camp, pleaded for de

tails or a denial, 'or a substantiation, or

something—anything! But his dismay and

anxiety were unrelicved. The crowd could

hardly believe .the news. And then the sur~

prise of it rather elated them and they

strained their eyes down the stretch to

watch for Hemery’s coming to prove it.

Each car that hove in sight set the watchers

agog, but it was not until some of the tail

enders had passed that Hemery himself

came into sight. On he came, a grin on his

face and his mechanic waving both feet out

of the car as a token of triumph. As he

rushed over the line, the grandstand burst

into one tremendous cheer, hailing him as

the winner, while the Benz crew in the pits

joyoust flourished a big figure “1" to tell

him of his victory.

The Fiat camp was very glum during the

excitement, until it was recalled that Wag

ner had been only 2 seconds behind Hemery

in elapsed time on the previous lap and still

had 6 minutes in which to finish the winner,

Hemery having started as No. 8 and Wag

ner as No. 14. This recollection came to

the crowd, too, and everybody hastened to

explain to his neighbor that Wagner still

might win. Every one that had. a stop

watch took it out and started it, attempting

meanwhile to estimate how many seconds

back it was that Hemery finished. The own

ers of field glasses and binoculars called im

periously for their return, if by chance

others had them, and every face was turned

toward the distant point where Wagner

would first come into view. The farthest

flagman, after a seemingly interminable pe

     

 

POOLE, ISOTTA. REPLENISHING AT GRANDSTAND.
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riod, mechanically raised his red flag and

waved it slowly to signify the car's ap

proach, and a moment later both Wagner

and Nazzaro jumped into view almosb side

by side, but still too far away for those at

the stand to tell which was which.

They came so fast, however, that soon

the white-painted “14" on Wagner's radia

tor showed him to be in front, the car sway

ing terrifically because of its speed. Before

the spectators could even cheer he had

swept over the line, Nazzaro at his heels,

sure of third place.

“\Vagncr wins! Wagner wins!" cried some

of the amateur timers, but nobody knew for

a certainty, and while waiting for the offi

cial announcement most of the spectators

simply gasped with excitement, or marvelled

with their companions that there could ever

be an automobile race of 400 miles that

would be so close in the finish.

Hollander's pleadings to the timers to

know the result were soon rewarded by a

nod that Wagner had really won, the time

at first being announced as 14 seconds, but

later corrected to 56 seconds. Again the

cheering was taken up, the new victor get

ting a demonstration such as had a few

minutes before been given Hemery.

No sharper contrast between the Savan

nah and the Vanderbilt races could be given

than afforded at this moment. Instead of

a rush of thousands of people and cars out

on the course. such as takes place at the

conclusion of the winning of 21 Vanderbilt

cup race, the Savannah course was as clear

as the street scene drop which the vaude

villians describe as “Alexandria, Va., on a

when he tried to cross from the timers’

stand to the Fiat pit to explode his exu

berant congratulations. Other cars were

still to finish, and until the race was called

off by the referee the course would be kept

clear.

  

their hands. The car had run completely

out of gasoiene quite a distance down the

stretch. but its momentum had been such

that it had coasted in—so quietly, however,

that very few noticed it at first. After a

few despairing lurches and vigorous spats

 

 

 

HILLIARD'S LANCIA TAKING AN EASY TURN

During the chatter and tumult following

W'agner’s finish, most of the attention was

directed beyond the line, looking for Wag

ner to return. Suddenly shouts of laughter

and yells of encouragement went up when
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HILLIARD AND EASTER ABREAST AT THE GRANDSTAND

busy day." There was not a person on it.

Even M. Garibaldi Coltelletti, representa

tive and delegate from the Automobile Club

D'Italia, loaded down with decorations and

credentials and looking the part all over,

was stopped by an impassive policeman

Ilanriot's No. 15 Benz appeared before the

grandstand with its motor silent and the

car barely rolling toward the finish line, its

two occupants humping back and forWard

together, trying to urge it along and shov

ing at the tops of the driving wheels with

at the wheels. Hanriot and his driver found

themselves over the line, the big machine

coming to a standstill about four feet be

yond the tape. The mingled laughter and

cheers which were accorded the pair as

they climbed out, met with a responsive

grin from both driver and mechanic. Han

riot had landed fourth at the finish, and was

satisfied.

Making his way back to the grandstand by

an outsde road, Wagner shortly appeared at

the Fiat camp. The discipline of the course

was relaxed sufiiciently to permit his car

and himself being brought before the stand,

where he was formally presented to the

spectators as the winner, photographers and

.moving picture men busily training their

batteries on him the while. The urbane

Frenchman was given the congratulatory

handshake by the governor of the state, the

mayor and other officials, and went through

it all with a smiling countenance despite the

fatigue and physical soreness which the race

had inflicted.

There were loud calls for Hemery. and

the photographers and congratulators

sought to lionize him also, but he declined

to come forward, saying in French some

thing to the efi’ect that it was Wagner's vic

tory and he should not be asked to “butt

in." so to speak. He sat on the edge of

the pits and turned his back on the “snap

shot” men. '

Hautvzist, Strang, Rigal, Fournier and

De Palma were allowed to finish, gaining

places from fifth to ninth in the order

given, and then the racewas called 03 and

the yellow flags waved around the course.
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Duray, again at the wheel, arrived at the

stand and was flagged, after which he sub

mitted to further treatment for the gaping

wound in his arm, preliminary to going to

the hospital. It was thought that no per

manent ill effects would follow his injury.

  

 
  

Light Cars in Fast Contest

 

 

  

 

 

 

LORIMER IN CLOSE PURSUIT OF HEARNE "'

Seymour in the No. 3 Simplex had com

pleted fourteen of the sixteen laps when the

running was stopped, making the longest

run of any of the American cars, and gaining

a theoretical eleventh place.

Replying to eager inquiries, Nazzaro ex

plained that one of his tires went bad dur

ing the last lap. He had used the one set

throughout, and was not surprised that at

least one of them should give way. He

might still have made a replacement and

come in a winner had not the new tire which

he put on gone soft almost immediately,

compelling him to stop again and make an

other change. His tires cost him 6 minutes

altogether. When he stopped on the road

he was surrounded by soldiers and others,

who were anxious to assist him and whom

he kept back with difficulty. It was even

charged that when his jack sunk into the

soft earth and he was trying to move his car

and raise the wheels, that several people

gave him a helpful lift. Numerous citizens

asserted this to be the fact, with such posi

tiveness that Herr Neumaier, of the Benz

interests, later lodged a protest against Naz

zaro's being awarded third place, on the

ground that he had received outside assist

ance contrary to the rules. But at the offi

cial hearing Nazzaro denied the charge and

explained his difficulty in keeping the crowd

away, whereupon Neumaier promptly with

drew the protest. Rumors of a protest

against Hanriot, alleging that his Benz re—

ceived fuel elsewhere than at the one au

thorized supply station, were also in cir

culation, but were not followed by action

of any kind.

Serving as an appetizer for the big race,

the light car contest on \rVednesday attract

ed nearly everybody who had come to see

the main event. Tickets to the grandstand

had been sold on the basis of $3 for the two

days, and those who had seats for Thanks

giving Day thus found that their coupons

were good for the lesser event as well. As

a result the stand was practically filled, but

the roadside spectators were not overly nu

merous.

From a trade standpoint, the light car

race was in many ways quite as interesting

as the big race could be, as twelve of the

fifteen contestants were of American makes

enjoying more or less rivalry. The three

foreign cars, too, by their presence indi

cated a trade tendency involving the effort

to import small, medium price machines to

bid for favor in the market against the do

mestic product. It was not a_ stock car race,

however, which robbed it of some of the

value it might have had as a comparative

showing of well known models.

A smaller course than for the big race

was used, being in the form of a rectangle

9.8 miles around, the cars being required to

make 20 laps, or a total distance of 196

miles. The winner, a Lancia driven by Hil

liard, covered the distance in 3 hours, 43

minutes, and 33 seconds, making an average

speed of 52.6 miles per hour. The second

car, a Buick driven by Burman, took 6 min

utes and 12 seconds longer, while a Chal

mers-Detroit won third place in 3 hours, 53

minutes, and 55 seconds.

Up to the tenth lap it looked like a walk

away for the specially built Buick, which

had a 5 minute lead at that time, but a 9

minute delay put it back in second position

and the Lancia was careful to keep it there.

Examination of the record of the times later

made it appear that the winning car had been

held considerably below its speed possibili

ties during most of the laps, the driver pre

ferring to open up only if it were necessary.

The short course brought the cars around

with desirable frequency, sometimes three

or four appearing together in the stretch

and fighting their speed battles directly in

  

  

 

BURMAN AND CAMERON GLIDING TOWARD GRANDSTAND
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TABLE SHOWING ELAPSED TIMES IN LIGHT CAR RACE

No. Driver. Car HP. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

2 Hilliard . . . . . . . . . . . .. Lancia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12-18 11243 22:25 34:16 45 :32 56:55 68:15 79:32 91 :15 102:14

8 Burman . . . . . . . . . . . .. Buick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 18 10:58 21:52 32:43 43:31 54:30 65:12 76:01 86:55 97:51

10 Lorimer . . . . . . . . . . . . .Chalmers-Detroit . . . . . .. 30 12:04 24:17 36:30 48:24 60:38 72:57 83:09 94:45 107:03

11 Hearne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Buick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 18 11 :48 23:35 35 :20 47:26 59:17 72:03 82:41 94:16 105 :27

6 Poole . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..1s0tta . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10 13:26 26:10 38:46 51:10 63:53 77:09 ' 88:33 100:57 113:14

9 See . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Maxwell -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 14 13:12 26:13 39:02 51:43 68:14 76:52 89:23 101 :55 114:33

17 Kelsey . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Maxwell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 20 13:26 26:38 39:41 ' 52239 65 :33 78:29 91 :26 104:21 117:12

12 Costello . . . . . . . . . . . . . Maxwell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 14 21 :47 35 :06 54:29 68:54 82:26 95 :44 108:43 121 :58 135:10

15 Muntweiler . . . . . . . . . . Maxwell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 20 13:17 26:22 39:16 52:12 64:14 77:59 90:44 103:28 115:54

14 Easter . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Buick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 18 11:54 23:16 95:00 106:16 117:33 128:41 139251 150:57 162:04

3 Bergdoll . . . . . . . . . . ..Cha1mers-Detroit . . . . . .. 30 13:08 25:51 38:07 49:08 62:28 76:07 88:31 102:35 126:42

5 Cameron . . . . . . . . . . . .Cameron . . . . . .' . . . . . . . .. 18 14:10 25:20 36227 47:28 66:27 Burned out clutch.

16 jetfers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Buick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 18 12:02 23:10 173:54 Bent steering knuckle.

l Connors . . . . . . . . . . . . . S. P. O. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 18 19:17 133:04 222:03 259:41 Out.

13 Burns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chalmers-Detroit . . . . . .. 30 Ditched on first lap.

No Driver. Car. 10 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

2 Hilliard .. . .. .Lancia . . . . . . . . . . .. 113:08 123:59 134150 145:51 157:19 168:46 179:55 190:52 201:43 212:40 223:33

8 Burman . . . . . ..Buick . . . . . . . . . . . .. 116:59 127:27 137:57 148:27 164214 176:47 187224 197:57 208:40 219215 229245

10 Lorimer . . . . . ..Cha1mers-Dctroit .. 117:41 130141 142:23 153:01 164:03 174:59 186:30 199:13 212:01 222144 23 :55

11 Hearne . . . . . . ..Buick . . . . . . . . . . . .. 119:19 130:13 143:57 155:18 166:39 178:02 189:21 201 :10 214:44 226:43 2 :04

6 Poole . . . . . . . ..Isotta . . . . . . . . . . . .. 125138 138106 150235 162:50 176:48 189:28 201 :50 214211 226:37 239:00 251222

9 See . . . . . . . . . . ..Maxwe11 . . . . . . . . . . 127:16 139:46 153253 166:33 179:52 194:00 208:03 220:26 232253 245:14 258138

17 Kelsey .. . . . . . ..Maxwell . . . . . . . . .. 130:55 144:48 157:32 170:27 183:17 196:10 208:58 221 :55 234:55 247:56 260:44

12 Costel1o . . . . . . . .Maxwell . . . . . . . . . . 154:45 165 :45 178:50 191:55 205 :06 221 :09 234:26 247:44 261 :07 *

15 Muntweiler ....Maxwe11 . . . . . . . . .. 128:23 140:44 181:22 223:08 235:51 255:55 *

14 Easter . . . . . . . . .Buick . . . . . . . . . . . . . 173:14 184:32 195246 207208 Ditched

3 Bergdoll . . . . . ..Chalmers-Detroit . 140:09 Out with valve trouble

" Running when race was called off.

TABLE SHOWING TIMES BY LAPS IN LIGHT CAR RACE

No Driver. Car. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2 Hilliard . . . . . . . . . . .Lancia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11:43 10:42 11 :51 11 :16 11 :23 11:50 11 :17 11 :43 10:59 10:54

8 Burman . . . . . . . . . .Buick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10:58 10:54 10:52 10:58 10:59 10:42 10:49 10:54 10:56 19:08

10 Lorimer . . . . . . . . ..Cha1mers-Detroit . . . . . . .. 12:04 12:13 12:13 11:54 12:14 12:19 11:12 11:36 12:18 10:38

1 Hearne . . . . . . . . . . .Buick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11:48 11:49 11:45 12:06 11:51 12:46 10:38 11:35 11211 13:52

6 Poole . . . . . . . . . . . . .Isotta . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 13:26 12:44 12:36 12:24 12:43 14:16 11:24 12:24 12:57 12:24

9 See . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Maxwe11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 13:12 13:01 12:49 12:41 12:35 12:34 12:31 12:32 12:38 12:43

17 Kelsey . . . . . . . . . . . .Maxwell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 13:26 13:12 13:03 12:58 12:54 12:56 12:57 12:55 12:51 13:43

12 Costello . . . . . . . . ..Maxwe11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 21:47 13:19 19:23 14:25 13232 13:18 12:58 13:16 13:12 19:35

15 Muntweiler . . . . . ..Maxwe11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13:17 13:05 12:54 12:56 12:02 13:45 12:55 12:44 12:26 12:29

14 Easter . . . . . . . . . . ..Buick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11:54 11:22 71 :44 11:16 11:17 11 :08 11:10 11:06 11:07 11:10

3 Bergdoll . . . . . . . . ..Chalmers-Detroit . . . . . . .. 13:08 12:43 12116 11:01 13:20 13:39 12:24 14:04 14:07 13:27

5 Cameron . . . . . . . ..Cameron . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 14:10 11:10 11207 11:01 18:59

1 Conners . . . . . . . . ..S. P. O. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 19:17 113:48 88:59 37:37

16 Jefiers . . . . . . . . . . . .Buick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12:02 11:08 150:44

No Driver. Car. 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

2 Hilliard . . . . . . . . . ..Lancia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10:51 10:51 11:01 11:58 11:27 11:09 10:57 10:51 10:57 10:53

8 Burman . . . . . . . . . .Buick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10228 10:30 10:30 15:47 12:33 10:37 10:33 10:43 10:35 10:30

10 Lorimer . . . . . . . . . .Chalmers-Detroit . . . . . . .. 13:00 11:42 10:38 11:02 10:56 11:31 12:43 12:48 10:43 11:11

11 Hearne . . . . . . . . . ..Buick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10:54 13:44 11:21 11:21 11:23 11219 11:59 13:34 12:01 11:21

6 Poole . . . . . . . . . . . ..Isotta . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12:28 12:29 12:15 13:58 12:40 12:22 12:21, 12:26 12:23 12:22

9 See . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Maxwell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12:30 16:07 12:43 13:19 14:08 14:03 12:23 12:27 12:21 13:14

17 Kelsey . . . . . . . . . . . .Maxwell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 13:53 12:44 12:55 12:50 12:53 12:48 12:17 13200 13:01 12:48

12 Costello . . . . . . . . ..Maxwe11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11:02 13:03 13:05 13:11 16:03 13:17 13:18 13:23

15 Muntweiler . . . . . ..Maxwe11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12:21 40238 41 :46 12:43 20:04

14 Easter . . . . . . . . . . ..Buick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11:18 11:14 11:12

 

front of the grandstand. These brushes

gave a demonstration of the deceiving ef

fect of associating the sound of a car’s ex

haust with its speed, as the two cylinder

cars, which sounded slow compared with

the buzz of the four cylinder machines,

could be seen forging along quite as fast

as their more rapidly pulsating rivals. This

fact attracted almost general attention and

precipitated many psychological discussions

among the spectators on the deceptive ele

ments of judging rate of travel by impres

sions received through the eye or ear. The

phenomenon served to prove that accurate

mechanical means are generally necessary

to make any proper estimate of how fast a

car is moving. Even the position of the oc

cupants of a car was shown to affect the ob

server’s unconscious estimate of whether a

machine was running at fast or slow speed.

Having such a large field of properly pre

pared and representative cars, together with

a course in every sense ideal for racing, the

contest was more important and better than

most races in which machines of this type

are entered. The speed attained was worthy

of cars of much greater size and power, but

the spectators were so far removed from

the path of the racers and the little fellows

looked so small, that it was difficult for the

crowd to develop more than a mild enthusi

asm.

Most of the foreign drivers in the big

race watched the small car struggle with a

great show of interest, being particularly

concerned about the fortunes of the im

ported entries, which included the Lancia,

the Isotta and the S. P. O., which latter

had been repaired just in time to start. It

was Nazzaro himself, who in broken En

glish sought a telegraph operator at the

conclusion of the race, in order to send to

Lancia in Italy a cablegram of congratula

tion signed by the drivers of whom he was

once the team mate.

After wandering through the mazes of

the wire fences, boarded pathways, turn

stile gates and other devices for filtering

the ticket holders into the proper channels

and getting them to their seats, the first

time visitor at the Savannah course emerged

from the lower caverns of the grandstand to

a view of the long stretch of course in either

direction. Under the brilliant sun the road

way glistened with oil, and looked so

smooth and broad as to suggest almost un

limited possibilities for speed.
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Gathered in front of the stand were a

fleet of spidery looking machines, most of

which appeared to have red bodies and

white wheels. Their drivers were in nearly

all cases working away at adjustments and

final preparations. Shortly before 11

o’clock the cars were swung into two lines,

in numerical order, and Starter Wagner pre

pared to send them oFf. The No. 1 S. P. 0.,

  

BURNS WRECKED

which on the previous Saturday had suf

fered an accident which resulted in the

death of its mechanic, Marius De Rosa, and

injury to Jean Juhasz, its driver, was at the

head of the line. By hard work it had been

put in running condition again, the work be

ing completed only a few minutes before

the start.

At half-minute intervals the cars were re

leased, there being a lively racket of run‘

ning motors, from the light hum of the

“Baby Isotta," with its four tiny 2%-inch

cylinders to the loud reports of the 5-inch

two cylinder Maxwell engines. Following

the S. P. 0. came the No. 2 Lancia, which

glided away very quietly, with muffled ex

haust. The first American car was the No.

3 Chalmers-Detroit, driven by Louis J.

Bergdgll, of Philadelphia, a millionaire

through the brewing business and an auto

mobile dealer and driver by inclination.

There was a one-minute wait before the No.

5 Cameron, the only air cooled car in the

race, was sent away. K. R. Manville, whose

"American Aristocrat” had been assigned

No. 4, had sent word that his speaiclly de

signed machine would not start.

When the “Baby Isotta,” No. 6, driven

by Al Poole, came to the line there was

much amused interest in its high pitched

engine sound and its low body lines, but it

went singing up the course in pursuit of the

others in a very business-like way. The No.

7 Gregoire, which Robertson was to have

driven, having been withdrawn, Burman’s

N0. 8 Buick was next, its underslung suspen

sion making the wheels seem very big and

giving the machine a racy appearance. No.

9 was Arthur See, in the first of the four

Maxwells. Lorimer in a Chalmers-Detroit

was No. 10, and another Buick, driven by

Hearne, bore No. 11. The second Maxwell,

a Chalmers-Detroit, a Buick, a Maxwell, an
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hoodoo of its number had sent it into a tree

at Montgomery cross roads, Burns, the

driver, being slightly injured. He shed four

teeth in the smash, but neither he nor his

mechanic suffered serious results.

Again Hilliard in the No. 2 Lancia led

over the line, with Burman's Buick right

astern, having nosed out Bergdoll‘s No. 3

Chalmers which followed. The sight of

three cars abreast coming at top speed in

the stretch brought the onlookers to their

feet. The “Baby” Issotta was in the cen

ter, flanked on one side by Hearne's No.

11 Buick and on the other by Lorimer's No.

10 Chalmers, both of the latter towering

considerably above the infant in the cen

ter. Nevertheless, the little fellow asked

no odds and gave them both a tussle. The

No. 12 Maxwell, which had not finished its

first round before the leaders had passed on

the second, was again tardy, and the No.

1 S. P. O. was missing from the field.

By the beginning of the third lap the

contestants were pretty well strung out, and

in the fourth and fifth laps those in the fore

front were worming their way through the

ranks of the tail-enders of the previous

rounds. At the end of the fifth lap, the

Cameron drove up to the pits, and after its

  

JEFFERS DITCHED

other Buick and the last Maxwell completed

the list.

First to appear in the stretch at the end

of the initial lap was the Lancia No. 2, fol

lowed by Bergdoll's No. 3 Chalmers. Soon

thereafter a car was seen coming at a sur

prisingly fast rate, and when it proved to

be the No. 8 Buick the grandstand occupants

set up a mighty cheer, as Burman had over

taken both the No. 5 Cameron and the No.

6 Isotta. The latter had gained on the Cam

eron, however, and crossed the line first.

The remaining cars arrived in mixed order,

the No. 1 among them, all but No. 13 Chal

mers-Detroit completing the round. The

driver and mechanic had worked on it for

some little time, the machine showed no

signs of being in condition to resume, so it

was wheeled out of the way. It was report

ed that the crank shaft was bent and the

clutch burned out.

Patriotic joy was manifested by the en

thusiasts in the grandstand when Burman's

No. 8 Buick specded ahead of the No. 2

Lancia in the stretch for the finish of the

sixth lap. Yells and cheers encouraged

the American car to leave the Italian prod

uct as far in the lurch as possible. In the

seventh, eighth and ninth, the Buick still

led, with the Lancia following next, but
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apparently losing ground. Only the No. 11

Buick, the N0. 10 Chalmers and the “Baby”

No. 6 were now able to count themselves

as on the same lap with the leaders, all the

others being one or more laps behind.

No Buick preceded Hilliard’s Lancia on

the tenth round, the car purring along in

happy fashion all by itself. The lead of

five minutes which the Buick had enjoyed

was lost, and not until about seven minutes

later did it appear, having taken 19:08 for

the round as against 10:42 for its best pre-

vious lap. A lost rod nut had made it nec

essary for Burman to stop. The Lancia’s

net time showed an advantage of about four

minutes.

For the next three rounds Burman set

a furious pace, going faster than before, in

his efforts to overhaul Hilliard, but in the

fourteenth round he got another setback, in

a stop which required a full five minutes.

His fifteenth lap was slow, also, so that for

the fourteenth, fifteenth and sixteenth

rounds the No. 10 Chalmers, driven by Lor

imer, was in second position, in point of

time. The seventeenth lap brought Bur

man back to second place again, however,

but although he drove to the limit of his

car, finishing with a broken spring and a

gasolene tank so loose the mechanic had

to hold it in position, he was unable to get

even a peep at the flying Lancia until the

race was over. The Chalmers resumed its

third position, which it did not relinquish.

From the twelfth lap to the finish, the

relative positions of the five cars following

the N0. 10 Chalmers were unchanged.

Hearne in the No. 11 Buick was unable to

pass the Chalmers in spite of a hard fight

and was kept in fourth place; Poole in the

“Baby” Isotta held fifth from as far back

as the eighth lap; See, in the No. 9 Max

well, maintained sixth from the same point;

Kelsey, in the No. 17 Maxwell, stuck to

seventh, and Costello, in the No. 12 Max

well, was in eighth place, until the race

was called off.

Hilliard made only one stop during the

whole 20 laps. He halted a moment before

the grandstand to let his mechanic grab

two cans of oil from the pits and rush back

to the car, when he started off again. The

mechanic was seen to take the cap oFf the

oil tank and begin pouring in oil while the

machine was gaining its full speed. Berg

doll in the No. 3 Chalmers got in the habit

of stopping at the pit almost every round.

His leisurely, millionaire manner of climb

ing out and deciding what it was he wanted

to do, occasioned considerable humorous

comment. After several stops he seemed

to become enamored of the place, and could

not be coaxed to start out again.

At about the middle of the race, Jefiers’s

No. 16 Buick, which had failed to come

around after the Second lap, made its ap

pearance in the stretch, but running slow

ly with its two front wheels wobbling un

certainly. In the car the mechanic was

holding up a badly bent cross rod of the

‘ steering mechanism, a makeshift substitute

having been installed so that the machine

could get back to the grandstand. The ma

chine had gone off the road into the bushes,

but without injury to its occupants.

By far the most serious accident of the

day occurred to the No. 14 Buick on its

fourteenth lap, as the car was rounding one

of the sharp, banked turns on Estill ave

nue. The right rear wheel came off, send

ing the machine over the bank into the deep

ditch. The driver, Hugh Easter, was no

more than badly bruised, but his mechanic,

Frank A. Thompson, was hurled into the

road, where he rolled over and over after

a long slide. He was picked up for dead,

but medical treatment brought him back,to

consciousness before a great while. His

injuries were serious, but not dangerous.

Other cars shed tires and cut a few minor

capers, but ten of the fifteen were running

when the yellow flags went up, although

the No. 1 S. P. 0., which insisted upon be

ing counted as among those present, had

only completed about four laps. The No.

15 Maxwell, driven by Munweiler, claimed

ninth place, having made fifteen laps and

being on its sixteenth.

When the official time for the first seven

cars had been taken, and the race was an

nounced as over, there was a lively rush on

the part of the spectators to get back to the

center of town, where restaurants could be

found, as many had fasted since morning.

The winning car was put on exhibition in

front of the De Soto Hotel, where it was

surrounded by large crowds until midnight.

Meanwhile, the stolid negro convicts were

put at work, repairing the course for the

big event next day.

 

Fritz Erle, the unfortunate driver of the

No. 19 Benz, built his own racing machine.

He is a designer in the Mannheim factory

and knows the Benz as no other driver can.

With his own hands he assembled the car

which he drove in the Grand Prize contest,

and until the loose non-skid tread of his

tire knocked him senseless, was well in

front.

To reach the steamers which brought

many New Yorkers and their machines to

Savannah, it was necessary to cross the

cotton wharves, where countless thousands

of cotton bales are piled and where to be

caught with a lighted cigar or cigarette

means summary arrest. The police were

kept busy warning visitors as to the regu

lations. Nevertheless, a dangerous con;

fiagration was started on the wharves when

some forty cars were driven to the docks

for loading on the steamers after the race.

One of the drivers lighted his lamps and

threw the match on the ground where there

was a pool of gasolene drippings. Oddly

enough the owner of the car happened to

be an insurance man. By a wise provision

the Marten fire patrol had accompanied the

cars, and one of its chemical tanks promptly

extinguished the flames. The contempla

tion of the fire horror possibilities of the

cotton wharves which the incident provoked

resulted in the motorists taking extra pre

cautions thereafter.

Had they really represented any papers,

two press-stand victims of Military Com

mander Major William B. Stephens would

have made that autocratic- gentleman suffer

for the abrupt and uncompromising manner

in which he gave them the lash of his rigid

discipline. After the shock of their en

counter with him was over they filled the

press stand with their wails, calling upon

the gods to witness in Stephens the worst

ever, and threatening to make him squirm

when they should “hand it to him" in their

dispatches to the “War Cry" and the “Po

lice Gazette," respectively.

The unhappy sufferers were “Ned” Broad

well, of the Fisk Rubber Co., and L. D.

Rockwell, the Metropolitan representative

of the Standard Welding Co., both of whom

were adorned with press badges as the rep

resentatives of a mythical “Michigan Syn

dicate, of Detroit.” Their passes to cross

the course limited them to the path from

the grandstand to the press box, but their

hasty reading of the wording construed a

larger liberty, in fancied possession of

which they wandered a-down the course be

yond the dead line which the police and

militia were maintaining.

They were promptly “nailed” and brought

before the imperious major, who demanded

that they give up their badges and get off

the course altogether. To their first out

burst of protest, he bellowed, “Not a word,

or you go to the barracks!" The policeman

who held them gripped a little more vicious

ly, too, because unhappily he had been re

ferred to as “this guy," when the protest

was started, and the pair were distinctly

“in bad” for the moment. Their personal

friend, Robert Lee Morrell, the referee, be

ing close at hand, they looked to him for

help, his contribution being a friendly

“You are doing quite right, officer."

Rescue from other influential sources

came to hand, however, just in time to save

them from ignominious ejectment, and

when the vindictive policeman released his

grip they hastened to get into the press

stand, to which they stuck till the race was

oven

 

Motor Parkway Time Trials Off.

As might have been expected, the foreign

and American drivers who participated in

the Grand Prize race, will not be seen in

any series of time trials on the Long Island

Motor Parkway, as had been planned be

fore the Savannah event took place. The

date set for the short distance speed trials,

which were to be held under the auspices

of the Long Island Motor Parkway Inc.,

was December S, but inasmuch as the for

eign cars were brought here with the un

derstanding that they should participate in

no other race than the Grand Prize, the time

trials have been abandoned.
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BARS CIRCULAR TRACK RACING

A. A. A. Resolves to Discountenance Speed

Contests on Short Courses—Proceed

ings at the Annual Meeting.

After prolonged deliberation lasting over

two years the American Automobile Asso

ciation has added one more proud distinc

tion to its diadem by solemnly condemning

automobile speed contests on circular tracks

built for horse racing and of a mile or less

in length, and declaring that it will have

nothing whatever to do with them in future.

By this means the question of whether or

not races shall continue to be held over cir

cular tracks is left discreetly to promoters

of such contests who may choose between

abandoning them or braving the mild taint

of outlawry at the hands of the governing

body.

The passage of resolutions endorsing this

action was the most important feature of

the sixth annual meeting of the association,

held Monday last, 30th ult., at the national

headquarters, New York City. Two pro

tracted sessions were held; the morning one

being that of the outgoing directors, and

the afternoon a preliminary meeting of the

the new board that took office on December

1. Both gatherings were largely attended;

that in the afternoon including forty repre

sentatives of as many affiliated clubs. The

anti-track racing resolution which was adopt

ed after a prolonged discussion, is as fol

lows:

Whereas, Automobile speed contests on

circular tracks built for horse racing has

ceased to serve any useful purpose; and

whereas, such contests do not have the ap

proval of the general public or any consid

erable portion thereof; be it

“Resolved, That speed contests by auto

mobiles on circular tracks built for horse

racing and of a mile or less in length be

condemned by this Association; and be it

“Resolved, That hereafter this Associa

tion have nothing whatever to do with such

contests.”

In order to start “a binding force between

the national body of individual motorists,”

as the Board of Directors terms it,

the publication of a monthly official jour

nal, is contemplated. The matter has been

placed in the hands of a temporary publica

tions committee.

Secretary Elliott’s report was filled with

statistics that showed among other things,

that only 24 sanctions for track contests

had been granted during the past year, as

against 52 in I907, while on the other hand,

20-sanctions were granted for hill-climbs

against S of the previous year. No data as

to the number of unsanctioned or “outlaw”

meets was presented.

In the matter of membership, the report

boasted 25 state associations as compared

with 16 a year ago and 187 clubs numbering

20,000 members, against the 1907 list of 132

clubs of 17,000. Practically all of the north

ern states with the exception of Maine,

New Hampshire and Iowa are now federated

into state associations. Similar associations

exist in California, Colorado and Oklahoma,

while movements looking to state bodies are

already under way in Iowa, Arkansas, Mon

tana, North and South Dakota, \Vashing

ton, Oregon, Louisiana and several other

states.

President Hotchkiss’ bulky valedictory

touched upon the vital subjects of affilia~

tion, otherwise the “national idea;" the

growth in membership; and the leading

events of the past year. Among them were

cited: The good roads convention held at

Buffalo last July; the practical endorsement

'by the National Grange of the legislative

program of the Association; the decrease

in track racing and increase of hill-climbing

contests and the reciprocal relations estab

lished between the A. A. A. and the Motor

Union of England, Automobile Association

of London and the Touring Club of France

in the matter of touring facilities. He con

cluded with a hearty tribute to the score or

more of active men who had co-operated

with him in his administration, saying that

in the lfe-long friendships whch he had

made, lay the compensaton for his work

while in office.

Denver Climb Now Set for December 5.

December 5 is the date to which the Den

ver (Col.) Motor Club's hill climbing con

test originally set for November 21, has

'been postponed. Lookout Mountain is to

be the scene of the competition and as the

course is nearly three miles in length and

includes a maximum grade of 21 per cent.

for a good part of the way, the Denverites

expect to see a rather strenuous contest.

The festest cars in each class will be de

clared winners, without resorting to high

mathematics. piston area not entering into

consideration.

 

New Date for Worcester Endurance Run.

The reliability and endurance contest of

the Worcester (Mass) Automobile Club,

originally scheduled for December 8, has

been postponed to Saturday, December 12.

The exact route has not been decided upon

as yet, but will be for a distance of about

200 miles, over five 40-mile trips radiating

from Worcester as a center. Stringent rules

will be maintained and at the close of the

run a technical committee will examine

minutely each “perfect score" car in order

to determine the winner.

Oldfield Troupe to Perform at Tanforan.

Oldfield, Christie & Soules, star per

formers. will make their Pacific Coast debut

on Saturday and Sunday, December 5 and

6, at Tanforan Park, San Francisco, Cal.,

where they will present their high class hip

podrome act. The track meet will be under

the auspices of the Automobile Dealers' As

sociation.

IIO'I‘CIIKISS AGAIN IIEADS A. A. A.

Elliott Re-elected Secretary—Other Ofi’i

cers Chosen, Chairmen Appointed and

Executive Committee Named.

After repeatedly declaring that he would

not run again for office. Judge William H.

Hotchkiss, of Buffalo, changed his mind at

the meeting of the directors of the Amer

ican Automobile Association yesterday

(“'cdnesday), and was re-elected president.

The other officers chosen for the ensuing

Lewis R.

Speare, of Boston, Mass; second vice-pres

ident, Ira M. Cobe, Chicago, Ill.; third vice

president, Frank M. Joyce,

year are: First vice-president,

Minneapolis,

Minn.; treasurer, H. A. Bonnell, East Or

ange, N. J.; Frederick H. Elliott being re

elected secretary.

Chairmen of the following boards were

immediately announced by President Hotch

kiss: Legislative board, Charles T. Terry,

New York; Good Roads board, C. Gordon

chf, Cincinnati, 0.; Contest board, F. B.

liower, Bufl’alo, N. Y.; Touring Informa

tion board, Powell C. Evans, Philadelphia.

The following executive committee, in ad

dition to the president, first-vice-president,

secretary and treasurer and board chair

men, was named:

S. A. Miles, New York; H. O. Smith, In

dianapolis, lnd.; William E. Metzger, De

troit, Mich.; Oliver A. Quayle, Albany, N.

Y.; Paul C. Wolff, Pittsburg, Pa.; W. C.

Crosby, East Orange, N. J.; James T.

Drought, Milwaukee, Wis.; C. H. Gillette,

Hartford, Conn.; Frank G. Webb., Brook

lyn, N. Y.; Frank M. Joyce, Minneapolis,

Minn.; J. P. Coghlin, \Vorcester, Mass.; L.

E. Myers, Chicago, Ill.; Edwin S. George,

Detroit, Mich; John Bancroft, Wilmington,

Del.; L. J. Powers, Jr., Springfield, Mass.,

and H. M. Rowe, Baltimore, Md.

In line with the policy announced some

time since, the A. A. A. practically washed

its hands of racing altogether by doing

away with the racing board and vesting the

functions of this committee in the contest

board, of which Frank B. Hower, the czar

of the last two Glidden tours, is chairman.

 

Denmark Limits Motoring at Night.

Danish motorists are considerably aroused

over the provisions of an automobile law

which recently came into force and which

it is hoped to revise by a bill to be intro

duced into the Rigsdag before the end of

1909. The unpopular provision includes

among other clauses a prohibition to drive

at night except along roads entirely illum

inated, from half an hour before sunset

until half an hour before sunrise. and from

August 15th to May lst, inclusive. The

speed limits are fixed at two Danish miles

per hour for Copenhagen, which amounts

to something like 9 English miles an hour,

and in the open country at 4 Danish miles.
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RATING BY THE CYLINDER VOLUME

Riker Advocates Limitation of Stroke as

Well as Bore—He Shows Disadvan

tages of the International Rule.

In explanation of the appearance abroad

of a considerable number of “long stroke"

engines as well as in some measure of de

fense of the method of rating adopted some

time since by the Mechanical Branch of the

Licensed Association of Automobile Man

ufacturers, Andrew L. Riker, its president,

and also designer of the Locomobile winner

of the recent Vanderbilt contest, has issued

a statement dealing with rating in general

and with the A. L. A. M. formula in par

ticular. In this connection he also points

out the inevitable trend which must folldw

the general adoption of the new definition

which has been established by the European

clubs of abnormally long stroke dimensions,

which, he predicts, will be of practically no

use for other than racing purposes.

"It is useless to expect that any large

body of designers will ever be thoroughly

in accord on any subject involving so many

opportunities for detail differences as mo

tor design,” says Riker; “though years of

experience have resulted in evolving a type

of construction followed so closely in such

a large number of instances as to warrant

being termed current practice in this re

spect. . . . .

“The point might be made that a few of

the racers built abroad for the 1908 season

did not have abnormally long strokes. It

is reported that the winner of the Grand

Prix had cylinders of 6.09 inchs bore and

of 6.69 inches stroke. But it must be con

sideer that a 6.1 bore is large, a real racing

dimension in itself; and in this case it was

not found necessary to lengthen the stroke

very much. Now for 1909 the bore is great

ly reduced and in order to make a fast car,

the designer is almost certain to build a

very long stroke motor. like in the cars in

the 4»inch race in England, or the voiturette

race in France.

"What is to-day the position of the Amer

ican manufacturer who has a desire to build

a car that can win the Grand Prix of 1909?

Simply this. He must build for racing pur

poses only, one or more freak cars. He

cannot compete successfully with the for

eigners unless he does. If he does not

lengthen the motor stroke to some absurd

length, his cars will not have the speed of

the foreign cars; he will not be racing on

equal terms with them, and will be beaten.

“Is it too late to gain a reversal of the

rule? If the cylinder volume instead of the

bore only, could be limited, it is certain that

a large number of splendid fast American

racers would be built and their perform

ance prove the mettle of the American de

signer in a more impressive and conclusive

manner than ever before. The present sit

uation is more than unsatisfactory, but if it

can be explained and thoroughly under

stood, that much at least will have been ac

complished.

"There is obviously only one accurate

way of determining the effective horse

power of any particular engine, and that is

to try it on the brake. For the purpose of

a general rating formula, an approximation,

the only thing possible as well as sine qua

non, will suffice. Owing to the many va

riable detail factors which affect the power

developed by any engine, the whole sub

ject is complex, and necessarily somewhat

vague; and in one way, as evidenced by the

views of people of varying experiences, ex

perts, et al., controversy thereon is inter

minable.

"The A. L. A. M. horsepower formula was

adopted after much consideration by, and

the almost unanimous opinion of, the As~

sociation engineers. And I have been con

tinually gratified by its adoption. Various

bases for a standard rating were considered.

Finally a formal vote of all the engineers

was taken on the question of what is a fair

conservative rating for a given size four

cycle (single acting) motor at a given piston

speed. One thousand feet per minute had

previously been agreed upon as a proper pis

ton speed to assume. The average view

was so nearly in accord with the results

if the formula theretofore adopted by the

Royal Automobile Club of England (the

diameter of the piston squared, multiplied

by the number of cylinders, divided by the

constant two and one-half. equals horse

power), that it was decided to adopt this

formula; conforming to an existing stand—

ard, so avoiding further confusion in a sub

ject it was sought to clarify. Superficial

critics of this formula at times fail to bear

in mind that the application of the formula

recommended by the Association of Li

censed Automobile Manufacturers. is based

on one thousand feet per minute piston

speed. Neither ought to be necessary to

point out that a motor developing on the

block, 33 per cent. more than the required

power by the formula. is no occasion for

surprise; it is looked for.

“The A. L. A. M. horsepower formula

was not intended primarily to be used in

racing, but there is no reason why it, or an

analogous principle, cannot be used equally

well as a basis of contests of any character.

\Ne see in the recent ‘four-inch’ race in

England, in the decision to limit only the

engine bore of cars entered in international

racing, and in specially costructed single

cylinder racing cars abroad, a marked en

couragement of cars which would never be

built for touring purpOses only. The ob

vious sensible way of limiting the power

of a racing motor is to limit the cylinder

volume and not the bore or the stroke alone;

The limitation of the engine bore under

the Grand Prix rules is very wise, but the

stroke also should have been limited; for

engine strokes of freakish length are the

inevitable result. The amount of compres~

sion pressure should also come in for con

sideration.

“All racing cars built abroad for the sea

son of 1908, by virtue of an international

ruling. were restricted in design as to their

cylinder bore. For the Grand Prix and

other events, intended for large cars, the

bore was 6.1 inches; for the English Isle

of Man contest, the limitation was 4 inches

—thus the name, “Four Inch Race.’ Simi

larly the bore of the cars constructed for

the small car race run on the day preceding

the Grand Prix were restricted. In spite

of these limitations the cars were speedy

and notably high averages were made. In

fact the average time made by the winner

of the Brcscia Circuit is a new record, faster

work than has ever been accomplished be

fore with a motor of unlimited bore and

stroke. The Grand Prix was won at an

average of 69.2 miles per hour; the voitur

ette race the day before the Grand Prix at

an average of 50.02 miles per hour.

“At first thought it would appear that the

tendency to limit the size of racing motors

in this manner is admirable, but when a

study is made of the strokes of the foreign

racing cars of 1908, it would appear that

many of the motors are in reality freaks,“

particularly when it is considered that the

short stroke motor is gaining ground all the

time and that a few years ago when the bore

was unlimited, the foreign designers made

the stroke short in preference.

“For 1909 the Europeans have decided to

reduce the bore still further, from 6.1 inches

to 5.1 inches. It was hoped that some

limit would be placed on the stroke because

the Automobile Club of America in reply

to the request of the racing powers abroad,

advised a classification by volume, a most

sensible thing. The wisdom of this plan

should be obvious to all; it not only places

four and six cylinder motors in the same

class, but it encourages rational motor de~

sign and the building of cars that will have

a commercial value after the races are over.

A four cylinder motor of 5.1 inches bore

and a reasonable stroke. say six inches, is

a very good size. A manufacturer could

easily turn such a racing car into a stylish

and speedy roadster with little trouble; the

result would be a car containing all the

value racing can offer in the way of ex

perience; and instead of a freak, would be a

new logical model, perfectly tested. Just

what a 5.1-inch motor with an extravagantly

long stroke would be good for after the rac

ing season, with the rules changing every

year, is difi’icult to see."

Advantages of Covers for Lamps.

Aside from its advantage in preserving the

polish of the exterior, the use of rubber or

other protecting covers for dash and tail

lamps is advisable since it tends to exclude

mud and dust from the air outlets when the

lamps are not in use. Otherwise they are

liable to clog up with the result that the

draught is very poor when they are lighted

and considerable difficulty may be found.
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TRIUMPHAL ARCH F0]! GARDEN

Decorative Scheme for the Show—Colossal

Background that Apparently will In

crease Area of Amphitheatre.

 

Like the elaborate "drop" which forms

the background of a stage picture the deco

rative treatment of the Fourth avenue or

rear end of Madison Square Garden always

has been one of the chief cares of those

who have arranged the settings for the va

rious automobile shows which have graced

that structure. Schemes embracing a wide

variety of motives have been adopted and

bases at the balcony rail. In these bays

will be massive plate glass mirrors, the cen

ter one twenty feet in width and each side

one 19 feet across. These mirrors, being set

at an angle with the tops inclining forward.

will double the view of the whole interior

of the main floor of the ampitheatre. On

top of the arch, above each column, will be

a huge decorative urn, while swinging-on

chains against the face of each column, at

the balcony level, will be great bronze

lamps, while liberal use will be made of

smaller individual bulbs. The balcony face,

which is all in plaster, will be set off by one

of the “eagle-on-a-wheel" emblems, which

will form an important part of the deco

rating scheme. This triumphal arch will be
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TRIUMPHAL ARCH FOR THE GARDEN SHOW

n.arvclous as well as costly effects secured.

That the range of possible variety has not

yet been exhausted, however, will be proven

beyond a doubt, when the doors of the vast

arena are thrown open on January 16th

upon the “Ninth National" show of the As

sociation of Licensed Automobile Manufac

turers. For this the most massive single

piece ever introduced into the Garden will

be utilized. It is to be a triumphal arch of

colossal proportions which will occupy the

entire end of the building, as shown by the

picture.

Official figures as to the magnitude of the

decoration give its height as 87 feet. and

its total breadth as 48 feet. It will be sup‘

ported by four Roman-Corinthian columns,

each 3% feet in diameter, one-fourth of each

column being imbedded in the arch and

three-fourths standing in free relief. Be

tween the columns will be three bays, their

arches just beneath the cornice and their

a sort of background and support to the

whole decorative layout of the main floor

of the Garden, the decorations in the fore

ground being subordinate to it in their

height.

Statistics of the Olympia Show.

Final statistics of the Olympia show in

London, which closed last Saturday. 21st

ult., show that 525 vehicles were on exhibi

tion including complete cars and the chas

sis of pleasure cars only. Of these 511

were gasolene propelled, 2 electrically and

12 were steamers. Eight foreign nations

were represented in the products, the total

foreign showing almost equaling that of

the domestic product. The very general

decline in the use of chain drives was shown

by the fact that out of 140 stands, only 23

staged chain driven machines. The actual

numbers of chain and shaft driven models

were respectively 54 and 467.

PARIS SALON SIIORN 0F SPLENIWR

President Fallieres Rides Behind Horses to

the Opening—Prominence of Light

Chassis an Interesting Feature.

Perhaps it was significant of changing

conditions in the Parisian capital that Pres

ident Fallieres arrived at the Grand Palais

in a horse drawn vehicle on Sunday morning

His visit

of the opening of the

eleventh annual Salon, and the

stances was widely commented upon.

last, instead of in an automobile.

was the occasion

circum»

The

ceremony of the official opening was at

tended with the usual pomp and pagentry.

Of the show as a whole, it is fully ad

mitted that the former days of superlative

grandeur have given way to a period of

almost sombre economy. Among the decor

ations. from the embellishment of the Grand

Palais itself. to the mountings of the indi

vidual exhibits, many of which are repro

duced from last year, there is less of.the

flamboyant tone of former shows. The ex

ternal decorations are concentrated at night

upon the exhibition building itself, and the

effect secured is at once novel and pleasing

But the blaze of light which used to greet

the visitor is no longer found.

Due both to the fact that there are fewer

exhibitors than heretofore and that there is

a dearth of startling developments, the show

is further robbed of its old supremacy.

Among mechanical achievements, practically

the only mechanism of noteworthy signifi

cance is the Silent Knight engine which has

been tentatively adopted by several of the

European makers.

Whatever of "trend" is discernible from

a hasty first glance at the exhibits leads to

the impression that the annual buyer is be

ing catered to more than ever before. Or.

which is the same thing, that the vehicle

of medium and low price has attained a

vogue which is wholly without precedent.

The light chassis of many of the old line

makers are receiving due comment both for

their excellence and the very fact of their

existence. Two and four-cylinder models

suitable for either runabout, touring or cab

service are in great abundance. TheSe. in

deed, constitute the real feature of the show.

Aside from these, however, several improved

six-cylinder models are to be found, while

for the limited field which is still discernible

in the market for luxurious machines, the

French body makers have outdone them

selves in hitherto unequalled attractions.

In the field of accessories the flood of

novelty and eccentricity appears to flow on

unchecked, despite the unstable condition of

the car building sections of the local indus

try. It is yet too early to compare this

section of the show closely with correspond

ing portions of previous Salons, but the

first impression is that it compares favor

ably with them.
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STEPPING TOWAIIII UNIFORM LAWS

New England Governors-Elect Derive Light

from Boston Convention—Automobiles

and Good Roads Discussed.

First fruits of the convention of govern

ors held in Boston on Monday and Tues

day of last week, are expected in the form

of recommendations from the respective

governorsaelect of the six New England

states in connection with their inaugura

tion speeches on January first. In common

with the movement for universal state laws

and the conservation of the natural re

sources of the country, which formed the

chief topics of discussion the regulation of

the highways and the control of automobile

The

movement for a uniform enactment for the

traffic came in for due consideration.

government of the motorist received a wel

come impetus in this connection.

Among the definite requirements cited

by the various speakers were: the abolition

of speed traps, which were characterized as

“local political affairs”; the appointment of

state officers whose duty it shall be to reg

ulate the speed of automobiles; a law re

quiring that all vehicles carry a light when

on the road at night and the “taking off the

road of the reckless and drunken operator."

Speaking of the imperative necessity of

fostering the movement for improved high

ways, ex-Governor Batchelder, of New

Hampshire, said:

“Whatever else is done to promote the

mutual interests of the New England

States, there must be established a system

of interstate highways which will render

the most remote districts accessible to tour

ists.

"The farmers believe that this is a pur

pose to which a part of the national reve

nues derived from taxes paid largely by

them should properly be devoted, and they

insist that the highways of the country are

entitled to as much consideration as our

waterways. They realize that the financial

condition of many of the states will not

permit of their making the large appropria

tions necessary to meet the urgent demand

for better roads, and, therefore, are endeav

oring to secure recognition of the principle

that Congress should by legislation provide

a part of the funds needed for road improve

ment.

“Closely allied to the question of good

roads is that of the regulations governing

the use of the highways by automobiles.

“The extent to which this right was dis

regarded'by reckless drivers of automo

biles, forced the farmers in self defense to

seek legislation fixing'the rate of speed of

these vehicles."

Definite suggestions as to the require

ments of a universal law were made by

Francis Hurtubis, In. counsel for the auto

mobile associations, speaking from the

floor, who ventured the opinion that a uni

form law suited to the general requirements

of all could be constructed out of the best

elements of laws already existant. He enun

ciated six cardinal principles as requisite to

such a measure. First among these he

placed the requirement for universal lights

upon all vehicles.

Uniformity of the clauses relating to the

operation of motor vehicles by non-resi

dents of the respective states; the elimina

tion of local restrictions in favor of the

general law; the abolition of “traps”; the

absolute control of all questions of the ad

ministration of the motor vehicle law by

state officials, properly constituted, as for

instance, the highway or road commissions;

and the reduction of the speed laws to a

uniform basis; were the other points he

emphasized.

“My opinion is," he said, “that if each of

the New England States were divided into

11 number of districts, each district in charge

of a state police officer having under him

one or two or more assistants, all mounted

on motorcycles, whose duty it was to pre

vent fast or reckless driving in their re

spective districts, I believe

would be better solved than by a few towns

establishing and working ‘traps.’ "

Formal addresses were made by Harold

Parker, C. E., delegate to Paris Internation

al Congress on Roadbuilding, and chairman

of Massachusetts highway commission, who

spoke on “The Construction of Highways";

James H. MacDonald, president American

Roadmakers' Association, and commission

er of highways of Connecticut, whose topic

was “Trunk Lines of Highways for New

England," and Nahum I. Batchclder, mas

ter of the National Grange, Patrons of: Hus

bandry, and ex-Governor of New Hamp

shire, on “Automobiles and Their Regula

tion.”

 

Restricting Vehicles on Yale Campus.

Yale campus is to bar automobiles dur

ing a large portion of each week. The new

regulations provide that the college grounds

at New Haven, Conn., shall not be open to

machines except from 1 to 4 p. m., on Tues

days and Thursdays, and from 10 a. m. to

1 p. m. on Saturdays. The restriction also

applies to other vehicles as well, including

milk and laundry wagons, express carts and

the like. It was claimed that the constant

ly increasing traffic on the campus disturbed

the students at their recitations.

Insurance Men May Bar Night Riding.

A clause to exempt the insurance compa

nies from having to pay on automobile pol

icies where the accidents occur between

midnight and 6 a. m., is a recent proposal.

due to the results of “joy riding" mishaps.

A number of underwriters have prepared

statistics on the subjec. and claim to find

that a big percentage of the automobile ac

cidents take place “at an hour when the

daredevil spirit rages," which, more speci

fically, is after midnight.

the problem

. $200 a mile for an average road,.

ADAP'I'ING TAR T0 USE 0N ROADS

Why It has Proved Injurious in Some Lo

calities—Elimination of Soluble Ele

ments a Necessity.

French prejudice against the use of tar

is not shared by English road experts. It

is thought that the baneful effects the

tarring of Paris boulevards had on the

neighboring trees and shrubs was due to

the fact that the tar used had not been

properly prepared to free it from its soluble

components and that the latter. which are

very harmful, washed out with the sprink

lings and rains and attacked the roots of

the surrounding vegetation.

On this point a British authority, Colonel

Crompton, says: “Tar fresh from the gas

works is totally unsuitable for using on the

roads. It contains a proportion of soluble

matter which may run off with the surface

water and do considerable injury, even

killing fish if it gets into streams. Then,

too, the ordinary tar splashes and ruins

dresses and fabrics. These facts have

caused considerable prejudice against tar

preparations among many land owners and

country residents. Methods had to be found

of removing the soluble matter without go

ing to the other extreme and making the

coating brittle. There are now various

ways of doing this.

“The Roads Improvement Association's

experiments showed that roads can be made

dustless by applying one gallon of tar to

every four superficial yards, costing about

We found

that satisfactory results could only be had

by giving much heavier dressings than were

formerly considered necessary.

“This tar dressing so adds to the wear

resisting qualities of the highway that so

far as can be now seen it will more than

repay its cost by the saving it effects in

road maintenance. But it is not possible to

speak finally on this point until the tarred

roads have been laid down for a longer

period."

 

Steamboat Aids in Hill Climbing.

Assistance in difiiculties is sometimes ob

tained from the most unusual sources. as

was impressed upon a western motorist

when his machine encountered a terrifically

steep hill at Blueslide, Washington. The

hill is one of the worst in the section, both

in steepness and in the slippery condition

of its surface. The car was unable to nego

tiate it. but the captain of a river steamer

which was lying at the adjacent wharf came

to the rescue. He fastened a tackle block

at the top of the hill and attached a line

to the touring car. The other end of the

rope was wound around the steamboat’s

capstan, and all hands were piped to the

fore deck. With a yce~ho the capstan was

revolved and the motor car climbed.
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LONG TOUR AS A DEMONSTRATHIN

New Stoddard-Dayton Model Covers Route

of 2,164 Miles—Traveling Exhibit

Visits Cities in Five States.

 

One time, makers and agents were quite

satisfied when a prospective customer could

be given a demonstration run over local

highways amounting to not over 10 or 15

miles, so long as it passed off without crit

icism. Changing conditions have brought

about a situation in which. though the pop

average of 19.36 miles per gallon, inclusive

of all motor running. The car was absent

from Dayton exactly one month.

Farmers Want Buggy Type Vehicle.

In what degree the automobile is sup

planting horse drawn vehicles was the sub

stance of the main question before the

tenth annual convention of the Tri-State Ve

hicle and Implement Dealers Association,

at Cincinnati, 0., last week. Almost every

dealer at the convention had ideas on the

subject, and the consensus of opinion was

that while the motor car is undoubtedly
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STODDARD-DAYTON DEMONSTRATORS AND THEIR LONG ROUTE

ularity of the agents' demonstration to the

individual prospect is passing into more or

less restricted status, the manufacturers‘

demonstration to his agents and to the pub

lic at large has attained a vast popularity.

Thus by way of introducing the new Model

“9 H" Stoddard-Dayton car, the Dayton

Motor Car Co., in addition to placing their

own demonstrators in the hands of their in

dividual representatives, sends out its own

traveling exhibit in the hands of a factory

expert to a tour of a dozen cities or so, in

five different states, and to the tune of some

think like 2,000 miles of travel over all

sorts of roads.

The trip has just been completed, and as

the accompanying picture shows, passed off

without visible effect upon the car. The

points covered were: Indianapolis, Chicago,

Kalamazoo, Detroit, Toledo, Cleveland,

Erie, Buffalo, Franklin, Pittsburg, Colum—

bus and return to the Dayton home of the

car. The total mileage of the trip, includ

ing side demonstration runs in several of the

stopping places, amounted to just 2,164

miles. The total gasolene consumption for

the journey amounted to 112 gallons, or an

cutting into the sale of the larger vehi

cles, such as carriages, the demand for

light buggies, runabouts and phactons has

not been affected. The delegates took up

the matter of handling the small buggy

type automobiles, and it was shown that

farmers are taking very kindly to the ma

chines and that the vehicle dealers will

find it necessary to get into this field

To Prevent Screw Threads Rusting.

A mixture of graphite flake and grease

applied to screw threads is frequently rec

ommended as tending to prevent the adhe

sion of the parts due to rust or expansion

from heat.‘ Rather a novel recommendation

in the same line is to the effect that mer

curial ointment similarly applied serves an

equally useful purpose. It was formerly em

ployed in marine steam engine practice in

cases where the parts of the piston were

threaded together. Some such provision

should be made on all brake and ra iius rod

connections about the car and any other

parts which, though occasionally requiring

adjustment, are ordinarily left to themselves

in all weathers.

ELECTRIC IN STRENUOUS TRY-0U'I'

Testing Tour from Lincoln to New York

City Successfully Made—Mountain

Roads Negotiated en Route.

No small achievement was marked by the

arrival in New York City on Saturday last,

28th ult., of Oliver P. Fritchlc, who left Lin>

coln, Neb., on November lst, in an electric

victoria of his own design, with which he

made the entire journey of 1,800 miles. The

tour, perhaps the longest ever attempted

with an electric machine, was made partly

with the object of selecting a suitable site

for a factory to be erected for the manu<

facture of more of these cars, and partly

to demonstrate that the electric automobile

is practicable for long distance touring.

Fritchle is a chemist and electrician of

Denver, Col., and the car has a maximum of

about 10 horsepower. is geared so that it

is capable of making 19 miles per hour un‘

der favorable road conditions and will travel

100 miles on one charge, although it is said

to have covered as much as 125 miles at one

stretch without replenishment in open coun_

try, and 150 on city streets. \Vhile the in,

ventor proved that it was possible to drive

his car a long distance, averaging between

70 and 90 miles a day, he doubts whether

anyone other than an experienced electrical

expert would have succeeded.

Leaving Lincoln, he set out direct for

Pittsburg, Pa., pushing his way through

miles of rugged Iowa roads. In Illinois he

found conditions somewhat better and at

Chicago, hit the trail of the 1907 Glidden

tour. This meant the crossing of the Allea

gheny Mountains, and the Laurel and Blue

Ridges that have proved difi'icult for gas

olene cars more than once. In the latter

part of the trip the route of last summer's

Gliddcn tour was taken up and the run to

New York made via Philadelphia—the last

stretch on a single charge.

On the trip Fritchle was accompanied by

W. P. Pfaff, of his firm at times. but as a

rule the latter acted as the advance agent

of the expedition, arranging for charging

stops. According to the driver, only once

on the whole 1,800 miles was it necessary

for the car to be towed, and that was due

to misdirections. This occurred in a remote

section of Iowa, when he was within two

miles of the charging station he was endeavv

oring to reach. Difficulty in obtaining

"juice" was frequently encountered and on

numerous occasions, Mr. Fritchle was

obliged to do all the work of charging at

lighting plants and power houses. In one

Pennsylvania mining town, he even earned

a fresh charge for his batteries by repair

ing the electric plant of a “nickelodeon.” A

remarkable feature of the trip was that it

was made on a single set of Goodyear tires.

and that but one puncture was encountered

during the entire journey.
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THE CHARACTERISTICS OF BENZOI.

Its Possibilities as Fuel for Internal Com

bustion Engines—SynOpsis of Tests in

Comparison with Gasolene.

Efforts to perfect the introduction of

Benzol as a motor fuel abroad have thus

far been about as successful as the attempts

made in this country to popularize the use

of denatured alcohol for the same purpose.

Despite numerous tests and a reputed ac

tual use of the fuel in practical ways to a

limited extent, the majority of motorists

and more particularly the automobile man

ufacturers still remain indifferent to the pos

sibilities held out by this plentiful by-prod~

uct. How great these possibilities are, as

well as how improper carburation has led

to an erroneous impression as to its prop

erties as a fuel, is shown by M. A. Grebel,

in a paper read before the Societe des In

geuieurs Civils de France, and also in a dis

cussion of the relative merits of benzol

and gasolene published in Le Genie Civil.

A condensed summary from these two

sources shows that almost all benzol is

produced as a by-product in the manufac

ture of coke, the process of extraction from

the waste gases consisting of dissolving the

crude benzo‘. in heavy oils and later recov

ering it from the solution by distillation. It

is then rectified by the removal of carbon

bisulphide, tar, naphthaline, and other im

purities, and a final purification is obtained

by washing with acids, soda and other re

agents. If the benzol is intended for use in

automobile motors, this purification must

be very carefully performed. If it is impro

perly carried out tarry products are left

which interfere with the proper working of

the carburetter and give rise to obnoxious

and corrosive fumes. About five kilograms

or 11 pounds of rectified benzol are recov

ered per ton of coal coked. In the present

state of the industry, France, Germany,

England and Belgium produce large quan

tities of benzol annually. but the amount

could be largely increased in all countries.

The comparative physical properties of

benzle and petrol, according to Grebe], are

as follows:

Gaso

Benzol. lene.

Density . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .885 .700

Calories per kilogram.

Calorific power . . . . . . . . . .. 10,033 11,464

Calories per litre.

8,879 8,025

Degrees C.

Freezing point . . . . . . . ..—6to—8 —100

Grammes

Quantities of fuel added

1 litre of air at 0 deg. C.

and 760 mm. . . . . . . . . . . .. .09615 .08434

Cubic centimeters.

for theoretically com

plete combustion . . . . . .. .10864 .1205

Degrees C.

Vapor tension at 20 deg. C. 122 296

Temperature of boiling. . . . 81 50

The close similarity between benzol and

petrol has been the cause of many disap

pointments and vexations. It has led to

the belief that benzol could be simply sub

stituted for gasolene without any difficulty,

and it must be admitted that by accident

certain motors have worked well for a time

within certain narrow limits of speed. In

cases where bad results have been obtained,

however, they h:.\-c been hastily and erro

neously attributed to the fuel itself. Ben‘

zol, indeed, presents many points of sim

ilarity to gasolene, but it is distinguished

from it by various characteristics, of which

account must be taken in the design of car

buretters and in the regulation of igni

tion.

The principal charge made against benzol

is that it causes fouling, but the black smoke,

the odor of burned gases and the fouling

are due entirely to imperfect combustion.

Grebel declares that he has made upwards

of 200 tests on a Panhard motor and has

never encountered any fouling except when

testing a benzol only 50 per cent. pure. It

is an easy matter to prevent fouling, be

cause, in order that a deposit of soot may

be formed, it is necessary that the propor

tion of benzol in the fuel should be raised

to double that theoretically necessary for

complete combustion. Many carburetters,

however, make an explosive mixture imper

fect to a degree that would be believed im

possible without the striking evidence of

analysis of the waste gases. The influence

of the mixture on the efficiency of the hen

zol motor cannot be too strongly empha

sized. Even when the exhaust gases are

colorless and odorless and the motor seems

to be working perfectly, the combustion and

consequently the efficiency may be relative

ly poor.

The investigations referred to have shown

that the minimum specific consumption cor

responds to a percentage of carbon diox

ide in the exhaust gases of 14 in the case

of gasolene and 17 in the case of benzol,

without excess of oxygen and without car

bon monoxide. These are the highest per

centages attainable in practice, though the

theoretical percentages of complete com

bustion are 14 and 17.4, respectively. The

maximum of power is found at about the

point of maximum explosibility which corre

sponds to the highest explosive pressure.

This is given by a mixture slightly richer

in benzol than the mixture for theoretically

complete combustion. With the mixture

giving maximum power, about 1% per cent.

of carbon monoxide is found in the burned

gases. In Grebel's tests the minimum of

consumption has always been found to be

attained when the air actually introduced

bears to the air theoretically necessary the

proportion of l to 1.1. This differs consid

erably from the proportion of 1.3 to 1.7

recommended some years ago by Sorel and

adhered to by many builders through fear

of the results of a shortage of air which

possibly might occur under certain condi

tions.

LEANING TOWARI) SHAFT DRIVE

Ferguson Finds a Strong Movement in This

Direction in Foreign Factories—Plain

Bearings Regaining Favor.

A continuance of the growth in the use of

propeller shaft transmissions and a ten

dency among makers who have been using

ball bearing crank shafts to return to the

use of plain bearings for that purpose, are

the two trends most marked in the foreign

field just at present, according to David

Ferguson, the

George N. Pierce Co., who has just returned

from a brief sojourn abroad. Ferguson vis

ited the leading factories of England and

France, and inspected the new models which

the German and Italian makers are prepar

ing for the market of 1909. The increased

use of shaft drive, he notices in particular,

while those who have abandoned chain drive

show no disposition to return to that form

of transmission.

“From present indications,” he says, "not

over two years will pass before every maker

of any great prominence in Europe will have

abandoned for good the chain drive and

installed a shaft drive in all of his models.

This movement is not confined to the mak

ers of any one country, but. is noticeable

equally in England, France, Germany and

Italy. Some manufacturers have confined

the shaft drive to their new and usually

lighter powered models, retaining practi

cally their former construction for their

high powered cars. The change to the shaft

drive for their high powered cars is only a

matter of a short time. Other makers, on

the other hand, have made the change

throughout their line at the same time.

There has not been a single change from

the shaft to the chain drive that I have

heard of.

“The most prominent general tendency

aside from the matter of final drive is the

reversion to plain bearings. Several years

ago two manufacturers, one French and the

other German, both of whom stood high in

their own countries, adopted ball bearings

for the crank shaft. The outcome of their

policy was watched with a great deal of in

terest by automobile makers throughout

the world. This year marks the definite

abandonment by them of their experiment

and their return to plain bearings from one

end of the crank shaft to the other.

“So far as actual business goes,” he con

cludes, “the foreign manufacturers have had

a rather dull twelve months, but affairs now

appear to be in better shape and a number

of factories are running at capacity.”

mechanical engineer of

“The A B C of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about ignition

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price, 50c. The Motor World Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau Street, New York City.
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NOVELTY IN Hill]! CYCLE TURBINE

Young French Investigator Produces De

sign Utilizing Reciprocating Piston—

Fresh Adaptation of an Old Idea.

Development of the gas turbine idea up

to this time has produced comparatively few

devices of noteworthy merit. Despite a

considerable amount of effort along this

tempting line, practically no systems have

been produced which appear to promise

much for the future, while many of the ar~

rangements constitute what are actually em

bodiments of schemes which long ago saw

the light in one form or another as intended

merely used to establish the action of the

cycle, while its movement also serves to

open communication between the outlet to

the turbine and the two cylinders alternate

ly. In this respect the system is unlike one

which has received consideration before,

in which the use of the turbine was intend

cd merely as an adjunct to the reciprocating

engine and as an economizer for the energy

ordinarily going to waste through the ex

hausL

The accompanying illustration is given by

the Autocar as showing diagramatically the

way in which the turbine action is secured

without sacrificing the four-cycle principle.

The engine construction comprises a very

long cylinder, A, in which is mounted slid

ably a piston, B, free to reciprocate prac

 

 

 

for use with steam. The fact that the tur

bine principle introduces difi‘iculties which

are not met with in ordinary gas engine

construction ordinarily, however, does not

deter inventors from continuing their in

vestigations, and happily they are contin

uing to produce results which though im

practicable as it may seem just now are

paving the way for later products which are

likely to be granted a greater measure of

success as the earlier efforts are used as

stepping stones. ,

In this connection, considerable interest

has been aroused in foreign circles by one

of the latest productions of R. Esnault Pel

tcrie, the young French investigator whose

five and seven-cylinder V-shaped motors

for aeronautical work are among the few

“features” at the Paris Salon.

of the turbine principle have resulted in a

design which. so far as is known, is abso

lutely novel, and which aside from its inter‘

esting qualities as aclever study, introduced

several rather fruitful possibilities.

Roughly speaking, the scheme may be

said to be that of the exhaust turbine em

ployed as an adjunct to the reciprocating

engine of the usual four-cycle type. Only

in this instance, the reciprocating piston

does no external work whatever, and is

His studies.
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tically from one end to the other. Midway

between the two ends of the cylinder is a

port leading to a nozzle, E, which is placed

in proper relative position to drive the tur

bine wheel, F. Obviously, the movement

of the piston alternately opens the two ends

of the cylinder to the nozzle. As each end

of the cylinder is made to act as a separate

cylinder, actuating a cycle in every respect

similar to that of the common or Otto type

of engine, it is evident that alternate blasts

of burning gas are driven down against the

turbine to perform work in driving it.

Two chambers, D, are used in carburet

ting the air as in the ordinary gas engine,

and the charge enters the chamber at either

end through the valves, C. The action is

readily understood. As soon as a charge

has been ignited by means of the ordinary

jump spark, the piston is driven violently

forward toward the other end of the cylin

der, thereby compressing a charge of gas

which already has been drawn into the com

bustion chamber. As the piston passes the

central port, release occurs. and the charge

is permitted to expand and escape into the

turbine nozzle.

The manner in which the cycle is com

pleted is rather intangible. but according to

the patent specifications consists in induct

ing the fresh charges as a result of the form

ation of a partial vacuum behind the out—

going charges, brought about by the com

bined effect of its own inertia and the move

ment of the piston beyond the port. The

effect secured in this way, therefore, is that

of a very rapid succession of impulses, which

probably permit the turbine casing to clear

itself better and allows of a lower mean

temperature in the blades than would be

possible were the blast of hot gas contin

uous.

Safeguarding Control for Electrics.

With gasolene cars there is a big record

of accidents resulting from the change gear

lever being moved from neutral to engage

ment by meddlers while the car is left un

attended, resulting in the machine's jump~

ing forward when the engine is started un

less the driver has been careful enough to

examine the position of the lever, and sim‘

ilar accidents with electrics have followed

where the control lever has been pushed to

the high speed position in the operator’s

absence. Upon inserting the connection

plug the person driving the machine would

be surprised to find it dash forward on the

instant. A woman was recently dragged

some distance and knocked unconscious

when she placed the plug in position pre

paratory to stepping into her runabout.

While the vehicle was left at the curb, some

sidewalk busybody had moved the control

to the extreme notch and had left it that

way. The machine ran away immediately

the power circuit was closed by the plug,

and after injuring its owner, smashed itself

against a tree further down the street.

To provide against the possibility of such

accidents. the controller on at least one

make of electric vehicle, the “"averley, is so

arranged that even after the circuit plug

has been inserted, the machine will not

start until the lever is brought back to the

neutral pOsition, so that it may be in any

forward speed or the reverse at the time

the plug is put in, without danger of an

unexpected movement. A further feature

of the control, showing the provision that

is now made to protect against error or ac

cident in electric vehicle operation, makes

it impossible to change from high speed

forward to high speed reverse. If the me

chanism be shifted from one to the other

with a rapid movement, the controller auto

matically shuts off the power, so that the

change in direction must be begun on the

low speed. ,

Care Needed in Selecting Oil.

The selection of tires. lamps, and in fact

the general equipment of a car is carefully

supervised by the owner, while when it

comes to oil, the chauffeur is often given a

free rein or the deciding factor is price

rather than quality. The oil bill is proba

bly one of the smallest items in the upkeep

of a car, while upon its selection may de

pend the life of the engine.
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The Week’s Patents.

897,099. Transmission Gear. Philip Hay

ward, Hanging Rock, Ohio. Filed March

6. 1908. Serial No. 419,445.

1. In a transmission gear, the combination

of a driving shaft, gearing for connecting

said driving shaft in operative relation to

said driven shaft, a clutch for connecting

said gearing with said driving shaft and dis

connectng the same therefrom, a revoluble

member mounted upon said driven shaft, a

friction disc mounted upon said driving

shaft and adapted to intermittently engage

such revoluble member upon said driven shaft

for the purpose of applying power directly

thereto, and means controllable at will for

throwing said clutch and friction disc into

action alternately.

897,122. Spark Plug for Internal Combus

tion Engines. Henry C. Ter Meer, Summit,

N. J. Filed March 27, 1908. Serial No.

423,722.

1. An electric ignition device comprising

an outer insulator having a central opening

throughout, an inner insulator of elongated

form having within it an electrode and held

within the opening of said outer insulator,

the walls at the outer end of said opening

converging, a binding post within the outer

end of said opening and tapered to conform

to the walls thereof. and a binding nut on

the exposed threaded end of the post for se

curing the same in position; substantially

as set forth.

897,151. Pneumatic Tire. Walter C.

Rocheleau and Louis T. Rocheleau, Woon

socket, R. I. Filed March 2, 1907. Serial

No. 360,165.

A pneumatic tire comprising a covering,

a layer of tough material arranged against

the inner side of the outer portion of the

covering, a band of resilient or springy ma

terial of convex-plane form in cross section

arranged at the inner side of the said layer,

a flat metallic hoop arranged against the

inner flat side of the convex-plano band, a

layer of tough material arranged at the in

ner side of the hoop and extending along

side the side portions of the first mentioned

layer and connected to said side portions

at a point intermediate the edges thereof

and the hoop, a layer of tough material hav

ing a loop portion arranged against the sec

ond mentioned layer and also against the

extended side portions of the first men

tioned layer and connected to the said

extended side portions and also having sur

plus edge portions lapped one over the

other, and an inflatable tube contained in

the said layeT.

897,202. Hydrocarbon Burner. Burton

C. Hamilton, Chicago, 111., assignor, by

mesnc assignments, to Stanley Motor Car

'riage Company, a Corporation of Massa

chusetts. Filed Nov. 5, 1901. Serial No.

81,274.

1. The combination with a steam gen

erator of a main burner therefor and having

a combination chamber arranged between

said generator and burner; a fuel vaporizer

located within said combustion chamber

and connected to said burner; a swinging

heating and lighting torch adapted to play

upon and heat said vaporizer; and means

for supplying fuel to said torch connected

to the vaporizer.

897,209. Automobile 0r Vehicle Tire.

Godfried Knadler, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed

Aug. 20, 1906, Serial No, 331,242. Renewed

Oct. 16, 1907. Serial No. 397,677.

1. A non-inflatable cushion tire for ve

hicle consisting of a single endless molded

tabular body having separate base portions

adapted to abut and form a solid sustaining

wall on a central line through the base of

the tire, and said body having its greatest

thickness next above the immediate base

on lines corresponding substantially as

shown and described.

897.230. Motor Vehicle. Thomas L.

Sturtevant, Quincy, and Thomas J. Sturte

vant, Wellesley, Mass. Filed Sept. 3, 1904.

Serial No. 223,247.

1. In a motor vehicle, the combination of

a motor, fuel-supplying apparatus therefor

comprising a throttle, an automatic clutch

device between the motor and a driven part,

a single device for controlling the said

throttle and the operation of the automatic

clutch device, and a stop for limiting the

closing movement of the throttle so that

the motor may continue to run but at a speed

too low to permit clutching engagement of

the said automatic clutch.

897,259. Method of Carburetting Air for

Explosive Engines. Alexander Winton and

Harold B. Anderson, Cleveland, Ohio, as

signors to the Winton Motor Carriage

Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Original appli

cation filed June 23, 1906, Serial No. 323,

117. Divided and this application filed

April 15, 1908. Serial No. 427,197.

1. The method of uniformly carburetting"

volumes of air moving alternately at differ

ent velocities, consisting in subjecting the

slowly-moving volumes of air to surface

contact with a body of volatile liquid, and

the rapidly moving volumes of air to

sprayed volatile liquid.

897.261. Transmission Mechanism. Chas.

E. Duryea, Reading, Pa., assignor t0 Cor

bin Motor Vehicle Corporation, New Brits

ain, Conn., a Corporation of Connecticut.

Filed Sept. 28, 1907. Serial No. 394,962.

1. In a transmission mechanism, a driv

ing shaft, a driven shaft, a plurality of

change speed gears held against rotation

but adapted to slide on one of said shafts.

an internal gear connected to the other

shaft, means to shift the first mentioned

gears longitudinally on their shaft support

to cause either one to face said internal

gear, and means to shift the first mentioned

gears and their support laterally to cause

either of said gears to mesh with said in

ternal gears.

897,270. Running Gear for Vehicles. Wil

liam H. Chapin, Springfield, Mass. Filed

Dec. 11, 1905. Serial No. 291,286.

1. A vehicle running gear comprising a

frame or platform, a wheel frame consisting

of an axle, two supporting arms therefor,

means to pivot said arms between their

extremities on an axis parallel with said

axle, and pneumatic cushions disposed at

opposite ends of the supporting arms, one

on each side of the pivotal point therefor,

to yieldineg restrict the movement of the

ends of said arms in opposite directions.

897,368. Automobile. Henry K. Hols

man, Chicago, 111. Original application filed

Feb. 8, 1907. Serial No. 356,393. Divided

and this application filed June 12, 1907. Se

rial No. 378,502.

1. In an automobile, the combination

with running gears, of a steering wheel

having its axle pivoted thereon, a steering

arm secured to the axle, a vertical rock

shaft, link connections between the rock

shaft and the steering arm, a horizontal

arm connected to the rock shaft to swing it

to steer the vehicle but movable relative

thereto. an elongated handle and sleeve

journaled on the horizontal arm, engine

throttling mechanism, and connections be

tween the engine throttling mechanism and

the sleeve. whereby the latter may be ro

tated in one position of the arm and moved

longitudinally thereof in another position

to control the speed of the vehicle.

897,421. Brake for Automobiles.

don Stables, Philadelphia, Pa.

24, 1907. Serial No. 370,009.

1. A brake of the type set forth, com

prising a rock shaft having cranks at its

ends, brake shoes pivoted to said cranks, a

transverse member formed with openings,

said brake shoes having stems projecting

through said openings as guides, pins car

ried by the stems above the transverse

member, spring actuated means for rocking

said shaft, and means for holding said shaft

normally against movement by said spring

actuated means.

897,450. Short Turn Gear. Robert H.

Bowman, Canon City, Colo. Filed Feb. 24,

1908. Serial No. 417,380.

1. In a short turn gear, the combination

with the main frame of the vehicle, a pair

of driven gears mounted thereon, and the

front truck wheels loosely mounted on their

respective axles; of a separate gear connec—

tion that joins each of the wheels with their

respective drive gears, each of the said cons

nections including a shifting clutch device.

for throwing the wheels out of gear with

their respective drive gears, means on the

front truck frame for oscillating the wheels

together but in reverse directions and other

means on the said front truck frame for in

dependently actuating the clutch devices.

897,466. Spark Plug Guard. Robert S.

Kearney, New York, N. Y. Filed April 9.

1907. Serial No. 367,146.

1. A guard for spark plugs comprising

a cylindrical shell open at both ends and

adapted to slip over the spark plug and in

close the same. one end of the shell being

secured to the base of the spark plug while

the opposite end is provided wit a notch,

a removable cap normally closing the

notched end of the shell, and a hood carried

by the cap and projecting over the said

notch.

897,472. Jar for Storage Batteries. Jo

seph Marx. Buffalo, N. Y. Filed July 19,

1907. Serial No. 384,580.

In a jar for storage batteries, the com—

bination of an outer shell. an inner shell

formed of hard rubber and fitting within

the outer shell, the said inner shell being

provided at its mouth with an enlarged an

nular rim also formed of hard rubber and

extending over and resting upon the edge

of the outer shell, and a lip of soft rubber

pendent from the enlarged rim and over

lapping the edge of the outer shell upon the

exterior thereof.

897,519. Rotary Engine. Levi Bonner.

Ames, Colo. Filed Sept. 20, 1905, Serial

No. 279,257. Renewed Jan. 25, 1908. Serial

No. 412,634.

1. A rotary engine having outer and in

ner cylinders, one of which has a movement

of rotation relative to the other, a resilient

blade attached to one of said cylinders

whose edge bears on the circumferential

surface of the other cylinder, and fluid

pressure inlets and outlets opening into the

space between the said cylinders, said blade

Gor

Filed April
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being rearwardly inclined and the faces

thereof against which the pressure acts be

ing inclined to the face of the cylinder

against which it contacts, substantially as

uescribed.

897,532. Cooling Device for Explosive

Engines. Reinhold Herman, Crafton, Pa.

Filed Aug. 12, 1907. Serial No. 388,157.

I. A cooling device for the purpose set

forth comprising groups of sets of combined

water and air conduits. the water conduits

of each set of each group being suitably

spaced apart and the air conduits being open

at each end and disposed within the water

conduits, each of said air conduits opening

at each end directly into the atmosphere

whereby the air will be conducted by the

sets of air conduits of each group in the

same general direction and in currents in

dependent of each other, the combined con

duits of each group extending in an oppo

site direction with respect to the conduits

of the other group.

897.591. Automobile Running Gear. John

\V. Cooper. Boston, Mass. Filed July 2,

1907. Serial No. 381,819.

I. In a vehicle running gear, the combi

nation of upper and lower frames, an inter

mediate frame between said upper and

lower frames and having pivotal connection

with the former, a vertical spring arranged

between the inner portion of said interme

diate frame and the lower frame, a horizon

tal spring mounted upon the lower frame

and connecting means between said hori

zontal spring and the outer portion of the

intermediate frame for supporting the lat

ter by a suspendine action.

897,630. Detachable Rim. Rudolf Kron

enberg, -Ohligs, Germany. Filed Dec. 21,

1907. Serial No. 407,462.

1. A rim for vehicle wheels, bearings en

gaging the spokes of the wheels and pro

vided with openings, and a transverse lock

ing member engaging said openings and

provided with an eccentric part engaging

the rim.

897,663. Convertible Automobile Body.

Edward T. Robinson, St. Louis, Mo., as

signor to St. Louis Car Company, St. Louis.

Mo., a Corporation. Filed Sept. 27, 1907.

Serial No. 394,823.

1. A convertible automobile body con—

sisting of a body proper, stationary corner

posts extending upwardly therefrom, a top

supported by said corner posts. side posts,

hinged to said top and susceptible of being i

moved in juxtaposition to the top of the

vehicle body, means for retaining said

hinged posts in either their elevated or

lowered position. and window sashes for

co-operating with said stationary _corner

posts and said hinged posts, substantially as

set forth.

{WANTS AND FOR SALE
l3 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

In clpitlll, 25 cents per line.

 

  

Meeting the demand for a small

and light car the type “D” “25" has

been produced. In every detail but

size and horsepower the new type

"D" "25” will equal the great Penn

sylvania “50.”

t“ ‘ >1 ‘ V

. 1 R

I

~7g§€§§n
. M, _v/ ‘3' ‘

  

  

u a:

1909 Type "D" “25" (A. L. A. M. rating 29)

Roadster, $2,000

Baby Tonneau or Touring Car, $2,100

The famous Pennsylvania type "C"

“50" remains unchanged, now and for

ever, price $3.000. All models equipped

with magneto and gas tank.

PENNSYLVANIA AUTO MOTOR CO..

Bryn Mu", Pa.

 

 

 

 

A. O. Smith Company

MAKERS OF

PRESSED STEEL

FRAMES
(Capacity 100,000 per annum.)

Heavy and Difficult Stampings

Front and Rear Axles

Steering Columns

Transmissions, Selective and

Progressive

Multiple Disc Clutches

SEE OUR EXHIBITS:

Grand Central Palace. Space 134.

Madison S nare Garden, Space 205.

Coliseum, '

A.0 sun“ (:0. 25.222232:

hrcago, Space 6.

 

 

I-t OR SALE—300 sets 28x3 best grade ar

tillery wheels, fitted with clincher rims,

less hubs. Write for bargain prices on sin

, gle sets of the lot. THOMAS B. JEF

‘ FERY & COMPANY, Kenosha, Wis.

 

 

TIIE 28-30 I]. P. MITCHELL. $1,500

Includes genuine $150 Splitdorf Magneto (free)

and V, inch larger tires than you get with any

other car .at this price. To have other cars

wuipped With these tires you must pay $50 extra.

rite for full information to-day.

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR CO.,

‘ S73 Mitchell St., Racine Wis.

} Standard Manufacturers A. M. C. M.

 

 

 

COMPLETE COURSE

AUTOMOBILE INSTRUCTION
. Invaluable to the owner or prospective owner

' of I motor car. Practical and to the point.

Send for prospectus to the

Correspondence School 0! Motor Car Practice

Turrytown, N. Y.

 

 

 

 

GIBIIEY SDLIII TIRES
CONTINENTAL

Pneumatic Tire.

_——_

Automobile Accessories of every description.

James L. Glhiey & 810.. Philadelphia, Pa., U S.A

Electric

W Automobiles

ARE MADE BY

ELECTRIC VEHICLE Co.. Harlt‘ord, ' onn

 

 

 
 

Gasolene and

 

  

 
 

 

 

THOMAS SHOCK ABS’ RBERS

on your automobile mean more comfort,

speed, safety. economy. Prove it at our

expense. 30 days free trial.

BUFFALO SPECIALTY CO.,

340 Ellieott St. BUFFALO, N. Y.

 

 

 

“The A B C of Electricity." Price, 50c.

The Motor World Publishing Co., 154 Nas

I <nu Street, New York City

 

 

‘11bel I’IIIQLJIIIIIV

 

 
 

  

"I P (our w-w "flee—1" COW-MA

To Avoid Igition Trouble.

Specify PI ELLI Wire.

[1 RELLl CABLE

Our Cable Card

Illustrating 11 Varieties of ca

ble in actual sizes mailed up

on request.

This is No. 154 P., Four-Way,

Cambric Covered.

PIRELLI 8: CO., 296 Broadway, New York

For sale by MOTOR CAR EQUIPMENT CO., 55 Warren SL, and 1721 Broadway, New York City.

 

 
 

 
 

H0 Roadster. Price, $3,000.

that made the run from Philadel his to So

vannah Co., March 5th to 18th, through nud

up to the radiator. beating all previous records.

YORK MOTOR CAR CO.. York, Pa.

 

 

CLEVELAND SPARK PLUGS

“They Shoot a Flame."

CLEVELAND SPARK PLUS 00.

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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NEW SERIES TIMKEN Sll0RT BEARINGS
In offering the Automobile trade our New Series Timken Sll0l‘l Bearings, we do so

with the assurance that they are made from the same carelully selected steel and subjected

to the same severe tests as our standard size Bearings.

The New Series Sli0l'l Bearings are designed for use in axles where the bearings

space does not permit the' use of our regular series.

These Short Bearings can be used in any axles where Annular Bearings can be used.

They carry a much greater load than Annular Bearings of the same length, are smaller ill

diameter and in addition will talre as much end illl'llSl as they do radial load.

Every bar of steel entering into Timken Products is made to the Timken analysis chem

ically—and tested to the Timken test physically—which means a

rejection of 45 per cent. of every ingot before metal of suitable

density and soundness for Timken Roller Bearings can be obtained.

These new Short Bearing Rollers are made from best nickel steel.

This is one reason why 65 per cent. of the makers of high

grade Automobiles and over 90 per cent. of the commercial truck

builders of this country use Timlren Roller Bearings.

WRITE FOR CATALOG AND PRICES

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING AXLE C0.
, . . V _ Main our“, cannon. o.

@5553; “goggigiflgicd Branches: 10 E. 318: St., NEW WM 429 Wabash Ave" CHICAGo

»

  

 
     

 

Give Your Car a Good Name

1., ..m a“ R H as

SUPPLEMENTARY

SPIRAL SPRINGS SPARK PLUGS

Change a bone-shaker and a spring-breaker into an easy riding, real auto

mobile in which you can take pride and your passengers comfort. The use

of S. S. S. change a near-good ear to a real good car and add the finishing

230?.2e1lilzkibnit o‘e‘i/r‘si.“ (zirkt-iooklet tells you all about them,surpuzmrmnv SPIRAL SPRINGS E:LT.?'~.‘:.°- °'-°°"'"“°' "E" JEmY- "- '- *

New York Branch, Removed to Motor.Mart Building. (Larger Quarters.) (watae'sing station' D" I" & w“ R' R“)

  

 
  

 

 
     

 

      

Alvva siGLoes * ----€fi’|l
Full

    

  

  
~ 4’ s 1 s. flPowgr ‘ \__ _ Tll W l R t wearilq Tokgreetbqatlbglfgd male/"1",' - . _ ' ‘ ~ . -. '1' I e "‘"

For Speed— Do- e 0 e I e - _ '- ‘ '- ._ (bouftboe 1%; g g E:

iiondnbility— ‘ ' . 06/9 0I) - *

lu-onomy L nrier ' In buying an automobile consider first coat‘ but hesitate longest to investigate up , " l 6

all I onriltionsol km and economy of fuel consumption. Buy a car where you can hold the maker to this ._ re

“ eather-llills— rantee. Insist on records or durability and the evidence of thmlnandn or uaeru' endorsements. ~. ' :e

bind and Band— 0 invite comparison of our eutfllfigo—lumkngIet‘lllllfllilnlfi—Wlilfili 'on an have for the asking. ._ '- _ B'

\: iih no i-.xire- rice tor them. l‘tlm fling"? oil vumpnre 0;” (norm-y factlllzies—expert workmanship—er ' - owl *2

r en *1" ience an the 1 heat ualit 0 eve to ' =You mu nANR W 8 q , up“ ' gm

r; I

it

  

with all others of this ntyie car. Write us and Investigate the mearlnir '0 You II in 0""

oiaour li..a iho Schavhi. Full 18-20-horso-pnwor—uearlesru-clntchless—Timken roller bearing!

lllrvlwhout—easy riding long "Concord" springs—high, imiid cushions Goodrich rubber tires for

r-oonmny or upkeep on all roads-Scheme! carburetors, ctev-i-‘ull high claaa equipment found only on

high priced earl

 

m SCHACHT_ _ x _ ,7 Auto-Runabout \

t , .
  The Minn-ht in the oanlvat to run simplest. molt pmrtlml‘ most economical oar you can buy—

Let nu whow you all the reasons why. Write or literature. ll interested as an "ant—lot us make you

our Spaniel Prepoaltlen.

The Schacht Manulacturing Company

2720 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati, 0.
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THE “JEWEL 40”

The Non-Skidding Car

  

ENGINE—Rutenbur.

BORE AND STROKE—64x5"

IGNITION—Doublt—Bosch Ma -

neto, Connecticut Coil and Exi e

Store e Batter .LUBRIIIATIObfv—Seli contained

system with oil level pump in

crank ease.

TRANSMISSION—Selective type,

forward and reverse.3 a

BEAENGS—Timken Roller.

FRONT AXLE—One piece drop

for mz.

REAE AXLE—Full floating type.

  

SPECIFICATIONS

Write for catalog.

TIII'I FOREST CITY MOTOR CAR C0., Massillon, Ohio

New York Agency, JEWELL MOTOR CAR COMPANY, I662 Broadway.

  

 

 

Anybody Can Understand a

Remy Magneto

An It Will Stand More Abuse 'lhan

Any Other Ignition System

in The World

Here is the simplest ignition ever devised for a motor car.

The Remy Magneto is so easy to understand that anybody can install it

whether he ever had anything to do with machinery or not.

l‘erminals for connection of the wires are indicated with red, green, and yel

low, corresponding to the colors of the wire covers. You

the green on the green, and the eliow on the yellow. The diagram that oes
. . Cy 8

with the Remy is just like A, B,

"C00. 7

And the Remy Will stan

any other ignition system in the worl

lwery experienced motorist knows how important this is.

is one of the most serious troubles With whi

Even if an impro er connection should be made, _it wouldn't injure the mag

The Remy is t e OllI' magneto of which this is true. ‘

more neglect or abuse from oil, dirt and water than

In this respect the Remy differs materially from the usual delicate, sensitively

adjusted apparatus that so ca5ily gets out of order.

'I‘IIIE‘. III-IMY' IS TIIE STANDARD MAGNETO 0F AMERICA

it has been used as standard equip

ment upon leading automobiles since

the very beginning or automobile

manufacture.

Despite the fact that every year

from six to a dozen new malnetos are

placed on the market.

The Item is the only American

magneto that has ever been used by

American automobile manufacturers.

except in an experimental way. The

combined sale of all the imported

magnetos. and the several new Amer

can magnetos, will not e ual the total

sale to date of Remy etoa tor

1909 American cars.

There must be reasons for this al_

most unanimous agreement 0! the au

periority ot the Remy. You certainly

take no chances in accepting the ver‘

diet of the biz majority. Examine

the Remy. See for yourself why it is

the simplest and most reliable mm:

neto yet produced.

REMY ELECTRIC COMPANY, Anderson, Ind.

We have opened a Branch Office in Thorou hfare Bldg.

New York. The Remy Magneto will be ex ibited at all the Automobile Shows.

 

 

When 89% of Motor Car

Manuiacturers Endorse

one particular automobile lamp and equip their product

with it to the exclusion oi others, that lamp MUST

possess unusual qualities, it must be better than all

others. The concensus oi opinion oi men who are

experts on Quality—Material and Actual Lighting

Eiiiciency is worth more than ordinary value.

1UMWPSSOLAR
are part equipment on

the cars of 89% of

American manufacturers.

They are invariably spe

cified by car owners and

dealers who desire the

world's best automobile

lamp.

Badger Brass

Mtg. Company

604 Lyman Ave.

KENOSHA, WIS.

  

 

 

 

 
   

 
 

  

  

1909 Prices Reduced $1,000

_ In order to sell hereafter this highest of all high-grade cars at the

prices of the cheaper cars, we have increased our working capital

by $350,000 and will double our luciory output. Send for our book

of customers‘ letters telling of the experiences of the most prominent men

of affairs in this country with their Matheson cars, covering thousands of

miles of service everywhere.

  

New Price. Former Price.

50 H. P. 1909 Touring Car . . . . . . . .. $4,500 $5,500

50 H. P. 1909 Roadster . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4,350 5,000

50 H. P. 1909 Runabout . . . . . . . .. 4,350 5,000

50 H. P. Limousine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5,500 6,500

50 H. P. 1909 Landaulet . . . . . . . . . .. 5.500 6.500

MATHESON AUTOMOBILE CO.

Main Sales Office, 1886-1888 Broadway, NEW YORK CITY

WHEEL BASE~120”.

WHEELS—36".

TIRES—Goodyear, Diamond, Firev

stone or Hartford, 36x4" front,

36x4 %” rear.

BODY—Seven passenger.

WEIGHT—3,000 lbs.

PRICE—$3,000.00 complete with

top, Hartford Shock Absorbers,

Prest-O-Lite gas tank, 9" Rush

more Search li hts, side lamps

and tail lamp, ouhle tire irons

and trunk rack.

put the red on the red,

It is “fool proof.

Uncertain firing

ch he has to contend.

Notice that it has no brushes to

cause trouble—wear out or be re

placed.

This is only one result of our long

experience in magneto making. Wi

are the oldest magneto manufacturers

in America and the oldest manufacture

ers of high tension magneto: now used

almost exclusively in the world.

Magneto ignition is now almost

universally demanded by motorists.

Every high grade car uses it. or

makes it an attractive option.

Buick Carr, equipflerl'wiflt Remy Magnttos,

captured elr'l'nl out nffouflrrn rr-rnlx a! Man

!rcnl, beating C/Irirly and Bnrnry ()Iq'fir/rl‘r

mnrkt‘m- and living far (he far/(it half mile.

Don’t try experiments. Settle. the

ignition question once for all with tne

Remy.

Write us for illustrated folder giv

ing full description of the Remy. Ad

dress Dept. 11

Broadway and 57th St.,

healers wanted in all open It‘lllltti).
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‘ f I MILLER’S

l'lll Anti-Freeze

, Compound

"11:1. ‘

3 lllllllllll' .1

l. I DIRECTIONS FOR USE.

The radiator should be thoroughly washed out with hot

solution of caustic soda, which will remove any dirt, and then

clean water should be put in to see if the radiator leaks any

p ace.

If the radiator is found not to leak, put in the solution.

To get a mixture that will not freeze at 15 degrees below

zero, Fahrenheit, add ten pounds of the compound to two

gallons of water. To get a solution that will not freeze 30

degrees below zero, Fahrenheit, add ten pounds of the com

pound to every six quarts of water.

, The cover on the can should be kept closed tight at all

times while it contains any of the compound.

Price, 10-lb. cans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1.00 each.

Pan-American

Automobile Body Polish

11

vi

'11" 11'

ll 1

  

 

  

Pan~.~\merican Polish was awarded the Bronze Medal

(“the only one awarded”) at the Louisiana Purchase Exposi

tion at St. Louis. 1904. This polish has been carefully pre

pared for the Automobile trade. It is also applicable to the

carriage trade, or can be used on any varnished furniture or

wood-work of any kind. It will remove stains, cover

scratches; leaves the automobile with its original new lustre

without being sticky or greasy.

It can be used on the leather seats or tops with the very

best results. Can be used on any color or kind of varnish

from the clearest white to the darkest black. Furnished in

eight-ounce bottles.

For sale by all automobile dealers.

Price, 60 cents per 8-oz. bottle. Price, $3.00 per gallon.

Special prices quoted manufacturers, jobbers and dealers.

Catalog on request.

E0 97-99f10‘10325de St.

Manufacturer Jobborl

Exporter and importer

BRANCHES—54th St. and 8th Ave., New York; 202-204 Columbus Ave.,

Boston 1\1ass.'I 318-320 N. Broad St., Philadelphia. Pa.’ 22714-229 Jefferson

Ave., Detroit; 1829 Euclid Ave., Cleveland. 0.; 1392 8edford Ave., Brook

lyn, N. Y.; 824 Main St., Buffalo.

The Largest Automobile Supply House in America
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STEVENS-DURYEA

New Model X Limousines

 
 

A town car of the most luxurious type. Every

detail suggests elegance and refinement. Among

the points that contribute to its beauty of design

may be mentioned the rounded back and extension

front with bent glass windows, a combination giv

ing those symmetrical lines lacking in Limousines

not having these features. The luxurious uphol

stering and interior conveniences leave nothing to

be desired in the way of comfort. A dome elec

tric light with switch affords an instant and bril

liant light, toilet cases with accessories are at each

side, and a speaking tube connects with the

driver. Seating capacity of body: five passengers.

 

PRICE COM PLETE, $3,750.

SEND FOR LIMOUSINE CATALOGS

STEVENS-DURYEA CO.

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

Member of Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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Supremacy3

Standard Bearings g
is emphasized by the continued victories of the

Chalmers-Detroit'30"

which is equipped fully with

STANDARD

@@@@@@  

  

,.

9‘Q‘

‘i‘;

 
 

 

@ ANNULAR

@ I BEARINGS

 

 

Standard Roller Bearing Co.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.i

@@@@@@@@€8@
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SGHRADER UNIVERSAL VALVE
Trade Mark Registered April 30. 189‘

SIMPLE AND ABSOLUTELY AIR TIGHT

Schrader Motor Tire Valves, as shown in cut, are the regular equipment for

G & J Motor Tires, Hartford Dunlop Detachable Tires, Fisk Detachable Motor

Tires, and New Goodyear Detachable Motor Tires.

Our No. 777 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for 2% inch and 3 inch Tires and

our No. 725 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for tires larger than 3 inches.

Sippth to "I. Trude by All TI" Mandarin"

MA. SGHRADER'S 80"., Inc., 28-30-32 R080 M.. "OW York

  

 

 

 
 

 

 

SPECIFY

Heinze ignition ap

paratus on y o u r

l909 car and get

THE BEST

MADE.

    

 

Write us if your

dealer does not

carry them.

Heinze Electric 60.

LOWELL, MASS.

Makers of

coma, Timens.

MAGNETOS, SPARK

PLUGS.

Model B Touring Car, price $1,230.00. Full equipment, indudinfléh

gas lam s, two side oil lam one tafl lamp, enerators, 81!.

tools, ]l&. pump and batteries- op, $75.00 extra. nnabont. $1,200.

18 essential.

larfe and intelligent class

fnl est confidence.

(LCorrespondence invited.

 

I. B. ECCLISTON, Salas Manner. ll Pranklln 8L, lnlale, N. Y.

AKLAND
  

(LA combination of simplicity and efiicieney designed for the man

who scrutinizes the car he is to buy, who intends to himself

operate it, and to whom economy in up-keep and running expense

(LThe live agent will find in the Oakland a car that appeals to a

of purchasers and that will justify the

OAKLAND MOTOR CAR C0., Pontiac, Ildl.

 

  

          

flimfi
LONGEST

Quin

EMPIREA U l‘()l\lOBILE TIRE COMPANY. Treaatoaa, 18.6].

New York, 148 Chambers St., and Broadway and 73d St.; Boston, 292 Devonshire St.;_Buflalo 724 Main St.; Fobes Anto Sn ply 0.

Portland, Ore.; Fobes Auto Sup 1y Co., Seattle. Wash.; Waite Auto Su ply Co., Providence, l.' Chi , 130] Mlehi m Kw“ A1.

lants, Ga.. Dunhsm Rubber Co.; enver Auto Goods_ Co. Denver, Colo.; enn Auto Supply Co., Philadel his, a.; Savell Ru r Co., Jack

sonville, Fla; Em ire Tire 8: Rubber Co., Minneapolis, Minn.; The Motor Supply Agency Co., 1246 En id Ave. Cleveland, 0.; The Con.

sumers Auto Supp y Co., 7th Ave. &' Smiihfil'ld 3L. l'ittsburg, Pa; Emplw Tlir' & luhht-r Col, 1412-14 W. 11th gt" Kansas City, Mo.

I -___’W.?_a.. --, -f7‘~7\7»,:.:i,_:.. f (

    
  

  
  

            
  
  

  
:~ .4»: my . a,‘ . v ., ,IA.

“vibe auvafimu.
'1‘ V A
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t? E /g .E. 2;

THE PACKARD ELECTRIC COMPANY, 363 Dana Ave, WARREN, OHIO

If your car is wired with PACKARD ENAMELED

IGNITION CABLE you can be dead sure you will have

no trouble so far as the wiring is concerned.

 

 

 

“OONTINENTAL” MOTOllSGME mm"

et our quots

tions on high grsds

.fg. two and four cylin

' der motors, 10 to 45

horsepower. T h e

are equi ped wit

self-contained oiling

system and ready

~ for attaching mag

neto. Highest

grade workmanship,

efficient. d u r s b l e

and simple. Also

clutches and trans.

Send for catalogue.

  

missions.

CONTINENTAL IOTOll MFO. Ol., Illsisgsll, Mich.

K. FRANKLIN PETERSON, Western Represent

stive, 166 E. Lake St.. Chicago, II].

T. J. WETZEL. Eastern Rspruentstive, 29 West 42d

St., New York, N. Y.

  

  

Users of

Invader flil
THE OIL THAT

GRAPHITIZES

are responsible for its

popularity

YOU NAME THE CAR

WE'LL

NAME THE GRADE

mam: ONLY BY

' OHAS. F. KELLOH It 00.

"3 Arch St., Philadelphia

Boston Branch:

284 Columbus Avenue.

  

  

“'QIITIII.

 

 
 

 

Get Rid of Tire Troubles

Try a Set of

GaJImps

TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD

  

 

 

Trsdo

ABSORBER

Mort

The D vice that sde Safe, Speed snd Comfortablee Atililomobiling ossigle.

Write for catalogue, Depsrtment D.

‘ HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO.,

E. V. Hartford, Pres. 145 Bsy 8L, Jersey City, N. J.

SHOCK

 

AVOID ACCIDENTS

byuslngtho

Wridgway No Glare Shade

which sdds to the efioiency of the ism and keeps

glare from blinding other users of the in ways. Can

0 fitted to my existing lnmp.

PEERLESS MOTOR CAR CO.,

220 to :24 w. 4m 52.. NEW YORK

 

 

LITTLE DROPS OF WATER

LITTLE GRAINS OF SAND

NOTHING INJURES

THERMOID

 

'BRAKE LINING

 

 

 

  

  

 

A SUPERB LINE OF CARS—

T H E A O K s O N

“No Sand Too eep—No Hill Too Stoop."

Z-Cyllnder nnd 4-Cylinder

Runshouts, Rondsters, Touring Con,

18 H. P., 24 H. P.. 30 H. P. and 36 H. P.

Prices, $850, $950, $1,250 and $2,000.

JIOKOOII lOTOIOIlLE 90.. isslsss. Ilsll.

  

 

  

 

 

  

 

 
 

THE GYROSCOPE CAR

Ths Simplest Automobile in the World.

$750—The Price—$750.

GYROSCOPE AUTOMOBILE CO. (INC.)

Gyroscops Bldg.,

231 West 54th St. New York City.

  

 

 

 

 

HAVE YOU SEEN

THE PERFECTION WRENOH?

    

ANllAllll 0|
“ The O” In the Checkerboard Can"

Is the o__ne perfect automobile lubricant.

Panhard Oil is the onlv cylinder oil made

that will lubricate at rig temperatures. It

insures a ainst pre-ignition, pounding, and

other cost y engine troubles which' are com

monly caused by oor cylinder oil carbon

izin in the cylm ers. _

'1‘ e new S_e£ed—Ca_n protects you against

the substitution of an inferior oil—slwa I

see that the seal is not broken.

A, Pine are“

New York City

  

  

 

Listen for the knocks!

The car they all knock is

the one they are all afraid of

The E-M-F. “30”— sure!

 

 

SUPERIOR Etchad llama Plates

We are prepared to furnish you any kind

or style as above. We shsil be pleased to

furnish quotations.

CHANDLER CO., Springfield, Mass.

 

 

 
 

INGER'
 

  

1620-2224 l321

Broadway, — Chicago, Ill.

New York Michigan Ave.,

PALMER & SINGER MFG. CO.

 

 

The newest and best wrench made; all at ‘ great

strength; instantly adjusted; easily and quickly oper

ated; positive grip: immense time, trouble, and tem

per saver; best “all round tool" ever offered for sale.

“You will wsnt one when you see it."

For circular address,

 

THE PERFECTION WRENCH CO.,,

Box 426, PORT CHESTER, N. Y.

  
A Necessity 0n Automobiles—WHAT?

COLUMBIA LOOK NUTS

Sinhharh-Bagtun

ONE Quality for ALL Models

ONE Price for ALL Buyers

Write for 1909 Catalog.

THE DAYTON MOTOR CAR CO..

Dsyton, 0.

  

 

  

o emu nro co.

"0 W. Georgia SL.

Indianapolis. Ind.

CANNOT shake loose. The

give a feeling of securitb.

of accident insurance. se

thread of

add an important factor of safety and

olumbia Lock Nuts are the best kind

d by most makers of the best care and

by leading! railroads, etc. Send us a two-cent stamp, size and

t e bolt, and we will forward a Columbil Lode Nut for it.

COLUMBIA NUT & BOLT CO., Int-3., Bridgeport, Conn
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WHITLOCK

1 lNTAKEl EXHAUST

Whitlock Coil Pipe Co.

  

RADIATORS

j’AND WATER PIPES

' Hartford (I o nn.

  

 

 

FRANKLIN

Automobiles

Which do you want—weight or ability?

The Franklin catalogue tells you; and tela

you why. Write for it.

I. II. FRANKLIN MFG. CO., Syracuse, N. Y.
 

 

 

'[HEMKRMON
"A Meehanle m Maarerbloco"

For catalog, addr-s Dept. 16.

NORDYKE & MARION CO.

(laid. 18$!) INDIANAPOLIS, mo.

  

 

 

FRIGTION DRIVEN

The car which has no clutch to slip—

no gear! to strip—no grease—no noise.

THE $1350 CARTEROAR

The Motorcar Company, Detroit, Mich

 

 

I'IB ACME MOTOR CAR 00.

Ieadlng, Pa.

  

 

 

SPRINGFIELD

T0? (Pat.1895)

Aluminum

Bodies

SPRINGFIELD

METAL BMW 60-,

S“ lirnie Ave.,

Springfield, lass.

  

 

Steel Tires.
Full oi Air.

Tire expense cut in two.

Cannot Blow Out. Rim Cu!

or Puncture.

Aa Flexible as Rubber

Anti-Skid.

That part of a tire with a

blowout or a rim cut in it

will last longer than any

other part ii encircled by a

iew sections oi steel.

Thousands in use.

Kimball Tin 0380 00.

I72 Broadway

 

   

Council liui'fa, lows

WE WILL NOT

each. We make

We will

mobile Stampings.

‘ accept your contract unless we can give you the

delivery you require.

contracts than we can fill with proper attention to

Pressed Steel Frames and Auto

not accept more

THE HYDRAULIC PRESSED STEEL CO.

Cleveland. Ohio.

  

 

THE WORLD’S STANDARD

wstuo
SIDE-WIRE SOLID MOTOR TIRES

FIRESTBIE TIRE a RUBBER 00.. Akron. Ohio

 

 

Til! IlTEli WAY
BETWEEN

BUFFALO AND DETROIT
The D. l B. Lino Steamer-n lea" Bulalo

daily at mo 9. m. . (eastern mum Ind Detroit . "

week dayaatbwo p. in. Sundays-04100,»!!!

(central time) reaching

the next morning. Direct connections wit:

early morning trains. Lowest fares l-I:

superior service in all points west.
I Hall Tickets Avallablo on Steamers

All classes of tickela sold remiin via

llicblgan Central,Wabaah and Grand rnnk

' ‘ Railwa a between Bulian and Detroit. in . ‘7

either irection will be accepted for trans

portation on D. & 8. Line Steamers.

Bend two crntltamp for illustrated pam- '

' phletnnd Great Lain»! Map. ,

: Addreal L a. kill, (a. P. A., Detroit.

Detroit in Bulian SteamboaiCo. l

PHILIP H. McNILLAN, A. A- ecu/mu,

VICE PRUIDIIY. MI'L MANAGE!

  

thelr destination 411‘

»

 

 

DOW TUBES
The Best Tubes Ever Manufactured.

Are the most economical. Do not deflate when

punctured.

DOW TIRE COMPANY,

2000 Broadway. New York.

889 Boylston SL. Boston, Mass.

 

 

 

  

t r o u bles.

Won't short-circuit. Never leaks. Can be

The "Gotham" STA-RITE will end your

Soot can't

stick to the

taken apart and cleaned with case. Of deal

ers, or direct, $1.00.

spark plug

a p 0 r celain.

THE R. E. HARDY CO., 25 W. 42¢! St. New York.

 

 
 

It is not possible for any chain to be

better than

BALDWIN CHAINS

BALDWIN CHAIN & MFG. CO.

Worcester, Mass.

 
  

 

 
 

 

  

MICHELIN TIRE COMPANY

KILLTOWN. N. J.

 

Gasoline and Eiectrlkior Pleasure and Bullnsaa

Siudohiu Auiamohllo 00.. South Bend. Indiana

 

 

 
  

 

Names is ,

Address

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, New York

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(the motor "(llllorib

for one year, commencing with the issue of

 

 

 

 ll
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STEPNEY Theo-1w

.::.*.:‘:.°::.'.'.".. SPARE WHEEL
Cure

f r Tir
Every motorist should carry a “Stepney” and 0 ~ 8

avoid all troublesome delays caused by punc- TrOUbles

tures and blowouts. Write for Catalogue D.

 

 

DISTRIBUTORS—AMERICAN STEPNEY SPARE WHEEL CO., 1773 Broadway, New York Ciy. AUTO SPARE WHEEL

CO., 22d, Oak and Gillham Blvd, Kansas City, Mo. EXCELSIOR SUPPLY CO., 1436 Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

  

 

 

FORGINGS Did You Get Yours?

Completefacili- [T’s FREE FOR THE ASKING

‘ tiesforquick Our new catalog showing and describing the different

your specifica. ‘ _ ' orders. models of the

tions. We also

carry in stock a com “i ._plete line of axle ends, .v -

steering knuckles, etc., as

 

per our catalog sent on request Get one and learn more about this splendid mechanism.
, .

1

  

' Walton Ave. and 138th St.

THE BILLINGS & SPENCER co - C- F- 513'"de Branch, 1679 Broadway. N¢WY0TK
. Chicalgo—Jl9 Michigan Ave. Detroit—886 Wodward Ave.

N fl I'th rd , o o n n , San rancisco—SZO Van Ness Ave. Boston—220 Pleasant St.

 
 

  

  

30,000 MIL WI 0 ADJUSTME NT.

Ht SE PARSONS WHITE BRASS BEARINGSW

HAT DlSTANCE IN A PACKARD CAR.THEY ARE BACK IN

HE CAR WITHOUT EVEN BENG SCKAPED

STILL RUNNING RUNNNG STILL.

  

For Automobile Bodies, Dashes, Guards, Bonnets,

Battery Boxes, Brlp Pans. Multlers. Bte.

TRONG—DURABLE

CALELESS—RUSTLESS

MOUTH—PAINT ADHERES FIRMLY

L A Metal i'l'Irat's iA 'I‘tnie and? Money SéaE

 

  

 

  

THE sa'rms noLuNG'MIu. counuw. currou. omo

-

 

 

 

 

Model B—Brush Runabout

A CAR 0F SIMPLE DESIGN MADE WELL

NOT A COMPLICATED DESIGN MADE CHEAPLY

Its records and the opinions Of its users speak more loudly than self praise. Agencies for

1909 are being closed rapidly. Much good territory still open.

BRUSH RUNABOUT COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.
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Model D, five-passer: er touring car. Full elliptic springs.

Built-up wood frame. 6-inch wheels. 106-ind-i whee blue

2200 pounds. $2800, i.o.b., Syracuse. Top extra.

A high-grade powerful automobile. Refined, reliable and safe. Abler for touring on American roads than any

automobile but a Franklin. Beautiful to look at, comfortable to ride in and doing its work at the lowest operating cost.

The biggest mistake in automobile making

is useless weight and bulk.

Great weight is not needed to carry passengers in an automobile. It is not necessary

for strength either. Useless weight is a weakness. It handicaps the power and discounts

the ability. It is expensive beyond all reason.

The average water-cooled automobile weighs 25 per cent. more than at Franklin of the

same capacity. In many cases the difierence is even greater. Figure out what this means

in wear and tear on tires, and on the patience and the nerves. Figure the difference in

fuel needed to move the same passengers.

Beside this the Franklin air-cooled engine produces the same power as a water-cooled

engine on 25 per cent. less gasoline. Franklins make no repair expense for a leaky or

frozen plumbing system. They work all the year. They are easier to handle than a

heavy automobile, less liable to accident and damage. Their depreciation is less.

A water-cooled automobile can’t be as light as it ought to be without sacrificing

strength or comfort or some other important quality.

The first and last question to ask about an automobile before you buy it is, “What

does it weigh?”

“My Model D goes over many of the roughest and hilliest roads in Rhode Island and Massachusetts

in company with other cars of greater power than mine, and I always find myself at the right place at the

finish. If I had four times as much money to put in a car I should still want a Franklin. I find it dur

able, comfortable, strong and light, a fuel-saver, a car that moves all the time whether up hill or down.

I am satisfied that I have a corking good car and do not want any other unless the H. H. Franklin Mfg.

Co. can in some way improve upon their own roduet."

SllgNEY WILLIAMS, 23 Broad St., Providence, R. I.

May 4, 1908.

Write for catalogue describing the complete line of Franklin touring ears, runabouts, limousines, landnulets, brougharns and town can.

H. H. FRANKLIN MFG. CO., Syracuse,, N. Y.
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. .- 1 ;.For The Man Who n’t Buy

With His Eyes Shut

The Marmon “Thirty-two” is neither a cheaply

built car at a low price, nor a “good-enough" car

at a high price.

It is a thoroughly high-grade car, carefully built

and completely equipped, at a price which makes

it the best real bargain Of the year.

It is a car of whose character, appearance, and

performance its owner may well be proud. It

is a car that will live and can be depended upon.

The Marmous of 1904 are still giving splendid

service.

Equipment and Marmon construction consid~

ered. it urges a careful investigation by every

buyer who is really economical.

Genuine Krupg and Chrome Nickel steels used in im or

tan_t parts. Bose magneto and battery—dual system. eaa

Brifht imlported ball bearings. Weight (weigh it), 2,000 lbs.

32 0 H. Big tires (34x40 all around). Large brakes.

Strai ht line shaft drive. Fully equipped. Touring car,

Roa ster, Four-Passer: er Suburban With removable rear seat,

or Limousine Town ar.

1‘0 DEALERS: This cn' in a winner Vour competitors

will have to take nit their hats to it.

The superb Alarnmn “Fifty " (with Seven

Parrenger or Four-J’ursmger Body) $3,750

Nordyke & Marmon Co. (egg?) Indianapolis, Ind.

Standard bljn, A _ M. C, M A.

(We will exhibit in New York only at Grand Central Pliuce

Show, opening New Year‘s Eve.)

The asiest Ri ing Car in The World

  

 

LARGE SALES AND SMALL PROFIT
with thousands of satisfied customers is our best advertisement, and makes it possible for us to import

TheCelebrated BramptonChain
from ENGLAND (paying Freight and Duty) and sell it at THE SAME PRICE AT WHICH THE

OTHER CHAINS ARE SOLD TO AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS, JOBBERS, DEALERS AND

OWNERS.

Price Being Equal, Which Would You Prefer? The Best?

Several of the manufacturers now equip their ears with THE BRAMPTON CHAINS. Others will do

so, if you will order your car that way. No extra cost to you or the manufacturer.

There is an increasing DEMAND for THE BRAMPTON CHAIN and it is now being sold by the

live jobbers and dealers throughout this country. Agents wanted in unoccupied territory.

PRICE THE SAME—QUALITY. THAT'S DIFFERENT

We are Sole U. S. Agents. Write for proposition. Catalog on request.

MANUFACTURER, JOB-IR, IXPORTER AND IMPORTER

E. Main Office: 97-99-101 Reade Street, New York

BRANCHES—54th St. and 811: Ave., New York; 202-204 Columbus Ave., Boston Mum; 318-320 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.;

22754-229 Jefieraon Ave, Detroit; 1829 Euclid Ave, Cleveland, 0.; 1392 Bediord Ave, Brooklyn, N. Y.; 824 Main St., Buii’aio.

SEE OUR EXHIBIT AT BOTH NEW YORK AUTOMOBILE SHOWS.

The Largest Automobile Supply House in America
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Qne of the thousands of

“Swrnnu” SPRING STEEL RIMS
turned out by us, not one has ever been returned as

defective. We make the statement on honor, and it

ought to impress the manufacturer who is aiming to pro

duce a quality product.

 

“Swedoh” Spring Steel Rims

are emphatically a quality product of one of the largest and

best equipped mills in the country. They are used on most

good automobiles and ought to be used on a_ll automobiles.

  

We also make from

“Swedoh” steel

REAL UIL BANS
heavily copperized, of extreme

durability and springiness that

the ordinary oil can ought to

be but isn't.

Our product includes all

kinds of steel stampings and

pressed work. if you want

anything made from steel, we

 

  

  

can make it—and “make good?  

AMERICAN TUBE & STAMPING CO.

Bridgeport, Connecticut

  

NEW YORK OFFIOI, 100 BROADWAY 
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T H E

American Standard Car
is a title deserved in so great a degree by no other car than

The Maxwell serves the needs of a greater variety of

users. It gives unqualified satisfaction to the man to whom

economy of upkeep is a consideration as well as to him

who in using a Maxwell finds excessive first outlay un

necessary.

Whether the motorist travels about in the Maxwell Junior

$500 Standard American Runabout: whether he uses the 2-cylin

der 14 HP. Runabout, which is sold, fully equipped, at $825; the

2-cylinder 20 HP “Doctor” Maxwell—the ideal physician's car,

at $1,350, fully equipped; the 2-cylinder 20 HP. five-passenger

Touring Car, at $1,450, fully equipped; or one of our 4-cylinder

30 HP. cars of the five-bearing crankshaft type selling at

$1,750—every one of these models represents the highest value

ever produced by the American automobile industry.

  

Maxwell Model D A, Feylinder, 30 HP. Touring Car, 81,750.

Some cars use THREE-POINT SUSPENSION;

others THERMO SYPHON COOLING, UNIT CON

STRUCTION, MULTIPLE-DISC CLUTCHES—but no

other American car combines all these important features

in a single design, except THE MAXWELL.

Our 4-cy1inder 30 HP. types use five-bearing crank

shafts—a construction more expensive to make, but cer

tain to produce the satisfaction that is genuine Maxwell

satisfaction, the pleasant certainty that the problem of

owning a Maxwell is PERFECTLY SIMPLE, because the

car itself—no matter which of the MaXWell models you

choose—is SIMPLY PERFECT. '

You should be interested to learn more about Max

wells. Drop us a line.

@147 W
\

MaxwquBriscoe Motor Co.

P. O. Box 106, Tarrytown, N. Y.

Factories: New Castle Tarrytown Pawtucket

  

THE

SELDEN

CAR

FOR 1909
 

Enters upon its second year

with a clean record. No “first

year” car has ever earned a

better reputation or made a

better showing.

T H E O A R O F

MODERATE PRICE

$2000

Touring Oar

Limousine

 

Roadetor

Landaulet

4 cylinder, 28-30 horsepower, shalt drive,

selective transmission, metal body, pressed steel

frame, excellent hill climber, fine finish and _

style, roomy tonneau, luxurious upholstery, easy

riding, smooth running, economical in up-Ireep,

in fact, a high grade car in every particular.

The “ Silent Selden ”

1909 MODELS READY

IN SEPTEMBER

Agency propositions now ready. Send for

catalog and specifications.

Selden Motor Vehicle to.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Member a. L. A. n.
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PROVERBIAL

H0 T C A K E S
aren’t in it tor popularity

when stacked up against

STEWART SPEEDOMETERS
I would not believe there was such a demand

for speedometers until we handled Stewarts

There’s Nothing To It

FIVE STEWARTS SOLD TO ONE OF ANY OTHER MAKE

So says a prominent New York dealer

 

 

 

 

 

Send tor new catalog describ

ing the beautitul 1909 line

 

 

Stewart 8: Clark Mtg. Co.

509 Diversey Blvd., Chicago, U. S. A.
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from Detroit, Mich., to Bangor, Maine

flies through on time

Because of the Wonderful Accuracy of the Warner

AUTo=METER
This wonderful instrument is so sensitive that it cor

rectly indicates the speed when the car is PUSHED

AHEAD BY HAND.

No other speed indicator begins to indicate until the

car has reached a speed of 5 to 15 miles per hour.

The Auto-Meter is so accurate anddurable, that in

struments FIVE YEARS OLD still test absolutely ac

curate within 10 FEET TO THE MILE.

Those who demand ENDURING ACCURACY insist

on the Auto-Meter. It is the only instrument SUPPOSED

to indicate speed which REALLY DOES IT.

TheWarner Instrument Co.

Factory and Main Offices:

323 Wheeler Avenue, BELOIT, WIS.

BRANCH HOUSES:

New York, 1902 Broadway Detroit, 239 Jefferson Ave.

Boston, 925 Boylston St. Chicago, 1_305 IVIICI‘II an Ave.

Philadelphia, Cor. Broad & Race. Indianapolis, 330%' . Ilhnors St.

Pittsburg, 3432 Forbes St. St. Louis, _3923 Olive St.

Cleveland, 2062 Euclid Ave. San Francisco, 550 Golden Gate Ave.

Buffalo, 722 Main St. Los Angeles, 1212 S. Main St

The Jackson “Mud'= Hen”

  

“en-“u _ or“

“ti-tun int,“ 1

\- itme

What Could Be More Convincing Than This?

Borough of Manhattan, Nov. 10th, 1908Mr. Inderricden,

“’arner Instrument Co.,

New York City.

Dear Sir:

It gives me great pleasure to inform you that I used the \Varner Auto

Meter upon the Model “H” 1909, $1600 Jackson car, with which Mr. E. P.

Blake of Baston and myself made a non-stop run from Jackson, Mich., to

Bangor, Me, in 215 hours continuous driving. The car ran continuously

during the seven days of the run. The roads were something frightful, and

it took a great deal of night driving to keep up with our schedule.

We found the Auto-Meter absolutely indispensable to us in picking out

the road, and as sign boards and other indications were rather vague, we

lfiid to depend upon our guide books and maps and then watch the Auto

eter.

The Auto-Meter never failed us, and I take this opportunity of express

ing to you my entire satisfaction at the manner in which it performed.

Very truly yours, .

CHAS. G. PERCIVAL, M. D.
 

 

  

- The Most Complete Line in America

 

 

For Simplicity

For Reliability

For Appearance

For Comtort and

For Noiselessness

TllE 0VERLAND

IS UNEXCELLED

Model 30 Roadster (3-pass.), Planetary transmission, . $1,250

Model 30 Roadster (ll-pass), Planetary transmission, 1,300

Model 30 Coupe, Planetary transmission, . . . 1,650

Model 31 Toy Tonneau (4-pass.), Planetary transmission, 1,400

Model 31 Tonneau (5-pass.), Planetary transmission, . 1,400

Model 32 Toy Tonneau (4-pass.), Selective transmission, 1,500

Model 32 Tonneau (5-pass.), Selective transmission, . 1,500

Model 34- Willys-Six Roadster or Tourist, 2,000

__ 

 
 

 

0VERLAND AUTOMOBILE 00.,
INDIANAPOLIS

INDIANA
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The name Locomobile on a shaft-drive car guaran- ,

tees its superiority. The New “ 30” shaft-drive

model is as strong, durable and safe as our famous

chain cars. Powerful—silent— easily handled——

and, above all, easy riding. Thoroughly developed and fully

tested through three years actual road work. Motor 4% x 4%,

38 h.p., actual. Wheels, 34 in. Price, $3,500 (top extra).

  

 

The “40" Locomobile is the logical choice of those

who want a high-powered seven-passenger car.

Price, $4,500. Also Runabout or Baby Tonneau

and Closed Cars.

A “ 40 ” Locomoéz'le won tbe P/zz'faa’e/pbia Founders” Week Stet}

C/zassz's Race, t/ze most importanét-‘event ofz'ts éz'na' ever field in Hmeriea.

A LIMITED AMOUNT OF TERRITORY OPEN TO GOOD DEALERS

Send 10c. tor a set oi 12 Souvenir Post Cards,

showing the 90 h. p. Locomobile winning the

1908 international Race for the Vanderbilt Cup,

the first American car to achieve this triumph.

11162156001001]?CompanyofAmerica . Bridgeport.Conn.

NEW YORK; Broadway and 761‘ St. - BOSTON : 4OO Newbury St.

PHILADELPHIA: 245 N-Brond St- CHICAGO:I354 Michigan Ave. I I

\ \ a \i§.\‘

‘ .~.\\1;1_\\:H\§\\;\  
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THE RAMBLER SPARE WHEE

All the new four-cylinder Ramblers are fitted for the Rambler Spare Wheel—a wheel complete—

excepting the hub center, on which is carried a complete tire inflated. The regular wheel is secured to

the hub center by six bolts. Removing the six nuts for these bolts this wheel can be detached in two

minutes with the special tools provided, and the Spare Wheel put on and secured in three minutes.

Wheel fits either front or rear. Solves the tire problem. Extra wheel available in case of need.

Spare Wheel with inflated tire, brackets and tools, for Model Forty-Four, $74,for Model Forty-Five, $85.35.

a Y”
The Car with the Ofl'set Crank Shaft

Write for cat

alog describing

in detail Ram

bler offset crank

shaft, S p a r e

Wheel, straight

line drive and

other exclusive

features of the

new Rambler

models.

Seven passen

ger model,forty

five horse power

with offset crank

shaft, $2500.

Other models,

$1150 to $2500.

This shows the simple manner in which the regular wheel can be

removed and the Spare Wheel substituted within three minutes.

THE CAR OF STEADY SERVICE

Thomas B. Jeffery d~ Company, Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, lUis.

Bram/us and Distributing Agen/s:

Chicago, Milwaukee, Boston, New York, San Francisco. Representatives in all leading cities.
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A. I.. A. M. DISPO$ES 0F 0LDS

Company Finally Dropped for Non-Payment

of Royalties—Chalfant Promoted to

Post of General Manager.

As a final step in the case of the Olds

Motor \Vorks. of Lansing. Mich., whose Sel

den license was recently cancelled by the

Electric Vehicle Co.. for non-payment of

royalties, the board of managers of the As

sociation of Licensed Automobile Manufac

turers at a meeting on Thursday, the 3d

inst., dropped the Olds company from the

Association. This action was taken follow

ing a meeting of a special committee the

day previous. at which the Olds company

was given apportunity to present whatever

reasons it cared to offer as to why it should

not be put out of the organization.

The special committee’s meeting was

called in accordance with Article XVI. of

the Association’s agreement with its mem

bers, which stipulates that a hearing be

given before a member may be expelled.

F. L. Smith, vice-president of the Olds Mo

tor Works, had asked that the hearing be

postponed from the date set by the com

mittee. but this request the latter refused

to grant. At the meeting the committee was

unanimous in its recommendation to the As

sociation that the Olds company be removed

from the membership. The report of the

committee was approved at the session of

the board of managers on Thursday, and

the company was accordingly erased from

the Association’s roster.

E. P. Chalfant. who for several months

has been the assistant general manager of

the Association. was at the latter ingeting

elected to the post of general manager. left

vacant some time ago by the resignation of

.\Iilton I. Budlong. He was also added to

the show committee, to take the place of

Marcus l. Brock. resigned. The presence

of George I. Dunham, president of the new

Royal Tourist Car Co.. of Cleveland. 0.. a

reorganization of the Royal Motor Car Co.

was a feature of the managers' meeting on

Thursday.

Those in attendance included: Elmer

Apperson, Apperson Bros. Automobile Co.;

Johns. Clarke, Autocar Co.; W. C. Leland.

Cadillac Motor Car Co.; Roy D. Chapin and

Lee Counselman, Chalmers-Detroit Motor

Co.; M. S. Hart, Corbin Vehicle Corp.; I.

H. Becker, Elmore Mfg. Co.; Wm. E. Metz

ger, Everitt-Metzger-Flanders Co.; H. H.

Franklin and G. H. Stillwell, H. H. Frank

ling Mfg. Co.; E. R. Hewitt, Hewitt Motor

Co.; A. N. Mayo. Knox Automobile Co.; S.

T. Davis, Jr., Locomobile Co. of America;

H. A. Lozier, Lozier Motor Co.; C. W. Ma

theson, Matheson Motor Car Co.; L. H. Kit

tredge. Peerless Motor Car Co.; A. L. Pope.

Pope Mfg. Co.; George Pope, Pope Motor

Car Co.; George I. Dunham, Royal Tourist

Car Co.; G. E. Mitchell. Alden Sampson

Mfg. Co.; R. H. Salmons. Selden Motor Ve

hicle Co.; I. H. Page. Stevens-Duryea Co.;

E. S. Church. Waltham Mfg. Co.; Thomas

Henderson, \Ninton Motor Carriage Co..

Kansas City to Produce the Wonder.

Automobile manufacture in Kansas City.

Mo., is to receive an impetus through the

activities of the newly organized 'Wonrler

Mfg. Co.. which is to make a car known as

“The Kansas City Wonder." Charles F.

Ettwein. who with L. A. Ettwein and H. N.

Strait. is backing the enterprise. has leased

a building at 4116 Penn street for factory

purposes. About 7,000 square feet of floor

space is available. The company is capital

ized at $35,000 and proposes to build 200

cars during the coming year.

Mora Bids for Newark Capital.

The Mora Motor Car Co.. of Newark,

N. Y., is seeking assistance from the New

ark Board of Trade in the flotation of $50,

000 in bonds. Half the issue is said to have

been subscribed for by the directors of the

company and it is desired that the Board

arrange to help in taking the other half. A

meeting of the Board was held on the 1st

inst.. at which the company made its rep

resentations, and promised a production of

350 cars by spring if the bonds are sold.

TIIOMAS BRANCH FOR NEW YORK

Buffalo Company to Handle Its Own Prod

uct in the Metropolis—Hurlburt to

be Local Representative.

 

Concurrent with its intended production

of a new, light. shaft driven touring model,

the E. R. Thomas Motor Co.. of Buffalo

N. Y., has made arrangements for the open

ing of its own branch in New York City.

To head the new branch \Villiam B. Hurl

burt, formerly president of the Garford Mo

tor Car Co. of New York, has been named.

Heretofore the Thomas company has been

represented in the Metropolis through an

agency, but in 1909 the company’s products

New York directly

through its own salesmen.

will be marketed in

Hurlburt has sailed for Europe. to visit

the foreign shows and study conditions

abroad. Upon his return, however. he will

prepare for the organization of the new

branch and will make ready to take over

the territory which will fall within his do

main. Associated with Hurlburt in the

new work. C. R. Teaboldt is mentioned, the

latter having been identified with Hurlburt

both in the Garford company and previ

ously.

Detroit Motor Dickering with Marion.

The Detroit Motor Truck Co.. of Detroit.

Mich, is (lickering with Marion. Ind. on a

proposal to move to the latter place. The

company wants the Marionitcs to take $50.

000 worth of stock, while Marion's offer is

a free factory site. The Commercial Club.

of Marion, sent investigators to examine the

company's holdings and prospects. resultv

ing in a favorable report.

To Build Automobiles in Boone.

Boone. Iowa. has a new automobile com

pany which is to make cars designed by F.

B. Sunderlin. formerly of Des Moines. The

backers of the enterprise include with Sun

derlin, J. L. Stevens and Dr. C. W. Payne,
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_ In the Retail World.

J. M. Abbott has started a garage in Se

guin, Tex. He is also contemplating an

automobile stage line between San Antonio,

Seguin and Austin.

Moline cars are to be handled in Illinois,

in all but a few counties, by R. M. Owen

& Co. Through its branch houses the com

pany will appoint all sub-agents in the ter

ritory.

C. R. \rVelsh has bought the garage and

automobile supply business of Longren

Bros., in Clay Center, Kan. With it he will

combine a repair business which he has also

purchased.

J. E. Atkinson, of Springfield, Mo., moved,

on the lst inst., from his old location, 311

St. Louis street, to 300-302 East Walnut

street. His new quarters comprise a two

story building.

W. A. Twombley, formerly with the Buf

falo branch of the Diamond Rubber Co., has

resigned to go with the Iroquois Rubber

Co., of Buffalo, N. Y. He will have charge

of the tire and sundry department.

0. E. Eskew, of Allenhurst, N. J., sus

tained a $5,000 loss recently by a fire which

destroyed the second story of the Allen

hurst garage on Main street. About $2,000

was covered by insurance on the building.

Laverne Cole, of Rockford, 111., is moving

from North Church street to his new gar

age building on West State street. The

structure has been fitted with every faci1~

ity for garage and repair work, and features

a large show room.

G. P. Hall has purchased the interests of

W. J. Doherty in the Sterling Motor Co., of

Sterling, Ill. The company is now com

posed of Hall and Harry Burkholder. The

former has been the salesman and demon

strator for the concern.

Napoleon Leticq’s garage and automobile

repair shop in Worcester, Mass.. was dam

aged by fire on the 23d ult., with a loss of

about $300. A gasolene tank, which had

been ordered out by the authorities three

days before, was blamed.

The garage of S. A. Teel and Edward

Werkheiser, on First street, Bangor, Pa.,

was destroyed by fire on the 25th ult. Ten

automobiles were also burned, the total

loss being approximately $25,000. on which

there was little insurance.

John T. Cook has purchased the inter

ests of R. T. Best in the South End Garage,

of Newark, N. J. Work has been begun on

a new building at 9 Wright street, which

he will Occupy. and the business will here

after be known as Cook’s Garage.

Willimantic. Conn., is to have a new gar

age concern, of which Frank Powell and

William B. Imer will be the proprietors. It

will be known as the Windham Garage Co.,

and will occupy the new building erected by

S. J. Young on a site back of his hotel on

Main street,

A branch in Cleveland has been opened

by the Forest City Motor Car Co., of Mas

sillon, 0., which makes the Jewel car. C. F.

\Vatts is to be the manager, and the branch

will be known as the Jewel Motor Car Co.

of Cleveland. It will be located at 2174-80

East Ninth street.

The Aberdeen Automobile Co., of Aber

deen, S. D.. operated by Cooke and More

house, on South Main street, has been pur

chased by F. W. Boettcher. The large gar

age of the company will be kept open at all

hours and will operate a day and night au

tomobile livery service.

A petition for a receiver has been filed

against the Goodyear Auto Tire Repair Co.,

of Pittsburg, Pa. The action was brought

by A. M. Frauenheim, an investor in the

company, who claims that the'manager, C.

A. Vetter, has appropriated the company’s

property to his personal use.

John P. Trader has been placed in charge

of the branch of the Firestone Tire Rub

ber Co., in St. Louis, Mo. He succeeds F.

O. Sawyer, who has disposed of his inter

ests in the company. The branch will here

after he the pneumatic tire distributing

headquarters f0r Missouri. Oklahoma, Ar

kansas, Kansas and Texas.

Schedules in bankruptcy of Max Wine

burgh, doing business as the American Au

tomart, 1621 Broadway. New York City,

show liabilities amounting to $14,181 and

nominal assets of $6,950. He also claims

some outstanding accounts, the amount un

determined, as his books were removed. he

says, by some unknown person.

Edward T. Barton, of Hartford, Conn.,

who for years has conducted a tire repair

business at No. 20 Church street, is in finan

cial difficulties. At a meeting of his cred

itors he offered 15 cents on the dollar, which

if accepted. will permit him to continue.

Otherwise bankruptcy proceedings will be

necessary. The liabilities are figured at

about $3,500.

The Northwestern Auto Co., of Minneapo

lis. Minn., has taken over the entire building

on Fourth street, south, back of the Secur

ity Bank building, now occupied by the

Bingham-Jordan Auto Co. and the H. Paul

mann Co. About $1,500 will be. spent for

a complete new front before the Northwest

ern company moves from its present loca

tion on Sixth street.

Minneapolis, Minn., is to have a “Motor

Mart." located at First avenue and Tenth

street south, the lease for which has been

taken by H. Paulman & Co., of Chicago.

agents for the Pierce Arrow. The property

for the site measures 100x159 feet. The

building will be only one story for the

present. cesting $25000. but three more

stories will be added later, at a total cost

of $100000. The corner store will be taken

by the lessees, while the balance of the

structure will be rented to several other

agencies.

The Week’s Incorporations.

Jackson, Mich—B. M. Byrne Garage Co.,

under Michigan laws, with $5,000 capital.

Eau Claire, Wis—American Motor Co.,

The, under \Nisconsin laws, changes name

to the Burdick Motor Co.

Joliet, Ill—Economy Motor Buggy Co.,

under Illinois laws, with $60,000 capital.

Corporators—ll. L. Thompson. J. F. Beuret.

J. C. Flower, Joliet.

Perth Amboy, N. J.—Perth Amboy Gar

age Co., under New Jersey laws, with $50,<

000 capital. Corporators—H. L. Wolff, M.

Gibian, H. Brower, F. Hilsdorth, Perth Am

boy.

Milwaukee. Wis.—VVisconsin Auto and

Tire Repair Co., under Wisconsin laws, with

$10000 capital. Corporators—John J.

Rohde, Albert R. Hulick and David D.

Smith.

Utica, N. Y.-—-Iroquois Auto Top Com

pany of Utica, under New York laws, with

$15,000 capital. Corporators—Lee L. La

man. Frederick Widmer, Utica, and Frank

Fitch, Newport.

Bridgeport, Conn—Rant: Motor Sales

Co.. The, under Connecticut laws, with $10,

000 capital; to start with $2.500. Corpor

ators—Erwin M. Jennings, F. A. Rant: and

Fred D. Unwin.

New York City, N. Y.—-Pierson Motor

Supply Company. under New York laws,

with $20000 capital. Corporators—H. M.

Brown, Helen T. Pierson, and E. J. Forhan.

154 Nassau St., New York.

Portland, Me.—Hurlburt Co., The, under

Maine laws, with $400000 capital; to man;

ufacture and deal in motor cars. Corpora

tors—Clarence E. Eaton, president; T. L.

Croteau, treasurer; both of Portland.

Providence, R. I.——Hitchcock-Banks Mo

tor Car Co., under Rhode Island laws, with

$25000 capital. Corporators—Henry T).

Banks, Alva S. Hitchcock and Henry P.

Eldredge, Jr., with offices at 179 Aborn

street.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Joseph Strauss 8: Son,

under New York laws. with $100,000 capi

tal; to manufacture and deal in bicycles and

automobiles. Corporators—Joseph Strauss,

Theresa Strauss. George C. Strauss, 431

Hickory Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

Detroit, Mich—Detroit Automobile Deal

ers Association, The under Michigan laws;

to promote the automobile business through

shows and races. Corporators—George E.

Lane, John P. Schneider. Robert K. Davis.

J. H. Brady and George Grant.

Reading. Pa.——Reading Taxicab Com

pany. under Pennsylvania laws. with $20.

000 capital; to transport persons, baggage

and freight by means of taxicabs and mo

tor cars. Corporators—Hunter Eckert.

Harry C. Koller, and Robt. W. Daniel,

Reading.
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N. A. A. M. GIVES AID T0 A. A. A.

Executive Committee Votes to Extend

Financial Assistance—Stoddard Added

to the Committee Membership.

In addition to placing a new name on

the executive committee's roster and ad

mitting another member to the-organization,

the regular monthly meeting of the cxccu

tive committee of the National Association

of Automobile Manufacturers, held in New

York City on the 2d inst., resulted in the

the

Association. The

committee also set the date for the next

annual meeting of the organization as Jan

rendering of financial assistance to

American Automobile

uary 20, during the week of the Licensed

show at Madison Square Garden.

The Waverley Co., of Indianapolis, Ind,

which some time ago bought the Pope-Wav

erley plant and is operating it, was elected

to membership in the association, while C.

G. Stoddard, vice-president of the Dayton

Motor Car Co., of Dayton, 0., was made a

member of the executive committee. Pres

ident Hotchkiss, of the A. A. A., appeared

before the members of the committee and

made it clear that his association was in

considerable need of such financial assist

ance as the automobile manufacturers could

give it. As a result of his representations.

the committee decided to recommend that

$5,000 be transferred from the N. A. A. M.

surplus to the A. A. A. treasury.

The N. A. A. M. committee again took oc

casion to assert that organization's view

that the control of automobile racing in the

United States should rest with he A. A. A.,

and a resolution to this efiect was carried.

The resolution, however, was declared to

have no relation with the announced inten

tion and policy of the A. A. A. of having

nothing further to do with motor car racing

on circular tracks of a mile or less in cir

cumferencc.

One of the Pioneers Dead.

\Vord was received in New York early

this week of the death at his home in Som

erset, Va., of R. Lindsay Coleman. one of

the pioneers of the automobile industry and

until its comparatively recent failure, the

head of the National Battery CO., of Buf

falo. Coleman, however, was best known

as an oflicial of the $40,000,000 American Bi

cycle C0.—the bicycle trust—of which he

was president at the time of its collapse in

1903. In 1899 that big combination had com

menced to dabble in automobiles, a three

wheel runabout with hot-tube ignition being

its first production. It was ofiered at a pop

ular price and was expected to sweep the

country. instead the Trust had a lot of the

junk left on its hands. Later the A. B. C.,

as it was generally known, organized the

International Motor Car Co., which built

the Toledo steamer and out of which, by a

process of evolution, came the Pope-Toledo

gasolene car. When the American Bicycle

Co. collapsed after much internal warfare

and a bitter fight between Mr. Coleman and

Col. Albert A. Pope, which fight continued

until the distribution of its assets, Coleman

acquired the National Battery Co., and Col.

Pope retained practically all else that re

mained.

American Leatherette in Bankruptcy.

The American Leatherette Mfg. Co.. of

Buffalo, N. Y., was on the 23d ult., declared

a bankrupt, in the United States district

court for the western district of New York,

\Villiam H. Hotchkiss, the referee in bank

ruptcy, has called a meeting of the cred

itors for December 14, at 11 a. m. It will

be held in the bankruptcy court room. Room

1103. of the D. S. Morgan building, Buffalo.

To Handle B. 8: S. Goods in New York.

To provide a ready Metropolitan stock of

its products. the Billings & Spencer Co.. of

Hartford, Conn., has appointed Patterson,

Gottfried & Hunter, 211 Center street. New

York City, distributors for the B. 8: S. lines

in Manhattan and its vicinity. The latter

firm will handle the business with dealers

on the same basis as the factory.

National Sales is Sales Manager.

The National Sales Corporation, of New

York, Chicago and Buffalo. has been ap—

pointed factory sales manager for the Berg

man Tool Co. The latter concern has

bought a large factory site in Buffalo, N. Y..

and will manufacture a line of automobile

pliers among other accessories.

Clinton Goes with Fiat Import.

Harry T. Clinton, formerly publicity man

ager for the A. L. A. M., has resigned as

secretary of the contest committee of the

Automobile Club of America. He has ac

cepted the position of agency manager for

the Fiat Import CO., of New York.

Pioneer Auto Top Building Bigger.

Western demands for automobile tops

have been such that the Pioneer Auto Top

Mfg. Co.. of Kansas City, Mo.. has begun

the erection of a new factory building. It

will be two stories high and will be at 1721

Baltimore avenue.

Badger Brass Buys a Factory.

To secure more manufacturing space, the

Badger Brass Mfg. Co.. of Kenosha, Wis..

has purchased the old Meiselbach bicycle

factory adjoining its plant. The purchase

is subject to court confirmation. but is prac

tically effected.

Goodyear Establishes New Branches.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.. of

Akron, Ohio, has established two new

branches. The first is in Washington, D.

C.. at 1026 Connecticut avenue, N. W., and

the second in Atlanta, Ga. at 90 Pryor

street.

N0 CURE, N0 PAY, COURT SAYS

Important Decision Involving the Results

of Repairs—They Must Prove Effective

for a Reasonable Period.

No cure, no pay, is the decision of Jus

tice Lauer, as regards cases where a garage

makes repairs upon a car that refuses to

run properly for a reasonable length of

time thereafter. This decision which is of

big importance to owners and repair men

alike, was handed down in the Municipal

court of the Third Manhattan District in

the case of \Vyckoff, Church & Partridge

vs. August Hecksher. of Huntington, L. I.,

which came up for trial on Friday, Decem

ber 4.

The plaintiff sued for $267.12, represent

ing three items: $160 for repairs, $29 for la

bor and services, and $78.12 for a new ar

mature. Hecksher declared that after a few

trips to Huntington and back the car “went

dead,” and that he refused to pay the bill

on the ground that repairs were of no hen

cfit to him or his car. Judge Lauer decided

that the plaintiff cannot recover the amount

because the car did not continue in “good

running condition" for a reasonable length

of time. The only item the court ordered

llecksher to pay was the one for the ar

mature.

Beatrice to Try Out Jonz Car.

It will be a trying and anxious day for

the demonstrator of the new Ionz car when

the machine is put through its paces before

the members of the Beatrice Commercial

Club, of Beatrice, Neb. The club has agreed

to buy $10,000 worth of the stock of the

Jonz Auto Co.. provided the car performs

well and manifests the advantages over

other types that are claimed for it by the

makers. The manufacturing company is

located in Beatrice, and at its small fac

tory is making a car with an engine for

which many-radical and ingenious features

are claimed.

 

Fickling Leases Big New York Building.

Pickling & Co.. Inc, of New York City

and New Haven, Conn., have leased a seven

story building at 304-6 West Forty-ninth

street, Manhattan, where several depart

ments will be added to the present business

of top and body manufacture. C. Royce

llough, formerly factory manager of the

Pope-Waverley factory, has been engaged

as general manager of the company. while

D. W. Gluck has been appointed sales

manager.

 

G & J Transfers Graves to Boston.

T. B. Graves, of the G 81 I Tire Co.'s

branch at Chicago, has been appointed New

England representative for the company.

succeeding D. B. Price. He will make his

headquarters in Boston.
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TARIFF HEARING IS POSTPONED

American Makers Allowed Time to Meet

Importers' Demand for Reduction

Vital Statistics of Home Industry.

Following the preparation of a brief

which was printed in last week's issue of

the Motor \Vorld, members of the Motor

Car Manufacturers Tariff Commission pre

the Ways and

Means Committee of the House of Repre

sented themselves before

scntatives at Washington on Monday last,

7th inst., for a hearing on the question of a

revision of the Automobile tariff in connec

tion with the framing of a pr0posed bill by

the house committee. As the representa

tives of the manufacturers’ interests were

not prepared to present their claims in full,

however, they asked for further time in

which to prosecute their investigations of

the relative labor conditions here and

abroad. The request was granted by Chair

man Payne, who allowed an extension of

two weeks. Benjamin Briscoe, chairman of

the American Motor Car Manufacturers As

sociation acted as spokesman for the man

ufacturers.

As told exclusively in these columns last

week, the handling of the tariff matter has

been vested in a joint committee represent

ing the Licensed Association and the Na

tional Association of Automobile Manufac

turers. as follows:

H. B. Joy, Packard Motor Car Co.; A. L.

Riker, Locomobile Co.; L. H. Kittredge,

Peerless Motor Car Co.;G. H. Stillfell,

Franklin Motor Car Co.; E. R. Thomas, E.

R. Thomas Motor Co.; R. E. Olds, Reo Mo

tor Car Co.; and Thomas Henderson, VVin

ton Motor Car Co. Accompanying the com

mitteemen on the Washington trip were Al

fred Reeves, manager of the A. M. C. M. A.;

Charles Stoddard, vice-president and gen

eral manager of the Dayton Motor Car Co..

Dayton 0.; Job Hedges, counsel for the

A. M. C. M. A., and Thomas Francis Moore,

the New York press agent, whose activities

in organizing and promoting various racing

organizations and contests have brought

him actively into touch with numerous New

York interests. notably those of the auto—

mobile importers.

Conflicting stories as to the views of

the three controlling organizations of the

manufacturers have led to some question

as to the unanimity of the position which

the tariff commission will take in urging a

separate classification for automobiles

Vital Statistics of the

among the imports instead of their present

rating among other “manufactures of metal

not otherwise provided for," and an adjust

ment of the duty on a wage equating basis.

Inquiry at the offices of the A. L. A. M.,

however, brought forth an emphatic denial

that the members of that body are working

for an increase of the duty of from 45 to

60 per cent., as stated last week by a New

York technical paper. Further it was learned

from an authoritative source that not simply

are the members of the manufacturers’ tariff

commission in perfect accord in represent

ing the advantages of retaining the present

duty, but that their views are shared indi

vidually by practicaly all manufacturers, rc

gardless of creed or affiliation.

Incidentally, the representations of

Charles M. Sherrill, counsel for the Im

porters‘ Automobile Salon, made at Wash

ington on the 27th of November, have

roused considerable protest from the Amer

ican makers’ side.

In a statement issued over the signature

of E. P. Chalfant, general manegcr of the

A. L. A. MI, early this week, the reverse

of the importers’ picture of the opulence of

the American industry is made to appear

with great distinctncss. Instead of the con

tinued reign of prosperity which Sherrill

depicted, it is stated in all frankness that

“American automobile manufacturers have

not made exorbitant profits, and a relatively

small number of them have made profits at

all.”

It is pointed out that in 1902, when the

American industry first began to assume

definite and independent proportions, there

were just 51 concerns actively engaged in

business. During the ensuing five years

and up to the beginning of the present year,

no less than 270 new concerns have started

up, while 155 have been discontinued. Of

the original half-hundred only 21 have sur

vived and are at present in business. The

total number of going concerns in the in

dustry at the beginning of 1908 was 166. as

shown by the accompanying table. There

are now listed 253 American manufacturers

of automobiles. “of whom," says the state

ment in question, “about 100 are turning

out cars in fair quantity."

“It is safe to say," Chalfant continues,

that not 10 per cent. of the American auto

mobile manufacturers are making money. A

great deal of the manufacturers’ money goes

for experimentation. The large amount of

capital required and the character of the

business eat into the profit of the business

very materially. Clearly the industry de

serves nroper protection from the normal

production and the over-production of the

American Automobile Industry from

1902 to 1907.

New concerns started . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Discontinued that year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Concerns carried over into followmg year..

 

To

1903 1904 1905 1906 1907 tals.1902

.. * 71 54 51 43 51 270

18 30 40 38 29 155

.. 33 41 14 13 14 1115

* Concerns in business 1902, 51: of which 21 now survive.

T In business December 31, 1906, 166.

European factories, with their cheap labor,

low rate of taxes, and preferential rates on

manufacturing machinery. In this country

the cost of labor is two and one-half times

what it is abroad. Materials abroad are

cheaper’ ground rent is less, the cost of

living is less, the industry is taxed less, and

all machinery imported for use in a new

industry is admitted duty free or at a prefer~

ential tariff.

“When making the statement that 90 per

cent. of the imported cars arrived in the

shape of naked chassis. it was apparently

forgotten that just a little more than 40

per cent, of the cars imported during the

last twelve months were complete with

bodies, and that bodies for the remaining

60 per cent. (by no means all of them mi

nus bodies) would not keep busy for more

than a portion of the year even one of the

two carriage makers whom Mr. Sherrill

mentions as having been kept alive by the

business of the importers, whereas all the

carriage makers outside the metropolitan

district probably do not collectively get a

dozen bodies to manufacture in a year for

imported cars.

“Tariff rates must afford ample protection

to American made goods, and provide a

customs duty on imports equal to the dif

ference in cost of production here and

abroad."

In the course of an interview subsequent

to Monday’s visit of the manufacturers’

commission to Washington, Benjamin Bris

coe, president of the Maxwell-Briscoe Motor

Co.. is credited with the declaration that

although his company has turned out no

less than 8.000 runabouts during the last

three vears, they never have made more

than $86 profit per car.

Giving a rough estimate of the cost of

production, he said that a car costing $1.000

to build represents about $375 for labor. $600

for the material and $25 for the material

used in operating the plant. Abroad the

same car can be built for about $595. repre~

senting $420 for material, $150 for labor and

$25 for operating expenses. With freight

charges and 45 per cent. duty added to this

the car could be la'nded here for about $900:

which, he thought, goes to show that the

present duty is too low, rather than too

high.

Harrison Estate Declared Bankrupt.

The estate of William Harrison, pres~

ident of the Harrison Automobile Co.. the

Harrison Wagon Works. and the Harri

son Land Co.. of Grand Rapids. Mich. has

been declared bankrupt, in the United

States district court. The case was one in

involuntary bankruptcy brought some time

ago against Harrison personally after his

automobile company got into financial dif~

ficulties. Harrison filed an answer and de

manded a jury trial. but he died before the

case was heard. Kirk E. Wicks, referee.

has been put in charge of the estate. and

schedules of assets and liabilities will be

filed with him.

 

 



Will) WILL EXHIBIT AT CHICAGO

Show Roster Gives a List of 244 Stands, of

Which 94 Will Display Cars—Full

Catalog of the Exhibitors.

 

\\'ith customary promptncss the list of

exhibitors at the Chicago show has been

announced long before the opening of the

first of the New York exhibitions, although

the Chicago dates are still very remote—

February 6-15. The roster shows a total

of 244 stands, of which 94 will be given

over to the display of cars and 131 to the

In addi

tion to these, there will be no less than 19

exhibits of parts and accessories.

motorcycle displays. The floor plans show

that the arrangement of exhibits in the coli

seiim and First Regiment armory will be

much the same as in former years, the main

floors and the Coliseum basement being

devoted principally to car exhibits while

the galleries will be used to stage the ac

cessories. The elimination of the indepen

dent commercial section does away with the

old Tattersalls academy adjunct of last

year's show. The complete list follows:

Coliseum —- Main Floor.

Winton Motor Carriage Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

I'ope Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.

E. R. Thomas Motor Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Stevens-Duryea Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.

Peerless Motor Car Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

blrnore Mfg. Co., Clyde, Ohio.

Woods Motor Vehicle Co., Chicago, Ill.

Thomas B. Jeflery & Co., Kenosha Wis.

Babeock Electric Carriage Co., Buffalo N. Y.

Baker Motor Vehicle C0. Cleveland, Ohio.

r. B. Stearns Co. Cleveland, Ohio.

Reo Motor Car Co., Lansing, Mich.

Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Everitt-Metzger-Flanders Co., Detroit, Mich.

Premier Motor Mf . Co.. Indianapolis, Ind.

Studebaker Automo ile Co., South Bend, Ind.

National Motor Vehicle Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Ilaynes Automobile Co., Kokomo, Ind.

he White Corn any Cleveland, Ohio.

Da 'ton Motor Car 0., Dayton, Ohio.

Ca illac Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co., Tarrytown, N. Y.

Locomobile Co. of America, Bridgeport, Conn.

H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co S racuse, N. Y.

Apperson Bros. Automobile o., Kokomo, Ind.

Buick Motor Co. Flint, Mich.

Holzinan Automobile Co., Chicago, Ill.

Pope Motor Car Co., Hartford, Conn.

American Locomotive Co., 1886 Broadway, New

ork.

George N. Pierce Co., Buffalo Y.

()lds Motor Works, Lansing, Mich. _

Corbin Motor Vehicle Corporation, New Britain,

Conn. ‘

Matheson Motor Car Co., Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Knox Automobile Co., Springfield, Mass.

The Bartholomew Co., Peoria, 111.

Y Lozier Motor Co., Broadway 8: 55th street, New

ork.

De Luxe Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Mitchell Motor Car Co., Racine, Wis.

Ricketts Auto Works, South Bend, Ind.

Coliseum Annex —— First Floor.

Chalmers-Detroit Motor Co., Detroit, Mich.

Sim lex Motor Car Co., Mishawaka, Ind.

York Motor Car Co., York, Pa. _ _

Austin Automobile Co., Grand'Rapids, Mich.

()akland Motor Car Co., Pontiac, Mich.

Pennsylvania Auto-Motor Co. Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Midland Motor Co., Moline, iii _

Welch Motor Car Co., Pontiac, Mich.

First Regiment Armory—Main Floor.

Kissel Motor Car Co., Hartford, Wis.

Speedwell Motor Car Co., Dayton, Ohio.

Buckeye Mfg. Co. Anderson nd.

Jackson Automobile Co. aelrson, Mich.

Columbus Buggy Co., Co umbus, Ohio.

Moon Motor ar Co., St. Louis Mo.

Atlas Motor Car Co., Springfield, Mass.

Dorris Motor Car Co., St. Louis, Mo_.

Overland Automobile Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Cartercar Company, Detroit, Mich.

The Waverley Co. Indianapolis Ind.

W. H. Kiblinger Co., Auburn, nd.

Y

Mora Motor Car Co., Newark, N. Y.

Nordyke 8t Marmon Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Moline Automobile Co., East Moline, Ill.

Auburn Automobile Co., Auburn, Ind.

Anderson Carriage Mfg. Co., Anderson, Ind.

Chicago Coach or Carriage Co., Chicago, Ill.

Rapid Motor Vehicle Co., Pontiac, Mich.

Black Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.

Meteor Motor Car Co., Bettendorf, Iowa.

Streator Motor Car Co., Streator, Ill. ~

Staver Carriage Co., Chicago, Ill.

Anderson Cariiage Co., Detroit, Mich.

Model Automobile Co., Peru, Ind.

J. V. Lindsley 5; Co., Dowagiac, Mich.

Ft. I’itt Motor Mi . Co., New Kensington, Pa.

Wayne Works, Ric mond, Ind.

Gaeth Automobile Co. Cleveland, Ohio.

Berliet Impon Co., Chicago, Ill.

Ranch & Lang Carriage Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

C. P. Kimball & Co., Chicago, Ill.

Coliseum Basement.
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Remy Electric Co., Anderson, Ind.

Duff Mfg. Co., I’ittsbuig, I’a.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio.

M. & A. M., Inc., uflicc.

Never-Miss Spark Plug Co., Lansing, Mich.

Oliver Mfg. Co., 203 S. llesplaines street, Chicago.

S. F. Bowser & Co., Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.

The Ednionds 8: Jones Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

Kiikomo lilectric Co., Kokomo, Ind.

Byi‘nc-Kingston 8; Co., l\okoino, Ind.

Y “keed Chain 'l‘ire Grip Co., 25 Moore strcct, New

or o

The I’antasote Co., ll Broadway, New York.

Coliseum Annex »Second Floor.

Stewart & Clark Mfg. Co., 502 Diversey boulevard,

cago.

'1‘. Ham Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.

l'(irr‘ay-Hawley Mfg. Co., 605 Fort street, Detroit,

[(2 .

J.VH. Sager Co., Rochester. N. Y.

Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co., I776 Broadway, New York.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J. .

Ross Gear 8: Tool Co., Lafayette, Ind.

National Coil Co., Lansing, Mich.

Adam Cooks Sons, 313 West street, New York.

Continental Laoutchouc Co., 43 Warren street,

New York.

Leather Tire Goods Co.,

Mass. _

Zimmerman Mfg. Co., Auburn, Ind.

Joseph Devore, Chicago, Ill.

Schacht Mfg. Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Randolph Motor Car Co., Chicago, Ill.

The Rider-Lewis Motor Car Co., Muncie, Ind.

Interstate Automobile Co., Muncie, Ind.

The Bendix Co., Chicago, 111.

E. R. Thomas Motor Co., Bufl'alo, N. Y.

Owen Thomas aiotor Car Co., Janaville, Wis.

Grabowsky Power Wagon Co., Detroit, Mich.

20th Centur Motor Car Co., South Bend, Ind.

Clark-Hatfied Auto Co., Oshkosh, Wis.

Mier Carriage 8t Buggy Co., Ligonier, Ind.

The Cameron Car Co., Beverly, Mass. _

'l‘he Fellwock Auto St Mfg. Co., Evansvdle, Ind.

Coliseum Annex—Second Floor.

Minneapolis Motor Cycle Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

The Pierce Cycle Co., Bufialo, N. Y. .

Merkel-Light Motor Co., Pottstown, Pa.

Reading Standard Co., Reading, Pa.

llorneclter Motor Mfg. Co., Genesec, Ill.

Armac Motor Co., Chicago, Ill. _

New Era Gas Engine Co., Dayton, Ohio.

Magnet Motor Co., Chicago, Il .

Hendee Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mass.

Harley-Davidson Motor Co., Chicago, Ill.

Excelsior Motor 6: Mtg. Co., Chicago, Ill.

Wagner Motor Cycle Co., St. Paul _Minn.

Consolidated Mf . Co., Toledo, O to.

Ovington Motor Co., New York.

Aurora Automatic Machinery Co., Aurora, Ill.

'l‘hiem Mf . Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

The Auto-Iii Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

American Motor Co., Brockton, Mass.

N. S. U. Motor Co., New York.

Coliseum Gallery.

Mo]§m]& Accessory Mfrs., Inc., Union Bldg., New

ark, . .

The Sprague Umbrella Co. Norwalk, Ohio.

Cooks Standard Tool Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.

A. O. Smith Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Imperial Brass Mfg. Co., 3455 South Jefferson

street, Chicago.

Hartford Suspension Co., 150 Bay street, Jersey

City, N. _

C. A. S aler Co., Wau un, Wis.

Valentine 8: Co., 257 roadway, New York.

The Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown, Ohio.

Auto Improvement Co., 316 Hudson street, New

York.

American Electrical Novelty & Mfg. Co., 304 Hud

son street, New York. _

Hancock Mfg. Co., Charlotte, Mich. _

Atwater Kent Mfg. Works, 42 N. 6th street, Phil

adel hia, l’a. _ _

arner Instrument Co., Beloit, Wis.

N. Y. & N. J. Lubricant Co., 14 Church street,

New York. _ _

F. H. Wheeler, P. O. Box 276, Indianapolis, Ind. _

Vesta Accumulator Co., 1334 Michigan avenue, Chi

ca 0, III.

’hitney Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.

Motsinger Device Mfg. Co.,_Pendleton, Ind.

A. W. Harris Oil Co., Providence, R. I.

Morgan & Wright, Detroit, Mich.

R. E. Dietz Co. 60 Laight street, New York. _

'I‘imken Roller Bearing Axle Co., Canton, Ohio.

The Hartford Rubber Works Co., Hartford, Conn.

McCord Mfg. Co” Detroit, Mich.

Chica o Batter Co., Chicago, Ill. _

'l‘he iamond ubber Co., Akron Ohio.

llrown-Lipe Gear Co., Syracuse, .S ieer Universal Jomt Mfg. Co., Plainfield, N. J.

The Veeder Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.

Gray & Davis, Amcsbury, Mass.

G & J Tire Co., Indianapolis, Ind. _

National Carbon Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

The B. F. Goodrich Co. Akron, Ohio.

C. F. Splitdorf 265 Walton avenue, New York.

Gabriel Horn i fg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio._

Goodyear Tire 8r Rubber Co., Akroanhio.

Long Mfg. Co., 119 Michigan street, Chicago, Ill.

Swinehart Clincher Tire 6: Rubber Co., Akron) 0

{{ones S eedometer, 127 West 32d street, New \ork.

ll Ilardy Co., 86 Watts street, New York.

W'arner Gear Co., Muncie, Ind._ .

Diamond Chain 8: Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

\Viii. CramtiJ 8: Sons Ship 6: Izngnie Bldg. Co.,

I‘hilarlel hia, a. I I

The l'flectric Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeannette, I'a.

lleinze Electric Co., Lowell, Mass.

Baldwin Chair & Mfg. Co., Worcester, Mass.

Connecticut Telephone 8: Electric Co., Meriden,

Olin.

Witherbee Igniter Co., 59l West 43d street, New

or .

Motz Clincher Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio.

“'hitclc' Steel Co., Muncie, Ind.

Natioiia Battery Lo., liiitialo, N. Y.

L. C. Chase Co., 89 Franklin street, Boston, Mass.

Michelin Tire Co., Milltown, N. J.

The Globe Machine s. Stamping Co., Cleveland, 0.

The Hoilecker Cu. Motor Mart, Boston,, Mass.

Fox Metalic Tire Belt Co., 15 Murray street, New

York.

The Randall-Faichney Co., Boston Mass.

Avery Portable Lighting Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Pittsfield Spark Coil Co., Dalton, Mass.

Limousine Carriage Mfg. Co., 3515 Michigan ave

nue, Chica o, Ill. .

Empire utoinobile Tire Co., Trenton, N. J.

Newton Upper Falls,

First Regiment Armory Gallery.

London Auto Supply Co., 1229 Michigan avenue

Chicago, ‘

Austro-American Separator Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Edward Neely 8: Co., 244 Wells street, Chicago.

Metal Stamping Co., 40 Hubert street, New York.

Central‘Rubbcr Co., 82 Lake street, Chicago, Ill.

Vivax Storage Battery Co., 2224 Michigan avenue,

Chicago, Ill

Commercial Battery Electric Co., 204 Michigan

street, Chicago, Ill.

Morrison-kicker Mfg. Co., Grinnell, Iowa.

5. Breakstone, 900 Fisher Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

American Thermo-Ware Co., 16 Warren street,

New York.

Stromberg Motor Devices Co., 1253 Michigan ave

nue, Chicago, .

Standard Varnish Works, 2620 Armour avenue,

Chica o, Ill.

McClinina Mfg. Co., 56 N. Jefi'erson street, Chi

ca 0, .

lonitor Mfg. Co., 1425 Washington street, Bos

ton, Mass.

Eugene Arnstein, 35th & Shields avenue, Chicago.

Excelsior Supply Co., 233 Randolph street, Chicago.

()uiiicy Manchester, Sargent Co., Plainfield, N. J.

Ennis Rubber Mfg. Co., Newark, N J.

Fred W. Smith, Aberdeen S. D.

lligh Frequency lvnition Co., 2309 S. Main street,

Los Angeles, Cal.

\Vcstinghoiise Co. Pub. Dcpt., Pittsburg, Pa.

Goshen Rubber \ orks, Goshen, Ind.

Elite Mfg. Co., Ashlaiid, ()hio.

L'riivcrsal Tire Protector Co., Angola, Ind.

Dayton Rubber Co., Dayton, Ohio.

Coliseum Basement.

Duplex Coil Co., Fond du Lac, Wis.

Norton Co., Vorccstcr, Mass.

Chicago Recumetre Co., 1.251 Michigan avenue,

Chicago, Ill.

l’fanstiehl Electrical Laboratory, North Chicago,

Triple Action Spring Co., 67 E. let street, Chi

cago, Ill.

’liarage Equipment Co., 201 22d street, Milwaukee,

is.

ll-Irnst Flcntje, 1643 Cambridge street, Cambridge,

ass.

Fulton & Ziiike, 1256 Michigan avenue, Chicago.

F. Ii. Sparks, 1337 Michigan Blvd, Chicago, Ill.

The Troy Carriage Sun Shade Co., Troy, Ohio.

Chicago W'ind Shield Co., 235 Johnson street,

Chicago, Ill.

Vehicle Top 8: Supply Co., 900 Cass avenue, St.

Louis, Mo.

Longdiii-Brug er Co.. Fond du Lac. Wis.

lligh \Vheel I uto Parts Co., Muncie, Ind.

Champion Ignition Co., Flint, Mich.

1‘). T. liurrowcs Co., 70 Free street, Portland, Me.

Vanguard Mfg. Co., Juliet, Ill.

Royal liqiiipiiit-nt Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

Bosch Magneto Co., l253 Michigan avenue. Chi

cago. Ill.

l‘he llnda Foundry & Mfg. Co., Railway Exchange

llldg.. Chicago, Ill.

Nadnll Min. Co., H30 Michigan avenue, Chicago.
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WHIle WINsl

Los Angeles to Phoenix Road Race

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

A brilliant victory was scored by the White Steamer in the recent stock-car race through the

mountains and over the desert from Los Angeles, California, to Phoenix. Arizona. Once again the

White demonstrated that in a stock-car competition and over roads such as exist in most parts of

the country it is faster than any other type of machine. Such a contest as the Los Angeles-Phoenix

race is far more significant than a race bet ween specially built cars over specially selected and carefully

prepared highways. This latest White victory indicates to the purchaser just what kind of service

he may expect from the type of car which he can buy and over roads such as he will have to cover.

The White is the fastest car on give-and-take roads, not because it has the highest-powered

engine, but because it delivers at the rear wheels a larger percentage of the power of the engine than

any other type. Furthermore, that power is available under all conditions, whether running fa st or

slow, and no time is lost in shifting gears or in waiting for the engine to “pick up speed.” In other

words, under ordinary road conditions, the flexibility of the White engine will do what great power

in other types of engines cannot do.

 

Write lor circular describing lhe 1909 models.

THE WHITE COMPANY
CLEVELAND, OHIO

  

 

 

 

 

 

NEW YORK CITY. Broadway st 62d Se. PlTTSBURG. 138-48 Beatty St. SAN FRANCISCO,

BOSTON, 320 Newbury St. CLEVELAND, 407 Rockwell Avc. Market St. at Van Ness Ave.
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NEW YORK, DECEMBER 10. 1908.

The Congressional Viewpoint.

Tickets for \Vashington enjoy prospects

of a good sale among those of the trade

who are interested or affected by the tariff

on motor cars and who are concerned about

Many of the

visitors will doubtless be oppressed with

seeing it kept where it is.

spells of the feeling which is common to

most folks having no more than occasional

contact with congress, that the big institu

tion on Capitol Hill is hard to fathom be

cause of the difficulty of getting the con

gressional viewpoint. To sell a man goods

or to try a case before a court of law pre

sents no great perplexities as to the gen

eral principles of campaign, but the aggre

gation of men known as “congress” are in

the tariff matter neither prospective custom

crs nor jurists on the bench. That particu

lar group constituting the ways and means

committee of the house of representatives,

in the hands of which

changes in the motor car tariff largely lie,

committee any

is supposed to be actuated in its delibera

tions and decisions by no other considera

tions than patriotism and the public good,

which theoretically removes it from suspi

cion of either self-interest or a weakness

for purely technical judgments.

Nevertheless, those familiar with Wash

ington matters know that members of con

gress are very human in their limitations.

The old campaigners on the ways and

means committee have won their places

there by recognizing public desire and pur

lic good as the same things, except when

the speaker of the house shows them that

his desire is it for the moment. Popular

agitation for revision of the tariff has ulti~

matcly got to be met by some reductions,

and in recognition of this the committee is

cautiously finding out who will holler the

least when the operation takes place, and

on what items the schedule may be trimmed

with the greatest flourish.

Whether the automobile be represented

to the committee as a luxury like cham

pagne or an every day article like wool

Even the

elaborate statistics that will be elicited as to

the industry and of which the committee

will gravely make record, will not be sub

cloth will make little difference.

jected to much analysis or taken as seriously

But if the

array of good, solid, likable American busi

as the compilers might wish.

ness men earnestly desiring to have the mo

tor car tariff kept exactly where it is, great

ly preponderatcs over the number of im»

porters who want it removed or lowered,

and these same American business men

show up numerically strong in the commit

tce room in the role of live citizens in their

respective communities, having a touch of

lighting blood in veins, the tariff

on automobiles will not be changed.

their

Cone Clutch Improvement.

Clutch construction has undergone many

alterations in the course of the development

of the motor car and it is remarkable that

in so large a number of instances of other'

wise advanced design that type of clutch is

still employed which most nearly resem

blcs the device associated with the earliest

types of sliding change gear. Yet the plain

cone clutch, however well it may have

served its purpose in the past, and regard

less of the manifold improvements which

have been effected in its mounting and in

other of its details, is yet possessed of so

many drawbacks that in order to obviate

them as completely as possible it becomes

mechanically rather more complex than is

wholly to the liking of the average engineer

and much more so than is to the liking of

the non~technical driver who is occasionally

forced to wrestle with its parts.

Among the objections to its use which

may be advanced, one of the most impor

tant is that its actuation requires a not in

considerable amount of longitudinal pres

sure. In order to counteract this either the

transmission mechanism must be made to

include some sort of thrust bearing, or else

the clutch itself must be so contrived as to

absorb its own reaction, so to speak, thus

becoming virtually self-contained. The most

familiar method of bringing this about is to

invert the two conical members which con

stitute the clutch proper, causing the driven

cone to engage the female member attached

to the fly wheel from the front or engine

side. This system has been used to a con

siderable extent and with fairly good re

sults. Several Considerations which weigh

against it, however, have caused it to be

abandoned by a number of makers who were

firm adherents of it for a time.

A possible combination of the two types

of direct and inverted cone has recently

come to notice in foreign practice, which

seems to do away with several of the objec

tions. against either individual type, also

combining with some of their advantages

the additional feature of permitting the use

of a large amount of frictional Surface with

out requiring the large diameter which is

one of the mest prominent faults of the

simple type.

of cones are employed, the fly wheel having

In this arrangement two pairs

a conical face formed directly in it, and a

second and inverted face formed by a ring

member which is positively attached to it.

Two male cones placed back to back and

separated by a spring are adapted to en

gage the fly wheel surfaces.

Against the unquestionable complication

of this arrangement it must be admitted

that the elements of self-containment, free

dom from the necessity for rotating thrust

bearings, large area of contact and possible

small diameter, count strongly in its favor.

Further, it should prove less difficult to

align than the plain cone types, provided

the shaft is freed from dead weight.

With a small amount of movement to re

leasc or engage, and with the possibility

of considerable slippage without serious

abrasion of the contacting surfaces, the idea

is suggestive of numerous advantages which

may be obtained in no other way with cone

clutches.
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FORCE DEVELOPBB m cotusmns

Tremendous Effects of Kinetic Energy in

Sudden Changes of Direction—Startling

Possibilities of Motion.

Probably no one who has had the painful

experience of being thrown from a motor

car which was traveling at a high rate of

speed has cared to stop and figure out just

how much kinetic energy his body possessed

at the instant it struck earth, nor how much

force was involved in the impact when the

car landed against some friendly obstacle.

Nevertheless it is possible to calculate the

forces in action at such times, and some con

sideration of their nature leads to a sane

conclusion as to the importance of exercis

ing a due amount of caution when driving

a machine which is capable of very high

rates Of speed.

In its own serious way, the Scientific

American analyses the potential source of

damage which is stored in a car when run

ning at various speeds, and incidentally re

veals why in some cases cars which have

collided with some permanent object when

going very fast have been, so to speak,

“smashed all to pieces." “An automobile,

or, for that matter, any very swiftly moving

vehicle is, in effect, a projectile which dif

fers in no essential respect from a shell

discharged from a modern field piece,” that

authority explains.

The kinetic energy which a projectile pos

sesses in virtue of its mass and velocity

is necessarily expended in destructive ac'

tion when the flight Of the projectile is

suddenly arrested by an obstacle of any

sort. The destructive effects are divided be

tween the projectile and the Obstacle in the

inverse ratio of their respective powers to

resist deformation. in automo

biles and other vehicles the conditions are

essentially the same as in the case of the

projectile. if, for example, the brakes are

applied to an automobile when it is running

at full speed, the kinetic energy of the for

ward motion is gradually absorbed by the

friction betweeiuthe brakes and the wheels,

and converted into heat, and the car is grad

ually brought to rest. Again, if the motor

is stopped without applying the brakes, the

energy of motion is gradually used up in

overcoming the resistance Of the air, the

rolling resistance at the points of contact

with the road, and the friction at the axle

bearings. The car, therefore, comes to rest,

after running a distance inversely propor

tional to the magnitude of these frictional

and other resistances.

"To continue the comparison with a pro

jectile, let us suppose that the car, running

at full speed, is stopped against a light

picket fence, and the motor is stopped. The

car will shatter the fence and go through it

almost unharmed and with little loss of

speed, but if it encounters a succession of

similar Obstacles it will finally be brought

to a stop. Nor would one solid board fence

stop the automobile, though it would reduce

its speed, but the car would probably dash

itself to pieces against a rocky cliff or stout

masonry wall, without materially affecting

either of these obstacles. In short, the

weaker of two colliding bodies sustains most

Of the damage caused by the collision.

“The effect depends also on the distance

run by the vehicle between the first moment

of impact and its final stoppage. Other

things being equal the intensity Of the de

structive forces is inversely proportional to

this distance, and the disintegrating effect

of these forces depends more on their ab'

solute intensity than upon the length of

time during which they act. Hence a sud

den stoppage, as in the case of collision with

a stone wall, develops forces which the

strongest materials cannot withstand.

“At the moment of impact against an Ob

stacle the moving car possesses a certain

kinetic energy which is equal to the product

of the force required to bring it to rest mul

tiplied by the distance through which that

force acts. The kinetic energy is also equal

to the mass of the car multiplied by half

the square of its velocity. For a car weigh

ing one ton and running at a speed of 30

miles per hour the kinetic energy is equal

to 60 foot tons, or the work done in lifting

the car 60 feet. In other words, the velocity

of 30 miles per hour is about equal to the ve

locity acquired in falling 60 feet, and if a

car moving with this velocity strikes an

immovable obstacle it will fare as badly as

it would in striking the ground after falling

60 feet. The force of the impact is propor

tional to the square of the velocity, and the

sudden stoppage of a car going 60 miles an

hour is equivalent to a fall of 240 feet.

“Now let us examine the conditions ex

isting immediately after the impact. An au

tomobile is an assemblage of many parts,

of various degrees of strength. The shock

is transmitted from the point Of impact

through all the parts. producing in each a

tendency to break at its weakest point.

“The work done in pulling apart a steel

bar one foot long and one inch square is

equal to nearly 4% foot tons, but an auto

mobile weighing one ton and running 60

miles an hour possesses energy enough to

sunder 25 such bars, or 50 steel bars Of the

same cross-section and half the length either

successively or simultaneously. The same

amount of energy would suffice to shear off

260 l-inch steel bolts or rivets, 50 %~inch

bolts, 2,500 oak pins one inch square, or

25 oak beams 10 inches square. The ener

gy of the car is one-fourth greater than

that of the lZ-pound shot which leaves the

muzzle of a 3-inch gun with a velocity of

1,000 feet per second. Such a shot is

crushed on striking an armor plate of hard

ened steel, although it is protected by a steel

cap. and as a whole is stronger than any

part of an automobile.

“In a head-on collision between two cars

of equal weight and speed the amount Of

 

COMING EVENTS

  

 

December 12, Denver, COL—Denver Mo

tor Club’s hill climbing contest, Lookout

Mountain.

December 12, Worcester, Mass—Worces

ter Automobile Club’s 200 miles reliability

and endurance contest.

December 31—January 7, New York City—

American Motor Car Manufacturers' Asso

ciation's annual show in Grand Central

Palace.

January l-Z—Quaker City Motor Club‘s

two days endurance run, Philadelphia to

\Vilkcs-Barre, Pa, and return.

January 16-23, New York City—Associa

tion of Licensed Automobile Manufactur

ers’ annual show, Madison Square Garden.

January 21-31, Los Angeles, Cal—Auto

mobile Dealers Association's show.

January 23-30, Philadelphia, Pa.—Phila

delphia Automobile Trade Association’s an

nual show.

January 27-February 3, Philadelphia, Pa.—

Automobile Trade Association’s eighth an

nual show, Second Regiment armory.

February 6-15. Chicago. Ill.—National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers'

Show, Coliseum and First Regiment Ar

mory.

February 15-20, Cleveland, O.-—-Automo

bile show, Central Armory.

February 15, Detroit, Mich—Detroit Au

tomobile Dealers Association’s show,

Wayne Pavilion.

February 15-20, St. Louis, Mo.—Automo

bile Manufacturers and Dealers Associa

tion’s annual show.

February 16-18, Denver, COL—Denver Mo

tor Club's first annual show, Auditorium.

February 22, Ceveland, O.—Cleveland Au

tomobile Dealers Company’s show, Central

Armory.

February 27-March 3, Hartford, Conn.—

Automobile Dealers’ Association show.

March 1-6, Omaha, Nob—Omaha and

Council Bluffs dealers” show, Auditorium.

March 6-13, Boston, Mass.—-Boston Auto

mobile Dealers Association's (Inc.) seventh

annual show, Mechanics Building.

March 1013, Memphis, Tenn.—Automo~

bile show, Auditorium building.

March 27-April 3, Pittsburg, Pa.-—Aut0

mobile Dealers Association’s show. Du

quesne Garden.

 
 

kinetic energy destroyed is twice the amount

involved in the impact Of either car against

a fixed Obstacle, but the destructive action

is divided equally between the two cars so

that the effect on each is equivalent to the

effect produced by running into a stone wall.

In a collision between a heavy and a light

car, the latter suffers.” ,
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ART FEATURES F0]! PALACE SIIOW

Early English Decorative Scheme Includes

Much Statuary—Automobiling Scenes

to Form Huge Frieze.

“\Visdom instructing Youth in the mys

teries of automobile construction," is to be

the piece de resistance about which will

center the decorative scheme of the Grand

Central Palace when the first of the New

York Shows is thrown open to the public on

New Year's Eve. Besides Wisdom numer

ous other allegorical figures will grace the

  

STATUE FOR LOBBY

hall which has wont to be so barren in pre

vious years, and these taken in conjunction

with the general treatment which is charac

terized as being of “an early English style,"

will serve to make the setting of the show

quite the most effective yet produced in the

Palace.

Because the Palace Show is to be the only

international exhibition of the year, the

show committee of the American Motor Car

h'ianufacturers' Association has seen the

wisdom of searching abroad for the mate

rials to be used in framing the setting. Ac

cordingly representatives of the S. R. Ball

Co., have been scouring England, France

and Italy as well as this country for ideas

to be used in embellishing the exhibition in

befitting style. Wisdom personified in a

figure of heroic mould is the crowning

achievement, but it is not to be permitted

to stand alone. The decorations instead of

being confined to the interior of the build

ing will be displayed externally in the form

of an elaborate port cochere, while the en

trance hall will be treated with the same

care to rob it of its present dull appearance.

As announced some time ago, the first im

pression of the show will be of no small

brilliancy, caused by the illumination of

the port cochere, with its statuesque support

ing figures, its ornamental balustrade and

the illuminated ornamental background

above, which embodies a deep frame sur

rounding an oil painting of a very wonder

ful car in mad flight and leaving behind it

an illuminated trail of comet-like aspect.

The vestibule inside will be draped with

the flags of the nations and with ornamental

large urns, while at the stairway approach

will be two life size female figures resting

on an eagle supporting a wheel, one of

which is here depicted. They are finished

in verde antique, which is a press agent

name for copperish green. The entire ceil

ing of the entrance hall leading to the main

stairways will be canopied in silk with

streams of electric light radiating from the

center. The side walls will be decorated

with mural paintings typifying various

scenes dear to the heart of the motorist.

The main auditorium hall or “court of

honor" will be the section subjected to the

early English style of treatment. The bal

conies will be partially hidden by red orange

colored tiling, which will extend some three

feet outwards over the main hall, while

carried down to a level and meeting the

tops of the present capitals of the halls

will be a frieze of scenes depicting automo

bile races and contests. including the Glid

den Tour, the Vanderbilt Cup Race, and the

Savannah road race. The main auditorium

will have its ceiling covered with a fabric.

atmospheric blue in color, which combined

with lattice work, boxes. and urns of flow

ers and growing plants, will give to the gal

lery a hanging garden efi'ect. At the end

of the hall now occupied as a part of the

stage, a real garden will be formed by bay

trees, evergreens and flowers, together with

a number of singing birds hung in gilded

cages. By means of immense mirrors the

effect will be accentuated and duplicated.

To divide the garden from the general

exhibition hall, the show committee has se

lected “\Visdom and Youth," otherwise de

scribed as “a striking piece of statuary some

15 feet in length and S or 6 feet high, with

life sized allegorical figures representing

“Wisdom instructing Youth in the mysteries

of automobile construction.” In addition

ten statues of original composition and he

roic size will uphold garlands of flowers and

streamers of electric light, which will lead

to a sunburst chandelier in the center of the

hall.

For the general decorations the prevail

ing tone will be white and gold, with fes

toonings of Berlin green, while for the floor

covering, 8.500 yards of a specially woven

bronze colored fabric will be used, instead

of the usual denim. The tables, counters,

railing and furniture will be a rich dark

green in color, while the signs displaying

the names of each car or exhibitor, will be

of white with gold letters and moulding and

green shading. They will be made of com

po-board instead of oilcloth while the ac

cessory exhibits will be graced in addition

by a silk gold fringed banner suspended

from a standard.

Refreshments this year will be served

from a modern version of an old English

inn, located in the third floor. It was at

first intended to build a German wine cellar.

it is painstakingly explained, but in order

to harmonize with the prevailing style of

architecture the management decided to

  

GODDESS OF SPEED

change it into a room modeled after the in

terior of a famous Kentish inn. To this end

a stone wall effect will divide the room

from the main exhibition hall, while old

chandeliers, antique pewter dishes and mugs

will lend color to the effect.

Dates for the Pittsburg Show.

The dates selected for the automobile

show at Pittsburg, Pa., are March 27 to

April 3, inclusive, and the affair will be

held at the Duquesne Garden. The man

agement will be in the hands of a commit

tee of the automobile dealer’s association,

as in previous years.

Accessory Makers to Dine at Sherry's.

The Motor and Accessory Manufacturers,

Inc., has decided to hold annual dinners,

during show time each year. The first of

these affairs will take place at Sherry’s,

New York City, on Wednesday evening,

January 20.
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BIIUNCING UP D01.“ (10“! IIILI.

Baldwin Wins Rhode Island Hill Climbing

Trophy a Third Time—Thrilling Speed

on Rough and Snakey Incline.

Virtually winning the C. Prescott Knight

cup for the third successive year, L. F. N.

Baldwin, driving a Stanley steamer, became

entitled to the permanent possession of that

trophy on Saturday last, 28th inst., at the

Rhode Island Automobile Club’s seventh

annual hill climb, although the “official re—

sults" are at present witheld. The contest

was on “Dolly Cole" hill, Foster,

Providence—a slope six-tenths of a mile in

near

length with an average grade of 7 per cent.

Four events were on the program, a free

for-all being the feature of the afternoon.

It was in the latter event that Baldwin

made the unofficial whirlwind time of 34

seconds, according to the clocker's watches,

it having been announced just before

the contest started that for some reason or

other no official times would be given out

for several weeks. In the field against

Baldwin were three other contenders: VVil

liam Bourque in a 50 horsepower Knox. I.

P. Grady in a 40 horsepower Pope-Hartford

and Joe Matson at the wheel of a 30 horse

power Corbin. Starting 50 feet back of the

mark, the cars had the advantage of a slight

down grade to increase their momentum

before hitting the hill. All four made good

ascents, but Baldwin in the specially built

steam freak, again showed thatlat a short

distance in a concentrated burst of speed,

such a car is beyond the class of stock gas

olene machines of the sort that are capable

of sustaining high speed for hundreds of

miles. Nevertheless, under the conditions

of the deed of gift, Baldwin proved con

clusively that he is entitled to the cup he

has been striving three years to win. His

ascent had some thrill in it, too. The hill

was considerably curved and when Baldwin

negotiated the dangerous "S" bend, he

skidded around its snakey turns, on two

wheels, slewing from one side of the road

to the other, in a manner that jarred the

nerves of the crowd of spectators. Rough

stretches on the course made the steam

kettle and some of the other contestants

bounce along in wild fashion. Bourque in

the Knox was reported to have made second

best time in this event in 0:40, and Grady's

Pope-Hartford showed up third in 0:41.

I. F. Corbett at the wheel of a Corbin,

C. M. Linton with a Jackson, and Bourque

in a smaller Knox were the contestants in

the 24-40 horsepower class. Bourque shot

up the incline at a terriffic clip and looked

like a sure winner, but the judges failed

to get his time at the start and he was

forced to make the trial a second time. As

it was, his second attempt, while possibly

not as fast as his first, proved to be the

best of the class, with Corbett second.

The 15~ZO horscpower class saw one lone

entrant, Oliver Light in a Chalmers‘Dctroit,

while one event on the prOgram was not run

at all owing to the non-appearance of any

of the entrants at the starting tape. In the

one remaining bout, two steamers were the

only starters: Baldwin and Blackington in

20 horsepower runabouts, Baldwin winning.

When the times are announced by the

committee some weeks hence, the official

figures still may be subject to inaccuracies

in the majority of instances, due to the

crude and inexact method of timing em

ployed. It is obvious that in about every

case the time must be at least a fraction of

a second out of the way. As a means of

clocking the cars a telephone was em

ployed, with wires running from start to

finish. The starter at the base of the bill

would yell the word “go” into the telephone

receiver as the cars thundered past the

starting tape and the judges at the summit

would set their stop—watches upon hearing

the signal transmitted. The noise of the

cars prevented the signal being heard clear

Iy at first, causing Bourque and another

contestant to run their heats a second time,

when the judges failed to clock them. After

this method proved unsatisfactory, it was

arranged to signal the judges by the sound

ing of a telephone gong, when the receiver

was removed from the hook—a process not

as accurate as it might have been.

Endurance Run to Test a Magneto.

Endurance tests of cars have been

planned and carried out under all sorts of

conditions until they have lost a large part

of their novelty and interest to the out

sider. though they still continue to absorb

the participants, but an endurance trial of

a car made for the sake of trying out the

durability of an accessory as well as to

demonstrate its characteristics is rather out

of the ordinary, even at this time. Just such

a test, however, is being made by A. T.

Mosher and Harry Harter, salesmen for

the Remy Electric Co., who recently com

mcnccd a tour from the Anderson (1nd.)

factory of the company, to Savannah and

return, the route to include New Orleans,

Galveston and St. Louis. The runabout

they are using is equipped with one of the

new Remy magnetos which, in addition to

furnishing the ignition current for the nio

tor, will serve a useful purpose in demon

strating to local dealers, garagcmen and

mechanics, the simplicity of the system as

well as its durable qualities.

Big Purse for Road Race in Nevada.

Out in Goldfield, a party of capitalists

who have been infected with the motor rac

ing microbe. have come forward with the

offcr of a $30,000 purse to the automobile

owners and drivers of the world, as an in

ducement to participate in a proposed road

race to be held in Nevada next spring. Ac

cording to correspondence from Reno, the

movement is being headed by Tex Rickard

and Tom Murphy, two wealthy mining men.

DES MOINES SEES FAST CLIMBING

Berner Drives a Steamer up West Grand

Avenue Hill in Best Time—Twenty

Two Cars in Lively Contest.

In a bitter cold wind sweeping through

the open country, on one of the chillicst

days that Des Moines (Iowa) has seen this

season, a large crowd of motor enthusiasts

turned out to witness the Iowa Automobile

Association's informal hill climb of Wednes

day, December 2. It was the first contest

of the kind ever held by this club and it

took place on a slope on West Grand ave

nue, the course being three-fifths of a mile

in length. The entry list, numbering more

than a score of contestants, was gratifying

to the promoters of the affair and a num

ber of the drivers made good, if not phe

nomenal time.

There was no division as to class or price

for the various contestants, though some of

the 22 competitors were given two or three

tries at the climb. One steamer was entered.

This car, a Stanley, with Berner up, made

the climb in 44% seconds, which was 2

seconds better than its nearest competitor.

Of the gasolene cars, Van Slyck, driving

a Chalmers-Detroit “40”, made the best per

formance. Starting up the incline with a

good jump, he ate up the smooth, hard road

with his engine singing a pretty tune and

his tires kicking up the fine dust, in 024634.

An ascent almost as lively and every bit as

spectacular was that of Wallace, in the Stod

dard-Dayton, who swung up the grade only

one-half second slower. Many thought he

had made the best time, until the announce

ment of 0:47 was made. Dr. Parriott, on

his second trial in a Mason. also scored this

figure.

In the early part of the contest, it seemed

as though the light low priced cars were

going to outdo their larger brothers.

Harper, the first starter in one of the

smallest mounts set up a figure of 0:49 flat

and made the rest of the field realize that

they would have to show some class. Then

a few more contenders made the attack,

Sears’s Ford and Dr. Fellows's Buick among

them, and all fell short, the latter making

the slowest time of the meet—1:14. Fol

lowing this, Dusenberg, in a Mason car,

ripped off 0:51 flat. after which three other

Masons made trials in 0:49 and 0:48 flat.

Several of the small cars hit these same

marks, making creditable showings.

 

Topeka Motor League Revives.

After lying dormant for some time, the

Topeka Motor League has suddenly resur

rected itself and hopes to flourish as it did

in the days of yore. A new board of direc

tors has been chosen. as follows!" I. M.

Padgett, Dr. H. H. Keith. Dr. F. H. Scholle,

W. W. Mills, George W. Crane, F. M. Spen

cer and S. W. Lyman.
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SPECIAL MODEI. EOR MAIL SERVICE

Indianapolis Facilitates City Delivery by

Employing Overland Vehicles—New

Features in the Design.

The application of the automobile to fa

cilitate the postal service has led several

manufacturers to build motor mail wagons,

which have been tried with various regrees

of success. One of the latest designs of

this type of vehicle has been brought out

by the Overland Automobile Co. and has

several new features. The two wagons

shown in the accompanying illustrations

were put into service in Indianapolis, Ind.,

standards applied to the horse—drawn vehi

cles in regular use by the department.

Incandescent Electric Lights in Garages.

The old question as to whether or not in

candescent electric light bulbs are a menace

to safety in garages, has been revived re

cently in Indianapolis, Ind. A week ago,

the fire department was called out to at

tend to a blaze which started in the garage

of the Indianapolis Motor Co., caused, it

was asserted, by the breaking of an electric

light bulb which was being used by mechan

ics working underneath a machine. \Nhen

the break occurred, it was said, the car was

immediately enveloped in flames, owing to

the ignition 0f leaking gasolene. By quick

work, the burning car was pushed out of the

ABOUT SETTING TIIE HEADLIGHTS

Drivers at Variance as to Best Way of

Placing the Lamps—Advantages of

Centralizing the Rays.

Some difference of Opinion exists among

motorists as to the proper method of setting

the headlights of a car which is to be given

any great amount of night work over rough

roads. By some drivers it is held that the

desirable thing is to place the lamps in such

a way that the rays of light shall be thrown

out in perfectly parallel and horizontal

planes—the lamps themselves being adjusted

with this in view by means of a plumb line,

     

OVERLAND MAIL WAGONS IN USE AT INDIANAPOLIS

during the past week and are being used to

tle-centralize the bulk or the city’s mail.

Their value was felt at once, as it changed

the delivery system materially and facili

tated things from the start. Now, instead

of returning to headquarters for each deliv_

ery, the carriers get their loads from branch

stations and thereby save a great deal of

time.

The two cars now in use have been leased

to the Post Ofi'ice authorities by the Over

land company, which supplies the drivers

and is responsible for the up-keep and repair

of the machines. The bodies are mounted

on regular 30 horsepower Overland chassis.

They follow the general lines of limousine

construction even to the glass wind shield

in front of the driver.

The most novel feature of the design is in

the arrangement of the seats for‘the driver

and postal clerk. The wire netting which

encloses the entire body is made to sun

round the two individual seats in such a

way as to completely isolate the driver from

the mail-carrying compartment, while af

fording the postal employe opportunity to

keep the contents of the wagon continually

under his eye. The general finish and paint

ing of the vehicles is in accord with the

building into a heavy rainstorm, and the

flames extinguished before much damage

was done. \Nhen the firemen arrived, how

ever, the majority of them refused to believe

that the fire could have been caused in this

way, contending that the breaking of the

bulb would put out the light instantly and

that ignition of the gasolene would be im

possible. The garage people. however, de

clare that the extinguishing of the filament

in the bulb is not absolutely instantaneous

and that it would have sufficient time to ig

nite the vapor under such circumstances.

Small Cars Gain Favor in France.

Report has had it for some time that the

popularity of the small car was increasing

abroad, particularly in France, at a rate

which was very remarkable in the light of

the past favoritism of the large and luxu

rious machine. Recently the matter was

put to the test by a Parisian journal which

circularized all the principal provincial au~

tomobile agents in an effort to determine

authoritatively what type of vehicle was in

greatest demand. No less than 80 per cent.
of the replies indicated allocal preference

for cars of from g to 10 horsepower and

costing between $900 and $13200. '

..l

and a straight-edge laid across their lenses.

Others hold that the light should be fo

cussed on the road at a point not too far

distant from the front of the car. To this

end the lenses are sometimes placed so that

the light is concentrated on a single point,

while in others the rays from one of the

headlights are directed forward and at only

a very slight inclination below the hori

zontal plane, while those from the other are

directed at the ground only a short distance

from the front of the car. This “wall-eyed"

:.rrangement is not ideal, however, as it

sacrifices considerable 0f the illuminating

value of one of the lamps. The centralizing

arrangement, in which full advantage is

taken of both beams, is considerably more

advantageous even than that in which both

beams are held perfectly parallel.

———- er w

The Longest Automobile Freight Line.

\Nhat is claimed to be the longest auto

mobile freight line in the country has been

established between Croville and Brewster,

in Okanogan county, \Nashington. The

distance is 80 miles. lleretofore the line

has been served by ordinary wagons, which

took two days for the journey. The mo

tor vehicles make the trip in eight hours.
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THE lN'I‘ER-STATE—MODEL 28

$1750.00

THE INTER-STATE CARS

The coming of the INTER-STATE marks

a new era in automobile history.

From every man and woman interested in

automobiling, either as present owner or as

a prospective purchaser, the INTER-STATE

commands attention—

Because—

It belongs to the highest class of the 1909

Automobile; is a perfectly-made, light-run

ning, easily-controlled, speedy, graceful, en

during car.

And is sold at a price—$1750.00 complete,

including Eisman Magneto—but little higher

than the price asked for the “good-enough

until-later” cars.

Of this latter type there are many. The

market is flooded with their titles and book

pages are crowded with their claims.

Of the INTER-STATE type there is but

one at any where near its price. And IT is

the INTER-STATE.

Where is the economy or the automobile

satisfaction in buying a car that you will prob

ably discard next year for a real car? Would

it not be actual economy and also “good busi

ness’ to buy the real car, the satisfying car,

the lasting car, this year—especially since you

can buy this kind of a car for just a little

more money than is asked for the temporary

car?

If you want an automobile and do not feel

like paying anywhere from twenty-five hun

dred to five thousand dollars——

Here is a car—the INTER-STATE—that

will suit your price requirements and give you

the quality you really want.

In style, comfort, speed, ease of control,

and low cost of up-keep, the INTER-STATE

finds its only competition in the high-grade,

high-priced cars, all of which sell for far more

money than the INTER-STATE.

The INTER-STATE AUTOMOBILE CO.

is a newCompany and the INTER-STATE

is a new car. But the men behind them—

Thomas F. Hart, F. C. Ball, J. M. Maring, G.

A. Ball, T. F. Rose, and E. B. Ball—are men

who represent millions in capital and an equal

wealth of business honor.
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They are not tlie kind of men to trifle with

the public or trade by false standards. They

have built one of the greatest factories in

the world, have installed the most modern

machinery that money could buy, and have

gathered under their management an ideal

organization of automobile brains and skill,

for just one purpose—to make this superb

car that Claude E. Cox has designed, the

INTER-STATE.

Why have they done this? Because they

realized that the INTER-STATE would oc

cupy a field absolutely distinct from that 0c

cupied by any other car, namely, the highest

type of an automobile from every point, at a

low price.

D. W. HENRY, Sales Manager

Inter-State Automobile Co., 126 Willard Street, Muncie, Ind.

THE INTFR-STATE MODEL 25

$1750.00

  

  

('

This is the car that we want you to see.

We want you to drive it, and give it every

possible test, before you think of spending

your money for a cheaper car—0r for even a

higher-priced car. We will be content to ac

cept your judgment as to its value at $1750.00.

It will be exhibited at Grand Central Pal

ace, New York, December 3lst to January 7th,

and at the Coliseum, Chicago, February 6th

to 13th.

Dealers and agents will quickly appreciate

the opportunities open to them by the IN

TER-STATE. Our proposition is unusually

attractive.

Write

 
 

SpecIIICIllons

FRAME—Pressed from cold rolled steel, special stock.

FRONT AXLE—"L" beam, drop forged in one piece

—not welded—and double heat treated.

REAR AXLE—The reliable semi-floating type with

large axle shafts and Hyatt Roller Bearings.

WHEELS—Artillery type, 12 spokes, 1%”, 34" diam

eter.

TIRES—Standard Goodyear Quick Detachable, Conti

nental or Diamond. 34x4”.

BRAKES—Four 12" brakes all acting on rear bubs

external and internal.

TRANSMISSION—Three speed selective type and re!

verse with vanadium steel gears. The selective

mechanism built inside transmission case, thorough

ly lubricated at all times.

HORSE POWER—3440.

  

GEAR RATIO—3% to 1, giving from 5 to 60 miles

on high gear.

MOTOR-f-Four cylinder, 4%x5, water cooled, cylinders

cast in pairs.

CRANK SHAFT—Special drop forging, 35 to 40 car

bon steel, double heat treated.

IGNITION—Double system Eisman Magneto, commu

tator, battery and quadruple coil.

BODY STYLES—Touring Car, Roadster, Tourabout

and Uemi-Tonneau. '

WHEEL BASE—HZ"; TKEAD—56%".

COLOR—Standard lnter‘State red.

PRICE~ ~With best of equipments, head lights and gen

erator, side oil lamps, tail lampI tube horn, tire

repair kit and tools, Eisruan magneto, 1". O. B.

Muncie, $1750.
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MILITARY VALUE or AUTOM08ILES

French War Official Declares Motor Vehi

cles Necessary in Army Operations—

Adaptable Types Specified.

From the clumsy, armored motor vehicles

destined to act as miniature moving batteries

down to the ordinary pleasure car adapted

to despatch duty, the war departments of

Continental Europe have given the automo

bile a most thorough test during the past

four or five years, as a result of which its

status has been pretty clearly established

and classified. In America the present im

pression among military authorities is that

the sphere of the motor vehicle is more or

less limited by its necessary confinement to

roads of at least passable condition, as a

result of which its usefulness must be con

fined to such movements as attend the mo

bilization of considerable numbers of troops.

where there is opportunity to improve ex

isting roads or to construct new ones where

that may be necessary. Somewhat in the

same line is the opinion of General Larva“

lois, the French état-major, who has rece.|;~

ly published two articles on the subject 11]

the Temps of Paris.

“The most prominent of the applications

of the motor vehicle in time of war," he

concludes, “is for the organization of the

service for the convoys of provisions. The

growth of self-propelled traffic for private

industries and the reduction in horse-drawn

vehicles causes very urgent and special at

tention to be directed to this question of

convoys, which no longer presents itself at

the present day under the same conditions

that were prevalent only ten years ago. It

is further complicated by the enormous

growth in the munitions and stores, which

the conduct of modern warfare now en

tails. In these circumstances it is clearly

established that both the railways and the

horsed vehicles combined would be abso

lutely inadequate to provide for the Provis

ioning and supply of stores needed by an

army of the present day in the requisite

time.

“It must be remembered that with an au

tomotor it is possible to convey five times

the weight that can be moved by means of

horsed baggage carts (4,000 kilograms in

lieu of 800), moreover the distance traversed

by the motor each day is four times as

great as that which can be covered by

horses—namely, 120 kilometers in place of

30. From this it appears that by means of

mechanical agency it becomes possible to

accomplish twenty times the amount of

work performed by animal traction. The

length of the train of convoys is thus

greatly reduced, the number of vehicles

and of persons in charge is diminished, and

the re-victualing is done with much greater

rapidity. The experience gained in the

course of the grand manoeuvres and the

recent competitions for weight-carrying

motors render it possible to formulate the

conditions with which vehicles of this de

scription employed for the victualing of an

army must comply.

"Three different descriptions of motors

are available and have been tried:

“1. Tractors. In this case a single motor

truck draws one or more trailers after it.

The tractor alone provides for the requisite

adhesion to the ground in order to propel

the trailers attached to it. From this it

results that it must be a very heavy vehicle,

rapidly wearing on the roads, more especi

ally at parts where there is a curve. This

class of motor does not therefore find favor.

“2. Renard trains. The motive power pro

duced in the leading car is mechanically

come antiquated before the time for the

use of it arose, it appears necessary to rely

upon private motors, which during war

time could be impressed for military ser'

vice. In order to stimulate progress in me

chanical systems of locomotion and to ren

der these systems adequate to provide such

assistance to the military authorities as

they may require when occasion arises."

General Langlois calls on the Minister of

War to give a vigorous impulse to this

branch of industry by the offer of adequate

rewards in the shape of premiums. He in

sists, also, on the need of further experi

ments respecting the employment of alco

hol for internal combustion engines, since

the supply of petrol, as it is an imported

article, might suddenly he cut off in time
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AJAX-GRIEB FACTORY, TRENTON, N. J.

transmitted to each of the trailers, which

contributes therefore to the adhesion. The

returns from this class of vehicle are high,

the roads are not severely damaged, and

there is little risk of wear and tear. This

is, therefore, an excellent system for mili

tary convoy purposes; the only drawback is

that it is impossible to divide up the train

into units.

“3. Motor wagons. The vehicles tested

were those of the usual commercial type;

they gave very favorable results and proved

themselves to be well adapted for army

transport purposes. The trials showed that

it is possible to arrange for weights up to

eight tons without injury to the roads, the

usual load carried being four tons. It ap

pears, however, advisable to introduce the

following improvements: The use of a

more simple and stoutly constructed motor

engine, automatic carburation, and ar—

rangements for facilitating the adoption of

various kinds of fuel. The starting gear

should be automatic.

“In order to obtain the best results it was

ascertained that the speed should be mod

erate, not exceeding 12 or 15 kilometers per

hour; there is otherwise a risk of damage

both to roads and vehicles.

“As it would obviously be impossible to

create a special equipment of automobiles

for army transport purposes, since it is not

improbable that such stock would have be

of war. The general likewise discusses an

other military use for motor vehicles, at

present employed for commercial purposes,

namely, in order to convey rapidly from one

point to another of the battlefield large

bodies of troops. It might be possible by

this means to render important service to

a commander by increasing to a very re‘

markable extent the mobility of his forces,

he suggests.

Ajax-Grieb’s Enlarged Factory.

Though but two years old, the Ajax-Grieb

Rubber Co. has risen to a position of some

little prominence in the industry as a result

of which it assumed the dignity of a new

and enlarged factory in Trenton, N. 1., early

in the summer, which has been completed

but a short time. As the picture shows, it

is conveniently located with regard to trans

portation and the other necessary manufac

turing facilities and is of ample floor area

to take care of an enormous amount of busi~

ness. Formed in 1906 by a number of auto

mobile manufacturers, among whom the

Ford Motor Co. and the Maxwell-Briscoe

Motor Co., were most prominently asso~

ciatcd, its growth has been gradual but in

sistant. Among its most boasted recent

achievements was the signing of a contract

for delivery of no less than 29.000 complete

tires—said to be the largest single tire or

der ever given to a tire manufacturer.
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SLUGGING SPICES TAXICAB STRIKE

Odd Features of Drivers’ Merry War on

Strike Breakers—Photo of a Feast

Serves as a Detective.

Iolting along in a jinricksha on Broadway,

a timid lady of the stage announced to her

friends that she was forced to that means

of conveyance by the taxicab strike which

was raging in New York City. Of course

it was purely a press agent’s “plant,” the pa

pers all being provided with photographs

and interviews, but it made a hit because of

-the news prominence the strike was attract

ing, both on account of the inconvenience

it entailed on the public and because of the

incidents of violence attending it. The pub

lic history of the difficulty and of the events

attending it has been spread large, but there

is a wealth of "inside" history which has

not been disclosed, particularly as to the

manner in which the strike was broken and

the acts of violence of the strikers discour

aged.

Officially the period of the strike against

the New York Taxicab Co. by the drivers

of the machines, was from October 3 to No

vember 13, though in reality it tapered out

side these dates. Dynamite bombs, murders,

incendiary fires, riots, black-jacking and

other equally mild measures of suasion were

used by the strikers to bring the company

to their views, and the newspapers were

kept busy telling how cabs were being

wrecked or taken from their drivers and

stolen, while unfortunate strike-breakers

were being slugged or assassinated.

Strangely enough little publicity leaked

out as to some of the things which hap

pened to the strikers themselves and their

sympathizers. Nevertheless a census of the

broken heads and pounded bodies which they

had occasion to go home and nurse would

probably make the record of injuries to

strike-breaking drivers look modest and

trifling by comparison. A more quiet and

efficient warfare against strike violence

could hardly be conceived, and warfare it

really was in the literal sense of fight and

battle.

When things began to get warm for the

Taxicab company, an experienced strike

breaker was engaged, who in addition to

knowing where to get men capable of run

ning the cabs was likewise able to organize

a gang of “sluggers” and fighting men of

the kind who relish a bloody “scrap” more

than a wildcat does raw meat, and who re

gard being paid to fight as the softest

“graft” possible, except that it imposes lim

itations as to whom and under what circum

stances they may let loose, thus calling for

some restraint. Not bound by any sympa

thies with the strikers or their friends, they

found rich material to work on. If there

were “huskies” and “scrappers” among the

strike crowds, the experienced and eager

Taxicab “Sluggers” were aching to “eat ’em

up,” and the quickness and dispatch with

which they did so when they ,got a chance

was marvelous to behold. Furthermore, as

if to add insult to injury, after pounding a

strike rioter to within an inch of his life,

the Taxicab men would in many cases drag

their prey to police headquarters and have

him arrested.

While the police department was in duty

bound to afford the Taxicab company some

measure of protection against the attacks

of the strikers, the approach of the Novem

ber election was obServed to have a visible

effect in relaxing the police activity against

them, due in some degree to the fact that

the strikers were backed by the Liberty

Dawn Association and its friends. Through

the mysterious intricacies of politics many

of the police department officials were im

pressed with the desirability of not being

too hard on the “boys” who were “doing

things" to the cab company and its em

ployes. Police Commissioner Bingham had

to discipline several desk officers for not

providing men where obviously they were

needed, so that the cab company was in a

large part thrown on its own resources and

found its fighting force a very real neces

sity.

The Liberty Dawn Association, be it

known, is an organization of horse-cab

drivers, formed to insure a favorable ar

rangement with the Livery Stable Keepers’

Association from whom the cabs are hired.

The members are chiefly the typical New

York “cabbies,” many of whom have both

a strong arm and a strong pull. When the

New York Taxicab Co. began to get large

numbers of its machines on the streets, the

drivers' ranks were extensively recruited

from the Liberty Dawners. it being thought

that the knowledge which the experienced

cabmen had of New York's topography and

the like, would be valuable in the new ser

vice. The Taxicab company instituted a

school of instruction for them, and before

long there were many ex-reinholders at the

steering wheel. When their number grew

proportionately large, they began to figure

about applying such Liberty Dawn methods

to the Taxicab company as had been suc~

cessful with the livery keepers, and they

commenced steps to that end.

When the Taxicab company saw the

trend of things, it hastened to counteract

the tendency by suggesting to the men the

formation of a taxicab drivers’ association.

quite independent of the Liberty Dawn As

sociation or any other established organ

ization. To lead the new movement some

of the oldest and most loyal of the com

pany’s drivers were picked out. As a step

in expediting the plan, a dinner to the driv

ers was programmed, based on the first an

niversary of the company's business, or

something of the kind, and all the drivers

who could be spared were invited to attend.

At this afi'air gold watches and congratula

tions were expended on those of the driv

ers who had been with the company prac

tically from the start and who were not

Liberty Dawners. Among the felicities of

the occasion was the taking of a large flash

light photograph of all the diners at the

banquet, which played an important part in

a subsequent chapter.

Meanwhile the Liberty Dawn movement

was coming to a rapid head, hastened by

the fact that while the drivers who had been

with the company for some time were mak

ing “easy money" on the commission basis.

sometimes estimated as high as $50 or $60

per week on the best paying stands, the

newcomers were scratching out barely

enough to live on, through being placed only

as substitutes in the absence of regular

drivers or because of having to take the

stands where the calls were few and far

between, and the tips the poorest. The

effect of this difference in earnings was to

divide the sentiment about equally when it

came to a proposition of demanding a

straight wage rate of $2.50 per day instead

of the commission compensation of 20 per

cent. of the earnings, less the cost of fuel,

oil and uniforms. When at one of the driv

ers’ meetings a vote was taken whether to

strike if the company would not sanction

the change, the ballots for and against were

about equal, due to the fact that the num~

ber above and below this figure in earnings

were in balance.

Because of he company's apparent hostil

ity to any organization other than one

fathered by itself, however, many of the

drivers, particularly those whose earnings

were average or indifferent, leaned toward

the new movement, and when recognition

was denied the Liberty Dawn crowd as a

union thy joined the strike.

Immediately the men walked out, the com_

pany's troubles began. The men who stuck

were attacked with bricks and clubs when

they appeared on the streets with the red

“taxi-s." As the fight grew more protract<

ed and bitter, the methods employed by the

strikers became more and more dangerous.

Taxicabs were engaged to take prosperous

looking passengers to uptown streets in

lonely districts. where the driver would sud

denly be set upon by an organized gang and

the cab destroyed. The passenger, in such

instances, was simply a strikers’ decoy. A

fashionably dressed woman after engaging

a cab for a short trip, would dismiss it,

and shortly afterward the vehicle would

either blow up from some explosive left in

it or would be found to be burning vigorous

ly inside, the lady having prepared a neat

little package of inflammability. which she

set going when he got out.

To 'intimidate the public and to make

the hotels “shoo” the cabs away from their

regular stands, carefully aimed rocks and

brickbats just missed the vehicles and went

crashing through the large plate glass win

dows of the ground floor restaurants of

the hostelries, scaring the guests and creat

ing great alarm generally. Most of the ho

tels, however, were willing to see the com

pany through the difficulty, and only a few
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took steps to have the cabs kept away while

the strike was on.

Among the more prominent incidents was

the waylaying of a driver by a gang which

beat him up and then ran the cab through a

cross street to the river, where it was driven

over the dock into the water. It has not

heretofore been disclosed, however, that in

stead of the gang then following the am

bulance containing the driver to the very

gates of Bellevue hospital and threatening

him further, its members found themselves

busy “mixing things” with a squad from the

Taxicab ofiice, who, after laying most of

them out on the pavement with various ac

cumulations of closed eyes, unattached

teeth and fractured skulls, rescued the cab

from its watery berth and hauled it back in

triumph.

If the strikers could use the “glad rag

front” as a decoy, so could the company,

and on several occasions a lone chauffeur

of a red "taxi" conveying two or three ap

parently innocuous youths in evening

clothes, upon being attacked would have the

pleasure of seeing his passengers jump out

and “clean up" the attacking party, slam

ming them right and left and only stopping

short of murder. If any of the attackers

had a kick left in him after the melee. he

was turned over to the police, while the

rest were left for the hospital corps.

Old drivers. who staid with the company

when the strike was declared, were in many

cases able to name the leaders in the gangs

that set upon them. but the new recruits

did not know the strikers by name. Then

the photOgraph—the flashlight of the har

mony banquet—was brought out, and from

the array of faces at the festal board the

strike rioters were frequently identified.

They were given a few friendly attentions»

by detachments from the Taxicab camp,

when favorable opportunity presented.

But the enthusiasm of the company’s

corps of riot pacificators, so steadily thinned

the ranks of the strikers able to report for

participation in the attacks. that these

events grew less and less frequent although

their character did not diminish in vigor or

ingenuity until the very end. After a few

truccs and several endings of the strike.

following which trouble broke out anew,

the fight gradually languished on the part

of the aggressors, until it became quite safe

either to hire or drive one of the little red

cabs. The public impression was that the

violent methods of the strikers had been

met by the company in a spirit of calm and

law-abiding defense, depending upon the es

tablished machinery of peace and order. As

a matter of fact the company fought fire

with fire. and looked to the police for no

more than it could get. 1f broken ribs and

broken heads could weaken the strike

breakers they were equally valuable in weak

ening the strikers. and New York City was

consequently made the battle ground for a

reciprocal warfare in which the “scrapper”

could indulge himself to his heart’s content,

no matter with which side he cast his for

tunes. Now that it is over, many of the

"regulars" that were under the Taxicab

banner will have to do their fighting simply

as a diversion, without pay, while the “vol

unteers” of the Liberty Dawn camp are al

ready used to fighting without pay, anyway,

and enjoy it.

Where Snow Forbids Motoring.

\Vhile modern motor cars are capable of

getting almost anywhere and can overcome

nearly every sort of road condition good or

bad, plow through hub-deep mud or heavy

sand and surmount the steepest hills, never

 

 

  

theless one condition frequently proves an

insurmountable stumbling block to its

progress, and that is snow, driven and

drifted. This was proved to the satisfac

tion, or rather, dissatisfaction of Dr. O. T.

Parker and several of his friends recently

when they undertook the passage of Eagle

Canon, Colorado, in the course of a hunting

trip.

The party which set out through the

mountains in a Franklin car, encountered

some terribly bad roads and awful ascents,

as may be judged from the accompanying

picture, showing the car in the act of de

scending into the canon itself. The general

was covered most successfully until snow

began to fall in the canon. When it snows

in that part of the country it snows well

and the storm soon piled up the drifts so

high that it was impossible for the car to

proceed. To save their lives the half frozen

party had to abandon the car and their en

tire camping equipment, together with their

guns and 18 deer that had been bagged, and

make their way out on foot. After finding

shelter some miles distant, they were

obliged to wait ten days before it was pos

sible to set out with a rescuing party to re

lease the car and its load.

Planning Law to Check “Borrowing” Cars.

Minneapolis, Minn., is having trouble with

motor car “jokers” and has been moved to

the point where it has seen fit to draw up a

bill to be introduced in the State legislature.

Of late, numerous motor car owners, leav

ing their machines standing at a curb, have

had their property "borrowed" without per

mission being granted for the loan. The

borrowers in most cases have not been reg

ular thieves, but mere sportively inclined

young persons desiring to play a prank.

Some of them have carried their jokes too

far, however—far enough outside the city

limits to spoil the owners’ sense of humor.

One bright youth recently made off with an

expensive touring car and then stranded it

on a country road, where it was found dam

aged to the extent of nearly $1,000.

It seems that there is neither a city ordi

nance in Minneapolis. nor Minnesota State

law covering this particular offense. In

cases where arrests have been made, judges

have ruled that no theft was intended and

that it was just a joyous “lark.” The mem

bers of the Minnesota State Automobile As

sociation declare that if they cannot get

a State law, they will have the city council

1 ct.

Vincennes Automobilists Form a Club.

.-\fter a few preliminary meetings the

Vincennes Automobile Club has been

formed in Vincennes, Ind., its expressed pur

poses including a furtherance of the good

road movement and the suppressing of the

“inconsiderate” driver. The following offi

cer was elected: R. \V. Gibson, president;

H. T. Johnson, secretary; W. C. Bierhaus,

treasurer; Perry Tindolph, first vice-pres

ident; G. A. Pielemeier, second vice-pres

ident; Dr. C. W. Denham, A. M. Shepard

and Bert C. Fuller, directors.

Big Registration in Ohio.

In the November report filed with See

retary of State Thompson, Fred C. Staley,

Ohio registrar of automobiles. shows that

since the motor vehicle law became efiect

ive in that State on June 10, 1908, the total

revenues for registration tags up to the

end of the fiscal year. November 15,

amounts to $56,102. The receipts for the

month of October and the first fifteen days

of November came to $1,677.50.

Motor Car Touring Society Election.

An election of officers of the Motor Car

Touring Society, the New York amateur

club, took place on Wednesday, 2d inst., and

the following officers were chosen for the

ensuing year: President, Albert Eugene

Gallatin; second vice-president, Percy R.

Pyne, 2d; secretary and treasurer. Orme

Wilson, Jr. These, with Marshall Kerno

chan and Stuyvesant Fish, Jr., will form

the governing committee.
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DIFFICUL'I'IES 0F MOTOR RATING

Foreign Experts Involved in Discussion of

Determining Factors—Ratio of Dimen

sions an Elusive Quantity.

As a result of the appointment of a com

mission to investigate and report upon the

subject of horsepower rating for motor ve

hicles, as recently told in these columns,

members of the British Society of Motor

Manufacturers and Traders, the Royal Auto

mobile Club and the Institute of Automo—

bile Engineers, which form that body have

been plunged into a depth of technical dis

cussion more searching than ever the sub

ject has been granted before, and one which

promises much entertainment for those who

are able to follow at all closely the finer

points of theory which must be taken into

account. Up to this time the deliberations

of the commission have gone no further

than a discussion of the present R. A. C.

formula and the proposed formula of the

S. M. M. T., an explanation of which ap

peared in the Motor World’s issue of Sep

tember 17th.

In a word, the latter expression is calcu

lated to take into account variations in the

probable power of motors due to the ratio

of bore to stroke and also to the varia

tions in stroke when the bore is constant——

both of which factors are unaccounted for

in the common formula which is known in

this country as the accepted rating of the

Association of Licensed Automobile Manu

fatnrers. The proposed S. M. M. T. for

mula is:

horsepower : k X (I (d —- 1) (r + 2) n

where k is a constant, depending on the

type of motor under discussion and is given

the value of 0.197 for touring cars, and

0.333 for racing cars. The terms d, r, and

n, are, respectively, the diameter of the cyl

inders, the ratio of stroke to bore, and the

number of cylinders employed.

In the criticism of this offered by G. H.

Baillie at one of the meetings of the com

mission it was pointed out that the desirable

formula should serve at least two ideal pur

poses: (1) “To enable anyone to ascertain

the horsepower of an ordinary car engine

from its dimensions," that is to say, to

serve the purposes of a "nominal horse

power formula”; and (2) “to afford a basis

upon which engines can enter for competi

tions," thus making a “competition horse

power formula."

“A nominal horsepower formula,” he

said, “has merely to take into account what

is done with an engine in current practice,

while a competition horsepower formula

has to take into account what can be done

with an engine if it be built specially to

suit the formula.

“In an engine for touring cars merit is

not measured by horsepower alone. Con

sequently it does not matter what dimen

sions are used in the formula, whether bore

or stroke or cylinder capacity, or any of

them to any power, so long as the formula

does give the horsepower with fair accuracy

in most cases.

“On the other hand, in competitions such

as races or hill climbs. horsepower may for

present purposes be said to be the one and

only thing to be considered. Engines built

with this end in view are liable to become

‘freak’ engines, and it seems to be the gen

eral opinion that a competition horsepower

formula should not encourage freak de

signs. . . . .

“There has been apparently much differ

ence of opinion between really competent

people on the question of formulae, but I

believe that most of what seems to be dif

ference of opinion is really difference of

definition. I will, therefore, baptize the dif

ferent kinds of formula.- I shall speak about

to ensure the same thing being called by

the same name in this discussion.

“Horsepower Formula—A formula of any

.kind which purports to give the horsepower,

either indicated or brake, either maximum

or at any particular speed, of a petrol en

gine.

“Nominal Horsepower Formula—A for

mula which purports to give the maximum

brake horsepower of a petrol engine from

any data which are easily ascertainable

without testing the engine.

“Competition Horsepower Formula—A

nominal horsepower formula with such

data as to discourage freak designs as far

as our present knowledge goes.

“As an example of the requirements of

the two kinds of formulae, the nominal

horsepower formula and the competition

horsepower formula, I will take the factor

of stroke, as this is the main bone of con

tention in all formulae discussions. It is

the omission of stroke that has brought so

much abuse on the D’n formula. and it is

stroke which is the new factor introduced

into the proposed S. M. M. T. formula.

“There is, of course, no question that the

horsepower of an engine can be greatly in

creased by increasing the stroke or the

ratio of stroke to bore, and a competition

horsepower formula must therefore take

this factor into account. So much for the

effect that increase of stroke can have. Now

the question is, what effect does it have in

actual practice in touring car engines?

“The evidence I have been able to collect

shows that the horsepower does not increase

with increase of the ratio, but rather tends

to decrease. And, in fact, it is not difficult

to see the reason why the horsepower does

not increase. The evidence I refer to is

the exhaustive series of tests made by the

Automobile Club of France on the max

imum horsepower of 96 engines in Novem

ber, 1906. I referred to these tests in a

paper I read before the R. A. C. early this

year, and showed curves between the horse

power and the ratio of stroke to bore for

all these engines. Those curves show that.

with very few exceptions, the horsepower

increases as the ratio decreases. At any

rate. down to a ratio of 1 or 0.9.

“In default of any later evidence of actual

practice, I think it may be concluded that

for ordinary touring car engines a nominal

horsepower formula is more accurate if the

ratio of stroke to bore be omitted. At the

same time it is even more certain that in a

competition horsepower formula it should

be included, and, I think, given more weight

than in the proposed S. M. M. T. formula.

“The S. M. M. T. report gives the list of

factors which a ‘completely satisfactory

formula’ should take into account. These

are:

“(1) The effect of multiplying the cylin

ders.

“(2) The effect of size of cylinder upon

the 'mean pressure equivalents to the brake

horsepower.’

"(3) The dependence of the maximum

piston speed practically attainable upon the

ratio of stroke to bore.

“(4) The effect on mean pressure of va

rying compression ratio.

"(5) The effect on mean pressure and en

gine speed of the nature and mode of ig

nition adopted.

"It seems to me that this by no means

completes the list for so high an ideal as

a ‘completely satisfactory formula.’

Other factors which have a material effect

on the horsepower are, for instance, the

size of the valves, the steepness of the cams,

the weight of the reciprocating parts, the

size and shape of the induction and exhaust

pipes.

“It is, though, obviously impossible to in

clude all the factors. or even the important

ones, in one formula, or, indeed, to ascer

tain them, and it seems, therefore, impos

sible to obtain a completely satisfactory

competition horsepower formula, or any

thing like it.

“In considering a nominal horsepower

formula for touring cars, the case is entire

ly different. The basis of such a formula

is not what can be done with an engine.

but what is done. The discovery of the

best formula presents no difficulty; it only

requires that British makers in 1909 should

afford the same facilities as were willingly

afforded by the French manufacturers in

I906. Curves can be drawn representing

the average variation of horsepower with

these factors, and a formula can then be

obtained which fits the curves as closely as

may be desired.

“One factor to which a large portion of

the S. M. M. T. report is devoted is the va

riation of piston speed for maximum horse

power with r. the ratio of stroke to bore,

and an equation representing this formula

is deduced from theoretical considerations.

and subsequently serves as basis or part

basis for the proposed formula. The fig

ures obtained by the French Club enable

this equation to be checked, and show that

piston speed does not vary with r accord

ing to any really regular law. What little

regularity there is shows a variation in the
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opposite sense to the theoretical variation

given by the equation. . .

“The horsepowers adjusted according to

the S. M. M. T. pr0posed formula vary far

more than when not adjusted for the ratio,

and the formula curve does not represent

them particularly well. The average per

centage error of 61 engines between bores

of 80 and 130 mm. is with the proposed 5.

M. M. T. formula 13.1 per cent., while with

the formula with bore only, the average

error is only 10.3 per cent. The presence of

the (r + 2) term in the proposed formula

of the S. M. M. T. is chiefly responsible for

its greatest errors.

“This is sufficient to show that, given the

experimental data, it is easy to deduce a

simple horsepower formula giving the horse

power of touring car engines, and if only

people would come forward to facilitate the

work of collecting the data we should re

quire no more discussions or theories, but

should have a formula that was without

question the best possible at that time."

Baillie concludes with this suggestion to

the commission: “That a small committee,

independent of all trade influences, such as

could be formed from the Technical Com

mittee of the R. A. C., should prescribe con

ditions for testing the normal maximum

horsepower of an engine, and that the dif

ferent makers should supply the results of

their tests on new types or sizes of engines

put on the market. The results would have

to be treated as confidential by the commit

tee, otherwise it might be difficult to ensure

getting the figures of normal engines. The

committee might then, at the beginning of

each year, issue a nominal horsepower for

mula, based on these results.

“For competitions it is impossible to de

vise a ‘completely satisfactory formula,’ on

the lines indicated in the S. M. M. T. report,

and I think that if any formula be advised

for competitions, it should be put forward

with a clear statement of the limitations it

must necessarily have. After all, the ex

cellence of a formula for competitions

should be judged not for its scientific cor

rectness. or, indeed. by the accuracy with

which it gives horsepower, but only by the

degree of interest and usefulness it lends

to the competitions.”

Mervyn O’Gorman, whose prestige in

British motoring circles is unquestioned is

able to discern no less than four distinct

purposes for the ideal formula, thereby add~

ing more to the uses of the much desired

expression.

The first of these is the “Olympia formu

la," which he described as a “wrinkle or

‘tip' for a layman. It may be called a rat

ing, omitting the word horsepower alto

gether,” he thinks. Second, there is the

requirement of the engineer of an accurate

method of power determination, which is

satisfied by the familiar “P. L. A. N.” ex

pression which is common to all types of

engine. For competition two sorts of for

mula are required—one for such competi

tions as are organized on short notice and

among entrants driving cars already con

structed and of known characteristics—such

tor instance, as the stock car events carried

out by individual clubs—and another for con.'

petitions requiring a carefully safe-guarded

formula.

After proving by the aid of diagrams that

the errors introduced by the "d-square'

method of rating employed by the automo

bile club, when applied to engines of 1900

and 1907 construction were less “than the

irregularity introduced by the various ar

rangements of inlet pipes, valves and car

buretters," he suggests that in view of the

apparent futility of attempting to arrive at

a satisfactory basis of general rating, it

would be better for a year or two to print

and circulate it set of tables and curves for

the purpose of ready calculation of the ab

solute power of each and every motor con

sidered.

For competitions, he points out that there

is no real need for an even approximate de

termination of the horsepower; all that is

required being to provide a common method

of handicapping. In fact, he even expresses

the opinion that if the seal of approval were

placed upon any single formula for compe

tition, a source of much valuable informa

tion would be lost in the case of hill-climb

ing contests, for example, where conditions

vary to such a degree that the rating or' the

power of the machine alone, can be of but

small relative value.

The report of the rating committee of the

Institute of Automobile Engineers upon the

subject proved to be hardly more encourag

ing as regards the probable acceptance of

the proposed formula or indeed, an early

settlement of the rating question on this or

any other basis. The chief point of crit

icism against the S. M. M. T. report was

that the tests quoted were insufficient to

warrant the assumptions made in the for

mula, it even being shown that in some in

stances the results given by the tests ac

tually appeared to go contrary to the the

ories upon which the formula was based.

The most salient proposal of the report is

that a special committee be formed to dis

cuss the exact nature of the tests to be

made in order to supply data for accurate

comparison by formula.

New Rectifier for Alternating Current.

A new form of alternating current recti

fier has recently been brought out, accord

ing to the Scientific American, which is

wholy mechanical in its operation. It con

sists of a cylinder of insulating material, pro

vided with a pair of metallic contact points.

Mounted on a ring which surrounds the cyl

inder are 'two pairs of contact points and

there are in addition four rectifying discs of

carbon which with the cylinder are rotated

by a motor. By means of a pair of condens

ers, sparks are made to leap between the

points on the rotating cylinder and first one

and then the other pair of contact points.

The current flows across the gaps between

the points and the rectifying discs when the

resistance is broken down by the spark,

and is conducted to the storage battery in

termittently, but always in the same direc

tion. The rings on which the four points

are carried may be revolved about its axis,

so that the condenser will discharge at any

point of the wave, and thus the voltage of

the rectified current may be regulated.

Correctness of Odometer Readings.

There is a common belief among motor

ists that the reading of the odometer at

tachments to speed indicators, as well as

the readings of the speedometers them

selves are considerably affected by varia

tions in wheel diameter, such as may arise

from altering the brand of tire, assuming

or rejecting non-skids, or from variations

in inflation pressures. As a matter of fact,

however, such differences amount to very

little where relatively short distances are

considered. Thus a well known maker of

speed indicating devices is responsible for

the statement that such variations are re

sponsible for inaccuracies of less than 100

feet per mile. Calculation shows that for a

difference in diameter of half an inch, the

error should amount to not more than 80

feet to the mile for a 34~inch tire, which

substantiates the above statement.

Paying for Gasolene with Lead Slugs.

Slot machines for selling gasolene are

not as popular as they were with garage

proprietors in Chippewa Falls, Wis., be

cause the machines having been yielding

fuel in response to lead slugs just as will

ineg as for good money. Quite a local

scandal and sensation has been brought

about by the discovery that a well known

business man has kept his car supplied all

summer by feeding the slot machines with

worthless slugs shaped like silver dollars,

and the garage people controlling the ma

chines threatened grave legal proceedings

unless a settlement were made.

Taximeter Cabs Predominate in London.

First rank has been given to taximeter

cabs in London’s time honored system of

calling vehicles by means of whistles. In

the past it has been customary to summon

taxicabs by means of three blasts on the

whistle, but the machines have gained such

:1 popularity and the whistling for them

has become such a nuisance, especially in

the quiet streets at night, that the Home

Secretary has ruled that hereafter they

shall be called by only one blast of the

whistle, while two blasts will be for a horse

drawn hansom and three will be for a four

wheeler.

Carborundum for Grinding in Valves.

Carborundum is recommended as a sul»

stitute for the ordinary grades of emery

for use in grinding the valves of the motor.

It cuts quickly, leaves no scratches, and

produces a surface which in smoothness and

uniformity is hard to equal in any other

way, it is_ said.
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CHANGES IN CORBlN 1909 MODELS

Only Minor Modifications Appear in the

Line for Next Season—Various Appli

cations of Body Design.

Specifications of the new models of the

Corbin car, just announced by the Corbin

Motor Vehicle Corporation, New Britain.

Conn., reveal a line comprising various ap

plications of body design in current styles

to practically the same chassis construction.

This is the same as has been employed dur

ing the current year in all salient particu

lars, but reveals difierenccs in a number of

minor points, most of these changes being

rather more in the matter of dimension than

in any other respect.

A brief review of these alterations shows

that the motor is the same as the water

cooled type employed during 1908 except

that the cam shaft gears have been given an

improved housing and the oiling system

also has been improved. In the matter of

clutch construction the leather faced type

of cone member with sub-facing relieving

springs is retained. The clutch shaft and

transmission shaft directly behind it are

connected by means of an oldham coupling.

the joint being enclosed in a dust proof cas

ing, which serves the double purpose of

protecting the internal parts from the ef

fects of dust and dirt and also of preventing

the central and floating member of the

clutch from dropping out in the event of a

loss of end adjustment between the two

shafts. The leverage for operating the clutch

is now so designed that a five-pound pull

on the pedal is sufficient for declutching.

The same principle applied to the redesign

of the companion brake pedal permits the

locking of the rear wheels with only a slight

pressure upon the pedal. A new type of

propeller shaft with fully enclosed joints

also has been developed, the construction

of the housings over the articulations being

such as to protect the enclosed parts from

dirt without in the least interfering with

their action.

In the design of the front axle a new

type of pivot bearing has been adopted,

which incorporates very large balls work

ing about a 2-inch circle. The front con

necting rod of the steering system is now

better able to withstand the stresses of

heavy road uscage. The tenders are similar

to those used on the touring car of last

year, the edges of the guards being stiffened

with drip ribbons. ()n all models the spaces

between the guards and running boards are

fully enclosed by a guard fitted over the front

spring eye of the rear spring. The radiator

now employed affords practically the same

cooling effect as the previous form. Though

  

  

CORBIN BABY TONNEAU, MODEL 02

placed back of the axle, while a new design

has also been adopted for the steering rod

itself which is made from a single piece of

cold drawn seamless steel tubing. In con

nection with the control of the vehicle, the

installation of a new foot accelerator in ad

dition to the hand lever mounted on the

steering wheel, will be appreciated by the

user. The braking equipment remains the

same as before in principle, but the emer»

gency brake drums are now placed inside

of the foot brake drums, They are of the

double-acting, contracting band type, while

the emergency brakes are of the expanding

pattern.

The frame has been reinforced to make it

it has a larger area of face, the water ca

pacity has been decreased.

Body options present three different of

ferings in the shape of touring car, runabout

and baby tonneau designs. The tonnean 0f

the touring body is now made 5 inches

wider than heretofore, affording ample room

for three persons on the rear seat. The

runabout, as formerly, is adaptable-to the

uses of two, three or four passengers, and

is of the same delineation as that used dur

ing 1908. The baby tonneau is a light, racy,

four passenger car having the same general

equipment as the regular touring car.

The general specifications of the chassis

call for a quadruple, vertical motor of 30
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nominal horsepower, having a bore and

stroke of 4% by 4% inches. The change

gear is of the selective type, affording three

forward changes of speed. The rear axle

is of the semi-floating type, equipped with

spur differential gears. The frame is of

pressed steel, channel section, with a pressed

steel under>pan supporting motor and trans

mission. The springs are semi-elliptical, 40

raugement of the motor suspension. The

lower section of the crank case, which forms

the continuous bed for the support of en

gine and transmission parts, is formed at

the forward end with a pair of heavily

ribbed cross arms, which extend to the sides

of the main frame and afford the front sup

port for the power plant. In the rear it is

shaped into a semi-housing for the fly wheel,

  

  

 

 

CORBIN RUNABOUT, MODEL 0’

by 2 inches in front and 50 by 272 inches in

the rear. The wheel base is 108 inches and

the tread 56 inches.

Special points to be noted in the con

struction of the motor are the neat and clean

arrangement of the valves and auxiliaries

on the left hand side—the commutator, for

instance, being located above the level of

the cylinder heads in a perfectly accessible

position. The interior of the crank case

is readily accessible from the right side

through the use of a pair of large cover

plates which, instead of being bolted in

place, are secured by means of a couple of

yokes and tension screws, and are so ar

ranged that the adjustment of the “big

ends" may be made without exposing the

entire length of the crank shaft. The cam

housing, it will be observed, carries inter

mediate levers between the cam faces and

the tappets, whereby the action of the gear

is "sweetened" and silenced considerably

and the danger of wear not a little reduced.

The copper tube inlet manifold and the

steel exhaust connections are purposely lo

cated with a good elevation above the base

in order to provide ample access to the cyl

inders for the removal of the valves. The

spark plugs are located over the inlet valves.

The carburetter, which is located on the

right hand side of the motor, with intake

lead passing between the two cylinder

groups is provided with ample water jack

eting area. It is the only auxiliary placed

on the right side of the motor, the arrange

ment affording plenty of room for the large

cover plates to the case, already noted,

which are absolutely unencumbered by the

surrounding mechanism.

Another noteworthy point is in the ar

and is extended rearwardly to join the gear

case construction in a rigid connection.

Royal Makes Changes in Models.

Changes over former models of the Royal

are being made in the 1909 product, which

the Royal Tourist Car Co., of Cleveland, 0.,

designates as the Model “M” and which

shaft. As an extra equipment a self-start

ing device will also be supplied.

Trade Name Restrictions in Hongkong.

Restrictions on trade names are imposed

in Hongkong, and the registration of a

company title will not be permitted, ac

cording to Vice-Consul-General S. J. Ful

ler, if it include the word “Empire,” or "Im

perial" in such a way as to convey the im

pression of government support or con

nection. “The title would not be allowed,"

he explains, “in connection with schemes

for the acquisition or holding of lands, or

exploration of new countries or territories,

nor to companies formed for the purpose

of supplying articles usually employed or

dealt with by tne state or by some public

authority, e. g., ships of war, armaments,

explosives, telegraphs, etc.; nor in the case

of schemes to be carried out in India. On

the other hand, no objection would be raised

to such titles as the ‘lmperial Tire and Rub

ber Company,’ ‘Imperial Electric Supply

Company,’ or ‘Imperial Auto-Car Manufac

turing Company,’ unless there was reason

to suspect that the company was not intend

ed to carry on a legitimate business."

Maxwell-Briscoe Building an Addition.

Continued expansion of the Maxwell-Bris

coe Motor Co.’s Tarrytown (N. Y.) plant’

has resulted in the erection of a new build

ing, work upon which has already com—

menced, in which will be housed a fully

equipped technical laboratory. _\-Vhile the

purpose of the automobile plant is suffi

ciently exacting to require the services of

a well stocked laboratory for the testing of

 

  

 
 

 

  

 

CORBIN CHASSIS. VIEWED FROM ABOVE

the reorganized company is planning to

have ready in the very near future. The

motor is larger than ever before, being 5%

by 6 inches and developing 65 horsepower.

A four speed selective transmission is used

and the wheel base has been lengthened.

Three sets of brakes are equipped. consisting

of two sets applied to drums on the rear

wheels and a third operating on the drive

materials of construction alone. the new de

partment will be devoted largely to the car

rying out of researches in the use of va

rious fuels. Already the name Maxwell has

been associated with numerous experiments

in this direction, but the work has now pro

gressed to a point where it is deemed ex~

pedient to provide special quarters where

the investigations may be carried further.
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DEVELOPMENT 0]" BMW DETAILS

Franklin Improvements in Running Board

Shields—New Idea to Facilitate Con

veyance of Luggage.

Illustrative of the close attention to de—

tail which the designer of the thoroughly

up-to-date motor car is forced to exercise

in order to keep abreast of the times, is

the development in running board and mud

  

guard construction which has come about

within a year or two. Formerly the use of

plain guards developed along the familiar

lines laid down by carriage builders was

considered sufficient. Now, however. the

subject is studied with almost as much care

  

FRANKLIN LUGGAGE CARRIER,

and as intimate regard to the treatment of

the air-currents beneath and alongside of

the machine, as is done in the laying down

of the molds for the construction of a

ship’s hull. Indeed, the methods of treat

ment must be much the same in the two

cases, widely divergent though the actual

conditions of use may be.

A case in point is the latest “kink” in the

construction of the running board shields

which are being fitted to the new Franklin

models, one and all. Not content with fill

ing in the space between the frame sills and

the board with a dust excluding medium. the

H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co. is going a step fur-

ther in providing against the accumulation

of mud and dirt in the angle between the

board itself and the shield. The novel feat

ure in its construction is that instead of be

ing closely fastened at the board it turns

inward at the base, thereby leaving a small

opening. Consequently any dust or dirt

which is thrown onto the board from the

outside, instead of caking into place and

forming an unsightly and even dangerous

mass, sifts through between the shield and

board and falls back into the road. As a

matter of course. the shape of the lower por—

tion of the shield is such as to prevent any

FRANKLIN RUNNING BOARD

objectionable matter from being thrown up

and outward from beneath the car. Many

otherwise satisfactory running boards have

an unpleasant feature of accumulating really

astonishing amounts of mud. It is to ob

viate this drawback that the arrangement

CLOSED

which is here illustrated has been conceived

and adopted.

Another difficulty which is presenting it

self to the designer with increasing in

sistency is that of providing suitable accom

modation for luggage. With the touring car

with its more ample lines, this is readily

taken care of by the adaptation of some

simple form of luggage or trunk rack at the

back of the body. With the runabout type

of body, however. the problem is less easy

to dispose of. In the 1909 model of the

42 horsepower Franklin cars, however it

has been taken care readily enough by

means of a partially concealed space under

the rear seat, the lid of which may be opened

out to form a veritable luggage rack, and

FRANKLIN

which, when not in use, does not detract

from the generally trim appearance of the

car.

The accompanying illustrations show the

simplicity of the arrangement. As will be

seen from the first, there is nothing ab

trusive in the small rounded box behind the

seat which merely completes the regular

outline of the rear portion of the body. As

the second picture shows, however, the lid

which opens from the rear, encloses a re—

ceptacle of sufiicient size to aCCommodatc

a surprising amount of luggage, which is

thus safely stowed away out of the reach

of dust and mud. By opening the lid to its

full distance against the chains which hold

it. it is transformed into a carrying rack of

sufiicicntly ample proportions to carry sev

LL'GGAGE CARRIER, OPEN

eral suit cases, or even a small sized trunk.

while the up-turned edge of the lid serves

a useful purpose as a deflector of dust.

Big Total of One Year's Shipments.

Some idea of the volume of business done

by one maker in the course of a season of

activity may be gleaned from the state

ment issued by the H. H. Franklin Mfg.

Co., that during the last “trade year" no

less than 654 freight cars have been filled

with automobiles and shipped from the

Syracuse (N. Y.) plant. \Vhen it is remem

bered that this includes the period of cur

tailment of last fall, it may be imagined

what a traditional “banner year" would hold

in store for the railroads.
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DISCUSSING BRIARCLIFF PLANS

Promoters Practically Decide on Holding

Another Race—Question of What is

a Stock Car Puzzles.

Whether or not a stock car race is a con

test in which stock cars are eligible as en

trants, is a question' that is worrying the

Automobile Manufacturers Association, the

organization that promoted the Briarcliff

race in Westchester county last April. At

a meeting held December 2, at the Automo

bile Club of America, it was practically de

cided to hold another BriarcliFf race next

spring, but the inability of the members to

agree upon the method of engine measure

ment for the next contest prevented the as

sociation from making definite progress in

The difficulty lies in the fact that

several makes of high-powered stock cars

now on the market have a cylinder bore

larger than the limit now fixed by the new

international rule (5.1 inches), and oddly

enough the association expresses itself as

anxious to prevent the possibility of spe

cially built foreign racing cars being brought

over here to compete as alleged “stock cars."

At the same time, the makers of cars with

a large bore do not want to go to the ex

pense of constructing new models to con

form to the new rule. contending that a

stock car race should be exempt from rating

on a cylinder dimensions basis. Manufac

turers of smaller stock cars. on the other

hand, are anxious to have the bore limit

reduced so that they will not be handi

capped in this respect. Neither the date

nor location for the race have been deter

mined as yet. Indeed, there is no certainty

even that the contest will take place in

Westchester county although the name

Briarcliff will still be retained The date

will be later than last year.

its plans.

Dingley Supplies Thrills at Bakersfield.

Bert Dingley, who will be recalled as

one of the earlier Vanderbilt cup drivers.

and who has been distinguishing himself

at numerous western meets this season,

went down to take a fiyer at a tame track

meet at Bakersfield, Cal., on Saturday,

29th ult., and had things pretty much his

own way, chiefly through the misfortunes

of others. The events on the program

were scarce and Dingley won what there

were, driving a 40 horsepower Chalmers

Detroit "Bluebird." He reeled off the

fastest time that had ever been seen on the

local half-mile track, making a lap in 0:40

flat, a mile in 1:20. and 5 miles in 6:54 in

various trials.

In the 10 miles race, Frank Free, driving

:1 Sunset, gave Dingley a hot tussle, until

the third lap, when the Sunset went crash

ing through the fence. Free was thrown.

but neither car nor driver was badly in

jured. Dingley kept up his hot pace and

circled the 20 laps in the brisk time of

14:00V2.

Another 10 miles race was started as a

handicap affair, Dingley allowing Murray,

a San Francisco driver, a full lap. Ding

ley began to gain on his opponent from

the start, when suddenly Murray's Buick

crushed its rear wheel in the first mile and

left the race to the Chalmers-Detroit.

Los Angeles Plans in Motordrome.

If the plans of a group of western cap

italists are prospered Los Angeles, Cal. will

have a cement race track for the exclusive

use of automobiles. The proposition to

lease Ascot Park for a term of 14 years, has

been under consideration for some time

and on the first of the month a certified

check was posted with the directors of the

jockey club that formerly operated Ascot

as a horse race track. This deposit is said

practically to have closed the deal and

the construction of the new course is about

to proceed. It will be not unlike the Brook

lands track in England, scientifically banked

at the turns, although of considerably small

er dimensions. Several members of the

Automobile Dealers Association of South

ern California will be the directors of the

new enterprise and all races held on the

course will be under the auspices of this

body.

Florida Has the Sandfest Fever Again.

Annual efforts looking toward the promo

tion of a sandfest on the Ormond-Daytona

course are again in evidence, a late date in

the latter part of March having been tenta

tively advanced in a cautious way as being

most suitable for various reasons. The Flor

ida East Coast Automobile Association,

with headquarters at the Daytona end of the

beach and ample local real estate interests

at stake, is reputed to be anxious to secure

the management of the proposed event in

advance of its Ormond neighbor.

Wilkes-Barre Booming Its Hill Climb.

With the hope of definitely making the

Wilkes-Barre (Pa.) hill climb the interna

tional hill climb of next year and ensuing

years for some time to come, G. N. Lee.

president of the Wilkes-Barre Automobile

Club has been in New York City this week

arranging the preliminary details of the

contest, and incidentally courting the pat

ronage of the Automobile Club of America

for the event. It is announced that the con

test will be held on May 31 next, and not

May 29, as first planned.

Milwaukee Club Plans for New Home.

At a recent meeting of the Milwaukee Au

tomobile Club, Clarke S. Drake was elected

president; W. L. Hibbard, first vice-pres

ident, and F. Printz second vice-president.

it was decided by the members present to

begin the erection of a new club house in

the near future and a committee was ap

pointed to inspect various proposed sites

with that object in view.

TO KEEP DOWN PERFECT SCORES

Worcester’s Endurance Contest to be Run

Under Exacting Conditions-Five

Blind Trips on the Schedule.

One of the most exacting short distance

endurance contests ever planned will take

place on Saturday next, 12th inst., when the

Worcester (Mass) Automobile Club holds

its 200 miles reliability run.

to be handled in slip-shod fashion by any

Things are not

means and the committee in charge of the

contest has inaugurated a novel feature or

two in its system of determining penaliza

tions, which are well calculated to keep

down the number of “perfect score” con

testants.

Besides being run under_ the regular

“sealed bonnet" conditions, with ofiicial ob

servers, there will be two examinations of

contestants, one before and one after the

run, at which times minute measurements

of parts will be taken to note any change in

alignment, the amount of dish in front and

rear wheels, and the "set" of the springs.

Each of these examinations will cover the

following measurements:

Distance between felloes of front wheels

and ground.

Distance between felloes of rear wheels

and ground.

Distance between center of right front

and right rear wheels at center of hub caps.

Distance between center of left front and

left rear wheels at center of hub cap.

Vertical distance from center of right

front spring to frame.

Vertical distance from center of left front

spring to frame.

Vertical distance from center of left rear

spring to frame.

Vertical distance from center of right rear

spring to frame.

Before the final examination there will be

a brake, clutch, transmission and motor test.

In the clutch test the front wheels of the

car will be tested against a vertical 8-inch

curb, the low gear engaged and the clutch

let in. Failure to spin rear wheels or climb

curb will signify a bad clutch and 30 points

will be docked.

In the transmission test, the cars will be

driven on different forward speeds and re

verse. Failure to drive on any one speed

will cost 25 points. To determine whether

the transmission is tight, contestants will

have to stop the motor. then engage clutch

and low gear and then push the car back and

forth. to note whether the transmission case

is loose on the frame.

The run will cover five different blind

trips about Worcester, of 40 miles each.

Cars are to be checked at approximately

every 20 miles, with 3 minutes leeway on the

prescribed schedule at controls. There will

be no postponement of the contest in the

event of inclement weather.
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DRASTIC JUSTICE IN CONNECTICUT

Chauffeur, Convicted of Manslaughter, Gets

Prison Sentence—The Court Mercilessly

Denounces Recklessness.

Not less than three nor more than four

years in State’s prison is the severe sen

tence that Judge Case in the Connecticut

Superior Court imposed upon William H.

Phair, a chauffeur who ran down Robert

G. Merriman as the latter stepped from a

trolley car in Hartford some time ago. The

judge pronounced this penalty on Wednes

day, December 2, the defendant having been

convicted on a charge of manslaughter, part

ly with the intention of making an example

of him. In summing up the case, the judge

said:

“It seems to me that this case presents a

particularly grave instance of criminal reck

lessness, and while I am fully impressed

with the strong evidence presented here as

to this ~man’s previous excellent character,

that neither condones his offense nor makes

it possible for the court to overlook the pub

lic rights in imposing sentence. There is

no more room on our public streets for an

automobile in the hands of a drunken chauf

feur than there is for a loaded rifle in the

hands of a drunken soldier; one is hardly

less a menace to human life than the other.

But while this case is a serious one and

calls for a serious penalty, it is well also to

remember that an actual criminal intent is

lacking. It is the man’s gross recklessness

that has brought him here, his gross dis

regard of the rights of other travelers, and

his gross abuse of the responsibilities which

every reasonable man should feel attends

the running of an automobile on the public

street, and I trust the lesson which this case

suggests will lodge with profit to them

selves and with benefit to the rest of the

public in the minds of that obnoxious class

of automobile drivers. who obey no law that

runs counter to their own selfish conven

ience."

Hartford Forbids Hampering Motorists.

Hartford, Conn.. has a new traffic or

dinance possessing several good features,

at least one of which would prove a fine

thing for any other cities. It has to do with

the crowding of automobiles by trucks and

other vehicles in such a manner as to cause

damage, and is aimed at the vicious prac

tices of teamsters which are so common.

A few days ago an arrest was made in Elm

street, Hartford, under the recent provision

and the offender fined for violating the

road rules. John Kraftcon, a truckman,

was driving on the right side of the road.

when he suddenly swung over to the left

hand side in front of an approaching trol'

ley car. His action was so timed that it

pocketed an automobile belonging to Max

Adler and driven by Samuel Gardner, be

tween the trolley car and the truck. The

chauffeur was on the proper side of the

street, running in the same direction as the

trolley and while he made an effort to pre

rent a smashup, he could not avoid swing

ing into a telegraph pole at the curb, break

ing a rear mud guard. The truckman de

clared that his horse had been frightened

by the trolley and as there was considera

ble doubt in this respect, the court fined

him only $1 and costs.

Trolley Car Cuts a Cab in Two.

A growing sense of their own importance

has led many taxicab drivers into the error

of supposing that their career of reckless

driving could go on forever unchecked.

Occasionally, however, punishment is auto

matically meted out to them. A favorite

pastime among them is that of racing with

trolley car motormen to a certain post or

“L” pillar and then cutting in ahead of the

surface car in a manner that causes the mo

torman to slam on his brakes hard enough to

flatten the car wheels, in .order to avoid a

crash—for taxicab drivers know full well

the timidity of the knights of the controller

and gong.

One Pat Cleary, on December 3d, how

ever, suffered his just deserts when he tried

this stunt without signaling to a motorman

and since then he has been wondering how

that Sixth avenue car that jammed his

mount against a pillar at Forty-fourth street,

New York City, could cut the cab in two

so neatly. The trolley made such a clean

cut job of it that the cab was divided into

two ludicrously even halves. Fortunately.

no one was in the vehicle at the time and

the driver sustained only slight bruises.

Chicago Questions Taximeter Readings.

Suspicious as to the correctness of tax

imeter readings have been raised as the re

sult of wide differences in the tariffs asked

by different drivers going over the same

route. Complaints have recently been pours

ing into the city hall at Chicago in great

number, stating that there is something

wrong with the instruments. One man.

who uses taxicabs regularly betWeen his

office and his home, states that the legal

rate is 90 cents, but that sometimes the me

ter will show $1.00, frequently $1.10. and 0c:

casionally $1.20. At present there is no

municipal inspection of taximeters in Chi

cago, but the aldermen are considering put

ting the instruments in the same class with

gas and electric meters, and therefore, sub

ject to examination and test by the city

authorities. '

Scranton to Have More Cabs.

Scranton, Pa., will shortly have an

abundance of taximeter cabs, as two con

cerns are now preparing to operate there.

The Lackawanna Automobile and Taxicab

Co. has been formed and will compete with

the Scranton Garage and Motor Car Co.,

which has announced that it will introduce

cabs of this type very soon.

CALIFORNIA’S MOTOR CAR CENSUS

Registration for Three Years Shows Total

of 18,698 Vehicles—Aggregate Value

Estimated at $37,000,000.

That there is about $37,000,000 worth of

motor cars in the state of California. is evi

denced by the last

Charles F. Curry, Secretary of State, in

monthly report of

which he says that during the past three

years 18,698 motor vehicles have been reg

istered in his office. Estimating the aver

age value of each car at $2,000, the large

figure mentioned above is not far wrong.

and while a number of the registered cars

have been destroyed, others have been

brought from other States and not regis

tcred, so that $37,000,000 is a fair estimate

of the value of cars represented within the

borders of the Golden Gate State.

The registration at the end of 1905 was

4,727. Taking it on the same basis. it would

mean an invested interest of $9,454,000. At

the end of 1906 the total registration was

8.764, with a valuation of $8,074,000, showing

a decrease of $1,380,000. But this is ac

counted for to a great extent by the fact

that the registration in 1905 took into con

sideration all the cars in existence at the

time the law went into effect.

In 1906 many cars were destroyed by the

big fire and were not replaced during the

remainder of that six months. In 1907

there were 5,241 crrs registered, conserva»

tively estimated to be valued at $10.482,000.

This shows a gain of $2,408,000 over 1906,

being a net gain of $1,128.000 over the slump

of 1905. For the 10 months of 1908 there

have been 4,693 registrations, estimated to

be valued at $9,386,000.

District of Columbia's Automobile Income.

In its annual report to the commiSsion

ers, the automobile board of the District of

Columbia states that during the last fiscal

year, $2,666 was received in fees from iden

tification and registration tags issued to

owners and operators of motor vehicles.

During the year 1,050 persons were exam

ined by the board and of this number 1,035

received permits. Since the date of the

first automobile examination in the district.

held August 11. 1903, 4,366 permits have

been granted to motorists.

The report recommends that all persons

operating motor cars, other than the own

ers and members of the owners' families

and non-residents, be required to take out

a license and pay an annual fee of $1. bas‘

ing the recommendation on the ground that

every State in the Union having motor ve

hicle laws makes a similar charge.

Dallas Gets Tax-imeter Cab Service.

“Grand old Texas" is to have taximeter

cabs. too, Five machines have been put in

service in Dallas, by C. G. Galloway.
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The Week’s Patents.

897,664. Disappearing Luggage Carrier

for Automobiles. Edward T. Robinson, St.

Louis, Mo., assignor to St. Louis Car Com

pany, St. Louis, Mo, a Corporation. Filed

Feb. 11, 1908. Serial No. 415.357.

1. The combination with a vehicle body,

of a luggage frame slidably mounted in said

body. so as to be shiftable thereunder, flex

ible means attached to the forward and rear

ends of said frame. and means carried by

said body on which said flexible means is

operable, substantially as set forth.

897,694. Spring Suspension. William 0.

Worth. Evansville, Ind. Filed Nov. 21,

1906. Serial No. 344,427.

1. A spring suspension of the class de

scribed embracing a long semi-elliptical

body spring and a shorter elliptical spring

having one section rigidly bolted to the

same and the upper section of the elliptical

spring connected directly with the axle.

897,701. Detachable Rim for Vehicle

\Nheel Tires. Edwin A. Baker, New York,

N. Y., assignor to Rapid Removable Rim

Company, New York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 25,

1907. Serial No. 354,014.

1. A wheel construction, including a tire

rim, a platform, one of said members hav

ing a recess, and two clamping members in

said recess, one of said members being cir

cumferentially adjustable; and the other

member beinI' radially adjustable.

897,715. Apparatus for Indicating or Re

cording Speed. Leonard E. Cowey,

Brondesbury, England. Filed Oct. 26, 1905.

Serial No. 284,524.

1. In apparatus for indicating and re

cording the speed of vehicles and other ma

chines, the combination of a record bear

ing member, means actuated by the speed

indicating mechanism of the apparatus for

producing a speed-indicating record on said

record bearing member. and means whereby

said record is automatically obliterated by

the working of the apparatus after a pre

determined interval has elapsed, for the

purpose specified.

897.726. Vehicle Tire. John L. G. Dykcs,

Milford. 111. Filed July 30, 1906. Serial No.

328,397. Renewed May 6, 1908. Serial No..

431,162.

1. The combination with a tire body hav

ing a longitudinally split outer periphery

and radially projecting flanges on either side

of said split portion, of metal clamping

rings applied to the outer sides of said

flanges. the outer edges of said rings con

stituting in part the tread surface of the

tire. and clamping bolts passed through said

rings and flanges. .

897,811. Automatic Pneumatic Tire In

flater. Robert C. Barrie, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed June 18, 1907. Serial No. 379,673.

1. In an automatic compensative air in

jector for automobiles. the combination of

hub clamps with co-operative bolt fasten

ings for stable application, a projected lub

serviceable to guide and guard the piston

rod, a foot piece adjustable to various tire

diameters, a piston and inclosing cylinder

provided with end and side valves with a

flexible tube connection to the air chamber

of the wheel tirc, substantially as set forth.

897.841. Tire Tool. Gustave Mohme and

Aaron V. Hadlock, Chicago, 111. Filed Feb.

8, 1907. Serial No. 356,457.

1. In a device of the kind described, :1

bar, a pair of arms pivotally connected to

said bar at opposite ends thereof, each arm

being provided with a transverse recess at

its end, and the face of each arm arjacent

its end being in a plane at an angle to the

face of the rest of the arm, a wire guide

and a wire clamp near the end of each arm,

and means for causing movement of the

ends of said arms towards and from each

other.

897.861. Variable Speed Driving Mechan

ism. Henry M. Norris, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Filed April 13, 1908. Serial No. 426.807.

1. In a variable speed device, a first and

second shaft. a driving gear loose on one

end of the first shaft, a compound gear

adapted to turn with and slide on the inter

mediate portion of the first shaft, and hav

ing a clutch member formed thereon. and

a third gear loose on the other end of the

first shaft and having a co-operating clutch

member for said first named clutch mem

ber, a double gear fixed to the second shaft

meshing with the driving gear on the first

shaft and adapted to be intermeshed with

one of the members of the compound gear

of the first shaft, a middle gear fixed to the

second shaft and adapted to be intermeshed

with the other member of the compound

gear on the first shaft, a third gear fixed on

the end of the second shaft and intermeshed

with the end gear on the first shaft, and

means for shifting the said compound inter

mediate with its clutch, substantially as de

scribed.

897,880. Wheel Tire. Josiah S. Cushing,

Norwood, Mass. Filed Feb. 8, 1906. Serial

No. 300,036.

1. In a resilient wheel, a felly having

vertical guiding means extending continu

ously therearound, a flexible tire attached

to said felly having radially and inwardly ex

tending guiding means thereon, said tire

guiding means extending inwardly beyond

and being at all times in sliding engagement

with said fellv guiding means. whereby the

tire is radiallv guided and laterally sup

ported, and a continuous circular band with

in the tire. surrounding the felly. at a dis

tance therefrom, which transmits the weight

of the load to the tread portion only of the

tire. substantiallv as described.

897.881. Elastic Wheel. Andre Dau

vergne, Lyon, France. Filed Nov. 29. 1907.

Serial No. 404.337.

1. An elastic wheel comprising in com

bination a rigid felly. a hub independent

thereof, and capable of movement relative

lv thereto in the plane of rotation. a series

of diametric spokes having central portions

in sliding engagement with said hub. cush

ioning means interposed between the outer

ends of each spoke and the inner surface

of the felly. a central drum and rigid con

nections between the latter and the felly

substantially as described.

897.909. Friction Clutch. Daniel F. Lep

ley, Connellsville. Pa. Filed July 17. 1907.

Serial No. 384,196.

1. In an internal friction clutch. a revo

luble disc or wheel having slots in its rim.

one wall of one of the slots being concaved.

:- friction band encircling the rim. a lever

nivotally mounted in one of the slots and

having a curved seating face resting against

the concavcd wall of the slot. means for ad;

il'sting said lever to compensate for wear

of the parts. a second lever extending

‘hrough a second slot in the rim and engag

i't"! the opposite end of the band. and means

for operating the second lever to apply or

release the clutch.

897,936. Valve Stem Case. Edward B.

.tube, a relatively small globular

Sinkler, New York. N. Y. Filed Oct, 1, '

1907. Serial No. 395,350.

1. The combination with an engine hav

ing a valve stem and an actuating device

therefor, of a case extending between rela

tively stationary parts of the engine and

inclosing the exposed portions of the valve

stem and actuating device, and a spring en

gaging the valve stem to seat the valve and

also engaging the case to hold it in place.

898,043. Shock Absorber for Vehicles.

Chas. K. Foster, Centerville, R. 1. Filed

June 12. 1907. Serial No. 378,557.

A shock absorber composed of a cylinder

and a piston therein, said cylinder having

ends provided with inwardly extending

flanges interiorly threaded and secured to

the cylinder, a plate transversely curved

and disposed between said flanges, said plate

having right angular ends which are curved

and secured to said cylinder, enlarged por

tions at each end of said plate, each of

which is apertured, and a screw in each of

said apertures, the wall of said cylinder

adjacent said plate being formed with open

ings aligning with said openings of the plate

and adapted to receive said screws therein.

898,054. Projecting Lantern. Charles M.

Lungren, Bayonne, N. J., assignor to The

Railway Utilities Company, a Corporation

of New Jersey. Filed May 20, 1907. Serial

No. 374,678.

1. A projecting lantern comprising in

combination, a lantern body having a for

ward lens and an opening intermediate the

ends of its upper portion, a ventilating hood

overlying said opening, a vapor burner p0

sitioned in said opening by laterally extend~

ing lugs secured to said body, one or more

of said lugs having air channels. an inspir

ator for commingling with vapor the air

from said channels a depending burner

mantle

mounted on the lower end of said tube, and

a superheating coil arranged above said

mantle in the path of the rising products

of combustion.

898,057. Wheel. John W. Meier, Lewis

burg. Pa. Filed Feb. 17, 1906. Serial No.

301,596.

1. In a wheel, a rim tubular in cross sec

tion and having one edge turned up to form

a clamping member and provided below the

same at intervals with transverse registering

bolt holes, in combination with a removable

ring located at the opposite side of the rim

at which said turned up edge is located and

forming the opposite clamping member, and

a series of bolts located in the bolt holes

and terminating at one end beyond the rim

in angular heads engaging the ring, said

bolts being of a diameter agreeing with the

space within the hollow rim whereby they

reinforce the outer wall of said rim, and

nuts for the ends of the bolts.

898,082. Brake for Vehicles. William

Wolfe, Patton, Pa. Filed Aug. 22, 1907. Se

rial No. 389,644. _

1. A vehicle brake, comprising a drop

frame pivotally connected to the vehicle

body in advance of the wheels to be braked

and provided with arms extending toward

the wheels to be braked, brake-shoe carriers

telescopically combined with the arms of

said drop-frame. brake shoes secured to said

carriers in advance of the wheels to be

braked. mechanism operatively connected to

the said brake shoe carriers, and means for

operating said mechanism arranged to ex

ert its influence from a point in advance of

the wheels to be braked. whereby a manip~

ulation of said means operates to telescope
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said brake shoe carriers, withdraw the brake

shoe forwardly from engagement with the

wheels and lift the drop frame, substan

tially as described.

898,107. Heat Dissipating Device for Gas

Engines. George S. Hill, Bradford, Mass,

assignor to Hill Motor Car Company, Hav

erhill, Mass, a Corporation of Maine. Filed

July 27, 1905. Serial No. 271,449.

1. A heat dissipating device for gas en

gines, comprising a fan shaped pin having

integral protuberances.

898,139. Internal Combustion Engine.

David Roberts, Grantham, England. Filed

Nov. 9, 1907. Serial No. 401,487.

1. In an internal combustion engine, the

combination with the cylinder and piston, of

a vaporizing chamber exterior to but di~

rectly communicating with the cylinder, and

having a portion of its wall not provided

with a water jacket, and other portions pro

vided with a water jacket, said chamber

having an aperture on the water jacketed

side, communicating with the air inlet and

exhaust passages and valves controlling

said passages, whereby said aperture serves

as the air inlet and the exhaust outlet, sub

stantially as described.

898,175. Power Transmission Mechanism.

\Vallace E. Belt, Dodge Center, Minn. Filed

July 8, 1907. Serial No. 382,752.

1. In combination with the hub_0f_ a

wheel to be driven, provided with a friction

surface, a drive shaft, a system of levers

each provided with an eccentric surface. _a

friction shoe carried upon said eccentric

surface, and means carried by said shaft for

turning said levers and causing said shoes

to impinge against said friction surface and

transmit motion from said shaft and for

holding said levers inoperative when the

driven element rotates at a greater speed

than the driving element.

898,238. Radiator. Joseph B. Long and

Frank Todd, Chicago, Ill.; said Todd as

signor to said Long. Filed May 11, 1907.

Serial No. 373,157.

1. A radiator having a plurality of tubes

and a plurality of strips of sheet metal hav- 1

ing transverse flutes or corrugations, a pair

of said strips being arranged between each

two adjacent sides of each pair in contact

with each other and the fiutes on the remote

sides of each pair in contact with adjacent

 

  

Meeting the demand for a small

and light car the type “D” "25" has

been produced. In every detail but

size and horsepower the new type

"D" “25” will equal the great Penn

sylvania "50." .

  

1909 Type "D" "25" (A. L. A. M. rating Z9)

Roadster, $2,000

Baby Tonneau or Touring Car, $2,100

The famous Pennsylvania type “C”

“50" remains unchanged, now and for

ever, price $3,000. All models equipped

with magneto and gas tank.

PENNSYLVANIA AUTO MOTOR CO..

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

WANTS AND FOR SALE
15 eenu per line of leven 'Ol’dl, euh with order.

In capitall. 25 cents per line.

 

W ANTED—By a practical man, having

general knowledge of machinery, po

sition in auto garage in small town in the

South furnishing opportunity to acquire fur

ther automobile knowledge and experience.

Best references. M. COHEN, 62 Orchard

St., New York City.

 

WANTED—A few first class trimmers.

Only those who have had actual ex

perience in an automobile shop need apply.

Address POPE MFG. CO., Hartford. Cann.

 

14 OR SALE—300 sets 28x3 best grade ar

tillery wheels, fitted with clincher rims,

less hubs. Write for bargain prices on sin

gle sets of the lot. THOMAS B. JEF

FERY 8: COMPANY, Kenosha, Wis.

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Gasolene and

W Electric

Automobiles

ARE MADE BY

ELECTRIC VEHICLE Co., Hartford, Conn.

 

 
 

 

 

 

THOMAS SHOCK ABSORBERS

on your automobile mean more comfort,

speed, safety, economy. Prove it at our

expense. 30 days free trial.

BUFFALO SPECIALTY CO.,

 

340 Ellicott St. BUFFALO, N. Y.

A. O. Smith Company

MAKERS OF

Parssro STEEL

FRAMES
(Capacity 100,000 per annum.)

Heavy and Difficult Stampings

Front and Rear Axles

Steering Columns

Transmissions, Selective and

Progressive

Multiple Disc Clutches

SEE OUR EXHIBITS:

Grand Central Palace, Space 134.

Madison 5 uare Garden, Space 205.

Coliseum, hicago, Space 6.

A.0 SMITH co. mascara:
 

 

 

 

 
 

I“ P four way. Cambric Coveer.

 

ll RELLi‘ CABLE
  

Our Cable Card

Illustrating ll Varieties of ca

ble in actual sizes mailed up

on request.

This is No. 154 P., Four-Way,

Cambric Covered.

Tgpfl‘clfyidp‘, §f£IT$§Zl° PIRELLI 8: (0., 296 Broadway, New York

For sale by MOTOR CAR EQUIPMENT CO., 55 Warren SL, and 1727 Broadway, New York City.

SIBNCEY SOLID TIRES
ONTINENTAL

Pneumatic ‘l'lroo

Automobile Accessories of every description.

lamls L. Bibnay 81 810.. Phlladolphll. Pa, U.S.l.

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

C l l , O 0 O , O O 0

worth of experience behind the new

S I ,500 MITCHELL

This price includes $300 werth of extra auto

mobile value not included in other cars selling at

the rice. Learn what it is. Write to-day for de—

taile description.

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR CO..

573 Mitchell St., Racine, Wis.

Standard Manufacture" A. M. C. M. A.

 

 

TheBall Transmission l

5""' AutomobilggaflotorBoats “WE-I

new YORK GEAR worms. 5
56 GREENPONT AVE.,BROOKLYN. N. Y.

   

 

GLEVELAND SPARK PLUGS
“They Shoot a Flu-no."

CLEVELAND SPARK PLUG 00.

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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tubes, the summit of one of each two con

tacting flutes having a groove into which

the summit of the other projects.

898,249. Steering Mechanism. James G.

Maxwell, Washington, Pa. Filed Dec. 17,

1907. Serial No. 406,848.

1. A steering mechanism comprising the

combination with the hubs of a pair of

wheels, a pair of supporting plates, an axle

mounted in each of the hubs and provided

with an inward extension terminating in a

bearing and positioned between the plates

at one end, means extending through the

plates and bearings for pivotally connecting

the bearings, a pair of confronting segment

shaped racks interposed between said plates

and of a length greater than the width of

the plates, a pinion arranged between and

meshing with the racks, a vertical bearing

fur the pinion, a pair of connecting mem

bers one being between each rack and its

adjacent bearing, said members positioned

between said plates, an actuating pinion ar

ranged within and engaging with one of the

racks and adapted when operated to' shift

the first mentioned pinion and the racks

whereby the bearings are revolved upon

their connecting means, and means for oper

ating the actuating pinion.

898,278. Steering Gear. Daniel W. Smith,

Oyster Bay, N. Y. Filed Jan. 8, 1908. Se

rial No. 409,826.

1. Steering gear of the class described

comprising in combination with a. steering

rod shaft, 3. gear wheel mounted fast on

the shaft, an equalizing gear mounted 1005e

1y on the same shaft, a driven gear mounted

on an exis at right angles to said shaft. and

meshing with the fast and loose gears on

said shaft, and an oscillatory arm bearing a

fixed relation to the driven gear and adapted

to transmit motion to the steering connec

tions of the steering wheels.

898,280. Vehicle Wheel. Irving Snell.

Little Falls, N. Y. Filed Oct. 22, 1907. Se

rial No. 398,556.

A vehicle wheel having a felly, a metallic

band encircling the folly and rigidly se

cured thereto and of a width greater than

said felly, a resilient band encircling said

metallic band and having a plurality of cav

ities or openings therein, a second metallic

band encircling said resilient hand and con~

nected to said first—mentioned metallic band,

a second resilient band encircling the second

metallic band and having a plurality of

ridges on its peripheral surface, means car

ried by said last-mentioned metallic band

for engagement with the last-mentioned re

silient band and encircling the wheel.
 

New Series

TIMKEN

Short Bearings One Piece

Ron" Cage Ring

 

Cone with Roller

and Cage Assembled Timkm Short

Bearing Complete.

in offering the Automobile trade our New Series Timken Short Bearings, we do so with the assurance that they

are made from the same carefully selected steel and subjected to the same severe tests as our standard size Bearings.

The New Stl'ltS $11011 Bearings are designed for use in axles where the bearings space does not permit the

use of our regular series.

These Short Beaiings can be used in any axles where Annular Bearings can be used. They carry a much

greater load than Annular Bearings of the same length, are smaller ill diameter and in addition will take as much

end thrust as they do radial load.

Every bar of steel entering into Timken Products is made to the Timken analysis chemically—and tested to the

Timken test physically—which means a rejection of 45 MI (SBIII. of every ingot before metal of suitable density and

soundness for Tllllkell Roller Bearings can be obtained. These new Short Bearing Rollers are made from best nickel steel.

This is one reason why 65 per cent. of the makers of high-grade Automobiles and over 90 per 021“. of the

commercial truck builders of this country use Timken Roller Bearings.

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING AXLE CO., Main 0iiice, CANTON, o.
Branches : 10 E. 3151 St., NEW YORK

WRITE FOR CATALOG AND PRICES

429 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO

 

 

 

Kokomo, lnd.

“ Oldest Makers in America"

 

30,000 MILES WllHOUl ADJUSTMENR

HE can WITHOUT zvm BENG scwco

STILL RUNNING

enamel so~s 5H

RUNNNG STLL.

IP 5 enema BUILDING -

PHILADELPHIA,PENNA
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Positively Prevent Skidding

They grip and hold the road

wheels in mud and sand without

injury to the road. All possibility

of slipping or skidding on wet or

greasy pavements is eliminated.

They preserve tires and enable

the heaviest automobile to climb

hills easily" They reduce gasolene

consumption by preventing lost

traction.

IV: (xiii/'1'! a! Gram! Ctr/{ml I’a/acv'

jammry I, mu! Mail/run Squarr (inrn'rn'

junwary 10.

Wear: CHAIN TIRE

GRIP COMPANY

36 Ilooro St. New York

 

  

 

   

 

 

 

uperiority

Standard Bearings

is due to the absolute harmony of their various

parts-not one feature here and there, but a

combination of all that is best in bearing de

sign, material and construction.

 

Wherever used, they prove their superiority—

they run better, wear better and are better in

every respect.

 
 

SEND FOR NEW' CATALOG

@

@

@

@ Standard Roller Bearing Co.

@ a

@

 
 

PHILADELPHIA, PA.  

  

  

prices of the cheaper cars, we have Increased our worklng aplhl

by $350,000 and will double our Iaclory output. Send for our book

of customers’ letters telling of the experiences of the most prominent men

of affairs in this country with their Matheson cars, covering thousands of
 

 

50 H. P. 1909 Touring Car . . . . . . . ‘. $4,500 $5,500

50 H. P. 1909 Roadster . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4.350 5.000

50 H. P. 1909 Runabout . . . . . . . . . . .. 4,350 5,000

50 H. P. Limousine . . . . . . r _ . . . . . . .. 5,500 6.500

50 H. P. 1909 Landaulet . . . . . . . . r .t 5.500 6.500

Main Sales Office, 1886-1888 Broadway, NEW YORK CITY

Exclusive

Motor Lamp

For 1909 Equipment

FEATURE l—All Headlights are assembled with INTERIOR

SCREVVS—producing a perfectly smooth exterior surface.

FEATURE Z—Special short-focus mangin mirror reflectors of the

highest QUALITY and EFFICIENCY—made exclusively for

Solars by Bausch and Lomb.

FEATURE 3—The entire construction by tools and jigs which

assure the user absolutely interchangeable parts and repairs in

future, is an important feature to the purchaser.

1901) Dacrip/iz'c 800“,th till/wéyirrg all made/J alm' prirrr .renl on rel/Mal.

Badger Brass Mfg. Co. 23:33:01:

 

 
  

  

‘ Maine‘so
#Q 91‘

1909 Prices Reduced $1,000

In order to sell hereafter this highest of all high-grade cars at the

 
 

  

.rflAp-‘s

miles of service everywhere.

  

New Price. Former l'ru‘r.

MATHESON AUTOMOBILE C0.

Dealers W.i|lll‘<l in all open territory.
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Accidents (Jan Be Avoided

See what’s coming from the rear. If you

could always do this, there would be few

smash-ups. Turning the head is dangerous.

PTHE ARGUS DASH MIRROR

'i‘jfiStable to any position) is made for this purpose and should be on your dash.

Motor Car Equipment Co. Sizfisti'ft‘wi; New York

 

  

 

THE NEW A COURTEOUS REQUEST

tevens-Duryea ' ___ i
Models XXX and Y 1909 Horn

act as a courteous request not a shrill demand. It warns

are typical Stevens-Duryea productions. without frightening and always secures for the user the

' ht i . Th l 0 ' ' d 'The la‘est links in me chain 0' ng 0 way e 9 9model has aningemous evrce

which allows its sweet three note tone used for city

 

 

STEVENS ‘ DURYEA S U CC Ess Es purposes to rise in unison at the will of the operator as

a penetrating warning for country roads.

 
 

 

The XXX—a 24 Horse Power Four

Cylinder Runabout—price $2,850.

The Y—a 6-40 Horse Power Six

Cylinder Touring Car—price $4,000.

The Four Cylinder Model X, of the

past season, and Six Cylinder Model U

(Light Six) of the past two seasons, will

also be 1909 STEVENS-DURYEA CARS.

(In Iii/li/Iilon a! Lirensnl' A :on ratio” A 1110. 57/070:

1 9 0 9 Cut-Out

and Horn Valve

When used for cut-out

purposes, remove disc in

main channel, thereby re

lieving baclr pressure from

mufller through additional

opening of llfl inches. Made to fit exhaust pipes l'I

to 2%“ outside diameter. Warranted not to stick

S T E v E N S - D U RY E A C 0 . under any condition. q Write for Catalog and prices.

Merrilmlr'l 1:023:43: :cetfs‘e? futrrivgilebltlatufsacfurers. C00, SJ:

pm
EAR ‘

 

 

  

 

 
  

 

 

, .5," I . Jig; '. as..\as.assegzsw;aurzwssszw

EAlBlKE AU'L‘UAIOBILE TIRE COMPANY, Trentoxl, N. Ju'r

New York, 148 Chambers St.. and Broadway and 73d St.; Boston, 292 Devonshrre bt.;_Buffalo 724 Main St.; Fobes :Auto Squly Con‘

Portland, Ore.; Fobes Auto Supply Co., Seattle, Wash; Waite Auto Su ply CO., Browdence. Chin 0, 1301 Michigan _ve.; At

lanta, 0a.. Dunham Rubber Co.; Denver Auto Goods Co. Denver, Colo.; enn Auto Supply Co., Phrla elplua, a.; Savell Rubber (0., Jack

sonville, Fla; Em ire Tire & Rubber Co., Minneapolis. Mir-rm; The Motor Supply A ency CO., 1246 Euclid Ave, Cleyelrnd, Q.; The Con- I

sumers Auto Supp y Co., 7th Ave. 8: Smithfield St., Pittsburg, Pg; Empire inc 8: ubber Co., 1412-14 W. llth St., kansas City, Mo. '

_ >.‘_":'"_¥¥i' <1 :‘(~L°.1i'i£ ‘.

  

W '—— —-~-----. ‘ ' ‘ _\
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"LONG-ARM”

TRANSMISSIONS

THREE speeds and reverse, selective

types. 'The best of material and

workmanship. Our experience in gear cut

ting and manufacturing Automobile Parts

enables us to equal the best transmissions

built. Let us figure on your requirements.

 
 

Weillso bulld I complete line 0]

AXLES, CLUTCHES

STEERING REACHES

HAND LEVERS, ETC.

 
 

The "Long-Arm” System Co.,

CLEVELAND, 0.

Sales Dept, THE AMERICAN DISTRIBUTING (30..

American 'l'rnlt Ildln Cleveland, 0.

 

  
 

 

  

SPECIFY

l-leinze ignition ap

paratus on your

I909 car and get

THE BEST

MADE.

 

Write us if your

dealer does not

carry them.

Heinze Electric 80.

LOWELL, MASS.

Makers of

COILS, TIMERS.

MAGNITOS, SPARK

PLUGS.

 

SUPPLEMENTARY

SPIRAL SPRINGS

(L If every driver had to ride in his own

tonneau, every car would be quickly

equipped with Supplementary Spiral

Springs. Owners are not intentionally

selfish—many of them just thoughtless.

Usually driving or sitting beside the

driver, the riding qualities of the ton

neau are to them practically unknown.

(L Not so with the passengers. Rear

springs must be strong enough to resist

severe shocks under a full load. That means stiff springs

under ordinary loads, with the shocks and jars transmitted

to the passengers—guests whose comfort ought to be a first

consideration.

(1 SUPPLEMENTARY SPIRAL SPRINGS take up all the

average bumps and road inequalities and come into real

action with the jolts and jars encountered at speed.

  

  

  

(L With the S. S. 5., your springs never whip or touch. They

prevent breakage and are the most economical and useful

accessory ever provided for a car. Every live dealer carries

them and their attachment is a matter of a few hours’ time.

Do it NOW.

SUPPLEMENTARY

  

SPIRAL SPRING C9;
4555 Delmar Ave., St. Loum, Mo.Motor Mart, New York

OAKLAND
  

Model B Touring Car, price $1,250.00. Pull equipment, including two

(an Inn , two ai oil pe‘r one lamp, keneratora, horn.

tools, in: pump and bacteria. op, "$.00 extra. unabout. $1.200.

11A combination of simplicity and efficiency designed for the man

who scrutinize: the car he is to buy, who intends to himself

operate it, and to whom economy in up-lreep and running expense

ll essential.

(The live agent will find in the Oakland a car that appeals to a

lar and intelligent clan of purchasers and that will justin the

fol eat confidence.

(L Correspondence invited.

OAKLAND MOTOR CAR CO., Pontiac, Hldl.

I. I. ICCLZSTON. Ilka Hunger, II Ira-kl!- Sl... lulalo. N. Y.
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Q7? ’- ..

THE PHGKHRD ELEOTRIG ('ZOMPHNY, 303 Dune Ave, WARREN, OHIO

If your car is wired with PACKARD ENAMELED

IGNITION CABLE you can be dead sure you will have

- no trouble so far as the wiring is concerned.

 

“CONTINENTAL” MOTORS “‘5 smnl'w

Get our quota

tions on high grade

two and four cylin

der motors, l0 te 45

hOl'IePOch. The

are eq wi

self-contaih’ed oiling

system and ready

- for attaching mag

neto. Highest

grade worlnnsnehl ,

dent, dnrsb e

and simple. Alao

clutches and

Send for catalogue.

  

missions.

OOllTlllEITAI. MOTOR MFG. O... Ilsksgsll, lllch.

K. FRANKLIN PETERSON, Western Represent

ative, 166 E. Lake St., Chicago, Ill.

T. J. WETZEL. Eastern Represutatlve, 29 Wet 42d

, St., New York, N. Y.

 

 

Get Rid of Tlre Troubles

Try a Set of

0&Jlines

TRUFFAULTIHARTFORD

  

 

 

Trade

SHOCK ABkSORBER

1hr

Th Dvl thtmadeSsl MOemlortable‘ e a .Automobllln: oedgle.

Write (or catalogue. Department D.

HARTFORD SUSPFNSIOI CO.,

E. V. Hartford, Pres. l“ Bay It" Jersey City, N. J.

 

AVOID ACCIDENTS

uni-nu

Wridgway No Glare Shade

which adds to the eflelency of the Ian and keg

glare from bllndln other users of the ways.

e fitted to any sting lamp.

PEERLESS MOTOR CAR CO.,

no to :24 w. an St, NEW Yon:

 

 

[SYABLISN l‘.D lose.

SCHRADER
(Iggfggsu VAL”:

  

 

 

Invader Oil
THE OIL THAT

GRAPHITIZIS

are responsible for Its

popularity

YOU NAME THE CAR

WE' L

NAME THE GRADE

MADE ONLY BY

CHAS. F. KELLOI i 00.

us Arch St, Philadelphia

Boston Branch:
ltnle'l'tlll 284 Columbus Avenue.

  

 

 
 

A SUPERB LINI OF CARS

.Tsesr ar {as 0 N
" o 00 ll Tee 0! "

l-Cylinder and chunau “"
bouts, Roadsters, Touring Cars,

IIEP.,34H.P..30H.P.IMSGH.P.

Prince, 0850, $950, $1,250 and 03,000.

JAOKOOI AUTOIOIILI OO. .Itststl, Iltll.

 
 

 

 

THIS MAGNETO IS “FOOL PROOF”

The rnost unslcillful driver can install the Remy

1909 High Tension Magneto. Impro er connection

cannot injure it, and no amount of tin cring will put

it out of_comniission. The Remy will stand more

neglecthotl, dirt and water than any other ignition

system in the world. More than 17,000 Remys have

a ready been sold for 1909 cars—more R

others combined.

tion.

THE IEMY ELECTRIC CO., Deni. ll. Anderson, Ind.

We have 0 ened a branch house in Thoroughfare

Bldg., roadway and 57th SL, New York.

_ ’ emys than all

Write for illustration and descrip

 

 

3 ESSENTIALS IN MOTORING

SELF CONTROL

OAR CONTROL

THERMOID

BRAKE LINING

 

 

 

 

 

MORGAN aWRlGHTTIRES

  

ARE GOOD TIIRES
 

 

Listen for the knocks!

The car they all knock is

the one they are all afraid of

The E-M-F. “30”—- sure!

 

 

You will have such perfect re

sults that you can be on good

terms with yourself every day in

the year if you use SPLITDORF

Ignition.

 

 
 

THE GYROSCOPE CAR

The Simplest Automoblle lo the World.

$750—The Price—$750.

GYROSCOPE AUTOMOBILE CO. (1316.)

Gyroscope Bldg.,

231 West 54th St. New York Clty.

  

 
 

  

 

HAVE YOU 8‘!"

THE PERFECTION WRENCH?

The newest and best wrench made; all steel—great

strength; instantly adjusted; easily and quickly oper

ated; positive grip; immense time, trouble, and tem

per saver; best “all round tool" ever oiered (or sale.

“You will want one when you see it."

For circular address,

THE PERFECTION WRENCH CO.,

Box 426. PORT CHESTER. ll. Y.

 

 

 

 

1620-2234 1321

Broadway, Chicago, Ill.

New York Michigan Ave,

PALMER & SINGER MFG. CO.

 

 

gtnhharh-fiagtnu

ONE Quality for ALL Models

ONE Price for ALL Buyers

Write for 1909 Catalog.

THE DAYTON MOTOR CAR CO.,

 

Dayton, 0
 

 

 

  

 

  

A Necessity On Automobiles—WHAT?

COLUMBIA LOOK NUTS

and

hand

best care and

size and

  

mtsrcneo ML SOJBIS.

The Standard American Valves tor

Automsblle, Bicycle A Vslllcls tires

Manufactured by

A. SCHRADER'S SON INC.

28-32 Rose St. New Yorlr, U.S.A.

mmono cans 0 mm co.

I" W. Georgia St...

Influa’oue, Ind.

CANNOT shake loose. The

give a feeling of securit .

of accident insurance.

by leadin railroads,

thread of

add an important factor of safety

olumbia Lock Nuts are the best

sed by most makers of the

us a two-cent stampetc. Send ,

e bolt, and we will forward a Columbia Lock Nut for it.

COLUMBIA NUT & BOLT CO., Inc., Bridgeport, Conn.
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WHITLOCK RADIATORS

INTAKE.EXHAUST ANDWATER PIPES

‘ Hartford. Conn.

  

 

    

 

 

“m WE WILL NOT
Ananuter

$5.00. How Are Your Batteries?
T accept your contract unleaa we can give you the b I q“ 9 Eed s

A CONNECTICUT “IL delivery you require. We will not accept more ° "t u a, "Y I" "it"? -

mm mmyou contracts than we can fill with proper attention to A" the mo" econgg'rig‘ll'ngo "0' define 'h'n

each. We make Preaaed Steel Pramea and Auto
Guaranteed. and the price is mob": Sumpinn D O WzoooTBI Rd]; ’2: 03‘ k? A N Y ,

right. send for catalogue and trade 889 Boyhlai); Bocsnmoil.“s

discounts. THE HYDRAULIC PRESSED STEEL CO.,

CONNECI‘ICUT Cleveland, Ohio.

TELEPHONE and “EL-[RIC CO., Inc. . “ n _

Mcriden, Conn. ‘ "—*' ' — ' The Getham STA-RITE wall end your
 

spark lug

t r o u Ics.

Soot can't

: -, v \ I A ~ 41 ‘ \ I _

W A, Q)! {1 H P - f v. ' , ,

,‘ 7 I . - J. L‘ i J ‘ - ‘ stick toltlie

o p o r ce am.

‘ Won’t short-circuit. Never leaks. Can be

THE WWII-D’s STANDARD taken apart and cleaned with case. Of deal

READY PLATED TIRES FIIESTIIE TIRE l RUBBER 00., Aim, Ohle "5, 01' difcct, $100

Univeraally approved by all motoriata. THE R. E. HARDY CO., 25 W. 426 St, New York.

CONTINENTAL CAOUTCl-IOUC (20..

1788-90 Broadway. New York Cltv.

WRITE FOR PRICES OR INFORMATION

  

 

 

 

    

 

 

 
 

 

 

It is not possible for any chain to be

better than

BALDWIN CHAINS

BALDWIN CHAIN & MFG. CO.

Worcester, Mass.

 

 

The PULLMAN

H0 Roadster. Price, “M.

 
  

 
 

 

that made the run from Philadel bin to Sa‘ w. <

vannah Ga., March 5th to 18th, rough "and »up to the radiator, beating all previoua reeorda. "Hut" *7 V i _

YORK MOTOR CAR CO., York. Pa. " .. '

7 - BUFFAIU AND DETROIT 

The D. I l. Lina Sieamera leave Buffalo
 

daily at 6:30 n. m., (ea-tern tuneund Detroit

' work dayaatlSmOp. m..8undayaat4:00p.m. "

(central time) reaching their destinatiflll - ‘

' the next morning. Direct connections with

early morning trainl. Lowrat {area and

. Inperior aervioa to all pointa weat.I~ Rall ‘Ilcketa lvallabla on Steamers " M I c H E L I N T I R E c o M P A N Y

All clamea of ticket- aold rra-lina via I

Ilehlgan Central,Wabaah and Grand 'IYunk '

 

  

 

25:1“ between‘BLEalo Ingdavlrnit. in I I L L T O W N , N . J .

‘ t er iroctinn wi I accept or trana- '

1'“ am mm: CAI 00. " partation on D. a a. Line Steamerl. _ _‘ , .flui o i_ __

' > Send two cent atamp for illumted pam- "

I“...- h- / phlet and Great Lakes Ia .

Addreaa L. a. lawla, . P. A., Detroit. ' " '

Deiroli & Buffalo Steamboat Co.

PHILIP H. ICIILLAN, A. A. OCHAN‘I'Z,

Vlci Pll-llnllfl’.

 

 

 

 

SPRINGFIELD

T0? (Pat. ms)

Aluminum

Bodies

SPRINGFIELD

III-.‘I'AL BODY CO.,

3“ Ilrrlle Ave.,

Springfield, Iaaa.

  

Gaeoiiue and Electric—hr Pleaann and Inalaa

Studebahr Automobile 00.. South Bend. Indiana

 

 

 

  

 

 

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, New York

Full oi Air.

The um" m in m- ~ Encloaed find $2.00 for which enter my aubacription to

Cannot Blow Out. Rim Cut

A. “(Ibe motor “(Morlb H

That part of a tire with a f“ “1‘ 7w, the IIIUCM—M

blowout or a rim cut in it

will Iaat longer than any

other part if encircled h a
few aeetiona oi ateeL , NW

KlmhalI Tlri Ia: 00.

I12 Broadway

GounoIIIIIuMJZIowa
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s T E P N ETY ‘ om.
Strpnrg ‘ , Cure

for Tire

 

. °~~ SPARE WHEEL

1:35;" - Every motorist should carry a “Stepney” and

' avoid all troublesome delays caused by punc- Troubles

tures and blowouts. Write for Catalogue D.  

DISTRIBUTORS—AMERICAN STEPNEY SPARE WHEEL CO., 1773 Broadway, New York Ciy. AUTO SPARE WHEEL

CO., 22d, Oak and Gillham Blvd., Kansas City, Mo. EXCELSIOR SUPPLY CO., 1436 Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Model B—Brush Runabout

A CAR 0F SIMPLE DESIGN MADE WELL

NOT A COMPLICATED DESIGN MADE CHEAPLY

Its records and the opinions of its users speak more loudly than self praise. Agencies for

1909 are being closed rapidly. Much good territory still open.

BRUSH RUNABOUT COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.

  

 
 

  

 

The output of complete Front

and Rear Automoblle Axles of this

plant exceeds the capacity of all

competition combined.

Tfilmeriuan Ball-Bearinz 60.

L. 8. i M. 8. Ry. & Edgwater Park

CLEVELAND. OHIO. U.I.A.

FORGINGS

Complete facili

Send us .~ liesforquick

your specifica- ' 0 rd ers _

t i o n s . We also

carry in stock a com

plete line of axle ends,

  

 

  

 

/ - \Kfi—war 7‘,

[Jim #1 RUX- D

, GFTEETL‘ f...

For Aulomohlle Bodlcs, Dashes, Guards, Bonnets.

Ballery Boxes, Drip Pans. Mulllers, I-Iic.

HUNG—DURABLE

CAILLESS—RUS'I'LESS

MooTn—PAM “mils "my

Aiietal’ V'l'iat’s iA :l‘lime fail-di’Money so“;

{u EB; IOLLING null. courniv. CANTON. onlo

 

 

steering knuckles, etc., as

per our cataIOg, sent on request.

  

THE BILLINGS & SPENCER CO.

Hartford, Conn.
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PIFFLE
Races or tours won with this or that speedometer.

Isn’t it ridiculous to cackle about a tew hundred or a

few thousand miles?

Such is not a test tor a good speedometer.

Th. STEWART

SPEEDOMETER

IS GUARANTEED

for five years, 100,000' to 200,000 miles.

 

 

The Stewart & Clark Mtg. Co.

have the largest output, the most satis

iactory speedometer on the market, and

the largest number 0! satisfied customers.

1:
v "f". V

  

  

Stewart 8: Clark Mtg. Company

509 Diversey Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois, U. S. A. Model 4
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Finest Decorations by S. R.

BALL C0. ever oflered at

any Motor
0PENS NEW YEAR’S EVE

DEC. 31 ‘0 JAN. 7

Leading American Cars—All the

Foreign Cars direct from the

Paris Salon~All Acces

sory Makers

Car Exhibition

  

COMMERCIAL VEHICLES

MOTOR CYCLES

TAXICABS

Management oi

American Motor Car

Manufacturers’ Association

GRAND CENTRAL PALACE
FORTY-TIIIRDXSTREET mun mxmoron avnnur. new YORK

Admission, 50c. Tuesday, $1.00

Gasolene—

Electric—Steam

 

 

 

  

How th_e “goodness” is put into

Morgan & Wright Tires

  

 

1—By using only the best grade of pure Para rubber and finest quality of long Sea

Island cotton fabric it is possible to buy.

2~By employing the most experienced help to be had, going on the principle that

with materials of a high grade the quality of a completed tire is dependent upon

the amount of brains put into its making.

3—By making them in the light of twenty-eight years’ experience in the manufacture

of rubber goods.

4—By making them in the newest and best equipped rubber plant in the world.

5—By adhering to this unvarying rule: That every tire that leaves the factory shall

be as perfect in material and construction as money and skill can make it.

If you want your tires made that way, why not specify Morgan 8: \-\-'right's

on your car for next year? They cost no more than other brands.

MORGAN & WRIGHT, DETROIT
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The Most Complete Line in America

 

Model 30 Roadster (3-pass.), Planetary transmission, . $1,250

Model 30 Roadster (4-pass.), Planetary transmission, . 1,300

For Simplicity Model 30 Coupe, Planetary transmission, . . . . . 1,650

For Reliability Model 31 Toy Tonneau (4~pass. ), Planetary transmission, 1,400

F0!“ Appearance Model 31 Tonneau (5-pass.), Planetary transmission, . 1,400

For Comfort and Model 32 Toy Tonneau (4-pass.), Selective transmission, 1,500

For Noiselessness Model 32 Tonneau (5-pass.), Selective transmission, . . 1,500

Model 34Wi11ys-Six Roadster or Tourist, . . . . . 2,000

THE 0VERLAND

IS UNEXCELLED

_

0VERLAND AUTOMOBILE co.,

'E’ 'i' i’ 'l 4" T 4—

THE THE “JEWEL 40”

The Non-Sklddlng Car

Selden Car ~FOR 1909 ‘ ‘ ' \1

enters upon its second year with a clean record. No “first

year" car has ever earned a better reputation or made a

better showing.

 

 

 
 

 

   

 

 
 

THE CAR OF MODERATE PRICE

3:22:11" $2000 .3213:
 
 

 

 

4 cylinder, 28-130b lziorsepovyei;i shaflt fdrive, seleilttve SPECIFICATIONS

transmisston, meta' o y, presse stee rame, excelent ENGINFRu‘enbur' WHEEL BASE_120,_

hill climber, fine lmish and style, roomy tonneau, luxurious IS)TI§JCI)KI%3—4e;lfx5;l WHEEL&_36M_

upholstery, easy riding, smoth running, economical in new, ConIect‘iguteEoilosand Exiae TI§£§QQ°°§§EEEMD€€$9

k in fact a high grade car in every particular 5m" e 3"“1Q- 36x4%"rear ' '

11 cc . . . .P— p, ’ ngfim A310 075“: Sggsmeig BODY—Seven passenger.

" H mnk m; WEIGHT—3,000 lbs.

The Silent selden TEANS£I§SIOIii—S§lective type. P151Clififlfiooaoosrlcoglplkéc g'ilh

' ' I" e op, ar or 0c sor rs,
Agency Proposmon now ready' send for cata1°g and BEXRCINGSLTaiinkgi kiiiieife' Prest-O-Lite g“ tank, 9" mish

specifications FRONT AXLE—One piece drop more Search li hts, side lamps

‘ ' for ' . and tail lamp fiuublc tire irom
_ REAEDKXLE—Full floating type. and trunk rac .

00- Write for catalog.

R ° ° " e s * ° '- N - Y- 'l‘llE romasr cm moron cu co., Masslllon, 0hi0

Member A. L. A. M. New York Agency, JEWELL MOTOR CAR COMPANY, 1662 Broadway.

 

 
 

 

    

1
1-1 a  
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The largest Automobile Supply House in America
 

We have a large line of Leather Clothing, Caps, Gloves, Wool Vests,

Wool Boots, Ways Mufflers, Storm Coats, Lap Robes, Etc.

ARGYLE AUTO BOOTS . NO. 19 AUTOMOBILE GAUNTLET GLOBE

Worn over Shoes for Comfort in Cold Weather Motoring. l

The ARGYLE Auto boots are designed l

l
l

l
l

 

\p.’
  

to give the motorist’s feet complete _pro

tectton from the elements during Winter

weather motoring. They are worn over

the ordinary shoes and can be pulled on

or off very ieadily. They will kee your

feet warm and (lr during the Fongest

ride in coldest weatier. You cannot real

ize the comiort they give in frigid weather,

till you have worn a pair.

Every man, woman and child .who mo

tors in cold weather needs a pair of AR

GYLI'I Auto Boots, no matter whether the

aime of exposure is a half hour or a whole

ay.

They are made of fine flexible leather,

have “Tong lea‘h" GOOdYCar “cued. 501” 'l'his illustration shows our No. 19 Gauntlet Glove, which is a black,

and are warmly line
. . seamless knit lined Automobile Gauntlet with extra large flexible cuff with 2

lihroughm" “'"h Kenume iastenings. This Gauntlet is made from the best selected imported black cape

ambsawoql' " . . h leather. It has a 7-inch Gauntlet with extra large cuff, 20 inches in Circum

1 Ma Q ‘2 a l S‘zcs' w" fer-ence, which may be adjusted to smaller sizes. The cuff is lined and lS

of“! 0" 51°" cg' .Lenmh guaranteed not to crack, and is stitched with genuine silk. _ _ 4

9 the 0‘18 kg '5 “'54 It will also be noted from the illustration, that the wrist is fitted With

Welles" and me Short 10/1 an elastic band, which will keep the Gauntlet tight, and comfortable on the

Incl'lcs- wrist. and prevent it slipging down over the fingers

  

p R I C E S ; The cuff is also flext lo, and can be rolled into a small a ace, as shown in

. 9 the small illustration, for carrying in the pocket. The is e finest Gauntlet

Long, per pair . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $ .00 Glow on the markch

Short, per pair . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8.00 Price, seamless knit lined, per pair . . . . . . . . . . .. $5.50

  
CATALOGUE MAILED ON REQUEST

CHAS, E, MILLER, 2:;12‘:‘:;;';,:;:::::; MAIN OFFICE: 91-99-101 READE STREET, NEW YORK

BRANCHES—54th St. and 8th Ave., New York; 202-204 Columbus Ave. Boston, Mass.; 318-320 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.; 2271/9229 Jefferson Ave.,

Detroit; 1829 Euclid Ave. Cleveland, 0.; 1392 Bedford Ave, Brooklyn, N. Y.; 824 Main St., Bufialo.

 

 

 

 

 

SEE OUR EXHIBIT A'l‘ BOTH NEW YORK AUTOMOBILE SHOWS.  

 
 

 
 

  

 

 

  

 
fi~ - _ __._,’I/

1909 Prices Reduced $1,000

In order to sell hereafter this highest of all high-grade cars at the

prices of the cheaper cars, we have Increased our working capital

by $350,000 and will double our lactory output. Send for our book

of customers' letters telling of the experiences of the most prominent men

of affairs in this country with their Matheson ears, covering thousands oi

miles of service everywhere.

  

STEVENS-DURYEA

LIGHT SIX MODEL U

It has been a source of gratification to us to be

the recipients of a number of unsolicited testimonials

regarding our Light Six Cars. '

  

 
 

Because of the great pressure individual owners

exerted to have us build an additional quantity of

these models, we were obliged to materially increase

our output for 1909. The Light Six Automobiles we

will market, considerably exceed in number the vol

ume we had originally planned to construct.

The third consecutive year of the existence of the

Stevens-Duryca Light Six Model U demonstrates

how the popularity and consequent wide spread de

mand for this car is uutliininished and unabated.

  

 

New Price. Former Price.“Facts are Stubborn Things“
 

50 H. P. 1909 Touring Car . . . . . . . .. $4,500 $5,500

50 1989 goaditer . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,350 5,000

STEVENS-DURYEA C0. 23 H: p: 13.30.52: ‘.".‘§:11:1111111i 21.3.33 2:233
Chicopee Falls, M'ss_ 50H.P.1909Landaulet . . . . . . . . . .. 5.500 6.500

Member of Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers. MATHESON AUTOMOBILE CO.

Main Sales Office, 1886-1888 Broadway, NEW YORK CITY

Dealers wanted in all open territory.
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Exclusive

Motor Lamp

Features 01

SOR LAMPS
For 1909 Equipment

FEATURE 1—All Headlights are assembled with INTERIOR

SCREWS—producing a perfectly smooth exterior surface.

FEATURE 2—Special short-focus mangin mirror reflectorsof the

highest QUALITY and EFFICIENCY—made exclusively for

Solars by Bausch and Lomb.

FEATURE 3—The entire construction by tools and jigs which

assure the user absolutely interchangeable parts and repairs in

future, is an important feature to the purchaser.

1909 Darripfia'r Book/(l: nnllmlyilrg 111/ mar/(l: um! [tr/re: sent on I'm/111M.

Badger Brass Mtg. Co.
604 Lyman Ave.

Kenoshl, Wls.

 

 

  

parts—not one feature here and there, but a

combination of all that is best in bearing de

sign, material and construction.

 

Wherever used, they prove their superiority—

they run better, wear better and are better in

every respect.

 
 

SEND FOR NEW CATALOG

Standard Roller Bearing Co.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

@@@@@@é

 
 

@@®®®@y@

  
  

 
 

“Wrth

NON-SKID TREAD

Composed entirely of rubber. Formed by the

raised lettering "FlRESTONE NON-51(an

arranged obliquely across the tread surface.

 

Contains more angles,

edges and points of

r o a d c o n ta ct

than any other

n o n - s k i d .

  

1"‘

  

Spaces

in a n d

b e twee n

the let t e r s

cause a suction

that grips the road

and prevents slipping.

 

The wear-resisting quality of this tread is

a revelation to motorists accustomed to the

quick wearing down or tearing out of the

ordinary non-slip devices.

FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER (10., 3'???»

Branches and Agencies Almost Everywhere
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Ninth National

Automobile Show
 

 

Madison Square Garden

January 16 to 23, 1909, New York City

Under the Auspiccs of the

Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers

Exhibiting standard Gasoline Cars licensed under the Selden patent.

  

LICENSED GASOLI/VE CARS

 

Apperson Columbia Hewitt “Packard Royal Tourist Stevens Durycn

Autocar Elmore Knox Peerless bampson Studebaker

Buick li-M-F- Locomobile Pierce Arrow Selden Thomas

Cadillac Franklin Lozier Pope Hartford Simplex \Valter

Chalmers-Detroit Haynes Matheson Pope Toledo Stearns Waltham

Corbin E L E C TRIC Wmth

Anderson Bailey Champion General Vehicle Co. Studebaker “'oods

Babcock ' Baker Columbia Rauch & Lang Waverly

S TE A M

White

Complete :x/u'lu'l by l/u' Molar C-r’ Aa-ruory Alanufodurrrr. T11: only com/>114: Alolorrycle' :x/u'lu't in New York, by [/It

Moturrj'cle' Alanufiulun'n' Arroriation, Commercial Vehicles, Town Car: and Taxicabs.

 
  

 

 
 

New Series

TIMKEN _ . ~Short Bearings ‘ ‘ '

Cage Ring Timken Short

Bearing Complete.

 

 

ln offering the Automobile trade our New Series Timken ShOI'l Bearings, we do so with the assurance that they

are made from the same carefully selected steel and subjected to the same severe tests as our standard size Bearings.

The New Series Sh0l1 Bearings are designed for use in axles where the bearings space does not permit the

use of our regular series.

These Short Bearings can be used on any axle, transmission, or other places where Annular Bearings can

be used. They carry a much greater load than Annular Bearings of the same length, are smaller in diameter

and in addition will take as much end llll'llSl as they do radial load.

Every bar of steel entering into Timken Products is made to the Timken analysis chemically—and tested to the

Timken test physically—which means a rejection of 45 per cent. of every ingot before metal of suitable density and

soundness for Timken Roller Bearings can be obtained. These new Short Bea ring Rollers are made from best nickel steel.

This is one reason why 65 per cent. oi the makers of high-grade Automobiles and over 90 per cent. of the

commercial truck builders of this country use Timken Roller Bearings. warn: FOR CATALOG AND PRICES

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING AXLE CO., Main 0ttice, cnuron, 0.
Branches : 10 E. 815! SL. NEW YORK 429 Wabash Ave.. CHICAGO
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THE lNTEI-SIA'IE TOURING CAR

Model 25. $1750.00

The Inter-Slate

THE INTER-STATE Automobile is built

for the intelligent purchaser who

wants the high quality which heretofore

has been found only in high-priced cars, but

who does not want to pay from twenty-five

hundred to five thousand dollars.

The INTER-STATE makes it unneces

sary for such purchasers to par such

prices. '

It is a permanent car, embracing every es

sential factor of worth in automobile de

sign, style, comfort, speed, endurance, de

pendable materials and workmanship. And

it is sold at a price—$1,750 complete,

including Eisernan Magneto—but little

higher that the cheap good-enough-until

later cars.

There is no economy and most assuredly

no automobile satisfaction in buyingla car

that you will want to discard the second sea

son for a real car. Especially since you can

buy the real car, the satisfying permanent

car this season for just a little more money

than a temporary car.

In justice to your own best interests, let

us urge you not to think of spending your

money for a “cheap” car, or even a higher

priced good car, until you have seen the 1N

TER'STATE. we are glad to let you be

the sole judge as to its worth at $1750.

Dealers and Agents will appreciate the

opportunities opened to them by the IN

TER-STATE. Write for our attractive

proposition.

J21)

s,

Inter-State Automobile Co., 126 Willard Street, Muncie, Ind.

The full line of Inter-State automobiles, including Standard Touring

Car, Demi-Tonneau, Double Rumble Roadster, Single Rumble Road

ster and Tourabout, will be exhibited at Grand Central Palace, New

York, December Sl-ja'nuary 7, and at the Coliseum, Chicago, February

AT THE
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Model Forty-Four, 34 H. P. $2250.

Spare Wheel, with inflated tire, brackets, and

tools, 374. Magneto 3140

THE STRAIGHT-LINE-DRIVE

Power cannot be carried around a corner without great loss, due to fric

tion. In the ordinary automobile much energy is wasted in transmitting the

power from the engine to the rear axle through universaljoints, or, in other

words, around corners.

In the Rambler the driving shaft, when the load is in the car, is in direct

line with the crank shaft and the angle found at one of the universaljoints in

most other driving systems is eliminated. The drive is thus accomplished in

a direct line.

The Rambler straight-line-drive delivers the maximum power—saves

energy—prevents wear—reduces cost of upkeep.

o. \Nav’
The Car with the Otfset Crank Shaft

RAMBLER Ufil'AL

cousrnucnm roxsrm'rnox I
n

- - ..--- w: _ M

on! on umnmfyonn I

Seven passenger Model, forty-five horse power, with offset crank shaft, $2500. Other models $1150 to

$2500. Wr1te_for catalog describing in detail Rambler offset crank shaft, Spare Wheel,

straight-line-drive and other exclusive features of the new Rambler models.

THE CAR OF STEADY SERVICE

Thomas B. Jeffery & Company, Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, wis.

q

 

 
 

  

 

 

Brant/1e: and Dislribufing Agents:

Chicago, Milwaukee, Boston, New York, San Francisco.

‘7. '

\_i_‘§~\'§“r'i" i i

“’81 We - .

Representatives in all leading cities.
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ANOTHER POPE COMPANY IS BORN

Makes Ready to Take Over Business from

Receivers—Creditors to Get Payment

with Interest Added.

Marking the final period of reorganiza

tion, a new Pope Manufacturing Co. was in

12th

which is to take over the property and busi

While bearing the

same name as the old company, the new

corporated on Saturday, the inst.,

ness from the receivers.

corporation differs from the old in that the

papers were taken out under the laws of

Connecticut instead of New Jersey. The in

corporation is preliminary to the almost im

mediate transfer of Pope affairs to the re

organized concern, and indicates an early

payment of a final dividend to all Pope cred

itors with approved claims. The receivers,

Albert L. Pope and George A. Yule, fur

ther promise that 6 per cent. interest will

be paid to the creditors on their claims for

the period that payment was delayed, in

addition to the satisfaction of the full face

amount.

In accordance with the reorganization

plan made familiar some time ago, the new

company is capitalized with $2,500.00 pre

ferred stock and $4,000,000 common, the

shares having a par value of $100 each. The

incorporators included Albert L. Pope,

George Pope, Charles E. Walker and Wil

bur C. Walker. At the meeting which was

held in Hartford, Conn., on Saturday, there

was present with the four incorporators,

Attorney Lewis H. Freedman, of New

York. representing beside himself, Harry

Bonner, August Hockscher, Frederick H.

Ecker, Albert Stickney. Henry V. Poor, Ar

thur W. Pope and Milton Ferguson.

Directors for the new company were

chosen as follows:

For one year, Harry Bonner, Frederick

H. Ecker and August Heckscher; for two

years, Lewis H. Freedman, Albert Stickney

and A. W. Pope; for three years, Henry V.

PoorI A. L. Pope and Milton Ferguson. At

a meeting of these directors, to be held

shortly, the president and other executive

officers will be chosen.

Bank Forecloses on Rainier Notes.

Notes aggregating $53,000-and secured by

$100.000 in mortgage bonds covering real

estate and other property of the company,

were not taken up by the Rainier Motor

Car Co., of Saginaw, Mich., when payment

was due, and as a consequence the Bank of

Saginaw, the holder, conducted an auction

of the bonds on the court house steps, on

the 4th inst., to satisfy the judgment. The

notes represented an original loan of $50,

000 to the company on July 29, 1908, to

gether with two subsequent notes of $1,500

each given in lieu of interest payments.

 

Hardy Moves to Brooklyn Factory.

The R. E. Hardy Co., which makes “Sta

Rite” plugs and accessories, has moved its

factory to Brooklyn, N. Y., taking space in

the Bush Terminal buildings at Thirty

seventh street and New York Harbor.

Three times the former factory area is pro

vided by the change and further expansion

is arranged for if necessary. The new fac

tory address is 201 Thirty-seventh street,

Brooklyn, while the office in Manhattan

continues at 25 West Forty-second street.

Trenton Rubber in the Metr0polis.

New York City headquarters for the

Trenton Rubber Mfg. Co., of Trenton. N.

1., have been established at 1997 Broadway.

The office and salcsroom will carry a large

stock of the factory’s products for the ac

commodation of the Metropolitan trade, in

cluding the company’s inner tubes and

Thermoid brake lining.

Morgan & Wright on Broadway.

Morgan & \Vright have taken a long lease

on a location at 1849 Broadway. to which

the New York City branch, now on Forty

seventh street, will remove as soon as alter

ations can be completed. The building is

above Columbus Circle, and is at present oc

cupied by the C. G. V. Import Co.

PREPARE FOR THE TARIFF HEARING

Conference of Manufacturers' Committee

Miles’ Statement Challenged—To

Show Wage Comparisons.

Motor car tariff matters had a threshing

out at a meeting on Saturday, the 12th inst.,

when the special committee having in charge

the presentation of the domestic makers’

case before the ways and means committee

of the House at Washington, gathered in

the board room of the A. L. A. M. head

quarters in New York to perfect their plan

of campaign. As a result of the meeting

the American manufacturers will rest their

objection to any reduction of the automo

bile tariff on the fact that they are paying

more than twice as much as the foreign

makers for corresponding labor and that a

lowered tariff either means a lowered wage

scale for employes here or a greatly less

ened production, thereby endorsing the sen

timent of the original brief published in

these columns two weeks ago.

Those attending the conference were A.

L. Riker, of the Locomobile Co. of Amer

ica; Benjamin Briscoe, of the Maxwell

Briscoe Motor Co.; Alfred Reeves. general

manager of the American Motor Car Man

ufacturers' Association; E. P. Chalfant,

general manager of the Association of Li

censed Automobile Manufacturers; H. B.

Joy and E. H. Parkhurst. They went into

session at about 1 o'clock in the afternoon

and did not emerge until long after dark.

The members of the committee had evi

dently been stirred to some resentment

against H. E. Miles, of the National Asso

ciation of Manufacturers, by his statement

before the ways and means committee re

ccntly to the effect that he had information

that a considerable portion of the domestic

industry is in favor of a tariff reduction on

automobiles. After the meeting a telegram

was sent to Miles, challenging him to pro

duce any dispatches or other evidence which

he claimed to have in support of his state
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mcnt that ht had communications from mak

ers entertaining this view.

Light was thrown on the question as to

who could have supplied Miles with any

such impression as he seemed to entertain,

by the fact that on Monday, the 14th inst.,

an attorney for the Buick Automobile Co..

which recently obtained much enviable

notoriety by failing to pay its current obli

gations to the A. L. A. M., appeared before

the ways and means committee in VVash

ington and indicated that his company was

agreeable to a reduction to 30 per cent._. as

against the present 45 per cent., intimating

also that a prominent company in Lansing,

Mich., in close touch with his clients, was

likewise willing that there should be a re

duction. The inquisitors of the committee,

however. SOOH discovered the milk in the

Buick cocoanut. They elicited the informa

tion that the attitude of Buick and the Lan

sing company in thus running counter to

the otherwise unanimous opinion of the

trade, was due to the fact that they had au

tomobile factories in Canada, where they en

joyed a low manufacturing cost and could

under a reduced tariff sell their Canadian

products in the United States.

Indicating the general character of the

pleading before the committee at Washing

ton, at the hearing next Saturday, the 19th

inst.. Benjamin Briscoe, president of the

Maxwell-Briscoe company, issued the fol

lowing statement on behalf of the commit

tee of automobile manufacturers, after its

session:

“The automobile makers have no desire

to ask for an unfair rate of tariff, or for

any special treatment. While the figures

of wages in this country and Europe indicate

that 60 per cent. duty would be necessary

for adequate protection in the matter of

labor, they do not ask for anything more

than the existing rate of 45 per cent. As

automobiles have come into use since the

passage of the Dingley Bill, they now

come in under the classification of manufac

tured metals, and it is our desire to have

them properly classified under the heading

of automobiles and parts thereof.

“It is our belief that the tariff on auto

mobiles should be one to protect the Amer

ican workman against the low wages paid

abroad. This is in accordance with the

principles actuating a protective tariff. and

is consistent with the doctrine of the party

now in power. There can be no dispute as

to the meaning of these principles and this

doctrine, as set forth in the platform of the

Republican party, and voiced time and again

by President-elect Taft, who said ‘that the

Republican party is unequivocally for a re

vision of the tariff by a special session of

Congress immediately following the in

auguration of the next president.’ and laid

it down as ‘the true principle of protection

that such duties be imposed as will equal

the difference between the cost of produc

tion at home and abroad.’ And moreover,

'to establish maximum and minimum rates

to be administered by the president under

limitations fixed by the law, the maximum

to be available to meet discriminations by

foreign countries against American goods'

entering their market, and the minimum to

represent the normal measure of protection

at home; the aim and purpose of the Re

publican policy being not only to preserve,

without excessive duties, that security

against foreign competition to which Amer- '

ican manufacturers, farmers and producers

are entitled, but also to maintain the high

standard of living of wage earners of this

country, who are the most direct beneficia

ries of the protective system.’ ”

As indicating how close the foreign mar- ‘

kets are to American trade, Briscoe points

to the statement made by the representa

tive of the importers when he appeared be

fore the ways and means committee, in

which he stated that even a 12 per cent. re

duction from the present tariff would be en

tirely satisfactory to the foreign makers.

This statement was taken to imply that this

small reduction was all that was needed to

give the foreigners absolute control of the

American automobile market.

Rowland the Second Typhoid Victim.

John B. Rowland, president of the Pub-'

licity Press, New York City, died at his

home Friday night, the 11th inst, of typhoid

pneumonia. His death, following that of

A. B. Elliott on Thanksgiving Day. marked

the claiming of the second victim of the

disease with which five men well known in

the trade were stricken following a lunch

on November 4 at a prominent New York

hotel. where oysters were served, and of

which they all partook. Mr. Rowland was

31 years old, and was born in Washington,

D. C. He attended Georgetown University.

at which time he was conspicuous in row

ing. His commercial career was chiefly

spent in building up an advertising agency

business. a field in which he met consider

able success. Although he had been mar

ried several years, he had no children.

The three surviving victims of the fever.

including T. I. Wetzel, L. A. Hopkins and

Herbert Lytle, are reported to be im

proving rapidly. It is thought that they will

all soon be restored to good health.

Sues Craig-Toledo Stockholders.

Stockholders in the bankrupt Craig-To

ledo Motor Co.. Toledo, 0.. are being sued

by Joseph W. Lane, the trustee in bankrupt

cy. for approximately $30,000, to pay the

debts of the concern in full. The action

has been begun in the common pleas court.

against 23 defendants. The trustee alleges

that the debts of the company aggregated

more than $45000, while the proceeds from

the assets amounted to only $16,000 or less.

He asks that the court ascertain the sol

vent stockholders and the amount of un

paid stock subscriptions due from each, in

order that they may be assessed enough to

enable him to clear the company's indebt~

edness to the creditors. The company was

organized with a capitalization of $100,000,

,Co., and located at 214 Pope

and Lane alleges that $51,000 in stock was

issued to John Swindeman for the assets

of' the Maumee Motor Car Works, later es—

timated as not worth more than $1,500.

Plan Jobbing Business in Pueblo.

Tempted by the prospects of a jobbing

business in the Southwest, a new wholesale

house is opening in Pueblo, Col., to be

known as the Pueblo Automobile Goods

block, on

Fourth street. The concern is capitalized

at $25,000. W. L. Anderson, of the Ander

son Coal Co., is president; L. H. Walker,

vice-president; F. H. Bullen, president of the

Pueblo Bridge Co., treasurer, and Ralph

Cruzen, secretary and manager.

Organize to ‘Make Self-Starters.

Grand Rapids, Mich, is shortly to have a

factory devoted to the manufacture of a self

starting device for automobiles invented

and patented a year ago by J. Watson Fitz

gerald. The concern will be known as the

Starter Mfg. Co., and is capitalized at $40.

000. The owners of the company include

W. W. Annabel, president, and J. Watson

Fitzgerald, secretary-treasurer, holding $15,

000 in stock each, with L. J. Clark, vice

president, holding $10000.

To Make Tire Cements in Toledo.

All of the cement machinery, trade marks

and trade names of the bankrupt National

Cement & Rubber Co., of Toledo, 0., hav

ing been bought by the Sterling Cycle Sun

dry Co., of the same city, the latter concern

will engage in the manufacture of tire ce

ments on a large scale. Emile Haberstock,

general manager of the Sterling company.

was formerly superintendent of the Na

tional business.

Will Blossom as the Sunflower.

The St. Joe Motor Car Co.. of Elkhart,

Ind., is to blossom out as the Sunflower

Motor Car Co., after it moves to Hutchin

son. Kan. It will raise its capital from $50,

000 to $100,000. and residents of Hutchinson

will be permitted to buy stock. Charles S.

Conover. of Kansas City, is president: 0.

G. Sellers. of Elkhart, Ind.. vice-president:

and W. F. Feckler, of St. Paul, secretary

and treasurer.

 

Lindsley to be Reorganized.

Plans to reorganize the insolvent I. V.

Lindsley Auto Co., of Dowagiac. Mich. are

on foot. it is proposed to ask for a re

ceiver to straighten out the afi'airs of the

old company. after which it will be reorgan

ized with 550.000 capital and will take a lo

cation in Seymour, 1nd.

Mossberg Takes Control of Auto-Cle.

The Frank Mossberg Co.. of Attleboro.

Mass. will in the future manufacture the

Auto-Cle automobile wrench. This well

known device has in the past been made bv

the Ouincv. Manchester. Sargent Co., but

hereafter the Mossberg factory controls it.
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The Week's Incorporations.

Somerset, Pa.—Somerset Automobile Co.,

under Pennsylvania laws, with $10.000 cap

ital. Corporators—J. S. Picking, Jr., ct a1.

Philadelphia, Pa.—I\'[. T. D. Motor Parts

Co., under Pennsylvania laws, with $25,000

capital; to manufacture and deal in motor

vehicles.

Yonkers, N. Y.—Butler Electric Clutch

Co., under New York laws, with $50,000

capital. Corporators~VV. W. Butler, M. E.

Thew, and C. Alexander.

Jersey City, N. J.—Rubber Substitute Co.,

under New Jersey laws, with $10,000 cap

ital. Corporators—Robert Ferrier, Thomas

R. Armstrong and Thomas H. Rose.

Chicago, Ill.—Randolph Motor Car Co.,

under Illinois laws, with $300,000 capital; to

deal in automobiles. Corporators—E. C.

Gage, E. W. Burgstrcsscr, and S. Hyto

witz.

Muncie, Ind—Auto Parts Mfg. Co., un

der Indiana laws, with $15,000 capital. Cor

porators—Francis .\I. Boyer, John P. Ken

del, A. Boyer, Arthur W. Taylor, Jr., and

M. Kandel.

Jersey City, N. J.—Crude Rubber Regen

erating Co., under New Jersey laws, with

$50,000 capital. Corporators—Charlcs I.

Taylor, Frank H. Parcella and Thomas H.

Beardsley.

Cleveland, O.-—General Auto Carriage

Co., The, under Ohio laws, with $10,000

capital. Corporators—W. E. Crittenden,

Charles F. Laughlin, F. A. Bishop, C. D.

Stone and J. Sievwright.

New York City, N. Y.—Club Automobile

Co., under New York laws, with $25,000

capital; to manufacture and rent cabs and

automobiles. Corporators—T. Hopkins, E.

L. Mooney and J. J. Robinson.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Grabowsky Power Wagon

Company of Buffalo, under New York

laws, with $25,000 capital; to manufacture

automobiles and power wagons. Corpora

tors—J. D. McDonald, J. F. Valley, and J.

Moore, of Buffalo.

New York City, N. Y.—Self-Loading

Wagon Co., under New York laws, with

$25,000 capital; to manufacture motors, cars

and power wagons. Corporators—M. Kot

raschek and A. M. Bremer, New York

City; D. W. Leonard, Paterson, N. J.

__

Rambler Show at New York Branch.

During the period of the New York auto

mobile shows Thomas B. Jefiery & Co. will

conduct a Rambler show of their own at

their spacious New York branch recently

established at 3840 West Sixty-second

streets. All Rambler dealers and friends

will be entertained at the branch, and such

conveniences provided as will make them

feel at home. All of the 1909 Rambler mod

els will be on exhibition and demonstra

tion, and certain of the new features will be

displayed in an attractive and convincing

way. The Rambler spare wheel, which car

ries a fully inflated tire and can be substi

tuteed for a regular wheel in three min

utes, will also be shown.

Give Luncheon to the Garden Staff.

A luncheon t0 the staff of the Madison

Square Garden was given by the manage

ment of the Association of Licensed Auto—

mobile Manufacturers, on the 15th inst., at

the Hotel Breslin, New York, with the ob

ject of promoting a united spirit in making

the coming Licensed automobile show at

the Garden a complete success. The Gar

den delegation. headed by James C. Young,

the secretary, and C. M. Schroeder, the

business manager, included about 18 of the

chiefs of various departments, while the

Licensed contingent numbered about 14.

headed by General Manager E. P. Chal

fant, who presided.

Bufialo to Have Only One Show.

Buffalo’s show situation promises to have

a peaceful solution through the holding of

but one show next spring. The annual elec

tion of the Buffalo Automobile Trade Asso

ciation, just held, resulted in a victory for

those favoring the one show plan as against

the ticket whose platform advocated a sep

arate exhibition from that given by the local

automobile club. W. C. Jaynes headed the

successful ticket as president.

Johnson Enjoins a City Purchase.

On the ground that the city did not issue

a general call for bids, the Johnson Service

Co., of Milwaukee, Wis., has obtained an

injunction against the municipality restrain

ing it from buying the car selected for the

police department. The machine chosen

was offered at $4,000, but the complaining

company urges that more bids should have

been invited.

Convention for Maxwell Dealers.

Maxwell dealers attending the Grand Cen

tral Palace show in New York will gather in

annual convention on Tuesday, January 5,

at the Hotel Manhattan. The new sales or—

ganization under which they are operating

will be discussed.

Chase Reorganizes and Expands.

The Chase Motor Vehicle Co., of Syra

cuse, N. Y., has been reorganized and ex

panded. The plant in South West street is

being remodeled and enlarged, while the

working force is being increased to 500

men.

Midland Makes Capital Increase.

Increase in the capitalization of the Mid

land Motor Car Co., of East Moline, lll..

has been effected. The raise is from $100,

000, at which the company incorporated last

January. to $150,000.

Jeffery Branch in Cleveland.

Thomas B. Jeffery 8: Co. intend opening

a branch in Cleveland, 0. A choice of a lo

cation will be made in a few days.

In the Retail World.

Frank 2. Ames plans an automobile agen

cy in Ottawa, Ill. He has leased the Ward

building on Main street for the purpose.

W. S. Birnie, of Rome, N. Y., has built

a new garage. In addition to carrying sup

plies, he will do machine shop and repair

work as well.

H. M. Covey, of Portland, Ore., is in new

quarters in the Wemme building, Seventh

and Couch streets. Two floors accommo

date his agency, repair and garage business.

The Deere & Webbcr Co., of Minneapolis,

Minn., large dealers in agricultural imple

ments, have added automobiles to their lines.

They will handle the Velie, built in Moline,

Ill.

A northern New Jersey branch of the

Oldsmobile Co.. of New York, has been

opened in Newark, N. J. The formal open

ing took place at 88 Washington street this

week.

The Central Pennsylvania Automobile

Co., handling the Franklin at Harrisburg,

Pa., has taken new quarters at Fourth and

Chestnut streets. The building is 50 by

210 feet.

The Cameron Motor Co.. of New York

City, has taken a lease of the building at

231 West Fifty-fourth street. It will be

made the Metropolitan headquarters for

Cameron cars.

Charles Wentz and P. Miller, the latter a

local theatrical manager, have opened an

automobile agency in Dayton, 0. It is tem

porarily located on Hannah lane, handling

Jackson and Maxwell cars.

E. J. Wall, who until recently acted in

the capacity of traffic manager for the Pope

Mfg. Co., has joined the sales department

of the Boston branch of Thomas B. Jeffery

& Co. He will assist Manager C. P. Rock

well.

Rene A. Brassey, agent for the Thomas

in Los Angeles, Cal., moves from Seventh

and Olive streets to new quarters this

month. The building prepared for him is at

846 South Olive street. and has all modern

garage conveniences.

Racine Requires More Men and Space.

Increased business in the building of

touring car, limousine and taximeter cab

bodies, together with tops, dashes and other

fittings, has led the Racine Mfg. Co., of

Racine, Wis., to enlarge its factory. Two

large. four story buildings have been pre

pared for occupancy and foundations for a

third one are now being laid, while exten

sive purchases have been made of surround

ing land, looking to future additions. A

large number of expert body builders will

be added to the force.

Worcester Will Try Taximeter Cabs.

John S. Harrington, of Worcester, Mass,

believes that he can institute a successful

taximete cab service there. He will install

three as an experiment.
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THE

MODEL“M” WHITE STEAMER

Is The Most Luxurious Car

On The Market

 

  

 

The luxury of the White Steamer is unequalled by any other machine. There is no car,

however expensive, which has better upholstery, better springs or better finish. Owing to the com

pactness of the mechanism, the body is much more commodious than in any car of similar wheel

base, (122 inches). Few other makes have such a liberal tire equipment (36x4 on the front

wheels and 36x 5 on the rear wheels.)

The luxury of any car, however, depends largely upon its riding qualities and here the White

is “in a class by itself." It is the only car where starting and changes of speed can be effected

without jerks or jolts. It is the only car which runs noiselessly under all conditions. It is

h the only car which is free from vibration, because it is the only car where the power is applied

evenly and continuously, and not spasmodically.

Just as our Model “ M,” priced at $4,000, is the most desirable of the higher-priced cars, so

our Model “ O,” at $2,000 predominates among moderate priced machines.

I Write tor descriptive matter.

THE WHITE COMPANY
CLEVELAND, OHIO

 

NEW YORK CITY, Broadway at 62d St. PITTSBURG 138-48 Beatty St. SAN FRANCISCO,

 

 

 

  

 

B STON, 320 Newbury St. CLEVELANI'), 407 Rockwell Ave. Market St. at Van Ness Ave.

| PHILADELPHIA, 629-33 N. Broad St. CHICAGO, 240 Michigan Ave. ATLANTA, 120-122 Marietta St

j Q 
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The New York Show Numbers of the

Motor World will bear dates of December

3lst, January 7th, 14th, and let, respective

ly. The first two will interestingly and com

prehensively forecast and describe the ex

hibition of American Motor Car Manufac

turers Association, and the other two do

similar duty for the show of the Licensed

Association of Automobile Manufacturers.

As usual, the Motor \Norld’s reports of both

shows will deal with goods actually exhibit

ed and will not comprise more trade puffs or

extracts from catalogs written weeks before

the doors of the exhibition halls are opened.

 

The Multiple Jet Idea.

That peculiar compromise, the multiple

jet carburetter, apcars to have “come to

stay,” in common with all the more ap

proved forms of mechanism now recognized

as permanent features of the average car.

Though still found to only a limited extent,

its use is still adhered to by so many mak

ers of good repute and of successful prac

tice in other respects, that it seems bound

to continue to hold the position it has as

sumed, if not to grow more popular as time

goes on. That it is not more prevalent at

the present time is evidence of how near

the single jet arrangement can be brought

That that

type never yet has been absolutely satisfac

to yielding the desired results.

tory, however, also is evidenced by the con

tinual shifting about of designs by even the

best established manufacturers.

The conditions so familiar and puzzling

to the designer are these: that the carbur

ctter must yield a uniform quality of gas at

all times, regardless of any conditions af

fecting the motor; that in order to do so, its

action must be unaffected by the position

of the throttle, little if any affected by

weather or temperature conditions, and un

affected by minute variations in the density

or fluidity of the fuel.

Thus far, the conditions are relatively easy

to fulfil. The difficulties of carburettcr de

sign hinge about the facts that the suctions

of the various cylinders are intermittent,

that the cylinders are located at different

distances from the mixing chamber, and that

the gas requirements vary with both the

speed of the crank shaft and the load which

is being carried.

Because the engine may be running fast

under only a very slight load or no load

at all, or very slow under no load or a very

heavy load, it is very difficult to standard

ize the service conditions of the carburetter

in such a way that the intermediate points

may be met with proper regulation under

all possible circumstances. For any single set

of coincident requirements, absolutely satis

factory rcsults may be obtained with the or

dinary type of plain jet and venturi mixing

tube.

side of that point, whatever it may be, the

Outside a limited range on either

compensation now possible must be more

or less of a compromise. On this account

it is particularly difficult to obtain good re

sults at very low engine speeds with the or

dinary carburettor when working on nearly

a closed throttle, and also on this account,

the introduction of the secondary and aux

iliary jet has been deemed expedient.

Tinkering with the Tarifi.

It was not the tariff that so quickly built

up the automobile industry to its present

It was the popular fas

cination of the automobile itself. But the

tariff undoubtedly assisted and protected the

size in this country.

establishment of American makers by

shielding them from the competition of for

cign manufacturers enjoying a very much

lower cost of labor. Important as this pro

tection has been in the past, it is even more

vitally important now, because of the change

in the European product to a greater sim

ilarity to the American types, resulting in a

competition based less on engineering abil

ity and commercial cleverness in discerning

the desires of buyers than on beating down

the scale of wages to the minimum.

In placing the tariff issue squarely on the

basis of comparative wages at home and

abroad, the automobile manufacturers have

acted with wisdom. The comparison is an

absolute and convincing answer to proposr

rats for a reduction.

No complaint can be made of lack of com

petition among the domestic makers. livery

benefit that competition can bring to the

public is observable in the industry at the

present time, with the one exception that

the element of cheap European labor is par

tially held in check by the import duty.

Adequater to meet the difference which

this European labor presents in manufac‘

turing cost, the duty should be raised con

siderably from its present figure of 45 per

cent. But the domestic makers do not ask

for such an increase, being willing that the

tarifI should remain as it is, with some cor

rections in the manner of classification.

the

manufacturers themselves is bringing the

The competition among American

cost of motor cars down to the minimum

under which they may be produced while

paying the liberal American wage scale.

Nothing could be further from the truth

than that the automobile business in this

country is in the hands of a trust or trusts.

There are probably not more than two mak

ers in the United States who have anything

like a reciprocal agreement on production or

prices, and who are not fighting their bat

tle for existence absolutely alone and

against the most lively kind of competition.

To have to turn and face cheap European

labor as well, is more than enough to occa‘

sion dismay.

If public welfare demands that the pur"

chasers of automobiles be supplied with

their machines at the low price commen

surate with the scale of wages paid to labor

in Europe, then it were a sad mistake to

have given the domestic manufacturers the

tariff encouragement to build their facto

ries and train their men. The lowering of

the price to the motor car user would not

seem to be quite enough to compensate for

reductions in domestic pay rolls and produc

tion.
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Popular impression to the contrary, not

withstanding, the profits of the automobile

manufacturers as a whole have been ex

ceedingly small, considering the hazards of

the new business, the capital invested, and

the energy and enterprise expended. In

fact, if the total amount lost in experiments

and “dead work" by American manufactur

ers, including the vast army who have failed

and gone out of business, could be arrayed

against all the true net profits, it is more

than doubtful whether the latter would even

equal the former.

While the automobile industry is already

very large, yet when compared with other

lines of vehicle manufacture it is small, and

the possibilities of future expansion are

It is still an “infant industry" in

the sense of tariff discussion. If it is to be

protected so that it may thrive and grow,

there is occasion for rejoicing, but if it is

to be exposed to the malady of pauper labor

it might best die young. Fortunately, how

ever, an inquiry into tariff conditions does

CHOI'ITIOUS.

not necessarily mean a reduction in the

tariff.

 
 

Winter and the Motor Clubs.

In almost every automobile club there

are fellows who through inclination or com

pulsion assume the arduous burden of stim

ulating the interest and keeping “something

doing” with a view to making the organiza

tion a success and swelling the membership

roll. Heretofore the winter months have

loomed up with no more attractive possi

bilities than

automobile legislation to draw the members

together, but latterly there has appeared al

the

things available for attractive winter pro

“smokers” or discussions on

most an embarrassment of riches in

grams. In fact, winter now seems to oFfer

a season quite equal or superior to summer

for the purpose of making an automobile

club useful and entertaining to its members.

While comparatively a small proportion

of the membership of the clubs can attend

the big races like the Vanderbilt and the

Grand Prize, when they actually occur, yet

they can during the winter months arrange

to see these affairs run over for their ben

efit in the comfort of their own club assem_

bly rooms.

ture concerns have “canned” all the big au

The enterprising moving pic

tomobile races, both here and abroad, and

"canned" races, if properly served, are not

half bad.

\Nith a magic touch the spectator is trans

ported from one place on the course to an

other, always just in time to see the most

exciting incidents and the biggest accidents.

Furthermore, after having seen the cars get

away from the starting line and having been

wafted around to the various points on the

circuit where the best views could be ob

tained, he is returned to his position in

front of the grandstand just in time to

watch the finish. Had he actually attended

the race in person, in all probability he

would at that time have been compelled to

remain at practically one point, and would

have been “shooed” away from the line at

the start and finish with a bayonet.

Two or more of the big races can be com

bined for the one evening. To fill the pro

gram t0 overflowing, the moving picture

people themselves have devised automobile

race films enacting a thrilling melodrama,

which if not convincing is entertaining.

In almost the same class come the illus

trated talks

trips, picturesque runs and the like.

describing around—the-world

Some

of these have been found much more inter

esting than they even promised to be. The

presence of the car which figured in the ad

venture shown in the pictures in some

cases adds to the effect.

There is a growing willingness on the

part of manufacturers to lend good talkers

who can hold an audience of motorists in

their spell in explaining the construction

and merits of particular features of design

or construction. Also there are other sulr

jects, like autogenous welding and similar

wonders, which lend themselves to platform

work and demonstrations. The commer

cial interests backing some of these things

are very glad to have them exploited, and

supply all the talent and accessories neces

Exhi

bitions of famous racing or touring trophies

sary to make an evening successful.

can sometimes be arranged, as minor at

tractions between times.

Where road building has received any

attention from a club, there are possibilities

in the illustrated expositions on highway

construction methods, which experts from

governmental sources are glad to give, since

it presents an opportunity for them to in

terest the public in their work. In some in

stances the chief of police or the mayor may

be invited to address the automobilists, and

no matter how roundly he intends to score

them, he is pretty sure to feel better dis

posed toward them than before he met them

in the pleasant surroundings of the club.

The awarding of prizes for competitions

that the club itself may have promoted, such

 

COMING EVENTS

  

 

December Ill-January 7, New York City—

American Motor Car Manufacturers' Asso

ciation's annual show in Grand Central

Palace.

January 1, 1909, Los Angeles, Cal.—Auto

mobile Dealers Association’s 24 hours race.

Ascot Park.

January l-2—Quaker City Motor Club's

two days endurance run, Philadelphia to

Wilkes-Barre, Pa., and return.

January 16-23, New York City—Associa

tion of Licensed Automobile Manufactur~

ers' annual show, Madison Square Garden.

January 21-31, Los Angeles, Cal.—Aut0

mobile Dealers Association’s show.

January 27-February 3, Philadelphia, Pa.—

Automobile Trade Association’s eighth an'

nual show, Second Regiment armory.

February 6-15. Chicago. lll.—National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers'

Show, Coliseum and First Regiment Ar

mory.

February 15, Detroit, Mich—Detroit Au

tomobile Dealers Association’s show,

Wayne Pavilion.

February 15-20, St. Louis, Mo.—Automo

bile Manufacturers and Dealers Associa

tion’s annual show.

March 6-13, Boston, Mass—Boston Auto

mobile Dealers Association's (Inc.) seventh

annual show, Mechanics Building.

  

as season mileage or repair cost contests.

may properly be put oFf until some night

during the winter. when the award will

serve as a good reason for requiring the

presence of the members. Local dealers

now get their sample cars sufi'iciently early

to exhibit them during the winter, and a

series of club room shows, giving each

dealer a chance to display and talk about

his car, is possible.

Little complaint, therefore, can be made

that the clubs having their

motoring must look upon winter as a sea

foundation in

son for hibernating or for lessening activ~

ity. Whether a club be deadly serious or

lightly frivolous in its general character and

purpose, it can, under the newer order of

things, find meat to its liking and on which

it will thrive. All that is necessary is a bit

of enterprise on the part of those whose

duty it is to arrange for the “doings.” The

present tendency suggests the possibility

that before long some shrewd enthusiast will

organize a bureau or agency for supplying

clubs with the best talent in the classes in

dicated, to make still easier the task of keep

ing up club interest in the winterv
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RELIABILITY IN A STRENUOUS 'I'EST

Rough Roads and Severe Weather Mark the

Worcester Run—Eight Apparently

Perfect Scores Made.

As is usually the case with reliability con

tests in which a technical committee is

called upon to decide the scores of the va

rious contestants by a process of minute

hair-splitting examination, the final deci

sion regarding the winners of the Worces

Automobile Club’s 210 miles run has

been delayed. Up to yesterday (Wednes

day) the number of actual perfect scores

ter

was not yet announced. Eight cars, how

entire distance without repairs or adjust

ments calling for obvious penalizations, were

the following:

Ray McNamara, Premier; A. M. Lloyd,

American; H. M. Cobe, Lozier; C. S. Car

ris, Franklin; B. E. Robinson, Rambler; H.

E. Wilson, Lozier; A. [2. Dennison, Knox;

H. J. Murch, Cadillac.

The others, who either dropped out, or

were fined to a greater or lesser degree,

were:

E. B. Belcher, Berkshire; J. Oswald,

Studebaker; George Stowe, White; Will

iam Bourque, Knox; E. P. Blake, Jackson;

E. W. Williams, Rambler.

The contest was held over five different

routes of approximately 42 miles each, be

ginning and ending at Worcester. Thus

around.” After making three complete reva

lutions, it crashed into a woodpile and up—

set, throwing the passengers out into the

snow. None was hurt to any extent, but a

broken axle ended the car‘s usefulness. At

Quinapoxct, W. Williams had the mis

fortune to go out with rear axle trouble,

and at North Brookfield, George Stowe,

driving the White entry, the only steamer

in the contest, broke a piston rod and be

gan to slide down hill backwards. Several

other drivers had to scurry out of the car's

way to avoid being hit.

One of the hard luck stories of the day

was that of J. Oswald, the Studebaker pilot,

who suffered a penalization because his gas'

olene supply gave out and made him late at

a control. The Berkshire car was another
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\'1E\V IN REAR OF CITY

ever, survived the preliminary ordeal and

the stresses of the contest itself.

Starting out on the morning of Saturday,

the 12th, in a dreary, dull rainfall which

turned into a snowstorm and threatened to

become a blizzard, fourteen contestants be

gan the contest at 6 a. m: When the com

petition finished in pitchy darkness that

night, the eight successful drivers reported

that their scores were to external appear

ances, perfect. This, of course, did not

necessarily mean that all of these would

be adjudged absolutely free from penalties

at the technical examination. In fact, the

chances were that in most cases, the cars

which had been put through such a hard,

straining test, would have their scores ma

terially chipped. Not only did the technical

committee have to investigate the condi

tion of the motors and mechanism, but also

to measure various parts of the external

portion of the cars, to ascertain if they

were at all out of alignment. Various rela

tive distances between wheels, springs and

frame were taken and had to be compared

with the same set of measurements made in

an examination made previous to the start

of the run. The contest, to be sure, was a

most exacting one, and before many weeks,

the exact results will be made known.

The octette who pulled through the en

HALL. “'QRCESTER STARTING

as the entire contest radiated from \Norces

ter, local persons who were interested in

the affair were enabled to get the returns

and news of the run at the close of each

lap. The five courses were laid out so as

to include the worst roads around \Norces

ter and the contest committee made all ar

rangements possible to make the run a

strenuous one. As a whole, the cars per

formed remarkably well and the drivers did

good work and clever driving, the break

downs and penalizations that occurred be

ing due to the snow and slippery road con

ditions, rather than to mechanical defects

in the cars.

Of the six who met with trouble on the

run, \Villiam Bourque, driving the Vander

bilt Cup Knox car, was the first to with

draw. On the second lap, while trying to

avoid the American Gadabout which was

skidding down hill on slippery pavement,

Bourque ran his mount into a ditch, smash

ing a mudguard and stalling his motor. On

the next round, his hoo-doo continued to

follow him and after breaking his valve gear,

he withdrew.

E. P. Blake, at the wheel of a Jackson,

was the next to come to grief. He was

passing Holden, on his way to Princeton,

when on a turn in an ice-covered stretch,

his car began to slew “around, around,

FROM THE \VORCESTER COMMON

to meet with trouble on one of the hills.

\‘Vhen it failed to get sufficient traction to

carry it to the summit of one of the steep

grades on the last run, its passengers got

out and pushed and this spoiled the car‘s

otherwise perfect score.

Among those who were more fortunate

in not meeting with breakdowns on the

road, were some of the veteran drivers. Ray

McNamara, who was the “pathfinder” of the

Glidden tour, carried the Premier through

in good shape; C. S. Carris, who has piloted

the Franklin to victory in so many compe.

titions, sent the little air~cooled car over the

ground to the queen’s taste, while Al. Den

nison, in the second Knox entry, had bet

ter luck than his team-mate, Bourque. Harry

M. Cobe, who has distinguished himself in

24 hours races, came very near getting ar

rested when he started out to beat the rest

of the field to the controls. He drove as

though he were in a race and only let up

in his grandstand play when warned by the

\\'orcester chief of police to stop. Wilson,

who handled the second Lozier, was an

other among the leaders. A. M. Lloyd, in

the American “Gadabout”—-that car with

the new name, and Birney Robinson, in the

Rambler. pulled through without difi'iculty.

while Harry Muren, in the little Cadillac,

kept up with the high-priced cars, as far as
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Ii. J. MURCH. CADILLAC

while Harry Murch, in the little Cadillac,

kept up with the high priced cars, as far as

good going was concerned.

Some of the drivers lost their way short

ly after the start, which was made in the

dark at 6 a. m. They had climbed Dead

Horse hill without any trouble and had

passed through Spencer, when several failed

to follow the confetti and took the beaten

path toward Oakham. These went three

or four miles out of their way before they

discovered the mistake. All managed to

make up time, however, and reached the 8

o’clock control at Worcester on schedule

time.

The second fiyer of the contest went

over a route through Holden to Hubbards

ton and back, and the third, or last run of

the forenoon, was through Princeton, Ster

ling and Boylston, a distance of 37% miles,

with 1 hour 45 minutes allotted to cover it.

A rest of an hour was given at noon for

luncheon and the contestants then set out

through Trowbridgeville, Oxford, Webster,

Douglas, Wilkinsonville and Millbury. This

was the hardest trip of the day and for a

while it was feared that the cars would

not reach the control on time. but most of

them succeeded in doing so. The last lap

was the longest of any, 46% miles. It took

the cars out through Paxton, Coldbrook

Springs, Oakham and back via North

Brookfield, Spencer and Leicester, 1 hour

and 15 minutes being the time allowed. By

this time several of the drivers were com

mencing to feel the effects of the extreme

cold and were glad when the contest was

over that they might get a chance to thaw

out.

It was originally intended that the tech

nical examination should be made imme

diately after the cars checked in for the

last time, but it was deemed advisable at

the last minute, to wait until daylight.

Upon the unanimous consent of all contest—

 

 

 

 

  

C. S. CARRIS, FRANKLIN

  

 

  

B. E. ROBINSON, RAMBLER

ants, the clutch, brake and transmission

tests, which were to have been made at the

close, were eliminated. Distinguished tal

ent was arrayed for the examination of the

cars in Charles M. Allen, D. L. Gallup, and

J. C. Harvey—all from the \Norcester Poly—

technic Institute.

Chattanooga Man Agitating for a Race.

Having heard such glowing tales of the

success of the Grand Prize race at Savannah,

Randolph M. Rose, a citizen of Chattanooga,

Tenn., is highly enthusiastic about holding

an automobile race in his own city and ex~

pects to promote one. He is confident that

a much better course can be built around

Chattanooga and believes that a big road

contest can be gotten up that will equal, if

not eclipse Savannah in importance. While

a race of these dimensions would be quite

an undertaking, there are numerous citizens

of Chattanooga who join Rose in his en_

thusiasm.
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TAME CIRCUS AT TANl-‘ORAN PARK

Seyfried Makes Oldfield-Christie-Soules

Troupe "Look Like Thirty Cents"—

But Barney Wins Sweepstakes.

A crowd estimated at 10,000 persons

swarmed to Tanforan Park, San Francisco,

Cal., on Sunday, 6th inst., to see an auto

mobile race meet in which sensations and

thrills were expected in abundance and was

compelled to witness one of the tarnest,

milk-and-water style of automobile meets

eVer held in the country. The affair was

held under the auspices of the Automobile

Dealers Association and proved to be a

futile attempt composed chiefly of circus

acts and “exhibition” events, the element of

There

were few entries to begin with and for this

competition lacking throughout.

reason, half of the proposed program was

omitted. Of the crowds that packed the

grandstand and paddock at the start, fully

half went away early, disgusted with the

meet and the management.

Apparently the trackfest was held for the

benefit of that trio, Oldfield, Christie and

Soules, whose performances were to consti

tute the features of the day. When E. A.

Moross, manager of this outfit went to San

Francisco some days before the race to ar

range his entries, he wanted to have a

sweepstakes event gotten up for a $2,000

purse and have the event open only to the

hippodrome company mentioned above.

This would guarantee good sport, he assured

the promoters, for there would be the keen

est competition between Oldfield, Christie

and Soules to gain that $2,000. No outside

entries would be needed to make the race a

crackerjack. But some of the local dealers

could not see things this way. Some of

them had doubtless been studying the ad

ventures of the “Noble Three” during the

past few weeks, and the San Franciscans who

have a few speedy cars of their own, re

fused to let Moross have his way. After a

couple of dealers who desired to enter cars

in this event told the “Noble Three" that

they were circus performers, Oldfield agreed

to let C. A. Hawkins enter a White steamer,

and Frank Free a Comet.

\Vhile it was the misfortune of the White

entry to catch fire in the sweepstakes, Old

field may have wished that the car had

burned up altogether, for it caused him to

“sing small," when, with Gus Seyfried at

the wheel, it covered a mile in 59 seconds

fiat, while the best that Oldfield could do

was 1:03. Seyfried's time was the fastest

ever made on that track, and beat the former

record of Oldfield considerably.

The opening event, scheduled as a five

miles contest for cars costing $2,000 and

under, saw only one starter, at White steam

er. The second event, for the $4.000 class,

was also a case of “all White"; two cars of

that make being entered, and a single Buick

the only other competitor. Don \Vhalley

drove the winning steamer 3 miles in 3:24,

while Seyfried in the other White was sec'

end.

Then came four not over exciting exhibi

tion events, during which Seyfried made his

0:59 mark. The best Free and Soules could

do was 1:05, and the annoyed Oldfield, 1:03,

as before stated. The Christie car, with G.

H. Hughes at the wheel, cracked a cylin

der and could make no showing in the con

test.

In the sweepstakes. Oldfield hesitated

about meeting Seyfried in a preliminary

heat, so he made Moross stack him and his

six-cylinder car up against Free in the little

Comet, and, of course, Oldfield took the

heat. When Soules and Seyfried went at

their trial, Seyfried’s pilot light went wrong

and flames caused him to drop out. That

left the final 5 miles heat to Soules and

Oldfield, with the usual result. Soules, as

a matter of course, let the star win by a

good safe margin in 5:21.

What promised to be a good brush be

tween ]. Seeley in a Peerless and 3. Pack

ard car, fell flat, when the latter withdrew

in the third mile. The only semblance of

excitement was furnished in the final 5 miles

handicap. Moross was the handicapper and

some of the contestants did not like his

system, Hawkins withdrawing his White

and claiming that he did not receive a fair

start. Two Comets, driven respectively by

Earl Cooper (45 sec.) and Frank Free (10

sec); Frank Murray in a Buick (60 sec),

and a Stearns, fought the race out, Cooper

winning in 6:20. with Free second. Then

what was left of the crowd trailed home'

ward, sighing for the days of old when

horses used to gallop around that dusty

track, in real contests.

The summaries:

Three miles, stock cars costing $4,000 or

less (stripped)—\Von by Don \Vhalley.

White steamer; second. Gus Seyfried,

White; third, Frank Murray. Time, 3:24.

Exhibition mile by Frank Free, Cornet

Time, 1:05.

Exhibition mile by Charles Soules,

Stearns. Time, 1:05.

Exhibition mile by Gus Seyfried, \Vhiie

Flyer. Time, 0:59.

Exhibition mile by Barney Oldfield, 6 cyl

inder Stearns. Time, 1:03.

“Sweepstakes” event—First heat, 3 miles,

won by Oldfield: second, Frank Free,

Comet. Time, 305%. I

Second heat. 5 miles—Won by Charles

Soules; Seyfried, \Vhite Flyer, did not fin~

ish. Time, 5:26.

Final heat, 5 miles—VVon by Oldfield;

second, Soules. Time, 5:21.

Three miles, fully equipped touring cars—

\Von by G. H. Seeley, Peerless. George

Hoff, Packard. did not finish.

Five miles, free-for~all handicap—VVon by

E. P. Cooper, Comet (45 sec.); second,

Frank Free, Comet (10 sec); third, Frank

Murphy (60 sec); fourth, Charles Soules

(Scratch). Time, 6:20.

MAY BOYCOTT THE GRAND PRIX

Reported Agreement of Prominent Foreign

Makers Not to Enter the Contest—

Surmises Concerning the Reason.

Though the Paris Salon is proving prac

tically barren of sensations in the mechani

cal sense, it has brought forth one announce

ment which is sufficient in itself to cause

the promoters and patrons of the great for

eign racing events to catch their breaths in

dismay. Directly after the opening of the

Salon it was announced that no less than

eleven manufacturers of prominence had

signed an agreement boycotting the Grand

Prix race of 1909. Of these. seven are

French, two German and two Italian. While

no cause has as yet been assigned for this

alleged action, it is suggested that with the

restrictions already decided upon for the

forthcoming contest, that is to say, a re

duction of the bore limit to 130 millimeters,

the feeling is that the results of entering

would not justify the expense, or, in other

words, that without the possibility of using

huge engines, the foreign builders hesitate

about trying their strength in a competi

tion with the manufacturers of the world at

large, the results of which would be so

universally studied.

The names connected with the announce

ment were those of the Panhard, Renault,

Peugeot, Lorraine-De Dietrich, Bayard-Cle

ment, Brasier and Darracq makers of

France; Mercedes and Benz, of Germany;

and Itala and Fiat, of Italy. \Vhile in some

quarters it was stated that all of these firms

had agreed to withhold their support of the

1909 Grand Prix, it was affirmed elsewhere

that only five of the above named had ac

tually signed the‘agreement. Furthermore.

as some of those connected with the firms

in question were active in framing the new

racing rules, and as the typical European

fickleness has before given rise to such an

nouncements as that some of these firms

were not going to exhibit at the Salon,

which afterward were ignored completely,

the seriousness of the situation is regarded

as being somewhat tempered. It is, how

ever, another instance of the wavering con

dition of the European industry at the pres

ent time.

New Year’s Run for Ford Owners.

Following the custom of two previous

winters, the Chicago branch of the Ford

company will hold a New Year's Day run

over the Chicago-Elgin-Aurora course.

While this run has been for Ford owners

exclusively in the past, this year members

of the Chicago Automobile Club will be in

vited to join in the outing regardless of

what make of cars they drive. At 10 p. m.

on December 31. a dinner of the entrants

will take place at the C. A. C. club house

and promptly on the stroke of twelve, the

motors will be cranked and the cars will

start westward on their first run for the

year 1909.
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BEAUDETTE BAGS MOST HONORS

He Makes Fastest Time at Los Angeles Hill

Climb and Captures Three Events—

Dingley Twice a Winner.

Preceding a cloud of angry steam, T. J.

Beaudette mounted in a Stanley car, shot

up the mile course with its 18 per cent.

grade at Riverside, Cal., on Saturday, 5th

inst, and made the fastest time at the an

nual hill climb of the Los Angeles Automo

He covered the

distance in 1:12, which was better than any

bile Dealers Association.

of the gasolene machines could do, Bert

Dingley being the nearest competitor with

a Chalmers-Detroit in 1:20. Everybody ex

pected Beaudette, who had the only steam

car, to win and the real contest was between

Owing to a scarcity of

entries, and particularly those of high

powered cars, a considerable portion of the

program was omitted. This was due largely

to the fact that the contest was postponed

from Thanksgiving Day, the originally

scheduled date and interest in the event was

somewhat lacking. Two thousand or more

spectators turned out to watch the sport and

had an opportunity to see one or two thrills

at the turn about the middle of the course

alarmingly known as “Death Dip."

In the gasolene class, Bert Dingley, with

the Chalmers-Detroit, and Frank Siefert

at the wheel of a Stoddard-Dayton,

were the favorites, and the interest of the

spectators centered chiefly in this pair.

W'hen they got ready to fight things out in

the $2,000-$3,000 class, Siefert tore up the

hill at a hot pace and when the timers an

nounced 1:22V, which was better than the

earlier performance of the steamer, the

Stoddard~Dayton rooters went wild with

joy. This exuberance of spirits, however,

was short-lived, for Dingley got his motor

firing and plunged up the elevation to the

tune of 1.20%, taking a long, dangerous

chance in not throttling down ot the turn.

Then the crowd applauded Dingley. In

this event, C. A. Cowan was third with his

Rambler in 1:38.

Dingley and Siefert went at it again in

the free-for-all roadster event, Dingley win

ning for the second time in 110%, slightly

slower than his first trial. Siefert got sec

ond place in 122%, one-fifth of a second

better than his first attempt. Cowan got

third place, with L. B. Harvey fourth.

Of the lighter gasolene cars. the best

showing was made by George Kussman with

a 22 horsepower Tourist in the $1,500 and

$2.000 events, both of which were won by

Beaudette with his steamer. In the former,

Kussman‘s time was 1:48;/5 against the

steamer’s 124%, and in the latter the Tour

ist covered the distance in l:42%, as 0p

posed to Burdette’s l:12—-the fastest of the

day. 1.. B. Harvey was third in this with a

Rambler in 1:50.

the other drivers.

William Foberth captured the $2.500-$3.000

touring car event, in which each contestant

had to carry a load of five passengers. He

made the ascent in the good time of 1:25,

Beaudette's Stanley steamer breaking down

and failing to finish. The latter, however,

made off with the event confined to the fast

est cars in each of the other events, Siefert

scoring second with the Stoddard-Dayton,

and Dingley third, with the Chalmers.

The summaries:

Touring cars, $1,000 to $1,500, four pas

sengers—Won by T. F. Beaudette, Stan

ley steamer; time 1:24V; second, George

Kussman, Tourist, 1:489?»

Roadsters, $1,000 to $2,000, two passen

gers—Won by T. F. Beaudette, Stanley

steamer, 1:12; second, Kussman, Tourist,

1:42%; third, L. B. Harvey, Rambler, 112%.

Roadsters, $2,000 to $3,000—VVOn by Bert

Dingley, Chalmers-Detroit, 1:201/fi; second,

Frank Siefert, Stoddard-Dayton, 1:22;/5;

third, C. A. Cowan. Rambler, 1:38.

Roadsters, free-for-all—W’on by Dingley,

120%; second, Siefert, 1:222/5; third, Cowan,

Rambler, lz33; fourth Harvey, Rambler,

1:46%.

One mile exhibition, by T. F. Beaudette,

Stanley steamer. Time, 118%.

Touring cars, $2,500 to $3,000, live pas

sengers—\Von by William Foberth, 1:25.

Special event for fastest cars in preceding

events—VVon by Beaudette, 1:18; second,

Siefert, 1122/; third, Dingley, 124%.

Les Angeles Cards a 24 Hours Race. -

Following the consummation of the deal

to turn Ascot Park, L05 Angeles, Call, into

a motor racing track exclusively, comes the

announcement that provided the course can

be put into proper condition by the latter

part of this month, a 24 hours race will be

the opening event of the new autodrome,

starting New Year's eve. The contest will

be held under the auspices of the Automo—

bile Dealers Association, the organization

that expects to have direct charge of all

future speed contests at this course. It is

planned to make a cement track of the old

horse track ultimately, but for the New

Year's Day afiair, merely the turns at each

end will be banked with concrete to permit

high speed.

Providence Talks of a Motordrome.

Plans are under way to build another ce

ment motordrome. Narragansett Park,

Providence, R.'I., will shortly be trans

formed from a horse track, into a banked

course for the exclusive use of automobiles,

if the arrangements of the corporation

which now owns the track do not fall

through. Frederick E. Perkins, president,

and Albert H. Moore, secretary, want to

spend $50,000 on the venture and bank the

turns to a height of 25 feet, believing that

if such a course could be made safe for

speed contests, the enterprise would prove

a paying one. The fact that horse racing is

practically barred in Rhode Island by law.

has led the park owners to favor the idea.

PRESENTATWN 0F THE GRAND PRIZE

The Golden Trophy Formally Handed Over

and Accepted—Mayor Tiedeman. of

Savannah, Assists in Ceremonies.

More than two hundred members and'

guests of the Automobile Club of America

waited patiently for several hours on Tues

day evening last, for the arrival of Judge

E. H. Gary, president of the club, who was

to present the grand prize to the representa

tive of the Fiat Automobile Co., whose car,

driven by Louis Wagner, won the Grand

Prize race at Savannah on Thanksgiving

Day. But the Judge failed to appear and

Robert Lee Morrell, chairman of the con

test committee did the honors.

ning his presentation speech, Mr. Morrell

In begin

was modest and did not want to mount the

platform. but the guests insisted upon it,

that they might get a good view of him,

and after making a few remarks about the

race, praising the people of Savannah and

those connected with the southern club who

helped make the affair a grand success and

likewise praising E. R. Hollander, of the

Fiat Company, the speaker presented the

trophy. Mr. Hollander, who accepted it in

behalf of the company he represented, ex

pressed his thanks amid loud applause.

Among the guests were Mayor Tiedeman.

of Savannah; Frank C. Battey, president of

the Savannah Automobile Club; Harvey

Granger, \V. B. Stillwell and \Nilliam Lat

timore, who made the trip from Georgia

especially for the occasion, all of whom

made addresses. Stereopticon views and

moving pictures of the race were shown.

Planning a New York to Seattle Race.

Ofiicials of the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific ex

position, to be held at Seattle, Wash., next

year, have commenced to agitate a trans

continental race for next summer. Appli

cation has been made to Robert Guggen

heim, of New York, to use his efforts as a

director of the Automobile Club of America,

to stir interest in a race from New York

to Seattle. Guggenheim, who was inter

ested in the Elkwood Park meet July 4th

last, is said to have expressed his willing

ness to comply with the request, and has

announced that he will enter an American

car should such a contest materialize. He

has even gone as far as to say that the

race will be promoted by Thomas Francis

Moore,—who disclaims all knowledge of it—

and that Wm. K. Vanderbilt, Jr., will act

as official starter.

Motoring Grows P0pular in Monterey.

With gasolene selling at $4.20 for a five

gallon can in their city, the residents of

Monterey. Mexico, would hardly be ex

pected to be enthusiastic in taking up mo

toring, but despite this drawback the num

ber of owners is constantly increasing.
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IIIS CAR A HOME AND WORKSI10P

Razor Man Lives, Toils and Travels on

“The Sharp Edge"-That is What He

Calls His Novel Vehicle.

folding bed,

bathtub and piano contraptions have been

Combination three~it‘|-0ne

placed on the market by house furnishing

manufacturers occasionally during the last

decade, but one of the most interesting

“combination” outfits ever built is that of

N. H. La Grand, of Jacksonville, Fla., who

has a modern adaptation of the house car

principle that is about equivalent to a resi

dence and oFfice building on wheels. Work

ship. The designer, who is in the razor

business, calls his car “The Sharp Edge,"

which he thinks is a most appropriate title.

Motor Car Delivery for Detroit Suburbs.

Two ‘Wyandotte (Mich.) men have em

barked upon an enterprise to run a subur

ban motor car service between Detroit and

towns as for north as Trenton, the idea be

ing to cater to the trade of merchants along

the line. When the plan gets into smooth

running order. it is the intention of the

promoters to have three fast motor car de

liveries daily, carrying goods from the con

cern’s depot in Detroit direct to the door

of retail business men. The advantageous

feature of the line will be that dealers in

the various towns can get rush orders de

    

 

 

RAZOR MAN AND HIS HOME. “THE SHARP EDGE"

ing on the theory that it is “cheaper to

move than pay rent," La Grand has made

of his car a place of business and tempo

rary abode, and he explains that within a

few seconds he can change it successively

into a working car, a dining car. a sleeping

and a touring car.

Taking a Franklin chassis, La Grand built

upon it a car body suited to his purposes,

doing the work himself and spending upon

it half of his time each day for 15 months.

Completed, the vehicle weighs only 2.300

pounds, and the cost has been $3,664.98. A

general idea of the car's appearance is given

by the accompanying illustration. showing

the man and his novel home.

In constructing this vehicle, La Grand

did not confine himself to conventional de

sign in the least. As will be noticed. the

body is made to run the full length of the

chassis. while it also overhangs to the full

width of the tread. It carries large conve

nient lockers and a refrigerator and the in

terior decoration with its maple and mahog

any finish has something of the efi‘cct of a

Pullman sleeper. The windows are of bev

eled plate glass, the curtains of green silk.

It is fitted with electric lights throughout

and is a most tip-to-date piece of craftsman

livered with great promptness. by telephon

ing for same to Detroit. One car has al

ready been ordered and the company will

probably start the.busincss in operation

about January 1.

Automobile Doubles Stage Line Traffic.

In view of the fact that Rhodes Bros., of

Paoli, Ky.. believe an automobile can do

twice the work of several horses, they have

made application to the authorities to

change the schedule of their stage line be

twen Paoli and New Albany,, Ky., so that

a round trip can be made daily between the

two places, instead of the present single

trip. They intend to discontinue the use of

horses and instal a motor car and also to es

tablish another motor line between New

Albany and Corydon, a distance of 20 miles,

making two trips :1 day.

Taxi Service Profitable in Boston.

The Taxi Service Co., of Boston, Mass.

is so pleased with the prospects of the tax

imeter cab business in the Hub that it has

increased its capitalization. The increase

is from $120,000 to $350,000, and precedes

the issuance of $40,000 additional common

stock and $190,000 preferred.

ANOTIIER CLAIM T0 PIONI-II'IRSIIIP

Boston Bobs up with Elijah Ware's Steam

Automobile, Produced in 1861—Its

Construction and Achievements.

One more has been added to the already

large family of those who claim to be the

original inventors of the motor car. In

ventors of this sort are about as numerous

as the many surviving members of the

"original Florodora sextette." It has just

been recalled that Elijah “fare, of Boston,

Mass. a well known railroad construction

engineer in his time, invented a steam au

tomobile as early as 1861 and ran it on the

streets of Boston.

According to persons who recall it, the

car ran remarkably well for such an early

attempt and the fact that at one time Eli

jah used to race his invention against race

horses on the old plank road near Bayonne,

N. J., where he lived for a while, is evidence

that he must have been able to cover some

little distance at creditable speed. It was

while he was in charge of the temporary

repair shop for steam shovels in Boston.

during the filling-in of the Back Bay, that

VI'are decided he wanted a horseless car

riage and constructed a clumsy four-wheeled

affair, with a vertical boiler and oscillating

engine of small horsepower. The car was

steered with a wheel and steering post, and

the ordinary carriage shoes acting on the

solid tires answered the purpose of brakes.

The car ultimately was sold for $300 to a

clergyman who lived in Prince Edward Is]

and, who is said to have become quite an

automobile enthusiast.

Schools for Military Motor Car Drivers.

Schools for motor car drivers recently

have been organized by the Spanish military

authorities in connection with several regi

ments, with the object of developing a

corps of skilled operators who are mem

bers of the military. The SChOoIs are said

to be well equipped in the way of machine

tools and other facilities necessary to the

performance of extended repairs and are

conducted under the auspices of the Central

Electrical School. A corps of motor volun~

teers also has been organized by the Span

ish Royal Automobile Club.

Newark Club Planning a Metallic Garage.

The New Jersey Automobile and Motor

Club is considering the plan of building a

metal garage in Newark, N. J., in place of

the half-completed frame one, upon which

work was stopped recently. The original

scheme of constructing a wooden garage

was carried forward enthusiastically until

the Bureau of Combustibles and Fire Risks

announced that it would not permit the

storage of automobiles in such a building in

a congested part of the city. That put a

stop to the proceedings.
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PROBLEMS OF AUTOMOBILE REPAIR

How They Trouble the Carriage Maker

Who Undertakes the Work—One of

Them Specifies the Difficulties.

That it is practically impossible to fore

cast the amount of expenditure which will

incident to the upkeep of a commercial car,

that it cannot even be run along strictly

“business lines," is the deduction which an

exponent of the carriage trade makes on

That these

unhappy conditions are likely to be ame

the basis of current practice.

liorated in process of time, he does not ac

knowledge in his treatment of the problem

of motor car repairing as presented to the

Another of the draw

backs. of the automobile business in its

carriage builder.

present stages which he touches upon with

some little melancholy is the commission

evil. In this connection, he points out that

the “regular ‘auto’ repairers allow this

amount (5 to 10 per cent.)" by adding it to

the owner’s bill, and so long as the owners

are willing to stand for the imposition, he

fails to see why the carriage men should

hesitate to fall in line. Discussing the mat

ter further, he says:

“Since the advent of the automobile for

pleasure driving and business purposes, also

since the introduction of the commercial

truck into the every-day business sphere for

transportation, many very unsatisfactory

features have been connected with the va

rious repairs of cars and trucks. The di

versity of the work and the different prob~

lems which present themselves a]most,on

every job to be repaired has been one of the

most difficult problems to solve in the repair

departments of the various carriage and

wagon shops.

“That they cannot be run on strictly busi

ness lines, and that their real cost of repair

cannot be calculated in advance, as is done

with other well tried work, is an insurmount

able drawback to the carriage and wagon

builders and their customers. In the first

place the automobile user will not and can

not wait as long as demanded by the re

pairer. On the other hand, the carriage

and wagon builders having been connected

with new work and its repair, and their long

association with this business where the

carriage or wagon is left in the shop as a

matter of course as long as needed, for a

thorough repair, has malfitted them for

automobile work which must be done quick

ly, and for which the regular automobile

repairer is better fitted to do such work,

because he is taking advantage of minor de

tails, which saves time and money, and

which the carriage and wagon builder has

not yet acquired.

“Beyond question the repair of horseless

carriages and truck work, also the repair

of the machines, is of the most importance

to the carriage and wagon builders. It is a

real question of merit to pay considerable

attention to this part of the business as a

source of revenue. It is of a profitable

nature, and when operated and managed on

business principles in connection with the

wants and the necessary condition of the

present times, repairing the horseless car

riages, wagons and trucks as an adjunct to

the other departments, if managed properly,

is profitable. The other question, “how

much is in it?” for the chauffeur when run

ning up to the carriage repair shop can be

best solved by adding a certain percentage

to the repair item, which, of course, the

owner must pay as long as he allows his

chauffeur to exact a certain percentage on

the cost of repair to go in his pocket. This

one question has been a source of dissatis

faction, and many carriage and wagon build

ers will not stoop to such practices. and

have lost a great deal of repair work which

would have been theirs had they allowed

5 or 10 per cent. of its cost to the chauffeur

to keep in good relation with him. The reg

ular automobile repairers allow this amount,

and as they do the work in almost half the

time that the carriage and wagon builders

require, the excuse is the short time it can

be done, is one of the best possible reasons

why the repairers are doing the work, and

all are busy, while the carriage and wagon

builders are waiting for something else to

turn up in their shops since the introduction

of the horseless vehicles.

“The repairers, who are generally agents

of several automobile manufacturers, of

course take considerable pains to hold the

patronage of all automobile owners who

come along, or who have their machines

stored at their garages. It is a matter of

business on the part of the repairer and gar

age owner who has one or several good

machines which he handles, sells and re

pairs, to keep in close touch with the own

ers. By this means the owners of the auto

mobile, being one of the ones he sells. and

with which the mechanics in the repair

shops are thoroughly familiar, are well fitted

for the repair of the machines, which puts

the carriage and wagon builders greatly to

a disadvantage unles they hire a competent

mechanic to do this work; but the carriage

and wagon builders again have the advan

tage over the repairer by doing the repair

body work, painting and trimming far more

thoroughly and of a far more satisfactory

nature than the repairer can. He has not

the facilities nor, generally speaking, the

experienced mechanics, which the carriage

and wagon builders have and need to do

the new work.

“The result of this is, if the repair work is

handled with sufficient tact and business

enterprise, all these shortcomings above re

lated to can be bridged over satisfactorily.

The repair work in automobile bodies has

been extensive and of almost infinite variety.

The bodies have been lengthened, cut in

half, and another seat added, replaced with

any variety of tops with which the car~

riage mechanic is thoroughly familiar.”

_ciation or possible death of horses.

AUTOMOBILES SAVE FOR FARMERS

Colorado Agriculturist Shows by Figures

Their Economical Value—More Effi

cient and Cheaper than Horses.

\Nhat economy results from keeping an

automobile instead of a team of horses on a

country estate is given in a demonstration

.by figures prepared by T. H. Proske. whose

home is near Denver, Col. Some time ago

he decided that as a substitute for the fam

ily carriage, used chiefly between farm and

city, he would thoroughly test the motor

car. The test he made a matter of book

keeping. Buying his automobile, he made a

record of its upkeep for about 18 months.

This record, with the original cost of the

vehicle, is as follows:

One set of tires . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $130.00

Less credit for old one taken in ex

change . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 35.00

$95.00

One overhauling and varnishing. 35.00

Average cost of gasoline, oil and

batteries per month, $12—18

months . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 216.00

Original c0st of motor car . . . . . . .. 3,040.00

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $3,386.00

This is based on a daily average travel

of 35 miles, running with his 28 horsepower

Franklin. Later he decided to buy a 42

horsepower machine of the same make. He

finally sold the original car at the end of

the 18 months for $2,250. thus bringing the

net cost down to $1,136, or a little more

than 5 cents for every mile traveled.

Satisfied that the original cost of horses

and carriages to do the same amount of

travel would exceed the original cost of the

automobile, Proske figures the upkeep for

horses and coachman as follows:

Feed for two horses, per month

$35—18 months . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $630.00

Coachman, boarding himself, per

months, $75—18 months . . . . . . .. 1,350.00

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1,980.00

“This,” he remarks. “is not making any

allowance for repairs to carriages or depre

It will

be seen from this that even if there was

no sickness or death of horses and no de

preciation in equipment I am still $844 ahead

on the deal." This result is reached by de

ducting from the $1,980. which maintenance

of a carriage would cost, the $1,136 which

the automobile actually cost for 18 months.

Incidentally the second experiment devel~

oped the fact that the upkeep cost of the

second and larger car exceeded that of the

first by not more than 10 per cent.

Another Ajax Girl Appears.

Another “Ajax” girl has made her de

but, quite as beautiful as her predecessors.

She is fathered by the Ajax-Grieb Rubber

Co.. of New York, and is a herald of the

1909 season for Ajax tires.
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NEW DEPARTURE IN CARBURETTERS

“Pilotjet” Affords the Advantages of Multi

ple Jet Type—The Device Attachable

to Any Existing Design.

So much difficulty has been found in se

curing a method of carburetter regulation

which shall permit of equally good results

regardless of whether the motor is running

slow or fast under load, or slow or fast

without load, that many designers have had

recourse to the simple expedient of dupli

cation, so to speak, or in other words, to

the adoption of the multiple jet type of

distinct‘carburetter. in which the several

IT (Illlll

  

ive conditions of service are catered to in

dependently. So great have been the ben

efits derived in this way that a firm of

British manufacturers. Messrs, W'. H. Bailey

8: Co., Ltd., Albion Works, Salford, have

devised a system for modifying the ordinary

type of single jet carburetter by the addi

tion of a secondary jet and mixer system

which under suitable. throttle control may

be brought into action to supplement the

work of the main jet at times when its nat

ural characteristics fail to yield the desired

service to the motor.

As will be noted from the accompanying

plan and elevation outlines of the device, it

is simple, readily attached, and in no way

different in principle from the ordinary sim

ple types of single jet carburetter. The ar

rangement is known as the “Pilotjct,” and

may be fitted to many present types of car

buretter by simply tapping the intake man~

ifold for one connection and the float cham

ber for another, the mechanism of control

being even more readily attached. The re

sulting contrivance is a complete dual car

buretter with the smaller of the two jets

intended to serve only for slow and light

load running.

In the accompanying illustration

shown attached to a carburetter

it is

of the

Longuemere type. The connection made at

A, with the float chamber, serves as the

fuel supply to a small jet located at the

base of a small, straight. mixing tube, with

a fixed air inlet, This tube leads directly to

the main intake manifold connection, at B,

and obviously serves to by-pass that leader

when the main throttle is closed. \Vhen run

ning under full throttle opening, however,

the by-pass arrangement is cut out to afford

the benefit of full suction to the main jet.

To permit this, and also to allow for uni‘

form gradations of speed and power from

the idle-running to the full load, full speed.

conditions, a piston throttle, C, is provided

in the bypass tube itself, and is intercom

nccted with the main system of throttle

control by the simple leverage and linkage

shown. Additional permanent regulation

also is permitted the auxiliary throttle so

that when the main throttle is closed. it will

stand at a point which will just permit the

engine to turn over smoothly without gag

ging or missing explosions.

The design of the arrangement has been

so carefully carried out that it is claimed the

engine may be jumped directly from the

slow, idle condition to full speed without

staggering or missing, while the ordinary

conditions of road running are in no way

affected by the additional mechanism. The

most commendable feature of the system,

it would appear, is that it is available to

the owner of a car equipped with a faulty

carburetter. who does not care to go to the

expense and risk of trying various new car

burettcrs supposed to remedy the difficulties

and who yet is desirous of bettering the or

dinary performance of the tnotor.

  

Long Road Trip to Test Tires.

In order to make various tire tests on a

long road trip, which would not be possible

in or about a factory, and equipped with in

struments for studying the temperatures

created in tires at various speeds ranging

from 25 to 60 miles per hour, as well as

other technical points, Joseph M. Gilbert

and James Patterson of the Continental

Caoutchouc Co., started on a trip from

New York City to Buffalo and return, on

Saturday, December 12, in a specially

equipped car fitted with their tires.

In addition to heat data. an effort will

be made to ascertain the expansion of tires

under service over a route of 1,000 miles.

and also to determine the amount of air

lost from tires through road contact. It is

a well known fact that while a tire may

look all right to the eye under certain cir

cumstances, it may be shy some 25 pounds

of air pressure, owing to the loss of vitality

of the air. The trip will doubtless afford

ample opportunity for the study of technical

weaknesses of tires by the investigators.

That the 1909 Franklin engine is capable

of delivering at the rear wheels 93 per cent.

of its developed power, is claimed by its

makers. This has been demonstrated by a

series of tests made at the Syracuse factory.

JET WITII A ROTARY PLUNGER

Peculiar Adaptation of the Whirling Spray

Idea to the Atomization of Fuel—Con

struction of the Appliance.

Unlimited schemes have been advanced

for the improvement of the ordinary type of

carburetter, as well as for the development

of types depending on principles which are

wholly or partially new. In this connec

tion, no little stress has been laid on the

performance of the common form of plain

jet, which, it is fully admitted, does not al

ways yield the cirect and readily responsiVe
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flow which is required. Another failing of

the plain jet is that if large enough to fur

nish a full delivery to the motor when full

load and speed conditions obtain, it tends

when subjected to conditions of lower

speed and lighter load, to yield a spasmodic

or “lumpy” flow of fuel. To remedy this.

a recent British invention has been intro

duced which follows the analogy of the mix

ing wheel or vaporizer which has been ap

plied more than once to mixing chamber

(onstruction.

The detailed construction of the device

i:» made plain by the picture in which AC

['1 presents the body portion of the jet; E, a

ruess in its upper portion, and D. the rev

try plunger. which, it may be observed, is

capable of a slight longitudinal, as well as

rotary motion. The jet opening to the mix

ing chamber is at A, in the center.

It is claimed by the makers, who are

Messrs. S. de Beer, that several rather un

expected attributes are developed by the

use of the jet. Not simply is the flow of

fuel so well regulated that smooth running

qualities otherwise undeveloped may be se

cured, but that the p0wer and rate of ac

celcration is considerably improved, while

the amount of fuel consumed per horse

power output at the fly wheel also is no

ticeably reduced.
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NOVELTY IN GREASE GUN DESIGN

The “Tuckahoe” Distinguished by a Cylin

der within a Cylinder—Charging Re

quires Only Three Motions.

However effcctive it may be in other re

spects, and however well made and nicely

polished, the average grease gun is a dirty

thing to handle, because it is practically

impossible to fill it without the

hands. That this operation also is some

times accompanied by the mixing of small

soiling

amounts of grit with the lubricant is an

even more valid objection. In the new

“Tuckahoe” grease gun both of these ob

jections are eliminated by the adaptation of

  

a principle suggestive of that of the familiar

“students lamp." In other words, there are

two concentric cylinders, the outer of which

serves merely as a retaining shell which

may be kept clean at all times, and which

never is inserted in the grease pot. The

inner cylinder, in which the piston slides,

is removable from the body of the device,

and may then be plunged bodily into the

grease.

When this is done it is completely filled at a

single operation, and may be at once re

placed in the outer cylinder, when the de

vice is ready for use. The outer and inner

parts, the former carrying the nozzle and

the latter the working cylinder, are secured

together by a screw attachment which is

released by giving the handles a third of a

turn. The plunger stem is threaded and

engages a nut latch at the top thereby pro

viding ample power for discharging even

a very stiff compound through the nozzle.

By releasing the latch, the plunger may be

moved freely in the cylinder, this being use

ful in filling the receptacle, or in handling

oils. As the gun is designed for use with

either oil or grease, two separate nozzles

of different size are provided. The device

has just been put on the market by the

Runy Mfg. Co.. Tuckahoe, N. Y.

Safeguarding Car in Hill Stops.

Cautious drivers who are forced to stop

their cars on a sloping or hilly bit of road

will do well to leave them standing with

the front wheels slightly "cramped" so that

should the machine be started with no guid

ing hand at the wheel, its course would be

checked almost at once by the curbing or

gutter. Although the ordinary forms of

emergency brake are adequate to hold the

machine under all ordinary circumstances

there is considerable danger of their being

released suddenly and even without outside

interference when the teeth of the ratchet

are worn, while there always is the peril of

the inquisitive bystander who is over

whelmed with a desire to pull a lever or

two in that meddlesome spirit which afflicts

so many people in the streets.

New Series of Timken Bearings.

One of the possible objections to the use

of tapered roller bearings in the past has

been the overall length of bearing space

necessary to get in the required size of

roller. This feature has now been elim

inated in a new series of short bearings

which is being marketed by the Timken

Roller Bearing Axle Co., Canton, Ohio.,

which are exactly the same in principle and

detail of construction as the former types,

except in such features as affect the total

length, which alone have been modified to

suit the requirement. Consequently these

new bearings are adapted to parts which

heretofore could not be adapted to their

use.

Besides containing all the improvements

which are embodied in the other latest types

of Timken bearing they are made from the

best grade of steel, carbonized and heat

treated, and finally ground to size with a tol

lerance of only 0.0005 inch, on the mid—Point

diameter. The fundamental characteristic

of ribs on the cone, of course, is retained.

The space required for the new bearing is

only 11-32 inch in the smallest sizes, and

but 19-16 inch in the largest. This decrease

in length, coupled with the use of a rela

tively small diameter of cup, greatly en

larges the possible application of the bear

ing. As in the larger sizes, the rollers are

retained by the new type of pressed steel,

one-piece cage, which is advantageous in re

ducing the number of parts in the bearing,

as well as in affording better opportunities

in the way of lubrication.

Keeping Emergency Brake in Shape.

Particular care should be taken on cars

which have seen considerable use, to make

sure that the teeth on the ratchet of the

emergency brake are not worn dangerously

low. Where this is the case, there is great

likelihood that the lever will “jump” when

the motor is started, sometimes greatly en

dangering the machine. Whatever wear oc

curs is most apt to be on the outer teeth

which are engaged when the lever is in the

full “on” position, and as this is the most

critical section of the segment it should

be reshaped to its original profile just as

soon as the ends of the teeth begin to

show any signs of turning over or wearing

down.

SUBSTITUTE EUR AUXILIARY TANK

Utilizing Lower Portion of Fuel Receptacle

for Extra Storage—An Ingenious

Method of Piping Employed.

Force of circumstances, when the fuel

supply has become suddenly and unexpect

edly exhausted has caused many a motorist

to bemoan his fate; and to prevent such pe

riods of despair and the long tramps over

lonely roads while the car is left in a ditch,

which so often follow, a number of manu

facturers have taken to fitting their cars

with one or another of the several systems

of compartment tanks which give ample

warning when the supply begins to run

  

short. That these contrivances are more

complicated and extensive than the cir

cumstances really demand, is proved by

the accompanying sketch of an ingenious

method of piping, which is adaptable to

any fuel tank, and which involves in addi

tion to the introduction of one extra T

fitting in the pipe line and a short addi

tional length of piping, one additional open

ing in the tank.

The suggestion, which is made by a for

eign correspondent, is in a word, merely

that of utilizing a very small part of the

lower portion of the tank as an extra fuel

storage space, drawing the main supply

through an outlet which is raised by three

or four inches above the bottom under or

dinary circumstances. Thus, the reduction

of the supply to a point where the main feed

pipe no longer afiords fuel to the motor is

signalized at once and unmistakably, while

the additional fuel remaining may be util‘

ized by merely opening the secondary out

let and closing the main one. The system

is applicable to gravity or pressure systems.

Descriptive Name for Raybestos.

“Raybestos,’ the asbestos-copper wire

fabric which is being used so extensively

by motor car makers just at present in lin

ing the working faces of brakes, is to have

a new and explanatory sub-title. Hereafter,

as the Royal Equipment Co., its makers an

nounce. it will be known as “Raybestos

Friction Facing."
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TWO NEW PULLMANS FOR 1909

Line for the Coming Season Ofl'ers Wide

Range of Choice in Design and Power

—Specifications of New Models.

 

With two new models and two others

brought up to date from their 1908 stand

ing, the York Motor Car Co., Inc., York,

Pa.. is well fortified for the business of

1909. The models include in the way of

signed to be packed with grease by way of

providing for lubrication. The final drive is

through a propeller shaft to the lixe axle

which embodies a pressed steel housing,

nickel steel shafts and gears, and the V

type of torsion rod. The front axle is of

I-beam section, drop forged. Timken holl

er axle bearings are employed. The frame

is of pressed steel with a substantial sub

frame carrying the entire power plant. The

spring suspension is by semi-elliptic mem

bers at both ends of the chassis, the front

    

 

YORK PULLMAN MODEL "L." 4 CYL. 20 H. P. ROADSTER

chassis and horsepower, the Model “L,” 20

horsepower, runabout; Model “K,” 30 horse

power five-passenger light touring car;

Model “6-30," high speed runabout; the

Model “4-40," gentleman’s roadster, and the

Model “M,” which is a 40 horsepower, seven

passenger touring car. Of these, the new

comers are the Model “K,” and the Model

"M." With these distinct models as a basis,

however, a range of option in body con

struction is oFfered which makes possible

to the purchaser choice from a line of prac

tically ten different models, included among

which is a neat little taximeter cab, mount»

ed on a 20 horsepower chassis and possess

ing a number of qualifications all its own.

Model "K," is propelled by a vertical mo

tor, four-cylinder. like all the Pullman mo

tors with a single exception, and also in

common with several of the other ntotors of

its family of “squared” dimensions. The

cylinders measure 4% by 4% inches. The

cylinders are cast independently with heads

and water jackets integral, and the valves,

which are interchangeable, are located on

opposite sides. Ignition is by jump spark

with Bosch, high tension magneto, distribu

tor. single coil and switch. Lubrication is

by a system of integral distribution, newly

developed, and so devised as to permit of

regulation by valve adjustment to a positive

oil level properly indicated. The speed

range of the motor is from 150 to 1,800 revo

lutions per minute.

The master clutch is of the plain cone

type, leather-faced and fitted with cork in

serts. The change gear system is of the se

lective type affording three forward speeds.

The gear shafts are mounted entirely on im

ported annular ball bearings, and the gear

box il of oil-tight construction, and de

ones being 40 inches long and those in the

rear, 50. Both sets are 2 inches wide. The

overall dimensions are: tires, 34 by 3%

inches; wheel base, 106 inches; tread, 56

inches; clearance, 10 inches, and weight

somewhere in the neighborhood of 2,250

pounds.

In the second of the newcomers less dif

ference from the Current product of the

~af’fords four forward

ward ends of the side springs. The gearset

speeds, instead of

three, as in the former instance, and the di

rect drive connection is on the third in

stead of the fourth speed, the latter thus

being “geared up” for sigh speed work un

der the occasionally excellent conditions

found in ordinary touring. The drive and

rear axle construction of this model is fol

lowed out in the same line as that of Model

“K,” including the floating system of mount

ing and the Timken bearings for the wheels.

The motor also is of regular Pullman de

sign, having individually cast cylinders, of

5 by 5% inches dimensions, and rated to

develop 40 horsepower at 900 revolutions.

As will be observed from the accompanying

illustration of the chassis, the cylinder con

struction here perpetuates an original and

rather peculiar system which has been em

ployed on former models of these cars, in

which the cylinders are cast with large core

openings on the sides facing fore and aft of

the chassis, the openings being flanged lib

erally and extended far enough so that the

faces of adjoining cylinders may be bolted

together—the effect thus secured being es

sentially that of the block casting, without

the latter‘s drawback of high initial ex

pense and high cost of replacement. The

method secures for the cylinders a degree

of rigidity which cannot be expected ex

cept in a battery of block cast cylinders, or

those which are heavily braced together.

The Bosch ignition system is employed

on this model, as is also the new oiling sys

tem. The clutch is leather faced, conical

and fitted with cork inserts. The braking

equipment is mounted entirely on the rear
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company will be noticed. In fact, with a

few comparatively slight changes, the car

is much the same as already is produced.

Of these alterations it may be noted that

the wheel and tire sizes have been cltanged

from the 1908 specifications to insure max

imum comfort for general touring and now

are 36 by 4 by 4% inches. The frame and

suspension construction is much the same

in principle as is used on the Model “K,”

just described, except that the rear mount

ing of the chassis is reinforced by a semi

elliptic cross member shackled to the for

wheels, and is of the double, expanding-con

tracting type.

To meet the demand for a high-powered

runabout, the “440” model is continued

u\'6r from the current line. In general its

specifications are the same as for the

Model “M,” the chief difference between

the two hinging about the construction of

the body, and whatever minor alterations in

the arrangement of the control mechanism

may be involved.

The smallest car in the line, formerly

known by its 20 horsepower rating, now is
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dignified by the letter “L,” but otherwise re

mains practically unchanged either in status

or mechanical formation. The slight pro

cess of alteration it has undergone has in

volved the adoption of the new oiling sys

tem, and the placing of the water pump

alongside the magneto, where it is driven

from the same shaft which actuates the ig

nition device. This model has 32-inch

wheels all around, three speed, selective

change gear, annular ball bearings for the

entire transmission, shaft drive, 102-inch

wheel base, 10% inches clearance, and

may be used for the accommodation of an

extra passenger. The rear seat is placed

well back of the rear axle which, as the ra

diator is brought flush with the forward

axle, and the driver's seat located with an

eye to ample foot mom, “gives a luxurious

air to the vehicle which is frequently lack

ing in machines designed for commercial

passenger service alone. The interior ac

commodations provide for four passengers

and are designed with due regard to bodily

comfort quite as much as to complete the

styles of the vehicle. The vehicle is fin

 
  T
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weighs somewhere about 1,750 pounds. It

is put out in both runabout and “toy ton

neau” forms.

The final member of the regularly cat

alogued line is the Model “6-30” light road

ster, which is continued over into 1909, but

under the inducement of a reduced price.

Its motor is rated at 30 horsepower when

turning at 1,000 revolutions per minute,

though its speed range is said to run from

200 to 2.000 revolutions. The cylinder di

mensions are 3% by 3% inches, and it has

the opposite. interchangeable valve arrange

ment.

The taxicab specifications call for the 3%

by 3% inch engine, mounted in the usual

pressed steel frame with sub~frame trans

mission and engine mounting, slung on 40

by 48 inch semi-elliptical springs, front and

rear, both sets being 2 inches in width; run

ning on 32-inch wheels, shod with 4-inch

tires and having 102 inches wheel base and

56 inches tread. The clearance of the vehi

cle is 10 inches, and the weight complete

something like 2.250 pounds. The chassis

throughout has the improvements which are

newly embodied in the other models of the

line, including the new method of oiling the

engine and the use of the Bosch magneto

and coil. The brakes, however, are applied

to the transmission shaft and the rear

wheels, respectively, the latter being of the

expanding type and actuated by the foot

pedal for service use. The emergency lever

applies the transmission brake.

The body design is of the landaulct or

der, with folding top but without the hood

extension over the driver's seat. The lat

ter extends the full width of the vehicle and

LIGHT SPEED CAR

ished in dark blue, with upholstery also in

blue.

Advantages of the Thermo-Syphon.

“Even before the automobile became a

factor in everyday life, when the intricacies

of clutches and differentials were but in

definitely understood, engineers had largely

periments, the thermo-syphon system has

been a feature of Maxwell cars since 1904.

Yet this system is not new; its earliest man

ifestation was the drawing up of water into

the clouds by the sun.

"The advantages of the thermo-syphon

system are several—the circulation is di

rectly proportional to the heat developed

and is independent of motor speed. In this

respect, it differs materially from pump cir

culation, where the cooling effect is directly

proportional to the speed of the engine.

Secondly, unfailing reliability, since all me

chanical devices such as the pump, gears

and other connections, are eliminated. And

lastly, the cooling effect is continued after

the motor is stopped, until the cylinders and

the jacketing water are of the same temper

ature.

“There seems to be a general impression

that for equal horsepower, the thermasy

phon system is heavier than the pump sys

tem. In fact, this question was agitated last

year in both the news and trade papers and

at that time, the Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co.

submitted figures, showing that the amount

of water carried in each case was pracically

the same.

Internal Combustion Engineers Organize.

A new addition to the roster of engineer

ing societies is the Internal Combustion En

gineers Association, which has just been

formed in Chicago, and which aspires to be

come a national, or even an international

body. At present it has membership repre

sentation in the States of Ohio, Indiana,

Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, Missouri and Cal

ifornia. The association aims to advance

in the broadest possible manner, the inter
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solved the important problem of keeping the

temperature of cylinders within working

limits. Water cooling, that is by circulating

water through specially designed chambers

or “water jackets," has finally become the

generally accepted type, but here designers

disagree as to the best method of circula

tion," remarks I. D. Maxwell, of the Max

well-Briscoe Motor Co.

“In 1901 and 1902, I made a series of ex

periments on both the pump and the grav

ity system, often referred to as the Thermo

Syphon system, As a result of these ex

4 CYLINDER. 40 H. P. MODEL " M"

ests of internal combustion engineers, al

though it is neither a fraternal organization

nor a union. In addition to assisting its

members to obtain the most fitting positions

and enable gas engine manufacturers to get

more reliable and efficient service from

their equipment, it will endeavor to develop

greater uniformity of detail in design, ma

terial and workmanship among the various

factories. The OHICers of the association

are: President, H. R. Linn; vice-president,

I. J. Bent; treasurer, I. J. Babcock, and sec

retary, Walter A. Sittig, all of Chicago.
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FEATURES 0F THE PARIS SALON

What It Revealed of the Trend in Foreign

Design—New Things Seen in the Show

of Accessories.

In the words of an American visitor, the

Paris Salon which closed its doors on Sun

day last, “was a pretty poor exhibition as a

show of automobiles.” Shorn of its former

glory, it limped to a rather humble termin

ation on Sunday last, after a period of stren

uous effort to assume the important aspect

of other Salons. It suffered first, from the

fact that it had been subdivided, the com

mercial vehicle and flying machine exhibits

which have graced it in former years, and

which have served to expand it into the

greatest exhibition of its kind known to

the world, now being grouped by them

selves in a separate exhibition to open next

week. It suffered second from the ticklish

state in which the European and particularly

the French section of the industry now

finds itself. Notwithstanding, a very brave

face was put upon matters by all the car

manufacturers and the usual atmosphere of

gaiety pervaded the Grand Palais. In nearly

every case the individual decorations on the

stands were the same or nearly the same as

were used last year. Happily for the gen

eral effect, some of them were so elaborate

and costly as to be well worth seeing sev

eral times, and they served to bring up the

effect of the ensemble.

In the matter of attendance, the early days

revealed the usual crowd of sightseers, the

Salon still maintaining its former prestige

as a social function pro-eminent. Though

the exterior of the show was subdued and

reduced to the decoration of the single ex

hibition hall, though even the lottery which

hitherto has been one of the big features of

the show was suppressed and no more voi

turcttes “given away,” the crowds continued

to surge about the stands and present all

the appearance of real business activity. An

outlet for the press was furnished by the

vacant spaces left by the several unoccupied

stan-Zs which had been assigned to firms

which later sunk under financial difficulties.

A general impression of the show, follow

ing the line of the forecasts published a

couple of weeks ago revealed some little

disappointment in the case of the cars ex

hibited, but an even more surprising im‘

provement in the displays of accessories

which, in variety, quantity and ingenuity

outrivaled anything which has yet been

seen. Small cars were in abundance, inno

vations scarce, and among even the more

progressive manufacturers, significant

changes a rarity. As for trend, it was ob

servable that firms which continue to ad

here to the policy of building large and ex

pensive cars are inclining even more than

formerly to the use of the sextuple motor,

and that in many instances this principle is

now carried down to cars of moderate

power. Indeed a census of the show re

vealed a total of no less than 96 cars of this

type as against 57 a year ago and only 23

in 1906. The light four-cylinder models,

however, predominated. Of freak designs

-—once so prominent and diverting a feat

ure of the Salon—there were practically

none among the exhibits of cars. In the

accessory section, however, this phase of

the exhibition was renewed in the displays

of motors designed for air-ship use, many of

which are now produced by long-time au

tomobile makers.

In the finer points of design about which

such sharp controversies used to wage, there

is now little diversity. Those makers who

have settled upon systems which are more

or less unusual, continue to adhere to them.

Questions of the relative advantages of

cone and multiple disc clutches. shaft and

chain drives, thermo-syphon and pump sys

tems of circulating the cooling water, high

and low tension ignition, selective and pro

gressive methods of actuating the change

gear, and pressed steel and armored wood

frames are no longer discussed to any great

extent on the floor of the show. At the

same time it is observable that certain of

these questions have been settled by the

makers themselves, not by the universal

adoption of a single system, but by the use

of different ones on different models.

Thus, with the idea that low tension igni

tion gives better service in the hands of

skilled drivers than when placed under the

control of the private owner or the novice,

several of the makers, among them the pro

ducers of the Brasier, Berliet, Mercedes and

Lorraine-De Dietrich cars. are now fitting

that system on their larger powered ma

chines. while for the medium and low pow

ered models they use the high tension sys

tem with its advantage of greater simpli

city.

Simplification of dashboards, so noticea

ble in this country a year ago has now taken

hold in France to a more evident degree.

The newer Panhard cars, for instance, in

stead of the coil lubricator and other acces

sories which formerly adorned them, now

have clean dashboards with only the switch

and sight-feed glass of the lubricator in

sight. The coil has been placed under the

bonnet and the lubricator also is located on

the front side of the dash. In the case of

the Berliet cars, the abandonment of the

pressure system of feeding the fuel has per

mitted the elimination of the several ad

juncts to that arrangement, while even the

two sight-feed glasses on the rear axle and

transmission lubricator lines. have been rel

egated to a place of concealment under the

bonnet. The Renault cars now have the

sight feeds of the lubricator let into a spe

cial and very neat form of panel on the

dash, and are enclosed under a glass plate

which is flush with the face of the dash.

The lubricator is lodged in front of the

dash, and the filling cap is placed directly

beind that of the radiatOr, which continues

to occupy its former position straddling the

front of the dash. Oddly enough, on this

stand is to be seen the only survivor of the

numerous self-starting devices which

cropped up so plentifully a year ago.

Several makers other than Renault are

coming to like the placing of the radiator

on the dash, the Berliet cars now having a

top and bottom tank so mounted, while sev

eral smaller firms have copied the same idea.

On the new C. G. V. cars the gilled tube

radiator is not carried clear across the dash,

but is cut away to admit the placing of the

fan directly within its enclosure.

Among improvements in engine construc

tion several instances in which the valves

had been suitably encased were noted, as

with the Bollée, and Delahaye, the latter

also adding a casing for the gas intake and

exhaust and the water inlet connections. In

general, however, changes in this quarter

were scarce and not remarkably significant.

Practically the only strikingly novel exhibit

was that of the Europeanized, American Si

lent Knight engine, which was shown on

two different stands by concessionaries of

the Daimler company, one of them exhibit

ing a gasolene-electric chassis which mount

ed it. The Panhard firm, which also had

been expected to display this motor as a

feature, failed to produce it on any of its

models.

A brief scanning of the exhibits with re

gard to transmission construction, revealed

a noticeable disappearance except in rare

instances of the expanding ring clutch,

which is regarded as having numerous short

comings; and a continuance of the struggle

between the cone and disc types, with many

changes of dimensions in the latter to indi

cate that practice in its design is even yet

very unsettled. Change gears are no longer

remarkable as an attraction to the seeker

after novelty, and but one of the many

“mixed” systems which have been shown in

former years, is now in a flourishing condi

tion. Live axle constructions continue to

multiply on cars of all types except those

of the highest power.

The international character of the show

has dwindled in keeping with its shrinkage

in other respects. While the usual number

of other European makers were in evidence,

England contributed but a single exhibit,

while America had but two. Of these, that

of the Ford Motor Co. figured most notice

ably.

Inventors Invited to a Competition.

In an effort to secure an effective appli<

ance for preventing any splashing from their

vehicles upon their patrons and other pe

destrians, the Companie Géne'rale dcs Om

nibus, of Paris, is organizing a competition

for contrivances of this nature. Among the

specifications on the entry blanks are that

competitors shall state the price at which

the devices may be had. and also the

amount of royalty which would be demand

ed in the event of the company's deciding

to manufacture them on their own account.
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YOUNG noonwus snousr PROTl-IS'I‘

Buffalo Police Department Requested to

Stop Boyish Attacks on Motorists—

Their Outlawry a Menace.

Because a solicitous mother pointed a gun

at a representative of the firm when he un

(lcrtook to remonstrate because her off

spring had snowballed him while driving a

car, the E. R. Thomas Motor Co. has filed

a protest with the Buffalo (N. Y.) police

department, pointing to the rapid growth

among the youth of the surrounding terri

tory of amusing itself by throwing things

This is the second

time the Thomas company has resorted to

at passing motorists.

this measure, a former attempt to secure

protection from the police having proved of

no avail.

“Some time ago," says the letter, “an

out-of-town customer was riding in one of

our cars when a boy threw a hard snowball

which hit our customer in the eye, breaking

his glasses and a part of the lens entered

the eyeball and nearly caused the loss of

sight.

"A few days ago the writer was struck

in the eye by a snowball thrown by a boy.

The pain was very intense and for a time

there was serious danger of losing the sight

of the eye.

“The writer succeeded in catching the

boy as he was entering his home and in

tended to explain to the mother what the

boy had done so that she might make an

effort to stop his habit. but instead of mak

ing any effort to chastise the boy she rushed

to the window with a revolver and threat

ened to shoot the writer, which she probably

would have done if the boy himself had not

had presence of mind enough to stop her

threatened action by explaining the deed.

"It seems impossible to get the parents

to make any effort to stop the practice so

that we have nothing left but to appeal to

your department. We trust you will appre

ciate the extreme seriousness of this rapid

ly growing habit and the extent to which

it exists to-day, and sincerely hope that you

will find some means of stopping it.”

Chicago May Offer More Trophies.

At the annual meeting of the Chicago

Motor Club on Tuesday, 8th inst., besides

rc-electing F. C. Donald president. the idea

of adding two more trophies for the annual

A. A. A. tour was agitated. The club is

anxious to hold, under its own rules. in con

nection with the tour, a gasolene consump

tion contest and a non-repair competition.

Some weeks ago, Col Studebaker offered a

$5.000 cup for a no-repair test in this

tour and if he sees fit to award this trophy

under the Chicago club’s formulated rules.

that will prove highly satisfactory: other

wise, the club wants to put up its own

trophy.

As one of the C. M. C.’s aims is to pro

mote economy among drivers, it is willing

to put up a cup to be contested for under

its own gasolene consumption formula by

Glidden tour entrants, and believes that

such a contest would please manufacturers.

In the election, in which there were three

tickets, Donald’s rival candidate, Thomas

llay, backed out at the last moment and

gave the winner a clean sweep, the third

ticket also including Donald's name. The

slate for the coming year is as follows:

President, F. C. Donald; first vice-president.

Charles P. Root; second vice-president, Da

vid Beccroft; secretary-treasurer, F. H.

Trego; directors, F. E. Edwards, Paul Pi—

card, Louis Geyler, I. V. Lawrence. H. P.

Branstcttcr.

Women to Hold Reliability Test,

On December 20 and 30, if all goes as is

proposed, there will be a road contest from

New York to Philadelphia and return that

will have at least one novel feature. It

will be the first run of the Women's Mo

toring Club of New York and women driv

ers only will be eligible as contestants. En

try blanks have been issued by W. J. Mor

gan, who is to manage the affair and who

believes that he can make the run a success.

The cars will start at 9 a. m., Tuesday, De~

cember 29, from Columbus Circle and make

a stop along the route in New Jersey, for

luncheon. Upon arriving at the Quaker City

the local women’s motoring organization

that bears that pretty name, La Manigata

Klaubo, will receive the contestants at the

Walton.

While the rules require that women must

drive the entire distance, male mechanics

will be permitted, to attend to the heavy

work of cranking and changing tires. While

no official observers will be appointed in

the usual manner. all passengers of each

contesting car will be required to sign each

day’s card and jointly report repairs and ad

justments, thereby being placed upon their

honor. All types of automobiles will be

eligible.

 

Harrisburg Announces Four Days Contest.

llaving conducted a few very successful

reliability contests in the past, the Motor

Club of Harrisburg, Pa., announces a four

days reliability run for the first week in

May, 1909. As it is generally understood

that next year’s Glidden tour will start from

Chicago and proceed westward, the Har

risburg Club will aim to make its contest

the chief eastern reliability tour of 1909.

The Harrisburg body is now planning to

ask the co-operation of several of the larger

eastern clubs, which will be requested to

appoint a number of the officials of the

contest. The rules will provide for a

schedule well up to the legal limit, with

observers on all cars; also a tech

nical examination at the finish. One of the

proposed features will be an actual tire rec

ord giving a practical contest for tire man

ufacturers.

RIDICULE KILLS A BRIGHT IDEA

Card System for Identification of Motorists

Looks Good to St. Louis Police Chief

—But the Public Kicks.

 

Some time ago a bright idea originated

in the heads of certain members of the Au

tomobile Club of St. Louis for a novel card

system that was calculated to do away with

much of the annoyance occasioned when

members were arrested for speeding. The

arrangement was for drivers to carry cards

issued by the local club and countersigned

by the chief of police.

rest by a policeman, all that would be nec

If placed under ar

essary for them to do, would be to display

the passport, giving the cop the number and

then the motorist might proceed upon his

way in perfect peace. He would merely

have to appear in court the next day to an

swer the charge.

Chief of Police Creecy considered this

plan a good one at first, but he changed his

mind later when citizens of St. Louis who

were not members of the club set up a howl

and as a result, the card system will not

materialize. As soon as the idea was made

known, the newspapers and comic supple

ment editors took it up and made it the butt

of numerous jokes. some suggesting that

the chief extend the system to benefit those

who could not afi‘ord the luxuries of auto

mobiles, such as recognized professionals

among the porch-climbers. highwaymen.

confidence men and lady shop-lifters, to

save them the annoyance and embarrass

ment of being arrested at inconvenient mo<

ments.

In reply to the objections of those who

were not members of the automobile club,

the Chief declared that he intended no dis

crimination regarding non-members, but

that the idea would have held good for any

motor car owners who cared to make ap~

plication to him for cards. Inasmuch as the

people seemed to have the idea that the

club was being favored, however. he do

cided not to inaugurate the plan.

Thespians Abandon Trains for Automobiles.

While it is the usual custom for theatrical

companies to use the railroads as a means

of transportation from place to place. or

more often to walk, up-to-date methods are

now being employed by a number of Broad

way favorites. Walter Hale. who OWns a

40 horsepower Studebaker car is so dis

gusted with the disagreeable features of

train travel that he has practically aban~

doned that style of transportation and with

a few of the leading members of “The

Wolf" company, uses his car almost cx

clusively. The railroad is graciously pcr~

mitted to carry the trunks, scenery and the

minor members of the cast, but Hale no

longer has to worry about time table sched

ules.
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JAIL SENTENCE EOR JOY RIDER

Court Regrets that He Cannot Make the

Term a Year—Maximum Fine Added

to Thirty Days’ Imprisonment.

“It’s almost a pity you weren‘t killed.

Thirty days and $250 fine is the heaviest

sentence we can give you, I regret to say.

I wish I could give you a year," declared

Justice \Nyatt in the Court of Special Ses

sions, New York City, one day last week,

when Felix Droit, a French chauffeur, was

being tried for speeding. This penalty is

the heaviest ever imposed upon a driver in

that court for breaking the speed laws, and

if Droit is unable to pay the fine, he will be

confined in jail 250 days in lieu thereof.

According to the testimony of Policeman

Rickert of the motorcycle squad, Droit was

speeding up Broadway at a rate of 40 miles

an hour on the morning of August 28 last,

at about 5 o’clock. At Fifty—second street,

Rickert gave chase and Droit swung into

Fifty-first street and up Schnth avenue and

then amused himself by zig-zagging in and

out of various streets on the West side

between Thirty-fourth and Fifty—seventh

streets, with the motorcycle cop in pursuit.

It was not until the driver hit an “L” pillar

at Fifty-first street and Third avenue that

the chase ended. Rickert declared that

Droit turned corners in the most dangerous

fashion and added: “Half the time he was

on the sidewalk. He ran two blocks on the

sidewalk on Thirty—fourth street. I fired

five shots at his tire during the chase, but I

couldn’t hit it. It was the most daredevil

driving I ever saw. Even when he hit the

pillar and his left rear wheel came off it

didn’t stop him. He stuck to the machine

and it slid a whole block, it was going at

such speed."

After hearing other witnesses, who testi

fied that on the date of the chase, the owner

of the car, H. P. Wilson, was in California

and that the chauffeur was “joy-riding,” the

court decided to make an example of him

and held that the fact the speeding was

done at an hour when there was little traf

fic in the streets, did not alter the case any.

Following the decision, District Attorney

Jerome said he would endeavor to have

Droit’s chauffeur’s license revoked and if

he finds that the law as it now stands, does

not provide for such revocation, he will try

to have a bill passed in the Legislature that

will enable the District Atorney's office to

revoke licenses after a third offense.

New York Leads in Road Building.

According to the statement issued on De

cember 12, by State Engineer Frederick

Skene, of New York, 820 miles of good roads

have been constructed in New York State

during the current year. This is consid

ably more than was accomplished in

1907, when only 311 miles Were built. Skene

also points with pride to the fact that while

Massachusetts and New Jersey formerly

were leaders in good roads work, New York

State is now far in advance of these in high

way improvement.

“There are at present approximately 500

miles under contract," he states, “and over

1.000 miles awaiting contract. Of the $50,

000,000 State money voted by the people for

this work, $11,000.000 has been appropriated.

“If the roads completed during the last

season were placed end to end they would

reach from New York City to Buffalo, via

Albany and Rochester, and from Bufialo

to New York City, via Elmira and Bing

hamton.”

Owners Who Drive Must be Licensed.

Because many New Jersey automobile

owners who employ chauffeurs to drive

their cars, are careless about obtaining li

censes for themselves to cover the infre

quent occasions when they care to drive

their own machines, the State commissioner

of motor vehicles has issued a warning to

this class of motorists. The department ex

pects to keep close watch on owners who

are careless about the matter of their own

driving licenses. In a word, a man owning

a high-powered car, which ordinarily is

driven by a chauffeur, has got to pay $28

or more annually instead of $14, if he him

self cares to take the wheel occasionally.

Virginia Motorists Want to be Taxed.

Virginia motorists are making an effort

to get the State to tax each automobile

owner within its borders the sum of $10, in

stead of not taxing them at all, as is now

the case. The motorists want to be taxed

so that good roads can be built, over which

they may drive in comfort. It is estimated

that there are now about 500 cars owned

in the State and that a taxation at the rate

proposed would raise an annual fund of

$5.000, which is used to augment the State’s

small appropriation for good roads, would

be of considerable benefit. Several of the

automobile associations in Virginia hope

to introduce a bill in the legislature.

Maxwell-Briscoe Owners Getting Together.

Clubs composed exclusively of the owners

of certain makes of car are finding a useful

purpose in amalgamating the common in

terests of the members. who are bound to

gether by ties altogether different from

those which exist in the more ordinary form

of motoring organization. The latest asso

ciation of this type to be conceived, is the

Mexwell-Briscoe Motor Club, which is now

in process of formation. An annual tour

of two or three weeks’ duration is to be

one of its allurements to prospective mem~

hers.

Three Cities Ready for Taximeter Cabs.

Denver, St. Louis and New Orleans are

all promised taximetcr cabs in the near fu

ture. In each case the tentative date for the

installation is about the first of the year.

LAW SAID T0 INJURE BUSINESS

New Jersey Automobile Trade Association

Alleges a Boycott of the State—Demand

for More Liberal Legislation.

Claiming to feel the resentment of motor

car owners and manufacturers at New Jer

sey's automobile law, in a decline of busi

ness and a withdrawal of orders by individ

uals and companies outside of the State,

the New Jersey Automobile Trade Associa'

tion appointed a committee, on the 10th

inst, to take steps for a modification or re

peal of the law. The resolutions accom

panying the appointment of the committee

recited that many automobilists are avoid

ing New Jersey altogether, thus lessening

the revenue of the residents, and that the

fifty or more lines of trade within the State

which are more or less directly concerned

in the automobile industry are “seriously

menaced owing to the arbitrary laws en

acted and now in force” relating to the mo

tor car traffic.

At the meeting a number of letters were

read, wherein the New Jersey recipients

were told that they need not expect fur

ther business from the writers until the

State’s attitude toward automobiles was

changed for the better. Instances were

given where visiting motorists were fined

for coming within the State without a li

cense, yet who, because of holiday regula

tions, were not able to obtain licenses to

proceed after paying their fines. Alto

gethcr the law came in for a severe scoring.

and the trade interests of the State purpose

to see that it is remedied.

Long Island Club Elects Officers.

At the Long Island Automobile Club's

election, held on Wednesday. 2d inst, at

the club house, Frank G. Webb was chosen

president, William Schlimpf proving vic

torious for vice-president, and C. C. Clufi

for treasurer, while Herbert Andrews is to

be the new secretary. When the election

started two tickets were in the field. Three

new members were chosen to act on the

board of governors: Alfred Weimarth.

Charles Jerome Edwards, and Dr. A. C.

Howe. Announcement was made of the an

nual club dinner to be held Thursday even

ing, December 10. The secretary's report

showed a gain of 50 members during the

past year.

Chicago Club Auxiliary Issues Bonds.

A 6 per cent. bond issue to the amount

of $251100. has been underwritten by the

Western Trust and Savings Bank for the

Chicago Automobile Club Auxiliary Asso

ciation. The bonds are due August 1, 1913.

and the property consists of the leasehold

and improvements of the southeast corner

of Jackson Boulevard and Plymouth Place.

together with other real estate.
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WHEN THE TARIFF WALL HELPED

How Importers Clambered Over It to Paths

of Opulence—Typical Transactions

Before Tribulation Began.

Efforts on the part of the importers of

foreign made cars to gain the advantages

of a tariff reduction serve to call attention

to the comparative straits in which they

now find themselves by contrast with the

former palmy days when they were in no

way surrounded with any of their present

difficulties either in securing a market for

the product they represented, or in exploit

ing it at almost any price they cared to

name. Indeed, the days are not long past

when the “tariff wall,"

onerous, was welcomed as an excuse for

now become so

raising the price of the European product,

and was accepted by the opulent purchaser

almost as a matter of course, and without

protest. In reminiscent mood, a man who

has long been familiar with the operations

which have characterized the foreign market

in New York City, recently gave an instance

or two as typical of some of the methods

which were so profitably carried on a few

years ago, when the most palatial and ex

clusive establishments along upper Broad

way were those conducted by the importers.

“It was not enough to add item after

item to the cost in those days,” he said, “un

til the sum which the buyer paid for a car

of pretentious appearance soared way up

into the thousands beyond its legitimate

value, but occasionally the dealer resorted

to the most brazen trickery in his zeal for

swapping the foreign made automobile for

the American-made dollar. Here is a case

in point which came to my knowledge a

while ago, and which concerned an import

ing company then well known, if not noto

rious for the lavish display of its estab

lishment and the huge prices asked and re

ceived for the famous car which it handled.

“One of the ‘gilded youths’ of the town

took it into his head to buy one of those

particular cars, and was accordingly mulcted

to the tune of $16,000 or thereabouts for the

car and its complete equipment. A few

days later, becoming hard pressed for

money, he was forced to dispose of his new

possession, and approached the manager

of the same concern with a propOsition to

stand the car on the floor in the hope that

the company could secure a buyer for it.

The offer was accepted with the usual as

surances that only the most nominal figures

were allowed for “second-hand” cars, and

that the company would require a liberal

commission in return for its efforts at dis

posing of the undesirable property when it

had plenty of newer and therefore better

cars of its own to offer the purchaser.

Needless to say, the terms were readily

agreed to and the car was polished up and

put in the show room.

“Not many days afterward there appeared

at the office a wealthy creamery operator

from Pennsylvania who wanted a fast car

to take him daily between his office in Phil

adelphia and his country home. He wanted

a 90 horsepower car, he said—one that

would go ‘60 miles an hour.’ He was ad

vised by the suave manager that they had

no 90 horsepower cars just then, but they

had a 60 horsepower car which ought to

just about satisfy his requirement. Accord

ingly, the storage car was taken out, and

he was given a speedy demonstration over

the road to the Gity of Brotherly Love at a

rate which fairly took his breath away, and

actually made him beg the driver to save

his life by slowing down. The car having

thus proved satisfactory, a sale was agreed

upon, and this second purchaser was taxed

the full $16,000 for the car and its original

equipment before he became possessor of it.

"The young New Yorker who had owned

the car for a brief space of time, but not

long enough to mar its finish, was then ap

proached with the glad tidings that the as

siduous management had at length succeed

ed in disposing of his machine. and at a very

gratifying figure, too. By great good for

tune the car had been sold for no less than

$9,500, which, deducting the firm’s commis

sion of $1,000 for the transaction, would

net the happy near-bankrupt exactly $8,500.

He was even congratulated on his ‘luck’ in

'getting so much for the car, and I daresay

the congratulations were sincere, for I

don‘t know why they gave him as much as

they did.

“But there were two sides to the import

ers’ story then, as there are now," he con

tinued. “In one instance, this same com—

pany gave a long series of most promising

demonstrations to a young man of appar'

ently wealthy circumstances. who for a pe

riod of not days, but weeks, ordered the

demonstrator to meet him at the Waldorf

llotel late in the afternoon ‘each day, and

thereupon went for long rides with his

charming lady friends, and had very gay

times indeed. He was pleased with the car,

he announced at length, but still questioned

it in one or two respects. Finally, some

question having been raised as to whether

he actually lived at the Waldorf, a salesman

hopped on the car one night, and pointedly

offered to ‘take him home.’ This failing to

bring about the desired result, a quiet in-_

vcstigation was commenced, when it was

learned with some alarm that the supposed

ly good ‘prospect’ actuall'y resided in a very

limited uptown flat under the tender solici

tude of his mother, that he had hardly

enough money to pay for his elaborate m0

toring apparel, and that he was in the habit

of meeting his Waldorf appointments by

riding downtown on a trolley car.

“You will see from this that the import

ers were forced to exercise self-protective

and retaliatory measures sometimes. Though

you can judge for yourself whether they

managed to keep themselves afloat," he con

eluded.

IJGIIT 0N ENGLAND’S PATENT LAW

How Far It Binds Foreign Inventors to

British Manufacture—Assemblage of

Machines Apparently Sufficient.

  

Doubt and anxiety as to the interpreta

tions under which the new patent act in

the United Kingdom will be administered,

has led numerous American manufacturers

to address inquiries to the American con

suls stationed in Great Britain, particularly

as to the extent to which the provision for

manufacture in the United Kingdom is

binding. In this connection Consul I. N.

McCunn, at Glasgow, replies to a New York

inquirer as follows:

“With regard to the clause ‘to an ade

quate extent,’ I am informed that it would

appear to be perfectly in order, in the

meantime, to manufacture the parts of a

machine in the United States and have them

assembled in the United Kingdom. The

ground on which this view is taken is that

each part of the machine, taken separately,

is not a patented article, the patent merely

applying to the machine as a whole. N0

test case has yet been taken in the British

courts, and I am informed that the above

is the generally accepted reading of the law

until such a test case is brought.

“A company has recently been started in

Glasgow,” he concludes, “having for its ob

ject the safeguarding of the property of

foreign patentees selling in the British Isles,

and one of their pamphlets, which gives

excerpts from the patent act, is forwarded

and may be obtained from the Bureau of

Manufactures.”

Growth of the Industry in Germany.

It is difficult to appreciate the rate of

growth of the automobile industry, so rapid

has been its expansion during the past few

years, and so absorbing have been the de

tails of technical improvement which have

attracted attention almost to the ekclusion

of all consideration of its business develop

ment. Its rate of increase the world over,

however, is aptly reflected in the case of

Germany where the dozen automobile fac

tories of 1901 had been increased to 24 in

1906, while the value of the total product

had increased nearly ten-fold in the five

vears. The German official statistics are

quoted by American Consul William Thom

as Ree. of Bremen:

“In 1901 there existed in Germany 12 au

tomobile factories employing 1,589 persons.

while in 1906 this number had increased to

34 factories with 10.347 employes. In 1901

$431,873 in wages were paid by the fac

tories, or $272 per workman, while in 1906

$3,171,012 were paid for wages. or $307

per workman. The total value of produc

tion shows nearly a tenfold increase in the

five years. It amounted in 1901 to about

$1,340,000, and in 1906 to $12,200,000.”
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The Week’s Patents.

898,317. Explosive Engine. Varnum F.

Carpenter, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Dec. 21,

1907. Serial No. 407,527.

1. An engine having an explosion cham

ber and a piston therein, a duct for the

charge leading to said chamber, a rotatable

valve in said duct. means to rotate said

valve and open and close the same at alter

nate strokes of the piston and means to re

tire said valve from said duct and leave the

duct unobstructed, whereby a two-cycle en

gine is obtained.

898,361. Carburetter. Frank H. lleitger,

Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Speed Chang

ing Pulley Company, Indianapolis, Ind., a

Corporation of Indiana. Filed March 31.

1906. Serial No. 309,195.

1. In a device of the class described, a

mixing chamber having an air inlet opening

at the bottom and an outlet at the top, in

combination with a liquid reservoir adjacent

to said chamber and having a duct extend

ing beneath the opening in the latter, a noz

zle rising into said chamber from said duct,

an air valve concentric with said nozzle for

regulating the admission of air at the inlet

opening, and a vapor tube within said cham

ber and forming a guide for said valve, sub

stantially as described.

898,402. Elastic Vehicle Tire. William

Brameld, Paterson, N. J., assignor of one

tenth to James T. Jordan, Paterson, N. J.

Filed Aug. 14, 1907. Serial No. 388,449.

1. An elastic unitary tire member having

cells arranged in lines radiating, in the cross

section of the member, from substantially

a common center, each cell extending short

of the exterior surface of said member but

having its radial dimension equal to the ma

jor portion of the corresponding dimension

of said member, substantially as described.

898,427. Igniter for Explosion Engines.

Henri Benoist, Paris, France. Filed Sept.

24, 1907. Serial No. 394,334.

1. In a device of the character described,

the combination with a main supporting

member, of an insulated stem extending

therethrlough, an auxiliary supporting mem

ber designed to be telescopically, remov

ably secured to the main supporting mem

ber and terminating in an electrode, an in

sulating member contained within said aux

iliary supporting member and a pin passing

through said insulating member and ter

minating in an electrode, said pin being de

signed to contact with said stem to conduct

current to the said electrodes. .

898,436. Vehicle Wheel. Herbert Clif

ford, New London, Conn., assignor to Ralph

Clifiord, Morison, Mass. Filed April 20,

1907. Serial No. 369,353.1. A vehicle wheel comprising aihub,

spokes and felly, and a rim formed from con

volute springs and ends of which are bent

inward beyond said felly to which the ends

of the springs are secured, substantially as

described.

898,438. Engine Starter. Clyde J. Cole

man, Rockaway, N. J., assignor to Conrad

Hubert, New York, N. Y. Filed Aug. 13,

1904. Serial No. 220,648.

An engine starter comprising power ap

plying means engageable with the engine,

a pressure applying chamber, the power ap

plying means being actuatable by (pressure

in the chamber to move it in one irection

to start the engine, means opposed to such

movement and operative to return the

power applying means to starting position

when the pressure in the chamber is re

lieved, pressure storage means and a pres

sure and exhaust valve controlling the com

munication from the storage means to the

chamber, and also controlling an exhaust

from the chamber.

898,483. Spout for Cans. Charles F. Kel

lom, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed March 16, 1907.

Serial No. 362,661. Renewed June 20, 1908.

Serial No. 439,599.

1. In a can,.a nozzle and a spout pivot

ally and invertibly supported adjacent said

nozzle and adapted to be brought concen

tric with relation to and to coact with said

nozzle, said spout having means embracing

said nozzle whereby the contents of the can

may be poured therefrom without leaking

or spilling.

898,494.

Cleveland, Ohio.

rial No. 267,679.

1. In an explosive engine a plurality of

independent sets of carburetting means, one

of the carburetting factors being the same

in each set, other carburetting factors be

ing different in each set, a mixing chamber,

an engine throttle and means operating sim

ultaneously with the closing movement of

the throttle to cut off that carburettin set

having the least carburetting effect or a

given volumetric rate of flow of the mixture

therefrom.

898,495.

Cleveland, Ohio.

rial No. 267,680.

1. In an explosion engine, a plurality of

independent sets of carburetting means hav

ing different permanent carburetting factors,

an engine throttle, and means operating sim

ultaneously with the throttle for throwing

any individual one of said carburetting sets

out of operation, and bringing a second set

having a different permanent factor into

action.

898,497. Automobile Tire. William Mul

ler, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Sept. 27, 1907.

Serial NO. 394,782.

In an automobile wheel, a split rim

formed with opposing and inwardly curved

jaws, one jaw being integral with the wheel

spoke and the other jaw being removably

secured to said wheel spoke, a spring cham

ber recessed in said split rim and formed

partly in the integral and partly in the re

movable jaw thereof, a tire having an en

larged tread and base and a narrowed neck,

a tire sheath secured to and inclosing the

neck and base of said tire, a plunger secured

to said tire sheath and slidably mounted in

said spring chamber, a spring coiled in said

spring chamber, and a tension bolt mounted

in the end of said spring chamber, whereby

the tension of said spring may be regulated,

substantially as described.

898,567. Gasolene Filter. John Ellis,

Lynn, Mass. Filed April 28, 1906. Serial

No. 314,141.

1. A gasolene filter and separator com

prising in its construction _a casing_provided

with a passageway extending longitudinally

therethrou h and having an inlet and an

outlet ori ce, said casing provided with a

filter chamber adjacent to said inlet orifice,

there bein a precipitation chamber located

beneath said assageway between said filter

and said ori ce.

898,608. Vehicle Wheel.

wald, Williamsport, Pa.

1907. Serial No. 369.540.

1. A vehicle wheel having a hub, spring

spokes with their inner ends secured to

said hub, a rim to which the outer ends of

Carburetter. Louis P. Mooers,

Filed June 30, 1905. Se

Carburetter. Louis P. Mooers,

Filed June 30, 1905. Se

Christian See~

Filed April 22,

said spokes are fastened, discs at the end of

the hub bearing respectively against the op

posite sides of the spokes near their outer

ends for transmitting driving stress to said

spokes near their outer ends.

898,665. Lens. Gco. A. Macbeth, Pittsburg.

Pa., assignor to C. T. Ham Manufacturing

Company, Rochester, N. Y., a Corporation

of New York. Filed May 21, 1908. Serial

No. 434,076.

1. A lens comprising a concave convex

ringed refracting portion and an integral

surrounding plain annulus of greatest thick

ness at its inner edge and tapering thcrc'

from to the outer edge.

898,678. Casing and Cylinder Construc

tion for Gas Engines and the Like. Charles

R. Piggins, Racine, Vt'is, assignor of one

half to Frederick Piggins, Racine, Wis. Filed

Feb. 26, 1908. Serial No. 417,837.

l._ A gas engine casing, comprising a

base having a cylinder seat, a water con

duit and a gas conduit within the base each

having an opening leading to the top of the

base, an engine cylinder mounted on the

cylinder seat of the base and provided with

a water passage and a gas passage within

its walls adapted to register with the open

ings of the water conduit and the gas con

duit respectively, a water jacket communi

eating with the water passage, and an in

take valve chamber communicating with

the gas passage.

898,714. Anchoring and Tension Device

for Tire Protectors. Samuel C. Wolfe, An

gola, 1nd. Filed Nov, 14, 1907. Serial No.

402,121.

1. In a tire protector of the class de

scribed, the combination of a tire receiving

sleeve having free edge portions, means for

securing said sleeve to a wheel and com'

prising rigid split rings detachably applied

to the free edge portions of the sleeve,

means for adjusting the connection between

the ends of the split rings, and tension de

vices connected with the split rings, each

consisting of a housing, windlass shafts

mounted in said housin , flexible members

connected with the wind ass shafts and with

the split rings, and means whereby the flex

ible members may be wound on the shafts

for the purpose specified.

898,798. Shock Absorber for Automobiles.

Irving Stanley, New York, N. Y., assignor

to Merritt S. Middleton, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Filed Aug. 8, 1907. Serial No. 387,584.

In a shock absorber, an integral casting

comprising a hollow casing and an attach

ing plate having bolt holes, whereby the

structure may be rigidly attached to the

car, a cylinder closed at one end and

threaded into the casing, a piston in the cyl

inder provided with an unobstructed pas

sageway of permanent and uniform capa

city, whereby the material in the cylinder

may pass from one side to the other of the

piston, a rock shaft journaled in the casing,

two cranks on the rock shaft, one within

and the other without the casing. means

connecting the crank within the casing with

the piston and other means connecting the

other crank with an appropriate part of

the car.

898,807. Valve Mechanism for Engines.

“'illiam L. \Nayrynen, Dolph, S. D. Filed

June 25, 1907. Serial No. 380,762.

1. In an en inc, a cylinder having an in

let valve, a va ve stem carried thereby and

extending to the exterior of the cylinder, a

casing inclosing the outer end of said valve

stem and having an opening in the side
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thereof, a lever pivoted to said casing and

haying a portion thereof adapted to enter

said opening to engage with said valve stem,

an exhaust valve, a valve stem therefor, and

engaging with said lever to intermittently

move it into and out of engagement with

said inlet valve stem, and means adapted to

engage with said lever to cause the latter to

lock the inlet valve in its closed position

when the engine exceeds a predetermined

speed.

898,832. Elastic Tire for Wheels. Felix J.

Chary, Paris, France. Filed Jan. 13, 1906.

Serial No. 295,920.

In a tire for vehicle wheels, the combina

tion, with the rim, of a plurality of frames

of parallelogrammic form secured in said

rim independently of each other, each frame

having a groove at its under part on all sides,

and inwardly projecting tongues interme

diately of the length of all of the sides. and

tread blocks secured within said frames by

means of base flanges which extend beneath

said tongues and into said grooves, the

grooves or spaces between adjacent blocks

extending obliquely of the tread surface.

898,850. Pneumatic Tire. William Drury,

Swansea, Wales, England. Filed April 14,

1905. Serial No. 255,520%.

1. In a pneumatic tire, the combination

of an inner strain cover divided longitudi'

nally upon its outer part, an outer tread

cover divided longitudinallv upon its inner

part, interlocking means intermediate be

tween said covers, such means acting to in

terlock the parts under inflation, said inter

locking means comprising longitudinally ex

tending recesses and interlocking projec

tions.

898,903.

W. Lindsay, Anthon, Iowa.

1905. Serial No. 275,448.

1. In an engine, the combination of a

pair of sections each comprising a cylinder

and half a crank chamber, bolts for con

necting the sections together. bearings

formed on the sections and lying in the

plane of division thereof, a crank shaft

mounted in the bearings and having a bore

extending short of the inner end thereof and

provided with a plurality of transverse paS‘

sages leading out of the bore, sleeves in one

of the shaft bearings leading out of the

bore, sleeves in one of the shaft bearings

and arranged in spaced relation to form a

chamber into which the said passages dis

charge, pistons in the cylinders, connec

tions between the pistons and crank shaft,

a valve chamber on each cylinder, an inlet

valve in each chamber, an exhaust valve in

each chamber, stems on the exhaust valves

extending parallel with the cylinders and

disposed on opposite sides of the crank

shaft, bearings on the cylinders for the

valve stems, secondary shafts disposed par

allel with the crank shaft, bearings on the

cylinders for the inner ends of the secon

dary shafts, oppositely disposed bearings

on one of the crank shaft bearings for the

secondary shafts, a pinion on the crank

shaft, and gear wheels 'on the secondary

shafts meshing with the pinion.

898,907. Tire for Vehicle Wheels. Tod

J. Mell, Youngstown, Ohio, assignor to The

Republic Rubber Company, Youngstown,

Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed May

25, 1908. Serial No. 434,915.

1. A tire for vehicle wheels provided with

outwardly projecting circumferentially ar

ranged elongated studs each having inward

ly diverging walls, a flat outer surface, and

a relatively large base. substantially as de

scribed.

Rotary Gasolene Engine. Chas.

Filed Aug. 23,

898,920. Carburetter. George S. Pierson,

Kalamazoo, Mich. Filed Oct. 7, 1907. Se

rial No. 396,228.

1. In a carburetter; the combination of

a fuel reservoir; means for maintaining the

fuel in said reservoir substantially at a con

stant level; a main air passage; a chamber

or well opening upwardly into said air

passage and depending into said reservoir;

a fuel opening in the bottom of said Well

communicating with said reservoir; an air

tube hanging in said well, said tube sup

plying air to the bottom of said well inde

pendently of said main air passage, said

tube being adjustable to vary the space be

tween its lower end and the bottom of said

well for the purpose of regulating the dis

charge of mixed air and fuel through said

space and upwardly through said well.

899,055. Speedometer.

New York, N. Y.

rail No. 400,787.

1. In a speedometer, the combination

with a shaft adapted to be driven by the

mechanism or vehicle the speed of which is

to be measured, of a device movable longi~

tudinally on said shaft, means for imparting

movement to said device proportionately to

the speed of the shaft, means operated by

said longitudinally movable device for indi

cating the extent of its longitudinal move

ment and thereby the speed at which said

mechanism or vehicle is being operated, and

means intermediate the said longitudinally

movable 'device and the said indicating

means adapted to adjustably operatively

connect the same together; said indicating

means comprising a shaft bearing an index

or pointer; and said intermediate means

comprising a slotted disc fasten said index

shaft. a pin operatively connected with said

disc in the slot thereof and also operatively

connected with the said longitudinally mov

able device on the driven shaft, and means

adapted to move said pin in said slot to

ward or away from the index shaft.

Joseph \V. Iones,

Filed Nov. 5, 1907. Se

899,056. Non-Skidding Device for Wheels

of Vehicles. Henry H. Kenshole, llford,

England. Filed Jan. 8, 1907. Serial No.

351,384.

1. A non-skidding device for wheels of

vehicles comprising a dummy wheel mount

ed alongside the vehicle wheel, means al

lowing of lateral motion of said vehicle

wheel upon its axle, a rising and falling

bearing carrying said dummy wheel, and

automatic operating and connecting means

between said bearing and said vehicle wheel

to raise and lower said dummy wheel.

899,061. Vehicle Tire. Robert M. Mer

riman, Youngstown, Ohio. Filed March

13, 1907. Serial No. 362,167.

The herein described reinforcing cable

for rubber tires. the said cable consisting

of a plurality of metal and textile strands,

the metal strands being twisted together

and the textile strands being twisted and

interwoven so as to completely cover the

metal strands, the cable being saturated

with a rubber cement which penetrates the

textile strands so that when the cable is em

bedded and vulcanized in the tire the rein_

forcement and tire are practically insepar

able from each other.

899,109. Carburetter. Frank H. Heitger,

Indianapolis, Ind, assignor to Speed Chang

ing Pulley Company, Indianapolis, Ind., a

Corporation of Indiana. Filed May 16,

1906. Serial No. 317,162.

1. In a device of the class described, a

reservoir containing a central vapor tube

 

WILL OUTLAUT YOUR moron
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Sense Plug

Said to be the best plug made. In all

threads. Price. $1.00.

c. F. SPLITDORF

Walton Ave. & 138th St.,

Branch, 1679 Broadway, NEW YORK

  

 

 

When at the Show

do not fail to see the

TUCKAHOE

GREASE GUN

 

New and very meritorious. The

only selfafilling combination oilcr and

grease gun. Can be filled with grease

in three seconds. Regulated by illf0W<

ing a latch. Its use insures quick oil

ing and Clean hands. Lower in price

than others. Write for circular.

Manufactured and sold by the

Rubly Mfg. Qompany

TUCKAHOE, N. Y.

  

 

 

The Low Price of the High-Quality

Lambert Bar
is made possible by the low cost of the simple

Lambert friction transmission, which is more effi

cient than any type of complicated, expensive gear

transmission.

BUCKEYE MFG. COMPANY, Anderson, Ind.

 

 

 

 

[0000100110
The Locomobile Company of America,

Bridgeport, Conn.
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opening through its bottom and extending

above its top, in combination with a suit

able nozzle communicating with the reser

voir and located in the lower part of said

tube, a suitable cover or top for said reser

voir through which said tube extends, a

mixing chamber having an opening in its

bottom and arranged above the top of the

reservoir, said mixing chamber having a

suitable outlet. and an automatic air admis

sion valve arranged about the upper end of

said vapor tube for closing the inlet open

ing in said mixing chamber, substantially as

described.

899,126. Spare Tire Holder. Leo P. Mc

Kinney, Boston, Mass., assignor of one—

half to John L, Snow, Boston, Mass. Filed

Dec. 31, 1907. Serial No. 408,768.

1. A spare tire holder provided with a

head having a tire engaging portion pre

senting a broad tire engaging surface, and

means for securing the tire against said

surface comprising a strap passing directly

and completely around both the tire and said

tire engaging portion.

899,139. Cushion Tire.

\Vahoo, Neb. Filed March 18.

rial No. 352,898.

1. A cushion tire comprising a rim hav<

ing a series of radially movable spring cush

ioned tread elements arranged there-around

in openings therein, and each comprising an

outer approximately U shaped member with

an inner reinforcing member secured there

to. and a plurality of spring pressed plung

ers secured at one end to each of said tread

John G. Smith,

I907. Se~

elements and operable at their other ends

in said rim.

899,283. Power Transmission

Stead A. Asquith, Waterloo, Iowa.

July 27, 1907. Serial No. 385,855.

1. A device of the character described,

comprising in combination, a rotatable

driving shaft, a friction wheel mounted

thereon, a rotatable driven shaft, a main

friction disc slidably but non»rotatably

mounted thereon, side friction disc rotat

ably mounted with their inner faces in jux—

taposition to the circumferential bearing

edges of both said friction wheel and main

friction disc, and means for causing said

side friction dicsc to bear equally upon the

edges of said friction wheel and main fric

lion disc.

Device.

Filed

 

  

\/*

lanta, Ga., Dunham Rubber Co.;

  

    

pig-Fag
ONGESTWEAR .

EMPIRE AUTOM()BILE TIRE COMPANY. Trenton, N. J.

New York, 148 Chambers St., and Broadway and 73d St.; Boston. 292 Devonshire St.;

Portland, Ore.; Fobes Ante Sup ly Co., Seattle, Wash.; ‘

enver Auto Goods Co., Denver, Colo.; ,

sonville, Fla.: Em ire Tire & Rubber Co., Minneapolis, Minn.; The Motor Sglpply Algency Co., 1246 But: id

sumers Auto Supp y Co., 7th Ave. & Smithfield St., Pittsburg, Pa; Empire ire &   

  

P fufialok I

W t A t Su l Co., rovi enee, .a' e u 0 En; Auto Supply Co., Philadel hil,

ubber Co., 1412-14 W. 11th St., Kansas City, Mo.

  

724 Main St.; Fobea Auto Su ply Co.,

Cbica o, 1301 Michi an ve.; At

a.; Savell Ru ber Co., Jack

Ave., Clevelrnd, 0.; The Con

  

450'1'“ ' ::.u.-.~ m-,"~:'>‘ ' .- ‘

 

  

SPECIFY

Heinze ignition ap

paratus on your

l909 car and get

THE BEST

“DE.

 

Write us if your

dealer does not

 

gas lamps, two_ side

touls, jack, pump and batteries.

  

Model B Touring Car, price $1,250.00. Full equipment, including two

oil lamps, one tail lam fieneraiors, horn,

Top, $75.00 extra. unabuut, $1,200.

  

carry them.

Heinze Electric 60.

LOWELL, MASS.

Makers of

COILS, TIMERS.

MAGNETOB, SPARK

PLUGS.

 

([A combination of simplicity and efficiency designed for the man

who scrutinizes the car he is to buy, who intends to himself

operate it, and to whom economy in up~keep and running expense

is essential.

(LThe live agent will find in the Oakland a car that appeals to a

large and intelligent class of purchasers and that will justify the

fullest confidence.

(Correspondence invited.

OAKLAND MOTOR CAR CO., Pontiac. Mich.

I. B. ECCLESTON. 8d- lhnllfl. ll Irllklll 5L. Iullk, N. Y.
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; Every Wico Plug

is guaranteed against porcelain break

age by heat or imperfection in material.

The ease with which the porcelain

can be cleaned makes them the most

efficient, effective and reliable plugs

on the market.

  

Wico plugs possess the exclusive micrometer

adjustment feature which permits the setting of the

spark gap to a,known distance to 1 /1000 of an inch.

PRICE $1.00 EACH

WITHERBEE FOR IGNITION

Wico Charging Device, Wico Ignition Wire. Wico Spnl'k

Plugs, Wilhcrbeo Bulleriel. Wico Inspection Lamp.

 

 

Witherbee Igniter Company

Ilium oi the Famous Wilherbee htlerles. 1876 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

CHICAGO DETROIT BUFFALO

1429 Michigan Ave. 220 Jefferson Ave. 43 E. Eagle St.

BALTIMORE OFFICE—604 Continental Bldg.

 

“ Oldest Makers in America"

$3000

 

 

Kokomo, Ind.

  

 

 

Spring Steering Connection
  

B. and S. Patent.

steering wheel, simple and effective. Write for description.

THE BILLINGS & SPENFER CO., Hartford, Conn.

Prevents crystalization and eases jar on

  

 

 

 

See that the 'name JONES

appears on the speed-indicator

you 'buy [or {your 1909 car!

Jones Speedometer

is the most accurate, reliable and handsomely finished speed-indi

cator obtainable. The Jones line comprises the largest assortment

of models and the greatest range of prices to be had in the speed

indicator field. The purchaser not only secures the STANDARD

SPEED-INDICATOR OF THE WORLD, but has the privilege

of selecting the exact instrument desired at a price commensurate

with the cost of his car.

Write for 1909 folder containing all Jones models together with

prices.

We rxlu'lrii at Grand Central PIIIGZY am!

Madison Squaw Garvin: :lwwr.

TllE JONES SPEEDOME'I‘ER

76th St. and Broadway. New York

Chicago, 1421 Michigan Ave.; Philadel

Rllliia, 259 N. Bros St.; Boston, 109

assachusetts Ave.; Cleveland, 1841

Euclid Ave.; Los An eles, 930 S. Main

St.; Hartford, 284 rumbull St.; San

Francisco, 544 Golden Gate Ave.: De

troit, 247 efierson Ave.; Baltimore, 26

Franklin ldg.; Portland, Ore., 306

Oak St.; Denver, 1542 Broadway; St.

Louis, 4630 Olive St

  

 

 

Cure Ignition Trouble!

The Remy 1909 high tension Magnetos can be installed with almost any

standard automobile motor without difliculty. \Vc furnish fittings for many of the

leadin automobiles.

'1‘ e Remy 1909 Magneto provides for a double system of i nition with one

set of spark plugs. The Magneto switch furnished with the hagneto is fitted

with a push button for starting the mot0r upon the spark without cranking, where

dry batteries are wired in connection with t e Magneto.

The Remy 1909 Magneto excels particularly in that it is more simple than

any other ignition agparatus. Satisfactory results are assured with it, whether

the user of the car e an experienced mechanician or knows nothing about his

car. It will stand more abuse from water. oil, etc., on account of its broad mar

gins for safety and its less delicate and less sensitively adjusted parts.

On account of the extra hot spark furnished by this Magneto and the perfect

timing of the gear driven Ma new, from S to 25 per cent. more power is secured

than where a vibrator coil an storage batteries are used.

More Remy Magneios Sold for 1909 Cars

Than All Other Makes Combined

Ex tense has not been 5 aired in the construction of our Magneto to make it

thoroug ly high rade and the best apparatus of its kind on the market. This is

proven by the v0 ume of business we are doing and the successful cars with which

our Magnetos are regularly et nipped.

The following are some of the regular quantity users of our Magnetos:——

Buick Motor Co. Overland Automobile Co. Qlde Motor Works.

Manwell-Briscoe Motor Co. Cameron Car Co. Kisael Motor Car Co.

A person Bros. Automobile Co. Midland Motor Co. Nordyke & Marmon Co.

odel Automobile Co. Regal Motor Car Co. Buckeye Mfg. Co.

 

The Remy Ma netos are not only

used upon automo iles. but upon almost

all kinds of explosive engines. They

are used upon the powerful engines

operating the big gang plows in the

West, With the 2 0 orsepower gasoline

cars of the Union Pacific

Railroad, and upon many

‘ other big motors that are

entirely dependent on the

reliability of the motor

for their success.

  

  

Remy Electric Co.

Dept. 11. Anderson. Ind.

Write us for illustrations and full _de

scription our new high tension

Ma etc. We are building them insucgnlargc quantities that we can make

you attractive prices. We can very

likelv furnish you fittings for _attacl'un

the Magneto to your automobile, or a -

most an gara e

could install it wit -

o u t t h e fittings.

Ask for '

your new car if

you want the best.

  

and 57th St.,

Branch Office at Thoroughfare Bld .. Broadway

New York 'ity.
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8. The llAliN[TO 113‘

F FUN TO OWN
.II

    

 
 

  

i SELF-STAIITIN DEVICE 0F THE

,UNTERBERG & HELMLE MAGNETO.

What It Means

It means a spark of maximum intensity—the same spark as at racing

speeds—on the slowest turn of the starting crank.

It means that this intense starting spark is automatically retarded

past the dead center. No matter what the position of the spark lever, the

spark occurs at the same safe point. Back kicks and broken wrists are

impossible with the U. & H. “Type LE."

It means, not simply an easier start than is possible with the or

dinary sort of magneto, but a surer start as well. \thn the engine is

warm, you start on the gas already in the cylinders—you don’t have to

pump it out by spinning and take your chance on what the carburetor

may give you. Half a turn and you are off.

And the Self-Starting Device is absolutely simple and rugged. It is

built to last as long as the rest of the magneto.

Type LE—the Self-Starting Magneto.

Our Cable Card

Type LB—without the self-starting device.

Type CB-l—for 4-cylinder motors up to 30 H. P.

Illustrating 11 Varieties of ca

ble in actual sizes mailed up;

L JJIDDDTZ COMPANY

UNTERBERG6’HBLMLE 'J’IW'ISII-IQOHGZIEIHGLLNH

J‘ole Importer-J

TIMEJ' BUILDING. NEW YORK.

ll RELLI CABLE

 

 
 

This is No. 154 P., Four-Way,

Cambric Covered.

  

   

I54 P (our way, Cambric CoverTxI.

T° AW“ “Fm” T'°“b"’ Pl Rflll 8: CO., 296 Broadway, New York
Specify PI ELLI Wire.

For sale by MOTOR CAR EQUIPMENT CO., 55 Warren 5L, and 1721 Broadway, New York City.

 
  

 

 

 

WANTS Mill Hill SALE
15 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

 

WANTED—A few first class trimmers.

Only those who have had actual ex

perience in an automobile shop need apply.

Address POPE MFG. CO., Hartford. Cann.

 

FOR SALE—300 sets 28x3 best grade ar

' tillery wheels, fitted with clincher rims,

less hubs. Write for bargain prices on sin

gle sets of the lot. THOMAS B. JEF

FERY & COMPANY, Kenosha, Wis.

 

 

A. O. Smith Company

MAKERS OF

PRESSED STEEL

FRAMES
(Capacity 100,000 per annum.)

Heavy and Difficult Stampings

Front and Rear Axles

Steering Columns

Transmissions, Selective and

Progressive

Multiple Disc Clutches

SEE OUR EXHIBITS:

Grand Central Palace, Space 134.

Madison Séuare Garden, S ace 205.

Coliseum, hicago, Space

A.0 SMITH co. 2.11.222352:
 

 

 

DOW TUBES
Do not deflate from puncture —TIIAT ISN'T ALL

Run cooler—THAT ISN'T ALL

Hold air much better~’l‘ll.»\'l‘ ISN’T ALL

Save money, time and trouble—THAT IS ALL

DOW TIRE CO., 2000 Broadway, N. Y.

889 Boylston Street, BOSTON, MASS.

Autoli ht Motor Supgly Co., Distributors,

06 N. Broad t., Phil-1., Pa.
 

 

 

FRANKLIN

Automobiles

The_cost OI_I motor car is difl’erent from

the price. _WrIte for catalogue which explain.

Franklin high-power at low cost.

II. II. FRANKLIN MFG. CO., Syracuse. N. Y.

  

 

 

 

 

AVEN.

 

 

THEMHRMON
“n Muzhnnlrol Monforploeo"

For cat-lot, addreee Dept. 16.

NORDYKE & MARION CO.

(51146.1851) INDIANAPOLIS, mo.
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E E .2. Egg:
THE PHGKHRD ELEGTRIG GOMPHNY, 303 Dana Ave" WARREN, OHIO

If your car is wired with PACKARD ENAMELED

IGNITION CABLE you can be dead sure you will have

no trouble so far as the wiring is concerned.

 

 

 

STANDARD

our quota

tions on high grade_;_f

“CONTINENTAL” MOTORSat“

two and four cylin

der motors, 10 to 45

horsepower. T h e z

are equipped wit

sell-contained oiling

, system and ready

‘ for attaching mag

neto. Highest

grade workmanship,

efiicient, d u r a h I e

and simple. Also

clutches and trans.

Send for catalogue.

CONTINENTAL MOTOR MFR. Ol., lusksgon, Mich.

K. FRANKLIN PETERSON, Water-n Represent

ative, 166 E. Lake St., Chicago, Ill.

T. J. WETZEL, Eastern Representative, 29 West 42d

St.I New York, N. Y.

  Invader flil
THE OIL THAT

GRAPHITIZES

are responsible for Its

popularity

YOU NAME 'rnE can

WE'LL
NAME THE GRADE

MADE ONLY BY

‘ CHAS. F. KELLOII & GO.

113 Arch St, Philadelphia

Boston Branch:

284 Columbus Avenue.

 

 

  

  
  

--QIITZIII
  

 

 
 
 

 

Get Rld of Tlre Troubles

Try a Set of

GaJlines

TRUFFAULTIHARTFORD

 

 

 

Trade

SHOCK QBSORBER

ark

The Device that made Sela, Eyed and Cornlortable

Automoblllng oealgle. '

Write for catalogue, Department D.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO.,

E. V. Hartford, Pros. I“ Ilay 5L. Jersey City, N. J.

 

AVOID ACCIDENTS

bynelngthe

Wridgway No Glare Shade

which adds to the eldeney oi the lam

Iare iron hllndlnéfther users at the

e fitted to any ting lamp.

PEERLESS MOTOR CAR CO.,

no to no w. 41.: 82., NEW You:

and keeps

ways. Can

 

 

ESTABLISH to new»

The Standard Amerlcsn Valves for

Automoblle. Blcycle 6: Vehicle tlrts

Manulactured by

A. scmunen's sou mc.

za-sz Rose 5!. New YorIr, U.S_A.

  

 

 

 

 

 

DIA CA] G MFG CO

"! W. Georgia BL,

Indhaapolla. Ind.

 

A SUPERB LINE OF CARS—

NTsgd-ér; A §J K S 0 N

" o oo eer— Hlll T Stoop.”

Z-Cylinder and g-Cylinder“

lunahouts, Roadsters, Touring Carl,

1! H. P., 24 H. P.. 30 H. P. and 36 H. P.

Prices, $850. $950, $1,250 and $2,000.

JAONUON AUTOMOBILE OO .Iaolttn. Ilth.

 
  

 

 
 

 

Automobilists Know Exactly

How Far and How Fast

Attach a Warner Auto-Meter to the dash of your car.

Its record is infallible in any weather—on any roads.

Write for details.

WARNER INSTRUMENT CO.,

330 Wheeler Ave. BELOIT, WIS.

 

 
 

THE GYROSCOPE CAR

The Simplest Automobile in the World.

$750—The Price—$750.

GYROSCOPE AUTOMOBILE CO. (INC.)

Gyroscope Bldg..

231 West 54th St. New York City.

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

HAVE YOU SEEN

TIIE PERFECTION WRENCH?

The newest end best wrench made; all steel—great

strength; instantly adjusted: easily and quickly oper

ated; positive grip; immense time, trouble, and tem

per saver; best "all round tool" ever offered for sale.

"You will want one when you see It."

For circular address,

THE PERFECTION WRENCH 00..

Box 426. PORT CHESTER. n. v.

 
  

THE NEW TYPE "D"

A smart and powerful small car.

  

25 h.p. (A. L. A. M. rating 29)

Roadster $2,000.

Baby Tonneau and Touring Car $2,100.

A duplicate in all but size and power of the

great

PENNSYLVANIA “50”

These cars will not be built by the thou

sands, but each machine will be as carefully

made and critically inspected as the higher

priced models.

Now and forever the great

1 9 o 9 [Lennsylvania “50"' remains

Type “C” t e same. _

Baby Tonneau or Touring Car

" 5 0 " $3,000.
All models equipped with magneto and gas

tanks.

PENNSYLVANIA AUTO MOTOR CO.,

Bryn Mswr, Pa.
 

 

COMPLETE COURSE

AUTOMOBILE INSTRUCTION
Invaluable to the owner or prospective owner

a motor car. Practical and to the point.

Send for prospectus to the

Correspondence School ol Motor Car Practice

Tarrytown, N. Y.

  

 

 

I HAVE A NORTHERN LIMOUSINE which

for the best of reasons I want to sell quickly.

It is in perfect condition, having been driven less

than 500 miles, and I think it‘s one of the sweetest

running, handsomest appearing, town cars made.

Tires are brand new and the varnish isn’t damaged

—in fact the car is just as good as new when it sold

for $2,500 and I’ll sell it for half—$1,250.

Address E. M. M., 382 Pennsylvania Ave., De

troit, Mich.

Etnhharh-Eagtnn

ONE Quality for ALL Models

ONE Price for ALL Buyers

Write for 1909 Catalog.

THE DAYTON MOTOR CAR CO.,

Dayton. 0.

 

  
 

 

 

CANNOT shake loose. The

of accident insurance.

by Icadin

thread of t

  
A Necessity On Automobiles—WHAT?

COLUMBIA LOCK NUTS

add an important factor of safety and

give a feeling of security]. olurnbia Lock Nuts are the beat Innd

' sed by most makers of the best cars and

railroads, etc. Send us a two-cent stamp, else and

e bolt, and we will forward a Columbia Lock Nut for it.

  

COLUMBIA NUT . BOLT 00.,- Inoe' Bridgeport, Donne
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WHITLOCK

INTAKE. EXHAUST ,

Whitlock Coil Pipe Co.

  

RADIATORS

AND WATER PIPES

'Hartford.‘Conn.

  

  

 

 

OIBIIEY SOLID TIRES
CONTINENTAL

Pneumatic Tires

Automobile Accessories of every description.

Jams: L. Glhnsy & 810.. Philadelphia, Pa, U.S.A.

 

 

WE WILL NOT

accept your contract unless we can give you the

delivery you require. We will not accept more

contracts than we can fill with proper attention to

each. We make Pressed Steel Frames and Auto

mobile Stampings.

THE HYDRAULIC PRESSED STEEL CO..

Cleveland, Ohio.

 

WW
READY PLATED 'rlnss

Universally approved by all motorists.

CONTINENTAL CAOUTCHOUC CO..

l788-90 Broadway. New Van' Citv.

WRITE FOR PRICES OR INFORMATION

 

SUPEBIUH Eiehed Name Plains

Vile are prepared to furnish you any kind

or style as above. We shall be pleued to

furnish quotations.

  

 

 

OLEVELIND SPARK PLUGS

“They Shoot 1: Flame."

CLEVELAND SPARK PLUG OD.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

  

 

 

The "Gotham" STA-RITE will end your

spark lug

t r o u Ies.

~- Soot can't

stick to the

i - p o r celain.

Won't short-circuit. Never leaks. Can be

taken apart and cleaned with case. Of dealv

ers, or direct, $1.00

THE R. E. HARDY CO., 25 W. 42d Sc, New York

  

 

 
 

 

The PULLMAN

4'40 Roadster. Price, $34!”.

that made the run from Philadel his to Sa

vannah Ge., March 5th to 18th. t rough "nud

up to the radiator. beating all previous records.

YORK MOTOR CAR CO., York, Pa.

 

 

 

'I'II AG“! MOTOR CAR CD.

Iendlng, Pl.

  

 

 

SPRINGFIELD

'I'DP (1m. ms)

Aluminum

Bodies

SPRINGFIELD

HEI'AL BODY CO.,

3“ [int]: Ave.,

Sprlnflleld. lass.

 

Steel Tires
Full of Air.

Tire expense cut in two.

Cannot Blow Out, Rim Cut

or Ptmeture.

As Flexible aa Rubber

Anti-S d.

That part of a tire with a

blowout or a rim cut in it

will last longer than any

other part it encircled by a

Iew sections oi steel.

Thousands in use.

Kimball Tin Case 00.

I72 Broadway

Gounoll Bluffe,l1lowa

   

CHANDLER CO., Springfield, Mass.

Gasolcnc and

Electric

W Automobiles

ARE MADE BY

ELECTRIC VEHICLE co., Hartford, Conn

  

It is not possible for any chain to be

better than

BALDWIN CHAINS

BALDWIN CHAIN & MFG. CO.

Worcestcr, Mass.

  

  

  

 

'I'III'I 28-30 II. P. MITCHELL, $1,500

Includes genuine $1_SO Splitdort Magneto (free)

and )4 inch larg_er tires than you get with any

other car at this price. To have other cars

e uipped with these tires you must pay $50 extra.

\larite for full information to-day.

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR CO.,

573 Mitchell St., Racine Wis.

Standard Manufacturers A. M. C. M. A.

 

 

 

THOMAS SHOCK ABSORBERS

on your automobile mean more comfort,

speed, safety. economy. Prove it at our

expense. 30 days free trial.

BUFFALO SPECIALTY CO.,

340 Ellicott St. BUFFALO, N. Y.

  

  

MICHELIN TIRE COMPANY

MILLTOWN. N. J.

 

Gasoline and Electric—tor Pleasere and Busine

Shideiiaiu Automohlla 00.. South Bend. lmlim

 

 

  

 

 

 
 

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, New York

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(the motor Worlb IL

for one year, commenchig with the issue0L___

Name L __L

Address

 

  

 
@l
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STEPNEY Theomy

 

5&mesmitten?" SPARE WHEEL cure

Every motorist should carry a ‘ ‘ Stepney ’ ’ and for Tlre

avoid all troublesome delays caused by punc- Tr0Ll b Ies

tures and blowouts. Write for Catalogue D.

 

DISTRIBUTORS—AMERICAN STEPNEY SPARE WHEEL CO., 1773 Broadway, New York Ciy. AUTO SPARE WHEEL

CO., 22d, Oak and Gillham Blvd., Kansas City, Mo. EXCELSIOR SUPPLY CO., 1436 Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

  

 
   

 

“RAJAH”

SPARK PLUGS
For Automobile Bodies, Dashes, Guards, Bonnets, IGNITWN ABSOLUTELY SURE

Battery Boxes, Drip Pans, Mutllers, Etc.

Eggs-3w“ um Althl sumv ooumw
in, WEBSITE-“'1‘”! “HERBS mm“ BLOOM FIELD, new JERSEY, u. s. A.

Metal That’s AA _ me and rhlilouey Saver _ ,

‘l'lll’. s'ruur nonuno MILL couwuw. CANTON. onto (watsessmg stamm' D" L' & w“ R' 1")

 

 
  

 

   

 

 

 
 

lee Your Car a Good Name

by using

SUPPLEMENTARY

SPIRAL SPRINGS
Change a bone-shaker and a spring-breaker into an easy riding, reel luto

mobile in which you can take pride and your passengers comfort. The me

of S. S. S. change n,near-good car to a real good car and add the finishing

touch of luxury to the best cars. Our booklet tells you all about them,

and II your: for the asking. Write {or it.

..p 6 Elm B‘um'DING - SUPPLE “ENTIRY SPIRAL SPRING CO.,“€€ EZLTfi'Jé'f'
PHILADELPHIAIPE'NNA New York Brunch, Removed to Motor Mort Building. (Larger Quartet-o.)

Model B—Brush Runabout

CAR 0F SIMPLE DESIGN MADE WELL

NOT A COMPLICATED DESIGN MADE CHEAPLY

Its records and the opinions of its users speak more loudly than self praise. Agencies for

1909 are being closed rapidly. Much good territory still open.

BRUSH RUNABOUT COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.

HE CAR WITHOUT evm BEING semen

STlLL RUNNING RUNNNG STLL.

JJH? =--'-/;-.. l '
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DON’T FAIL TO SEE THE

/' I

AND GET A

DEMONSTRATION

  

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

     

  

 

  

 

We shall 4 and 6 Cylinder

- . Roadsters

Exhibit Our ‘7 Toy Tonneau

Complete : Touringc1 Cars

I an

L1n e ' Enclosed Cars

—

Leninglon Avenue

Space No. 6, Section N

Grand Central Palace, December 31-January 3

OVERL'AND AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Indianapolis, Ind.

Member! American Motor Car Manufacturers' Associa io
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0PENSQNEW YEAR’S EVE

Leading American Cars—All the

Foreign Cars direct trom the

Paris Salon— All Acces

sory Makers

 
 

  

ONLY EXHIBIT OF

FOREIGN CARS

IN AMERICA

Management oi

American Motor Car

Manuiacturers’ Association

GRAND CENTRAL PALACE
FORTY-TIIIRD: STREET AND LEXINGTON AVENUE, NEW YORK

Gasolcne—

Electric—Steam Admission, 50c. Tuesday, $1.00

 
  

 
 

 

THE LARGEST AUTOMOBILE SUPPLY HOUSE IN AMERICA

Your Profit, Mr. Dealer

depends upon your sales. You must sell goods that are in demand and move

rapidly, and give you a good profit. We would like to have you investigate

THE CELEBRATED BRAMPTON CHAIN

  

 

  

r“\ ' --~-._
BRAMPTON S 15;.

  

They are rapid sellers and bring many duplicate orders. Every customer a satisfied customer and a daily advertiser

for you and the Brampton Chain. They are the strongest chain on the market. Made of self-hardening steel.

We have in stock all sizes to fit American and foreign cars.

_ The price is the same as you pay for any other chain, in fact all automobile chains now on the market are same

price to manufacturers, jobbers, dealers and users, and our prices are the same as quoted by chain manufacturers.

PRICE THE SAME. QUALITY? INVESTIGATE. Get the best at the same price. Agents wanted in unoccupied

territory. Catalog mailed upon request; the largest~of its kind ever published.

CI'IAS. E. MILLER, t"::.".t':°.‘:::':...‘::£::; Main Office: 97-99-101 Reade Street, New York
BRANCHES—54th St. and 8th Ave., New York: 202-204 Columbus Ave., Boston. Mass; 318-320 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.;

227%~229 Jefi'erson Ave., Detroit; 1829 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, 0.; 1392 Bedford Ave, Brooklyn. N. Y.: 824 Main St., Bufialo.

SEE OUR EXHIBIT AT BOTH NEW YORK AUTOMOBILE SHOWS
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STERLING

4. Quality is the lever

with which

TEWART

SPEEDOMETERS
have raised themselves

to the very first rank

Thousands 01 Owners
who iormerly used other makes

 

  

. now swear by /Stewart SpeedometerStewart & Clark Mtg. Company

509 Diversey Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois, U. S. A. Motlel 4
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Ninth National

Automobile Show
 

 

Madison Square Garden

January 16 to 23, 1909, New York City

TIT Under the Auspices of the H I

Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers

Exhibiting standard Gasoline Cars licensed under the Selden patent.

 
 

LICEIVSED GASOLINE CARS

Apperson Columbia Hewitt Packard Royal Tourist Stevens Duryea

Autocar Elmore Knox Peerless Sampson Studebaker

Buick ‘ i-M-E Locomobile Pierce Arrow Selden Thomas

Cadillac Franklin -ozier Pope Hartford Simplex Walter

Chalmers-Detroit Haynes Matheson Pope Toledo Stearns Waltham

.
,.Corbin L E C TRIC “inth

Anderson Bailey Champion General Vehicle Co. Studebaker Woods

Babcock 'Baker Columbia Rauch & Lang Waverly

3 TE .4 M ‘

White

Comp}!!! zx/n'bi! by the Motor 6? Arccrrory Alana/allure". Tile anly complete Illalarrycle tx/u'éit in [Vew York, by Ill:

Motorcycle Alzmufaclurzrr' Arran'ation, Commercial Velzirllr, Town Carr and Taximlu.

 
  

 

 
 

New Series

TIMKEN _ _

Short Bearings
Roller C‘“ m" Timken sum

Bearing Complete.

 

in offering the Automobile trade our New Series Timken Short Bearings, we do so with the assurance that they

are made from the same carefully selected steel and subjected to the same severe tests as our standard size Bearings.

The New Series Short Bearings are designed for use in‘axles where the bearings space does not permit the

use of our regular series.

These Short Bearings can be used on any axle, transmission, or other places where Annular Bearings can
be used: ‘IThey carry a much greater load than Annular Bearings of the same length, are smaller ill diameter

and in addition will talte as much end thrust as they do radial load.

Every bar of steel entering into Timken Products is made to the Timken analysis chemically—and tested to the

Timken test physically—which means a rejection of 45 per cent. of every ingot before metal of suitable density and

soundness for Timken Roller Bearings can be obtained. These new Short Bearing Rollers are made from best nicllel steel.

This is one reason why 65 per cent. of the makers of high-grade Automobiles and over 90 per cent. of the

“commercial truck builders of this country use Timken Roller Bearings. wan-e ron CATALOG nun rnrczs

TIMKEN‘ ROLLER BEARING AXLE CO., Main MIRMMTW- 0
Bl'anches : 10 E. Slat SL, NEW YORK 429 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO
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The car you cannot

afford not to own—

Mféfi/ié’ll"
" The aristocrat ol moderate priced cars”

The Car

with the

5 Bearing

1‘ Crank Shah

  

Model I). A. .tu it. 1’. 31.750. One of the five Maxwell models

You see them everywhere these Maxwells—the car

with the brass band across the radiator.

What has caused this success, for surely 12,000 Max

wells running from Maine to California is indisputable

proof of popularity. This season brings its quota of new

makes—yet to be tried—but the Maxwell stands proved—

stands squarely on its reputation of making good. Three

factories representing one million and a half dollars worth

of equipment will this year make 9,000 Maxwells.

NO OTHER CAR THAN THE MAXWELL COM

BINES ALL THESE FEATURES IN A SINGLE DE

SIGN.

Thermo Syphon Cooling. No pump.

Unltl Construction.

Three-Point Suspension.

Multiple Dlse Clutch.

Shalt Drive.

lndestructlble Metal Bodlcs.

These were originated in the Maxwell and have been

an integral part of its construction since 1904.

I want to get in personal touch with you to recom

mend one of the five models which fits your case.

A postal will bring our catalogue. Send for it to-day

l’rexhlmf.

Maxwell- Briscoe Motor Co.

P. O. Box 106, Tarrytown, N. Y.

Factories: New Castle Tarrytown Pawtucket

 

 

  

 

“moons

NON-SKID TREAD

Composed entirely of rubber. Formed by the

raised lettering " FlRESTONE NON-SK") "

arranged obliquely across the tread surface.

  

 

  

Contains more angles,

g edges and points of

" f road contact

\_ than any other

non-skid.

  

 

 

fIFESTO/VE

1'“_

  

Spaces

in and

b e t w e e n

the letters

cause a suction

that grips the road

and prevents slipping.

  

  

  

The wear-resisting quality of this tread is

a reVelation to motorists accustomed to the

quick wearing down or tearing out of the

ordinary non-slip devices.

FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER C0.,3'|‘1"{’B'

Branches and Agencies Almost Everywhere
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We extend to every individual

motorist and dealer a cordial in‘vita

tion, while attending the New Torh

Show, to 'visit the exhihit of the

Premier

“The .intality Car”

Section C, Grand Central Palace

  

 

"7\ Mechanical Masberpiece,"

lEor The Man Who Doesn’

With His Eyes Shut

The Marmon “Thirty-two" is neither a cheaply

built c_ar at a_ low price, nor a “good-enough" car

at a high price. _

It IS a thoroughly_hlgh-grade car, carefully built

and completely equipped, at a price which makes

it the best real bargain of the year.

It is a car of whose character, appearance, and

performance 1t_s oyvner may well be proud. It

is a car that Will live and can_be (lepended upon.

The_Marm0ns of 1904 are still gwmg splendid

service.

Equipment and Marmon construction consid

ered, it urges a careful investigation by every

buyer who 15 really economical.

Genuine Krup‘p and Chrome Nickel steels used in im r

tant parts. Bosc magneto and battery—dual system. eeh

Bright im orted ball bearings. Weight (weigh it), 2,000 lbs.

32-40 H. . Big tires (34x40 all around). Large brakes.

Straight line shaft drive. Fully equipped. Touring car.

Roadster, Suburban with removable rear seat, Coupe

or Limousine Town Car.

T0 DBALBRQ: Thls car in a wl'mer. Your cempetltora

wlll have to Hike of! their huts tn it.

The ru/erll Mormon “Ii/fly" (will:

Seven - Parseriger Body), $3.750.

Nordyke & Marmon Co. (‘1‘?5'1') Indianapolis, Ind.

Standard 11]". A. M. C III, A.

(We will exhlbl! In New York only at Grand Centrll Pnlace

Show, openlng New Year's Eve.)
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A Franklin automobile made the only perfect score among

fifteen entrants—all the others water-cooled—in the 210 Mile

reliability run over the worst roads about Worcester. Mass.,

December 12. A blinding snowstorm increased the difficulties.

You think you know what a comfortable auto

mobile is,but do you realize all that comfort

means? Do you know what makes it?

Every Franklin. automobile has four full-elliptic springs hung so that they take up

road shocks from every direction, not merely up and down—very few road shocks are

directly up and down. These springs have a “ movement” of 5 % to 6% inches. The

ordinary half-elliptic spring can move only two or three inches before the frame bumps.

The Franklin laminated wood frame is a natural and scientific shock-absorber. It

does not transmit shocks as a metal frame does. And every Franklin model has the

largest wheels and tires in proportion to its weight. Large wheels help to make any

vehicle ride easier. Everybody know that.

All this does away with jolting and jarring and vibration.

quality that you‘ cannot get except in a Franklin automobile.

mobile does not pound on the road.

Some makers of heavy automobiles declare that when their machines strike a bump

in the road, they do not “ bounce.” This is probably true. Certainly the road does not

give away to accommodate them. The question naturally arises: If the shock goes

neither into the air nor the ground, where does it go .P How much of it can possibly be

absorbed by the steel frame and half-elliptic springs? How much is turned into a hard

merciless “ thump” and transmitted through the machine and to the passengers P

Ride in any heavy automobile over any road you choose.

It gives a luxurious riding

And a light-weight auto

Then ride over the same road in a Franklin.

  

Franklin Model D five-passengers, 36-inch wheels. 106~inch wheel

base. 2200 pounds. $2800. Fol). Syracuse. (Top cxtm.)

H H FRANKLIN MFG co., Syracuse, N Y
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Mode] Forty-Four, 34 H. R, 52250.

Spare Wheel, with inflated tire, brackets and tools 574,.

Magneto 8150.

 

 

¥ =.

a THE SAFETY SPARK RETARDER :j

I There is absolutely no danger in crank

ing-a Rambler when properly adjusted. The “r ‘5

a starting crank then cannot engage until the @m,

spark has been automatically retarded.

Every one who has had the unpleasant experience i i l

of a premature spark in starting an automobile will

This

prevents an explosion ahead of center, even though the

appreciate the Rambler safety starting device.

You cannot engage the lug on the shaft It?

with a tooth on the starting crank untilthe spark-retarder lever has moved from Y

the position of the dotted line to the posi

tion shown, thus retarding the spark.

The Car with the Ofl‘set Crank Shaft

..~..

operator forgets to retard the spark.

  

Seven passenger model, forty-five horse power with ofl'set crank shaft, $2500. Other

models, $1150 to $2500. Write for catalog describing in detail Rambler of¥set

crank shaft, Spare Wheel, straight line drive and other exclusive

features of the new Rambler models.

THE CAR OF STEADY SERVICE

Thomas B. Jeffery &- Company, Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, wis.

Bram/us and Distributing Agenda:

Chicago, Milwaukee, Boston, New York, San Francisco. Representatives in all leading cities.

  

  

" *“V ""m' ‘5 " "'“"""{; 09%“

t -' z . '~ "1 :-~ ' ‘
5‘ $130.“ A _ ! -.~.‘_1.."-{\5"' i _ w- .0

“I.”
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GENERAL MOTORS ASSUMES FORM

Olds and Buick Interests Form the Nucleus

for New $12,500,000 Company—Par

Value of Shares, One D011ar.

Despite numerous denials and consider

able backing and filling, the General Mo

tors Co., the much-rumored, mammoth. mer

ger, holding company, is in being, having

for its nucleus the Olds Motor Works of

Lansing, and the Buick Motor Co., of Flint,

Mich.

under the laws of New Jersey and has a

capitalization of $12,500,000, divided into

$1 shares. While it has not yet come right

out publicly and announced its existence

and proposed program of operation, the

stockholders of the Olds Motor, W'orks

have already been approached on the sub

ject of trading in their Olds holdings for

shares of the General company, on a basis

which is calculated to occasion some sur

prise to those not. familiar with the inside

history of the affair.

Most surprising of all is the proposal

that the Olds stockholders trade in their

shares for 50 cents on the dollar so far as

face values are concerned. For each share

of Olds stock, the par value of which is

$10, the new company is willing to exchange

four shares of its preferred and one share

of its common stock, the five shares to

gether having $5 face value. Three-quar

ters of the total Olds stock is said to have

been arranged for on this basis, and the

scattered holders whose shares make up the

remaining quarter are expected to see the

light in due time.

The total capitalization of the new com

pany is divided into $7,000.000 preferred

stock, paying 7 per cent. cumulative divi

dends, and $5,500,000 common stock, each

dollar representing a share. The division

of the shares into such small financial units

will make easy the distribution of a large

portion of them to the general public in par

cels to suit every purse. _No town or ham

The new company is incorporated

let will be so small but what its residents.

through the local bank, can obtain some of

the coveted stock, the fame of which will

not suffer through any inadequate prepar

atory work.

As announced in the Motor World, the

Buick and the Olds companies some time

ago reached a most cordial understanding,

even to the extent of the Buick company

making the chassis for one of the Olds

models, so that the confirmation of the ru

mors associating the two companies was

not unexpected.

While the general facts concerning the

enterprise are apparently widely known in

Michigan and elsewhere, a great air of se

crecy is still maintained at the office of the

New York law firm having in charge the

delicate task of launching it. In this work

Attorney Curtis R. Hatheway is credited

with much of the responsibility. he being an

associate of Ward, Hayden & Satterlee, who

have been mentioned-prominently in con

nection with the previous merger fiurries.

When asked by the Motor World for the

completed details he was more than cau

tious about even admitting the existence of

the General Motors and declared that in

formation concerning the participation of

the Olds and Buick companies could not

be given out “until the proper time.”

Jackson Prepares to Produce Cars.

R. B. Jackson, formerly general manager

of the E. R. Thomas Motor Co., of Buffalo.

N. Y., has leased the factory in Detroit.

Mich., formerly occupied by the Northern

Motor Car Co., and is preparing to produce

cars. As yet the plans in this connection

are shrouded in some secrecy, but it is

known that steps for the organization of a

company have been practically completed.

Quotations have been asked on power units

and other parts, indicating that the output

will be an assembled product.

Bosch Takes a New Building.

The Bosch Magneto Co., of New York.

has moved to a new building at 223-225

west Forty-sixth street. The change was

necessitated by increased business.

APPERSON CLINCIIES HIS CLAIM

He Fortifies the Alleged Basic Patent on

Multiple Ignition System—Will Now

Assert His Rights.

An explanation developed this wcek as to

why Elmer Apperson, of the Apperson

Bros. Automobile Co., Kokomo, Ind., has

not more vigorously asserted the strength

of the alleged basic patent on multiple ig

nition for explosion engines which he pur

chased about two years ago and of which

the Motor World gave a complete account

at the time. Instead of weakening in his

confidence as to the patent and its impor

tance, Apperson has in the interim been

further fortifying his position by taking

out an additional patent of his own along

the same lines, the latter patent being is

sued to him on the first of this month.

Armed with the two, he proposes to notify

all manufacturers, importers and dealers

in the United States of the rights which he

holds, and to prosecute those infringers

who cannot otherwise be brought to a sat

isfactory adjustment.

The later patent is No. 905,625, filed July

3, 1906, and issued to Elmer Apperson on

December 1. 1908. and dovetails with Pat

ent No. 617,560, filed August 26, 1897, and

granted to Ferdinand E. Canda, of New

York, January 17, 1899, which Apperson

bought on the advice of Thomas F. Sheri

dan. an eminent patent attorney. Thesc

patents cover broadly the use of two or

more separate igniting devices provided

with separate circuits with means for throw

ing the devices into or out of action simul

taneously or independently, as well as cov

ering the use of two or more spark plugs

or sparking points having electrical con

nection with the magneto and battery with

means for throwing the spark plugs or

points into and out of operation.

It is claimed that the Apperson brothers

were among the first in American to use

what is termed the double independent sys
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tern of ignition. After working some years

to perfect this system, Elmer Apperson

filed application for a patent, but it was

found that the Canda patent interfcrred

with it. As a result, Apperson bought the

Canda patent to clear the way for his own,

the two combining as a monopoly on this

phase of automobile ignition.

The claims of the Canda Patent were

given in full in these columns at the time

of the purchase. Those of the Apperson

patent just granted are as follows:

1. An explosion engine having a cylin

der in which the explosion is adapted to

ignite, a pair of spark plugs extending into

the cylinder, a magneto, electrical connec

tions from the magneto to one of the spark

plugs, a battery, separate electrical connec

tions from the battery to the second spark

plug, and a switch for throwing the spark

plugs into and out of operation.

2. An explosion engine having a cylin

der in which the explosive is adapted to

ignite, a pair of spark plugs extending into

the cylinder, one of said spark plugs hav

ing a fixed spark gap, a magneto electrically

connected with one of the spark plugs, a

battery electrically connected with the other

spark plug, a periodic circuit interrupter

in the connection to the spark plug having

the fixed gap, and means to control the con

nections to the spark plugs.

3. An explosion engine having an explo

sion chamber with two spark plugs therein.

a magneto electrically connected with one

spark plug, a battery electrically connected

with the other spark plug, adjustable tim

ers in the respective circuits, and means

for adjusting the timers similarly and sim

ultaneously.

4. An explosion engine having a cylinder

in which the explosive is adapted to ignite.

a pair of permanent spark gaps within said

cylinder, a magneto electrically connected

to the terminals of one spark gap, a bat

tery electrically connected to the terminals

of the other spark gap, and circuit inter

rupting device in each of said connections.

5. An explosion engine having a cylinder

in which the explosive is adapted to ignite,

a pair of spark plugs extending into the

cylinder, a magneto in circuit with one of

said spark plugs, an induction coil having its

secondary in circuit with the other spark

plug. and a battery in circuit with the pri~

mary of said induction coil.

Commercial Motor in Receiver’s Hands.

The Commercial Motor Truck Co., of

Plymouth, 0., has been put into the hands

of a receiver by the common pleas court of

Richland county. The action was brought

by the I. D. Fate Co., also of Plymouth,

creditor for about $5,500 in borrowed money.

The liabilities are estimated at over $30,

000, while the assets are still in doubt. The

concern has recently been negotiating with

Norwalk, 0., and other towns. looking to a

change of location if sufficient inducements

were offered. A. M. Trago, a Plymouth

banker, was appointed the receiver.

BUICK ATTACKS 'l'llE INDUSTRY

In Ostensible Appeal for Lower Tariff They

Make Radical Assertion—“Ridiculous,

Bad Management” One of Them.

 

In lime-light distinction from the body

of American automobile manufacturers, W.

C. Durant, general manager of the Buick

Motor Co., appeared before the ways and

means committee at Washington, on the

19th inst., and said that the import duty

on automobiles should be reduced from 45

per cent. to 20 per cent., while the duty on

He

disclaimed against the “enormous profits

the

which the present rate of duty fosters, ac

parts should be raised to 50 per cent.

and ridiculously bad management"

cording to his view, and labored with the

committee long and earnestly to persuade

it that the reductions he asked for should

be made.

Some sharp collotwies, took place be

tween members of the committee and the

would-be tariff reducer, in which he was

more or less roughly handled. When he

began pressing the committee for concur

rence with his opinions, he developed an

outburst from Chairman Payne.

“Oh. so far as your argument about this

excessive protection is concerned,” said

Mr. Payne, “the committee is convinced

that the 20 per cent. you ask would be suf

ficient. But can't you give us figures as to

what the effect of this reduction would be

on the revenues of the Government? We

are looking for articles that will be fit sub

jects for a high duty to counteract the an

nual deficiencies."

“I don’t think it is right,” replied the

witness; “to make us come here and testify

our sources of income out of our pockets.”

"We didn't ask you to come," said Mr.

Payne. “We said we would be glad to hear

you. What we want is facts, and we don’t

seem to be getting them."

A question from Mr. Boutell drew forth

an answer that came as a great relief to

the protectionists on the committee. By a

reference to former testimony on this sched

ule, Mr. Boutell said it was apparent that

the Buick company was preparing to start

a factory abroad. His direct question on

the subject failed to elicit a direct response.

He pursued his inquiries, with the follow

ing result, as given by the official record:

Mr. Boutell—I asked if it was the in

tention of the Buick Motor Co. or parties

in interest in it to build an automobile fac

tory in Europe?

Mr. Durant—At this moment I could not

answer that question, yes or no.

Mr. Boutell—There is no use fencing

with the committee. If you do not want

to state you need not, but it was stated

here by your attorney that it was contem

plating building a factory in Europe. That

may explain what would otherwise be un

intelligible, why you wanted a reduction in

the duty, and I simply asked you, as the

general manager, whether that was true.

With the reduction in the duty, and the

difference between the ocean rates and the

railroad rates it would be apparent that

there was a very good business reason for

your advocating a lower duty.

Mr. Durant—It would not be likely that

we would want to destroy our own home

trade by reducing the tariff to permit of our

manufacturing abroad, where we have no

special interest.

Mr. Boutell—But that is not answering

the question. whether you expect to begin

manufacturing abroad or not.

Mr. Durant—No, sir.

The Chairman—We have heard the gen

tleman for half an hour; we have not been

able, in the last five minutes, to get any

facts out of him. He approves of the state

ment of Mr. Joy, so far as the facts are

concerned. I do not know why we should

lose any more time Saturday afternoon, and

therefore we will excuse you, if you will

allow us to. (Laughter)

Mason Motor to Reorganize.

Reorganization of the Mason Motor Car

Co., of Des Moines. Iowa, will soon be ef

fected. together with an increase in the cap

italization from $50,000 to $250,000. The

change will alter the name of the concern

to the Mason Automobile Co., and A. B.

Shriver. a Winterset banker, will probably

be made president, E. R. Mason will give

his entire attention to the sales manage

ment while F. S. Dusenberg will have charge

of the manufacturing end.

Banks Bid in the Dolson Plant.

The sale of the property of the bankrupt

Dolson Automobile Co., of Charlotte, Mich.

on the 14th inst., was of doubtful success.

Some complete cars were disposed of to one

bidder, while another took some of the parts

and junk, but three of the local banks bid in

the plant and other property to protect their

loans, as cash customers were lacking. It

is estimated that ultimately the Dolson

creditors will get about 15 per cent.

Coats to Manage Lexington Company.

Fred N. Coats, of Dayton, 0.. has been

selected as general manager and secretary

of the newly incorporated Lexington Mo

tor Car Co., which is shortly to begin the

manufacture of cars in Lexington, Ky. For

over two years he has been assistant sales

manager of the Dayton Motor Car Co., of

Dayton.

Packard Elects Walton General Manager.

At a recent meeting of the Packard Mo

tor Car Co., Detroit, Mich, the following

officers were elected: H. B. Joy, president;

R. A. Alger, vice-president; Philip McMul

lcn, treasurer; S. D. Waldon, general man

ager. The promotion of Mr. Waldon from

sales manager to general manager is very

gratifying to his many friends.
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WIIY IIE I’M/0R5 REDUCED TARIFF

Durant’s Contrary Attitude Causes Discus

sion—“Spite Work” and Shrewd Carn

paign Among Allegations.

 

Although it has been stated that his ap

pearance before the Ways and Means Com

mittee at Washington to urge a reduction

in the tariff on automobiles is due to in

tention to establish a factory abroad, this is

not the generally accepted reason for the at

titude assumed by W. C. Durant, the direct

ing head of the Buick Motor Co.-~an atti

tude which directly is at variance with the

practically unanimous sentiment of the re

mainder of the trade and opposed to the fact

that Durant himself has advanced the list

price of at least One of his models.

“Spite work" is the opinion expressed

by a number of those who know him. “A

play for gratuitous advertising" is the be

lief held by others who know him better.

“An effort to pave the way for the unload

ing of the General Motors Co.’s $1 shares on

the dear public" is a third explanation that

has been advanced.

Those who hold the “spite work" opin

ion ground it on the bad standing of the

Buick Motor Co. in the Association of Li

censed Automobile Manufacturers due to

its failure to meet its obligations and pay

its royalties for nine months or more and

which has caused the doors of both of the

New York shows to be closed to Durant's

concern.

“Personally, I do not believe that Durant

at heart either wants or believes that the

tarifl‘ will be reduced,” is the way one man

in the trade voiced his views. “He simply

is trying to ‘get even’ with the A. L. A. M.

by endeavoring to hurt its members by in

creasing the volume of competition from

abroad and is so fixed in his determination

to do so that apparently he doesn't care who

else he hurts.”

Durant’s reasons for refusing to meet the

Buick obligations to the Association is one

of the things that has been difficult of un

derstanding as it is a matter of general be

lief that no other concern has profited so

greatly from membership. As Buick is

one of the very few members who produces

a cheap car, the exclusive agency policy of

the A. L. A. M. has assisted in getting it a

reputation and to “simply walk into busi

ness," as it once was expressed.

“Durant’s refusal to live up to his con

tract is purely a matter of cold blooded

deliberation," remarked a man of promi

nence in discussing the subject. “Appar

ently he believes that he has obtained from

the A. L. A. M. all that he can obtain and

now figures that if the Selden license is not

sustained by the court he will be ahead the

amount of his company’s default, while if it

is upheld all he will be obliged to pay will

be the amount of royalty exacted from all

other manufacturers based on the figures

now exacted and which his company con

tracted to pay, but has not paid."

“But has not the Buick company ren

dered itself liable for breach of contract?”

was asked.

“Undoubtedly. But Durant already has

been hit upon his defense. He will allege

that the A. L. A. M. has not done all that

it agreed to do and that therefore he was

induced to become a member by misrepre

sentation.”

Whether the fact that Buick became a

member not by direct election, but by pur

chase of the license of a retiring member-—

the Pope-Robinson company—has a bearing

on the subject remains to be seen.

“Bless your soul." laughingly exclaimed

another man when Durant’s appearance at

Washington in the role of tariff reducer

was mentioned. “Are not you people in the

newspaper business ‘onto’ Durant’s game?

He simply is ‘working’ all of you, daily pa

pers and weekly ones. He believes in ad

vertising, but not in paying for it. He

doesn’t even believe in hiring a press agent.

He considers that he is his own best press

agent. ‘Do something spectacular and the

— -—— will be forced to notice you,’ is

the remark I’ve heard attributed to him

several times. I am told that before one

of the recent big road races Durant told

some of his intimates that he would show

them how to do it. At any rate after the

finish of this race, which his car did not

win, he made a spectacular display of his

roll and peeling off $500. he presented it

to his driver in front of the press stand.

The Associated Press and some of the auto

mobile papers ‘fell’ for the grandstand play

and scattered news of it broadcast. ‘Didn’t

I tell you I'd make the notice

me?’ Durant is said to have exultantly re

marked to his intimates a few days later.

Durant is a mighty shrewd man and to my

way of thinking, in apparently opposing

the practically united trade by appearing

before the tariff committee at Washington

he merely is doing the spectacular and get

ting a lot of free advertising at the news

papers’ expense. Any time he buys adver

tising space, it is well to look behind it."

That his tariff attitude is part of the game

to help sell the stock of the General Mo

tors Co., which he engineered, is not so evi

dent, but there are those who, nevertheless.

believe such to be the case.

They point out that Durant is no strang

er to stock market operations. For some

time he maintained an office in New York

in the Wall Street district. The fact that

the General Motors stock is to be offered in

$1 shares indicates plainly that they are for

public consumption and those who hold the

stock market view of Durant’s attitude

point out that anything which serves to

impress the name Buick on the public

mind will serve to further the sale of the

merger's stock; for Buick has enjoyed a

prosperous year and will be able to make

a tempting showing in any prospectus

 

  

which may be issued. These people argue

that the establishment of a great chain of

Buick branches including the big cities

and almost innumerable small ones where

the prospect of enduring profit would seem

doubtful is but another move in the shrewd

campaign to sell the General Motors stock.

During the past year Buick, they say, has

made a specialty of courting the favor of

small banks. The company has borrowed

freely, and though it may .Iave defaulted

payment of Selden royalty, it has promptly

met all banking obligations and thus be~

come a desirable credit. Its paper is in

demand by the small banks and the report

is current that from some source or other

they have been confidentially tipped off

that they will be wise if they get in early

and avoid the rush for General Motors

stock. As a result, it is said that more

than a few country bankers have visited

Buick headquarters and that the knots in

the strings of their dough bags have been

considerably loosened in order to promote

quick action at the proper moment. In se

quence. the greater the number of Buick

branches the greater the number of small

banks in which Buick money will be de—

posited and the greater the radius of Buick

influence and the wider the market for Gen

eral Motors shares.

Cuba a Market for American Cars.

According to William Mitchell Lewis,

president of the Mitchell Motor Car Co.,

who has just returned from a brief trip to

Cuba. the market for American motor cars

of medium price may be expected to de

velop a very decided increase in that quar

ter within the next few months. He even

predicts that during the coming year over

50 per cent. of the cars shipped to Cuba will

be of American manufacture. whereas in the

importations of the past they have not ex

ceeded 10 per cent. of the total number.

The old condition of things was largely due

to a lack of American agencies in Havana.

James W. Gilson, sales manager of the

Mitchell company who accompanied Mr.

Lewis was even stronger in announcing his

convictions of the Cuban possibility.

"Cuba afiords one of the best fields for

the medium-priced American car," he said.

“The tobacco and sugar planters are com

ing into their own again, and they are will

ing to spend money. The Cuban roads are

on a par with our best boulevards, but the

planters have been using horses to ride

from their plantations to their homes. Their

use of the horse for pleasure purposes will

be a thing of the past in a few years.

Enlarging New Process Factory.

After two months of night work in its

plant. the New Process Raw I-Iide Co., of

Syracuse, N. Y.. has contracted for an ex

tensive addition to its factory. The build

ing, which will be of steel, brick and ce

ment, will consist of two stories and a base—

ment, yielding 13,000 square feet more floor

space.
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The Week’s Incorporations.

Steubenville, O.—Automobile and Motor

Boat Co., under Ohio laws, with $10,000 cap

ital.

Detroit, Mich.—Crescent Motor Co., The,

under Michigan laws. Increase of capital

from $55,000 to $125,000.

Billings, Mont—Public Motor Co., under

Montana laws, with $30,000 capital. Cor

porators—J. C. West, et al.

Cleveland, O.—Lake Avenue Automobile

Co., under Ohio laws, with $30,000 capital.

Corporators—Edward J. Hobday et al.

Janesville, Wis—Pierson Garage Co., un

der Wisconsin laws, with $1,000 capital.

Corporators—Roy Pierson, N. L. Carle and

A. L. Avery.

New York City, N. Y.—Club Taxi Co.,

under New York laws, with $1,000 capital.

Corporators—T. Hopkins, E. L. Mooney

and J. J. Robinson.

New York City, N. Y.——Monarch Storage

Battery Co., The, under New York laws,

with $50,000 capital. Corporators—A. D.

Thornburn, R. B. Hopkins, Newv York; R.

W. Phelps, Buffalo.

Aurora. Ill—Bell Carburetor Co., under

Illinois laws, with $12,000 capital. Corpor

ators—Henry H. Evans, Edward R. Conk

lin, and Charles E. Bell.

Oshkosh, Wis—F. S. Hoaglin Auto

Co., The, under Wisconsin laws, with $10,000

capital. Corporators—F. S. Hoaglin, A. E.

Badger and L. 0. Chase.

La Junta, Colo—La Junta Automobile

Co., under Colorado laws, with $10,000 cap

ital. Corporators—R. S. Anderson, George

H. Little, and Katie Posz.

Oklahoma City. Okla—Fritz Brothers

Auto Co., under Oklahoma laws, with $40,

000 capital. Corporators—C. D. Fritz, E.

J. Fritz and R. W. Yantis. .

Greensboro, N. C.-—Atlantic Motor Co..

under North Carolina laws, with $25,000

capital. Corporators—H. L. Hopkins, L. B.

Hopkins and Thos. S. Beall.

Paterson. N. J.—Ford Automobile Co.,

under New Jersey laws, with $10.000 cap

ital. Corporators—Robert W. Bates. Geo.

M. Dorwart, Jacob Vanderclock.

Salem. Mass—Auto Lighter & Equip

ment, under Massachusetts laws, with $100,

000 capital; to deal in automobiles. Treas

urer, A. L. Messer. Salem, Mass.

Lexington, Ky.—Lexington Motor Car

under Kentucky laws, with $50,000 capital.

Corporators—Kinzea Stone, F. F. Bryan,

John Osborne, J. P. Jackson, et al.

Milwaukee, Wis—Monarch Motor Co..

The, under Wisconsin laws, with $20,000

capital. Corporators—John Godfrey. Will

iam W. Welch. and Inez N. \rVelch.

Belfast, Me.—Read Garage & Machine

Co., under Maine laws, with $10,000 capital.

_Corporators—C. E. Read. president; H.

Chenery, treasurer; and R. I. Morse.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Plaza Garage Co., The,

under New York laws, with $5.000 capital.

Corporators—Justin Bloch, Edgar Bloch

and Alexander Clement, of Brooklyn.

Minneapolis, Minn—Brown Emergency

Tire Co., under Minnesota laws. with $100.

000 capital.

Lewis N. Klove and Theodore H. Brown.

Cleveland. O.—Western Reserve Motor

Car Co., under Ohio laws, with $50,000 cap

ital. Corporators—J. H. Price, R. B. Ca

son, G. L. Ginther, E. T. Smith and C. H.

Bunde.

Cleveland, O.—~Citizens Taxicab Co., un

der Ohio laws, with $50,000 capital. Cor

porators—Francis J. Wallace, J. Carr

Brown, Frank L. Smith, George H. Jack

man, et al.

Portland Me.—F. 8: D. Manufacturing

Co., under Maine laws, with $400,000 capi

tal; general automobile business. Corpora

tors—C. E. Eaton, president; T. L. Cro~

teau, treasurer.

Wilmington, Del.—Morgan Motor Car

Co., under Delaware laws, with $500,000

capital. Corporators—E. L. Squire, K. M.

Byrnc and J. A. Byrne, of Wilmington, in

corporating agents.

Rockford, TIL—Standard Auto Co. of

Rockford, under'Illinois laws, with $10,

000 capital; to deal in and repair automo

biles. Corporators—S. O. Widell, John

Wester and 5. Leon.

Charlotte, N. C.—Mecklenburg Auto Re

pair Co., under North Carolina laws, with

$5,000 capital authorized and $1,000 sub

scribed. Corporators—L. E. Davis, G. W.

Webb and E. T. James.

Trenton, N. J.-—Sharp Arrow Automo

bile Co., under New Jersey laws, with $125,

000 capital; to manufacture automobiles.

Corporators—William H. Sharp, Job R. Far

lee, and Fred W. Bennett.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Prospect Heights Mo

tor C0., under New York laws, with

$25,000 capital; to manufacture and deal in

automobiles. Corporators—R. L. Kelly, T.

F. Reilly and L. C. Howard.

Summit, N. J.-——Summit Motor Car Co.,

under New Jersey laws, with $5,000 capital;

to manufacture automobiles, bicycles and

supplies. Corporators—Howard I. Day. Ro~

salie Nelson, Harry Baldwin.

Far Rockaway, L. I.—Savoy Auto and

Taximeter Cab Co., The, under New York

laws. with $30,000 capital. Corporators——

Max Katz, L. T. Walter. Jr., Frederick Fit

ter, Robert Smith and A. W. Fitter.

New York City, N. Y.—Eureka Taximeter

Cab Co.. under New York laws, with $25,

000 capital; to manufacture. deal in, and

rent automobiles. Corporators—H. M.

Browne, F. W. Mills and E. J. Forhan.

Joliet, Ill.—Van Guard Manufacturing

Co., under Illinois laws, with $25,000 cap

ital; to deal in and manufacture automo

biles and general machinery. Corporators—

Charles F. Jensen, Edward W. Steinhart

and Nathaniel L. Hurd.

Corporators—I-Ienry W. Nath. ,

In the Retail World.

The Knox Automobile Co. has leased a

new three-story building at 1458 Michigan

avenue, Chicago, Ill. The contract speci

lies a five-year term.

The Strong Automobile Co., 109-111

liast Walnut street, Des Moines, Iowa, will

move to the west side of the river after

January 1. The exact location has not been

determined.

D. G. Meter, of Milwaukee, \\'is., has

leased the former Elite Stables on South

\Vashington street, Green Bay. and opened

a garage. Hehandles the local Reo busi

ness for that territory.

Fire in the garage of the C. M. Automo

bile Livery, 5 Park Row, Chicago, 111., on

December 17, destroyed five automobile.

The loss, including damage to adjacent

property was estimated at $10,500.

J. M. Skinner, of Lansing, Mich., has or

ganized the Standard Auto Co., and will

open a garage in the old Bijou building on

Ottawaa street about February . He has

secured the agency for the Oakland cars.

The Anderson Vehicle Co., Fond du Lac,

Wis., purposes the erection of a 30x105

foot garage in connection with its present

office and store building on West Second

street. The plans call for a $20,000 outlay.

Rolvin S. Whitney, of Brunswick, has

purchased from James W. Skene his gar

age at 88 Bates street. Lewiston, Me. Skene,

who has held the business for over eight

years, was the first automobile dealer in

the State.

Harshbcrger & Jantze have rented the

east room of the building occupied by Perry

Bradley as a blacksmith shop in Seward,

Ncb., and will open a garage shortly. The

firm was formerly in the automobile busi

ness at Aurora.

The Boston Branch of the Locomobile

Co. of America has removed from its

former location at 400 Newbury street to

its new quarters at 589 Boylston street. The

new location is within the exclusive pre

cincts of Copley Square.

Harry C. Bacon, formerly with a local

agency, has become identified with Mason

B. Hatch, 729 Main street, Buffalo, N. Y.

The latter is distributor of the Chalmers

Dctroit cars for western New York and

northern Pennsylvania.

Harry Corson, formerly with the E. R.

Clark Automobile Co.. Springfield, Mass,

has taken the local Ford agency which was

given up by the Norcross-Cameron Co. He

is located in the garage on Winchester

Square, formerly occupied by the Stowe &

("offer Automobile Co.

The S. H. Petersen Automobile Co., for

merly located at 2253 Cottage Grove avenue.

Chicago, have recently moved into the heart

of the automobile district in that city and

opened new quarters at 1229 Michigan ave

nue. Their representation is the Waverley

electric and Gyroscope gasolene lines.
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ANOTHER BLOW AT PRICE CUTTING

Weed Gets Second Court Decision Sus

taining Right to Fix Quotations—How

Patents and Copyrights Differ.

-Another victory has been won by the

Weed Chain Tire Grip Co., of New York,

in its campaign to establish the right of

manufacturers of patented articles to control

the prices at: which their products may be

sold. The action was against the E. J.

Willis Co., of New York, and has so far re

sulted successfully despite the recent de

cision in the so>called “Hobbs-Merrill Copy

right Case” which has been hailed by price

cutters as being a complete knock-out to the

control of retail prices by manufacturers.

Having taken no lesson from the results

of the successful Weed suit

Times Square Automobile Co., of New York,

for selling W'ccd chains at prices ‘lowcr

than those designated on the containing

bags and on the metal tags attached to the

chains themselves, the Willis company since

that time and since the decision in the

Bobbs-Merrill case, was found selling the

Weed grips at cut prices. Upon notice it

declined to desist, and when brought to

task in the courts did not deny the prac

tice, but asserted in defense that the chains

were bought in the open market from others

than the Weed company, and, further, that

the Supreme Court of the United States, in

the Bobbs-Mcrrill case, had held that the

copyright law is not broad enough to pro

feet the retail price designated in the con

ditional sales notice printed in a copy

righted book, the Willis attorney advancing

the hypothesis that the retail price on pat

ented articles could not be maintained in

the face of this decision.

The difference between patented and copy

righted articles, however, was made plain

by a quotation from the United States Su

preme Court in the case of Bement & Son

vs. National Harrow Co., as follows:

“The very object of these laws (the pat

ent laws of the United States) is monopoly,

and the rule is, with a few exceptions, that

any conditions which are not in their very

nature illegal with regard to this kind of

property, imposed by the patentee and

agreed to by the licensee for the right to

against the

manufacture or use or sell the article, will.

be upheld by the courts. The fact that the

conditions in the contracts keep up the mo

nopoly or fixed prices does not render them

illegal.” “The provision in regard

to the price at which the licensee would sell

the article manufactured under the license

was also an appropriate and reasonable

condition. It tended to keep up the price

of the implements manufactured and ,sold,

but that was only recognizing the nature of

the property dealt in, and providing for its

value as far as possible. This the parties

were legally entitled to do. The owner of a

patented article can, of course, charge such

price as he may choose, and the owner of a

patent may assign it or sell the right to

manufacture and sell the article patented

upon the condition that the assignee shall

charge a certain amount for such article."

Although Judge Coxe, of the United

States Court of Appeals of the Second Cir

cuit of New York, was one of the judges be

fore whom the Bobbs-Merrill case came in

its progress when it was decided that the

copyright law was not broad enough to pro

tect the retail prices on copyrighted books,

‘in the case against the Willis company he

declared for the plaintiffs, stating that he

felt “constrained to follow this (Weed vs.

Times Square Co.) decision," and granting

a motion on November 20 for a preliminary

injunction.

Odd Cause of a Garage Fire.

That a gasolene can in bad condition is

a very dangerous affair and that an iron

stove in the vicinity is equally hazardous

when it contains live coals. was dem

onstrated on Sunday last, 20th inst.,

when a bad fire occurred at Brighton,

Mass. Two frame buildings and their con

tents, among them nine automobiles, were

destroyed by flames and an explosion, and

adjacent property damaged, as a result of

a mishap which happened when Harry

Gavel was carrying gasolene through his

frame garage on Beacon strct. It seems

that while walking past the stove, the han

dle on the 5 gallon tank broke off, causing

the tank to drop to the floor and splash the

gasolene. The building was instantly in

flames and Gavel, who endeavored to get

some of the cars out of the place, was bad

ly burned. His stock of four automobiles

was totally destroyed.

The damage to property owned by vari

ous persons, was estimated at $25,000, which

points out a moral regarding open grate

stoves in frame garages.

Louisville Prepares for a Show.

To hold an automobile show in Louisville,

Ky., the dealers have organized themselves

into the Louisville Automobile Dealers As

sociation, with a complete paraphernalia of

constitution and by-laws. Prince W'clls has

been chosen president; E. G. Reimers. vice

president, and Hubert Levy, secretary-treas

urer. The show will be held April 15, 16

and 17, in the Coliseum.

Rambler Manager for Cleveland.

George Patterson has been selected to

manage the branch of Thomas B. Jeffery

& Co., in Cleveland, 0. For the present

the Rambler headquarters will be at 2158

E. Ninth street, but will probably be located

on Euclid avenue a little later.

Death of President A. W. Tobin.

A. W. Tobin, president of the Continen

tal Motor Co., of Muskcgon. Mich., died in

Chicago on the 13th inst. His death was

caused by quick pneumonia.

NEW POPE COMPANY ORGANIZES

Directors Elect Board of Officers Headed

by Albert L. Pope—Creditors of Old

Company Paid in Full.

 

Final transfer of the property, business

and assets of the old Pope Mfg. Co. to

the reorganized company took place on

Wednesday, the 23d inst., on which date

checks for a final payment with interest at

6 per cent. were also sent to all the creditors

having approved claims against the old

company. The order for the transfer was

received from the New Jersey court the day

before.

the new company, held in New York City

late last week, the officers were chosen,

with Albert L. Pope as president; Charles

E. Walker, vice-president, Colonel George

At a meeting of the directors of

Pope, treasurer; W'ilbur C. Walker, sccrc

tary, and Ezra M. Cutting, assistant treas

urer. Harry Bronner was elected chairman

of the board of directors and the firm of

Jolinc, Larkin & Rathbone made general

counsel.

The payment of the creditors‘ claims with

interest for the period of delay marks a

triumph for the receivers, Albert L. Pope

and George A. Yule, in completely carry

ing out the task that they set for them

selves when the duties of straightening out

the old company’s affairs devolvcd upon

them. The reorganized company, with its

manufacturing concentrated at Hartford,

Conn., and Westfield, Mass, is in a posi

tion to go forward on the most successful

lines, the prosperity and future of the con

cern having been well conserved during the

receivership. The new Pope Mfg. Co. thus

takes up its career enjoying the most favor

able regard of the trade and with its fac

tories more than busy on production for

which markets have been assured by enter

prising preparation.

Non-Freezing Mixtures that are Taxable.

Dealers preparing a stock of “non-freez

ing mixture” for the use of their customers

have reason to be careful both as to the

quantity and the constituents of the com

pound, as othcrwisc they are likely to come

into contact with the United States gov

ernmcnt internal revenue officers. The com

missioner of internal revenue at Washing

ton, has just rendered a decision to the ef

fect that a special government tax must

be paid by dealers or garage proprietors

who keep on hand for sale any “non-freez

ing mixture” which contains even so much

as 30 per cent. alcohol. The commissioner,

if he knows it, will not permit dealers in

automobile supplies to put on the market

any new, intoxicating drink which as "non

freezing mixture," might find popularity

with thirsty chauffeurs in prohibition States.

The decision was given at the request of

the collector at Boston.
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THE

MODEL“M” WHITE STEAMER

 

Is The Most Luxurious Car

011 The Market

  

The luxury of the White Steamer is unequalled by any other machine. There is no car,

however expensive, which has better upholstery, better springs or better finish. Owing to the com

pactness oi the mechanism, the body is much more commodious than in any car of similar wheel

base,(122 inches). Few other makes have such a liberal tire equipment (36x4 on the front

wheels and 30x 5 on the rear wheels.)

The luxury of any car, however, depends largely upon its riding qualities and here the White

is “in a class by itself.” It is the only car where starting and changes of speed can be effected

without jerks or jolts. It is the only car which runs noiselesst under all conditions. It is

the only car which is free from vibration, because it is the only car where the power is applied

evenly and continuously, and not spasmodically.

Just as our Model “ M,” priced at $4,000, is the most desirable oi the higher-priced cars, so

our Model “ O,’’ at $2,000 predominates among moderate priced machines.

Write tor descriptive matter.

THE WHITE COMPANY
CLEVELAND, OHIO

NEW YORK CITY. 13 d t 62d St. PITTSBL‘RG, 138-48 Beatty St. CHICAGO. 240 Michi an Ave.BOSTON. 320 Newhuryiogtfay a CLEVELAND, 407 Rockwell Ave. SAN FRANCISCO, Market St. at Van Ness Ave.

’III II..\I)ELI’HIA, 629-33 N. Broad St. ATLANTA, 120-122 Marietta St.
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" . . . . By the way, I like the Motor

World. It gives the kind of stuff the dealer

wants to know, and you ought to hold your

own long after the general public stops

reading automobile papers.”

NEW YORK SPORTING GOODS CO.,

James E. Murray, Secretary.

The New York Show Numbers of the

Motor \rVOrld will bear dates of December

Slst, January 7th, 14th and let, respective

ly. The first two will interestingly and com

prehensively forecast and describe the ex

hibition of American Motor Car Manufac

turers Association, and the other two do

similar duty for the show of the Licensed

Association of Automobile Manufacturers.

As usual, the Motor World’s reports of both

shows will deal with goods actually exhibits

ed and will not comprise mere trade puffs or

extracts from catalogs written weeks before

the doors of the exhibition halls are opened.

About Attendants at the Shows.

As the show season approaches it is well

to voice a plea on behalf of the show visitor,

be he the casual and curious lounger, the

  

potential customer or the minor tradesman

seeking information which is of personal

It is a sad part of show

part—

that not a few of those who are placed in

interest to him.

history—perhaps an indispensible

charge of exhibits frequently display a

blend of indifference and ignorance con

ccrning the wares of which they are in

charge at once discouraging and disheart

ening to encounter. Indeed so great has

been the evil in former years that it has

excited repeated comment during the show

season and afterwards. Because there is

a reason for the poor attention shown to

many visitors, however, and because there

is a remedy for it, it is regrettable that the

evil should be permitted to continue.

Indifferent stand attendants may be di

vided into two classes. The eager and ig

norant class, who are obviously taken on

only for the show and have not been sufii

cicntly trained in their line, and the ex

pericnced but lofty and preoccupied men,

who are too busy with their own affairs to

attend properly to the wants of the stranger.

It should be added that

draw to a close and all who form a part

as the shows

of their human element are thoroughly

wearied of the continual clamor and din,

the familiar air of abstraction and the un~

interested shake of the head in response to

an inquiry are more or less to be expected,

for stand attendants are much badgered

with foolish questions in the course of the

week, and become thoroughly accustomed

to false alarms in the way of prospects.

of the

shows, there is no excuse for rendering any

But during the earlier portions

thing but the best of treatment to intelli

gent and courteous visitors, and any breach

of courtesy or lack of information on the

part of the exhibitor may be regarded justly

as an afiront, for as a practical man the at

tcndant must be willing ever to exploit

his wares to the full and on the slightest

and most frequently repeated provocation.

Of the ignorant attendant, this much is to

be said, that he frequently performs to the

best of his ability. Yet that is not always

all that is required. Frequently the man

who knows too little, tells too much, and

when after hesitating about applying to

certain busy heads for particulars about

the product he applies to the ever-present

and wise “factory expert" for information

—-and gets it—he is unable to distinguish

between what is good fuel for the show

fire, and what should be held in reserve or

not used at all. Furthermore, his ignorance

often leads him into misstatements and iri

accuracics which, hoWover slight, are more

provoking and more harmful than his abso

lute ignorance would be. Usually he is

useful because he is handy to pick for a few

days, a glib talker, maybe something of a

salesman, and last, but not least, is cheap.

Yet it is questionable, all things considered,

really how cheap he is sometimes.

Of the real expert who is absorbed with

the affairs of sociability and business deals,

so much so that he cannot spare time to talk

to a stranger without an appointment, and

who frequently neglects to fulfil 'such en~

gagcmcnts when made, perhaps there is less

to be said. As a rule they are their own

masters to a degree and if they err, in this

respect, it is an error in judgment or zeal

rather than in knowledge. Yet were it under

stood among the individual exhibitors that

during the entire working period of the

show their forces were to be divided into

relays; the workers do nothing but work,

and the relays to keep away from the ex

hibits—there might be less cause of com

plaint. It is the tendency to mix too many

kinds of business that renders the show at

times unprofitable to the visitor.

Unfortunately the shows of the past have

partaken of the three qualities of grand

spectacle for the general public, exposition

for the wholesale and retail buyer, and gen

The three

qualities so mingled do not conduct to an

eral trade exchange or mart.

atmosphere which is over beneficial to

either one. \Vcre the manufacturers ex

hibiting to take this condition seriously into

account in arranging their plans, however,

it might be possible to secure better re

sults all around, to contrive to find more

time for the many little business details

which require attention, and to afiord the

visitor a better opportunity of gaining the

knowledge he requires in the briefcst, most

cogent manner.

 

Now that the American Automobile Ase

sociation has abandoned automobile con

tests on horse race tracks, it would be in

teresting to know what is to be the standing

of the course which had formerly held that

status, but which is banked at the turns

with cement or otherwise for the purpose of

Also

it would be interesting to know what action

if any, is to be expected in regard to the

standing of contestants

one or two specific automobile meets.

participating in

races held on these courses, whether al

lL'l'Cd for the purpose or not.
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CO0PERATION IN BODY BUILDING

Automobile Builders and the Body Makers

Working to Reduce Weight—Problems

of Materials and COnstruction.

Of the vital subject of body design in

its relation to vehicle development, alto

gether too little has been said in the past,

and the attitude of the makers in general

has been one of perhaps too much inde

pendence from the craft of carriage build

ers, who, alone have the experience and

traditions necessary to evolve the proper

combination of structural durability with

harmony of line and convenience of ac

commodation. In this connection impor

tant work is being done by the Association

of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers

through its mechanical branch, in seeking

the co-operation of the carriage builders’

associations with a view to improving the

breed of automobile body. Coker F. Clark

son, secretary of the branch, tells something

of the progress which has been made in this

direction, in a recent interview.

"One of the most important branches of

the complex automobile industry is un

doubtedly that connected with the body,"

he remarks. "When the first gasolene ma

chines made their appearance, the ques

tions of comfort, appearance and durabil

ity in body work were relatively neglected.

There were a few American carriage build

ers with sufficient foresight to perceive the

trend of events, banish their prejudices

and meet the demand of the automobile

manufacturer and user more than half way.

“Wood still plays an important part in

high-class automobile body work. And if

satisfaction is to be given, it is essential

to employ none but carefully selected and

thoroughly dried pieces. All the wood is

many years old. it is stocked in buildings,

ventilated by a special system, and packed

layer on layer with joists between, in order

that the drying process can continue evenly.

The entire stock is examined every year

and turned. At least five years elapse from

the entry of a piece of wood into the fac

tory, before it is cut up for use.

“There is nothing mysterious in good

coach work, although it is surprising to find

the great number of parts required to build

up a limousine or landaulct, the strength

of the iron work and the tremendous num

ber of coats of paint. The paint on a large

limousine body weighs much more than the

average man would say; as much as 75

pounds and more. The painting and trim—

ming of the car is in material degree spe

cialized work. Good painting cannot be

done on other than a good foundation, with

the proper graduation of the several coats

of paint and varnish.

"The strains to which a motor car body

is subjected are greater than and consider

ably different from those in the case of at

horse-drawn vehicle. No one engaged in

making cabinets, furniture, house or other

stationary fittings, could have any knowl

edge derived from the practice of his own

business of what is necessary for the auto

mobile. The framing of the timber, the use

of panels, not merely as enclosures, but as

trusses supporting the external framing,

the hanging of the doors and provision for

the clearance for paint, etc., have to be

studied specially. The supposition that

springs can give ease of riding when com

paratively little attention has been paid to

the form or material of the body and its

trimmings is responsible for much discom

fort.

“The Mechanical Branch of the Associa~

tion of Licensed Automobile Manufactur

ers has held meetings with representative

carriage makers, to see whether the latter

can reduce the weight of bodies to any ex

tent, and to interchange ideas on other in

teresting subjects on which the automobile

engineer and the body maker are working.

The Carriage Builders NatiOnal Associa

tion was founded 35 years ago, and over

25 years ago established a technical school

in New York for the instruction of carriage

draftsmen. The idea of this school is to

turn out men who can take a draft and work

from it; or go back to the bench as work

men, their wages being increased by their

technical knowledge; or later on, perhaps,

secure employment as draftsmen distinct

ively. You can take two men and put them

side by side in construction; let one man

know his business, understand just how the

thing should be proportioned; he will turn

out a body that will be stronger and better

than the man at the next bench; and there

will be 100 to 150 pounds less weight in the

product of the good man.

"One serious thing that the automobile

and the body maker have been up against is

the man wants to have a body built that

will carry one person with the springs rid

ing easily, in which he can pile eight or

ten people and have the springs ride just

as easily; which is somewhat like making

a linen duster and a fur coat out of the

same cloth.

“The makers of wood automobile bodies

will not acknowledge that bodies made of

aluminum are lighter than those made of

wood; but maintain that the real state of

facts is the reverse. By the use of tem

plets practically, some excellent bodies are

now being turned out with very great ra

pidity.

“The question of metal panels on bodies

has another feature besides weight. One

of the things that has troubled the carriage

manufacturer is cracks and splits in the pan

els; which aluminum or sheet metal con

struction eliminates. The extreme heat and

cold of a country are factors to be consid

ered. A body built for example, in Eng

land, France, Germany or Austria, which

have moist climates, different from ours,

may last there for years, and give trouble

here, in steam-heated garages, etc., by

 

COMING EVENTS

  

 

December 31-January 7, New York City——

American Motor Car Manufacturers' Asso

ciation’s annual show in Grand Central

Palace.

January 1, 1909, Los Angeles, Cal.—Auto~

mobile Dealers Association’s 24 hours race,

Ascot Park.

January l-Z—Quaker City Motor Club's

two days endurance run, Philadelphia to

Wilkes-Barre, Pa., and return.

January 1623, New York City—Associa

tion of Licensed Automobile Manufactur

ers' annual show, Madison Square Garden.

January 21-31, Los Angeles, Cal.——Auto

mobile Dealers Association’s show.

January 27-February 3, Philadelphia, Pa.—

Automobile Trade Association's eighth an

nual show, Second Regiment armory.

February 6-15. Chicago. Ill.—Natioual

Association of Automobile Manufacturers'

Show, Coliseum. and First Regiment Ar

mory. '

February 15, Detroit, Mich—Detroit Au

tomobile Dealers Association's show,

Wayne Pavilion.

February 15-20, St. Louis, Mo.—Automo

bile Manufacturers and Dealers Associa

tion‘s annual show.

March 6-13, Boston, Mass—Boston Auto

mobile Dealers Association's (Inc.) seventh

annual show, Mechanics Building.

  

what is called ‘Opening up.’ This is one

reason why it'is customary to kilndry lum~

ber here, whereas abroad anything but air

dried lumber is rare or unknown. More

over, the kind of wood generally used in

this country has a lower coefficient of con

traction and expension, besides being some

what stiffer.

“Some body makers use aluminum coated

steel for panels, to avoid checking in paint

ing and what is known among painters as

'graining out.’

"As a rule automobile bodies are lighter

than a corresponding body on a horse

drawn vehicle; for example, the rocker

plate and sills of an ordinary landau, which

weigh 160 pounds, are eliminated in an au

tomobile body.

“The American carriage builders are now

thoroughly aware of the changing charac

ter of their trade and welcome the automo

bile. They appreciate keenly the business

of the automobile factories and are willing

to work with them in every way. The

members of the Licensed Association are

pioneers in this co-operative work as in

many others. When the automobile started,

the average carriage maker pooh-poohed it

and would not take hold. In Europe no au

tomobile maker has ever built a body, prob

ably, except one German firm who built a

low-priced body.”
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ROMAN ARENA FOR GARDEN SIIOW

Complete

Suggest Colossal Efl'ects—Italian Land

scapes for Departments.

 

Details of Decorative Scheme

On the fanciful analogy that the Madison

'Square Garden is to New York City what

the Circus Maximus was to ancient Rome.

the efforts at cmbellishing that time-hon

ored structure for the purpose of the “Ninth

National" show which is to Open under the

auspices of the Association of Licensed Au

tomobile Manufacturers on January 16th,

will be carried out with a view to creating

As for the elements of the color scheme,

the main floor will reveal a blending of

brown and white and green, under a sky

tone of azure blue.

The floor will be carpeted with green,

where the exhibition spaces are, and bare

boards will serve for aisles. In a row

down the center and at all~the spaces of

the sides will be white lamp—posts bearing

the names of the exhibitors. Between the

central r0w of posts will be tufted seats.

Opposite“ the Madison avenue entrance will

be a low electric fountain of gray stone,

sweeping in a curve about the foremost

exhibits of the central space, the convex

side being toward the entrance.

The walls at the sides of the main floor

from the main floor by white Doric pillars

and also the steps leading to the platform

will be white. The walls back of the plat

form will be finished in panels of brown

burlap, and in the beveled sot’fit, between

the walls and the facing of the gallery, will

be oval panels containing frescoes depicting

the history of vehicular progress. Above

the panels will be the face of the gallery

draped in white bunting.

The difierent departments of the show in

various parts of the Garden will have a

wholly new treatment. A latticed arbor

will hood the concert hall with an arch 42

feet in span and 28 feet in height. This ar

bor will have vines and lanterns hanging

from it and the room will be lighted through
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INTERIOR VIE“,v OI: MADISON SQUARE GARDEN. SHOW'ING DECORATIVE SCHEME FOR TIII-I A. L. A. M. SIIO“;

and fostering in every possible way the

effect of the arena. An arena the Garden

is and always has been. But for the forth

coming show the eftect will be heightened

by the subordination of all decorative items

to this one ideal.

Complete details as to the general scheme

of decoration have not before appeared.

Prominent among them will be a new em

blem which has been selected for the pur—

pose and which is regarded by

its originators as peculiarly apt and sym

bolic of the association’s spirit. The new

device is to emblazon the stationary and

other emanations from the association’s of

fices and will be one of the conspicuous

features of the decorations at the Madison

Square Garden show. The eagle with out

spread wings, as shown in the illustration,

suggests the purely American character

both of the show and the association. The

design places the triumphant eagle on an

automobile wheel, between the spokes of

which appear the association's initials, “A.

L. A. M.,” and, as used in the shOW decor

ations, the figures “09.”

will be laid out in panels finished with buff

burlap. The face of the elevated platform

above these brown panels will be festooned

with white bunting, and the railings, which

slightly overhang the main floor will be

  

THF. A. L. A. M. EMBLEM

white. At the Fourth avenue end of the

main floor will be the masterpiece of the

whole plan, the big triumphal arch, 87 feet

across and 48 feet in height.

The elevated platform will be supported

it. The walls will be finished in the natural

burlap, thus preserving the color scheme

of the main floor. The barreled vault of

the arbor will be supported by latticed col

umns and the tympanum at the end of it

will be in three sections, each draped with

vines and bearing the show emblem.

In the cafe, just off the foyer of the Mad

ison avenue entrance, where are to be the

electric vehicles, the exhibits will appear

beneath an Italian pergola presenting the

impression of looking over a stone wall

upon an Italian landscape. The weathered

gray beams of the pergola will be supported

by gray stone columns and from the beams

will hang vines and bunches of electrically

illuminated grapes. The sky will appear

beneath the edges of the pergola, then the

landscape between the sky and the wall

that runs about the sides.

In the basement, the white and brown

color scheme will be maintained, while the

rathskellar, which has been a feature for

two years, will be made to represent a stone

wine cellar, with a groined ceiling and gen

uine half-casks set on platforms.
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NEW RULES FOR BRIARCLIFF RACE

Original Limitations Provoke a Howl of

Protest—Donor of Trophy Now Asked

to Modify Deed of Gift.

Difficulties multiply in connection with

the adoption of rules for the proposed

Briarclifi road race next spring. On

Wednesday, December 16, the Automobile

Manufacturers’ Committee, who are the pro

moters of the contest, adopted a set of

rules which provoked such a howl of dis

approval from certain of the manufacturers

and dealers who claimed to have been

slighted, that on Monday, the let., an

other meeting was called at which all or'

the original rules relating to cylinder bore

and weight were thrown out and a new set

adopted.

The limitations first decided upon re

stricted the bore to 5% inches maximum

for four cylinder motors, or an equivalent

for a difierent number of cylinders, with no

limit on the stroke, and the minimum

weight was to be 2,600 pounds. This limit

permitted of a larger bore than that adopt

ed by the foreign Association of Recog

nized Automobile Clubs, which ,is 5%

inches. Inasmuch as Briarcliff is intended

to be an international race, it was feared

that the Automobile Club of America, of

which a sanction will be requested, would

refuse to grant one, on account of the

rules laid down by the Briarclifi promot

ers.

At the second session it was finally

agreed to make the limitations as follows:

Maximum bore of 4 cylinder motor, 4%

inches; maximum stroke 6 inches; minimum

wheel base 118 inches; minimum weight

2,300 pounds. Equivalents of these dimen

sions will rule in cars with a greater or

less number of cylinders. In connection

with the adoption of these rules, however,

the donor of the trophy, Walter W. Law,

will be asked to change the deed of gift,

so as to eliminate the clause: “the manu

facturers of a car entered in the race shall

have sold and delivered, or have built and

have had ready for delivery, at least 30

days before the date of the contest in the

year 1909 at least ten cars similar in each

and every respect to the car ofiered for

entry."

The request for this change will be made

in view of the fact that the limitations as

now agreed upon, will admit only machines

of “stock car" dimensions, which, of course,

will leave ample room for the discussion

of the old question, “\Nhat is a stock car?”

Mardi Gras Meet for New Orleans.

The fact that the American Automobile

Association has condemned motor racing

on small tracks does not seem to worry the

New Orleans Automobile Club in the least

and that club has cheerfully announced that

it expects to hold a three days race meet

during the Mardi Gras carnival, February

20-22, 1909. This New Orleans organization

recently affiliated with the A. A. A., and

the secretary of the club, Homer George,

learned not so long ago that money could

be made out of automobile race meets. It

was at his incentive that the recent hippo

drome meet was held in that city at which

Lewis Strang’s troupe of performers man

aged to make the people think they were

holding a real race.

A number of short events ranging from

1 to 50 miles, are scheduled for the three

days. Beginning Saturday night, February

20, there will be a 24 hours race for stock

chassis. The track, which measures one

mile in circumference, is to be scraped,

banked and oiled with dust preventative.

Fred J. Wagner has been selected as offi

cial started.

Carrie Winner of Worcester Run.

Final results of the Worcester (Mass.)

Automobile Club’s 210 miles reliability run

through the snow, held on December 12, as

announced by the technical commi'ttee,

showed that after the most minute exam

ination, only one of the 14 contestants who

started on the run, received a perfect score.

After submitting the Franklin car driven

by C. S. Carris, to seven different examin

ations, it was found that the car had no

visible defect for which it could be penal

ized. In the final scrutiny penalties

were imposed upon cars for such trivial

things as a screw loose in a floor plate, a

loose dash bolt, engine pan bolt missing, or

loose steering wheel.

Two almost-winners were Murch’s Cadil

lac, and B. A. Robinson’s Rambler, both of

which received the scant penalizations of

2 points each, for loosened parts that al

most required microscopes to locate. Eight

of the original fourteen starters checked

in at the close of the run with apparently

perfect scores.

Philadelphia Ofl'ers Wilkes-Barre a Cup.

In connection with the Quaker City Mo

tor Club’s endurance run to Wilkes-Barre,

Pa., and return on January 1-2, the Philadel

phia club has offered a silver cup worth

$300 as a prize for the Wilkes-Barre car

making the best showing. Upon hearing of

this offer a number of \IVilkes-Barre mo

torists at once announced that they would

enter the competition. The plan for these

entries, as now laid out, is for them to start

from Wilkes-Barre on December 31 and run

to Philadelphia over the regular scheduled

route, this trip to be the first leg of the

contest. On the following morning, they

will join the Q. C. M. C. members on the

run to Wilkes-Barre, thus completing a

round trip at the time the Philadelphia con

testants finish their first half. This ar

rangement, of course, is to avoid the neces

sity of entrants from the smaller city ship

ping or driving their cars the extra double

distance in order to compete.

LATE DECISION DISQUALIFIES LYTLE

His Isotta Car Loses Second Place in Rec

ord of Vanderbilt Cup Race—Its Ex

cess Weight the Reason.

Summary announcement was made last

week that the Isotta car which Herbert

Lytle drove into second place in the Van

derbilt cup race on October 24 last, had

been disqualified. The Vanderbilt Cup

Commission, after allowing the Italian

manufacturer the full benefit of .several‘

weeks’ publicity, suddenly foreclosed on a

technical violation of the rules, which were

quite fully known and discussed at the time

of the race.

It seems that when Lytle weighed in his

ear the day before the race, he was obliged

to remove the mud-guard supports and a

heavy tire rack, in order to get the weight

trimmed down to the maximum allowance

of 2,644 pounds. When the race started,

however, the rack had been replaced, and

upon weighing at the close of the contest,

the technical committee found the machine

above the weight limit. Wm. K. Vanderbilt,

Jr., in order to make every possible allow

ance, gave instructions to have its tanks

completely drained, all the mud and grease

collected from the road scraped off and even

permitted grease in the grease cups to be

removed. In spite of all this efiort to

give the car the advantage of its participa

tion in the race, it was found that the car

was still 23% pounds over the weight “per

mitted by the rules.

Chairman Thompson, after duly consider

ing the matter reported to Referee Vander»

bilt that according to the rules, he was

bound to disqualify the car and a meeting

of the Cup Commission was called to dis

cuss the question, before making it pub

lic. It was found impossible to get a quo

rum and the Chairman then notified the

members of the commission regarding the

decision.

While this decision positively disqual

ifies and eliminates the Isotta, it does not

officially give second place to Florida in

the Locomobile, who was third at the

grandstand, after the race was declared

off, nor does it afiect the status of Luttgen,

who finished immediately afterward with

Vanderbilt’s own car. The ofiicial records

will now show that only one car actually

finished the contest.

Denver Climbfest Indefiniter Postponed.

On account of local weather conditions,

the Denver (Col) Motor Club’s hill climb,

which was scheduled to take place on the

Chimney Gulch road to the summit of Look

out Mountain, on December 12, did not come

off and the contest has been postponed in

definitely. The canon is filled with snow

and the roads are in a practically impass.

able condition.
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PIERCE MODELS SIIOW DEPARTURES

Great Arrow Line for 1909 Includes Five

Sizes and Many Styles—The Impor

tant Changes Specified.

Great Arrows—that is to say the Pierce

family—will be known during the coming

year in no less than five different sizes and

styles, with the usual number of body va

riations to increase the virtual number

Of six-cylin‘

the 60

model already so well known being contin

of types by several degrees.

der models there will -be three,

ued, while two other and entirely new sex

tuple models also have been designed, one

of 48 and the other of 36 horsepower, as

measured by the A. L. A. M. rating. One

of the two quadruple models which com

plete the line is practically a duplication of

the 40 horsepower machine already in ser

vice with sundry minor improvements added

to bring it more nearly up to date, while

ployed, and the redesign of intake and water

return pipes.

Second in importance, and accompanying

the changed method of actuating the gear

ages, and. also considerably reducing the

size of the gearset. In addition to this it

is very compactly designed, so that despite

its accomplishment of the manifold func

 
 

  

 

PIERCF. 6-36 FOUR PASSENGER TOURING CAR

set. is the adoption of a new form of se

lective change speed gear, which is appli

cable to all the models. In addition to fur

 
 

  

 

 

PIERCE 6'36 FIVE PASSENGER TOURING CAR

the other is “rated at 24 horsepower, is en

tirely new, and is destined chiefly to fulfil

the purposes of the ubiquitous town car.

The completion of these five machines

reveals a number of deviations from pre

vious practice in the efforts of the Geo. N.

Pierce Co., most noticeable among them be

ing the elimination of the former gear

changing lever which so long has been car

ried in a convenient position directly under

the steering wheel. Another important

change, applying to the new four and six

cylinder models, is the elimination of the

former individual arrangement of cylinder

casting and its replacement by the twin

method. This in addition to other advan—

tages permits the interjection of a liberal

crank shaft bearing between each pair of

cylinders and affords ample total bearing

area for the shaft without sacrificing any

thing in the way of overall engine dimen

sions.

the use of rollers for the valve lifter cam

contacts, the use of sound deadening wash

ers; the use of bronze-fiber timing gears in

place of the solid bronze gears formerly em

Other changes also made, comprise

nishing the conventional four forward

speeds, with direct connection on the high,

it is noteworthy in several respects. Its

tion of affording five changes of speed in

cluding the reverse. it is smaller than many

three-speed sets and goes into the frame

very handily just back of the clutch and

well forward under the flooring in front of

the driver's seat.

It has but two sliding sets, the first afford

ing the direct connection through the main

driving shaft by means of a jaw clutch, and

the third, through the lay shaft which is in

constant rotation. The second set gives

the two lower forward speeds in the usual

way, and the reverse by inter-meshing

with an idler which is in constant motion.

A somewhat unusual feature of the ar

rangement is that the neutral point lies

between the first and second forward

speeds, so that for manipulating in narrow

quarters—which is the condition under

which the reverse is most employed, the

low forward and backward speeds are en

gaged by direct movement of the lever and

without the necessity of passing through

any idle or neutral point.

In this same connection a very neat form

 

 

  

  

 

PIERCE (>60

\

position is such as to permit the gear ac

tuating rocker shaft to enter the box di

rectly at one side, thus doing away With all

secondary shafts and interconnecting link

of clutch interlocker is provided in the

shape of a circular arcshaped plate which

is positively attached to the gear shifting

rocker and is perforated at a number of
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points to permit the engagement of a pin

connected with the clutch mechanism.

When the clutch is engaged, the pin enters

one of these holes, thus locking the gear

     

 

PIERCE TRANSINIISSION

Set against inadvertent handling or jarring

out of mesh, while so soon as the clutch

is unseated, the gear mechanism is free to;

move in any way desired under the influ

ence of the shifting lever.

Power is transmitted to the gearset by

a particularly neat and light form of cone

clutch, leather faced and equipped with cork

inserts set in a single row. The engaging

spring is not only self contained and fully

enclosed, but designed to take up an un

usually small amount of longitudinal space,

and is directly connected to the transmis

sion shaft through a double universal joint.

This compact construction, of course, per

mits the extreme forward position of the

gear box, and also allows a rather consid

erable length of propeller shaft with conse

quent reduced augularity. Two double

joints are provided in the propeller shaft,

complete floating drive for the rear axle

thus being secured.

The axle construction varies from the fa

miliar “full floating" type in that the

wheels instead of being mounted on the

axle tubes are carried on the ends of the

axle stubs themselves, the arrangement

thus being of the semi—floating type. The

parts, like the entire transmission group,

are mounted on annular ball bearings, with

adequate provision for lubrication. The out

er ends of the stub axles are supported by

bearings set close inside the wheels, while

the inner ends are keyed into the differen

tial gearing, the bearing suports being on

the bronze hubs of the differential hous

ing, rather than on the shafts themselves.

The differentials are of the spur type, and

the thrust of the driving bevels is absorbed

by an independent ball bearing.

The triangular torsion rod, instead of be

ing rigidly attached to the rear axle hous

ing is hinged to it at two points, a vertical

pin allowing a certain elasticity of move

ment for the axle. In this way the driv

ing mechanism is given the complete float~

ing arrangement without sacrificing any

thing to strength or rigidity in the lines of

driving force.

,Of the general details of the power plant,

several of the special features are retained.

The oiling system, for example is retained

in its integrity, the oil being pumped from

a well in the base through ducts in the

crank shaft to the various bearings. the

overflow being sprayed by the motion of

the cranks. and serving to lubricate the

cylinder walls. The carburetter is the same

as has been used heretofore except for the

construction of the auxiliary air inlet, which

is somewhat out of the ordinary. It con

sists of a group of three spring-controlled

reeds, which are equally spaced about the

cylindrical walls of the air chamber; The

reeds are backed by springs of varying ten

sion and are opened progressively accord

a liberal oil way which is fed from grease

cups which also are provided in every case.

The general specifications are: For the

6—36 model, 119 inches wheel base; tires,

36 by 3% by 4 inches as a runabout, and

34 by 4 by 4% inches when used as a tour

ing car for two, three, four or five passen—

gers; for the 648 model, 130 inches wheel

base; tires, 36 by 4 by 4% inches when

used as a touring car for two. three or four

passengers, and 4 by 5 inches when the

seven passenger accommodation is em

ployed; for the 6-60, 135 inches wheel base;

tires, 36 by 4% by 5% inches; for the 4—40.

134 inches wheel base; tires 36 by 4 by 4%

or 5 inches, according to the type of body

employed; for the small four-cylinder car,

lll% inches wheel base; tires 34 by 3%

by 4 inches, or 32 by 4 by 4% inches as an

option.

The special method of body construction

which has been in successful use hereto

fore on Pierce cars is continued. The

    

PIERCE $48 CHASSIS

ing to the varying demands of the engine

as indicated by the suction, to admit just

the required amount of diluent to the mix

ing chamber. Two sets of ignition ar

rangement are fitted, the principle standby

being the Bosch magneto, which fires a

set of plugs mounted horizontally in the

sides of the valve chambers. The auxiliary

system comprises dry batteries, coil and

roller commutator, driven from a vertical

shaft actuated by the inlet cam shaft. The

plugs for this secondary system are mount

cd in the cylinder heads. adjacent to the

valves. The latter, by the way, are still of

the interchangeable type, and have been in

creased % inch in diameter over the sizes in

use on the 1909 models.

The spring suspension is of the semi-el

liptical order on all except the new 636

and the smaller four-cylinder town car mod

els. For these, the rear ends of the chas_

sis are hung on three'quarter elliptics. An

important detail of the spring construction

is that instead of drilling the leaves to ad

mit binding bolts, two bosses are stamped

out of the successive laminations of such

size that they fit and interlock tightly to

gether. the saddles clamping them firmly

together. For both front and rear members

a swivelled bearing is secured on the axles,

with a special form of saddle provided with

bodies are built of cast aluminum, the sev

eral sections being separately draw-filed and

fastened together after the preliminary

    

 

PIERCE BRAKE AND SPRING

finish on a wood mounting. with lapped, riv

etcd joints. After the joints are complete

they are finished over by draw-filing, and

the final finish built up directly on the

metal.
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THE NEW MARMoN "THIRTY-TWll"

Features of Its Original Rear Axle Con

struction—Body Mounting Includes

Three Distinct Types.

Complete details of the new Marmon

"Thirty—two," the smaller of the two most

recent additions to the product of the Nor

dyke & Marmon Co., Indianapolis, Ind.,

add not a little to the interest which its

preliminary details, published some time

since, served to create. The machine is a

low, rakish, “Continental” appearing model,

of pleasing lines and roomy and comforta

ble setup,_besides which it is dignified by

by lock nuts, with lock washers and cotter

pins. The crank shaft is removable through

the rear end of the case—the forward shaft

bearing being a solid bushing, while the in

termediate and rear end bearings are of the

separable type. The valves, which are op

positely disposed, have an opening in the

clear of 2 inches. The valve tappets are

provided with screw and lock nut adjust

ment, and are equipped with steel contact

rollers which ride upon the cams. The tap

pet guides have a large bearing surface, are

enclosed by practical dust caps, and are re

tained by means of crows-feet clamps.

The magneto and water pump are mount

ed on the exhaust side, with the shaft ex

tending through the pump casing. Double

ignition is employed using the Bosch high

.revolution, and through which it is carried

to the connecting rod “big ends." Uniform

pressure is maintained throughout the sys

tem by means of an adjustable relief valve

conveniently located. together with a gauge

mounted on the dash board which indicates

the pressure on the oil passing through the

system. The pump is placed in a case lo

cated on the outside of the engine base and

is driven from the intake" cam shaft by

spiral gears. Provision is made for remove

ing the screen, and the well may be cleaned

out by removing a plate undel'neath in the

bottom of the mud pan. '

Transmission is through a plain cone

clutch, leather faced and equipped with re

lieving springs. The clutch is engaged by

a single spring and is mounted with ball

 

 

 
  

 

 

a number of mechanical features which are

well worthy of special attention.

Its motor is the newest Marmon model

of 4% inches “square” dimensions and a

nominal output of 32-40 horsepower accord

ing to speed and load. It is of original de

sign throughout and 'while comparatiVely

light in weight has been worked out with

special regard to the two objects of great

durability coupled with extreme accessibil

ity. Particularly noteworthy in this connec

tion are the use of very long pistons and

connecting rods—both features conducive

to long life and efficient performance. The

motor is mounted by means of a three

point support within the main frame, the

forward end being carried on a trunion

which rests on the cross channel member,

and the rear end by a steel tube the ends of

which are cradled on the sides of the main

frame. The crank case, which is of the bar

rel type, is a staunch, single-piece aluminum

casting having an independent oil reservoir

bolted to the bottom by means of through

bolts instead of studs, which are secured

CHASSIS PLAN OF MARMON "32"

tension magneto, single Bosch coil mounted

on the dash, battery arranged to work

through the coil and the distributor which

forms an integral part of the magneto, and

One set of spark plugs located over the in

take valves. The eflect secured is thus

practically the same as that of the com

plete dual ignition, but the amount of ap

paratus involved is much reduced and sim—

plified. The intake manifolds are cast in

tegral with the cylinder units and water

jacketed, thus reducing the liability of the

gasolene condensing from the gas while

running at low speeds, in addition to bring

ing about a very desirable simplification of

the piping.

Motor lubrication is by means of the

Marmon system which has been in suc

cessful use for several years and which in

volves the use of a gear driven pump which

draws the oil through a fine screen and

serves it to the three main crank shaft bear

ings through radial holes leading from the

hollow bore of the shaft and registering

with grooves in the bearings once in every

thrust bearings to relieve the pressure of

disengagement. The change gear is mount

ed on the rear axle—a new feature with

this model, the rear axle construction being

of particular interest in this connection.

The axle proper is of identically the same

construction as is employed in the larger

Marmon “Fifty” car, except for the added

details of the speed changing mechanism

which it carries.

The axle housing is of pressed steel, the

differential part being in the form of a

ring with the tubular form continued

through the wheel hubs giving a complete

floating axle construction. Sleeves form

ing the support for the wheels, brakes and

spring pads are secured to the ends of the

axle tubes and these add stifiness and

strength to the housing. The rear opening

of the differential housing is closed with

a cast aluminum cover which, when re

moved, permits the differential unit being

taken out and also the transmission gear

set without the necessity of jacking up the

axle or disturbing it in any way. except the
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partial withdrawal of the floating axle drive

shafts.

To the forward side of the axle housing

is bolted the aluminum bell shaped gear

squared end of which fits into correspond

ing slots in the shoes, thereby giving a true

floating ring construction. They are equal

ized and are applied by cam action.

 
  

 

 

MARMON REAR AXLE CONSTRUCTION

box of the three speed selective transmis

sion with the main shaft on top and the

countershaft directly beneath.

The radius rod and torsion group is here

condensed into a single radius and torsion

tube which encloses the propeller shaft

and is yoked to the frame at its forward

end by means of a huge ball and socket

joint. The universal joint of the propeller

shaft is mounted within this member, which,

in turn, is suitably protected and enclosed

to keep out offending dust and dirt. The

containing aluminum housing also supports

the gear shift rocker shaft and the emer

gency brake rocker shaft and is packed

with lubricant—further, it is readily accessi

ble through the floor of the car. The two

gear shifting rods are enclosed~in an oval

tube which guards them from mud and

water. Two pull and push braces from the

ends of the axle t0 the forward end of the

torsion tube, hold the axle firmly in posi

tion, while a truss rod fitted with an ad

justable turn buckle passes underneath the

gear box from the center of the axle to the

forward end of the shaft tube, adding

strength and rigidity to the structure.

Another peculiarity of the construction

is the use of but a single row of balls in

the mounting of the wheels, the alignment

of those important members being secured

by the inboard support of the stub axle

ends in the differential casing. The re

sult is at once a simplification of the mount

ing and the securing of a very short length

of hub and an unusually neat wheel.

The brakes, which are of the internal ex

panding type, are placed side by side on

the rear wheels, on a single drum 14 inches

in diameter—the double sets affording an

aggregate area of no less than 352 square

inches. The shoes are faced with Thermoid

lining and are mounted on a carrier the

  

  

 

 

ARMON BRAKES

from the front and‘ZO inches from the rear,

thus allowing the radiator to be mounted

even with the axle.

The body mounting is in three distinct

types—the five passenger touring car; the

four passenger ‘suburban," which gives the

general effect of the often yclept “baby ton

neau,” though with additional room; and

the two passenger roadster, which has a

very low seat placed well to the rear, spe

cial fenders, and a rear mounted fuel tank.

Relation of Braking Area to Weight.

Braking equipments having been reduced

to terms of everyday security, it has now

become a question of braking area in pro

portion to total car weight on wheels, in

stead of, as formerly, the mere size of the

drums irrespective of the weight of the

car. In this connection the H. H. Frank

liu Mfg. Co. has recently produced c0mpar~

isons with the equipment of their seven

passcngcr touring car and a standard ma

chine of another make. The weights of the

two vehicles are, respectively, 2,650 and

3,400 pounds, and the Franklin car has an

aggregate braking area amounting to 340.8

square inches. The area of working surface

employed on the other machine is 339.2

square inches. But as is pointed out, in

the latter case the brakes are all mounted

on the rear wheels, whereas on the Frank

lin, transmission brake is so placed that it

has three and one-half times the leverage

of a rear wheel brake. This means an equi—

valent of 603.8 square inches rear braking

area. which, as the other car has a disad

vantage of 28 per cent. in weight, reduces

its effective braking equipment by an

amount sufficient to give the Franklin ex

cess of 78 per cent.

New Palmer & Singer Model Corning.

As a result of the showing made by their

car at the recent Savannah races, the Pa]

mer & Singer Mfg. Co. has decided to pro

  
  

 

 

SIDF. VIEW’ OF MARMON "32“ CHASSIS

The wheel base is 112 inches, and the

wheels are shod with 34 by 4 inch tires.

The spring suspension is by full elliptic

members 40 inches long in the rear and

semi-elliptic members, 35 inches long in

front. The front springs are hung 15 inches

ducc a new Savannah model. only a limited

number of which will be built, but which

will follow closely the lines of the southern

competitor for the Grand Prize. The car

will be rated at 90 horsepower and will be

sold under a 90<mile-an-hour guarantee.
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BIG PLANT FOR SMALL APPLIANCES

Wonders of Laboratory Where Splitdorf

Ignition Apparatus is Produced—

The Firm's 50th Anniversary.

“It is a wonderful thing in its way. A

few years ago to have dreamed of a big

six story brick factory just making appar

atus to deliver little blue sparks in the cyl

inders of gasolene motors would have

seemed absurd," said an observing member

of the trade, "but you can get a sidelight

on the present size of the motor industry

by taking a look at just that kind of a

factory now, where magnetos, coils, spark

plugs, switches, timers and such things are

being manufactured and shipped in a vol

time that only a little time back would

have supplied the world five times over."

He had in mind the Splitdorf Laboratory,

in the Bronx, New York City. For anyone

entertaining a curiosity as to what is in

side of a high tension coil or how a mag

neto is made, it is a good place to visit.

Even the man interested in the study of

manufacturing problems in general will

find food for thought, because the making

of ignition apparatus on the large scale

which the Splitdorf establishment has un

dertaken has evolved some rather pretty

work in production methods and equipment.

To get to the new Splitdorf factory it is

necessary to take the "West Farms" sub

way train, which after reaching the upper

limits of Manhattan dives underneath the

Harlem River, to come up in the Bronx

on the other side. With a rush and a roar,

together with a very uncomfortable com

pression of the atmosphere, the cars make

their submarine dash, and, after a long

uphill pull, reach the Mott avenue station,

where the visitor alights. So deep has the

plunge of the train been, however, that

from the station platform it is necessary to

take an elevator to the street level, which

is four stories above. A short walk brings

one to the factory, on Walton avenue near

137th street.

Upon entering the door, a strong smell of

' ozone and melting wax constitutes the first

"impression" of the place. The smell goes

with the business, just as there are peculiar

odors associated with tanning, surgery,

blacksmithing, brewing or the manufacture

of perfumes. No difficulty is encountered

in figuring out the source of the smell of

insulating wax, but the ozone is harder to

trace. The trip through the factory, how

ever, discloses the mystery. The ozone

is the product of the thousands of sharp

electrical sparks which occur in the build

ing during the course of the day in the

testing of plugs, coils and magnetos.

Before passing to the department of

purely electrical work, it is worth while to

take a look at the equipment for the mak

ing the mechanical parts of the difierent

Splitdorf devices. As in most establish—

lnents manufacturing comparatively small

articles, there are numerous rows of drill

presses, lathes, milling machines, grinders,

and the like, but many of these are built in

special forms to suit peculiar requirements.

To make the ball races for the bearings of

the magneto shafts, for instance, one of

the mechanical geniuses of the factory has

devised a set of special grinders which have

the revolving spindles mounted in big dou

ble taper plain bearings, permitting an as

tonishing speed without either looseness

or overheating. The bearings of the grind

ers look big enough to carry the shaft of

a harbor tug, while the grinding tool is

only about the size of a shoe button, but

the speed at which the spindle revolves

and the accuracy with which the ball races

for the magnetos must be ground, require

special precautions. In result, the grind

ers turn out magneto bearings which allow

perfectly free revolution but not a trace

of discoverable end-play.

That sharp-edged, “grained metal" finish

which is a feature of all the exterior brass

or bronze parts of Splitdorf devices, is

secured by means of a rotary emery belt.

The latter has an outer surface of emery

cloth, and runs like a band saw over two

rollers. The parts to be finished are pressed

by hand against the belt as it flows from

one roller to the other, and a moment’s

contact “grains” and polishes the metal.

The pieces are then heated in a Bunson

flame and subsequently lacquered so that

they will preserve their bright appearance.

Nearly all of the hard rubber parts used

are received cast from dies, so that they

run uniform and perfect. Before the dies

were made, each part passed through sev

eral earlier forms, each of which was im

proved after service had shown where bet

ter design could be effected. The dies are

very expensive, and not until finality of de

sign for a particular piece has been at

tained, can it be given over to the die

method. Similarly in every detail of the

mechanical work on the product, advantage

has been taken of whatever methods will

produce the required high standard of re

sults in the most efficient way.

To understand a magneto it is necessary

for the visitor to know that an electrical

current can be “generated” or caused to

flow in a loop of wire when a portion of the

loop is moved between the two poles or

ends of a U-shaped magnet. A magneto is

essentially a set of magnets with a group of

revolvable loops of wire between the poles.

When the shaft carrying the windings of

wire is revolved, electrical currents are set

up in the wire windings. These currents

can be tapped or conducted from the mag

neto to other parts on a car, provided a path

is given them by which they may return to

the magneto again, whether it be by a wire

or simply through the metal frame of the

automobile itself.

On the floor chiefly devoted to the man

ufacture of the magnetos, there may be

\

seen, in addition to the testing and assem

bling benches, several long tables bearing

rows of U-shaped steel pieces. These are

converted into magnets by the simple pro

cess of surrounding them with coils of wire

through which a strong electric current is

flowing. The coils are fixed permanently

to the wall, and the steel pieces are magnet

ized one by one, through being inserted in

the holes in the coils, provided for their

reception. The man in charge puts a piece

in, turns on the current. waits a few mo

ments, then turns the current off and on a

few times, gives a final “dose” of some

duration, and the trick is done. The mag

netized pieces are fitted with short steel

bars to connect the two ends and close the

“magnetic circuit" so that they will not

lose strength before being mounted in the

magneth of which they will form a part,

and are then arranged in rows on a receiv

ing table. Before being used they are test

ed, each one being required to lift an iron

weight of about 20 pounds or to suffer re

jectment as unsuitable.

The testing stand for the complete mag

netos, on the same floor, is fitted with all

the necessary shafting and gear wheels to

drive the machines at various speeds. Con

nected up with a coil, each magneto pro

vides current for a group of four or six

plugs, according to the service for which

it will be required. The Splitdorf “system”

of magneto ignition is different from most

in that only one coil unit is used, instead

of a separate unit for each cylinder of the

motor, and that the magneto not only sup

plies the dashboard coil with the neces

sary primary or low tension current, but

accomplishes the distribution of the high

tension current from the coil to the various

cylinders in their turn.

Keeping in mind that the primary or low

tension current only goes from the mag

neto to the coil and return, and that the

high tension or secondary current in effect

is conducted only from the coil through

a distributer to the spark plugs and back

through the metal work of the car to the

coil, the system can easily be understood.

The novelty of the Splitdorf arrangement

consists in incorporating the distributler

for the high tension current in the available

space in the upper part of the magneto in

stead of having it outside as a separate

part of the system.

In the electrical sense there is no differ

ence whether the magneto and the high

tension current distributer are together or

a mile apart, but as a mechanical combina

tion for economizing space and simplifying

the method of drive the arrangement of the

two together is a happy idea. The coil

gets its series of primary current impulses

from the magneto and at each impluse de

livers a corresponding discharge of high

tension current to the distributer in the

upper part of the magneto. The latter is

geared to the main shaft of the magneto in

the proper ratio to send the high tension

current along through each of the four or
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six heavily insulated leads in turn, so that

it is delivered to the spark plug of each of

the engine cylinders at the proper time.

For one coil unit to do all the work or

dinarily accomplished by four or six ob

viously requires that it be made extremely

durable and of a capacity to avoid overheat

ing. Such is the construction, and a very

generous sized trembler is used, much more

substantial than on an ordinary coil. The

coil is wired to take battery current as well

as magneto. To start the car from the seat

a mother-of-pearl push button is located

in the side of the coil box. By pressing

the button the primary circuit from the bat

tery is closed, independent of the position

of the timer. The resulting flow of high

tension impulses is sent from the coil to

the distributor and passed along to the cor

rect cylinder, since the distributing arm is

geared always to be in contact with the

lead to the cylinder which is in the positi0n

to be fired.

Fifty years of experience in making coils

has taught the Splitdorf people some things

which lead them to make the inside of their

coils quite different from many others. The

usual ignition coil has a core of soft iron

wires extending like a straight piece, which

when magnetized by the flow of primary

current around it has its poles at opposite

ends of the coil. In watching the construc

tion of the Splitdorf coils, however, it will

be seen that the core also contains various

lengths of very fine strands of wire, much

longer than the coil itself is to be.

When the coil is ready to assemble these

are not cut of? flush on the ends as one

would expect, but are looped around the

outside of the wire windings toward each

other until the longest ends almost touch

to form a complete “magnetic circuit.” The

theory in this connection is rather intricate

and has to do with taking care of various

magnetic eddies and stray currents that

would otherwise unfavorably influence the

action of the coil. The winding of the wire

around the central core differs from the

more common method, too. The winding

is in two sections, one for each the upper

and lower halves, the sections being wound

oppositely but with their terminal connec

tions so disposed as to unite in the one

effect.

Big sheets of shiney black hard rubber

are used up rapidly in being cut into strips

of suitable size for insulation inside the

coils. To fold and bend them to the proper

forms, the strips are heated for a moment

over a sootless flame, when they become

soft and pliable for the brief time neces

sary to shape them. \Nhatever care may be

manifest as to the exterior perfection of

the coils is more than matched by the pains

taking work that is done on the interior

assembly, where the materials used are of

the best. The wiring leads inside are cov

ered with small white rubber tubing and

all the insulation made with a thoroughness

suggesting that no work will be left for

the wax insulating filling except to occupy

the spare space in the containing box and

make the contents one mass.

But it is the top floor that is the liveliest

and most interesting for the visitor, not

necessarily because of the fact that here

a good proportion of the operatives are

bright looking girls, but because of the di

versity of operations which are going on.

The big wax melting pots are on this floor,

looking like dwarf ore smelters. The ma

chine which winds tin foil and insulating

paper together for the condensers, and the

machine which crushes the rolls thus made

into suitable shape for the coil boxes, are

located here. The repair department and

the wreckage department occupy another

corner, looking very industrious by reason

of the fact that in tearing down old coils

it is necessary to make the wax chips fly

when chopping the insulation away from

the windings.

The tinklc of a telephone bell is heard

intermittently in the hum of work. It does

not signify real telephone calls, however.

An old style telephone generator of the

kind where you whirl the crank to ring

the signal, is used in the repair department

for the purpose of testing coil windings.

The girl in charge of the work connects

the two terminals of the suspected piece of

wire winding to the terminals of the tele

phone magneto, and revolves the crank. 1f

the bell tinkles the winding is good, but

if the bell cannot be made to sound, the

winding is thrown in the scrap heap.

Mica seems like hard stuff to handle, and

yet in the spark plug department on this

top floor the visitor can see something of

a wonder performed with it is the result

of a clever method of manipulation. The

central metal core of the new combination

mica and porcelain plug, which the depart

ment is devoting its chief attention to at

present, is wound with white India mica.

The core is tapered and the mica is rolled

around it in short, curved, overlapping

strips by means of a small hand-operated

lathe device. Tightly as it can be wound

by this method, however, it does not meet

the Splitdorf requirements. The core with

its wrapping is placed in the bushing of

the plug, with the small end of the taper

toward what will be the top of the plug.

While the bushing is securely held, the

large end of the core is hit a sharp and pow

erful blow, driving the tapered core with

great force into the narrowing mica coat—

ing which surrounds it. The result is that

the mica layers take a spiral relation to

the core and grip it to the last possible

degree.

The formation of the mica is then such

that with a sharp knife all the loose edges

may be scraped away until the blade comes

[0 a hard, seemingly solid, glass-like sur

face that cannot be scraped down further.

A close examination under a microscope re

veals that the successive layers from a sur

face which appears like overlapping fish

scales, but the similarity does not extend

to any such easy disarrangement or removal

as characterize the latter. This method

of using the mica circumvents practically

every objection which has in the past been

offered against the material as a spark plug

insulator, it is said. Mica washers are

used on the plug only to surround the up

per part of the central mica winding on the

core, while over the washers there is a fur

ther protecting hood of green porcelain.

From the sixth floor down to the sec

ond, the building is filled with busy work

ers in the manufacturing end, presenting,

as previously suggested, a striking corral

lary of the magnitude of the motor industry

requiring this among many other factories

to supply its ignition needs. The ground

floor contains the offices, the shipping room,

a stock room and a place for automobiles

requiring ignition installation or repairs

at the factory. The basement has the

woodworking department and also has the

boiler room and power plant for generat

ing electric current for the building. The

room contains a very elaborate and com

plete switchboard, where mischievous hands

sometimes turn out the lights to mystify

the visitor.

New as the factory and equipment are,

the Splitdorf Laboratory is one of the real

veterans of the trade. It was founded at

Philadelphia by Henry Splitdorf, in the

year 1858, for the purpose of carrying On

experiments connected with projected im

provements in telegraph instruments. The

great problem in those days was to cut

down the length of time required to send

a message between New York and Chi

cago. This, Henry Splitdorf set about to

accomplish, and he succeeded in doing so

by the invention of the repeating relay

which reduced the time required for the

transmission of a message from New York

to Chicago to about five minutes, whereas

the former time was between five and seven

hours.

This work being accomplished and the

\Yestern Union Telegraph Co. requiring a

great number of instruments, Henry Split

dorf began the manufacture of them and so

continued for severalyears. Finally, the

Roentgen rays having been discovered, he

went into the manufacture of large sized

Rhumkorff coils for the use of the medical

profession and experimenters.

Out of this small beginning grew the

present enormous busines, and during the

year 1885 his son Charles took up the man

agement of the business which Henry Split

dorf had relinquished on account of ad

vancing year, and the firm drifted gradually

into the manufacture of the Splitdorf coil

for ignition purposes. Following this the

younger son, John, was taken into the busi

ness in the year 1889, and the Laboratory

at 17-25 Vandewater street, New York City,

was then established. It continued at that

location until 1907, when having greatly out~

grown its quarters the entire Laboratory

was removed to the new factory, 261-265

Walton, the Bronx, giving about 60,000

square feet Of space.
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FIRST 0F TIIE NEW CROP 0F LAWS

Massachusetts Getting Grist Ready for the

Legislative Hopper—State Highway

Commission Drafts a Bill.

Locking up the automobile that happens

to upset the unwary wayfarer is the rem

edy some citizens of Massachusetts appear

to be considering seriously as a means of

checking the reckless or careless motorist.

It was suggested at a meeting of the Twen

tieth Century Club in Boston last Saturday

afternoon, while Robert Homans, attorney

for the Safe Roads Association, was dis

cussing the topic of adequate restriction

for automobiles. Inflicting fines, he said,

does not reach the owners of the machine

in any adequate way.

“Why not put his machine in jail?” in

terrupted some one in the rear of the hall.

“That’s exactly what I propose," was the

reply. “Take the car and all the cars away

from the reckless owner and he’ll keep

within the law after he's paid his penalty."

That the automobile laws of the State

are not uniformly enforced was a view that

was freely expressed by Mr. Homans and

others, one of the reasons specified being

that as roads now are built in Massachu

setts they are constructed and kept in re

pair by local bodies and the laws govern

ing their use are enforced by local police.

The result is that there is no general con

trol; but laws and ordinances and general

conditions differ widely in various parts of

the State.

Meanwhile, with the annual session of

the “Great and General Court" near at hand

there are the usual notes of preparation

for amending the automobile law. The

Massachusetts State highway commission

has drafted and presented to Governor

Guild for approval or revision, a new bill

regulating the use of automobiles. This is

one result of the conference of the highway

commissioners of the New England States,

which itself was a result of the conference

of governors. The Massachusetts board

was authorized to prepare a bill incorporat~

ing a number of approved suggestions, and

the bill is to be urged on all the New Eng

land legislatures.

The commission has practically codified

the laws on the subject in the New England

States, and has adopted some ideas from

States outside of this territory.

Some of the provisions are as follows:

A limit of 10 days for non-residents to

operate automobiles in the State without

registration, but with a new definition of

“non-resident” which excludes from the

class people who have a regular place of

business or abode in the State for three

months or more in the year; such persons

have to pay registration fees, but get a half

rate for the three months, July. August and

September.

Numbers must be illuminated at night,

but the Massachusetts requirement of num

bered lamps has been eliminated.

An “adequate brake” specification is

copied from the laws of New Jersey. A

minimum limit of 16 years is fixed for pri

vate operators, and 18 for chauffeurs; all

persons who receive compensation for work

on automobiles are chauffeurs, must be li

censed, and no person may employ an un

licensed chauffeur. “Dealers” include per

sons who let motor cars for hire, thus per

mitting them to take out “dealers’ licenses."

New garage rules are incorporated in the

bill, one being a requirement that motor

cars shall be checked in and checked out

of garages; this is so that an owner may

know how often his car has been taken out

and stop the unauthorized use of cars.

The proposed law imposes a speed limit

of 25 miles, and allows judges to place on

file complaints of speed above that limit

if in his opinion it was unintentional or

“that no person or property could have

been injured thereby." A limit of eight

miles an hour around curves and corners in

also provided.

Registration fees are to be based on horse

power; the uniform fee to be 50 cents per

horsepower, graded in multiples of 10.

Morrell Sues the State Engineer.

That Briarcliff road race which was held

last April, gave the promoters no end of

trouble at the time and the trouble is not

yet ended. It has just been made public

that Robert Lee Morrell has instituted suit

against State Engineer Frederick Skene,

who at the eleventh hour, came very near

preventing the race over the Westchester

county course. The day before the contest

was scheduled to take place, Skene demand

ed a cash deposit of $4,600 to cover any pos—

sible damage to the State roads used in

the course. The Automobile Manufactur

ers' committee, in charge of the contest.

offered to put up a bond for the amount, but

Skene would accept nothing but cash.

Morrell raised that amount and it was

handed over to the State Engineer, under

protest.

Subsequently, a portion of this amount

was returned to the committee represented

by Morrell, but it was only a very small

portion—$582.14. The amusing feature of

the suit is that Job Hedges, who represents

Morrell and the committee, does not claim

that the roads were damaged to any extent

less than Skene declared. but contends that

the State Engineer had no right to lay down

his own rules to the Manufacturers’ com

mittee as to how the race should be run.

and that he had no legal right to exact

cash and collect it from the committee.

Engineer Skene declared last Saturday.

that he was absolutely sure of his right to

retain $4,000 of the amount deposited with

him and that the suit was not causing him

any worry whatever. The outcome of the

case when it comes to trial will prove in

teresting to many..

ADMITS THAT THE LAW IS FAULTY

Commissioner Smith of New Jersey Re

plies to Protests—He Will Co-operate

in Efforts for Fair Legislation.

Admitting that plans exist in New Jer

sey’s law regulating automobiles, I. B. R.

Smith, Commissioner of Motor Vehicles.

replying to the protest of the Newark

Board of Trade, and the alleged attitude of

automobile interests outside of the State.

against the law as it now stands, says in

part:

“Perhaps no problem has so embarrassed

all friends of good automobile laws as that

attending the charge of a lack of comity

between New Jersey and her sister States

in the interchange of licenses, and we have

all earnestly striven to find the correct

solution.

“The department has given much study

to this subject, and has had the hearty

and loyal co-operation of the active repre

sentatives of the organized motorists.

“Some time ago I suggested the desira

bility of having a conference called at a

convenient time, at which representatives

of motorists from all the States interested

in the subject, including those who make

laws, as well as those who enforce laws,

and all those whose interests are in any

way affected by the use of motor vehicles

on the highway, including farmers, trades

men, manufacturers and tourists, might

meet and in a proper spirit discuss the most

efficient methods of automobile regulation.

I am hopeful, indeed, expectant, that means

may yet be provided whereby such a con

ference may be held.

“Of the ultimate outcome I have always

been optimistic, and if I can be of any

service in not only raising standards of

legislation. but of actually securing a more

efficient protection to the inalienable rights

of all those who use highways, whether they

be motorists, horsemen or pedestrians, I

shall be more than repaid for the efiort.

This problem is capable of solution. New

Jersey will solve it, and we are all Working

for that end."

 

One Way of Avoiding Fines.

One way to avoid speed fines is to fol

low the example of a chauffeur named Alex

ander Lee, a native of Norway, who, until

recently worked in Detroit. Lee was em

ployed by the Ford Motor Co. and made

such brilliant progress in the speed line.

that finally he was arrested for maintaining

a clip of 30 miles an hour on the boulevard.

Lee said he knew of a neat way to avoid

paying a fine or serving a sentence for the

offense and it was found to work very well.

for when the case was called last week, it

was learned that Lee. who had attained

such high proficiency in the driving art.

had returned to dear old Norway.
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NOVA SCO'I'IA PLANS BETTER ROAIIS

Probable Effect Upon Automobiling in the

Province—Poor Highways a Reason

for Present Onerous Restrictions.

Motor cars have not been in much favor

in Nova Scotia in the past, says Consul

General David F. Wilber, of Halifax, in a

report to the State Department at Wash

ington. He gives as a reason the poor con

dition of the roads throughout the prov

ince, but there has been a decided etfort to

over this defect, which is as

much of a drawback to the driving of

horses as it can be to the operators

of automobiles. At the last

of the provincial legislature, he says, “a bill

come

session

passed authorizing the establishment of a

department of roads and appropriated for

the improvement of roads $175,000, and

also $25,000 for small bridges.

“There are 97 automobiles registered at

the office of the provincial secretary," he

continues, “divided as to origin as follows:

United States States, 61; Canada, 32; Eng

land, 3; Scotland, 1. According to the pop

ulation and wealth of Nova Scotia this is a

poor showing, and is largely due to defect

ive methods used in introducing this line of

goods. The Canadian makes are built on

the same lines as those made in the United

States, most of them being manufactured

by American firms having factories in Can

ada. The predominating style is the run

about and the lighter touring cars, from 8

to 30 horsepower.

“While improved roads will do much to

increase the sale of motor vehicles, the last

legislature passed another law which will

have a tendency to interfere somewhat

with the general use of automobiles in some

localities. This law gave to each local

government the right to regulate the run

ning of automobiles in their respective ju

risdictions. It was claimed while the bill

was up for consideration that owing to the

narrow roads so prevalent in Nova Scotia,

it was dangerous for farmers with teams to

meet automobiles, as the drivers of the

latter disregarded the rights of the former,

which has resulted in accidents. Of the 24

municipalities (districts), 34 towns, and 2

cities in the province, four municipalities

and two towns have regulated the running

of automobiles and prohibited them on the

following days: Pictou—Sunday, Tuesday,

Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday; Kings

—Thursday, Saturday and Sunday; West

Hams—Tuesday, Thursday. Saturday and

Sunday; Yarmouth—Saturday; Town of

New GlasgowwSunday, Tuesday, Thurs

day and Saturday; Town of Pictou—Sun

day. Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and

Saturday. .

“Medium and low priced cars are mostly

in use, and there is no question but what

a larger business could be done here if the

market were properly looked after. The

duty on automobiles from the United

States is 35 per cent ad valorem; from

Great Britain a duty of 22% per cent. ad

valorem is charged."

Chicago Eager for Stock Chassis Race.

Chicago is more anxious than ever to

get the stock chassis race for the Jefferson

De Mont Thompson trophy, next spring.

The contest committee of the Chicago Au

tomobile Club has laid out a new course

22 miles in length, that is declared by per

sons who ought to know, to be 50 per cent.

better than the circuit over which the Briar

clifi’ race was run last April—an opinion

which would probably not be disputed by

anyone familiar with the Westchester

county course. President Cobe, of the C.

A. C., wants Mr. Thompson to visit Chi

cago and personally inspect the proposed

circuit in Indiana, which is macadam the

entire distance. The club has had taken a

number of photographs of the course to

submit to the American Automobile Asso

ciation, when it applies for a sanction to

hold a stock car race.

Jackson Heads Grand Rapids Club.

At the annual meeting members of the

Grand Rapids Automobile Club elected

James R. Jackson, president for the ensu-,

ing year. Jackson has been identified with

motoring for some time and at present is

vice-president of the Michigan State Auto

mobile Association. Other ofi’icers chosen

were, first vice-president, Louis C. Parmen

ter; second vice-president, George J. Hen

zelman; secretary, Dr. Warnshuis, and

treasurer, Dr. Willard Burleston. These

officers and Dr. D. Emmet Welsh and A. A.

Barber, will comprise the board of gov

ernors.

 

Los Angeles Dealers Plan a Show.

The last week in January has been se

lected for an automobile show in Los An

geles, Cal.. to be run by Dick Ferris, on be

half of the Automobile Dealers Association

of Southern California. The entire base

ment of a very large building at Broadway

and Eighth street has been selected for

the exhibition. So large is the space that a

real automobile race in the show room is

promised as an amusement feature to draw

the public.

 

Manager Selected for St. Louis Show.

To manage the third annual automobile

show to be held in St. Louis, M0,, February

15 to 20 inclusive, Lloyd Rickert, secretary

of the American Baseball Association, has

been selected. The exhibition will be given

in the new Coliseum building, Jefferson and

\Vashington avenues.

Memphis Show Scheduled for March.

Memphis, Tenn., is to have an automobile

show, which will probably be held in the

Auditorium building. The dates chosen are

March 10 to 13, inclusive.

SEASONING JUSTICE WITII SENSE

Massachusetts Magistrate Says Skid Chains

Can’t Damage Ice Covered Roads—

He Pigeonholes a Presecution.

Judge Bruce, in the district court at Mal

den, Mass, on December 17, held the opin

ion that while it was a technical violation

of the law to drive a car equipped with

skid-chains or metal studded tires, a motor—

ist should not be fined for piloting a car

thus equipped if there is snow on the

ground.

The local police arrested Howard A. Lo

throp, Joseph L. Goodale and Matthew C.

Brush, all of Boston, for driving over the

Parkway through Maiden and Medford with

tire-chains attached. Judge Bruce imme

diately asked the park officers if the road

was covered with snow or ice at the time

the offenders drove through it and was told

that it was. The court asked if there were

any bare spots visible and the officers re

plied in the negative. With that, the judge

decided to place the case on file and while

he could not discharge the defendants or

dismiss the. case, on account of the viola

tion. he held that roads could not be dam

aged by chains when there was thick snow

on the ground and firmly believed that

when roads are slippery, chains or studded

bands are a necessity. He told the driv

ers, however, that they and all all other

motorists using chains, would have to do

so at their own risk, in event of encounter

ing bare spots in the road, in which case

they are liable to arrest and fine.

This unique decision highly pleased the

owners, who expect to take the risk when

more snow falls.

 

Toronto Provides for Foreign Exhibitors.

For the benefit of exhibitors from “for

eign” countries, including the United States,

the management of the third annual auto

mobile show at Toronto, Ont, has arranged

to make the exhibition building a bonded

warehouse. where exhibitors’ goods will be

received duty free. The show. which will

be givm under the auspices of the Ontario

Motor League. will take place in the St.

Lawrence Arena, February 18 to 25. The

manager is R. M. Jafiray, 1 Wellington,

West, Toronto.

 

Portugal’s Automobile Census Small.

Portugal at present boasts in all of 838

automobiles, according to a recent report,

of which 501 are permanently located at

Lisbon and 148 in Oporto. In an effort to

stimulate the movement to renewed vigor,

however, it is stated that the Royal Portu~

guese Automobile Club is endeavoring to

secure a reduction in the import duties on

cars. tires and component parts, and a sim

plification of the customs formalities requi

site for admittance of the goods.

\b—
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The INTER-STATE Automobile is built for the intelligent

purchaser who wants the high quality which heretofore has been

found only in high-priced cars, but who does not want to pay from

twenty-five hundred to five thousand dollars.

The INTER-STATE makes it unnecessary for such purchasers

to pay such prices. It is a permanent car, embracing every essential

factor of worth in automobile design, style, comfort, speed, endu

rance, dependable materials and workmanship. And it is sold at a

price—$1750 complete, including Eisemann Magneto—but little higher

than the “ good-enough-until-later ” cars.

There is no economy and most assuredly no automobile satis

faction in buying a car that you want to discard the second season

for a real car. Especially since you can buy the real car, the satisfy

ing permanent car this season for just a little more money than a

temporary car.

In justice to your own best interests, let us urge you not to

think of spending your money for a “cheap ” car, or even a higher

priced good car, until you have seen the INTER-STATE. We

are glad to let you be the sole judge as to its worth at $1750.

Dealers and Agents will appreciate the opportunities opened to

them by the INTER-STATE. Write for our attractive proposition.

INTER - STATE AUTOMOBILE C0.

126 Willard Street Muncle, Indiana

 
 

At The full line of Inter-State automobiles, including Standard Touring

_— Car, Demi-Tonneau, Double Rumble Roadster, Single Rumble Road

ster and Tourabout, will be exhibited at Grand Central Palace, New

York, December 31-January 7, and at the Coliseum, Chicago, February
6-13. 4
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NOTICE to MANUFACT’UREHS EXPLOSION

ENGINES used for any purpose

I am the owner of the Letters Patent of United States No. 617,806, granted to

F. E. Canda, January 17, 1899, for electric Igniter for Explosion engines, and letters Patent

No. 905,625 granted to Elmer Apperson, December 1st, 1908, for improvements in

Explosion engines. I

Briefly stated, these patents cover broadly the use of two or more separate electric igniting

devices, provided with separate circuits and means of throwing the igniting devices into or

out of action simultaneously or independently; as well as covering the use of two or more

spark plugs or sparking points having electrical connection with a magneto and battery with

means of throwing the spark plugs or points into or out of operation.

  

 

 

 

 

  

MOTOR ILLUSRATING APPERSON SYSTEM OF IGNITION UNDER PATENTS 617.806 AND 905,615.

All parties now using or desiring to use this system of ignition are invited to negotiate with

me. I have no desire to unnecessarily embarrass any one, but INFRINGERS on my patents

will be legally and vigorously prosecuted. ELMER APPERSON_

  

Apperson Bros. Automobile Company, Kokomo, Ind

_/‘ 4,_~*Q¢-v s," r
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The Week’s Patents.

899,186. Internal Combustion Engine.

William Rabsilber, New York, N. Y. Filed

June 24,1907. Serial No. 380,380.

1. The combination of a reservoir for

comprssed air; a reservoir for fuel; an in

ternal combustion engine connected with

both said reservoirs; an air compressor com

nected with said reservoir for compressed

air; means controlling the supply of com

pressed air and fuel from said reservoirs to

said engine; and means for heating the en

tire contents of one of said reservoirs be

fore admission to said engine, said reser

voirs being separate and free from com"

munication with each other.

899,216. Internal Combustion Engine.

Thomas W. l-lendry, San Francisco, Ca].

Filed Nov. 6, 1906. Serial No. 342,247.

In an internal combustion engine, a cyl

inder having discharge ports, and an inlet

port, 'a piston having a laterally extended

straight wall passage arranged to communi—

cate with the inlet port, the piston passage

terminating in a short nozzle at the center

of the piston head in the line of the axis

of said piston, the wall of the said passage

opposed to and distant from said port be

ing provided with a curved pocket concaving

or bulging away from said inlet port and

providing for the impingement of the

charge thereagainst and by which the

force of the stream of incoming gas

is broken and the stream is thence

deflected through the nozzle in a straight

line following the axis of the cylinder.

899,253. Vehicle Guiding Means. Leslie

S. Hackney, St. Paul, Minn. Filed Aug. 9,

1907. Serial No. 387,771.

1. A vehicle track having an upper or

tread surface to receive the vehicle or car

wheels, a yoke mounted on the frame of the

vehicle and having arms yieldingly held to

ward said track, wheels mounted on said

arms and having flat treads adapted to rest

and normally travel on the top of said track,

said wheels having flanges on one side ar

ranged to extend dQWn beside the rails and

contact with the inner faces thereof, where

by the vehicle wheels will be held on the

track and said flanged wheels revolving in

planes parallel substantially with the plane

of the vehicle wheels, substantially as de'

scribed.

899,331. Wheel for Vehicles. \Nilliam H.

Scrymgour, London, England. Filed Aug.

12, 1907. Serial No. 388,208.

In vehicle wheels a coiled, 0r spiral

springy metal piece, secured at, or near, one

end, to the hub, and at, or near the other

end, to the interior of the outer part or

rim, and metal springs to give resiliency,

and strength in the space between the hub

and the interior of the outer part, or rim,

and bearing on the said coiled or spiral

springy metal piece; substantially as here».

mbefore described.

_899,332. Spring Wheel for Vehicles. Will

iam H. Scrygour, London, England. Filed

Sept. 30, 1907. Serial No. 395,191.

1. In a vehicle wheel comprising discs

mounted free to rotate on an axle and

bolted together, the combination therewith

of blocks or shoes pivotally mounted in said

discs near the periphery thereof, an elliptical

spring fixedly carried by said axle to be en

gaged with by the wheels of said block on

the minor axis of said spring to cause said

blocks to have engagement with the road

surface for a fractional space of time to

support the load.

899,333. Vehicle \Nheel. Isaiah C. Scud<

der, New York, N. Y. Filed Feb. 16, 1907.

Serial No. 357,637.

I 1. In combination, a vehicle wheel hav

ing an outer metallic band, a detachable

rim, oppositely disposed locking rings adapt

ed for locking said rim to said metallic

band, and means for simultaneously forcing

said locking rings into place, said means

including a plurality of radially movable U

shaped clamps. '

899,425. Resilient Wheel. James E. Mc

Quilkin, W'estmoreland county, Pa. Filed

Feb. 4, 1908. Serial No. 414,230.

1. In a wheel, the combination of a box

ing formed in its periphery with a plurality

of sockets, a hub encircling the boxing and

spaced therefrom, an annular cushion inter

posed between the hub and the boxing, a

tie band carried by the cushion and formed

with inwardly disposed lugs seated in the

respective sockets of the boxing to prevent

the cushion from rotating relative thereto,

and means for rigidly securing the cushion

to the hub.

899,430. Means for Raising Vehicle

land. Filed July 15, 1907. Serial No. 383,—

Bodies. Arthur J. Pack, Brighton, Eng

738.

In a means for raising vehicle bodies, the

combination of a chassis, a vehicle body

hinged thereto, a jointed supporting leg

pivoted to said chassis and said body, and

adapted to be folded over upon itself when

not in use, and a telescopic spring support

pivoted to the chassis at one end, and to

one of the members of the leg at the other

end, one of the folded members of said leg

being provided with means to prevent said

members from striking againstveach other,

substantially as described.

899,468. Spring Repairer. William R.

Petze, Brooklyn, N. Y. Original applica

tion filed Feb. 16, 1907. Serial No. 357,715.

Divided and this application filed Sept. 5,

1907. Serial No. 391,478.

1. A device for_repairing semi‘elliptic ve

hicle springs, consisting of a tie-piece short

er than said spring and having its major

portion spaced away from said spring and

having means near one of its ends for at

tachment to a vehicle, and means for fast

.ning said tie-piece to said spring at one

ride of a break in the spring.

899,498. Starting Mechanism for Gas

Engines. William K. Andrew, Milwaukee,

\Nis., assignor to International Harvester

Company, a Corporation of New Jersey.

Filed Nov. 26, 1906. Serial No. 345.245.

1. A starting mechanism 'for gas engines, '

including, in combination, a supplemental

valve casing having an annular chamber

therein communicating with a supply of

compressed air and the engine cylinder, an

inlet valve controlling the admission of air

-to said chamber and opening against the

pressure of air from the source of supply, a

supplemental exhaust port communicating

with said chamber and the engine cylinder,

a valve controlling said exhaust port and

opening against the pressure of air in said

chamber, said valves being opened by a

moving part of the engine and closed by

the pressure of air.

899,526. Transmission Mechanism. Adam

F. Glaser, Jersey City, and John Olsen,

VVhippany, N. J., assignors of one-third to

George \V. Crane,‘ Rahway, N. J. Filed

July 20, 1907. Serial No. 384.824.

1. A transmission mechanism compris

ving a driving shaft provided with a worm,

a casing inclosing said worm, a worm con

WANTS AND FOR SALE
15 cents per line of seven words, each with order.

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

 

l-t OR SALE—300 sets 28x3 best grade ar

tillery wheels, fitted with clincher rims,

less hubs. Write for bargain prices on sin

gle sets of the lot. THOMAS B. JEF

FERY 8: COMPANY, Kenosha, Wis.

 

 

 

A. O. Smith Company

MAKERS OF

PRESSED STEEL

FRAMES
(Capacity 100,000 per annum.)

Heavy and Difficult Stampings

Front and Rear Axles

Steering Columns

Transmissions, Selective and

Progressive

Multiple Disc Clutches

SEE OUR EXHIBITS:

Grand Central Palace, Space 134.

Madison S uare Garden. Sémce 205.

Coliseum, Chicago, Space . “

A.0 SMITH co. fiiwfiL‘l‘ZZTWfi:

  

 

 

 

DOW TUBES

Do not deflate from puncture—THAT ISN’T ALL

Run cooler—THAT ISN’T ALL

Hold air much better—THAT ISN'T ALL

Save money, time and trouble—THAT IS ALL

DOW TIRE CO., 2000 Broadwa , N. Y.

889 Boyllton Street, BOSTO , MASS.

Autoli ht Motor Sup 1y Co., Distributors,

06 N. Broad t., Phila., Pa.

  

 

 

THIS MAGNETO IS “FOOL PROOF"

The most unskillful driver can install the Remy

1909 High Tension Magneto. lmpro er connection

cannot 111]qu it, and no amount of ti ering will put

it out of commission. The Remy will stand more

neglect, oil, dirt and water than an other ignition

a stem in the world. More than 17, 00 Remy: have

a ready been sold for 1909 cars—more Remy: than all

o_thers combined. Write for illustration and deucrip

tion.

THE IEMY ELECTRIC CO., Dept. 11, Anderson, Ind.

We have 0 ened a branch house in Thoroughfare

Bldg., roadway and 57th St., New York.

Tire Troubles?

Use Pormanll

Demonstrated before Board

of Governors Harrisburg

Motor Club with great suc

cess. For particulars write

ADOLF KARL & CO.,

237-9 Washinfion St.," I

ewar , . .

 

  

 

 

OAKLAND
40 H. P. Four Cylinder, Shaft Drive, $1,600.

OAKLAND MOTOR CAR CO.,

Pontiac, Mich.
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nected with said casing, a valve member

surrounding said worms, and means for ad

justing said valve member with respect to

said worms to cause a fluid like substance

operated by said worms to cause rotation

of said casing.

899,534. Universal Joint. Ernst G. Hoff

mann, New Rochelle, N. Y. Filed June 19,

1907. Serial No. 389,683.

1. A universal joint comprising an inner

terminal member provided with pivot bear,

ings, an intermediate member embracing the

inner member and provided with internal

bosses to receive the pivot bearings of the

inner member and with external pivot bear

ings, and a ring-like outer terminal member

having internal bosses with slotted walls to

receive pivot bearings of the intermediate

member and bearing rings to retain the

pivot bearings in the slotted bosses.

899,537. Automobile. Thomas B. Jef

fery, Kenosha, Wis. Filed Aug. 25, 1902.

Serial No. 120,924.

1. In an automobile, the combination

with the frame for supporting the engine

comprising side beams, a cross beam sup

ported at its ends by the side beams and

a brace extending above the cross beam and

also supported at its ends by the side

beams, a socket secured to the cross beam

and brace of said frame, a steering rod sup

ported within said socket whereby the body

of the vehicle may be removed without de

taching the steering rod support.

899,611. VVheel._ \Nilliam H. Parham,

Paducah, Ky. Filed May 15, 1907. Serial

No. 373,796.

1. In a wheel of the class described, the

combination of a rim, a hub, spokes se

cured to the hub and to the rim and includ~

in resilient loops, and tension devices mov

abTe radially of the wheel between the rim

and the hub and connected to one of the

said parts and engaging the loops of the

spokes to vary the tension of the latter.

899,618. Starting Device for Gasolene

lingincs. Frank Reynolds, Syracuse, N. Y.

Filed Feb. 17, 1904. Serial No. 194,000.

1. In a gasolene engine, the combination

with the explosion cylinder, electric spark

plug therein, and exhaust means_ of a start

ing device comprising a tank for storing

explosive mixture under compression, a

passage leading from the tank to a said

cylinder, a valve controlling the supply of

compressed mixture to the passage, a valve

controlling the admission of mixture from

the passage into the cylinder, electric con

tacts, an electric circuit maker and breaker

adjacent to said contacts, and a manually

operated means for actuating said valves

and circuit maker and breaker.

899,620. Tire Inflater for Automobiles.

Peter J. Ross, Trevor, Wis.; Donald C.

Ross, Rydnre, N. D., administrator of said

Pter J. Ross, deceased. Filed Jan. 2, 1908.

Serial No. 408,957.

1. An automobile tire infiater compris

ing an air pump adapted to be coupled to

the engine shaft when desired, in combi

nation with a flexible hose of suitable length

extending from said air pump and a coup

ling member on the free end of said hose

for attaching the same to the tire plug, said

coupling member comprising a tubular

handle portion attached to said hose and

a transverse tubular portion arranged at the

opposite end thereof forming a T shaped

member, a coupling nipple arranged at one

end of said transverse portion a safety

valve arranged at the opposite end thereof,

the first said tubular portion having a dis

charge- opening, a valve for closing said

opening and mounted upon a suitable par

said lever being arranged substantially par

allel with said handle portion and adapted

to be simultaneously grasped therewith to

manually depress the valve to close said

discharge opening substantially as de

scribed.

899,668. Spring Wheel. Henry E.

Heaton, Oroville, Cal.

Serial No. 372,351.

In a spring wheel, the combination of a

hub, a hollow annular rib upon the hub and

formed of sheet material having the edges

thereof extended outwardly to form flanges

which are secured to the hub, a body por

tion comprising an inner rim, a reinforcing

casing of U cross section applied to the

inner rim of the body portion of the wheel

to the annular rib of the hub, alternate

strips being arranged in a reverse manner

and each of the spring strips having one of

their ends secured to the rim upon one side

of the whee while the opposite end is se

cured to the rib on the other side of the

wheel, the end portions of the spring lying

in approximately parallel planes while the

intermediate portion is reversely curved.

Filed May 7, 1907.

 

 
 

It RELLI'

To Avoid I

Specify PI

 
  

‘I
154 P—Two-Way Cambric Covered, 15c. foot.

ERIWEZ“ PIRELLI 8: CO., 296 Broadway, New York

For sale by MOTOR CAR EQUIPMENT CO., 55 Warren St., and 1121 Broadway, New York City.

Our Cable Card

Illustrating 11 Varieties of ca

ble in actual sizes mailed up

on request.

This is No. 154 P., Four-Way,

Cambric Covered.

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

TheBall Transmission
, \ FOR

‘#""' Automobiles &MotorBoats 'l '3

NEW YORK GEAR WORKS.

  

56 GREENPONT AVE.,BROOKLYN , N. Y.

 

When at the Show

do not fail to see the

TUCKAHOE

GREASE GUN

 

New and very meritorious. The

only self-filling combination oiler and

grease gun. Can be filled with grease

in three seconds. Regulated by throw

ing a latch. Its use insures quick oil

ing and clean hands. Lower in price

than others. Write for circular.

Manufactured and sold by the

Rubly Mfg. Company

TUCKAHOE, N. Y.

  

 

 

llow Are Your Batteries?

A CONNBCTICU'I‘ VQLT

AMML'I'EI WILL TELL YDU

Gunrnn teed, and the price is

right, send for catalogue and trade

discoun ts.

CONNECTICUT

TELEPHONE and ELECTRIC CO., Inc.

Hcrlden. Conn.

 

 

 

 

The Low Price of the High-Quality

Lam b e r t (‘3 a r
is made ossible by the low cost of the simple

Lambert riction transmission, which is more efi~

cient than any type of complicated, expensive gear

transmission,

BUCKEYE MFG. COMPANY, Anderson,

[0000100110
The Locomobile Company of America,

Bridgeport, Conn.

Ind.

 

up

 

 

 

 

Don't lose sight of_ the fact

that 8 PL 1 TD 0 R P Ignition

Apparatus is the only one that

is imitated.

  

 

 

 

You Can Safely

Rest Your Reputation

Otrvmun-ci'ilrou Sanes
They Will Uphold It Worthlly

CLEVELAND-CANTON SPRING 00., Canton, flhlo
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GOING UP
causes exhilerating thrills, but

coming down with a thump is

what racks the nerves and creates a

longing for

1 9 0 9

Gabriel Shock Absorbers

Jolts and jars are taken up by

a retarding friction, gradually ap—

plied in proportion to the shock.

Does not interfere with natural

resiliency of spring over smooth roads but

doubles the pleasure of riding over any road.

Our new model has improvements which

give increased bearing service, eliminate

noise or rattle and greatly increase its efiec

tiveness and durability. Thermoid used for

friction pad. Can attach to any car or

type of spring.

Write for catalog and prices.

 

  

 
  

 

 

 

THE MAN WHO HAS

“BEEN THERE BEFORE”

spends but little time asking what it costs to

“ buy " the car; what he wants to ltnow is,

what does it cost to “run it after I have

bought it?”

There are cars that are “ cheaper to buy"

than the Stevens-Duryea, and there are those,

too, which cost more, but there is no car any

where—at any price—which can do the same

work that the Stevens-Duryea does at any

where near as low cost; not cost per mile, nor

cost per weelt or month, but cost per ten

thousand miles, or cost per year.

The great number of these cars now in use

gives daily evidence as to the correctness

of this assertion.

 

WRITE

Stevens-Duryea Co.

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

FOR LATEST LITERATURE
 

 

 

   

Heinze ignition ap

paratus on your

l909 car and get "

THE 'BEST

M DE. "

 

Write us if your

dealer does not

carry them.

Heinze Electric 60.

LOWELL, MASS.

Makers of

COILQ, TIMERS.

MAGNETOS, SPARK

DLUCS

 

 

  

m

  
  

  

GABRIEL HORN MFG. (10.311311'1552 M," ,, _. ,, ,. . ,r t... M .@@@r

SPECIFY  

g Superiority

g Standard Bearings @

is due to the absolute harmony of their various

parts—not one feature here and there, but a

combination of all that is best in bearing de

sign, material and construction.

 

  
  

v’ rI a"

N2?
’rn,’

  

 

 
 

 

Wherever used, they prove their superiority—

they run better, wear better and are better in

every respect.

.1

SEND FOR NEW CATALOG hit-ii

 

Standard Roller Bearing Co.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

é???

@@i@@é@i@i@@@
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CarfiSmashed—Friend Hurt?

THE ARGUS DASH MIRROR

$7.50. With Hood, $9.00

   
  

 

   

 
 

See what's coming next time. How? Why by fitting an adjustable mirror to your dash.

82—“MW011“ Motor Car Equipment Co. iizfii'é'fi‘wi'y' New York
 

 

 
 

f'iisu PPLEM ENTAMRYQ  

 
   

__ ,_,/|_/.

1909 Prices Reduced $1,000

_ In order to sell hereafter this highest of all high-grade cars at the

prices of the cheaper cars, we have Increased our working capital

by $350,000 and will double our laclory output. Send for our book

of customers' letters telling of the experiences of the most prominent men

of affairs in this country with their Matheson cars, covering thousands of

miles of service everywhere.

I

  

SPIR‘ALSPR'INGWS.

flCars are lilre men in that it taltes

a study of them to realize their

possibilities.

(lWe have made a study of the

spring question and can help you

  

realize to the full the easy-riding pos

sibilities of your car. The use of Supplementary Spiral

Springs are a duty you owe to yourself. They provide

spring insurance and spring comfort, effectually guarding

against shocks to your pocketbook and passengers.

(LMany thousands of the S. S. S. are in use by just

as many satisfied users. Better be one of them NOW.

 

  

  

(lYour dealer or garage can fit you out in a few
New Price. Former Price.

 

so H. P. 1909 Touring Car ....... .. $4,500 $5,500 hours' time.

50 H. P. 1909 Roadster . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4,350 5,000

50 H. P. 1909 Runabout . . . . . . . . . . .. 4,350 5,000 -

50 H. P. Limousine . . , . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5,500 6,500 S U P P L M EN50 H. P. 1909 Landaulet . . . . . . . . . .. 5.500 6.500

MATHESON AUTOMOBILE C0. SPIRAL SPRING C0
Main Sales 053cc, 1886-1888 Broadway, NEW YORK CITY _

@31ch Wilml‘d in all 0P!" tcrfiml'Y- Motor Mart, New York 4555 Delmar Ave-, St. Louis, Mo.

  

 

 
 

  

'J' ‘9

EMPIRE AII1‘OR103II4E TIRE COMP N Y . I retitOII, N. J.

BRANCHES—Newark 264 Halse SL; Detroit, 842 Woodward Ave.‘ Boston, 292 Devonshire St.; Chicago, 20 La Salle Str, 1301 Michigan

.'\vc.‘, New York. 73d St. & Broa way; 148 Chambers St. AGENCIES—Pittsburg. Consumers’ Auto Su ply Cn.; Kansas City, M0,, lsmprre

Tire & Rubber Co.; Atlanta. Ga., Dunham Rubber Co.; Cleveland 0. Motor Supply Agency Co.; Nor 01k, Va., Wm. H. Grover; Denver,

Denver Auto Goods Co.- Jacksonville. Fla., Savell Rubber Co.: Philadel hia, Penn uto Su ply Co.; Los An eles Cal., Pacific Elec. Wks.;

Buffalo, N. Y., Empire ales Co.; Minneapolis, Empire Tire 8: Rubber ew Drleans, La., H. A. Testard.

u

  

  0.; Savannah, Ga., arris Tire 0).;

~:. "‘ '

    

v w..-.,,1,.,y '
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THE BALDWIN IMPROVED DETACHABLE CHAIN

is the best design mechanically there is on the market. It will run at the highest

rates of speed without the separating of the clips shown at “B.” These clips can be

removed and replaced without injury, and as easily as the cotter pin. \Ve furnish

with each chain a tool shown in "C" for removing the clips, although the same is not

absolutely necessary.

ratell'Ve are prepared to make quotations on sprockets in quantity at low

THE BALDWIN CHAIN & MFG. CO., Worcester, Mass.

AGENTS:

H. V. GREENWOOD. H. D. SIMMONS, M. A. BRYTE.

166 Lake St., Chicago, Ill. 1717 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 718 Mission 51., San Francisco, Cal.

Pat. Oct. 27, ‘08.

  

 
   

THE

Selden Car

"LONG-ARM”

TRANSMISSIONS

THREE speeds and reverse, selective

types. The best of material and

workmanship. Cur experience in gear cut- '

ting and manufacturing Automobile Parts

FOR 1909

enters upon its second year with a clean record. No “first

year" car has ever earned a better reputation or made a

better showing.

 

enables us to equal the best transmissions

built. Let us figure on your requirements.

 
 

THE CAR OF MODERATE PRICE

To rl gear Ro-dotor I

Llr:o:oine Lundlulot

A X L E s , C L U T C H E S 4 cylinder, 2830 horsepower, shaft drive, selective

transmission, metal body, pressed steel frame, excellent

8 T E E R I N G R E A C n E s l hill climber, fine finish and style, roomy tonneau, luxurious

H A N D L E V E R S g E T C o . upholstery, easy riding, smooth running, economical in

\ up~keep, if! fact, a high grade car in every particular.

. The “ Silent Selden "
QQ ,, ‘

Tl‘e C0" [ Agency proposition now ready. Send for catalog and

0. > specifications.

SalesDepL,'l'lIEAMI-I.ICANDISI'IIBUTINGCO., SELDEN MOTOR VEHICLE 00'

Rochester, N. Y.llerleln Trust Ildl.. Cleveland, 0. W

i I ' Member A. L. A. M. k

 
 

 
 

Wei-loo build I complete [Inc 0]

 

 
 

  
  

  

  
      

 

  
 

 

The output of complete Front

and Rear Automobile Axles of this

plantnexceedmthe capacity of all

competition combined.
‘ i l

TiEAmlaritmn Ball-Baarinz 60.

L. 8. l M. 8. Ry. l. Edgwotor Pork

CLIVILAID, OHIO. 0.0.A.
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THE PAGKARD ELEGTRIO OOMPANY. aoa Dana Ave., WARREN, Onto

If your ear is wired with PACKARD ENAMELED

IGNITION CABLE you can be dead sure you will have

no trouble so far as the wiring is concerned.

 

 

 

“BONTINENTAL” MOTORS£5 ""11"!"
_ , _ our quote

'el-.'p!';' tiona on high grade

two and (our cylin

der motora, 10 to 45

heraepower. T h e

are equipped w'l

welt-contained oiling

eyatem and ready

for attaching mag

neto. Higheat

grade workmanahip,

eient, durable

and aimple. Alao

elutehee and trane.

Send for catalogue.

GUITINEITAL IllTllll MFR. 00., Iltlegel, llth.

K. FRANKLIN PETERSON, Weeter'n Repreeent

etive, I“ E. Lake St. Chican- Ill.

1‘. J. WITZEL, Beater- Repe-entetlve. I, Wat 42d

St., New York. N. Y.

  

mleelona.

 

 

Get Rid of Tlre Troubles

Try a Set of

OaJImps

TRUFFAULT-HARTFOID

  

 

 

Trade

er

Th D vi that made Sale, Speed and Comlortable
. e a Automobillng oeelgle.

Write (or catalogue, Department D.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION 60-.

I. V. Hartford. Free. 1“ Bay IL. Janey City, N. I.

 

AVOID ACCIDENTS

hyueinltbe

Wridgway No Glare Shade

which eddl to the efieieney oi the lam and keepe

lare lrom blinding other uaera oi the Iaya. Can

be fitted to any emeting lamp.

PEERLESS MOTOR CAR CO.,

:20 to m w. 4m 8e. new vol:

 

 

(STABLISNLD me.

SCHRADER
WIIERSAL VALVES
mmmm nmtenw men-0n

The Standard American Valves lor

Automoblle, Blcycle A Vehicle tlm

Mannlaetured by

A. SCHRADER'S SON. INC.

28-32 Ruse St. New York. U.S_A.

 

 

 

Invader 0i|
THE OIL THAT

GRAPHITIZIS

are reaponeible for ita

popularity

YOU NAME THE CAR

E'LLW

NAME THE GRADE

mp: onnv BY

' CHAS. F. KELLOI I 00

"3 Arch St, Philadelphia

Bolton Branch:

284 Columbua Avenue.

  

  

  
  

-'.IITIIII
  

 

 
 

A SUPERB LINI OP CARS—

T H E A O K s 0 N

“No Sand Too eep—Ne Hill Too Steep."

I-Cylinder and Q-Cylinder

luneboute, Roedetera, Touring Cara,

ll H. P" 34 H. P. 80 H. P. and 36 H. P.

Prloea, mo. sale, $1,250 and “.000.

JBOKSOI MITllIlllllI 80,. lnlten. Ilall.

 
  

 

 
 

 

Automobilists Know Exactly

How Far and How Fast

Attach a Warner Auto-Meter to the dash of your car.

Its record is infallible in any weather—on any roeda.

Write for details.

WARNER INSTRUMENT CO.,

337 Wheeler Ave. BELOIT, WIS.

 

 
 

THE GYROSCOPE CAR

The Simpleat Automobile in the World.

"SO—The Price-4750.

GYROSCOPI AUTOMOBILE CO. (INC.)

Gyroaeope Bldg.,

231 Weat 54th St. New York City.

  

 

  

 

 

HAVE YOU SIIN

THE PERFECTION WRENCH?

The newest and beat wrench made: ell ateel—great

strength; instantly adjuated; eeaily and quickly oper

ated; positive grip; immenae time, trouble, and tem

per aaver; beat “all round tool" ever oflered for aale.

“You will want one when you aee it."

For circular addreae,

THE PERFECTION WRENCH CO.,

Box 420, PORT CHESTER. N. Y.

  

1 9 0 9

The new type “D” “25.”

A small edition of the type “C,”

designed for those who want a lighter

car possessing the pull and general

adaptability of the successful Penn

sylvania “50.”

  

"D" 25 (A. L. A. M. rating 29)

Roadster, $2,000. Baby Tonneau

or Touring car, $2,100.

The Famous Pennsylvania type “C”

‘50" remains unchanged, of both con

struction and price.

Baby Tonneau and Touring Car,

$3,000.

All models equipped with Magneto

and Gas Tanks.

PENNSYLVANIA AUTO MOTOR CO.,

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

 

 

 

 

 

MORGAN IkWRIGHTTIRES

ARE GOOD TIRES

  

 

I HAVE A NORTHERN LIMOUSINE which

for the best of reasons I want to sell quickly.

It is in perfect condition, having been driven less

than 500 miles, and I think it‘s one of the sweetest

runningI handsomeat appearing, town cars made.

Tires are brand new and the varnish ian't damaged

—in fact the car is just as good as new when it sold

for $2,500 and I'll sell it for half—$1,250.

Address E. M. M., 382 Pennsylvania Ave., D9

troit, Mich.

g’mhharh-Eagtnn

ONE Quality for ALL Modela

ONE Price for ALL Buyera

Write for 1909 Catalog.

THE DAYTOJN MOTOR CAR CO.,

 

  
 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

  
A Necessity On Automobiles—WHAT?

COLUMBIA LOOK NUTS

CANNOT aheke loose. Thee add an important factor 0! eaiety and

  

ayton,

9191!. - -
DIAMOND CHAIN O MFG CO

1“ W. Georgie IL,

Indianapolis. Ind.

give a feeling oi aecurit .

of accident inaurance.

by leadin

thread oi

olumbia Lock Nuta are the beat kind

led by most makere oi the beat care and

railroeda, etc. Send us a two-cent atarnp, aize and

e bolt, and we will iorwerd a Columbia Loelt Nut for it.

COLUMBIA NUT ‘ 8.0LT 00., Inc" Bridgeport, Conn.
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WhitlQCli

.WH I T LOCK

INTAKE . EXHAUST

Coil Pipe Co.

  

  

RADIATORS

AND WATER PIPES

Hartford. Conn.,

  

 

 

lilBIIEY

Iamss L. Glbnsy &

CONTINENTAL

Pneumatic ‘l'iros

Automobile Accessories ol every description.

SDLID TIRES

Bro. Philadelphls, Pa., U.S.A.

 

WE WILL NOT

accept your contract unless we can give you the

delivery you require. We will not accept more

' contracts than we can till with proper attention to

each. We make Pressed Steel Frames and Auto

mobile Stampinzs.

THE HYDRAULIC PRESSID STEEL CO..

Cleveland, Ohio.

 

BLEVELIIII] SPARK PLUGS
“They Shoot a Flame.”

CLEVELAND SPARK PLUG CD.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

  

 

 

 
 

1788-90 Broadway

WRITE FOR PR

W
READY FLATED TIRES

Unlversally approved by all motorists.

CONTINENTAL CAOUTCHOUC CO..

. New York Citv.

ICES OR INFORMATION

 

 

 

Th0 PULLMAN

+40 Roadster. Price. SMXIO.

that made the run from Philadelghia to Sal

vannsh 6a., March 5th to 18th, t

up to the radiator, beating all previous records.

YORK MOTOR CAR CO.. York. Pa.

rough nud

 

Gasolene and

W Electric

Automobiles

ARE mam: nv

ELECTRIC vsmcus co., Hartford, Conn.

  

 
 

 

The "Gotham" STA-RITE will end your

spark slug

t r o u lee.

Soot can’t

stick to the

p o r celain.

Won’t short-circuit. Never leaks. Can be

taken apart and cleaned with ease. Of deal

ers, or direct, $1.00.

THE R. E. HARDY CO.I 25 W. 426 St, New York.

  

 

C I l , O O 0 , O O 0

worth of experience behind the new

O I ,5OO MITCHELL

This price includes $300 worth of extra auto

mobile value not included in other cars selling at

this rice. Learn what it is. Write to-day for de

taile descri tion.

MIT HELL MOTOR CAR CO..

573 Mitchell St., Racine, Wis.

Standard Manufacturers A. M. C. M. A.

  

 
 

It is not possible for any chain to be

better than

BALDWIN CHAINS
BALDWIN CHAIN & MFG. CO..

Worcester, Mass.

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

'I'll ACME MO‘I'DI CAR CD.

leafllssg, Pl.

 

 

 

SPRINGFIELD

TDP (Pat. ms)

Aluminum

Bodies

MGM

METAL BDDY 00.,

8“ llrnle Ave.,

Springfield, lass.

  

 

   

Steel Tires
Full of Air.

Tire expense cut In two.

Cannot Blow Out, Rim Cut

or Puncture.

As Flexible as Rubber

. Anti-Skid.

That part ol a tire with a

blowout or a rim cut in it

will last longer than any

other part if encircled by a

Iew sections of steel.

Thousands in use.

Klmball Tin [last 00.

I12 Broadway

Oounoll;lluffe,lilowa

 
 

 

 

 

gaze-621.24 cm 1321 m.

ros way ea

New Yor and.ng Ave.,

PALMER & SINGER MFG. CO.

 

 

TI'IOMAS SHOCK ABSORBERS

on your automobile mean more comfort,

speed, safety, economy. Prove it at our

expense. 30 days free trial.

BUFFALO SPECIALTY CO..

340 Ellicott St. BUFFALO. N. Y.

 

 

    

MIciggL'iar
.viziuw ~ .-

  

MICHELIN TIRE COMPANY

IILL'I‘OWN. N. 1.

 

 

Gasoline and Electric—tor Pleasure and Instea

Sludsbslsr Aulsmohlls 00.. South Bend. Indiana

  

 

 

 

 
 

Name

Address

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, New York

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

the motor Worlb

{or one year, commencing with the issue of
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The Only

 

 

  

  

  

.ziiiiiifr. SPARE WHEEL cur?

. for Tlre
Every motor1st~~ should carry a “Stepney”~ and

avoid all ' troublesome delays caused by punc- Troubles

tures and blowouts. Write for Catalogue D.
  

DISTRIBUTORS—AMERICAN STEPNEY SPARE WHEEL CO., 1773 Broadway, New York Ciy. AUTO SPARE WHEEL

CO., 22d, Oak and Gillham Blvd., Kansas City, Mo. EXCELSIOR SUPPLY CO., 1436 Michigan Ave, Chicago, Ill. '

  

  

  

  

GFTEETC‘ ; ‘ E

For Automobile Bodtes, Dashes, Guards, Bonnets, E

Battery Boxes, Drlp Pans, Mutllers, lite. |_

“ONG—DURABLE , . . . .
wuss nus-lmss The newest thing It] screw drivers 15 the B. & S. “all steel." Comv

moo-lun—PAM ADHERES HRMLY nlete in ONE PIECE, handle and all. Light. and durable. The most

sensible screw driver ever made. Don't fail to get circular.

" ""5' m" A 3'” “d' “5‘5"” m: BILLINGS& SPENfER c0., Hartford, Conn.

THE ST...“ IOLLING “ILL (EBMPANY. CANTON. OHIO

 

    

  

 

 

30,000 MILES WIT HOU l ADJUSTMENI “ Oldest Makers in America"

was: PARSONS WHITE BRASS BEARINGS RA

HAT DlSTANcE m A PACKARD CAR.THEY ARE BACK IN

HE CAR WITHOUT EVEN BENG SCRAPED

STILL RUNNING RUNNNG STLL.

 

 

ENGlNE aunlomc; -

lfl-tlLADELPHIAJ’ENNA Kokomo, Ind,

 
 

 

 

 

Model B—Brush Runabout
CAR 0F SIMPLE DESIGN MADE WELL

NOT A COMPLICATED DESIGN MADE CHEAPLY

Its records and the opinions of its users speak more loudly than self praise. Agencies for

1909 are being closed rapidly. Much good territory still open.

BRUSH RUNABOUT COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.
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Double ignition with one set of

spark plugs is another Remy fea

ture originated by us.

Startin may be done from the

seat of t e car without crankin

-—with the greatest certainty 0

any system starting from the

spark.

We have sold on minimum spe

cified deliveries over 17,000 Mag

netos for 1909 cars. More of

these Magnetos are alread sold

than all other makes combined.

With automobile manufactur

’ ers continually striving to build

better cars than their competitors,

there is a reason for their adopt

ing the Remy Magneto.

It is designed by engineers who

have been connected with auto

mobile work since its beginning

and embodies ideas suggested or

approved by the largest manufac

turers. _

Our factory was built especially

for Magneto manufacturing an

is the largest of its kind in the

world.

In the hill climb endurance run

-—-specd contest—in a kin of

tryouts _everywhere, the Remy has

more victories to its credit than

all other makes combined.

Write us today.

  

Space 0. 125,  

 

 

Tension Magneto

Address Dept. 11.

REMY ELECTRIC COMPANY,

We have opened a branch house at Thoroughfare Bldg., Broadway

and 57th St., N ork. ,

OUR SHOW,EXHIBITS ARE LOCATED: Grand Central Palace,

Madison S uare Garden, Chica o Coliseum Gallerg, Space No. 156.

Elevated Patforrn. pa 5.

This is the Magneto that Stands the

Most Abuse—See it at the New York

and Chicago Automobile Shows

The Remy High Tension Magneto is designed especially for

American Automobiles. The broadest margins for abuse—both elec

trical and mechanical—are afiorded on the Remy. It is “fool proof.”

Positive firing is assured by the Remy under conditions of oil,

dirt and water that puts its competitors out of commission.

It will fire the motor properly running at a lower speed than any

other Magneto in the world. This is a big point in cities, where

cars must be run at low motor speed as often as high motor speed.

Anybody can install a Remy Whether he is a skilled mechanician

or not.

This is the Magneto without brushes. No brushes to wear out,

give trouble or be replaced.

The Remy

1909

High

 

 

This is a sample of the letters

we receive daily:

Boston. Mass., Sept. 30, 1908.

“Remy Electric Company.

We have recently entered sev

eral racing events and our cars,

eouipped with your i nition ap

aratus have all ma e wonder

ully find records.

At ontreal our Model 5 had

captured eight out of nine events,

beating Christy and Barrie Old

field's machine and tieing or the

fastest half mile.track _in 1.12.

This car was equipped With your

Magneto and as the report shows,

ran faultlesst throughout the

several events.

BUICK MOTOR COMPANY,

Boston Branc .

K. HOYES.

New England Mgr."

Write *us for illustration and

full .description of our new high

tension Magneto. We are build

ing them in such large quanti

ties that we can make you very

    

attractive prices. We furnish fit- » _‘ ' V '/ 1’4.

tings for attachingl these Ma - . " Regular

notes to many of t e old modes ' l/ Equipment

of the different American cars. on these Cars.

Buick Motor Co.

Midland Motor Co.

Olds Motor Works.

Re al Motor Car Company.

Model utomobile Co.

Maxwell-Briscoc Motor Co.

Apperson Bros. Automobile Co.‘

Pope Motor Car Co. ‘

Overland Automobile Compiny.

Cameron Car Co.Kissel Motor Car Co. . _ _ ‘

Crawford Automobile Company.y

Buckeye Automobikm

AndersonI Ind.

CW

Gallery, ce No.  
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DEALERS

If you want a clean cut, up-to

date, snappy, reliable line of cars

—a complete line—a dependable

line it is pleasant and profitable

to sell— get the

JACKSON AGENCY

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

THERE are especially good features to be found in

Jackson cars which give them individuality. Every

point is made a substantial point. Every unnecessary

frill is cut out. Every possible provision is made for the

comfort of those who ride in Jackson cars—notably our

Jackson special full elliptic springs, front and rear, made

right and tempered right in our own spring plant. Jackson

cars are not only practical, in every sense, but luxurious in

their easy riding qualities.

  

 
 

A I n 1909 Models will be exhibited

' Model K. $950-2 cylinders. and demonstrated at the Grand

~ Central Palace Show, New

York, December 31-January 6,

and at the Coliseum Show,

‘ Chicago, February 6-13.

  

 

  

Model F, $950—2 cylinders.

      

  

No Sand Too Deep—No Hill Too Sleep

JACKSON AUTOMQBILE COMPANY

Jackson, Michigan
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People are wary of the goodlooking car that a chauf

feur or an expert is unwilling to commend.

Possibly there are some agents who think that the

merits of the Haynes universal joints, for instance. are

too technical a matter to interest the average business man

that comes in to look at the car. Maybe. But next day

that man's friend, who knows an automobile when he sees

it, steps in.

He gets into the chassis instead of into the tonneau.

He finds the universal joints with the floating cube of

solid steel that can't ever break, and the big wearing faces

that never wear out.

He finds other things, too—a unique and simple roller

pinion-and-sprocket direct drive that solves certain old

 

The Haynes for I909, 40 H. P., $3,000.

A Talk To Agents

problems at the rear axle, obviating wear, strains, noise and

friction at a place that is a danger point in most cars.

He finds a better clutch than any other car ever had. He

finds a ratchet gear system that prevents gear stripping.

He finds a double flywheel on the motor that makes it run

like a six-cylinder without a six-cylinder's cost and com

plication. And he finds tremendous strength, almost need

less strength, everywhere.

And the man that sent him may not hear about those

technical points. but he does hear something that makes

him 'phone the agent to reserve that car till cheque arrives

in the morning.

Certain Haynes territory is open this year, and we are

ready to talk business if you are just the right man.

HAYNES AUTQMOBILE CC), Kokomo, Indiana

Oldest Autpmobile

NEW YORK, 1715 Broadway

Manufacturers in

Member A. L. A. N.

America.

CHICAGO, 1702 Michigan Ave.

 
 

FORTY-TWO HIGHEST AWARDS

-’\

AND PERFECT SCORES
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For Every Day Use and Touring

Diamond

Demountable Rims

For Carrying

Extra Inflated Tires

  

(JIThey won the only official test

of demountable rim equipment

ever made.
 

0

qIThey have shown the greatest

efficiency and positive security.

0

‘1] Simply remove a few nuts, slip

the rim with flat tire off and slip

on a fresh rim carrying the extra

tire inflated and complete. Easy

for the veriest novice.

  

 

   

 

Descrlpll Mailer and

~Pl'lces Request.

The Diamond Rubber Company

Akron, 0hio
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10 Years Foremost
 

1909 Will Increase Their Lead

Dramond

Wrapped Tread Tires

. at- ,

Logically constructed from the beginning, their

advance in efficiency has been logically worked out.
 

They are preeminently the tires for service
 

ln the successful manufacture of tires for racing

cars we have made exclusive use of that test in its

application to work of greater importance—the

requirements of every day use and touring.

And our tires for l909 are built with an

intimate knowledge of I908 results, coupled with

the large advantage we have gained by there being

more Diamond tires—both casings and tubes—in

service than any other M) makes combing.

There’s also the quick acting rim proposition—

and E IOO per cent. efficiency—The Marsh.

 

 
 

Inquiries Receive Every Attention. _

 
 

The Diamond Rubber Company

Akron, Ohio
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ARE YOU ON?

IF NOT, GET A

Eitepnep Epare "(Wheel

 

 

 

Be On and Gone in Less Than a Minute.
    

 

 

 

Don’t Miss Your Train 1

Don’t Miss the First Act

Don’t Be Late to Business TERRORS OF

A PUNOTURE

Don’t Miss Your Dinnner
 

Don’t Freeze Your Hands
 

by changing a tire, when it can be prevented by simply carrying a

STEPNEY SPARE WHEEL.

Look us up at the Show or write for Catalogue D.

SPARE MllTllll WHEEL 0F IMERIBA
LIMITED

 

ON AND GONEIN " 236 Michigan Avenue

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

LESS THAN A MINUTE

PATINTED

FIB. IO. '08

 

 

  

GEORGE S. MORROW, Sales Manager
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It doesn’t take the automobiling public long to learn

which tires are giving the best service.

0&JIIRIES
are made to give the automobile owner his full money’s

worth in service—and that they have made good is evi

denced by their ever increasing demand. You will make

no mistake in specifying them on your new cars.

Yes, we shall exhibit at both the New York shows.

If you will be there call and see us—if not, write for a

copy of our new catalogue.

6&3 IIRI:Co.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

  

  

Detroit, 256 Iefl'erson Ave. Omaha, 1607 Harney St.

  Chica 0, 1434 Michi _an_Ave. Atlanta, 35 N. Pryor St.

New ork, 10 W. lxtleth St. St. Louis, 415 N. Fourth St.

San Francisco, 414 Van Ness Ave. Boston, 110 Federal St.

Denver, 1541 Cleveland Place. Portland, 326 Burnside Ave.

Bulfalo, 912 Main St. Kansas Citg, 1607 Grand Ave.

Philadelphia, 713 Broad St. Cleveland, 26 Frankfort Ave.
  

Los Angeles, 1010 S. Main St. Pittsburg, Baum & Beatty 515.

Minneapolis, 21 8. Second St.
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THECELEBRATED
MUST BE SEEN

The Highest Art of

THE BRAMPTON CHAIN
The strongest chain in the world; made of self-hardening steel with

large spun rivets, chamferred side plates (no sharp edges). All parts

of this chain are polished and fit the sprockets (which are properly out)

without friction.

Imitation, What’s the Definition?

All Brampton Chains are stamped with the name Brampton on each

outside link; Beware of the imitation and get the genuine Brampton.

PRICES THE SAME AS OTHER CHAINS

American Size Brampton RollerChain

at American Chain Prices, to fit all American Cars and Motorcycles.

CAN BE PURCHASED FROM ALL JOBBERS

We are the Sole American Agents. Catalog on request.

“ M f t , J bb

ans. E. MILLER, has:mama:
PHILADELPHIA r BOSTON d -‘ BROOKLYN CLEVELAND

 

 

  

 

4
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BRAMPTON CHAIN
Palace Show, Space No. 225. Garden Show, Space No. 243

2nd Floor, West End. 2nd Balcony, North Side

Motor Chain Construction

L A R GE 5 A L E 5
make it possible for us to import the (‘ELEBRATED BRAMPTON

CHAIN from England (paying freight and duty) and sell it at the same

price at which the several other automobile chains are sold to manu

facturers, jobbers, dealers and users.

Prices Being Equal What Would You Do?

The price being equal, it’s presumable you want the best, and full

value for your money. In such cases, the BRAMPTON fills the bill, and

the prices are the same to manufacturers, jobbers, dealers and consum

ers as any other chain of equal size.

We carry in stock the BRAMPTON CHAINS to fit Foreign Cars-—

Mercedes, Panhard, Martini, Fiat, etc, etc.

AND DEALERS OR ANY OF OUR BRANCHES

Agents Wanted in Unoccupied Territory.

l1 0 M E O E E | C E

97-99-101 Reade Street, New York City

DETROIT BUFFALO 54th Street and Eighth Ave., NEW YORK CITY

m ‘

ID

>
:‘l

3‘"
2‘,

U,
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THE

MARION

F L Y E R

The Car With Class

 
 

 

 

(Ll horsepower to every 52 pounds of

actual weight.

(L Detachable Toy Tonneau or 5-passenger

Touring Car $l850.

(L We shall exhibit at Grand Central Palace,

December 3] to January 7.

 

 

Marion Motor Car Sales 60.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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What @1111! Tiras Mean To You

Throughout the world Morgan & Wright tires are known

as good tires—because they are.

To the motorist this statement of demonstrated quality

means much, for—

It is a guarantee against wholly unnecessary repair bills—

against 2i repair bills, in fact, except those necessitated by

accident or natural wear;

It stands for protection to the car, which can be secured

only by the use of tires that are built to withstand emergency

tests as well as ordinary service;

It’s an assurance that you will be spared the exasperating

inconvenience which always attends breakdowns of any kind—

cspccially those against which you could be protected.

MURBAN 8» WRIGHT TIRES
have literally won over hundreds of motorists by reason of their

protective quality—the quality that makes them absolutely safe

under any condition.

Whether this protection is secured through the grade of

materials used, or through our method of tire-building, or as a

result of extremely rigid inspection which every tire undergoes

before it is permitted to leave the factory, is comparatively un

important to the user.

The vital consideration—and the only one that appeals to

the experienced motorist—is this:

These tires actually stand up day in and day out under

every condition of both load and road, as only tires can that

are made as MORGAN & WRIGHT tires are.

And it is because users of these tires have repeatedly found

this to be true, that we invite flmotorists to give them an im

partial, comparative test.

There is no method of making friends

equal to the method of making good.

MORGAN & WRIGHT, DETROIT

Branches, Agencies or Dealer. Everywhere

74/\

‘//.y//.e~‘.\\\\\\
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48 Horse Power. 74Pn..enger. Suburban Limousine. GICylinders. 130-inch Wheel Base. Price $6100. Besides the Suburban

Limousine. e other new types on this clinssrs include Roadster. Tourubout, Touring Car and Landau.

In a car for city use not only comfort but also

elegance is needed. PIERCE ARRQW Broughams

“and Landaulettes have all the smartness of a well

appointed carriage, the perfect service that comes from

the PIERCE engine and the freedom from repairs

and other annoyances which is characteristic of all

PIERCE Cars.

The Pierce Arrow Cars will be exhibited in New York only at the Madison

Spuare Garden Show, January 16 to 23, 1909, and at the salesroom of our New

York representatives, The Harrolds Motor Car Company, 233 W. 54th Street.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE COMPANY, BUFFALO, NEW YORK

Members Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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Night Riders!
in automobiles require perfect light—their safety and com

fort depends on the efficiency of their lighting equipment.

OLAR LAMP
provide powerful, steady penetrating rays at all times and

under any conditions. The name SQLAR on a lamp

represents perfection in motor lampi' construction—the

highest possible standard in materialland workmanship.

Besides the exclusive features to be found in no other

lamp, our complete line covers the greatest range of

prices and variety of models. Uniform equipment on a

car is an index of care and skill. A high grade car is

handicapped by cheap lamps. A medium priced car

increases both in efficiency and appearance by good

lamps—SOLAR LAMPS.

 

Prices

Gas Headlights . . . . . . . . . ..from $4.50 to $62.50 each

Electric Headlights . . . . ..from $8.75 to $15.00 each

Generators . . . . . . . . . , . . . ..from $4.00 to $12.00 each

Oil Side Lamps .. .. . . . . . .from $7.50 to $22.00 pair

Electric Side Lamps . . . . ..from $9.00 to $21.00 pair

Oil Tail Lamps . . . . . . . . ..from $3.50 to $7.50 each

Electric Tail Lamps . . . . ..from $3.75 to $6.00 each

  

Solar Lens M' ror Projector.

Solar Lens Mirror Headlight, 956A. 6-inch 7-inch Lens irror. Each

Lens Mirror. Each, $8.00. $17. 0.

 

See our exhibit at the Grand Central Palace and Madison Square Garden Shows.

BADGER BRASS-MANUFACTURING C0.
TWO FACTORIES:

437 Eleventh Avenue, New York Kenosha, Wisconsin
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N CAR

Father of Them All”
 

  

One Price, $2,000. F. O. B.Rochester.

TOURING OAR, ROADSTER, TOY TONNEAU

A genuinely good car cannot be made and sold for less than $2,000. By this we mean a car like

the Selden, containing nothing but the best of materials, workmanship and finish. A car that the

manufacturer can stand behind and guarantee for at least a year against any imperfections in work

manship or material.

We buy only the best materials, employ only skilled labor and pay particular attention to de

tails and finish, thereby producing a strictly high-grade car at the lowest possible price.

The up-keep and maintenance of a medium-priced car like the Selden is within the reach of any

man of moderate means and the value of the car does not depreciate like that of the lower priced cars.

This is the point to be considered by every purchaser.

The Selden Car is a 4-cy1inder 28-30 horsepower (developing 37 horsepower) five passenger

Touring Car or three passenger Roadster, with 114-inch wheel base, 34-inch wheels, shaft drive, se—'

lective control, pressed steel frame, metal body, fully equipped.

Superb riding, roomy tonneau, luxurious upholstery, smooth running, great hill-climber, flexible

and easily handled, economical in maintenance and up-keep, fine finish, stylish and attractive.

THE COMING CAR OF MODERATE PRICE

Catalog and Agency proposition upon request. Agencies wanted everywhere.

We will exhibit at Madison Square Garden Show.

SELDEN MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY
050. B. BELDEN, Preo. ROCHESTER, N. Y.Members Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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Goodyear Air Bottle Means No More Tire Pumping
 

EVER hear of bringing up a tire on the Goodyear Bottle? Sure!

It beats the old-fashioned way of bringing the tire up by hand

"all hollow." Not one-tenth the trouble.

And tires brought up on the Goodyear Bottle are well brought up

t00.—better behaved—more healthy—live longer—doagood deal more

work—save you a lot of money.

It‘s such a big success that we are going to give every motorist

in the world a chance to try it free for two years—charging only the

nominal cost of the first bottle.

The Good ear Air Bottle is a small steel

bottle charge with pure air (not gas). It is

usually carried under the seat or on the run

ning-board of an automobile.

When you want to inflate a tire, you simply

attach the rubber tube from the Air Bottle to

the tire—open the valve and let ‘er fill.

While you stand by and comfortabl watch

the performance until time to shut 'er 0 '.

Doesn't look much like your old familiar job

of giving an imitation of your wash lady in the

midst of her Monday morning exercise. does it?

Doesn't feel like it, either.

No more back-breaking, hand-blistering tire

pumping! That grim task which rubbed motor

ing of its pleasure can be crossed offyour list

of lroubles.

Any woman or child can inflate a tire with

the Goodyear Air Bottle—it’s so simple.

And the beauty of it is that the tire can be

brought up to just the right pressure.

This is important. it makes tires last 50

per cent longer. Under-inflated tires give out

quickly.

  

All contestants who desired the Free Goodyear Air Bottle service

were supplied. regardless of the kind of tires they rode.

Every day the empty bottles were taken back and replaced with

fully charged ones.

Thus, the Glidden Tourists always had a fresh filling for a de

flated tire right at hand—no delay—no labor.

Altogether the Goodyear Air Bottle was voted the best thing that

had happened since the Glidden Tour began.

Our Ofler to all Motorists——

Free Air for Two Years

The Goodyear Air Bottle costs only $15 for

the small bottle designed to carry under the

seat. or $20 for the larger bottle, which is de

signed for carrying on the running board, filled

with compressed air—no gas to ruin the tires.

corrode the valves, or condense within a few

hours, leaving the tires soft, thus making it

necessary to constantly repeat the operation to

maintain the desired pressure. >

The first cost is the only cost for two years.

thereafter we may make a nominal charge for

refilling. But for two full years, when the

bottle is empty you simply turn it in at any

Goodyear Branch or listed agency and receive

a new bottle. ready charged.

You do not have to wait. You exchange the

By inflating to exacfly the rig,” firm-“‘7: Wri‘leurlorour“77::Carlo/anAu!oTr're,"u/Iiirhgfva empty bonle for a new Charged one instantly

with the Goodyear A". Bottle“ “Rheum and other valuable information about the rare of lire: and the Egg); Jmall bottle will fully inflate {our to

tire troubles are avoided. Ninety per cent of

tire troubles come from under-inflation.

If on have Goodyear Detachable Auto Tires on Goodyear Uni

versal ims, the Goodyear Air Bottle will enable you to be on your

way a few minutes after the puncture occurs.

And with any tire, it cuts out half the work and drudgery.

Any motorist in the last Glidden Tour can tell you what a blessing

the Goodyear Air Bottle is. A big truck loaded with Goodyear Air

Bottles met the tourists from day to day at the various points of

the tour.

exact pressure In which (Of/l 11:0 0! In: thou/d be

mllaled to give l/ie longesl Jeri/Ice.

 

 

  

 

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Arthur St., Akron, 0.
Branches and Agencies.

Boston, 261 Dartmouth Street Chicago, 80—82 Michigan Avenue

Cincinnati, 317 East Fifth Street Cleveland. 2005 Euclid Avenue

Los Angelel. 932 30th Main Street Milwaukee. lbs-192 Eighth Street

Philadelphia. 1402 Ridge Avenue 8!. Louis, 3935-3937 Olive Street

New York.64lh Si. and Broadway Buffalo, 719 Main Street

San Francisco, 506 Golden Gare Ave. Detroit, 251. Jefferson Avenue

Pittsbuig. 5988 Cenlre Avenue

Omaha. 2010 Farnam Street

Washington, 1036 Connecticut Ave. Denver, 28 W’en Colfax Avenue

Atlanta. 90 North Pryor Street

Louisville, 1049-1051 Third Street

New Orleans. 700-716 Barrone St.

  

eighteen clincher tires—according to their size—

and each large

bottle from six to thirty-five. They will

partially inflate many more. The bottles

will inflate approximately 15 per cent

fewer Goodyear Detachable Tires than

Clincher Tires of corresponding size,

the reason being that the GOODYEAR

DETACHABLE TIRE IS 15 PER

CENT OVER SIZE.

See it at

the

New York

Shows,

Space 709

Gallery

Palace Show,

5 see I”

edll

Platfor

Gardea Show

Al Chicago

boil

"Y

Celina

Memphis, 181-185 Madison Street

Dallas. 111 North Akard Street

Baltimore. 991 Park Avenue
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STEWART ~

SPEEDOMETERS

EXCLUSIVELY
 

 

Many oi the largest accessory

dealers in the United States

and Europe are stocking Stewart

Speedometers exclusively

Because they have come to

WHY? realize that with STEWART

’SPEEDOMETERS, guaranteed tor live years,

they are relieved 01 many annoyances inci

dent to handling other makes. 1 '

  

'l‘llli FAMOUS STEWART SWIVEL JOINT

(Paaaated)

 

 

GET OUR LITERATURE

 

 

Stewart 8: Clark Mtg. Company

509 Diversey Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois, U. S. A.
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Every Car Runs Good On

TIMKEN BEARINGS

That's why all the good cars use them.

 

 

 

 

Look at this list of prominent Motor Cars and Transmission Makers who use TIMKEN

BEARINGS either altogether or in part: -

H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co.

Premier Motor Mfg. C0.

Electric Vehicle C0.

Nordyke & Marmon C0.

Buick Motor Co.

Dorris Motor Car Co.

Autocar C0.

York Motor Car C0.

Kissel Motor Car Co.

Bartholomew Co.

Acme Motor Car Co.

Speedwell Motor Car Co.

Forest City Motor Car Co.

Colburn Automobile Co.

Atlas Motor Car Co.

Auto Vehicle Co.

Peerless Motor Car C0.

Packard Motor Car Co.

F. B. Stearns Co.

Locomobile Co. of America.

E. R. Thomas Motor Co.

Winton Motor Carriage Co.

Lozier Motor Co.

Royal Motor Car C0.

Apperson Bros. Automobile Co.

Austin Automobile Co.

Matheson Motor Car Co.

Olds Motor Works.

Dayton Motor Car Co.

Chalmers-Detroit Motor Co.

Pope Mfg. Co.

Haynes Automobile Co.

Buckeye Mfg. Co.

Blomstrom Mfg. Co.

Duro Car Mfg. Co.

E-M-F. Co.

Grout Automobile Co.

Hewitt Motor Co.

'1‘. B. Jeffery & Co.

Oscar Lear Automobile C0.

Midland Motor Co.

Moline Automobile Co.

Marion Motor Car Co.

Mason Motor Car Co.

Smith Automobile Co.

Selden Motor Vehicle.

Velie Motor Vehicle Co.

H. E. Wilcox Motor Co.

And many other.

E LE CTRIC S

Anderson Electric Co. Rauch 8r Lang Carriage Co. C P. Kimball 8: CO.

Columbus Buggy Co. Vr'averley Co. And many others.

There could be no more conclusive proof of merit than this practical endorsement.

ane a Timken User

Always a Timken User

THERE’S A REASON

 

 

Every Manufacturer knows it. Every Dealer should know it. Every Owner will insist

on TIMKEN BEARINGS if they know it.

See the l IMKEN EXHIBIT at the shows or write direct for illustrated descriptive matter.

We will exhibit—Grand Central Palace, December 3lst-January 7th; Madison

Square Garden, January 16th-January 23; Chicago, February 6th-February 13th.

THE TIMKEN ~ROLLER BEARING AXLE CO., Canton, Ohio

BRANCHES—10 E. Slst St., New York. '428 Wabash Ave, Chicago.
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GIBNEY

SoLID TIRES

For Commercial Vehicles and Carriages
 

 

  

Twin Solid Tire

The Tires for Long Wear, Hard

..A‘s—.-..klmrv“_U,

 

Service, All - Round Economy
 

They are strong enough for the heaviest commercial truck or bus, yet resilient enough to take

all the jolts and save the vehicles.

Made with the greatest possible percentage of pure Para rubber, they are without question the

superior of any solid tire in the world.

The marvelous growth in sales of Gibney tires is solely attributable to the fact that they have

1 given longer service and greater satisfaction than any tire on the market.

READY FOR DELIVERY

BECAUSE WE MAKE THEM

.__.__l.

_....w..-‘.

Dlstrlbutors for CONTINENTAL “Low Cost per Mlle" TIRES

Also IMPORTERS and JOBBERS of AUTO ACCESSORIES

JAMES L. GIBNEY & BRO.

211-13 North Broad Street PHILADELPHIA, ‘u. s. A.

Agents Wanted Everywhere
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FOR THE

Jones Speedometer
presents the most. complete and '

handsomely tinished line oi

speed-indicators ever ottered!

 

The JONES was the first speed-indicator built for automobile use—the Pioneer. From its very

inception it was recognized as a PERFECT SPEED-INDICATOR. During the nine years it has been

on the market the JONES has withstood every test and trial with a perfect score and has maintained

the highest possible standard for '

UNFAILING ACCURACY—CONSTANT

RELIABILITY—EFFICIENCY

It has always been the first to adopt every refinement and improvement—other manufacturers

follow its example and initiative. In handsome appearance and actual performance, it is not even

approached by any other instrument. It is the Standard of the World—the speed-indicator by which

all others are judged—the speed-indicator you want for your car!

20 ditierent instruments raging in price

from $15 to $100. Speedometer and Clock

Combinations (Chelsea Movement) irom $55

to $150. See our exhibits at both shows!

  

Write for 1909 folder containing all Jones Models, together with prices.

THE JONES SPEEDOMETER

76th Street and Broadway, New York

CHICAGO, 1421 Michig Ave; PHILADEL I;\, 259 N. Broad SL; BOSTON, 109 Massachuse Ave.’

CLEVELAND, 1841 Euci Ave.; LOS .-\.\'(ll'§ .‘IS. 930 S. Main St.; HARTFORD, Trumbull ; SAN

FRANCISCO, 544 Golden Gate Ave; DI‘JI‘IRSLIJ';vs 244 eigelrsonsAveq BALTIMORE, Franklin Bldg; ST.

, we t.
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he Best Magntn Investment
isa

JIM
Not merely because it is made by the oldest and

largest ignition specialty firm in America, but be

cause of its real value (is a Magneto.

 

 

 

 

  

The motoring public recognize that the creative

genius exercised and the infinite pains expended in

SPLITDORF construction demand a somewhat

higher price, but in proportion to value received the SPLITDORF is

THE MUST MllllEBATE-PRIGEI] MAGNETS IN EXISTENBE

Once and for all, it is the best that money will buy.

  

 

Fifty years of electrical engineering experience behind it.

Every part of this superb mechanism is of the most excellent material, and the construction is by

the highest skill obtainable in America, embodying in every detail the most important improvement

known to Magneto building. Its simplicity enables the inexperienced to install and adjust it without

losing any of its efficiency. We emphatically claim it is the Most Scientific in Design, the Most Eifectual

in Operation, the Most Carefully Built of any Magneto extant.

Be sure to specify the SPLITDORF MAGNETO for your 1909 car. Being thus equipped you will

be assured faultless ignition every day in the year.

See our exhibit at the Grand Central Palace Show—Space 107-K.

C. F. SPLITDORF

Walton Avenue and 138th Street—Branch, 1679 Broadway——New York

CHICAGO DETROIT BOSTON—Motor Mart SAN FRANCISCO

319 Michigan Ave. 886 Woodward Ave. 220 Pleasant St. 520 Van Ness Ave.
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"Looking the door after the pony is stolen”

is a good deal like postponing the use of

Columbia Lock Nuts
Now

 

for it's only a postponement at best. Why not take a double-twist on

the forelock of old Father Time and incorporate the use of Columbia

Lock Nuts in your construction BEFORE
  

 

 

you have occasion for regrets? Columbia

Lock Nuts are in general use and are

regarded as a necessity by some of the

biggest railroad systems in the country.

They ought to be a double necessity on

automobiles. They are already used by

many prominent makers. They should

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

be used on ever automobile everywhere.

qIColumbia Lock Nuts simply cannot work loose. Vibration, even

the constant vibration of solid tires, cannot affect or loosen

them. They are automobile insurance of the very best

kind and their cost is not a factor. Let us prove our case.

|

COLUMBIA NUT & BOLT COMPANY

Bridgeport, Connecticut
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E, “ $1,256
F. 0. B. DETROIT, MICK.

Magneto Included-~0l Course

IF YOU’VE DECIDED TO

BUY AN AUTOMOBILE

AN AD-FULL OF ADJECTIVES—a page of pretty

hilatitudes— will not suffice to appease your craving

for facts and figures—if you’ve made up your mind

yOu will buy a car and it’s now only a matter of decid

ing which car will best suit your particular needs.

YOU WANT INFORMATION—some facts you can tie to—some points you can compare—and the more

the better—with similar points in other cars. ‘

SO WE WON’T WASTE WORDS in this ad—wei‘ll give you facts boiled down in the form of complete

  

 
 

 

specifications showing just how the “30” is made, of what, and why.

YOU’LL FIND BY COMPARISON that this car is a full-sized, 5—passenger automobile. Same dimen

sions as other cars selling for twice as much, and larger—much larger—than any other car selling for

the same price.

IF YOU ARE VERSED in the mechanical lore of motor car construction you will find all you desire here.

If you don’t know, then you know someone who does know—and the more he knows about points that

spell superiority in a car the stronger will be his verdict in favor of the E-M-F. “30.”

AFTER YOU HAVE DIGESTED THIS thoroughly look up the nearest “30” dealer—there are

500 of them—and arrange for a demonstration—that will settle the question. '

SPECIFICATIONS

TYPE. 4 cylinder, Vertical, 4 cycle. Cylinders cast in pairs

with water jackets integral. Water spare brtwcm cylinders en

suring uniform expansion and contraction. Valves all one side.

Mechanically operated. Interchangeable.

CYLINDERS. Bore 4". Stroke 4i". Compression—moderate.

All experience has proven these cylinder dimensions to be nearly

ideal for all kinds of SU'VICC. They give a motor of moderate

speed—which means long life. Cooling, lubricating and all other

troubles which arise from short stroke, excessive bore, small ex

haust valves and short bearings are entirely eliminated in the

E-M-F. “30.”

CRANK CASE. Cast from highest grade aluminum. Hand

hole covers, stamped steel. Instead of the usual cast aluminum

arms for supporting motor in frame the E-M-F. motor is carried

on pressed steel members in “U” stction—no heavier—three times

as strong.

VALVES. Are extra large—2%"—made from special steel, drop

forged. Stems and seats ground. Valve guides machined and

pressed into place instead of being cast integral with cylinders—

easily replaced when worn.

All engineers agree that large valves not only make for ef

ficiency, but also for economy. A four cylinder motor of 4"x4f"

may, by scientific design, accurate workmanship and large valves

he made to develop 30 to 35 horse power at 1000 revolutions per

minute, or it may develop 16—if valves are under-size or the de

sign faulty in other ways.

VALVE PORTS. Inlet and exhaust passages very large and

unobstmeted—eliminating all chance of eddy-currents, ensuring

maximum power efficiency and perfect cooling qualities.

VALVE OPERATION. Single cam-shaft made from high

grade steel, drop forged with ‘all cam integral. After milling,

cam-shaft is case hardened, and all cam surfaces as well as bear

ings are ground to micrometrical accuracy—guaranties silent run

ning and consistent performance at all times.

CRANK SHAFT. Is ofi-set I" from centre line of cylinders—

still another increase in power efficiency with minimum of wear

on cylinder walls and pistons. Crank shaft, drop forged from

special steel. Three main bearings—all large and extra long. All

bearing surfaces ground. Flange, forged integral on crankshaft

carries fly-wheel—ground to ensure perfect centre. Fly-wheel is

also given a running balance at maximum motor speed to ensure

accuracy and absence of vibration.

CRANK SHAFT BEARINGS. Special babbit (“White metal”

alloy) in accordance with best modern practice. Cam-shaft bear

ings phosphor-bronze.

_ CONNECTING RODS. Drop forged steel. I-beam cross sec

tion. Crank-pin bearing equal length each side of centre—not

off-set. Piston pin bearings, phosphor-bronze. Wrist pin bearings,

marine type—not hinged. Lined with die-cast babbit. Shims pro

vided for adjustment, which is easily made through large hand

holes in bottom of crank case.

PISTONS. Extra long—5"—ensuring good compressing and

long life. Each piston ground, fitted with four rings, and each set

is weighed to ensure perfect balance of reciprocating parts—a

talking‘point with some makers—a matter of course with us.

PISTON RINGS. Eccentric type; ground on periphery-face to

conform to exact bore of cylinder; also on both sides.

PISTON PIN. Special ease-hardened steel ground; drilled

hollow to ensure perfect lubrication. Pistons, connecting rods.

crank-shafts and all reciprocating parts are mechanically balanced

to eliminate vibration.

LUBRICATION. Splash—automatic, vacuum feed—reliable

and economical. Oil reservoir cast integral with aluminum crank

case. After having tried countless mechanical “positive feed" oil—

ing devices and found them all wanting in some particular, fore

most engineers have decided that the only really positive feed is

by gravity; and experience proves that no amount of piping to

cylinders and hearings will ensure the same liberal oiling to all

moving parts as the old, original splash system, by which the

entire mechanism is kept constantly bathed in oil. The one short

coming of the gravity feed system was the necessity for throttling

the feed to prevent flooding, and the tubes frequently became

clogged at the valves.
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By our system of vacumii regulation—the utilization of ore of

the simplest principles in naturL—we are able to use large tubes.

3". This absolutely insures free flow of oil from the reservoir,

and a constant level in the crank case. Radius: on one filling of

on reservoir. 300 to 500 miles according to road conditions.

COTTER PINS, lock-nuts, keys and taper pins are used at

every pomt to guard again any part getting loose.

OIL CUPS: Are provided for every joint that may at any

time require lubrication—steering knuckles, spring connections oper

ating shafts, etc, etc.

IGNITION. Double system, consisting of (a) magneto, (b)

battery. The magneto is not an extra or “special equipment.” It

is as much a part of the E-M-F. motor as'thc valves, 'and is'in

cluded in thelist price of the car.‘ Gears. and all moving parts

enclosed in oil tight, dust and water. proof. casef '

ENGINE GEARS.) Cam-shaft and Magneto genrs all encla'sed'

and separated from crank chamber, ‘Gcars' lubricated by non

fluid grease—not cylinder oil. - - -

COOLING. Is by large centrifugalvpump—high efficiency at"
i ' WlIEELS. Artillery type.

slow engine speeds ensuring 'cooling in'hill climbing and hard

pulling over muddy roads. Belt driven, stamped steel fan mounted

on engine—not attached to radiator. Eccentric belt adjustment.

CARBURETOR. Improved simple float, Single jet—our own

design. Very flexible and economical. Carburetor is located on

driver’s side of motor, away from hot exhaust pipes and other

parts—readily accessible.

CLUTCH. Improved expanding-ring type. Leather faced.

Contained- in fly-wheel. Oil groove in fly-wheel with holes drilled

for escape of oil obviates all liability of clutch slipping frrm this

cause. Takes hold gently—and holds when engaged. Adjustment,

accessible; and easy.

TRANSMISSION. Type—Selective sliding gear. Gear case

integrabwith differential housing in rear axle-"the unit power

transmission system” so generally approved by engineers of late.

Gears made from E-M-F. formula special steel. Accurately cut and

oil treated. Instead of squared shaft for sliding gears, round shaft

with four keys integral has been ad0pted—key-ways _milled and

ground. Gear centers also ground to ensure perfect alignment on

shaft andjsilent running—details of construction heretofore known

only to the highest priced cars.

SPEEDS. Three forward and reverse—direct on_ third.

GEAR RATIO. Standard, 3% to 1. Speed of car, 50 miles an

hour, down to 2. (you won’t believe it till we show you) on high.

DRIVE. Direct through universal jointed propeller shaft to

bevel gear on differential. Two universal joints. Pressed steel

torque shaft. Gears extra large, accurately cut and made from

special alloy steel.

DIFFERENTIAL. Bevel gear type—four pinions—an_other fea

ture heretofore considered too expensive for any but high priced

cars.

REAR" AXLE. E-M-F. exclusive design. Right and left hous

ing sections drawn from sheet steel and heat treated, giving extra

strength. Fitted with truss rods. Hyatt Roller Bearings in hard

ened and ground removable sleeves carry load. Differential thrust

bearings, babbit between ground steel washers. No balls to split—

no adjustment to get out of order. Made right to stay right.

Thrust of 'drive pinion supported by Timkcn Roller Bearing. .

Auto-genous welding—acetylene-oxygen process—discussed so

much in engineering circles and trade journals of late 15 used in this

axle as well as in several other parts of the car.

Thanks to drawn steel, auto-genous welding and “clean” design

this axle is lighter than any other live or floating axle on cars of

similar weight and power—notwithstanding the entire transmission

mechanism is incorporated in it.

All gears—transmission and differential—as well as all shifting

mechanism, are immersed in an oil bath. And the transmission-axle

case as well as motor crank-case are absolutely oil tight—no muck

ing of floor boards or dripping on pavements. Provision is made

In this- regard"

the E-M-F. car sets a pace for the world, high priced cars included- '

to prevent the oil working out at the axle ends when the car is left

standing on an incline. Liberal road clearance.

FRONT AXLE. l-bcam type. Drop forged in one piece—mot

welded in centre. lleat treated. Spring perches forged integral.

Liberal safety factor. Spindles off-set back of yokc-posts—scientib

ically correct—a ffords easy steering, with tendency to go in straight

line. Steering knuckles and all connections drop forged from steel

—no castings. Two-point ball l'carii‘gs in hubs and all joints bronze

bushed.

STEERING GEAR. Irreversible, worm and sector made from

special stctl ca'c hardened. All bearing surfaces ground. Connec

tion from steering arm. at right, to left knuckle arm, obviates all

tendency to “crankiness" on rough roads.

,~CONTROL. Gear-shift lever at right of driver. Throttle and

.spark levers on left side-of steering post. below wheel—operated

by fingers of' left hand without releasing grasp on wheel. Right

. hand free for emergency brake and gear shifting—the ideal control.

- rapidly superseding the fad for levers on top of wheel. Auxiliary

~foot accelerator. Clutch operated by left foot. service brake by

right foot. Emergency brake by band lever on right—ratchet lock.

Large spokes—12. Spokes and fel

loes first grade second growth hickory.

TIRES. 32" x3!” on all wheels. Morgan & Wright. Univer

sal quick-detachable rims. .

BRAKES. 'Four—all acting on rear hubs—none on transmis

sion. Service brake, contracting steel bands, camel-hair lined, act

ing on pressed steel drums integral with rear hubs. Emergency

brakes, internal expanding rings in same drum—metal-to-metal.

Both sets double acting. Grip on drum is intensified by motion of

car after brakes have been applied. Service brakes being on outside

renders adjustment easy. Pressed steel disc closes drum making it

dust proof.

SPRINGS. Front, semi-elliptic. Rear, full elliptic. Extra wide

for this weight of car—2". Driving thrusts and braking strains tak

en by two radius rods—not by springs.

FRAME. Pressed-steel—U-section. Side»members

weakened neither by off-setting nor dropping.

MUFFLER. E-M-F. design. Silences by radiation—not by ob

struction. Absolutely no back-pressure.

FENDERS. Enameled steel in the newest style, most approved

cnclosed~full-length-of-the-car type.

MATERIALS. Cylinders made from special formula highest

grade, fine grain, gray iron. Intake pipe, brass. Exhaust pipe, gray

iron. Crank case, aluminum. Frame, gears, springs, axles and driv

ing shafts all made from special steels—each from an alloy best

suited to its peculiar service, and all from E-M-F. formula. Op

erating levers, spring supports, spring clips, shackles, brackets rod

ends, etc., steel, heat treated. All smaller parts, not drop forged,

are pressed or stamped steel—no malleable costings enter into the

construction of the car—maximum strength with minimum weight,

and absolute assurance of the safety factor desired.

straight—

BODY TYPES. i

TOURING CAR. 5 passenger, roomy tonneau with liberal leg

room. Latest style, most approved, straight-line type. Handsomely

finished.

The “TOURABOUT”—~an E-M-F. innovation. A claSsy 4-passcn

ger car. Rear seats detachable. leaving room for trunks and bag

gage. A rumble seat is included in regular equipment; when at

tached makes a natty 3-passenger roadster.

WHEEL BASE. 106'. TREAD. Standard—56f".

Special for Southern Roads 61".

\VEIGI'IT. Touring Car slightly under 1800 pounds.

GASOLINE CAPACITY. 15 gallons. OIL, 1 gallon.

COLOR. E-M-F. Red.

PRICE. With standard equipment, pair acetylene headlights,

and generator: side oil lamps, tail lamp, lamp brackets, tube horn,

tire repair kit and tools—magneto included of course—$1,250

F. O. 8., Detroit, Mich.

We will exhibit at the Madison Square Garden Show, January 16th to 8rd, 1009.

 
 

EVERITT-METZGER-FLANDERS COMPANY
Members Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

DETROIT, MICHIGAN
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operator forgets to retard the spark.

Model Forty-Four, 34 H. P., $2250.

Spare Wheel, with inflated tire, brackets and tools 574.

Magneto Air 50.

THE SAFETY SPARK RETARDER

There is absolutely no danger in crank

ing a Rambler when properly adjusted. The

starting crank then cannot engage until the 3mg,“

spark has been automatically retarded. —.

Every one who has had the unpleasant experience

of a premature spark in starting an automobile will

 

appreciate the Rambler safety starting device. This

- Y t th I th hf

prevents an explosmn ahead of center, even though the :TQQh‘L‘ffficsénflngmfi 1,1,}

the spark-retarder lever has moved from

the position of the dotted line to the posi

tion rhown, thus retarding the spark.

o \o\o\‘°
The Car with the Ofl‘set Crank Shaft

Seven passenger model, forty-five horse power with ofi’set crank shaft, $2500. 0th.;

models, $1150 to 32500. Write for catalog describing in detail Rambler off-set

crank shaft, Spare Wheel, straight line drive and other exclusive

features of the new Rambler models.

THE CAR OF STEADY SERVICE

Thomas B. Jeffery &- Company, Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, wis.

Bram/res and Dz'slrz'bufing Agencies.

Chicago, Milwaukee, Boston, New York, San Francisco. Representatives in all leading cities.
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METZ ACQUIRES WALTIIAM PLANT

Former President of the Company Springs

a Surprise—Will Produce Runabouts

and Light Commercial Cars.

Interests represented by C. H. Metz have

purchased the plant of the Waltham Manu

facturing Company, of Waltham, Mass, of

which concern he was the president at a

period when it was making bicycles and

when it first undertook the building of

automobiles. When he severed his connec

tion with it, he engaged in the manufacture

of motorcycles, an enterprise which was

subsequently merged with the American

Motor CO., of Brockton. He recently with

but his

acquiring the Waltham plant at this time

drew from the latter company,

comes in the nature of a surprise.

As one of the pioneer concerns in the

business, the Waltham company enjoyed

considerable early prominence and was

among the first members of the Associa

tion of Licensed Automobile Manufactur

ers. Latterly, however, although its various

“W'altham-Orient" productions have exhib

ited no small variety and ingenuity from

year to year. the company's receipts have

not borne a satisfactory relation to its out

lay. in consequence of which its success has

languished. So far as the future plans for

the factory have been divulged, it will in

all probability be devoted to the produc

tion of runabouts and light commercial

cars.

Ludlum Becomes Autocar Head.

David S. Ludlum has become the head of

the Autocar Co.. of Ardmore, Pa., assum

ing the position of president and general

manager. Because of his enthusiasm as

to the future of comercial vehicles, a side

of the industry to which the Autocar Co.

has given the major part of its attention

for the last two years, Ludlum resigned as

assistant cashier of the Philadelphia Na

tional Bank to take the direction of Auto

car affairs. John S. and Louis S. Clarke,

the founders of the concern. will retain

their positions as vice~president and con

suiting engineer, respectively. and will con»

tinue their present active connection with

it. A special commercial chassis which the

company has developed will be utilized in

delivery wagons, town cars and taximeter

cabs.

Greuter Organizing a New Company.

Having produced a six cylinder car em

bodying a number of original features, C. R.

Greutcr, formerly with the Matheson Motor

Car Company, of Wilkes-Barre, Pa., has or

ganized the nucleus of a manufacturing

company which is to be launched at an early

date. The enterprise has its present head

quarters at Saugus, Mass, where the car

is being built. A number of well known

Massachusetts capitalists are interested in

the project. Greuter's production is rated

at 50 horsepower. It has chain drive and

features in the motor a new form of double

valve for which much is claimed.

McLachlan Resumes His Cleveland Post.

Archie McLachlan has returned to his

former post at Cleveland, 0., as salesman

ager for Royal cars. For the past six

months he has had charge of the Chicago

branch of the Royal Motor Car Co., of

Cleveland, which was recently reorganized

as the Royal Tourist Car Co. His suc

cessor at Chicago has not yet been ap

pointed.

Her: Moves to Bigger Factory.

Herz & Co., makers of ignition and other

automobile specialties. have removed their

office and factory to the Puck building,

303-9 Lafayette street, New York City.

The ground floor has been fitted up to suit

their requirements. providing more than

twice the former factory space.

Splitdorf Establishes Boston Branch.

A selling branch for the Splitdorf Labora

tory, of New York City, has been estal}

lished in Boston. It is located in the Motor

Mart and is in charge of James Rohde.

MAY REPROIDUCE TIIEIR EARS IIERE

Foreign Makers Prospecting for American

Factory Sites—Preparing for Failure

of Plea for Lower Tarifl’.

Failing to secure a reduction ill the tariff.

a failure for which they are not unprepared.

several of the most prominent foreign mak

in the

information

ers will establish branch factories

United States.

from sources directly in touch with the for

according to

eign car situation. Reports were current

this week to the effect that arrangements

are being made to manufacture Fiat cars

in Detroit, Mich., already famous for the

number of its automobile plants. Investi

gation by the Motor World discloses that

while no definite plans have been decided

upon for the location of a Fiat factory in

Detroit, considerable work has already been

done by the Fiat people in obtaining infor'

mation and propositions from various towns

and cities as to what inducements would be

offered in case it were desired to establish

an American factory for the production of

authorized duplicates of the Italian models.

Furthermore. it transpires that not only the

Fiat, but the Panhard, Isotta, Renault and

other foreign interests are taking much the

same steps looking to the establishment of

.\merican factories in case the efforts for

a reduction in the motor car tariff fail.

Until the tariff matter is practically dis»

posed of by Congress the foreign interests

propose to take no steps other than to

acquire data as to what localities will offer

the greatest manufacturing advantages or

financial assistance. It is an open secret.

however, that many of those interested in

the foreign cars entertain little or no hope

that the tariff will be changed for their

benefit, and are actively developing their

plans for American factories to a point

where prompt measures can be taken im

mediately the tariff question I§ out of the

way.

As the representatives of the fereign cars
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see the situation, the present rate of tariff

makes it more difficult each year to com

pete against the American made cars. Nev

ertheless the American market is such that

the foreign makers by no means wish to

relinquish it, particularly as much money"

and effort has been spent'in ‘the past in

giving an advertising fame to the better

known productions from across the water.

A large cash value is supposed to attach to

the names of the well known foreign cars,

and if the products cannot be successfully

imported in the face of the tariff duties,

then the plan will be to make the cars over

here with such prestige in name and design

as the foreign factories can lend.

In explaining the line of campaign which

several of the foreign makers have decided

upon, a representative closely in touch with

several of them pointed out that at present

many of the foreign factories are largely

equipped with American machine tools. If

the project for American factories goes

through. at least one or two of the foreign

makers will greatly reduce their home fac

tory equipment and production and will

ship a part of their American machinery to

the new factories in the United States. Such

machinery would come in free of duty.

It is claimed that the question of Ameri

can wage rates and manufacturing costs has

been thoroughly gone into by the foreign

makers and those conducting the investiga

tion for them on this side. With tariff ar

guments in mind, some of them have even

gone so far as to prepare statistics on the

subject calculated to show that the differ

ence in wages paid in America and abroad

makes a cost difference of about 17% per

cent., though the methods of arriving at

this figure are by no means convincing.

Arrangements for obtaining special metals

and parts at advantageous figures are also

said to have been made.

The various failures and cases of indiffer~

ent success attending past efforts to trans

plant foreign cars serve to encourage the

view that further projects of this kind are

not likely to meet with any very happy re

sult unless conducted with rare skill and

sagacity. In meeting the established Amer

ican manufacturers on their own ground

the foreign makers would find themselves

stripped of all advantages in cheap labor

and the like, and would even lose whatever

selling value attaches to the “imported”

label. While established trade names, such

as many of the foreign cars enjoy, are to

be considered in the light of commercial

assets, yet it is doubtful whether they form

an adequate basis for an attempted “foreign

invasion."

Wallace Goes to the Colburn.

Kyle Wallace. formerly with the Maxwell

Briscoe Motor Company. Tarrytown. N. Y.,

has been made superintendent of the Col

burn Automobile Company, of Denver, Colo.

His immediate work will be the production

of the 1909 model which the company will

make and market.

lici

FLUCTUATIONS IN RUBBER PRICES

Sudden and Frequent Rise and Fall and

Its Probable Cause—Brazilian ASpect

of the Situation.

Para rubber suitable for the manufacture

of; automobile tires hasbcen playing active

caipers up and down the ladder of prices

dur- g the last few months, reachingllits that threatened even to affect retail

prices considerably and then dropping back

with unexpected suddenness. After a re

cent downward‘movement of welcome pro

portions it is againgclimbingtoward upper

rounds, and at no time of late has it, ap

proached the modest price levels of a year

ago. These high prices. however, accumu

late on the material during its transporta

tion from the producing grounds in Brazil

to New York, acording to a consular report

from Rio de Janeiro which indicates that

the producers are only getting Vny low

prices and that the buyers are in combina

tion to keep the figures at a minimum. So

great has been the depression of prices at

the producing grounds that rubber produc

tion is threatened, and a part of the district

now devoted to it may be turned to other

agricultural lines which will prove more

profitable. The corresponding reduction in

output would greatly affect the market.

“The industrial, commercial and financial

situation in Northern Brazil, due to the

present and prospective low price of rub

ber," says Consul General George E. Ander

son, of Rio de Janeiro, “continues to merit

the careful consideration of the commercial

world generally.

“The unfavorable condition. economically,

of so .grcat a portion of Brazil is ascribed

by some of the rubber men to the lack of

proper banking and credit facilities for the

financing of the rubber crop. so that pro—

ducers, or rather the middlemen standing in

the position of producers, may be able to

hold the crop until the markets of the world

are willing to pay higher prices for the

product. An organization of rubber dealers

is favored for the purpose of resisting com

binations of buyers which it is said exist

for the purpose of keeping prices low.

“W'hat the present situation means to the

great rubber country of Brazil in a govern

mental way is indicated in the annual mes

sage of the Governor of Para. which shows

that there was a shrinkage in the revenue

of the State, nearly all of which comes from

a tax of about 25 per cent. effective on the

value of rubber exported, of $458,404 be

tween the last quarter of 1907 and the same

quarter of 1908, and there was a shrinkage

of $528540 between the first quarter of 1908

and the same period in 1907. In the fiscal

year of'19056 the revenue of the State was

placed at $4,619,828, while for the coming

year it is placed at $2.132,100. The States

of Amazonas, Matto Grosso, Goyaz and

other rubber producing commonwealths

suffer in a similar way.

“The situation is important in a "general

commercial way." he continues, “not only

as explaining present conditions and pros

pects in thewa'y of imports into Brazil, but

also from'the fact that unless there is an

immediate and radical change in rubber

prices, a' change' which appears to be very

improbable in view of the immense exten

sion of rubber plantations over the world

generally, there must be a complete revolu

tion in the industrial, commercial and agri'

cultural life of about half of the territory of

Brazil."

German-American Agreement on Patents.

Possibly through another of the Kaiser's

“calculated indiscretions," it has leaked out

that a treaty between Germany and the

United States is in process of negotiation

looking to a satisfactory reciprocal patent

agreement by which the inventors of the

two countries will be relieved of some of

the more onerous restrictions and require

ments that the natives of each encounter in

dealing with the other’s patent office. The

most apparent benefits of the arrangement

that is proposed would accrue to the Amer

ican inventors in the improvement of con

ditions‘ governing the maintenance of pat

ents in Germany. In the past it has been

necessary to actually manufacture in Ger

many or to pay fees for a recognized brib

ing of the necessary officials to get a certi~

fication that they were satisfied that the

patentee was working the invention in the

Fatherland. The new regulations would

abolish such requirements and would be

more liberal in other respects. The Ger

man inventors have little to complain of as

to the United States patent office. The

favorable disposition of Germany as to mak

ing_the concessions asked for is suggested

as being actuated by a desire to appear in

direct contrast to England, which has an—

tagonized the rest of the world by its re

cent patent enactment requiring that manw

facture must take place in Great Britain

to keep a patent valid.

Dow Tire Elects Coats President.

Changes in the Dow Tire Company, of

New York City, have resulted in the retire

ment of Alexander Dow as president and

H. D. Gue as vice-president. The election

of officers resulted in the choosing of Al

fred M. Coats as president and Gen. James

B. Burbank as vice-president. while A. V. R.

.Barnewall and Sydney Perry succeed them

selves as treasurer and secretary. respec

tively. Barnewall is also general manager

of the concern.

End of Pope Motor Car ReCeiverahip.

By a final and complete settlement with

its creditors. the Pope Motor Car Co., of

Toledo, 0.. will in a few days effect a dis

charge from the hands of the receivers.

The concluding Steps in the program only

await the necessary formal court approval.
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HART WANTS THE CORBIN MOTOR

Negotiations Opened for Purchase of the

Business—Two Ofiers Made but the

Outcome Yet Uncertain.

Negotiations looking to the purchase oi

the Corbin Motor Vehicle Corporation, of

New Britain, Conn., by its former president.

Howard 5. Hart, have been in progress for

some weeks. Hart resigned from the presi

dency of the company about a month ago,

Charles

Glover of the Corbin Screw Corporation.

being succeeded by President

It is not long since he also resigned the

presidency of the Russell & Erwin Co., of

New Britain, so that he feels himself in a

position to concentrate his energies on the

automobile business should he succeed in

acquiring the Corbin business.

It is understood that he has made two

propositions to the American Hardware

Corporation, which owns the Corbin Motor

Vehicle Corporation, but neither of these

have as yet met with acceptance. A com

mittee has been appointed by the directors

of the American Hardware Corporation to

consider what shall be done as to the

future of the automobile company. The

chairman is Charles H. Parsons. No for

mal report has been prepared by the com

mittee as yet, according to Parsons, and

President Glover is proceeding to push the

Corbin automobile affairs with a vigor un

touched by possibilities of the business be

ing sold.

Alleged Infringement in Spark Plugs.

Infringement suits have been brought

against Ralph Burton, of Peru, Ind., by

the Rajah Automobile Supply and C. E.

.\Iezger, Inc., of New York City, alleging

violation of the plaintifis’ patent rights, re

spectively, relating to the manufacture of

spark plugs for automobile motors and gas

olene engines. The suits were filed in the

United States Circuit Court, at Indianapv

olis, on the 14th inst. Burton is thought to

have manufactured certain styles of spark

plug porcelains of particular design and im

print, with more diligence than discretion.

Preparing for Big Output of Wheels.

The Pontiac Wheel Co., of Pontiac, Mich.,

is now manufacturing automobile wheels.

.\u addition is being made to the plant

which will double the output, and the con

cern estimates that it will make 15.000 sets

of automobile wheels during the coming

vear.

New Pope Company Retires Series of Notes

In such easy circumstances has the new

Pope Manufacturing Company, of Hartford,

Conn., started its career that after having

taken over the property and assets of the

uld company from the receivers, it has an

ticipated one of the three groups of mort

gage notes provided for under the reorgani

-zation plan by paying off the 1911 series,

amounting to $207,000, two years and seven

months before maturity. To insure suf

ficient ready cash upon which to conduct

business, the reorganization program in

cluded the issuance of $800,000 in mortgage

notes. divided into three series. maturing

respectively in 1909, 1910 and 1911. The

directors of the new company, upon a con

sideration of its bank balance, decided that

there was ample to take up at least one of

the series at the very start, the long term

series being selected because of the greater

saving in interest. This series has there'

fore been withdrawn from the underwriters.

and instead of being offered to the financial

public will be filed among the company's

cancelled liabilities.

Automobile Coaching Company in Trouble.

Bankruptcy proceedings have been

brought against the Automobile Coaching

Co., 147 Spring street, New York City, by

Louis Ginsberg as administrator of the es

tate of David Ginsberg. The claim is for

$2,361 on a judgment obtained last May for

the death of David Ginsberg. It is alleged

that the company made an assignment on

December 1 and transferred $3,000 assets.

The liabilities of the concern are given as

$13,531, nominal assets $80, and actual as

sets $24.

Pittsburg to Have a Taxicab Company.

Despite its numerous hills and its con

gested streets, Pittsburg is to be a taxime

ter cab city. The Pittsburg Taxicab Co. is

to make application to the governor of

Pennsylvania on January 12, for a charter.

The men who are back of the enterprise in

clude J. L. Shearer, Jr., John \\'. Weibley

and Charles B. Prichard. They are repre

sented by the legal firm of W'eil & Thorp.

Miami Wins Suit Against Pope.

As the result of holding $1,000 deposited

with it by the Miami Motor Car Co., of

Dayton, 0., suit was brought against the

Pope Motor Car Co. recently by the Miami

company. The defendant demanded the

money for damages when the plaintiff dis

continued the sale of its cars. A jury hear

ing has resulted in a verdict for the Miami

company of $765.10.

Poole Returns and Will Rest.

John L. Poole, one of the widely known

men in the trade, who has been abroad for

some time representing a line of American

cars, has returned. He will terminate his

present arrangement on January 10, after

which he intends to take a much needed

rest before resuming active duties.

To Build Automobile Hearses.

Motor propelled hearSes are to become

one of the regular lines of manufacture of

James Cunningham & Sons Co., of Roch

ester, N. Y. The concern has made horse

drawn hearses for many years.

EXTENDING THE "DRAWBACK" LIST

All Members of the A. L. A. M. to Partici

pate in the Privilege—Two Important

Treasury Department Decisions.

in exporting automobiles the manufactur

ers are entitled to “drawbacks” or returns

of the duty collected on such imported parts

and materials as are incorporated in the

machine and on which duty was paid at

the time of their original importation, and

in this they are receiving the active co

operation and help of the Treasury Depart

ment. Two decisions have just been given

by the Department extending the list of

those who are to be recognized as enjoy

ing the drawback privilege.

Of these the more important insures the

benefits of the drawback arrangement to

all members of the Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers. The drawback,

however, is limited to parts and material

actually used in the construction of the cars

themselves, and does not extend to external

accessories or attachments. The instruc

tions to the customs officers from the Treas

ury Department extend the regulations pro

viding for the allowance of drawbacks so

that they will “cover the exportation of

:.utom0bi1es manufactured by the members

of the Association of Licensed Automobile

Manufacturers with the use of imported

parts. No drawback is to be allowed on

horns, lamps, odometers and other attach

ments which may be readily detached from

the automobile, and which do not form a

permanent part thereof."

Denver Develops a New Wheel.

Embodying a pneumatic hub suspension

with a solid rubber tire in contact with the

ground, a new automobile wheel has been

developed in Denver, Colo., for which the

originators are confident there will be a

big market. Sheriff Alexander Nisbet, T.

W. Baird and Edward Dettlebach are back

ing the enterprise, Dettlebach being the in

ventor. Nisbet starts East very shortly to

demonstrate the wheel and arrange for its

manufacture in large quantities.

Overland Agency in the Metropolis.

Overland and Marion cars will hereafter

be handled in New York City from a new

location. The Metropolitan sale of the

two lines has been placed with the Marion

Overland Automobile Company, which con

cern has its headquarters lower downtown

than formerly, at 1657 Broadway.

Pope Company Retires Series of Notes.

C. H. Martin recently returned from

Porto Rico where he established an auto

mobile transportation line, has joined the

forces of the \Nhite Company, in New York.

He will have charge of the used vehicle do

partment.
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In the Retail World.

The \Voodward Carriage Co.. of San An

tonio, Tex., has taken up the automobile

business. The concern will handle the

Rambler.

J. W. Davis, of Prophetstown, 111., is es

tablishing an automobile salesroom. He

has leased the Trautwine building for the

purpose.

D. A. Kelly, a blacksmith, is building an

automobile garage and repair shop in Mon

ticello, I11. He will cater to the town's 20

machines.

The Allen-Swan Motor Co., of Brooklyn.

N. Y., has changed its place of business.

The company has taken a location at 1384-6

Bedford avenue.

The Auto Motor CO., of Boston, Mass,

has taken a salesroom at 11 and 12 Park

square. George H. Lowe will be with the

company and expects to handle the Gyro

scope.

The Sweeney Auto Livery Co.. of Cleve

land. 0., has filed a deed of assignment in

the insolvency court. Peter D. Quigley is

named as assignee. The assets are placed

at $1,500 and the liabilities at $3,500.

The Stanley Steamer Co.. of Chicago, 111..

has accepted plans for a building which is

to be erected for it at the southeast corner

of Indiana avenue and Twenty-first street.

The structure will be two stories high, cost

ing $18,000.

J. W. Lcavitt & Co., of San Francisco.

Cal. have arranged for new quarters. They

have leased a two story brick building at

the southwest corner of Golden Gate ave

nue and Hyde street. which they will 0c»

cupy at an early date.

The Star Automobile Co., of Wichita.

Kan., has been organized, to handle the

Overland. Temporary quarters have been

obtained at 137 Market street, but the comv

pany has accepted plans for a $16,000 stone

garage of its own which is to be built the

coming year.

Suit against the Sid Black Automobile

CO., of Cincinnati. 0., and against Sidney

Black and C. J. Neare, has been brought

by the owners of the property occupied by

the company. A lien is claimed upon $1,225

due for rent since last July. A receiver is

also asked for.

The Bennett Auto Co. and the Bennett

Auto Supply Co. have opened for business

in Sioux City, Ia.. at 313-315 Nebraska

street. Both companies are owned by the

same people, but the former will do a retail

agency business in cars, while the latter

will undertake a jobbing business in parts

and supplies.

The Warner Motor CO., of \Nashington.

I) C., has built a spacious new brick gar

age at 1204-1212 New Hampshire avenue.

\1. \N.. facing M street. The building has

I frontage of 60 feet and is two stories high.

liach floor yields 10,000 square feet and

the second story contains :1 completely

equipped machine and repair shop

The new brick garage of the Tennessee

Auto CO., 1308-12 Broadway, Nashville,

Tenn., was formally opened on the 16th

inst. The structure contains 15,000 square

feet of floor space, has glazed front and

rear and glass-sided roof. The Tennessee

Auto Co. are agents for the E-M-F. cars.

The Marion-Overland Automobile C0,, of

New York City, by petition to the Supreme

Court of New York, and an order there

from, will legally change its name to the

Overland Company of New York on Jan

uary 7. There will be no change in the

stockholders or officials of the corporation.

H. K. Sheridan, noted as a driver of

White cars on various important reliability

and endurance contests for a number of

years. has been appointed superintendent to

the garage and repair shop of the New York

City branch of the White Co.. Heretofore

he has been located at the Cleveland fac

tory.

Eleazer J. Goodby and Charles Marshall,

employes of the Corbin Motor Vehicle Cor

poration, have formed a partnership to start

ii. the automobile business in New Britain,

Conn. They will do special body building

and general repair work and have secured

a shop in a brick building on West Main

street.

The Hearsey-Willis CO., West Market

street, Indianapolis, Ind., is closing out its

carriage business and in future will devote

itself exclusively to the automobile and bi

cycle trades. Three floors will be given

over to the new lines among which is the

recently added agency for the Waverley

electrics.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.’s

branch in Boston has had to move, its old

building being torn down to make room for

a new, five-story structure which will later

be its home. Temporary accommodations

have been taken at 669 Boylston street, un

til the permanent quarters at 261 Dartmouth

street are ready next May.

The Week's Incorporations.

Massillon, O.-—-Jewe1 Motor Car CO., un

der Ohio laws, with $250,000 capital.

Lenox, Ia.--S. W. Wainwright Automo

bile and Supply CO., under Iowa laws. Cap

ital, $10,000.

Chicago, Ill—James Motor Express CO.,

under Illinois laws. Increase of capital

from $16,000 to $34,000.

South Berwick, Me.—Taxi Associates, un

der Maine laws, with $200,000 capital. Cor

porators—E. Burleigh Davidson et a1.

Chicago, Ill—Stanley Motor Carriage CO.,

under Massachusetts laws, with $9,500 cap

ital. Corporators—F. Jay, Chicago, et a1.

Cincinnati, O.—Merchants Automobile

Company, under Ohio laws, with $10,000

capital. Corporators—Edward Stang et a1.

Bellevillc, Ill—Model Automobile 8:

Garage CO., under Illinois laws, with $2,000

capital. Corporators—I. H. Wangelin,

Joseph Schwarz and E. L. Schwarz

Oklahoma City, Okla.——Over1and Auto

mobile Salcs Co., under Oklahoma IaWs,

with $10,000 capital. Corporators—Will G.

Brown, T. B. Funk and Alta E. Funk.

Memphis, Tenn.—-Memphis Tax-Cab CO.,

under Tennessee laws, with $25,000 capital.

Corporators—Frank Farrell, R. H. Allen.

W. D. W'atson. N. J. Sawrie and S. C.

Childress.

St. Paul, Minn—Pence Automobile Co..

under Minnesota laws, increase of capital

from $25,000 to $250,000. Officers—Henry

E. Pence, president; Fred C. Malcolmson,

secretary.

Brownsville, Tex—Brownsville Motor

Car and Machinery CO., under Texas laws.

with $5,000 capital. Corporators—W. H.

Mason, Jr., A. G. Mason, L. H. Mallam

and C. Everson.

Berea, O.—Empire Auto Specialty Man

ufacturing CO., under Ohio laws, with $10,

000 capital. Corporators—Hitt C. Gunther.

E. C. Rush, L. C. Loomis, F. R. Pfeificr

and W. K. Caldwell.

Fond du Lac, \Nis.—Worthing-C1ark Auto

CO., under W'isconsin laws, with $20,000

capital. Corporators—G. W. W'orthing, E.

W. Clark, J. W. Immel, A. Hoenigstin and

George H. Stanehfield.

Oklahoma City, Okla—Corey Motor Car

CO., The, under Oklahoma laws” with $25,

000 capital. Corporators—G. P. Corey, V.

E. Crouch, W. P. Peck, Oklahoma City; C.

D. Crouch, Bravo, Mich.

New York City, N. Y.—P. & I-I. Taxi CO.,

under New York laws, with $5,000 capital.

Corporators—Elek J. Ludvigh, 299 Broad

way; Arthur Present, 596 Broadway; Ed

win C. Hyman, 820 Broadway.

New York City—Moto Bloc Import Co..

under New York laws, with $5,000 capital;

to deal in and rent automobiles. Corpora

tors—H. M. Browne, F. W. Mills, E. J.

Forhan, 154 Nassau street, New York.

Cambridge, Mass—Auto Wind Shield

CO., under Massachusetts laws, with $2,000

capital. Corporators—Frank Thorsen, Cam

bridge, president; Herbert H. White, Brook

1ine, treasurer; and Thomas S. Longridge.

Newark, N. J.-—Manhattan & Essex Auto

Express Co.. under New Jersey laws, with

$100,000 capital. Corporators—O. W. Jack

son. G. J. Motzenbecker, G. M. Hammell.

Newark; V. S. Richardson, East Orange.

Asbury Park, N. J.—Roya1 Gray Motor

Car CO., under New Jersey laws, with $50.

000 capital; to carry passengers and goods

for hire. Corporators—L. F. Groce, M. F.

Groce, Asbury Park; W. H. Skinner, Lake

wood.

Jersey City. N. J.—Cab1e Pneumatic Tire

CO., under New Jersey laws, with $500,000

capital; to manufacture tires and accesso

ries. Corporators—John F. Scannel, 729

Sixth avenue, New York; Frank A. Ma

gowan, 241 Broadway, New York; Gram

Lambright, Newark. N. J.

.p'
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FEELING TllE PULSE 0E THE TRADE

Are the Retail Dealers Making Any Money?

—What the Jobbers Say in Reply

to the Question.

Taking a survey of the country, from

coast to coast, are the automobile dealers.

garage proprietors and the sellers of ac—

cessories at retail making money? The

query has been put quite frequently by

tradesmen whose plans more or less depend

upon the stability of these elements of the

business. No one is in a better position to

know than are the jobbers who sell them

goods and are in constant contact with them.

As the “bankers of the supply trade", the

jobbers are very much concerned for the

welfare of the dealers, since the jobbing

business reflects the conditions of the retail

business with exactitude.

What the jobbers say about whether the

dealers are prospering or not is authori

tative. Conditions differ in various parts

of the country, as may be gleaned by the

following expressions of opinion by promi

nent jobbers which the Motor World has

elicited in taking a census of their views

on the subject.

New York City—“Business in general

is- in better condition to-day than ever it

has been. The car dealer and garage man

who is paying strict attention to business

has made money this year, and always

will make it. Collections are all that could

be desired."

Los Angeles, Cal.—“Dealers in Southern

California have passed through a fairly

successful season. We believe that as a

rule they have made some headway. They

have undoubtedly done better than they

anticipated owing to the crisis through

which the country passed in the early part

of the year. their sales being much larger

than had been expected. Collections have

not been easy to make and the jobber has

worked under great hardships in carrying

from month to month many of the dealers

who were unable to meet their obligations.”

Philadelphia. Pa.—“Business has been

considerably better than we had reason to

expect at the beginning of the year. Our

business has almost reached the same pro

portion as last year, which was the largest

in our experience. The outlook for the fu

ture seems very good at the present time.

but collections are hard to make.”

Denver, Colo—“Business in this terri<

tory has been rather quiet for the last three

months. Collections are fairly good, but

considerable care has to be taken with cred

its, especially. at this season of the year.

Weather conditions have been somewhat

against good businesslin the automobile

line."

Hartford, Conn.-—“Conditions among the

trade in this territory are prosperous. Our

losses on bad accounts have never been less

than they have been this season, and every

thing looks most excellent for a good sea

son for 1909."

Louisville, Ky.—“As far as Kentucky is

concerned, notwithstanding the financial

condition, the automobile business has been

better in' 1908 than in any previous year,

and from present indications, 1909 business

will exceed all fornter years. Believe most

dealers can show a balance on the right side

of the ledger."

Portland, Ore—"Our total business for

the year 1908 was about 15 per cent. greater

than for 1907. This we believe can be re

ported of very few lines of business. Col

lections, however, have not been so good as

last year, it being very difiicult to collect

from a great many of the garages in this

section. We think this is due, however, to

the fact that they have gone into the busi~

ness with insufficient capital. The pros

pects for next year are very bright, and we

anticipate an increase of our business to a

considerable extent, though from the present

outlook it is doubtful whether we will in

crease our net profits, owing to the fact

that too many dealers are being quoted job

bers’ prices by manufacturers."

Boston, Mass.—~“Volume of business done

by the automobile trade in New England

the past season has been greater than we a

year ago 'expected it would be. While we

question whether the dealers have made a

great deal of money, still we think those

representing standard vehicles have done

fairly well, particularly in the lower and

medium grades. We are inclined to think

that those representing the highest grades

have not made a whole lot of money. The

general business in automobiles and auto

mobile supplies is in much better shape at

this time, however, than we were warranted

a year ago in expecting. The principal

trouble has been in the slowness of collec

tions and the difficulty of making them."

St. Louis, Mo.—“We have every reason

to believe that the dealers in this vicinity

have a largely increased business over pre

vious years, notwithstanding the late finan

cial distress. In fact, our jobbing business

alone shows a 50 per cent. increase over

the same period last year—far tnore than

we hoped for. Naturally we look for a very

heavy business in the spring of 1909 which

will be continuous through the season."

Rochester, N. Y.—“Altogether we believe

we have experienced better business than

we anticipated during such a business crisis

as we have passed through. This crisis,

however. has not improved the credit of

the dealers, according to our experience.

We find that collections are harder to make.

\\"e do not think the dealers have made

much money.”

New Orleans, La.-—"Of course the fall of

1907 and the spring and summer of 1908

were nothing to be compared with what we

reasonably should have expected under nor

mal conditions. Still we feel that the busi

ness done during that period, taking into

consideration the financial conditions which

existed at this time, was as much as could

be expected. The dealers in this territory

seem to be doing nicely and holding their

own. There are of course exceptions to the

rule. it is our opinion that the automobile

business is in better condition to-day as a

whole than it has ever been since its in

cipiency. The dealers who are now engaged

in the business are, as a rule, more experi

enced, have more capital and are working

along more c0nservative lines than they

ever have before. The next few years are

sure to weed out the weaker dealers and

manufacturers, and those who remain will

naturally grow and prosper in exact ratio

to the amount of energy, brains and

straightforwardness with which they ap

proach the various problems which will

arise from time to time."

Minneapolis, Minn—“The established

dealers are making money and their credits

:nerage better. There is always a class of

dealers and repair men who spring up and

do business for a short time whose respon

sibility is doubtful. There are as ntany of

this class this season as there have been

heretofore."

Chicago, Ill.—-“The past year has been

considerably better titan the year previous

and conditions look very bright for a very

large business the coming year. The deal

ers in this vicinity generally have made

money, but some of the smaller ones have

found it unprofitable.”

Indianapolis, Ind—“The trade outlook is,

indeed, a satisfactory one. Trade conditions

have greatly improved over the past year,

especially in the central territory and the

dealers throughout the country are study

ing the automobile situation from a more

business-like basis, and are realizing the re

quirements for a first-class garage and auto

mobile agency. Capital is interesting it

self more conservatively in the sale of cars

and 1909 will undoubtedly be a successful

year from the dealers' standpoint as well as

the manufacturers’ standpoint."

New York City—“A little over a year ago

when the panic struck us a few automobile

manufacturers fell by the wayside and every

one predicted that the whole industry would

have hard sledding in 1908. The wise ones

vsaid that automobiles, being luxuries, could

and would be done without; but, strange to
i say, the opposite has happened. Good cars

sold well, and I am satisfied that most sup

ply dealers increased their trade too. Our

business in this department has shown a

large increase in volume, and the profits

have been satisfactory as a whole. I think

that the experienced dealers have made

money this year. but so many ‘fly-by-nights'

have been attracted to this trade by visions

of big profits that credits have not been

good. While the business is very much

alive, l don't look for a runaway market

in 1909. i mean by that that the sale of

automobiles and automobile accessories

should increase and probably will, but the

supply will equal the demand and callion

should be used "
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THE

MODEL“M” WHITE STEAMER
Is The Most Luxurious Car

On The Market

  

The luxury of the White Steamer is unequalled by any other machine. There is no car,

however expensive, which has better upholstery, better springs or better finish. Owing to the com

pactness of the mechanism, the body is much more commodious than in any car of similar wheel

base, (122 inches). Few other makes have such a liberal tire equipment (36x4 on the front

wheels and 36x 5 on the rear wheels.)

The luxury of any car, however, depends largely upon its riding qualities and here the White

is “in a class by itsel ." It is the only car where starting and changes of speed can be effected

without jerks or jolts. It is the only car which runs noiselessly under all conditions. It is

the only car which is free from vibration, because it is the only car where the power is applied

evenly and continuously, and not spasmodically.

Just as our Model “ M," priced at $4,000, is the most desirable of the higher-priced cars, so

our Model “ O,” at $2,000 predominates among moderate priced machines.

Write tor descriptive matter.

THE WHITE COMPANY
CLEVELAND, OHIO

FITTSBURG 138-48 Beatty St.EW YORK CITY Broadway at 62d St.

CLEVELAND, 407 Rockwell Ave.

N

no TON 320 Newbury Sr.

P LADlZLPHIA, 629-33 N. Broad St.

CHICAGO, 240 Michi an Ave.

SAN FRANCISCO It arket St. at Van Ness Ave.

ATLANTA. 120-12é Marietta St
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. . By the way, I like the Motor

World. It gives the kind of stuff the dealer

wants to know, and you ought to hold your

own long after the general public stops

reading automobile papers.”

NEW YORK SPORTING GOODS C0..

James E. Murray, Secretary

The Palace Show Number of the Motor

\Vorld

January 7th.

will, of course, bear the date of

The dates of the Garden

Show Numbers will be January 14th and

21 st. respectively.

The Outlook for the New Year.

In connection with the simple process of

turning down another leaf in the history of

New York's great automobile shows, this

important fact should be jotted down with

care. The first of the shows of 1909 and

the last of 1908 also is the first to be held

since the industry at large passed through

the fire of a great financial upheaval and

emerged practicaly unscathed.

That at the time of the last exhibition

of its kind in Grand Central Palace it was

freely predicted that before another year

should have rolled by the industry would

have suffered the severest test to which it

could be put, is yet fresh in memory. How

it was said that automobiles, as luxuries,

would be among the lirsl of the commodi»

slighted

money stringency began to become at all

ties to be when conditions of

general. and how the apparent prosperity

of the industry was decried as being a false

index to its real condition. which was one

But how

the industry should have passed through

of instability. is easily recalled.

the ordeal without serious affliction and re—

sumed its way with practical unconcern.

still is more or less of a marvel.

With the opening of the doors of the

Palace, however, a somewhat chastened if

not afflicted industry will welcome the pub‘

lic. The lessons of the period of threat

ened downfall have been well learned, and

it is unquestionable that more conservative

methods of conduct now rule the business

side of the industry than formerly were in

vogue. As for the product itself, it cannot

be gainsaid that the rapid rise of the me

dium priced car. built to cater to a real

requirement among classes of buyers nu

merically very great, has been influenced

very largely by the alarm of the panic time.

That the industry as a whole is greatly

benefited,

since it has learned not simply the advan

therefore, is beyond question.

rages of cautious operation in money mat

ters. but of developing the quantity market

There is less of the

manifest

or a quality basis.

speculative element today per

haps. than ever before during its short term

of existence. This being so, the industry

is in a fair way to continue its upbuilding

for the future. Generally speaking. the

twelve—month just closing proved a far bet—

ter one than even the most optimistic had

reason to anticipate, and the augnry is

particularly happy for an even more pros

perous new year.

Winter Motoring and the Small Car.

in arraying small cars and large cars

comparatively in the matter of sales. the

latter appear at their best during the \vin~

ter months, according to the dealers in the

This is

high powered touring cars and limousine

big cities. because commodious.

are enjoying a more extensive winter use

each year. 50 that the prospective purchas

er< of these types are just as eager for their

machines in November or January as in

May. To secure satisfactory delivery in

the spring, many buyers of certain favored

small cars are obliged to place their orders

early in the winter, having in mind the time

that will elapse between the filing of the

But

months is

order and the appearance of the car.

the actual arrival of the warm

what moves the grczi proportion of runa

bout and small car enthusiasts to the maxi

mum of their buying.

The change in the users’ attitude toward

the big cars, by which these machines are

now regarded as part of winter life in the

city instead of being shut in store rooms

to await a brief season of use in the sum

mer, will, almOst without doubt, be ex

tended to the smaller cars as well. Even

the owner who required the presence of

spring weather to stir his blood to the point

where he paid over his money for a run

about or light car will find himself reluctant

to give up the use of his machine in the fall

and winter, and, supported by growing cus

tom, he will come to use it the year through.

Many devices in the way of clever wind<

shields, heating arrangements and the like

have been made available to the winter

motorist, yielding a degree of protection

and comfort that should easily swing the

beam toward all-the-year-'round enjoyment

of motor car transportation. inventive minds

have also devised methods of relieving

drivers from all need of worry as to win

ter “skidding” dangers. It is therefore easy

to see why those who have used their cars

for one winter are ready to do it again the

next. While it is perhaps too much to ex

pect that first-time automobile purchasers

will abandon their preference for spring

delivery, yet as the people who have had

cars before come into the market for their

second, third or fourth cars in increasing

numbers, it will be found that the sale

and delivery of machines will be spread out

more evenly through the different months.

rather than being bunched in the early part

01' the year as at present. Veteran owners

and, in frequent instances. novice purchas

ers of the big cars already recognize that

the automobile is for every month, and the

smaller cars will before long win the same

recognition.

International Patent Law Assailed.

\Vhatever favorable results may come of

with Ger

many so far as obtaining for American in

the projected “patent treaty"

vcntors a more liberal dispensation of the
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German patent office practice. it is to be

hoped that on this side of the water the

patent system be kept free from entangle

ments and agreements contrary to the spirit

of absolute impartiality which is imposed

upon it by the Constitution. It is some

what old fashioned but none the less sound

to refer to the Constitutional sources of

governmental institutions.

Patent protection for new and useful in

ventions, whether conceived by foreign or

native mind. is designated by the Constitu

tion as a “right” and not a mere privilege.

However expedient it might at times ap

pear to retaliate against a foreign country's

ill treatment of Americans, or to attempt

a grateful reward for concessions, no dis'

criminations can properly be exercised by

the United States Patent Office in its deal

ings with foreign inventors no matter where

they may reside or from what part of the

world they make their applications. For

this reason the Patent Office should be

saved from diplomatic influences and bar

gaining.

With the advent of the taximeter appli

ance in motor vehicle service has' come the

old, familiar worry of the patron as to

whether the instrument is being honestly

used, or whether it may not be designed to

trick him out of a few pennies now and

then.

be turning more corners to the left than to

The suspicion that the driver may

the right, or that he may spend his waiting

moments in running the motor with one

wheel jacked ofi‘ the ground. is nothing as

compared with the horrible doubt as to the

integrity of the proprietor himself. But

after all, it is merely the old story of the

gas meter and the computing scales. After

a time. the public will have become ad

justed to the new condition, a few necessary

laws will have been enacted, and taximeters

will cease to annoy and will fit into a very

unobtrusive though important nitch.

 

Having obtained a donation of $5,000 from

the National

Manufacturers to

Association of Automobile

relieve its immediate

necessities, it is understood that the Ameri

can Automobile Association is making ready

to ask manufacturers generally to support

an ofiicial organ, the publication of which

The pub

lisher who already seeks the favor of the

practically has been decided on.

trade with four or five other mediums is

said to be “the man behind the scene" of

the embryo ofiicial organ.

CARS AS "ll0llSEll0LD EFFECTS”

Appraisers’ Decision Denies Such Status to

Foreign Automobiles Brought Home

by Tourists—Reasons Stated.

Foreign cars brought over as "household

effects” by a “person from a foreign coun

try" are not to be admitted without paying

the 45 per cent. duty imposed by the tariff

when the “person” is a resident of the

United States, according to a ruling just

handed down by the Board of General Ap

praisers at New York. 'The law provides

for an exemption from the duty on bona

fide household effects that have been used

abroad for not less than a year by persons

0' families from other countries who come

i‘) the United States, but the Appraisers

take the view that an American returning

from a comparatively brief trip abroad is

not a person from a foreign country in the

sense contemplated.

A protest was filed against the assess

ment of duty on a machine belonging to

Paul A. Isler, it being claimed that the car

was entitled to free admission as household

effects under paragraph 504 of the tariff

act of 1897. In passing upon the case the

Board of Appraisers gave the results of

their findings as follows:

“It appears from the evidence that the

protestant is a resident of the United

States; that he purchased the automobile

while on a visit abroad, about two years

prior 'to its importation to this country;

that it was used abroad by him during his

visit about four months at that time, and

on other visits prior to its importation.

"Since the decision in Arthur v. Morgan

(llZU. S., 495) and Hillhouse v. United

States (152 Fed. Rep, 163; T. D. 27831),

there is not question that an automobile is

a household effect Within the meaning of

this phrase as used in paragraph 504. We

are inclined to think that the use of the

automobile was practically continuous for

more than a year. It can scarcely be that

the requirements of this paragraph are so

narrow that the household effects in ques

tion must have been in actual physical use

every day or every week or every month of

the year preceding importation. The question

about which we think there is grave doubt

is whether the protestant is, under the cir

cumstances 0f the case, in a position to

claim the benefit of free entry. .

“A citizen and resident of the United

States going abroad on a few months’ pleas

ure trip and returning is not, in our judg

ment, 3 person from a foreign country

within the meaning of that phrase as used

in this paragraph of the law. The benefit

of this was, in our judgment, intended by

Congress to accrue only to citizens ofa

foreign country or citizens of this country

who remain in a foreign country at least

 

COMING EVENTS

  

 

December 31-January 7, New York City-—

.\merican Motor Car Manufacturers' Asso

ciation’s annual show in Grand Central

Palace.

January l-Z—Quaker City Motor Club's

two days endurance run, Philadelphia to

\\ ilkes-Barre, Pa., and return.

January 16-23, New York City—Associa

tion of Licensed Automobile Manufactur

ers' annual show, Madison Square Garden.

January 21-31, Los Angeles, Cal.—Auto

mobile Dealers Association’s show.

January 25-30, Cincinnati, O.-—Automobile

Dealers Association’s show.

January 27-February 3, Philadelphia, Pa.—

Automobile Trade Association's eighth an

nual show, Second Regiment armory.

February 6-15. Chicago. Ill.—National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers’

Show, Coliseum and First Regiment Ar

mory.

February 15, Detroit, Mich—Detroit Au

tomobile Dealers Association’s show,

Wayne Pavilion.

February 15-20, St. Louis, Mo.—Automo

bile Manufacturers and Dealers Associa

tion’s annual show.

February 15-20, Cleveland, O.—-Automo

bile show, Central Armory.

February 16-18, Denver, Col.—Denver Mo

tor Club's first annual show, Auditorium.

February 20, 21, 22, New Orleans, La.—

New Orleans Automobile Club’s Mardi Gras

carnival 3 days race meet.

February 22, Cleveland, O.—Cleveland Au

tomobile Dealers Company's show, Central

Armory.

February 27-March 3, Hartford, Conn.—

.-\utomobile Dealers’ Association show.

March 1-6, Omaha, Neb.—Omaha and

Council Bluffs dealers' show, Auditorium.

March 6-13, Boston, Mass—Boston Auto

mobile Dealers Association's (Inc.) seventh

annual show, Mechanics Building.

March 8-15, Kansas City, Mo.—Dealers

Association's show, Convention Hall.

March 10-13, Memphis, Tenn—Automo

bile show, Auditorium building.

March 15-20, Rochester, N. Y.—Roches

ter Automobile Dealers Association’s show,

Convention Hall.

March 27-April 3, Pittsburg, Pa.-—Auto

mobile Dealers Association’s show, Du

quesne Garden.

  

long enough to acquire a temporary resi

dence there. A citizen of the United States

who is a mere traveler to and from Europe,

without ever remaining there more than a

few months, has not acquired such status

as to be entitled to the exemption provided

by paragraph 504."
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' ONIGHT marks the commencement of the ninth automobile show sea

son in New York City. The show which is to open in Grand Central

Palace will be the fourth conducted under the auspices of the American

Motor Car Manufacturers Association and also the first under its sole man

agement. For the first time in six' consecutive years, the Automobile Club

of America, which has been a strong factor in show development from its

own management of the first show held in this country, will not assist in

the promotion of any show. According to the official roster there will be

a total of 253 exhibitors of cars and accessories, of which 53 will comprise

the displays of complete vehicles of one sort or another. American auto

  

 

  

   

 

 

W'ith prospects bright for a prosperous

season to come and a prevalent feeling of

security in the sentiment that the general

adoption of the medium and low priced

models which now rule the market to so

great an extent is destined to react favora

bly on the industry, conditions are particu

larly favorable for the success of the show

which is about to open its doors. That

only a portion of the industry is to have

representation in the present session, an

other large section planning to conduct a

similar enterprise within a fortnight by no

means implies any lack of comprehensive

ness on the part of the undertaking of the

American Motor Car Manufacturers' Asso

ciation which is to hold the boards in the

Grand Central Palace for the next seven

days. Indeed, it is a happy circumstance

of the process which has brought about the

segregation of the so-called “Independent”

and "Licensed" forces, that their lines have

been drawn without regard to type, and

that each of the two great shows will be

complete in itself. Even so, the first, will

offer in variety of types and divergency of

_mobile manufacturers will stage 60 vehicle displays, 48 of pleasure cars and

12 of commercial vehicles.

will also be 13 exhibits of foreig< cars, staged by the members of the Im

porters Automobile Salon in a single section on the main floor. The list of

parts and accessory exhibitors totals 180.

designs and practices an unapproachable

array of vehicles calculated to satisfy the

requirements of every conceivable creed or

denomination of buyer.

Nine years ago the first affair of its kind

was convened in Madison Square Garden

under the auspices of the Automobile Club

of America. That the present show is the

ninth in succession also, despite the fact

that no show was held during the year 1902,

is due to the fact that two shows were held

in 1906, marking the transition back from

the late to the early fall date. Last year’s

October dating, and the opening of the

present season nearly two months later in

the year. mark a second swing of the pen

dulum. While the first show was held in

November, and early December shows have

been seen on two other occasions, this is

the fifth show to fall in some part of the

month of January. .

A significant feature of the present exhi

bition is the withdrawal of the Automobile

Club of America from active participation

ii. its affairs. Until last year that body

had managed or participated in the man

Of these. 14 will be new, either actually or in

the sense of not having been shown in the Palace up to this time. There

 

agement of a show each year. The first

five of its undertakings were carried out

within the precincts of Madison Square

Garden. The formation of the A. M. C.

M A., however, enabled it to establish the

first independent show when, in 1906, the

Association of Licensed Automobile Man

ufacturers first secured the Garden for its

own use. With the silent support of the

A. M. C. M. A. and the assistance of its

members as exhibitors, the show was staged

in the Sixty-ninth Regiment Armory. The

following year adjournment was made to

the Palace, which since has been the scene

of one other exhibition conducted under

the same joint auspices. This year, how

ever, the management of the affair is en

tirely in the hands of the A. M. C. M. A.,

under whose persuasive guidance it has as

sumed greater proportions than ever before.

Although nominally placed in control of

the show for the first time this year. Alfred

Reeves. general manager of the association,

Benjamin Briscoe, its chairman, and H. O.

Smith, who is chairman of the show com

mittee, actually had been deeply involved
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in the work of perfecting the organization

of the previous ventures.

Just what it means to stage and manage

a big metropolitan exposition of this nature

it is given to very few men to know. The '

immensity of the task and the amount of

tedious detail to be handled carefully and

critically are beyond the comprehension of

the ordinary visitor—even 0f the exhibitor

himself in many cases. It is worthy of note

also, that the mere administration of the

show during its life. is a very small portion

of the work entailed in planning and organ

izing it. On this account, when the doors

of the Palace open tonight, the committee

men will see the culmination of a prolonged

effort lasting over more than nine months,

and just as the tedium which awaits the

exhibitor in his stall is beginning to take

hold, the show management experiences a

feeling of assurance and contentment un'

known for many weeks, because the hard

est portion of its task is now over.

  

BENJAMIN BRISCOE

Chairman of Committee of Management

The setting for {the show is quite the

most ostentatious yet assumed in the Pal

ace. The exterior, with' its bare portico

of structural iron and glass, has been trans

formed into an ornamental portcochere,

backed by a huge oil painting in deep-set

frame, brilliantly illuminated at night, and

alluring to the displays within. The un

couth walls of the entrance hall and stair~

way have been disguised with.huge oil

paintings depicting various conceptions of

the grouping of feminine beauty with me

chanical achievements in the shape of mo

tors, ignition devices and accoutremcnts of

various sorts. Heroic statues further grace

the hall and point the way to the upper

regions where the show is held.

In the main hall, and at the end ordinarily

Occupied by the stage, a garden has been

laid out, the greenery surrounding but not

concealing a further grouping of statuary.

The early English style of treatment ac

corded the entire interior, thong-I; simple

in detail, lends itself to the purpose it is

  

H. 0. SMITH

Chairman of Show Committee

 

Show Week Calendar.

Thursday, December 31.

Meeting of Show Committee A. M. C. M.

A., 10 a. m.

Private view of Show to members of the

press and invited guests, 3 p. m.

Meeting Executive Committee, New York

Automobile Trade Association.

Formal opening of Show, 8 p. m.

Gala Night.

Friday, January 1.

Army-and Navy Night.

Srturday. January 2.

Show Srroker to visiting motorists and

dealers, at A. C. A. club house, 10.30 p. m.

Students' Night.

Monday, January 4.

Meeting Executive Committee, American

Automobile Association, 2 p. m.

Engineers' Night.

Tuesday, January 5.

Meeting Executive Committee, National

Retail Dealers Association, 10 a. m.

Show Luncheon to exhibitors, by A. M.

C. M. A., Hotel Manhattan. 1 p. m.

Meetin Board of Governors, Automobile

Club of merica, 4 p. m.

Annual Meeting, Society of Automobile

Engineers, morning and afternoon sessions,

at A. C. A. club house; dinner, 8 p. m.'

Society Night.

Wednesday, January 6.

Meeting Committee of Management, A.

M. C. M. A., 10 a. m. '

Meeting Board of Directors, Importers’

Automobile Salon.

Executive Committee Meeting, Motor and

Accessory Manufacturers.

Merchants’ Night.

Thursday, January 7.

Executive Committee Meeting, American

Motor League.

Municipal Night.

 

destined to serve. which is that of forming

merely an inconspicuous and harmonious

background for the displays which consti

tute the real purpose of the scene.

Aside from the decorations, several other

innovations have been brought about. For

example, the official opening at 8 o'clock

to-night will be presided over by Actin;

Mayor Patrick F. McGowan, who in the.

‘absence of Mayor McClellan will make the

address of welcome and formally turn the

show over to the members of the trade

and the visiting public. Although civic

recognition of the importance of the shows

has been courted repeatedly in the past, it

never has been won until now. While this

ceremony will directly affect the public as

signifying the real opening of the exhibi

tion, the private view of the show at 3

o’clock in the afternoon will be more aus

picious than any of its predecessors. Over

’ 3.000 invitations are said to have been sent

out to persons qualified to attend the affair.

tl‘ese including judges. congressmcn. scn

2103's and assemblymen of the State legis'

  

ALFRED REEVES

General Manager A. M. C. M. A.

lature, nxembers of the Automobile Club

0‘. America and the officers of all automo

bile clubs affiliated with the American Au

tomobile Association.

Of the 253 separate exhibitors of com—

plete vehicles, parts, accessories and sun

dries. which are revealed by the ofiicial list,

no less thz'n 73 will be either the manu

facturers of complete cars of one sort or

another, or their representatives. The

American industry will have a contingent

of 61 displays, 48 of them being pleasure

vehicles and 12 commercial or business ve

hicles, while no less than 180 separate dis

plays will b‘e given over to the exhibitors

or parts and accessories.

Failing the encouragement needed to

support an independent show of their own,

the members of the Importers’ Automobile

Salon have this year joined forces with the

A. M. C. M. A., and taken over a liberal

allotment of floor space for the staging of
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the foreign product. Of importing exhibit

ors there will be a bakers’ dozen, one of

them figuring in the commercial vehicle

section. In adition to the elaborate and

high-powered types of pleasure vehicle

which form their stock in trade, several of

these stands also will be rendered more at

tractive to the visitor by the presence of a

number of high-speed racing cars, which

  

conmsss' or mo'roamc

have figured more or less conspicuously in

recent events. -

 

Attention always turns immediately upon

entering the show to the new cars exhibited

for the first time. As is usually the case,

some ofvthese will be found to have been

brought out some little time ago and to be

     

GENIUS OF THE MOTOR

ertitled to the term “newH only from the

fact that they have not been shown pre

viously in New York. Others are of en

tirely new production and consequently are

objects of general curiosity on every

hand.

Included in the general class of new ve

hicles, as just indicated, will be found no

    

THE SPIRIT OF SPORT

They are the Benner,

Midland,

American

less than fourteen.

Browriekar, Coates, Middleby,

Regal, Inter-State, Speedwell,

Simplex, Bristol, Cleveland, Grabowsky,

Gramm-Logan and Hart-Kraft. The Ben

ner is a light, six-cylinder runabout of

sen'i-racing lines, but destined for general

runabout duty. The Browniekar is distin

 

THE CARS ON VIEW.

American.

Acme moline

American Moon

Anderson Mora

Atlas National

Austin Oakland

Benner Overland

Browniekar Pennsylvania

Brush Premier

Cameron Pullman

Cartercar Re al

Chadwick Re table-Dayton

Chicago Reo

Coates Richmond

De Luxe Holsman

Ford Inter-State

Gaeth Jackson

Gyroscope Kiblinger

Lane Kisselkar ,

Marion Lambert

Marmon ‘ Schacht

Maxwell Simplei'r

Middleby Speedwell

Midland Stoddard-Dayton

Mitchell Welch

P Foreign

BayarthClement Hotchkiss

C. V. G. Isotta

De Dietrich Lancia

De Dion Panhard

Delahaye Renault

DeI.aunay-Bellville Sultan

Fiat

Commercial.

American Lansden

Bristol Manhattan

Cleveland Pittsburg

Commercial Rapid

Grabowsky Reliance

Gramm-Logan Sultan

Hart-Kraft

guished as the first and only gasolene

driven juvenile machine ever placed on the

market—a real automobile in miniature, but

designed along lines which are calculated

to make it safe as well as active in the

hands of fortunate youth.

The Middleby is an air-cooled machine,

with ZS-horsepower motor. weighing about

1,750 pounds, and selling for $850 in runa
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bout form. It also is made with surry or

convertible runabout body. The Midland

is a larger and more pretentious vehicle,

selling at $2,250 and featured as a particu

larly light weight machine, considering its

power and equipment. The Regal is inter

mediate in C05t1betwecn the last two named.

is propelled by a 4-inch "square" engine,

and is produced either in runabout or tour
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ing form. The Speedwell, though not be

fore exhibited in New York, has been seen

in the East before, and is well known in

the Middle West. It is one of the many
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MOON MODEL “C” TOURING CAR

 

  

 

 

ACME TYPE “20" SEXTUPLET

“completely equipped” cars, selling at a

moderate figure, and possessing in addition

to these inducements several structural de

tails which are noteworthy.

Another of the newcomers, in this case a

machine which never before has been ex

hibited in or out of New York, is the Inter

State. It is an unusually attractive offering

of the medium-priced variety, but excep

tional in that it' is presented as a complete

touring car or with a combination roadster,

tourabout and demi-tonneau body—an in

novation which is said to be of compelling

ingenuity—at $1,750. When it is consid

ered that it is driven by a 35-40 horsepower

motor and is correspondingly robust in

other particulars, the significance of the

price quotation at once is made apparent.

The Bristol and Cleveland are commer

cial vehicles of the cab variety, the former

possessing a number of unique features in

the way of provisions for interchanging of

parts with small loss of time. The Grab

owsky, and Gramm-Logan, both are com

mercial vehicles which are new and both

are the product of constructors who have

become established within the year. The

Hart-Kraft also is intended for commercial

uses, but is distinguished by the use of

high wheels, an interchangeable power

plant, and a number of other features in

tended to render it especially suitable for

light delivery work.

Another newcomer at the show is the

Oakland, which though exhibited at other

shows last spring, never before has come

to New York. In the older of the two

models, is to be found an unique system of

balancing, which is altogether unusual and

which makes possible an almost total sup~

pression of vibration. The motor is un

usual and original in other respects as

well. and the vehicle as a whole displays

an astonishing number of novel features. A

second and larger model which is abso

lutely new, is equipped with a four-cylin

der 40 horsepower motor.

 

Among the machines, already familiar as

to name, but not displayed in new models

this year may be mentioned the Acme,

which in the main, follows its prototypes,

but is shown with an engine of increased

bore. enlarged valves, a rearrangement of

the braking system and a marked reduc

tion in weight.

The Cartercar, whose makers have re

cently undergone a change of name and a

change of location, is produced in a brand

new form at an even $1,000. the vehicle car

ries the usual friction drive feature which

is characteristic of all machines of the

same make. and has an 18-20 horsepower

motor of the opposed type, also typical of

Cartercar construction. The machine is

fitted with a roadster type of body having

a removable rear seat, and carries a full

equipment.

The latest types of the Ford, Marmon,

Maxwell. Mitchell and Pullman cars have

been described in these columns within a

short time, as have also the Jackson and

Stoddard-Dayton. The Qverland, which at

tracted considerable attention a year ago

from the fact of its having an original sys

tem of speed control by means of pedals

and was minus the usual side levers, again

appears in practically the same form, the

unique method of mounting the planetary

change gear on the rear axle being retained.

It also is accompanied by a second and

entirely new model which has a four-cylin

der motor and selective system of gear

change operated by side levers in the con

ventional manner. The new Premier model,

\
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to cite another example of a recent addi'

tion to a well known line, is of 30 horse

power and in many respects is identical with

the corresponding type of the current sea

son. The body design is entirely new, how

ever, and sundry minor refinements have in

volved alterations in the construction of

the chassis.

 

Of the "features" of the complete vehicle

section of the show, it is sufficient to say

that the dominant characteristic is the re—

lation of selling price to the special ele

mean which are most emphasized in each

instance. Thus the little Maxwell Junior

which embodies practically all the charac

teristics which have become identified with

Maxwell construction as applied to the

larger models which carry opposed motors,

is rendered even more attractive than its

compact design and small size otherwise

would entitle it to be by the fact that it is

offered at the $500 tigure, inclusive of equip

ment. In a similar way, the $800 Lambert,

with its friction transmission enclosed, sin

gle chain drive, three-passenger rumble run

about body and 18 horsepower motor, is

said to be a remarkable concession to the

requirements of the buyer afiording a high

value at a very low figure.

A machine noteworthy in a different way,

though still made more interesting by the

relatively low cost of the vehicle, is the

Oakland, with its unusual construction all

the way through. From the steering gear,

which is arranged to give a very slight va

riation of leverage over the steering wheels

when turned into extreme lock, to the plan

etary transmission with disc clutch, and

shaft drive, this car will be found to re

veal the original touch of the absolutely

independent designer.

Of the Model “T” Ford, which is the

most recent product of Henry Ford's gen

ius and which though on view in New York

City for some weeks, has not before been

displayed at an automobile show, it may

be said that aside from all other structural

points, the method of design and assem

blage of the power plant is most remark

able. The scheme of embodying the mag

neto in the fly wheel of the motor where it

is perfectly protected from dust and dirt, as

from injury due to violence from external

sources, is perhaps its most interesting feats

ure. The use of the combined underpan,

bottom section of the crank case, and en

gine bed, the part being made of pressed

steel and also being stretched to the rear

to form a portion of the housing for the

change gear, also is sufficiently radical in

itself to excite comment. The motor is

cast in block form, but the cylinder heads

are removable, and are formed integrally

ir. a single, water jacketed piece which may

be lifted clear of the motor at slight ex

pense of time or labor, thus giving free ad

mittance to the tops of the pistons and

the upper portions of the cylinder walls

for the purpose of effecting repairs or re

moving the ever troublesome carbon de

    

 

 

  

 

MARMON “THIRTY-TWO"

  

LAMBERT MODEL “34"

posit, which with ordinary construction is

so hard to get at.

In respect to the single element of inter

changeability of the power plant, the three

commercial types of Bristol, Grabowsky

and Hart-Kraft, already mentioned, are en

titled to attention, is in each of the three

cases special provision has been made for

the ready removal of the complete power

plant, motor, change gear and all, and its

replacement after repairs have been ef

fected, or the substitution of another, sim

ilar unit, and all with a minimum of effort

and time loss.

The "toy" automobile referred to above

though the first machine of its kind to be
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built using a tiny gasolene engine as its

source of motor power, is not the first ju

venile automobile to appear in the Palace,

a tiny electric vehicle having been on view

at the last show. Its construction, how

ever, is likely to prove an interesting object

for study to the larger as well as the smaller

fry.

Probably the most radical departure:

fi om precedent to be found anywhere will

be those embodied in the new Holsman

“Gentleman's 'Carriage," which is making

its bow to the automobile show-ging pub

lic at this time. Its motor, which is mount

ed throughout on annular ball bearings, is

unusual in design to the extent of having

a substitute linkrge in place of theordinary

connecting rod and crank shaft construc

tion, somewhat similar in principle to the

Scotch yoke of other lines of engineering

practice. The motor is of the four-cylinder

opposed type, air-cooled. compacted into

an astonishingly SIIZlel amount of space

and HZOUHlCCl on the jack' shaft housing,

which is moved tow: rd the front or back

of the carriage in order to adjust the ten

sion on the driving cables—which are a

well known Holsman feature.

The high-wheeled motor buggy contin

gent this year will be represented by a half

doxcn different makers. In addition to the

Holsman, the Kiblinger, Chicago, Schac‘ht

and Reliable-Dayton, will be shown in addi

sociation held its vehicle show last fall in

the same building.

The purely commercial section will dis

play in addition to the vehicles named, such

extensive lines as those of the Rapid Mo

tor Car Co.l and Mack Bros. Here also

show-goer this year than ever before be;

cause of the high degree of interchange

ability which has been achieved by so many

makers, itself tending to discourage any

alterations in design except such as may

be absolutely necessary or of minor sig

 

 

   

 

PULLMAN MODEL “M” LIMOUSINE

will be found the small representation of

electric vehicle construction with a single

exception in the Detroit Electric, which is
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FORD TAXICAB

tion to the Hart-Kraft commercial vericle

already referred to. That the latter may

not stand alone, the Reliable-Dayton stand

also will be graced with a commercial or

delivery wagon never before shown at a

New York show, though it made its ap

pcarancc along with a number of other cars

to be represented at the Palace when the

National Carriage Dealers Protective As

staged also n the balcony. Those of the

commercial vehicles which are electrically

propelled are the Commercial trucks, the

l‘ittsburg delivery wagons, light and heavy,

and the Lansden ffuartet of vehicles, light

and heavy, but all designed for commercial

purposes.

“Tendencies” or “trends” in designs and

construction are of far less interest to the

nificance, and because of the uniformity of

the various products in so many respects.

Nevertheless in the general adoption of

certain standard types of vehicle, in the in

stallation of certain important accessories

and fittings, sufficient inclination among

the makers to flock together is discovera

ble, to furnish ample opportunity for the

thoughtful visitor to pursue his accustomed

show avocation of studying the general

movements of the mechanical side of the

industry.

By way of characterization, it issuf

ficient to say that the Palace Show will re

veal in :stonishing proportions, the effect of

the movement of the year which, beyond

all question has been the development of

the medium priced car. Besidesuthere will

be the ever—growing display of closed vehi

cles, which, whether designated openly ‘as

taximeter cabs, or whether planned for the

more ostentatious use of the calling and

shopping town car, form a distinct and in

teresting class, rnd quite as much an indi

cation of industrial trend as is witnessed in

the low and medium priced touring car and

runabout.

In body design, this same short, handy

town car, with its close coupled chassis,

will be found in many styles, and may be

considered a feature of the show. Wheels

larger than ever will be seen on every hand.

On the heavier vehicles the 36inch wheel

has become practically standard. while 40

inches of wheel diameter on the American

does not look as ungainly as did the 36

inch wheels of a few years ago. Tires have

been silghtly increased in cross section in

many instances, particularly on the larger

vehicles.

In spring suspension the usual amount
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ct ingenuity has been expended. The once

all but universal semi-elliptic spring has

been replaced in many cases by full ellip

tics and three-quarter platforms. Further

springs have been improved in hidden struc

tural details, 'such as by the use of the

year ago, when it was widely commented

upon. Oiling systems have been simplified

and placed on or near the parts they serve

instead of on the dash. Speedometers and

odometers and often clocks have been com

bined into one instrument, which is a serv

 

  

 

 

STODDARD-DAYTON “94'” LIMOUSINE

costly and high grade metals, which are

capable of greater elasticity and longer life

than ever was imagined by the pioneers of

the carriage trade.

The tendency toward increasing the num

ber of cylinders with no limit in sight, which

was so noteworthy a few years ago, has

ceased, and the pendulum is swinging back

tcward lighter and simpler constructions

more suited to the needs of the masses.

Of course, there are and will always be

structures suited to a limited class who

admire the smooth running of the multiple

cylinder motor and to this class the big

si> cylinder machines, at which 'there are

a goodly number, will appeal, but the lighter

fours will attract the attention of the ma

jority, with a limited nun-ber of two cylin

der cars like the Jackson. Lambert and

Maxwell which. thongh made in ‘large num

,bers, do not fornt an impressive :.rray at

the show.

Perhaps one of the most remarkable de~

velcpments, if not of the p'st year, cer

tainly of the past two years, has been the

growth among the makers in the popu

larity of the magneto. On a very large

number of cars of medium price it is ob

tainable as an option, while on a smaller

but correspondingly noteworthy group of

cars it is found as a regular part of the

stock equipment, and so featured by the

manufacturer. As a matter of course, the

use of the high tension system has been

adopted by the makers of the more luxuri

ous types of vehicle, "almost without ex

ception.

Among other items of simplification

which this movement has aided very largely

is the clearing of the dash, which this year

will be more marked even than it was a

iceable ornament instead of a complicated

clutter.

The two stroke cycle motor as used by

ning recognition as a satisfactory drive for

light vehicles where ease of manipulation

and wide range of speeds is needed.

 

\Vhilc mechanical tendencies no longer

form the attraction to the show-goer that

they used to do, there are still a number

of points about which no little interest

hinges even for the layman. Furthermore,

it is noteworthy that as time goes on, these

questions concern more deeply the technical

side of motor construction. Where a few

y<ars ago the number of cylinders em

pl: yed, the relative advantages of shaft and

clrzzin drives, and the comparison of weights

and powers absorbed the attention of the

visitor very largely, now the use of the

finer materials of construction, and other

ccnsiderations which formerly appealed

trly to the designer and builder are coming

I. the notice of the ordinary observer.

one of these considerations is revealed

in the wide divergence of practice in the

use of ball and roller bearings. \Nith the

exception of the crank shaft, it is now

czstomary to use some sort of anti-friction

hearing on practically every journal of the

high grade car. In respect to the exact

type employed, however, there appears to

br- no general agreement aniong the dc

signers. In some instances the advantages

of the annular ball type are exploited with

especial vigor by makers who employ them

  

  
  

 

llOLSMAN

the Atlas, will be shown in slightly in

creased nnmbers and will attract attention

more than ever because of the possibilities

of lower cost and still greater simplicity;

both of which lead toward a larger use of

the motor vehicle. The friction drive is

another simple device which is capable of

superior service. Shown for several years

on the Lambert and Carter car it is win

"GENTLEMEN'S AUTOMOBILE"

practically throughout their cars. Others,

with equal cranestness sing the praises of

the roller bearing and use it with commend

able consistency. In still other cases

"mixed" practice is found, rear axles be

ing niounted in roller bearings. while the

shafts of the gearsets are carried by ball

blarings. Occasionally front and rear

wheels are mounted on different types.
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NameofCar.

KiblingerKibliner
Maxwel

Pullman

Stoddard-Dayton

ackson
Oakland Lambert Maxwell

Atlas

Midland

Mora

ackson
ambert Mitchell Overland

Dennsylvania

3ullman Midland Marmon

StoddardDayton.itoddardDayton

3e_nnsylvania
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2,500AcmeRunaboutl92254Vertical4%5Bit&MagConeSelective3Sb4

_....a“9634x434x 2.500AtlasTownorTaxi.’1‘6222(2cycle)Vert.4IA4%DrycellsBandSlidinggearaShaft10030x430x4

2,500HolincTourorRoadlt.5354crtic47-165Bat.&Mag.ConeSelectve3Shaft11636x3”36"“

2,500Dulli-nnnTaxicabTaxicab4204Vertical3314MagnetoConeSelectve3Shaft10230x430X:2,500.Etoddard'DlytonTourorRoadst.9-1?&K2-7454Vertical45Bat.&Mag.ConeSelect‘vc3Shaft12034x434x‘2,500’remierTourorRoadlt.302-530-354Vertical4$24%Bat.&Mag.DiscSelective3Shaft12034x434X

2,750NationalTouring9-355354Vertical4164%Bat.&Mag.ConeSelective3Shaft11534x43414

2,750Mora"Racytype"“Large4"2-5604Vertical66Bat.&Mag.Inv.coneSelective3Shaft11834x434x4

2,850AustinRoadster45-R345-506Vertical4%4%Bat.&Mag.DiscSelective3Shaft12236x3%36713

2,750PullmanRunabout6-303306Vertical3%3%Bat.8:Mag.ConeSelective3Shaft10434x3%34x31 3,000AustinTourin~45-T545-506Vertical.4y4%Bat.&Mag.DiscSelective3Shaft12236x3%36x3%3,000MoonTouriorRoadst.C530-354Vertical4124%MagnetoDiscSelective4Shaft11234x3%34x4$6 3,000PennsylvaniaTouringC-505364Vertical4545%MagnetoCone_Selective3Shaft11434x434x4% 3,000PullmanRunabout4-403404Vertical55%Mag.8:DrycellsConeSelective3Shaft10636x436x4 3,500AcmeTouring265304Vertical4%5Bat.SrMag.Cone~Select.or_Prog3Shaft*10234x434x4 3,500GaethTouring204-7384Vertical4165%But.8:Mag.BandProgressch3Shaft11436x3.%36x4% 3,500MarmonRoadster452-445-504VerticalS5Bat.&Mag.DiscSelective3Shaft11434x434x4% 3,500MoonTouringDl730-354Vertical4%4%MagnetoDiscSelective3Shaft12136x3%36x4% 3,500MoraRacytype"Light6"342-506Vertical45%Bat.&Mag.Inv.ConcSelegtive3Shaft10536x3%36x3% 3,500PremierTour:orRoadat.452-745-556Vertical4%4%Bat.&Mag.DiscSelegtive3Shaft12434x434x4% 3,500PullmanTouringM _7404Vertical55yBat.81Mag.Cone-Selective4Shaft11936x436x4% 3,600MoraTouring“Light6"542-506Vertical4552Bat.51Mag.Inv.ConcSelective3Shaft11536x436x4 3,700NationalTouring9-407404Vertical55Bat.&Mag.ConeSelective3Shaft12536x4%36x4% 3,750AcmeTouring27.7354Vertical55Bat.&Mag.ConeSelective4Chain115%36x436x4% 3,750AmericanRoadsterRoadster3"504Vertical55%Bat.&Mag.ConeSlidinggear4Shaft2436x36x4 3,750AustinRoadster50-R350-604Vertical5%5%Bat.&Mag.Disc'Selective3Shaft12436x436x4 3,750MarmonTouring50 _4-750-604Vertical5465Bat.&Mag.DiscSelective3Shaft11836x536x5 3,750MoraRoadster"Light6"442-506Vertical45%Bat.&Mag.lnv.ConeSelective3Shaft11536x436x4 3,800PennsylvaniaTouringE-S7364Vertical43/-5%MagnetoConeSelective3Shaft12236x436x4% 3,850AustinLimousine45-11.545-506Vertical4%4%Bat.&Mag.DiscSelective3Shaft12236x3%36x4 4,000Amer.SimplexTour.orRoadst.D-502-7504Vertical55Bar.&Mag.DiscSelective3Shaft11036x436x4% 4,000AmericanTour.orRoadst.....7504Vertical5%5%Bat.&Mag.ConeSelective4Shaft12436x436x5 4,000AustinTouring50-T750-604Vertical51/15%Bat.8rMag.DiscSelective4Shaft12436x4%36x4% 4,200NationalTouring9-507506Vertical4%4%Bat.&Mag.ConeSelective3Shaft13036x4%36x4% 4,500AcmeTouring207486Vertical4%5Bat.&Mag.ConeSelective_4Chain12636x436x4% -4,500GaethLimousine207384Vertical4,1/5%Bat.&Mag.Band_Progressive3Shaft11436x436x4% 4,500WelchTour.orRun.42-7504Vertical4525Bat.&Mag.IndividualSelective3Shaft12536x4%36x4%4.750AustinRoadster60-R360-906Vertical5%5%Bat.&Mag.DiscSelective4Shaft13436x436x4 5,000AustinLimousineSO-L750-604Vertical5%5%Bat.84Mag.DiscSelective4Shaft12436x4%36x4%5.000DeLuxeTour.orRoadst.C8:D5-750-604Vertical55%Bat.&Mag.ConeSelective4Shaft12136x536x5 5,000NationalTouring9-607606Vertical55Bat.&Mag.ConeSelective3Shaft13736x536x5 5,500ChadwickTour.orRoadst.....7606Vertical56Bat.&Mag.Exand.Semi-select.4Chain13036x436x5 5,500WelchTour.orLim.47504Vertical4545,Bat.&Mag.InividualSelective3Shaft12536x4%36x4% 6,000AcmeTouring257606Vertical55Bat.8rMag.ConeSelective4Chain12636x4%36x4 6,000WelchTour.orRun.6-L&M7756Vertical4545Bat.&Mag.IndividualSelective3Shaft13836x4%36x4 6,500ChadwickRunabout _Runabout2606Vertical56Bat.&Mag.Exand.Semi-select.4Chain11236x436x4% 7,000WelchLand.orLim.6-,,7756Vertical4565Bat.&Mag.InividualSelective3Shaft13836x536x5

SPECIFICATIONSOFCOMMERCIALVEHICLESSTAGEDATTHEPALACESHOW

_CnrryingNo.Arrangc-‘"iInitionChangeNo. _Wheel,—Tiresizes.“

Price.NameofCar.Style.Model.Caggcity.ILP.Cyls.ment.Bore.Stroke.ource.Clutch.Gear.Speeds.Drive.base.Front.Rear.

.

$475KiblingerMailwagonR.....13.62Horizontal4%3%DrycellsDiscPlanetary2Chain69—x154-—x1 600BrushDelivery_Deliv.50012%2Vertical44DrycellsDiscPlanetary2Chain7432x232x2

700HolsmanLihtdeliv.12.....71Horizontal44DrycellsSnecialSecial2Cable75—x1%-—xl%

825KiblingerDeivery150.....162Horizontal4%4%DrycellsDisc1’anctary2Chain7734x-34::

1,400MaxwellDeliveryUL).....202Horizontal55Bat.&Mag.DiscSlidinggear3haft9030x3%30x4 2,300upGrabowskyVarious....2,00025-352Horizontal5%5Bat.&'Mag.ConePlanetary2Sh&Ch102——x3%—x3 3,750upManhattanVarious....4,000up504Vertical5%6MagnetoConeIndividual3Chain120-168—x——x-— ....RapidVarious.........24-302Horizontal51/,5DrycellsDiscPlanetary2Chain100-111—x3%—x3‘1 RapidVarious.........64Vertical5%6%Bat.81Mag.DiscSelective2Sh&Ch16036x634x6
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Where Accessories, Tires and Parts Prevail.

From the amiable amblers who stand

with wide-eyed interest when things are

explained to them and are so very, very

giateful at being shown even when it is

certain that they understood no part of it,

to the keen and eager technical inquirer,

every visitor at a big automobile show finds

the portions devoted to parts and acces

sories well worth while. The Palace show

is particularly rich in the variety and num

ber of its accessory exhibits, which em

brace everything from demonstrations of

how to keep cofiec hot in a bottle forever

to Graeco-Roman arguments on the ion

i'alences of tertiary inductions. What is

more, everybody is given a chance each

night to win $5 and possibly $20, all that

is required of the successful candidate for

the cash being that he shall beat every

body else in a demountable rim changing

contest.

And those who do not want to struggle

against a stop watch for the $5 can have the

fun of seeing a lot of other people make a

play for the money. Tirlng of'thc more

frivolous side, it is possible to go in for

pre>digcsted technical information. If the

visitor never could understand how a

tliermo-syphon cooling system works, his

case is provided for by a complete system

of- the sort in full operation and having

glass tubes at different points, through

which one may look and see just what hap

pens inside and how the water insists on

going downward when it cools. Similarly

if the tangle of thick and thin wires on an

automobile motor, connected up to various

boxes, revolving contraptions and minia

ture steel dog houses, presents no clear and

reasonable purpose to the mind beyond a

hazy conviction that somehow it all helps

the engine run, it is possible to take a 15

minute lesson in ignition and electricity

tl'at will lucidate the mystery so com

pletely as f0 make all motor wiring appear

to the graduate’s eye as simple as a bone

collar butt . .

In fact t e whole spirit of the parts and

accessories exhibits is, one of welcome for

the residents of the figurative Missouri,

and if the investigator be technically

equipped he has the rare pleasure of meet

ing demonstrators who are qualified to give 1

him satisfactory reasons and answers to

his inquiries, an experience he is far less

likely to encounter when dealing with those

whose duty it is to explain the merits of

the complete cars.

Next to tires, ignition apparatus is one

of the dominating elements in the accessor

ies exhibit, although under a wider gener

alization the group of parts and materials

offered for the consideration of designers

and builders is perhaps the largest of all.

The lesser classifications include speed in

dicators, wind shields, shock absorbers,

and signals, and an extensive list of at

tachments and specialties contributing to

the luxury of motoring.

Among the more prominent tire com

pany exhibits, those of the Diamond Rub

ber Co., Hartford Rubber \Vorks, Conti

nental, Morgan & Wright, Michelin, Fire

stone, G & I, Empire and Goodyear, are

naturally conspicuous, and are centers of

interest as to the 1909 offerings which they

disclose. 1n, the Diamond space the new

est thing is the improved and simplified

Diamond demountable rim, which is sup

plied in both a touring car and a racing

style. 'ln principle it adheres to the usual

type, but presents differences in detail

which afford advantages. The Diamond

"Grip" tires, with anti-skid treads, are the

perfected products of the company's

new construction. Great stress is laid on

the exceedingly tough treads which charac

terize the Diamond line of tires for 1909.

It is at the booth of the Continental

Caoutchouc Co., of New York, that the

dz.ily $5 prizes are offered to any automo

bile owner, prospective owner or chauffeur

making the best time in changing the Con

tinental demountable rim. At the end of

the week a cash prize of $20 will be given

to the person making the best time during

the entire period of the show. The records

are to be carefully tabulated and the books

open for examination at all times. The

Continentaltires on exhibition include the

round tread and AC flat tread, guaranteed

for 3,500 miles; the flat tread type course,

guaranteed for 4,500 miles; and the non

skid, steel studded type, having a 2,000

mile guarantee.

The new “Standard Universal Quick De~

tachable" rim, which has not been seen by

show visitors before, is on view at the

Hartford Rubber Works C0.'s space. In

addition to the regular sizes, Hartford tires

are shown in the new 31x4 and 33x4 sizes,

‘ for application to 30x3% and 32x37; rimsl

respectively. Morgan & Wright also stage

the new “Standard Universal" rim. In the

tires :1 new, ._heavy fiat tread is featured,

witli'cllaimsaior increased traftion and punc

ture protection. A specialitire for electric

pleasure vehicles has been added to the

line, its soit‘absorption of road irregular,

ities being calculated to lessen current con

sumption and increase the service efficiency.

The Goodyear detachable and clincher

tires and the Goodyear quick acting rim

form the backbone of the exhibit of the

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. The Good

year air bottles, which made their appear

ance during the summer, but for which the

Palace exhibition is a show debut, are rep

resented in four sizes. The “bottles” are

steel tanks filled with compressed air so

that they may be used in filling tires. Each

bottle is equipped with a pressure gauge

by the readings of which the filling of the

tire to the proper pressure may be con

' pared its

trolled. The sizes run from the small mo

torcycle style to a big garage bottle.

Leather covered steel tires have been

added to the Empire Automobile Tire C0.'s

line, while the Republic Rubber Co. has

produced a non-skid tire having rubber pro

jections. At the Ajax stand a new non

skid is shown and members of the trade

are given a hint of a valuable Ajax souvenir

to come. In the class “unusual,” is a cush

ion tire invented by Irving Snell, of Little

Falls, N. Y., the tread of which is like a

coarse herringbone gear.

Where difl'erent size wheels are used on

a car for the front and back, a combination

Stepney spare motor wheel that will fit

either the front or back rims has been de

vised and is to be seen in the display of

the Spare Motor Wheel of America, Ltd.

The regular Stepney rims are revealed in

various sizes and colors, and demonstra

tions are given as to how they may be ap

plied to either clincher or quick detach

able rims. Each Stepney carries a fully

inflated tire which is ready for service im

mediately the rim 'is applied.

With the same interest that they watch

magicians pound up gold rings and burn

ladies’ handkerchiefs, the crowds still re

spond to the fascination of seeing tacks

and nails driven into Dow tubes, later to

be withdrawn without the tubes becoming

deflated. The stand of the Dow Tire Co.

is destined to be a crowd center during the

week. Weed grips, shown by the Weed

Chain Tire Grip Co., present no external

difference from last year, but the cross

chains are now subject to a special treat

ment which affords two or three times the

mileage that was formerly possible.

Magnetos are represented as never be

fore, with such products as the Splitdorf,

Remy, Bosch, U. & H., Volta and others.

W'heeler & Schebler make their bow as

magneto manufacturers. and the Pittsfield

Spark Coil Co. is in the field, as is the Hess

Bright Co. The Connecticut. Telephone 8:

Electric Co.. of Meriden, Conn., has pre

usual excellent showing of

switches, meters, indicators, terminals, coils,

timers and distributors, with 1909 improve

ments. The'ilistributer is decidedly new.

The Vi’itherbee Igniter Co., of New York,

besides having a gasolene engine running

day and night, equipped with one of its

Volta magnetos, and all of the “Wico”

pioducts that can be applied to it, will

show a Witherbee battery furnishing power

for changeable electric signs.

A “battery saving" timer, in which the

arc of dwell can be reduced from the usual

45 degrees to 15 degrees, is a novelty of the

Autocoil Co., of Jersey City, the company

also offering its coils. To explain the

operation of the ignition system of a motor

car the National Carbon Co., of Cleveland,

has built a special and elaborate piece oi
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apparatus, which analyzes the ignition sys

tem and shows the action of the spark and

proves that the relation of current con

sumption to results varies considerably ac

cording to circumstances. It is said to be

the only apparatus of its kind in existence.

“Patent leather lamps” are not such a

startling innovation as they sound, be

cause the racks in the display space of the

Badger Brass Mfg. Co., of Kenosha, Wis.,

show them to be very substantial brass.

The “patent leather" part of it refers to a

black metallic, lacquer-like lustre or finish

resembling that material in appearance. The

Solar lamps are made up in a bewildering

number of combinations of the “patent

leather,” polished brass and nickel exterior

surfaces. Some of the lamps on exhibition

will puzzle the uninformed to account for

the movable levers they bear. It may be

parts of a neat mechanism for eclipsing or

reducing the amount of light the lamps

project. On city streets it is rarely neces

sary to use the full strength of the more

powerful “Solar” light projectors, and the

eclipsing device reduces the light so that

traffic coming in the opposite direction is

not annoyed by the blinding glare. The ar

ray of Solars entends from the big lamps

down to oil side and tail lamps, the line

also including electric lamps and acetylene

generators.

Entirely different in appearance lme pre

vious models, the Warner Auto-Meter, made

by the Warner Instrument Co., of Beloit,

Wis., blossoms out for 1909 in much hand

somer form. The exhibit discloses the fact

that both the odometer and the speed indi

cating mechanism are contained in the one

case, the latter being circular in form and

having apertures in its face through which

the speed and mileage readings appear. No

change has been made in the vital parts of

the speed indicator, the successful magnetic

principle being retained. The odometer

mechanism, however, is now of Warner

manufacture, and has a trip register read

ing to 1,000 miles and a season register

reading to 100,000 miles. Above the dial,

but concealed inside of the bevel glass

cover, is a miniature electric light which

car. illuminate the dial brilliantly on the

darkest night.

A double tone whistle has been added to

the Gabriel family of horns and signals.

While resembling the three toned exhaust

horns it is intended to be more shrill. The

space of the Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co., of

Cleveland. also contains demonstration ap

paratus for the Gabriel shock absorbers.

The latter class of devices have suffered

diminution rather than increase so far as

the number of makers exhibiting is con

cerned. A new Richmond in the field,

however, is Ernest Flentje, of Cambridge,

Mass, with a glycerine recoil shock pre

venter. ‘ '

The Jones Speedometer exhibit features

the new models of low price. Three in

struments. known as models 27, 28 and 29,

and priced at $25, $40 and' $50, are among

the leaders. The complete Jones line em

braces 20 different instruments, giving the

purchaser the opportunity of wide selec

tion, particularly as the prices range from

as low as $15 up to $100.

“Oil and water won’t mix," and the fact

is taken advantage of in the Snell hydrau

lic system of handling oil and gasolene as

exemplified in the apparatus of the Hy

draulic Ooil Storage Co. The system also

depends on the difference in specific grav~

ity of water and oil. The tanks are al

ways full of liquid, for when oil is drawn

off, more water enters underneath the re

mainder. A model of the system being in

stalled for the new York Taxicab Co., is

shown, the absence of gasolene valves and

other intricacies being emphasized.

Curiosity as to what is inside the new

“multipolar induction type" speed indica

tor which the Stewart & Clark Mfg. Co., of

Chicago, has added to its line this year

may be satisfied at the company’s stand

by getting in the good graces of the attend

ant demonstrator. From the descriptive

adjectives it is evident that the instrument

differs radically from the centrifugal types

which make up the balance of the Stewart

line. A big exhibition case showing all

the models in operation is the main feature

of the exhibit.

Tire trunks, which sprang into favor dur

ing the past season as handy space savers

with the virtue of easy access. are given a

new construction for 1909 1n the specimens

which will be displayed during the week

by the Nathan Novelty Mfg. Co. Instead

of the paper and duck which have been

used in this type, the styles shown are made

of hard wood filled with a special water

proofing. An adjustable lock, which will

well as the trunk, presents an improve

ment.

For the manufacturer of cars who is har

nessed by production problems, great temp

tations to cast 05 a large part of his bur

dens on other shoulders exist in a trip

around the Palace balconies. The William

Cramp & Sons Ship & Engine Building Co.,

of Philadelphia. has rigged an enticing dis

play of all kinds of automobile parts for

which the company has supplied the metal,

made the complete castings or delivered

the finished product. The numerous ways

in which Parsons’ manganese bronze and

Parson’s white brass are forcefully indi

cated by the exhibit. Isaac G. Johnson 8:

Co., of New York City, show a new metal

known as Monel and containing from 60

to 70 per cent. nickel, which registers a

tensile strength of 85,000 pounds per square

inch, and which has remarkable non-cor

rosion qualities. It can be exposed to the

atmosphere indefinitely without rusting.

An unique exhibit of die castings. with spe

cimens of pieces cast complete with finished

keyways, slots, lugs, threads and clearance

holes, is shown by the Wetherill Finished

Castings Co., of Philadelphia. The work

is done in either aluminum or Parson’s

white brass.

Front and rear axles complete with hubs

and bearings are offered in such attractive

forms and with such surcties of quality

that resistance may be imagined to be diffi

cult no matter how well the manufacturer

is himself equipped to produce these parts.

The Timken Roller Bearing Axle Co., of

Canton, 0., gives it first show view of the

new pressed steel rear axle which was re

cently described at length in the Motor

World. The exhibit also contains numer

ous suggestions of the great variety of

ways in which Timken roller bearings may

be and are employed in automobile prac'

tice.

A steel jacketed rear axle in oil, is a feat

ure of the axle display which the American

Ball Bearing Co., of Cleveland, 0., has ar

ranged. Many combinations for widely

differing requirements are shown.

The Standard Roller Bearing Co., of

Philadelphia, has new things to offer in

this year's exhibit in its latest annular

ball bearings and annular roller bearings,

together with the improved Grant bearing.

Axle production is a part of the concern's

activities, too, as is indicated by the speci

mens of front and rear axles. Another

Philadelphia concern, the Merchant 8:

Evans Co. Mechanical Department, has en

tered the lists for front and rear axle busi

ness, displaying with some pride the

“Evans” rear axle transmission. In addi‘

tion to axles this company is offering.

among other of its specialties. tire and tool

cases of steel, which completely enclose

the spare tire but utilize the space available

in the center of the big diameter of the

tire as a tool box.

Chains. both imported and American,

are to be found among the exhibits. Of

the imported chains those handled by

Charles E. Miller, of New York City, are

by far the best known. For several years

he has been the American agent for the

Brampton chains made by Brampton Bros.,

of Birmingham, England. who were estab

lished in 1852 and who are said to be not

only the oldest but the largest manufac

turers of motor car. bicycle and machinery

chains in the world. Several well known

American cars use the Brampton chain,

which has established a reputation through

out the country.

Whitney chains in many new forms make

their initial appearance at the show. A

number “of improved roller chains for mo

tor buggies and trucks have been evolved

by the Whitney Mfg. Co., of Hartford.

Conn., since the show last year. A “quiet

chain,“ Schmidt patent, will be demonstrat

ed, as will the Whitney chain belt. The full

Iline of products will be represented, in

cluding samples of the new high speed ver

tical attachment for the \Vhitney hand

miller, both in the plain and universal form.

No radical changes will be observable

in the chains exhibited by the Diamond

Chain and Manufacturing Co.. of Indian

apolis, Ind. Improvements in details have

been made, however, and a decided advan
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tage over former production has been

brought about by alterations in the quality

and heat treatment of the steel from which

the chains are made, giving an increase in

tensile strength of from 25 to 100 per ceat.

Baldwin detachable chains will be well

shown by the Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co.,

01' Worcester, Mass. but the regular lines

mark no differences from last year. The

company is exhibiting a steering gear which

i~ declared to be entirely novel and which

has not been put on view before.

Motors ready to go into a car are to be

met at almost every turn in the Palace bal

conies. Of the veterans in the field, the

\Vestern Motor Co., of Logansport, Ind.,

is to be considered a leader. Four of its

"Rutenber" motors will be on “viEw for

.the week. including a new 6-cylinder.

A 6-cylinder, Z-cycle motor_is being put

on exhibition by the Leather Tirei'G‘oods

Co., of Newton‘Upper Falls, Mass. The

motor operates with a single carburetter

and exhausts into one muffler. It has no

valves and only thirteen moving parts. The

makers say that it can be throttled down

to as low as 80 rpm. without backfiring or

missing. By a simple cut-out arrangement

three cylinders alone can be used without

entailing complications or negative work

on the part of the idle cylinders, a possibil

ity which is very promising for low speed

work. Investigators are promised every

opportunity to satisfy themselves as to

whether the motor in actual practice can

puform according to the representations.

A pot-pourri of small things, such as the

famous Columbia lock nuts, copper asbes

‘tos gaskets, seamless flexible copper hose,

pump pressure registers, etc., add a flavor

tr» the accessory and parts mixture which

the technical epicure enjoys.

AUTOMOBILE EXHIBITS.

Main Floor.

Acme Motor Car Co., Reading, Pa., 2—

Acme gasolene cars.

American Motor Car Co., Indianapolis,

Ind., 54—American gasolene cars.

Atlas Motor Car Co., Springfield, Mass,

9 Atlas 2-cycle gasolene cars.

Austin Automoble Co., Grand Rapids,

Mich., 7—Austin gasolene cars.

 

~\_
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Brewster 8: Co., New York City, 4%

Delaunay Belleville gasolene cars.

Brush Runabout Co., Detroit, Mich., 32

Brush gasolene cars.

Buckeye Mfg. Co., Anderson, Ind.. 35—

Lambert gasolene cars.

C. G. V. Import Co., New York, 4l—C.

G. V. gasolene cars.

Cartercar Co., Pontiac, Mich., 14—Carter

car gasolene cars.

Chadwick Engineering Works, Pottstown,

Pa., lift—Chadwick Great Six gasolene cars.

Dayton Motor Car Co., Dayton, 0., 37——

Stoddard-Dayton gasolene cars.

De Dietrich Import Co., New York, 39—

De Dietrich asolcne cars.

De Dion outon-Selling Branch, New

York City, 49—De Dion gasolene cars.

Delahaye Import Co., New York City, 50

——Delahaye gasolene cars.

De Luxe Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.,

8—De Luxe gasolen cars.

Fiat Automobile Co., New York City, 42

—Fiat asolene cars.

Ford ‘IWotor Co., Detroit, Mich., 25—Ford

gasolene cars.

Gaeth Automobile Co., Cleveland, 0., 51

—Gaeth gasolene cars.

Holsman Automobile Co., Chicago, Ill.,

31—Holsman motor buggies.

Hol-Tan Co., New York City, 45—Lancia

gasolene cars.

Hotchkiss Import Co., New York City, 44

—Hotchkiss gasolene cars.

Isotta Import Co., New York City. 47—

lsotta gasolene cars.

Jackson Automobile Co.. Jackson, Mich.,

36—Jackson gasolene cars.

Kiblinger, W. H., Co., Auburn, Ind., 56—

Kiblinger motor buggies.

Lane Motor Vehicle Co., Poughkeepsie,

N. Y.. 52—'.ane steam cars.

Marion Motor Car Co., Indianapolis. Ind.,

E—Marion gasolene cars.

M-xwell-Briscoe Motor Co.. Tarrytown.

N. Y.. 27 and 57—Maxwell gasolene cars.

Midland Motor Co., Moline, Ill.. 30—Mid

land gasolene cars.

Mitchell Motor Car Co., Racine, Wis., 38

-—Mitchell gasolene cars.

Moline Automobile Co.. East Moline, Ill.,

15—Moline gasolene cars.

Moon Motor Car Co.. St. Louis, Mo, 3—

Moon gasolene cars.

Mora Motor Cz'r Co., Newark. N. Y., 29—

Mora gasolene cars.

National Motor Vehicle Co., Indianap

olis, Ind., 28—National gasolene cars.

Nordyke & Marmon Co., Indianapolis,

Ind., 4—Marmon gasolene cars.

Oakland_Motor Car Cp.. Pontiac, Mich.,

l—Oakland gasolene cars. ' '

Overland Auto C9, Indianapolis,‘Ind., 6

~-Overland gasolene cars. "‘

Owen Co.. R. M., New York City, 26—

Premier gasolene cars.

Palais De l'Automobile, New York City,

43—Imported gasolene cars.

Panhard & Levassor, New York City, 40

—}"anhard gasolene cars.

Penns lvania Auto Motor Co., Bryn

Mawr, a., 12—Pennsylvania gasolene cars.

Regal Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich., 55

—Regal gasolene cars.

Reo Motor Car Co., Lansing, Mich., 24—

Reo gasolene cars.

Renault Freres Agency. New York City,

46—Renault gasolene cars.

Simplex Motor Car Co.. Mishawaka, Ind,

34—Simplex gasolene cars.

Welch Motor Car Co., Pontiac, Mich, 16

-—Welch asoLene cars.

York otor Car Co., York. Pa., 53—York

Pullman gasolene cars.

First Gallery.

Anderson Carriage Co., Detroit, Mich.,

207—Detroit electric cars.

American Motor Truck Co., Lockport, N.

Y.. 212—American gasolene trucks.

Bcnner Motor Car Co., New York City,

230—Benner gasolene cars.

Black Mfg. Co., Ft. Wayne, Ind., 220——

Chicago motor buggies.

Bristol Engineering Co., New Britain.

Conn., 218—Roekwell taxicabs.

Cameron Motor Co., Beverly, Mass, 204

—Cameron gasolene cars.

Cleveland Autocab Co., Cleveland, 0., 228

—-Taxicabs.

Coates-Goshen Automobile Co., Goshen,

N. Y., 206—Gasolene cars.

Commercial Truck Co. of America, Phil

adelphia, Pa., 229—Electric trucks.

Grabowsky Power Wagon Co., Detroit,

Mich., 219—Gasolene commercial trucks.

Gramm-Logan Motor Car Co.. Bowling

Green, 0.. 211—gasolene commercial trucks.

Gyroscope Automobile Co., New York

City, 201—Gyroscope gasolene cars.

Hart-Kraft Motor Co., York, Pa.-—Gas

olene cars.

Interstate Automobile Co.. Muncie, Ind..

203—Interstate gasolene cars.

Kissel Motor Car Co., Hartford, Wis.,

223—Kisselkar gasolene cars.

Lansden Co.. The, Newark. N. J., 210—

Lz'nsden electric cars.

McCuc Co.. The, Hartford, Cann., 226—

Unfinished gasolene chassis.

Mack Bros. Motor Car Co.. Allentown,

Pa.. ZlS—Manhattan gasolene~truck.

Middleby Auto Co., Reading, Pa., 202—

Middleby gasolene cars.

Omar Motor Co., Newark, N. Y., 209—

Juvenile gasolene cars.

Pittsburg Motor Vehicle Co.. Pittsburg,

Pa., 217—Electric commercial vehicles.

Rapid Motor Vehicle Co., Pontiac, Mich.,

213—Rapid gasolene trucks.

Reliable-Dayton Motor Car Co.. Chicago,

Ill.. ZOO—Reliable-Dayton motor buggies.

Reliance Motor Truck Co.. Detroit, Mich.,

216—Reliance gasolene trucks.

Schacht Mfg. Co.. Cincinnati, 0., 224-—

Schacht motor buggies.

Speedwell Motor Car Co., Dayton 0., 205

—Speedwell gasolene cars.

Sultan Motor Co., Springfield, Mass, 227

-—Taxicabs.

Wayne Works, Richmond. Ind., 208-—

Richmond, Ind., 208—Richmond gasolene

ACCESSORY EXHIBITS.

First Gallery.

Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co., New York City,

172-F—Ajaxtires. ' - . _ ‘

American Ball Bearing Co., Cleveland.

0., 123-O—Ball bearings. ~ "

American Electrical Novelty_& 'Mf . Co..

l68Q—Ever Ready Batteries,““flim and

tire specialties.

Atwater-Kent Mfg. Works, Philadelphia,

Pa., 144~R—Igniters and timers.

Atwood-Castle Co.. Amesbury, Mass, 164

V—Lamps.

Autocoil Co., Jersey City, N. J., 140-R—

Coils and ignition svstems.

Auto Improvement Co.. New York City,

l69-Q—Self starting devices and motor spe

cialties.

Badger Brass Mfg. Co., New York City

and Kenosha, Wis., ll6-J—Solar lamps and

acetylene generators.

Baldwin Chain and Mfg. Co., Worcester.

Mass, 152-S—Baldwin chains and recoil

check.

Bowser & Co.. S. F., Ft. Wayne. Ind., 120

N—Tanks, measuring pumps and gasolene

storage systems.

Briscoe Mfg. Co., Detroit. Mich., 127-P-—

Radiators and fittings.

Brown-Lipe Gear Co.. Syracuse, N. Y.,

lOS-K—Transmissions, differential and steer

ing gears.

Byrne, Kingston 8: Co., Kokomo, Ind.,

154-T—Kingston carburetters.

Coes Wrench Co., Worcester, Mass..

lS9%-V—Adjustable wrenches.

Columbia Nut and Bolt Co.. Bridgeport,

Conn., lZZ-O—Lock nuts.

Connecticut Telephone and Electric Co.,

Meriden, Conn., 129-P—Spark coils,

switches. and ignition specialties.

Consolidated Rubber Tire Co., New York

City, l62-V—Tires.

Continental Caoutchouc Co.. New York

City, 170-F—Continental tires.

Cowles 8: Co., C., New Haven, Conn., 149

S—Accessories.

Cramp & Sons Ship & Engine CO., Wm.,

Philadelphia, Pa., l39-R—Bronze castings

and automobile parts.

Diamond Chain and Mfg. Co.. Indianap

olis, Ind., 128-P—Axles, chains, transmis

sions, sprockets.

Diamond Rubber Co.. Akron, 0., 101-1—

Diamond tires.

Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph, Jersey City,

N. J., 183-B—Graphite and lubricants.

Dow Tire Co., New York City, l8S-B—

Dow tires.

Edmunds 8: Jones Mfg. Co., Detroit,

Mich., l41-R—I-amps and specialties.

Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadel

phia, Pa., 175-76-F—Accumulators.

Empire Automobile Tire Co.. Trenton,

N. J., l78-F—Empire tires.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, 0.,

113-L—Firestone tires.

Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass,

ll7-J—Fisk tires.

G & J Tire Co., Indianapolis, Ind., 105-K

—G & J tires.

Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co.. Cleveland, 0.. 163

V—Gabriel exhaust horns.

Gemmer Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich., l71-F

—~Steering gears and parts.

Gilbert Mfg. Co., New Haven, Conn., 158

V—Tires. jackets, lamps, covers, and rub

ber cloth specialties.

Goodrich Co., B. F., Akron, 0., l19-H—

Goodrich tires.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, 0..

109-M—Goodrich tires.

Gray & Davis, Amesbury, Mass, 104-K—

Lamps.

Gray-Hawley Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich..

lSO-S—Chime whistles and muffler cut-outs.

Ham Mfg. Co., C. T., Rochester, N. Y.,

l66U—Lamps.

Harris Oil Co., A. W., Providence, R. I.,

126-P—Lubricants.

Hartford Rubber Works. Co., Hartford.

Conn., llS-J—Hartford Tires.

Hartford Suspension Co., Jersey City, N.

J.. lSS-S—Truffault-Hartford shock absorb

ers.

Heinze Electr‘ic Co., Lowell, Mass, 132

P—Coils and ignitiori equipnilent.

Herz&Co.,' New York City, lSl-S—Tim

ers. plugs and i nition specialties.

Hess-Bright fg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.,

191-B—Annular ball bearings.

Hotfecker Co.. The, Boston, Mass, 184~B

—Speedometers.

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co., Harrison, N.

J., 102-K+-Roller bearings.

Jones Speedometer, New York Citv, 160~

V—Speedometers, annunciators, odometers

and specialties.

Kokomo Electric Co., Kokomo, Ind..

lS4%-T—Ignition specialties.

Leather Tire Goods Co., Newton Upper

Falls, Mass.. 187-B—Non-skid covers and

leather inner tubes.

Light Mfg. & Foundry Co.. Pottstown,

Pa., 48-S—Aluminum parts and castings.

McCord Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill., 181-B—

Radiators.

Mezger. C. A.. New York City, l42-R—

“Soot-proof" spark plugs.

Michelin Tire Co., Milltown, N. J. 190

B—Michelin tires.
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Miller, Charles E., New York City, 225

C—_Brampton chains, supplies and acces

sories.

Morgan 8: Wright, Detroit, Mich._ 121-0

—Mor an & Wright tires.

Mos er 8: Co., A. R., New York City, 159

V—Spark plugs.

Motsinger Device Mfg. Co., Pendleton,

Ind., lS7-V—Ignition systems.

Motz Clincher Tire and Rubber Co., Ak

ron. 0., 161-V—Clincher tires.

National Battery Co., Buffalo, N. Y., 112

L-—Accumulators.

National Carbon Co., New York City,

157-R—Dry batteries.

National Coil Co.. Lansing, Mich., 179-F

—Spark coils. ‘

Newmastic Tire Co.. New York City, 214

G—Tire filling compound.

N. Y. & N. 1. Lubricant Co., New York

City. l3l-P—Lubricants.

Oliver Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill., lO3-K—

Jacks and accessories.

Pantasote Co., New York City, 189-B—

Top and upholstering materials.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co., 1eannette, Pa.,

133*S—Pennsylvania tires.

Pittsfield Spark Coil Co.. Dalton, Mass.

180<B—Ignition systems.

Randall-Faichney Co., Boston, Mass, 156

W—Oil guns.

Rands Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich., 125-P—

Tops and accessories.

Remy Electric Co., Anderson, Ind., 186

B—Magnetos.

Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown. 0.,

188-B—Tires.

Sager Co.. 1. H.. Rochester, N. Y., l45-R

—Supnlementary springs.

Shaler Co.. C. A., Waupum, Wis, 153-T-

Electric vulcanizers.

Shelby Steel Tube Co.. Pittsburg, Pa..

11&1—Cold drawn steel tubing.

Smith Co.. A. 0., Milwaukee. Wis. 134

S—Gears and parts. _

Spicer Universal 10int Mfg. Co., Plain_

field. N. 1.. lSO-P—Universal ioirits.

Splitdorf, C. F., New York City: _lO7-K—

Timers, distributers, coils and ignition spe

cialties.

Sprague Umbrella Co.. Norwalk. 0., 167

U-Tops and wind shields. _

Standard Roller Bearing _Co.. Philadel

phia. Pa., lSS-W—Roller bearings.

Standard Welding Co.. Cleveland. 0.. 124

O.—Tubing and electrically welded. parts.

Stewart & Clark Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.,

143-R—Specd indicatorsr

Swinehart Clincher ire & Rubber Co.,

Akron. 0., l37-S—Swinehart tires.

Timken Roller Bearing Axle Co., Canton,

0. llflM—Roller bearings and axles.

Veeder Mfg. Co.. Hartford, Conn.. ll4-L

—Odometers and speed indicators.

Warner Gear Co., Muncie, Ind., l38-R—

Gears and parts. _ _

Warner Instrument Co., Belort, WIS., 136

S—Speed indicators and odometers.

Weed Chain Tire Grip Co.. New York

City. l77-F—Non-skid tire chains.

Westchester Appliance Co., Yonkers. N.

Y.. l73-F—Batteries and coils.

Wheeler, F. H.. Indianapolis Ind., 165~V

—Shebler carburetters.

Whitney Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn., 106

K—Whitney chains and keyin'z systems.

VVitherbee Igniter Co.. New _York City.

l46R—Witherbee storage batteries and W1

co ignition specialties.

American Metal Hose_ Co., New York

City, 329%-C—-Metal specialties.

Second Gallery.

Alexander & Co., H. T., New York City,

317-B—I.ubricants. .

Allen \uto Specialty Co.. New York City,

363~F-—Tire jackets and specialties.

Allen Fire Dept. Supply Co.. New York

City, 433-T—Fire appliances.

American Thermos Bottle Co., New York

City, 308-A—Thermos bottles.

American Thermo Ware Co., New York

City, 337-C—Goggles, hydrometers.

Anderson Forge Machine Co.,

Mich., 339-C—Crankshafts, gears.

Automobile Supply Mfg. Co., Brooklyn,

N. Y., 357-E—Horns, tubing and brass spe

cialties.

Auto Tire Infiating Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.,

436-1—Tire pumps.

Austro-American Separator Co., Cleve

land, O., 362E—Gasolene funnels.

Bosch Magneto Co., Robt., New York

City. 348-G—Ignition systems.

Bretz Co., 1. S., New York City, 324-C—

Ball bearings and high tension magnetos.

Briggs, Wm. M., Brooklyn, N. Y.. 404-1—

Batteries.

Brown Co., The, Syracuse, N. Y.. 333-C—

Gauges and tools. ‘

Brown Mfg. Co., John W.. Columbus, 0.,

327-C—Lamps.

Brownell Motor Co., F. A., Rochester, N.

Y.. 432-T—Gasolene motors.

Buda Foundry & Mfg. Co., Chicago. Ill.,

332-C—1acks.

Bunnell & Co., 1. H., New York City,

435-1—Batteries.

Burnett Compound Spring, Incorporated.

Newark, N. 1., 331-C—Suspension springs.

Burrowes Co., E. T., Portland, Me., 309

A—Wind shields and emergency wheels.

Brandenburg & Co.. New York City, 346

G—Coils and ignition specialties.

Comptoir d'Innovation Pour Automobiles,

Paris 374-H—Tire infiators and French spe

cialties.

Dayton Rubber Mfg. Co., Dayton. 0., 316

B—Airless tires. -

Downing, Charles 1., New York City,

343-C—Supplies.

Driggs-Seabury Ordnance Corporation.

Sharon, Pa., 360-E—Crank shafts and

frames.

Duffy Grease Co., New York City. 431

I—Lubricants.

Eastern Carbon Works, Jersey City. N. 1.,

338C—Dry cells.

Elite Mfg. Co.. Ashland, O., 326-C—1acks

and pun-ms.

Ennis Rubber Mfg. Co.. Newark, N. 1.,

321-D—Tires.

Empire Auto Top Co., New York City,

Detroit,

' 313-B—T0ps.

Excelsior Storage Battery Co.. New York

City. 325~C--Accumulators.

F. R. V. Auto Parts Co., New York City.

358-E—Sh0ck absorbers and differential

clutches.

Flentie. Ernest. Cambridge, Mass, 334~C

-Shock preventers.

Federal Mfg. Co.. Lowell. Mass, 367-F—

"Rex" batteries.

Geiszler Bros., New York City. 307-A—

Batteries.

Garage Equipment Co.. Milwaukee. Wis.

305~A~—Specialties.

General Storage Battery Co., New York

City, 30l-A—Batteries.

Gloversville Auto Glove Co., Gloversville,

N. Y., 377-H—Gloves.

Guaranty Faultless Auto Tube Co., 378

H—Tubes.

T-Iealy Leather Tire Co., New York City.

349~G—I-Ieal_v leather tires.

Havoline Oil Co.. New York City. 408-]

~—T-ubricants. ‘

Hill Mfg. Co., Buffalo. N. Y.. 323-D—Oil

ers.

High Wheel Auto Parts Co.. Muncie, Ind.,

352-G—Parts for motor buggies.

Hydraulic Oil Storaarp 3: Distributinv

Co.., Detroit. Mich. 3l5»B—Tanks_ “Snells”

storaqe svstems.

1effrev-Dewitt Co.. Newark. N. 1.. 366-F—

Spark plugs. .

10hnson & Co.. Isaac G.. Spuyten Duyvil.

N. Y., 340-C—Forgings and castings.

Keystone Lubricating Co., Philadelphia,

Pa., 320-D—Lubricants.

Lavalette & Co., New York City, 370-F—

Magnetos.

Lutz-Lockwood Mfg. Co., New York

Supply_ Mfg. Co.,

City, SSS-G—

Long Island Auto

Brooklyn, N. Y., 328C—Supphes.

Merchant & Evans Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.,

341-C—Multiple disc clutches and automo

bile fittings.

Monitor Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass, 401-1—

Timers and distributors.

Miller 8: Sons, \Vm. P., Long Island City,

N. Y., 342-C—Lubricants.

Metal Stamping Co., new York City, 314

B—Radiators.

Marko Storage Battery Co.. Brooklyn, N.

Y.. 430-1—Batteries.

Myers, 1. L. & A. 1., New York City, 244

C—Carburetters.

Nathan Novelty Mfg. Co., New York City,

359-E—Tire covers and cases.

National Auto Top Co., New York City,

351-G—Tops.

New Departure Mfg. Co., Bristol, Conn.,

407-1—Ball bearings.

New York Coil Co., New York City, 434

1—Spark coils.

Noonan Tool 81 Machine Works, A. 5.,

Rome, N. Y.. 405J—Tools.

Philadelphia Timer 8: Machine Co., Phil

adelphia, Pa., 354-G—Timers.

Perfection Wrench Co., Port Chester. N.

Y.. 403-1—lNrenches and tools.

Pneu l'Electric Co., New York City, 345—

G—Tires.

Polson, W. F., Bufialo. N. Y., 303-A—

Accessories. .

Quincy-Manchester-Sargent Co.. Plain

field, N. 1., 335-C—Auto Wrenches.

R. I. V. Co., Inc., New York City, 373

F—Annular ball bearings.

Reeves & Son, Paul, Philadelphia, Pa.,

356—Bearings, castings.

Royal Equipment Co.. Bridgeport. Conn.,

330C~Brake lining materials.

Rubly Mfg. Co.. Tuckahoe, N. Y., 437-1—

Rushmore Dynamo Works, Plainfield, N.

1., 347-G—Acetylene lamps and generators.

Safety Device Co., Indianapolis, Ind. 368

F—Electric sundries. -

Salman & Co., 1ohn A., Boston, Mass,

402-]

Seamless Rubber Co., New Haven. Conn.,

302-A—Rubber goods.

Shore Instrument & Mfg. Co., New York

City. 406-1—

Sireno Co.. New York City. 329-C—Elec

tric horns.

Smith Mfg. Co., I. 1., New York City, 376

Snell, Irving, Little Falls, N. Y., 365-F—

Tanks, gasolene storage systems.

Spare Motor Wheel of America. Ltd.,
vChicago, Ill.. 311-A—Stepney spare wheels.

Standard Leather \Nasher Mfg. Co.. New

ark, N. 1., 322-D—Leather washers.

Stanley 8: Patterson, New York City,

37l~F-—Batteries and tools.

Stromberg Motor Device Co.,

111.. 304-A—Carburettcrs.

Troy Carriage Sun Shade Co., Troy, 0.,

BERG—Tops.

Travers Blow-out Patch Co.. New York

City. 336C—Tire repair outfit.

U. S. McAdamite Metal Co.. Brooklyn, N.

Y., 462-L—Bronze, brass and aluminum

castings.

Union Battery Co., Belleville, N. 1., 409

I—Batteries. , ‘

' Vanguard Mfg. Co., Joliet, Ill., 364-F—

Wetherill Finished Casting Co., Philadel

phia. Pa.. 369-F—Castings.

Wilkinson Co.. 10hr! S., Newburgh, N.

Y., 3621/1-E— '

Zeglin Bullet-proof'Cloth‘Co“ Chicago, Ill.,

306A—Non-puncturable tires and fabrics.

Chicago,
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Wll0 WILL SlIOW AT THE GARDEN

List of Exhibitors Numbers 280—Where

Cars Will be Staged—Distribution of

the Other Departments.

Showing a total of 294 displays, the list

of exhibitors at the show of the Associa

tion of Licensed Automobile Manufactur

ers, which is to open in Madison Square

Garden on Saturday, January 16th, has just

been announced. Of individual exhibitors,

manufacturers and dealers, there will be

280, the difference being caused by deduc

tions for» stands devoted to publications, and

for the several manufacturers of cars who

will show vehicles on more than one stand;

26 exhibitors of motorcycles, and 214 ex~

liibitors of parts, accessories and sundries.

The complete exhibitors' list, together with

the general location of the displays, is as

follows:

Msin Floor.

Knox Automobile Co.

Mathcson Motor Car Co.

Elmore Mfg. Co.

Cadillac Motor Car Co.

l’ope Motor Car Co.

Royal Motor Car C0.

Autocar Co.

liveritt-Metzger-Flandcrs Co.

Corbin Motor Veh. Lorn.

Studebaker Automobile Co.

Electric Vehicle Co.

F. B. Stearns Co.

Packard Motor Car Co.

G o. N. Pierce .0.

E. R. Thomas Motor Co.

Chalmers-Detroit Motor Co.

If. H. Franklin Mfg. o.

Locomobile Co. of merica.
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DECORATIVE SCHEME OF CONCERT HALL FOR THE GARDEN SHOW

will stage displays in more than one of the

three main departments to be devoted to

the exhibition of cars, comprising the gas

olene pleasure vehicles, electrics and the

commercial types.

As in former years, the main floor and

elevated platform at the sides of the great

arena will be devoted to the purposes of

the automobile manufacturers who are pro

ducers of complete, gasolene-driven vehi

cles. In the restaurant in the Madison ave

nue end of the Garden, the displays of

electric vehicles will be staged. The base

ment will be divided between the makers

exhibiting commercial vehicles of all mo

tive powers, the manufacturers of motor

cycles, and a number of accessory exhib

itors. The upper regions of the Garden, of

course, will be given over wholly to the dis

plays of parts and accessories. Space allot

ments to exhibitors of this class include

locations in the Concert Hall, with its novel

scheme of decoration in which the setting

of the exhibits will be under a giant trellis

covered with vines and illuminated by'con

ccaled incandescent lamps“

The roster of the show reveals 40 ex

hibitors Qt. complete cars, seven 0t whom

Pope Mf . Co.

Winton .lotor Carriage Co.

Stevens-Duryea 0.

Peerless Motor Car Co.

Lozier Motor Co.

Elevated Platform.

Selden Motor Vehicle Co.

Haynes Automobile Co.

Simplex Automobile CO.

Hewitt Motor Co.

\‘Valter Automobile Co.

Woods Motor Vehicle Co.

The White Co.

Apperson Bros. Automobile Co.

Exhibition Hall, Madison Avenue Front.

The \Vavcrley Co.

The Electric \ehicle Co.

The Ranch 8: Lang Carriage Co.

S. R. Bailey 8: Co., Inc.

The Anderson Carriage Co.

Babcock Electric Carria e Co.

Studebaker Automobile Tb.

Baker Motor Vehicle Co.

Basement, Commercial Vehicle Department.

Knox Automobile C0.

General Vehicle C0.

Champion Wagon Co.

ll. H. Franklin Mfg. Co.

Studebaker Automo ile' Co.

li. R. Thomas Motor Co.

Alden Sampson. 2d.

llewitt Motor Co.

Elevated Platform, Accessories.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.

The Diamond Rubber Co.

C. F. Snlitdorf.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

Shelhv Steel Tube Co.

The Browu~Lipc Gear Co.

G 8: Tire Co.

Briscoe Mfg. Co.

Gilbert Mfg. C0.

Automobile Improvement Co.

Auto Improvement Co.

Vacuum Oil 0.

Herz 8: Co.

5. F. Bowser & Co., Inc.

Gray & Davis

The Veeder Mfg. Co.

R. . Dietz Co.

Atwater-Kent Mf . Wks.

Baldwin Chain fg. Co.

is. Y. & N. J. Lubricant Co.

Warner Instrument Co.

Light Mfg. 8: de. Lo.

Empire Automobi e Tire Co.

The Autocoil Co.

The Swinehart Clincher T. & R. Co.

Remy Electric Co.

Dow Tire Co.

Jones S eedometer.

Conn. el. 6: Elec. Co.

Morgan 8: right.

Continental Caoutchouc Co.

Spicer Universal Joint Mfg. Co.

I. H. Sa er Co.

The R. .Hard Co.

wax-Grieb Rub er Co.

eed Chain Tire Grip Co.

Consolidated Rubber Tire Co.

F. H heeler.

Witherbee Igniter Co.

The Republic Rubber Co.

The Dufi Mfg. Co.

The Chandler Co., Inc.

Michelin Tire Co.

Leather Tire Goods Co.

Adam Cooks Sons. _

Avery Portable Lighting Co.

Fox Metallic Tire Belt Co.

The Globe Machine 8: Stamp Co.

Ianney-Steinmetz o.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.

Oliver Mfg. Co.

The Timken Roller Bearin" Axle Co.

Hartford Suspension Co.

Penn. Rubber Co.

Manufacturers de. Co.

Motsinger Device Mfg. Co.

Atwood Cast Co.

Bvrne-Kiugston & Co. _

The Win. Cramp 8' Sons Ship & Engine Bldg. Co.

A. W. Harris Oil Co.

Brennan Mfg. Co.

The \Varner Gear Co.

Phineas lones & Co.

The Standard “Folding Co.

The American Ball-Bearing Co.

The Badger Brass Mfg. Co.

The Fisk Rubber Co.

Diamond Chain &- _Mfg. Co.

Pittsfield Spark COII e0.

Rose Mfg'.‘ Co.

Whitney .Ifg. Co.

The Hartford Rubber Wks. Co.

A. R. Mosler & Co.

Gabriel "om Mfg. ('0.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.

Heinze Elec. Co.

C. T. Ham Mfg. \.0.

Valentine 8: Co. '

Hyatt Roler Bearing Co.

Balcony.

McCord Mfg. Co.

Geo. A. Haws.

C. A. Shaler Co.

Wm. C. Robinson 8' Sous Co.

Cook's Standard Tool Co.

A. C. Smith Co.

Eastern Carbon Wks. ‘

Allen Auto Specialty Lo.

Iefierv-Dewitt Co.

Morrison-Ricker Mfir. Co.

N. Y. Sporting hoods Co.

Metal Stamping Co.

Hydraulic Oil Storage Co.

Hopewell Bros.

I. S. Bret: Co.

I’ierson Motor Supply Co.

Havlolii'gl OilcCo.

A e .ec. o.

iii-EC G. Johnson 8: Co.

The Auto Pump Co.

The Rushmore Dynamo Wks.

English & Mersick Co.

E. M. Benford.

K. W. Ignition Co.

Austm-American Separator Co.

Wm‘.’ _I iEn.

N. . 01 o.

Voorhees Rubber Mfg. Co.

American Thermos bottle Co. of N. Y.

L. J. Mutty Co.

The A.-Z. c0. __ _
High Freouency Ignition Coil Co.

H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co.

Keystone Lubricating Co.

Leo; Nari; qu.

I’. ie v tori. _

Philadelphia Timer 8: Machine Co.

Iarman 8: Baker.

R. I. . 0.

Atlas Rubber Co.

Champion Ignition Co.

Rumet Comnound Spring, Inc.

Buda de. & Mfg. Co.

Chas E. Miller.

Trenton Rubber Mfg. C0.

0. W. Young.

Anderson Forge 81 Machine Co.
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M. H. Cormack 8: Co.

Geiszler Bros.

Wm. P. Miller Sons.

Concert Hall.

The Sprague Umbrella Co.

L. C. Chase & Co.

Noera Mi . Co.

Columbia ubricantl Co. of N. Y.

The, Hess-Bright Mfg. CO.

National Carbon Co.

The Lunkenheimer Co.

National Batter Co.

The Hoflecker 0.

Westchester Appliance Co.

Standard Roller Bearin Co.

A»: Rnndnll-chhneyThe Edmund & ones Mfg. Co.

The Pantnsote o.

Mec- Stora e Bat. Co.

Manhattan ‘crew & Stain ing Wks.

Springfield metal Body 0.

hemmer Mfg. o.

C. Cowles 8: Co.

Coca Wrench Co.

Never Miss Spark Plug Co.

Stewart & Clark va. Co.

A. Mez er Inc.

American British Mfg. Co.

Randa Mfg. Co.

Second Tier Boxes.

Bosch Ma eto Co.

Columbia ut & Bolt Co., Inc.

H. llers & o.

Travers Blowout Patch Co.

Paul S. Reeves & Son.

The Seamless Rubber Co.

Sampson Leather Tire Co.

DaVis-Bournonville Co.

The Perfection Wrench Co.

Erie Foundry C0.

Ernst _Flentje.

The Sireno C0.

Duffy Grease Co.

Coloris Mfg. Co.

1:11.10!) Battery Co.

Chicago Wind Shield Co.

Third Tier Boxes.

Vesta Accumulator Co.

The Mica Core Mfg. Co.

Nadall Mfg. Co.

Elite Mfg. Co.

Auto-Tire Iuflater Co.

Amer. Elec, Fuse Co.

John Lucas & Co.

H. _& C.|Bottle Mfg. Co.

A. O. Brictson.

The Standard Leather Washer Mfg. Co.

The “Lux” Auto Lamp Mfg. Co.

ulncy,‘MillCheSt¢l‘, Sar ent Co.

liarko Storage Battery (.0.

Patterson, Gottfried & Hunter.

Healy Leather Tire Co.

C._ J. Downing.

Kitsee Storage Bowery Co.

Albert Champion Co.

E. T. Burrows Co.

Stromberg Motor Devices Co.

{ulius King Optical Co.

ivin ston Radiator Co.

The hite & Bagley Co.

The Vehicle Apron & Hood Co.

Hill Dr er Co.

Amer. hermo-Ware Co.

Automobile Supply Mfg. Co.

Lavelette & Co.

Perfection Spring Co.

The New Departure Mfg. Co.

Stanley & Patterson.

Vanguard Mf . Co.

Merchant & vans Co.

Motz Clincher T. 8: R. Co.

The Post 8: Lester Co.

Basement, Motorcycle Department.

Merkel-Light Motor Co.

The Consolidated Mfg. Co.

Excelsior Supply Co.

N. ". U. Motor Co.

American Motor Co.

llendee Mfg. Co.

F. A. Baker & Co.

The Pierce Cycle Co.

Bicycling World Co.

()vington Motor Co.

Reading Standard Co.

The ..orneeker Motor Mf . Co.

Harle -Davidson Motor 0.

The uto-Bi Co.

Thiem Mfg. Co.

The Motor Car Equipment Co.

Walton Motor Co., Inc..

If. & I". Mesinfir Mf . Co.

G. ll. Curtiss f. 0.

Eclipse Machine 0.

The New Era Gas En "in Co.

Reliance Motor Cycle 0.

Crouch Motor CO.

The Persons Mfg. Co.

Aurora Automatic Machine Co.

Basement, Accessories.

G. L. Economizer Co.

Comptoir D’Innovations Pour AutO.

Nathan Novelty Mfg. Co.

Noonan Tool & Machine Wkn.

l’ratt & Whitney Co.

Philadelphia Storage Batteré Co.

The Troy Car. Sun Shade 0.

The Garvin Machine Co.

Faultless Auto Tube Co.

Program for the Engineers’ Meeting.

As already announced, the fourth annual

meeting of the Society of Automobile En

gineers will convene at the Automobile Club

of America on Tuesday morning, January

5th. The complete program shows that the

entire forenoon will be devoted to making

tests with various cars on the club dynamo

meter, under the supervision of Henry

Souther, head of the technical committee

of the club. Following this there will be

the usual business meeting and a technical

session during the afternoon, the subjects

to be discussed being the “Economics of

Weight Reduction,” by F. D. Howe; “The

Factor of Reliability in Ignition Apparatus,"

by A. Atwater Kent; “Requirements of

Automobile Brake Construction,” by Thos.

J. Fay and Lawrence Whitcomb. Immedi

ately following the readings the annual din

nor will be held. After the dinner the meet

ing will adjourn to Tuesday, January 19.

On the date of adjournment a number of

motor car tests will be made on the club’s

dynamometer, while in the afternoon papers

on the following subjects will be read:

"An Improved Type of Compression Coup

ling,” by W. S. Noyes; “Standardizing Auto

mobile Motor Bearings," by S. P. Wetherill,

Jr.; “Some practical Considerations in Auto

genous Welding," by Henry Cave; “Con

tinuous Form of Engine Indicator," by

S W. Rushmore and H. L. Towle. The

afternoon meeting at which the papers will

be presented will be held at the Engineer

ing Societies Building, and the annual din

ner at the Engineers’ Club.

 

Studebaker to Have Big Individual Show.

During show time New York City will

be rich in individual, independent shows

conducted by various makers and agents.

The latest announcement in this line is

that of the Studebaker Automobile Co.,

which will devote the entire ground floor

of the big Studebaker building at Broad

way, Seventh Avenue and Forty-eighth

street to.a display of the various type of

motor cars and vehicles made and sold by

the company. The exhibit, in its variety,

will be the largest ever assembled by an

individual firm, since it will include gas

olene cars from small runabouts to large

limousines, a full line of electric pleasure

vehicles, and electric commercial vehicles

0: types ranging from light delivery wagons

to the heaviest trucks. Free bus service

will be provided visitors to and from the

Palace and Garden shows.

Motor Vehicles in the British Isles.

Statistics compiled by the Royal Auto

mobile Club of England show that in the

United Kingdom there were registered, up

to September 30, 1908, a total of 154.391 m0

tor vehicles, divided as follows: Private cars

in England and Wales, 63,240; trade vehi

cles, 11,172; public conveyances, 5,461; mo

torcycles, 57,472; total for England and

Wales, 1377345. Private cars in Scotland,

5,231; trade vehicles, 810; public convey

ances, 384; motorcycles, 4,482; total for

Scotland, 10,907. Pleasure vehicles in Ire

land, 2,910; trade vehicles, 122; public con

veyances, 5,880; motorcycles, 3,072; total

for Ireland, 6.139. The total of each class

of vehicles in the United Kingdom are:

Private cars, 71,381; trade vehicles, 12,104;

public conveyances, 5,880; motorcycles, 65,

026.

America's Extensive Use of Automobiles.

It has been estimated that there are at

present no less than 150,000 automobiles in

use in America, and another estimate places

the probable production of the forthcoming

year at 75,000 new cars. On this basis, the

parent industry is made to loom very large.

But when it is considered that in the hey

dey of the carriage industry no less than

1,000,000 buggies a year were turned out

during four consecutive seasons, it appears

that the business of vehicle production en

joys possibilities which the automobile sec

tion of it has by no means begun to exhaust

cven yet.

 

Oregon Show Scheduled for March.

An automobile show for Portland, Ore.,

will be held next March, in the armory. Sev

eral of the Pacific Coast cities are planning

shows and efforts are being made to pro

vide for making a circuit which can use

more elaborate decorative and attraction

features than would the possible in any one

of the cities undertaking to run a show

wholly on its own account.

Buffalo to Hold February Show.

Buffalo’s automobile show has been deter

mined upon for the week beginning Feb

ruary 15, at Convention hall. The show will

be held under the direct management of

the Automobile Club of Buffalo, with the

co-operation of the dealers and local man

ufacturers.

 

March Dates for Rochester Show.

The Rochester Automobile Dealers’ As

sociation, of Rochester, N. Y., has set its

show for March 15 to 20, in Convention

Hall. The executive committee of the show

includes W. C. Barry, Jr., T. J. Northway,

A. H. Zimbrich and George J. Bauer.

 

Kansas City Fixes Show Dates.

Dates for the automobile show at Kan

sas City, Mo., were chosen at the last

meeting of the local dealers. The affair

will be held at Convention hall, March 8

to 13.

 

Maine Show Opens February 22.

Portland, Mo., will hold its show Feb

will manage it. This will be the eastern

most of all the local shows.
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Makers Explain Their Products' Salient Points

 

 

With scarcely an exception, the motor

cars at present in the market possess suf

ficicnt potential mileage, or “go” in other

words, to make them a paying investment

to the owner. Their actual worth in terms

of passenger miles per dollar of cost and

maintenance outlay, however, varies widely

according to the type of vehicle and the

purpose for which it is designed as well as

the manner of its use. Those who are inti

mately acquainted with the industry are

sufficiently familiar with the characteristics

of the various cars to be able to make a

sound discrimination, should they be called

upon to choose a machine for their own in

dividual use. To those who are beyond the

pale—the rank outsiders—the task is a far

more difficult and entirely bewildering one.

The would-be purchaser of a car, who

knows nothing of motor car construction,

is forced to rely largely upon the state

ments of the manufacturers and their agents

in making his selection. Brought face to

face with these in the course of a canvass

of the field. a surprising amount of confu

sion is engendered in his mind, and fre

quently a vague impression that whatever

the individual merits of the different ma

chines, the question of price aside, the

efforts of most salesmen are based upon

the use of a few stock recommendations

which appear to apply to the entire trade

with astonishing generality.

It is not that a car must be radically dif

ferent from others of its general class in

order to be particularly worthy of the buy

ei‘s consideration. Indeed, the opinion is

held by some manufacturers that the era of

the efficacy of “talking points” is past, and

that those special levers no longer possess

their former power ofpersuasion in induc

ing sales. It is not necessary that the ma

chine shall be fabricated of rare materials,

put together under extraordinary conditions

of shop administration, nor that it shall be

accompanied by unusual “inducements” in

the shape of free equipment or guarantee.

The real essence of the successful market

ing of a car lies in the manner in which its

adaptibility to the wants of the individual

owner may be demonstrated, and—to a sur

prising degree—to the success of the sales

man in presenting his arguments in a brief

and forceful style calculated to penetrate

the haze of uncertainty which surrounds the

prospective customer as a result of inter

views with other salesmen.

It has been observed with increasing fre

quency that the task of selling automobiles

constantly is becoming more difficult. In

other words, the idea is growing that the

personal equation of the salesman is be

'lay the most stress.

coming a more potent factor in the admin

istration of the sales department. This be

ing admittedly so, it is interesting to make

observation of the various weapons with

which the modern motor car salesman arms

himself, or, in other words, to compare the

selling points exploited by the different

manufacturers in disposing of their wares.

With this object the Motor World wrote

to a number of well-known American manu

facturers who are members of the Ameri

can Motor Car Manufacturers' Association,

:sking this question: “VVherein and in ex

actly what details does your car difl’er from

others? In endeavoring to make sales,

upon what points do you lay the most

stress?

From the score and more of replies, the

following excerpts have been taken:

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co.—“The prin

cipal differences between our product and

that of other manufacturers are, moderate

price, all-around utility and reliability in

exacting service. In endeavoring to make

sales, we point to past performances, argu

ing that the Maxwell, a car of moderate

price, performs the same service as the

higher priced competitor, is operated more

economically, not liable to disorders on ac

count of its constructional advantages. such

as three-point suspension, thermo-syphon

cooling, multiple disc clutch, unit construc

tion, etc."

Nordyke & Marmon Co.—“The Marmon

differs from most other cars on the market

in that it is entirely of our own design and

entirely of our own construction. The mo

tor difiers from others in its oiling system

and this is one of the points upon which we

The rear axle, trans

mission and brake system differs from oth

ers, possessing certain superior features and

especially the feature of easy access to the

parts. We lay claim to easy riding quali

ties. due to our system of full elliptic springs

and method of suspension. We lay claim

to a superior steering gear and connections;

to high class body construction and finish."

Pennsylvania Auto Motor Co.—"‘Penn

sylvania’ cars do not materially differ from

any other high-grade car. We, of course,

have proven and feel that a hemispherical

or valve in the head engine has many ad

vantages over the standard types of in

verted ‘T’ or ‘I.’ head engines, since we get

the explosion directly over the pistons, and

get an absolute utilization of all the gas

contents. The arrangement of the valves

and cages in the head permit of the easy

removal of foreign matter on the pistons

and in the combustion chambers, without

disturbing any conections whatever. We

lubricate all of our motors internally

through a hollow crank, by means of a

mechanically driven mechanical lubricator.

We do not in any way depend upon splash

lubrication. We, like many others, use

nickel steel throughout, and annular bear

ings. We have proven again that the unit

axle and transmission system is not only

practical but desirable. We also lay par

ticular stress on the fact that we have in

our factory as complete a line of modern

jigs as there is in any factory in the world.

This is interchangeability; and another very

important thing. that there is not one part

of the Pennsylvania car that is made on

the piece-work plan. We have absolutely no

piece-work in our factory, every man being

on a salary."

Mitchell Motor Car Co.—“While there

are, of course, numerous differences be

tween our machines and those of other

make, still, we use no particular feature

that is not common to a great number. In

other words, everything about our car is

of approved design and according to the

best general practice. If there is any one

thing that has created sales for us more

than any other and because of which we

would naturally place stress upon it in sell

ing, it would be the fact that our cars are

more stoutly built than the average make

and have a reputation for standing up in

rough country and under hard service and

of delivering a great amount of mileage

with very little care." _

The Dayton Motor Car Co.—“One point

which is always emphasized, is the very

large percentage of the entire make-up of

the car being made in our own factory, un

der our direct supervision. Having direct

supervision over the raw materials and all

structural labor, 99 per cent. of the com

plete car. we believe is largely responsible

for the success of the complete product.

In taking under consideration the structural

features of the Stoddard-Dayton, it must

be borne in mind that all of these features

as to principle, material and workmanship

are identical in the three principal models,

the only difference in these respective mod

els being in the dimensions."

Points further enumerated are: Valve

in-the-head construction of motors, offset

crank shafts and automatic, internal lubrica

tion: the use of roller, thrust load bearings

throughout the car in all transmission and

axle mountings.

Brush Runabout Co.——“So far as we can

inform ourselves, the Brush has the only

single cylinder vertical engine operating in

an automobile in the United States. The

transmission is of the planetary type and
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the only one in which multiple disc clutches

are used on all three speeds. In making

sales, reference is made to the transmission

which is self-adjusting, having few wearing

parts; also its simplicity, the light weight of

the car (900 pounds), the ratio in which the

car is geared, making it almost impossible

to stall the engine on any grade or in

traversing any road.”

York Motor Car Co., Inc—“Our cars dif-.

fer in construction in many ways. The

cylinders are cast separate, with wide ports

or openings on each side, and they are put

against each other with a light paper pack

irg between, and held by bolts. This gives

the advantage of a short engine—the same

as the bloc system—each cylinder can be

inspected individually, it is only necessary

to remove one cylinder in case of replace

ment, and water pipe connections between

the cylinders are eliminated, as the water

enters at the rear and leaves at the front.

Our integral oiling system in the base, of,

the crank case is operated by a sliding vane

pump, of which our point is that the oil

level is controlled'by an eccentric valve on

the inside of the base with the stem run

ning through to the outside and carrying

a hand or pointer which registers on a dial

by which more or less oil may be secured

as desired. We believe this is the only in

tegral oiling system, with practically

micrometer adjustment.

“We also lay particular stress on the parts

used in Pullman cars, as we do our own

manufacturing in our plant, with the ex

ception of_the axles, and other articles as

lamps, rims, etc. By making our complete

car in our own factory, including our own

wheels and body, we are able to give a

better value than would be otherwise pos

sible in a high grade car.”

National Motor Vehicle Co.—“VVe use a

double ignition system on all of our cars,

of which the wiring is a feature. We use

a crank case oiler of our own design, which

is exceptionally efficient and which we think

is entirely original with ourselves. \Ve use

ball-bearings on the crank shaft and cam

shafts of all our cars and have been strong

advocates of that type of construction for

several seasons past. Our company was

one of the very first to exploit that type

of construction in this country. The rear

system of National cars is another special

feature. In general design it is not unlike

several others, but the construction of the

rear axle housing is such that all of the

parts can be inspected, adjusted or removed

without disturbing the wheels and without

tearing down any other parts of the car.

We use sheet aluminum or cast aluminum

bodies on all of our cars and either type of

construction is a feature as compared with

ordinary sheet metal bodies."

A brief summary of the points upon

which special stress is laid by other manu~

facturers follows:

Jackson Automobile C0.—Thermo-syphon

water circulation, full-elliptic spring suspen

iicv on all. maturities we win is

side the frame, unit-power plant design with

enclosed fly wheel and on the latest model

overhead cam shaft, inclined valves placed

in the cylinder heads, adjustable timing

gears, special design of clutch linkage, and

in a second new model standard magneto

ignition.

Inter-State Automobile Co.—The use of a

torsion tube which eliminates the use of all

strut's'or torsion rods, complete double ig

nition with two sets of plugs, unusually

large tires, and a complete equipment of

accessories, calculated to relieve the retail

buyer of any embarrassment in connection

with the outfitting of his car.

American Motor Car Sales Co. (Over

land)—Silent motor, exclusive design of

planetary transmission enclosed completely

and mounted as a unit with the live rear

axle, absence of side levers and control of

the speeds by means of two pedals, clutch

adjustment without the use of tools other

than a screwdriver, high tension magneto,

complete equipment. In larger, four and

six-cylinder models, special ball bearing

change gear, and, in the latter, low price.

Oakland Motor Car Co.-—Special design

of two-cylinder vertical motor, with original

bclancing device and removable cylinder

heads, thermo-syphon cooling, one pedal

and one side lever in control system, small

amount of attention required in connection

with maintenance. On the new four-cylin

der model, three-point suspension of motor,

inclined alignment making lubrication effec

tive as well as assuring straight line drive,

epicyclic steering gear having slight differ

ential action. ,

Reliable-Dayton Motor Car Co.—Direct

application of the principles of ordinary

motor car construction to the carriage type

0! vehicle, applied as requirements develop

upon experimentation; absence of radical

departures from commonly accepted prac

tice, solid and enduring construction.

Ford Motor Co.—Vanadium steel em

ployed in every part of the car, from lamp

bracket to axle, magneto incorporated in»

engine design, block type motor with re

movable water jacketed cylinder heads,

lower half of crank case made of pressed

steel and extended to form seamless oil

tight housing and enclosing lower half of

entire power plant, every bolt locked 5e

curcly in place.

W. H. Kiblinger Co.—Air-eooled motor

construction, with fan incorporated into fiy

wheel, special provision for cooling valve

springs and preserving their temper, or

iginal method of chain adjustment, high

road clearances, solid tires and light, graded,

resilient springs, non-skidding advantages

of high-wheel mounting, hill-climbing abil

ity, general acessibility of mechanical parts.

Hart-Kraft Motor Co.—Exclusive use of

unit power plant in 1.000pound commercial

car, all parts of mechanism accessible from

driver’s seat, simplicity of plant, assured

reliability in service due to adoption of solid

tires, improved ignition, simple mechanism.

ariq tool-ewe? semantic“. ‘

The Bristol Engineering Co.—Inter

changeability in any unit—that is to say,

engine, transmission and rear axle construc

tions replaceable independently and readily

—only two sizes of studs and nuts em

ployed in assemblage, only two socket

wrenches required in tool kit, hardening

carried out in all small parts, left side con

trol.

Most suggestive, as showing hcw it is

possible to expand the complete selling

platform from a single key-feature, was the

reply received from the Atlas Motor Car

Co., and embodying the radical claims which

they make for their two-cycle engine. The

name “Atlas perfected, two-cycle engine,"

is bracketed against the three claims for

supremacy, that it is the “Simplest auto

mobile engine built; the most flexible auto

mobile engine built; and indestructible.”

Developments of these three claims explain

that “No adjustment is necessary or possi‘

ble, hence the easiest to care for”; that it

“will throttle down lower and accelerate

quicker than any other engine built. hence

the easiest car built to handle"; and that

“No engine parts replacements ever neces

sary, hence upkeep expense lowest of any

automobile engine built. Will last longer

than any other automobile engine and im

proves constantly by use instead of rapidly

deteriorating after a few thousand miles use,

like the four-cycle engine."

Investigating Radiator Efficiency.

By plotting curves from the results of an

exhaustive series of tests, experimenters

connected with the Bush Manufacturing

Company, of Hartford, Conn., have obtained

data concerning air cell and water space

sizes in radiator practice calculated to show

that it is desirable to make the air cells

small and the water spaces thin, but the

extension of the principle beyond a certain

point results in a decrease of efficiency.

The experiments made it clear that there

is little to be gained by making the air cells

smaller than one-fourth inch square, giving

a one-sixteenth square inch area. Smaller

than this, the air cells showed a lessened

heat radiation in proportion to area.

The tests also included determinations of

such points as air velocities at various car

and fan speeds, the most efficient radiator

thickness from front to back, the rate of

water flow resulting from thermo-syphon

effects, and the best practical proportions

of air cell to water space sizes. The in

formation thus obtained has been utilized

in the construction of the Bush radiators

which the company is now marketing. Ver

tical tubes with fins are employed, the tubes

being flat and of small section. They are

spaced three deep from front to back, while

the rows of fins are separated by vertical

strips. the fins being soldered to the strips

to give strength. Many advantages are

claimed for the vertical tube and fin type,

particularly for a thermo-syphon system,

since the water is given a free and unrv

strictsd. tie"! is. a. qutical line.
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From the standpoint of racing events, the

past year has been a notable one. It pro

duced new records for various distances,

brought to light a number of conspicuous

drivers hitherto unknown, revived the fam

ous Vanderbilt Cup contest, and inaugur

ated the now celebrated Grand Prize event

in addition to various other features of

minor interest. In connection with the re

turn of the Vanderbilt race, one of the most

noteworthy achievements of the year was

the completion of the first section of the

Long Island Motor Parkway, a cement

course which is destined to play an impor

tant part in future speed events in Amer

ica. Handicapped at the start by business

depression, during which time many manu

facturers were forced to curtail expense as

far as possible, the year 1908 nevertheless

has had a goodly quota of events and its

racing season ended in a brilliant flourish

at Savannah.

New York-Paris Race Starts.

The first race of 1908, which started on

January 12, proved in many respects the

most momentous as well as the longest of

the year. It was 22,000 miles in length, and

in order to complete it, the contestants were

carried clear around the world. The New

York to Paris contest created wide interna

tional interest, inasmuch as it was such a

stupendous undertaking and generally de

clared at the outset, to be practically impos

sible. Few people ever thought that some

nine months later two of the six starters

would actually reach the French capital.

Six contestants set out in the dead of win.

ter on this wild expedition: the Thomas,

representing America; a German, Prothos,

an Italian, Zust, and three contestants rep

resenting France—Sizaire et Naudin, Moto

Bloc and De Dion. Of these, the three

former eventually reached Paris.

Sandfest.

The first of the season's speed contests

at reasonable distances, was the annual Or

rnond Beach (Fla) meet, held March 3-6.

under the auspices of the Automobile Club

of America. As a sporting carnival it was a

weak end to a long diminuendo, the only

redeeming feature being that a few world's

records were broken. Lack of sufficient

entries resulted in lack of interest and as

Florida’s Annual

‘ering a mile in 0:35-l/5.

'mediately started his

9;

there were no really exciting brushes or

close finishes at any time, enthusiasm was

almost an unknown quantity. On the first

day of the meet, the late Emanuel Cedrino,

driving the Fiat “Cyclone,” won the initial

100 miles event for the Minneapolis trophy,

driving much of the race minus two tires,

when he could not make tubes stay on his

front rims. His time was 1:50:20, but he

fell short of the record made by \Nalter

Clifiord-Earp in 1906 by 35 minutes.

The second race on the same day, 150
vmiles for stock cars, was won by Louis J.

Bergdoll, the Philadelphian, in his Benz,

his time being 2:40:53.

If the opening day was disappointing, the

second day was equally so, when the 125

miles event for “gentlemen drivers,” also

was placed to“ the credit of Bergdoll.

Cedrino Establishes .a Record.

Thursday, March 5, the third efi'ort, pro

duced the best race of the meet, when Ce

drino, in the Fiat, established a record for

256 miles and won the Automobile Club of

America's trophy. His time 'for the dis

tance was 3221227343, an average of 77 miles

per hour. R. G. Kelsey, in the Christie

car, was second in this evnt, while Maurice

Bernin, who experienced tire trouble, was

third with the Renault. Bernin, however,

on the final day of the meet, won the 100

miles match race against S. B. Stevens in

the Fiat Cyclone, and broke the world's

record for the distance. His time was

1:12:256X5, as against the mark of 1:15:40%

made by Clifford-Earp in the Napier in 1906.

On this occasion also, a number of mile

trials against time were made; the fastest

being that of Cedrino, who slid over a mile

in 35 seconds flat. While the record of

028%, made by Marriott in the Stanley

steamer two years before, was not touched,

nevertheless a most notable performance

was given by David Bruce-Brown, an ama

teur, who broke the old amateur record of

0.39, held by Wm. K. Vanderbilt, by cov'

Ber'nin made the

nmit best time with the Renault in 039%.

No sooner was the meet over, than the

indefatigable \V. J. 'Morgan, who has been

concerned in many southern ventures, im

Jacksonville-Miami

race, a personally conducted affair, in which

  

Savannah’s
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four or five cars started. A 10 horsepower

Cadillac, driven by Dr. \N. N. Stinson, won

this 371 miles race, C. F. Wheeler's Peer

less also arriving, after it had been res

cued by the winner, when stuck in a swamp

70 miles from the nearest town.

First Road Race.

Some of those who attended the beach

meet stopped over on their northbound trip

at Savannah, which made its first attempt

at holding a road race a few days later, on

Wednesday, March 18, and the day follow

ing. A fine, smooth 18 miles circuit had

been prepared for the occasion, the road

well oiled and a grandstand erected. Inas

much as the coals of the A. A. A.-A. C. A.

fire were slowly kindling, and as the Or

mond meet had proved a failure in many

respects, under the A. C. A.'s management,

the ofiicials of the Three A’s were particu

larly anxious to make Savannah's initial at

tempt a success, and in so far as the man

agement of the affair was concerned, they

were well rewarded for their pains. The

first day upon which the 180 miles race for

stock runabouts was run, and also the race

at the same distance between two six-cyl

inder machines, a Stearns and a Thomas,

proved a big disappointment to Savannah,

as well as its visitors.

In the former, Herbert Lytle, at the wheel

or an Apperson car, won in 3:35:41, beating

1. B. Lorimer in the Thomas-Detroit, by

more than a lap. A third starter, Zengle, in

a Pennsylvania, broke a rear axle after mak—

ing the fastest circuit of the race, in 18:54.

In the race between the “sixes,” George

Salzman, in the Thomas, finished a lone

race; Leland in the Stearns, breaking a

connecting rod when the race was but half

finished.

When Strang Achieved Fame.

The Savannahians on the following day

however, saw a rattling good race. It was

upon this occasion that Lewis Strang

mounted in, an Isotta car, rose to prom

inence by winning the race of 20 laps, a

distance of 342 miles, in 6 hours 21 minutes

30 seconds—an average speed of 53.83 miles

an ,hour. Close on Strang's heels in this

(031‘!th was Herbert Lytlc in a 50 horse

power Apperson, while Malcolm Newstct

ter.
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Enthusiasm hit the top notch during this

race, the Governor of the State, the Mayor

of Savannah, and other distinguished guests,

lending no little prestige to the occasion.

Practically the entire city turned out to

witness the contest and so satisfactory was

the race generally that it was obvious that

Savannah was at once encouraged to make

a strong play for a still bigger race over

its magnificent course.

Briarcliff and Its Sequel.

A little more than a month later, April

24, Strang won the Briarclifi road race in

the same Isotta car. This contest, held on

one of the most dangerous courses ever se

lected for a race, made up of a series of

treacherous turns and choppy hills ‘that

were none too smooth, was a surprise to

every one. Many well qualified to judge

had predicted that accidents would be nu

merous and that in all probability more

than one driver would come to a sad end.

From start to finish, the contestants set

up a pace that forced a race with death

throughout the 259 miles, but the gods

were kind and there were no fatalities or

bad accidents. Strang's victory was clean

cut and decisive, especially notable in that

he set out from fourth position, passed

those ahead of him, took the lead early and

was never headed. He sent the Italian car

over the 8 laps in 5:14:131/é, at an average

speed of 48 miles an hour—a speed which

astounded those who were familiar with the

crndition of the course. Emanuel Cedrino,

in a Fiat. was second, while third and

fourth places were captured by American

drivers in American cars. Guy Vaughan,

at the wheel of a Stearns, followed close

upon Cedrino's heels, and Herbert Lytle, in

the Apperson entry, was fourth. The Au

tomobile Manufacturers‘ Committee, prin

cipally composed of Robert Lee Morrell

and T. Francis Moore, who promoted the

contest, were in difficulties from the very

beginning in arranging things so that the

contest could start. On the day before the

race, State Engineer Skene demanded that

the promoters put up $4,600 to go for road

repairs necessitated by the race. Skene

would not even take a bond on a reliable

surety company, but insisted upon cash—

and he got it. All that was ever returned

to Morrell was a trifle over $500. A sequel

to the incident is Morrell’s suit against the

State official, who, Morrell claims, had no

right to exact the money.

Summer Contests and Tours.

Between Briarcliff time and the first of

June, particularly on Decoration Day. there

were numerous hill climbing contests, a

couple of track meets, together with sev

eral short endurance and reliability runs,

among them, the meet at Pimlico track on

May 29, during practice for which Eman

uel Cedrino met with the accident which

caused his death. A 300 miles road race

tcok place at Denver, Col., on May 30, and

Linn Matthewson, the driver of the Thomas

Forty entry won it, the bad road conditions

being responsible for the slow average time

of 38 miles per hour.

On June 5, the day before ground was

broken in the construction of the Long

Island Motor Parkway, a series of one mile

speed trials took place at Jamaica, L. I.

Twenty-six fast events were run 05 on the

Hillside avenue course and road records at

the mile and kilometer distances were shat

tered. The fastest performance of the af

ternoon, was that of Harry Kilpatrick in

the Vanderbilt Cup Hotchkiss car. He

scored a kilometer in 24% seconds in the

ftee-for-all, which was at a rate of 90 miles

.11 hour, while his time for the mile was

0:38y5—a rate of 93.3 miles. George Rob

ertson, in the Fiat Cyclone, and numerous

drivers in the stock car events, made cred

itable showings.

July 4 was celebrated with the usual num

ber of local holiday events, track races tak

ing place at Elkwood Park, Long Branch,

N. J., Baltimore, Md., and other place:

throughout the country. The interest

turned from racing toward the annual Glid

den tour which started from Bufialo, N.

Y., on July 9.

America Wins Race to Paris.

About a week after the tour ended, word

was telegraphed from abroad that the

Thomas car contestant in the New York

Paris race had reached the French capital

on July 30, winning the great globe-circling

contest by 26 days. Although it did not

reach Paris first, it was declared the win

ner on a 30 days allowance for time lost in

attempting to reach Asia via Alaska, a

plan which had to be abandoned by the

Thomas crew and which the other foreign

contestants did not so much as venture

upon. On Saturday, August 15, the vic

torious car reached New York once more

and was given a most enthusiastic recep

tion. Of the six original contestants in this

race, only three ever reached Europe. The

French Sizaire et Naudin retired after run

ning only 100 miles two days after the

start; the French Moto Bloc retired in

Iowa after traveling 1,300 miles, while the

third French entry, the De Dion got as far

as Vladivostok, Siberia. before dropping

out of sight. The German Prothos car,

after having been rebuilt several times en

route, succeeded in arriving at Paris first,

four days ahead of the Thomas (then driven

by George Schuster). Having been shipped

by rail for a portion of the distance, the time

allowance set the Prothos back to second

place. Some weeks later, the Italian Zust

entry arrived at the finish, after much diffi

culty.

Considerable interest was aroused over

the Lowell, Mass, Labor Day road race,

on September 7. Here it was that Lewis

Strang scored his third triumph by piloting

J. H. Tyson’s Briarclifi' Isotta to victory.

In a field of seven starters, Strang took the

lead in the very first lap and never relin

quished it, driving the 24 laps, or 254 miles

in 4 hours 42 minutes 35 seconds. Banking

on Michelin tires, as he had done in his

two previous victories at Savannah and

Briareliff, he had no tire trouble, a remark

able characteristic of his lucky driving in

all three of these events. At Lowell, Strang

beat his nearest competitor, H. F. Grant,

in an American Locomotive, by more than

1y, hours. William Bourque, in a Knox,

was third.

Two days previous to the Lowell event,

a race meet took place at St. Paul, Minn.,

and Ralph De Palma's performance there

was one that must not be overlooked.

Driving the Fiat ‘Cyclone” around the

mile track in 51 seconds flat, he broke all

world’s records for the circular mile, low

ering the 52 seconds mark held by Walter

Christie and made on the same course.

The A. A. A. and A. C. A. War.

Around this time, the “flare-up" between

the American Automobile Association and

the Automobile Club of America was reach

ing serious proportions. How the failure

of the former to recognize the Ostend rules

in completing the arrangements for the

forthcoming Vanderbilt race, how the club

decided to hold a second and spite race

under the international rules and especially

for the foreign contingent, and how there

came from the conflict the famous “treaty

of peace" which gave to the A. C. A. the

control of all “international” competitions,

hardly need be recapitulated here. The or

ganization of the Motor Racing Associa

tion, and its announcement that it was go

ing to control local racing around New

York City, and that it contemplated hold

ing a 24 hours race at Brighton Beach, with

out asking a sanction of the A. A. A.,

caused a little flurry of excitement. The

Motor Racing Association did hold its out

law 24 hours race at Brighton on Septem

ber 12, and Ralph Mulford and Harry Cobe

alternating at the wheel of a Lozier car,

won it. Then when, a few days later, the

Three A’s retired from the field and relin

quished the control of international races

to the A. C. A, the Motor Racing Associa

tion no longer wanted to play “outlaw,” but

desiring to run another 24 hours race on

October 2 and 3, applied to the A. C. A.

for an “international” sanction and got it.

It was in this twice-around-the-clock con

test that George Robertson began his win

ning streak, when alternating with Frank

Lescault at the wheel of a Simplex, he

reeled off 1,177 miles, breaking all records

for dirt tracks with a stock car. In this

race the Lozicr came in for second honors

and the Thomas for third.

Opening of the Motor Parkway.

On Saturday, October 10, two big racing

events occurred—the Long Island Sweep

stakes, which served to open the new Mo

tor Parkway, and the big road race in Fair

mount Park, Philadelphia, under the Quaker

City Motor Club’s auspices. Herbert Ly

tle, in an Isotta, was the start of the
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Sweepstakes event; winning the principal

race. 234.6 miles in 3.39210. Strang, driving

a Renault, was a close second. Events for

the lighter cars in the four other classes

were won respectively by H. Hughes (Al

len-Kingston); W. H. Sharp (Sharp-Ar

row); W. R. Burns (Chalmers-Detroit), and

Hugh Easter (Buick). This race gave some

idea of what was to be expected in the way

of speed at the Vanderbilt Cup contest on

the 24th .

At the Philadelphia 200 miles race, which

was the wind-up of the annual Founders'

Week celebration, George Robertson in a

stock Locomobile, won the chief laurels and

lifted the $2,000 prize cup, when he got

over the 25 laps in 4:02:30. Cyrus Patschke '

in a six-cylinder Acme, gained second hon

ors, and Ralph Mulford, the Lozier pilot,

third. This race, which was remarkable in

asmuch as it was held in Fairmount Park,

was so successfully run that it is expected

to become part of the annual celebration

at that city in the future.

Vanderbilt Cup Race Revives.

Then came the Vanderbilt Cup contest

on October 24, which had been awaited for

two long years and in it Robertson, driv

ing the 1906 Locomobile Vanderbilt racer,

added the third big victory to his string.

Robertson drove a fast and exciting race,

covering the 'eleven lapped circuit, a dis

tance of 258.06 miles in 4 hours, 48% sec

onds. Lytle, in an Isotta, drove in second, but

was disqualified a couple of months later

on account of the car being over weight.

Second place would undoubtedly have been

awarded to James Florida in the second Lo

comobile, had the race not been officially

called off before he crossed the tape after

colliding with a touring car at the finish.

Wagner Wins the Grand Prize.

As the climax of 1908 racing, came what

was beyond all d0ubt, the biggest contest

of the year—the Grand Prize race at Sa

vannah. The memories of this notable con

test promoted by the Automobile Club of

America and the Savannah Automobile

Club, are still fresh in mind. The interna

tional light car curtain raiser of the Geor

gia event was an interesting race, Hilliard

in the little Lancia “Lampo,” proving the

victor in the 196 miles flyer over the spe

cial 9.8 miles course in 3 hours 43 minutes

43 seconds. When on the following day,

Wagner, in the Italian Fiat, fought out the

struggle for the Grand Prize with Hem

‘ cry in the Benz, and the former won by the

small margin of 56% seconds, the throngs

who witnessed the victory and the millions

who read about it that night, were satisfied

that the closing contest of the racing year

was a notable one. Wagner’s time for the

400.02 miles was 6:10:31%, a rate of 65.1

miles per hour—remarkable in view of the

several hundred turns encountered on the

winding course. Nazzaro, in another Fiat.

followed Hemery into third place; Hanriot,

in a Benz, was fourth, and Hautvast,

mounted in a Bayard-Clement, fifth. The

only regretable feature of the race was that

the American entrants could not have made

a better showing. Of these, Seymour, in

the Simplex. who finished eleventh, made

the best time. The fastest lap of the con

test was made by Ralph De Palma, the

American driver of the third Fiat entry,

who covered the second and seventh rounds

of the 25.13 miles course in 21:36.

Many Local Racemeets.

Throughout the year the distribution of

local events throughout the country has

been more uniform than ever before, the

middle and western sections getting fully

as good a share of contests as the East.

How much of this has been due to the tire

less activities of the ubiquitous Barney Old

field, who with Walter Christie and Charles

Searles has overlooked all previous an

nouncements of retirement and steadfastly

turned his face toward the fieshpots that

hang within the precincts of county fairs,

cannot be told. His movements have been

often too rapid and abrupt to be overtaken

by the pen of the chronicler. Be that as it

may, it is perhaps significant of the wide—

spread interest in automobile contests and

of the tendencies in various localities that

the last track meet of 1908 should have

been held at Tanforan Park, San Francisco,

Cal., and the last endurance contest, at

\Vorcester, Mass., while New Year’s Day

is programmed for a 24 hours race at Ascot

Park, Los Angeles, Cal., and the start of a

two days’ endurance run from Philadelphia,

Pa.. to Wilkes-Barre and return.

 

Twenty Entries for Quaker City Run.

That considerable interest is being taken

in the Quaker City Motor Club's annual

two days' endurance and reliability run, is

evidenced by the fact that no less than 20

entries have been made. The contest to

Wilkes-Barre and return, which is to start

in the early hours of January 1, is to be a

strict and exacting affair and not essentially

a pleasure outing. The schedule to‘be main

tained has been set at 20 miles per hour,

although this may be reduced somewhat,'

on account of the difficult condition that

will be encountered on the road, especially

if the snow is at all deep. A rigid technical

committee will endeavor to eliminate as

many cars as possible from the "clean

score” list when penalizations are warranted

and the general opinion of those connected

with the run is that the list of perfect con

testants will be very small, when the cars

return to Philadelphia on the following day.

The route starts out from the Club's

headquarters on Broad street and is exactly

the same as that of the Glidden tour last

summer as far as Delaware \Vater Gap,

then it branches off and runs to Strouds

burg, through the Pocon05 to VVilkes-Barre.

The first control on the tour is to be at

Sellersville, 33 miles out; the second is at

Allentown, 54 miles from the starting point.

From Allentown, where the checking sta

tion is at the Hotel Allen, the run goes

straight through Bethlehem, Easton, Mar

tin's Creek, Portland and the Delaware

Water Gap to Stroudsburg, where the third

control is at the Hote'l Fulmer, 104 miles.

From Stroudsburg to Wilkes-Barre one of

the most beautiful parts of the whole tour

is encountered and in parts the roads are

splendid, there being 15 miles of State road

through the Pocono Mountains, which is

the finest on the run in the whole 300 miles.

The run from Stroudsburg to Wilkes-Barre,

the fourth control, is at once about as dif

ficult and at the same time as pleasant as

any part of the tour. In good weather the

roads through this region are all that could

be desired, but in the dead of winter they

are very likely to be hard traveling, whether

it is wet or dry.

The hardest and really the only danger

ous section along the whole route is from

Hazleton to Hamburg, a distance of 36

miles through roads so narrow that two

cars cannot pass upon them in many long

stretches. Should any contestants break

down on this part of the route, a complete

tic-up of the whole line is liable to result

and a few of the drivers will doubtless wax

petulant.

Briarelifl' Racing Committee Organizes.

Another step was made in the trouble

some practice of clearing the Briarcliff road

race situation, when the racing committee

met and elected permanent officers on Mon

day last, 28th inst. Percy Owen was made

chairman and C. F. Wyckoff, who has been

acting in this capacity temporarily, was

elected vice-chairman. The Wagner-Field

Company, composed of Fred J. Wagner

and Russell Field, was appointed permanent

secretary. In place of the suggested audit

committee, a finance committee was chosen,

consisting of three members—S. B. Bow

man, J. S. Josephs and H. A. Lozier. Chair

man Owen assisted greatly in electing him

self, inasmuch as he, with E. Rand Hol

lander and H. A. Lozier. composed the nom

inating committee. Of the eleven members

present at the meeting, seven are said to

have announced that they would positively

enter the race next May, for which a course

is still wanted.

Women's Inter-City Run Postponed.

The Woman’s Automobile Club, which so

unexpectedly made its appearance a few

days ago, near Columbus Circle, New

York, did not engage in the heralded

reliability run to Philadelphia and return

on Tuesday and Wednesday last. The mere

men who are engineering the affair decided

that there was too much snow on the read

for comfortable driving and in consequence

postponed the event until January ll-lZ.

Meanwhile, and in response to inquiries,

the club’s press bureau is authority for the

statement that Mrs. Alice H. Ramsey was

elected president of the club on December

.11 and that other officials probably will be

chosen this week.
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FA€TORS 01" FIRST COST 0F CARS

The Proportions in Which the Maker's

Charges are Divided Up—Tires the

Most Costly Element.

Various ideas are entertained by motor

ists and even by those directly connected

with the trade, but more or less unfamiliar

with the manufacturing end of the business

as to how the first cost of a car is consti

tuted and in what proportion the makers’

charges are divided up. It is safe to say,

however, that it would scarcely be expected

that the item of tire cost would rise to as

great a proportion as a fifth of the total

original worth of the material embodied in

the finished product. That such is the case,

in foreign practice at least, is shown in a

resume presented by the Autocar.

“As a majority of makes of motor cars

are now being marketed at a normal value,

and the buying public appear to be seeking

after cheap cars rather than expensive ones,

it may be interesting to classify the heads

under which the total value of a motor car

is made up," he remarks. “It should be

noted that in the present instance the cost

of experiments, tools, patterns, etc., neces

sary to establish the actual type of car sup

plied by a manufacturer, is not taken into

consideration, but a model is dealt with the

initial costs in the production of which have

been written off by virtue of its standardiza

tion and popularity.

“On a powerful car, which has a small

clientele, and, of course, a comparatively

limited output, these items are of consid

erable importance. In the cost of a motor

car one has to consider:

“The raw material.

“The workmanship.

“The genral expenses and normal profit

of the manufacturers and retailers.

“The general expenses and normal profit

made the following table showing for their

principal type of car, viz., the 14 horse

power chainless, the cost of raw material

and parts, which must be purchased before

commencing to manufacture:

Per cent.

Parts of cost.

Tires

Steel

Aluminum castings . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .

Axles

Rubber tubing, aprons, nuts, bolts,

CtC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Magneto and fittings . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Ball bearings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Radiator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Chassis .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Bronze castings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Forgings

Springs

Cast iron

Steel tubing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

l’aint work

Lubricating materials . . . . . . . . . . . . .

\Yood work . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

o
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“From an examination of this table, one

can deduce some very interesting points,"

the author continues. “The proportion of

tire cost is somewhat astonishing, and it

will therefore be realized that the first ques

tion to be taken into consideration is that

of the weight of a car, this weight being the

criterion of the initial cost of tires as well

as of their upkeep afterwards. The second

item of cost is steel. In a car of the 14

horsepower Germain type, 1,300 pounds of

steel of various types and qualities in the

rcugh are required. A penny saved in the

cost of each pound would therefore reduce

the cost by £ 85. 4d. ($26.30). The price

of steel can vary from a few pence per

pound to 25. (50 cents) and more per

pound, and one can imagine what difference

it can make in the cost of a car to use good

or common steel.

“By replacing aluminum with cast steel

or iron, a new economy would be realized,

but again the important question of weight

would intervene, and the economy would

only be for the manufacturer.

“Then comes the front axle—a point on

which rests the safety of the occupants of

the car. A good axle costs anything up to

$.20 ($100), some racing axles costing £70

($350) or more, whereas a cheap axle can

be bought for £2 or £3 ($10 or $15). To

all outward appearances they are identical,

and nobody would be able to recognize the

good one from the cheap one by mere in

spection.

“An expensive magneto and a good ra

diator can be replaced by common and

cheap types, but with this reduction in price

there would be a proportional increase of

possible breakdown.

“The sundries and other parts come to a

more moderate proportion, and certainly an

economy could be realized on most of this

material. After the material comes the cost

of workmen’s time in manufacturing. Of

course, absolute standardization is presup

posed, without which one cannot have a

perfect motor car. With a well-equipped

works, well-designed tools, and the cost of

labor not excessive, the men's time ex

pended on a chassis amounts to about 10

per cent. of its value. .

“What is more expensive and important

is the case-hardening and tempering, and

then the necessary rectification of all the

working parts. If these operations are not

made, which is often the case in cheap cars,

the machines at the beginning would cer

tainly look identical, and the cheap one

would run as well as, if not better and more

silently than, a car more conscientiously

made, but after a time all the soft moving

parts would start to wear, and then the car

would rapidly go to pieces, and it would be

impossible to have it repaired. Case‘hard

ening, tempering, and rectification are/ex

pensive operations, but they are the only

guarantees against wear and tear.

“The general expenses, advertisement, and

normal trade profit which then come add

to the price of a car. There are generally

in good firms in proprotion to amount of

output, and are points which it is more

difficult to account for. It is not surpris

ing to find, therefore, that two cars abso

lutely identical to outward appearances, and

running equally well, may vary in value and

price up to about 40 per cent." -

Weight of the Car’s Equipment.

Some little time ago considerable stir

was created abroad by the publication of

an article showing the relative weights of

various accessories and the' way in which

they were distributed about the average

touring car. Up to this'time, no effort has

been made by the American manufacturers

to show the corresponding figures for local

practice, nor how with good judgment in

design a properly and amply equipped car

may be put out without being overloaded in

this respect. Figures just issued by the

George N. Pierce Co., as covering the

standard practice in equipping their cars,

however, reveal that the total equipment,

including supplies totals 581 pounds, or

more than the equivalent of two passengers’

weight. This equipment, however, is more

complete than the average, so that the to

tal amount probably exceeds that found in

ordinary practice.

Among the details of the equipment not

always found in cars of stock construction

are included the following, which form a

regular part of the Pierce inventory:

Shock absorbers, 28 pounds; odometer and

fittings, 2 pounds; footrest, 7 pounds; robe

rail and brackets, 5 pounds; dash cabinets,

3 pounds; luggage carrier in rear, 17

pounds; tool box in rear under frame, 26

pounds; sprag, 12 pounds; rubber bump

ers, 5 pounds; rear axle straps, 2 pounds;

gasolene gauge, 1 pound. Total, 124 pounds.

In addition to this with every Pierce Ar

row is given tools and spare parts-amount

ing to 55 pounds, making the total 179

pounds.

Aside from the actual mechanism and

body of the car there are extras such as

cape top, 138 pounds, and the glass front,

44 pounds that count in the actual weight

of the car. Water, oil, gasolene and grease

add another 220 pounds, making a total with

the accessories of 581 pounds.

The ignition outfit of a Pierce Arrow

adds a further element to the total weight.

Two separate systems are used, a high ten

sion magneto and storage batteries, work

ing through two sets of spark plugs. The

magneto system weighs 32 pounds and the

battery system 70 pounds, or 102 pounds in

all. While the battery system is a conve

nience, it could under certain circumstances

be dispensed with and 70 pounds of weight

saved. Aside from the mechanical parts

of the car are the lamps, lamp-brackets and

horn, weighing 87 pounds, which with the

batteries make 157 pounds. This added to

-- the total of 581 pounds for accessories and

supplies give a total of 738 pounds of the

total weight of the car in running condi

tion.
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It is a long story, which tells the full his

tory of the development of the internal com

bustion engine from its earliest beginning

to the present day. But the most interest

ing and important portion of it is that

which deals with the evolution of the type

commonly known as the automobile mo—

tor. This is so because in that type is pre

sented the lightest and most supple form

of gas engine known, one which is capable

of assuming varying loads under all sorts of

service conditions and of doing so with fuels

which though nominally uniform in quality

actually vary not a little in thermal value

and consistency.

Outwardly, the automobile engine may

be said to have undergone but slight mod

ification during the 24 years since Gottlieb

Daimler produced the first really successful

type of high speed motor. The present day

types, working upon the same Otto cycle

and possessing exactly the same organs

actuated in almost exactly the same man

ner appear superficially, to reveal but slight

marks of progress save that they are larger

and that they manifest a higher degree of

flexibility. That these two points involve

the secret of automobile engine develop

ment, of course escapes the casual observer.

As a matter of fact, practically all efforts

at perfecting this type of engine have in

volved one of them: two considerations.

Questions of silence in operation, of relia

bility, of weight to power ratio. and of effi

ciency have been subordinated to them in

the evolution of the automobile type of

motor.

Daimler’s original engine, which was pat

ented in Germany on April 3, 1885, differed

from the m0st prevalent of present types

mainly in that it was air~cooled. This func

tion was secured by surrounding the cylin

der with a sleeve of thin metal, separated

from it by a liberal air space, and direct

ing a current of air upward through it by

the aid of a fan attached to the crank case.

Other characteristics of the motor may be

observed from the accompanying illustra

tion which shows that the inlet valve was

automatic in action and that a certain

amount of air was admitted to the cylin

der during the suction stroke through a sup

plementary valve mounted in the piston and

admitting air through the crank case. This

- .. . .
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fcature has since become obsolete along

with the method of valve actuation and of

governing. The exhaust valve, it will be

observed, was operated by a feather car

ried on the lower end of the tappet rod and

traveling in a cam groove cut in the face

of one of the two enclosed fly wheels. Gov

erning was secured by causing the feather

to travel in an approximately circular path

(luring one or more cycles, thus preventing

the exhaust valve from opening. The later

  

 

 

  

 

  

 

EARLY DAIMLER MOTOR

Daimler engines differed in this point, a

small trip lever being made to cause the

tappet to miss engagement with the valve

stem when governing was required, the ac

tion otherwise being the same. Though this

motor had but one cylinder, a later type

had two, placed at an angle and thus con'

st‘tuting the first example of “V” construc'

tion.

Although Daimler's service to the indus~

try in embryo was a useful one, and he is

beyond a doubt entitled to all the credit

which he commonly receives as the “Father
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of the Automobile," one of his early asso

ciates, William Maybach, also is entitled

to no small share of credit for the develop

ment of the float feed and spray principle

of carburation. Daimler's method of car

buretting the charge for his engine had been

to draw a certain amount of air up through

a quantity of the liquid fuel thus gassilying

and carburetting it by actual contact. But

his bubbling or filtering carburetter failed

to produce wholly successful results. May

bach introduced the method of float regula

tion of the supply now in constant and suc

ctssful use, as a means of accomplishing a

direct atomization of the fuel by injecting

it into a current of air. Crude as was his

first attempt, the present day carburetters,

with perhaps one exception, in the case of

the so-called "puddle" type, follow its lead.

In the early types of Phoenix-Daimler

engines, which were made by the firm of

Panhard and Lavassor under license from

Daimler's company, considerable strides

were made. The two-cylinder type was an

early feature, following the plan of Daim

ler’s second attempt at cylinder multiplica

tion with the cylinders parallel and acting

on a 180° crank. Here, water cooling, the

spherical combustion chamber, the exhaust

cutout governor and a number of other

features were improved upon until the mo

tor became practically what it has remained

ever since with four noteworthy excep

tions. The Maybach carburetter was sup

planted by the Phoenix and later by the

Longuemere, the exhaust governor. was re

luctantly abolished in favor of the throttle

type, hot tube ignition gave way to the

electric spark, and finally, mechanical in‘

let valves were adopted. It is a remarkable

fact, however, that despite the retention of

some of these features long after other

constructors had given them up, the Pan

hard motors, many of them ten or a dozen

years old, continue in service to-day, and

on a basis of piston displacement, continue

to compare favorably with many others of

more modern attainments.

Significant as being the prototype of a

number of successful engines of later date,

and, indeed, of the entire type which up to

within four or five years was considered

distinctly the American style of engine

formation, the construction of the Henroid
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motor should be considered. As shown in

the picture it is seen to consist of the reg

ular opposed arrangement cylinders with

radiating flanges formed integrally with the

cylinders, pistons acting on cranks set at

180 degrees, push rod and cam valve gear,

a single carburetter, the electric ignition.

A Henroid car in 1899 ran from Paris to

Bordeaux, a distance of 351 miles in 19

hours 15 minutes, which shows the success

of the design even at that early period.

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

PHOENIX-DAIMLER MOTOR

Paralleling the development of the Pan

hard motorI which must be considered in

many respects the first milestone in automo

bile developmentI a number of other con

structors were at work upon engines which

later achieved more or less prominence in

the foreign field. Carl Benz, in the same

year as Daimler, patented his first gaso

lene-driven motorcycle. His later activities

were carried out contemporaneously with

those of Peugeot, De Dion and Mors.

In America, practical automobile motors

did not begin to materialize until the early

90's, when, in 1893, Elwood Haynes first

commenced work on the automobile idea,

which in 1894 was crystalized in his first car,

built for him by the Apperson Brothers,

and graced by a single-cylinder vertical

two-cycle motor of l horsepower. The fol

lowing year, 1895, was marked by the ap

pearance of the first double-opposed auto

mobile motor, built by the Appersons; the

appearance of the first car built by Charles

Ii. Duryea, and by the granting of the Sel

den Patent, which since has figured so large

ly in the industry.

\Nithont attempting to trace further the

progress of evolution from the standpoint

of the pioneers and their efforts individually,

it may be sufficient to follow roughly the

steps which were taken in arriving at the

perfection of the present types. In study

ing the numerous difficulties encountered

by the experimenters of the later 80’s it

was found that they readily segregated

themselves into such shortcomings as im

proper carburation, improper ignition, ir

regular torque and inflexibility. Conse

quently, and because of the extremely in

volved nature of each of these problems, it

followed that in each case a line of individ

ual evolution has taken place. Carburation

and ignition laterly have been taken care of

by specialists in these particular lines, so

that the engine designer himself has been

left to the improvement of the motor pro

per, while the organs in question have come

to be regarded as auxiliaries.

From the bubbling carburetter through

the various types of surface vaporizer in

which gasification was induced by ordinary

evaporation, to the first of the spray types

was a big step progressivelyv But it soon

was learned that the mere spraying of the

liquid fuel into a stream of air on its way

to the engine was not all that was required.

The proportions of gas and air must be very

delicately adjusted, it was found. Further

more, it developed that the proportions

must be varied in accordance with different

operating conditions in the engine, such as

difi'erences in load, speed, and even in ac

cordance with varying atmospheric condi

tions, to a limited extent. Hence the ap

pearance of various methods of compensa

tion, as it came to be known, by means of

which the natural tendencies to unsatisfac

tory working of the simple jet were coun

teracted with greater or less success. It

was.not until 1903, however, that Arthur

Krebs invented and patented the diaphragm

system of regulation which proved so suc

cessful.

In this connection it may be observed

that no part of the motor has undergone

a wider variety of experiment than the car

buretter. Countless methods of regulation

have been tried and many ingenious sys

toms of construction attempted in an effort

 

  

HENROID MOTOR

to secure the delivery of a uniform qual

ity of gas irrespective of running condi

tions. The float regulated spray or jet al

ways has proved the most popular. Its reg

ulation has been accomplished automatically

and by means of the varying suction or by

the varying pressure of the water circula

ting through the coiling system, by means

of fly-ball governors manually or by fixed

adjustment according to the theories of the

experimenter. One of its most interesting

forms is the multiple jet type, in which

the idea of a little carburetter for low speeds

and a big one for high, is carried out on a

practical scale.

Perhaps the most significant development

of recent date in this line is that of the

puddle type, in which the jet principle is

utilized only at very high speeds, while

for starting and at low speeds what is prac
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MODERN AMERICAN TYPE

tically a reversion to the old surface type

is employed. As used in several different

instruments, it has proved remarkably ef

fective with the advantage very unusual in

carburetters, that it renders starting easy

and certain without the necessity of resort

ing to excessive "flooding," throttling of

' the air supply or otherwise upsetting the

regular action of the device.

Turning to the subject of ignition, the

trials of the early experimenters with hot

tube and flame devices contrast oddly with

the successes of modern ignition specialists,

though the former had the unquestionable

advantage of simplicity in their favor. The

complexities of the modern systems, how

ever, lie more on the side of theory than of

practice as known to the motorist who,

where the modern, high tension type of

magneto is employed rarely has occasion

to remember what ignition is, whereas the

hardy motorists of earlier days were re

quired to be expert electricians before they

could begin even to keep their machines in

running trim.

The plain spark coil of the Rhumkorf type

together with mechanical make and break

on the primary circuit were employed in the

earlier systems, improvements in the shape

of vibrator coils, storage batteries, the tran

sient dynamo, and finally the magneto, be

ing introduced in turn. Methods of wir
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ing, the development of the industry of

spark plug production and finally the sim

plification of the magneto systems have

combined to do away with the old ignition

difficulties very largely. The make and

break system, though not as generally em

ployed to-day as it was at one time pre

dicted it would be, still possesses a number

of staunch adherents and yields a degree of

reliability in service which is remarkable.

In connection with the obvious need of

higher powers, it early became evident that

the desideratum of increased flexibility in

the motor might be obtained to a degree at

least, by increasing the number of cylin—

ders. Improvements in carburation and ig

nition brought about changes for the better,

but not until the four-cylinder and later the

six-cylinder motor came into use, did the

ideal of flexibility begin to be attained in

any really notable degree.

Coincident with these developments the

motor proper was undergoing wonderful

changes of the sort which, for the most

part make little or no appeal to the eye.

The position of the spark plugs, the ar

rangement of the valves, the shape of the

ccmbination chamber, relation of bore to

stroke, rate of piston speed, design of the

crank shaft and fly wheel, and even the de

sign and arrangement of the valve gear,

all represent problems which have had to be

studied out in detail, and largely with the

aid of actual experiment.

In this connection, the importance of the

improvements in lubrication cannot be em

phasized too strongly. From the old, sim

ple method of splash lubrication, or, in the

case of the early Daimler motor, the use

of an oil well into which the lower end of

the piston dipped at each stroke, down

through the various intermediate steps to

the most highly developed and expensive

form in use to-day' in which the oil is cir

culated through the hollow crank shaft to

the various bearings under regulated pres

sure, is a long stride.

Methods of cooling both by air and water

have been wrought out with the same de

gree of patience which has been employed

in every other case, the transition from the

early chain driven pumps to the centrifugal

gear driven devices of the present day be

ing only one instance of the progreSs which

has been made. The use of new and im

proved materials of construction, the re

adjustment of the bearings, fittings and

methods of mounting which have followed

in their train; the adoption of methods of

interchangeable production with their struc~

tural benefits as well as their economies;

and the establishment of fixed ideas as to

the proper relation between the weight of

the vehicle to be propelled and the power of

the motor as a result of which the average

motor no longer is apt to be overtaxed, all

have combined to produce the old-time re

quirement of reliability, silence and dura

bility in service, which for a while seemed

actually unattainable to a really practical

degree.

HOW SPRINGS NEUTRALIZE SlIOCli

Principles that Affect the Suspension Sys

tem—Their Operation in Distributing

Stresses of Motion.

Though it is sometimes charged that even

automobile designers as a class know very

little about spring design, and are forced

to rely upon the superior technical knowl

edge of the spring maker himself in secur

ing for their machines the proper sort of

equipment, it is equally true, if less com

monly recognized, that the average user

  

 

Fig. 1

has but small comprehension of what the

requirements of the spring suspension are,

even in the most elementary degree. It is

probably true that of the many thousands

of users who are constantly familiar with

the action of the springs, only a small pro

portion actually understand how the sus

pension acts in distributing the stresses

which exist between the body and the

wheels, and between body and thethe

  

 

Fig'. 2

ground. In condensed and primer form, the

Co-Operator, which is the periodical ex

ponent of the Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co.,

explains what these actions and reactions

are, and how they are absorbed by some of

the various types of suspension in common

use.

“It is a common error to suppose that

the spring serves merely the purpose of

absorbing the shocks coming from the load

above the wheels," remarks the authority

in question. “It is just as effectual in neu

tralizing the shocks coming' from the run

ning gear and forms, in fact, a common cen

ter in which the jolting produced by the

inequalities of the road surface find their

adjustment.

“The springs of a vehicle moving along

on a level road will be, as shown in Fig.

l, the amount of compression being pro

portionate to the load carried. If the in

equalities of the road be only slight the

opening and closing of the springs will com

pensate for the bumps and hollows and the

load will travel substantially in a straight

line. When a bump is encountered, how

ever, the inertia of the load will resist the

tendency of the vehicle to raise the load

and this force expended in altering the ve

hicle’s motion causes the spring to close

with a consequent absorption of the shock

that otherwise would be imparted to the

vehicle.

“Fig. 2 illustrates how the closing of the

spring practically permits the load to travel

in the same horizontal direction as before,

a result brought about by the compensating

action of the spring that has absorbed the

rise of the wheel in mounting a road ob

struction.

"Any material that is highly elastic—

capable of considerable distortion upon ap

plication of force, and certain to return

to its original form upon being relieved

of the influence of the force that distorted

it—-is suitable for spring construction.

“Tempered steel, being the most elastic

of all metals, furnishes the most suitable

material for automobile springs and is prac

tically the only metal used for this purpose.

The spring almost universally used in au

tomobile construction is the so-called lam

inated spring, consisting of several thin

laminae, leaves or blades which are fast

ened at their middle to the axle and sup

port the vehicle at their ends. As a rule

the longest of the leaves is fastened to the

vehicle, while a plurality of successively

shorter leaves are used to reinforce the

longest leaf as the flexion increases. The

commonest form of automobile spring, one

that is used also extensively in railroad

construction and in horse-drawn transpor

tation is the half-elliptic spring shown in

Fig. 3. As a rule the axle is attached to the

center of the spring and the load is carried

on the two ends. When made of proper

material this spring gives most satisfac

tory results, combining flexibility with» suf

ficient rigidity to transform road shocks

into a soft, undulating motion.

“The inverted half-elliptic spring is illus

trated in Fig. 4. Used on motor trucks

and on touring cars of more than ordinary

weight it is generally utilized in combina

tion with other springs.

The full- elliptic spring—Fig. S—is used

more extensively in horse-drawn vehicles

and on runabouts of light weight, where

in view of the lighter loads carried it gives

excellent service. Though the full-elliptic
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spring has a greater range of motion than

the half~elliptic spring it is considered of

less value in railroad service and on heav

ier automobiles, chiefly on account or' the

unavoidable lateral motion that causes the

load to rock from side to side.

“In Fig. 6 is shown the three-quarter

elliptic spring which constitutes simply a

half-elliptic spring with a quarter-elliptic

spring supporting it, the latter taking the

place of the more customary spring horn.

“Well designed springs are

built up of thin, broad leaves, of a number

that is sufficient to give ample strength.

Besides the length between the points of

attachment, the number of the leaves and

their width, thickness, and the quality of

  

Fig. 3

the steel determine the efiiciency of a spring

as a shock equalizer. It is easy to see

that thin leaves will bend and return to

their former shape more readily than thick

leaves; for this reason it is customary to

multiply the number of leaves rather than

to increase the thickness of the individual

blades.

“The curvature of the spring leaves

should be the arc of a circle, since in this

manner the longer and shorter leaves will

  

fit closely upon one another and bend in

either direction without leaving gaps be

tween any two leaves. If such gaps are

left the different leaves do not remain in

contact throughout their full length and

the danger of breakage will be imminent. A

half-elliptic spring of faulty design is

shown, extended, in Fig. 7, where the un

equal curvature of the leaves will be seen.

“To prevent the leaves from separating

in case of toss, clips are passed over them,

as is seen in Fig. 8. and a bolt is passed

through the center of all the leaves, not as

a means of fastening the spring to the

axle, but to prevent the laminae from slid

ing away from each other.

“Since when the wheel passes over an

obstruction the rise of the axle necessarily

lengthens the springs the latter are fast

ened to the frame by means of shackles.

If, for instance, a spring fast

ened in the manner shown in Fig. 9,

straightens out on mounting an obstruction

it is inevitable that the load is thrown up

ward, while on the other hand if the shac

kles work under the ends of the spring any

jolt imparted to the wheels causes the load

- to fall, with a consequent reduction in the

loss of mechanical energy. . . . .

"A properly designed spring is the re

sult of much experimenting, it being im

Fig. 5‘

possible to use the same kind of spring on

cars differing in weight, wheelbase and

other features. Even with all these factors

settled it is no easy matter to construct

a spring that will support a vehicle and

ride as well with one or two passengers as

it will with the full quota of five occupants.

“Like many other parts of the automo

bile the spring comes in for its fair share

 

  

Fig. 6

of abuse, and many breakages of springs

might be avoided could the driver be pre

vailed upon to pass over holes, ruts and

ditches at a somewhat slower gait than is

often done. As a general rule a spring

does not break because the weight of the

car bears down upon it with too great a

force, but it gives way on the rebound,

when the segments of the springs become

  

Fig: 7

separated and cease to support one an

other—a condition illustrated in Fig. 7."

One frequent cause of breakage of

springs, the article goes on to recite, arises

from the neglect of owners to look over

their spring clips occasionally and draw up

the nuts which hold them upon their beds.

Any relaxation of the tension of these nuts,

must result in the loosening of the binding

t

Fig. 8 .

which they exert upon the spring centers

bringing about a tendency for them to bend

upward as shown to an exagerated extent

in Fig. 10. Frequent inspection of all the

spring fittings, of course, tends to elimin

ate any and all troubles which might eman

ate from this or kindred sources.

“In a well balanced automobile," the ar

ticle concludes, “it is necessary that the

springs be mated, that is of nearly equal

resiliency all around. Yet is it Maxwell

practice to have the right hand springs just

a trifle stiffer than those supporting the left

side. The practicality of this scheme is

seen in the fact that tools, extra tires and

other accessories usually are carried on the

right side of the car. The right side also

carries the weight of the driver when the

car travels without passengers and proper

balance is restored by selecting slightly

stiffer springs for the right side.

“To judge the efficiency of springs by
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Fig. a

guess work or crude means is impossible.

In consequence Maxwell springs are tested

by a novel contrivance designed by J. D.

Maxwell for the purpose. This machine

. consists of a rectangular plat

form bearing inverted spring hangers. The

shackles bear upon knife edges instead of

upon the usual bolts. In the testing of

springs the platform is raised by hydraulic

pressure until the spring is opened a cer

tain pre-determined distance. At this dis

tance the pressure which is read on the

graduated scale beam, must conform to a

  

Fig. 10

certain standard with regard to each car.

For instance, the springs used on the four

cylinder 30 horsepower model “D” are

opened 3 inches while supporting a load

of approximately 650 pounds.”

Squeaks Call for Investigation.

Squeaks should be avoided in cars of all

sizes, types and vintages, but most of all

in new cars, and whenever encountered,

should be followed out to their source and

stopped with religious zeal. As a matter of

fact the squeaks which are most apt to de

velop in new cars are those which come

from parts which are stiff from being newly

assembled and painted. arising mostly from

reluctant springs and joints which are not

properly secured. At the same time, they

are as needless as they are annoying, and

as they sometimes point to errors in con

struction, they should be traced out at

once. Squeaks in cars which have been

used for some little time always are impor

tant to locate and eradicate, as they arise

from parts which are in need of lubrication.
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WASHINGTDN WANTS G000 ROADS

Movement to Amend the State Constitu

tion to Permit Issue of Bonds—$20,

000,000 the Sum to be Named.

Members of the legislative committee of

the State Good Roads Association of Wash

ington are planning to submit a proposition

to the Legislature to amend the Constitu

tion, authorizing the State to issue bonds of

$20,000,000 for State highway improvement.

The purpose is to complete as rapidly as

possible the various road projects now un

der way. If the bond issue meets with 0p

position the Legislature will be urged to

increase the levy for the highway fund to

one mill.

When the

created a public highway fund was estab

Highway Commission was

lished to be kept up by a direct tax levy,

the levy being fixed at one-fourth of a mill.

The last Legislature increased this to one

half a mill, and a revenue of $132,553 for

1907 and $286,536 for 1908 resulted from this

source. The estimated revenue for 1909 is

$374,296. From this amount the last Legis

lature appropriated $225,000 for State roads,

and it is estimated that this sum will hardly

be sufficient to complete the contracts al

rcad let, although there will be but a small

deficiency. The State now has 13 road

projects.

Under the present plan of making appro

priations it would take 24 years to complete

the road work on the surveys which have

already been made, without considering im

provements and repairs. It is also esti

mated that if the $20,000,000 bond issue

were made it is doubtful if it could be ex

pended judiciously in much less time.

 

Chaufi'eur Becomes a Legislator.

Just how a chaufi'eur. who is privileged

to make his own laws to some extent, will

act in the matter of speed control and good

roads legislation, remains to be seen when

Representative “Tom” Davis takes his seat

in the Massachusetts Legislature on the

first of the year. Davis was formerly em

ployed by the Matheson Automobile Com

pany as a tester and in other capacities and

later went with a private family as a chauf

feur. Not long ago he quit work to make

an effort at breaking into the Legislature

and was beaten the first time he ran for

office. two years ago, by 40 votes. This

election he threw in his high speed and won

handin in the stretch. For the past 16

years he has been a resident of Holyoke,

which city he will represent.

 

Detroit Proposes to Limit Light.

In Detroit, Mich., the common council is

wrestling with a proposed ordinance limit

ing the candle power of motor car head

lights. At just what degree a light shall be

declared illegally luminous and blinding to

other occupants of the city’s highways, is

the point that is puzzling the aldermen,

and the corporation counsel is conducting a

number of experiments with several makes

and models of lamps to ascertain just how

much candle power they develop. In view

of the fact that the ordinance provides for

a fine not to exceed $500 or imprisonment

for not more than six months, as a penalty

for each violation, just where to draw the

line is an important feature.

Bridge Roadway for Automobiles.

In view of the fact that the new Queens

boro Bridge across the East River will

soon be the chief route of New York auto

mobilists touring Long Island, it has been

decided by Commissioners of Bridges, to

set aside, if possible, a section of the struc—

ture for the exclusive use of automobiles.

A change in the plans has been proposed,

So that the two trolley tracks now on the

lower deck of the span will be removed

to the upper thoroughfare, to make room

for a motorists' right of way. If the change

can be accomplished, it will prove a boon

to the many owners of automobiles, who, at

present, have to be content with slow pas

sage on ferry boats, or else risk blocks and

delays on the Brooklyn and \Villiamsburg

bridges, in order to reach, in roundabout

manner, the smooth touring country of

Long Island, or the Motor Parkway.

Hartford Forbids Parking in Streets.

Under a new ruling of the Hartford

(Conn.) police department, automobile

owners must “hire a hall" or rent a garage

in which to keep their motor cars while

attending the theater. No more free park

ing space is to be allowed along Prospect

street, upon which many theater patrons

used to leave their cars between the hours

of 8 and 11 p, m. The police department

held that the partial obstruction of lines of

cars on each side of the street, was danger

ous in case of fire, as it tended to retard

the passage of fire apparatus.

Imposes Road Tax Upon Himself.

A strange case of enlargement of the mo

torist heart has been reported in Belmont,

Mass. Henry 0. Underwood, a resident of

that place, sent a check for $100 to the

town treasurer for damage done to the

roads in that section by the donor's large

automobile. The act was wholly voluntary

and is without precedent in New England

history. However, the local authorities are

not sanguine enough to hope that this will

become a general or regular custom among

the resident motorists.

 

Memphis to Have Taximeter Cabs.

The Business Men's Club, of Memphis,

-Tcnn., through its industrial department, is

backing a company to operate taximeter

cabs in that city. Representatives from va

rious makers have appeared before the club.

and a selection of ten uiacllints has been

made,

NEW JERSEY AFTER BETTER LAW

Active in Progress to Obtain

Views of Motorists—Committee Ap

pointed to Frame Amendments.

Canvass

\Nith the avowed intention of checking

the activities of Joseph Frelinghuysen, resi

dent of New York State, and Senator in

New Jersey, and also to deal his miserable

automobile law a crushing blow, the New

Jersey Automobile and Motor Club. in com

mon with the local trade association, has

taken active steps toward securing a less

repressive measure during the forthcoming

legislative An

among motorists is to be instituted at once

session. active canvass

for the purpose of obtaining their views,

which data will be used in framing the new

amendments that are destined to take the

place of the many bad and objectionable

features of the Frelinghuysen law. At a

special meeting of the club, held last week,

a special committee was appointed to in

vestigate existing conditions and make a
report initime to present the proposed

amendments in the Legislature next month.

The committee consists of Richard C. Jenk

inson, George H. Simonds, Joseph H. \Vood.

W'. C. Crosby, H. D. Bowman and W. B.

Kinney. '

Want the Punishment to Fit the Crime.

The fact that a number of automobiles

have been stolen in Milwaukee, Kenosha

and other Wisconsin cities, has led the mo

torists of Racine to demand a more drastic

law in regard to thefts of this sort. Many

owners of cars favor putting this crime in

the same class with horse stealing, for

which the penalty in that State is by no

means light. Owners think that inasmuch

as a motor car is worth several times the

value of a horse and that as the maximum

ptnalty for horse stealing is 15 years, the

maximum penalty for purloining a car

should be more than 5 years.

Satterfield Head of Bufl'alo Club.

More than 400 members of the Automo~

bile Club of Buffalo, N. Y., attended the

annual smoker and election of the organi

zation on Tuesday last, 22nd inst., and

elected the following officers for 1909:

President, John M. Satterfield; vice~presi~

dent, Laurens H. Enos; treasurer, Harry

Thorpe Vars; secretary, Dal H. Lewis; di

rectors, Edward H. Butler, E. R. Thomas,

George C. Diehl, J. N. Byers, Maurice M.

“all and George P. Urban.

Lower License Fee for Cabs Wanted.

A petition for a rudection in the licenses ;

required for taximeter cabs has been made

to the city council by the I.os Augeles Tax

icab Co. The present fee is $5 per month

which the company asks to be luwen-l or

$1 per month, ‘
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THESE popular tires with Continental Demountable

Rims will be exhibited at both New York Auto

Shows. Every car manufacturer in America recommends

them as the most perfect and economical tire equipment

when the carrying of spare tires, already inflated is
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The Week's Patents.

899,699. \Nheel for Vehicles. William

D. McNaul, Toledo, Ohio. Filed April 29,

1907. Srial No. 871,005.

1. A cushion wheel for vehicles compris

ing an inner and an outer felly, a plurality

of chairs on one of the fellies and a plurality

of substantially V shaped flexible sections,

each having its ends secured in adjoining

chairs together with the ends of the ad

joining sections, and having its middle por

tion secured to the opposite felly.

899,708. Connection for Electric Con

ductors. Frank H. Ball, North Plainfield,

N. J. Filed Aug. 6, 1906. Serial No. 329,

357.

1. A connection for electric conductors

comprising an electric conductor; a spring

clamp having jaws actuated by the clamp to

detachably engage the conductor with a

spring pressed contact; and a second con

ductor clamped and permanently held by

the jaws of the clamp in position to receive

greater pressure from the jaws as the clamp

is placed in engagement with the first con~

ductor.

899,770. Ignition Systm for Explosion

Engines. Richard Varley, Englewood. N.

J.. assignor to Varley Duplex Magnet Com

pany, a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed

"Nov. 8, 1907. Serial No. 401,191.

1. In an ignition system having a pri

nary circuit, a circuit controller having a

plurality of contacts of different angular

extent and located in different transverse

planes, a continuously rotating shaft hav

ing metallic plungers in different planes

corresponding to said contacts and equi

angularly spaced apart. said plungefs being

spring~pressed radially outward and all

grounded on said shaft. and a switch for

putting one or any number of said contacts

simultaneously into said circuit. the initial

engagement of said contacts and said

plungers occurring simultaneously when

more than one is in the circuit.

899,809. Acetylene Gas Generator. Ed

win M. Rosenbluth, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed

Jan. 24, 1907. Serial No. 353,805.

1. An acetylene gas generator bracket.

comprising a condenser in unitary relation

therewith, detachably connected in rotata

ble relation with the generator, havmg a

separate inlet and outlet for the gas and a

drip outlet for the condensate. substantially

as set forth.

899.822. Clutch. Heinrich Ast, Vienna,

Austria-Hungary, assignor to The Firm of

Vulkan Maschinefarbiks - Actien - Gesell -

schaft, Vienna. Austria-Hungary. Filed

June 15, 1906. Serial No. 321,868.

1. In electric magnetic clutches: a shaft,

a clutch member fixed thereon; a lOOse

clutch member; a running sleeve free to

turn upon said shaft and of greater length

than said loose clutch member. and con

nected thereto in such a manner as to al

low the latter onlv longitudinal motion

with respect to the former; a collar on .said

running sleeve; and means exerting a yield

ing pressure between said collar and said

loose clutch member.

899.856. Convertible Pneumatic Tire Rim.

Erle K. Baker. Chicago, 111.. assignor of

one half to Charles Gilbert Hawley. Chicago,

lll_ Filed July 27, 1906. Serial No. 328,052.

1. A clencher rim having a removable

flange and a filled ring adapted to fill the

s ace in one of said flanges and extending

above or. beyond the edge thereof to pro

tect' a non-clencher tire from said edge, sub

stantially as described.

899,876. Automobile

Laus, Jr., Oshkosh, Wis.

1908. Serial No. 420,308.

In a device as set forth, a hub, an axle

stub or spindle therefor, an interior spool

shaped hub member positioned rotatably

immovable adjacent to and upon said spin

dle, a pneumatic cushion extending about

said hub member, casings therefor, means to

allow the cushion to be inflated through

the said spindle, said casings having bores

to allow sufficient movement therefor to

relieve the jar upon a vehicle, said interior

casing having inwardly projecting portions

to engage said cushion to hold the cushion

and interior casing against a lateral or ro

tary movement.

899.891. Axle for Motor Road Vehicles.

Jules Nielausse and Albert Niclausse, Paris,

France. Filed April 18, 1906. Serial No.

312,483.

1. In a motor vehicle, the combination,

with an axle comprising a tubular body

with an enlarged middle portion having 0p

positely disposed lateral openings, power

transmission gear mounted on a suitable

support, the gear support arranged to be

passed together with the transmission gear

through one of the openings and secured on

the inner opposite side of the tube to close

the other opening, and a cap arranged to

close the first opening, of a drive shaft ex

tending longitudinally with the axle with

Wheel. Joseph

Filed March 11,

one end connected with the transmission '

gear and the other with the drive wheel of

the vehicle.

899,913. Power Transmission Universal

Joint. I—lugh R. Shaw. Rosseau, Ontario,

Canada. Filed Dec. 13, 1907. Serial No.

406.294. '

l. A power transmission joint or coup

ling comprising a ball member, a segment

of a ring secured on the ball member and

extending over more than one'half of the

circumference of the same, and a socket

member having the interior thereof in ex

cess of a hemisphere and provided with an

arc-shaped groove located on a plane

through the axis of rotation and extending

from edge toedge of said socket member

so as to form a continuous bearing surface

for the segment on the ball from end to

end as it adjusts itself in the groove dur

ing rotation as specified.

899,934. Wheel. George Wolke, Jackson

ville, 111. Filed Feb. .17, 1908. Serial No.

416,401. .

A vehicle wheel comprising a hub and a

felly. a plurality'of fiat springs spokes car

ried by the hub, a plurality of pairs of

clamping plates secured tolthe felly and

projecting inwardly therefrom, opposing

flanges on the clamping plates adapted to

form a channl way, and flat springs se

cured in the channel ways formed by the

clamping plates and having pivotal connec

tion with the flat spring spokes adjacent the

next preceding clamping plate.

899.953. Clutch Mechanism for Automo

biles and the Like. Lee S. Chadwick, Phil

adelphia Pa., assignor to Chadwick En

gineering \Vorks, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed

April 21, 1908. Serial No. 428,352.

1. A clutch comprising a main clutch

member, a split clutch band, means for

operating said band, and means independent

of the operating means for connecting the

end of the band to the main clutch member

and for adjusting it circumferentially there

on. said band being removable and replace

able in respect to the main clutch member

and the adjusting means, which latter main

tains its adjusted position in readiness to

receive the band, when replaced, under the

same adjustment as before its removal.

899,974. Variable Speed and Reversing

Mechanism. Noah S. Harter, VVaukegan,

Ill. Filed Dec. 2, 1907. Serial No. 404.689.

1. In a variable speed and reversing me

chanism, the combination of a driving mem

ber, a driven member concentric therewith,

and provided with a geared portion, plan~

etary gearing carried by said driving mem

ber and engaging said geared portion of

said driven member, shafts mounted adja

cent and at right angles to said driving

member, friction discs mounted upon said

shafts, gearing connecting said driving

member between said shafts and said driv

en member, and provided with a geared por

tion engaging with said planetary gearing

of said driving member, and a friction wheel

splined upon said sleeve in engagement with

said friction discs, substantially as de

scribed.

900,063. Carriage Top. Joseph P. Filling

ham, Lansing, Mich., assignor to Reo Mo

tor Car Company, Lansing, Mich., a Cor

poration of Michigan. Filed March 25, 1908.

Serial No. 423,081.

In the horizontal bow of a carriage top,

the combination of a bow member and a

pair of base members. couplings uniting

the said members provided with a pair of

pins around either of which the two mem

bers may swing. the said pins being adapt

ed to hold the members in rigid arrange

ment when both are inserted, but to per

mit the swinging of one member with re

spect to the other when either of said pins

is removed. substantially as described.

900.098. Carburette'. Frank H. Heotger,

Indianapolis. Ind. Filed April 14, 1905. Se

rial No. 255,586.

1. In a device of the class described, a

mixing chamber having an air inlet at its

bottom and a mixture outlet at its top, in

combination with a valve in said chamber

and seated about the inlet opening therein,

for automatically controlling the admis

sion of air at said inlet, a Spring resisting

the movement of the valve, means for ad

justing said spring. a vapor tube formed on

said valve, a nozzle of less diameter than

said tube and rising therein to a point above

said valve, anda suitable reservoir where

with said nozzle is connected. substantially

as described.

900,163. Fender Clip. William C. Groehn.

Detroit, Mich. assignor to Briscoe Manu

facturing Company, Detroit, Mich., a Cor

poration of Michigan. Filed Nov. 25, 1907.

Serial No. 403,690.

1. A clip comprising a shank, a bifurcat

ed member having open recesses formed

in the furcations thereof forming seats for

said shank. a bolt engaging said shank be~

tween said furcations. a camping nut for

engaging the shank of said bolt and a bear

ing for said nut on said bifurcated member

opposed to the bearings for the shank in

said furcations.

900,234. Vehicle Spring Structure and

Frame. Harry T. Tillotson, Chicago, 111.

Filed Dec. 21, 1906. Serial No. 348,922.

1. A supporting structure, a member ful

crumed intermediate of its ends on said

structure, and springs mounted on said

structure at each end of said member and

normally urging both ends thereof down

ward to maintain said member in equil‘

ibrium.
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WANTS AND FOR SALE
we 15 cent: per line of leven words, cash with order.

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

' FOR SALE—Electric sight seeing auto

mobiles; three (3) 24-passengcr Ter

race seats; two (2) ZOpassenger, all half

lazy backs; 15 horsepower motors; will sell

for half price of new. If interested answer.

MOTOR TRANSIT CO., Buffalo. N. Y.

 

 

 
the real square tube radiator— FOR SAUHOOM 23x3be§n MW.

' I I 1 ss htlxlllgry willflsloq'ttlsgrwaiit: cl‘litegseonnsg:

the New York to Pans radflator, 8°16 my the 1m. T‘liOil’As B. JEFof

FERY & COMPANY, Kenosha, Wis.

 

 

 

will be very much in evidence. _ t
The Low Price of the High-Quality

 

LOOK FOR THEM ON THE LEADING CARS. Lam b e I‘ t ea r

is made possible by the low cost :1 the simple

(1Lambert riction tran ission, wlii is more effi

FEDDERS MFG WORKS Buffalo N Y “1" mm“
o 9 ’ O 0 transmission.

BUCKEYE MFG. COMPANY, Anderson, Ind.

 
  

  

 
 

 

 

 

THIS AND TWO OTHER “FOURS”

—AND A 50 HORSEPOWER “SIX”!

Proved and recognized successes, with a service record. Ofiered in 25

horsepower, 30-35 horsepower, 40 horsepower, and the 6-cylinder 50 horse

power. All fitted with oil pan base. Equipped for magneto attachment.

 
 

“Rutenber” Motors and Carburetors, Clutches and Fans
 
 

  

The Western Motor Co., Logansport, Ind.

 

 

 

BRAKE

LINING

  

'Sold by Handlers of High Grade Goods Everywhere

 

  
     

  

$12825,“ MOTORCYCLES “ A *AH” l

The Bicycling World SPAITQKJPLUGS

ggMotorCyflle ReVIew mun-Ion ABSOLUTELY sun:

wm. I'M'linnsr YOU

1m" H RAJAII AllTll SUPPLY BOMPANY
154 NASSAU ST BET, NEW YORKR BLOOMFIELD, NEW JERSEY, U. 8. A.

Per lpeel-en Coploe

Year 0r!th (Witnessing Station, 1)., L. & W. R. R.)

    

 

 

 

   
 

     
_i L i _

 

.1—
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INTER-STATE STANDARD TOURING

CAR. $1750.

HE fact that the INTER-STATE automobile—a permanent, enduring car—is sold

at a price but little higher than the price of temporary cars is all the more note

worthy when you realize that absolutely high grade quality is shown in every detail of

its construction.

Nothing is slighted, no vital part is cheapened in the INTER-STATE. Consider

its ignition system, for example. Every INTER-STATE car is equipped with Eisemann

Magneto. The whole automobile world knows the high worth of the Eisemann

Magneto. There is no more reliable ignition system. This reliability has been es

tablished not merely by its successful performances in many notable road races, but

by the experience of thousands of owners of pleasure cars.

In all other mechanical details, in style, comfort, speed, control and finish, the

light-running, graceful INTERSTATE—$1750.00 complete—finds its only competition

in the high-priced high grade cars.

We want you to see the INTER-STATE. We want you to drive it, and give

it every test before you think of spending your money for a cheaper car—or even a

higher-priced car. We will be content to accept your judgment as to the worth of the

INTER-STATE.

AT THE SHOWS—The full line of INTER-STATE Automobiles, including

Standard Touring Car, Demi-Tonneau, Double Rumble Roadster, Single Rumble

Roadster and Tourabout, will be exhibited at Grand Central Palace, New York, De

cember 31-January 7, and at the Coliseum, Chicago, February 6-13.

INTER-STATE AUTOMOBILE C0. 126 Willard sr. Muncie,lnd.

DEALERS AND AGENTS will quickly appreciate the opportunities opened to

them by the INTERSTATE. Our proposition is unusually attractive.
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A Few of Our qu

Q o o O

Imported and Domestic peclaltles

 

THE YORK CLOCK THE ARGUS MIRROR . THE SAVOY CLOCK

_u PREVENTS

' ACCIDENTS.

  

  

.

. . J, ‘fi';

“gm”, 1

T ‘ \’ ‘ _.( ..i .

  

 

Specially designed to resist all jars and

shocks. Has elegant quick-train movement.

Dial is a French Porcelain, measuring 2%".

 

The very latest design. High-grade in every

respect. Has no protections or ohstructions _ . V . _

that can he hrokeu ot‘f. Will run eight days. llust, rain and thief proof. \Vill run eight

llns heavy polished brass ease. 1):.11 llli'ZlflllL'S ilnvs. s

2 ‘ ' " i ' Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.00
Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1.50 See Whats Coming!

It you Could do this. half the accidents would be

I :w'lfd. \\"u u -\-r =1 r‘t'l l).:h M'- ( 'oS 80.11812; hy a llCHlbd Flinn ‘t‘h‘essuiilg or firsain) i'illtlrhfll: a

clear view of the roml hellind without turning the head.

Adjustable to any position.

Price, less shield . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $7.50 /

Price, with shield $9.00. v I s g I o s a u u v u u a u a ¢ n n - - a a s n s - o

 

 

  

Absolute necessities in every tonneau. They Keeps rohes and wraps from being crushed or

enable the occupants to hmce thtmsi-lves in a soiled in bottom of car. Made of heavy brass tub

cmnt'ortnllle position and '[il'l'thll the accidental mu. lllk'lll)’ polished. s

scratching and damaging of the lHl(l_\ of the car. Stationary, 24 in. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .85

Price. 32 in. long . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2.50 PIRELLI CABLE Adjustable folding rail . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.50

 

 

STEERING PILLAR LAMP
  

SPARK PLUGS

 

‘ r" H “‘73,; toga." S.;_= .
. .firwwsl p; {a. .."f ,‘ a. .

  

'l‘hnt \\'()lltlt'lllll Italian cable that is used

5' ' hy eu'y “ill-known auto manufacturer in this

  

doggestggrrfll; Olgrggc Sttnoslitgf every Importh and .nul Hlltet' Countries. Aslc us to send you our smu

chault park Plug _ . _ . . ‘ _ _ . _ o . . _ . . o . _ _ __ $260 ple (and showmg. the (lifi'erent sizes and prices,

A_ v. Magneto spark Plug _ _ _ _ . _ _ l _ _ . _ _ __ 2_00 nude “uh rubber and cambric covers.

Bosch Spark Plug . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.00

Motorcycle Spark Plug . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .75

and many others.’ This lamp enables a driver to direct a powerful

beam of light to any part of a dash board, en

him to watch any of the indicators on the

Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6.00

ROYAL VALVE TAP AND DIE

  

munrmmlmt

mnhlLlLMll

I

,y .

  

5:9”?

A new stvle fork lever tire N10] for removing ,. - . , . ,. . Y -
:uul _ replacing security lugs and tubes in tin» lllll'r HA\ I‘ [HFj_ Sol r‘r) th‘lt mall“ "n. .\ hamlv little too] for unscrewing valvc insides

hummicil Wllll rollers, which DIL‘thlL dunno-ing l"'-l\‘ Mitts humus. lheie are "\H M“ l1l.‘“"“ nml cuttingr mw threads on the outside or inside

lll‘(‘ while lemovmg. illth'lillt stvles Ill '11» twililh' (l1 stints. Let us Mn'l of \.il\e. Should he in enrv tool kit.

Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 50 cents , put our lil.llll‘ll.'|l'(l Horn catalogue Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .25 cents

The dealer who desires to handle the BliS'l line of Autmnuhile Specialties, would do well to investigate our line of splendid

and profitable goods. Our special Show Catalogue will he sent on request.

THE MOTOR CAR EQUIPMENT CO. élzlvlll’i‘lwé'l New York

Manufacturers, Importers and Wholesalers of Automobile Accessories.
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For First Class Salely and Comlorl

Travel select a 3121'? 23.52:???

(LThe record of Pullman automobiles is a record of unbroken and uninterrupted successes in the hardest hill climbing, cross

country, economy and track events everywhere.

 

  

Our 1909 Models are:

Model L, 20 H. P. Runabout.

Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,500

Model L. 20 H. P. Toy Tonneau.

I'rice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,600

Model K, 30 H. P. S-Passenger

Light Touring Car Price . . . . .. 2,000

Model X, 30 H. P. Toy Tonneau or

Roadster. Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2,000

Model 6, 30 H. P. High Speed Run

about. Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2,500

Model 4, 40 H. P. Gentleman's Road

ster. Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3,000

Model M, 40 H. P. Seven Passen

ger Touring Car. Price . . . . . .. 3,500

      

 
 

PULLMAN MODEL K, 4-CYLINDER, 30 H. P.

(LPullman cars are correct in design and construction. embody the most advanced mechanical practice and in general appear

ance and finish are not surpassed by any cars at any price. '

(LTo the agent who expects to remain in the business permanently, and who has an eye to the future, the line of Pullman.

automobiles should powerfully appeal. \Ne ourselves are building for the future by building in the present the best automo

biles we know how, and dealing in them in fair and square methods.

YORK MOTOR CAR COMPANY, York, Pa.

We exhibit at the Grand Central Palace Show, Space E-53.

  

 

  

 

mew scnnanrn UNIVERSAL VALVE

Trade Mnk Registered April 30, I895

SIMPLE AND ABSOLUTELY AIR TIGHT

Schrader Motor Tire Valves, as shown in cut, are the regular equipment for

G & J Motor Tires, Hartford Dunlop Detachable Tires, Fisk Detachable Motor

Tires, and New Goodyear Detachable Motor Tires.

Our No. 777 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for 2% inch and 3 inch Tires and

our No. 725 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for tires larger than 3 inches.

Supplied lo the Trudo by All Tlro Manufacturers

MA. SGHRIDER'S 80"., Inc., 28-30-32 Rose 81., New York

  

 
 

W:\RNING! SEAL

(COPY)

After January lst, 1909,

A R E D S E A L

will be attached to the outside of

All Ignition Coil Units
made under our patents and sold by our licensees.

THE UNLICENSED

Manufacturers, Users or Vendors

WILL BE PROSECUTED.

The Unit Coil 00.

Address license application to the Secretary, 15 Exchange Place, Jersey City, N. J.

iAPRJ l908 '9,

mm nunlent '
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Premier

The direct comparison between American and

foreign ears under the same roof at the Grand Cen

tral Palace emphasizes the fact that Europe has lost

her supremacy.

The Premier stock chassis is generally conceded

to represent the highest achievement in motor car

engineering.

“ The Quality Oar "

SEND FOR CATALOGUE S.

Premier Motor Mfg. 00. n' "- °“'°" 8‘ °°'

Dietrlbutoro

'"d'a'mlmlhi '"d- an“, isom- and Northweot

 

This Car Represents

CheapncsslEconomy—\lot

_ Over and above the fact that this is a car that

Will live, that you can depend upon and be proud

to owe— . . .
It is a car offering a posmve, proved value

which you can get right down to brass tacks and

figure out. _ _ ‘ _

Figure up its equipment, note that its chign

includes all the best things in motordom. take

into consideration Marmon workmanship, ma

terials and construction methods, and then com—

pare it With anything on wheelsat $3,000 or less.

Send for the detailed specmcations.

Genuine Kru p and Chrome Nickel Steels used for im

iortant parts. Bosch magneto and battery—dual system.

ess-Bright ball bearings. Transmission and rear axle in

one unit. Large brakes. Marmon oiling system. Weight.

2,100 lbs. 32-40 H. P. Tires, 34x4, all around. Compete

equipment. Touring Car, Roadster, Four-Passenger Subur

ban, Coupe, or Limousine Town Car.

The superb Mnnrmn "Fifty"

( Sewn-Paurugrr Body}, $3.750.

Nordyke & Marmon C0. (‘35?) Indianapolis, Ind.

Standard Mr: A. M. C. M A.

At Grand Central Palace, New York. Also at Chicago

Show, February 6—13.

 

The Esie'st Riding gar In Tne'sivoriq
.Ar
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That means that our Auto Tools are the

strongest and most durable that can be

,I made. They last a life-time. The steel se

“ lected is of the highest grade. In design

our tools are thoroughly up to date.

Tl

They fit the hand Iv

They are handy to manipulate 1 I

They are readily adaptable

1 They are never failing in use

 

 

 

“ALLSTEEL”

THE B. & 8. AU"! WRENCH

is a tool as necessary to your car as the

engine itself. Don’t fail to get our cat

alog of Auto Forgings and T0015.

 

 

  

Spencer 60.

Hartford. Conn.

  

London:

8 Long lane,

Aldersgate St.

 

 

 

 

‘m'l. ,7 “Z   

 

r ~ TYPE “D” "25"

A smaller car than the successful type “C” “50,” but in every other

detail it is the same fast and pmverful machine. In speed, power and

equipment it is clearly the leader of small cars...

  

Type "D" “25" Roadster, $2000 Baby Tonneau Touring Car, $2100

OTHER MODELS:

Type "C" "50" Type "E" $3800

as heretofore, $3000, Luxurious 7 Passenger.

unchanged. Quinby appointment.

Type "F" "Six" $4500

)evelops 75 h. -

Fitted only With Baby ouneau.

GRANT SQUARE AUTO CO., of Brooklyn,

Brooklyn and Long Island Distributors.

I, M. QUINBY & CO., of Newark, N. J.,

Distributors for New York City and New Jersey.

PENNSYLVANIA AUTO MOTOR CO. Bryn Mawr, Pa.

lMélitifiGéS
., ._,__ A .— _..

 

 
  

 
 1?,

1909 Prices Reduced $1,000

I In order to sell hereafter this highest of all high~grade cars at the

prices of the cheaper cars, we have increased our working capital

by $350,000 and will double our Iactory output. Send for our book

of customers' letters telling of the experiences of the most prominent men

of affairs in this country with their Matheson cars, covering thousands of

miles of service everywhere   

  

I New Price. Former Price.

50 H. 'P. 1909 Touring Car . . . . .. .. $4,500 $5,500

50 H. P. 1909 Roadster . . . . . . . . . . . ,. 4.350 5,000

50 H. P. 1909 Runabout . . . . . . . . . . .. 4,350 5,000

50 H. P. Limousine . . . . . . . . . . . . - . .. 5,500 6.500

50 H. P. 1909 Landaulet . . . . . . . . . .. 5.500 6.500

MATHESON AUTOMOBILE C0.

Main Sales 08' cc, 18864888 Broadway, NEW YORK CITYi

Dealers wanted in all open territory.
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The Reliable Dayton

Line

I T is not a $75.00. buggy with a $50.00 motor in it, but it is a MOTOR

CAR from the ground up. Is making business for itself in every

territory it invades, through its economical features, compared with the

pneumatic-tire car.

Let us refer you to several of the company’s largest dealers, who

have handled the Reliable Dayth the past year; let them tell you their

experience. Investigate; get the facts.

Drop us a line for our agency proposition today.

OUR CATALOG IS DIFFERENT. LET US SEND YOU A COPY.

Reliable Dayton Motor Car Co.
Dept. l4

Ohlcago, Ill.

  

 

 

 

FOLDING.

Dust and Wind Shield
PATENTED IN THE UNITED STATES AND

PRINCIPAL EUROPEAN CITIES.

The only FOLDING DUST AND WIND

SHIELD that can be instantly raised or

lowered with one hand while the car is

running at full speed. NO BOLTS OR

NUTS TO ADJUST.

  

 

 
 

ALL BRASS AND GLASS

BEAUTIFUL IN OUTLINE

A N D A N T I -RATTLING.

 
 

MANUFACTURED BY

c. A. m EZGER, Inc.

1629 Broadway New York

FACTORY SALES MANAGERS:

National Sales Corporation,

296 Broadway New York

Grand Central Palace Show, Space 142

Madison Square Garden Show, Space 323.
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Mayo Radiators are as

[Juobtrusive as Good Form

(LThey don’t "spout" or “slop over,” and are thor

oughlv effective.

 

 

 

 

(LMayo Radiators are their own reason for their

general use on really high-grade cars.

(LMayo Radiators are built first and built as well as

the finest kind of artisans working with the best

materials and under the most favorable conditions

can build, and their cost is based on their worth.

(LMayo Radiators assure that whatever troubles a

car may have, they are not due to the radiator.

(LMayo Radiators are not within the price limit of

cheap cars. Equally true it is that they are within

the quality limit of all good cars selling at any price.

(LA Mayo Radiator axiom:

If the rest of the car is as good as the

Mayo Radiator, it’s all right.

(LMayo Radiators are made in a Quality Shop at

New Haven, Connecticut.

MAYO RADIATOR COMPANY

 
 

 
 

Ninth National

Automobile Show
 

 

Madison Square Garden

January 16 to 23, 1909, New York City

Under the Auspices of the

Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers

Exhibiting standard Gasoline Cars licensed under the Selden patent.

  

L [CENSED 031 S.0_L1NE CA A’IS

Apperson Columbia Hewitt Packard Royal Tourist ' Stevens Duryea

Autocar Elmore Knox Peerless bampson Studebaker

Buick Z-M-F- Locomobile Pierce Arrow Selden Thomas

Cadillac Franklin -ozier Pope Hartford Simplex Walter

Chalmers-Detroit Haynes Matheson Pope Toledo' Stearns Waltham

Corbin b. L E C ZRIC Winton

Anderson Bailey Champion General Vehicle, Co. Studebaker Woods

Babcock Baker Columbia Ranch & Lang Waverly .

sv TE A M,

White

Camp/cl: Lrbifiit by the M010, 69s Arcerrory‘ Alanufiuturers. lie only romp/at! Moll/rude tx/u'bil_in New yYork, by Me

Illalorryda .r’llmmfacturrrs’ Association, Coming-rein! Velz)‘:ln,-T0wn Carr and Yizxirabr. '4:
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A Year of

Triumph‘tor

B 0 S CH

Magneto

0n the Track

Bosch won the French Grand Prix. The Prince

Henry Contest. The Grand Prize at Savannah. The

Light Car Event at Savannah. Both Brighton

Twenty-four-Hour Races. Nazzaro established the

world’s record (120 miles an hour) with a Besch.

Many minor track events were also won with this

system.

On the Road

The Thomas car won the New York-Paris Race

with a Bosch. The winning cars in the A. A. A.

Touring Contest were equipped with a Bosch. T. K.

Hastings completed the Six Day Reliability Trial

(Auto Cycle Union of England) with a Bosch.

In the Air

Zeppelin's great Dirigible Airship used two

Daimler Motor Engines equipped with a Bosch.

0n the Water

Dixie II, winner of the International Trophy in

the greatest Motor Boat Race of the year was

equipped with a Bosch.

0n the Market

The Bosch is recognized as the best Ignition

System obtainable and it is found on the majority

of cars all over the world. Order a Bosch NOW

for your cart

Bosch

Magneto Co.

223-225 West 46th Street

NEW YORK

CHICAGO BRANCH,

1253 Michigan Avenue.

WW3th

NON-SKID TIRE

The Tread is composed entirely of rubber;

it is formed by the raised oblique lettering,

"FIRESTONE. NON-SKID." Presents a

greater variety and number of angles and

edges and points of road contact, to prevent

The wear-resisting quality of this Tread is

a revelation to motorists accustomed to the

extravagant expense and short-lived efficiency

of ordinary non-slip devices. Ask to see it.

FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER (10., 3%“?‘3

Branches and Agencies Almost Everywhere
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MADE ON SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLES

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY

 

KNOX AUTOMOBILE COMPANY,

53 Wilbraham Road.

Springfield, Mass, Dec. 23, 1908.

BUSH MFG. COMPANY,

Hartford, Conn.

Gentlemen: In regard to the action of your radiators

on our Vanderbilt Cup racers, would say we used your

standard 3" section radiator on both our model 0 and

model M cars, both radiators having exactly the same

frontal area.

Both cars were run over the road to the race from

Springfield and the drivers state that no water was

added to either radiator during the practice or in the

race, and that the cars were run back to Springfield with

the same water in them as when they started. This

seems to us to be a remarkable showing, particularly as

the large car ran almost the entire race on a retarded

timer setting, the magneto having gone wrong in the

first lap. Yours very truly.

KNOX AUTOMOBILE COMPANY,

H. G. Farr, Supt.

 

RADIATORS, HOODS, FENDERS,
 

SHEET METAL WORK
   

 

Bush manufacturing £0.

HARTFORD, CONN.

 

  

CHAIN TIRE GRIPS

are as necessary as gasolene.

They absolutely prevent skid

ding, slipping, or lost traction

WHEN IT SNOWS!

put Weed Grips on all four wheels! Your car

steers easily and without effort by so doing.

WHEN IT RAINS!

or the pavement is wet or “greasy” put on

Weeds—your car cannot skid, slip or slide.

IN THE MUD!

or on the steepest hills there will be no lost

traction if you use Weeds. They enable the

heaviest automobile to climb hills easily and

without effort. Is your car equipped?

WEED CHAIN TIRE GRIP COMPANY

35 Moore Street, New York.
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Schrader Universal Valve
Trade Mark Registered April 30, I895

   \j_ SIMPLE AND ABSOLUTELY AIR TIGHT

': Motor Tire Valve is the standard for 3-inch and smaller

, ( tires and our No. 725 Motor "l‘ire Valve is the standard for

* tires larger than 3 inches.

Supplied to the Trade by All Tire Manufacturers

MANUFACTURED B Y

A. SCHRADER’S SONS, Inc., 28-30-32 Rose Street, New York
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THE NEW

Stevens-Duryea

Models XXX and Y

are typical Stevens-Duryea productions.

The latest links in the chain 0t

STEVENS-BURY“ SUCCESSES
 

 

The XXX—a 24 Horse Power Four

Cylinder Runabout—price $2,850.

The Y—a 6-40 Horse Power Six

Cylinder Touring Car—price $4,000.

The Four Cylinder Model X, of the

past season, and Six Cylinder Model U

(Light Six) of the past two seasons, will

also be 1909 STEVENS-DURYEA CARS.

On Exhibitor: a! Lizmxm' Arrorialian Auto. Show:

STEVENS-DURYEA C0.

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

Member Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

W
SPECIF

Heinze ignition ap

paratus on your

l909 car and get "

THE 'BEST

MADE.

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

Write us if your

dealer does not

carry them.

Heinze Electric 00.

LOWELL, MASS.

Makers of

COILS, TIMERS.

MAGNETOS, SPARK

uLIJGS.

 

  

 

 

THE “JEWEL 40”

The Non-Skidding Car

  

SPECIFICATIONS

WHEEL BASE—120”.

WHEELS—36".

TIRES—Goodyear, Diamond, Fire~

stone or Hartford, 36x4" front,

36x4%"rear.

BODY—Seven passenger.

WEIGHT—3.000 lbs.

PRICE—$3,000.00 complete with

top, Hartford Shock Absorbers,

Prest-O-Lite gas tank, 9" Rush

more Seareh lights, aide lamps

and tail lamp double tire iron:

and trunk raclc.

ENGINE—-Rutenbur.

BORE AND STROKE—4%x5”

IGNITION—Double—Bosch Ma -

neto, Connecticut Coll and Ex: e

Stora e Batter .
LUBR ATIONy—Self contained

system with oil level pump in

crank ease.

TRANSMISSION—Selective type,

3 a eeda lorward and reverse.

BEA INGS—Timken Roller.

FRONT AXLE—One piece drop

for 'nz.REAfil AXLE—Full floating type.

Write for catalog.

'l‘llE FOREST CITY MOTOR CAR (10., Masslllon. 0hlo

New York Agency, JEWELL MOTOR CAR COMPANY. 1662 Broadway.

@@@@@@@Q

@ J o T

[T

DOWN
to call at our exhibit

at either of the New York

Automobile Shows.

 

se
  

  

  

 

You will tind an interesting

display oi our product, in

" eluding several 11 ew a n d

@ distinctive teatures.

Sracr-z155, A.noun. snow €

Standard Roller Bearing Co.

eeééééeee

  

@@@@@@@@@@ 
 

@
 

@@
 

w
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YOU’VE TRIED THE REST, NOW BUY THE BEST

“\‘Ve are entirely satisfied with them." —

ELMORE MFG. CO.

“The ‘Sager device’ presents advantages not found

in other so-called ‘shock absorbers.’ "

OLDS MOTOR WORKS.

“They add greatlv to comfort and reliability."

CRAWFORD AUTOMOBILE CO.

"\Ve find them indis ensible."

LOGXN CONSTRUCTION CO.

"Our customers are more than satisfied with them."

DORRIS MOTOR CAR CO.

“Ilave iven us very excellent satisfaction."

HOMAS B. JEFFERY CO. (Rambler).

“In the last three years we have used quantities oi

y_our springs, which have given excellent satisfac

o n
n.

DAYTON MOTOR CAR CO. (Stoddard-Dayton).

"Used your springs with splendid success."

THE AUTOCAR CO.

“A great benefit and we cannot speak too highly oi

em.

THE FOREST CITY MOTOR CAR CO. (Jewel).

“\Vc lound your springs to be satisfactorly."

POPE M G. CO.

  

 
 

PROTECTION BUMPER

. an.
  

rmm Applie 10.

The Demountable Rim

that you have been waiting for.

Detached In 30 Seconds

Sager Equalizers

OVER 85",!!!) IN USE.

18 Leading Makers Endorse Them.

  
  

  

v. . 7' . ' ' v . " 7 p.315. 7 - 1 See us at the Shows or write for
You “Ill, too, if you try them. I _ _I W . particulars

' ~ 1'". \ lJ H St d 6. h ,"‘ 269 South Avenue

an 5 inc es . ’ ‘

I ' I above spring hangen "“r" R O C H ES T E R , N - Y

   

 
  

0PENS NEW YEAR’S EVE

Leading American Cars—All the

Foreign Cars direct from the

Paris Salon—All Acces

sory Makers

  

ONLY EXHIBIT OF

FOREIGN CARS

IN AMERICA

  

  

Management oi

/ 9 American Motor Car

' X... My... Manuiacturers’ Association
  

GRAND CENTRAL PALACE
Gasolene— FORTY-THIRD; STREET AND LEXINGTON AVENUE. NEW YQRK

Electric—Steam Admission, 50c. Tuesday, $1.00
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WHITLQCK

ilNTAlfl-IQEXHAUST .

wmuotk‘cmlri pe CD.

  

RAD ATORS

. gAND WQTERAPIPES '
' Ha'i-tfoqikd-FleoiiMn.

  

 

 

FRANKLIN

Automobiles

Why pay for useless weight? Write_ for

catalogue of _the strong, high-pow", light

weight Frankhns.

l. l. FRANKLIN MPG. (10., Syracuse, N. Y.

  

 

 

HAVE YOU SEEN

TI‘IE PERFECTION WRENCH ?

The newest and best wrench made; all steel—great

strength; instantly adjusted; easily and qulckly oper

ated; positive grip: immense time, trouble, and tem

per saver; best “all round tool" ever ofiered for aale.

"You will want one when you lee it."

For circular address,

THE PERFECTION WRENCH CO.,

no: 425. PORT cnxsrmz. a. Y.

 

 

I'll MM! MOTOR CA]! CO.

Reading. Pa.

  

lV‘YE ‘\YI]4L NOT

laccept your contract unleaa we can give you the

ldelivery you require. We will not accept more

contracts than we can fill with proper attention to

leach. We make Pressed Steel Framea and Auto

‘mobile Stampings.
 

THE HYDRAULIC PRESSED STEEL CO..

l Cleveland, Ohio.

l

W Electric

Automoblles

ARE MADE BY

ELECTRIC VEHICLE (20., Hartford, Conn.

 
 

Gasolene and

 
  

 
 

 

lDOW TUBES

The Best Tubes_ Ever Manufactured.

Are the most economical. Do not deflate when

punctured.

DOW TIRE COMPANY,

2000 Broadway, New York.

839 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

 

 

 

 
 

 

SPRINGFIELD

TOP (Pat-189$)

Aluminum

Bodies

SPRINGFIELD

METAL BODY CO.,

366 llrnle Ave.,

Sprlngtleld, Ian.

 

  

 

Tllli 28-30 ll. P. MITCHELL. $1,500

Includes genuine $150 Splitdorf Magneto (free)

and % inch larger tires than you get with any

other car at this price. To have other cars

e nipped with these tires you must pay $50 extra.

Write for full information to-day.

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR CO.,

573 Mitchell St., Racine Wis.

Standard Manufacturers A. M. C. M. A.

Steal Tires
Full of Air.

Tire expenae cut in two.

Cannot Blow Out, Rim Cut

or Puncture.

Al Flexible aa Rubber

Anti-Skid.

 

 

 

That part of a tire with a

blowout or a rim cut in it

will last longer than any

other part if encircled by a

few section: of ateel.

Thousanda in one.

Kimball Tire Bass 00.

172 Broadway

Councll Blufls, Iowa

 

  

 

PALME1}\SINGER

e 
 

  

1 1620-2214 1321

Broadway. Chicago, Ill.

New York Michigan Ave.,

PALMER & SINGER MFG. CO.

THOMAS SHOCK ABSORBERS

on your automobile mean more comfort,

speed, safety. economy. Prove it at our

expense. 30 days free trial.

BUFFALO SPECIALTY CO.,

‘ 340 Ellicott St. BUFFALO, N. Y.

  

 
 

CLEVELAND SPARK PLUGS
“They Shoot a Flame.”

CLEVELAND SPARK PLUG 00.
CLEVELAND, OHAO

  

 

The “Gotham” STA-RITE will end your

— spark lug

t r o u les.

  

Won't short-circuit. Never leaks. Can be

taken apart and cleaned with case. Of deal

ers, or direct, $1.00.

THE R. E. HARDY CO., 15 w. 42d St., New York.

 

 
 

It is not possible for any chain to be

better than

BALDWIN CHAINS

BALDWIN CHAIN & MFG. CO.,

Worcester, Mass.

 

 

  

 

 

F

Mm
 

>iv\~rc" v'-r.r,sv\ xut‘

 

 

MICHELIN TIRE COMPANY

MILLTOWN. N. J.

 

Gaaoline and Electric-lor Planner. and Baline

Studebalor Aulomohllo 00.. South Bend. lndlm

 

 

 
 

Name

Address.

 

 

 

l THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

l 154 Nassau Street, New York

Enclosed find $100 for which enter my subscription to

Else motor lllllorlb

for one year, commencing with the issue of A
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THE PHeKi-IRD ELECTRIC! COMPANY, 303 Dana Ave, WARREN, OHIO

If your car is wired with PACKARD ENAMELED

IGNITION CABLE you can be dead sure you will have

no trouble so far as the wiring is concerned.

 

 

When at the Show

do not fail to see the

TUCKAHOE

GREASE GUN

 

New and very meritorious. The

only self-filling combination oiler and

grease gun. Can be filled with grease

in three seconds. Regulated by throw

ing a latch. Its use insures quick oil

ing and clean hands. Lower in price

than others. Write for circular.

Manufactured and sold by the

Rubly Mfg. Company

TUCKAHOE, N. Y.

  

  

Users of

  

Invader 0i|
THE OIL THAT

GRAPHITIZIS

are responsible [or its

popularity

YOU NAME THE CAR

WE LL

NAME THE GRADE

IADI oxav av

' OHAS. F. KELLOI O 00.

ll! Arch St., Philadelphia

Boston Branch:

284 Columbus Avenue.

  

  

  

..Qll'l'lll.
  

 

 
 

THE GYROSCOPE CAR

The Simplest Automobile in the World.

USO—The PrieHHO. '

GYROSCOPB AUTOMOBILE CO. (INC.)

Gyroscope Bldg.,

231 West 54th St. New York City.

 
  

 

 
 

Tire Troubles?

Use Permanlt

Demonstrated before Board

of Governors Harrisburg

Motor Club with rest suc

cess. For particu ars write

ADOLF KARL & CO.,

237-9 Washin ton St.,

ewarlr, N. J.

  

 

 

fitnhharh-iflagtnn

ONE Quality for ALL Models

ONE Price for ALL Buyers

Write for 1909 Catalog.

THE DAYTON MOTOR CAR CO.I

Dayton,

  

 

 

TRUFFAULTIHARTFORD

Trade

ar

The Device that made Sale,

Automohlllng

Writs lor catalogue, Department D.

HARTFORD SUSPENSIOI CO.,

gpeedghand Combrtable

 

I. V. Hartford. PM 14! Bay St., Jersey City, N. 1.

 

avorn ac'ctoan'rs

hyniagtho

Wridgway No Glare Shade

which adds to the efleieney oi the lamps, and keeps

lars iron: blindln‘ other users oi the high-aye. Can

fitted to any ex sting lamp.

PEERLESS MOTOR CAR CO.,

no to :24 w. an St., le YORK

 

 

COMPLETE COURSE

AUTOMOBILE INSTRUOTION
Invaluable to the owner or prospective owner

of a motor car. Practical and to the point.

Send for prospectus to the

Correspondence School 0! Motor Car Practice

Tarrytown, N. Y.

  

 

 

Automobilists Know Exactly

How Far and How Fast

Attach :1 Warner Auto-Meter to the dash of your ear.

its record is infallible in any weather—on any roads.

Write for details.

WARNER INSTRUMENT CO.,

343 Wheeler Ave. BELOIT, WIS.

 
 

-._..~

—
To Avoid I

 
  

154 P—Two-Way Cambric Covered, 150. foot.

Spec“, 1,; $336,232“ PIRELLI 8r CO., 296 Broadway, New York

For sale by MOTOR CAR EQUIPMENT CO., 55 Warren St., and 1727 Broadway, New Yorh City.

Our Cable Card

Illustrating ll Varieties of ca

ble in actual sizes mailed up

on request.

This is No. 154 R, Four-\Nay,

Cantbric Covered.

 

 

  

 

 

A. O. Smith Company

MAKERS OF

Parssro STEEL

FRAMES
(Capacity 100,000 per annum.)

Heavy and Difficult Stampings

front and Rear Axles

Steering Columns

Transmissions, Selective and

Progressive

Multiple Disc Clutches

SEE OUR EXHIBITS:

Grand Central Palace, Space 134.

Madison S uare Garden, Space 205.

Coliseum, Chicago, Space 6.

243 Clinton 8!.

A00 60- Mllwaukee,Wia.

 

 

 

 

“OONTINENTAL” MOTORS "ii WNW"

Get our quota

tions on high grade

two and four cylin

der motors, 10 to 45

horsepower. h e a

are equipped wit

sell-contained oiling

system and ready

lor attaching mag

,neto. Highest

grade workmanship,

eflicient, durable

and aimple. Alao

clutches and tranL

Send (or catalogue.

OOITIIEITAL IOTOR UFO. 00., Iutiogon, lllch.

K. FRANKLIN "reason, Western Represent

ative. 166 E. Lake St., Chicago. Ill.

T. . WETZEL. Eastern Rapr-ontati a, 29 W t 42dJ St., New York, N. Y.' a

{3,1,}"qu-J‘  

rnlaalona.

 
 

SUPERIOR Etched llama Plates

TVs are prepared to furnish you any kind

or style as above. We shall be pleased to

furnish quotations.

CHANDLER CO., Springfield, Mass.

 

 

 

.1Zcmmwfifib
The Locomobile Company of America.

Bridgeport, Conn.

  

 

 

 
  

ils

m0" :1pdnlAdgmffiit than .

P
i<idlhlflfl§l

DIAMOND CHAIN O MFG (:0.

us I. Georgia It,

halal-polls. 1nd.
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M Hm,“ wmvuawwm ~ ~

IBM PIRE AUTOMOBILE TIRE COMPAN", Trenton, N. J.

BRANCHES—Newark 264 Halse St.; Detroit, 842 Woodward Ave.: Boston, 292 Devonshire St.; Chicago, 20 La Salle St., 1301 Michigan

Ave; New York, 73d ét. & Bron way' 148 Chambers St. AGENCIES—i’ittsburg, Consumers’ Auto Su ply Co.; Kansas City, ,Mo., Empire

Tire 8: Rubber Co.; Atlanta, Ga., Dunham Rubber Co.; Cleveland 0.. Motor Suppll Agency Co.; Nor olk, Va., Wm. Grover; Denver,

Denver Auto Goods Co." Jacksonville, Fla., Saveil Rubber C0,; Philadel hin, Penn uto Su ply Co.; Los An elea Cal., Pacific Elec. Wks.;

Bufialo N. Y Empire Sales Co.; Minneapolis. Empire Tire & Rubber 0.; Savannah, Ga., ew Orleans, La., H. A. Testard.

 

 
  arris Tire Co.;

_ _.,, __ I

  
    

 

Satisfaction

Guaranteed

Thousands of our

Spring Clips

are now in use,

having been sup

plied to the leading

automobile manu

prmi r: m »

K] owner’s e.

For Automobile Bodies, Dashes, Guards, Bonnets,

Battery Boxes, Drip Pans, Muitlers, lite.

TRONG—DURABLE

CALELESS—RUSTLESS facturers.

MOOTII—PAINT ADIERES FIR"LY

of. . Have an secured our rlces?
A Metal That's A 'L‘tme and Moneyfla‘aver y *p

'rnn s'rxfinonuno mu. CourANY. cmorifilo M. New Haven, Conn.

  

 

 

 

 

 
  

30,000 MILES WI I HOUI ADJUSTMENT.

HE SE PARSONS WHITE BRASS BEARINGS RA

HAT DISTANCE IN A PACKARD CAR.THEY ARE BACK IN

HE CAR WITHOUT EVEN BENG SCRAPED

STILL RUNNING RUNNNG STLL.

  

Give Your Car at Good Name

by using

SUPPLEMENTARY

SPIRAL SPRINGS
Change a bone-shaker and a lpring-brelker into an easy riding, real luto

mobile in which you can take pride and your passengers comfort. The use

of S. S. S. change a near-good car to a real good car and add the finishing

touch of luxury to the best cars. Our booklet tells you all about them,

and in your! for the asking. Write for it.

{p .. . SUPPLEMENTARY SPIRAL sana 00,42: ‘2:L':‘:."..‘:.°
" ‘ SHw! CHAMP b SONS Pt'tiiJkDEl-PI'HA'PENNA New York Branch, Removed to Motor ert Building. (Larger Quarten.)

  

  

 

 

Model B-Brush Runabout

A CAR 0F SIMPLE DESIGN MADE WELL

NOT A COMPLICATED DESIGN MADE CHEAPLY

Its records and the opinions of its users speak more loudly than self praise. Agencies for

1909 are being closed rapidly. Much good territory still open.

BRUSH RUNABOUT COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.
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Any good automobile will give you pleasure. But which one will

give you the most pleasure and the most service for what it costs?

Look at the facts.

The Franklin air-cooled engine gets more power out of the gasoline than a water-cooled

engine, because it runs at a more efficient temperature. This means fuel economy right at

the start.

The Franklin engine is lighter. There is no water-cooling apparatus. The whole auto

mobile is lighter, as well as simplcr and stronger. This means further fuel economy, and an

enormous saving of tires. The weight of an automobile is what wears 0th tires and makes

big bills.

The Franklin six-cylinder seven—passenger Model H, the most capable touring-car for

American roads, is the only light-weight large automobile. It doesn’t begin to use up tires

as fast as the heavy water-cooled machines. And it is more comfortable. Many people who

can endure only a limited amount of riding in a steel-frame half-elliptic spring automobile,

find that in a Franklin with its full-elliptic springs and its laminated wood frame they can

ride all day—and day after day, with comfort and enjoyment.

So the Franklin gives more mileage—more service, on all sorts of roads.

service in the year. You can use any Franklin all the time—winter and summer.

nothing to freeze nor overheat.

What real comfort is there in a heavy hard-riding automobile?

in one that you cannot use readily and freely every day in the year?

Franklin automobiles, measured by quality, and by what they do, are the best automobile

value there is.

Learn the facts before you buy.

Write for the new 40pagc Franklin catalogue de lux

cars and closed cars.

And more

There is

How much satisfaction

' _ . describing the complete line of Franklin runabouts, touring

The most informing automobile ca alogue ever issued. Sent only on request.

:T' _ a

\l/ \

~ as ‘r."-‘-;'-,‘ .

  

‘ i. = 1r" *1 '
‘ . 3;.‘3; .34 _/v.

Franklin seven-passenger Model H, 42 H.P., six-cylinder, air-cooled motor, selective transmission, 127-inch wheel

base, 36inch wheels. Bosch high tension magneto. Finish. royal blue, $3750. Top extra. Single or double rumble

seat runabout. Finish, red and black, $3600. Limousine, linish, royal-blue, $5000. Prices f. 0. b. Syracuse.

H H FRANKLIN MFG CO., Syracuse N Y
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The One Big Feature oi the

New York Show

 

 

 

  

has been the trans-continental Brush Runabout, placed on exhibition exactly as it came to New

York the day before the show opened. The thousands upon thousands of visitors carried away

with them a blurred, vague, nameless impression of cylinders, polished steel, valves, sputtering

sparks, handsomely finished bodies, lights, noise, tires, dust and salesmen, but for every visitor

one feature at least stood out prominently—the little seven horsepower Brush Runabout which had

crossed the American Continent and climbed Pike’s Peak. '

It stood there dirty, muddy and scarred but not in the least rickety or worn out, and it hadn’t

been rebuilt a few times or any times at all, on the way.

At Albany, it was scheduled to climb the Capitol steps and permission was obtained from the

officials, but at the last moment Governor Hughes disappointed the crowd (estimated at 5,000),

which had assembled to see it by forbidding the attempt and sending a squad of special police to

enforce his orders and disperse the assemblage.

The Brush has won out. It has marked the beginning of the latest tendency, which is to reduce

size, weight and complications. It has sounded the knell of the vulgarity of bigness and useless

display and the keynote of mechanical excellence, Which consists in doing just enough—not too

little, not too much—and doing that as well as it can be done.

Examine the workmanship and the materials. Ask users. Considerable open territory yet.

The right man wanted in enough more plan-vs to take up our total possible product.

BRUSH RUNABOUT (30., Detroit, Mich.
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INTER-STATE STANDARD TOURING

CAR, $1750.

 

 

T HE fact that the INTER-STATE automobile—a permanent, enduring car—is sold

at a price but little higher than the price of temporary cars is all the more note

worthy when you realize that absolutely high grade quality is shown in every detail of

its construction.

Nothing is slighted, no vital part is cheapened in the INTER-STATE. Consider

its ignition system, for example. Every INTER-STATE car is equipped with Eisemann

Magneto. The whole automobile world knows the high worth of the Eisemann

Magneto. There is no more reliable ignition system. This reliability has been es

tablished not merely by its successful performances in many notable road races, but

by the experience of thousands of owners of pleasure cars.

In all other mechanical details, in style, comfort, speed, control and finish, the

light-running, graceful INTERSTATE—$1750.00 complete—finds its only competition

in the high-priced high grade cars.

We want you to see the INTER-STATE. We want you to drive it, and give

it every test before you think of spending your money for a cheaper car—or even a

higher-priced car. We will be content to accept your judgment as to the worth of the

INTER-STATE.

AT THE SHOWS—The full line of INTER-STATE Automobiles, including

Standard Touring Car, Demi-Tonneau, Double Rumble Roadster, Single Rumble

Roadster and Tourabout, will be exhibited at Grand Central Palace, New York. De

cember 31-January 7. and at the Coliseum, Chicago, February 6-13.

INTERSTATE AUTOMOBILE C0. 126 Willard su. Muncie, Ind.

DEALERS AND AGENTS will quickly appreciate the opportunities opened to

them by the INTERSTATE. Our proposition is unusually attractive.
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It doesn’t take the automobiling public long to learn

which tires are giving the best service.

0&JIIRIES
are made to give the automobile owner his full money’s

worth in service—and that they have made good is evi

denced by their ever increasing demand. You will make

no mistake in specifying them on your new cars.

Yes, we shall exhibit at both the New York shows.

If you will be there call and see us—if not, write for a

copy of our new catalogue.

68011121260.
INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

  

Detroit, 256 Iefl'ersqn Ave. Omaha, 1607 Harney St.

Chica o, 1434 Mlcl-n an_Ave. I At] 35 N. Pryor St.

New ork, 10 W. ixtleth St. bt. Louis, 415 N. Fourth St.

San Francisco, 414 Van Ness Ave. Boston, 110 Federal St.

Denver, 1541 Cleveland Place. Portland 326 Burnside Ave.

Bufialo, 912 Main St. Kansas bitg, 1607 Grand Ave.

Philadelphia, 713 Broad _St. Cleveland, 26 Frankfort Ave.

Los Angeles, 1010 S. Mam St. Pittsburg, Baum & Beatty Sta.

Minneapolis. 21 S. Second St.
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.. QAR

“The Father of Them All”
 

  

One Price, $2,000. F. O. B.Rochcstelr.

TOURING CAR, ROADSTER, TOY TONNEAU

A genuinely good car cannot be made and sold for less than $2,000. By this we mean a car like

the Selden, containing nothing but the best of materials, workmanship and finish. A car that the

manufacturer can stand behind and guarantee for at least a year against any imperfections in work

manship or material.

We buy only the best materials, employ only skilled labor and pay particular attention to de

tails and finish, thereby producing a strictly high-grade car at the lowest possible price.

The upkeep and maintenance of a medium-priced car like the Selden is within the reach of any

man of moderate means and the value of the car does not depreciate like that of the lower priced cars.

This is the point to be considered by every purchaser.

The Selden Car is a 4-cylinder 28-30 horsepower (developing 37 horsepower) five passenger

Touring Car or three passenger Roadster, with 114-inch wheel base, 34-inch wheels, shaft drive, se

lective control, pressed steel frame, metal body, fully equipped. -

Superb riding, roomy tonneau, luxurious upholstery, smooth running, great hill-climber, flexible

and easily handled, economical in maintenance and up-keep, fine finish, stylish and attractive.

THE COMING CAR OF MODERATE PRICE

' Catalog and Agency proposition upon request. Agencies wanted everywhere.

We will exhibit at Madison Square Garden Show.

SELDEN MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY

(no. 8. SILDIN, Pres. ROCHESTER, N. Y.Members Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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A PLANT
For the manufacture

oi speedometers that is

unique.

 

 

  

 

An organization tor making and selling that is ettective,

yet not wasteiul.

STEWART

SPEEDOMETER

A product that is

pre-eminent as regards quality, finish and periormance.

A clientele that is the

most numerous and most

enthusiastic.

  

& MODEh4‘P‘ouI-ih, 60 n? :1, en

509 Diversey Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois, U. S. A.
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i There is

Nothing Better

and precious little that offers as much as the

JACKSON

AGENCY

The line is complete and permits the Jackson

agent to appeal to all classes of buyers. The cars

are right, the prices are right and our terms to

agents likewise are of the right sort.

 

 

 

 

 

If YOU are in business to make money and to

build up a satisfied clientele we will be pleased to

have an opportunity to treat with you.

 

 

 
 

1909 MODELS NOW ON EXHIBITION AT THE

GRAND CENTRAL PALACE SHOW, NEW

YORK, AND WILL BE DISPLAYED ALSO AT

THE COLISEUM SHOW, CHICAGO, FEB. 6—13.
  

  

Model F, $950—2 cylinders.

    

 

  

No Sand Too Deep—N0 Hill Too Steep

JACKSON AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

Jackson, Michigan
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THE CELEBRATED

MUST BE SEEN

The Highest Art of

THE BRAMPTON CHAIN
The strongest chain in the world; made of self-hardening steel with

large spun rivets, chamferred side plates (no sharp edges). All parts

of this chain are polished and fit the sprockets (which are properly cut)

without friction.

Imitation, What’s the Definition?

A11 Brampton Chains are stamped with the name Brampton on each

outside link; Beware of the imitation and get the genuine Brampton.

PRICES THE SAME AS OTHER CHAINS

American Size Brampton Roller Chain

at American Chain Prices, to fit all American Cars and Motorcycles.

CAN BE PURCHASED FROM ALL JOBBERS

We are the Sole American Agents. Catalog on request.

. M f t , Ibb

PHILADELPHIA BOSTON BROOKLYN CLEVELAND
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BRAMPTON CHAIN
Garden Show, Space No. 243

2nd Balcony, North Side

Motor Chain Construction ‘

L A R G E s A l. E s
make it possible for us to import the CELEBRATED BRAMPTON

CHAIN from England (paying freight and duty) and sell it at the same

price at which the several other automobile chains are sold to manu

facturers, jobbers, dealers and users.

Prices Being Equal What Would You Do?

The price being equal, it’s presumable you want the best, and full

value for your money. In such cases, the BRAMPTON fills the bill, and

the prices are the same to manufacturers, jobbers, dealers and consum

ers as any other chain of equal size.

We carry in stock the BRAMPTON CHAINS to fit Foreign Cars

Mercedes, Panhard, Martini, Fiat, etc., etc.

AND DEALERS OR ANY OF OUR BRANCHES

Agents Wanted in Unoccupied Territory.

H O M E O E E l C E

97-99-101 Reade Street, New York City

DETROIT BUFFALO 54th Street and Eighth Ave., NEW YORK CITY

kap'

CD

I]

>

133‘.

-'|.
O-‘

Z_

w
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Ti 1909

k 4 ~ // /
‘ Catalog

IS NOW READY FOR DISTRIBUTION

  

 

 

It contains a full and exhaustive description,

profusely illustrated, of the most wonderful line

of automobiles ever placed on the American

market, consisting of ‘ '

.2 It and 6 Cylinder Roadsters, Touring

[3“ Cars and Enclosed Cars. $1,250- $2,250

 

 

 
      

 

 

  

WRITE FOR A COPY K.

OVERLAND AUTOMOBILE co.
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
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The Marmon “Thirty-two” is neither a

cheaply-built car at a low price, nor a “good

enough" car at a high price.

It is a high grade car in every sense of

the word, built as carefully as a fine watch.

The parts are interchangeable, all of them

manufactured by us, rigidly tested and care—

fully assembled into a harmonious whole.

Weighing not over 2,100 pounds, with 32

40 H. P., this “Thirty-two" has a world of

speed and ability. In performance, as in ap

pearance, it is a car that needs no apologies

—occasions no regrets—a car you will be

proud to own.

The “Thirty-two" sustains the Marmon

reputation for mechanical excellence. It

can be depended upon to stand up under the

most severe usage, year after year.

The I909 Marmon Models will

..v‘y-o . in ~‘.

_ . _. A

Nordyker)Harmon Co.

» __‘ Estdb.1851 .

Indianapolis. Ind.
I Stand airdi-MPtf‘s

The Easiest Ridi

maniac)st
- ‘MQQI‘Z inicqgl w7"'\i'.its' earpiece“!

Mar'mo n“Thirt.yl'-It'.wo'1 240 0

An Automobile Classic—A Conspicuous Value

be exhibited at the Chicago Show, Feb. o-l3

Mei rm 0 n"FlftyI' Q 375 0‘

J

.

.e -

.F’ 4‘

To the man who looks ahead and buys

with his eyes wide open, this car is an em

phatic bargain. No other car on the market

it $3,000 or less offers so much actual value.

 

Get the specifications, notice the character

)f design and equipment, and make a few

careful comparisons.

Genuine Krupp and Chrome Nickel Steels are used

for important parts. Bosch magneto and battery—dual

sr-stem. Three point motor support. Straight line shalt

drive. Rear axle and transmission in one unit. Mar

mon oiling system. Large brakes. hoes-Bright ini

ported ball bearings. Big tires (34x4 all around). Com

plete equipment. Furnished as Touring Car, Roadster,

Suburban, Coupe, or Limousine Town Car.

The Marmon "Fifty," $3750

A superb car, of most distinguished appearance In

hard, practical cash value, it is the superior of the most

famous foreign ears selling at two or three time! the

price. Furnished with seven-passenger body. 50-60 H. P.

Completely equipped.

[Harmon “ Forlvfirm" Roadrtrr. a .r/vrinl moer $3,500

  

  

we *
Built Here

/

< s

g" Car ln'TheWorld
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Throughout the world Morgan 8: Wright tires are known ((

/

  

as good tires—because they are.

To the motorist this statement of demonstrated quality

means much, for—

It is a guarantee against wholly unnecessary repair bills—

against fl repair bills, in fact, except those necessitated by

accident or natural wear;

It stands for protection to the carI which can be secured

only by the use of tires that are built to withstand emei'gency

tests as well as ordinary service;

It's an assurance that you will be spared the exasperating

inconvenience which always attends breakdowns of any kind—

especially those against which you could be protected.

MGRGAN 8|. WRIGHT TIRES
have literally won over hundreds of motorists by reason of their

 

  

J; protective quality—the quality that makes them absolutely safe

7 I under H condition.

{M l‘ Whether this protection is secured through the grade of

/ “a \ materials used, or through Our method of tire-building, or as a

7"? result of extremely rigid inspection which every tire undergoes

_, before it is permitted to leave the factory, is comparatively un

important to the user.

é'w" The vital consideration—and the only one that appeals to

5? a,
the experienced motorist—is this:

These tires actually stand up day in and day out under

every condition of both load and road, as only tires can that

are made as MORGAN & WRIGHT tires are.

  

And it is because users of these tires have repeatedly found

this to be true, that we invite flmotorists to give them an im

partial, comparative test.

  

There is no method of making friends

equal to the method of making good.

MORGAN & WRIGHT, DETROIT

Branches, Agencies or Dealers Everywhere
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The Hflme 01’ “Swedoh” Spring Steel Rims

Its size is eloquent testimony to the merits of its product.

  

~
10"

  

 

‘ 4 ‘ ‘ . ,-1 ‘___ f ‘ ' ‘ Q l A. _ “.7 vrl.‘ N. 7,) .1» i. 0,74: ’ Mamzp £1155.»

_ ____.~ - I . r, _L,, ' .3 '

. ~ _ o ' ' . _ . Vvv.

~_ . _. , - ~~ . k v. _ i .__,i“.{:'.

."nHearth Furnaces and Billet Hills :~_

“TRUE AS (‘Swedoh’) STEEL”

has an added significance when applied to rims meaning A TRUE CIRCLE OF STEEL THAT STAYS TRUE. See that they

are on all your automobiles.

‘ I
, .

__ . \ z T 2' E.

v
a

 

cuscmm RIM MEASUREMENTS.

Rims for Wood Wheels ----A~—_--V “ “
 

 

 

  

  

  
  

 

  
  

 

  

 

  

Rim Inside Diam- Diameter of Rims at

313% 36c, eter of Rims Tire.Seat for Both

“on_ for Wood Wood and Wire

Wheels. Wheels.

261235 In. . B. 20.834 In.- 21 In.

‘28x21/l “ Interchangeable " 2I.834 “ '22 “ Interchangeable

'30x2 “ “ “ 23 834 “ .24 “ “

32x2 “ “ 26.834 “ 27 “

34x2 “ “ 28.834 “ 29 “

as"; '1 =1 '1 :51:‘ 8 . I

'28x3 “ hterchmgeable “ 2I.834 _“ '22 “ lnterehnngenl‘le
’ .30x3 4. 04 ll II ’2‘ 44 a.

82:3 “ " 25.834 “ 28 “

34x3 “ “ 27.834 “ .28 “

36x3 “ “ 29.834 “ 30 “

26x2% “ C. 20% In. 21 “

.28l2l/‘n, “ Interchangeable “ 2I-'Y4 “ '22 “ Interchangeable

.30x2% u u - u u u 44

32x2$§ “ 26% “ 27 “

34x2% u 28% “ 29 “

333% .. .. {’31: 11 g}, 11
'2813 " Interchangeable :1 an; " '22 " hoe-em
.30x3 0 u u 23% u .24 u u

82x3 “ u 25% “ 28 “

31:3 " u 27% “ 28 “
3613 “ 29% “ 30 “

28x3% “ D. 2OII-IBIn. 2i “

80x31/z “ :‘ 221l-18 “ 23 “

82x3% “ J 24 II-IG “ 28 “

341395 " . 2811-10 “ 27 “

361315 “ ' 28 Il-IG “ 29 “

21m “ E. tail-18 “ 20 "

30x4 " “ 2IlI-18 “ 22 .“

32x4 “ “ 23 1146 “ 24 “

34x4 “ “ 2Kll-16 “ 28 “

38:4 “ “ 27 "-18 “ 28 “

zany; " F- n 2‘42 “ 19 "

soul/J " “ 20 21-32 “ 2| "

82x4 “ “ 22 2l-32 “ 23 “ '

34x4 “ , “ 24 2'42 “ 25 " 4

36x4% “ “ 26 2I-32 “ 27 "

28xl20m-m e 5 In. ‘ I: I7 21-32 “ I8 “

301120 " a 5 " u m 2'?" “ 20 “

32xI20 “ a 8 “ u 2' 2'42 “ 22 “ . '

34xl20 ‘L l 5 u 2: 2&2: *

36:!20 & 5 u. . 2 -- u “

40x12!) “ a 5 " 2921-32 30 '

___F. -__-I

Circumfer

encegatt'l‘ire

I’ll, ecu .

I
I 780m-mx $5me 1.):4,, '7’" 2% ~ 13?» " " "

I 8l0 “ x 90 “ " "/////////////////////////////// g1?) “ x 33 u ; :3};at
' u x u . 4 ’I“

, u u u ‘ Id

We also manufacture a complete lme of COPPERIZED AUTO- 1°1° * 9° , .

-— h k'n that last. 820 “ x120 " F. 70 " |MOBILE OILERS t e 1 d 850 u “20 u “ 7W. ,, _

920 “ xi20 “ “ 32% “

AMERICAN TUBE & STAMPING GO. if” " "2° “ - "w'f' '"Ii ' ‘
   

  

° Note that the 28x2¥l and 30:2"- tires are'made inlerclmngenble
.' " What amid", BRIDGEPQRT' 00"". with the 28:3 and 30:3 tires. m Millimetrea.
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THE

THE LINE IS BETTER AND MORE COMPLETE THAN EVER

Model 9-35, 4-oyl., 4% x 43/4, 5-passenger Touring Car . . . . . $2,750

Model 9-40, 4-cyl., 5 x5, 5-passenger Touring Car . . . . . $3,700

Model 9-50, 6-oyl., 4% x4%', 7-passenger Touring Car . . . . . $4,200

Model 9-60, 6-oyl., 5 x 5, 7-passenger Touring Car . . . . . $5,000

Each National has the well-known National Ball-bearing Motor with new crank

case oiler, two ignition systems (Bosch Magneto and Storage Battery) and all

other tried and proven features of high grade modern motor car construction.

Any of the above models can be furnished with Baby Tonncau body or asa Roadster.

Write for distributors terms and full particulars.

NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE CO., assassin": 8‘

r

INVESTIGATE

 

 

  

 
 

Mayo Radiators are as

Unobtrusive as Good Form

(LThey don’t “spout” or “slop over," and are thor

oughlv etieltive.

 

  

 

(iMayo Radiators are their own reason for their

general use on really high-grade cars.

(LMayo Radiators are built first and built as well as

the finest kind of artisans working with the best

materials and under the most favorable conditions

can build, and their cost is based on their worth.

(LMayo Radiators assure that whatever troubles a

car may have, they are not due to the radiator.

(lMayo Radiators are not within the price limit of

cheap cars. Equally true it is that they are within

the quality limit of all good cars selling at any price.

(LA Mayo Radiator axiom:

If the rest of the car is as good as the

Mayo Radiator. it’s all right.

(LMayo Radiators are made in a Quality Shop at

New Haven. Connecticut.

MAYO RADIATIIR COMPANY
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A Few of Our %

Imported and Domestic pecialties

  

 
 

 

TI'IE YORK CLOCK THE ARGUS MIRROR THE SAVOY CLOCK

  
  

  

'T: . PREVENTS

ACCIDENTS.

  

The ver latest design. High-grade in every

respect. as no pro ections or obstructions

that can be broken 0 . Will run. eight days.

llas heavy polished brass case. Dial measures

'1

Specially designed to resist all jars and

shocks. Has elegant quick-train movement.

“1 ‘7 so Dial is a French Porcelain, measuring 2%”.

Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Dust, rain and thief proof. Will run eight

See What’s Coming! days.
If you could do this, half the accidents would be PH“ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ‘ ‘ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ' ‘ ' ' ' " “0'00

avoided. With the Argus Imported Dash Mirror (prO

tected by a hood from the sun‘s rays or rain) you have a

clear view of the road behind without turning the head.

Adjustable to any position.

Price, less shield . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $7.50

Price, with shield . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $9.00

Absolute necessities in every tonneau. They Keeps rubes and wraps from being crushed or

enable the occupants to brace themselves in a 1‘0"“ ,in bmw"? 0f car- Mad: 0‘ heavy brass t“b

comfoatable pdos‘iition and prezent) tt‘lhe acc‘i‘dental Isaizkhighly 2{aolished s 85

scratc ing an amaging o t e o y o t e c r. a_10n8ry. in. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. _

Price, 32 in. long . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2.50 Adluslable f0ldmg I'll] - - - - - > > - - - - - - - - - . -- 2.50

SPARK PLUGS

STEERING PILlAR [AMP

  

That wonderful Italian cable that is used

w I t k i . n d d by every well-known auto manufacturer in this

2 can-rug arse 5 0c 0 every ‘mpo c an and other countries. Ask us to send you our sam

  

tzz'srzc p.%t°‘l>f.’.‘§.‘?‘.“.‘.‘ief: ............ .. $2.50 card showing the dim. andA. V. Magneto Spark Plug . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.00 made with rubber and cambric covers.

Bosch Spark Plug . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.00

Motorcycle Spark Plug . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .75
This larnp enables a driver to direct a powerful

beam of light to any part of a dash board, en

gaging him to watch any of the indicators on the

Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6.00

and many others.

ROYAL VALVE TAP AND DIE

  

l
.4.

"murmur! '1'

  

A new style fork lever tire tool for removing .
and replacing security lu s and tubes in tires. THEY HAVE THE SOUND '1‘“ made 'm' .\ handy little tool for unscrewing valve insides

Eouip ed with rollers, w ich prevent damaging P9ned h°m5 “Pous- The" "F over l'emy'one and cuttin new threads on the outside or inside

fire w “c removing_ different styles in up-to-date designs. Let us send of valve. hould be in every tool kit.

Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 50 cents you our Blanchard Horn catalogue. Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..25 cents

 

 
 

The dealer who desires to handle the BEST line of Automobile Specialties, would do well to investigate our line of splendid

and profitable goods. Our special Show Catalogue will be sent on request.

Tl'lE MOTOR CAR EQUIPMENT C0.ii2ivliii:iw§i. New York

Manufacturers, Importers and Wholesalers of Automobile Accessories.
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"Locking the door alter the pony is stolen”

is a good deal like postponing the use of

Columbia Lock Nuts
Now

 

for it's only a postponement at best. Why not take a double-twist on

the torelock of old Father Time and incorporate the use of Columbia

Lock Nuts in your construction BEFORE

 

  

  

 

you have occasion for regrets? Columbia

Lock Nuts are in general use and are

regarded as a necessity by some of the

biggest railroad systems in the country.

They ought to be a double necessity on

automobiles. They are already used by

many prominent makers. They should

  

  

 

  

 

     

 

 

be used on ever automobile everywhere.

qIColumbia Lock Nuts simply cannot work loose. Vibration, even

the constant vibration of solid tires, cannot affect or loosen

them. They are automobile insurance of the very best

kind and their cost is not a factor. Let us prove our case.

 

 

  

 

COLUMBIA NUT & BOLT COMPANY

Bridgeport, Connecticut

 
   

 

 

 

 

 il
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AT THE PALACE SHOW

Their advance into third place in tire equipment by a wide margin, is merely an incident in the

GROWING PRESTIGE

resume”
TIRES

it again emphasizes the trend of public preference away from the ordinary popular

priced tires in favor of the best possible tire service.

In the commercial vehicle section Firestone Side-wire

tires, as usual, led the nearest competitor three to one.

FIREST‘ONE TIRE & RUBBER CO., Akron, Ohio.

Brand/ex and Agenda: Almost Everywhere.

 

 

  

 

 

. I

The Ma 11660 &

Starts Itself

THE PRACTICAL SOLUTION

OF THE MAGNETO PROBLEM

It. does not take an exceptional magneto to give fairly good

service on a small car. A large car, however, is a prOblem of a

different order.

 

&
  

When the cylinder bore exceeds four inches diameter, quick

turning of the starting crank to generate a spark from the magneto

requires both strength and skill. The owner of such a car is

reminded that he has a magneto every time he stops the engine,

and frequently he will burn gasoline to keep the engine going,‘

sooner than stop and restart.

  

  

A magneto handicapped in this manner cannot be called a perfect instrument.

The largest engines used in automobiles are started as easily as the small if they are fitted with the UN

TERBERG & HELMLE SELF-STARTING MAGNETO, TYPE L. E. 'No other magneto does all that a

magneto should do. No other is free from the necessity of adding a battery and complicated wiring to render

it manageable on large engines at low speed.

J.S.BHETZ COMPANY

Sole Importers, Times NewYJrk.
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HEINZE IGNITION

APPARATUS
HHNZE f’3*1@5' ii HHNZE

IMPROVED ;_ . _' '; ‘~- %_ IMPHUVEB

IMBA 1‘ "“ ‘ ". .§§ mum

SPARK 1. , ~‘ .~\1‘~ 'f*, SPARK

PLUGS -’““i‘#i,.h. i- ,- . ‘?* PLUGS

 
 

 

 

Standard ALAM
Heinze Low Tension Magneto operating Regular 1 /2"-14

7/8'7'18 thud through vibrating coil to spark plug. Plpe Thread

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

    

 

 
 

Our latest type of timer with our improved

Our Intent type coil euppliecl with kick lwitch awe contncht’i acknowlzdgf‘? by nil leldIPQ

for operating either on Magneto or Buttery. °t°r c" ‘ °_" ‘0 e e mo. '“Pel'w'

type of conetruetlon.

HElNZE “ELECTRIC COMPANY

Send for our latest catalogue- Factory and main office, LOWELL, MASS
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at the Chicago

 

See the $1,500

 

a»   

THE CAR—With 4 inch tires

instead oi 35,3 inch.

THE CAR—With the high

grade magneto tree.

THE CAR—With $300 worth

oi actual automobile

value in it that with

any other $1,500 car

would cost you extra.

Don’t pay $1800 for a $1500 car, nor $1500 for a $1200 car.

See the $1500 car that has all of $1500 value in it.

See if this car doesn't meet your ideal before you decide

on some car that falls short of it.

\Ne have built and sold in the last 8 years $11,000,000 worth

of low priced Mithcll cars with five bearing crank shafts and

not one that we know of has broken.

It remains for you to decide which you want.

What Larger Tires Mean

Then there's the question of tires, and if you're a motorist

you know what that question means.

The Mitchell “30" $1500 car is equipped with 4 inch tires.

Yet cars that weigh more have 3% inch tires.

If you want 4 inch tires with other $1500 cars you must

pay extra for them—$50 extra.

 

The reason makers work toward light weight is to save

your tire expense.

But we doubly protect you with light weight and with tires

that are 1A inch larger than the tires others think large enough.

No 0lher Car gt Such Value

In the Mitchell “30" at $1500 is included $300 worth of

actual automobile value that with any other $1500 car would

cost you extra.

Other cars that lack this value should be sold for $1200.

in fact to get equal value elsewhere will cost you at least

$1800. .

And please remember that we're not beginners in the mak

ing of $1500 cars—that we're not experimenting at your ex

pense when we sell you a car at this price.

 

We are the pioneer low priced car builders of the conntry.

And the public in the past 8 years has valued the Mitchell car

at $11,000,000 by paying that much for our product.

No car but a car that has stood the tests would have such

an approval put on it.

And do you know of a fairer judge than a disinterested

pubhc?

Show
  

Isn’t the car that has

to please you?

pleased so many the most likely

Note These. Specifications

S_e_i_e _! They’re M What _You Want Q Your E

it has a wheel base of 104 inches. The body is wholly of

metal. Its four cylinders are case separately. 2&30 horsepower.

The engine is housed under a big, handsome hood.

The springs are of vanadium steel.

 

 

Aluminum castings are employed wherever possible; only

we go to the trouble and expense of strengthening them with

bronze where thter is wear and strain.

The wheels are big—thirty-tdo inches—fitted with detach~

able rims and font-inch tires.

There are two complete ignition systems—Magneto and a

regular battery system.

The lubricating system is the best that we have found in

eight years of experience.

The transmission is of the best selective sliding gear type

—as in $5000 to $7000 cars.

The battery and tool boxes, made of baked enameled steel.

are furnished without extra expense to you.

The tonneau is detachable—and you have your choice of

either tonneau, surrey body, rumble scat roadster, or runabout

deck at $1500.

See this car at the Chicago Show February 6th to 13th

where you’ll have achance to compare it with all other cars

selling at prices around $1500.

Let the result decide which car is best for you.

Send the coupon for detailed description, to enable you to

check this car up with others at its price.

 

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR CO.,

574 Mitchell St., Racine, Wis. .

Standard Manufacturers. ;\. M. C. M. A.

You may send me a detailed description of your new

$1500 Mitchell "30."

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Address
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BRlscoE MANUFACTURING Co.

Manufacturers of

AUTOMOBILE

COMPONENTS
Including

RADIATORS, FENDERS, HOODS, TANKS, AND

ALL OTHER SHEET METAL AUTOMOBILE PARTS

  

 

    

We repair all makes of Write either plant for

Radiators at both plants Catalogue and Quotations

DETROIT, MIOH. NEWARK, N. J.

O ‘ O 

New Series

TIMKEN I , \ fix _,

Short Bearings ‘
Roller Cm R1"! Timken Short

Bearing Complete.

 

 

ln offering the Automobile trade our NCW Series Timken Sll0l'l Bearings, we do so with the assurance that they

are made from the same carefully selected steel and subjected to the same severe tests as our standard size Bearings.

The NEW Series Sh0l'l Bearings are designed for use in axles where the bearings space does not permit the

use of our regular series.

These Short Bearings can be used on any axle, transmission, or other places where Annular Bearings can

be used. They carry a much greater load than Annular Bearings of the same length, are smaller ill diameter

and in addition will take as much Clltl llll‘llSl as they do radial load.

Every bar of steel entering into Timken Products is made to the TllllltCll analysis chemically— and tested to the

Timken test physically—which means a rejection of 45 [)81‘ cent. of every ingot before metal of suitable density and

soundness for Timken Roller Bearings can be obtained. These new Short Bearing Rollers are made from best nicltel steel.

This is one reason why 65 per cent. of the makers of high-grade Automobiles and over 90 littl‘ cent. of the

' commercial truclt builders of this country use Timken Roller Bearings. warn: FOR CATALOG AND PRICES

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING AXLE CO., Main once. 011mm.

Branches : 10 E. 31st St., NEW YORK 429 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO
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ALL CARS SOLD BY US ARE LICENSED UNDER SELDEN

PATENT AND GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR.

  

The Palmer-Singer Town and Country Car,

1909 Model, Type XXX-2, is now being exhib

ited and delivered. It is the most serviceable

car on the market today. Its 28-30 H. P. motor

provides ample power to take its full comple

ment of passengers on long. hard tours over

any road at a very good speed. Closed, it is a

beautiful, luxurious Town Car, seating four in

side, ideal for the purpose and far superior to

many foreign makes at double the price. A
O

glance at the specifications will show the re

markable value it offers.

Nickel steel is used to give lightness and strength.

imported F. and S. ball bearings exclusively. Bosch high

tension magneto and multiple disc clutches. Drop forged

I beam, front axle— four-speed selective type. sliding gear

transmission with direct drive on third speed. All brakes

equalized. all expanding type and on rear wheels. Uni'

versal joints on all steering connections. Shaft driven. all

moving parts enclosed in dustproof cases.

Palmer & Singer Mtg. Co.

1620-22-24 Broadway, N. Y. 1321 Michigan Ave.. Chicago

sou: ms'ralnurnns 'rns SIMPLEX

Winner of International 24-hour race at Brighton Beach,

Oct. 2d and 3d. and holder of 16 new World’s Records.

Exhibiting at

Madison Square Garden Show

The Simplex I909 chassis is now

being exhibited on our sales floor.

 
 

 
 

Don’t Guess

Which Tire Is Best—

Here Is Proof

In New York City there are 1,000 Taxicabs.

On the tires. more than on any other one thing, depends the

profit of the Taxicab business.

 

 

You may be sure that the OWners of the 1,000 Taxicabs did

not GUESS.

They TRIED all the tires that were oflered, and checked

them up with the TAXIMETER—which told them the mileage

unerringly, indisputably.

There was no personal preference. No friendship. N0

prejudice. It was a cold-blooded BUSINESS test.

And the result: 800 out of the 1,000 Taxicabs in New York.

operated by several competing owners, have contracted for

Goodyear Tires to be used EXCLUSIVELY.

   

Goon
‘5;

F.

moulded tire—and finier on an air

bug to smooth out the irregularities.

There is just one tire made in this

way—only one. the Goodyear

Quick Detachable.

This one point of superiority is

reason enough why the Goodyear

Quick Detachable should have won

the Taxicab test.

But there are other reasons—other

su'pcriorlties.

he Goodyear Quick Detachable

is. for example. an oversize tire.

The Goodyear tire is made larger

than the specifications call for. It is

simply 15$ larger than any other tire

marked the same size.

Among the countless other Good

year supcriorities is the patent rubber

rivet breaker~strip. which makes it

impossible for the trend to split or

peel from the carcass of the tire.

Goodyear superiorities extend from

the raw materials to the workman

ship—from scores of exclusive Good

yearprocessestotheGoodyear piano

wire tape which would hold the tire

on the rim. even if both the detach

able flanges were off.

When you think of tires. think of

that Taxicab test.

 

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Arthur St, Akron, 0.
 

THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO., Arthur St., Akron. 0.

I want to know more nbont time. Send on ,\our free book. "Ill-I to Select an

A'nme ii I _ 4* I W H I . 4

To understand why the Goodyear

Tire stood bend and shoulders above

its competitors in this Taxicab test,

you must understand. first. the differ

ence between a moulded tire and I.

wrapped Irmri tire.

The moulded tire is built up. layer

by layer. on an iron core. Over it is

clamped an iron mould. When the

heat of the curing process is applied.

that rubber expands—and in expand

ing. forces a perfect union between

the various layers of rubber and of

fabric.

With the moulded tire. so far so

good.

But in building up that tire on its

iron core. a skilled workman lays

fabric on fabric. rubber on rubber.

Yet. skilled as he may be. he cannot

wholly avoid wrinkles. irregularities,

unevenness.which.under the pressure

of curing. multiply themselves into

hidden weaknesses and defects.

Some tires. instead of being cured

on an iron core. are cured on an air

bag. which is really an extra strong

inner tube.

When the air bag has been inserted

in the built-up tire. strong tape is

wound around it. and then it is

cured in live steam.

The advantage of the wrapped

tread process isthnt the airbag. full

of compressed air. smoothcs out

these wrinkles and irregularities and

prevents those hidden weaknesses

and defects.

The advantage or We 1‘?!de

trend process is. for this reason.

immeasurable.

But the tire made by this process

does not get the (em/fr square that

the moulded tire gets when the heat

expands it between core and mould—

the squeeze that forces the rubber

into the fabric. making a perfect

union between fabric and rubber.

ln losing that squeeze. it loses dur

ability. strength. unity—which more

than offsets the fact that the wrapped

tread tire can have no hidden wrinkles

or unevenness.

Obviously. the tire you ought to

have is the one which is built up on

an iron core..wuuz¢d the same as a

Those 8‘0 Taxicabs in New York

are doing 60.000.000 tire miles a year!

More than MIMI!) tire miles a

week!

And what is true of the Taxicabs of

New York is equally true of practi

cally every large Eastern city where

Taxicabs are used.

Eight out of every ten of them are

using Goodyear tires exclus vcly.

Think of that. you who have bought

tires because you have heard of their

use on some tour or some race!

Think of that. you who blindly

groped at the tire problem —you who

have bought tires wholly by hearsay!

Don't you see. now. that tire-buying

has been reduced to n buimas basis?

isn't the tire that the Taxicab took

—isn't that the tire for you?

A hundred times more about tires

than can be explained here. can be

found in our book. "How to Select an

Auto Tire."

Send for it now. It is free.

Auto Tire.

Address
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In order to maintain the high standard which the

ro‘ducts of our factory have ac uired, many irn rovements have

been ma e m the 1909 models of The abriel Horn, he Gabriel Shock

Absorber and The Gabriel Cut-Out Valve. Gabriel Products still set the

pace which competing lines try to follow.

A “me Reques‘w
The rich mellow notes of THE GABRIEL

HORN act as a polite request, not a harsh de' _

mand. It warns Without frightening. By a new device its sweet, musical three note

tone used for city pur oses can be caused to rise in unison for a penetratin warning on

country roads. The Ca riel Horn is used exclusively on the personal cars of ing Edward

. of England, Emperor William of Germany, and other crowned heads of Europe.

1909 Gabriel Horn and Cut-Out Valve

We have perfected a new valve whi'ch is used both _Ior operating exhaust horn and _for

l, cut-out purposes. For cut-out purposes. remove the disc_in main channel there reliev

'(. mg1 hac pressure from muffler through additional opening of 1% inches. Ma e to fit

i

  

  

  

    

“Ab! ill!

I “(9'

’fl Nomi?“
CLEVELAND

H'U‘VZD M' M US.

  

ex aust pipes i" to 2%” outstde diameter. Warranted to not stick under any condition.

Going Up

is gleasariit enough, but coming down with a thud is what makes the nerves quiver

n cry or

1909 Gabriel Shock Absorbe

A retarding friction gradually ap lied in proportion to the

shock takes up all jolts and Jars, an makes riding over rough

roads or bumpy pavements a positive pleasure. The 1909

Model has improvements which give increased bearing sur~

face. eliminate noise or rattle and greatly increase its

efiiciency and durability. Thermoid used for friction pad.

Can be attached to any car or any type of spring.

W'rite for booklet illustrating and describing our [9 9'

Gabriel Horn Mtg. C0.

1417 East 40th Street

Cleveland, Ohio
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IF it's a COIL (1, 2, 3, 4 or 6 Cylinder), Distributor,

Timer, Terminal, Coil Current Indicator, Ammeter,

Switch or Exploring Lamp, we have them in Quality a

little better than the best.

SEND FOR CATALOG i4-W.

CONNECTICUT TELEPHONE

AND ELECTRIC CO.

85 Britannia Street, MERIDEN, CONN.

L.

~ AT. OFF MAQE
___—__/

w

\_
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Breaks LosnAngeles-San Diego Record

New 32—H. P. Four-Cylinder Rambler Roadster Beats By 45 Minutes Time Record

Established By Six-Cylinder Car And Is Awarded The Chanslor-Lyons Challenge Cup.

l
. l

l

a

LEA.» Q -

HREE hundred and thirty miles in ten hours and thirty-two minutes and not a

I single stop for repairs. That is the new round trip record between Los An eles

and San Diego, California, just established by the new 39. horse power, E

cylinder Rambler roadster. -

OUT

This is the second time the Rambler has made this sensational run and each time

it has broken all preceding records.

The first time the Rambler made the run in II hours and 31 minutes. Shortly

afterwards a six-cylinder car reduced this time by a bare I4, minutes. The Rambler went

after the record again, this time reducing its own time by nearly one hour.

There are certain mechanical features of the Rambler which make it possible for it

to excel in consistent road performance any other car at any price. Ifyou care to know what

these features are, send us your address and we will be glad to send you our new catalog.

THE CAR OF STEADY SERVICE

Thomas B. Jeffery 6- Company, Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, Wis.

Brant/u: and Dislribuling Agenda-.

Chicago, Milwaukee, Boston, New York, Cleveland, San Francisco. Representatives in all leading cities.
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Model Forty-Four, 34. H. P., $9.250.

Spare Wheel, with inflated tire, brackets and tools $74..

Magneto $r 50.

THE SAFETY SPARK RETARDE

There is absolutely no danger in crank

ing a Rambler when properly adjusted. The

starting crank then cannot engage until the

spark has been automatically retarded.

Every one who has had the unpleasant experience

of a premature spark in starting an automobile will

appreciate the Rambler safety starting device. This

- Y a. 1 a. s
prevents an exploslon ahead of center, even though the “it: ff;°é,°:§§,°,,;,,§,i°fnn§ “3,1,,

the spark-retarder lever has moved from

the position of the dotted line to the posi

tion shown, thus retarding the spark.

o ‘o\ev°
The Car with the 0fl'set Crank Shaft

operator forgets to retard the spark.

Seven passenger model, forty-five .horse power with ofi'set crank shaft, $2 500. Other

models, $1150 to $2500. Write for catalog describing in detail Rambler offset

crank shaft, Spare Wheel, straight line drive and other exclusive

features of the new Rambler models.

THE CAR OF STEADY- SERVICE

Thomas B. Jeffery rS- Company, Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, wa.

Bram/1:: and Distributing Agendas:

Chicago, Milwaukee, Boston, New York, San Francisco. Representatives in all leading cities.
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C0“. MAKERS PREPARE F0]! HGll'l'

Eleven of Them Refuse to Recognize Cer

tain Patents and Form an Association

—-The Officers Chosen.

 

Sparks may be said to have commenced

to fly in the coil trade. Things began to

warm up when early last month it was made

- known that the Autocoil Co. and the Con~

had

pooled their patents applying to coils hav

necticut Telephone and Electric Co.

ing removable units and had formed the

patent-holding Unit Coil C0.

portant patents involved are numbered

878,435 and 884.116, which all other manu

facturers are alleged to be infringing.

The most im

The latter were given due notice of the

claim and were warned that they must “step

up to the captain’s office,” recognize the

patents and make their peace. This they

declined to do and as a result the Allied

Coil Manufacturers Association was formed

for protective purposes at a meeting held

yesterday at the Prince George Hotel, New

York, when the following officers were

chosen: F. W. Brandow, president; C. T.

Byrne, vice-president; J. O. Heinze, secre

tary-treasurer; executive committee, W. P.

Woods, Dalton, Mass.; Charles F. Split

dorf, New York, and F. A. Woods, Lansing,

Mich.

The members enrolled are as follows: C.

F. Splitdorf, New York; Pittsfield Spark

Coil Co.. Dalton, Mass.; Heinze Electric

Co., Lowell, Mass.; Brandow. Jacobson 8:

Co., Pittsfield, Mass.; Kokomo Electric Co.,

Kokomo, Ind.; National Coil Co., Lansing,

Mich.; New York Coil Co., New York, N.

Y.; Duplex Coil Co., Fon du Lac, VVis.; C.

Per Lee Noxon. Syracuse, N. Y.; Chicago

Coil Co., Chicago; American Coil Co., Fox

boro, Mass.

Immediately after organizing the asso

ciation issued a statement declaring it to be

the purpose of its members to “defend their

legal rights to manufacture, use and sell

interchangeable unit spark-coils," and that

they “will in defense of same, defend any

suit instigated against any member of this

Association, or any of its customers, in

volving the basic principle of interchange

able unit coil construction."

The statement concludes with a request

that their customers forward to the mem

bers of the association “all communications

of a threatening nature received from any

source.”

Overland Obtains Two More Buildings.

That the Overland Automobile Co., In

dianapolis. means to be in position to bid

for business on a big scale and to meet any

demand that may arise is quite clear. They

have just purchased the former plant of the

Marion Motor Car Co. and leased the build

ing previously occupied by the Speed Chang;

ing Pulley Co., both of which are in In

dianapolis and which will be operated in

connection with the present Overland plant.

Hazlitt Joins the E. M. F. Stafi.

James Hazlitt, formerly chief engineer of

the Garford and Ranier companies, has en

gaged in a similar capacity with the Everitt

Metzger-Flanders Co. of Detroit. Will

Kelly remains with the latter company as

'chief designer.

Fuller to Produce a Motor Buggy.

The Fuller Buggy Co., Jackson. Mich.,

one of the largest and oldest manufacturers

in the buggy trade, have a motor buggy

about ready for marketing. It employs a

two cylinder. 10 horsepower engine.

Omaha Advances Its Show Dates.

The dates of Omaha's fourth annual show

have been advanced from March lst to 6th

to February 24th to 28th, inclusive. It will

be held under the auspices of the Omaha

Automobile Show Association.

Reliable Dayton Opens Southern Branch.

Reliable Dayton Motor Car Co. of Chis

cago have opened a branch in Memphis,

Tenn., who will be the distributing point

for Tennessee and Arkansas.

is in charge of it.

I. D. Kinney

TARIFF TILTI'IR FIRES VOLLEY 0F l'S

Spectacular Threats Add Humor to Situa

tion—Will “Sic” Government on A.

L. A. M. and Sue Everybody—

-_ Maybe.

Only this week did it become known how

truly joyous is the state of mind existing

in Flint. Mich., where is located the au

tomobile factory the general manager of

which compelled newspapers to take notice

of him by appearing before the Ways and

Means Committee and supporting the plea

of the importers for a reduction in the im

port duty on motor cars.

Circulation of the printed brief opposing

any reduction in the tariff which was filed

by H. B. Joy, president of the Packard Mo

tor Car Co., and Benj. Briscoe. president of

the Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co.. represent

ing the American manufacturers, served to

make public the extent of the eruption of

Michigan gray matter. It is disclosed by a

hitherto unpublished telegram to Mr. Joy

from the general manager in question which

is included in the brief, in which connection

it is fair to remark that the gentleman is

credited with holding the opinion that the

way to obtain advertising free of cost is to

“do something spectacular," as actors and

actorines long ago discovered.

In his message to Mr, Joy, the Michi

gander summarizes all the dreadful things he

says he contemplates doing not only to the

Association of Licensed Automobile Man

ufacturers, but to its individual members.

His company is on the roll of the organiza

tion but is in bad standing owing to its

failure to meet certain obligations. In order

to get on the roll, it bought the Selden li

cense of a retiring member, but despite

that trifling fact, the manager now declares:

“I am not in sympathy with the methods

and policies of the Licensed Association and

I am unwilling to be a party to its at

tempt under a most craftily conceived and

drawn contract, to monopolize the industry

through control of a worthless patent."
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He employs the personal pronoun through~

out his telegram and further avows that “I

desire a cancellation of my membership and

am seeking such cancellation in the courts."

But as he or his company signed an agree

ment to pay certain sums and is now being

sued therefor, the mean spirit which binds

him to the association despite his desires

is apparent to all. Nor is this all that weighs

so heavily on the personal pronoun's brain

taiik. For he wants it known’ that “I in

tend to lay the whole matter before'the

Department of Justice.” '

As if this awful threat is not sufficiently

terrifying and spectacular, Manager “I” an

nounces that “I intend to bring suit against

the individual members of the association

for breach of contract and for attempt to

ruin my business,” which. en passant, has

been so badly damaged that it was never so

large as this year—so large that the great

green public is to be given a chance to par

ticipate in it for the modest sum of $1 per

share, a price within the means of even

clerks, farmer boys and rural preachers.

Few mining stocks offer rarer opportunities.

In his concluding flourish, the wiclder of

the personal pronoun tells what he says is

the reason why he opposes the practically

united American trade, and why he would

have the tariff reduced and the door thrown

wide open for the foreign car. It is simply

because “I consider that the present duty

is a most outrageous extortion upon the

buyers of large cars,” hence his marvelous

benevolence and desire to save money for

the hungry and sufl‘ering millionaires.

The brief, which save for some corre

spondence, merely puts in printed form the

facts and figures previously made public

and printed in the Motor \Vorld, includes

also a copy of a trenchant telegram from

Benj. Briscoe to the lawyer who had pre

ceded by several days the manager of per

sonal pronouns before the Ways and

Means Committee; the lawyer is generally

supposed to have been in the employ of the

Michigan manufacturer. In the course of

his speech, the attorney implied that “a con

siderable portion of the industry is favor

able to a tariff reduction on automobiles.”

Mr. Briscoe was polite. Instead of using

the short and ugly word, he wired the law

yer that his statement was “not in accord

ance with the facts.” and continued:

“I challenge you to produce any and all

telegrams you referred to, substantiating

your representations; I cannot believe that

you would deliberately distort the facts, or

that you intend purposely to convey a

wrong impression, and I, therefore, await

with interest a statement from you that will

be supported by facts."

The attorney's response was in keeping

with the practices of his profession. He

said:

"Have requested an auto manufacturer

who has written me that your proposition

is silly to answer you direct. Also two

others say that one-half of present duty is

enough."

FELICITA'I'HDNS AT SIIOW LUNCHEflN

Success of Palace Exhibition the Theme of

Bright Speeches—Compliments for

Manager Reeves.

That the long list of automobile shows

which have been held‘ during the past de

cade not simply have had the efiect of in

structing the public and of impressing upon

it the magnitude and importance of the

growing industry, but that they also have

served as a “clearing house for ideas" de

veloped by individuals connected with it,

was one of the sentiments expressed at the

:nnual show luncheon of the American Mo

tor Car Manufacturers’ Association. which

was held at Hotel Manhattan on Tuesday,

5th

served this purpose has frequently been

inst. The fact that the shows have

commented upon, but it was not until the

industry had reached its present firmly es

tablished position that it became possible to

realize the great importance of just that

service.

With a couple of hundred members of

the association and their invited guests

present. and a spirit of absolute peace and

accord the affair passed off amid a host 'of

felicitations on the success of the present

show, the occasion being all the more one

for rejoicing because it is the first show

in which the A. M. C. M. A. has reigned

supreme and alone. Indeed, so much of

harmony prevailed that none of the criti

cisms of the industry or suggestions for its

future conduct were offered which have sig

nalized the utterances at former occasions

of a similar nature.

Much gentle mirth was provided by Coun

sel Job E. Hedges, of the association, who,

among other things, congratulated the or

ganization upon its display of “almost hu

man intelligence" in hiring an attorney as

its first act. His mood was echoed by Ben

jamin Briscoe, chairman of the association,

who, in the latter part of his remarks, paid

a glowing and justly deserved tribute to the

forceful and energetic service displayed by

manager Alfred Reeves in his administra

tion of the affairs of the show. Briscoe

said in expressing the welcome of the A. M.

C. M. A. to its guests:

“We are especially glad to notice here

several who do not happen to be in our own

particular household of faith. though I am

pleased to say we are getting closer and

closer together. Did it not appear vain, I

would congratulate the entire automobile

industry on the great success of this show,

but just bear with me when I say. ‘They

have got to go some to beat it.’

“Surely it is, in attendance, in business

interest manifested, in completeness of prep

aration. one of the greatest automobile

shows ever held in this country. Publicly

and here I want to thank the Show Commit

tee members, Messrs. Smith, Hollander,

l’ost, Owen and Mora, for the good work

that they have done.

“I feel impelled also to voice the most

universal thOught held in connection with

this show. We all know that it is a more

valuable attribute to be able to pick ‘good

OI'CS' than to be ‘good ones’ yourselves. The

Committee of Management of our associa

tion picked out out not only a ‘good one,'

but one that makes good anywhere you put

him—a manager 6% feet tall in sincerity, in

judgment, in intuition, and in energy, and

in all else that goes to make a true, a noble.

and an efficient man. Mr. Manager Reeves.

on behalf of this association and on behalf

of the exhibitors I thank you most heartily."

H. O. Smith, chairman of the show com

mittee, it was who defined the full utility of

the show already given.

“\Nhile this industry has already taken a

position of prominence among the first in

the country. who would attempt to predict

its limitations five or ten years hence?" be

said. "The automobile shows have unques

tionably supplied their part in the great

march of progress. While it is a fact that

most practices employed in the modern m0

tor car are old mechanics, being merely put

to new uses, yet experience was necessary

to guide the builders in determining the con

ditions to be met and the best way to over

come the obstacles.

“The shows have proved a clearing house

for ideas, until today with the wonderful

fundamentals charcterizing each type we can

agree that we have gone far toward stand

ardization. The shows have also had the

effect of not only interesting the public in

motor cars, but impressing the importance

and magnitude of the industry. May I add

in conclusion that the management feels

grateful to the exhibitors, the dealers and

patrons who have contributed to the suc

cess-of the Ninth International Automobile

Show and made it the greatest ever held in

point of attendance, general interest and

actual business transactions.”

Robert Lee Morrell, representing the

Automobile Club of America, rendered a

tactful compliment to the A. M. C. M. A. on

its success in “going it alone," after its sev

eral years of joint management with the

automobile club. Other speakers who con

tributed their share of merriment and op

timism were Henry H. Duncan, who voiced

the gratitude of the dealers to the manage

ment, and S. H. Mora, of the show commit

tee. As mementos of the occasion the

guests were presented with ash trays of

artistic design, which were well worthy of

their purpose of serving as souvenirs of

the show' season.

Merrick Starts for European Visit.

George P. Merrick, resident director of

Spare Motor Wheel of America, Ltd. man—

ufacturer of Stepney wheel, sailed for Eu

rope yesterday. The chief purpose of his

visit is to attend the directors' meeting,

which takes place January 15th, at Chelten

ham, England.
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EXPORTS RESUME UPWARD TREND

November Gains in Sharp Contrast with

October Losses—The United Kingdom

and Mexico Show Recovery.

Statistics of exports for the month of

November present some gratifying con

trasts to the figures for the preceeding

month. The total of business for the month

was $187,920, as against $173,552 for the

corresponding month last year, a gain of

$14.368, as against a decline of $104,328 in

To this gain the

United Kingdom, which contributed largely

October shipments.

to the previous month’s loss, contributes a

gain of $7,480; while Italy, which was one

of the brightest spots in that month, re

peats its good showing by another jump,

from $315 to $16,000. Germany advances

from $6,136 to $7,337. South America again

shows a decline, from $12014 to $5,567, but

Mexico rcdeems herself from the October

felling off by an increase from $15,662 to

$34,359. Other gains are shown in British

North America, the West Indies and Ber

muda, Africa and Other Countries. France

declines from $26,304 to $9,418.

For the eleven months ending with No

vember the total is $4,684,423, as compared

with a total of $5,455,540 for the corre

sponding period in 1907. Only two of the

geographical divisions show a gain, Other

Asia and Oceania advancing from $91,162 to

$118,491, and the division known as Other

Countries nearly doubling its purchases, the

figures being $22,084 as against, $11,466 for

the corresponding period last year. The

heaviest losses are in Mexico. which de

clines from $573,116 to $283,395; British

North America, from $1,145,564 to $1.075,

366; \Nest Indies and Bermuda, from $249.

637 to $159,586; British Australasia from

$175,356 to $75,831, and Other Europe from

$272,290 to $204,178.

The following table shows the record

Credit Association Ch005es Directors.

At a meeting of the Automobile Trade

Credit Assoeiation. at the Murray Hill H0

tel, New York, on the 5th inst., \V. B.

Lasher, of the \Veed Chain Tire Grip Co.,

and W’. P. Berrien, of the Firestone Tire &

Rubber Co., were chosen as directors to

succeed themselves, while E. C. Wilcox,'0f

the Connecticut Telephone & Electric Co.,

became a new member of the board. The

election of general oiiicers for the Associa

tion takes place on the first Tuesday in Feb

ruary.

Continental Gives Its Forces a Spread.

Among the semi-private trade gatherings

during the week of the Palce show was a

luncheon tendered by the Continental Caout

chouc Co., of New York, to its sales force

and representatives. The spread took place

in the Indian room of the Hotel Astor, New

York, on Tuesday, 5th inst.

American Leatherette Creditors to Meet.

W. H. Hotchkiss, referee in bankruptcy

of the American Leatherette Mfg. Co., Buf

falo, N. Y., has called a meeting of the

creditors for January 20thI After the meet

ing, if no objection is entered, the property

will be offered at public sale.

L’Hommedieu Joins the Apperson Forces.

\Vallace L’Hommedieu, formerly with the

Autocar Co., and the Electric Vehicle Co.,

has recently joined the forces of the Apper

son Bros. Automobile Co. He will act as

general traveling representative.

To Represent Columbia Nut in New York.

Daniel L. Tower, 107 Chambers street,

Newaork, has been appointed metropoli—

tan sales agent of the Columbia Nut & Bolt

C0. He of course will carry a full stock

of the famous Columbia lock nuts.

Maxwell-Briscoe Will Try Spare Wheels.

The Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co. have

placed an order for 50 Stepney spare wheels.

It is their purpose to give them an exhaust

ive trial.
 

 

in detail.

I-Novemberfl Eleven Months Ending November

1907 1908 1906 1907 1908

Automobiles and parts of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. *$2,356,110 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

fAutomobiles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $142,946 $145,070 $1,610,426 $4,861,622 $4,116,476

Parts of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 30,606 42,850 200,496 593,918 567,947

Exported to— .

United Kingdom . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 49,419 56.899 1,110,617 1,671,680 1,661,974

France . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26,304 9,418 305,506 587,886 548,283

Germany . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,136 7,337 128.181 170,186 158,804

Italy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 315 16.000 241,258 242,660 237,519

Other Europe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4,616 1,467 207,196 272,290 204,178

British North America . . . . . . . .. 20.585 28,342 847,272 1,145,564 1,075,366

Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15,662 34,359 678,280 573,116 283,395

West Indies and Bermuda . . . . .. 13,633 22,469 230,187 249,637 159,586

South America . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12,014 5,567 142.311 220,933 107.244

British East Indies . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6,606 420 32.832 35,556 24,077

British Australasia . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4.439 666 147,116 175,356 75.831

Other Asia and Oceania . . . . . . .. 13,648 3,394 72,443 91.162 118,491

Africa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109 200 16,100 8.048 7,591

Other countries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 66 1,382 7,733 11,466 22,084

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $173,552 $187920 $4,167,032 $5.455,540 $4,684,423

* Figures are for six months, January to June, 1906. _ ‘

iFigures are for July to November, 1906, inclusive.July, 1906.

tNumber not stated prior to

POPE M0'I'0R CAR 801.0 AT LAST

New Toledo Corporation to Take Over 01d

Company—Final Court Hearing Fixed

for January 11.

After a long period of uncertainty, the

Pope Motor Car Co., of Toledo, 0 .i,s to

be sold to The Toledo Motor Co., a corpor,

ation which has been formed for the purr

The latter

has been incorporated under the laws oft

Ohio, with $10,000 capital for the present,1

but the identity of the men back of it is not

as yet disclosed.

pose of making the purchase.

The order for the sale

by the receivers of the Pope Motor Car C0.

of all the company’s property and assets to

the Toledo company was given on the 30th

ult. by Judge Robert W. Taylor in the Cir,

cuit Court of the United States for the.

-Norther,n District of Ohio, \Vestern Divi-.

sion. _, .

It appears that the Toledo company owns

claims aggregating $850,000, which were

formerly held by the receivers of the Pope

Mfg. Co., of Hartford, Conn. These claims

are to be paid only after all the proved

claims of other creditors have been satis~

fied, according to the order. 1

The proposed sale came before the court

in the form of a petition by the Toledo M07

tor Co., asking for the necessary court perl

mission. The receivers recommended to

the court that the petition be granted, and

the court expresses itself as sa'tisfied that

not only all the stockholders but a very

large majority of the creditors have ap

proved of and consented to the arrange—

ment. A final hearing will be given at T04

ledo on the 11th inst., at which such obj

jectors as there may be, must show cause:

why the sale should not be made. ,\

Maxwell Selling Forces Hold Reunion.

Maxwell agents and sub-agents gathered‘

several hundred strong at the Hotel! Man

hattan on Tuesday, 5th inst., for the an

nual dinner and reunion give by the Max

\vell-Briscoe Motor Co. Lee ‘B. Durstine

was the toastmaster of the occasion. The

first speaker was Benjamin Briscoe, pres

ident of the company, who in a “brotherly”

talk on “Team \Nork” gave a review of the

past, an estimate of the present, and an

outline for the future, his remarks being

lightened by humorous illustrations. De

signer Maxwell told what he had seen on

his recent trip abroad so far as motor cars

are concerned, and C. W. Kelsey talked

about “Hustlers.” Ernest Coler, advertis

ing manager, impressed on the agents the

value of publicity, while Auditor Welling

ton thanked them for the promptness with

which they turned in the dollars. Cress

well McLaughlin's topic was “The Battle of

the Markets." Agents not only from all

parts of'the United States, but from Can

ada and from Cuba were present.
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THE WHITE STEAMER IS

THE 0NLY CAR

0i dislinclively American design

 

  

The White is the only car which is not a copy or an imitation of some foreign product. In

almost every class of machinery—typewriters, sewing machines, agricultural implements, machine

tools, eta—American ideas of construction have eventually proved triumphant and so it is with the I

White Steamer. The White is sold in quantities abroad in competition with the home product and,

as regards this country, there are more Whites in use than any other make of large touring car.

The White possesses so many points of superiority over other types of automobiles that any

one who purchases a car without first investigating the White is acting with only a partial under

standing ol the possibilities of automobile construction. We can meet the requirements of almost

any pocketbook with either our 20 horse-power car at $2000, (shown above) or our 40 horse-power F

car at $4000. The United States Government, the most discriminating oi purchasers, owns more

White Steamers than all other makes combined. Our cars are used by the War, Navy and Execu

tive Departments.

 

Wrtte lol- descriptive matter.

THE WHITE COMPANY
CLEVELAND, OHIO

NEW YORK CITY Broadway at 62d St. PITTSBURG 138-48 Beatty St. CHICAGO 240 Michi an Ave.

BOSTON, 320 Newbury St. CLEVELAND, 407 Rockwell Ave. SAN FRANCISCO, arket St. at Van Ness Ave.

PHILADELPHIA, 629-33 N. Broad St. ATLANTA, 120-122 Marietta St
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The Motor World’s Forecast of the A. L.

A. M. Show will bear the date of January

14th. The full report of the show will ap

pear on the let.

Building for Utilitarian Service.

Whatever may be said-of the develop

.ments, structural and otherwise, revealed by

the greater automobile shows the careful

observer will note with growing satisfac

tion each year. and this year in particular,

that the utilitarian phase of automobile con

struction is taking effect in every designing

room and every shop and so is evidenced on

the cars as they are presented for review, in

a degree which is as impressive as itis grat

ifying. The principle is not necessarily that

of the development of the car intended

solely for commercial purposes, but of the

kind of development which makes for better

and more convenient service to the user rc

gardless of the application he may happen

to make of the vehicle itself. Never before

has such attention been paid to the perfect

ing of small details; never before have ques

tions of speed and power and luxurious ap

pointment been subordinated in such degree

to the practical side of bringing up the small

dtlails to the highest possible plane of prac

ticability.

Thus in pleasure cars, provisions for the

safe yet accessible location of parts and

supplies such as spare tires, batteries, tools

and luggage are found almost universally,

even in cars which are marketed at a very

moderate price. Better arrangements and

mountings for the equipment, as in the iron

ing for tops, the methods of installing gas

tanks and generators and the use of sub

stantial door latches and other tonueau fit

tings are found.

In a measure, this tendency may be re

garded as engendered by the growth in the

extent and elaborateness of the equipments

which are furnished with the cars. or per

haps to the activities of the accessory mak

ers who are constantly improving upon their

wares. At the same time, the fact that in

lubricating systems. ignition systems, car

buretters and even entire transmission

groups provision is found for long periods

of service practically without attention; for

better accessibility to parts than ever be

fore, and for ready removal of affected or

injured organs; points rather to a growing

appreciation on the part of the manufacturer

that he must make a car that will afford its

owner a maximum amount of service with a

minimum of attention. Even the vast de

velopments in the use of interchangeable

parts which are so constituted in the strict

est possible sense may be argued as favor

ing the user quite as much as bringing fac

tory economies to the maker.

In the purely commercial field, of course,

this principle finds its most evident outlet.

There, it is observable that designers are

viewing their problems directly through the

eyes of the user. and striving in every pos

sible way to anticipate his wants and his

exigencies. Hence, the broad adoption of

systems whereby whole power plants may

be removed and replaced in a few moments,

the use of more direct mechanisms than ever

before, and the complete independence of

chassis, power plant and mechanism of con

trol from the load-carrying section of the

vehicle. The old idea of adapting devices

which have worked out well in pleasure car

practice appears to have been abandoned

almost completely, and the commercial cars

of the day are manifestly designed through

and through for the duties to which they are

destined to be assigned.

 

Locating the Drivers’ Seat.

Questions of the relative advantages of

vehicle control from the right or left hand

side, so thoroughly thrashed out during the

earlier formative period of the industry are

again coming to the front with the appear

ance of not a few cars which feature left

control, and in particular with the rapid

springing up of the many forms of town car

and cab especially devised for commercial

uses. Formerly the chief points of argu

ment. pro and con, were in regard to the

advantages of sitting on the left when meet

ing opposing traffic and of convenience in

the

when in that position.

manipulating mechanism of control

The introduction of

the left-driven taximcter cab, however, has

brought with it an added point to be dis

cussed, and an objection which superficially

at least, appears to be more or less reasona

ble.

In a word, when a commercial vehicle is

drawn up to the right hand curb and the

“fare” is about to alight, the driver is able

to open the door without leaving his seat.

if that be on the right side, while if it is on

the left he is forced to execute a quick

scramble across the foot board in order to

anticipate the pasengers' movements. Fur

ther, if the gear and brake levers are located

in the centre of the foot board this is 'ren

dered a difficult if not impossible feat.

The opening and closing of cab doors is a

custom which has arisen with the taximeter

in public service and which may not be con

sidered vital to the success of the motor

cab in public service. At the same time,

since it exists as a common practice. it must

be considered when all the conditions af

fecting the positioning of the driver are

taken into account. Perhaps the designer

who is bent upon the use of left control and

who also desires to cater to the flunky habit

among chaufi'eurs will incline to use either

of gear control mounted on the steering

column, or of a system of all pedal control

such as is possible with the planetary type

Of gear. Otherwise he must resort to the

use of the levers mounted on the left side.

thus partially blocking the driver's more

natural point of ingress and egress. Trivial

as the objection may seem, where every

inch of space on the vehicle must be figured

over and over to put it to the best possible

use, and where not only the driver's accom

modation, but frequently a fair amount of
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open space for luggage must be provided

for, even such small considerations as cater

to the handiness with which the operator

can collect his fare are worth thinking of.

Siamese Twins and Godfathers.

Show Is

parents of those

What they term their Special

sues fully entitles the

Siamese twins of automobile journalism,

The Automobile and The Motor Age, to all

the remark they may create. Not because

they diFfer chiefly in respect to the color of

their covers, not because the show was

“written up” long before its doors were

opened, the pages

splashed with red ink and green, nor be

not because were

cause the price of the “special issues” were

because of the

wholly original effect"

cated by each of the "twins" and which con

raised 150 per cent., but

“sandwich dupli

stitutes a striking departure in journalism.

When any publisher can slip here and

there a page of reading matter between 30

or 40 pages of advertising and call each a

"section" or “department,” and repeat the

same matter in two apparently distinct and

separate publications and “get away with

the goods,” he performs an achievement

which justifies him in increasing the price

of such sandwiches not 150 per cent., but

550 per cent., even though it may seem to

lend substance to the notion that in some

publishing institutions all else is second

ary to the accumulation of advertisements.

And when are supported on

the right by Blue Books and on the left

by directories, all operated by the same

“twins”

prestidigitators, their dexterity appears the

that it

would seem that godfathering an embryo

more astonishing—so astonishing

official organ of the American Automobile

Association should be, even if it is not, un

dertaken with considerable timidity., Even

a gentle and much milked cow wearing

blinders has been known to kick over the

pail, even when milked by trained hands.

We respectfully suggest to the parents of

the Siamese twins and of their right and

left supporters, that there is grave danger

of a mishap of the sort, particularly if when

godfathering a marvelous, but unborn “offi

cial organ" it is maintained that it will come

into the world with 20,000 subjects on its

circulation list. Some wise man may be

apt to discover that the United States gov

ernment requires the payment of a sub

scription fee and a signed order from each

individual member of an organization be

fore its official organ will be entitled to pass

through the mails at publishers’ rates,

ENGINEERS lN ANNUAL SESSION

Principles Governing Traction Loss the

Main Topic of Discussion-Papers

Read and Officers Elected.

What had been programmed as a series of

the

Club of America's car dynamometer re

I‘emonstration tests on Automobile

solved itself into an animated and pro

tracted discussion of the principles govern

ing traction resistance and the effect upon

traction losses of the sizes, shapes and sur

faces of tires, when the Society of Automo

bile Engineers assembled at the automobile

club on Tuesday, 5th inst., for its fourth an

imal meeting. It had been intended to run OR

a series of trials upon the dynamometer in

addition to inspecting its mechanism. Be

cause of the large number of members in

attendance, however, as a result of which

the operation of the various portions of the

exceedingly complex device could not be

observed with any degree of satisfaction,

adjournment was made to the reception

room of the club where an informal discus

sion of the merits of the dynamometer was

introduced, which finally merged into a use

ful debate on the topic outlined.

The subsequent discussion bore upon the

contention that the varying degrees of

power lost through variations in the tire

mountings of different cars, would be suf

ficient to overthrow the dynamometer read

ings as indiccs of the power losses in their

transmissions. Not only tires of different

makes, but different tires of the same make

are responsible for varying losses at the

driving wheels.

1t long has been well known that tires

“ere responsible for a difiercnce in the

mileage of an electric vehicle, frequently

amounting to as much as 60 per cent., where

a specially light, single tube type was em

ployed, as compared with what is known as

the regulation “gasolene” type of tire, or

one consisting of a separate tube and a

heavy outer shoe. The use of any form of

non-skid device, such as studs for example,

is responsible for a further increase in the

power loss at the road wheels, a series of

tire tests now being carried on by Henry

Souther, head of the technical committee of

the club, showing that the amount ab

sorbed at this point ranges as high as 2.5

horsepower per wheel in some cases. and

drops very low in others, although as yet.

there has not been sufficient time to test

more than a limited number of types.

At the election of officers which took

place during the business session these of

ficers were chosen for the ensuing year:

President, Henry Hess, Hess Bright Man

ufacturing Co.; first vice-president, Russell

Huff, Packard Motor Car Co.; second vice

president, B. D. Gray, American Locomo

tive Co., and treasurer, Allan H. Whiting.

The two managers for the term of three

 

COMING EVENTS

  

 

January 16-23, New York City—Associa

tion of Licensed Automobile Manufactur

ers' annual show, Madison Square Garden.

January 21-31, Los Angeles, Cal.—Auto

mobile Dealers Association's show.

January 2530, Cincinnati, O.—Automobile

Dealers Association’s show.

January Z7-February 3, Philadelphia, Pa.—

Automobile Trade Association's eighth an

nual show, Second Regiment armory.

February 615. Chicago. Ill.—National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers'

Show, Coliseum and First Regiment Ar

mory.

February 15, Detroit, Mich—Detroit Au‘

tomobile Dealers Association's show.

Wayne Pavilion.

February 15-20, St. Louis, Mo.—Automo

bile Manufacturers and Dealers Associa

tion’s annual show.

February 15-20, Cleveland, O.--Automo

bile show, Central Armory.

February 16-18, Denver, COL—Denver Mo

tor Club's first annual show, Auditorium.

February 20, 21, 22, New Orleans, La.—

New Orleans Automobile Club's Mardi Gras

carnival 3 days race meet.

February 22, Cleveland, O.—Cleveland Au

tomobile Dealers Company’s show, Central

Armory.

February 27-March 3, Hartford, Conn.—

Automobile Dealers’ Association show.

March 1-6, Omaha, Neb.—Omaha and

Council Bluffs dealers’ show, Auditorium.

March 643, Boston, Mass—Boston Auto

mobile Dealers Association‘s (Inc.) seventh

annual show, Mechanics Building.

March 815, Kansas City, Mo.--Dealers

Association’s show, Convention Hall.

March 10-13, Memphis, Tenn—Automo

bile show, Auditorium building.

March 1520, Rochester, N. Y.—-Roches

ter Automobile Dealers Association’s show,

Convention Hall.

March 27-April 3, Pittsburg, Pa.—Auto

mobile Dealers Association’s show, Du

quesne Garden.

  

years, to fill the vacancies expiring at this

meeting. were David Ferguson, George N.

Pierce Co., and Prof. R. C. Carpenter of

Cornell University.

A paper on “What Constitutes Ignition

Reliability," by A. Atwater Kent, was read

by the author, who illustrated various points

by means of apparatus devised especially for

the purpose, and Thos. J. Fay, the retiring

president of the society, brought out some

interesting points on “The Modern Trend

of Brake Design,” prepared by himself and

Lawrence Whitcomb. The meeting was

adjourned until January 19, when a second

session will be held at the same place.
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The Palace Show a Picture of Progress

 

 

For the sake of the "independent" shows

that have gone before it was unfortunate

that the American' Motor Car Manufactur

ers' Association was content to remain the

silent partner of the Automobile Club of

America. For it is simple justice to say

that the association’s show in' Grand Cen

tral Palace, New York, which was opened

on Thursday evening last and which will

hold the boards 'until'this Thursday night,

is so far superior to all of its prede
cessors, that in the light of today theyiseem

useful chiefly for the purpose of compari

sons. This. of course, refers to the setting

The exhibits

of other years may have been the equals of

—the “dress” of the shows.

those now in evidence but never were they

“set off" to such advantage. Clothes may

not make the man but they have much to

do with creating impressions and with the

formation of opinions and the same is

true of public exhibitions.

The dissolution of the “partnership” be

the club

has proven of

the manufactun

distinct

tween and

ers and far

the

time

advantage to Palace

For the first that

building was utilized for the purposes of

reaching

show. since

automobile display, its dress is an nnstinted

credit to the industry. It is not only eye

pleasing but it is clean and wholesome. The

 

  

PORTICO AT THE PALACE SHOW

Palace is not a structure that lends itself

to effective embellishment. Its main hall

is not very large and the wide overhanging

galleries which overlook it from four sides

do not contribute to picturesque effects,

while the many ante-rooms and halls and

their connecting halls, doors and Stairways

do not serve to make easy the way of the

decorator. Despite these drawbacks he

has accomplished wonders and the mem

bers of the A. M. C. M. A. show committee,

which was responsible for his work, well

deserve the monument—or "altar," as one

captions critic described it—ercctcd in the

main hall and which bears their names.

Preliminary announcements had described

it as the Great White Show and while this

definition does not apply to the main hall,

it tells the story of the remainder of the

exhibition. The halls and ante-rooms all

White bunting hides

the walls and pillars and is crisscrossed on

are dressed in white.

the ceilings. The signs all are white with

gold lettering and the same is true of the

banners displayed by the exhibitors. The
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efl'ect is a light, clean, wholesome atmos

phere at every turn. It is a most agreeable

change from the dark. depressing efiect of

the greens of last year.

By the nature of its interior plans, pic

turesque embellishment of Grand Central

Palace is restricted to the entryway and

the main hall and the galleries immediately

overlooking it and it is here that the artis

tic hand has been brought to bear, as it

never was brought before. Generous use

has been made of white stuFf in the form

of statuary and otherwise. The columns of

the permanent portico that is built out from

  

the entrance have been covered with this

material and {our sad faced and hooded

nuns—or they may be goddesses—are on

guard; they, too, are of white stuff and

each is holding in front of her a tire—

whether Diamond, Hartford. Continental or

other brand matters little, but at any rate

it has no lugs. Overlooking the overhead

porch itself is displayed a huge painting

depicting an automobile scene. The mar

velous transformation of the weatherbeaten

portico is no mean achievement but it is

not until one has entered the lobby of the

building that he receives the first real im

pression of the beauty of the show. The

lobby bears no relation to its everyday self

nor to the practically bare and uninviting

passageway of previous show times. It is

bright and cheerful and well dressed. There

are paintings on the wall and from the

ceiling to the central cluster of light there

are suspended ropes of evergreen in which

are picked out glowing red blossoms—

electric bulbs concealed by rose hued paper.

Flanking either side of the main stairway is

a lightly draped white goddess of heroic

size and about whom there is nothing sug

gestive of the cloister. On the walls at

the head of each of the narrow branching

stairways not bare walls requiring kal

somining greet the eye but large colored

paintings representative of some other

automobile goddess and field of "life" and

warm in coloring. if he is at his post, one

rising sun for a background. It is a con

ceit that were well worth while. It is im

mediately in front of this mirror that the

“corner stone" bearing the names of the

show committees is “laid” amid a simula

tion of-turf. On the edge of the "stone" is

perched a cherubic baby Vulcan. hammer

in hand. and another of the numerous god

desses who. with outstretched arm is coax

ing the chubby youngster to “come across."

"Up aloft" the sky is of azure bunting

from the mid-center of which depends a

huge goldenglobe and a row of electroliers,

oath studded with scores of brightest in
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VIEW OF THE LOBBY AT THE PALACE SHOW

o.‘ the few' masculine adornments of the

show will be seen at the head of the stair

way—the page in Colonial costume, powv

dered wig, cockade. knee breeches and all.

Entering the main hall for the'lirst time.

the visitor to the Palace familiart with its

interior on previous occasions immediately

receives two distinct and surprising im

pressions—first, its unlocked-for beauty,

and, second, its apparent great enlargement.

The beauty is real. the enlargement is an

Optical delusion which. however, is not (lis

covercd on the instance or until it is’ seen

that the further end of the hall is a huge

mirror which affords an appearance of great

depth, the effect being heightened'by the

artistic draping of rich orange over deep

green which falls from a_._l‘arge pa‘pel pic

ture of the American eagle grasping an

automobile wheel and with the rays of the

  

candescent bulbs. From the golden globe

there radiates in every direction ropes of

greenery “abloom” with glowing soft red

flowers.

‘To obtain the full “picture et’fcct" of the

show, it is necessary to mount to the top

gallery. From that vantage point, the scene

is that of looking down through a trellis

upon a square open court filled with motor

cars, caves of painted red tiling projecting

from beneath‘ each balcony, the railings

themselves being concealed by a painted

railing to conform with the early English

efi‘ect. Beneath the caves and set at an

ziiigle are panel pictures of outdoor auto

mobile life. Overlooking the top gallery

is a series of arched trelliscs picked out

with small vari-colored bulbs and from the

center of each of which appears a palm

set in a white urn of massive proportions.
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From the larger arched trellises at the ends

of the gallery white cupids are suspended

in space and instead of potted palms there

are “flowering” roses and lilies—the flowers

being electric bulbs concealed within trans

parent paper of the proper shades. In

front of the railing itself is a series of

crossed American and foreign flags pinned

back by polished breastplates and other

armor. On the first gallery, instead of trel

lises, the rail is broken at intervals by

statues of goddesses holding aloft a winged

wheel. It is on this gallery and overlook

ing the open court that such names as Hart

ford Rubber Works Co., Diamond Rubber

CO., Badger Brass Mfg. Co._. Splitdorf and

others that stand high in the accessory in

dustry. On the main floor and in the

court itself stand the exhibits of Maxwell~

Briscoe, Stoddard-Dayton. Premier, Mitchell,

Ford, Reo, National and other bulwarks of

broader than in the booth of the Hartford

Rubber Works Co. For as an added flour

ish or touch the decorator had seized on

the familiar winged tire trade-mark of that

company and had painted it on many of

the signs in use throughout the building.

It certainly does appear odd to find the

Hartford mark alongside the names of com

peting tires.

Officially, the show opened Thursday

evening, Slst ult., at 8 o'clock, and for the

first time it was inaugurated with a show

of ceremony. In the absence of Mayor

McClellan, the Hon. Pat F. McGowan,

president of New York’s picturesque Board

of Aldermen, and in the Mayor's absence

the city's reigning official, escorted by

Messrs. Owen and Hollander, was whirled

up to the door in a Premier limousine and

after being photographed entered the build

ing and delivered a little speech. Despite

proven on Monday when an exhibitor was

ordered to “shut up shop" and get out forth

with. The ofl‘ender was one of the numer

ous highsounding and alleged “owner’s co~

operative leagues" who had obtained space

on the application stating that accessories

would be displayed. As a matter of fact

not merchandise but printed matter was

the only thing in evidence, among i being

a booklet painting the beauties of the cut

prices obtainable from membership in the

“league.” Twenty per cent. discount on

two of the cars shown in the “court of

honor” and also on the licensed car the

manufacturers of which are so anxious to

have the tariff reduced were among the

quotations bulletined, while figures on many

reputable sundries were cut to the bone.

When the complaints reached Reeves he

and the show committee acted promptly.

They ordered the “league” to get out of

     

  

 

 

 

'l'WO VIEWS OF THE WILKINS VEHICLE, WHICH IS CLAIMED TO ANTEDATE THE SELDEN PATENT

the A. M. C. M. A., flanked on one side,

but tucked under the overhead gallery, by

the displays of foreign cars, the importers

of which last year held a show of their own,

and which was marked by a heavy fall of

frost, as only the Motor World then stated.

The importers, however, induced nearly all

other publications to say that they were so

"well satisfied” that their show would be

repeated. Their present appearance in the

Palace serves to demonstrate who told the

truth.

In the “court of_honor,” so to speak, the

exhibits are distinguished not by white and

gold signs but by red ones—red banners

and subdued red box lights which form the

tops of white columns, while the red ban

ners are displayed on other white columns

each topped by an eagle perched on a globe.

VVord-description is, however, inadequate.

The embellishment is too beautiful for merc

pen and ink. It is carried even into the

cafe, which takes the form of “Ye White

Horse Inn," which with its tiled walls,

“horsey” pictures and subdued lights looks

the part and which even at first glance

suggests Hobokcn brew and ale, musty and

otherwise. even if high balls may be more

generally dispensed.

One small feature of the decorative

scheme caused broad smiles on the part of

the knowing ones and nowhere were they

his silk hat and evening dress, it was easy

to recognize him as a member of Tammany

Hall. He made his address gracefully,

however, adding a few flourishes to the

statistics with which he had been primed

but saying nothing of moment or that will

live in history. It did not take long for the

building to become filled. Opening night

always is largely a “complimentary night”

and congested aisles are therefore the rule,

to which last Thursday night was no ex

ception. Since that time the attendance

has been fully up to expectations. Speak

ing generally, the spectators appear to be

of a better class than heretofore. that is,

there seems to be more of those able to

purchase automobiles and fewer of those

whose chief asset is hope. The retail trade

also is present in greater strength and it

is significant that the West, that is west

of Chicago, is more numerously represented

than ever before.

There is no disagreement regarding the

unusual and unexpected beauty of the show

nor in respect to the better management.

For the first time, the “no smoking" rule

is being rigidly enforced and the friction

arising from outdoor demonstrations has

been avoided by the use of time checks.

Nor does General Manager Reeves close his

ear to any reasonable complaint or fear to

take action when action is necessary as was

the building without any delay, and he "got."

Except for a polished chassis here and

there, most of the automobile exhibitors

rely on their new and finished product to

catch the eye. But an occasional weather

beaten car “stands out" by contrast. The

little Brush that crossed the continent and

en route climbed Pikes Peak, the Premier

that covered 100 miles per day for 100 con

secutive days and the Rapid truck that came

to the show over the give and take roads

between Pontiac, Mich., and New York,

are among the number. In the foreign sec

tion several historic racing cars are dis

played with a cup or two indicating their

victories but the greatest display of such

trophies is made by an American manu

facturer—the York company. On a long

shelf where all must see is displayed a

striking array of silver cups attesting the

prowess of the Pullman car. In the Max

well-Briscoe booth are two added features,

one neat and so small that it is kept under

a glass case, the other lumbering and life

size, which may or may not some day have

tremendous bearing on the entire industry.

The former is a miniature model of a four

cylinder motor of conventional mould, com

plete in every detail, and said to be the

smallest in existence. It is of the two-cycle

type, watercooled, fitted with jump-spark

ignition and mounted on a section of a
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MAIN HALL. LOOKING TOWARD LEXINGTON AVENUE, AND SHOWING MITCHELL AND STODDARD-DAYTON EXHIBITS

chassis, in front of a tiny dashboard which

carries the spark coil and the other accus

tomed fittings. The cylinder dimensions

are 1% by 1% inches, bore and stroke, and

the “A. M. C. M. A. rating" quoted is 3.6

horsepower. The model which is of ex

cellent finish and wonderfully delicate work

manship, is the property of Adam Ziske, of

Rockford, Ill. The lumbering and possibly

momentous feature of the Maxwell display

is a car discovered in California by Benj.

Briscoe himself and which he declared is

“the find of the century," in that it is

claimed to ante-date the basic Selden pat

ent by some three years. Mr. Briscoe

states that he has authentic proof that the

three-cylinder gasolene motor which is in

corporated in the old vehicle was built and

operated by I. W. Wilikns in 1876; the

Selden patent was not granted until 1879.

The Wilkins rig still is in working order;

it is in its original state save for wheels and

tires.

Of other striking “side attractions” is a

De Luxe car with a glass hood—for show

purposes only, of course—and a four-cylin

der De Dion chassis with each and every

working part sectioned or cut away show

ing its “internals” so that even the misin

formed may get a good idea of what‘s

what. Most of the real “action"—the work

ing exhibits—are confined to the accessory

displays. In respect to cars, a Stoddard

Dayton engine operated by an electric mo

tor and showing the operation of the new

lubrication system and working demonstra

tion of the friction drives of the Lambert

and the Carter car are the only evidences

of action.

That portion of the show in which the

cars were staged revealed certain charac

teristics—features which “stood out"—and

which were to be interpreted as fingerposts

of future development or as valiant efforts

to get away from tradition, according to

the sentiment of the visitor. Though not

as numerous as in former years, the bear

ing of these striking departures from or

dinary practice proved to have unsual sig

nificance—perhaps for that very reason.

There was, for example, a four-cylinder,

air-cooled motor of opposed formation, but

built without connecting-rods or cranks,

without cam shafts or gears, and mounted

directly on the transmission shaft, which

furnishes the only medium of suspension

except the necesary torque resisting mem

ber. It is the feature of the latest Hols

man model, and forms one of the most

compact gasolene motor units ever seen.

There was another motor innovation in

the 60 horsepower, two-cycle of the Ameri

can Simplex, said to be the largest motor of

its class ever mounted in a motor car.

There was, of course, the high-wheeled

practice of the motor buggy adherents,

brought to a head in the 40 horsepower,

four-cylinder, Black roadster. But the

movement for large wheels. which has ani

mated the manufacturers of the more con

ventional types of car obtained its greatest

advertisement in the new American Trav

eler, with its 40 by 4 inches tires mounted

on front and rear whels.

Left hand control of the vehicle, long ad

vocated by a number of constructors, now

appears on a number of vehicles. thus ren~

dered more or less conspicuous, such as the

Ford, the Holsman and the Cleveland and

Rockwell public service cabs.

The foreign section had its new system
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NORTH SIDE OF MAIN HALL, SHOWTNG REO AND FORD EXHIBITS

of radiator construction, with fan enclosed

within the radiator proper, which was

mounted on the dash—this being an inno

vation of the recent Paris Salon, brought

over on the newest models of the C. G. V.

‘There was an electric platform truck, de

signed for industrial purposes in transport

ing materials about large works and em

bodying a number of novel points. There

were several examples of provision made

distinctly for the purpose of demounting

the power plants of commercial vehicles

with a minimum loss of time and labor, and

there was, of course, no small attraction for

the young in the midget juvenile, and the

smallest practical gasolene vehicle‘ built, ac~

cording to its builder’s claims.

To hark back to the old assertion that

the arrival of the period of standardization

in the industry has brought with it an area

of practical stagnation so far as thrilling or

even general innovations are concerned it

would appear that that opinion may be read

with varying degrees of meaning, accord

ing to the viewpoint of the individual. The

engineer, for example, even yet is able to

discover a liberal assortment of new ideas

bearing on the structure of the motor ve

hicle in one way or another, and in the

solidifying and stratification of types, finds

ample opportunity for study. The average

owner, familiar with a moderate number

of well-known cars, either through his own

experience or those of his friends,_ is‘ en

abled to discover yearly improvements

which are manifestly intended to eliminate

certain fundamental drawbacks before in

evidence. The more casual visitor perhaps

unacquainted with the mechanism of even

the most ordinary machines, still finds di

version in contemplating the construction

and finish of the bodies, in which even his

non—technical eye is able to discover _im

portant, or at least, conspicuous departures

from previous practice. _ '

Just so long as there are shows, there

alWays will be enough in them to interest

the visitor, and enough that is really new

to make that interest of more than passing

intensity. Only, because the appetite of

the old—time show goer is cloyed with the

surfeits of former years when each new

model car was a radical departure from its

predecessor, it is easy to say that there is

nothing new to be seen this year, ~or next,

or the year after.

BODY MOUNTING DEVELOPMENTS.

To begin with the beginning, that is to

say. the visible, external appearance of the

machines, taken at a general view, and re

turning to the unfortunate and hypercritical

attitude of the critic _who feels it his duty

to discern and define in every section of the

show some vestige of trend or tendency,

be it gravely announced that body design

is still trending. Further, be it understood

that all previous forecasts are now authen

ticated and endorsed and that the develop

ment of the year, reinforcing that of the

past two or three years, is gravitating

slowly but surely into the paths formerly

trod by the carriage makers. in the now

familiar and omnipresent roadster runabout

body, with its extremely modern version

sometimes openly known as the surrey, is a

practical and comfortable reincarceration

of the old, horse-drawn type which for so

long has gone by that very name. Whether

in the guise of the snug little four paSsenger

runabout, half motor space and hood and
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half passenger acommodation, or in the

more formal close-coupled body with its

little dinky rumble cocked up behind. it is

plain to see that the clean-lined prints of

the old carriage fashion plates have been

studied and adapted, consciously or other

wise, but certainly with care and discretion

in the draughting of’many of the bodies of

1909.

In the more elaborate types of body there

are still the tonneau in its various forms,

five and seven seated, savoring broadly of

the tonncaus of previous seasons, but im

 

proved mightily even from last year in fin

ish—taking the general run of cars on view

-—in style, and in convenience of equipment.

Between the tonneau proper and' the surrey

runabout pattern of mounting, there is, in

manifold evidence, that bit of exquisite hu~

mor the toy tonneau. Enough, that its pop

ularity cannot prove of more than a year

or two’s duration, since it is at once un

gainly and inutile.

The closed type of body naturally con

tinues to be prospered in all its varieties.

Apparently, however, the light and appeal

ing town car, whether in coupe or landau

lette form just now is coming in for a

greater amount of attention on the part of

the makers than is the more costly and

elaborate type of limousine. Besides, the

present vogue of the taximeter cab in pub

lic service exerts an alluring influence over

many makers, who though they may not

list their vehicles for this commercial serv

ice, yet adapt them broadly and openly to

its demands.

Examples of town car or cab body con

struction at the Palace which were note

worthy were found on the Pennsylvania,

Atlas, Ford, Coates-Goshen and Oakland

stands, while both the Overland and Mar

mon exhibits include examples of the closely

related, inside driven coupe, the former

rendered conspicuous by its spotless white

finish, and the latter by its extreme luxuri

In this connection it is to be notedUIISHCSS.

particular show was more replete with

closed vehicles than that of last year, or

for any previous year, though a very im

portant contribution to the number was

that furnished by the luxurious foreign con

structions which were about evenly divided

between that and the open type. Conspicu

ous among these were the demountable

limousine mounted on the Benz chassis,

which is a remarkably luxurious achieve

ment, the glass wind shield being set in

sections, that in front of the driver being

adjustable, while that which protects the

   

 

EASTERN AISLE, MAIN HALL, SHOWING WHITE DECORATIVE EFFECTS

that the interior of the Marmon instead of

being cumbered with the host of mechan

ical appurtenances which used to be thought

necessary to the management of the motor

vehicle, is astonishingly free from such con

traptions. The interior differs from the in

side of an outside driven cab only in hav

ing the steering column with the motor

controlling levers mounted on the wheel,

the brake and gear shifting levers, and the

switch casing and starting coil of the new

Bosch ignition system. No other acces

sories are included, and there are no parts

which might soil or otherwise render un

comfortable the persons of the two pas

sengers which are accommodated.

Examples of improved and refined body

.co‘nstruction in the more familiar types

were found in the big limousines on the

stands of the Dayton Motor Car and

Welch companies. As a matter of fact, this
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other half of the front seat is fixed; and

the folding limousine on the Mercedes

shown on the Dietrich stand,and which has

an extension top resembling in general ap

pearance that commonly used on the or-'

dinary touring car, but framed and glazed

after the fashion of the complete limousine.

Of the more popular forms of open body,

and of American construction, rather strik

ing examples are those which were shown

on the Welch and Austin stands, among

others. The former exhibited the rather un»

usual though promising characteristic of a

considerable overhang at the ends of the

rear seat, whereby that portion of the body

was widened not a little and its capacity

proportionately increased. The width of

the front seat was in no way abnormal, and

the little rumble which was added in the

rear to complete the closecoupled effect,

was arranged to disappear on occasion into
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the surface of a short turtle deck. The

Austin body referred to was ,of the ordinary

in that the detachable rear section was ar

ranged for either baby tonneau or rumble

service—in either case revealing absolutely

no hint of convertibility. The separation

between the stationary and demountable

parts being designed to include the outline

of the rumble seat, this was made compara

tively simple, as the only practical differ

ence between the two lay in the use of the

higher backed seat and doors in the ton

neau formation. The Moon, Cartercar, Pre

mier, Pennsylvania and Pullman body dis~

plays also afforded rather striking examples

of careful delineation, while the effective

lines of the Stoddard-Dayton cars, particu~

larly in the ease of the larger chassis

equipped with the baby tonneau were such

as to give the impression of a neat, unob

trusive structure and almost diminutive in

the case of a machine which in reality is

both powerful and fast.

CARS WHICH MAKE THEIR DEBUT.

Whatever of interest attaches to the show

as a whole, or to the other individual ex

hibits, it is the case invariably that the ma

jority of interest expressed among those

who are familiar with shows hinges about

the cars, which are new. both in the abso—

lute sense, and as applied to vehicles never

before shown locally. In this respect the

show continues to hold something the at

traction of a vast Pandora's box, the con

tents of which are a source of more or less

mystery until the moment of unveiling. The

number of new machines shown this year

proved to be even greater than had been

anticipated. And further, the list of such

vehicles included several which mounted

features worthy of considerable individual

study because of their distinctiveness.

Thus in the case of the Inter-State, no

small amount of interest developed as to

the construction of the transmission me

chanism. Instead of the older method of

hanging the gearset on the main or sub—

frame and driving through the propeller

shaft, or of driving through the shaft direct

from the clutch and mounting the gearset

on the axle, a combination of the two prin

ciples—entirely new—has been developed,

in which the gearbox is mounted directly

on the torque tube but at its forward end,

while the suspension of that member is

carried forward to the cross frame member

directly behind the engine. By this means

many of the advantages of the rear axle

mounting are obtained, among them that of

the long reach of the shaft and tube, while

the gears are relieved of the abrupt and

uncushioned shock which they are forced

to sustain when carried dead on the axle.

In order to preserve the true floating rela

tion of the transmission, the connection

from the gear shifting lever to the gearset

is made through a short shaft equipped

with double universal joints, while both

brake and clutch pedals are carried on the

gear by itself, perfectly free of the frame.

The car is driven by a quadruple, vertical

motor of conventional design in many re

spects, but which has splash lubrication with

a reserve oil supply carried in the base and

  

INTER-STATE TRANSMISSION

fed automatically to the crank case; and

rather an unusual arangement of the intake

piping, which is offset in order to clear the

exhaust manifolds, since both inlet and ex

haust are mounted on the right side of the

assemblage. It also is noteworthy that the

 
 

  

OAKLAND SIDE LEVERS

steering connection is carried across from

the right side of the frame to the left

knuckle, thus permitting the steering gear

to be mounted well forward in the frame.

In a number of respects one of the most

remarkable cars to be seen for the first

time at the Palace was the Oakland, one of

the several significant products of A. P.

Brush’s pencil, which though twice shown

during 1908, never before has been unveiled

in a New York show. Two distinct models

were shown, one of 20 and the other of 40

horsepower—the latter being an entirely

new machine. The distinguishing charac

teristic of the lighter machine, is the

method of counterbalancing the twin cylin

der motor by means of a revolving weight,

suspended on an independent shaft in a

casing separate from the crank case, and

so placed as to neutralize practically all

vibration caused by the movement of the

pistons. In this machine also is to be

found an ingenious adaptation of the plane

tary principle, in the transmission gearing,

which is of the shaft type, and suspended

from the rear engine bearing, instead of

from an independent cross frame member,

as is more usually done with shaft arrange

ments. In the latest machines of this type,

the foot brake is arranged to throw the

clutch out of action, while as in the older

models, the gear lever, which acts selec

tively, also is made to control the emer

gency brake.

In the larger model, more conventional

design is employed, save for the engine,

which retains the peculiar cylinder forma

tion employed in the lighter car, which em

bodies a liberal water jacketing area at the

sides of the cylinders, but air-cooled heads.

The motor is set upon an incline in order

to secure a practically straight line drive

under normal load conditions, and on this

account a special arrangement of the lubri

cating system is required to prevent the oil

from “banking” against the rear cylinders.

This system is worked out with customary

ingenuity. The transmission is of the selec

tive, sliding gear type, controlled without

the use of a segment, and the clutch is of

the multiple disc type.

In the McCue-Hartford, was to be found

another absolutely new vehicle, produced

by one of the many old-line carriage mak

ers who are so rapidly coming over to the

ranks of the automobile builders, and who

are bringing a vast store of useful tradi

tions as to the methods best suited to the

handling of the vehicle trade. The car is

of conventional design, but is made ex

tremely light for its power, which is rated

at 30 horse, by the liberal use of high grade

steels in the chassis construction, and of

aluminum in the building of the body. In

this connection it is noteworthy that not a

single section of the body which could be

built of the latter metal has been over

looked, hood and mounting, panels, fenders

.tnd wings included; so that the total weight

of the roadster complete is but a trifle over

2,000 pounds. A four-cylinder motor, se

lective gearset, 36-inch tires and other stand

ard features. presented in touring, runabout

and roadster equipments complete the out

line or' this latest of Connecticut’s contribu

tions to the market.

Another of the new cars displaying con
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siderable ingenuity—this time in the mount

ing of its rear axle-transmission unit—was

the Regal. In this car the torsion, driving

and shaft-housing functions are all carried

out by the single torque tube, which is

mounted at its forward end in a ball bearing

seated on a cross frame member placed well

forward in the chassis. The severe and

manifold strains which are thrown on the

construction at this point are resisted by

the use of two Hyatt roller bearings, which

are placed one on either side of the ball

joint in the tube. The gear housing differs

somewhat from ordinary axle-transmission

construction in that the gearset is placed

slightly forward of the differential casing,

and is enclosed in an entirely separate

  

side the motor, for example—and for the

massiveness and solidity of its design.

The transmission mechanism includes a

five-plate clutch, with cork inserts, and an

axle mounted transmission which is of un

usually massive construction. The propel

ler shaft is equipped with two universals

and a slip joint and the torque rod, which is

carried well forward to a point directly be

neath the footboard, is given a suspension

which is absolutely universal. The driving

action is taken by a pair of radius rods

equipped with ball joints and also very long,

thus giving the least possible amount of

angular displacement as the chassis alters

its relative position to the axle under the

The selective gearaction of the springs.

AMERICAN SIMPLEX, TWO<CYCLE MOTOR.

compartment. The valves, carburetter and

magneto of the four cylinder motor are lo

cated on the left side of the assemblage,

this arrangement affording ample room for

the mounting of the steering gear, which

is carried well to the front, and mounted

entirely above the chassis. The car, which

is rated at 30 horsepower, is produced in

two models which have roadster and tour'

ing equipments, respectively.

Already mentioned as possessing what is

claimed to be the largest two-cycle inotor

ever installed in a motor car, the American

Simplex, which, though several years old,

never before has come to a New York

show, possesses a number of other interest

ing features, as displayed in the single and

latest model which was shown. As for the

motor itself, it is described by its makers

as being an ordinary adaptation of the three

port principle with no unusual or original

(it vices to contribute to its success save in

the way of perfected design Worked out

after long experimentation. The cylinders

are cast in pairs, with jackets integral are

of S—inch “square” dimensions, and the mo

tor has a rated output of 50 horsepower.

.\side from this the machine is noteworthy

because of the elaborateness of its me

chanical construction—ball bearings being

applied to all possible working parts out

shifting mechanism is so contrived that the

selection is made directly inside the frame

and close to the rocker shafts. while the
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AMERICAN SIMPLEX, REAR AXLE

gear shifting rods only extend to the gear

housing on the axle. The car was mounted

in roadster and touring forms, as shown at

the stand.

The Speedwell, which though more than

a year old, has not before appeared at the

Palace, has undergone a few minor altera

tions since its initial appearance, notably

in a lengthening of the wheel base and in

the adoption of roller bearings for the tele

scoping journal at the forward end of the

transmission shaft. This latter point, which

is none too well protected in many gear

boxes, is here given a thorough treatment,

both thrusts and radial loads being well

taken care of. The car, which is mounted

on Timken roller bearings almost without

exception, has a 4045 horsepower, four

cylinder, vertical motor, and carries its gear

box in the familiar location in the waist of

the chassis, where it is mounted on a sub

  

DETAIL OF MAXWELL PIPING

frame extended back from the front of the

vehicle. The master clutch is of the cone‘

type, and many of the structural features

are of purely standard type. In the con

struction of the motor, however, is to be

found a commendable feature in the way

in which the auxilliary drive is taken care

of. The oil pump——which feeds the crank

case from a sub base of liberal volume—the

magneto and the timer are driven from a

vertical shaft located in front and on the

right side 0f the machine, the group being

assembled in a stable service pillar of al

lumintim which supplies a complete housing

for the drives, and for the hardened worm

driving gears. The car is built in a number

of different styles of body mounting, but at

the Palace appeared in roadster form to‘

gether with a stripped chassis for demon

strating purposes.

Considerable stir was created at the re

cent Garden City Sweepstakes on Long

Island, when a proverbial “dark horse" in

the Sharp Arrow fulfilled the mission which

its name implied and carried off the honors

in the event. The machine was absolutely

unknown before, and now appears in public

for the second time, the presence of a

stripped chassis at the Palace affording op

portunity for the alleviation of the consid

crable amount of curiosity which had been
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SOME DISTINCTIVE NEW CONSTRUCTIONS AT THE SHOW

1. AMERICAN SIMPLEX, TWO CYCLE, 50 H.P. TOURING.

4. PULLMAN 20 H.P. ROADSTER. 5.GOSHEN 32 H.P. RUNABOUT.

WHEEL ROADSTER.

2. AMERICAN TRAVELER. 60 H.P., 40-INCH WHEELS.

MARMON “THIRTY-TWO.” 6.

7. PREMIER "30" ROADSTER. 8. INTER-STATE 35-40 H.P. TOURING.

  

a, Couns

BLACK “40" HIGH
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MclNTYRE EXHIBIT, SHOWING NEW THREE PASSENGER HIGll WHEEL ROADSTER

e.;pressed as to its construction. In this,

it appears, considerable stress is laid upon

the use of such of the newer metals as per

mit the designer to secure great strength

with the saving of considerable weight. The

use of vanadium steel in the springs ef

fected a saving of 50 pounds, it is claimed,

and the same process carried out pretty

much through the entire machine resulted

in the development of a car which is un

usually light for its rated output of 40

horsepower. In general it is of conventional

design, but evidence is not lacking of care

fu'. attention in the development of numer

ous small details. A typical instance of this

is to be found in the arrangement of the

torque rod suspension, which, as the trac

tion drive is maintained through the front

ends of the rear springs is free to move

forward and back in the chassis. To allow

for possible displacements of the axle from

its proper transverse plane, however, the

end of the torque rod is slipped into a

bronze ball. which, in turn, is free to slide

or roll in a hanger which is spring sup

ported from the frame.

In the Coates-Goshen, is to be found a

car which the gospel of the ball and socket

joint is carried out to the last extreme,

practically every articulation in the entire

chassis being equipped with this form of

connection, worked out after the general

plan which is almost universally adopted in

the arrangement of steering connections.

In addition to this an original torque pro

vision is found in the shape of a torsion

resisting member which is affixed to the

differential housing in the usual way, but

instead of being carried forward to an in

dependent support on the frame, is forked

at its forward end, and afiixed to a yoke

and collar surrounding the propeller shaft

just behind its point of suspension from the

cross frame member. This machine also

is provided with a rigid and positive inter

locker to safeguard the gears from misuse

and also with a contrivance for throttling

the carbureter automatically whenever the

clutch is withdrawn from engagement. An.

other original characteristic is found in the

arrangement of the gear shifting mechan

ism which embodies the now familiar prin

ciple of the two short rocker arms which

are selectively engaged by the hand lever.

This mechanism being rather obtrusive at

one point, it has been necessary to form an

elongated yoke in the lower. part of the

emergency brake lever in order to clear the

selective device—this arrangement furnish

ing a ready means of identifying the ear.

The “double drop" frame employed affords

means of providing a low-hung body with

out sacrificing clearance, and the car is put

out in runabout, touring and cab forms, on

the same style of chassis, though in two

sizes. namely 25 and 32 horsepower. The

runabout and cab styles were shown on the

stand.

A distinguishing feature of the Midland

is the use of finger pawls on the gear shift

ing and emergency brake levers placed so

far down on the levers that to reach them

must require a conscious effort on the part

of the driver. This is done with design,

and with the direct intent of making mis

takes in the handling of these same pawls,

which release the reverse and brakes, re

spectively, practically impossible. In the

mounting of the gear levers, it should be

observed, some little ingenuity is displayed,

particularly as to the manner in which

selection is made possible without the use

of the gate or gridiron segment. The hand

lever, which is pivoted universally at its

lower end, is adapted to engage either one

of two forked levers when moved either in

or out. In doing so, it depresses the upper

end of a short lever carried by the rocker

arm and itself pivoted at about its middle

point. its lower end forcing over a small

pin, which causes another lever, carried by

the second arm to be forced oppositely to it,

thus entering the stationary single segment

and so locking the idle gearset in position.

Aside from this feature, the car is mainly

of conventional design: 3035 horsepower

motor, cork-insert-plate clutch, sliding gear

set and shaft drive. At the Palace it was

shown in the touring form, which is known

as Model “G9”.

The Middleby is one of the “great-deal

for-the-money" cars. Aside from its air
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cooled motor, which, by the way, is hung in

the frame by means of transverse angle

steel members instead of the more common

arms cast integral with the crank case, it

possesses little out of the common run in

everyday construction. At the same time,

it is equipped very fully, the regular allot

ment of accessories included magneto igni

tion with battery equipment as a standby,

and a special convertible body of original

design, which may be used either as a sur

rey or runabout by virtue of its folding and

disappearing rear seat. The motor, which

is rated at 25 horsepower, is equipped with

main and auxiliary exhausts, the former be

ing guarded by mechanically actuated

valves. The same vehicle with a few reduc

tions in equipment and a simpler runabout

shaft, from which the rear wheels are driven

through individual V-belts. Varying speeds

are obtained by altering the pressure applied

to one of the two foot pedals, while the

simple mechanism of control is completed

by a second brake pedal and the usual

spark and throttle levers mounted on the

steering wheel.

Taximeter, otherwise public service cab

operation, has given rise to a number of

vehicles built for just this purpose, and

displaying characteristics especially suited

for work of the sort. Of the two such

vehicles shown at the Palace, the Rockwell.

which is entirely new, exhibited several

noteworthy features, among them the use

of but two sizes of nuts and studs in the

entire assemblage of the power plant, and

the propeller shaft with its self-suspended

torsion tube as soon as the four holding

studs are relieved. In the second case. the

use of spanncrs to disconnect the water

connections also are necessary. Both of

the two units come away from the remain

der of the chassis complete and with their

appurtenances integral and both are capable

of ready repair or replacement on short

notice. The cab in question is further dis»

tinguished by the use of left side control of

the vehicle, with levers centrally placed and

mounted hard and fast on the .top of the

gear case. The body construction also is

distinguished by the use of a half front seat,

the remaining space on the foot board be

ing designed for the transportation of lug

gage. The motor is rated at l8-ZO horse

      
 

 

SPEEDWELL TOY TONNEAU

body, is put out at the remarkably low price

of $850.

Among the newcomers, not hitherto men

tioned, was the Benner Six—a light, racy

type of vehicle, exhibited in chassis and

grey racing body. rated at 25-30 horsepower

and generally built to cater to the wants of

the patron of speed who desires to limit. his

cash outlay to such an amount as may se

cure for him a vehicle of moderate size but

considerable s'peeding capability. Aside

from its peculiar racing characteristics, the

machine presented few features not already

canvassed in connection with the character

istics of the more familiar types of car.

That corner of the first gallery which was

devoted to the display of the Browniekar

was rendered conspicuous by the fact that

one of the diminutive vehicles was there

mounted on a trestle some live cr six feet

in height in order to enable the visitor the

better to inspect its under mechanism. The

subterfuge also served to attract the atten

tion of passing visitors who otherwise might

not have been keen enough of vision to see

the exhibit at all, so small were the vehicles

by comparison with the commercial vehicles

staged nearby. The toy car, which it is in

all truth, despite its practical construction,

is equipped with a single-cylinder, vertical,

water-cooled motor, and transmission by

the primitive single flat belt to a counter

the ingenious maner in which the trans

mission mechanism or the block type motor

could be dismounted within a very brief

  

ROCKWELL GEARSET

space of time. _In the former instance. the

only tool required is a socket wrench—the

gear case sliding out of engagement with

REGAL ROADSTER

power, ignition is by magneto with fixed

spark, and the chassis is equipped with a

neat five-pasenger extension landaulet body.

A second newly built cab, of somewhat

similar construction in several respects, is

the Ewing, which is equipped with a 20

horsepower motor, with 3% by 4 inch cylin‘

dcrs, selective gearset mounted with levers

in the centre of the footboard, shaft drive

and generally standard construction. By

means of an automatic pump arrangement,

which ensures constant circulation of the

lubricant between the sub_base and the

crank case, lubrication is rendered entirely

automatic, and as no sight-feeds or adjust

ments are provided, that feature requires

absolutely no attention from the operator.

The vehicle is provided with a neatly de

signed landaulet body seating five passen~

gers inside. Structurally, it reveals no (ice

partures from standard practice in other

lines, and appears as well suited to the re

quirements of the private town-car user as

to the needs of the taximetcr patron.

Still another vehicle answering to the

same general description in the matter of

intended service is the Sultan. This ma

chine is practically an American assem

blage of a foreign car, since motor, change

gear and other chassis parts are imported

entire, while the wheels, body work and

accessories are assembled in this country.
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It is controlled from the right side, is of

generally standard construction, and is

driven by a 12 horsepower motor having

four paired cylinders of 3 by 4% inches di

mensions, thermo-syphon cooling, magneto

ignition, progressive gear change and shaft

'drive. It also is produced with town car,

landaulet body, with or without extension

top. As shown at the Palace, only the plain

straight-front landaulet body was in evi

dence.

NEW MODELS OF OLD CARS.

Among the cars which represent the prod

uct of several years progress among the

makers, numerous examples were to be

found of new models which either consti

tuted rather striking alterations over those

which had preceeded them, or which were

otherwise notable in themselves. Properly

  

STODDARD—DAYTON SIDE LEVERS

belonging m the latter class was the dis

play of the new Model “N” Ford cars. De

spite the considerable prominence which

these vehicles already have achieved, they

still attracted a deal of attention both be

cause of the remarkable amount of car of

fered at the prices ranging from $850 to

$900 for the various body mountings, and

also because of the clever method in which

they are constructed. In particular the man

ner of incorporating the magneto in the en

gine fly wheel and without the employment

of rotating conductors of any sort should

be mentioned, while the unit power plant

design, including the use of the block type

of cylinder casting except for the cylinder

heads also is noteworthy. The heads' in this

case, contrary to the usual practice in the

design of block motors, are closed with a

single, water-jacketed member, the ready re

moval of which permits complete access to

the cylinders and pistons for purposes of

repair or cleaning. Another departure ex

ists in the manner of suspending the chas

sis. Two semi-elliptical end springs are

used, which are bolted hard and fast to the

chassis at front and rear while the ends are

shackled to the axle ends. In the case of

the rear members, additional clearance for

u:  

JACKSON LAMP BRACKET

the difierential housing is obtained by arch-_

ing the spring upward in the center and

also by elevating the shackle points some

what by applying the connections to the in

sides of the integral covers for the brake

drums instead of to the axle proper. Fords

are now obtainable in a variety of body

mountings ranging from the runabout and

touring car to the town car and cab, not

omitting a very neat adaptation of the prin~

ciple of the inside driven coupe.

In the Stoddard-Dayton line, this unique

bit of enterprise is manifest. that all of the
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MORA TRANSMISSION

three chassis styles produced are of pre

cisely the same design. That is to say,

though the motor sizes, wheel bases and

other dimensions are increased in propor

tion as the power of the cars increases for

each of the models, the structural features,

materialsand arrangement, even to the body

design remains practically unchanged. By

way of variation, a very great number of

different body designs are presented so that

the line from which the purchaser may se

lect is unusually extensive. For this year,

comparatively few alterations have been

made over the practice in vogue a year ago.

The construction of the motor has been al

tered to the extent of abandoning the cop

per water jackets which used to be em

ployed, and the substitution of the integral

construction with large pressed steel end

plates to complete the enclosure of the twin

cylinder units. The overhead valve con

struction is retained as is the general ar

rangement of the valve gear. At the same

time, a new system of constant flow lubri

cation has been installed which gives an

endless supply of oil under pressure to all

the bearings, actuated by a cam operated

 

 

  

MITCHELL SIDE LEVERS

pump, driven from the cam shaft; and one

or two other minor changes have been

made. As for the chassis construction, some

slight alteration has been brought about in

wheel bases, tire sizes and the like, while on

- one or two models the foot accelerator has

been adopted. In all models the position

of the gear shifting mechanism has been al

tered so that now the gear lever comes out

side the frame line instead of within it as

before.

With probably a majority of the cars

staged at the Palace there were presented

practical reconstructions of previous models

with only the usual number of annual re

finements which the more stable makers find

it expedient to introduce at the beginning

of the year. Among these was the Mitchell

line, in which a change has been made from

the progressive to the selective method of

gear shift, magneto ignition introduced reg
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ularly on the 30 and 40 horsepower models,

rnd on the latter a platform rear spring sus

ptnsion. This model also is distinguished

by a rather unusual type of foot accelerator

which instead of following the usual pedal

design, is arranged to swing in a circular

arc parallel to the inclined toe board and

so placed that the foot may control it with

out being tilted above the floor. In consc

quence the ankle strain arising from long

periods of continuous driving is alleviated.

Full elliptic springs applied to the entire

line, are a feature of the latest Jackson

models, and of course, were given consid

erable prominence in connection with dem

onstrations of the new Model “H.” This is
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MARION TRANSMISSION

\

II

a clean lined little 30 horsepower car,

equipped with quadruple motor having

valves on the left, magneto ignition, and se

lective gearset arranged with the lay shaft

over the main or driving line. By this means

the desideratum of compact design has been

secured. while the position of the gear box

well forward in the chassis is such as to

give it complete accessibility. '

In the new light Mora rather unusual con

struction was found in the method of assem

bling the torsion and driving group. In

stead of mounting the torque tube which en

closes the propeller shaft in' an independent

spherical bearing, supported directly by the

frame, as is more frequently done, the mem

her is given a long bearing on the shaft it

self. while the entire stress of the driving

action in the shaft and the torsion of the

axle group is thrown upon the rear bearing

of the gear box—itself mounted on a suspen

sion member attached to the frame. Other

wise the car is of light, well-designed and

thoroughly practical construction.

The use of 40 inch wheels on the Traveler

model of the American car already has been

referred to. This vehicle also retains in its

integrity the underslung suspension which

has remained an exclusive feature with its

makers for several years, but introduces

this year for the first time the adaptation

  

  

MARMON TRANSMISSION

of it to the four passenger vehicle. On the

neWer models engine dimensions have been

increased from 5% by 5% to 5% by 5%

inches. The Wayfarer, Gadabout and Li

mousine models in addition to the Traveler

are new this year. The‘first of'the three in

question is a' very compact and low hung

adaptation of the close coupled principle,

though employing the usual method of

frame suspension; the second is an embodi

ment of the baby tonneau idea, built with

ample foot room between the front and rear

seats; and the third is a more conventional

vehicle ofrneat and attractive lines. The

Tourist, Roadster and Speedster models are

retained, with sundry minor changes. Three

of the roadster models and one of the tour

ing car were on view at the show.

In the new model Marmon, otherwise

known as the “Thirty-two,” is to be found

an unusually neat rear axle assemblage

which also embodies the change gear group.

.The axle housing is composed entirely of

pressed stcel, constructed with stiffening

webs above and below and closed at the

back .with a light cover plate, also a stamp

ing. The torque resisting medium is in the

form of a tubular housing for the propeller

shaft, while along side it is a second housing

which encloses the pull-out rods which ac

tuate the sliding sets in the change gear me

chanism. The latter is so contrived that the

"‘ t‘irou'zh the remov<

able cover plates without~ disturbing the

axle in the chassis, while at the same time.

when in service every moving element in

the transmission is completely enclosed

against the inroads of dust and dirt. The

motor is water cooled, neatly drawn and

well mounted in the frame. A second and

larger model, possessing many of the same

features as the other, but having the

change gear mounted in the waist of the

frame in the more conventional manner is

rated at 50 hcrsepower.

  

REGAL TRANSMISSION

The Marion cars. which also are num

bered among those mounting the change

speed gear on the rearaxle, are equipped

with a selectively actuated mechanism this

year instead of the progressive! type for

merly employed. Another new feature is

the adoption of magneto ignition with dry

cells as a standby in place of the old accu~

mulator equipment. The show display con

sisted of one of the.32-35 horsepower chas

sis and a top tonneau touring car. Adja

cent to this booth was that of the Overland

Automobile Co., at which were shown sev

eral of the newer models of that name,

_ bearing the selective change gear~like the

former mounted on the rear axle—butoper

ated by side levers instead of by pedals

alone, as was the case with the planetary

change gear which figured on last year's

model. This arrangement is still retained

as an option, and appears likely to continue

in use as the convenience of the leverlcss

control, especially where women drivers are
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concerned, is of unquestionable advantage.

Touring, roadster and the inside-driven

coupe model already mentionel, figured in

the display.

Maxwell has become a name for the

seekers of the low-priced car to conjure with

since the recent introduction of the little

runabout known appropriately as the “Max

well Junior.” In general details, this little

n :‘chine which has not graced a show he

  

CARTERCAR CHAIN CASE

fore. follows the details of the two-cylinder

opposed type which already has been so

successfully exploited by its makers in cars

of larger power and price. The opposed

motor, planetary change gear and shaft

drive to live rear axle employed on the

larger machines are here faithfully repro

duced. To complete the line, there are the

14 and 20 horsepower opposed models, con

tinued over from last year. and the 30 horse

power quadruple engined car. which is built

both in touring and roadster models.

One of the two friction driven cars of

conventional mould to be shown was the

Cartercar, which was displayed in two

models, the smaller of which was the new

offering priced at $1.000 and making a most

creditable showing at that figure. Mechan

ically, its most striking feature outside the

use of the friction change gear, which is re

tained without change, is the use of a com

plete, grease and dust-tight enclosure for

the chain which drives from the counter

shaft to the rear axle. This is put up in a

neat and workmanlike manner and as shown

in chassis form on the working model,

served to attract considerable attention.

The second machine of the group in ques

tion. was the Lambert, the smallest model

of which now boasts a somewhat striking

innovation in the shape of a silent chain belt

connection between the countershaft and

the rear axle. This machine also was shown

with its transmission in running order and

driven by an electric motor it formed one

of the rare and welcome moving exhibits of

the show. The transmission feature com

prises mercly the use of the chain applied

to a pair of spur gears and eliminates the

noise as well as one or two other of the dis

agreeable features usually supposed to ac

company the use of the sprocket chain drive

Other cars which fall into this category

 

are the National, which despite the presence

of one new model on the stand. revealed no

striking departures from the practice which

has been standard with its makers for sev

eral years. Radiator design, engine lubri

cator. tire sizes and wheel bases are prac

tically the only points which have received

  

GAETH WIND SHIELD

extra attention in the production of the

models of 1909. In the case of the Atlas,

otherwise distinguished by the use of its

original two-cycle motor, changes have been

made affecting principally the transmission,

and the arrangement of the engine auxil

iaries. In the former instance, the plane

tary gear formerly employed has now been

done away with to a very large extent and

a selective sliding gear has replaced it. The

thermo-syphon cooling system also has been

displaced by a pump system. The engines

still are produced in two and three cylinder

units.

The same principle of relatively few

changes with occasionally the addition of

a new model east along the lines already

wrought out. but‘difiering from its fellows

largely in matters of power and body equip

ment apply equally well to such cars as the

Acme, Premier, Pullman, Moon, Gyroscope,

Kissel, Pennsylvania and Rec. The Pre

mier has a new method of demounting the

clutch this year, the Moon 3 new system of

twirling the magneto shaft in order to ob

tain an impulse when it is desired to start

“on compression"; the Pennsylvania was

shown for the first time in six-cylinder form,

but otherwise practically without alteration

in design either in general with regard to

the,new machine, or in regard to either of

  

LAMBERT CHAIN-BELT TRANSMISSION

the two four-cylinder models; the Rec in ad

dition to a newly designed front axle is now

so arranged that the radiator may be filled

without lifting the front hood.

The little Brush runabouts now are

equipped with a new planetary change gear

system embodying a multiple disc clutch.

and also with a new type of carburetter.

Otherwise they remain practically unaltered.

The Gaeth in addition to a few minor

changes in the construction of the chassis.

was shown mounting a brand new type of

wind shield of original design, which was

arranged in four converging planes meeting
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in the center and a little above the dash.

Both upper and lower sections were thus

contrived to deflect the air currents, and

while the upper one was placed at only a

very slight angle to the vertical, the lower

was inclined to the rear sufficiently to bring

the upper section of the shield close to the

faces of the occupants of the front seat.

Folding and sash replacement features also

were pointed out among its advantages.

The “Perfected” Great Chadwick. still re

tains its peculiar copper water jacket

formation enclosing the twin cylinder en

gine groups, and its air of immensity in the

mechanical sense. The gear control has

been rearranged and a few other minor al

terations made. The Allen-Kingston, for

merly made for the selling company of that

name at a factory in Kingston, N. Y.. now

is built by the Bristol Engineering Co., and

in redesigned form appeared as a rather

close copy of foreign car practice, and im

pressively heavy in construction.

MOTOR BUGGY DEVELOPMENTS.

Activities in the promotion of the motor

buggy idea have resulted among other

things in the production this year of an en

tirely new development in that connection.

As revealed at the stand of the Black Mfgv

Co., it took the form of a four-cylinder, 40

horsepower machine. patterned in respect

to general body outline, after prevailing

touring car practice, but lightened in keep

ing with the formation of the average high

wheeled carriage type of vehicle, and stand

ing on 40 inch wheels, shod with solid tires.

The same firm also produces a variety of

other types, which with the vast number of

options and combinations of options which

only carriage makers of experience know

how to offer results in a line of 22 different

models—all mounted on high wheels and

answering to the definition of the motor

buggy. One of these is a particularly neat

adaptation of the surrey idea, which also is

seen in practical counterpart on the stand

of th_W. H. McIntyre Co. The latter con

cern, formerly known as the W. H. Kib

linger Co., has undergone a change of name

during the past summer, but practically

without change of status, the interests which

have controlled the business for many

years now having entirely displaced those

from which the company took its name

when first established in the production of

horse-drawn vehicles. The Mclntyre Co.,

in addition to staging several typtr of run

about and roadster, in addition to the sur

rey mentioned, also announce the expected

production of larger types in the not dis‘

tant future, to be driven by four and even

six~cylinder motors, but otherwise to be of

the true high-wheeled variety.

Among the more familiar names in this

connection, that of the Holsman—the pion

eer vehicle in its class—was distinguished

by the presence of a new “Gentleman‘s Au

tomobile," in which a form of closed coupe

body, with central controlling pillar adapt

ed to be operated from either end of the

seat was combined with a somewhat'modi

fied form of the direct transmission so long

employed on this machine, using a chain

belt of exclusive form. The most striking

feature of the structure, however, proved

to be the new motor, which is suspended on

the transmission countershaft, and is of the

four-cylinder, air-cooled, opposed variety.

Instead of the usual crank and connecting

rod assemblage, the opposed pistons are

connected by an integrally cast web, which

embraces a large annular ball bearing, so

mounted as to have transverse play in its

housing, but none longitudinally of the mo

tor. As a result the movement secured is

practically that of the old-fashioned Scotch

yoke. but without the drawback of exces

sive friction which that mechanism pos

sesses. The valves are automatic on the

__.’/'

  

COMMERCIAL TRUCK WORM DRIVE

intake side, and operated directly from the

eccentric shaft which replaces the crank

shaft, on the exhaust side, and the arrange

ment is unusually compact and light for the

output of 26 horsepower claimed. Alto

gether it was the most radical departure in

the engine line, revealed at the show.

Such of the other well-known names

among this class of builders as were repre

sented, presented but slight alterations in

practice over last year. The Reliable-Day

ton, which is a particularly solidly built ve

hicle revealing many of the engine and

transmission characteristics of the low

wheeled cars. the Schacht, with its original

form of friction drive, and the Anderson.

with its combination of the buggy form of

rtach running gear with the chassis of the

power plant hung on full elliptical end

springs which also support the body, were

among those in evidence.

NOVEL FEATURES OF COMMERCIAL

TYPES.

Commercial vehicle interests at the show

this year received no small impetus by the

presence of three vehicles never before ex<

hibited. In the Grabowsky, interest centers

in the method of demounting the power

plant complete. The driving mechanism

comprises a twin-cylinder, opposed. Water

cooled motor and planetary change gear,

driving through a propeller shaft to the

rear of the chassis, from which the rear

wheels are actuated through a counter shaft

and side chains. A sub-frame carries the

plant, and is formed as a sort of slide upon

which the plant rests and is secured by a

simple fastening device. By disconnecting

water and ignition leads and the muffler

pipe, and swinging out the front cross mem

ber of the frame, it is possible to draw the

plant out of the chassis in its integrity, when

it rests upon a folding stand which is a part

of the contrivance. The driver’s seat is

mounted above the power unit and the re

mainder of the chassis is thus left perfectly

clear for the sort of body adaptation best

suited to the needs of the purchaser.

In the case of the Gramm-Logan, consid

erable originality is claimed for the adapta

tion of a sand box for securing traction for

the driving wheels. This, it is said, never

has been done hitherto in connection with

motor vehicle construction. By depressing

the proper lever. the driver is eriabled to

throw any desired amount of dry sand di

rectly into the path of the rear wheels, as is

commonly done for a similar purpose in

railroad practice. The motors of this line

are vertical and built with four cylinders,

and the sliding gear transmission is con

nected through a multiple disc clutch of

original design, and so thoroughly believed

in by its makers that the practice of start

ing on the high gear is consistently recom

mended.

The third of the newcomers in this sec

tion is the Hart-Kraft—a LOOO pound de

livery wagon in which the demountable

power plant feature also is played upon

strongly. By disconnecting the plant from

the frame of the vehicle at the three main

points of support and uncoupling the igni

tion, water and exhaust leads, it is possible

to remove the entire assemblage intact in a

relatively brief space of time. This machine

is further distinguished by being equipped

with 36-inch wheels shod with 2%-inch solid

tires—a size said to be produced especially

for its makers.

As in former years, the Rapid‘line pro

duced the most impressive display. with its

wide variation of body adaptation applicable

to the simple chassis construction employed

as a standard feature. The double-opposed

motor which has been a feature of this line

for several years, and still is employed in

the 20 to 30 horsepower units, now is sup

plcmcnted by a 60 horsepower, vertical con

struction. which is calculated to extend the

capacities of the line to cover practically all

the demands of the commercial field. At the

same booth, the light chemical truck

equipped by the Tea Tray Co., called atten

tion to the possibilities of the motor vehicle

in connection with fire patrol systems.

Mack Bros.’ Motor Car Co., the Reliance

Motor Truck Co., and the American Motor

Truck Co., each contributed their share of
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PULLMAN EXHIBIT. SHOWING ARRAY OF TROPHIES

lxeai'y‘vehicles, gasolene driven, and in

tended for the arduous service of the

heavy 'duty truck. Electric propulsion

gained its share of publicity through the

exhibits of the Lansden, Pittsburgh Motor

Vehicle and Commercial Truck CO., of

America's exhibits.

1n the latter‘ case, a particularly neat

adaptation of the worm drive principle was

shown on a heavy delivery wagon. The

single driving motor enclosed in a full

steel housing which is bolted firmly to a

tubular member enclosing the short length

of drivingshaft and made integral with the

upper section of the differential and worm

gear'housing: The unit housing thus formed

acts as combined motor and drive enclosure

:in'd torque resisting member, and is sus

pended from the frame at its forward end.
vThe Lansden exhibit, in addition to a

display of trucks and wagons of different

sorts conforming in general to the pre

vious-practice of this maker, also featured

a unique platform truck intended solely for

industrial transfer purposes. It consists of

a low platform, supported on a pair of driv

ing wheels placed under the centre and a

single steering wheel mounted centrally un

der either end. The platform being divided

at the centre any inequalities in load or road

surface are compensated for by flcxure in

the chassis, so that uniform traction always

is secured for the steering wheels These

are cr0ss-coupled and may be controlled

from either end, the steering wheel and

controller lever being removable. The af~

fair shows great promise and affords a wel

come hint at one of the greatest possibili

ties in the future of the electric vehicle.

Commercial types of vehicle also were

shown by the makers of the Maxwell, Atlas,

liolsman, McIntyre and Brush cars. An

unheralded newcomer was the Saurer truck,

a Swiss importation, which was staged

among the accesories on the second gallery,

where its carburetter and motor starting and

braking devices were the chief objects of at

teution.

DEVELOPMENTS IN FOREIGN

PRACTICE.

The foreign section, dignified by little

signs attached to the cars showing that the

exhibitors were mebers of the Importers"

Automobile Salon, furnished a number of

interesting contributions to the show,

among them none, perhaps, more significant

from the trade standpoint than those con

tained in the exhibits of the DeDion, Re

nault and Delahaye agents, where were

shown types of the light'car construction

which is enjoying a brisk renewal of Euro

pean popularity. The DeDion machines,

with one exception, were of the single cylin

der variety and mounted with bodies to

accommodate different numbers of passen

gers and of types ranging from the semi

racing to the taximeter cab. The taxicab

chassis already in general use in New York

City was shown on the Delahaye stand,

while the Renault exhibit revealed in addi

tion to a number of large cars, a little twin—

cylinder runabout in every sense of the word

a miniature roadster, equipped with top,

magneto ignition, and the full list of acces

sories and other equipment.

Magnificent examples of block cylinder

casting were shown on the Fiat, Delaunay

Belleville and C. G. V. stands, the latter dis

play featuring the new light pleasure and

cab chassis, fresh from the recent Paris

Salon, which mounted the unusual arrange

ment of the dashboard radiator, somewhat

similar in principle to that so long-em

ployed by Renault, but differing from it in

the direction taken by the air currents, and

also from the fact that the cooling fan was

encased within the radiator .proper in an

opening formed in its central section. The

new Lancia car, with its neatly designed

power plant and careful workmanship, at

tracted the attention which its recent racing

notoriety sttfiiced to induce, while the de

tails of its construction were such as to fix

attention so drawn.

For the most part. the construction of the

foreign vehicles was mainly a reproduction

of that already seen at the Importers’ Salon

in' New York last spring.
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New Things Shown in the Display of Tires

\\'hen the girls of the village blossom out

in new raiment on Easter Sunday they are

the same girls as before, but they look bet

ter than ever, and similarly at the automo

bile shows the majority of the accessory ex

hibits are not strangers to the public and

the trade but they look particularly new and

fresh in their show-time clothes. Here and

there real novelties do appear, however, so

that the seeker after these is sure to be in

some degree rewarded.

At the Palace show, the visitor came upon

the cxhibits_in very mixed order so far as

concerned the nature of the articles shown.

Tires, ignition devices, lubricants, axles,

speed indicators and all the variety of

things which are included in the general

group were arrayed side by side without

classification. In a way, this contributed

to the interest, each stand being quite un

like its neighbor as to the character of its

wares.

It took investigation to discover the new

things but there were quite a few of them

—even more than the forecast had indi~

cated. What contributed most to the value

of the accessories exhibits, in the opinion of

many, was the wealth of demonstration

apparatus installed by the exhibitors for

making clear by scientific means the merits

of their goods. This eFfort to reinforce

verbal argument with proof appeared

stronger than at any previous show, and

was particularly observable in the ignition

exhibition. The production of so many new

magnetos, as well as new types of coils,

timers. distributers and the like, indeed

gave a big incentive to such demonstrations.

The ignition people were at every turn. and

with their blue sparks flashing no matter

which way the eye roamed, they quite

ozonated the atmosphere. But the speed

indicator, shock absorber and other exhibits

were likewise alive with action.

Makers of parts and purveyors of special

metals were present in significant force,

many of them looking for business in the

far future rather than for any immediate

accessions to their contracts. Concurrent

with the first exhibition appearance of new

ideas and construction in parts makers’

products, however, some of the newer cars

were found to contain them.

Demountable and quick acting rims flour

ished in nearly all of the tire exhibits and

in some instances separately. Radical in

novations in tires themselves were not ap

parent, although there were a few novel

ties and variations in the working out of

familiar ideas. Among the newer products

was an inner ,tube really consisting of sev

eral tubes, contained one within the other.

Upon the bursting of the outer tube, the air

valve could be turned to a position where

pumping would inflate the next tube, and

if that were to meet with accident the valve

could be turned to inflate still a third tube

contained inside the others. The device

was heralded as the Faultless tube. A line

of “motor buggy" tires was disclosed at the

Swinehart stand, in recognition of the

growing use of this type of vehicle, while

special soft. resilient tires for electric pleas~

ure cars were to be found at several stands.

Tire shooting constables can be handed

the “merry ha-ha" by the driver whose car

is equipped with “bullet-proof'I tires, as ex

hibited by the Zeglen Bullet Proof Cloth

Co., of Chicago. For the fabric, real bullet

proof cloth is used, such as is utilized for

policemen’s vests. It is made of heavy silk

threads, woven in a peculiar manner. Re

volver shots at close range cannot punc

ture it, and the flattened bullets that in

tests had vainly tried to penetrate the cloth

formed part of the company's exhibit. It

was pointed out that where bullets fail, not

much chance is given to nails, broken bot

. tles and other unpleasant tire deflators. The

casings using the bullet proof cloth cost in

the neighborhood of $100 apiece.

The $5 prize hung up once a day by the

Continental Caoutchouc Co., of New York.

for the quickest change on their demountav

ble rim, attracted some nimble workers and

served to acquaint many owners and drivers

with both the construction and the merits

of the device. The company’s display in

cluded Continental round tread and “AC”
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MORGAN & WRIGHT TIRE EXHIBIT

flat tread, the flat tread type course and the

non-skid steel studded tires, guaranteed for

3.500 miles, 4,500 miles and 2,000 miles, re

spectivcly.

Following the development of its de

mountable rim for racing purposes. the Dia

mond Rubber Co., of Akron, 0., has pro

duced a simplified and improved form for

the tourist. This rim was shown at the

Diamond booth as one of the features, to

gether with Diamond grip tires and the

many other styles in the established line.

At the Morgan & Wright display the lead

ers were the new heavy, flat tread tires and

the new “Standard Universal" quick detach

able rim. In the former an increased trac

tion surface has been obtained by increas‘

ing the width as well as the thickness of

-the tread. It is claimed that although giv

ing increased puncture protection and

greater traction, this construction has been

effected without a diminution of the tire’s

resiliency or an increase in the liability to

fabric separation. The makers’ tests have

dweloped an increased traction efficiency

in "*is tvpe over the regular round tread of

as high as 50 per cent. in some sizes and an

average of 33% per cent.

Decorations of automobile tires equipped

with wings were scattered so generally

through the building that the casuai trade

visitor might easily have received the im

pression that the whole show was domin

ated by and given in honor of the Hartfoi'd

Rubber Works Co., of Hartford, Conn., for

whom the symbol in question has long been

a trade mark. There was considerable com

ment and amusement over the fact that

some of the company’s rivals sported the

Hartford winged-tire on their decorative

signs. The companv did not suffer by the

unintended spread of its mark. but was con

spicuously present. anyway. and enjoyed

a prominent location. The new “Standard

  

Universal" quick detachable rim was also

on display at the Hartford stand, together

with specimens of the new large size tires

to fit 30x3% and 32x3% rims, respectively.

Modelers’ clay in a long strip on a board

hung at the corner of the space of the

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., of Akron, O.

The clay bore the imprint caused by the

passage over it of one of the new Fire

stone non-skid tires, which was recently

brought out. It will be recalled that the

tread of the Firestone has raised lettering

in rubber, reading “Firestone Non-Skid,"

the letters themselves affording the variety

of angles, edges and points of road con

tact necessary for the non-skid effect. In

reverse the clay showed the lettering plain

ly, just as the impression would be made

in a soft spot on a country road. The Fire~

stone demountable rim, which may be used

in connection with either clincher or quick

detachable tires was made prominent, vis

itors being reminded of the success with

which the equipment was used by the win

ning Locomobile in the Fairmount Park

race at Philadelphia. The regular line of

Firestone tires made up the balance of the

display.

“How about Lohengrins in a Goodyear

air bottle?” was one of the perplexing ques

tions of the show. resulting from the fact

that one of the larger sizes of these in

genious compressed air containers was

used to operate the three-octave Gabriel

horn which occasionally supplanted the

band in supplying music. It was found

that the capacity of such a tank was great

ly in excess of any estimate that would be

made by the appearance-and size of the

bottles used. These bottles. which inflate

tires more quickly than any pump, were the

headliners in the exhibit of the Goodyear

Tire & Rubber Co., of Akron. 0.. and

ranged in size from little fellows up to

 

  

DIAMOND TIRE EXHIBIT

enormous affairs for garage use, fitted on

trucks so that they may be wheeled from

one place to another. The main body of

the exhibit, of course, consisted of the

Goodyear detachable and clincher tires in

plain, heavy tourist and Bailey treads. to

gether with the Goodyear quick acting rim.

Leather-covered. steel studded tires have

been added to the line of Empire tires,

made by the Empire Automobile Tire Co..

of Trenton, N. I. Attention was directed

to the fact that the studs in the tread are

set within a cut, hardened steel washer,

giving greater traction surface than the or

dinary stud, and so hardened as to be al

most unaffected by wear. The Empire red

rubber tubes and patches were also shown,

as supplements to the line of outer covers.

“That casing looks as if it needed a

shave.” was the stock and somewhat brom

idic joke which the passers-by perpetrated

on _the demonstrators at the Republic

stand. where the new stagged tread, non

skid tire was on view. The-basis for these

humorous attempts was that in the mold

ing of the tread with its rubber projections,

small hair-like ends are formed in “the air

outlets of the mold and these were not

removed from the exhibition tire. To test

the quality of the rubber used in the tread,

visitors were privileged to pluck at the rub

ber bands.

Numerous types of cushion and solid

tires were staged. from the kind having big

solid rubber pads like elephant’s feet to

near-pneumatics and very soft, light tires

for electric carriage service. The acces

sories of one kind and another were also

plentiful, from chain grips. as shown by

the Weed Chain Tire Grip Co., of New

York. to tire jackets of the latest cut. fash

ioned to accommodate spare tires with de

mountable rims. Outside non-skid treads,

electric vulcanizers, acid cure solutions,
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JONES SPEEDOMETER EXHIBIT

gum fillings, blow-out emergency patches,

and a host of other tire things. such as.

pumps, pressure registers, tank inflaters,

tools, and the like were plentifully in evi

dence. The Stepney spare wheel, carrying

inflated tire and ready to slip on where the

regular tire has met with trouble, was re»

vealed in various sizes and colors, one of the

models being a “combination” wheel capa~

ble of being fitted to two difierent sizes

of rim.

SPEED INDICATORS NEW AND OLD.

Throwing steel nails at a big suspended

iragnet was the diversion ofl‘ered by the

\=\-"arner Instrument Co., of Beloit, Wis.

After the bystanders had thrown all the

nails the magnet would support, the boy in

charge pressed a button breaking the cir

cuit, :nd the nails tumbled down on a flat

table beneath with a clatter that startled

everybody in the vicinity. The apparent ob

ject was to impress the onlookers with the

fact that the Warner Auto-Meter is actuated

on the magnetic principle as distinguished

from other speed indicators. The new War

ner instruments differ radically from the

former models, and have a circular case en~

closing the mechanism, including the odo

meter. The readings appear through open—

ings in the face of the case. The speed

indicator is of the same interior construc

tion as formerly, but the odometer is now

of the company's own manufacture and reg

isters to 1.000 miles in the trip and to 100.‘

000 miles in the season total. A small elec

tric light, concealed under the glass. makes

it possible to illuminate the whole face of

the instrument at night. A fixture combin

ing a clock is supplied if desired. The old

model Auto-Meter is still retained, but is

sold at a reduction of $25 in the price. Four

instruments were displayed at the show, in

cluding the old and new models with and

without the clock. A tachometer for r.p.|n.

readings was also shown, operating on the

same magnetic principle as that employed

in the automobile speed indicators.

Nineteen models of Jones speed indica

tors, odometers, clocks, annunciators and

other specialties were mounted in the Jones

Speedometer stand, not to mention the new

taximeter which the company is producing.

The speedometers ranged in price from $15

to over $100, the low price instrument being

one of the new productions for the coming
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NEW WARNER AUTO-METER

season. Display cases contained the inter

nal parts of some of the speedometer me

chanisms. arranged under electric lights to

show the high quality of the workmanship.

At the exhibition space of the Stewart &

Clark Co.. of Chicago. two general types

of speed indicators were shown. Most of

the models were of the centrifugal type,

but the latest addition to' the Stewart fam

ily is an instrument working on the multi~

polar induction principle. In prices from

$15 up, the speed indicators were ranged

 

STEWART 8: CLARK SPEED INDICATOR

in the whole variety of the extensive line

which the company is putting out, and some

of the combinations with clocks were also

on view. Favored visitors at the Steward

space were given medals so much like gold

in appearance as to be highly ornamental,

while bearing a bas-relief of the leading

Stewart speed indicator on one side and on

the other a familiar but expressive motto

as to the tribulations of poverty. Several

lesser known makes of speed indicators

were staged at the show, but this year found

no new manufacturers essaying the field.

IMPROVED SYSTEMS OF IGNITION.

More magnetos and simpler, better ones

than at any previous show were to be found

:mong the ignition exhibits. The list 01

magneto makers has been considerably in

creased, and about a dozen different makes

were disclosed. As becomes veterans in the

field, the Bosch Magneto C0. had quite 2

large space where both high and low ten

sion types were mounted. The exhibit was

very complete, the different types of mag

netos being arranged with hand cranks ant

the necessary sparking equipment so tha'

the visitor could see each type in actua

operation. Spark plugs and magnetic make

and-break devices completed the display.

From New England two new magneto:

appeared, bearing the Heinzc and the Pitts

field nameplates. respectively. Both higl

and low tension magnetos are being madt

by the Heinze Electric Co., of Lowell

Mass. The magnets are curved to a circulai

form and the complete devices are en

closed in long cylindrical cases. The de

sign contemplates the use of the magneto:

in places where the height of the ordinarj

magneto forbids. The Heinze company hat

also taken up the manufacture of sparl

plugs this year. and is supplying them ii

hcth mica and porcelain insulation. A fea

turc of the exhibit was a complete arrange

ment of timer. coil and spark plugs. all eigh

times as large as the normal size. but oper

the necessary sparking equipment so that
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mous coil and plugs, with the .big sparks

which the latter gave 05, suggested in ap

pearance the ignition equipment of a giant‘s

car.

The show space of the Pittsficld Spark

Coil Co., of Dalton, Mass, was full of other

things beside the new magneto which the

company disclosed but the enthusiasm of

the attendants was all for the new product.

Both the primary and secondary windings

of the device are in one vertical coil at the

end and outside the horseshoe magnets. Ex

tension pieces at the top and bottom bring

the coil within the path of the magnetic

lines of force. The coil is stationary, but is

easily removable. The balance of the Pitts

field exhibit was made up of such devices

as timers, distributers, spark plugs and coils.

A new “short coil" has' been introduced in

the company’s line, being about two inches

shorter than the regular coil. It is fitted

with a pair of hinge brackets, which allow

it to be dropped forward to take out the

units for adjustment. This feature is of

especial value where there is an overhung

dash. The coil is fitted with a kick-off

switch which can be assembled for either

two sets of batteries or for magneto and

battery.

Remy high tension alternating current

magnetos appeared in considerable numbers

at the exhibit of the Remy Electric Co.. of

Anderson, Ind. They were shown equipped

with distributers for two, three. four and

six cylinder motors. In the Remy the wind

ing is stationary, doing away with moving

contacts for the primary circuit. The latter

is conveyed to a dash coil of special design,

from which the secondary circuit is led to a

distributer on the magneto and thence to

the various cylinders. Years of experience

have been incorporated in the 1909 models.

and the latter are distinguished for a com

pactness and neatness of finish that prop

erly reflects their interior excellence.

A white marble display board was one of

the attractions in the space of the Splitdorf

Laboratory, of New York. Mounted on

the board was a Splitdorf coil and a revolv

ing arm from which high tension sparks

jumped to four brass plates arranged in a

circular path. The mechanism was oper

ated by a motor controlled by a rheostat to

give any desired speed. The board showed

the action of the Splitdorf magneto in con

nection with the Splitdorf coil. A small

glass chamber containing a set of sparking

points and equipped with a connection to

a pump so that the interior air pressure

could be raised to correspond with the com

pression in a motor cylinder, was also a

part of the display board fittings. Through

the glass it was observable under test that

while the spark from battery ignition is in

clined to diminish and fail as the pressure

is increased, magneto ignition gives a big

ger and more brilliant flame the higher the

pressure goes, a phenomenon that proved

very surprising and interesting to visitors.

To overcome the difficulty of starting

large motors on the magneto, an ingenious

device has been embodied in some types of

the U. & H. magnetos shown by J. S. Bretz.

of New York City. No matter how slowly

the motor—and correspondingly the mag

neto—may be turned, the device in question

gives a quick snap to the rotation of the

magneto armature, thus producing a strong

spark. When the motor has attained speed,

the device automatically retires from action

and the magneto takes its drive in the or

dinary way. Various models of the U. & H.

were displayed in the Bretz space, all show

ing a high perfection of workmanship and

excellent design. The magnetos were but

one of several lines of automobile special

ties that Bretz handles. however, the ex

hibit also including F. 8: S, bearings and

Bowden flexible connections, together with

Hartford universal joints and similar parts

and accessories.

Another German magneto but now of

American manufacture was shown in the

 
 

 

  

EDISON DOUBLE SPARK PLUG

Hess—Bright, while at the Wheeler & Sheb

ler space a magneto of new design and very

low price was displayed. The Motsinger

dynamo generator, used in connection with

ar accumulator, was represented, being the

only one of its type at the show. At the

stand of the Witherbee Iguiter Co., of New

York, the new Volta magneto was on view,

bearing evidence of the quality and effi

ciency which characterize all of the Wither

bee products. The well known Witherbee

ignitcrs were likewise displayed, together

with an imposing array of Wico timers, dis

tributers, switches, spark plugs, lamps and

similar electrical accessories. Winking

lights and flashing sparks in the exhibit

served to draw visitors to a closer examina

tion of the devices as shown in actual opera

tion.

Two plugs in one were demonstrated by

the Edison Auto Accessories Co., in their

Edison plug, which contains in one porce

lain two distinct and separate sets of elec

trodes. The diameter of the porcelain core

in this plug is not much greater than that

in the single plug, despite the fact that it

contains the double system. The plug is of

the conventional, the secondary contacts

being on the side instead of on the top.

The “central” electrodes are baked in the

porcelain and come flush with the porcelain

surface at the bottom, not projecting as in

,‘corhr‘tggnly' the practice. The base is

equipped with two wire "points", one from

either side, which curve overfltho-central

electrodes and rec'ive from thém the spark._

The plug is designedto be used' in connec

tion with the double ignition system.

in Putting the switch on the steering wheel

_ instead oi the coil is one of the new ideas

developed by the Connecticut Telephone &

Electric Co., of Meriden, Conn.. The switch,

dlLClOSCd for the first time at the show, is

a neat little affair consisting of a smallv

’rcund case and a finger lever. It can be

attached to the steeringmillar or under
ncathv the rim of, the wheel. " Pressing the

lever to the first positidn closes the battery

.‘c'ircuit; the second .position changes from

battery to‘magneto, and‘the third position

throws _both;:the‘ battery and the magneto

circuits into operation together. Thus the

car may be started on the battery and later

switched to magneto or both without reach

ing down to the coil. The Connecticut ex

hibit, of course, listed the company's coils.

timers, distributers, switches, indicators and

quick detachable primary and secondary

terminals. - '

During the week many of the ignition

exhibitors took advantage of the National

Carbon Co’s pretentious testing apparatus

for determining the action of coils, timers,

distributors and the like, particularly as to

current consumption and accuracy of tim

ing. The indicators registered in'units of

one-thousandth of an ampere in disclosing

the current consumption, while'the revolv

ing sparkers on a black background showed

just how 'many sparks were delivered to

each cylinder 'and at what point in the

stroke. Four sets of ignition apparatus

could be tested in comparison at one time.

and the wide difierence in the showings

made was the occasion for no little aston

ishment at times, not to mention some warm

feeling. The National company, as a matter

of course, openly favored those forms of

ignition outfits which were the most eco

nomical in battery current consumption and

which would thus insure satisfactory service

from the igniter dry cells and the “multiple”

batteries which the company offered.

Numerous improvements in ignition ap

paratus were shown by other exhibitors, in

cluding a new form of Atwatcr Kent spark~

ing device, and a “battery saving timer" per

fected by the Autocoil Co.. of Jersey City.

Porcelain extension terminals were fea

tured on Kingston coils, the terminals ex

tending through the dash so that the wiring

might be concealed.

Reliance spark plugs, made by the Jeffry

Dewitt Co., of Newark. N. 1., have under

gone refinements since they first were in

troduced two years ago. \Vhere formerly a

slight gap was incorporated under the cap.

is now a pellet of high resistance metal

which supplies the advantages of the gap

but lacks its objectionable features. The

‘F-_—I-.in
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CONTINENTAL TIRE EXHIBIT

makers of Reliance have brought out a new

plug to be sold for considerably less, called

the J. D. '

The Auto-Contact battery box, exhibited

at Chas. J. Downing’s spaCe, is designed to

hold dry cells and to connect them in va

rious series and multiple series combina

tions without employing wires. The con

tacts are made through the agency of stiff

copper flat springs which are attached to

the box lid. \Nhen closed these metal sur

faces bear on the battery terminals while

the nature of the connection is controlled

through the agency of two switches con

tained within the box. The claim is made

that with this battery case there will be no

batteries improperly connected, no loose or

broken connections, no accidental short cir

cuits and that the cells can not be improp

erly placed. The box is made of metal and

is in several sizes and colors.

A simple and effective lock switch for at

tachment to the coil box has been produced

by the Safety Device Co., of Indianapolis.

The appliance consists of a Yale lock and a

two-way switch for use in connection with

two sets of batteries or for a battery circuit

and a magneto. The possessor of the key

can use either of the circuits, but when the

lock is closed and the key not at hand, it

is impossible to make use of either circuit

without destroying the coil. The device

may be attached to any coil and is also ap

plicable to electric vehicles.

Of the Patterson wireless dry battery

holder, exhibited by Stanley & Patterson,

of New York, the chief feature is the molded

rubber composition plate which forms the

top and into which as been inco'porated

threaded sockets to receive the cells. Each

threaded socket or cell receptacle is pro

vided with an automatic bridge of heavy

spring copper. To connect the cells one

need only screw them into the receptacles

and proper contact is made. If for any

reason it is desired to reduce the number of

units'the required number of cells may be

screwed out a turn or two and the series

contact between the other cells will be

maintained through the automatic bridge.

N0 wiring is employed and no operation is

required to connect the cells other than the

‘simple act of screwing into the receptacles.

By an ingenious device, which also is pro

tected from moisture, it is possible without

opening the box to obtain any combination

of connections which may be desired. By

altering the position of a thumb screw a

series connection, a multiple-series, or half

the cells, with the balance in reserve, may

instantly be obtained. Cells with the neces

sary screw tops can now be obtained from

most battery makers, it is claimed.

The dry cells of the Eastern Carbon Co.

have been familiar to patrons of automobile

shows for several years, but this year the

company showed something new. The in

novation takes the form of a square cards

board box which is now supplied to who

ever prefers it to the conventional round

jacket formerly used. The advantage of the

square box is that it prevents the,cells from

turning and that it keeps the battery in the

position in which the user places it.

Despite the fact that in the field of car

buretters the Stromberg is known as “the

one with a glass float chamber,” this trans

parent feature is one of the least important

of the claims put forward by the Stromberg

Motor Devices Co., of Chicago. This car‘

buretter is of the float feed type and in

demonstrating it to the public, the exhibit

ors called attention to the fact that the in

strument contains a fine woven wire gauge

through which the gasolene must pass be

fore entering the float chamber. The gauze

serves as a separator and prevents the in

troduction of water into the motor cylinders.

The usual form of needle valve to control

the gasolene flow is employed, but the

J. S. BRETZ CO.'S EXHIBIT

needle has an unusual feature in that the

upper part of it is surrounded by a spiral

spring which tends to keep it from being

jounced out of its seat and assists in main

taining a constant level. On the top of the

float chamber, on the outside, is incorpor

ated an adjusting screw by means of which

the gasolene level can be altered. This

adjustment is of special value on force feed

cars where it tends to encourage the fuel

consumption by maintaining a constant level

under conditions of pressure. The gasolene

passages throughout the carburetter are

accessible from the outside, opportunity be

ing given by this arangement for cleaning

by removing threaded plugs. The spray

nozzle is not adjustable, the fixed opening

having been designed for duty without re

course to the familiar needle-valve adjust

ment. Through a choked air passage that

creates a high velocity of air at all speeds

the gasolene is drawn from the nozzle in

ratio to the speed of the motor. This fea

ture is responsible for the ease with which

an engine can be started. The spray, as it

leaves the nozzle, falls on a wall heated by a

water jacket surrounding the wall. The

result is immediate vaporization. The aux

iliary air is introduced through this heated

chamber by means of a valve controlled by

two springs, one spring operating at low

speed and the other drawn into action at

high speed. The entire instrument is highly

finished and with its glass housing around

the float chamber. presents an attractive

appearance.

A two port carburetter made in various

sizes made the sole exhibit of the Allen

Fire Department Supply Co., of Providence,

R. I. A horseshoe shaped cork float con

trols the gasolene level, a spray nozzle with

an adjustable needle valve regulates the

vaporizing and a sliding valve serves for

throttle control. A single port suffices fer

the air intake at low speeds while the open
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ing of the throttle brings the auxiliary into

St rvice and increases the speed of the motor.

The carburetter does not contain springs, a

diaphragm or sensitive valves. An' adjusta

ble low throttle varies the density of the

vapor according to the rpm. of the motor.

On the theory that vapor is more perfect

when the gasolene is drawn through a small

jet, two small rather than one large fuel

opening distinguishes the Economy car

buretter, invented by Adolph Saurer, of

Switzerland, and exhibited by Albert Otto,

of New York. A float chamber contains a

brass float which controls'the gasolene flow

through the usual needle valve medium.

The outlet from the float chamber is a

straight channel in the bottom of the mix

ing chamber. From this channel the two

jets rise, though in separate chambers. One

of the two jets or nozzles is in service when

ever the motor operates. When the open

ing of the throttle increases the speed of the

motor an automatic clock valve is caused

to open. bringing into service automatically

the second nozzle. The clock valve is con

trolled by a plunger in a dash pot working

against a spring.

In the improved \Vebster gasolene gauge,

disclosed at the stand of the Randell Faich

ney Co., of Boston. is found a method of

attachment obviating the use of the blow

torch or soldering iron, yet permitting an

entirely tight union which anyone can make

in a very few minutes. As an integral part

of the gauge base, near the dial, is arranged

a flange with slotted ends. Three holes are

drilled in the tank, the larger or center one

being for the body of the gauge, and two

smaller holes to coincide with the slotted

flange. Through the larger hole is inserted

a collapsible collar which when opened in

side the tank brings into position three

holes‘similar to those drilled in that re

ceptacle. The two end holes in this collar

are tapped for 10-24 machine screws With

the collar in place the screws are turned in,

first passing through a flexible gasket on

the outside of the tank. All that then re

mains to be done is to insert the gauge in

the tank, place the outer flanges so that the

screws pass through the slotted ends, tight

en the screws, and an air tight union is

effected. The gauge proper has not been

changed save in one important item, the

price. and this item has been reduced de

spite the improvement.

A new separator with simple mechan

ism developed com'ment at the exhibit of

the Austro-American Separator Co., of

Cleveland, O. The No-Shammy Automatic

Separator consists of a tubular compart

ment in which a float. so made that it is

lighter than wrter and heavier than gaso

lene. As water accumulates in the tube the

float rises until cccentrically a needle valve

enters its valve seat and shuts off the sup

ply from the tank. Opening a set cock in

the bottom of the float chamber draws off

the water, the float falls, the needle valve

opens and the contents of the tank may

again circulate. A small quantity of water

in the chamber does not affect the gasolene

which passes over the top of it, but when

the water has risen to an extent where a

little more would permit it to enter the

pipe leading to the carburetter the float

automatically checks the flow until the cham

ber is drained. Obviously the separator is

incorporated in the gasolene line, between

the tank and the carburetter.

GENERAL ACCESSORIES.

1n the general accessories the Gabriel

horns, cut-out valves and shock absorbers

made by the Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co., of

Cleveland, were conspicuous, the Gabriel

combination of some 39 separate horns oper

ated from a musical keyboard being one of

the big features of the show. In lamps the

Badger Brass Mfg. Co.’s exhibit was as

complete as could be found. The Besnard

system of lens and reflector arrangement

was shown in the larger types of the Ke

nosha company's "Solars" and the eclipsing

device for lessening the light when driving

On city streets was mounted for examina-'

tion. Charles E. Miller, the New York im

porter and jobber, in addition to a regular

line of accessories, offered a new automo

bile headlight of enormous candlepower, the

light being supplied by an incandescent man

tle heated by a gasolene flame.

In even so minor a thing as an oil gun,

the exhibits disclosed many detail improve~

ments. One of the newer types has a

hinged spout, which when turned up paral

. lel with the barrel closes a valve at the bot

tom and prevents any-outflow, but which in

action may be turned at right angles to the

barrel, to get into awkward places, or may

be extended straight down as in the or

dinary gun. The piston and plunger are

also devised so that with the spout turned

up, the gun may be carried full of oil in the

tcol kit, without danger of leakage. The

gun, which made its first appearance at the

show, has been named the Autocrat and was

among the specialties displayed by the

American Thermo-Ware Co., of New York.

A shock absorber exhibited by Ernest

Fientje, of Cambridge, Mass., consists of a

cylinder and piston made of prosphor

bronze, connected to the car by steel hang

ers. The cylinder is tubular shaped and

contains, in the larger size, a quart of glycer

ine. The piston is made with four holes

about M; in. in diameter, and two holes

about half that size drilled through it. Over

the larger holes caps are arranged which

permit the gl'ycerine to freely pass through

on the downward motion of the body but

which close on the recoil. The smaller

holes are always open. The absorber is to

be attached to the body of the car and the

axles. When a jounce is encountered the

downward movement is not checked unless

the action is violent, when it is quickly

overcome. At the rebound of the body the

larger holes in the piston are automatically

closed so that the glycerine is permitted to

return to its storage chamber through only

15 per cent. of its channels, causing the

body of the car to rise slowly and grad

ually. The operation of the device is noise

less and all parts are sufficiently strong for

their work. The absorber is made in two

sizes. ‘

The Joyce-Cridland telescoping motor

jack, shown by the Joyce—Cridland Co., of

New York, consists of two screws, one in

side the other, both screws operate at the

same time, permitting twice as much lift or

drop as the single screw jack to an equal

amount of handle motion. The handle.

which moves in a horizontal direction, is

equipped with a ratchet and the usual

ratchet control pawl. The inner, solid,

screw is made of high grade steel; the

outer, hollow, screw and the base are of

selected malleable iron;the base contains a

well of oil into which both screws dip when

not in use, lubricating them thoroughly and

adding to the life of the threads and mini

mizing friction.

A self-starter exhibited in connection with

the Sauer motor truck was offered as being

of unusual merit. To the chassis is attached

a long cylindrical pressure tank supplied by

an air compresser which, when needed, is

operated by the main driving shaft of the

car. From the tank a pipe conducts the air

to a manifold located on top of the engine.

The manifold has ducts leading to the cylin

iers and contains a four way valve, the

operation of which is controlled by the cam

shaft. When it is desired to start the motor

a lever attached to the dashboard is thrown

in position and air is released into the four

way valve which directs it into a cylinder,

starting the motor. The air pressure re

quired for the initial movement is very lit

tle. and the directing valve continues a dis

tribution of the air pressure to the cylin

ders until the lever is thrown out of posi~

tion and the normal function of the engine

crmmences. Throwing the same lever in

another position engages the air compres

sor, the tank is refilled until a gauge, lo

cated also on the dash, signifies a sufficient

storage, when the lever will discontinue

the action of the compressor. By throwing

the throttle lever past the "off" position,

the turning of the engine may be altered by

the shifting of the cam shaft and the cylin

ders made to act in compressing successive

charges of pure air drawn through a special

part in the intake connection, whereby any

desired amount of braking effort may be

secured and the cylinders given the addi

tional benefit of a thorough scavenging.

Suggesting in appearance a cross between

some kind of a hand truck and an equally

queer 100king amusement device, the "Auto

Creeper," brought from Syracuse by The

Brown Co., of that city, was explained to

be a useful appliance for anyone who has to

crawl under a car to do repair work. The

‘Creeper" is about 4 feet long and 2 feet

wide. It is composed of 5 wooden slats

laid on two cross beams, castors are set in

the braces and the whole thing is only 4

inches high. Its purpose is to provide easy

access to the under parts of the car with
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out requiring the repair man to crawl

through or lie in any grease which may be

there. He has but to lie on the creeper,

roll it and himself under the car and work

from a more advantageous position than is

pcssible when lying on the floor.

In the S. P. R. muffler cut-out the valve

is made to open against the exhaust pres

sure, instead of with it as is the usual cus

tom ahd often the cause of leaks. The cut

out is attached by clamping it in position

so that the body covers the space in the

bottom of the exhaust pipe where a piece

has been sawed from the pipe near the muf

fler. This method of attachment does away

with the necessity of removing the exhaust

pipe for the purpose of attaching. The

body of the cut-out forms a p0cket into

which much of the residue from the engine

falls and this is forced out when the cut

out is opened instead of finding lodgment

in the muffler. The action of the muffler

can be directed by a foot pedal. The de

vice was shown by the S. B. R. Specialty

Co., of New York.

When it becomes necessary to inject five

or ten pounds of heavy grease into a trans

mission case which is provided with only

a very small opening, it is necessary either

to remove the upper half of the case or in

ject the lubricant by means of a grease gun.

The latter method is the simplest. but the

difficulty with it lies in the fact that it is

ar inconvenient and slow operation to load

the gun with the grease. In the Tuckahoe

gun a means of instantly filling the maga

zine, even with the heaviest grease. has been

devised. When it is desired to fill the inner

chamber it may be easily removed and

plunged into the grease, the piston is forced

back by the entering charge. the air is ex

pelled and the chamber fills. It then is re

placed in the outer shell and operated in

the usual manner. It is a cleverly 'worked

out device and was shown by the Rubly

Mfg. Co., of New York.

In the improved washer shown for the

first time by the I. J. Smith Mfg. Co., of

New York, the long pipe through which the

water is conducted to the hose has the usual

free circular movement, but it differs from

the former type in that the pipe extends in

the opposite direction considerably beyond

the pivot on which it is hung. thus permit

ting the introduction of a counter balance

which maintains the arm in a horizontal po

sition when not in use. When it is desired

to wash a car the attendant puts a slight

strain on the hose, the pipe arm is inclined

and the inclination opens a valve permit

ting the flow of water. The radius of the

arm is sufficiently great to deliver a stream

to any part of a vehicle without moving the

latter, and the automatic cut-out serves to

economize on the' water by preventing

waste when the apliance is not in actual use.

A dash shield with the lower section in

clined toward the driver and the upper sec

tion in the usual perpendicular position was

put in new by the E. T. Burrowes Co., of

Portland, Me. In addition to the protecting

qualities the shield has additional desira

ble features in that the slant of the lower

section of the shield adds to the appearance

of the vehicle and reduces the wind resist

ance to a marked degree. The shield has

no bars across the glass and no extended

supporting rods in front. There is nothing

to rattle, yet it may readily be padded up

or used in various positions. The exhibit

contains also the Burrowes spare wheel and

Burrowes number plate hangers.

PARTS AND MATERIALS.

For the eye of the manufacturer and the

designer the offerings of special parts and

materials covered an extensive range, from

the steel frames of A. C. Smith and Driggs

Seabury down to the finishing fittings for

bodies. Special metals were the subject of

several exhibits. the different alloys offered
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being characterized by individual merits of

a nature to invite their use for this or that

purpose. The display of the American Ball

Bearing Co., of Cleveland, 0., included front

tubular and I-beam axles complete with

hubs, the latter fitted with either the com

pany's own make of Z-point ball bearings or

with annular bearings of German manufac

ture. A complete line of bevel and chain

drive rear axles was also shown. some of

these being fitted with the 2-point bearings

and others with the German annular bear

ings throughout, and still others fitted with

roller bearings. One of the newer produc

tions was a novel steel jacketed rear axle

with planetary transmission, having auto

matic clutches all running in oil. In fact the

steel jacketed rear axles shown deserved

particular attention. The housings for both

the differentials and the drive shafts were

drawn from sheet metal. Some of the axles

were fitted with short drive shaft for two

universals and others with an extended shaft

for one universal. In some cases the axles

were shown with the adapter for receiv

ing sliding gear transmission by bolting on

at the upper end of the drive shaft. The

display combination of the newer types with

some of the standard axles which have been

made by the company for well known cars

for several years, revealed how much the

automobile manufacturers lean on outside

assistance.

The great amount of publicity that had

been given the new pressed steel rear axles

of the Timken Roller Bearing Axle Co., of

Canton, 0., made these the subject of

prompt inspection by inquirers in a position

to contemplate their use as well as by the

merely academic investigators. The feature

of the steel casing which forms the housing

is that it is one piece extending from hub to

hub, tubular at and near the ends and taper

ing up to an enlarged globular center to

receive the gear carrier. The latter, which

contains the differential, bevel gear, pinion

and all bearings, may be removed bodily

from the axle proper without in any way

affecting the latter and while the car rests

on its own axle, if desired. Adjustment,

which is provided for all bearings. can be

accomplished entirely from the outside. The

one piece steel housing is so designed that

it is of gradually increasing strength to

ward the center of the axle and all sudden

changes in strength of cross secti..n have

been eliminated. Consequently the usual

truss rod can be done away with, improving

the looks of the axle very materially. The

axles are made in two sizes, of either the

fixed hub or full floating type. The smaller

size is made with long driving shaft and

concentric enclosing tube. The Timken

roller hearings were shown in a number of

other axle and hub combinations.

Axles and bearings were also the elements

0: the exhibit made by the Standard Roller

Bearing Co., of Philadelphia. An extensive

variety of ball bearings was shown, of both

the full and silent type, sets for some of the

prominent cars which equip with Standard

bearings being mounted under glass in suit

able frames. Roller bearings had as the

leader the new, improved Grant bearing,

which is made interchangeable with any

other form of conical or tapered roller hear

ing, while the new annular roller bearing

was represented, the latter being inter

changeable with the principal standard sizes

of annular ball bearings. Thrust bearings,

too, were offered. In the axle display the

Standard three speed transmission axle was

featured. In this the transmission is mount

ed on the rear axle within the same housing

as the differential mechanism, comprising

with the axle itself and its anchorage to the

sub-frame of the car a very neat arrange

ment. Special axles as made to manufac

turers’ orders were likewise mounted on the

display rack.

The many uses of Parsons' manganese

bronze in front axle castings, steering gear

castings, housings, brake banks, engine

frames, lamp brackets, differential gear

cases, transmission gear cases, levers and

other parts were forcefully presented by the

\‘Villiam Cramp & Sons Ship and Engine

Building Co., of Philadelphia. Some of the

larger specimens of rear axle housings cast

in this metal were very remarkable. Bear
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ing castings of Parsons' white brass were

likewise on view.

Steering, transmission and differential

gears were plentiful. In steering gears the

very newest to be disclosed was the product

of the Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co., of Wor

cester, Mass. In general principle it con

sists of a bevel pinion at the bottom of the

steering pillar, the pinion engaging a geared

ring which when rotated actuates the rock

ing arm. The Brown-Lipe Gear Co., of

Syracuse, N. Y., revealed a new model trans

mission gear, together with its established

line of older models in both progressive and

selective types. The company’s differen

tials and steering gears were displayed in

several styles, as usual. The Warner Gear

Co., of Muncie, Ind., in a comprehensive ex

hibit offered among other things a trans

mission and clutch group of radical design.

The transmission is mounted and supported

on the case surrounding the forward end of

the propeller shaft, doing away entirely with

any frame or sub-frame support. The trans

mission has the disc clutch unit contained

therein, getting all the benefits of unit con

struction and at the same time avoiding put

ting the weight on the rear axle. The ar

rangement makes it possible to have the

propeller shaft casing serve the triple pur

pose of radius rod, torque and support for

the gear case.

Power plants of several makes were

staged, the Rutenber motors of the Western

Motor Co., of Logansport, lnd., being to

the forefront. Three models of the four

cylinder Rutenbers were shown and a six

eylinder 50 horsepower model. The radia

tor displays were not lacking. The Briscoe

Mfg. Co., of Detroit and Newark, had a

strong exhibit, a new radiator of the square

effect Mercedes type being featured. Chains

for all claSSes of service were offered by

Charles E. Miller, of New York, with the

famous Brampton line; by the Whitney

Mfg. Co., of Hartford, Conn., with the nu

merous types of Whitneys, and by the Dia

mond Chain and Mfg. Co., of Indianapolis,

Ind.

THE SCLEROSCOPE A FEATURE.

Sensational among the show exhibits was

an instrument called the Shore “Sclero

scope” for measuring the hardness of met

als and the physical properties of materials

such as rubber, fabric and other compo

nents of things used in automobile practice.

Because of the technical nature of the in

strument, probably the best presentation of

its character and purpose is that offered by

its manufacturers, which is in part as fol

lows:

“As hardness is not an energy like heat,

it could not act on or move an indicator un

less energy is externally applied or stored

up in the indicator. This is the underlying

principle of the scleroscope, and the process

is as follows: A tiny little plunger weigh

ing about one-twelfth of an ounce is allowed

to drop less than a foot in height inside of

a highly polished glass tube on to the

metal to be tested. The plunger or drop

hammer has a diamond set in its striking

point which enables it to slightly penetrate

the hardest steel for an unlimited number of

times. This penetration is simply nervous

touch carried out very far and is for the

purpose of getting the metal’s own expres

sion of its physical hardness or rigidity.

When thus the drop hammer strikes a metal,

it has stored up in it a certain amount of
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energy—enough to make it rebound almost

the full height of the fall, provided none at

all is absorbed by the metal or other sub

stance. However, this is not possible, for

there is always some energy lost due tolthe

yielding of the material. Softer metals

naturally yield more than hard ones and

thus we come to be able to get responses

from different metals with such a contriv

ance as the instrument in question, and it is

very clear that the higher the rebound of

the indicator hammer the greater must be

the actual hardness of the metal. In addi

tion to the energy absorption hypothesis, it

has also been found that the harder the

metal or other substance, the greater is its

recuperative power after having caused a

permanent deformation and its is this re

euperative effort on the part of the metal

struck that serves to throw up the indicator

hammer to heights equal to the hardness of

the metal. The recuperative power of a

metal is not elasticity or resiliency.

“When soft lead is struck by this instru—

ment, an indentation is made which if imi

tated by putting a steady weight on the

same point, would require about twelve

pounds. As the metals under test are

harder, the weight must be greater, until

when hard steel is reached more than a hun

dred pounds are required. As the area of

the point is very small it will be seen that

when these weights are multiplied by the

said area enormous pressures are obtained.

The actual striking force of the_little drop

hammer is thus estimated to be from thirty

thousand to five .hundred thousand pounds

per square inch, or in the latter case over

twenty thousand times its own weight.

“Hardness of a material having been duly

measured, it is very easy to ascertain the

other important properties of a metal by

indirect methods, and when no further test

ing by expensive machinery is required.

Hardness, multiplied by the degrees of flex

ure in bending a strip of metal until it be

gins to take on a permanent set, gives the

approximate strength and elastic limit,

while hardness multiplied by ductility, the

total amount of bending in degrees, gives

the ultimate strength."

The device was exhibited by the Shore

Instrument & Mfg. Co., of New York. It

is the invention of Albert F. Shore. who has

developed in connection with it a number

of valuable formulae for determining the

qualities of various metals and materials.

The attention it attracted from engineers

and technical experts indicated how largely

the latter are studying the problems of ma

terial selection.

 

Ramblers at a "Private" Show.

Among the several “private” shows which

are being held this week, is that staged at

the headquarters of the New York branch of

Thomas B. Jefi‘ery & Co., 3840 West Sixty

second street. With interior and exterior

handsomely decorated with American flags.

hunting and evergreens, this exclusive ex

hibit is one to cause many a passer-by to

pause, while the “Welcome to our Show”

sign at the door is a cordial invitation to

step inside. On the grade floor are dis

played the various Rambler models in tour

ing, roadster, runabout and close-coupled

body mountings. They include a Model

“44” close-coupled touring car, a spacious

seven-seated Model “45,” Model "35" shown

in close-coupled and five-passenger styles,

and two specimens of the popular two-cyl

inder opposed, 22 horsepower model.

A polished 35 horsepower chassis

sectioned to reveal the working of

the parts, and beautifully executed, adds an

effective finish to the array, while the new

Rambler spare wheel, which is now a part

of the regular equipment is a feature of

practical interest. The exhibition will be

continued at the salesroom until the close

of the Madison Square show, January 23.
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Atlas

Austin

Summary of Automobile Exhibits, Including Exclusive and New Features

Acme Motor Cor Co., Reading, Pa. .~\cme

gasolene cars. One 45 h.p. 6 cylinder

touring car, one 45 h.p. 6 cylinder tour

about, one 40 h.p. 4 cylinder tourabout.

American Motor Car Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

American Roadster gasolene cars. Three

60 h.p. 4 cylinder roadsters, one 4 cylin

der touring‘car. On two roadster models

wheels enlarged to 40 inches diameter.

Exclusive feature: Under-slung frame, low

center of gravity, clearance 12 inches.

Motor Car Co., Springfield, Mass.

Atlas (Z-cycle) gasolene cars. One 30

h.p. 3 cylinder touring car, one 30 h.p.

3 cylinder runabout, one 20 h.p. 2 cylinder

runabout, one 20 h.p. 2 cylinder taxicab,

one 20 hp 2 cylinder delivery wagon.

New models have centrifugal pump in

stead of thermo-syphon cooling, geared

instead of belt driven fan. Atwater-Kent

ignition system, sliding gear transmis

510115. Exclusive feature, construction of

2-cycle motor.

Automobile Co.. Grand Rapids,

Mich. Austin gasolene cars. One 6090

h.p. 6 cylinder touring car, one 60-90 h.p.

6 cylinder limousine, one 4550 h.p. 6 cyl

inder touring car with close-coupled body,

latter model new this year. Exclusive

feature, demountable baby tonneau or

rumble showing no separation.

Benz Auto Import Co., of America, New

York City. Benz gasolene cars. One 40

h. . 4 cylinder limousine. shaft drive; one
40p h.p. chassis, chain drive, and Grand

Prize 120 h.p. racer. Special feature:

demountable limousine.

Brewster 8: Co., New York City. Delau

nay-Belleville gasolene cars. One 25-40

h.p. 6 cylinder chassis, one 10-15 h.p. 4

cylinder chassis, one 20-30 h.p. 4 cylin

,der landaulette. New 6 cylinder model.

Ignition changed from make-and‘break

to Bosch, and chain drive changed to

shaft. Cylinders on light models cast

_ en bloc.

Brush Runabout Co., Detroit, Mich. Brush

gasolene cars. Two 7 h.pv 1 cylinder run

abouts, one 7 h.p. 1 cylinder delivery

wagon and “New York to San Francisco”

runabout. New multiple disc clutch,

planetary change gear and carburetter.

Exclusive feature: use of wood in frame

and axles, spiral springs, change gear de—

sign.

Buckeye Mfg. Co., Anderson, Ind. Lam

bert gasolene cars. One 35 h.p. 4 cylinder

touring car, one 35 h.p. 4 cylinder road

ster, one 28 h.p. 4 cylinder baby tonneau,

one 28 h.p. chassis, one 20 h.p. 2 cylinder

runabout. Latter model entirely new.

All friction driven. Silent chainand in

ternal expanding brakes new feature. Ex

clusive feature: friction transmission.

C. V. G. Import Co., New York City.

C. G. V. gasolene cars. One 2030 hp. 4

cylinder, chain drive limousine; one 12

15 h.p. 4 cylinder chassis. shaft-drive; one

12-15 h.p. 4 cylinder runabout, one 8-10

2 cylinder town car. The two lighter

models new this year. Exclusive feature:

radiator mounted in dash with fan en

closed.

Cartercar Co.. Pontiac. Mich. Cartcrcar

gasolene cars. One 24 h.p. 2 cylinder

touring car. one 24 h.p. 2 cylinder coupe,

inside driven; one 24 h.p. 2 cylinder chas

sis, one 18 h.p. 2 cylinder runabout, lat

ter model new this year. All friction

i. Exclusive feature: dustproof chain

case.

Chadwick Engineering Works; Pottstown,

Pa. Chadwick Great Six gasolene cars.

One 60 h.p. 6 cylinder touring car. one 60

h.p. 6 cylinder racing runabout, one 6

cylinder-chassis. New features. internal

expanding clutch and magneto self-start

 

ing device. Exclusive feature: copper

water jackets.

Dayton Motor Car Co., Dayton, 0. Stod‘

dard-Dayton gasolene cars. One 4045

CENSUS OF THE SHOW.

Total Exhibitors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 277

Cars 77; Accessories . . . . .. 200

PLEASURE CARS.

Gasolene:

One cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11

Two cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30

Two cylinder (2-cycle) . . . . . . 2

Three cylinder (2-cyc1e). . . .. 2

Four cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 136

Six cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21

Total Gasolene Pleasure . . . . . . . . .. 202

Steam cars 3

Total Pleasure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 205

TouringCars......... 66

Enclosed Cars .. . . .. .. 50

Runabouts . . . . . . . . . . . . 36

Roads-ers . . . . . . . . . . . . 34

High-wheeled Motor

Buggies .; . . . . . . . . .. 14

Racing type . . . . . . . . . . 5

Chassis:

One cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

Two cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8

Four cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 29

Four cylinder (2-cycle) . . . . . . 2

Sixcylinder............... 5

Total -Chassis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45

Air-cooled cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 17

Water-cooled cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 185

COMMERCIAL CARS.

Gasolene:

One cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

Two cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 14

Two cylinder (2-cycle) . . . . .. 2

Three cylinder (2-cycle) 3

Four cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7

Total Gasolene . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 27

Electric 8

Total CommercialCommercial Chassis .. . . . . . . . . 2

Total Gasolene Vehicles . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 229

Total Steam Vehicles 3

Total Electric Vehicles .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 8

Total all Vehicles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 240

h.p. 4 cylinder touring car, one 40-45 h.p.

4 cylinder limousine, one 30-35 h.p. 4 cyl

inder touring car, one 4045 h.p. 4 cylin

toy tonneau, one 25 h.p. 4 cylinder run

about. one 4045 h.p. 4 cylinder chassis.

New models have water jackets or steel

instead of copper; 4 cam gears instead of

5; gear shift outside of frame. Exclusive

feature: only difference between models is

in size. Design identical throughout line.

De Dion Bouton Selling Branch, New York

City. De Dion Bouton gasolene cars.

Two 8 h.p. 1 cylinder runabouts, one 8

h.p. 1 cylinder taxicab, one 12 h.p. 4 cyl

inder landaulet, one 18 h.p. 4 cylinder

limousine, one 1 cylinder chassis. Ex

clusive feature: transversal cardan shaft

on rear axle.

Delahaye Import Co., New York City.

Delahaye gasolene cars. One 35 h.p. 4

cylinder touring car, one 35 h.p. 4 cylin

der runabout, one 1214 h.p. 2 cylinder

town'car (shaft drive), one 12-14 h.p. 2

cylinder chassis, one 16-18 h.p. 4 cylinder

runabout, one 35 h.p. 4 cylinder chassis.

All chain-drive except town car. Exclus

ive feature: Delahaye demountable rim.

De Luxe Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

DcLuxe gasolene cars. One 4 cylinder

touring car, one 4 cylinder limousine, one

4 cylinder close coupled tourabout—all

50-60 h.p.; one 4 cylinder chassis. Exclus

ive feature: rear axle construction.

Fiat Automobile Co., New York City. Fiat

gasolene cars. One 40 h.p. 4 cylinder

landaulet, chain drive; one 25 h.p. 4 cyl

inder runabout, shaft drive; one 18 h.p. 4

cylinder town car, shaft drive; one 12

h.p. 4 cylinder landaulet, shaft drive; one

12 h.p. chassis, shaft drive; one 18 h.p. 4

cylinder chassis, shaft drive; one 40 h.p.

4 cylinder chassis, chain drive; one 45

h.p. 6 cylinder chassis, chain drive; one

45 h.p. 4 cylinder chassis, chain drive.

Five of the seven models are shaft driv

en. Also five of the seven models are

now fitted with Bosch high tension mag

neto.

Ford Motor Co., Detroit, Mich. Ford gas

olene cars. One 4 cylinder touring car.

one 4 cylinder coupe. one 4 cylinder town

car, one 4 cylinder roadster, one 4 cylin

der taxicab—all 20 h.p. Roadster model

entirely new design. Exclusive features:

cylinders cast en bloc, control on left

side, new clutch, magneto in fiy wheel,

vanadium steel construction.

Gaeth Automobile Co., Cleveland. 0.

Gaeth gasolene cars. One 35-40 h.p. 4

cylinder touring car, one 35-40 h.p. 4 cyl

inder tourabout, one 3540 h.p. chassis.

Exclusive features: “V” shaped folding

wind shield, patent ratchet automatic self—

finding gear-shift; contracting band

clutch, make-andbreak ignition.

Holsman Automobile Co.. Chicago, Ill.

Holsman gasolene motor buggies. One

26 h.p. 4 cylinder surrey. one 26 h.p.

coupe. one 12% h.p. 2 cylinder delivery

wagon. 1,000 lbs. capacity. All friction

chain drive. air-cooled, high wheels. Ex

clusive features: direct transmission from

engine shaft to rear wheels by friction

chain; motor construction.

Hol-Tan Co., New York Cit . Lancia gas'

olene cars. One 25 h.p. cylinder chas

sis, one 18 h.p. 4 cylinder chassis. one 18

h.p. touring car and 18 h.p. 4 cylinder

Lancia “Lampo,” Savannah racer; two

18 h.p. 4 cylinder landaulets.

Hotchkiss Import Co., New York City.

Hotchkiss gasolene cars. One 65 h.p. 6

cylinder toy tonneau. one 45 h.p. 4 cylin»

der toy tonneau, one 1620 h.p. 4 cylinder

limousine.

Isotta Import Co.. New York City lsotta

Fraschini gasolcne cars. One 20 hp. 6

cylinder town car landaulet. one

1420 h.p. 4 cylinder limousine, one

40—45h .p. 4 cylinder limousine, one 18-24

h.p. 4 cylinder brougham, one 50-65 h.p.

4 cylinder tourabout. one 5065 h.p. 4 cyl

inder L. 1. Sweepstakes racer, and one

50-65 h.p. Briarcliff racer. New feature:

shaft drive on 4045 h.p. model.

Iackson Motor Co., Jackson. Mich. Jack

' son gasolene carsv One 4045 h.p. 4 cyl»
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inder touring car, one 35 h.p. 4 cylinder

touring car, one 35 h.p. 4 cylinder tour

about, one 20 h.p. 2 cylinder tourabout

wrth detachable baby tonneau, one 4045

h.p. 4 cylinder chassis, one 3: h.p. 4 cyl

inder chassis. The 35 h.p. model new

this year and has cylinders cast in pairs;

other models individual cylinders. On

4045 h.p. model, foot accelerators and

lovy tension Splitdorf ignition, new de

tai s.

Lorraine-Dietrich Import Co., New York

City. De Dietrich and Mercedes gasolene

cars. De Dietrich—One 40-50 h.p. 4 cyl

inder touring car, one 40-50 h.p. 4 cylin

der roadster, one 40-50 h.p. 4 cylinder

chassis, one 2030 limousine. Mercedes—

One 35 h.p. 4 cylinder folding limousine.

Lane Motor Vehicle Co., Poughkeepsie, N

Y. Lane steam cars. One 30 h.p. road

ster, one 20 h.p. touring car, one 20 h.p.

runabout.

Marion Motor Car Co., Indiana olis, Ind.

Marion gasolene cars. One 2-35 4 cyl

inder toy tonneau, one 32-35 h.p. chassis.

Selective instead of progressive type

change gear; magneto and dry cells in

place of accumulator. Exclusive feat

ure: axle mounted change gear.

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co., Tarrytown, N.

Y. Maxwell gasolene cars. One 30 h.p.

4 cylinder limousine, one 30 h.p. 4 cylin

der touring car, one 30 h. p. 4 cylinder

roadster, one 20 h.p. 2 cylinder touring

car, one 14 h.p. 2 cylinder runabout, one

10 h.p. 2 cylinder runabout. one 30 h.p.

4 cylinder chassis, one 10 h.p. 2 cylinder

chassis, one 20 h.p. 2 cylinder delivery

wagon and one 3 cylinder 9-passengcr

drag “built by J. W. Wilkins in 1876."

Magneto and full elliptic springs on all

1909 models except 10 h.p.; latter new

model this year.

McIntyre Company, W. H., successors to

Kiblinger Co., Auburn, Ind. McIntrye

gasolene auto buggies. One 16 h.p. 2

cylinder opposed runabout, one 12 h.p.

2 cylinder runabout, one 16 h.p. 2 cylinder

surrey, one 16 h.p. 2 cylinder delivery

wagon, 1,000 lbs. capacity; one 28 h.p.

4 cylinder vertical. All models air-cooled

and 12 and 16 h.p. have offset cylinders.

Entire line new models this year.

Midland Motor Car Co., Moline, Ill. Midv

land gasolene cars. One 3035 h.p. 4 cyl

inder touring car. Rear axle full floating

instead of semi-floating, magneto equip

ment.

Mitchell Motor Car Co., Racine, Wis.

Mitchell gasolene cars. One 40 h.p. 4

cylinder touring car, one 30 h.p. 4 cylinder

runabout, one 20 h.p. runabout. one 20

h.p. 4 cylinder roadster. Thirty and 40

h.p. models now have magneto; 40 hp

has full floating rear axle.

Moline Automobile Co., East Moline, lll.

Moline gasolene cars. One 35-40 h?

4 cylinder baby tonneau, one 4

h.p. 4 cylinder baby tonneau. Dou

ble ignition system on 3035 model.

new cork insert clutch, shaft or double

chain drive on 24 h.p., former giving 14

inches clearance.

Moon Motor Car Co., St. Louis, Mo. Moon

gasolene cars. One 30 h.p. 4 cylinder

landaulet, one 30 h.p. baby tonneau, one

30 h.p. roadster. Exclusive feature: new

magneto self-starting device.

Mora Motor Car Co., Newark, N. J. Mora

gasolene cars. One 42-50 h.p. 6 cylinder

touring car. one 42-50 hp. 6 cylinder

“Racytype.” one 24-28 4 cylinder road

ster. one 2428 4 cylinder “Racytype,” one

2428 h.p. 4 cylinder limousine. one 2428

h.p. chassis. Selective instead of progres~

sive change gear, frame pressed steel in<

stead of armored wood. The 24-28 h.p.

model new.

Nordyke & Marmon,

Oakland Motor Car Co., Pontiac,

Overland Automobile

Reo Motor Car Co., Lansing, Mich.

National Motor Vehicle Co., Indianapolis,

Ind. National gasolene cars. One

h.p. 6 cylinder touring car, one 40 h.p. 4

cylinder touring car, one 30 h.p. 4 cylinder

touring car. The latter model new. New

crank case oiler and increased tire sizes

on old models. Exclusive features: dou

ble ignition, ball bearing crank shaft,

floating rear axle.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Marmon gasolene cars. One 50 h.p. 4

cylinder touring car, one 32 h.p. 4 cylin

der touring car, one 32 h.p. 4 cylinder

roadster, one 32 h.p. coupe, one 32 h.p.

chassis. All motors water cooled, special

double internal expanding brake, pressed

steel brake drums, Bosch ignition, one

set plugs. Exclusive feature: rear axle,

design, easily removable differential and

transmission, axle mounted change gear

group.

Mich.

Oakland gasolene cars. One 40 h.p. 4

cylinder touring car. one 40 h.p. 4 cylin

der roadster, one h.p. 4 cylinder run

about, one 20 h.p. 2 cylinder touring car,

one 20 h.p. 2 cylinder roadster, one 20

h.p. 2 cylinder landaulet. The 40 h.p.

models new. New pressure feed lubrica

tion, and clutch on 20 h.p. car. Exclusive

feature: change gear control and engine

balancing system. _ .

Co., Indianapolis.

Ind. Overland gasolene cars. One 45

h.p. 6 cylinder baby tonneau, one 30 h.p.

4 cylinder runabout. one 30 h.p. 4 cylin

der touring car, one 30 h.p. 4 cylinder in

side drive coupe. High tension magneto

used instead of accumulator; selective or

planetary transmission optional on 4 cyl

inder cars; 6 cylinder model new this

year. Exclusive feature: pedal control

only on smaller model.

Panhard & Levassor, New York City. Pan—

hard gasolene cars. One 6580 h.p. 6 cyl

inder tourabout, one 35-45 h.p. 4 cylinder

limousine, one 18-30 h.p. 4 cylinder limou

sine, one 18-30 h.p. 4 cylinder landaulet,

one 15-20 h.p. 4 cylinder landaulet.

Pennsylvania Auto Motor Co., Bryn Mawr.

P-a. Pennsylvania gasolene cars. One 6

cylinder 75 h.p. baby tonneau, one cyl

inder 25 h.p. landaulet, two 4 cylinder

touring cars, one 25, one 50 h.p.; one 50

h.p. chassis. Six cylinder model new.

Premier Motor Car Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Premier Gasolene cars. One 45 h.p. cyl

inder touring car, one 30 h.p. 4 cylinder

touring car, Premier “Century” roadster.

one 30 h.p. 4 cylinder chassis. New de

mountable clutch, three-quarter ' elliptic

springs, larger wheel bases.

Regal Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich. Regal

gasolene cars. One 30 h.p. 4 cylinder

touring car, one 30 hp. 4 cylinder run

about, one 30 h.p. 4 cylinder chassis.

Horsepower increased from 25 to 30;

transmission selective; new double igni

tion system.

Renault Freres Agency, New York City.

Renault gasolene cars. One 3545 4

cylinder roadster, one 30 h.p. 4 cylinder

special roadster. one 2030 4 cylinder lan

daulet, one 10-14 h.p. 4 cylinder town car,

one 8-10 h.p. 2 cylinder taxicab, one 8-10

h.p. 2 cylinder voiturette, one 35-45 h.p.

4 cylinder chassis. The 20-30 and 35-45

models are equipped with special self

starting device.

Reo

gasolene cars. Two 22 h.p. 2 cylinder

touring cars, two 12 h.p. 1 cylinder run

abouts, one 2 h.p. 2 cylinder runabout,

one 22 h.p. 2 cylinder chassis. Drop

forged front axle new design; radiator

arranged so as to fill without lifting hood.

Simplex Motor Car Co., Mishawaka. Wis.

American Simplex (2-cycle) gasolene cars.

Two 50 h.p. 4 cylinder touring cars, one

50 h.p. 4 cylinder chassis. Exclusive feat

ures, engine design, axle mounted change

gear, extended use of ball bearings.

\Nelch Motor Car Co., Pontiac and Detroit,

Mich. Welch gasolene cars. One 75

h.p. 6 cylinder baby tonneau, victoria

top, one 75 h.p. 6 cylinder limousine, two

50 h.p. 4 cylinder touring cars. The 6

cylinder model is new. New transmis

ston system.

York Motor Car Co., York, Pa. Pullman

gasolene cars. One 40 h.p. 4 cylinder

touring car, one 40 h.p. 4 cylinder road—

ster. one 30 h.p. 4 cylinder touring car,

one 20 h.p. baby tonneau, one 20 h.p. 4

cylinder runabout. The 40 h.p. models

have full floating roller bearing rear axle;

new oiler enabling regulation of height

of splash system; all except 20 h.p. have

Bosch magneto.

Allen-Kingston Motor Car Co., New York

City. Allen-Kingston gasolene cars. One

48 h.p. 4 cylinder chassis. Entirely new

model this year.

Benner Motor Car Co., New York City.

Benner gasolene cars. One 25-30 h.p. 6

cylinder runabout, one 25-30 h.p. 6 cylin

der chassis.

Black Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill. Black gaso

lene motor buggies. One 20 h.p. 2 cylin'

der surrey, one h.p. 2 cylinder road—

ster, one 14 h.p. 2 cylinder buggy one '40

h.p. 4 cylinder roadster, one 14 h.p. 2 cyl

inder chassis. Small cars now have off-set

cylinders instead of direct opposed; me

chanical oiler in place of pressure-feed,

magneto on large model. Exclusive feat

ure, new 40 h.p. -model highest powered

motor buggy on the market.

Bristol Engineering Corporation, Bristol,

Conn. Bristol gasolene cars. One 18-20

h.p. 4 cylinder landaulet, one 1820 h.p.

4 cylinder chassis. First time shown.

Exclusive feature: interchangeable design

of power and transmission units.

Cameron Motor Co., Beverly, Mass, and

New London, Conn. Cameron air-cooled

gasolene cars. One 3036 h.p. 6 cylinder

baby tonneau. one 2024 h.p. 4 cylinder

chassis, two 2024 h.p. 4 cylinder run

abouts, one 20-24 h.p. 4 cylinder touring

car. Steel frame now used instead of

wood; tubular axles, Remy low-tension

magneto; force feed oiler with geared

pump. Exclusive feature: axle mounted

change gear.

Cleveland Auto Cab Co., Geneva, 0. Ewing

gasolene cabs. One 20 h.p. 4 cylinder

taxicab. First time shown.

Coates-Goshen Automobile Co., Goshen, N.

Y. Coates-Goshen gasolene cars. One

32 h.p. 4 cylinder runabout, one 32 h.p.

4 cylinder landaulet. First time shown.

Exclusive features: use of ball and socket

joints on all connections; special torque

group.

Crawford Automobile Co., Ha erstown,

Md. Crawford gasolene cars. ne 20-25

h.p. 4 cylinder touring car, one 40 h.p. 4

cylinder touring car. 20-25 h.p. model is

new this year. Shaft drive.

' Gyroscope Automobile Co., New York City.

Gyroscope gasolene cars. One 18 h.p.

2 cylinder roadster. New roller bearing

crank shaft on 1909 model. Exclusive feat

ure: vertical crankshaft 0n opposed motor,

friction transmission, shaft drive.

Inter-State Automobile Co., Muncie', Ind.

Inter-State gasolene cars. One 35 h.p.

4 cylinder touring car, one 35 h.p. 4 cylin

der baby tonneau, one 35 h.p. 4 cylinder

tonneau. First time shown. Exclusive

feature: change gear and rear axle design.

Kissel Motor Car Co.. Hartford, Wis. Kis~

selkar gasolene cars. One 60 h.p. 6 cyl

inder touring car, one h.p. 4 cylinder

touring car, one 30 h.p. 4 cylinder touring
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car, one 30 h.p. 4 cylinder chassis. Dou

ble ignition applied to all 1909 models.

The McCue CO., Hartford, Conn. McCue

Hartford gasolene cars. One 30 h.p. 4

cylinder roadster, one 30 h.p. 4 cylinder

touring car. First time shown.

Middleby Automobile Co., Reading Pa.

Middleby gasolene cars. One 25 h.p. 4

cylinder roadster, one 25 h.p. 4 cylinder

runabout—both air-cooled. First time

shown. _

Omar Motor Co.. Newark, N. J. Brownie

kar gasolene cars (jevenile). Three 3 h.p.

1 cylinder 'runabouts. First time shown.

Reliable Dayton Motor Car Co., Chicago,

Ill. Reliable Dayton gasolene motor bug

gies. One 20 h.p. 2 cylinder surrey, one

15 h.p. 2 cylinder runabout, one 15 h.p. 2

cylinder chassis. The 20 h.p. model is

new this year. Exclusive feature: sliding

change gear design.

Schacht Mfg. Co., Cincinnati, 0. Schacht

gasolene motor buggies. One 20 h.p. 2

cylinder high wheel runabout, one 20 h.p.

2 cylinder low wheel chassis. The 1909

models have increased power. Exclusive

feature: friction change gear design.

Sharp-Arrow Automobile Co., Trenton. N.

J. Sharp-Arrow gasolene cars. One 40

h.p. 4 cylinder chassis. First time shown.

Speedwell Motor Car Co.. Dayton, 0.

Speedwell gasolene cars. One 40 h.p. 4

cylinder toy tonneau, one 40 h.p. 4 cylin

der chassis. The 1909 models have full

floating pressed steel roller bearing rear

axles and Bosch magneto. Exclusive

feature: method of assembling roller bear

ings in change gear.

Sultan Motor CO., New York City. Sultan

gasolene taxicabs. One 12 h.p. 4 cylinder

taxicab. First time shown.

Wayne Works, Richmond, Ind. Richmond

gasolene cars. One 22% h.p. 4 cylinder

touring car. one 22% h.p. 4 cylinder road

ster, one 22% h.p. 4 cylinder runabout.

The 1909 models are larger and lighter

than formerly.

Anderson Carriage Mfg. Co., Anderson,

lnd. Anderson motor buggies. Two 12

h.p. 2 cylinder air-cooled motor buggies,

one 12 h.p. 2 cylinder demonstration chas

sis.

Commercial Vehicles. '

American Motor Truck CO., Lockport, N.

Y. American gasolene motor truck. One

55 h.p. 4 cylinder 3 ton truck.

Commercial Truck Co. of America. Phila

delphia, Pa. Commercial electric trucks.

One 1,0001b. truck, 40 cells, battery; one

2,000-lb. delivery wagon, both entirely

new models. Exclusive features: spiral

gear drive, enclosed and running in oil;

special control from steering-post only,

instead of by side levers.

Grabowsky Power Wagon CO., Detroit,

Mich. Grabowsky gasolene trucks. One 30

35 h.p. 2 cylinder opposed, 12 assenger

palace car, one 1 ton 3035 h.p. cylinder

express wagon, one 30-35 h.p. 2 cylinder

2-ton truck, one 30-35 h.p. 2 cylinder chas

sis. First time shown. The 1909 models

have double ignition magneto and storage

battery. Exclusive features: removable

power plant; thermo-siphon cooling sys~

tern with condensing chamber; hardened

steel bushings in 28 places where remov

als are frequently necessary.

Gramm-Logan Motor Car CO., Bowling

Green. O. Gramm-Logan gasolene trucks.

One 45 h.p. 4 c linder 3-ton truck (water

cooled), one 2; h.p. 4 cylinder 1,500-lb.

delivery wagon (air cooled). First time

shown. The 1909 models have new disc

clutch of-original design; ball and socket

joints at each end of strut rods. Exclus

ive feature: sand box in center of chassis,

controlled from seat. ~

Hart-Kraft Motor Co., York, Pa. Hart

Kraft commercial power wagons. Two

14 h.p. 2 cylinder opposed delivery wag

ons. First time shown. Exclusive feat

ure: methou of detaching complete power

unit.

Lansden Co.. The, Newark, N. J. Lansden

electric commercial vehicles. One l-ton

express wagon, one 2-ton express wagon,

one 1,500-lb. delivery wagon, one Z-ton in

dustrial platform truck. Exclusive feat

ure: design of latter.

Mack Bros. Motor Car Co.. Allentown, Pa.

Manhattan gasolene trucks. One 50 h.p.

4 cylinder, S-ton truck; one 50 h.p. 4 cyl

inder lb-passenger bus.

Otto, Albert T., New York City. Saurer

asolene commercial trucks. One 3040

.p. 4 cylinder, 5 ton truck. First time

shown in New York. Exclusive features:

automatic motor brake, pneumatic start

ing device and double jet carburetter..

Pittsburg Motor Vehicle CO., Pittsburg, Pa.

Pittsburg electric commercial vehicles.

One 1-ton delivery wagon, 22 cells; one

1-ton delivery wagon, 42 cells.

Rapid Motor Vehicle CO., Pontiac, Mich.

Rapid gasolene trucks. One 24 h.p. Glidden

tour truck, one 30 h.p. ZO-passenger tour

ist, one 30 h.p. llpassenger "Pullman,"

one 24 h.p. l‘ton delivery wagon, one 24

h.p. ambulance, one 30 h.p. stake wagon,

one 30 h.p. fire patrol, one 60 h.p. S-ton

truck, one 30 h.p. chassis—all 2 cylinder

except 60 h.p. model, which is 4 cylinder.

Several models new this year.

Reliance Motor Truck Co., Owosso, Mich.

Reliance gasolene trucks. One 45 h.p. 3

cylinder, 2—cycle. 34 ton truck; one 30

h.sp. 2 cylinder, 2-cycle, 2-ton truck; one

4 h.p. 3 cylinder, 2-cycle, 34 ton chas

sis. Exclusiva feature: flexibility of power

plant construction and interchangeability.

Summary of Accessories Exhibits

Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co.. New York City—

Ajax tires.

American Ball Bearing Co., Cleveland, 0.

—-Ball bearings and axle equipments.

American Electrical Novelty Mfg. CO.,—

Ever Ready Batteries, lamps and tire spe

cialties.

Atwater-Kent Mfg. \Vorks, Philadelphia,

Pa.—Igniters and timers.

Atwood-Castle Co.. Amesbury,

Lamps.

Autocoil Co.. Jersey City, N. J.—Coils.

Auto Improvement CO., New York City—

Self starting devices and motor special

ties.

B:dger Brass Mfg. Co., New York City

and Kenosha, Wis—Solar lamps and

acetylene generators.

Baldwin Chain and Mfg.

Mass—Baldwin chains,

steeringgear.

Bowser & CO., S. F.. Ft. Wayne, Ind.—

Tanks, measuring pumps and gasolene

storage systems.

Briscoe Mfg. Co.I Detroit. Mich—Radiators

and fittings.

Brown-Lipe Gear CO., Syracuse, N. Y.—

Transmissions, differential and steering

gears.

Byrne, Kingston & Co., Kokomo, Ind.—

Kingston carburetters, mufflers and

pumps.

Coes Wrench Co., Worcester, Mass—Ad

justable wrenches. "

Columbia Nut and Bolt Co.. Bridgeport,

Conn.—Lock nuts.

Connecticut Telephone and Electric Co..

Meriden, Conn—Spark coils, switches and

ignition specialties.

Mass—

Co., Worcester.

sprockets and

Consolidated Rubber Tire Co., New York

City—Kelly-Springfield tires.

Continental Caoutchonc CO., New York

City—Continental tires and demountable

rims.

Cowles & CO., C.. New Haven, Comm—Spe

cialties.

Cramp 8: Sons Ship & Engine CO., Wm.,

Philadelphia. Pa.——Bronze castings and

automobile parts.

Diamond Chain and Mfg. Co., Indianapolis,

Ind—Chains and sprockets.

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, O.—Diamond

tires.

Dixon Crucible CO., Joseph, Jersey City,

N. J.—Graphite and lubricants. ~

Dow Tire Co., New York City—Dow non

deflation tubes.

Edmunds & Jones Mfg. CO., Detroit, Mich.

—Lamps.

Electric Storage Battery Co.. Philadelphia,

Pa.—Accumulators.

Empire Automobile Tire Co.. Trenton, N.

J.—Empire tires.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.. Akron, 0.—

Firestone pneumatic and solid tires.

Fisk Rubber CO., Chicopee Falls, Mass.—

Fisk tires and demountablc rims.

G J Tire Co.. Indianapolis, Ind—G & J

tires. ~

Gabriel Horn Mfg. CO., Cleveland, O.—Ga

briel exhaust horns and shock absorbers.

Gcmmer Mfg. Co.. Detroit, Mich—Steering

gears and parts.

Gilbert Mfg. Co., New Haven. Conn—Tires,

jackets, lamps, covers, and rubber cloth

specialties.

Goodrich Co.. B. F., Akron, O.—-Goodrich

clinches tires.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron. 0.—

Goodyear tires and compressed air in

Haters.

Gray & Davis, Amesbury. Mass—Lamps.

Gray-Hawley Mfg. CO., Detroit, Mich.—

Chime whistles and rnufiler cut-outs.

Ham Mfg. CO., C. T., Rochester, N. Y.—

Lamps.

Harris Oil CO., A. W.. Providence. R. I.-

Lubricants.

Hartford Rubber Works CO.,

Conn—Hartford tires.

Hartford Suspension Co., Jersey City, N. J.

'—Trufiault-Hartford shock absorbers.

Heinze Electric Co.. Lowell, Mass—Coils

and ignition eouipment.

Herz — CO., New York City—Timers, plugs

and ignition specialties.

Hess-Bright Mfg. CO., Philadelphia, Pa.—

Annular ball bearings and magnetos.

Hoffecker Co._. The, Boston, Mass—Speed

indicators.

Hyatt Roller Bearing CO., Harrison, N. J.—

Roller bearings.

Jones Speedometer, New York City—Speed

H artford.

ometers. annunciators, odometers and

specialties.

Kokomo Electric Co.. Kokomo, Ind.—

Kingston spark plugs, coils and timers.

Leather Tire Goods Co., Newton Upper

Falls. Mass—\Voodworth non-skid covers

and chain grips.

Light Mfg. & Foundry CO., Pottstown, Pa.

—Alummum parts and castings.

McCord Mfg. Co.. Chicago, Ill.—-Radiators.

Mezger, C. A., New York City—“Soot

proof" spark plugs and automatic wind

shields.
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Michelin Tire Co., Milltown, N. J.—Michelin

tires.

Miller, Charles E. New York City—

Brampton chains, supplies and acces

sories.

Morgan & \Nright, Detroit, Mich—Morgan

&\Vright tires. . '

Mosler & Co., A. R., New York City—

Spark plugs, timcrs, “lsti” rear end sig

alsn .

Motsinger Device Mfg. Co., Pendleton, Ind.

fl—Auto sparkers, switchboards and muf

ers.

Motz Clincher Tire and Rubber Co.. Akron,

O.—Clincher and solid tires.

National Battery Co., Bufialo, N. Y.—Ac—

cumulators.

National Carbon Co., Cleveland, O.—Dry

batteries.

National Coil Co., Lansing. Mich—Spark

coils, plugs and magnetos.

Newmastic Tire Co., New York City—Tire

filling compound.

N. Y. & N. J. Lubricant Co.. New York

City—Lubricants.

Oliver Mfg. Co.. Ill—Peerless

jacks.

Pantasote Co., New York City—Top and

upholstering materials.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeannette. Pa.—

Pennsylvania tires

Pittsfield Spark Coil Co.. Dalton, Mass.—

Ignition systems.

Randall-Faichney Co., Boston, Mass—Oil

and grease guns, the \Nebster gasolene

gauge.

Rand Mfg. Co.. Detroit. Mich—Tops and

wind shields.

Remy Electric Co., Anderson, Ind—Mag

netos.

Republic Rubber Co.. 0.—

Tires.

Sager Co., J. H., Rochester, N. Y.—Supple

mentary springs. bumpers, demountable

rims, tire grips.

Shaler Co., C. A., Waupum, Wis—Electric

vulcanizers.

Shelby Steel Tube Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.—Cold

drawn steel tubing.

Smith Co.. A. 0., Milwaukee, Wis—Pressed

steel frames and stampings. ‘

Spiccr Universal Joint Mfg- C0. Plamfield,

N. J.——Universal joints.

Chicago.

Youngstown.

HORN EXHIBIT

   

 

  

HARTFORD SUSPENSION EXHIBIT

Splitdorf, C. R, New York City—Timers,

distributors, coils and ignition specialties.

Sprague Umbrella Co.. Norwalk, O.—Tops

and wind shields.

Standard Roller Bearing Co., Philadelphia,

Pa.——Roller bearings. '

Standard Welding Co., Cleveland, O.—Tub~

ing and electrically welded parts.

Stewart 8: Clark Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Speed indicators.

Swinehart Clincher Tire & Rubber Co..

Akron, O.—Swinehart tires.

Timken Roller Bearing Axle Co., Canton.

O.—Roller bearings and axles.

Veeder Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn—Tacho—

meters and tachodometers.

Warner Gear Co., Muncie, Ind—Gears and

parts.

\Varner Instrument Co., Beloit, Wis.—

Speed indicators and odometers.

\Need Chain Tire Grip Co., New York City

—N0n-skid tire chains.

Westchester Appliance Co., Yonkers. N. Y.

—-Batteries and spark pin 5.
\theler, F. H., Indianapolzis, Ind—Sheb

ler carburetters and W. 8: S. magnetos.

Whitney Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn—Whit

ney chains and keying systems.

VVitherbee lgniter Co., New York City—

W'itherbee storage batteries, \Vico igni

tion specialties and Volta magnetos.

Alexander 82‘ Co., H. T.. New York City—

Panhard oil.

Allen Auto Specialty Co., New York City—

Tire jackets and specialties.

Allen Fire Dept. Supply Co., New York

City—Two-port carburetters.

American Metal Hose Co.. New York City

—Metal specialties.

American Thermos Bottle Co., New York

City—Thermos bottles.

American Thermo Ware Co.. New York

City—Goggles, hydrometers.

Anderson Forge Machine Co., Detroit.

Mich—Crankshafts. gears.

Automobile Supply Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn, N.

Y.-—Horns, tubing and brass specialties.

Auto Body & Taxicab Co.. New York City

—-Taxicab bodies.

Auto Tire Inflating Co.. Brooklyn. N. Y.—

Tire pumps.

Austro-American Separator Co.. Cleveland.

O.—Gasolene funnels.

Bosch Magneto Co., Robt., New York City

——Ignition systems.

Bretz Co., J. S., New York City—Ball bear»

ings and high tension magnetos.

Briggs, Wm. M., Brooklyn, N. Y.—Rock

Island vises, 20th Century jacks. and tel

escoping motor truck jacks.

Balzer, Gus, New York City—Limousine

bouquet holders, monograms, lamps, gen

erators.

Batavia Rubber Co., Batavia, N. Y.—Tires.

Brown Co.. The, Syracuse, N. Y.—Gauges

and pressure indicators.

Brown Mfg. Co., John W., Columbus, 0.—

Lamps.

Brownell Motor Co., F. A., Rochester, N.

Y.—Gasolene motors.

Buda Foundry & Mfg. Co., Chicago. Ill.—

ac s.

Buffington & C0._. C. A., Berkshire, N. Y.—

Folding seats.

Bunnell 8: Co., J. H., New York City—Bat

teries.

Burnett Compound Spring, Incorporated,

Newark, N. J.—Suspension springs.

Burrowes Co.. E. T., Portland, Me.—Wind

shields and emergency wheels.

Brandenburg 8: Co.. New York City—M0

tors, bodies. gears, oilers and specialties.

Caloris Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.—Caloris

bottles.

Circle Rotary Automobile Light Co., New

York City—Lamps. '

Courtney Rubber Co.. New York City-—

Tires and tubes.

Dayton Rubber Mfg. Co.. Dayton. O.-——Air

less tires.

Downing, Charles J.. New York City—Sup

plies, specialties.

Driggs-Seabury Ordnance Corporation, Shav

ron, Pa.—Crank shafts and frames.

Duny Grease Co., New York City—Lubri

cants.

Eastern Carbon Works, Jersey City. N. J.

—Dry cells.

Edison Auto Accessory Co., New York City

~Edison spark plugs.

Elite Mfg. Co., Ashland. O.-—Jacks and

pumps.

Ennis Rubber Mfg. Co.. Newark. N. J.—

Tires.

Empire Auto Top Co.. New York City—

Tops.
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Excelsior Storage Battery Co., New York

City—Accumulators.

F. R. V. Auto Parts Co., New York City—

Shock absorbers.

Faultless Tube Co., New York City—Inner

tubes.

Co., Lowell, Mass—“Rex”Federal Mfg.

batteries.

Flentje, Ernest, Cambridge, Mass—Shock

preventers.

Fulton & Zinke, Chicago, Ill.—Breeze car

buretters, Victor lamps and generators,

Duplex coils.

Geiszler Bros., New York City—Storage

batteries.

Garage Equipment Co., Milwaukee, Wis.—

Specialties, timers, cut-out valves.

General Storage Battery Co.. New York

City—Batteries.

Globe Metal Polish Co., New York City——

Metal polish.

Gloversville Auto Glove Co., Gloversville.

N. Y.—Gloves.

H. & C. Bottle Mfg. Co.. New York City-—

Janus bottles.

Havoline Oil Co., New York City—Lubri~

cants.

Healy Leather Tire Co.. New York City—

Healy leather tires and demountable rims.

Hill Mfg. Co., Buffalo. N. Y.——Tops. seats

and wind shields.

IIigh Wheel Auto Parts Co.. Muncie. Ind.—

Parts for motor buggies.

Hydraulic Oil Storage & Dustributing Co..

Detroit, Mich—Tanks. "Snells” storage

systems.

Ideal Windshield Co.. New York City—

Windshields.

Jeffrey-Dewitt Co., Newark, N. J.—Spark

plugs.

Johnson & Co., Isaac G., Supyten Duyvil,

N. Y.—Steel and nickel copper alloy forg

ings and castings.

Keystone Lubricating Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

—Lubricants.

Lavelette Co.. New York City—Magnetos.

Lutz-Lockwood Mfg. Co.. New York City—

S. X. dry cells.

Long Island Auto Supply Mfg. Co., Brook

lyn. N Y.——Supplies, Hicks speedometers.

   

 

Marl-m Storage Battery Co., Brooklyn. N. Y.

—Accumulators.

Merchant & Evans Co., Philadelphia, Pa.—

Multiple disc clutches and automobile fit

tings.

Metal Stamping Co., New York City—Ra

diators.

Miller & Sons, Wm. B, Long Island City.

N. Y.—- .ubricants.

Monitor Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.——Timers

and distributors.

Motor Accessories Co., New York City—

Specialties.

Nathan Novelty Mfg. Co., New York City——

Tire covers and cases.

National Auto Top Co., New York City—

Tops.

New Departure Mfg. Co., Bristol, Conn.—

Ball bearings.

New'lYork Coil Co., New York City—Spark

cor s.

New York Leather Belting Co.. New York

City—“Grip-On" brake-band lining.

New York Portable Bungalow Co.——Porta

ble garages.

Nightingale Whistle Mfg. Co., New York

City—Nightingale whistles and circula

tory pumps. -

Noonan Tool 8: Machine Works, A. 5.,

Rome. N. Y.~—Tools.

r’hiladelphia Timer & Machine Co.. Phil

adelphia, Pa.—~Timers.

Perfection Wrench Co., Port Chester, N.

Y.—\Vrenches and tools.

Pneu l’Electric Co., New York City—Tires.

Polson, W. F.. Bufl‘alo, N. Y.—Wind shields.

Quincy-Manchester-Sargent Co., Plainfield.

. J.—Auto wrenches and steel castings.

R. I. V. Co.. Inc., New York City—Annular

ball bearings.

Reeves 8! Son, Paul, Philadelphia, Pa.—

Bearings. castings.

Royal Equipment Co.. Bridgeport. Conn—

Brake lining materials and brakes.

Rubly Mfg. Co.. Tuckahoe, N. Y.—Tuck

ahoe grease guns.

Rushmore Dymano Works, Plainfield, N. J.

-—Acetylene lamps and generators.

S. B. R. Specialty Co.. New York City—

Muffler cut-outs.

Safety Device Co.,

Electric sundries.

Salman & Co., John A., Boston. Mass—

Brass monograms. '

Samson Leather Tire Co., New York City——

Non-skid tires. '

Seamless Rubber Co., New Haven, Conn.—

Rubber goods.

Shore Instrument & Mfg. Co., New York

City—Scleroscopes.

Sier-Bath Co., New York City—Gears.

sprockets and machinery.

Silverite Metal Co., New York City—Alum

inum alloy castings.

Sireno Co.. New York City—Electric

horns.

Smith Mfg. Co.. I. J., New York City—Irv

ing vehicle washers.

Snell, Irving, Little Falls, N. Y.—Double

cushion tires.

Spare Motor Wheel of America, Ltd., Chi

cago. Ill.—Stepney spare wheels.

Standard Leather Washer Mfg. Co., New

ark, N. J.—Leather washers, blow-out

patches and leather specialties.

Stanley & Patterson, New York City—Bat

tery holders.

Stromberg Motor Devices Co.. Chicago. Ill.

—Carburetters.

Troy Carriage Sun Shade Co., Troy, 0.—

Wind shields.

Traver Blow-out Patch Co., New York City

——Tire repair outfit.

U. S. McAdamite Metal Co., Brooklyn. N.

Y.—Aluminum alloy castings.

Union Battery Co., Belleville, N. J.—-B.'|l

teries.

Universal Auto & Motor Boat Supply Co..

New York City—Specialties.

Vanguard Mfg. Co., Joliet, Ill—“’ind

shields. _

VVetherill Finished Casting Co.. Philadel

phia. Pa.—Castings.

W'ilkinson Co., John S., Newburgh. N. Y.-

Fur goods.

Wilson Trading Co., New York City—Ac

cessories.

Zeglen Bullet-proof Cloth Co., Chicago, Ill.

—Non-puncturable tires and fabrics.

Indianapolis, Ind.—
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WlLKES-BARRE (IAP'I'URES HONORS

Quaker City Endurance Run a Strenuous

 

Test of Men and Machines—Sensational

Accidents but no Disaster.

To one of the class of men in which

heroes are as pleutiful- as swallows around

a disused chimney fell the honor of winning

what was. perhapsfthe most exacting en

durance run ever held in America—namely,

 

brought a Franklin through the run with

but 22 points penalization. is in the same

class with Miller. Everyone who went

through the run agrees that it is, a tribute

to the solidity of American construction

that any of the cars were able to get

through without greater penalization than

was accorded to them.

The case of Ray McNamara, who drove

a Premier car through both days with no

observers' penrlties and was disqualified

because it was stated that the car did not

  

points incurred previously, set down its

score 22 points from the perfect goal. The

other two Mathesous, driven by Anderson

and Dietrich, had perfect road scores but

were penalized 23 and 37 points, respec

tively. by the committee.

Of the seven runabouts that started only

two finished and neither finished with a

perfect score. George Brooks, Peerless.

won the cup by having the lowest penali

zation, 270 points, as against the 528 points

charred to W'. l.. Longstreth. On the

 

iYPICAL CROWD GREETS W. C. LONGSTRETH, MAXWELL, AT WILKES-BARRE

the two days' endurance contest from Phil

adelphia to Wilkes-Barre and return on

Friday and Saturday last, January 1st and

2nd, promoted by the Quaker City Motor

Club. By vocation William Miller is a

\rVilkes-Barre fireman and perhaps his long

experience in climbing up and down trezch

erous, ice-coated ladders had something to

do with his proficiency in guiding his car

car over a two days’ run of slippery ntoun

tain roads without a single mishap. Not

only did Wilkes-Barre people have just

cause for jubilation because Miller and two

other local drivers—Ross Anderson and

John Dietrich—survived the test with honor

to themselves but because the respective

cars they drove were manufactured in

VViIkes-Barre. In the final placing of the

survivors Miller, Anderson and Dietrich,

driving Matheson cars, respectively were

first, third and fourth.

Every driver that finished the run was

more or less of a hero and C. S. Carris, who

carry its full quota of passengers up Giant’s

Despair was one to excite sympathy. It

was announced that the Premier car was the

only one to emerge from the Technical

Committee's hands without penalization.

but that it had been disqualified for the

reason stated. It was reported that some

of the passengers had been afraid to re

main in the car during the tortuous ascent

of the Wilkes-Barre mountain, and this re

sulted in its disqualification. Considerable

feeling has developed in Philadelphia over

the matter.

The nature of the findings of the tech

nical committee was not divulged. but it

was learned that most of the penalizations

were for loose nuts and other trivial things

of the sort to be expected after a contest

of so strenuous a nature. Miller of the

Matheson had a perfect road score but was

assessed 11 points for trivialities, and the

technical committee put 5 points on the

score of the Franklin which, with the 17

whole it was a memorable contest with

which to usher in the new year.

'First Day—Friday.

It is not likely that any of the 31 drivers

who started from Philadelphia Friday

morning will soon forget that exacting first

day's run over the ice-clad roads from the

Quaker City 'to \Nilkes-Barre. \Vithout

doubt the test put upon the contesting ira

chines was one of the most severe ever put

upon cars in a similar contest promoted by

the Quaker City Motor Club. The route

lay over ground glazed with ice and abound

ing in hills full of treacherous twists and

turns. Accidents were frequent, but with

no serious results, although several cars

were temporarily put out of commission. A

curious fact about the mishaps was that

the most serious ones took place between

Philadelphia and Stroudsburg, where the

going was easiest. From Stroudsburg to

Wilkes-Barre was by far the hardest part
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of the journey and the roads were covered

with ice, overlaid by a treacherous blanket

of snow. That serious accidents did not

occur on some of these mountain twists

was by kind dispensation of providence and

the magnificent manner in which the cars

were handled.

condition. Toll gates were passed without

stopping as the Quaker City Motor Club

previously had paid the tolls of all the com

peting cars, an example which might Well

be copied by other organizations promoting

endurance runs through toll road abound

, \g c in munities.
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WILLIAM MILLER DRIVING THE WINNING MATHESON ON GlAN'i'S DESPAIR

Thirty-one cars got away from the Ho

tel Walton, Bert Maucher, in the ill-fated

Peerless, setting the pace, with two min

utes headway between each of the follow

ing cars. Class A. which was for touring

cars, and for the permanent possession of

the MacDonald and Campbell cup, drew 24

starters. In Class B; for runabouts and

roadsters, there were seven starters. The

prize in this latter class is a loving cup do

nated by the club.

As stated, the first day's run was from

Philadelphia to VVilkes-Barre, a distance of

154-miles. Controls were established at

Sellersville, Allentown and Stroudsburg, the

time limit for the entire distance being 7

hours '40 minutes 52 seconds. When the

cars finished at the Diamond City it was

announced that only 12 touring cars and

two roadsters had arrived with perfect time

scores, the technical committee not having

rendered a report. The cars thus honored

for the first day's run were as follows:

ClaSs A—William Crawford. 30 horse

power Cadillac; Ed. Burnshaw, 30 Cadillac;

John Dietrich, 45 Matheson; \Nilliam Mile

ler, 4S Matheson; \V. Bickle, 40 Stoddard

Dayton; E. C. Folberth, 40 Oldsmobile; H.

B. Tuttle, 30 Stoddard-Dayton; Ross An

derson, 50 Matheson; C. Carris, 28 Frank

lin; Ray McNamara, 30 Premier;

Hoffman, 40 Stearns, and F. W. Darnstadt.

34 Rambler.

Class B—W. C. Longstretch, 24

well, and George Brooks, 30 Peerless.

The run to Sellersville, the first control,

was uneventful. The day broke clear and

cold and the roads from Philadelphia to

the first checking station were in perfect

Max

0. \I\"..

One of the first accidents happened to

Dan \Nebster in the Oldmobile roadster.

About five miles from Allentown the car

caught in the car tracks and skidded around

like a whirling dervish. The occupants

were scattered in all directions and VVeb

ster found himself sitting alongside a tele

ing and throwing out all the occupants ex

cept Lobell, the mechanic. He was pinned

under the steering wheel but was saved

from probably serious injury by James Da

vidson, who was one of the occupants. Al

though Davidson had been severely bruised

about the legs he had presence of mind to

lift the front of the car from Lobel and

the latter was able to extricate himself.

Maucher was injured about the shoulders

and S. R. Staukowitz also was bruised.

Another narrow escape was that of H. C.

Vetterlein, driver of the Stoddard-Dayton

roadster; Jack Harkins, the mechanic, and

an observer. The car skidded off the road

into a fence, but all the occupants jumped

to safety. Funk Hardhart, Jr., ran his El

n ore into a porch at Bethlehem. The sup

port was knocked from it and the porch

roof fell. but l-lardhart and his companions

got out of the car in time. George Mau

ser, in a Franklin, turned turtle near

Easton, but he managed to get the car on

the ro:d again and finish.

After smashing a wheel near Easton in

an effort to‘avoid hitting a pedestrian, A.

J Depew, Winton, unfortunately broke his

crank shaft, but“ despite this set back, some

how managed to work his way to the fin

ish. Thomas Wilkie skidded into a team

near Bethelehem and put his Buick car out

of the running. and Frank Yerger, Stude~

baker, was reduced to a state of despera

tion because of tire trouble. He finished in

Wilkes-Barre, however.

The tortuous descent down Giant’s De~

spair, just outside Wilkes-Barre, a moun

tain road that has become famous because
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C. CARRIS, FRANKLIN. GETS THE GLAD HAND AT PHILADELPHIA

graph pole holding a piece of the steering

wheel in both hands.

Bert Maucher, who was one of the re

maining unfortunates. told of a thrilling

escape. His car was making a sharp curve

near Easton when it skidded on the icy

roads and dropped into a ditch, overturn

of the climb held upon it every Decoration

Day, was attended with several incidents.

John Dietrich and William Miller, both in

Mathesons, drove the first cars to arrive

and then followed \Villiam Crawford in a

Cadillac. All the cars see-sawed down

Giant's Despair, but a thrilling moment was
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that when Fred Darnstadt, Rambler,

reached the most tortuous turn in the road.

The car commenced to slide sidewise and

turned almost completely around before it

practically came to a standstill in the mid

dle of the road. Berger, in an Oldsmobile,

was following closely, and he saw that his

only chance to avoid a collision lay in driv

ing his car straight into a ditch. Before

trying to extricate their car Berger and his

crew ran back to warn the approaching

cars and thus avoided what doubtless

would have resulted in a conglomerated

mass of twisted steel and broken bones,

had the following cars come down. The

Oldsmobile was lifted out of the ditch and

further danger at this point was avoided.

Second Day—Saturday.

According to a prominent, member of the

Quaker City Motor.Club—name withheld

because his reputation for veracity until

now has been unquestioned—Archimedes

once ventured the opinion that if he were

allowed to take his now historical crowbar

and pry Wilkes-Barre mountain, otherwise

known as Giant’s Despair, off the map into

space, the world would' revolv'e upon its

axis once every ten hours, where now 24

hours are required for the cycle. The rea

son is that Giant’s Despair presents such

wind resistance that the progress of the

world is accordingly retarded in its naviga

tions through space. And all the enduranc—

ers who survived the second day’s run of

the Quaker City Motor Club, are inclined to

agree with the member who ventured this

opinion.
I To climb Giant's Despair under ordinary

conditions one has to take a running start

some fifteen miles back in the Pennsylva—

nia landscape and then rush around its tor

tuous curves with the throttle wide open.

Sometimes you get up and sometimes you

don’t—more frequently you.don’t. Even

Car and Driver.

William Miller, Matheson . . . . . . . . . . . ..

C. Carris, Franklin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Ross Anderson, Matheson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

John Dietrich,~Matheson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Ed Burnshaw, Cadillac ' . . . . . . . . . I . . . . . . . . . ..

\Villiam Crawford. Cadillac . . . 4 . . . . . . . . . . ..

Robert Shirk, Stoddard-Dayton . . . . . . . . . . . ..

F. C. Folberth, Oldsmobile . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Laurent. Stearns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J." . . . . . . ..

T. W. Berger, Oldsmobile . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Al McCormick, Acme . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._ . . . . ..

F. H. Yerger, Studebaker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. >

William Frietag, Mitchell .. . ., . . . . . . . . . . . ..

A. H. Bitner, Maxwell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,4. . . .

\V. M. Cram, Mitchell.” . . . . . .I . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

H. B. Tuttle, Stoddard-Dayton . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

F. W. Darnstadt, Rambler . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

R. F. McNamara, Premier . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Bert Maucher. PeerlessRunabouts:

George Brooks, Peerless . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

\Villiam L. Longstreth. Maxwell . . . . . . . . . . ..

Jack Harkins, Stoddard-Dayton . . . . . . . . . . . .,

Charles Borie, Mitchell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . ..

\Villiam Bourque, Knox . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . __

Ira L. Brown, Rambler . . - _ - ~ - - . - - > . . . . . . . ._

Thomas VVilkie, Buick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

inarrow correspondingly.

when the roads are hard and firm it is more

or less like trying to walk up the back

stretch of a loop the loop. But when the

roads are covered with ice and snow—

when a skid on one of the doubled-up-elbow

turns is certain catastrophe. the task of

the motorist is rendered many times more

difficult. That was the first task of the

Philadelphia motorists on the return trip

to Philadelphia—to climb 6,000 feet of ice

covered mountain twists and turns, portions

02' which attain a gradient of 30 per cent.

It is little wonder that some clean scores

were dropped at the very start off.

The day’s stories of accidents had their

inception mostly on Giant’s Despair. The

trouble started when the first car got half

way up, skidded, turned half way around

and then blocked the road. The other cars

following were enforced to halt and in a

short time six or seven were stalled on the

narrow road. After a deal of maneuvering

most of the cars got around the obstruction

but F. G. Folberth in an Oldsmobile re

fused to proceed until the cause of the ob

struction was removed. On this ground he

made a claim of 44 minutes to the technical

committee, because he was held up this

length of time. Other complaints were to

the effect that the official confetti car, on

account of its heavy load had been obliged

te- circumvent the mountain, a distance of

about 15 miles, and several of the cars were

held up because the drivers were at loss to

ascertain what roads to take when divers

routes were presented for their choice.

On the whole the roads were about on a

par with those that confronted the endur

ancers on the first day’s run from Philadel

phia. The worst part of the itinerary was

after leaving Bear Creek to \Vhite Haven

and to Freeland. Some of the grades were

exceptionally steep while the road was

The hairbreadth

escapes and minor accidents that happened

 

on roads such as these never will be re

ported, as each mile from Wilkes-Barre to

Reading was fraught with continual danger.

The day's controls were located at Ha

zleton. 36.9 miles from \Vilkes-Barr-e; Ham

burg, 71.9 miles; Reading, 88.1 miles; Potts

town, 104.8 miles; Norristown, 104.8 miles,

and the finish in Philadelphia.» Because of

the numerous controls and the icy roads

over which a schedule of 20 miles an hour

had to be maintained many cans-lost points.

It was not the fault of the cars.

The accident to the Peerless car was a pe

culiar one. On one side of the road between

Bethlehem and Hecktown was a deep ditch.

coated with thin ice. As Maucher‘ ‘came

around the curve the car skidded fund

scraped the edge of the ditch. Had-the

ground been solid nothing would have come

of it, but one wheel went through and ,broke,

the machine turning over completely. For

tunately none of the occupants was in-l

jured and they lifted the car back to its

original position. The engine was still

running and another Peerless not in the

run came along just as Maucher ruefully

grzed at the damaged wheel. The driver

of the non-contesting car kindly offered one

of his wheels, but unfortunately it was of

a different model and after several attempts

Maucher reluctantly allowed himself to be

towed back to town.

It was a sorry looking lot 'of motorists

that arrived in Philadelphia from 2 o’clock

in the afternoon until after prayer meeting

time. All the cars showed effects of the

hard run and the occupants looked sleep

less, careworn and cold-pinched. Drivers,

mechanics and observers were numbed by

the cold and exposure of the nipping frost

and biting winds on the mountain roads.

At a late hour 21 cars had finished and the

technical committee took their magnifying

glasses, pencils and paper andhegan their

deadly work. '

Checkers' Observers’ Tech

/———— Controls ———~———-\ Penalty. Penalty. nical Total

1 2 3 4 ‘ 5 6 7 8 9 10 lst 2d lst 2d Pen- Pen

Day. Day. Day. Day. alty. alty.

0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 10 11

0 0 0 0 24 . 16 12 12 12 10 0 14 O 3 5 22
0v 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l) 0 0 23 23

0 0 ‘ 0 0 O O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 37 37

0 0 0 0 16 19 0 0 0 O 0 43 0 l 37 81

O O 0 0 19 43 3O 11 12 1 0 116 0 0 23 139

0 0 0 0 20 16 1 0 0 0 0 37 77 0 26 140

0 0 0 O 44 44 44 44 44 44 0 220 4 0 9 233

0 0 O O 43 43 43 43 47 43 0 219 1 0 29 249

0, 4 0 0 111 111 52 51 51 51 4 376 0 0 10 386

. '0“ 0 0 11 127 132 117 112 100 91 11 604 0 2 31 637

0‘ 0 60 81 128 128 128 128 128 128 141 648 2 0 4 654

0 0 0 1 132 132 131 131 130 127 l 671 0 2 15 688

O 0 0 18 161 163 150 138 140 143 18 895 0 34 265 1194

0 0 0 4 71 252 253 241 227 238 4 1282 No cards 42

0 0 O O 107 123 125 123 125 124 0 727 Out 45

0 0 0 0 120 120 120 120 0 O l 18 Out

1 0 0 0 l8 0 0 0 120 120 0 720 Disqualified

0 0 Out

0 0 0 0 SO 50 50 50 50 50 0 246 1 1 22 270

0 0 0 0 115 112 99 87 74 51 0 452 0 1 75 528

0 5 0 77 Out .

44 0 0 19 Out

0 0 0 5 Out

1 0 3 23 Out

2 0 Out
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FOR'l‘ FAVORS MORE LIBERAL LAW

New Jersey Executive to Recommend

Changes in Automobile Act—Newark

Board of Trade Enlightens Him.

That Governor Fort, in his forthcoming

annual message to the New Jersey Legis

lature, will recommend some important

amendments to the automobile law of that

State is assured as a result of his confer

ence, on the 30th ult., with a special com

mittee representing the Newark Board of

Trade. The matter was placed before the

Governor in a very strong light by Clarence

H. Bissell, chairman of the committee, who

in asking the Executive’s assistance in bring

ing about changes in the law that would be

fair to owners of machines as well as to

the public at large, said in part:'

“The action of the board was brought

about by the boycott of New Jersey made

products entering into the construction of

automobiles threatened by the automobile

manufacturers located in other States. The

Board of Trade was informed that the sale

of automobile parts by manufacturers lo

cated in the city of Newark alone, last year,

exceeded the sum of $8,000,000, and

throughout the State would probably be

several times this amount. We are in—

formed that the total amount of money re

ceived from licenses and registrations of

automobiles for the eleven months from

January 1 to December 1. 1908, was $152,

128.49.

“While $150,000 is a large sum of money

to be derived from this source it is. in

our judgment, a small amount when com

pared to the loss which the manufacturers

and other business interests affected will

suffer if the present law is continued in

force without modification.

“The two features in the present law

which are causing the antagonism of non

residents and automobile manufacturers,

are, first, the clause which requires non-'

residents to be personally registered be

fore entering the State, and second, the

grafting country justices. Supplementing

the resolutions, and by way of further ex

planation, the existing statute in our opin

ion, which compels a tourist to take out a

license before he can enter the boundaries

of the State violates the law of goodwill.

fair play and neighborly State reciprocity.

we feel that the tourist should be allowed

from five to ten days’ use of the State

roads without being compelled to register.

“In making this recommendation we feel

that the revenue derived by the hotels, gar

ages and others interested in this transient

trade is more than a satisfactory offset to

the damage to our roads occasioned by

these visitors. Speed traps for private gain

should be abolished. This refers to the

maintenance of traps by country justices

and constables, timing an automobile over

a short course, the course often being in

correctly measured, and the arrest made

not to conserve justice, but to collect the

fee which these men have a legal right to

extort.”

Governor Fort expressed surprise at the

magnitude of Newark’s trade interest in au

tomobiles, as stated by the committee. He

agreed with the proposition of granting

certain tourist privileges. As to “speed

traps," he expressed disapproval of them.

The Governor stated that already he had

talked with Governor Hughes, of New

York, about the subject of interstate com

ity of licenses, and if possible would have

like talks with the executives of Massachu

setts, and other States.

Whatever recommendations the Governor

may make to the legislature Will _be

strongly supported by petitions from other

parts of the State. The Atlantic City Board

of Trade took action on the 30th ult., to se

cure the presentation to the legislature of a

resolution favoring an amendment confer

ring tourist privileges on non-residents.

To Define “Borrowing” as Larceny.

\thther or not the unauthorized use of

a motor vehicle by an employe of the owner

constitutes the crime of larceny is a ques

tion upon which the Automobile Club of

America aims to get a decision from the

higher courts. To that end, on the 30th ult.,

it was instrumental in securing a certificate

of reasonable doubt in the case of Richard

P. Cooke, whom the Court of General Ses

sions had convicted of petit larceny and

sentenced to the penitentiary for nine

months.

Cooke is a chauffeur formerly employed

by the New York Taxicab Co., and lives in

Philadelphia, for which city he had started

with one of the company's cabs when he was

arrested. At his trial he pleaded that he

had not intended to steal the vehicle, but

was taking it to Philadelphia to give his

mother, sister and sweetheart a ride. In

charging the jury, Judge Malone said:

“The chauffeur takes the motor car out at

night without his employer’s permission

and uses up the motive power and lubricat

ing fluids and wears out the tires. Isn't

that larceny? And if the use and wear and

tear is not larceny, isn’t it high time that

it was so defined legally? If you believe

the owner of this machine was deprived of

it for only ten minutes you may convict the

defendant of larceny."

The sole interest the A. C. A. has in tak

ing up the case is to make it the means of

reaching a final decision which will define

such "borrowing" of vehicles by employes

as larceny. The club already had taken

up for this purpose,'the case of Frank Ken

ny, who "borrowed" a milk wagon, rode

around in it for several hours and then

abandoned it. Kenny was found guilty of

petit larceny in that he used the axle grease

of the wagon and deprived the owner of its

use. Judge Foster sentenced him to the

penitentiary for three months.

VERMONT MAY TAX HORSEPOWER

Measure to Assess Motor Vehicles on that

Basis Passes the House—Opponents

to Make Fight in the Senate.

Taxation of motor vehicles, based on

horsepower rating of the machines, is pro

posed in a bill which passed

branch of the Vermont legislature just be

fore the Christmas holidays, and upon which

a strong fight is to be made in the Senate.

This bill provides for a graduated registra

tion fee, ranging from $5 to $55 per year.

The fee for the first year is based upon the

actual horsepower. The horsepower is

computed at 25 per cent. less the second

year, 50 per cent. less the third year, and 75

the lower

per cent. less the fourth year and each sub

sequent year. Provision is made that the

receipts from registration fees shall be

turned into the highway fund to be appor

tioned among the counties on the basis of

population, and the bill is favored by C. W.

Gates of Franklin, State highway commis

sioner. It is estimated that the tax would

raise from $40,000 to $50,000 annually. The

argument in support of the bill is that the

use of automobiles is not local and is a

a cause of damage to highways throughout

the State.

Among the opponents of the bill, which

was passed through the house by the strong

aid of rural members, are representatives of

the cities and large towns. The ground of

their opposition is the unfairness of the

measure in regard to the large places. Rep

resentative Barber, of Brattleboro, who has

opposed it from the start, says the passage

of the bill would take more than $125,000

of taxable property from Brattleboro's tax

list, and the small towns would get the ben

efit of it. Probably twice as many automo

biles are owned in Brattleboro as in all the

rest of the county. Mr. Barber believes

that there would be no justice in taxing

automobiles on any other basis than other

property is taxed or in making the 1,3)0

automobile owners in Vermont pay one

fourth of the entire highway tax of the

State as would be the case under the method

of taxation the bill contemplates.

Motorists Object to Gasolene License.

Fire Marshal Gladwin, of New Haven,

Conn., has caused a sort of gasolene explo

sion in that city by putting in force a regu

lation which requires every person who

keeps more than a pint of that commodity

to pay a license fee of $1. If the amount

kept is two gallons, or over, the fee is $5.

Individual complaints by a number of mo

torists have led the Automobile Club of

New Haven to work for the abrogation or

at least a modification of the ordinance. Con

sultations have been held with Corporation

Counsel Rogers and a favorable outcome is

expected.
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REAL RACING AT ASCOT PARK

Two Days Meet Full of Thrills—Hughes

Makes Fastest Mile and Seyfried’s Car

Throws Its Driver.

For thrills, fast times and general all

around interest at the two days' meet as As

cot Park track, Los Angeles, Cal.. Decem

ber 26 and 27, under the auspices of the

Southern California Automobile Dealers

Association, the first day’s racing easily

The grandstand at Ascot

Park accommodates 6,000 people without

was the better.

crowding, but when Starter Moross called

before 3

o'clock on Saturday, the stands were filled

the first event a few minutes

to overflowing; the program contained many

exhibitions, but good racing was furnished

in several of the competitive events.

The best race of the afternoon was the

twenty-five miles stock car derby, despite

the fact that Soules in a splendidly-tuned

car, had much the better of the scramble

from the crack of the gun at the start to

the dropping of the flag at the end of the

quarter century. Soules reeled off mile

after mile in close to a minute and cov

ered the entire distance in 25:36%, which

from a standing start, is “going some” for

a stock car. Harold Stone in a Marmon

was second, and R. L. Greer, Mitchell, fin

ished third. Soules also showed speed in

the five miles handicap. Starting from

scratch he rapidly overhauled the field and

won handily in 5:08%.

Another interesting event was the five

miles for cars costing $3,500 or less. The

crowd had picked Hugh Hughes in a Pope

Hartford to win, but Gus Scyfried, in a

White, upset all calculations by winning a

brilliant victory in 5:46%. while Stone nosed

Hughes out of second place.

Two novelty events afi'orded consider

able amusement for the crowd. In the five

miles, which G. A. Bingham, in the Jackson

won, the cars picked up passengers on the

second mile and discharged them on the

next lap. The passengers consisted mainly

of a lot of raw novices and a majority of

them were in such a hurry to get off the

cars that the track stretch resembled a foot

ball field after a hard scrimmage. The two

miles novelty was won by Harold Stone in

a Marmon car.

It Was quite natural that the spotlight

of public interest should be focussed upon

the big racing cars of Oldfield, Scyfried,

Soules and Hughes, and when Soules came

out for his mile time trial, he was given

the glad hand, for there are many persons

that believe, given an equal chance, Soules

can cut up just as many didoes on the track

as can Barney Oldfield. In their exhibi

tions Soules did a mile in 1:01, and Old

field in 56% seconds.

' The best time of the afternoon was

scored by Hugh Hughes—a professed En

glishman—who handled the big front drive

Christie car. Had the track been less

dusty Hughes might have broken the track

record of 51 seconds held by Ralph De

Palma. As it was he covered a lap in 53%

seconds.

There is no telling what Gus Seyfried

might have done in the Whistling Billy

White steam car had not his desire to make

Oldfield, Soules and Hughes look like sell

ing platers overcome his caution. Seyfried

is a San Francisco boy and although his

track experience dates back only six months

the youngster has shown decided ear marks

and fear is a word not in his vocabulary.

Seyfried got away to a splendid start and

came down the stretch at a speed of 90

miles an hour. The clockers caught him at

the eighth post in 6% seconds, but just

after that a thrilling sight occurred. Sey

fried did not appear to slacken for the curve

and the crowd held its breath and watched

the long white mastodon point its nose

toward the turn, then suddenly veer straight

for the fence. The front wheels would not

hold to the angle and just as one of them

collapsed the car overturned, throwing Sey

fried clear. Seyfried had one or two cuts

in his face. but an hour later was around,

smiling as though nothing had happened.

\Vhen the car upset the gasolene leaked out

and caught fire.

The match between Oldfield and Hughes,

the latter driving the Christie, was a disap

pointment, as Oldfield won in a walkover.

This freak front drive creation is pos

sessed of great speed for a mile or so, but

it does not seem able to hold up for longer

distances and this proved the case at Los

Angeles. Hughes held his own against

Oldfield for a mile and one-half, but as he

came into the stretch for the third mile, the

car was missing badly. After that there

was nothing to the race but Oldfield.

There was just as large a crowd present

on Sunday as there had been on Saturday,

but the racing was not up to what it had

been the day before, due principally to a

slow track. A heavy fog came up before

the meet finished and almost obscured the

back stretch.

There was only one accident during the

afternoon and due to the cool-headedness

of Harold Stone that, fortunately, was de

void of casualities. In the third lap of the

25 miles st0ck car derby the right front

tire on Stone’s Marmon burst and in the

ensuing efforts to keep the machine from

zig-zagging into the fence the steering

knuckle broke. Stone jammed on the brakes

just as the wheels parted and let the nose of

the car into the track.

The exhibitions by Oldfield, Soules and

Scyfried were nothing above the ordinary.

Soules turned a mile in 582/5 seconds. and

Scyfried in a stock car did three miles in

3:20. Oldfield made one circuit of the track

in 55% seconds.

Stone in the Marmon won three of the

stock car events, and Bingham, Jackson.

took the short novelty race. Two good

stock car victories went to the White.

The three miles match between Oldfield

and Soules was exciting enough for the

most exacting. These two veterans of the

track chased each other for nearly 2%

miles, Soules having the advantage coming

into the stretch. 1n the final sprint Old

field came up fast, but Soules met his burst

of speed with a sprint and the cars flashed

over the tape so close that the judges had

to decide a dead heat. The summaries:

First

Five miles for cars costing $3,500 or less

—VVon by Gus Scyfried, White; second.

Harold Stone. Marmon; third, Hugh

Hughes, Pope~Hz;rtford. Time, 5:46%.

Five miles novelty, for cars costing $2,000

or less—Won by G. A. Bingham, Jackson;

second, John Heyser, White; third. A. Bags

dale, Cleveland; fourth, W. Lee. Tourist.

Time, 9.13 1-5.

One mile exhibition—By Charles Soules.

Time, 1:01.

'One mile exhibition—By Barney Old

field. Time, 056%.

One mile exhibition—By Hugh Hughes.

Time, 053%.

One mile novelty race—Won by Harold

Stone. Marmon; second, A. Bagsdale, Cleve

land; third. John Heyser, \Nhite. Time,

2:10.

Twenty-five miles stock car derby—Won

by Charles Soules, Stearns; second, Harold

Stone, Marmon; third, R. L. Greer. Mitch

ell. Time by five miles, 5:14%, 10:19%.

15:21%, 20:27% and 25:36%.

Five miles free-for-all handicap—Won by

Charles Soules (scratch); second, Harold

Stone, Marmon (0:35); third, R. L. Greer,

Mitchell (1:10); fourth. Hugh Hughes,

Pope-Hartford (0:35). Time, 5:08%.

Five miles match between Barney Old

field and Hugh Hughes—Won by Oldfield

in walkover. Time by miles, 1:03%, 2:02%,

301%, 358% and 4:54%.

Second Day—Sunday.

Three miles novelty—Won by G. A.

Bingham, Jackson. Time, 5:14.

Five miles for stock cars listed at $3,500

and under—Won by Gus Scyfried, White.

Time, 5:42%.

Five miles novelty—Won by

Stone. Marmon. Time. not given.

One mile exhibition—~By Charles Soules.

Time, 0:58%.

One mile exhibition—By Barney Oldfield.

Time, 055%.

One mile combination race—Won by Har

old Stone, Marmon. Time, 2:26.

Three miles match between

Soules and Barney Oldfield—Dead

Time, 3:00.

Three miles against time—By Gus Sey

fried, White. Time, 3:20.

Twenty-five miles stock car derby—Won

by Charles Soules, Stearns. Time. 28:30.

Five miles handicap—Won by White car

(0:30); second, Harold Stone. Marmon

(0:40): third. Charles Soules, Stearns

(scratch). Time, 5:51.

Day—Saturday.

Harold

Charles

heat.
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The Week’s Patents.

900,111. Transmission Gear. Robert J.

Million, Jefferson township, Carroll county,

1nd. Filed June 12, 1906. Serial No. 321,

334.

l. The combination of a revoluble mem

ber. a frame mounted thereupon and adapt

ed to move so as to allow the said revolu

ble member to swing bodily upon an axis

different from its axis of rotation, another

revoluble member engaging said first men

tioned revoluble member, a movable mem

bersupporting said second mentioned re

voluble member so as to allow it to swing

upon an axis independent of its axis of ro

tation, said revoluble members engaging

each other directly, and means for turning

said first mentioned revoluble member.

900.154. Lubricating Oil Distributor.

Louis Dubrulle. Paris, France. Filed Jan.

2, 1907. Serial No. 350,505.

In a lubricator, a primary pump, a plural

ity of secondary pumps, and discharge pipes

therefor, a rod on Which all the pistons of

the aforesaid pumps are mounted, a header

provided with sight feeds for the second

ary pumps, an inlet pipe and a discharge

pipe leading. respectively. to and from the

header, the primary pump being arranged

to supply the header with lubricant and to

remove the excess therefrom, the secondary

pumps being arranged to take lubricant

from the sight feeds and deliver it to the

discharge pipes, and means for reciprocat

ing the rods.

900.160. Motor Vehicle Truck. Rodol

phus Fuller, Detroit, Mich. Filed Nov. 21,

1906. Serial No. 344,387.

1. In a truck for electric motor vehicle,

the combination with a fixed axle and inde

pendent driving wheels thereon, of a drive

shaft and a driven shaft substantially in the

horizontal plane of the axle and in rear

thereof. the driven shaft being in rear of

the drive shaft and centrally provided with

a differential gear, an electric motor upon

one end of the drive shaft, a variable speed

transmission gear upon the other end of

said shaft and a drive pinion sleeved upon

said shaft between the motor and said va

riable transmission ge_ar and transmitting

motion from the transmitting gear to the

differential.

900,199. Roller Bearing. Julius A. Per

kins, Omaha, Neb., assignor, by mesne as

signment, to'United States Roller Bearing

Company, Jersey City, N. J., a Corporation

of New Jersey. Filed Aug. 14, 1903, Serial

No. 169,500. Renewed Aug. 28, 1908. Se

rial No. 450,743.

1. A box having a residuum receptacle

provided with a plurality of webs crossing

the box and connected with the opposite

sides thereof. said webs being provided for

part of their length at the upper edges

with tracks over which bearing rollers trav

el in their planetary movement about the

journal of the axle. said tracks being so

located as to enable the entire periphery of

each bearing roller in its plenetary move

ment to be exposed above a space of the

residuum receptacle.

900,342. Transmission of Power. Frank

M. Ashley, New York, N. Y. Filed Nov. 26,

1902. Serial No. 132.965.

1. In power transmitting apparatus, the

combination of an accumulator of sufficient

capacity to act as a storage of power as set

forth, means for delivering liquid to said

accumulator, a motor in operative relation

with respect to the accumulator and em

bodying a plurality of rotary power ele

ments of different diameters with respect

to each other, nozzles coactive with said

power elements and capable of a uniform

jet velocity, and provision for independently

placing said nozzles in communication with

the accumulator.

900,359. Changing Batteries in Electri

cally Propelled Vehicles. Albert J. Doty,

Mount Vernon, N. Y., assignor of one-half

to Charles Berg, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed

Feb. 3, 1909. Serial No. 413.948.

1. The combination with an electrically

propelled vehicle having a battery recepta

cle depending from its bed and provided

with an opening at each side of the vehicle,

of a pair of battery trucks on opposite sides

of the vehicle in position to deliver a bat

tery from the other side. means for detach

ably connecting the trucks to the vehicle

and mechanism for moving a battery from

one of the trucks into the receptacle against

a battery therein. whereby the latter will
 

 
 

i We will n_ot' exhibit at the shows, but

i Fadders Radiators

the real square tube radiator—

the New York to Paris radiator.
 

. will be very much in evidence.
 

 
 

LOOK FOR THEM ON THE LEADING CARS.

FEDDERS MFG. WORKS, Buffalo, N. Y.

 

 

 

 
 

WANTS AND FOR SALE
15 cents per lin. of never! words. cash with order.

in capitals, 25 cents per line.
 

F OR SALE—Electric sight seeing auto

mobiles; three (3) 24-passenger Ter

race seats; two (2) 20-passenger, all half

lazy backs; 15 horsepower motors; will sell

for half price of new. If interested answer.

MOTOR TRANSIT CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

FOR SALE—300 sets 28x3 best grade ar

tillery wheels, fitted with clincher rims,

less hubs. Write for bargain prices on sm

gle sets of the lot. THOMAS B. JEF

FERY 8: COMPANY, Kenosha, Wis.
 

 

The Low Price of the High-Quality

Lam b e r t ('3 a r
is made osaible by the low cost of_ the chap]:

Lambert riction transmission, which is more 05

eient than any type of complicated, expensive gear

transmission.

BUCKEYE MFG. COMPANY, Andulon, Ind.

ACCURATE

GEARS '

Can furnish all kinds of

gears of any material

and in any quantity,

all with accurately cut

or planed teeth. Let

us quote you prices.

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

The New Process Raw Hide Go.

SYRCAUSE, N. Y.

  

 

 

 

AJAX TIRES
Guaranteed for 5,000 Miles.

Exhibited at the Madison Sq. Garden & Chicago Shows.

AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER CO.,

N. 8. Cor. 57th St. & B'way.N.Y. Factories: Trenton, N. J.

 

 

AUGUST OFELDT 8: I ONS

Manufacturers of Coil, Water Tube and

Flash Boilers.

KEROSENE AND GASOLINE BURNERS.

Office: 123 Liberty 8;, NEW YORK. N. Y

Write for Catalogue.

@lhe 11511511 fltahiatnr

  

 

 

THE BUSH MANUFACTU RING C0.

HARTFORD.CONN.
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be displaced and delivered upon receiving

truck.

900,388. Shock Absorbing Mechanism for

Vehicle Springs. Wellington P. Kidder,

Boston, Mass. Filed Jan. 11, 1907. Serial

No. 351,852.

l._ In a shock absorbing mechanism for

vehicle springs, a vehicle body portion, a

supporting axle, a spring intermediate of

the axle and the body, a toggle joint inter—

mediate of and connecting the axle and

body and comprising a comparatively short

member and a comparatively long member,

the short member being provided with a

curved bearing surface at its end farthest

from the long member and a friction me

chanism comprising a spring actuated

plunger bearing against said curved surface

(fm the short member for the purpose set

ort .

900,389. Self Propelling Combined Har

vester, Agricultural Engine, and Truck.

Fred L. Kincaid and Henry T. Preble,

Stockton, Cal. Filed Aug. 31, 1905. Serial

No. 276,627.

1. A machine of the class described

comprising a truck provided with a guide

wheel in front and bearing wheels at the

rear, two motors mounted on the truck,

means for connecting either one or both of

the motors with the bearing wheels, a

threshing cylinder located upon the truck.

and means operatively connecting the

threshing cylinder with the motors.

900,450. Variable Speed Driving Mechan

ism. Marion E. Vaughn, Plainfield, Ind.

Filed Feb. 8, 1906. Serial No. 300,103.

1. In a speed changing mechanism, driv

ing and driven wheels with their sides in

frictional engagement, and means for shift

ing the position of one wheel in the arc of

a circle to which the engaging surface of

the other wheel is tangential.

900,498. Pneumatic Tire. Horace W.

Dover, Northampton, England. Filed April

8, 1907. Serial No. 366,985.

1. In a wheel provided with a pneumatic

tire, the combination of a tire cover fast

ened to the sides of the wheel rim and hav

ing laterally extending hollow lobes sit

uated radially beyond the point of attach

ment, a pair of side flanges gripping the said

hollow lobes, and an inflatable inner tube

confined between the cover and the wheel

rim, in such manner that the internal pres

sure increases the grip of said lobes against

the flanges, substantially as specified.

900,503. Driving Mechanism for Swing—

ing Axles. Allen H. Fetzer, Galion, Ohio,

assignor of one-eighth to Grover M. Shu

maker and one-third to Melvin E. Shumaker,

Galion. Ohio. Filed Nov. 30. 1907. Serial

No. 404,478.

1. A mechanism of the character de

scribed, comprising an axle equipped with

a ball having cavities in its periphery, the

side walls of said cavities being convex and

her
Sold by Handlers of

their‘ end walls being concave and a sec

tional sprocket whose sections are provided

With central aligning openings with their

walls curved inwardly to conform to the

periphery of said ball and means project

ing from, and secured between said sprock

_et_ sections, for engagement with said cav

mes.

900,518. Gas Engine Starter. Raleigh

\\'. Godfrey, Oberlin, Ohio. Filed Aug. 7,

1907. Serial No. 387,478.

1. A device of the class described com

prising a reservoir. a tube or barrel adja

cent thereto and containing a measuring

chamber communicating with the reservoir

through a port or duct, and two way valves

in the tube or barrel adjacent to the ends of

the measuring chamber, one of said valves

being adapted to obstruct the port leading

to the reservoir.

900,522. Picture Exhibition Device.

James H. Gravell, Philadelphia. Pa., and

George D. Farwell, Bridgeport, Conn., as

signors of one-third to Percy C. Farwell.

Bridgeport, Conn. Filed Nov. 1, 1907. Se

rial No. 400,306.

1. The combination of a self-propelled

vehicle, a motor therefor, an electric gen

erator, means for transmitting power from

the motor to the generator, a picture exhi

bition outfit, and means for connecting the

generator and picture exhibition outfit,

with mechanism whereby the same motor

is utilized for propelling the vehicle and for

driving the generator. substantially as de

scribed.

900,604. Carburetter.

Chicago, Ill., assignor to John W. Duntley

and William O. Duntley, Chicago, Ill. Filed

Dec. 28, 1904. Serial No. 238,600.

1. A carburetter having.a plurality of

vaporizing nozzles communicating With a

common source of fuel and arranged in a ,

circle. and a rotary disc valve for cutting

one or more of the nozzles into and out of

service at the will of the operator.

900,632. Pump for Pneumatic Tires.

Henry M. Williams, Vincennes, Ind., as

signor of one-half to J. Frank Whyte,

Coatesville, Ind. Filed July 8, 1907. Serial

No. 382,644.

1. In a mechanism of the class described,

the combination with a revoluble support,

of a guide-plate carried by said support, a

cross-head slidably mounted on said guide

plate, a cylinder carried by said guide plate,

a piston head in said cylinder, means con

Howard Small, ‘

necting said cross-head to said piston head,

a roller secured to said cross-head, and an

adjustable cam member positioned contig

uous to said cross-head and capable of be

ing placed in the path of movement of said

roller, whereby said piston will be recipro

cated in said cylinder, when said revoluble

support is rotated.

900,634. Ball Bearing.

Witte, Chelmsford, England.

23, 1906. Serial No. 313,254.

1. A ball bearing comprising balls, a

spacing device for the same adapted to un

equally space the balls. an inner and an

outer ring, each having a curved track, and

having a gap for each ball in one of the

rings only, passing from one side inwardly

toward the track.

Frederick W.

Filed April

 

 

Volt

Ammeler

$5.00. How Are Your Batteries?

A CONNECTICU'I' VOLT

AMML'I'EI WIlJ-‘l'HLYoU

Gunran teed, and the price is

' \ right, send for catalogue and trade

discounts.

CONNECI'IM

'I'ELEPHDNE and ELECI'IIC (20., Inc.

llerlden, Conn.

nloilon Dawn

The car which has no clutch to slip—

no genre to strip—no grease—no noise.

. THE $1350 CARTERBAII

i The Motorcar Company, Detrolt, NIleh.
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If You are Interested

in Motorcycle: . . . .

T H E BICYCLING W O R L D

and MOTORCYCLE REVIEW

Published Every Saturday at

, 154 Nuau Street, New York City.

SpecimenCOfielOndl.

  

 

 

NEW YORK

56

TheBall Transmission
“" AutomobileF;ZMotorBoats

  

OI
High Grade Goods Everywhere

"i

GEAR WORKS. E
GREENPOFNT AVE..BROOKLYN , N. Y.
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WANTED—Several experienced salesmen for the
automobile supply ibusiness. Only those who are

thoroughly familiar with the business are requested
I to write, stating experience and names of concerns

and length of time employed; state age, whether

married or single and salary expected to start.

Address, for next three weeks, AUTO SUP

PLIES, Post Office Box 649, New York City.

 

 
 

 

 

  

*fi

THE PEDERSEN

Type C and CX

MECHANICAL OILERS

are a modification of type X, selling at aprice that will interest every manufacturer

sPRmos

Check Velvet . V

TROUBLE “' ‘-'

*5 $925 (Without top)
'
.—

  

  

  

 
 

  

We have just intro

duced a new regu

lating device which.

while it gives the

finest adjustment. is

indestructible.

The Reliable Dayton Has “ Made Good "
 
 

IT is not a $75.00 buggy 'with a $50.00 motor in it, but it

is a MOTOR CAR from the ground up. Is making

business for itself in every territory it invades, through its

economical features, compared with the pneumatic-tire car.

  

Let us refer you to several of the company's largest

dealers, who have handled the Reliable Dayton the past

year; let them tell you their experience. Investigate; get

the facts.

Drop us a line for our agency proposition today.

Write is about your lubricator requirements

We make all kinds for gasoline motors. etc

  

PEDERSEN MANUFACTURING CO.

0“ flan avenue new YORK

Elhblmhed 1R4 llll‘fflpoflled woo

  

Our Catalog in different. Lot u. lend you a copy.

Reliable Dayton Motor Bar [10. new".
Dept. 14

  

Io m-nulnlun Podenon "II-go, Ion“ Iron-hoe, nnl Oll lumen
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f “Everhing

Drop-Forged”

That means that our Auto Tools are the

strongest and most durable that can be

made. They last a life-time. The steel se—

lected is of the highest grade. In design

  

 

' our tools are thoroughly up to date.

 

 

They fit the hand

They are handy to manipulate

They are readily adaptable

They are never failing in use

  

 

“ALLSTEEL”

THE B. & 8. AU") WRENCH

is a tool as necessary to your car as the

engine itself. Don‘t fail to get our cat

alog of Auto Forgings and Tools.

 

 

  

_ 5,: l-‘\.

Tne Billings &

Spencer lin

Hanford. Bonn.

Iv
\

London:

8 Long lane,

Aldersgate St.

 

 

 

 

  

“DI, “25"

A smaller car than the successful type "C" “50,” but in every other

detail it is the same fast and powerful machine. In speed, power and

equipment it is (clearly the leader of small cars.

  

Type "D" “25" Roadster, $2000 Baby Tonneeu Tourinl Car. B2100

OTHER MODELS:

Ty” "c" “50-. Type “E” "800

as heretofore, $3000, Luxurious 7 Passenger.

unchanged. Quinby appointment.

Ty e "F" "Six" $4500

_ evelopa 75 h.Fitted only with Baby onneau.

GRANT SQUARE AUTO C0. of Brooklyn,

Brooklyn and Long Island Oistributors.

J. M. QUINBY & CO., of Newark, N. 1.,

Distributors for New York City and New Jersey.

PENNSYLVANIA AUTO MOTOR CO. Bryn Mawr, Pa.

 

   
  

DOWN
to call at our exhibit at the

coming Automobile Show at

Madison Square Garden,

January 16-23.

  

, I"?

nQ‘ f
’

‘
,

’ a»

You will iind an interesting

display oi our product, in

.gee eluding several n ew a n d

distinctive teatures.

SM 311, A. L. A. M. snow I
A Q Standard Roller Bearing C0. .g,

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

assesses;
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. ..a _. - 9, ., e'... ls“.FIRST, THIRD and FOURTH PLACES ' '._.. . j? , - e

In capturing Macll0NALl) & CAMPBELL $000 up 5
 

 

~‘d.

a .. ' .. ‘

 

,0

I. .

.' _ h

- R

300 Miles Mid-Winter, [Contest . ‘
l

FROM PHILADELPHIA T0 WILKESBARRE' Anni RETURN .

  

2

Over the Pocono Mountains, making also the highest team score against a field of .' ‘ ,. lib-*‘& _ l

. I I _ r ' v i ‘ ' I ‘. I. ' x" l

32 CONTESTANTS . .. ~=.‘el
. \. " '_ .“g‘ ' ‘ '1' I .

including these cars: 2 Peerless, 1 Stearns, 1 Studebaker, 2 Cadillacs, 1 Acme, 3 Stoddard-Daytons, - " “R ‘

1 Elmore, 2 Franklins, 3 Mitchells, 2 Wintons, 3 Oldsmobiles, 2 Maxwells, 2 Knoxes, 2 Ram'blers,;1. “ . -

Buick. 1 Premier. ' " .\. _ ,;. [a lu‘J'i'ii'f‘ ;

4. ~- 7 s, . .

Only three oi the 32 cars had perlect time scores and these three were Mathesonsargt, i M in .

uh .. “(.7 Q'T‘ \ i '

:5 7 . * '

2;." ' i

No. 7 Matheson Wins First-Place? .

For MacDonald & Campbell $600 Cup " " ‘ “ “‘

This car, owned and entered by Mr. F. M. Kirby, Wilkesbarre, Pa.§‘ and driven by-_Mr; Kirby's

chauffeur, William Miller, is a regular stock Matheson touring car which Mr. Kirby had' driVen'QVer'

7,000 miles prior to entering it in the contest. Actual running time, 5 hours and 31 minutes,

breaking all previous records.

No. 15 Matheson Wins Third Place 1‘
This car, entered and driven by Mr. Ross Anderson, \Vilkesbarre. Pa., was a regular stock In

Matheson touring car which had covered 18,000 miles in service prior to entering this contest.

Actual running time, 6 hours and 4 minutes; also new record time.

No. ,6 Matheson Wins Fourth Place

This car, entered by ourselves, was a regular stock Matheson touring car which had covered

over 12,000 miles in service prior to entering this contest. Actual running time, 5 hours and 24

minutes, the fastest time ever made by any car over this course, Summer or Winter.

ALL THREE MATHESONS FINISHED WITH ABSOLUTELY PERFECT ROAD SCORES, .

MAKING EVERY CONTROL ON TIME. '

. Only one stop was made on account of tire trouble, proving our claim that the Matheson 1T

Car, due to its beautiful balance, chain drive and multiple disc clutch, is the easiest car on tires.

Our customers usually cover from 5,000 to 10,000 miles on their original tires.

 
 

The Matheson Car has proved in every endurance run

it has entered that it is tar and away the most reliable

and serviceable as well as the most economical and tastest touring car In all'theMIol-ld

AND THIS IS ALSO OUR GUARANTY.‘—- ,

 

 

0MATHESON AUT0M0J’BILE 00-101mm

1886-1888 BROADWAY, Cor. 62d St. M"""°" 1* AM NEW. YO'RKnCl‘TY

We exhibit only at Madison Square Garden Show, January 16-23, 1909. Demonstrations by Appointment;

    

 
 

 
 

 

El,
 

 

l

5
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FOLDING

{mi [lust and Wind Shield
PATENTED IN THE UNITED STATES AND

PRINCIPAL EUROPEAN COUNTRIES.

  

 

The only FOLDING DUST AND WIND

SHIELD that can be instantly raised or

lowered with one hand while the car is

running at full speed. NO BOLTS OR

NUTS TO ADJUST.

 
 

ALL BRASS AND GLASS

BEAUTIFUL IN OUTLINE

A N D A N T I -RATTLING.

 
 

MANUFACTURED BY

C. A. M EZGER, Inc.

1629 Broadway New York

FACTORY SALES MANAGERS:

National Sales Corporation,

296 Broadway New York

Grand Central Palace Show, Space 142

Madison Square Garden Show, Space 323.

 

 

  

 
 

 

 

“ Oldest Makers in America” IF YOU ARE

$3000 mneaesrnn m

The Bicycling World

ImMotorcycle Review

WILL INTEREST YOQ

,UILIIIIID EVIIY SATI’IDAY AT

I“ NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK

Kokomo, Ind. ggaofilffil Coplol

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

  

   
  

Vanadium Steel Springs

‘

Are the Springs

For Hard Service

Information of value to every owner, dealer and

manufacturer of automobiles may be had free on

request.

Let Us Solve Your Spring Problems for You

The Cleveland Canton Spring C0.

CANTON, OHIO

_ r 33‘; 7

count! BM‘L'EVIM ' g

M ‘5' -uv_u.ip i __ ,l

  

I
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The Warner

r

 

Auto

Meter

Guaranteed

Absolutely Accurate

is the only speed indicator made on the Magnetic In

duction principle. Because of the principle it accur

ately indicates every range of speed from zero to the

maximum.

All other instruments are made on the centrifugal

principle. They fail to indicate any speed whatever

under 5 to 10 miles per hour.

The Auto-Meter is so durably made that practical

tests have shown that it will endure :1 MILLION

MILES of riding without perceptible wear. or depart

ing from absolute accuracy more than 10 feet to the

mile.

We invite comparative tests. Before you decide on

any Speed Indicator. put the Auto-Meter on one side

of your dash and any other indicator at any price on

the other. Then use your watch over a measured

course. Keep the instrument which tells the truth.

We know which it will be.

The Warner Instrument Company

Factory and Main Mikes—850 Wheeler Mo.. BELOIT. WISCONSIN

BRANCH HOUSES—New York, 1902 Broadway; Boston, 925

Boylston St.; Philadelphia. Cor. Broad and Race; l’ittsburg, 3432

Forbes St.; Cleveland, 2062 Euclid Ave.: Bufi'alo, 722 Mam St.;

Detroit, 239 Jefferson Ave.; Chicago, 1305 Michigan Ave.; Indian

apolis 3305/; N lllinms St.“ St. Louis, 3923 Olive

 

 

 

St.; San Francisco, 550 Golden Gate Ave.; Los An

"eles, l212 S. Main St.

 

Guaranteed Magneto _

We

Volta magneto as u

pcrtect ignition sys

tem ln ltsclt and We

expect the user to

HIGH TENSION

V0LTA
THE

  

guarantee the i

VQL'iA

MAGN E To
>. . ..

.wimtnstt IGNIILR to .

h o l d u s absolutely w

t o o u r w o r d . In

ctllclcney,

and accessibility the

V o l t u

Wit/urbrc {or [fruition

Wico Charging

Wico Ignition Wire, Wico

Spark Plugs,

Batteries, Wico inspection

simplicity

stands alone.

Device,

Witherbee

Lamp.

  

WITHERBEE IGNITER COMPANY

Makers of Famous Witherbee Battery. 1876 Broadway. New York

 
 

on a lamp stands for all that is BEST in motor

lamp construction—for Highest Standard—for

Perfection. This is a

proven fact—proven by

The Adoption of Solar

Lamps by 20 Ameri

can manufacturers

 

 

Who equip their cars with this

lamp to the exclusion of all

others.

BADGER BRASS MPG; COMPANY

606 Lyman Ave., Kenoohu. Wls.

 
 

 

The New—

STEVENS-DURYEA

Models XXX and Y

are typical Stevens-Duryea productions. The

latest links in the chain of S T E V E N S -

DURYEA SUCCESSES

 
 

THE XXX—a. 24 Horsepower Four

Cylinder Runabout - Price $2,850

THE Y—a 6-40 Horsepower Six

Cylinder Touring Car - Price $4,000 I

l

The Four Cylinder Model X of the past 1

season, and Six Cylinder Model U (Light

Six) of the past two seasons, will also be 1909

STEVENS-DURYEA CARS

On Exhibition at 1909 Licensed l

Association Automobile Shows I

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVF. LITERATI'RF.

STEVENS-DURYEA COMPANY ‘

OHIOOPEE FALLS, MASS.

Members Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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The Aristocrat of Runabouts. Model LD., 2 Cyl., 14 H. P.

Twelve Thousand

Maxwell Owners

Prove 0ur Claims—that

Wéx’flé/(iln

automobiles, though moderate in price,

are made of as good material, with as

careful workmanship under as rigid

inspection, and are as durable as

should '12 the best high-priced cars.

Perfectly Simple—Simply Perfect

1909 THE MAXWELL LINE 1909

4 Cyl. 30 H. P. Touring Car . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1,750

4 Cyl. 30 H. P. Gentleman’s Roadster . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,750

2 Cyl. 20 H. P. Touring Car . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,450

2 Cyl. 20 H. P. Roadster . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,350

2 Cyl. l4, Tourabout . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 825

2 Cyl. 10, Maxwell Junior . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 500

4 Cyl., 30 H. P. Touring Car, Model DA., $1,750.

  

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co.
P. O. Box 106, Tarrytown, N. Y.

Main Office and Factory.

Pawtucket. R. I. New Castle, Ind.

 

 

  

GRIPS(ll-IAIN
T

  1111-:
 

are as necessary as gasolene.

They absolutely prevent skid

ding, slipping, or lost traction

 

WHEN IT SNOWS!

put Weed Grips on all four wheels!

steers easily and without eiiort by so doing.

Your car

WHEN IT RAINS!

or the pavement is wet or “greasy” put on

Weeds—your car cannot skid, slip or slide.

in THE MUD!

or on the steepest hills there will be no lost

traction it you use Weeds. They enable the

heaviest automobile to climb hills easily and

without effort. Is your car equipped.P

WEED CHAIN TIRE GRIP COMPANY

35 Moore Street, New York.
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T E NATIONAL I

H SHOW

will be held as usual at '

Under the auspices of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF

AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS, INC.

February 6 to 13

in the Coliseum and First Regiment Armory, with all the lead—

ing makers of Motor Cars, Motor Cycles and Accessories as exhibitors.

. THE USUAL COURTESIES WILL BE EXTENDED TO VISITING AGENTS.

S. A. MILES, Manager ’ '2.‘.Z“Yi‘.f.f°‘

All the Manufacturers inione Show

    

  

 
 

Schrader Universal Valve
Trade Mark Registered April 30, 1895

SIMPLE AND ABSOLUTELY AIR TIGHT

(L Schrader Motor Tire Valves, as shown in cut, are the

regular equipment for G & J Motor Tires, Hartford Dunlop

Detachable Motor Tires, Fisk Detachable Motor Tires, and

New Goodyear Detachable Motor Tires. Our No. 777

Motor Tire Valve is the standard for 3-inch and smaller

/ tires and our No. 725 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for

tires larger than 3 inches. ~

 

 

Supplied to the Trade by All Tire Manufacturers

MANUFACTURED B Y

A. SCHRADER’S SONS, lnc., 28-30-32 Rose Street, New York
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THIS AND TWO OTHER “I‘OURS”

—AND A 50 HORSEPOWER “SIX”!

Proved and recognized successes, with a service record. Ofl'ered in 25

horsepower, 30-35 horsepower, 40 horsepower, and the 6-cy1inder 50 horse

power. All fitted with oil pan base. Equipped for magneto attachment.

 
 

“Rutenber” Motors and Carburetors, Clutches and fans
 
 

The Western Motor Co., Logansport, Ind.

  

 

 

"LONG-ARM”

TRANSMISSIONS

THREE speeds and reverse, selective

types. The best of material and

workmanship. Our experience in gear cut

ting and manufacturing Automobile Parts

enables us to equal the best transmissions

built. Let us figure on your requirements.

 
 

Weill-o build a complete [Inc 0!

AXLES, CLUTCHES

STEERING REACHES

HAND LEVERS, ETC.

 
 

The "Long-Arm” System (10.,

CLEVELAND, 0.

Sales Dept, 'I'IIE AMIIICAN DISTRIBUTING (10.,

American 'l‘rast lld|.. Cleveland, 0.

 

  
 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY

SPIRAL SPRINGS

(L If every driver had to ride in his own

tonneau, every car would be quickly

equipped with Supplementary Spiral

Springs. Owners are not intentionally

selfish—many of them just thoughtless.

Usually driving or sitting beside the

driver, the riding qualities of the ton

neau are to them practically unknown.

  

  
  

(L Not so with the passengers. Rear

springs must be strong enough to resist

severe shocks under a full load. That means stiff springs

under ordinary loads, with the shocks and jars transmitted

to the passengers—guests whose comfort ought to be a first

consideration.

(L SUPPLEMENTARY SPIRAL SPRINGS take up all the

average bumps and road inequalities and come into real

action with the jolts and jars encountered at soeed.

  

(L With the Sv S. 5., your springs never whip or touch. They

prevent breakage and are the most economical and useful

accessory ever provided for a car. Every live dealer carries

them and their attachment in a matter of a few hours' time.

Do it NOW.

SU‘PPLE-M ENTARY

SPIRAL SPRING CE
4555 Delmar Ave., St. Louie, Mo.

  

  

Motor Mart, New York

 
  

pendabllit -

Economy nder

all Conditions of

Weather—Hills—

)lud and Band—

With no Expe

rience neoema

YOU CAN BAN

"We will exhibit at the New York Show December .11 to January 7, and at the Chicago Show February 6 to 13.

Alwa s Goes

In buying an automobile OODFIJGI' first cost, but hesitate longest to investigate up _
'-

.

keep and economy of i'nr-i eonsurn JIlOIf. Buy a car where you can hold the maker to this

arentee. Insist on reeonls o! dura illty and the evldenco of thousands of users' endorsements.

e invite comparison of our catalogu—bouks-testimonials—which you can have [or the asking. ~.

Write for them. But above all compare our factory [utilities—expert workmanship—er \

_ - -
- - -

‘ 1v 8 9 "’e 8% WI
* a 'ir To fr 45,1"an 019"”th “‘61::

The W ole Route %saw-.1 smwz- 0.
'~. ". ". l ll 9 a ‘

. 1 ..'_fou,;fogksciou:i,;4,_.- “'-./'"Qr€'a’1;2"!:'esr o

. 000 1,9 Ufa :

-_ qlqrafur r:

"'. J’
. Dare

perienee and the highest quality of every part 0!

0" ms cm The Invincible"i i ; SCHACHT

\

'
/

Auto-Runabout

with all others of this It is car. Write us and investigate the meaning to you as an owner

of a car “.0 the h‘chae t. Full iii-wil-hornapower—geariess-cluti-hleea—Timken l'nllci' bearing-s

throughout—easy riding long "Concord" timings—high, solid cushion! Goodrich rniilmr tires [or

ewvnomy of upkeep on all 1'

high priced cars.

The Schacht is the easiest to run slm lost, most practical, most economical car you can buy—

Let us show you all the reasons why. Write or literature. it interested as an aunt—let us make you

our Special Propeaitien.

The Schacht Manulacturing Company

2720 Spring Grove Ave” Cincinnati, 0.

  

  

  

  

Hr

  

on!qooqiosqasa

P'"“!ll"

  

MOM! carburetors, ete.—F\lll high class equipment found only on  
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‘ F843
Annular Ball Beairings

For equal size and equal quality of steel, the durability of a ball bearing is propor

tional to the number of balls that carry the load. Double the number of balls, and you

double the life of the bearing.

e

contain the maximum possible number of balls. The race

is entirely filled—less only one ball for the separating

spaces. ~

The ingenious yet simple manner in which this is ac

complished gives an unbroken path for the balls while con

serving rigidity in the races. The balls are sprung in

through diagonal side slots shallower than the race grooves.

Once in, the balls never touch the side slots, which in efiect

no longer exist.

J.S.BHETZ COMPANY
Sole. Importers, Tunes Bldg New York

    

 

mm

BALL mums

  

 

 
  

 

Ninth National

Automobile Show
 

 

Madison Square Garden

January 16 to 23, 1909, New York City

  

Under the Auspices of the

Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers

Exhibiting standard Gasoline Cars licensed under the Selden patent.

LICENSED GAS-‘OLINE CARS

Apperson Columbia Hewitt Packard Royal Tourist Stevens Dufyeil

Autocar Elmore Knox Peerless Sampson ' Studebaker

Buick Z-M-F- Locomobile Pierce Arrow Selden Thomas

Cadillac Franklin dozier I Pope Hartford Simplex Walter

Chalmers-Detroit Haynes Matheson Pope Toledo Stearns Waltham

Corbin E L E C IRIC Wmton

Anderson Bailey Champion General Vehicle Co. Studebaker Woods

Babcock Baker Columbia Rauch & Lang Waverly

S 1 E A M

White

Complete :x/n'bit by the Motor 6' Acnnory Illanufadurzrr. T/u only complete Alotorcyrle exhibit in New York, by l/u

Mofon'ycl: Manufadurzn’ Arrarialilm, Commern'al Vzln'rln, Town Car: and Taxicab.
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INTAKE. EXHAUST

Whitlock Coil Pipe Co.\_

,7

WH l TLOC—KY/’ RADIATORS

AND WATER PIPES .

~ Hartford. Conn. ,

 
 

 

THIS MAGNETO IS “ FOOL PROOF"

The most unskillful driver can install the Remy

I909 High Tension Magneto. Impro er connection

cannot in ure it, and no amount of tin ering will put

it out 0 commission. The Remy will stand more

neglect, oil, dirt and water than any other ignition

system in the world. More than 17,000 Remys have

already been sold for 1909 cars—more Remya than all

others combined. Write for illustration and descrip

tion.

TIIE IEMY ELECTRIC CO., Depl. ll, Anderson, Ind.

We have crisened a branch house in Thoroughfare

Bldg., roadway and 57th St., New York.

WE WILL NOT

accept your contract unleaa we can give you the

delivery you require. We will not accept more

contracts than we can fill with proper attention to

each. We make Pressed Steel Pramea and Auto

mobile Stampinga.

THE HYDRAULIC PRESSED STEEL CO.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

 

 

HAVE YOU SEEN

THE PERFECTION WRFNf"H?

The newest and best wrench made; all steel—great

strength; instantly adjusted; eaaily and uickly oper

ated; positive grip: immense time, troub e. and tem

per saver; best “all round tool" ever oflered for aale.

"You will want one when you lee it."

For circular addrcaa,

THE PERFECTION WRENCH CO.,

Box 426. PORT CHESTER. ll. Y.
 

 

Gasolene and

W Electric

Automobiles

ARE MADE BY

auscmc VEHICLE co., Harlford, rum.

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

'l‘ll MM! M011)! CA! (30.

leading, Pa.

  

 

 

SPRINGFIELD

T0? (Pat-1895)

Allllllllllllll

Bodies

SPRINGFIELD

METAL BODY 00.,

S“ llrnle lve.,

Springfield, Ian.

  

 

 

GIBIIEY SOLID TIRES
CONTINENTAL

Pneumatle Tires

4‘1

DOW TUBES

The Best Tubes Ever Manufactured.

Are the most economical. Do not deflate when

punctured.

DOW TIRE COMPANY.

2000 Broadway, New York.

889 Boyleton St., Boston, Mass.

  

 

GLEVELINII SPARK PLUGS
“They Shoot a Flame."

GLEVELAND SPARK PLUG 00.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

  

 

 

The “Gotham” STA-RITE will end your

spark plug

t r o u bles.

I. Soot can't

.' stick to the

' ‘ p o r celain.

Won't short-circuit. Never leaks. Can be

taken apart and cleaned with case. Of deal

ers, or direct, $1.00.

THE R. E. HARDY CO., 25 w. 42d St., New York.

  

 

 
 

It is not possible for any chain to be

better than

BALDWIN CI‘IAINS

BALDWIN CHAIN & MFG. CO»

Worcester, Mass.

 
  

 

 

I HAVE A NORTHERN LIMOUSINE which

for the best of reasons I want to sell quickly.

It is in perfect condition, having been driven less

than 500 miles, and I think it's one of the sweetest

running, handsomeat appearing, town cars made.

Tires are brand new and the varnish isn‘t damaged

—in fact the car is just as good as new when it sold

for $2,500 and I'll sell it for half—$1,250.

Address E. M. M., 382 Pennsylvania Ave., De

troit, Mich.

 

THOMAS SHOCK ABSORBERS

on your automobile mean more .comfort,

speed, safety, economy. _Prove it at our

expense. 30 days free trial.

BUFFALO SPECIALTY CO.,

 

340 Ellicott St. BUFFALO, N. Y.

 

 

 

 

  

it

MICHELIN TIRE COMPANY

IILLTOWN'. N. 1.

Caroline and Electric—for Pieaaure and Blaine

Sludnbam Ail'orobl'a "o . South Bend. lndlana

 

 
Automobile Acceaaoriea of every ‘ ,

James L. Glhney & Bro.. Philadelphla, Pa.. U.S.A.

 

 

  

 

SIBBI Ii [BS
Full of Air.

Tire expense cut in two.

Cannot Blow Out, Rim Cut

or Puncture.

Aa Flexible aa Rubber

Anti-Skid.

That part of a tire with a

blowout or a rim cut in it

will Iaat longer than any

other part if encircled by a

few aectiona of ateel.

Thousanda in uae.

l72 Broadway

 

  

 

Kimball Tire Bass 00. ;

Councll Bluffe, Iowa.

 

Name

Address_

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, New York

Encloaed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

Ebe motor Worlb

I for one year, commencing with the issue
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If your car is wired with PACKARD ENAMELED

IGNITION CABLE you can be dead sure you will have

no trouble so far as the wiring is concerned.

 

 

When at the Show

do not fail to see the

TUCKAHOE

GREASE GUN
 

 

New and very meritorious. The

only self-filling combination oiler and

grease gun. Can be filled with grease

in three seconds. Regulated by throw

ing a latch. Its use insures quick oil

Invader 0i|
THE OIL THAT

GRAPHITIZES

are raaponaibla tor lta‘

popularity e

Users of

YOU NAIR THE CAR

LWl' L

NAME THE GRADE

nan: ONLY av

' mus. F. KELLUM I 00.

ll! Arch St., Philadelphia

Bolton Branch:

284 Columbua Avenue.“I'HGTIII.

  

 ing and clean hands. Lower in price

 
than others. \Nrite for circular.  

Manufactured and sold by the

Rubly Mfg. Company

TUCKAHOE, N. Y.
  

 
 

THE GYROSCOPE. CAR

The Simpleat Automobile in the World.

$750—Tho Price—$750.

GYROSCOPE AUTOMOBILE CO. (lNC.)

Gyroaeopa Bldg.,

231 Weat 54th St. New York City.

 
 

 
  

 

Tire Troubles?

Use Permanlt

Demonstrated before' Board

of Governors Harrisburg

Motor Club with reat suc

cess. For particuars write

ADOLF KARL & CO.,

237-9 Washin ton St.,

ewarlr, N. J.

whi

  

220

laro Iron blindin

e fitted to any ex atinl lamp.

AVOID ACCIDENTS

byuain'tlo

Wridgway No Glare Shade

ch aide to the efieleaey ol the lam and keepa

other uaera oi the hm'aya. Can

PEERLESS MOTOR CAR CO.,

to :24 w. 4m 5e. rmw Yoax

  
 

$Inhharh-Eagtnn

ONE Quality for ALL Models

ONE Price for ALL Buyers

Write for 1909 Catalog.

THE DAYTON MOTOR CAR CO.

Dayton,

  

 

The PULLMAN

+40 Roadster. Price, 83,000.

that made the run from Philadel hi: to SI

vannah, Ga., March 5th to 18th, t rough "nud

up to the radiator, beating all previoua reeorda.

YORK MOTOR CAR C0.. York, Pa.

 

 

  

 

TRUFFAULTIHARTFORD

Trade

SHOCK AlB-ORBER

ark

n n": um d am. a “a Comfortable
' “ AriiimZbuu. lie-ugh.

Write for catalogue, Department D.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO.,

 

 

0011mm
READY FLATED TIRES

Universally approved by all motoriata.

CONTINENTAL CAOUTCHOUC C0..

1788-90 Broadway. New Yor'r Ciw.

WRITE FOR PRICES OR INFORMATION

  

A. O. Smith Company

MAKERS OF

PRESSED STEEL

FRAMES
(Capacity 100,000 per annum.)

Heavy and Difficult Stampinga

Front and Rear Axles

Steering Columns

Transmissions, Selective and

Progressive

Multiple Disc Clutches

SEE OUR EXHIBITS:

Grand Central Palace, Space 134.

Madison uare Garden, 8 ace 20$.

Coliseum, hicago, Space

A,() SMn‘“ CO. 243 Ollnton at,

Milwaukee, Wis.

 

 

 

  Get our quota

tiona on high grade

two and tour eylla

der motora, 10 to 4!

Ionepower. The

are eqnl vi

sell-cont ned oiling

ayatern and ready

for attaching mag

neto. Hilleat

grade workmanahi ,

cent, 6 n r a b a

and aimple. Alao

elutehea and train.

Send ior eatalquo.

owns Alli STAIIMRD

mlaalona.

GONTIIIEITAL MOTOR MFG. 00., luatagan, Itch.

K. ran:me ra'rnuon. Weatern Repreaeat
atlva. 166 E. Lake St., Chican. I

T. I. WETZEL. Eater- Rlpr-eotativa, I, WQR Old

St rt N. Y... New Yo .

 

()Al(lsAFQ[)
40 H. PfFour Cylinder, Shaft Drive, $1,600.

OAKLAND MOTOR CAR CO.,

Pontiac, Mich.

 

 

 
 

 
E. V. Hal-tied. Proa. l4! flaw 8L. Terley City. N. l.

l 

 
 

ll RELLl

154 P—Two-Way Cambric Covered, 15c. ioot.

To Avoid I

Specify P e.

  

§EEIT$§M PIRELLI 8: CO., 296 Broadway, New York

For aale by MOTOR CAR EQUIPMENT CO., 5! Warrau St., and 1721 Broadway, New York Clty.

Our Cable Card

Illustrating ll Varieties of ca

ble in actual sizes mailed up—

. on request.

This is No. 154 P., Two-Way,

Cambric Covered.

 

.1§rmmvkflh
The Locomobile Company of America,

Bridgeport, Conn.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

kg

 

 

  

4:}:120

agilwm
mamono cium e um co

- uo W. Ma le.

.ldlanapolta. lad.

ND 1.;
M0 0". m' m

fllAagsir‘tStfiw -" i ; <

  

  

MARK
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I50$

“Sod-\LMNFA.‘a.....».

EAR

__>

'

'

/
- 4 1.5}: - > -

;1;$_:¢<-.>4;;-_,_.';_ '

BRANCHES—Newark 264 Halse

Ave.; New York 73d ét. 8: Broa way'

Tire & Rubber 0.; Atlanta. Ga., Dunham Rubber

Denver Auto Goods Co.‘

Buffalo, N. Y., Empire gale! Co.; Minneapoi    is, Empire Tire 81 Rubber

in”

 
  

l-‘or Automobile Bodies, Dashes, Guards, Bonnets,

Battery Boxes. Drip Pans. Mniiiers, Bic.

nouG—DURABLE

CAI-BLESS—RUS'ILESS

MOO'I‘II—PAINT ADHERES FIIIILY

A Metal That's 7A lien: aid thLney 788V?!

'1']!!! STARK ROLLING in“ courm, mi“. out—o

 

 

  

EMPIRE AUTOIVIOBILE TIRE COMPANY, Trenton, N. J.

St.; Detroit, 842 Woodward Ave; Boston, 292 Devonshire St.: Chicago, 20 La Salle St... 1301 Michigan

148 Chambers St. AGENCIES—Pittsburg, Consumers' Auto

Co.; Cleveland 0. Motor Suppk' Agency Co.; No olk,

Jacksonville, Fla.. Savell Rubber Co.; Philaciei hia, Penn uto

0
  

    
  

a;
Jul-e“ .

  Su ply Co.; Kansas Cit , Me., Empire

Va" m. H. (ii-over; Denver,

Lee A elee Cai., Pacific Elec. Wire;

e rleane, La" H. A. Teeterd.

 
 

  ; Savannah, Ga, arris Tire Co.;     
  

Sufipiy Co. ;

  

  

  

  

routines in the AlllllMllBll nE
Satisfaction .

Cuaranteed ‘Thousands of our

Spring Clips

are now in use,

having been sup

plied to the leading

' automobile manu

‘ facturers.

Have you secured our prices?

THE M. SEWARD SUNS GDMPANY. New Haven. Conn.

  

    

 

  

30,000 MILES WIT HUUI ADJUSTMENT.

HE can WITHOUT evm ems semen

STILL RUNNlNG RUNNNG STLL.

' noc‘p 6 ENGINE BUILDI

PHILADELPHIA,PENNA

  

 

 

 
 

Don’t fall to see the much

talked of Splitdorf Magneto

at the Madison Square

Garden Show.

Elevated Platform, Space 102.

Look for our page ad. in this paper next week.

C.F.Splitd0rf Nchork
Walton Ave. and 138th St.

Branch, 1679 Broadway.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The output of complete Front

and Rear Automobile Axlee of this

plant exceeds the capacity of a?

competition combined.

 

‘l‘American Ball-Bearint 60.

L. 8. l. M. 8. Ry. I. Edgwater Perk

GLIVILAND, OHIO. U.I.A.
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This Magneto

a a» .

we...
"Jill is)

is “Fool Proof”

The Remy 1909 High Tension Magneto can’t be put out of com

mission by ordinary abuse. '

It is literally “fool proof.” Anybody can install it, whether he

knows anything about machinery or not.

Even if an improper connection should be made it wouldn’t in

jure the magneto.

And the Remy will stand more neglect and accumulation of oil,

dirt and water than any other ignition system in the world.

The Remy is the American Magneto specially built to meet the

bad roads and other hardships encountered by American cars.

Double ignition is provided with one set of spark plugs in the

Remy. This feature is original with us.

The Magneto switch furnished with the Magneto is fitted with

a push button for starting the motor upon the spark without crank

ing, where dry batteries are wired in connection with the Magneto.

On account of the extra hot spark furnished by this Magneto

and the perfect timing of the gear-driven Magneto, from 5 to 25

See
 

The Remy was used on the Buick that led all American cars in

the Savannah races. It figured in scores of important victories

during the last season.

Write us for illustrations and full description of our new high

tension Magneto. “'e are building them in such large quantities

 
 

per cent. more power is secured than where a vibrator coil and

storage batteries are used.

We are the oldest manufacturers of Magnetos in America. We

have the largest factory devoted exclusively to the manufacture of

magnetos in the world. We have already sold over 17,000 magnetos

for 1909 cars—more than all our competitors, foreign and domestic,

combined have sold or can sell.

You therefore take no chances when you put in a Remy,

Ask any owner of a car made by the following companies. The

Remy is a regular equipment on their machines:

Model Automobile Company

Overland Automobile Co.

Cameron Car Co.

Kissell Motor Car Co.

Crawford Automobile Co.

Buckeye Manufacturing Co.

Pope Motor Car C0.

Buick Motor Co.

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co.

Apperson Bros. Automobile Co.

Midland Motor Co.

Olds Motor Works

Regal Motor Car Company

it a_t the New York and Chicago Automobile Shows

that we can make you attractive prices. \Ve can very likely furnish

you fittings for attaching the Magneto to your automobile, or al

most any garage could install it without the fittings. Ask for it

upon your new car.

Address Department 11.

Remy Electric Company

Anderson, Indiana

 
 

"‘ ~We have opened a Branch House at Thoroughfare Bldg., Broadway and 57th St., New York.

Madison Square Garden Show, Space No. 125, Elevated Platform. Chicago Coliseum Show, Gallery, Space No. 65.
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Ten Years in the Lead

and Three improvements, give in

  

 

Diamond
WRAPPED TREAD

TIRES '
 

 

for l909 more tire value than ever

before ofiered in America or Europe.

THE DIAMOND RUBBER C0.

Akron, Ohio
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For Every Day Use and Touring

Diamond

Demounlable Rims

)"ll-i/‘x For Carrying
A ‘ ’ Extra InflatedTires

  

(JIThey won the only official test

of demountable rim equipment

ever made.
 

O

qlThey have shown the greatest

efficiency and positive security.

0

1]] Simply remove a few nuts, slip

the rim with flat tire off and slip

on a fresh rim carrying the extra

tire inflated and complete. Easy

for the veriest novice.

  

 

   

 

Descriptive Matter and

Prices on Request.

The Diamond Rubber Company

Akron, 0hio
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This Tire Will Give

You The Best Service

There may be other tires on the market that prob

ably look from outside appearance to be as good as the

G 8c J, but if you will get sections of the different

tires and compare the quality of rubber, its toughness,

and the manner in which it is embedded into the

meshes of the fabric you will note there is a difference.

After making this comparison and also noting care

fully the general conatruction, you will not wonder

why so many are specifying G 86 J Tires.

6&JInnaCo.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Detroit, 256 etiersqn Ave. Omaha, 1607 Harney St.

Chica o, 143 Mich! _Ave. Atlanta,_35 N. Pryor St.

New 011:, 10 W. ixtieth St. bt. Louis, 415 N. Fourth St.

San Francisco, 414 Van Ness Ave. Boston, 110 Federal St.

Denver, 1541 Cleveland Place. Portland, _326 Burnside Ave.

Butialo, 912 Main St. Kansas City, 1607 Grand Ave.

Philadelphia, 713 Broad St. Lleveland, 26 Frankfort Ave.

Los Angeles, 1010 S. Main St. l‘ittsburg, Baum & Beatty Sts.

Minneapolis. 21 5. Second St.  
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"Locking the door alter the pony is stolen”

is a good deal like postponing the use of

Columbia Lock Nuts
Now

 

for it's only a postponement at best. Why not take a double—twist on

the iorelock of old Father Time and incorporate the use of Columbia

Lock Nuts in your construction BEFORE
  

 

 

you have occasion for regrets? Columbia

Lock Nuts are in general use and are

regarded as a necessity by some of the

biggest railroad systems in the country.

They ought to be a double necessity on

automobiles. They are already used by

many prominent makers. They should

 

  

 

  

  

 
  

 

 

be used on every automobile everywhere.

qIColumbia Lock Nuts simply cannot work loose. Vibration, even

the constant vibration of “solid tires, cannot affect or loosen

them. They are automobile insurance of the very best

kind and their cost is not a factor. Let us prove our case.

 

 

  

 

COLUMBlA NUT & BOLT COMPANY

Bridgeport, Connecticut
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The Best Equipped Car

from an Ignition standpoint, is the one fitted with a

PLITDORF

MAGNETO

The inevitable result of using a cheap and

poorly made-Magpeto is trouble, loss of time,

disappointment and endless expense.

 

 

This is not theory at all, but the actual ex

perience of those who have been tempted to save

a few dollars at the start.

Although its price is somewhat higher, it is

positive economy to equip your car with a SPLIT

DORF Magneto because of the better, more

uniform and absolutely reliable ignition you

thereby obtain.

Simplicity of construction, interchangeability

of parts and accessability are among its strong

features. Completely water-proof, dust-proof and

fool-proof.

 

  

Remember always that there is fifty years of

invaluable electrical engineering experience and

the largest and best equipped Ignition Specialty

plant in the world behind the SPLITDORF product—fifty years of continuous endeavor to

produce the highest grade of goods in the market. _

Be guided by the big majority of experienced motorists, who concede SPLITDORF Ignition

to be the best.

Get our Magneto catalog for details. We exhibit at the Madison Square Show. Elevated

Platform, Space 102.

C. F. SPLITDORF

Walton Avenue and 138th Street—Branch,1679_Broadway~—New York

  

 

CHICAGO DETROIT BOSTON—Motor Mart SAN FRANCISCO

319 Michigan Ave. 886 Woodward Ave. 220 Pleumt St. 520 Van Ness Ave.
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You Who Know All About Automobiles
You who know all about carburetors—magnetos—transmissions— lubri

cating systems—Do you know ALL about TIRES? Do you know why

one tire blows out at 2,100 miles, while its running mate stands up for

12,000 or 15,000 ?

If you lack proper tire knowledge, your tires are apt to cost you more

than your engine—more than your gasoline—more than all the other out

lays your motor car demands.

Please understand, first. the (litter

ence between a moulded tire and a

wrapped tread tire. -

The moulded tire is built up, layer

by layer, on an iron core. Over it is

clamped an iron mould. And when the

,heat of the curing process is applied,

that rubber expands—and, in expand

ing, forces a perfect union between the

various layers of rubber and of fabric.

in building up that tire on the iron

core, a. skilled workman lays fabric on

fabric, rubber on rubber. It is a feat

of dexterity. 1

Yet, skilled as he may be, he cannot

wholly avoid wrinkles, irregularities,

unevenness, which, under the pressure

of curing, multiply themselves into

hidden Weaknesses and defects.

Some tires, instead of being cured on

an iron core, are cured on an air bag.

The air bag is really only another

name for an inner tube—an extra strong

inner tube. When the air bag has been

inserted in the built-up tire,strongtape

is \vound around it, and then itis cured

in live steam.

The advantage of the wrapped tread

process is that the air bag, full of corn

pi'essed air, smoothes out those wrinkles

and irregularities and prevents those

hidden weaknesses and defects.

The advantage of the wrapped tread

process is, for this reason, immeasur

able. But there is one disadvantage:

The tire made by this process does

the wrapped tread tire, with its in

evitable weakness. “

’l‘he Goodyear Quick Detachable,

because it combines the best of the two

processes, and does away with the

shortcomings of both, will cost you less

per mile to run than any other tire

which can be made.

This one point of superiority is rea

son enough why the Goodyear Quick

Detachable can be expected to outwear

tires of any other make. But there are

other rea50ns—other superiorities.

The Goodyear Quick Detachable is,

for example, an oversize tire.

That is, the 32x4 size is nearly a

32x-Ué tire—and other sizes are over

size, in proportion.

The Goodyear tire is made larger

than the specifications call for. It is

simply 15 .(‘i‘ larger, and 15% better than

any other tire marked the same size,

There are countless other Goodyear

superiorities.

There is, for instance, the Goodyear

rubber-rivet breaker-strip,which makes

it impossible for the tread to split oi

peel from the carcass of the tire. This

exclusive Goodyear device, protected

by patent, deserves a full page of de

scription here.

But it is cited merely as one of the

Goodyear superiorities—superiorities

which extend from the raw materials

to the workmanshipifrom scores of

exclusive Goodyear processes to the

  

not get the terrific squeeze that the

moulded tire gets when the heat ex

pands it between core and mould—the

squeeze that forces the rubber into the

fabric, making a perfect union between

fabric and rubbt r. in losing that

squeeze, it loses durability, strength,

unity—which more than ul‘lset the fact

that the wrapped trcad tire can have

no hidden wrinkles or unevenness.

Obviously, the tire you ought to have

is one that is built no on an iron core

squeezed the same as a moulded tire—

aiid finished on an air bag to smooth

out the irregularities. Such a tire would

be Costly to its makers. it Would com

bine the expenses of making a moulded

tire and a wrapped tread tire.

Yet in spite of the added cost, there

is one tire made in just this way~only

one. it is the Goodyear Quick Detach

able. TlieGoodyearQuick Detachable

costs you only a trifle more than the

common moulded tire with its inevitable

hidden defects—only a trifle more than

Goodyear piano-wire tape described

elsewhere on this page.

You want proof: There are in New

York City 1,000 taxicabs.

More than on any other one thing, the

prolit of the taxicab business depends

on keeping down tire expense.

The owners of the 1,000 taxicabs in

New York City tried all the experiments

pos<ible to try. They measured the

values of the tires they tested purely by

the cost permile of the service they gave.

The taxirneter, you will understand,

checked up by the cash receipts, told

the mileage of the tires unerringly, in

disputably. And the result of the cold

blooded test is that:

Today, 800 out of the 1,000 taxicab:

in New York, operated by layeral com

peting companies, have contracted for

Goodyear tires to be used exclusively.

These 800 taxicabs are doing 60,000,

000 tire miles a year. More than

1,000,000 tire miles a week!

How Tire Nuisance and Expense

May be Avoided

  

 

To take off the (inudyuir Qui1 k llet ichable Tire on Uni

versal Rim in (in seconds. use any small wrench to loosen

nut "A." Do the rest like this: Pllsh valve stem "B" up

into the tire, ress ouzcr tlanze rim: "C" inward lift out

locking ring " slide ring "C" of! and then the tire. Put

it back same way. Sixty seconds either way.

Notice the ends of the piano~wire tape surrounded by

heavy black rubber in each foot of the tire. This plann

wire tape is an exclusive Goodyear leaturc. Its value is

that the tighter you pump your tire the tighter this tape

holds the tire on the rim.

No more tire pumping! With a Goodyear small steel nir

bottle, you can automatically inflate your tires in a few

seconds to the exact pressure that is best for them. The

bottle is carried in a box under the seat. Simply attach the

tube from the bottle to the tire, open valve, and the tire will

speedily inflate with pure air to the pressure required.

Any woman or child can inflate a tire in this way,

The (ioodyearAir Bottle costs only $15 for the small size

and $20 for the large size, filled with compressed air. The

first cost is the only cost for two years. When the bottle is

empty. simply turn it in at any of our stores and receive

free a new bottle, ready charged. You exchange the empty

bottle for a new charged one instantlyfl no waiting neces

sary. Each bottle will fully inflate tour to thirty-five tires,

according to their size. It will partially inflate many more.
 

  

And what is true of the taxicabs of New York is

equally true of the taxicabs of Boston, of Washing

ton~ of practically every large Eastern city where

taxicabs are used. Eight out of every ten of them

are using (ioodvear tires exclusively. Think of that,

you who have blindly groped at the tire problem—

y-Iu who have bought tires wholly by hearsay!

A hundred times more than can be explained in a

page like this, you will find in our book, “How to

Select an Auto Tire." Send for it now. it is free.

2...,
 

 

 

 

This Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.. Am, So, Akron, 0. :

i want to know more nbout tires. Send on your tree book, '

“How to Select an Auto Tim." 5

I

The Goodvear Tire & Rubber Company. Arthur Street, Akron. 0.

ll

ham! E

Address ,_ i W .i. H,

J

BRANCHES AND AGENCIES—Boston, Mm, 261 Dartmouth St.i Cincinnati, 0.. 317 E. 5th St.; Los Angeles, Cal., 932 S. ‘Main St.; Philadel hia,

Pa., 1402 Rid e Ave; New York Cit , 64th St. &' Broadwaé; San hrancisco, Cal., 506 Golden Gate Ave; Chicago, 10., 80-82 Michigan Ave; Cleve and,

t.O, 2005 Ellle‘l :\vc.; Milwaukee, is.,

Louisville, Ky., 1049-51 Third St.; N

188-192 8th St.;

Ave; Pittsburg,.Pa., 5988 Centre Ave; Omaha, Nt'b., 2020-22 Farnaiii St.; Washington D. C., 1026 (oiiiii'cticut

ew Orleans, La., 706-16 Barrone St.; Memphis,

Louis, .\lo., 3935-7 Olive St.; Buffalo. .\. \'.. 7l9 Main St.‘ Detroit, Mich. 251 Jefl'erson

.\ve.; Atlanta, Co.. 90 . Pryor St.;

enn., 181-5 Madison St.; Dallas, Tcx., 111 N. Akard St.; Denver,

Colo., 28 W. Colfax Ave.; Baltimore, Md., 991 Park Ave.; Kansas City, Mo.. 16th & McGee Sta.
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THE CELEBRATED

MUST BE SEEN

The Highest Art of

THE BRAMPTON CHAIN
The strongest chain in the world; made of self-hardening steel with

large spun rivets, chamferred side plates (no sharp edges). All parts

of this chain are polished and fit the sprockets (which are properly cut)

without friction.

Imitation, What’s the Definition?

All Brampton Chains are stamped with the name Brampton on each

outside link; Beware of the imitation and get the genuine Brampton.

PRICES THE SAME AS OTHER CHAINS

American Size Brampton Roller Chain

at American Chain Prices, to fit all American Cars and Motorcycles.

CAN BE PURCHASED FROM ALL JOBBERS

We are the Sole American Agents. Catalog on request.

M f t , JbbCHAS. E. MILLER, ExlliiZFZ'ifirlmfiortZ:

PHILADELPHIA BOSTON BROOKLYN CLEVELAND
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BRAMPTON CHAIN
Garden Show, Space No. 243 .

2nd Balcony, North Side

Motor Chain Construction

L A R c r s A L r 5
make it possible for us to import the CELEBRATED BRAMPTON

CHAIN from England (paying freight and duty) and sell it at the same

price at which the several other automobile chains are sold to manu

facturers, jobbers, dealers and users.

Prices Being Equal What Would You Do?

The price being equal, it’s presumable you want the best, and full

value for your money. In such cases, the BRAMPTON fills the bill, and

the prices are the same to manufacturers, jobbers, dealers and consum

ers as any other chain of equal size.

We carry in stock the BRAMPTON CHAINS to fit Foreign Cars

Mercedes, Panhard, Martini, Fiat, etc., etc. '

AND DEALERS OR ANY OF OUR BRANCHES

Agents Wanted in Unoccupied Territory.

l1 0 M E O f E I C E

97-99-101 Reade Street, New York City

DETROIT BUFFALO 54th Street and Eighth Ave., NEW YORK CITY
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ANTIQUATED

SJZEEDOMETERS
with external odometers, with unequally

spaced scales, having no correcting cam,

with soldered parts and fitted with ilexible

shaits oi the common wire type, are not to

be compared with the beautiiuliy iinished,

correctly designed, moderate priced instru

ment made by Stewart 8: Clark Mtg. Co.

All Stewart Speedometers
are titted with our unit type flexible shalt and the iamous

swivel joint. Both instrument and shalt guaranteed tor 5 years

 

 

 

 

 

GET OUR LITERATURE

 

 

Stewart & Clark Mtg. Company

509 Diversey Boulevard, Chicago, 111., U. S. A.
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AYNE
“Feels Like a Six!”

THE EXPERIENCED CHAUFFEUR who drives a 1909 Haynes for

the first time becomes instantly conscious of a certain difference between the

 

Haynes motor and other four cylinder engines. ’The common remark is “It

feels like a six."

We accomplished this in the simplest possible way. Just the addition

of an extra fly wheel at the front end of the motor. The balancing weight

being thus distributed gives an engine that pulls better at slow speeds and

more smoothly at high speeds. It adds to the flexibility of the motor and gives

superior evenness of torque without increasing one particle the complication

or the cost.

It is so like a six cylinder car that we determined not to manufacture

the latter type since the additional complication could not be justified.

The Haynes for 1909 is practically a six cylinder for driving purposes,

and a four cylinder in price and maintenance cost. No other four cylinder

car will satisfy you after you have investigated the Haynes.

AC“ : The above is one of the many facts about the Haynes which

makes them the easiest first-class car on the market to sell.

Our responsibility is assured by the fact that we are the oldest manu

facturers of automobiles in America.

Certain territory is open this year. Speak quick.

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE CO., Kokomo, Indiana

Oldest Automobile Manufac

turcrs in America Members

A. L. A. M.

NEW YORK, 1715 Broadway

CHICAGO, 1702 Michigan Ave.

42 Highest

Awards and

Perfect Scores
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t
561 A—Fixed Hub Type—Front View.

  

525—Fixed Hub Type. 561 B—Fixed Hub Type—Rear View.

 

TIMKEN
New 0ne-Piece Pressed Steel Power Axle

(The new Timkcn Axles as shown in the illustrations herewith, is a one piece

pressed steel form, shaped to give better than truss resistance to load, end thrust

and breaking strains, and eliminate the vibration common to cast steel or forged

axles of the built up type.

(IThc entire housing is a load bearing and gear encasing member in a single

unit, clear and smooth, Without angles or protruding parts, supports or braces, with

nothing to vibrate, nothing to rattle. nothing to work loose, nothing to catch mud

and easy to clean.

(LThc power unit (differential bearings and adjustments for same, pinion shaft

and bearings, drive and pinion gears), is a compact unit that can be removed bodily

from the axle case or housing, Without taking down the axles 0r disturbing brake

equipment, springs, hubs or bearings.

(LThe axle, complete with differential gear carrier, brakes and spring seats, is made

in both clutch and fixed type hubs for cars weighing from 1,500 to 3,000 pounds

empty, and 45 horsepower or less. See these new axles at the Timken exhibit at

the Shows, or write direct for illustrated descriptive matter.

 
 

We will exhlblt Madison Square Garden, January 16lh-23rd; Chicago, February Gill-13“!

TIIE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING AXLE C0.

Canton, Ohio, U. S. A.

Branches, 10 East 315! Street, New York. 429 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.
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The extra trouble and expense we put

  

\

.w-‘\\\\\\(/<

\\
on

munsm 8. vime TIRES
before they leave the factory will take

  

 

 

the place of the trouble and expense
\.

  

you have been accustomed to put on

  

'uI/)_

your tires when they were in service.

.\\\\

 

  

We attribute a large measure of the success of

our tires to our system of inspection—starting with

the testing'of the pure Para gum and Sea Island

cotton fabrics—continuing up thru the processes

of compounding, frictioning and building—and

ending only when the finished tire has been

 

pounded, stretched, turned inside out and put

thru every conceivable test that will develop im

perfections if any are ever to develop.

You can materially reduce yourpcar mainten

ance bills by letting IE bear the expense of prov

 

ing the quality of your tires.

And they cost no more than other brands.
 

  

MORGAN & WRIGHT, DETROIT

Branches, Agencies or Dealers Everywhere
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12-Paeeenger Pullman

For the profitable business of eight-seeing

hotel work, summer and winter resort

l-Tou Panel Job .

Suitable for dry goods and general deliv

e

The S-Ton Truck

Built in 3, 4. 5 and 6 con eiza eulteble tor

H..-hall:

""I* III.

i.!" .

flour mills, breweries, lumber companies,

coal companies and any line of business

requiring a heavy-duty power wagon. . .

ERE is a proposition for the one best man in every city—for the

H broad-gauge business man or agent—a proposition full of oppor

tunities—one which means more money for the agent during

1909 than e\-er in the past; namely representing and selling

Commercial,

PowerIffigons

We want agents—hustling business getters—men with financial

backing—not chauffeurs or demonstrators—and to the one in each

locality who secures the agency for Rapid Commercial Power Wagons,

we will put behind him one of the greatest selling andadvertisrng cam

paigns ever put behind any COIlllllCi'Clfll wagon proposrtion.

More money, more new plans, more legitimate aids will be given

the agent for Rapid Commercial Power Wagons than ever before.

Write to-day for our agency proposition.

The RAPID Line l0l‘ 1909

comprises models ranging from 1.000 pounds up to 6 tons, as follows:

Rapid Commercial Power Wagons for any line of business in $4, 1,

1%, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6-ton sizes. -

Motive power: engines of the two-cylinder opposed 24 to 30 H.P.

type, up to four cylinders, 60 H.P., vertical, heavy duty motors.

The Rapid line for 1909 offers the largest selection of models ever

manufactured.

Therefore every user of one or more horses represents a prospect

ive buyer of Rapid Commercial Power Wagons.

There are no theories represented in the Nineteen Hundred Nine

Rapid Commercial Power Wagons. All mechanical and other details

have been proved correct by over ten years of actual service in the

hands of hundreds of users in over fifty different lines of business.

We have spent over a quarter-million dollars to bring Rapid Com

mercial Power Wagons up to their present state of perfection and

efficiency.

The agent who handles Rapid Commercial Power Wagons will

have a line that can back him up—a line that has “made good"—0ne

that has met the requirements of commercial motor wagon practice,

and needs no apologies.

A word about the Rapid Motor Vehicle Company: It is the

largest and oldest in the commercial car business—and makes nothing

but Rapid Commercial Power Wagons, which are “BUILT FOR

BUSINESS.”

The agent who “ties up” to our organization gets backing which

means a great deal. not only in influence, but in protection and fair

treatment; a factory which can stand back of its product with a guar

antee that means just what it says and a factory which helps its agents

in every way possible.

Just to remind .you—write to-day.

See us at the New York, Boston and Chicago Shows.

Rapid Motor Vehicle Company

, 113 Rapid Street, Pontiac, Michigan. U. S. A.

Members American Motor Car Manufacturers’ Association.
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POWERFUL, STEADY, PENETRATING RAYS

  

SOLAR L

—958-A, 8” Lens Mirror, $15.00.

BADGER BRASS MANUFACTURING CO.

437 Eleventh Avenue, New York

ENS MIRROR SEARCHLIGHT

Solar Lamps are so tar superior to every other lamp,

that they are in a class by themselves. They are ac

knowledged to be the Standard Automobile Lamp ot the

World. They provide perfect light at all times—

Uniform equipment on a car is necessary. It is an indication of care,

knowledge and skill in selection. A high—class car is reduced in

efficiency—is handicapped with cheap lamps. A medium priced car is

bettered by good lamps and a cheap car is enhanced in value 50%

by the use of good lamps-all are advanced to the maximum of

cfiiciency by using the best lamps—SOLAR LAMPS.

 

Prices

Gas Headlights . . . . . . . .from $4.50 to $62.50 each

Electric Headlights . . . . ..from $8.75 to $15.00 each

Generators .. .. .. .. ... . .from $4.00 to $12.00 each

Oil Side Lamps .. .. . . . . . .from $7.50 to $22.00 pair

Electric Side Lamps . . . . ..from $9.00 to $21.00 pair

Oil Tail Lamps . . . . . . . . ..from $3.50 to $7.50 each

Electric Tail Lamps . . . . ..from $3.75 to $6.00 each

  

 

SEE OUR EXHIBIT AT THE MADISON SQUARE GARDEN SHOW.

  

SOLAR LENS MIRROR PRO

]ECTOR —898, 8" Lens Mirror.

Each $25.00.

 

TWO FACTORIES:

Kenosha, Wisconsin

 

l
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MADE BY

 

  

~__.._

One Price, $2,000. F. O. B.Rocliester.

TOURING CAR, ROADSTER, TOY TONNEAU

A genuinely good car cannot be made and sold for less than $2,000. By this we mean a car like

the Selden, containing nothing but the best of materials, worlmianship and finish. A car that the

manufacturer can stand behind and guarantee for at least a year against any imperfections in work

manship or material.

We buy only the best materials, employ only skilled labor and pay particular attention to de

tails and finish, thereby producing a strictly high-grade car at the lowest possible price.

The up-keep and maintenance of a medium-priced car like the Selden is within the reach of any

man of moderate means and the value of the car does not depreciate like that of the lower priced cars.

This is the point to be considered by every purchaser.

The Selden Car is a 4-cylinder 28-30 horsepower (developing 37 horsepower) five passenger

Touring Car or three passenger Roadster, with 114-inch wheel base, 34-inch wheels, shaft drive, se

lective control, pressed steel frame, metal body, fully equipped.

Superb riding, roomy tonneau, luxurious upholstery, smooth running, great hill-climber, flexible

and easily handled, economical in maintenance and up-keep, fine finish, stylish and attractive.

THE COMING CAR OF MODERATE PRICE

Catalog and Agency proposition upon request. Agencies wanted everywhere.

We will exhibit at Madison Square Garden Show.

SELDEN MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY

050. a. SELDEN, Pres. ROCHESTER, N. Y.Member: Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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'GIBNEY

So_|_|n TIRES

For Commercial Vehicles and Carriages
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The Tires for LoniWear, Hard

Service, All-Round Economy

 

 

They are strong enough for the heaviest commercial truck or bus, yet resilient enough to take

all the jolts and save the vehicles.

Made with the greatest possible percentage of pure Para rubber, they are without question the

superior of any solid tire in the world.

The marvelous growth in sales of Gibney tires is solely attributable to the fact that they have

given longer service and greater satisfaction than any tire on the market.

READY FOR DELIVERY

BECAUSE WE MAKE THEM

Distrlbutorc for CONTINENTAL “Low Cost per Mlle" TIRES

Also IMPORTERS and JOBBERS of AUTO ACCESSORIES

JAMES L. GIBNEY 8: BRO.

211-13 North Broad Street PHILADELPHIA, u. s. A.

Agents Wanted Everywhere
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Constant Accuracy

At 22 S p e e d s!

  

JONES

SPEEDOMETER

is the most accurate speed

INTER-STATE TOURING CAR, $1,750.

fifi‘émurziratz
indicator obtainable. This was

proven when the Jones won

the R. A. C. Gold Medal

for ACCURACY, de

feating ALL other instru

ments entered. The accuracy

of the Jones is its strongest

recommendation—that is

why it has been officially ad

opted by the police of all

the larger cities; that is why

it is used by the leading race

drivers; that is why it is found

on the greater majority of

cars the world over. lt re

sponds to eve chan e of

speed from I to IOO miles.

See our exhibit at Madison Square Garden.

THE JONES SPEED
76th St. 8: Broadway

NEW YORK

Chicago, l42l Michigan Ave.;

Philadelphia, 259 No. Broad St.;

Boston, 109 Massachusetts Ave.;

Cleveland, 1841 Euclid Ave.;

Los Angeles, 930 S. Main St.;

Hartford, 284 Trumbull St.;

San Francisco, 544 Golden Gate

Ave; Detroit, 247 jeflerson

Ave.; Baltimore, 26 Franklin

Bldg, St. Louis, 4630 Olive St.

   

THE INTER-STATE is a new car, but its designers

and builders are not new. It is a car of proven worth

in every detailé—representing the highest known superior

ity in automobile design and construction. If there were

any way to make a better car we would make the INTER

STATE THAT WAY.

Every part of the INTER-STATE is there for

good reason—best service. One of the many su

perior features of the INTER-STATE is the trans

mission system and the method of its hanging.

The transmission proper is the three-speed sc

lective type and reverse, with vanadium steel gears.

We build the selective mechanism inside the trans

mission case, insuring thorough and constant lubri

cation, and combine the clutch (disc) and trans

mission in the same case—the clutch being in a

separate compartment—all mounted rigidly on the

end of the torsion tube. The weight of the trans

mission and the driving force of the rear axle are

taken on a large ball and socket joint supported

from a rigid cross-bar mounted on the frame just

back of the motor. The transmission. the rear

axle and foot levers are complete as a unit before

being installed. We unite the gear shifting me

chanism to the hand levers by our own patented

device, which gives absolute reliability under all

conditions.

This system of combining the transmission and the

clutch gives us the simplest and best three-speed selective

type car made. with greatest durability.

The same high standard of service quality is main

tained throughout the INTER-STATE. It is a permanent

enduring car at a price but little higher than the price of

temporary cars. The INTER-STATE complete—with

Eisemann Magneto—at $1,750 is the biggest value on the

1909 market. We want you to see this_car before you

think of spending your money for a cheap car, or even for

a higher priced car.

_ The full line of IN
At the Chicago Show TERSTATE mm

mobiles—including Standard Touring Car, Demi-Ton

neau, Double Rumble Roadster, Single Rumble Roadster,

and Tourabout—will be exhibited at the Coliseum, Chicago,

February (>13.

Dealers and agents will appreciate the opportunities

opened to them by the INTER-STATE. \Nrite for our

proposition.

The Inter-State Automobile Co.

126 Willard St.. Muncie, Ind.
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A Few of Our gem;

Imported and Domestic Specialties

  

  

 

THE YORK CLOCK THE ARGUS MIRROR THE SAVOY CLOCK

~ * *' '
PREVENTS

ACCIDENTS.

  
  

The ver latest design. High-grade in every

respect. as no pro ections or obstruction!

that can be broken 0 . Will run eight days. 5 cciall des' ed to resist all 'ars andHas heavy polished brass case. Dial measures 9 Y ‘3" I

2y "

shocks. Iias elegant quick-train movement.

Dial is a French Porcelain, measuring ZY".

Dust, rain and thief proof. Will run eight

See What’s Coming! days.

If you could do this‘ half the accidcms would be Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $10.00

avoided. With the Argus Imported Dash Mirror (pro—

tected by a hood from the sun's rays or rain) you have a

clear view of the road behind without turning the head.

Adjustable to any position.

Price, less shield . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $7.50

Price, with shield . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $9.00

Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $7.50

  
  

  

Absolute necessities in every tonneau. They Keeps robes and wraps from being crushed or

enable the occupants to brace themselves in n soiled in bottom of ear. Made of heavy brass tub

comfortablc pgs‘ijtion and {regent} she gccgdental lsrzgiillrlighly ‘olished, ‘ u

scratchin an amaging o t e 0 y o t e car. _ , in. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .

Price, 328in. long . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2.50 Adjustab e folding rail . . . . , . . , . . . .. ._ 2.50

That wonderful Italian cable that is used

f . d d by every well-known auto manufacturer in this

d we Fan? a 137%; sgch"? every ‘mpone an and other countries. Ask us to send you our lam

Rzrzfific pggkonmu; 2‘ ‘ _ _ ' _ _ _ _ ' ‘ ' _ N "5° plc card showing the difierent sizes and prices.

A. V. Magneto Spark . . . . . . . . . . 2.00 made Willi "lbbel' and Cambric covers.

Bosch Spark Plug . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.00

Motorcycle Spark Plug . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .75 ‘

and many others. This lamp enables a driver to direct a powerful

beam of light to any part of a dash board, en

him to watch any of the indicators on the

Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6.00

ROYAL VALVE TAP AND DIE

  

.__-__ i/

"H'Iill'llllrfu If

  

A new style fork lever tire tool for removing -
and replacing security lugs and tubes in tires. THdE}; HA‘VE THEThSOUND "‘3‘ made "‘1' .\ handy little tool for unscrewing valve insides

Equip ed with rollers, w ich prevent damaging PP": on“ “mous- "e "F 0"“ “"my'm'e and cuttin new threads on the outside or inside

tire w ile removing. dlfl'flent 5W1“ "1 "P'm'daie dcs'an- L" "5 5""d of valve. hould be in every tool kit.

Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 50 cents you our Blanchard Horn catalogue. Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..25 cents

 

 

The dealer who desires to handle the BEST line of Automobile Specialties, would do well to investigate our line of splendid

and profitable goods. Our special Show Catalogue will be sent on request.

THE MOTOR CAR EQUIPMENT CO. timwiéiilwii New York

Manufacturers, Importers and Wholesalers of Automobile Accessories.
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Long Lite is what every motorist wants in his car

 

 

 

If it is a

ORBIN 1
imported ball bearings, used wherever practical, assure him of

this result. Ask owners of Corbin Cars how they stand up in

every day use or write for our testimonial booklet.

 

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

TIIE CORBIN M0'I'0R VEHICLE CORPORATION, New Britain, Conn.
Members Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

\Vill exhibit at Madison Square Garden Show. January 1623, 1909.

  

 

IT WILL PAY YOU TO INVESTIGATE

THE .

THE LINE IS BETTER AND MORE COMPLETE THAN EVER

Model 9-35, 4-cyl., 4% x4%, 5-passenger Touring Car . . . . . $2,750

Model 9-40, 4-cyl., 5 x 5, 5-passenger Touring Car . . . . . $3,700

Model 9-50, 6-cyl., 4% x4%, 7-passenger Touring Car . . . . . $4,200

Model 9-60, 6-cyl., 5x5, 7-passenger Touring Car . . . . . $5,000

Each National has the well-known National Ball-bearing Motor with new crank

case oiler, two ignition systems (Bosch Magneto and Storage Battery) and all

other tried and proven features of high grade modern motor car construction.

Any of the above models can be furnished " h Baby Tonneau body or asa Roadster.

Write for distributors will?!) and full particulars.

NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE CO., '°°’.§a;fAL'XSZY.§°.Z°Q°' 5"
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Three Mathesens Win
FIRST, THIRD and FOURTH PLACES

in capturing MacllONALl) & (IAMPBJELI. $600 Cup

300 Miles Mid-Winter Contest
FROM PHILADELPHIA TO WILKESBARRE AND RETURN

Over the Pocono Mountains, making also the highest team score against a field of

32 CONTESTANTS

including these cars: 2 Peerless, l Stearns, l Studebaker, 2 Cadillacs, 1 Acme, 3 Stoddard-Daytons,

1 Elmore, 2 Franklins, 3 Mitchells, 2 Wintons, 3 Oldsmobiles, 2 Maxwells, 2 Knoxes, 2 Ramblers, 1

Buick, 1 Premier.

Only three 01 the 32 cars had perlect time scores and these three were Mathesons.

No. 7 Matheson Wins First Place

For MacDonald & Campbell $600 Cup

This car, owned and entered by Mr. F. M. Kirby, Wilkesbarre, Pa., and driven by Mr. Kirby's

chauffeur, William Miller, is a regular stock Matheson touring car which Mr. Kirby had driven over

7,000 miles prior to entering it in the contest. Actual running time, 5 hours and 31 minutes,

breaking all previous records.

No. 15 Matheson Wins Third Place

This car, entered and driven by Mr. Ross Anderson, Wilkesbarre. Pa., was a regular stock

Matheson touring car which had covered 18,000 miles in service prior to entering this contest.

Actual running time, 6 hours and 4 minutes; also new record time.

No. 6 Matheson Wins Fourth Place

This car, entered by ourselves, was a regular stock Matheson touring car which had covered

over 12,000 miles in service prior to entering this contest. Actual running time, 5 hours and 24

minutes, the fastest time ever made by any car over this course, Summer or Winter.

ALL THREE MATHESONS FINISHED WITH ABSOLUTELY PERFECT ROAD SCORES,

MAKING EVERY CONTROL ON TIME.

Only one stop was made on account of tire trouble, proving our claim that the Matheson

Car, due to its beautiful balance, chain drive and multiple disc clutch, is the easiest car on tires.

Our customers usually cover from 5,000 to 10,000 miles on their original tires.

 
 

The Matheson Car has proved In every endurance run

It has entered that It is lar and away the most reliable

and serviceable as well as the most economical and lastest touring car In all the world

'AND THIS IS ALSO OUR GUARANTY

MATHESON AUTOMOBILE COMPANY
1886-1888 BROADWAY, Cor. 62d St. M°mb°"*L-A-M- NEW YORK CITY

We exhibit only at Madison Square Garden Show, January 16-23, 1909. Demonstrations by Appointment.
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This Car Represents

Economy—Not Cheapness!

Over and above the fact that this is a car that

will live, that you can depend upon and be proud

to own— . _ _

It is a car offering a posmve, proven value

which you can get right down to brass tacks and

figure out. _ ‘ . ‘

Figure up its equipment, note that its design

includes all the best things in motordom, take

into consideration Marmon workmanship, ma

terials and construction methods, and then com

pare it with anything on wheels_at $3,500 or less.

Send for the detailed specnfications.

Genuine Kru p and Chrome Nickel Steels used for im

ortant parts. osch magneto and battery—dual system.

ess-Bright ball bearings. Transmission and rear axle in

one unit. Large brakes. Marmon oiling system. Wei ht,

2,100 lbs. 32-40 H. P. Tires, 34x4, all around. Compete

equipment. Touring Car, Roadster. Four-Passenger Subur

ban. Coupe, or Limousine Town Car.

77:: superb Mormon “Fifty”

(Smm-I’arrmger Body), $3.750.

Nordyke & Marmon Co. (Egg?) Indianapolis. lnd.

Standard Mn. A . M. C. I". A.

At Chicago Show, February 6-13.

  

  

'Tis no! in mortals to command success, but we’ll do more——deserve it.

  

Mayo Radiators have achieved success

by deserving it, and in no other way.

(Therefore that success is presumably of the per

manent and abiding kind. .

(E is the cause of the absence of MAYO RA

DIATORS from cheap cars.

(Quality is the reason for the presence of MAYO

RADIATORS on most of the good cars.

(The only argument against MAYO RADIATORS

is their price.

(Every other consideration dictates their use.

(MAYO RADIATORS combine sound mechanical

principles, exact design, construction and workman

ship, together with graceful appearance and perfect

finish; in short, all the good qualities that go to

make the ideal radiator.

(MAYO RADIATORS are stamped with the hall

mark oi class.

(MAYO RADIATORS are really the thorough

breds of the radiator world.

- (MAYO RADIATORS are made in the kind of a

15335; -= factory that befits them and by the MAYO RADIA

TOR COMPANY, at New Haven, Connecticut.
  

bis-fem “ea-Illa: w<'__1ei;m- ‘ ::
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Tremendous Opportunity For The Sale

oi Electric Carriages

Electric carriages have now reached a high state of efficiency. Today anyone who main

tains a team of horses may easily be shown that, with all its other marked advantages, he can

get more miles of travel, more safety, and more positive dependability, at less expense, with a

  

The World’s Standard

Electric Carriage

 

  

Four

Passenger

Coupe

Maintained at a lower cost than any other automobile.

In beauty of appearance,in durabihty,in dependabihty of service.

in economy, and in radius of travel, no other electric has ever ap

proached the \Naverley. It is the logical first choice with the dealers

who prosper.

The Waverley Co., lndianapoliand.

A t Madison Sq. Garden, New York, January 16-23

At Coliseum, Chicago, February 6-13

  

 

  

By detaching the Removable Coupe Top, this car is

quickly converted into a Victoria Phaeton, with Leather Top.

T921909

/‘ ,1 // I

CatalOg

Is Now Ready for Distribution

It contains a full and exhaustive description, profusely illus

trated, of the most wonderful line of automobiles ever placed

on the American market, consisting of

4 and 6 Cylinder Roadsters, Touring Cars and Enclosed Cars. $1.250-$2.250
 
 

WRITE FOR A COPY K.

OVERLAND AUTOMOBILE (30., Indianapolis, Indiana
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Model Forty-Four, 34 H. P., $2250.

Spare Wheel, with inflated tire, brackets and tools 874.

Magneto $1 50.

THE SAFETY SPARK RETARDER

There is absolutely no danger in crank

ing a Rambler when properly adjusted. The

starting crank then cannot engage until the

spark has been automatically retarded.

Every one who has had the unpleasant experience

of a premature spark in starting an automobile will

appreciate the Rambler safety starting device. This

- Y t m 1 a. Bhftpreyents an explosion ahead of center, even though the wit}; §T$h°2fffestj,dfi°fm§ “am

the spark-retarder lever has moved from

the position of the dotted line to the posi

tion shown, thus retarding the spark.

X"
The Car with the Oii'set Crank Shafi

operator forgets to retard the spark.

Seven passenger model, forty-five horse power with ofi'set crank shaft, $2500. Other

models, $1150 to 32500. Write for catalog describing in detail Rambler oiTset

crank shaft, Spare Wheel, straight line drive and other exclusive

features of the new Rambler models.

THE CAR OF STEADY SERVICE

Thomas B. Jeffery &- Company, Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, LUis.

Bram/lei and Distn'bulz'ng Agenda.

Chicago, Milwaukee, Boston, New York, San Francisco. Representatives in all leading cities.

-_~“Sir,

33?.

1;}

in.

~v¢w

":11

v34“

y

,>4!

rix
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TIRE LUGS NOT INFRINGEMENTS

Persistent Efi'orts to Stretch an Old Patent

—Would Have Had Wide Efi‘ect

if Successful.

A fight to bring the use of almost all

forms of tire lugs under the terms of a

patent held by the Boston \Noven Hose &

Rubber Co., of Boston, Mass., has been

waged by that concern for some time, the

litigation taking the form of an action

against the Pennsylvania Rubber Co., but

the latter company, in a decision just given

publicity, has won a victory not only for

itself but for tire manufacturers in general

who employ lugs on any of their products.

Taking an appeal from an unfavorable de~

cision in the Circuit court of the United

States for the district of Massachusetts, the

Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co. carried

the case to the Circuit Court of Appeals, in

an endeavor to establish its claim that the

usual forms of tire lugs come under the

specifications of the Schrader patent, No.

466,577, which it owns. but the court, while

practically indicating that had the patent

been previously worked under it might have

been stretched to cover the situation, ap

plied the rule that in a suit for infringement

a patent for an allegedisnvcntion of which

no practical use has been made is not en

titled to the same breadth of construction

which might be warranted by its proved

usefulness.

Only the second claim of the patent was

in issue, reading as follows: “2: The com

bination of the U-shaped tire, the felly, an

inflated tube confined by said tire, and an

internal clamping device, between which and

,the folly the U-shaped tire is secured, sub

stantially as described.” This was held by

the complainant to cover such devices as

lugs and staybolts. The court, consisting

of Putnam and Lowell, circuit judges, and

Aldrich, district judge, decided otherwise.

In a formal decision by Judge Putnam, it

was pointed out that the device described

in the patent is continuous around the en

tire circumference of the wheel and so ar

ranged that the parts can be drawn together,

rigidly fastening the tire to the felly. This

the court regarded as “a positive element in

the complainant’s device which is lacking

in that of the respondent, so that it is im

possible to charge infringement."

“In lieu of this continuous clamping de

vice,” the decision declared, “the respondent

relies on such construction of the U-shaped

tire that, in connection with the inflation

to which it may be subject in the respond

ent’s method of construction, it holds itself

in place without the continuous band. It

is true that at certain intervals. following

each other around the respondent's wheel,

he has staybolts, or lugs, extending trans

versely from one of the horseshOe ends of

the U-shaped tire to the other, which re

enforces the tendency of the tire to main

tain itself in position. It cannot be doubted

that, under some conditions with reference

to the invention of the character involved

'here, the field of equivalents would be so

broad that these staybolts might be held

to infringe; but, under the circumstances

which we have explained, we are compelled

to agree with the conclusion reached by the

Circuit court."

Patent No. 466,577 was issued January 5,

1892, to Frank Schrader. of Philadelphia,

Pa., and is not to be confused with patents

in any way connected with the construction

and use of the Schrader valves.

Timken Takes a Detroit Factory.

By the purchase of a large factory in De

troit, Mich., which is to be used exclusively

for the manufacture of automobile front

and rear axles, the Timken Roller Bearing

Axle Co., of Canton. 0., has expanded its

production facilities to meet the increasing

demand. The new plant, on Clark avenue,

occupies about three acres and was for

merly occupied by the Standard Sanitary

Mfg. Co. Devoted entirely to the making

of Timken roller bearing axles, it will prob

ably be the largest factory of its kind in

the world. The company’s plant at Can~

ton will be refined.

LICENSED MAKERS CUT A MELON

Dividend of $50,000 for the Members of the

Association—Clifton Talks of Con

ditions Abroad.

Melon cutting was the chief ceremony at

the meeting of the Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers board members,

which was held in New York on the 7th

inst. From the reserve fund of the asso

ciation the sum of $50,000 was drawn, for

distribution as a dividend to the concerns

constituting the membership. The balance

of the session was devoted to reports on

show and tariff matters, and to remarks on

the European situation by recent visitors

abroad who as manufacturers themselves

were able to observe trade conditions

clearly. The report of the show committee,

by its chairman, Col. Pope, indicated that

all the preparatory work had been done ab

solutely to schedule and that all is in readi

ness for the affair. For the tariff commit

tee of the Associate Automobile Manufac

turers, Chairman Joy reported that the auto

mobile tariff brief submitted recently to

the Ways and Means Committee of the

Lower House of Congress had been well

received. Plans have been made to give the

brief wide distribution throughout the coun

try.

In addressing the members of the board

concerning European trade and conditions,

Colonel Clifton, the presiding officer, said

that there had been a distinct falling off in

the demand for machines abroad. With a

few exceptions, he said, the foreign factories

are relatively inactive, while positive apathy

was indicated at the Olympia show in Lon

don and at the Paris Salon, the exhibitors

not even putting their best foot forward.

Companies which two years ago were flood

ed with business are now doing compara

tively little, and deferred fiscal reports are

the order of the day. In conclusion he de

clared that scarcely a wheel has been turned

in some factories which have only recently
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been rushed to completion. Following

Colonel Clifton, another returned member

stated that in France at the present time on

the typical roads out of Paris low-powered

cars are vastly more numerous than high

pr wered machines. In England, on the con

trary, the high powered cars predominate, a

possible reason being suggested in the fact

that the crooked roads require cars that can

be quickly accelerated. He also observed

that the roads in France, which were not

built originally for automobiles, have de

teriorated materially.

What Americans Learned at Paris Salon.

European chassis and body design for this

year, as revealed at the foreign exhibitions,

were given close scrutiny by many Ameri

can designers. manufacturers and body mak

ers. respectively. Imitation of American

construction was discovered by I. D. Max

well, of the Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co.,

on his tour of the automobile factories fol

lowed by a visit to the Paris show. He is

also of the opinion that the foreign makers

have not yet mastered the production of

automobiles in large quantities.

“Everyone who has followed foreign prac

tice knows that the planetary transmission

was rather sniffed at abroad,” he says; “yet

this year at the Paris Salon several concerns

use it for the first time on light machines—

a type of transmission which is entirely

American and one that we have used on

runabouts in this country with success for

years. The shaft drive, which has been

popular on this side for five years, is slowly

displacing the chain abroad. I found only

two factories running at full capacity, the

majority having largely reduced their pro

duction. In the cars themselves the Paris

Salon was a great disappointment so far as

advanced designing features are concerned."

Hinsdale Smith, president of‘the Spring

field Metal Body C0., of Springfield, Mass,

and technically qualified to judge, found no

radical body innovations either at the Paris

show or at the factories. Such new ideas

as were disclosed were in the nature of de

tail refinements and improvements. many of

them of such worth, however, that they will

be incorporated in his product in the future.

Souther to be Consulting Engineer.

Supplementing its established testing de

partment, the Standard Roller Bearing Co.,

of Philadelphia, Pa., has secured Henry

Souther, of Hartford, Conn., to devote a

large measure of his time to its interests

as consulting engineer. The arrangement

is in connection with extensive further plans

for the future betterment of the company's

products.

Burton Must Not Use Mosler’s Names.

An injunction was granted to the A. R.

Mosler Co., of New York City, against

Ralph Burton, of Peru, Ind., in the United

States Circuit court at Indianapolis, Ind., on

the 2d inst. The injunction restrains the

defendant from using any portion of the

words “Spitfire” or “Mosler” on spark

,plugs, porcelains or the boxes in which

they are packed, and also enjoins his agents

and salesmen from disposing of any of his

products so labeled. Burton is also in dif

ficulties with the Rajah Auto Supply Co.,

of Bloomfield, N. 1., and with C. A. Mezger,

of New York, in similar cases.

Walter Renamed Roebling-Planche.

As a sequel to some widely-heralded pri

vate but sensational speed trials of a new

car, the Walter Automobile Co., of New

Jersey, located at Trenton, is to change its

name to the Roebling-Planche Co. The

Roebling part of the name represents the

financial interests which have backed the

concern while Planche is the designer of

the three new models which the company

will make for the coming season. Heading

the list is a racing model, listed at $10,000

and guaranteed to give a speed of 105 miles

per hour. The other two models are a 20

30 tonneau or laundau at $3,500, and a 50

horsepower model to sell at $5,000 and sup

plied in touring car or runabout body.

British Visitors Corning Across.

Albert Brown, managing director of

Brown Brothers, Ltd., London, has sailed

for one of his periodical visits to this coun

try and will arrive the latter part of this

week. While in New York he will make

his headquarters at the Hoffman House.

His firm already handles Gabriel horns and

other American motor specialties and he

will on this visit be glad to see any novel

ties likely to be of use for the British mar

ket. Another British visitor will be George

W'. Houck, of London, who promises to be

an early arrival.

Reo Branch Factory for Canada.

Another American automobile manufac

turer has started a branch factory in Can

ada in preparation for the broadening of

the Canadian market. The Rec Motor Car

Co., of Lansing. Mich., has secured exten

sive manufacturing space in the Medbury

building in Windsor, Ont., the small city

opposite Detroit, Mich. Work is being

pushed rapidly with a view to having the

factory in full operation in a few weeks.

Continental Now Wholly American.

All the German holdings in the Conti

nental Caoutchouc Co., of New York City,

have been purchased by American stock

holders. thus eliminating the Hanover in

terests entirely. As a result, all Conti

nental tires and materials will hereafter be

manufactured and marketed by American

interests only.

Auto-Car Plans Big New Factory.

The Auto-Car Equipment Co., of Buffalo,

N. Y., makers of electric trucks, have pur

chased a tract of 12 acres at Elmwood and

Hertel streets, Buffalo, and have completed

plans for a new factory. The main build

ing will be two stories high, of factory con

struction using brick, steel and concrete.

It will cost $35,000 and will be supple

mented by several minor buildings.

 

Toledo Motor Buys Pope Motor Car.

The Toledo Motor Co., all the capital

stock of which is owned by the new Pope

Mfg. Co.. of Hartford, Conn., and of which

A. L. Pope is the president, has purchased

the property and assets of the Pope Motor

Car Co., of Toledo, 0. The sale was made

absolute on the 11th inst. by Judge Robert

W. Taylor of the Federal court. The re'

ceivers of the old company were directed

by the court to pay in full all the approved

claims of the creditors and the checks were

accordingly mailed this week. Upon com

pleting the final details of their work the

receivers will be discharged.

At the hearing no opposition to the sale

was offered either by creditors or other

parties in interest. The Toledo Motor Co.

was directed to notify all creditors of the

old company having unproved claims that

the latter must be filed by February 10th

in order to be heard for proof before a

referee in Cleveland, 0., on February 15th.

E. V. Receivers Report Business Activity.

Receivers Barrett and Nuckols of the

Electric Vehicle Co., of Hartford, Conn., in

their report for December, which has just‘

been filed with the court, indicate great

activity at the company’s factory by a pay

roll for the month amounting to $29,518.52.

while purchases of material amounting to

$26,283.65 are recorded. The receipts for

the month were $41,499.11, while the dis

bursements were $55,~122.46, leaving a cash

balance of $141.812 including the $90,000 re

cently deposited in New York for the bene

fit of the creditors.

Oscar Lear Increases Capital to $250,000.

Increased capital for the Oscar Lear Au

_tomobile Co., of Springfield, 0., was decided

upon at a meeting of the stockholders on

the 4th inst., in accordance with the recom

mendations of a special committee. The

capitalization will therefore be increased

from $200,000 to $250,000, the additional

stock being in preferred shares. The direc

tors elected at the meeting were H. S.

Bradley, H. J'. Rober, John I. Hoppes,

Arthur Worthington and Oscar Lear.

American Auto to Vote on Dissolution;

Stockholders of the American Auto Co.

have been called to meet on February 1 in

the American Trust building, Cleveland, 0.

The meeting is to vote on the dissolution

of the corporation, the surrender of the

charter and the distribution of the assets.

Engineers to Have Their Own Office.

The Society of Automobile Engineers has

decided to open an office of its own in New

York City. The new headquarters will be in

charge of Charles B. Hayward, the secre

tary, who has severed his journalistic con.

nection.
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WHAT CONSTITUTES THE 1088“!

Existing Tangles in His Relations with

Manufacturer and Dealer—Representa

tive Jobbers Express Views.

In the scramble for automobile acces

sory business there has been a slap-dash,

catch-as-catch-can sort of spirit on the part

of both the manufacturers and the jobbers

that has mussed the situation considerably

and has created some tangles that appear

to need straightening out. The manufac

turers of accessories are accused of being

too free with jobbers’ prices in placing

goods with retail dealers, while the manu

facturers declare that jobbers are becoming

retailers and retailers turning into jobbers

in such a way that it is almost impossible

to tell who really is a jobber.

“Quantity makes the price,” according to

the sales departments of several of the ac

cessory people, and they make no bother

some scrutiny into the exact jobbing status

of the customer provided they are sure he

can pay for the goods. It is a case of a

“bird in the hand" with them, and no sub

stantial quantity orders will be turned down

or kept waiting in order to find out whether

the buyer is going to sell the goods directly

at retail or to dealers. There are people

ready to tell them that they are all wrong,

but they confess that the finer ethics of

dealing with the jobbing trade have not

brought them any money as yet and that

they are going to make sure of their orders

as they go along and can get them.

Other makers have a half-hearted respect

for the trade recognition of a difference be

tween a jobber and a retail dealer. If a

dealer seems a likely customer for even a

fair quantity and he insists upon the “low

est possible price,” he is asked whether or

not he is a jobber. Very likely he is bright

enough to declare himself all kinds of a

jobber, “doing business throughout this

territory.” Nothing more is necessary, and

the eager salesman for the manufacturer

will come down to jobbers' bed-rock to land

the order. If, however, the dealer is not

brazen enough to assert himself as a job

ber, he may be helped along by the manu

facturer's salesman with some such sugges

tion as “Well, you could job a quantity of

these through your territory if you wanted

to, couldn’t you?" Naturally he could. In

that case the manufacturer will do what he

can for him as a jobber, without sticking

for the mere technicality of the customer

actually doing a jobbing business.

Then there are the busy makers who in

tend to keep the lines between their deal

ers' and jobbers' prices quite distinct, but

who are easily bluffed, even to the extent

of filling small orders at the jobbers’ prices.

The would-be customer writes in and says

that he is a jobber. His letterhead also pro~

claims the fact. The manufacturer assumes

that it is all true, and cheerfully fills an

order for 1-12 dozen at the jobbers’ price,

without stopping to investigate anything

except the credit side of the transaction.

Against these three classes of manufac~

turers the bona-fide jobbers have serious

grievances. On single orders quantity

should not make price, they believe. Cut

price mail order houses, small pools or buy

ing clubs of dealers or owners, and other

undesirable elements in the business are

encouraged by the manufacturer who is

blind to all of a customers’ defects provided

he furnishes a quantity order with sure pay

ment. However, when a manufacturer takes

this position boldly and openly, the jobbers

are at least satisfied as to where he stands.

Ifthey need his goods it is a simple matter

to get one of their number to buy the quan

tity insisted upon, afterward dividing it up

among the others in small parcels, so that

each gets the bottom price without any

very heavy investment.

But the maker whose salesmen go around

the country discovering or creating new

jobbers all the time is the one whom the

real jobbers curse with fervor. The new

found jobbers do not amount to anything

as additional competition in the actual job

bing field, but they are thorns in the side

of the real jobbers by the way they divide

up their purchases with other dealers at

cost, to avoid carrying too much stock,

and they make the real jobbers’ salesmen

feel very cheap by informing them haugh

tily, “Why, we can buy from the manufac

turers just as cheaply as you canl”

In the ordinary course of affairs, the big

jobber in a territory has been the first to

be approached by the manufacturer's sales

man. The latter has assured the jobbing

house that the goods in question are to

have a large sale during the succeeding sea

son and that it is advisable to carry a good

stock. In consideration for a liberal order,

the salesman makes what is understood as

the bottom jobbers’ price, allowing a good

margin for subsequent sale to the dealers.

Having landed all the big orders that are

possible in this way, the salesman begins

digging up the lesser fry in the territory.

Most of these have been in the mind's eye

of the big jobber as the probable custom

ers for the goods, but the manufacturer’s

salesman, as orders get slimmer, becomes

very lenient in his attitude and, in order

to do busineSs which he thinks is re

quired of him, makes propositions to the

smaller houses by which they get as good

terms as the big jobber without being re

quired to take as great a quantity. \Vhen

the big jobber gets around to offer the

goods to his customers, he finds that many

of those on whom he relied to take the larg

est quantities have by the magic imagina

tion of the manufacturer's salesman been

converted into jobbers, too, and that they

already enjoy a much lower price than the

big jobber can offer. As a result. the bona

fide jobber does not do the business that

he expected to do and in some instances is

left with a heavy stock of the goods on his

hands at the end of the season.

Many of the dealers who have suddenly

discovered themselves to be jobbers through

overzeal of a manufacturer's salesman, have

been sufficiently wise to make each conces

sion in price which they have thus obtained,

the basis for concessions from other manu

facturers. In contending with a manufac

turer as to whether they are entitled to

the jobbers’ price, they prove their case by

citing the other manufacturers from whom

they do obtain the jobbers’ prices, an argu

ment which is of great effect in many cases.

It may be said that there are hundreds of

big dealers throughout the country who get

a majority of their accessory stock at job

bers’ prices without jobbing so much as a

cotter-pin during an entire season. Each

price concession that they get is made a

club for inducing other manufacturers to

recognize them as jobbers, and in the face

of a strong showing, the manufacturer’s

salesman is likely to put in a plea with his

firm, urging that the concession be made.

It is through the discovery by dealers

that in the pose of jobbers they can get

better prices, that the careless manufactur

ers are deceived by the letter head proclam

ations. Without being guilty of any so

phistry or intentional bad faith in making

jobbers out of ordinary dealers for the pur

pose of giving low prices and placing the

goods, the careless manufacturer fills almost

any order that comes, and grants the job

bers' price simply because the man who

orders declares himself to be a jobber. In

such cases not even quantity is insisted up

on, thus making the situation worse than

ever for the bona-fide jobber.

“We haven't time to examine into every

little order that comes in," the careless man

ufacturer says. “If a man is a jobber, and

it so appears on his stationary and order

blanks, we cannot send an agent out to look

over his books and prove it before we ship

him. We are busy and we've got to take a

chance rather than turn down an order and

have a fight over it."

Pretty soon about the only "jobbers" or

ders that such a manufacturer gets are

from the near-jobbers, and the quantity or

ders are woefully lacking. It is but a na

ural penalty, and follows as sure as day fol

lows night, for the simple reason that the

real jobbers' market for the goods is

knocked out and there is no sense in carry

ing the stock.

Probably nothing is more important for

the continued success of an accessory man

ufacturer than a well conceived and fixed

selling policy covering the relations with

jobbers, dealers and the public, respective

ly, as well as the prices to automobile mak

ers using the goods as equipment. This

principle is recognized by the shrewdest

sales managers in the business. The most

prosperous accessory firms, where they give

a jobbers' price at all, are careful to see

that it is enjoyed only by the real jobbers,

since otherwise the whole structure of their
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selling system must tumble because of basic

weakness.

Particularly hard for a new manufacturer,

however, is the task of deciding who is and

who is not a jobber. The experiences of

some accessory makers in endeavoring to

make the identification have been trying in

the extreme. There are only about a dozen

houses in the whole country that every one

will agree on as being bona-fide, legitimate

jobbers. some that two years ago were

undoubtedly big jobbers have changed the

character of their business to such an ex

tent as to be chiefly cut-price catalog houses

seeking business by mail from retail custom

ers and doing a retail business over the

counter in branch stores. Others have let

the jobbing department of their business go

by the board to such an extent that they

can hardly be considered jobbers any long

er, while newer firms have taken up the

jobbing end with such enthusiasm and en

terprise as to be graduates from the near

jcbber class to the real thing.

Some houses there are that perform all

the functions of a jobber for certain manu

facturers, without doing a general jobbing

business at all. As distributors for certain

lines of goods they are very successful, and

the manufacturers of these particular lines

feel well satisfied to give them the jobbing

prices. For the manufacturers to enter

any definite agreement to recognize only a

selected list as jobbers would probably en

tail cutting ofi some of these firms, which

a few of the makers would be loath to do.

Those manufacturers who agree that the

jobber performs a valuable service in’ the

trade so far as distributing goods, saving

freight charges to the retailer and assuming

the trouble and risk of dealers’ credits,

must shortly feel the pressing necessity of

taking some steps to give the bona-fide job—

bers the protection which they have a right

to expect. The business is settling down to

a firmer basis and conditions will require

that those who have not already met and

answered the problems which are presented

as to selling policy must soon do so.

Perhaps as illuminating suggestions as

any concerning the proper method of deter

bining who the real jobbers are, come from

the big jobbing houses themselves. In re

sponse to queries put by the Motor World

on this and other points as to the relations

of manufacturers and jobbers, the follow

ing responses, among others, have been re

ceived: .

The Motor Car Equipment Co., New York

City—“The sore spot in the business is the

way the manufacturer is treating the job

ber. There is no protection. Some manu

facturers consider every dealer a jobber;

others do not recognize the jobber, but

make quantity prices. It is certainly up

to the jobbers themselves to eliminate these

objectionable features and organize.

“Our definition of a jobber is: A house

buying from a manufacturer, issuing a cat

alog, having men on the road, and selling

to dealers.

“The automobile supply business has

come in for a whole lot of abuse from out

siders. It has given an impression that the

profits are enormous on account of the fic

titious list prices put on merchandise by

some manufacturers. There should never

be more than 40 per cent. between the sell

ing prices and the prices to the jobber. If

this were strictly lived up to, the parasites

of the business—cut-price houses, mail or

der houses, etc.—could not live."

The Post & Lester Co., Hartford, Conn.

—“Manufacturers are altogether tdo ready

to give jobbing prices to retail dealers who

may have the word ‘jobber’ printed on

their letterhead. There are very few manu

facturers who investigate whether a dealer

is a jobber or not. His ‘say-so’ is suffi

cient as they figure it takes off the curse.

“The remedy would be in the hands of

the jobbers, if they could submerge their

jealousy long enough to get together and

work in harmony. It is the writer’s opin

ion, however, that it would be impossible

for such an association to work together

in harmony.

“It is entirely in the hands of the acces

sories manufacturers to protect the legiti

mate jobber. We do not believe it would

be very difficult for them to formulate a

list of those entitled to jobbing prices, sim

ilar to the list adopted by the chain manu

facturers and let the members of the asso

ciation each sell such jobbers on this list.

Similar associations in other lines decide

who the legitimate jobbers are and sell

them accordingly."

Abbott Automobile Co., Ltd., New Or

leans, La.—“If the jobbers have any kick

coming at all it is our opinion that they

are as much to blame for it as any one else;

in fact, more. The legitimate jobbers ex

perience little trouble, in our opinion, in

working with the legitimate dealer. One

of the most serious troubles being experi

enced today, we think, is the jobber selling

in competition with the retailer, direct to

the consumers. We know whereof we

speak, because we do both a retail and a

jobbing business.

“We should define a jobber as being one

who supplies the retail dealer with goods

in his line and gives the usual dealers’ prices

on such goods. To be considered a jobber,

one should have an established trade with

some of the dealers in his territory. He

should issue a catalogue, or circulars at any

rate, describing the lines which he carries

and he should carry in stock enough goods

in the line to take care of the demand in

his territory.

“There are, doubtless, retail dealers in

some localities who are using larger quan

tities of merchandise than jobbers in other

localities, due of course, to the natural

conditions existing in their respective ter

ritories. So that a jobber cannot, of course,

be determined entirely by the volume of

business which he does.”

New York Sporting Goods Co., New

York City—“The automobile supply busi—

ness is, of course, in a very much jumbled

up condition as to who is and who isn’t a

jobber, and it will take a few years to clear

the atmosphere. I will admit that it is

pretty hard now for a manufacturer to dis

tinguish between the wholesaler and re

tailer, but many of them, in their anxiety

to sell goods, display very elastic con

sciences. The so-called manufacturer's

agent is a menace to the jobbers’ interests,

because what he is looking for is his little

commission, and if he can’t get the long

price from the dealer, he will take the short

price.

“One thing is sure, the mail order houses

who increase list prices so as to advertise

big discounts to deceive the public will

find it harder and harder to do business.

You can’t fool the public very long, and

all signs point to the return to the legiti

mate dealer of such trade as these so-called

cut-price houses have diverted.”

The Sidney B. Roby Co., Rochester, N.

Y.—-“There has been entirely too much cut

ting of prices. We think one of the prin

cipal reasons for this cutting is the fact that

manufacturers sell indiscriminately to all

dealers at jobbers’ prices, but compelling

the dealer-to take a quantity in order to

get the price. The dealer is loaded up with

more than he would naturally buy and is

afraid to let a sale go by so cuts the price

to unload.

“We should define a jobber as one who

publishes a catalogue, travels at least one

man outside (if his city, and who at least

has one~third of his sales made at whole

sale.

“The jobbers themselves cannot organize

a remedy unless they have the co-operation

of the accessory manufacturers.”

Hollis Electric Co., Minneapolis, Minn.—

“We are of the opinion that at least 50

per cent. of the concerns listed as jobbers

are not entitled to a jobbers' basis.

“In our opinion a concern to be entitled

to jobbers’ prices should not be engaged in

the business of selling or repairing automo~

biles, but should devote its entire ener

gies to the selling of accessories.

“Although there are a good many houses

having the agency of one or more makes

of cars for from one to three or even more

States, being in touch with a number of

dealers‘ handling their particular line of

cars, they are not entitled to jobbers’

prices as they can secure business from

dealers handling their particular line of

cars, and not from those who are handling

a competing line of cars. The Motor and

Accessory Manufacturers, no doubt, could

remedy the difficulty.” ,

Hearsey-VVillis Co., Indianapolis, Ind.—

“Manufacturers of accessories are begin

ning to recognize the legitimate jobber as

one who issues a catalogue, carries a stock

of goods and travels men on the road.

There are, of course, a great many manu

facturers who are eager to market their

product and overlook the legitimate mar

ket, but will in a short time recOgnize this
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when trade conditions will be very greatly

improved."

Franco-American Auto 8: Supply Co., Chi

cago, Ill.—“\/Ve would define a jobber as a

man who buys goods in quanaities and in

turn sells them at an increase to the deal

ers who are not in a position to buy quan

tities and get the price. There is no ques

tion but that some action must be taken to

protect the jobbers or they will have to

enter into the retail business, as about 50

per cent. of the manufacturers work under

the idea that everyone is entitled to regular

jobbers' discount, which certainly works a

hardship on companies attempting to do a

legitimate jobbing business.”

The Angier Co., Boston, Mass—“If we

were to find fault with the general way in

which business has been conducted, we

would be inclined to criticize the manufac

turer,_ who, after loading up a jobber for

the season, sends his salesman through that

jobber's field and deals directly with the

dealers from whom the jobber expected to

receive his business. Many times these

customers are sold at less than regular

dealer's price.

“This is a hardship to the jobber who

has put capital into a stock necessary to

care for the wants of dealers in his terri

tory and is clearly unfair to the jobber. It

would seem as though, from a selfish stand

point the manufacturer would feel like

strengthening the hand of the jobber in

the way of upholding prices for the reason

that in one case he deals directly with one

party who is presumably able to pay his

bills, while in the other he spreads it

through a large number of small sales, ne

cessitating expense of travel, putting up,

bookkeeping and collections, with in

creased chances for loss in one direction

and another.

“Certainly no jobber who is inclined to

uphold prices and do a square business can

do so under these conditions, the result

being a demoralization and breaking down

of prices, so that it becomes a matter of

jockeying as to who gets the business,

which is not at all agreeable to a high class

jobber.

“We define a jobber as a man who issues

-a catalog covering a substantial territory,

and sends salesmen into that territory; or

in other words, one who, by direct contact

or advertising in some form, reaches the

dealer.”

The Geo. W. Nock Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

-—“Until some of the so-called jobbers are

eliminated from the list, the legitimate job

bers will have more or less trouble in main

taining prices. The. Motor and Accessory

Manufacturers do not protect the legitimate

jobbers properly, as they are too anxious

to get business, no matter where it comes

from. It really is hard to define a jobber,

but I think it can be done by selecting

those who print a catalogue and travel men

on the road. This matter will right itself

in the course of time, as it did in the bi

cycle business in years gone by.”

CHANGES IN runorm SITUA'I'ION

Indications of the Foreign Shows as Seen

by Grossman—He Discovers Some

New Things Among Accessories.

 

Big changes in Europe’s automobile sit

uation and the discovery of ingenious de

velopments in- improved motor car acces

sories make the chief features of the ob

servations of Emil Grossman, who has just

returned to New York after a ‘visit to both

the Stanley and Olympia shows in London

Not neglecting

the car situation, yet with particular atten

tion to the accessory field, in which, as head

of the National Sales Corporation, the Mo

tor Car Equipment Co. and similar enter.

prises, he

and the two Paris shows.

is naturally more concerned,

Grossman was well repaid for his trip in

the knowledge of foreign trade conditions

which he reaped and in the new ideas which

he was able to pick up, not to mention the

closing of numerous important contracts

both for the sale of American goods abroad

and for the bringing of some of the latest

foreign devices to the American market.

“No longer is there any overproduction

of high powered cars in Europe," he said,

in discussing the results of his trip with a

Motor World representative. “The reason

is that the foreign manufacturers are not

making big cars in such quantities any

more. They are turning to small cars. The

French manufacturers, especially, are giv

ing a great deal of attention to light

voiturettes and to taximeter cabs. Com

mercial vehicles of all types are being de

veloped rapidly, too.

“Big touring cars are only being made in

limited amounts, closely calculated to the

demand. The French and Italian builders

are on about a par in this class, all of them

appearing to hold their own. Germany has

had no great increase in the number of its

automobile plants and seems to absorb

pretty near all of its own production. In

fact, of all the European automobile man

ufacturing countries, Germany is probably

the healthiest from a business standpoint.

All the German factories are quite busy and

they do not seem to need to export their

cars to find a market.

“Conditions in England are a little more

unsettled. There are plenty of British man

ufacturers, while the makers on the Con

tinent also compete for a share of the busi

ness. This results in very lively competi

tion, and while the stronger British makers

are doing very well, the weaker ones are

having their troubles. The American in

vasion has not made any very great im

pression on the European markets as yet,

except in the case of two or three well

known American makes which have. been

well represented abroad for some time.

“All over Europe," he continued, turning

to the subject of accessories, “there is a

tendency to regulate the use of brilliant

automobile searchlights in the cities. Legis

lation has been passed in a great many lo

calities forbidding the glare which ordinar

ily accompanies the use of gas headlights.

To meet the situation almost thousands of

d<VlCCS have been invented for the purpose

of cutting off the rays that annoy and tem

porarily blind trafiic coming toward the

car. At the shows there were exhibited al

most every imaginable form of lamp ac

cessary looking to this end, from movable

eclipsing systems, actuated by flexible wires,

to fixed arrangements of vanes and light

apertures. Of all those that I examined,

one in particular struck me as being the

most perfect, and I secured the American

rights to manufacture it, and through our

company will shortly place it on the mar

ket."

It consists, he explained, of nothing more

than a front glass for the lamp, the upper

half of the glass being etched on both sides

and inlaid with black bands of enamel. The

bands on the two sides are waved, and so

arranged that the high parts of the curves

come alternately, the light being allowed

to go only in a straight forward direction

through the interstices of the criss-cross

pattern that they make.

On his trip he also bought the American

patent rights to manufacture a new form

of demountable rim, a product of the Pirelli

factory in Italy. The rim differs from the

types heretofore shown in that only half of

the locking ring for the demountable part

is removed when it is desired to take 05

the latter. Three bolts control the action

of the whole arrangement and a change can

be made in from 20 to 30 seconds. In Eng

land he arranged for the rights to make the

Hattersley 8: Davidson compound pump, of

the familiar English type.

Supplanting the earlier forms of univer

sal pump connection abroad, according to

Grossman, is a new universal connection,

which, instead of using stifl, slotted rubber

into which the tire valve fits, has a contract

ing clamping action which is controlled by

a small lever. The device is no larger than

the ordinary universal pump connection, but

it does not so readily wear out and when

slipped on a valve and clamped by the one

lever movement, gives no chance for the

leakage of air. The same simple mechan

ism is also incorporated in a valve cap, thus

doing away with the usual screw thread

and preventing the slow valve leaks which

afflict many tire users. The American

rights for these twp accessories he also ob

tained, and will manufacture them in large

quantities.

A further novelty in his stock of foreign

acquisitions is a tire pressure gauge which

retains its reading after being removed from

the tire. After the reading has remained

for reference as long as is desired, the in

dicating hand may be returned to zero by

pressing a button, after which the next

reading must be obtained from the air pres

sure of a tire, as before.
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-| THE WHITE STEAMER IS

THE ONLY CAR
0i distinctively American design

 

  

The White is the only car which is not a copy or an imitation of some foreign product. In

almost every class of machinery, American ideas of construction have eventually proved triumphant

and so it is with the White Steamer. The White is sold in quantities abroad in competition with

the home product and, as regards this country, there are more Whites in use than any other make

of large touring car.

The White possesses so many points of superiority over other types of automobiles that any

one who purchases a car without first investigating the White is acting with only a partial under

standing of the possibilities of automobile construction. We can meet the requirements of almost

any pocketbook with either our 20 horse-power car at $2000, (shown above) or our 40 horse-power

car at $4000. The United States Government, the most discriminating of purchasers, owns more

White Steamers than all other makes combined. Our cars are used by the War, Navy and Execu

tive Departments.

 

Write ior descriptive matter.

THE WHITE COMPANY
CLEVELAND, OHIO

EW Y RK CITY B d a at 62d St. PITTSBURG 138-48 Beatty St. CHICAGO. 240 Michi an Ave.liOSTOIQ, 320 New ur;ogt.w y CLEVELANI’), 407 Rockwell Ave. SAN FRANCISCO, A arkct St. at Van Nels Ave.

PHILADELPHIA, 629-33 N. Broad St. ATLANTA. 120-122 Marietta St.
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Safety as a Selling Slogan.

It is an incident to progress that not sim

ply do the structural features of automobiles

change from one year to another but that

the points in which they exert their appeal

upon the buyer also are constantly under

going alteration. Thus the salesman finds

that it is necessary not simply to learn the

general direction to be taken in seeking

trade, but that it is further necessary to be

shifting his course from time to time in

order to keep abreast of the market. _A

case in point is the way in which the quali

ties of speed, appearance, power, carrying

capacity and endurance have been played

upon during In turn

these qualities have come to be regarded

successive years.

almost as a sine qua non in a high grade

car, and the resourceful salesman has been

forced to change his argument accordingly

in order to bring about the conviction that

the product which he handles has other

qualities than those which are regarded as

mere essentials in a well-made and thor

oughly approved car.

In this connection it would appear that

the marketing of the really high grade ma

chine might be carried out more largely on

a basis of safety in addition to the other

accepted requisites than generally is done.

Cars which may possess many other of the

necessary qualifications, occasionally are

subject to accidents which point directly to

the use of improper factors of safety; to

inaccuracies in the design of vital parts of

the running gear which result in more or

less serious disasters. It seldom happens,

however, that among the machines which

suffer in such ways are found the names of

certain makers whose products are classed

among the very best. Above all else they

that they are

Broken axles, dished wheels, steering gears

are so constructed safe.

gone wrong at a critical moment and other

difficulties of a nature which would tend to

imperil the occupants are practically un

known. Therefore the cautious user whose

inquiries among his friends are apt to be

extremely searching, comes to regard such

machines as desirable above all questions of

price or speed or capacity or appearance.

indeed, it may be considered as largely be

cause of this happy avoidance of critical

failures that certain machines have attained

the conspicuous success which they have.

It is no longer a problem of extreme dif

ficulty for a manufacturer to turn out a car

to satisfy any or all the demands which

All

things considered, however, it is difficult to

produce a car which is really safe—that is

to say, which is figured for strength in

every line, and which is built of materials

which are thoroughly suitable in every re

spect.

have been paramount in former years.

To produce such a car it is neces‘

sary to carry out the details of design and

construction with the utmost care, to insure

the inspection of every part prior to as

semblage, to provide for the testing of

samples of each new lot of material broken

into, and to overlook the process of as

with absolute thoroughness.

Therefore, the machine which, as a matter

of record, is proven to be safe may be re

garded properly as having those other qual

ities which are desired, at least in matters

of material and workmanship. Speed, ap

pearance, cost and capacity, the average

buyer can determine for himself, but the

absolute assurance that the car of his liking

also is reliable to the point of absolute

safety should go a long way toward fixing

semblage

his final choice. The salesman who fails to

take cognizance of such an advantage would

seem to be overlooking one of the most im

portant shafts in his quiver.

 

Abandoning the Rule 0’ Thumb.

Rather surprising to the layman is the

icea that by merely allowing a tiny little

piece of metal with an oddly shaped point

in which a diamond is set, to fall a given

distance and then observing how high it

rebounds, it is possible to determine the

hardness of the substance against which

the piece rebounded. But further, that by

determinations so made, taken in compar

ison with other determinations previously

made and checked; it is possible to secure

not only a measure of the hardness of the

object under test, but also of the strength

and elasticity which it possesses, seems al

most beyond comprehension. the

trained scientist of a few year ago would

have scoffed at the notion of applying the

results of so minute a test on a greatly

magnified scale to data which under other

circumstances would be obtainable only at

the expense of tremendous physical reac

tions.

This is the age of the chemist and the

physicist, however, and the fruits of their

labors are constantly coming to be regard

ed in a more serious light by those who

formerly were wont to regard all questions

of pure theory more or less askance, and

to depend almost wholly upon empiricism

for their guidance.

Even

It has come to be rec

ognized that the deductions which the

trained analyst is able to make from his

own observations and those of others are

far more conclusive and accurate than

those which the old-time expert could make

as a result of his long training in the blunt

use of his seven senses. The type of man

vibe is offended at the notion of guiding

practice by theory still exists in large num

bers, but he is content to put into daily use

products which would have been unattain

able without the application to practice of

the most abstruse and almost amusingly

complex of hypotheses.

It is significant of the advancement em

bodied in the motor vehicle as of the prog

ressive type of men composing the produc

ing industry, that automobile factories util

ize some of the most modern and highly

theoretical systems in existance, both as to

methods and machinery of production and

as to the materials utilized. With an en

terprise which is characteristic, every avail
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able new idea which is applicable in any way

to the task of producing a better car, or as

good a car under better conditions, is

grasped and adapted to the needs of the

builder. Inventiveness and clever applica

tion of ideas have made possible the design

of the modern car. But only through the

wholesale adoption of the most advanced

systems known to science has it become

possible to reproduce those designs in con

crete and durable form at a price which has

made possible the popularizing of the motor

vehicle.

 
 

New York City’s Park Commissioner has

“broke loose" again on the subject of tire

Because a short stretch of road

which recently he caused to be resurfaced

at a cost of $30,000 is again in need of re

pair, he thinks the use of tire chains should

be prohibited by law. But as such chains

and other anti-skid devices are in the nature

of life-preservers it would seem that any

chains.

enactment that may curtail their use will

strike at the policy of public safety and also

at the “first law of nature." The Park Com

missioner might better investigate his costs

of resurfacing or find a pavement that will

not be so easily affected or so quickly re

quire repairs.

 
 

It is peculiar what queer ideas of help

fulness are possessed by most of the so

called popular periodicals which bid for

the patronage of the automobile industry.

Thus Harper’s Weekly

“Automobile Number" with a picture of a

perplexed motorist laboring on his disabled

illuminates its

car and exclaiming, “How I wish you were

Life's

which is overflowing with automobile ads.,

a horse!" “Buzz-wagon number,"

is studded also with illustrations of motor

ists in distress that are not calculated to in

duce pleasing thoughts of motor cars nor

to promote their sale.

 
 

As both an outlet for American acces

sories and the source of new accessories for

the American market, Europe looms larger

every year, no matter how much it has de

clined from the pre-eminence in complete

cars which it at one time enjoyed. What

Europe is doing in automobile design and

manufacture is now of comparatively little

importance to the American industry, but

in the accessory field a trans-Atlantic ex

change of both ideas and goods is being

conducted with increasing profit to those in

terested, on both sides of the ocean.

M101! CARS SAVE STREET SPACE

Comparisons with Horse-drawn Vehicles—

What the Measurements Proved

London’s Horses Disappearing.

Of the advantages accruing from the use

of the motor vehicle in cities, perhaps none

is more vital to the life of the greater muni

cipalities than that arising from the econ

omy of space involved and the relief of

traffic congestion which it brings about.

Suggestive figures bearing upon this point

are contained in a report recently published

by the London traffic branch of the Board

of Trade on conditions in London, wherein

it is shown that between 1903 and 1907 the

number of motor cabs had increased by

700, while the horse drawn cabs had de

creased in number than 1,500.

Motor ’buses had increased during the same

period by 1,200, while the corresponding

horse-drawn vehicles decreased by 1,000.

The figures are authoritative, being drawn

from the reports of the granting of annual

licenses. Their full significance does not

appear, however, until comparison is made

0‘. the relative amounts of space occupied

by motor and animal traffic. Such a com

parison made by the Geo. N. Pierce Co.,

reveal striking contrasts. Thus in the case

cf a chlinder 60 horsepower car, seating

seven passengers, 72.8 square feet of street

are required, while a one-horse cab occupies

no less than 88.7 square feet. This saving

of 15.9 square feet is eclipsed in the case of

the smaller 24 horsepower car which con

forms more closely in seating capacity with

the cab. The car in question occupies but

59.1 square feet, a saving of 28.6 square

feet. The complete results of the measure

ments are as follows:

Motor Vehicles.

by more

HP. Length over all. Sq. feet.

24 12 feet 8 inches 59.1

36 13 “ 0 “ 60.7

40 14 “ 5 “ 67.0

48 15 “ 0 “ 70.0

60 15 “ 7 “ 72.8

45 18 “ 6 “ 84.0

\Vith the exception of the last, which was

a S-ton 'motor truck, the cars measured were

of the pleasure type. The horsed vehicles

chosen, however, were of the varieties more

commonly found in city traffic, as follows:

Length over all.

Feet. Sq. feet.

One horse cab . . . . . .. 19 88.7

Two horse cab . . . . . .. 20 93.3

One horse del. wagon. 20 93.3

Two horse del. wagon. 20 93.3

Moving van . . . . . . . .. 24 112.0

Brewery wagon . . . . .. 26 121.1

Scenery wagon (short) 29 135.3

Scenery wagon (long). 40 2287

An even more striking illustration is that

furnished by comparison of relative street

areas occupied by the big motor truck and

its nearest animal drawn equivalent, the

 

COMING EVENTS

 

 

 

January 16-23, New York City—Associa

tion of Licensed Automobile Manufactur

ers’ annual show, Madison Square Garden.

January 21-31. Los Angeles, Ca.—Auto

mobile Dealers Association’s'show.

January 25-30, Cincinnati, O.-—Automobile

Dealers Association’s show.

January 27-February 3, Philadelphia, Pa.—

Automobile Trade Association's eighth an

nual show, Second Regiment armory.

February 6-13, Chicago, Ill.—-National As

sociation of Automobile Manufacturers'

show, Coliseum and First Regiment Ar

mory.

February 15, Detroit, Mich—Detroit Au

tomobile Dealers Association’s show,
\K'ayne Pavilion. I

February 15-20, St. Louis, Mo.—-Automo

bile Manufacturers and Dealers Associa

tion’s annual show. .

February 1618, Denver, Co.—Denver Mo

tor Club’s first annual show, Auditorium.

February 20, 21, 22, New Orleans, La.—

New Orleans Automobile Club’s Mardi Gras

carnival 3 days race meet.

February 20-27, Newark, N. J.—New Jer

sey Automobile Trade Association’s show.

February 22, Cleveland, O.—Cleveland

Automobile Dealers Company’s show, Cen

tral Armory.

February 27-March 3, Hartford, Conn.—

Automobile Dealers Association's show.

March 16, Buffalo, N. Y.-—Buffalo Auto

mobile Club’s 7th annual show, Convention

Hall.

March 16, Omaha, Neb.—Omaha and

Council Bluffs dealers’ show, Auditorium.

March 6-13, Boston, Mass—Boston Auto

mobile Dealers Association’s (nc.) seventh

annual show, Mechanics Building.

March 8-15, Kansas City, Mo.-—Kansas

City Dealers Association’s show, Conven

tion Hall.

March 10-13, Memphis, Tenn—Automo

bile show, Auditorium building.

March 13-20, Minneapolis, Minn—Min

neapolis Automobile Show Association's

show, National Guard Armory.

March 1520, Rochester, N. Y.——Rochester

Automobile Dealers Association’s show,

Convention Hall.

March 22-25, Ormond-Daytona Beach.

Fia.—Daytona Automobile Club’s four days

speed carnival.

March 27-April 3, Pittsburg, Pa.—-Auto

mobile Dealers Association's show, Du

quesne Garden.

 
 

brewery truck. The latter, while not capa

ble of carrying as great a load as the motor

vehicle in question, occupies 121.1 square

fcet of street space, while the motor truck

requires only 84 square feet.
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When in 1905 New York for the first

time beheld the spectacle of two great

automobile shows held simultaneously, the

innovation was hailed with delight, for New

York and New Yorkers never weary of a

spectacle, no matter what its subject or ob

At the same time, it was held by

some that two shows must be one show too

ject

many; that whether they were held simul

taneously or on closely related dates it

would be found that the local public would

tire of tramping the aisles and inspecting

the externals of the vehicles, while of the

out-of-town contingent upon which so much

dependence always is placed by the exhibit

ing manufacturers, the notion was enter

tained that the dual show proposition would

result merely in splitting the attendance, as

it were with the result that neither show

would receive its full share.

The sequel has amply proven the fallacy

of the idea. Instead of becoming weary of

the show, the public appears to anticipate

it with increasing eagerness from year to

year, while the numbers of visitors at the

first and second exhibitions each year ap

pears to be constantly increasing in num

bers, as in intelligence and interest. How

successful the duplication of shows has been

from the manufacturers’ point of view,

may be judged from the eagerness with

which the allotment of spaces is awaited,

and the prosperous conditions which pre

vail immediately after the show, when there

is afforded sufficient breathing space to

cz-st up accounts.

Because of the associations and traditions

surrounding Madison Square Garden—the

birthplace of American automobile shows—

all Garden Shows are looked upon with par

ticular favor. Whether by virtue of the fact

that repeated efforts have lent wisdom to

the brain and craftiness to the hand of the

decorator in increasing amounts from year

to year, or whether from happy coincidence,

the setting of each of the shows held in the

big arena and its surrounding halls has

eclipsed its predecessor. In token of the

march of improvement, naturally the im

portance and value of the exhibits it has

enclosed also has increased annually.

 

Show Week Calendar.

Saturday, January 16.

Formal opening of Show, 8 p. m.

Tuesday, January 19.

Motorcycle Manufacturers' Association

meeting at Hotel Breslin, 10 a. m.

Adjourned meeting of the Society of Au

tomobile Engineers, Automobile Club of

America, 10 a. m.

Meeting of the New York Automobile

Trade Association.

Testimonial and banquet to Mayor Tiede

man, of Savannah, by members of the Press,

Delmonico's, 11 p. m.

Wednesday, January 20.

Meeting Executive Committee of the

American Automobile Association, 2:30

p. m.

Meeting and election of directors Motor

and Accessory Manufacturers, Inc., Del

monico’s, 6 p. m. Banquet, 7:30 p. m.

Annual Meetin of the National Associa

tion of Automobi e Manufacturers.

Thursday, January 21.

Directors’ meeting New York State Auto

mobile Association, lO:3O a. m.

Meeting of the A. A. A. Touring Infor

mation Board, 2:30 p. m.

Annual meeting, stockholders of the Im

porters’ Salon, Bryant Park Building, 8p. m.

Friday, January 22.

Meeting of the A. A. A. Good Roads

Board, 10:30 a. m.

Conference A. A. A. Club and State As

sociation secretaries, 2:30 p. m.

Saturday, January 23.

Meeting of the A. A. A Legislative Board.

l0230 a. m.

 

During the week, meetings of the execu

tive committees of the Association of Li

censed Automobile Manufacturers and

American Motor Car Manufacturers’ As

isociation will be held. dates to be announced

ater.
 

That the show of the Association of Li

censed Automobile Manufacturers, which

is to open on Saturday evening next, gives

all promise of following precedent in this

What is vul

garly known as the “licensed” product, has

respect, is beyond question.

become thoroughly standardized by reason

of the close study of the members of the

mechanical branch of the association, and

so is entitled to respectful attention on

every occasion. At the same time, that

standardization has brought about none of

the loss of individuality among the cars

produced by the various firms such as a

monopolistic rather than a co-operativee

regime would have induced. Hence the

idea of standardization in this connection

carries with it merely an assurance of me

chanical excellence, while also furnishing

a practical endorsement of the structural

differences which serve to distinguish the

features of one make of car on view from

those of another.

With the conclusion last Thursday of the

first of the New York Shows of the present

season was brought to a climax one of the

most significant expositions ever held, be

cause of the generous tokens of renewed

prosperity in the section of the industry

there represented. As a spectacle pure and

simple, moreover, it was of immense value

because of the versatility displayed by the

manufacturers who were represented.

The forthcoming show, in no sense a

sequel to it, promises further revelations in

matters of design, additional advantages in

the way of exhibition facilities because of

the supreme utility of the Garden for show

purposes, and a display of machines pro

duced by some of the oldest and most ex—

perienced builders in the country, many of

whom have occupied stands in the arena

or on the elevated platforms since the very

beginning of the American industry as an

appreciable factor in the business of auto

mobile construction.

Strange contrasts might be drawn be

tween this, and the first show of its kind,

which opened in the same arena on January

3, 1900. With decorations provided only by

the exhibitors, and only in restricted and

modest amounts, with shaky and uncertain

.1
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vehicles on view, and a little band of ac

cessory makers backing up those who had

the temerity to display complete vehicles.

The center of interest was the main floor,

'34

' 1

  

E. P. CHALFAN'I‘

General Manager A. L. A. M.

where was constructed a testing track upon

which all demonstrations took place. Dem

onstrations sometimes proving of the sort

not anticipated by the exhibitors, the time

between whiles when mechanics were tinker

  

M. L. DOWNS

Secretary Show Committee

ing with various obstinate devices, were

filled in with gymkhana events and mild

contests to show the starting, not to men

tion the stopping proclivities of the ma

chines. As is the case this year, there were

no foreign exhibitors at the first of the

shows, but instead a number of foreign

built cars, privately owned, were exhibited

as curiosities in the restaurant, now given

over to the then unheard of electric vehicle.

No better proof of the advancement of the

art could be required than that the impor

tance of the show demonstration has dwin

dled from year to year until now, though

still a vital feature of the manufacturers'

show campaign, it is no longer required by

the possible buyer as evidence that the ve

hicles displayed are of practical usefulness.

As experience in the conduct of its suc

cessive annual shows has profited the A. L.

A. M. greatly, so it has proved advantage

ous to retain at least a portion of the man

agement from year to year. The show com

mittee under wliOSe direct guidance the

  

COL. GEORGE POPE

Chairman Show Committee

tasks of preparation and administration fall

is of well tried material with an infusion

of new blood as well. Col. George Pope

has been chairman of the show committee

for three successive years. President Charles

Clifton. of the association, serves ex-ofiicio.

E. P. Chalfant, the new general manager of

the association, is serving on the committee

for the first time, while M. 1.. Downs, its

secretary, has been identified with the A. L.

A. M. for the past five years and has at

tended to the detail work in connection with

all the shows. Cokcr F. Clarkson. secre

tary of the mechanical branch of the asso

ciation, and also the new head of the pub

licity department, though not a member of

the show committee, has been prominently

identified with it, particularly in the impor

tant service of the necessary advance work.

 

No adequate conception of the task which

awaits even the most efficient and capable

show committee can be obtained until com

parison is made of the show building be

fore the active work of dressing it for the

occasion has commenced and after it is

complete and the show is ready for the

  

CHARLES CLIFTON

President A. L. A. M.

public. It is not alone the immensity of the

undertaking; the necessity of arranging for

the complete disguising and beautifying of

bare walls and unattractive floor spaces

within a limited time. but the symbolism

'v

-'.’1‘ “NA

  

COKER F. CLARKSON

Head of Publicity Department

which it carries of the work of shaping the

gleat display in all its details, first of gath

eting in the makers and their wares, and

then of gathering in the public, which is
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VIEW OF MADISON SQUARE GARDEN, SHOWING SCHEME OF DECORATION FOR THE SHOW

impressive. Yet vast as the undertaking is

in all its phases, it is to the embellishment

oi the building itself, that the visitor is apt

to look in order to determine whether the

committee has outdone itself in originality

and enterprise. Variety, attractiveness, har

mony and above all, unobtrusivettcss are

pursued with earnest fidelity in an efiort to

make the show as impressive as possible,

and to do so with increasing success in

succeeding years, is more of an achieve

ment than is commonly appreciated.

For this year, the effort has been to create

an impression of expansiveness in the arena

itself. while the other departments have

each received their customary individual

treatment. No obstructing screen or other

decoration mars the view of the visitor en

tering the arena for the first time. Instead,

the plan adopted calls for a full view of the

entire floor culminating in a huge triumphal

arch at the far end, 87 by 48 feet in external

dimensions, of classical architectural design,

and backed by large mirrors which are in

tinded to give the effect of added depth to

the view. Directly in front of the entrance,

and marking the branching of the aisles to

the longitudinal concourse on either side.

will be a sort of Garden fountain, in the

THE CARS ON VIEW.

Gasolene.

Apperson Packard

Autocar Peerless

Cadillac Pierce Arrow

Chalmers'DetrOit Pope-Hartford

Corbin Pope-Toledo

Columbia Royal Tourist

Elmore Selden

E-M-F Simplex

Franklin Stearns

Haynes Stevens-Duryca

Hewitt Studebaker

Knox Thomas

Locomobile Walter

Lozier Waltham

Matheson Winton

Electric.

Babcock Rauch & Lang

Bailey Studebaker

Baker Waverley

Columbia Woods

Detroit

Steam.

White

Commercial.

Champion Knox

Franklin Sampson

General Studebaker

Hewitt Thomas

 

form of a low abutment of gray stone, curv

ing about the first exhibition spaces facing

the entrance. It will have a trough-like

basin, into which water from griffin mouths

will spray upon the electrically lighted pool

beneath. In the pool will be gold fish.and

pond lilies, some of the lilies natural and

some artificial. From the artificial flowers

electric lights will radiate, while a con

cealed row of lights under the coping of the

trough illuminates the falling spray. Carved

into the front wall of the fountain will be

seats for visitors, punctured at intervals by

bay plants.

The general color scheme is to be brown

and white, the floors of the stands being

carpeted in green. Decorative lamp posts

to mark the divisions between the exhibits,

liberal use of the new decorative emblem

of the eagle mounted on a wheel bearing

the initials of the association, frescoes above

the elevated platform depicting appropriate

scenes in which the automobile plays an im

portant part, brown burlap panels on the

lower walls set off with white bunting dra

peries, and the same material festooned

above, will complete the background against

which the cars will be set.

Variety calling for different methods of

   

THE RATHSKELLER—A STONE WINE VAULT
J

THE EXHIBITION HALL—AN ITALIAN GARDEN
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treatment in other sections of the building

has given rise to the adoption of the plan

for a huge trellis effect in the concert hall,

vine-covered and craftin illuminated with

concealed electric lights. In the restaurant,

the scheme chosen is that of an Italian gar

den, with realistic walls at the sides, and

mural landscapes above, and an overhang~

ing pergola artistically bedecked. The base

ment is not naturally a place of artistic in

spiration, but the quaint setting adopted for

the rathskeller is likely to prove effective

enough to satisfy the demands of even the

most fastidious, with its simulation of an

old wine cellar, stone walls, groined arches,

casks lining the walls, and iron gateways.

 

As a show of standardized products al

most without exception, the Garden exhibi

tion is not a place for the seeker after start

ling innovations to find his curiosity re

warded. Originality in the working out of

details of construction, however, is to be

found in plenty by the close student of

automobile design, and to those who are

familiar with the construction of cars which

have been on view in previous years, sundry

changes are discoverable. interesting and

instructive, though of comparatively minor

importance. In addition to the small re

finements of the more stable machines, how

ever, a number of makers will be found to

have produced entirely new models for the

new year; models posessing sufficient nov

elty to constitute real “show features."

Further. through the official ratification of

organizations which have merged older ex~

hibitors, it has been possible for at least

two entirely new products to be shown, in

addition to which one or two concerns re

organized since the last show, will exhibit

cars which are practically new in construc

tion.

Of the absolute newcomers, no little

curiosity will centre about the E-M-F—the

hyphenated outcome of the gospel of multi

ple production which embodies so many of

the features of the big elaborate cars, at a

price suited to the abilities of the man of

moderate means. Technical points in its

construction which are likely to meet with

approval at the hands of the showgoer are

the use of the block method of cylinder for

mation, with ofiset crank shaft, thermo

syphon cooling, and magneto ignition; the

expanding ring clutch of original design—

like the entire machine; the unit transmis

sion, with its change gear and differential

housed in common with the rear axle, its

pressed steel torque member, semi-floating

drive and roller-bearing mounting. The

change gear is of the popular selective pat

tern, and the mechanism of control is

further simplified by the use of a foot ac

celerator. A unique method of steadying

the steering gear is found in the method of

mounting the front axle, in which the steer

ing pivots are ofi'set back of the yokes in

order to produce something of the old-time

czlstor effect, which used to be so much

praised in the earlier days of safety bicycle

 

  

 

SELDEN “29" TOURING CAR

  

  

 

 

WHITE "M" TOURING CAR

  

COLUMBIA MARK "48-3" TOURING CAR

construction. The hubs are mounted on

two-point ball bearings—an important point

to observe in a product of any such price

rating as is given the E-M-F, and through

out the entire machine, the use of pressed

steel units combining as many purposes as

possible has been made to evidence the

careful forethought which has made prac

ticable the production of a car which is in

certain respects truly remarkable.

Another machine which is calculated to

impress the observer because of its closely

wrought-out design is the Chalmers-Detroit

—also a newcomer at the show—in which

is evidenced another laudable and scientific

attempt to produce a tremendous increase

in value received over that commonly

granted at the same figure. Here the prin

ciple of the unit power plant has been car

ried to a logical conclusion, lavish expendi~

ture of expensive fittings, at points where

they will repay their cost, being evidenced

in the ball bearing mounting of the crank

shaft among other noteworthy points. The

constant-level. splash system of lubrication

is a feature much praised by users who have
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ELMORE "33" 2-CYCLE TOURING CAR

 
 

 

 

  

PIERCE “6-36" TOURING CAR

already become acquainted with the car,

while another useful feature is the method

of mounting the radiator upon flexible sup

ports in such a way that it cannot pOssibly

be strained to the point of leakage, even

when the car is severely stressed over rough

highways. Rear axle details worthy of men

tion are the large annular ball-bearings at

every point; the spring-seats swivelled

spherically upon the axle tubing to avoid

twisting the springs in striking bumps; and

the accessibility of every part for inspection

or lubrication. The clutch and transmission

brake are both operated by a single pedal.

Pressure on this pedal first throws out the

multiple disc clutch, while continued move

ment applies the brake on the drive-shaft.

This arrangement leaves the right foot free

to operate the throttle. The foot-throttle,

instead of a button or lever on which the

foot works vertically, is a horizontally

swinging lever which permits the driver's

foot to rest comfortably on the floor at all

times. Another useful feature is the fitting

of a rubber bushing in the front eyes of the

rear springs where they are anchored rig

' tered.

idly to the frame, thus providing an efiective

cushion against traction shocks.

Among the new models of machines

which bear well-known names, no small

amount of interest attaches to the Locomo

bile “30", which is the first model in which

the principle of shaft drive is employed to

be turned out by the makers of the last Van

derbilt Cup winner. Contrary to the prac

tice which is fairly general in shaft drive

ccnstruction, the radius rods are made to

take the traction load on these cars, their

rear ends also supporting the brakes in such

a way that by virtue of their swivelled

mounting on the axle tubes, no stresses of

any sort are communicated to the axle

proper save those due to the dead weight of

the vehicle and the side strains of the

springs. The plan also relieves the springs

of all driving or twisting strains and hence

leaves them free to perform their natural

function. Further, the mounting of the

springs on swivelled chairs or saddles, pro

vides against unequal stressing of their

ends, and leaves them in practically floating

relation to all except their proper loads. A

point in this connection likely to be appre

ciated by the user is the construction of

little lugs on the under sides of the spring

saddles to serve as lifting points for the

jack when it is necessary to raise the wheels.

1n the latest product of the newly or

ganized Pope Manufacturing Co., is to be

found a car, duplicating many of the fea

tures of the former product which bore the

name Pope-Hartford, but unlike it in re

spect to a number of points which have

been deemed remediable by its designer.

The motor is of larger size, for instance, its

auxiliaries have been rearranged and placed

to better advantage than before, and the

method of lubrication also has been bet

Both master clutch and rear axle

have been redesigned—the former with re

gard to the preservation of alignment be

tween its two conical members under all

stresses of use and abuse, and the latter

with regard to the universal support of the

torque member among other points, the

absolute floating relation of the rear axle

to the remainder of the chassis having been

successfully accomplished in an original

manner. Increased brake sizes, alterations

in the frame and an increase in wheel base

are among other changes which have been

introduced, while as a matter of course, the

body designs are new—nearly all makers

still clinging to the notion that an annual

overhauling of the body lines is calculated

to gratify the purchasers of recent models.

Stevens-Duryea cars are produced in four

different models, all of them embodying the

principle of the unit power plant with three

point mounting which has been a strong

feature of the line for so long, and other

wise incorporating a number of useful and

original features. The use of the progres

sive system of change gear is noteworthy

as applying to the entire line, as is the

adaptation of a special method of gear find

ing by a device which is intended to ob
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viate many of the difficulties supposed to be

attendant on the use of this system. The

clutches are of the multiple disc variety and

shaft drive is a universal feature. The car

buretter is so designed that it automatically

takes care of any surplus fuel due to care

less handling of the mixture or improper

flooding when starting, and is of the single

jet type, perfectly automatic in action and

intended to furnish a uniform mixture re

gardless of throttle position, but determined

of a rubber saddle protector are among

other refinements, while the manner in

which provision is made for the mounting

of the dash lamps, tire brackets and other

local accessories is likely to excite favora

ble comment. The car is produced in tour

ing and town car types and also in the form

of a high-speed racer.

In the Royal is to be found the product

of a newly organized company taking up

the work of an older predecessor and pre

tially Cadillac details. Among the points

which the visitor will observe in making a

study of it are the use of copper water

jackets, three-speed selective gearset, shaft

drive and rear wheel brakes, with their re

spective methods of mounting, while such

details as the use of ball bearings for the

steering pivots, and cooling fan, point to

careful supervision of design. while abso

lute interchangeability is an indisputable

feature of the entire line.

   

 

 

 

 

   

  

   

E-M-F. “30" TOURING CAR

solely by the rate of engine revolution. The

lowest point under the car is under the rear

axle casing, this being 10 inches above the

ground. The fly-wheel cannot be injured

by high crossings or ridges in the road, as,

being in front, it is raised with the front

wheels and carried over the obstruction.

A new car, with a promised new name for

the producing concern is that to be ex

hibited under the name Walter car, but

known individually as the Roebling-Planche

after the joint names of its financial and

technical producers. New features adopted

this year include the substitution of plat

form springs for semi-elliptic members, a 2

inch increase in the diameter of the steer

ing wheel, paired cylinder castings, and a

solid aluminum crank case mounted on a

three-point suspension, not to mention the

emplOyment of a special device for cush‘

ioning the radiator against shock by means

senting a car under the old name, which

closely resembles the former product. The

motor, however, is larger than before, hav

ing a S%-inch bore, a four-speed selective

change-speed gear is used, the wheel-base

has been lengthened, and three sets of

brakes are mounted, two sets (four shoes)

on rear wheels and one on the propeller

snaft. A self-starting device is furnished as

an extra. Special features such as body

mounting, convenience of the control

mechanism, not to mention the ignition

system, are also to be observed.

Amog the really sensational announce

ments of the fall and late summer was that

of the new Cadillac “Thirty”, which was

hailed as a significant innovation to the

class of the popular-priced machines.

Though “on the road" for some little time,

it comes to the show as a new and novel

feature, incorporating a number of essen

STEVENS-DURYEA "X" TOURING CAR

Still another new model which falls into

the class of the medium powered vehicle

is the new Packard “18", which follows the

general design of its larger sister car, but

is built of smaller proportions for town car

and light driving purposes. In the same

general class, is also included the new 15-30

horsepower Stearns landaulet, which, as its

makers explain, gains its broad rating

through the use of a double-jet carburetter,

one jet giving sufficient gas to turn up the

smaller amount of power, and the other

affording the full amount. Unlike the 30-60

horsepower car of the same make, which

also is scheduled to appear at the show, it

is shaft driven through an enclosing torsion

resisting casing.

Points of interest, picked out at random

from the features of the various other ex

hibitors who are scheduled for the show in

clude the use of the new Simms-Bosch mag
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50

-pound push on the pedal

a

is

This

year the floor will be amply filled with the

displays of eight makers.

“cam

aside from

serving the purpose of a strut rod, with

provision for universal action,

motor con

also supports

the expanding brakes, the
I

Because of the policy of the Gal

hill~pawl

emergency-brake lever, and the dust shield,

which protects the emergency brakes in the

rear wheels from dust and mud.

1‘he rear axle construction of the Apper

son, which, besides being of the floating

type, makes provision for sufficient

From year to year interest in the develop

ments of the electric vehicle makers contin

ues to grow, though at a steady and moder

ate rate, in keeping with the thoroug _\

settled condition of that branch of the in

dustry.

oit lines, which are comparatively unfa

miliar in the East, though well-known to

Chicago show goers; and the Electric Ve

Among them, that of the S. R. Bailey 81

hicle and Studebaker lines.

Co., Inc., is entirely new to New York, and

is destined to provoke no little interest

Another section of the show which

coming to be regarded as of greater impor

versal application of the distance-rod con

“plumb spoke", thus eliminating any ten

dency to spreading; the leverage for oper

ating the Corbin clutch, which is now

designed that a 5

is sufiicient for declutching; the new de

netic plugs with low tension magneto on

the Studebaker cars, and appiied to both

the 30 and 40 horsepower models; the uni

bre" to permit the wheels to run on a

sign of the Elmore clutch mechanism, with

the spring placed directly behind the cone

the use of double fly wheels and the rear

axle construction in general of the Haynes;

the use of magneto with fixed spark on the

concentric valve motor of the Frankiin; and

the use of triple cylinder castings on the

new Thomas “640" touring car—also are 0!

struction of the Matheson which

interest.

the

tric vehicles in a department by themselves.

where the sharp counter influence of the

rapidly shifting constructions employed in

gasolene vehicles is removed from them.

owing to the original methods of design

manifested throughout its construction. The

use of wheels having all-metal felloes,

swinging steering post which affords a tiller

effect in guiding the machine,

tiol by a lever mounted on the steering

wheel, which is placed at the top of th¢

the hands of a newly organized company

den show management of placing the elec

steering post merely for convenience i1

handling the car, and the general measure

oi safety expressed in several “fool-prom

ing" devices, are likely to attract attention

Other vehicles which will be of especial in

terest are the Waverley line, which is in

which succeeds to the general scheme of

design which has been identified with the

name for several years; the R. 8: L. and De

they never show to better advantage.

t
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ln the Realm of Parts, Accessories and Tires

With the same actors a good stock com

pany is able to produce a new and different

play every week, and the accessory exhibit

ors who will appear at the Garden are pre

paring to stage a production which will be

worthy the patronage of even the most hard

ened show goer and which will have all the

elements of instruction and entertainment

claimed by Artemus Ward for his famous,

if erratic, “strictly moral” exhibition. Many

new additions to the caste, in the way of

concerns who did not appear at the Pa]

ace, will make the Garden accessory and

parts division appear with all the freshness

and novelty that can be desired.

.-’\s at other shows, tires and ignition ap

paratus lead all other individual classes of

exhibits in the accessory division, followed

by the group composed of such things as

chains, frames, gears, bearings and parts.

Numerous types of speed indicators will be

shown, while the more prominent jobbers

v.ill suggest how very great is the variety

of devices offered the motorist, by exhibits

containing specialties of both foreign and

domestic manufacture.

Many new magnetos will make their first

public appearance among the ignition ex

hibitors, together with new forms of

switches, coils, spark plugs, timers and dis

tributers. The crackle of electric sparks

will be heard on the elevated platform, in

the balcony, in the second tier boxes, in

the third tier boxes, in the concert hall, and

in the basement. By means of a coil, timer

and set of spark plugs eight times as big

as the regular size, the IIeinze Electric Co.,

of Lowell, Mass., will give even the hasty

passerby a very clear impression of the ac

tion of the Heinze ignition apparatus. A

stop at the stand will yield opportunity to

see the new Heinze magnetos, in both high

and low tension models. These have a low,

circular form which in external appearance

marks them as different from all others, and

are suitable for mounting in many places

where the usual high-built types cannot be

squeezed in.

In the display of the Splitdorf Labora

tory, New York City, will be seen a white

marble testing board which is designed to

bring out some of the finer points of mo

tor car ignition. As a wire arm revolves,

sparks jump from its outer end to small

brass plates Set at four intervals around

the circular path which the arm itself de

scribes. The rapidity of the arm’s revolu»

tions is controlled by means of a rheostat

governing the motor which actuates it. A

Splitdorf coil is mounted on the board and

the switch which is incorporated in it may

be turned either for battery or magneto ig

nition, so that the visitor can witness the

effects of each in turn. To show how mag

neto generated sparks thrive under high

compression, as against sparks deriving

their initial activity from a battery, a small

compression chamber is mounted on the

board. This is arranged in connection with

an air pump so that the pressure can be

raised to correspond to that in a motor cyl

inder on the compression stroke. and the

action of the spark on the two different

5} stems can be observed through a small

glass window in the compression chamber

case. The Splitdorf magnetos themselves

will be on view and the features of the

Splitdorf system will be explained.

For the benefit of those who like to see

the "insides" of things, the Remy Electric

Co., of Anderson, Ind., will have one of the

new Remy magnetos on the counter with

the parts unassembled as a whole. This

will show clearly how it is possible to con

struct a magneto in which the winding is

stationary while the revolving armature has

no other duty than to move the lines of

force which cut the winding. The Remy de

vice gives alternations of direction in the

current which it supplies, thus meeting the

difiiculty in the pitting of coil vibrator

points that is sometimes encountered in the

use of current impulses all flowing in the

same direction. The function of the mag

neto, under the Remy system, is to supply

primary current to a single unit coil on the

dash. The high tension current from the

coil is sent to the various plugs in turn by

means of a distributer embodied in the mag

neto itself.

Part of the exhibit of the Bosch Magneto

Co., of New York, will be from the Paris

show. Both high and low tension mag

netos will be mounted on suitable stands

so that their operation may be seen, includ

ing low tension “snap-off" models giving

a good spark no matter how slowly the en

gine turns. The Bosch high tension mag

neto spark plugs will be on view and the

magnetically operated make and break de

vices which the company produces. An

other imported magneto will be revealed in

the U. & H., marketed by the J. S. Bretz

Co., of New York. This comes in numerous

styles, some of which are equipped with a

mechanism which gives a sharp “snap-off”

at slow speed, but are driven in the reg

ular way at high speed.

The Volta magneto, of the Witherbee

Igniter Co., New York, is to be one of the

leaders in the company’s extensive exhibit

of ignition devices, and will possess features

that warrant attention. The balance of the

exhibit will be made up of accumulators.

handy lamps, timers, distributers, spark

plugs and switches. Two new magnetos

are to be disclosed by the Pittsfield Spark

Coil Co., Dalton, Mass, and F. H. W'heeler,

Indianapolis, Ind., respectively. The Pitts

field product is distinguished by a rather

unique construction which makes it possi

ble to remove the stationary winding with

ease, while the type offered in the Wheeler

presents a great deal for the sensationally

low price asked. Numerous other makers

will show either entirely new or improved

models in both high and low tension mag

netos, giving emphasis to the growing pop

ularity of this means of ignition.

A steering wheel switch by which either

the magneto or the battery circuit or both

may be put into operation will appear as

one of several novelties developed for the

coming season by the Connectieut Tele

phone & Electric Co., Inc., of Meriden.

Conn. To show the economical action of

“Connecticut” coils and timers, a testing

device with large indicator readings for the

current consumption will be to the fore

front. Kick switches, voltmeters, amme

ters, and quick detachable primary and sec

ondary terminals will complete the line.

Tire competition, as it will be indicated

at the Garden show, continues to take the

healthy form of a striving on the part of

each manufacturer to produce the best pos

sible quality. In addition to a showing

of the numerous styles of Diamond tires,

the Diamond Rubber Co., of Akron, 0.,

will stage its demountable rim, which has

been developed and improved from a racing

car device to suitability for tourist service.

The simplicity and security offered in the

rim will be a matter of demonstration to

those who are interested in the subject.

The Diamond “grip” tires will form a feat

ure of the exhibit.

Specimens from the large line of Hart

ford tires will be in evidence at the space

of the Hartford Rubber Works Co., Hart

ford, Conn. The latest members of the

Hartford family are the new, large size

tires to fit ordinary 30x3% and 32x356 rims.

The new “Standard Universal" quick de—

tachable rim, suitable for either clincher or

Dunlop tires, will also have a place. Mor

gan & Wright, of Detroit, Mich., will like

wise feature this rim. Several new styles

of Morgan & Wright tires have been per

fected since show time a year ago, among

which are the flat tread tires, which have

increased width and thickness in the tread

to give greater traction and improved punc

ture protection without any sacrifice of re

siliency.

At the space of the G 8: J Tire Co., of

Indianapolis, Ind., the display will be of a

character calculated to impress upon show

visitors the high quality and the variety

of styles which are to be found in connec

tion with G 8: 1 tires. The reason for the

perfect fitting of G 8: J inner tubes will be

expounded, and the record of service which

the company's tires enjoy will be dwelt

upon.

\Vithout subordinating its tire showing

or the importance of its quick acting rim,

the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., of Akron,

0., will put forward the Goodyear air bot

tle for public consideration. The air bot

tle, which supplies compressed air for in
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flating tires without the use of a pump, is

supplied in sizes ranging from little ones

that can be stored under a runabout seat

to large tanks that can be used in gaarges.

One of the novel uses to which the bottles

are put during show time is the supplying

of compressed air for the big Gabriel horn

“pipe organ," which may be expected to

provide some of the music of the week.

As an “eye-catcher” at the exhibit of the

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, 0.,

the trail of the tread on the company’s new

non-skid tire is to be hung up, preserved in

wax on a plank. The all-rubber tread on

this type is formed by the raised oblique

lettering “Firestone Non-Skid,” and the

wax impression is convincing evidence of

the nature of the road contact which re

sults. The Firestone demountable rim,

which may be used with either clincher or

quick detachable tires, will be displayed.

It consists of three parts, including the

channel rim, a locking ring and the de

mountable portion containing the tire. The

construction avoids narrow wedge shapes

and sharp angles, so that the parts cannot

rust together and make the rim difficult to

operate. The full line of Firestone automo

bile and motor truck tires is to be on view.

Continental tires will, of course, be prom

inently represented and the well known

Continental demountable rim will be ready

either for demonstration to those not al

ready familiar with its construction or for

tzials of speed by owners and chaufieurs

who account themselves expert in quick

changing. The Continental Caoutchouc Co.,

of New York, for the coming season offers

not only round tread and “AC” flat tread

styles, but the flat tread type course and

the Continental non-skid, steel studded tires.

The showing of Michelin tires will be

complete, and will include a wide choice in

sizes, weight and treads. The Michelin

Tire Co., Milltown, N. J., will also put for

ward the Michelin demountable rim, which

in its operation is controlled by one turn

buckle. At the space of the Empire Auto

mobile Tire Co., Trenton, N. J., the visitor

may look for the red rubber Empire tubes

and patches which that company is making

popular, and a new, leather covered, steel

studded tire, in which the studs of the tread

are set within a cut, hardened steel washer.

The Dow Tire Co., of New York, will be

on hand with Dow tubes, concerning which

the demonstrators will readily prove that

punctures cannot bring deflation.

Closely associated with tires in its prac

tical use, the Weed chain non-skid and trac

tion device is to be disclosed not only in

its standard form, but in some of its newer

applications, as for motor buggy wheels.

The Weed Chain Tire Grip Co., New York,

promises no changes in the general charac

ter of the grips, but has greatly increased

the mileage of service by adopting mate

rials having a great resistance to wear. The

Sager demountable rim, manufactured by

the J. H. Sager Co., of Rochester, N. Y.,

will afford an example of a rim developed

outside the tire makers' ranks. Speedy

changes are possible with it, and every con

sideration of safety and tire fit has been

taken into account. The rim is to have as

companion exhibits the Sager spiral spring

equalizer and the Sager protection bumper.

Speed indicators, while having a numer

ous representation, will have their best ex

amples in such exhibits as that of the Jones

Speedometer, the Warner lnstrument Co.,

and the Stewart & Clark Mfg. Co. About

20 styles of Jones instruments will be

shown, not including a taximeter which the

company is producing and which is one of

the first to be made on this side of the At

lantic. The prices of the speed indicators

are this year in a range from $15 up to

$100, while the concern will offer clocks

and odometers as well. Changes have been

made in the external appearance of the

Warner Auto-Meter, but the principle of

magnetic actuation for the speed indicating

part of the mechanism is unchanged. Im

provements will be disclosed in the odo

meter part of the instruments, however. A

few magnetic by-plays may enliven the ex

hibit. The Stewart instruments will be ar

rayed in a series of models, from $15 up,

and like those of the other makers will be

fcund in combination with clocks and elec

tric lights in some instances. A “multi

polar induction type” speed indicator has

been added to the Stewart line as a leader.

For lessening road shocks, the Trufiault~

Hartford shock absorber, made by the Hart

ford Suspension Co., of New York, will be

offered in an exhibit which should prove

one of the liveliest in the place. At the

space of the Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co., of

Cleveland, 0., a Teddy bear will endure

shocks or be saved from them, according

to whether the Gabriel absorbing device is

freed or attached. The company’s main at

traction will be the Gabriel horns and whis—

tles, together with cut-out valves.

Exhibitors in the class seeking to inter

est the manufacturer of cars and to supply

him with parts will include a big list. The

Briscoe Mfg. Co., of Detroit, Mich., will

have radiators; the Chandler Company, of

Springfield, Mass, is to display samples of

its etched metal name-plate work; chains

will be represented by the Brampton prod

ucts controlled by Charles E. Miller, of

New York, and by the Baldwin, Diamond

and Whitney brands. The Diamond Chain

& Mfg. Co., of Indianapolis, Ind., in addi

tion to its Diamond chains; will also have

axles, while the Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co.,

of Worcester, Mass., has planned to stage

as a supplement to its Baldwin chains, a

new steering gear.

The Springfield Metal Body Co.'s space

has been taken for the purpose of a display

suggesting the company’s capability in body

making, while the J. S. Bretz Company,

New York, is to put on view F. & S. bear

ings, Hartford universal joints, and minor

specialties such as Bowden wire, as well

as the magnetos already mentioned. The

Manufacturers Foundry Co., has arranged

to show examples of its iron casting work,

and the Wm. Cramp 8: Sons Ship & Engine

Building Co., of Philadelphia, depends up

on cast specimens of parts made in Par

sons’ manganese bronze, to attract atten

tion from designers and engineers. Com

plete front and rear axles are to be staged

by the American Ball Bearing Co., of

Cleveland, 0.; by the Timken Roller Bear

ing Axle Co., of Canton, 0., and by the

Standard Roller Bearing Co., of Philadel

phia.

For the average visitor, however, exhib

its of this order may not have the same

attractions as are to be found at such a

display as that of the Badger Brass Mfg.

Co., of Kenosha and New York. The lus

ter of shining brass, nickel and “patent

leather” on its Solar lamps will not be less

at the Garden than elsewhere. Attractive

things will bunch thickly in the jobbers'

spaces, such as the Motor Car Equipment

Co., the New York Sporting Goods Co..

and Charles E. Miller, where almost every

class of motor car novelty or accessory is

represented.

The list of exhibitors at the Garden show

is as follows:

AUTOMOBILE EXHIBITS.

GASOLENE CARS.

Main Floor.

Autocar Co., Ardmore, Pa., 7—Autocar.

Cadillac Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich., 4

Motor

-—Cadillac.

Chalmers-Detroit Co.,

Mich., l7—Chalmers-Detroit.

Corbin Motor Vehicle Corporation, New

Britain, Conn., 9—Corbin.

Electric Vehicle Co., Hartford, Conn., 12

—-Columbia.

Elmore Mfg. Co., Clyde, 0., S—Elmore

two-cycle.

Everitt-Metz er-Flanders Co., DetroitI

Mich., 8—E-M-I".

Franklin Mfg. Co., H. H., Syracuse, N.

Y., 18—Franklin.

Knox Automobile Co., Springfield, Mass.,

l—Knox.

Locomobile Company of America, Bridge

port, Conn., l9—Locomobile.

Lozier Motor Co., New York, ll—Lozier.

Matheson Motor Car Co., Wilkes-Barre,

Pa., 2—Matheson.

Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.,

14—Packard.

Peerless Motor Car Co., Cleveland, 0.,

23—Peerless.

Pierce Co., Geo. N., Buffalo, N. Y., 15—

Pierce.

Pope Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn., 20—Popc

Hartford.

Pope Motor Car Co., Toledo, 0., S—

Pope-Toledo.

Royal Motor Car Co., Cleveland, 0., 6—

Royal Tourist.

Stearns Co., F. B., Cleveland, 0., 13—

Stearns.

Stevens-Duryea Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.,

22—Stevens-Duryea.

Studebaker Automobile Co., South Bend,

Ind., lO—Studebaker.

Winton Motor Carriage Co., Cleveland,

0. 21—Winton.

Elevated Platform.

Apperson Bros. Automobile Co., Koko

mo, Ind., 32—Apperson.

Haynes Automobile Co., Kokomo. Ind.,

25—Haynes.

Hewitt Motor Co., New York, 27—Hewitt.

Detroit,
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Selden Motor Vehicle Co., Rochester, N.

Y., _24—Selden.

Simplex Automobile Co., New York, 26—

Simplex.

Walter Automobile Co., Trenton, N. J.,

ZB—Walter.

White Company, The, Cleveland, 0., 30—

White steam cars.

Woods Motor Vehicle Co., Chicago, 111.,

29—Woods.

Electric Cars—Exhibition Hall, Madison

Avenue Front.

Anderson Carriage Co., Detroit, Mich., 54

——Detroit.

Babcock Electric Carriage Co., Buffalo, N.

Y., SS—Babcock.

Bailey 8: Co., Inc., S. H., Amesbury,

Mass., S3—Bailey.

Baker Motor Vehicle Co., Cleveland, 0.,

57—Baker.

Electric Vehicle Co., Hartford, Conn., 51

——Columbia.

Rausch 8t Lang Carriage Co., Chicago,

Ill., SZ—R. L.

Studebaker Auto Co., South Bend, Ind.,

56—Studebaker.

Waverley Co., The, Indianapolis, Ind., 50

—Waverley.

Basement—Commercial Vehicle Depa.

Alden Sampson, 2d, Pittsfield, Mass., 84

——Gasolene-Electric road train.

Champion Wagon Co., Owego, N. Y., 77

—Cl1ampion electric.

Franklin Mfg. Co., H. H., Syracuse, N.

Y., 78—Franklin gasolene truck.

General Vehicle Co., Long Island City,

N. Y.—General electric trucks.

Hewitt Motor Car Co., New York City,

85—chitt gasolene trucks.

Knox Automobile Co., Springfield, Mass.,

75—Knox gasolene cars.

Thomas Motor Car Co., Buflalo, N. Y.—

Thomas taxicabs.

Studebaker Automobile Co., South Bend,

lnd., 8l—Studebaker electric trucks.

 

GARDEN SHOW—PLAN OF MAIN FLOOR

ACCESSORIES.

Basement.

American Thermo-Ware Co., New York

City, 514—GOggles, hydrometers.

Auto Supply Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

516—Horns, tubing and brass specialties.

Burrowes Co., E. T., Portland, Me., 508—

Spare wheels and wind shields.

Champion Co., Albert, Boston, Mass., 507

—Ignition specialties.

Downing, C. J., New York City, 502—

Supplies.

Healy Leather Tire Co., New York City,

SUI—Tires.

Hill Dryer Co., 513.

King Optical Co., Julius, New York City,

510—Goggles.

Kitsee Storage Battery Co., Scranton,

Pa., SOS—Storage batteries.

Lavalette & Co., New York City, 517—

Magnetos and i nition specialties.

Livingston Ra iator Co., New York City,

Sll—Radiators.

Merchant 8: Evans Co., Philadelphia, Pa.,

524—Multiple disc clutches and automobile

fittings.

Motz Clincher Tire 8: Rubber Co., New

York City, SZS—Tires.

New Departure Mfg. Co., Bristol, Conn.,

521—Annular ball bearings.

Patterson, Gottfried & Hunter, New York

City, 500—Tool Outfits and specialties.

Perfection Spring Co., Cleveland, 0., 518

——Springs.

Post & Lester Co., The, Hartford, Conn.,

526—Supplies and specialties.

Stanley & Patterson, New York City, 522

—Batteries and tools.

Stromberg Motor Devices Co., Chicago,

Ill, 509—Carburetters.

Van Guard Mfg. Co., Joliet, UL. 523—

Windshielrls. ~

Vehicle Apron & Hood Co., Columbus, 0.,

SIS—Aprons, hoods, collapsible buckets.

White & Bagley Co., The, Worcester,

Mass., SlZ—Lubricants, soap.

  

Comptoir D'Innovations Pour Auto, New

York City, 557—Specialties.

Faultless Auto Tube Co., New York

City, 566—Multiple inner tubes.

G. L. Economizer Co., New York City,

556-A—Fuel economizers.

Garvin Machine Co., New York City, 565

—Pumps.

Nathan Novelty Mfg. Co., New York

City, 559—Tire covers and cases.

Noonan Tool & Machine Works, Roome,

N. Y., 560—Tools.

Philadelphia Storage Battery Co., Phila

delphia, Pa. 563—Storage batteries.

Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford, Conn.,

561—Machinery.

Troy Carriage & Sun Shade Co., Troy,

0., 564—Tops.

Elevated Platform.

Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co., New York City,

134—Ajax tires.

American Ball Bearing Co., Cleveland,

0., 164—Ball bearings.

American Electrical Novelty & Mfg. Co.,

llO—Ever Ready Batteries, lamps and

tire specialties.

Atwater-Kent Mfg. Works, Philadelphia,

Pa., 117—Igniters and timers.

Atwood-Castle Co., Amesbury, Mass., 156

—-Lamps.

Autocoil Co., Jersey City, N. 1., 123—

Coils and ignition systems.

Auto Improvement Co., New York City,

109—Self starting devices and motor spe

cialties.

Avery Portable Lighting Co.,

kec, \Nis, l45—Gas tanks.

Badger Brass Mfg. Co., New York City

and Kenosha, Wis., léS—Solar lamps and

acetylene generators.

Baldwin Chain and Mfg. Co., Worcester,

Mass., llB—Baldwin chains and recoil

check.

Brennan Mfg. Co., Syracuse, N. Y., 160

Motors, pumps.

Milwau
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GARDEN SHOW—PLAN OF ELEVATED PLATFORM

Bowser & Co., 5. F., Ft. Wayne, Ind, 113

—Tanks_. measuring pumps and gasolene

storage systems.

Briscoe Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich., 107—

Radiators and fittings.

Brown-Lipe Gear Co., Syracuse, N. Y.,

lOS—Transmission, differential and steer

ing gears.

Byrne, Kingston & Co., Kokomo, Ind..

157—Kingston carburetters.

Connecticut Telephone and Electric Co.,

Meriden, Conn., lZS—Spark coils, switches

and ignition specialties.

Consolidated Rubber Tire Co., New York

Citg, 136—Tires. '

ontinental Caoutchouc C0.. New York

City, ISO—Continental tires.

Cooks Sons, Adam, New York City. 144

-—Lubricants.

Cramlp & Sons Ship 8: Engine Co., Wm.,

Philade phia, Pa., 158—Bronze castings

and automobile parts.

Diamond Chain and Mfg. C0.. Indianap

olis, Ind., l67—Axles, Ichains, transmis

sions, sprockets.

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, 0., 101—

Diamond tires.

R. E. Dietz Co., New York City, 116—

Lamps. _

Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph, Jersey City,

N. J.. l74—Gra hite and lubricants.

Dow Tire 0., New York City. 126—

Dow tires.

Duff Mfg. Co., Pittsbur , Pa., l40—Jacks.

Chandler Co., Inc., The, pringfield, Mass.,

141—Name plates, hub caps and mono

grams.

Empire Automobile Tire C0.. Trenton,

N. J.. lZZ—Empire tires.

Firestone Tire & Rubber C0.. Akron, 0.,

l49—Firestone tires.

Fisk Rubber C0.. Chicopee Falls, Mass.,

166—Fisk tires.

G & J Tire Co., Indianapolis. Ind, 106

—G 8: J tires.

Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co., Cleveland, 0., 173

—Gabriel exhaust horns.

Gilbert Mfg. Co., New Haven, Conn., 108

—Tires, jackets, lamps, covers, and rub

ber cloth specialties.

Goodrich Co., B. F., Akron, 0., 100—

Goodrich tires.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, 0.,

163—Goodyear tires.

Gray & Davis, Amesbury, Mass., 114—

Lamps.

Ham Mfg. Co., C. T., Rochester, N. Y.,

176—Lamps. _

Hardy Co., R. E., The, 133—Spark plu s.

Harris Oil Co., A. W.. Providence, R. i,

159—Lubricants.

Hartford Rubber Works, Co., Hartford,

Conn., 171—Hartford tires.

Hartford Suspension Co., Jerser City, N.

J.. lSZ—Truffault-Hartford shoc absorb

ers.

Heinze Electric CO., Lowell, Mass., 175

—Coils and ignition equipment.

Herz & Co., New York City, 112—Tim

ers, plugs and ignition specialties.

Globe Machine & Stamping Co., Cleve

land, 0., 147—Metal stamping specialties.

H att Roller Bearing Co., Harrison, N.

J., l 8—Roller bearings.

Jones Speedometer, New York City, 127

—Speedometers, annunciators, odometers

and specialties.

Janney-Steinmetz 8: Co., Philadelphia, Pa.,

l48—Spark plugs, tanks, wrenches.

Jones & Co., Phineas. Newark, N. J.. 162

—Rims, wood wheels.

Leather Tire Goods Co., Newton Upper

Falls, Mass., l43—Non-skid covers.

Light Mfg. & Foundry Co., Pottstown,

Pa., lZl—Aluminum parts and castings.

Manufacturers Foundry Co., Waterbury,

Conn., 154—Castings.

Michelin Tire Co., Milltown. N. J., 142—

Michelin tires. _

Morgan 8: Wright. Detroit, Mich., 129

—Morgan & Wright tires.

Mosler & Co., A. R., New York City, 172

—Spark plugs.

Motsinger Device Mfg. Co., Pendleton,

Ind., lSS—Ignition systems.

N. Y. & N. J. Lubricant Co., New York

City, 119—Lubricants.

Oliver Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111., 150—

Jacks and accessories.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeannette, Pa.,

ISIS—Pennsylvania tires.

Pittsfield Spark Coil Co., Dalton, Mass.,

l68—Ignition systems.

Remy Electric Co., Anderson, 1nd,, 125

—Magnetos.

Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown, 0..

l39—Tires.

Sager C0.. J. H., Rochester, N. Y., 132

—Supplementary springs.

Shelby Steel Tube Co., Pittsburg, Pa.,

lO4—Cold drawn steel tubin .

S icer Universal Joint Mfg. Co., Plain

fiel . N. J., l31—Universal joints.

Splitdorf, C. F., New York City, 102—

Timers, distributers, coils and ignition spe

cialties.

Standard Welding Co., Cleveland, 0., 163

——Tubin and electrically welded parts.

Swine art Clincher Tire 8: Rubber Co.,

Akron, 0., 124—Swinehart tires.

Timken Roller Bearing Axle Co., Canton.

0., lSl—Roller bearings and axles.

Veeder Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn., 115

—-Tachometers and tachodometers.

Vacuum Oil Co., Rochester, N. Y., 111—

Lubricants.

Valentine 8: Co., New York City. 177——

Varnishes.

Warner Gear C0.. Muncie, Ind, 161—

Gears and arts.

Warner nstrument C0.. Beloit, Wis., 120

—Speed indicators and odometers.

Weed Chain Tire Grip Co., New York

City. l35—Non-skid tire chains.

Wheeler, F. H., Indianapolis, Ind. 137——

Schebler carburetters.
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GARDEN SHOW—BALCONY, EXHIBITION AND CONCERT HALLS

\Vhitney Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn, 170

—\Vhitney chains and keying systems.

Witherbee lgniter Co., New York City.

l38_—W1therbee storage batteries and Wi

co ignition specialties.

Balcony.

A-Z Co.. The, New York City, 230—

Hoods, radiators and tanks.

Allen Auto Specialty Co.. New York City,

207—Tire jackets and specialties.

American Thermos Bottle Co., New York

City, 228—Thermos bottles.

Anderson Forge Machine Co.,

.\lich.. 240—Crankshafts, gears.

Apple Electric Co., Dayton, 0., 217—Ig

nition systems.

Atlas Rubber CO., 239—

Austro-American Separator Co., Cleve

land. 0.. 224—Gasolene funnels.

Auto Pump Co.. Springville, N. Y., 219—

Pumps.

Benford, E. M.. Mt. Vernon, N. Y., 222—

Spark plugs.

Bretz Co., J. S., New York City, 214——

Ball bearings and high tension magnetos.

Buda Foundry & Mfg. Co., Chicago. 111.,

242—Jacks.

Burnett Compound Spring, Incorporated,

Newark, N. J., 24l—Suspension springs.

Champion Ignition Co., Flint, Mich. 240—

Ignition systems.

Cooks Standard Tool Co.,

Mich., 203—Standard jacks.

Cormack & Co., M. H.. 247—

Eastern Carbon Works, Jersey City, N. J.,

206—Dry batteries.

English 8: Mersick Co.. New

Conn, ZZl—Automohile hardware.

Franklin Co.. H. H., Syracuse, N. Y.. 232

Geiszler Bros, New York City, 248—

Batteries.

Detroit,

Kalamazoo,

Haven.

Havolinc Oil Co., New York City, 216

—Lubricants.

Haws, Geo. A., New York City, 201—

“Panhard oil."

High Frequency Ignition Coil Co., Los

Angeles, Cal., 231—lgniti0n systems.

Hopewell Bros., Cambridge, Mass., 213—

Tire cases, covers, robes.

Hydraulic Oil Storage & Distributing

Co., Detroit, Mich., 212—Tanks, “Snells”

storage systems.

Jarman 8: Baker, New York City, 237——

Drip pans, racks.

Jeffrey-Dewitt Co., Newark, N. J., 208—

Spark plugs.

Johnson & Co., Isaac G., Spuyten Duvil,

.\I. Y.. 218—Forgings and castings.

K. W. Ignition Co., Cleveland, O., 223*;

Ma netos, spark plugs.

c stone Lubricating Co., Philadelphia,

Pa., 33—Lubricants.

McCord Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.. 200—

Radiators.

Mann Co., Leon, New York City, 234—

Raincoats.

Metal Stamping Co.. New York City, 211

—-Radiators.

Miller, Charles E., New York City, 243

-—Brampton chains, supplies and acces

sories.

Miller 8: Sons, Wm. P., Long Island City,

N. Y., 249—Lubricants.

Morrison-Rickcr Mfg. Co., Grinnell 1a..

209—Gloves and gauntlets.

Mutty Co., L. J.. Boston, Mass., 229——

Rubber cloth and imitation leathers.

New York Coil CO., New York City, 226

—Spark coils.

N. Y. Sporting Goods Co., New York

City. 210—Accessories.

Philadelphia Timer 8: Machine Co.. Phil

adelphia, Pa., 236—Timers.

Pierson Motor Supply Co., Brooklyn, N.

Y., 215—Supplies.

R. I. V.. Inc, New York City, 373—An

nular ball bearings.

Reilly & Son, Philadelphia, Pa., 235—

Lap robes.

Robinson 8: Sons Co., Wm. C., Brooklyn,

N. Y., 203—Lubricants.

Rushmore Dynamo Works, Plainfield, N.

J., 220—Acetylene lamps and generators.

Shaler Co., C. A., VVaupum, Wis., 202—

Electric vulcanizers.

Smith Co., A. 0.. Milwaukee, Wis., 205—

Gears and parts.

Trenton Rubber Mfg. Co., Trenton, N. J.,

244—Inner tubes, “Thermoid” brake lining.

Voorhees Rubber Mfg. Co.. Jersey City,

N. J., 227—~Rubber hose and packing.

Winn, Wm. R., 225—

Young. 0. W., Newark, N, J., 245—Tire

cement, lubricants, soaps.

Second Tier Boxes.

Allers Co., H. A.. 405-—

Bosch Magneto Co., Robt., New York

City, 400-403—Ignition systems.

Columbia Nut and Bolt Co., Bridgeport,

Conn.. 404—l.ock nuts.

Duffy Grease Co.. New York City, 417—

Lubricants.

Chicago Windshield Co.. Chicago, UL. 420

-—Windshields.

Caloris Mfg. Co., 418—Caloris bottles.

Davis-Bournonville Co., 411-412.

Erie Foundry Co., 414.

Flentje, Ernest, Cambridge, Mass., 415—

Shock preventers.

Perfection Wrench Co., Port Chester, N.

Y.. 413—Wrenches and tools.

Reeves 8: Son, Paul. Philadelphia, Pa.,

407—Bearings, castings.

Samson Leather Tire Co.. New York City.

409410~Tires

Seamless Rubber Co.. New Haven, Conn..

408—Rubber goods.

Sireno Co., New York City. 416—Electric

horns.
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Traver B|0w~Out Patch Co., New York

City, 406-~Tire repair outfit.

Union Battery Co., Belleville, N. 1.. 419—

Batteries.

Third Tier Boxes.

American Electric Fuse Co., 43l—Igniter

and magnet wire. '

Auto Tire Infiating Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.,

'430—Tire pumps.

Brictson, A. 0.. 440.

Elite Mfg. Co., Ashland, O., 429—Jacks

and pumps.

. & C. Bottle Mfg. Co., 439—Vacuum

bottles.

Lucas & Co., John. New York City, 438—

Paints.

“Lux” Auto Lamp Mfg. Co., 442—Lamps.

Marko Storage Battery Co.. Brooklyn, N.

Y.. 444—Batterics.

Mica Core Mfg. Co., 427—Insulation.

Nadall Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill., 428—De

mountable rims.

Quincy-Manchester-Sargent Co., Plain

field, N. 1.. 443—Auto \Vrenches and steel

castings.

Standard Leather \Nasher Mfg. Co., New

ark. N. 1.. 441—Leather washers.

Vesta Accumulator Co., Chicago, UL, 425

—Accumulators.

Concert Hall. '

American & British Mfg. Co.. Bridgeport.

Conn., 324—Frames, motors, axles and parts.

Chase & Co., L. C.. Boston, Mass. 301—

Top and cover leathers. '

Coes Wi'ench Co., Worcester, Mass, 320

—Wrenches. > -

Columbia Lubricants Co. of New York.

303r—Lubricants.

Cowles & Co., C.. New Haven, Conn., 319

-Lamp_s. monograms and boquet holders.

Edmunds & Jones Mfg. Co.. Detroit.

Mich., 313—Lamps and specialties.

Electric Storage Battery Co.. Philadel

phia, Pa., 3lS—Accumulators. -

i
,0
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GARDEN SHOW—PLAN OF BASEMENT

Gemmer Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich., 318—

Steering gear and parts.

Hess-Bright Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.,

304—Bearings.

Hofi'ecker Co., The, Boston, Mass, 308—

Speed indicators.

Lunkenhcimer Co.. The. Cincinnati, 0.,

306—Lubricators. grease cups, pet-cocks.

Manhattan Screw & Stamping \Norks,

New York City, 316—Generators, horns,

lamps.

Mezgcr, C. A., Inc.. New York City, 323

——“Soot-proof" spark plugs.

National Battery Co., New York City, 307

—~Dry batteries.

National Carbon Co., New York City, 305

—Batteries.

Never Miss Spark Plug Co., Lansing,

Mich., 321—Plugs, ammeters, battery con

nections, chain tools.

Noera Mfg. Co.. Waterbury. Conn. 302—

Specialties.

Pantasote Co., The, New York City, 314

—Top and upholstery leather.

Rands Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich., 325—

Tops and accessories.

Randall-Faichney Co., The, Boston, Mass.

SIZ—Oil guns.

Sprague Umbrella Co.. Norwalk. 0., 300

—Tops and Windshields.

Springfield Metal Body Co., Springfield,

Mass, 317—Bodies and tops.

Standard Roller Bearing Co., Philadelphia,

Pa., 311—Ball bearings and parts.

Stewart & Clark Mfg. Co., Philadelphia,

Pa.. 322—Speed indicators.

\Nestchestcr Appliance Co., Yonkers. N.

Y.. 309—Batteries and coils.

MOTORCYCLES.

Basement.

American Motor Co., Brockton. Mass, 535

Aurora Automatic Machinery Co., Au

rora, Ill., 542-—Thor.

  

 
  

 

Auto-Bi Co., The Bufi'alo, N. Y., 545—

Auto-Bi.

Baker 8: Co., F. A., New York City, 537

—Motorcycles and supplies.

Bicycling World Co., New York City, 539

—Bicyclin World & Motorcycle Review.

Consoli ated Mfg. Co., Toledo, 0., 531—

Yale-California.

Crouch Motor Co., Stoneham, Mass, 554

—Crouch.

Curtiss Mfg. Co., G. H., Hammondsport,

N. Y., 550—Cnrtiss. *

Eclipse Machine Co.. Elmira, N. Y.. 551——

Eclipse coaster brakes.

Excelsior Supply Co., Chicago, UL, 532——

Excelsior.

Harley-Davidson Motor Co., Milwaukee,

\'Vis., 544—Harley-Davidson.

Hendee Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mass, 536

—Indian.

Hornecker Motor Mfg. Co.. Gencsee. Ill.

543—Torpedo.

Merkel-Light Motor Co., Milwaukee, Wis.,

529—Merkel-Light.

Mesinger Mfg. Co., H. 8: F.. New York

City, 549—Saddles. "

Motor Car Equipment Co., New York

City, S47—Spark plugs.

National Sales Corporation, New York

City, 540—Peugcot motors.

Reliance Motorcycle Co., Owego. N. Y..

553—Reliance.

N. S. U. Motor Co., New York City, 533-—

N. S. U.

New Era Gas Engine Co., Dayton. 0..

SSZ—New Era.

Ovington Motor Co., New York City, 540

. N.

Pierce Cycle Co., Bufi'alo, N. Y., 53&—

Pierce.

Readin Standard Mfg. Co., Reading. Pa.,

S4l—Rea5ing Standard.

Royal Motor Co., Worcester, Mass, 555

oy .

Walton Motor Co., Inc, Lynbrook. L. l.,

548—Midget Bi-Car.
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CHICAGO PROMISES A GREAT 8H0“!

Many New Models to be Unveiled and New

Accessories Displayed—Gorgeous Ef

fects in Decorative Scheme.

With the opening of the Chicago Show

only a little over three weeks off, plans for

its staging are being rushed to conclusion

Although the total

number of motor vehicle exhibitors thus far

enrolled is 92, according to the ofiicial fig

with customary vigor.

ures, no less than 15 makers of pleasure

cars have been turned away for lack of

more space, and nearly as many makers of

Indeed, owing to the de

mand for additional space, the management

utility machines.

made an unsuccessful attempt to secure

space in nearby buildings. Tattersall’s,

where the commercial vehicle section was

located last year, was among the possibili

ties considered, but was rejected because

of its inaccessibility and poor condition. An

attempt also was made to secure the furni'

ture building on the corner below the Colli»

scum, but without success. As a result,

such concerns as the Electric Vehicle Co.,

Palmer 81 Singer, the International Har~

vester Co., and the Royal Tourist Co., which

made late application for space. have been

crowded out. The show will be no larger

and no smaller than the last, because the

limits of the building have already been

reached, but the number of exhibitors will

be somewhat increased by reason of a re

arrangement of the center floor of the

Coliseum.

Despite the unfortunate feature mentioned,

Chicago’s exhibition will maintain its' for

mer prestige in unveiling a number of cars

not presented at the earlier eastern shows,

as well as a host of accessories which will

be on view for the first time. Of the hith

erto-unshown cars there will be no less

than 24 this year, embracing the exhibits of

the American Locomotive Co., Bartholo

mew Co., Buick Motor Co., T. B. Jeffery &

Co., Olds Motor Works, Ricketts Auto

Vvorks, Auburn Auto Co., Berliet Import

Co., Columbus Buggy Co., Dorris Motor

Car Co., Fort Pitt Motor Mfg. Co., Kib

linger Co., Kimball & Co., Meteor Motor

Car Co., Model Automobile Co., Staver Car

riage Co., Streator Motor Car Co., Bendix

Co., Clark-Hatleld Auto Co., Emancipator

Auto Co., Mier Carriage & Buggy Co., Ran

dolph Motor Car Co., Rider-Lewis Motor

Car Co., Owen Thomas Motor Co.

The decorative scheme chosen it is con

fidently expected will eclipse anything hith

crto attempted in this connection. Some

what the same plan as that of last year will

be utilized, but with certain additional fea

tures calculated to change its character and

greatly heighten the effect. It is stated that

this probably will be the last show—at any

rate for a time—decorated in this style, for

plans for 1910 of an entirely diflerent char

acter are already under way. Indeed, some

of its features will, for experimental pur

poses, be introduced this season.

The use of papier mache and staff which

was so largely employed last year will again

be brought into prominence, but with an

alteration in appearance caused by its col

oring, which will be bronze or old gold, ac

cording to the fancy of the visitor. The

building will be divided into four groups

of equal size with aisles in the form of a

cross. Down the center of each group,

dividing it into two long rows, will be mas

sive pillars bearing aloft, at heights ranging

from 9 to 15 feet, representations of bronze

statuary, all bearing the imprint of auto

mobiling—sport, utility and commerce com

bined. The two ends will present racing

scenes.

The principal feature will be at the cen

  

STAINED GLASS DECORATIONS FOR

CHICAGO SHOW

ter of each group. At a height of 15 feet

will be a massive wheel, six feet in diameter,

and below it the figure of a man of heroic

size, depicted in the act of giving it im

petus. Stretching to the right and left will

be an arch curved outwardly at its ends,

mounting two pictures of automobile scenes,

and two circular and two oblong stained

glass windows, the remainder backed with

green silk and golden trimmings.

Along the top of the section, above a red

silk background. on which will be white and

gold raised letters, runs a white flower-box.

filled to a height of two feet with real ferns

and flowers. The same general effect will

be carried out in all parts of the building.

None of the walls or roof will be visible-—

all will be paneled. From the ground up to

a height of 10 feet will be wooden panels

of mission style, and thence, to the front of

the gallery, will be panels of lighter de

sign—probably in light green and white.

The entire roof will be similarly treated.

To electric lighting more than the usual

attention will be given. No less than 64

flaming arcs are to be used, in addition to

the regular lighting equipment and smaller

decorative effects, such as 250 lZ-inch globes

and a great number of smaller incandescent

lights.

110W TIRES CAUSE ROAD DAMAGE

It is by Abrasion and not by Suction En

gineer Lewis Asserts—His Views on

Durable Highway Construction.

That the destruction of the highways

which is so freely attributed to the tremen

dous vogue of the automobile is caused not

by the "suction" of the tires, but rather by

the severe abrading influence of the fires

caused by their tractive effort, is the opinion

of chief engineer Nelson F. Lewis of the

Board of Estimate and Apportionment of

New York City. The popular theory that

the lifting action of the tire treads serves

to draw the binding material and dust away

from the bed of the road is, in engineer

Lewis’ opinion, disproved by the fact that

while the front wheels of a moving car

raise little or no dust a great amount is

rolled up by the hind wheels, upon which

the entire tractive or driving force of the

vehicle is concentrated. The opinion was

brought out in connection with his report

to Mayor McClellan in which he also dis—

cusses various methods of treating high

way surfaces to preserve them from sur

face abrasion and promote the much-desired

dustless quality.

In his report he contrasts the pavement

systems of New York with those of Paris

and London and discusses four methods of

treating roads. Of the latter, the chief en

gineer is in favor of the mixing method, in

which stone, which is to form the wearing

surface, is thoroughly coated with hot bi

tuminous cement. This is spread on the

road while hot and rolled as is the case with

ordinary first layers of asphalt. Rhode

Island and other places have had many

miles of road constructed in this way and

while it is the most expensive method,

Lewis declares it is more likely than any

other to produce a road which is structur

ally and inherently dustless.

Nice Legal Point on Tail Lights.

Tail lights on automobiles are not neces

sary in Des Moines. Iowa, if the red lights

on the sides can be seen from the rear.

This is the result of a decision rendered by

Judge McHenry of the district court. A

number of automobilists who were arrested

for driving around the city streets at night

without tail lights, and whom Police Judge

A. K. Stewart fined, appealed to the,

higher tribunal. Judge Stewart ap

peared to sustain his own action and

contended that to comply with the

law the automobiles must have lights

hung on the rear. But Judge McHenry,

after a close scrutiny of the State law,

found that the only requirement was that

a red light shall show to the rear of the

car. There was nothing to demand that the

light must hang at the rear end of the car,

so he dismissed all the cases.
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How Makers Persuade Prospective Purchasers

 

 

However much a possible customer may

be impressed with the appearance, mechan

ical ingenuity or other visible quality of a

car, he invariably inquires into the features

wherein it differs from other cars, whether

in or out of its own particular class. The

question of price is in many respects the

governing factor in the sale of cars, re

gardless of the actual amounts asked for

them by their makers. The intending buyer

always wants to know how much he is get—

ing for his money—it matters not whether

it be expressed in hundreds or thousands,

and the salesman is constantly beset with

the difficulty of expounding to the non

technical caller the precise advantages of

the car which he represents. He must be

an instructor in applied mechanics as well

as a vendor of manufactured wares, in order

to make his mark in his calling.

Because as the number of cars in the

market multiplies and their features grad

ually are assimilated into the unity which is

proudly known as standardization, the pub

lic also is absorbing a vast and at times

embarrassing amount of mechanical knowl

edge, the work of the motor car salesman

is surrounded with tremendous perplexities.

If the car he wishes to sell happens to be

one of thoroughly standard characteristics,

he is quite likely to encounter a bright

“prospect” who has discovered in the course

of his travels another car of similar build

in many respects which also possesses

standard features. To convince him of the

superiority of his own product, the sales‘

rian must have recourse to a deal of art at

times. But always he must know wherein

and in exactly what details it differs from

other cars.

Since salesmen are not engineers, even

as few engineers possess the qualifications

requisite to successful salesmanship, he

must rely in large measure upon the selling

department of the producing company in

eguipping himself for his campaign. As

instrumental in shaping the course of their

representatives, therefore, and hence, as

more or less responsible for their relative

degrees of success, it is the attitude of the

manufacturers themselves which, in the last

aralysis determines the selling methods em

ployed_in marketing the various products.

In order to sell cars, it is no longer neces

sary that a machine shall possess a number

of features which are not found on any

other. Such is the power of the slogan

“standardization” over the average mind,

that it frequently happens that a car pos

sessing striking differences from others is

lcoked upon in the slanting light of an ex

periment. Yet this is not always the case.

Generalities are impossible in the selling

of any wares, and the really successful sales

manager finds it expedient to leave a great

deal to the discretion of the individual rep

resentative. At the same time, certain sell

ing platforms are maintained by all the man~

ufacturers, and a comparison of these

proves both interesting and instructive.

Recently the Motor World published a

symposium of statements bearing upon this

problem which came from a number of man

ufacturers whose products were displayed

at the automobile show in Grand Central

Palace. Following is a similar array of

principles enunciated by members of the

Association of Licensed Automobile Manu

facturers. The communications from which

these statements are drawn were in reply to

the uniform inquiry: “Wherein and in ex

actly what details does your car differ from

others? In endeavoring to make sales, upon

what points do you lay the most stress?"

H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co.—“Air-cooling of

the engine constitutes the most significant

and important difference between the Frank

lin motor car and most other automobiles.

'In the process of air-cooling an essential

factor, and one distinctive of the Franklin,

is shown in the heat radiating flanges of

thin sheet metal which surround the cylin

ders. Three other features of the engine

are special developments of the Franklin.

They are the auxiliary exhaust, the dome

head of the cylinder and the concentric in

take and exhaust valves. Each contributes

toward making air-cooling a success and the

motor efficient. The auxiliary exhaust, at

the bottom of the cylinder, takes off 71 per

cent. of the burned gases immediately upon

the completion of the power stroke, leaving

only a small percentage to pass off through

the main exhaust. This main exhaust valve

is in the cylinder head and is concentric

with the intake valve. The concentric ar

rangement makes possible the use of large

valves in a minimum of space so that the

charge may be large and a-maximum of

power be obtained. This arrangement of

valves makes possible the dome shape of

the cylinder head. which reduces the in

terior surface without decreasing the ex

terior, or heat radiating surface. The dome

head has no nooks in which dead gas can

lurk. This insures full clearing of the cylin

der and a full charge of fresh gas.”

The Haynes Automobile Co.—“The mo

tor is of heavy solid construction through

out; it is equipped with roller bearings; the

oil pump and oil reservoir are located in the

crank'arms, and therefore take up no room;

we use a constricting band clutch, which

we have had in successful operation for

nearly 14 years; our rear axle is driven by

means of a roller pinion and bevel sprocket

instead of the usual bevel gears; our brakes

are all external, and are duplicates in con

struction throughout; the brake drums each

hold about one quart of water, which can

be added when required for long hills. In

making sales we call special attention to the

above features, and particularly to the oil

ing system and roller hearings in the motor.

We also lay much stress upon the roller

pinion drive, since it is free from breakage,

wears indefinitely and makes no noise. We

lay special stress upon the brakes, since the

safety of the driver depends upon this fea

ture. The water cooling arrangements per

mit of descending long and steep hills, not

only without danger of burning out the

brakes, but without overheating since the

temperature of the brake drums can never

rise above the boiling point of water so long

as there is any water in the drum."

Apperson Bros.’ Automobile Co.—"ln

making sales we lay stress on several

points: Apperson Bros. were practical

mechanics before automobiles were on

the market. The Apperson Bros. designed

and built the first car placed upon the mar

ket commercially in America. For over 15

years Apperson Bros. have been building

constantly high grade automobiles, and they

have had more experience in this line of

business than any other manufacturer. Ex

perience ought to and does count, and as a

result of experience in automobile construc

tion, as a result of years of experience in

the selection of and treatment of steels and

other component parts of automobiles, Ap

person Bros. today are turning out for use

under American road conditions, the best

cars built in the world."

Stevens Duryea Co.—“We claim that the

three point suspension and unit power plant,

originated by Stevens Duryea Co. and cop~

ied by a large number of American manu

facturers and some foreign manufacturers,

is one of the best forms of automobile con

struction. We were the originators of this

idea and in proof that it is the right form of

automobile construction, we have the at'

tempted imitations by scores of manufac

turers. The Stevens Duryea Co.. which is

part of the J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.,

gun makers of 58 years standing, expert

workers in high grade steel, did not have to

learn how to handle materials which enter

automobile construction. as the majority of

manufacturers did, as this was the natural

line of their work. The testing out of auto

mobiles before they are delivered to the

agent or buyer by us. we believe, is the

most thorough and complete of any auto

mobile manufacturer in this country, if not

in the world."

The Corbin Motor Vehicle Corporation.—
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“Ours is the only medium priced car which

is mounted entirely on imported ball bear

ings. It is the most accessible car in the

world and everything simplified as much as

possible. It is the lightest car in its class

tending toward economy in tires and ease of

handling. By tests it has proved to be the

most efficient 30 horsepower car and has

repeatedly defeated all makes in fuel con

sumption for weight carried. \Ne have

built practically the same car for the last

four years, making changes only in the size

of the motor and in a great many cases re

taining the same parts which were used in

our first cars. The transmission, steering

gear, and rear axle have been unchanged for

three years and we find it is not necessary

to make new types of cars from year to

year. It is built of nothing but the best

materials that can be purchased and is up

to the standard of the Corbin Hardware,

which is known throughout the country as

the best.”

_ The Elmore Manufacturing Co.-—-“The

Elmore car differs radically from any other,

fzom the fact of its using a two cycle en

gine, which has only three movable parts.

This same simplicity is carried out through‘

out the car, and is the point that we dwell

on most. The second point is the reliability

or the engine. A third point is the small

cost of maintenance of the car by the user.

Other points are the simplicity and relia

bility of the ignition of the cars, their past

record and the opinions of the owners."

Electric Vehicle Co.—“\Ne consider the

‘.\lark 48—3’ as a medium-powered car,

built strictly for American long distance

rcad service. This is the fourth year of

the Mark 48—3 and practically the only

changes that we have found it necessary or

desirable to make are in matters of detail.

Our past experience shows conclusively that

it is probably the most economical car to be

had at the present time when we take into

account cost of upkeep and cost of opera

tion on the road. We rely upon the past

record of the car and lay particular stress

upon the high quality of material used, upon

the fact that the car is built entire in our

own plant and not assembled from parts

built by outside concerns and upon the fact

that for 1909 any type of body now regu

lzrly demanded may be fitted on the one

standard size of frame and length of wheel

base."

\Vinton Motor Carriage Co.—“Our sell

ing points are, in general, the superiority of

six-cylinder cars over other types, and, in

particular, the self-starting feature of our

construction and the low cost of upkeep as

shown by our sworn records of 65,687.4

miles on a total upkeep expense of $15.12."

Cadillac Motor Car Co.——“There is prac

tically no part of the car which we do not'

manufacture ourselves from our own de

signs. Of course, the maker who buys his

parts largely from outside parts makers is

liable to get the same motor, the same trans

mission, the same steering wheel. the same

axle, the same radiator as some other auto

mobile manufacturer might be using, but in

our case it is different, as practically every

part of a Cadillac car has its own indi—

viduality."

Everitt-Metzger-Flanders Co.—“One of

our strongest points on the E-M—F~‘30' is,

‘Nothing new—no frills or furbelows. Noth

ing omitted that experience has proven or

convention taught you to consider a neces

sary part of a first class motor card It has

been our aim to perfect and simplify the

standard automobile construction and, not

to invent, but to incorporate in the E-M-F

‘30' only such details of design as have been

thoroughly tried and proven. The only

point at which it differs from the general

run of four-cylinder cars is in the incorpora

tion of the selective sliding gear transmis

sion in the rear axle. Production in quan

tities, heretofore unheard of in a car of this

size and power; the use of special steels for

each special service; the use of steel drop

forged throughout, to the entire elimination

of malleable castings, and thorough equip

ment of the car for touring conditions are

the principal claims we make."

Chalmers-Detroit Motor Co.—“The Chal~

mers-Detroit ‘30‘ has the following distinc

tive mechanical features: 4 cylinders cast

en bloc, two-bearing crank shafts. unusually

long wheel base for this type of car, body

swung between the axles to give easiest

riding qualities, constant level splash lubri

cating system operated by gear pump. In

making a sale we lay particular stress not

alone on the mechanical features in which

it is distinctive from all other cars, but on

the general excellence of the whole car at

the price."

Hewitt Motor Co.—“Our trucks are

stronger than others of the same rated

capacity; they have larger wearing surfaces,

and are better designed with reference to

the proportion of power to weight. We

have given especial attention to the main

tenance of our cars. and the tires give long

wear. Our control is superior to any in

the market, being three interlocked pedals

and a throttle pedal, without any spark ad

vance whatever. We use the highest grade

of ignition and oiling system, and produce

a car which will run the maximum distance

for the money."

A brief summary of the points dwelt upon

by other manufacturers in endeavoring to

make sales follows:

Packard Motor Car Co.—The Packard

“Thirty” is the development of a type

which was adopted in 1904; it has been im

proved each season, but it never has been

radically changed. Distinctive features em

phasized are: the use of Eisemann magneto

with storage battery using a single distribu

tor for either source of current; splash

lubrication .by two positive, adjustable

pumps feeding to the front and rear com

partments of the crank ease; hydraulic gov

ernor incorporated in the water circulating

system; original carburetter design; trans

mission by a long propeller shaft with en

cased universal joints, in combination with

a sliding change speed gear combined with

the differential gears in a rear axle unit;

original design of expanding ring clutch;

light weight, safety of control system, and

good suspension.

E. R. Thomas Motor Co.—“The highest

powered touring cars in the world"; sinooth

cperation due to use of six—cylinder motor;

reserve of power and speed; complete equip

ment in high-powered car; reliability; two

separate and distinct systems of ignition;

extra long springs; large brakes; three-disc

clutch; four forward speeds; easy steering.

For smaller six-cylinder car, in addition to

the above: 36-inch wheels, double-elliptic

springs; hand-hammered aluminum body;

drop frame; herringbone gears; all the char

acteristics of a much more expensive ma

chine. For town car: high gear ratio per

mitting running over “any passable hill or

road"; short wheel base; centre of

gravity; wide doors and low step; non

skidding tendencies and short turning ra

dius. ‘

The Royal Tourist Car Co.~—“Dnrability,

accessibility, simplicity, flexibility and inter

changeability, reliability"; largest and most

comfortable body on any American car;

complete fender protection; special conve»

nience of control elements; three-point sus

pension for motor, transmission and radia

tor; ball-bearing cam shafts; practically a

triple oiling system; new type carburetter;

all parts machined to fractional thousandths

of an inch and unless passed by inspection

department are not used; interchangeability.

lO\V

Status of Machines Repaired Abroad.

The status of repairs made on machines

while abroad, when such machines subse

quently are brought back to this country,

will be the subject of argument before the

United States Circuit Court at the present

session, in connection with an appeal by the

government. The appeal is for review of

a decision of the Circuit Court, in which it

was decided that an automobile is a house

hold effect, and that where an automobile

has been repaired abroad, it is dutiable only

to the value of the repairs.

W. R. Grace & Co., of this city, appear

as the litigants in the test case which may

eventually reach the Supreme Court. The

attorneys for the importers will maintain

that the imposition of the full 45

per cent. duty on renovated machines is un

just and has no warrant in law.

Auto-Moving Picture Exhibition.

“’hat is to be, in more than one sense. a

'moving picture show, is a combined motor

vehicle and picture machine for which a

patent has been granted to James H. Gra

vell, of Philadelphia, Pa., and George D.

Farwell, of Bridgeport, Conn. The specifi

cations of the vehicle include the neces

sary machinery for the exhibition of mov

ing pictures; an electric generator for oper

ating the show; and a motor which can be

employed either in propelling the vehicle

or in driving the electric generator.
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Racing on this side of the water never

has been the established part of the ma

chinery for popularizing and selling cars

that it has abroad. There was a time when

the pioneer American manufacturers found

it highly profitable, because every race or

tour in which they participated with any

success brought them sheaves of orders as

a result of the free newspaper publicity

given to their exploits. Strangely enough.

some of the early makers for whom racing

did the most were among the first to give

it up when the number of competitors in

the same field began to grow bothersome.

In fact there are comparatively few Amer

ican manufacturers who have stuck to rac

ing from year to year with anything like the

pcrsistency and effort that has character

ized the policy of a large list of foreign

makers. As a consequence the business of

race-driving as a special vocation and means

of livelihood has not been open to drivers

in America as it has been to those of Eu

rope, vvhere not only fame, but fortune

has been the portion of men capable of

driving speed cars to victory in the big

contests.

Upon the usually_sudden and spasmodic

impulse to enter a car or cars in a racing

contest, the American manufacturer is in

more or less difficulty about getting driv

ers who may be absolutely relied upon not

to overlook a possible point in making win

ners of their machines. Not but what the

drivers in his own testing department

have all the desirable qualities of loyalty,

intelligence, quickness, nerve and mechan

ical skill, but they lack actual racing ex

perience. which more and more is coming

to be recognized as a large element in rac

ing success.

In attempting a representation of the pro

portion which the driver’s share bears to

that of the car itself in landing a race vic

tory, various estimates on a percentage

basis have been given by experts, ranging

in some cases 90 per cent. for the car and

10 per cent. for the driver to situations

where it has been 40 per cent. for the car

and 60 per cent. for the driver. Racing

history gives numerous instances where the

man with the apparently inferior car has

won, simply by reason'of superior brain

work and judgment.

Short, straight-away time trials present

the minimum demand of racing judgment

on the part of the driver. They require

considerable high speed experience, however,

not only for directing the car in a path

which is true, but to detect the slightest

departure from maximum motor speeds, and

to keep the adjustment of gas, air and spark

:it the most efi‘icient combination. Circu

lar track racing, which for the good of the

cause is now under the ban, when con

ducted between cars of nearly equal speed

yields victory most readily to the driver

who abandons caution and has the heart

for “rough work,” such as “cutting-in" and

"switching" on the turns.

The more or less cruel and highly dan~

gerous affairs, known as twenty-four hours

races, differ materially from the short

sprint events in the qualities required.

Proved physical endurance is demanded of

a driver in such a contest. Not so much is

it speed, but dogged regularity in making

the rounds that counts. An easy way of

taking the turns to save tires is desirable,

t0gether with the ability to pick the best

path as the character of the track changes

during the grinding hours of wear. Some

nice calculation in deciding when to go in

for fuel and gasolene or for tire replace

ments is also required. All these matters

and the determination of a rate of speed

which will keep the car well up with the

leaders and yet not rack it to the breaking

point, give opportunity for the exercise of

a very high degree of judgment.

Big road races are the greatest test for a

driver’s judgment and ability. Here the

elements of high speed, long distance and

the almost certain necessity for tire changes

and fuel replenishments, together with the

large possibility of repair stops, all com

bine to put on the driver a responsibility

for wise conduct that will measure him

completely.

“Long distance road race drivers must

be neither too old nor yet too young. They

must be at once conservative and daring.

In short, they need a heart of fire and a

brain of ice." This is an expert’s summing

111' of the general temperamental qualities

required, in addition to whatever mechan

ical skill and steering cleverness they may

have.

W'idely different in characteristics as a

Nazzaro, a Hemery, a Wagner, a Thery, a

Lancia and a Lautenschlager may appear.

they all have certain qualities in common.

The German, Lautenschlager, represents

preparation and method, while Lancia, dur

ing his racing career, was a type of bril'

liant individualist. Hemery stands as the

bulldog type of persistence, while Nazzaro

has ridden to victory in the graceful atti

tude of an efi’eminate bu't fearless expert.

Similar contrasts exist throughout the list

of famous drivers, but practically every man

in the list, as the result of long racing ex

perience, has developed that caste of mind

which enables him to see the race as a

whole and to squeeze out the best results

that his car can give under whatever cir

cumstances may arise. No matter what

may happen, such a driver has met with a

similar situation before and is in a measure

prepared for it. In a mechanical sense his

car contains no surprises for him, and the

heat of the contest cannot disturb the calm

ness of his contemplation as to what is the

best thing to do at the moment.

By natural gravitation the best drivers

generally get the best cars, just as the best

jockeys get the best horses. Consequently

having once attained any degree of racing

fame, a driver is apt to enjoy more or less

continued success. But a close examination

of the racing lists shows that in almost

every big event there are new drivers who

in respect to their machines are quite on a

par with their fellows. Rarely, however. do

they make a showing that is comparable

with that of the experienced drivers.

Time and again where three or more

cars identical in every respect have been

entered by a manufacturer, the one piloted

by the most experienced and famous of his

drivers has quite outdistanced the others.

Successive winning of the elimination
trials and the grand Prix race by iThery

with a car inferior to many of its rivals

in speed, proved how great a part of the

victory is due to the driver. ‘ Thery's ex
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ploits in the Grand Prix events at one time

placed him at the head of the list. It was

in his driving that the idea of conservatism

and self-restraint had its most notable ex

ample, the virtues of his policy having in

fluenced race driving ever since. Car after

car passed him in some of the big events.

but by holding down to considerably less

than the limit of his machine’s capability

he was able to finish in first position

through not having to stop for road repairs.

In one of the Grand Prix events it looked

as though Lancia had beaten him in run

away style, but in the last lap the latter's

radiator was punctured by a flying stone

and the cautious Thery won—as he had

said he would.

Many cars were ahead of Lautenschlager

at different times in the last Grand Prix,

but no panic of wild driving seized the ul‘

timate winner as he kept the speed he had

determined upon to bring him victory. 50

many successes have attended the policy

of keeping to a conservative schedule based

on the probabilities of the average speed

of the winning car, that for a time almost

every camp manager had an obsession to

put his driver or drivers absolutely under

instructions in this regard, subject to alter

ation during the race in case of unexpected

developments. But the plan is not a perfect

success where the drivers are wiser heads

than the camp manager.

Almost every race camp now provides a

signal system for its drivers, either to give

information or to flash instructions. Some

of these have been very elaborate, with a

code designed not only to tell the driver

his position in the race, but which cars were

ahead of him and by how much, with per

haps a command either to go faster or to

take things easier. At Savannah it was said

of Hemery that dependence on his camp's

signal system lost him the race because,

complete as it was, it failed to tell him at

the beginning of the last round that while

there was only one car ahead of him in

point of position there was another rival

only 2 seconds back of him in point of

elapsed time. Having overtaken Nazzaro

because of the latter’s tire trouble, he was

himself overtaken by 54 seconds on the

time basis because he finished more leis

urely than he would have done had he

known that another driver was pressing

him so hard.

At the winning camp in the same race

the signal system was purposely very sim

ple, giving nothing more than the driver’s

position in the race with the addition of

where the camp’s leading car stood and

the lap number. The drivers were depend

ed upon to drive wisely without camp in

structions or advice other than the general

policy agreed upon before the race.

Where two or more drivers are piloting

the one make of car, it is sometimes ar

ranged to have each follow a slightly differ

ent plan, although the variation may hard~

l_v be perceptible to the onlooker. Where

'here are three drivers for the one make.

the policy generally followed of late has

been to have one driver open up and go the

limit as long as his car will hold together;

the second to drive on a fast schedule, but

with some caution on the bad stretches;

and the third to follow a slower schedule

which is likely to bring him through with

out road stops.

De Palma was selected to make as much

of a runaway as he could at Savannah, while

his two confreres, Nazzaro and Wagner,

drove more cautiously, the former to a

schedule which would have placed him the

winner but for two consecutive cases of

tire trouble in the very last lap. De Palma

spoiled his car after two furious laps and

.was set far back because of the tire and

other troubles that ensued, and it remained

for Wagner to take up the burden of land

ing the victory, which he did.

Hemery, Hanriot and Erle, the trio con!

stituting an opposing team. worked in much

the same way, Hanriot being the reckless,

top-speed driver for the occasion, Hemery

01- a schedule to match Nazzaro’s and Erle

as the cautious one who “saved” his car.

Adventitious accident put Erle out of it,

but the results of the two most notable ex

amples of intelligent team work appeared

on the final score when the two teams in

question divided the first four places, one

having first and third and the other second

and fourth.

It would be unjust to say that there are

no good American race drivers, but they

are very few. The opportunities for racing

practice are so limited as compared with

the practice which foreign drivers get, as

to largely explain the difference. Except

for short periods immediately preceding

some of the big races, drivers on this side

are not permitted to indulge in high speed

work. In preparation for a big race the

foreign driver has his car delivered into

his hands months before the event and has

little difficulty in finding roads where he

can try it out to the limit.

The mere speed race driving presents no

particular difficulties to the domestic talent.

The strain of driving at 100 miles per hour

is little greater than at 70 miles, except for

the increased wind pressure which at the

higher speeds is a powerful force, thrusting

the driver back in his seat as if to flatten

him out completely. There are hundreds

of American drivers who can steer around

curves and through narrow openings with

as much precision at high speed as any of

the foreign drivers. Nevertheless, from

the fact that this steering ability is born

of practice with touring cars rather than

racing machines, and does not take into

account the racing need of saving tire strain

and other seemingly trivial and merely

theoretical considerations, expert observers

claim to discern in the driving of most

Americans a lack of the delicacy of touch

and judgment which characterizes the work

of the most skilled foreign drivers.

No one questions but that with the same

financial rewards and the same opportuni

I

ties, American race drivers would equal

those of any other nationality. But by rea

son of the fact that the American manufac

turers at' no time regard racing in the light

of the serious business that some of the

foreign makers take it to be, there will

probably never be on this side the same in

centive for the development of superior

skill in this special class of driving. Of

those American drivers who have already

gained some degree of fame in the field.

several are already under the watchful eye

oi foreign makers as possible acquisitions,

because of their youth, spirit and ability.

At one time Barney Oldfield represented

the highest type of American driver, from

the standpoint of reputation. So far as per

sonal daring is‘ concerned he has always

ranked 100 per cent., but inasmuch as most

of his exploits have been on circular tracks.

which are still the scene of his barnstorm~

ing enterprise, he can hardly be accounted

a great road driver. His road racing per

formance, while creditable, exhibited no

marked signs of superior skill. Joe Tracy

has a deservedly large following, long ex

perience and a certain calmn'ess of tempera

ment giving him the qualities which make

for driving success, the chances for which.

however, he has latterly relinquished in fa

vor of less exciting duties. George Robert

son, who won the Vanderbilt event in an

American car, has all the dash and daring

that could be desired and should he con

tinue as a race driver would develop into

one of the best. The good luck which at

tended Lewis Strang in the three big events

which he captured during last year was

matched by his driving skill, which in no

small degree accounted for it. In the

Savannah race he encountered. real road

trouble, however, but met it well, and made

an excellent showing. Ralph DePalma has

whirlwind qualities as a driver, but the

greater part of his experience has been in

track work. He has been pronounced a

“comer” by competent critics, who believe

that he will show up in the front ranks in

the future.

In the style of driving that is necessary

in the “tours” and endurance contests which

have proved so valuable in the progress of

the American industry, no equals can be

found for the American drivers in resource

fulness and courage. The nature of a good

part of America’s roads give all the needed

experience. and situations which to the for

eign driver would be not only unusual but

apparently hopeless strike American drivers

as diverting problems to be not ingeniously

and skillfully. George Schuster, in the New

York to Paris contest, met and conquered

difficulties that far exceeded the much ad~

vertised troubles of the Paris-Pekin expedi

tion, ultimately winning against competi

tors supposedly representing the pick of

European endurance drivers. He was but

the prototype of a large list of American

drivers who, in Glidden tours and Western

endurance contests. perform feats of road

driving that cannot be excelled.
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WOMEN IN A RELIABILITY RUN

Nine of Them in Competitive Drive from

New York to Philadelphia and Return

—All Complete the Journey.

\Vhat that bachelor-expert, John C. Wet

n;0re. described as “the cutest little relia

bility run" that ever happened, left the

New York, Monday 11thPlaza, lam,

inst. It was the run of the—aheml Wo

 

  

most popular ferries, crossing to Jersey

City. The caravan was composed'of five

Maxwell cars piloted respectively by Mrs.

j R. Ramsey, Mrs. Lillian Gillespie, Miss

Bertha RittwetZer, Mrs. P. Bach and Mrs.

Ii. P. Gresh; a Renault, with Miss Evelyn

Buckman at the wheel, Mrs. A. W. Seaman

in a Franklin, Miss Alice D. Hayes in a

Cadillac, and Mrs. Joan Newton Cuneo her

self in the Lancia “Lampo.” A confetti

car, preceeding the pack, and two press cars

following, carried the mere men chaperones

 

 

START OF THE WOMEN’S RELIABILITY RUN

mens’ Motoring Club of New York. The

club himself was not personally present to

witness the start, but his press bureau was

there in force and other of his lieutenants

were usefully in evidence and performed

their duties acceptably. It was no fault

of theirs if any woman. sufiragette or

“anti,” who likes that sort of thing did not

several times get her name or picture, or

both, in the public prints. The contest was

a two days’ affair, Philadelphia, Pa., being

the turning point of the route.

When the “suf'fragettes” finally checked

in at the Plaza on the return trip, around 6

p. m., Tuesday, Manager Alex Schwal

bach did not venture to announce the names

of the winners. That was too intricate a

tar-k. Mrs. Cuneo, to be sure, was the first

to reach the finish line with her Lancia

mount. but inasmuch as most of the other

contestants covered the entire two days’ run

on schedule time without mishap, under

the somewhat vague rules of the affair, the

committee will doubtless encounter some

diFficulty in allotting the prizes so as not

to cause hard feeling on the part of several

contestants possibly possessed of a full

share of sensitiveness.

At the"start of the run in the early hours

of Monday, nine contesting cars, with fe

male drivers at the wheel, lined up and pro

ceeded_towards one of the North River’s

brief moments in the club house, which was

especially decorated for the occasion with

flowers and flags. From Newark the drivers

flashed through Elizabeth, Rahway and Me

tuchen, and then paused for luncheon at

the Ajax-Grieb Rubber Company's factory

in Trenton. Horace B. De Lisser, president

of the company, was host of the occasion

and he had some beautiful thoughts to ex

press to the fair ones.

Through the kindness of the weather god.

the remainder of the trip, which had com

menced under unfavorable conditions, to

the Quaker City was smooth and pleasant,

Mrs. Cuneo taking the lead from Mrs. Ram

sey, who had held it as far as Trenton, and

bringing the “Lampo” into the checking

station in front of the Walton, the Phila

delphia club's headquarters, an hour ahead

of schedule. Following came the remainder

of the contenders in a close string, no trou

ble being reported. The Quaker City Mo

tor Club received the ladies warmly and

provided entertainment, Mayor Reyburn

being among those to congratulate the

drivers.

When the second lap of the sufiragette

run began the next day and the cars trailed

back to the Metropolis, there were more

receptions and celebrations. On the second

visit to Trenton, a stop was made at the

capitol and Governor Fort addressed the

party. The roads were in fine condition

with the exception of one town, Burling

ton, N. 1., which was a mass of mud holes.

A few of the cars fioundered around in this

swampy boulevard and when one contest~

ant tried to drive on the sidewalk her car

  

 

  

 

TRENTON'S GREETING TO THE “SUFFRAGETTES”

-—the club's lieutenants, and newspaper cor

respondents.

The social side of the contest was domi

nunt from the start and the first stop was

made at Newark, where the local automobile

club entertained the chauffeuses for a few

became wedged between two trees. Then

the first rain of the trip began to pour down

and the run became a wet one. '

At Grant City, the tourists were the

guests of the Richmond County Automo

bile Club and after this celebration, which
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was most acceptable in view of the weather

the VVomen’s Motoring Club of New York

Clngng back to the city in which it sprang

up so recently. On this part of the runl

some of the drivers criticized the way Mrs.

Seaman handled her car. She was so anx

ions to beat Mrs. Cuneo, that she became

quite reckless and had several narrow es

capes. Twice she ran her headlights into

the pilot car’s tonneau. [Jake Schreyer, who

drove a lonely Maxwell runabout, mixed

things with a freight train while crossing

railroad tracks out in the wild country and

smashed off a fender and a lamp or two, but

he survived to continue.

France Abandons the Grand Prix.

That the Automobile Club of France has

decided to abandon the famous Grand Prix

race which had been scheduled for July

next was the brief cabled announcement re

ceived in America Friday, lst inst. That

the announcement failed to create any

great amount of surprise is not to be won

dered at in view of the amusing stand that

has been taken by the French makers since

the subject of a Grand Prix for 1909 was

first broached.

As is already well known the French man

ufacturers are suffering from an acute at

tack of that malady slangin referred to as

“cold feet." In other words, France. which

originated automobile racing, has found

that it is too great an expense to bear in

the future. In plain English, the French suf

fered so many defeats with odds all in their

favor this season that they have decided

they can learn nothing more from racing.

The ludicrousness of the position may be

understood when it is explained that some

time ago the racing board of the Automo

bile Club of France, composed entirely of

French constructors, got together and for

mulated rules for the 1909 Grand Prix,

which were in accordance with the inter

national rules drafted at a congress of the

representatives of the international auto

mobile clubs. These rules materially di

minished the size of cars eligible to com

pete as compared with those employed last

year.

After having gravely made the rules the

French makers got together and signed an

agreement not to enter the racing field in

1909. The rules of the Grand Prix stated

that unless 40 racing cars were entered by

6 o‘clock on the evening of December Slst,

1908, the event would be declared off. Since

the stipulated number of entries was far in

excess of any previous requirement and all

the large manufacturers had made an agree

ment not to participate in racing it was not

surprising that only nine entries should

have been received at the time of closing

the lists.

 

New Orleans Plans “Ladies’ Race.”

New Orleans is said to have included a

“ladies race” in its Mardi Gras racement.

If the report is true, New Orleans has rea

son to bar ashamed of itself.

WINNERS IN QUAKE]! CITY RUN

Official Announcement Displaces Two of

the Runnersup—Four Contestants Who

Finished are Disqualified.

After no little wrangling, on Wednesday

last, 6th inst., the contest committees of

the Quaker City Motor Club made its first

official announcement of the results of the

 

club's strenuous endurance contest from

Philadelphia to Wilkes-Barre and return on

January 1-2. A revision of the score as

first announced unofficially, changed the or

der of the winners considerably, positively

disqualifying Ray McNamara’s Premier en

try, together with three others, and moving

the two Oldsm‘obiles up to second and third

places. The findings of the committee were

anything but favorable to a number of the

contestants and their followers, the Premier

representatives feeling highly incensed at

the decision in their case. McNamara’s car

had a perfect score technically, but was dis

qualified because it did not carry its full

complement of passengers over a short dis

tance of the course, while endeavoring to

secure footing in getting around a car which

was blocking the road. J. H. Hall, the

entrant, claimed that this discharging of

passengers was done with the full knowl

edge and consent of one of the contest com

mittee and that for this reason the subse

quent penalty was unjust.

The other three disqualified contestants

were: H. B. Tuttle, Stoddard-Dayton; C. S.

Carris, Franklin, and F. W. Darnstadt,

Rambler. The six cars which started orig

inally but did not finish were not credited

and received no scores.

The official score of the survivors, as

given out on Wednesday, was as follows:

~ Class “A”—Touring Cars.

_ Points

Driver. Car. Penalty.

\Villiam Miller, Mattheson . . . . . . . . . . .. 11

F. G. Folberth, Oldsmobile . . . . . . . . . . .. 13

Tom Ber er, Oldsmobile...... . . . . . . .. 15

Laurent rosso, Stearns . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 30

John Dietrich. Matheson . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 37

Ross Anderson, Matheson . . . . . . . . . . . .. 70

Ed. Burnshaw, Cadillac . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 81

William Freitag. Mitchell . . . . . . . . . . . .. 127

William Crawford, Cadillac . . . . . . . . . .. 135

Robert Shirk, Stod.-Dayton . . . . . . . . . . .. 140

Frank Yerger. Studebaker . . . . . . . . . . . .. 195

A. McCormick, Acme . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 269

Herb Bitner, Maxwell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 758

Class “B"-—Roadster.

Geo. Brooks. Peerless . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 50

W. C. Longstreth, Maxwell . . . . . . . . . . .. 239
 

Hartford to Have a Mid-Winter Race.

The Quaker City Motor Club is not alone

in promoting a mid-winter endurance run,

as a contest of the sort has just been an

nounced from Hartford, Conn. The date

will be January 28th, and the route se

lccted is from Hartford to Pittsfield, Mass.

and return, a distance of 156 miles. On the

out trip the towns passed through will be

Avon, Canton, Pine Meadow, Winsted, Nor

olk, Canaan, Barrington and Lenox, and

the return journey will carry the contest

:nts through \Nashington Village, Chester,

Huntington. \Vestfield. Springfield, Thomp

sonville, \Narchouse Point and East Hart

ford. The feature of the run is the beau

tiful simplicity of the rules. There is just

one and that states that a competing car

must go from Hartford to Pittsfield and re

turn by the prescribed route. The mini

mum scheduled time for making the run is

eight hours and the car arriving at the fin

ish nearest to this mark shall be adjudged

the winner.

 

Charleston Holds a Road Race.

To mark the opening of the rebuilt road

between Charleston and Summerville, S. C.,

some sixteen local motorists held an “en

durance contest and road race" from Mag

nolia Crossing to Otranto, a distance of

12.7 miles. Contestants were in two di

visions, amateur and professional, the lat

ter class being composed of dealers. G.

Norwood Haste won first place in the ama

teur competition, his time being 31% min

utes, and J. H. Ra'st captured the dealers’

prize, covering the distance in 27 minutes

flat. A schedule of penalties for adjust

ments also entered into consideration.

Glidden Tour Scheduled for July.

Although it has not been definitely an

nounced by Chairman Frank B. Hower just

where his tour—by courtesy still known as

the Glidden tour—will start or finish next

summer, he has stated that it will positively

start from somewhere during the week of

July 5. During automobile show week,

Hower was busy at the Grand Central Pal

ace soliciting entries among the manufac

turers for his next A. A. A. tour. The num

ber of entries obtained, however, was not

made public. The list is to close June 15;

the fee being $200 per car. if entered before

May 15; and $300 for entries accepted later.

Another Hill Climb at Los Angeles.

Los Angeles, Cal., which is fond of hill

climbing contests, will witness another

event of this sort on Washington’s birth

day. when the Automobile Dealers’ Asso

ciation holds its Pasadena-Altedena com—

petition. The course, which extends from

just inside the city limits of Pasadena and

takes one up a strenuous incline to the

crown of a hill in Altedcna, is regarded by

motor enthusiasts in that part of the coun‘

try as an ideal slope.

Late Date for Florida Sandfest.

Dates for the annual speed carnival on

the Ormond-Daytona course, Florida, have

been set. Later than any meet held here

tofore, the sandfest will occupy four days,

March 22 to 25. Daytona. which has al

ways been jealous of its neighbor, Ormond,

will have entire charge this season, the meet

being under the direct auspices of the Flor

ida East Coast Automobile Association.
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T0 IMPROVE NEW JERSEY’S LAW

Governor Fort Recommends Some Amend

ments of a Liberal Character—But He

Does not Favor Lower Taxation.

Governor Fort, as was expected, made

some important recommendations concern

ing automobile legislation in his annual

message, sent in to the New Jersey legis

lature on Tuesday, 12th inst. But he main

tains that it is not unfair to the motorist

to make him pay up to $14 per year for the

privilege of motoring in that State. Calling

attention to what he said in his inaugural ad

dress last year as to the creation of a mo

tor vehicle department, he predicts for that

department large growth and a revenue

production of a “quarter of a million dol

lars per year within the next five years."

He adds: “It demands the constant and un

divided attention of a distinct head, with the

requisite inspectors and other officers to

enforce the law. All such power should be

exclusively in the hands of this department.

Arrest and bail might be allowed by local

constables or police for alleged violation of

the law, but further procedure as to set

tlement or suit should be exclusively in this

department, or its representative, that all

cases of unjust apprehension, and all acts

of unscrupulous justices of the peace, who

for the costs they receive encourage this

class of litigation, would be ended."

In connection with this topic the Gov

ernor refers briefly to the matter of inter

state comity, recently brought to his at

tention by a committee from the Newark

Board of Trade. He says: “A more simple

and easy method of procuring a license, es

pecially by non-residents, should prevail."

Under the specific heading of “Automo

biles” the Governor says: “The automobile

is with us, and it has come to stay. It must

be given all highway rights, under proper

restrictions to protect the public and the

occupants of the machine. Railroad regu—

lation as to the running of trains, safety

appliances and the like are intended for

the protection of the passenger more, if

anything, than the traveler crossing the

tracks.

“All vehicles upon the public highway

should be required to carry lights.

“Speed regulations in the open country

should be liberal; 30 miles an hour could be

allowed there with safety.

“Arrest and trial should not be summary,

but the right to stop should only exist to

inquire as to the possession by the driver

of the machine of the requisite authority,

or to obtain its number, if violation of law

be claimed.

“Suit should only be instituted by direc

tion of the department in proper courts

near the residence of the alleged offender,

or at convenient points within the State for

the non-resident.

“Wilful injury to person or property by

the driver of a car, or such injury by an

intoxicated driver, should be a misdemeanor,

and punishable accordingly, without, of

course, the loss of right to maintain a civil

suit by the injured party or the owner of

the damaged property.

“The present license fees are not excess

ivc and should not be modified by any re

duction, unless it be through some system

of uniform legislation between the States."

Public roads also come in for important

mention in the message, and what the Gov

ernor has to say upon this topic includes

a recommendation that “a commission be

created, consisting of the'Governor, the

President of the Senate, the Speaker of the

House, and the State road commissioner,”

who shall have authority to take over all

highways “from county seat to county seat

and along the proposed shore boulevard

route, that they may be maintained by the

State, through the State road department,

without expense to the localities through

which the roads pass, the control of the

surface of these roads being transferred to

the commission by the local authorities. All

the revenue derived from license fees for

automobiles should be given to this com

mission to be used in the maintenance of

these highways, and such additional sum

added thereto annually, by appropriation,

as will furnish a sufficient fund to properly

maintain them.”

What Motorists Pay Massachusetts.

While the Massachusettes Highway Com

mission is up to its eyes in the work of

issuing automobile licenses for the new year

it has found time to give out the figures

for the last fiscal year of the automobile

registration department, ending with Nov.

30. Receipts in fees were $121,488.50, or

$30,000 more than for the fiscal year ended

Nov. 30, 1907. The statement in detail

shows the registrations and income there

from in December, 1907, as follows: 14

automobiles, $70; 5 motorcycles, $10; 2 man

ufacturers or dealers, $30. In 1908 there

were registered 18,052 automobiles, $90,260;

1,917 motorcycles, $3,854; 379 manufacturers

or dealers, $85,685. Licenses to operate

were issued in 1908 to 5,865 private opera

tors, the fees aggregating $11.730; 2,343 pro

fessional chauffeurs, $4,686; and there were

4,962 renewals, returning in fees $2,481; and

1,215 examinations, returning in fees $2,430.

For 545 copies of certificates and licenses

furnished the fees amounted to $272.50.

 

New Jersey Favors New York Taxicabs.

A blanket form of license has ,been is

sued by the Commissioner of Vehicles of

the State of New Jersey to the New York

Taxicab Co., to run its machines through

that State. Jersey City police have been

notified by the Commissioner that drivers

of these cabs are not to be stopped because

they do not display license numbers, as

other automobiles are required to do under

the law.

F01! CITY CONTROL 0F MOTORING

Mayor McClellan Recommends Supervision

of Taximeters—Police Department

Wants Larger Powers.

 

Mayor McClellan, in his annual message

to the Board of Aldermen and Police Com

missioner Bingham, in, in his annual report,

which were published last week, both have

something to say on the motoring situation

in New York City. Adoption of their sev

eral recommendations would lead to prac

tically placing the situation within the ab

solute control of the municipal authorities,

excepting only the matter of those registra

tion and license requirements which are cm

bodied in the State law. Among the May

or’s recommendations is one to the efiect

that all automobiles should be equipped with .

adequate mufflers. He appears to have

taken a leaf out of the Park Board’s book in

recommending that, except for the first ten

seconds after starting, no smoke should be

allowed to come out from the exhaust pipes.

Also he favors the prohibition of acetylene

headlights within the built up parts of the

city. These recommendations also figured

in his message one year ago, but were un

heeded by the city fathers.

On the taximeter cab question the Mayor

expresses himself by saying: “I respect

fully suggest to your honorable body the

adoption of an ordinance requiring taxi

meters to be tested by the city. Within a

year it has become evident that the taxi

meter, with its supposedly exact measure

ment of distance and time, is a popular ap

pendix of public vehicles. It is, however,

as subject to error as any other mechanical

device, and should be inspected as are

weights and measures."

Commissioner Bingham’s recommenda

tions aim to confer upon the Police Depart

ment much larger powers than now pertain

to it in the regulation of motoring within

the city. He would have the question of

speed governed wholly by considerations for

public safety, without any specific limita

tions. The result of this, of course, would

be to make policemen competent witnesses

as to time, place and conditions determin

ing the question of reckless driving. regard

less of what the actual speed might be.

The Commissioner would have the licenses

of chauffeurs issued by the Police Depart

ment. each license to bear a photograph of

the chauffeur to whom it is issued, and to

be revocable by the Department.

The board of aldermen was prompt to

act on the mayor's recommendation con

cerning taximeters. Two ordinances were

introduced at the meeting of the board on

Tuesday, 12th inst. Alderman B. W. B.

Brown was sponsor for one of them. which

amends Chapter VIII. of the Code of Or

dinances so as to place upon the Bureau of

Weights and Measures the duty of inspect
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ing “taximeters or mileage registers.” Al

derman Frank L. Dowling introduced the

other measure, which requires the chief of

tht Bureau of Licenses to investigate and

test the accuracy and efficiency of any ma

chine device or register to be used in cabs,

coupes,_or automobiles, to show the fare of

passengers, the charges for baggage, and

the mileage covered by the vehicle, and di

recting the making of written reports of

such tests to the Board of Aldermen. Both

ordinances were referred to the committee

on laws and registrations, with a request

to give public hearings.

Governor Draper Suggests Heavier Tax.

When Governor Eben S. Draper, of Mas

sachusetts, made his inaugural address upon

taking office this week, he did not overlook

the fact that the automobile question is one

requiring serious attention. He said:

“As I have previously stated, these vehi

cles have, in my opinion, come to stay, and

will constantly increase in numbers. I have

already referred to changes that I think

it would be wise to make in legislation hav

ing to do with increased receipts from the

use of certain classes of machines.

“I further believe that our laws should

be so amended as better to regulate the con

ditions under which they are run. The ob

ject to be attained by such legislation, in

my view, is to prevent reckless operation

of such machines on the public highways.

Speed limits may have their advantages,

but they oftentimes work a hardship on

careful operators.

“The laws should be so framed that any

reckless operation of a motor vehicle, at

any speed, should be the test for fine or

other punishment, as the case may be. The

object to be attained is to frame laws which

will prevent reckless and dangerous opera-v

tion of such vehicles. Where any particu

lar person is convicted, the penalty should

be severe; and if glaring cases of reckless

ness are found, the guilty operator should

be prohibited from further opportunity for

such action.

“I would further suggest that some law

might be passed which would make it a

criminal offence to use an automobile with

out the owner’s permission."

Unusual Wear on Connecticut Roads.

According to State Highway Commis

sioner McDonald, improved Connecticut

State roads are having havoc wrought upon

them to a greater extent than ever before.

Wear on the highways is now estimated at

79 per cent., whereas it was formerly only

22 per cent. Various processes of oiling

have been tried and new forms of road

building have been suggested, but the latter

are too expensive for general use in the

State and upon the whole, the commissioner

does not know what to do about it. It is

his intention to bring the matter before the

forthcoming session of the General Assem

bly, which may result in a higher rate of

taxation being imposed upon motorists.

JUS'I'IFIES THE NEW JERSEY LAW

Commissioner Smith’s Annual Report De

fends the State’s Automobile Policy—

He Suggests Improvements.

In his third annual report, State Com~

missioner J. B. R. Smith, of New Jersey,

resents the charge that his state under the

present automobile regulations has been

The

Commissioner feels quite hurt to think that

New Jersey should be accused of such a

thing, although he admits that the law

could be improved. However, he declares

that a boycott, or "propaganda" as he calls

it, against the trades and pleasure resorts

unfair to motorists from other states.

which has been freely discussed by certain

automobilists as a means of coercing favor

able legislation, will by no means accom

plish the desired effect.

He declares that if the larger offenses

against the state automobile law are made

misdemeanors, the change will have the

desired effect of saving motorists much of

the annoyance they are now_ apt to experi

ence. Under present conditions, summary

proceedings may be taken by justices of

the peace, but if such offenses as they deal

with were made misdemeanors. unscrupu

lous justices would have no incentive to an

noy innocent motorists, while out-and-out

law breakers would get the punishment they

deserve and “pickings” for rural “J. P.’s"

would become a thing of the past.

In discussing the question of interstate

comity, which is an important matter at

present, the Commissioner says:

“There are under consideration four

methods of dealing with this subject. First,

to refrain from recognizing foreign regis

tration, as is done by New Jersey, Penn

sylvania and some other states; second, to

recognize indefinitely foreign registrations,

as is done by New York; third, to recog

nize foreign registration for a limited term

f01 five, ten or fifteen days. as is the pre

vailing practice in New England; fourth, to

issue, for a nominal consideration, a short

term registration. Because of the practical

difficulties in the way of enforcing the limit.

the effect of the New England plan is to

admit indefinitely on foreign registrations.

“The fourth plan has been suggested to

the last two Legislatures in New Jersey.

but has failed of adoption, partially, in all

probability, because of the opposition of

motorists themselves, representatives of

automobile organizations insisting that if

they cannot receive the courtesy without

cost they do not desire to accept it at all.

Many non-resident motorists feel and freely

charge that our failure to reciprocate what

they regard as their courtesy is a selfish

ness and barbarism unworthy of our own

or any other state; while New Jersey mo

torists, particularly those residing in the

northern counties and who have occasion to

enjoy the liberality of the New York and

New England laws in this respect. share in

their belief.

“I believe it can be clearly demonstrated

that notwithstanding the expense and trou

ble incurred by non-resident motorists in

procuring New Jersey registrations, we of

New Jersey offer to visiting motorists many

fold more inducements than other states,

even with their registration courtesies, of

fered to Jerseymen.”

Commissioner Smith disagrees with the

many automobile owners, who think that

the required registration fee is too heavy.

In this connection he says:

“Regarding the revenue feature of our

present scheme of registration, there is per

haps much room for legitimate and honest

doubt. There is hardly a question, however.

but that at the present time the public al

most unanimously believes that automobiles

are not carrying more than an equitable

share of the burden of the repair of the im

proved roads. When it is considered that

the cost of improvement to the hard roads

of the state is more than $800,000 per an~

num, and that the revenues from motorists

aggregate less than one-fourth that amount.

it would seem that this popular conclusion

is well founded.

“In this connection it may be well to

state that more than half of the automobiles

registered in New Jersey are owned by non

residents. If, then, the state adheres to its

present policy of asking the automobilists

to contribute approximater one-fourth of

the cost of the repair of the roads (there

being no charge to the motorists for their

original construction), it becomes apparent

that if reciprocal courtesies are to be ex

tended to non-residents, the registration

fees charged to New Jersey motorists must

at least be doubled. If non-residents are

not asked to contribute, residents must

make greater contributions.

“Much of the present annoyance to tour

ists comes from the necessity of procuring

new identification markers for each sepa

rate state. A scheme of interstate identifi

cation markers could easily be established.

This would preserve all the present valua'

ble features of state registration, and would

relieve tourists of much trouble.”

In regard to his plan for making par

ticularly flagrant offenses misdemeanors.

the Commissioner does not hesitate to de

plore the New Jersey system of inflicting

fines. ‘

“There is much ground for criticism." he

says, “regarding our method of :ntorcing

penalties. I think there should be no hesi

tancy in saying that not only the spirit of

the act, but the spirit of the magistrates, as

well has been to place too great importance

upon minor offenses, and to allow the more

flagrant offenders to go with insufficient

punishment. Slight distinction is made

between a drunken driver or one driving

without the owner’s consent, and an inno»

cent person who perchance has failed to

carry his certificate with him.”
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THE CONSTITUENTS 0F Tlll-I TIRE

Some Fallacies and the Facts—Where and

How Rubber is Obtained—Source of

the Sea Island Cotton.

Familiar as the average motorist is with

the construction and use of the pneumatic

tire, it is a curious fact that his knowledge

of the materials of which it is composed

and of the methods employed in its manu

facture is very limited. The entire rubber

industry is to the outsider, shrouded in mys

tery and more or less in misapprehension

as well. This begins with the popular and

erroneous impresion that crude rubber is

derived from the sap of certain tropical

plants, and extends through nearly every

step in the process of tire production, even

to the Sea Island cotton used in weaving

the fabric, and which except to a limited ex

tent is produced many miles inland from

the locality which gives it its name. Con

siderable interest, therefore, attaches to the

simple narrative of the derivation of these

elements of the tire as told by H. 5. Fire

stone, president of the firestone Tire 8:

Rubber Co., which has just been prepared.

“Civilization first heard of rubber in Her

rera’s account of the second voyage of Co

lumbus in the year 1493, where he speaks

of elastic balls made by the natives from

the gum of a tree,” says Mr. Firestone.

“The first authentic account of its prac

tical use was recorded in 1745 by the leader

of a French Governmental expedition re

turning from South America who reported

that the natives secured from the juice of

a tree a certain gum which was very elastic,

impervious to water and used in making

bottles, shoes and squirt guns. Thirty years

later it was introduced to commerce when

an Englishman brought from Assam, India,

a soft spongy substance which would erase

lead pencil marks and which afterwards be

came known as India rubber.

“Many primitive uses were found for this

wonderful gum, but owing to its suscepti

bility to. changes of temperature, which ren

dered it sticky and more or less fluid, rub

ber did not come into its own until early in

the last century. At that time it was dis

covered after a great deal of experiment,

that by mixing sulphur with crude rubber

and subjecting it to a high degree of heat,

these former deficiencies were eliminated

and a material was produced which was

both tough and elastic, and would retain

those properties under varying tempera

tures. This process of curing was called

vulcanization and is the basis of rubber

making today.

“So great has been the development of

rubber manufacture since that time that its

products now exceed a value of five hun

died million dollars annually.

“Contrary to the popular impression rub

ber gum is not derived from the sap. It

is secured from a milky juice or ‘latex'

which is found only in the bark. This latex

contains a substance known as caoutchouc

(the active principle of rubber), together

with certain albuminoids, resins, etc.,

which upon the evaporation of moisture co

agulate, forming a thick, spongy substance.

The percentage of caoutchouc, in propor

tion to other ingredients contained in the

latex, determines the quality of the rubber.

“The regions from which rubber gum is se

cured form an irregular belt in the tropics

and sub-tropics extending around the earth,

the quality procured varying ~greatly ac

cording to the species of plant, the soil

and the climate. Great quantities are pro

duced in Africa, Mexico, Ceylon and the

Malay Islands, but the most desirable rub

ber for resiliency and wear resistance is

secured from a tree found in the Amazon

River district, South America. This rubber

is known as Para, the name being derived

from its chief city of export. It not only

contains as high as 95 per cent. of caout

chouc, but the methods used by the natives

in preparing it for market are so much su

perior that it is selected in preference to

all others for the manufacture of the best

automobile tires.

“Rubber gathering in the Amazon River

district is a hazardous and difficult under

taking. The supply comes from wild trees

scattered throughout dense forests, to which

paths must be cut through the tangled and

luxuriant undergrowth. Even then, the

trees can only be reached during three to

five months of the year, as throughout the

wet season the forests are completely in

undated. The climate is so unhealthy that

white men cannot do this work and it is

necessary to rely upon the native blacks,

who at best are undependable and lazy.

Their reluctance to join rubber gathering

expeditions can readily be understood when

it is remembered that out of a season’s ex

pedition perhaps only half will return alive.

“When a rubber tree is found the native

gatherer cuts a series of gashes into the

bark with his machete, encircling the tree

from the ground up, as high as he can

reach. Cups are fastened to catch the latex

as it oozes out. When a sufficient quantity

is collected it is removed to the temporary

hut where a dense smoke producing fire is

made of certain nuts and palm leaves. Then

taking his wooden paddle the native dips

it into the latex and holds it over the fire,

turning it round and round until the latex

coagulates. As soon as it is hard a new

layer of latex is added and coagulated as

before. This process is continued until the

mass has grown too large for handling,

when the paddle is taken out and the rubber

set aside for export. In this form it is

known as a ham or biscuit of Para. The

process of coagulation and fumigation with

these specially selected nuts and leaves pre

vents decay and adds to the life and wear

resistance of the manufactured product.

“Tapping the trees for rubber does not

necessarily destroy them, nor is it believed

to materially shorten their life; but unfor

tunately many thousands of trees are an—

nually rendered useless by careless and im

proper methods.

"In order to obviate the difficulties en

countered in gathering wild rubber and fa

cilitate production, artificial cultivation has

been resorted to in various localities.

Scores of millions of dollars have been lost

in ventures of this character, many of them

merely wild-cat promoted schemes. It is

estimated now, however, that there are

300,000 acres of rubber plantations in Cey

lon and the Malay region and 100,000 acres

elsewhere, principally in Mexico, some of

which have already started to yield and

promise handsome returns to investors.

“In other localities rubber is collected

and coagulated by a variety of methods.

Africa, for instance, produces quantities of

rubber from various species of vines, roots

and even grasses which are destroyed in

order to secure latex, but which are rapidly

replaced by new growth. These rubbers

are designated by many different names,

chiefly from their locality or the name of

the native tribe gathering them. The meth

ods of coagulation are very crude; some by

evaporation, some by plant acids and others

by smearing over the bodies of the natives.

The proportion of caoutchouc in some of

these rubbers runs as low as 60 per cent.,

but each has its own particular place in the

general manufacturing field.

“Next to rubber the most important ma

terial in a pneumatic tire is the fabric

which gives form and rigidity to the tire.

Extensive experiments have been made

with all textiles to secure a fabric, which in

the finished condition will combine best

with rubber, be unaffected by the chemical

action in manufacture and demonstrate the

greatest strength. Silk and linen show

great strength, but when combined with

rubber will not produce the results which

can be obtained from cotton. There are

many grades of cotton, the best of which

is long staple Sea Island. It is erroneously

supposed that this cotton grows exclusively

on islands ofi the coast of South Carolina,

but in fact only the seed comes from these

islands, the supply being grown on the

mainland. The next best cotton comes from

Egypt, which grade for grade is estimated

to average about 20 per cent. less strong

than Sea Island.

“There has been a great amount of

thought, time and money devoted to the

combination of rubber and fabric into a

scccessful pneumatic tire and developing it

to its present stage of perfection. The scope

of this expenditure is well illustrated by the

fact that 1,641 patents have been issued in

the United States since the first one, May

8. 1847, to say nothing of the numerous pat

ents on solid and cushion tires. It is need

less to say that many of these patents have

come to nought, and that most of the men

embarking in the business have failed to

succeed. The development of the rubber

tire has been the survival of the fittest.“
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The Week’s Patents.

900,635. Ball Bearing. Frederick W.

Witte, Leipzig-Plagwitz, Germany. Orig

inal application filed April 11, 1908. Serial

No. 426,624.

A ball bearing comprising balls, an inner

and an outer ring, each having a curved

track, and one of said rings having gaps

around its edge for the balls, each gap pass

ing spirally from one side inwardly toward

the track and being a depth where it en

ters the track which is less than the full

depth of such track, whereby an abutment

for the balls is left at the end of each gap.

900,638. Gasolene Strainer. Oscar

Zschoge, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed April 15,

1908. Serial 0N. 427,274.

1. In a strainer, the combination with

the casing having oppositely located inlet

and outlet, of a movable block within the

casing having a plurality of passages ar

ranged to register with the said inlet and

outlet of the casing, strainers placed in the

said passages and movable with the block,

and means for moving the block from the

outside, substantially as described.

900,675. Variable Speed Transmission

Mechanism. Albert Latham, Waltham,

Mass., assignor of one-half to James W.

Nourbourn, Somerville, Mass. Filed Feb.

26, 1906. Serial No. 303.118.

1. In a variable speed transmission me

chanism, a transmission shaft and a coun

tershaft, a circular clutch member rotative

ly free on the transmission shaft, gearing

connecting the countershaft and said clutch

member, a support mounted on and non-r0

tative relatively to the transmission shaft

and carrying a fellow clutch member for co

action with the said first clutch member. a

collar, having a clutch device operating

member, a slide movable parallel with the

transmission shaft, having a member engag

ing for endwise movements, only, the said

collar, a rock shaft having an arm engaging

said slide and having an angular lever, a

revoluble cam coacting with said angular

lever, and means for turning said cam and

correspondingly positioning the said collar.

900731. Carburetter. Frank H. Iieitger,

Indianapolis, Ind, assignor to Heitger Car

buretter Company, a Company organized in

Filed Aug. 24, 1907. Serial No.Indiana.

389,976.

1. In a carburetter, the combination with

a fluid fuel supplying nozzle, a valve seat

situated at the top end of the latter, a throat

surrounding the top end of said nozzle, an

air admission nozzle extending downwardly

from the open base end of said throat and

terminating in an enlarged air inlet end, an

ejecting nozzle extending from the top out

let end of said throat terminating in an en

larged ejecting end, and an air deflecting

collar on the top end of said fluid fuel sup

plying nozzle having its under surface in

clined and situated to be approximately par

allel with the inner lower surface of said

throat, of a valve stem, a valve coacting

with said valve seat on the end of said stem,

a deflecting collar situated on said stem

above said valve having its flat under sur

face situated to be impinged against by the

outflowing jet of fluid fuel from the fluid

fuel supplying nozzle.

900,757. Engine. Frank J. Miller, Cleve

land. Ohio. Filed Dec. 12, 1906. Serial No.

347,478.

1. In an explosive engine, the combina
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tion of a compression cylinder having inlet

and outlet valves in the head thereof, a res

ervoir connected to the outlet valve, a

rocker en agable with either valve to vary

its normaFaction, a shaft driven by a mov

ing part of the engine and having a cam

thereon connected to the rocker, and means

to shift the cam to vary the operation of

the rocker and valves.

900,763. Non-Explosive Closure for Tanks.

William H. McNutt, New York, N. Y., as

signor to William E. Roche, New York, N.

Y. Filed Nov. 19, 1906. Serial No. 343,991.

1. A closure for tanks comprising a bush

ing provided with an annular shouldered

portion at its outer part, a closure disc lo

cated in said shouldered portion and of less

diameter than the shouldered portion, the

disc being provided with an annular channel

in its periphery, the opposite wall of the

shouldered portion being also provided with

an annular channel, a fusible ring arranged

between the periphery of the disc and the

channel portion whereby the disc is nor

mall locked in position, the bushing hav

ing its aperture threaded at one portion, a

plurality of apertured diaphragms extending

across the aperture, ring members separat

ing the diaphragms at their margins, and a

ring nut threaded in the aperture of said

bushing clamping the diaphragm and ring

members in position.

800,764. Safety Filler Can. William H.

McNutt, New York, N. Y., assignor to

William E. Roche, New York, N. Y. Filed

Dec. 10, 1906. Serial No. 347,224.

1. In a filler can, the combination of a

can, an outlet for the can, a valve control

ing the outlet, a valve seat member provid

ing an air vent at the upper portion of the

can, a plug valve rotatable in the valve seat,

an arm secured to the plug valve, a spring

or anized to close the plug valve, and a

lin connecting the spout valve with said

arm whereby the closing of the plug valve

by its spring will close the outlet valve and

lock it in such position.

900,765. Cartridge System for Explosive

Engines. William H. McNutt, New York,

N. Y., assignor to William E. Roche, New

York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 14, 1907. Serial No.

352,110.

1. The combination of the cartridge ves

sel having a conical lower end terminating

in a plug, the plug having a conical extrem

ity and provided with a threaded portion

above said extremity, a sleeve member com

prising a body portion and a flangeportion

adapted for attachment to a receiving ves

sel, a sleeve member having a threaded por

tion in its upper end, and a conical portion

below the threaded portion corresponding

in shape to the said plug for attachment

thereto, the sleeve having a chambered por

tion in its lower end, a valve at the upper

part of the chambered portion arranged to

close the opening, a spring in the cham

bered portion arranged to engage the valve

and ieldably retain it seated, _and_ fingers

attached to the valve and projecting into

the plug engaging portion causing the valve

to be automatically opened and retained

open when the plug is secured in the bush

ing.. .

900,779. Automobile Spring. William R.

Rantz, Greenville, Ohio. Filed Nov. 13,

1907. Serial No. 402,007.

I. A device of the kind described com

prisin three spring pressed piston rods,

one 0% said rods being arranged below and

betWeen the others, and curved levers piv

otally connected intermediate their ends and

 

having their end portions loosely. connected

to said piston rods.

900,785. Vehicle Tire Protector. James

E. Rabinson, Chicago, Ill. Filed Dec. 20.

1906. Serial No. 348,684.

1. In combination, a vehicle wheel pro

vided with a pneumatic tire, an axle there

for, a pulley in the plane of but se arated

from said vehicle wheel, a support or said

pulley, associated with the axle for move

ment therewith and a tire protecting belt

running over said tire and said pulley.

901,081. Clutch Mechanism. Herman

Dock, Westerly, R. 1., assignor to Dock

Gas Company, New York, N. Y., a Corpor

ation of New Jersey. Filed Jan. 9, 1908.

Serial No. 410,007.

1. In a clutch, a divided clutch ring, a

support and anchorage therefor, means co

operating with both ends of said ring to

expand the same, said ring anchorage hav

in an inclined bearing for said ring on that

si e adjacent to the operating means.

901,180. Transmission

Motor Vehicles.

Ohio.

829.

l. The combination of a driving shaft,

shafts having opposed level wheels at the

opposite sides of the driving shaft, means

providing for a lateral, yielding movement

of said shafts, opposed bevel wheels fixed

to the driving shaft between said first

named wheels, and means for reciprocating

the driving shaft. 1

Mechanism for

Charles M. Leech, Lima,

Filed Feb. 5, 1907. Serial No. 355,
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15 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.
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FOR SALE—Electric si ht seeing auto

mobiles; three (3) 2 -passenger Ter

race seats; two (2) 20-passenger, all half

lazy backs; 15 horsepower motors; will sell

for half price of new. If interested answer.

MOTOR TRANSIT CO., Buffalo, N. Y.
 

FOR SALE—300 sets 28x3 best grade ar~

tillery wheels, fitted with clincher rims,

less hubs. Write for bargain prices on sin

le sets of the lot. THOMAS B. EF
FERY 8: COMPANY, Kenosha, Wis.J

 

 

Art In Name Plates

One of the little things that count.

The almost universal use of Chandler

etched name-plates on high-class cars

stamps them as the selection of the

critical.

Examine them at Space 141, Gar

den Show.

Chandler Co., Springfield, Mass.
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AJAX TIRES

Guaranteed for 5,000 Miles.

Exhibited at the Madison Sq. Garden &. Chicago Shows.

AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER CO.,
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Stcvens-Duryea

SDiCYLINDER.Y

T()LIRIIQC} CZXR.
 

STEVENS-DURYEA experience and uni

form successes as regards Six Cylinder Cars

naturally implies that the latest creation will

meet with a wide demand and prove its in

trinsic merit.

The Six _Cylinder Model Y possesses all the

original time-tried Stevens-Duryea features

coupled with the improvements and refine

ments of standardized, accepted designs.

We emphasize that .we are more_than ever

convinced of the decided superiority of 51X

cylinders in higher horsepowers.

PRICE, MODEL 1' $4,000

PVrile for later! literature

SiEVENS-DURYEA L0.

CIHOODEE FALLS, MASSACHUSETTS

Members Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers
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Heinze Electric 60.
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The Reliable Dayton Has “ Made Good "
 
 

IT is not a $75.00 buggy with a' $50.00 motor in it, but it

is a MOTOR CAR from the ground up. Is making

business for itself in every territory it invades, through its

economical ieatures, compared with the pneumatic-tire car.

Let us refer you to several of the company's largest

dealers, who have handled the Reliable Dayton the past

year; let them tell you their experience. Investigate; get

the facts.

Drop us a line for our agency proposition today.

Our Catalog lo difi‘erent. Lot uo land you a copy.

Reliable Dayton Meier Bar (In. Chicago, In.
Dept. 14
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é to call at our exhibit at the

coming Automobile Show at

’31 Madison Square Garden,

January 16-23.
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display oi our product, in
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When It Snows!
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They enable the driver to steer

easily and without effort. The

The car responds to the slightest

turn of the wheel if four chains

are used“ of the automobile shows is the

Firestone Non-Skid tire.

Its all-rubber tread presents a

mass of angles, edges and

points of road contact that PRE

VENTS skidding.

An unusually large wearing

 

 

are absolutely necessary. They

' _ surface of the toughest possible
prevent IOSt tracilon on 8.0?” rubber insures LONG LIFE.

COVCred roads or In heavy drifts More of them were exhibited

on American cars at the Palace

—they HOLD the mad Wheels Show than all OTHER NON

and make It possible for the SKIDS COMBINED

heaviest car to easily negotiate FIRESTONE TIRE &

' - RUBBER . A ,0 -the worst road conditions. Co ' I‘m" “1°

see our “hum n “dim squu. Gudgn, Branches and Agencies Almost Everywhere

WEED CHAIN TIRE GRIP C0.

35 Moore Street, New York.
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THE ART OF THE SPECIALIST

finds its fullest expression in the new

Baldwin Improved Detachable Chain

Absolutely correct mechanically, it is made exactly to scale

and can be depended on under all conditions of service.

The detachable feature of the Baldwin Chain is an im

provement of note. It may be run at the highest rates of

speed without the separating of the clips shown at “B.”

These clips can be removed and replaced without injury,

and as easily as the cotter pin. We furnish with each chain a tool shown in “C” for removing

the clips, which, while not absolutely necessary, facilitates removal and replacement.

“ We are prepard to make quotations

S P R O C K E T on sprockets in quantity at low rates.

Oniéy

THE BALDWIN CHAIN 8c MFG. CO., Worcester, Mass.

H. V. GREF. 00D, H. . SIMMO . M. A. YTE,

166 L31:

ENTS:

e St., ‘ 1 ago, 111. 1717 Broadway, New Y , N. Y. 718 Mission St., Francisco, Cal.

NATIONAL

l SHOW

will be held as usual at

Under the auspices of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF

AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS, INC.

February 6 w 13

in the Coliseum and First Regiment Armory, with all the lead

ing makers of Motor Cars, Motor Cycles and Accessories as exhibitors.

THE USUAL COURTESIES WILL BE EXTENDED TO VISITING AGENTS.

S. A. MILES, Manager ' $.5‘Yil?"

All the Manufacturers in One Show
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YOU’VE TRIED THE REST, NOW BUY THE BEST

“We are entirely satisfied with them."

ELMORE MFG. CO.

“The 'Sager d 'ce' presents advantages not found

- ' in other so-calle ‘shock absorbers.’ "

OLDS MOTOR WORKS.

“They add greatl‘xto comfort and reliability."

CRA FORD AUTOMOBILE CO.

"We find them indisX

LOG

\

  

  

ensible.”

N CONSTRUCTION CO.

“Our customers are more than satisfied with them."

DORRIS MOTOR CAR CO.

“Have 'ven us very excellent utiafaction."

THOMAS B. JEFFERY CO. (Rambler).

“In the last three years we have used quantities of

y_our" springs, which have given excellent satilhe

I10“.

DAYTON MOTOR CAR CO. (Stoddard-Dayton).

“Used your springs with spllendid success."

HE AUTOCAR CO.

“A'Freat benefit and we cannot speak too highly of

them.

THE FOREST ClTY MOTOR CAR CO. (level).

“We found your springs to be satisfactorg."

POPE M G. CO.
 
 

PROTECTION BU IVI PER

_ ‘ , a,“ Q

Patent Applied For.

The Demountable Rim

that you have been waiting for.

Detached in 30 Seconds

See us at the Shows or write for

particulars.

 

 

Sager Equalizers

OVER 351000 IN USE.

18 Leading Makers Endorse Them.

You will, too, if you try them.

J. H. SABER 00.

  
  

Pat. Apr. 21, 1908._ -.

Stands 6 inches ‘\

above spring hanger.

  

269 South Avenue

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

 
  

 
 

 

Scrader Universal Valve
Trade Mark Reginered April 30, I898

SIMPLE nno ABSOLUTELY AIR TIGHT

(L Schrader Motor Tire Valves, as shown in cut, are the

regular equipment for 'G & J Motor Tires, Hartford Dunlop

Detachable Motor Tires, Fisk Detachable Motor Tires, and

New Goodyear Detachable Motor Tires. fl Our No. 777

Motor Tire Valve is the standard for 3-inch and smaller

tires and our No. 72 5 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for

tires larger than 3 inches.

 

 

Supplied to the Trade by All Tire Manufacturers

MANUPACTURBD BY

A. SCHRADER’S SONS, Inc.,28-30-32 Rose Street, New York
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BOSCH
“Evermmg MAGNETO

with which his Fiai car (Winner oi

l the Grand Prize at Savannah) “as

  

equipped.

That means that our Auto Tools are the New York , December 1 , 1908 .

strongest and moat durable that can be THE BOSCH MAGNETO COMPANY

made. They last a life-time. The steel se- ’

lected is of the highest grade. In design 223-225 west 46th St'-’ City'

  

L our tools are thoroughly up to date. Gentlemen; I herewith wish

\ to express my appreciation

for the high work performed

by Um BOSCH MAGNETO hr

stalled on my Fiat car, with

which I won the Grand Prize

Race at Savannah, November

26th, 1908. It has not given

a single instance of trouble,

and the splendid record of

BOSCH IGNITION is thereby

once more duly confirmed.

No doubt I owe my victory

in a good measure to the per

fect working of the BOSCH

MAGNETO' Yours very truly,

(Signed), LOUIS WAGNER.

 

They fit the hand

They are handy to manipulate

They are readily adaptable

They are never failing in use

  

 

“ALLSTEEL”

THE B. & 8. AUTU WRENBH

is a tool as necessary to your car as the

engine itself. Don't fail to get our cat

alog of Auto Forgings and Tools.

a~”dThBWns&

  
  

See our exhibit at Madison Square

Gard

 

THE

Spanner 60. BOSCH MAGNETO

COMPANY

Hamom' cann' 223 -:25 Wesi 4 ill Siree

London ' “Ewloau

8L0“: lane, Chic-go Irlllch

1258 Michigan Avenue

Aldersgate St.

 

  

 

 

 
F
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The Warner

Auto=Meter
Guaranteed Absolutely Accurate —

Is the only Speed Indicator made on the Magnetic Induction Principle—

the only principle which makes possible the accurate indication of EVERY

VARIATION of speed from zero to maximum. All other indicators, because

built on the centrifugal principle. fail to indicate any speed whatever under 5

to 10 miles per hour.

The Auto-Meter so solidly and durably built that practical tests have

shown that it will endure 21 MILLION MILES of riding—subject to continuous

jolts—without showing perceptible wear or departing from absolute accuracy

more than 10 FEET TO THE MILE. Other instruments quickly become so

grossly inaccurate as to be worthless. ’

There are only two moving parts in the Auto—Meter. These revolve—

one on double sapphire bearings, the other on Imported Hoffman Balls. There

are no little cams of soft brass, no spiral springs, no delicate parts and NO

SLIDING FRICTION in the Auto-Meter. It is built like an expensive Chro

nometer by the same men using the same costly machines. It is accurate when

you get it and will STAY so as long as you have a car to use it on.

We urge comparative tests. Use the Auto-Meter on one side of your dash

and any other instrument at any price on the other. Then use your watch

over a measured course and keep the instrument which tells the truth. The

Warner Auto-Meter is the only accurate speed indicator made and this test

will enable you to KNOW it.

The Warner Instrument Company

Factory and Main Offices, 355 Wheeler Ave., BELOIT, WISCONSIN

BRANCH HOUSES:

New York, 1902 Broadway P‘ittsburg 3432 Forbes St

  

aa~ WARNERoisnuc: 'lfil-I 0::1. . {I ‘,

=' .11

_ u"; ‘

wuvl'n III-“aunt .T'ezio'ium

mourns/put».

Na ‘ . \

Boston, 925 Boylston St. (,lcvclan , 2062_Euclid Ave.

Philadelphia, Cor. Broad and Race Buffalo, 722 Main St

Detroit, 239 g‘l’efi'erson Ave. St. Louis, 3923 Olive St.

Chicago, 130 Michi an Ave. San Francisco. 550 Golden Gate Ave.

Indianapolis, 330% . Illinois St. Los Angeles, 1212 S. Main St

  

 

THIS AND TWO OTHER “FOURS”

—AN_D A 50 HORSEPOWER “SIX”!

Proved and recognized successes, with a service record. Ofl'ered in 25

horsepower, 30-35 h0rsep0wer, 40 horsepower, and the 6-cylinder 50 horse

power. All fitted with oil pan base. Equipped for magneto attachment.

 
 

“Rutenber” Motors and Carburetors, Clutches and fans
 
 

  

The Western Motor Co., Logansport, Ind.

 

 

 
 

WARNING! SEAL

(COPY)

After January lst, 1909,

A R E D S E A L

will be attached to the outside of

All Ignition Coil Units $539133: *
made under our patents and sold by our licensees. * mm "mum

THE UNLICENSED

Manufacturers, Users or Vendors

WILL BE PROSECUTED.

The Unit Coil 00.

Address license application to the Secretary, 15 Exchange Place, Jersey City. N. J.
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If your car is wired with PACKARD ENAMELED

IGNITION CABLE you can be dead sure you will have

no‘ trouble so far as the wiring is concerned.

THE PAQKHRD BLBGTRIG QOMPHNY, 303 Dana Ave, WARREN, Onto

 

 

When at the Show

do not fail to see the

TUCKAHOE

GREASE GUN
 

 

New and very meritorious. The

only self~filling combination oiler and

grease gun. Can be filled with grease

in three seconds. Regulated by throw

ing a latch. Its use insures quick oil

ing and clean hands. Lower in price

than others. Write for circular.

Manufactured and sold by the

Rubly Mfg. Company

TUCKAHOE, N. Y.
  

Users of

Invader Uil
THE OIL THAT

GRAPHITIZES

are responslble for its

popularity

YOU NAIE THE CAR

WE LL

NAIR THE GRADE

IADB ONLY in

‘ BHAS. F. KELLOI a 00.

u: Arch St., Philadelphia

Boston Branch:
--Qllfllll 284 Columbus Avenue.

  

 

 
 

 

THE GYROSCOPE CAR

The 5W Automobile in the World.

USO—The Price—8750.

GYROSCOPE AUTOMOBILE CO. (INC.)

firmware

2!] West 84th St.

 

A. O. Smith Company

MAKERS OF

PRESSED STEEL

FRAMES
(Capacity 100,000 per annum.)

Heavy and Difficult Stampings

Front and Rear Axles

Steering Columns

Transmissions, Selective and

Progressive

Multiple Disc Clutches

SEE OUR EXHIBITS :

Madlao uare Garden, S see 205.Coliseuiln,SChicago, pace

248 Clinton Ot

A.O SMITI'I CO. MIIwauleoo,Wlo.

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

Tire Troubles?

Use Pormanll

Demonstrated before Board

Governors Harrisburg

Motor Club with rest suc

cess. For particu are write

ADOLF KARL & CO.,

237-9 Waahinfion St," I

ever , . .

  

 

 

fitnhharh-ifiagtnn

ONE Quality for ALL Models

ONE Price for ALL Buyers

Write for 1909 Catalog.

THE DAYTON IOTOR CA! CO.,

Dayton, 0.

  

 

 

I" to .24 w. “I! IL,

AVOID ACCIDENTS

"WM

Wriclgway No Glare Shade

Heladdatetb elduleyol

Elaan .

fitted to any sting lamp.

PEERLESS IOTOR CAR CO.,

the andbeepaothernaeraeltbehm'aya. Can

N“ You

 

 

Th0 PULLMAN

H0 Roadster. Price, “M.

that made the run from Philadel his to Ss

vannah Ga., March 5th to 18th. through "nud

up to the radiator, beating all previous recorda.

YORK IOTOR CAR CO., York. Pa.

 
 

TRUFFAULTIHARTI‘OID

Trade '

SHOCK QB-ORBDR

art

The Devlae that nude Sale. W and Oa-lanafle

Autenobllh. la.

Write lor eatabsaa. Department D.

HARTFORD BUSPINIXOI CO.,

I. V. Harden-d, Praa. "I Bay It. Janey City, I. J.

 

 

W
READY FLATED TIRES

Unlveraally approved by all motorists.

CONTINENTAL CAOUTCHOUC CO.,

1788-90 Broadwa , New York Clty.

WRITE FOR PEICES OR INFORIA'I‘ION

 

 

 

 
 

To Avoid 1

Specify Pl

 
 

ItRELLA'.CABLE

—l
I“ P—Two-Way Csmbric Covered, 15c. loot.

fiffil'ri‘v’fi‘ PIRELLI & CO., 296 Broadway, New York

For aale by IOTOR CAR EQUIPIINT CO., 8! Warren St., and 1721 Broadway, New York City.

Our Cable Card

Illustrating ll Varieties of ca

ble in actual sizes mailed up

on request.

This is No. 154 P., Two-Way,

Cambric Covered.

 

"011mg Alli mum»

_ G c t our quota

tions on high grade

two and four cylin

der motors, 10 to 45

horsepower. '1‘ h e

are equ' ped 'i

self-contained oiling

system and r e a d y

to r attaching mag

neto. Highest

grade workmanshi ,

efiicicnt, d u r a b e

and simple. Alao

_ _ clutches and trans

mllllODl- Send for catalogue.

GUITIIEITAL IllTllll "FD. 00., Inhgea, Ilell.

K. FRANKLIN PETERSON, Westernnlfieprflent

ative, 166 E. Lake St., Chicago,

T. J. WETZEL. Eastern Representative, 29 West 42d

., New York, N. Y.

OAKLAND
40 H. P. Four Cylinder, Shaft Drlve, $1,600.

OAKLAND MOTOR CAR CO.,

Pontiac, Mich.

.chmmwlflk'
The Locomobile Company of America,

Bridgeport, Conn.

“CONTINENTAL”

“ml-la "1,

    

 
 

 

 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 
  

DIAMOND CHAIN OHI‘GOO

I. I.H In. 
 

lull
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WITIT LOCK
llNTAKE.EXHAUST

2

1

I

RADIATORS '

AND WATER PIPES

  

 

 

FRANKLIN

Automobiles

Franklin light-weight construction In stronger

than ordinaw heavy construction—ond does a

lot more. nte for catalogue.

II. I. FRANKLIN MFG. CO., Syracuse. N. Y.
 

 

 

S l l , O O O , O O O

worth of experience behind the new

$l,50 MITCHELL

This price inclu es $300 worth of extra auto

mobile value not included in other cars selling at

this rice. Learn what it is. Write to-day for de

taile descri tion.

MIT HELL MOTOR CAR CO..

Standard Manufacturers A. M. C. M A.

$14 Mitchell St., Racine, Wis.

 
 

 

 

HAVE YOU SHIN

THE PERFECTION WRENFH?

The newest on! best wrench made; all steel—great

strength; Instant-y adjusted: easily and wuiokly oper

ated; positive gnp' immense time, troub e, and tem

per saver; best ' all tool” ever olercd for sale.

“You wIll want one when you no It.”

For circular address,

THE PERFECTION WRENCH CO.,

Box 426. PORT cans'rnn. n. v.

 

 

 

'I‘II All! MO‘I'OI CA! 00.

leading, Po.

 
 

 

 

SPRINGFIELD

TOP (Pct. ms)

Alumlnum

Iodlcn

SPIINGI-‘IEID

METAL BODY (10..

I. Ilrnlc Avc.,

Springfield, Ian.

 

Steel Tires
Full of Air.

Tin expense cut In two.

Cannot Blow Out, Rlns Cut

or Puncture.

Al Flexible u Rubber

Anti-Skid.

That part of a tire with a

blowout or a rim out In It

will [at longer than any

other part If encircled by a

few sections of steel.

Thousands In use.

Klllllllll Tln Om 00.

11: Broadway

council Ilufh, lown

   

  

 

WE WILL NOT

accept your contract unless we can give you the

delivery you require. We will not accept more

contracts than we can fill with proper attention to

each. We make Pressed Steel Frame. and Auto

mobile Stampings.

THE HYDRAULIC PRRSSID STIIL 00..

Cleveland. Ohio.

Electric

WAutomobiles

ARE MADE BY

ELECTRIC VEHICLE Co., Hartford, Conn.

 

 
 

Gasolene and

 

 

 
 

 

 

COMPLETE OOURSE

AUTOMOBILE INSTRUOTION
Invaluable to the owner or prospective owner

of a motor car. Practical and to the palm.

Send for prospectus to tho

Correspondence School 0! later Car Prldloe

Torryeown. N. Y.

 
 

 

OLEVELINI] SPARK PLUGS

“They Shoot a Home.”

OLEVELANO SPARK PLUG OO.

OLIVELAND, OHIO

  

 
 

The "Gotham" STAPRITE will end your

spark Iug

t r o n lcs.

. Soot can’t

‘ stick to the

' p o r celain.

Won't short-circuit. Never leaks. Can be

taken apart and cleaned with case. Of deal

ers, or direct, $1.00

THE R. E. HARDY CO., 35 w. 41d St. New York.

At Madison Square Garden, Space No. 133; Chicago,

at the Coliseum, Space No. 56.

  

 

 

MBTZ PLI-IN GAR

It‘s light. Marvelous economy in

maintenance. A plan of purchase within

the reach of all. Send for Book B.

C. H. METZ,

“ -r to Waltham Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass.

  

 

I HAVE A NORTHERN LIMOUSINE which

for the best of reasons I want to sell quickly.

It is in perfect condition, having been driven less

than 500 miles, and I think it’s one of the sweetest

running, handsomest appearing, town cars made.

Tires are brand new and the varnish isn't damaged

—in fact the car is just as good an new when it sold

for $2,500 and I'll sell it for half—$1,250.

Address E. M. M.. 382 Pennsylvania Ave, De

troit, Mich.

 

 

THOMAS SHOCK ABSORBERS

on your automobile mean more comfort,

speed, safety, economy. Prove it at our

expense. 30 days free trial.

BUFFALO SPECIALTY CO.,

340 Ellicott St. BUFFALO. H. Y.

 

 

 

t‘ ,.
In ~

  

MI

  

MICHELIN TIRE counauv

"ILLTOWN. N. I.

 

 

Gasoline and Electric—for Pleasure and Ida.

snot-m Automobile 00.. South Bend. lmllm

 

 

 

 
 

Name

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, New York

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(the @0th Worth

for one year, commencing with the issue of___—_

 

 

Address
 

 

 

 

lm
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E . Lift, (1'25

L

LONGEST

 
 

  

 

 

ERI PIRE AI IT()l\l ()BILE TIRE COMPANY. Trenton, N. J.

BRANCHESjNewark 264 Halsey St.; Detroit, 842 Woodward Ave; Boston, 292 Devonsbire SL; Chicago, 20 La Salle St., 1301 Michigan

Aye; New York, 73d St. & Broadway; 148 Chambers St. AGENCIES—Pittsburg, Consumers' Auto Su ply Co.; Kansas Cit , Mo., Empire

Tire & Rubber Co.; Atlanta, Ga, Dunham Rubber Co.‘ Cleveland 0.. Motor Supply Agency Co.; Nor ollt, Va., Wm. H. (fi'over; Denver,

Denver Auto Goods _Co.' Jacksonville, Fla.. Savell Rubber Co.; Philadel hia, Penn Auto Su ly Co.; Los An eles Cal., Pacific Elec. .;

Buffalo, N. Y., Empire Sales Co.; Minneapolis, Empire Tire & Rubber 0.; Savannah, Ga., arris Tire Co.; ew drleam, La., H. A. Tanya,
 
 

  
      

. swoon:- -"»' .v‘l'.‘

  

 

FURGINGS for the AUIUMUBILElRAIlE
Satisfaction r". '7,

Guaranteed "

Thousands of our

Spring Clips

I-‘er Automobile Bodies. Dashes, Guards, Bonnets, Elam"; vbvee'nn :33:

Battery Boxes, Drip Pans. Multlers, Etc. plied to the leading

'I'lONG—DURABLI automobile manu

CALnlSS—RUSTLESS facturers.

MOUTH—PAINT ADHERES mun! H 9

A Meta} 'I'hit’s ’A_ :l‘lmL1nd Money Saver a" you—w prices '

T—lll s'nnu’uomno mu. courm. dummonlo M. NRW IlaVRII, CORR.

  

 

  

 

 
 

 
   

Clve Your Car a (20ch Name

by “In.

SUPPLEMENTARY

SPIRAL SPRINGS
Change a bone-shaker and e spring-breaker into In euy riding, reel auto

mobile in which you can take pride and your passenger] comfort. The use

of S. S. S. change I near-good car to a real good car and add the finishin'

touch of luxury to the best cars. Our booklet tell! you all about them,

and I: yourl for the taking. Write for it.

SUPPLEMENTARY SPIRAL SPRING 80.,“32 EZLT-T'JJ?‘

New York Branch, Removed to Motor Mart Building. (Larger Quarters.)

HE CAR WITHOUT r:va 5cm sawso

STILL RUNNING RUNNNG STLL.

  

 

 

 

 

Model B—Brush Runabout
CAR 0F SIMPLE DESIGN MADE WELL

NOT A COMPLICATED DESIGN MADE CHEAPLY

Its records and the opinions of its users speak more loudly than self praise. Agencies for

1909 are being closed rapidly. Much good territory still open.

BRUSH RUNABOUT COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.
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48 Horse Power, 7-Pnssenger, Suburban Limousine. 6 Cylinders. ISO-inch \Vheel Base, Price $6100. Besides the Suburban

Limousine. the other new types on this chassis include Roadster, Tourabout, Touring Car and Landau.

In a car for city use not only comfort but also

elegance is needed. PIERCE ARROW Broughams

and Landaulettes have all the smartness of a well

appointed carriage, the perfect service that comes from

the PIERCE engine and the freedom from repairs

and other annoyances which is characteristic of all

PIERCE Cars.

The Pierce Arrow Cars will be exhibited in New York only at the Madison

Square Garden Show, January ‘16 to 23, 1909, and at the salesroom of our New

York representatives, The Harrolds Motor Car Company, 233 W. 54th Street.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE COMPANY, BUFFALO, NEW YORK

Members Association Licensed Automobile Mmutscturers.
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ALL NATIONS USE THE

SPLITDORF MAGNETQ
 

  

Get a Magneto catalog and learn more about it.

CHICACA)‘ DE'l‘ROlT

3,9122%..352". c F Walton Ave-and 138th St. 886 wood.“ A...
SAN 0 N - I520 Van Ness Ave. l I Branch, 1679 Broadway Bgzsérgllja-safpsqpiz MART
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'Nordykeeil‘iarmoncu .

 

 

 

.r i.’

' The Marmon “Thirty-two" is neither a

cheaply-built car at a low price, nor a “good

enough" car at a high price.

It is a high grade car in every sense of

the word, built as carefully as a fine watch.

The parts are interchangeable, all of them

manufactured by us, rigidly tested and care

fully assembled into a harmonious whole.

Weighing not over 2,100 pounds, with 32

40 H. P., this “Thirty-two" has a world of

speed and ability. In performance, as in ap

pearance, it is a car that needs no apologies

—occasi0ns no regrets—a car you will be

proud to own.

The “Thirty-two" sustains the Marmon

reputation for mechanical excellence. It

can be depended upon to stand up under the

most severe usage, year after year.

The I909 Marmon Models will be exhibited at the Chicago Show. Feb. 6-13

T

I

earshassi _

.rnaianapons. Ina. _

f-7'.7.5térid,ar3d -Mfrs.,; \ ~- ' 1
.Ah

0" " '~ ‘ Marmon"Fift.y§'

Meirmo

 

  

; 3&4“ ‘ '

  

An Automobile Classic—A Conspicuous Value

To the man who looks ahead and buys

with his eyes wide open, this car is an em

phatic bargain. No other car on the market

at $3.500 or less offers so muchactual value.

Get the specifications, notice the character

of design and equipment. and make a few

careful comparisons.

Genuine Krupp and Chrome Nickel Steels are used

for important parts. Bosch magneto and battery—dual

s~stem. Three point motor support. Straight line shaft

drive. Rear axle and transmission in one unit. Mar

mon oiling system. Large brakes. Bess-Bright im

ported ball bearings. Big tires (34x4 all around). Corn

nlete equipment. Furnished as Touring Car, Roadster,

Suburban, Coupe, or Limousine Town Car.

The Marmon “Fifty.” $3750

A superb car, of most distinguished appearance. In

hard, practical cash value, it is the superior of the most

famous foreign cars selling at two or three times the

price. Furnished with seven-passenger body. 50-60 H. P.

Completely equipped.

.Harnwn " Forty-five" Rom/5hr. a .rpa'rhl made], $3,500 Y

v .Buil

  

..p

e‘\ r "

at 5750

  

  ‘ a ,..i
A a

l. HL'I‘Q

\

 

 

  

 

 

  

The} Easiest Riding Car lnTheWorld
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"Locking the door alter the pony is stolen”

is a good deal like postponing the use of

Columbia Lock Nuts
Now

 

for it's only a postponement at best. Why not take a double-twist on

the forelock of old Father Time and incorporate the use of Columbia

Lock Nuts in your construction BEFORE
  

  

 

 

you have occasion for regrets? Columbia

Lock Nuts are in general use and are

regarded as a necessity by some of the

biggest railroad systems in the country.

They ought to be a double necessity .on

automobiles. They are already used by

many prominent makers. They should

  

  

  

 

 

be used on every automobile everywhere.

qIColumbia Lock Nuts simply cannot work loose. Vibration, even

the constant vibration of solid tires, cannot affect or loosen

them. They are automobile insurance of the very best

kind and their cost is not a factor. Let us prove our case.

  

 

 

 

COLUMBIA NUT & BOLT COMPANY

Bridgeport, Connecticut
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Three Malhesons Win
FIRST, THIRD and FOURTH PLACES

in capturing MacDONAll) & CAMPBELL $600 Cup

300 Miles Mid-Winter Contest
FROM PHILADELPHIA TO WILKESBARRE AND RETURN

Over the Pocono Mountains, making also the highest team score against a field of

32 CONTESTANTS
including these cars: 2 Peerless, 1 Stearns, l Studebaker, 2 Cadillacs, 1 Acme, 3 Stoddard-Daytons,

1 Elmore, 2 Franklins, 3 Mitchells, 2 Wintons, 3 Oldsmobiles, 2 Maxwells, 2 Knoxes, 2 Ramblers, 1

Buick, 1 Premier.

Only three 0! the 32 cars had perfect time scores and these three were Mathesons.

No. 7 Matheson Wins First Place

For MacDonald & Campbell $600 Cup

This car, owned and entered by Mr. F. M. Kirby, Wilkesbarre, Pa., and driven by Mr. Kirby's

chaufieur, William Miller, is a regular stock Matheson touring car which Mr. Kirby had driven over

7,000 miles prior to entering it in the contest. Actual running time, 5 hours and 31 minutes, H

breaking all previous records.

No. 15 Matheson Wins Third Place

This car, entered and driven by Mr. Ross Anderson, Wilkesbarre, Pa., was a regular stock

Matheson touring car which had covered 18,000 miles in service prior to entering this contest.

Actual running time, 6 hours and 4 minutes; also new record time.

No. 6 Matheson Wins Fourth Place

This car, entered by ourselves, was a regular stock Matheson touring car which had covered

over 12,000 miles in service prior to entering this contest. Actual running time, 5 hours and 24

minutes, the fastest time ever made by any car over this course, Summer or Winter.

ALL THREE MATHESONS FINISHED WITH ABSOLUTELY PERFECT ROAD SCORES,

MAKING EVERY CONTROL ON TIME.

Only one stop was made on account of tire trouble, proving our claim that the Matheson

Car, due to its beautiful balance, chain drive and multiple disc clutch, is the easiest car on tires.

Our customers usually cover from 5,000 to 10,000 miles on their original tires.

 
 

: The Matheson Car has proved ln every endurance run

It has entered that It ls lar and away the most reliable

and serviceable as well as the most economical and lnslest touring car In all the world

AND THIS IS ALSO OUR GUARANTY

MATHESON AUTOMOBILE COMPANY
1886-1888 BROADWAY, Cor. 62d SI. Mm‘m‘lr’tm' NEW YORK CITY

We exhibit only at Madison Square Garden Show, January 16-23, 1909. Demonstrations by Appointment.
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re 1909
  

Catalog

IS NOW READY FOR DISTRIBUTION

 

 

It contains a full and exhaustive description,

profusely illustrated, of the most wonderful line

of automobiles ever placed on the American

market, consisting of

It and 6 Cylinder Roadsters, Touring

Cars and Enclosed Cars. $1,250- $2,250
 

 

WRITE FOR A COPY K.

OVERLAND AUTOMOBILE CO.

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
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before they leave the factory will take  

the place of the trouble and expense

  

you have been accustomed to put on

  

your tires when they were in service.

  

  

We attribute a large measure of the success of

our tires to our system of inspection—starting with

the testing of the pure Para gum and Sea Island

cotton fabrics—continuing up thru the processes

of compounding, frictioning and building—and

ending only when the finished tire has been

pounded, stretched. turned inside out and put

thru every conceivable test that will develop im

perfections if any are ever to develop.

  

 

  

 

  

You can materially reduce your car mainten

ance bills by letting IE bear the expense of prov

ing the quality of your tires.

  

And they cost no more than other brands.

  

 

' MORGAN & WRIGHT, DETROIT

Branches, Agencies or Dealers Everywhere
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CHAS. E. MILLER,
PHILADELPHIA BOSTON BROOKLYN CLEVELAND

 

THE CELEBRATED

MUST BE SEEN

The Highest Art of

THE BRAMPTON CHAIN
The strongest chain in the world; made of self-hardening steel with

large spun rivets, chamferred side plates (no sharp edges). All parts

of this chain are polished and fit the sprockets (which are properly out

without friction. '

Imitation, What’s the Definition?

All Brampton Chains are stamped with the name Brampton on each

outside link; Beware of the imitation and get the genuine Brampton.

PRICES THE SAME AS OTHER CHAINS

American Size Brampton Roller Chain

at American Chain Prices, to fit all American Cars and Motorcycles.

CAN BE PURCHASED FROM ALL JOBBERS.

We are the Sole American Agents. Catalog on request.

 

,H

i r

  

 

Manufacturer, Jobber

Exporter and Importer
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BRAMPTON CHAIN
Garden Show, Space No. 243

2nd Balcony, North Side

Motor Chain Construction

I. A R c E s A l. E 5
make it possible for us to import the CELEBRATED BRAMPTON

CHAIN from England (paying freight and duty) and sell it at the same

price at which the several other automobile chains are sold to manu

facturers, jobbers, dealers and users. <

Prices Being Equal What Would You Do?

The price being equal, it’s presumable you want the best, and full

value for your money. In such cases, the BRAMPTON fills the bill, and

the prices are the same to manufacturers, jobbers, dealers and consum

ers as any other chain of equal size.

We carry in stock the BRAMPTON CHAINS to fit Foreign Cars—

Mercedes, Panhard, Martini, Fiat, etc., etc.

AND DEALERS OR ANY OI: OUR BRANCHES

Agents Wanted in Unoccupied Territory.

H O M E O I: E I C E

97-99-101 Reade Street, New York City

DETROIT BUFFALO 54th Street and Eighth Ave., NEW YORK CITY
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525—Fixed Hub Type.

 

  

 

TIMKEN
New 0ne-Pieee Pressed Steel Power Axle

(LThe new Timken Axles as shown in the illustrations herewith, is a one piece

pressed steel form, shaped to give better than truss resistance to load, end thrust

and breaking strains, and eliminate the vibration common to cast steel or forged

axles of the built up type.

(LThe entire housing is a load bearing and gear encasing member in a single

unit, clear and smooth, without angles or protruding parts, supports or braces, with

nothing to vibrate, nothing to rattle, nothing to work loose, nothing to catch mud

and easy to clean.

(LThe power unit (diflerential bearings and adjustments for same, pinion shaft

and bearings, drive and pinion gears), is a compact unit that can be removed bodily

from the axle case or housing, without taking down the axles or disturbing brake

equipment, springs, hubs or bearings.

(The axle, complete with difierential gear carrier, brakes and spring seats, is made

in both clutch and fixed type hubs for cars weighing from 1,500 to 3,000 pounds

empty, and 45 horsepower or less. See these new axles at the Timken exhibit at

the Shows, or write direct for illustrated descriptive matter.

 
 

We will exhibit Madison Square Garden, January 16ih-23rd; Chicago, February Bill-1311!

 
 

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING AXLE C0.

Canton, Ohio, U. S. A.

Branches. 10 East 31in Street, New York. 429 Wabaah Avenue, Chicago.
  

 

  

561 A—leed Hub Type—Front View

561 B—Fixed Huh Type—Rear View
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America’s Best Pneumatic Tire

OWNERS DEMAND THEM

Experienced automobile owners insist upon Continental tires as the equipment for their cars.

They know that these tires outwear and cause less trouble than all others. It is wise to take the ad—

vice of those that have thoroughly tried and found out rather than to accept “any old”

tire which may be offered. Continental tires will do away with large tire bills, assure safety and ob

viate trouble and worry.

DEALERS RECOMMEND THEM'

All the best dealers throughout the country recommend Continental tires and carry all styles and

sizes in stock. They know that Continental tires are manufactured of the best material obtainable

that automobilists’ requirements are met with and satisfied customers are thus assured. No long

delays—there and back again without continually stopping for tire changes.

MANUFACTURERS SUPPLY THEM

All the largest manufacturers of automobiles equip their cars with Continental tires whenever re

quested at no extra cost—others use them as reqular equipment. These manufacturers by experi

ence have found out the good qualities of Continental Tires. In offering Continental Tires we have

combined the owners, dealers, and manufacturers’ requirements—the results “America’s Best

Pneumatic Tires.”

CONTINENTAL READY-PLATED TIRES

Continental tires or any other standard clincher tire can be fitted on our demouniable rims and

carried already inflated on spare rims. When trouble is met with, remove the damaged tire and re

place it with an already inflated tire, taking almost no time. We guarantee this equipment to the ex

tent that if not perfectly satisfactory original replaced at no cost to the “purchaser.

Write for our latest booklet entitled "Continental Ready-Fluted Tires” and prices.

Continental Caoutchouc Company

Home Office: 1788-90 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY

BRANCHES:

Detroit, 226 Jefierson Avenue. San Francisco: 422-4 Van Ness Avenue.

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS:

ALBANY, N. Y.—Alban Hardware & Iron Co. HARTFORD, CONN.—The Post & Lester Co., 175 Asylum St.

BOSTON, MASS—The ost & Lester Co., 82] Ho laton St. HUNTINGTON L. l. —Sammis & Downer Co.

The Post & Lester Co., 288-90 evonshire St. LOS ANGELES, CAL.—Seely, Van Zandt & Crackel, 938 So.

The Post & Lester Co., 16 Park Squue. am .

BROOKLYN, N. Y.—Martin-Evans Co. 1186 Bedford Ave. MINNEAPOLIS MINN.»—Plant Rubber Co. 322 First Ave. North.

BUFFALO, N. Y.——Centaur Motor Co., 59 Franklin St. Miw HAVEN CONN—The Post & Lester (50., was en: el St.
CIIICAGO, ILL-HExcelsior Supply Co., 237 Randolph St. NEW ORLEANS. LA--—Rev=re Rubber Co. 700 Baronne t.

CHICAGO, ILL—Western Continental Caoutchouc Co., 1438 Michigan PHILADELPHIA, PA.—Jas. L. Gibue 81 Ere“ 211 North Broad St.

Ave. - SPRINGFIELD MASS—The Post 81 ter Co., 125 Brid e St.

CINCINNATI, O.—Cincinnati Auto Co., 908 Race St. . ST. LOUIS, M .—Neustadt Automobile & Supply Co., 394 Olive St.

CLEVELAND, O.—Chas. E. MillerI 1829 Euclid Ave. TOLEDO, O.——Acme Rubber Co., 925 Jefl'erson ve.

REPRESENTATIVES EVERYWHER YOU CAN MOTOR
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“The Father of Them All”

  

 

  

One Price, $2,000. F. O. B.Rochester.

TOURING CAR, ROADSTER, TOY TONNEAU

A genuinely good car cannot be made and sold for less than $2,000. By this we mean a car like

the Selden, containing nothing but the best of materials, worlnnanship and finish. A car that the

manufacturer can stand behind and guarantee for at least a year against any imperfections in work

manship or material. '

We buy only the best materials, employ only skilled labor and pay particular attention to de

tails and finish, thereby producing a strictly high-grade car at the lowest possible price.

The up-keep and maintenance of a medium-priced car like the Selden is within the reach of any

man of moderate means and the value of the car does not depreciate like that of the lower priced cars.

This is the point to be considered by every purchaser.

The Selden Car is a 4—cylinder 28-30 horsepower (developing 37 horsepower) five passenger

Touring Car or three passenger Roadster, with 114-inch wheel base, 34-inch wheels, shaft drive, se

lective control, pressed steel frame, metal body, fully equipped.

Superb riding, roomy tonneau, luxurious upholstery, smooth running, great hill-climber, flexible

and easily handled, economical in maintenance and up-keep, fine finish, stylish and attractive.

THE COMING CAR OF MODERATE PRICE

Catalog and Agency proposition upon request. Agencies wanted everywhere.

We will exhibit at Madison Square Garden Show.

SELDEN MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY

020. a. sauna", Prea- ROCHESTER, N. Y.Members Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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This Tire Will Give

You The Best Service

There may be other tires on the market that prob

ably look from outside appearance to be as good as the

G 8: J, but if you will get sections of the different

tires and compare the quality of rubber, its toughness,

and the manner in which it is embedded into the

meshes of the fabric you will note there is a difference.

After making this comparison and also noting care

fully the general construction, you Will not wonder

why so many are specifying G 86 J Tires.

6&JInnaCo.
INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

Detroit, 256 efl'ersqn Ave.

Chica , 143 Michigan‘Ave.

New Vork, 10 W. ixtieth St.

San Francisco, 414 Van Nee: Ave.

Omaha, 1607 Home; St.

Atlanta,_3$ N. Pryor St.

St. Louis, 415 N. Fourth St.

Boston, 110 Federal St.
Denver, 1541 Cleveland Place. aOfflllld _326 BumidG A"

Bufialo, 912 Main St. (anus blt§k61607 Grand Ave.

 

Frankfort Ave.Philadelphia, 713 Broad St. Cleveland,

Pittsburg, Baum & Bemy Sta.L08 An eles 1010 S. Main St.

Minneagolis: 21 5. Second St.
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Mr. Dealer:

Don’t sell your customer a

Speedometer WITHOUT AN

ODOMETER. Such an in

strument is being ottered

you. It does not pay to trifle.

The STEWART

SPEEDOMETER

No. 11

has an enclosed Odometer registering

a - ; up to 10,000 miles and repeat. It is
I i ‘- iitted with the highest grade flexible

shatt, and is backed up with an “115.

ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE roe FIVE YEARS

 

 

  

 

 

  

  
  

  

  

 

Stewart 8: Clark Mtg. Co. m

509 Diversey Boulevard, Chicago, 111., U. S. A. Odom. find
r c s t t t in r r1 p repst

and maximum speed

hand, price
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If there is one time more than another

to get down to business it is when you

buy a runabout.

No argument there. You want what you want. You want service; you'want it day in and day out—every

day, cold or hot. You want economy too.

You want a real ru/m/muI—one scientifically designed for the work it has to do. You do not want a cross

between a touring-car and a roadster—something that is half one thing and half another. You want a runabout,

a handy comfortable vehicle.

Franklin Model G runabout is built in three types—for two, three or four passengers. The original Franklin

automobile was a runabout. Model G is the direct descendant—refined, stronger, more powerful, longer lived, and

in design right up to the minute—a runabout all through.

The standard finish is a combination of rich red and black—not glaring, but striking and attractive; and the

colors are durable.

Model G runabout has full elliptic springs of extra length front and back. The chassis frame is wood,

laminated. This construction Overcomes jolting and jarring and makes comfortable riding on all roads. It has

32” wheels, as large as used on many touring-cars. Large wheels give road smoothness; and the greater the

diameter of wheels the longer the tires last.

The wheel base of Model G runabout is 91%”-—the correct length for maximum comfort over rough pave~

merits and bumpy roads. and yet not too long for compactness and “manageability. It is readily turned around in

an ordinary city street without backing. It handles and controls easily under all circumstances. The rear seats

are designed for use, and with the full elliptic spring suspension and non-jarring Franklin construction they are

comfortable to ride in—far more comfortable even than the tonneau of a touring-car with half elliptic springs and

steel chassis frame.

And Model G runabout is light weight. Its light weight begins with its air-cooled motor. All the weight of

water and water-cooling apparatus is dispensed with. There is not anything to leak nor to freeze. You can leave

Model G runabout standing in any weather and find it always ready. You do not have to bother with “anti-freez

ing solutions” or worry about leakage.

Every Franklin motor by means of an auxiliary cylinder exhaust and sheet metal radiating flanges is cooled

by air without the aid of water. Therefore, Model G runabout is not subject to disablement due to leakage, boil

ing or freezing. It gives you service day in and day out, cold or hot. Its light weight does away with the usual

worry about tires.

Altogether Model G is the ideal runabout. Its 18 horsepower air-cooled engine gives it more ability than

many water-cooled machines of much higher horse-power rating. Any Franklin dealer will show you.

Our new 40 page catalogue shows the entire Fianklin line—four-cylinder and six-cylinder runabouts and

touring-cars. Every automobilist ought to have this book. But the edition is limited and we send it only to

those who ask.

Franklin Model G Iunabout

18 horsepower, four-cylinder long stroke air

cnoled motor. Multiple disc clutch, sliding gear

transmission, shaft dn've, Bosch high tension mag

neto.

With single or double rear seat $1800. As a

two-passenger vehicle with hamper $1750. Top

extra.

 

 

  

V

i'

“Tea?

  

  

  

H H FRANKLIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Syracuse N Y
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Theflflme flf “Swedoh” Spring Steel Rims

Its size is eloquent testimony to the merits of its product.
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and Billet Mills ; -' e .;.£‘ flow as _i

“TRUE AS (‘Swedoh’) STEEL”

has an added significance when applied to rims meaning A TRUE CIRCLE OF STEEL THAT STAYS TRUE. See that they

are on all your automobiles.

‘ r u:- 5 ~ . I H w

t > I V k __ , . , A g . J, v .

1. . V . - d V ._ - a.

  

Opeii Hearth Furnaces  

CLINCHER RIM MEASUREMENTS.

 
Rims for Wood Wheels ~ ~j~  

 

  

  

  

   

 

  

 

   

 

 
 

Rim Inside Diam- Diameter of Rims at

3|ze_ sec- etcr of Rims Tire.Seat for Both

“om for Wood Wood and Wire

Wheela. Wheels.

' 261254 in. B. 20.834 in. 21 In.

‘2812% “ interchangeable “ 2l.884 “ '22 “ Interchangeable
0| II (I l0 (I I.

3212 “ " 26.834 “ 27 “

34x2 “ “ 28.834 “ 20 “ '

36:2 “ “ 30.834 " 81 “ '

' '3‘: “4 t h bl “ ii'ggi :1 egg “ lnt h n
x' “ n ere angeu e “ . . “ ore union 0

'076 II I. ll ll H .0

32:3 “ " 25.836 “ 28 “

C '1 " 22,-iii '1 '1 '. x I “ . e ‘

J25

261256 “ C. 20% In. 21 “

'28:2% “ Interchangeable “ 2l-'% “ '22 “ lntorchnngooblo
O3ox2|r§ u u ' u 23% u u u

I. ll I. I. \

3‘ix2% " “ 28% “ 20 “
u ‘4 u “_

28x3 0 “ u n

'2833 “ Interchangeable “ 2l% “ '22 “ hunch-...".
gaoxa u u u u ..2‘ u Is

32:8 “ “ 25% “ 20 “

34:3 " " 27% “ 28 “
3813 u . ll u u .

28:8“ “ D- 20 ll-itiin. 21 “ ‘

30x3% “ " 22 "-16 “ 23 “

32x3 “ “ 24 "-10 “ 25 “

34:3 “ “ 2811-10 “ 27 “ _

86x8% “ “ 2811-10 “ 20 “

28x4 “ E- is "-10 “ 20 "

30:4 “ " 2! "-16 “ 22 .“ t

3214 “ “ 23 "-16 “ 24 "

34x4 " “ 2511-") “ 26 "

86x4 “ “ 27 11-10 “ 28 “

28:06 “ 1"- 1821-32 “ 19 “

301K416 " “ 20 21-32 “ 2i “

321494, “ “ 22 2‘-32 “ 23 “

3414119 “ “ 24 21-32 “ 25 " .

361mg “ “ 28 21-32 “ 27 “

28xI20m-m & 5 in. 1721-92 “ 18 “ .

30xl20 “ & 6 “ . 19 2'???- “ 20 “ '
321120 " a s ‘, 2' {ti-Rt “ 22 “

34020 “ a 5 “ I, 2* 2h" “ 24 “

33;]20 " a 5 " “ 2's 2v-” “ 26 “

401120 “ a 5 “ 29 21-32 “ 80 “

Circumfer

encesatt'l‘ire

on

W Ill/l,

4 I 750m-mx Slim-m 1). 595-18I], 5 800 “ x 85 “ " :61-32 “

ll, .I7 760 u x 90 " " 40 8-16

11,, / 8I0 " x 90 " " 76 {n
///////////////////////////l 833 n x 33 u ; 33-3; in.

\ 9 u x u c u

' - u ‘g C. I ‘0

We also manufacture a complete line of COPPERIZED AUTO- ‘0'0 x g 3" “

MOBILE OILERS—the kind that last. 1%?) 1" 2:23 1" :2“ u

020 “ xl20 “ l “ 82%_“

AMERICAN TUBE & STAMPING co " “2° “ " °"°"° '"'I

. ' Note that the 28x2% and 30x2'1- tires are made interchangeable
l' oflioe' Bmad'a’ BRIDGEPORT’ CONN with the 28x3 and 30:3 tires. rn Millimetres.
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SPRINGFIELD

METAL BODY CO.

  
 

 
 

 

 

  

 

 
 

  

LEADING BUILDERS OF FINE

Aluminum 2&1 Steel Bodies

R U N A B O U 'I'

LANDAULETTE

T O U R I N G

LIMOUSINE
 

 

'Springfield, Massachusetts
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THRUST BEARINGS

  

  

 

 
  

MADE IN GERMANY
 

Originators 0t

92% 0| Balls

 
 

Carrying capacity greater

than any other ball bear

ings extant. Ma do of

the finest steel and

fully guaranteed.

 
 

 

  

“Ant-H 0' nuts“;

nu- monuu li-L CDUIUIDCAMI '0 n1! mun- 
 

[Franz M ten Moron; Morafio.

woman “as

in the Raceway

SCHAFER‘ BEARINGS

  

 

    

  

  

  

MAGNETO BEARINGS

 

 

BARTHEL & DALY, Sole importers

42 Broadway, New York City

Manufacturers to whom we
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THE SIEMENS & HALSKF. ELEC. MFG. CO., of Berlin, Germany,

(The Largest Electrical Manufacturers in the World).

 
 

 

 

  

Write for Calalogue and Price List
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exercise of greatest care in the manufacture of component parts;

OOD design; a careful selection of scientifically tested materials; the

painstaking skill in their assembly, and a system of final inspection so

comprehensive and complete that anything under IOO per cent. perfect

cannot get through—that's Stearns production.

1]] Our new I530 is for those who would have a strictly high quality car at price and

of power somewhat under the 30-60 horsepower model.

q Cataloguecl at 15-30 it develops close to 40 horsepower and, while of comparative

light weight, is so staunch and sturdy that it will “ stand up," as a good car should,

even under unusual conditions of service.

(I And, like our 30-60 (which is accepted as the standard of excellence in America),

this new l5—30 model represents extreme high quality in every line and fiber.

‘1] It is shalt drive, and designed to accommodate town and touring bodies.

(1| In our 30-60 horsepower model purchasers are given side chain or shaft drive option.

1] Demonstration by appointment.

THE F. B. STEARNS CO., Cleveland, Ohio

\
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rush Runabout

 

Model B

$500 r: $550

Delivery Wagon

8600

 

 

SEE US A T THE CIIICAGO

5110 H’, Fb'b’li’UA R Y 6111—!31/!

  

In a certain Michigan town of 1200 inhabitants a live business man took the Brush Runabout

agency last August. So far we have shipped him 12 cars and have (at this writing) his order for

another carload of 6. .

A Western dealer contracted 100 cars for his town for the balance of this Fall and all of next

season. Up to December 15 we had shipped him four carloads 0f 10 each, or 40 cars, with more on

order. -

Another dealer has taken 60 cars since September.

A small car is a much harder engineering and manufacturing problem than a big car. We

have been through the mill. Since the start there have been four years of .effort put on the Brush

Runabout—one year of experiments, one of designing and testing, one of manufacturing organiza

tion and public tryout and one of general use.

It is no dream or hope. We need no dogs to try it on.

The car is right because people who drive it find it so. The price is not going up nor the quality

down, because we KN()\V our costs, basing that knowledge on actual past experience in quantity

production of THIS CAR. We CAN AFFORD to make every piece in it good. The car sells. Note

we don’t say “will sell.” IT IS SELLING. The. profit STICKS TO THE DEALER because he

doesn’t have to s )end it all in free re. airs.
I

‘Do YOU want territory on it“? Some of the most prmninent dealers are selling it. It is the

BUSINESS MAN we wish to tie up to.

BRUSH RUNABOUT CO., Detroit, Mich.

Members A. M. C. M. A.
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-Don’t Guess

Which Tire Is Best—

Here Is, Proof

in New York City there are 1,000 Taxicabs.

On the tires, more than on any other one thing, depends the

  

(7711 (ff/ll .H'X

Maxim-II

[Hath/r

THE FAMILY NECESSITY CAR.

Model HD. 2-cyl., 20 II.P., five-passenger touring car. Complete, with

magneto, top, gas lamps and generator. Price $1,450.

It has been Our Ideal

to make the

" ax tell"
the best moderate-priced car. To this we have been faith

ful by refusing to compete in price with every experiment.

Our aim has been to build the best, then set the cost

—not to skimp and cut for the mere sake of price sensa

tionalism. Quality has been our first consideration—to

make the Maxwell the “Aristocrat of Moderate-Priced

Cars"—our ambition.

12,000 satisfied Maxwell owners is the proof of our

success—each enthusiastic and ready to “stand sponsor”

for the Maxwell claims.

WHAT ARE THESE MAXWELL CLAIMS?

that though moderate in price, Maxwell

cars are made under the same rlqld ln

spection, of as high-grade material and

workmanahtp. and are an durable as

, should he the best high-priced cars.

We have never manufactured cheap cars—on the other

hand, we have never gone to the other extreme to make

the enjoyment of automobiling a luxury of prohibited

expense.

As a result. Maxwell cars will endure beyond the at

tempts of the makers of cheap automobiles to “paper

claim” themselves into our class.

Send for our 1909 catalog now.

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co. mats
Main ()fl‘icc and Factory,

PAWTUCKET. R. I. NEW CASTLE, IND.

One of flu- :1':

Maxwell

Modal:

 

 

profit of the Taxicab business.

 

 

You may be sure that the owners of the 1,000 Taxicabs did

not GUESS.

They TRIED all the tires that were offered, and checked

them up with the TAXIMETER—which told them the mileage

unerringly, indisputably.

There was no personal preference. No friendship. No

prejudice. It was a cold-blooded BUSINESS test.

And the result: 800 out of the 1,000 Taxicabs in New York,

operated by several competing owners, have contracted for

Goodyear Tires to be used EXCLUSIVELY.

  

To understand why the Goodyear

Tire stood head and shoulders above

its competitors in this Taxicab test.

you must understand. first. the differ

ence between a moulded tire and a

wrapped lrmd tire.

The moulded tire is built up, layer

by layer. on an iron core. Over it is

clamped an iron mould. When the

heat of the curing process is applied,

that rubber expands—and in expand

ing. forces a perfect union between

the various layers of rubber and of

fabric.

Wéth the moulded tire, so far so

goo .

But in building up that tire on its

iron core. a skilled workman lays

fabric on fabric. rubber on rubber.

Yet. skilled as he may be. he cannot

wholly avoid wrinkles. irregularities.

unevenness.which.under the pressure

of curing. multiply themselves into

hi'n'dm weaknesses and detects.

Some tires. instead of being cured

on an iron core. are cured on an air

bag. which is really an extra strong

inner tube.

When the air bag has been inserted

in the built-up tire. strong tape is

wound around it. and then it is

cured in live steam.

The advantage of the wrapped

tread process is that the air bag. full

of compressed air. smoothes out

these wrinkles and irregularities and

prevents those hidden weaknesses

and defects.

The advantage Ur ...e trapped

tread process is. for this reason.

immeasurable.

But the tire made by this process

does not get the trrnfir squtrz! that

the moulded tire gets when the heat

expands it between core and mould—

the squeeze that forces the‘rubber

into the fabric. making a perfect

union between fabric and rubber.

in losing that squeeze. it loses dur

ability. strength, unity—which more

than ofl'sets the fact that the wrapped

tread tire can have no hidden wrinkles

or unevenness.

Obviously. the tire you ought to

have is the one which is built up on

an iron core. reward the same as a

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Arthur St., Akron, 0.
 

Auto Tire."

1Vam2

THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO., Arthur St.. Akron, 0.

THE STANDARD 4-CYLINDER CAR OF MODERATE PRICE.

Model DA. 4-eylinder, 30 HJ’. quipped with magneto, gas lamps and

generator. nee, $1,750.

moulded tire—and Ifm'rhtn' on an air

bagto smooth out the irregularities.

There is just one tire made in this

way—only one. it is the Goodyear

Quick Detachable.

This one point of superiority is

reason enough why the Goodyear

Quick Detachable should have won

the Taxicab test.

But there are other reasons—other

superiorities.

The Goodyear Quick Detachable

is. for example. an ovzmr'zz tire.

The Goodyear tire is made larger

than the specifications call for. It is

simply 15; larger than any other tire

marked the same size.

Among the countless other IGood~

yearsuperiorities is the patent rubber~

rivet breaker-strip. which makes it

impossible for the trend to split or

peel from the carcass of the tire.

Goodyear superiorities extend from

the raw materials to the workman

ship—from scores of exclusive Good

yearprocessestotheGoodyear piano

wire tape which would hold the tire

on the rim. even if both the detach

able flanges were off.

When you think of tires. think of

that Taxicab test.

Those 8 >0 Taxicabs in New York

are doing 60.000.0th tire miles a year!

More than 1,000.00.) tire miles a

week!

And what is true of the Taxicabs of

New York is equally true of practi

cally every large Eastern city where

Taxicabs are used.

Eight out of every ten of them are

using Goodyear tires exclus vely.

Think of that. you who have bought

tires because you have heard of their

use on some tour or some race!

Think of that. you who blindly

groped at the tire problem-—you who

have bought tires wholly by hearsay!

Don't you see. now. that tire~bnying

has been reduced to a hut/nus basis?

isn’t the tire that the Taxicab took

-isn‘t I/m! the tire for you?

A hundred times more about tires

than can be explained here. can be

found in our book. "How to Select an

Auto Tire."

Send for it now. It is free.

I want to know more about tires. Bond on )our free book, “How it! Select. an
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Long Lite is what every motorist wants in his car

 
 

 

If it is a

ORBIN »
imported ball bearings, used wherever practical, assure him of,

this result. Ask owners of Corbin Cars how they stand up in

every day use or write for our testimonial booklet.

  

 

  

 

  

THE CORBIN M0'I'0R VEHICLE CORPORA'I'ION, New Britain, Conn.
Members Aseociation Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

Will exhibit at Madison Square Garden Show. January 16-23, 1909.

  

 

  

 

 

F848
Annular Ball Bestrings

THE NEW IDEA in ball bearings is to distribute the load among as many balls as possible without

reducing the size of the balls—in other words, to fill the races with balls.

Heretofore it has been impossible to realize this ideal in practice because no way was known of introduc

ing more than half a raceful of balls without impairing the continuity of the races. Even were the races

filled, commercial limitations of accuracy made it uncertain that all the

balls would be loaded alike.

The first problem—that of filling the races—has been solved in the

new type

if“ t? S militia

with die-cast separator. The balls are sprung in through shallow diag

onal side slots: once in, they never again touch the slots.

The second problem—that of accuracy—has been solved by F. &

8. methods of finishing and sizing the balls. The error in an F. 8: S. ball

bearing is guaranteed not to exceed 1-10000 inch.

J. S.BHETZ COMPANY
Sole Importers, Times Bldg New York
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THE GARDEN SHOW liliinfii.‘l‘ZQZlTiSi$111.33;

TIRES

Their advance into third place in equipment at both auto shows again emphasizes the

oft-noted preference away from the ordinary popular-priced tires in favor of the best pos

sible tire service.

MORE FIRESTONE NON-SKIDS were shown on American-made cars than any other

two non-skids combined.

In the commercial vehicle section Firestone Side-Wire tires, as

usual, outnumbered nearest competition more than six to one.

FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY, Akron, Ohio

IT WILL PAY YOU TO lNVESTICATE

1569
THE LINE IS BETTER AND MORE COMPLETE THAN EVER

Model 9-35, 4-cyl., 4% x 434, 5-passenger Touring Car . . . . . $2,750

Model 9-40, 4-cyl., 5 x 5, 5-passenger Touring Car . . . . . $3,700

Model 9-50, 6-cyl., 4% x 4%, 7-passenger Touring Car . . . . . $4,200

Model 9-60, 6-cyl., 5 x 5, 7-passenger Touring Car . . . . . $5,000

Each National has the well-known National Ball-bearing Motor with new crank

case oiler, two ignition systems (Bosch Magneto and Storage Battery) and all

other tried and proven features of high grade modern motor car construction.

Any of the above models can be furnished with Baby Tonneau body or asa Roadster.

Write for distributors terms and full particulars.

NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE CO., '°°"”""°""'s°°°""“
INDIANAPOLIS, IND
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_ _ l _ Model Forty-Four, 34 H. P., $22 50.

‘ lvh ~ ' p " Spare Wheel, with inflated tire, brackets and tools 874. 1 > _
nu .1 .ll' ‘ I . Magneto glso' ’ " i v M m. 'm , ,.,.\

THE SAFETY SPARK RETARDER

There is absolutely no danger in crank

ing a Rambler when properly adjusted. The

starting crank then cannot engage until the

spark has been automatically retarded.

Every one who has had the unpleasant experience

of a premature spark in starting an automobile will

appreciate the Rambler safety starting device. This

- Y b 1 th ,h aprevents an explosion ahead of center, even though the WE: Z“:;°,L‘fo;,1tfn§fi°fm§ imam

Q
the apark-retarder lever has moved from

the position of the dotted line to the posi

tion lhown, thus retarding the spark.

A V”
The Car with the Offset Cranli Shaft

operator forgets to retard the spark.

a

Seven passenger model, forty-five horse power with ofi'set crank shaft, $2500. Other

models, $1150 to $2500. Write for catalog describing in detail Rambler oll'set

crank shaft, Spare Wheel, straight line drive and other exclusive

features of the new Rambler models.

THE CAR OF STEADY SERVICE.

Thomas B. jeffery &- Company, Main. Office and Factory, Kenosha, wis.

Bram/m" and Dzlrln'buting Agenda:

Chicago, Milwaukee, Boston, New York, San Francisco. Representatives in all leading cities.

'1 V r .

salad-1''8“ ‘ ‘:~’
’
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APPERSON BUYS POPE-T011100

Virginia Capitalist Acquires the Plant and

Business—May Transplant the Enter

prise to the South.

 

After an apparent breaking off of negotia- '

tions, Richard D. Apperson, of Lynchburg,

Va., together with a group of associates,

has purchased the Pope Motor Car plant at

Toledo, 0., and will head a company to be

known as the Apperson-Toledo Motor Co.

The business, patents, trade names and

good will are included in the purchase,

which was made from the Toledo Motor

Co., that recently took over the property

from the Pope Motor Car C0.'s receivers.

The new company, of which Aoperson will

he the president, proposes to manufacture

“licensed” cars of the same type as the

latest Pope-Toledo models, but they will be

marketed as “The Toledo", with very full

equipment a feature.

Despite his name, Apperson is not re

lated to anyone at present engaged in the

automobile industry, and is not to be con

fused with the well known automobile man

ufacturers of Kokomo, lnd. His chief busi

ness interests are in electric, gas, water

power and traction companies in the South

and elsewhere, in which he is both a heavy

stockholder and a director.

It is indicated that not only Apperson's

own city of Lynchburg, but Richmond, Bal

timore and other localities have made gener

ous offers of stock subscriptions, free

plants and pOWer for the enterprise. He in

timates, however. that Toledo is to be

offered stock in the new company, and that

if the response is as great as is hoped for,

the cars will be made at the Toledo plant,

with that city as the concern's headquarters.

Jewel Reorganizes and Expands.

With an increase in the capitalization to

$250,000 the Forest City Motor Car Co., of

Massillon, 0., has been reorganized as the

jeWel Motor Car Co., to continue the man

ufacture of Jewel cars. The change also

involves the absorption of the Keaton Tax

icab Co., of Detroit, Mich, whose product,

the Keaton taximeter cab, the Jewel com

pany will hereafter make. F. M. Keaton, of

the Detroit concern, will act as a designer

for the new company, of which H. A. Crox

ton will be president and treasurer, while

0. P. Bernhart will retain his position as

secretary and general manager. The Jewel

line for the coming season will include, be

side the cab, a 7 passenger touring car, a

limousine, a roadster and a baby tonneau,

together with a limited production of the

early type Jewel 2~cycle cars.

Through with the Old Pierce Company.

Great surprise and considerable specula

tion were created on Wednesday of this

week by the mysterious announcement that

Colonel Charles Clifton and other of its

officers were “through with the George N.

Pierce Co." The announcement proved to

be true, but only in the sense that the fam~

ous, Buffalo concern has changed its name,

and will hereafter be known as the Pierce

Arrow Motor Car C0. Accompanying the

change in name. a considerable increase in

the capitalization has been made, commen

surate with the enormous business which

has grown to be the company’s portion. No

change, however, takes placs in the list of

officers or in the working organization.

Plymouth Concern in Hands of Fate.

ll. lsl. Fate, of Plymouth, 0., has bought

at auction from the trustee in bankruptcy

the property of the defunct Commercial

Motor Truck Co. lle intends to reorgan

ize the business and to continue the manu

facture of commercial vehicles. Creditors

of the bankrupt concern are given the hope

of from 25 to 30 per cent. on their claims.

Palmer Succeeds Birdsall.

E. T. Birdsall having resigned as designer

for the Selden Motor Vehicle Co., of Roch

ester, N. Y., his successor has been ap

pointed in V. M. Palmer. The latter was

at one time connected with the Ilagcrstown

plant of the Pope Mfg. Co.

BANQUET AFTER M. A. M. ELECTION

Opposition Ticket and Warm Discussion

Add Interest to Meeting—Notable

Guests at Dinner.

 

Promise of an animated session of the

Motor and Accessory Manufacturers, Inc.,

at their annual meeting yesterday in Del

monico’s, New York, was only partly ma

It had been stated that there

would be opposition to the reselection of one

terialized.

or more of the four directors whose terms

expired and that one of the tire manufac

turers who was a party to the now famous

Cleveland conference proposed to lay‘ bare

the true inwardness of matters connected

therewith.

When nominations were called for, oppo

sition candidates were presented, but the

administration steam roller was in good

working condition and flattened the “insur

gents” in short order. The four directors

whose terms expired were re-elected by sub

stantial majorities. They are E. S. Fretz,

H. T. Dunn, L. M. \Nainwright and F. E.

Castle. With the hold~over directors, they

will select the ofi‘icers of the organization.

Horace De Lisser, president of the Ajax

Grieb Rubber Co., created the most warmth

that was generated at the meeting. It was

he who brought up the results of the Cleve

land conference. He charged that the chair

man of that meeting had in effect generally

acted unfairly, had misrepresented the re

sults of the conference and placed in a

false light those who opposed his views, and

without authority had made use of the min

ulcs of the Cleveland meeting in a manner

designed to promote the interests of his

own company and to injure those who did

not vote with him. He therefore proposed

that the M. A. M. pass a vote of reprimand

on the chairman in question. The latter

was present and made a vigorous response,

in the course of which he denounced what

he termed the “scurrilous attack" on him.

He said it justified him in demanding the
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resignation of the Ajax-Grieb company, but

that he would not make such a demand but

would request a vote of censure.

After all had been said, the lever of the

steam roller was pulled and the whole mat

ter was disposed of by a ruling of the pres—

ident that it was out of order.

The reading of the reports of the officers

occupied most of the time. The most in

teresting of these was the report of the

treasurer. It showed a balance on hand of

$27,000.

The banquet of the Motor and Accessory

Manufacturers followed the business meet

ing and also occurred last evening at Del

monico's. It was largely attended. These

at the guests’ table included N. J. Bachel

der, Master of the National Grange;

Charles Clifton, president A. L. A. M.; Benj.

Briscoe, president A. M. C. M. A.; W. H.

Hotchkiss, president A. A. A.; H. S. White,

president M. A. M.; H. Raymond, first vice

president M. A. M., and A. G. Batchelder,

representing the trade press, all of whom

spoke. Job E. Hedges acted as toastmaster,

and had all the fun that usually goes with

that office.

N. A. A. M. Holds Annual Election.

At the annual meeting of the National As

sociation of Automobile Manufacturers,

held in New York on Wednesday, the 20th

inst., the election of officers was the chief

feature of the program. The result of the

election was as follows: President, S. D.

Waldon, Packard; first vice-president, Will

iam E. Metzger, E-M-F.; second vice-pres

ident, L. H. Kittridge, Peerless; third vice

president, C. C. Hildebrand, Stevens-Dur

yea; secretary, Benjamin Briscoe, Maxwell

Briscoe; and treasurer, William' R. Innis,

Studebaker. The retiring president, Thomas

Henderson, of the Winton Motor Carriage

Co., was again chosen for a place on the

executive committee. The effect of the elec

tion was to move all the officers, except

Henderson. up one peg.

The board of directors is the same as be

fore, by the re-election of the retiring mem

bers, and consists of S. T. Davis, Jr., Loco

mobile; Charles Clifton, Pierce-Arrow;

Thomas Henderson, Winton; William E.

Metzger, E-M-F.; S. D. Waldon, Packard;

H. O. Smith, Premier; Benjamin Briscoe.

Maxwell-Briscoe; L. H. Kittridge, Peerless;

William Mitchell Lewis, Mitchell; C. G.

Stoddard, Stoddard-Dayton; A. L. Pope,

Pope; R. D. Chapin, Chalmers-Detroit; Win~

sor T. White, White; William R. Innis,

Studebaker; and C. C. Hildebrand, Stevens

Duryea. The last five were those whose

terms had expired. A balance of about

$40.000 was reported in the treasury.

Knight to Serve One Year.

Pleading guilty to receiving stolen auto

mobile tires. Charles H. Knight, the well-to

do president of the Chicago Rubber Tire

Co., was sentenced in Chicago, last week, to

one year's imprisonment. Two of his

youthful thieves were let of lightly.

The Week's Incorporations.

Detroit, Mich—Great-Iswell Auto Co., un

der Michigan laws, with $10,500 capital.

Elyria, O.—Elyria Garage Co., The, un

der Ohio laws, with $15,000 capital. Cor

porators—Willard Beal, et al.

Camden, N. J.—Woodland Garage, under

New Jersey laws, with $50,000 capital. Cor

porators—Charles C. Henderson, Jr., How

ard H. Lukens, Garfield Pancoast.

Kansas City, Mo.—Taxicab and Automo

bile Co. of Kansas City. under Missouri

laws, with $10,000 capital. Corporators—

Charles H. Brown, H. M. Hoorheimer, E

F. Weil.

Boston, Mass—Jackson Automobile Co.,

of Boston, under Massachusetts laws, with

$5,000 capital; general automobile business.

Corporators—H. S. Merry, president and

treasurer, et al.

New York City, N. Y.—Siemen’s Magneto

Co., under New York laws, with $50,000

capital; to manufacture electrical machin

ery, etc. Corporators—F. Nebel, J. Butner,

S. S. Meyers, New York City, N. Y.

Jersey City, N. J.—Maxwell-Briscoe Sy'

racuse Co., under New Jersey laws, with

$2,000 capital; to manufacture automobiles

and other vehicles. Corporators—S. A. An

derson, John R. Turner, H. O. Coughlan.

Newark, N. J.—-Adolf Karl Co., The, un

der New Jersey laws, with $50,000 capital;

to manufacture a patented tire powder

named “Permanit.” Corporators—A. Karl,

C. J. Schultz, Newark, N. J.; F. Ardrey,

South Orange, N. J.

Hoboken, N. J.——Munsing Motor Car Co.,

under New Jersey laws, with $1,000.000 cap

ital; to manufacture automobiles, motor and

other cars, engines, trucks, etc. Corpor

ators—W. H. Buresmith, J. P. Franklin, C.

H. Bellows, Jr., New York City, N. Y.

New York City, N. Y.—Benz Auto Import

Co., under New York laws, with $30,000

capital; importing and dealing in automo

biles and accessories, etc. Corporators—D.

\Veingarten, O. Weingarten, New York

City, N. Y.; L. Weingarter, Newark, N. J.

Perth Amboy, N. J.——Motor Appliance Co.

of America, under New Jersey laws, with

$25,000 capital; to manufacture machinery,

mechanical devices and engineering appli

ances, etc. Corporators—J. P. Hall, New

York City, N. Y.; A. S. De Veau, Brooklyn,

N. Y.; C. C. Sibley, Perth Amboy, N. J.

In the Retail World.

Sam and Walter Ziegler have embarked

in the garage business at Junction City,

Kan. With the Muenzenmayer Hardware

Company they will jointly handle the

agency of the Cadillac line.

Having remodelled the building at 917

Hennepin avenue, Minneapolis, Minn, the

Mich Automobile Company has removed its

headquarters to that place. The move was

made on the first of the year.

One of the 1909 improvements in the city

of Macon, Ga., was the converting of the

old telegraph office on Second street into a

garage. G. W. Ellis recently moved in and

when the cement floor is completed he will

be ready for business.

The Kearney Automobile Company, of

Kearney, Neb., has been sold to Lon

Franks and Frank Mott of that city. The

latter is a local automobile man and Franks

was formerly manager of the Kearney gas

works. Dan Atchison, the old proprietor of

the concern, is retiring from active busi

ness.

With the reorganization of the Banker

Bros.’ Company in Pittsburg, R. P. Mc

Curdy, former sales manager of the com

pany, has been elected vice-president and

general manager, succeeding Arthur Banker

who retired a short time ago. The other of

ficers of the company are: President, C. M.

Miller, and secretary and treasurer, I. G.

Davis.

Boston’s Big Automobile Fire.

What safely may be described as the big

gest fire which at any time has visited an

automobile center occurred in Boston just

before dawn on Sunday, 17th inst. With

in half an hour after the first flames shot

up from the rear of the big garage building

near Park square, about 400 automobiles,

valued between $700,000 and $900,000 were

reduced to shapeless masses of junk. The

heaviest losses so far as can be ascertained

are as follows: Park Square Auto Station.

150 cars, valued at $350,000; Concord Motor

Co., 54 cars, valued at $150,000; Thomas B.

Jefl'ery 8: Co., 44 cars, valued at $125,000;

Boston Auto Exchange, 30 cars, valued at

$100,000; Mills Transportation Co., 8 cars,

valued at $25,000. A number of sightseeing

cars and commercial vehicles, owned by

various companies and individuals were

among the vehicles destroyed, as well as

many cars owned by private individuals.

The building first attacked by the fire and

in which about a dozen firms were located.

was a brick structure, about 600 feet long.

70 feet wide, and one story high, with a

slanting roof. There was an entrance to

it from Columbus avenue near the old Prov

idence railroad station, and it ran parallel

with the old trainshed to Berkeley street.

Rival Shows in Rochester.

Rochester, N. Y., is to have two rival“

automobile shows. The Automobile and

Motor Trades Association of Rochester has

been formed to hold an exhibition in Con

vention hall one week earlier that that given

by the Automobile Dealers Association of

Rochester, the older organization. Sidney

B. Robey and John A. Breyfogle are treas

urer and secretacy, respectively.

Comes Across from Coventry.

A. S. Hill, manager of the Coventry Chain

Co., Coventry, England, has arrived for a

brief American stay. He was a visitor at

the Garden show early in the week.
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COMMERCIAI. ACETYLENE WINS SUIT

Court Decides Avery Portable Lighting

Co.’s System Infringes—Claude and

Hess Patent Held Valid.

Suit against the Avery Portable Light

ing Co., of Milwaukee, Wis., for alleged in

fringement of its patents, which was brought

by the Commercial Acetylene Co., of New

York, in the United States-Circuit Court for

the Eastern District of Wisconsin, was de

cided in favor of the New York concern in

a verdict filed by the court at Milwaukee

on the 13th inst. The action was based on
an alleged infringement of claims 1, Ziand

6 of what is known as the Claude and Hess

Patent No. 664,383, which was issued to

Claude and Hess, December 25, 1900.

The patent in question covers the stor

age of compressed acetylene dissolved in

acetone in a tank provided with a suitable

valve, and applies to the system in constant

use by the owners of the patent for light

ing automobile headlights and applied to

the Prest-O-Lite tanks which are made and

sold under license from the Commercial

Acetylene CO. By the court's decision it

was held that the three claims in issue were

valid and that they had been infringed.

Parker and Hartford Rubber Compromise.

Lewis D. Parker, former president of the

Hartford Rubber Works Co., of Hartford,

Conn., effected a compromise with that

company, last Friday, in his $150,000 dam

age suit against it. Parker had a five years’

contract as manager, a place which carried

with it the office of president. After his re

tirement about four years ago, he sued on

the ground of breach of contract, as the

contract at that time still had three and a

half years to run. The exact terms of the

settlement have not been given out, but it

is understood that Parker has received

about half the- amount he would have re

ceived in salary for the unexpired period of

the contract.

 

Hart Fails to Acquire the Corbin.

Negotiations for the sale of the Corbin

Motor Vehicle Corporation, New Britain,

Conn., to its former president, Howard S.

Hart, have‘ been declared off, the special

committee of the American Hardware Cor

poration having decided that the latter com

pany had_bcst retain its ownership of the

Corbin automobile business. The commit

tee, consisting of Charles Glover, C. H. Par

sons and C. H. Baldwin, is of the opinion

that under the direction of President Glover

the Corbin company will meet with great

success, and an aggressive manufacturing

and selling policy will be maintained.

 

Reeves and Chalfant on A. A. A. Board.

Two more tradesmen were placed on the

board of directors of the American Automo

bile Association at the meeting on Wednes

day, the 20th inst., Al Reeves, general man

ager of the American Motor Car Manufac

turers’ Association, and Edward P. Chal~

fant,4general manager of the Association of

Licensed Automobile Manufacturers, being

chosen. This makes seven trade members

on the board and gives the manufacturing

side of the industry large representation.

Remy, Closed by Fire, Quickly Resumes.

Fire completely destroyed the magnet

making department and the power plant of

the Remy Electric Co., Anderson, Ind., on

the 13th inst., the whole factory having to

shut down as a consequence. The neces

sity for prompt resumption of work, how

ever, lead to very quick rebuilding, and by

the second day after the conflagration new

buildings were complete and under roof.

The entire establishment is again running

as usual and the delivery of its product has

not been delayed.
r,“

National in New‘Hands in New York.

To distribute National cars in New York

City and vicinity, the National Motor Ve

hicle Co., of Indianapolis, Ind., has ap

pointed the Poertner Motor Car Co., 1876

Broadway, as its Metropolitan representa

tive. The National line has for some time

past been handled by the Homan & Schulz

Co. The new management provides for the

carrying of all National models in stock,

as well as a complete stock of National

parts.

White Again Declares Allegiance to Steam.

Rumors that the White Company, of

Cleveland, 0., is to abandon steam for gas

olene propulsion in its product reached such

strength during the early part of the week,

that the company again found it necessary

to make its annual showtime denial. Wind

sor T. White, the president, therefore makes

the unequivocal statement that the White

output willbe more aggressively "steam"

than ever before.

Wetzel Convalescent, Visits the Show.

Thomas J. Wetzel, who has for some time

been convalescing from typhoid fever, was

a visitor at the Garden show during the

week. His many friends in the trade were

gratified to find him almost completely re

covered from his illness.

Pope Entertains Pope-Hartford Agents.

A dinner to Pope-Hartford agents visit

ing the Garden show was given by Presi

dent A. L. Pope, of the Pope Mfg. Co.,

Hartford, Conn., on Monday, the 18th inst.

The affair was held at the Engineers' club,

New York.

Drake . Joins the Continental Stafl'.

R. R. Drake, formerly of the Diamond

Rubber Co., has joined the forces of the

Continental Caoutchouc Co. He will as

sume charge of the adjustments and will

have his headquarters in New York City.

HOLDS APPERSth CLAIM IN DOUBT

Patent on Dual Ignition System Questioned

by a Manufacturer—Patentee Says

the Courts will Decide.

Following the issuance to Elmer Apper

son of his recent patent on the use of dual

ignition in automobile engines, manufactur

ers of motor cars employing spark

plugs for each cylinder have been advised

as to the patent situation in this respect and

have been invited to enter suitable arrange

ments for license; but the invitation has in

two

some quarters precipitated considerable heat

and an open contention that the patent is

not valid, because of alleged anticipation of

its claims.

Among the first of such skirmishes, J. B.

Bartholomew, president of the Bartholo

mew Co., Peoria, 111., has replied to over

tures for a license arrangement by denying

the validity of the Apperson patent and tak

ing the position that the Canda patent of

earlier date, which Apperson purchased pre

liminary to taking out his own, does not

cover the use of separate battery and mag

neto systems with independent plugs. Bar

tholomew declares that while the Apperson

patent was filed in July, 1906, cars were

made at the Bartholomew factory three

years before, containing two spark plugs

for each cylinder and other elements men

tioned in the patent. As to the Canda pat

ent, filed August 26, 1897 and issued Ian

uary 17, 1899, he maintains that its claims

do not relate to the modern system of two

complete and independent ignition sys

tems.

When asked by the Motor World con

cerning Bartholomew’s attitude, Apperson,

the veteran Kokomo automobile manufac

turer, smiled pleasantly and indicated that

a prompt and universal acknowledgement

of his patent rights could hardly be expect

ed at once, but that where mild measures

were unavailing the courts could ultimately

decide the conflict. In fact, he suggested,

he preferred to do whatever arguing was

necessary in the courts rather than else

where.

“Before I could get my own patent," he

said. “I had to buy the Canda patent. This

may show how strong I believe it to be.

Nor did I make .the purchase without a

pretty thorough knowledge of what I was

doing. If I am mistaken as to its broad

ness and strength, I shall learn it from the

courts and not elsewhere."

Mezger and National Sales Part Company.

The National Sales Corporation and C. A.

Mezger, Inc., of New York City, have ter

minated the sales arrangement by which

the former company handled the latter’s

products. Differences of opinion as to sell

ing policy and trade relations are assigned

as the cause.
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Write tor the

New White Catalog

  

We have recently issued our complete 1909 catalog. In it are shown the full line

of the new Model “M” and Model “0” cars—touring cars, runabouts, town cars, limousines

and landaulets.

F We have given considerable space to an explanation of the advantages of the White

Steamer, as compared with cars of other types, and we believe that this section will prove

especially interesting and valuable to those who are contemplating the purchase of any other

make of automobile.

The catalog includes a full illustrated description of the construction of the White, with

especial attention given to the engine—the simplest used in any automobile, and to the

generator—the White steam-making device which is as different from the ordinary boiler as

day is from night. You should read this section carefully if for no other reason than that

you may be well informed regarding the construction of “The only car of distinctiver

American design."

A pontal to us will bring a copy.

THE WHITE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO

  

NliW yomc cm Broadway .1 62d St. PITTSBURG mm Beatty St. cmcaco uo Michlifan A".

BOSTON, 320 New ury St. CLEVELAND, 407 Rockwell Ave. SAN rmizcxsco mm St. .1 v" Neu A".

PHILADELPHIA, 629-33 N. Broad St. ATLANTA, lZO-llé Marietta St
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Development of the Ignition System.

\Nhat advances have been wrought out in

the field of gas engine ignition during the

past two or three years is absolutely be

yond the comprehension of the non-tech

nical man, and hardly to be appreciated to

its full worth by any except those who are

fully cognizant of all that is going on in

the hard-fought field of ignition appliance

production. Indeed the average motorist

now looks back with feeliiigs of mingled

self-pity and amusement upon the days

when he was forced to spend a good por

tion of his time tinkering, very much in the

dark, upon the sparking system of his en

gine. That his present freedom from dif

ficulties of the sort is due much more to

the excellence of the systems now in use

than to his own experience and the skill he

has acquired in caring for the machine, is

not likely to occur to him.

Perhaps the rapid rate at which progress

has been made recently as compared with

the earlier days of the automobile is due in

large measure to the development of the

ignition specialist who is a highly theoreti

cal eleetrician. dwelling deep in realms of

megohms and farads. A less obvious and

more plausible explanation, however, per

haps may be found in the rivalry which has

sprung up between the older favorite in

the dry battery and vibrator coil, and the

high tension magneto in its many differ

ent forms.

With the development of the really suc

cessful magneto, great stimulus was given

to the improvement of all ignition systems,

and in particular to the dry battery and coil

aggregation, which it is believed in some

quarters it threatens to extirpate. In con

sequence wonderful strides have been made

in coil improvement. In particular the de

sign of vibrators and the relative propor

tions of condensers to windings has been

improved, formulas for the windings have

been revised and in consequence the spark

coil of the day is a vastly better device than

its predecessor of a year or two ago.

In particular, advances have been made

in the way of provision for economy of cur

rent—a thing which a few years ago would

have appeared simply absurd. Now, how

ever, the relative economy of two different

coils may prove the deciding factor in a

manufacturer's choice of the standard equip

ment for his season’s output, and the coil

makers, keenly alive to the fact, are shoul

dering each other bravely about with the

slogan of added battery economy always in

the air.

Incidentally this movement has resulted

in a pretty general adoption of the idea that

a single hot spark is a better and more ef

fective source of ignition than the stream of

rapidly succeeding sparks which used to be

considered the measure of coil efficacy. In

the magneto of the high tension type, the

single spark is proving ample for the pur

pose, and.makers of plain coils are not slow

to see that with its added benefit of saving

the vitality of the batteries, it is a feature

well worth developing.

 
 

Body Design and Human Anatomy.

With the return of the tide of body de

sign to the styles which have so long been

in use among carriage builders, a question

very naturally arises as to why the low

backed, diminutive body and seating effects

which just now are so much in evidence

have attained the degree of popularity which

undoubtedly they have. It requires no sort

of demonstration to show that the King of

Belgium type of body. or the Tulip pattern

which succeeded it and immediately pre

ceded the straight line type. are more com

fortable and than the

now provided.

\‘-/hether in the form of the miniature ton

restful to sit in

smaller accommodations

neau, the light roadster or the rumble af

fair—now frequently appearing with the old

fashioned lazyback of the carriage trade——

the passenger who essays his first ride after

experiencing the luxury of a big tonneau

must have certain misgivings as to his bod

ily welfare during the trip. Oddly enough,

however, the result is not usually as bone

wearying as it had been imagined would be

the case. All of which points to the sug

gestive truth that comparatively few people

know how to sit down properly when mo

toring, odd though it may appear.

Long experience in railroad traveling

teaches that the highest degree of comfort

is to be obtained not when lolling back

against the cushions, but when sitting bolt

upright, or even leaning a trifle forward.

Motorists of long standing have learned to

save themselves no small fatigue by the

simple expedient of sitting up straight or

nearly 50, particularly when the car is run

ning at speed or is coursing rough ground.

The relief to be obtained in this way is

based upon the physiological truth that the

nerves which centre about the base of the

human spinal column become mortally of

fended if jarred and pounded as must be

the case when the victim leans back far

enough to be robbed of the benefit of na

ture’s provision against such a contingency.

Indeed long periods of vibratory treatment

of this sort sometimes occasion very serious

results. Much back-weariness and general

debility may be prevented merely by lean

ing forward.

The advantage of the small tonneau or

surrey in this connection is that it ofiers

no sort of temptation to lean back, espe

cially when anything like high speed is be

ing maintained. Indeed to do so, at times

involves so sharp a punishment in the shape

of a blow from the hard back of the seat.

that one such experience is apt to be suf

ficient. The consequence is that the occu

pants of the popular machines of the day

are learning to assume an alert posture of

full muscular control, which not only tends

irritation from the ever

watchful nerves, but also enables them the

to remove the

better to protect themselves against sudden

jolts and pitchings of the machine. The
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alluring depths of the more luxurious cars,

however comfortable they may be to sit in,

do not always prove as comfortable to ride

in as the less attractive, straight-backed,

thinly padded seat of the roadster models.

Their virtue lies not so much in the form of

the vehicle, however, as in its service in

Once

the trick has been learned, it may be that

less will be thought of “toy tonneaus" for

teaching the passenger how to ride.

touring purposes than is now the case, and

'more of the more luxurious vehicles.

 
 

Journalistic Feats of “Ledgerdemain.”

In the very nature of things, amazing do

ings are to be expected on the part of

Siamese twins, but that was an uncommonly

marvelous brother act, or double sleight of

hand performance, that those siamese twins

of journalism, The Automobile and The

Motor Age, played in their “Special A. L.

A. M. Show Issues.”lt is true that once more

the twins both more than doubled their

prices, and while it is as true that, as was

the case with the Palace show, the func

tion in the Garden was “written up” before

the doors were opened, the trifling fact

that reporting an event occurring on the

16th in issues bearing date of the 14th en

tailed an entertaining mixture of present

and future tenses, the pretty vari-colored

ir.k used possibly may disguise such phe

nomena] forehandedness.

But for “twin brothers" to be able to toss

into the air the same Raineslaw sort of sand

wich and perform such magic as to make it

appear two difierent sandwiches is no or

dinary feat, even when performed by siam—

On the occasion of their Palace

show issues, it seemed fitting to remark the

ese twins.

‘twins' sleight of hand performance of

slipping here and there a page of reading

between twenty or thirty pages of adver

journalistictising, and thus making a

"sandwich" such as never had been seen

before; but we were wholly unprepared for

the discovery of the very same “cheese”—

the identical reading pages—doing duty in

the “special A. L. A. M. show issues” of

each of the “twins.”

It was a great bit of ledgerdemain (this

nord is not misspelled) and though over

Iworked sandwiches may not promote diges

tion, the “twins” have cause to be proud of

their double or rather quadruple shuffle, in

which pride their half-brothers, the Blue

Book and the Directory, surely must share.

It is not every year that such an achieve

ment is "pulled 05."

MUST PAY FULL IMPORT DUTY

Important Decision Affecting Re-entry of

Cars Repaired Abroad—Their Status

as Household Effects Denied.

Much interest in the status of American

owned foreign automobiles, used abroad by

their owners and subjected to foreign re

prior to reimportation, has

aroused by a decision of the United States

Circuit Court of Appeals, handed down Jan

uary 15, which reverses the judgment of the

pairs been

lower courts and the action of the general

appraisers in the case involving the re

importation by W. R. Grace 8: Co.. New

York City, of an automobile which had been

repaired abroad.

In the case in question it appeared that

a foreign automobile had been used abroad

for more than one year, but immediately

prior to the exportation of the same to

this country a new body was placed

thereon, and it was maintained by Messrs.

Brooks & Brooks, of 12 Broadway,

attorneys for the importers, that so much

of the automobile as had been used abroad

for not less that one year was exempt

from duty, and only the limousine body

which had been added just prior to the

shipment of the car was liable to duty.

This contention was sustained by the

Board of General Appraisers and by the

United States Circuit Court, and when the

case came up for argument in the Circuit

Court of Appeals last month, the Assistant

United States Attorney, D. Frank Lloyd,

argued that an automobile cannot be con

sidered within the provisions of the free list

relied upon by the importers.

Under the tariff act of 1883 the Supreme

Court of the United States held that a

carriage was within the corresponding pro

vision allowing free entry as a household

effect, but in view of the fact that the par

agraph in the act of 1883 referred to did

not contain the word "similar," the United

States Attorney argued that the provision

in the act of 1897 should be limited to

household effects of a similar nature to

“books, libraries, usual and reasonable fur

niture.”

The decision of the Circuit Court of Ap

peals says upon this point:

“The insertion of the word ‘similar’ indi

cated that Congress intended to do away

with the exemption of household effects gen

erally and to restrict it to such as should

be like books, libraries or household furni<

ture. We think that automobiles cannot

be said to be similar to-books, libraries or

to usual and reasonable household furniture

or either of them.”

That the question at issue is to be

threshed out further is indicated in a state

ment made by Frederick \N. Brooks, Jr., of

counsel for W. R. Grace & Co., who says: “It

is our purpose to apply to the Supreme

 

COMING EVENTS

  

 

January 16-23, New York City—Associa

tion of Licensed Automobile Manufactur

ers’ annual show, Madison Square Garden.

January 21-23, Los Angeles, Cal.—Auto

mobile Dealers Association’s show.

January 25-30, Cincinnati, O.—Automobile

Dealers Association’s show.

January 27-February 3, Philadelphia, Pa.—

Automobile Trade Association's eighth an

nual show, Second Regiment armory.

February 6-13, Chicago, Ill.—National As

sociation of Automobile Manufacturers’

show, Coliseum and First Regiment Ar

mory.

February 15, Detroit, Mich—Detroit Au

tomobile Dealers Association’s show,

Vl'ayne Pavilion.

' February 15-20, St. Louis, Mo.——Automo

bile Manufacturers and Dealers Associa

tion's annual show.

February 16-18, Denver, Co.—Denver Mo

tor Club’s first annual show, Auditorium.

February 20, 21, 22, New Orleans, La.—

New Orleans Automobile Club’s Mardi Gras

carnival 3 days race meet.

February 20-27, Newark, N. J.—-New Jer

sey Automobile Trade Association's show.

February 22, Cleveland, O.—-Cleveland

Automobile Dealers Company’s show, Cen

tral Armory.

February 27-March 3, Hartford, Conn.—

Automobile Dealers Association’s show.

March 16, Buffalo, N. Y.—Bufialo Auto

mobile Club’s 7th annual show, Convention

Hall.

March 1-6, Omaha, Neb.—Omaha and

Council Bluth dealers’ show, Auditorium.

March 6-13, Boston, Mass—Boston Auto

mobile Dealers Association (Inc.) seventh

annual show, Mechanics Building.

March 815, Kansas City, Mo.-—Kansas

City Dealers Association’s show, Conven~

tion Hall.

March lO-13, Memphis, Tenn—Automo

bile show, Auditorium building.

March 13-20, Minneapolis, Minn—Min

neapolis Automobile Show Association’s

show, National Guard Armory. .

March 15-20, Rochester, N. Y.-—Rochester

Automobile Dealers Association's show,

Convention Hall. ‘

March 22-25, Ormond-Daytona Beach,

Fia.—-Daytona Automobile Club's four days

speed carnival.

March 27-April 3, Pittsburg, Pa.—-Auto

mobile Dealers Association’s show, Du

quesne Garden.

 
 

Court of the United States for a writ of

certiorari to review the decision of the

Circuit Court of Appeals in this case, and

if this application is denied we shall bring

a new case before the Board of General

Appraisers."
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The Garden Show an Active Exposition

  

 

Opinions differ as to the supreme beauty

of the Garden show. Difference of opinion

"is what makes the horse races", and by

the same token it is what brings out new

decorative effects. Those who are enthusi

astic over this year’s offering urge that it is

beautiful in its simplicity, while others find

Whatever its

decorative merits as compared with former

the simplicity rather severe.

shows at the Garden—a comparison which

all the veteran show visitors are bound to

make—it is, when considered by itself, a

spectacle that as a whole is in every way

worthy of the industry it represents, the

cars themselves presenting an appearance

excelling the disclosures of any previous

year. I

Trees laden with ice crystals, flurrying

snow and a wind that makes fur coats seem

like mousseline de soie provide a contrast

in the transition from outdoors to the in

terior of the Madison Square Garden that

makes the brilliancy and warmth of the

show doubly impressive, with its fleet, sum

mer-y runabouts in light colors and the

luxurious limousinesI and crowds of at

fluent appearing investigators parading the

  

TRIUMPHAL ARCH AT THE GARDEN SHOW

aisles or chatting amiany in groups, while

the music of the band provides an agreeable

overtone for the conversational hum. The

atrical looking street lamps at the outer

boundaries of the various spaces, bearing in

illuminated letters the names .of the respec

tive exhibitors lend a very “street-scene-in

Verona." effect which at times gives the vis

itor the apprehensive feeling of an amateur

actor on whom the curtain may go up un

expectedly.

Spaciousness and a freedom from encum

bering gew-gaws are apparent when one has

passed to the right or left of the electric

garden fountain which confronts the en

The main floor show spaces have

back walls of brown burlaps panelled with

white wood strips, and except for the cor

ner lamps and green carpeting are devoid

No palms, rubber plants,

arches or other similar obstructions inter

trance.

of decoration.

rupt the view, so that the cars themselves

have every chance to shine out conspic

uously in whatever glory of color and finish

they may boast.

An immense white “triumphal arch", with

the arch intervals bearing three great mir

or...“‘~‘_\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\i‘_lii“2,91}""929-11’3.. 2%...al. "47 "I

s t 131:?” 1,,“ =

.__.-__-_-

s-uw

rors, is placed at the far end of the building,

the mirror reflections giving an enhanced

distance and size effect. The elevated plat

forms at either side of the concourse or

“Circus Maximus", as it has been called, are

clear of decorative frippery and so are the

upper galleries. In fact about the only ef

fort at ornamentation that has been at

tempted on the long sides of the main part

of the Garden is a series of panels hung

from the under part of the second gallery

and depicting methods of transportation in

different parts of the world, such as the

elephants of India, the Eskimo dogs of the

Arctic region, and the sea-going hacks of

Red Bank, N. 1.

Everybody agrees that the concert hall

has never before looked as well as it does

this year. A huge white trellis is introduced

beneath the high ceiling, and concealed in

candescent bulbs provide an “indirect” light

that is at once pleasing and mystifying. In

the restaurant, where the electric pleasure

vehicles displace everything of a restaurant

nature, the scheme is that of an Italian gar

den, with mural landscapes, and an over

shading pergola. The basement spaces are
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GARDEN SHOW AS SEEN UNDER THE ELECTRIC ILLUMINATION

less ornate, brick wall being only partially

concealed by bunting, but the rathskellar is

surrounded by a fake stone wall that is very

realistic and in its old wine cellar interior

the deception is extended to casks, groined

arches and Middle Age settings which re

move the guest from all thoughts of nearby

Broadway.

From the basement clear up to not only

the second balcony, but to the little third

tier boxes at the ends, where a few acces—

sory exhibitors find perches, there never

was a livelier show. If the attendants ap

pear keen for business it is because they are

getting business, the number of “live ones"

in the ranks, both retail purchasers and

dealers, being gratifyingly large.

Movement, revolution, dazzling sparks,

thump, clank and buzz are the incidentals

to the endeavor of both car and accessory

exhibitors to demonstrate convincingly the

mechanical points involved in their prod

ucts. The visitor can change gears and ma

nipulate pedals to his heart's content at

practically all of the car exhibits, nearly

every one having a show chassis to reveal

the mechanical features of the models. A

crankshaft mounting fan blades is dis

closed at one space, the breeze from an elec

tric fan being sufficient to turn it, while

other makers have their chassis connected

with electric motors so that the mechan

ism is given the semblance of real action.

Makers of the electric vehicles are fortu

nate in being able to show their chassis or

control arrangements running with power

current just as they are used on the cars

themselves. The accessory people are the

most generous users of noise and motion,

however, and a complete trip past their

spaces has all the surprises and excitement

that ingenuity of display and presentation

can invent. Then there is the motorcycle

section, where the machines of this class

hold forth in numbers that prove astound

ing to those who have not followed the de

velopment of the motorcycle movement.

Except for the one make of steam car

and the electric vehicles, all of the cars

shown are made by members of the Asso

ciation of Licensed Automobile Manufac

turers. Most people even casually inter

ested in motoring have come to know that

the members of the Licensed Association,

operate under the Selden patent, claimed

to cover the elements of all gasolene cars.

Since 1906, when the Association took con

trol of the Madison Square Garden so far

as automobile shows are concerned, only

“licensed” gasolene cars have been exhib

ited at the Garden affairs, but it was as far

back as 1900 that the building held the first

of its annual automobile exhibitions so that

the present one is described as "The Ninth

National Automobile Show." The heavy

burden of making the arrangements for and

conducting the show rests on the show com

mittee of the Association, consisting of

Colonel George Pope, the chairman,

Charles Clifton, president of the Associa

tion; Edward P. Chalfant, general man

ager of_the Association, and the commit

tee's secretary, Merle L. Downs. The

results of months of their work is crowded

within the narrow limits from Saturday,

the 16th inst., when the show opened, to

Saturday, the 23d inst., when it closes.

It is by no means a sensational show, in

respect to suddenly revealed surprises in

either design or price, such as have been

"sprung" at show time by manufacturers in

the past. Marvelous as are some of the new

offerings in both these features, they have

already been widely heralded, so that the

public has been prepared for them in ad

vance and finds the show an opportunity to

confirm the truth of the earlier announce

ments.

Great range and variety is presented in

styles and prices, and probably never before

have the “licensed” makers had such a rep

resentation in the field of “popular price"

machines and medium powered cars,

although the extremely low priced products,

in an absolute sense without relation to

quality, are not many. The development

of the new models in the medium powers,

by makers who have heretofore been iden

tified chiefly with high powered machines

has not resulted in any lessened loyalty to

the latter, however, so that the smaller cars

are in the nature of an addition to the gen

eral character of the output rather than a

supplanting of type. This accounts for the

fact that in the higher prices the offerings
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are as numerous as in the past and that some

of them embody a degree of luxury and ex

pensive detail that puts them among the

most altitudinously listed motor vehicles

ever placed on the American market for

regular sale.

Trade observers looking for any possible

change in the public attitude toward the

shows have for the second time this season

been disappointed, as the attendance of

the public is just as enthusiastic and gen

era] as at previous events of the same kind.

Increase of dealers’ attendance is apparent,

moreover, indicating that at the present

time the big automobile shows enjoy a

blending of public and trade patronage that

is highly advantageous.

From the West, including points all along

the Pacific Coast, a remarkably strong dele

gation of tradesmen have arrived on the

scene, while dealers from Canada, Mexico,

and Cuba appear in numbers that suggest

how important the trade lying the other

side of the northern and southern bound

aries of the United States is becoming.

Such visitors mean much to both car and

accessories exhibitors.

While on serious business bent, the trade

visitors are quite as much delighted and

entertained by the lighter phases of the

show as anyone else. They like to look

at the many beautiful prize cups that are

this year displayed by the manufacturers

whose cars captured them. The Vander~

hilt cup, famous the world over as a racing

trophy, is exhibited by the Locomobile

Co. of America, a special officer standing

guard over it all the time in the space

where its winner, the Locomobile, and the

“New York-to-Paris" Thomas car are on

view. As a gentle bit of “crowing,” the L0

comobile cars in the company’s nearby

space, all have a miniature Vanderbilt cup

affixed to the top of the radiator cap, and

so firmly fixed that souvenir hunters cannot

pull them off.

Bathed at times in the purple. green or

deep blue beams of the playful electric

searchlights that point downward from the

topmast galleries, the evening crowds are

in themselves a colorful exhibit by reason

of the presence of so many women, whose

spangled and elaborate gowns give a gen

erous chromatic contribution to the scene.

Furthermore, the wearers know more about

cars than do the salesmen in some instances,

and he who would seek to obtain the order

for the town car or limousine which they

purpose buying must needs be well equipped

with both technical knowledge and selling

ability.

NOVELTY IN NEW DESIGNS.

Next to the impression of the show as a

whole and with the beginning of the ab

sorption of its minor details, the visitor

comes to a realization that whatever may

be the structural tendencies in the power

plants of the vehicles, body design and in

particular body coloring has taken on most

alluring shapes and tints for the purposes

of the show. Indeed, the setting of the

Garden this year permits the color effects

on the various bodies to be appreciated as

 

CENSUS OF THE SHOW.

Total Exhibitors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 298

Cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 40

Motorcycles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 19

Accessories . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 239

PLEASURE CARS.

Gasolene:

One cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Two cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Three cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Four cylinder . . . . . .; . . . . . .. 9

Six cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1

“Owner-e

Total Gasolene Pleasure . . . . . . . . .. 115

Steam cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6

Electric cars

Total pleasure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

- Touring Cars . . . . . . . .. 43

Enclosed Cars

Runabouts

Roadsters

Close-coupled or min

iature tonneaus . . . . . .. 18

Racing type . . . . . . . . . . 3

CHASSIS.

Gasolene:

Two cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1

Four cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 20

Six cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6

Steam 1

4

 

Air-cooled . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6

Water-cooled . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 109

Two-cycle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4

COMMERCIAL CARS.

Gasolene:

Two cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2

Four cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9

Total Gasolene . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11

Electric . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12

Total Commercial . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 23

Commercial Chassis . . . . . . . . . . . ..3

MOTORCYCLES.

One cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 53

Two cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 24

Three cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

Four cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4

Total Motorcycles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 82

Total Gasolene Vehicles . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 208

Total Steam Vehicles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6

Total Electric Vehicles . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 46

Total all Vehicles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 260

At the last A. L. A. M. show in Madison

Square Garden, November 2, 1907, a total

of 241 vehicles was exhibited, of which 124

were gasolene pleasure cars, 4 steam cars,

38 pleasure electrics, 53 motOrcycles, 10 gas

olene commercial and 12 electric commer

cial. In addition to these there were 30

pleasure chassis and 2 commercial chassis.

 

never before, while the effect also is con

siderably enhanced by the fact that a num

ber of the makers have chosen the most

daring and brilliant shades for their exhibi

tion vehicles, in some cases very evidently

choosing the color schemes of the machines

on view with the distinct purpose of bring

ing about effects which are either bold or

harmonious according to their individual

fancy. Thus certain displays stand out in

bold relief by the very glitter of their ele

ments, thereby concentrating the attention

at once upon the cars instead of upon the

show as a whole, as sometimes is the case

where the decorations are selected with an

eye to dazzling the visitor upon entering

the show and permitting him no oppor

tunity for recovery while within its pre

cincts.

The tendency—if tendency there be in

the general run of body design just now-—

is toward the development of the miniature

tonneau efl’ects, with their complementary

shapes in the double rumble roadsters.

These and the touring cars, which naturally

remain the principal stock in trade of the

makers, reveal ample evidences of improve

ment in detailed construction and finish, but

seldom any of the drift toward undue lav

ishness in equipment which used to be

manifest. Even the limousine bodies are

frequently found to have taken on a soberer

tone within the year, though noteworthy

exceptions are to be found in one or two

instances of vehicles which are distinctly

showy in their nature and which are ren

dered all the more conspicuous by that very

fact.

Of these, perhaps the most striking is the

suburban body which is displayed on the

Pierce stand and which is finished most

daintin in Louis Seize style, with narrow

gilded mouldings and fittings, the delicate

pink and white efiect of the upholstery in

clean contrast to the green body color,

which is set off by the brass work. Even

this is of special art design, the side lamps.

for example, instead of being in the ordinary

lantern form, being shaped as candelabra

with filaments concealed inside the glass

flames of the torches.

More striking exteriors are those dis

played by such cars as the little Palmer &

Singer town car landaulet with its deep

orange tone, its neighboring Skimabout in

green, the Franklin “six” in automobile red

of characteristic hue set off by broad ver

tical black stripings. the Studebaker Subur

ban with its natural wood box and gear and

basket seats, or the Winton display with its

cerise body trimmed in aluminum colored

leather and its sister car in bright green

tint. These are rather the exceptions than

the rule. however, the majority of the cars

being dressed in colors which though strik~

ing enough in any other connection are

relatively modest in a show of automobiles.

But for the wise visitors, who, having re

gard of the adage about the depth of pene

tration of the layer of beauty, the show is

a place full of wonders in mechanism refined

and standardized to a degree which it never

would have been thought could become so

general, especially when, only a year or two

ago, the vestiges of the old regime yet re
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mained, when every builder followed a path

dilTerent from that of any other.

There is, for example, the growing agree

ment in the use of the high tension mag

neto. the interesting variation in practice

between the use of the complete dual sys

tem with two sets of plugs, and the single

system with optional sources of current, in

magneto and battery, together with the

methods of wiring, the mounting of the ig

nition apparatus and the varied individual

devices for improving its convenience or’

action; there are the variations in the meth

cd of cylinder casting yet apparent in single,

double. triple and quadruple units, the va

  
  

rious arrangements of the engine auxiliaries

as well as the valves, ports piping and gears;

and last, but not least, there are the varia

tions in the arrangement of the transmis—

sion, disc, Cone and plate clutches, sliding

and progressive gearsets as well as pla'ie

tary, unit power plant mountings, and the

increasingly popular axle units.

Despite the onward march of standardiza—

tion, each manufacturer has managed to re

tain a certain distinctiveness for his product.

()utwardly this is manifest first in the char

acteristics which are significant to the me

chanically inclined who are thoroughly fa

nziliar with the earmarks of the industry.

Also it is increasingly manifest to all in

sundry special marks which are being

adopted as brands upon the different makes

of machine. Usually either on the radiator

front or the hub cap some special design or

emblem is found which serves to distinguish

the car from all others, and the showgoer

who is inclined to a display of wisdom at a

later period in the year, usually takes this

occasion of familiarizing himself with such

hall marks.

It is no use looking for the sort of radi

cal departures which a year or two ago fur

nished the spice of show visiting. They are

no longer to be found. Instead the well

informed investigator is content to look for

less conspicuous though none the less im

portant alterations in the methods of ac

complishing certain ends which are common

to nearly all machines, as in the arrange

ment of the mechanism of control, the ar

rangement of the timing and auxiliary driv

ing gears of the motor, the arrangements

for relieving the driving stresses in axles

and transmission shafts and even in the

placing of the attachments which formerly

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS MAKES

ornamented the dash board but which, by

every possible artifice are now concealed or

entirely efi'aced.

Except in the lines thus vaguely indi

cated, the discovery of mechanical land

slides in any particular direction is prac

tically impossible. It is only by a direct ex

amination of the individual exhibits that the

visitor is enabled to arrive at any conclu

sions as to the wealth of novelty which the

show actually possesses, and only by a tour

of the show from exhibit to exhibit is the

chronicler able to convey even a passing

hint of the possibilities for study and ap

preciation which it presents to the visitor.

Changes in factory organization or busi

ness organization in several instances have

given rise to rather important alterations in

the product. An instance of this is to be

found in the case of the Walter cars—the

Roebling-Planche product as it is to be

known henceforth—in which the Walter

models of last year have undergone a num

ber of alterations, notably in the redesign

of the springs and rear axles; while added

refinements have appeared in a neat trunnion

mounting for the radiator, the use of a car

buretter fitted with automatic ball valves

for controlling the auxiliary air supply, and

the details of the single piece crank case

casting with its three-point suspension.

Touring car and taximeter cab forms are

shown, the latter distinguishable by its un

usually low hood, while the most conspicu

ous feature of the display is the brand new

racing model of 100 horsepower rated out

put, which is of entirely different design

from the touring cars, built exclusively for

speed purposes, and carries a number of

features which are particularly appropriate

to its class.

  

The Chalmers-Detroit, which has not been

exhibited at the Garden before and is still

in the first blush of its youth on the mar

ket, appears in a form which attracts con

siderable attention both from the fact of its

structural features and because it is shown

in sectional chassis. with electric motor

drive. The motor is provided with unu

sually large inlet valves mounted in the

heads and actuated by rocker arm offset

exhausts, and a particularly neat arrange

ment of the piping. The combined housing

and support for the multiple disc clutch and

selective change gear is supported from the

engine casing, and also absorbs the full

torque load. the torsion stresses being taken

up by the familiar tubular housing which

is supported by the casing through a ball

joint. An original feature of the assemblage

is the provision of a yoke depending from

the cross frame member just back of the

gear case, which is calculated to keep the

torque tube and shaft from dropping or

thrashing about in the remote event of a

failure of the joint.

Another of the absolute newcomers at
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the show is the E-M-F “30", which is a won

derfully trim little offering at a little price,

but full of big possibilities. From the

standpoint of design it is no less to be won

dered at than in point of its market possi

bilities. It possesses the axle-mounted type

of change gear which is counted so high by

many designers, expanding ring clutch, and

a torque provision which is unique in that

the resisting lever is stamped from sheet

steel—like the ends of the axle casing. The

motor has several peculiarities, among them

the use of ZI/Qinch valves for a 4-inch bore,

offset crank shaft, thermo-syphon cooling

and splash lubrication automatically fed

 
 

 
 

of material significance. The chassis is of

particularly impressive design by reason of

its evident thoroughness of detail, and the

body mountings which it carries on the

stand are built along thoroughly rational

lines, particularly the suburban type. which

has the box body of thc despised farmers'

democrat wagon, with adjustable rear seat

which may be removed to make way for

such luggage or other material as the subur

ban dwellcr may have occasion to trans

port.

A number of the better known makers

have brought out new models this year

which are here shown for the first time,

Hub Cop

\

  

which has been retained for several years.

In addition to the redoubtable “30" type

there now is a so-called “18", designed pri

marily for twin car work, but following

closely the lines of its larger sister car.

Knox cars, formerly distinguished among

the limited number of exponents of air

cooling, are now shown for the first time in

all-water-cooled form, the motor of last year

with its removable cylinder heads, being

supplemented by a newer form of smaller

size and of more conventional design,

though still embodied in the characteristic

unit power plant. Another line displaying

new developments is the Autocar, which in

Hub cap

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS MAKES

from a large reservoir cast integrally with

the crank casc. Very unusual is the con

struction of the steering knuckles which are

offset back of the pivot points to secure the

so-called castor-effect, or trailing action

thought to be useful in steadying the action

of the wheels and rendering guidance easier

than with the ordinary central pivot system.

The Studebaker linc, which is associated

with the last named car on the market, is

this year distinguished by the use of thenew

Bosch magnetic plugs with low tension

magneto. The arrangement permits the

, cfi‘ect of the ordinary make and break spark

without the mechanical complications which

the mechanical make and break carries with

it, and also with all the certainty and posi

tiveness of the electrical device. In other

respects the car remains practically as it

stood a year ago, except that the steering

post has been reinforced, a new type of

automatic air valve has been added to the

carburetter and one or two other minor

alterations have been made which are not

among such cars being the Lozier, which is

shown in a new light six cylinder type,

which has its motor valves mounted en

tirely on the left side, instead of on both

sides, as in the older and larger models, and

a massive torquc tube leading from a brass

ball and slip joint supported just back of

the gearset to the floating type rear axle.

The Winton six»cylinder type also is seen

in new form-in a 48 horsepower machine,

which on the stand is distinguishable by a

marvelous arrzngement of intake piping

made necessary by the location of the car

huretter on the opposite side of the motor

from the intake ports and also by the ar

rangement of the exhaust manifold. Self

slarting by means of compressed air run

through a special distributing valve is an

original feature of this particular line, which

is carried over into its second year with

great pride.

The Packard line is this year distin

guished by the first deviation from the

policy of one-design, one-car construction

addition to the new commercial chassis,

shown in the arena by virtue of its adapta

bility to town car and pleasure bus service,

is supplemented by a four-cylinder modelI in

which a peculiar feature is the method of

housing the rocker arms which actuate the

inlet valves in the cylinder heads—the ar

rangement being suggestive of that em

ployed in certain types of make-and-break ig

nition.

The Elmore cars—staunch and tried ex

ponents of the two-cycle principle—are fea

tured at present with sundry minor im‘

provements and one or two of general in

terest to the casual visitor, as in the case

of the enclosed cone clutch, which now has

the actuating spring mounted directly be

hind the cone. An offset crank shaft, newly

designed steering column, lower front axle,

and reinforcement of the brakes are other

alterations which have been made to this

single A. L. A. M. two-cycle product.

Among the new models by makers of

long standing, which are cited as worthy
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examples of the movement for higher qual

ity at lower price is the new Cadillac Thirty,

which embodies a number of distinctly orig

inal features which are new in addition to

several others which have been employed

in other vehicles of the type. Among the

latter group may be mentioned the use of

individual copper water jackets, and the de

sign of the carburetter. The rear axle as

semblage is rather unusual in appearance

due to the fact that the rocker shafts actuat—

ing the brakes are brought inward almost

to the center of the chassis, affording means

of securing an equalization of the pull by

means of very short lever arms—an appar»

cnt improvement over the method of ex

tending such members for the full width of

made, and the frame size has been stand

ardized so that the same construction now

is used regardless of body mounting, the

idea of interchangeability thus being pro

moted.

One of the newcomers at the show and

also a car shown in New York for the first

time on any such occasion, though produced

within the city limits, :1 number of interest

ing points are displayed in the construction

of the Palmer-Singer cars, which are shown

under the license of the Hewitt Motor Co.,

by whom they are produced. Palmer

Singer, as distributors for the Simplex cars,

also have an interest in the adjoining booth.

On the Skimabout, thc smaller of the Pal~

mcr-Singer models shown. the use of the

the brake anchors, and being swivclled on

the axle, any possible interchange of stresses

between the springs and rods is avoided.

and the function of each group is kept en

tirely independent.

The latest product of the Selden Motor

Vehicle Co., is built with standard frame

sizes for all types of body, including tour

ing, roadster and limousine types, so that

all three are interchangeable. In general

arrangements of parts it is not out of the

ordinary, but a number of original details

are found in the method of working out

some of the minor problems of its design.

such, for instance, as the engine lubricating

system. By_the aid of a gear pump driven

from the commutator shaft, a constant flow
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MATHESON EXHIBIT

the chassis. A newly designed universal

joint which is completely enclosed in a

metallic housing is another feature which

is noteworthy. Also it should be mentioned

that the little single cylinder machine which

has done yeoman service for so long is

still produced and in practically the same

form as when first turned out.

The Electric Vehicle Co., which through

astute management has retained its posi

tion in the manufacturing field despite its

heavy financial setback, is represented in

several examples of the “Mark 48-3" car.

which has been continued over through four

seasons with only minor changes. A point

which the critical observer is sure to note

in its construction, is the arrangement for

absorbing the torque of the axle and the

driving strains in the rear assemblage. In

stead of the usual torque system, the driving

shaft with its two universal joints is left

entirely clear and exposed, not even the

double-cross joints being housed, while at

either end of the axle two short arms'arc

raised outside the frame sills. combined

r: dius. torque and driving rods connecting

their upper ends with the frame, at a point

adjacent to the front anchorage 0f the rear

springs. Sundry alterations in the arrange—

ment of parts, such as the use of wider faced

gears in the two-to-one group, annular ball

bearings supporting the pump, magneto and

cam shafts at their forward ends, have been

double drop frame, permits a very low en

trance t0 the town car, and an exception—

ally low-hung and handy type of vehicle

for city use is thereby developed. In run

about form, the chassis is hardly less pleas

ing, as the design employed is one of par

ticularly graceful dimensions. .

Aside from its more recent distinction as

the family_from which sprung the winner

of the 1908 Vanderbilt cup contest, interest

in the Locomobile exhibit is keen from the

fact that in the new 30 horsepower type dis

played, is shown the first attempt of the

Locomobile designing department to pro

duce a shaft driven car. The use of high

grade metals in this machine has made pos

sible the employment of a particularly light

and pleasing axle formation, with its torque

rod, spring supported at the forward end,

and its enclosed cross form of universal

joint. Special construction all the way

through is claimed for the axle, and the de

tails of its mounting are illustrated in a

sectioned model displayed at the stand. Ex~

cept for this feature, the machine follows

many of the lines which have character

ized its predecessors of the same name,

among them being the use of low tension

ignition with mechanical make and break

igniters. In the axle assembly the use of

radius rods is found which besides reliev

ing the torque member and springs of any

traction load, also serve as supports for

  

FRANKLIN EXHIBIT

of Oil is maintained, while the overflow

from all the bearings, returning to the crank

case is subsequently permitted to drain back

into the pump well, which is in a separate

compartment in the lower portion of the

base, from which it is later drawn up for

recirculation.

In the 1909 Haynes cars, a now] feature

is found in the manner of utilizing the space

in the motor supporting arms, which ordi

narily goes to waste, for the completion of

the lubricating system. The forward arm

on the right side of the machine. in fact.

is really a multiple feed pressure actuated

oilcr, its location being such that_not Only

is the containing chamber freed from dan

ger of injury, but it is thoroughly accessible

and handily located with regard to the pos

sible requirement of making occasional al

terations in its adjustment. Another feat

ure of the latest model, is the provision for

cooling the brake drums by partially filling

,them with water, which is retained by large

flanges turned inward from the inner edge

of the drums. The details of the roller pin

ion drive and the unique vertical torque bar

which is confined to a vertical movement

by sliding up and down in a yoke fixed to

the chassis as the axle and springs alter

their relative positions are noteworthy. This

arrangement has displaced the former de

vice which was similar in principle but ne

cessitated the sliding of a much longer ver
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tical arm up into a recess in the lower side

of the body. Numerous other original feat

ures are displayed in this machine, among

them being the clutch construction, the use

of a ratchet drive for the lay-shaft gear and

the provision against the stripping of gear

teeth thus brought about.

Franklin cars are shown in several dif

ferent styles, but the unique features which

they embody are illustrated in no better

way than by the sectional motor mounted

on the stand, which shows not simply the

general arrangement of parts, but also the

manner in which the independent cooling

flanges are slipped over the cylinder cast

ings, the arrangement of the concentric in~

let and supplementary exhaust valves, and

the location of the mechanically operated

main exhausts at the sides of the cylinders,

and just at the lower end of the working

strokes of the pistons. A novel point in the

1909 models of the line is the exclusive

employment of magneto ignition of the high

tension variety without the use of batteries

as a standby, and also with a fixed spark

  

THOMAS CLUTCH

advance. The engine is now carried on an

gle steel cross rails instead of cast webs,

the valve action has been improved by the

use of a new system of cam- generation and

a new method of oil distribution in the cyl

inders by means of baffle plates has been

adopted.

Another of the new sixes is the Thomas,

which is remarkable in that the cylinder

groups are cast in triple units instead of in

pairs; as in several less conspicuous de

tails. The general arrangement of the

transmission mechanism on this vehicle is

that of the Thomas car and taximeter cab

chassis which has been so successful,

though its dimensions and minor details are

worked out on a different and appropriate

scale. It differs from the little car, how

ever, in point of clutch construction—the

three plate type which has so long been a

feature of the line being retained in place

of the multiple disc used on the commercial

type. It is this year completely enclosed.

Its connection to the bevel pair on the axle

is unique in that the shaft is equipped with

two universal joints and is permitted to

move independently of the tube which en

closes it.

Apperson cars, which are produced in a

variety of models, are shown to advantage

in both four and six cylinder types—the

latter being a newcomer, relatively speaking

and embodying several minor departures

from previous practice. In view of the re

cent announcement of the Apperson con

trol of patents alleged to be basic as cover

ing complete dual ignition systems, it is in

  

APPERSON SPARK PLUG MOUNTING

teresting to note the way in which the prin

ciple is worked out on these machines. The

observer will be interested to note the man

ner of mounting the high tension magnetos

and the wiring arrangements, but also the

way in which in order to secure an equally

good firing position for both sets of plugs

they are mounted in pairs in the valve caps.

Somewhat the same arrangement, by the

way, though differing in detail, is found on

one other six cylinder car at the show.

Along with the redesign of bodies, the

adoption of a new type of steering wheel

which is dished to prevent interference with

the motor controlling levers when nego

tiating sharp corners, the improvements to

the Corbin line include a rearangement of

the engine lubricating system such that the

cam shaft gears are better provided for

while their housing also has been improved;

a redesign of the clutch-operating mechan

  

CORBIN STEERING WHEEL

ism such that the leverage over the clutch

itself is greatly increased. A similar alter

ation in the connection for the foot brake

pedal has resulted in giving it more retard

ing effect with less effort. Another point of

deviation from former practice is in the

construction of the propeller shaft which

is of new design, with a special type of uni

versal joint, fully enclosed.

In the Royal Model “M,” which is prac

tically a new car, produced by a new com~

pany. though carrying many of the original

features of its immediate predecessor, are

to be found a number of original points

which are particularly novel. Among them

is the forward extension of the frame sills

for a considerable distance in front of the

radiator, and the enclosure of the space

thus formed by a protecting steel pan, which

tends to exclude the road dust from the ra

diator. The presence of the pan also is

utilized by the designer~in affording posi

tion for the horn, the tube for which is led

through the interior of the chassis and up

the center of the steering column to the

bulb, which is mounted above the hand

wheel, while the motor starting crank in

stead of being left dangling or caught up

with a strap, is hinged so as to fold back

and lie in the pan when not in use. An

other unique features is the method of con

necting the ignition leads 'with the spark

plugs by means of a large rectangular brass

leader which encloses the wiring for both

battery and magnetic circuits, the terminals
  

ROYAL DUST PAN

being connected with studs which project

through to the outside. The conductor be

ing capable of rotation, it follows that alter

ing its position will serve to bring one or

the other of the two sets of studs into con

tact with the special caps which top the

spark plugs, thereby closing either second

ary circuit as may be required. Leaving it

in the neutral position, of course, cuts off

all current. The car is fitted with a self

starting system in which air, compressed

by a small pump located in the waist of the

chassis and driven from the transmission

shaft is used expansively in the cylinders,

as selected by a special form of commutator

or distributing valve mounted on a vertical

shaft between the two pairs of cylinders.

As being the only steam car exhibited, as

well as representing one of the very few

exceptions at the show to membership in the

A. L .A. M., the White is a particularly

noteworthy display. This year for the first

time, the new 20 horsepower model is on

view. not simply in the form of the com

plete vehicle, but as a stripped chassis,

whereby the passerby is given a unusual op

portunity of studying the details of White

construction to his heart's content, the par

ticular show chassis on view being espe

cially well suited to a demonstration of

the wonderful developments which have
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taken place in this particular line since the

early days of the teakettle boiler and the

non-condensing engine. The generator,

which resembles nothing quite so much as

a twisted mass of useless tubing, together

with its regulating devices for both fuel

and water, is much the same is has been

in use for several years, though it has been

subject to the usual yearly improvement in

small details. The engine on the other

hand, is of new design, and embodies the

Joy type of valve gear which is largely em

ployed for locomotives in British railroad

practice and possesses a number of advan

tages which the plain link motion never

can hope to attain.

Quite the most significant alteration in

the design of the Pierce line, and one which

is conspicuous in these cars is the adop

tion of the side lever control for the change

gear in place of the short lever mounted on

the steering column, which was used for

so long. The selective arrangement adopt

ed is provided with a substantial inter-lock

' ing contrivance in the form of a perforated

segment into which a finger actuated by the

clutch mechanism is pushed when the clutch

is seated, the holes drilled in the segment

Ior the purpose being so arranged that one

of them always will register with the finger

regardless of the position of the gear lever.

Two new models, one of four and the other

of six cylinder construction comprise the

complete vehicles which have been added to -

the line, though in many respects they rep

resent no significant alteration over prev

ious practice except as increasing the scope

of the product. Alterations in engine de

sign include the use of paired cylinder cast

the frame, while at the rear the gear casing

is carried on a single hinged joint. Perfect

freedom of the plant from any distorsion

of the frame is thus provided for, and the

success of the system is attested by the

fact that it has not been changed since first

adopted as a pioneer invention in its class.

Progressive gear shift, with a self-finding

device to prevent over-running the notches

are features common to all models, as is the
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practically unheralded—wherein the engine

base is flanged outwardly to the sides of

the frame and in the form of heavy webs

which are intended not alone to support the

motor, but also to stiffen the frame and

absolutely to prevent weaving or vibration.

Unlike the larger four cylinder model, the

cam shaft is carried in the base, while the

actuation of the overhead valves is accom-_

plished by means of tappets and push rods.
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ROYAL IGNITION WIRING

  

PIERCE CHANGE GEAR CONTROL‘

ings, rollers for the cam contacts, and a

fibre end thrust bearing at the forward End

of the crankshaft.

In the Stevens-Duryea cars, the construc

tion of the unit power plant, which in it

self is an original feature, is of considera

ble interest by way of comparison with

other unit plants, in that a very long reach

between supports is obtained, which in the

case of the six cylinder models is readily re

marked. The three-point suspension prin~

ciple is here carried out logically, the for

ward bearings being on opposite sides of

use of a multiple disc clutch consisting of

all steel members, one set of which are

faced with asbestos fiber, and in which no

oil is used. The new 24 horsepower four

cylinder model, embodies practically all the

standard features of the remaining older

members of the line, both in the larger and

smaller six cylinder models.

In sharp contrast to the theory of the

triple point suspension as applied to the unit

power plant, is the idea carried out in the

design of the new Matheson cars—the lat

est model of which appears at the show

The clutch is of the multiple disc type, as

in the larger car, but the transmission other

than that is totally difierent, being of the

popular axle-mounted type, but of original

design, with a brunze housing for the dif

ferential and sliding gear groups. The

torque tube is of heavy construction and is

given a universal mounting well forward in

the frame.

The Stearns line for 1909 is signalized by

the adoption of both shaft and chain drive

for the larger model which has been the

standard up to this time, the two arrange

ments being optional with the vehicle un

changed in other respects. An even more

significant innovation, however, is in the de

veldpme'nt of the new town car type, which

has all the ear marks of its class, together

with one or two entirely original and al

together promising features. Thus, the mo

tor is of the block type, the heads and ends

of the casting being liberally cored, while

the cover plates applied to the heads and

the front end are utilized for making the

water connections. A unique feature of the

unit is in the arrangement of the bed cast

ing, which is cored to form the chamber

for the centrifugal water pump, the intake

for which, coming from beneath the radia

tor, is cored through the bed casting. The

radiator saddle also forms the front cover

for the two-to-one group, and the entire

arrangement is at once compact and prac~

tical looking. In the rear axle, however.

the most unusual feature of the vehicle is

to be found. Here the differential housing

and change gear casing is secured to a trap

ezoidal framework which forms the axle

proper, the latter being extended at the

ends into the regular tubular form, but at

the center taking the form of an open frame
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of practically diamond shape, which is tre

mendously strong in appearance, consider

ing the probable weight of the car. The

traction and torsional stresses are absorbed

through the medium of the usual tubular

housing for the propeller shaft.

In the matter of torque resisting mechan

isms, perhaps the most unusual arrange

ment to be seen is that of the Pope-Hart

ford Model "S," which has been thoroughly

overhauled since last season, but still pre—

sents many of its former characteristics. In
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POPE-HARTFORD BELT TENSION

this, the use of torque resisting tube and

bar effects has been entirely eliminated, and

in their place a single connecting push link

has been substituted, which extends from

the lower side of the differential housing on

the rear axle to the lower side of the frame

member which supports the gear box. By

virtue of its offset with relation to the axle

center, this bar acts in opposition to the

torsion, while the same position also afiords

it ample advantage as a driving member

for the traction resistance. The motor has

been increased in power by a rearrange

ment of its auxiliaries and sundry minor

changes in design, the clutch is of wider

face and larger diameter and has been re

designed, the brakes have been enlarged,

and the frame has been modified to some

extent, gooseneck spring hangers with long

rear extensions now being one of its features.

In the Pope-Toledo, now made by the To

ledo Motor Co., a new organization which

has recently taken over the business of the

Pope Motor Car Co., is to be found what is

practically a reproduction of the massive,

luxurious car of last year, but with a few

improvements which are calculated to in

crease its efficiency in certain respects.

Thus, in the design of the crank case, alter

ations have been made so that the lubri

cation of the twofo-one gears is now ac

complished by means of the regular oiling

system. the supply being pumped directly

to the gears and the shaft bearings, all over

flow being returned to the pump well.

VARIETY IN ELECTRIC VEHICLES.

So quietly have the more recent improve

ments been brought about in electric ve_

hicle construction that it is difficult to ap

preciate their real significance. Indeed, it

is likely that the average show visitor la

bors under the impression that there is

nothing new about the electric, and also

that all electrics are pretty much alike,

save in the carriage work. How falsely

conceived this notion is, is revealed to the

inquisitive passerby in the restaurant at the

Garden, where on eight different stands, as

many makers display vehicles which resem

ble one another in few points, except such

as relate to the major specifications. In

addition to the exhibits here shown, the

list of adherents to the electric field is fur

ther extended by one maker who displays

his cars—the Woods—on the elevated plat

form in the main arena, while the commer

cial vehicle section in the basement also

boasts several electrics of the heavier type.

In proof of the assertion that novelty

does exist in the electric field, despite im-'

pressions to the contrary, it is only neces

sary to study the construction of the Bailey

victorias, shown for the first time in New

York City, and mounting original features

from the wheels, in which the spokes are

affixed directly to the rims without the use

of a wood felloe, to the steering gear, which

though it may be of the common, wheel

controlled pattern, is preferred by its mak

ers when revealing an inclined steering post

which is used as a tiller. while its upper
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sign, together with one or two significant

additions. Most noteworthy of these is the

new arrangement of the power plant and

its control system.

The controller, which is of the drum

type, now is provided with an automatic

interlocking device to safeguard the re

verse against accidental operation. Only

when the controller lever has been re

turned to its neutral position can the re

verse switch be actuated, when the con

troller lever itself must be again brought

into action to secure a flow of current. The

provision of an extra notch for the lever

back of the neutral position permits the

short-circuiting of the motor through re

sistance in such a way as to constitute a

powerful electric brake, suitable for emer

gency purposes.

Tendencies to follow the lead of the mak

ers of gasolene machines in the construc—

tion of vehicles of the runabout order are

in sharp contrast with the more familiar

and seemingly no less appropriate types of

inside-driven coupe or cab, such as are

shown in some form by practically every

electric vehicle maker. The familiar elec

tric cab is shown on but one stand—that

of the Electric Vehicle Co., other makers.

however, showing approaches to it under

other names—while in the Studebaker ex

hibit is displayed in addition to the more

stereotyped patterns, a three-seated brake,

mounted on solid tires and folowing closely

the lines of the horsed equipage which

carries the same name.

NOVELTY IN COMMERCIAL CARS.

Commercial vehicles at the Garden, while

  

WAVERLEY SHAFT TRANSMISSION

end is surmounted by a segment of a wheel

finished like an ordinary steering wheel, and

mounting a short lever by which the motor

is controlled just in the same way as the

throttle of a gasolene motor is handled.

A type of vehicle which reveals less that

is out of the ordinary run of electric con

struction, but which nevertheless is con

siderably improved over its predecessors,

is the Waverley, in which the new Waver

ley Co. has embodied a large number of the

traditions of the old Pope-Waverley de

not displayed in great numbers nor in a

fashion to attract attention, furnish con

siderable basis for study and reveal a num

ber of interesting and novel characteristics,

to one who has the patience to follow

around the outer circle of the basement and

rl'scover them all. In the gasolene field,

the two exhibits of heavy vehicles are

placed side by side. In the Alden Sampson

2nd, display is revealed a single 4-ton truck,

which at present is occupying the attention

of the builder in place of the gasolenc~
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CHARACTERISTIC TYPES OF TONNEAU DESIGN
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, POPE-TOLEDO XXI RUNABOU'I‘.

, COLUMBIA 29 H.P. TOURING CAR.

0 LOCOMOBILE "30" RUNABOUT. 2

API’I'IRSON "O" TOURING CAR. 4

E-M-F. “30” TOL'RABOUT. 6
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STUDEBAKER SUBURBAN ROADSTER.

FRANKLIN “D” TOURING CAR.

0, CORBIN “OZ” RUNABOUT.
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ELECTRIC VEHICLES STAGED WITH ITALIAN SETTING ‘

electric road train which was shown for the

first time a year ago. Original details in

its construction are found in the use of a

locking device whereby one of the two

driving members of the spur type differen

tial gear may be made to slide over into

engagement with the pinions which mesh

with the other driving member, thereby

locking the countershaft ends, and so com

pelling the rear wheels to rotate together.

The arrangement is useful in getting out of

mud holes, or for running home “on one

side” when a broken chain interferes with

the regular operation of the drive. The

double side chain drive is entirely enclosed

the oil and dust proof housings being made

of heavy gauge sheet steel and serving the

purpose of distance rods. The chains, it

should be remarked, are of the silent type.

In the Hewitt display are shown two

vehicles, one of two and one of five tons

capacity, the former being an entirely new

design. Both are alike in having the pedal

controlled, planetary change gear, double

side chain drive and other original features.

The smaller vehicle has a new, double-op

posed motor, so arranged that all its mov

ing parts may be removed from above. It

also is noteworthy in that provision is

made for heating the mixture on its way

to the cylinders and after it leaves the car

buretter.

Other gasolene vehicles are the Thomas

taximeter cab, which was shown for the

first time a year ago; the Franklin, show

ing in both truck and cab forms—the for

mer having the worm drive feature. and a

number of other interesting peculiarities;

the Knox, which in addition to a two

cylinder truck, is shown in a high-pressure

hose wagon and a chemical fire truck. The

Autocar in chassis and delivery form also

is in evidence, this being a new develop

ment not shown before. and comprising a

double-opposed motor, unit power plant

mounting, shaft drive and special form of

reduction gearing at the rear axle.

In electric commercial vehicles, heavy

trucks are shown at the Studebaker and

General Vehicle stands, as also are several

styles of delivery wagon. The latter dis—

play also includes a peculiarly light and

trim little package car, rated for a 350

pound load, and the former an ambulance.

The Champion Wagon Co. shows a delivery

wagon which has as new features a geared

reduction and silent chain drive.

Summary of Automobile Exhibits, including New

Gasolene Cars.

Apperson Bros. Automobile Co.. Kokomo. Ind.

Apperson Gasolene Cars.

One 40 horsepower 6-cylinder baby tonneau, one 50-55 horse

power 44‘ylinder touring car, one 3540 horsepower 4-cylinder road

ster. one 30-35 horsepower 4—eylinder touring car. Six-cylinder

model new this year.

New features: Gear-driven oiler under hood. new valve cap.

Autocar Co., Ardmore, Pa.

Autocar Gasolene Cars.

One 26 horsepower 4-c linder baby tonneau, one 18 horsepower

Z-cylinder town car, one 1 horsepower 2-cylinder victoria, one 18

horsepower 2-cylinder ’bus. one 18 horsepower 2-cylinder chassis.

All models new design this year. Exclusive feature: Floating

ring clutch design.

Cadillac Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Cadillac Gasolene Cars.

Two 30 horsepower 4-cylinder touring cars, one 30 horsepower

4~cylinder roadster, one 10 horsepower l-cylinder runabout, one 30

horsepower 4—cylinder chassis.

Four~cylinder models entirely new this year. Exclusive feat

ures: Individual copper water jackets; special spring suspension

construction; universal joint design.

Chalmers-Detroit Motor Co., Detroit, Mich.

Chalmers-Detroit Gasolene Cars.

One 40 horsepower 4~cylinder touring car, one 40 horsepower

4cylinder runabout, one 30 horsepower 4-cylinder runabout, one

I

and Exclusive Features.

30 horsepower 4~cylinder touring car. one 40 horsepower 4—cylinder

chassis, one 30 horsepower 4~cylinder chassis.

Thirty horsepower models shown for first time.

features: Spring design, motor and change gear details.

Corbin Motor Vehicle Corporation. New Britain, Conn.

Corbin Gasolene Cars.

One touring car, one limousine, one runabout, one baby ton

neau, one landaulet, one chassis—all 30 horsepower 4-cylinder.

New features: Front axle construction. foot brakes external

contracting, new multiplied leverage in clutch pedal, steering wheel.

Everitt‘Metzger-Flanders Co., Detroit, Mich.

E-M-F. Gasolene Cars.

One touring car. one runabout, one baby tonneau, one chassis

——all 30 horsepower. First time shown.

Exclusive features: Details of motor and transmission axle.

Electric Vehicle Co., Hartford. Conn.

Columbia Gasolene Cars.

One touring car, one touring runabout. one limousine, one

chassis—all 30 horsepower 4~cylinder. Motor new design.

Elmore Mfg. Co.. Clyde, 0.

Elmore Two-Cycle Gasolene Cars.

One 35 horsepower 4-cylinder touring car, one 24 horsepower

3-cylinder touring car, one 24 horsepower 3-cylinder limousine, one

2: horsepower 3~cylinclcr roadster, one 35 horsepower 4~cylinder

c assis.

Exclusive features: Only 2-cycle motor shown at Garden,

Exclusive
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PROMINENT EXAMPLES OF THE LIMOUSINE TYPE

  

1, PO ‘ 2 TUDEBAKER "B" LANDAULET.

3, PIERCl; ARROW 4O H.P. SUBURBAN. 4, LOCOMOBILE “40" LIMOUSINE.

5. SELDEN “29" LIMOUSINE- 6. STEVENS-DURYEA “X” LIMOUSINE.

7. STEARNS 15-30 H.P. LANDAULET. 8, PALMER-SINGER XXXH TOWN CAR.
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Franklin Mfg. Co., H. B., Syracuse, N. Y.

Franklin Air-Cooled Gasolene Cars.

One 42 horsepower o-cylinder touring car, one 28 horsepower

4-cylinder touring car, one 28 horsepower 4-cylinder roadster, one

18 horsepower 4~cylinder town car, one 18 horsepower 4—cylinder

touring car, one 18 horsepower 4-cylindcr runabout.

New feature: On 1909 models Bosch high-tension ignition

only. Exclusive features: Concentric valves, auxiliary exhausts,

set spark ignition, wood frame, light construction.

Haynes Automobile Co., Kokomo, Ind.

Haynes Gasolene Cars.

One touring car, one baby tonneau, one runabout, one chassis

—all 40 horsepower 4-cylinder.

_ Exclusive features: Double—banded, water-cooled, original de

sign.

Hewitt Motor Co., New York City.

Palmer & Singer Gasolene Cars.

One 60 horsepower 6-cylinder baby tonneau car, one 30 horse

power 4-cylinder Skimabout, one 30 horsepower 4-cylinder landau

lit town car, one 60 horsepower 6-cylinder chassis. First time

s own.

Exclusive features: Double drop frame on town car chassis,

universal mounting for the radiator, selective gearset design.

Knox Automobile Co., Springfield, Mass.

Knox Gasolene Cars.

Two limousines, one touring car, one close-coupled body tour

ing car, one roadster, one raceabout—all 32-38 horsepower 4-cylinder.

Locomobile Co. of America, Bridgeport, Conn.

Locomobile Gasolene Cars.

One 40 horsepower 4-cylinder touring car, one 40 horsepower

4-cylinder runabout, one 30 horsepower +cylinder touring car, one

30 horsepower 4-cylinder limousine, one 30 horsepower 4-cylinder

baby tonneau, one 30 horsepower 4—cylinder chassis, and Vanderbilt

Cup winner.

New feature: Shaft drive on 30 horsepower models.

Lozier Motor Co., New York City.

Lozier Gasolene Cars.

One 50 horsepower 6-cylinder touring car, one 45 horsepower

4~cylinder limousine, one 45 horsepower‘4-cylinder Briarcliff toy

tonneau, one 45 horsepower 4-cylinder chassis, one 35 horsepower

6-cylinder chassis.

New features: Oiler, manifold, aluminum steering gear hous

ing, foot accelerator. “Light Six" model entirely new design.

Matheson Motor Car Co., Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Matheson Gasolene Cars.

One 50 horsepower 6-cylinder touring car, one 45-50 horse

power 4-cylinder touring car, one 45-50 horsepower 4~cylinder li

mousine, one 50 horsepower 6-cylinder chassis, one 45-50 horse

power 4-cylinder chassis—6 cylinder model new.

New feature: Jump-spark ignition on frcylinder model.

Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Packard Gasolene Cars.

One 30 horsepower 4-cylinder limousine, one 30 horsepower

4—cylinder close-coupled body touring car, one 18 horsepower 4

cylinder landaulet, one 30 horsepower 4—cylinder chassis-—l8 horse

power model new this year.

Peerless Motor Car Co., Cleveland, O.

Peerless Gasolene Cars.

One touring car, one close-coupled touring car, one limousine,

one runabout, one chassis—all 30 horsepower 4—cylinder.

Pierce Co., The Geor e N., Buffalo, N. Y.

Pierce-Arrow asolene Cars.

One 60 horsepower 6cylinder limousine, one 48 horsepower

6-cylinder limousine, one 36 horsepower 6-cylinder brougham, one

36 horsepower 6-cylinder runabout, one 48 horsepower 6-cylinder

chassis—48 horsepower model new.

New features: Gear—shift control changed from post to side

levers, twin cylinder castings, redesign of valve mechanism and

piping.

Pope Manufacturing Co., Hartford, Conn.

Pope-Hartford Gasolene Cars. -

Two touring cars, one “pony tonneau,” one roadster, one li

mousine—all 40 horsepower 4-cylinder.

New features: Clutch, brakes and torsion group; engine re

designed.

Pope Motor Car Co., Toledo, O.

Pope-Toledo Gasolene Cars.

“One touring car, one foldin brougham, one close-coupled

body touring car, one roadster—a1 50 horsepower 4-cylinder.

New features: Oiling system improved, minor changes in

chassis.

Royal Motor Car Co., Cleveland, 0.

Royal Tourist Gasolene Cars.

Two touring. cars, one limousine, one chassis—all 48 horse

power 4-cylinder. New design this year.

New features: Self-starting device, ignition wiring, manifold,

dust-pan in front of radiator.

Selden Motor Vehicle Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Selden Gasolene Cars.

One touring car, one close-coupled body, one limousine, one

roadster, one chassis—all 29 horsepower 4-cylinder.

New features: Motor design new, model larger than last year.

Simplex Automobile Co., New York City,

Simplex Gasolene Cars.

One touring car, one baby tonneau, one chassis—all 50 horse

power 4-cylinder.

Stearns Company, F. B., Cleveland, 0.

Stearns Gasolene Cars.

One 30-60 horsepower 4-cylinder roadster, one 30-60 horse

power 4-cylinder touring car, one 15-30 horsepower 4-cylinder tour

ing car, one 15-30 horsepower 4-cylinder limousine, one 15-30 horse

power 4-cylinder chassis, one 30-60 horsepower 4-cylinder chassis.

The 15-30 horsepower models are new design, shaftdrive; 30-60

horsepower cars shown in both shaft and chain-drive models.

Exclusive features: Block motor, transmission axle design.

Stevens-Duryea Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.

Stevens-Duryea Gasolene Cars.

One 40 horsepower O-cylinder touring car, one 35 horsepower

6-cylinder limousine, one 24 horsepower 4-cylinder touring car, one

24 horsepower 4-cylinder runabout, one 24 horsepower 4-cylinder

limousine, one 40 horsepower 6-cylinder chassis. The 21» horse

power car new design.

Exclusive features: Three-point suspension system for power

plant; carburetter design, self-finding progressive gear shift.

Studebaker Automobile Co., South Bend, Ind.

Studebaker Gasolene Cars.

One 40 horsepower 4—cylinder touring car, one 40 horsepower

4-cylinder limousine, one 40 horsepower 4-cylinder toy tonneau,

one 30 horsepower 4-cylinder “Suburban,” one 40 horsepower 4~

cylinder chassis.

New features: Bosch magnetic spark plugs, original design

wicker body on “Suburban” model, new automatic air valve, re

design of steering gear.

Thomas Motor Co., E. R., Buflalo, N. Y.

Thomas Gasolene Cars.

One 70 horsepower 6-cylinder toy tonneau, one 40 horsepower

(rcylinder touring car, one 60 horsepower 4-cylinder limousine, one

60 horsepower 4-cylinder touring car, one 40 horsepower 6-cylinder

chassis, and New York-Paris race winner. Light 6-cylinder model

new design.

New features: Clutch enclosed, 3-plate type; new model, triple

cylinder engine units, axle-mounted change gear, double ignition

with duplicate spark plugs.

Walter Motor Car Co., Trenton, N. J.

Walter and Roebling-Planche Gasolene Cars.

Walter cars: One 50 horsepower 4-cylinder touring car, one 20

horsepower 4—cylinder town car, one 50 horsepower 4—cylinder

chassrs, all new models.

dOlne Roebling-Planche 100 horsepower 4-cylinder racer, new

mo e .

New features: Radiator mounting, torque group redesigned,

automatic ball valves in carburetter.

Winton Motor Car Co., Cleveland, 0.

Winton Gasolene Cars.

One touring car, one landaulet, one toy tonneau, one roadster,

one chassis—all 48 horsepower (rcylinder, and one 60 horsepower

6-cylinder touring car. Light car new design.

Exclusive features: Carburetter design, self-starting gear.

White Company, The, Cleveland, 0.

White Steam Cars.

Two 40 horsepower touring cars, one 40 horsepower limousine,

one 40 horsepower runabout, one 20 horsepower touring car, One

20 horsepower landaulet, one 20 horsepower chassis. The 20 horse

power models and 40 horsepower runabout design new this car.

New feature: Pressed steel frame in 40 horsepower runa out.

Electric Pleasure Vehicles.

Anderson Carriage Co., Detroit, Mich.

Detroit Electric Cars.

One coupe, one victoria, one brougham and one chassis, 24

cells, and one runabout, 16 cells.

Babcock Electric Carriage Co.. Buffalo, N. Y.

Babcock Electric Cars.

One town car, 42 cells; one coupe, 36 cells; one victoria, 36

cells; one runabout, 40 cells, one Stanhope, 36 cells, one runabout,

36 cells, one chassis, 36 cells. Town car, coupe and light runabout

new models.

Bailey & Co., S. R. (Inc.), Amesbury, Mass.

Bailey Electric Cars.

Two victoria phaetons, 30 cells; one model with steering wheel

and one with lever steer.
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Exclusive features: Lever steering construction; power con

trol 0n segment of wheel, automatically shut off by foot brake;

underslung battery with 3-point suspension.

Baker Motor Vehicle Co., Cleveland, 0.

Baker Electric Cars.

One roadster, 40 cells; one runabout, 30 cells; one town car,

30 cells; one extension front coupe, 28 cells; one victoria, 24 cells;

one runabout chassis, 30 cells. Victoria, coupe and'roadster models

are new design.

Exclusive feature:

bearings in motor.

Electric Vehicle Co., Hartford, Conn.

Columbia Electric Cars.

One brougham, 40 cells; one victoria, 20 cells.

desi n.

xclusive features: Live rear axle design and enclosed trans

mission.

Non—sparking commutator; imported ball

Victoria new

Rauch & Lang, Cleveland, 0.

R. & L. Electric Cars.

Two Stanhopes, one extension coupe, one runabout, one chas

sis-—all 24 cells and all new models.

Studebaker Automobile Co., South Bend, Ind.

Studebaker Electric Cars.

One high speed Stanhope, 36 cells; one victoria phaeton, 28

cells; one runabout, 24 cells; one Stanhope, 24 cells. Stanhope and

victoria models new this year.

Exclusive features: Special safety switch, one-third of battery

in front and two-thirds in rear, four speeds forward and four re-.

verse.

Waverley Co., The. Indianapolis, Ind.

Waverley Electric Cars.

Two town cars, two runabouts, one Stanhope, all 30 cells.

Town cars are new models.

Exclusive features: Automatic safety, control system silent

chain and gear transmission.

Woods Electric Co., Chicago, Ill.

Woods Electric Cars.

Two inside operated broughams, 2 victorias—all 40 cells.

Exclusive features: Individual chain drive adjustment, com

pletely housed; imported ball bearings throughout; unit assembly

power plant, easily removable.

Commercial Vehicles.

Autocar Co., Ardmore, Pa.

Autocar Gasolene Cars.

One 18 horsepower 2-cylinder chassis, one 18 horsepower 2

cylinder delivery wagon. New design this year.

Exclusive features: Unit power plant and rear axle construction.

MOTORCYCLES

American Motor Co., Brockton, Mass.,

 

single. one 7 horsepower 2-cylinder motor

Baker Motor Vehicle Co., Cleveland, 0.

Baker Electric Cars.

One l-ton capacity, 42 cells, commercial truck chassis.

Exclusive features: Non-sparking commutator; imported ball

bearing motor.

Champion Wagon Co., Oswego, N. Y.

Champion Electric Wagons.

One 1,000 lbs. capacity, 40 cells, delivery wagon, new design.

New features: Gear reduction with Morse silent chain; annular

ball bearings.

Franklin CO., H. H., Syracuse, N. Y.

Franklin Air-cooled Gasolene Cars.

One 18 horsepower 4—cylinder, 1,000 lbs. capacity. delivery

wagon; one 18 horsepower 4-cylinder, Z-ton stake truck; one 18

horsepower 4-cylinder taximeter cab—all air-cooled and all new

designs this year.

Exclusive features: Worm gear drive in axle, wood sills, con

centric valve, air-cooled motor with auxiliary exhaust.

General Vehicle Co., Long Island City, N. Y.

Electric Trucks.

One 3%-ton truck, one Z-ton truck, one l-ton truck, one 1,000—

lbs. delivery wagon, one 350-lbs. delivery wagon.

New "catures: Pressed steel frame, Morse chains, P. & S. bat

tery.

Hewitt Motor Co., New York City.

Hewitt Gasolene Trucks.

One 25 horsepower 2-cylinder 2-ton chassis, one 28 horsepower

4-cylinder 5-ton truck. Two-cylinder model new design.

Exclusive features: Planetary transmission, removable cylin~

ders; block tires.

Knox Automobile Co., Springfield, Mass.

Knox Gasolene Cars.

One 48 horsepower 4-cylinder high pressure hose wagon, one

36 horsepower 4-cylinder chemical combination wagon, one

horsepower 2<cylinder 3,0004bs. truck. Four cylinder models new

this year.

Sampson Mfg. Co., Alden, Pittsfield, Mass.

Alden Sampson Gasolene Trucks.

One 40 horsepower 4~cylinder 4~ton truck, new design.

Exclusive features: Differential lock, enclosed chains.

Studebaker Automobile Co., South Bend, Ind.

Studebaker Electric Trucks.

One S-ton truck, one 2,500-lbs. express wagon. one 1,500-lbs.

delivery wagon, one 850-lbs. delivery wagon, one 1,500-lbs. capacity

station ’l.-us, one 8001bs. ambulance.

Thomas Motor Co., E. R., Buffalo, N. Y.

Thomas Gasolene Taximeter Cabs.

Two 16-20 horsepower 4‘cylinder taxicabs.

Exclusive features: Block type motor, multiple disc clutch.

AND THEIR ACCESSORIES SEPARATELY ARRAYED.

254 horsepower single cylinder motorcycles.

M-M—Thrce 6 horsepower 2-cylinder, five

3% horsepower single cylinder motorcycles;

one 3% horsepower single cylinder side

ear.

Aurora Automatic Machinery Co., Aurora,

111., Thor—Two 3 horsepower single cylin

der, one 2% horsepower single cylinder,

one 3% horsepower single cylinder, two 6

horsepower Z-cylinder motorcycles.

Auto-Bi Co., The, Buffalo, N. Y.,

Greyhound—>Two 3 horsepower single cyl

inder motorcycles.

Consolidated Mfg. Co., Toledo, 0., Yale

-—Two 3% horsepower single cylinder m0

torcycles.

Crouch Motor Co., Stoneham, Mass.,

Crouch—Two 3 horsepower single cylinder

motorcycles.

Curtiss Mfg. Co., G. H., Hammondsport,

Y., Curtiss—One 3 horsepower single,

one 3% horsepower single, one 6 horse

power 2-cylinder, one 7 horsepower Z-cylin

der, one 10 horsepower 3-cylinder motor

cycles.

Excelsior Supplv Co., Chicago, Ill., Ex

celsior—Three 3% horsepower single cylin

der motorcycles.

Harley-Davidson Motor Co., Milwaukee,

Wis., l'larley-Davidson~Two 4 horsepower

cycles.

llendee Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mass., In

dian—Two 2% horsepower single, two 3%

horsepower single, four 5 horsepower 2

cylinder, one 7 horsepower Z—cylinder mo

torcycles.

Merkel-Light Motor Co., Pottstown, Pa.,

Merkel and Light motorcycles—Two 2%

horsepower single cylinder Light motor

cycles, one 3% horsepower single cylinder

Light, two 3% horsepower single cylinder

Merkel, one 7 horsepower 2-cylinder Mer

kel motorcycles.

N. S. U. Motor Co., New York City,

N. S. U.—One 3 horsepower single, one 3

horsepower Z-cylinder, one 1% horsepower

single, one 3% horsepower single, one 4

horsepower single, one 6 horsepower 2

cylinder motorcycles; one 6 horsepower 2—

cylinder tri-car, one 6 horsepower chlinder

side car.

National Sales Corporation, New York

City, Peugeot—One 57 horsepower 2-cylin

der Simplex-Peugeot; one 5-7 horsepower

2-cylinder All-Right motorcycle.

New Era Gas Engine Co., Dayton, 0.,

New Era—One 3% horsepower single cyl

inder motorcycle.

Ovington Motor Co., New York City,

F. N.—One 5 horsepower 4-cylinder, one

Pierce Cycle Co., Buffalo, N. Y., Pierce-—

'lihree 6-7 horsepower 4-cylinder motorcy

c es.

Reading Standard Co., Reading, Pa., R-S

—Three 3% horsepower single, one 4 horse

power single, one 6 horsepower 2-cylinder,

one 7% horsepower Z-cylinder motorcycles;

one 6 horsepower 2-cylinder chair car, one

4 horsepower single cylinder non-converti

ble delivery car.

Reliance Motorcycle Co., Owego, N. Y.,

Reliance—One 2 horsepower single, one 3

horsepower single, one 3% horsepower sin

gle, one 5 horsepower 2-cylinder, one 7

horsepower 2-cylinder motorcycles.

Royal Motor Co., Worcester Mass., Royal

Pioneer—One 44% horsepower single cyl

inder motorcycle.

Walton Motor Co., Inc., Lynbrook, L. 1.,

Midget Bi-Car—Two 3% horsepower sin

gle cylinder Bi—Cars.

Motorcycle Accessories.

Baker & Co., F. A.. New York—Supplies.

Eclipse Machine Co., Elmira, N. Y.—

Coaster brakes.

Mesinger Mfg. Co., H. & 1., New York

City—Saddles.

Motor Car Equipment Co.,

City—Spark plugs and supplies.

New York
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Where Progress in Tires, Parts and Accessories is Shown

When a big glass globe broke in the con

cert hall and let loose a heavy cascade of

steel balls of all sizes, which tumbled to

the floor with a noise like magnified mus

ketry, a crowd gathered to see what would

happen next. Only a few, observing the

shattered remains of the globe, realized

that the incident was accidental, the weight

ripest experience in the selection of goods

that will meet both popular demand and

whatever technical requirements their na

ture imposes. The celebrated Brampton

chains, for which Miller is the American

distributor, are but one line of foreign nov

elties which are disclosed at the Miller

space. A gasolene searchlight, of 15,000

5.

.,Z.

  

  

of well known accessories, a number of new

things which have not been shown before.

Rear signals for cars. to indicate to the

traffic behind which way the driver intends

to turn, are shown at two spaces, and rep

resent the newest ideas in this direction.

in the “Isti”, shown by A. R. Mosler & Co.,

the device takes the form of a revolvable

ACCESSORIES UNDER THE RED ROSE TRELLIS IN CONCERT HALL

of the balls having proved too much for

the containing glass. The others assumed

that the racket and shower of bearings was

but a preliminary to some demonstration

stunt. and it required explanation on the

part of the attendants at the Standard

Roller Bearing Co.’s space to convince them

that nothing more of a sensational charac

ter might be expected. All of which was

very natural because of the very extraor

dinary things the exhibitors in the acces

sory section are doing to attract the visit

ors' attention and show off the products.

From frivolous fittings such as silver

eagles for radiator caps, through the range

of accessories to the vital and important

things such as chains, the exhibit of Charles

E. Miller, New York, in the second gal

lery, presents lines which represent the

candlepower, in which the fuel is utilized

to heat an incandescent mantle, is a French

importation which indicates the Miller

proclivity for promptly bringing over the

latest and best of Europe’s accessory offer

ings. The general array of horns. lamps,

plugs, tire supplies, clocks, jacks and fit

tings shown is the subject of interest and

study by both dealers and retail purchasers.

At the space of the Motor Car Equip

ment Co., of New York, which is located in

the basement, imported specialties have a

prominent place, the list of articles on view

including Pirelli ignition cable, Peugeot

chains, Blanchard horns, French plugs, Eng

li'sh pumps, the latest foreign universal

pump connections, and a host of minor nova

clties. The domestic goods predominate,

however, and include, beside standard lines

disc which is fitted over the rear lens of

the tail lamp. The disc is perforated with

the words “right”, “left”, and “stop” and

by means of a flexible wire connection from

the driver's seat the disc may be turned to

bring the proper word into the horizontal

position so that it may be read. To pro

vide for daylight service, the disc is crossed

with a broad arrow which points to the

right or left and to the upward position for

"stop". The Dimond electric traffic signal,

staged by the Dimond Ignitcr Co., is a

black box affixed to the rear of the vehicle.

For the three signal positions three push

buttons are arranged ready to the driver's

hand. Semaphore arms swing up from the

open sides of the box in accordance with

which button is pressed, the blades bearing

the signal of “right”, "left", or “stop”.
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Except for the fact that on Wednesday the exhibit of the Michelin

Tire Co., of Milltown, N. 1., moved out bag and baggage from the

show, because the space in which Michelin tires were obliged to

appear was not worthy of the reputation of the product, the tire

representation is very complete. The Diamond Rubber Co., of

Akron, 0., exhibits not only the various types of Diamond tires, in

cluding the new “Diamond grip" tread, but also stages the improved

Diamond demountable rim. The Goodyear quick acting rim and the

new air bottles form supplementary exhibits for the display of Good

year tires at the space of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., of

Akron. The peculiar tread on the new Firestone non-skid tires,

formed of raised rubber letters, marks them conspicuously not only

in the booth of the Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, but also on

the many show cars of which they are equipment. At the Firestone

stand these are but a small part of the total showing, which corn

prises a full line of pneumatics and solids, not to mention the Fire

stone demountable rim.

Continental tires of the several types are the base of the display

cf the Continental Caoutchouc Co., of New York, but the Continental

c'emountabl: rim is featured, also. The new “universal, standard,

quick detachable rim" is offered not only by the Hartford Rubber

‘Norks Co., of Hartford, Conn., but by Morgan & Wright. of Detroit,

Mich., and the G & J Tire Co., of Indianapolis. Each of these ex

hibitors, however, has an individual and distinctive line of tires to

offer. Quite a number of demountable rims of ingenious construction

are presented by other than tire manufacturers, including the Sager,

made by the J. H. Sager Co.. of Rochester, N. Y., and the Nadall and

Dow types In the tire accessories the Weed chains of the Weed

(.hain Tire Grip Co., New York, appear as proved successes, while

A. C. Brictson, of Brookings, S. D., is a newcomer, with a line of non

skid treads which may be used over the regular tires.

Radically different from all the other ignition systems revealed

at the Garden is the Seeley system, mounted by the High Frequency

Ignition Coil Co., of Los Angeles, Cal. Each cylinder of the motor,

under the Seeley arrangement, is equipped with an individual coil

supplying high tension current to the spark plug. The coils are small

affairs, very short and only about three inches in diameter. They

have no iron cores, but utilize simple solenoid windings. A distribu

ter directs the primary current to each coil in turn. One of the

features of the system, however, is the fact that the primary current

has a coil and condenser of its own, which may be mounted on the

dash or elsewhere. This coil has an iron core and also a condenser,

the action of the latter providing a mysterious alternating effect

which influences the unit secondary coils at the cylinders to give a

very remarkable discharge. No vibrator is used, and it is claimed

for the system that great simplification and current economy are

secured.

Magnetos are scattered all through the accessory division, the

more famous ones including those of Bosch, Splitdorf, Remy, Heinze,

Bretz's U. & H., and Witherbee's Volta, not to mention the recent

iroductions of Wheeler and Pittsfield. A large space is taken by the

Bosch Magneto Co., New York, to stage the Bosch line in both high

and low tension magnetos. The Splitdorf Laboratory, New YorkI has

coils, plugs and a demonstration outfit, supplementing its magneto,

and the space of the Witherbce Igniter Co., New York, contains all

manner of coils, timers, distributers, plugs, accumulators and handy

lamps in addition to the Volta. Eight times as big as regular size,

the huge ignition outfit put up by the Heinze Electric Co., of Lowell,

Mass., attracts a generous share of attention. and serves to make

plain the roerits of the Heinze plugs, switches and coils. The neat

little steering wheel switch, produced by the Connecticut Telephone

& Electric Co., of Meriden, Conn., is attached to a real steering wheel

so that its action may be apparent. It permits the ignition circuit

to be controlled'for either battery or magneto or both, without

reaching down to the coil. The other “Connecticut” specialties, such

as coils, kick switches, meters and terminals have advantageous set

tings.

For the Garden show a new display arrangement for Stewart

speedometn's and clocks has been prepared, presenting all the models

in a row under powerful electric light. The Jones speedometers,

clocks, annunciators and taximeters have the benefit of a conspicuous
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SPLITDORF.

location, while nearby the Warner auto

meters are disclosed in complete and in

structive array.

In lamps the Badger Brass Mfg. Co., of

Kenosha, Wis., and New York City, are

among the best known and prominent ex

hibitors, the Solar line having a variety of

types extending from small oil and electric

illuminators to the large searchlights

equipped with the Solar eclipsing device.

The Wridgway “no glare" shade for head

lights is effectively demonstrated at the

Gray & Davis space, in a lamp containing

a brilliant electric bulb. The numerous

styles of Gabried horn made by the Gabriel

Horn Mfg. Co., of Cleveland. 0., comprise

the main feature of the company's appeal

to the public and trade, but the Gabriel

shock absorber is also represented, with

1909 improvements.

Parts are heavy factors at the show, the

list including the axles and bearings of

such concerns as the Timken Roller Bear

ing Axle Co., the Standard Roller Bearing

Co., and the American Ball Bearing Co.,

while the J. S. Bretz Co., of New York,

offers the imported F. & S. annular ball

bearings. Castings of almost every con

ceivable type, so far as motor car construc

tion is concerned, are to be found in ag

gregate of such exhibits as those of the

William Cramp & Sons Ship & Engine

Building Co., the Manufacturers’ Foundry

Co. and the large list of others with show

ings of casting work in special metals.

Radiators have exemplification in the Bris

coe, domestic chains in the Diamond, while

  

HEINZE.

'—

  

  

2“-°*‘

1

U. & H. BOSCH.

VARIOUS IMPROVEMENTS IN MAGNETO DESIGN

the ofl‘erings of tools and specialties, such

as Perfection wrenches, Columbia lock nuts,

Chandler nameplates and the like, gives

proof of the wide ramifications and detail

amplification which is accompanying the

industry.

Flashy medals, buttons, picture books, cal

cndars and similar remembrances reward

the souvenir hunters and advance the cause

of the stand attendants with the ladies,

while the small boys find great delight in

the paper “snappers” which when swung

quickly in the air give of? a report like a

fat firecracker and which are given with a

free hand at one of the third tier box ex

hibits. To members of the trade several

concerns are making distributions of val

uable and characteristic tokens. In the

comfortable enclosure of their own show

spaces not a few of the accessory people,

with their friends, try at times to steal a

concealed smoke, but the severe discipline

in this respect that is apparent at the front

entrance, where all lighted cigars and cigar

ettes must be thrown away, extends to the

farthest recesses of the galleries, and sly

smoking attempts are promptly stopped.

The complete list of accessory exhibitors

is as follows:

ACCESSORY EXHIBITS.

A-Z Co., The, New York City—Hoods,

radiators and tanks.

Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co., New York City—

Ajax tires.

Allen Auto Specialty Co., New York City

-—Tire jackets and specialties.

Allers Co., H. A., New York City—Solar

ine Metal Polish.

WHEELER.

  

  

American Ball Bearing Co., Cleveland,

O.—Ball bearings and axles.

American Electrical Novelty & Mfg. Co.,

New York City—Ever Ready Batteries,

lamps and tire specialties.

American Electric Fuse Co., New York

City—Igniter and magnet wire.

American Thermos Bottle Co., New York

City—Thermos bottles.

American Thermo-Ware Co., New York

City—Goggles, hydrometers.

American & British Mfg. Co., Bridgeport,

Conn—Motors and parts.

Anderson Forge Machine Co., Detroit,

Mich.—Crankshafts, gears.

Apple Electric Co., Dayton, O.—Ignition

systems.

Atlas Rubber Co., Buffalo, N. Y.—Non

puncturable inner cases.

Atwater-Kent Mfg. Works, Philadelphia,

Pa.—Igniters and timers.

Atwood-Castle Co., Amesbury, Mass.—

Lamps.

Austro-American Separator Co., Cleve

land, O.—Gasolene funnels.

Autocoil Co., Jersey City, N. J.—-Spark

coils.

Auto Improvement Co., New York City—

Self starting devices and motor specialties.

Auto Pump Co., Springville, N. Y.—

Pumps.

Auto Supply Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.—

Horns, tubin and brass specialties.

Auto Tire gnflating Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

—Wyman tire tanks.

Avery Portable Lighting Co.. Milwaukee,

Wis—Gas tanks.

Badger Brass Mfg. Co., New York City

and Kenosha, Wis—Solar lamps and acety

lene generators.

Baker Mfg. Co., New Haven, Conn.—

Spark plugs.

aldwin Chain and Mfg. Co., Worcester,

Mass—Baldwin chains and recoil check.

Balzer, Gus, New York City—Bouquet

holders, connecters, generators and supplies.
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Batavia Rubber Co.. Batavia, N. Y.—-Tires.

Benford, E. M., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.—Spark

plugs and timers.

Blue Ribbon Auto & Carriage Co.. Bridge

port, Conn.—Bodies.

Bosch Magneto Co., Robt., New York

City—Ignition systems.

Bowser & Co., S. F., Ft. Wayne, Ind.—

Tanks, measuring pumps and gasolene stor

age systems.

Brennan Mfg. CO., Syracuse, N. Y.——Mo

tors.

Bretz CO., J. S., New York City—Im

ported ball bearings and high tension mag

netOS.

Brictson, A. 0., Brookings, S. D.-—

Studded tire protector treads.

Briscoe Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich—Radia

tors.

Continental Caoutchouc Co., New York

City—Continental tires and demountable

rims.

Cooks Sons, Adam, New York City—

Lubricants.

Cooks Standard Tool Co.,

Mich—Standard jacks.

Cormack & Co., M. H.—-Supplies.

Cowles & CO., C., New Haven, Conn.—

Lamps, monograms and bouquet holders.

Cramp & Sons Ship 8: Engine Co., Wm.,

Philadelphia, Pa.—Bronze castings and au

tomobile parts.

Davis—Bournonville CO., New York City—

Casting and autogenus welding.

Dayton Airless Tire CO., Dayton, 0.—

Tires.

Diamond Chain and Mfg. Co., Indianapo

lis, Ind—Axles, chains, transmissions,

sprockets.

Kalamazoo,

   

Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.—

Fisk tires.

Flentje, Ernest, Cambridge, Mass—Shock

preventers.

Franklin Co., H. H., Syracuse, N. Y.—

Die castings.

G. L. Economizer CO., New York City—

Fuel economizers.

_ G & J Tire Co., Indianapolis, Ind.—G & J

tires.

Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co., Cleveland, 0.—

Gabriel exhaust horns.

Garvin Machine Co., New York City—

Pumps and machinery.

Geiszler Bros., New York City—Batteries.

Gemmer Mfg. Co, Detroit, Mich.-—Steer~

ing gear and parts.

Gilbert Mfg. Co.. New Haven. Conn.—

Tircs, jackets, lamps, covers and rubber

cloth specialties.

  

ACCESSORIES EXHIBITS ON ELEVATED PLATFORM AROUND THE ARENA

Brown-Lipe Gear Co., Syracuse, N. Y.—

Transmission, differential and steering

gears.

Buda Foundry & Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Jacks.

Burnett Compound Spring, Incorporated,

Newark, N. J.—Suspension springs.

Burrowes CO., E. T., Portland, Me.—

Spare wheels and wind shields.

Byrne, Kingston 8r. Co., Kokomo, Ind.—

Kingston carburetters.

Caloris Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.—Ca

loris bottles.

Champion Co., Albert, Boston, Mass—Ig

nition specialties.

Champion Ignition CO., Flint, Mich—Ig

nition systems.

Chandler CO., Inc., The, Springfield, Mass.

—Name plates and monograms.

Chase & Co.. L. _C., Boston, Mass—Top

cover leathers and plush robes.

Chicago Coil Co., Chicago, Ill—Cartridge

coils.

Chicago \Vindshield CO., Chicago, Ill.—

\Vindshields.

Coes Wrench Co.,

Wrenches.

Columbia Lubricants Co. of New York,

New York City—Lubricants.

Columbia Nut and Bolt Co.. Bridgeport,

Conn._—Lock nuts.

Commercial Acetylene CoI. New York

City—Oxy-acetylene welding.

Connecticut Telephone and Electric CO.,

Meriden, Conn—Spark coils, switches and

ignition specialties.

Consolidated Rubber Tire Co., New York

City—Kelly-Springfield tires.

Worcester, Mass.—

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, O.—Dia

mond tires.

R. E. Dietz Co., New York City—Lamps.

Dimond Igniter Co.. New York City—

Storage batteries, rectifiers. traffic signals

and hand soap.

Dixon Crucible CO., Joseph, Jersey City,

N. J.——Graphite and lubricants.

Dow Tire Co., New York City—Dow tires.

Downing, C. J., New York City—Lamps,

horns and accessories.

Dufi Mfg. Co., Pittsburg. Pa.—Barrett

jacks.

Dufi‘y Grease CO., New York City—Lubri

cants.

Eastern Carbon Works, Jersey City, N. J.

—Dry batteries.

Edison Auto Accessories Co., New York

City—Edison spark plugs.

Edmunds & Jones Mfg. CO.,

Mich—Lamps.

Edwards Co., 0. M., Syracuse, N. Y.—

Windshields.

Electric Storage Battery CO., Philadel_

phia, Pa.—Accumulators.

Elite Mfg. Co., Ashland, O.—-Jacks and

pumps.

Empire Automobile Tire CO., Trenton,

N. J.—Empire tires.

English & Mersick CO., New Haven,

Conn—Automobile hardware, lamps and

Windshields.

Erie Foundry Co.. Erie, Pa.—castings.

Faultless Auto Tube Co., New York City

—Multiple inner tubes.

Firestone Tire & Rubber CO., Akron, 0.—

Firestone tires.

Detroit,

Globe Machine & Stamping CO., Cleve

land O.—Metal stamping specialties.

Goodrich Co., B. F., Akron, O.——-Goodrich

clincher tires.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, 0.—

Goodyear tires and tire inflaters.

Gray & Davis. Amesbury, Mass—Lamps.

Ham Mfg. Co., C. T., Rochester, N. Y.—

Lamps.

Hardy Co., R. F.., The, New York City—

Spark plugs.

Harris Oil CO., A. W., Providence, R. I.—

Lubricants.

Hartford Rubber Works Co._. Hartford,

Conn—Hartford tires.

Hartford Suspension Co., Jersey City, N.

J.—'Trufi’ault-Hartford shock absorbers.

Havoline Oil CO., New York City—Lubri

cants.

Geo. A., New York City—“PanHaws,

hard oil.”

Healy Leather Tire CO., New York City—

Tires and rims.

Hill Dryer CO., New York City—Funnels.

Heinze Electric CO., Lowell, Mass—Coils

and ignition equipment.

Herz & CO., New York City—Timers,

plugs and ignition specialties.

Hess-Bright Mfg. Co., Philadelphia. Pa.—

Bearings and magnetos. ’

High Frequency Ignition Coil Co., Los

An eles, Cal.—Ignition systems.

offecker Co., The, Boston, Mass—Speed

indicators.

Hopewell Bros, Cambridge, Mass—Tire

cases, covers, robes.

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co., Harrison, N. 1.

—Roller bearings.
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Hydraulic Oil Storage 8: Distributing Co.,

Detroit, Mich.—-Tanks, “Snells” storage

systems.

Janney-Steinmetz & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

-—Spark plugs, tanks, wrenches. ‘

Janus Bottle Mfg. Co., New York City—

Vacuum bottles.

Jarman & Baker, New York City—Drip

pans, racks, horns and accessories.

Jeffrey-Dewitt Co., Newark, N. J.—Re

liance spark plugs.

Johnson & Co., Isaac G., Spuyten Duvil,

. Y.—Forgings and castings.

Jones 8: Co.. Phineas, Newark, N. J.—

Rims, wood wheels.

Jones Speedometer, New York City—

Speedometers, annunciators, odometers and

specialties.

K. W. Ignition Co., Cleveland, O.——Mag

netos, spark plu 5.

Keystone Lu ricating Co., Philadelphia,

Pa.—Lubricants.

King Optical Co., Julius, New York City

—Goggles and clocks.

Kitsee Storage Battery Co., Scranton, Pa.

—Storage batteries.

Lavalette & Co., New York City—Mag

netos and ignition specialties.

Livingston Radiator Co., New York City

——Radiators.

Leather Tire Goods Co., Newton Upper

Falls, Mass.-—Non-skid covers.

Lebanon Steel Casting Co., Lebanon, Pa.

HSteel castings.

Light Mfg. 8: Foundry Co., Pottstown.

Pa.—Aluminum parts and castings.

Lucas 8: Co., John, New York City—

Paints.

Lunkenheimer Co., The, Cincinnati, 0.—

Lubricators, grease cups, pet-cocks.

“Lux” Auto Lamp Mfg. Co., New York

City—Lamps.

McCord Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.—Radiat

ors and oilers.

Manhattan Screw & Stamping Works,

New York City—Horns, lamps.

Mann Co., Leon, New York City—Rain

coats.

Manufacturers Foundry Co., Waterbury,

Conn—Castings.

Marko Storage Battery Co., Brooklyn, N.

Y.--Batteries. ‘

Merchant & Evans Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

—Multiple disc clutches, automobile fittings

and Hele-Shaw clutches.

Metal Stamping Co., New York City—

Radiators, rails, windshields and ball-bear

ings.

Mezger, C. A., Inc., New York City

“Soot-proof" spark plugs and Windshields.

Mica Core Mfg. Co., New York City—In

sulation and plugs.

Michelin Tire Co., Milltown, N. J.—

Michelin tires.

Miller, Charles E._. New York City—

Brampton chains, supplies and accessories.

Miller 8: Sons, Wm. P., Long Island City,

N. Y.—Lubricants.

Morgan & Wright, Detroit. Mich—Mor

gan & Wright tires.

Morrison-Ricker Mfg. Co., Grinnell, Ia.—

Gloves and gauntlets.

Mosler & Co., A. R., New York City—

Spark plugs, “Isti” rear signal devices and

“Umph” Timers.

Mossberg Co., Frank, Attleboro. Mass.—

Auto Cle wrenches.

Motsinger Device Mfg. Co., Pendleton,

Ind—Ignition systems.

Motor Car Equipment Co.. New York

City—Blanchard horns, Pirelli tires and sup

plies.

Motz Clincher Tire 8: Rubber Co., New

York City—Tires.

Mutty Co., L. J., Boston, Mass—Rubber

cloth and imitation leathers.

Nadall Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.-—Nadall De

mountable rims.

Nathan Novelty Mfg. Co., New York City

—Tire covers and cases.

National Battery Co., New York City—

Storage batteries.

National Carbon Co., New York City—

Dry batteries.

Never Miss Spark Plug- Co., Lansing,

Mich—Plugs, ammeters, battery connec

tions, chain tools.

New Departure Mfg. Co., Bristol, Conn.—

Annular ball bearings.

New York Coil Co., New York City—

Spark coils.

New York Leather Belting Co., New

York City—Belting and brake lining.

N. Y. 8: N. J. Lubricant Co., New York

City—Lubricants.

N. Y. Sporting Goods Co., New York

City—Accessories.

Ni htingale Whistle Co., New York City

— aust whistles.

Noera Mfg. Co., Waterbury, Conn.—Oil

ers.

Noonan Tool 8: Machine Works, Rome,

N. Y.—Tools.

Oliver Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.—Jacks.

Pantasote Co., The, New York City—Top

and upholstery imitation leather.

Parker Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass—Stand

ard speedometers.

Patterson, Gottfried & Hunter, New York

City—Tool outfits.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeannette, Pa.—

Pennsylvania tires.

Perfection Spring Co., Cleveland 0.—

Springs.

Perfection Wrench Co._. Port Chester, N.

Y.-—Wrenches and tools.

Philadelphia Storage Battery Co., Phila

delphia, Pa.—Storage batteries.

Philadelphia Timer 8: Machine Co., Phila

delphia, Pa.—Timers.

Pierson Motor Supply Co., Brooklyn, N.

Y.—Supplies.

Pittsfield Spark Coil Co., Dalton, Mass.—

Ignition systems.

Post 8: Lester Co., The, Hartford, Conn.

—Supplies and specialties.

Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford, Conn.—

Machinery.

Prosser & Son, Thomas, New York City—

Krupp steel, gears and parts.

Quincy-Manchester-Sargent Co., Plain

field, N. J.—Auto Wrenches and steel cast

ings.

Rands Mfg. Co.,

and Windshields.

Randall-Faichney Co., The, Boston, Mass.

—-Oil guns.

Reeves & Son, Paul, Philadelphia, Pa.—

Bearings, castings.

Reilly & Son, Philadelphia, Pa.—Lap

robes.

Remy Electric Co., Anderson, Ind—Mag

netos.

Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown. O.—

Tires.

R. I. V., Inc., New York City—Annular

ball bearings.

Robinson & Sons Co., Wm. C., Brooklyn,

N. Y.-—Lubricants.

Rose Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.—Lamps.

Rubly Mfg. Co., Tuckahoe, N. Y.—Tucka—

hoe grease guns.

Rushmore Dynamo Works, Plainfield, N.

J.—Acetylene lamps and generators.

Sager Co., J. H., Rochester, N. Y.—Sup~

plementary springs.

Samson Leather Tire Co., New York City

—Tires.

Schobel, J. Francis, New York City-—

Silicia storage batteries.

Seamless Rubber Co., New Haven, Conn.

—Rubber goods, inner tires and tubing.

Detroit, Mich—Tops

Shaler Co., C. A., Waupum, Wis—Electric

vulcanizers.

Shelby Steel Tube Co., Pittsburg, Pa.—

Cold drawn steel tubing.

Sireno Co. New York City—Electric

horns.

Smith Co., A. 0., Milwaukee, Wis—Gears

and parts.

Spicer Universal Joint Mfg. Co., Plain

field, N. J.——Universal joints.

Splitdorf, C. F., New York City—Timers,

distributers, coils and i ition specialties.

Sprague Umbrella 810‘, Norwalk, 0.—

Tops and Windshields.

Springfield Metal Body Co., Springfield,

Mass—Bodies and tops.

Standard Leather Washer Mfg. Co., New

ark, N. J.—Leather washers and lugs.

Standard Roller Bearing Co., Philadel

phia, Pa.-—Ball bearings and parts.

Standard Welding Co., Cleveland, 0.—

Tubing, electrically welded parts and rims.

Stanley & Patterson, New York City—

Battery holders, tools and supplies.

Stengel, Geo., Newark, N.

holstery leather.

Stepney Spare Wheel Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Spare wheels. ‘

Stewart & Clark Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia,

Pa.—Speed indicators.

Stromberg Motor Devices Co., Chicago,

Ill.—Carburetters.

Swinehart Clincher Tire & Rubber Co.,

Akron, O.—Swinehart solid tires.

Timken Roller Bearing Axle Co., Canton,

O.—Roller bearings and axles.

Traver Blow-Out Patch Co., New York

City—Tire repair outfits.

Trenton Rubber Mfg. Co., Trenton, N. J.

——Inner tubes. “Thermoid” brake lining.

Troy Carriage & Sunshade Co., Troy, O.

——Tops.

U. S. McAdamite Metal Co., Brooklyn,

N. Y.—Aluminum alloy castings.

U. S. Spare Wheel Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Spare wheels.

Union Battery Co., Belleville, N. J.——-Bat

teries.

Vacuum Oil Co., Rochester, N. Y.——Lubri

cants.

Valentine & Co., New York City—Var

nishes.

Van Guard Mfg. Co., Joliet, Ill.——Wind

shields.

Veeder Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.—Tach

ometers and tachodometers.

Vehicle Apron & Hood Co., Columbus, 0.

—Aprons, hoods, collapsible buckets.

Vesta Auccumulator Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Accumulators, electric lamps, spark plugs.

Voorhees Rubber Mfg. Co., Jersey City,

N. J.—Rubber hose and packing.

W. D. Spring Tire Co., New York City—

Spring cushion tires.

Warner Gear Co., Muncie, Ind—Gears

and parts.

Warner Instrument Co., Beloit, Wis.—

Warner Auto-meters.

Weed Chain Tire Grip Co., New York

City—Non-skid tire chains.

Westchester Appliance Co., Yonkers, N.

Y.—Batteries.

Wheeler, F. H., Indianapolis, Ind—Scheh

ler carburetters.

Whitney Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.—

Whitney chains and keying systems.

Witherbee Igniter Co., New York City—

Witherbee storage batteries and Wico igni

tion specialties.

White & Bagley Co., The, Worcester,

Mass—Lubricants, soap.

Winn, Wm. R., New York City—~Lubri~

cants. .

Wood Machine Co., 1.. C., New York City

—Air compressors.

Young, 0. W., Newark, N. J.—Cement,

lubricants, soaps.

J-—Ur>
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STUDEBAKER ARMY DESPATCH CAR, which made

wonderful record from New York to Fort Leavenworth, Kan

sas, last winter, leaving New York six days after the “‘New

York to Paris” racers and BEATING THEM ALL into

Chicago.

HE STUDEBAKER “thirty” was selected for this 3‘ War Test

Endurance Grind,” because of its known reliability.

1]] The conditions were the most severe ever encountered in any auto

mobile endurance test, and, notwithstanding the horrible abuse the car

received in this record-breaking run, it was re-entered in the recent

Glidden Tour and made a perfect score.

(1] This was an ordinary stock chassis of the same type as is used for

the popular STUDEBAKER Town Cars and Suburbans, and such

a car, backed by such a concern as the Studebaker Company, is a sane

and dependable business proposition for any prospective automobile buyer.

3%
South Bend, lndiana
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NEW YORK:

Broadway

at 48th Street

BOSTON:

1020 Boylston Street

PHILADELPHIA:

330 North Broad Street

  

  

Touring Car

  

Gentlemen’s Speed Car

HERE is nothing which should be more thoroughly investigated before purchas

ing than’an automobile.

The crowded conditions of automobile shows make a thorough investiga

tion, to say the least, tiresome.

In view of this fact, the Studebaker Company, in addition to its exhibit at the

Madison Square Garden, will devote its entire ground floor of the Studebaker Build

ing, at Broadway and Forty-eighth Street, to the LARGEST and MOST EXTEN

SIVE DISPLAY of motor vehicles of one make EVER HELD IN THIS COUNTRY.

Although the Studebaker Company is the largest single exhibitor at the Mad

ison Square Garden Show, this special display at the Studebaker Building has been

arranged to allow a more leisurely and thorough investigation of the Studebaker line.

This special exhibit will be open from January 2d to 23d inclusive, and every

interested person is cordially invited to call at either or both exhibitions. The com

pany would like to extend a special invitation to out-of-town automobilists, but every

one will be so cordially welcomed that a “preferential bid” is hardly possible.

A Studebaker enclosed electric omnibus will run on regular schedule between

the Studebaker Building and the Automobile Show.

 
 

  

Electric Delivery Wagon

\hsswuvsms Mann: mlfi

AMBULANCE.

  

Gasolene Ambulance
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Limousine.

  

Electric Runabout

 

 

STUDEBAKER Automobiles are designed for service—constantly and under all

sorts of conditions.

A Studebaker chassis, with a closed body, can be used all winter, and affords

the maximum of elegance and convenience.

Replace the closed with an open body and it can be used all summer, and you

get the maximum of reliability and comfort.

7 In other words, the Studebaker chassis is designed for service—there’s not too

much of it for a town car nor too little of it for a touring car. It’s built to do the

work and it does it, and it is backed by the most liberal guarantee ever written

Z If you are an automobile engineer an inspection of the Studebaker car will

pl'tive a mechanical treat—its design and construction speak for themselves.

If you are not versed in engineering principles it’s all the more reason why you

shrinld buy a Studebaker, as all the experience and facilities of this great organiza

I

tiop are behind it.

30 H.P.—GASOLINE CARS—40 H.P.

Touring and Closed Cars. Runabouts, Speed Cars and Suburbans.

ELECTRIC PLEASURE VEHICLES

Runabouts, Stanhopes, Interior-Driven Coupes, Landaulets.

ELECTRIC COMMERCIAL VEHICLES

Delivery Wagons and Trucks.

l

l

(W
NEW YORK:

Broadway

at 48th Street

WASHINGTON:

1313 New York Ave.

PAWTUCKET, R. I.:

144 East Avenue

  

 

  

Interior-Driven Coupe

  

10,000-Pound Electric Truck
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A Studebaker Electric is better than a pony cart for the

thildren. It costs half as much to maintain, goes twice as

far, and cannot run away.

STUDEBAKER Electrics are the quick, willing servants of the

entire family. Luxurious, immaculately clean and noiseless.

Require no chauffeur, can be charged on your own premises auto

matically and are absolutely safe. For the business man a

STUDEBAKER Electric is a time saver and a money saver. It

connects him in a moment with his office, his attorney, his club or his

home. For woman’s use it is the ideal means of conveyance. lts

daintiness and quuriousness of appointments instantly appeal to her re

fined taste. For shopping, for social calls and the like it is indispensable.

‘1] The STUDEBAKER show rooms contain the largest line of

automobiles ever displayed on Broadway.

w
South Bend, Indiana
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DEAD HEATS IN A LIVELY MEET

De Hymel Captures Honors in San Antonio

Hill Climb—His Sensational Encounter

with Rails of Steel.

Three dead heats in as many events, did

not mean a dead meet by any means, when

the San Antonio (Tex.) Automobile Club

ran its oft-postponed hill-climb on Sunday,

10th inst., on the Wetmore slope in that

city. Although the entry list was not large,

a good-sized crowd of spectators turned out,

expecting to see all sorts of thrills, as is

often the wont of crowds. They had at

least one opportunity to witness a sensa

tion. This was when Tobin De Hymel, a

driver who stacks up as something of a

driver in those parts, shot a Stoddard-Day

ton roadster up the incline with some spec

tacular trimmings attached to the perform

ance. He proceeded to take the numerous

curves in the course with apparent dare

devil sang froid. until he struck a line of

car tracks at one of the turns and caught

his rear tires in them. The encounter with

the steel rails served to swing his car to

wards (its starting point and a turtling

seemed inevitable, when De Hymel sud

denly gained control and brought his mount

to a standstill. Then heading its radiator

in the right direction, he continued the

climb in most reckless fashion.

The crowd liked it and hoped there would

be more pyrotechnics, but no more thrills

were granted them. The only other excite

ment of the afternoon, was when V. P.

Kenny, in a Packard, tied in three different

trial heats with a Stoddard-Dayton touring

car. In one heat the half mile was covered

in 45 seconds and the other two in 0:45%.

It was agreed to have these cars enter the

free-for-all, in an efiort to evolve a winner,

that event to decide the contest between the

two. -

When the contenders went at it, De

Hymel, in the Stoddard-Dayton. slammed

up the hill after the fashion of a young

meteor, to the tune of 0:42%, winning the

chief honors of the day. The Stoddard

Dayton touring car entry nosed out its rival,

the Packard, driven by Kenny, for second

place and Dusenberry’s Mason car was

fourth.

The latter entry proved a surprise earlier

in the day, when Dusenberry sent it up the

grade in 46% seconds in a touring car

event, and outclassed the rest of his field.

K. G. Wickwire took a fiyer up the course

on a motorcycle and succeeded in bouncing

over the finish line at 50 seconds flat.

Winton Suggests New Plan for Contests.

That endurance contests have failed in

their purpose is the expressed opinion of

Alexander Winton. president of the Win

ton Motor Carriage Co., and he has formu

lated plans for a contest which he believes

will be more enlightening in its results.

They provide for a pool to be made up by

the payment of $2,000 by each manufacturer,

as an entrance fee. securing him the right

to have any or all of his cars of current

model entered, providing the owners of

such cars desire to compete. The manufac

turers themselves are not eligible as com

petitors, as is made evident in the proposed

rules, which follow:

l—Individual entries must be made two

months before the start of the contest.

Z—No car shall be eligible to start except

it be driven by its owner or his employed

chauffeur. In case the chaufieur drives, it

must be shown that he has been contin

uously in the employ of this particular own

er at least three months before the start of

the contest, and that he has not within six

months of the date of the start, been in

the employ of the manufacturer of the car

or of any agent selling that particular make.

3—No car shall be eligible to start unless

its maker shall have paid the $2,000 en

trance fee.

4—No car shall be eligible to start un

less it shall be shown that it has been in

the possession of its present owner three

months prior to the start of the contestpor

shall have made a mileage of 3.000 miles in

the service of its present owner. and that

it has not been overhauled within or since

the three months or 3.000-mile period.

S—No car shall be eligible to start unless

the owner at the time of making entrv pays

a fee of $200. which fee shall be used by the

managing association toward the expenses

of the contest.

The pooled entrance fees paid in bv the

manufacturers are to be disposed of in ac

cordance with a scheme dividing the monev

into three classes of prizes. to be given to

the winners in cash or plate. as the winner

in each case may elect. The classes sug

gested are: First, cars costing $4,000 or

more: second, cars costing between $2.500

and $3,999: and third. cars costing less than

$2.500: with first, second and third prizes

for each class.

In accordance with the general plan the

manufacturer‘s entrance fee is to be paid

at least six months before the start of the

contest. and where he gets his “look in” is

the opportunity afforded to advertise that

his cars are eligible to compete.

Old Lakebed for a Motordrome.

Tex Rickard and other wealthy minim!

men of Goldfield. Nev., are pushing their

plans. already announced in the Motor

World, to make their city a center of auto

mobile sport. With a view to holding a

grand series of races they have secured a

large tract out on the desert. about 12 miles

from Goldfieid, where a circular track 15

miles in circumference has been defined and

successfully tried out. The locality is a

dry lakebed of great extent. level as a floor

and hardened by centuries of baking under

the sun. Spectators will be able to see races

from start to finish.

EVERY WOMAN WINS AN IIONOR

Trophies for Six Contestants in the New

York-Philadelphia-New York Run—

Certificates for Others.

After puzzling his head and biting his

pencil for three consecutive days, the

Woman's Motoring Club of New York made

final decision of the winning contestants in

the New York-Philadelphia-New York en

durance run, on Friday last. The net statis

tical outcome of the event, which took place

on Monday and Tuesday, 11th and 12th inst.,

Ten lady drivers started and fin

ished the contest;

trophies—all the trophies there were—and

is this:

six of them received

the remaining four received honorable men

tion, some of which also was distributed

The actual dis

tribution of honors in the event as an

nounced by the man management of the con

test was as follows. though the businesr. of

presentation is yet to be accomplished:

The Benjamin Briscoe bronze trophy, of

fered for the driver making the best show—

ing in a Maxwell car, was given to Mrs.

John R. Ramsey, of Newark, N. I. Tho.

Fosdick, a trophy for the best score, bar

ring the Lancia entry of the donor, went

to Mrs. A. W. Seaman of Brooklyn, who

piloted a Franklin. W. J. Morgan's bronze

placque was won by Mrs. Evelyn M. Buck

man, who handled a Renault. Had she not

been foolish enough to carry a man in her

party, her score, in the estimation of the

committee, would have been higher. Mrs.

Cunco was the recipient of the trophy of

fered by Hugh Chalmers. At the wheel of

the Lancia “Lampo,” the Savannah light car

race winner, Mrs. Cuneo was the first to

arrive at Philadelphia and also the first

home on the return to New York. Miss

Alice D. Hayes. of Brielle, N. 1., secured

the cup donated by the club itself. Her

30 horsepower Cadillac carried the greatest

number of passengers on each trip—five a1

together. The Schwalbach trophy went to

none other than Mrs. Anna Back, who drove

a Maxwell runabout with her husband,

Peter Back, to Philadelphia—and back.

This allotment having used up all of the

metal prizes the committee had to present,

the remaining four contestants are to re

ceive certificates of honorable mention—

every one of them. They are: Mrs. Lillian

Gillespie, Mrs. J. C. Kirkman, Miss Bertha

Rittweger and Mrs. E. F. Gresh.

among the plate-winners.

Associated Clubs of New Jersey Election.

At the annual meeting of the Associated

Automobile Clubs of New Jersey, the fol

lowing officers were elected: President,

W. C. Cr0sby; first vice—president, Walter

Edge; second vice-president, Edward H.

Radel; secretary and treasurer, H. A. Bon—

nell. Eight of the associated clubs were

represented at "W meeting.
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REVISED RULES FUR GLIDDEN TOUR

One-Man Control Abolished—Cornmittee to

Manage Contest—New Traphy for an

Added Class of Contestants.

Chairman Hower is not to enjoy the com

plete autocracy in the control of the sixth

of the

American Automobile Association which he

has had in the past, it would appear from

the preliminary announcement of the rules

for the 1909 contest, just announced. In

stead of the chairman absolute, there will

be a committee absolute, delegated by the

new contest board of the association, and

the powers of the committee will be prac

tically the same as those which formerly

devolved upon the chairman. The dates

for the run and the course, remain to be

selected.

In addition to the Glidden and Hower

trophies and the award of certificates to the

entrants of all contesting cars completing

the tour, there will be a fourth award in

the shape of a trophy for the new class of

miniature tonneau and double rumble cars.

Competing vehicles will be divided into

five groups designated alphabetically, ac

cording to price classification. Scoring will

be done on a point penalty basis, much as

hitherto; repairs, late arrivals at controls

and deterioration, as shown by a final_ex

amination subsequent to the contest, con

stituting the basis for demerits. All cars

will start with perfect scores. and those

finishing with the lowest scores in their

classes will receive the awards. The more

novel and important provisions of the rules

are given in the following summary:

“Each entrant shall be a member of a

club affiliated with the American Automo

bile Association.

“Any stock car consisting of a combina

tion of the manufacturers standard touring

car chassis, touring body and standard

equipment, with seats for four people or

more, and carrying four or more persons or

ballast at the rate of 125 pounds per person,

may compete for the Glidden trophy.

“Any regular stock chassis with body

equipped for two persons on the front seat

and with standard equipment, and carrying

not less than two persons, may compete for

the Hower trophy. The car may have a

rumble seat for one or two persons and ad

ditional passengers may be carried.

_ “Any stock car. consisting of a combina

tion of a miniature tonneau with doors,

mounted upon the chassis regularly fur

nished with the same standard equipment,

carrying four persons or ballast at the rate

of 125 pounds per person, may compete for

the . . . . . . . . . . ..trophy.

“Cars shall at all times during the tour

carry mufflers and mud-guards, and be fully

equipped as per manufacturer’s catalo e

specifications. except that tops and Wind

shields need not be carried.

“Shock absorbers and spring wrappings

may be added before the start as equip

ment, though not re larly furnished.

“Each entrant shal name an official rep

annual reliability touring contest

resentative for each of his entries, on' or

before July 1, 1909, failing which the driver

of the car shall be considered the official

representative. .

“The time for receiving entries shall ex

pire on June 16, 1909, at 12 o’clock, noon, at

the office of Frank B. Hower, chairman

contest board, at 760 Main street, Buffalo,

N. Y. Each entry must le accompanied by

the entrance fee. For entries received prior

to May 15th the fee shall be $200; after May

15 and utnil 12 o’clock, noon, on June 16th

the entrance fee shall be $300. . . .

“Each day’s tour shall be preceded by a

pacemaker’s car; and any entrant or repre

sentative thereof who passes the pacemaker

shall be disqualified. If the pacemaker's

car breaks down or is compelled to travel

at a rate so slow as to impede the progress

of the tour, his flag shall be transferred to

the first car overtaking him, which car shall

thereafter become pacemaker’s car subject

to the same conditions. . .

“Competing cars shall be divided into

classes as follows: Class A—Cars listed at

$3,751 and upwards; Class B—Cars listed at

$2,451 to $3,750 inclusive; Class C—Cars

listed at $1,751 up to $2,450 inclusive; Class

D—Cars listed at $1,000 to $1,750 inclusive,

and Class E—Cars listed at $999 and under.

“The Class A running time for each day

shall be posted on the bulletin board at

headquarters the previous evening. Each

driver, using this as a basis, shall figure his

own running time and when due at controls.

“When the daily running time shall be 9

hours or more, the running time of:

Class B will exceed that of Class A 20

minutes;

Class C will exceed that of Class A 40

minutes;

Class D will exceed that of Class A 60

minutes;

Class E will exceed that of Class A 80

minutes;

“When the daily running time shall be

greater than 7% hours and less than 9 hours

the running time of:

Class B will exceed that of Class A 15

minutes;

Class C will exceed that of Class A 30

minutes;

Class D will exceed that of Class A 45

minutes;

Class B will exceed that of Class A 60

minutes;

“When the daily running time shall be 7%

hours or less the running time of:

Class B will exceed that of Class A 10

minutes;

Class C will exceed that of Class A 2)

minutes;

Class D will exceed that of Class A 30

minutes;

Class E will exceed that of Class A 40

minutes."

Provision for controls with arrangements

for guarding cars at night will be carried

out much as in former tours. The morning

checking-out time will be 7 o’clock, and the

committee may establish such checkin

points as it may deem proper. A car ahead

of time at night controls may immediately

check in. As for the provision for the ob

servers, which are to be furnished by the

entrants, if the entrant is an automobile

manufacturer or dealer, or in any way con

nected with the manufacture or sale of auto

mobiles, each observer furnished by him

shall be: .

“A erson who has been regularly and

exclusively employed by the entrant by

whom he is nominated for a period of not

less than three months prior to the contest,

or the entrant himself or an officer or direc

tor of his business, or a dealer in the car

made by the entrant; an owner of a car

made by the entrant. If the entrant is not

an automobile manufacturer or dealer the

observer furnished by him shall be satis~

factory to the committee. Each observer

may' be assigned to a different car each

day."

The penalty provisions are as follows:

“After an allowance of two minutes. each

late arrival will be penalized one point for

each minute or part thereof.

“Parts, labor and use of tools shall be

penalized as follows:

“Inventoried parts and material carried

from the start: One-tenth of a point for

each ten cents (10c) or fraction thereof.

“Time consumed by driver and mechani

cian in work in connection with such parts.

One-tenth of a point for each man working

for each minute or fraction thereof.

“Outside labor: Two-tenths of a point

for each man working for each minute or

fraction thereof.

“Parts and material not inventoried and

carried from the start: Two~tenths of a

point for each ten cents (10c) or fraction

thereof.

Time consumed in connection with such

uninventoried parts: Two-tenths of a point

for each minute or fraction thereof for each

person.

For the use by driver or mechanician of

tools not listed: Two-tenths of a point for

each man for each minute or fraction there

of that such tools are in use. . .

“Any car which may, for any reason, dis

continue as a contestant, shall be penalized

1,000 points in addition to all previous

penalizations.”

After providing for the possible disquali

fications of an owner or driver arrested for

speeding. the rules further state that:

“When road conditions are so bad that a

car cannot get sufficient traction to move,

or is ditched, and reasonable effort has been

made to extricate it, towing or other ex

ternal means may be used to relieve the im

mediate distress only, but under no circum

stances shall a car enter a night or any other

control, except under its own power. When

towing, or assistance from any external

source shall have been received by a car,

its observer shall make a full and complete

report, giving time, place, conditions, dis

tance of tow, and any other details."

The authority of the committee is con

stituted thus:

“The committee of the contest board shall

manage the tour, with full power to enforce

the rules, render decisions and do anythin

else that would be within the province 0

the contest board of the American Automo

bile Association.

“The committee of the contest board to

serves the right to alter, amend or suspend

these rules from time to time. up to and in

cluding the end of the tour and final award,

as may be deemed expedient.

“The committee or its representatives '

shall have power at all times to make such

examinations of the cars and their contents

as may be deemed advisable.

“The committee shall have power to dis

qualify any car for traveling at any speed

which it may consider excessive under the

conditions existing at the time, and without

reference to these rules."

Hotel accommodations, as in former

years, will be taken care of by an advance

tourist agent. But the “baggage train" has

been eliminated.
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HEINZE IGNITION

APPARATUS

HEINZE ' ' HEINZE

IMPROVED I , IMPBUVED

MIGA ._ ‘ ‘ mu

SPARK ‘ -f __ SPARK

PLUGS .. PLUGS

 

 

 

Standard ALAM

7/8”- 18 thread

Heinze Low Tension Magneto operating Regular 1/2”-14

through vibrating coil to spark plug. P!P° Thread

 
  

 
 

 
  

 

 

  
  

 

 
 

' Our latest type of timerdwith our lifiprlvfid

. . . . . ' d by a eadingOur latest type co|| supplied With kick swatch "We Contact “ckno‘fle 9° _

for operating either on Magneto or Battery. Motor c" Make." 5° be ‘he "1°" 'upel’lol’

type of construction.

I-IEINZE ELECTRIC COMPANY

Send for our latest catalogue. Factory and main office, LOWELL, MASS
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The Week’s Patents.

Transmission Gear. Ernst M.

Filed Nov. 29,

900,792.

Sternberg, Milwaukee, \'\-'is.

1907. Serial No. 404.315.

1. In a transmission gear, a power shaft,

axially aligned transverse counter shafts

disposed on opposite sides of the power

shaft, a gear wheel in connection with each

counter shaft, a driving gear wheel carried

by the power shaft for engagement with the

counter shaft gear wheels, an arbor revolu

bly mounted about one of said counter

shafts, a gear wheel secured thereto, and

an idle gear wheel engaging the arbor gear

wheel and gear wheel of the aforesaid coun

ter shaft about which sair arbor is mounted.

900,798. Sparking Device for Gas En

gines and the Like. Fredus A. Thurston,

Chicago, Ill. Filed June 15, 1904. Serial

No. 212,647.

1. An appartus of the class specified. com

prising a ring or annulus made of insulat

ing material, and having a series of contacts

on the inner side of its periphery, a rotary

said ring, and make connection with said

contacts thereon, said rotary member be

ing also provided with a second contact

member adapted to make connection with

said ring contacts after the making connec

tion therewith, of said spring controlled

member, and a connection on the ring ex

{)ending to said contacts on said rotary mem

er.

900,857. Gearing. Thomas B. Jeffery, Ke—

nosha, Wis. Filed Feb. 23, 1904. Serial No.

194,761.

1. The combination with a pair of aligned

shafts, of a rotary power transmission mem

ber having hubs surrounding the adjacent

ends of the shafts, exteriorly screw~

threaded sleeves keyed upon said hubs so

as to be movable axially of the hubs and

immovable angularly with respect to the

hubs, collars having screw threads for en

gaging the screw threads upon the hubs,

the ends of said collars abutting against the

sides of said transmission member, circular

supports surrounding said hubs, and anti

friction bearings interposed between the

C. Ketchum, Boston, Mass.

1907. Serial No. 390,479.

1. In a roller bearing, the combination of

two rings movable relatively to each other

and provided on adjacent circumferential

walls with paths for anti-friction members;

a plurality of anti-friction members inter

posed between said rings _and adapted to re

volve in contact with said paths;_a separ

ator between each pair of anti-friction mem

bers; and a revoluble member contacting

with and interposed between each separator

and the outer roller path, the axes of each

separator and its co-operating . revoluble

member being radial to the axrs of said

roller bearing.

901,006. Apparatus for Curing or Vul

canizing Rubber Goods. Ernest Hopkinson,

East Orange, N. J._. and Thomas Midgley,

Hartford, Conn.; said Hopkinson assignor

to the Hartford Rubber Works Company,

Hartford, Conn. a Corporation of Connec

ticut. Filed Dec. 19, 1905. Serial No. 292,

443.

Filed Aug. 28,

ends of said sleeves and said supports. 1
member having a spring-actuated contact

900,860. Anti-Frictionadapted to travel on the inner surface of

The Warner

Auto

Meter

Guaranteed

Absolutely Accurate

is the only speed indicator made on the Magnetic 1n

duction principle. Because of the principle it accur

ately indicates every range of speed from zero to the

maximum.

All other instruments are made on the centrifugal

principle. They fail to indicate any speed whatever

under 5 to 10 miles per hour.

The Auto-Meter is so durably made that practical

tests have shown that it will endure a MILLION

MILES of riding without perceptible wear, or depart

ing from absolute accuracy more than 10 feet to the

mile.

We invite comparative tests. Before you decide on

any Speed Indicator, put the Auto-Meter on one side

of your dash and any other indicator at any price on

the other. Then use your watch over a measured

course. Keep the instrument which tells the truth.

\Yc know whiCh it will be.

The Warner Instrument Company

Factory and Main Offices—359 Wheeler Ave., BELOI'I‘. WISCONSIN

BRANCH HOUSES—New York 1902 Broadway; Boston, 925

Boylston St.; Philadelphia, Cor. road and Race; Pittsburg, 3432

Forbes St.: Cleveland, 2062 Euclid Ave.; Buffalo, 722 Main St.;

Detroit, 239 Jefferson Ave; Chicago, 1305 Michi an Ave.; Indian

330% N ' Louis, 923 Olive

The combination in apparatus of the

Bearing. Ernest character specified, of a core adapted for

 

 

"LONG-ARM”

TRANSMISSIONS

THREE speeds and reverse, selective

types. The best of material and

workmanship. Our experience in gear cut

ting and manufacturing Automobile Parts

enables us to equal the best transmissions

built. Let us figure on your requirements.

  

 
 

We allo bull. I complete ltne ol

AXLES_, CLUTCHES

STEERING BEACHES

HAND LEVERS, ETC.

 
 

The "Long-Arm” System Co.,

CLEVELAND, 0.

Sales Dept. 'I'IIE MEAN DISTRIBUTING (10..

Ariel-lean Trust Il‘dl" Cleveland. 0.

"eles. 1212 S. Main St.

Sold by Handlers of High Grade Goods Everywhere

  

  

agiolis . Illinois St.’ St.

‘—| t.; San Francisco, 550 Golden Gate Ave; Los An

  

 

  

 

 

_ _rg
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insertion within a tire shoe or casing, means

for clamping the margins of the casing in

proper relation to the core while leaving

the tread of the shoe or casing exposed,

and a wrapping or cover extending over the

tire shoe or casing and the clamping de

vices.

901,007. Method of Curing or Vulcaniz

ing the Outer Shoes or Casings of Pneu

matic Tires. Ernest Hopkinson, East Or

ange, N. J., and Thomas Midgley, Hartford,

Conn.; said Hopkinson assignor to The

Hartford Rubber Works Company, Hart

ford, Conn., a Corporation of Connecticut.

Filed Dec. 19, 1905. Serial No. 292,444.

1. The method of vulcanizing or curing

outside shoes or casings for pneumatic

tires for vehicles which consists in sup

porting the shoe or casing upon a core, plac

ing an abutment member between the mar

gins of the shoe or casing, clamping the

shoe or casing firmly upon the core and

against the abutment member, but leaving

the tread portion of the shoe or casing ex

posed, placing a covering of textile fabric

over the exposed tread portion of the shoe

or casing and in contact therewith, and in

subjecting the shoe or casing so supported

l22nd covered to the action of vulcanizing

eat.

901,055. Motor Vehicle. John D. Allen

and John A. Conly, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed

April 26, 1906. Serial No. 313,776.

1. In a motor vehicle, the combination

with the frame thereof and the rear wheels

journaled on said frame, of a divided driv

ing shaft for said wheels, comprising a hol

low central section having two gears loose

thereon, a clutch movable to connect either

gear thereto, and clutch members slidably

mounted at either end thereof; and two

end sections, the reduced inner ends of

which are journaled in the ends of said hol

low central section, each end section car

rying a fixed clutch member co-operating

with the corresponding slidable clutch mem

ber on the adjacent end of said central sec

tion, and means to actuate said slidable

clutch members.

901,345. Carburetter. Thomson Howell,

Newark, N. J. Filed March 5, 1908. Serial

No. 419,318.

1. A carburetter for explosive gas en

gines comprising a main tubular body pro

vided with an air-intake, and an outlet, a

pair of arms extending diametrically across

the interior of said main body, one of the

said sets of arms being provided with an in

ternally screw-threaded hub, and the other

set of said arms having a hub formed with

a hole, providing a guide, a tubular gasolene

conveyor extending into the mixing cham

ber of said body and being provided with_a

screw threaded portion screwed into said

screw threaded hub, said conveyer being

provided with a plurality of perforations or

holes, and a valve seat within said conveyer,

a spindle movably arranged in the hole of

said one set of arms, said spindle having a

portion movably arranged within said con

veyor and being rovided with a cone

shapcd end adapte to normally rest upon

 

said valve seat, and means connected with

said spindle adapted to be actuated by suc

tion for removing said one-shaped end from

the valve seat and thereby opening one or

more of said perforations of the gasolene

conveyor.

901,502. Lubricator. Josef Vollnier, Ber

lin, Germany, assignor to General Electric

Company, a Corporation of New York.

Filed July 3, 1905. Serial No. 268,020.

1. In a sight feed lubricator, the com

bination of a sight glass, a support there

for, and a spring pressed holder forming

the sole retainer for the glass and adapted

by a single movement away from the sup

port to permit the glass to be instantly re»

moved without subjecting it to stress.

 

  

—you are interested in the highest

quality as against the lowest price;

if you believe in careful, personally di

rected workmanship. as against hur

ried production by thousands; if you

appreciate a wearing dependability

that forestalls accident, repair and

tinkering; then—it will pay to investi

gate the Pennsylvania.

  

Touring Car or Baby Tonneau, $3,000.

Including Bosch magneto and gas tank.

 

Pennsylvania Auto Motor Co.

Bryn Mawr, Pl.

  

 

 

 

AJAX TIRES
Guaranteed for 5,000 Miles.

AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER CO.,

N. E. Corner 57th Street and Broadway, New York City

Factories: Trenton, N. J.

 

 

JONES SPEEDOMETER

Most accurate speed '

indicator in the world.

JONES SPEEDOMETER CO.,

76th St. 8: Broadway, New York.

  

 

 

\
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l

56 OFIEEN Pfit'NT

. Theall Typnsmission
\ . R

111'1' Automobiles&MotorBoats '

NEW YORK GEAR WORKS.

AVE ,BROOKLYN , N. Y.
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WANTS Mill FOR SALE
15 cent! per line of seven words, each with order.

In capitals, 25 cent: per line.

“on SALE—300 sets 28x3 best rade ar

tillery wheels, fitted with clinc er rims,

less hubs. Write for bargain prices on sin

lc sets of the lot. THOMAS B. JEF

ERY & COMPANY, Kenosha, Wis.

ACCURATE

GEARS

Can furnish all kinds of

gears of any material

and in any quantity,

all with accurately cut

or planed teeth. Let

us quote you prices.

 

 

 
 

 

The New Process Raw Hlda Go.

SYRCAUSE, N. Y.

 

 

 

Art In Name Plates
 

One of the little things that count.

The almost universal use of Chandler

etched name-plates on high-class cars

stamps them as the selection of the

critical.

Examine them at Space 141, Gar

den Show.

Chandler Co., Springfield, Mass.

  

 

 

THIS MAGNETO IS “ FOOL PROOF"

The moat unlkillful driver can install the Remy'

1909 High Tension Magneto. Impro _ connection

cannot injure it, and no amount of ti enng will put

it out of commission. The Remy will stand more

neglect, oil dirt and water than angooother ignition

a stem in the world. More than 17, Remyl have

a ready been sold for 1909 cars—more Remyl than _lll

others combined. Write for illustration and descrip

tion.

THE IEMY ELECTRIC CO., Dept. 11, Anderson, Ind.

We have 0 ened l branch house in Thoroughfare

Bldg., giroadwly and 57th St., New York.

 

 

How Are Your Batteries?

A CONNIZCTICU'1‘ VOL'l‘

AMML'I'I-lll WILL'I'ELLYOU

Guaran teed , and the price is

right. send for catalogue and trade

discounts.

CONNECTICUT

TELEPHONE and ELECI'IIC CO., Inc.

Ierlden, Conn.
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SUPPLEMENTARY

 

 

  

SPIRAL SPRINGS

(LCars are like men in that it takes

a study of them to realize their

possibilities.

(lWe have made a study of the

spring question and can help you

  

are as necessary as 935018112. ‘ .,-_

They abSOIH‘ely prevent 4 realize to the full the easy-riding pos

  

ding, Slipping, 01' lost traction sibilities of your car. The use of Supplementary Spiral

‘ ‘ ,_ ' T's Q, S, rings are a duty you owe to yourself. They provide

IT .' If A 1 spring insurance and spring comfort, effectually guarding

put We€d Grips on all ' " ,v ‘ against shocks to your pocketbook and passengers.

four Wheels! Your car (LMany thousands of the S. S. S. are in use by just

steers easily and With- as many satisfied users. Better be one of them NOW.

out effort by so domg' ‘v ‘ (lYour dealer or garage can fit you out in a few

—— . h hours' time.

Weed Chain Tire ‘

Grip Company S U P P LEM E RY

{-5 Moore St.. New York

  

 

 

 

SPIRAL SPRING 02;
Motor Mart, New York 4555 Delmar Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

  

 

 
 

 

STEVENS-DURYEA We will n_ot_ exhibit at

XXX RUN-ABOUT the shows, but

I! ll

THIS car is popular priced and con- I E DDERS

structed along thoroughly modern

lines. Has same power plant as embodied

RADIATORS
True worth on an automobile is based

on its antecedents~mechanical excellence

—econ0my of maintenance and durability. h 1

These main essentials are strikingly exem- t e tea Square tUbC

plified in the XXX Runabout—built to radiator-_ the Ncw York

meet the demand of a gentleman’s roadster. - . I

to Paris radiator, Will

be very much in evidence.

 

 

 

PRICE, $2,850

 

S fill, or (I: ai/etl (fercrl' in: ma! er[r ‘ f ' p ' ’4! LOOK FOR THEM ON THE LEADING CARS

STEVENS-DURYEA CO.

CHICQPEE FALLS, MASS‘

Member Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers. B U F L O 9 N ‘ Y.
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Everyone would use ‘

PEUGEUT CHAINS
if they personally knew what eveQ

user has found out, that they are the

Strongest in the World

We guarantee them as such and

liberally back up this guarantee.

Carried in stock to fit all sizes of

American and Foreign cars. '

  

Same price as any other chain,

though worth double.

Give PEUGEOT FRENCH CHAINS

ONE FAIR TRIAL

It will not be necessary for us to

solicit your future orders.

Send for booklet which gives the slzes used on all cars

PEUGEOT FRERES
American Branch, 296 Broadway, New York

  

 

 

 

\ THE COURTNEYwe RUBBER COMPANY

,’ 
 

l
I

I
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Office and Salesroom
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BOSCH

Magneto

insures Perfect Ignition

 

it is to be found on the winning cars in practically

every great racing event the world over. it ab

solves the motor car user

from all ignition troubles.

See that your I909 car is

equipped with a Bosch

Magneto.

Bosch Magneto Co.

160 W. 56th Street, New York

Branch Olllce: 1253 Michigan Ave, Chlcago. lll.

  

Heinze ignition ap

paratus on your

l909 car and get '

THE BEST

 

Write us if your

.dealer does not

carry them.

Heinze Electric 60.

LOWELL, MASS.

Makers of

COILO, TIMERS,

MAGNETOO, SPARK

pLUGS.

m

 

  

we Reliable ayiun tine

  

\

\-m.

$925 (Without top)

 
 

The Reliable Dayton Has “ Made Good ”
 
 

[T is not a $75.00 buggy with a $50.00 motor in it, but it

is a MOTOR CAR from the ground up. Is making

business for itself in every territory it invades, through its

economical features, compared with the pneumatic-tire car.

Let us refer you to several of the company's largest

dealers, who have handled the Reliable Dayton the past

year; let them tell you their experience. Investigate; get

the facts.

Drop us a line for our agency proposition today.

Our Ontalog to difi‘erent.

Reliable Dayton Motor Bar 60. fihleagoJll.
Dept. 14

Let u. near! you a copy.
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DOWN
@ to call at our exhibit at the

Automobile Showggthis week

at Madison Square Garden.

v" You will iind an interesting

display oi our product, in

cluding several n ew a nd

distinctive features.

37* 5m 311, CONCERT HALL

ngtandard Roller Bearing Co.

 

 

 
  

 

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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,THE PALMER-SINGER

SIX -SI_X’I‘Y.

. r. j ‘1
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65 iles an hour-Guaranteed

All Cars Sold by Us sre Licensed Under Selden Patent

and Guaranteed for One Year.

Exhibiting

at Madison Square

Garden Show

THE PALMER-SINGER SIX-SIXTY gives

power and speed in a measure that you cannot

be made to appreciate by mere words. WE

GUARANTEE 65 MILES AN HOUR ON

EVERY ONE OF THESE CARS.

It is the SPORTSMAN'S CAR DE LUUXE

and neither in this country nor abroad is there

anything of its class and type to compare with

it, irrespective of price. It is a six cylinder, 60

H.P. speed car, capable of record-breaking

speed and still of carrying from two to five

passengers with perfect comfort on long and

hard runs.

Nickel steel is used to give lightness and strength.

Imported F. 8: S. ball bearings exclusively. Bosch high

tension magneto and multiple disc clutches. Drop forged

I beam, front axle—four-speed selective type, sliding

gear transmission with direct drive on third speed.

brakes equalized, all expanding type and on rear wheels.

Universal joints on all steering connections. Shait

driven, all moving parts inclosed in dustproof cases.

Palmer & Singer Mtg. Co.

1620-22-24 Broadway, New York.

1321 Michigan Ave., Chicago.

Sole Distributers the Simplex

1909 Chassis now on exhibition.

Winner of International 24-hour race at Brighton Beach,

Oct. 2d and 3d and holder of 16 new World's Records.

LX

  

6 Cyl., 60 II. P. . . . . . . . . . . . . $3,100

'l‘oy Tonneau . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3,300
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INTER-STATE TOURING CAR, $1,750.

{Whine-3m

'1‘ HE INTER-STATE is a new car, but its designers

and builders are not new. It is a car of proven worth

in every detail—representing the highest known superior

ity in automobile design and construction. If there were

any way to make a better car we would make the INTER

STATE THAT WAY.

Every part of the INTER-STATE is there for

good reason—best service. One of the many su

perior features of the INTER-STATE is the trans

mission system and the method of its hanging.

The transmission proper is the three-speed se

lective type and reverse, with vanadium steel gears.

We build the selective mechanism inside the trans

mission case, insuring thorough and constant lubri

cation, and combine the clutch (disc) and trans

mission in the same case—the clutch being in a

separate compartment—all mounted rigidly on the

end of the torsion tube. The weight of the trans

mission and the driving force of the rear axle are

taken on a large ball and socket joint supported

from a rigid cross-bar mounted on the frame just

back of the motor. The transmission, the rear

axle and foot levers are complete as a unit before

being installed. We unite the gear shifting me

chanism to the hand levers by our own patented

device, which gives absolute reliability under all

conditions.

This system of combining the transmission and the

clutch gives us the simplest and best three-speed selective

type car made, with greatest durability.

The same high standard of service quality is main

tained throughout the INTER-STATE. It is a permanent

enduring car at a price but little higher than the price of

temporary cars. . The INTER-STATE complete—with

Eisemann Magneto—at $1,750 is the biggest value on the

1909 market. We want you to see this car before you

think of spending your money for a cheap car, or even for

a higher priced car.

__ The full line of IN
At the Chicago Show TERSTATE am

mobiles—including Standard Touring Car, Demi-Ton

neau, Double Rumble Roadster, Single Rumble Roadster,

and Tourabout—will be exhibited at the Coliseum, Chicago,

February 6-13.

Dealers and agents will appreciate the opportunities

opened to them by the INTER-STATE. Write for our

propoaition.

The Inter-State Automobile Co.

I.“ Will." SL, Muncie, lllll.
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‘ In order to maintain the high standard which the

roducts of our factory have ac uired, many im rovements have

been ma e in the 1909 models of The abriel Horn, he Gabriel Shock

Absorber and The_ Gabriel Cut-Out Valve. Gabriel Products still set the

pace which competing lines try to follow.

. “in A "me Reques‘ Essa
lhjinglitsilLQL,A\ The rich mellow notes of THE GABRIEL

\‘\ HORN act as a polite request, not a harsh de- _ ,

. _ mand. It warns without frightening. By a new device its sweet, musical three note

' ' tone used for city pur oscs can be caused to rise in unison {or a penetrati warning on

by country roads. The Ca riel Horn is used exclusively on the personal cars 0! ng Edward

England, Emperor William of Germany, and other crowned heads of Europe.

1909 Gabriel Horn and Cut-Out Valve

We have perfected a new valve which is used both (or operating exhaust horn and for

.. cut-out urposes. For cut-out purposes. remove the disc in main channel thereb reliev

"fl’f. in bac pressure from mufller through additional opening of 1% inches. Ma e to fit

-- ex aust nipes l" to 2%" outside diameter. Warranted to not stick under any condition.

Going Up

is (pleasant enough, but coming down with a thud is what makes the nerves quiver

an cry for

1909 Gabriel Shock Absorbers

A retarding friction gradually ap lied in proportion to the

shock takes up all jolts and jars, an makes riding over rou%b

roads or bumpy pavements a positive pleasure. The 19 9

Model has improvements which give increased bearing sur

face, eliminate noise or rattle and greatly increase its

efiiciency and durability. Thermoid used for friction pad.

Can be attached to any car or any t pe of spnn .

W'rite for booklet illustrating and describing our {9 9

products.

Gabriel Horn Mlg. C0.

1417 East 40111 Street

Cleveland, Ohio
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CONNECTlCUT

TILL ZLZOTRIC CO. INC.

~=~gimgnuu IF it’s a COIL (1, 2, 3, 4 or 6 Cylinder), Distributor,

. . Timer, Terminal, Coil Current Indicator, Ammeter,

Switch or Exploring Lamp, we have them in Quality in

little better than the best.

SEND FOR CATALOG 1+w.

CONNECTICUT TELEPHONE

AND ELECTRIC CO.

85 Britannia Street, MERIDEN, CONN.
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& The Magneto &

- hat Starts Itself ..

I , PAYING THE PRICE
7h} 1‘; l ' To the average motorist of experience a magneto is chiefly

 

 

 
 

  

desirable because it eliminates the troubles associated with the

ordinary battery and coil system. He can run all day for weeks

together without having to think about battery depreciation, timer

'snlqman sq; ;o zuawisnipeai .10 ‘mm

I ‘ But with magnetos of the ordinary types, he has to pay for this

" 1 immunity in physical effort every time he starts the engine. When

11,1)“, he halts for a few minutes he probably pays for it in gasoline sooner

than trouble to stop the engine and rstart. If he would start

easily, he must pay the price of a battery equipment in addition to

‘ ~ ' _ 5 .~ ' the magneto.

With the UNTERBERG & HELMLE SELF-STARTING

MAGNETO no battery equipment is needed or carried, yet the largest engine starts on the first half turn of

the crank as easily as the smallest. The self-starting device gives a spark of maximum intensity, automat

ically retarded for safety past the center, no matter how slowly the starting crank is turned. It is the com

plete solution of the starting problem for magnetos.

 

 

Type LE~—The SELF-STARTING MAGNETO. Price . . . . . . . . . .. $150

5 Type LB- Similar to LE, but without the starting device. Price... 125

Type CB-4—For motors up to 35 hp. Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 100

rISJiRETZ COMPA

Sole Importers, Times NewYark.

 
  

Schrader Universal Valve
Trade Mark Registered April 30, 1895

Bel—""7 SIMPLE AND HBSGLUTELY HIR TIGHT

(L Schrader Motor Tire Valves, as shown in cut, are the

regular equipment for G & J Motor Tires, Hartford Dunlop

Detachable Motor Tires, Fisk Detachable Motor Tires, and

New Goodyear Detachable Motor Tires. (L Our No. 777

Motor Tire Valve is the standard for 3—inch and smaller

, tires and our No. 72 5 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for

tires larger than 3 inches.
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Supplied to the Trade by All Tire Manufacturers

MANUFACTURBD B Y

A. SCHRADER’S SONS, [M., 28-30-32 Rose Street, New York
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Errorything

" Drop-Forged”

That means that our Auto Tools are the

strongest and most durable that can be

made. They last a life-time. The steel se

lected is of the highest grade. In design

our tools are thoroughly up to date.

  

They fit the hand

They are handy to manipulate

They are readily adaptable

They are never failing in use

  

 

“ALLSTEEL”

THE B. & 8. illlll WRENCH

is a tool as necessary to your car as the

engine itself. Don’t fail to get our cat

alog of Auto Forgings and Tools.

Hartford. Conn.

London:

8 Long lane,

Aldersgate St.

  

  

 

 

(Formerly " BERLIET")

Same French Design
 

Same Distinctive Quality
 

NEW MODELS

NEW NAME

NEW PRICES

0 Cylinder, 00 n. P. Touring Car, - $0000

4 Cylinder, 40 H. P. Touring Car, - 5000

4 Cylinder, 22 II. P. Town Car, - 4500

BE T TE R THAN

IMPORTED CARS

AGENTS \VANTED IN UNOCCUPIED TERRITORY

When you sell a man this car you make a

life-long friend.

Built at Providence, R. l., with the backing

0i a $50,000,000 company

American Locomotive C0.

1886 Broadway

New York
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Manufacturers of

Including

We repair all makes of

Radiators at both plants

DETROIT, MIOH.

BRlscoE MANUFACTURING O0.

AUTOMOBILE

COMPONENTS
 

RADIATORS, FENDERS, HOODS, TANKS, AND

ALL OTHER SHEET METAL AUTOMOBILE PARTS

Write either plant for

Catalogue and Quotations

NEWARK, N. J.

 

  

 

 

 

 

THIS AND TWO OTHER “FOURS”

—AND A 50 HORSEPOWER “SIX”!

Proved and recognized successes, with a service record. Offered in 25

horsepower, 30-35 horsepower, 40 horsepower, and the 6-cylinder 50 horse

power. All fitted with oil pan base. Equipped for magneto attachment.

 
 

“Rutenber” Motors and Carburetors, Clutches and Fans
 

The Western Motor Co., Logansport, Ind.

  

 

 

 

  

The output of complete Front

and Rear Automoblle Axles of this

plant exceeds the capacity of al'

competition combined.

IiiAmrican Ball-Bearinz to.

L. 8. l M. 8. Ry. & Idlwator Park

GLIVILAID, OHIO. 0.0.A.
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Q? 2 ’g .E. 2;

THE PACKARD ELECTRIC COMPANY, 303 Dana Ave, WARREN, OHIO

If your ear is wired with PACKARD ENAMELED

IGNITION CABLE you can be dead sure you will have

no trouble so far as the wiring is concerned.

 

 

When at the Show

do not fail to see the

TUCKAHOE

GREASE GUN

 

New and very meritorious. The

only self-filling combination oiler and

grease gun. Can be filled with grease

in three seconds. Regulated by throw

ing a latch. Its use insures quick oil

ing and clean hands. Lower in price

than others. Write for circular.

Manufactured and sold by the

Rubly Mfg. Company

TUCKAHOE, N. Y.

  

 

Use rs o!

Invader Oil
THE OIL THAT

GRAPHITIZES

are responsible for Its

popularity

YOU NAME THE CAR -

WE LL

NAME THE GRADE

mane onrv or

CHAS. F. KELLON s 00

ii! Arch St., Philadelphia

Boston Branch:
I'm-rene- 284 Columbus Avenue.

  

 

 
 

THE GYROSCOPE CAR

The Simplest Automobile in the World.

USO—The Price—S750.

GYROSCOPE AUTOMOBILE CO. (INC.)

Gyroscope Bldg"

231 West 50th St. New York City.

 
 

 

 
 

Use Pormnnlt

of

Motor Club with

cess.

ADOLF KARL A CO.

237-9 Wsshin on St.,

rest

  

Tire Troubles?

Demonstrated before _Board

Governors Harrisburg

spo

For particu ars write

ewarlr, N. J.

 

l

 

AVOID ACCIDENTS

bynslnltho

‘Wridgway No Glare Shade

330 to 314 W. “I! St.,

which adds to the eldeney of the lamps and keeps

lare from blindin other users of the highwaya- Can

0 fitted to any ex sting lamp.

PEERLESS MOTOR CAR CO.,

NEW YORK

 

Sinhharh-lfiagtnu

ONE Quality for ALL Models

ONE Price for ALL Buyers

Write for 1909 Catalog.

THE DAYTON MOTOR CA! CO.,

Dayton, 0.

  

 

 

TRUFFAULTIHARTFORD

' Trade

SHOCK AleORBER

Mar

The Union that made Sale, veal and Comfortable

Automobqu ossigla.

Write for catalogue, Department D.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION (10..

E. V. Hartford, Pres. 14! Jay St., Jersey City. N. ].

 

l

 

 

The PULLMAN

+40 Roadster. Price, $3.000.

that made the run from Philadel his to Sa

vannah Ga., March 5th to 18th, t rough nud

up to the radiator, beating all previous records.

YORK MOTOR CAR CO., Yorlr, Pa.

 

 

 

The Low Price of the High-Quality

L am b e r t ('3 a r
is made possible by the low cost of the simple

Lambert fiction transmission, which is more afi

cient than any type of complicated, expensive gear

transmission.

BUCKEYE MFG. COMPANY. Anderson, Ind.

 

 

 
 

ll RELLI

To Avoid I

Speein PI

 

  

" s
154 P—Two-Way Cambric Covered, 15c. foot.

,“ffll'rwfl‘l'q PIRELLI & CO., 296 Broadway, New York

For sale by IOTOR CAR EQUIPMENT CO., 55 Warren St., and 1727 Broadway, New York City.

Our Cable Card

Illustrating 11 Varieties of ca

ble in actual sizes mailed up

on request.

This is No. 154 P., Two-Way,

Cambric Covered.

 

 

 

 

  

A. O. Smith Company

MAKERS OF

PRESSED STEEL

FRAMES
(Capacity 100,000 per annum.)

Heavy and Difficult Stampings

Front and Rear Axles

Steering Columns

Transmissions, Selective and

Progressive

Multiple Disc Clutches

SEE OUR EXHIBITS:

Madison 5 usre Garden, S see 205.

Coliseum, Chicago, Space 3

A.O SMITH co. mascara:

 

 

 

“CONTINENTAL

_st-ti'

  

" MOTORS All! smurnn

' G e t our quota

tions on high grade

two and four cylin

der motors, 10 to 45

horsepower. T h e

are equipped wit

self-contained oiling

system and r c a d y

> ‘fo r attaching mag

neto. Highest

grade workmanship,

efficient, d u r a b l e

and simple. Also

clutches and trans.

missions. Send for catalogue.

GIIIITIIIEIITAL NDTUR MFR. 00., lusisgon. lich.

K. FRANKLIN PETERSON, Went-m Represent

ative, 166 E. Lake St., Chicago, Ill

'1‘. J. WETZEL. Eastern Representative, 29 West 42d

St N Y.., cw or, ,

 
 

CLAI<LJADJD
40 H. P. Four Cylinder, Shaft Drive, $1,600.

OAKLAND MOTOR CAR CO.,

Pontiac, Mich.

 

 

 

 

 

.lbcmmvlflk'
The Locomobile Company of America,

Bridgeport, Conn.

 

 

 

 

  

SAV E POW E R

2%. ossm "m"l
281 no

DIA'OND CHAIN ‘ “F6. 00. .

150 w. Georgiasawu
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INTAKE . EXHAU ST

  

WHITLOCK 'FlXD—l—KTOR S
, ANDWATER PIPES ';

Hartford. Congj

 

 
 

It is not possible for any chain to be

better than

BALDWIN CHAINS
BALDWIN CHAIN & MFG. CO.,

Worcester, Mass.

 

 

 

 

 

WE WILL NOT

accept your contract unless we can give you the

delivery you require. We will not accept more

contracts than we can fill with proper attention to

each. We make Pressed Steel Frames and Auto

mobile Stampings.

THE HYDRAULIC PRESSED STEEL C0..

 

 

GIBIIEY SOLID TIRES
CONTINENTAL

Pneumatlc Tiroa

__

Automobile Accessories of every description.

Jams: L. Glbnsy & Bro. Fhlladolphls, Pa., U.S.A.

 

 

 

 

TIE 28-30 II. I'. MITCHELL, $1,500

Includes enuine $150 Splitdorl Magneto (Tree)

and $6 in larger tires than you get with any

. other car at this price. To have other cars

wuipped with these tires you must pay $50 extra.

rite for full information to-day.

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR CO.,

.574 Mitchell St. RacineA‘Wls.

Standard M'anuiacturers A. M. C. M.

 

 

 

HAVE YOU SEEN

THE PERFECTION WRENCH?

The newest and best wrench made: all steel—great

strength: Instantly adjusted; easily and fluickly oper

ated; positive grip' Immense time, troub e, and tem

per saver; best “all round tool" ever olered Ior sale.

“You will want one when you see It."

For circular address,

THE PERFECTION WRENCH CO.,

BO! “6. PORT CHESTER. I. Y.

 

Cleveland, Ohio.

Gasolene and

Electric

WAutomobiles

ARE MADE BY

ELECTRIC VEHICLE Co., Hartford, Conn.

 

 

 
 

 

 

BLEVELIIII] SPARK PLUGS

“They Shoot a Flame!

CLEVELAND SPARK PLUG 60.

CLEVELAND, OH '0

  

 

 

The “Gotham” STA-RITE will end your

spark glng

t r o a les.

Soot can't

‘ stick to the

p o r eelain.

Won't short-circuit. Never leaks. Can be

taken apart and cleaned with ease. Of deal

ers, or direct, $1.00.

THE R E. HARDY CO., 35 W. 42d St., New York.

At Madison uare Garden, Space No. 133; Chicago,

at e Coliseum, Space No. 56.

  

 

AUGUST OFELDT & SONS

Manufacturers of Coil, Water Tube and

Flash Boilers.

KEROSENE AND GASOLINE BURNERS.

Ofiice: 123 Liberty St., NEW YORK, N. Y.

Write for Catalogue.

 
 

 

 

MBTZ PLAN OAR

It's light. Marvelous economy in

maintenance. A plan of purchase within

the reach of all. Send for Book B.

C. H. METZ,

“ u to Waltharn Mfg. Co., Waltham. llass. 

  

 

@112 final] flinhiatnt

IIIL BUSH MANUFACTURING CO.

HARTFORD.CONN.

  

 

  

MICHELIN TIRE COMPANY

snuxrowu. N. J.

 

 

 

I'll ACME M010! CAIICO.

lentil-l, Pn.

 
 

THOMAS SHOCK ABSORBERS

on your automobile mean more comfort,

speed, safety, economy. Prove it at our

expense. 30 days free trial.

BUFFALO SPECIALTY CO.,

340 Elllcott St. BUFFALO, ll. Y.

 

  

A SUPERE LINE OF CAEF

"Tad? A NO K B O N

“ o oo eep— Hill 'I‘ Steep."

Z-Cyllnder and 1Cylinder.‘

Runabouts, Roadsters, Touring Cars.

18 H. P., 24 H. P. 30 H. P. and 36 H. P.

Prices, $850, USO. $1,250 and $2,000.

IllIKSOI AUTIIIIIIILE $0.. lssllsn. Ilsh. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Stéal Tires
Full 0| Air.

Tire expense cut in two.

Cannot Blow Out, Rlsn Cut

or Puncture.

As Flexible as Rubber

Anti-Skid.

That part of a tire with a

blowout or a rim cut In it

will last longer than any

other part II encircled by a

few sections oI steeL

Thousands In nae.

Kimball Tin Bass 00.

I72 Broadway

Gounell Iluffo, Iowa

  

 

 

 

Name

Adds-esp

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, New York I

Enclosed ilnd $2.00 for which enter my subscrime to

“(Blue (00th “(Merle

for one year, commencing with the issue0L__*

 

 

 

L___-___-.===_—-___=.===L
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e.
ONGEST

oil-$2 :1; '* '

EMPIRE AUTOMOBILE TIRE COMPANY, Trenton, N. J.

BRANCHES—Newark 264 Halse SL; Detroit, 842 Woodward Ave.' Boston 292 DCVOI'IShH’C' St; Chicago, 20 La Salle St_., 1301 Michigan

Ave; New York 73d St. & Broa way; 148 Chambers St. AGENCIES—Pittsburg, Consumers Auto Supply Co.; Kansas C18, Mo., Empire

Tire & Rubber 60.; Atlanta. Ga., Dunham Rubber Co.‘ Cleveland 0. Motor Supp? Agency CO-: NM 01k. Vt. Wm. H. _rover; Denver,

Denver Auto Goods Co.’ Jacksonville, Fla., Savell Rubber Co.; Philadel lua, Penn uto Sufiply_Co._; Lou An elei;(S Cai., Pacific Elec. Wh:

Buffalo, N. Y., Empire Sales Co.; Minneapolis, Empire Tire 8: Rubber 0.; Savannah, Ga., arris Tire (.10.; ew rleanl, La., H. A. Tutsi-d.

 
 

 

HE CAR WITHOUT EVEN BENG SCRAPED

STILL RUNNING RUNNNG STLL.

F5 Wm 5r my};

.fii‘rrrlw?
 

 

l-‘or Automobile Bodies, Dashes, Guards, Boucls,

Battery Boxes, Drip Pans, Mulllers, Etc.

'I'IONG—DURABLE

CALILBSS—IUS'I'LESI

BOOTH—PAINT ADHEIES I'll-"LY

A Hell] that’s A Tlme and Morley Saver

"I "All ROLLING MILL courm. CANTON. 0.10

 
" 'omc CHIP a WWW BU‘L
CHAMP s so~s S PHILADELPHIA'PENNA

 
  

  

 

 

 
 

“ Oldest Makers in America"

$111253“ MOTORCYCLES

The Bicycling World

fiMotorcyele Review

h wru. nmusr You

Pusunnn Evan! SA'rvnnAY AT

154 NASSAU STREET. NEW YORK

' 33.11:" “pl”

 

 

  

  
 

 
 

 
 

  

Vanadium Steel Springs

Are the Springs

For Hard Service

Information of value to every owner, dealer and

manufacturer of automobiles may be had free on

request.

Let Us Solve Your Spring Problems for You

The Cleveland Canton Spring C0.

CANTON. OHIO
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OOD design; a careful selection of scientifically tested materials; the

exercise of greatest care in the manufacture of component parts;

painstaking skill in their assembly, and a system of final inspection so

_ comprehensive and complete that anything under IOO per cent. perfect

cannot get through—that's Steams production.

1]] Our new I530 is for those who would have a strictly high quality car at price and

of power somewhat Under the 30-60 horsepower model.

Catalogued at 15-30 it develops close to 40 horsepower and, while of comparative

light weight, is so staunch and sturdy that it will “stand up,” as a good car should,

even under unusual conditions of service.

‘1] And, like our 30-60 (which is accepted as the standard of excellence in America),

this new 15-30 model represents extreme high quality in every line and fiber.

(II It is shaft drive, and designed to accommodate town and touring bodies.

111111 our 30-60 horsepower model purchasers are given side chain or shaft drive option.

ql Demonstration by appointment.

THE F. B. STEARNS co., Cleveland, on.)
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At the

CHICAGO SHOW

examine the duplicates of the three

winning 4-cylinder Matheson cars

which finished in FIRST, SECOND

and THIRD time places, against a

field of 32 CONTESTANTS in the

severest ENDURANCE CONTEST ever

held in America, over the ice and

snow covered mountain roads from

Philadelphia to Wilkesbarre and

return, 300 MILES, January I and

2, 1909.

These three Matheson cars have been driven by

their owners 7,000, 12,000 and 18,000 miles respec

tively. before entering this contest.

“ The most difficult, hazardous, even

dangerous endurance run ever

held in America.” —Philadelplua

Public Ledger.

4-CYLINDER MODELS 6-CYL1NDER MODELS

Tourabout . . . . . . . . $4,350 Tourabout . . . . . . . . $3,000

Touring Car .. .. . 4,500 Toy Tonneau 3,000

Limousine . . . . . . . . 5,500 Close-Coupled . . 3,000

Landaulet . , . . . . . . 5,500 Touring Car . . .. . . 3,000

Matheson Automobile C0.

l886-l888 Broadway

Corner 624 St. NEW YORK CITY

 

 

_

32 Bars Started in the Phila

delphia-Wilkes-Barre Run

4 Cars Finished on‘Tlme

ONE CAR OUT OF THAT FOUR

PASSED THE SEARCHING INVES

TIGATION OF THE COMMITTEE

Without

On e Si n gle

Demerit

 

 

 

THAT CAR WAS THE

PREMIER
The Only.Perfeot Oar

(LOur sweeping victory was granted only

after long and searching investigation of our

car and our trip by the Quaker City Motor

Club and the A. A. A.

(LThis announcement is of the final decision

granting us the clean cut victory—as the

only perfect car.

(LThese are telling results and not

only show the real but comparative

worth of the Premier.

PREMIER

PERMANENT

PERFORMER

 

 

 

 

PREMIER MOTOR MFG. COMPANY

Indianapolis, Ind.

R. M. OWEN 8:. COMPANY

Pietributors, East, North and Northwest
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Everybody Concedes

The SteWart

Speedometers

Have the habit oi sticking to the car and

doing business at the highest speeds.

' 7 ~ * Stronger clamps, bigger screws and our

“"‘m d" 512°}? $231?" "“m‘ patent swivel joint, which takes all the strain

011 the shait, are some oi the reasons.

  

A stronger and better tlexible shatt helps also.

We have been the largest makers oi ilexible shaits

ior 20 years. Working all our bearing parts out 01

the solid instead oi soldering makes a big diiterence.

  

The Famous Stewart Swivel Joint (Patented)

 

Stewart Speedometers

are made to sell on their merits. We have built up

the largest speedometer business in the world by

making instruments that are intrinsically superior to

W" “1" “d F-m'v- any other to be had at any price. '

  

A patented cam corrects readings at all speeds, a

patented swivel joint at the wheel connection relieves the

iexible shatt oi short bends and all strain.

THESE FEATURES ARE EXCLUSIVE OF THE

Stewart Speedometer

Stewart & Clark Mtg. (30. ...
closed season odometer a automatic

509 Diversey Boulevard, Chicago, 111., U. S. A. “$3.. "51.23
hand, price . . . . . . . . . . .
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'Tr's not in mortals to command success, but we'll do more-—deserve il.

Mayo Radiators have achieved success

by>.'deserving it, and in no other way.

(LTherefore that success is presumably of the per

manent and abiding kind.

(LE-jig is the cause of the absence of MAYO RA

DIATORS from cheap cars. ‘

(Quality is the reason for the presence of MAYO

RADIATORS on most of the good cars. '

(LThe only argument against MAYO RADIATORS

is their price.

(LEvery other consideration dictates their use.

(LMAYO RADIATORS combine sound mechanical

principles, exact design, construction and workman

ship, together with graceful appearance and perfect

finish; in short, all the good qualities that go to

make the ideal radiator.

(LMAYO RADIATORS are stamped with the ball

mark of class.

(LMAYO RADIATORS are really the thorough

breds of the radiator world.

(LMAYO RADIATORS are made in the kind of a

factory that befits then and by the MAYO RADIA

TOR COMPANY, at New Haven, Connecticut.

New Series

TIMKEN . g .s __

Short Bearings
CIR Rm! "d Cm Aumued Timlten Short

Bearing Complete.

 

In offering the Automobile trade our New SCI'lCS Timken Sh0l'l Bearings, we do so with the assurance that they

are made from the same carefully selected steel and subjected to the same severe tests as our standard size Bearings.

The New Series ShOI'I Bearings are designed for use in axles wherev the bearings space does not permit the

use of our regular series.

These Short Bearings can be used on any axle, transmission, or other places where Annular Bearings can

be used. They carry a much greater load than Annular Bearings of the same length, are smaller in diameter

and in addition will take as much Clltl llll'llSl as they do radial load.

Every bar of steel entering into Timken Products is made to the Timken analysis chemically— and tested to the

Tlmken test physically—which means a rejection of 45 per cent. of every ingot before metal of suitable density and

soundness for Tlllllifll Roller Bearings can be obtained. These new Short Bearing Rollers are made from best nickel steel.

This is one reason why 65 [)81‘ cent. of the makers of high-grade Automobiles and over 90 Ilfl‘ cent. of the

commercial truck builders of this country use Timken Roller Bearings. warn: ron car/moo nun rnlcls

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING AXLE CO., Main Ollice,CANTON,0.
Branches : 10 E. 815! St., NEW YORK 429 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO
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MADE BV

“The Father of Them All”
 

  

One Price, F. O. B.Rochester.$2,000.

TOURING CAR, ROADSTER, TOY TONNEAU

A genuinely good car cannot be made and sold for less than $2,000. By this we mean a car like

the Selden, containing nothing but the best of materials, workmanship and finish. A car that the

manufacturer can stand behind and guarantee for at least a year against any imperfections in work

manship or material.

We buy only the best materials, employ only skilled labor and pay particular attention to de- -

tails and finish, thereby producing a strictly high-grade car at the lowest possible price.

The up-keep and maintenance of a medium-priced car like the Selden is within the reach of any

man of moderate means and the value of the car does not depreciate like that of the lower priced cars.

This is the point to be considered by every purchaser. '

The Selden Car is a 4-eylinder 28-30 horsepower (developing 37 horsepower) five passenger

Touring Car or three passenger Roadster, with 114-inch wheel base, 34-inch wheels, shaft drive, se

~lective- control, pressed steel frame, metal body, fully equipped.

Superb riding, roomy tonneau, luxurious upholstery, smooth running, great hill-climber, flexible

and easily handled, economical in maintenance and up-keep, fine finish, stylish and attractive.

THE COMING CAR OF MODERATE PRICE -

Catalog and Agency proposition upon rcquestf Agencies wanted everywhere.

SELDEN MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY

0:0. 5. semen, Pres. ROCHESTER, N. Y.Members Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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Value, Not Venture

The marked mechanical perfection, the unusual

durability, and the thorough dependability of

Marmon cars have never been questioned by well

informed, experienced motorists.

_ For over fifiy_vears, its manufacturers have en

Joyed a world-_w1de reputation as builders of high

grade mechanical products. _

These facts Will weigh heavily With the thought

ful buyer in conSidering the Marmon "Ihmy

two." Light, powerful, and unsparinglyequipped,

it invites the most searching comparison With

anything on wheels at $3,500 or less.

Motor, 4 Cyl. 4%x4%. Water-cooied. 32-40 H. P. Three

oint support. Ignition, Bosch H. T. Magneto, dual system.

Lubrication, Marmon system of automatic force feed through

hollow crankshaft. Drive, straight line shaft. Selective

transmission and rear axle one corn act unit, very accessible.

Lar e brakes, effective and very urable. Materilll. abso

lute y the best of everything, including) Krupp and Chrome

Nickel Steels. lless~Bright imported all bearings. Tires.

Q. D.,34x4. Wheel hue, 112 in.‘ Weight 2100 lbs. ulp

ment, complete and high-class. Bodies Sheet Metsl. our

ing Car seats five; Suburban (detachable tonnegu) seats

féour; Roadster seats two. Also Coupe or Limousme Town

ar.

Ma r m a n “Fifty” (Sn/m Paumgerx), $3,750.

Nordyke & Marmoii Co. (‘33?) Indianapolis. ind.

Slonhrd 11]", A. M. C, Ill, ll.

At Chicago Show, February $13.

 

THE MEASURE 0F TIRE QUALITY

is not alone Length 21’8ervioe

but also Kind of Service

A tire that has to be coaxed by frequent visits to a repair

shop is an inferior tire, even tho it may last a total of

three, five or seven thousand miles.

MORGAN & WRIGHT TIRES

are long-lived tires, but the length of service is secured

in the making of the tires and not by frequent doctoring by

the users. They stand up as only tires can that are made

as Morgan 86 Wright Tires are. And our rigid system of

inspection protects you from any and all possible defects.
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proclamation!

T0 TRUCK OWNERS EVERYWHERE

THREE years ago when we applied the first Dual Side-“lire tire in America, we believed

that we were introducing the newest and best thing obtainable in the shape of a

MOTOR TIRE. And we were—the best thing up to that time. But times change; and we

pride ourselves on trying to keep abreast of them. Careful study and observation of the solid

tire situation abroad, have firmly convinced us that the side wire tire is now a back num

ber and must graciously step aside for the newer and better product.

 
 

 

W E accordingly beg to announce that we are now manufacturing a NEW tire, which

for service, security and resiliency, completely eclipses the side wire type. It is the

(Bibnev Wireless dbotot‘fiire

 
 

GIBNEY TIRES

CROSS SECTION — DUAL TYPE

T HIS is not an untried experiment. These tires have been the standard of Continental

Europe for the past five years. They have triumphed abroad; they will make good here.

 

W'R‘ITE FOR OUR PRICES AND OUR COST PER

MILE GUARANTEE-LIT \VILL INTEREST YOU

JAMES L. GIBNEY AND BROTHER

PHILADELPHIA,‘ PA., U. S. A.

 

 
 

AOBNTS‘ WANTED' EVERYWHERE.
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T

All the new four-cylinder Ramblers are fitted for the Rambler Spare Wheel—a wheel complete—

excepting the hub center, on which is carried a complete tire inflated. The regular wheel is secured to

thehhnb center by six bolts. Removing the six nuts for these bolts this wheel can be detached in two

minutes with the special tools provided, and the Spare Wheel put on and secured in three minutes.

Wheel fits either front or rear. Solves the tire problem. Extra wheel available in case of need.

Spare Wheel with inflated tire, brackets and tools, for Model Forty-Four, 874,er Model Forty-Five, $85.

\ ,

Seven passen

ger model,forty

fiVe horse power

with offset crank

shaft, $2500.

Other models,

$1150 to $2500,

The Car with the What Crank Shaft

_ _ Ckfidev

w!“

Write for cat

alog describing

in detail Ram

bler offset crank

shaft, S pare

Wheel, straight

line drive and

other exclusive

features of the

new Rambler

models.

This shows the simple manner in which the regular “h:el can be

removed and the Spare Wheel substituted within three minutes.

THE CAR OF STEADY SERVICE

Thomas B. jeffery d~ Company, Jl'lain Office and Factory, Kenosha, wis.

lira Irv/1m and Dis/ri/Hllillg Agni/x;

Chicago, Milwaukee, Cleveland, Boston, New York, San Francisco. Representatives in all leading cities.
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TIMKEN FORMS DETRIDI'I' COMPANY

ISeparate Corporation for the Huge Axle

Making Project—Lewis to Manage

the New Plant.

The location in Detroit. Mich, of a Tim

kin factory for the manufacture of automo

bile axles, as announced exclusively in the

Motor World recently, is accompanied by

the formation of a new company, to be

called the Timken-Detroit Axle Co., incor

porated under Michigan laws with a paid-in

capital of $650,000.

troit plant is to be the largest automobile

inasmuch as the De

axle factory in the world, with an annual

capacity of not less than 25.000 axle sets

per_ year, the new company was determined

upon as the most satisfactory way of man

aging it, but it is closely affiliated with the

Timken Roller Bearing Axle C0. of Can

ton. 0., and comes into possession of all

the patent rights, experience and good will

of the latter. _

So close is the relationship that all of the

stock of the new concern is held by E. W.

Lewis, secretary of the Canton company;

A. R. Demery, its superintendent; H. W.

Alden, mechanical engineer and designer;

and H. H. and W. R. Timken. The gen

eral manager and active head at the axle

plant will be Lewis, who with Demery and

Alden, will move to Detroit. while H. H.

and W. R. Timken will manage the Canton

plant, which will hereafter be devoted en

tircly to the production of Timken bear

ings and which, through the renoval of

the axle manufacture. will be enabled to

increase its output to meet the .eLrstantly

enlarging demand.

By no means the least interesting feature

of the new undertaking, which will add

much to Detroit's prestige as an automobile

industrial center, is the great confidence

which the men at its head entertain as to

the future magnitude of the motor car in

dustry. Supplying so large a preportion of

the prominent automobile factories with the

Timken products, they are able accurately

to judge conditions in the trade and forc

cast its future, and the hugeness of their

present undertaking is a symbol of the cer

tainty with which they regard the continued

increased activity of automobile production.

Fitch Making Automobiles in Rome.

Backed by members of the Fitch Gear

Co., a new automobile manufacturing con

cern is starting operations in Rome, N. Y.,

to make runabouts, touring cars and deliv

ery wagons of both the high wheel and low

wheel types. It has not as yet been named

or incorporated, but sample cars are be-,

ing produced at the Fitch Gear factory

while the finishing and sales departments

are located at the plant of the Maxwell

liitch Co., in West Dominick street.

Tempting Salina with a Factory.

If Salina, Kan. will raise $40,000 cash

and buy stock in a new automobile com

pany which has been incorporated in T0

peka, the company will look with such fa

vor on Salina that it will locate its plant

there. The glittering offer comes from

Kelly 8: Kelly, of Topeka, brokers of which

H. B. Kelly, cx-statc'senator, is the head.

He says that the company is being organ

ized with $125,000 capital.

Jones Handles Mezger Products.

The products of C. A. Mezger, Inc., of.

New York, including Soot Proof spark

plugs and Automatic wind shields, will. in

the future be handled by The Jones Speedo

meter, New York, which has undertaken

their sale and general distribution through

out the country. Complete stocks will be

carried at the Jones branches in Boston,

Philadelphia, Baltimore, Cleveland and Chi

cagO.

Takes New York Coil Sales.

In addition to its other lines, the Factory

Sales Corporation, of Chicago, has taken

the product of the New York Coil Co. The

latter company makes both high and low

tension coils, including a multiple coil with

master vibrator for magneto service.

SCARRIT'I' BACKS A CAB PRtlJECT

Generously Capitalized Jersey Corporation

to Invade the Metropolis—Will Ab

sorb Small Operators. .

Taximeter cab competition in New York

'City. which promises to develop to fever

heat, is. promised further enlivenment by

the formation of a $2.200,000 concern in

which Winthrop E. Scarritt. one time pres

ident of the Automobile Club of America,

and Harlan W. Whipple, former president

of the American Automobile Association,

It has been incor

porated as the Taxicab Service Co, under

the laws of New Jersey, but its chief activ

ities will be in Manhattan, where one or

are the moving spirits.

two of the smaller motor cab companies

now operating will be absorbed. The stock

is divided into $1.000,000 preferred 7 per

cent. cumulative and $1,2(XMDO common.

Taking over the business of the company

now operating from the Waldorf and the

Holland House. together with its vehicles.

the new company will enlarge its equipment

by extensive purchases of more cabs of

the same type, made by the American Lo

comotive Works, of Providence, R. I. An

effort will be made to popularize the cab!

in the lower downtown district, below Four

teenth street. where taximeter service so

far has been scarce.

Atlanta Has a Motor Car Plant.

Automobile manufacture in Atlanta, Ga..

is to be pioneered by the White Star Auto

mobile Co.. capitalized at $150,000 and

backed by Clarence Houston, of the At

lanta Buggy Co., together with Harry W.

Anderson. Frank J. Long, Dr. S W. Fos

ter, Hugh R. Fischer and others. The com

pany has already made its first machine,

which has been in operation since last Sep

tember. and a complete floor of the buggy

company's large new plant, at Ponder’s ave

nue and Means street, will be used for the

concern’s manufacturing operations
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In the Retail World.

0. A. Burd & Son have opened a large

and well equipped garage at Lan‘bertville,

N. J. The repair shop is in hands of com

petent mechanics and a full line of acces

sories will be carried.

The Tennessee Automobile Co.. of Nash

ville, Tenn., began business this month on

Broadway near Twelfth street. J J. Ver

tress, Jr.. is president and James K. Polk,

Jr., secretary and treasurer.

The D. P. McClure Garage. Seccnd and

Green streets, Ottumwa, 1a., has been pur

chased by M. A. Stuil. formerly with the

Stearns Auto Co. In addition to having the

agency for several cars, he will carry a full

line of accessories.

Wilson H. Stoyle and Lewis G Vegel, do

ing business as the Stoyle Automobile Co.,

of Philadelphia. Pa, have taken an automo

bile salcsroom at the southeast corner of

Broad and Race streets. Their establish—

ment at 1521 Spring street will be retained

as a storehouse and garage.

E. G. Mertens. formerly a traveling sales

man for the Electric Vehicle Co., Hartford,

Conn., has purchased an interest in the

Glens Falls Automobile Co., of Glens Falls,

N. Y., and was elected its vice-president at

a recent meeting. The concern has the

agency for the Thomas, Cadillac and Pope

Hartford lines.

Reduction of Goggle Duty Refused.

Repeated recent efforts to import auto~

mobile goggles at a rate lower than the 50

per cent. imposed on "goggles" by the Ding

ley tariff, have met with failure, the im

porters sufiering another defeat in the latest

decision on this subject by the board of

United States general appraisers. at New

York. The attempted difl'erentra’ion of

“autogoggles” from more pedestrians’ “gog

gles” having been altogether too fine for

the appraisers to discover, the importers

have taken the ground that the motor gog

gles should be returned for duty at 45 per

cent. either as “lenses’~ or as being com

posed in chief value of metal. In overrul

ing protests filed by Saks 8: Co.. and by

Sussfield, Lorsch & Co.. neither of these

contentions is upheld by General Appraiser

Sharretts. the decision remarking that the

use to which the goggles are put is identical

whether they are worn by automrhilists or

others.

Riker Attacked by Laryngins.

A. L. Riker. designer for the Locomobile

Co. of America, is ill at his home in Bridge

port, Conn.. with a severe attack of laryn

gitis contracted at the Garden show in

New York. Although confined to his bed.

his physician expects his complete recovery

in two weeks.

 

Robbins to Represent Oakland.

Oakland cars are to have adequate repre

sentation in Chicago through the estab

lishment of a branch in that city by the

‘branch for the Knox.

Centaur Motor Co.. of Buffalo. general sell

ing agents for the Oakland Moto~ Car Co.,

Pontiac, Mich. The branch, which will oc

cupy the building formerly U5cd by the

Rainier Co., at 1725 Michigan av;nue, will

be in charge of Arthur M. Robbins formerly

with the Aerocnr Co., and more recently

with the Rainier in the Windy City.

Los Angeles Branch for Firestone.

To distribute Firestone tires for south

ern California, a new. direct branch of the

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, 0.,

has been established at 957 South Main

street, Los Angeles. The management is

in the hands of G. C. Calbetzor. formerly

Pacific Coast manager, and also Frank R.

Talbott, who has resigned as assistant treas

urer and leaves the home office at Akron

this week to assume his new position.

John Gets Inter-State Territory.

Geo. C. John, manager of the New York

City branch of the St. Louis Car Co., has

obtained the agency for the Inter-State cars

in New York, New Jersey and Connecticut.

The machines are the product of the Inter

State Automobile Co., of Muncie, Ind.,

which has sprung into recent prominence,

as a result of the active campaign under

taken by Salcs Manager David W. Henry.

 

Lynch to Make Continental Tests.

A new department of tests has been in

augurated by the Continental Cacutchouc

Co., of New York. It will be in charge of

Tom Lynch, who will devote his time to

testing each type of Continental tire in

actual road work of from 150 to 200 miles

per days.

Manchester Has a Motor Car Fire.

Fire at the Sullivan Automobile Garage

on Myrtle street, Manchester, N. H., on

Wednesday, 27th inst. caused a loss on

cars estimated at $40.000. The (onfiagra

tion was caused by the falling and break

ing of .1 lamp.

Van Sicklen is Knox Chicago Manager.

N. H. Van Sicklen, formerly publisher

or the Chicago moiety of the Siamese twins,

has undertaken the opening of a Chicago

He will take over

the business of the present agent. J. H.

McCausland. at 1458 Michigan axenue.

Richert to Push Allen-Kingston.

Ben Richert. well known in New York

City trade circles, has undertaker. the sale

of the Allen-Kingston line, with l‘cadquan

ters at No. 3 West Forty-fourth street. The

Allen-Kingston cars are made by the Bris

tol Engineering Co.. of Bristol, (cnn.

W'hltlock Returns to Empire.

W. G. Whitlock, who resigned some time

ago from the Empire Automobile Tire Co.,

Trenton. N. J, has resumed his cld con

nection. He will again represent the com

pany in the sales department.

The Week's Incorporations.

Clintonville, Wis—Badger Four-Wheel

Drive Auto Co.. The, under Wisconsin laws,

with $50,000; to manufacture automobiles.

Chicago, Ill.—Velie Motor Vehicle Sales

Agency,., under Illinois laws, with $25,0(X)
capital. ICorporators—VV. L. Velic, Harry

M. Moore and O. E. Mansur.

Syracuse, N. Y.—Taxicab Garage Co..

under New York laws. with $25,000 capital;

to operate cabs. Corporators—H. L Conde.

LfConde, J. H. Walrath, Syracuse.

Council Bluffs, Ia.—-Sperling & Triplett

Co., under Iowa laws, with $10,000 capital;

to deal in automobiles. Corporators—

Henry Sperling and B. P. Triplett.

New York City, N. Y.—Taxicab Service

Co., The, under New Jersey laws, with $2,

200,000 capital; to operate taxrmeter cabs.

,Corporators~—-Winthrop E. Scarrirt, Henry

K. Picking and James Mapletoft.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Pierce-Arrow Motor Car

Co., The. under New York laws. with $1,

500,000 capital; to manufacture motor cars

(succeeding the George N. Pierce Co). Cor

porators—G. K. Birge, H. May, C. Clifton,

\V. H. Gardner, W. B. Hoyt,Bufi'alo.

Johnson Serves Second Injunction

Persisting in its endeavors to have the

municipality of Milwaukee make its automo

bile bidding open to as many manufactur

ers as possible, the Johnson Service Co., of

that city, has obtained a second injunction

forbidding the board of public works from

accepting bids under the new set of speci

fications which it drew. It is alleged in the

supplemental complaint that following the

serving of the first injunction, the board

advertised for bids for an automobile un~

der specifications that exactly describe one

well known make of machine and that it

would be impossible for anyone but the

manufacturer of that machine to comply

with the specifications with the 45-day dc

livery date required.

Motor Buses for Washington

Despite the failure of its “automobile

street cars” several years ago, Washington,

D. C.. is to have a line of motor buses. to

replace the antiquated herdics which the

Metropolitan Conch Co. operates on Six

teenth street. Five machines, represent

ing three prominent makes, are being tried

out. A three or four minute schedule will

later be put in force, and with a five cent

fare passengers will be given transfer priv

ilcves to and from the lines of the Wash

ington Railway 8: Electric Co.

Bowman, of Boston, Burned Out.

The J W. Bowman Co., Boston agency

for the Stevens-Duryea, was burned out

Tuesday, 26th inst, by a fire wltich des

troyed the four story brick building at

911 Boylston street. About $30,000 worth

of the company’s cars on the ground floor

and in the basement were saved only by

quick and heroic action
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ASSEMBLING IS NOT MANUFACTURE

So Declares Recent Ruling on New British

Patent Law—Complete Local Produc

tion Held to be Essential.

Methods of meeting the requirements of

Great Britain's new and stringent patent

law have been devised with a view to re

lieving American holders of British patents

from the necessity of establishing com

plete factories for their patented articles

in the British borders, but a recent de

cision appears to make them unavailing.

Many legal advisors in the United States

have held that, because in most cases the

parts of a patented construction are not

covered by patent but only the mechanical

combination as a whole, it will be sufficient

to manufacture the parts in America and

have them assembled in Great Britain, in

order to meet the requirement that British

patents be “adequately worked” in Great

Britain to avoid annullment. This conten

tion, according to the British-American Co.,

of Coventry, England, “has been knocked

on the head” by the British courts.

“By a decision just given—the Srt‘Ol’ld de

cision under the new act—an A'lt‘rican’s

patent, No. 26519 of 1906, on a lockstitch

machine, has been revoked," the English

company explains to its America! corres

pondents, in suggesting the city of Coven

try as a locality where American firms may

find factories and skilled labor. “In this

machine most of the parts entering into

its composition were manufactured in the

United States and imported, and together

with some parts manufactured hcic, were

assembled for sale. The Comptroller Gen

eral ruled that the American patenaees had

not ‘adequately worked' their patent in

England by merely making a small number

of substituted parts. It seems to us, there

fore, that assembly here will not serve to

protect the rights of American pa ent own

ers, and that nothing short of complete

manufacture on this side will suffice.”

Details of New Pope Incorporation.

The new Pope Manufacturing Company

has filed with the Connecticut state secre

tary a certificate of organization. The

amount of capital with which the company

was authorized to commence business, $3,

000, has been paid in in cash. Of the pre

ferred stock, 25,000 shares of the aggregate

par value of $2,500,000 have been issued and

40,000 shares of the common sto.-k of the

aggregate par value of $4,000,000 The

certificate states that the amount paid there

on in cash is $3,000 anr‘ in property» other

than cash, $6,497,000. Harry Brenner,

Frederick H. Ecker and August Heckscher

of New York hold seven shares of the com

mon stock each, and the following hold

one share each of the common stock: Mil

ton Ferguson, Albert Stickney and Henry

1

V. Poor of New York, Albert 1... Pope,

George Pope, Charles E. Walker and Wil

bur C. Walker of Hartford, Arthur W.

Pope of Boston and Lewis H. Freedman

of New York, and 39,970 shares of the

common stock are held by Harry Bronner,

Frederick H. Ecker and August Herkscher,

as the reorganization committee of the

Pope Manufacturing Company, which also

holds the 25,000 shares of the preferred

stock.

How the Palace Show Melon Cuts up.

Such were the profits of the American

Motor Car Manufacturers’ Association show

at the Grand Central Palace, New York,

that the Importers Salon and the Motor

and Accessory Manufacturers, which shared

in the fortunes of the affair, are to receive

a return from the show of 67 per cent. of

the amount paid for space. At a full meet

ing of the A. M. C. M. A. committee of

management, held at the New York head

quarters on the let inst., the shcw com

mittee made its report which proved the

Palace event to have been a record break

er both in attendance and sales. The show

committee, consisting of H. G. Smith,

chairman; S. H. Mora, R. M. Owen, Ben

jamin Briscoe, E. R. Hollander, D J. Post

and Alfred Reeves, general manager, was

extended a formal vote of thanks for its

management of the exhibition. At the same

meeting a standard form of warranty was

adopted, and matters concerning good roads

and routine affairs were acted upon. It was

announced that the annual meeting of the

A. M. C. M. A. will be held in Chicago, on

Tuesday, February 9.

Motor and Accessory Oflieers Chosen.

At the meeting of the board of directors

of the Motor and Accessory Manufactur

ers, held at the Waldorf-Astoria, New York,

on the let inst., officers for the association

were chosen as follows: ‘Presidcr-t, H. E

Raymond, B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, 0.;

first vice-president, H. T. Dunn, Fisk Rub

ber Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.; second vice

president, F. E. Castle, Atwood-Castle Co.,

Amesbury, Mass.; third vice-preSident, C.

E. Whitney, \Vhitney Mfg. Co., Hartford,

Conn.; treasurer, W. S. Gorton, Standard

\Velding Co., Cleveland, 0.; secretary, P. S.

Steenstrup, Hyatt Roller Bear-ing Co., New

ark, N. J.

 

Importers’ Stockholders Elect Ofiicers.

The annual stockholders’ meeting and

election of the Importers Automobile Salon

was held at the association’s offices in New

York on the 21st inst., and resulted in the

choice of W. H. Barnard, the vice-president

of last year, as the president to succeed

Andre Massenat, C. Allen succeeds himself

as treasurer, while E. Rand Hollander was

chosen secretary. The board of electors

for the coming year consists of Andre Mas

senat, Harry Fosdick, C. Andrade, Jr., and

julien Block. The general manager of the

Salon will be Walter H. Lee, as heretofore.

HARVESTING 0F THE GARDEN SIIOW

Results as Seen in the Efl'ect Upon the Busi

ness of Exhibitors—Total Attendance

Reported as 110,000.

For neWspaper consumption the repre

sentatives of exhibitors at the big automo
I

bile shows have in the past taken great

latitude in their estimates of the sales, to

a point where the joke of the makers

selling their "entire output for the year”

first at New York, later at Chicago and

again at Boston, grew to grinning pro

portions, but the results of the Licensed

show at Madison Square Garden more than

confirm the evidence of the Palace show

which preceded it, as to the healthy condi

tions existing in the relations of the auto

mobile industry With the public.

absolute correctness as the neWF-paper es

timate of $7,139,000 in business done at the

Garden may be, it is certain that the actual

business received by both car and acces

sory exhibitors was in the majority of in

stances very much greater than was antici

pated, according to a confidentia‘~ canvass.

While a few of the makers are doubtful

whether the show increased their business

in proportion to the cost of exhibiting,

the greater number were able to give evi

dence of surprisingly large lists of retail

sales, not to mention the agency business

closed. There were disappointed accessory

exhibitors, too, but here again the larger

portion of the accessory people received

an almost unprecedented volume of both

retail and agents’ business.

Colonel George Pope, chairman of the

show committee of the Association of Li

censed Automobile Manufacturers in sum

ming up the results of the show declared

the attendance to have exceeded 110,000 for

the week, and that because of the fact that

most of the exhibiting makers had already

concluded their agency arrangements, the

retail buyer and user was predominant.

1n the opinion of several of the better

known car exhibitors, who enjoyed a larger

retail sale than at any previous show, an

excellent state of general busmess is indi

cated by the freedom in retail buying, being

a reflection of prosperity restored Inci

dentally it_is said that the work of the

salesmen was made much caster this year

by the improved average of technical knowl

edge on the part of the buying puLlic.

\Vhen the show week had well advanced,

members of the trade were busy in discuss

ing the almost unexpected immensny of the

coming season’s automobile act'vity as

promised by the evidence. In this connec

tion H. S. Firestohe, of the Firestone Tire

& Rubber Co., Akron, 0., estimated the

1909 American production of cars at 72,500,

an estimate based on his knowledge of the

number of tires for which the automobile

manufacturers are contracting.

Far from
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Write for the

New White Catalog

 

 
 

  

 

We have recently issued our complete 1909 catalog. In it are shown the full line

of the new Model “M” and Model “0" cars—touring cars, runabouts, town cars, limousines

and landaulets. _

We have given considerable space to an explanation of the advantages of the White

Steamer, as compared with cars of other types, and we believe that this section will prove

especially interesting and valuable to those who are contemplating the purchase of any make

of automobile.

The catalog includes a full illustrated description of the construction of the White, with

especial attention given to the engine—the simplest used in any automobile, and to the

generator—the White steam-making device which is as different from the ordinary boiler as

day is from night. You should read this section carefully if for no other reason than that

you may be well informed regarding the construction of “ The only car of distinctively

American design.”

A postal to us will bring a copy.

THE WHITE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO

NEW YORK CITY Broadway at 62d St. PITTSBURG 138-48 Beatty St. CHICAGO 240 Michi an Ave.

BOSTON. 320 Newbury 5 CLEVELANb. 407 Rockwell Ave, SAN FRANCISCO arket St. n Van Ne” Ave. I

 

L

PHILADELPHIA. 629-33 N. Broad St. ATLANTA, lZO-lZi Marietta St.
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The Motor World’s Forecast of the Chi

c'ago Show will appear in the issue of Feb

ruary 4th. The Chicago Show Number will

11th,

neither bc written from catalogues nor com

bear date of February and will

piled in advance.

Trade Government of “Sport,”

Mr. W. H. Hurlhurt, himsclt m the trade,

is quoted as saying that the only thing

manufacturers and tradesmen generally

should have to do with sport is nominating

entries for the various forms of competi

tion, or in other words, the trade should

have nothing whatsoever to do with its

government. Assuming that the quotation

is correct, Mr. Hurlburt deserves credit for

stating all of a very large truth in a very

few words and in striking the nail squarely

and exactly on the head.

\Vhen trade enters into sport it ceases

to be sport and becomes business and as it

is an artificial adjunct of business, when

  

the trade abandons it—as ultimately comes

This, as the

Motor World many times has pointed out,

to pass—no sport remains.

is the chief trouble with automobile sport.

The private OWner—the amateur who is

the foundation and real life of all sports——

has been sacrificed, so to speak, on the al

tar of mammon. Because of the overwhelm

ing domination of trade influence in the

race-governing project recently undertaken

in New York, we fear the situation will be

little improved, if at all, this is to say, we

fear we will continue to have competition

not as a sport, but as a business and ap

parently conducted more like a business

than ever before.

The Motor World does not lack sympa

Since the

American Automobile Association declined

thy for the project in question.

to play a man’s part and practically threw

to the dogs a branch of the sport which

it deemed too dangerous or too unladylike

to be longer handled, it is plain that a gov

erning hand of some sort is necessary to

prevent the dogs from swallowing the cast

off and to assure the public at least the

semblance of a square deal.

But to be the unpress-agented success it

should be, the project must have as its

rulers not tradesmen or men with self

ish interests to serve, but men free and dis

interested and whose only interests are the

good of the sport. It matters not who they

may be or how honorable or how unselfish

they may be at heart and in spirit or even

in performance, the fact remains that no

men in the trade—no men engaged in sport

for business reasons, ever can hope to be

wholly above suspicion of self-interest.

Those who know them may be wcll aware

of the real truth, but the world is wide and

peopled with many and divers orders of

mankind.

Business Bringing Garage Details.

which

would appear to require but a compara

tively small outlay, either of cash or brain,

outside such details as relate to the equip

ment of the repair shop and provisions for

the safe keeping and handling of gasolene

and other infiammables. At the some time,

the sharp rivalry which exists in all cities

Garage equipment is a matter

and in many small towns between the pro

prietors of neighboring establishments of

the sort makes it imperative tlat efforts

should be made to cater to the patron in

every possible way. On this accourt a good

deal of thought may be given profitably to

matters connected whh thc iusta lation of

such devices as cater to the conv-~nient and

expeditious handling of the machines, as

to their care and well being.

Apart from arrangements-for washing, rc—

filling and handling the cars, no small re

turn may be gained on a relatively insig

nificant investment in sudry labor-saving

appliances for the use of the operatives.

This is especially true, since in many casrs,

the provision of special appliances means

their use, where with only hand labor avail

able, the tasks they are intended to per

form might be gone over hastily or even

skimped altogether under the lax eye of a

careless foreman.

Thus, the provision of a complete sys

tem of air piping so that flat tires may be

inflated without the necessity of moving

the cars at all, or not more than a few feet

at most, may save a customer’s tires from

standing on the rim for a period of days, or

even weeks. Similarly. convenient charg

ing appliances for ignition batteries may

mean the frequent replenishment of cells

which otherwise might go too long without

attention. The provision of an ample num

ber of sockets for connecting portable in

spection lamps, and also for connecting in

portable brass polishing wheels is another

little matter which involves an inconsider

able outlay in proportion to the convenience

it brings. And incidentally, where the brass

is cleaned by machinery it is likely to be

better and more frequently cleaned than

where the old hand operation must be gone

through with. Still another convenience

which might be installed at slight cost, and

which would be particularly appreciated in

garages where any number of closed cars

are handled, is a vacuum cleaning outfit.

Compressed air. such as is carried in the tire

inflating line, might be made to serve the

purpose, but the results obtained from its

use are hardly satisfactory as compared

with those derivable from the use of suc

tion. Such an outfit, piped to a point on or

near the wash rack. for example. might be

made the means of drawing not .1 little de

sirable business to a garage which other

wise might be diverted elsewhere. Sim

ilarly provision for excluding dust from

floors which are used exclusively for stor

age purposes or any other device for pre

serving the linish of the machines. is cer—

tain to be appreciated.

The point is this. that the average chauf

feur is mightily impressed wuh .i {lace in

which “everything is fixed just riglt." and
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that he is prone to like to stable hi: machine

in a garage where orderliness and dcspatch

are the rule. The keeping of ca's really

clean and sweet, appeals to the owner as

much as skilled execution of repan's or an

of the

Therefore the garagemar who is

economical statement at the en“

month.

anxious to advertise his business would

do well to make his equipment as well as

his administration such that every customer

will he enlisted in his Service to that end.

 
 

A New Feature in Show Busn.ess.

To the casual visitor at the great naticnal

automobile shows in New York and Chi

cago. the vast undercurrent of trade busi

ness which underlies the» surface of the ex

position is absolutely unknown and unap

preciatcd. He may become aware in some

way, that trade business of one sort or an

other is in progress, but of the vast extent

of that business, or its growth, he is as

little aware as are many who are better

acquainted with the industry as a whole.

As a matter of fact, the tendenc, to put

of? as much business as possible until show

At first,

when outputs in some measure depended

time, has been growing each year.

upon the amount of sales business (.losed at

the show, there was an obvisus reason for

withholding contracts for parts and sup

plies until the latter part of the week. Dur

ing the past year or two, however, the dis

covery that many of the more important

firms which were obviously free from any

questions of chance were falling irto line,

led to recognition of the fact that the show

as a wholesale mart for raw and partially

manufactured parts and supplies has come

to be of tremendous value to the trade.

Just how significant this aspc"t of the

show season is at present, is revealed in one

striking instance in connection with the

Garden show of last week. A W(ll~kn0wn

firm manufacturing at a distance ‘rom New

York foresaw the wisdom of importing to

the show its chief engineer and practically

his entire corps of assistants. Instead of

roaming aimlessly about the Garden from

day to day, however, these men were closet

ed in a nearby hotel on each of the six days

of the show, and from half past eight in the

morning until five at night. During the

more or less formal sessions held, matters

pertaining to the 1910 output in all its

phases, were discussed. Representatives

from makers of parts, accessories and even

the producers of raw material Were sum

moned and subjected to rigid examination,

the exhibits at the show were freely util

ized for demonstration purposes. and in a

word, practically all of the details for the

production of an output 30 per cent. great

er than that of 1909 were arranged on the

ground. Subject to revision in the interim,

tentative contracts made under those cir

cumstances will be ratified at a similar con

ference held during the Chicago show, so

that the windup of material contrat ting for

the entire year's business will be accom

plished practically without a single mile of

travel or a dollar of expense outside of

what would have been required otherwise

in order to afford the engineering staff op

portunity to study the shows.

It has long been the custom of parts and

accessories makers to utilize the show sea

son for measuring cars on the stands and

preparing specifications for their own prod

ucts. Likewise not a little parts and acces

sory business has been transacted in a

more or less spasmodic way. But the idea

of manufacturers going to the s'ncw with

the absolute intention of making use of

the great gathering of tradesmen ‘rom all

parts of the country and rcpresmting all

the side lines of the industry in transacting

business which otherwise would require

weeks of correspondancc and much contin

gent expense is a new and distinctly radical

development, which is bound to become

more general as time goes on.

 

It is clearly apparent that “dollar day"

has outgrown its period of usefulness and

ought to be effaced from all show calendars.

its original aim of clearing the stands of

the non-purchasing crowd in order to afford

possible buyers a better opportunity of

viewing the display is no longer effective,

if indeed it ever was. “Society nights" fail

to draw the social high-lights to any better

advantage than other nights, so far as can

be observed, while the attempt to convert

the show into a social function merely

serves to cut down the attendance for the

That those

who do avail themselves of the better op

portunity of viewing the show bring in suf‘

time being very noticeably.

ficient return to compensate for the loss

of publicity and possible business involved

in the shutting out of the SO-cent audience

never has been demonstrated.

 
 

Even before the doors of the Madison

Square Garden were closed on Saturday

night the ready reckoner had performed

his deadly work; and the next day the whole

 

COMING EVENTS

  

 

January 25-30, Cincinnati, O.—Automobile

Dealers Association's show.

January 27-February 3, Philadelphia, Pa.—

Automobile Trade Association’s eighth an

nual show, Second Regiment armory.

February 6-13, Chicago, Ill.—National As

sociation of Automobile Manufacturers'

show, Coliseum and First Regiment Ar

mory.

February 15, Detroit, Mich—Detroit Au

tomobile Dealers Association’s show,

Vl’ayne Pavilion.

February 15%), St. Louis, Mo.—-Automo

bile Manufacturers and Dealers Associa

tion’s annual show.

February 16-18, Denver, Co.—Denver Mo

tor Club’s first annual show, Auditorium.

February 20, 21, 22, New Orleans, La.—

New Orleans Automobile Club's Mardi Gras

carnival 3 days race meet.

February 2027, Newark, N. J.—New Jer

sey Automobile Trade Association’s show.

February 2027, Hartford, Conn—Auto

mobile Dealers Assouation's show.

February 22, Omaha, Ncb.—Omaha and

Council Blutfs dealers' show, Auditorium.

February 22, Cleveland, O.—Cleveland

Automobile Dealers Company’s show, Cen

tral Armory.

March 1-6, Buffalo, N. Y.—Buffalo Auto~

mobile Club's 7th annual show, Convention

Hall.

March 6-13, Boston, Mass—Boston Auto

mobile Dealers Association (Inc.) seventh

annual show, Mechanics Building.

March 8-15, Kansas City, Mo.—Kansas

City Automobile Dealers Assuciaticn’s

show, Convention Hall.

March 10-13, Memphis, Tenn.—Automo

bile show, Auditorium building.

March 1320, Minneapolis, Minn.—Min

neapolis Automobile Show Association's

show, National Guard Armory.

March 15-20, Rochester, N. Y.-——Rochester

Automobile Dealers Association’s show,

Convention Hall.

March 22-25, Ormond-Daytona Beach.

Fia.-—Daytona Automobile Club's four days

speed carnival.

March 27-April 3, Pittsburg, Pa.—Auto

mobile Dealers Association’s show, Du~

quesne Garden.
  

world knew that motor cars to the value

of $7,000,000 had been sold during the

week. If the r. r. had not been so circum

stantial, he might as easily have made it

an even $10,000,000, but he felt called on to

give the exact number of cars sold by each

exhibitor. There is no doubt that some of

them at least hope the figures do not lie.
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IMPROVES HIGH PRESSURE SERVICE

Automobile Hose Wagon Added to New

York's New Fire Fighting System—

Duty Test Pleases Chief Croker.

By way of completing its high pressure

service equipment, the New York City Fire

Department recently invested in a motor

(Iriven high-pressure hose wagon the per

After the test, Chief Croker, who with

Commissioner Whitney and who officials

of the department witnessed the test, ex

pressed himself as thoroughly satisfied with

the results and hooefulas to the prospect of

service with the machine.

“This piece of apparatus is an important

addition to the department," he said. “It

carries plenty of hose, is faster than any

horse-drawn machine and is just what is

needed. In fighting a fire the first few min
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formance of which is likely to be watched

with considerable interest because of its

possibilities as an important connecting link

in what is recognized as one of the most

radical as well as the greatest system of

its kind ever put into operation. The wagon.

which was built by the Knox Automobile

Co., to the department’s specifications, is

driven by a 50 horsepower, four-cylinder

motor, and was exhibited in the basement

of Madison Square Garden during the show

of last week, where it attracted no little at

tention because of the initials, “F. D. N. Y.”

painted on its white sides. After the close

of the show at midnight, Saturday, it was

removed to the new repair shops of the Fire

Department at 56th street and thl~ avenue

for mechanical inspection, and the follow

ing day was driven to the marine fire sta

tion at the foot of Gansevoort street.

The trip down town was made under

service conditions, and with the right of

way clear, the machine developed no less

than 28 miles an hour by speedometer meas

urement, despite its own weight of 5 tons,

and the equal load carried in its equipment.

At the dock, water at 300 pounds per square

inch pressure, was supplied by the fireboat

Thomas Willett through parallel lines of

high-pressure hose. Various tests were

made, the stationary nozzle working satis

factorily at all angles and throwing a stream

a maximum distance of 125 feet.

  

heavy sheet metal with riveted and rein

forced joints and seemingly extraordinarily

heavy. The body, in fact, is in design an

almost exact copy of the regular type of

high pressure wagon, and is capable of car

rying 2.000 feet of 3-inch hose. It has a

rated speed capacity of 30 miles an hour

over city pavements, has 154 inch wheel

base, and is shod with solid tires. those in

the rear being of the twin type.

The motor is mounted vertically in front,

the radiator coming flush with the dash

and the driver's seat being raised to-a con

siderable elevation over it, as in ordinary

commercial vehicle design. Directly back

of the seat is mounted the standartl for the

fixed nozzle to which the high-pressure hose

is connected, while the usual rack for tar~

paulins and the extra nozzle stands are

mounted over the centre of the body and

at the sides in the rear respectively. The

mechanism of control is the same as is used

in ordinary practice except that a steering

wheel of very large diameter is employed.

Transmission is by cardan shaft to the gear

box, which is mounted centrally of the

chassis, and thence by double sidc'chain

to the rear wheels.

The first practical test of the machine

occurred yesterday (Wednesday) when it

responded to an alarm caused by a fire on

the fourth floor of the six story building

Nos. 115-118 W'est 17th street Starting

from Station No. 72, on East 12th street,

between Fifth avenue and University Place,

for which it was ordered, it rearhcd the

scene of the fire some three-quarters of a

   

VIEW OF HIGH PRESSURE HOSE WAGON IN ACTION

utes are the most important. It is this

feature that makes the automobile type of

apparatus so desirable.”

The machine is built upon ordinary com‘

mercial vehicle lines, so far as the method

of chassis construction and body mounting

are concerned, though the open body is of

mile distant in three minutes from the

sounding of the tappcr. Only the high

pressure apparatus was used in subduing

the blaze, and the new truck was said to

have worked to the complete satisfaction

of the officials in charge on the occasion of

its first real service.
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01.01115“) ll-IADS ALL THE WAY

Makes Seyfried Take Dust Througl- out Five

Miles Match at San Diego—Both Fail

in Attacks on Records.

Having rebuilt the old White Flyer. which

was wrecked at Ascot Park, Los Angeles.

a short time ago, and having nursed it back

to health. Gus Seyfried made an efiort to

beat Barney Oldfield at San Diego, Cal., on

Sunday, 17th inst. The the

scene of the race meet, was packed almost

Coronado,

to capacity, by a crowd that had been told

that Oldfield was going to lower World's

records, a promise Oldfield has occasion~

ally made before. This driver. however. did

not succeed in clipping any fractions of sec

ends from existing records and in his at

tempt to touch the mile mark, be came no

where near the figures of 0:51 flat made by

Ralph De Palma in the Fiat last fall.

Nevertheless when Oldfield in his six

cylinder Stearns lined up. with Seyfricd at

the wheel of the freakish looking White, for

a 5 miles match, the former got the jump

at the start, and thanks to the dust he man

aged to raise, succeeded in holding the lead

throughout the race. Seyfried followed

closely in his wake, but Oldfield having se

cured the pole on the first turn, kept it all

to himself, his method of swinging curves

forcing Seyfried to slow down several times

to avoid a collision. Seyfried kept eating

the dust until the fifth lap. when he made

a strong attack in the homestretch but Old

field nosed in first by a small margin, the

time being 525656.

Earlier in the afternoon. E311 Pfeif’fer, in

a White steamer, won the 3 miles event for

cars listing at $3,000 and under. in 5:04, his

competitors who were on a slow running

schedule, giving him no trouble. Then Old

field let out his car in a 3 miles event and

romped in first in 2 minutes 56% seconds.

His fastest lap was made in 056%.

Seyfried drove alone for a 3 miles exhibi

tion, which he covered in the lively time

of 254%. after which a special 2 miles race

for the Spreckels trophy was won by R.

Naylor in a Stearns, and the wind-up event,

a 3 miles handicap, free-for-all. was cap

tured by Seyfried in the White Flyer to the

tune of 3:31%.

The summaries:

Three miles. open to cars costing $3.500

and under—Won by Earl Pfeiffer, White

steamer. Time, 5:04.

Three miles—Won by Barney Oldfield,

Stearns. Time, 256%. Fastest mile, 56%

seconds.

Three miles exhibition—By Gus Seyfried.

\Vhitc Flyer. Time, 254%,.

Five miles novelty race: stops to be made

to take on passengers and drop them, the

last mile to be finished alone—VVon by a

\Vhitc; second. Tourist. Time. 9:18.

Five miles match, Oldfield and Seyfried

—\\/'on by Barney Oldfield. Time, 4:56%.

Special two miles race for Spreckels’ tro

phy-—Won by R. Naylor, Stzarns. Time,

2:46.

Three miles, handicap, free-tor-all—Won

by White Flyer. Time 3:31%.

Motor Parkway Patrol Gets Its Pay.

If Sheriff Joseph H. Foster, of Nassau

county, had writer’s cramp on Wednesday

last, it is not to be wondered at, for he

signed very close to 1,000. checks. In his

sleep that night, he signed 15.000 more, but

that has nothing to do with the case. It

seems that after months of long. w'eary

waiting, the special deputies and flagmen

who patrolled the Long Island course dur

ing the Sweepstakes and Vanderbilt Cup

race last fall, have at last received their

pay. The checks, which were for $6 each

(two days’ pay), were soothing syrup to

many of the impatient ones who had grown

petulant with protracted waiting. In con

nection with the paying off of these debts,

it was stated at Mineola last week that

there still remains about $10,000 in unpaid

bills, for road repairs and other expenses.

Another Georgia City Plans a Race.

With the memory of the splen lid success

of Savannah still in mind. automobile en

thusiasts of Albany. Ga. are planning a

150 miles road race to cover a circuit, be

ginning and ending at that place. The date

of the contest has not been definitely de

cided upon as yet, although it is expected

to be set for the middle part of February.

Practically all of the drivers who have

promised to enter are private owners and

the roads over which the contest is sched<

uled to run, will include both good and bad

varieties, as no preparation or resurfacing

will be done in anticipation of the event.

Crack Drivers for Mardi Gras Meet.

In addition to numerous local entries for

the New Orleans Mardi Gras race meet to

be held February 20-22, a number of posi

tive entries of New York dealers have been

made and several star drivers will be seen

in the 24 hours race and the short distance

events. Among those who will appear are

Lewis Strang, driving an Isotta, his old

love; Ralph De Palma with the Fiat: two

Renault cars. one of which will be handled

by Basle, while several other well known

drivers are being negotiated with to drive

cars that already have been entered.

Bridgeport Cards Memorial Day Climb.

Memorial Day, May 31, has been fixed

upon as the date for the Automobile Club

of Bridgeport’s annual hill-climbing con

test, and the contest committee already has

commenced active preparations for the

event, which is to be the fourth of its kind.

It has not as yet been decided where the

contest will be held and two bills. Sport

and Snake, are both under consideration.

Last year the climb was held with success

on Sport hill.

ANO'1‘IIER BRIARCLII-‘li REVISION

New Rules Practically Restore L‘mitations

of Last Season—Cars of the Racing

Type Eligible for Entry.

For the third time within a few weeks,

the rules for the Briarcliff trophy race were

changed on Monday last, 25th inst., at a

meeting of the committee of management,

held at the Automobile Club of America.

As is well known, the rules promulgated

at the two previous meetings caused no lit

tle dissatisfaction on the part of several

makers, so after a long discussion on Mon

day, it was decided to agree to a larger

bore and the limitations now are practi—

cally the same as they were last sp‘ring

when the initial Briarcliff contest was run.

As the rules now stand, a bore of 5%

inches is the maximum, and there are no

limitations as regards stroke, and no weight

limit. It was also resolved as at the last

meeting, that entries for the next Briar

cliff need not be “stock” cars, which means

that cars of the racing type will be eligible,

and that the original purpose of the contest

is to be- ignored. This, however. is subject

to the approval of the donor of the trophy.

'Walter W. Law.

The vacillations of the committee in the

matter of adopting a set of restrictions for

the cylinder dimensions of competing cars

have been amusing. When the first meet

ing was held on December 16, the maximum

bore was placed at 5% inches; the minimum

weight 2,600 pounds, and the minimum

wheel base 110 inches, there being no stroke

limit. This caused trouble right away and

at a second meeting called a few days later,

the limitations were changed as follows:

Maximum bore, 5% inches; maximum

stroke. 6 inches; minimum weight, 2.300

pounds, and minimum wheel base, 118

inches. The new ruling, which requires a

bore of not more than 5% inches applies

to four-cylinder motors, as did the previous

sets and cars with different numbers of cyl

inders will be required to show an equiva

lent piston bore area in the aggregate in

order to qualify for entry.

Pittsburg Schedules a Three-Ply Run.

Pittsburg, Pa., is to have a three days en

durance run on March 17, 18 and 19, under

local newspaper auspices of the Chronicle

Telegraph and Gazette Times. It will be

held along the usual lines of endurance

tests, cars being divided into price classes.

with awards for the best performance in

each class. Approximately 150 miles per

day will be covered over three difl’erent

routes with Pittsburg as the starting and

finishing point of each day's trip. and con

testants with tied scores at the finish, if

there are any, will be required to start out

and cover the route a second time on an

elimination run, -
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MOTORDROME FOR INDIANAPOLIS

Company Organizes to Build a Big Com

bination Track and Course—Specifica

tions of the Construction Plan.

From present indications, Indianapolis,

Ind., is to have a pretentious new motor

The Indian

apolis Motor Speedway Company recently

organized with a capital stock of $200000,

expects to start work on the construction

drome within a few months.

of the new enterprise by February 15. De

tails of the course have just been announced.

On a tract of land covering no less than

320 acres. an oval is to be constructed meas

building for the public will be put up. The

officers of the new company are: President,

Carl G. Fisher; vice-president, A. C. New

by; second vice-president, F. H. Wheeler,

and secretary and treasurer, James A. A1

lison.

The company expects to make an effort

to obtain the Jefferson De Mont Thompson

stock chassis race as an opening event for

this course and while this is rather doubt

ful, the concern is taking steps to affiliate

with the American Automobile Association.

The promoters also are desirous of ob

taining an international event for the \Nest

each year, and a cup valued at $5,000, to be

known as the VVheeler-Schebler cup, has

been promised for the purpose, while for

lesser race meets arrangements are being

a." I
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PLAN OF PROPOSED MOTORDROME AT INDIANAPOLIS

uring 2 miles in circumference, 50 feet in

width in the stretches, with banked turns

60 feet wide. Inside this oval, there will be

a road course composed of three loops run

ning lengthwise symmetrically and joining

the main course at one end. These meas

uring altogether 3 miles, will be about 25

feet wide on an average with 35 foot turns.

This construction will permit of combin

ation road and track racing, and in the en

tire course a complete round with its nu

merous turns will be 5 miles. The straight

away stretches on the loops will be more

than one-half mile long, to make short

distance speed trials possible. The pro

moters believe that the scheme will furnish

track and road facilities for driving and

testing cars at high speed and long dis

tances, to a degree such as never before has

been attempted. The ground will be

equipped with ample training quarters and

space for camps during contests; there will

be three main grandstands with a seating

capacity of 35,000, and 20 smaller stands

placed at intervals about the couise. The

two miles oval will be equipped with a

new lighting system, 420 are lamps with re

flectors throwing light ahead of the driv

ers, so that 24 hours races can be held

under most favorable conditions.

A club house of the Indianapolis Motor

Car Club is to be erected on the grounds,

in addition to which a restaurant and cafe

made for the provision of liberal prizes that

will exceed in value the more customary

rewards for winners

Atlantic City Has a Motordrome Vision.

The Estates & Mortgage Co. is the. $1710

of an enterprise incorporated last week un

der the laws of New Jersey, and which is

alleged to have purchased a tract of 400

acres of land on Chelsea Heights along

the Meadow boulevard, Atlantic City, N. J.,

upon which there may be built one of those

numerously unbuilt motordromes of gigan

tic proportions. The promoters claim to

have $1,000,000 to spend on the venture and

expect to build a 2% miles oval course. with

the intention of holding a series of weekly

race meets during the summer season. In

connection with the track, a large concrete

garage and other buildings will be. or may

be erected.

The original sponsor of the scheme was

a New York sporting man who removed to

Atlantic City and who hit upon the motor-l

drome idea when his business became dull

due to a wave of morality which swept the

seashore resort. His prospectus called for a

permanent automobile show among other

things, and revealed prodigious profits on

the stock which was to be offered for sale.

He figured that two or three hundred man

ufacturers would pay from $1.000 to $5,000

each for the privilege of exhibiting.

new PLANS For RACE CON1‘It0l.

Makers Take Steps to Organize a National

Governing Body—Will Take Further

Action During Chicago Show.

 

Since the American Automobile Associ

ation decided to abandon all control of rac

ing on circular tracks, the matter of race

government has been very much in the air

with probabilities strong that the manufac

turers would yield to the temptation to

step in and assert their own pretentions to

the control of sport. Just this has occurred,

the first steps toward the formation of a

new racing association body, which is to be

composed entirely of manufacturers and

dealers, having been taken on Thursday

last, let inst., when a meeting of a num

ber of the makers who were exh'biting at

the show and others. was held in Hotel

Victoria, New York City. Percy Owen,

who was temporarily placed in the chair,

outlined the general idea of the proposed

organization, urging the present need for

a governing body, national in scope, citing

the desirability of sanctioned race meets

in place of the tendency to the promotion

of wildcat afiairs as is the case at present.

The matter of cylinder dimens ons and

weight limits is another thing tha. is both

ering manufacturers who are beirg forced

to build various sized cars for various

races, at great expense, and was suggested

as presenting ample opportunities for leg

islation.

In connection with this, H E. Cofiin of

the Chalmers-Detroit Company declared:

“It is obviously foolish to class all motors

together. What we want are rules to clas

sify stock cars, and we ought, besides, to

have open races with broad limitations, so

that engineers and designers might have

the opportunity to exercise their ingenuity

in the production of new models."

George H. Strout, of the Apperson Auto

mobile C0.. suggested that the new body

should consist of 25 manufacturers or im

porters who have been consistently iden

tified with racing and that they in turn ap

point a committee to consist of two manu

facturers and three experts in no way con

nected with the manufacture or sale of cars.

to formulate rules. This plan seemed ac

ceptable to those present.

A temporary organization committee

was appointed to notify all the manufactur

ers as far as possible, of the second meet

ing. This, it was agreed to have trke place

at Chicago during the week of the coming

show—February 6, l909—a't which repre

sentatives of makers are to be imited and

permitted to have a voice in the new pro

jech

As yet the organization is without a name,

but the title American Motor Racing

League, has been suggested as n suitable

designation for it.
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BUSINESS vuaw or GLIDDEN TOUR

Some Pertinent

the Choice of Route—Consideration for

the Manufacturers' Interest

Suggestions Concerning

Now that the manufacturers have come

to express more openly their purely trade

interest in automobile contests in general,

it is interesting to note the various con

siderations which are being taken into ac

count in the formation of plans for the

forthcoming Glidden touring contest, in

which provisions are now made for the trade

entrant without any attempt at conceal

ment.

Frankly

advertising

p10,

yet

the tour

pure

the

chosen,

considering as an

investment and sim

questions as to route, which

to be

importance hitherto

the public—perhaps by even the man

agements of former tours. The success of

the tour from the maker's point of view, in

a word, depends largely upon whether it

is laid through a country which is barren

from the standpoint of the salesman or

equally profitable, and this attitude is par

ticularly enlightening as revealed in the fol

lowing interview which is credited to Fred

L. Estey of the Studebaker Automobile Co.,

who discusses the respective merits of vari

ous routes which already have been pro

posed. ‘

“Is the interest of the automobile manu

facturer, who really pays the expense of

the Glidden tour, to be given consideration,

or will the next Glidden be arranged on

the basis of a St. Patrick’s Day parade, in

which the ambition of every participant is

to have the pageant pass his own front

door"? Estey inquires.

“In reaching this interrogation point," he

continues, “I am governed partly by the

fact that guessing on the probable route

of the next Glidden has assumed the im

portance of a national winter pastime, and

partly by persistent rumors to the effect

that Mr. So-and-so of the touring committee

demands that the tour visit his home town,

and that Mr. Somebody-mother wants to

play ‘My Old Kentucky Home,‘ on an auto

horn, at Bardstown, Kentucky, the birth

place of that well—known and venerable

tune.

“I have passed through Bardstown in an

automobile; have visited the Old Kentucky

Home for several pleasant hours; have in

spected the famous bell which Lruis Phil

lippe of France presented to the Bardstown

church. according to tradition; have visited

several distilleries in the neighborhood, and

slept (four in a room) in the 115vycar-ol'd

hotel at the picturesque town, but as an

automobile mart. Bardstown does not im

press me as a particularly important shop

ping center.

“Not yet, in my belief, has ~Kentucle

an

unrecognized by

remains assume

0

reached the motor car buying stage which

would warrant the manufacturer in expend

ing the necessary amount of money to

grant a dozen employes the luxury of a

drowsy tour through the ‘still’ district of

the neighboring mountains and slrepy hol~

lows.

“Still another much-discussed possibility

is the long tiresome run from Omaha to

Denver, over highways where speed laws

are a joke; where farmhouses are. 15 miles

apart, and n0 hotels worthy of the name

from one end of Nebraska to the other.

“To be sure the Nebraska farmer is a

persistent buyer of automobiles; in fact has

been enthusiastic so long that a motor car

may be seen in nearly every farmyard, but

the possible future'market does not demand

an expenditure of $10,000 worth of adver

tising on the part of each manufacturer who

backs the Glidden tour.

“From careful study of the situation, after

touring the Central West for several

months, I am impressed that any selection

of a route which does not include the great

cities of the northwest will be a business

mistake. Minneapolis, St. Paul, Duluth and

Milwaukee and the smaller but none the

less prosperous cities of \Nisconsin and

Minnesota, are absorbing automobiles in

large quantities and cars of excessive value

as well as low-cost machines are enjoying

a ready sale.

“Iowa, too, while not as populous as some

states, is buying more cars in proportion

to the population, than any other state in

the country. There are no big cities in

the state but every hour the tour might

passthrough a city of enterprise and im

portance.

“The average wealth in Iowa is greater

than any other state in the Union with the

exception of conservative Massachusetts

and the farmer is keen to buy an automobile

with speed enough ‘to get away from his

neighbor's dust.’

“Missouri is impractical as a touring state

for the Glidden, though there are reasons

why St. Louis or Kansas City should be

visited, even though the state may not be

crossed. It would not be teasibfe to go

to both cities. St. Louis now harbors less

than 1500 automobiles all told and needs an

awakening of its 800,000 possible buyers.

Kansas City is the buying centre for the

corn and cattle belt of the southwest and

is enthusiastic for the tour. It is a fair mar

ket for high-priced cars and an excellent

centre for moderate and low-cost automo

biles.

“It is noteworthy that nine out of ten

prospective routes mentioned are based on

sentiment rather than on plain business

sense. yet, several years have passed since

the Glidden enjoyed an amateur aspect. It

is high time that the manufacturers ex

press themselves forcibly for a route which

will net them ample return for the expen

diture of time, thought and money in the

country’s greatest advert‘leung pageant, the

Glidden tour.”

REVISION 0E QUAKER CITY AWARD

Disqualification of McNamara's Premier

Said to be Revoked—Miller’s Matheson

Relegated to Second Place.

 

It is reported that ‘on Tuesday of this

week the contest committee overruled the

ican Automobile Association overruled the

decision regarding the winner of the Qua

ker City Motor Club's Philadelphia-Wilkes

Barre endurance run, held on January 2 last.

According to R. M. Owen & Co., agents of

the Premier car in New York City, the con

test committee overruled the prize award

of the Philadelphia club and decided that

the Matheson car which was given first

place is not entitled to it, in view of the

performance of the Premier entry driven

by Ray McNamara. In regard to these two

contestants, the point at issue was whether

or not the Quaker City Motor Club's com

mittee erred in disqualifying the Premier

for unloading its passengers, while passing

a stalled competitor on an icy grade on

Giant’s Despair mountain, in order to regain

traction. Aside from this incident, Mc

Namara’s car had a perfect score, which

was considerably more than the rest of the

32 contestants could boast. Upon examina

tion by the technical committee. this car

did not receive one single dcmerit; its near

est competitor, Miller’s Matheson. being

charged with 11 points. With the rein

statement of the Premier. the contest com

mittee of the A. A. A. decided that this en

try was entitled to the McDonald Campbell

trophy.

Whether or not the Quaker City Motor

Club or the Matheson entrant had any voice

in the investigation of the A. A. A. contest

committee or whether the decision was oFfi

cial, could not be learned on \Vedncsday at

the headquarters of the American Automo

bile Association. It was said that Chairman

Hower had left town and the Secretary- of

the association could not tell where any

other members of the contest committee

could be located, and was unable to make

any official statement in regard to the case.

Automobiles Race on Bicycle Saucer

French promoters will go to anv extreme

for the sake of providing the patrons of

their velodromes a few thrills above the

ordinary. Witness tne automobile match

race at the Velodrome d'Hiver, Paris, Jan

uary 10th, between Sizaire and Naudin.

makers of the voiturette which bears their

joint names. The track measures only five

laps to the mile and is steeply banked for

bicycle racing. Despite the fact that it was

barely wide enough for the two racing voi~

turcttes Sizaire and Naudin electrified the

crowd by a neck and neck race until s_orue~

thing happened to the machine driven by

the latter. Sizaire finished the 10 kilo

metres in 8 minutes 20% seconds.
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TAKING IN THE WIIOLE SIIOW

Impressions of Lay Visitors as Gathered by

a Motor World Scout—Their Odd In

quiries and Comments.

 

“— And then‘the gas is compressed by

the compression stroke and the explosion

is caused by a tiny spark igniting the mix

ture at the physiological moment—" ex

plained an intelligent demonstrator at the

show to a person uninitiated in the mys

teries of the gasolene motor. But the Mo

tor World scout paused no longer at that

booth to learn more about “mixtures” and

“physiological moments"; he proceeded on

his way to see more of the wonderful things

displayed in that arena of the “Circus

Maxims," as the press agent called it—that
remarkable Ninthiannual show of the As

sociation of Licensed Automobile Manu

facturers.

While this exhibition was hardly like the

every day circus at the Paris resort, made

famous by a certain Widow not long sinceI

nevertheless if one were to go to old

Maxims, where fun and frolic, etc., holds

forth, one would hardly find the girls more

pretty, dainty and witty, than a goodly

portion of that Directoire peach crop which

bloomed nightly in the tonneaus and front

cushions of the many handsome cars dis

played. Do-do, Chlo-Chlo, Jou-jou and Ve

lia were all there and while “a thing of

beauty is a joy for a joy-ride,” as a sales

man, who seemed to know very little about

his product remarked, these mesdames

distracted as much attention as they at

tracted to the cars. Some of the prospect

ive and near-prospective purchasers of

machines were kept so busy looking into

the fine points of the cars’ feminine adorn

ment, that they neglected to note the fine

mechanical features. On Tuesday, 19th

inst., “Society night,” there was an array

of gowns that would have done credit to

any horse show. “Society night,” it must

be explained, is the night upon which every

one who is not a member of the smart set,

tries to attend, in the eager hope of getting

mentioned in the “among those” list. The

real “400” do not appear that evening.

Ah! See what's herel' Look at the queen

sitting in that runabout right back of the

fountain. How the hot-house diamonds and

fishskin pearls gleam! Looks like a show

girl. She is ill at ease, because the man

who plays the pink spot-light on the foun

tain will not flash its beams in her direc

tion. “Come on, Mame,” she says to her

less radiant friend, “Let's us go look at the

toy tonneaus."

“Toy tonneaus? What's them?” Mame in

quires.

“You know, those Brownie cars that they

make for kids to play in. Little Hennie

seen one at the last show and wants one."

Right over there was the Knox car ex

hibit. This car, the attendants said, was

"all the poison” at numerous hill-climbs last

year—Knox vomica, as it were. They con

fided to some persons that the company in

tends to put out a six-cylinder car in 1910.

Nothing was said by them about the spark

occurring at the proper time and the

thought came a-randoming overthwart the

scout's mind, that perhaps most of the

“fizzyological moments” are down in the

rathskeller. Scout proceeded to next booth

to ask questions, which peradventure, the

salesman could answer.

One of the bad features of automobile

shows in the past, has been the lack of

competent attendants at the various booths.

Those who knew almost nothing about the

fine points of the cars they were showing

seemed to be in the majority. In some

cases, attendants or “salesmen” have been

found who actually did not know how their

own motor or transmission worked, and if

asked a question about the differential, they

would walk around and commence to look

at the magneto or steering gear and utter

incoherent phrases. The writer has talked

with numerous gentlemen of this caliber,

who could not tell a light “six” from a

large four-cylinder motor by mere external

examination. Inquiry from a person higher

up—else a demonstrator—was necessary.

This state of affairs has been the manu

facturer's misfortune rather than his fault.

At show time, the whole workings of the

factory organization are thrown out of

gear; it is difficult and expensive to spare

good men from the factory and for a fair

sized exhibit, a large staff of men is re

quired, in order that some of them may

be in attendance at all hours. Most of the

responsible members of a concern are

obliged to attend a few meetings, lunch

eons and dinners during the week, in ad

dition to making business visits in various

parts of the city, and companies have been

forced in the rush of things, to employ in

experienced men as booth attendants dur

ing show week. As a result, persons who

are really interested in the mechanisms of

the various cars, have been obliged to find

out by themselves what they desire to know,

unless the designer or a factory man hap

pens to be around.

At last week’s show, however, there

seemed to be more attendants who really

knew what they were talking about and

less shoe clerks and glove salesmen, labor

ing under the impression that change-speed

gears are speedometers and thinking that

torque-rods are talk-rods, meanwhile won

dering if “talk-rods” are “talking points."

No doubt manufacturers and dealers real

i2e more than ever before that Al men are

the only ones worth having around their

space.

Now the scout, whose toes had been

stepped upon much by the throng, and who

had been forced to step upon his own toes

occasionally when jostled, slipped into the

space partitioned OK for a company from

Detroit—a city in which motor cars are

said to grow on trees. Here he met the

publicity man of the concern, who had torn

himself away from the press room long

enough to descend to the main floor and

talk to some girls. He confidently breathed

the news—let it slip and ooze out of him—

the news that Anthony Comstock was ex

pected at any moment at the booth next

door, for St. Anthony had heard that there

was a stripped gear on exhibition in the

Garden. This well-known personage and

friend of one Jake Schreyer, is making a

bare living these days and is actively on

the lookout for things dishabille.

When asked whether the cars profusely

strewn about that booth are equipped with

dual ignition or not, publicity man dunno.

He says to ask the designer, certainly, and

“wait around" for Comstock.

Around the Fourth avenue end 'he Loco

mobile Vanderbilt Cup winner ("Success”

—Herald) and the Thomas New York

Paris car (“Success"—Times), likewise the

Vanderbilt Cup itself (“Success"—Herald)

attracted no end of admiration and Miss Ce

lia St. Regis the Red Soubrette, in observing

the cup car, audibly remarked several times,

so that the crowd around might hear her,

that in the spring, she guessed she would

buy the winner of the famous classic to

drive in her new show. She asked the

demonstrator what its motive power was——

steam or electricity—and he, regular kid

der, replied “Liquid air." In fact numerous

salesmen were called upon to answer so

many fool questions, that their sense of

facetiousness occasionally ran away with

them.

But having looked at some of the cars,

the scribe decided to dive down into the

basement and have a squint at a few acces

sories. Paying no attention to the kind

friends who told him to look at the Laval

ette exhibit and that Lavellettes were a new

style of landaulettes, when he knew very

well that Lavellette & Co. handled

magnetos, he plunged into the ‘stuffy

abyss. What delightful dreams the acces

sory array can produce! After the motor

ist or mere plain person has trekked

through the basement and also the galler

ies. listening to all that glib demonstrators

tell him, then wends his weary way home

ward and retires, somehow the cam

shaft of his eyebrow short circuits with

the throttle valve on the left ear, and an

anti-freezing solution in his hair rusts the

skid chains on his chin and the trans-mis

sion furniture in the room spins around on

the jack-shaft of the os calcis, and all 32

cylinder cavities in the upper and lower

sets of teeth, which are out of mesh, all

fire at once and raise particular Billiken

jinks with the carburetter, so that the per~

son does not get the right “mixture.”

At one accessory booth, the scout was

hailed by a rather breezy demonstrator who

began with: "I-Iey you—Interested in au

tomobiles?"

“No,” was the answer, for Scout opined

that he had seen enough automobiles.
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“Interested in motorcycles?" was the fol

low-up.

llNO I,

“Commercial vehicles interest you?”

“N07,,

“Then what in 'll'e you doin' here?”

While it could hardly be ca‘led suave or

delicate, it was nevertheless. quite to the

 

point.

After looking over, almost overlooking

the motorcycle section—because of the

crowd which surrounded it—the scout

climbed aloft to See what he could see among

the exhibitors there. A sweet young thing

away up in nigger heaven informed him that

a certain invention for carrying beverages

and keeping them at hot or cold temper

atures. was called the Janus Bottle. When

asked if she was Elsie Janis, star\ of “The

Fair Co-ed,” she replied in the negative.

Yes, the scout ran the whole gamut of

the tire, supplies, and accessory makers lis

tening to and believing all that was told to

him, and after having satisfied himself that

the Austro-American Separator Company

was not an international firm of divorce

lawyers, but manufacturers of funnels in

stead. he trotted homc to dream that hav

ing completed his circuit of the Garden and

its exhibits, the circus Maxims itself be

gan gravely to circle about him.

The Directory and the Siamese Twins.

During the Garden Show they were tell

ing a good story respecting the socalled

“automobile trade directory,” which is a

half brother of the Blue Book and a similar

kin of those “Siamese twins," The Auto

mobile and The Motor. Ago. it appears

that during an idle period the advertising

solicitor for one half of the “twins” was or

dered to dip into directory work. Follow

ing his instructions he called on an adver

tiser in one of the twins and solicited an

ad. for the directory.

“Why should I advertise in the direc

tory?" inquired the more or less astonished

manufacturer, who was aware that the four

publications have the same parents.

“To make yourself known to the trade,”

promptly replied the solicitor.

“Then in the name of heaven, will you

tell me why I have been advertising in

The Automobile and The Motor Age for

the past several years?” rejoined the man

ufacturer.

The response of the solicitor is not re

corded.

 

Washington to Manage Washington Show.

\Nashington's 1909 automobile show is to

be managed by B. C. Washington, who has

managed seven previous shows in the Na

tional Capital. Although the date has not

yet been definitely set. the affair will be

under the auspices of the Automobile and

Cycle Dealers' Association, which has just

been formed. The officers chosen are as

follows: President, R. A. Klock; vice

president, T. N. Mudd, Jr.; secretary, J. D

Carpenter; treasurer, E. C. Graham.

PHILADELPHIA 0PENS HER Sll0W

Nearly Fifty Makes of Cars Brilliantly

Staged at Second Regiment Armory—

Accessories Well Represented.

Following close in the wake of the New

York shows, Philadelphia’s eighth annual

show was opened last evening, Wednesday,

27th inst., with less ostentation but much

the same pomp and an even greater amount

of enthusiasm on the part of the visitors,

than marked the preceding exhibitions at

the Palace and Garden in New York. In

addition to being the first of the purely

local shows, at which the various cars are

shown by the agents instead of by the

manufacturers themselves as they are at

New York and ChicagoI this is the first

show of the year at which the products

of the “licensed and "independent" manu

facturers, as they are known to the public,

are brought together. On this account it

is of particular individual interest, more

especially since it is graced with a number

of exhibits brought direct from New York.

In previous years it has been the custom

to open the Philadelphia show immediately

after the close of the Garden show in New

York, and in consequence, many of the

demonstrators and stand attendants have

been wearicd with their efforts of the previ

ous week, while it has frequently been the

case that exhibits shipped from New York

have been delayed in transit and have ar

rived only for the latter part of the week.

The Wednesday opening date this year, is

therefore a welcome innovation. Another

innovation is the staging of the show in

the Second Regiment Armory, Broad and

Susquehanna avenues, instead of the First

Regiment Armory, where it has located on

the past two occasions.

The roster of exhibitors includes the

names of 48 agents of cars or branch

house representatives of the manufactur

ers, among which but one foxeigr country

|Italy) is represented in the Fiat and Isotta

exhibits. The accessory representation

numbers 12 concerns.

The color scheme of the armory is gaudy,

to say the least. A blending of cerise and

Nile green was what the decorators de—

vised to please the eves of Philadelphians.

An immense canopy of bunting gives the

impression of a gigantic tent with a multi

ringed circus. White columns mark the.

dividing lines between the various booths

and a double row of columns forms a “court

of honor” leading from the main entrance.

A central cluster of electric lights and

myrads of other bulbs provide the illumin

;-.ti\'e effect and the unsightly iron girders

are quite hidden in the array of decoration.

The exhibitors are the following:

Automobiles.

Acme Motor Car Co.. Acme.

Autocar Co., The, Autocar.

Automobile Sales Corporation. Peerless

and Cadillac.

Adamson, Pressrott. Columbia.

Bergdoll Motor Car Co., Chaimers-De

troit and Thomas.

Brazier, H. B., Marmon.

Carroll Power Co., Carroll.

Chadwick Engineering Works, Chadwick.

Fiat Automobile Co.. Fiat.

Ford Motor.Car Co.. Ford.

, Foss-Hughes Motor Car Co., Pierce-Ar

row and E-M-F.

Franklin Motor Car Co., Franklin.

French. L. E., Pullman.

Gawthorp & Wistcr, Elmore.

General Motor Car Co., Lozier

llamilton Automobile Co.. Stoddard-Day

tOt‘i. '

Harper D. Walter, Stanley.

Hills Motor Car Co.. Royal Tourist.

Jackson Motor Car Co., Jackson.

Keystone Motor Car Co.. Packaro.

Locomobile Co of America Locomobile.

Longstreth Motor Car Co., Maxwell.

Matheson Automobile Co.. Matheson.

North Philadelphia Automobile Station.

Knox.

Oxford Automobile Co., Brush and Gaeth.

Palmer & Singer Mfg. Co.. Palmer &

Singer and Simplex.

Penn Motor Car C0,. Mitchell.

Philadelphia Automobile Co., Apperson.

Quinby & Co., Pennsylvania and Isotta.

Sprankle, W. 1.. Overland.

Standard Motor Car Co.. Middleby and

Speedwell.

Stoyle Automobile Co.,

Grout.

Spalding & Bros, A. G.. Stevens-Duryea.

Studebaker Brothers Co.. Studebaker.

Tioga Auto Co., National and Rambler.

Twining, Thomas M., Regal-Detroit and

Crawford.

\Nhite Garage, White steam cars.

\Vinton Motor Carriage Co.. VVinton.

Wyckolf. Church & Partridge. Stearns.

Accessories.

Auto Equipment Co., accessories.

Auto Light & Equipment Co.

Brown Auto Top Co.. tops.

Caloris Mfg. Co., Caloris bottles.

Gibney Bros., James L., tires and acces

sories.

Manufacturers Supplies Co., accessories.

Nock Co., G. W.. supplies and accessories.

McCullough & Sons. I. H.

Keystone Lubricating Co., lubricants.

Paynter~Spitzel Co,

Puritan Soap Co., hand soap.

Standard Rubber Tire Co., Republic tires.

American and

 

Cincinnati’s Second Show Draws Well.

With a roster of exhibitors representing

no less than 32 different makes of car, prac

tically all of which have been seen in New

York this year, Cincinnati’s automobile

show, which is being supported by the Cin

cinnati Automobile Club, was opened to the

public on Monday evening last, 25th inst

It is the second of its kind, and fiom the

tradesmcns' point of view is important as

drawing a good class of prospective buyers

from the wide areas of the southern portion

of Ohio, as well as from Indiana. Kentucky,

\Vest Virginia and some of the southern

States. The decorative scheme which has

been applied to the Armory is in white and

gold colors, with mural panels set off in

evergreens, while the entrance is masked

by a garden effect, in which real and arti

ficial plants, a fountain and fish-pocl'are cf

Tectively displayed.
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MECHANICAL INFLATION 0F TIRES

Maxim Invents System for Use of Live Gas

frOm the Engine—Specifications of

the New Appliance.

Tire pumping always has been the chief

drawback to tire inefficiency in the mind

of the average motorist and granted a re

lief from the delays and vexations of hav

close coil which is mounted on the dash.

Between each pair of cylinders '1 single

loop is formed in the tube, which, aside

from its cooling function, renders the sys

tem perfectly independent of any tendency

of the cylinders to “work” under severe

stress. The cylinder fittings consist of con

nections which replace the ordinary stock

pet cocks, but are branched in such a way

that the pet cocks may be replaced after

the apparatus is installed, so that they still

 
 

 

  

  

 

MAXIM TIRE INFLATOR INSTALLhD ON A 4-CYLINDER MOTOR

ing to stop and inflate tires by means of

the ordinary foot pump, it is a safe as

sumption that tire troubles would weigh

far less heavily on the mind of the user,

be he owner or chauffeur. On this account

many attempts have been made at the pro

vision of some means of inflating tires by

mechanical devices of one sort or another.

These have run the whole gamut from the

automatic arrangement intended to pump

continuously and attached directly to the

wheel, to the power pump actuated in some

way from the engine and more or less cum

bersome according to the relative amount

of skill possessed by the inventor. The

latest arrangement of the sort, however,

is radically simple, being, in fact nothing

more nor less than a method or tapping

the cylinders and removing from them a

certain amount of live gas which after be

ing circulated through a cooling system

which is peculiar to the arrangement, is de

livered directly to the affected tire through,

a hose, and at any desired pressure.

The system in question is the invention

of Hiram Percy Maxim, well kI‘IOVH’l as an

automobile engineer long before the days

of his recently achieved silent firearm. The

device, which is applicable to any type of

motor, and in no way interferes with the

arrangement of the motor save in the at

tachment of special fittings to the cylinders

in place of the ordinary pet cocks, is ex

tremely simple and free from complexities.

As the accompanying pictures stow, the

essential element involved is a single lead

of copper tubing connecting the tops of

the various cylinders and terminal'ng in a

may be used as occasion may requi'e. Fur

thermore, each of the fittings is equipped

with a steel ball valve so that the series

is made to operate much like the ordinary

check valve employed in securing pressure

for the fuel feed. Being of different pro

portions, however, and connected in series.

the efiect on the line is to secure a much

greater pressure and volume of gas than

the simple check will deliver.

The function of the coils is merely that

of cooling and purifying the gas as it leaves

the cylinders, so that by the time it reaches

the hose connection, which is mounted on

tion of the vapor is such as to have a pre

servative influence on the interior of the

tubes rather than a deleterious one, such

as may occur where the oxydizing influ

ence of pure air is considered. Tne inven

tion is being produced by the F. A. Law

Machine CO., Hartford, Conn.

Remagnetizing the Ford Magneto.

The possibility of suddenly being called

upon to revitalize a de-magnetizcd magneto

always has been one of the big bugbears

to the novice in connection with the use of

that innocuous and generally trouble-less

device. With the ordinary type of high or

low tension device, remagnetizatiou may be

accomplished only when the magnets are

dismounted and treated separately. In the

case of the device which has been applied

to the new Ford cars. however, and which

is of the so-called inductor type no such

puzzling undertaking need be gone through.

According to instructions recently issued

by the Ford Motor Co., all that s neces

sary is to remove the transmission cover

and turn the engine over, placing a small

wire nail, or other steel, over each magnet,

as a keeper. Then the magnets should be

turned so that two south poles are opposite

a north pole of the coils. The polarity is

easily determined with a small pocket com

pass, and the point to observe is that the

polarity of the coil must be the Opposite of

that of the magnets.

Then 5 or 6 cells of storage batteries may

be connected in series and one terminal ap

plied to the coil terminal. With the other

battery wire or terminal, the circuit should

be grounded and broken successively.

Thirty to sixty seconds will suffice to re—

magnetize.

 

Preservative for Aluminum Surfaces.

For the preservation of the surface of

aluminum foot and running boards, this

recipe is going the rounds just now: “Brush

the surface over well with a weak solution

  

MAXIM TIRE INFLATOR. SHOWING THE COOLING COIL

the face of the dash, it is at sufficiently low

temperature to be introduced into the tires

without danger of injury to them. A gauge

also mounted on the dash, is useful in de

termining the line and tire pressures.

It is claimed for the system that the gas

delivered to the tires IS in no way harmful

to the rubber of the tires, being mainly car

bon dioxide, with a very small proportion

of water, where the engine is running with

normal carburation, and that the composi

of sulphuric acid. in the proportion of about

5 to 8 parts of water to 1 of acid. This is

applied to the surface with a stiff bristle

brush, and the surface well rubbed, after

which the excess acid is removcd with.

water. Another method sometimes recom

mended is to make a mixture of turpentine

and fine emery, which is applied to the sur

face with a bristle brush. After vigorous

application and rubbing the surface of the

metal will be restored.
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MOUNTING THE llVE REAR AXLE

Three Classes of Stresses that are to be

Neutralized—Some Conspicuous Meth

ods of Solving the Problem.

 

In order to comprehend thoroughly the

problem which the automobile

must study in laying down the specifications

designer

for a car, it is necessary to trace out the

several methods of resisting the three sets

of stresses or load which the axle and trans

mission groups must be made to resist suc

cessfully. These are inaword, the axle load,

or the stresses imposed by the dead weight

of the chassis and body upon the springs,

which are transmitted to the axle; the trac—

tion or driving stresses, which arise from

the forward thrust of the axle in the chassis

as it transmits the driving effort from the

wheels to the ground, and which may be

likened to the draw-bar pull of a locomo

tive; and the torsional stresses, which arise

from the reaction caused by the develop

ment of power in the engine and from the

resistance of bearings and equalizing rods

and bars to the tendency of the transmis

sion mechanism to rotate bodily instead of

transmitting rotary motion. -

Axle stresses are resisted solely by the

spring suspension of the vehicle and may

be entirely isolated from all others by af

fording the springs a rotary seating upon

the axle tubes and transferring the driving

function to other portions of the rear as

semblage. A remarkably successful instance

of this is found in the new Locomobile “30”

chassis, in which by the use of radius rods

which are swiveled on the axles in the same

manner as the springs, the entire axle is, as

it were, left perfectly free to rotate within

its mounting, so that its load carrying func

tion is kept entirely apart from any other

of its manifold uses.

Traction resistances may be taken up in

various ways, the older favorite among

many methods being that of the radius rod,

which while permitting the axle to retain

a certain fixed relation with regard to the

chassis and within the limits of the spring

shackles, also fixes a point through which

the driving thrust of the wheels may be

transmitted. Another method is to cause

the springs to do the driving, leaving the

remainder of the mechanism to perform its

part unhampered. Still another method

which is in high favor just at present in de

signs in which the driving shaft is housed

by a torque tube, is to take up the driving

stresses through the tube itself, transmit

ting them to the frame through a ball joint

which also carries the radial load due to

torsional stresses. The rear mounting of

the new Stearns chassis is a particularly

good example of this, the forward suspen

sion of the torque tube being in a very heavy

transverse frame member, to which the

outer casing of the ball joint is firmly

bolted. The same general practice also is

ound on the Thomas cars—both the tax

imeter cab and the new six-cylinder con

structions embodying the idea, and in the

new Matheson—the first and last named

having the unit, or axle mounted gearset.

Torsional stresses, are, perhaps the most

difficult for the non~technical observer to

appreciate, though they are of a degree of

importance which not even the designer

has been inclined to overvalue hitherto. The

principle of their development may, per

haps best be understood if it be imagined

for the moment that the driving shaft of

a live rear axle were so fixed that they could

not turn. Obviously then, the application

of power to the propeller shaft would tend

to cause the driving bevel to climb the driv

en bevel, or, in other words, to rotate

around it, carrying the propeller shaft with

it.

Commonly the torsional stresses are ab

sorbed by means of a long lever running

from the axle housing to a point of sup

port on the frame, concentric with the tube

or radius rod supports—0r nearly so. To

cushion against shock when the power is

applied suddenly or when the wheels strike

an obstacle in the road, it is nece:sary to

give the bar a yielding support of some

sort, which commonly is effected by means

of opposed springs which act as shock ab

sorbers.

Where the shaft housing also serves as

the torsion resisting member, the shaft it

self commonly has but one cardan or uni- .

versal joint, though a noteworthy excep

tion is found in the case of the latest Thom

as chassis. Where the shaft is not housed,

it may be equipped with one or two jomts

according to the method of design.

It will be observed that with the torque

tube system no direct provision is made

against the effect of such shocks in some

cases, as for example in the Chalmers-De

troit and Cadillac cars, the suppoit for the

tube being directly on the rear bearing of

the gearset. A still more_radical method of

mounting, however, and one in which both

traction and torsion loads are taken up by

a single coupling bar, is that of the latest

Pope-Hartford, in which this single mem

ber is made to do double duty without the

intervention of any cushioning support

whatever. Ordinarily, however, wnere the

springs are absent, it will be found that a

very long leverage is gained for the torsion

member, while in cases where such members

are very short, as in the case of the Palmer

& Singer, ample shock absorption is pro

vided for.

The successful handling of these three

sets of stresses form not only one of the

greatest complications in live axle design

but one of the most puzzling tasks in con'

nection with the layout of the entire ma

chine—the engine details excepted. That

so great a variety of practice has been

evolved with so little variation in actual

result is much to the credit of the engi

neers who have studied the problem.

DEVELOPING AUTOMOBlll-I METALS

Haynes Tells of Dealings with Metallurgi

cal Problems—Characteristics or' Steel

and the Action of Alloys.

 

That nearly every one of the more

thoroughly and better established automo

bile manufacturers has his own methods

of treating the metals which are employed

in different parts of his product is a fact

which in large measure explains the differ

ence in operation between corresponding

Also, that the de

velopment of the metallurgical end of the

parts of different cars.

business of automobile production has had

far more to do with the successes in man

ufacture during the past two or three years

than generally is appreciated is a consider

ation not at all apparent until that develop

ment specifically is considered. This subject

is reviewed in non-technical synopsis form by

Elwood Haynes, pioneer manufacturer and

designer, who clearly indicates that the part

which the development of metals has played

in the development of the automobile is a

most important one.

“A few years ago it was considered im

possible to build a self-propelled vehicle for

the common roads, that could be operated

continuously in a practical way because of

the very high cost of upkeep,” says Mr.

Haynes. “A pargc part of this excessive

maintenance cost was due to the breaking

or bending of the various parts of the ma

chine. The early builders of automobiles

were not only annoyed almost beyond en

durance from this cause. but the problem

became so serious that for a time the suc

cess or failure of the entire business seemed

to hinge upon the possibility of obtaining

the materials which would stand the extra

ordinary stresses imposed by this new

means of locomotion.

“Many entertained the idea at first that

excessively tough materials would best an'

swer the purpose, and hence employed

Swedish iron or very low carbon Bessemer

steels. These were found to be absolutely

unsuitable in many instances, not because

of breakage, but on account of the readi

ness with which they would bend and take

excessive and permanent set, thus throw

ing the parts out of line and rendering the

machine in a short time practically inoper

ative. Higher carbon Bessemer steels were

employed with but little advantage; it is

true that they were more elastic, but after

a limited amount of use they would dete

riorate in strength and finally break in most

unexpected places.

“Alloy steels were almost unknown in

mechanical construction in the nineties,

though nickel steel had been tested to some

extent chiefly by firms supplying armor

plate steel to"the government. However,

it was of doubtful utility until introduced

into the automobile. The early users of
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this steel were highly pleased with the ex

traordinary improvement which it intro

duced into the machines. First, it proved

a great boon in the construction of live

rear axles, which when made of ordinary

steel had been bending or breaking to an

alarming degree. Next, it was tried in

crank shafts, which had also given much

trouble. Later, it was used for the con

struction of sliding gear wheels employed

in the transmission of the car. Its intro

duction was not always attended with satis

factory results, but generally speaking the

improvement which it made was of a most

marked character.

“Unfortunately a number of builders re

garded nickel steel simply as an alloy of

iron and nickel containing a certain per

cent. of the latter metal. They were not

particular about the other constituents of

the alloy or how the steel was made. This

was the cause of a great deal of trouble in

the early use of nickel steel. Firms that had

never had'any experience with alloy steels

immediately began making nickel-steel of

inferior quality and placing it upon the mar

ket. Much of this steel was too high in

carbon for the purpose intended, other sam

ples contained considerable quantities of

phosphorus and sulphur, thus rendering

them unfit for use, while still others were

carelessly made up and little if any superior

to the ordinary Bessemer product. Grad

ually, however, it was learned that certain

precautions were necessary to make a good

nickel-steel, and that the steel must be

of such a composition as to answer the re

quirements necessary in a particular part

of the machine.

“A little later chromium was introduced

into the nickel-steel, and its effect was found

to be vary marked; but while it greatly im

proved the strength of the nicktl'steel, it

was found to be very much harder to work,

and since it is a triple alloy of iron, chrom

ium, and nickel, besides containing various

percentages of carbon. its manufacture and

manipulation required much greater care

than the making of carbon steel or nickel

steel. Moreover, the carbon content must

be very carefully controlled or the steel

will be greatly modified in its properties

and may be rendered utterly unsuitable for

the purpose intended. Owing to the great

hardness of this steel in its natural or an

nealed condition, special tools were re

quired for forming and machining it, and

even these did not work it rapidly

“Fortunately, at about this time a new

alloy tool-steel had been compounded which

greatly aided in the working of the nickel

chrome-steel. This new tool’steel is gen

erally speaking, an alloy of iron, tungsten

and chromium, containing but a small per

cent. of carbon. It possesses the extraor

dinary property of becoming exceedingly

hard when heated to whiteness and dipped

in oil. The hardness thus imparted to the

steel is not readily reduced by heating, and

for this reason the tools made of this sub

stance will hold a cutting-edge ever. though

the iron or steel shavings are heated to

redness in the process of turning It is

questionable whether nickm-chrcmesteel

could have been successfully introduced into

the automobile without the use of this spe

cial tool steel alloy.

“Much difficulty was experienced with

the nickel-chrome—steel, aside from the dif

ficulty of working it. It is very sensitive

to slight differences in temperature em

ployed in tempering it, and to make sure

of accurate results a pyrometer must be em

ployed for every operation. Owing to this

fact and to the further fact that nickel-steel

lends itself to a variety of uses, there has

arisen a difference of opinion in regard to

which of these materials is more suitable

to employ. Many high-class builders use a

limited amount of both in the different parts

of their machines.

"Closely following the nickel-chrome-steel

came the introduction of vanadium steel, or

more properly speaking, vanadium-chrome

steel, since vanadium alone is seldom used

in automobile steels. The effect of vana

dium upon iron and steel has been very

carefully studied by Mr. J. Kent-Smith, to

- whom largely belongs the credit of introduc

ing this valuable material.

“Much has been said and written about

the peculiar efl’ect of vanadium upon steel.

It is generally conceded now that it acts

largely as a scavenger, and exercises a bene

ficial influence on almost all of the carbon

and alloy steels when introduced in minute

quantity during the melting process. Its

chief office seems to be that of removing

the last traces of oxygen and oxides, as

well as minute quantities of nitrogen, which

latter element exercises a very bad influence

on iron and steel even when present in ex

ceedingly small quantity. It is perfectly

certain that vanadium exercises a very ben

eficial effect upon the finished product, giv

ing it closeness and fineness of grain, splen

did elasticity, coupled with extraordinary

toughness. Fortunately, in addition to these

very desirable properties, the steel is suffi

ciently soft in its annealed state to be

turned and machined like ordinary low car_

bon steel.

“One difiiculty in the manipulation of

this steel is the persistance with which it

resists case hardening. While nickel steel

takes up carbon readily at a temperature of

from 750 to 800 degrees centigrade, under

an exposure of from two to four hours,

vanadium steel under the same condition.

and in fact in the same annealing box,

>llOVVS only a slight penetration by carbon

after an exposure of from ten (0 twelve

hours. This is probably due to its very

dense character. It will, however, take up

carbon slowly if exposed to a temperature of

900 degrees Centigrade. But a continuous

temperature as high as this exercises a

rather marked effect upon the furnace and

annealing pots—in fact, in casehardening

this steel 1 have found it advisable to use

graphite pots instead of cast iron ones.

“Besides the steels already mentioned,

special grades of openhearth steel may be

employed for parts which are not required

to resist special stress. And in cases where

rigidity rather than high elastic limit is

the prime requisite, a good moderately low

carbon steel of high purity will answer as

well as an alloy steel. As a matter of fact

the writer has made a large number of

tests which indicate that an openhearth

steel of moderate carbon content is stiffer

than nickel steel, though not quite so stiff

as nickel-chrome-steel or vanadium steel.

“No matter what steel is employed in the

construction of an automobile. its full value

is only obtained by suitable treatment. For

instance, a one-half inch square bar of

nickel steel six inches in length supported

at both ends, resisted a load of 900 pounds,

when it took a permanent set. The same

steel after treatment sustained a load of

2,700 pounds before taking the slightest

set. A vanadium steel bar under the same

condition took a permanent set under a

load of about 900 pounds; after treatment

it resisted a load of 4,000 pounds without

taking the slightest set. In fact, the alloy

steel before treatment will frequently show

but little more strength than good im

treated openhearth steel. The nature of

the treatment depends largely upon the use

made of the steel, and each manufacturer

has a treatment of his own which has been

carefully worked out to meet the specific

requirements in the various car parts.

‘ Besides the various drop-forgings, which

should never be made of Bessemer steel,

high grade crucible steel castings may be

employed for certain parts of the machine.

For example, a steel of this character is

much better for rear-axle housings than

malleable iron; in fact, the latter substance,

in the opinion of the writer, should have

no place in the car excepting for elbows,

tees, etc., which are not subjected to engine

stress or road stresses.

“The other metals beside iron and steel.

employed in the automobile are mainly

bronzes of various kinds (including bearing

metals, etc.), and aluminum. High grade

babbitt metals are now employed to a con

siderable extent, in the place of bronze,

since they have the advantage of never cut

ting the shaft in case the oil supply should

fail. Aluminum castings are employed by

nearly all high class builders for crank

cases. If properly designed, these castings

give excellent results; and at the present

price of aluminum. are probably as cheap as

any that could be employed for the pur

pose. It is a notable fact that the Amer

icans were the first to introduce both alum

inum and nickel steel into automobile con

struction, though it is generally supposed

that these progressive steps should be cred

ited to the French. The extensive introduc

tion of vanadium steel is also due to Amer

icans." '

“The A B C of Electricity.” Price. 50c.

The Motor World Publishing Co.. 154 Nas

sau Street, New York City.
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FORMULATING A UNIFORM LAW

Tentative Draft Submitted to Inter-State

Commission for Revrsion—Full Text

of the Proposed Measure

Following close upon the conference of

the governors-elect of the New England

states which occurred in Boston recently,

efforts at securing uniform automobile leg

islation have been giver.- a more favorable

status than ever before through the will

ing attitude of the Uniform State Law

Commissioners of the states of New York,

Connecticut, Massachusetts, and New Jer

sey through whom it is hoped the legis

latures of the respective states ultimately

may be reached with a uniform measure

for the government of the motorist.

At the request of Governor Hughes of

New York, Chairman Charles Thaddeus

Terry of the New York Board of Commis

sioners of Uniform State Laws, who also

is chairman of the legislative board of the

American Automobile Association, called

into conference the commissions of the

states above named on the 16th inst. in

New York City, as has just become known

through Chairman Terry’s report to the

A. A. A. Following a discussion of the

subject of motor vehicle law in general, it

was requested that the chairman prepare a

tentative draft of a uniform law to form a

basis of further discussion, suggestion and

criticism, preliminary to the adoption by

the conference of a bill which the commis

sioners might recommend to their respect

ive legislatures, if a common ground could

be reached. ‘

This has been done, and the tentative

draft, which is reprinted in full below, has

been forwarded to the commissioners for

study and criticism. Its provisions will be

discussed at the next meeting of the con

ference which will occur on Sa_turday next.

30th inst., at the office of the chairman, 100

Broadway. New York, at 2:30 P M., at

which time suggestions from any source

relative to the perfection of the measure

will be welcomed.

As showing the progreSs which has been

made in the movement for a uniform state

law, Chairman Terry points to the embodi

ment of favorable recommendations in the

annual message of Governor Hughes and

in the organization of the conference of

New England governors-elect which was

carried out by Governor Guild, of Massa

chusetts. In addition to his interest in the

subject manifested at that time, Governor

Guild also has been forwarded a copy of

the proposed enactment, which wa.- placed

in the hands of theMassachusetts High

way Commission, and was under (onsider

ation by them at the time of framing the

bill which is at present before the legis

lature of that state.

A probable extension of the present move

ment was forecasted in a motion introduced

into the Senate of Pennsylvania on the

19thinst., asking Governor Stuart to invite

the Governors of New York, New Jersey,

Delaware, Maryland, \\'est Virginia and

Ohio to cooperate with Pennsylvania for

a convention to adopt a uniform stvtc motor

vehicle law in the states bordering upon

Pennsylvania. The resolution, which was

referred to a committee, authorizes Gov

ernor Stuart to appoint five delegates to

the convention.

The tentative draft of the unift rm state

law bill prepared by Chairman Terry is, in

all important respects, a duplicate of the

uniform automobile bill which he prepared

a year ago. Among its more important

provisions are: That if the statutes of the

resident state have been complied with, no

additional fees will be demanded of visit

ing motorists by other states; that annual

registration shall be indicated by the use

of number plates of different colors for suc

ceeding years; that fees shall he graduated

according to the horsepower of vehicles,

from a minimum of $3, to a maximum of

$70, with a $10 blanket license fee for manu

facturers and agents. Speed restrictions are

abandoned. the speed clause in standing

laws being replaced by a restriction similar

to that imposed by the Connecticut law,

while the penalties for speed violations are

given a maximum of $250 fine for the first

offense and a $500 maximum with the al

ternative of six months imprisonment, or

both for the second and subsequent of

fenses. Chauffeurs’ licenses are to cost $5

a year, with a $50 penalty for violation of

the requirements. For the use of cars with

out the permission of their owners a fine

of $500 or imprisonment for not more than

six months, or both, is provided. The full

text ofthe bill is as follows:

Section 1. Definitions.

vided that if such motor vehicle in used or to be used

solely for commercial purposes, or. if propelled by

electric battery power, is used or to be used solely

within the confines of a city, the applicant shall so

certif .2. [vlpon the receipt of an application for registra

tion of a motor vehicle or vehicles as provided in this

section and in seceion four of this act, the Secretary

of State shall file such application in his oflicc and

register such motor vehicle or vehicles with the name.

residence and business address of the owner. manu

facturer or dealer as the case may be, to ether with

the facts stated in such application, in a. 00k or in

dex to be kept for the purpose, under the distinctive

number assigned to such motor vehicle bv the Sec

retary of State, which book or index shall be open

to inspection during reasonable business hours.

3. Upon the filing of such application and the pay

ment of the fee provided in subdivision six of this

section, the Secretary of State shall assign to such

motor vehicle a distinctive number, and, without ex

pcnsc to the applicant, issue and deliver to the owner

a certificate 0 registration, in duplicate, in the form

and size rovidcd in subdivision three of section three

hereof. 9n the event of the loss, mutilation or de

stniction of a certificate of registration, the owner

of a registered motor vehicle may obtain from the

Secretary of State a duplicate thereof, upon filing in

the ofiice of the Secretary of State an affidavit show

ing the fact and the payment of a fee of one dollar

for each duplicate.

4. The Secretary of State shall, within sixty days

after this act takes effect, and thereafter. on or before

the first day of February of each year. furnish to the

clerk of every county in the State a full and accurate

list of all motor vehicles so re stered. stating the

distinctive numbers so assigne to them and the

names, residences and business addresses of the own

ers, manufacturers or dealers, as the case may be,

and once each month thereafter a similar list of the

additional registrations, which additional list shall be

entered by each countv clerk upon the original list

received by him. Such lists shall be filed by such

county clerks and be kept as public records, open to

inspection during reasonable business hours.

5. Such registration shall be renewed annually in

the same manner and upon the payment of the same

fee as provided in this Section for onginal registra

tion. Such renewal to take effect on the first day of

Ianuarv of each year.

6. The following fees shall be paid to the Secre

tary of State upon the registration of a motor vehicle

in accordance with the provisions of this Act: Three

dollars upon the registration of a motor vehicle havin

a rating of less than twentv horsepower. Five dol€

lars upon the registration of a motor vehicle having

a rating of twentv horsepower, and less than thirty

horsepower: and Ten dollars upon the registration of

a motor vehicle having a rating of thirty horsepower

or more: and if a motor vehicle has two ratin a of

horsepower, the registration fee shall be has on

the higher rating; provided that the owner of any

motor vehicle which has been registered under exist

ing law subsequent to the da of one thou

sand nine hundred and shall be entitled to a

credit or rebate of the fees paid under such law for

such registration: and provided further that for mo

tor vehicles which in the verified as plication for reg

istration are stated to be used solev for commercial

purposes, or, if propelled by electric batterv power,

to be used solely within the confines of a city, the

fee for such registration shall be five dollars.

7. Upon the sale of a motor vehicle registered in

accordance with this section, the vendee shall. within

ten davs after the date of such sale, notifv the Secre

tary of State of the same upon a blank furnished by

him for that purpose, stating the name and business

address of the previous owner, if known. the number

under which such motor vehicle is registered and the

name. residence and business address of such vendee.

l'pon filing such statement such vendce shall pay to

the Secretary of State a fee of one dollar. and upon

receipt of such statement and fee the Secretarv of

State shall file such statement in his office and note

upon the registration book or index such change in

ownership. and at least monthly notify every countv

clerk of the State of such sales. each of whom shall

immediatelv note the same on the list of registered

vehicles received and kpt on file bv him as herein

provided.

8. The registration fees imposed by this act upon

motor vehicles other than those of manufacturers and

dealers and those used solely for commercial purv

noses, shall be in lieu of all other taxes. general or

local. to which motor vehicles mav be subiected as

personal property under the laws of this State.

Section 3. Distinctive Number Must be Carried on

- Motor Vehicles.

The term “motor vehicle" as used in this act, ex

cePt where otherwise expressly provided, shall include

al vehicles propelled by any power other than mus

cular power, cxce t motor bicycles, motorcycles, trac

tion engines, roa rollers, fire wagons, engines, police

patrol wagons, ambulances and such vehicles as run

only upon rails or tracks. The term “local author

ities" shall include all officers of counties, cities, bor

oughs, towns or villages, as well as all boards. com

mittees and other public oflicials of such counties,

cities. boroughs, towns or villages. The terms “chauf

feur" shall mean any person operating a motor ve

hicle for hire, or as the employee of the owner there

of. The term "state" as used in this act, except

where otherwise expressly provided. shall also in

clude the territories and the federal district: of the

United States. The term "owner" shall also include

any person, firm, association or corporation rentin

a motor vehicle or having the exclusive use thereo ,

under a lease or otherwise. for a period greater than

thirty days. The term “public highway" shall include

any highway, county road, state road. public street,

avenue, alley, park, garkwav or public place in any

county, city, boroug , town or village, except any

speedway which may have been or may be expressly

set apart by law for the exclusive use of horses and

light carriages.

Section 2. Registration of Motor Vehicles.

1. Every owner of a motor vehicle which shall be

operated or driven upon the public highways of this

State, shall, for each motor vehicle owned, except as

herein otherwise expresslv provided, cause to be filed

by mail or otherwise, in the office of the Secretar 0

State a verified application for registration on a b ank

to be furnished by the Secretar of State for that

purpose, containin : (I) A brie description of the

motor vehicle to be registered, including the name

of the manufacturer, the style, type and factory num

ber of such vehicle, the character of the motor power

and the amount of such motor power stated in fig

ures of horsepower. (2) The name, reSidence and

business address of the owner of _auch motor vehicle

and the name of the county in which he "told"; pro

1. No person shall operate or drive a motor ve

hicle on the public highways of this State after the

- - av of nineteen hundred and . unless

such vehicle shall have the certificates of registration

assigned to it bv the Secretarv of State eonspicuouslv

displayed, one on the front and one on the rear of

such vehicle, each securely fastened so as to pre

vent the same from swinging, provide that the own

ers of motor vehicles registered and assigned num

bers under anv law in force at the time this act takes

effect, shall continue to displav such numbers thereon

until the ~—- day of nineteen hundred and

No person shall display on such vehicle at the same

time anv number assigned to it under any other mo

tor vehiclc law or ordinance.

2. Such certificates of registration shall be of a dis

iinctlv different color or shade each year. to be

designated and selected by the Secretary of State,

\
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and there shall be at all times a marked contrast be

tween the color of the number plates and that of

the numerals or letters thereon.

Such certificates of re istration shall be an

enamelled plate or placard 0 metal, four and one

half inches wide and not more than twelve inches in

len th, in the upper left hand corner of which there

shal be a fac-siniile of the seal of the State. under

neath which there shall be the intitials " " and

to the’right of which seal and initials there shall

be the distinctive number assigned to the vejiicle

set forth in numerals three inches long, each stroke

or which shall be at least one half an inch in width;

provided that in the case of a motor vehicle regis

tered under section four of this act there sh 1 be on

such plate or placard in addition to the ore oing

the letter "M," the same to be at the right 0 the

distinctive number, each stroke of such letter to be

atdlilast three inches long and one-half an inch in

WI t .

 

Section 4. Registration by Manufacturers and Dealers.

1. Every person, firm. association or corporation

manufacturing or dealin in motor vehicles may, in

stead of registering each motor vehicle so manufac

tured or dealt in, make a verified application upon a

blank to be furnished by the Secretary of State for

a general distinctive number for all the motor ve

hicles owned or controlled by such manufacturer or

dealer. such apglication to contain: (1) a ‘brief de

scription of eac style or tyge of motor vehicle man

ufactured or dealt in by suc manufacturer or dealer.

including the character of the motor power, the

amount of such motor power stated in figures of

horsepower, and the weight in pounds of each such

style or type; and (2) the name. residence and busi

ness address of such manufacturer or dealer. On

the payment of a registration fee of ten dollars. such

a plication shall be filed and registered in the office

of the Secretary of State in the manner provided in

section two of this act. There shall thereupon be as

signed and issued to such manufacturer or dealer a

general distinctive number and duplicate certificates

of registration in the manner provided by section two,

which shall he in the form of lates as provided in

section three, duplicates of whic shall be carried or

displayed by every motor vehicle of such manufac

turer or dealer, so registered when the same is driven

or operated on the public highways. Such manu

facturer or dealer may obtain as many duplwates of

such certificates of registration as may be desired

upon payment to the Secr:tarv of State of one dollar

for each du licate. Nothing in this subdivision shall

be construe to apply to a motor vehicle operated by

a manufacturer or dealer for private use or for hire.

2. Such registration shall be renewed annually in

the same manner upon the payment of a fee of Ten

Dollars, such renewal to take effect on the first day

of lanuary of each year.

Section 5. Exemption of Non-resident Owners.

The provision of the foregoing sections shall not

ap ly to a motor vehicle owned y a non-resident of

this State, provided that the oWner thereof shall have

complied With the provisions of the law of the State

of his residence relative to motor vehicles and the

operation thereof and shall conspicuously display his

State number, and provided further that the pro

visions of the foregoing sections of this act are sub

stantially in force in such State; provided that this

exemption shall not apply to non-resident corpora

tions doing business in this State.

Section 6. Brakes, Horns, Lamps. etc.

1. Every motor vehicle, operated and driven upon

the public highwa s of this State, shall be provided

with adequate brakes sufficient to control the vehicle

at all times, and a suitable and adequate bell. horn

or other device for signalling, and shall, during the

period from one hour after sunset to one hour before

sunrise, display at least two lighted lamps on the

front and one on the rear of such vehicle. which shall

also display a red light visible rrom the rear. The

white rays of such rear lamp shall shine upon the

number plate carried on the rear of such vehicle.

The light of the front lamps shall be visible at least

two hundred feet in the direction in which' the motor

vehicle is proceedin . I

2. No person shall operate or drive on the public

highways of this State a motor vehicle on any of

whose wheels is a tire chain or non-skidding con

trivance or tire composed in whole or in part of

metal, except when such highways are wet and slip

pery or covered with ice or snow. _

3. A person operating a motor vehicle shall, at re

quest or on signal by putting up the hand. from a

person riding, leading or driving a horse or_ horses or

other draft animals, bring such motor vehicle imme

diatelv to a stop, and, if traveling in the opposite

direction, remain stationary, so long as may be rea

sonable to allow such horse or animal to pass. and. if

traveling in the same direction. use reasonable cau

tion in thereafter passing such horse or animal; pro

vided that. in case such orse or animal appears badly

frightencd or the person operating such motor ve

hicle is requested so to do, such person_shall cause

the motor of such vehicle to cease running so long

as shall be reasonably necessary to prevent accident

and insure the safety of others.

Section 7. Speed Permitted.

.\'0 person shall operate a motor vehicle upon the

public highways of this State recklessly or at a rate

of sore-d greater than is reasonable and proper having

regard to the width. traffic and use of the highway.

or so as to endanger property, or the life or limb

of any person

Section 8.—Registration of Chaufi'eurs.

1. Every person hereafter desiring to operate a

motor vehicle as a chauffeur shall file in the office of

the Secretary of State, upon the payment or a regis

tration fee of five dollars, a verified application for

registration on a blank to be furnished by tho Secre

tary of State for that purpose containin (1,) the

name and residence address of the app want and

that he l5 competent to operate a motor vehicle and

is over 18 years of age; (2) the trade name and mo'

tor power of the motor vehicle or vehicles he is com

etent to operate: (3) whether or not the applicant

as been previously convicted of a violation of any

of the provisions of this or any other motor vehicle

law or ordinance, giving the date and place of such

conviction and the prowsion or provisions of the law

or ordinance violated; provided that if such chai'if

feur shall intend to operate only vehicles used solel

for commercial purposes, he shall so certify in suc

ap lication and shall pay a registration fee of two

do lars.

2. Upon the receipt of such an a plication. the

Secretary of State shall thereupon file the same in his

office, assign the ap licant a number and register

him in a book or in ex which shall be kept in the

same manner as the book or index for the registra

tion of motor vehicles. The Secretary of State shall

also furnish to the clerk of every countv of the State

within sixt days after this act takes effect and once

each mont thereafter a full and accurate list of

chauffeurs so registered, with their addresses and the

numbers assigned to each, in the same manner as

provided in section two with reference to registered

motor vehicles. Such lists shall be filed by such

county clerks and be kept as ublic records, pperi to

inspection during reasonable usiness hours.

3. The Secretary of State shall forthwith upon reg

istering such chauffeur, and without other fee, issue

and deliver to him a badge of aluminum or other

suitable metal, which shall be oval in form with its

greater diameter not more than two inches, upon

which shall be stamped the words “Registered Chauf

feur Number ; State of " with the number

inserted therein. This badge shall thereafter be

worn by such chauffeur, pinned upon his clothing in

a conspicuous place, at all times while he is operat

ing a motor vehicle upon the ublic highways of this

State. In the event of the oss, mutilation or de

struction of a chauffeur's badge, such chauffeur may

obtain from the Secretary of State a duplicate thereof

unon filin in the office of the Secretary of State an

affidavit showing the fact and the payment of a fee

of one dollar. '

4. No chauffeur. having registered as hereinbefore

provided. shall voluntarily ermit any other person

to wear his badge' nor shal any person, while oper

ating a motor vehicle up n the public highways of

this State. wear a chauffeur's badge belonging to

another person. or a fictitious chauffeur’s badge.

5. No person shall operate or drive a motor vehicle

as a chauffeur. upon the public highways of this

State after thirty days after this act takes effect, un

less such person shall have complied in all respects

with the requirement of this section, provided, how

ever. that a non-resident chaufi'eur. who has regis

tered under the provisions of the law of the State

of his residence which are substantially similar to the

provisions of this section.shallbe exem t from regis

tration under this section: and provided urther he shall

wear the badge assigned to him in the State of his

residence in the manner provided in subdivision three

of this section.

Section 9.—Local Ordinances Prohibited.

Except as herein otherwise provided, local author

ities shall have no power to pass. enforce or maintain

any ordinance, rule or regulation requiring from any

owner or chauffeur to whom this act is applicable,

anv tax, license or permit for the use of the public

highways, or excluding any such owner or chauf

feur from the free use of such public highways, or in

any other way respecting motor vehicles or their

speed upon or use of the public highways; and no

ordinance. rule or regulation contrary to the provis

ions of this act, now in force or hereafter enacted,

shall have any effect; provided, however. that the

powers given to local authorities to regulate vehicles

ofiered to the public for hire, and processions. assem—

blages. or parades in the streets or public places. and

all ordinances. rules and regulations which may have

been. or which may be enacted in pursuance of such

powers shall remain in full force and effect: apd, pro

vided. further, that local authorities mav set aside

for a given time a specified public highway for speed

contests or races. to be conducted under roper re
strirtions for the safety of the public. andp provided

further. that local authorities may exclude motor ve

hicles from any cemetery or grounds used for the

burial of the (lead.

  

Section 10.—*l’enalty for Violations of Sections Two.

Three, Four, Five and Six.

1. The violation of an of the provisions of sections

two. three. four, five an six of this act shall be pun

ishable by a fine not exceeding fifty dollars.

2. The violation of any of the provisions of sevtion

seven of this act shall be deemed a misdemeanor pun

ishable by a fine not exceeding two hundred and fifty

dollars for a first offense and by a fine not exceeding

five hundred dollars or imprisonment for not more than

Six months or both for a second or subsequent of

fense: but nothing herein shall prevent the indictment

of a person so violating under any other law.

3. The violation of any of the provisions of section

eight of this act shall be punishable by a fine not

exceeding fifty dollars or the suspension of the right

to operate a motor vehicle as a registered chaufleur

under the provisions of this act for a period not more

than srx months.

I 4. Any person usin , operating, driving or tamper

ing With a motor ve icle without the permission of

the owner of such motor vehicle is guilty of a mis

demeanor unishable by a fine not exceeding five

hundred do lars and imprisonment for not more than

six months, or both.

5. Upon the conviction of an person for a violation

of anyl of‘the provisions of t is act. the magistrate

or ot er judicial officer before whom the proceed

ings are held, shall immediately certify the facts of

the case, including the name and address of the of

tender, the character of the unishment and the

amount of any fine im osed an paid, to the Secre

tary of State, who shal enter the same either in the

book or index of registered motor vehicles or in the

book or index of registered chauffeurs as the case

mav _be, opposite the name of the person so convicted.

and in the case of any other person, in a book or

index of offenders to be kept for such purpose, in

alphabetical order. The Secretary of State shall send

notices of _all convictions for violations of section

seven of this act, with the names and addresses of

the persons convicted and the judgments of the court

on such conVictions, to the clerk of every county in

the_ State, who shall enter the same on the lists of

registered motor vehicles or registered chaufieurs as

the case may be, opposite the name of the person

so convicted, or on a list of other ofl'enders which he

shall maintain in his office as a public record in the

same manner as the lists of registered motor vehicles

and registered chauffeurs, and on due application fur

nish _copies of such lists to the magistrates or other

judicial officers of his county before whom violations

of the provisions of this act are triable. If any

such convictions shall be reversed upon appeal there

from. the person whose conviction has been so re

versed ma} serve on the Secretary of State a cer

tified copy of the order of reversal, whereupon the

Secretary} of State shall enter the same in the proper

book_0i_- index in connection with the record of such

conviction, and shall also notify each county clerk

of the same.

6. In case any person shall be taken into custody

because of a violation of any of the provisions of

this act, he shall forthwrth be taken before the near

est magistrate or justice of the peace in any city,

village or county, or before any acessible captain,

sergeant of Kolice or acting captain or sergeant of

police who s all have the powers of a magistrate or

{lustice of the _peace. and be entitled to an immediate

caring; and if such hearing cannot then be had, be

released from custody on giving a bond or under

taking executed by a fidelity or surety company au

thorized _to do business in this State. such bond or

undertaking to be in an amount not exceeding two

hundred and fifty dollars for his appearance to an

swer for such violation at such time and place as shall

then be indicated, or on giving his personal under

taking to a pear to answer for such violation at such

time and _p ace as shell then be indicated. secured by

the deposit of a sum not exceeding two hundred and

fifty dollars, or in lieu thereof, in case the person

taken into custody is the owner. by leaving the mo

tor vehicle, or in case such person taken into custody

is put the owner, by leaving the motor vehicle with a

written consent given at the time bv the owner. who

must be present. with such judicial officer: or in case

such judicial officer is not accessible be forthwith

released from custody on giving his name and address

to the person making the arrest and depositing with

such arresting ofi'icer the sum of two rundred and

fifty dollars, or in lieu thereof, in case the person

taken into custody is the owner, by leaving the motor

vehicle, or in case such person taken into custody

is not the owner, by leaving the motor vehicle with

a written consent given at the time, by the owner,

who must be present; provided that, in such case.

the officer making the arrest shall ive a receipt

in writing for such sum or vehicle eposited. and

notify such person to_appear before the most acces

sible magistrate. naming him, and specifying the

place and the hour. In case such bond or undertak~

ing, shall not be given, or deposit made by an owner,

or other person taken into custody. the provisions

of law in reference to bail in cases of misdemea‘nor

shall apply.

7. In case the magistrate before whom any person

shall be taken. charged with the violation of any

provision of this act, shall not have jurisdiction 9'0

try the defendant, but shall hold the defendant to

answer as provided b of the shall admit

such defendant to bai upon his giving a surety com'

pany’s bond or undertaking to aooear to answer

for such violation at such time and place as shall

be indicated. or upon his giving his written under

tanking in the form provided in in a sum equal

to the maximum fine for the offense with which he

is charged, or upon depositing such amount in cash

with such magistrate who shall give a receipt in

writing for such sum.

8. Upon the person who has been taken into cus

tody and given securitv or bail for his ap earance

presenting himself for trial. the judicial o cer be

fore whom such person is to he tried. shall. before the

beginning of such trial, return to the person about

to gel‘tried, the property or money given as security

or ai.

Section ll.—Registration Fees to be Paid

State Treasury.

  

 

into

I. The registration fees provided herein shall be

paid bv the- Secretary of State into the State treas

ury. The legislature shall annually make appropria

tions of an amount sufficient to pay all proper u.

penses of this act.
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2. All fines, penalties or forfeitures impmed or col

lected for a violation of any of the provisions of this

Act, or of any act in relation to the use of the public

highways b motor vehicles now in force or here

after passe , which are imposed or collected under

the sentence or judgment of a court of special ses

sions, held or presided over_by a justice of the peace,

shall be paid over by such Justice of the peace within

ten days after receipt thereof to the treasurer of the

State, with a statement accompanying the lame,

setting forth the action or proceeding in which such

moneys were collected, the name and residence of the

defendant, the nature of the offense and the fine, pen

alty or sentence imposed. ()n the first day of each

month, or within ten dad’s thereafter, such iustice of

the peace shall make an forward to the treasurer of

the State, a verified report of all criminal proceed

ings instituted or tried before him during the pre

ceeding calendar month ‘ for violations of any

of the 'provisions of this act, or of any act

in relation to the use of the public high

ways by motor vehicles. which report shall set

forth the name and address of the defendants, the

nature of the offenses and the fines and penalties

collected or imposed by such justice; which reports

shall be public records and open to inspection during

reasonable business hours.

All moneys paid into the State treasury pur

suant to this act, except such as shal be appro

priated under subdivision one of this section, shall

there be maintained as a separate fund for the main

tenance and re air of the irpmoved roads of this

State, outside 0 corporate limits of towns and cities.

Section lZ—Acts Repealed.

All acts or parts of acts inconsistent herewith or

contrary hereto, are hereby exoresslv re ealed

Section lJ.—'I‘itle of Act and When It ' akes Efiect.

This act shall be known as the “Motor Vehicle

Law," and shall take effect the first day of

nineteen hundred _and ; provided that applica

tions for registration may be made and registration

certificates and badges issued at any time within

thirty days prior to such date.

 

 

Surface Schemes for New Orleans.

Three bidders are in hot competition for

the contract to prepare the race track at

the New Orleans fair grounds for the au

tomobile speed contests of Mardi Gras week,

February 20, 21 and 22. The recent arrival

of a representative of a concern manufac

turing a dust-laying and surface-packing

preparation made from the refuse of a glu

cose factory, and the attendant publicity

given his mission of securing the contract

for transforming the dirt course into a ce~

ment-like oval, aroused two Louisiana con

cerns which claim to have a superior pro

duct. One of these is an oil well syndicate

operating near Jennings. La. The other is

:- wealthy Louisiana planter who has sev

eral hundred barrels of the coarse grade

molasses in storage. The planter had dis

covered the surface-packing properties of

molasses by accident, a barrel having burst

and the contents spilled on the road. It

was soon noticed that for several square

yards the roadway was like a cement floor,

but no attention was paid to the commercial

possibilities of crude molasses, which is very

cheap and sometimes unusable as a food

product. Reading the stories of the neces

sity for a preparation to harden the fair

grounds track for the automobile races. the

planter offered to furnish 500 barrels of mo

lasses free to demonstrate the practicabil

practice might be suppressed.

Proposes Rogues’ Gallery for Scorchers.

Captain O’Brien of the Chicago City De

tective Bureau has become enthused with

the project of establishing a special depart

ment of the rogues' gallery for the portraits

of scorching motorists. By preseiving the

records of all difficulties into which habit

ual scorchers are plunged, he thinks the

practice might be suppressed.

 

CONGRI'ISS T0 REGULATE MOTORING

Bill Introduced Imposes no Speed Limit,

but Requires Registration—Applies

Only to Federal District.

 

Abolition of the speed limit and provi

sion that motorists shall drive with due

regard to life, limb and property" is 'one

of the more significant clauses in the auto

mobile bill which was introduced into the

House of Representatives at Washington

yesterday (\Vedncsday) by Representative

Olcott, of New York. The bill is intend

cd to the operation of motor

vehicles in the District of Columbia and

regulate

the territories, and is not particularly rad

ical in other respects.

The measure requires owners of machines

to register them at the office of the Secretary

of Commerce and Labor, a filing fee of $2

for each machine to be charged Owners

of a number of machines may take out a

series of licenses, the first to cost $2 and

the others 50 cents each. It is siecifically

provided that the law shall in no way in

terfere with the right of one injured by

an automobile to sue to recover damages.

There is a provision requiring automobiles

to be equipped with a brake and with a

bell, horn or other device to atriact the

attention of pedestrians and drivers.

Between the hours of sundown and sun

rise all machines shall carry two white

lanterns, which shall be kept lighted dur

ing that period. In case of accident a ma

chine will be required to stop in order that

persons injured may secure the registered

number. In approaching traffic itis required

that chauffeurs shall give due notice of ap

proach, and in passing a fractious horse or

any animal that appears to be nervous the

operator of the machine is required to slow

down and on a signal from the driver shall

stop entirely. Violations of the law requir

ing machines to register may be punish

able by a fine of $100 or thirty days in

jail. For violation of any other provision

of the bill a fine of $50 or ten days in jail

may be imposed.

Test Case Under New Jersey’s Law.

The constitutionality of the Frelinghuy

sen automobile law of New Jersey, insofar

as it relates to the cxaction of a fee for

the registration of motor vehicles, is to be

tested in the Supreme Court of that State.

Supreme Court Justice Reed on Monday.

25th inst., upon the application of Peter

Backcs, granted a writ of certiorari in the

case of Richard Johnson, of the White

Steamer Co., who was arrested in Trenton

last May by Captain Clcary of the local po

lice force for running an automobile with

out a license. He was fined $100 in the po

lice court, and the fine was subsequently

afiirmed by Judge Rcllstnb in the Mercer

county court.

In the meantime an unsuccessful effort

was made to get the case before the United

States courts upon habeas corpus proceed

ings. These, however, failed because it was

shown that Johnson was not in actual cus

tody, having been released and allowed to

return to New York immediately after his

arrest.

Mr. Backes contended that the Freling

huysen act is unconstitutional because it

abridges the guaranteed liberty of the indi

vidual. He argued that it is not in its es

sence a license act, but is really a tax meas

ure, and therefore, under the Constitution,

the tax must be levied according to uniform

laws. In support of this contention he

showed that in 1906 the revenue derived

from licensing automobiles was $5,480; in

1907 it was $82,685, and in 1908, $149288.

The expenses of maintaining the depart

ment in 1907 were $13 372, and in 1908,

$29,367. Assuming that the license is re

quired as a tax. Mr. Backcs argued that it

is not levied on the basis of the value of

cars, but upon their horsepower, which is

no indication of their value.

Mr. Backcs argued that there was a fur

ther unjust discrimination against the au

tomobile, which is required to pay taxes

not assessed against other users of the pub

lic highway. He also raised the question

that the Frelinghuyseu act is in violation

of the interstate commerce law. In con

nection with this, one of the contentions

made by Johnson was that when arrested

he was taking tools from the New York

office to the Philadelphia office of the White

Steamer Co.

It is expected that arguments on the writ

of certiorari will be heard at the February

term of the Supreme Court.

Protests Against Sport on New Road.

Frequently when a new road is con

structed, especially one on a stiff hill, local

motorists and automobile dealers flock to

the course to try their cars on it, with the

result that the road surface is soon torn

up and put in bad condition. At least, such

is said to be the result of the practice, and

among those who hold that view is Con

tractor William Fogarty, of Cincinnati, who

constructs roads in that city, and has filed a

protest with the Board of Public Service re—

cently, in which he complains of the results

of this practice. In his complaint he

says:

“I wish to respectfully call your atten

tion to the practice of automobile com

panies of testing the hill-climbing power of

their machines on Sycamore avenue. This

avenue has just.bccn completed and ac

ccpled by the city, and inasmuch as I am

under contract to maintain the roadway I

wish to protest against this practice. Or

dinary traffic, I am satisfied, will not dam

age the avenue; but if it is used as a test~

ing track I decline to be responsible for the

consequences."

The matter was turned over to the Ciij'

Engineer for report.
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REGISTRATION FOR ALL VEHICLES

One of Several New Propositions Before

the Massachusetts Legislature—Bill to

Create a Highway Police.

 

Four bills of interest to motorists are be

fore the Massachusetts legislature and their

passage is urged by the Automobile Own

ers Association through its counsel, Fran

cis Hurtubis, Jr.

the registration of all horse drawn vehicles,

One of them provides for

carriages, wagons, carts, sleighs and sleds

on a plan similar to that applying to motor

vehicles. Another provides for a number

of highway police to be appointed by the

A third takes

away from towns and cities the right to

State highway commission.

exclude motor vehicles whose owners have

complied with the laws, unless such towns

or cities act with the approval of the high—

way commission. The fourth bill makes it

a criminal offense to tamper with motor

vehicles or to steal rides thereon. In con

rection with these bills Mr. Hurtubis is

filing for the Federation of American Mo~

torcyclists a bill providing that motorcy

cles shall be classified and registered apart

from automobiles and other vehicles, and

that they be given a separate code of their

own and difi‘erent licenses.

The main provisions of the bill for regis

tering horse-drawn vehicles include regis

tration by the highway commission, as in

the case of automobiles, and the issuance

of car numbers to be conspicuously dis

played. It gives free use of the highways

by non-residents for a period of ten days.

Money derived from registration fees is to

be divided in the ratio of 60 per cent. to the

Commonwealth and 40 per cent. to the

cities and towns in which vehicles are reg

istered, the money to be used in the main—

tenance or construction of highways. The

bill requires that every vehicle that is out

after sunset shall display at least one light.

Under the provisions of the bill provid

ing for highway police, such officers will

possess all the powers of constables, ex

cept the service of civil process. and of po~

lice officers and watchmen, and may serve

all processes lawfully issued by the high

way commission. Each is to be provided

with a motorcycle and his duty will be to

prevent “reckless or dangerous driving of

motor and other vehicles upon the high

ways” and generally to enforce “all laws

relative to motor and other vehicles." The

hill provides that “cities and towns shall

have no power to establish or maintain

‘traps' so-called, except in such places as

may meet with the approval of the Massa~

chusetts highway commission.”

Yet another bill has been added to the

mass of automobile legislation the State

Solons are called upon to digest. and it

will afford satisfaction only to lovers of

noise. It was filed on Saturday, 23d inst.,

by Representative Waugh, of Somerville,

and is entitled “An act to compel automo

bilists to give continuous warning of their

approach.” The measure seeks to force

automobilists to place upon their machines

a sound contrivance, not specified. which

shall keep going continuously, but which

will make no more noise than a sleigh bell.

Wants $5,000 for Involuntary Jump.

On November 13 last, W. F._English.

M. D., of Saginaw, Mich., jumped with his

automobile from a bridge into the river

and now wants that city to pay him $5,000

for doing the trick. While it might appear

at first that Dr. English is a high-priced

performer in view of the fact that no high

dive artist ever receives that amount for

one single performance, the doctor claims

that Saginaw owes him that sum as legiti

mate damages. In an itemized statement,

after asserting that the damage was caused

owing to the negligence of the city in al

lowing a bridge to stand in such a condi

tion that it was dangerous for a motor car

to approach at even a most moderate

speed. the doctor lists the following items:

“Injury to automobile, $800: loss of

watch, $35; paid to remove auto from river,

$17; paid to repair overcoat and clothing.

$11." In concluding he remarks, “afiiant

further says that on account of said injuries

aforesaid he was unable to perform any

part of his business for one month, amount

ing to a loss of the sum of $500; that he

was compelled to pay the expense of treat

ment at Mt. Clemens, amounting to $50.

for all of which he intends to hold the said

city liable.”

Speare Recalled to Bay State Presidency.

Lewis R. Speare, a former president of

the Bay State Automobile Association, is

given at the head of that organization, hav

ing been elected at the annual meeting in

Boston on Monday, 4th inst., to succeed

Eliot C. Lee. Other officers elected were:

Vice-president, Harland W. Whipple; treas

urer, I. S. ..athaway; secretary. I. Fortes

cue. The following were elected to the

board of directors for 1909: George W. Mc

Near, C. F. Whitney. F. A. Hinchclifie,

Kenneth Blake and Dr. John F. Hovestadt.

The board of directors have appointed the

following committees for 1909: House

committee, George W. McNear, R. W. Dan

iels; Dr. I. D. Carl, A. P. Underhill, ].

Fortescue; entertainment committee. Victor

A. Charles. G. Duthie Strachan, C. I. Camp<

bell, N. B. Buxton, F. T. O'Brien, Eugene

Selg; touring and contest committee, Ken

neth M. Blake, F. E. Wing, Dr. I. F. Hove

stadt, F. A. Hinchcliffe, C. I. Bailey. W. G.

Schmunk; membership committee, Dr. J'u

lius F. Hovestadt, I. Fortescue, C. F. Whit

ney: press committee, I. S. Hathaway, C. I.

Campbell.

I-lis commercial occupation as ad\ ertising

manager of the Diamond Rubber Co. has

shown its influence in the latest book from

the pen of James A. Braden. His new

work is titled “The Auto Boys."

WILL TRY "BUMP-TIIE-BUMPS”

Plan to Avoid Accidents at Crossings to be

Tested on Long Island Railroad—De

sign for "Bumps" Drawn.

“Bump-the-bumps” experiences are to

cache motorists the wisdom of slowing

down at railroad crossings on Long Island.

That the plan was under consideration by

the officials of the Long Island Railroad

was announced in the Motor World some

Now President Ralph Peters

has directed that it be tried experimentally

time ago.

at the eastern end of the island.

Chief Engineer Savage has prepared

drawings to scale for the “bumps,” which

are to be introduced first at some cross

road other than a macadam road in Suffolk

county. The “bumps” will be 5% inches

righ, rising and falling within 8 feet. This,

Chief Engineer Savage believes, will cause

any driver who does not court wreck to

slow down or stop. After the first “bumps”

are constructed they will be tried by en

gineers in automobiles.

It is said that no exception will Le made

in the case of crossings protected by gates

or fiagmen.

Alfred J'. Eno, of Jamaica, president of

the Long Island League, who originated

the “bump-the-bumps” idea is seeking per

mission from the city authorities to have

“bumps” established on city grade cross

ings.

Tourists’ Foreign Cars Must Pay Duty.

Because of the decision by the United

States Court of Appeals, at New York, de

claring that automobiles are not personal

or household effects within the meaning of

the tariff laws, as recorded in the Motor

World last week, Assistant Secretary Rey

nolds. of the Treasury Department at

Washington, has addressed instructions to

the collectors of customs at the various

ports directing that henceforth all automo—

biles of foreign manufacture brought to the

United States shall be assessed at the full

45 per cent. duty regardless of whether or

not they have been used abroad by Amer

icans. This order is a complete change

from the past practice of the Treasury De

partment in classifying automobiles as

household effects when used abroad by the

importing owner for at least one year be

fore being brought into this country.

Suppresses the Dazzling Upward Glare.

License to make the Wridgway “No

Glare” shade for automobile lamps has been

given to Gray & Davis, Amesbury, Mass.

The device keeps the dazzling upward rays

from blinding other users of the highway.

Lamp fittings of this kind have been given

great importance recently through the ac

tion of New York City and other munici

palities in forbidding the use of lamps that

are objectionable by reason of their glare.
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EVOLUTION OF AMERICAN QUALITY

Early Makers Handicapped by Lack of.

Proper Materials—Now on Even

Terms with European Rivals.

Questions as to the relative srpremacy

of foreign and American built automobiles

have taken on an added quota of interest

within the past few weeks owing to the

tariff agitation, and the revelations as to

the comparative costs of production here

and abroad which have followed in its train.

Formerly it used to be considered a fore

gone conclusion that the European-made

car was the standard of motor vehicle ex~

cellence, and the triumphs of the American

makers were judged almost entirely on this

standard. More recently, however the old

assertion that the American manufacturers

were able to produce as good cars as those

whose factories were located on foreign

soil began to assume less the aspect of a

vain boast and to become an accepted real

ity. That the transition was due quite as

much to the mastery of purely construc

tional difficulties as to any development of

skill on the part of the designers, or to

careless methods on the part of the build

ers, is revealed by S. I. Birdsall. whose ex—

perience as a designer and builder of Amer

ican machines, as well as hisdntimate ex

perience in the handling of the imported

product has placed him in a position to

judge accurately of conditions obtaining

formerly and at the present time.

“In the early days of the automobile in

dustry in the United States little or noth

ing was known of the properties required

in the materials of construction." he re

marks. “For example: Aluminum was a

novelty; cast-iron and bronze were used for

the gear-wheels of the speed-change me

chanism; roller bearings having unhard

ened rolls operated in soft axle-tutes as a

bearing for soft steel solid axles; bronze

and malleable iron were used for connect

ing rods; the hardening and grinding of

crankshafts and many other parts were un

known; brakes Were lined with wood

blocks; and yellow metal for bearings was

'bronze', regardless of the composition;

hardening meant"case-hardening’ sometimss

.001 of an inch deep, sometimes more, but

always an indefinite amount.

“Heat treatment, alloy steels and hard

ening as we know them to-day were prac

tically unknown. Structural steel; bar, plate

and rod stock; woods of various kinds; cast

iron; brass and bronze of the ordinary

‘merchant’ shapes and qualities were alone

available for the automobile builder.

“In Europe, on the other hand. the re

quirements of foreign gnnmakers, engine

builders and others had created a demand

for special steels and bronzes. From the

beginning of the automobile industry in

France the machines were entered in races

and other competitions that developed in a

cw hours weaknesses and shortcomings of

design in materials that would have taken

months of ordinary use. Finding that in

creasing the size alone of a weak part to

make it strong enough was not always the

remedy, or even always feasible, the manu

facturers naturally turned to the steel mak

ers for better materials.

“Right here another difierence between

the United States and Europe should be

noted. In the United States the steel mak

ers wanted ‘tonnage.’ That is, they would

not get out a special grade of metal and

set up the rolls to shape it unless an order

for many thousands of tons was placed.

Whereas, in Europe, the steel mills would

take an order for a few hundred pounds of

a steel of special composition.

“The net result was that the French auto

mobile builders by races that tested the

materials and design of construction, by

the facility and possibility of procuring

proper materials, by cleverness in design

and by keen competition, soon distanced

all other nations in the production of cars

that were reliable, fast and dependable.

“A concrete example of the above is fur

nished by the actual experience of one of

the early American manufacturers who con

ceived the idea of building in this country

an exact copy of a well-known and suc

cessful French car. After the first car was

built the testing out proved that the Amer

ican tubing used in the frame had only

about one-half the strength and stiffness

of the tubing used in the model. The gears

would not stand up under the work and

the wearing qualities and general durabil

ity of the entire machine 'were far below

the French model. A careful investigation

showed that the difference was solely due

to the quality of the materials used.

“As at that time practically no one here

who was available, knew the difference be

tween the materials in the model and the

copy, and there were not procurable in this

country materials from a constructive and

commercial point of view, that would an

swer the purpose, the manufacture of the

car was discontinued.

“Conditions in the American engineer

ing talent and material market have in the

last three or four years completely changed.

We now know what material to use in

each particular place, how to use it, where

to get it, and why we use it.

“It is, moreover, a fact that the reverse

of the above mentioned case has happened.

An American manufacturer in 1899 and 1900

produced a number of 8 horsepower cars,

with single cylinder, vertical in front en

gine. The owner of one of these cars, ap

peared within the past two months at a

New York salesroom and stated that he

still used his little 8 horsepower original

American car, and that the bearings and

all of the ,parts had stood up wonderfully

well. This car must have had excellent ma

terial and admirable design. As a matter

of fact one of the largest manufacturers

in Germany acquired in 1898 exclusive

rights to manufacture this same car of

American design and on American speci

fications for material. All the detailed

drawings were converted into the metric

system and sent to Europe with a model

and some parts. The car, though well

known and successful in the Unitee States,

was not satisfactory when made by the Ger

man maker with European materlal.

“The American industry has grown to

such proportions that steel and other ma

terial manufacturers seek and cater to the

wants of the automobile builder At the

present time there is not, and in fact for

some time past, there has not been the dif

ference between the foreign and the do

mestic car that formerly existed. If the

American engineer is not satisfied with

American materials, all kinds and grades

of foreign materials can now be procured

in stock in the American market, and at

prices commercially practicable.

“The only possible reason for the pur

chase of a foreign car in this country to—

day is the same one that leads many peo

ple, to buy English clothes and French

hair-dyes. There is an idea very prevalent,

in some quarters that practicaly all the

cars made in France. England, Italy. Ger

many and Belgium are as good or better

that the better grades of cars made in this

country, whereas the reverse is really the

truth. Some of the foreign cars that have

had a large sale and vogue in this country

and been accepted without question as be

ing of the highest grade were classed as

second-grade at home.

“It is true that there are more builders

of high-grade finely finished cars in Eu

rope than in this country. But their com

bined output is not as great as the com

bined output of the relatively few similar

makers here. On the other hand there are

practically no cars built here as ‘rotten’ as

some'of the foreign ones.”

Automatic Cleaner for Wind Shields.

A device for automatically keeping the

transparent surface of wind shields clean

and free from dew or sleet has recently

been perfected by a resident of S'assfort.

Magdeburg, Germany, according to Amer

ican Consul Frank, S. Hannah. The un

usual feature of the invention consists in'

the substitution for the usual stationary

window of an endless strip of celluloid, or

some other suitable material, which is kept

revolving on rollers above and below, and

at the same time is pressed against a brush

which removes the particles of snow or

moisture which obstructs the vision. The

power for keeping this strip in motion is

derived from the engine.

If a crank case gets unusually l-ot. it is

certain that the piston is letting hot gas

past it, and the piston rings should be

looked after. Naturally the injunction is

particularly important in the case of a two

cycle motor.
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The Week’s Patents.

901,080. Universal Coupling. Herman

Dock, Wyncote. Pa., assignor to Dock Gas

Company, New York, N. Y., a Corporation

of New Jersey. Filed Oct. 11, 1907. Serial

No. 396,884.

1. In a universal coupling; two shaft

ends, two sections, one of said sections be

ing hinged to one shaft end the other sec

tion havin a transverse guide way to re

ceive the first-mentioned section to permit

it to move laterally relatively thereto, and

an anti-friction device co—operatively con

necting both of said sections.

901,365. Valve Controlling Mechanism

for Internal-Combustion Engines. Harry

M. Neer, Columbus, Ohio. Filed Feb. 13,

1908. Serial No. 415.631.

In an internal combustion engine, the

combination with a crank case, a crank shaft

therein, connecting rod operating cranks on

said crank shaft, piston containing cylinders,

exhaust and inlet valve casings, valves in

said casings and valve rods extending there

from into said crank case, and a roller piv

oted in each of said valve rods, of a shaft

within the crank case rotated by the crank

shaft, a pinion carried on said shaft. a gear

wheel meshing with said pinion, a cam seg

ment on the upper side of said gear wheel,

and a plate supported above said gear wheel

and having a depressed portion, said valve

rod rollers adapted to bear on said gear

wheel and its cam projection and the lower

ends of said rods adapted to engage the

underside of said plate.

901.37]. Exhaust Muffler. John M. Por

ter. John F. Laird, and Albert H. Geilfuss,

Anyone can operate a

Westinghouse Mercury

Rectifier Battery Charg

ing Outfit.

it is economical and easy to install,

requiring only a small floor space. it

is exceptionally flexible and reliable

in operation and offers a ready means

of automatically converting alternating

into direct current without the use

of any moving machinery.

Exhibited at leading automobile

shows this year and for sale by

all electrical vehicle manufacturers.

Folder 4105 for particulars.

Westinghouse Electrical & Mfg. Co.

PITTSBURG, PA.

Sales Offices in all Large Cities.

  

Parkersburg, W. Va.

Serial No. 400,694.

1. A_mufi'ler of the character described

comprising two plates or sides, a series of

_cells arranged on each of said plates, each

inclosing cell being of a greater height and

of a larger diameter than the cell inclosed

thereby, means for allowing the exhaust to

pass from each inclosed cell to each inclos

ing cell, and a rod passing through the muf

ller in engagement with each of said cells

for securely tying the same in position upon

the said plates, substantially as described.

901,456. Variable Speeleearing. Achille

l.uitlimi, l’laine St. Denis, France. Filed

Aug. 7. 1907. Serial No. 387,493.

Variable speed earing comprising a shaft

two series of toot ed wheels of progressive

diameter, one series being loosely mounted

upon the shaft, coupling clutches for cou

pling the loose toothed wheels with the

shaft, forks for operating said clutches hav

ing two arms, a pin connecting the ends of

the three arms, spiral springs upon said pin

between each lateral arm and the guide arm.

a connecting rod. connecting the forks of

two adjacent clutches being slotted to per

mit a certain play to the forks and an oper

ating shaft for the forks having guide

grooves for the guide arms of said forks

substantially as described and shown and

for the purpose set forth.

901,493. Automobile. Frank A. Ste

phens. Dunkirk, N. Y. Filed Dec. 9. 1904.

Serial No. 236,148.

1. In an automobile, the combination

with the driving axle thereof, of a plurality

of engines, a gasolene engine adapted to run

at uniform speed, and an atmospheric en

gine adapted to be driven at difi‘ering speeds

Filed Nov. 4, 1907. and connected directly to the driving axle

of the automobile, an air pump for supply

ing compressed air to the atmospheric en

gine and friction mechanism operatively

connecting the air pump to the gasolene en

gine and comprising a clutch member on

the shaft of the gasolene engine, an eccen

tricloosely mounted on said gasolene en

gine shaft in proximity to said clutch mem

ber, an eccentric rod having one end pivot

ed to the air pump and its opposite end se

cured to the strap and a collar forming the

other clutch member, substantially as set

forth.

901,508. Controlling Mechanism for Pow

er-l)riven Vehicles. Charles \V. Willette,

Tacoma, Wash., assignor of one-half to Ju

lian Clough, Tacoma, \Vash. Filed Dec. 27,

1907. Serial No. 408,239.

1. In a power driven vehicle, the combi

nation of a rotating shaft, a movable bear

ing for the shaft; an outer fixed sleeve for

said movable bearing, allowing a longitud

inal motion thereof therein; a thrust shoul

der on each side of said shaft bearing.

whereby said shaft moves along its axts with

the bearing; and means for moving said

bearing along its axxs.

901,518. Planetary Gearing. Alanson P.

Brush. Detroit, Mich. Filed July 3. 1907.

Serial No. 381,970.

1. In planetary gearing, the combination

of a power shaft having a crank pm, an ex

ternal gear mounted on said crank pin, _a

driven member, an internal gear fast to said

driven member in mesh with said external

gear, and means for locking said external

gear to the power shaft.

902,551. Tire Jacket for Vehicle Wheels.
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TWELVE

YEARS

Solar Lamps
have been recognized as the BEST lamp in

the automobile field! Best because of superior

and better construction and design.

tails and handsome finish Solar Lamps are

not even approached by any other product!

Specify Solar Lamps

They " Show the Way”

BADGER BRASS MFG. C0.

  

better manufacturing facilities

In de

600 Lyman Ave.

Kenoshn. Wis.
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J'ames Bowie. Omaha, Neb. Filed March

30, 1908. Serial No. 424.091.

A jacket for rubber tires comprising an

annular eoneavo~convex ring the inner face

of which rests directly against the face of

the rubber tire, said ring extending more

than half way around said tire and the

edges of said ring terminating in thickened

portions, the inner face of said thickened

portions bearing against the tire and the

outer faces presenting vertical walls.

Fedders Radiators

will cool such cars as the PierceI Thomas, Packard

Runabout and National for 1908. How about your

order.

If you want to learn about a REAL COOLER, get

our catalogue.

FEDDERS MFG. WORKS. Buffalo. N..Y.

 

 

vTHE HIT OF THE SHOWS

the

Splitdori Magneto

Ask for catalog.

. C. F. SPLITDORF,

261 Walton Ave. New York

WJIH

 

 

 

This Tire Sells Because it Saves

Saving of time and savin of money explain the

popularity of the Goodyear etacha'ole Auto Tire on

Goodyear Universal Rim. On or off in less than 60

seconds with no tools except a wrench. This is the

SD’lDIEAR WrAPPED Tilt AD Tllit MADE UN Alli D~GS

Can’t creep, can’t rim cut. 90% puncture proof.

Let us tell you about our Air bottle service free to

motorists for two years.

GDDDYEAN TIRE & RUBBER 00.. Arthur St., Alron. D.

 

 

CARS

New and second

hand E n g i n e s .

Over surplus of

Spark Coils. Gas

Tanks, etchB IlNrite

‘~ c. n. METZ,
Successor to Waltham Mfg. Co., Waltharn, Haas.

  

 

 

 

COMPLETE l’TOURSE

AUTDMDBILE INSTRUCTION
Invaluable to the owner or prospective owner

a motor car. Practical and to the point.

Send for prospectus to the

Correspondence School at Motor Car Praetlee

Tarrytown, N. Y.

  

 

  

WANTS AND FDR SALE
I5 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

 

—~you are interested in the highest

quality as against the lowest price;

if you believe in careful, personally di

rected workmanship. as against hur

ried production by thousands; if you

appreciate a wearing dependability

that forestalls accident, repair and

tinkering; then—it will pay to investi

gate the Pennsylvania.

  

Touring Car or Baby Tonneau, $3.000.

Including Bosch magneto and gas tank.

 

Pennsylvania Auto Motor Co.

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

 

 

 

Art In Name Plates
 

One of the little things that count.

The almost universal use of Chandler

etched name-plates on high-class cars

stamps them as the selection of the

critical.

CHANDLER CO.

Springfield, - - Mass.

  

 

 

LSYAnuSu so lblb.

SCHRADER
UNIVERSAL VALVES
TM MARK HLGSI LQLD muons”.

The Standard American Valves Ior

Automoblle. Bicycle 6: Vehlcle tlres

Msanlsctured by

A. SCIIRADER‘S SON INC.

2:142 Rose St. New York. usA.

  

 

 

I HAVE A NORTHERN LIMOUSINE

for the best of reasons I want to sell quickly.

It is in perfect condition. having been driven less

than 500 miles, and I think it’s one of the sweetest

running,.handsomest appearing, town cars made.

Tires are brand new and the varnish isn't damaged

-—in fact the ear is just as good as new when it sold

for $2,500 and I'll sell it for half—$1,250.

Address E. M. M., 382 Pennsylvania Ave.,

troit, Mich.

which

De

 

 

JDNES SPEEDOMETER

Most accurate speed

indicator in the world.

JONES SPEEDOMETER CO.,

76th St. 8: Broadway, New York.

  

 

 

CANNOT shake loose. The 

  

give a reeling of securitth.

of accident insurance. ‘sed

leadin railroads.

COLUMBIA NUT & BOLT CO., Ines. Bridgeport, Gonn

A Necessity 0n Automobiles—WHAT?

COLUMBIA LOOK NUTS

add an important factor of safety and

olumbia Lock Nuts are the best kind

by most makers of the best can and

y etc. Send us a two-cent stamp, site and

thread of t e bolt, and we will forward a Columbia Lock Nut for it.

'a

  

 

 

WE WANT A FIRSTCLASS TRAV

ELING REPRESENTATIVE, ONE

THOROUGHLY ACQUAINTED WITH

THE AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTUR

ING TRADE. THOROUGH SALEs EX

PERIENCE DEMANDED. GIVE REF

ERENCES. TIMKEN ROLLER BEAR

ING AXLE CO., CANTON, OHIO.

 

FOR SALE—Panhard toy tonneau, recent

ly painted and overhauled; magneto,

shaft driven; Rushmore lamp. searchlight,

extra tubes and tires; very rakish; also ’07

50 H.P. new body, overhauled and painted.

R. 5., 2207-09 Madison Ave., Baltimore, Md.

UTOMOBIIJZ salesmen wanted—Four

experienced, capable, live business

getters. State territory traveled, past and

present employers. reference, salary de

sired. Address M. T., % Motor \Vorld.

FOR SALE—White steamer, good condi

 

tion, cheap. Address WILL H.

BROWN, 3245 N. Capitol Ave., Indianap

olis, Ind.
 

FOR SALE—400 sets 28x3 best grade ar

tillery wheels, fitted with clincher rims,

less hubs. Write for bargain prices on sin

gle sets of the lot. THOMAS B. JEF

FERY 8: COMPANY, Kenosha, Wis.

 

SPRINGFIELD

(I'at. 1895)

Aluminum

Bodles

SPIINGI‘IEID

MEI'AL BODY 00..

866 llrnle Ave..

Springfield, lass.

  

 

 

liaaolina and Electric—for Pleasan and Business

Studebatsr Automobile 00.. South Bend. llIllllIII

 

 

THIS MAGNETO I8 “FOOL PROOF"

The most unskillful driver can install the Remy

I909 High Tension Magneto. lmpro er connection

cannot injure it, and no amount of tin ering will put

it out of commission. The Remy will stand more

nrgleet, oil. dirt and water than any other ignition

arslem in the world. More than I7,000 Remys have

already been sold for I909 cars—more Remys than all

others combined. Write Ior illustration and dumb»

non.

THE REMY ELECTRIC CO., Dept. H, Anderson. Ind.

We have opened a branch house in Thoroughfare

Bldg., Broadway and 57th St., New York.

SIDF-WIRF SDLID MDTDR TIRES

we won: n-s snmuno

FINESTDIE TlllE & RUBBER 00., Akron. Ohio
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STEPNEY

SPARE WHEEL

Every motorist should carry a

avoid all troublesome delays

_" on AND cow: in

‘, . L!!! THANAMINUTE

"e PAT. "a.
. -, l as, _

1a. 00.

tures and blowouts.

 

The Only

Cure

for Tire
“Stepney” and ~

Troublescaused by punc

Write for Catalogue D.

DISTRIBUTORS—AMERICAN STEPNEY SPARE WHEEL CO., 1773 Broadway, New York Ciy. AUTO SPARE WHEEL

CO., 22d, Oak and Gillham Blvd., Kansas City, Mo. 'EXCELSIOR SUPPLY CO., 1436 Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

 
  

BY US ARE

SELDEN PATENT

FOR ONE YEAR.

ALL CARS SOLD

LICENSED UNDER

AND GUARANTEED

Speclttcatlons Common to All

Palmer-Singer Models

Nickel steel used to secure lightness and strength.

Imported F. & S. ball bearings exclusively. Bosch high

tension magnetos and multiple disc clutches in all models.

Drop forged I beam, front axle—four-speed selective‘type.

sliding gear transmissions with direct drive on third speed.

All brakes eqnalized, all expandng type and on rear

wheels. Universal joints on all steering connections. All

types shaft driven, all moving parts enclosed in dustproof

cases. - "

. p u , l V

Palmer-Singer Four-Thirty Skimabout, $2,250; equipped except top.

Palmer & Singer Mtg. Co.

1620-22-24 Broadway. New York. 1321 Michigan Ave., Chicago.

Sou: DISTRIBUTORS THE SIMPLEX.

The Warner

 

 

  

r

eliuiiifi Jupiter: ‘

mm,I V__, q. . .

_

  

_ Auto

Meter

Guaranteed

Abso lutely Accurate

t

  

  

is. the only speed indicator made on the Magnetic In

duction principle. Because of the principle it accur

ately indicates every range of speed from zero to the

maximum. \

All other instruments are made on the centrifugal

principle. They fail to indicate any speed whatever

under 5 to 10 miles per hour.

The Auto-Meter is so durably made that practical

tests have shown that it will endure a MILLION

MILES of riding without perceptible wear. or depart

ing from absolute accuracy more than 10 feet to the

mile.

We invite‘comparative tests. Before you decide on

any Speed Indicator, put the Auto-Meter on one side

of your dash and any other 'indicator at any price on

the other. Then use your watch over a measured

course. Keep the instrument which tells the truth.

We know which it will be.

The Warner Instrument Company

Factory and Main offices—862 Wheeler Aim. BBL0l‘l‘. WlStloNSlN

BRANCH HOUSES—New York, 1902 Broadway' Boston. 925

lloylston St.; Philadelphia, Cor. Broad and Race; I’ittsburg, 3432

Forbes St.; Cleveland, 2062 Euclid Ave.; Buffalo, 722 Main St.;

 

 

 

Detroit, 239 Jeficrson Ave; Chicago, 1305 Michi an Ave:; Indian

apolis 330I N. Illinois St.‘ St. Loutl, 923 Olive

St.; . an rancisco, 550 Golden Gate Ave.; Los An

"cles. 1212 S. Main St
 |__.

  

  

 

 

Model B—Brush Runabout

A CAR 0]" SIMPLE DESIGN MADE WELL

NOT A COMPLICATED DESIGN MADE CHEAPLY

Its records and the opinions of its users speak more loudly than self praise. Agencies for

1909 are being closed rapidly.

BRUSH RUNABOUT COMPANY,

Much good territory still open.

Detroit, Mich.
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The radiator should be thoroughly washed out with hot

, MILLER’S

'1» ililillmiifmqli I

..,..,....,,. , Compound
“hilulmmF OIRECTIONS FOR USE.  

solution of caustic soda, which will remove any dirt, and then ,

clean water should be put in to see if the radiator leaks any

p ace.

If the radiator is found not to leak, put in the solution.

To get a mixture that will not freeze at 15 degrees below

zero, Fahrenheit, add ten pounds of the compound to two

gallons of water. To get a solution that will not freeze 30

degrees below zero, Fahrenheit, add ten pounds of the com

pound to every six quarts of water.

_ The cover on the can should be kept closed tight at all

t'mes while it contains any of the compound.

Price, 10-lb. cans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.00 each.

Pan-American

Automobile Body Polish

 

 

v.“ ,.

so trio1

'- ls l i

 
 

Pan-American Polish was awarded the Bronze Medal

(:‘the only one awarded”) at the Louisiana Purchase Exposi

tion at St. Louis, 1904. This polish has been carefully pre

pared for the Automobile trade. It is also applicable to the

carriage trade, or can be used on any varnished furniture or

wood-work of any kind. It will remove stains, cover

scratches; leaves the automobile with its original new lustre

without being sticky or greasy.

It can be used on the leather seats or tops with the very

best results. Can be used‘ on any color or kind of varnish

from the clearest white to the darkest black. Furnished in

eight-ounce bottles.

For sale by all automobile dealers.

Price, 60 cents per 8-oz. bottle. ' Price, $3.00 per gallon.

Special prices quoted manufacturers, jobbers and dealers.

Catalog on request.

Maln Ofico

E0 97-99-101 Reade St.

Manufacturer], Jobber,

Exporter and mportor

BRANCHES—54th St. and 8th Ave., New York; 202-204 Columbus Ave..

Boston Mass; 318-320 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.‘ 227%-229 Jefi'erson

Ave., betrort; 1829 Euclid Ave, Cleveland, 0.; 1392 Iiedford Ave., Brook

lyn, N. Y.: 824 Main St., Buffalo.

The Largest Automobile Supply House in America

 

 

 

INTER-STATE TOURING CAR, $1,750.

THERE is speed, comfort and safety in every

INTER—STATE Car—the permanent, endur

ing car at a price but little higher than the price of

temporary, make-shift cars.

The INTER-STATE motor is of the most effi

cient type—four-cylinder, 4%x5—water cooled, with

extra large water jacket spaces—cylinders cast in

pairs—valves located in pockets on the right side

of the motor and all mechanically operated from

the same cam shaft. The motor is of 35-40 horse

power and drives the car at from 5 to 60 miles an

hour on high speed. Speed enough for anybody.

INTER-STATE comfort is assured by 40-inch

full elliptic scroll springs in the rear and 42-inch

semi-elliptic springs in front. all of best steel—large

whees, 34-inch artillery, fitted with 4inch tires.

Extremely careful construction and perfect con

trol give the INTER-STATE greatest safety—

Frame is pressed from special stock cold rolled steel,

thoroughly braced. Front axle, "I" beam drop

forged in one piece—Rear Axle, reliable semi-float

ing type with large axle shafts-Four brakes 12

inches in diameter on rear hubs, internal expanding

and external contracting, lined with camel’s hair.

The highest standard of quality is maintained in

every detail of the INTER-STATE and at $1,750

the INTER-STATE—with Eisemann Magneto—is

the biggest value on the 1909 market.

AT THE CHICAGO SHOW—The full line of

INTER-STATE Automobiles—Standard Touring

Car, Demi-Tonneau, Double Rumble Roadster, Sin

gle Rumble Roadster, and Tourabout—will be ex

hibited at the Coliseum, Chicago, Feb. 613.

DEALERS AND AGENTS——Write for our prop

osition,

126 Willard Street

MUNCIE, IND.

fiitamwzim

l“. Inter-Slate Automobile C0.
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There Is No Guess Work About Expenses

When You Use

QJQX TIRES
and TAXIMETERS

 

You get a 5,000-mile written guarantee with Ajax

Tires—a guarantee that assures you of at least 5,000 miles

of service from each tire. One that enables you to figure

out exactly your tire expense. One that reduces the up

keep cost on taxicabs to the lowest possible figure. Ajax

Tires are economic tires because they last longer and do

not have to be changed so often. In purchasing them

you take nothing for granted, the guarantee does the

talking.

 

 

 

After thoroughly testing their merit, we have taken

over the exclusive leasing rights for NATIONAL TAXI

METERS, manufactured by the National Taximeter Co.

of N. J. They record the tariff from each trip, the bag

gage charges, daily receipts, number of trips, total

number of miles run and distance run when not recording.

They have a special means of non-recording for delays

occasioned by repairs. Write for our special proposition

if cars are equipped with Ajax Tires.

 

 

AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER COMPANY

General Officee: I176 Broadway, New York Olty

BRANCHES

Denver, Col., 1529 Cleveland l'laceN. Y. City, N. E. Cor. 57th St. and B'way

Boston, 15 Park Square

Kansas City, Mo., 1422 Grand Ave.

Seattle, 1102 Broadway.

Milwaukee Agents: GOODYEAR RUBBER COMPANY

Feetoriee: Trenton, N. J.

San Francisco, 438 Market St. Philadelphia, 316 No. Broad St.

Los Angeles, 1038 So. Main St. Detroit, 743 Woodward Ave.

Chicago, 1418 Michigan Ave.

 

 
  

 

“RAJAH”

SPARK PLUGS
IGNITION ABSOLUTELY SURE

RAJAII AUTO SUPPLY GONPANY

BLOOMFIELD, NEW JERSEY, U. S. A.

(Watseuing Station, D., L. & W. R. R.)

 

  

 

   

Eifl r.

The newest thing in screw drivers is the B. & 8. “all lteel." Com

nlete in ONE PIECE, handle and all. Light and durable. The moot

sensible screw driver ever made. Don’t fail to get circular.

THE BILLINGS & SPENCER CO., Hartford, Conn.

  

r—rnr'n-lcn

 

 

 
  

lee Your Car a Good Name

by tuning

SUPPLEMENTARY

SPIRAL SPRINGS
Change a bone-shaker and a lpring~brellter into an easy riding, real luto

mobile in which you can take pride and your passenger! comfort. The use

of S. S. S. change I near-good car to a real good car and add the finilhing

touch of luxury to the best cars. Our booklet tells you all about them,

and in yours for the asking. Write for it.

SUPPLEMENTARY SPIRAL SPRING G .,“€€ BSL'TS'JA’.‘

I New York Branch, Removed to Motor Mart Building. (Larger Quurtern.)

  

  

 

iiéi‘is‘l'éfim MOTORCYCLES

The Bicycling World

aleIotorcyole Review

WILL INTEREST YOU

PUlLlllllD EVIIY SATI'IDAY AT

l54 NASSAU STRBBT, NEW YORK

$2,. 52:;er Coploo

 

 

 

  

l 
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Should The

be on Sland

yom. art] of

— the

car orld

  

  

Not an accessory—but a

proven necessity. Should

he as much a part 01 your

car as its springs or tires.

For argument’s sake, suppose that

Truffault-Hartford Shock Absorbers had

not been an integral part of every car in

every great International Road Race, Glidden

Tour or Endurance Contest.

Suppose that twenty prominent manufact

urers did not make the Trufiault-Hartford a

part of their standard equipment, then if we

showed you letters from men who have

used the

TRUFFAULT'HARTFURB
SHOCK ABSORBER

and these men told you that broken springs were unknown,

that all troubles due to vibration, jar and jolt were elim

inated and that their cars ran smoothly at high speed on

roads that, without Trufiault-Hartford Shock Absorbers

would be impossible,—if we did this,—you would equip

your car, wouldn‘t you?

WE CAN DO THIS—we have just such letters and

proofs from hundreds of satisfied owners that the Truf

faultHartford Shock Absorber does more than we claim.

Then consider that twenty prominent manufacturers do

make the TrufiauIt-Hartford part of their can—that’s the

best proof we know that they should be on m car.

Tell us the make, model and year of your car and let

us arrange to equip it with these “life-savers.” At any

rate. send for our catalogue and other literature, n)w—

today.

HARTFORD ’SUSPENSION COMPANY
164 BAY STREET, JERSEY CITY, N. .I.

Branches In NEW YORK—212 to 214 West 88!]: SI.

BOSTON—319 Columbus Avenue

 

' of these vulcanizers?

 

  

THE IMPROVED

Auto Heck-Trick Vulcanizer
ISA

TIME AND MONEY SAVER

  

How much does it cost yeu a year for tube and casing

repairs? \Nliy not save all this expense by investing in one

  

You don't have to be an expert to operate it. Simply

follow the directions and you'll be surprised how easy it is to

make repairs that have been costing you from 50c. to $5700

each at the repairman’s.

  

Hundreds of these instruments are now in use in gar

ages and among owners all over the country. Start now to

cut down your repair bills for the new year.

Price complete with 2 00 Special discounts

repair material ' to dealers

 

JAMES L. GIBNEY 8r. BRO_, """hcwnr

PHILADELPHIA, U. 8. A.
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‘23 MARION FLYER
"THE CAR WITH CLASS”

$1,050.00

/
Price Includes -‘ _ .3/ Price Includes

  
  
 

 

High Tension - ‘ ' ‘-‘ , ‘i i _; " Large

Magneto V a , i , e 7 Headlights

and l ‘ i _ 7 ' " ’ and

34x3%" .- v_ ' i i' “- ____ / w 1 7 Prat-O-Lite

Q. D. Tires _ ‘ ' ' ._ Tank
Tonneau can be removed In five mlnlltes,

leaving platlorm lor baggage or rumble ml

 
 
  

  
Write [or Specifications to

MARION MOTOR CAR- SALES COMPANY, Indianapolis, Ind.

  

  

 B THE “JEWEL 40”

THE SUCCESS OF

The Non-Sklddlng Car

Slevens-Duryea Sixes
was instantaneous and UNIFORMLY

GOOD and STEVENS-DURYEA have

ever proven synonymous—year after year.

The design of STEVENS-DURYEA Six

Cylinder Car, when first made in 1905. was

so perfectly worked out in the Drafting

Room that no changes in the mechanism

have been found necessary up to date.

The New Model Y

6-40 Horsepower 6 Cylinder

  

 

 

    

 

 

 

' SPECIFICATIONS

ENGINE—Rutenbur. WHEEL BASE—120'.

_ _ l _ _ BORE AND STROKE—4%x5" WHEELS-35",

Will irresistibly appeal to all exacting and IGNl'I‘l(C)N—-Double—Bleach:l Ma - legkcoodyear’ DilmomL Find

discriminating Autoists. Built by the pion
e°§gff§°Yt c°‘ '" E" ° 520?“? Hlnford. 36:" from.

ecr Six Cylinder Automobile Mnnnfactur- LUBRI AT_IOI~?_—Self contained Bogy_s"::;‘ l"
- system With 011 level pump in e p eager“

ers of this country. crank cam WEIGHT—3.00011».

TRANSMISSION—Selective t e, PRICE—“£0000 wmplete withP R I C E 4. 0 0 0 i 3 a code forward and reverse. yp top. Hartford Shock Absorben,

’ ’ ’ BEARTNGS—Timken Roller. Prest-O-Lite gas tank. 9" Rush

Denna/ration: prove (ll/rue say. FRONT AXLE—One piece drop more Search li hte, aide hme

forging. _ and tail lamp ouble tire iron.

REA AXLE-~Full floating type. and trunk ra

EN WWW ""5 Write it). can”.

" ,9 Massachusetts

Members Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers. C0" Massmon'd; a New York Agency, JEWELL MOTOR CAR COMPANY, 1662 Broadway.
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NATIONAL

l SHOW

will be held as usual at

Under the auspices of the NATIQNAL ASSOCIATlQN 0F

AUTOMOBlLE MANUFACTURERS, lNC.

February 6 w 13

in the Coliseum and First Regiment Armory, with all the lead—

ing makers of Motor Cars, Motor Cycles and Accessories as exhibitors.

THE USUAL COURTESIES WILL BE EXTENDED TO VISITING AGENTS.

5' A' MILES’ Manager steer"

All the Manufacturers in One Show

eeeeseeeee

Min
We
STAND THE TEST @

  

  

SPECIFY

Heinze ignition ap

paratus on your

l909 car and get

THE BEST

MADE.

@

 

@
  

write "3 if your because they combine in

v.dealer does not ' absolute harmony all that

tcarry them. it. A is best in bearing design,

material and construction.

Heinze Electric 60.

LOWELL, MASS.

 
 

 
Makers of

COILS, TIMERS.

@

@
New Catalog Ready

MAGNETOS, SPARK

@ StandaLliuii‘ilgirmheir_ing 00. Q

meeeeeeeeee

 

.i— _

' \5
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’- ' ' If your car is wired with PACKARD ENAMELED

IGNITION CABLE you can be dead sure you will have

no trouble so far as the wiring is concerned.

THE PHQKHRD ELEQTRIQ @OMPI-INY, 303 Dana Hve., WARREN, OHIO

 
 

 

 

"Nader A.O.Smith Company

MAKERS OF

  

When at the Show Um“,

do not fail to aee the

TUCKAHOE

GREASE GUN

THE OIL THAT

...°.'§.Z§I§$I’Z§ ... PRESSED STEEL
popularity

you NAglE‘ The can I: RAM ES

LL

NAME THE GRADE _

mam; ONLY BY (Capwty 100,000 per annum.)

CHAS. F. KELLOM a 00. Heavy and Difficult Stampingsonly self-filling combination oiler and

grease gun. Can be filled with grease “3 ABM' 5‘" Phlhdfll'h“ front and Rear Axlgs

oeton Branch.

in three seconds. Regulated by throw- “'l-Jl‘ftlth 234 Columbua Avenue. Steering Columns

ing a latch. Its use insures quick oil- Transmissions Selective and

ing and clean hands. Lower in price Progl’.essive

than others. Write for circular.

 

New and very meritorious. The

  

  

 

 
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Multiple Disc Clutches

Manufactured and sold by the THE GYROSCOPE CAR sun: oun cxrnarr

The Slmpleat Automobile ln the World. Coliaeum, Chicago, Space 6.

Rubly Mfg' eompany USO—The Price—$750. “a 0mm," at

TUCKAHOE, N_ y_ ovxoscon au'rouomcn co. one.) A.0 SMITH C0. Mllwaukeo,Wlo:

Gyroacope Bldg.,

131 Wen sm- St. New York City.

I 8 All! STAIUIIID

Tll'e Troubles? avoxn accxnun'rs ,GH 1., was.

Uso Pormanlt by mu m ii‘lg’afifi (5%? Sin:
der motors, 10 to 45

horsepower. T h e

are equipped wit

self-contained oiling

system and r e a d y

to r attaching mag

neto. Higheat

grade workmanship.

efficient, d u r a h l e

and simple. Also

_ . clutches and trans

muaiona. Send for catalogue.

OUNTIIIEITAL llllTllli "Hi. 00., Iuslegtn. Mich.

gtH h h nth -E a g t H II K. FRANKLIN PETERSON, Western Repreaeat

ONE Quality for ALL Model: ative, 166 E. Lake St., Chicago, in

Demonstrated before Board '
of Governors Harrisburg r1 Way No Glarc ShadC

Big" gl'bpfft‘i'éu atriat'm‘: w‘hieh'addebto tthe effilcleney ol the lampefl and new

ADOLF KARL & co" Kare mm :11 mg o_t er ueere o the big IIYL Can

_ e fitted to any existing lamp.

“7" w“"‘“§§2€..§£'u, J, PEERLESS moron CAR co.

"0 to 224 W. “at St., NEW YORK

  

 

  

  

 

ONE '95“ k" ALL 3‘17". 4‘40 Roadster. Price, "000. T- L WETZEL-sfulffm geniesgltvive, 29 West 42d

wrl" lot 190’ Cluhl- that made the run lrom Philadel hia to Sa- ' cw or ' ' -

THE DAYTON MOTOR CAR CO., vannah Ga..'March 5th to 18th, 1 rough mud ~ 4———i' a i . s a
 

Dlymn, 0, up to the radiator, heating all previoue reeorda.

YORK MOTOR CAR CO., York, Pa. 

 

 
 

 OAKLAND 
 

Wheels fitted with _ _ 40 H. P. Four Cylinder, Shaft Drive, $1,600.

0 The Low Price of the High-Quality

OAKLAND MOTOR CAR CO.,

L am be rt (221 r Pontiac, Mich.
 

is made mnible by the low coat of the ' r‘

in lhm“: days “mg Inquire of your nearest Lambert etion transmission, which is more elli
 

ealen cient than any type of complicated, expeneive gear

CONTINENTAL CAOUTCHOUC C0. "ansm'sswn'

1788-90 Broadway New York City BUCKEYE MFG. COMPANY. Audareon, Ind. .

re [60011106110
I x - The Locomobile Company of America,

1 Run. . ( :ABLE Our Cable Card Bridsem Cm

Illustrating ll Varieties of ca

' ble in actual sizes mailed up

 

 
 

 

 

  

 

  

  

 

 

on request.

This is No. 154 P., Two-Way,

Cambric Covered.

154 P—Two-Way Cambric Covered, 15c. loot.

T§,:.'.;’,‘dp' gt’ifimfle' PIRELLI & CO., 296 Broadway, New York

 

  

5 AV E POW E R

a'rnoeo aeolian: man
It In: concur mooano

DIAMOND I"I'M" & "Fe. (:0.

1:” w. Goon“ SL'Wm
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l INTAKE . EXHAU ST

*ltihfllgcirwm

  

RADIATORS.

ANDWATER PIPESHartford.v Conn.,

 

 
 

It is not possible for any chain to be

better than

BALDWIN CHAINS
BALDWIN CHAIN & MFG. CO.,

Worcester, Mass.

 

 

 

 

 

 

FRANKLIN

Automobiles

Does Franklin air-cooling cool? Over 5,000

Franklins are in active use. Catalogue tells

what else it does. Write tor it.

llFlANlflJN “0.00.. Syracuse,N.Y.

WE WILL NOT

accept your contract unless we can give you the

delivery you require. We will not accept more

contracts than we can fill with proper attention to

each. We make Pressed Steel Frames and Auto

mobile Stampings.

THE HYDRAULIC PRESSED STEEL 60..

Cleveland, Ohio.

 
 

Gasolene and

W Electric

Automobiles

ARE MADE BY

ELECTRIC VEHICLE co., Hartford, fonn.

 
 

  

 

 

. l l , O O O , O O 0

worth ol experience behind the new

‘l,5°0 MITCHELL

This price includes 300 worth of extra auto

mobile vnlue not inclu ed in other cars selling at

this rice. Learn what it is. Write to-dsy for de

tail dcscri tion.

HIT HELL MOTOR CAR CO.,

Standard Manufacturers A. M. C. M. A.

574 Mitchell St., Racine, Wis.

 

 

 

 

AUGUST OFELDT & f ONS

Manufacturers of Coil, Water Tube and

Flash Boilers.

KEROSENE AND GASOLINE BURNERS.

Oflice: 123 Liberty St, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Write for Catalogue.

  

 

 

BLEVELlNLl SPARK PLUGS
“They Shoot 1: Flame."

CLEVELAND SPARK PLUG 00.

CLEVELAND, OH")

  

 

 

The “Gotham” STA-RITE will end your

spark {log

t r o n lea.

Soot can't

‘ stick to the

p o r celain.

Won't short-circuit. Never leaks. Can be

taken apart and cleaned with ease. Of deal.

ers, or direct, $1.00

THE R. F- HARDY CO., 2! W. Old St. New York.

At Chicago Show, Coliseum, Space No. 56.

  

 

 

Rid of Tlro Troubles

Try a Set of

0&JIIRIES

Cot,

  

 

HAVE YOU III"

THE PERFECTION WRENCH?

The newest and best wrench made: all steel—great

strength: instantly adjusted; easily and uiekly oper

ated: positive grip' immense time. troub e. and tem

' per saver: beat "all round tool" ever olered tor sale.

“You will want one when you see it."

For circular address,

THE PERFECTION WRENCH CO.,

Box no. son cuss'rsn. n. Y. .

 

@112 £11511 LRélfiiéltUl'

THE BUSH MANUFACTURING CO.

HARTFORD.CONN.

  

    
  

'I'Jw

  

MICHELIN TIRE COMPANY

HILLTOWN. N. J.

   

 

 

‘III ADI! M0‘l'0ll CAR ()0.

lending. Pl.

 
THOMAS SHOCK ABSORBERS

on your automobile mean more _comfort.

speed. safety, economy. _Prove it at our

expense. 30 days free tnal.

BUFFALO SPECIALTY CO.,

:40 Ellicott St. ausrano, N. Y.

 

  
 

A SUPERB LINE OF CARS—

NTSHdl? A NO s O N

" 0 an 00 eep— a Hill 1‘ St "Z-Cylinder and 4-Cylinderoo up.

Runabouts. Roadsters. Touring Cars,

I! H. P., 24 H. P.. 80 H. P. and 36 H. P.

Prices, $850, $950, ".150 and $2,000.

“0K8” AUTOIMILE 00.. laalssn. Ilsll.

 

 

  
 

 

 

  

 

Steel Tires
Full ol Air.

Tire expense cut in two.

Cannot Blow Out, Rim Cut

or Puncture.

As Flexible as Rubber

Anti-Skid.

That part ol a tire with a

blowout or a rim cut in it

will last longer than any

other part if encircled by a

lew sections 0! steel.

Thousands in use.

Klmball Tm 0m 00.

I72 Broadway

counoll Bluffs, Iowa

  

 

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, New York

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

Che motor Worlb

for one year, commencing with the issue0L“

Name

Address
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EMPIRE AUTOMOBILE ’I‘IRE COMPAN Y , Trenton), N. J.

WKNCHES—Newark 264 Halse SL; Detroit, 842 Woodward Ave: Boston, 292 Devonshire SL; Chicago, 20 Li Salle St., 1301 Michigan

Ave.; New York 73d st. & Broa way; 148 Chambers St. AGENCIES—Pittsburg, Consumers‘ Auto Supply 0 , Kansas Ciéy, Mo., Ernp re

Tire & Rubber 60.; Atlanta, Ga., Dunham Rubber Co - Cleveland, 0.. Motor Supp}! Agency Co.; Nor 01k. Va., Wm. H. rover; Denver,

u

h

  

 

 

Denver Auto Goods Co.‘ Jacksonville. Fla., Savell Ruhher Co.; Philade] hia, Penn to Su ply Co.; Los An eleo Cal., Pacific Elec. Wk|.;

Bufialo, N. Y., Empire éales Co.; Minnea olis,‘ Empire Tire 8: Rubber 0.; Savan . A. Teetard.
  

 
 

    
 
    

Ga., arris Tire Co.; ew érleana, La., H

    

   

 

I . F-f'i' - <2 4""

6 Swings;

    

HAT DISTANCE m A PACKARD CAR.THEY ARE BACK |N

HE cm WITHOUT EVEN acne scwco

STILL RUNNING RUNNNG STLL.

\__
\'   

i For Automobile Bodies, Dashes, Guards, Bonnets,

Battery Boxes, Drip Pans, Mufflers, Etc.

'l'RONG—DURABLE

CALELESS—RUS'I'LESS

MOOTll—PAIN'I‘ ADHERES FIRMLY

A Metal 'l'hat'g‘A Time anrtleoney Sulei

Tlm STARK ROLLING MILL COMPANY. cnu'rou. omo

 

  

  

 

 
 

 
 

FBINGS m the_AlIIQMUBILE_ IBADE
  

Thousands of our

Spring Clips

are now in use,

having been sup

plied to the leading

automobile manu

facturers.

Have you secured our prices?

K°k°m°Jn¢ THE M. SEWARD SUNS COMPANY, New Haven. Conn.

 

 

or

w

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

THIS AND TWO OTHER “FOURS”

—AND A 50 HORSEPOWER “SIX”!

Proved and recognized successes, with a service record. Offered in 25

horsepower, 30-35 horsepower, 40 horsepower, and the 6-cylinder 50 horse

power. All fitted with oil pan base. Equipped for magneto attachment.

 
 

“Rutenber” Motors and Carburetors, Clutches and fans

 

The Western MOtOI‘ CO., Logansport, Ind

‘fl
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G 00]) design; a careful selection of scientifically tested materials; the

exercise of greatest care in the manufacture of component parts;

painstaking skill in their assembly, and a system of final inspection so
 

comprehensive and complete that anything under IOO per cent. perfect

cannot get through—that's Steams production.

ql Our new I530 is for those who would have a strictly high quality car at price and

of power somewhat under the 30-60 horsepower model.

1] Catalogued at 15-30 it develops close to 40 horsepower and, while of comparative

light weight, is so staunch and sturdy that it will “stand up," as a good car should,

even under unusual conditions of service.

1] And, like our 30-60 (which is accepted as the standard of excellence in America),

this new l5-30 model represents extreme high quality in every line and fiber.

1]] It is shalt drive, and designed to accommodate town and touring bodies.

11] in our 30-60 horsepower model purchasers are given side chain or shaft drive option.

(1] Demonstration by appointment.

THE F. B. STEARNS CO., Cleveland, th0
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Real Quality

Versus Hot Air

STEWART

SPEEDOMETERS

owe their tremendous popularity to the tact that

they are built to last and to give satisfaction.

Hundreds0! Dealers Q

have cut out all he St m J (other lines and are stocking Stewart

Speedometers exclusively. No shatt

trouble or other annoyances.

 

 

 

 

  

  

Where the Famous Stewart Flexible

Shaft is Made.

 

 

5 Year Absolute Guarantee

READ OUR LITERATURE. YOURS FOR THE ASKING.

Stewart & Clark Mtg. Co.

509 Diversey Boulevard, Chicago, [1]., U. S. A.
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proclamation!

T0 TRUCK OWNERS EVERYWHERE

 
 

 

THREE years ago when we applied the first Dual Side-Wire tire in America, we believed

that we were introducing the newest and best thing obtainable 1n the shape of a

MOTOR TIRE. And we were—the best thing up to that time. But times change; and we

pride ourselves on trying to keep abreast of them. Careful study and observation of the solid

tire situation abroad, have firmly convinced us that the side wire tire is now a back num

ber and must graciously step aside for the newer and better product.

W E accordingly beg to announce that we are now manufacturing a NEW tile. which

for service, security and resiliency, completely eclipses the side wire type. It is the

(Bibnev Wireless (Iboth Eire

.Li.‘ll i ‘. F yl‘lflw; > vw‘

  

I \I

"'3
  

I" ‘ ‘

, wmmmu i;
  

CROSS SECTION — DUAL TYPF,

' ‘ HIS is not an untried experiment. These tires have been the standard of Continental

Europe for the past five years. They have triumphed abroad; they will make good here.

 

WRITE FOR OUR PRICES AND OUR COST PER

MILE GUARANTEE--IT WILL INTEREST YOU

JAMES L. GIBNEY AND BROTHER

PHILADELPHIA, PA . U. S. A.

 

 
 

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE
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This Tire Will Give

You The Best Service

There may be other tires on the market that prob

ably look from outside appearance to be as good as the

G 86 I, but if you will get sections of the different

tires and compare the quality of rubber, its toughness,

and the manner in which it is embedded into the

meshes of the fabric you will note there is a difference.

After making this comparison and also noting care

fully the general construction, you will not wonder

why so many are specifying G 86 J Tires.

GaJIna:Co.
, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

 

  

  

Detroit, 256 efiqnon Ave.

Chiea o, 143 Michi _n_Ave.

New ork’ 10 W. lxtlcth St.

San Francisco, 414 Van Ness Ave.

Denver, 1541 Cleveland Place.

Buffalo, 912 Main St.

Philadelphia, 713 Broad _St.

Los Angeles, 1010 S. Mam St.

Minneapolis. 21 S. Second St.

Omaha, 1607 Harney St.

Atlanta,_3$ N. Pryor t.

at. Loma. 415 N. Fourth St.

Boston, 110 Federal St.

Portland _326 Burnside Ave.

Kansas bug. 1607 Grand Ave.

Cleveland. 26 Frankfort Ave.

Plttsburg, Burn 8: Beatty Sta.
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MADE BY

 

  

One Price, $2,000. F. O. B.Rochester.

TOURING OAR, ROADSTER, TOY TONNEAU

A genuinely good car cannot be made and sold for less than $2,000. By this we mean a car like

the Selden, containing nothing but the best of materials, workmanship and finish. A car that the

manufacturer can stand behind and guarantee for at least a year against any imperfections in work

manship or material.

We buy only the best materials, employ only skilled labor and pay particular attention to de

tails and finish, thereby producing a strictly high-grade car at the lowest possible price.

The up-keep and maintenance of a medium-priced car like the Selden is within the reach of any

man of moderate means and the value of the car does not depreciate like that of the lower priced cars.

This is the point to be considered by every purchaser.

The Selden Car is a 4-cylinder 28-30 horsepower (developing 37 horsepower) five passenger

Touring Car or three passenger Roadster, with 114-inch wheel base, 34-inch wheels, shaft drive, se

lective control, pressed steel frame, metal body, fully equipped.

Superb riding, roomy tonneau, luxurious upholstery, smooth running, great hill-climber, flexible

and easily handled, economical in maintenance and up-keep, fine finish, stylish and attractive.

THE COMING OAR OF MODERATE PRIOE

Catalog and Agency proposition upon request. Agencies wanted everywhere.

SELDEN MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY

GEO. B. SELDEN, PI'BB- Members Amdltiol Licensed Automobile Manuhcturerl. N' Y'
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INTER-STA'IE TOURING CAR, , v .

“no - 1' I! ~ There [5 speed, com

fort and safety in

every INTER-STATE

Car—the permanent, en

during rar at a price but lit

tle highe; than the price of

t e m p o r a r y , makeshift cars.

,.

r

HE INTER-STATE motor is of the most eficient type—four-cylinder, 4% x S—water cooled, with extra

large water jacket spaces—cylinders cast in pairs—valves located in pockets on the right side of the motor

and all mechanically operated from th'~ same cam shaft. The motor is of 35-40 horsepower an"- drives the

car at from 5 to 60 miles an hour on high gear. Speed enough for anybody.

INTER'STATE comfort is assured by 40-inch full elliptic scroll springs in the rear and 42-inch semi

elliptic springs in front, all of best steel—large wheels, 34-inch artillery, fitted with 4-ineh tires.

Extremely careful construction and perfect control give the INTER-STATE greatest safety. name is

pressed from special stock cold rolled steel, thoroughly braced. Front axle, “I” beam drop forged in one piece

Rear axle, reliable semi-floating type With large axle shafts. Four brakes 12 inches in diameter on rear hubs,

internal expanding and external contracting, lined with camel's hair.

The highest standard of quality is maintained in every detail of the INTER-STATE and at $17.50 the

INTER-STATE complethwith Eisemann Magneto—ll the biggest value on the 1909 market.

At the Chico o Show—The full line of INTER-STATE Automobiles—Standard Touring Car Deni-Ton

réehau. D011lee 6Rluam le Roadster, Single Rumble Roadster, and Tourabout—will be exhibited at the Coliseum,

icago, 'e . - .

Dealers and Agents—Write for our proposition.

$17M)
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You—Who Use Auto Tires

—You———who want the BEST. but are in doubt

——You—who are “from Missouri” and must be shown

—You—who prefer proofs to conversation

LISTEN:

Eight Hundred of the Thousand Taxicabs in

New York City—and owned by several competing

companies—have contracted for Goodyear Tires

to be used exclusively.

Because, in actual mileage shown by evidence

of the Taximeter, and by minimum of trouble

and repairs as shown by the “trouble sheets”—

Goodyear Tires cost AWAY LESS PER MILE

than any one of the dozens of other makes tested in

competition.

——And the same is true of the Taxicabs of all the

large Eastern cities. Eight out of ten are using

Goodyear Tires exclusively.

Now—the Climax

At the A. M. C. M. A. Show were 160 American

cars, equipped with the pneumatic tires of 13 diFfer

ent makers.

If evenly distributed, each tire manufacturer

would have equipped 8% of the cars.

Now note this—

16% of these cars were equipped with Good

year Tires—DOUBLE 'l HE NORMAL PRO

PORTION.

Why .P

Pure, unadulterated GOODNESS was responsible

—not price—for Goodyear Tires cost a little more

than most tires on the market—for a reason.

And Still Another Climax

You know all about Quick Detachable Rims—

how they make fixing a puncture or changing tires

an easy job—if the Rims themselves are RIGHT

and STAY SO.

Goodyear Quick Detachable Rims are simplest,

safest, sturdiest——the only rims that can be taken

off and put back without special tools. We have

proved this conclusively wherever we could get a

motorist to listen.

Here’s Further Proof

Goodyear Quick Detachable Rims were

used on 51% of the American cars on which

Detachable Rims of ANY KIND were used.

Which means that more Goodyear Quick

Detachable Rims were used than all other quick

detachable rims COMBINED

* * >l< *

It goes without saying that this Goodyear Land

slide—on both Tires and Quick Detachable Rims—

was not ACCIDENTAL.

There’s an interesting story behind it all—of

repair bills reduced—of tires making 15,000 to

20,000 miles each—of tire troubles of all kinds cut

down, until those who insist on Goodyear equip

ment always start on a trip with confidence and

return rejoicing. ‘

It’s a story you ought to hear in full.

Write for our helpful book, “How to Select an

Auto-Tire,” or call in at our nearest Branch Store.

We’d like to tell the story to you by letter or in person.

It will teach you how to save money and trouble.

 

 

THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO., Arthur Street. Akron, Ohio

261 Dartmouth St.; Cincinnati, Ohio, 317 E. 5th St.; Los Angeles, Cal,

York Cit , 64th St. and Broadway; S '

MO 2005

, N. Y., 719 Main St.;

2010 Farnam St.; \Vashington, D. C.,

90 . Pryor SL; Louisville Ky.. 1049-5] Third St.‘ New Orleans, La., 706-16 Barrone SL; Memkphis, Tenn, 181-5 Mad

.; Dallas, Tex., 111 Akard St; Denver. é0l0., 28 W. Colfax Ave.; Baltimore, Md. 991

Mo., 16th and NIch Sta; St. Joseph, Mo., 316-2l N. 2d St.;Indianapolis, Ind., 208-10 S. Illinois St.; Providence,

BRANCHES AND AGENCIES—Boston, Mass. _

932 S. Main SL; Philadelphia, Pa., Broad and bairmont Ave; New

Cal., 506 Golden Gate 1\ve.; Chicago. IIL, 80-82 Michi nn Ave;

188-192 23th St.; St. Louis, Mo., 3 35-7 Olive St.; Bu alo

bur , Pa., 5988 Centre Ave.; Omah'i, Neb.

Cleveland,

icon

366 Fountain St.

an I-rancisco.

Euclid Ave.; Milwaukee, Wis.,

etroit, Mich, 251 Jefferson Ave; Pitts»

1026 Connecticut Ave.‘ Atlanta, Ga,

ark Ave.; Kinsas Cit .

R r”.
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"Locking the door alter the pony is stolen”

is a good deal like postponing the use of

Columbia Lock Nuts
Now

 

for it's only a postponement at best. Why not take a double—twist on

the forelock of old Father Time and incorporate the use of Columbia

Lock Nuts in your construction BEFORE
  

  

 

 

you have occasion for regrets? Columbia

Lock Nuts are in general use and are

regarded as a necessity by some of the

biggest railroad systems in the country.

They ought to be a double necessity on

automobiles. They are already used by

many prominent makers. They should

  

 

  

      

 

  

   

 

 

 

be used on every automobile everywhere.

qIColumbia Lock Nuts simply cannot work loose. Vibration, even

the constant vibration of solid tires, cannot affect or loosen

them. They are automobile insurance of the very best

kind and their cost is not a factor. Let us prove our case.

|

COLUMBIA NUT & BOLT COMPANY

Bridgeport, Connecticut
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Selling Fast vs. Selling Sure.

The cheap cars that include (on paper) everything that is in

the costly ones sell like hot cakes to the unwary. Tim the com

plaints and free repair demands pour in and the paper profits of

the agent vanish.

The Haynes, costing $3,000, is not a cheap car. Better yer, it

is not a cheapened car. Whatever is lacking in it as compared

with a costlier car has been omitted entirely as a needleSs

 

7‘ luxury. Whatever is put into the car is absolutely up to top

notch standard. There is not a single, solitary unwise

economy in the Haynes anywhere. Consequently the

Haynes is reliable. It does not sell as rapidly as its

low~priced rival, but it does not some back to bother

the serenity of the agent after it is sold.

The Haynes agent plans a big salesroom

-—and a small shop.

Our record for building ears that run is a logical

result of a steady conservative policy that began

sixteen years ago when we built the first American

automobile. Haynes cars stav on the road—the

regularity of our victories in reliability contests tells

that. In consequence we have an established good

will based on the satisfaction or past

customers and this good wrll means rep

utation and backing for the agent

Haynes Automobile Co. 59.52%?

Oldest Automobile Manulacturera in America.

42 Highest Awards and Perfect Scores.

Member A. L. A. M.

New York—1715 Broadway.Chicago——l702 Michigan Ave. I
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Why The Remy Magneto

Is The Highest Grade

Ignition System For

American Motor

“““"~ "ii-300* ‘WlhiL'J-ib— “"b‘e. “F‘H-‘D
  

American ingenuity has so simplified the design of ignition

Magneth that the highest grade product obtainable. partic

ularly for American cars, is the American product

The Remy 1909 High Tension Magneto easily proves this

claim. Compare the Remy with any foreign product.

It has larger margins in its construction, electrically and me

chanically, and does not have any delicate or sensitively

adjusted parts.

It provides for a double ignition system, consisting of both

Magneto and battery, in the simplest possible way, not re—.

quiring additional wiring of any kind. as do all imported

Magnetos where double ignition is used.

What quality for

satisfactory re

sults has the im

ported Magneto

that the Remy

has not?

  

s--. up». “If ,

Show

  

Cars

On the other hand, the Remy alone has the broad margin so

necessary to ignition equipment of a car used in America. for

neglect, abuse, oil, water, dirt, etc.

The Remy gives steady, dependable service, where the best

of the delicately constructed, sensitively adjusted foreign

Magnetos fail. '

Simplicity is not only desirable—it is essential in ignition for

use on American roads. '

Magnetos from over the sea may give service when installed

at the foreign factory—when constantly cared for by spe

cially trained mechanicians, thoroughly familiar with their

complications—and when used on the fine highways of

Europe.

But the big majority of motorists in America cannot have the

imported Magneto under any such favorable circumstances.

§e_e it at The Chicag

The American motorist needs an ignition system that he

or his chauffeur can understand—a system that doesn't

get out of order—-one that insures positive firing under

any and all conditions—mam: muddy country road—the

rugged hill climb—the long tour far away from the gar

age or the protecting care of the expert.

THAT'S THE REMY.

Not a detail is slighted in Remy construction to make

it the highest grade and most dependable Magneto equip

ment possible.

  

  

More Remy Magnetos have been sold for this season

than all others combined.

  
    

To date more than 20,000 Remy Magneth have been con

tracted for on minimum specified deliveries for 1909 cars.

We are the oldest builders of High Tension Mignetos in

the world.

The Remy Magnetos are used on the highest priced

American cars, and also on th: popular small runabouts.

  

~~‘iv.411.1»snag-5,

  

  

There has never been a failure on the part ot the. Remy

Magneto in a single racing event, hill climbing contest

or endurance contest of any kind, to our knowledge.

Yet the Remy can be sold for l lower pnce than foreign

Alagnctos.

This is due in part to the heavy duty on the imported

Magneto. When you buy an imported Magneto, you pay

the duty. Our lower price is also due to the better man

ufacturing methods in America. The highest class of

work, and the more rapid work is done here.

In the recent Savannah Automobile Races the Remy

Magneto took the place of imported Magneto: which

had broken down, and gave perfect results.

Write us for illustration and full description of our

new High Tension Magneto. We build Magnetos in such

large quantities that we can make you very attractive

prices.

ADDRESS DEPARTMENT 90

REMY ELECTRIC CQMPANY, Anderson, Ind.

We have opened a branch office at Thoroughfare Bldg., Broadway and 57th St., New York City.

Chicago Coliseum Show, Gallery Space No. 65.

More Remy Magneth than all others—rforeign and Amer

ican combinediarc in actual use on American cars.    
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MODEL 30.

Single Rumble Roadster. 4cylinder,

30 H. P.

 

WE shall Exhibit
MODEL 30.

Double Bucket Roadster, 4-cylinder, " J {7511" all these Models at

30 H. P.

the Chicago Show

MODEL 32 \‘h‘ "A," ‘. ___ lFive Passenger Tonneau, Hylinder, _. i i y k.

30 H. P.

 

WILLYS-SIX.

Four Passenger Toy Tonneau, 6-cylinder, 1',

45 H. P. '

 

 

MODEL "0 COUPE K ’ a i O V E R L AN D

Price includes regular Single Rumble ' ‘ in

Roadster Body, 4-cylinder, 30 H. P. "

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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THE MEASURE OF

TIRE QUALITY

is not alone length of service,

but also kind of service.

A tire that has to be coaxed by frequent

visits to a repair shop is an inferior tire, even

tho it may last a total of three, five or

seven thousand miles.

MORGAN & WRIGHT TIRES
. are long-lived tires, but the length of service

is secured in the making of the tires, and
 

and not by frequent doctoring by the users.

They stand up as only tires can that are

'made as Morgan & Wright tires are. And

our rigid system of inspection protects you

from any and all possible defects.

MORGAN 84 WRIGHT, Detroit

Branches, Agencies or Dealers“ Everywhere.
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Proven. Not Prophesied

The sterling merit of Marmon construction, the

durability of Marmon cars, and the reliability of

Mam-ion service are well known throughout

American motordom. _

With these vital_attribute~. carefully built in—

not left to chance in mere assembling—the Mar

mon “Thirty-two" presents a notable value to the

thou htful buyer. Light, p0v_verful,_ and embody

ing a l_the k_nown best thing ._ in design and equip

ment, it invites the most critical comparison with

anything on wheels at $3,500 or less.

Motor, 4 Cyl. 456x456. Water-cooled. 32-40 H. Y. Three

int au port. Ignition, Bosch H. T. Magneto, duel eyetem.

ubrica on, Marmon system of automatic foroe teed thro ll

hollow crankshaft. Drive, straight line shaft. Sel ve

transmission and rear axle one corn act unit, very accessible

Lar e brakes, effective and very urable. Material abso

lute y the best of everything, including, Krupp and route

Nickel Steels. Hess-Bright imported all bearings. Tlree,

Q. D.,34x4. Wheel base, 112 in. Weigh 2100 lbs. ulp

ment. complete and hi h-claas. Bodies S eet Metal. our»

ing Car seats five; uburban (detac able tonnean) seats

iéiur; Roadster seats two. Also Coupe or Limousine Town

or.

(Va r M o n "Fifty" (Sewn Paumgnr), $3.750.

Nordylie & Marmon C0. (Egg?) Indianapolis, Ind.

SMndarn'M/rr. A. M. C. M, A.

At Chitllo Show, February 5-ll.

The Easiest Riding Car In The World

The"Thirty-Two"Roadster, $ 24-004

IT WILL PAY YOU TO INVESTIGATE

THE

1909
THE LINE IS BETTER AND MORE COMPLETE THAN

Model 9-35, 4-cyl.,

Model 9-40, 4-cyl.,

EVER

4% x 4%, 5-passonger Touring Car . . .

5 x 5, 5-passenger Touring Car . . .

Model 9-50, 6-eyl., 4% x434, 7-passenger Touring Car . . . $4,200

Model 9-60, 6-cyl., 5 x 5, T-passengor Touring Car . . . $5,000

Each National has the well-knovVn National Ball-bearing Motor with new crank

case oilcr, two ignition systems (Bosch Magneto and Storage Battery) and all

other tried and proven features of high grade modern motor car construction.

Any of the above models ca'n be furnished with Baby Tonneau body or asa Roadster.

Write for distributors terms and full particulars.

NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE CO.,

$2,750

$3,700

1001 East Twenty-Second 8t.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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The Usual Testimony

in favor of the best possible tire service is iound in

the commercial vehicle equipment at the recent New

York Auto Shows.

The total Firestone at both shows

aggregated many more sets than the

NINE COMPETING MAKES COMBINED.

This is merely the logical preference shown atter

many years of unfailing superiority in the supreme

test of actual service.

FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER (10.. Akron, 0hi0

Branches and Agencies Almost Everywhere.

  

 

 

Long Life is what every motorist wants in his car
 

 

 

If it is a

ORBIN
imported ball bearings, used wherever practical, assure him of

thS result. Ask owners of Corbin Cars how they stand up in

i every day use or write for our testimonial booklet.

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

TIIE CORBIN MOTOR VEHICLE CORPORATION, New Britain, C0lln.

Members Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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(Mow
The Car with the Offset Crank Shaft

  

Model Forty-four, 34 H. P., $2,250

Spare Wheel. with inflated tire. brackets. and tools. 574.

Magneto, $150.

Why the ()fi'set Crank-Shaft?

Notice a man about to mount a bicycle. He always adjusts the pedal in that position where it will

receive to best advantage his full weight on the first downward stroke. This position for the pedal is just

slightly forward of the center of the crank-shaft of the bicycle. If he mounted when the pedal was directly

over the center of the crank-shaft, his weight would fall directly on the bearings and the first downward

stroke would be retarded and therefore weak.

Now imagine the man’s leg as the piston of an automobile engine, the pedal of the bicycle as the crank

pin, and the crank-shaft of the bicycle as the crank-shaft of the engine. In the ordinary engine the crank

pin and piston (the pedal and the man’s leg) are directly over the dead center, and until the crank passes the

turning point all effort is wasted. Thus when the explosion occurs the greatest force falls upon the

bearings.

In the Rambler engine, at the instant the explosion occurs above the piston the crank-pin has moved

past the dead center; the crank-shaft is in a posrtion to receive the full pressure and turns without friction.

No shock falls on the bearings; there is no side thrust, and wear on the cylinder walls is thus saved.

  

 

 

 

fiat-aura of this feature Rambler Modzl Forty-four can be oper

ated smoothly and steadily at three mile: an hour on high gear

\

 

  

 

G

Corresponds to position of piston

ordinary engine at

explosion center.

Corresponds to position oi piston

in Rambler engine It

explosion center.

Rambler Other Crankshaft.

Position oi piston at

explosion center.

Ordinary Engine. Position

of piston st explosion

Cfintfil'.

Seven-passenger model, 45 horsepower. with offset crank-shaft, $2,500. Other models $1,150 to $2,500. A new Rambler catalog

has just been issued. It describes and illustrates all distinctive features of new Ramblers——the offset crank-shaft,

Spare Wheel, straight-line drive, etc. A copy on request.

THE CAR OF STEADY SERVICE

Thomas B. Jeflery 53’ Company

Main Oflice and Factory, Kenosha, Wis.

Branrhn and Dirtributing Agenda: Chicago, Milwaukee, New York, Cleveland, Boston, San Francisco.

The new Rambler Models will be shown and demonstrated at the Coliseum, Space B-2,

and at our Chicago Branch, 1462-1464 Michigan Ave., during the Chicago Automobile

Show. Telephone Calumet 3000, give your address, and we will call for you.
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RAINIER PLANS FOR NEW START

Buys the Company’s Name and Properties

at Receivers’ Auction—Will Resume

Production at Early Date.

 

John T. Rainier, through his attorney,

George C. Comstock, has bought the Rain

ier Motor Car Co., of New York City and

Saginaw, Mich.. from the receivers, into

whose hands the concern was delivered last

November as the result of a petition in

bankruptcy. After se"eral unsuccessful ef

forts on the part of the receivers to obtain

what they considered a proper price, the

assets of the company were put up at auc

tion sale in New York City on the 26th

ult., and Comstock, auting for Rainier and

his associates, bid $20,000 for

erty in Saginaw not covered by mortgage,

the company’s equity in the mortgaged

property, and all the property in New York,

including the firm name and the good will.

“We bought the company as a going con

cern,” explained Rainier. when asked by

the Motor World as to the purchase, “and

we propose to act promptly and take ad

vantage of the spring trade. It is the in

tention to have the factory at Saginaw

operating as soon as possible and to have

the new Rainier models out and on the mar

ket at the earliest potsible date.”

Steps have been taken to arrange an ad

justment of all the various difficulties at

tending the fulfilling ef the terms of the

bond mortgage on the plant, the claims

of the various creditors and the conditions

imposed by the merchants’ association in

Saginaw when the Sllc for the plant was

given over to the company originally. It is

frobable that a slight chang: in the (or

porate title may be made necessary when

the complete reorganization is effected, but

the established value of the Rainier name

is to be carefully conserved.

At the factory all the necessary parts for

35 cars are reported to be immediately avail

able, while a large stock of extra parts will

the prop

assist.in the work of prompt production

when actual manufacturing is resumed. The

Saginaw interests give evidence of a desire

to co-operate in the bringing of the plant into

activity again and when the necessary court

approval and orders have been obtained,

work will commence in earnest.

Detroit Company to Move to Elwood.

Through the efforts of a business men’s

organization in Elw00d, Ind., known as

the factory fund committee, the Detroit

Auto Truck Co., of Detroit Mich., will

move its plant to Elwood and will occupy

the west building of the Pittsbrrg Plate

Glass Co., which was bought by the busi

ness men's association for $15000. By the

terms of the agreement the plant must be

put in productive operation by the first of

May.

Seeks to Bar Recharging Gas. Tanks.

Action has been brought against George

L. Wilkinson. of Manchester, and Noyes

B. A. Carrier, of East Hampton, Conn., by

the Prest-O-Lite Co., of Indianapolis. Ind.,

seeking to enjoin them from recharging the

company's tanks with acetylene gas. The

defendants have been ordered to appear be

fore Judge James P. Platt in the circuit

court of the United States, on Wednesday.

February 16, at Hartford.

Stearns to Manage Lockport Factory.

W. F. Stearns, who has had wide exper

ience in the tire making field, has become

identified with the Lorkport Rubber Works,

of Lockport, N. Y.. in a financial way, and

has taken the position of factory manager.

He will have full charge of the manufac

turing of the Lockport tire and other prod

ucts.
 

Brown-Lips to Add Complete Axles.

Complete axles are to be added to the

products of the Brown-Lipe Gear Co., of

Syracuse, N. Y., according to information

which has recently leaked 011'. The com

pany is one of the pioneers in the manufac

ture of differentials, change gear mechan

isms, steering outfits and the like.

RECRUITS FROM CARRIAGE TRADE

More Big Makers of Horse Drawn Vehicles

Preparing to Adopt the Motor—Plans

for Experimental Outputs.

Like jumping sheep flocking to a new

pasture, the makers of horse drawn bug

gies and carriages are hastening to take up

the manufacture of motor vehicles. and the

firms in the automobile trade who are able

to supply motors and parts are being con

fronted with lines of customers representing

in many cases some of the most prominent

buggy and carriage concerns in the coun

try.

class that are making expe'iments with

Among the prominent firms of this

modest preliminary outputs in preparation

for larger subsequent production, are the

Fuller Buggy Co., of Jackson, Mich., which

is planning to turn out 500 machines of the

buggy type; the Jackson Buggy C"., of the

same city, which is buying parts and mate

rials for 25 cars; the Jewel Carriage Co.. of

Carthage, 0., which has ordered 125 sets

of parts for a four cvlinder car; and the

W. A. Patterson Co., one of the big com

panies in Flint, Mich.. which is getting ready

to manufacture motor buggies on a large

scale.

Quotations on automobile material are

also being asked for by the Flint Wagon

\Vorks. Flint, Mich., and by such concerns

as the Richmond Mfg. Co., which was for—

merly the Richmond-Indiana Mfg. Co., of

Richmond, Ind., by the Parry Mfg. Co., In

dianapolis. Ind., which is now making auto

mobile wheels; and by the Criterion Motor

Car Co., of Kent, 0.. each representing in

terests identified with the manufacture of

horse drawn vehicles.

All of these concerns are recent converts,

to be added to the alrrady extensive list of

buggy and carriage makers who have been

in the field of motor vehicle manufacture for

some time. Supplementing these later im

portant recruits, the smaller experimenters,

including blacksmiths and wagon builders,
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may be numbered by the hundreds. Accord

ing to the purveyors of automobile parts,

the rush of business inm the buggy, wagon

and carriage trade indicates a movement al

most amounting‘to an invasion or a “land

slide,” though highly competitive and not

at all concerted so fat as its individual com

ponents are involved.

Presenting the carriage makers’ view of

the situation, R. D. Nibert, secretary of the

Carriage Makers’ Club of Cincinnati, told

a reporter that according to the reports re

ceived by the club, the automobile has made

important inroads into the carriage and

buggy industry in the East, especially in

the ease of some of the factories that have

been turning out the higher priced, fancy

carriages, although the Western m..rket for

light, medium priced vehicles had not as

yet been seriously afiected.

“But I understand," Nibert crntinued,

“that a number of carriage makers are con

templating the reconstruction of their fac

tories into plants for the manufacture of

low-priced automobiles. We rather expect

the automobile industry to develop and

grow along the lines of the bicycle in.1ustry.

At the outset bicycles were very costly, but

in time, as they became more and more

popular and the demand for them grew and

the factories for their manufacture multi

plied, they became so (heap that everybody

could have one. The automobile industry

is likely to undergo the same stages of evo

lution. In contemplation of that sort of

development, the carriage makers are on the

alert, and their plans will unfold logically

and reasonably.”

France Raises Duty on Carbide.

Because the Bullier patent on the manu

facture of calcium carbide expires in France

on February 9, the French interlsts have

obtained a raising of the import duty for

that country. Hereafter instead of 5 per

cent ad valorem, the duty on calcium car

bide imported into Frrnce will be 6 and 9

francs per 100 kilos. ($1.16 and $1.74 per

220 pounds) under the general and mini

mum tarifi‘s, respectively. Carbide imports

from the United States. are subject to duty

under the general tariff.

Franklin Stockholders Elect.

At the annual stockholders’ meeting of

the H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co., Syracuse, N.

Y., held January 27, H. H. Franklin was re

elected president and Giles H. Stillwell

\‘ice-p-esident, while F. A. Barton was

chosen secretary and treasurer. The fol

lowing were re-elected directors: H. H.

Franklin, S. H. Dann John Wilkinson, G.

H. Stillwell, A. T. Brown, W. C. Lipe, and

F. A. Barton.

Creet to be a Maxwell Manager

R. A. Creet has been appointed manager

of the new branch which the Maxwell

Briscoe Motor Co. is to establish in Chica

go. The branch will take over the business

at present held by a local agent.

lMPth'l‘S STEADILY SLUMPING

Remaining Strength Due to Introduction of

Taximeter Cabs—Surprises of the

Year’s Figures.

Rapid decline in the value of the imports

of foreign cars into the United States is

shown by the returns for the year ending

with December, 1908, and the extent of the

slump is most apparent in the comparison

'of the year’s total with that of 1906, the com

parison showing a falling off amounting to

almost $2,000,000. Oddly enough, the num

ber of foreign cars imported during the past

year was greater than in either 1906 or 1907,

but so large a proportion of the more recent

importations were low priced vehicles for

commercial purposes, as to account for the

phenomenon.

It is shown that 1,347 cars were brought

in during the twelve months of 1908. as

against 1,093 in 1907, and 1,295 during 1906.

in 1906 the total imports of cars amounted

to $4,416,048 and of parts $494,160. The re

turns for 1907 indicated for cars a total of

$3,157,168 and of parts $650,403, while in

1908 the return is only $2,558,819 in cars and

$650563 in parts.

As might be expected, France shows the

largest shipments to the United States, fol

lowed by Italy. Contrary to general im

pression, however, the United Kingdom sent

more cars and more value in cars to the

United States than did Germany at any time

during the past three years. These four

divisions were the chief sources of-the im

ports, the others being grouped in the 0f

ficial figures as “Other countries."

The record reveals France as having sent

over cars in 1906 to the number of 942, hav

ing a value of $3,225,507; in 1907 the cars

numbered 835, valued at $2.317,843; and in

1908 the cars reached 947 in number but

were valued at only $1,708,474.

Italy alone shows a gain in both number

and value for the three years. In 1906 its

cars brought in numbered 138, valued at

$405,587; in 1907 the cars numbered 91.

valued at $259,052; and in 1908 the number

of cars was 271, valued at $524,653.

The United Kingdom’s showing for the

three years was 97 cars in 1906, valued at

$349,984; in 1907, cars to the number of 91.

valued at $298,629; and in 1908 only 77 cars,

valued at $167,412. Germany’s contribution

in 1906 was 74 cars, $318,001; in 1907, cars

to the number of 53, valued at $210,756; and

but 32 cars in 1908. valued at $99,394. The

group known as “Other countries’fsent 44

cars, 23 cars and 20 cars in the three years,

respectively, of which the values were $116.

969 in 1906; $70,888 in 1907; and $58,886 in

1908.

The changed character of the import bus

iness is due to the fact that the importation

of pleasure cars has dwindled mightily,

while the taximeter cab importation has in

creased, owing to the activities of the op

erating companies in New York City and

elsewhere. The record of the port of New

York gives an illuminating analysis of the

character of the importations of the year.

Following is a statement 01' cars imported

into New York during the calendar year

ending Dec 31, 1908:

—-By Individuals—

Old New. —By Dealers—

Make— 2d imp. 1n use.Trucks.New. Total.

Fiat . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 6 . . 157 181

Panhard . . . . . . . .. 20 14 3 35 72

Renault . . . . . . . . . . 25 39 .. 134 266

Mercedes . . . . . . . . 40 25 .. 29 94

Isotta-Fras. . . . . .. 2 1 . . 37 40

Lancia . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. 27 27

Itala . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 2 .. 17 25

Hotchkiss . . . . . .. 2 .. 20 22

De Dietrich . . . . .. 5 4 .. ll 20

S. P. 0. (Mass) .. l 1 7 2 11

Benz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 10

Del. Bel. . . . . . . . .. 4 3 .. 8 17

Zust . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . S 9

Bianchi . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 . . 6 9

C. G. V . . . . . . . . .. 7 4 .. 4 18

Rochet . . . . . . . . . . 6 1 . 4 ll

Clement . . . . . . . . . . . 2 . . 4 7

Delahaye . . . . . . .. .. .. 3 65

Bollee . . . . . . . . . . . 2 . . 3 5

De Dion . . . . . . . .. l 10 3 15

Berlict . . . . . . . . . . 1 4 . . 2 7

Maja . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . 2 2

Darracq . . . . . . . . . 1 4 . . l 418

Martini . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 . . 1 3

W'estinghouse . 4 2 .. 1 7

Eng. Daimler .. 2 .. .. 2

Mors . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 .. 1 4

Humber . . . . . . . . . 1 1 . . 1 3

Gob. Bril. . . . . . . .. .. 1 .. 1

Napier . . . . . . . . . . . 2 3 . . 5

Rolls Royce ..... . 1 . . 1

Cottin Des . . . . . . . l . . 1

Motobloc . . . . . . .. .. .. 1

Che. Walker ..... 2 .. 2

Saurer . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 S

S. P. A. . . . . . . . . .. .. 1 l

Aries . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . 2

Argyll . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

Royal . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1

Peugeot . . . . . . . . . 2 2

Picard Pictet. .. .. . 2 2

. Braisier . . . . . . . . .. 1 2 .. 3

Miscellaneous 8 4 6 18

Total . . . . . . . . .. 151 . 144 19 533 1.416

For the calendar year of 1908 there en

tered at the port of New York 1,416 for

eign automobiles. of which number:

Pleasure vehicles to dealers . . . . . . . 533

Taxicabs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 553

Trucks and buses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 19

Cars in bond . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 16

New cars in use imported by individ

uals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Old and second-hand cars reimported. 151

 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . .. 1,416

Imported in bond—Fiat. 3; Renault, 4;

Itala, 3; Benz, 4; Del. Bel., l; Motobloc, 1;

total, 16.

Taxicabs imported—Renault, 64; Del.

Be1., 1; C. G. V.. 3; Clement. 1; Delahaye,

62; De Dion, 1; Darracq. 412: Aries, 1; Ar

gyll, 1; total, 553.

Flames Consume the Comet.

The Comet Motor Co.. of Montreal. on

January 28 suffered a fire loss of $130,000.

The confiagration destroyed the company’s

factory and warehouse together with forty

completed automobiles.
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YEAR’S RECORD 0F EXPORT TRADE

Almost $5,000,000 in American Cars and

Parts Shipped to Foreign Countries—

Europe Buys Freely.

With the completion of the year 1908, a

view of the export activities for the twelve

months is presented which shows ship

ments of American cars to foreign coun

tries amountingto $4,346,293, which, while

not quite as great as during 1907, is in ex

cess of the volume of this business done in

1906. The same holds true of the parts

exported, these amounting to $602,301, mak

ing with cars, a total exportation to the

value of $4,948,594.

Biggest customer of all is the United

Kingdom, whose purchases of American

cars during the twelve months of 1908 came

to $1,728,704, making a favorable comparison

with the $1,738,488 in 1907 and the $1,138,264

in 1906. British North America is second

on the list, with $1,115,540, as compared

with $1,167,355 in 1907, and $878,885 in 1906.

France bought American cars to the

value of $560,449 during the year just

passed, although this total was not quite as

great as during 1907, when the amount was

$596,450. It is much larger, however, than

the $336,273 of 1906.

Mexico continues as a good customer, be

ing fourth, in spite of the fact that its buy

ing has fallen off over 50 per cent. since

1906. Germany and Italy are not at all self

sufficient, so far as automobile production

is concerned and are steady purchasers of

the American product. Three of the four

teen divisions show gains for the year, these

being Other Asia and Oceanic, Africa, and

Other Countries.

Together with France and British North

America, these three divisions also repre

sent‘those who have made a gain for the

month of December, the remaining divis

ions recording various losses. The record

in detail follows:

1907

Automobiles and parts of—

Automobiles and parts of . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

TAutomobiles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $259,341

Parts of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42,091

Exported to—

United Kingdom . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 66,808

France . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8,564

Germany . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5,064

Italy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,500

Other Europe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15.921

British North America . . . . . . . . .. 21,791

Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56,691

“’est Indies and Be'muda..... 44,248

South America . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 23,533

British East Indies . . . . . . . . . . . .. 30

Issues Handbook of Licensed" Carl.

Illustrating and describing the principal

models of its members, the sixtl‘ annual

edition of the handbook of gasolene auto

mobiles issued by the' Association of Li

censed Automobile Manufacturers is now

ready for trade and public distribution. An

innovation is a page giving in tabular form

the horsepower ratings of the various sized

motors according to the A. L. A. M. form

ula. The handbook is sent from the Asso

ciation’s offices, No. 7 East Forty-second

street, New York City on receipt of 6 cents

to defray postage.

Overland Opening Western Branches.

With an eye to the rapidly increasing

Southwestern trade, the Overland Auto

mobile Co., of Indianapolis, Ind., has

opened a distribution branch tor Overland

cars at Dallas, Tex., to be known as the

Overland Automobile Sales Co. I: will be

in charge of‘ Manager Funk, formerly of

the Oklahoma Motor Car Co., Oklahoma

City, Okla. The company also is operat

ing a direct factory branch at 1413 Mich

igan avenue, Chicago under the manage

ment of Charles Price, assisted by F. E.

Wilson.

Announces a Change of Lines.

The American Distributing Co., of Cleve

land, O., has discontinued the sale of the

product of the Long-Arm System Co., and

will shortly announce a new connection.

The sale of the Imperial Wheel Co.’s prod

uct has likewise been discontinued, the

American company now having control of

the output of the Hayes Wheel Co., of Jack

son, Mich.

Owen Joins the Fielding. Stafl'.

Wally Owen, one of the best known au

tomobile men in the Metropolis, has joined

the staff of Fickling 8: Co., 304-6 West

Forty-ninth street, New York City. He will

have charge of the second hand department

which is to be opened as a clearing house

for various automabile firms in New York.

1908 1906 1907 1908

. . . . . .. °2,356,110$229,8l 7 1,792,308 $5,120,963 $4,346,293

34,354 260,768 636,009 602,301

66,730 1,138,264 1,738,488 1,728.704

12,166 336,273 596,450 560,449

175 132,214 175,250 158,979

11,000 251,636 255,160 248,519

12,994 214,119 288,211 217,172

40,174 878,885 1,167,355 1,115,540

29,208 717,523 629,807 312,603

38.492 240.989 293,885 198,078

19,041 166,814 244,466 126.285

1,034 34,111 35,586 25,111

11,712 192,668 213,645 87,543

11,477 79,542 ,009 ,

7,402 16,100 8,194 14,993

2,566 10,048 11,466 24.650
 

British Australasra . . . . . . . . . . . .. 38,289

Other Asia and Oceania . . . . . . . . 7,847

Africa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 146

Other countries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... .

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $301,432

“ Figures are for six months, January to June, 1%.

July 1, 1906.

$264,171 $4,409,186 $5,756,972 $4,948,594

TNumber not stated prior to

1: Figures are for July to December, 1906, inclusive.

NEW-JERSEY DECLARES THEM DEAD

State Extinguishes the Corporate Life of

Many Abandoned Automobile Pro

jects—List of the Defunct.

Once a year the State of New Jersey

wipes out a number of corporations which

have been created under its laws, but which,

by their failure to pay up their annual state

taxes for the two years preceding, give evi

The

crop of “dead ones" with unpaid taxes for

1906, this year includes many concerns at

dence of having given up the ghost.

one time either in or of the automobile

trade. Among those to be repealed and

concerning which all powers conferred by

law have been declared inoperative and

void are the following: Adams Storage

Battery Co., American Darracq Automobile

Co., Austin Automobile Co., Auto Leather

Co., Beacon Automobile Co.. Breeze Motor

Mfg. Co., Century Auto Power Co., Com

mercial Electric Vehicle Co., Commercial

Motor Co., Commercial Motor Vehicle Co.,

Fischer Motor Vehicle Co.. Foye Hub-Motor

and Automobile Co., Hub Motor Co., Hyne

Motor Co., Inter-City Automobile Speed

Way Co., Manhattan Motor and Launch

Co., Motor Construction Co., Moto Trac

tor Company of America, Prescott Auto

mobile Mfg. Co., Reo Automobile Co.,

Standard Storage Battery Co., United Mo

tor and Vehicle Co.; United Motor Car Co.

Bartholomew Elects Its Officers.

The annual election of the Bartholomew

Co., Peoria. 111., was held on January 20.

It resulted in the re-election of the officers

and the board of directors complete. The

oflicers are are follows. J. B. Bartholomew,

president: A. Y. Bartholomew, vieepresi

dent; O. Y. Bartholomew, treasurer; G. G.

Luthy, secretary.

New Tires to Emanate from Newark.

The United and Globe Rubber Manufac

turing CO., of Newark, N. J., has entered the

field of automobile tire manufacture. Ex~

perimental tires of various types have been

tried out for some time, and the concern

will now begin actual market production.

Steams and Leahy are Advanced.

E. Roger Stearns. manager of the Buffan

branch of the Ford Motor Co., has been ap

pointed general representative of the com

pany, with headquarters at Detroit. He is

succeeded at Buffalo by M. R. Leahy, as

sistant New York City manager.

Houpt Has a Broadway Location.

Harry S. Houpt has secured quarters in

the Rhinelander building, Sixty-eighth street

and Broadway, New York City, as sales

rooms for the Herreshofi and later for the

new Houpt cars. The place will be ready

for occupancy by February 15.
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THE WEEK’S INCORPORATIONS.

Wyalusing, Pa.—Auio Transit Co, under

Pennsylvania laws, with $5,000 capital.

Anderson, Ind—Speed Changing Pulley

Co., under Indiana laws; capital increased

from $60,000 to $300000.

Fort Worth, Tex—Reid Automobile Co.,

under Texas laws, with $15000 capital. Cor—

porators—R, T. Reid, H. H. H'mtcr et al.

Toledo, O.—Toledo Auto Dealers’ Asso

ciation, under Ohio laws, with $5,000 capi

tal. Corporators—J. G. Swindeman and

others.

Cincinnati, O.——Ame‘ican Auto and Sales

Co., The, under Ohio laws, with $25,000

capital. Corporators—H. D. Anderson and

D. M. Twombley.

Houston. Tex—Auto Co., of Houston,

The, under Texas laws, with $1,000 cap

ital. Corporators—Harvey T. D. Wilson,

H, S. \Vilson and Van Curtis.

Boston, Mass—Adams Motor Transfer

Co., under Massachusetts laws, with $100,000

capital. Corporators—W. E. Eldridge, pres

ident and treasurer, et als.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Jurinck Auto Company,

under New York laws, with $5,000 capital.

Corporators—M. F. Jurinck, Leroy R.

Smith. Anna Jurinck and Ida Smith.

Minneapolis, Minn.—~Minnc.polis Auto

mobile Show Association, under Minnesota

laws. Corporators—H E. Pence, Harry E.

Wilcox and F. E. Murphy, Minneapolis.

Dubuque, Ia.—Wallis and Culbertson Co.,

under Iowa laws, with $10,000 capital; auto

mobile business. Corporators—J. M. Cul

bertson, Jr., J. H. Wallis and J. A Wallis.

St. Louis, Mo.—Doyle-Curran Motor Car

Co., under Missouri laws, with $2,000 cap

ital. Corporators—Con P. Curran, Elise

Gignoux. Edward M. Doyle, Lulu B. Doyle.

Dover, Del—American Wagon Co., under

Delaware laws, with $100,000 capital; to

manufacture taximeter cabs and other ve

hicles. Corporators—Wilmington 'fiscal

agents.

Cincinnati, 0,—Eagle Automobile Co.,

The, under Ohio laws. with $l0,003 capital.

Corporators—R. D. H. Anderson. F. R.

Flied, F. G. Stutzman, Fred Kelfe and E D.

Woodward.

Fort Smith, Ark.—Ward-Harris Auto C0.

of Fort Smith, The, under Arkansas laws.

with $25,000 capital. Corporators—J. N.

Ward, president; R. P. Harris, F. N. Ward.

N. Ward.

Bridgeport, Conn.--Fairfield Auto Co.,

The, under Connecticut laws. with $15000

capital. Corporators—\Villiam P. Hall and

H. D. Gates. Bridgeport; Edward R. Hamp

ton, Milford.

Boston, Mass—Kennedy Ideal Carburet

ter Co., under Massachusetts laws, with

$251K!) capital; to do a general automobile

business. Corporators—J. C. Kennedy. W.

E. Spear et al.

Far Rockaway,‘ N. Y.-Rockawa_v Taxi

meter Cab Co., The, under New York laws,

with $1,000 capital. Corporators—Edward

Grifi’cn, Patrick Grifl'en and Peter Murphy,

Far Rockaway.

Toledo, O.——Roberts-Toledo Auto Co.,

The, under Ohio laws. with $10,000 capital.

Corporators—Frank L. Mulholland, L. M.

Colgan, A. D. Williams, Charles Hartman,

C. M. Sherman. ‘

New York City. N. Y.—Wcaver-Eb1ing

Automobile Co., under New York laws,

with $25,000 capital. Corporators—R. H.

\Neaver, R. W. Ebling and H. H. Pennock,

New York City.

Streator, Ill.—Streator Motor Car Co.,

under Illinois laws, with $30,000 capital;

manufacturing automobiles. Corporators—

]. C. Barlow, L. P. Halladay, P. R. Chub

buck, Streator, Ill.

L05 Angeles, Cal—Auto Air-Cushion

Wheel Co., under California laws, with $1,

000,000 capital. Corporators—G, L. Berger,

J. H. Snowden, G. H. Langton, E. E. Pow

ers and H. F. Armour.

Omaha, Neb.-—H. E. Frederickson Auto

mobile Co., under Nebraska laws, with $100,

000 capital. Corporators—H. E. Frederick

son, Sydney L. Edholm, William F. Kemp

and Thomas Bromwell.

Los Angeles, Cal—Los Angclcs Vulcan

izing Co., under California laws, with $10,

000 capital. Corporators—C. A. Bennett,

W. J. Bennett. George Bennett J. G. Ben

nett and C. S. Robinson.

Belleville, Ill.—VVestcrn Automobile and

Electric Co., The, under Illinois laws, with

$2,500 capital. Corporators—John L. Mu

ren. A. L. Muren, H. L. Murcn, E. Twen

hoefel and Edmund Burke.

Chicago, Ill—Motor Appliances Co., un

der Illinois laws, with $2,500 capital; to

manufacture automobiles, motors and ac

cessories. Corporators—J. W. Lindgren,

E. H. Tillson. A, L. Ringo.

Chicago, Ill—Skinner & Skinner Co., un

der Illinois laws, with $2,500 capital; to

manufacture automobiles and accessories.

Corporators—Stephen G. Skinner, Ada B.

Skinner, Franklyn J. Mayo.

Newark, N. J.—Nntional' Association of

Automobile Owners. under New Jersey

laws with $125,000 capital. Corporators—

Thomas H. Ramsdell, J. Frederick Switzer

and Frederick M. P. Pearce.

Minneapolis. Minn—Northwestern Auto

mobile Co., The, under Minnesota laws,

with $100,000 capital. Corporators—W. E.

'\Vheeler and William Eggleston, Minne—

apolis; George Dorr, St. Paul.

Belleville, Ill—Modern Automobile &

Garage Co.. under Illinois laws, with $2,000

capital. Corporators—I. H. Wangelin. Jo

seph Schwarz, Edward L. Schwarz, Ludwig

L. Carl, Mrs. Louise W. Wangelin.

Monmouth, N. J.—Williarn McKinley &

Co., under New Jersey laws, with $10,000

capital; to deal in farm implements, automo~

biles. etc. Corporators—William McKinley,

James Ralph Firoved, Roscoe William Mes

Kinley.

Brooklyn, N. Y.——Kunkcl-l.ebman Co.,

under New York laws, with $3,000 capital;

to manufacture auton'obiles. Corporators

—Josepr Kunkel, Charles F. Lehman,

Katherine K. Kunkel, 269 Clifton place,

Brooklyn.

Waterville, Me.—Waterville Motor Co.,

under Maine laws, with $20,000 capital; to

do a general garage and automobile livery

business. Corporators—Ira L. Belyea, pres

ident; treasurer, John J. Hennings, both of

Waterville.

Evansville, Ind—Traveller Automobile~

Co., The, under Indiana laws, with $25,000l

capital; to manufacture and sell automo

biles. Corporators—Harry Stinscn, Jacob

Haas, Adam Bromm, Fred Bockstage and

Paul C. Bietz.

New Haven, Conn—New Haven Taxicab

Co. The, under Connecticut laws, with $25,

000 capital; general taxicab, automobile

livery and transportation business. Corpor

ators—Gcorge G. Nesbit, Peter C. Nesbit,

Robert C. Nesbit.

Salt Lake City, Utah—Sharman Automo

bile Co., under Utah laws, with $2,000 cap

ital; to deal in automobiles. Corporators—

Samuel H. Sharman, president and treas

urer; Frances A. Sharman, vice-president.

and Anna Schneider, secretary.

New York City, N. Y.—Carter Garage

Co., under New York laws. with $5,000

capital. Corporators—W. Gitbs \Vhitney.

27 Williams street, New York; W'Tlliam S.

Walsh, 116 Prospect place, Brooklyn; Jo

scphine Caldwell, 487 Tenth street, Brook

lyn.

Oklahoma City, Okla.—Citizens Motor

Car Co., under Oklahoma laws, with $25.~

000 capital; to do a general automobile bus

iness. Corporators—Weston Atwood, pres»

ident; Guy Blackwelder, vice president;

Ray Colcord, treasurer; A. H. Denham,

secretary.

New York City, N. Y.—Bilbro Auto Co.,

under New York laws, with $20,000 capital;

to manufacture automobiles, conduct gar

age. etc. Corporators—James E. Troy, 412

St. Nicholas avenue, New York: William

L. Brown, Westfield, N. J.; Ernest Mayer,

300 East Sixth street, New York.

Patchogue, N. Y.—Bellman Auto Co., un

der New York laws, with $10,000 capital;

garage business and dealing in motors, Cor

porators—Edmund R. Bellman, Bayport, N.

Y.; Charles S. Skinner, 16 West 127th street,

New York City, N. Y.; Brockholst K. Mil

ler, Plainficld, N. J.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Bath Beach Garage 8:

Machine Co., under New York laws. with

$2.500 capital; to manufacture and deal in

automobiles and maintain garages. Corpor

ators—George E. Reiners and Leonie F.

Reiners, 1929 Eighty-sixth street; William

H. Geif'fin. Twentysecond avenue, corner

Bath avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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IN THE RETAIL WORLD.

The Howard Automobile Co., Los An

geles, Cal., is among that Cli)"S newcom

ers. It is housed at 18116 South Main street.

C. F. Smith is a new agent in Wichita,

Kan. At his garage, 156 North Fmporia

avenue, he will handle the Franklin ex

clusively.

The P. L. Abel Cycle Co., whichv handles

the Franklin in El Paso, Tex., has moved

to a new garage. The building is at 324

Texas street.

The Mitchell Automobile Co., 282 Hal

sey street, Newark, N. J., has changed its

name. It will now be known as the Craw

ford Automobile Co. _

E. C. Eads, of Leavenworth, Kan., started

a garage and automobile salesroom on Feb

ruary 1. He will have the agency for Ram

bler, Ford and Mitchell.

The Morristown Motor Co., of Morris

town, Tenn., is to build a pretentious gar

age. Sam Welch, a Ford agent, is the lead—

ing spirit in the enterprise.

In Cedar Rapids, Ia., a new automobile

concern, known as the Chicago Motor Car

Co., has opened for business. It occupies

the old Republican building.

Elwood City, Pa., is to have an automo

bile repair shop and garage. A local ma

chinist by the name of Blackburn is build

ing the establishment on Spring avenue.

The Hamilton Auto Co., of Allentown,

Pa,, has taken possession of the former

Rink property on Hamilton street. Wil

liam Weaver has charge of the concern.

The Kansas Motor Car Co., of Wichita,

Kan, has taken a location at 217 South

Main street. D. A. Wallace, of Hutchin

son, has been engaged as manager of the

garage.

Harry Cunningham has been appointed

manager of the Evcritt-Metzger-Flanders

C0.’s retail branch in Detroit. Previously

he had charge of the Ford Motor Co.’s store

in the same city.

F. L. Smith, manager of the We“ erly and

Elmore salesrooms in Cleveland, 0., has

moved his establishment to new quarters.

He is now located at East Nineteenth street

and Euclid avenue.

I. Stubley & Sons, of Newburgh, N. Y.,

have decided to engage in the automobile

garage and repair business. A new building

for their use is being erected in Broadway,

opposite Lander street.

Nevada, Iowa, is to have a new garage,

to be erected by a company of which ex

Judge Stevens, of Boone, is a member. The

company has secured options on a number

of Lynn street frontages.

R. W. Sturges, of Meridian, Miss., is tak‘

ing a course in automobile instruction and

expects to assume the agency of one or two

companies in Meridian within a few weeks.

The town has never before harbored motor

cars.

Lucas & Christensen, of Cleveland, 0.,

have taken new quarters at 2139 East Eight

eenth street. A general garage and storage

business will be conducted in addition to

the sale of Mitchell cars.

The Davis Square Auto Co., of West

Somerville, Mass., has been sold by its pro

prietor, \Ninsor L. Snow, to Frank C.

Tuckey, of Reading. The new owner will

take possession in a few days.

R. D. & C. O. Britton have nearly com

pleted the remodeling of their building on

Allyn street, Hartford, Conn. It now in

cludes, besides the four-story garage, a large

salesroom with show windows.

The Paegel-Allen Co., Minneapolis, Minn.,

handling the Schacht cars, has secured more

commodious quarters, which bring the con

cern nearer “Automobile Row." It has

moved to 1405-7 Henncpin avenue.

The Standard Auto Co., of Rockiord, Ill.,

will inaugurate its business career within a'

few days, by a reception to local automo

bile owners. The company's garage is lo

cated at Charles and Sixth streets

C. A. Stotlar, who left the automobile

business in which he was engaged at Devils

Lake, N. D., to become train dispatcher on

the Great Northern Railway, has decided

to resume his Devils Lake enterprise.

C. R. Talbott's garage and farm imple

ment store, occupying a three-story brick

building in Springfield, 111., was burned

January 2. Five automobiles were de—

stroyed. The loss is placed at $40,000.

The Speedwell Motor Car Co., of Day

ton, Ohio, has secured a lease for a term of

years of the store and basement at 2002

Broadway, New York City. It will be the

New York headquarters for the company.

The Ideal Auto Co., Des Moires, Ia.,

owned by G. D. Ellyson, has been bought

by Dr. Lewis Schooler and his son, Dean

Schooler, of Madrid, la. _.The new proprie—

tors were in the banking business until re

cently.

John N. Taylor has bought the Selby &

Figgins garage in Moberly, Mo., in addi

tionto which he will also open a garage in

Columbia. Taylor aquired his capital in the

music store and furniture business in Hunts

ville, M0.

The Great Western Motor Car Co. has

opened headquarters at 1326 Michigan ave

nue, Chicago, under the management of

Phillip A. Miller. The concern is to handle

the line produced by the Model Automobile

Co., of Peru, Ind.

Seeley, Van Zandt & Crackel, 938 South

Main street. Los Angeles, Cal, have been

added to the list of distributors for the

Continental Caoutchouc Co., of New York.

They will distribute Continental tires, de

mountable rims and accessories in lower

California. ‘

V. A. Charles, who for several years has

been identified with the automobile trade in

New England, has taken charge of the

automobile department of the S. M. Sup

plies Company, of Boston. The new Inter

State line of cars will be handled.

Lexington, Ky., is housing another auto

mobile agency, 5. E. Drake & Co. having

rented a new store and arranged to handle

the Oakland and the International in that

city. The latter is a high-wheel buggy man

ufactured by the International Harvester

Co.

The Continental Caoutchouc Co. has ap

pointed the Columbus Buggy Co., 810-14

Walnut street, Kansas City, Mo., as one

of its western distributers. The latter con

cern will distribute Continental tires and

material in western Missouri and Okla

homa.

C. J. Conolly, for many years a bicycle

and automobile agent in Rochester, N. Y.,

and later on the traveling force of the Mo

tor Car Equipment Co., of New York City,

has joined the forces of the Mutual Auto

Accessories C0. He will cover his old ter

ritory.

Having recently purchased a 50x96 foot

lot on Mt. Royal avenue, Baltimore, Md,

Arthur Stanley Zell, president of the Zell

Motor Car Company of that city, will erect

a 3-st0ry brick garage on the premises.

The new garage will be occupied exclu

sively by the Zell company.

The American Automobile C0.. Cincin

nati, 0., has been organized by H. D. An

derson and D. M. Twombley, to handle

American cars in that city and its vicinity.

For the present the new company will be

located at 630 Walnut street, but will later

erect a fire-proof garage downtown.

The Philadelphia headquarters of A. G.

Spalding and Bros. have been moved to

202—204 North Broad street. The building,

which has been refitted for the purpose, will

be the Quaker City home of the Stevens

Duryea, for which the company has the

New York and Philadelphia agency.

The New Brunswick Garage, with J.

Weigel as proprietor, has opened for busi

ness at 146 Church street, New Bruns

wick, N. J. In the new fireproof building

a general garage and repair business will

be conducted when a special apparatus for

charging electric cars has been installed.

The Cedar Valley A uto Co. has opened

an office in the First National Bank build

ing, \Vaterloo, Ia., pending the completion

of its garage on Sycamore street. The com

pany, of which A. N. Miller, Panora, Ia., is

president, and J. W. Place, secretary and

manager, will handle the Studebaker lines.

The Indiana Carriage and Automobile Co.

is a newly incorporated concern which suc

cceds the Indiana Carriage Co., or Indian

apolis. C. E. Wilson is president, F. R.

Bernard secretary and M. G. Beckner, treas~

urer and general manager. The first floor

and basement of the four story building at

27-33 North Capitol avenue, will be devoted

to automobiles.
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e White Steam Engine
= HE accompanying illustrations show the simplicity of con

struction of the engines used in the 20 horse-power and

in the 40 horse-power White Steamers (the power plants

of the two models are identical except as regards size). The

White engine is more compact, weighs less and .has fewer parts

than any other automobile engine of similar power rating.

Each cylinder of the White engine is delivering power all

of the time; that is, there is steam pressure back of each

piston, pushing it in the direction in which it is going, whether

moving up or down. In other words, each of the two cylinders

of the White engine is equal to four cylinders of a gasoline

engine, as regards continuous application of power.

It will be noted that there is no fly wheel on the White

engine and that it is attached positively to the driving shaft

without the use of a fric

tion clutch. The engine

is reversed simply by

changing the tilt of the

valve guide, shown in

the lower illustration.

The crank-shaft of

the White engine is a

_‘ short one-piece forging

Rm View 0, Engine with but two main

bearings. The valv:s

are driven from the connecting rods, this construction being known

as the Joy valve motion. There is but one valve for each of the two

cylinders. The valves are of the piston type and, the steam pressure

being the same on all sides of them, the power necessary to operate
them is negligible. Y

 

 

  

The White engine is the only automobile engine which develops

great power at very low speeds, and even when starting. The

driver of a White can operate his car at any rate of speed desired

—from a “crawl” to the highest speed of which the car is capable

—simply by varying the speeds of the engine. This is done by

means of the throttle, the action of which is to vary the amount of

steam admitted to the cylinders.

  

Right side of engine, with side plate removed from

crank-case, showing the valve-guide

Write lor catalog.

THE WHITE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO

1\ MW YORK CITY Broadway at 62d St. PITTSBURG 118-48 Beatty St.. CHICAGO 240 Micki an Ave.

BOSTON, 320 N" ury 5e CLEVELANb, 407 Rockwell A". SAN Fmficxsco arlret St. a Van Nesa A".

PHILADELPHIA, 629-33 N. Broad St. ATLANTA, 120-125 Marietta St.
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Significance of the Chicago Show.

What is generally looked forward to as an

epoch-making year in the industry so far

as the middle and western sections of the

country are concerned at least, is inaugur

ated by the eighth annual automobile show

which opens in Chicago on Saturday of this

week. Following a year in which market

conditions have been affected only by finan

cal considerations and with the producing

sections of the country in a condition of

eminent prosperity, the present season has

opened with every prospect that the western

farmers and townsmen will have plenty of

money to supply their needs. More than

this, it is significant that to a greater extent

than ever before, the automobile makers are

going after this particular section of the

field, both in the manufacturing and sales

ends of the business. Several makers, in

fact. are marketing models directly designed

for the farmers' needs. while these and oth

ers are known .to have instituted a most

thoroughgoing campaign for the harvesting

of any possible trade which may lie afield

in the districts whence the real prosperity

of the nation is drawn.

The Chicago show figures conspicuously

in this connection alike as a convenient ren

dezvous for the partial and final producers

of the industry who are massed to so great

an extent in the centre of the continent and

for the buying class and their local repre

sentatives to whom Chicago represents the

ideal of all that a general mart should be.

To a much greater extent than is true of

either of the other big annual shows, Chi

cago draws from the surrounding and even

from the distant country for its visiting con

tingent of buyers and possible buyers, and

therefore it secures a sort of practical and

very characteristic atmosphere which is

totally at variance with that of any other

show. In fact, to the close observer it is

noticeable that the attitude of the average

show-goer is of a much more practical sort

than is that of the average visitor at the

New York shows, and that his questions in

dicate a far shrewder disposition and a de~

sire to secure his full dollar‘s worth, which

in the other case is sometimes lacking alto

gether. On this account, quite as much as

because it draws from the manufacturing

field a large number of makers who for one

reason or another seldom or never venture

to the coast to exhibit, the National aspect

of this great show is a thing to be studied

and approved.

Growth of the Foreign Trade.

Rewarded adequately in money profits, no

doubt.

largely participated

the manufacturers who have most

in the export trade

during the past year have but little need

of outside congratulation, gracefully as they

might accept it, but the American automo

bile industry as a whole is to be felicitated

on the fact that the year's record shows a

splendid “balance of trade" for the United

States so far as the interchange of motor

cars with other countries is concerned. The

imports of cars, exclusive of parts, during

1908 amounted to $2,558,819, while the ex

ports came to $4,346,293, making a cash

difference of $1,787.474, a neat little bundle

calculated to serve as convincing evidence

that the real headquarters of automobile pro

duction may now be found on this side of

the ocean.

It may be that language uniformity ac

counts f0r the greater success which Amer

ican cars enjoy in the United Kingdom than

elsewhere abroad. With the vast continent

from the Atlantic to the Pacific speaking

the one tongue, Americans have ever been

reluctant to undertake the labors of learn

ing the languages of Europe, so that prob

ably the best and most effective export work

has been chiefly confined to the English

speaking countries. Further successes in

France, Germany, and in other Continental

divisions may be expected, however, as

larger forces of trained men, linguistically

equipped, are directed to these fields.

When a manufacturer is busy with a do

mestic market big enough to engage all his

productive energies, it requires particularly

far-seeing qualities on his part to teinpt him

into the bothersome field of export. Yet

there are makers of whom it is known that

they could sell in the domestic market every

car they make, who nevertheless set aside

a portion of their output each year for for

eign countries. It broadens the foundations

on which their business is built and gives

them the security of a wider average of bus

iness conditions. As shown by the figures,

there are great outside markets for Amer

The fruits of these markets is

for the manufacturer who cultivates them.

ican cars.

 
 

Influence of the Parts Maker.

Viewed in the important light of consult

ing engineers to the industry at large, the

parts makers begin to assume a degree of

prestige which is entirely new to them so

far as the general public is concerned. Yet

those comprising the better and more suc

cessful class of parts makers have earned

for themselves just this distinction and are

entitled to practically all that it involves.

Ever since the appearance of the first all

assembled ears, there has been a general

feeling that the parts makers as a class were

part and parcel of a tendency to cheapen

the automobile product as a whole; that

they represented a phase of the process of

standardization not wholly to be desired.

Instead it is a fact very much appreciated

by many a manufacturer, that the parts

makers themselves have been directly re

sponsible for numerous improvements in car

construction which have been of a general

and sweeping nature, and which have affect

ed not simply the assemblers, but also the

proud standbys whose slogan it has been

from the very beginning that they produce

from 90 to 100 per cent. of their entire

product. For the parts maker, in the guise

of specialist, is placed in the enviable po

sition of the expert who is able to isolate
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for his own consideration the particular

problem upon which he is engaged and to

give it the very best of his concentrated

efiort. This the manufacturer who is at

tempting to establish the perfection of his

whole product simultaneously or as nearly

so as possible, cannot do and the result is

that through the entire range of accessories

to structural parts, and from tires and

springs to radiators and fenders, there are

many parts which are commonly regarded

as best produced as well as most econom

ically produced by the makers who concen

trate upon those lines to the exclusion of all

others.

But the influence of the parts maker is

For

in the highest development of the class are

even broader than this would indicate.

found makers who see the wisdom of refus

ing to install their products except under

circumstances which they themselves are

assured will afford a reasonable guarantee

In order to

determine whether or not the proposed buy

of excellence in performance.

er is capable of using their products to the

best advantage, they act in a sort of self

constituted advisory capacity, going over

the preliminary designs of the assembler,

checking up his ideas with their own, getting

his viewpoint and incidentally extending

their own scope of vision, and finally con

descending to sell him only when they are

convinced that the use of the parts will re

dound to their own credit. As a result of

this policy, those parts makers who have

adhered to it rigorously have come to num

ber among their clients some of the best

known and most prosperous makers and

have themselves secured an amount of busi

ness which is equally enviable in quality

and in quantity.

In thus assuming a degree of responsi

bility for the final product, which at first

sight appears to be of an entirely charita

ble nature, but which on analysis is seen to

be of the most interested breed, the parts

producers have become the economic main

Further

more, so long as they continue to follow the

stay of the American industry.

lines of procedure which characterize the

efforts of the most successful of their num

ber, there can be small question of their

continued prosperity.

 
 

Much is being said just now of the inac

curacy of the common methods of express

ing the power of the motor, of the impossi

bility of securing a close yet simple rating

formula, and of how the average motorist

is absolutely unable to tell the horsepower

output of his machine except by quoting

the figures given in the makers' catalogues,

these, in turn, being admittedly inexact in

Granted that all this is

so, one who is able to recall experiences

very many cases.

with the older motors in the days when

every motorist must be his own engineer,

is moved to inquire “What's the use?"

Whether he knows to the last foot pound

what power his motor will develop, or

whether he can only approximate it, the

fact remains that as a means of vehicular

propulsion it performs its expected func

tion in quiet, unostentatious fashion, and

it would almost seem that the question of

its power, like that of the area of its valves,

might now be turned over entirely to the

tender mercies of the builder, and with per

fect trust and confidence.

 

Contracts for complete upkeep and main

tenance at a fixed sum per month are being

tried in the case of both pleasure cars and

commercial vehicles, and they appear to

have an attraction for the user that is des

tined to give them no little popularity. The

garage proprietor attempting to handle any

business on this basis can advantageously

take a leaf from the book of the pioneers’

experience. This experience shows that

the price asked must be fairly high and that

correspondingly the service given must be

thorough, painstaking and liberal, in order

to be profitable on the one side and satis

factory on the other.

 
 

One of the New ‘v’ork “auto editors”

gravely and with considerable prominence

states that novelty will be given to the

Florida speed carnival by the employment

of “the cylinder displacement" formula in

When they begin

to displace the cylinders, or when the cylin

ders begin to displace anything the novelty

certain handicap events.

certainly will be so great as to command the

attention of the civilized world. It is hoped

that the details of the marvelous formula

will not be too long withheld.

 

In discussing the appropriation for the

purchase of automobiles for the incoming

President, Congress almost has measured

up to the standard of a board of aldermen.

The narrow-gauge opinions expressed by

some of the opposing “statesmen” make it

easier to understand the conditions prevail

ing and the lack of progress of those por

tions of the country which they represent.

 

COMING EVENTS

  

 

February 613, Chicago, Ill.—National As

sociation of Automobile Manufacturers'

show, Coliseum and First Regiment Ar

mory.

February 15, Detroit, Mich—Detroit Au

tomobile Dealers Association's show,

Vl'ayne Pavilion.

February 15-20, St. Louis, Mo.—Automo

bile Manufacturers and Dealers Associa

tion's annual show. ,

February 15-20, Bangor, Arie—Eastern

Maine automobile show, Auditorium.

February 16-18, Denver, Co.—Denver Mo

tor Club's first annual show, Auditorium.

February l7-20, San Jose, Cal—Automo

bile show, Auditorium Rink.

February 20, 21, 22, New Orleans, La.—

New Orleans Automobile Club’s Mardi Gras

carnival 3 days race meet.

February 20-27, Newark, N. J.—New Jer

sey Automobile Trade Association’s show.

February 2027, Hartford, Conn—Auto

mobile Dealers Association's show.

February 22, Omaha, Neb.—Omaha and

Council Bluffs dealers’ show, Auditorium.

February 22, Cleveland, O.—Cleveland

Automobile Dealers Company's show, Cen

tral Armory.

February 22-27, Portland, Me.—-\utom0

'bile show.

February 24~27, Baltimore, hid—Automo

bile Club of Maryland’s show, Fifth Regi

ment Armory.

March 1-6, Buffalo, N. Y.—Buflalo Auto

mobile Club’s 7th annual show, Convention

Hall.

March 1-6, Providence, R. I.—Automobile

show.

March 2-6, Rochester, N. Y.—-Automobile

and Motor Trades Association of Roches

ter show, Convention Hall.

March 6-13, Boston, Mass—Ecsth Auto

mobile Dealers Association (Inc.) seventh

annual show, Mechanics Building.

March 8-13, Kansas City, Mo.-—-Kansas

City Automobile Dealers Association’s

show, Convention Hall.

March 8-13, Portland. Ore—Portland Au

tomobile Club’s show.

March 10-13, Memphis, Tenn—Automo

bile show, Auditorium building.

March 13-20, Minneapolis, Minn—Min

neapolis Automobile Show Association’s

show, National Guard Armory.

March 15-20, Rochester, N. Y.—Rochester

Automobile Dealers Association's show,

Convention Hall.

March 27-April 3, Pittsburg, Pa.——Auto

mobile Dealers Association's show, Du

quesne Garden.

April 15-17, Louisville, Ky.—Louisville

Automobile Association's show, Coliseum.
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CHICAGO PROMISES GREATEST SHOW

GORGEOUS SETTING

WITH STAINED GLASS EFFECTS

AND ALLEGORIES IN MASSIVE BRONZE

Despite its traditional, breezy and—at

show time—usually frigid atmosphere, Chi

cago always manages to accord a welcome

to those who visit its show, which is in no

way tempered by conditions of climate, but

is wholesome and hearty. The reasons for

this are manifold. But outside the purely

temperamental one of the cordiality, which

is due to its geographical location, the prin

ciple reason probably is that Chicago is

proud of her boast that she harbors the

only truly national automobile show. The

Chicago show, as is observed from year to

year, is of more nearly national character

than any other, first, because it is free from

the factional tenencies of the exhibitions

which are conducted by one or the other of

the two great opposing associations of man

ufacturers, and second, because its central

location affords it an advantage to the possi

ble buyer who is anxious to learn what the

market holds for him personally, and so is

in many respects an even more attractive

proposition to the maker than either of the

New York displays.

The show which opens in the Coliseum

on Saturday afternoon of this week will be

no exception to the rule. In fact, it will

be, if anything, more national in character

than any which has preceded it, because of

the generous attendance of many of the

smaller makers of the Middle West who

have not before exhibited this year. It

will difiier from last year’s show in that

there will be no separate exhibition of com

mercial vehicles, and thereby the visitor will

be in a measure encouraged. For it means

that his travels up and down the booths of t

the exhibitors will be confined to the Coli

seum and the First Regiment Armory, which

is but a step off, and that he will not be

forced to pioneer his weary way through

several blocks of desolation to the ancient

Tattersalls wherein the commercial section

was displayed a year ago. Nevertheless, the

commercial element of the industry will not

  

be dormant so far as the show is concerned,

as many of those who produce commercial

as well as pleasure cars have arranged to

place samples of this portion of their prod

uct on the stands with their other cars.

The number of those displaying commercial

cars exclusively, however, will be reduced -

to 2.

In preparation for this, the eighth na

tional show, to be held under the auspices

of the National Association, which, by the

way, is the eleventh which has been held in

Chicago under one management or another,

due attention has been paid to the important

matter of decorations. Last year, the ele

ment of staff work was introduced liberally

into the decorative scheme with good effect,

and this year its use is to be increased, but

with the material addition here and there of

an element to show decorations in the shape

of stained glass panels. These, it is hinted

by the management, are to be tried out

in an experimental way, in order to deter—

mine their full value with an eye to future

shows. For it is the custom of show man

agements to study their decorations as far

in advance as possible.

For the main floor of the Coliseum much

the same general plan as that adopted for

last year will be employed. That is to say,

the booths will be divided by elevated

arches supported on more or less orna

mental columns, the effect being to break

up the barrenness of the floor area, thus af~

fording a background for each of the indi

vidual exhibits. Instead of the whitened

or tinted tone of the staff, as was used last

year, liberal use will be made of bronzing

with the result that the entire ornamenta

tion of the show will hear an aspect of

metallic stability entirely different from any

thing before attempted.

The floor will be divided into four main

groups with aisles of equal size forming a,

cross. Down the centre of each island will

be a main dividing structure, whose pillars,

EXHIBITORS PLAN

TO REVEAL NEW ACHIEVEMENTS

IN DEVELOPMENT OF THE AUTOMOBILE

rising to the height of 15 feet, will bear

representations of the various phases of

automobiling—sport, utility and commerce——

bronze statuary in different heights and

varying motives furnishing the medium. At

the centre of each group of a huge wheel,

some six feet in diameter, will be repre

sented, and below it the representation of a

man of heroic stature, bent in the effort of

giving it impetus. Stretching to the right

and left an outwardly eurving arch will af

ford a backing for two paintings of automo

bile scenes, and four stained glass windows,

two on either side, one pair being rectangu

lar and the other round. The remainder of

the structure will be backed with green silk

and gold trimmings.

The lettering of the exhibitors‘ names

will be in white and gold with raised char

acters mounted on a red silk background.

The signs will run along the top of the sec

tions, while above them will be a row of

flower boxes filled with real ferns and flow

ers. _

The principle of uniformity in decora~

tions, of course, will be carried out in all

parts of the show. The walls are to be

concealed by wooden panels, raised to a

height of 10 feet from the floor, and in Mis

sion finish, while in the arena of the Coli

seum the balcony fronts will be treated in

panelling of lighter shades. The same effect

will be carried over the entire roof. For

illumination, generous use will be made of

flaming arc lights, while the usual profusion

of incandescent bulbs—some concealed,

some of large size and placed more with

regard to their illuminating value than their

ornamental effect, will serve to dispel the

gloom from the otherwise obscure corners.

The complete roster of exhibitors, cor

rected to date, includes a grand total of 252

displays. Of these no less than 92 will be

devoted to the exhibition of complete cars.

Twenty-one booths will be given over to

the display of motorcycles, while the ex
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hibitors of parts, accessories, materials and

supplies of various sorts, will occupy no

less than 130 booths, with a prospect of an

additional number squeezed into odd cor

ners sub-let from those whose names regu

larly appear on the list.

Having' seen a great proportion of the

cars, as of the other exhibits, at one or the

othérlof the New York shows, the eastern

vi‘sitoi~ always is tempted to the belief that

Chicago ivill present little that is really new

to’liis eyes. And in this he is as constantly

disappointed. For it is the habit of many

automobile makers to bring out new body

mountings "especially for the Chicago ex

hibit—sometimes even new models as well——

while occasionally exhibits which have been

completed too late to appear in New York

appear there. Furthermore, the flood tide

of accessory novelty never lets up, and in

variably there are a number of surprises

ready to be disclosed when the doors open—

even among those who have exhibits at the

Palace or Garden. In this respect the forth

coming show promises to be in no wise be-

hind its predecessors.

In the matter of cars produced by makers

who have not shown before this season, the

visitor will find ample opportunity for in

vestigation in studying the construction of

the 23 difi’erent types of vehicle on view for

the first time this year. In fact no less

than ll of them have not been shown before

in Chicago, and if at all, only in purely

local shows. The makers of these new cars

are as follows:

American Locomotive Co., Auburn Auto

mobile C0._. Bartholomew Co., Bendix Co.,

The: Berliet Import Co., Buick Motor Car

Co., Chicago Coach & Carriage Co., Clark

Hatfield Auto Co., Columbus Buggy Co.,

Dorris Motor Car Co., Fort Pitt Motor Mfg.

Co., Jeffery & Co., T. B.; Meteor Motor

Car Co., Mier Carriage & Buggy Co., Model

Automobile Co., Olds Motor Works, Ran

dolf Motor Car Co., Ricketts Auto Works,

Rider-Lewis Motor Car Co., Staver Car

riage Co., Streator Motor Car Co., Owen

Thomas Motor Car Co., Zimmerman Mfg.

Co.

As being essentially a product of the

central portion of the country, the high

wheeled motor buggy in all its phases will

be displayed to particularly good advantage.

There will be on view the products of no

less than 10 makers devoted exclusively to

this field. Furthermore, 6 of them will be

of particular interest as being included in

the list of those who have not exhibited

previous to the Chicago show.

In this connection it is noteworthy that

the list of newcomers is by no means con

fined to any particular class or type of ve

hicle, however. Among the cars staged for

the first time will be found examples of

practically every type of motor vehicle in

common use from the light high wheeled

vehicle up to and including the rather elab

orate six cylinder machine. Nor will these

cars be found lacking in the elements of

novelty and originality which constitute

the spice of the show study. Several of

them, in fact, embody details of construc

tion which are more or less remarkable in

their construction or operation.

It has been observed frequently enough

that the period of noticeable and noteworthy

trends in the industry is long past. Mat

ters of detailed construction no longer pos

sess the fascination for the average show

goer that they used to have. Nevertheless,

if one marked tendency is to be observed,

it may be set down as residing in the quar

ters occupied by the cars of medium power

  

DECORATIVE DETAIL 1N STAINED GLASS

and price. These middle-class vehicles are

fast assuming the proportions of a majority

in the industry just now, and their pres

ence at the two New York shows consti

tuted their most remarkable feature in many

respects. Chicago, as the Mecca for mak

ers catering to the demand of the masses,

however, seems likely to prove an even more

important revelation in the matter of the

 

The Cars Not Shown in New York.

A. L. Co. Halladay

Auburn Meteor

Bendix Mier

Berliet Oldsmobile

Buick Owen Thomas

Clark-Hatfield Pittsburg Six

Columbus Electric Randolf

Dorris Ricketts

Duer Rambler

Emancipator RiderLewis

Glide Staver

Great Western Zimmerman.

 

growing production and the growing popu

larity of these vehicles of the so-callcd pop

ular type.

It has been observed that the accessory

sections will be in no wise lacking in novel

features, even among those exhibitors who

already have shown in New York. In ad

dition to these, however, there will be a

substantial contribution of new things

shown by makers who are exhibiting for

the first time this season, and who will be

present to the number of 35. They are as

follows:

Eugene Arnstein, Bower Roller Bearing

Co., S. Breakstone, Central Rubber Co.,

Chicago Pottery Co., Chicago Recometre

Co., Commercial Battery Electric Co., Du

plex Coil Co., Fellock Auto Mfg. Co., Fok

Metallic Tire Belt Co., Fulton & Zinke.

Emancipator Automobile Co., Goshen Rub

ber Works, Hancock Mfg. Co., Imperial

Brass Mfg. Co., C. P. Kimball & Co., Limou

sine Carriage Mfg. Co., Lougdin-Brugger

Co., Long Mfg. Co., London Auto Supply

Co., McCanna Mfg. Co., Edward Neeley &

Co.. Pfanstiehl Electrical Laboratory,

Rochester Safety Lock Co., Ross Gear 8:

Tool Co., Fred Smith, F. E. Sparks, Stand

ard Varnish \Vorks, Twentieth Century

Motor Car Co., Triple Action Spring Co.,

Universal Tire Protector Co., Vehicle Top

& Supply C0._. Vivax Storage Battery Co.,

Westinghouse Co., Whiteley Steel Co.

The official list of exhibitors at the Coli

seum and Armory, their locations and the

wares which they will display. corrected to

date. is as follows:

AUTOMOBILES.

Coliseum—Main Floor.

American Locomotive Co., New York,

F-l—Locomotive gasolene cars.

Apperson Bros. Automobile Co., Koko

mo, Ind., E-l—Apperson gasolene cars.

Apperson-Toledo Motor C0._. Toledo, 0.,

E-4—Toledo asolene cars.

Babcock Eectric Carriage Co., Buffalo,

N. Y., B-3—Babcock electric cars.

Baker Motor Vehicle Co., Cleveland, 0.,

B-4—Baker electric cars.

Bartholomew Co., The, Peoria, 111., H-I—

Glide gasolene cars.

Flint, Mich., E-Z—Buick Motor Co.,

Buick gasolene cars.

Cadillac Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.,

D-S—Cadillac gasolene cars.

Corbin Motor Vehicle Corporation, New

Britain, Conn., F-4~—Corbin gasolene cars.

Dayton Motor Car Co., Dayton, 0., D-2—

Stoddard-Dayton gasolene cars.

De Luxe Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.,

J-l—De Luxe gasolene cars.

Elmore Mfg. Co., Clyde, 0.. Afr—Elmore

2 cycle gasolene cars.

Everitt-Metzger-Flanders Co..

Mich., C-Z—E-M-F gasolene cars.

Franklin Mfg. Co., H. H., Syracuse, N. Y.,

D-6—Franklin gasolene cars.

Haynes Automobile Co., Kokomo, Ind.

Cb—Haynes gasolene cars.

Holsman Automobile Co., Chicago, Ill.,

E-3—Holsman motor bug ies.

Jeffery & Co., Thomas B, Kenosha, Wis.,

B-Z—Rambler gasolene cars.

Knox Automobile Co., Springfield, Mass.,

G-Z—Knox gasolene cars.

Locomobile Co. of America, Bridgeport,

Conn., D-S—Locomobile gasolene cars.

Lozier Motor Co., New York City, H-2—

Lozier gasolene cars.

Matheson Motor Car Co., Wilkes-Barre,

Pa., G-l—Matheson gasolene cars.

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co., Tarrytown,

N. Y., D-4—Maxwell gasolene cars.

Mitchell Motor Car Co., Racine, \Vis.,

K-l—Mitchell gasolene cars.

National Motor Vehicle Co., Indianapolis,

Ind., C-S—National gasolene cars.

Olds Motor Works. Lansing, Mich., F-3—

Oldsmobile gasolene cars.

Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.,

C‘l—Packard gasolene cars.

Peerless Motor Car Co., Cleveland, 0.,

A-S—Peerless gasolene cars.

Detroit,
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Pierce Co., George N., Bufialo, N. Y.,

F-Z—Pierce gasolene cars.

Pope Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn., A-Z—

Pope-Hartford gasolene cars.

Premier Motor Mfg. Co., Indianapolis,

Ind., C~3—Premier gasolene cars.

Reo Motor Car Co., Lansing, Mich., B~6—

Reo gasolene cars.

Ricketts Auto Works, South Bend, Ind.,

L—l—Ricketts gasolene cars.

Stearns Co., F. B., Cleveland, 0., 3-5—

Stearns gasolene cars.

Stevens-Duryea Co., Chicopee Falls,

Mass, A-4—Stevens-Duryea gasolene cars.

Studebaker Automobile Co., South Bend,

Ind., C-4—Studebaker gasolene cars.

Thomas Motor Co., E. R_, Bufialo, N. Y.,

A-3—Thomas gasolene cars.

White Company, The, Cleveland, 0., D-1

—Whitc steam cars.

Winton Motor Carriage Co., Cleveland,

0.. A-l—Winton gasolene cars.

\Noods Motor Vehicle Co., Chicago, Ill.,

B-l—Woods gasolene and electric cars.

Coliseum Annex—First Floor.

Austin Automobile Co., Grand Rapids,

Mich., O-Z—Austin gasolene cars.

Chalmers-Detroit Motor Co., Detroit,

Mich., M-l—Chalmers-Detroit gasolene cars.

Midland Motor Co., Moline, Ill., Q-Z—

Midland gasolene cars.

Oakland Motor Car Co., Pontiac, Mich.,

P-l—Oakland gasolene cars.

Pennsylvantia Auto-Motor Co., Bryn

Mawr, Pa., Q-l—Pennsylvania gasolene

cars..

Sim lex Motor Car Co., Michawaka, Ind.,

N-1-—- implex chcle gasolene cars.

Welch Motor Car Co., Pontiac, Mich.,

Q-3—Welch gasolene cars.

York Motor Car Co., York, Pa., O-l—

York Pullman gasolene cars.

Coliseum—Basement.

Bendix Co., The, Chicago, Il!._. SZ—Bendix

motor buggies.

Cameron Car Co., Beverley, Mass, 58-—

Cameron gasolene cars. -

Clark-Hatfield Auto Co.. Oshkosh, Wis.,

51—Motor buggies.

Emancipator Automobile Co., Chicago,

Ill., lS—Emancipator gasolene cars.

Grabowsky Power Wagon Co., Detroit,

Mich., 40—Grabowsky commercial trucks.

Interstate Automobile Co., Muncie, Ind.,

30—Interstate gasolene cars.

Mier Carriage & Buggy Co., Ligonier,

Ind., 57—Motor buggies.

Randolph Motor Car Co., Chicago, Ill.,

ZO—Gasolene cars.

Rider-Lewis Motor Car Co., Muncie, Ind.,

24—“Excellent Six” gasolene cars.

Schacht Mfg. Co., Cincinnati, 0.,

Schacht motor buggies.

Thomas Motor Co.. E. R., Buffalo, N. Y.

34—Thomas gasolene cars.

Thomas Motor Car Co., Owen, lanes

ville, Wis., 35—Owen Thomas gasolene cars.

Zimmerman Mfg. Co., Auburn, Ind., 1—

Zimmermann motor buggies.

First Regiment Armory—Main Floor.

Anderson Carriage Co., Detroit, Mich.,

F-l—Detroit electric cars.

Anderson Carriage Mfg. Co., Anderson,

Ind., E-1-1%—Anderson motor buggies.

Atlas Motor Car Co., Springfield, Mass,

B-3—Atlas Z-cycle gasolene cars.

Auburn Automobile Co., Auburn, Ind.,

D-4—Auburn gasolene cars.

Berliet Import Co., Chicago, 11]., G4—

Berliet gasolene cars.

Black Mfg. Co.. Chicago, Ill., E-4-r-Black

motor buggies.

Buckeye Mfg. Co., Anderson, Ind., A-3—

Lambert gasolene cars.

16—

Brush Runabout Co., Detroit, Mich.,H-l—

Brush gasolene cars.

Cartercar Co., Pontiac, Mich., C-2—Car

tercar gasolene cars.

Columbus Buggy Co., Columbus, 0., B-1—

Columbus electric cars.

Dorris Motor Car Co., St. Louis, Mo.,

Elk—Dorris gasolene cars.

Fiat Automobile Co., New York City, G

l—Fiat gasolene cars.

Fort Pitt Motor Mfg. Co., New Kensing

ton, Pa., W-%—Pittsburg “Six” gasolene

CZH'S.

Gaeth Automobile Co., Cleveland, 0., GS

—Gaeth gasolene cars.

Jackson Automobile Co., Jackson, Mich.,

A4—Jackson gasolene cars.

Kimball & Co., C. P., Chicago, Ill._. G-6—

Bodies.

Kissel Motor Car Co., Hartford, Wis.,A-1

Kisselkar gasolene cars.

McIntyre Co., W. H., Auburn, Ind., C4—

McIntyre gasolene cars.

Meteor Motor Car Co., Bettcndorf, Ia.,

E-S—Meteor gasolene cars.

Model Automobile Co., Peru, Ind., F-Z—

Great Western gasolene cars.

Moline Automobile Co., East Moline, lll.,

D-3—Moline gasolene cars. '

Moon Motor Car Co., St. Louis. Mo., B-2

-—Moon gasolene cars.

Mora Motor Car Co., Newark, N. Y., D-l

—Mora gasolene cars.

Nordyke & Marmon Co., Indianapolis,

Ind., D-Z—Marmon gasolene cars.

Overland Automobile Co., Indianapolis,

Ind., C-l—Overland gasolene cars.

Rapid Motor Vehicle Co., Pontiac, Mich.,

E-S—Rapid gasolene trucks.

Rausch & Lang Carriage Co., Cleveland,

0., G-S—Rausch & Lang electric cars.

Speedwell Motor Car Co., Dayton, 0.,

A-Z—Speedwell gasolene cars.
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CHICAGO SHOW—COLISEUM AND ANNEX, MAIN, GALLERY AND SECOND FLOORS, BASEMENT sufisfizposnn

Stavcr Carriage Co., Chicago, 111., E-E—

Staver motor buggies.

Strcator Motor Car Co., Streator, Ill., E-6

—llalladay gasolene cars.

Waverley Co., The, Indianapolis, Ind.,

C-S—Waverley electric cars.

Wayne Works, Richmond, G-Z—

Richmond gasolene cars.

MOTORCYCLES.

Coliseum Annex—Second Floor.

American Motor Co., Brockton, Mass.,

139—M-M motorcycle.

Armac Motor Co., 97—

Armac motorcycles.

Aurora Automatic Machinery Co., Aurora,

111., l35—Th0r motorcycles.

Auto-Bi Co., Buffalo, N. Y., 137—Auto-Bi

motorcycles.

Consolidated Mfg. Co., Toledo, 0., 131—

Yale-California motorcycles.

Ind.,

Chicago, Ill.,

Excelsior Motor 8: Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill._.

lZQ—Excelsior motorcycles.

Harley-Davidson Motor Co., Chicago, Ill.,

lZ7—Harley-Davidson motorcycles.

Hendee Mfg. CO., Springfield, [1]., 126—

Indian motorcycles.

Hornecker Mfg. Co., Genesee, 111., 96—

Torpedo motorcycles.

Magnet Motor Co., Chicago, 111., 102—

Magnet motorcycles.

Merkel-Light Motor Co., Pottstown, Pa.,

93—Merkel-Light motorcycles.

Minneapolis Motor Cycle Co., Minneapo

lis. Minn. 89—Minneapolis motorcycles.

New Era Gas Engine Co., Dayton, 0.,

98—New Era motorcycles.

N. S. U. Motor Co., New York, 141—

N. S. U. motorcycles.

Ovington Motor Co., New York, 133—

F. N. motorcycles.

Pierce Cycle Co., Bufi’alo, N. Y., 90—

Pierce motorcycles.

Reading Standard Co., Reading, 1.33., 100—

Rcatling Standard motorcycles.

Thiem Mfg. Co., Minneapolis, Minn., 136

—Thiem motorcycles.

Wagner Motor Cycle Co., St. Paul, Minn.,

l30—W’agner motorcycles.

ACCESSORIES.

Coliseum—Gallery.

Atwater-Kent Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.,

l7—lgniters and timers.

Auto Improvement Co., New York City,

l4—Self-starters and specialties.

Badger Brass Mfg. Co., Kenosha, Wis., 40

—Solar lamps.

Baldwin Chain 81. Mfg. Co., Worcester,

Mass, 64—Baldwin chains and recoil check.

Bowser & Co., S. F., Fort Wayne, Ind,

73—Tanks and gasolene storage systems.
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CHICAGO SHOW—FIRST REGIMENT ARMORY, GALLERY WITH MAIN FLOOR SUPERPOSED.

Brown-Lipe Gear C0.. Syracuse, N. Y., 36

—Gears and transmissions.

Byrne-Kingston & Co., Kokomo, Ind., 76

~Kingston carburetters.

Chicago Battery Co., Chicago, Ill., 33—

Batteries.

Cooks Standard Tool Co.,

Mich., S—Tools.

Cramp & Sons Ship & Engine Building

Co., Wm., Philadelphia, Pa., 59—Bronze

castings and parts.

Diamond Chain & Mfg. Co., Indianapolis,

Kalamazoo.

Ind., 58—Axles, chains, transmissions and

sprockets.

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, 0., 35—Dia

mond tires.

Dietz Co., R. E., New York City, 28—

Lamps.

Duff Mfg. Co., Pittsbur , Pa. 66—]acks.

Edmunds & Jones Mfg. Co., Detroit,

Mich., 74-—Lamps and specialties.

Electric Storage Battery Co.,

phia, Pa., 61—Accumulators.

Philadel

Firestone Tire 8; Rubber Co., Akron, 0.,

67-8—Firestone tires.

Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.,

38—Tires.

G & I Tire Co., Indianapolis, Ind., 45—

G & 1 tires.

Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co., Cleveland, 0., 50

—Gabriel horns and cut-outs.

Goodrich Co., B. F., Akron. 0., 48-—

Goodrich tires.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, 0.,

SZ—Goodyear tires.
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Gray & Davis, Amesbury, Mass., 43—

Lamps. -

' Hancock Mfg. Co., Charlotte, Mich., 16—

Oilers.

Hardy & Co., R. E New York City, 56—

Spark plugs.

Harris Oil Co., A. W., Providence, R. I.,

25—Lubricants.

Hartford Rubber Works, Hartford, Conn.,

31—Hartford tires.

Hartford Suspension Co., Jersey City, N.

1., 8—Truffault-Hartford shock absorbers.

Heinze Electric Co., Lowell, Mass., 63—

Coils and ignition equipments. _

Imperial Brass Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill., 7

—Pumps and fittings.

Jones Speedometer, New York City, 55—

Jones speedometers, annunciators, odo

meters, speed regulators and specialties.

Kokomo Electric Co., Kokomo, Ind., 75——

Ignition specialties.

Long Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill., SIS—Hoods,

radiators.

McCord Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich., 32—

Radiators.

Morgan & Wright, Detroit, Mich., 27—

Morgan & Wright tires.

Motsinger Device Mfg. Co., Pcndleton,

Ind., 24—Ignition systems.

National Carbon Co., Cleveland, 0., 46—

Batteries.

Never-Miss Spark Plug Co., Lansing,

Mich., 70—Spark plugs. .

N. Y. & N. I. Lubricant Co., New York

City, 19-Lubricants.

Oliver Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111., 71—Jacks

and accessories.

Pantasote Co., New York City, 79—Top

and upholstering materials.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeannette, Pa.,

62~Pennsylvania tires

Pratt Mfg. Co., Wm. E, Chicago, Ill., 1

Rands Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich., lO—Tops.

Remy Electric Co., Anderson, Ind., 65—

Magnetos. ,

Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown, 0.,

115—Republic tires.

Shaler Co., C. A., Waupum. Wis., 9—

Electric vulcanizers.

Shelby Steel Tube Co., Pittsburg, Pa., 60

—Steel tubing.

Smith Mfg. Co., A. 0., Milwaukee, Wis.,

6—Gears and parts.

Spicer Universal Joint Co.. Plainheld, N.

J.. 37—Universai joints, magnetos and dy

namos.

Splitdorf, C. F., New York City, 49—

Timers, distributors. coils and ignition spe

cialties.

Sprague Umbrella Co., Norwalk, 0., 4»—

Tops and Windshields.

Swinehart Clincher Tire & Rubber Co.,

Akron. 0.. 54—vainehart tires.

Timken Roller Bearing Axle Co., Can

ton, O., 29—Bearings and axles.

Valentine 8: Co.. New York City, 11—

Varnishes.

Vceder Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn., 42—

Odometers and speed indicators.

Vesta Accumulator Co., Chicago. Ill., 22—

Accumulators.

Warner Gear Co., Muneie, Ind., 57—

Gears and transmissions.

Warner Instrument Co., Beloit. Wis., 18

—Warner auto meter.

Weed Chain Tire Grip Co., New York

City, 77—Anti-skid chains.

\Vheeler. F. H., Indianapolis, Ind., 21—

Scheblcr carburetters.

\\'hitney Mfg. Co.. Hartford, Conn. 23—

Whitney chains and keying systems.

Coliseum Annex—Second Floor.

.\jax~Gricb Rubber Co.. New York, 86—

Ajax tires. _

Avery Portable Lighting Co., Milwaukee,

Wis., 118—Gas tanks.

Brandenburg & Co., Chicago, UL, 146—

Bower Roller Bearing Co., Dayton, 0.,

l48—Bower roller bearings.

Chase Co.. L. C., Boston, Mass., 111—

Rubber cloth, imitation leather robes.

Connecticut Tele hone

Meriden, Conn., 10 Spark coils, switches

and ignition specialties.

Continental Caoutchouc Co., New York

City, 104 and IZI—Continental tires.

Cooks Sons, Adam, New York, 88B—Lu

bricants.

Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph, Jersey City,

N. J., 87—Graphite lubricants.

Empire Automobile Tire Co., Trenton, N.

J., 144—Empire Tires. ' .

Fox Metallic Tire Belt Co., New York

City, 116—Anti-skid bands.

Gemmer Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich., 145—

Stcering gears and parts.

Globe Machine & Stamping Co., Cleve—

land, O., 114-—Metal stamping specialties.

Gray-Hawley Mfg. Co., Detroit. Mich.,

83—Mufi‘lers and exhaust horns.

Ham Mfg. Co., C. T., Rochester, N. Y.,

8l—Lamps.

lloffccker Co., The, Boston, Mass., 115—

Speedometers.

Limousine Carriage Mfg. Co.. Chicago.

Ill., 120,—Bodies.

Leather Tire Goods Co., Newton Upper

Falls, Mass., lOS—NJl'l-Skld covers and

leather inner tubes.

Michelin Tire Co., Milltown, N. J., 112

113—Michelin tires.

glilwankee Motor Co., Milwaukee, Wis.,

Mosler & Co., A. R., New York City, 82—

Spit-Fire spark plugs.

Motz Clincher Tire & Rubber Co., Akron,

0.. 108—Cliricher tires.

~ National Battery Co.. Buffalo, N. Y., 110—

Accumulators.

National Coil Co., Lansing. Mich., 88-A

—Spark coils.

Pittsfield Spark C011 Co., Dalton. Mass.,

119—Ignition systems.

Randall-Faichney Co., Boston. Mass., 117

—Oil guns.

Ross Gear & Tool Co.. Lafayette. Ind., 88

—Gears and tools.

Sager Co., I. H., Rochester, N. Y., 84—

Supplementary springs.

Stewart 81. Clark Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.,

80—Spced0meters.

Whiteley Steel Co., Muncie, Ind. 109—

Steel castings.

Witherbee Igniter Co., New York. 107—

“Wico” ignition specia.ties.

. Coliseum Basement.

Bosch Magneto Co. Chicago, Ill.. 54—

Magnetos.

Buda Foundry & Mfg. Co.. Chicago, Ill.,

SS—Iacks.

Burrowes. Co., E. T., Portland, Mo., 49—IWind shields and spare wheels.

Champion Ignition Co., Flint, Mich. 48—

Ignition systems.

Chicago Recometre Co., Chicago, Ill., 4—

Recording devices.

Chicago Wind Shield Co., Chicago, Ill., 43

—Wind shields.

Fellwock Auto & Mfg. Co., Evansville,

Ind., 42—Bodies, wind shields and tops.

Flentje, Ernest, Cambridge, Mass" 8—

Shock preventers.

Fulton & Zinke, Chicago, Ill., lO—Gas

olcne motors.

Garage Equipment Co., Milwaukee, Wis.,

7—Specialties.

High Wheel Auto Parts Co.,

Ind., 47—Parts for motor buggies.

l.ongdin-Brugger Co.. Fond du Lac, Wis,

46—Tops.

Nadall Mfg. Co.. Chicago, Ill.. 56—De—

mountable rims.

Muncie,

& Electric Co.,

Norton Co., The. Worcester, Mass., 3—

Drill grinders.

Pfanstiehl Electrical Laboratory, North

Chicago, Ill., S—Coils.

Royal Equipment Co., Bridgeport, Conn.,

52—Raybestos friction facing.

Sparks, F. E., Chicago, 11., 37—Supplies.

Triple Action Spring Co., Chicago, Ill., 6

—Sprmg leaves, supplementary springs.

Troy Carriage Sun Shade Co., Troy, 0.,

41--Wind shields.

20th Century Motor Car Co.. South Bend,

Ind., 44—Wind shields.

Vanguard Mfg. Co., Joliet, Ill., 50—Wind

shields.

Vehicle Top & Supply Co., St. Louis, Mo.,

45—Tops.

First Regiment Armory—Gallery.

Arnstein, Eugene, Chicago, 24.—Acces

sories and supplies.

Austro-American Separator Co., Cleve~

land, 0.. 3—Gasolene funnels.

Breakstone, 5., Chicago. Ill., l4.—Hand

soap.

Central Rubber Co.,

Tires and rubber goods.

Commercial Battery Electric Co., Chicago,

Ill., IO—Storage batteries, magnetos.

Dayton Rubber Co., Dayton. 0., 35—Air

less tires.~

Elite Mfg. Co.. Ashland. O.,' 34—-]acks

and pumps.

Ennis Rubber Mfg. Co., Newark. N. J.,

28-B—Tires.

Excelsior Supply Co.. Chicago, 11]., 28

Batteries, lamps, plugs, lubricants.

High Frequency Ignition Co., Los An

geles. Cal., 31—Ignition systems.

Knight & Co., H. C.. Chicago, Ill., 32—

K-W' Ignition Co., Cleveland, 0., Z—Igni

tion specialties.

Legnard Bros., Inc., Waukegan, Ill., 15—

London Auto Supply Co., Chicago, Ill., 1

and Z—Tops.

McCanna Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass., l9—Lu

hricators. oil pumps.

Monitor Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass., 20—

Timers and distributors.

Morrison-Ricker Mfg. Co.. Grinnell, Ia.,

12—Gloves and gauntlets.

Neeley & Co.. Edward. Chicago. Ill., 4—

Pressure feed lubricators.

Quincy, Manchester, Sargent Co. Plain

ficld, N. J., 27-B—Auto Cle wrenches.

Rochester Safety Lock Co.. Rochester,

Ind., 7—Steering locks.

Rochford 8: Co., Chicago, Ill., 33—Wind

shields.

Smith, Fred, Aberdeen, S. D.. 30—

Standard Tire Protector Co., Saginaw,

Mich., ZS—Tire protectors.

Standard Varnish Works. Chicago. Ill., 18

—Paints, enamel and varnishes.

Stromberg Motor Devices Co.. Chicago,

Ill., l6—Carburetters.

Universal Tire Protector Co. Angola,

Ind., 36.—Non-skid bands. tire protectors.

Vivax Storage Battery Co.. Chicago. Ill.,

9—Storage batteries.

Chicago, Ill., 8—

The Season of Local Shows.

The season of local shows now being well

under way, announcements of these small

reproductions of the great national events

are constantly coming to notice. Among re

cent show datings are those of Portland,

Ore., and Portland, Mo., March 843 and

February 22-27, being the days set; Balti

more, Md., February 24-27; Providence, R.

1., March 1-6; Bangor, Me. February 15-20;

San Jose, Cal., February l7-20, and Roches~

ter, N. Y., March 2-6.
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Sll0W DAZZLES PHILADELPHIA

Picturesque Setting the Chief Novelty of the

Big Display—Exhibits Include 150

Cars and Many Accessories.

 

An altogether unprecedented degree of

prosperity marked the passage of Phila

delphia's eighth annual show. which under

the able handling of Manager Beck and his

associates ran from \Vednesday to Wednes

laudable desire, an adjoining vacant lot was

requisitioned for the picture show and a

huge circus tent erected. The first difficulty

encountered was that of heating the ex

temporized auditorium to a degree com

mensurate with the demands of public com

fort. The second arose when a high wind

wrecked the tent on Tuesday night previous

to the opening of the show. When it was

found that it would be impossible to secure

another which would be guaranteed to with

stand the exigencies of winter weather, the

 

 

 

 

ing off of the main aisle with a series of

white pillars connected by arches over

whch the golden grapes in plenty trailed in

theatrical profusion, while at the posts

which marked the separation between the

various booths were other white posts, from

which radiated light staves as from the

ordinary back-yard variety of clothes pole.

In this particular instance, the “wash” hung

out to air comprised a series of very orna

mental banners bearing in letters plain the

names of the exhibitors.

 

 

 

  

VIEWS SHOWING THE NOVEL ADORNML'NT OF THE SECOND REGIMENT ARMORY FOR THE PHILADELPHIA bHOW

day, Jan. 27th to Feb. 3d. Unusual in its

mid-week commencement and ending, staged

in a novel manner in a new location and

with the additional floor space which the

quarters in the Second Regiment Armory

made available more than filled, it was a

local show which its management well

might be proud of. It was not without its

embarrassments, however, as was discov

ered early in the season, when the many

eager visitors who had “lotted” on seeing

the moving pictures of the Vanderbilt and

other famous contests, learned that they

were to be deprived of the spectacle. It

all came about through the efforts of the

management to utilize all the space which

the armory provided, for the purposes of

the show proper. In consequence of this

idea of a supplementary entertainment un

der canvas was abandoned.

The circus tent effect was by no means

lacking to the show despite this curtailing

of its ambitious scheme. Indeed for the

purposes of exhibition the interior of the

armory itself was given the full semblance

of a huge tent by the great masses of bunt

ing which were festooned from the walls to

the ceiling, where they were gathered up

at the centre in a peak ornamented with a

huge sunburst electrolier from which radi

ated strings of incandescent lamps. The

color scheme of cerise and Nile green was

effective—to say the least. The vivid back

ground which it formed was somewhat

toned down by the detail of the floor set

ting, however. This consisted in the mark

As a show, there was practically nothing

on view not already seen at one or

the other of the two great shows

of the season held in New York.

Even the brilliant array of prize cups and

other trophies, which figured at the Palace

and Garden, were not lacking, and they

made their mark with the visitors too. The

floor space was divided into 39 spaces, while

other exhibits were ranged about the walls

and in the various ante-rooms of the build

ing. The 60 different exhibits included no

less than 150 cars, some 40 or more being

gasolene. 5 steam and 2 electric. A dozen

accessories stands were tucked away in

convenient locations, while a lively corner

of the show was given over to the display

of motorcycles.
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SIIOW WEEK STIRS [.08 ANGELES

Historical Pageant Precedcs Opening—

Nearly 100 Cars Brilliantly Staged

Amid Elaborate Decorations.

Preceded by a lengthy parade which took

twenty minutes to pass a given point, one

which was supposed to denote the progress

of transportation methods in America, Los

Angeles’s second annual automobile show

was inaugurated with considerable pomp

on Saturday evening, 23d ult. The doors

of the big Hamburger building, where this

year’s exhibition held forth, did not open

until the evening, the gigantic parade be

The

show continued all the week. \

Headed by Show Manager Ferris, the

procession traversed the principal streets

of the city, and its novelty was such that

it was little wonder that the show was

crowded soon after the doors Opened Sat

urday night. First in the line of march

was a brass band, folIOWed by a tribe of

Indians on horseback to den- te tne meth

od of transportation employed by the abor

iginal tribes of North America. Next in

the line of procession came an old canvas

topped prairie schoonerv followed by the

historic Banning stagecoach, and an inter

esting array of old-time surreys, “demo

crats” and other early forms of horse,

drawn vehicles. Several bicycles inter

vened between the horse vehicles and the

section of automobiles, both of old and

modern types, a presentation of an impor

tant phase in the evolution of the horseless

ing the afternoon’s “curtain raiser.”

vehicle which was fully appreciated by those 1

who watched the pageant.

The show proper opened With the usual

speech by Mayor l-iarper. Although in

beauty and in the magnitude of exhibits

this year’s Los Angcles sh)w far sur

passes the exhibition of a year ago, the

basement of the Hamburger building, at

Broadway and Eighth street, was inade

quate to house all the cars that might have

l‘eeu shown. Because they could not se

cure sufl‘icient space several agencies held

private shows in their salesrooms, among

them being the Schwaebe-Atkinson Motor

Co., with the Premier; the Big Four Au

tomobile Co.. representatives of the Mar

mon. Regal and Rapid, and the Renton

Motor Car Co., agents for the Overland

and Great Smith.

The decorating scheme was upon a far

more elaborate scale than last year and

completely disguised all evidence of the

fact that the exhibition was held in the

basement of the Hamburger building The

walls were lined with stucco work, em

bossed in winged automobile wheels, chauf

feurs and chauffcuses in costume, automo

biles and other appropriate designs, while

white pillars. topped with large frosted

globes, and festooned with natural greens

divided the large hall into exhibition spaces.

The floor, Was carpetet in green, "'l‘ile 12,

000 frosted incandescent bulbs were deftly

concealed in the ceil'ng and among the

greenery. A great shell supported by urns

was over the entrance to the facade, and

over the latter an 'mmense conchoidal, the

interior of which was finished to represent

the interior of an abalone snell, studded

with vari~colored lights. At the foot of

the stairs leading into the exhibition hall

was an electric fountair. a lighting arrange

ment beneath a glass pyramid, giving the

water the appearance of being on fire.

Of the 99 cars shown 92 were fully

equipped for the road, the remainder being

chassis. Of the total number 90 were gas

olene cars; seven had electric power, and

two—the White—use steam as the motive

power. Accessories as shown by local

agents and jobbers were in the usual gen

erous: proportions.

plete cars ,were as \i'o'lows:

Auto Vehicle Co., Taurists. Reo and Kis

sel Kar. ~ - . .

Thomas Motor Car Co., Thomas Flyer.

H. 0. Harrison, Peerless, Oldsmobile

and Apperson.

Western Motor Car Co.. Packard, Stev

ens-Duryea and Chalmers-Detroit.

\V. F. Bush. Pierce-Arrow.

Buick Motor Car Co., Buick.

W'hite Garage, White.

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co., Maxwell.

Standard Motor Car Co., Ford.

American Berliet Locomotive Co., Amer

ican Locomotive. ‘

Lord Motor Car Co.,.Studebaker and

E~M-F. '

Woodill AUtOfllObllt Co.,

Oakland. .

Lee Motor Car Co.. Cadillac.’

W.-R. Ruess Motor Car Co.,

ford. - ' ‘

\V. K. Cowan. Rambler.

Lozier Motorq'Car Co.. Lozicr. 7

1American Motor Car Co., Ameritan Trav

e er. ' ' < "

Duro Mfg. Co.. Dulocar. ' ‘.

Gregory Automobile Co., Moline. ' '

Elmore Motor Car Co., Elmore and

Baker. ,

\Villiam Bosbyshell, Dorris.

Roy Forsythe, Auburn.

Ral h C. Hamlin, Franklin.

R. . Leavitt, .oco'nobile.

Stoddard-Dayton Motor Car Co., Stod

dard-Dayton.

Charles H. Thompson, Jackson.

GreenRobbins Co.. Mitchell.

Haynes and

Pope-Hart

 

Private Shows in Chicago Auditorium.

Space limitations in connection with the

allotment of locations to those desiring to

exhibit- at Chicago, have resu'ted this year

as in the past, in the crowding out of one

or two late applicants, with the result that

they have had recourse to the establishment

of “private” shows of their own. In this

particular instance the hospitality of the

Auditorium has been called upon to house

two of them, and the many \'|'5itOl'S at the

show in the Coliseum who also patronize

that spacious hostelry, will have ample op

portunity to study the constriction of the

Columbia and Palmer & Singer cars. which

thus will be displayed under exctptionally

favurable circumstances.

The exhibitors of com

_ siderable business was transacted.

CINCINNATI FLOCKS T0 THE SHOW

Second Annual Exhibition Proves a Social

Magnet—Many Well Known Cars

Amid White and Gold Settings.

Cincinnati’s second annua‘ automobile

show, which closed in the First Regiment

30th ult.

sponsible for many wearwell smiles that

armory Saturday last was re

graced the streets of the Queen City this

week. In fact, this year’s show made

last year's- record of both actual and

prospective sales appear insignificant in

comparison. The Cincinnati Automo

bile Dealers’ Association, under whose

auspices the exhibition was held had dec

orated the immense drill hall lavishly.

white and gold being the color scheme, and

the armory was made the rendezvous for

society, besides the object of attraction for

many out-of-town dealers, with whom con

\ Among

the exhibitors were tl e following:

\Nhite Steamer Co., White; Jungclas Au

tomobile Co.. Mitchell: Cincinnati Automo

bile Co., Peerless,'Pope-Hartiord and Win

ton; Croethers Automobile Co. Royal Tour

ist and Elmore; George C. Miller Sons' Co..

Stevens-Duryea; Hanauer Auto Co., Loco

mobile, Pierce Great Arrow and Corbin; I.

ll. Ratlich Automobile Co., Chalmers-De

troit; Oldsmobile Co.. Oldsmobile; Mer

chants’ Garage Co.; Queen City Auto Co.;

Stevens Automobile Co. Sid Black Automo

bile Co., Thomas, Franklin. Detroit, Electric

and E-M-F.; Evanston Automobile Co.;

Miami Vulcanizing Co.; American Motor

Car Co.; Churcher Electric .Co.; Coughlin

Davis Co.; Dealers Auto Supply Co.; F. J.

Engert, and Special M-itor Vehicle Co., Pre

mier, Marion, Atlas and Maxwell.

 

Paris Salon a Possibility for 1909.

There may be a 1909 Paris Salon after

‘ all, despite the widely heralded agreement

between a number of the more prominent

French makers to the contrary. According

to press despatchcs received this week. it

appears that the notorious agreement, which

was supposed to carry a heavy penalty for

any party, to it who should venture to dis

play his product at the French capital be

fore ]uly, 1910, contained a joker clause in

the shape of a proviso to the effect that it

could be abrogated in case the English man

ufacturers could not be induced to follow

suit. It is further understood that the com

mittee of the Automobile Club of France

is going ahead in expectation of holding the

Salon next year as usual. All of which be

ing so, it would further appear that the

French manufacturers have succeeded in

placing themselves in the enviable position

of being able to show or not as they may

see fit when it comes case in hand, and

of standing on their dignity or as much of

it as they can command, in either event.
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Standardization, duplication, specializa

tion. These three elements in the develop

ment of production are the stepping stones

which lead to the goal of the excellent, low

priced and popular product. Because any

single part of a machine can be produced

better and more economically if made in

quantities than if evolved by individual

labor, and because these advantages accrue

with the increasing adoption of automatic

mechanical processes. the tendency of any

industry is to concentrate upon the assem

blage of interchangeable units which are

applicable to a wide variety of purposes.

Because the limits of specialization cannot

be accomplished with the highest degree of

success by the producer of the finished ar

ticle, the tendency to concentration in time

gives rise to the specialist in the production

of components who forms an added link

in the chain which stretches between the

raw material and the finished product.

In any industry, these parts specialists

constitute a powerful factor of industrial

economy. But the danger that their func

tion may be abused constitutes a huge

menace to prosperity and to progress. Ac'

cording to circumstances, they exert either

an elevating or a depressing influence on

the industry. More truly than is generally

appreciated, they exercise a guiding func

tion in shaping the strength of the business

to which they are allied.

the Parts Maker.

Because of the complex nature of the au

tomobile, the position of the parts maker

has become particularly strong in this in

dustry. Not only this, but the extremely

rapid and impulsive growth which has char

acterized it has created a demand for fin

ished components which is much greater,

relatively speaking, than that of other lines.

In consequence, the parts maker is to-day,

one of the mightiest elements in the busi

ness of motor car production.

Upon the parts maker rests the burden

of choosing whther his product shall be

disposed of merely as so much stock mer

chandise, to be utilized by the purchaser

a: he may see fit, or whether it shall be em

ployed in such a way as to insure reliabil

ity to itself and to the aggregation of which

it is an integer. His responsibilities may

be considered to go further than the de

tails attendant upon the fabrication of the

parts and the development of uniform qual

ity and quantity adequate to the demand.

They may be held to reach out into the

shops of the assembler—the final producer

—and require the placing of parts that are

not simply up to the standard of uniform

Position of

production, but which are suitable in every

way for the purpose to which they are to

be devoted.

This principle, of course, applies not

merely to complete organs like axles,

change speed gears, motors and ignition

apparatus, but also to the smaller parts,

such as bolts, rods, fittings, and minor at

tachments. Where simplicity and univer

sality of application have made possible

the acceptance of a general system of stand

ardization, as is true in general of the

smaller units as the test, the only oppor»

tunity of affecting the quality of the fin

ished product lies in the choice of ma

terials and, occasionally, in the thorough

ness with which heat treatment may be car

ried out. But in the more complicated

parts, such as the complete units, it is not

sufficient to produce a good patt, well de~

signed, thoroughly built and properly put

together. It must be assembled only in

machines of such size that it is certain to

be suitable for the work assigned to it.

Aspects of Quantity Product.

Whatever the origin or class of the

parts maker, the tendency always is to quan

tity production, not only because big vol

umes mean extended profits, but because

production costs are reduced as the turn

over is increased. The successful parts

makér is not simply a specialist in design,

he is a specialist in construction. Begin—

ning with a leverage on the market which

may depend upon proprietary rights or up

on geographical or mechanical advantage,
continued experience develops a specialv ape

titude in the performance of the limited se

ries of operations which are involved in

producing a small number of similar arti

cles. The greater the number of parts pro

duced, the better they may be made and

also. the lower their actual cost.

Many familiar examples in plain arith

matic teach that where the tool cost on a

certain job is $10,000. the pro rata charge

on each of 100 pieces is $100; on each 1,000

it is $10; on each of 10.000, it is $1.

Thus with the increase in the number

of duplicate parts produced, the only im

portant variable item in the producing cost

is proportionately sub-divided, and it goes

on being spread out thinner and thinner to

the ultimate limiting point, which is the

life of the tools. Under ordinary circum

stances, however, this is prolonged suffi

ciently so that the manufacturing cost con

tinues to be reduced just as long as there

is a demand for a given model. The attrac

tions which a growing market for his wares

holds out to the parts maker are thus very

great, and the temptation to adopt the pol

icy of building on a quantity basis alone,

tremendous. Furthermore. as increases in

quantity involve reduction in costs, the pro

ducer of large outputs is enabled to improve

the quality of his product in precision as

well as in general uniformity by the instal

lation of improved machinery and tools.

It d0cs not invariably follow, however,

that the maker is willing to take advantage

of the opportunity offered by a growing

market to increase its quality or—what is

of equal importance—to assure himself of

its suitability for the work for which it is

employed. Quantity production means

cheapening the processes of manufacture.

Cheapening in one direction. may, however,

tempt him to cheapen in others; to reduc

ing the quality of the materials employed.

reducing weight, eliminating steps in the

process of manufacture which may appear

to be non-essential and finally in increas

ing the scope of the product’s use without

fortifying it properly to meet the additional

requirements.

While thoretically multiplying the prod

uct may tend to improve it, it may, on the

contrary, open the door to shoddy work

and degeneration to a state of absolute un

reliability. This is the great danger against

which the thoughtful parts maker guards

as against his own ruin. But perhaps a

greater danger is that of attempting to ac

complish too much with a single design.

This danger is all the greater because the

use of the parts is not entirely in his control,

and because of the temptation to dispose of

his product on a catalogue rating, leaving

it to the assembler to determine how close

ly it fits his own requirements, and how

well suited it is for his purposes.

Dangers of Multiplied Product.

A stock rear axle, for example. may be

rated for horsepower up to 30. and may be

of excellent design. In making the rating.

the assumption is that the assembler will

not design his car in such a way as to throw

an excessive amount of weight on the rear,

simply because that would throw more

work upon the motor than it could com

fortably handle. In the hands of experi

enced designers, therefore, the stock arti

cle is fairly safe with even so general a

rating as this. But in the hands of a new

maker, it may be overloaded. or equipped

with improper spring suspension, or abused

in any one of a number of other possible

ways. The inevitable result of such treat

ment must be more or less unsatisfactory

performance, and this, in turn, must reflect

‘ discreditably not simply on the faulty con
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struction of that particular machine and

upon its maker. but also upon the entire

product of the parts maker himself. As a

result of imprOper installation in a single

type of car, the reputation of that particular

part may be jeopardized for all purposes

and for all machines, even though in itself

it may be well suited to the restricted pur

pose for which it was originally calculated.

The danger from improper use of other

wise valuable parts, however, is not con

fined to the careless or ignorant assembler.

The advantages of multiple production ap~

peal so strongly to the parts maker, that he

is tempted strongly at times to increase the

scope of his product by broadening its ap

plication. While with suitable methods of

standardization this may be possible to a

very wide degree, the over-eager parts mak

er may be led into the error of vending

parts for uses to which he may be reason

ably certain they will never properly ap

ply. The careless parts maker is thus as

great a menace to the industry at large as

is the careless assembler to the parts mak

er. It is possible to double the output on

a certain part by increasing the range of its

nominal applicability. At the same time,

unless the material is capable of withstand

ing all the stresses which it is possible to

foresee. the advantages of the increased in

come from extra sales are liable to be off

set by a corresponding loss in prestige

when the product shall have seen a season

or so of actual service.

The Maintenance of Prestige.

This evil, it lies within the power of the

parts maker himself to forefend. With

close attention to the field and a systematic

method of administration in the sales de

partment, it is possible to safeguard the

product from abuse at the hands of the as»

scmbler, and this a number of stronger and

better-equipped firms in the industry are

now doing. Furthermore, that this method

of handling the parts business has its own

reward in upbuilding a solid reputation for

the product is well illustrated in a number

of typical instances where the maker is at

some pains to watch the manner in which

the product is handled after leaving his

factory.

To take a remote instance, it is compara

tively well known that the fame of the

Lemoine axles which have figured for so

long in French motor car practice, is

attributable to the fact of their extreme

reliability in service. That that reliability

is due almost as much to the fact that

the makers refuse to sell their parts with

out knowing exactly where and under what

circumstances they are to be mounted, as

to the excellence of the material employed.

is not so generally appreciated. As a mat

ter of fact, however. the would-be purchaser

of these parts must assure the maker that

his specifications are such as to suit the

requirements of the product, before his

order is accepted.

Similarly, a well-known American firm

which caters exclusively to the assembling

trade, producing no finished vehicles itself,

issues a blank form of specification on

request for quotations, which none but a

competent engineer can fill satisfactorily.

Furthermore, it is only upon receipt of

these complete specifications of the machine

including such apparently insignificant

points as the sizes and types of the tires to

be employed, the rates of vehicle speed

contemplated and the general mechanical

details of the chassis, that prices are issued.

Then quotations are given for a certain

equipment which is guaranteed satisfactory,

only when employed under the con

ditions originally laid down.

In another instance. the importer and

manufacturer of a line of fittings which

enjoy wide use, insists upon seeing blue

prints of the installation before coming

to terms of sale. and further checks up all

load strains and himself determines upon

the sizes of his parts which are to be used

before permitting a single shipment to be

made.

Advantageous to all Concerned.

The advantages of such methods require

no exposition. When the purchaser in ad

dition to receiving a product whose maker

he knows will stand back of it at all times,

has the benefit of his advice in consultation,

obtains his broad criticism of design, and

finally is assured of as careful supervision

in the production of the parts as is exer

cised in their sale. he gains a degree of

confidence in his own product, be it wholly

or only partially assembled, which enables

him to do much more with it than if it were

put together under slipshod and careless‘

methods. Indeed, the very service of parts

makers of this stamp to the assembler are

well worth the high price which sometimes

is asked by them for the partial product.

The term assembler is here used advised

ly as applying alike to the maker who

builds little or nothing of his car. or to

him who actually produces 80 or 90 per

cent. of it. but reasons that there is econ

omy in buying certain components direct

from a specialist. This latter class may be

made to include practically all of the better

known makers of high grade cars, and be

cause of their success. the use of the termv

should carry no reproach. That the influ

ence of the parts maker thus is felt in prac

tically every automobile factory in the coun

try is apparent. That it works no discredit

to the finished car where both partial and

final producer are actuated by a desire to

follow only the lines of the best practice.

is only sufficient evidence that the parts

industry may be used to the upbuilding of

the industry as a whole if properly guided.

Parts Maker's influence Broad.

Indeed there is not a single branch of the

industry which is not under dominion of the

parts maker, and subject to his influence.

be it good or band. In those instances

where parts are sold on the open plan of a

stock rating by power or weight of car for

which they are adapted, the responsibility

for their use, of course, rests solely with

the purchaser. It is not the fault of the

producer if the parts fail to come up to the

expected requirements, when misused or

misapplied. At the same time, the parts

producer who continues to manufacture

components, knowing that they may be

subject to abuse at the hands of the pur

chaser, is working his own undoing. Even

the machinist who builds merely to the

specification of the car maker has it in his

power to govern the use and in some cases

even the design of the component to a cer

tain extent and thus is a factor in the shap

ing of the final product.

The extent of this influence is not limited

by the mere strength and suitability of the

mechanical parts of the machine, but

reaches out into the moulding of even the

externals of the cars to a surprising degree.

Trends observable from year to year in the

changing shapes of mud guards. radiators,

springs, tops and equipment in general are

traceable directly to the activities of the

specialists in those lines. The mystery

of how a dozen makers may hit upon prac

tically the same pattern in any of these par

ticulars at practically the same time, be

comes no mystery at all, but merely an ex

ample of‘creditable enterprise on the part

of the manufacturers of components, when

it is seen that these as well as other parts

are purchased ready-made. Nor is the fact

any reflection on the enterprise of the mak

ers of the cars. since in many cases the re

sult is even more successful and attractive

than if the details had been wrought out

by the factory designer. It is a happy cir

cumstance that the parts maker, from his

intimate knowledge of the problems affect

ing that particular part and his associa

tion with a large number of car manufac~

- turers, acquires a breadth of appreciation

which could be attained by no man com

pelled to cover the entire field of car de

sign from his limited coign of vantage be~

hind a drawing bench.

Some Present Tendencies.

Always, the parts makers are the expo

nents of progress in the industry. as of

economy in its administration. Always their

influence is manifest in practically all its

ramifications, and always it works toward

the advancement or retardation of the prod

uct from the standpoint of serviceability,

according to whether the parts industry

is governed by motives of straightforward

business acumen or simple indifference to

results. Just now its influence is particu

larly strong. as the production of low and

medium priced cars is increasing. and with

it the requirement of parts production on

a large and economical scale. On this ac

count the outlook for the producer of com

ponents is particularly bright. but his op

portunity for influencing the quality as well

as the quantity of the total output of cars

is equally important.
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Perhaps because the average motorist re

gards what is popularly known as the gear

box as the transmission, and all the trans

mission there is in his car, he is unable to

appreciate the difficulties attendant‘upon

transmission design nor to recognize the

advances which have been made in that

puzzling subdivision of the evolution of the

motor car. Frequently though the attempt

has been made, it appears to be a practical

impossibility to teach the man in the street

that the term transmission includes the en

tire mechanism which connects the motor

and the driving wheels, and all that is in

any way involved in the communication of

power between the source and its point of

application. Nevertheless thus is the trans

mission defined, and when so considered,

the crudest devices in present use are made

to appear wonderfully successful, more es

pecially when it is understood that they

are called upon to perform a most intricate

and trying function.

From the very earliest attempts at me

chanizing the road vehicle, the question of

varying the speed of the driving wheels at

the absolute option of the operator was

recognized as of almost as great impor

tance as that of starting and stopping abil

ity. With the steam-driven vehicle, this

problem worked itself out readily enough.

“here the internal combustion motor was

involved, however, it was a very difi'erent

matter. Consequently the problem then,

as it does even in the present advanced

stages of the art, presented one of the most

difficult studies the designer has had to

face.

The most elementary form of transmis

sion mechanism available to the early con

structors was the plain belt running over a

pair of pulleys and tensioned by means of

an idler held against the slack side by

means of an arm. Varying the position of

the arm, naturally varied the speed of the

driven pulley within limits, because 'of the

alteration in the belt tension. Releasing

the tension to its limits, naturally provided

means for stopping the vehicle whenever

that might be required.

In the early Benz vehicles'this plan was

utilized, refinements adopted in these and

their successors of other makes, including

the use of stepped pulleys and so of vary

ing ratios; numerous intricate systems of

control, and finally, as the use of the belt

alone began to be more or less deplored,

even the use of spur and bevel gears ar

ranged to be clutched or clashed together

to produce varying speeds, but still with a

belt as the main driving connector.

It must be borne in mind that the trans

mission change speed gear was clearly an

innovation brought about by the adoption

of the internal combustion engine. Cugno’s

steam vehicle—the earliest motor car of

which there is authentic record—was driven

directly, and others of the steam type also

had more or less direct, but always in

flexible connections between the prime

mover and the wheels. On this account its

development proceeded pretty closely along
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the lines of that of the gas engine as ap

plied to automobile construction. In the

early days, no divisional units were recog

nized and every part of each machine was

built directly into the machine itself.

Furthermore, as the pioneer constructors

worked quite independently at first, there

were as many different transmission sys

tems on the early cars as there were mo

tors, and as many different types of motor

as there were cars.

It should here be noted that Gottlieb

Daimler. whose success in building the first

really successful type of high speed motor

in connection with his experiments in auto

mobile construction, also was indirectly re

sponsible for the evolution of the first

known example of the type of change gear

to follow the general lines now accepted as

common practice. Indeed, the early Cann

stadt-Daimlcr transmission went a step

further than to do the transmissions of the

day in that it permitted absolute, single

lever control together with selective opera

tion of the gearset.

The general arrangement of the gearset,

which is shown in the accompanying illus

tration, was that of a plain cone clutch

driving a splined shaft on which were

mounted two sliding sets of two gears each.

The gears on the lay shaft below were fixed.

and drove the countershaft through bevel

pinions. Final transmission was through

side chains after the fashion which later

became universal. The method of actuating

the gears was peculiar in that the move

ment of the gear shifting lever caused the

clutch to be unseated whenever the lever

was brought into the central or neutral po

sition, the movement being brought about

by means of a cam fixed to the lever and

actuating a rod through which a rocker arm

was made to pull the entire clutch shaft

backward bodily and away from the fly

wheel. By moving the lever transversely

and drawing it into one or another of the

three slots in the segment, a rack on the

lower end of the lever was made to select

the proper pull-out rod in order to mesh

the desired sets of gears.

The method of clutch construction was the

same as that later employed on the Pan

hard-Levassor cars, and continued up to

within a very few years. As in the Daim

ler gearset, this system involved the use of

the plain cone clutch, the lay shaft being

below the driving shaft and transmitting

movement directly to the countershaft. The

Panhard type, however, instead of employ

ing the two sliding sets, was progressive.

That is to say four gears were grouped in a

single“ unit, their diameters being so con

trived that they meshed successively with

their mates as the group was moved along

its shaft. In this, then, the prototype of

the second type of change gear in present

use was developed.

The line of evolution to the present day

systems was not as direct as might be im~

agained from this superficial review, how

ever. It has been observed that each ot

the early constructors worked pretty much

alone. Therefore the automobile had long

ceased to have been an experiment in the

fullest sense of the word, before the process

of borrowing ideas which in polite language

is called standardization began to gather
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headway. From the primitive belt, design

ers branched off in every conceivable direc

tion, and to attempt to follow their eccen

tricities would in no sense be a means of

tracing the development of transmission

systems, however diverting it might prove.

With a very few exceptions the earlier

forms came to be merged in one of the two

types already outlined. But here and there

an idea cropped up which later became em

bodied in these same types and which led

directly toward the styles in present use.

Thus as far back as 1898 appeared the

l-Iumpage epicycloidal gear in which a nest

of bevel gears mounted on a central car

rier member, were made to revolve about

the axis common to two sets of bevels

which faced one another but were mounted

on the ends of independent shafts. The

aggregation resembled the present form of

bevel differential gear except that the float

ing pinions were not mounted at right

angles to the main line of shafting. By
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successful operation, it was not until some

years later that the first of the true live

axle constructions came into vogue. and
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then in the form of the revolving axle

which was only superccded by the semi

iloating methods of drive in the later de
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applying a brake to a floating ring which

was driven by the bevel pinions the nest

was made to rotate about its axis, while

the revolution of the pinions themselves

caused the driven shaft to be actuated at a

different rate of speed from that taken by

the driver. Thus was conceived and put

into operation the first recognizable type

of planetary gear. Its deveIOpment since

that period has resulted in the use of spur

instead of bevel members, and in a multi

tude of minor refinements which have not

in the least altered the principle which was

in the vision of the original inventor.

Another land mark in the late 90's was

the construction of the DeDion voiturette,

in which the single cylinder vertical engine

was mounted under the rear seat while

transmission was accomplished through

short shafts running, one to either rear

wheel and coupled through two universal

joints. In this machine, crude as it was,

appeared the first properly constituted rear

axle drive of the floating type, and also the

first system in which the change speed gear

was incorporated directly in the driving

mechanism at that pOint. Though the prin'

ciple of the floating drive was here put into

  

"fill

velopments which have taken its place dur

ing the past decade.

Another principle utilized in the early De~

Dions which later found considerable favor

with designers abroad, and also in America,
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FRICTION DISC TYPE
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was that of the individual clutch. The

clutches employed in the type in question

were of the expanding ring type. actuated

by worm connections. This form, together

  

with the plain cone, were most in use up to

1900, when other developments began to

appear. With the beginning of the discus

sion of the relative merits of single and

multiple clutches which later waxed so

strong, the study of the clutch problem re

ceived an amount of attention which none

of the designers had had liesure to give it

up to that time.

In the early Haynes models which were

the most successful of their immediate pe

riod were a series of stepped gears, each

gear in one of the two intermeshing banks

containing a clutch operated by means

of a sliding key telescopcd within the shaft.

In the Winton car, however. which was in

successful use for many years, another prin

ciple appeared as applied to the high speed

member, in which two flat surfaces were

pressed together with grczt force through

the medium of toggle joints, the resulting

friction effecting the desired driving rela

tion. In this system may be discerned a

0

MODERN SELECTIVE TYPE

logical forerunner of the plate clutch, and

also of the multiple disc type, although the

latter system was of foreign origin and is

of later growth.

The sliding pinion method of change gear

having been firmly established, and clutch

design having been pretty well standardized.

methods of mounting in the frame and of

connecting the change gear group to the

driving wheels began to be considered more

serioust than before. The true shaft drive

did not make its appearance until 1901 or

1902 and is therefore a comparatively recent

development. As was the case with so

many other systems which have since he

come crystalized into current practice, it

was a foreign innovation and a legitimate

successor of other systems—notably that of

the old, belt-driven DeDietrich, in which a

sliding change gear and bevel drive with

shaft connection had been used for each

of the driving wheels.

Change gear mechanisms in the early cars

were found in almost every conceivable

place from the fore part of the vehicle to

the very rear where, as in the case of the

DcDietrich system just referred to, the en

tire mechanism was mounted on an over‘
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hanging support at the rear of the car.

With the beginning of the period of stand

ardization, however, the central mounting

came into favor, following the lead of the

Panhard and Daimler builders, and with it

the use of the sub frame for carrying en

gine and change gear groups became preva

lent. In order to secure a proper length of

driving chain, the position of the counter

shaft with respect to the back axle was

relatively fixed, so that in machines of very

long wheel base, it was sometimes neces

sary to separate the change gear and dif

ferential mechanisms. In other cases the

same effect was secured by placing the en

tire group well to the rear and neatly con

cealing it under the body.

The introduction of the three-point sus

pension principle followed rapidly upon the

conviction taking root that it was impos

sible to safeguard the entire chassis against

weaving when in service, and with this, the

idea of the unit mounting for the plant

rapidly came into vogue. First the engine

and change gear groups were kept inde

pendent and mounted on a sub frame which

was distinctly intended to yield to frame

movements without straining the parts

which it carried. Later the principle of the

complete unit was evolved.

Paralleling this development, and of a

degree of importance which is unquestion

able, came the introduction into general use

of the axle-mounted change gear which was

first successfully employed in this country

during the year 1903, or thereabouts, and

which has since been granted a continually

increasing use in this country, though

abroad it is still but little known save on

American cars.

On the supposition that mechanical de

velopment of any sort must lead to a single

ultimate conclusion where a given purpose

is to be served, it appears that the devel

opment of the automobile tranmission must

proceed further along one of four lines, or

upon all of them, should it come to be con

sidered that no single system is applicable

to every type of motor vehicle. The four

systems which may be considered as still in

rivalry are the side chain and shaft drives;

and the engine mounted and axle mounted

change gear. In each case, cars are to be

found which are built according to the

best accepted practice in all other respects.

Still another system, which though we

cessful in the products of a few makers

is regarded with more or less suspicion by

others, is the friction type. in which use is

made of pure rolling contact instead of tooth

contact as in the more familiar patterns.

This is an altogether recent development

along idea] lines, which has been questioned

because, like all other mechanical novelties,

it presents a hOst of unforeseen difficulties.

As yet, its acceptance has not become suffi

ciently general to warrant its classification

as a rival of the geared systems, though in

many quarters it is regarded as likely to

supplant them in time.

EVOLVING THE ROTARY ENGINE

Application of the Principle in the Frayer

Howard System of Valve Construction

--The Patent Specifications.

It is a remarkable tact tha‘ despite the

great amount of attenvtn which alieady has

been given the subject no thoroughly prac~

tical type of internal cambustiun motor hav

ing rotary valve construction has yet been

put upon the market. Nevertheless, nu

merous efforts have been male in this di

rection, and it is known that more than one

motor car builder has his eye upon designs

which he is eager to put before the public
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PRAYER-HOWARD ROTARY VALVES

so soon as they shall have been proven

practicable in the ordinary run of test prac

tice. In this COHI'ICCUOI‘I it is noteworthy

that patents have been grante'l recently on

a rotary valve construction which embodies

at once a combined inlet and exhaust mem

ber operating in the cylinder head, and a

supplementary exhaust port in the cylinder

wall at the lower end of the piston stroke,

regulation of the opening of this port also

being accomplished by means of a rotary

valve. The fact that the patents have been

issued to Lee A. Frayer and Charles 0.

Howard, of Columbus 0., gives some ink

ling as to what direction may be locked to

ward in expectation of possible future de

velopments in this line

The construction involved is made plain

by the accompanying illustration taken

from the patent specifications and showing

the arrangement called for in the second

of the two patents mentioned, in which the

principle of the rotarv auxiliary exhaust

valve is protected. The arrangement of the

head end and ports is practically the same

as in the first patent, and the principle of

distribution involved is precisely the same.

As will be observed from the picture the

valve member forms a complete obstruction

for both intake and #xhaust ports, a dia

metrical port in the .ctary part being ar

ranged to register in turn with the cylinder

head and one of the ports, a bridge between

them and the other of the ports successive

ly, in the course of rach half revolution.

The ports being arranged at an angle to

the axis of the cylinder. it follows that the

amount of angular movement of the valve

in order to accomplisl- the distribution in

volved in the complete cycle is very small.

Thus, 1 is the cylinder. 2 the piston, 3 the

water jacket, 4 the intake port, 5 the ex

haust port, 6 the valve proper having the open

diametrical port, 7, and the cooling spaces,

8, for which provision is made in one of the

claims allowed. The auxiliary outlet for

the exhaust gases is provided at 15. where

the valve 9 is made to register with the

opening in the port twice for each revolu

tion thus pertnitting the discharge of the

waste products of combustion thrcugh the

outlet 16, as shown.

\Vhile complete details of the method of

safe-guarding against the escape of the

gases at the ends of the valve are not given,

it is specified that the valve is journaled ad

jacent to its ends in such a manner that it is

kept out of contact with the walls of the

valve chamber. It is further provided that

suitable packing rings be mounted on the

valve adjacent to the ert for the prevention

of leakage.

The patents, which are numbered 903.656

and 908,657, respectively, were filed Sep

tember 12, 1907, and August 31, 1°08, and

were assigned, the former fully and the lat

ter in one-third amount, to Moses W.

Kmtns. of Columbus. They were issued

simultaneously under date of January 5.

1909.

The rotary principle always has been

looked upon as the simplest conceivable

method of controlling both inlet and exhaust

movements of the cylinder gases with a

single valve member. As presenting a sim

plification of the valve mechanism with but

slight increase in the compliiatior of the

cylinder casting, it is a development very

much to be desired were it possible to ob

tain it in practical form. Against the ad

vantages which it brings, however, the de

signer must wrestle with the two problems

of preventing leakage of the gases without

at the satne time imposing an undue amount

of friction on the valve mechinism, and of

providing adequate cooling means so that

the valve shall not tend to clog itSelf un~

der the influence of the high temperature in

which it is forced to work. IIitheito these

difficulties have proved more than the prac

tical manufacturer cared to undertake in a

design which was to be put into the hands

of careless and inexperienced users

For remedying leaks in stuffing boxes of

water pumps. asbesto.‘ string well coated

with black lead will give excdlent results.

It will remain water ight longer than any

other packing, insuring freedom from a

leaking pump, and frequent re-iewa' of the

stuffing box packing.
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Brush Runabout

‘ $500 $550

 

 

The excellence of a car lies in how well it runs.

How well it runs is determined by its aesign and the way it is made.

The Brush is well designed. Brush did it. All of Brush's work has not only been successful, but

has been particularly remarkable for durability and simplicity. That Brush in designing this car was two

years ahead of the times is now shown by the fact that most of the biggest and most reliable French makers

are this year showing models that look like plagiarism from the Brush Runabout, only less graceful in

appearance and less thoroughly worked out.

The Brush is well made. For liberality of bearings, excellence of materials, fineness of limits and

general caretulness in both work and material, we doubt that any car made excels the Brush.

Because of all these things, the Brush Runabout runs well.

That it does run well is learned not only from such things as the transcontinental trip, but more

especially from the testimony of owners. Ask them. ~

,One town of 1200 inhabitants has taken 22 cars since August. A western dealer who contracted

for IOO cars in September for the coming year has already taken 5| of them. Another dealer who

contracted for 200 cars in August has so far had 85.

From the standpoint of both owner and dealer, isn't this the kind of car to tie up to?

BRUSH RUNABOUT (10., Detroit, Mich.

“embers A. M. C. M. A.

N. B.—See the Transcontinental Brush at the Chicago Show
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SMITH CONQUERS SNOW AND ICE

Marvelous Performance by Sole Survivor of

Hartford-Pittsfield-Hartford Run—Four

Daring Rivals Fail to Finish.

It is not likely that there. will be any

protest over the award of two cups to Ben

Smith for covering 156 miles of snow and

ice covered roads in Connecticut and Massa

chusetts on Thursday last, 2‘ith ult., in a

Mitchell Smith was the

survivor of the endurance run from Hart

ford to Pittsfield and return Vim Springfield,

promoted by a local newspaper with ap~

That

every driVer in the race was not killed or

roadster. sole

parent small regard for human life.

maimed was neither the fault of the pro

De

spite the fact that it was one of the most

motors nor of the treacherous roads.

fatuous mid-winter contest ever promoted

it does not, however, detract from the glory

of Smith and his mechanician for guiding

their sturdy car over well nigh impassable

roads with death traps lurking at every

turn. That any of the five starters man

aged to finish is marvelous.

Five drivers, in charge of as many cars,

dabbled with death by starting from Hart

ford at 7 o’clock Thursday morning last,

28th inst. They were Lieutenant Herbert

King, Maxwell; J. F. Humphreys, Hols

man; F. L. Mills, Mitchell; J. F. MacDon

ald. Maxwell, and Ben Smith, Mitchell. Two

test cars containing officials starred but

were soon put out of the running by mis

haps.

The first leg of the course was to Can

ton, the next checking station being at Win

sted, and Mills’s Mitchell met with a mis

hap before reaching tae latter place Mills

had taken the wrong road out of Hartford

and when he discovered his mistake re

turned to the starting point and tried to

melt the snow in an effort to overtake the

other competitors. An interferirg tree

caused a broken wheel, and after this was

replaced it was so late that the car re

turned to Hartford after reaching Collins

ville.

The entire run was a succession of acci

dents and hairbreadth escapes. lieutenant

King’s car went out early on Avon mountain

when it skidded into a ditch, and the other

Maxwell, driven by NIZCDOIlBld, first had

axle trouble at New Hartford, and finally

went out of commission, when it skidded,

ran into a tree and broke a wheel at West

Becket. Mass. It remained there over night

and finally completed the course, but one

day late and therefore out of the running

for either of the cups offered. Morally it

finished second, as the beautiful simplicity

of the rules provided a minimum time limit

of about eight hours ..nd a maximum time

limit from the start until doomsday. Hum

1hreys was laid up with a mishap within

a few miles_ of Pittsficld. On: of the ofii

cial cars jammed in the bridge just beyond

Sheffield, while the other turned turtle near

Stockbridge, throwing out the driver and

referee of the contest.

Nor was the winning Mitchell without its

share of thrilling incidents. Soon after

leaving Hartford Smith got into trouble.

lle negotiated the slippery road up Avon

mountain without accident, but in going

down the other side the car ran onto a

patch of ice that was obscured by snow.

An uncontrollable sk-d and a telegraph

pole beguiled fate and before they knew it

Smith and his mechanic of the same name

were lying in the road, the latter being

\\ edged in between tht car and the ground.

F. A. Law came along in a big car and

helped right the car, when it was found

that the front axle was bent badly and the

running board smashed to smithereens. De

spite the dangerous wobbling of tne front

wheels Smith proceeded until he came to

one of the official cars, ja'nmed into a

bridge near Sheffield. Smith hooked his

Mitchell to the disab'ed car and tried to

extricate it, but was unsuccessful and finally

had to make a detour through the moun

tains into Great Barrmgton, for a loss of

15 miles. He reached Great Barrington at

10:23 a. m., and rolled into Pittsfield at

11:20, having covered about 90 miles in 4

hours 20 minutes. As his mechanician was

slightly injured Smith stopped in Pittsfield

long enough to have his helper fiXcd up and

to eat dinner.

At Pittsfield Smith was urged to take the

route over Peru mountain instead of at

tempting the dangerous ascent ot Jacob’s

Ladder which, at its best in summer, is a

heart-breaker in more respects than one.

Smith, however, would not listen to coun

sel of the natives and said that he would

take his car over the prescribed route or

“bust.” The ascent was a perilous one on

low gear and several times the engine had

to be cooled with snow, as the rear wheels

spun around without resistanc\ Fortunate

ly the ascent was made without accident

and then began the descent, which was ac‘

complished by binding rope to the rear

wheels. From Chester to \Vestfield the

run was over ties, on .he road and through

the snowbanks thrown up by the trolley

sweepers, but Smith and his brave me

chanic managed to reach Springfield at 5:10

p. m., where they were accorded an ova

tion. The homestre'tch run from Spring

field to Hartford was made without inci

dent, the 1atter place being reached at

6:52 p. m.. Smith having been on the road

11 hours 52 minutes.

Automobiles Prompt at Fire Call.

The value of automobile fire apparatus

was demonstrated to the satisfaction of the

salvage corps in Newark. N. 1., during the

storm of Saturday night. 16th ult. Within

a period of less than two hours the auto

mobile of the corps responded to four

alarms of fire, and proved its great superior—

ity over horse drawn apparatus.

QUAKE]! CITY CONTEST CONTINUES

Three-Comered Squabble Over Award—The

Promoting Club Appeals from Decision

of A. A. A. Contest Committee.

If ever was a muddled affair the three'cor

nered controversy now going on between

the contest board of the American Auto

mobile Association, the Quaker C.ty Motor

Club and the Premier Motor Mfg. CO., is

entitled to the laurel wreath for being the

most complicated. It all is ozer the result

of the two days’ endurance run promoted

by the Quaker City Motor Club from Phil'

adelphia to \Vilkes-Barre and return, Jan

uary lst and 2d. The Premier company. on

advice of the Quaker City Club which re»

fused to entertain its protest, turned to the

contest board with its petition for a reversal

of the award. This was granted as was

told in last week’s Motor World, and the

result is so distasteful to the members of

the Philadelphia organization that an ap

peal has been taken to the executive com

mittee of the A. A. A., claiming that the

contest board was without jurisdiction.

In the protest of the Premier representa

tives it was pointed out that during the

evening prior to the run a meeting was

called to explain the rules to the contest

ants. and that R. G. Johnston, Philadelphia

agent for the Premier. and McNamara, the

driver, asked Dr. Overpeck if it would be

permissible without penalty to unload pas

sengers if it were necessary to secure trac

tion. It is stated that Dr. Overteck said

this would be allowable, which s.atement,

so far as is known has not been contradicted

by the Philadelphia club.

It was during the second day of the run

that the alleged infraction of the rules by

the Premier car occurred. Before the Pre

mier car began the climb up Giant’s De

spair :1 blockade of cars occnzred. One of

the blockading cars, according to the tes

timony, slipped one of its non-skid chains

and started to skid down hill, so that Mc~

Namara for protection had to back his car

down. Some of the passengers became

frightened and got oul of the car. McNa

mara then drove around the blockade and

stopped as soon as he thought it safe. which

was 25 feet beyond the last car. The pas

sengers got in the car and it proceeded up

the hill without trouble.

The protest of the Premier people came

before the contest co umittee of the Amer

ican Automobile Association on January

21st. and there seems to be considerable

mystery surrounding .his meeting. Those

present were Chairman Frank B flower.

Frank G. Webb, E. P Chaliant, Alfred

Reeves, appearing in the caparity of an ad

visory board. S. A. Niles, also a member.

was unable to be prr sent 01 account of

illness. Others present were If. 0. Smith

with a lawyer, representing the Premier in~
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terests; G. Douglass Bartlett, counsel for

the Quaker City Motor Club, and Richard

Sellers, chairman of the club’s contest com

mittee. The decision of the Philadelphians

was reversed and the Premie. car declared

entitled to the trophy. It is not known

whether this ruling was made by the con

test board of the A. A. A., or whether it

was Chairman Howei's individual ruling.

Although it refused to accept the protest

of the Premier people and advised them to

file a protest with the American Automo

bile Association, the Quaker City Motor

Club refuses to abide by the decision of

the contest board—or of Chairman Hower

—claiming that the contest board of the

American Automobile Association has no

jurisdiction whatever over the interpreta

tion and enforcement of rules for the gov

ernment of the endurance run promoted by

the Quaker City Motor Club.

The petition presented to the executive

committee of the A. A. A. recited that the

Quaker City Motor Club, as an affiliated

club of the American Autom .bile Associa

tion, always has conducted its events in ac

cordance with the rules of the :acing board,

which gave the affiliated clubs promoting

endurance contests the right to make rules

to govern them. That on or about Decem

ber 3d, 1908. the Quaker City Motor Club

had received notifica ion from Secretary

Elliott that the racing board had been abol

ished and its function vested in the con

test board, but before receiving this notifi

cation the rules for the Philadtlphia-Wilkes

Barre endurance run already had been

formulated. No new rules for the conduct

of endurance runs had been sent it by the

contest board, and therefore it did not know

that the latter had any jurisdiction what

ever over endurance runs, but following a

letter from Chairman Hower ll. applied for

a sanction, which was granted.

The petition alleges that when the hear

ing was held in New York City Chairman

Hower refused to hear argument on the

question of jurisdiction of the contest board

to reverse the decision made by the con

test committee of the Quaker City Motor

Club. Three days before the New York

hearing was held the Quaker City Motor

Club received a letter from Chairman

Hower, the following portion of which is

quoted in the petition to the eAecutive com

mittee: “If, however your club takes the

stand that it cannot err in judgment and

will not abide by the judgment of the con

test board of the A. A A., there is no use

of our going further into the matter, and

to so state to the contestant protesting."

It was after receiving this letter that the

Philadelphia people decided to argue the

question of jurisdiction but claim that their

representatives were not allowed to bring

up the point at the meeting. The latest re~

ports from the City or Broth :rly Love are

to the effect that unless the executive com

mittee of the American Automobile Asso

ciation clears things up it wd‘ be less one

large club.

ECONOMY TEST FOR GLlllllliN TOUR

Addition of a Fourth Trophy to Prize List

—Best Showing in Fuel Consumption

to Determine the Award.

For the first time in the history of the

Glidden tour the feature of econcmy will

enter into this year’s contest, to be held

next July, 21 cup having been offered by the

Chicago Motor Club to the car making the

best showing in the matter of fuel consump

tion. Heretofore it has. been sufiicient for

competitors-in the contest to make the con

trols on time and not to use any of the

spare parts, and the .ntrodchQn of econ

(‘llly will be a valuable as wel' as interest

ing phase of the forthcoming contest.

The idea of offering a cup for the car

showing the best fuel consumption origin

ated with David Beecroft, chairman of the

technical board of the Chicago Motor Club

and while in New York he held a ct nference

with the Glidden tour officials, with the re

sult that his plan was accepted. Thus forti

fied Beecroft returned to Chicago and

brought the matter before the board of di

rectors of the Windy City organization,

which gave him authority to any out his

plans.

The trophy will be In the form of a cup,

for which the members are no“ subscribing,

and will make the fourth prize to be con

tested for in the 1909 Glidden tour, the

other prizes being the Glidden trophy for

touring cars; the Hower trophy for run

abouts, and a trophy for miniature tonneau

and double rumble cars. which is a new one.

the name of the donor being withheld.

No formal rules have been adopted by

the American Automobile Association to

govern competition for the Chicago Motor

Club trophy, but it is understood the plan

to be operated will be the on: successfully

used by the Chicago Motor Club’s 1,000

miles reliability run last year. The formula

employed considered the weight of the car

with load in pounds divided by the fuel

consumption in ounces. which proved to be

a satisfactory test in that it did not permit

the_carburetter to be adjusted for unusually

close economy and at the same time allow

the car to be able to maintain a close sched

ule.

Advocates Penalizing Tire Troubles.

In casting the rules for the forth coming

contest for the Glidden and Hower tro

phies, exception has been made of tire

troubles in providing the list of penaliza~

tions. In the past it has been generally con

ceded that such an omission was justified

since tire troubles, like poor r ads, be

longed to a class of evil to which all me

torists fall heir with equal impartiality. The

idea is gaining ground in some quarters.

however. that the design of the car has

more to do with the rate of tire wear than

used to be imagined. Taking this view, H.

H. Franklin, voices -he opinion that the

Glidden rules for 1909 ought to include pen

alizations for tire as well as other difficul

ties. For, as he poin's out, “tire troubles

are the cause of 90 per cent. of the road

stops of the average car."

_“The man who is interested in automo

biles and automobiling wants to know how

much trouble he is likely to have with his

tires as he does with any other part of the

automobile," says Mr. Franklin. "In fact.

he needs to be more certain of the tires.

for when he is out on a run the first thing

he knows he finds himself stranded with a

flat tire, and he must wait for repairs.

“In contests like the Glidden tour penal

ties should be impostd for tire troubles.

They are to a considerable extent the re

sult of heavy construction, and poor ma

terial accounts for more. They should be

judged like any other part of a motor car.

For the endurance and reliability of the ve'

hicle are dependent just as much or more.

upon them as upon the various parts con

cerning which penalizations are scheduled.

“It might be a good plan to farther ex

tend the scope of the list of penalties and

make it cover batteries As in the case of

the tires there is no reason for Overlooking

battery defects and failures while the per

fection that endurance and reliability con

tests are intended to demonstrate is re

quired of all other parts. Batteries. are on

the wane, magnetos taking their place, but

if they are used they should be made to

stand the test.

“The Glidden tour is a reliability test and

an important one, and it is intended to dem

onstrate accurately l'lLW mucn trouble of

any and every kind the motor cars entered

have. If it fails to do this in any degree it

fails to that extent short of its purpose.

“Those in charge of endurance tests have

of late been working toward greater rigid

ity of requirements. They ha 'e been send

ing the contestants over hard roads. pur

posely chosen to secure the weeding out of

as many entries as p0ssible before the tech

nical committee is asked to give a ruling.

The time is not far distant when in compe

titions like this the whole structure of the

automobile will have to show that it can

stand the strain or a penalty be imposed

for its defects."

Automobiles Again May Cross Frontier.

Automobiles from the United States may

now get into Canada in the vicinity of

Niagara Falls and baby carriages may do

likewise, but horse-drawn vehicles will not

be. permitted to cross the border for some

r'nonths to come. Last summer. on account

of an epidemic of hoof and mouth disease

among cattle and horses, an embargo was

established by the Canadian authorities at

the Niagara port, barring all vehicles and

the order included automobiles. On jan

nary 4. however, that portion of the re

striction relating to motor cars was re

moved.
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INVITE CRITICISM 0F TERRY BIL].

Commissioners on Uniform Law Holding

Series of Conferences—Objections to

Absence of Speed Limit.

Far distant as the time may be when a

majority of the important states will have

uniform automobile laws, the efforts in this

direction are being made with persistence,

the campaign at presenthaving its center

in the sessions of the New York, New Jer

sey and Connecticut commissioners of uni

form State laws who are meeting about once

a week in an endeavor to reach a final agree

ment as to the exact provisions in the pro

posed law which they are to present to their

Last Saturday,

30th ult., another conference of this sort

was held in New York City at the office of

Charles Thaddeus Terry, who is chairman

both of the New York board of commis

sioners on uniform state laws and of'the

legislative committee of the American Au

tomobile Association. The lawyers parti

cipating in the conference were Frank Ber

gen, Woodrow Wilson and John R. Hardin,

commissioners from New Jersey; Talcott

H. Russell, Walter E. Coe and Erliss P.

Arvine, commissioners from Connecticut;

and William H. Hotchkiss and Francis M.

Burdick, who together with Terry, represent

New York State.

’ The basis of the deliberations was the

bill drafted by Terry as the result of some

two years experience in fighting for uniform

automobile laws, the provisions of which

were printed in last week’s Motor World.

While the features of the bill met with the

general approval of the conferees, there was

some discussion as to the provision abolish

ing “miles-per-hour” specification for city

and country, respectively, some of the com

missioners favoring limits of 12 miles per

hour in the city and 25 miles per hour else

where, to meet the demands of legislators

who insist upon definite speed limits. The

bill as it stands at present provides that

“No person shall operate a motor vehicle

upon the public highways of this State

recklessly or at a rate of speed greater

than is reasonable and proper having‘re

gard to width, traffic and use of the high

way, or so as to endanger property or the

life or limb of any person.”

“We are receiving and welcoming sug

gestions from every possible source," said

Terry, after the conference, “and so far as

we can judge public opinion from the many

letters we get, the bill as it stands is almost

ideal. When the commissioners agree dc

finitely on its final form, it will be pre

sented to their respective legislatures, and

their duties as state officers will bind them

to follow it up vigorously and try and se

cure its passage, a task which will be made

easier through their ofiieial positions and

respective legislatures.

the backing of their governors. Where the

complete bill cannot be put through, such

modifications in the existing law as will

make the latter more nearly conform to it I

will be insisted upon.

“It will probably be necessary for us to

hold several more conferences,” he contin

ued, “before we can all agree on the exact

form the bill will take, but once we have

reached such an agreement, the fight will be

waged before the legislatures of the three

states with all possible vigor. Meanwhile,

we shall be glad to receive any criticisms

of the bill that anybody may care to make.

These criticisms may either be sent to my

office, 100 Broadway, New York City, or to

any of the other commissioners.”

Proposed Exclusion Laws in Maine.

Maine legislators were called upon yes

terday to consider the question of whether

or not automobiles should be excluded from

the precincts of Bar Harbor—sacred to the

summer boarder—by the terms of a bill

which has been filed at Augusta and upon

which a public hearing was held. This is

the first time the long fight between the

wealthy summer residents of Bar Harbor,

Southwest Harbor and Tremont and the au

tomobile enthusiasts has been brought be

fore the legislature. For four years, local

restrictions have prevented the use of mo

tor cars on three-quarters of the highways

on Mount Desert Island, and also have pre

vented the entrance o'f‘machines from the

main land. The present bill would exclude

them etirely. Similar bills are being pro

mulgated in two other instances—one in the

case of Sullivan, which would isolate the

summer resort of Sorento from the auto

mobile nuisance, as it is locally regarded;

and the other in the case of Solon, a little

town in Sumerset county, well inland, which

would exclude machines from the town ex

cept on three days a week.

Mellen Wants Automatic Speed Checks.

Massachusetts is wrestling with the old

problem of the feasibility of regulating the

speed of motor cars by means of automatic

self-stopping regulators. A bill providing

for such restriction, but not specifying ex

actly how it shall be brought about, has been

introduced in the House by Representative

Mellen, of Worcester, upon his own peti—

tion. The bill provides that when such an

attachment shall have been approved by the

board of highway commissioners, all auto

mobiles shall be equipped with it at the

owner’s expense.

Bill to Authorize Insurance of Automobiles.

A bill at present before the Maine legis

lature is intended to extend the privileges

accorded to insurance companies authorized

to do business within the state and enable

them to insure automobiles. It authorizes

them to insure automobiles under such form

of policy as may be agreed upon between

them and parties insured.

0VERIIAUIJNG FREIJNGIIUYSEN IlAW _

Three Bills Embodying Radical Amend

ments Before the New Jersey Legisla-j

ture—Scope of Proposed Changes.

After a prolonged preliminary campaign

lasting over many weeks, the fight of the

New Jersey motoring interests for less dras

tic legislation, reached a climax when, on

Tuesday of this week, February 2d, Col.

Austin Colgate, personal aid on the staff

of Governor Fort, introduced in the House

of the Assembly the amendments to the

odious Frelinghuysen law, as drawn up and

approved by the New Jersey Automobile

Trade Association and the Associated Auto

mobile Clubs of New Jersey, and endorsed

by the Newark Board of Trade. The meas

ures are embodied in three separate bills.

One of the propositions is for a ten day

privilege to automobilists from other States

without a local license. This, however, will

be amended in deference to the wishes of

Senator Frelinghuysen by making a nom

inal license fee of $1. Another bill makes

it a misdemeanor for anyperson t5)v operate

an automobile while intoxicated or in wilful

violation of the automobile registration

laws, and a third fixes anQpalty of f?_;..

failure to display a white light at night “5- ’
ible in all directions at lea'stQSO feet-.~— i

A general synopsis of the .proposeileg‘ng.

lation reveals amendments to the present

law to the effect that every motor vehicle

must have a plainly audible signal trumpét;

must carry exhaust pipes directly parallel

to the ground or turning slightly upward;

that the commissioner of motor vehicles

shall receive all complaints for violation of

the speed laws, the same to be in writing

and verified. .

Such complaints shall be investigated

within 30 days from receipt, and if in his

judgment a case is made out, he shall cause

a warrant to be issued and placed in the

hands of the officer to execute. The party

so summoned shall be brought before a jus

tice of the peace in the municipality in

which the violation occurred.

It further forbids the use of a muffler

cut out in cities or towns or within 500 feet

of another vehicle; changes the speed limit

to thirty miles per hour, and exempts driv

ers from penalties regarding maximum

speed limit unless the excessive speed shall

be proved to have been made for one full

mile. ' ' i

The proposed legislation provides that

any person driving a motor vehicle without

the positive consent of the owner, or while

in an intoxicated condition, or for any debt

or wager, or for the purpose _of breaking

any speed record, or after his license has

been revoked, or failing to display his

registration number, shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor.
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BRlscoE MANUFACTURING Co.

‘Manufacturers of

Including

RADIATORS, FENDERSI HOODS, TANKS, AND

ALL OTHER SHEET METAL AUTOMOBILE PARTS

We repair all makes of Write either plant for

Radiators at both plants Catalogue and Quotations

DETROIT, MIOH. NEWARK, N. "J.

O O

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

GRIPS

Poll-tiver P r e v e n t Skiddlnl

THEY grip and hold the road

wheels in mud and sand_v\_n_th

out injury to the road._ All possibility

of slipping or skidding~ on wet or

greasy pavements is eliminated. They

reserve tires and enable the he_av

lest automobile to climb hills easily.

They reduce gasolene_consumption

by preventing lost traction.

WEED CHAIN Tm:

GRIP COMPANY

26 Moore It. New York I

 

  

 

n= You ARE

mmnesrnnm MOTORCYCLES

The Bicycling World

mMotorcyeie Review

WILL INTEREST YOU

Punnuuln EVIIY SATI'IDAY AT

l54 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK

POI' Specimen Copies

Year Until$2.0
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Guaranteed

Thousands of our

Spring Clips

me now in use,

having been sup- I

plied to the leading '

automobile manu

facturers.

Have you secured our prices?

THE M. SEWARD SUNS COMPANY, New Haven. Conn.
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THE-PENNSYLVANIA

is most carefully built, not thrown to

gether by thousands.

THE PENNSYLVANIA

has .that wearing dependability which

eliminates eternal tinkering.

THE PENNSYLVANIA

.—-its extraordinary winnings oi nine first

in fiiteen days—fin competition with the

costliest cars, stamp it about the fastest

stock car in the world.

It is worthy of yeur critical inspection.

  ,1

A   

  

Touring Car or Baby Tonneau. $3,000.

Including Belch magneto and gas tank.

 

Pennsylvania Auto Motor Co.

Bryn Mswr, Pl.

 IACCURATE

GEARS

Can furnish all kinds of

gears of any material

and in any quantity,

all with accurately cut

or planed teeth. Let

us quote you prices.

 
 

 
 

The Now Process Haw Hills to

SYRCAUSE, N. Y.

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

|- RED HEAD—RED HEAD—RED HEAD—I ‘

RED HEAD -
l—RED HEAD—RED HEAD—RED HEAD—I

REDHEAD

 

 

D O W T U B E S

The Best Tubes Ever Manufactured

Are the Most Economical

Do Not Defiate When Punctured.

DOW TIRE COMPANY,

2000 Broadway, N. Y. 889 Boylston SL, n ‘

(IV-21HGER!

How Are Your Batteries?

A CONNECTICUT VOLT

AMML'I'ER WILLTIZILYOII

Guarnn teed , and the price is

right, send for catalogue and trade

‘ discounts.

CONNECTICUT ,

TELEPHONE and ELECTRIC CO., Inc.

Merlden, Conn.

  

 

 

 

NE c§1§hi

hand E n g 1 n e s .

Over surplus of

Spark Loils, Gas

Tanks, etc. Write

for Book "B."

C. H. METZ,

Successor to Waltham Mtg. Co., Walthsrn, Mass.

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

We _ guarantee to solve

your tire troubles by the use

0

‘l'IRESELE
The best reposition on the

market. rlte ior booklet.

Agents wanted.

TIRESELE CO., Mirs.,

ss-ss Bank. st,

  

all; ' N.»w
“1" Newark,

I HAVE A NORTHERN LIMOUSINE which

for the best of reasons I want to sell quickly.

It is in perfect condition, having been driven less

than 500 miles, and I think it's one of the sweetest

running, handsomest appearing, town cars made.

Tires are brand new and the varnish isn‘t damaged

-—in fact the car is just as good as new when it sold

for $2,500 and I'll sell it for halt—$1,250.

Address E. M. M., 382 Pennsylvania Ave, De

troit, Mich.

 

 

 

OAKLAND
40 H. P. Four Cylinder,’Shsit Drive, $1,600.

OAKLAND MOTOR CAR CO.,

Pontiac, Mich.

  

JONES SPEEDOMETER

Most accurate speed

indicator in the world.

JONES SPEEDOMETER CO.,

 

76th St. & Broadway, New York.

 

 

 

 

 
 

A SUPERB LINE OF CARS—

.Teslr er or r O.“
“ o oo 0 '11 Too t "

Z-Cylinder snd 4-Cylinder '0'
Rnnabonts, Roadsters, Touring C

is n. P., 24 H. P. so n. P. and so a. P.

Prices, ssso, sswfioqmso and $2,000.

JACKSON AUTOIOIILE 00., .Isslssll,llsh.

 

 
  

 
 

 

AJAX TIRES
Guaranteed for 5,000 Miles.

AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER CO.,

N. E. Comer 57th Street and Broadway, New York City

Factories: Trenton. N. I.

liz/riéilrd a! M; C/Ir‘rngv Show

 

 

 

WANTS AIII] FOR SALE
15 cents per line oi seven words, cash with order.

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

 

W E WANT A FIRST-CLASS TRAV

ELING REPRESENTATIVE, ONE

THOROUGHLY ACQUAINTED WITH

THE AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTUR

ING TRADE. THOROUGH SALES EX

PERIENCE DEMANDED. GIVE REF

ERENCES. TIMKEN ROLLER BEAR

ING AXLE CO., CANTON, OHIO.

 

OR SALE—Exceptional business oppor~

tunity. Carriage. wagon and auto cus- '

tom business; city of 70,000, growmg rapid

ly; established 25 years; high reputation,

best trade in city; central location; 130 feet

frontage, 12,000 sq. ft. floor space. Nets

$3.000 to $5,000 per annum; more than 700

automobiles owned in the city. Capital re

quired $18,000 or more. Age and failing

health reason for selling. Address X Y Z,

care Motor World.

FOR SALE—300 sets 28x3 liest grade ar

tillery wheels, fitted with clinthcr rims,

less hubs. Write for bargain prices on sin

gle sets of the lot. THOMAS B. JEF

FERY & COMPANY. Kcnosha, Wis.

 

 

SPRINGFIELD

'I'OP (m. was)

Aluminum

Bodies

srsmonmo

MFI'AL BODY C0"

3“ link Ave.,

Springfield, Isss.

  

 

Gssollne and Electric—tor Pleasm all Business

Studshaisr Automohlls 00.. South Bend. lmllm

 

MIHOTIONlARIVEN

 

The car which has no clutch to slip—

no zesrs to strip—no grease—no noise.

THE $1350 CARTERBIIII

The Motorcar Company, Detrolt, Nllch.

 

 

  
I!" TlElTlll

. SPRI

OF INGS
FOR AUTOMOBILE PURPOSES

CLEVELAND-CANTON SPRING CO., 212°:

  

  

  

 

 

“The A B C of Electricity." Price, 50c.

The Motor World Publishing Co., 154 Nas

sau Street, New York City.
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TIMKEN PRODUCTS
were represented at the Madison Square Garden Show, New York, by over 10% of the exhibits of the American Gasoline

Pleasure Car Builders, and by EIGHT of the NINE Commercial Car Exhibits. AN ENVIABLE RECORD.

Timken New One-Piece Pressed Steel

Power Axle

  

 
   

 

 

  

561 A—Fixed Hub Type. Front View 561 B—Fixed Hub Type. Rear View

  

as shown in the illustration herewith. The entire housing is a load bearing and

is a one-pieced, pressed steel form, gear-encasing member in a single unit,

shaped to give better than truss re- clear and smooth. without angles or pro

sistance to load, end thrust and break- trudirig parts,‘ supports or braces, with

  

ing strains, and eliminate the vibra- nothing to Vibrate, nothing to rattle,

tion common to cast steel or forged 562 F1 t. H b T T v nothing to work loose, nothing to catch
axles of the built-up type. , "' °a "'3 “ W" W "" mud and easy to clean.

The power unit (differential bearings and adjustments for same, pinion shaft and bearings, drive and pinion gears) is a

conipact unit that can be removed bodily from the axle case or housing without taking down the axles or disturbing brake

equipments, springs, hubs or bearings.

The Axle com lete with differential gear carrier. brakes and spring seats is made in both clutch and fixed type hub for cars

weighing from 1,5 to 3,000 pounds empty, and 45 h. p. or less. See these new Axles at the Timken Exhibit at the Shows. or

write direct for illustrated descriptive matter.

TIMKEN PRODUCTS will be exhibited at the Chicago Show, February 6th to 13th.

THETIMKEN ROLLER BEARING AXLE CO., Canton, 0., U. S. A.

BRANCHES—10 E. 31st St., New York. 429 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

  

  

'Tis not in mortals to command success, but we’ll do morc——deserve it.

  

Mayo Radiators have achieved success

by deserving it, and in no other way.

(LTherefore that success is presumably of the per

manent and abiding kind.

(Pr—_ice is the cause of the absence of MAYO RA

DIATORS from cheap cars.

(lQuaIity is the reason for the presence of MAYO

RADIATORS on most of the good cars.

(LThe only argument against MAYO RADIATORS

is their price.

(LEvery other consideration dictates their use.

(LMAYO RADIATORS combine sound mechanical

principles, exact design, construction and workman

ship, together with graceful appearance and perfect

finish; in short, all the good qualities that go to

make the ideal radiator.

('LMAYO RADIATORS are stamped with the hall

mark of class.

(LMAYO RADIATORS are really the thorough

breds of the radiator world.

(LMAYO RADIATORS are made in the kind of a

factory that befits them and by the MAYO RADIA

TOR COMPANY, at New Haven, Connecticut.
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The Value of Perfect Lighting Equipment
cannot be overestimated. When touring at night, it becomes the most

important part of your entire equipment. The comfort, pleasure and actual

safety of every motorist depends on the efficiency of his lamps.

SOLAR LAMPS
are without question the best lamps made. They are absolutely correct in

design. No solder is used in their manufacthre. They are constructed of the

best material money can buy in the largest lamp factory in the world. From

cm standpoint they represent perfection in motor car lamps!

 

Unless your car IS equipped with S o l a r s you do not possess perfect lighting equipment!

 

  

  

 

P r i c e s

Gas Headlights . . . . . . . . . ..from $4.50 to $62.50 each

Electric Headlights . . . . . ..from $8.75 to $15.00 each

Generators . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .from $4.00 to $12.00 each

Oil Side Lamps . . . . . . . . ..from $7.50 to $22.00 pair

Electric Side Lamps . . . . ..from $9.00 to $21.00 pair

Oil Tail Lamps . . . . . . . . ..from $3.50 to $7.50 each

Electric Tail Lamps . . . . ..from $3.75 to $6.00 each

SOLAR LENS MIRROR SEARCHLIGHT I S°1th$gffig.fl§§§§.§§°'

~958-A. S-inch Lens Mirror, $15.00. _ Mirror. Each $25.00.

SEE OUR EXH'IBIT AT THE CHICAGO SHOW

BADGER BRASS MANUFACTURING CO,

TWO FACTORIES:

437 Eleventh Avenue, New York Kenosha, Wisconsin
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Interesting

Iniormation

tor you, Mr. Dealer

We have formulated a propo—

sition which will enablt you to

represent us as agents for the

Break Circuit Auto Lock, with

practically no investment on

your part.

If you are in the Accessories

or Automobile business write us

on your own letter head and we

will send you full information

which will be extremely valuable

to you. Every automobilist

wants a Break Circuit Auto

I.0ck and there is no reason

why your house should not fur

nish him with what he wants.

THE SAFETY DEVICE C ., {"3'37‘3‘3'2
BRANCHES:

- S 'INNER, Chicago, Ill.

EID, Cleveland, 0.

CO.. 303 Century Bldg., Denver, Colo.

154 l-Illicott St., liufl'alo (State Agent).

. . K 8: CO., Motor Mart Bldg, New York City

. . . K ‘ ELECT. CO., liulfalo, N. \ (Erie County).

. E. SPELMAN, 127 Warren Ave, Boston, Mass. _

GEO. A. DECKERT, 614 Eighth St. 50., Minneapolis.

We allow you the benefit of retail business in your territcry where

owners address us direct. ‘

 

  

SPECIFY
Heinze ignition ap

paratus on your

l909 car and get "

THE BEST

MADE.

 

Write us if your

,dealer does not

carry them.

Heinza Electric 60.

LOWELL, MASS.

Makers of

COILS, TIMER.'

MAGNETOB, SPARK

PLUGS.

 
 

ENDED
No more trouble operating the Gabriel Horn. .The

single tube Iiorn has always worked perfectly; some users,

however, have heretofore

exper‘enced some trouble

with the valve which oper

ated the Horn. This is all

changed in our new 1909

Valve. It works perfect

ly, warranted to never get

out of order. Each opera

tion removes all carbon

deposit. W'ill not stick

under any conditions. The

valve can also be used for cut-out purposes by removing

disc in main channel, thereby relieving back pressure

from inufi'ler.

The 1909 Gabriel Horn

  

 
  

still retains its supremacy as an Automobile signal. Many

improvements in latest model.

erlt' for booklet describing prolucts.

GABRIEL HORN MFG. C0. 31133:? $32

AGENTS WANTED IVE-YWIEII'I.

 

 
 

 

  

 

  

sessesssss

QSTANDARDQ

‘ RINGS
STAND THE TEST

because they combine in

absolute harmony all that

is best in bearing design,

.material and construction.

   <>

@@
 

 

 

 

 
 

New Catalog Ready
 
 

Standard Roller Bearing Bu.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

>@@@

 

   

@@@@@@@@@®@

   

o
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FiVe Were MAXWELLS Out

of the Entire Field oi Ten

Cars—Think at What This

Means—

In the Women's Endurance Run to Phila

delphia and return, January 11th and 12th, the

Maxwell entries alone, totalled“ up to as many

cars as all other competing makes Combined. Of

course, every Maxwell finished— but that’s not

the point. >

Why is it that the

dfifiY”
Pertectly Simple—Simply Periect

so far outnumbered all others.

  

It is simply because, “What Every Woman

Knows” who drives a Maxwell—~that her’s is a car

upon which absolute dependence can be placed—so

simple and easy to handle that it is the logical car

for the woman, and the man too, who wants motor

ing with the trouble left out.

Today 12,000 Maxwell owners prove our

claims —— that though moderate in price,

Maxwell cars are made oi as high grade

material and workmanship, under as rigid

inspection and are as durable as should be

the best, high priced car.

Our catalogue explains the Maxwell features

that have built Maxwell success. May we send you

this and other literature?

 

 

Magneto Included

WT?!

  

  

 

"WWW"
. fl ~

w

r

Model D. A. 4 Cyl. 30 H. P. TouringCar. . Price $1,750.

MAXWELL-BRISCOE MOTOR COMPANY
P. 0. BOX lOG—TARRYTOWN, N. Y.

Main Office and Factory.

.P-wmm R- l W" cm", ""1-—

 

 

Bosch Magneto Co.

223-225 West 46th St.

CHICAGO BRANCH:

 

There are 250,000

Satisfied Users

of the

OSCH

MAGNETO
who will testify to the constant

efficiency of this ignition system.

The B o 5 ch has accomplished

wonderful results. lt has achieved

greater victories and won more

racing events and is found on

more cars, and more B o s c h

magnetos have been sold than

all other magneth and ignition

systems put together.

lt is acknowledged all over

the World, to be the m 0 st

perfect ignition system obtain

able. lt is the magneto you

want for your car.

- Order Now tor 1909 Equipment

NEW YORK

I253 Michigan Ave.
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At the

CHICAGO snow

examine the duplicates of the three

winning 4-cylinder Matheson cars

which finished in FIRST, SECOND

and THIRD time plaCes, against a

field of 32 CONTESTANTS in the

severest ENDURANCE CONTEST evei'

held in America, over the ice and

snow covered mountain roads from

rPhiladelphia to Wilkesbarre and

return, 300 MILES, January I and

2, 1909.

These three Matheson cars have been driven by

their owners 7,000, 12,000 and 18,000 miles respec

tively, before entering this contest.

“The most difficult, hazardous, even

dangerous endurance run ever

held in America.” —Pbiladelphra

Public Ledger.

4-CYLINDER MODELS 6-CYL1NDER MODELS

Touraoout . . . . . . . . $4,350 Tourabout . . . . . . . . $3,000

Touring Car .. 4,500 Toy Tonneau 3,000

Limousine . . . . . . . . 5.500 Close-Coupled .. . . . 3,000

Landaulet . . . . . . . . 5,500 Touring Car .. . . .. 3,(Xl0

P

Matheson Automobile Co.

l886-1888 Broadway

Corner>62d St. NEW YORK CITY

 

 

HIGH TENSION

VOLTA

MAGNETO

"A Complete ignition System in itself "

  

VOLTA

MAG N E TO
'I a .\

wltrltRBtt IGNITLR co.... ....

I

And we guarantee it as such uncondi

tionally' for .one year! We use the

best imported magnets and select with

rigid tests only those which will Elli

their magnetism.

  

We use imported

annular ball bearings. We take

unlimited pains in every process of man

ufacture. Save the 40% duty on

foreign magnetos by paying

$100 for the 4 cylinder Volta

$125 tor the 6 cylinder Volta

Witherbee Everything for Ignition

WITHERBEE IGNITER COMPANY

1876 Broadway, New York
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LARGE 'SALES AND SMALL PROFIT
with thousands of satisfied customers is our best advertisement, and makes it possible for us to import

TheCelebrated BramptonChain
from ENGLAND (paying Freight and Duty) and sell it at THE SAME PRICE AT WHICH THE

OTHER CHAINS ARE SOLD TO AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS, JOBBERS, DEALERS AND

OWNERS.

Price Being Equal, Which Would You Prefer? The Best?

Several of the manufacturers now equip their cars with THE BRAMPTON CHAINS. Others will do

so, if you will order your car that way. No extra cost to you or the manufacturer.

There is an increasing DEMAND for THE BRAMPTON CHAIN audit is now being sold by the

live jobbers and dealers throughout this country. Agents wanted in unoccupied territory.

PRICE TI'IE SAME—QUALITY. THAT’S DIFFERENT

We are Sole U. S. Agents. Write for proposition. Catalog on request.

E MANUFACTURER. JOBBIR, IXPORTER AND IMPORTER

o o , Main Office: 97-99-101 Reade Street. New York

BRANCHES—54th St. and 8th Ave., New York; Iii-304 Columbus Ave, Boston Mass.; 318-320 N. Broad SL. Philadelphia, Pa.;

22755-229 Jeflersou Ava, Detroit; 1829 Euclid Ave" Cleveland, 0.; 1392 Bedford Ave, Brooklyn, N. Y.; 824 Main SL, Buffalo.

 

The. Largest Automobile Supply House in America

  

 

 

 
 

Schrader Universal Valve
Trade Mark Registered April 30, I895

 

 ss-|—--- SIMPLE AND ABSOLUTELY leR TIGHT

(L Schrader Motor Tire Valves, as shown in cut, are the

regular equipment for G & J Motor Tires,Hartford Dunlop

Detachable Motor Tires, Fisk Detachable Motor Tires, and

New Goodyear Detachable Motor Tires. (L Qur No. 777

Motor Tire Valve is the standard for 3-inch and smaller

tires and our No. 725 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for

tires larger than 3 inches.

09-4-~~---- ‘ .5

Supplied to the Trade by All Tire Manufacturers

MANUPACTURED BY

M _», J 7‘ I »

Tm unzles'M

, A. SCHRADER’S sons, Inc., 28-30-32 Rose sow, New York
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T H E A R T. <5“ Til-ESP E
iinds its fullest expression in thei'new '

  

flunk-_.._.“ 4-~. .Am.
  

. 3. \

14.4....

is].

 

 
 

Baldwin ImPrOVCd Detachable

Absolutely correct mechanically, it is made exactly to scale

and can be depended on under all conditions of service.

The detachable feature of the Baldwin Chain is an im

provement of note. It may be run at the highest rates of

speed without the separating of the clips shown at “B.”

These clips can be removed and replaced without injury, -

and as easily as the cotter pin. We furnish with each chain a tool shown in “C” for removing

the clips, which, while not absolutely necessary, facilitates removal and replacement.

,SPROCKETS

  

Pat. Oct. 27, '08.

We are prepared to make quotations

on sprockets in quantity' at low ratr s.

 
 

“we”

  

AGENTS:

 

THE BALDWIN CHAIN 8c MFG. co, WorceSter,'Mass.

M. A. BRYTE.H. V. GREENWOOD. H. D. SIMMONS, g

166 Lake St., Chicago, Ill. 1717 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 718 Mission St.,HSan Francisbo,’ Cal.

. L

 
 

 

u Reliable Dayton line

  

<'-“
\

$925 (Without top)

 
 

The Reliable Dayton Has “ Made Good "

 
 

IT is not a $75.00 buggy with a $50.00 motor in it, but it

is a MOTOR CAR from the ground up. Is making

business for itself in every territory it invades, through its

economical features, compared with the pneumatic-tire car.

Let us refer you to several of the company's largest

dealers, who have handled the Reliable Dayton the past

year; let them tell you their experience. Investigate; get

the facts.

Drop us a line for our agency proposition today.

Our Catalog in dlfl‘eront.

Reliable llaylnn Molar liar to. Chicago, in.
Dept. 14

Let no 00nd you a copy.

 

  

"LON G-A'R M”

TRANSMISSIONS

THREE. speeds and reverse, selective

types. The best of material and

workmanship. Our experience in gear cut

ting and manufacturing Automobile Parts

enables us to equal the best transmissions

built. Let us figure on your requirements.

 
 

We also bulls! I complete line 0|

AXLES, C-LUTCHES

STEERING REACHES

HAND LEVERS, ETC.

 
 

The "Long-Arm” System Co.,

CLEVELAND, o.
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made.

lected is of the

  

They fit the hand

They are handy to manipulate

They are readily adaptable

They are never failing in

 

THE B. '8‘ 8. All"! WREllllll

is a tool as necessary to your car as'the

Don't fail to get our catengine itself.

alog of Auto Forgings and Tools.

  

Spencer

London

Aldersgate

  

  

, . a Th0 IlilllllES' ‘&

x

Hartford. Gonn.

8 Long lane,

‘Everything

[Imp-Forged”

That means that our Auto Tools are the

strongest and most durable that can be

They last a life-time. The steel se

highest grade. In design
our tools are thoroughly up to date.v

IJSC

"ALLSTEEL”

  

 

 

to.

St.

  

 

  

 

 

THE IMPROVED

Auto Heck-Trick Vulcanizer
ISA

TIME AND MONEY SAVER

  

_How much does it cost you a year for tube and easing

repairs? \Nhy not save all this expense by investing in one

of these vulcanizers?
  

You don’t have to be an expert to operate it. Simply

follow the directions and you'll be surprised how easy it is to

make repairs that have been costing you from 50c. to $5.00

each at the repairman's.

  

Hundreds of these instruments are now in use in gar

ages and among owners all over the country. Start now to

cut down your repair bills for the new year.

Price complete with 2 00 Special discounts

repair material ' to dealers
 

JAMES L. GIBNEY & 5R0" u-nmc.....;.

PHILADELPHIA, U. 8. A.
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ALL cans SOLD

LICENSED UNDER

AND GUARANTEED

BY US ARE

SELDEN PATENT

FOR ONE YEAR.

Specifications Common to All

Palmer-Singer Models

Nickel steel used to secure lightness and strength.

Imported F. & S. ball bearings exclusively. Bosch high

tension magnetos and multiple disc clutches in all models.

Drop forged I beam, front axle—four-speed selective'type,

sliding gear transmissions with direct drive on third speed.

All brakes equalized, all expanding type and on rear

wheels. Universal joints on all steering connections. All

types shaft driven, all moving parts enclosed in dustproof

cases.   

Palmer-Singer Four-Thirty Skimabout, $2,250; equipped except top.

Palmer & Singer Mtg. Co.

1620-22-24 Broadway, New York. 1821 Michigan Ave., Chicago.

DISTRIBUTORS TIIE SIMPLEX.

 

 

The Warner

Auto

Meter

Guaranteed

Abaolutely Accurate

is the only speed indicator made on the Magnetic In~

duction principle. Because of the principle it accur

ately indicates every range of speed from zero to the

maximum.

All other instruments _are made on the centrifugal

principle. They fail to indicate any speed whatever

under 5 to 10 miles per hour.

The Auto-Meter is so durably made that practical

tests have shown that it will endure a MILLION

MILES of riding without perceptible wear, or depart

ing from absolute accuracy more than 10 feet to the

rrue.

We invite comparative tests. Before you decide on

any Speed Indicator, put the Auto-Meter on one side

of your dash and any other indicator at any price on

the other. Then use your watch over a measured

course. Keep the instrument which tells the truth.

We know which it will be.

The Warner Instrument Company

Factory and Main Offices—366 Wheeler Ava, BELOI'I‘. WISWNSIN

BRANCH HOUSES—New York 1903 Broadway' Boston, 925

Boylston Se; Philadelphia, Cor. Broad and Race; l’ittsburg, 3432

Forbes SL' Cleveland, 2062 Euclid Ave; Bufialo, 722 Main SL;

Detroit, 23§ Jefl'erson Ave; Chicago, 1305 Michi an Ave:; Indian

330 N. Illinois St.‘ St. Louil, 923 Olive

  

 

 

aspolis

—| t.; an randstlm, 5150 Golden Gate Ave; Los An- l_‘

"e es,
 

 

 

Forget It i

is a common slang phrase, but that is precucly what you

can, do with your ignition if your car Is equipped with a

SPLITDORF

MAGNETO

A demonstrated success

—Not an experiment

Fifty years or electrical engineer

ing experience behind it.

Contains the essence of all that is

good in Magneto construction.

Specify the SPLITDORF Magneto for your 1909 car

and you can be absolutely sure of having a system of ig

nition that is the nearest approach to perfection ever

produced.

Our Exhibit at Chicago Coliseum, Gallery, Space 49.

O. F. SPLITDORF

Walton Ave. and 138th St.

  

SAN FRANCISCO, Branch DETROIT,

520 Van Ness Ave. 1 6 7 9 B r o a d w a y 886 Woodward Ave.

CHICAGO, BOSTON,

New York
319 Michigan Ave. Motor Mart.

  

 

 

 

We will 21 exhibit at

the shows, but

FEDDERS

RADIATORS

the real square tube

radiator—the New York

to Paris radiator, will

be very much in evidence.

 

 

LOOK FOR THEM ON THE LEADING CARS

FEDDERS MFG. WORKS

BUFFALO, N. Y.

 

 
 

 

S. Main St. —
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THIS AND TWO OTHER “FOURS”

—AND A 50 HORSEPOWER “SIX”!

Proved and recognized successes, with a service record. Ofl'ered in 25

horsepower, 30-35 horsepower, 40 horsepower, and the 6-cylinder 50 horse

power. All fitted with oil pan base. Equipped for magneto attachment.

 
 

“Rutenber” Motors and Carburetors, Clutches and Fans
 
 

The Western Motor Co., Logansport, Ind.

  

 

 

   
 

 
  

 

The New

STEVENS-DURYEA

Models XXX and Y

are typical Stevens-Duryea productions. The

latest links in the chain of S T EV E N S -

DURYEA SUCCESSES

 
 

THE XXX—a 24 Horsepower Four

Cylinder Runabout - Price 82,850

THE Y—a 6-40 Horsepower Six

Cylinder Touring Oar - Price $4,000

 
 

The Four Cylinder Model X of the past

season, and Six Cylinder Model U (Light

Six) of the past two seasons, will also be 1909

STEVENS-DURYEA CARS

On Exhibition at 1909 Licensed

Association Automobile Shows

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE

STEVENS-DURYEA COMPANY

OHIOOPEE FALLS, MASS. I

 

Members Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

 
 

 ii 

SUPPLEMENTARY

SPIRAL SPRINGS

(L If every driver had to ride in his own

tonneau, every car would be quickly

equipped with Supplementary Spiral

Springs. Owners are not intentionally

selfish—many of them just thoughtless.

Usually driving or sitting beside the

driver, the riding qualities of the ton

neau are to them practically unknown.

 

 

  

(L Not so with the passengers. Rear

springs must be strong enough to resist

severe shocks under a full load. That means stifi springs

under ordinary loads, with the shocks and jars transmitted

to the passengers—guests whose comfort ought to be a first

consideration.

(L SUPPLEMENTARY SPIRAL SPRINGS take up all the

average bumps and road inequalities and come into real

action with the jolts and jars encountered at sneed.

(L With the S. S. 5., your springs never whip or touch. They

prevent breakage and are the most economical and useful

accessory ever provided for a car. Every live dealer carries

them and their attachment is a matter of a few hours’ time.

Do it NOW.

SU PPLE-M ENTARY

SPIRAL SPRING O2
4555 Delmar Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

  

Motor Mart, New York

 

Fllll

  

18-20-Horse

  

- Write for them.

eoosss

YOU CAN BAN

02‘ THIS CAR.

  

  

1n buying an automobile consider first cost, but herlhte longest to investigate up _
-.

keep and economy of iuel consumption. Buy a car where you can hold the maker to thismnteo. insist on records 0! durability and the evidence of thousands of users’ endorsements.

o invite comparison of our catalogs—booksfiteatimonlslo—wbich

But above sii compare our factory inclll

perlence and the highest quality at every part of

The Invincible

Auto-Runabout

with all others of this style car.

oi a car "R0 the Schacht.

throughout—easy riding long “Concord” llirIliRF—llll-Thi ""114 Ell-"hm"!

economy of upkeep on all roads-Sch

high priced cars.

The Schmht Is the easiest to run simplest, most practical, most economimi car you csn buy—

Let us show you all the reasons why. Writ/e

1 our Special Proposition.

The Schacht Manuiacturing Company

2720 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati, 0.

- — - - - - B
[Valli 8' I I" ’0 8e 0*” 2“," 2E

\°-.f'q..’°»;%;.~.,,;wd We. 0°"

  

    

Q Shh” "'0

' ."-.."”o "My," 8°) "2""4351
. . 0 00k a . =

b/I‘eaq '—

ou an have for the asking.

{lee—expert workmanship—ex  

SCHACHT
Write us and investigate the meaning to you as an owner

  

Full iii-whompower—uenrieels-clutchless—Timken roller bearings

Goodrich rubber tires -ior

oblm carburetors, etc—Full high class equipment found only on

  

or literature. It interested as an agent—lei. us make you  

We will exhibit at the Chicago Show February 6 to 18.
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When at the Show

do not fail to see the

TUCKAHOE

GREASE GUN

 

New and very meritorious. The

only self-filling combination oiler and

grease gun. Can be filled with grease

in three seconds. Regulated by throw

ing a latch. Its use insures quick oil

ing and clean hands. Lower in price

than others. Write for circular.

Manufactured and sold by the

Rubly Mtg. Company

TUCKAHOE, N. Y.

  

  

Invader Bil
THE OIL THAT

GRAPHITIZES

are responsible to: Its

popularity

YOU NAME THE CAR

3'].W L

NAME THE GRADE

mm; on“ av

OMS. F. KELLOM 1 OO.

1!! Areh St., Philadelphia

Bolton Branch:

284 Columbus Avenue.

  

Users of

  

  

  

--“II'PEIII

 

 
 

i THE GYROSCOPE CAR

The Simplest Automobile in the World.

USO—The Prior—$750.

GYROSCOPE AUTOMOBILE CO. (TNCJ

Gyroscope Bldg.,

231 West 54th St. New York City.

  

 

  

 

Tire Troubles?

"so Pormanlt

Demonstrated beiore Board

of Governors Harrisburg_

Motor Club with reat suc

cess. For particu are write

ADOLF KARL & CO"

2374 Washinfion St," J

ewar , . .

  

 

 

S’Inhharh-Eagtnn

ONE Quality for ALL Models

ONE Price for ALL Buyers

Write Ior 1909 Catalog.

THE DAYT%N MOTOR CAR CO.,

ayton,

0 Wheels fitted with

emufihuafia!
DEMOUNTABLE RIMS

in three days time Inquire oi your nearest

dealer.

CONTINENTAL CAOUTCHOUC CO.

1788-90 Broadway New York City

 

 

 

 

 

 

AVOID ACCIDENTS

byusingtls

Wridgway No Glare Shade

which adds to the efielessey oI the Ian and keeps

lars Iron: blinding other users of the h ways. Can

e fitted to any enstiag lamp.

PEERLESS MOTOR CAR CO.,

220 w m w. 4m SL, NEW YORK

The PULLMAN

+40 Roadster. Price, $3.000.

that made the run from Philadelghia to Sal

vannah 0a., March 5th to 18th, t rough “and

.up to the radiator, heating all previous records.

YORK MOTOR CAR CO., York, Pa.

  

 

 

 

The Low Price of the High-Quality

Lambert Gar
is made osaible by the low cost of the simple

Lambert riction transmission, which is more efi

cient than any type of complicated, expensive gear

transmission.

BUCKEYE MFG. COMPANY, Anderson, Ind.

 

 

 

 

 
 

ll RELLl

PIRELLI &
To Avoid Ignition Trouble,

Specin PI ELL! Wire.

 

 
  

154 P—Two-Wsy Cambrie Covered, 15c. foot.

For sale by MOTOR CAR EQUIPMENT CO., 55 Warren St., and 1721 Broadway. New York City.

Our Cable Card

Illustrating ll Varieties of ca

ble in actual sizes mailed up

on request.

This is No. 154 P., Two-Way,

Cambric Covered.
 

CO., 296 Broadway, New York

 

 

 

A. O. Smith Company

MAKERS OF

PRESSED STEEL

FRAMES
(Capacity 100,000 per annum.)

Heavy and Difficult Stampings

Front and Rear Axles

Steering Columns

Transmissions, Selective and

Progressive

Multiple Disc Clutches

SEE OUR EXHIBIT

Coliseum, Chicago, Space 6.

A.0 SMITH co. “3 “Milvvaukeo, Wis.

  

 

 

Get our quota

tions on high grade

two and four cyliu~

der motors, 10 to 45

horsepower. T h e

are equipped wi

self-contained oiling

system and r e a d y

f o r attaching mag

neto. Highest

grade workmanahi .

efficient, d n r s b e

and simple. Also

_ clutches and trans

missions- Send for catalogue.

OOITIIEIITAL IOTOII "Fl! 00.. Iusksgsn. llth.

K. FRANKLIN- PETERSON, Western Represent

ative, 166 E. Lake St., Chicago, Ill

'1‘. J. WETZEL. Eastern Representative, 29 West 42d

St., New York, N. Y.

"CONTINENTAL" MOTORS m 3mm"

  

 

FRED HEAD—RED HEAD—RED HEAD—l

RH] HEAD
l—RED HEAD—RED HEAD—RED HEAD

.Licmmnkflh
The Locomobile Company of America,

Bridgeport, Conn.

REDHEAD Lavaa(mu

 
 

 

 

 

OIBIIEY SOLID TIRES
CONTINENTAL

Pneumatic ‘I'Iros

#

Automobile Accessories ol every description.

lama: L. Gibnsy & Bro. Philadelphis, Pa., USA

  

 
 

 

.v‘

t i

l

TheBallTLaRnsmission ,—

lléu- Automobiles &MotorBoats

NEW YORK GEAR WORKS.

56 GREENPOI‘NT AVE ,BROOKLYN, N. Y.

  

 

SAVE POWER

srnoso sown"! mu
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i

i

': Vliitlock Coil

q.

a.

FRfiWKLIN
Automobiles

Which do you want—weight or ability?

The Franklin catalogue tells you; and tell

you why. Write for it.

I. II. "ANKLIN MPG. (10., Syracuse, N. Y.

 

 

 

TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD

' T ada

snoox A'BQORBER

Mark

The Device that made Sale, 8 ed and Combrtahle

Automobillal‘ oaal la.

Write ior catalogue. Department D.

HARTFORD SUSPENSIOI CO-. v

I. V. Hardord, Pres. 145 Jay IL. Idaey City. II. I.

lTLOCK

lNTAKE. EXHAUST , -Pipe Co.

 

___—7

  

WE WILL NOT

accept your contract unless we can give you the

delivery you require. We will not accept more

contracts than we can fill with proper attention to

each. We make Pressed Steel Frames and Auto

mobile Stampinga.

THE HYDRAULIC PRESSID STEEL CO..

Cleveland, Ohio.

Electric»

WAutomobiles

ARE MADE BY

ELECTRIC VEHICLE CO., Hartford, (“Olinv

 
 

Gasolene and

 
 

 
 

 

fililfiiliifiifiki

, ) AND‘WATER PIPES ;

.- - Hartford.._‘_q_0_Q-;

  

  

$4». ' '

 
 

u

mg,

flufiiilill SPARK PLUGS
h“ “They Shoot a Flame!

CLEVELAND SPARK PLUG 00.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

..

 

 

 

  

Won’t short-circuit. Never leaks.

The “Gotham” STA-RITE will end your

spark glug

t r o n lea.

-. Soot can't

sticlt to the

p o r celain.

Can be

taken apart and cleaned with case. Of deal

ers, or direct, $1.00.

T
HE R. E. HARDY CO., 2! W. “(I St. New York.

 

'l'llli 28-30 ll. P. MITCHELL. $1,500

Includes enuine $150 Splitdorf Magneto (tree)

and 54 in larger tirea than you get with any

other car at this price. To have other cars

wuipped with these tirea you must pay $50 extra.

rite for lull information to-day.

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR CO.,

575 Mitchell St., Racine Wis.

Standard Manufacturers A. M. C. M. A.

 

AUGUST OFELDT 8: SONS

Manufacturers of Coil, Water Tube and

Flash Boilers.

KEROSENE AND GASOLINE BURNERS.

Ofice: 123 Liberty St, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Write for Catalogue.

  

 

 
 

At Chicago Show, Coliseum. Space No. 56.

IGNITION

PAGKAR 0....
New Booklet Free.

THE PACKARD ELECTRICAL CO.

303 Dana Ave., Warren, Ohio

 

 

HAVE YOU SEEN

THE PERFECTION WRENCH?

The newest and best wrench made: all steel—great

t‘uickiy oper

e d tem

sale.

strength; instantly adjusted; easily and

ated; positive grip; immense ti e. troub . an

per aaver; best “all round tool' ever oflered for

“You will want one when you see it.”

For circular address,

THE PERFECTION WRENCH CO.,

Box 426. PORT CHESTER. I. Y.

@112 {Bush LRaDiatnt

THE BUSH MANUFACTURING CO.

HARTFORD.CONN.

  

 

 

III M!!! MOTOR CA! 00.

leading, Pa.

 THOMAS SHOCK ABSORBERS

on your automobile mean more comfort,

speed, safety, economy. Prove it at our

expense. 30 days free trial.

BUFFALO SPECIALTY CO.,

340 Ellicott St. BUFFALO, N. Y.

 

 

 

 

  

MICHELIN TIRE COMPANY

IILLTOWN. N. .l.

|— RED HEAD—RED HEAD—RED HEAD—I

REDHEAD

i— RED HEAD — RED HEAD — RED HEAD

'RED HEAD (IVEIH0321

_l

 

   

 

‘Fuli of Air.

Tire expense cut in two.

or Puncture. _ -

As Flexible Rubber

Anti-83d.

blowout or a rim cut

will last

few sections oi steel.

Thousands in nae.

  

 

 

\ . -_ I 172 Broadway
.5 _.i

'_____1

8mM'Hms

That part oi a tire with fat

lonaer than any

other part it encircled by a

Kimball Tin Bass 00.

Oounell lluffe, Iowa

 

i

 

. Namefl

' THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY
I 154 Nassau Street, New York :

Encloaeiclv find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

I Ebe motor Worlb

for one year, commencing with the issue of_.

f

 Address; ,1 ,
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Tire &' Rubber Co.

El\ll’IRE AII'I‘ORIOBII4E TIRE COM ANX'

B§ANCHES~Newark 264 Halsey St.; Detroit, 842 Woodward Ave; Boston, 292 Devonshirc St.; Chicago, 20 La Salle St? 1301 Michigan

.\\'c.; New York. 73d ét. 81 Broadway: 148 Chambers St. AGENCIES—Pittsburg. Consumers' Auto Su ply Co.; Kane

; Atlanta, Ga.. Dunham Rubber Co.; Cleveland, 0

Denver Auto Goods Co.

Buffalo, N. Y., Empire é

  

, Tresaton, N. J.

' Jacksonville, Fla., Savell Rubber Co.; Philhiicl hia, Penn Auto Su

ales Co.; Minneapolis Empire Tire dz Rubb

Motor Supply Agency Co.; Nor 011:, Va.,

er

as C18. Me., Empire

Wm. H. rover; Denver,

ly Co.; Los An eles Cal., Pacific Elec. Win;

0.; Savannah, Ga., Film. Tire Co.; )few Orleans, La., H. A. Tutard,

 

i

W A R N I N G 2 SE“

After January lat, 1909,

A R E D S E A L

will be attached to the outside of

All Ignition Coil Units
made under our patents and sold by our licensees.

 

 

 

 
 

  

 

 

  

y PAT’D

FEB.4- l908

* APRJ I908 *

IINII' NUMBER

THE UNLICENSED dW

Manufacturers, Users or Vendors “

WILL BE PROSECUTED.

The Unit Coil Co.

Address license application to the Secretary, 15 Exchange “lace, Jersey City. N. J.

 

 
 

The output of complete Front

and Rear Automobile Axles of this

plant exceeds the capacity of eI

competition combined.

 

Tl‘imurican Ball-Baarinz to.

L. I. l M. 0. Ry. & ldgvvntor Perk

GLIVILAND, OHIO, U.I.A.

7, _' 30,000 MILES WIIHOUI ADJUSTMENI.

' ' E ._ HESS PARSONS WHITE BRASS BEARINGS RA

. [- Ar \-_/ \ ’ If. 0 I. N HAT DISTANCE INA PnanRc CAR.TH€YARE BACK IN

, pl; 5 I I — X l HE can WITHOUT even ems semen

\ , I r; n; _ '_ ,_ r: J STILL RUNNING RUNNNG STLL.

i-‘er Automobile Bodies, Dashes, Guards, lesseis.

Battery Boxes, Drip has, Mulilers, Etc.

none-omen:

cuzmsspnusruass

moons—rm mamas many

Ayers. if?1*er; is... MonciljnGCP

'I'Il STARK IOLLING MILL COMPANY,

  

e- 3‘54""

CANTON, OIIO

  

 

HEW! an'MP s so~s 5H
t? s enema autumn c

PHILADELPHIA,PENNA
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V 00D design; a careful selection of scientifically tested materials; the

exercise of greatest care in the manufacture of component parts;

painstaking skill in their assembly, and a system of final inspection so

comprehensive and complete that anything under 100 per cent. perfect

cannot get through—that's Stearns production.

(1] Our new l5-30 is for those who would have a strictly high quality car at price and

of power somewhat under the 30-60 horsepower model.

‘1 Catalogued at l5-30 it develops close to 40 horsepower and, while of comparative

light weight, is so staunch and sturdy that it will “stand up," as a good car should,

even under unusual conditions of service.

1] And, like our 30-60 (which is accepted as the standard of excellence in America),

this new 15-30 model represents extreme high quality in every line and fiber.

(II It is shaft drive, and designed to accommodate town and touring bodies.

‘1] In our 30-60 horsepower model purchasers are given side chain or shalt drive option.

‘1] Demonstration by appointment.

THE F. B. STEARNS (30., Cleveland, Ohio
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This Tire Will Give

You The Best Service

There may be other tires on the market that prob

ably look from outside appearance to be as good as the

G 8: J, but if you will get sections of the different

tires and compare the quality of rubber, its toughness,

and the manner in which it is embedded into the

meshes of the fabric you will note there is a difference.

After making this comparison and also noting care

fully the general construction, you will not wonder

why so many are specifying G 86 J Tires.

GaJImpCo.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

  

 

  

Omaha, 1607 llariiey St.

Atlanta._35 N. Pryor St.

bt. Louis. 4l$ N. Fourth St.

Boston, "0 Federal St.

Detroit, 256 Jefferson Ave.

Chica o, 1434 Michi _an_Ave.

New Ol’lt’ 10 W. ixtieth St.

San Francisco, 414 Van Ness Ave.

Denver, 1541 Cleveland l‘lace. i'0rtland, .326 llurnside Ave.

Buffalo, 912 Main St. Kansas Clig, 1607 Grand Ave.

Philadelphia, 713 Broad St. Lleveland, 26 Frankfort Ave.

Los Angeles. 1010 S. Main St. l'ittsburg, Baum & Beltty Ste.

Minneapolis. 21 S. Second St.
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"Locking the door alter the pony is stolen”

is a good deal like postponing the use of

Columbia Lock Nuts
Now

 

for it's only a postponement at best. Why not take a double-twist on

the forelock of old Father Time and incorporate the use of Columbia

Lock Nuts in your construction BEFORE
  

  

 

 

you have occasion for regrets? Columbia

Lock Nuts are in general use and are

regarded as a necessity by some of the

biggest railroad systems in the country.

They ought to be a double necessity on

automobiles. They are already used by

many prominent makers. They should

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

be used on every automobile everywhere.

(IIColumbia Lock Nuts simply cannot work loose. Vibration, even

the constant vibration of solid tires, cannot affect or loosen

them. They are automobile insurance of the very best

kind and their cost is not a factor. Let us prove our case.

| |

COLUMBIA NUT & BOLT COMPANY

'Bridgeport, Connecticut
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L ‘ cAR

MADE BY

“The Father of Them All"

  

 

  

$2,000. F. O. B.Rochelter.One Price,

TOURING CAR, ROADSTER, TOY TONNEAU

A genuinely good car cannot be made and sold for less than $2,000. By this we mean a car like

the Selden, containing nothing but the best of materials, workmanship and finish. A car that the

manufacturer can stand behind and guarantee for at least a year against any imperfections in work

manship or material.

We buy only the best materials, employ only sldlled labor and pay particular attention to de

tails and finish, thereby producing a strictly high-grade car at the lowest possible price.

The up-keep and maintenance of a medium-priced car like the Selden is within the reach of any

man of moderate means and the value of the car does not depreciate like that of the lower priced cars.

This is the point to be considered by every purchaser.

The Selden Car is a 4-cylinder 28-30 horsepower (developing 37 horsepower) five passenger

Touring Car or three passenger Roadster, with 114~inch wheel base, 34~inch wheels, shaft drive, se

lective control, pressed steel frame, metal body, fully equipped.

Superb riding, roomy tonneau, luxurious upholstery, smooth running, great hill-climber, flexible

and easily handled, economical in maintenance and up-keep, fine finish, stylish and attractive.

THE COMING CAR OF MODERATE PRICE

Catalog and Agency proposition upon request. Agencies wanted everywhere.

SELDEN moron 'VEHICLE COMPANY
050. a. sauna", Pres. ROCHESTER, N. Y.Members Association Licensed Automobile Manuhcturers.
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THE MEASURE OF

TIRE QUALITY

is not alone length of service,

but also kind of service. '

A tire that has to be coaxed by frequent

visits to a repair shop is an inferior tire, even

tho it may last a total of three, five or

seven thousand miles.

1 MURGAN & WRIGHT TIRES
are long-lived tires, but the length of service

is secured in the making of the tires, and
 

and not by frequent doctoring by the users.

They stand up as only tires can that are

made as Morgan & Wright tires are. And

our rigid system of inspection protects you

from any and all possible defects.

MORGAN 8L WRIGHT, Detroit

Branches, Agencies or Dealers Everywhere.
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THRUST BEARINGS

SCIIAFER BEARINGS
MADE IN GERMANY

 

0riginal0rs 0t

92% iii Balls

in the Raceway

 
 

  

Carrying capacity greater

than any other ball bear

ings extant. Made of

the finest steel and

fully guaranteed.

 
 

  

 

  

MAGNETO BEARINGS

 
 

 

& Sole Importers

42 Broadway, New York City
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Manufacturers to whom we
 

LANCIA Italy RENAULT . . . . . . . . . .. France

F. R. Av M. Italy i DARRACQ . . . . . . . . . .. France

GREGOIRE . . . . . . . . .. France ‘ CLEMENT BAYARD. France

ZEDEL . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. France 1 ITALA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Italy

CH \RRON . . . . . . . . . .. France 3 I’EI.GRIMS . . . . . . . . .. France
H UMBER . . . . . . . . . .. England I LUCIA . . . . . . . . . . Switzerland

MERCEDES . . . . . . .. Germany S. P. A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Italy

DAIMLER . . . . . . . . . .. England FAFNER . . . . . . . . . .. Germain

IIANSA . . . . . . . . . . .. Germany S. S. \\'. . . . . . . . . . . . .. Germany

MINERVA . . . . . . . . .. Belgium POLY PH ON . . . . . . ..Germnny

METALLURGIQUE. Belgium ‘ MENDELSSOHN .. .. France

and

 

 

  

cheerfully refer:
 

  

THE SIEMENS & llALSKE El.F.C MFG. CO., of Berlin. Germany.

(The Largest Electrical Manufacturers in the World.)

 
 

Write for Catalogue and Price List
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TOURING CAR

For 5 persons, 36 H.P., 6 cylinder , 19' wheel base, $4,000. The ther

new types on this chassis include unabout, Brougham and Len aulet.

E believe that

every Pierce Arrow

Car is today running

and giving satisfaction to

‘ its owner, except in the

case of cars that have

been put entirely out of

business by a collision.

THE PIERCE-ARROW MOTOR CAR CO.(Y3}BIKE{hl‘fiffifiiijflf(ifrlfigmw‘) Bufi'alo, N.Y.

Owners of THE GEORGE N. PIERCE COMPANY
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Out of the thousands of

“Sweetie” SPRING STEEL les
turned out by us, not one ever has been returned as

defective. We make the statement on honor, and it

ought to impress the manufacturer who is aiming to pro

duce a quality product.

“Swedoh” Spring Steel Rims

are emphatically a quality product of one of the largest and

best equipped mills in the country. They are used on most

good automobiles and ought to bev used on a_ll automobiles.

 

  

We also make from

“Swedoh” steel

REAL [ill BANS
heavily copperized, of extreme

durability and springiness that

the ordinary oil can ought to

be but isn't.

Our product includes all

kinds of steel stampings and

pressed work. lf you want

anything made from steel, we

can make it—and “make good."

 

  

  

 

AMERICAN TUBE & STAMPING CO.

Bridgeport, Connecticut

  

NEW YORK OFFIOI, 100 BROADWAY
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‘. $1,500 For A Car
Embodying $11,000,000 Worth oiExperience!

There are two kinds of cars:

One is made merely to sell at a low price. The other,

is made to give service; is mechanically correct; is con

structed ol the best material, and is sold at a modest per

centage ol prolit over the cost. That is the Mitchell

$1,500 car.

The manufacturer's experience; his reputation, and a

large plant can alone guarantee a good car at a low price

We buy and make on a large scale. We can turn out

a car at a figure wholly prohibitive to

the small maker.

$11,000,000 worth of Mitchell cars

have been giving complete satislaction

lor eight years.

Our plant is now [our times as large

as it was when we started to make

these cars.

Our $1,500 car is perfect all the way

through, down to the smallest details.

We wouldn't use more care or better

material in its construction ii We asked

twice as much [or it. In it is crystallized

all our eight years’ experience.

A big, roomy, luxurious 5-passenger touring car, with

‘l' cylinders,28-30 horse power engine and capable of doing

50 miles an hour. This is our Model 30 which we

oll'er you for $1,500.

We even go lurther than this. We include $300

worth of actual automobile value which with any other

$1,500 car you would have to buy extra.

  

  

New Model 30 (1909 model)

including High-Grade Mag

neto—32x4 in. tires—assuring

freedom from tire troubles

and $300 worth of actual

extra Automobile value

which you can get in no other

car of its price. Touring Car

or Roadster—price,

$1,500

For instance our price includes a high grade

magneto in addition to the regular battery igni

tion system.

It includes 32-inch wheels and 4-inch tires—all

other $1,500 cars use 3%-inch tires. Our tires cost

us $50 more per set than the 3%-inch tires.

It' includes a dozen other features which you

would expect to find only in cars selling for $5,000

or more. -

Our transmission is of the best selective, sliding

gear type—~the kind that is used in all of the well

known, high-priced cars.

Our cylinders are cast separately.

We use as much vanadium or

nickel steel as the most expen

sive cars on the market.

We use aluminum castings

wherever possible and we

strengthen them with bronze.

Our tonneau is detachable,

and you have your choice of

three styles of body.

Two complete ignition sys'l

tems—Magneto and the ordinary

battery system.

The lubricating system is the

best we have found in our eight

years’ experience.

If we were not equipped to

turn out ten cars to the other
makers’ one, this Mitchell H30"

would certainly cost you $2,000

to $2,500.

Remember that we do not buy parts from sepa

rate makers and simply assemble them. Such

cars are experiments—each individual car is an

experiment.

But we are able to machine our parts to the

accuracy of rates part of an inch. So our car is

in harmony at every point. It is silent and smooth

and reliable. an’t take our word for these facts.

Examine the car yourself; ride in it, give it the

hardest try-out you know. Then, if it

doesn't “make good," don't buy it.

Full particulars upon request.

 

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR C0.

575 Mitchell Street, Racine, Wis.

Standard Manufacturers, A. M. C. M. A.

You may send me a detailed description

of your new $1.500 Mitchell 30.

Name

Address
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* TI-[BMARMON
"‘A‘Mechanical Masterpiece "

 

  

Thé'Thirty-de'Suburban. a 2400

Certainty, Not Supposition

A man’s record can’t be written at his birth. Neither can you

correctly judge the durability and value of any make of car except

by reviewing its past.

The Marmon cars sold by us in the early days of the automobile

industry are still giving splendid service. Time has wrought many

refinements in design. But the vital elements of durability and

reliability have never been lacking ,in a Marmon car.

The “Thirty-two,” manufactured entirely by us, and unspar

ingly equipped, has a character and a value which no thoughtful

buyer can ignore.

Motor, 4 Cyl. 454x472. Water cooled. 3240 H.P. Three point support. Ignition,

Bosch H. T. Ma neto, dual system. Lubrication, Marmon system of automatic force

feed through ho low crankshaft. Drive, straight line shaft. Selective transmission and

rear axle one compact unit, very accessible. Large brakes, cfl‘ective and very durable.

Materials, absolutely the best of everything,including Krupp and Chrome Nickel Steels.

Hess-Bright imported ball bearings. Tires, Q. D., 34x4. Wheel Base, 112 in. Weight,

2,100 lbs. Equipment, complete and highclass. Bodies, Sheet Metal. Touring Car seats

five; Suburban (detachable tonneau) seats four; Roadster seats two. Also furnished as

Coupe or Limousine Town Car. > u_fi_____~___4> l

Mama" u E77)" (Seven-PaS-ftflgtfl‘), $3750

Indianapolis, lnd.

_'_ 1

I"?

__,',a»»'M=-”t»a»1s:<

Thé'Thirty-Two"Roadster, it 2400

_\. ‘. .

-a ..

,e‘ s~<te.m;__ 1;; _ - ~ ~->\:~;\~;' :-.~';~" “ fi Y v-xx“

' V . \_\\

Established

1851

  

l;rigggstest Riding Car in TheWorld
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More Sets of thisi

wfirftn”

Non-Skid Tire

  

were exhibited on American

made cars at the Chicago

and New York Auto

mobile Shows than

any other H)

competing non

skids combined.

./

I»
  

‘-"Y‘rf‘""'a-t-v"

-_

f=m."""_

3-t

"4-r_.,
i )~_

‘6‘”ii“

77*?"

At the same Shows

the commercial vehicle

equipment aggregated more

Firestone Side-Wire Tires

than all the nine competing

kinds combined.

_ _ g __ The prestige of Firestone Tires grows as

‘ ii the demand for better tire service increases.

\
(a r.

FIRESTN TIRE '& RUBBER COMPANY, Akron, 0hi0
Branches and Agencies Almost Everywhere.
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TIMKEN PRODUCTS
were represented at the Madison Square Garden Show, New York, by over 70 per cent.

of the exhibits of the American gasoline pleasure car builders, and by EIGHT of the NINE

commercial car exhibits. AN ENVIABLE RECORD.

T I M K E N

New One-Piece Pressed Steel Power Axle

  

Fixed Hub Type-—Rear View

  

Fixed Hub Type Floating Hub Type—Top View

as shown in the illustrations herewith, is a one pieced, pressed steel form, shaped to give

better than truss resistance to load, end thrust and breaking strains, and eliminate the vibra

tion common'to cast steel or forged axles of the built-up type.

The entire housing is a load-bearing and gear-encasing member in a single unit, clear

and smooth, without angles or protruding parts, supports or braces, with nothing to vibrate,

nothing to rattle, nothing to work loose, nothing to catch mud, and easy to clean.

The power unit (differential bearings and adjustments for same, pinion shaft and

bearings, drive and pinion gears) is a compact unit that can be removed bodily from the

axle case or housing without taking down the axles or disturbing brake equipments, springs,

hubs, or bearings.

The axle complete with differential gear carrier, brakes and spring seats, is made in both

clutch and fixed type hub for cars weighing from 1,500 to 3,000 pounds empty, and 45 h. p.

or less. See these new Axles at the Timken exhibit at the Shows, or write direct for illus

trated descriptive matter.

The Timken Roller Bearing Axle Co.
CANTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

BRANCHES—10 E. 3lst St., New York. 429 Wabash Ave_, Chicago.
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50 H. P.

The car built for hard usage, combined with

luxury, smooth running, comfort and reliability.

We guarantee the Meteor Transmission against

damage—no matter how or by whom used. It is

absolutely indestructible.

A m0st interesting proposition to dealers.
 

ADVANCE CUT OF '09 BABY TONNEAU

 

Meteor Motor Car Go.

DAVENPORT, IOWA
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(new
The Car with the Offset Crank Shaft

Model Forty-four, 34 H. P., $2,250

Spare Wheel, with inflated tire. brackets, and tools, 874.

Magneto. 5150.

Why the ()fl'set Crank-Shaft?

Notice a man about to mount a bicycle. He always adjusts the pedal in that position where it will

receive to best advantage his full weight on the first downward stroke. This position for the pedal is just

slightly forward of the center of the crank-shaft of the bicycle. If he mounted when the pedal was directly

over the center of the crank-shaft, his weight would fall directly on the bearings and the first downward

stroke would be retarded and therefore weak.

Now imagine the man’s leg as the piston of an automobile engine, the pedal of the bicycle as the crank

pin, and the crank-shaft of the bicycle as the crank-shaft of the engine. In the ordinary engine the crank

pin and piston (the pedal and the man's leg) are directly over the dead center, and until the crank passes the

turning point all effort is wasted. Thus when the explosion occurs the greatest force falls upon the

bearings.

In the Rambler engine, at the instant the explosion occurs above the piston the crank-pin has moved

past the dead center; the crank-shaft is in a POSIUOII to receive the full pressure and turns without friction.

No shock falls on the bearings; there is no snde thrust, and wear on the cylinder walls is thus saved.

 

‘Because of this feature Rambler Model Forty-four can be oper

ated smoothly and steadily at three miles an hour on high gear

\
.

 

  

 

  

 

G

Ordinary Engine. Position Corresponds to position of piston Corresponds to position of piston Rambler Oflset Crank-Shah.

of piston stuplosion in ordinary engine at In Rambler enline ll Position at piston at

center. explosion center. explonon center. explosion center.

Seven-passenger model, 45 horsepower. with oflset crank-shaft. $2,500. Other models $1,150 to $2,500. A new Rambler catalog

has just been issued. It describes and illustrates all distinctive features of new Ramblers—Abe ofiset crank-shaft,

Spare Wheel, straight-line drive, etc. A copy on request.

THE CAR OF STEADY SERVICE

Thomas B. Jeflery 59" Company

Main Oflice and Factory, Kenosha, Wis.

Brant/It: and Dinributing Agencies: Chicago, Milwaukee, New York, Cleveland, Boston, San Francisco.

The new Rambler Models will be shown and demonstrated at the Coliseum, Space B-2,

and at our Chicago Branch, 1462-1464 Michigan Ave., during the Chicago Automobile

Show. Telephone Calumet 3000, give your address, and we will call for you.
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MAKERS ELECT A NEW PRESIDENT

Smith Chosen to Succeed Briscoe at An

nual Meeting of A. M. C. M. A.—

Standard Warranty Adopted. 7

1n the First Regiment Armory, Chicago,

the annual meeting of the American Motor

Car Manufacturers Association was held on

Tuesday, 9th inst._. resulting in the election

of Harold O. Smith, president of the Pre

mier Motor Mfg. Co., as chairman for 1909.

The other officers elected were: Vice-chair

man, C. G. Stoddard, the Dayton Motor

Car Co.; treasurer, S. H. Mora, Mora Mo

tor Car Co.; secretary, G. Vernon Rogers,

Mitchell Motor Car Co.; and auditor, W. H.

Vandervoort, Moline Automobile C0. The

three members of the committee of manage

ment whose terms expired were re-elected.

These are Charles Lewis, Jackson Automo

bile Co.; W. C. Marmon, Nordyke & Mar

mon Co.; and W. H. Vandervoort, Moline

Automobile Co. Alfred Reeves continues

as general manager of the association.

After serving for two terms as chairman

of the Association, Benjamin Briscoe de

clined the honor for 1909, but will remain a

member of the committee of management.

He was given a rising vote of thanks for

the excellent administration of affairs dur

ing his term of office, and a committee was

appointed to secure some suitable testi

monial token to be presented to him in ap

preciation of his leadership. The same

committee was also empowered to make

similar presentations to James Couzens, of

the Ford Motor Co., who was the first

chairman of the assodation. and to the

members of the show committee, consisting

of H. C. Smith, S. H. Mora and R. M. Owen,

as a compliment to their success in con

ducting the last Grand Central Palace show.

A standard form of guarantee. to be

known as the “A. M. C. M. A. warranty"

was adopted, and legislative, racing and

patent matters were made the subject of

general discussion. in recognition of the

New York, U. S. A., Thursday, February 11,

importance of the attendance of dealers at

the automobile shows, a resolution was

adopted asking that the Chicago show man

agement present to all automobile dealers

offering proper credentials, a complimentary

badge for the show period.

New Company Absorbs Wray Pump.

The Wray Pump and Register Co., of

Rochester, N. Y., has been merged into a

new company which will be known as the

Kellogg Mfg. Co. In addition to pumps

and registers, the new concern will manu

facture a number of other specialties, in

cluding timers, all of them being the inven

tions of George W. Kellogg, the president.

I. F. Weller is vice-president and secretary.

and M. R. Anstice treasurer, while A. By

ron Schuyler will supervise the manufac

turing end.

More Recruits from Carriage Makers.

in addition to the Jewel Carriage Co.

and other Cincinnati carriage concerns al

ready announced as engaging in the auto

mobile business, two new recruits have been

added to the ranks. The Frank I. Enger

Carriage Co. has embarked in the manufac

ture of high wheeled motor vehicles while

the Haberer Carriage Co. has undertaken

to make machines of the more conventional

type. This part of the Haberer business

is named the Cincinnati Automobile C0.

Mitchell Now a $1,000,000 Corporation.

A raise in capitalization has been made

by the Mitchell Motor Car Co., of Racine,

Wis. the increase being from $500,000 to

$1,000.000. It is the intention of the com

pany to make large improvements in its

plant during the coming year. All of the

wooden buildings in connection with the

big factory are to be replaced with concrete

structures.

Maxwell-Briseoe Adds a Factory.

The Maxwell-Briscue Motor Co. has

leased the Ingersoll-Rand Drill Works, at

Tarrytown. N. Y. It is being equipped as

."n addition to the present Maxwell fac

torieS.

1909. No.20

MUST PAY F0]! USING TIRE MDLDS

Owners of Patent Notify Tire Makers to

Secure Licenses—Prosecution for In

fringement the Alternative.

While manufacturers of tires heretofore

have had to do chiefly with litigation or

rumors of litigation involving the principles

of their wares, a number of them at least

have received a departure from the usual

course in the form of notification that they

must either change the method by which

their tires are made marketable or secure a

license for continuance of such method.

This situation has been brought about by

patent No. 822,561, issued June 5, 1906. to

Peter D. Thropp, which is claimed to cover

the manufacture of molds for curing tires

in open steam. The De Laski and Thropp

Woven Tire Co., of Trenton, N. 1., is the

owner of the patent No. 822,561, as they are

the people who are serving the notices of

infringement. They are, of course, acting

under the authority of the exclusive li

censee for the manufacture of the molds un

der the patent, John E. Thropp's Sons Co..

of Trenton.

So strong are the tire company's rep

resentations that after some negotiations

five rubber companies already have taken

out licenses for the manufacture of tires

by the use of these molds. Licenses to other

companies will not be withheld, provided

the same conditions are complied with as

in the case of the present licensees, but

warnings have been issued that all con

cerns making, using or selling the molds

without license will be prosecuted.

 

Hardy Opens a Chicago Branch.

The R. E. Hardy Co.. of New York, has

opened a branch office in the Fisher build

ing. Chicago, 11]., in connection with the

Motor Parts Co.. New York, of which

Hardy is president. The sales of Sta-Rite

plugs and automobile accessories will be

handled in the West from Chicago.
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In the Retail World.

The Woods Motor Vehicle Co. has

opened a new garage at 1508-10 Benson

avenue, Evanston, Ill. H

The Belleville Auto Co. has opened an

establishment at 228 West Main street,

Belleville, Ill. G. G. Behrens is in charge.

Fire in the garage of the Canada Cycle

and Motor Co., Ottawa, destroyed five au

tomobiles. The loss is estimated at $30,000.

Nash 8: Fenimore have started in business

in Los Angeles, Cal., and Will handle Lo

ziers. A garage location has been taken at

2414 West Seventh street.

A. C. Burton & Co. is a new firm in

Houston, Tex. Its garage will be located

at 812 Fannin street, and the concern, in

addition to carrying a full line of supplies,

will have the Chalmers-Detroit agency

'Sperling & Triplett took possession of

the Medsen garage. 327 West Broadway,

Council Bluffs, Iowa, on January 1. They

will handle the Detroit Electric, Jackson

and International cars and deal in supplies.

James Matthews, of Alva, Okla, retired

hardware merchant, will shortly open a

temporary garage. He has started the con

struction of a cement stone building on

Choctaw street, which will become his per

manent headquarters upon completion.

The Chester Car Motor Co.. of Nashville,

Tenn., has taken over the business of the

Southern Automobile Co., of the same city.

The latter company was founded in 1904,

with Duncan F. Kenner at its head John

W. Chester is president of the new concern.

The Ottawa Motor and Cycle Company,

Ottawa, 111., will soon replace its present

quarters in that city with a two-story con

crete block structure. Samuel and E. K.

Bonnefoy, proprietors of the concern, will

branch out into the automobile business

more extensively.

J. P. Schneider opened his new garage at

Woodward and Bagg streets, Detroit, Mich.,

with social ceremonies on the afternoons

and evenings of the 29th and 30th ult. There

were floral adornments, vocal and instru

mental music, and a great gathering of

prominent people.

Saul Levy, formerly with the Philadelphia

Auto Tire Repair Co., has beccmc the man

ager of the Philadelphia Rubber Tire Co.,

with headquarters at 680 North Broad

street, in the Quaker City. The sole agency

for Trojan clincher and solid tires has been

obtained, and the company has installed a

first class shop for tire repairs.

The Peck estate interest in the firm of

Peck &'White, carriage and automobile

dealers in Taunton and Fall River, Mass,

hasbeen sold to Robert Powers, for fifteen

years the manager of the firm 5 Fall River

house. The deal involves ownership in all

lands, buildings, stock, etc., held by the firm

in both cities and also the automobile age

encies.

Pierce Arrow cars, which have not been

represented in Cleveland, 0., for the past

season, are to be handled in that city by a

newly formed companv, the Western Re

serve ,Motor Car Co.,‘having headquarters

at 5017 Euclid avenue. The. officers of the

concern are C. J. Whipple, president and

general manager, and John H. Price, sec

retary.

The Heaney Automobile Co. is to open

in Aberdeen, S. D., about March ~l, with one

of the most complete salesrooms and gar

ages in the territory. In addition to a lo

cal agency. the concern plans to distribute

machines through the State. Its organizers

are A. P. Heaney and O. A. Palmlund, of

Olivia, Minn., and A. J. McMichael, of

Minneapolis.

H. E. Fredrickson, Sidney L. Edholm,

William F. Kemp and Thomas Bromwell

have filed articles of incorporation of the

H. E. Fredrickson Automobile Co., of

Omaha, Neb., which is to have a capital

stock of $100,000. Fredrickson, who has

executed a $100,000 bill of sale conveying

all his personal interest in the business, is

president, while Edholm is secretary and

treasurer.

Robbins Brothers, proprietors of the Ox

ford automobile stables in Lynn, Mass, now

located at 197 Broad street, will move to a

new building which is to be put up for

them on property just bought by L. D.

Robbins at 156 Broad street. The structure

as planned, will be three stoiies high, of

fire proof construction, and wil contain

elevators, turntables and a double set of

entrances and exits.

President James A. Ratcliff, of the Auto

Motor Car Co., Cincinnati, 0., has filed suit

on behalf of himself and other minority

stockholders asking an accounting and the

appointment of a receiver. He alleges that

Reuben S. and John Payne, as majority

stockholders, have sold the company to the

Sid Black Automobile Co., in which he is of

the opinion they hold stock, and that the

sale is to the disadvantage of the minority

interests.

On the first of the year the Powell Auto

mobile Co., of Omaha, Neb., changed its

came to the Powell Supply Co an-i on that

date moved from 2010 Farnam street, where

it had been for the past year. to 2020-22 Far

nam street, where it has three times as much

floor space. The old name was regarded

as a misnomer. as the company went into

the automobile supply jobbing business ex

clusively over a year ago, and is not han

dling cars of any make

The Inter-Mountain Automobile Co., re

cently formed at Boise, Idaho, with a cap

ital of $25,000, has elected the following of

ficers: President and general manager, J.

D. Moore; secretary and treasurer. George

Green, cashier of the Bank of Commerce;

vice-president, C. W. Wayland. These offi

cers, with J. D. Lamb. of Walla Walla, and

J. A. Fennell, of Boise, constitute the board

of directors. The company soon will open

a garage on Tenth street.

The Week’s Incorporations.

Detroit, Mich—Michigan Auto Parts Co.,

under Michigan laws, with $50,000 capital.

Racine, Wis.——Mitchell Motor Car Co. in

creases capital from $500,000 to $1,000,000.

Chicago, Iii—Standard Automobile Sup

ply C0., The, under Illinois laws; increase of

capital from $10,000 to $30,000.

Newark, N. J.—Auto Renting Co., under

New Jersey laws, with $25,000 capital. Cor

porators—R. C. Best, J. S. Kinsey and O. E.

Jackson.

Chicago, Ill.—Roos Automobile Co., un

der Illinois laws, with $5,000 capital. Cor

porators—H. D. Roos, F. E. Matthews and

H. C. Bangs.

Ayer, Mass—Reliable Auto Co., under

Massachusetts laws, with $25,000 capital.

Corporators—E. O. Proctor, president; W.

L. Preble, secretary.

Chicago, Ill.—Emery Motor Livery Co.,

under Illinois laws, with $50,000 capital.

Corporators—W. W. Dixon. Adolph Lind~

holrn, W. S. Jameson.

Dallas, Tex.-—Buick Automobile Co., of

Dallas, under Texas laws, with $50,000 cap~

ital. CorporatOrs—W. J. Mead, F. W. A.

Vesper and Oscar Morris.

Albany, N. Y.—Interborough Auto 'Bus

Co., The, under New York laws, with $15,

000 capital. Corporators—J. A. Oaks, Jo

scph M. Oaks and Daniel T. Casey.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Dependable Auto Tire

Co., under Delaware laws, with $1,000,000

capital. Corporators—F. R. Hansell, G. H.

B. Martin, S. C. Seymour, Philadelphia.

Cleveland, O.—Motor Improvement Co.,

under Ohio laws, with $70,000 capital. Cor

porators—C. D. Chamberlain, Albert L. Tal

cott, Warren C. Platt, W. C. Lytle and F.

W. Baltz.

Chicago, Ill.—Merchants’ Automobile Co.,

under Illinois laws, with $50,000 capital; to

manufacture or sell automobiles. Corpor

ators—John C. Sumpner, John W. Wikgrin

and Andrew J. Burkman.

New York City, N. Y.—Barnes-Curtiss

Co., Inc., under New York laws, with $25,

000 capital; to manufacture, rent and repair

automobiles. Corporatbrs—H. B. Barnes;

H. B. Barnes, Jr., and A. L. Curtiss.

Fort Wayne, Ind—Fort Wayne Automo

bile Co., under Indiana laws, with $10,000

capital; to buy and sell automobiles and sup

plies. Corporators—Cecil E. Gibson, Ches

ter W. Warren and Newell H. Motsinger.

Rochester, N. Y.—Kellogg Manufactur

ing Co., under New York laws, with $25.000

capital; to manufacture tire pumps, gauges

and specialties. Corporators—G. W. Kel

logg, J. F. Weller, M. R. Anstice, Roches

ter.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Auto-Car Manufacturing

Co., The, under New York laws, with $50.4

000 capital; to manufacture motor vehicles.

Corporators—John B. Pierce, Chicago;

George W. Atterbury, George D. Pratt, Ed

ward B. Green, George H. Frost, Buffalo.
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WY AS A POSSlBlI-I MARKET

Some Conditions that Conspire Against the

American Car—How It Might Obtain

Better Recognition There.

As an outlet for American automobiles

Germany is neither awaiting expectantly

and eagerly for them, nor, on the other

hand, is it indifferent and unresponsive if

given the necessary. business attention, ac- '

cording to Robert P. Skinner, consul-gen

eral at Hamburg. In his report as to the

conditions which American cars

would have .to compete in Germany, he

under

gives informing data of the prevailing sys

tem of handling cars.

“The general reduction in the retail price

of cars,” he says, “has brought many buy

ers into the market, and nearly all good

makes are represented. A few American

automobiles have been sold from time to

time, but as the manufacturers have made

no persistent effort to sell their machines,

they cannot be said to occupy any recog

nized position in this market. The reproach

is constantly made that extra parts cannot

be obtained readily, and as there are 7.000

separate elements in an automobile, that

carries weight with a customer. Besides,

local dealers in automobiles state that

American cars are in disadvantage against

those of European make in so far as the

latter arrive here by rail entirely mounted

—that is to say, the “chassis,” whereas the

body (carrosserie) is generally supplied by

a local carriage builder. Automobiles from

America, however, generally arrive here

knocked down, and all the many single

parts are carefully packed in crates and

boxes, so that it requires several days’ labor

to mount the car. To secure a proper hold

in Hamburg it will be necessary for Amer

ican firms to establish a department where

a full line of extra parts can be obtained at

all times, to advertise extensively, and to

prepare for two or three years of prelim

inary work before expecting much in the

way of results

“American automobiles were the first to

appeal to the public on the ground of cheap

ness At present competition is severe, and

all the famous makers are turning out at

tractive and serious cars at low prices, while

high-priced cars have fallen generally in

price.

“Retail agents in Hamburg and vicinity

get a manufacturer’s commission of 15 per

cent., and sign a contract not to cut prices.

A list of automobile dealers in Hamburg,

which the consul-general states are reliable,

may be obtained by the motor trade from

the Bureau of Manufactures at Washing

ton."

Friedenstein’s English Company Fails.

Liquidation proceedings have been

brought against the South British Trading

Co., London, of which Joseph Friedenstein

was the principal stockholder and manag

ing director, and which handled several

American accounts. Friedenstein was at

one time in business in New York. Asso

ciated with him in the British enterprise

was W. H. Wells, formerly of Brooklyn.

The assets of the company now in the hands

of the liquidator are estimated at £4,663

and the liabilities at £10,745.

Brown-Lipe Not to Make Axles.

Absolute and unqualified denial is made

by the Brown-Lipe Gear Co., of Syracuse,

N. Y., that the company is to engage in

the manufacture of complete automobile

axles. The report is declared by Manager

H. W. Chapin to be entirely wrong, it being

stated that the concern has no intention of

going into competition with the axle man

ufacturers, but will content itself with its

well established lines of equalizing, steering

and transmission gears for motor cars. and

special gears and sprockets.

Gabriel Horn Abandons Direct Sales.

H. Nelson Dunbar, the new sales mana

ger of the Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co., Cleve

land, 0.. is carrying out important changes

in the sales methods governing the Gabriel

horns and shock absorbers. Sales direct

to the consumer will no longer be made.

except in rare instances, and agents are be

ing appointed in the various cities and

towns, on whom the responsibility will de

volve to see that the Gabriel products are

properly installed on the owners' cars.

Hagstrom Increases Capital to $150,000.

Increased capitalization has been given

the Hagstrom Bros. Mfg. Co., Inc., of Linds

borg, Kan, which makes inside blow out

patches for automobile service. The stock

holders voted to increase from $50,000 to

$150,000, and elected officers as follows:

President, William Hagstrom; vice-pres

ident, N. J. Thorstenberg; secretary, Eman

uel Hagstrom; treasurer, Gustaf Hagstrom.

Continental Opens a Chicago Branch.

A Chicago branch for the Continental

Caoutchouc Co. has been opened at 1412

1414 Michigan avenue. It will take care

of the Continental tire business heretofore

in the hands of the Excelsior Supply Co.,

and will cover the states of Indiana, Illi

nois, Wisconsin, Kansas, Minnesota, Mis

sissippi and Kentucky.

Reo’s Canadian Factory May Move.

The branch Canadian factory for the man

ufacture of the Rec cars is reported as

about to move from Windsor, Ont.. where

it was recently started. St. Catherines,

Ont., is given as the new location.

Allen Resigns Taxicab Presidency.

Harry Allen has resigned as president of

the New York Taxicab Co., of New York

City. His resignation occurred on Tuesday

of this week. ‘ e - --_- . n

HUMBER 0N FINANCIAL SIl0ALS

Stockholders of Famous British Concern

Find Affairs in Serious Condition—Plan

for Reorganization Recommended.

One of England’s oldest and most famous

Humber, Ltd.,

which at one time enjoyed world wide fame

manufacturing concerns,

through its bicycles and which several years

ago took up the manufacture of motor cars,

is in serious financial straits. Its situation

is such that a special committee, appointed

by the stockholders, has investigated its af~

fairs, with the startling discovery that al

though its production in 1908 was no greater

than in 1906, its expenditures for the year

were £131,000 more. In the last two' years

it has spent £254,000 on its plants.

To save it from ruin and to provide a re

construction of its finances, the committee

recommends a reorganization, the new com

pany to be capitalized at £650,000, of which

about half would be in preferred shares

with v6 per cent. cumulative interest. In the

exchange for old shares, the stockholders

would increase their investment, with no

diminution of par value in the shares.

A plan similar to this has been adopted

in the case of Argyll Motors, Ltd., whose

sensational 'failure was recorded some time

ago. The palatia‘l factory at Alexandria,

Scotland, with gilded domes and marble

halls, has been taken over by “Argylls,

Alexandria," a modest reorganization to

carry on the business.

Standard Roller Makes Promotions.

F. M. Germane, sales manager of the

Standard Roller Bearing Co., Philadelphia,

has been appointed assistant general man

ager of the company. T. I. Seller succeeds

him as sales manager, while F. W. Law

rence has been made the western represent

ative, with headquarters at Chicago.

Brock to Manage Thomas Motor Cab.

Marcus 1. Brock has joined the forces of

the E. R. Thomas Motor Co., Buffalo, N.

Y., and will manage the Thomas Motor

Cab Co. He was formerly assistant gen

eral manager of the A. L. A. M., later re

turning to the Autocar Co. to resume a

previous connection as sales manager.

Inter-State Appoints New England Agent.

The Inter-State Automobile Co., of Mun

cie, Ind., has appointed the Sewing Ma

chine Supplies Co., 22 Lincoln street, Bos

ton, Mass., as its New England agent. The

territory awarded includes all of the New

England states except Connecticut.

Bowles to Manage Stearns Advertising.

George H. Bowles has become a part of

the aggressive selling end of 'the F. B.

Stearns Co., of Cleveland, 0. He will act

" in ‘the capacity of advertising manager.
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THE SIMPLICITY OF

The White Steam Engine
HE accompanying illustrations show the simplicity of con

struction of the engines used in the 20 horse-power and

in the 40 horse-power White Steamers (the power plants

of the two models are identical except as regards size). The

White engine is more compact, weighs less and has fewer parts

than any other automobile engine of similar power rating.

Each cylinder of the White engine is delivering power all

of the time; that is, there is steam pressure back of each

piston, pushing it in the direction in which it is going, whether

moving up or down. In other words, each of the two cylinders

of the White engine is equal to four cylinders of a gasoline

engine, as regards continuous application of power.

It will be noted that there is no fly wheel on the White

engine and that it is attached positively to the driving shaft

without the use of a fric

tion clutch. The engine

is reversed simply by

changing the tilt of the

valve guide, shown in

the lower illustration.

The crank-shaft of

the White engine is a

, short one-piece forging

Rm Vindnwm with but two main

bearings. The valves

are driven from the connecting rods, this construction being known

as the Joy valve motion. There is but one valve for each of the two

cylinders. The valves are of the piston type and, the steam pressure

being the same on all sides of them, the power necessary to operate

them is negligible.

The White engine is the only automobile engine which develops

great power at very low speeds, and even when starting. The

driver of a White can operate his car at any rate of speed desired

—from a “crawl” to the highest speed of which the car is capable

——-simply by varying the speeds of the engine. This is done by

means of the throttle, the action of which is to vary the amount of

steam admitted to the cylinders.

  

- Right side of engine with side plate removed from

crank-case, showing the valve-guide

Write lor catalog.

THE WHITE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO

NEW YORK CITY Broadwsy a sad 5'. PITTSBURG nus Beatty

BOSTON 320 New ury t.

PHILADELPHIA, 629-33 N. arosd St.

St. cmcaco 240 was A".

CLEVELANb, 407 Rockwell Ave. SAN FRANCISCO mm 8:. at Van Ness Ave.

ATLANTA, lzaizi llsrietts St.
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Meeting the Modern Burden.

When a heavily

crashed through a brlige at Allentown. Pa.,

laden

recently, killing the chauffeur and one of

his companions, the accident was not due to

speed but to weight. '1' he truck broke com

pletely through the flooring of the bridge,

falling into a creek below, where the men

were drowned. Unhappily the catastrophe,

although among the first of its kind, ap-'

pears in the light of a leader of a series of

similar disasters which may be expected to

accompany the more general introduction

of motor trucks of the heavy type.

According to the accounts, the truck it

self weighed about four tons and the load

of flour which it car'ied cane to a little

less than three tons, so that together they

made a total weight of between six and

seven tons. Assuming an even distribution

of the weight, the pon-t of contact for each

wheel supported abou‘ two tcms to which,

in the case of the driving wile-=15, the strain

motor vehicle

of tractive effort was added, The bridge

through which the truck dropped was built

in 1840. when heavy motor “vehicles were
unthought of. i

been renewed from time to time, each re

lts wooden" flooring had

newal approximately rnswcring the specifi

cations of its predecessor, siotliat in' effect

the situation was tha‘ of an 1840 bridge

trying to meet 1909 conditions.

The structure did not collapse as' a whole,

having been designed to support a fairly

heavy traffic for the time, but a section 'of

the flooring ten feet long and extending

completely across from one side member

to the other, gave way completely, letting

the truck drop backward down into the

water some twenty feet below, where the

vehicle was completely submerged.

Although on the outskirts of t'.e city, it

was practically a city bridge and therefore

might be presumed to be capable of sus

Rut the

of the heavy types of motor propelled com

taining city traffic. introduction

mercial vehicles has precipitated a situa

tion which is almost entirely new to those

~responsible for bridge strength and safety,

and one which they have not yet had

brought to their attention in any very direct

way.

As the perfection of comparatively small

motor vehicles capab'e of carrying enor

the

thrown upon both city and country bridges

mous loads continues requirements

will be greatly increased. Pioneer users of

heavy capacity trucks can hardly expect the

authorities in charge to relish the idea of

the

strengthening the bridges in ‘heir jurisdic

making expenditures necessary for

tion to answer the needs of the rew vehi-_

cles, and a broad vie-.v will show that un

less the volume of motor vehicle traffic over

any particular bridge be a fair proportion

of the whole, any immediate demands of

this character must be made in moderation.

To the probable purchaser of a heavy mo

tor vehicle, the questicn is thus presented

as to whether the physical condition of the

bridges in his neighborhood will embarrass

his use of them, while to the manufacturer

is brought the necessity of assisting his

actual and prospective customers in getting

both road and bridge conditions which will

make possible the most satisflctory use ofv

the newer method of} merchandise trans

portation. '

Large users of heavy trucks may be of

sufficient local influence to ge: the changes

they want, but the biggest work can be

done by the commertial vehicle manufac

turers in instituting an educatirral cam

paign among county commissloners, muni~

cipal bridge engineers bridge contractors

and others as to the necessity of providing

for the conditions of the constantly in

creasing motor vehicle traffic. The ex

pense of such a campaign, while consider

able for any one manufacturer to undertake

would, .if divided among three or four. be

quite light, while the measure of its effect

iveness in producing favorable conditions

when new bridges are built or old ones re

paired, would greatly exceed the cost.

 

’Tis sweet to see Joseph Pulitzer battling

on the one hand for the freedom of the press

and on the other for an exclusion of auto

mobiles from the highways of Mount Desert

Island, in the State of Maine. But what

can be said of Pulitzer when among his fel

low petitioners is Dave Hennen Morris,

who was at one time president of the Auto

mobile Club of America, and who is still ac

counted an automobilist of prominence.

Kind friends in New York explain that no

matter what real feelings Morris may have

about it, he 'is obliged to fall in with the

wishes of his Mount Desert neighbors, such

as John D. Rockefeller, In, Pulitzer and

the like.

Unlike Pulitzer, however, Morris has

never essaycd the role of a national con

tender for equality before the law, the in

tegrity of constitutional liberties andf‘class

less" legislation. Apparently Pulitzer’s

convictions and activities along this line be

come anaesthetized when they conflict with

his personal prejudices. Otherwise his po

sition is inexplicable, as he is not a toady.

 
 

A staggering blow was dealt the automo

bile by Senator Bailey in \Nashington last

week, when he declared that “The horse has

the right to the highway by what we call

in law the ancient and prescriptive right."

This heritage, which even the unborn colt

enjoys, is‘apparently denied to the oldest

handiwork of the earliest motor car pion

eers. Facing this unequal situation as brave

ly as they may, the friends of the automobile

must make the best of it, and with an eye

to the benefit of posterity should assert

now the modern and prescriptible right of

the motor car, so that ultimately, centuries

and centuries hence, the self-propelled vehi

cle inay grow gradually into the holy estate

of which the horse—and presumably the

cow, the ox, the pig, and the chicken—ure

the arrogant tenants.
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,Chiic-ago a_ Blend of" the on and thesNew

Skillful Treatment of Last Year's Decorative Features Effects Impressive Picture of Bronzed Beauty

Softened by Flowers and Potted Plants—Licensed and Unlicensed Staged Side by

Side and Flanked by Some New Comers, One of Them Having Revolutionary

Chicago,r Sept. 8,—Advance reports made

it appear possible that this eighth national

show might go down to history or at least

be written of as “the stained glass show.”

But such thoughts were vain. There is

stained glass in the Coliseum, as per advance

reports, but not enough of it to make any

one blink very noticeably.

But with or without stained glass the em

bellishment is impressive;

warmth and color. Nearly everyone agrees

that it is a handsome show; thiére are,‘ as

always, those who believe it has ",‘faded. to

a finish" anything that poor old New York,

not to mention Boston or Philadelphia, ever

presented to the public. Frederick Eduardo

Spooner, the eminent photographer and

art connoisseur of Newark, N. J., whose

atelier is in New York, but whose tenderer

years were spent nearer the course of the

opaque and unlimpid waters of the Chicago

_river, tritely expressed a general opinion.

"Ain’t it great!” he exclaimed enthus

iastically. “If the New York show cost

$40,000. this one must have cost every cent

of $50,000."

In Chicago figures talk with more than

common eloquence.

Chicago has New York "faded" in one

other respect and again is automobiling re

sponsible therefor. “Chi” finally has

adopted for its street sweepers the New

York costume de rigeur. They, too. now

are garbed in sometimes spotless white;

but they wear not helmets, but caps with

generous visors and as some of them needs

must labor after the shades of night have

been pulleddown, a watchful city has pro

vided means whereby the faithful workmen

shall not be maimed or mangled by the

swift scud of a silent automobilewhose oc

cupants may be busied in that pursuit of

pleasure termed a “joy ride." Their guard

ian therefore has decreed that each hum

ble street sweeper shall be his own light

W'hen night falls, the faithful fel

lo! there

house.

lows press each a button

gleams from his masthead, or rather cap

and

it is full of.

and Yet Unfreakish Characteristics.

front, an electric light designed to guide and

warn off unwary wayfarers in automobiles.

The men who manicure Michigan avenue

and Jackson boulevardand who so relent
lessly-and soirudely disturb the picnicking of

the sparrows, carry in their pockets the bat

tericsr which keep their beacons aglow.

These street sweeping lighthouses consti

tute what may be. more or less expressively

described as a great stunt. But as their lights

protect only the north sides of the mani

curists, what, purpose they serve when an

automobile approaches their unilluminated

south side is not quite clear to a visitor. Of
courseithey have no connection with the

show, but as showing the very latest up-to

the-minute influence of the motor car, it is

not fair to ignore such an innovation on an
occasion such, as thisione.

It is not detracting from its good looks

to say that the queerest and most wonderful

part of the dress of this Chicago show is

that it very largely is made up of last year's

goods. Some of that thrift which is native

to New England evidently floated away out

here to this gateway of the great west and

was caught on the wing, so to speak. For

no made-over bonnet 0r warmed over meal

ever showed to better advantage or left a‘

better taste in the mouth. The thrifty indi

divual to whom the work was entrusted

certainly made a splendid job of it.

The hunting is new, the potted plants ap

pear to be new, the stained glass is new,

and one of the figures formed of staff'is

new—the nude figure which here and there

serves to join the successive archways over

the exhibits on the main floor of the Coli

seum—the figure of some mythological John

Flannagan, or Mike McGrath that is hurl

ing through space not a discus, nor a 56

pound ball, but the wheel oflsome untamed

chariOt. Giving impetus to any large wheel

of progress is noismall task even for‘myth

ulogical man, and judged by his visage

and his cramped position, the chap in the

Coliseum does not wholly enjoy the allot

ment of heavy labor apportioned him. When

these things are specified as new, the list is

about exhausted. All else was brought for

ward from last year's show—the arches and

other staff work, the paintings, the signs,

the, standards or posts and the carpeting, but

so skillfully have they been treated that these

ornamentations show no trace of more than

a twelve-months’ storage in camphor or

other preservative, and no one has yet

been heard to grumble at the display of

Yankee thrift and western ingenuity.
.It all isidue to the bronzing of the staff

work which forms probably the chief feat

ure of the decorative scheme. It was a

happy idea and one as effective as it was

happy. Last year the huge arches on which

in has relief is a stirring presentment of a

chari——of an automobile race flanked by a

figure of Fame holding outstretched the

palm of victory—last year these were a rusty

white or cream color. The mere applica

tion of bronze paint has effected a revela

tion. They now appear as if hammered in

burnished bronze and this appearance of

metallic beauty it at once so unexpected and

so impressive as to compel unstinted ad

miration.

From the top of each bronzed arch there

blossoms a tropical flower garden—ferns,

palms, and trailing vines, and pink, red,

white and yellow blossoms; and from each

flower bed there uprears a succession of

three-ball, that is, three-globe electric lights.

On each red, gold edged post or standard

in front of each booth there also stands a

The names above each booth

are spelled out in raised white letters, also

potted plant.

gilt edged, on a red background, exactly

as was the case last year. The Modern

Mercury—it is difficult to tell its gender—

who has removed the wings from his or her

ankles and pinned them on his or her head

and who holds an automobile steering wheel

instead of a serpent-encircled baton—this

modern Mercury, which for several years

has formed what may be styled the trade

mark of the Chicago show, again dominates

the decorative scheme. (Set in or on a cir
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SHOWING THE “ART GALLERY" AND DECORATIVE TREATMENT OF THE BALCONY

cular plaque with red or purple back

ground, "Mere" catches the cyc wherever

it may roam. It is this figure that has been

reproduced in glowing stained glass—glow

ing because of the electric light concealed

behind it. The carpeting of the floor is

green, with generous red edging—another

contribution from last year. Suspended

from the four sides of the balcony are the

large paintings of automobile scenes which

constituted the “art gallery" on the pre

vious occasion, which “art gallery” has been

given a 1909 “touch” in the form of a ruf

fled edging of yellow bunting.

On the balcony on which are located most

of the more prominent manufacturers of

tires and other accessories, are the once

whitc, but now bronzcd panelings depicting

not an automobile race, or Fame, or the

“ihcel Tosser, but peaceful family parties

or other joy riders pure and simple; and

strange to say the chicken wire netting

which prevents tires, specdometers and hu

man beings from dropping down on the main

floor, once more is in evidence in all its

ugly nakedness—a peculiar blur on an

otherwise attractive setting.

So very Ivany hues are visible that it

is hardly fair to speak of a color scheme;

but if such there be it is green and yellow.

firm-n bunting hides the roof of the build

ing. It is in the form of huge squares. each

pleated or "gathered" toward a center where

it is pinned by a large yellow button. These

green squares are divided by yellow

"Bounces" or ruffles which follow and con

ceal the lines of the semi-circular steel

trusses which support the roof, the lines of

the beams being “picked out" in electric

bulbs which are half-hid and softened by

the yellow rui'l'lingsv Yellow bunting cov

ers the windows also and “tones down" the

light from out of doors.

In the Coliseum Annex—ground floor—

the same general plan of decoration is em

ployed, but upstairs the beauty is again

practically unadorned. The only effort at

ornamentation comprises green, gold-edged

frame work erected over the exhibits, in

the top of which has been planted a flower

bed. In the subway or basement, with its

low ceiling, there is small room for the ar

tistic hand. Yellow bunting on the walls

and red signs with white lettering are all

that distinguishes it.

In the First Regiment Armory where the

“overflow” is located, and which is separ

ated from the Coliseum Annex by a narrow

alley, there are more bronzed arches and

modern Mercurys, and the roof is concealed

by green and yellow bunting, not accordcon

pleated, however. but looped and broken in

its center by a grouping of flags. But the

distinctive feature of the Armory decor

ation is an “aerial tioWer garden" or flower

show. Wires have been run from one side

of the gallery to the other side, and on the

wires are suspended small baskets of fi0w~

ers—the sort of baskets carried by the

merry maidens of the footlights. At first

glance upward the effect is remarkable.

Unconsciously one almost expects to hear

canaries burst into song.

The doors of the show opened at 2

o’clock Saturday afternoon and long before

the last exhibit was in place the spectators

were present in force and their numbers

gathered strength with each succeeding

hour; in the evening—it was “paper night"

—both buildings were packed to suffocation.

It was impossible to walk. One simply

was borne along by the tide of humanity.

Tonight (Monday) the crowd was not so

dense, of course. and progress was easier.

But at that the buildings were comfortably

filled, almost uncomfortably so. Although

the real influx of dealers is not expected

until later in the week, the vanguard is nu—

merously present, and there are few ex

hibitors who are not in good spirits and

radiating optimism.

“Chicago show weather" did not signalize

the opening. In contrast to the usual blus

tcring, bone-chilling atmosphere, Saturday

was Spring-like and with no snow under

foot. and these conditions held good until

tonight when the wind rose and the rain

fell. not gently, but in the Chicago “I will'

fashion. And about the time the spectators
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iverc wending homcward, the rain changed

to snow—and such snow! Giant flakes wet

and full of glue, which, hurled by a twenty

mile breeze, stuck everywhere they fell. In

no respect therefore, does the completeness

of this show differ from its predecessors.

In Chicago there is no Mason and Dixon

line—that is, no Selden or other patent

line; the “pros” and the “antis” are ranged

side by side; indeed, even the two well

known once pro-Seldenites who so sudden

ly reversed their attitudes, and who were

denied admittance to both New York shows,

are here closeby those who view them

askant. Maxwells, Premiers, Stoddard

Daytons, Mitcli'ells and Nationals, for in

stance, are wheel to wheel on the main

floor with Great Arrows. Popes, Stevens

Duryeas, Hayneses, Mathesons. Win

tons, Corbins and others of the Selden

fold, while the Rambler, which is its own

association, was in the center of the more

or less opposing groups. Steam as repre

sented by “the onlyn White, and electricity

as typified by Baker, Babcock. Woods and

Studebaker, were on an equal footing with

gasolene. There weds" no licensed cars in

the Armory, but the Jackson was there and

the Marmon, the Brush, the Overland and

others not unknown to fame, also the Wa

verley electrics and the only two imported

cars in the whole show; the west does not

invest very largely in the foreign produc

tions, as the importers who exhibited at

previous Chicago shows learned to their

.cost.

The Cars That New York Did Not 56; and Their Features

Of course few of those who exhibited in

New York display anything new. The

Marmon is shown with a glass paneled

hood; Apperson stages a new type of road

ster body finished in Nile green, and Stude

baker a berline body in brown and a su

burban body in natural finish with straight

back striped with black and having a col

lopsiblc rumble seat. Of the new exhibits,

the Model company stages a "side attrac

tion” in the form of a tiny reproduction of

its four cylinder motor which has been

speedcd to 4,000 r. p. m. under its own

power, and is rated at 2% horsepower.

Most of the “action” was, however, to be

found in the accessories department where

the ignition people, as usual, make the most

of their opportunities and literally make

the sparks The Electric Storage Bat

tery Co. tickles the fancy of the moment

with a “C. Q. D.” sign, and the Pfanstichl

Electrical Laboratory flash their name in

purple in a vacuum tube; but perhaps the

most ingenious display and most novel dem

onstration is made by the makers of the

Stromberg carburetter. Mounted on a

specially constructed display stand is a

standard carburetter in action. The suc

tion is furnished by a small electrically

driven air pump concealed behind the stand,

while in lieu of gasolene, which is a for

bidden luxury at the show, water is used in

the float chamber. The only alterations in

the construction of the model from a reg

ular stock carburetter, consist in the sec

tioning of the mixing chamber, and the re

placing of the ordinary Venturi, or mixing

tube, by a glass tube, of exactly the same

size and contour. Back of this tube, a small

incandescent lamp is mounted, the light

from which shining through the water in

the tube, at first gives the impression that

it is filled with flame. On closer examina

tion, however, it affords a perfectly clear

demonstration of the way in which the suc

tion lifts the gasolene, or in this case, the

water, from the jet; and after vaporizing

it, draws it into the engine.

Striking Originality of the 0. T.

Of the new cars at the show, beyond

question the most radical and original and

yet unfreakish that has appeared during re

cent years, and at the same time one that is

full of promise in many ways, easily is the

Owen Thomas Motor Car Co.’s "O. T. Six."

All-metal, single-piece body construction

with baked-on enamel finish, and exposed

metallic parts, such as levers and handles,

finished in polished aluminum; a 6-cylinder

motor, with elements air-cooled both ex

ternally and internally, a single, rotary

valve; and a complete electrical system for

ignition and lighting purposes, which is per

fectly automatic in action, are among its

leading features.

Perhaps the most interesting portion of

the machine is the combination replacing

what in ordinary parlance constitutes the

frame and body units. Here, liberal and

ingenious use has been made of pressed

steel to form a one-piece frame and body.

The sides of the body, frame side members,

running boards,'fenders and-tool boxes 'are

united by riveting and autogenous welding—

the body, frame sides and running boards

being stamped and bent from a single piece.

Although the stock employed is of but one

eighth of an inch thickness, or thereabouts,

the design of the fenders, running boards

and tool boxes is such as to form a true

trussing system, which is reinforced by

flanging at appropriate places; while the

ends and dash with its arched extension

are similarly united to the structure to form

a complete unit.

Unit power plant construction is em

ployed, and its mounting is made to do duty

in stiffening the frame. The forward sup—

port is on a tubular cross member, while in

about the center of the vehicle a second

cross member, of I-beam section, is made

to serve a double purpose in supporting the

rear of the power unit and resisting the tor

sional strains which are transmitted through

the torque tube surrounding the propeller

shaft. These two members constitute the

sole transverse bracing of the structure

which is not an integral part of the riveted

and welded unit. As shown in the semi

obscurity of the basement under the Coli

eeum Annex, a plain form of roadster body

is revealed with open box and superimposed

seats of straight-line contour. A later con~

struction already under way, will follow

the more familiar lines of the true touring

type. but without deviating from the prin

ciple of construction employed in this case.

The motor is unusual in that instead oi

the ordinary carburetter, through which

combustible gas is draer‘into the cylinders,

the fuel is injected into the mixing cham

ber direct and while the pistons are at the

upper end of the compression stroke. By

altering the instant of admission, the tim

ing of the explosion may be varied, as com

monly is done by varying the timing of the

spark; while by varying the quantity of

fuel injected for each cycle, the equivalent

of throttle control may be obtained on far

more efficient terms. The fuel is con~

trolled by a sextuple plunger pump which

is regulated by a lever mounted on the

steering wheel. Ignition is continuous, the

' spark plugs in all of the cylinders being in

action all the time. Thus the only regula

tion required in handling the motor is that

of the injector pumps.

The cycle is completed by inducting fresh

air through a large port directly in the cyl

inder head, which is controlled by a rotary

sleeve having ball bearings, rind communi

cating with the atmosphere or a large ex

haust main, according to the position of the

sleeve. By permitting a portion of the cyl

inder full of pure air which is inducted on

the suction stroke, to escape through the

late closing of the valve, a simultaneous

scavenging and cooling effect is secured,

which coupled with the external cooling ef

fected by direct radiation from the cylin

ders. reduces the cylinder temperatures to

an equable amount. The general motiVe

followed is that of the Antoinette motors,

and others, but the details are original.

The ignition problem, which with the

constant spark, would seem to be a trouble

some one, is solved by the adoption of a

special form of direct current generator,

which is gear-driven from the crank shaft,

and which is floated in parallel connection

between the spark plugs and an original

form of accumulator. In addition to serv

ing for lamp-lighting purposes, this stor

age of energy is useful in starting the en

gine, which is done merely by converting

the generator into an electric motor while

the starting impulse is given the crank

shaft. Automatic regulation is worked out

in such a way _that all that is required in

order to start the motor is to close the ig

nition circuit. This actuatcs the dynamo.
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as a motor until sufficient speed is attained

to cause the fuel to be injected into the cyl

inders when the regular cycle is immediately

established.

Dorris’s Ingenious Steering Gear.

An original form of the differential

screw steering gear is one of the 1909 im

provements which have been applied to the

Dorris line. In addition to the perfect

control of the mechanism which the tele

scoping screws ensure a further advan

tage peculiar to this type is adjustability,

which may be carried to a degree which is

out of the question with gears of either

the gear or worm type. Another new feat

ure, and indeed a detail which is conspic

uous for its simplicity and directness, is

the speedometer device. The speed indicat

ing device is mounted on the center of the

dashboard where it is easily read from any

part of the car. From this point a short

'length of flexible shafting runs down

through the floor board and back to the

rear of the gear box, where it is driven di

rectly from the main transmission shaft by

means of a metal to fiber gear couple. The

entire length of shafting being either above

the flooring or protected by the metal un

derpan and further, being free from the

frequent fiexures which occur when the

drive is taken from one of the steering

knuckles, obviously is well protected from

injury and thereby is advantageously

placed. At the same time, it should be ob

served that this is the first instance known

in which the rear wheel motion has been

used in any way for driving an auxiliary of

this sort. Ordinarily it has been supposed

that the slip of the driving wheels would

be sufficient to vitiate any indications so

obtained.

Other changes in the 1909 models include

the adoption of a sight feed glass in the

oiler, which is mounted on the right of the

engine and on a level with the tops of

the cylinders; and the use of copper con

nections on all water piping except at the

radiator where the usual short rubber con

nector is introduced to prevent straining

the fittings; and a change in the bracket

supporting the cross member of the three

quarter platform spring which is used in

the rear. In the touring model this per

mits the use of a relatively long body with

out necessitating an excessive length of

wheel base, while in the roadster model a

variation of the same construction permits

the use of a short frame, comparatively

speaking, without requiring any change in

base from that adopted for the other car.

Even with the improvements indicated

and the addition of a vertical fiat tube ra~

diator, which displaces the former gilled

tube pattern, the touring model follows

pretty closely last year's construction. The

method of mounting the motor and of sus~

pending the gear box on the rear motor

 

bracket. remaining the same as heretofore.

The roadster model is new this year.

Halladay’s Three New Models.

Ignition by the new Bosch single coil

system is one of the features which is accen

tuated in connection with demonstrations

of the Models “E,” “F” and “G” Halladay,

all of which are new this year, and which,

in reality are variations in body mounting

imposed upon a single type of chassis. The

types are classified, respectively, as run

about, detachable tonneau and four-passen

ger tourabout, which is another name for

the general style of miniature tonneau in

present popularity. This machine is driven

by a 24 horsepower 4-cylinder motor of gen

erally standard construction and measuring

3% by 4% inches, cylinder dimensions.

Shaft drive, including a neat form of axle

mounted change gear with enclosing torque

tube over the shaft; and 32 inch wheels shod

with tires of sizes depending upon the body

are numbered among the more important

specifications.

Model “D”, as it is called, is practically

a reproduction of a similar machine turned

out last year. It is built with a 35-40 horse

power motor, propeller shaft drive, 3-speed

selective change speed gear mounted in

the waist of the chassis, and has a catalogue

weight of 2,650 pounds. The machine is in

no wise out of the ordinary so far as its

structural features are concerned, though
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a number of details have been worked out

in an original and interesting fashion. This

is particularly true of the body mounting,

in which, for example, the use of tufted

upholstery on the back of the front seat af

fords a protection to the passengers in case

of a sudden forward jolt, while it also does

away with any possible marring of the fin

ish such as becomes an objectionable fea

ture of much-used cars, in many instances.

Triplet Cylinders for Berliet.

Although the connection between Ameri

can and foreign interests which have been

allied in producing Berliet cars in the past

has now been altered considerably, it is a

curious fact that the imported product

should bear the imprint on all its radiatgr

fronts of a locomotive of the American type.

It is explained in this connection that the

mark was adopted by the foreign makers

of the car several years ago, at the time

when the American Berliet car, which has

since been supplanted by the American Lo

comotive, was being assembled almost

wholly from imported parts'. As showing

that the two machines are no longer to be

confused, it is pointed out at the stand of

the Berliet Import Co., that the vehicles

there shown are made to include a number

of.improvements which are patented under

terms not shared by the makers of the L0

comotive car. Thus the smaller six cylinder

model is built with cylinder castings in units

of three, the frame members are much

deeper in section than formerly, and the

construction of the shaft drive on the 40

horsepower models, is indicated as being of

original and recent design.

stock type, stripped for demonstration pur

poses, and a touring car, comprise the ex

hibit.

Enlargement of the Alco Line.

Although displayed at one of the several

“private” exhibitions which took place dur

ing the period of the New York shows, the

American Locomotive Motor Car, usually

known as the A. L. Co., is here revealed in

its various models practically for the first

time this year, so far as the presence of a

big audience and the comparative advan

tages of the contrast obtained by its posi

tion among other products are concerned.

In addition to the six cylinder show chassis

and the standard touring types, body mount

ings disclosed include two types of the pop

ular enclosed vehicle. One is a light lan

daulet town car, similar mechanically to the

taximeter cab which is largely in use. The

other is a limousine, impressively finished

in light grey carriage cloth.

Two of the models shown are new this

year—the 16 and 22 horsepower types. The

latter, however, as worked out in commer

cial service, hardly is to be considered as

an innovation. The 22 horsepower model

which is absolutely new, is patterned closely

after this successful type. It has the same

style of rear axle housing which is made

in the form of a solid forging, the mechan

'

Two chassis of _

ism being so designed that it may be re

moved in 'its entirety withont even jacking

the wheels off the ground or disturbing the

remainder of the car otherwise than to re

move the hub caps and the cover plates on

the differential housing. Common to both

these models are the use ofa four-speed

selective change gear with master clutch of

the multiple disc type, and low tension ig

nition with make and break spark.

The 6-cylinder 60 horsepower model is

continued over from last‘ year practically

unchanged save for an increase in the wheel

base from 126 to 139 inches. The fourth

model displayed is the 40 horsepower 6

cylinder, which structurally is a practical

sextuplet. Both have jump spark ignition

with Bosch magneto, automatic oiling by

splash, with sight feeds to the shaft, on the

smaller and self-contained pump system on

the larger; four speed, selective gearsets

with direct connection on both third and

fourth relations through a double bevel

drive to the countershaft, and final trans

mission by side chain.

For some time it has been an open secret

that the American Locomotive Co. has been

laboring over the production of a commer

cial‘vehicle of the truck variety. ,This, it is

now announced, is of 3-ton size, and is being,

produced on order, though none is actually

on view at the show.

New Features of the Glide.

The driver's convenience has been consid

ered in one instance by placing the air pump

for raising pressure in the fuel tank on the

right side of the foot board, where it is

mounted vertically inside the control levers,

and ready to hand. Incidentally, this feat

ure supplies a ready means of identifying

the model “R” Glide roadster—which is en

tirely new this year. This model is of four

passenger capacity, and has a fuel tank of

oval section mounted behind the body and

above the level of the chassis. A variation

of the same construction also is offered in

which seating capacity is provided for but

two passengers, while the rear of the vehi

cle is occupied by a suit-case trunk, useful

for the personal impedimenta of the motor

ing tourist.

Structurally, model “R” follows the gen

eral specifications of last year’s touring

modelI having in fact the same engine, and

the axle-mounted change speed gear which

has been in use by the Bartholomew. com

pany for the past two years. The standard

chassis for the 1909 models is, in fact, much

the same as that used last year, but im

proved in a number of respects. One of

these is the adoption of “clean-out” valves

in the sides of the cylinders. These are in

a word, plain sealing plugs inserted in the

cylinder walls opposite the spark plug open

ings and of sufficient size so that a hooked

scraper may be introduced from either side

and any carbon deposit cut from the piston

head when it has been brought to the upper

dead center, after which it may be blown

out through one of the two ports.

Another new feature this year is the steer

ing gear, which is of the bevel gear and arm

type——original in design and construction.

In it, the use of a high reduction between

a very small driving pinion and a large

driven bevel mounted on the steering rocker

shaft gives a practically irreversible effect

while distributing the shock of any side

stresses on the front wheels through the

entire mechanism, instead of concentrating

it in the gear itself. Double ignition, which

is an extra option to the purchaser, is pro

vided for in an ingenious linkage whereby

both magneto and coil timers are advanced

simultaneously. The self-contained system

of motor lubrication formerly used in only

part of the line, now has been made a uni

versal feature. The pump, being located

within the crank case, requires practically

no attention from the driver.

Model “G,” the touring companion to the

roadster type already mentioned, is built

with a seven-passenger touring body, as a

limousine of the same seating capacity—the

two mountings being interchangeable. The

Glide is one of the Timken mounted cars,

both axles carrying full equipments of that

type of roller bearing.

Uniformity of the Great Westerns.

In addition to “the smallest 4—cylinder,

vertical motor in the world,” the Model

Automobile Co. also boasts the construc

tion of “the largest 44:.ylinder, 4-cycle, ver

tical motor in the world,” which has cylin

ders of 16% by 26 inches bore and stroke,

a rated output of 500 horsepower, and runs

on producer gas. The peculiar relationship

between this motor which is used in elec

tric lighting service, the midget on view at

the show, and the various motors employed

in the regular stock models of the Great

Western car is that they are identical in de

sign and construction and different only in

size. The principle of uniformity in design,

however, is not confined to the motors

alone. The four types of car produced are

virtually four different sizes of the same

product. Three of them are new this year,

that is to say,,models 20, 21 and 24, and

their horsepower rating are, respectively,

30, 40 and 50. Model 22, also a 50 horse

power machine, but of larger capacity and

heavier construction in general than Model

24, is in its third year of service, though it

has not been exhibited before.

These characteristics may be noted about

the machine: The cylinders have inlet

valves mounted directly in the head, and

actuated by an overhead beam and tappet

rod, and exhausts set in effect pockets

which are brought forward slightly instead

of being placed across the car, whereby a

better arrangement of the cams is secured

than would be possible otherwise; and a

specially constructed exhaust manifold of

increasing diameter frame front to rear,

leading to an exhaust pipe of practically

four times the area of any single exhaust

part—the intention being to avoid all back

pressure in the main by this means. The
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transmision, which is by cone clutch, se7

lective change gear and propeller shaft, is

provided with double universal

tions between gear box and axle.

COIHICC‘.

Auburn Adopts Four Cylinders.

Auburn cars, which heretofore have fig

ured only in double-opposed models, this

season have blossomed out in a new‘dé

parture in the shape of a very neat appear

ing quadruple type. which possesses a num

ber of meritorious features in addition to

the interest which, as always is the case,

devolves upon the adoption by a manufac

turer of several years’ standing of a type

entirely (lilierent from anything before pro

duced. Aside from being in many ways a

more pretentious machine than has before

gone under this name, the car itselflhas

several points 'which are'worth noting,

though none which are in any way radical

departures from what is generously termed

standard construction. ‘

It has a four-cylinder, 4 by 4 motor, rated

at 2540 horsepower, a three-speed selective

gearset. mounted in the waist of the chassis

on a substantial channel steel sub frame,

and shaft drive. The transmission is pro

tected from warping of the frame by double

universal joints between the fly wheel and

the gear box. while the flexibility of the

propeller shaft system is sufficient to safe

guard that section of the chassis from in

jury from this source. The rear axle is of

the semi-floating type, the torque tube,

which is hung on the rear bearing of the

gear box, being relieved of all driving

strains by the radius rod driving system.

Ample protectionvagainst wear is afforded

all vital parts, this principle in the case of

the clutch, resulting in the enclosure of that

member, which is of the multiple disc va

riety, in the same casing with the change

gear system.

The twin-cylinder opposed model, which

formed the mainstay of last year's product,

is ‘continued with various alterations, mostly

of a minor nature. The engine employed

'is rather larger than the average of its class,

being 5% by 5 inches cylinder dimensions.

Both chassis types are built to specifica

tions for touring bodies, as well as they

double and single rumble types of roadster.

The effect of these options thus is to con

‘stitute a line of six machines to all intents

and purposes.

Meteor’s Marked Originality.

Although not‘ appearing at Chicago dur

ing the past two years, the Meteor car has

been very much in evidence in its own par

ticular territory, and now comes to the

front in the form of a rather impressively

designed touring car and roadster of the

heavier type. in which are involved a num

ber of ideas which are out of the ordinary.

Thus, for example, the use of steel castings

has been eliminated in favor of manganese

bronze castings and steel drop forgings.

The unit type of power plant mounting has

been adopted, but in the form of a sub

frame which has a flexible or rather yielding

support on the frame. Another point of

interest is in the method of “hooking up"

the rear axle, which in a number of respects

is different from either of the several meth

ods in common use.

The sub frame, or power plant skeleton

just mentioned, instead of receiving its sup

port from the main frame at the sides, front

and back in the usual fashion, is carried at

the sides, at a point midway its length,

where the sections carrying the motor and

gearset, respectively, and which are channel

steel, are joined by massive bronze castings,

which also afford the supporting properties

necessary. A detail to be noted in passing,

is that these members also furnish means

for supporting the auxiliaries, such as the

oiler, the unusually large centrifugal water

pump. and the magneto. Beneath these ac

cessories, and between the fly wheel and

the gear box, a tubular cross member from

side to side of the main frame, serves to

tie that structure and also to afl‘ord the

power plant its central support. The front

and rear ends of the plant are hung by

'means of rocker bearings in the centre of

the frame, one beneath the radiator, and the

other on the lower side of a cross member

which spans the frame just back of the gear

box.

The engine, which carries individually

cast cylinders of the T-head type, is note~

worthy in respect to the method of con

necting the water leads, which instead of

being taken in and out at the top and bot

tom respectively as in the ordinary method

of construction, are led to and from the

tops of the cylinders at diametrically op

posite points. The main circulation is thus

effected about the combustion chambers,

while the currents to the lower and cooler

regions of the jackets are secured by means

of deflector plates which are carried on the

lower side of the jacket covers which close

in the tops of the cylinder units, which di~

rect the flow in the desired direction.

Radius rod drive, which is accommodated

by inserting a slip joint in the torque tube.
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is provided, the system being worked out

with an eye to great strength, with a maxi

mum of flexibility, and all obtained along

lines which are by no means hackneyed, if

not absolutely original. Indeed, the com

bination obtained in the rear mounting, ap

pears to be distinctly out of the ordinary.

That this is necessary because of the load

which may be imposed upon the mechan~

ism, is shown by the fact that the motor,

which is modestly rated at 50 horsepower,

has cylinders which are 5 by 5% inches.

Spare Wheels on the Ramblers.

Although it has been described and com

\ - . I

merited upon already smcc it appeared for

the first time, many weeks ago, the Ram

tions, but also to act as veritable shock ab

sorbers in checking the rebound after im

pact; M-inch deeper frame members than

were used last year, improved lever connec

tions between the Change speed gear and

the gearset, a dir‘ect acting clutch, instead of

the reversed coiietype formerly employed;

and a simple and'ingenious method of spark

plug connection'which takes the form of a

switch, and which does away with the 1005::

ended effect so often found where the high

tension wires are led directly to the plugs

and where frequent renewals and replace

ments ultimately tend to destroy the ef

fectiveness as well as to mar the appearance

of the ignition system.

As heretofore, the four-cylinder vertical

  
  

 

RAMBLER.

hler product in its various phases, has not

previously appeared at either of the great

shows, its unveiling in New York having

been at a "private" exhibition held at the

headquarters of the distributors for the 10

cal territory. In addition to this fact, how'

ever, it merits special mention as a number

of new features have been added from time

to time since the first announcements of

the 1909 line. The spare wheel, which is an

adaptation of the ordinary artillery wheel

construction such that a spare, which al<

ways is carried on the machine, may be

adapted to either corner of the car in the

event of either a deflated tire or an accident,

is one of them. This device is of broader

utility than the ordinary spare wheel, so

called. in that it is suitable to replace not

only a damaged tire. but also a damaged

wheel in its entirety. Another of the new

devices is a windshield which has only re

cently been brought out, and which pos

sesses the feature of ready adjustability to

any angle, since it is of the divided type.

Of the cars themselves. Model “45" is

new—even to the 1909 line. It is much the

same as the previous model “44", but has

125 inch wheel base instead of 112, as on

the other model, carries seven passengers,

and in general is a larger and more com

modious machine. In common with Model

“44", then. these features may be noted as

novelties in the latest of Rambler construc

tions: Triple action springs. which are

calculated not only to absorb minor vibra

MODEL “45"

by throwing the change gear group well up

to the forward end of the torque tube and

thus placing most of its weight on the bear

ing which supports that member, a lighter

axle, less severe on tires, results which also

produces a durable and generally more sat

isfactory transmission system.

In connection with demonstrations of the

theories involved in the various structural

details of the cars, explanations “of the prin

ciple of offsetting the cylinders and so of

reducing the wall thrusts upon the cylin

ders and pistons are elucidated by means

of a very simple working model, small

enough and light enough to be held in the

hand; yet practical enough to show by the

various adjustments which are possible, just

how the advantage is obtained by this ,prac

tice, and where the advantage lies.

Firestone-Columbus a Newcomer.

One of the newcomers at the show—to

tally unheralded to the public, though for

some time expected in trade .circles,—is the

new Firestone-Columbus, produced by the

Columbus Buggy CO., and forming its sec

ond incursion from the electric into the

gasolene field. The first, a high—wheeled

buggy, was shown for the first time a year

ago, but has not before been shown this

year. It is practically the same as when

originally brought out saving for sundry

changes to the engine which though of a

minor nature nature are calculated to im

prove its power and reliability.

  
   

 

FIRESTONii-COLUMBUS 30 H.P. TOURING CAR

motor is employed, as is thc_method of

mounting the gearset directly on the torque

tube. This forms a practical equivalent of

the axle mounted gearset. without the chief

objectional fteature of that arrangement,

which is the effect of shock on the rear

axle as transmitted to the gears and shafts.

Though the effects produced in this way

actually ar'e less serious than they would

seem to be likely to be, it is thought that

The new gasolene vehicle is of the regu

lar four-cylinder type, and is a neat little

offering of the medium-priced-completely

equipped type. As shown, it mounts a five

passenger touring body of neat delineation

and original in the manner in which the

rear is extended to form a support for the

trunk rack, which thus is robbed of its 0c

casional obtrusiveness as found in other de

signs. It also is built in baby tonneau form.
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RAMHLER EXHIBIT, INCIDENTALLY SHOWING THE DECORATXVI‘I “SUNBURSTS” CONCEALING THE ROOF

it is driven by a 32 horsepower, four-cylin

der motor, of 4%-inch "square" cylinder di

mensions, has a 3-speed selective gearset,

shaft drive, 110-inch wheelbase, and 34 by

4~inch tires. '

Longer wheel base and larger motor

equipments in the electric vehicles shown,

are the principle differences between them

and last year’s models. A four-passenger

coupe type is new this year and embodies

among other features a novel arrangement

of the steering lever which is calculated to

make it less obtrusive than formerly. In

stead of being brought up at the front of

the seat, the steering post now rises at the

scat end, while the lever is offset to the

frrmt sufficiently to bring it into an easy

steering position.

Stage Larger Types Than Before.

Both in the case of the Oldsmobile and

Buick cars, which have not been shown ex

cept in salesrooms before this year, so far

as the greater exhibitions are concerned.

are shown the products of concerns which

from a beginning with cars of small and

light construction, have reached out after

the market for more pretentious products.

This movement has been observed in many

cases in the industry before, and is con

stantly reappearing in one guise or another.

Another of the machines which has made

its appearance at the Coliseum for the first

time at any of the 1909 shows, and which

exhibits this trend, is the Emancipator,

which is the product of a reorganization, or

substantially that, of the Aurora Motor

Works. The Emancipator in its latest

form is distinguished by a four-cylinder op

posed motor—rare form in itself—which is

noteworthy in that the opposing pistons in

stead oi being linked to the crank shaft by

a pair of connecting rods, are joined to

gether by webs which are cast integrally

with them so that they act as units, and

therefore require but a single connecting

rod for each pair of cylinders. The mount

ing of this vehicle is a neat form of straight~

line touring body. of approved pattern, and

rather diminutive size. in general, the ve

hicle. apart from the motor, represents a

reconstruction of the old Aurora machine

almost exactly. A change in the form of

radiator employed, and several other altera

tions, serve to form a distinguishment

which, to the eye of the casual visitor,

hardly is sufficient to warrant its being

known by the new name.

Unit Power Plant in the Ricketts.

Six-cylinder motors are by no means

lacking at the show, and it is noteworthy

that, contrary to what frequently has been

the case in previous years, several of them

are to be found on the new cars. One of

these, which has not before been shown,

and which, indeed, is a brand new machine,

is the Ricketts—a South Bend product. In

this car the three-point suspension and unit

power plant ideas have been adopted with

good effect. The motor has its fly wheel

mounted in front, valves in the heads

worked by tappets and rocker beams, and

the rear of the crank case is jointed di

rectly to the gear housing. the latter also

carrying the brake and clutch pedals, so

that the plant is absolutely independent of

the frame. An original system of interlock»
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GREAT \VESTERN MODEL “20 A"

ing the-clutch and brakes, as well as of

actuating the gears, reveals some little

study of a perplexing problem. The rear

axle isv of the semi-floating type with a corn

bination of ball and roller bearings. The

propeller shaft is enclosed in a combined

torque and driving tube, which is rigidly

braced from the axle» ends to prevent any

possibility of disalignment.

Mixing Manifold on Pittsburg Six.

1n the Pittsburg Six is found a new car

of standard proportions which so far as

its details are concerned, is lacking in ex

traordinary features—which is to say, it is

of regular construction practically through

out. It is built in runabout, four-passenger

roadster, and touring forms, on the same

chassis, and has a motor rating of 70 horse

powerf An unusual feature of the motor

construction, one of the few in the machine,

is the intake manifold, which offers a novel

solution of the problem of distributing the

gases uniformly to the various cylinders.

Instead of assuming any of the br'anched

formations which are in more or less com

mon use, the manifold is made in the form

of a closed oval and very much flattened,

the uptake from the carburetter being on

one side, while the leads to the various

cylinders are on the other. As a result of

this, the flow of gas is divided into two

currents which meet at the centre on the

cylinder side of the loop, and which are

constantly surging back and forth in the

of all sorts, as well as uniformity of action

under all sorts of running conditions, are

tube, thus becoming thoroughly commin~

gled. An absence of carburetter troubles

claimed bythe makers to be attributable to

this peculiarity.

Advanced Design of Rider-Lewis.

Another example of six'cylinder construc

tion in novel guise, is found in the Rider

Lewis, in which an original, and it is

claimed, exclusive method of cylinder de

sign has been adopted. In this, adequate

cooling properties are obtained for the cyl

inders by casting them individually and with

spherical upper sections, whereby a great

volume of water may be concentrated about

the combustion chambers. The valvesare

mounted in the heads, inclined toward each

other, and facing oppositelyacross the-car.

The valve gear is of the overhead type, a

single shaft running the length of the mo

tor. over the tops of the cylinders, and

driven by a vertical time shaft which is

placed in front. The cams and rocker arm

contacts are enclosed by neat individual

aluminum housings, thich afford ample

protection from dust and dirt and at the

same time increase the apparent simplicity

of the design. A wholly up-to-date feature,

never seen to any extent on machines until

this year, also is found on this chassis. in

the suspension of the motor by means of

channel steel cross members, which are

bolted to the upper side of the crank case.

  

HALLADAY ROADSTER, SURREY TYPE

Another feature of the car which is in line

with most recent practice, is the use of the

unit type of rear axle transmission—the

change speed gear being mounted in com~

mon with the differential housing. The rear

axle itself is of the semi-floating type. while

the front one is of I-beam section. The

dropped type of frame is employed, with

three-quarter elliptic springs. Both road

ster and touringmodels are produced, but

only the touring form is displayed at the

show. in connection with the show chassis.

Motor Buggies.

The basement under the Coliseum An

nex, though cold and cheerless in respect

to climatic conditions, rings with advan

tages of the motor buggy, as proclaimed

by its numerous-adherents. Here may be

found, among others, the Schacht, which

was displayed in New York, and the Ben

dix, which is unlike the former in that

while that follows pretty closely the lines

of carriage construction, except as the de

mands of the more severe power plant may

have required stiffening, the latter is prac

tically an adaptation of the elements of the

full-fledged touring automobile to the high

wheeled realm, with an accompanying char

acteristic appearance which is about its only

distinguishment as a motor buggy. The

term “Hi_Lo" applied to this vehicle does

not necessarily indicate that it is transforms

able at will from the status of the large

.wheel to that of the small. but rather that

  

 

AUBURN MODEL "G"

 
 

  

RIDER-LEWIS TYPE “VIII” TOURING CAR
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it is a high-wheeled machine pure and sim

ple, with a low centre of gravity. Features

which are recognizable as coming direct

from the field of the touring car are the

twin cylinder vertical mot‘or, multiple disc

clutch. selective sliding gear transmission

with final drive by means of double side

is included in the regular equipment of the

chains, and the Splitdorf magneto, which

vehicle, and without extra charge. Despite

its high-wheeled feature, the regular mount

ing being 42 inches, with 2-inch solid tires,

an option is furnished of Much pneumatics,

mounted on 36-inch wheels.

Staver’s Rear Axle Gear Change.

The use of such parts as have come to be

associated with the larger machines only,

is not confined to a single machine on view

at the show. In the Staver, another ex

ample of its use is found. This machine is

in its third season of show existence. The

model on view, however, is entirely new—

never has been shown before—and is a rad

ical departure from anything before at

tempted by its makers, who are long ex

perienced in the field of carriage construc

tion. The use of shaft drive here is intro

duced, together with a four-cylinder vertical

motor, water-cooled, of 3% by 4V2-inch

cylinder dimensions. and rated at 22 horse

power. A two-speed sliding gear transmis

sion, mounted on the differential housing,

is another very modern feature, which is

transferred to the high-wheeled field for the

first time in this instance, as is believed. A

pressed steel frame, tubular front axle, and

internal expanding brakes adapted to throw

out the clutch when applied, are other fea

tures. Two sizes of chassis are built to

accommodate rumble runabout and surrey

types of body, the latter being of lOO-inch

wheel base and the former practically the

same thing. but shortened to 92 inches in

the base. The standard tire equipment is

38 by Z-inch solids, but 32 by 3-inch pneu

matics are offered as an option to the pur

chaser who prefers wheels that will provide

a more conventional effect in the running

gear.

Motor Variations in the Mier.

Still another development of the full

grown automobile idea is revealed in the

case of the Mier, which is built in two

types, differing principally in the motor con

struction. In one case, this is of the twin,

vertical type, while in the other the twin

opposed type is used. The former is of 4

by 4-inch dimensions, and the latter is 5 by

4. In both instances. the double-disc type

of friction change gear is employed, with

double side chains to the rear wheels. Four

types are built, varying in price and in gen

eral characteristics hingiug about the differ

ences brought about by the use of the two

types of motor, and by various methods of

equipment and body mounting. The types

known as "C" and "D", for example, are

practically the same except that one is de

signed for two and the other for four pas

sengers. Though belonging to the motor

buggy class, these vehicles hardly come into

the category of the high-wheeled contin

gent, since the wheels are smaller than the

average. In fact, 32 and 34inch wheel

diameters are called for in the front and

rear mountings, and the tires are lyrinch,

of the solid, side wire type.

I\

Duer's Selective Bevel Transmission.

In the Duer is found an example of the

true high-wheeled type, in which the orig

inal principle of the cable drive still is ad

hered to as is the unique method of chang

ing gear, in which a system of bevel pin

ions is employed which may be swung

bodily forward or backward to apply the

tension to the cables or release it as the

case may be. A further refinement in this

system is the application of the selective

principle whereby throwing the change

speed lever into one or another of the

several slots in its sector, serves to mesh

one or another of the bevel groups; thus

altering the speed reduction between the

engine and the driving sheaves of the final

transmission. The double opposed type

of motor is employed, as heretofore. but

more power is obtained through the use of

4% by 4 instead of 4 by 4—inch cylinders.

Other changes introduced into the latest

models include an increase in axle sizes

from 1% t0 1% inches, and a small increase

in wheel diameter.

Another innovation in this connection is

the production by the Chicago Coach &

Carriage Co., makers of the Duer, of a

high-wheeled delivery wagon, which has the

same power plant, but wheels, springs and

tires larger than those employed on the

roadster or buggy type. Mechanical intake

valves, instead of the automatic valves for

merly employed; a fan made integral with

the fly wheel, and a number of conveniences

embodied in the design, whereby repair

work may be facilitated; are numbered in

the advantages claimed for the particular

construction here adopted. '

High Power ‘for the Fuller.

One of the high-wheeled class, which ap

pears at the show unheralded as far as the

preliminary list of exhibitors is concerned,

is the Fuller, in which use is made of the

double-opposed, water-cooled type of en

gine, such as is familiar in the better class

of runabouts of the standard class of con

struction. Three point suspension of the

power plant, planetary transmission with

shaft drive to the live rear axle and 36 by 2

inch tires, of the semi-solid type, are among

its more conspicuous features. As revealed

at the show, it mounts a body which is a

fairly close approach to the so-called Demo

crat wagon of long usage in the horse

drawn field, and which is capable of seating

four passengers, but may be altered by the

removal of the rear seat, to accommodate

a moderate amount of luggage. It may be

mentioned in passing, that the rated motor

output of this machine, which is 15-18, is

higher than the average. Happily. however,

the general construction of the vehicle ap

pears to be heavy enough to stand the

strain.

Friction Drive is Zimmerman Feature.

Still another of the much-heralded motor

buggy type, is the Zimmerman, which fol

lows the principles of opposed motor con

struction and friction transmission which

find so many staunch adherents in build

ers of machines of this general class. The

motor, which is air-cooled, is placed in front

transversely of the machine, and enclosed

by a hood of standard automobile pattern.

From the motor, a driving shaft transmits

the power to a driving disc, which is slida

ably mounted on the shaft, and which is

adapted to contact with a pair of discs on a

mounted transverse counter shaft, from

which the rear wheels are propelled by the

familiar side chains. The motor is given a

rated output of 14 horsepower, and the total

vehicle Weight is set down at 1,250 pounds.

The tire sizes requisitioned by the standard

specifications are 37 by 1y. inches.

Clark-Hatfield's Solid Live Axle.

Under the name Clark-Hatfield, a recon

struction of the old Hatfield high wheeled

motor buggy appears, in which many of the

features of the older car are reproduced.

An alteration in the position of the motor,

which now is placed in the rear of the body

instead of under the centre, as formerly,

and an increase in its size and power, are

among the more important changes. Single

chain drive to the live rear axle is em

ployed, and in this connection, use is made

of a very ingenius system of clutching the

wheels to the driving axle, which is solid,

instead of employing the more common

differential. As in the common or field

variety of sewing machine. to take a homely

illustration, the wheels while driven‘for

ward, are free to rotate in the reverse di

rection if required. This provides for the

necessary differentiation when making '

turns. In order to reverse, however. it is

necessary to throw over a special driving

drum which is mounted on the axle in such

a way as to free the normal engagement of

the forward driving ratchets and engage

in their stead a set of revers ratchets with

their corresponding pawls, which permit the

same driving and differential action tobe

secured in the reverse direction of travel.

This movement, however, is secured with

out difiiculty on the part of the operator, as

the movement of the driven disc of the

friction gear, into the reverse position, is

sufficient to bring about the desired trans

fer in the relation of the driving clutches.

Randolph‘s Theme-Syphon Cooling.

Commercial vehicles, though lacking the

sturdy representation which last year's in

dividual section called forth. yet are present

at the show in very respectable numbers.

This fact does not appeal to the average

visitor, however, unless he happens to take
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particular note of the fact, for such com

mercial cars of one type or another as arc

in evidence, are so widely scattered through

out the immense area of the two sections

that they make no impression whatever as

an independent class. Nevertheless, a num

ber of useful and interesting constructions

are on view—such as the Grabowsky, Rapid,

Thomas cab, and the numerous other en

closed town cars, many of which were ex

hibited at one or the other of the two recent

New York shows. The Brush runabout

version of the light delivery idea, and an

adaptation of the same principle to the high

wheeled field, which is shown on the stand

of the Anderson Carriage Manufacturing

Co., are revelations in their way, though

the former, in common with another of the

high wheeled commercial machines which

is shown in Chicago at this time, was on

view at the Grand Central Palace in New

York.

An entire newcomer at the show, however,

though already more or less known locally

in Chicago, is the Randolph. This machine

is shown only in the form of a fairly heavy

delivery wagon, mounted in three different

styles of body. It is explained at the booth,

however, that this is but one of an extended

line of vehicles, which range in load ca

pacity from 1 to 7 tons, the line including

machines of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7 tons capacity,

respectively. Double opposed, water-cooled

motor construction with convenient front

mounting for the power plant, are among

the more salient features of the examples

on view. Friction drive is another feature

which is likely to be noted. Enquiry, how

ever, reveals the fact that it is applied only

to this particular type of vehicle. The lar

ger machines have 4-cylinder, upright cn

gines, and the common form of selective

sliding change gearing. As a matter of fact,

even on the smaller cars, the purchaser is

afforded an option between the friction and

selective sliding types of gearing. Another

point is the drop frame, the lower section

being employed to support the motor.

Summary of Exhibits at the Chicago Show

AUTOMOBILES.

American Locomotive Co., New York—

American Locomotive gasolene cars.

Apperson Bros. Automobile Co., Koko

mo, Ind—Apperson gasolene cars. .

—Anderson Carriage Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Detroit electric cars.

Anderson Carriage Mfg. Co.. Anderson,

Ind. Anderson motor buggies.

Atlas Motor Car Co., Springfield, Mass.

—Atlas Z-cycle gasolene cars.

Auburn Automobile Co., Auburn, Ind.—

Auburn gasolene cars.

Co., Grand Rapids,

 

Austin Automobile

Mich.—Austin gasolene cars.

Babcock Electric Carriage Co., Bufialo,

N. Y.—Babcock electrics.

Baker Motor Vehicle Co., Cleveland, 0.

—Baker electrics.

Bartholomew Co., The, 111.—

Glide gasolene cars.

Bendix Co., The, Chicago, Ill.—Bendix

motor buggies.

Berliet Import Co., Chicago, Ill.-—Berliet

gasolene cars.

Black Mfg. Co., Chicago. Ill.—Black mo

tor buggies.

Brush Runabout Co.,

Brush gasolene cars.

Buckeye Mfg. Co., Anderson. Ind—Lam

bert gasolene cars.

Buick Motor Co., Flint, Mich—Buick gas~

olene cars.

Cadillac Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Cadillac gasolene cars.

Cameron Car Co., Beverly, Mass—Cam

eron gasolene cars.

Cartercar Co.. Pontiac, Mich—Cartercar

gasolene cars.

Chalmers-Detroit Motor Co., Detroit,

Mich—Chalmers-Detroit gasolene cars.

Chicago Coach 8: Carriage Co., Chicago,

Ill.—Duer motor buggies.

Clark-Hatfield Auto Co., Oshkosh, Wis.—

Clark-Hatfield motor buggies.

Columbus Buggy Co., Columbus, O.—Co

lumbus electric cars.

Corbin Motor Vehicle Corporation, New

Britain Conn—Corbin gasolene cars.

Dayton Motor Car Co., Dayton, 0.—

Stoddard-Dayton gasolene cars.

De Luxe Motor Car Co., Detroit. Mich.—

De Luxe gasolene cars.

Dorris Motor Car Co., St. Louis, Mo.—

Dorris gasolene cars.

Elmore Mfg. Co., Clyde, O.—Elmore 2

cycle gasolene cars.

Emancipator Automobile Co., Aurora. Ill.

—-Emancipator gasolene cars.

Everitt-Metzger-Flanders Co.,

Mich.—-E-M-F. gasolene cars.

Peoria,

Detroit, Mich.—

Detroit,

Fiat Automobile Co.. New York City—

Fiat gasolene cars.

Fort Pitt Motor Mfg. Co., New Kensing

ton, Pa.—Pittsburg "Six" gasolene cars,

 

CENSUS OF THE SHOW.

Gasolene:

One cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6

Two cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49

Three cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

Four cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 186

Size cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 32.

Total complete gasolene . . . . . . . . .. 278

Water cooled . . . . . . . . . .. 250

Air cooled . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28

278

Vertical . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 234

Horizontal . . . . . . . . . . . 44

278

Four cycle . . . . . . . . . . .. 269

Two cycle . . . . . . . . . . .. 9

278

Steam . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4

Electric . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 32

Total Complete Vehicles . . . . . . . . .. 314

Touring cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 126

Roadsters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 106

Closed cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52

Buggies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 24

Commercial vehicles, stand

ard type . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6

314

Chassis:

Gasolene . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 63

Steam . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1

Electric 3

Total Chassis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 67

Total four-wheeled vehicles . . . . . . . . . .. 381

Total motorcycles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 72

Total all vehicles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 453

Fuller Buggy Co., Jackson, Mich—Fuller

motor buggies.

Gaeth Automobile Co., Cleveland. 0.—

Gaeth gasolene cars.

Grabowsky Power Wagon Co., Detroit,

Mich.-—Grabowsky commercial trucks.

Franklin Mfg. Co., H. H., Syracuse, N; Y.

—Franklin gasolene cars.

Haynes Automobile Co., Kokomo, Ind.—

Haynes gasolene cars.

Holsman Automobile Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Holsman motor buggies.

Interstate Automobile Co., Muncie, Ind.

-—Interstate gasolene cars.

Jackson Automobile Co., Jackson, Mich.

—Jackson gasolene cars.

Jeffery 8: Co., Thomas B., Kenosha, Wis.

~Rambler gasolene cars.

Kimball & Co., C. P., Chicago, Ill.—

Bodies (mounted).

Kissel Motor Car Co., Hartford, Wis.—

Kisselkar gasolene cars.

Knox Automobile Co., Springfield, Mass.

—Knox gasolene cars.

Locomobile Co. of America, Bridgeport,

Conn.~—Locomobile gasolene cars.

_Lozier Motor Co., New York City~—~Lo

zter gasolene cars.

McIntyre Co., W. H., Auburn, Ind—Me

Intyre gasolene cars.

Matheson Motor Car Co.. Wilkes-Barre,

Pa.—Matheson gasolene cars.

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co., Tarrytown,

N. Y.——Machll' gasolene cars.

Midland Motor Co., Moline, Ill.—Mid

land gasolene cars.

Mier Carriage & Buggy Co., Ligonier,

Ind—Mier motor buggies.

Mitchell Motor Car Co., Racine, Wis.—

Mitchell gasolene cars.

Meteor Motor Car Co., Bettendorf, Ia.—

Meteor gasolene cars.

Model Automobile Co., Peru, Ind—Great

Western gasolene cars.

Moline Automobile Co., East Moline, Ill.

-—~Moline gasolene cars.

Moon Motor Car Co., St. Louis, Mo.—

Moon gasolene cars.

Mora Motor Car Co., Newark, N. Y.—

Mora gasolene cars.

National Motor Vehicle Co., Indianapolis,

Ind—National gasolene cars.

Nordyke & Marmon Co., Indianapolis,

lnd.—Marmon gasolene cars.

Oakland Motor Car Co., Pontiac, Mich.—

Oakland gasolene cars.

Olds Motor Works. Lansing, Mich.—

Oldsmobile gasolene cars.

Overland Automobile Co., Indianapolis,

Ind—Overland gasolene cars.

Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Packard gasolene cars.

Peerless Motor Car Co., Cleveland, 0.—

Peerless asolene cars.

Pennsy vania Auto-Motor Co., Bryn

Mawr, Pa.—Pennsylvania gasolene cars.

Pierce Arrow Automobile Co.. Buffalo,

N. Y.—-Pierce-Arrow gasolene cars.

Pope Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.—Pope

Hartford gasolene cars.
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Premier Motor Mfg. Co., Indianapolis,

Ind—Premier gasolene cars.

Randolph Motor Car Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Gasolene commercial cars.

Rapid Motor Vehicle Co., Pontiac, Mich.

—Rapid gasolene trucks.

Rauch & Lang Carriage Co., Cleveland,

O.—-R. & L. electric cars.

Reo Motor Car Co., Lansing, Mich.—Re0

gasolene cars.

Ricketts Auto Works, South Bend, Ind.—

Ricketts gasolene cars.

Rider-Lewis Motor Car Co., Muncie, Ind.

—Rider-Lewis gasolene cars.

Royal Tourist Car Co., Cleveland, 0.—

Royal Tourist gasolene cars.

Schacht Mfg. Co., Cincinnati, O.—Schacht

motor buggies.

Simplex Motor Car Co., Mishawaka, Ind.

—Simplex 2-cycle gasolene cars.

Speedwell Motor Car Co., Dayton, 0.—

Speedwell gasolene cars.

Staver Carriage Co., Chicago, III.—-Staver

motor bilggies.

Stearns Co., 'F. 8., Cleveland, 0.—

Stearns gasolene cars.

StevensFDuryea Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.

—Stevens-Duryea gasolene cars.

Streator Motor Car Co., Streator, Ill.-—

Halladay gasolene cars.

Studebaker Automobile Co., South Bend,

Ind—Studebaker gasolene cars.

Thomas Motor Co., E. R., Buffalo, N. Y.

—Thomas gasolene cars.

Thomas Motor Car Co.,, Owen, Janes

ville, Wis.—-Owen Thomas gasolene cars.

Toledo Motor Co., Toledo, O.—Pope

Toledo gasolene cars.

Waverley Co., The, Indianapolis. Ind.—

Waverley electrics.

Wayne Works, Richmond, Ind—Rich

mond gasolene cars

VVeIch Motor Car Co., Pontiac, Mich:—

Welch gasolene cars.

White Company, The, Cleveland, 0.—

VVhite steam cars.

\Vinton Motor Carriage Co.. Cleveland, 0.

-—Winton gasolene cars.

\Voods Motor Vehicle Cd, Chicago, Ill. ’

——\/Voods electric cars.

York Motor Car Co.,. York, Pa.—York

Pullman gasolene cars. '

Zimmerman Mfg. Co.. Auburn, Ind.-—Zim»

merman motor buggies.

MOTORCYCLES.

American Motor Co., Brockton, Mass.—

M-M motorcycles.

Armac Motor Co.. Chicago, Ill.-—Armac

motorcycles. _

Aurora Automatic Machinery Co., Aurora,

[IL—Thor motorcycles.

Auto-Bi Co., Bufialo, N. Y.—Greyhound

motorcycles.

Consolidated Mfg. Co.. Toledo, O.—Yale

motorcycles.

Excelsior Motor 81 Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.

—Excelsior motorcycles.

Harley-Davidson Motor Co.. Chicago. Ill.

-—Harley-Davidson motorcycles.

Hendee Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mass—In

dian motorcycles.

Hornecker Mfg. Co., Geneseo, III.—T0r

pedo motorcycles.

Magnet Motor Co., Chicago. Ill—Magnet

motorcycles. .

‘Merkel-Light Motor Co., Pottstown, Pa.

- —Merkel and Light motorcycles.

Minneapolis Motor Cycle Co.. Minneap

olis, Minn.—Minneapolis motorcycles.

New Era Gas Engine Co.. Dayton, 0.—

New Era motorcycles.

N. S. U. Motor Co., New York—N. S. U.

motorcycles.

Ovington Motor Co., New York.-—F. N.

motorcycles.

Pierce Cycle Co.. Buflalo, N. Y.—Pierce

motorcycles.

Reading Standard Co., Reading, Pa.—

Reading Standard motorcycles.

Thiem Mfg. Co., Minneapolis, Minn.—

Thiem motorcycles.

Wagner Motor Cycle Co., St. Paul, Minn.

—Wagner motorcycles.

ACCESSORIES.

.Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co., New York—Ajax

tires.

American Electric Novelty and Supply

Mfg. Co., New York City—Batteries, lamps

and tire specialties. ,

Arnstein, Eugene, Chicago—Accessories

and supplies.

Atwood-Castle Co.,

Lamps.

Atwater-Kent Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

—_-Igniters and timers.

Austro-American Separator C0.. Cleve

land. O.—Gasolene funnels.

Auto Economy Co., Chicago, [IL—Jewel

storage batteries.

Auto Improvement Co., New York City—

Self-starters and specialties.

Auto Parts Mfg. Co., Muncie, Ind—B. T.

K. transmissions and steering gears.

Badger Brass Mfg. Co., Kenosha, \Nis.—

Solar lamps. ‘

Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co., Worcester,

Mass—Baldwin chains and recoil check.

Bosch Magneto Co., Chicago, Ill—Mag

nctos.

Bower Roller Bearing Co., Dayton, 0.—

Bower, roller bearings. ‘

Bowser & Co., S. F., Fort Wayne, Ind.—

Tanks and gasolene storage systems.

Brandenburg & Co., Chicago, III.—Mo

tors and ignition specialties.

Breakstone, 5., Chicago, III.—Hand soap.

Brown-Lipe Gear Co., Syracuse. N. Y.-—

Gears and, transmissions.

Buda Foundry & Mfg. Co.. Chicago, Ill.—

Jacks.

Burrowes, Co., E. T., Portland, Me.—

VVind shields and spare wheels.

Byrne-Kingston 8: Co., Kokomo, Ind.—

Kingston carburetters.

Central Rubber Co., Chicago, Ill.—-Tires

and rubber goods.

Champion Ignition Co., Flint, Mich—Ig

nition systems. '

‘ Chase Co., L. C._. Boston, Mass—Rubber

cloth, imitation leather robes. '

Chicago Battery Co., Chicago, III—Bat

teries. ' '

Chicago Recometre Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Amesbury, Mass.—

. Recording devices.

Chicago Welding Co., Chicago, III—Auto

" genous welding.

Chicago \Vind Shield Co.,

\Vind shields.

Commercial Battery Electric Co.. Chicago,

Ill.-—-Storage batteries. magnetos.

Connecticut Telephone & Electric Co.,

Meriden, Conn.—Spark coils, switches and

ignition specialties.

Consolidated Rubber Tire Co., New York

City and Akron—Tires.

Continental Caoutchouc Co.,

City—Continental tires.

Cooks Sons, Adam,

cants.

Cooks Standard Tool Co.. Kalamazoo.

Mich—Tools. '

Cotta Transmission Co., Rockford, Ill.--‘

Individual clutch change gears.

Cramp & Sons Ship & Engine Building

Co.. Wm., Philadelphia, Pa.-—Bronze cast

ings and parts.

Davis Robe Co., Chicago, III—Robes and

steel wire armor.

Diamond Rubber Co.. Akron, O.—Dia

mond tires.

Diamond Chain & Mfg. Co., Indianapolis,

Ind—Axles. chains, transmissions and

sprockets.

Chicago, III.—

New York

New York—Lubri-

Dietz Co., R. E., New York City—Lamps.

Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph, Jersey City,

N. J.—Graphite lubricants.

Duff Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.-—Jacks.

Edmunds & Jones Mfg. Co., Detroit,

Mich—Lamps and specialties.

Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadel

phia, Pa.—Accumulators.

Elite Mfg. Co., Ashland, O.—Jacks and

pumps.

Empire Automobile Tire Co., Trenton, N.

J.—Empire tires.

Ennis Rubber Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J.—

Tires.

Excelsior Supply Co., Chicago, Ill.—Bat~

teries. lamps, plugs, lubricants.

Fellwock Auto & Mfg. Co., Evansville.

Ind—Bodies, wind shields and tops.

. Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, 0.

—Firestone tires.

Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.—

Tires.

Fox Metallic Tire Belt Co., New York

City—~Anti-skid bands.

Flentje, Ernest,.

Shock absorbers.

Fulton 8: Zinke, Chicago. Ill.—Gasolene

motors.

G & J Tire Co., Indianapolis, Ind—G &

J tires.

Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co., Cleveland, 0.—

Gabriel horns and cut-outs.

Garage Equipment Co., Milwaukee, \Nis.

—Specialties.

Gemmer Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.—Steer

ing gears and parts.

Globe Machine & Stamping Co., Cleve

land, O.—Metal stamping specialties.

Goodrich Co., B. F., Akron, O.—Good

rich tires. ‘

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, 0.

—Goodyear tires. ,

Gray & Davis, Amesbury, Mass—Lamps

Gray-Hawley Mfg. Co.. Detroit, Mich.—

Mufl'lers and exhaust horns.

Ham Mfg. Co., C. T., RocheSter, N. Y.—

Lamps.

Hancock Mfg. Co., Charlotte, Mich.—

Oilers.

Hardy & Co., R. E., New York City.—

Spark plugs.

Harris Oil Co., A. W., Providence, R. I.

—-Lubricants.

Hartford Rubber \Vorks, Hartford. Conn.

—Hartford tires.

Hartford Suspension Co.. Jersey City, N.

J.—TrufiauIt-Hartford shock absorbers.

Heinze Electric Co., Lowell, Mass—Coils

and ignition equipment.

High Frequency Ignition Co., Los An

geles, Cal.—Ignition systems.

High Wheel Auto Parts Co., Muncie, Ind.

—Parts for motor buggies.

Hoffecker Co.. The, Boston, Mass—

Speedometers.

Imperial BfaSS Mfg. Co., Chicago. Ill.—

Pumps and fittings.

Jons Auto Co., Beatrice, Neb.—Jonz 2

cycle motors.

Jones Speedometer, New York City—

Jones speedometers, annunciators, odome

ters, speed regulators and specialties.

K-W Ignition Co., Cleveland, O.—Igni

tion specialties. ‘

Kokomo Electric Co., Kokomo, Ind.—

Ignition specialties. -

Knight 8: Co., H. C.. Chicago, Ill—Wind

shields.

Lawrence & Welch, Sterling, lll.—L. &

W. tools, fittings and specialties.

Leather Tire Goods Co.. Newton Upper

Falls. Mass.—Non-skid covers and leather

inner tubes. >

Legnard Bros..

Cambridge, Mass.—

Inc., Waukegan, Ill.—

Auto-marine Spark plugs.

Limousine Carriage Mfg. Co., Chicago,

[IL—Bodies and tops. .
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London Auto Supply Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Tops.

Long Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.—Hoods, ra

diators.

Longdin-Brugger Co., Fond du Lac, Wis.

—-Tops.

McCanna Mfg. Co.,

bricators, oil pumps.

McCord Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich—Ra

diators. -

Michelin Tire Co., Milltown, N. J.—

Michelin tires.

Milwaukee Motor Co.. Milwaukee. \Vis.—

Timers and distributors.

Morgan 8: Wright, Detroit, Mich—Mor

gan & Wright tires.

Morrison-Rickcr Mfg. Co., Grinnell. Ia.—

Gloves and gauntlets.

Mosler & Co.. A. R., New York City.—

Spit—Fire spark plugs.

Motsiiiger Device Mfg. Co., Pendletou,

Ind—Ignition systems.

Chicago, Ill—Lu

Royal Equipment Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

—Raybestos friction facing.

Ross Gear & Tool Co., Lafayette, Ind.—

Gears and tools.

Sager Co., I. H., Rochester, N. Y.—Sup

plementary springs.

Shaler Co., C. A., Waupum, W'is.—Elec

tric vulcanizers.

Shelby Steel Tube Co., Pittsburg, Pa.—

Steel tubing.

Smitli, Fred, Aberdeen, S. D.—Siinplex

non-skid chains.

Smith Mfg. Co., A. 0., Milwaukee, Wis.

—Gears and parts.

Sorenseii Chain Guard & Silencer Co.,

Chicago, Ill.—Sorenscn chain guard and si

lencer.

Slickner, Frederic, New York City—

Klaxon horns.

Sparks, F. 13., Chicago, Ill—Manufactur

crs' supplies.

    
V .
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Motz Clincher Tire & Rubber Co., Akron,

O.—Clincher tires.

N. Y. & N. J. Lubricant Co., New York

City—Lubricants.

Nadall Mfg. Co., Chicago. Ill.—Dcniount

able rims.

National Battery Co., Buffalo, N. Y.—

Accumulators.

National Carbon Co.. Cleveland, O.-—Bat

tcrics.

National Coil Co., Lansing, Mich—Spark

coils.

Never-Miss Spark Plug Co.,

Mich—Spark plugs.

Neeley 8: Co.. Edward, Chicago. Ill.—

Pressure feed lubricators.

Norton, Co.. The, \Norcester, Mass—Drill

grinders.

Oliver Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill—Jacks and

accessories.

Pantasote Co.. New York City—Top and

upholstering materials.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeannette, Pa.—

Pennsylvania tires.

Pfanstiehl Electrical Laboratory, North

Chicago, Ill.-—-Coils.

Pittsfield Spark Coil Co.. Dalton, Mass.

—-lgnition systems. .

Pratt Mfg. Co.. Wm. E., Chicago, Ill.-—

Jacks. I

Quincy. Manchester, Sargent Co., Plain

field. N. ].—Auto Clc wrenches.

Raiidzill-Faichney Co., Boston, Mass.—

Lansing,

Oil guns. _ _

Perfection Emergency Tire Co.. Thea-Chi

cago. ill—Perfection demountable rims.

Raiids Mfg. Co.. Detroit, Mich—Tops.

Remy Electric Co., Anderson. Ind—Map,r~

netos.

Reniihlic Rlll)l)('\' Co.. Youngstown, O.—

Roniihlic tires.

Rochester Safety Lock Co., Rochester.

Ind—Steering locks. ' _

Rochford 8: Co.. lll~'V\’ind

shields.

Chicago.

Spring 'leaves, supplementary "springs,

shock absorbers. . ' '5 _
Troy Carriage Sun Shade'Co., Tr'oy',‘_O.i—

W'ind shields. ' " ' '

20th Century Motor Car Co., South Bend,
liid.—VVind shields.v ' ‘ ’

Universal'Tire Protector Co., Angola,

lnd.—~N0n-skid bands. tire' protectors, ‘

'Valeiitin'e & Co., New York City—Var
nishes. ' i ‘

Vanguard Mfg. Co., Ioliet. Ill.—-Wind

shields.

Veeder Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn—Odo

meters and speed indicators.

Vehicle Top & Supply Co., St. Louis, Mo.

—T0ps.

Vesta Accumulator Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Accumulators.

Vivax Storage Battery Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Storage batteries.

Warner Gear Co., Muncie. Ind—Gears

and transmisSions.

\Varner Instrument Co., Beloit. Wis.—

W'arner auto meter.

\Veed Chain Tire Grip Co., New York

City—Anti-skid chains.

Wheeler. F. H.. Indianapolis, Ind—Scheh

ler carburetters.

Whitney Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.—

\Vhitney chains and keying systems.

Vifhiteley Steel Co., Muncie, Ind—Steel

castings.

Witherbee Igniter Co.,

"\Nico" ignition specialties.

New York——

Expense of the Show Chassis.

Through long familiarity with the sight,

show-going cr0wds have come to accept

the polished chassis which usually grace the

stands of the more prosperous manufactur

  

Spicer Universal Joint Co., Plainfield, N.

I.—Universal joints, magnetos and dyna

mos.

Splitdorf. C. F., New York City—Timers,

distributors, coils and ignition specialties.

Sprague Umbrella Co.. Norwalk, O.-—

Tops and wind shields. '

Spring Strap Co., The, Chicago, Ill.—

Spring recoil checks. ‘

Standard Tire Protector Co., Saginaw,

.\lich.—Tire protectors.

Standard Varnish Works, Chicago, Ill.—

Paints, enamel and varnishes.

Stewart & Clark Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill—

Speedoineters.

Strmnherg Motor Devices Co., Chicago,

lll.,—Carburetters. _

Swinehart Clincher Tire & Rubber Co..

Akron. O.—Swineliart.tires. .

Timken Roller Bearing Axle Co., Can~

ton. O.—-Bearings and axles.

Triple Action Spring Co., Chicago, Ill.—

   

 

ers almost as a matter of course, and even

have ceased to admire them as they used to

do, now that the novelty has worn off.

Probably it does not occur to one visitor

in a hundred that they constitute by all odds

the most expensive element in the average

exhibit, considering the fact that they are

useful only for show purposes and fre

quently can be used but a single season.

Some idea of the labor involved in produc

ing such a model, even when of the plain

est, unsectioned type. however, may be

gleaned from the remark of one manufac

turer, overheard at Chicago. who said, point

ing to a chassis which difiered from the

stock type only in matter of finish: "Do you

know, ,thatlthivng is a pretty expensive prop

osition. Why, it took six men a whole

month just to polish that chassis."
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WEIGHT AS A SOURCE 0E EXPENSE

Problems Involved in Its Adjustment to

Power and Performance—How Reduc

tion May Add to Initial Cost.

Like its horsepower the weight of a mo

tor car is a very vague: and uncertain quan

tity—and for much the same reason. For

while it is equally easy for the manufacturer

to determine what the total weight of his

vehicle, including its full equipment, is no

 

one, not even the maker himself, knows

exactly what the ratio between the power

and weight of the car ought to be, so that

there is no possible check upon exagger

Hence the temptation to foster the

impression that the ratio is high either by

allotting a high power rating to the motor

or by giving it a nominal value so absurdly

low that it will be accepted readily as ultra

“conservative.” The importance of ascer

taining definitely the value of this factor

was brought out with marked clearness in

a canvas of the economics of weight reduc

tion presented in a paper read before the

recent meeting of the Society of Automobile

Engineers in New York, by F. D. Howe.

“How much can we afiord to spend to

save weight in an automobile?” the author

inquired. “I don't know. When one starts

to investigate, instead of reach.ng a definite

conclusion, he raises a hydra-headed brood

of questions:

“What automobile? ‘Nhat W'Jght? Whose

money are we spending? What does gaso

lene cost where it is to be used? What

roads is it to be driven over? At what

speed will it be run? What grades will it

have to climb? What tires will be used, and

what will they cost, and what is their load

life curve?

“Now some of these questions have no

definite and well-defined answer. umers do.

For instance, if the manufacturer is to stay

in business, we know that, in the long run,

the money that he spends must come out

of the pocket of the man who buys the car,

and so the primary question is: How much

per pound can the bu\ er afford to pay for

cutting weight out of his car? And sec

ond, can he be brought to realize the fact

and give up the money?

“Weight is an expense to the user of a

car in many ways: (a) He must pay for

gasolene to move it around; (b) He must

pay for tires to carry it' (c) It reduces hill

climbing ability; (d) It reduces speed on

soft roads materially. and on a smooth,

hard road to a much less extent. It wears

out clutches in starting and brakes in stop

ping. It increases the time required to get

up to speed, and in general makes the car

less readily handled in traffic.

“Each of these items will vary in im

portance with different conditions, but we

may make certain ass :mptions that will en

able us to reach an approximation to their

ation.

value. Let us assume for a pleasure ve

hicle a life of 50,000 miles on which to base

gasolene and tire expense. The cost of fuel

to haul a pound of Weight 50,000 miles will

vary with road condi:ions, speed, carbur

etter adjustment, etc., as well as the effi

ciency of the driving mechanism and tires,

so that we shall have to make another as

sumption based as far as possible on aver

age performance.

“In the Chicago Economy Contest of

1907, the average gasolene consumption

was about 32.5 ton-miles per gallon, vary

ing from 47 to 19 A similar average, with

less difference between the extremes, ob

tained in an Australian contest, while the

Cleveland sealed bonnet contest over very

poor and muddy roads gave an average of

16.8. If we assume a fuel efliciency of 30

ton-miles per gallon and a price of 15 cents

per gallon, it will cost 12.5 cents for gas

olene to move one pound around during the

life of the car under fair touring conditions.

“I am not aware of any extensive tests

on which we may rely for data concerning

the life of pneumatic fires. . . The

best we can do in the present instance is

to take the manufacturers' rating for pneu

matic tires and add the passenger loads.

These total loads divided into the cost of

tires will give the cost of tires per pound

of weight.

in 'U

b +5 e-l '3

d m In in

3 5 _- 8‘ 35' E
2 ~ 3 g a s k ..

l: 8 ii.“ E-i ii iii3

2%x30 900 300 1200 $63.60 $ .0530

3 x30 1400 300 1700 72.20 .0445

3%x30 1800 450 2250 112.60 .0500

4 x32 2600 600 3200 155.20 .0485

4%x34 3200 900 4100 209 00 .0510

$ .2470

Average . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. $ .0496

“If the car uses up eight sets of tires dur

ing its life of 50,000 miles the purchaser has

no great cause for complaint, and each

pound of weight carried by the tires will

have cost him, in round numbers, 40 cents.

These two major accounts of fuel and tires

are responsible for an expense of 52.5 cents

for each pound of unnecessary weight, and

the purchaser can afford to pay up to that

amount for weight reduction.

“The wear on clutches and brakes would

depend very much on their design but with

a given design would seem likely to be

proportional to the weight to be started

and stopped. Whatever saving there may

be in wear and adjustment we may throw

in with the satisfaction due to snappy ac

celeration and imprOVed hill climbing abil

ity, and call it interest on his 52.5 cents for

a period equal to hali the life of the car.

I,

From published data on the subject and

with the aid of a number of assumptions

of his own, the author further is able to de

duce these costs per pound total weight of

car and load for the commercial vehicle, the

headings indicating the rated load capacity

of the machine, the tonals in each case cor.

responding to that just given for the pleas

 

ure type:

500 15,000 3,000 6,000 10,000

lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs.

Gas ....$ .30 $ .235 $ .178 $ .118 $ .105

Tire .75 .625 .46 .263 .189

$1.05 $ .860 S" .638 $ .381 $ .294

“So much from the standpoint of the pur

chaser and user," he continues. “The man

ufacturer's. problem is to make the machine

that will be the most profitable to himself.

If he were to make a commercial automo

bile, cutting the weight down by careful de

sign and high grade material to the point

of most economical service, he might have

difficulty in making sales, for there are

many who are called good business men

who cannot see very far beyond a big first

cost.- Pleasure vehicles. however, built on

this plan sell well, for the same business

man will spend money freely on a car for

transporting his own person.

“For every purpose, there is a theoretical

car of the lowest possible first cost com

patible with the necessary strongth and re

liability. In this 'car the grade of mate

rials is so chosen and the design is so

worked out that it will cost money, either

to add weight,~on account of ncreased cost

of material, or to reduce weight, on ac

count of either the increased-labor cost in

cutting out the metal, or increased material

cost due to the higher grade and more ex

pensive metals used.

“This cheapest possible car will not be

such a bad proposition, as the term implies,

for we have assumed that it has the neces

sary strength and reliability. It will prob

ably be a most profitable one for the manu

facturer who can build them in very large

quantities. In fact, mass production with

well worked out design and the best spe

cial tools and fixtures are essential. If ten

thousand parts are to be made without

change, the saving of one cent on each bal

ances an initial outlaw of $100 in the de

signing or tool department. An hour’s time

saved in making a pattern or core box may

cost hundreds of dollars in extra metal,

while a few minutes saved by the drafts

man making his drawmgs the easiest way,

rather than the correc: way, may be equally

expensive.

“But strong, reliable and cheap as this

car may be, it is by no means the best bar

gain for the purchaser. Just what is the

curve of cost of weight reduction is un

known, but I fancy it is something like a

parabola; certainly when working near

the origin of the curve, considerable re

sults are obtained by a slight outlay, for

even as weight begets weight, so weight

saved in one part saves material and cost in

another part.

“In solving this problem for individual

cases, we need a set of curves of weight and

fuel consumption for vehicles of similar de

sign. The assumption made in this paper,

of a uniform or average consumption of
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60 ton-miles per gallrn for pleasure cars,

is manifestly unsound.

‘The heavy cars do better, light ones not

so well. But along with the difierences of

weight g0 variations in design which vi

tiate any attempt to draw inferences as to

the law governing the relation of weight to

fuel consumption. Take the case of the

Chicago economy contest in which a num

ber of cars ran for two days under similar

conditions. The weight and fuel consump

tion plotted out looks like a target made

by a very poor shot gun, but the average

would indicate that the fuel consumption

is about inversely as the weight. That is,

the heavy car should go as far on a gallon

as a light one. We know that this is not

necessarily so and we also know that a

given car will go further lightlj loaded than

with a heavy load. Dc-es anyone know this

load, mileage, or consumption curve for any

particular car or design?

“We also need a set of load~life curves

for tires, both pneumatic and solid, a sort

of mortality table like that which guides

our friend, the insurance actuary. Like that

table, it must be based on a great number

of individual cases. Now each member of

this society has one or more sets of tires

under observation, the data from which he

could forward to the secretary, who would

plot the curves when sufficient material to

make them reliable had been obtained. This

is a small efiort for each of us individually,

but the results would be of great value to

us all."

What Mysterious Noises May Mean.

Mysterious noises emanating from the

running gear of a car, usually denote a want

of lubrication in the springs or universal

joints. When the springs require lubrica

tion, and no grease channels are provided,

the frame should be jacked up to remove

the weight from the leaves, and grease in

troduced between them, by means of a knife

blade. Oil also should be used, as it will

penetrate into inaccessible crevices and is

not liable to be forced out between the

leaves, when the weight of the car is placed

on the springs. In all well designed cars,

provision is made for lubricating the uni

versal joints and where grease cups are em

ployed they should be so fastened as to

preclude the possibility of their becoming

lost, through the action of centrifugal force.

To Loosen up Multiple Disc Clutches.

In cars equipped with multiple disc

clutches there is sometimes difiiculty ex

perienced in starting after the car has been

standing for a time, as the pressure of the

springs forces the plates together to such

a degree that they do not let go readily

when the clutch pedal is depressed, making

gear shifting somewhat ticklish. This ten

dency may he obviated by applying a mix

ture of kerosene and thin oil to the clutch,

which now may be inclined to slip, and to

counteract which thick oil should be added

until a positive grip is secured.

EXPERIMENTS IN CARBURATMN

in Three

University Laboratories—Ratio of Air

in Effective Mixtures.

Results of Simultaneous Tests

Experiments carried out at the laborato

ries of three diflerent universities, in each

of which his own engines have been in—

stalled are proving beneficial to an enter

prising automobile manufacturer in two dif

ferent ways. In the first place com

parison of these tests, carried out

under similar conditions and thus fur

nishing a cross check upon each other, af

fords the builder some very useful data

upon which to base future calculation and

design. In the second place, students who

have chosen the automobile field for thesis

subjects, often are given opportunity for

vacation work at the company's plant, thus

extending their familiarity with the engine

with which they already have become ac-~

quainted.

In the mechanical equipments f Cornell

University, the University of Michigan, and

Syracuse University, Franklin engines have

been placed and the tests mentioned are

made up and carried out under the super

vision of the engineering department of the

H. H. Franklin Mansfacturing Co., Syra

cuse, N. Y., as a result of which, a good

opportunity is afforded them of securing

promising material for future enlistment

on the firm's payroll. An outline of some

of the work is indicative of the general

method of the system and also of the ben

efit which is being derived from it.

In investigating the subject of fuel mix

tures, for example, all tests were of thirty

minutes duration. All air supplied to the

carburetter was accurately metered and the

gasolene consumption was carefully meas

ured. The temperature of the air entering

the carburetter was maintained as nearly

constant as possible, and readings were

made every two minutes. The brake was

then read, and the temperature of the air

entering and leaving the hood was taken.

The engine speed was kept as nearly con

stant as possible in all tests.

Samples of exhaust gases were taken at

the beginning, after ten minutes and at the

end of each test. In each case the ratio of

air to gasolene was checked by calculation

from the analysis of the exhaust gases, the

average analysis being used for this pur

pose. The tests were made in two series,

one under constant speed and variable

horsepower and the ither with maximum

horsepower and variable speed. Figures

prepared show tests made at 1,000 revolu

tions per minute and twelve horsepower.

Five thirty-minute runs were made. In

run No. 1 the gasolene adjustment in the

carburettor was shut off as much as possible

and have the engine run without missing or

popping back or cau.‘e any tronble. In

run No.5 the needle \rrlve was open'as far

as possible and still maintain twelve horse

power at 1,000 revolutions per minute. The

three intermediate runs were made some

where between the two extreme runs, and

the results were used for th- platting of

curves.

The gasolene consumed in the first run

was about 3,000 cubic centimeters, and it

was shown in test No. 5 that it was possible

to get the same horsepower with the same

length of run and the same speed and yet

burn nearly twice as much gasolene. In

applying this to road work it is found that

it is possible to go twenty miles on a gallon

of gasolene or go ten miles on the same

quantity and under the same conditions.

This is a laboratory proof of the every

day incident of one Iman using twice as

much gasolene as anr-ther to accomplish

the same result. The excess of gasolene

going through the motor might cause a

good deal of heating, but if its use is pos

sible in a laboratory With no fan other than

that on the motor itself the same results

can be obtained on the road without an

extremely harmful outcome.

As to where this gasolene goes :hat

passes through the motor, it is shown by

the exhaust analysis that the combustion is

incomplete. In the first test the loss due

to incomplete combustion is approximately

1 per cent., and in the last test the similar

loss is 15 per cent. The first test shows

a thermal efficiency of 17 per cent. and the

last one of 9 per cent. The ratio of air to

gasolene, by weight, under the first test

approaches closely the correct proportion

according to the analysis of gasolene. In

other words there is no excess in any of

these tests. Generally speaking, it has been

found advisible to run a certain percentage

more of air than is required theoretically

to make complete combustion, but in none

of these tests has any excess of air been

found. The theoretical amount of air nec

essary to make complete combustion with

the gasolene used is 14.90 parts of air to

one part of gasolene.

In each case the Franklin company has

set up the engine and made such arrange

ments as to obviate uny great amount of

work in preparation .for the tests Inas

much as the tests vaiy from year to year,

however, there is each ) car a certain amount

of special apparatus which has to be built.

Denatured Alcohol a Smokeless Fuel.

Denatured alcohol prepared with bo

ric acid was recommended for fuel

purposes by Professor Irving W. Fay in a

lecture on the oxygen compounds of the

hydrocarbons delivered last week in con

nection with his Brooklyn Institute course

on organic chemistry. “When gasolene

burns there should be no odor left behind,"

he said, “and when a trail of smoke is left

behind we know that the man is wasting his

gasolene. Alcohol burns without smoke,

and for various reasons the acid makes a

suitable addition to it.”
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YELLOWSTONI'I PARK FOR 'l‘0URlS'l‘S

Cheyenne Industrial Club Urges Opening of

the Reserve to Automobiles—Invites

Co-operation of Other Bodies.

 

Attempts to hasten the inevitable open

ing of Yellowstone Park to automobiles

without compelling the entire taking out

Quite a

big campaign with this object in view has

been started by the Industrial Club of

Cheyenne, Wyo., which is urging the co

of the engines, are being made.

operation of automobile clubs, commercial

bodies and good roads associations.

“At the present time," the Cheyenne agi

tators explain, “the rules make it neces

sary for the removal of the engines from

automobiles immediately upon entering the

Park and for the employment of drivers and

teams to haul the engine and automobile

as separate conveyances through the Park

at a speed of probably eighteen to twenty

five miles per day and at a very great ex

pense and loss of time. The American peo_

ple are beginning to realize that Yellow

stone Park is One of Nature's wonders, and

we believe that the time has come when

the automobile owner should be recognized.

“The Wyoming delegation in the Na

tional Congress is being requested to urge

legislation whereby appropriations can be

made at once for the establishment of pub

lic roads and the maintenance of the same

in the park. Statements are made in corre

spondence now in our hands, being in the

form of official reports from those in charge

of the park, that the grades and roads were

dangerous and that if automobiles were

permitted in the park under present con

ditions it would be a practical prohibition

of tourists who might desire to travel by

horse and wagon. Such statements are

made by General Young, superintendent of

the park. We find that in the opinion of

the Secretary of the Interior that this state

ment is correct, and yet as against that we

have statements from_ men who have made

the journey that the grades are not danger

ous and impassable for automobiles. We

believe that the whole matter should be in-_

vestigated.

“In this connection, this club is starting

an agitation, hoping to secure legislation in

the State legislature of Wyoming during

the coming session by which it will be pos~

sible to build a great State highway from

east to west through Wyoming, with roads

leading from this highway into the park and

thus encouraging the ultimate building of

a great National highway from coast to

coast for tourists and especially automo

biles.”

Racing in Mud at San Bernardino.

Looking at the mud on the track, Barney

Oldfield told the people at San Bernardino,

Cal., on Sunday, Slst ult., that they would

, attached to it at any time.

again have to wait a week before they could

see him drive. Some 600 spectators, many

of whom had come long distances, said

otherwise, and Barney was finally persuaded

to give them an exhibition. He brought out

the Christie creation and before he could

make enough rounds on the track to spatter

even half the spectators with the mud spray

it kicked up, the machine blew out a cylin

der head with a bang and had to retire.

This put the crowd in bad humor, but the

semblance of a race program was finally

arranged and Oldfield defeated his coastars,

Siebel and Seyfried, in a “sweepstakes”,

driving a White stock car. Seyfried, in the

White Flyer, made the best time of the day

in the exhibition mile, making the distance

in 1:06. The machine later broke a pinion

as the result of the mud plowing. Several

stock car contests with close finishes

strengthened the entertainment.

Five New Measures at Albany.

Five automobile bills were introduced at

Albany Monday, in the Assembly by Be

verley R. Robinson, who acted on the rug

gestion of the law committee of the Auto

mobile Club of America. The purpose of

the bills, Robinson says, is to straighten out

defects in the present motor vehicle laws.

The first of the bills puts all motorists in

New York on the same basis and provides

that the contribute the same registration fee.

The second provides for the abolition of any

specific mile an hour rate and makes every

body on the highway responsible for a rate

of speed reasonable and proper. The third

bill provides that all fines collected from

automobilists shall go to the State, to be

used for the maintenance of good roads.

The remaining two bills are aimed at

“joy riders." One makes it a misdemeanor

for a chauffeur to take out an automobile

without the consent of the owner, and the

other makes it a misdemeanor for any one

to tamper with automobiles without the

consent of the owner or to cause injury

to a‘motor vehicle.

 

Dangerous Tactics 'of Rural Georgiana.

One hundred dollars reward has been

offered by the Chatham county com

missioners at Savannah. Ga., for the arrest

of the persons responsible for a recent case

of putting a wire across one of the public

roads which form part of the racing circuit.

The wire was stretched tightly across the

highway, and had a car encountered it at

speed, the occupants would probably have

suffered terrible injuries. The efforts of the

rural residents to make speeding dangerous

have attracted ofiicial attention.

Always Prepared to “Get a Horse.”

Fear of being stranded in thev country

with exhausted batteries and no means of

getting home has induced an electric ve

hicle enthusiast of Ravenna, 0., to alter his

victoria in such a way that shafts may be

The necessary

extra equipment carried under the body.

STATE SEEKS INTERCEPTED FINES

New Jersey Begins Presecution of Jus

tices Who Fail to Make Returns—City

of Newark a Delinquent.

Another Jersey justice who had become

proficient in the art of “forgetting” to make

to the State an accounting of fines which

he had collected from motorists during the

past summer, has been called to account.

On complaint of the Quaker City Motor

Club, which has been conducting a vigor

ous crusade, Justice Schmitz, of Camden,

was taken into custody' last week and held

in $300 bail on a charge of retaining $50 of

fines which he had collected. Schmitz dis

claims all intent of fraud in the matter

_and declared it was through a lapse of

memory that he did not turn in the money

in this particular case.

In connections with the investigations it

also has been brought to light that the city

of Newark has been delinquent in the mat

ter of making returns to the State of fines

collected from automobilists. In the past

it has been the custom of the police court

clerk to turn all moneys collected for fines

into the city treasury. Steps have now

been instituted by the State authorities to

recover all that is due it for fines under

the law. The New Jersey Automobile and

Motor Club was active in bringing the mat

ter to the attention of J. B. R. Smith, com

missioner of motor vehicles, who, when

the facts were presented to him, immedi

ately took prompt action.

 

Washington to Regulate Taximeters.

An initial move in the inevitable flood

tide of legal regulation of taximetcr in

struments has been made by the District

Commissioners of the District of Colum

bia in a regulation prohibiting the use of

inaccurate taximeters and providing for a

maximum penalty of $40 for the'owner or

company owning an automobile upon which

such an instrument is used. The measure

provides that no taximeter shall be used, un

til a guarantee of its accuracy shall have

been filed with the hack inspector at police

headquarters and that all taximeters shall

be at all times subject to inspection by the

police department.

Pennsylvania Roads Open to Motorists.

No borough or township, in Pennsylvania

at any rate, has authority to close to auto

mobiles any highway that has once been

opened, according to a decision of Judge'

Robert S. Frazer, in Pittsburg. As a result

of the decision, motorists may run their ma

chines along the Little Sewickley road in

spite of the Sewickley township ordinance

to the contrary. The court declared that

the act imposing a State tax for the use of

automobiles gives to the Owner the right to

traverse any highway in the State.
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SUBS T0 RECOVER ENTRANCE FEE

Mora Company Furnishes a Sequel to the

Vanderbilt Cup Race—Grounds of the

Suit and the Defense.

At practically the same

 

time that the

Long Island Motor Parkway company was

released from its $25,000 bond imposed by

the board of supervisors of Nassau county

as a liability fund before the sweepstakes

and Vanderbilt cup races could be run last

fall, the Vanderbilt Cup Commission was

made defendant in a suit for $500 in con

nection with the Vanderbilt event. Suit

was brought against the members of the

Vanderbilt commission last Friday by the

Mora Motor Car Co., of Newark, N. J.,

seeking to recover the company’s initial

payment of $500 for an entry in the race.

The company claims that owing to the un

certainty about the holding of the race, due

to the difficulty between the American Au

tomobile Association and the Automobile

Club of America, it decided not to go ahead

with the building of its special racing car

after it had paid the first half of its $1,000

entry fee. It notified the commission of

the reason for failing to complete the entry

and asked the return of its money. The

latter not being forthcoming, legal action

was decided upon.

All the individual members of the com

mission were made defendants in the suit, al

though so far only Jefferson DeMont

Thompson and FrankyG. Webb have been

served. Chairman Thompson says that the

commission will contest the suit on the

ground that on its side the conditions for

the race were fulfilled. He states that the

payment was made on May 25 and that the

notification that the Mora desired to with

draw did not come until September 24, and

declares that the proviso in the race condi

tions to the effect that half the fee must

accompany the entry and would be forfeited

in the event of failure to take part in the

race was made expressly to prevent just

such happenings.

Motor Car Helps the Seller of Land.

More than the salesman of any other com

modity the man who sells real estate has a

momentous transportation problem in

bring possible customers to take a

look at his offerings. On this ac

count real estate men generally take the

lead in the adoption of the automobile for

business uses. They reckon a saving both

in money and time from its use, but its cheif

recommendation is that with it they can

get a customer who is on the verge of buy

ing to the property in question and make a

deal promptly while he is in the mood.

The question of expense is not great

generally speaking; but a real estate man in

Boise, Idaho, has set out to settle even

that. He is Edward Stein, who for the past

year has kept an accurate account of an

18 horsepower, four-cylinder Franklin which

he has owned and operated during that time.

The result of his year of automobile book

keeping is a showing that it has cost him

$45.11 a month to run his car. This includes

$36 in insurance and the purchase of storage

batteries at a cost of $27. Outside of these

items, the monthly cost has been only

$32.07. In the coming year he expects the

monthly figure to be about that which he

has paid in the past for keeping a horse and

carriage, $28 a month, although he figures

on getting three times the service.

 

Classes to Qualify Colored Craufl'eurs.

Special classes for colored chauffeurs are

to supplement the schedule which the

Pierce Arrow Motor Car Co., of Buffalo,

N. Y., has arranged in connection with its

school of automobile instruction. The plans

for the present year are more comprehen

sive than any the company has made here

tofore. Classes begin February 15 and

each one lasts for two weeks. The work

of instruction includes detail lessons re

garding the car. its assembly, maintenance

and driving. The time between May 3 and

22 is for owners exclusively, while April 5

to 17 is given over entirely to colored men,

the classes for garage men and chauffeurs

occupying the rest of the school program.

 

 

 

DETROIT, MIOH.

 

RADIATORS,

We repair all makes of

Radiators at both plants

BRlseoE MANUFACTURING Co.

Manufacturers of

AUTOMOBILE

COMPONENTS
Including

FENDERS,

 

HOODS, TANKS, AND

ALL OTHER SHEET METAL AUTOMOBILE PARTS

Write either plant for

Catalogue and Quotations

NEWARK, N. J.
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The Week's Patents.

901,527. Cover for Pneumatic Tires.

Isaac]. D. Fairhurst. Orfordville, W'is. Filed

Feb. 28, 1907. Serial No. 359,868.

A tire cover_having a reinforcing strip in

its tread portion. combined fastening and

armor rivets securing said reinforcing strip

to the cover and forming a protective ar

mor on the outer side of the latter with

abutting hexagonal plates secured on the

projecting ends of said rivets, reinforcing

anti-skidding washers arranged on said ar

mor plates and washer retaining heads

formed on the outer ends of said rivets,_said

heads also forming anti-slipping projections,

substantially as described.

901,578. Steadying Device for Supple

mentary Vehicle Springs. William Young,

St. Louis, Mo., assignor to Supplementary

Spiral Spring Company, St. Louis. Mo., a

Corporation of Missouri. Filed Dec. 26,

1906. Serial No. 349.380.

1. In a_dev_ice of the character described,

the combination of an auxiliary spring,

means for attaching same to the vehicle,

means for connecting same to the main

spring, said means being in connection with

one end of said auxiliary spring, and means

secured to said second mentioned means ad

jacent the point of connection thereof with

said auxiliary spring. said means extending

to the body of the main spring.

901.591. Anti-Skidding and Slipping At

tachment for Automobile Wheels. Harry

H. Chandler, New York, N. Y. Filed Dec.

27, 1907. Serial No. 408,302.

An anti-skiddin and slipping device for

automobile whees comprising a leather

strap adapted to be secured around the

spokes adjacent to the rim of the wheel,

snap hooks connected with said strap at the

opposite sides of the spoke and extending

downwardly and across the rim, said strap

hooks being provided with oblong heads

having oblong slots or openings through

which the strap is passed, and a flexible

drag connected with said hooks and passing

around the tire of the wheel, said strap be

ing also provided with inner members which

separate the heads of the hooks from the

spoke.

901,616. Supplemental Hood for Automo

biies. Charles L. Hobbs, Chicago, Ill. Filed

Feb. 14. 1908. Serial No. 415,807.

1. A supplemental hood for an automo

bile hood, consisting of a heat insulating

covering adapted to be applied to substan

tially the entire outer surface of the auto

mobile hood, and detachably connected

thereto.

901,654. Grip Tread for Pneumatic Tires.

Berton H. Sills, Ottawa. Ontario, Canada.

Filed Dec. 14, 1907. Serial No. 406.580.

1. An anti-slipping device for vehicle

wheels. comprising transverse chains to

pass across the tread of the wheel, annular

chains on each side of the wheel but dis

connected therefrom, bolts on the extrem

ities of the transverse chains extending

through the annular chains, and rotatable

 

Art In Name Plates
 

One of the little things that count.

The almost universal use of Chandler

etched name-plates on high-class cars

stamps them as the selection of the

critical.

CHANDLER CO.

Springfield, - - Mass.

  

 

 

 

I HAVE A NORTHERN LIMOUSINE which

for the best of reason: I want to sell quickly.

It in in perfect condition, having been driven leu

than 500 miles, and I think it's one of the sweetest

running, handsomest appearing, town can made.

Tires are brand new and the varnish isn't damaged

‘ -—in fact the car is just as good an new when it sold

with respect thereto, whereby the bolts and 1

transverse chains are free to rotate about

their longitudinal axes as they creep around

the periphery of the wheel.

(or $2,500 and I'll cell it for half—$1,250.

Addreu E. M. M., 382 Pennsylvania Ave, De

troit, Mich.

 

 

THE HIT OF THE SHOWS

was the

Splttdort Magneto

Ask for catalog.

C. F. SPLITDORF,

261 Walton Ave. New York

  

   

-

MACNETOS

ll

IT USED TO

BE HARD WORK

That was the fault

usually of the carburetor—sometimes of

to start the engine.

the ignition.

Today it is apt to be hard work for

the owner of a magneto to start without

recourse to a battery. That is simply

because he must “spin” the crank to get

a spark.

The second difficulty is as irrational

as time proved the first to be, and the

solution of it is not found in adding the

complication and expense of a battery.

The owner of a U 8: H SELF-START

ING MAGNETO, TYPE LE, gives the

crank an easy half turn and gets as hot

a spark as if traveling at racing speed,

and the spark is automatically retarded

past the center wherever the spark ad

vance lever may be.

That is common sense!

In:sum COMPANY
J‘ok Importer: ~ TIMLJ‘ DUILDINO. new roan

  
 

  

WHAT IS THE

RED HEAD?

  

 

 

D O W T U B E s

The Best Tubes Ever Manufactured

Are the Most Economical

Do Not Deflate When Punctured.

DOW TIRE COMPANY,

2000 Broadway, N. Y. 889 Boylston St.., Boston.

  

 

 

We guarantee to solve

your tire troubles by the use

0

'i'IRESELE
The best 6vropositicn on the

market. rite for booklet.

Agents wanted.

TIRESELE CO., Mira,

sa-ss Bank, St..

Newark, N. I

  

OAKLAND
40 H. P. Four Cylinder. Shah Drive, $1,600.

OAKLAND MOTOR CAR CO.,

Pontiac, Mich.
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901,670 Brake Mechanism. Alberto Bal~

loco, Turin, Italy, assignor to SOciete Anon

yme “Itala” Fabrica di Automobili, Turin,

Italy. Filed April 16, 1907. Serial No. 368,

557.

l. A brake mechanism of the character

described comprising a guide member, an

arm adjacent to the end of said member,

said arm being‘ capable of swinging move

ment and having adjacent to its outer end a

part adapted for engagement with a flexible

connector to guide the same, a grooved

sheave carried by said arm adjacent to the

end of the guide member, and a flexible con

nector extended along said guide member

and passed around the grooved perimeter of

the sheave adjacent to the end of said mem

ber, and extended from said sheave along

The Witherbee

is more. than an

Ignition System!

It provides current for lighting limou

sines, head lights, side lights, tail lights, in— ' I

spection lamps, cigar lighters, etc.

It is the most reliable and efficient storage

battery on the market, endorsed by the lead

ing manufacturers throughout the country.

It is a necessary part of every car’s equipment.

Write for particulars regard

said arm in position for engagement with

said part at the outer end of the arm and

adapted for connection with a brake device.

901,735. Vehicle Frame. Charles I. Pem

brooke. Rochester. N. Y. Filed Sept. 10,

1907. Serial No. 392,109.

1. In a vehicle frame, the combination

with a yieldineg supported main frame, hav

ing an upwardly projecting frame at the ‘

rear thereof, of a seat carrying frame ivot

ally mounted at its front end and yiel ingly

suspended at its rear from the upwar 1y

projecting frame.

901,751. Spring Wheel.

nard, Springfield, Mass, assignor of one

half to Francis j. Millea, Springfield, Mass.

Filed Aug. 19, 1907. Serial No. 389,144.

John E. Stan- ‘.

1. A spring wheel comprising a hub, a

rim provided with inwardly projecting mem

bers, a plurality of independent heart-shaped

springs closed at their apexes and severed

at their indented ends to receive such in

wardly projecting members between them,

means to attach such apexes to said hub,

and means to fasten the severed terminals to

said inwardlv projecting members.

  

  

WHAT IS THE

RED HEM]?

 
 

IF YOU ARE

 

INTERESTED IN

The Bicycling World

mMotorcycle Review

w
,UILIIHID Evnr SATI'IDAY AT

184 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK

$2.00 $11.

MOTORCYCLES

Specimen Coplol

Until

 

 

 

lug the new Witherbee “Jr.” S

Witherbee Everything

for Ignition.

VVico Charging Device, \Vico

Ignition W'ire, VVico Spark

Plugs, Witherbee Batteries,

VVico Inspection Lamp.

Wl'l'lll'IRBEE IGNITER (10'.

Mnkers of the Famous Withcrbec Battery.

1816 Broadway. New York.

  

E

  

IE

L _ 4'
The newest thing in screw drivers is the B. & S. "all steel."

nlete in ONE PIECE, handle and all.

sensible screw driver ever made.

“if BILLINGS & SPENCER CO., Hartford, Conn.

.;, \7

Com

Light and durable. The most

Don't fail to get circular.

 

 

 

 

1909 are being closed rapidly.

 

Much good territory still open.

BRUSH RUNABOUT COMPANY,

Model B—Brush Runabout

A CAR 0F SIMPLE DESIGN MADE WELL

NOT A COMPLICATED DESIGN MADE CHEAPLY

Its records and the opinions of its users speak more loudly than self praise. Agencies for

Detroit, Mich.
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Cup Winner in 300 Miles Endurance Contest,

Philadelphia to Wilkes-Barre and return, January

1-2, 1909.

Only THREE out oi THIRTY-TWO CONTEST

ANTS finished with periect time scores; THOSE

THREE WERE tour-cylinder MATHESONS.

  

 

50 H. P.—Six-cylinder Shait Drive, . - - -

Equipped with choice of Touring, Tourabout, Toy Tonneau, Close

coupled or Runabout bodies.

50 H. P. Four-cylinder Chain Drive, - - - $4,500

Equipped with Touring body, Limousine or Landaulet, $5,500

Roadster or Tourabout, $4,350.

MATHESON AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

Main Salea Ollice, Garage and Repair Dept.

1886-1888, Broadway, Cor. 62d St.

t

NEW YORK CITY

 

 

 
 

JONES SPEEDOMETER

Most accurate speed

indicator in the world.

JONES SPEEDOMETER CO.,

76th St. & Broadway, New York.

  

A Dependable Car.

PENNSYLVANIA AUTO MOTOR CO..

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

COMPLETE COURSE

AUTOMOBILE INSTRUCTION
In aluable to the owner or roapectlve owner

oi'a motor car. P cal 2nd to the point.

Send tor proapeetna to the

Correspondence School at later Car Practice

Tarrytown, N. Y.

 
 

 

The Inter-State

INTER-STATE AUTOMOBILE CO.,

126 Willard St., Muncie, Ind.
  

 

WANTS AND FOR SALE
15 cents per line of seven words, each with order.

In capitala, 25 cents per line.

WE WANT A FlRST-CLAS$ TRAV

ELING REPRESENTATIVE, ONE

THOROUGHLY ACQUAINTED WITH

THE AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTUR

ING TRADE. THOROUGH SALES EX

PERIENCE DEMANDED. GIVE REF

ERENCES. TIMKEN ROLLER BEAR

ING AXLE CO., CANTON, OHIO.

 

 

FOR SALE—Exceptional business oppor

tunity. Carriage, wagon and auto cus

tom business; city of 70,000, growmg rapid

ly; established 25 years; high reputation,

best trade in city; central location; 130 feet

frontage, 12,000 sq. ft. floor space. Nets

$3,000 to $5,000 per aunum; more than 700

automobiles owned in the city. Capital re

quired $18,000 or more. Age and failing

health reason for selling. Address X Y Z,

care Motor World.

GRADUATE of stationary, automobile

and marine gasolene engineering, with

thorough technical training and two years

actual experience. desires position as chauf

feur, demonstrator, or in any other branch

of the automobile business, in any part of

the world. References and particulars fur

nished on application. CYRUS THOMP

SON, Ravenwood, Mo.

 

YOUNG man, 29 years of age. desires

communication with automobile sup

ply house; willing to invest small capital;

desires position with house. Address W.

C., care Motor World, Box 649, New York

City.

FOR SALE—300 sets 28x3 lest grade ar

tillery wheels, fitted with elinrher rims,

less hubs. Write for bargain prices on sin

gle sets of the lot. THOMAS B. JEF

FERY & COMPANY, Kenosha, Wis.

 

WHAT IS THE

REI] HEM]?

  

 

Goodyear Quick Detachable Tires Take the Overload.

Because the-g; are always oversize—15 per cent.

larger than ot er tires of same rated measurement.

That's one reason why Goodyears last longer.

Goodyear Wrapped Tread Tires Made on Air Bags

can't creep—can‘t rim-qut—"O per cent. puncture

proof. On Goodyear Universal Run, is taken 05 or

put on in sixty seconds with no special tools.

Ask about Goodyear Air Bottle service—free to all

motorists. Write

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.,

~ Arthur St., Akron, Ohio.

 

THIS MAGNETO l8 “FOOL PROOF"

The most unaltilliul driver can install the Remy

1909 High Tension Magneto. Impro r connection

cannot injure it, and no amount of ti ering will put

it out of commission. The Remy will stand more

neglect, oil dirt and water than angogther ignition

a stern in the world. More than 17, Remyl have

a ready been sold for 1909 can—more Remy. than all

others combined. Write for illustration and deacrip

IlOn.

THE IEMY ELECTRIC CO., Dept. ll, Anderson, lnd.

We have 0 ened a branch house in Thoroughfare

Bldg., roadway and 57th St., New York.
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MoToR CAR

Manuiacturers

who equip their product with Solar Lamps to the

exclusion of all others, do so because they ltnow

that they are bringing 'their cars up to the highest

state of efficiency. That is why '

Solar Lamps

are part equipment on the greater majority of

cars built in America. Specify Solar Lamps

and Generators and they will be furnished.

BADGER BRASS

MFG. COMPANY

Two FACTORIES:

437 Eleventh Avenue

NEW YORK

Kenosha, Wisconsin

  

 

 

 

At That

NO OTHER SPEEDOMETER except the

STEWART has an equally spaced scale

(an evidence ot correct design).

NO OTHER SPEEDOMETER has an ad

justable cam (patent) to correct readings

at all speeds. Corrections are all made

at the time the instrument is assembled.

NO OTHER SPEEDOMETER is titted

with a swivel lolnt (patented) to relieve

shalt trom all short bends. No other

Speedometer is supplied with a unit type

flexible shalt. N0 Mill-Ill IS GUARANTEED Poll 5 YEitllS.

STEWART

SPEEDOMETER

combines these leatnres

and others.

These are reasons why dealers

are stocking them EXCLUSIVELY.

Stewart & Clark Mtg. Co.

509 Dlversey Boulevard. Chicago, Illinois, U. S. A.

—

 

  

 

 

  

Weed Cross Chain-s Are

Brass Plated

Insist upon getting the new Wch Bras_s__Pl_a§1_ Cross

Chains. They are specially hardened and will enable the user

to g“ Two to three times the

mileage tormerly secured!

 

As it was impossible to improve the actual efi‘icicncy, neat

appearance and simplicity in construction of Weed Chain Tire

Grips, we have succeeded in improving the quality'of our Crass

Chains.

WEED CHAIN TIRE GRIP C0,, :8 lltoore St. New York

 
 

 

  

THE “JEWEL 40”

The Non-Skidding Car

> SPECIFICATIONS

WHEEL BASE—120".

WHEELS—36".

TIRES—Goodyear, Diamond, Fire

stone or Hartford, 36x4" front,

36x4%" rear.

BODY—Seven passenger.

WEIGHT—3.000 lbs.

PRICE—$3,000.00 complete with

3 s eeda forward and reverse. top, Hartford Shock Absorbers,
BEARINGS—Timken Roller. Prest-O-Lite gas tank, v9" Rush

FRONT AXLE—One piece drop more Search lights, aide lamps

' and tail lamp ouble tire irouator nz.

REAR‘ AXLEHFull floating type. and trunk rach.

Write for catalog.

THE FOREST CITY MOTOR (IAR (10., Massillon, 0M0

New York Agency, IEWELL MOTOR CAR COMPANY, 1662 Broadway.

_ -

ENGINE—Rutenbur.

BORE AND STROKE—4%x5'

IGNITION—Double—Bosch Ma -

neto, Connecticut Cell and Ext e

Stora e Batter . .

LUBRI ATIO —-Sell contained

system with oil level pump

crank ease.

TRANSMISSION—Selective type,
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Wind shield when you want it.

Dust shield when you want it.

Cut of the way in a jiffy.

When wind or dust bother you, just .

put up the shield, that’s all; no screws

or nuts to bother with.

When the wind lets up, or you’ve

passed through the dust, you just put

'the shield down again.

As easy as rolling off a log.

You need it now, you’ll need it all

summer and winter.

Makes motoring twice as pleasant by

taking away its discomfort.

40-inch size, $35. 44-inch size, $37.50

—complete.

At all dealers. If your dealer can’t

supply you, send to us and we will ship

it direct. Send for book anyway.

Soot-proof

Spark flag

The only spark plug that cleans

troubles.

C. A. MEZGER, Inc., 1629 Broadway, New York
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What Magneto Won the

WOrld’s 14 Foremost

Racing Events 0t 1908?

THE Boson
Did, 0! Course!

  

From a total number of 5H cars entered, 434

were equipped with Bosch lgnition.

From a total of 3l3 cars that finished, 290 01'

92 6/10% were equipped with Bosch Ignition.

lt follows that Bosch lgnition rightly enjoys the

confidence it deserves.

lts record _i_s one of constant reliability.

The figures given above are based on the following

races: -

UNITED STATES—Florida Meeting (Ormond Race),

New York-Paris Race, Savannah Grand Prize, Both 24

Hour Races at Brighton Beach, Glidden Tour.

FRANCE—Grand Prix de’l’A. C. F., Coupe (les Voi

turettcs de l'Auto.

ENGLAND—Fiat~Napier Match, Isle of Man Race.

ITALY—Coppa Florie e Targa Bologna.

GERMANY—Prince Henry Race.

AUSTRIA—Semmering Hill Climb Race.

RUSSIAiSt. Petersburg-Moseow Race.

BOSCH MAGNETO COMPANY

228 -236 West 46th Street, New York.

Chicago Brunch: 1283 Michigan Ave.
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Long Lite is what every motorist wants in his car

 

 

 

If it is a

ORB]N /
imported ball bearings, used wherever practical, assure him of

this result. Ask owners of Corbin Cars how they stand up in

every day‘use or write for our testimonial booklet.

  

  

  

 
 

  

 

THE CORBIN MOTOR VEHICLE CORPORATION, New Britain, Conn.

Members Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

  

 

IT WILL PAY YOU TO INVESTIGATE

THE LINE IS BETTER AND MORE COMPLETE THAN EVER

Model 9-35, 4-eyl., 4% x 4%, 5-passenger Touring Car . . . . . $2,750

Model 9-40, 4-oyl., 5 x 5, 5-passenger Touring Car . . . . . $3,700

Model 9-50, 6-oyl., 4% X4%, 7-passenger Touring Car . . . . . $4,200

Model 9-60, 6-cyl., 5 x 5, 7-passenger Touring Car . . . . . $5,000

Each National has the well-known National Ball-bearing Motor with new crank

case oiler, two ignition systems (Bosch Magneto and Storage Battery) and all

other tried and proven lfeatures of high grade modern motor car construction.

Any of the above models can be furnished with Baby Tonneau body or asa Roadster.

Write for distributors terms and full particulars.

NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE CO., ‘°°’.§‘;f,11§3fi§°.1°£" 8"
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Not Belie

: “A '~7~s

Its Name

Fully Equipped

4 Cylinder with Magneto,

108” Wheel Base. Headlights and

32x3I/z" Tires. GeneratOr.

  

Model 30, $1250.00

Wrile [or our new rafalogue

Overland AUtOITIObiiC Company, Indianapolis, Ind. ,1v

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Scrader Universal Valve
Trude Mark Registered April 30, I895

 

 

°"'-"' SIMPLE AND HBSfiLUTELVY AIR TIGHT

(L Schrader Motor Tire Valves, as shown in cut, are the

L a; regular equipment for G & 1 Motor Tires, Hartford Dunlop

I ‘ >Detachable Motor Tires, Fisk Detachable Motor Tires, and

New Goodyear Detachable Motor Tires. (L Our No. 777

Motor Tire Valve is the standard for 3-inch and smaller

tires and our No. 72 5 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for

_ tires larger than 3 inches.

 

SuPplied to the Trade by All Tire Manufacturers

MANUFACTURBD B Y

A; S'CHRADER’S sons, Inc., 28-30-32 Rose sum, New York
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STEPNEY

  

. The Only

 

 

  

  

  

  

Cure
.2:.::'::::.‘.:.".. * SPARE WHEEL _

. , for Tlre
1:13:13? Every motorist should carry a “Stepney’ and

avoid all troublesome delays caused by punc- Troubles

tures and blowouts. Write for Catalogue D.

DISTRIBUTORS—AMERICAN STEPNEY SPARE WHEEL CO., 1773 Broadway, New York Ciy. AUTO SPARE WHEEL

CO., 22d, Oak and Gillham Blvd., Kansas City, Mo. EXCELSIOR SUPPLY CO., 1436 Michigan Ave... Chicago, Ill.

  

  

Don’t buy a car, don’t accept

an agency, until you have iull

/‘09 particulars ot1909 Pullman cars

  

  

Our 1903 Models are:

Model L. 20 H. l’. Runabout. Price. $1.500

Model L. 20 H. 1’. Toy Tonneau.

Model K, 30 H. P. S-Passenger

Light Touring Car. Price 2,000

Model K. 30 H. 1'. Toy Tonneau or

Roadster. Price . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.000

Model 6. 30 H. P. High Speed Run

about. I’rice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2,500

Model 4, 40 H. I’. Gentleman‘s

Roadster. Price . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3.000

Moch M, 40 H. P. Seven Passenger

Touring Car. Price . . . . . . . . . .. 3.500

  

    

  

  

    

  

  

Model "K" 30 H. P. Touring Car.

  

4% inch bore, 4% inch stroke. $2000.00. including Bosch Magneto.

  

To the agent who expects to remain in the business permanently, and who has an eye to the future, the line of Pullman

automobiles should powerfully appeal. W'e ourselves are building for the future by building in the present the best automo

biles we know how, and dealing in them in fair and square methods.

YORK'MOTOR CAR COMPANY. York, Pa.

  

 

THIS AND TWO OTHER “FOURS”

—AND A 50 HORSEPOWER “SIX”!

Proved and recognized successes, with a service record. Offered in 25

horsepower, 30-35 horsepower, 40 horsepower, and the 6-cylinder 50 horse

power. All fitted with oil pan base. Equipped for magneto attachment.

 
 

“Rutenber” Motors and (arburetors, Clutches and Fans
 
 

The Western Motor Co., Loganspott, Ind.
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'Tis not in mortals to command success, but we'll do more——de.serve if.

Mayo Radiators have achieved success

by deserving it, and in no other way.

(LTherefore that success is presumably of the per

manent and abiding kind.

(m is the cause of the absence of MAYO RA

DIATORS from cheap cars.

(Iguality is the reason for the presence of MAYO

RADIATORS on most of the good cars.

(LThe only argument against MAYO RADIATORS

'5 their price.

(LEvery other consideration dictates their use.

(LMAYO RADIATORS combine sound mechanical

principles, exact design, construction and workman

ship, together with graceful appearance and perfect

finish; in short, all the good qualities that go to

itiake the ideal radiator.

(LMAYO RADIATORS are stamped with the hall

mark of class.

(LMAYO RADIATORS are really the thorough

breds of the radiator world.

(LMAYO RADIATORS are made in the kind of a

factory that befits them and by the MAYO RADIA

TOR COMPANY, at New Haven, Connecticut.

WARNING!

JOHN E. THROPP’S SONS COMPANY are exclusive licensees under the

Peter D. Thropp patent No. 822561, dated June 5, 1906, for the Manufacture of

molds for Curing Tires in Open Steam.

Five Rubber Companies have already taken licenses for the manufacture of tires

by the use of these molds and THE DE, LASKI AND THROPP CIRCULAR

WOVEN TIRE COMPANY, owners of the patent above referred to, are ready to

license other Companies who may apply, on the same conditions as those under which

the five companies have been licensed.

Parties making, using or selling molds covered by the patent above referred

to. are liable for suit to infringement and it is the intention of THE DE LASKI

AND THROPP CIRCULAR WOVEN TIRE COMPANY, owner of the patent,

to prosecute all inlringers.

The De Laski and Thropp Circular Woven Tire Company

TRENTON, NEW JERSEY, U. 8. A.
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The largest Automobile Supply House in America
 

WINTER SUGGESTION
We have a large liiie of Leather Clothing, Caps, Gloves, Wool Vests,

Wool Boots, Ways Mufflers, Storm Coats, Lap Robes, Etc.

 

ARGYLE Auto BOOTS

Worn over Shoes for Comfort in Cold Weather Motoring.

The ARGYLE Auto boots are designed

! to give the motorist's feet complete prm

' “ tection from the elements during winter

weather motoring. They are worn over

the ordinary shoes and can be pulled on

or of! very readily. They will kee your

feet \varm and dr during the lbngest

ride in coldest weatier. You cannot real

ise the comfort they give in frigid weather,

till you have worn a pair.

Every man, woman and child _who mo

tors in cold weather needs a pair of AR'

GYLE Auto Boots, no matter whether the

game of exposure is a half hour or a whole

y.

They are made of fine flexible leather,

have strong leather Goodyear welted soles

  

and are warmly lined

throughout with genuine

lambs-wool.

Made in all sizes with

long or short leg. Len h

of the long leg is 156

inches" and the short 10%

inches.

P R I C E S :

Long, per pair . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $9.00

Short, per pair . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .B.00

 

 

 

CATALOGUE MAILID ON RIQUICT

NO. 19 AUTOMOBILE GAUNTLET GLOVE
  

This illustration shows our No. 19 Gauntlet Glove, which is l black.

seamless knit lined Automobile Gauntlet With extra large_flexible cufl’ With 2

fastenings. This Gauntlet is made from the best selected imported black cape

ather. It has a 7-inch Gauntlet with extra large cuff, 20 inches in circum

ference, which may be adjusted to smaller sizes. ‘ The cut! is lined and is

guaranteed not to crack, and is stitched with genuine silk. I _ '

It will also be noted from the illustration, ‘that the wrist is fitted with

an elastic band, which will keep the Gauntlet tight, and comfortable on the

wrist, and prevent it slipping down over the fingers. ‘

he cut! is also fiexi le, and can be rolled into a small s ace, as shown in

the small illustration, for carrying in the pocket. This ll e finest Gauntlet

Glove on the market.

Price, seamless knit lined, per pair . . . . . . . . . . .. $3.50

 

CHAS. E. MILLER, S:,'L‘:I:f':;;';m‘;:.‘;::; MAIN orrrce: 97-99-101 READE STREET, NEW YORK

BRANCHES—54th St. and 8th Ave., New York; 202-204 Columbus Ave., Boston, Msss.; 318-320 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa; 2275-229 Jetterson Ave.,

Detroit; 1829 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, 0.; 1392 Bedford Ave, Brooklyn, N. Y.; 824 Main St., Buffalo.

 

 

 

  

GONNEGTIGUT

 

 

IF it‘s a COIL (1, 2, 3, 4 or 6 Cylinder), Distributor,

Timer, Terminal, Coil Current Indicator, Ammeter,

Switch or Exploring Lamp, we have them in Quality in

little better than the best.

SEND FOR CATALOG 14-W.

CONNECTICUT TELEPHONE

AND ELECTRIC CO.

1

85 Britannia Street, MERIDEN, CONN.
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STEVENS-DURYEA

XXX RUNABOUT

The Warner ~

 

 Ll , ! l

HIS car is popular priced and con

structed along thoroughly modern

lines. Has same power plant as embodied

in Model X.

True worth of an automobile is based

on its antecedents—mechanical excellence

—economy of maintenance and durability.

These main essentials are strikingly exem

plified in the XXX Runabout—built to

meet the demand for a gentleman’s roadster.

PRICE, with magneto, $2,850

XXX Baby Tonneau, - $2,900

 

firm! for detailed descripliz'z matlcr
 

 

STEVENS-DURYEA CO.

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.
Member Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

 

Aulo

Meier

Guaranteed

Absolutely Accurate

is the only speed indicator made on the Magnetic In~

duction principle. Because of the principle it accur

ately indicates every range of speed from zero to the

maximum.

All other instruments are made on the centrifugal

principle. They fail to indicate any speed whatever

under 5 to 10 miles per hour.

The Auto-Meter is so durably made that practical

tests have shown that it will endure a MILLION

MILES of riding without perceptible wear, or depart

ing from absolute accuracy more than 10 feet to the

nue.

We invite comparative tests. Before you decide on

any Speed Indicator, put the Auto-Meter on one side

of your dash and any other indicator at any price on

the other. Then use your watch over a measured

course. Keep the instrument which tells the truth.

We know which it will be.

The Warner Instrument Company

Factory and Main 0illces—875 Wheeler Ave, BELOIT, WISCONSIN

BRANCH HOUSES—New York 1902 Broadway' Boston. 925

Boylston SL; Philadelphia, Cor. liroad and Race: fittsburg. 3432

Forbes St.- Cleveland, 2062 Euclid Ave.‘ Buthlo, 722 Main St.;

Detroit, 235 Jeflerson Ave; Chicago, 130g Michi an Avez; Indian

330 N. Illinois St.' St. Louis, 923 Olive

  

 

  

SPECIFY

Heinze ignition ap

paratus on your_

|909 car and get ‘

THE BEST

MADE.

 

Write us if your

dealer does not

carry them.

Heinze Electric 60.

LOWELL, MASS.

Makers of

cone, TIMERB.

MAGNETOS, SPARK

PLUGS.

  

 

"cles, 1212 S. Main St.

I.

s 3.0;“ n rsneisoo. 550 Golden Gate Ava: Lon An

  

@€@@BARB

RINGS
STAND THE TEST

  

 

 

 

 

  

absolute harmony all that

is best in bearing design,

material and construction.

 
 

New catalog Ready

 
 

 

Standard Roller Bearing 00.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

eeeeee
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When at the Show

do not fail to see the

TUCKAI'IOE

GREASE GUN

 

New and very meritorious. The

only self-filling combination oiler and

grease gun. Can be filled with grease

in three seconds. Regulated by throw

ing a latch. Its use insures quick oil

ing and clean hands. Lower in price

than others. Write for circular.

Manufactured and sold by the

Rubly Mfg. Oompany

TUCKAHOE, N. Y.

  

Invader Oil
THE OIL THAT

GRAPHITIZES

are responsible for its

popularity

YOU NAME 'ma can

WE'LL .
NAME THE GRADE

MADE ONLY BY

CHAS. F. KELLOII It 00.

II! Arch St., Philadelphia

Boston Branch:

284 Columbus Avenue.

Users of

“'QIITIRKD

  

 

 
 

THE GYROSCOPE CAR

The Simplest Automobile in the World.

"SO—The PricHHO.

GYROSCOPE AUTOMOBILE CO. (INC.)

Gyroscope Bldg.,

231 West 54th St. New York City.

 

 

A. 0. Smith Company
MAKERS OF

PRESSED STEEL

FRAMES
(Capacity 100;000 per annum.)

Heavy and Difficult Stampings

Front and Rear Axles

Steering Columns

Transmissions, Selective and

Progressive

Multiple Disc Clutches

243 Clinton St

A.O CO. Milwaukee, WII.'

  

 

 

 
 

 

 

Tire Troubles?

Use Parmanlt

Demonstrated belore Board

of Governors Harrisburg

Motor Club with rent suc

cess. For particu ars write

ADOLF KARL & CO.,

237-9 Washin on St.,

ewark, N. j.

  

 

 

AVOID ACCIDENTS

byneingthe

.Wridgway No Glare Shade

which adds to the efficiency at the lam

glare Irom blind]

e fitted to any e sting lamp.

PEERLESS MOTOR CAR CO.,

no to 224 W. 41st St...

a and ice s
it other users of the htpghways. CBn

NEW YORK

 

fitnhharh-Eagtnu

ONE Quality for ALL Models

ONE Price for ALL Buyers

Write lor i909 Catalog.

THE DAYTON MOTOR CAR CO.

Dayton. 0

 

 

The Low Price of the High-Quality

Lambert Gar
is made ossible by the low cost of the simple

Lambert riction transmission. whlch is more effi

cient than any type of complicated, expensive gear

transmission.

BUCKEYE MFG. COMPANY, Anderson, Ind.

  

  

 

0 Wheels fitted with

LMUZWQQWWZ

DEMOUNTABLE RIMS
in three days time Inquire at your nearest

eaier.

CONTINENTAL CAOUTCHOUC CO. ~

1788-90 Broadway New York City

 

 

 

 

 

 l

l
1AJAX TIRES

Guaranteed for 5,000 Miles. ‘

AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER CO.,

N. E. Corner 57th Street and Broadway. New York City

Factories: Trenton. N. J.

 

SPRINGFIELD

T0? (Pat. 1895)

Aluminum

Bodies

SPRINGFIELD

METAL BODY (10..

I“ Ilrnle Ave.,

Springfield. lass.

  

 

 

Gasoline and BleetrIo-Ior Pleasure and Business

Studebaker Automohlia 00.. South Bend. Indiana

 

 

 
 

II RELLI‘I f .
 

 
  

Our Cable Card

illustrating li Varieties of ca

ble in actual sizes mailed up

on request.

CO., 296 Broadway, New York

This is No. 154 P., Two-Way,

Cambric Covered.

loot.
 

 

 

 

 
 

“CONTINENTAL” MOTORS "E 3mm”

Get our quota

9 “_.Q tions on high grade

two, and four cylin

der motors, 10 to 45

horsepower. '1‘ h e

are equ' ped wi

self-contained oiling

system and r e a d y

\ fo r attaching mag

neto. Highest

grade workmanship.

efiicient, d u r a b I e

and simple. Also

‘ ‘ _ clutches and trans

mlulona- Send lor catalogue.

OOIITIIIEIITAI. IOTOB IIFO. CO., Iuslogon. Nth.

K. FRANKLIN PETERSON. Western Represent

ative, 166 E. Lake St., Chicago, Ill

'l‘. J. WE'I‘ZEL. Eastern Representative, 29 West 42d

St., New York. N. Y.

 

 

   

WHAT IS THE

RED HEAD?

.lZcmmvlflk'
The Locomobile Company of America,

Bridgeport, Conn.

 
 

 

 

 

OIBIIEY SOLID TIRES
CONTINENTAL

Pneumatic Tire.

Automobile Aeceesories ol every deseription.

Jams: L. Glhnay & Bro.. Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.

  

 

  

SAVE POWER

ITMIIO amour: was-u

154 P—TIo-Way Csmbric Covered. lSc.

T'éptéfldp‘. realm!“ P l R E L u &

For sale by MOTOR CAR EQUIPMENT CO., 55 Warren St., and 1117 Broadway. New York City.

ter nue connect moose"

IIIAIOND CIIAIN sh IFG. 00.

150 W. Georgia 8!.mu
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WHITLOCK RADIATORS

INTAKE. EXHAUST AND WATER PIPES

Hartford. Conn.

    

  

 

 
 

   
 

 

. . W E W 11414 NUT _
Fran klln Automobiles ' It is not possible for any chain to be

_ _ _ accept your contract unless we can give you the b t th

SCHSlblC HUIOITIOIIIlCS, bUllt delivery you require. We will not accept more cltfi

for practical use every day contracts than we can fill with proper attention to

' each. We make Pressed Steel Bremen and Auto“ L“ :hegl'lea; , t ' c mobile Stflmvinfl- BALDWIN CHAIN & MFG. co..

' ' "m 51,411.???" mm", ms HYDRAULIC PRESSED s'raai. c0.. w°'°¢st°'v M"!

Cleveland, Ohio.

 
  

 
 

  

 
 

    

 
 

  
 

  

 

  TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD The "Gotham" STA-RITE willpsikd ycla‘ili;

Trade

SHOCK AMBSORBER WGasglefi and “.13;
"k I ec "c ‘ stick to the

11" UM“ m';£;gzbsll'llllz so": hf“ c°ml°mbk AUIOHIObIICS ' _ . p o r celain.

ARE MADE 3y Wont short-circuit. Never leaks. Can bewm' I“ “"b'm' Dmm‘m“ 0' ELECTRXC VEHICLE co H I," rd ronn taken apart and cleaned with ease. Of deal

HARTFORD susrsuston c0.. " 3 ° ’ ' ers, or direct, $1.00.

1 V. “Word. pm H, a" h" In", a". u_ L “' THE R. E. HARDY CO., 15 W. 421! SL, New York.

THE ‘ r, AUGUST OFELDT & ' ONS IGNITIUN

M at z a n v a Manufacturers of Coil, Water Tube and P A c K A R c A B L E

CAR. 7 ~51! @ Flash Boilers.

A $6°° C" for $359 g“ 4) xaaosaua AND ossoum: BURNERS. New Booklet Free.

“Iii; 51h" "é?ifil.rii"lil‘5 liiilil. ""5 “c”"""“"“"' once: 12: ubmy Sn. NEW YORK- N- Y- THE PACKARD ELECTRICAL co.

CHAS. H. METZ, Waltham, Mass. wm° l°' C'“l°¢“°' 303 Dana Ave., Warren, Ohio

  
  

  
 

  

1

4.5

HAVE YOU SEEN

TI'IE PERFECTION WRfNfll?

The newest and best wrench made: all steel—great

strength: Instantly adjusted; easily and uiekly oper

aiasrattwn lass"::.:P-m:;.:'ztt.a'a3 :21": THE BUS" MANUFACTU RING (30- -

“Youwileugonrwheryonleelt.” MICHEL!" TIRE COMPANY

or rcuars reu, IILLTOWN. N. I.

THE PERFECTION WRENCH CO.,

Box 426. PORT CHESTER. N. Y.

@112 {Bush LRéItliéliUl‘

  

  

 

 

  
 

THOMAS SHOCK ABSORBERS

on your automobile mean more _comfort,

speed, safety, economy. _ Prove it at Our

expense. 30 days free trial.

BUFFALO SPECIALTY CO.,

mAm “on: c“ 60- 340 Ellieort St. BUFFALO. N. Y.

lending, Pl.

WHAT IS THE

lilill HEM]?

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, New York

Pull 0| Air.

The expense m in m. Enclosed find $2.00 fer which enter my subscription to

Cannot Erlo; Rim Cut

.. (the motor Worlb
'rlm pm of a fire with _- for one year, commencing with the issue of

blowout or a rim cut In it

will last longer than any

other part it end cled I) amfew sections of streeL , l N

‘I‘housandl in use. Address

Klmball The [last 00.

I72 Broadway

council lluffo, Iowa
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w a, I ~ > - > . .~,~~r<f¢~_r;§-¢_>1",

  

  

  

    

EMPIRE AUTOMOBILE 'I‘IRE COMPANY, Trenton, N. J.

BRANCHES-Ahmad: 264 Halsey St.; Detroit, 842 Woodward Ave.; Boston. 292 Devonshlre‘st; Chicago, 20 La Sol]: St.., 1301 Michigan

Ave.; Now York. 73d ét. & Broadway; 148 Chambers Stu AGENCIES—Pittsburg, Consumers Auto Supply CO-; Kann- Clt , Mo., Empire

Tire & Rubber Co.; Atlanta. Ga., Dunham Rubber Co.; Cleveland, 0.. Mqtux' bupply Agency Co-i NO 01k, V!" wm- H- _f°V€l'; Dell'el'v

Denver Auto Goods Co.; Jacksonville. Fla., Savell Rubber Co.; Philzidel hm, Penn Auto SufflKCon; L0! An cles Col" Pacific Elec. ;

Buflalo, N. Y., Empire Sales Co.; Minneapol' Empire Tire & Rubber 0.; Savannah, Ga. arris TH’C C0.; or 6rleanl, LL, H. A. Tutlrd.  

 
              

 

  

  

 

leo Your Car a Good Name

"""' “RAJAH”
SUPPLEMENTARY
SPIRAL svnmns SPARK PLUGS

Change a hone-shaker and l spring-breaker into an euy riding, real luto- I cN A880LUTE LY S U RE

mobile in which you can take pride and your pulengeru comfort. The use

of S. S. 8. change a ncar-good car to a real good car and add the finishing

touch of luxury to the best cars. Our booklet tell: you all about them,

and in you" (or the asking. Write for it.

SUPPLEMENTARY SPIRAL spams 00.,"3. 2mm:- PL°°'“"“°- "'5‘" JEN“- "- ‘- ‘

New York Branch, Removed to Motor Mm Building. (Larger Qulrtcrl.) (w‘t’e.linz sufion' D" L' t w' R' R')

  
  

 
 

 

  
  

   

 

 

“ Oldest Makers in America"

Satisfaction

Guaranteed

Thousands of our

Spring Clips

me now in use,

having been sup

plied to the leading

automobIIe manu

facturers.

Have you secured our prices?

THE M. SEWARD SUNS COMPANY. New Haven. Conn.

  

  

  

u
  

r

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 

HAT onsnuca m A PACKARD CAR.THEY ARE BACK IN

m: CAR wm-aour EVEN acne SCRAPEO

STlLL RUNNING RUNNNG STLL.

  

For Automobile Mics, Dashes, Guards, Bonnets,

Battery Boxes. Drip Pans, Mulllers. Etc.

TRONG—DURABLE

CALMSS—RUSTLESS

MOQTB—PAM ADIERES my

Tia-1 f‘l'hnt'n 1A i Time "uni

TIE STARK ROLLING MILL COMPANY, V CANTON. OHIO

IP 5 ENGlNE. BUILDING c

  

HE we anMP a, SONS 5 P“lLADELPHlA.P£NNA
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tainty of satisfactory results.

American roads require.

spark.

combined.

Remy Magneto Under Water For

Hours, Starts Motor on Second

T u rn of C r a n k

_ New Orleans, La., Jan. lo. I909.

RhMY ELECTRIC co..

entlemen: It may be interesting to you to know of some of the

hardships to which your Remy Type L Magneto was subjected to,

while on my trip South with my car.

Commutator and coil system would have Leen utterly useless,

especially at such times as when my car was buried in water over the

Ma neto and motor for some times as long as four hours. It is re

mar able to relate that at such times when We pulled the car from the

water, by the aid of ropes, mules, and various methods, upon ireeinF

the motor from the water with which it was filled (crank case and cy -

inders) and dryin the spark plugs, that the motor would invariably

start on the secon turn of the crank from the Magneto, our batteries

having been ruined from'the long immersion in the water. 1 7

It is a fact that the above performance was repeated 3 number

of times on our journey through the swamps of Florida. The first time

we got the car submerged in water covering motor and Magneto, we

fully ex ected that we would be compelled to remove the Magneto and

thoroughly clean and dry it before we would be able to continue our

jOlIfI'lC)’.

You can imagine our surprise, when we thought we would at least

try the thing before taking it off, and the motor started on the second

turn of the crank. We just threw our hats and hurrahed for the Remy

Magneto.

We are firm in our belief that no other ignition system could

have taken our car through such trying condition without constant at

tention and an almost continual round of troubles, as the writer's

experience with other ignition systems in wet weather firmly convinces

him what would happen under such trvin conditions as stated above.

My car ran a total of three thousan miles, and all the attention

your Magneto required, was a few drops of oil occasionally, through

mountains and sandy wastes. on low speed hours at a time without

missi_ng an explosion, sometimes the motor running at maximum speed“

Our I ition system was a matter of which We rarely gave thought.

ishtng you continued success, which we are assured is ly-ours,

we are, A. . OSHE

These are only samples of hundreds of letters received from satisfied drivers,

manufacturers, agents and car owners.

The following firms are on the rapidly increasingr list of those who use

the Remy Magneto in large quantities:

Buick Motor Co. Apperson Bros. Automobile Co.

Maxwell-Briseoe Motor Co. Overland Automobile Co.

Re :1 Motor Car Co. Cameron Car Co.

Mi land Motor Car Co. Kissel Motor Car Co.

equipped.

For more complete description about this most highly perfected Mag

neto write today to

REMY ELECTRIC CO., Dept-fl- Anderson. Ind.

Branch Ofiicc in Thoroughfare Building, Broadway and 57th St., New York City.

Crawford Auto Co.

Olds Motor Works.

Model Automobile Co.

Buckeye Mfg. Co.

20,000 Remy Magnetos Sold For Use

On 1909 American Automobiles

W'e furnish complete equipment for attaching the Remy Magneto to

many of the old cars and also the new 1909 models that are not regularly

Some Reasons Why the Remy

Magneto Is Better Than Imported

Magnetos For American Cars

IT HAS LARGER margins in its construction, electrically and mechanically, and does

not have any delicate or sensitively adjusted parts.

IT PROVIDES FOR a double ignition system. consisting of both Magneto and battery, in

the simplest possible way, not requiring additional wiring of any kind, as do all imported

Magnetos where double ignition is used.

IT CAI\Y BE installed, used or repaired by th
most inexperienced motorist, with the cer

IT CAN BE literally flooded with water or oil without injury. Too frequent oiling can

not injure it, as it will a more delicately constructed Magneto.

IT IS AN American Magneto, designed with the board margins that automobiles used on

IT MAKES A hotter spark and permits of a larger range for advancing and retarding the

IT IS_ GUARANTEED in a way that means something.

MORE OF THEM have been sold for American cars than all other makes of Magnetos

Remy Magneto Best In Severe Tests

Says Robert Burman

Famous racing pilot who led all American contestants

in Light Car Race at Savannah, pays tribute to Remy Mag

neto, after series of successes in car equipped with this

ignition system.

Flint, Mich., Jan. 2, I906.

REMY ELECTRIC CO.,

Gentlemen: I have used your magneto for the past season on the

Buick cars in racing and it has proven the best in the severe tests in

which it has gone through. I have put the Remy through several 200

and 250 mile-races and it has never had a minute's work done on it.

It has never been readjusted even. I tried out other magnetos in the

late Savannah races, but fell back on the Remy. because I knew that

it was faster and had better staying qualities.

I was out practicing one morning and was trying out another

make of magneto, when it went to the bad about one mile from our

camp.

I sent my mechanician to the camp after a Remy, which I put

on, and started out for a fast lap. 'I‘he magneto was so fast that I

could not keep the ear in the road and struck a tree, chopping the car

in two parts, and

that is the only

fault which I

have to find with

R e m y M a g -

neto.

R. BLIRMAN.
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'Tis not in moilals to command success, but we’ll do more-~deserve ii.

Mayo Radiators have achieved success

by deserving it, and in no other way.

(LTherefore that success is presumably of the per

manent and abiding kind.

(IE is the cause of the absence of MAYO RA

DIATORS from cheap cars.

(Quality is the reason for the presence of MAYO

RADIATORS on most of the good cars.

(LThe only argument against MAYO RADIATORS

is their price.

(LEvery other consideration dictates their use.

(IMAYO RADIATORS combine sound mechanical

principles, exact design, construction and workman

ship, together with graceful appearance and perfect

finish; in short, all the good qualities that go to

make the ideal radiator.

(LMAYO RADIATORS are stamped with the hall

mark of class.

ILMAYO RADIATORS are really the thorough

breds of the radiator world.

(MAYO RADIATORS are made in the kind of a

factory that befits them and by the MAYO RADIA

TOR COMPANY, at New Haven, Connecticut.

THE LARGEST AUTOMOBILE SUPPLY HOUSE IN AMERICA

Your Profit, Mr. Dealer

depends upon your sales. You must sell goods that are in demand. and move

rapidly, and give you a good profit. We would like to have you investigate

THE CELEBRATED BRAMPTON CHAIN

 

  

 

 

  

  

They are rapid sellers and bring many duplicate orders. Every customer a satisfied customer and a daily advertiser

for you and the Brampton Chain. They are the strongest chain on the market. Made of self-hardening steel.

We have in stock all sizes to fit American and foreign cars.

The p'rice is the same as you pay for any other chain, in fact all automobile chains now on the market are same

price to manufacturers, jobbers, dealers and users, and our prices are the same as quoted by chain manufacturers.

PRICE THE SAME. QUALITY? INVESTIGATE. Get the best at the same price. Agents wanted in unoccupied

territory. Catalog mailed upon request; the largest of its kind ever published.

CI'IAS. E. MILLER, r::.".'.:=.*:;:'i..“::::::; Main Oitice: 97199-101 Reade sow, New York

BRANCHES—54th St. and 8th Ave., New York; 202-204 Columbus Ave. Boston. Mass; 318-320 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.:

22799229 Jefferson Ave, Detroit; 1829 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, 0.; 1392 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.; 824 Main St., Buffalo.
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Selling Fast vs. Selling Sure.

The cheap cars that include (on paper) everything that is in

the costly ones sell like hot cakes to the unwary. Tnen the com

plaints and free repair demands pour in and the paper profits of

the agent vanish.

The Haynes, costing $3,000, is not a cheap car. Better yen, it

is not a cheapened car. Whatever is lacking in it as compared

with a costlier car has been omitted entirely as a needless

luxury. Whatever is put into the car is absolutely up to top

, notch standard. There is not a single, solitary unwise

economy in the Haynes anywhere. Consequently the

Haynes is reliable. It does not sell as rapidly as its

low-priced rival, but it does not come back to bother

the serenity of the agent after it is sold.

The Haynes agent plans a big salesroom

—and a small shop.

Our record for building cars that run is a logical

result of a steady conservative policy that began

sixteen years ago when we built the first American

automobile. Haynes cars stay on the road—the

. ' , regularity of our victories in reliability contests tells

" ‘ , I ' that. In consequence we have an established good

i will based on the satisfaction or past

 

i .

win. . , customers and this good wdl means rep

; lillllllllillllll“lilllluli utation and backing for the agent

' l' ., Haynes Automobile Co. f1$§19tl§2

Oldest Automobile Manutucturers in America.

42 Highest Awards and Perfect Seem.

Member A. L. A. M. .__.,, a

New York—1715 Broadway.

Chicago—1702 Michigan Ave.

_,__ 7;”. ._ 5;,
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THE

(Formerly “BERLIET")

Same French Design
 

 

  

Same Distinctive Quality
 

  

NEW MODELS

NEW NAME

NEW PRICES

  

  

BETTER THAN

IMPORTED CARS

AGENTS WANTED IN lTNOCCUPlED TERRITORY

life-long friend.
  

Built at Providence. It. I., with the backing

of a $50,000,000 company

1886 Broadway

New York

  

  

6 Cylinder, 60 H. P. Touring Car, - $6000

4 Cylinder, 40 H. P. Touring Car, - 5000

4 Cylinder, 22 H. P. Town Car, - 4500
  

  

When you sell a man this car you make a

American Locomotive Co.

 

 

1899 Model Equipped With Timken Bearings

EVENTS WON BY HAYNES CARS.

1895—41) First rize. $150, for balanced motor, awarded by Chicago

Times-Herald. (2) S Rd Record, Louisville, Kentucky.

1897~~EB) Speed ecord, Charles River track, Boston, Mass. _

1899— 4) First One Thousand Mile run made in America.’ This was

vcokmpl'ished by our phaeton, which ran from Kokomo, Indiana, to New

or ity.

1901—(5) Kokomo to New York Cit in 73 hours. (6) First Prize

Blue Ribbon Certificate, Long Island En urance run; one hundred miles

during a heavy rain storm, without a single sto . (7a) First Prize cer

tificate in the New York-Rochester Endurance onteat. (lb) First Prize

Certificate in the New York-Rochester Endurance Contest. 9) First

Prize, Silver Cup, Five Mile S eed Contest, Fort Erie track, Bufia o, N. Y.

80) First Prize, Silver Cup. en Mile Speed Contest, Point Grosse track,

etroit, Mich. (11) Gold Medal, awarded Pan American Exposition.

1902—(12) Blue Ribbon, or highest award at the Long Island non

stop contest. (13) Blue Ribbon, or hi hcst award at the Decoration Day

run. (it) First Class Certificate in cw York-Boston-New York Relia

bility contest, runabout model. (15) First Class Certificate in New York

Bostnn-New York Reliability Contest, standard model. (16) First Class

Certificate in New York-Boston-New York Reliability Contest, surrey

model.

\ k19It’13—b(17) First Class Certificate"? 1l;1iew

'or - itts urg run, tourin car. rat

All These Class Certificate in New Tork-Pitts urg run, Past.

runabout.
Events l904~— 19) First Class Certificate in New present'

won on York-St. ouis run. (20) Grand Prize at Future.

. World's Fair at St. Louis.

Timken I 1906-hoax In the final rscc, held third Always

p ace on t e m

 

' crican team. .
Banngs 1907-(24) Silver Cup, Automobile Dealers T‘mke"

Association of Southern California, five-mile

race for complete touring cars. (25 New York Motor Club, New York

Albany Endurance Contest. two hun red miles through mud and rain. Sil

ver Cup for mechanical excellence and finishing first in its class. (26)

Perfect score in four days Sealed Bonnet Contest, Automobile Club of

America, _600 miles, with all working parts under seal' finished without a

single adiustment. (27a) Perfect score in Chicago Motor Club Sealed

Bonnet Contest, 176 miles, with all workin parts under seal. (28b) Per

fect score in Chicago Motor Club Sealed onnet Contest, 176 miles with

all working parts under seal. (29c) Perfect score in Chicago Motor Club

Scaled Bonnet Contest 176 miles. with all working arts under seal. (30d)

Perfect score in Chicago Motor Club Seaed Bonnet Contest,

176 miles, with all workin parts under seal. (31) Perfectscore in run from Los An cites to Lakeside; most strenuous con

test over mountain roads. (32% Perfect score in the Glidden Tour. The

most difficult touring contest held in America. S33) Made fastest time of

any car in its class. irrespective of price. in the A gonquin Hill Climb, Chi

cago Automobile Club Contest. 34) Perfect score in the New lersev Au

tomobile Motor Club‘s 24<hour en urance contest. (35) THE ONLY PER

FECT SCORE IN THE CHICAGO MOTOR CLUB'S 600 mile reliabil

itv contest.

1909 Still Using Timken Bearings

Th: Timken Roller Bearing Axle Co.

CANTON, OHIO

BRANCHES—10 E. 31st St., New York: 429 Wabash Ave., Chicago.
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Weed Chain Tire Grips

The new price list now in etieet,

tor Weed Chain Tire Grips tollows:

American Per American Per

Sizes Pair Sizes Pair

28x2% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5.00 ; 33x4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.50

soxzy, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.50 34x3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . 9.50

28x3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.50 34x3% _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I I _ _ ‘ _ ‘ I _ _ _ ‘ I _ _ I ‘ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ H g_5o

28x3‘/¢ - - ~ - v - - - a - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - ~ ~ - -- 6-50 , 34x4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.75
3083 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ‘ ‘ _ I . I _ ' _ 'i _ _ I I _ _ I . I ' ‘ ~ _ ‘ I . ~ ‘ ‘ _ l . I I I I I I

'3°"3‘/= - - - - - ~ - ‘ - - - - - - - - ~ ‘ - ~ - - - ~ ‘ - - ' - - ~ - ' ' - - - 7'00 \ 34x41/2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 00
32x3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8.00 i 36 31
30x4 . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8.50 ‘ x A ' ' ' ' ' ' ‘ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ‘ ‘ ' ' ' ' ' ' ‘ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " 10"”

30x41/, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.50 22"; ' ' ‘ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ‘ ' ' ‘ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 12'?)
32x81/, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8.50 X A - - ~ - ' ‘ - ' ' - ~ - - - - - - - ' - ' - - - - - - ' - - - - ‘ ~ - '- ' °

32x4 I _ _ _ I . _ ' _ I _ _ _ _ _ ‘ I _ _ _ _ _ ' _ _ _ _ _ _ ‘ ' I _ _ _ _ _ 9_00 34x5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.50

32x4y, , _ , , _ , , , _ _ , _ _ _ , , , , , , _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ , _ _ , _ , , 9.00 36x5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.00

Dun10p 3, 4 and 5-inch tires require grips one size longer, as do Fisk 28x3, and all sizes of Bailey and

similar treads.

CROSS CHAINS, Complete.

21/2-inch . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 cents 3%-inc‘h . . . . . . . . . . .. 8 cents 41/,-inch . . . . . . . . . . .. 10 cents

3 “ . . . . . . . . .. 7 cents 4 “ . . . . . . . . . . .. 9 cents 5 “ . . . . . . . . . . .. 12 cents

All Weed Cross Chains are specially hardened and Brass Plated.

Insist upon getting brass plated chains.

WEED CHAIN TIRE GRIP C0. 28 Moore St. New York
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Should The

be on Stand

your ard ot

_ the

car World

  

Not an accessory—but a

proven necessity. Should

be as much a part 01 your

car as its springs or tires.

For argument’s sake, suppose that

Truffault-Hartford Shock Absorbers had

not been' an integral part of every car in

every great International Road Race, Glidden

Tour or Endurance Contest.

Suppose that twenty prominent manufact

urers did not make the Trufi'ault-Hartford a

part of their standard equipment. then if we

showed you letters from men who have

used the

TRUFFAULT'HARTFURD
SHOCK ABSORBER

and these men told you that broken springs were unknown,

that all troubles due to vibration, jar and jolt were elim

inated and that “their cars ran smoothly at high speed on

roads that, without Truffault-Hartford Shock Absorbers

would be impossible,—-if we did this,—you would equip

your car, wouldn't you?

WE CAN DO THIS—we have just such letters and

proofs from hundreds of satisfied owners that the Truf

fault-Hartford Shock Absorber does more than we claim.

Then consider that twenty prominent manufacturers do

make the Truffault-Hartford part of their car.—-that’s the

best proof we know that they should be on M car.

Tell us the make, model and year of your car and let

us arrange to equip it with these “life-savers." At any

I rate, send for our catalogue and other literature, n)w—

today.

HARTFQRD SUSPENSION CQMPANY

164 BAY STREET, JERSEY cm. N. .I.

Branches in NEW Y08Kq212 to 214 West 88th St.

BOSTON—319 Columbus Avenue

  

 

%

 

A Heart-to-Heart Talk

About the
 

JQxH/‘ll'
AN ADVERTISING MAN called on us recently and told us how

we should—or rather how he thought we should—advertise the

Maxwell. “You Maxwell-Briscoe people"—said he—“talk too

much about your factories and equipment.

“WHAT DOES THE PUBLIC CARE," he continued, “whether

you have three great plants—one at Tarrytown, N. Y., another

at Pawtucket, R. 1., and a third, the largest of its kind, at New

Castle, Ind) The public don't care whether your factories repre

sent an equipment of a million and a half dollars or not. Tell

them about the car itSelf—bring up all the talking points you

have.” We thanked him of course. for we like to have ideas,

but—we did not follow his advice.

BUT THE PUBLIC DOES CARE—for today there are two hun

dred and fifty-three different companies making Automobiles.

How many of these will be in business a year hence? Judge by

past records: In 1902 eighteen concerns went to the wall; in

1903 thirty failed; in 1904 forty died. During the past five years

one hundred and fifty-five concerns have discontinued—that's

why we know the public cares.

WHEN YOU BUY LIFE INSURANCE—do you pin your faith to

the newcomer in the field or to that concern which, by hard

work and ample experience has been able to give its patrons an

insurance that insures? In every line some name stands promi

nent—Steinway on a piano—Smith & Wesson on a revolver—

McCormack or Deering on a harvester are known the world

over. Why? Because they are standard. So it is in Auto

mobiles—the “Maxwell” is the Standard Car of moderate price

—of established value.

IT HAS BEEN OUR AMBITION to build the best moderate

priced car; best in material, workmanship and durability. To

this we have been faithful, by refusing to compete in price with

every experiment.

MR. J. D. MAXWELL I consider the best designer of automobiles

in the world; a man who front the beginning has been a hater of

shams and a despiser of pretense—a man who has created an

American car—not a copy.

NO OTHER CAR THAN THE MAXWELL incorporates in a

single design the principles of Three-Point Suspension—Multi

ple Disk Clutch—Thermo Syphon Cooling—Straight Line Shaft

Drive—Metal Bodies—principles that were as much-a part of the

"Maxwell" in 1904 as they are today.

THE MAXWELL LINE—MAGNETO EQUIPPED—is complete.

The 30 H.P. 4-cylinder touring car' or roadster, for those who

want a speedy, powerful 4-cylinder car, costs $1,750. The 20

HP. 2-cylinder touring car, fully equipped, the standard Z-cyl

inder car of America at $1,450—is the legical car at its price.

The Maxwell chlinder l4 H.P. runabout, the “Aristocrat of its

class." costs $825, with complete equipment.

AND, LASTLY, THE MAXWELL JUNIOR AT $500. Here is

a revelation—a 2-cylinder 10 H.P. Runabout—a Maxwell Run

about—for $500—one that we 'give our personal warrant for

reliability and performance.

TWELVE THOUSAND SATISFIED OWNERS prove Maxwell

success—and—remember, when you buy a Maxwell you buy a

car behind which stands the Maxwell-'Briscoe Motor Co., with an

equipment which represents over a million and one-half dollars.

@17 Przrl'denf.

MAXWELL-BRISCllE MOTOR COMPANY
P. 0. BOX loti—TARRYTUWN, N. Y.

Main Office and Factory.

intucket. R. I. New Castle, Ind.
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“THE SILENT SELDEN”

  

$2,000 F. O. B. ROCHESTER, N.Y.

AFTER the remarkable results of our “first year "—the achieved success of I908, we salute you

with real and well established confidence as we introduce the Selden of I909.

Not only has our promise to produce a high grade car of best materials and workmanship for

$2000 been strictly fulfilled, but we have demonstrated the Selden genius in a silent, strong, comfortable,

durable and handsome car. It does all that the owner wants to do and all that the chaffeur ought to

do. Agents and owners are enthusiastic over it. Not a cheap car at all but one of the how-can

you-do-it-for-the-money kind.

Our I909 wheel base is lengthened 5 inches from I09 to II4; the magneto and pump moved

to left side of motor, the remaining equipment on the right; the brakes enlarged and now rigged

inside the frame; the wheels now 34 inches were 32 inches; the radiator and hood made to conform in

style to longer wheel base—little touches for style and convenience. No radical mechanical changes,

simply because we couldn't find any necessary—no use fooling with what has proved so unusually good.

We can assure those who buy the I909 Seldens all the efficiency of the I908 Seldens with a

little more style and a little more convenience, a little more refinement. The actual records of use and

travel this year have so proven their merit, power and economic stability that it would be hard to promise

anything better in practical construction.

THE COMING CAR OF MODERATE PRICE
 
 

Catalog and Agency Proposition upon Request. Agencies WanteaI Everywhere.

Selden Motor Vehicle Co., Rochester, N. Y.

GEORGE B. SELDEN, President

Members Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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4&3an
The Car with the Otiset Crank Shaft

  

Model Forty-four, 34 H. P., $2,250 '

Spare Wheel, with Inflated tlrc. brackets. and tools. 574.

Magneto. $150.

Why the Offset Crank-Shaft?

Notice a man about to mbunt a bicycle. He always adjusts the pedal in that position where it will

receive to best advantage his full weight on the first downward stroke. This position for the pedal is just

slightly forward of the center of the crank-shaft of the bicycle. If be mounted when the pedal was directly

over the center of the crank-shaft, his weight would fall directly on the bearings and the first downward

stroke would be retarded and therefore weak.

Now imagine the man’s leg as the piston of an automobile engine, the pedal of the bicycle as the crank

pin, and the crank-shaft of the bicycle as the crank-shaft of the engine. -In the ordinary engine the crank

pin and piston (the pedal and the man’s leg) are directly over the dead center, and until the crank passes the

turning point all effort is wasted. Thus when the explosion occurs the greatest force falls upon the

bearings.

In the Rambler engine, at the instant the explosion occurs above the piston the crank-pin has moved

past the dead center; the crank-shaft is in a position to receive the full pressure and turns without friction.

No shock falls on the bearings; there is no side thrust, and wear on the cylinder walls is thus saved.

 

‘Bemun of this feature Rambler Model Fort '-f0ur can he oPer- |

ated smoothly and steadily at three mile: an hour on high gear

\
.

 

 

 

 

  

G

Ordinary Engine. POIIllOIi Corresponds to position of piston Corresponds 10 Million 0' Dillon Rsrnbler Oflset Crank-Shaft.

of piston st explosion in ordinary engine at In Rambler enzinc st Position of piston at

center. explosion center. ClPIOllOll center. exploflon cgnlgf,

Seven-passenger model, 45 horsepower. with offset crank-shaft, $2,500. Other models $1,150-to $2,500. A new Rambler catalog

has just been issued. It describes and illustrates all distinctive features of new Ramblers——the offset crank-shaft,

Spare Wheel, straight-line drive, etc. A copy on request.

THE CAR OF STEADY SERVICE

Thomas B. Jeffery 89" Company

Main Oflice and Factory, Kenosha, Wis.

Bram-he: and Dirtributing Agencies: Chicago, Milwaukee, New York, Cleveland, Boston, San Francisco.

The new Rambler Models will be shown and demonstrated at the Coliseum, Space B-2,

and at our Chicago Branch, 1462-1464 Michigan Ave.. during the Chicago Automobile

Show. Telephone Calumet 3000, give your address, and we will call for you.
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TIRE JACKET INFRINGEMENT SUIT

Specialty Company Claims Patent Rights in

Fastening Device—New York Jobber

Sued for Selling the Goods.

Trade complications resulting from the

conflict of patent rights in the field of au

tomobile accessories are becoming more

pronounced as the industry progresses. as

is again evidenced by the fact that suit has

been brought against Charles E. Miller,

the prominent New York jobber, exporter

and importer, for alleged infringement in

handling tire cases or jackets of a type

which the plaintiff maintains comes within

The jackets

are used for the purpose of protecting spare

the range of its patent claims.

tires that may be carried on the car, and

the particular style which forms the basis

of the suit is equipped with snap buttons

on the overlapping part, so that when the

tire is enclosed, the final fastening of its.

protecting cover is at once expeditious and

secure. A patent covering a construction

of this kind is owned by the Allen Auto

Specialty Co., of New York, the plaintiff in

the action. It was applied for December

20, 1904, and was issued to Benjamin Na

than on September 19, 1905, bearing No.

799,662.

In the bill of complaint in the United

States court, it is alleged that Miller is in

fringing the rights granted under the patent

by selling jackets or covers made by the

Gilbert Mfg. Co.. of New Haven, Conn., and

embodying the button fastener feature. An

injunction is asked for, to restrain him

from further trafiic in the jackets, and an

accounting for damages is requested. While

Miller alone is the defendant, it is under

stood that the Gilbert company will assume

the chief burden of the defense. both with a

view to protecting Miller as their customer

and to establish the non-infringing charac

ter of their product, as the issue of the case

will be of wide trade effect owing to the

fact that jobbers and dealers throughout

the country are handling tire jackets of the

type in question.

New Company to Make Wheels.

Encouraged by a government order for

70 sets of wheels with pneumatic hubs, the

invention of G. W. Akehurst, of Baltimore,

Md, a company has been formed in Newark,

N. 1., for their manufacture. It will be

known as the No-NVorry Pneumatic Wheel

Co. The patents under which it will oper

ate are owned by Dr. George S. Maxwell,

of Velleville, N. 1., and Dr. Zeno B. Bab

bitt, of Washington, D. C.

“Long-Arm" to Make Direct Sales.

The “Long-Arm" System Co., of Cleve

land, 0., announces that the sale of its prod

ucts will hereafter be conducted direct in

stead of through a selling agency. The

change is looked to as providing a clearer

business understanding and closer engineer

ing touch with customers. In the future

correspondence relating to all matters

should be addressed direct to the company.

St. Joe Adopts a New Name.

In moving from Elkhart, Ind., to Hutch

inson, Kan., the St. Joe Motor Car Co., has

undergone a change of name. It is now

known as the Sellers Motor Car Co. Appli

cation has been filed for incorporation un

der Kansas laws with $100,000 capital. 0.

G. Sellers is slated for the presidency. A

site has been taken on South Main street.

 

Boulder Building a Factory.

Boulder, Colo., is to boast of an automo

bile factory, which is being built by the

American Machine 8: Mfg. Co. The con

cern will call its product the Linace car.

I. ,ll. Wallace. W. E. Whitacre and R.

Lindemann are back of the enterprise.

 

Springfield in Another Springfield.

Preserving a town location that jibes

with its name, the Springfield Automobile

Co., in'moving from Springfield, Mass, has

selected Springfield. Ill.. as its new home.

The company has taken the third floor of

the R. Haas Electrical Co.'s building.

REFILLING GAS TANKS MAY GO 0N

Prest-O-Lite Fails to Secure Preliminary

Injunction—Its Application Based on

Considerations of Safety.

Conducting an extensive legal campaign

with the object of maintaining a m0nopoly

so far as possible on the compressed acety

lene gas tank business, the Prest—O-Lite

Co., of Indianapolis, Ind., in a suit brought

against B. A. Carrier, of East Hampton,

Conn., this week failed to convince the

United States circuit court at Hartford,

Conn., that a preliminary injunction should

be granted to restrain the defendant from

refilling Prest-O'Lite tanks with gas. The

plaintiff has for some time been endeavor

ing to break up the practice on the part of

others of recharging its tanks, and by liti<

gation has suCCeeded in compelling those

who engage in it to place conspicuous labels

on such Prest-O-Lite tanks as they recharge,

so that the Prest-O-Lite name will be con

cealed and the name of the recharging con

cern will be disclosed. Having won vic

tories along this line, the company is try

ing to press matters still further by at

tempts to secure injunctions against those

who refill its tanks, on the ground that the

tanks when recharged elsewhere than at

the Prest-O-Lite factory present a menace

to human life because of their explosive

possibilities.

Suit in the present instance was brought

recently against both Carrier and George

L. Wilkinson, who lives in Manchester,

Conn., but action against Wilkinson was

subsequently dropped and the attack con

centrated on Carrier. Judge James P. Platt,

ofvthe Federal court, upon the showing

made by the Prest-O-Lite Co.. was not suf

ficiently convinced of the immediate dan<

gers to the trade and the public which

formed the basis of the company’s request

for a restraining order, and its motion for

a preliminary injunction against Carrier,

pending the final hearing, was denied.
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WANT EXPRESS BUSINESS PROBED

New York Merchants’ Association Inaugur

ates an Important Movement—The

Complaints of Shippers Invited.

Shippers in the automobile trade, having

business with the express companies, are

concerned in an investigation of express

Merchants'

Association of New York is petitioning the

company methods which the

Public Service Commission of the second

New York district to make. To assist the

association in responding to a request for

as complete a statement of facts as possible.

shippers who have well-defined and reason

able grounds for complaint and can give

concrete instances of practices which appear

to be unjust, are urged to present them.

The investigation will relate particularly

to the following points: Inequalities in

charges, such as different charges over the

same route in opposite directions,-or difi’en

eut charges for equal distances, etc.; extra

charges for delivery, in excess of tariff

rates; delays in delivery; failure to notify

shippers of non-delivery; delay in return

ing undelivered goods; delay in settlement

of claims; disregard of specified routing;

unreasonable restriction of size of pack

ages; unreasonable requirements as to

methods of packing; delay in accounting for

collections; refusal to collect and return

“empties,” and similar practices.

Already the mass of evidence which the

association has prepared to show that the

express companies should change material

ly in their treatment of the shippers, has

attained large proportions, but contribu

tions from other complainants are wel

comed, and should be addressed to the as

sociation at 66-72 Lafayette street, New

York City,

In its request for the investigation, the

association summarizes its case as follows:

“In view of the great increase in the vol

ume of express traffic; the presumptive de

crease ir the cost of performing the service

consequent upon the increase in the volume

of traffic; the failure of express companies

to decrease rates in proportion to decrease

in cost of operation; apparently excessive

profits evidenced by liberal dividends upon

greatly inflated capitalization and the accu

mulation of vast surplus funds; and exces

sive terminal charges, made on the false

basis of distance instead of service—this

association believes that the rates charged

by express companies are unjust and un

reasonable in that they return an excessive

profit upon the capital actually used for

the necessary purposes of the express busi

ness, bear no just relation to the cost of

performing the service and impose a heavy,

unjustifiable burden upon shippers.

“Having further in view the numerous

and varied complaints from shippers, we

believe that many of the rules, practices

and methods of the several express compa

nies should be revised in such manner as

to remove just cause of complaints and ad

just the relation of shippers and carriers

more equitable than at present.

“We therefore respectfully pray, that pur

suant to the powers conferred by Secs. 48

and 49 of the Public Service Commissions

Act, your Honors will: (1) Investigate the

justice and reasonableness of the rates

charged by each of the express companies

doing business in the State of New York,

and establish schedules of charges, based

upon the cost of performing the service.

such charges to be so adjusted as to pro

vide no more than a liberal profit upon the

capital actually required for the efficient

operation of the service, and in addition

such further sums as may reasonably be set

aside as a surplus for contingencies. (2)

Investigate the operation of the methods,

practices, rules and regulations of the ex

press companies, in such manner as to de

velop such defects as may exist, and there

after order such revision, addition, amend

ment or abolition as will remove just cause

of complaint and establish equitable rela

tions between carriers and shippers.”

To Manage Western Lamp Sales.

Charles S. Monson has been appointed

western sales manager for Gray & Davis, of

Amesbury, Mass. In advancing the com

pany's lamp sales he will bring to bear a

wide trade experience. having at one time

been superintendent of agencies for the

Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., later with

the Hartford Rubber Works Co. for four

years, and for the past three years man

ager of the Detroit branch of the G 8: I

Tire Co.

New York to Have Biggest Garage.

What is promised to be one of the largest

garage buildings in the world is to be erect

ed on a plot in Sixtysixth and Sixty-seventh

street just west of West End avenue, New

York City. by \Villiam C. Boschen, George

L. Hoxie and Newell Martin. The building.

which will be near the New York Central

railroad tracks, will consist of four stories

and a basement and will have a ground floor

area of 44,000 square feet.

Birdsall Resumes Engineering Practice.

E. T. Birdsall, who recently severed his

connection with the Selden Motor Vehicle

Co., of Rochester, N. Y.. has opened an

office at 41 West Sixty-third street, New

York City, where he will resume his prac

tice as a consulting engineer and an ex

pert in law and patent cases. He has also

established a brokerage department for

opinions on used cars. ‘

Redondo's New Factory in Trouble.

Trouble has fallen upon the new automo

bile factory at Redondo, Cal., which was

launched a few months ago. Laborers and

others have made-demands for their pay,

and threaten liens on the property.

RAINIER’S MANY TRADE CREDITORS

What the Schedule in Bankruptcy Discloses

—Total Liabilities $290,355, and Nom‘

inal Assets $283,818.

Many prominent trade creditors are

shown in the schedules in bankruptcy of

the Rainier Motor Car Co., New York City

and Saginaw, Mich. Although the com

pany went into the hands of a receiver last

fall, and has since been bought in by John

T. Rainier and his associates, subject to

certain conditions, the bankruptcy sched

ules were not filed until last Friday, the

12th inst. They disclose liabilities amount

ing to $290,355 and nominal assets, $283,818.

consisting of stock, $43,000; machinery and

fixtures, $125,000; accounts, $114,228; de

livery wagon, $1,200; cash, $220, and notes,

$170. There are also unliquidated claims

for damages aggregating $89,292, the actual

value of which is unknown. Of the liabil

ities $100,000 are secured and $5,787 are for

wages.

Among the creditors are the Bank of Sag

inaw, $90,000, secured; Briggs, Carlisle &

VVickes, Saginaw, $6,000, secured; Wickes,

Briggs and Comstock, Saginaw, $4,000. se

cured; Viola C. Rainier, $39,500, money

loaned; O. B. Potter estate, $2,199; Burr 8:

Co., $3,266; Knauth. Nachod 8t Kuhne,

$4,500; Standard Oil Co., $1,074; Henry

Hook 8; Co., New Haven, $11,626; Diamond

Rubber Co., Akron, 0., $10,514; McCord

Co., Chicago, $3,899; Auto Crank Shaft Co.,

Detroit, $5.255; Saratoga Auto Top Co.,

$2,776; Gray 8: Davis, Amesbury, Mass,

$2,961; A. O. Smith & Co., Milwaukee.

$2,972; L. R. Kerr, Jersey City. $2.000;

Springfield (Mass) Metal Body Co.. $13.

567; Garford Motor Car Co., $1,381; Lewis

M. Borden, $2,196; Wilcox Engineering Co.,

$1.129; \Vestern Malleable Steel Co., De

troit, $2,380; Robert Bosch & Co., $1,301;

Hayes Manufacturing Co., Detroit. $1,280;

Imperial Wheel Co., Flint, Mich., $1,530;

and Riverside Bank, $3.300.

Newmark to Direct Oakland Publicity.

J. H. Newmark is to have charge of the

newly instituted advertising department of

the Oakland Motor Car Co.. of Pontiac,

Mich. He was formerly with the Olds Mo

tor Works.

United & Globe a Trenton Concern.

The United & Globe Rubber Mfg. C0.s.

recently reported to be making automobile

tires in Newark, N. 1., are located at Tren

ton. N. J. All of their factories are in the

latter city.

Baylies an Austin Manager.

Harry L. Baylies has been appointed Chi

cago manager for the Austin Automobile

Co., of Grand Rapids, Mich. He will com~

mence his new duties in the near future.
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In the Retail World.

Mason A. Dingley has reopened his gar

age and repair shop on Maiden lane, Paines

ville, O.

The Melrose Automobile Co., of Melrose,

Mass., has moved from Emerson street. It

is now established at 364 Franklin street.

The Boston branch of the Locomobile

Co. of America now is permanently located

in its new quarters at 589 Boylston street.

R. K. Stout, formerly with the Toledo

Motor Car Co., has opened a salesroom in

Toledo, 0. It is situated at 1001 Jeff ave

nue.

The Norris Auto Co., of Saginaw, Mich.,

has changed its name to the Saginaw Auto

C0. Several new cars will be added to its

agency list.

John Lewis has bought Whitcomb &

Faulkner’s repair department business at

Palmer, Mass. He will conduct the garage

on Main street.

The Empire Automobile Tire Co., Chi

cago, have leased a building at 1305 Mich

igan avenue, and will remodel it prior to

their occupancy.

G. W. Hawkins is to be the distributor

of Maxwell cars in Houston, Tex. The

territory in south and east Texas will be

supplied from this center.

The Ford Motor Co., of Detroit, has

leased in Toledo, 0., the building at 218

Superior street, and will open a salesroom

for automobiles and supplies.

Robert W. Trimble and E. G. Love, of

St. Paul, Minn, have opened a garage in

Pine Bluff, Ark. It is located on East Court.

They will handle Oakland cars.

Wallis & Culbertson Co., Dubuque, Iowa,

has decided to build a large salesroom and

garage. A location has been taken on Iowa

street, next the Conolly carriage manufac

tory.

Hartford, Conn., has, a new garage in an

establishment just opened for the sale and

care of Oakland cars. It is located at 26

Kinsley street, and A. W. Peard is the pro

prietor.

J. W. Leavitt & Co., San Francisco, have

taken possession of their permanent quar

ters at Hyde street and Golden Gate ave

nue. Their new home is spacious and at

tractive.

The Guarantee Garage and Machine Co.,

Santa Ana, Cal., has located in a new build

ing at Second and Brush streets. They do

all sorts of automobile work and deal in

supplies.

F. M. Woods, of Cedar Rapids, Iowa,

having acquired the Terry Garage and the

American Auto Co., both of that city, will

operate them under the name of the Iowa

Motor Car Co.

A. B. Haworth, formerly of the Locomo‘

bile company’s Chicago branch and later

with the Terre Haute Automobile Co., has

begun business for himself in Terre Haute,

Ind. He has leased the building opposite

the Fillbeck Hotel, at the northeast corner

of Fifth and Cherry streets, and will handle

the Locomobile and other cars.

The Franklin Motor Car Co., representing

the H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co., in Philadel

phia, has secured a show room at 138 North

Broad street. It is also building a garage

in West Philadelphia.

A. M. Robbins, manager of the Centaur

Motor Co.’s store in Chicago, 111., has added

another line to the Oakland. His estab

lishment will be the Windy City head

quarters for the Moon.

Cordner, Flinn & Toppin is the revised

name of the firm in New York City which

has the agency for Acme cars. C. F. Top

pin, the new member, is an accession from

the life insurance ranks. ,

Herbert Hackeler's garage at Overbrook,

Pa., was burned on the 8th inst., and 14

automobiles owned by residents oi liwr

brook and Merion were destroyed. The

loss is placed at $75,000.

The Atwood Automobile Co., Toledo, 0.,

has leased from the Toledo Motor Car Co.,

its building on Madison avenue, between

Tenth and Eleventh streets. The lessees

will use it for a downtown branch.

B. A. Bone has sold his automobile busi

ness at Commercial and Park streets, Ke

wanee, 111., to O. B. Olson. The latter will

conduct a light pump manufacturing enter

prise in connection with the garage.

The Wheeling Auto Co., of Wheeling, W.

Va., has been organized by B. F. Perkins

and Allison Dick. A commodious garage

and salesroom has been opened in the Per

kins building at 2321-27 Main street.

The Consolidated Motor Car Co., Frank

lin dealer in San Francisco, has established

a branch at Oakland, with Tracy Holmes as

manager. The branch is at the corner of

Telegraph avenue and Twenty-second street.

The Otis Motor Car Co., South Bend,

Ind., has started the construction of a new

garage and Franklin sales room in the heart

of the business district, near the Oliver

Hotel. Its floor dimensions are 20 by 80

feet.

Firestone tires will be handled in Cleve

land, O., by _a direct branch of the com

pany after the first of March. The com

pany has leased the entire basement at 1918

1922 Euclid avenue, and is remodeling the

premises.

The Iowa Motor Car Co., of Cedar Falls,

Iowa, has purchased the business and equip

ment of the American Auto Co. and will

occupy the garage at Second street and

Fourth avenue. F. M. Woods will be the

manager.

August I. Mandel], Arthur Zeller and C.

Zeller have organized the Economy Auto

Garage Co., in Detroit, Mich., and have

opened up for business at 10 Selden avenue.

They will make the repair and storage of

automobiles their principal business, and

will deal in second hand machines.

The Atlantic Automobile Co., Council

Bluffs, Iowa, has filed articles of incorpora

tion and has completed plans for a garage.

The latter will be on Fourth street, directly

opposite that recently erected by H. H.

Van Brunt.

The Lubeck Automobile Co. of Grand

Rapids, Mich., has been placed in the hands

of_David E. Warner as receiver, prepar

atory to the concern retiring from business.

It is stated that the liabilities are fully cov_

ered by the assets.

Hall Brothers, of Manitowoc, Wis., were

visited by fire on the night of February 5.

The blaze destroyed their garage and ware

house and burned several machines. The

loss was estimated at $10,000 with about

$4,500 insurance.

Osmond L. Barringer, of Charlotte, N.

C., has planned to build a garage on Eighth

street, 50x180 feet in ground dimensions and

one story high. A show room will occupy

the front and a fully equipped repair shop

will be in the rear portion.

The Cadillac Automobile Co., of Indian

apolis, Ind., suffered a fire loss on the lst

inst., estimated at $18,000. The garage at

25 East Ohio street was badly burned and

13 cars were damaged. All the losses are

thought to be covered by insurance.

The B. D. Whitten Automobile Co., 're

cently organized in Great Falls, Mont, has

taken over the machinery, fixtures and busi

ness of the Evans Engineering Co., and will

conduct a garage and repair shop. B. D.

Whitten will be the superintendent.

Two university boys have opened a gar

age in Eugene. Ore., where the University

of Oregon is located. They are Roy Zach

arius and 'Fred Moullcn. The latter has

considerable automobile experience. having

spent several summers working in large

garages.

Herbert MacKellar’s garage, 2099 North

Sixty-third street, Philadelphia. Pa., was

swept by fire on the 8th inst., resulting in

a loss amounting to about $75,000, includ~

ing the cars of private owners. Only a

small portion of the loss was covered by

insurance.

W. R. Reid and W. E. Ludwick are about

to open a garage in Moline, I1l., under the

firm name of Reid & Ludwick. The estab

lishment will be at 404 Sixteenth street.

Ludwick has been foreman in the Root &

Vandervoort garage in East Moline for

eight years. .

The Solliday Motor Car Co.. of Milwau

kee, Wis., has been sold to George L.

Stephenson, A. E. Halderman and George

A. Davis and will hereafter be known as

the Stephenson Motor Car Co. The con

cern will handle the Overland, Speedwell

and Welch cars.

The New York City office of the Hess

Bright Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa., has been

removed from 90 West street to 1974 Broad

way, above Sixty-sixth street. where a store

has been opened with a complete line of the
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company‘s products. George T. Gwilliam

is the resident manager.

The Binghamton Auto Repair Co., Bing

hamton, N. Y., has been adjudged bankrupt

by U. S. Judge Ray, of Norwich. The com

pany is a co-partnership composed of Ralph

Ives, Lynn D. Robinson and Fay E. Spawn

V. A. Simrell and A. J. Schnell have be

gun business in Scranton, Pa., as the Court

House Square Garage. They have located

at 527-531 Linden street, where they will

handle Studebaker and E-M-F. cars. Re

pairing will be a branch of their business

and they will carry accessories.

W. A. Fox, representing the Cartercar in

Minneapolis, Minn., has moved from 249

Third avenue, 5., to Ninth street and Hen

nepin avenue. His new space is in connec

tion with the Minnesota Motor Sales Co.,

and the name of his company will here

after be the Fox Motor Car Co.

The Martin Auto Co.. a new concern in

Newark, N. J., has opened the De Kamp

garage, 284 Halsey street, after making ex

tensive alterations and improvements. F.

L. C. Martin, State distributor of Mitchell

cars, heads the company, and A. A. Russell,

secretary and treasurer, is manager.

The Guy L. Smith Automobile Co., 310

312 South Nineteenth street, Omaha, Neb.,

is about to begin the construction of a new

fireproof building near Twentieth and Far

nam streets. It will be larger than their

present quarters and is to be a handsome

structure with all the latest conveniences.

The property of the Continental Automo—

bile Co., 93-99 Jefferson avenue, Grand Rap

ids, Mich., was seized on the 28th ult.. on

three attachments. The attachments are

subject to a chattel mortgage held by a

creditor not party to the proceedings, and

amounting to $1.500. The inventory of the

property totals about $3,600.

The Lozier Motor Co. will move within

a few days from its present quarters at

Fifty-fifth street and Broadway, New York

City, to the five story building at Broad

way and Fifty-sixth street, where it will

have about double the room now occupied.

The building has a large frontage on both

thoroughfares and is thoroughly equipped.

The Levy & Hipple Motor Co., Chicago,

has moved from Wabash avenue to its new

building, 1467-69 Michigan ave. The build

ing affords 31,412 feet of floor space on three

floors, and a mezzanine floor which forms

a gallery to the main floor. With its glass

and white tile front the establishment is one

of the most impressive on automobile row.

Rockford, Ill, has a new garage at Sixth

and Charles streets, just completed for the

Standard Auto Co. It is a one story build

ing, 100x40 feet, constructed of concrete

blocks. The equipment is up to date. The

company has applied for incorporation. Dr.

Emil Lofgren. Dr. G. Laon, Dr. W. E. Park.

John Wester and Swan 0. Wide" are the

proprietors. Leonard Lundstrom is man

ager.

The Week’s Incorporations.

Detroit, Mich—Economy Auto Garage

Co., under Michigan laws. with $1,000 cap

ital. '

Chicago, Ill.—Reo Automobile Co.. under

illinois laws, with $2,500 capital. Corpor—

ators—O. C. Owen, B. C. Buxton and VVill

iam R. Watson. '

Denver, Colo—Griebel Motor Car Co.,

under Colorado laws, with $20,000 capital.

Corporators—Henry R. Griebel, Blanche

Griebel and A. Lloyd Wilkins.

Jersey City, N. J.-—Autornobile Co. of

America, under New Jersey laws, with $500,

000 capital. Corporators—A. C. Watson, B.

Lockwood, Jr., and R. F. Tully.

Muskegon, Mich.—Muskcgon Motor Spe

cialties Co., under Michigan laws, with

$20,000 capital. Corporators—C. L. Cham

berlain, C. E. Johnson and J. W. Wilson.

Chicago, Ill—Overland Motor Co., under

Illinois laws, with $1,000 capital; to deal

in automobiles. Corporators—W. J. Bow

man. C. W. Price and Nathan S. Swyser.

Jersey City. N. J.—National Motor Cab

Co., under New Jersey laws, with $2,000 cap

ital. Corporators—The Corporation Trust

Co., H. O. Coughlin, B. S. Mantz and Ar

thur W. Britten.

Chicago, Ill—W. 0. Dayton Automobile

Co., The, under Illinois laws, with $10,000

capital; to manufacture and deal in motor

cars. Corporators—W. 0. Dayton, T. A.

Ryan and O. F. Cole.

Providence, R. I.-——Greenlcaf Automobile

Co., The, under Rhode Island laws, with

$50,000 capital; to deal in cars. Corpora

tors—Clarence Kinne, Grafton G. Green

leaf and Ira J. Martin.

Philadelphia and New York City—Stoyle

Vogel Co., The. under New Jersey laws,

with $100,000 capital; to deal in automobiles.

Corporators—Wilson H. Stoylc, Lewis G.

Vogel and Frank A. Kuntz.

Vernon, N. J.—Vernon Motor Co., under

New Jersey laws. with $25,000 capital; to

deal in motor vehicles. Corporators—Will

iam H. Carey, Charles J. Gormley and John

ll. Patterson, of Jersey City.

New Rochelle, N. Y.—New Rochelle Mo

tor Car Co., The. under New York laws.

with $10,000 capital; to deal in cars and ac

cessories. Corporators—Robert A. Joyce,

Grace M. Joyce and Frederick \V. Ott.

Boulder, Colo—American Machine 8:

Manufacturing Co., The, under Colorado

laws, with $100,000 capital; to manufacture

the Linace motor car. Corporators—J. H.

Wallace, W. E. Whitacre and R. Linde

mann.

Indianapolis, Ind—Indianapolis Motor

Speedway Co., under Indiana laws, with

$250010 capital. Corporators—Carl G.

Fisher. president; James A. Allisnn, secre

tary; A. C. Newby, vice-president; F. H.

\\‘lieeler, second-vice-president.

New York City, N. Y.—-Stewart Automo

hile Co., The, under New York laws, with

$50,000 capital; to instruct in the use of au~

tomobiles and other vehicles. Corporators

—A. V. Lyall, F. S. Ferguson, Jr., and W.

H. Stewart, Jr.

New York City—Scientific Research Co.,

under New York laws, with $100000 capi

tal; to manufacture automobiles, motor

boats, manufacturing machinery, etc. Cor

porators—A. Elliott Ranncy. Arthur M.

Day, Andrew J. Robinson, all of No. 1851

Broadway, New York.

Richmond, N. Y.-—North Shore Garage,

under New York laws, with $1.500 capital;

to manufacture, repair and lease cars, car

riages, wagons and boats. Corporators—

Philip J. Freund, Tompkinsville, N. Y.;

Henry M. Schloss, West New Brighton, N.

Y.; Henry Decker, Broadway and 23d

street, New York City. N. Y.

New York City, N. Y.—Marathon Auto

mobile & Garage Co., under New York laws.

with $1,000 capital; garage and storage bus

iness. Corporators—Robert G. Beville, 133

West Sixty-ninth street; Walter C. Wyckoff.

71 East Eighty-seventh street; Philip M. S.

Chedbrum, 317 West 134th street: Hugh H.

Harmer, 1 Madison avenue. New York City.

N Y.

New Haven. Conn—Consolidated Rubber

Co., of New Haven, under Connecticut laws,

with authorized capital of $250,000. to com

mence business with $5.000; deal in rubber

and rubber products. or the stocks or prop

erty of similar companies. Corporators—

W. B. McCarthy. Josephine L. McCarthy.

Milford, Conn.; Margaret M. Hogan, New

- Haven, Conn.

Trade Carnival Opens on April 5.

New York City automobile dealers plan

to repeat the spring trade “carnival” which

last year served to stir up public interest

in their ofierings. The week of April 5

has been selected as the time for the “do

ings.” and in addition to having “Automo

bile row” gayly decorated, the large automo

bile parade will again be made a feature.

The arrangements are in the hands of the

committee that was re-elected at the close

of last year’s event and of which General

John T. Cutting is the head.

Reeves and Lazarnick After Tarpon.

Alfred Reeves, general manager of the

American Motor Car Manufacturers Asso

ciation. and Nathan Lazarnick. trade phr»

tographer, leave for Florida today. 18th

inst., for three weeks of tarpon fishing and

recuperation from showtime worries. They

will go to Long Key, about 90 miles south

of Miami, where D. J. Post will join them.

Hartford to Have More Cabs.

Taximeter cab business in Hartford.

Conn.. has been so good with the single

machine installed by the R. D. & C. O.

Britton Co. that four more machines have

been ordered. They will be put into ser

vice immediately and further additions to

the equipment are probable.
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ANOTIIER PATENT WAR IN SIGHT

Daimler Interests Aim to Draw Tribute

from British Makers—Claims Based

on Great Group of Patents.

After a period of quiescence on the sub—

ject, the Daimler interests in England have

again commenced ’agitation'on the subject

of enforcing their alleged rights as hold

ers of controlling patents on a number of

different devices widely employed in motor

car construction. Some little time ago the

principle of the gate change for selectively

operated transmission systems was claimed

to be covered by patents issued to the Daim

ler Co., but little or nothing was done in

the way of obtaining final judgment in the

matter. Last December, however, the mat

ter was taken up again and a number of

firms notified that the holding company was

prepared to issue licenses on this or any

other of a large number of patents held

to be of equal validity. The Soeiety of Mo

tor Manufacturers and Traders has been

called into the case, and it seems likely that

a more or less vigorous patent war will be

waging within a short time.

The main issue is in the matter of the

gate change patent, though other patents

covering the original Daimler and Mer

cedes constructions are in _question to the

number of 37 in all, many of them applying

only to the English Daimler car. All of

these are British patents, owned by the

Daimler-Mercedes Motor Co., Ltd. Some

idea of the breadth and scope of the group

and of the audacity of the attempt to levy

tribute upon them from infringing manufac~

turers, may be obtained from a brief review

of their specifications as published in

abridged form by the Autocar. The num

bers and subjects of the patents are given

in each case as follows:

No. 10,257 of 1898—This is the first

“honeycomb” radiator patent. In this case

the cooler is made of round tubes, after the

manner of a fire tube boiler.

No. 7,270 of 1899—Sp1ayed driving wheels

obtained by the use of a countershaft bevel

driven from the driving shaft. The splay

ing is obtained by using two sets of bevel

driving gears, one for each half of the coun

tershaft, and mounting the differential gear

upon the driving shaft.

No. 7,271 of' 1899—A water-cooled brake,

in which the water tap is turned on when

the brake is applied, and turned off when

vthe brake is withdrawn. _

No. 9,805 of 1899—This is the original

gate change patent. The invention con

sists in the use of two sliding gear wheel

sleeves, each having its own operating rod,

the two rods being brought side by side,

and adapted to be connected up to a single

speed lever working backwards and for

wards in two slots connected together by a
“gate-I,

No. 21,652 of 1900—Locking mechanism

for gate change gear sleeves. The selecting

quadrant carried by the change speed lever

actuatcs a locking bolt having one slot in

it for the passage of only one selecting rod

at a time.

No. 3,023 of l90l—An expanding brake

having a pair of shoes anchored to the

frame by a link, and separated by a toggle

mechanism actuated by a crank.

No. 3,235 of 1901—A honeycomb radiator

is built up of a number of rectangular tubes

separated by wires, which cause spaces to

be left between the tubes for the water cir

culation.

No. 6,976 of 1902—A cooling system in

which the bonnet is made without louvres

and enclosed underneath, the fly wheel be

ing formed with fan vanes, so that the air

is drawn through the radiator and dis

charged underneath the car.

No. 28,259 of l902—This relates to the

tubes of honeycomb radiators which are

constructed with enlarged ends so that the

ends fit together, leaving intermediate water

spaces.

No. 3,571 of 1904—A combined steam and

petrol engine, in which the exhaust gases

heat the jacket water, which in course of

time generates steam used in a steam en

gine cylinder.

No. 3,572 of 1904—A cooling system

which is completely closed, the water be

ing arranged to boil in the jacket and be

condensed in the radiator, the return from

the radiator to the jacket being efiected by

a pump.

No. 3,573 of 1904—The same construction

is employed as is' used in the previous pat

ent, No. 3,572 of 1904, The invention con

sists in using a liquid having a lower boil

in point than water, such as alcohol.

filo. 4.956 of 1904—A compound engine in

which the high pressure cylinders are pro

vided with a combined inlet and exhaust

valve, the exhaust passages being extremely

short, so that the heat lost in passing

through them into the low pressure cylin

der is reduced to a minimum.

No. 23,990 of l904—To facilitate starting

the engine, the engagement of the starting

handle with the engine shaft forces along

the cam shaft to bring about half compres

sion in the usual manner. A large number

of different constructions are described and

illustrated.

No. 22,947 of 1905—A pneumatic trans

mission 5 stem having the air compressor

arranged etween the cylinders, the air pass

ing into a heater kept hot by the exhaust

gases, and thence supplied to two driving

motors. The feature of the invention con

sists in coupling the inlet and exhaust valves

of the compressor together in a certain

manner.

No. 6.685 of 1906—An automatic carburet

ter. Over the jet nozzle is arranged a pen

dant cam device. This cam device turns

about its pivot under the influence of the

engine suction, affording a larger or smaller

passage of air past the jet according as the

engine speed increases or decreases.

No. 7,337 of 1906—A reversing gear of

the bevel t pe for boats.

No. 25,05’1 of 1906—To reduce the length

of the engine, the governor and its casing

is placed between the cylinders. It other

wise operates in the usual manner.

No. 25,067 of 1906—Front driving wheels,

the wheels being driven through bevel gear

ing with an intermediate shaft on the steer

in center.

ilo. 25,076 of 1906—A system for enabling

the driving wheels to be splayed when in

ternal gearing is used. The pinion and in

ternal gear are provided with helical teeth.

No. 25,081 of 1906—F0r starting engines,

compressed air is kept in a tank and passed

through a carburetting device into the en

gine. A dynamo, rotated by hand, supplies

current through a contact breaker to the

cylinders.

No. 25,103 of 1906—This relates to the

mounting of the spring platform and the

radius rod so that the spring platform takes

a suitable bearing on the axle.

No. 1,696 of 1907—This carburetter is

formed with a movable sleeve, by which

the amount of air passing the jet can be

cut down, and that passing round the jet

can be simultaneously increased, or vice

versa.

No. 1,696A of l907»—This refers to a car

buretter having a vertical moving sleeve

operated by rack and pinion mechanism,

the sleeve being formed as a choke tube,

and having air passages in it.

No. 2,360 of 1907—A flexible couplin be

tween the engine and the gear box ta 'ng

the form of an intermediate shaft, with spe

cially shaped ends allowing universal move

ment.

No: 3,514 of 1907—Automatic device for

advancing and retarding the ignition ac

.cording to variation of engine speed. A

governor slides along an angularly slotted

arm, which is engaged by a pin projecting

from a shaft. This shaft is rotated so as to

advance or retard the ignition as the gov

ernor sleeve moves along.

No. 5,104 of 1907—Transmission gearing

for cars, in which all four wheels are driven.

The power is taken from the gear box by

means of a lower shaft, which projects for

wards under the fly wheel and engine to the

front axle, and backwards to the back axle.

No. 6,202 of 1907—The differential gear

is mounted upon the end of the propeller

shaft, which is universally jointed to the

main propeller shaft, the tail end being at

an angle to the axis of the car. Each half

of the driving axle has its own bevel trans

mission, and thus dished driving wheels

can be used.

No. 6,346 of 1907—An expanding brake in

which one end is pivoted to the fulcrum

of the operating lever, the other end bein

connected to the operating lever by an a -

iustable spindle.

No. 7,028 of 1907—This is a shock absorb

er comprising a pair of frictional surfaces

carrying face cams, which in their normal

position are separated. When big relative

movement takes place, the cam surfaces fit

between the surfaces owing to the sprin .

N 0. 10,263 of 1907—To reduce the overal

length of crank shafts without impairing

their strength, the webs are made of eccen

tric discs.

No. 11,407 of 1907—A duplicated clutch in

which the surfaces are split conical rings,

which spring outwards and engage under

their own pressure before that of the main

clutch spring comes into effect.

No. 11,407A of 1907—This clutch com

prises a spring-controlled wedge-like ring

which engages a cone on the driving mem

ber and a split ring interposed between the

wedge.and a drum on the driving member,

respectively.

No. 14,850 of 1907—A differential gear is

constructed like an epicyclic gear, With an

internal] toothed ring, two sets of planet

pinions being used, these being carried by

the driving member, one of each set engag

ing the internal ring and the other the sun

pinion.

No. 14,851 of 1907—A brake for heavy ve

hicle wheels when internal gearing is used

The rim is extended and formed with a V

groove engaged by V slipper blocks.

No. 19,269 of 1907—This invention con

sists in water cooling the crank chamber

and gear box, so as to keep the oil at a low

temperature. The parts are water jacketed

and in the ordinary circulation.

No. 20,298 of 1907—A forced feed lubri

cating system, comprising a number of

pumps, a common distributing valve, and

a casing with ports in it, the valve bein

compOsed of two rotatable parts connecte

together by a spring.
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THE ADVANTAGES OF THE

WHITE STEAM CA
 

 

  

i,“ ..

The White Steamer possesses so many points of superiority over other types of auto

mobiles that anyone who purchases a car without first investigating the White is acting with

only a partial understanding of the present-day attainments in the construction of automobiles.

The principal advantages of the White may be summarized as follows:

All variations of speed are obtained without the shifting of It is easiest on tires.

gears. The power is transmitted without the use of a friction

The speed of the car responds instantly to the throttle. clutch.

It is free from vibration. It is unequalled for hill climbing.

It is noiseless. It is the simplest car to operate.

It is smokeless and odorless. It is the safest for the passengers as well as for other users

i The engine can never be “stalled.” of the highway.

It starts from the seat—no “cranking.”

We can meet the requirements oi almost every pocket-book with either our 20 horse

power car at $2000 (shown above), or our 40 horse-power car at $4000.

 

Write toa- catalog.

THE WHITE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO

NEW YORK CITY Broadway at 624 St. PITTSBURG 138-48 Beatty St. CHICAGO. 240 Miolti an Ave.

BOSTON, 320 Newbury St. CLEVELAN , 407 Rockwell Ave. SAN FRANCISCO arket St. at Van Neal Ave.

PHILADELPHIA, 629-33 N. Broad St. ATLANTA, 120-121l Marietta St
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The Government of the Sport.

The

has found it necessary to announce that it

American Automobile Association

still issues sanctions and governs racing.

despite the fact that it has “nothing more

to do with racing on horse tracks.”

But as most races are run on such tracks

and since they no longer come within the

scope of the A. A. A., if the wise Mr.

Hower will kindly submit a diagram show

ing just how the A. A. A. governs the whole

sport while remaining blind to a large part

of it, it may become possible to discover

whether the organization is standing on its

head or on its heels.

If the wise gentleman will make public

also the long list of the clubs and other

promoters that have conducted events of

whatever sort without A. A. A. sanction

and Will name, say, even a dozen men who

have been disciplined for competing in

such unsanctioncd contests, the extent and

true character of its government will be

madc clearer. For its sins of omission have

been many, indeed.

The A. A. A.’s control of sport always has

been more amusing than consistent, and

since the organization decided to have noth

ing more to do with track racing its gov

ernment has become almost. a real farce.

For, as anyone can do anything on the track

without either sanction or supervision, and

without fear of punishment and yet be free

to compete in sanctioned contests, the farce

cannot well be carried to much greater

If the A. A. A. believes that track

racing is dangerous and a detriment to the

lengths.

whole sport, its plain duty is not to close

its eyes to it nor to shirk responsibility, but

to crush it by forbidding it and by punish

ing all who may engage in it; it cannot be

improved or made safer by being permitted

to run wild, so to speak.

What the A. A. A. long has needed in its

government of sport is a man who does not

fear to do his whole duty by enforcing the

rules—and all of them—exactly as they are

laid down and without resort to the appar

ently fixed policy of first stopping to con

sider whether the enforcement will offend

or antagonize any club or any man of in

fluence in the trade or outside of it. In

no other way is it possible to give a square

deal to all and to merit unstinted respect

and support.

The A. A. A. is the logical and proper

body to control the whole sport of automo

biling, and had it controlled it man

fashion, in strict accordance with its rules,

there would be neither need nor room for

Contest Association or

The existence of

a Manufacturers’

anything else of the sort.

that association is a reflection on the A. A.

A. manner of government.

The Function of the Catalog.

In connection with the implied criticism

of current methods of cataloging motor

cars, which is given in another column,

some little stress is laid.upon the fact that

almost without exception manufacturers

are in the habit of failing to discriminate

between current models and those which

have preceded them, except where entirely

new machines are built, or where the most

striking differences in practice exist. All

of ,which leads to the observation that it

has been the policy of a large number of

manufacturers to follow out in the adver

tising the principle that their product is a

standard one, practically in all respects, and

that whatever alterations are made in it

from time to time are of a purely minor

nature—hardly worthy of more than pass

ing comment, in fact. Further, it must be

granted that the wisdom of such a policy

has been proved in many instances.

Still it is questionable whether the same

ends might not have been served had it

been the custom to indicate in every case

just what changes had been made from

year to year or season to season so that

those who were thoroughly familiar with

the car—particularly with its shortcomings

—might be made to appreciate the advan

tages of the new models as compared with

the old.

In the last analysis, it may be considered

a question of whether the catalog is in

tended to appeal most strongly to the pros

pective purchaser who is of the class as

sumed to be entirely ignorant of the gen

eral construction of any particular car, or

to the enormous and preponderating class

of those who are pretty well posted on the

construction of all the better known cars

on the market, who are able to grasp the

more important structural details of the

vehicle from specifications and detailed il<

lustrations, and who peruse such catalog

as they may be able to lay hold of more in

an effort to discover how the various mn

chines differ from one another and what of

novelty they contain, than with the idea of

making a close study of their absolute char

acteristics.

This they reserve for an actual inspec

tion of the machine, in most instances, it

should be observed, while to the catalog

must be left the difficult function of re

should be observed, while to the catalog

for comparative purposes, and of display

ing eye-catching details of one sort or an—

other. Certainly wherever these elements

may be subserved by the introduction of

the elements of newness or difference from

other machines, the impression of the more

stable features of the machine is most likely

to be impressed upon the mind.

Actual sales due to catalog work alone

Indeed all trade

literature, in this, as in other lines of mer

probably are very rare.

chandising, is to be regarded in the aspect

of ya selling help rather than as a direct

medium of sales business. On this account

the catalog must be made as able and in

structive an assistant to the selling force

as possible, and further, it must be molded

along lines which shall make it most ac

ceptible to the reader and most easily and

quickly digested. All this being so, it is
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dil’ficult to find reasonable objection to the

practice of recording in cojent and definite

form not simply the individual character

istics of the machine as contrasted with

others of its own or other classes, but, also

its points of difference from other machines

which have been its immediate predecessors.

Developing Formulas of Design.

It has taken a pretty long time—relative

ly speaking—for the motor vehicle designer

to learn even vaguely the relationships ex

isting between the various conditions which

are laid down preliminary to the design of

a car, and further, to learn to develop them

in mutual harmony. Ultimately it may come

about that, given one or two variables in

the specifications of a machine, the apt and

up-to-date draughtsman will be able to de

line exactly the other specifications of the

ear, and so to lay down its design without

' more adoo. Up to this time, however, there

has been a vast deal of uncertainty in the

average factory engineer's office, while even

yet there is more of cut and try in the con

struction of a new model than is pleasing.

One point, as showing how questions of

design are gradually and certainly converg~

ing toward an ultimate corelationship which

shall be understood by those skilled in the

craft, came to notice recently when an en

gineer whose work reveals thorough com

prehension of the conditions involved in au

tomobile service ventured a rather novel

opinion in the matter of cooling.

“The cooling problem may be considered

practically as a function of the ratio of

“That is

to say, it is comparatively easy to keep an

weight to power," he observed.

engine down to a reasonable working tem

perature if it is well below full load when

working under average conditions, while

similarly an engine which is constantly la

boring, requires a greater proportionate

cooling effect in order to keep it from over

heating. And this principle holds good

practically without regard to the speed of

the vehicle."

Indeed, it may be said that the proper

tion between the output of the motor and

the total weight on wheels is'of far greater

importance than generally has been appre

ciated up to this time, and that upon close

and analytical investigation it may be

brought into definite relationship with a

of other which

usually have been treated more or less in

number considerations

dependently. Due perhaps in large measure

to the popular desire to have ample power

for hill climbing, not at hill climbing speeds,

but at ordinary road speeds; and for high

speed work, the power of the average tour

ing car has been raised gradually during

the past two or three years until in many

instances it has come to be beyond all rea

sonable relation to actual requirement. It

has been dembnstrated in this connection,

however, that machines

powered in this way are far more durable,

take it all in all, than those which are fig

ured more closely in the matter of power,

which are over

and also that they are at once more flex

ible and silent in action—as naturally would

be expected.

As practically every element in the ma

chine is in some way contingent upon either

the weight carried or existing in the vehi

cle itself or upon the power developed or

transmitted by its mechanism, the impor

tance of firmly establishing a proper pro

portion between these two basic factors is

plain to see. How from it, other and sub

ordinate elements may be developed ac

cording to a scale of purely dependent quan

tities, thus establishing a system of com

plete standardization in the dimensional

rather than the qualitative sense, may be

inferred from further consideration of the

above quoted hypothesis, which serves as

an apt illustration.

 
 

The Motor re-Print is still up to its old

tricks. In a single issue of the house or

gan of a western manufacturer there is re

produced thirteen different items taken from

that publication and of the thirteen, ten

originally were stolen bodily from the Mo

tor World by the re-Print. Fortunately or

unfortunately, however, they were not of

sufficient length for that grand larcenist of

automobile journalism to employ its usual

fraud of attaching to the items the names

of mythical engineers or other persons who

exist only in its peculiar imagination.

 

Unless it is what is vulgarly termed a

publicity stunt—an opinion held in some

quarters—the real friends of the manufac

turer who is suing for the return of his fee

paid for the entry of a car in the Vander

bilt cup race should take him aside and

whisper in his car a few words of unbiased

advice. If it brings a man's sportsmanship

into public question or seems to place him

in the attitude of a hard loser, even a spec

tacular or legal “publicity stunt" at what

ever price, is of doubtful value and serves

doubtful purposes.

 

COMING EVENTS

  

 

February 1520, St. Louis, Mo.—Automo

bile Manufacturers and Dealers Associa

tion’s annual show. _

February 15-20, Bangor, Me—Eastern

Maine automobile show, Auditorium.

February 16-18, Denver, Co.—Denver Mo

tor Club's first annual show, Auditorium.

February 17-3), San Jose, Cal.—Aut0mo

bile show, Auditorium Rink.

February Z), 21, 22, New Orleans, La.—

New Orleans Automobile Club’s Mardi Gras

carnival 3 days race meet.

February 20-27, Newark, N. J.—New Jer

sey Automobile Trade Association’s show.

February 20-27, Hartford, Conn—Auto

mobile Dealers Assoclation's show.

February 22, Los Angeles, Cal—Automo

bile Dealers Association of Southern Cali

fornia’s annual hill climb on Altadena hill.

February 22, Omaha, Neb.—Omaha and

Council Bluffs dealers' show, Auditorium.

February 22, Cleveland, O.—Cleveland

Automobile Dealers Company's show, Cen

tral Armory.

February 2227, Portland, Me.—-Automo

bile show.

February 2427, Baltimore, hid—Automo

bile Club of Maryland’s show, Fifth Regi

ment Armory. '

March 1-6, BuEalo, N. Y.—Bufialo Auto

mobile Club's 7th annual show, Convention

Hall.

March 1-6, Providence, R. I.—Automobile

show.

March 2-6, Rochester. N. Y.—Automobile

and Motor Trades Association of Roches<

ter show, Convention Hall.

March 6-13, Boston, Mass—Boston Auto

mobile Dealers Association (Inc.) seventh

annual show, Mechanics Building.

March 8-13, Kansas City, Mo.—Kansas

City Automobile Dealers Association's

show, Convention Hall.

March 8-13, Portland. Ore—Portland Au

tomobile Club's show.

March 10-13, Memphis, Team—Automo

bile show, Auditorium building.

March 12,-20, Minneapolis, Minn.—Min

neapolis Automobile Show Association’s

show, National Guard Armory.

March 15-20, Rochester, N. Y.—Rochester

Automobile Dealers Association's show,

Convention Hall.

March 16, l7, l8, Chattanooga, Tenn.—

Three days race meet and hill climb on

Lookout mountain.

March 27-April 3, Pittsburg, I’m—Auto

mobile Dealers Association's show, Du

quesne Garden.

April 15-17, Louisville, Ky.—Lcuisville

Automobile Association’s show, Coliseum.
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GARDEN SCENE A'l‘ DETROIT SIIOW

Many Cars Staged Amid Venetian Land

scape and Singing Birds—Display of

Accessories a Big Feature.

Three hundred little canary birds singing

in their gilded cages are the clamorous ele

ment of decorative setting for the second

annual show of the "DADA," which is hold;

ing the boards at the Wayne Casino at De

troit this week. After seven years of ex

perience under various conditions from

those of a side attraction at a sportsman’s

show to the full fledged motor shows of

the past five years, the Detroit Automobile

Dealers Association, otherwise passing un

der the cryptic which rhymes with Papa,

have learned how such an affair should be

managed. Last year for the first time, the

experiment of an automobile show under

an automobile management was successfully

tried out at Riverside Park. Efforts at out

doing all previous records have resulted

this year in what is fondly termed by man

ager E. Le Roy Pelletier, “the picture show

of the country."

For the decorative arrangement of the

lower floor of the Casino the semblance of

a Venetian garden has been chosen. The

walls are lined with huge paintings repre

senting various sorts of automobile lore,

while the booths are marked off with lat

tices, each exhibit being distinguished by a

stained glass sign. From the latticed ceil

ing great quantities of smilax are hung,

while concealed among the leaves are the

300 little birdies in their cages, ready to

be counted. The second floor is laid out

according to a scheme of staff work, cen

tering about a massive fountain in the mid

dle of the floor, which introduces an alle

gorical novelty, so to speak, in the shape

of “chauffeur-mermen," four of whom sup

port the font of the piece. A touch of

beauty is added to the decorative treatment

of the bowl itself by the presence of a row

of “racing faces," while various automo

bile scenes are empanelled about the base of

the structure. The total height of the af

fair is some 30 feet, and the diameter of the

bowl is of practically the same measure

ment. Staff columns serve to mark 05 the

spaces between the booths, while strings

of electric lights are festooned about them

and to and from the roof.

In the placing of the show, Detroit has

taken advantage of the recent closing of the

Chicago show, two express train loads of

cars having been required to transfer the

exhibits which were to do second duty after

the shutting down of the Coliseum last Sat

urday night. A rough count of the cars on

view shows them to number somewhere

about 200, while the accessory exhibits are

of more than usual interest because of the

manufacturing strength of the locality. This

factor, it should be observed, serves to make

this one of the most important, if not the

most important of the local shows. Mich

igan is said to be responsible for no less

than 59 per cent. of the automobile output

of the world, and though the estimate is

liberal, to say the least, there is no ques

tion of the importance of the state as a cen

ter of automobile manufacture. Detroit’s

proportion of this output is of great sig

nificance as between 40,000 and 50,000 oper

atives are employed in producing it. On

this account quite as much as because of

the representative nature of the exhibits,

the show is of considerable significance.

The doors of the Casino were opened on

Monday last, 15th inst., and the show will

remain open during the remainder of the

present week.

Newark Show Ready for Opening.

Preparations for the opening of Newark‘s

second automobile show in the Essex

Troop armory on Saturday evening of this

week, 20th inst., are rapidly nearing com

pletion. A glance at the list of exhibitors

shows that the exhibition will be a more

nearly representative one than the average

of its class. Some thirty different makes

of car will be on view, including the Acme,

Brush, Cadillac, Chalmers-Detroit, Ford,

E-M-F. "30," Jackson, Kisselkar, Locomo

bile, Marmon, Maxwell, Mitchell. National,

Oldsmobile, Overland, Pennsylvania, Pierce

Arrow, Peerless, Premier, Rambler, Regal,

Reo, Steven's-Duryea, Stoddard-Dayton and

White.

About 75 or 80 cars will be on view during

the week, in addition to the full line of ac

ccssory exhibits. An elaborate program

has been arranged for the week, including

music every afternoon and evening, and a

moving picture exhibition every night. The

show will be opened by George E. Reeve,

president of the Newark Board of Trade,

who will deliver an address from the bal

cony of the armory building at 8 o'clock

Saturday night.

San Jose Show Opens with Pageant.

Following the example of Los Angeles,

San Jose, Cal., inaugurated yesterday its au

tomobile show, which is scheduled for Feb

rurary 17-20, inclusive, with a pageant and

parade. V. A. Hancock, who is promoting

the affair, has arranged for the purchase of

a silver trophy to be donated to the owner

of the best decorated car. The show itself,

which is held in the Auditorium rink, will

follow the lead of the more pretentious na

tional exhibitions to the extent of having

uniform signs which will form the chief

motive of the decoration.

Trenton Abandons Its Proposed Show.

The automobile show which was to have

been held in Trenton, N. J., on February

18, 19 and 20, has been abandoned. The

military board in control of the local ar

mory wanted too much money and no other

building in the city was available for the

purpose.

DENVER’S FIRST SHOW A SUCCESS

Representative Display of Automobiles, Mo

torcycles and Accessories-Some Local

Products Exhibited.

A striking monument to western enter—

prise, the first automobile show held under

the auspices of the Denver Automobile Club

draws to a close tonight after a three days

run in the big Auditorium. The show

opened on Tuesday last, 16th inst. For its

purposes, the cement floor of the auditorium

proper, where the Democratic convention

was held last year, was covered with a wood

flooring which also is extended over one

half of the orchestra. With ample space

for the exhibits so that the overcrowding

which characterizes so many of the local

shows was eliminated, an original and pleas

ing decorative scheme, and a good represen

tation of the better known manufacturers,

as well as one or two local products, the

affair must be counted a remarkable achieve

ment.

As a matter of fact, its success may be

regarded as all the more noteworthy be

cause the Dcnver Automobile Club has been

in existence less than a year. It was formed

only last July, since which time its mem

bership has risen to its present strength of

nearly 400. The show was its crowning

achievement for the winter season and in

deed, the biggest undertaking it has yet

embraced. It was brought to a successful

issue under the guidance of Ralph W.

Smith, C. P. Allen, Edward F. Dean, George

E. Turner and W. H. Sharpley, who con

stituted the show committee, and was con

ducted under the active management of Rob

ert W. Spangler.

The total roster of exhibitors numbers

something over half a hundred names, fully

two-score of them being those of automo

bile manufacturers or their agents. A feat

ure which attracted much attention was

the motorcycle section, wherein no less than

seven difierent makes of the two-wheeled

machines were shown, while the accessory

section provided its usual quota of instruc

tion and diversion. The full list of exhib

itors together with their wares, is as fol

lows:

Automobiles—Barnett, W. W., Stoddard

Dayton; Bilz, Charles, Franklin; Botterill,

Tom, Pierce-Arrow; Brinker-Vreeland Au

tomobile Co., Matheson, Moon and Ranch

& Lang; Central Motor Co., Midland; Col

burn Automobile Co., Colburn; Colorado

Automobile Co., Cadillac; Cumbe, E. R.,

Mitchell and Rambler; Denver Motor Car

CO., Overland and Baker; Elkhart Motor

Car CO., Sterling; Felker Automobile CO.,

Stevens-Duryea; Fernald Automobile CO.,

Maxwell; Ford Motor CO., Ford; Fritchle

Auto and Battery Co., Fritchle; Griebel Mo.

tor Car Co., Speedwell; Hannan, George,

Jackson; Havens Motor Car Co.. Dorris
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and Prayer-Miller; McDuf’fee, J. H., Chal

mers-Detroit; MacFarland Automobile Co.,

Packard and Buick; Mathewson, E. Linn,

Thomas, Oldsmobile and Columbus; Nar

more, Jesse C., Reo; Newson, C. S.

White; Studebaker Automobile Co., Stude

baker; Tobin Motor Car Co., Apperson and

Peerless; \Nilson, A. T., Kisselkar and Oak

land.

Motorcycle Section—Botterill, Torn,

Pierce and Harley-Davidson; Boot Motor

cycle Co., Reading Standard; Hathaway Mo

tor Co., Indian; Mead, P. A., Excelsior;

Williams, Fred H., Thor and N. S. U.

Accessories—Boss Rubber Co., tires;

George J. Kindel, automobile cleaner; S. E.

Gillard, agent, tires; crstarphen Electric

Co., electrical supplies; Scott Tool & Sup

ply Co., automobile supplies; Denver Auto

Goods Co., automobile supplies; Metal Pol

ish Shop, automobile polishes; Consolidated

Supply Co., automobile supplies; Auto Gen

eral Supply Co., automobile supplies; Gen

eral Electric Co., mercury arc rectifiers;

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., mercury

arc rectifiers; Continental Oil C0._. automo

bilc oils; Atlantic Refining Co.. automobile

oils; Great Western Oil Co., automobile

oils; G. D. Wands & Co., automobile safety

locks; Pickens Bros., automobile clothing;

Standard Carriage \Vorks, automobile

tops; Brooke Airless Tire Co., tires; Na

tional Paint & Mfg. Co., automobile paint.

Pipestem Makes Emergency Repair.

Motorists who smoke a pipe may find a

'useful suggestion in the experience of a re

sourceful driver. While bowling along with

everything apparently working properly, the

engine—of the single cylinder type—sud

denly developed a skip, accompanied by pop

ping in the carburetter. The car was

brought to a halt and investigation disclosed

a choked carburetter jet. After disconnect

ing the gas making apparatus, in removing

the choked jet for cleaning, it broke in two

in the jet chamber. This calamity was fur

ther enhanced by the fact that the carbur

ettcr was of an antiquated type, and no

spare jet was available. While casting

about for a way out of the difficulty, the

idea of using the round vulcanic pipestem

presented itself. Fortunately it proved to

be of a suitable size, with the additional

good feature that it readily lent itself to the

requirements of a jet. While not perform

ing the functions of its predecessor quite

so satisfactorily, with a few changes in the

air adjustment the engine was easily started

and the car brought home.

Keeping Control of the Pedals.

\Vith a car traversing rough roads, the

position of the driver should be such as to

prevent the feet being jolted of? the foot

pedals. The clutch should always be with

drawn in passing over a rough spot and the

car allowed to coast, and if the feet are

jarred off the pedals permitting the clutch

to slam in, a great strain is put on the gear

box mechanism.

ST. LOUIS TAKES A BIG JUMP

Manufacturers' and Dealers' Show Doubles

Last Year’s Figures—Local Makers

Stage Several New Cars.

Among other features of greater or less

significance at the St. Louis automobile

show, which is being held this week from

Monday until Saturday, is the presence as

an exhibitor of automobiles, of an electric

light and power company. The fact in itself

may be presumptive evidence of the awak

ening of the electric current producers in

certain quarters to the great possibilities of

' revenue derivable from the charging and

maintenance of electric vehicles for which

they are so aptly fitted. As a show, this,

the third effort of the St. Louis Automobile

Manufacturers and Dealers Association, is

crowned with marked success. The trans

fer from the Jai Alai building to the C011

seunr, made this year for the first time, has

resulted in the provision of ample accommo

dation for the half-hundred exhibitors. In

deed, so active has the association’s show

committee under the direction of Manager

Lloyd H. Rickart been, that practically

twice as many exhibitors are in the show

as took space in the last exhibition of its

kind, while the number of different makes

of car shown is about the same as the total

number of exhibitors who were in evidence

in 1908.

Of peculiar local interest are the exhib

its of the St. Louis manufacturers—the St.

Louis Car Co.. Moon Motor Car Co., Dor‘

ris, Success, Victor, Darby and Eureka com

panies. Several of these have __flfit Shown

their products before this year, 35 is true

of the American Mors, Frayer-Miilef, Daf

by, Victor, Success and Stanley. On?- 0“

two of them, indeed, are brand new cars.

notably the Darby, which also is numbered

among the products. -

Moving pictures of various automobile

events of the past year figure in the show

as is customary at all such affairs, but in

.rather a novel way in this particular in

stance. Lacking a suitable auditorium, sep-‘

arate from the main place of exhibition, in

which to show the pictures, it was decided ‘

to display them in the hall itself. Accord

ingly the lights are extinguished for a few

minutes twice during each evening. while

the pictures are projected from the east

side of the hall to a screen on the west side.

In addition to the efforts of the inevitable

band, music is furnished by a mammoth

Gabriel horn-organ, such as was used at the

Palace show in New York.

The decorations are in red and black, the

colors of the dealers' association. For the

most part these colors predominate, but

use also is made of deep blue and white to

relieve any possible monotony resulting

from over-indulgence in either of the other!

hues. As is the case at Detroit’s show,.

which is running simultaneously with this,

many of the exhibitors made use of the

Chicago show in drawing material for their

displays, and in consequence a twenty-car

special train left the Windy City as soon

after that show closed as it could be loaded,

and was rushed through on fast freight

schedule arriving just in season for the

cars to be unloaded and rolled into place in

the Coliseum before the opening on Mon

day night.

Opening night, despite the hindrances of

a storm in which snow and wind combined

to discourage the would-be visitors, proved

in no sense an exception to the rule of au

tomobile-show first nights. The crowd was

there in response to the irresistable lure of

the usual handout of "paper" and though

as always is the case, no overwhelming

business results were reported as coming

from the opening session, the important

object of advertising the show in all its

magnificance was amply accomplished.

The preliminary list of exhibitors is as

follows:

Automobiles: Bagnell Automobile Co.,

Cadillac; Brown, C. F. & J. R., Peerless;

Buick Motor Co., Buick; Colonial Automo

bile Co., Studebaker and E-M-F.; Darby

Motor Car Co., Darby; Deere Plow Co..

John, Jackson; Delmar Motor Car Co., Re

gal; Dorris Motor Car Co., Dorris; Eureka

Buggy Co., Eureka; Ford Motor Co., Ford;

Gardner Motor Car Co., Franklin; Halsey

Aut0m0bile Co., Stevens-Duryea and Pack

ard; Icfi'cry & Co., T. B., Rambler; Kerdell

Bros, Lewis, W. C., Reo, Wood’s electric;

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Vehicle Co.. Max

well; Mississippi Valley Automobile Co.,

Stearns and Detroit electric; Moon Motor

Car Co., Moon; Olds Motor Works. Olds

mobile; Park Automobile Co., Overland;

South Side Automobile Co., Matheson, Cor

bin and Stanley steamer; St. Louis Car Co.,

American Mors; Swingley Motor Car Co.,

Stoddard-Dayton; Success Auto Buggy Mfg.

Co., Success; Union Electric Light 8: Power

Co.. R. 81 L. and Studebaker electrics; Van

Automobile Co., Marmon; Victor Automo

bile Mfg. Co., Victor; Western Automobile

Co.. Pierce Arrow.

Accessories: Barcus, 1. Curtis; Behen

Faught Motor Car Equipment Co., Doyle

Curran Motor Car Co.; Chaudet, Felix R.;

Electric Auto and Battery Co.; Henderson,

W'illis Welding and Cutting Co.; Horn

Trunk Co., T. L.; Hurck Motor & Cycle

1C0; Phillips Automobile Co.; Phoenix Auto

Supply Co.; Union Electric Car Co.; Tarn

)il Refining Co.; Travelers’ Insurance Co.;

Vehicle Top & Supply Co.; “'eber Imple

inent Co.; West St. Louis Machine and

"Tool Co.

American Cars at Edinburgh Show.

At the recent Edinburgh (Scotland) Mo

tor show. America was represented by the

\Nhite, Stanley and Ford cars. One of the

novelties of the exhibition was a car which

included three ignition systems in its equip

(ment.
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MAXWELL-BRISEtlE PLANT EXTENDS

Ingersoll-Rand-Drill Works Added to the

Tarrytown Establishment—Company

Pushing Work of Alteration.

Rapid expansion of the business of pro

ducing Maxwell automobiles of various

types has necessitated a further addition

to the factory space already Occupied, as a

result of which the fourth plant in the chain

established by the Maxwell-Briscoe Motor

Co., has been assumed at Tarrytown, N. Y.,

where are the headquarters of the company

This was eviand the principal shops.

contemplation. Indeed, it is said that pres

ent plans specify no less than 20,000 ma

chines as the output.

New High Mark in Tire Mileage.

Tall records for tire mileage have de

veloped during the past two years, but I.

L. Martin, of Fowler, Ind.. appears to have

hit the high mark for a single set of pneu

matic tires. He claims that with the one

set of Diamond tires he has covered 40,872

miles, with no trouble beyond two punc

tures, according to the record kept by a

reliable speedometer. By reason of the

fact thatv this was the largest figure ever

reported to the Diamond Rubber Co., of

Akron, 0., for a single set of its product,

DEVELthING EXPERT REPAIR MEN

School of Instruction in Operation at the

Franklin Works in Syracuse-First

Squad of Pupils Enlisted.

A school for the instruction of automo

bile repair men is onc of the most recent

undertakings entered into by the H. H.

Franklin Mfg. Co., at its Syracuse (N. Y.)

plant. The object is to render it possible

at any time for the company to furnish any

of its 150 dealers throughout the country

In this

way it is hoped to relieve the dealers of

with trained and competent help.
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MAXWELL-BRISCOF. MOTOR CO.‘S NEW‘ FACTORY AT TARRYTOWN, N Y.

denced by the announcement last week that

a lease had been taken of the factory for

merly occupied by the Ingersoll-Rand-Drill

Works. The extent and general facilities

offered by the new works may be judged

from the accompanying picture.

When asked about the significance of the

acquisition, F. D. Dorman, secretary of the

company, said: “Yes, it is true that we have

leased the Rand-Drill Works to take care of

our overflow. Our business has grown so

fast that we have utilized nearly all of our

available space. and it was impossible to

put up buildings on the premises fast

enough. \Ve will take possession imme

diately."

This extension of the Tarrytown property

is of considerable importance to Tarrytown

itself, where are stationed at present about

1.000 Maxwell employes with an average

Weekly pay roll of $12,000. Work of adapt

ing the new quarters to immediate use has

been commenced already, and will be rushed

through as rapidly as possible.

It is announced that for 1909 the com

bined output of the three factories now in

service will amount to about 12,000 cars.

For 1910, however, with the increased facil

ities available, a considerable increase is in

the company looked into the matter and

asserts that analysis appears to verify Mar

tin's claim. The car used was of the road

ster type and Martin, being in the windmill

business, drove almost constantly in his

daily work. in addition to which he did

considerable evening and Sunday driving

for pleasure. His own estimate, aside from

the speedometer figures, places his average

daily running at 75 to 100 miles. and the

mileage total which he claims for his tires

was all made within a period of 18 months.

Tire Information in a Booklet.

Motor truck tires, together with the

methods of applying them. form the subject

for instructive illustrations and text in a

special booklet just issued by the Diamond

Rubber Co., of Akron, 0. In addition to

considerable general' information as to tire

practice in the commercial field, tables and

diagrams are supplied which give valuable

information as to tire, flange. band and

felloe sizes. The manner of applying or

removing Diamond wire mesh base and Dia

mond side w'ire tires is fully shown in half

tone pictures and line drawings, while the

various types of Diamond motor truck tires

are also illustrated.

what has become a very troublesome proly

lem within the past year or two.

The work is being inaugurated under the

direction of I. O. Hofi‘man, formerly an in

structor in the College of Applied Science

at Syracuse University, and the school will

be housed in a building now approaching

completion. According to the present plan

of operation the recitation hours are to be

at night, and the course can be completed

in from 28 to 35 weeks. Already the first

squad of pupils is at work in the engine as

sembly room and other parts of the factory.

They are employes of the factory and are

to continue as such during the period of

special instruction. Admission to the

classes is obtained through special famil

iarity with machine shop work or with the

gasolene motor.

Among the special equipment of the

school will be several Franklin engines

showing the changes in design in the suc

cessive years on from 1903; and parts of

cars. used in the construction of the various

models during the same period. The de—

velopment of the carburetter, the rear 'axle

and other parts will be demonstrated by

the display of the parts themselves for the

several years.
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[NW T0 COMPILE THE CATALllG

Some of the Most Common Faults Pointed

Out by an Expert—His Suggestions

for an Ideal Compilation.

It is a tribute to the bright'and energetic

spirit which pervades the automobile indus

try that the subject of cataloging their

products has been given a huge expenditure

of attention and money by the manufactur

ers engaged in the field, practically without

exception. At the same time it is a fact

beyond question that much of this outlay

has been ill-advised. In some instances the

investment in letterpress and cut work has

been out of all proportion to the probable

returns obtainable and the volume of busi

ness done, while in others its distribution

has been made without proper regard to pro

portion, or the proper balance of the neces

sary elements which must enter into trade

literature of the business—getting variety.

Wholesale advice on the compilation of the

efieetive motor car catalog, offered by

Selling Magazine, indicates a number of

points in which many of the automobile

manufacturers might improve the efficiency

of their catalog systems.

“The most commonfault in motor car

catalogs is the lack of a summary of the

constructional changes incorporated in the

new models," says the print in question.

In fact, the writer avers that after an in

spection of practically every piece of adver»

tising matter issued by the motor car man

ufacturer during the past eight years, but

one, and that of very recent issue, has come

up to the mark in this important respect.

“It should be borne in mind in compiling

a motor car catalog that, generally speaking,

two classes of readers are being addressed,"

he continues, “one familiar with the speci

fications and constructive features of pre

vious models of the car described; the other

class ignorant of the same. Hence, either

a special catalog must be prepared f0r each

class or one catalog arranged to meet the

needs of both classes. The single catalog

idea is best under usual circumstances. For

the information of the partly informed

reader, for example, a user of a previous

model of the car, the changes in the new

model should be given a prominent position

in the catalog so that he can readily obtain

the data he desires without wading through

a lot of descriptive matter with which he is

already familiar. If the new features are

brought prominently to his attention he is

much more liable to be impressed by the

merits of the changes, and will be more

easily convinced of the advisability of his

purchasing the new model. On the other

hand. for the guidance of those who know

nothing of the car, a small index. or refer

ences of some sort, should be placed near

or immediately following the summary of

changes, directing the reader to the pages

on which can be found fuller details and ex

planations 0f the value of the changes, and

detail data regarding the various features

of the car. '

“Preceding the summary of changes, an

introductory outlining the manufacturer’s

claims to the reader’s consideration, would

add to the strength of the catalog, especially

if the manufacturer has an exceptional repu

tation, many years experience in the motor

car or some other mechanical field. .

or any strong argument in his favor. Nat

urally, it is impossible to give very definite

advice regarding this introductory, as each

case must be handled on its own merits,

but a few general observations will not be

amiss. The car‘s performances in

contests might also be mentioned in a gen

eral way, but to avoid undue length, full de

tails regarding victories and trophies won

in contests should be reserved for special

mention in another part of the book.

“Following the introductory and the sum_

mary of changes should come explanations

of the changes, and then details regarding

the exclusive features of this make of car;

that is, particulars regarding such construc

tive features as make it difi‘erent from other

cars—the reasons for its existence, as it

were.

"The arrangement of the illustrations is

a very weak point of many motor car cat

alogs. Apparently no other method has

been followed than that of scattering the

illustrations to break up the reading matter.

. . . Instead of scattering the illus

trations of the various models through the

catalog, with their specifications scattered

in other parts, the cuts and specifications

should be paired up so that anyone can re

fer to the specifications of any model as he

examines the illustration, without fumbling

pages back and forth to various parts of the

catalog. The most stupid blunder in this

mixing of specifications and cuts is the

habit of placing an illustration of, say Model

A with the specifications of Model B facing,

and a cut of Model B backing up the page

containing its specifications. . .

“\Vhere the size of the catalog permits

the use of a full page for the cut, and an

other page for the specifications, the two

pages should face each other. and in any

case the cut should be placed with the base

parallel with the lines of the text, so that

either cut or text may be referred to with

out turning'the book. The less mental fa

tigue and inconvenience caused by getting

at the contents of a catalog, the more easily

will those contents be absorbed and re

tained by the reader.

“So much of the text matter; to revert

to the illustrations. the most effective for

the front part of the book are attractive

landscapes, with the car iii favorable set

tings. Such illustrations placed either on

pages opposite the reading or used on the

same pages as the reading to break it up,

will brighten up the pages and help to

create a desire to own a motor car, or in

tensify that desire, if it already exists.

These illustrations will help hold the read

er's attention while he reads the introduc

tory and summary of changes. Throughout

the description of exclusive features, line

drawings and phantom half~tones will serve

to impress on the reader's mind the various

points in which the car differs from others,

and show him why these features have been

adopted. In the description of general feat

ures, cuts of the important parts, such as

the motor, change gear, axles, etc., can be

used to advantage, and by all means a plan

view of the complete chassis should be used,

as it shows the arrangement of the various

parts and enables the reader to follow the

description much more intelligently.

“Nothing has been said of decorative il

lustrations, cover design and other artistic

features, the object of this article being to

call attention to certain practical features

which should be common to all motor car

catalogs.

“The ideal catalog herein suggested, is

planned first to get the reader’s attention

by suggesting by illustration the pleasures

of motoring while he peruses the first few

pages, and learns of the stability and stand~

ing of the manufacturer; then holding his

interest by vivid illustrations and descrip

tions of the distinctiVe features of the car

—its talking points—until he has a desire to

read the general description and learn of

the various models offered, and of the per

formance of the car, all of which may create

a desire to possess the car advertised."

Proper Treatment of the Oil Lamp.

It is the practice generally among motor

ists when extinguishng their oil lamps to

turn down the wick to save wear and tear

on the door hinges which frequent usage oc

casions. Instead of turning the wick up

again, when the flame has gone out, it is

usually put off until the lamp is again re

quired, by which time it is forgotten which

way to turn the thumb wheel to bring the

wick up. The operation in many cases re

sults in the wheel being turned the wrong

way, and the wick dropping down into the

oil reservoir, whence it has to be fished out,

a proceeding which is not likely to add to

the motorist’s amiability. While the best

way to extinguish the light is to open the

door of the lamp and blow it out, thereby

leaving the wick in a proper position for

relighting, those motorists who insist on

adhering to the practice of turning down the

wick to extinguish their lamps should turn

it up again before leaving it. so that it will

be in a proper position for future use.

Precaution that Will Obviate Trouble.

\Nhen valves are to be ground it will be

found worth while to tie a piece of strong

cord to a piece of waste and push the latter

into the cylinder. In the grinding operation

if any of the abrasive should drop into the

passages, the waste will prevent its finding

its way to the interior of the cylinder, and

it can be removed when the waste is with

drawn by means of the string.
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FOR REC'I'IFICATION 0F CURRENT

Simplicity the Feature of the Westinghouse

Charging Sets—Almost Automatic

Character of Their Operation.

 

Perhaps no single factor can be said to

have contributed more forcibly to the prac

ticability of the electric vehicle for the pri

vate owner than the development of the

mercury arc rectifier whereby the altera

claimed at both full and light loads; as well

as simplicity in operation, compactness and

long life. Two styles are produced, one

for charging batteries of any sort, and desig

nated as type “A,” and the other, which is

known as type “E,” which is a small, self

contained rectifier set intended to be used

in charging ignition batteries. It is similar

in principle and action to the more preten

tious and higher capacity types of recti

fier produced by the same company, but is

mounted on a small panel board which may

 
 

  

 

 

\VESTINGHOUSE TYPE "A" MERCURY RECTIFIER. OPEN AND ENCASED

tions of the current commonly sold for

lighting purposes can be eliminated and a

direct current developed. As the direct cur

rent alone is useful for charging purposes.

without the use either of some apparatus

corresponding in action to the rectifier or

a mechanical motor-generator, it would be

necessary in many instances either to re

charge batteries at'special stations. or else

to install separate wiring systems for this

purpose alone. With the introduction of

the rectifier the requirement of costly in

stallations of either variety was done away

with and the use of the alternating current

brought directly within the range of the

small consumer as well as the non-techni

cal user of the electric automobile.

In this connection attention is directed

to the battery charging sets produced by

the \Vestinghousc Machine Co., Pittsburg,

Pa., which are especially designed for use

in public as well as private garages and for

which an extremely. high efficiency is

be bolted to the wall where it occupies a

minimum of space.

The operation of these instruments is ex

tremer simple. It is only necessary to

set the regulating dial pointers according

to the table on the instruction card which

accompanies the outfit. The rectifier then

is cut into the vehicle battery and the pri

mary current supply switch closed. The

apparatus is immediately started, and pro

ceeds to supply direct current. N0 read

justment is necessary during the charging.

If at any time the current is interrupted for

any reason, the rectifier automatically stops

itself. This permits the individual owner

to run the vehicle into his private garage.

connect it to the charging outfit and retire,

knowing that in the morning he will find

his batteries fully charged and ready for

service. In other words, an outfit of the

sort enables him to give the vehicle prac

tically all the attention it requires with

practically no expenditure of time or labor.

SOME C0“) WEATHER PRECAU'I'IONS

Danger of Starting the Engine When the

Water Pipes are Frozen—How to Pre

vent or Deal with Trouble.

 

Knowledge of the damage which may re

sult if an attempt is made to start the en

gine while the water pump is frozen would

seem to be a sufficient incentive to insure

precautions being taken to prevent such an

occurrence. While it may appear a matter

to drain all the

water from the cooling system of a car, ex

When the

car is stored in an unheated building with

easy of accomplishment

perience has taught otherwise.

the attendant possibi‘ities of trouble, the

careful motorist takes pains to open the

drain cock before leaving and assuring him

self that all water is permitted to escape

from the pipes. While these precautions

wonld seem to be sufficient, an invisible

agency is making for trouble. After the

main body of water has been drained off,

taking with it a large proportion of heat,

the pipes cool rapidly. There stilI remains,

however, a film of water on the inner walls,

which slowly finds its way to the lowest

part of the system, “IIICI'I frequently hap

pens to be the pump. During the interval

the pump probably has reached a freezing

temperature, so that instead of finding its

way out of the system, the water congeals.

The water pipes be:ng closer to the cyl

inders naturally retain their warmth for a

longer period and the water in them con

tinues to trickle to the pump until the pipes

also become clogged with ice at the pump

inlet. When the system is filled w'th fresh

water, and the engine is turned cvcr, the

pump goes to pieces. Even if hot water be

used to hasten thawing of the ice the pos

sibility of trouble is yet present. for it

takes quite some time to melt the ice.

If the pump tap be )pened, and water al

lowed to run out from it, before starting

the engine, it will be a reas-mable assur

ance that the system is open. Great care

should be exercised to see that the pump

is free, before turning over the engine, in

asmuch as the latter turns stiff when cold,

and owing to the great leverage secured at

the starting crank the pump easily may be

put out of commission. without the operator

being made aware of it. Under these con

ditions, the spring drive for the pump is of

great value, as its action will permit a quick

discovery of a clogged shaft in time to pre

vent serious damage.

Avoid Quick Drying Varnishes.

"Avoid using quick-drying rubbing var

nishes so far as possible." observes the Far

riage Monthly. “Motor car surfaces, as a

rule. are wide reaching, and subject, during

service, to great strain and intense vibra

tion, both of which are alike destructive to

varnish possessed of brittle tendencies."
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EOR DETERMINING TIRE PRESSURE

Here is a Simple Gauge of Vest Pocket

ProportionsP-Easy to Use and Tells

the Story at a Glance.

It is seldom realized by the average mo

torist what an important bearing the proper

inflation of his tires has on their life, and

the amount of service which they give.

While the manufacturer has striven dili

gently to impress on him the necessity for

keeping his tires pumped to just the right

pressure, if he would desire the fullest sat
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isfaction from their use, the user is prone

to be guided by rule-o-thumb in this im

portant matter.

A prime regard for comfort may induce

him to run his tires partially inflated, but

the continuous flexing of the tire at an acute

angle, when passing over obstructions soon

results in a rupture of the fabric, which

pressages rapid disintegration.

Pressure gauges have been recommended

as a means of overcoming this trouble, but

many of those which have been available

for this purpose, were either expensive or

inaccurate. To meet the demand for an

instrument at a reasonable price, which

would enable motorists to quickly and

easily ascertain the proper pressure for

their tires, the W. I). Newerf Rubber Co..

of Los Angeles, Cal., is introducing the

Twitchell air gauge.

In the accompanying illustration Fig. 1

shows the device in closed form. its total

length being 3% inches, making it conven

ient to carry in the vest pocket. Referring

to Fig 2, the gauge is shown extended as

in use, and its practical application to a tire

is depicted in Fig. 3. The Twitchell gauge

is guaranteed to register accurately and is

claimed not to be liable to derangement

under ordinary conditions.

This Tire Promises a Revolution.

Again has “the perfect substitute for the

pneumatic tire" been found, and “ the re

siliency and elasticity of the pneumatic tire

has been retained while objections thereto

have been overcome." This time the solu

tion comes from Chicago, and in place of

air the inventor proposes woolen yarn. Be

ing a maker of pool table pockets and

fringes, F. M. Georgi, of the Windy City,

is intimately familiar with the ability of

woolen cords to absorb such objects as

pool balls, “pills” and cubes of cue chalk,

and this quality appeals to him as of pos

sible practical application in swallowing the

shock of road pebbles, stones and other

road roughnesses. As a substitute for the

air inflated inner tube, therefore, he has de

vised a filling consisting of _closely lying

woolen strands held together by an exter

nal wrapping of cord. The convolutions

of the cord are “in mutual contact" making

the core look like one of those elaborately

wrapped imported goose liver sausages,

which are the delight of the delicatessen

epicure. The core is placed in the usual

outer shoe, but the latter is laced tightly

over it. According to Georgi's theories,

“the core gives to the tire the required elas'

ticity and resiliency, equal in all respects

to the usual inflated tire, while the weight

is much less."

Tells of Progress in Locomotion.

That chapter of evolution which deals

with vehicular development though fre~

quently retold, always is pertinent in con

nection with the improvement of the motor

vehicle—most wonderful vehicle of all. Re

hearsed in brief and entertaining form to

gether with suggestive half-tone page head
ings,iit has just appeared in a brochure en

titled “Progressive Locomotion," and form

ing about one-half of the subject-matter of

the pamphlet. The other half is devoted to

the entertaining “life story” of the automo

bile tire, which was recently printed in these

columns, and which is thus incorporated

into the literature of the Firestone Tire 81

Rubber Co., Akron, 0., by whom it was

produced. In addition to illustrations show

ing the development of the tire from tree

to wheel, a limited amount of space is de

voted to illustrations of the various Fire

stone tire products.

Symptoms in the Acetylene Light.

If acetylene lamps are observed to light

up quickly with a yellowish flame, the

symptom may be taken as indicating a leak.

When the system is in proper condition the

light should start up slowly with a hissing

noise and a clear white flame.

BATTERY TESTER 0F A NEW TYPE

Pocket Volt-Ammeter with Many Notable

Improvements—How It Combines

Two Instruments in One.

For 1909 the. Connecticut Teleprone 8:

Electric Co., Meriden, Conn., have increased

their already numerous line of pocket me<

ters by the addition of a new type of dead

beat volt-ammeter for testing batteries.

Many notable improvements haveibeen in~

corporated in the new instrument which

tend to increase its efficiency.

Most conspicuous among the advances

is the use of an etched metal dial replacing

the

now universally iised for this purpose, and

former paper card dial, which is

in addition greatly enhances the appear

ance of the instrument.

  

The new dial eliminates warping and

bulging, a fault common to the paper dial

and which caused the pointer to stick in

taking a reading. Internally the construc

tion has been redesigned and is now non~

Oscillating. Last but not least, the pointer

has received attention, and is of a new

type.

This instrument is but one of a number

of different styles of pocket battery meters

which are made by the company in ques

tion. The volt ammeter is as a matter of

fact, two instruments in one. The voltage

side is used in testing the pressure on stor

age batteries, while the ampere side is em

ployed in ascertaining the strength of dry

cells. In the former instance, as the makers

of the instrument explain, each cell when

tested individually should show 2% volts

after the battery is fully charged and is still

charging. while an indication of less than

1.7 volts, should be taken as an intimation

that recharging is necessary. A storage

battery on open circuit, when fully charged

should show between 2 and 2.2 volts. in

testing dry cells. each unit should be tried

out separately, the minimum of 6 ampercs

being sufiicient indication that a new cell is

required.
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BUCKING THROUGII SNOWDRII-‘TS

Four Secure Perfect Scores in Rochester-’5

Endurance Run—Must Again Contend

for the Two Trophies.

With heavy drifts of snow at least four

the

places the first annual midwinter endurance

feet high barricading road in many

run of the Automobile Club of Rochester

on Thursday last, 11th inst., scarcely can

be designated as a pleasure run. The only

part of the route that did not bother the

16 contestants was in going out of Roch

ester. An investigation held later in the

week by the police of that city disclosed

the fact that Rochester’s street cleaning de

partment had little to do the remainder of

the week but to play pinochle, seven—up at

5 cents a corner, and other harmless amuse

ments. It is stated on none too good au

thority, however, that residents along the

line of march, or rather scorch, could not

go out doors for several days without first

getting into hip high boots. Such a burn

ing pace was set by the automobiles, it is

asserted, that the snow melted and flooded

the streets.

Whether this be true, or merely the sour

grape noise made by the unfortunate class

of non-motorists, it is certain that nearly

all of the 16 starters managed to survive

the wind-biting, snow-bucking journey from.

Rochester to Buffalo and return, and equally

certain is it that at least four of the drivers

managed to check in on time, without hav

ing made repairs, and thereby earned per

fect scores. After all the hard work occa

sioned by driving a car over 151 miles of

snow-choked country roads in 9 hours 10

minutes the fortunate quartet did not get

the promised reward. There were only two

cups up for the two best scores and it is

not an easy matter to divide that number of

trophies between twice as many drivers.

In view of this the perfect score quartet-—

who by the way are Henry Selden (Sel

den); William C. Barry, Jr., (Selden), Rich

ard Guyer (Cadillac), and F. Q. Shannon

(Gearless)——some time within the next two

or three weeks will have to do the stunt

all over again in an effort to break the

present tie.

The heavy drifts of snow encountered

between Rochester and Batavia, the first

checking station. were of the mountainous

variety and the drivers had to scorch at

every available opportunity in order to

cover the distance at 35% miles in the al

lotted time of 2 hours 20 minutes. Bet

ter roads were met with later, and 2 hours

10 minutes were allowed to cover 40 miles.

Upon the return trip a slight deviation of

two miles was made.

Most of the trouble experienced by the

drivers was due to the drifts, which resulted

in stalled motors and clutch trouble. Ora

D. Davis (Gaeth), Ray Bettys (Cadillac),

Edward White (Mitchell), F. W. Peck (E

M-F.), William Bennett (Chalmers-Detroit),

Harold Pye (Cadillac), and L. B. Kirkpat

rick (Oakland), lost points through these

troubles. A. V. Hart (Thomas) lost one

point for checking in ahead of time, while ‘

Charles Young (Selden) was assessed 18

points because of delays caused by carbur

etter difficulties. The Brush, driven by

George Berger, lost the maximum number

of 1,000 points.

There were only two accidents and one

of them, fortunately, did not prove serious.

In rounding a sharp turn east of Bufialo

the Selden car driven by Hector Caramella

turned turtle and was wrecked, the driver

escaping with light injury. Earlier, Bert

Van Tuylc, in the pacemaking car, ran into

the ditch on the same turn, but the car

was quickly righted and proceeded toward

Rochester. Charles Young was disqualified

for speeding. The official summary, show

ing the points assessed each driver, is as

follows:

Driver. Car. Points.

Henry Selden, Selden . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0

William C. Barry, Jr., Selden . . . . .. 0

Richard Guyer, Cadillac . . . . . . . . . .. 0

F. Q. Shannon, Gearless . . . . . . . . . .. 0

Ora W. Davis, Gaeth . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1

Harold Pye, Cadillac . . . . . . . . . . . . .. l

A. V. Hart, Thomas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

Ray Bettys, Cadillac . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2

W'illiam Bennett, Chalmers-Detroit. 3

L. B. Kirkpatrick, Oakland .. . . . .. . 6

Fred Wilson, Selden.............. 18

F. W. Peck, E-M-F. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 33

Edward \Vhite, Mitchell . . . . . . . . . . . 95

Charles Young, Selden . . . . . . . . . .. 1,000

Hector Carmella, Selden . . . . . . . . . . . 1,000

George Berger, Brush . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,000

Willard Wins in Houston’s First Run.

P. W. Willard, driving a Stearns car, was

the only one of five drivers that participated

in the first endurance contest promoted by

the Chauffeurs’ and Auto Mechanics’ Club

of Houston, Texas, from that city to Beau

mont and return, Saturday and Sunday, 7th

and 8th insts., who finished with a perfect

score, not a point having been marked

against him for making repairs or breaking

any of the rules. Sherman Brady, Frank~

lin, lost only five minutes in making re

pairs, while George Ayres, Dixie-Seven,

was delayed several hours after running

into a stump. Their desire to reach Beau

mont first proved the undoing of D. B.

Kent, Chalmers-Detroit, and J. W. Bell,

White. After reaching the city limits Bell

and Kent raced for the control at the Cros

by House, and this act resulted in their

disqualification.

 

Germans Plan a Big Motor Speedway.

Germany is to have a Brooklands of its

own if the plans of the promoters of the

project 'materialize. A company with a

capital of $100,000 has been formed to

sponsor the scheme. and it is proposed to

build the new course in the vicinity of Pots

dam. Work on it will be begun immediate

ly. with the idea of holding the opening

meets in the autumn.

PLUGGING THROUGH MUD PUDDLES

Eighteen Perfect Scores Made by San

Francisco Endurancers—Only Two

Failures—Tires to Blame.

l’lastered with mud so thickly that both

cars and passengers scarcely could be rec

ognized, 18 cars of a possible 20 entered in

the 200 miles endurance “mud-plug" of the

San Francisco Automobile Dealers Asso

ciation, Sunday, 7th inst., finished with per

Despite the fact that the roads

were covered with mud, the cars rolled off

fect scores.

miles through rain and hail with clocklike

regularity, and the two cars that failed to

finish on time were retarded by tire trou

bles.

Although it was pouring rain at 6.30 a. m.,

20 cars started from Van Ness and Golden

Gate avenues, at one minute intervals. The

course was to Twelfth and Broadway, Oak

land, a checking station being established

at San Jose to insure the cars running all

the way around the bay and covering the

required distance of 200 miles.

From the time the cars left the paved

streets of San Francisco until they entered

the confines of Oakland, mud in all its

forms, from sticky adobe to deep slush, was

encountered in wholesale quantities. From

the city limits of San Francisco to Redwood

City the roads were in terrible condition,

and more than one of the cars had difiiculty

in getting through this part of the course

successfully.

Several hairbreadth experiences were re

lated by the survivors. Among the num

ber was Charles S. Howard, chairman of the

tours and runs committee of the associa

tion. In following a supposed short cut

Howard allowed a team to take a bridge

ahead of him, and he thanked his lucky

star that he did so, for both horses went

out of sight in the muddy water, which

proved to be the only support of the de

ceptive structure.

Of the two cars that failed to finish on

time, both were victims of tire trouble. The

Premier driven by G. W. Freeman was the

most unfortunate sufferer in this respect.

Freeman had to stop seven times to attend

to tires, but despite these setbacks almost

made up his time, being only six minutes

late at San Francisco. The other car that

failed to finish was a Tourist. Following

are the drivers who made perfect scores:

L. B. Harvey, Rambler; C. 5. Howard,

Buick; J. H. Eagle, Studebaker; F. Mick,

Apperson; M. S. Harris, Studebaker-E-M-F.;

F. Murray, Buick; Max Rosenfeld, Peerless;

E. L. Cutting, Ford; R. C. Anthony, Reo;

E. S. Martin, Mitchell; Norman dc Vaux,

Auburn; A. E. Hunter, Mitchell; C. Aurandt,

Tourist; A. D. Plughol’f, Stoddard-Dayton;

C. Christenson, Buick; F. Stork, Franklin;

R. G. Fowler, Overland. and Walter Mor

ris, Autocar.
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BIG CARI) F01! FLORIDA SANDFEST

Twenty-two Events on Program for Four

Days Meet—Schedule of Contests

and List of Prizes.

Announcement was made this week of

the program for the seventh annual sand

fest on the Ormond—Daytona beach. This

year the affair is to be promoted by the

Motor Contest Association, Inc., as man

ager, of which W. J. Morgan retains his

long cherished position as personal director

of the project. At the same time, the af

fair is characterized as being “under the

patronage of" the Florida East Coast Au

tomobile Association, which means that the

Ormond end of the old-time rivalry is en

tirely shut out of the profitable phases of

the meet. Entry blanks have been issued,

and entries will close March 10th with the

manager, wh0se office is in the Thorough

fare building, 1777 Broadway, New York

City.

The program announcement calls for no

less than 22 events to be contested during

the four days of the meet, which include

in addition to the automobile items, motor

cycle and bicycle races and a series of aero

plane speed tuals—all duly sanctioned and

to be run under the rules of the American

Automobile Association, Automobile Club

of America, Federation of American Mo

torcyclists and the National Cycling Asso

ciation, as pnperly arranged. Numbered

among the 15' events devoted to automobile

contests will be the two-miles-a-minute

speed crown race, against Demogeot’s rec

ord of 58% seconds; the Vanderbilt Cup

competitors’ race, open to all cars in past

Vanderbilt cup contests; a 200 miles piston

displacement class race, and others. The

list of events in full is as follows:

No. 1: Florida Stock Car Price Class

Race, 200 miles—Class E: Cars listing at

$999 and under. Class D: Cars listing at

$1,000 to $1,750. Class C: Cars listing at

$1,751 to $2,450. Class B: Cars listing at

$2.451 to $3,750. Class A: Cars listing at

$3,751 and upwards. First prize in each

class. $200 cash or plate; second, silver

shield; third, gold medal.

class, $50.

No. 2: Piston Displacement Class Race,

200 miles—Class F: 230 cubic inches, (for

example up to 4-inch bore, 4% stroke).

Class G: Between 230 and 320 cubic inches

(for example up to 4f/z-inch bore, stroke 10

per cent. greater). Class H: Between 320

and 460 cubic inches (for example up to 5

inch bore, stroke 10 per cent. reatcr).

Class lz- Above 400 cubic inches (a1 above

Class H limit). First prize in each class,

$200 cash or plate; second and third, gold

and silver medals. Entry fee each class $50.

A special prize of $250. in cash or plate, to

the driver'who produces the best results in

both this race and in the price class raCe

Combined.

No. 3: Minneapolis Trophy Race, 100

miles, for the $2,000 Minneapolis Trophy—

First prize. $300 cash or plate; second, $150

cash or plate; third, $50 cash. Special prize

if winner covers 1(1) miles within one hour.

Entry fee each

lintry fee, $50. Present holder of trophy,

the Fiat, which, like the Mercedes and Na

pier, has won it once. It must be won twice

to become the property of the winner, not

necessarily in succession.

No. 4: Two-mile-a-minute Speed Crown

Race—\IViuner to receive the Gold Speed

Crown, and $300 cash or plate; second, $150;

third, $50. Winner must equal 120'miles

an hour. Entry fee, $50. Present holder

of two-mile record, Victor Demogeot, Dar

racq, who covered the two miles in 1906 in

58% seconds.

No. 5: One mile, best two in three heats,

record race for the Sir Thomas Dewar $2,000

trophy, to be given outright, with $250 cash

or plate to the winner; $150 to the second,

and $50 to the third. Present holder of

trophy, Fred Marriott, mile record, 28%

seconds. Entry fee, $50.

No. 6: International Free for All Race,

1, 5 and 10 miles, best two in three—First

prize, $300 cash or plate; second, $150 cash

or plate; third, $75. Entry fee, $ 0.

No. 7: Southern Price and Horsepower

Handicap, 5 miles, open only to residents

of Southern States—Prizes, gold and silver

medals. Entry fee, $10.

No. 8: Vanderbilt Cup Competitors’ Race,

open to all ears in past Vanderbilt Cup

Races, 50 miles—Trophy and $400 cash to

winner; second, $250; third, $100. Entry

fee, $50. Must be four starters.

No. 9: One Mile Record Gold Medal

Races, best in two in three. open only to

entrants in events Nos. 1 and 2.——Silver

and bronze medals for sccond and third in

each class. Entiv fee, $20. ‘

No. 10: Motorcycle Marathon, 100 miles,

two classes, 30-50 and 61 cubic inches pis

ton displacement. F. A. M. rules. Prizes,

gold, silver and bronze medals. Entry fee,

No. 11: One hour Motorcycle record race.

to beat the Brooklands, England, track rec~

ord of 67 miles 1,655 yards, standing start,

two classes same as above, F. A. M. rules.

Silver shield to first; bronze shield to sec

ond. Entry fee, $5.

No. 12: Aeroplane speed trials.

No. 13: Invitation Match Race, George

Robertson, Lewis Strang, Herbert Lyt e,

Ralph De Palma, and other noted drivers.

Purse. $1,000 gold. Must be three starters.

No. 14: Motorcycle Speed Trials, kilome

ter, mile S and 10 miles.

No. 1 : Bicycle Races and Trials.

No. 16 to 22: Amateur and professional

straightaway bicycle championships under

the sanction of the N. C. A.. %, V, mile,

kilometer and mile races. Cash prizes to

professionals and medals to amateurs.

$1,000 in prizes. $150 cash extra for the

fastest mile. Mile motor paced bicycle rec<

ord trials. Prizes, $100 first prize for each

professional race, $50 to second, $25 to

third. Entry fee, amateurs. $1. Profes

sionals, $2.00.
 

Incorporates to Build a Speedway.

The Indianapolis Motor Speedway Co..

which is the corporate title of the body

promoting the project of a huge motor~

drome at Indianapolis, Ind., has assumed

tangible shape. Articles of incorporation

naming a capitalization of $250,000 were

filed last week, and it is stated that an en

gineer's office having been opened on the

ground of the proposed course, the work of

surveying the track is already under way.

Contracts have been made with the Aero

Club of America to have the course finished

by June lst in order to serve as the start

ing point of the next balloon race.

AMERICA WINS 'l'llli DEWAR CUP

Royal Automobile Club Awards the Trophy

to the Cadillac—Award Based on Last

Summer's Standardization Test.

Announcement was cabled this week that

in acknowledgment of the remarkable stand

ardization test of last summer the Dewar

Cup has been awarded to the Cadillac Motor

'Car Co., of Detroit. The significance of

the honor may be appreciated when it is

understood that the rophy is awarded an

nually by the Royal Automobile Club of

Great Britain for the most noteworthy per

This is the first time

in its history that the cup has been pre

The

award is based upon the special trial con

formance of the year.

sented to an American manufacturer.

ducted by a special committee of the R. A.

C. last summer when, following a 25 miles

road test, three Cadillac cars were com

pletely dismantled, their parts interchanged

and mingled with certain other parts taken

from stock, three new cars subsequently

beingassembled from the material in hand.

No fitting of any sort was permitted during

the test, and all three cars afterward were

run a 25 miles endurance on the Brook

lands course. where they averaged nearly

30 miles an hour. The demonstration creat

ed quite a sensation in England at the time.

Planning New York to Seattle Race.

Thomas Francis Moore, who modestly

disclaimed all knowledge of the project,

when the idea of a New York to Seattle race

for next summer first was broached. has at

length been won over to the scheme and

is reported to be actually on his way to

Seattle where he will interview the commis

sioners of the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Expo

sition and the governors of the Seattle Au

tomobile Club in an effort to arrange the

details of the contest. Conceived by the

officials of the exposition. the plan was at

once placed under the patronage of Robert

Guggenheim, who has donated a $2,000 tro

phy for the main prize, in addition to which

cash prizes will be offered; amounts aggre

gating more than $5,000 already have been

promised, according to the promotors. It

is planned to start two pathfinding cars, one

from New York and one from Chicago on

-.\1arch 15th, while the start of the race it

self will occur either on May 15th or June

lst, according to the condition of the roads.

Date for Altadena Hill Climb.

The annual Altadena hill climb promoted

by the Automobile Dealers Association of

Southern California, which is one of the

most important contests of the sort held

in America, will take place on the hill be

tween Pacadena and Altadena Monday next,

22d inst. Several important changes have

been made in the rules governing this year's

contest.
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CLARIFYING THE RACE SITUATION

Conditions Under Which the A. A. A. Be

comes Sole Governing Body—Some of

Its Promises for the Future.

Complete clarification of the racing “sit

uation,” by which the American Automobile

Association will hereafter be the sole rec

ognized and authoritative governing body

in the United States, has been undertaken

by the combined forces of the Association

itself and of the motor car manufacturers

and importers who for a time threatened

to set up an alleged race control associa

tion of their own. According to the pro

gram which has been decided upon, the A.

A. A. will not only govern all of the large

events, but will abandon its position as to

automobile racing on small horse tracks,

no longer leaving this form of racing to

uncontrolled and irresponsible promoters.

Furthermore, the plan provides that the

powers assumed by the Automobile Club

of America in its celebrated “peace agree

ment" with the A. A. A., as to the control

of “international” races held in this coun

try, are in the main to be restored to the

association by acquiescence on the part of

the Club. The latter is thought to have no

warm enthusiasm over being involved in

the difficult task of controlling and sanc

tioning race meets which become “inter

national" through the simple process of

being advertised as such, and it' is believed

that it will yield part of the fruits of its

diplomatic victory to aid the racing cause.

Matters came to a head as the result of

the formation at Chicago during the show

of an organization known as the Manufac

turers’ Contest Association, having for its

general object the protection of the manu

facturers’ interests in racing matters. A

meeting of makers and importers anxious

for an improved government of racing mat

ters had been held at the Hotel Victoria,

New York, in January, during the Madison '

Square Garden show, at which time the

_ sentiment had been largely for an independ

ent governing body composed of the mak

ers and importers themselves. The imprac

ticability of this idea, however, was suffi

ciently apparent to make the later meeting

at Chicago take a different turn.

While the makers organized, in accord

ance with the tentative program advanced

at New York, they dismissed the plan for a

governing body of their own, and decided to

support the A. A. A. as the proper organiza

tion to control racing. Nevertheless, they

undertook to advance their common inter

ests as far as possible by seeking rec0gni

tion in the counsels of the A. A. A. in rac

ing matters so that the wishes of the man

ufacturers as a body might be given due

consideration in the framing of rules and

the regulation of contests in general.

The meeting at Chicago _was held on

February 10, 35 manufacturers and import

ers being in attendance. Benjamin Briscoe,

of the Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co., was

elected president, and William E. Metzger,

of the E-M-F. Co., secretary-treasurer, with

Russell Field, of New York, as assistant

secretary and Howard E. Coffin, of the

Chalmers-Detroit Motor Co., as chairman

of the committee on rules. The latter com

mittee was determined upon to prepare rac~

ing rules framed-as the racing interests

themselves would like to have them. for

the consideration of the A. A. A. Con

ferees were appointed to meet with the

A. A. A. officials and apprise them of the

new organization's attitude.

Negotiations with the A. A. A. have re

sulted in an agreement between the two

bodies that the Manufacturers’ Contest As

sociation will support the A. A. A. in its

control of racing and that the latter will

give the M. C. A. recognition even to the

extent of letting it have an advisory com

mittee with a voice in the proceedings of

the A. A. A. contest board. The contest

board is composed of Chairman Frank B.

I-Iower, Frank G. Webb and A. L. McMur

try, while the advisory committee from the

M. C. A. consists of Alfred Reeves, E. P.

Chalfant and E. R. Hollander, representing

the “independent,” the “licensed” and the

importing elements, respectively, of the

new organization. The function of the ad

visory committee will be purely “advisory,”

and it will have no vote as to the contest

board's actions.

Rules governing all racing events for

1910 will be formulated by the rules com

mittee of the M. C. A. and will be sub

mitted for approval or alteration by the

A. A. A. contest board, so that as finally

adopted and promulgated by the latter they

shall be ready before the first of September,

thereby giving the manufacturers an op

portunity in advance to construct the types

of cars that will be eligible for the 1910

racing season.

Quite enspirited by the support which

the manufacturers have pledged to it, the

A. A. A. is exuding good resolutions and

noble promises as to the strict but broad

and impartial lines on which it will insist

that automobile racing shall be conducted

hereafter. Confessing that up to the pres

ent time its “control” of racing has been

under a “haphazard and disjointed system.”

it forecasts for the future so gushineg as

even to declare that no race will be sanc

tioned unless the contest board has positive

assurance “that the spectator will be re

warded at least to the extent of the admis

sion price,” not to mention the measures

that will be insisted upon for his safety. In

decorously alive to the trade side of the

“sport,” the Association intimates also that

the makers who compete under the new or

der of things will receive “more good whole

some advertising and publicity" than be

fore, and it is altogether lavish in pictur

ing the thoroughness and efficiency with

which it intends to exercise its powers.

Members of the M. C. A. express the hope

that the A. A. A. will “make - good” in

shouldering it's responsibilities as it should

and presenting a contrast to its jelly-spined

and indifferent attitude of the past, so that

the qestion of racing control may find its

satisfactory solution under the arrange

ment effected. To this end, the manufac

turers and importers declare themselves

as pledged to give every aid, so that with a

strengthened hand the A. A. A. can fulfill its

proper function as the supreme race govern

ing body.

More Money for the Motor Parkway.

Financial affairs of the Long Island M0

tor Parkway have been bobbing into prom

inence for the last few weeks through the

fact that it became known that the enter

prise was greatly in need of further funds

to carry on the work of construction. The

original bond subscription of $500,000 ap

pears to have been eaten up already in the

construction of the nine miles actually built

out of the total of 40 miles which the

scheme contemplates, and in laying out of

parking spaces in connection with the rac

ing events so far held. Rumors that the

project was to'be abandoned as a failure

were set at rest late last week, however,

by the announcement that J. Pierpont Mor

gan, W. K. Vanderbilt, Sr., and H. B. Hol

lins had subscribed for $1,000,000 more of

bonds, thus figuratively putting it on its

feet again, so that the work of completing

the Parkway will commence in the spring.

Hartford Plans a Four-Ply Run.

At the regular monthly meeting of the

Automobile Club of Hartford, held last

week, the report of the contest committee

providing for a 200 miles endurance con

test to be held on May 22 was accepted.

The plan adopted calls for a run over four

different routes of approximately 50 miles

each, radiating from Hartford, where will

be the only point of control; and a time

schedule allowing for a speed of not more

than 20 miles per hour. Penalties, exclus

ive of tire troubles, are to be assessed for

each minute lost in making repairs, at the

rate of one point per minute; and all stops

to be added to schedule time. Any “ob

rious" breakages or deformation of springs,

spring hangers, frames, axles, pivots,

wheels or parts thereof, are to be penalized.

Working up a Climbfest for Chattanooga.

Encouraged by the interest aroused in the

farthcoming Mardi Gras meet at New Or

leans, in which he has a hand, the well

remembered W. A. Pickens is active in the

promotion of a three days hill climb and

race meet to be held at Chattanooga, Tenn.,

March 16, 17 and 18. The program includes

" hill climb on Lookout Mountain for the

'zw-t dzy, followed by a two days meet on

He Olympic track. A match race be

tween Lewis Strang and De Palma, “the

great French driver," figures conspicuously

in the preliminary announcements. ‘
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REVISING BAY STATE STATUTES

Highway Commission Reports on Codifica

tion—It Prefers a Uniform New Eng

land Law Which It Submits.

One of the busiest committees of the

at the

time is that on roads and bridges, to which

Massachusetts legislature present

is referred all proposed legislation affect

The grist falling into

the legislative hopper this session is quite

ing motor vehicles.

as voluminous as during previous sessions,

and the committee has given several impor

tant hearings. It now has to take up and

consider the report of the State highway

commission, made in accordance with the

resolve passed last year directing the codi

fication of the motor vehicle laws of the

State.

of 56 pages, including not only the codified

laws of the State with the Commission’s re

port thereon, but also the proposed uniform

motor vehicle law for New England, which

was drafted as a result of the conference of

New England governors in Boston last fall.

The Commission recommends that the uni

form law be adopted in place of the codifica

tion of the existing laws.

The codified law consists of 32 sections

and includes not alone the existing statutes.

but rules which the Highway Commission

has made under authority of statute, like

wise some new provisions, which in the

opinion of the Commission are desirable.

Following are some of the most important

features:

Section 2 has to do with registration and

a new clause gives the Highway Commis

sion power to refuse to register a vehicle

which it considers unsafe or improperly

equipped, and for the same cause it may re

voke registrations. Section 5 is entirely new

and relates to the display of number plates,

which must be placed so as always to be

visible, in a horizontal position with the

bottom not less than 15 and not more than

36 inches from the ground. The rear plate

must be illuminated at night so that it can

be seen at a distance of 60 feet.

Under section 7 the Commission has in

corporated a new provision requiring that

every motor vehicle of more than 10 horse

power shall have at least two powerful and

separate brakes, one of which must act on

the rear wheels. One must be a foot brake.

Sections 9 to 15 have to do with the oper

ation of motor vehicles. A chauffeur teach

ing an unregistered person is made liable

for an infraction of the law by that person.

The time for lighting up is changed from

an hour to a half hour before sunrise and

after sunset. Rear lights must show red

and also white to illuminate the number

plate. When left unattended the motor

must be stopped and upon approaching a

curve or intersecting way the driver is re—

quired to slow down and give a signal with

This report is a printed document

his horn or other device. There is also in

cluded a clause requiring drivers to turn

square corners.

The speed limits remain the same, but

the law relating to local regulations is so

changed as to prevent the exclusion of mo

tor vehicles from State highways and other

main roads. By section 28 the Commis

sion’s ruleI somewhat amended, requiring

the keeping by dealers and manufacturers of

a record of the cars entering and leaving

their garage is extended to all garages, thus

covering private cars kept in public gar

ages.

The most striking difference between the

codified and the uniform law is in the mat

ter of registration and fees. Under the

uniform law there is arranged a system of

graded fees based on horsepower, which

is to be determined by the commission. The

fees run from $5 for a car under 10 horse'

power, and the charges for a dealer's or

manufacturer’s registration is made $50.

For the registration of a non-resident's car

during the summer months. or of any car

between October lst and the end of the

year, a half rate fee is proposed. Another

important change incorporated in the uni

form law is the increase of the speed limit

from 20 to 25 miles outside the thickly set

tled sections. Driving faster than the limit

is made conclusive instead of prima facie

evidence of an infraction of the law.

The system of penalties for speed viola

tions is made more severe. For conviction

of a second offense of driving while under

the influence of intoxicating liquor, the pun

ishment is made imprisonment for from six

months to two years. Racing on the high

ways is made an offense punishable the

same as reckless driving. This includes

driving for a record. The uniform law

would do away with all local speed regula

tions except those of the Metropolitan Park

Commission and of the town of Nantucket.

Under the uniform law a person who has

a regular residence or place of business in

the State for three months in a year is con

sidered a resident. Non-residents may use

their cars in the State for ten instead of

seven days and may take out three months'

registrations, covering July, August and Sep

tember. On the matter of determining the

horsepower the bill reads: “The horse

power of every motor vehicle sought to be

registered shall be determined by the com

mission, and such determination shall be

final and conclusive."

French Tax Rating Unsatisfactory.

Much dissatisfaction is being manifested

among owners and manufacturers in France

over the new system of basing automobile

taxation on the highest rating of cars. In

the past, for example, a 20-30 horsepower

car was taxed on a medium rating of 25

horsepower, and this basis was considered

equal to all, but now the rate has been

raised and in the future car owners will be

taxed at the highest power value assigned

their machines.

JOY RIDES FREE FDR EVERYBMIY

Motoring Carnival to Mark the Opening of

New York's Newest Bridge—Unusual

Treat Planned for the Public.

Plans maturing for the opening of the

Queensborough bridge on June 12 include

a great motoring carnival to continue

through the week, and which, the celebra

tion committee expects, will enable “every

body and his wife or sweetheart” to enjoy

a free automobile ride over the bridge and

back. For the opening day the committee

anticipates having more than 5,000 automo

biles at command for this purpose, and they

will be dispatched over the bridge under a

two minutes headway during the day. It

is believed to be vary probable that many

of the real estate concerns engaged in de

veloping home sites on Long Island will

improve the opportunity to give prospective

purchasers a taste of touring over the

charming roads to which the big bridge will

afford an approach from Manhattan, and

the continual strengthening of this proba

bility is one of the reasons for spreading

the celebration over the entire week. The

committee reckons also upon a big partici~

pation by automobile makers and dealers

who will regard the occasion as affording

especially favorable opportunity for demon

strating their machines. This expectation

is reasonable in view of the fact that the

great cantilever structure stretching across

the East River between Manhattan and

Long Island, with its central supports on

Blackwell's Island, is the first big bridge

in the world upon which special provision

has been made for automobile traffic.

Arrangements for the carnival have been

placed by the celebration committee in the

hands of a special committee, the chairman

ship of which has been accepted by A. R.

Pardington, vice-president and general man

ager of the Long Island Motor Parkway.

The vehicles crossing the bridge on the

opening day will be under the control of

the celebration committee and each will

carry a sign indicating that it is free to any

one who desires to take the ride. No person

operating a machine on the bridge that day

will be permitted to charge any fare.

In order to accommodate the operators

of automobiles all conveniences will be

provided free of charge, including gasolene,

the making of repairs and the hospitalities

of the garage. Small cards giving the va

rious points at which these conveniences

will be afforded will be given to all chauf

feurs. Guide books telling of the principal

points of Long Island and the best roads

will be furnished all automobile owners on

application to the automobile committee of

the celebration committee. That many

thousands of people will indulge in this un

usual opportunity for an outing is a very

safe prediction.
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AMONG CLUBS AND ASSOCIATIONS

Jersey Motorists to Confer on Laws—Sup

port for Federal Legislation Invited—

News of Club Elections.

.-\n important gathering of New Jersey

motorists is planned for Thursday evening,

25th inst., in connection with what is to be

known as “Club Night” at the Newark au

tomobile show. Secretary H. A. Bonnell,

of the Associated 'Automobile Clubs of New

Jersey, has sent out a call for a general

meeting of all motorists holding member

ship in the various automobile clubs affil

iated with the association, to be held in

the Essex Troop armory. Secretary A. B.

Le Massena. 0f the New Jersey Automobile

and Motor Club, also has notified the 1,400

members of that Newark organization, and

expects a big attendance from among the

number.

The meeting is called in order that the

representatives of the different clubs

throughout the State may have opportunity

to discuss in open session the different

phases of the motor vehicle law and to

suggest amendments to the present act that

may be deemed advisable to the motoring

fraternity.

It is expected that a large and represent

ative gathering of club members will take

part in the deliberations, as hundreds of

automobilists have planned to visit the show

on that evening. As the session will be

held in the executive offices adjoining the

exhibition hall, it will be convenient for the

show visitors to attend.

 

At the regular monthly meeting which

was held at the Auditorium Annex in Chi~

cago last week, the executive committee of

the American Automobile Association unan

imously adopted the recommendations con

tained in a communication from Chairman

Terry, of the legislative board requesting

the support of the allied motor clubs in

pushing the federal registration bill through

Congress.

The bill provides that a motorist residing

in any State upon filing with the proper

bureau at Washington a statement that he

has complied with the provisions of the

law of the State of his residence, accompa

_ flying the same with a fee of $5, will be en

titled to a United States number, which will

be shown on his car when traveling from

state to state, and will not be obliged to

take out registration or pay any license

fees in any state through which he may de

sire to pass.

 

Owing to internal dissensions within the

ranks of the Bay State Automobile Asso

ciation of Boston, several of its active mem

bers have withdrawn and formed a new or

ganization, to be called the Boston Motor

Club. R. R. ROss and A. E. Adams, who

are the prime movers in the new club, have

met with good success in their efforts to

develop interest in the project. and the new

club will start with over 200 members. A

committee from the Bay State A. A. ad

dressed a meeting of the members of the

new organization, requesting them to re

consider their action and return to the

fold, but it was decided to go ahead with

the new club. At a temporary meeting

held last week, committees were appointed

to draft a constitution and by-laws, and se

cure quarters for the infant body. In an

swer to the question as to whether there is

room for still another organization of the

kind in Boston, the founders of the new

club state that it is not in any way in

tended to antagonize the Bay State Club.

but to strive to make the new club a social

center for the motoring fraternity.

 

New life was instilled into the Illinois

State Automobile Association, which had

fallen into a state of lethargy at a mass

meeting of the members held in Chicago

last week. L. E. Myers, of Chicago, was

placed in the chair and a vigorous cam

paign will be instituted to secure favorable

legislation for motorists, co-operation in the

work of state roads improvement, the erec

tion of sign boards, the securing of dis

counts on motor car supplies for members,

and in agitating the subject of uniform

state laws in the middle West. The elec

tion of officers resulted as followszL. E.

Myers, Chicago, president; George W. Ehr

hart, Decatur, first vice-president; P. A.

W'hitney, Peoria, second vice-president; E.

\\-". McCready, Chicago, third vice-president;

F. H. Trego, Chicago, secretary; John Far

son, Chicago, treasurer.

 

At its recent annual meeting the Quaker

City Motor Club elected a new set of offi

cers and board of governors. Unusual in

terest centered in the fight for president and

board of governors, and after a spirited

contest. I.. D. Berger was elected president

The other officers chosen were M. E. Brig

ham, first vice-president; G. D. Bartlett.

second vice-president; H. C. Harback, sec'

retary; G. T. Stewart, treasurer. Board

of governors, F. G. Dunlop, R. E. Ross, G.

H. Gantert, J. R. Overpeck, W. J. Donnelly,

E. H. Lewis, Richard Sellers, A. T. James

and Max R. Greene.

 

At'its annual meeting last week the Mo

tor Club of Harrisburg, Pa., elected the fol

lowing officers for the coming year: O. C.

Robertson, president; C. C. Cumbler, first

vice-president; F. J. Brady, second vice

president; A. G. Forster, third vice-pres

ident; J. C; Myton, secretary; J. C. Nissby,

treasurer. Members elected to the board of

governors were: W. O. Hickok, to serve

two years; F. A. Stees, C. C. Cochlin and

J. S. Sible, for three years.

 

After a not very successful existence the

California Women’s Automobile Club, which

has its headquarters in San Francisco, has

passed into the “great beyond.” Last week

the club closed its affairs, but the members

immediately formed another organization,

to be known as the Pacific Coast Motor

Club. It was stated that the old name had

been a hindrance to the advancement of the

club. The officers of the new organization

are: President, Mrs. J. W. Leavitt; vice

president, Mrs. J. C. Perry; seeretary~treas

urer, Mrs. J. H. Healy.

 

Motorists of Marshalltown, Iowa, having

decided that an organization was needed 'to

properly take care of their interests, last

week formed the Marshalltown Automobile

Club, with a charter membership of 25. At

the election of officers the following were

chosen to preside over the club’s affairs:

.James L. Denmead, president; Charles C.

Eldridge, first vice-president; A. J. Clark,

second vice-president; Merritt Greene, Jr.,

secretary; H. K. Denmead, treasurer.

 

Brimfield (Ill.) motorists recently formed

the Brimfield Automobile Club. After

adopting a constitution and by-laws, the

following officers were chosen: Dr. A. A.

Knapp, president; E. M. Maher, vice-pres

ident; A. Mainville, secretary-treasurer. The

club was launched with a membership of

twelve, with bright prospects of a substan

tial increase.

 

At its annual meeting last week the

Oneida (N. Y.) Automobile Club elected

the following officers: John Maxwell, pres

ident; H. M. Reynolds, vice-president; Frank

W. Farnam, secretary; Fremont Chapin,

treasurer. After disposing of this impor

tant matter a constitution and by-laws were

adopted and a good roads committee ap

pointed.

 

At its recent annual meeting, the Auto

mobile Club of Parkersburg, W. Va., elected

the following officers for the coming year:

W. T. Carter, president; C. L. Muhleman,

vice-president; Joseph Russell. secretary

and treasurer. Three members chosen for

the board of directors were: W. S. Smith,

Sherman Dils and O. S. Hawkins.

 

The destinies of the Rhode Island Auto

mobile club for the coming year will be in

the hands of the following officers, who

were elected at the recent annual meeting: _

H. R. Nightingale, president; C. A. Russell.

vice-president; F. M. Barber. secretary; E.

E. Boyden and E. F. Crowell, members of

the board of governors for three years.

 

At Columbus, 0., on February 15, the

Columbus Automobile Club took formal pos

session of their new club house, said to be

one of the finest in the Middle West. Open

house was held, and tradesmen. members

and their friends took occasion to inspect

the new quarters and participate in the

house warming ceremonies.
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The Week’s Patents.

901,767. Brace for Supplementary Vehi

clc Springs. William Young, St. Louis, Mo.,

assignor to Supplementary Spiral Spring

Company, St. Louis, Mo., a Corporation of

Missouri. Filed Nov. 24, 1905. Serial No.

288,899.

_1. A rigid brace for a supplementary ve

hicle spring composed of a pair of arms and

a pair of cross-pieces connecting same, said

cross-pieces containing openings by which

said brace is attached to the device to be

braced, the opening in one of said cross

pleces being in a different vertical plane

from the opening in the other.

901,826. Differential Gear for Motor Ve

hicles. Charles J. Pittman, Redfern, near

Sydney, New South Wales, Australia, as

signor of one-half to Frank Ireland, Sydney,

New South Wales, Australia. Filed May

11, 1908. Serial No. 432,186.

1. A differential gear for vehicles com

prising a driving shaft, an arm fixed to turn

therewith, a part loosely balanced on said

shaft, a notched wheel also loosely mounted

on said shaft, and a pawl pivotally mounted

on said arm and fulcrumed on said part. said

pawl having an arm adapted to be engaged

relatively to the notched wheel by a relative

rotation of said arm and part.

901,842. Detachable Shoe for Self-Pro

pelled Vehicle Wheels. William P. Shat

tuck, Minneapolis, Minn., assignor of one

half to M. McVoy, Jr., New York, N. Y.

Filed April 22, 1907. Serial No. 369,674.

1. The combination, with a wheel and its

tire, of a flexible shoe and means for secur

ing it to the tire, metallic plates secured to

said shoe on each side of the center line of

the tread of the tire. said shoe being adapted

to yield between said plates and allow them

to conform to the compression of the tire,

and propelling blades mounted on said

plates and adapted to engage the soil as the

wheel revolves, and pack it ahead of them

on each side of the wheel, for the purpose

specified.

901,898. Steering Mechanism for Self-Pro

pelled Vehicles. Charles B. Hatfield, Cort

land, N. Y., assignor to Hatfield Motor Ve

hicle Company, Cortland, N. Y., a Corpor

ation of New York. Original application

filed Jan. 26, 1907. Serial No. 354,308. Di

vided and this application filed April 24,

1907. Srial No. 370.027.

1. A steering mechanism for self-pro

pelled vericles in combination with a steer

ing axle, a segmental guide secured to the

axle, said guide constituting a fifth wheel

section, a bearing for said segmental guide.

a chain passed around the guideand con

nected to the axle, a steering post and

means on the steering post for engaging

and actuating the chain.

901,907. Wheel. Arthur L. Jiminez, New

York, N. Y., assignor of forty-five one-hun

dredths to Joseph Lopez Jiminez, and one

twentieth to Juan M. Rigau Carrera, New

York. N. Y. Filed July 1, 1907 Serial No.

381.689.

1. A wheel comprising a sheet metal body

portion and a tire portion, said body por

tion comprising two plates secured together

and each provided with a peripheral head.

the peripheral beads of the respective sheet

metal body members co-operating to form

a hollow rim disposed within the tire por

tion and a pneumatic tube within the tire

portion and constituting a bearing for the

hollow rim formed by the peripheral heads

on the plates of the body portion.

901,921. Automobile Lamp. John Mark

man, Pittsburg, Pa. Filed April 30, 1908.

Serial No. 430,161.

In a device of the type described, a lamp

box comprising a base and side walls se

cured thereto, guidcs carried by said side.

walls adjacent the upper and lower edges

thereof, reflectors secured In said guides,

braces connecting said side walls at the ends

thereof, a transparent plate seated in the

brace at the forward end of said box and

in the said base, a sign-plate secured over

said transparent plate, a perforated metallic

top-plate for said box, hinged door for the

rear end of said box, and a reflector carried

by the inner face of said door.

902,015. Tire Protective Rivet. Edwin

E. Stimpson, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to

Edwin B. Stimpson Company, a Corpora

tion of New York. Filed Jan. 30, 1908. Se

rial No. 413,373.

1. A protective rivet, comprising a base

member having a hole throu h it, a shank

member projecting from sai hole having

a headed portion too large to pass there

through, a ring-like member secured on the

base member by infolding the latter against

it and having the walls of its ring openin

in an engagement with the shank hea

adapted to prevent movement of said shank

head away from the base member, said ring

member being recessed on its outer face to

have ring-like road contactin walls, one

within the other and separated y a space.

902,045. Differential Mechanism. Emile

Aze, Minneapolis, Minn., assignor of one

half to Hans Bjelland, Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed May 15, 1908. Serial No. 432,980.

1. A differential mechanism comprising

a gear wheel, a casing secured thereto and

having hubs, axles journaled in said hubs

and having eccentrics on their inner ends, a

primary cross head having a guideway in

said gear, secondary cross heads having

guideways in said primary cross heads and

movable in a direction substantially at right

angles to the direction of movement of said

primary cross head, said secondary cross

heads having openings to receive said ec

centrics, and means whereby the movement

of one secondary cross head will be trans

mitted to the other one.

902,072. \Vheel. Richard K. Gregory,

'Greensboro, N. C. Filed March 16, 1907.

Serial No. 362,706.

In a vehicle wheel, the combination with a

channeled rim and its support, and a cir

cumferentially extending series of shoes

movable within said rim and spring pressed

outwardly and formed with transversely en

larged inner ends producing outwardly fac

ing shoulders. the rim being formed with

coacting shoulders to limit the outward

movement of the shoes, the sides of said

enlargement being formed with sockets,

each shoe being formed at one end with

spaced sockets in line with the sockets of

the enlargements and between said end

sockets WIth a groove. each being formed

at its opposite end with a tongue of less

width than the shoe and in alignment with

the side enlargements, said tongue being

adapted to fit in the groove of the next ad

mining shoe. anti-friction devices mounted

in the sockets of the side enlargements of

the respective shoes and bearing against the

sides of the rim, and other anti-friction de

vices'in the end sockets at opposite sides of

the grooves, said last named anti-friction

 

  

devices bearing against the end of the re

spective adjacent shoes.

902,117. Automatic Headlight Defiecting

Mechanism. Joseph J. Shipley, Washing

ton, D. C. Filed May 17, 1906. Serial No.

317,370.

1. In a motor vehicle, a spring supported

body, steering knuckles, duplicate lamps ro~

tatably supported from said body. a connec

tion between the lamps whereby they may

be moved in unison, means connecting one

of the steering knuckles with one of the

lamps, and means connecting the other

steering knuckle with the other lamp.

whereby both of the said lamps may be r0

tated to project the light in the path of

travel of the vehicle when turning corners

or rounding curves.

902,147. Tire. Edwin T. Greenfield, Kia

mesha, N. Y. Filed Oct. 30, 1906. Serial

No. 341,255.

In a tire, the combination of a resilient

tube, an armoring therefor consisting of

sheet metal of U shape cross section par

tially inclosing the tube and so formed as

to provide spaces between the tube and

armoring havin openings in the face there

of, and projections supported on the tube

and extending through the openings in the

armoring, said projections being provided

with means for preventing them from pass

ing through said openings, substantially as

set forth.

902.149. Driving Mechanism for Motor

Driven Vehicles. Hans T. Hansen, Mil

waukee, Wis., assignor, by mesne assign

ntents, to T. D. Levering, St. Paul, Minn.

Filed May 29. 1905. Serial No. 262.760.

l. In a motor driven vehicle, the com

bination of a motor mounted on a yielding

frame, and connected to drive the four

wheels through rotary axle. shafts—said

connections comprising a flexible motor

shaft, and a set of transmission shafts con

nected therewith by differential gear ing. and

operatively connected to drive' the respect

ive axle shafts, one of the transmission

shafts being flexibly jointed between said

differential gearing and the axle shaft. and

supported at the joint from the yielding

frame.

902.212. Sectional Tire. Horace O. Cra

ven, Schenectady, N. Y. Filed Nov. 11,

1905. Serial No. 286,794.

1. In a tire section, two end supports of

metal constructed to be attached to a wheel,

a layer of textile material extending be

tween said supports and connected thereto

and an outer sheathing of elastic material

covering said textile material and receiving

said supports.
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ACCURATE

GEARS '

Can furnish all kinds of

 

Fedders Radiators

will cool such cars as the Pierce, Thomas. Packard ‘

Runabout and National for 1909. How about your ‘

order:

If you want to learn about a REAL COOLER. get ‘

our catalogue.

\

reopens um. woaxs. Buflalo. N. v. y

\

Get Rid of Tire Troubles

Try a Set of

0&JImus

(STABLISNLD lab

 

 

 
 

 

  
  

  

H gears of any material

Uh and in any quantity,
‘ \

  
  

LFED ADDILDOJADS.

The Standard American Valves tor

Automobile. Blcycle 6: Vehicle tires

Manuiactured by

A. SCliRADER'S SON. INC.

78-32 Rose SI. New York. USA.

UNIVERSAL VALVES
f; Twmumm all with accurately cut

or planed teeth. Let

us quote you prices.

  

.._.____"ARDWER'CA
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The Now Process Haw Hits to.
THE METZ

  

 

D 0 W T U B E s
- "A"! 9'.“ The Best Tubes Ever Manufactured SYRCAUSE, N. y,

' .360 “gijlmmoo ) Are the Most Economical

 
Do Not Defiate When Punctured. "‘ '

DOW TIRE COMPANY,

2000 Broadway, N. Y. 889 Boylston St.. Boston.

My' novel selling .

plan makesit possi

ble to sell at above

price. How? Write

' “k an“ d__,./ for Book " B.“

CHAS. H. METZ, Waltham, Mass.

  

WHO is

RESPONSIBLE

   

 

l HAVE A NORTHERN LIMOUSINE which

for the best of reasons 1 want to sell quickly.

It is in perfect condition. having been driven less

than 500 miles, and I think it's one of the sweetest

running, handsomest appearing. town cars made.

Tires are brand new and the varnish isn't damaged

—in fact the car is just as good as new when it sold

for $2,500 and I'll sell it for halt—$1,250.

Address E. M. M., 382 Pennsylvania Ave. De

troit, Mich.

 

 
 

A SUPERB LINE OF CARS-—

'l‘ H E A 0 K S U N

“No Sand Too eep—No Bill Tee Steep."

2-Cylinder and 4-Cylinder

Runabouta, Roadsters, Touring Cars,

ll H. P., 24 H. Y.. 80 H. P. and 36 H. P.

Prices, $850, $950, $1,250 and $1,000.

HUKSUI AUTOMOBILE 00 Jackson. Ileh.

FOR THE

REI] HEAI]?

ELEVELAND SPARK PLUGS
“They Shoot a Flame."

CLEVELAND SPARK PLUG 60.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

  

 

 
 

no”
SIDE-WIRE SOLID MliTUIi TIIIES

run WORLD'S snuvmnn

FIIESTIIIE TIRE & RUBBER 00.. Allen. Uhlo

MORGAN aWRIGHTTlRES
  

ARE GOOD TIRES

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 
 

THE BICYCLING WORLD 3| 1,000,000

and MOTORCYCLE REVIEW

Will Interest You.

urday by

BICYCLING WORLD CO.,

Published Every Sat~~

worth of experience behind the new

8 l ,500 MITCHELL

This price includes 300 worth of extra‘auto

mobile value not inclu ed in other cars selling at

this grice. Learn what it is. Write to-day for de

taile description.

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR 60..

Standard Manufacturers A. M. C. M A.

IHEMKRMON
"A Mechanical Munrorbleco'

For catalog, address Dqt. 16.

NORDYKE & MARION CO.

(Eulab. :85!) INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

 

 

s75 Mitchell St., Racine, wu
 

 

 

154 Nassau St.. New York City 3

 

 

An Expert Opinion

At the Paris exhibition M. Pierre de

Vasselot, the most eminent electrical en

gineer of Europe, said: “After a careful

and thorough examination of the SPLIT

DORF Magneto, I am satisfied that it

has no equal in design and efiiciency

among Magnetos of the present day."

_Ask for catalog.

' C. F. SPLITDORF

Walton Ave. and 138th 8t.—-Branch, 1819 Broadway

N E W Y 0 R K

 

 

  

For Automobile Bodies, Dashes, Guards, Bonnets,

Battery Boxes, Drip Pans. Mnliiers, Iitc.

'I'RONG—DURABLE

CALELESS—RUSTLESS

MOUTH—PAINT ADHERES FIIILY

A llelali'l’hnit’srl VTirne fund ’Money 2n!!!

Tnn s'l'ann noun“; MILL COMPANY, CANTON, onlo
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any price.

minutes.

It.

lie its name.

Write for catalogue.

 

The Overland is no experiment. It has established a reputation the equal of any car at

The extraordinary simplicity of its design, coupled with the quality of material and work

manship employed, make it absolutely fool-proof.

A child can learn to drive it in ten

The most exacting driver can get all

the speed, all the power, all the service,

and all the pleasure that he desires from

It is everybody’s car, and does not be~

OVERLAND AUTOMOBILE CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

  

rs: mun-umun---- | |||~ mu“. ' I ~

m ‘5 , 1H. -.

Immlfllt, ..

  

  

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

Blood and Iron
may be fine as a figure 0! speech, but

hardened steel in SPEEDOMETER

CONSTRUCTION is what counts.

 

Our Speedometers are the

the strongest made

No one can deny this. We harden

every part subject to wear.

STEWART

SPEEDOMETERS , ~

are built to last, and the

GUARANTEE IS FORFIVE YEARS

Stewart 8r Clark Mtg. Co.

509 Diversey Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois, U. S. A.

New York City Branch, 1878 Broadway

—

 

  

 

 

 

A“
S a

“E MA

EL _

The newest thing in screw drivers is the B. & S. “all steel." Com~

nlete in ONE PIECE, handle and all. Light and durable. The most

sensible screw driver ever made. Don’t fail to get circular.

THE BILLINGS & SPENCER CO., Hartford, Conn.
 

 

"CH; Wu CHAMP s 50N5

  

 

30,000 MILES Wll HOUI ADJUSTME‘N f.

HESE PARSONS WHITE BRASS BEARINGS RA

hAl' DISTANCE m A PACKARD CAR.THEY ARE BACK IN

HF. CAR WITHOUT EVEN BENG SCRAPED

STILL RUNNING RUNNNG STLL.
cramp

Metals
'DINGCSHIP 6 ENG‘NE 9U“

PHILADELPHIA-PENNA
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. WANTS AND FOR SALE
15 cents per line oi seven words, cash with order.

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

‘ m E WANT A FIRST-CLASS TRAV

ELING REPRESENTATIVE, ONE

_7 in, THOROUGHLY ACQUAINTED WITH

THE AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTUR

ING TRADE. THOROUGH SALES EX
Cup Winner in ,300 Miles Endurance Contest, PERIENCE DEMANDED. GIVE REE

Philadelphia to Wilkes-Barre and return, January ERENCES. TIMKEN ROLLER BEAR

1-2, 1909, ING AXLE co., CANTON, omo.

OR SALE—E t‘ lb ‘ . -
Only THREE out oi THIRTY-TWO conrasr- F m.,, Can’figi’,8230,12321323;

. tom business; cit of 70,000, growmg ra id

est trade in city; centra ocation; feet

frontage, sq. ft. floor space_ Nets

$3,000 to $5,000 per annum; more than 700

automobiles owned in the city. Capital re

quired $18,000 or more. A e and i'ailin

health reason for selling. Afidress X Y ,

care Motor World.

RADUATE of stationary, automobile

and marine gasolene engineering, with

thorough technical training and two years

actual experience, desires position as chauf

feur, demonstrator, or in any other branch

of the automobile business, in any part of

the world. References and particulars fur

nished on application. CYRUS THOMP

SON, Ravenwood, Mo.

THE INTER-STATE
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In every way the light-running, graceful, speedy

INTERSTATE—$1750 complete with Eiseman Magneto

—finds its only competition in the hljh-pl'lcel hiizh grade

ears. Write for catalogue. today. Dealers ll. Meats

will appreciate the opportunity opened to them by tht~

iNTER-STATE. Address:

inter-State Automobile Co.. 126 Willard St., Muncie, ind.

  

 

50 II. P.—Six-cylinder Shait Drive, - - - $8,000

Equipped with choice of Touring, Tourabout, Toy Tonneau, Close

coupled or Runabout bodies.50 H. P. Four-cylinder Chain Drive, - - - $4,500

Equipped with Touring body, Limousine or Landaulet, $5,500 R

Roadster or Tourabout, $4,350.

—— FOR THE

MATHESON AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

Main Sale. Olliee, Garage and Repair Dept. R E n H E 9

1886-1888 Broadway, Cor. 62d Si. NEW YORK CITY I

This Tire Sells Because it Saves

Saving of time and saving of money explain the

e

On

  

 

 

   

JONES SPEEDOMETER

Most accurate speed

popularity of the Goodyear taehable Auto Tire on

Goodyear Universal Rim. or 05 in less than 60

seconds with no tools except a wrench. This is the

  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

indicator in the world. v' - ' ‘ r" - ' ' 3. 7 ’ 303m!“ mmPPin rmo Tlngolghlli on MR BAG?

JONES SPEEDOMETER CO., A Dependable Cur. L an’t clrlecv- cag't “m wk. b 0‘ Puncwrefvm
& coII mgttoiéztgcforytzaoayzgrm'our if Ott e BerVice ft: to

GUUDYEAR TIRE & RUBBER 00 . Arthur St., Akron. 0.

SPRINGFIELD

Brlscoe Manufacturing Co. THE GYROSCOPE CAR To? <"‘-"°"

The Simplest Automobile in the World. “mum

R USO—The Price—8750. 30¢!”

ovnoscon AU'rouogltu: co. mm.) smgnm

0 Detroit, ‘Mich. Newark, N. J. at w,“ itawm‘” “is... M cm. “$31,591,9

* Sprinlliehi, In...
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WE MANUFACTURE
 
 

Axles '— Type “A,” 50 - 70 H. P.

Type "B," 40 -45 H. .P.

Type “C,” 25 -35 H. P.

Various types of bearings.

Butlers—Three Types.

Clutches —Leather faced and cork insert.

Control Levers — Progressive.

Steering Reaches—l ", l l /8" and

I l /4" ball.

Transmissions —Tl'li’cc speeds and

TCVCI'SC.

Gear Cutting facilities are excellent and

we have had the experience, too.

 
 

lm/uir/z: solicited. .'lda'rnr all t0mmunicafi0nr u’lrect In

Cleveland

The " Long Arm” System Co. 0...

 

GAisRIEL ’09

The improved Gabriel Horn for 1909 is the most perfect

signal for automobiles. motor boats and motorcycles on the

market today. _

By a new device its sweet musical three note tone for

city use, can be caused to rise in unison for a penetrating

warning on country roads.

No reeds, bulbs or vibrators

to get out of order, or bat

teries to recharge, costs noth

ing to operate.

The New Gabriel

Horn Valve

eliminates all trouble exper

ienced heretofore by users of

the Gabriel Horn. Guaran

teed not to stick under any

conditions. May be used as cut-out valve by removing disc

in main channel.

Write for booklet today.

A G£.'VTS WA A’TL'D E VEA’ YWI/ERE

GABRIEL HORN MFG. C0. 3153': iii

  

     

ALL CARS SOLD

LICENSED UNDER

AND GUARANTEED

BY US ARE

SELDEN PATENT

FOR ONE YEAR.

Specifications Common to All

Palmer-Singer Models

Nickel steel used to secure lightness and strength.

Imported F. & S. ball bearings exclusively. Bosch high

tension magnetos and multiple disc clutches in all models.

Drop forged I beam. front axle—four'speed selective type,

sliding gear transmissions with direct drive on third speed.

All brakes equalized, all expanding type and on rear

wheels. Universal joints on all steering connections. All

types shaft driven, all moving parts enclosed in dustproof

cases. ' r.

\ /

l’almer-bmger Eoiir-‘l‘hiny Skimabout, $2,250; equipped except top.

Palmer & Singer Mtg. Co.

1620-22-24 Broadway, New York. i821 Michigan Ave., Chicago.

DISTRIBUTORS THE SIMPLEX.

 

     

 

   

  

 

  

 

The New .

STEVENS-DURYEA

Models XXX and Y

are typical Stevens-Duryea productions. The

latest links in the chain of S T EV E N S -

DURYEA SUCCESSES

 
 

THE XXX—a. 24 Horsepower Four

Oyllndor Runabout - Prlce 82,850

THE Y—a 6-40 Horsepower Six

Oyllnder Touring Car - Prlce $4,000

 
 

The Four Cylinder Model X of the past

season, and Six Cylinder Model U (Light

Six) of the past two seasons, will also be 1909

STEVENS-DURYEA CARS

On Exhlbltlon at 1909 Licensed

Associatlon Automoblle Show:

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE

STEVENS-DURYEA COMPANY

cmoorss FALLS, MASS.

Members Allociation Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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SUPPLEMENTARY The Warner

SPIRAL SPRINGS Auto

“Cars are like men in that it taltes M

a study of them to realize their

Guaranteed

POSSibilities' Absolutely Accurate

{We have made a study of the

_spring question and can help you

realize to the full the easy-riding pos

sibilities of your car. The use of Supplementary Spiral

Springs are a duty you owe to yourself. They provide

spring insurance and spring comfort, effectually guarding

against shocks to your pocketbook and passengers.

(LMany thousands of the S. S. S. are in use by just

as many satisfied users. Better be one of them NOW.

(Your dealer or garage can fit you out in a few

hours' time. '

 

 

  

is the only speed indicator made on the Magnetic In

duction principle. Because of the principle it accur

ately indicates every range of speed from zero to the

maximum.

All other instruments are made on the centrifugal

principle. They fail to indicate any speed whatever

under 5 to 10 miles per hour.

The Auto-Meter is so durably made that practical

tests have shown that it will endure a MILLION

MILES of riding without perceptible wear, or depart

ing1 from absolute accuracy more than 10 feet to the

nu e.

We invite comparative tests. Before you decide on

any Speed Indicator, put the Auto-Meter on one side

of your dash and any other indicator at any price on

the other. Then use .your watch over a measured

course. Keep the instrument which tells the truth.

'We know which it will be.

  

 

 

  

The Warner Instrument Company

l S U P P LEM E N Factory and Main Olllees—il'ltl Wheeler Ave" BELOIT, WISCONSIN

. o BRANCH HOUSES——New York 1902 Broadwa Boston, 925

s L SP NG Detroit, 239 Jefferson Ave; Chicago, 130g Michigan Ave.; Indian

apolis 330 N. Illinois SL' St. Louis, 923 Olive

y.

Boylaton Se; Philadelphia, Cor. llroad and Race; fiittlbufg, 3432

Motor Mart, New York 4555 Delmar Ave., St. Louis, Mo. I St.; an rancisco, 550 Golden Gate Ave.; Lou An- |_‘
 

  

Forbes St.; Cleveland, 2062 Euclid Ave.‘ Buthlo, 722 Main St.:

"elee, 1212 S. Main St

Q

 

SPECIFY

Heinze ignition ap

paratus on your

l909 car and get '

THE BEST

“DE.

  

   

 

 

  

STAND THE TEST

After 27,000 miles continuous service in a Chal

mersDetroit “30,” their engineering depart

ment reports as follows:

 

Write us if your

dealer does not

.lcarry fthem. 111?

  

“Examinations of the bearings showed that

the wear was remarkably small considering

that they had an equivalent of five years’ ser

' ' @ vice."

can @ The above simply emphasizes Standard

L O w E L L , M ‘ s s _ @ Bearing superiority.

Makersof

E DF E T LCOIL8,TIMER3, SN ORNWCAAOG

Standard Roller Bearing 00.
P L U G S .

@ PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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When at the Show

do not fail to see the

TUCKAHOE

GREASE GUN

 

New and very meritorious. The

only self-filling combination oiler and

grease gun. Can be filled with grease

in three seconds. Regulated by throw

ing a latch. Its use insures quick oil

ing and clean hands. Lower in price

than others. Write for circular.

Manufactured and sold by the

Rubly Mfg. Company

TUCKAHOE, N. Y. -

  

 

Tire Troubles?

Use Pormanlt

Demonstrated beiore Board

of Governors Harrisburg

Motor Club with at suc

cess. For particu srs write

ADOLF KARL & CO.

231-9 Washin is St.,

mrh. N. J.

g’tnhharh-ifiagtnn

ONE Quality for ALL Models

ONE Price for ALL Buyers

Write tor 1909 Catalog.

THE DAYTON MOTOR CAR CO.

Dayton, .

  

 
   

 

 

AJAX TIRES
Guaranteed for 5,000 Miles.

A]AX-GRIEB RUBBER CO.,

N. E. Corner 57th Street and Broadway, New York City

Factories: Trenton, N. J.

 

WHO IS

RESPONSIBLE

FOR THE

REI] HEM]?

Users of

Invader Uil
THE OIL THAT

GRAPHITIZES

are responsible [or its

Popularity

YOU NAME THE CAR -

WE'LL

NAME THE GRADE

MADE ONLY BY

‘ CHAS. F. KELLOLI & 00.

it! Arch St., Philadelphia

Boston Branch:
'I-nsruss 284 Columbus Avenue.

 

 

  

DEMOUNTABLE RIMS
in three days time Inquire oi your nearest

C EI'.

CONTINENTAL CAOUTCHOUC CO.

1788-90 Broadway New York City

  

 

 

avorn ACCIDENTS

hill-la.

Wridgway No Glare Shade

whieh adds to the eldeaey o! the Ian! and keeps

glare trons blindiné'other users at the have”. Can

e fitted to any ting lamp.

PEERLESS MOTOR CAR 00.,

no to :24 w. sun an, N" YORK

 

 

A. O. Smith Company

MAKERS OF

PRESSED STEEL

FRAMES
(Capacity 100,000 per annum.)

Heavy and Difficult Stampings

Front and Rear Axles

Steering Columns

Transmissions, Selective and

Progressive '

Multiple Disc Clutches

A.O smm1 co. $3-222227wtiz

  

 

  

 

 

  

The Low Price of the High-Quality

L am b e r t (‘3 a r

 

3 All! sunninn

_ G e t our quota

tions on high grade

two and four cylin

der motors, 10 to 45

horsepower. T h e

are eqm '1

self-contained oiling

system and r e a d y

to r attaching msg

neto. Highest

grade workmanahi

efictent, d u r a b e

V and simple. Also

_ clutches and trans

milflonl Send ior catalogue.

OOIITIIIEITAL IBTOR IFS 00., luslsgon. Ilch.

K. FRANKLIN PETERSON, Western Repruent

ative, 166 E. Lake St., Chicago, IlL

T. J. WETZEL. Eastern Representative. 29 West 42d

St., New York, N. Y.

 
 

is made ossible by the low cost oi the ’ ,‘

Lambert riction transmission, which is more e6

cient than any type of complicated, expensive gear

transmission.

  

 

 

 

IMPROVI'II)

BUCKEYE MFG. COMPANY, Anderson. Ind.

Connecticut

Volt - Ammetcr

DEAD BEAT METAL DIAL

Guaranteed, and the price is

right. send for catalogue and trade

discounts.

CONNECTICUT

TELEPHDNE and ELECTRIC 130., Inc.

Merlden, Conn.

  

 

 

 

Gasoline and Beetle—hr Please" and Infle

 

Studshstsv Aulsmoblls 00.. Ssllh Bend. Indiana

 

The PULLMAN

+40 Roadster. Price, m.

that made the run from Philadel his to Ss

vannah Ga., March 5th to lBth, rough 'nud

up to the radiator, beating all previous records.

YORK MOTOR CAR CO., York. Pa.

.Licmmwlflk'
The Locomobile Company of America,

Bridgeport, Conn.

 

 

 

 

 

 

GIBIIEY SOLIII TIRES
CONTINENTAL

Pneumatic Tires

Automobile Accessories oI every deeesiptina.

jamss L. Glhnsy 8t Bro.. Phlladalphls, Pa, U.S.A

  

 

 

 

  
A Necessity On Automobiles—WHAT?

COLUMBIA LOCK NUTS

CANNOT shake loose. The

give a feeling 0! securit .

of accident insurance.

by Icadin ‘

thread oi

COLUMBIA NUT . BOLT 00., Inc., Bridgeport, Conn.

add an important Iactor oi safety and

olumbia Lock Nuts are the best kind

sed by most makers of the best c_are and

railroads, etc. Send us a tw0~cent stamp, eise and

e bolt, and we will forward a Columbia Lock Nut (or it.

  

 

SAVE POWER

srsoee mars menu
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WHlT—EOCK /

l

I

INTAKE. EXHAUST i\'

‘Whitlock Coil Pipe Co._\_;

 
 

RADIATORS»

AND WATER PIPES___lkflji2£g;lhlflfl;|

 

WHO IS

RESPONSIBLE

FOR THE

RED HEAD?

  

 

 

Franklin Automobiles

No tire troubles; n0 ignition troubles;

no plumbing apparatus to lug; no

over-heating; no complications; no

useless weight.

H. H. Franklin Manufacturing Company

Syracuse. N. Y.

  

 

 

HAVE YOU SHIN

THE PERFECTION WRENCH?

The neweat and beat wrench made; all eteel—great

atrength; _lnatantly adjusted; eaeily and uickly oper

ated: poamve inp' irnrnenae time, troub e. and tem

per aaver; beat "all round tool" ever olered (or eale.

“You will want one when you aee It."

For circular addreea.

THE PERFECTION WRENCH CO.,

Boa 426. PORT Clll’l‘ll. I. Y.

 

 

'l'll MI! M010! CA! 00.

leading. Pa.

  

WE WILL NOT

accept your contract unleaa we can give yon the

delivery you require. We will not aoeept more

contracts than we can fill with proper attention to

each. We make Preeaed Steel Pramea and Auto

mobile Stamping;

THE HYDRAULIC PRESSED STEEL CO.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

 
 

Gasolene and

W Electric

Automobiles

ARE MADE BY

ELECTRIC vsmcua co., Hartford, Conn.

  

 
 

 

 

AUGUST OFELDT & : ONS

Manufacturers of Coil, Water Tube and

Flash Boilers.

KEROSENE AND GASOLINE BURNERS.

Ofice: 128 Liberty Sn, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Write for Catalogue.

  

 

 

(Tlhe 11511511 iRabiatnr

THE BUSH MANUFACTURING CO.

HARTFORD.CONN.

  

 
 

It is not possible for any chain to be

better than

BALDWIN CHAINS

BALDWIN CHAIN d: MFG. CO.,

Worcester, Mass.

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

The "Gotham" STA-RITE will end your

eperlr glug

t r o n le .

- . Soot can't

’ stick to the

p o r celain.

Won't short-circuit. Never leaks. Can be

taken apart and cleaned with ease. Of deal

ers, or direct, $1.00

  

 

 

THE R. E. HARDY co., 2: w. 424 St, New York.

IGNITION

PABKAR 0431:
New Booklet Free. '

THE PACKARD ELECTRICAL C0.

303 Dana Ave., Warren, Ohio

  

 

        

MICH
.. 1M1?

MICHELIN TIRE COMPANY

IILLTOWN. n. I.

  

  

 

 
 

THOMAS SHOCK ABSORBERS

on your automobile mean more comfort,

speed, safety, economy. _Provo it at our

expense. 30 days free trial.

BUFFALO SPECIALTY CO-.

340 Ellleott St. aurrALo, N. Y.

 

 

OAKLAND
40 H. P. Four Cylinder, Shaft Drive, $1,600.

OAKLAND MOTOR CAR CO.,

Pontiac, Mich.

  

 

 
 

 

Steal Tires
Full 0! Air.

Tire expenlo out In two.

Cannot Blow Out. Rim Cut

or Puncture.

Ae Flexible aa Rubber

And-Skid.

That part oI a tire with a

blowout or a rim cut In it

will laat longer than any

other part if encircled by a

Iew eeetiona of ateeL

'I‘bouaande In nae.

Klmhall Tin 0m Go.

I72 Broadway

Oounoll llufl‘e, Iowa

   

   

Name __

Address

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, New York

Encloaed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

{the motor Worlb

for one year, commencing with the issue of
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a
  

EMPIRE AUTOMOBILE 'I‘IRE COMPANY, Trenton, N. J.

BRANCHES—Newark. 264 Helse SL; Detroit, 842 Woodward Ave: Boston, 292 Dcvonahire SL; Chicago. 20 Le Selle St., 1301 Midlife!

Ave; New York 73d St. 8: Bros way ' 148 Chambers St. AGENCIES~Pittsburg. Consumers’ Auto Su ply Co.; Kansas Cle Mo., Empire

Tire & Rubber Co.; Atlanta, Gm. Dunli

‘ .

am Rubber Co.‘ Cleveland 0. Motor Supplg Agency Co.; No olk, VL, Wm. H. rover; Denver.

Denver Auto Goods Co.' Jacksonville, Fla., Savell Rubber Co.; Piailadel his, Penn uto Suplply_Co._; Loe Awdee Cal., Pacific Elec. Wh;

Bufialo, N. Y., Empire Sale: Co.; Minneapolis, Em ire Tire & Rubber 0 ‘ Savannah Ga. ems Tire Co ; ew drlelnl. Le" H. A. Teltord.

-. "7"“? .;> -

STEPNEY The Only

Cure

for Tire

Troubles

Binme

j on AND eon! m

SPARE WHEEL

Every motorist should. carry a “Stepney” and

avoid all troublesome delays caused by punc

tures and blowouts. Write for Catalogue D.

DISTRIBUTORS—AMERICAN STEPNEY SPARE WHEEL CO., 1773 Broadway, New York Ciy. AUTO SPARE WHEEL

CO., 22d, Oak and Gillham Blvd., Kansas City, Mo. EXCELSIOR SUPPLY CO., 1436 Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

The output of complete Front

and Rear Automobile Axles of thle

plant exceeds the capacity of at

competition comblned. ,

 

LIlEAmerican Ball-Baarinz 60.

L. 8. l M. 8. Ry. l. Eel-water Peri

  

CLIV GLAND. OHIO. U...A.

 
 

Model B—Brush Runabout

A CAR 0F SIMPLE DESIGN MADE WELL

NOT A COMPLICATED DESIGN MADE CHEAPLY

Its records and the opinions of its users speak more loudly than self praise. Agencies for

1909 are being closed rapidly. Much good territory still open.

BRUSH RUNABOUT COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.
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“THE SILENT SELDEN"

  

$2,000 F. O. B. ROCHESTER, N.Y.

AFTER the remarkable results of our “first year I'—the achieved success of I908, we salute you

with real and well established confidence as we introduce the Selden of l909.

Not only has our promise to produce a high grade car of best materials and Worlrmanship for

$2000 been strictly fulfilled, but we have demonstrated the Selden genius in a silent, strong, comfortable,

durable and handsome car. it does all that the owner wants to do and all that the chaffeur ought to

do. Agents and owners are enthusiastic over it. Not a cheap car at all but one of the how-can

you-do-it-for-the-money lrind.

Our I909 wheel base is lengthened 5 inches from l09 to H4; the magneto and pump moved

to left side of motor, the remaining equipment on the right; the bralres enlarged and now rigged

inside the frame; the wheels now 34 inches were 32 inches; the radiator and hood made to conform in

style to longer wheel base—little touches for style and convenience. No radical mechanical changes,

simply because we couldn't find any necessary—no use fooling with what has proved so unusually good.

We can assure those who buy the I909 Seldens all the efficiency of the l908 Seldens with a

little more style and a little more convenience, a little more refinement. The actual records of use and

travel this year have so proven their merit, power and economic stability that it would be hard to promise

anything better in practical construction.

THE. COMING CAR OF MODERATE PRICE
 
 

Agencies Wanled EverywhereCalalog and Agency Proposition upon Request.

Selden Motor Vehicle C0. , Rochester, N”, Y.

V GEORGE B. SELDEN, President “

Members Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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OVER IN ENGLAND

they know that

MQRGAN 8L WRIGHT TIRES

are good tires.

W. A. Cloud, of London, writes, under date of January 29th:

\Ve have pleasure in stating that we have a car fitted with

your tyres. which has been running successfully since May

last. This car has covered up to date 12,000 miles, and about

7,000 miles were covered on your tyres, and although the

treads are badly cut up, we have had the tyres rc-treaded

with anti~skidding bands, and the tyres are now? as good as

ever. we consider the rubber used in these tyres to\ be the

finest we have come across. - '

\\'e are, Dear Sirs. yours faithfully,

  

 

' . W. A. CLOUD.

, Which only goes to prove that the world over “there is no method of

"l making friends equal to the melhod of making good. ” "t1,

:

MORGAN Ii WRIGHT TIIII will “mnko friondo" and

“ koop f'rlondo" wlth you If you once!” thorn on your car.

MORGAN & WRIGHT, Detroit

  

 

 

 

 

   

H ,,/> n “t . I

I Ev‘l '.~_ ,\

a ‘ W- =\_\ \t

’40 ‘\\
.\_ \\\“

\
~ ~~

.,/

  

  

.1 "mill!

gm: '

The Overland is no experiment. It has established a reputation the equal of any car at

any price.

The extraordinary simplicity of its design, coupled with the quality of material and work

manship employed, make it absolutely fool-proof.

A child can learn to drive it in ten

minutes.

The most exactin‘g driver can get all

the speed, all the power, all the service,

and all the pleasure that he desires from

it.

It is everybody’s car, and does not be

lie its name.

Write for catalogue.

OVERLAND AUTOMOBILE CO., Indianapolis, Ind.
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MILLER’S

Anti-Freeze

Compound
DIRECTIONS FOR USE.

The radiator should be thoroughly washed out with hot

solution of caustic soda, which will remove any dirt, and then

clean water should be put in to see if the radiator leaks any

p ace.

If the radiator is found not to leak, put in the solution.

To get a mixture that will not freeze at 15 degrees below

zero, Fahrenheit, add ten pounds of the compound to two

gallons of water. To get a solution that will not freeze 30

degrees below zero, Fahrenheit, add ten pounds of the com

pound to every six quarts of water.

The cover on the can should be kept closed tight at all

times while it contains any of the compound.

Price, 10-lb. cans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1.00 each.

Pan-American

Automobile Body Polish

  

 

v.“3.

Say": ‘ ‘ ‘l

‘ * NZ ‘ AL -

i t EXPQ

  

Pan-American Polish was awarded the Bronze Medal

(“the only one awarded") at the Louisiana Purchase Exposi

tion at St. Louis, 1904. This polish has been carefully pre

pared for the Automobile trade. It is also applicable to the

carriage trade, or can be used on any varnished furniture or

wood-work of any kind. It will remove stains, cover

scratches; leaves the automobile with its original new lustre

without being sticky or greasy.

It can be used on the leather seats or tops with the very

best results. Can be used on any color or kind of varnish

from the clearest white to the darkest black. Furnished in

eight-ounce bottles.

For sale by all automobile dealers.

Price, 60 cents per 8-oz. bottle. Price. $3.00 per gallon.

Special prices quoted manufacturers, jobbers and dealers.

Catalog on request.

CHAS. E. MILLER, 91-997i'61°325d¢ St.
"gnufntu ror Jobber. NEW YORK

Exportor and importh

BRANCHES—54th St. and 8th Ave, New York; 202-204 Columbus Ave.,

Boston. Mass.; 318-320 N. Broad St., Philadelphia. Pa.‘ 227%-229 J'efleraon

Ave., Detroit; 1829 Euclid Ave, Cleveland, 0.; 1392 Iiedford Ave., Brook

lyn, N. Y.; 824 Main St., Buffalo.

The Largest Automobile Supply House in America

 

  

~ ' -m (1 Shield

Up in a jifiy when you want it—down

in a jiffy when you don’t.

Like a tactful friend—never in the way

and never out of the way.

Wind shield in the cold and windy part

of the way—out of the way when the wind

is down and the sun is up.

Dust shield when you are passing

through a cloud of dust—out of the way

the next moment.

Bug shield when you are passing

through marshy country—out of the way

the next moment.

You use the “Automatic” every day

in the year. You can’t use the ordinary

wind shield in summer—only in winter,

for protection from the wind and cold.

There is no shield like the “Automatic”

—not only because it is automatic, but for

its thorough construction and handsome

appearance.

40-inch size $35. 44-inch size $37.50—complete.

If your dealer can't :upply you, send to us, and

we will ship it direct. Send for book anyway.

Soot-prooi

Spark Plug

does everything that a spark plug

can do to keep you free from igni

tion troubles. Always clean; no

short-circuiting.

C A MEZGI-IR Inc, 1629 Broadway, New York
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BY US ARE

SELDEN PATENT

FOR ONE YEAR.

ALL CARS SOLD

LICENSED UNDER

AND GUARANTEED

Specifications Common to All

Palmer-Singer Models

Nickel steel used to secure lightness and strength.

Imported F. & S. ball bearings exclusively.‘ Bosch high

tension magnetos and multiple disfc clutcheis iril all models.

. ' ' ' Drop forged I beam, front axle— our-spec se ective type,
I899 MOd Equ'pped With ijl“ n Bearing“ sliding gear transmissions with direct drive on third speed.

All brakes equalized, all expanding type and on rear

  

 

EVENTS WON BY HAYNES CARS. wheels. Universal joints on all steering connections. All

1895—(1) First rile $150. for balanced motor, awarded by Chicago types shaft driven, all moving parts enclosed in dustproof

Times-Herald. (2) g eed Record, Louisville. Kentucky.

1899—— 4 First One Thousand Mile run made in America. This was

accomplished by our phaetori, which ran from Kokomo, Indiana, to New

York City. _ _

1901—(5) Kokomo to New York Citv in 73 hours. (6) First Prize

Blue Ribbon Certificate. Long Island Endurance run: one hundred miles

during a heavy rain storm, without a single sto . (7:) First Prize Cer

tificate in the New York-Rochester Endurance ontest. (8b) First Prize

Certificate in the New York-Rochester Endurance Contest. 9) First

Prize, Silver Cup, Five Mile 5 eed Contest, Fort Erie track. Bui’fa o. N. Y.

10) First Prize, Silver Cup. en Mile Speed Contest. Point Grosse track,

etroit, Mich. £11) Gold Medal. awarded Pan American Exposition.

1902—(12) lue Ribbon, or highest award at the Long Island non

stop contest. (13) Blue Ribbon, or highest award at the Decoration Day

run. (14) First Class Certificate in ew York-Boston-New York Relia

1897— 3; Speed ecord. Charles River track, Boston, Mass. cases‘

bility contest, runabout model. (15) First Class Certificate in New York- Palmer-Singer Four-Thirty Skimabout, $2,250. equipped except top

gostcén-New YOblik Rt-{Iiabli‘liéy Contrsst, agiincharcli most-ll. (66) First Class

.erti cate in ew or - oston- ew or eia iity ontest, surrey

model.
Y age-gm First Class Certificate 8;)“ FNew Palmer & Singer C0;

or - itts iirg run, toun'n car. 1 irst _ _ _ ' . i '
All These cm, Cmmcam in New $0,109,“! mg run. past' 1620 22 24 Broadway. New York [32! Michigan Ave, C cago

Events "'“abWL present, DISTRIBUTORS 'riiE SIMPLEx.

1904— 19) First Class Certificate in New

won on York-St. ouis run. (20) Grand Prize at Future,

World's Fair at St. Louis.

 

 Timken I 1906—husk In_ the final race, held third Always

- p ace on t e merican team. -

Beanngs 1907—(24) Silver Cup, Automobile Dealers Timken

Association of Southern California. five-mile

race for complete touring cars. (25 New York Motor Club. New York

Albany Endurance Contest, two hun red miles through mud and rain. Sil- -

ver Cup for mechanical excellence and finishing first in its class. (26)

Perfect score in four days Sealed Bonnet Contest, Automobile Club of

America, _600 miles, with all working parts under seal: finished without a

single adyustment. (27!) Perfect score in Chicago Motor Club Sealed

Bonnet Contest. 176 miles, with all workin parts under seal. (28b) Per

fect score in Chicago Motor Club Sealed onnet Contest, 176 miles with

all working parts under seal. (29c) Perfect score in Chica 0 Motor Club

Sealed Bonnet Contest 176 miles. with all working parts iin er seal. (30d) I

Perfect score in .hicago Motor Club Sealed Bonnet Contest. —

176 miles, with all working parts under seal. (31) Perfect

score in run from Los Ange es to Lakeside; most strenuous con

 

 

it t' d.32Pft 'thGl'ddT.'l‘h ' ‘ _$2,555.51sausages"; .1... §;_ei.._:s:>:; mama. 22.43:... .5 H15 car 18 Popular Prlccd and con

22:012.;‘i5‘5bfi'aékrt'2555:3?“333‘°§;:&:?§£.§§§jt‘t+fin‘§flg35.32%? structed along thoroughly modern
t ' t ' - o t st. , - . .938% esco’iiii m" ins E‘iii'é‘aii'dniiéii‘oiz CLUB'S 600 mile reliabil- lines. Has same power plant as embodied

ity contest. ,

1909 Still Using Timken Bearings m MOdcl X'

True worth of an automobile is based

The Timkgn Roller Bearing Axle Co, on its antecedents—mechanical excellence

CANTON, OHIO —economy of maintenance and durability.

BRANCHES—10 1;. am St., New York; as Wabash Ave., Chicago. Thcsc main essentials arc striking1y excm_

plified in the XXX Runabout—built to

meet the demand for a gentleman’s roadster.

 

PRICE, wlth magneto, 82,850

XXX Baby Tonneau, - $2,900

I! Send for detailed descriptive matter

STEVENS-DURYEA CO.

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.
Member Association Licensed Automobile Mimifactriren.
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Service. Not Sensation

There is but one way to attain the durability

and constant reliability which are the very found

' ation of motor car value.

Fifty years of experience in manufacturing the

highest grade of machinery have taught us the

necessity of designing and manufacturing from

the ground up.

It is this thoroughness of construction which

has given the Marmon its fame for mechanical

excellence, ideal service and length of life.

With all doubt about these vital attributes elim

inated, the Marmon “Thirty-two" presents a nota

ble value to the buyer who looks ahead.

Motor, 4 Cyl. 4%x454. Water-ooo-ed. 32-40 H. P Three

int support. Ignition, Bosch H. T. Magneto, dull system.

ubricetion, Marmon system of automatic force feed through

hollow crankshaft. Drive, straight line snnlL Selective

transmission and rear axle one com act unit, very accessible.

Lar e brakes, eflective and very urable. Materials. shoo

luter the best of everything, includin Krapp and Chrome

Nickel Steels. Hess-Bright imported all bearings. Tim.

Q. D.,34x4. Wheel base, 112 in. WQight 2100 lbs. nip

ment, complete and hi h-clus. Bodies Sheet Metal. Ollb

ing Car seats five; uburbnn (detachable tonneeu) seats

icour; Roadster seats two. Also Coupe or Limousine Town

ar.

 

  

Ala r m a n "Fifty" (Sn/m Paumgerr), $3,750.

~01"!ka & MaI'IIIOII (10- ('32?) Indianapolis. Ind.

Standard Mfil. A. M. C. M. A.

The Easiest Riding Car in The World

STEPNEY TheOnIv
/. 5:222:33?" SPARE WHEEL Cure

' ' l for Tire

 

- 7:13} -: . Every motorist should carry a “Stepney” and
l ' avoid all troublesome delays caused by punc— TrOUbles

tures and blowouts. Write for Catalogue D.  

DISTRIBUTORS—AMERICAN STEPNEY SPARE WHEEL CO., 1773 Broadway, New York Ciy. AUTO SPAR-E WHEEL

CO., 22d, Oak and Gillham Blvd., Kansas City, Mo. EXCELSIOR SUPPLY CO., 1436 Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Model B—Brush Runabout

A CAR 0F SIMPLE DESIGN MADE WELL

NOT A COMPLICATED DESIGN MADE CHEAPLY

Its records and the opinions of its users speak more loudly than self praise. Agencies for

1909 are being closed rapidly. Much good territory still open.

BRUSH RUNABOUT COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.

__
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The Car with the Ofl'aet Crank-Shaft

    

3.1

  

’ no. r

P. $2,250.

Spare Wheel, with Inflated Tire, Brackets, and Tools, $74. Magneto, $150.

The Rambler Spare Wheel

.

Have you _ever had to stop on the road to repalr a

punctured tire when you were in a hurry to reach your

destination?

All 1909 four-cylinder Ramblers are fitted for the Rambler Spare Wheel,

a wheel complete, excepting hub center, with an inflated tire. Can be

substituted for front or rear wheels within three minutes’ time. Only six

nuts to remove—done quickly with special tools provided.

a" M

Model Forty-four, 34 H.

  

Completely obviates all tire worries; makes punctures mere incidents of a trip and

saves the tiresome task of umping up the new tire. The price of the Rambler

Spare Wheel complete is 74 or $85, according to tire size.

Write for catalog describing in detail Rambler ofiset crank

shaft, straight-line drive, and other exclusive Rambler features.

Seven-passenger model, 45 horsepower, $2,500. Other models, $1,150 to $2,500

Thomas B. Jefiery 6? Company

Main Ofl'ice and Factory, Kenosha, Wisconsin

Branches and Distributing Agmcir:

Chicago, Milwaukee, Cleveland, Boston, New York, San

Francisco. Representatives in all

leading cities
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RECEIVERSIIIP FOR 051:“! LEAR

Petition is Filed by a Stockholder—Assets

are Said Greatly to Exceed the

Liabilities.

A receiver has been appointed for the Os

car Lcar Automobile Co., of Springfield, 0.,

in accordance with a petition filed on the

18th inst., by Harry C. Downeyy a stock

holder, on behalf of the other stockholders.

The action is stated to be the result of the

failure of the company in its efforts to in

crease its operating capital to a point com

The total in

debtedness of the concern is given as $144,

140, while the assets are estimated at $308,

000. The company moved from Columbus,

0., to Springfield in the summer of 1907,

$300,000

capital stock. In addition to producing

Frayer-Miller automobiles it has latterly

devoted considerable attention to commer

cial vehicles, a field in which it has met with

considerable success.

“\Ne have been realizing for some time,"

said Oscar Lear, in connection with the re

ceivership proceedings, “that the capital of

our company was inadequate, and owing to

some pressing claims we have found it nec

essary to ask the protection of the court,

feeling confident that this would be merely

a temporary measure. and that in this way

the additional capital nccdcd might be sc

cured undcr advantageous terms."

mcnsurate with its business.

and was then reorganized with

Grossman Heads a New Company.

Emil Grossman, prominent in the trade

through his interests in the National Sales

Corporation and the Motor Car Equipment

Co., of New York City, has organized a

new corporation, capitalized at $100,000. to

be known as the Emil Grossman Co.. of

which he will be the president. The corn

p:_ny‘s'chief products for the immediate

future will be wind shields and spark .p'ugs,

the latter being made in both the porcelain

and mica types. In connection with the

wind shields a new hydraulic controlling do

vice will be disclosed, arranged to prevent

the folding section of the shields from drop

ping too suddenly if accidentally released

when being turned down, although the com

pany will also make a model with spiral

spring control.

American Distributing Moves.

The American Distributing Co. moves on

March lst from Cleveland, 0., to 207 \Vcst

South street, Indianapolis, Ind. It will act

as exclusive sales managers for the follow

ing concerns: The \N'estinghouse Electric

& Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.,; The Hayes

\Nhecl Co., Jackson, Mich.; The Lewis

Spring & Axle Co., Jackson, Mich; The

Jackson Drop Forging Co., Jackson, Mich.,

The American Gear & Mtg. Co., Indianapo

lis, lnd.; The Elyria Machine Parts Co., El

yria, 0.; The Kinsler-Bennett Co., Hart

ford. Conn; and the Sparks-W'ithington Co.,

Jackson, Mich.

Pneu L’Electric Alleged Insolvent.

A petition in bankruptcy was filed

\Vedncsday, 24th inst., against the Pneu

L'Electric Co., which has been making car

burettcrs at 238 West 108th street and sell

ing tires and carburetters at 1610 Broadway,

New York City. The petitioning creditors

lent money to the concern and now declare

it to be insolvent.

Kirk Joins Forces with Houpt.

The \V. S. Reed Co. has been organized in

Massillon, O., for the manufacture of auto

mobiles. Thc machines as planned are to

be six cylinder roadsters of high power,

and a demonstrating model is being com

pletcd in a temporary shop in \Ne'st Tre

mont street.

Reed to Make Roadsters.

Ezra E. Kirk, of Toledo. 0.. who has

been conspicuously identified with the auto

mobile industry almost from the start, has

become financially interested with Harry S.

Houpt and will become the western sales

manager forthe l'ierreshof’f and Houpt cars.

llis headquarters will be in Detroit, Mich.

ARNSTEIN DECLARE" BANKRUPT

Chicago Jobber Put into Receiver’s Hands

by Trade Creditors—A Veteran in

the Field.

Involuntary bankruptcy proceedings have

been brought against Eugene Arnstein, one

of Chicago's oldest and best known jobbers

in motor car supplies, and, as a result, the

business has been placed in the hands of a

The petition was filed on the 18th

inst.I by William A. Rogan, acting as attor

receiver.

ncy for a group of unsecured trade creditors,

whose claims are stated to aggregate in the

neighborhood of $40,000.

Following the filing of the petition, the

American Trust 8: Savings Bank, of Chi

cago, was appointcd by the court to act in

the capacity of receiver, and it was at once

put in custody of all the assets. No esti

mates are offered as yet either as to the

total of the liabilities or of the assets, but

the work of taking an inventory has already

been begun with a view to making early

schedules of both.

Because Arnstein is a recognized veteran

among the wholesalers, the failure comes

as a surprise to those of the trade not inti

mately in touch with the trend of the job

bcr's financial afi‘airs. For many years dc

voted to the jobbing of bicycle goods and

enjoying a wide patronage, the business

added automobile accessories and supplies

to its lines when the use of motor cars de

veloped this field, and while not as con

spicuous in trade activities as in formcr

years, was regarded as substantial.

Homer the Home of the Homer.

Homer, Mich. is to have a motor car

factory. the Homer Auto Truck Co. having

been formed to manufacture automobile

trucks, drays, delivery wagons and pleasure

vehicles. The principal stockholders in

clude Earl J. Fellows. C. L. Lcnn, W. H.

Courtright. Frank Mount and Charles R.

Church.
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In the- Retail World.

Harry H. Mundy has been appointed

Buick manager at Utica, N. Y. The offices

and salesroom of the Utica branch are at

231 Genesee street.

Frank L. Apgar, for some years connected

with the Motor Car Co. of New Jersey, has

become New Jersey State manager for Fiat

cars. He will shortly establish headquarters

in Newark. ,. - .

The Ford Sales Co. has prepared'for

business in Utica, N. Y. Its new sales‘

room was opened this week at 65-67 Colum

bia street, in the big double store of the

Blasier building.

The Samoset Garage-8t Transportation

Co. has been organized in Plymouth, Mass,

and will shortly open a salesroom and gar

age. Eugene H. Dorr is president and

James W. Cooper, treasurer.

The Countryman Automobile Co. is a new

sales organization in Minneapolis, Minn.,

and it will handle the Halladay line. A lo

cation has been taken at 108 Tenth street,

8., in the Paulman motor buildings.

At Spirit Lake, Iowa, a partnership for

the automobile business has been formed

by Adrian Hurd and John W. Hartman.

They will have a garage on the lot east of

the Hotel Milo, and will handle Reo cars.

Frank S. Corlew and H. C. Kilbourne

have formed the Kilbourne-Corlew Motor

Co., to handle the Velie in Boston and

elsewhere in New England. The head

quarters of the company will be at 26-28

Bowker street.

F. Shirley Boyd, New England represent

ative for supplementary spiral springs, and

H. T. Brown, agent for Dow tires and tubes,

have changed their location in Boston,

Mass. They have moved from 880 Boylston

street to a new store at 893 Boylston street.

The Metropolitan Garage, at Seventy

seventh street and Broadway, New York

City, was purchased on February first by

the Monarch Motor Co., which will operate

it as a high class storage establishment. It

is announced that the garage will be made

One of the largest and finest in Manhattan.

The Stoughton-Folkins Co. have opened

a garage in Portland, Me., occupying the

ground floor of a large building on Oak

street, long noted as a big stable. It has

been provided with a concrete floor and

has been remodeled completely, now con

taining a fine show room, office, lounging

room for chauffeurs and other convenient

apartments. A repair shop has been fitted

up in a thorough style. The firm will

handle the Maxwell.

Harold Brinker, one of Denver's daring

road drivers, has decided to cash in one

some of his fame by going into the auto

mobile business for himself. In partner

ship with B. G. Vreeland he has formed

the Brinker-Vreeland Automobile Co., which

will have its readquarters in the front part

of the ground floor of the Denver Omnibus

and Cab Co.’s big garage at 1627 Court

place, where Matheson, Moon and Rauch

8: Lang cars will be handled.

I 'In order. to meet the growth'of its busi

ness in -B'oston,'the Goodyear Tire & Rub

ber Co.'ha5‘secured' for _its’ own exclusive

occupancy the five story building at 669

Boylston‘street. It has a ground area of

24x90 feet, and is to be rern'odeled from the

basement up, the new conveniences includ

ing electric elevators. The salesrooms and

general offices will be made very attractive.

On the completion of the alterations, about

May- 1, the Boston branch will be trans

ferred from its present location at 261 Dart

mouth street. William T. Teagan is the

company's local manager.

Death of Rossell Drisko.

Rossell Drisko, manager of the Boston

branch of’the Jones Speedometer, died at

his home in Jamaica Plain, Mass, on the

17th inst. His death is ascribed to a severe

cold said to have been contracted during

the Madison Square Garden automobile

show in New York, which in connection

with heart trouble, induced fatal complica

tions. He was 28 years old and had been

prominent in Boston automobile circles for

several years. A widow survives him.

Bassette Resigns from Corbin.

Buel B. Bassette is announced as having

tendered his resignation as secretary of the

Corbin Motor Vehicle Corporation, of New

Britain, Conn., and further changes in the

company’s organization are intimated. Ilis

resignation takes effect in March, when he

will become connected with another manu

facturing concern.

Stewart Speedometer in Detroit.

C. E. Brelsford has been appointed man

ager at Detroit, Mich., for the Stewart &

Clark Mfg. Co., of Chicago, Ill. An office

has been opened at 697 Woodward avenue.

from which the loeal trade and all the auto

mobile manufacturers in Michigan will be

supplied with the Stewart speedometers and

specialties.

Ford Gives Harper New Duties.

H. B. Harper, advertising manager of the

Ford Motor Co.. Detroit, Mich., has as

sumed new duties. He is now assistant

commercial manager of the company, work

ing in conjunction with Commercial Man

ager Hawkins.

Hopkins Goes to the Centaur.

L. A. Hopkins, formerly sales manager

of the St. Louis Car Co., at New York

City, has become the sales manager of the

Centaur Motor Co.. of Buffalo, N. Y. He

will have his headquarters in the latter city.

Clinton and Bergdoll in New Positions.

Harry T. Clinton has been made manager

of the Chicago branch of the Fiat Import

C0. In leaving Philadelphia he has placed

the Fiat agency with Louis J. Bergdoll.

The Week's Incorporations.

Chicago, Ill.-—Emery Motor Livery Co.,

under Illinois laws, with $50,000 capital.

Corporators—W. W. Dixon, A. Lindhelm

and W. S. Jameson.

Detroit, Mich—Taxicab Co., The, under

Michigan laws, with $5,000 capital. Cor

porators—Frank E. Robson, Irwin S. Scrim

g'er and Ransom G. George.

Greeley, Colo—Greeley Automobile Co..

under Colorado laws, with $10,000 capital.

Corporators—L. C. Vanderlip, W. T. Lynn.

W. D. Mancher and F. E. Reinks.

Salt Lake City, Utah—Oldsmobile Com

pany of Utah, under Utah laws, with $10,000

capital. Corporators—J. H. Garrett, A. O.

Treganza and Fred Strouse.

Jersey City, N. J.—Bruns, Kimball 8: Co..

under New Jersey laws, with $35,000 capi

tal; to deal in and repair motors, etc. Cor

porators—W. Bruns, C. C. Kimball and M.

C. Kimball.

Cleveland, O.—Charles B. Shanks Co., un

der Ohio laws, with $5,000 capital; automo

bile agency. Corporators—R. H. Williams,

C. A. Burk, L. M. Henders, J. A. Burk and

C. A. Aaron.

Mineola, L. I.—Automobile Building Co.,

under New York laws, with $100,000 capital.

Corporators—VVilliam Willett, Jr., H. H.

Frost and F. E. Malone, of New York City,

and Rhoda Miller, of Jamaica.

Minneapolis, Minn.—Countryman Auto,

mobile Co., The, under Minnesota laws,

with $25,000 capital; to deal in motor cars.

Corporators—George H. Countryman, O.

W. Howe, P. O. Heide, H. N. Stabeck and

F. 0. Gold.

Trenton, N. J.—Mitchell Sales Co., un

der New Jersey laws, with $50,000 capital;

to deal in and manufacture automobiles.

Corporators—Frank L. C. Martin, Plain

field; Clarence B. Ackers and John W.

Mosher, Trentcn.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Auto-Car Manufacturing

Co., under New York laws, with $250,000

capital. Corporators—John B. Pierce, Chi

cago, Ill.; George W. Atterbury, George D.

Pratt, Edward B. Green and George H.

Frost, Buffalo, N. Y.

Suffolk, Va.—Parker Manufacturing Co.,

under Virginia laws. with $50,000 capital;

to deal in and repair automobiles. Corpor

ators—B. E. Parker, president, Franklin,

Va.; J. W. Weitzell, secretary, Richmond;

G. \V. Nurney, Sufiolk.

New York City, N. Y.—Overbaugh-Mar

tin Motor Car Co., under New York laws,

with $50,000 capital; to manufacture auto

mobiles, etc. Corporators—D. C. Over

baugh, Nyack; A. L. Martin and R. H.

Overbaugh, New York City.

Cincinnati, O.—Cincinnati and Munroe

Automobile Co., The, under Ohio laws, with

$4,500 capital; to operate buses between

Cincinnati and Munroe. O. Corporators—

L. H. Bunnell, Frank Williamson, A. T.

Smith, J. H. Sigg and C. M. Robinson.
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BONDIIOLDERS WANT E. V. CLAIMS

They Offer 25 Cents on the Dollar to Mer

chandise Creditors—Figures Upon

Which the Offer is Based.

Merchandise creditors of the Electric Ve

hicle CO., of Hartford, Conn., which has for

some time been in the receivers' hands, are

being ofiered 25 cents on the dollar for their

claims by the bondholders of the company,

the latter presenting a showing of the con

cern's liabilities to indicate the advisability

of acceptance. -.~\s agent for the bondhold

ers, C. Wendell Woodward, of Philadel

phia, Pa., makes the following statement:

“A careful examination of the condition of

the property at the present time indicates

that under foreclosure of the mortgage a

sum will be realized from the sale sufiicient

to pay only a small part of the bond issue,

and that, therefore, the bondholders will

become entitled to share in the distribution

Of the remaining assets with the unsecured

creditors. Under these circumstances if

the foreclosure suit and the receivership

proceed to the final decree. the net amount

realized will not (probably) pay the general

creditors more than 15 cents on the dollar,

if so much."

In support of these conclusions, the rec

ords of the indebtedness of the company

are submitted, showing that of the total

bond issue of $2,250,000, the amount of

bonds sold is $1,521,000 and the amount de

posited as collateral is $729,000. The total

merchandise claims are given as approx

imately $274,469.76, subject to increase with

later claims that may be proved, while the

outstanding obligations, including money

borrowed on notes, interest on bonds, etc.,

is stated to be $551,928.41, making a total of

$3,076,398.17, including the bond indebted

ness. It is stated that the bondholders pro

pose the suggested settlement with the mer

chandise creditors to avoid the loss likely

to result from a forced sale of the assets.

Jeffery Plans Mammoth Factory.

50 great are both the present volume of

business and the prospects for the future,

that Thomas B. Jeffery & Co.. of Kenosha,

VVis., have planned what is declared will be

the largest automobile factory in the world,

and contracts will shortly be let for four

new factory buildings, one of which will

have a greater floor space than the Chicago

Coliseum. This enormous structure will be

devoted to the inspection and exterior fin

ishing department, and will measure 386

feet square. Another of the buildings will

be devoted to laboratory purposes and will

have an installation of the most complete

available equipment for the testing of the

material used in the construction of Ram

bler cars and for the making of analyses of

metals. A new office building will be

erected, while additions will also be made to

the already large machine shops. The pres

ent plant of the company occupies an area

approximating 600.000 square feet, and the

additions, it is stated, will put it in a class

by itself as to size.

Washington Cab Chauffeurs Strike.

Protesting against a change in the wage

scale and the basis of payment, about 50

drivers for the Terminal Taxicab CO., of

Washington, D. C., went on a strike last

week, and have declared their intention of

holding out until the old system is re

stored. The new wage system provides

for 20 per cent. of the gross receipts from

each taximeter cab, with a charge to the

drivers for gasolene, while under the Old

system they received 20 cents per hour, and

were supplied with fuel without charge. The

men claim that the change would cut their

earnings almost in half. New drivers to

replace the strikers are being secured.

Dunlop Invades the Far East.

The Dunlop Tire Co. is reaching out for

Oriental trade through the medium of the

Dunlop Rubber Co. (Far East) Ltd. which

just has been organized with £80,000 cap

ital and which is given the right to import

and manufacture tires and other goods bear

ing the name Dunlop, in Japan and other

parts of Asia east of Burma. The parent

company in England will hold £25000 of

stock in the new concern and always will

have one director on its board.

Logan Creditors to Consider an Offer.

Creditors of the bankrupt Logan Con

struction Co.. of Chillicothe, 0., have been

called to a general meeting on March 8, at

the Office of Elijah Cutright, Jr., the referee

in bankruptcy, to consider whether an offer

of $16,250 for the physical property of the

company should be accepted by the trustee.

The offer would yield less than 75 per cent.

of the appraised value, but is the best that
has so far been received. I

First Dividend for Dolson Creditors.

Checks for a first dividend of 10 per cent.

to the creditors of the bankrupt Dolson Au

tomobile CO., of Charlotte. Mich., were

mailed this week. The concern failed about

a year ago, but the receivers have just suc~

ceeded in converting part of the assets into

cash available for payment on the claims.

More Room for Hartford Parts.

Larger manufacturing space has been se

cured by the Hartford Auto Parts CO., of

Hartford, Conn., made necessary by the in

creased demands of its business. The west

wing of Colt's Patent Fire Arms factory, at

80 Huyshope avenue. has been taken and

the process of removal is being effected.

 

Taximeter Cabs for Spring-field.

Taximeter cabs are promised for Spring

field, Mass. The project is backed by H.

C. Spear, who has been in the automobile

renting business for some time.

APPRAISAL 0F “1'01le TIRES

Must Pay Duty as Parts of Machine with

Which Entered—So Federal Court of

Appeals Decides.

After a -bitter fight by the importers, the

tires shipped with automobiles fbr entry

into the United States again have been held

to be parts of the complete machines and

subject to 45 per cent. duty as “manufac

tures of metal," instead of the 35 per cent.

assessed on rubber goods. A decision to

this effect was handed down on the 18th

inst., in the United States Circuit Court of

Appeals, sitting in New York City, the case

having come on appeal from the decision

of the United States Circuit Court, which

held that the automobiles and the tires

when imported together are entireties.

The appeal was taken by the Auto Import

CO., of New York City, but the case is of

large interest as afi‘ecting most of the im

porters of foreign cars, who are anxious

for the granting of the lower duty on the

tires that come with their machines. Judges

Lacombe, Ward and Noyes constituted the

court, which was divided as to the decision.

Judge Lacombe wrote the majority deci

sion, which is coincided in by Justice \N'ard,

while Judge Noyes, in a dissenting opinion,

takes the view of the importers and indi

cates that the tires and automobiles should

be classified for duty separately.

The sole question before the court was

whether the tires and machines are en

tireties, or subject to separate duty, the

automobiles at 45 per cent. as “manufac

tures of metal," and the tires at the appro

priate rate accruing on India rubber. The

majority decision holds them to be entire

ties, while Judge Noyes files a dissenting

opinion in which he says:

“I cannot agree that rubber tires should

be assessed as manufactures of metal mere

ly because they are imported in a crate with

an automobile upon the wheels of which

they never have been. and it is wholly prob

lematical whether they ever will be placed."

Panhard Becomes Its Own Landlord.

Giving evidence of its permanence in the

automobile business of New York City, the

Panhard & Levassor Co. has purchased out

right the four-story garage building at the

northwest corner of Broadway and Sixty

second street, built about four years ago

and which the company has occupied under

lease. The price paid is understood to be

close to $300,000 cash.

Winton Sails for England.

Alexander Winton, president of the Win

ton Motor Qarriage CO., of Cleveland, 0.,

accompanied by Mrs. Winton, sailed from

New York on the Lusitania on the 15th inst.

He will make a six weeks' visit to England

and Scotland. ' '
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THE SIMPLICITY OF THE

WHITE STEAM GENER
HE WHITE generator may be described

as the fundamental distinguishing feature

of the White Steam Car. No other steam aute

mobilc, or in fact, no other steam power plant

is, or ever was, provided with such a device.

As there are still some people who believe that

the White generator in some way resembles the

ordinary boiler, we should like to state most

emphatically that there is no point of resemblance

between the two, except that they both perform

the function of converting water into steam.

The essential points of difference between the

two may be summarized as follows:

I. In the White generator, the water is at the top

and the steam at the bottom. In the ordinary boiler,

the water is at the bottom and the steam at the top.

2. In the White generator, the relative amount of

water and of steam is not at all important. In the

ordinary boiler, it is necessary that the water be kept at

a certain definite level.
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DIAGRAM SHOWING THE CIRCULATION

THROUGH THE WHITE GENERATOR

Write

  

THE WHITE GENERATOR

3. The White generator contains only a very little

water and steam at any given time. The ordinary

boiler contains great quantities of both.

4. With the White generator, a full pressure of steam

may be obtained in a very few minutes. In the ordi

nary boiler considerable time is necessary to obtain full

steam pressure.

5. The White generator has only twelve joints.

The ordinary boiler has several hundred joints and the

boilers in some of the early steam automobiles had

several thousand joints.

6. The joints in the White generator are at the top,

where they are not subjected to very much heat. In the

ordinary boiler, about one- half of the joints are exposed

to the hottest part of the fire.

7. The joints in the White generator are much

stronger than it is possible to make them in the ordinary

boiler.

8. In the White generator, the water must enter

the coldest part and be forced gradually to the hottest

part. In the ordinary boiler, if the water level is

allowed to run low, the entering water comes into

contact at once with the hottest parts of the boiler.

lor catalog.

THE WHITE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO

W YORK CITY, Broadway at 624 St.

0‘1, 320 Newbury St. . CLEVELAN

ADELPHIA, 6294.1 N. Broad St.

"Jul

:3!!!
“(It 1"‘-i

I

PITTSBURG 138-48 Beatty St.

. 407 Rockwell Ave.

crucaco. 24o Micki an Ave.

SAN FRANCISCO arket St. at Van Neal Ave.

ATLANTA. izo-ui Marietta St.
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What “Local” Shows Accomplish.

In the“ rapid growth of the small shows,

both as conducted privately by automobile

agencies and on the club plan, as it were,

by the various local organizations of man

ufacturers and dealers; there is food for

considerable reflection and gratulation. The

time is well past when one, two or even

three shows of national importance could

be expected to reach even a significant pro

portion of the masses which the show pro

paganda was originally intended to influ

ence. Not even the huge and impressive

bulk and glitter of the big shows can draw

the actual buyer as successfully and multi

tudinously as a show of comparatively lim

ited extent brought to his very door and

Further

are coming

staged in a way to suit his tastes.

moreI as the manufacturers

more and more to cater to definite classes

of buyers, they are learning to concentrate

their energies upon only such localities as

seem likely to yield paying results. The

national shows taking care of such of the

agency business as is not entirely disposed

of before the market of the year's product

is ovell under way, it only remains for the

maker to throw his forces into such local

shows as appear to be in fertile territories.

Here, directly guided by the agents who

are thoroughly familiar with local tastes

and tendencies, actual results are produced

which can be reckoned up in dollars and

cents of good profit. Another point which

argues well for the local show is the fact

that being on a more or less limited scale,

no such elaboration of display is necessi

tated as is generally called forth by the

larger shows. Hence. many of the exhibits

.which have already done duty at New York

or Chicago, for example, find their way

about the country, serving their purpose

\Vhere

increased,

for several months in succession.

by their value is considerably

and their actual cost proportionately dis

tributed. it should be added that the

amount of general publicity which is ob

tained for the industry at large also is con

siderably increased by the same means.

The Lure of Cut Prices.

To the automobile agent comes frequently

 

the temptation of yielding to the allure

ments of dealers in bargains of various

sorts who advertise in artful fashion either

“the same thing” as standard products, or

the deadly substitute. at prices so very at

tractive as in themselves to cause suspicion

Most

temptation assumes the form of a catalog

at the very outset. frequently the

in which are offered many of the wares that

the garage and supply man may have a mar

ket for, frequently offered as new and of

recent pattern, and always represented as

being equal to standard goods in every re

Unfortunately it

sometimes happens that the dealer is not

spect save that of price.

well enough versed in the principles of mer

chandising to appreciate the fact that this

last exception must carry with it others

which do not appear on the surface. In

fact, exceptions to this rule of exception

must be rare indeed and hard to find.

Interested at numerous reports which

reached his main office from various out

posts as to the prevalence of concerns of

fering mail order prices on goods much in

demand and alleged to be up to the mark in

every other particular, one well known man

ufacturer recently was fain to make an in

vestigation on his own account. The result

as announced in his house organ is to the

effect that many of the parts offered ac

tually were those discarded by himself and

other makers, because of unsuitability or

Overstocks of

with makers and

through becoming obsolete.

parts and accessories,

dealers alike, as a matter of fact, form at

tractive bait for numerous impostors who

trade more or less upon misrepresentation.

Such stocks, bought in at a low figure often

are disposed of to good advantage from the

profit standpoint by virtue of cautious and

misleading use of the names of the very

interests which have disposed of them.

The rapid multiplication of houses which

deal in questionable offerings of the sort

as well as the fact that their practices have

come back to the very door of the manufac

turer in many instances through the heed—

lcssncss of his agents, points to the neces

sity of extreme caution in dealing with firms

to the buyer.

Agents and supplyrnen who are thoroughly

which are not well~known

alive to their own interests and to the pos

sibilities of the market have had no diffi

culty in keeping alive up to this time, nor

is there indication that they will be caused

to suffer through suppression of their prof

its. if they continue to deal with the open

and above board sections of the market.

Cut price catalogs always will hold an at

traction for the individual buyer, both as

a class, and as an individual, for at least

one complete cycle comprising the pur

chase and attempted use of inferior goods.

But the dealer should learn to avoid op

which hold

promise of a disproportionate return for a

portunities forth glittering

given amount of outlay.

Producer Gas Possibilities.

Because of the rapid advances which are

being made in the development of the gas

producer in large powers, and in the instal

lation of high-duty power plants employing

internal combustion motors fed by produc

ers, it is natural to infer that the future of

the motor vehicle may hold some measure

of service for this type of generator. In

deed, its application successfully to marine

propulsion, not to mention a few spasmodic

attempts at introducing it into commercial

vehicle service, would seem to lend color

to the impression where the difficulties in

cident upon its operation are not fully un

derstood. At the same time, circumstances

peculiar to the operation of the suction type

Of producer, which is the only kind which

appears to lend itself to small powers, are

such as to make it appear that its applica
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tion to vehicular propulsion, if possible at

all, can come only after long years of study

and improvement.

These difficulties, as voiccd recently by a

gas engineer, himself a builder of both sta

tionary producer and automobile engines,

hinge about the construction of the generat

ing chamber and the necessity of rendering

it at once air-tight and impervious to heat.

Incidentally also, present methods of con

struction are such as to make a successful

producer altogether too heavy to be avail

able for auto propulsive purposes except on

a very large scale. Thus, where it may be

successful as applied to the new British bat

tleship, the specifications for which were

announced this week, for example, its use in

smaller units on a land-going vehicle would

be totally out of the question.

Briefly the principle of the suction pro

ducer is that of inducing a sharp blast of

mingled steam and air to pass through a

bed of incandescent coke or coal from which

by a process of successive reactions the pro

ducer gas is formed, which is mainly carbon

monoxide. This is at once passed to the in

ternal combustion engine where it is used

in exactly the same way that the ordinary

gasolene vapor is employed. In the suction

producer, the suction of the engine in draw

ing in its charges, supplies the necessary

draught for the producer' while the waste

heat of the producer itself is utilized in the

production of the steam necessary for the

process. In this way the apparatus may be

made comparatively simple and requires

little of no attention even when operated

for many hours in succession. Its success,

however, depends among other things, upon

the retention of the proper degree of heat

in the fuel bed within the producer—which

may be somewhere about 1,800 degrees Fah

renheit—and upon the exclusion of air from

the system, from the main air inlet clear

through to the inlet valves of the engine.

These requirements, in a word, are thought

to spell the exclusion of the suction pro

ducer from the automobile field.

In order to retain the heat of the fuel

bed and also to prevent excessive radiation

and heat loss, it is customary to use a heavy

fire-brick lining for the fire chamber of the

producer: Besides adding a very consid

erable increment of weight to the apparatus,

this material is so brittle and unreliable

even in stationary practice. that it is little

likely that it could be made to withstand

the severe vibration of the motor vehicle

without disintegrating. Further, it is found

difficult to prevent air leaks at times, even

with a stationary plant operating under

the best of conditions, the effect of such

leaks, if in the producer itself, being to

lower the temperature and alter the action

of the producer, if not to check the produc

tion of the gas altogether. even causing

complete combustion to take place within

the fire chamber, thus destroying the pur

pose of the apparatus entirely; while the in

troduction of air into the system at any

point between the producer and the engine,

naturally tends to weaker. the suction and so

to reduce the efficiency of the apparatus.

In consequence of these difficulties, and

pending the production of a system which

shall involve less exacting requirements in

the formation of the gas, it may be consid

ered that the producer

feasible, even in the instance of heavy ve

system is hardly

hicle service, which is the only connection

in which it has as yet been experimented

Its advantage, of

course, lies in its ability to use coal, coke.

with, so far as is known.

or even some of the low grade fuels directly,

instead of requiring that they be subjected

to any of the intermediary processes of dis

tillation, such as commonly are employed

in the production of benzol or the other coal

derivatives. Such investigations, however,

now appear to hold little encouragement for

t the experimenter.

 

The way to encourage sport is to make

its promotion as inexpensive as possible,

which means merely nominal sanction fees.

The A. A. A.'s new tarifl' will do no more

to encourage the sport in those small places

where encouragement is so much to be de

sired than did its former schedule. Fancy

a small club paying $50 for the privilege

of conducting a modest hill climbing con

test! “We need the money" is written all

over the A. A. A. tariff.

 
 

“Men who live in glass houses should not

throw stones," is an old proverb which the

outward and visible sign of the Florida

speed carnival should take to heart. If he

believes that a new rule is admirable he

should accept it without shuffling or stone

throwing, else there may be those who will

question that he believes what he says.

 
 

So the New York lady who so long has

been the press agents’ delight, broke the

"women's record" at New Orleans! Lovely!

But when will the A. A. A. put its foot down

on that sort of thing?

 

COMING EVENTS

  

 

February 20-27, Newark, N. J.——New Jer

sey Automobile Trade Association’s show.

February 20-27, Hartford, Conn—Auto

mobile Dealers Association’s show.

February 2227, Portland, Me.-—Automo

bile show.

February 24-27, Baltimore, hid—Automo

bile Club of Maryland's show, Fifth Regi

ment Armory.

March 1-6, Bufialo, N. Y.—Buflalo Auto

mobile Club's 7th annual show, Convention

Hall.

March 16, Providente, R. I.—Automobile

show.

March 2-6, Rochester, N. Y.—Automobile

and Motor Trades Association of Roches

ter show, Convention Hall.

March 3—6, Lincoln, Neb.—-Second annual

automobile show, Auditorium building.

March 6-13, Boston, Mass.—B0ston Auto

mobile Dealers Association (Inc.) seventh

annual show, Mechanics Building.

March S13, Kansas City, Mo.—-Kansas

City Automobile Dealers Association's

show, Convention Hall.

March 8-13, Portland. Ore—Portland Au

tomobile Club's show.

March 10-13, Memphis, Tenn—Automo

bile show, Auditorium building.

March 11, 12, 13, Milwaukee, \Nis.—Mil—

waukee Automobile Club's first annual show

in the Hippodrome.

March 13-20, Minneapolis, Minn.—-Min

ncapolis Automobile Show Association's

show, National Guard Armory.

March lS-m, Rochester, N. Y.—Rochester

Automobile Dealers Association's show,

Convention Hall.

March l6, l7, l8, Chattanooga, Tenn.—

Three days race meet and hill climb on

Lookout mountain.

March 17-18-19, Pittsburg,

days’ endurance run.

March 22-27, Toledo, O.—Toledo Automo

bile Dealers Association's automobile show.

March 23-26, Daytona, Fla—The Motor

Contest Association’s (Inc) seventh annual

international races, Daytona Beach.

March 24—27, Syracuse, N. Y.—Syracusc

Automobile Dealers Association‘s first an

nual show, New York State armory.

March 27-April 3, Pittsburg, Pa.—Auto

mobile Dealers Association's show, Du

quesne Garden.

April 10, New York City—New York Au

tomobile Trade Association's second semi

annual hill climb on Fort George hill.

April 15-17, Louisville, Ky.—I_cuisville

Automobile Association's show, Coliseum.

May 22, Hartford, Conn—Automobile

Club of Hartford’s 200 miles endurance run.

Pa.—Three
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NEWARK GOI'IS T0 HER 0WN SIIOW

About 100 Cars Staged Make a Representa

tive Display—Neat Decorative Scheme

and Variety of Entertainment.

It only costs a quarter to ride on the

steam railroad from Newark, N. 1., to New

York City and back. while if one be a com

muter with a “family,” 60-trip ticket, it costs

even less. So when the big automobile

shows were held at the Palace and the Gar

den, respectively, in Manhattan, it would

have been reasonable to suppose that every

body in Newark whose thoughts inclined

toward motor cars would be on hand to se

lect their machines at that time if at all.

But like the fair ocean liner passenger with

the very white face who on the first day out

  
 

ONE OF THE DECORATIVE DETAILS AT

THE NEWARK SHOW

cars, but the true citizens have played moun

tain to the automobile show's Mohammed

 

 

  

and which continues through this week. Be

ing new within the year and providing plen

ty of space, the armory makes an excellent

exhibition hall.

In addition to the gold cup Grand Prize

trophy, some model airships and areoplanes

and a free moving picture show of the fam

ous automobile races of the past year, feat

ures contributing to the general wonder and

delectation of the crowds, the exhibition is

strong in its appeal by reason of the great

number and variety of cars that are dis

played, products of representative makers.

There are almost 100 cars on view, which

is immensely above the average for what

are known as “local” shows, as distinguished

from the national shows at New York, Chi

cago and Boston.

A simple scheme is used in the decora

tions, but the neatness of the signs and the

gay display of the red, white and blue bunt

ing overhead, as revealed in the accompany

 

 

 

was asked if she had lunched—it is a case

of “Quite the contrary!”

Some near-Newarkers, like Frank Kramer,

the bicycle sprint champion, sneaked over to

the New York affair this time and bought

TWO GENERAL VIEWS OF THE NEWARK SHOW

and have waited for the exhibition to be

brought to them. Furthermore, they get

an extremely good show, too, as is proved

by the affair which opened Saturday night,

20th inst., in the new Essex Troop armory,

ing illustrations. affords a very satisfactory

effect, while really giving the cars them

selves a chance to reveal what color and

decorative beauties they may have. By

some miscalculation, the electric lighting
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on the opening night was not quite as ef'

lective as it should have been, and when at

times some of the lights were turned off

to give the moving pictures a chance to be

seen, there were sarcastic exhibitors who

requested that the picture outfit be allowed

to run all the time as the reflected light

from the screen seemed to give more illum

ination than the half-size incandescent bulbs.

improvements in this respect were made

later, however, by the installation of addi

tional lights of greater power.

Not alone Newark dealers, but several

firms from New York City, have exhibition

spaces for cars, while the accessory people

are from everywhere. Following the fash

ion of the larger shows, there is the custom

ary amount of expanded representation both

as to attendance and as to the amount of

business done.

The exhibition, which is a “second an

nual," is given under the auspices of the New

Jersey Automobile Trade Association, to

which the Associated Automobile Clubs of

New Jersey are giving co-operation. The

direct management is under H. A. Bonnell.

with G. H. Raddin as his assistant. The

complete list of exhibitors is as follows:

Automobiles: Atlantic Motor Car Co.,

Stoddard-Dayton; Brush-McLaren Motor

Co., Brush; Cordner. Flinn & Toppin,

Acme; Crawford Auto Co., Crawford; Dun<

ham 8; Son, D. B., automobile bodies; Ellis

Motor Car Co., Pierce-Arrow; Essex Auto

Co., Ford and Jackson; Fiat Auto Co., Fiat;

Greene Motor Car Co.. Locomobile; John

ston Co., P. H., Regal and Grout; Koehler,

H. J., E-M-F.; Martin Auto Co., F. C. L.,

Mitchell; Mason, J. \V.. Maxwell; Middleby

Auto Co., Middleby; Motor Car Co. of New

Jersey, Cadillac; O’Neil Motor Car Co.,

Premier and Rec; Oldsmobile Co. of New

York, Oldsmobile; Overland Motor Car Co..

of New Jersey, Overland; Paddock-Zusi

Motor Car Co., Chalmers-Detroit; Page 8:

Co.. Carl H., Peerless; Quinby & Co.. J. M.,

Pennsylvania and Isotta; Rambler Auto

C0 of New Jersey, Rambler; Rickey Machine

Co., Marmon; Spaulding & Bros, A. B..

Stevens-Duryea; Weldon & Bauer Co., Na

tional and Kisselkar; \Vhite Co., The,

White.

' Accessories: National Oil and Supply Co.,

Harrison; The Adolph Karl & Co.. Perma

nit; Union Battery Co., Belleville; New

York Auto Top and Supply Co.. Newark;

Empire Tire and Supply Co.. Newark: Elec

trical Maintenance and Repair Co.. Newark;

Perfection Wrench Co., Port Chester, N. Y.;

H. J. Koehler Sporting Goods Co., Newark;

Orange Machine Co.. Orange; W. S. Shep

pard, Newark; Dayton Rubber Manufactur

ing Co., New York; B. F. Howard, motor

cycles, Verona; Standard Oil Co.. Newark;

Standard Leather Washer Mfg. Co., New

ark; Hydro Carbon and Machine Co.. New

ark; Auto Tire and Repair Co.. Newark;

Pallet Time Recording Co.. New York; Tire

scle Co., Newark; \V. C. Baker Heating and

Supply Co., New York; Ennis Rubber Mfg.

Co., Newark.

mnvr cans AT nunnonr snow

Three Maryland Manufacturers Stage Their

Products—Many Leading Makes

Among the Vehicles on View.

Because of a downpour of rain which hin

dered the transfer of the cars and other

exhibits from the show rooms and railroad

yards to the Fifth Regiment armory on

Tuesday of this week, the opening of Balti

more's show, which had been scheduled for

10 o'clock Wednesday morning, was set

over until the afternoon, and even when 2

o‘clock arrived and the doors were actually

opened to the public there yet remained a

number of details to be attended to before

the show could be really deemed complete.

Electrical displays of various sorts are prom

Contrary to the

general rule of present day shows, a num

ber of the exhibitors have arranged for spe

cial illumination for their stands, as a result

of which the old-time heterogeneous effect

is recalled to the mind of the show goer.

Quite the most striking thing about the

show is the huge electric sign'prominently

displayed in such a way as to attract the

attention of the visitor upon entering the

armory. It reads: “The Automobile Club

of Maryland—the Club of Accomplishment.”

For this is a club show, be it understood,

and to further carry out the spirit which is

actuating its promoters, it has been ar

ranged that members of the club shall wear

little ribbons significant of the fact, during

the period of the show. '

Of new developments brought out at this

particular one of the numerous local exhi

bitions, considerable stress is being laid on

the three Maryland-built automobiles,

neither of which has appeared at any of the

other and previous shows. They are the

Spoerer, Maryland and Burns—the latter a

buggy type of vehicle, with a covered body

which is adapted to be entirely enclosed, and

is intended especially for the use of country

physicians and others who are forced to

travel much in all weathers. In addition

to these, the local display has an addition

this year in the Studebaker line, both gas

olene and electric, which has not before

been shown.

Some half a hundred exhibits all told, com

prise the show, of which somewhere about

30 include the various exhibitors of cars.

Of different makes of car, it should be ob

served, there are exactly 40. Only one of

these is of foreign origin. The list of ex

hibitors is as follows:

Automobiles: Auto Equipment Co..

Rambler; Auto Outing Co., Palmer 81 Sing

er, Simplex and Buick; Broadbelt. H. A..

Stanley; Brush-Nichols Co., Brush; Burns

Bros., Burns; Clark, D. A., Pope-Hartford

and Lozier; Ford Motor Co.. Ford; Foss

Hughes Co., Pierce-Arrow; Houghton, Chas.

E., Overland; Lambert Auto Co., Maxwell;

inent in the decorations.

Mar-Del Mobile Co., Franklin, Packard and

Waverley electric; Motor Car Co.. Stevens,

l)uryea, Thomas and E-M-F.; Mount Ver

non Motor Co., Autocar; New Bridge Gar

age Co., Cadillac; Olds Motor \Norks. Olds

mobile; Rice’s Garage. Pennsylvania. Welch.

and R. 8: L. electric; Sandruck, F. H., Gaeth

and Chalfante; Shaffer Mfg. Co., Pullman;

Shuler, \V. P.I Mitchell; Sinclair-Scott Co..

Maryland; Spoerer’s Sons, Carl, Spoerer; '

Stoddard-Dayton Baltimore Auto Co., Stod

dard-Dayton and Renault; Walker, Dixon

C., Studebaker. gasolene and electric; Wil

hide, J. L. B., Kisselkar; Winton, Wiesen

feld, Little Joe, Oakland and Rec; Zell Mo

tor Car Co., Chalmers-Detroit and Peerless.

Accessories: James G. B. Davy Co., Lit

tle Joe Wiesenfeld, Auto Equipment Co..

Carl Spoerer's Sons, Baltimore Buggy Top

Co., E. A. Cassidy & Co.. Hector C. Mc'

Rea, Baltimore Rubber Tire Co., Maryland

Railway Electric and Supply Co., Standard

Oil Co., National Sporting Goods and Auto

Apparel Co.. Jones's Machine Co.. Howard

A. French, Frank B. Burton, Great Eastern

Optical Co.

San Jose Show Exceeds Expectations.

Preceded by a parade in which most of

the cars in the city took part San Jose's

_second annual show in the Auditorium rink

proved far more elaborate. even than had

been anticipated. A dome of dazzling light

surmounted the bandstand in the center of

the large ball. the musicians being screened

by a network of potted palms and other

greens. Smilax and evergreen branches

transformed the dancing enclosure fence

into a pretty hedge in which were con

cealed incandescent bulbs. Thousands of

colored bulbs and Chinese lanterns strung

around the rafters and ceilings. gave the

hall the appearance of an oriental tea gar

den. Hundreds of white pedestals, sur

mounted by vases of cut flowers. heightened

the brilliant color effect. The show con

tinued from Wednesday to Saturday of last

week. l7-20 inst.

Following is a list of the exhibitors:

Automobiles: M. B. Charles, Stevens

Duryea. Studebaker. E<M-F., Palmer 82

Singer and Woods electric; Ford Automo

bile Co., Ford; Garden City Implement Co..

International; W. F. Hunt, Thomas Flyer.

Chalmers~Detroit, Buick and Oldsmobile;

Lctcher's Garage, Cadillac, Pierce, Peerless

and Apperson; Normandin-Campin Co..

Franklin: Osen & Hunter Auto Co., Mitch

ell and Baker electric; Harrison P. Smith.

Reo, Stoddard-Dayton and Kisselkar; Vic

tory Motor Car Co., Sunset; Wallace Bros.

Rambler, Regal and Pope-Waverly electric;

\Vinton Motor Carriage Co.. Winton; J. H.

Bennett. Tourist; A. C. Banta, Indian mo

torcycles; William H. Bracher, Excelsior

and Pierce motorcycles.

Accessories: California Compounding Co..

Osen 8: Hunter Auto Co., Samuel P. Reed.

Harrison P. Smith, Melvin & Murgotten,

Millard Bros, and Santa Clara County Au

tomobile Club.
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HARTFORD UNDER TIIE Sll0W SPELL

Latest Models of Cars Brilliantly Staged

Attract Big Attendance—Social and

Trade Success.

“Not only is the eye enchanted by the suc

culent sweetness of the translucent spray,

dashing like an ethereal veil high into the

perfumed atmosphere, but,” the automobile

show at Hartford, Conn., this week has a

host of other features, according to the 10

cal enthusiasts, calculated to make it impos

sible “for the least imaginative or the most

cynical of observers not to feel_the spell

akin to some half-forgotten childish idea

of fairyland falling about him."

A five-jet carburetter fountain in the mid

dle of Foot Guard armory supplies the suc

culently sweet spray, and the decorations

are composed chiefly of electric lights of all

colors and bowers of southern smilax, while

the walls are finished in green burlap. Heavy

eyed decorators were still laboring frantical

ally Saturday night, 20th inst., when the

show opened, as they had been obliged to

do the main part of their work in the dark

hours of Saturday morning after the gay

blades of the Veteran Firemen’s Associa

tion had escorted their fair ladies away

from the association’s dance about 3 a. m.

Most of the electric lights were in working

order by the time the visiting crowds

jammed through the main entrance, but the

completion of the decorations was carried

on busily through the evening.

Last year the Hartford show was remark

able for returning to the exhibitors practi

cally all of the money paid for show space,

and the “second annual" this year, is in

charge of the same committee, consisting of

F. A. Dart, S. A. Miner and E. G. Biddle.

When Hartford does have an automobile

show it knows it, and very few of the cit

izens are able to resist the opportunity to

see what the show press agent, in a burst

of grandiose eflulgence, describes as “the

crowning efl'ort of the most picturesque of

modern industries; the gathering together

of every important car of the latest model

and luxuriant design, arranged in a setting

which for accuracy of detail, perfection of

light and color, and magnificence of the

whole will form a proper setting for the

jewels which it is designed to cover."

Thus placed in a scene giving the effect

of a “garden under the soft night of the

tropics, with the luxuriant foliage of the

palms and the smilax, the dashing of the

fountain, and overhead the thousands of

lights twinkling through the ceiling of flow

ers,” the exhibits themselves enjoy a glory

which taken in connection with the Hartt

ford liberality in the matter of purchasing

cars makes the affair quite as successful

from the trade standpoint as its promoters

have endeavored to make it in the spectacu

lar and social way.‘

The exhibitors of cars include: Atlas Mo

tor Car Co., Springfield, Mass, Atlas; R. D.

& C. O. Britton, Hartford, Conn., Maxwell,

and Stoddard-Dayton; Brown, Thomson 8:

Co., Hartford, Conn., Packard, Stevens-Dur

yea and Cadillac; Capitol City Auto Hack

and Livery Co., Hartford, Conn., Mitchell;

Dunbar & Mansir, Holyoke, Mass, Elmore;

Elmer Automobile Co., Hartford, Conn.,

Ford; \N. J. Hickmott, Jr., Hartford, Conn.,

Stanley; Thomas B. Jeffery & Co., Boston,

Mass, Rambler; A. E. Lazzaro & Co., Hart

ford, Conn., Jackson; The McCue Co., Hart

ford, Conn., McCue; The Miner Garage Co.,

Hartford, Conn., Pierce, Knox and Buick;

The Palace Automobile Station Co., Hart

ford, Conn., Thomas,

F., White, Autocar and \Vaverley; Alfred

W. Peard, Hartford, Conn., Overland; T.

Dudley Riggs, Hartford, Conn., Palmer &

Singer, and Simplex; J. A. Wood, Hartford,

Conn., Jewel.

The accessory exhibitors, occupying the

gallery and part of the basement, are as

follows: Alling Rubber Co., tires and spe

cialties; E. R. Clark, copper paint and en

gines; Fairbanks Co., engines; A. L. Fos

ter Clothing Co., g0ggles and clothing; G.

W. Fuller Co., automobile trunks; Hartford

Auto Supply Co., accessories; Hartford Mill

Supply Co., tools; Mansuay & Smith, paint

ing and body work; George S. Maslen, In

dian motorcycles; Perfection Wrench Co.,

wrenches; The Post & Lester Co., motor

car supplies; James Pullar & Co., bodies,

shields and tops; Smith~VVorthington Co.,

thermos bottles and specialties; Tracy. Rob

inson & Williams, tools and specialties.

Thursday night the exhibitors and others

are to gather at the Allyn House for a ban

quet. The aflair will be given by the Hart

ford Automobile Dealers Association, which

through its committee is responsible for

the show. During the week both the Pope

Mfg. Co. and the Electric Vehicle Co.,

which are located in Hartford, are keeping

open house at their respective factories,

where their 1909 models are staged in exhi

bition array in lieu of appearing at the

dealers’ show.

Syracusans Organize for a Show.

Syracuse, N. Y., is to be numbered among

the show holding cities, an association of the

local automobile dealers having been or

ganized for the purpose. The affair will

open March 24, and will last four days, ac

cording to present plans. An option has

been secured on the New York State ar

mory, for the last week of the month. The

organization of the dealers, which will be

incorporated under New York State laws

and which will be known as the Syracuse

Automobile Dealers Association, held its

election of permanent officers last week. C.

Arthur Benjamin being chosen president.

In addition the following were elected; H.

D. Van Brunt, vice-president; M. W. Kerr,

secretary; H. L. Conde, treasurer. There

are fifteen charter members and seven as

sociate members.

Oldsmobile, E-M- -

CLEVELAND’S SEVENTH ITS BEST

Automobile Show Held in the Lavishness

. of Cut Flowers and Other Luxuries—

The Exhibitors.

Cut flowers, Oriental rugs, electric fount

ains, gold arches, colored incandescent bulbs

grouped in the form of an immense automo

bile, canary birds, and similar lavish dec

orative features have produced an effect in

the big Central armory in Cleveland, 0.,

which makes the seventh annual show this

The exhibi

tion, which is managed by the Cleveland Au

week a very agreeable place.

tomobile Dealers Co., opened on \Vashing

ton’s Birthday and lasts until Saturday night.

The display includes cars either manufac

tured or represented by 27 automobile ex

hibitors, resulting in the staging of 125 ma

chines. The list of exhibitors is as follows:

Automobiles—The Auto Shop Co., Thom

as and Selden; Buick Motor Co., Buick;

Barger Automobile Co., Cadillac; The Broc

Carriage & Wagon Co., Broc electric; Cam

eron Auto Co., Cameron; Commercial Car

Co., Apperson-Toledo; Chisholm & Phillips

Automobile Co.; Crawford Motor Co., Jack

son; The Detroit Electric Co., Detroit elec

tric; Elmore Motor Car Co., Elmore; Ford

Motor Co., Ford; The Gaeth Automobile

Co., Gaeth; Hall Brothers, Cartercar; Lu

cas & Christensen, Mitchell; The Jewel Mo

tor Car Co., Jewel; Harry S. Moore, Stod

dard-Dayton and Brush; Maxwell-Briscoe

Co., Maxwell-Briscoe; Olds Motor \Vorks,

Oldsmobile; The Peerless Motor Car CO.,

Peerless; Pullman Motor Car Co., Pullman;

Price Bros. Carriage Co., Baker electric;

Reese Motor Car Co., Royal Tourist, Cor

bin and Columbus electric; The Rambler

Automobile Co., Rambler; The Rauch &

Lang Carriage Co., Rauch & Lang electric;

The Standard Automobile So., Packard and

Franklin; The Studebaker Automobile Co.,

E-M-F. and Studebaker; Charles B. Shanks

Co., Stearns and Chalmers-Detroit; The

Winton Motor Carriage Co., Winton; Win

gle Motor Car Co., American Simplex and

Midland; The White Co., White steamers.

Accessories—The Austro-American Separ

ator Co., Akron Auto Supply Co., Casino

Cycle & Supply Co., Cleveland Tanning Co.,

Collister & Sayle, Cleveland Auto Top 8:

Trimming Co., Domestic Vacuum Cleaner

Co., The Globe Oil Co., The German Chem~

ical Supply Co., B. & B. Mfg. Co., H. W.

Johns-Manville Co., The K. W. Ignition Co.,

Fawn River Mfg. Co., L. J. Mueller, Charles

E. Miller, Pennsylvania Rubber 8: Supply

Co., The Perfection Spring Co., Reflex Ig

nition Co., Rochford Mfg. Co., Standard

Top & Equipment Co., Mannie Strauss, The

Stein Double Cushion Tire Co.. H. H. Ward

and associates, Way, Mitchell 8: Co., The

Willard Storage Battery Co., The Westing

house Electric & Mfg. Co., The Zenith Mo

tor Goods Co., G. H. Williamson.
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ABIIU'I' MAKING ALUMINUM JOINTS

Difficulties Attending the Process of Solder

ing or Welding—Proper Solders and‘

Their Application.

 

Difficulties attendant upon soldering or

welding aluminum, which have been con_

by the

average workman, as by the average motor

sidered more or less mysterious

ist as well, are fully explained by the state

ment that while the metal itself fuses read

ily enough with a number of other metals,

it is remarkably subject to the effects of

oxidation—so much so, in fact, that hardly

more than an instant’s exposure to the at

mosphere is sufficient to render it imper

vious to fusion. This is due to the forma

tion of a thin, invisible layer of oxide on

the surface which it is desired to treat.

This tendency, according to the Scientific

American, is the sum and substance of the

chief drawback which has been held out

against this remarkable metal by the com

mon run of those who are familiar with its

use.

“There is no solder which operates with

aluminum in the same way that ordinary

solders operate with copper, tin, etc.,” the

author goes on to say. "There are two rea

sons for this.

“First. Aluminum does not alloy readily

with solders at temperatures as low as the

other metals require, and it is consequently

necessary, in soldering aluminum, to use

a much higher temperature. Furthermore,

aluminum alloys with lead only with great

difficulty and with but a small proportion

of lead at that; consequently lead solders

are useless with aluminum.

“Second, The surface of all aluminum is

covered with a thin invisible coating of

aluminum oxide. This coating forms in

stantly on the surface of aluminum and is

very refractory, and its presence is respons

ible for the high resistance of aluminum to

corroding agents, since, although aluminum

itself is soluble in a great many chemical

compounds, this protective coating of oxide

is insoluble in almost everything except»

ing hydrofluoric acid. While in general

this coating of oxide is beneficial, in that

it forms a perfect protection to the alumi

num underneath, it is, by reason of its effi

ciency in this particular, responsible for the

principal portion of the difliculty which oc

curs in soldering aluminum, as naturally no

solder will alloy with aluminum oxide.

“In soldering aluminum, therefore, it is

necessary that this oxide must be removed

before the soldering can take place; and as

it forms again instantly after removal, it is

necessary that the removal of the oxide

and the covering with solder shall be sim

ultaneous. In soldering other metals, the

Oxide can be removed chemically. With

aluminum this is not possible, and it must

be removed mechanically by abrasion.

“Bearing these facts in mind, it will be

readily understood how aluminum soldering

must be done. All the surface to which it

is intended that the solder shall adhere must

first be tinned. This is accomplished by

heating the metal to a temperature above

the fusion point of the solder used, and

then rubbing the surface with a stick of

the solder, thus rubbing the oxide off the

surface with the solder itself, and covering

the exposed points with melted solder, all

in the same motion. In order to make sure

that the tinning is thorough, it is better to

rub the surface with a steel or brass scratch

brush while the solder on this surface is

still molten. This insures a thorough job

of tinning. After the edges to be united

are thus tinned, they may be sweated to

gether with pure block tin, with the aid

either of a soldering iron or blast lamp.

“With regard to the composition of alu

minum solders, zinc appears to alloy with

aluminum more readily than any other

metal available for the constituent part of

the solder; consequently all solders which

will readily tin aluminum contain zinc in

varying proportions. The solders which we

have found to be most satisfactory are com

posed usually of tin, zinc, and a very small

proportion of aluminum. These solders do

not run very freely nor fuse as readily as

ordinary solders, and it is necessary, as

stated above, to use a higher temperature

—so high in fact that extreme difficulty is

found in using these solders with a solder

ing iron, and it is generally necessary to

use a blast lamp.

“Another thing which must be borne in

mind is that solder will not flow into an

aluminum joint, even when tinned, by ca

pilliary action as it does into copper or tin

joints, and it is therefore necessary to

place on the surfaces to be united all of the

material necessary to sweat them together

before the edges are brought into contact.

In soldering aluminum joints, it is neces

sary that both the tinning and sweating

shall be most thoroughly done; otherwise

the joint will not be durable.

“On account of the presence of zinc in

the tinning solder, the solder is decom

posed by moisture, and unless the work is

so well done that the joint is absolutely

waterproof, it will not be durable. The

quality of the workmanship has more in

fluence than anything else on the perma

nence of the work."

  

After Grinding the Valve.

In connection with the usual rules for

valve grinding it is commonly recommended

that a piece of cotton waste be placed in

the cylinder casting just at the mouth of

the valve port to prevent any of the abra

sive from entering the cylinder proper. It

is quite as important, however, that the

waste be removed after the process has been

completed and the novice is almost certain

not to think of the necessity of removing

it, although its presence is so ob

vious.

NEW "IIIGII-SPI'II'II)” TO0I. STEEL

Foreign Metallurgists Make Remarkable

Claims for Their PrOduct—Some of

Its Peculiar Properties.

 

What with characteristic assurance is

claimed to be a revolutionizing development

in shop practice is the introduction of a new

“high-speed" steel which has been placed

on the market by a British firm of metallur

gists. And pending its actual trial in ex—

tended practical service, it must be admitted

that it holds forth most alluring promise of

great advantage over the tool steels at pres

ent in use. After lengthy experiments it is

alleged that the properties of the new

metal have been brought to a point where

it possesses from three to seven times the

cutting power of existing high-speed steel,

together with the further advantage that,

in contradistinction to most cutting steels,

it can be hardened in water, oil or the air

blast. In regard to its properties Professor

Arnold, of Sheffield University, is quoted

as saying that it is an absolute departure

in metallurgy to have obtained a water

quenched steel which will work for a con

siderable time on the hardest metal with

the cutting edge at a bright red glow.

The new steel is the product of Jones &

Colver, of the Continental Works, Shef

field. In regard to it, B. W. Winder, di

rector and works manager of the Continen

taI Works, explained that he was content

not to make any sensational claims for the

steel beyond the fact that it is the first

high-speed steel produced that can be hard

ened in cold water without danger.

“At the present time," he said, “ordinary

good high-speed steel on a soft material

will work till the nose gets a red heat, but

when it gets to that heat it only works a

certain time before the heat breaks the

tool down. Therefore the probability of

getting steels to run at a faster rate is per

haps rather remote, though this difficulty

will probably be overcome in the future.

“The great advantage of the new steel

is that it will work very much longer at a

high heat than the old. We don't claim

for a moment that it is going to work four

times faster than the present high-speed

steel. What we do claim is that it is very

superior to any steel that has been pro

duced yet. It will go on working much

longer without requiring regrinding."

The steel would not require special ma

chinery, he went on to say. Moreover, the

most dangerous time for ordinary high

speed stch to approach water is when it is

in the dull red state. as it is then very lia

ble to crack. But the new steel will not

crack if plunged into water at any heat.

The new steel is not much more expen

sive than the old high-speed steels, so that

in proportion to its capacity it works out

much cheaper.
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M0'l'0ll CAR FOR TRACK INSPECT0R5

Simple Adaptation of Automobile Princi

ples to Railway Service—Features that

will Repay Study.

 

Considerable has been heard of the de

velopment of the gasolene motor car for

railway service as applied to passenger haul

age, but up to this time, comparatively lit

tle has been done in the exploitation of

the principle as applied to smaller powers

On this

account no small interest attaches to the

though de

signed directly for use in replacing the fa

and used for light transportation.

Rockford motor cars, which,

miliar handcars such as are employed in

railway maintenance by track inspectors

and section gangs, is suggestive of great

possibilities for industrial railway work as

well.

By ingenious elimination of all superflu

ous details of construction, these vehicles

have been literally reduced to their lowest

terms. so that as a matter of fact they pre

sent practically none of the difficulties

which, in the eyes of the motorist accus

tomed to the large and costly machines

commonly used for pleasure driving on the

highways, would seem to render the use of

the internal combustion motor prohibitive

in the case of the average track foreman or

section boss. Minus any form of transmis

sion gearing, and with a minimum number

of parts, all very simple, they are started

by being pushed along the track, controlled

when in motion by means of the spark and

  

ROCKFORD MOTOR

throttle in the usual way, and stopped by

cutting out the action of the exhaust valves.

As constructed to replace the common

forms of hand car, they are equipped with a

7 horsepower twin-cylinder motor, which is

claimed to have an effective driving range

between 3 and 30 miles per hour. Further

more, although powerful enough to carry a

load of 10 men, they weigh but 650 pounds

complete. Larger loads can be hauled by a

car of similar construction, but equipped

with a four-cylinder motor of similar design

to the twin type. Further variations of the

principle, are also found in a light inspec

tion car which has sezits for two passengers,

who may face in either direction.

The unusual features embodied in the con

struction of these machines are, in the first

place, the elimination, in addition to the

transmission which usually is considered a

necessity, where the internal combustion

engine is employed, of the fly wheel. The

connecting rods are coupled direct to a

crank shaft, which is permanently affixed to

one of the axles, while the cylinders are car

ried by a light frame which is bolted di

the fact that the engine will run under ordi

nary conditions and still remain free from

carbon deposits.

Rockford cars are produced by the Dunt

ley Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111., who have fixed

upon their specifications only after a thor

ough study of the problem of simple power

production under the most adverse condi

tions embodying continuous service, slight

attention and inexperienced handling. While

there is little in their construction to sug

gest the ordinary types of automobile, their

  

ROCKFORD MOTOR CAR FOR-RAILWAY SERVICE

rectly to the under side of the platform or

other body. By way of valve gear, a short,

transverse cam shaft runs across the head

ends of the cylinders and is driven by a

light sprocket chain from the‘crank shaft,

also carrying the timer for the jump spark

ignition system; while the intakes are auto

matic. A special form of carburetter is

mounted in the center of a short length of

intake pipe communicating with the cylin

ders at short range. Lubrication is effected

by means of oil cups, one of which is placed

on the upper side of each of the cylinders.

Such is the arrangement of the cam shaft

that the engine may be reversed without the

use of any special device, while as a minor

refinement, the control levers are so dis

posed that they always are moved in the di

rection in which the car is traveling. For

stopping a device is employed which opens

the exhaust valves in a manner claimed to

be entirely original. This measure in ad

dition to supplying an absolute check on

the production of power, also provides auto

matic means of checking the flow of fuel

to the cylinders, by stopping the suction,

thus saving the waste of fuel and flooding

of the cylinders.

Another peculiar feature of the motor is

that it is entirely innocent of any cooling

means. _In explanation of this, it is stated

by the makers, that as extremely low com

pression is employed, the cylinder temper

atures never rise to a point where artificial

cooling means are required. The same cir

cumstance, it is claimed, also accounts for

simplicity should entitle them to close con

sideration by those whose aim it is to build

machines to satisfy similar requirements

under the even more severe conditions which

obtain with the vehicle designed for use

upon the highway.

 

Souvenir Album for Motorists.

Partaking of the nature of a souvenir al—

bum and containing a large number of beau—

tiful views, racing drivers' portraits, odd

motoring scenes, and a colored poster pic

ture, together with illustrations and speci

fications of the 1909 models of an extensive

list of the prominent American makes of

cars, the book issued for complimentary

trade distribution by the Trenton Rubber

Mfg. Co., of Trenton, N. J., and bearing the

title “The Automobile of 1909," is a note

-worthy and handsome piece of work. The

substantial cover is silk corded and gold

embossed, and fittingly suggests the excel

lent character of the contents. An examin

ation of the specifications of the cars illus

trated in the book discloses that all of them

employ “Thermoid” brake lining, though the

list of cars that the book contains is by no

means the complete roster of those who

have engaged to use this material during

the 1909 season.

After taking up lost motion in a bear

ing, care should be observed in making the

final adjustment so that the strain of the

bolts does not come on the journal, but on

the faces of the bearing lines or bushings.
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DEVELOPMENT 0F THE AUTOMOBILE

Taylor Gives Rapid Review of the Speed

and Solidity of Its Progress—Where

the Credit Belongs.

“During the past five years the autom0~

bile has undergone precisely the same kind

of development, but at an unprecedented

speed, which every new mechanism is

obliged to pass through.

ultaneously improved in quality and cheap

It has been sim

ened by the natural method of the ‘survival

of the fittest' and the elimination of the

more unfit constructions. This process is

still going on, but at_a slower pace than

formerly. Few elements of the pleasure

automobile have survived the past five years

unaltered," remarks C. H. Taylor, engineer

of the E. R. Thomas Motor Co.

“The motor has been quieted by attention

to valve-operating mechanism, to the car

buretter and to the exhaust line. It has

been given remarkable flexibility by im

provements principally in the carburetter

and valve setting. The magneto has come

into its own as the most reliable source of

ignition current. The radiators have been

strengthened and increased in cooling effi

ciency. The cylinder jacketing and lubrica

tion have been cared for in such a way that

there is no longer any excuse for an over

heated motor.

“1n the transmission system the old cone

clutch has been greatly improved, and the

newer disc types have been developed, it

would seem, almost to perfection.

"Through the use of special materials and

of special tooth forms, together with the

annular type of ball bearing, gear boxes

have been reduced in size and silenced. The

sliding gear has practically eliminated all

other farms of transmission, and unlike the

years ago, there is no rival which seriously

threatens its place. The live rear axle with

entirely enclosed driving mechanism has

been developed from a most uncertain me~

chanism five years ago to one of the most

positive and reliable units in the car.

“As regards the running gear, the Pressed

steel frame was originated but little more

than five years ago, and was seen only on

one or two cars for several seasons.

now universal, its advantages from the

standpoint of strength. lightness and cheap

ness being now thoroughly understood.

“For front axles, the one piece drop forg

ing of I-Section has taken the place of the

old built up tube, or hand-forged rectangu

lar section.

“The springs, especially in the rear, have

been lengthened, flattened, and made of

better material, with corresponding increase

in comfort, especially at high speeds.

“The wheels, :part from the hubs and

tires, have undergone less change than any

other important element, but considered as a

Whole, the adoption of drawn metal hubs,

Itis'

roller and ball bearings, together with de

tachable rims, have modified this unit very

appreciably.

“The automobile engineer is not alone to

be credited with the enormous advance

which has occurred. Today he has at his

command methods and materials which

were unknown or difficult to obtain five

years ago. Today the enormous volume of

business which the automobile has created

has enabled specialists in certain lines to

equip themselves in a most complete man

ner for handling certain classes of work.

Thus, it is possible to obtain pressed steel

autogenously welded parts at low prices,

which, if properly designed, are superior to

anything that could have been made com

mercially at twenty times the price a few

years ago. Five years ago the steel mak

ers of this country were not equipped to

turn out the special grades of steel required

for high class automobile work, even at

three times the price demanded today.

“In this way it may be said that every

portion of the automobile has been consid

ered from different points of view by men

who had made this type of part a study

for years before the advent of the automo

bile, and who thus were peculiarly well

placed to help the automobile engineer in

his work.

“To the large automobile manufacturer

belongs the credit of having the foresight

and daring to invest large sums of money

in a new industry replete with pit-falls, and

thus providing the engineer with the means

of working out his problems. That the

American is able to Compete with and

even beat the foreigner was most con

clusively shown when :1 Thomas stock

car beat the best that Europe could

produce in the New York to Paris

race.

“Finally the automobile engineer himself

must be credited with the biggest share in

the improvement of the car mechanism,

since he has been the leader under whose

direction others have worked towards the

attainment of a common purpose."

To Modify Efl'ect of the Fan.

A radiator and fan designed to give the

best temperature in summer will cool the

engine too much in winter. If the car is

used in very cold weather it may be quite

feasible to remove the fan belt altogether

without producing overheating. If this is

found impracticable a sheet of tin may be

cut to the outline of the lower portion of

the radiator and wired to the back of the

radiator to cut off some portion of the fan

draft.

Adapting Color to the Surface.

“Motor car surfaces are large. as a rule.

The possible effect of various colors upon

such surfaces should therefore be studied

keenly. Some shades and tones appear to

especial atlvanlzge upon large surfaces—

others quite the opposite," cautions a

thoughtful observer.

VARNISHING AUTOMOBILE BODIES

Work that Worries the Carriage Vamisher

in His First Attempts—Suggestions for

Meeting the Difficulties.

Carriage varnishers not infrequently, and

very naturally, experience some difficulty

when assigned to finish, or varnish, as the

case may, be, their first motor car, espe‘

cially if the surface happens to be a large

one, says the Carriage Monthly, and after

pointing out the chief difficulties that are

encountered, it suggests practical methods

for coping with them.

The shape and formation and sweep of

panels are so entirely different, and the size

so radically increased, that numerous var

nishers confess to a sort of stage fright

at the outset.

In the first place, larger brushes will be

needed in order to negotiate the big, sprawl

ing surface conveniently. On some of these

great limousine bodies, for example, the

brushes which the‘carriage varnisher is best

accustomed to will be found decidedly too

small, inasmuch as they necessitate working

faster than the capacity of the varnisher

will warrant and accomplish right results.

lie must therefore, familiarize himself with

the brushes of larger size.

In like manner he must acquaint himself

with the surfaces of increased size. N0 mo

tor car surface is too large to be flowed

entirely over without any laps. Varnish

laps are dangerous at best.

Take in the size and special features of

the surface, and of each individual panel.

before applying the varnish. Then study

the general requirements, after which pro

ceed with the work. An inch bear's hair or

badger's hair brush, preferably the latter,

should be used to wet the outer edge of the

panel with varnish. Then catch up the

flow with the large 3 or 3%-inch half elastic,

flat, bristle varnish brush for the rubbing

varnish, and a full elastic brush for the fin

ishing varnish, coating the surface, however

large it may prove to be, in solidly before

squaring up and, laying off finally.

For these surfaces of prodigious size it

is advisable to use both elastic rubbing and

finishing varnish, although, of course, this

is not absolutely necessary. But the elas

tic varnishes will be found great aids in get

ting over the surface of gigantic propor‘

tions.

The chief cause of failure, however, with

the inexperienced motor car varnisher is the

attempt to divide the surface, if an unusually

large one, into sections, and introduce laps

at the intersection of the sections.

Having acquired the importance of these

things by observation and practice, the var

nisller, if he elects to profit by them, will

soon find himself in a position to varnish

any motor car surface without trouble or

inconvenience.
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NEW IDEA IN SPRING SUSPENSION

Horizontal as Well as Vertical Reaction

Taken care of in Hayber System— Spe

cifications of the Design.

Despite the great variety which is dis

played in the methods of spring suspension

which are in present vogue in automobile

construction, it is a significant fact that none

of them are wholly satisfactory, and that

inventors are constantly bringing to light

new methods of accomplishing this appar

While in the earlier

stages of motor vehicle development it was

ently simple result.

customary to utilize almost exclusively the

principle of the elliptical or semi-elliptical

spring, more recently, the virtues of the heli

cal form have come to be appreciated by de

signers. For the most part adaptations of

this type of spring are confined to'combina

tions with the elliptical form. In a few

cases, however, the helical member is em

ployed directly, and without the aid of any

other means of cushioning shock or check

ing rebound. '

A recent instance of this is found in the

Hayber system—a British invention which

is credited to one G. Willis Hayber, in

which the entire cushioning of the chassis is

obtained through the offices of a single

helical spring member in each spring set,

rebound being in a measure reduced by the

action of a piston which rides upon the

spring in a specially constructed cylinder.

The latter, together with the piston rod,

forms a radius member or connecting link

between the chassis and the axle. But in

stead of being connected directly to the lat

ter, it is pinned to an extension below it

and formed integral with a second radius

member also attached to the frame and to

the axle. The two niembers of the suspen

sion group thus form a triangle, the alti

tude of which varies as the body oscillates

over the axle.

The arrangement may be better under

stood from the accompanying illustrations,

in which the first figure shows the layout

of the device and renders its working read

ily understood. The cylinder, C, which con

tains the spring, is articulated to the frame

at the point, G, about which it is permitted

to oscillate, while the piston rod, D, is linked

to the lower end of the radius member, E,

which, in turn, is pivoted to the frame at

the point, H, and to the axle at F. A tri

angle is thus formed with G-H as its base,

and its apex at the point of connection be

tween the link, E, and the piston rod, D.

Obviously as the frame rises and falls, the

efi'ect of the motion will be to alter the al

titude of the triangle, the necessary length

ening or shortening of one of its members

being accommodated by the movement of

the piston in its' cylinder, and against the

pressure of the contained spring. The sec

0nd of the two illustrations shows the de

yice in section, and reveals the position of

the spring, A',-a'nd the piston, B, within the

cylinder. Evidently by properly designing

the cylinder and piston, the effect of a pis

ton shock absorber may be secured, without

in the least interfering with the action of

the spring; while at the same time the lat
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ter is protected from the effects of dust and

dirt as well as rust. ‘

As its outlines would indicate, the in

ventor is possessed of a number of ideas

which are not. served by the more familiar

methods of spring mounting. Among these

is a theory that the road'shocks which must

be withstood by the suspension, while nom

inally only vertical in direction, at times as

sume a horizontal line of action, or at least,

are possessed of a horizontal resultant,

which is worth taking into account in lay

ing down the suspension. It is his belief

that below certain critical speeds, the road

shocks are only vertical, while above those

   

Fig. 2

speeds, they are horizontal. The intended

effect of the peculiar design adopted is to

counteract these high-speed effects by caus

ing the spring resistances to be directed

more nearly in the horizontal sense than'or

dinarily is the case. The critical speed con

sidered in this connection, it should be ob

served, is somewhere in the neighborhood

of 12 miles an hour. '

Caution in Using Putty.

“For motor car surfaces never putty on

the priming coat," says an experienced

automobile painter. “Putty all work as

smooth as possible, and never putty a crack

or crevice that responds, by opening or

closing, to twisting or wrenching of the

surface.“ '

'I'W0 PROCESSES 0F TIRE BUILDING

Goodyear Explanation of the Differences

Between “Moulding” and “Wrapping”

—Their Respective Results.

 

 

Much of the mystery which in the past

has surrounded the terms “moulded” and

“wrapped,” in connection with tire con

struction, has been dissolved by the pro

cess of enlightenment which always comes

to the experienced user of a manufactured

product whether openly or in surreptitious

ways. At the same time there are many

motorists who even today must plead guilty

to a more or less hazy idea of the distinc

tion between the terms and of the advan

tages which are carried by each of the proc

esses. The Goodyear Tire 8: Rubber Co.,

through the employment of a combination

of the two methods in the construction of

the tires which bear their name are in a

position to define the properties of both,

with less risk of bias than otherwise might

be the case.

Thus, as they explain, the moulded tire

is built up, layer by layer on an iron core.

‘Over it is clamped an iron mould. It then

goes to the vulcanizers. Here heat expands

the rubber, creating enormous pressure in

side the mould, which fortes a perfect union

between the layers of rubber and fabric

which go to make up a tire. This pressure

is so tremendous that a 2-inch cube of rub

ber enclosed in a cast-iron mould with walls

2 inches thick will crack the iron when sub

jected to the heat of the vulcanizer.

The weakness of the process lies in the

fact that the building up of the fabric and

rubber piece by piece is an operation re

quiring skill and dexterity. If the strips of

fabric overlap ever so little—there's a ridge.

If they fail to meet by the fraction of an

inch—there’s a hollow. These ridges, hol~

lows, irregularities, are said in the curing

to become hidden weaknesses and defects,

because of which one moulded tire will last

only 1,600 to 2,000 miles, while its mate

stands up perfectly for 12,000 to 15,000 miles

of hard riding.

The wrapped tread tire, on the other

hand, is built up layer by layer on an iron

core in the same manner. But before cur

ing the iron core is replaced by an air bag—

an extra strong inner tube. And instead

of being clamped in a mould it is wrapped

about with many layers of strong tape and

is then cured, or vulcanized, in live steam.

The compressed air in the air bag smooths

out all the irregularities in the layers as

your hand smooths out wrinkles in a gar

ment—there can be no hidden ridges or

hollows to induce blowouts and cut down

the mileage. But it does not give the ter

rific squeeze that the moulded tire gets—

thus lacks cohesiveness .and unity—loses

durability and strength.

Besides these two methods of tire mak
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ing, there is also the combination of the two

employed by the Goodyear people. The

tire is first put on the iron core, clamped in

the iron mould, the same as the moulded

tire, and enclosed in hydraulic press vul

canizers, surrounded by live steam until

the rubber has expanded to the utmost—or

until the squeezing has reached its limit.

Then before the rubber has fully set—

while it is still plastic, it is removed from

the vulcanizer and carefully inspected, the

tread applied, the iron core is replaced by

the air bag, the iron mould by the winding

of heavy tape, it is inflated on a rim, put

back into a vulcanizer and left until the

curing process is complete. The iron core

and the squeeze weld the tire into an in

separable whole. The air bag then smooths

out any wrinkles, furrows or irregularities

which may have been hidden from the in

spector's eye.

 

Novel Points in Non-Skid Tire.

Numerous and varied are the properties

and advantages claimed for the many types

of non-skid tire which are to be found on

the market. but in the Kempshall tire,

which is a British product for which Cryder

& Co., New York City, are sole American

agents, are to be found a number of points

not covered by any other individual brand

of this utility. Unlike the average non

skid, they are of all-rubber construction,

one inch of solid rubber being moulded in

to the tread in the peculiar form which is at

once characteristic of the product, and its

chief point of appeal to the user. Further

more, as being constructed to run at from

15 to 20 pounds less pressure than is re

quired by other makes, as saving the cost

of chain attachments and as being always

ready to prevent side slips whether on wet

or dry roads, they are called the cheapest

tire “per non-skid mile” on the market. A

series of cone-shaped depressions on the

tread surface, together with turrets on the

side walls, constitute the special provision

against loss of traction in either direction.

Big Repeat Order for Hartford Tires.

Following a period of more than 10 years

experience with that particular brand, the

New York Transportation Co. has just

closed with rthe Hartford Rubber \Vorks

Co.. for tire equipment.er its entire lot

of 25 new omnibuses soon .to be installed

in its Fifth avenue service. In addition to

being the largest single order for ’bus tires

ever placed in this country, the order is a

“repeat,” as a large proportion of the ma

chines now running on Fifth avenue al

ready carry Hartfords.

Concrete in Garage Construction.

Represented to combine great strength

with non-infiammability, a concrete automu

bile garage was one of the features of the

cement products exposition held in the

Chicago Coliseum last week. Concrete road

ways suitable for automobile traffic were

likewise shown in section.

RELIABILITY '0!" M0'I'0II IIAULAGE

Its Practical Demonstration in Four Years

Experience of a Big Brewing Concern

—Record of Performance.

 

 

Although the growth of the commercial

vehicle has been slow in many quarters, and

of the

many discouragements attending its intro

in some instances, partly because

duction even is held to have been greatly

over-rated in the past, still its growth has

been certain, and in a few notable instances

though the

cases in which firms adopting the motor in

remarkably extensive. Even

place of horse traction for haulage purposes

course of every week, while his labor also

is materially reduced. As a matter of fact,

the passenger vehicles, which more properly

might be classified as pleasure cars, num

ber a baker's dozen.

Of the commercial vehicles several trucks

are employed, but the majority are electrics.

The total electric vehicle equipment num

bers 53 trucks and delivery wagons, and of

these more than half are W'averleys. Others

are various patterns of Electric Vehicle,

General Vehicle and Couple-Gear—these

makes being used in 1%, 3 and 5 ton sizes.

The Waverley equipment is mainly of the

1% ton delivery size. The accompanying

illustration affords a good idea of the ex

tent of the "plant" which is required to

house and care for them.

   

  

VIEW.OF ANHEUSER-BUSCH TRANSPORTATION PLANT

have found it advantageous to increase their

trial equipments to the absolute exclusion

of animal service are comparatively rare,

they serve as an apt illustration of what

might be done in many other cases were

proper judgment exercised in the adminis

tration of the service.

A striking example of the success which

may attend conscientious and persistent ef

forts to introduce the motor vehicle for

commercial purposes, is found in the case

of the Anheuser-Busch Brewing Co. Asso

ciation, of St. Louis, Mo., which at present,

only four years after the inception of the

motor vehicle project in connection with its

Work, has an installation of no less than half

a hundred vehicles in constant commercial

service, in addition to' which. the large pri

vate garage which it maintains houses a

number of pleasure cars belonging to mem

bers of the association, several of which

are employed more or less indirectly for

business purposes.

In one instance. for example, a small elec

tric runabout is used daily by an official in

making his rounds of the vast plant, where

by many hours at time are saved in the

In this connection some figures supplied

by the makers of the last-named vehicles

are valuable as showing the dependability

of the electric when properly installed and

scheduled: "Of the 53 electrics, 48 are in

daily service; of this number, the following

is a month’s record:

“Twenty-eight did not lose a minute's

service for any reason whatever.

Sixteen missed one day.apiece during the

month on account of the drivers not being

on duty.

"Four lost from half to a full day on ac

count of general repairs.

“In other words. the number of automo

biles out of commission for the month on

account of repairs, was less than M, of l

per cent. of the total in operation—and this

is the record of a company that keeps its

wagons constantly active.

“To keep all the electrics in operation

requires only one machinist, one battery

man, a boy. a foreman and two wagon

washers. This small amount of labor for

so much equipment goes to show that elec

trics are easily maintained in first class

condition."
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INSIDE DRIVEN CARS FIND I‘M/DR

New Franklin Model Adapted to Meet the

Popular Demand—Features of Con

venience in the Design.

Although the growth in use of the in

elosed type of passenger motor vehicle has

been so extremely rapid as to excite com

ment, it should be observed that one of its

phases which has attained especial prom

business purposes, as in the case of the phy~

sician. Recognizing this, one or two makers

are producing such machines with an eye to

supplying all the necessities of vehicular

travel minus a few of the useless luxuries

which are often embodied in the more elab

orate types of town car.

Thus in the design of the 18 horsepower

brougham built by the H. H. Franklin Mfg.

Co., which is here illustrated, while the ap

pointments are ample to suit the conven

ience of the passengers, no extravagant use
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FRANKLIN 18 H.P. INSIDE DRIVEN BROUGHAM

inence during the past year more than ever

before, though very significant, has escaped

extensive notice. Though the limousine

and landaulet types are becoming more pop

nlar every day, it is noteworthy that those

machines which are constructed for the ac

has been made of superfluous trimmings or

fittings. The doors are wide, providing easy

entrance. The finish is in Franklin stand

ard colors. The trimming of the interior

is of goat skin with blue broad lace. A

small front extension of the top affords

norm TAXIMI-ITER CABS l-‘DR ALBANY

Quartet from the White Factory Added to

Steam Propelled Contingent—Buyer

Commends the Type.

Development of the taximeter cab has

been so rapid during the last couple of

years, and the demand for machines of va

rious structural patterns has been so great

that only a very limited number of makers

remain who have not at one time or another

supplied their quota of vehicles to the pop

ular movement, whether in the way of a

direct effort at securing business in this line,

or as the result of the importunities of

agents and users. Just here it may be ob

served that it should be considered a partic

ularly favorable token when, despite the

presence in the field of such great numbers

of vehicles as are produced especially for

the purpose, a buyer insists upon having the

principles which apply to his favorite form

of pleasure vehicle embodied in machines

upon which he expects to depend for an in

come.

In this connection, the instance may be

cited of Matt De Freest, one of the largest

liverymen in Albany, N. Y., who has re

cently secured delivery of four taximeter

cabs for use in his business. When com

pleting his purchase of the machines, which

are White steamers. as shown in the accom~

panying illustration, De Freest said: “In

placing this order, I am guided by my pre

vious experience with one of your machines,

which was always ready to run and never

out of business."

The well known smooth working proper

ties of the steam engine are such as to fit

it particularly well to the purpose of the

commercial vehicle, the popularity of which,

   

 

QUARTET OF WHITE TAXIME'I‘ER CABS FOR USE IN ALBANY, N. Y.

commodation of not more than two pas

sengers and are inside-driven, are especially

popular just now. It also is noteworthy

that they are designed to serve a slightly

different purpose from the ordinary town

cars in that they are better suited to the

needs of the owner who uses his car for

protection when the car is being driven with

the front window partly open, and this in

addition protects the glass during severe

storms. All the glass frames are made to

either fold up or drop into grooves. The

mud guards are of the conventional long

curved pattern.

all other things aside, depends in consid

erable measure upon its freedom from shock

and jar, its controlability and silence. Fur

thermore, given its modicum of attention

it is, next to the electric motor, the most

dependable form of prime mover yet pro

duced.
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CREATING AN Mil-IAN BOULEVARD

Bill Embodying Governor Fort’s Sugges

tions Introduced in New Jersey Legis

lature—Features of the Measure.

 

Governor Fort’s plan for an ocean boule

vard along the coast of New Jersey, from

Atlantic Highlands to Cape May, has ad

vanced so far as to be embodied in a bill

introduced in the legislature by Senator O.

H. Brown, of Monmouth, on Monday, the

15th inst. The measure creates an unpaid

commission, to be known as the State High

way Commission, consisting of the Gov

ernor, president of the Senate, speaker of

the General Assembly, and the commission

er of public roads, who are charged with

the powers and duties specified in the bill.

These, in brief are as follows:

Preparation of a route following as far

as practicable the available and convenient

roads now constructed, and as near the

coast line as practicable. The commissioner

of public roads shall, after a certified map

of this road has been filed in the office of

the Secretary of State, prepare maps and

lists showing what portion of the boulevard

traverses each of the several counties and

municipalities, with the view of having the

proper local authorties take such action as

may be required on their part to carry out

the general plan. Provision is made to au

thorize such local authorities to issue bonds

to secure the funds required for necessary

work, and to enter at once upon such work,

but the bill does not obligate the State to

accept any of the improved roads ceded un

der the provisions of the bill, nor to repair

nor maintain the same until the legislature

shall have made the necessary appropria

tions.

The eighth section of the bill reads: "The

State Highway Commission herein pro

vided for shall also prepare a route for a

connecting highway across the State, con

necting the several county seats of the va

rious counties of the State with one an

other, from Newton, in the county of Sus

sex, .to Cape May Court House, in the coun

ty of Cape May, following, as far as prac

ticable, the available and convenient im

proved roads now constructed, and file said

route in the ofl'ice of the Secretary of State,

as provided in the case of the ocean boule

vard under the second section of this act.

All the provisions of this act with relation

to the ocean boulevard shall be applicable

to the county seat highway herein provided

for.” '

Impeaching a Justice of the Peace.

There was an unusual scene in the New

Jersey legislature on Tuesday, 23d inst.,

when Mr. Burpo, of Passaic, in the House,

offered the petition of the Automobile Club

of America, asking for the impeachment of

Manfred Naar, Justice of the Peace, of

Trenton. The petition accuses Naar of ex

tortion, violation of his oath of ofl'ice and

other “high offenses." It is set forth in the

petition that Joseph S. Josephs, of South

Amboy, got a letter from Naar on Septem

ber 12, telling him that he had been fined

$13.75 for exceeding the speed lifit, although

Josephs insists he had not previously been

served with a warrant of arrest or summons

for trial. Several other similar cases were

also cited in the petition, in none of which,

it was asserted, were warrants executed,

and, it was set forth, “in each case the sums

of money were extorted by said Naar under

cover of his said office.” The petition was

referred to the committee on judiciary for

consideration. The case is the outgrowth

of a civil action brought against Justice

Naar last November through counsel acting

for the Automobile Club of America on

complaint of several motorists who had

suffered alleged injustice at his hands.

 

Bufi‘alo Squelches the Joy Riders.

Buffalo, with its proportionately large

quota of motor cars has been a mecca in

the past for car lifters and joy riders. This

delightful occupation had grown to such an

extent that the Automobile Club of Buf

falo, whose members were the chief suf

ferers, decided to put a crimp in the activ

ities of the Auto Thieves and Joyriders As

sociation of Buffalo, Ltd., and hung up a

prize of $50 for the arrest and conviction

of any person who “borrowed” or malicious

ly injured any car belonging to a member.

As the knights of the locust in the Bison

City are not averse to sharing in the wealth

of the plutocrats who constitute the local

automobile club, the rich prizes hung up

were an incentive to bring forth their best

efforts in running to earth the bold maraud

ers.

Two purses already have been annexed

by zealous bluecoats who corralled and

placed in durance vile the thieves who had

got away with cars belonging to members

and abandoned them, after the mechanism

had quit work from abuse and neglect. As

a result of the energetic campaign waged

against them by the valiant coppers the

Auto Thieves and Joyriders Association of

Buffalo, Ltd., has practically wound up its

affairs.

Berlin Forbids Gasolene Taximeter Cabs.

Press despatches from Berlin announce

that the police authorities have recently is

sued a notice to the effect that no more

licenses will be granted for taximeter cabs

driven by gasolene engines. No reason for

the decision is given, but its effect is con

sidered serious in as much as the operating

companies still have a considerable number

of cabs on order, upon which preliminary de

posits have been paid.

 

“The A B C of Electricity." Price, 50c.

The Motor World Publishing Co., 154 Nas

sau Street, New York City.

REFUSES T0 EXTEND LIGII'I'S LAW

Massachusetts Legislative Committee Again

Turns Down Bill Applying to All Ve

hicles—The Vote is Close.

Massachusetts is not ready to insist that

all vehicles traveling on the roads at night

shall display lights, but the opposition ap

pears to be dwindling. The legislative com

mittee on roads and bridges, following the

example of the same committee of the two

preceding legislatures, has reported “leave

to withdraw" 0n the bill designed to make

this requirement a law. It was hoped by

those favoring the measure that. at the least,

it would have succeeded so far as to be

“referred to the next General Court,” which

would have prepared the way for broader

consideration of the subject next year.

The adverse report by a majority of 7 to

4 was decided upon only after a very lively

executive. session of the committee, and

when it had been put in and came up for

acceptance or rejection in the House a mo

tion was carried that it be assigned for con

sideration on \Nednesday of this week.

Meanwhile Representative Malley, one of

the dissenting members of the committee,

had drafted a bill to be offered-as a sub

stitute for the adverse committee report.

This bill contains a number of exemptions,

such as hand-propelled vehicles and wagons

carrying loads of hay or other extremely

inflammable material. It was also proposed

not to require lights on vehicles in the

streets of towns and cities which are well

illuminated by street lights. These exemp

tions were designed to meet the most im

portant objections to the bill brought out

at the hearings, the city teaming interests

being strongly opposed to being compelled

to carry lamps on their vehicles, which al

most never leave the lighted streets, and

the farmers objecting on the ground of

danger to carrying lanterns on hay wagons.

Even if the proposition is turned down

finally this year the automobilists will have

the consolation of knowing that they are

making progress, for never before in the

past three or four sessions when the lights

bill has been proposed has the measure se

cured so much support in the committee.

 

Stage Beauties Risky Passengers.

Many unforeseen difficulties and troubles

have arisen in connection with the taxi

meter cab business, but a new source of

worry has come upon those responsible for

their operation by a legal decision in Paris

which makes it ticklish business to have ac

tresses as passengers. One of the beau

ties of the Opera Comique received a slight

cut on the nose as the result of a cab mis

hap in which flying glass figured, and the

resulting scar, though hardly discernible

with a micrascope. 'won her 1.500, francs

damages and put the chauffeur in jail.
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DE PALMA MONOPOLIZES HONORS

Wins Seven Events at New Orleans Carni

val and Breaks a World’s Record—

Burman Also a Record Breaker.

Ralph De Palma, the Brooklyn young

man whose star has twinkled brightly in

the firmament of automobile racing during

the last two years, should have particularly

good reason to congratulate himself. At

the three days race meet which formed one

of the features of the Mardi Gras celebra

tion at New Orleans. La., on Saturday, Sun

day and Monday, February 20, 21 and 22,

De Palma won the seven events in which he

was entered. Not only did the Brooklyn

crack win every event in which he entered,

but he broke the world’s record for 10

miles, winning the ten miles handicap from

scratch on Saturday in '9 minutes 11% sec

onds. The old record was 912%, made by

Barney Oldfield in New York City, October

29, 1904. .

To tell the truth De Palma was far and

away the “classiest” driver at the meet, and

he had the fastest car. The affair was not

able because for the first time in the his

tory of the time-honored Mardi Gras car

nival an automobile race meet has formed

a part of the celebration; the mile fair

grounds track in previous years has been

the venue of horse racing.

The ubiquitous press agent naturally was

on the job from the time the meet started

until the curtain was rung down on Mon

day. When he wasn’t joining in the revel

ries in town he was creating world’s rec

ords in his fanciful brain, and the result

was a record for almost every event. In

spite of announcements of a score or more

of records, including some “ladies records,"

whatever that might imply, only two marks

were erased from the record table—the ten

miles by De Palma and the 100 miles by

Charles Burman, on the second day, Tues

day.

These so-called “ladies records" were, of

course, scored by Mrs. Joan Newton Cuneo,

the omnipresent “lady driver," who it is

said, just dotes upon basking in the lime

light of publicity. So long as Mrs. Cuneo

confines her efforts to trials against time

it was all right, but when she appeared in

competition against men, Southern ideas of

conventionality received a solar plexus

knockout blow. All the shocks that could

be produced by a combination performance

of all New York’s so-called prurient plays,

Salome and Rajah dances, bronzed bare

beauties and Maudeodellian dips in the bath

would be mild in comparison to the shock

that Louisiana’s ideas of what constitutes

ladylike deportment got when Mrs. Cuneo

raced in competition against hired profes

sional drivers.

Fair weather, a fast track that had been

liberally sprinkled with oil, and a great out

pouring of New Orleans residents and vis

itors marked the opening of the three days

carnival on Saturday, 20th inst. It was ex

pected that world's records would be

knocked kite high at the very outset, but no

records were touched until the very last

event of the afternoon, when De Palma cov

ered 10 miles in 9:11%.

The curtain was raised by a series of mile

trials against the world’s track record of

51 seconds, held by De Palma, but it was

never in danger, De Palma himself making

the fastest time in 54% seconds. Seven

drivers essayed the trial, but all of them fell

short of De Palma’s mark, he being the

only one to get inside the minute. Mrs.

Cuneo participated in this event.

In the ten miles trial against time De

Palma, in his Fiat racer, attempted to lower

the ten miles record, which then stood at

912%, but in the absence of competition,

it was thought he did not extend his ml

chine to the limit. The clockers gave him

9173/5 for the distance. Mrs. Cuneo then

tried a five miles exhibition, the time—5

minutes 5 seconds—being gravely announced

as a “world’s ladies' record.”

The five miles for gasolene stock cars in

cluded between the price limits of $750 and

$3,000 was a disappointment as only one

driver, Scheifi‘ler, in a Jackson, finished.

Burman, Lindrose and Schwartz broke

down. No time was announced.

De Palma virtually had a walkover in the

50 miles free-for-all, finishing 1% miles ahead

of Mrs. Cuneo. Robertson, in the Simplex,

had tire trouble and finished 4% miles be

hind the winner. Strang withdrew before

the finish. Despite the fact that De Palma’s

time, Sl:37%, was announced as a world's

record, history reveals the fact that the

record for 50 miles is held by Oldfield in

48:40%.

The best race of the day was the 10 miles

handicap, which came last on the program.

De Palma started from scratch and he

burned the oil in the first few miles over

hauling all the other competitors. He fin

ished a half mile ahead of Robertson and

Strang, Ryall and Donnelly trailed in the

order named. The time was 9:11%, which,

as stated previously, is a new world's rec

0rd.

Although the race proved uninteresting

from a spectacular point of view the 100

miles stock car event on Sunday was easily

the feature of the afternoon’s program for

the reason that Burman finished the cen

tury in 1 hour 42 minutes 39% seconds, or

10 minutes 42% seconds better than Jap

Clemens’ record made at Indianapolis, No

vember 4th, 1905. Only three drivers start

ed in the event—Robertson. Burman and

Strang, the first named nosing a lead for

less than a lap. Burman then went to the

front and remained there throughout the

race with the exception of one lap. In the

74th mile. Strang was forced to stop for the

second time because‘of a wobbly steering

gear and he did not continue. Burman's

driving was cleancut throughout and was

particularly commendable in the last 25

miles, which he covered without gaggles,

having lost them in the last quarter dis

tance. Robertson finished the race, but

about ten miles behind Burman.

The second day’s meet certainly sh0wed

that amateurism, if such a thing does ex

ist in the nenets of the American Automo

bile Association, is in a sadly muddled state

of definition. Despite the fact that Mrs.

Cuneo had the day before competed in two

professional races she was allowed to enter

what was styled the “five miles national am

ateur championship for the Klaw and Er

langer trophy." Mrs. Cuneo won in 5:08,

with Donnelly, in a Packard car, second.

De Palma made a runaway of the ten

miles free-for-all race, winning by nearly

three minutes over George Robertson, in

10:03%. Burman was third. Although he

bettered his previous time De Palma could

not reduce the world's record of 51 seconds

for the mile, the timers giving him 52%

seconds. Burman did a lap in 58% seconds,

and later in the afternoon Mrs. Cuneo did

a lap in 1:0056. She also beat Donnelly in

the 10 miles for stock cars. A local rider

named Jensen was the only finisher in the

five miles motorcycle event, covering the

distance in 612%. .

The same pitiable state of amateurism

was observed on Monday, the closing day of

the meet. After competing in the profes

sional free-for-all, Mrs. Cuneo won a five

miles misnamed amateur stock car event.

also competing in five miles professional

free-for-all, and a ten miles professional

handicap.

The 50 miles free-for-all, which went to

De Palma in the fast time of 49:52%,

shared honors with the 10 miles handicap

as the feature events. In the 50 miles eon

test Strang appeared to be the only driver

that could give De Palma a fight. Strang

started from scratch in the 10 miles handi'

cap, allowing Robertson 45 seconds and

Strang, Burman and Mrs. Cuneo 50 seconds.

This was the most exciting event of the

afternoon as the cars changed places con

tinually, Strang winning in the last half,

after passing Mrs. Cuneo, who had held the

lead up to this time. The summaries:

First Day—Saturday.

One mile time trials—Ralph De Palma,

Fiat, 054%; James B. Ryall, Matheson,

1:01; George Robertson, Simplex, 1:01%;

Mrs. J. N. Cuneo, Knox, 1:0295; Scheifiler,

Jackson, 1:02; Lewis Strang, Isotta, 1202134;

Donnelly, Packard, l:04$»§.

Ten miles against time—By Lewis Strang,

Fiat. Time, 921755.

Five miles against time—By Mrs. J. N.

Cuneo, Knox. Time, 5:05.

Five miles for stock cars selling between

$750 and $3,000—Won by Scheiffler, Jackson.

Time not announced.

Fifty miles free-for-all—Won by Lewis

Strang, Fiat; second, Mrs. J. N. Cuneo,

Knox; third, George Robertson, Simplex.

Time, 51:37“.
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Ten miles handicap—W'on by Ralph De

Palma, Fiat (scratch); second, Lewis

Strang, lsotta; third, Ryall, Matheson;

fourth, Donnelly, Packard. Time, 9:l1f/5

(world’s record).

Second Day—Sunday.

Five miles “amateur championship"—

\Von by Mrs. J. N. Cuneo. Knox; second,

Donnelly, Packard. Time, 5:08V5.

Ten miles free-for-all—Vv’on by Ralph

De Palma, Fiat; sccond, George Robertson,

Simplex; third, Charles Burman, Buick.

Time, 10:03%.

One mile time trials—Ralph De Palma,

Fiat, 052%; Robert Burman, Buick, 058%,.

Ten miles, Klaxton trophy for stock cars

—-Won by Mrs. J. N. Cuneo, Knox; second,

Donnelly, Packard. Time, 10:121/fi.

Five miles for motorcycles—Won by Jen

seu. Time, 618%.

One mile exhibition—By Mrs. J. N. Cu

neo, Knox. Time, 100%.

One hundred miles, free-for-all—Won by

Charles Burman. Buick: second, Robertson,

Simplex. Time, 1:42:39% (world's record).

Third Day—Monday.

vFive miles for stock cars—Won by Bur

man, Buick; second, Scheiffler, Jackson.

Time, 5:40. _

Five miles free-for-all—Won by Robert

son, Simplex; second, 'Burman, Buick; third,

Mrs. J. N. Cuneo, Knox; fourth, Strang.

lsotta. Time, 5:07.

Five miles against time—By Mrs. Cuneo,

Knox. Time, 5:05.

Five miles for “amateurs"—\Non by Mrs.

J. N. Cuneo, Knox; second, Donnelly, Pack

ard; third, Schiefflcr, Jack'sonp. Time.

515%.

Ten miles free-for-all handicap—Won by

Ralph De Palma, Fiat (scratch); second,

Mrs. J. N. Cuneo, Knox (0:50); third,

Strand, lsotta (0:50); fourth, Robertson,

Simplex (0:40); fifth, Burman, Buick (0:50).

Time, 912%.

Fifty miles free-for-all—Won by De Pal

ma, Fiat; second, Strang, Isotta; third. Rob

ertson, Simplex; fourth, Mrs. Cuneo, Knox.

Time, 49:52%.

Pathfinder for Glidden Tour-Selected;

Although the opening of the bids for the

supplying of a pathfinding car to pioneer

the route for the forthcoming Glidden tour

took place on Tuesday of last week, 16th

inst., it was‘not until early this week that

the'r'esult was announded, when it was

stated officially that the honor had been

achieved by the EverituMetzger-Flanders

Co.. as highest bidder on the list. The route

is to be laid out earlier in the season than

has been the case when the tours have

been held in the East, it is said, because

the western roads dry up more quickly in

the spring. As to the exact course to be

followed, however, the contest board of the

American ‘Automobile Association is dis

creetly non-committal, explaining that it is

better not to annount‘c the route'until hotel

arrangements have been completcd.

A. A. A. SANCTIONS T0 00MB IIIGII

Preliminary Steps Taken in Establishing

New Method of Racing Control—Uni

form Entry Blank Adopted.

 

'The dregs are beginning to settlevout of

the racing muddle and prospects for abso

lute clarification in the near future are very

bright indeed. If in the process of rectifi

cation, "individuals with personal griev—

ances, or promotch whose plans may not

harmonize with the new order of affairs"

are moved to criticise the new method of

racing control which now is vested in the

contest board of the American Automobile

Association and its advisory committee of

the Manufacturers Contest Association, such

criticisms are but the inevitable symptoms

of internal friction attending any important

reaction. The contest committee with its

moral background has now assumed full

control of the situation and is proceeding

with a reorganization of the realm of auto

mobile racing.

At a meeting of the contest board and ad

visory committee, held on Monday of this

week, and reconvened on Tuesday as well,

preliminary steps looking toward the up

building of a real government of sport were

taken." Without delay, a new schedule of

sanction fees was adopted, which, however,

repeats the fault of the former tariff by

setting the fees so high that sport promo

tion is not encouraged, but wet-blanketed,

since the small club or small promoter in a

small town will be scared off by the prices

exacted, which are as follows:

Road race, where a stand is erected. . 00

Track meeting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 100

Track meeting, including 24 hours

event . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Hill climb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50

Endurance contest . . . . . . . . . . . ._ . . . . . .. 50

Road and beach speed trials], . . . . . . . . .. 100

All clubs affiliated with the A. A. A. are

entitled to a 50 per cent. reduction from

these rates.

It also is explained that the Glidden tour

is not affected by the terms of the agrcc

ment between the A. A. A. and the man

ufacturers. and further that no sanction will

be granted for a long distance road relia

bility contest within a month of the dura

tion of the Glidden contest. A uniform en

try blank for application for sanction has

been adopted, and the proviso established

that all entry blanks shall be uniform for

corresponding events. Furthermore, every

entry blank must contain the words: “Unl

der the sanction and rules of the American

Automobile Association.” Defining the ob

ject and powers of the new government, the

following official statement has been sent

out by the A. A. A.

“The purpose of the new arrangement is

to advance uniform and rational conditions

in contests, at the same time vesting con

trol in a body having national club affilia

tions; and to ensure that adequate care be

taken in granting sanctions for contests and

that the same be carried on fairly and efii<

ciently, prizes being guaranteed by those in

immediate charge of contests, and trophies

with valuations attached being appraised

with integrity. It must be proved to the

satisfaction of the board that trophies or

cash prizes, as advertised, will be awarded

promptly. And when values are stated, the

awards are to be in cash or plate, at the

option of the winner. The different dis

tricts of the United States and its posses

sions will each be represented by an Asso

ciation member of the contest board, his

duties being to keep the board advised of

contest matters in his district."

Quaker City Club Loses on Appeal.

Official ratification of the agreement be

tween the American Automobile Associa

tion and the newly formed Manufacturers

Contest Association was formally enacted

at a meeting of the executive committee of

the A. A. A., held in New York yesterday.

24th inst. Another action of considerable

interest, though of less general moment, was

that taken in regard to the protested deci

sion of the contest board in the matter of

the triangular dispute between the board,

the Quaker City Motor Club, and the Pre~

micr Motor Mfg. Co. On protest from the

Premier company the contest board re

versed the decision of the Quaker City

Club's officials in disqualifying the former's

car which participated in the New Year's

day endurance .run from Philadelphia to

\N'ilkes-Barre and return, thereby awarding

the trophy to that car. The Quaker City

Club promptly appealed to the executive

committee of the A. A. A. claiming that the

contest board was without jurisdiction in

the matter. On appeal, however, the club

loses its caSe. and the decision of the con

test board is "ttnqualificdly sustained." This

confirms the Premier as winner of the race.

At the meeting it also was decided to hold

the first quarterly meeting of the 1909 board

of directors in Boston, on March ll, the

meeting place not designated.

Stringent Rules for German Tour.

The premier of German motor car events

for l909, the Prince Henry tour, will be

held June 10 to 18. inclusive, under the man

agement of the national governing body. the

German Imperial Automobile Club. Only

four and six cylinder cars are eligible whose

engines are within the minimum and max

imum limits of 7 and 28 horsepower, re

spectively. The rules are of a stringent na

ture. All cars must have seating capacity

for four, and must be fitted with two inde~

pendent brakes. Mufilers must be used, three

lamps are called for, and a sprag must be

included. Cars are to be equipped with

speed indicators and the use of any fuel

other than gasolene is prohibited. Entries

close April 1st, but on the payment of a

double fee, may be made as late as the first

of May.
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CONCERNING CON'l'll0l. 0F SPORT

Wherein the A. A. A. Might Learn from

the Motorcyclists—Value of Consistent

Rules Consistently Enforced.

“When I think of the way the American

Automobile Association has handled auto

mobile sport and compare it with the man

ner in which motorcycle competition has

been governed by the Federation of Amer

ican Motorcyclists, I have to laugh in my

sleeve," a few days since remarked a man

who is familiar with both of these com

paratively new sports, which generally

speaking have much in common.

“While the A. A. A. has

rules only when it felt like it, which was

not as often as should have been the case,

or when the enforcement would not offend

enforced its

a club or anyone of prominence in the

trade, the motorcycle organization has ad

hered to its regulations with praiseworthy

consistency and without regard to whom

the adherence affected. No man’s promi

nence or trade connection has served to

save him from discipline. It has not hesi

tated to declare that having competed with

professionals even W. K. Vanderbilt, IL,

would not be accepted as an amateur mo

torcyclist, which recalls the remark of one

of the A. A. A. satellites after a meeting of

the racing board at which one of the mem

bers dared express disagreement with some

of Vanderbilt's opinions. ‘Why,’ in a most

surprised tone said that satellite, who ap

parently is awed by the millionaire's great

wealth, “-—— actually opposed Mr. Vander

bilt’s ideas.’

“While the A. A. A. has temporized and

backed and filled or remained blind when

automobile manufacturers or manufactur

ing interests were concerned, the F. A. M.

did not wait or ask for the appointment of

a trade committee to define its duties or to

suggest or shape its rules. At the very out

set it realized that freak machines or ma

chines of abnormal power were dangerous

and undesirable and would restrict competi

tion and it therefore set a limit of 5 horse

power, more than which was not permitted

to be used. When the manufacturers com

menced underrating their power, the F. A.

M. met them more than half way and wiped

out the horsepower limitation and substi

tuted one of 61 cubic inches piston dis—

placement which permits of no evasion or

stretch. To-day there is not a motorcycle

built that exceeds that capacity; the single

cylinder machines are all of 30% cubic

inches or less and the twins of 61 cubic

inches or under. N0 manufacturer even

thinks of producing an engine exceeding

the F. A. M. limit. The few freaks that

were in. existence have been rendered prac

tically valueless except as junk. They are

not permitted in a race or contest of any

sort and whenever their owners let them out

on the Ormond beach, for instance, they

know full well that any achievement they

may make will go for naught since it will

not be accepted or recognized as a record.

When riders began using the big 61 motor

cycles on half mile horse tracks, and acci

dents resulted, the F. A. M., unlike the

A. A. A., did not shirk responsibility or

wash its hands of that form of sport. It

simply prohibited the use on such tracks

of machines exceeding 30% cubic inches.

“There was one motorcycle manufacturer

who kicked over the traces seVeral years

ago. He became offended at some ruling

and grew so warm that he organized a lit~

tle association of his own with a high

sounding national title. He adopted officers

and a set of rules and attracted a number

of soreheads who had been disciplined by

the F. A. M. But that organization did not

grovel or temporize. It gave the disgruntled

manufacturer a jolt that he was not ex

pecting. Formal charges of disloyalty and

conduct prejudicial to the interests of the

F. A. M. and of the sport were preferred

against him and also against his sales man

ager. The former was expelled from the

organization and the latter was suspended

for a term of years. Later these people ran

several race meets under their own ‘sanc

tion.’ The F. A. M. treated them as ‘out

laws,’ and suspended every man who com

peted, most of them being employes of the

manufacturer in question. When they per‘

mitted a couple of professional cyclists to

enter their events they all were declared

professionals and when these professionals

next tried to compete on bicycles, they

found that the bars were up against them

and got down on their knees and pleaded

for forgiveness. At a later day, when the

'outlaws’ in an effort to pave the way for

peace, sought an F. A. M. sanction, it was

refused. The manufacturer in question also

built his machines in excess of the F. A. M.

limitations of 30% and 61 cubic inches. As

a result none of his customers could make

use of them in contests sanctioned by the

F. A. M., which meant practically all open

contests. The answer was not long in com

ing. To-day that man's productions all are

within the official measurements, and there

is not enough left of his ‘national associa

tion' to be recognized with a spy glass, and

no other manufacturer is disp0sed to create

a fuss of any sort.

“There was another occasion when sev

eral ‘stars' of the track—all of whom were

engaged in the tradebwent on a ‘strike"-'

because something or other did not please

them, and because the F. A. M. officials re—

fused to reverse their attitudes. They were

backed up by their employers. But this

‘strike,’ too, was promptly met.- The con

test was immediately eliminated and an

other substituted and when the ‘strikers'

trotted out to participate they were told

they were not wanted and were ordered off.

The ‘strike' collapsed on the spot. There

never has been another one.

“If there is any man who can testify to

the quality of F. A. M. control, it is Ralph

De Palma, who now is starring as an auto

mobile driver. Early in his career as a mo

torcyclist, De Palma committed a brazen

offense for which he was ruled off the track

for an indefinite period. After remaining

quiet for a short while, he began trying to

secure reinstatement. He begged and

pleaded and promised, but to no purpose.

He had his club pass resolutions and write

letters in his favor, but as it did not help

him, he induced a manufacturer to espouse

his cause and indite some threatening com

munications. The manufacturer was given

some plain spoken advice and De Palma re

mained on the shelf. In despair, he rode

an exhibition mile at an ‘outlaw' race meet.

When next he approached the F. A. M. he

was told simply that having playeu With the

outlaws, he must keep on playing with them.

But Ralph was ambitions to drive a' racing

car and he thereafter remained so well on

his good behavior and was so penitent, that

finally he was reinstated. He was kept off

the track, however, for nearly five years.

The F. A. M. rules requiring the sanction

ing of all contests has been lived up to, not

occasionally, or only in prominent instances,

but all the time. Events are followed up

and when they are unsanctioned, the men

who compete in them are suspended. The

same is true of non-registered riders, al

though their first offense usually is for

given. For the F. A. M. requires each com

petitor to become possessed of a registra

tion card, which as the A. A. A. some day

may discover, is the only way to keep track

of contestants. The promoter, too, has

been made to realize his obligations. Only

a few months ago one of them, with a big

race meet on tapis, had his track suspended.

It brought him to time in a hurry. There

was another promoter who, at a mixed

meeting palmed off a ‘ringer’ on the public.

As a matter of courtesy the F. A. M. left

his punishment to the other organization,

which for the sake of expediency sought

to overlook the miserable offense. After

several months this promoter applied for an

F. A. M. sanction. He was told that in

stead of getting a sanction he would be

ruled off the track if he did not at once call

on the other organization to decide his

punishment. Within 24 hours he mailed the

F. A. M. a receipt for the fine that was im

posed on him and was profuse in his prom

ises to ‘be good' evermore.

“The F. A. M. amateur rule is a real ama~

tem‘fu‘le;slaw-"Mmcompetes "for

cash or against professionals in any sport

can remain an amateur. An American mo

torcyclist who went abroad last year and

did that sort of thing over there where

there is no amateur rule, found himself in

the professional ranks soon after his re

turn, and despite his threats of legal pro

ceedings.

“The motorcycle organization’s rules de

fine exactly what constitutes an endurance

or reliability or economy contest, or a hill

climbing contest, and in the annual national
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endurance contest there has been little of

that friction which has followed nearly all

of the Glidden tours. In these national con

tests, the F. A. M., unlike the A. A. A., has

not overlooked the private owner. There

is a separate class and separate awards for

him each year.

to monopolize everything, and the result

is apparent.

“It probably will be news to very many

automobilists that their organization has

anything to learn from the comparatively

little known motorcycle body, but if it is

not too blind or too proud, the A. A. A.

can learn how truly to control sport and to

assure a square deal to all and thus merit

the respect and support it always has

lacked because of the nerveless and shilly

shally policy. I have some reason to be

lieve that there are several officials in the

A. A. A. who are not wholly unfamiliar

with the way the motorcycle organization

does things," concluded the speaker with

a smile, “for if I mistake not there have

been several occasions when to apply the

screws to offending motorcyclists it has

been necessary to call on the A. A. A. to

enforce the alliance existing between the

two bodies; and to the credit of the A. A.

A. it is to be said that when thus prodded

it usually acted promptly and with decision,

although the referees of several A. A. A.

events appear not to know the meaning of

an alliance and have feared to enforce it.

The other organization has been not less

prompt when conditions were reversed, and

the A. A. A. has called on it to enforce the

terms of the treaty." ‘

Fort George Hill Climb Plans Revive.

Undismayed at the repeated postpone—

ments and final annulment of its dragged

out scheme for a hill climb on the tortuous

Fort George hill, New York City, last elec

tion day, the New York Automobile Trade

Association has bravely come forth with

the announcement of another project of the

same sort—otherwise, its “second semi-an
nual hill climb up Fort vGeorge hill—which

is scheduled to take place on Saturday,

April 10th. The same rules which were pro

posed for the postponed and abandoned

event will be in force. under a classification

which probably will be by price and horse

power.

Mpuntainous Route for Two Days Run.

Flushed with the success of its efforts in

the promotion of the run from New York

to Montauk Point and return of last fall,

and touched by the appreciation of the con

testants at the tender solicitude with which

the active management looked after their

welfare, the New York Automobile Trade

Association is contemplating another at

tempt along similar lines, for the early sum

mer. A two-day tour and reliability con

test up the west sh0re of the Hudson into

the Catskills, across into the Berkshires

and back to New York, is the outline thus

far developed.

The trade is not permitted

“SENATOR” MORGAN GETS RlLl'Ill

Proposed Enforcement of A. A. A. Racing

Rules the Cause—He Threatens to Call

Off the Florida Sandfest.

 

With its backbone stiffened by new resolu

tion and courage as faras racing is'con

cerned, the American Automobile Associa

tion has taken a hand in the Florida beach

races to be held in Daytona March 23-26,

and has aroused the resentment and ire of

W. J. Morgan, the promoter, by insisting

upon the strict observance of its latest rules

and regulations, which among other things

compels the posting of prize money in ad

vance, to make sure that it will be obtain

able when it is won. Morgan does not

openly object to such rules, but resents be

ing made the first to have to observe them,

and he kicks back at the Association by de

claring that it should first remember the

past and collect the non-appearing prize

money that the victors in the Brighton

Beach and other affairs did not get although

the promoters had A. A. A. sanction.

Morgan is peeved, also, over the fact that

the A. A. A. has raised objections to grant

ing a sanction for the race to the Florida

East Coast Automobile Association on ac

count of the latter’s delinquencies as to its

A. A. A. dues, and he does not like to have

the A. A. A. contest board change the word

ing on his entry blanks concerning the part

that the Florida association is credited with

in the afiair. So wrought up was he this

week that he even came out with an inter

view—in a paper other than that for which

he regularly writes, however—stating that

because of his trouble with the A. A. A. he

probably would call off the whole Florida

project, and then maybe they'd be sorry.

The likelihood of this action on his part is

expressed by the colloquial phrase, “What a

chance!"

 

Chicago’s Race Dream Materializing.

With the addition of a light car race to

the program thus forming the nucleus for a

two days instead of a one day afiair, and

the selection of May 28 and 29 as tentative

dates, members of the Chicago Automobile

Club are much encouraged at the prospect

of securing their long cherished desire of

a stock car race of some little magnitude

and importance. After trying for months

to secure the race for the Jefferson De Mont

Thompson trophy, president Ira M. Cobe,

of the Chicago club, forever settled the dif

ficulty by offering the Cobe trophy for com

petition. After extended conferences with

Chairman Hower of the contest board of

the American Automobile Association and

others, the outlines of the plan have been

determined upon and the tentative announce

ments made. It is probable that the Lake

County, Ind., course, which was selected last

fall at the time of the agitation for the

Thompson stock car race, will be used, as

it offers many advantages for the purpose

of a hotly contested orad race.

Cars Selected for the White House.

Following the recent heated debate in the

Senate and House over the so-called Urgent

Deficiency bill, which contained an item

of $12,000 for automobiles for the President

of the United States and a smaller item for

the vice-president, Secretary of State and

the Speaker; and the subsequent ratifica

tion of that portion of the measure, consid

erable interest has been aroused as to what

manufacturer would secure the honor of

being first to supply a car for the use of

the nation's chief executive. Naturally com

petition was of the keenest, and it goes

without saying that there is much elation

in the White camp since it was made known

this week that President-elect Taft had se

lected a White steamed for his own use.

For the securing of the order no small

credit is due to the activities of G. W. Ben

nett, Eastern manager for the White Co.,

whose efiorts in Washington thus are re

warded for the third time, the Eastern

branch recently having delivered two

other cars to government officials, one

a limousine, to General I. Franklin Bell.

Chief of Staff, and the other, a Model “M”

touring car to the \Var Department.

In the matter of supplying a closed car for

the use of the “first lady of the land," as well

as for service during inclement weather, the

Pierce-Arrow Automobile Co. has been

equally honored and will furnish a six-cyl

inder Suburban car. Both machines will be

finished in special colors, and each will bear

a reproduction of the great seal of the

United States.

 

Apperson Wins Again at Pasadena.

Despatches from Pasadena, Cal., announce

that the Altadena-Pasadena hill climb—the

“blue ribbon” event among Pacific Coast

contests—which was held on Tuesday, 22d

inst., was won for the second time by Edgar

Apperson, driving an Apperson “Jackrab

bit" stock car, who made the ascent from

standing start in 1:24. Barney Oldfield,

driving the Stearns. was second, making the

climb in 129%. A Stoddard-Dayton came

in third in 123695. Apperson's performance

this year was 13% per cent, faster than that

of a year ago, when his time was 1:36'4.

 

Big Rake 05 for Savannah Races.

According to a statement issued by the

executive committee. the promotion of the

international races last Thanksgiving Day

by the Savannah Automobile Club, was at

tended with very satisfactory financial re

sults. After all obligations against the

club had been met, it was found that a bal

ance of $20,000 remained.

A portion of the money will be used to

exploit the advantages which Savannah

offers to the outside world, but the major

portion of the sum will be retained to form

a nucleus for another race.
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AMERICAN CARS BEST F0]! SPAIN

Their Superiority to European Product in

Adaptability and Price—Broad Possi

bilities of the Market.

Favorable prospects for the successful

competition of the American product with

the European automobile in the Spanish

market, are outlined by Consul-General

Frank D. Hill, of Barcelona. Quoting from

the special report of the manager of an im

portant garage in Mexico, he states the

writer’s conviction after several years’ ex

perience, that American cars are superior to

\Vith re

gard to the opening in Spanish territory

Consul-General Hill proceeds:

“In the first place the American car is

the foreign product in general.

carefully designed for travel over poor

roads, many of those in Spain being in a

deplorable condition. The American chassis

is wonderfully strong, of great resistance,

and high enough to permit passing over

stones projecting 8 or 9 inches. As a rule

European cars are built very low, the ten~

dency being to increase the stability in this

manner. The hang of the American car is

superb, incomparably superior to that of

the European, and in addition to numerous

other advantages it possesses the most ap

preciable one of cheapness.

“The cost of an American car is, in pro

portion, greatly inferior to that of any Euro

pean make. For example, an average Amer

ican car, 30-32 horsepower, equivalent to a

French 16-20, with double phaeton tonneau,

searchlight, lanterns, horn, cushions, hood,

etc., well appointed in every respect, costs

$2,800; while the French car 16-20 costs

$3,184, leaving a difference of approximately

$400 in favor of the American car. To this

should be added the 20 per cent discount

granted by American manufacturers, with

the result that the net price of a completely

equipped car is $2,240. Of course, freight

charges and customs duties increase the

prices shown, but these are practically the

same for European as for American cars.

“The American cars best adapted to con—

ditions in Spain are first class makes, rang

ing from 40 to 65 horsepower, and costing

from $4,000 to $5,000; second class, small

touring cars of 20 to 40 horsepower, rang

ing in price from $1,500 to $3,000; and run

abouts for business men, doctors, brokers,

agents, etc., at a cost of $850 to $1,000.

These little cars present great advantages

for Spain, being convenient, inexpensive,

easy to run, and good hill climbers.

“Excellent opportunities are offered to

American makers of tires and accessories,

owing to the good quality and cheapness

of their products.

“A set of American tires was tried in Bar

celona and lasted exactly one year, in spite

of continuous daily use on a car weighing

1,600 kilos (3,520 pounds). It is difficult to

cite a similar example. Aside from their

cheapness, accessories of American man

ufacture are to be recommended for their

perfection and convenience, American makv

ers progressing rapidly in this branch.

“Drays and trucks for commercial use are

unknown in Spain, and their introduction

would undoubtedly be facilitated by famil

iarity with American systems, which are

much cheaper than those imported from

France or manufactured here.

“Should American manufacturers care to

exploit an excellent market, they ought to

organize a permanent exposition in Barce

lona. A stock of most improved models

should be kept on hand, supplemented by

tires and accessories of every description."

Legalizing Safeguards in Contracts.

Possibility of fires, strikes. accidents and

other misadventures affecting the fulfilment

of agreements or contracts has led many

automobile manufacturers to place on their

letterheads and contract blanks a notice that

such statements or agreements as they make

are contingent upon conditions of this kind,

but according to later court decisions and

interpretations, such notices are of no legal

effect or relief when they are not incorpor

ated between the beginning of a letter or

contract and the closing signature. To

meet the situation, at least one automobile

manufacturing company has adopted the in

genious expedient of placing the printed no

tice on its letter heads across the writing

space at a point just below the place for the

date line and the opening address, so that

the notice, although in type sufficiently small

to be unobtrusive, practically constitutes the

first paragraph of the body of the communi

cation. Some comment has been caused by

the appearance which such letterheads pre

sent, but the wise legal ground for the prac

tice will doubtless recommend it.

Where the British Patent Law Hurts.

“Taking the United Kingdom as an en

tirety, it would seem that the number of

American manufacturers who have pro

tected themselves by complying with the

provisions of the law is very considerable,

and represents a large amount of work

taken from American workmen," says Con

sul Albert Halstead, of Birmingham, in re

gard to the observance of the British Pat

ent and Design Act of 1907. which requires

foreign patents to be worked wholly or

adequately in the United Kingdom if they

are to be protected by British patent laws.

“But there must be a far greater number,”

he continues, “who have overlooked the

importance of so doing, and who are thus

risking the forfeiture of their patents and

the manufacture of their articles in the

United Kingdom by British firms and with

out compensation, even though their arti

cles have not as yet been introduced into

this market, because the British manufac

turers are very well contented with the new

law and are watching keenly for all such

opportunities."

WHEREIN JAPAN ADVANCES SLOWLY

French Exploitation of the Motor Vehicle

Strikes a Snag—Cheap Coolie Labor

Hampers the Enterprise.

Seeking new markets and outlets for their

products, French manufacturers of commer

cial motor vehicles are giving evidence of

fostering the development of automobile

transportation lines in foreign countries,

Japan being the latest scene of endeavors in

this direction, according to Vice-Consul-Gen

eral E. C. Babbitt, of Yokohama. That

such enterprises do not meet with uniform

success is the opinion of the observers with

whom he has come in contact.

“There was recently organized in Tokyo,"

Babbitt explains, “a transportation company

for the purpose of transporting passengers

and freight throughout. the city. The cap

ital of the company is 500,000 yen ($249,000),

of which one-fourth has been paid in.

“The intention was to start business with

20 motor cars, and a number of these have

been ordered from France through a local

business house. It is understood that a

firm in Paris is supplying the cars, at an

average cost of $3,000 gold. Five of these

cars have recently arrived and undergone

successful tests; two of them are for pas

sengers carrying six persons each, and the

others light delivery trucks of a loading ca

pacity of 1% tons.

“Transportation of goods by automobile

is a comparatively new undertaking for

Tokyo. Several of these light delivery

trucks and vans have been used in Tokyo

by private companies, but the fact that no

orders were repeated is evidence that they

were not considered economical or capable

of competing with the cheap coolie labor

that so largely takes the place of horse or

mechanical transportation in Japan.

“American manufacturers should not be

come possessed with the idea that they can

send catalogs over here and receive orders

and remittances by return mail; the Japan

ese want to see what they are buying. It

appears that the present undertaking is

rather a venture on the part of the French

manufacturers and the local agent; that the

success of the new transportation company

is problematical; and that the cost of the

machines, with 50 per cent. ad valorem

duty. with cost of operating and repairs,

may take more than the profits of a busi

ness which is not assured them.”

Cork Bullets to Stop Searchers.

Cork bullets for stopping speeding motor

car drivers have been devised by a French

inventor, who claims that they will frighten

and stop a reckless chaufl‘eur almost as ef

fectively as real lead. Beyond their ability

to draw blood or knock out an eye, they are

represented as harmless, but the specified

capacity to hurt is quite sufficient.
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The Week’s Patents.

902.250. Emergency Repair Device for

Vehicle Springs. Dudley P. Power, River

vale, N. J. Filed Nov. 10, 1906. Serial No.

342.911.

1. The combination with a vehicle body

spring and axle clip, of reinforcing means

comprising spring engaging devices ar

ranged at opposite sides of the clip. and a

non-resilient member interposed between

and connecting said devices.

902.276. Tire Protector. Francis G.

Crone. Buffalo, N. Y. Filed Sept. 11, 1905.

Serial .\'0. 277,959.

1. The combination with a vehicle wheel

and a tire attached thereto of a tire pro

tector comprising a plurality of circular

plates provided with peripheral tread sur

faces and means for rigidly securing said

plates to said wheel so that the periphery

of said plates -may bear any predetermined

relation to the periphery of said tire.

902,350. Engine Starter. Louis S. Tuttle,

Eastport, N. Y. Filed April 11, 1907. Se

rial No. 367,498.

1. In a startin device for internal com

bustion engines, t e combination of a crank

provided with a handle and having means

adapted to engage with a shaft in starting

the engine, a bolt slidably mounted on the

crank for locking it to said means, and

means normally engaging the said handle

adapted to automatically release the bolt

from said first-named means when the re

sistance of the shaft to the crank reaches

a predetermined point.

902,427. Electric Sparking Device.

lie H. R. Mildebrath, Jacksonville,

Filed Jan. 20, 1906. Serial No. 297,032.

1. A spark plug comprising a stationary

electrode. a rod mounted for longitudinal

movement, one end constituting a movable

electrode normally separated from the other

electrode, a body of metal fixed on the rod

and forming an armature. an eiectro-magnet

surrounding the rod and operating on the

armature to bring the electrodes into con

tact, a yielding element arranged to hold

the electrodes separated. a binding post

against which the rod is held by the said

element and adapted to be connected with a

high tension circuit, and means for connect

ing the electro magnet with a low tension

circuit, said rod and binding post forming

a path for high tension current when the

electro magnet is out of service.

902.383. Vehicle W'heel. Alvin A. Daugh

erty, New York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 5, 1907.

Serial No. 351.023.

In a vehicle wheel. a series of flat spokes,

a hub therefor, said hub having pockets and

slots merging therewith. said spokes having

their ends provided with cylindrical heads

to fit in said pockets, with the spokes pro

jecting through said slots. means for hold

ing said spokes in the slots and pockets,

said means comprising a web integrally

formed with the hub. a plate removably se

cured to the hub over the spoke ends, said.

huh having slotted portions between the

spoke slots. and bolts passing through said

last named slotted portionsand the plate,

for securing the plate in position.

902.515. Friction Clutch. Martin L. Will

iams. South Bend, Ind. Original applica

tion filed Dec. 26, 1905. Serial No. 293.290.

Divided and this application filed Dec. 7.

1906. Serial No. 346,769.

1. In a power transmission mechanism,

a friction clutch mechanism comprising a

\Vil

Fla.

gear body. a circular casing mounted on one

side of said gear body, and provided at its

outer edge With a closed side portion cen

trally apertured. a plurality of supporting

rods arranged near' the periphery of said

casing, each rod having its ends seated re

spectively in the gear body and in said

side portion. and all arranged to extend

through said casing parallel with the axis

of the rotation of the gear body, a set of

friction discs. each having its periphery

suitably apertured and movably fitted upon

said supporting rods, :1 second gear body

mounted concentric with the first gear body,

a tubular supporting member mounted upon

said second gear body and extending freely

through the aperture in said circular casing

member, and provided at its end remote

from the second gear body with an annular

out-turned flange, a set of supporting rods

mounted adjacent to the periphery of said

tubular member. each of said rods having

its ends seated in the second gear body and

in the annular flange of the tubular support

ing member, a set of friction discs. each be

ing suitably apertured and movably fitted

upon said second set of supporting rods, the

peripheral portions of said latter discs be

ing interposed between and alternated with

the perimetral portions of the first set of

discs, and means for bodily shifting one of

said gear bodies and the supports carried

thereby axially from and toward the oppo

site gear body, whereby said friction discs

are brought into, or carried out of, bearing

engagement with each other.

902,522. Electric Circuit Controller for

Internal Combustion Engines. Charles

Cuno, Ocononiowoc, Wis, assignor to

Connecticut Auto Engineering Corporation,

Meriden. Conn.. a Corporation of Connec

ticut. Filed Sept. 19, 1906. Serial No. 335.

176.

1. In a device of the character described,

a shaft, a contact arm carried thereby, a case

including a removable part. bearings be

tween the case and said shaft and arranged

on opposite sides of the contact device. con

tact blocks carried by but insulated from

said case and arranged in the path of the

contact device, external terminals for said

blocks and an adjusting device for said

bearings, said adjusting device being car

ried by said removable part of said case.

902,523. Flexible Driving Mechanism.

\Villiam Dalton, Schenectady, N. Y., as

signor to American Locomotive Company,

New York. N. Y., a Corporation of New

York. Filed May 8, 1908. Serial No. 431.

688.

1. In a driving mechanism, the combina

tion of a driven member, a driving member,

fitted with the capacity of independent cir

cumferential movement thereon, a plurality

of abutment blocks engaging the driving

member, and springs interposed between

said abutment blocks and bearing thereon

and on the driven member.

902,550. Universal Joint. Maurice E.

Blood, Clarence C. Blood, and Howard E.

Blood, Kalamazoo. Mich., and Charles W.

H. Blood, Winthrop, Mass. assignors to

Blood Brothers Machine Company, Kalama

zoo. Mich. Filed July 10, 1908. Serial No.

443.002.

‘1. The combination with a coupling shaft

of a pair of socket coupling members, each

comprising a shell having internal longitud

inal groove-like seats therein, a pair of

spline~like bearings having beveled ends ar

ranged in said seats. an end piece adapted

to be secured to a shaft to be coupled.

threaded into the outer ends of said shell,

_said end piece having seats in its inner face

in which the ends of said bearings are ar

ranged, a clamping ring having seats there

in adapted to receive the outer ends of said

bearings, and a clamping nut for said ring

threaded into the inner end of said shell;

and a pair of coacting coupling members,

each comprising a head secured upon the

end of said coupling shaft, said head having

cylindrical bearing seats therein, and forked

bearing blocks arranged in said seats to en

gage said socket bearing members, said

bearing blocks being curved to bear on the

edges of said socket bearing members. the

bearings of one of said socket members hav

ing curved seats in their edges for the co

acting bearing blocks. whereby longitudinal

movement of the parts relative to each other

is prevented.

902,558. Speed Controlling and Reversing

Apparatus for Motor Vehicles. Harry T.

Coldwell, Newburgh, N. Y. Filed Dec. 24.

1907. Serial No. 407,955.

1. The combination with axially aligned

driving and driven shaft sections, of a plu~

rality of gears on the driving section, aux

iliary shafts supported parallel to and sta

tionarily with respect to the aligned shafts.

a sliding gear on each of said auxiliary

shafts, normally out of operative relation

with any of the gears on the driving section.

means for connecting each of said sliding

gears with a gear on the driving section

and means for connecting each of said slid

ing gears with the driven section, substan

s described. '

902,560. Speed Controlling aiid'Revers

ing Apparatus for Motor Vericles. Harry

T. Coldwell, Newburgh, N. Y. Filed Feb.

12. 1908. Serial No. 415.544.

1. In a controlling device for motor ve

hicles, the combination with a single shift

ing device. of a single operating lever. piv

otally mounted so as to be capable of lat

eral and back and forth movements, a guid

ing plate eiiga 'ng one end of the lever and

provided wit longitudinally disposed

slotted portions, in difierent transverse

planes, and connected by transversely dis

posed slotted portions. the lower end of the

lever engaging said shifting device. the en

gaged portions of said lever and shifting

device, permitting the lateral movements of

the lever from one slot section to any other

slot section without disengage'nent of said

parts, substantially as described.

902,583. Lubricator. John C. Hill, Chi

cago, 111. Filed April 17, 1908. Serial No.

427,620.

1. In a lubricant, the combination of a

pump casing formed with a series of pump

chambers having inlet-outlet passages at

one end, a series of plungers in said pump

chambers. a valve member formed with an

inlet and an outlet passage for each of said

pump chambers, the means for reciprocat

ing said valve. the inlet and outlet passages

of the valve being arranged in groups hav

ing a reversed relation.

902,644. Connection for Inflating Tires.

Wyatt Boyd, Sabina, Ohio. Filed Oct. 29.

1°07. Serial No. 399.755.

1. A connection for inflation valves com

prising a supporting bracket having means

for attachment to a vehicle wheel and pro

vided with an annulus, and a fluid conduct

ing tube extending through said annulus

and having one end thereof secured to the

valve and its opposite end connected with

a source of fluid supply.

902.692. Motor Carriage. John C. Sher
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man, Brookline, Mass.

Serial No. 274,977.

_1. In a motor vehicle, the combination

With a plurality of combustion engine units,

of a common driven member, and driving

connections between each of said engine

units and said driven member, said connec

tions being adapted to connect different en

gine units or different combinations of engine

uits With said driven member, and a smgle

controller for said connections.

902,693. Indicating Device for Use with

Pneumatic Tires. Thomas Sloper and Rob

ert Sloper, Devizes, England. Filed Oct. 5,

1907. Serial No. 396,079.

1. In a deflation indicator the combina

tion with a road wheel of a vehicle and a

non-rotating part of the vehicle. of a sound

er carried by one of said elements, a striker

carried by the other element and free to

be advanced into the path of the sounder,

means for normally retaining the striker

free of the sounder, a pneumatic tire on the

wheel, and means. adapted to be operated

by excessive lateral deformation of the tire,

for displacing the striker and moving it into

the path of the sounder, substantially as set

forth.

902,782. Ignition System for Explosion

Engines. Richard Varley, Englewood, N.

J., assignor to The Autocoil Company, a

Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Oct. 1,

1906. Serial No. 336,859.

l._ In an ignition system for explosion

engines, rotatable means forming part of a

single mass for closing the primary circuit

at _one pomt and. for opening it at another

pomt, and centrifugally operated means

forming part of the same single rotating

mass With said rotatable means, for varying

the interval between such closing and open

ing With relation to the speed of the engine.

902,824. Vehicle Tire. Grant Lambriglit,

Rutherford, N. J., assignor of one-half to

Frank A. Magowan. New York, N. Y. Filed

June 28. 1906. Serial No. 323,874.

1. A pneumatic tire for vehicles, compris

ing a single piece cover in whose base are

included annular substantially unyielding

strips, the walls of the cover including nu

merous plies of fabric, all of the plies in

said cover being anchored separately upon

said strips, single ply to each strip at each

side of the tire. .

902,856. Transmission Mechanism. Henry

Cave, Providence, R I. Filed May 9, 1907.

Serial No. 372,722.

1. An improved transmission mechanism

comprising a driving shaft, a pinion keyed

to said shaft, a second pinion adjacent the

first pinion and free to rotate on said shaft,

a driven shaft geared with the latter pinion,

planetary gearing surrounding said driving

shaft and formed of elongated gears engag

ing both of said pinions, and means for pre

venting planetary movement of said plan

etary gears, whereby the driven shaft will

be rotated in a forward direction.

902,926. Vehicle Tire. James A. Swine

hart, Akron, Ohio. Filed Jan. 31, 1906. Se

rial No. 298,746.

1. The herein described tire comprising

a solid elastic body having its Sides curved

inwardly at the tread and terminating at

the base of a pair of annular ribs, one ad

jacent to each outer side of the tread, said

ribs forming a centrally located annular

concaved groove, the groove and ribs being

of substantially the same area in cross St‘C

tion whereby the height of the ribs and the

depth of the groove are substantially the

same.

Filed Aug. 21, 1905. 902,937. Spring Construction. Charles

Burgess, Jr., W'enona, Ill. Filed July 5,

l907. Serial No. 382,262.

1. In a spring construction the combina

tion of an axle, a frame, a spring secured

between its ends to said axle, one end of

said spring secured to said_frame, and a

compression member comprising a casing

having a square bore', pivoted to said frame

and adapted to contain a liquid, and a piston

provided with a square head within said cas

ing having one of its ends secured to the

other end of said spring, substantially as

described.

902,944. Controlling Device for Motor

Vehicles. Frank S. Davis, Toledo, Ohio,

assignor to Pope Manufacturing Company,

Jersey City, N. J., and Hartford, Conn., a

Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Oct. 14,

1905. Serial No. 282,714.

The combination with a steering wheel

for a motor vehicle of a sector mounted

concentrically with the axis of the wheel

and having its inner and outer lateral edges

toothed or ratchetcd controlling levers piv

oted concentrically with the sector and a

spring deteiit for each lever in the plane of

the sector to engage the corresponding lat

eral edge thereof.

903,068. Vehicle Brake. Giovanni En

rico, Turin, Italy, assignor, by mesne as

signments, to Fiat Automobile Company, a

Corporation of New York. Filed Dec. 10,

1906, Serial No. 347,043. Renewed April 15,

1908. Serial No. 427,212.

1. In a vehicle brake mechanism, the

combination with a brake member having a

friction surface, of a fluid reservoir, brake

applying connections, and means whereby

an actuation of said brake connections per

mits the discharge of a quantity of fluid

from said reservoir to cool said brake_aiid

automatically cuts 05 the flow, substantially

as described.

903,080. Road Vehicle Wheel Axle. Luigi

Granieri, Rome, Italy, assignor to The Firm

of A. G. E. S. Societa in Accomaiidita Sem

plice per I'Esercizio dei Brevetti Granieri,

Rome, Italy. Filed May 12, 1908. Serial

No. 432,475.

1. Elastic axle~tree for road vehicle wheels

such as described. comprising in combina

tion axle journals, deformable pivoted par

allellograms connected to the said journals,

ri id angular extensions of the said paral

Ie ograms and elastic connection between

the said extensions of the said parallelo

grams. 1

903,090. Dynamometer for Explosion En

gines. Nevil M. Hopkins, Washington, D.

C. Filed Feb. 12, 1908. Serial No. 415,571.

1. In combination with an explosion en

gine, a dynamometer, comprising a thermo

couple within the engine cylinder, means for

maintaining said thermo-couple at a tem

perature below the ignition point of the ex- ‘

plosive mixture, and an electric indicator

connected to said thermo-couple.

903.122. Air Purifying Device for Auto

mobiles. Herman E. Whiting. N. Y., as

signor of one-half to Olin J. Garlock, Pal

niyra, N. Y. Filed March 4 1908. Serial

No. 419,192.

1. An air purifying device for carburet

ters, the same comprising a casing having

therein a dust-catching fluid, a fibrous body

and a spring pressed removable perforated

plate separating the two.

903,133. Controlling Mechanism for En~

   

EVERYBODY IS

TALKING ABOUT

THE

RED HEM]

THE INTER-STATE

In every way the light-running, graceful. speedy

lNTER-STATE—SUSO complete with Eiseinnn Magneto

—finds its only competition in the hilt-priced high grade

cars. Write for catalogue. todriy. llalerl and Agents

will appreciate the Opportunity opened to them by the

INTER-STATE. Address:

lntcr$tate Automobile Co.. 126 Willard St., Muncie, 1nd.

 

 

SIDE-WIRE SOLID MOTOR TIRES

THE wonurs STANDARD

FIRESTlIIE TIRE 81 RUBBER 00.. Mron, Uhlo

 

 

 
 

A SUPERB LINE OF CARS—

.Tsa.e .ee 1.5.8 °.~
“ o oo o l Too t "Z-Cyllnder and 4-Cyllnder “p.

Runaboth Roodotero, Touring Can,

18 H. P., 24 H. Y.. 30 H. P. and 36 H. P.

Prieel, $850, $950, $1,250 and $2,000.

“Until AUTOIOIILI 90.. Julian. Ilah.

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

[SYABLISNZD is“

SCI'IRADER
UNIVERSAL VALVES
rm mnx nmtsrmeo wait son”.

The Standard Amerleaii Valves for

Automobile, Bicycle 6: Vehicle tli'el

Mliinllctured by

A. SCHRADER‘S SON, INC.

78-32 Rose St. New York. US ‘

 

 

 

D 0 W T U B E S

The Best Tubes Ever Manufactured

Are the Most Economical

Do Not Dcfllte When Punctured.

DOW TIRE COMPANY,

2000 Broadway, N. Y. 889 Boylston St., Boston.

 

 

 

Get Rid of Tire Troubles

Try a Set of

0a.! IIRIZS
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gines. Giovanni Enrico, Turin, Italy, as

signor, by mesne assignments, to Fiat Anto

mobile Company. a Corporation of New

York. Filed Dec. 10, 1906, Serial No. 347,

041. Renewed April 15, 1908. Serial No.

427,210.

1. The combination with a rotating shaft

and manual means including a resilient con

nection for cotrolling the speed thereof, of

means co-operating with said resilient con

nection for rendering said manual means in

effective to increase the speed above a_ re

determined limit, substantially as descrl ed.

903,206. Mixing Valve. Henry D. Lau

son, New Holstein, Wis., assignor to The

John Lauson Manufacturing Company, New

Holstein, Wis. Filed April 25, 1908. Serial

No. 429,181.

1. A mixing valve comprising a housing

having a division wall, a port in the division

wall, an oil duct in connection with the

port, a check valve closure for said port

and oil duct, a by pass aperture in the divi

sion wall, an air inlet in the housing below

the division wall and an air outlet in said

housing above said division wall.

903,212. Fluid Gage. Morris Martin,

Maiden, Mass. Filed Jan. 30, 1907. Serial

No. 354,857.

1. The combination with a vertical wall

of a tank and a bushing therein, of a gauge

head mounted in said bushing and cham

bered at its opposite ends, a pivot mounted

in one of said chambers, a magnetic needle

mounted on said pivot, a bearing sustained

in the other chamber. a rock shaft mounted

in said bearing, a magnet applied to the in

ner end of said shaft to be moved between

said bearing and the dividing wall of said

head, and a float fixed to the opposite end

of said rock shaft, the rock shaft and its

magnet being turned as the float is raised

by the fluid in said tank.

903,256. Vehicle Wheel.

liams, South Bend, Ind.

1906. Serial No. 300,556.

1. In combination with a vehicle axle

having a terminal yoke, a vehicle hub hav

ing an end closure plate and couple yoke

movany connected with the axle yoke,

coiled springs interposed between the inter

fitting parts of the axle yoke and couple

yoke. an axle secured to said end closure

plate and extending between said coiled

springs and having driving connections in'

dependently of the latter.

903,349. Steering Gear for Motor Vehi

cles. Charles 0. Barnes. Oswego, N. Y.

Filed Jan. 11, 1908. Serial No. 410,379.

Martin L. Will

liiled Feb. 12,

EMPIRE AUTOMOBILE TIRE CO

BRANCHES—Newark 264 Rain

Ave; New York 73d St. & Broa way' 148 Chambera St. AOEN

Tire & Rubber 0.; Atlanta, Ga., Du arn Clevelan O. uppkr

 

St.; Detroit, 842 Woodward Ave. ' Boaton

1. In a steering gear for vehicles, the

combination with a housing and a mast hav

ing bearings therein, of two worms spaced

apart on said mast one of said worms be

ing adjustable, a single sleeve having inter

nally threaded portions spaced apart and

meshing respectively with the worms, a

shaft adapted to be connected with the steer

ing wheels of a vehicle, and means for trans

mitting motion from said sleeve to said

shaft.

903,506. Acetylene Gas Generator. Ed

win M. Rosenbluth, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed

Aug. 29, 1907. Serial No. 390.584.

1. The combination with a gas generator;

of a gas conduit leading from said genera

tor and comprising a coil; a bracket main

taining said coil with its axis vertical and

comprising a gas chamber in communica

tion with said coil, and a bearing for said

generator; at liquid trap interposed between

said generator and said coil; and, a remov

able closure for said trap. substantially as

set forth.

 

Motors

IIRB

STHNDHRD

CAUSE—

We are m o t o r

SPECIALISTS.

RESULT—

Therc is mo r e

MOTOR VALUE

in a “Continental”

(24-40 H.P.) than

in any other mo

tor on'the market.

Write for catalogue.

CONTINENTAL MOTOR MFG. CO.,

MUSKEGON, HIGH.

K. Franklin Peterson, Western Re resentative, 166

E. Lake St., Chicago. Thos. etze Eastern

Representative, 29 W. 42d t., New York.

CONTINENTAL

1' T. .11;
  

 

 

_ The best way to avoid ignition trouble

is to equip your car With a

SI’LITDORI= MAGNETO

Ask for catalog and learn about it.

C. F. SPLITDORF,

Walton Ave. &138th St., New York

 

  

EVERYBODY IS

TALKING ABOUT

THE

BEI] HEAD

THE METZ

PLAN CAR

“50 (my: l/nlr Moo

L‘rrr

 

My novel selling

1 plan makeaitpossi

ble to sell at above

price. How? Write

for Book " B.“

  

\_\ a J

CHAS. H. METZ, Waltham, Mass.

 

 

TIE 28-30 11. P. MITCHELL, $1,500

Includes genuine $150 Splitdorf Magneto (free)

and 5 inch larger tirea than you get with any

other car at the priee. To have other cars

{snipped with theae tirea you muat pay $50 extra.

rite for full information to-day.

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR CO.,

575 Mitchell St. Racine Wis.

Standard Manufacture" A. M. C. M. A.

 

 

 

I HAVE A NORTHERN LIMOUSINE

for the best of reasona I want to aell quickly.

It in in perfect condition, having been driven lcaa

than 500 miles, and I think it'a one of the awceteat

running. handsomeut appearing, town can made.

Tirea are brand new and the varniah ian’t damaged

—in fact the car is just In good an new when it aold

for $2,500 and I'll aell it for half—$1,250.

Addreaa E. M. M., 382 Pennaylvania Ave" De

troit. Mich.

which

 

 
 

 

SUPEBIIJH Etched llama Plates

We are prepared to furnish

or st le as above. We shall

furnis quotations.

CHANDLER CO., Springfield, Mass.

on any kind

e pleased to

 

 
 

 

 

ELEVELANll SPARK PLUGS
“They Shoot a Flame."

CLEVELAND SPARK PLUG 00.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

  

 

Rubber Co. ' Motor S

o. ; Savannah, Ga..

  

 

ClES—Pittaburg. Conaumera' Auto S

Agency Co.; No

da Co.‘ Jacksonville, Fla., Savell Rubber Co.; Phlladel hia, Penn nto Sufiply Co.;

alca Co.; Mlnneapolia, Empire Tire & Rubber

Denver Auto

Buflalo, N. Y., Empire arria Tire Co.;

MPANY, ’l‘renton, N. J.

C.;KanaaaCi

’v‘i..w=1.n.r?

.33

292 Dcvonahire St: Chicaglo, 20 La Sallc St., 1301 Hi

P

o

Loo
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1 WANTS AND Fllll SALE
15 cents per line ot aeven worda, caah with order.

! ln eapitala, 25 centa per line.

 
 

 

“7 ANTED—A man of wide experience

to take charge of equipment depart

ment. He must be thoroughly experienced
   

 
 

  

A ' /'/' in all branches of this work and familiar

with body building and accessories. He

Cup Winner in 300 Miles Endurance Contest, _must be experienced 10 serum: up attract

ive color effects in various styles of bodies.

Philadelphia to Wilkes-Barre and return, January PALMER & SINGER MFG- CO. 1620

Broadway. New York.

1-2, 1909.

Only THREE out ot THIRTY-TWO CONTEST

ANTS finished with pertect time scores; THOSE

THREE WERE tour-cylinder MATHESONS.

 

MOTOR PARKWAY, beautiful lake

Ronkonkoma, 8 room house, garage,

3% acres. SOLF, Bath Beach, N. Y.

 

EVERYBODY IS

TALKING ABOUT

THE

RED HEAI]

 

 

  

lRELLlwiiiJfliiiLCABLE

so a. R.—Six-cylinder Shait Drive, - - - $3,000 NOWQESTANDARDINAMERM

Equipped with choice of Touring, Tourabout, Toy Tonneau, Close

coupled or Runabout bodies.

50 H. P. Four-cylinder Chain Drive, - - - $4,500 _ '
Goodyear Quick Detachable Tires Take the Overload.

Equipped with Touring body, Limousine or Landaulct, $5,500 - Bccauae the are always oversize—15 per cent.

larger than at er tires of same rated measurement.
Roadster or TourabOUt’ $4’350‘ That’l one reason why Goodyears last longer.

Goodyear Wrapped Tread Tires Made on Air Bags

“33¢ “8‘5 ESZR'Za'i’G'SP‘JSZP Rn“ Fe'li'keméiz‘“
pr . _ I y l' 1_V 1m? IS n 01'

MATHESON AUToMOBll-E C0MPANY Wis: am?iii‘hnsalipzznkcmu .0 in

mo 0115 i. H C

  

  

 

 

Main Sales oliiee, Garage and Repair Dept.

 

 

 

  

  

, GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.,

1886-1888 Broadway, Cor. 62d SI. NEW YORK CITY “"h‘" s" “m” °*"°'

- SPRINGFIELD

w l _ _ T0? (Pat.189$)

JONES SPFEDOMETER 1 "mm"
4 ‘ Bodies

-l\/Io§t accurate speed SPRINGFIELD

indicator in the world. > e - - e v ill-.‘I‘AL BMW 00..

JONES SPEEDOMETER co" A Dependable Car. Mllrrile Ave.,

76th St. & Broadway, New York. PENNSYngvyI: lauoproTpR co" s’rln'fld" In"

 

  

 

  

 

  
 
 

The Low Price of the High-Quality

Lambert Gar
is made possible by the low coat of the almple

Lambert riction trammiaaion, which la more 05

cient than any type of complicated, expensive {car

tranlrniuion.

BUCKEYE MFG. COIPANY, Manon, llll.

Briscoe Manufacturing Co. 1 THE GYROSCOPE CAR
The Slmpleat Automobile in the World.

I RS ‘ oracscoggoxg'li'birggi-ifgoco. (INC)

. . l Gyroaeopa Bldg”

Detroit, Mich. Newark, N. J. ‘ m we“ 54th St. in. arm can
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mile on the market.

fort

The Tire

you

have i been 1

looking for $0

t0

—‘ 60

Write for of}:

Prices Q. '
Booklet (E i

and

Opinions

 

KEMPSHALL

NON-SKID TIRES

BEST BY EVERY TEST, BECAUSE

1.—They last longest even on heaviest cars; the cheapest tire per non-skid

2.—They give perfect. immunity from skidding even on the greasiest roads;

atentcd moulded all rubber tread without steel or leather.

3.— hey are low pressure tires, minimizing vibration and increasing com

4.—’l‘he'y are freest from punctures and trouble; made from best rubber

and fabric, and plenty of them.

  

CRYDER 8; CO., sas Park Ave., New York

Sole U. S. A. Agents

The Kempshall Tire Company, of Europe, Ltd.

THESE TIRES ARE MADE BY

CHAS. MAOINTOSH In 00., Ltd" Mnnchoater, ENGLAND

qumo>

uqu>£

WHERE

NOT

REPRE

SENTED

 

 

 

Economy oi

Cost

is an attractive feature of

Westinghouse

Mercury Rectifier

Battery Charging

0utiits

Other advantages are:

Simplicity of operation.

Small place occupied.

Absence of moving machinery.

Full range of d. c. voltage from

either 110 or 220, with a. c. supply.

High efficiency of conversion.

Exhibited at leading auto

mobile shows thls year and

lot sale by all electrical

vehicle manuiactnrcrs.

Ask for Folder 4105.

Westinghouse Electrical & Mtg. Co.

PITTSBURG, PA.

Sales Offices in all Large Cities.

  

 

 

It’s A Pudding

SELLING STEWART SPEEDOMETERS
 
 

A big jobber says:

We carried all kinds two years ago. Last

season sold nearly all Stcwarts. Going

to handle them exclusively this year

What’s the use trying to sell others?

Stcwarts sell themselves, and stay sold

  

 
  

 

OUR 1909 LINE [5 THE

MOST COMPLETE EVER

PRODUCED. SEND FOR

CATALOG.

 
 

Stewart & Clark Mtg. Co.

509 Diversey Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois, U. S. A.

New York City Branch, "78 Broadway

  

   

NGlNE—Rutenbur.

ORE AND STROKE—4%x5"

lGNlTlON—Double—Bosch Ma -

neto. Connecticut Coil and Exi e

Stnra e Battexrrv.

LUBRI ATlO ~—Self contained

system with oil level pump in

crank case.

TRANSMISSION—Selective type,

3 s eeds forward and reverse.

BEA lNGS—Timken Roller.

FRONT AXLE—One piece drop

for ma.

REAE AXLE *Full floating type.

SPECIFICATIONS

  

WHEEL BASE—120'.

WHEELS—36'.

TIRES—Goodyear, Diamond. Fire

stone or Hartford, 36x4' front,

36X4%'rear.

BODY—Seven passenger.

WEIGHT—3,000 lbs.

PRICE—$3,000.00 complete with

top, Hartford Shock Absorbers.

Prest-O-Lite gas tank, 9" Rush

more Search li hts. side lamps

and tail lamp ouble tire irons

and trunk to

  

Write for CatllOI.

'l'llli JEWEL M0'I'0R CAR CO., liassillon, 0hio

_

New York Agency. _ll'l\\'l‘:[. MOTOR CAR COMPANY, 1662 Broadway.
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The Warner

Auto

Meter

Guaranteed

Absolutely Accurate

is the only_ speed indicator made on the Magnetic In

duction principle. Because of the principle it accur

ately indicates every range of speed from zero to the

maximum.

All other instruments are made on the centrifugal

principle. They fail to indicate any speed whatever

under 5 to 10 miles per hour.

The Auto-Meter is so durably made that practical

tests have shown that it will endure a MILLION

MILES of riding without perceptible wear, or depart

are acknowledged by every motorist "who knows,“ in; from absolute accuracy more than 10 feet to the

mile.

to be the “.08! dependable lamps on the market“ We invite comparative tests. Before you decide on

No emergency is too great for them—no road too any speed Indium" 9‘" fl“. APWMW" °n 0“? Side

of your dash and any other indicator at any price on

dark. They insure safety when touring at night, the other. Then use your watch over a measured
- . . K th I t t ll. l1 tell tl‘l truth.

because they are powerful, elllcrenl and properly $3310.. jfiilh ifJfiféfifn°n w ‘° 8 °

bill", in the largest lamp factory in the world.

Factory and Main Mikes—388 Wheeler Ave., BELOI'I‘. WISCONSIN

BRANCH HOUSES—N Y It 1902 B d ' B t . 92$Boylaton St.; I’hiludelphi:I Cogrfiroad andflgncziyhttlginggn. 3432

Two FACTORIES; Forbes Cleveland, 2062 Euclid Ave ' Buihlo, 722 Mam St.;

437 Eleventh Ave. New York. Kenosha, Wlseonsln Dam“; "aleggwnlqévfifingaicggfl éioglggii¥gggalngiielndimi

‘—| t.; an ranciaco, 550 Golden Gate Ave.; Lon An- |_'

\_ "cles. 1212 S. Main

 

  

 

    

  

  

SPECIFY

Heinze ignition ap

paratus on your

I909 car and get ‘

TIIE BEST

MADE.

  

STAND THE TEST

After 27,000 miles continuous service in a Chal

 

write us if your mers-Detroit “30,” their engineering depart

‘ ‘ I ment reports as follows:

dealer does not “Examinations of the bearings showed that

carry them- I‘ '_ the wear was remarkably small considering

that they had an equivalent of five years’ ser

vice.”

The above simply emphasizes Standard

Bearing superiority.

Heinze Electric 60.

LOWELL, MASS.

Makers of @ SEND FOR NEW CATALOG

 
 

loaoooooooooa

PI\_

.

A;'

Standard Roller Bearing Co.MAGNETOS, 8 PA R K

P L U G S . PHILADELPHIA, PA

 

@

  

@@QQQ@Q@@
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When at the Show? .

\ Invader lllldo not fail to see the

THE 01:. THAT

T U C K A H 0 E GRAPHITIZES

m mwflllbh for m

 

A. O. Smith Company

MAKIRO OF

PRESSED STEEL

.FRAMES
(Capacity 100,000 per annum.)

  

popularity

YOU NAME THE CAR

WE'LL

NAME THE GRADE

mam; ONLY BY

_ ‘ CHAS. F. KELLUM It 00.

ll! Arch St.. Philadelphia

Bolton Branch:

284 Columbua Avenue.

 

New and very meritorious. The

only self-filling combination oiler and

grease gun. Can be filled with grease

in three seconds. Regulated by throw

ing a latch. Its use insures quick oil

Heavy and Difficult Stampings

Front and Rear Axles

Steering Columns

ins and clean hands- Lower in Price Transmissions, Selective and

than others. Write for circular. Progressive

Manufactured and sold by the e madam“ 'm' Multiple DiSC Clutches

Rubly Mfg. eompany

TUCKAHOE, N. v. DEMOUNTABLE RIMS A.0 SMITH co. $122231“:

in three daya time llnquire oi your nearest

ea er.

CONTINENTAL CAOUTCHOUC CO.

1788-90 Broadway New York City

Use Permanlt

Dfemonatrated before Board AVOID ACCIDENTSo

Governora Harriabur‘

Motor Club with at aue- by allel the

‘°iii>£i§?i°£1"85."." Wridgway No Glare Shade TALKING ABOUT

237-0 Wuhinfion Skt"

ewar ,

  
  

"Maren:
  

 

  

 

  

 
 

  

 

 

  

 
"‘ 1' which adda to the elden ol the lam and heglare irom blindin other Zen of the hm'aya. Cc: THE

' e fitted to any atinl lamp. .

ginhharh-Eaginn pannness moron can co.

ONE Quality for ALL “can no to m w. 4m St., new Yon: E n HONE Price for ALL Buyera -

Write lot 190! Catalog.

THE DAYTON MOTOR CA! CO.,

Dayton,

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

The PULLMANAsk About

H0 Roadster. Price, "ADO.

that made the run from Philadel hia to Sa

J vannnh 6a.. March 5th to 18th, t roth ‘nud

_ up to the radiator, beating all previous reco da.I N s U R A Ne B. YORK MOTOR CAR CO., York. Pa.r

AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER COMPANY, THIS MAGNETO IS .. FOOL PROOF"
Av. . . ‘ '. N 'm '. ‘ _ ,
\ E cor i2‘30215a%1¢3$3d§?’1_ cw \ k The moat unskilliul driver can man“ the Rent!

' ' 1909 High Tension Magneto. Impro er_ _ mu

cannot injure it, and no amount of tin enng '1“ put

TRUFFAULTIHARTFORD it out of commission. The Remy will stand more

neglect. oil, dirt and water than anTm“ h ld M h 1750i?"it" i‘niiio" '
a item in t e wor . ore t an . ernya ave

SHOCK a ready been acid {or 1909 care—more Remya than all l e

l. othera combined. Write [or illustration and deacnp

  

 

 

 

 

 

Th Dvi on a 5i ad'Oomlrtabl tion- . _ .
' e “ -A\i‘t‘:tu.obifin.i aoaalgl: ° ' 'rne an" ELECTRIC co.. mm. 11, Anderson. Ind. The Locomobile Company of America,

Writ I tl D rtment D. We have 0 ened a branch houae in Thoroughlare -
e or u lon.' w. Bldg" giroadway and 57th St., New York. Budgeport’ conn‘

 

HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO”

3. V. Hartford. Praa. 14! Jay St.. Janey City. N. J.

COMPLETE BOURSEAUTOMOBILE msraucnou MBNEOYMSIglE-LQATLIBES

Invaluable to the owner or proapeetive owner

cs»! :1 r‘notor ear. Practitial and to the point.

en or proapectua to e ‘—cm-rupmdma Sch.“ .l Iom c" rum“ Gaeoline and Bleetrio—lor Pleaam and Inninaaa Am°m°b\1' A¢¢fll°li¢l M ""7 dml'lfl'hl

Tarrytown. N. Y. mam" Am",th a," sum 5.“ mm" jimas L. Blhwy & B'o. Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A

 

 
 

  

 

Pneumatic Tiroa

 

  

 
 

 

 

 
 

A Neoeaalty On Automobiles—WHAT?

COLUMBIA LOCK NUTS

CANNOT ahalte looae. Thee add an important (actor of aai'ety and

give a feeling of aecurit . olumhia Lock Nuta are the beat kind

ol accident inaurance. led by moat makera oi the beat care and

by leadin“ railroada. etc. Send na a two-cent atamp, aiae and

thread on e bolt, and we will iorvard a Columbia Lock Nut for it.

COLUMBIA NUT & BOLT 00., [non Bridgoport, Conn.
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WHITLOCK

" INTAKE . EXHAUST

 

   

  

AND WATER PIPES

Hartford. Conn.

 

 
 

WE WILL NOT
It is not possible for any chain to be

accept your contract unless we can give you the

EvERY Is delivery you require. We will not aeeept more better than

Ziziiimivihiiu'l' 15:13: sit: 'iifffiL'iiiflii'mli BA].DWIN CIIATALKl NG ABOUT mobih St-mvinv- BALDWIN cnam & mm. co..

nus nvnnaumc Pnnssnn s'rum. co.. w°'“""- M"'

THE Cleveland, Ohio.

 
  

 

 
 

 

The “Gotham” STA-RITE will end your

spark gin:

es.

 
 

 

   

 

  

 

 
 

 

  

 
 

  

 

 

Gasolene and g u can

Eleaflc. stick to the

Automobiles p o r eelain.

ARE “Am; 3y Won't short-circuit. Never leaks. Can ble

ELECTRIC vmncua co., Hartford, Fonn 215°1ra%1::c§"g1f58f"°d “'"h °“‘°' 0‘ d“

‘ " THE R. E. HARDY CO., 2! w. Old St.. New York

Franklin AutomobilesQuality, not pounds, makes an .

automobile high-grade and strong , & ‘ P A c K A Rand safe. ' . - T

PUT ANY FRANKLIN MODEL TO ANY TEST. ‘ ‘ o A B L E

H- H- films" M-"fll'ztuflw CNN-"v ‘ KEROSENE arm oasourm BURNERS. New Booklet Free.

"'cuu' ' Y' i Oiiee: 123 Liberty St.. NEW YORK, N. Y. THE PACKARD ELECTMCAL co_

Wm“ M c'“l°'“°~ 303 Dana Ave., Warren, Ohio
 

 

  

  

 HAVE YOU SEEN iii i

TnE'rrRrrcnou WRENCH? ‘ ‘ .

@he final] fidfiléliflt

  

The newest and beat wrench made; all steel—great

'l in

at» D

  

strength; instantly adjusted; easily and i‘uiekly oper- M I ‘ H I l 1
ated; positive grip' immense time, troub e. and tem- is.-. I"

per saver; best "all round tool" ever oflercd for sale. ‘ “g .v 1;; ,1. Kg»,

  

“Y.,. Wm m. .h... ,0. ... k» THE BUSH MANUFACTURING CO.

For circular addren, ‘THE PERFECTION WRENCH CO., t IILLTOWN. N. 1.

Box 426, FORT CHESTER. N. Y. ‘

‘ THOMAS SHOCK ABSORBERS O a K L N D

on ygur :fiutomobile meanpmore comfort, A

spee , sa ety, economy. rove it at our '
expense. 30 days free trial. 40 H. P. Four Cylinder, Shaft Drive, $1.600.

\ BUFFALO SPECIALTY co., OAKLAND MOTOR CAR COw

mu?“ “on! cu 00- uo Ellieott sc BUFFALO, n. Y. Pontiac, Mich.
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Full of Air.

Cannot Bio; Ot'it. Rim Cut

or une are.

As l'ilexib‘liasaisd RubberThat part of a tire with a

blowout or a rim cut in it

nine v - Nam

. Address. s _-._ a, as A

Klmhall Tm Bass 00.
I12 BMW” — *"n'nmn ' _§—Ji 7“; v 7 fl _ i—

Tire expense cut in m. ‘ EnClOM IOI' CHIC!“ my SUbSCI' to

All -

for one year, commencing with the issue 0

will last longer than any

Thousands In use.

I ' Oounoll lluffa, Iowa
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“RAJAH”

SPARK PLUGS
l-‘or Automobile Bodies, Dashes, Guards. Bonnets, 'cmflo" ABSOLUTELY SURE

Battery Boxes, Drip Pans, Mufflers, Etc.

mom—ovum RAJAII AUTO SUPPLY OOIIPANY

 
  

 

 

  

 

  

 

  
   

  

WLESS—RUSTLESS

> i MOOTB—PAWILADHERES "nul-Y BLOOMFIELD, NEW JERSEY, U. 8. A.

Q,£AF| Eaiib g§ Th'l? Fnd MPEFL savg | ' (Watlessing Station D. L. & W. R. R.)

'rnz srann noLLmo MILL coumuw, CANTON, onlo | l ' '
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“Oldest Makers in America"30,000 MILES Wll HOUI ADJUSTMENT,

HE SE PARSONS WHITE BRASS BEARINGS RA

HAT assume in A PACKARD CAR.THEY ARE BACK "q

HE CAR WITHOUT EVEN BENG SCRAPED

STlLL RUNNING RUNNNG STLL.

 

' 0 cv‘p 6 ENGINE BUILDIN

meAoELPmA,PF-NNA

 

{rib {sens 5H
Kokomo, Ind.

  

 

 

Give Your Car a Good Name

by using

SUPPLEMENTARY

SPIRAL SPRINGS
Change a bone-shaker and a spring-breaker into on easy riding, real auto

mobile in which you can take pride and your passenger! comfort. The use

of S. S. S. change a near-good car to a real good car and add the finishing

touch of luxury to the best cars. Our booklet tells you nll about them,

The newest thing in screw drivers is the B. 8: S. “all steel." Com- "ml is your. for the nsking. Write for it.

nlete in ONE PIECE, handle and all. Light and durable. The most

sensible screw driver ever made. Don't fail to get circular. coi’dfigz Eggna'rulg-o.

& C0,, Hartford, Conn. New York Branch, Removed to Motor Mart Building. (Larger Quarters.)

 

  

 

 
 

Rili‘ésiifim MOTORCYCLES

The Bicycling World I

mMotorcycle Review
I

wna. mennsr YOU i

automobile manu- PunLunzn Evnnr SA-rrnoAr rr

facturers. 154 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK

Have you secured our prlcea? Per Bpoeln'on Copies

e that“THE M. SEWARO SONS COMPANY, New Haven, Conn. Y’"

FORGINGS for ihe AllillMilBllE
Satisfaction

Guaranteed

Thousands of our

Spring Clips

are now In USE,

having been sup

plied to the leading
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HE SILENT SELDEN"
W, |o: I e.

i\ I:

m'

  

$2,000 F. O. B. ROCHESTER, N.Y.

AFTER the remarkable results of our " first year "—the achieved success of 1908, we salute you

with real and well established confidence as we introduce the Selden of l909.

Not only has our promise to produce a high grade car of best materials and workmanship for

$2000 been strictly fulfilled, but we have demonstrated the Selden genius in a silent, strong, comfortable,

durable and handsome car. it does all that the owner wants to do and all that the chaffeur ought to

do. Agents and owners are enthusiastic over it. Not a cheap car at all but one of the how-can

you-do-it-for-the-money kind.

Our 1909 wheel base is lengthened 5 inches from 109 to 114; the magneto and pump moved

to left side of motor, the remaining equipment on the right; the brakes enlarged and now rigged

inside the frame; the wheels now 34 inches were 32 inches; the radiator and hood made to conform in

style to longer wheel base—little touches for style and convenience.

simply because We couldn't find any necessary—no use fooling with what has proved so unusually good.

We can assure those who buy the 1909 Seldens all the efficiency of the I908 Seldens with a

little more style and a little more convenience, a little more refinement. The actual records of use and

travel this year have so proven their merit, power and economic stability that it would be hard to promise

anything better in practical construction.

THE COMING CAR OF MODERATE PRICE
 
 

Catalog and Agency Proposition upon Requesl. Agencies Wanted Everywhere.

Selden Motor Vehicle CO., Rochester, N. Y.

GEORGE B. SELDEN, President

Members Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

 

 

No radical mechanical changes,
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Just a Plain State

ment oi Facts
 

The New Stewart Speedometer

The Multipolar
(MODEL 14)

Is the most perlect Speedometer ever oilered [or sale

  

  

 

 

It was especially designed tor

racing and other high power

cars. Has 90-mile scale, dia
mond bearings, and is accu- . ' W H ‘

rate to the minutest traction. ‘

Don’t tail to investigate. Send

tor our new catalog. Write today.

  

 

Stewart & Clark Manufacturing Company

509 Diversey Boulevard, Chicago, U. S. A.
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Franklin Model I)

When you want to make time, what is the limiting factor? Is it the

horse-power of the motor, or is it the way the automobile rides?

There is only one answer, and it explains why

it is that Franklin Model D with only 28 horse

Klower is able to make such high average speed.

0 other automobile except the six-cylinder

Franklin equals it on American roads. You may

have 60 horse-power and your maximum speed

may be seventy miles an hour, but at the end of

a day’s touring you have not gone as far as your

neighbor in his Model D. Your speed is held

down to what the passengers can endure and to

what you think your automobile will stand.

Speed then is a question of comfort—a question

of the way the automobile rides.

And another thing—easy riding means that the

automobile itself is not racked, strained and

shaken to pieces. In the Worcester contest last

December nearly all the contesting automobiles

went through the run without road stops, but

Franklin Model D' was the only one to withstand

the technical examination after the run. All

the others suffered penalizations due to broken,

strained or loosened parts. Having half-elliptic

springs and the steel chassis frames, they suffered

from the strain and shocks at speed over rough

roads.

In another contest in which there was also an

examination after the run, and in which Model D

was perfect, twenty-five per cent of the other con

testants broke their steel chassis frames.

Model D is always comfortable and you dare

drive it. It will stand for speed when other

automobiles will not.

Look into this question.

An automobile that transmits shocks and vibra

tions to the chassis can not ossibly ive perfect

riding comfort. Franklin odel has four

full-elliptic springs and a laminated wood chassis

frame. Full-elliptic springs absorb shocks and

vibrations. They give the maximum spring

length. The springs on Model D are forty inches

long. Half-elliptic springs to be any where near as

good would have to be nearly seven feet long—

an impracticable length.

But why discuss it? Everybody knows that full

elli tic springs are the standard for easy riding.

hat easy riding means reliability and long life

to the automobile itself, is not so well understood.

Then the wood chassis frame on the Franklin

gives additional flexibility, helps to absorb and

neutralize shocks and vibrations. The Franklin

frame is also lighter and stronger than the steel

frame commonly used. If you are interested, we

will be glad to mail you a reprint of a technical

article on this subiect from the Horseless Age.

In addition to the two contests mentioned above,

the 1909 Model D was perfect in three other con

tests, making five consecutive contests in which it

won perfect scores. No other automobile went

through more than two of these contests without

penalization. Remember also that no automobile

has been able to break the Franklin’s San Fran

cisco-New York record, not to mention the

Chicago-New York record—the most severe reli

ability tests ever made.

Weigh and ride in Model D. Then weigh and ride in

other automobiles over the same road at the same speed. You will understand the

meaning of non-jarring, easy-riding construction.

  
FRANKLIN MODEL D, four-cylinder, 28 horse

power, five-passenger touring-car 2200 pounds, $2800.

Single or double rumble seat runabout, $2700.

Standard finish touring'car, royal blue; runabout,

red and black. 36-inch wheels, same size as used

on the best water-cooled automobiles weighing a

thousand pounds more. Sheet aluminum body on

steel angle frame—the strongest and lightest automo

bile body made. Three large and powerful brakes,

acting on transmission and rear wheels. Selective

type transmission, positive gear-driven onler, Bosch

high tension magneto.

Our forty-page catalogue de luxe treats the automobile question in a clear and fair manner, shows why the Franklin, now in its

eighth year, is the automobile for those who want the highest standard of comfort and ability. Write for it.

H H FRANKLIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY Syracuse N Y
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MARCH 4lh—INAUGURATION DAY

Could the RED HEAD Spark Plug be ushered into the automobile

world on a more auspicious occasion ?

President Tali takes the oath oi fidelity to the trust imposed in

him, today.

The RE D HEAD Spark Plug takes an oath to iuliill its mission

in all kinds oi gasolene engines and to be worthy oi the moiorlst’s

trust—not for a four year term oi oiiice, but ior all time to come.

Briefly: The RED HEAD is a Spark Plug furnished in either

mica or porcelain and designed by men who have had years of experience

in the automobile business, designing and selling spark plugs for other people.

The porcelain is a special mixture, scientifically compounded, and is

guaranteed against cracking from heat.

The mica is [specially selected and the cores are constructed under

great pressure.

Both plugs are of the same construction and all parts interchangeable.

One porcelain will fit all, and the mica core will fit the porcelain shell.

All sizes and all siyles—One-hali inch—A. L. A. M., $ 1 00

or Metric - regular or long -- porcelain or mica, 0

With each R F. D H EAD Plug comes some valuable information

regarding the adjustment of plugs, coils, timers and wiring—that may

save gasolene and add speed to your car.

EMIL GROSSMAN COMPANY,W it.‘t't‘t‘ti
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A Heart-to-Heart Talk

About the

axil/‘l "
AN ADVERTISING MAN called on us recently and told us how

we should—0r rather how he thought we should—advertise the

Maxwell. "You Maxwell»Briscoe people"—-said he—“talk too

much about your factories and equipment.

“WHAT DOES THE PUBLIC CARE,” he continued. "whether

you have three great plants—one at Tarrytown, N. Y., another

at Pawtucket, R. I., and a third, the largest of its kind, at New

Castle, Ind? The public don’t care whether your factories repre

sent an equipment of a million and a half dollars or not. Tell

them about the car itself—bring up all the talking points you

have." We thanked him of course. for we like to have ideas,

but—we did not follow his advice.

BUT THE PUBLIC DOES CARE—for today there are two hun

dred and fifty-three difierent companies making Automobiles.

How many of these will be in business a year hence? Judge by

past records: In 1902 eighteen concerns went to the wall; in

1903 thirty failed; in 1904 forty died. During the past five years

one hundred and fifty-five concerns have discontinued—that's

why we know the public cares. -

WHEN YOU BUY LIFE INSURANCE—do you pin your faith to

the newcomer in the field or to that concern which, by hard

work and ample experience has been able to give its patrons an

insurance that insures? In every line some name stands promi

nent—Steinway on a piano—Smith ‘& Wesson on a revolver——

McCormack or Deering on a harvester are known the world

over. Why? Because they are standard. So it is in Auto

mobiles—the “Maxwell” is the Standard Car of moderate price

—of established value.

IT HAS BEEN OUR AMBITION to build the best moderate

priced car; best in material, workmanship and durability. To

this we have been faithful. by refusing to compete in price with

every experiment. ' - -

MR. J. D. MAXWELL I consider the best designer of automobiles

in the world; a man who from the-beginning has been a hater of

shams and a despiser of pretense—a man who has created an

American car—not a copy.

NO OTHER CAR THAN THE MAXWELL incorporates in a

single design the principles of Three-Point Suspension—Multi

ple Disk Clutch—Thermo Syphon Cooling—Straight Line Shaft

Drive-Metal Bodies—principles that were as much a part of the

“Maxwell” in 1904 as they are today.

THE MAXWELL LINE—MAGNETO EQUIPPED—is complete.

The 30 H.P. 4-cylinder touring car or roadster, for those who

want a speedy, powerful 4-cyliiider car, costs $1,750. The 20

H.P. 2-cylinder touring car, fully equipped, the standard 2-cyl

inder car of America at $1,450—is the logical car at its price.

The Maxwell Z-cylinder 14 H.P. runabout, the “Aristocrat of its

class," costs $825. with complete equipment.

AND, LASTLY, THE MAXWELL JUNIOR AT $500. Here is

a revelation—a 2-cylinder-10 H.P. Runabout—a Maxwell‘Run—

about—for $SOO—0ne that‘we give our personal warrant for

reliability and performance.

TWELVE THOUSAND SATISFIED OWNERS prove Maxwell

success—and—reineniber. when you buy a Maxwell you buy a

car behind which stands the Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co., with an

equipment which represents over a million and onehalf dollars.

@W'
Prerr'd'enf.

MAXWELL-BRISCOE MOTOR COMPANY
P. 0. 80X lOG—TARRYTOWN, N. Y.

Main Office and Factory.

 

 

  

  

Pawtncket, R. I. New Castle, Ind.

  

 

  

 

1899 Model Equipped With Timken Bearings

EVENTS WON BY HAYNES CARS.

1895—(2 First prize $150, for balanced motor, awarded by Chicago

Times-Heral . (2) Speed Record, Louisville, Kentucky.

1897—(3) Speed Record, Charles River track, Boston, Mass.

1899—(4) First One Thousand Mile run made in America. This was

ayccoll'ntélished by our phaeton, which ran from Kokomo, Indiana, to New

or ity.

1901—(5) Kokomo to New York Cit in 73 hours. (6) First Prize

Blue Ribbon Certificate, Long Island En uraiice run; one hundred miles

during a heavy rain storm, without a single sto . (7!) First Prize Cer‘

tificate in the New York-Rochester Endurance ontest. (lb) First Prize

Certificate in the New York-Rochester Endurance Contest. 9) First

Prize, Silver Cup, Five Mile Speed Contest, Fort Erie track, Buffs o, N. Y.

(10) First Prize, Silver Cup. Ten Mile Speed Contest, Point Grossc track,

Detroit, Mich. (11) Gold Medal, awarded Pan American Exposition.

1902—(12) Blue Ribbon, or highest award at the Long Island non—

stop contest. (13) Blue Ribbon, or hilghest award at the Decoration Day

run. (14) First Class Certificate in ew York-Boston-New York Relia

hility contest, runabout model. (15) First Class Certificate in New York

Boston-New York Reliability Contest, standard model}. (16) First Class

Certificate in New York-Boston-New York Reliability Contest, surrey

model.

1903—(17) First Class Certificate in New

 

York-Pittsburg run, tourin car. (18) First

All ThCSC Class Certificate in New fi’tnk-Pittsburg run, Pa“,

runa out.
Events 1904—(19) First Class Certificate in New Present'

won on York-St. Louis run. (20) Grand Prize at Future.

, World's Fair at St. Louis.

Timken 1906-——(23) In the final race, held third Always

place on the American team. Timken

1907—(24) Silver Cup, Automobile Dealers

Association of Southern California. five~mile

race for complete touring cars. (25 New York Motor Club, New York

Albany Endurance Contest, two hun red miles through mud and rain. "I

ver Cup for mechanical excellence and finishing first in its class. (26)

Perfect score in four days Sealed Bonnet Contest, Automobile Club of
America, 600v miles, with all working parts under seal; finished without a

single ad'ustment.~ (27a) Perfect score in Chicago Motor Club Sealed

Bonnet ontest, 176 miles, with all workin parts under seal. (28b) Per

fect score in Chicago Motor Club Sealed onnet Contest. 176 miles with

all working parts under seal. (29c) Perfect score in Chicago Motor Club

Sealed Bonnet Contest 176 miles, with all working parts under seal. (30d)

Perfect ' score . in hicago Motor Club Sealed Bonnet Contest,

176 miles, with all working parts under seal. (31) Perfect

score in run from Los An eles to Lakeside; most strenuous con

test over mountain roads. (32 Perfect score in the Glidden Tour; The

most difficult touring contest held in America. 33) Made fastest time of

any car in its class. irrespective of price, in the A gonquin Hill Climb, Chi

cago Automobile Club Contest. 34) Perfect score in the New ersey Au

tomobile Motor Club's 24-hour en uranee contest. (35 THE 0 ' LY FER

FECT SCORE IN THE CHICAGO MOTOR CLU 'S 600 mile reliabil

ity contest.

1909 Still Using Timken Bearings

Th: Timken Roller Bearing Axle Co.

CANTON, OHIO

BRANCHES—10 E. 31st St., New York; 429 Wabash Ave" Chicago.

Bearings

y - .>.-¢
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(LRegardless of price or with the

strictest regard to price,

MAYO RADIATORS

are best

(Llf you once get this fact firmly fixed

in your mind possible radiator troubles

will either be a thing of the past or of

your own choosing.

(LThe Quality of Mayo Radiators is

fixed and their price based on that

quality. Where Quality precedes price

Mayo Radiators take precedence.

 
 

/ Mayo Radiator Company

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

  

 

LARGE SALES AND SMALL PROFIT

with thousands of satisfied customers is our best advertisement, and makes it possible for us to import

TheCelebrated BramptonChain
from ENGLAND (paying Freight and Duty) and sell it at THE SAME PRICE AT WHICH THE

OTHER CHAINS ARE SOLD TO AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS, JOBBERS, DEALERS AND

OWNERS.

Price Being Equal, Which Would You Prefer? The Best?

Several of the manufacturers now equip their cars with THE BRAMPTON CHAINS. Others will do

so, if you will order your car that way. No extra cost to you or the manufacturer.

There is an increasing DEMAND for THE BRAMPTON CHAIN and it is now being sold by the

live jobbers and dealers throughout this country. Agents wanted in unoccupied territory.

PRICE THE SAME—QUALITY. TI'IAT’S DIFFERENT

We are Sole U. S. Agents. Write for proposition. Catalog on request.

C" S E MANUFACTURER, JOBBER, EXPORTER AND IMPORTER

A o o , Main Office: 97-99-101 Reade Street, New York

BRANCHES-—54th St. and 8th Ave., New York: 202-204 Columbus Ave, Boston Mum; 318-320 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa;

22736-229 Jefieroon Ave., Detroit; 1829 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, 0.; 1392 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.; 824 Main St., Buffalo.

[D
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The Largest Automobile Supply House in America
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The Car with the Ofl'set Crank-Shaft

  

Model Forty-four, 34 H. P., $2,250.

Spare Wheel, with Inflated Tire, Brackets, and Tools, $74. Magneto, $150.

Why the Offset Crank-Shaft?

Notice a man about to mount a bicycle. He always adjusts the pedal in that position

where it will receive to best advantage his full weight on the first downward stroke. This position

for the pedal is just slightly forward of the center of the crank-shaft of the bicycle. If be mounted

when the pedal was directly over the center of the crank-shaft, his weight would fall directly on the

bearings and the first downward stroke would be retarded and therefore weak.

 

 

Now imagine the man’s leg as the piston of an automobile engine, the pedal of the bicycle as the

crank-pin, and the crank-shaft of the bicycle as the crank-shaft of the engine. In the ordinary engine the

crank-pin and piston (the pedal and the man's leg) are directly over the dead center, and until the crank

passes the turning point all effort is wasted. Thus when the explosion occurs the greatest force falls upon

the bearings.

In the Rambler engine, at the instant the explosion occurs above the piston the crank-pin has moved past

the dead center; the crank-shaft is in a position to receive the full pressure and turns without friction. No

shock falls on the bearings; there is no side thrust, and wear on the cylinder walls is thus saved.

 

Beware of this feature Rambler Model Forty-four can be oper

ated smearny and Hear/ily at three mile: an hour on high gear.
 

  

Ordinary engine. Poli- Correspondl to position 0! Correspondr to position of Rambler 08m Crank

lion ut PHth at ex- piston in ordinary engine piston in Rambler engine Shslt. Position 0i pis

plosion center. 1! explosion center. at explosion center. tun at explosion renter. /

Seven-passenger model, 45 horsepower, with ofiset crank—shaft, $2,500. Other models,

$1,150 to $2,500. A new Rambler catalog has just been issued. It describes and

illustrates all distinctive features of new Ramblers—the offset crank-shaft, Spare

Wheel, straight-line drive, etc. A copy on request.

THE CAR OF STEADY is;

SERVICE Q
“it s . s, _ --.-1’

- y. it):

Thomas B. Jeffery & Company, Main Office and.Factory, Kenosha, Wis.

Brand'“ “"4 Dis'ribufing Agencies: ChicagO, Milwaukee, Boston, New York, Clevelandean Francisco
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PROBING ARNS'I'EIN‘S FAILURE

Bankruptcy Action by Miss Hanley Dis

pleases Many Trade Creditors—Esti

mate of Liabilities.

Trade surprise at the unexpected bank

ruptcy proceedings against Eugene Arn

stein, the well known Chicago jobber,

changed to puzzled interest and concern

during the past week when some more or

less unusual features transpired as to both

the manner and the motive for the action.

Instead of being the result of any impa

tience on the part of Arnstein's general

creditors in the trade, the petition seems to

have been filed at the instigation of Miss

Nellie Hanlcy, who in the capacity of buyer

and manager has been prominent in the af

fairs of the Arnstein business for a number

of years, and who now claims to be a med

itor of the concern to the amount of ap

proximately $35,000 or $40,000.

It is claimed that Miss Hanley had an

understanding by which she was to receive

12% per cent. of the profits of the business

as a reward for her services, and it is said

that she has been content to let her por~

tion accrue without any very definite ac

counting until latterly, when difiicultics and

less cordial relations between Arnstein and

herself impelled her to vigorous measures.

In justification of the bankruptcy action, it

is suggested that this presented the sim

plest way by which she could get the ac

counting nec’cssary for a determination of

what is due her, as she has encountered

baffling delays, heretofore, through the al—

leged reluctance of the proprietors to take

inventory or strike a balance.

. Many concerns in the trade, however, re

gard the action as ill-advised and as,being

likely not only to ruin the business, but to

result in a serious sacrifice of the assets,

if carried to the extreme. Amumbcr of the

creditors have called a general creditors’

meeting at the Great Northern hotel, Chi

cago. for Friday, 5th inst., to determine a

course of action that will best protect the

trade interests, the call being issued over

the names of the following concerns: Cor~

bin Screw Corporation of Chicago, Ill.;

Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co., Chicago,

1 Ill.; G & J Tire Co., Indianapolis, Ind.; Har

r‘is & Reed Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.; Frank

Mossbcrg Co., Attleboro, Mass.; Hastings

8: Anderson, Chicago, Ill.; The Standard

Co., Torrington, Conn.; and the Aurora Au

tomatic Machinery Co., Aurora. Ill.

Unofficial estimates of the liabilities place

the total at approximately $175,000, but the

assets are as yet difiicult to judge. Various

members of the Arnstein family interested

in the business are regarded as being very

strong financially, and it is thought that a

matter of indebtedness to the amount of

$40,000 to one creditor or set of creditors

would not have offered any serious diffi

culties to the firm underordinary circum

stances.

Pierce Engine May Make Only Cars.

Plans are on foot for the enlargement and

conversion of the plant of the Pierce En~

gine Co., at Lakeside, \Vis., into an im

mense automobile factory. The company

has for the past three years been making a

car in addition to its regular output of

boats and gasolene engines, but the propo

sition at present being entertained provides

for considerable additional capital, increased

factory space and the production of cars

alone. Those interested in the project with

A. I. Pierce, the present owner of the busi

ness, include Frederick Robinson. vice-pres

ident of the Case T. M. Co.; C. R. McIn»

tcsh, treasurer of the Case T. M. Co.; and

John Peebles, all of Racine.

Bosch to Build Magnetos in America

An American plant for Boschhiagnctos

and accessories is being arranged for, mat

ters having progressed to, a point- where

the Bosch Magneto Co., of New York City,

is advertising in the GermanTAmerican news

papers for factory help. Skilled workmen

from other concerns in _the same line are

being engaged, and the indications point to
early domestic production.‘ ' i

.with the frame.

, and torsion of the rear wheels from being

FORII T0 SUE 0N INFRINGEMENT

Claims that Other Makers Violate His

Patent Rights on Shaft Drive-Notices

Served on Five.

Demonstrating that in addition to being

conspicuous as a defendant in patent litiga

‘tion, as in the Selden controversy, it is also

possible to assume an aggressive role,

Henry Ford, president of the Ford Motor

Co., Detroit, Mich., last week sent notices

of alleged patent infringement to five prom

inent automobile manufacturers, declaring

that they are violating his patent rights as

to a particular form of the popular shaft

A further list of al

leged infringers is being prepared, to whom

drive construction.

similar notices will be sent, and as the no

tices are intimated to be simply the fore

runners of suits in the United States courts,

where the recipients do not fall in with the

Ford view as to the alleged infringement,

there is promise of a lively situation.

The patent which Ford declares is being

infringed is No. 747,909, which, briefly, cov

ers the following arrangement:

“An enclosed transmission casing to

which is joined a hollow forward reach tube.

enclosing the drive shaft. The drive shaft

is connected with the engine shaft by means

of a single universal joint. Coincident with

this universal joint is the ball joint which

connects the forward reach aforementioned

with the frame."

The essence of the claim appears to lie

in the arrangement of the single univer

sal joint of the power shaft, inside the ball

joint of the torque tube, where it connects

This prevents the shock

communicated to the frame, Ford says.

The makers so far selected for attention
vinclude two in Detroit. one in Cleveland,

:a fourth in New York State, and the fifth

in New England. Examination of the prod

' ucts of other makers is being made with a

view to their patent liability.
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In the Retail World.

Blake Brothers, of Central City, Neb.,

have opened an automobile salesroom and

garage. A well equipped repair department

will also be maintained.

The Central Implement Co., of Omaha,

Neb., has been appointed state agent for

Sehacht motor buggies. C. J. Anderson is

president and manager of the company.

The Central Tire & Rubber Co., 2127 Far

nam street, Omaha. Neb., which handles

Firestone tires, has added a vulcanizing de

partment. H. K. W'heelock is the manager.

F. J. Coddington, of Syracuse, Neb., agent

for the Rec, is building a new garage and

repair shop. It will be of fireproof con~

struction throughout and will have cement

floors.

Harry T. Clinton has opened western

headquarters for the Fiat cars at 1424 Mich

igan avenue, Chicago, Ill. He will have

charge of the territory from Pittsburg to

the Pacific Coast.

W. J. \Voods, of Spencer, Neb., who han~

dles the Jackson line, has arranged for the

construction of a new garage and repair

shop. Present plans provide for its com

pletion about the first of May.

William H. Wallace, of Omaha, Neb.,

has accepted plans for a salesroom, garage

and repair shop on Farnam street, in “au

tomobile row." The salesroom will feat

ure the Oakland for which he is the agent.

The Drummond Carriage Co., of Omaha,

Neb., has recently completed a new build

ing for its automobile department, at 2024

Farnam street. A. R. Smith is manager.

handling the White steamer and the Woods

electric.

Seeley, Van Zant 8: Crackel Co. has

opened at 930 South Main street, Los An

geles, Cal., for the sale of automobile sup

plies. All three members of the firm, which

was recently incorporated, are well known

in the' local trade.

The Stewart Lumber Co., of Dennison,

la., has embarked in the automobile busi

ness and has secured the agency for the

entire Jackson line. A garage and repair

shop is being built, which will be in charge

of T. F. McGrath.‘

Buys Reliance, but not Oakland.

Rumors as to the activity of the more or

less mysterious General Motors Co., of New

York, in buying up prominent automobile

properties, were again stirred late last week

by the publication in a Detroit paper of a

list of companies which it alleged the Gen

eral Motors now controls, the list includ

ing not only the Olds Motor Works and

Buick, together with the Reliance Motor

Car Co., of Owosso, Mich., which has just

been bought, but also again linking the Max

well—Briscoe Motor Co., of Tarrytown, N.

Y., with the enterprise, and this time the

Oakland Motor Car Co., of Pontiac. Mich.

Inquiries by the Motor World promptly

brought denials from both the Oakland and

the Maxwel-Briscoe companies as to any

purchase by or affiliations with the General

Motors C0.

Frederick O. Paige, who until the sale

was president and general manager of the

Reliance company, is engaged in the forma

tion of a new company to manufacture an

improved type of motor truck. H. A. VVil

cox and Andrew Bachle, also formerly of

the Reliance company, are associated with

him in the enterprise, for which a factory

in Detroit is planned.

John Prepares for Big Things.

George C. John has purchased the cap

ital stock of the St. Louis Car Automobile

Co., of New York, of which he has for some

time been the manager. The purchase in

cludes the stock, furniture and good will.

By a deal closed this week, he has acquired

the New York City and Long Island sales

agency for the Marmon line, which in con

nection with the large eastern territory

which he has obtained for the sale of Inter

State ears, and the American Mors product

of the St. Louis Car Co., will place his

company conspicuously to the forefront in

the Metropolitan field.

Howlett in a Boston Berth.

Harry S. Howlett, formerly representing

Diamond tires, and later with Fisk, has been

appointed manager of the Boston branch

of the Jones Speedometer. He will promote

the Jones interests throughout the New

England territory. The branch at Hartford,

Conn., was burned out by fire on the 25th

ult., and pending repairs, the Connecticut

trade will be handled from the Jones Speed

ometer headquarters in New York City.

Green no Longer a White Manager.

Max R. Greene has resigned as manager

of the Philadelphia branch of the \Vhite C0.

to become associated with the Carl H. Page

C0. in New York City. He is succeeded in

Philadelphia by Evans C. Church, hereto

fore the assistant manager of the branch.

 

Hills Joins the Packard Forces.

Dr. H. H. Hills, assistant sales manager

of the Buick Motor Co., Flint, Mich., has

resigned to go with the sale's department

of the Packard Motor Car Co., at Detroit.

Mich. He assumes his new duties this week.

Dowse at Detroit for G & J.

Ralph P. Dowse, of Chicago, 111., has been

. appointed manager of the Detroit branch of

the G & J Tire Co., to succeed Charles A.

Monson. He has been a traveling salesman

for the company for several years.

 

Browning to Manage a Branch.

Fred J. Browning has been made man~

ager of the Philadelphia branch of the Auto—

car Co., of Ardmore, Pa. He was previous

ly located at the factory, in connection with

the production management.

The Week's Incorporations.

Mt. Jackson, Va.-—Standard Garage Co.,

The, under Virginia laws, with $5,000 cap

ital. Corporators—E. M. Hickman and J.

L. Wissler, Jr.

St. Louis, Mo.—-—Auto Livery Co., The un

der Missouri laws, with $25,000 capital. Cor

porators—J. H. Overall, W. L. Clark and

H. S. Turner, of St. Louis.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Ambulance Auto Co.,

The, under New York laws, with $2.000 cap

ital. Corporators—W. H. Douglas, G. C.

Holmes and Faith Holmes.

Glen Cove, N. Y.—Red Spring Garage

Co., The under New York laws, with $5,000

capital. Corporators—E. R. Weeks, H. L.

Underhill and G. E. Hawkins.

Schenectady, N. Y.—Motor Wagon Co..

The, under New York laws. with $25.000

capital. Corporators—Charles H. “Bardwell.

R. D. Lydon and L. B. Lockwood,

Wilmington, Del—International Motor

Truck Co., under Delaware laws, with $500,

000 capital. Corporators—F. Shive, S.

E. Roberson, and \V. Davis, of Wilmington.

Chicago, Ill.-—City Motor Car Co., under

Illinois laws, with $50,000 capital; to deal

in automobiles and accessories. Corpor

ators—H. S. McCauley. T. M. Headen and

H. F. Webb.

Detroit, Mich—Hudson Motor Car Co..

under Michigan laws, with $100,000 capital;

to manufacture the Hudson car. Corpora

tors—J. L. Hudson, R. B. Jackson and

George \V. Dunham.

Chicago, Ill.—Universal Rim Co., under

Illinois laws, with $100,000 capital; to man

ufacture automobile wheels and rims. Cor

porators—C. G. Hawley, E. K. Baker and

R. E. Aiken, of Chicago.

Dayton. O.—Gem City Automobile Co.,

The, under Ohio laws, with $10,000 capital.

Corporators—\Villiam M. Carroll, Alexan~

der W. McFarland. \N. S. McConnaughey,

Stella D. Fischer and John C. Shea.

New York City, N. Y.-—-Favary Tire &

Cushion Co., The, under New York laws,

with $1,000,000 capital. Corporators—

Ethelbert Favary, Joseph Nordenschild and

Charles 5. Block, all of New York City.

Providence, R. I.—National Mfg. & Metal

Co., The, under Rhode Island laws, with

$25,000 capital; to manufacture. deal in and

repair automobiles. Corporators—John B.

Hartnett, David Rosenberg and John Muel

ler.

New York City, N. Y.—Geiszler Bros.

Storage Battery Co., under New York laws,

with $100,000 capital; to manufacture stor—

age batteries. Corporators—H. M. Browne.

E. J. Morhan and D. M. Barrett. of New

York City.

Salt Lake City, Utah,—F. Arnould & Co..

under Utah laws, with $5,000 capital; to

conduct a general automobile business. Cor

porators—C. Bonnard, president and treas~

urer; F. Arnould, secretary and manager;

A. Gigounon, director.
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SECURES WIRE SHIIII'I PATENT

Torrington Concern Buys After Court of

Appeals Sustains Claims—Controls

Making of Spoke Nipples.

Comparatively limited as is the present

use of wire wheels in automobile manufac

ture, the matter of the spoke nipples has

been the subject of expensive and hard

fought litigation, which has just

brought to a settlement. The parties to the

proceeding were the W. J. Manville Ma

chine Co., of Waterbury, and the Excelsior

of the

wealthiest and most important concerns in

the State of Connecticut. The first named

was the plaintiff in the action which alleged

infringement of the Campbell patent which

it owned and which applies to the machine

been

Needle Co., of Torrington, two

used for the manufacture of nipples and cov

ers every process of production from head

ed blanks to finished nipples. The case was

hard fought, but the United States Circuit

Court of Appeals finally sustained the pat

ent in its entirety.

Apparently realizing that the Campbell

patent controlled the only means for eco

nomically and satisfactorily producing head

ed nipples of all sorts, whether for automo

biles, bicycles, or carriages, the Standard

Co., of Torrington, which several years

since succeeded to the spoke business of

the Excelsior Needle Co., with which it is

related; at once stepped in and purchased

from the Manville company the patent and

all other rights, patterns, etc., pertaining

to the manufacture of the nipples, thereby

placing itself in an unassailable position.

Apperson 06ers Toledo Bonds.

Pursuing his plan to take over the Pope

Motor Car Co.'s plant at Toledo, 0., on

March 15, the purchaser, R. D. Apperson,

has asked that city to subscribe $200,000 of

the bonds which are to be floated in con

nection with the enterprise. The bonds are

offered to Toledo investors at 90, making

it necessary for them to raise $180,000 for

their purchase. The Chamber of Com

merce held a meeting to consider the propo

sition and has evolved a plan by which the

subscription asked for may be obtained.

 

Shawmut Locates in Stoneham.

The Shawmut Motor Co., which was

burned out at Stoneham, Mass., some

months ago, has located in South Boston.

The latter place was selected after over

tures had been entertained from Reading,

Fitchburg, Quincy and other nearby local

mes.

 

Marathon Making Ready to Build.

Cincinnati’s new motor car concern,

which was incorporated as the Marathon

Automobile Co., is preparing a plant on

Spring Grove avenue and will shortly com

mence the production of the "Marathon

Six," which is to sell at about $2,000. The

following officers have been chosen: Powel

Crosley, Jr., president; Cliflord Garvey, vice

president; John Rahn, Jr., second vice~pres

ident; Ralph Holterhoff, secretary; Frank

Ii. Simpson, treasurer.

 

Lear Receiver to Continue Work.

Receiver Charles L. Bauer, of the Oscar

Lear Automobile Co., of Springfield, 0., has

been authorized to borrow $25,000 to keep

the plant in operation. The payment of

two weeks’ back wages to the employes,

amounting to $3,000, has also been per

mitted under the order. 'The plant has shut

down temporarily to take inventory, after

which it will resume and complete the cars

now in process of construction.

Will Make Automobile Tires.

Automobile tires will constitute a new

line of production for the Rubber Step Man

ufacturing Co., of Exeter, N. H. Enlarge

ments are being made to the plant with a

view to accommodating the manufacture of

the tires. The latter are to be made with

a recently discovered cement mixture to

fasten the rubber and the canvas, for which

many virtues are claimed.

Toledo to Produce Electrics.

The Ohio Electric Carriage Co. has been

formed at Toledo, 0., with a capital of

$200,000, and according to present plans is

shortly to erect a large plant in that city.

lts chief product will be electric coupes. H.

P. Dodge is slated for the position of gen

eral manager, and many prominent Toledo

business men are numbered among the

stockholders.

La Grange Has Factory Prospects.

La Grange, Ga, is named as the probable

home of a new automobile plant, to be

backed by local and Atlanta capital. The

company proposes to manufacture a “dou

ble steering gear type" of car, invented by

an Atlanta man. Dr. F. M. Ridley, Jr., of

La Grange, will be president, and W. W.

\Visdom, secretary and treasurer.

Cleveland Autocab Changes Name.

The Cleveland Autocab Co., which has

its factory at Geneva, 0., has changed its

name to the Ewing Automobile Co., to con

form with the name of its product, the

Ewing cab. No changes of policy or organ

ization are involved and all negotiations en

tered into under the old name will be car

ried out under the new title.

 

Making Motors for International.

The International Harvester Co., popu

larly referred to as the agricultural machin

ery “trust,” has ordered 500 four cylinder

automobile motors from the General Mfg.

Co., of Elkhart, Ind. The latter company

has engaged I. H. Wells, of Pontiac, Mich.,

as its superintendent, because of his auto

mobile experience.

IIUDSON LAUNCHED IN DETROI'I'

Takes Plant Used by Northern and Com

mences Operations—Prominent Fac

tors in the Organization.

Detroit, Mich., already remarkable for

its motor car production, is to be the home

of another automobile manufactory, in

which R. 13. Jackson, former general man

ager of the E. R. Thomas Motor Co., and

George W. Dunham, at one time chief en

gineer of the Olds Motor Works, are lead

ing spirits. The concern will be known

as the Hudson Motor Car Co., and J. L.

Hudson, who with Jackson and Dunham,

is its organizer, has been chosen president.

the

at Champlain

The plant formerly occupied by

Northern Motor Car Co.,

street and Canton avenue has been taken,

and is being refitted and equipped with a

view to commencing actual manufacturing

operations as soon as possible. The en

terprise starts with a capitalization of $100.

000, all of which has been paid in, so that

the way is clear to an immediate beginning

of production activity. -

In accordance with the company name,

the car that is to be marketed will be

known as the Hudson. As stated in the

Motor World two months ago, Jackson has

for some time been negotiating with a num

ber of the prominent parts makers for power

units and other components suitable for a

high grade car, so that the output will prob

ably be in the nature of an assembled prod

uct, but with the specialized elements se

lected with engineering wisdom that will

result in an harmonious and well balanced

whole. The technical knowledge and busi

ness experience represented in the new com

pany serves to assure it of a prominent

place in the field.

 

French Favor Compulsory Working.

Following England's lead in the matter of

the compulsory working of patents, a

change has been proposed in the French

patent law, imposing more severe restric

tions in this respect. The government has

_ introduced a bill with the avowed object of

insuring the adequate working of foreign

patents in France. The principal provision

of the bill, as translated by the correspond

ent of the London Times, is as follows:

“Patent rights shall be held to lapse in

the event of failure on the part of the holder

either to exercise his right in France or

in the French colonies for a period of three

years after applying for his certificate or to

resume exercise of after a similar interval;

or, secondly, in the event of only partial

exercise of the patent in French territory.

In the second event the patent courts will

be invested with discretionary power to

call upon the holder of the patent to show

cause why he should not exercise his rights

in French territory ‘in an adequate degree.’ ”
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THE SIMPLICITY OF THE

WHITE STEAM GENERATOR
HE WHITE generator may be described

as the fundamental distinguishing feature

of the White Steam Car. No other steam auto

mobile, or in fact, no other steam power plant

is, or ever was, provided with such a device.

As there are still some people who believe that

the White generator in some way resembles the

ordinary boiler, we should like to state most

emphatically that there is no point of resemblarce

between the two, except that they both perlorm

the function of converting water into steam.

The essential points of diiference between the

two may be summarized as follows:

I. In the White generator, the water is at the top

and the steam at the bottom. In the ordinary boiler,

the water is at the bottom and the steam at the top.

2. In the White generator, the relative amount of

water and of steam is not at all important. In the

ordinary boiler, it is necessary that the water be kept at

a certain definite level.
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DIAGRAM SHOWING THE CIRCULATION

THROUGH THE WHITE GENERATOR
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THE WHITE GENERATOR

3. The White generator contains only a very little

water and steam at any given time. The ordinary

boiler contains great quantities of both.

4. With the White generator, 2. full pressure of steam

may be obtained in a very few minutes. In the ordi

nary boiler considerable time is necessary to obtain full

steam pressure.

5. The White generator has only twelve joints.

The ordinary boiler has several hundred joints and the

boilers in some of the early steam automobiles had

several thousand joints.

6. The joints in the White generator are at the top,

where they are not subjected to very much heat. In the

ordinary boiler, about one half of the joints are exposed

to the hottest part of the iire.

7. The joints in the White generator are much

stronger than it is possible to make them in the ordinary

boiler.

8. In the White generator, the water must enter

the coldest part and be forced gradually to the hottest

part. In the ordinary boiler, if the water level is

allowed to run low, the entering water comes into

contact at once with the hottest parts of the boiler.

lor catalog.

THE WHITE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO

W YORK CITY Broadway at 62d St.

5 ON, 320 New u"r r, L CLEVELAN
ILADELPHIA, 629-33 N. Broad St.

NE

BO

PH

 

PITTSBURG 138-48 Beatty St.

, 407 Rockwell Ave.

CHICAGO. 240 Michi an Ave.

SAN FRANCISCO arket St. at Van Neal Ave.

ATLANTA, 120-122 Marietta St.
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Production Increase Unexpected.

Despite the prevalence of predictions that

the year 1909 would witness .a bumper out

the

scarcely to be expected that the early stages

put of automobile product, it was

of the season would witness such a state

of affairs as has been brought about by the

Not simply are

rushed to the

limit of production in an effort to get their

early demand for cars.

manufacturers everywhere

cars on the road and fulfil agency contracts,

but the additional demands of the local

dealers are proving so far in excess of the

expectation in several instances as to prove

a serious embarrassment to the makers and

indirectly to the trade at large.

This pressure is nowhere felt .more

strongly than in the shops of the parts pro

ducers whose activities form the real ba

Already

well stocked with orders at the beginning

rometer of industrial conditions.

of the year. many of these producers have

been brought to a state of real perplexity

to know how to meet the requirements

forced upon them as a result of an unex

pected determination on the part of the

manufacturers to increase their outputs.

This decision, coupled with repeated urg

ings for haste in getting out parts for the

allotments originally ordered, has created a

condition which, in turn, has been passed

on to the suppliers of raw material even.

At the same time, while the manufactur

crs who were reported long ago as “all sold

up,"

who planned huge outputs are finding their

are making deliveries rapidly, others

expectations more than equalled in the de

mands for cars and more cars from their

agents. Big shipments are being made to

all the large cities and what is more, no.

indications are apparent tending to show

that any stagnation exists in the distribut~

ing centers. In fact prosperity seems to

have arrived with such a rush that there

appears to be some question as to whether

a temporary setback will be caused by the

very unexpected nature of the increase in

the market outlook.

Going to School in the Shop.

It is a part of the new order of industrial

ism that the old-school apprentice has been

abolished. The modern manufacturer finds

no time to devote to the drilling of a score

or more of idle boys in the intricacies of

any of the skilled trades. nor can he afford

the expense which such training involves.

Despite the nominal retention of the ap

prenticeship, it is pretty generally true that

the system lacks both the thoroughness of

the old system and the breadth which is

demanded in the modern mechanic who may

be required to turn his hand to most any

thing in the general line of his chosen call

ing. The age of specialization has left its

mark everywhere and quite as much in

the shop as in the counting room, on the

workman quite as much as on the product

of his labors.

In the establishment of trades schools,

educators have striven manfully to over

come this tendency. But partial failure is

inevitable except where the practical side

is kept uppermost. In the shop, a boy may

learn to be a skilled operative of any given

kind of machinery. In the trades sChool

he may learn a great deal about the tech

nicalities of numerous processes, and yet

he may not develop the skill of hand which

cmn'fi only by constantly repeating those

processes under all sorts of conditions. In

systems of the practical sort where actual

drill is

sought, the ideal of thorough mechanical

production as well as students’

training is approached. But it is nowhere

better developed than in factories where it

is possible to combine actual experience

in any given sort of work on a practical

scale with sufficient drill to keep the pupil

from brain stagnation and properly whet

his appetite for more learning and more

skill.

The idea of bringing the school to the

shop is one of the newest and broadest of

modern educational schemes. Its applica

tion in the case of the University of Wis

consin, where it has reached its highest

state, for example, has made it possible

for a whole State, men. women and chil

dren, to go to school and study along the

lines of their daily work. Its expansion has

provided courses of practical instruction

given in many different shops during hours

set apart from the working day and devoted

to the improvement of the minds of those

whose resources or inclinations precluded

the possibility of more extensive primary

schooling. This is a movement from the

outside made on the initiative of profes~

sional educators. But employers have not

been slow to appreciate its advantages or

to see the benefit to their own cause which

is attributable to it.

So in other localities the movement has

come from the other end. Manufacturers

themselves have come to see the necessity

of developing their employes, particularly

the young among them, and regular systems

of instruction on a broad scale have been

instituted which are intended to compen

sate in some measure for the elimination of

the breadth of explicit instruction which

obtained under the old order of things. An

instance of this is found in the new system

in vogue in Bridgeport. Conn., where ap

prentices from a large number of shops are

permitted to attend school regularly during

certain hours of the day which are set apart

for the purpose, and there to carry on their

education or make up for its deficiencies.

In perhaps no other line of industrial

activity is the need of skilled and intelli

gent labor more urgently required than in

the automobile industry. The motor vehicle

movement even yet is in its infancy so far

as the real importance of its application is

concerned, and it is, moreover, an industry

demanding the very best of the products of

all subsidiary and contributory industries

and arts. As the difficulties surrounding

production increase, so the skill of the labor
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which it involves must increase, and motor

car building is recognized today as demand

ing the highest developments of labor and

material alike. It is a happy circumstance,

though a natural one, perhaps, that auto

mobile manufacturers as a class should num~

ber among them not a few who are early

in recognizing the advantages of hastening

the education of their employes, and it is a

foregone conclusion that those who do so

will succeed in developing for their organ

izations an increment of zeal and loyalty

as well as of manual dexterity well worth

the cost.

Getting at a Rating System.

Motor rating for purposes of competi

tion and as a method of classifying different

models and sizes of machine are two very

different propositions. At the same time,

they have been confused in the public mind

for so long a time, that it would appear to

be a very difficult matter to segregate

Yet the possibility of such a dis

tinguishment already has dawned on the

them.

British horizon where the Royal Automo

bile Club has instituted within the past few

days a new standard system of test and cer

tification for motors in which is entertained

not alone the maximum power of the mo

tor. but also its proficiency under certain

circumstances thought to be representative

of its most arduous possible duties under

conditions of regular service.

Should such a method be adopted at all

generally, it would result in the establish

ment of a new sort of rating for all auto<

mobile engines, regardless of size or type,

and quite apart from the traditional horse

In fact, it is probable that its in

troduction would result, for a time at least,

power.

in the coupling with the horSepower of cer

tain additional and more or less confusing

data in regard to the performance of the

machine. For although the new test is in

no way offered as a substitute for horse

power rating, it so elucidates and supple

ments the single exponent of nominal power

output as to seem likely to have a very de

cided influence over rating practice and its

interpretation.

General use of a method of certification

of motors and machines such as is contem~

plated would tend to establish in the public

mind a questioning attitude in regard to the

value of horsepower alone, quite apart from

what particular kind of horsepower hap

That such

a condition of doubt already exists owing

pened to be under consideration.

to the obvious inaccuracies of ratings com

monly employed by manufacturers, goes

without saying. At the same time, it is a

difficulty from which there is no apparent

outlet. In the ease of the British motorist

under the presumed condition of a preva

lence of test certificates, on the other hand,

bare term horsepower

well might be sacrificed in the face of abso~

the value of the

lute knowledge of what any given car would

do under circumstances such as might be

met with in every day usage.

It has been predicted more than once

that such a state of affairs would be ar

rived at ultimately, and indeed, it is difficult

to see just what objection can be raised

to it.

weight of the vehicle, the ratio of reduction

In connection with the power, the

between engine and driving wheels, the

power loss involved, and a number of other

considerations are of vital importance in

determining the net potentiality of the ve

hicle for road use. Yet these matters sel

dom are discussed outside the draughting

room. It is true that the term power at the

rear wheels, long has been argued as the

But

again, this may varywith the speed, the

ideal substitute for simple horsepower.

condition of carburation and ignition and

a number of other considerations, while

even the maximum is obtainable only un

der very restricted and favorable condit

tions. It is, in fact, hardly less a nominal

value than the power of the motor alone.

As time goes on, confusion multiplies in

the matter of engine and car rating at a

rate which is bewildering even to the con

More and

more the conviction grows that the users’

stant student of such matters.

interest in the name horsepower will grad

ually dwindle as he becomes more familiar

with its use and comes to place stronger

faith in the ability of the designer to propor

tion it wisely to the needs of each particu

lar machine, and that ultimately it will con

cern them no more than does the pitch of

the gears in the transmission.

 
 

Boys coasting with sleds or “double-run

ners" on city streets or park roads, present

a fruitful source of winter accidents because

of the suddenness with which they come

While the

shock of collision will, of course, have its

into the path of motor cars.

most serious physical consequence on the

occupants of the sleds, it is no less the

concern of automobilists to avoid mishaps

of this kind by special caution in crossing

streets or roads where coasting is popular.

 

COMING EVENTS

  

 

March 1-6, Bufialo, N. Y.—Bufialo Auto

mobile Club’s 7th annual show, Convention

Hall.

March 1-6, Providence, R. I.-—Automobile

show.

March 2-6, Rochester, N. Y.—Automobile

and Motor Trades Association of Roches

ter show, Convention Hall.

March 3-6, Lincoln, Neb.—Second annual

automobile show, Auditorium building.

March 6-13, Boston, Mass—Boston Auto

mobile Dealers Association (Inc.) seventh

annual show, Mechanics Building.

March 8-13, Kansas City, Mo.—Kansas

City Automobile Dealers Association’s

show, Convention Hall.

March 8-13, Portland, Ore—Portland Au

tomobile Club’s show.

March 8-13, Memphis, Tenn—Automo

bile show, Auditorium Building.

March 11, New York City—Midwinter

endurance run, New York to Boston, for

Campbell trophy.

March 11, 12, 13, Milwaukee, Wis—Mil

waukee Automobile Club’s first annual show

in the Hippodrome.

March 13-20, Minneapolis, Minn.—Min

neapolis Automobile Show Association's

show, National Guard Armory.

March 15-20, Rochester, N. Y.—Rochester

Automobile Dealers Association’s show.

Convention Hall.

March 16, 17, 18, Chattanooga, Tenn.—

Three days race meet and hill climb on

Lookout Mountain.

March 17, 18, 19, Pittsburg, Pa.-—Three

days' endurance run.

March 22-27, Toledo, O.—Toledo Automo

bile Dealers Association’s automobile show.

March 2326, Daytona, Fla.—The Motor

Contest Association’s (Inc.) seventh annual

international races, Daytona Beach.

March Z4~27, Syracuse, N. Y.—Syracuse

Automobile Dealers Association’s first an

nual show, New York State armory.

March 27, Atlanta, Ga.—Third annual hill

climb, on Stewart avenue hill.

March 27-April 3, Pittsburg, Pa.—Auto

mobile Dealers Association's show, Du

quesne Garden.

April 5-10, New York City—New York

Automobile Trade Association's second an

nual automobile carnival.

April 10, New York City—New York Au

tomobile Trade Association’s second semi

annual hill climb on Fort George hill.

April 15-17, Louisville, Ky.—Louisville

Automobile Association's show, Coliseum.

May 22, Hartford, Conn—Automobile

Club of Hartford’s 200 miles endurance run.
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Boston to Stage Her Show in Hall of Arches.

Nineteen hundred and nine will go down

in automobile history as the producer of

a huge crop of local shows; more of them

than ever had been held before. But as in

former years, none of the local exhibitions

will transcend in extent nor in elaboration

of display the effort of the Boston Automo

bile Dealers Association, which opens next

Saturday, 6th inst. The Boston show, be

cause of its central New England location

and because of the relatively late date at

which it is held, serves as a more direct

introductory to the selling season than

either of the other big shows with which it

really is fitted to class in point of bulk,

while it also draws a huge attendance, in

which is a liberal infusion of the actual

buying class, mingled with the usual basis

of mere curiosity seekers.

Boston’s show this year, which will be

the seventh annual recurrence of the event,

promises to be fully up to precedent, both

in the interest and variety of its exhibits,

and in point of its decorations, which al

ways are held in high esteem by the deni

zens of the Hub. According to the official >

list of exhibitors, there will be on view no

less than 84 different makes of car, compris

ing the full range of pleasure and commer

cial types in gasolene, steam and electric

classifications. These will be displayed by

67 difierent exhibitors, nearly all of whom

are agents or representatives of manufac

turers' branches. Motorcycles will be segre

gated in a section by themselves and will be

shown by nearly a score of makers and

agents. Added to this basic display will be

Boston’s own line-up of accessories.

ln accessories, it would be observed, Bos

ton exceeds the bounds set by practically

every 'other show, not necessarily in num

bers of different articles on view, but in

point of the strength of local producers.

Artfully included among the names of the

accessory people the show list always in

cludes sundry purveyors of soft drinks, pea

nut brittle and the local telephone com

pany—three indispensables of any exposi

tion held in Mechanics Hall. Excepting

these, as of only passing interest to the se

riously minded show visitor, it is made to

appear that the exhibitors of accessories

and supplies to the automobile rather than

to its owner, will number no less than 166.

The total number of exhibitors in the en

tire show thus mounts up to an even 250.

The staging of the show always has been

a source of deep concern to the manage

incnt. And it should be urged that their so

licitnde has been well rewarded, particularly

during the last [two years. For 1907 there

was the presentation of the old New Eng

land apple orchard. with its real trees and

realistic greenery. Last year the visitor

upon entering the portals of the exhibition

hall was magically transported into an Ital

ian garden. What is in store for next week

is told by manager Chester I. Campbell

himself as follows:

“Our treatment of Exhibition Hall at the

coming show, involves its transformation

into what might be 'called ‘The Hall of

Arches.’ The apparently numberless col

umns here are to be ingeniously made

the foundations of immense decorative

arches, the bases enlarged and treated

with green onyx, having beautifully mod

eled capitals in ivorized plaster, from which

will swing the decorative arches spanning

the various aisles of the hall All of the

arches will be modeled in high relief, with

corner beads of raised plaster arches, and

the soffits or underside of each arch will

be studded with incandescents almost con

cealed in encircling rosettes, the lights them

selves being in delicate colors.

“This arrangement of interesting arches

produces necessarily a series of square ceil

ings, which will be treated in sunbursts of

consistent colorings with decorative elec

troliers pendant from the center. Some

idea of the vastness of the adaptation of

this scheme can be had from the knowledge

that there are to be nearly 100 of these

arches in Exhibition Hall, and with the car

rying out of the plans of rendering the main

stairway in green onyx, as shown on the

plans, the treatment of the walls in old

gold and green fabriCs, dividing the surface

into panels by the use of green mouldings,

the floor coverings for exhibitors all in

accordance with the general decorative color

scheme of velvety green and gold ivory, the

transformation will be absolutely complete.

“Grand Hall will be treated in every way

as far as possible to correspond in color

scheme to Exhibition Hall, and although

no arches will be constructed here, still the

same consistency of design will be noticea

ble. The stage, always a stumbling block to

the decorative designer, having nothing to

start with but the bare walls with hard lines

of proscenium arch as a basis, will prove a

feature of this portion of the show. The

great pilasters on either side of the stage

will be modeled in plaster in the form of a

huge decorative panel, with green onyx and

ivorized plaster base, above which in high

relief will be a splendidly modeled figure of

the ‘Genius of Progress,’ holding aloft her

torches of revolving electric lights of vari

colored hues, while immediately above are

the figures 1909, studded with incandescents.

"The new proscenium arch curtain espe

cially designed and painted for this occasion,

sweeps down and meets this on either side.

Fringes to the curtain. edges to panels and

the entire portier under the center of curtain

are formed a blaze of beauty. All ap

proaches to the stage and railings are de

signed in onyx decoration. The balconies

will also be treated in backgrounds of ivory,

with festoons and borders of dark green

foliage and incandescents with splashes of

color in ffower decorations to give warm

tones to the whole."

Further originality will be displayed in

the mounting of the signs. The complete

list of exhibitors and their wares is as fol

lows:

AUTOMOBILES.

Algonquin Motor Car Co.—-Oldsmobile

and Columbia electric.

Allen Kingston Motor Car Co.—A-K.

American Auto Co.—American.

American Simplex CO., of Boston—Amer

ican Simplex.

Anderson Carriage Co.—Detroit electric.

Austin Auto Co.—Austin.

Auto Car Equipment Co.—Commercial.

Bailey & Co., Inc., 5. R.—Bailey electric.

Boston Motor Co.—Acme.

Bowman & CO., J. W.—-Stevens-Duryea.

Buick Motor Co.—Buick.

Butler Motor Car Co.——Rapid.

Chase Motor Truck Co.—Chase.

Crown Motor Car Co.——Glide.

Curtiss-Hawkins—Speedwell and Chad

wick.

Dodge Motor Vehicle Co.—Pope-Hartford

and Waverley electric.

Dunham, Geo. J.—Royal Tourist.

Eaton, Chas. A.—Lambert.

Farrow, Henry F.—Grout and Hupmo

bile.

Fiat Auto Co.——Fiat.

Ford Motor C0.—Ford.

Franklin Automobile Co.—-Franklin.

French Carriage Co.—Pullman.

Fuller, Alvan T.———Packard and Cadillac.

General Auto C0.—Holsman.

General Vehicle Co.—Commercial.

Gramm-Logan Motor Car Co.—Gramm~

Logan.

Hol-Tan CO., The—Lancia.

Hotchkiss Import Co.—Hotchkiss.

Jackson Automobile Co.—Jackson.

Jenkins & CO., W. M.—Mitchell.

Jeffery & Co., T. B.-—Rambler.

Jewell Motor Car Co.—Jewel.

Kissel Kar Co.-—Car De Luxe and Kissel

kar.

Lane Sales Co.—Lane steamer.

Linscott Motor Co.—-Reo, National and

Overland.

Locomobile Co. of America—Locomobile.

Lowe, Geo. H.—Pennsylvania, Regal and

Gyroscope.

McCue Co., The—McCue.

MacAlman, J. H.-—-Columbia.

Maguire Co., J. W.—Pierce-Arrow.

Matheson Auto Co.—Matheson.

Maxwell-Briscoe-Boston Co.—Maxwell.

Mora Motor Car Co.—Mora.

Neale, A. F.——Baker electric.

Nichols & CO., D. P.—Frayer-Miller..

Oakland Motor Car Co.—Oakland.

Palmer & Singer—P. 8: S. and Simplex.

Panhard & Lavassor—Panhard.

Park Square Auto Station—Berliet and

Stoddard-Dayton.

Peerless Motor Co.—Peerless.

Pixley Co.. G. H.-Pixley.

Premier Boston Depot—Premier.

Reed-Underhill Co., The—Knox.

S. M. Supply Co.—Inter-State.

Sampson Mfg. Co., Alden—Sampson.

Schacht Mfg. Co.—Schacht.

Smith, Fred S.—Autocar, Apperson and

Oakland.

South End

Atlas.

Motor Car Co.—-Brush and
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Stanley Motor Co.—Stanley

steamer.

Stanley \Vebster Co.——Pittsburg Six.

Studebaker Bros. Co., of New York—

Studebaker and E-M-F.

Waugh Co., Chas. W.—

Welch Motor Car Co.—Weleh.

White Co., The—White steamer.

WhittenGilmore Co., The—Thomas and

Chalmers-Detroit.

VVinton Motor Carriage Co., The—Win

ton.

\Ving, F. E.—Marmon.

MOTORCYCLES.

American Motor Co.—M-M motorcycles.

Aurora Automatic Machinery Co.-—Thor

motorcycles.

Auto-Bi Co.—Greyhound motorcycles.

Bicycling World C0.

Consolidated Mfg. Co.—Yale-California

motorcycles.

Crouch Motor Co.—Crouch motorcycles.

Curtiss Mfg. Co., G. H.—Curtiss motor

cycles.

Excelsior Supply Co.—Excelsior motorcy

es.

Harley-Davidson Motor Co.—Harley-Da

vidson motorcycles.

Hendee Mfg. Co.-—Indian motorcycles.

Merkel-I.ight Motor C0.—Merkel and

Light motorcycles.

Motorcycle Manufacturers Association.

New Era Gas Engine Co.—-New Era mo

torcycles.

N. S. U. Motor C0.—-N. S. U. motorcycles.

()vington Motor C0.——F. N. motorcycles.

Pierce Cycle C0.—Pierce motorcycles.

Reading Standard Co.—R-S motorcycles.

Reliance Motorcycle Co.-—-Reliance motor

cycles.

\Valton Motor Co.—Midget Bi-Car.

ACCESSORIES.

Carriage

Aetna Life Insurance Co.—Liability in-‘

surance.

Ajax-Gricb Rubber Co.—-—Ajax tires.

Allen Auto Specialty C0.—Tire jackets

and specialties.

Allen Fire Department Supply Co.—Two

port carburetters.

Allen & Son. M. VV.—

American Stepney Spare Wheel Co.—

Spare wheels.

- American Storage Battery Co.—Accumu

lators.

Angier Co., The—Supplies.

Atlas Rubber Co.—Non-puncturable inner

cases.

Atwater-Kent Mfg. C0.-—Ignition sys

tems.

Atwood-Castle Co.-Lamps.

Auto Improvement C0.—‘Accessories.

Auto Tire Infiating Co.——Wyman tire

tanks.

Badger 8: Sons Co., E. B.—Hoods, tanks,

fenders and piping.

Batavia Rubber C0.—Tires.

Bi-Motor Equipment Co.-—-Supplies.

Boston Auto Gage C0.—-Triumph tank

gauges.

Boston Tire & Rubber Co.—

Boyd, F. Shirley—Supplementary Spiral

Springs.

Bowser 8: Co., S. F.—Fuel and oil storage

systems.

Burns Boston Battery Mfg. C0.—Dry bat

teries.

Byrne. Thos. W.—

Champion Ignition Co., Albert—Ignition

supplies.

Chandler 8t Farquhar C0.—-Machine tools

and supplies.

_Chase 8: Co., L. C.—Top and cover mate

ria s.

Coates Clipper Co.—Flexible shafting.

Coes Wrench C0.-—Wrenches.

Colgan Co., J. W.—Monograrns.

Columbia Lubricants Co., of New Jersey

—Lubricants.

Columbia Vehicle Tire & Top Co.—-Tops,

tire cases and covers.

Commercial Coil Co.—Ignition systems.

Commonwealth Rubber Co.—Mitchell

puncture~proof tires.

Compressed Air C0.—

Connell, W. J.—Casgrain speed indica

tors.

Continental Caoutchouc

tal tires.

Coward, J. D.—

Cramp 8: Sons Ship & Engine Building

Co., W'm.—Bronze castings.

Crouch & Seeley—

Diamond Rubber Co.—Diarnond tires.

Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph—Graphite lu

bricants.

Dover Stamping & Mfg. Co.—-Drip pans,

funnels and measures.

Dow Tire Co.—Dow non-deflatable tires.

Downing, C. J.——Horns, tire fittings and

holders.

Duren & Kendall—

Eagle Oil & Supply Co.—Lubricants.

Eastern Carbon Works—Dry batteries.

Edwards, 0. M.—

Electric Storage Battery Co.—Accumula

tors.

Empire Auto Tire Co.—Empire tires.

Empire Sales Co.—

Federal Mfg. C0.—Parts.

_Firestone Tire & Rubber C0.—Firestone

tires.

Fisk Rubber Co.—Fisk tires.

Flentje, Earnst—Shock preventers.

Forbes. Walter J.—

Ford Co., Percy-—

G & J Tire CO.-—G & J tires.

Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co.—Exhaust horns

and cutouts.

Gilbert & Barker

tanks.

Goodrich Co., B. F.—Goodrich tires.

_Goodyear Tire & Rubber C0.—Goodyear

tires.

Goppelt. Frederick A.—

Gordon Auto Supply Co.~—Supplies.

Gray & Davis—Lamps.

Hall Sectional Tire Co.—Tires.

Harriman Bros.—

Harris Oil Co., A. W.—Lubricants.

_Hartford Rubber Works Co.—Hartford

tires.

Hartford Suspension Co.—Trufiault-Hart

ford shock absorbers.

Harvey Co., Arthur C.—

Hasselkus. W. M.—

Havoline Oil Co.—-Lubricants.

Haws, Geo. A.—Lubricants.

Heinze Electric Co.—Ignition systems.

Hillman Auto Supply Co.—Supplies.

Hisey~Wolf Machine Co.—

Hof‘fecker Co.——Speed indicators.

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.—Ignition sys

tems.

Hopewell Bros—Tire casings.

Hoyt Electrical Instrument Co.—Ignition

systems.

Hume Carriage Co.——Tops and robe racks.

Jones Speedometer—Jones speed indica

tors and speedometers.

Jones W. Herbert—National speedome

ters.

K. W. Ignition Co.—Ignition systems.

Kellom & Co., Chas. F.-—Lubricants.

Keystone Lubricants Co.—Lubricants.

Kidder, Chas. W.—

Kilbourne-Corlew—

Kilgore Mfg. Co.—Shock absorbers.

Knapp-Greenwood Co.—

I.avalette 8t Co.—Igniti0n system.

Leather Tire Goods Co.—Woodworth

tire treads.

Lebanon Steel Casting Co.—Parts.

Leland & Co., W. H.—

Loring Auto Appliance Co., The—Speed

indicators.

Co.—Continen

Mfg. Co.-—Storage

Lovell-McConnell Mfg. Co.—

MacVichie, Donald.—

Maryland Casualty Co.—Insurance.

Massachusetts Auto Co.-—Butler tires.

Malden Centre Garage.—

Michelin Tire Co.—Michelin tires.

Miller, Chas. E.-—Supplies.

Monitor Mfg. Co.—Monitor speed record

ers.

Morgan & Wright—Morgan & Wright

tires.

Moran, S. J.—

Moore-Srnith Co.—Fur coats.

Morse & Co., Alfred Cutler.—

Morse Co., A. S.—

Murray 8: Co., P. A.—

N. Y. & N. J. Lubricants Co.—-Lubricants.

National Battery Co.—Dry batteries.

National Carbon Co.—Dry batteries.

_ National Tube Co.-——Cold drawn steel tub

mg.

New England Cement Stone Co.—

.\'ew England Motor Sales Co.——

lNightingale Whistle Co.-—Exhaust whis

i 65.

Norton Grinding Co.—Macl.ine tools and

abrasives.

Nugget Polish Co., Ltd—Polishes.

Oliver Mfg. Co.—Tacks.

Pantasote Co., The—Imitation leathers

Parker & Co., F. R.—

Parker Mfg. Co.—Standard speedometers.

_ Pennsylvania Rubber Co.-—Pennsylvania

tires.

Perfection \Vrench Co.——-Wrenches.

Pettengill-Andrews Co.——Ignition systems.

Pittsfield Spark Coil C0.—Ignition sys»

tems.

Poison, W. F.—

I’ost & Lester Co.—Supplies.

Proctor Supply Co., G. H.-—Republic tires.

Randall-Faichney Co.—B-line grease guns.

Republic Rubber Co.—Republic tires.

Robinson & Son Co., W'. C.—Lubricants.

Russell Co., T. F.-——Acccssories.

Rutherford Rubber C0.—Sterling tires.

Sager & Co., J. H.—Supplementary spiral

springs. demountable rims.

Salmon & Co., John A.—Mon0grams.

Sexton Can Co.—

Shawmut Tire C0.-—-Tires.

Splitdorf. C. F.—Ignition systems.

Springfield Portable Construction Co.—

Portable garages.

Stackpole Battery Co.-—-Dry batteries.

Standard Tire & Rubber Co.-— *

Standard Welding Co.—Parts.

Sterling Hardware Co.—

Stromberg Motor Devices Co.——Goldberg

carburetter.

_Swinehart Clincher Tire Co.—-Swinehart

tires.

Teal Mfg. Co.—Tire cases, covers and top

materials.

Travelers Insurance Co.—Insurance.

Twin Elm Spring C0.—

Underhay Oil Co.—Lubricants.

Underhill Co.—

Vacuum Oil Co.—Lubricants.

Veeder Mfg. Co.——Odometers and tacho

meters.

Vesta Accumulator Co.——Accumulat0rs.

Voorhees Rubber Mfg. Co.—Tire repair

outfits.

Ward & Sons, Edgar T.—

Walker Lithographing Co.—

Warner Instrument Co.—Autometers.

Winestock Mfg. Co.—

White & Bagley Mfg. Co., The—Lubri

cants.

\Vhitney Mfg. Co.—Chains.

Witherbee Igniter Co.—Accumulat0rs and

ignition specialties.

Wilkinson & Co.. A. J.—Machinery and

tools.

W'orcester Pressed Steel C0.——Pressed

steel parts.

Zeglan Bullet Proof Cloth Co.——Non-punc

turable fabrics and tire casings.
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Omaha Show introduces Some New Productions

Purple and white were the dominant col

ors in the setting which lent to the third

in Omaha's annual show series, which

opened on the 22d ult., its effectiveness.

Western enthusiasm and dash, however,

supplied the necessary element to make

this one of the most successful of the small

er shows of the year, if not the most en

joyable to the visitor. When the doors
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itable to the efforts of

Powell.

The floor of the Auditorium was marked

off with a row of white posts, capped with

electric light globes, while in the very cen

ter a larger post was surrounded by a big

sign bearing the name of the show. The

ceiling was hidden by folds of purple and

white bunting, while from the balconies on

manager C. G.

  

GENERAL VIEW OF THE OMAHA SHOW.

were opened on the first show in Omaha,

exactly six exhibitors were disclosed hov

ering around a pitifully small array of ve—

hicles. The present effort resulted in call

ing out no less than 25 exhibitors all told,

of whom an even score staged cars. Of

different makes of car, there were 31, and

these, together with the accessories dis

played by the balance of the exhibitors, con

stituted a representation much appreciated

by the visiting contingent, and most cred

either side. hung baskets of flowers and

greenery. Upon the stage at one end,

where the accessories were displayed, the

purple and white combination was further

worked out in the formation of an effect

ive, neutral background for the exhibits.

One feature of general interest, was the

appearance of several cars which have not

before been seen this year—two of them,

in fact, never before at any show. These

were the Hupmobile, which is of the light

 

and low-priced order, albeit thoroughly

equipped even to magneto ignition; and

mounting such features as a four-cylinder

motor of 16-20 horsepower, unit plant with

selective gearset and shaft drive; and the

Velie “Limited,” which is a staunch and

modish appearing machine, possessing a

40 horsepower, high speed engine of Herres

hoff design. Others of the newcomers, but

cars already known in the market, were the

International, the high-wheeled product of

the International Harvester Co.; the Stan

ley steamer, and the Mason—the latter un

usual in that it still retains its 24—28 horse

power, opposed type of motor and a num

ber of other original features, but which is

this year improved in a number of ways.

An interesting point in its construction,

which may be mentioned in passing, is the

formation of the intake passages integrally

with the cylinders and crank case, whereby

all external piping is avoided. The com‘

plete list of exhibitors is as follows:

Automobiles: Atlantic Automobile Co.,

Ford and Reo; Bergers Automobile Co.,

llzick; Coit Automobile Co., Rambler and

Mitchell; Deere Plow Co.. John, Velie and

Columbus gasolene and electric; Deright &

Co., J. I. Stoddard-Dayton and Matheson;

Drummond Automobile Co., White steam

and Woods electric; Electric Garage, Baker

electric; Freeland Bros-Ashley Co., Mason

and Midland; Huffman Automobile Co., Au

burn; Huffman, W. L., Regal and Hupmo

bile; International Harvester Co., Interna

tional; Kimball, R. R., Stevens-Duryea, Cad

illac, Stanley steam and Babcock electric;

Kuhn, Buick, Holsman; Lininger Implement

Co., Oakland; Louk, C. F., Maxwell; North

well Co., T. G., Brush; Oldsmobile Co..

Oldsmobile; Pioneer Implement Co., Jack

son and Detroit electric; Smith, Guy L.,

Franklin; Van Brunt, H. H., Pope~Hart~

ford and Overland.

Accessories: Baum Iron Co., Central Tire

81. Rubber Co., Omaha Bicycle Co., Omaha

Rubber Co., Powell Supply Co.

Representative Array of Cars at Buffalo Show

It is Buffalo's seventh annual show, which

opened in the Convention Hall on Monday,

lst inst., and is holding for the entire

week. Not only that, but it promises to be

a record breaker in point of volume and

attendance as well. From the very first,

indications pointed to a far greater demand

for space than had been anticipated. Cut

ting down the allotment of large blocks

of space to individual exhibitors failing to

remedy this difficulty, it was found neces

sary for the first time in Buffalo show his

tory to have recourse to some of the space

outside the main hall. Two rooms near

the main entrance have been brought into

use—the one to the right known as the

ladies’ room, and the one to the left, gen

erally used as a buffet room. More than

this, the room on the Virginia street side,

generally used as a checkroom, has been

pressed into use.

Under the adept handling of Manager Dai

H. Lewis, who is the active representative

of the energetic Automobile Club of Buffalo,

which is holding the show this year for

the first time, that ideal of show decoration

has been developed—an unobtrusive set

ting. The ceiling is overhung with a star

spangled sky effect, with a suggestion of

blue above and a red dado along the lower

walls. Of elaborate decorative structures

in the form of railings or walls between the

exhibits, there are none, nor is the floor

obscured by any sort of ornamental inter

jection to spoil the view of the cars or de

tract from their appearance. In fact prac

tically the only conspicuous feature of the

setting is the presentment of Uncle Sam

himself, who appears in the guise of a

chauffeur “outrunning the wind." He is

steering a car at the climax of a loop-the

loop, high in air above the other cars which

have secured the throne of royalty on the

stage.

Aside from the fact that it is recognized
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as a good “automobile town,” and hence

is attractive alike to agents and manufac

turers, Buffalo is located within such favor

able proximity to the manufacturing centers

of the industry as to draw a notably repre

sentative array of cars to its portals during

show time. In fact, in average quality the

display “measures up" well with that of na

tional shows. With a total of something like

150 spaces available, all told, and no less

than 83 exhibitors, practically none of the

well known makes of car are lacking from

the show. In fact, it represents a first-class

selection from the grand total which the

market offers at the present time. A par

tial list of the exhibitors follows:

Automobiles: Babcock Electric Carriage

Co., Babcock electric; Brown Motor Car

Co., Ralph Winton and R. 81 L. electric;

Brunn & Co., Franklin; Buick Motor Co:,

Buick; Buffalo Auto Exchange, Pope-Hart

ford and Selden; Centaur Motor Co., Oak

land. Oldsmobile and Rapid; Co-operative

Motor Car Co., Stevens-Duryea and Knox;

 

Cramer, J. A., Stoddard-Dayton and Mitch

ell; Hatch, Mason B., Stearns and Chalmers

Dctroit; Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co., Max

well; Meyers Carriage Co., Pullman, Fire

stone and Crawford; Pierce-Arrow Motor

Car Co., Pierce-Arrow; Poppenberg Motor

Car Co., Rambler, Premier, Reo and Regal;

Thomas Motor Co., E. R., Thomas.

Accessories: Brainard, Harry R. Centaur

Motor Co., Diamond Rubber Co., Denniston,

E. W., Goodrich Co., B. F., Jaynes Automo

bile Supply Co.. Neal, Clark & Neal Co.

Vehicles for Land and Sea at Portland Show.

Automobiles, motor boats, accessories

and generalities combined to swell the dis

play staged in the Auditorium at Portland,

Me, last week, where the fourth annual au

tomobile and motor boat show held the

boards from the 22d to 27th ult., inclusive.

Without either of the four contributory

features the bulk of the affair would have

dwindled appreciably, which is the same

thing as saying that interest was about_

equally divided between the various classes

of display. Marshalled under the manage

ment of Frederick M. Prescott, who has had

the handling of each of the previous shows,

the arrangements passed off smoothly, and

the result is counted a big success, despite

the fact that the total number of exhibitors

was not as large as it has been on former

occasions of the sort.

Decorations in the hall were confined to

a liberal application of bunting—red, white

and blue, of course—in streamers running

athwart the Auditorium. and hung upon the

walls. If the setting was less elaborate

than has been the case at some of the other

purely local shows. however. the affair

lacked none of the interest which all well

conducted shows should have. A large num

ber of the better known makes of car were

represented in their latest guise, their im

proved condition as contrasted with their

predecessors of 1908, serving to excite the

expected amount of comment and admira

tion. Furthermore, the slight reduction in

the total number of firms holding space on

the floor could hardly b\e counted a disad

vantage in view of the fact that those who

were in evidence in a number of instances

occupied larger spaces than ever before,

so that instead of vacant spaces. there were

larger displays of the favorite marks in

more than one case, and consequently a bet

ter opportunity to study the product.

Of accessories, there was a liberal assort—

ment, what lack of manufacturers existed

being compensated for by the several job

bers and general supply men present, the

extent of whose lines served to increase the

variety of the array mightily. Excepting

the marine section of the show. the wire

 

less telephone people, and the merchants

in candy and notions. the list of exhibitors

'was as follows:

Automobiles: Buick Motor Co., Buick;

Commercial Exchange, second-hard cars;

Darling Automobile Co., Reo; Gilson Auto

Co., L. C., Mitchell and Stanley steam;

Harmon Automobile Co., White, Franklin,

Thomas and Chalmers-Detroit; Maine Mo

tor Carriage Co.. Stevens-Duryea and Peer‘

less; Miller, J. Calvin, Black; New England

Motor Sales Co., Marion; Nickerson 8: Co.,

F. A., Pierce-Arrow and Oldsmobile: Port

land Co., The. Knox; Stoughton & Folkins.

Maxwell; Stuart, George L., Cadillac; Stude

baker Automobile Co.. Studebaker; \Venr

worth. F. F., Overland.

Accessories: Bailey Co.. James; Borne

Scrymser & Co.. Blake & Co., W. L.; Cham

berlain, H. W.; Cobb., E. L.; Gordon Auto

Supply Co., Harris Oil Co., A. W.; Little

Oil Co., F. H.; New England Motor Sales

Co.. Salmon & Co., E. L.; Sterling Hard

ware C0., Underhay Oil Co., Vacuum Oil

Co.. Valvoline Oil Co.

Run of Minor Shows and a Show Run.

Inaugurated by a parade in which a brave

showing of locally owned cars was made,

Terre Haute. Ind., witnessed its first auto

mobile show this week. The exhibition it—

self was opened on Tuesday, remaining open

yesterday and closing to-night (Thursday)

in the armory of company B, I. N. G. While

not a huge show, as shows go', it was a

huge success, and it followed in the foot

steps of many another exhibition of its

kind in that its manager, Charles Duffin

was hard put to it to find space enough to

accommodate all the exhibitors to their lik

mg.

 

Preparations for the first show to be

held under the auspices of the Milwaukee

(Wis) Automobile Club have advanced to

the stage of allotting spaces, and 16 local

agencies have secured stands for the af

fair. Dealers in accessories and supplies

remain to be accommodated by the man

agement. The dates set for the show, which

is to be held in the Hippodrome. are Thurs~

day. Friday and Saturday, March 11, 12

and 13, respectively.

 

Logansport, Ind., is to be numbered in

the list of towns holding purely local shows

this year, the agents and dealers of its vi~

einity having determined upon a show pro~

ject of modest proportions and effected an

organization with that in view. Thirteen

makes of automobile are represented local~

ly, not to mention a half-dozen difi‘erent

brands of motorcycle and a liberal array of

accessories. These interests are represent

ed in the new organization of which George

P. Bliss, who is the leading spirit in the

movement, has been elected permanent

chairman. March 25, 26 and 27 have been

fixed upon as the dates, and the Broadway

garage, which formerly was a skating rink,

as the place for the exhibit. Suitable dec

orations and entertainment will be provided.

 

Under the initiative of manager Chester

l. Campbell, of the Boston show, plans are

well under way for a mid-winter endurance

contest to be held on Thursday, March

11, from New York to Boston. A sanction

for the contest has been granted by the

contest board of the American Automobile

Association. and L. M. Bradley has been

named as referee, while R. H. Johnson of

the White Co., has volunteered his services

as pathfinder and master of confetti. Ar

rangements for the affair are in the hands

of Mills and Moore, who report a promising

list of entries already. The winner is to

receive the Campbell trophy, which was

won by L. H. Perlman, the erstwhile “Mo

tor King," in 1906, but which he has ten

dered back to its donor, at the same time

suggesting that it be used hereafter as a

perpetual challenge trophy.
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AUTOMOBILI'I CAMP FOR SPORTSMEN

Complete Equipment Compactly Arranged

for Transportation on the Car—Ample

Shelter and Many Conveniences.

 

Its wood fire burning merrily and its ket

tles steaming, the “automobile camp” is one

of the features of the Sportsman’s show

which this week is holding forth at Madison

Square Garden. New York. To a large

which the complete camp equipment is

strapped. The remarkable extent to which

the tent and other articles comprised in the

outfit may be condensed for carrying pur

poses permits of a generous spread of floor

space and ample room when in camp, with

out seriously encumbering the car when on

the road.

Midgleys for Pope Testers.

With an intimate knowledge of the con

ditions to be met, the Pope Mfg. Co.. Hart

  
  

 

 

“AUTOMOBILE CAMP" READY FOR EXPEDITION

touring car is guyed an automobile tent,

8% feet high. Scattered around the camp

fire and near the tent are tables, chairs and

cooking outfits enough to prepare an elab

orate meal for seven people. In the tent

itself, which is equipped with floors and

door sills, is a pantry containing enough

condensed food to last a party of five per

sons for two weeks. The sleeping accom

modations consist chiefly of sleeping bags,

which are claimed to be both cold and rain

proof.

A duplicate of the outfit. including tent,

flooring, furniture, sleeping bags, food sup

ply and cooking utensils, all packed and

ready for touring, is shown strapped to the

fenders and running board of the car. It

is claimed that with such an outfit, a party

of five or even seven people could tour from

New York to San Francisco or from Texas

to Montreal and be independent of the ho

tels en route, and the originators of the

ideas embodied in the exhibit paint glowing

pictures of the automobile camp as placing

at the command of the motorist almost any

region where big game or unusually good

fishing calls him.

The tent shown is made of a new material

which is said to be both waterproof and

wind proof, and is the same as has been

selected for the Roosevelt expedition to

Africa. Each of the elements of the outfit

is a specialty developed by a separate man

ufacturer, but assembled by one concern

into a complete equipment. On the car, the

small space required is evident from the ac

companying illustration of a touring car to

ford. Conn., has selected the Hartford

Midgley Tread Tures, which also are na

tives of Hartford and are made by the

Hartford Rubber \Norks Company, as the

equipment for their test cars. The con~

tsruction of the Midgley tread. which in

corporate a series of four coils of steel

PLEASURE CAR IN UTILITY STUNT

Acts as Traction Engine in Housing Ex

hibits at Detroit Show—Moves Many

Heavier Vehicles up an Incline.

Unkind and antagonistic commentators

find pleasure in the spectacle usually pre

sented in connection with automobile shows,

of the display vehicles being transported or

hauled into the show building by horses,

but at the recent Detroit exhibition they

were in a large measure cheated of the op

portunity for such raillery. For a time it

looked as though the horse would have to

play its custom:ry part, but the reluctance

of the management to permit even subsid

iary equine prrticipation led to an offer

being made to several power truck manu

facturers to have their products do the pull

ing and hauling {rat was necessaryfin con

veying the exhibits up the incline to the sec

ond floor of the building.

One maker finally accepted, but the

truck failed to appear and the con

gestion of show cars waiting to be

hruled up the incline grew to such an ex

tent that an E-M-F. touring car was pressed

into service to attempt the job. Its first

efforts were a failure. in that the rear wheels

spun around without sufficient traction. In~

viting the idle men and boys standing by,

to pile into the tonneau, the show manager

succeeding in loading the car down so that

the driving wheels gripped, and, as indicated

in the aCCompanying illustration, the exhib

its were drawn up the runway in smart

style, by means of a l%-inch rope and a

 
  

 

 

E-M-F. TOURING CAR IN EMERGENCY SERVICE

wire vulcanized in the surface of the rub'

ber. makes them particularly adapted to

meet the rigorous requirements of test run

ning. Frequent changes and unsparing use

of-the high gear and the brakes renders this

one of the most severe trials to which the

equipment can be put.

single and double block. The incline pre

sented a rise of 13 feet in 40, giving a grade

of a little more than 30 per cent. Over 50

of the 62 cars which were drawn up weighed

more than twice as much as the car which

supplied the power, the latter being in ser

vice for about 36 hours in the work.
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STANDARD TEST 0F PERFORMANCE

Royal Automobile Club of Great Britain

Adopts a System of Certification—Its

PurpOse and Method.

Failing as yet to arrive at a thoroughly

satisfactory solution of the engine rating

problem by any simpler means, the Royal

Automobile Club of Great Britain has at

length fixed upon a standard method of

test which shall be employed in certifying

to the performance of engines, whereby

manufacturers may obtain for their product

an absolutely authentic statement of the ca

It will be re

membered that the effort to develop a suit~

pabilities of their product.

able and simple rating formula has resulted

in a tremendous amount of theorizing dur

ing the past two or three years, the so

called R. A. C. formula, which is the same

as that subsequently adopted by the Asso

ciation of Licensed Automobile Manufac

turers in the United States being one of the

results. This expression failing to give a

satisfactory account of the probable power

of a motor of given dimensions, a special

commission was appointed last year for

purposes of investigation, consisting of rep

resentatives from the automobile club, the

Institution of Automobile Engineers, and

the Society of Motor Manufacturers and

Traders. Despite the lapse of considerable

time since its appointment, however, it has

as yet brought forward no distinct recom

mendation of a simple substitute for the

R. A. C. formula. While in no sense an

expression of despair at the impossibility

of _Zarriving at an equable means of rating

bi algebraic means, the club's latest action

is evidence enough in itself that such meth

ods are considered impracticable or at least

insufficient at the present time.

The purpose and method of the new

standardjest as set forth in a set of regu

lations issued by the club are as follows:

The object of the trial is to submit an

engine to a test of comparatively short dur

ation representing the equivalent of a con

siderably longer period in ordinary use.

1. The trial will be held under the Certi

fied Trials Regulations except as regards

Clauses 6, 8, 9, IO and 12, which shall not

apply. _

2. These regulations shall apply equally

for any engine, irrespective of the number

of cylinders.

3. The certificate shall show, inter alia,.

the results of the following tests:

a. The fuel consumption on the bench.

b. The output of the engine, as specified

by the entrant, maintained for a period of

two hours, or any multiple thereof (at the

declared number of revolutions), obtained

without interruption of the test for which

the entrant may at the time of the test de

cide to coninue; together with the period

during which the b.h.p. does not fall 7 per

cent. below the b.h.p. as specified by the

entrant.

c. The maximum b.h.p. which can be

maintained for 15 minutes below some limit—

ing speed to be declared by the entrant.

' complishment.

(1. A record of all repairs and adjustments

(except those connected with the carburet

ter or ignition gear) which may cause stop—

page of the engine.

4. The average cooling water temperature

at the outlet and inlet from the engine will

be recorded. The temperature of the cool

ing water supplied during the entire test on

the bench must not be less than 50 C. or

122 F., and will in any case be recorded.

5. Every engine so tested on the bench

shall be run at least 50 miles in a car (on

Brooklands or on a private track) and for

any further distance asked for by the en

trant at the time of entering. The speed

of the car shall be such that when it is on

top speed the engine will be running at

two-thirds of the revolutions at which the

maker has declared the horsepower. The

maximum speed obtained over any distance

of not less than 2 miles shall be recorded.

6. The weight of the engine, the weight

and wind area of the car will be recorded.

7. The Club shall test the R. A. C. num—

ber of the fuel used. '

8. No dismantling of any vital part of the

engine shall be allowed between the bench

test and the car test, i. e., no part of the .

crank case (including any inspection cover,

cylinders, cylinder heads, or valves) shall

be removed.

Obviously the intention is to embody in

the certificate practically all that an exact

ing manufacturer would require on the data

sheet pertaining to the test of one of his

own motors, and made out by his own ex~

pcrimental department

in such a way that the certification may be

used in comparing

makes for purposes of competition or other

wise. The particular utility of such a sys

tem, by contrast with any method of rating

by set formula is that it is applicable equal

ly as well to engines of unusual, not to say

freakish pattern, as to those of strictly

standard proportions.

Thus, it is pertinently indicated by inter

ested parties in England, that the new R.

A. C. test is likely to prove particularly en

lightening as applied to the 1909 Daimler

engine, which is the notorious adaptation

of the American Knight engine, and which,

judging by the claims of its makers, might

be regarded as a favored competitor if. for

example, it were to be put into a race on

a horsepower rating based on the old for

mula which took into account only the bore

of the cylinder. and disregarded all consid

erations of stroke, method of gas, distribu

tion and speed.

Objections already are, forthcoming to

even this Utopian scheme, however, and

apart from the obvious difficulty of inducing

manufacturers to make use of the system

freely and wisely, it would appear that the

' education of the public to the full value

and significance of the tests, which is the

point brought up, would be difficult of ac

Says one commentator in

this connection:

“The one and only drawback that we an

ticipate has nothing to do with the tests,

nor with their inherent utility to the owner

and the user. The fear is that the purchas

ing public will altogether under-estimate‘the

severity of the trials, owing to their very

compactness and comparatively short dur

but _ standardized

machines of different '

ation, or that they will erroneously fail to

detect the deep significance of bench-tests

to themselves as automobilists rather than

as ‘engine drivers.’ Should that unfortunate

line be adopted at all generally, the makers

will not find it worth their while to obtain

the R. A. C. certificates. And the motoring

public would then be the losers as a result

of the delusion that the road shocks of or

dinary touring can impose strains upon an

engine that are at all comparable with those

in the test-room or those of continuous high

specd traveling at Brooklands."

 

Supplementing the Inclined Footboard.

Development of the push-pedal type of

clutch and foot brake control has resulted

in the rapid introduction of the inclined

footboard, which is useful among other

things, as a means of concealment for some

of the accessories which” fo'meily were

mounted directly on the dash. At the same

time, the practice has resulted in many ma~

chines in a driving position which is far

frotn comfortable, particularly on a long

run. In some instances the pedal plates

are placed so far above the floor that it is

only with difficulty that the feet can be

kept in place after a few hours of contin

uous driving. To obviate this difficulty

>_witho“ut__robb_invg the machine of the neat

ness which arises from the use of the in

clined' footboards. one foreign designer has

arranged the flooring in front of the driv

er’s seat with special regard to convenience

in control. while that on the left side is

given the popular rake.

Another Amphibious Automobile.

Land and water combinations still appeal

to inventors, and Rear Admiral ]. A. How

ell, U. S. N., retired. who makes his home

in Atlantic City, N. 1., has been amusing

himself in devising a vehicle which will not

only travel the roads, but will plow the

waves. He calls it “The Amphibian,” and

its appearance on the street suggests a run

away submarine. Every bar in Atlantic

City felt a distinct slackening in trade as

the result of the machine‘s visual impres~

sion on the citizens and visitors, when it

came out the first time recently. The ad

miral and his son, a young engineer, have

spent about $7,000 on it so far, and hope to

perfect it soon to practical capabilities.

Replacing Hose in Water Systm.

When rubber hose is used in the water

system and its removal is necessary to ef

fect a repair, some difficulty may be exper

ienced in replacing it. owing to the end

of the pipes being corrugated. If vaseline

be smeared on the inner surface of the hose.

at the' ends, and also around the outer sur

face of the water pipe, the hose replacement

will be greatly facilitated with minimum ef

fort. \Vhen replacing the hose clamps care

should be taken to place them back of the

expandedportion of the pipe, so that when

they are tightened. no water will find its

way past the joint to the outside.
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FAST FLIGHTS IN ZIG-ZAG CLIMB

Apperson Makes Spectacular Run at Pasa

dena-Altadena Meet—A Day of Close

Contests and Broken Records.

\Vith 20,000 persons

course faster than last year, and a more

in attendance, a

representative and faster field of contest

ants, the fourth annual Pasadena-Altadena.

hill climb, under the auspices of the Auto

Dealers’ Association of Southern

California, on \Nashington's Birthday, 22d

ult., proved the most successful event ever

mobile

promoted in Southern California, and one

of the most successful hill climbs ever held

in America. Not only was the record for

the course broken by Edgar Apperson, when

he dashed up the long winding hill in the

remarkable time of 1 minute 24 seconds.

but nearly all the records in the various

classes were shattered. Honors between

cars also were well divided. Upon the point

system of scoring—5 points for first, 3

points for second, 2 points for third, and 1

point for fourth—the Kisselkar took pre

mier honors with 19 points, and the Apper'

son, Stoddard-Dayton and Chalmers-Detroit

were next in order, with 15, 13 and 11 points,

respectively.

Considering the poor police surveillance

of the course, it was miraculous that not a

single catastrophe marred the meet, al

though one narrowly averted accident gave

one section of the crowd a thrill for the mo

ment it lasted. An unknown man elbowed

his way through the lines and stepped in

the middle of the road just as Apperson,

in the big racer bearing his name, came

careening around the curve. The man ran

for his life, and Apperson swung wide, bare

ly missing the ditch at the side of the

course. The unknown man' soon disap

peared. ‘

The course was in splendid condition for

the contest, and a bridge over the Pacific

Electric Railway tracks permitted the driv

ers to jump over this at full speed. The

course measures exactly 1.35 miles, with a

gradient rising from 3 to 14 per cent., and

which contains three turns.

By far the most spectacular performance

of the meet was the record run of Edgar

Apperson in the free-for‘all. Apperson drove

fearlessly, took all the turns at full speed,

and flashed across the tape at the top of

the long incline almost before the specta

tors had time to jot down, the time made

by Frank Seifert, who started the event,

and finished in 1:36%. Apperson’s time for

the course was 1:24, which was 12% seconds

faster than was made last year by himself

over the same course.

Barney Oldfield was picked to either beat

Apperson or at least give him a close run

for the honor. Oldfield lost the chance by a

poor start. It took Oldfield just 19 seconds

to negotiate the first leg of the course to

the straightaway leading to the railroad

crossing, while Apperson covered the same

distance in 14 seconds. The Stearns ap

peared to be going faster at the finish and

many in the'grandstand there thought Old

field had won until the time was announced

——5% seconds slower than the Apperson.

Bert Dingley also made a good run in the

Chalmers-Detroit. covering the course in

1:50, or one-half second faster than in a

previous event. -

In all the stock car events the rule re

quiring both roadsters and touring cars to

carry their full complement of passengers,

was enforced, and despite this handicap,

faster time Was made in a majority of events

than was made in the corresponding classes

last year.

The only protest occurred in the class for

roadsters costing from $2,501 to $3,000.

which was won by Bert Dingley, in the Chal

mers-Detroit, in 156%. The rule required

that the drivers must be local men, and a1

though Dingley is a native of California and

has been working in Los Angeles for sev

eral months, some persons were inclined to

think that he was not entitled to start. He

was allowed to compete under protest. how

ever, and won by a narrow margin from

Harris Hanshue, who piloted the Kissel

kar in the excellent time of 158%. Ding

ley also captured the free-for-all roadsters,

the stop watches recording 150%. Han

shue again gave him a stiFf battle and lost

out by only five seconds. This was the best

contested event of the day as honors were

very close. Shettler in the Apperson romped

up the incline in 158%, only two seconds

faster than Seifert in the Stoddard-Dayton,

who in turn defeated Hamlin in the Frank

lin by only 1%. seconds. It really was a

blanket finish as there was less than six

seconds between the times of the first and

fifth cars.

Another close fight was witnessed in the

roadster class with price limitations of

$3,001 and $4,750. Hamlin and his Frank~

lin were timed in 1:59, but Shettler, in the

Stoddard-Dayton beat him by five seconds.

In another roadster class Shettler drove a

Kisselkar to victory in 2:40.

William Ruess, who sometimes is known

as “Wild Bill,” demonstrated that he is a

starter whose word is law. When the free

for-all started Dingley claimed that he was

not given time to get to the line, so another

start was allowed. This time Dingley was

over anxious and tried to beat the gun.

Ruess called him back, fined him $25 as an

indication that he was not to he trified with,

and finally sent him away to a good start.

Ralph Hamlin suffered a like penalty in the

free-for-all, but Hamlin did not mind as his

second start proved to be much better‘than

the first.

The summaries:

Rnnabouts and Roadsters, $501 to $1,000,

Two Passengers.

1 E. M. Roe, 20 Ford . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3:02I

2 F. Murray, 20 Buick . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3:45/2

3 Lee Garricke, Reo . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3:46

Runabouts and Roadsters, $1,001 to $1,500,

Two Passengers.

1 Gus Seifert, 25 Stoddard-Dayton .. 228%

2 F. S. Howard. 20 Buick . . . . . . . . .. 257%

Touring Cars, $1,000 to $1,500, Five

Passengers.

1 Lee Garricke, 30 Kisselkar . . . . . . .. 257%

2 Joe Lodge, 24-30 Regal . . . . . . . . . .. 3:033/5

T. M. Davis, 30 E-M-F . . . . . . . . . . .. *

George Kussman, 22-24 Tourist. . . . *

Roadsters, $1,501 to $2,000, Two Passengers.

1 L. T. Shettler. 40 Kisselkar . . . . . .. 2:40

2 Gus Seifert, 25 Stoddard-Dayton. . . 3:12%

Touring Cars, $2,001 to $2,500, Five

Passengers.

1 George Kussman, 45-50 Tourist. . . . 259%

2 \V. C. Vaughn, 40 Apperson . . . . .. 3:02%

Touring Cars, $1,501 to $2,000, Five

Passengers.

1 Frank Murray, 40 Buick . . . . . . . . . .. 256%

2 Lee Garricke, 40 Kisselkar . . . . . . .. 253%

3 A. G. Woodill, 40 Oakland . . . . . . .. 2:59

Roadsters, $2,501 to $3,000, Two Passengers.

1 Bert Dingley. 40 Chalmers-Detroit. 156%

2 Harris llanshue. 60 Kisselkar.. 158%

3 Harry Alles, 45 Stoddard-Dayton.. 2:06

Touring Cars, $3,001 to $4,750, Seven

Passengers.

1 J. Salling, 60 Thomas . . . . . . . . . . .. 2:48%

2 Carl Hagar, 50 Marmon . . . . . . . . . .. 354%

Roadsters, $3,001 to $4,750, Two Passengers.

1 L. T. Shettler, 50 Apperson . . . . . .. 1:55

2 R. C. Hamlin, 52 Franklin . . . . . . .. 1:59

3 Bruno Siebel, 50 Marmon . . . . . . .. 254%

Stock Roadsters. Free-for-all.

1 Bert Dingley, Chalmers-Detroit.. 150%

2 Harris Hanshue, 60 Kisselkar..... 155%

3 L. T. Shettler, 50 Apperson . . . . . .. 158%

4 Gus Seifert, 45 Stoddard-Dayton.. 2:00%

5 R. C. Hamlin, 42 Franklin . . . . . . .. 2:01%

6 Frank Murray, 20 Buick . . . . . . . . .. 2:42%

Free-fonAll, Stripping Allowed.

1 Edgar Apperson, 55 Apperson.... 1:24

2 Barney Oldfield, 45-90 Stearns... 1:29%

3 Gus Siefert, 45 Stoddard-Dayton.. 156%

4 Bert Dingley, 40 Chalmers-Detroit. 150

J. Hoxey, 30 Stanley . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1‘

*Failed to finish. “I'Damaged before start.

 

Car. 1sts 2ds 3ds 4ths Pts.

Kisselkar . . . . . . . . .. 2 3 0 0 19

Apperson . . . . . . . .. 2 1 1 0 15

Stoddard-Dayton .. l 1 2 1 13

Buick . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 2 0 0 11

Chalmers-Detroit .. 2 0 0 l 11

Marmon . . . . . . . . . .. 0 l 1 0 5

Thomas . . . . . . . . . .. 1 0 0 0 5

Ford . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 0 0 0 5

Tourist . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 0 0 0 5

Franklin . . . . . . . . .. 0 l 0 0 3

Stearns . . . . . . . . . . .. 0 1 O 0 3

Regal . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0 1 0 0 3

Reo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 1 0 2

Bridgeport Plans a Memorial Day Climb.

Fifty new members were recently ad

mitted to the Bridgeport (Conn.) Automo

bile Club as the result of a campaign insti

tuted by President Staples. The contest

committee has been authorized to begin prea

parations for the annual hill climbing con

test to be held on Memorial Day. In former

years the event has been pulled off on Sport

Hill in Easton, but as there is talk of com

pelling the club to pay for the use of the

hill this year, Snake hill in Mill Plain will

probably be the scene of the contest.
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GETTING IT INTO Till-I LIMELIGIIT

Sanction for New York-Seattle Race

Granted by A. C. A.—“International”

Aspect of the Contest :1 Surprise.

Once upon a time a young man went

forth to undertake a venture in publicity.

The advice he received from an advertising

oracle whom he consulted in advance was:

“Take on every quarrel you can get—they

interest the people and win you priceless

amounts of space in the newspapers.” This

is precisely the idea suggested by the atti

tude of the promotors of the proposed

transcontinental race from New York to

the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific exposition at Seat

tle. By securing a sanction for the event

from the Automobile Club of America in

stead of from the American Automobile As

sociation, which has lately reclaimed some

of its lost prestige in the government of au

tomobile sport, it is in a very fair way to

secure a most enviable amount of free ad

vertisitlg.

Avoiding plain sailing over the obvious

course of applying ior a sanction from the

contest board of the A. A. A., the promo

tors of the contest, which is to say, Messrs.

Mills and Moore, with remarkable prompti

tude, came out with the unexpected an

nouncement that the contest is to be of the

international order, and applied to the Au

tomobile Club of America for a sanction

under the terms of the now-forgotten “treaty

of peace" of last fall. This, the willing

club promptly granted, stipulating only

"that all prize money and trophies should

be absolutely guaranteed," and "that the

rules should be submitted to the contest

committee of the club for approval."

The start of the tour or race, originally

had been nominated to occur somewhere

between May 15th and June lst, and the A.

C. A. sanction reads June ist in conse

quence. It will be remembered further, that

the new rules of the contest board of the

.-'\. A. A. specifically state that no sanctions

will be issued for a long distance road re

liability contest within one month of the

duration of the Glidden contest. While, of

c.urse, no one suspects for a moment that

this f: ct had anything to do with the sud~

den determination to call the New York to

Seattle afi'air an international contest, it

nay be considered a remarkable coincidence

that a recommendation is now being con

sidered to advance the date for the start

of the race to somewhere between May 20

and 25, in order to avoid interference with

the Glidden tour. This information was

communicated to the Motor World by a rep

resentative of Mills and Moore.

it was further explained that the A. C. A.

sanction had been obtained for two rea

sons: First, because the cause of the race

already had been canvassed abroad so suc

ccssfully that a number of entries were ex

pected of cars not represented by American

agents; and second, in order to gain access

to the extensive information in possession

of the bureau of tours of the A. C. A. An

emenation from the same source sent out

late last week, however, placed the matter

in a slightly difierent light, thus:

“Vi/hen asked why an international sanc

tion had been granted this contest when

one was not considered necessary for the

Daytona, Fla., races, a prominent member

of the contest committee of the club said,

‘An examination of the entry blank of the

Daytona races and the application for sanc

tion disclosed that the races were not of

such a character as to require an inter

national sanction, whereas from investiga

tion of the transcontinental contest for the

Guggenheim cup, we are convinced that it

will be international beyond a doubt."’

The kernel in the shell is indeed a pearl

of inconsistency. For whereas the original

A. C. A. definition of an international con

test so constituted any event advertised as

such. and whereas the Daytona meet is ad

vertised on the entry blank as an interna‘

tional contest and presumably is to

be run under the full sanction of

the new A. A. A. arrangement, the

transcontinental event—which, by the

way, is announced by the publicity de

partment of the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific expo

sition as being “under the management of

the Automobile Club of Seattle"—had not

been characterized as anything other than

national prior to the application for the

lovely sanction which it now holds. Fur

thermore, so far as is known, no entry

blanks for the latter event have as yet ap

peared.

Program for New York Carnival.

Plans for the carrying out of the carnival

project of the New York Automobile Trade

Association, which has been fixed upon for

the week of April 5th, were announced fol

lowing a mass meeting of the trade held at

the Automobile Club of America late last

week. The program as it at present stands

will include a big daylight parade on Sat

urday afternoon. April 10th, in addition to

which there will be a hill climbing contest

on Fort George hill, gymkhana games and

tests of cars at Morris Park, and straight

away time trials on Ocean Parkway, with

a smoker at the club house of the Automo

bile Club of America on Saturday night,

when the different trophies and prizes of the

week are to be handed over to the winners.

An additional committee of ten was nom

inated at the meeting to assist Gen. John T.

Cutting, chairman of the finance committee

in raising the necessary funds for the en

terprise, which it is estimated must be

brought up to between $15,000 and $20,000.

For this purpose, the following were named:

F.. W. Bonham, F. M. Hadley, Harvey

Adams, W. I. Coghlan, F. M. White, George

F, Hare, Oscar Hansen, Richard F. Fenker,

W'. C. Poertner, Harry Pyke. and A. J. In

terriedon.

WANTS ITS 0WN RULES T0 GGVERN

Harrisburg Club Conditionally Willing to

Get A. A. A. Sanction—Schedule for

_Its Reliability Contest.

 

Annoyed at the possibility of having to

submit to rules other than those produced

by its own members, the Motor Club of Har

risburg (Pa.), after much discussion as to

whether it should openly defy the contest

board of the

ciation or apply to it for a sanction, ior its

American Automobile Asso

annual

middle

Hower

reliability contest, has adopted a

course. It has notified Chairman

of the board that it has decided to

hold its annual reliability contest under

its own rules and conditions, that it will pay

a sanction fee if notified that such a fee is

necessary, and that if the A. A. A. rules

were before it, it "would be very glad to

consider them carefully and adopt from

them such suggestions as might be thought

applicable”; but that it has as yet received

it.) official notification of the controlling

function being assumed by the contest board

over all 10cal reliability tests.

This interesting communication was

evolved at a meeting of the contest com

mittee of the Harrisburg club on Monday

of this week. The rules adopted by the

club are practically the same as those em

ployed a year ago. The date of the contest

has been fixed for May 3-6, inclusive.

The first day’s route will lead from Har

risburg to \Nashington, vit Gettysburg, Ha~

gerstown, Harper's Ferry and Frederick.

On the second day contestants will return

to Harrisburg via Baltimore, \Nestminster,

York and Lancaster. On the third day the

route leads from Harrisburg to Scranton,

following the Susquehanna river most of

the way and passing through a number of

important towns including W'alkes-Barre.

On the fourth and last day of the contest,

the return will be made to Harrisburg, via

Delaware Water Gap. Boston, Allentown

and Reading.

Florida Will Have the Beach Mees

-Calmed somewhat. by the influence of

time and second thought, \V. J. Morgan.

whose resentment at the mandates of the

contest board of the American Automobile

Association caused him last week to throw

out dark hints of a possible suppression of

the Daytona Beach carnival, has quite re

covered from the efiects of his temporary

obsession. At a meeting of the Florida

East Coast Association, held Saturday even

ing last, it was decided to go ahead with

arrangements for the meet with the full

backing of the club. Threatened financial

complications over the A. A. A.’s demands

for an assurance of real monetary backing

for cash prizes ofl‘ered, has been averted, as

cash for the money prizes has been depos

ited with the Merchants Bank of Daytona.
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BUYERS BUILD THEIR 0WN CARS

Features of the “Metz Plan” for Selling Ma

chines in Instalments—Progressive

Purchase on C. O. D. Basis.

Finding its market with the big general

public, the automobile industry gives the

widest possible field for the exploitation of

whatever novelty and ingenuity can be in

troduced in a sales campaign or selling

plan, and ideas which promise either to

create new classes of customers or win an

increased proportion of the already recog

nized buying elements are at a premium. In

this connection a conspicuous and interest

[Hg example of a new selling plan, where

the product has been made to fit it, has

been originated and is being put in oper»

ation by C. H. Metz, of Waltham, Mass.,

who about two months ago acquired the

plant of the Waltham Mfg. Co. While in

volving old principles it presents them in an

application which as a whole is entirely new

to the automobile trade, among its features

of novelty being an instalment payment plan

for the retail buyer which eliminates the

granting of any credit.

Attracted by an offer which says that

"$350 buys this $600 car," in connection with

a handsome illustration of a smart looking

two seated runabout, the inquirer writes to

find out how the “Metz plan" makes the

price possible, as he is invited to do by the

advertisement. In reply he receives an

elaborate typewritten document, bound in a

blue paper cover and bearing white ribbons

and a gold seal, the whole affair suggesting

in appearance either a legal brief or an engi_

neer’s report crossed with a lady author's

first manuscript. Pasted to some of the

twelve long sheets, as interpolations in the

text. are half-tone pictures of the car, of

the Metz factory, a top view of the chassis,

etc., all of which afford the advantages of

catalog illustration without impairing the

confidential and personal spirit of letter

communication which is conveyed.

The plan, or such part of it as directly

concerns the .“prospect,” is made clear by

easy stages, starting with the explanation

that the “Metz plan car is designed to meet

the wants of a mass of people who long for

an automobile but are unable or not in

clined to invest the amount heretofore re~

quired to procure a serviceable vehicle."

Convincing assurances are given as to the

high quality of the car throughout, and the

"plan" itself is given as the thing which

makes the low price possible.

The striking and unique feature of the

"plan" is then revealed. However much it

may resemble in some respects the thriving

business which was at one time conducted

by various houses in supplying experiment

ers with frames, motors and whatever other

parts they might order, it differs radically

in that the customer enters upon an agree

ment for taking the whole machine in in

stallments of regular and fixed order, from

which he cannot deviate although he may

take whatever time he pleases between in

stallments. Thus he not only purchases,

but receives his machine on the installment

plan.

“By the Metz plan,” the document goes

on, “you become partly the producer of your

own car. Every piece of the machine, down

to the smallest nut and washer, is furnished

from the factory, and the different parts,

such as wheels, motor, transmission, etc.,

are assembled at the factory. These parts

are shipped to you in groups, from time to

time, and you set up the machine, putting it

together.

"You may begin to obtain a Metz plan

car," says the document, a little further on,

"if you have only money enough to buy the

first group of parts, and you may secure

parts as fast as you require them. or as

slowly as you wish. By paying for each

group of parts as received, you do not feel

the great expense of paying for a car as a

whole."

After a very complete presentation of the

economies that are effected in production

by having the customers themselves assem

ble and paint their machines, calculated to

show that the low price is only possible by

this plan, the car itself is taken up exhausr

iver and practically every inquiry that could

suggest itself in connection with n is an

swered, while the most minute detail speci

fications of ,its construction are supplied.

“Send us $25,” the customer is advised,

“and we will enter your order and ship to

you by express or freight, as you desire, the

first group of parts, consisting of frame

reaches. cross members, motor hangers and

bolts, together with the necessary tools for

putting these parts together. Explicit in

structions and illustrations are included so

that you will not have the slightest trouble

in putting the parts together.

"The second group of parts consists of

springs and axles. You may send for these

whenever you are ready. The price on this

group is $25 and full instructions and illus

trations accompany them as before. So on

down through the list.

"Remember, the motor, transmission,

shafts, wheels, magneto, carburetter and all

parts are assembled as units at the factory.

You simply put them in place in the same

manner as you would a wheel on your buggy

or handle bar on your bicycle. There are

no holes to drill, no filing or fitting. You

simply put things together. You continue

to send for each new group of parts as rap

idly as you get the previous one built up.

You may wait six months if you wish, drop

out altogether, or transfer your interest to

someone else, and we will continue to sup

ply the additional parts as you may direct.”

Fourteen groups of parts, at $25 per group

complete the machine, and fittingly enough

the last item in the last group is the start

ing handle. The details of the groups are

given as follows: First group, frame

reaches, cross members bolts, nuts and

all tools; second group. springs and axles;

third group, hood, dash and front radiator

screen; fourth group, body, floor and dash

enclosure; fifth group, seat and chest in rear;

sixth group, control levers, fenders, running

boards, paint, finishing materials and

brushes; seventh group, hubs and wheels;

eighth group, tires; ninth group, counter

shaft, friction disc, sprockets, chains and

bearings; tenth group, propeller shaft, fric

tion plate, bracket, bearings and fly wheel; I

eleventh group, wheel steering gear and

connections; twelfth group, motor; thir

teenth group, magneto, gear cover and tim

ing gears; fourteenth group, tank, carburet

ter, muffler, pipe connections, lamps. horn

and starting handle.

“These groups," it is explained, “cannot

be purchased except in regular rotation at

the rate of $25 for each group. If you wish

us to assemble the car complete, we can

arrange to do this. The price of the car

complete and assembled is $600.

50 thoroughly has every detail of the

plan been provided for that even the ques

tion of a suitable place for assembling the

car is given attention. It is claimed that

any room of ordinary dimension—9 feet by

12 feet for example—would be sufficient, and

in case no suitable room is available, a port

able garage, complete and ready to set up,

will be furnished for $25, or the materials

and plans for such a garage will be supplied

for $17.50. In large cities, where no room is

available and no suitable place for setting

up a small garage can be secured, the fac

tory proposes to arrange for a large room

where a number of purchasers may operate.

To give a dealer a chance at the business,

certain concessions are made in case he will

undertake to supply assembling space of

this character, where customers may either

assemble for themselves or where he may

do the work for them, charging them ac

cordingly. It is also pointed out that there

would be a market for the complete cars

assembled by the dealer himself for pur

poses of retail sale.

The complete car is rated at 10 horse

power, having a two cylinder, air cooled

trotor, the cylinders being opposed and off

set. with 3%-inch bore and stroke. The

transmission is a simple friction drive from

a composition plate at the rear end of the

propeller shaft to a fiber sliding ring on

the counter shaft, the latter having a differ

ential, and driving with sprockets and roller

chrins to the rear wheels. For ignition, the

Bosch magneto high tension system is used.

The frame is of pressed steel, U section, for

the sides and has tubular cross members.

while the body is a skeleton covered with

aluminum, with double bucket, upholstered

seats. Full elliptic springs are supplied

front and back, and wire wheels, fitted with

28x2% detachable clincher tires, are the reg

ular equipment, although artillery wheels

are supplied as an option at extra cost. The

total weight is given at 450 pounds, and

the speed as from 2 to 40 miles per hour.
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0SCILLATING CYLINDER MOTOR

Adaptation of the Principle in a British De

sign—General Specifications and De

tails of Its Operation.

For many years in the steam engineering

field the possibilities of the oscillating type

of engine, or that in which the usual con

necting rod was dispensed with in favor of

the solid connecting rod coupled directly

to the crank shaft, were-7 considered very

strong. Many different types of oscillating

engine were built and a few isolated exam

Hither

to in the gas engine field, little or nothing

pics of the practice still are extant.

has been done with-this class of motor, but

a precedent has been established in this re

spect in a recent British development

known as the M. D. S. engine, in which

the oscillating cylinder principle is adopted

with such modifications as are made neces

sary by the use of the four-stroke cycle

principle of action.

In any oscillating engine, the cylinder,

instead of being positively mounted on the

base or crank case, is given a trunnion

mounting. as a result of which it swings

hack and forth to accommodate the trans

verse “throw” of the crank, this motion of

the cylinder giving to the engine its name.

in consequence of this formation, the wrist

p.11 construction for piston or cross head

is eliminated and a rigid connecting rod and

piston combined is secured, in addition to

which, the overall length of the engine is

considerably reduced so that the resulting

motor is very compact. With steam en

gines of this stamp it was customary so to

arrange the trunnions, through which the

live and exhaust steam were passed, that

the rocking of the cylinder caused the

steam ports to be opened and closed, all ex

ternal valve mechaniSm thus being done

away with, and the machine being rendered

very simple in this way. In the gasolene

engine under consideration no such sim

plicity is possible, the distribution 'of the

gases, instead, being effected by the aid of

a rotary movement of the piston itself,

through which suitable ports are cut.

The accompanying illustrations show the

general arrangement of the engine and its

mounting. and also a development or flat

plan of the piston 'and its ports, showing

their construction and arrangement. The

absence of valves of the poppet type, it will

be observed, places the motor in the same

general class with the Knight engine.

At the same time, the manner in

which the details have been worked out, as

well as the general plan of the engine as

a whole are so radically different from that

of the new Daimler product that the two

are hardly to be considered as in the same

class save in the one respect that the dis-.

tribution in both cases is controlled by

means of sliding sleeves.

The cylinder is water jacketed in the usual

manner and has the intake and exhaust

ports formed directly in it. The most strik

ing departure from usual practice is in the

construction of the piston, which has a

long sleeve-like extension running well up

to the head of the motor, and passing be

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

Fig. 1

tween the cylinder wall and a cartridge-like

extension of the head, which thus provides

a deep groove to take care of the over-travel.

In this extension of the piston, the valve

ports are formed. In the first of the two

accompanying illustrations the sleeve is in

 

 

          

 

 

Fig. 2

dicated at C, and the cylinder heat at B.

The lower end of the head, which is dome

.shaped, is protected from gas leakage by

means of the three packing rings, D. The

top of the piston is covered by the disc

valve, E, which is carried on a central stem,

F, which, in turn, is carried down a central

hollow in the center column, M, and at

tached to the crank pin bearing or “big end"

at N.

.\ bevel gear, H, is attached to the open

or lower end of the piston, which meshes

with the corresponding bevel, G, attached

to the crank web. The relation between the

diameters of the two is such that the speed

ratio is two to one, the distribution effected

by the rotation of the piston thus brought

about, being the same as with the two-to—

one gearing of the ordinary type of motor.

As the crank shaft rotates, the cylinder r0

tates on the trunnions, L-L, the piston be»

ing compelled to turn in consequence.

In completing the cycle, the piston first

draws in its charge on the down stroke,

through a port, not shown in the illustra

tion, at the same time rotating one quar

ter of a turn about its axis. This movement

is sufficient to close the intake port, by the

movement of the piston under the station?

ary disc. so that the succeeding upstroke

effects compression in the usual manner.

During this, and the firing stroke which

follows, the rotation of the piston contin

ues, but neither of the ports is opened until

the fourth stroke, when release occurs and

the exhaust" takes place, through the ex
haust port, I. ' I

Among the advantages claimed for this

system are that as the piston oscillates, the

line of piston pressure is always perpen~

dicular to the crank, so that there is an ab

solute elimination of wall thrusts; the ab

sence of separate valves and actuating me

chanism is held to conduce to reliability in

action; the piston port. P, being common

to both exhaust and inlet functions, it al~

ways is kept reasonably cool; while in the

matter of lubrication, the combined effects

of its rotation and the absence of wall

thrust are held to cause it practically to

float in oil. In regard to the valve motion.

it is further pointed out that although me

chanically operated, the valves are not corn

pelled to open against pressure, as a result

of which the amount of “engine work” or

energy absorbed internally, is considerably

reduced. _

The M. D. S. engine, is produced by the

Mechanical Development Syndicate of Lon

don, under whose hands it has been per~

fected. Its structure is sufficiently radical

to warrant it serious study and its mechan

ism is ingenious enough to be creditable

to its makers; at the same time, the practical

disappearance of the oscillating engine in

steam practice, upon which gas engineering

depends so strongly, would not seem to

argue any too favorably for its success in

practical ways.

Use of Funnel in Draining Radiator.

Some radiator drain pipes are placed

directly over the front axle in such a posi

tion that when opened the water will strike

the axle and splash around wetting things

generally. If a funnel be used to direct

the water into the pail the shower bath ef

fect will be avoided and the floor kept free

from water.
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MAKING APPRENTICESIIIP BRDADER

System of Scholastic and Manual Training

on Trial at the Locomobile Factory—

Its Satisfactory Operation.

Frequent complaint has been made that

the methods of instructing learners in the

more common trades are not as thorough as

they used to be on the one hand; and on

the other. that it is far more difiicult than

it used to be to secure good material from

which to develop an intelligent and skilful

class of workmen. For this condition of

things the decadence of the old-time ap<

prenticeship system is responsible in part,

serves to attract to the work a better class

of beginners than would be drawn to it

were the training less diversified.

In the old days of the hard and fast ap

prenticeship system a boy’s choice lay be

tween becoming an artisan or a scholar.

There was no half-way between. In order

to become master of any of the arts and

trades a youth must serve from four to

seven years apprenticeship, and the duties

imposed upon him during that period were

such as to preclude the possibility of his

having either time or energy left to persue

the less thorny paths of learning after his

daily tasks were done. More recently the

articling of boys in the various trades has

languished through the combined influence

of the attraction presented by the lighter
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and in part, inevitable conditions in the

modern shop where rigid economy forbids

in many instances, the generous shifting

about of the learner from job to job which

used to result in a breadth of education

which now is practically impossible. In

many shops in fact, the training of mechan

ics has declined into a system of drilling

operatives fitted for only a very limited

class of labor.

Systems galore have been devised to over

come this difficulty, but perhaps none

is more promising in a general way that that

which has lately been put into operation in

Bridgeport, Conn., where apprentices from

the plant of the Locomobile Co. of Amer

ica and a number of other shops are regu

larly “sent to school" during certain stated

periods of every week for the express pur

pose of broadening their education in sub

jects related to, if not directly in line with

those which they are acquiring in the reg

ular shop instruction. The benefit thus se

cured is two-fold. It tends to increase the

interest and fidelity of the pupil, and it also

  

and more “genteel” clerical positions which

always are available and the impression that

the learning of a trade ties the workman

down to a very narrow sphere of life.

The value of the indenture has become much

impaired at least so far as the giving of

thorough, broad and practical instruction to

the apprentice is concerned, through a com

bination of circumstances depending mainly

on the tendency to specialization.

In the place of the boy of old who was

brought up in his chosen calling has come

the graduate of the trade and industrial

school who has brought with his superior

mental training and general knowledge of

the craft less of mechanical proficiency and

withal an inaptitude at learning the finer

details of handiwork in many instances. and

a desire to forge ahead which unfitted him

for routine work of the better sort. On this

account it often has been difficult for the

manufacturer to obtain a good class of em

ployes among the younger element who

were fitted to develop into permanent and

trustworthy operatives.

One solution of this difficulty and one of

the more promising yet advanced is that of

the combined trade and general education

such as may be obtained where suitable

night-schooling is provided for the working

classes. But even this fails except where

a proper spirit of progressiveness and am

bition prevails in sufi’icient degree to induce

those who most require it to attend the

night classes.

An even better system is that in which

the scholastic and manual training is car

ried on simultaneously; where apprentices

are directly supplied with the means of im

proving their minds while learning their

trades and without necessarily prolonging

the working day to the point of exhausting

the pupil. either mentally or physically.

Such a system is that in force in Bridge

port, where practically all the factories

which n'aintain apprentices are under agree

ment with the industrial department of the

local Young Men's Christian Association

to maintain specizl classes for their instruc

tion. By contributing regularly to the sup

port of the institution in proportion to the

amount of instruction received the latter is

put on a self-supporting basis, while the

employers, in turn, are able to figure a

profit on the transaction by offering to can

didates a broader training both in shop in

struction and general education than would

obtain under the old order of things.

Particular interest is found in the system

because of its adoption by the Locomobile

C0.. which has just graduated its first ap

prentice under the new system. The plan

is applied to both machinist's and pattern

maker‘s apprentices. All regular three

years apprentices in these trades “go to

school" two hours a day, some in the morn

ing and some in the afternoon, four days

a week. But by a suitable arrangement of

hours and a “staggering” of the days, it is

made possible for this to go on without in

terference with the regular work of the

shops and without seriously breaking into

the routine of shop instruction which, of

course, is the most important part of the

educational process from the employers'

standpoint.

The school tuition includes courses in

simple arithmetic, algebra. mechanical

drawing in its various branches. the higher

classes of geometry. Grammar and kindred

studies of a general nature also are taught.

Each graduate apprentice receives two di

plomas, one of card size, which is given

him in a leather pocketbook, and the other

of large size, suitable for framing. The lat

ter is reproduced herewith. The school

has been in operation some four months

and promises to be a success.

Belgium’s Foreign Trade Increases.

-The value of the foreign motor cars and

parts imported into Belgium during last

year totalled $724,520, as against $874,740 in

1907. The exports, on the other hand,

jumped from $2,198,280 in 1907. to $2,246,860

for last year.
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WHEEL-TAX AGAIN DECLARE!) LEGAL

Illinois Supreme Court Upholds Chicago’s

Shake-Down by Majority Decision—

Fight Goes to Federal Court.

Again the automobilists of Chicago have

lost in their fight against the right of the

city to impose extra taxation upon them

under the provisions of the so-called wheel

tax ordinance which has been in effect since

May, 1908. The city already has derived

from this source a total of $700,000, and the

money has been expended in improvement

of the streets. The question of the legal

ity of the ordinance has been carried from

court to court by the Chicago Motor Club

and the Chicago Automobile Trade Asso

ciation, finally reaching the Supreme Court

of the State. In these latest proceedings

William H. Arthur, counsel for the two

organizations named, based the appeal

against the decisions of the lower courts

on the ground that the wheel tax ordinance

clashed with the State motor vehicle bill.

Another point he raised was discrimination,

in that while a tax was exacted from two,

three and four passenger automobiles, mo

tor cars with seats for only one person, mo

torcycles, tricycles and bicycles were not in

eluded.

Upon the first point specified Mr. Arthur

was sustained by Chief Justice Cartwright,

who, with Justice Dunne, dissented from

the decision of the five other justices, who

sustained the legality of the ordinance.

The Chief Justice said in his dissenting opin

ion that “the act and ordinance are in irre

concilable conflict, which is not obviated

or removed by regarding the act as a regula

tion under the police power and the ordi

nance as an exercise of the taxing power.

The validity of the act is not questioned

and being a vital act relating to motor ve~

hicles it has not been repealed by the gen

eral act amending the city and village act.

The general act gives cities and villages

power to direct, license and control wag

ons and vehicles conveying loads and says

nothing about taxing vehicles. But, re

garded in any'light, the ordinance conflicts

with the motor vehicle act."

Having fought the matter to the last

ditch, as far as the Illinois courts are con

cerned, the motorists of Chicago were dis

posed to accept the decision, rendered some

two weeks ago, as a finality. There re

mained to them, however, the privilege of

appeal to the United States Supreme Court.

This step was decided upon at a joint meet

ing of the Chicago Motor Club and the Chi

cago Automobile Trade Association, held

on the evening of February 26th. At that

meeting it was voted to appoint a commit

tee to get in touch with all owners of mo

tor cars in the State and raise funds to

carry the case to the United States Supreme

Court. It will not be difficult to present

to automobilists in other portions of the

State some urgent arguments why it will be

wise to make common cause in knocking

out the Chicago ordinance. In fact, before

this joint meeting was held the city coun

cil of Peoria, undoubtedly inspired by the

Supreme Court’s decision, permitted the in

troduction of a vehicle ordinance providing

for wheel tax. No amounts are named in

the measure. Various vehicles are divided

into classes as follows: One-horse, two

horse, three-horse, four-horse, six-horse or

more, automobiles for two, automobiles for

more than two. other automobiles, trucks,

coaches, omnibuses. Blanks are left for in

serting the amount to be taxed. This is

one of the measures proposed in meeting

a shortage in municipal revenue which the

city has been experiencing. It was referred

to the police and judiciary committee. The

action of that committee will undoubtedly

be influenced to some degree by the consid

eration, “we need the money."

Sheriff to Motor on Midnight Raids.

Around the county jail there is generally

an air of subdued excitement once in a

while, when, as evening approaches, the

sheriff and several of his picked assistants

prepare for a night journey out into the

dark wilds of the country. Sometimes the

sheriff takes a buggy. sometimes a trolley

car, and occasionally a jerkwater way train.

Only too often he comes back with his

shoes loaded with mud, but his hands empty

of prisoners, because somebody in touch

with the sheriff’s office afiairs has “tipped

off" the cock-fight promoters by means of

a speedily dispatched messenger. Sheriff

Jerge, of Bufl‘alo, N. Y., has decided that a

motor car is a necessary part of the equip

ment of his department to stamp out cock

lighting. and is arranging to use a machine

for such expeditions in the future. “There

will be no more fruitless cross-country walks

by moonlight," he declares, "as we shall

hereafter go out for business with the com

plete outfit.”

 

Heavy Cop’s Hurry Ride Costly.

Being the second largest policeman in

Seattle, \Vash., it is naturally borne in upon

Patrolman I. Bjornson that he is probably

pretty heavy, as well, but he finds it hard

to believe that a short, three-block ride

which he took in an automobile delivery

wagon of the Golden \Vest Baking Co. is

the sole cause of the machine breaking an

axle, for which he is now asked to pay.

The patrolman was sent from the station

house on the run. it being reported that a

man had fallen into the bay. The delivery

automobile was going in the direction of the

scene. and the officers asked for a ride.

Within a short distance the axle broke, and

he had to run the rest of the way on foot.

The machine was in the garage six days.

and the bills piled up to $110.30. The bak

ing company sent the bill to Bjornson and

he has turned it over to the city of Seattle

for the law department to handle.

ENEORCES LAW AND RUINS HIMSELF

Squire Van Ness Finds He Cannot Apply

Fines to Paying Police—Legislature is

Asked to Reimburse Him.

“This business of speeding on the public

roads is going to be stopped if it costs me

all I have.“ Such, in effect, was the declar

ation of Jesse P. Van Ness, the justice of

the peace at East Greenbush. N. Y., when

he set himself to the task of holding motor

ists down to reasonable speed on the por

tion of the Boston and Albany turnpike

passing through that town. He accom

plished his purpose and it cost him the

limit. Now the legislature is asked to re

lieve him of the burden his efficient execu

tion of the law has imposed upon him.

The road up there is tine for “opening up”

and it was only the sanest of sane drivers

who could resist the temptation to “let 'er

out another notch." But Squire Van Ness

was on his job. He spent his efforts well

and truly, and in a short time the turnpike

became one of the most reputable in Rensse~

laer county.

In constructing his system he engaged

help. He had to have extra men. He

couldn't do it alone. These highway pro

tectors had to be paid. They worked night

as well as day, and were willing to get up

at any hour. They caught the violators, and

when the occupants of the cars were ap

prehended they would be arraigned before

the justice of the peace and he would name

the penalty. He was severe and the pun

ishment for a second ofl’ense was a big help

to the system. Anyway, he collected in

fines something more than $900, and be ex

pended from this fund $716.87 in payment

of his impromptu police force. There was

a balance on hand and this had to go with

the rest.

But Squire Van Ness had no right thus

to dispose of the money. This was made

plain to him in due course of time and he

had to mortgage his home in order to make

good to the town authorities the amount

he unwittingly had misapplied, and which

the town authorities promptly appropriated

to other purposes. Now, however, Senator

Victor M. Allen, of Rensselaer, has intro~

duced in the senate a bill to reimburse

him.

Spare Tires Serve as Bail.

Tires as bail represents the accommodat

ing spirit in which the desk officers of the

New York police force try to make the path

of legal procedure smooth for motorists

after the latter have been arrested on

charges of speeding. Harold Dannot. a

chauffeur. was recently taken to the Bergen

street station for violation of the speed law,

and as he had no money the lieutenant ac~

cepted two spare "shoes" or casings, valued

at $50 each, as security for letting him go.
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CLUB AMALGAMA'I'IflN PLAN HALTS

Bay State Automobile Association and Bos

ton Motor Club Fail to Agree-—Latter

to Remain in the Field.

Negotiations have been in progress for

some time past with the aim to bring about

an amalgamation of the Bay State Automo~

bile Association and the newly organized

Boston Motor Club, which is largely com

The

proposed coalition contemplated the founda

tion of a new and third body to absorb both

the Bay State A. A. and the Boston M. C..

the name of which would be decided by a

posed of former Bay State members.

joint committee chosen from both clubs;

that the dues of the new organization should

be fixed by the members of the new club

at their first meeting, and that if they are

less than the present dues of the Bay State

A. A. rebates would be granted to the mem

bers thereof. It was further proposed that

the Bay State A. A. turn over its present

quarters, assets and equipment to the new

organization.

The proposed agreement was ratified by

the Boston Motor Club, and was placed be

fore the Bay State A. A. at a special meet

ing, held Tuesday evening, February 23, to

consider the matter. Many members of the

older body expressed the opinion that it

had made all the concessions that could be

made, and objected to giving up their or

ganization and possibly their name. At this

meeting another committee was appointed,

but it was authorized only to invite former

members of the Bay State to rejoin the

older club, with the understanding that the

Bay State eventually would take in the

members of the Boston Motor Club who

were not previously associated with the Bay

State. This plan was put before the com

mittee of the Boston Motor Club, which

refused to consider it, with the result that

unless further steps are taken by the Bay

State the Boston Motor Club will become

an actuality.

 

Long Island Club Leases Larger House.

As a result of their negotiations, the

Board of Governors of the Long Island

Automobile Club, of Brooklyn, the club has

leased the premises at 918-922 Union street,

facing Prospect Park Plaza, for their new

quarters, made necessary by the outgrowth

of the present quarters.

The building is 50x95, four stories high,

with basement; the latter has a concrete

floor, is of the same area as the other floors

and will provide accommodation for 150

cars. An elevator, large enough to accom

modate any size car, is provided. The top

floor of the building will be used for a re

pair shop, and is fully equipped with ma

chinery and tools to meet all requirements.

The club rooms will be located on the sec

ond floor commanding an excellent view of

the Plaza, and will be put in condition for

occupancy very shortly. Applications for

space in the new garage are now being re

ceived.

New Haven Club Spoils a Graft.

Because of a bad stretch of road near

\N'oodmont, Conn., in which many cars have

become mired, a farmer in the vicinity has

been resorting to the old method of get

ting rich quick by towing the cars to firm

ground. As his income was in the neigh

borhood of $100 a month from this source,

it is safe to say that he does not harbor

any brotherly love for the New Haven Au

tomobile Club, which thought it high time

such extortion should cease and took steps

accordingly. Large warning signs have been

erected at either end of the bad stretch, ad

vising motorists that the road ahead is im

passable and pointing out another route

which will avoid the quagmire without loss

of additional time. '

Waterbury Organizes a New Club.

In response to an invitation sent out by

A. C. Judd. who takes a pronounced interest

in automobile matters, over fifty of the rep

resentative business and professional men

of Waterbury, Conn., were convened in

Hotel Elton, on Saturday evening last, 20th

inst. The outcome of the meeting was the

founding of the Automobile Club of Water

bury. Formal organization resulted in the

election of these officers: 1. Richard Smith,

president; John B. Bunall, vice-president;

Almon C. Judd, secretary; Henry A. Head

ley, treasurer. Board of governors, until

annual meeting, Edmund J. Daly and Will

iam H. White; board of governors to serve

until 1910, Louis E. Fitzsimmons, Edward

M. Beach and John P. Kellogg.

Virginia Association Re-elects Officers.

At the annual meeting of the Virginia

Automobile Association at Richmond last

week, the old ofiicers were re-elected as

follows: I. E. Willard, president; Abbott

Morris, first vice-president; I. H. Marstcller.

second vice-president; O. M. Alfriend, sec

retary-treasurer. The Automobile Clubs of

Lynchburg and Staunton were admitted to

membership and a committee to attend the

national good roads convention was ap—

pointed.

Showing the Way to Muskegon.

As the first step in its campaign the new

ly organized Muskegon (Mich) Automobile

Club will erect signs at all crossroads

within a radius of one hundred miles. The

signs will read “This way to Muskegon,”

and care will be taken to see that they point

in the right direction.

Signposts for Transcontinental Tourists.

The Automobile Club of America will lay

out a transcontinental route and erect sign

posts along the way during the coming sum

mer for the benefit of coast to coast tour

ists.

RIVAL CLUBS FOR PHILADELPHIA

Quaker City Seceders Join Century Club—

The Old Time Cycling Body Becomes

an Automobiling Organization.

Following close on the heels of the an

nual meeting at which new officers were

elected, and where symptoms of discord were

apparent, a large defection has occurred in

the ranks of the Quaker City Motor Club of

Philadelphia.

the Century Club, one of the most famous

The seceders have joined

cycling bodies in the country in the palmy

days of the wheel, but of late years, more

prominent in social affairs. By a unan

imous vote, the club placed itself on record

to change its name to the Century Automo

bile Club, admit a large number of appli

cants and promote the sport of automobil

ing by contests and otherwise.

During its 24 years of existence, the Cen

tury Wheelmen, and later the Century Club,

has been a commanding figure in everything

' that pertained to the cycling or club world.

Its annual runs and race meets were fam

ous throughout the land, and attracted rid

ers who were famous on both continents.

It owns a $40,000 club house on Philadel

phia’s leading thoroughfare, which affords

an alluring rendezvous for motorists.

L. D. Berger, who was recently elected

president of the Quaker City club issued a

statement to the effect that the reported dis

satisfaction and withdrawal of a large num

ber of members from the club was an ex

aggeration, and while admitting that in a

few instances members of the Quaker City

Motor Club have become affiliated with the

Century Automobile Club, the policy of

the Quaker City club would remain un

changed. '

Columbus Plans Sign Raising Day.

Some time ago the Columbus, (0.) Au

tomobile Club decided to institute a sign

board campaign and ordered one hundred

galvanized iron signs with which to begin

the work. The signs have now arrived and

as soon as the roads are in good shape for

motoring a “sign raising" day will be de

clared. Members and machines will be im

pressed into service to carry on the work.

The signs bear the name of the Columbus

Automobile Club and the number of miles

from Columbus to the next largest city.

Marking Roads Centering at Chicago.

The Chicago Motor Club has taken up the

work of erecting signpOSts on the prominent

routes leading out of Chicago, within a ra

dius of one hundred miles. Three of the

routes which are most frequently used by

automobilists—the Milwaukee, South Bend

and Lake Geneva roads—will be placarded

with substantial iron signboards. A large

fund has been raised to carry on the work,

and the signs have been ordered.
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CONDEMN TAXATION 0F TOURIS'I'S

Associated Automobile Clubs of New Jer

sey Ask for Courtesy to Non-Residents

—They Approve the Colgate Bill.

That the taxation of non-resident motor

ists for occasional use of the roads of New

Jersey is “small. narrow and restrictive,”

was the unanimous opinion of members of

the Associated Automobile Clubs, as ex

pressed in a resolution adopted by them

at a meeting held in the Essex Troop Ar

mory, Newark, on Thursday evening. 25th

ult. The meeting was presided over by \V.

Clive Crosby, of East Orange, president of

the Associated Clubs, and the organizations

represented were the New Jersey Automo

bile and Motor Club, the Middlesex Auto

mobile Club, of New Brunswick, the Auto

n obile Club of Hudson County, the North

Jersey Automobile Club. and the Mercer

County Automobile Club. The resolution

ad 'pted reads as follows:

Resolved, That the amendinents as con

tained in Assembly bill No. 119, amending

the automobile laws, is in accord with the

ideas of the Associated Automobile Clubs

of New Jersey and should be enacted into

law with these changes: No charge of $1

should be made for the license to be granted

the non-resident on the grounds that it is

unnecessary, does not add to the safety of

the State nor materially add to its income,

and that a policy exacting $1 from a non

resident is small, narrow and restrictive.

The State should provide, free of cost, the

license or certificate proposed to be re

quired by the State of non-residents.

The bill referred to is known as the

“Colgate automobile bill." a summary of

which has been presented in these columns.

which is much more liberal in its provisions

than the existing law. It has been reported

favorably by the highway committee.

Minnesota Club that Does Things.

Evidences of its aggressive policy were

manifested at a recent annual meeting of the

Rochester (Minn.) Automobile Club when

it was unanimously voted to join the State

association. The club rescinded its former

action against the Gates automobile bill and

gave its indorsement to the measure. As

an indication of its efforts for better roads

the club maintains eight log drags at various

points in the country and they have proven

of great value in aiding to maintain the

highways. ‘ '

Detroit Plans for a Working Club.

Because of the fact that the Detroit

(Mich) Automobile Club is a social organ

ization of an exclusive nature and does not

take an active part in motoring afiairs.

plans are on foot looking to the formation

Of a new automobile club. The need of a

downtown club that would bring motorists

together and play a prominent part in the

enactment of equitable laws and assert it

self in the good roads movement, is ad

rnitted on all sides. The movement has the

hearty support of the Detroit Automobile

Club and the D. A. D. A., as the dealers‘

association is known, each of which has a

sphere of its own with which the new body

will not conflict. It is proposed to admit

to membership every motor car owner in

\Vayne County, and to have an associate

membership for owners residing outside the

county. As there are over five thousand

owners in Wayne county it is confidently

expected that the new club will take the

field with a large initial membership. .

 

Washington’s Subway to Have Electrics.

Comparativer few visitors to \Vashing

ton, the National Capital, know that from

the new office buildings of the house of

representatives and the senate, respectively,

to the capitol building. there is a big sub

way, having sidewalks and a road for ve

hicles. So far all the traffic through the

sulzwry system has been only foot passen

gers and rubber tired push carts. but ar

rangerrents are being made for the introduc

tion of electric automobiles. It is plannen

to use vehicles of special types, suitable for

‘the service, one style for passengers and

another for the transporting of books, rec~

ords and merchandise.

 

Chief Kohler Wants Motoring Police.

Radical chrnges in police methods, made

possible by the automobile, are proposed

by Fred Kohler, chief of police in Cleve

lrnd, O. “The day of patroling the city is

past." he declares, in asking for 15 motor

cars for his department. “You might as

well send out lire engines to look for fires.

l would abolish beats, put six or more po

licemen in each automobile and cover a

huge territory. circling and bisecting it

several times nightly and dropping off po

licemen where conditions seemed suspi

cious.”

Hotel Men Encourage Automobiling.

Hotel men know which side their bread

is buttered on and regard with distinct dis

favor anything which is calculated to lessen

the touring activities of motorists. Up in

Maine. particularly. the automobilist who

tours with his machine in summer is highly

welcome. and at a recent meeting of the

Maine Hotel Proprietors Association, held

in Brunswick, that body adopted a resolu

tion to encourage automobile visitors as

much as possible and to work for state legis

lation favorable to the motoring interests.

Commits Murder to Become a Chauffeur.

So alluring are the advertisements of the

automobile "schools." where chaufi’euring

and its allied arts are taught and from

which the “graduates” emerge with hopes

of fat salaries and easy berths. that Orville

Poland, 19 years old, committed murder last

week to get the necessary tuition money

to put him through. He killed Jesse Hay

mnker in Hutchinson, Kan., on Wednesday,

and got a life sentence on Friday.

MAKING WRECK TELL ITS STORY

How a Milwaukee Professor Estimated the

Speed Which Caused a Disaster

Curious Technical Calculations.

Even when the victims have been killed

 

outright and there are no witnesses to an

accident. a great deal of accurate informa

tion as to the circumstances of an aut0m0<

bile disaster may in most cases be learned

by technical calculation, according to Pro

fessor Warren S. Johnson, of Milwaukee.

Wis.

this direction, he recently undertook to

As an instance of the possibilities in

analyze an accident where a machine went

through an open draw bridge, killing its

After deter

irining the distance from the abutment at

occupants in the river below.

which the car fell. and ascertaining that

the vertical fall was 16 feet, he shows the

method of arriving at the speed of the car.

“Bodies fall 16 feet the first second,” he

explains, “so that the machine was one sec—

ond in striking the water after leaving the

bridge. If the machine struck the water

26 feet from the abutment, it was running

at 18 miles an hour when it left the road

way edge. The machine would not go very

far forward after striking the water, owing

to the resistance. If the machine was found

nearer the shore than this. it was running

at less than 18 miles per hour. If at the

time the car went into the river, the brakes

had been applied, it must have been going

in excess of 18 miles an hour previously on

the street. Had the brakes been applied 50

feet from the edge, at 18 miles an hour. they

would have stopped the machine in time.

At five miles an hour the car would have

dropped prrctically directly downward."

Automobile Study for Farmer Students.

That agricultural colleges and schools are

now giving courses in automobile matters

to their students. as part of the curriculum

which is to prepare them for their practical

duties in life, constitutes a prophecy of

how large the part of the motor car will

be in farm life of the future and also indi

cates the present interest which the more

enterprising farmers feel in the motor pro

pelled vehicle. Short course students at

the Iowa State College, at Des Moines.

whose studies are chiefly on agricultural

subjects, are to have an automobile lecturer

from Thomas B. Jeffery & Co.. of Kenosha.

\Vis.. while the Michigan State Agricultural

School, at Lansing, Mich., is to have a spe

cial course of instruction on automobile

operation, maintenance and repair.

Kansas City Chauffeurs Get Together.

Emulating their brethren in other cities.

the chauffeurs of Kansas City, Mo., have

united, and the aggregation will be known

as the Automobile Mechanics Association of

Kansas City.
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The Week’s Patents.

903,213. Fluid Gauge. Morris Martin,

Boston, Mass. Filed April 13, 1907. Serial

No. 368,050.

1. A fluid gauge comprising a head, a

pivotally mounted magnet, a float, oper

ative connections between said float and

the magnet whereby the position of the

magnet is determined by the fluid level, an

indicating magnetic needle revoluble at

times in unison with float induced move

ment of said magnet. means to sustain the

needle in the head, and means rendered

operative at will to temporarily lock the

needle and restrain it from revoluble move

ment, the magnet remaining free at all

times to change its position in accordance

with variations in the fluid level.

903,447. Vehicle Axle. Hazel B. Bush,

Littleton, Colo. Filed June 25, 1906. Serial

No. 323,195. -

1. In a vehicle, the combination with

the body of the vehicle, of a main axle

member and an auxiliary axle member, the

body of the vehicle being supported upon

the latter, and the two axle members be

ing yieldingly connected whereby the aux

iliary member has a limited degree of inde

pendent vertical movement, and the aux

iliary axle construction also being provided

with buffers located both above and below

the main axle member.

903,608. Wheel for Motor Vehicles. John

V. Pugh, Allesley, England. Filed Aug. 10,

1907. Serial No. 388,013.

1. A wheel for motor vehicles compris

ing a permanent hub part, a removable hub

part enveloping said permanent hub part

and carrying the spokes and felly, clutch

members between and formed integral with

said hubs, a holding nut and locking means

carried by and inclosed within said nut.

903,657. Explosion Turbine. Carl Beck

mann, New York, N. Y. Filed Dec. 19,

1905. Serial No. 292,519.

1. In an explosion turbine, in combina

tion, a rotor, a stator having an explosion

chamber with an inlet opening adjacent to

said stator, said rotor having a carburetting

chamber therein and having an inlet port

in alignment with said opening. said stator

having an explosion port leading from said

chamber, said rotor having buckets to re

ceive the force of the explosion and igni

tion devices carried by said rotor and align

ing with said inlet port and said explosion

port

903.707. Manufacture of Rubber

James T. Gordon. Indianapolis, Ind.

Feb, 12, 1908. Serial No. 415,471.

Tires.

Filed

1. In a device of the character described,

a casing adapted to completely envelop a

tire, comprising opposed members semi

circular in cross section assemblable to form

a hollow annulus, and means for locking

said members in the assembled relation.

comprising a plurality of locking pins upon

one edge of one member, and a correspond

ing plurality of keeper loops upon an edge

of the opposed member.

903,708. Vehicle \Nheel. George H.

Groth, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor of one

half to Auta N. Groth, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Filed May 26, 1908. Serial No. 435,048.

1. The combination with a steering axle

having a body, a steering knuckle and a

spindle, of a vehicle wheel having a hub

mounted on said spindle and independent

of said steering knuckle, a rim disposed in

a plane including the pivot 0f the steering

knuckle, and a plurality of separate spokes

connecting said hub and rim and each bent

to form a compound curve.

903.714. Pneumatic Tire Casing. Charles

G. Hawley and Erie K. Baker, Chicago. Ill.

Filed April 11, 1908. Serial No. 426,495.

1. A tire casing provided with inwardly

extending base portions which substantially

meet at their inner edges and have end

less metal rings embedded in their outer

parts and co-operating fillers embedded in

their inner parts. said rings being vertically

elongated in cross section, as and for the

purpose specified.

903,745. Tread for Pneumatic Tires.

Charles G. Hawley and Erle K. Baker, Chi

cago, Ill. Filed April 11, 1908. Serial No.

426,496.

1. A pneumatic tire having a tread por

tion composed of alternated portions dif

fering in elasticity, the portions of least elas

ticity being spaced about the tread at dis

tances substantially corresponding to the

length of the longitudinal line of normal

contact between the tire tread and the road

surface, substantially as described.

903,741. Valve Gear and Internal Com

bustion Engines. Herbert F. Lloyd, Sutton

Coldfield, near Birmingham. England. Filed

April 26. 1907. Serial No. 370,533.

1. In combination in an internal combus

tion engine of the constant pressure, an

annular shell acting to produce an axially

moving fluid annulus insulating the flame

and hot gases from their inclosing walls; as

and for the purposes set forth.

 

Filed Oct. 18, 1907. Serial No. 398.~1nd.

111.

In a frictional power transmitting device

the combination of a driving shaft carrying

a friction disc, a pair of oppositely disposed

rotary transmission discs for co-operation

therewith, a transmission shaft supported in

longitudinal alignment with the driving

shaft, a sliding sleeve on said transmission

shaft, and a frictional transmission wheel

comprising a main disc provided with a hub

extending beyond opposite sides thereof

and integral with said sleeve, supplementary

discs mounted upon the hub on opposite

sides of said main disc, differential gearing

connecting the discs, annular retaining

rings havmg smooth surfaced openings re

ceiving the ends of the sleeve, said rings

being arranged to bear against the outer

ends of the hub and outer faces of the sup

plementary discs to retain the latter in op

erative relation to the main disc, and fast

enings passing transversely through said

rings into the ends of the hub.

903,746. Pawl Transmission Gear for Tax

imetcrs. Charles Mascart, Paris, France.

Filed Jan. 15, 1908. Serial No. 410.991.

1. Transmission means of the type set

forth, comprising. in combination, a driving

ratchet wheel and its shaft, a driven ratchet

wheel and its shaft, said shaft being par

allel, a member connecting said ratchet

wheels to drive the latter from the former,

said member comprising a lever pivoted

midway of its length and provided with a

tooth at one end to engage said driving

ratchet wheel and with a pawl at its other

end to engage said driven wheel, said tooth

and said pawl engaging said wheels at cor

responding sides thereof, and a spring for

holding said lever with its toothed end in

constant engagement with said driving

ratchet wheel.

HEB HEAD

IS

HERE

 

 

Mailed anywhere for 60 cents in coin

 

 

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
 

known plug on the market.

less of cost.

Agents Wanted.
HEMMETERISPARK PlUG co.

 

Hemmeth Spark Plugs

Result of two years experimenting with every

Guaranteed as good as any in the world regard

903,744. Frictional Power Transmission

Device. Ebenezer H. Manning, Elkhart,

287 Calhoun Street

QINOINNATL OlilO

 

 

 

  

“ Oldest Makers in America"

$3000

Kokomo, 1nd.
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GROWING

qlWe have outgrown our present quarters.

 

 

qlTo accommodate our steadily increasing business

and to give our stocks sufficient show space,

we needs must spread out.

qlAccordingly, we have leased, for a long term,

the building at Zl 5-Zl 7 North Broad Street

(the property immediately adjoining our present

Philadelphia store), which, after extensive

alterations, we will occupy on April lst.

qlThis new building will give us l2,0()0 feet

of floor space for the display of our wares.

(JIWe invite every reader of the Motor World

to call on us in our new quarters and personally

inspect our stock. We’ll show you lots of new

and interesting things.

Q] If this is impracticable, let us send you our new

I909 Catalogue. It’s a store in itself.

qlDon’t forget we are distributing agents for

Continental Ready-Flated Tires and Demount

able Rims. They are the standard tire equipment.

—

PHILADELPHIA

:Iames L. Gibney & Bro. ..
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The Actual

Safety of Every

Motorist

  

depends on his lighting equipment when touring at night. It is absolutely

necessary that his lamps should be perfect in construction, design, material

and workmanship.

SOLAR LAMPS
provide perfect lighting equipment. They throw powerful, penetrating rays

over the ENTIRE SURFACE OF THE ROAD. They are absolutely

dependable. You can “go as far as you like” with SOLARS. Insist upon

getting them with your car— your dealer will see that they are furnished

if you gently insist!

Solar Lamps are manufactured in the largest lamp factory in the world

by the

automobile lamps made.

most skillful workmen available.

 

  

 

SOLAR LENS MIRROR SEARCHLIGHT

Prices

Gas Headlights . . . . . . . .

Electric HeadlightsGenerators

Oil Side Lamps

Electric Side Lamps. ..

Oil Tail Lamps . . . . . . . .

Electric Tail Lamps ..

from $4.50 to $62.50 each

.from $8.75 to $15.00 each

from $4.00 to $12.00 each

from $7.50 to $22.00 pair

from $9.00 to $21.00 pair

from $3.50 to $7.50 each

.from $3.75 to $6.00 each

 

 

— '957-A, 8" Lens Mirror, $15.00.

Write for complete I909 catalog.

BADGER BRASS MANUFACTURING CO.

TWO FACTORIES:

437 Eleventh Avenue, New York

They are the only perfect

  

SOLAR LENS MIRROR

PROJECTOR—898. 8" Lens

Mirror. Each $35.00.

Kenosha, Wisconsin
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is attached to your set of

WEED

Chain Tire Grips

The tag is

a guarantee that you are buying the

the genuine Weed Grips and N OT

THE. lMlTATlONS.

THE NEW WEED

CROSS CHAINS

are Brass Plated

and specially

hardened.

when you purchase them.

lnsist upon getting brass plated cross

chains. They give t w o to t h r e e

times the wear formerly secured. Do

Do notnot accept a n y substitute.

purchase an inferior product.

    

SEE THE

SPLITDURF MABNETU
AT THE BOSTON SHOW

Dept. E, Space 422

At the Paris exhi

bition M. Pierre de

Vasselot, the most

eminent electrical en

gineer of Europe,

said:

“After a thorough

examination of the

SPLITDORF Mag

neto, I am satisfied

that it has no equal

in design and efii

ciency among mag

netos of the present

day.”

The most experienced motorists in this country have al

waysnvsnceded the superiority of SPLITDORF apparatus.

C. F. SPLITDORF

WALTON AVE. and 138 ST. BRANCH, 1819 BROADWAY

N E W Y O R K

1H )S'l‘t lN—Motor Mart. 220 Pleasant St.

  

 

 

 

Weed Chain

Tire Grip

Company

28 Moore Street

NEW YORK

 

 

  

 

KEMPSHALL

NON-SKID TIRES
BEST BY EVERY TEST, BECAUSE

l.—They last longest even on heaviest cars; the cheapest tire per non~skid

mile on the nrket. 5.000 t 11,000 miles per tread.

2.—The_v ' 'e p ‘ect immunity ‘om skiddi even on the easiest roads;

atent ~ oulded all rubber tread with: steel or leat er.

3.——f hey are w pressure tires, minimizing vibration and increasing com»

ort.

4.——They are ireest from punctures and trouble; made from best rubber

and fabric, and plenty of them.

The Tire A W

you G A

have been E N

looking for N T

__ T E

S D

Write for

Prices WHERE

Booklet NOT

and REPRE

Oplnions sen-rib

  

CRYDER & CO., 585 Park Ave., New York

Sole U. S. A. Agents

The Kempshall Tlre Company, of Europe, Ltd.
  

TllliSli TIRES ARE MADE BY

CHAS. MACINTOSH & CO., LQd" Manchcltcr, ENGLAND
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ACCURATE

GEARS

Can furnish all kinds of

gears of any material

and in any quantity,

all with accurately cut

or planed teeth. Let

us quote you prices.

 
 

 
 

Tho New Process Raw Hide Bo.

SYRCAUSE, N. Y.

  

 

 

’ \ c._.,_e~\\ 8350 [in]: this $600

  [\‘urmlu u!

' ‘. ' r THE METZ

Z _ ' PLAN can
i i is sold on a new  

  

plan of partial pay

ments. Let me ex

plain by sending

Book " B."

.

“K

CHAS. H. METZ, Waltham, Mass.

 

 
. l

1 $ 1 , 250

I". O. H. Detroit'5 E MAGNETO

INCLUDED

—Of Course.

Everitt-Metzger

Flanders Co.

Detroit, Mich.

 

  

 

 

(Trade 81' -RITE Mark) Ignition plugs

are dnow re~

paire erpet

ually, gee of

charge (when

returned to

. V, factory) be

’ cause “They

Half Inch Separable, Double Por- Stay Right

celain Plug. Price $1.25. the Longest."

THE R. r. HARDY CO.““°°,3{;;,3*M
Factory 201 37th St., BROOKLYN,’ N. Y.

309 Fisher Bldg, Chicago.

  

 

I

MACNETOS

Ease of Starting

is not the feature about which the mag

neto salesman is generally most anx

ious to talk. He knows that, despite his

claims, it takes both knack and elbow

grease to start a large engine under any

but the most favorable conditions, if re

liance is placed on the magneto for the

spark.

There is only one exception to this

rule. That exception is the

Unterberg 8L Helmle

Self-Starting Magneto

(TYPE LE)

This magneto gives its maximum spark

on the slowest turn of the crank; and the

spark is automatically retarded past the

centre, making back kicks impossible.

No batteries are needed with the “U.

& H., Type LE”; it is a complete igni

tion equipment in itself.

JJIDDETZ COMPANY

J'ole lmportem ~ rmw BUILDING. New YORK

  

 

Motors

RRB

STHNDHRD

CAUSE—

We are motor

SPECIALISTS.

RESULT

There is m o r e

MOTOR VALUE

in a “Continental”

(24-40 H.P.) than

in any other mo

tor on the market.

Write for catalogue.

CONTINENTAL MOTOR MFG. CO.,

MUSKEGON, MICH.

K. Franklin Peterson, Western Representative, 166

E. Lake St., Chicago. Thos. etzel Eastern

Representative, 29 W. 42d t., New York.

  

REI] HEAO

IS

  

 

 

Get Rld of Tlre Troubles

Try a Set of

0&JIIRES
 

 

S l I , O O O , 0 O 0

worth of experience behind the new

3 I ,500 MITCHELL

This price ineludea £300 worth of extra auto~

mobile value not inclu ed in other earl selling at

this rice. Learn what it is. Write to-day for de

tail deacri tion.

MIT HELL MOTOR CAR CO.,

576 Mitchell St., Racine, Wis.

Standard Manufacturers A. M. C. M. A.

 

THE INTER-STATE

In every way the light-running, graceful, speedy

INTERSTATE—$1750 complete with Eiseninn Magneto

—finds its only competition in the high-prleel high grade

cars. Write for catalogue, today. Dealers and Agents

will appreciate the opportunity opened to them by the

INTER-STATE. Address:

Inter-Stale Automobile Co., 126 Willard St., Muncie, Ind.

 
  

D O W T U B E S

The Best Tubes Ever Manufactured

Are the Most Economical

Do Not Deflate When Punctured.

DOW TIRE COMPANY,

2000 Broadway, N. Y. 889 Boylaton 81., Bolton.

  

 

 

SIDE—WIRE SOllO MOTOR TIRES

'rnn WORLD'S anumno

FIRESTIIIE TIRE l RUBBER 00., Aim, Ohl.

  

 

A SUPERB LXNI OF CARI-—

T A C K - O N

"No Sand Too No Hill Too Stoop."

I-Cylinder and 4-Cylinder

lnnabouta. Roadatera, Tourin] Cara.

"11.12.2411. P. SOH.P.IMIJ6H.P.

Prioea. use, "in. $1,250 and $2,000.

JAOKOOI AOTOIOIILI CO., lull". Ilel.
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STEPNEYlThBOHIY

SPARE WHEEL cure

f r TirEvery motorist should carry a “Stepney” and o e

avoid all troublesome delays caused by punc- TI’OleleS

tures and blowouts. Write for Catalogue D.

  

 

 

  
‘ ON AND coral IN ‘

LEI. THAN A MINUTE

 
  

  

 

  

 
  

SPARE MOTOR WHEEL OF AMERICA, LTD. 236 Michigan Ave. CHICAGO, ILL.
  

 SUPPLEM ENTAQRYi'

SPIRAL SPRINGS

(L If every driver had to ride in his own

tonneau, every car would be quickly

equipped with Supplementary Spiral

Springs. Owners are not intentionally

selfish—many of them just thoughtless.

Usually driving or sitting beside the

driver, the riding qualities of the ton

neau are to them practically unknown.

  

  

ALL CARS SOLD

LICENSED UNDER

AND GUARANTEED

BY US ARE

SELDEN PATENT

FOR ONE YEAR.

  
  

(L Not so with the passengers. Rear

springs must be strong enough to resist

severe shocks under a full load. That means stiff springs

  

under ordinary loads with the shocks and jars transmitted 6 c
' yl., 60 II. P. . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . $3.100

to the passengers—guests whose comfort ought to be a first

consideration Toy Tonneau . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3.300

(L SUPPLEMENTARY SPIRAL SPRINGS take up all the

average bumps and road inequalities and come into real

action with the jolts and jars encountered at speed.

Sixty-Five Miles an Hour Guaranteed.

THE PALM ER-SINGER SIX-SIXTY gives power and

speed in a measure that you cannot be made to appreciate

by mere words. WE GUARANTEE 65 MILES AN

HOUR ON EVERY ONE OF THESE CARS.

It is the SPORTSMAN'S CAR DE LUXE and neither

in this country nor abroad is there anything of its class

and type to compare with it, irrespective of price. It is a

six cylinder, 60 H. P. speed car, capable of record-breaking

speed and still of carrying from two to five passengers with

S U P P L M E N l A perfect comfort on long and hard runs.

Palmer & Singer Mfg. Co.

SP I L SPR l NG 1620-22-24 Broadway. New York. 182l Michigan Mo., Chicago.

New York and Chimitzo Agents for the P. & S. Simplex

  

 

  

(1 With the S. S. 5., your springs never whip or touch. They

prevent breakage and are the most economical and useful

accessory ever provided for a car. Every live dealer carries

them and their attachment is a matter of a few hours’ time.

Do it NOW.

  

Motor Mart, Now York 4555 Delmar Avo., St. Louis, Mo.

  

 

 

Model B—Brush Runabout

A CAR 0F SIMPLE DESIGN MADE WELL

NOT A COMPLICATED DESIGN MADE CHEAPLY

Its records and the opinions of its users speak more loudly than self praise. Agencies for

1909 are being closed rapidly. Much good territory still open.

BRUSH RUNABOUT COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.
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romafifiwwll “"1"”
 

  
  

 
 

’A»

Cup Winner in 300 Miles Endurance Contest,

Philadelphia to Wilkes-Barre and return, January

1-2, 1909.

Only THREE out ot THIRTY-TWO CONTEST

ANTS finished with pertect time scores; THOSE

THREE WERE tour-cylinder MATHESONS.
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Volt l

190 “115315? ‘
Volt » Ammctcr

DEAD BEAT METAL DIM

. Guaranteed. and the prlcets

" right. send for catalogue and trade

discounts.

, CONNECTICUT

“ TELEPHONE and arc-me co., InC.

Meriden, Conn.

  

 

  

 

 

This Tire Sells Because it Saves

Saving of time and savin of money explain the

50 H. P.—<SiX-cyllllder Drive, I I - popularity of the Goodyear etacha'nle Auto TIAC on

_ _ _ _ Goodyear Universal Rim. 0: or of! in less than 60

Equipped With choice of Touring, Tourabout, Toy Tonneau, Close- seconds Wllh 11° £0015 except a Wrench This A! the

coupled or Runabout bodim GOUUYEAII WRAPPED TIItAU TIRE MADE ON AIR BIBS

Can't creep, can't rim cut, 90% puncture proof.

Let u_s tell you about our Alf bottle servne free to

50 H. P. Four-cYIInder Drive, I I I motonsts for two years.

Equipped with Touring body, Limousine or Landaulet, $5,500 600M!“ TIRE 8‘ RUBBER 00" Arm" 8'" Amn' 0'

Roadster or Tourabout, $4,350.

——-—- SPRINGFIELD

TOP Pat-1895‘

MATHESON AUTOMOBILE COMPANY ““imm

Bodies

Main Sales Olliee, Garage and Repair Dept. snmenm

1886-1888 Broadway, Cor. 62d St. NEW YORK CITY QTEEI'ZDIVE?"

Sprtnltleld, In“.

 

  

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

The Low Price of the High-Quality

Lambert ear
, _ _ is made olsible by the low cost of the simple

indicator in the world. ,7 _, W: , 7 , Lambeirt riction tranfsmissioln, zlaich is more ei
‘t—W' centtan an t eo com \clt ,ex ive ear

JONES SPEEDOMETER co., ) A p.,,ndm, c" Jansmissimv w p m- ,

76th St. & Broadway, New York. ‘ PENNSYLVABFYLAMAagEOPEOTOR co" BUCKEYE MFG“ COMPANY' Andmn’ XML

  

.J\JONES SPEEDOMETER ‘
Most accurate speed

 

 
  

 

  
 

  

 
 

  

R0 '11" Slmvlm Automobllo In an erm. “The, no“ aM

‘750—The PrIcO—‘750.

Detroit, Mich. Newark, N. J.

 

“Roswnagzggogggy m» CLEVELAND SPARK PLUG no.

231 Wm 54th St. New York City. CL‘VELAND, OHIO

 

 
 

  

 

  

 
 

Briscoe ManufacturingiCo. THE GYROSCOPE CAR
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: f STEVENS-DURYEA

Thfiusands of Six Cylinder Model Y

Touring Car

  

 

Cars

LARGE, MEDIUM AND SMALL TYPES.

are now equipped, or being equipped this 6'40 Horsepower

with we TRANSMISSIONS. ’1Y§2~§L‘.TL.H;ZTSZSS$Z;""°"
CQNE CLUTCHES, HAND LEVERS,

STEERING GEARS' STEERING REACHES' TEVENS-DURYEA time-tried features are

ETC" - embodied in this car. In addition the SIX
. °f °‘" manufacm'e' Aut°m°bfle CYLINDER MODEL Y i... aII improvements

builders order these from us season after
and refinements of standardized, accepted designs.

  
  

season; we WiSh for no better advenise' . Two independent systems of ignition. SIX CYL

ment than to have this fad generally known- INDERS in higher horsepoWers are not only prefer

Addrm ,,// ,0,,,,,,,,,,,-m,,-,,,, ,L, able, but essential as well. STEVENS-DURYEA  

"LONG_ARM” DEMONSTRATIONS wiII convince you.

STEVENS - DURYEA COMPANY
Members Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

Chicopee Fells, Mule.

  
H’rile for 1909 Catalog

 

  

  

  

 

 

  

  

 

 

The output of complete Front

and Rear Automobile Axles of this

plant exceeds the capacity of e l

competition combined.

T-"@limurii:iin Ball-Baarinr in.

L. O. l M. l. Ry. l Id'wnter Perk

cLIVILAID. OHIO. 0.0.5.

Aiwa s Goes ,m: g:

‘ The W ole . Route

 

  

  

 
  

  

    

._ .. 8 J

onomy — ' :1 buying an automobile coneider first cost, but heelhte lontreat to inmti to up
" -. 7' '- We?!”

(ondiiionlof keep. economy of NH ‘unlillll on. Buy A car who you an hold the ma er to this QOQdL

nte lnnilt on records dun ) ty nnri th rldenro Illuliillldl oi uaere’ endommento. " - v ‘ ' ~. _ ' -- _ 0;,

  
0!

We

eaiher—Hllle— I Wm

' . ,_. ' e invite oomperlnon or our uhlogs-bonkl~ iimoninin—whlch on can have for the asking.

W r iavtory imiiizi‘ , ' riiie for them. But above nll compare ee—expert workman-NH!

. 1 ‘ ~ ' perience and the highest quniity every Per! 0!

us THlB on. ' " I: The invincibleA _ e h .;‘_ \ Auto-Runabout

’ “ ~ 7 ..

with all other-a oi thin n le mr. Write um and investigate the meaning to you II on owner

of A car like the lie-hm: t. F iii-534m -power—izmrleu—cluirhlme-Timiten ler baringe

  

  

 

throughout—easy ridan long " ‘ neon!" n nge—high, eol ( cunhionl O drloh bber tirel tor

:l-sgongggnpkeep on All roadwaehobie! arboretum, eic.- ll high cine! uipment ionnd only on

p 0 core.

  

‘ The licheoht ll the mint to run illmrieat, rnont pmtiml, m0" economiml one you an buy—

7 Let in: ehow on all the ream-nu why. Wriie or literature. it interested on an “ent-let in mine you

, our Special I polition.

The Schacht Manuiacturing Company

2720 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati, 0.
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The Warner

Aulo

Dieter

Guaranteed

Absolutely Accurate

is the only speed indicator made on the Magnetic In

duction principle. Because of the principle it accur

ately indicates every range of speed from zero to the Unless your car has perfect

maximum. lubrication, your gasoline

All other instruments are made on the centrifugal is used for mam" immad °f miles 0f “Peed' The

principle. They fail to indicate any speed whatever “Se °f "cu"? MOBILOIL “"98 the we“ of your can .‘h6

under 5 to 10 miles per hour_ waste of gaso me, and most of the money that goes for repairs.

Vacuum MOBILOIL is madein six difierent rades to suit

  

The Auto‘Mthr is 50, dummy made that prac‘ical the lubrication of eve automobile made. no of these

as“ have 5}“)er that R w," ePdufe 3 MILLION grades is exactly adapts to the needs of ryaurcar. Its use is

MILES of riding Without perceptible wear, or depart- aninvestment that saves expense. It Will end forever your

ing} from absolute accuracy more than 10 feet to the .1ubficafion troubles, and add to your

rm e.
pleasure and the life of your car.

Write tor tree booklet showing grade

at MOBILOIL adapted to the use at

every car. Gives track records to

date. and money-saving motor hints.

We invite comparative tests. Before you decide on

any Speed Indicator, put the Auto-Meter on one side

of your dash and any other indicator at any price on

the other. Then use your watch over a measured

course. Keep the instrument which tells the truth.

We know WhICl‘l it will be.

The Warner Instrument Company

Factory and Main Mikes—391 Wheeler Ave, BELOIT, WISCONSIN

BRANCH HOUSES—New York 1902 Broadway Bolton, 925

Boylston St.; Philadelphia, Cor. Ilrosd and Race; pittsbur , 3432

Forbes St.‘ Cleveland, 2062 Euclid Ave.' Butt-lo, 722 M I: St.;

Detroit, zaé Jefferson Ave: Chicago, not Miehi on Ave; Indian

apolis 33(1):” N. Illinois St.‘ St. Louis live

St.; ' co, 550 Golden Gate A'e: Loo An- _\ié In "Males. 1212 5. Mill! 5!. v ;‘

Vacuum

MOBILOII.
in barrels, and in cans with Patent

pouring spout is sold by dealers every

where. Manufactured by

VACUUM OIL (10., Rochester, N. Y.

@@@@@@
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SPECIFY

Heinze ignition ap

paratus on your"

l909 car and got ‘

TIIE BEST

IIIIE.

  

  

  

  

 

STAND THE TEST

After 27,000 miles continuous service in a Chal

mers-Detroit “30,” their engineering depart

ment reports as follows:

“Examinations of the bearings showed that

the wear was remarkably small considering

that they had an equivalent of five years’ ser

vrce."

The above simply emphasizes Standard

Bearing superiority.

 

Write us if your

dealer does not

carry them.

Hoinza Elactric Go.

LOWELL, MASS.

  

 
5.

r w
e

.2,er"

 

 

Makers of SEND FOR NEW CATALOG

OOILI, TIMERD,

Standard Roller Bearing flu.

@
PLUGS.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

@@@i@@
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When at the Show

do not fail to see the

TUCKAI‘IOE

GREASE GUN
 

 

New and very meritorious. The

only self-filling combination oiler and

grease gun. Can be filled with grease

in three seconds. Regulated by throw

ing a latch. Its use insures quick oil

ing and clean hands. Lower in price

than others. Write for circular.

Manufactured and sold by the

Rubly Mfg. Company

TUCKAHOE, N. Y.

 

IIEll HEAD

IS

 

Tire Troubles?

Use Parmanlt

Demonstrated before Board

of Governors Harrisburg

Motor Club with reat aur-~

cess. For particu ars write

ADOLF KARL R (30..

237-9 Washln on St.,

ewark, N. J.

  

 

Ask About

JQIQIIIL)(I'I‘IIEIIE£
lNSURI-INQE.

AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER COMPANY,

N. E. Cor 57th St. and Broadway, New York.

Factories, Trenton, N. J.

  

Invader Uil
THE OIL THAT

GRAPHITIZES

Users of

are responsible for Its

popularity

YOU NAME THE CAR

WE'LL

NAME THE GRADE

MAD: ONLY in

CHAS. F. KELLOII It 00.

m Arch St., Philadelphia

Boston Branch:

."lll‘l'tlln 284 Columbus Avenue.

 

  

 

6 Wheels fitted with

cmuZhuaflz!

DEMOUNTABLE RIMS
in three days time Inquire oi your nearest

dealer.

CONTINENTAL CAOUTCHOUC CO.

1788-90 Broadway New York City

  

 

 

avo’zn accsnnnrs

hydflthe

Wridgway No Glare Shade

which adds to the elel oi the lean and k

glare from blinding othemre of the hmways. “c:

e fitted to any existing lamp.

[PEERLESS MOTOR CAR CO.,

no to as w. 4m St., new You:

  

 

MORGAN IkWRlGHTTIRES

ARE GOOD TIRES

  

 

THIS MAGNETO l8 “FOOL PROOF"

The most unskillful driver can install the Remy

1909 High Tension Magneto. Impro er connection

cannot injure it, and no amount of tin ering will put

it out of commission. The Remy will stand more

neglect. oil, dirt and water than any other ignition

a stern in the world. More than 17,000 Remys have

a ready been sold for 1909 cars—more Remys than _all

others combined. Write for illustration and descrip

tion.

'l‘IlE IEMY ELECTRIC CO., Dept. ll, Anderson, had.

We have ogiened a branch house in Thoroughfare

Bldg., roadway and 57th St., New York.

 

A. O. Smith Company

MAKERS OF

PRESSED STEEL

FRAMES
(Capacity 100,000 per annum.)

Heavy and Difficult Stampings

Front and Rear Axles

Steering Columns

Transmissions, Selective and

Progressive

Multiple Disc Clutches

A.0 SMITH co. atiwfififitwttz
 

 

 
 

OVERLAND
Tourist Roadster

5| .500 $l .250

OVERLAND AUTOMOBILE CO.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

 
 

 
 

 
 

'IHEMHRMON
"R Meehonirnl Musferplece"

[or catalog, addrem Dept. IS.

NORDYKE a MARION CO.

(Eu-al. um INDIANAPOLIS. mo.

 

 

The PULLMAN

+40 Roadster. Price, $3,000.

that made the run from Philadel hia to Sa

vannah 6a., March 5th to 18th, rough mud

up to the radiator, beating all previous records.

YORK MOTOR CAR CO., York. Pa.

 

 

 

_lZcmmakflb
The Locomobile Company of America,

Bridgeport, Conn. .

 

 

TRUFFAULTIHARTFORD

Trade

HOOK AB-ORBER

Hark

The Device that made Safe. Breed and Comlortable

Automobillng oealgle.

Write tor eatalolne, Department D.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO-.

I. V. Hartford. Pres. HI Jay St., Jersey City, N. J.

 

Gasoline and Electrio—fer Pleasure and Business

Studobstsr Internet". 00.. South Bend. lndlsna

 

  

A Necessity 0n Automobiles—WHAT?

COLUMBIA LOCK NUTS

CANNOT shake loose. The

give a feeling of securit .

of accident insurance.

by

thread of

add an important iaetor of safety and

bus Lock Nuts are the beat land

‘ sed by most makers of the best care and

leadin'gh railroads, etc. Send us a two-cent stamp,

e bolt, and we will forward a Columbia Lock Nut for it.

olum

size and

 

 

 

  

IilBIIEY $0Llll TIIIES
CONTINENTAL

Pneumatlc Tlree

Automobile Aeeeeaoriee of every description.

  

jams: L. Glhnsy It Bro. Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.

 

CHAINS
SAVE POWER

araoee some":
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WHITLOCK

INTAKE .~ EXHAUsr

Whitlcick Coil Pipe Co.

  

AND WATER PIPES

Hartford Conn.

 

 

  

 

RED HEAD

IS'

HERE

FBIIITIIIII DRIVEN

The car which has no clutch to slip——

no genre to strip—no grease—no noise.

THE $1350 GARTEIIGAII

The Motorcar Company, Detroit, Mich

  

 

  

WE) WILL NOT

accept your contract unleu we can give you the

delivery you require. We will not accept more

contracts than we can fill with proper attention to

each. We make Pressed Steel Frame: and Auto

mobile Stampinge.

THE HYDRAULIC PRESSID STEEL CO.

Clcvelnnd, Ohio.

 
 

Gasolene and

W Electric

Automobiles

ARE MADE BY

ELECTRIC VEHICLE 00., Hartford, Conn.

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

It is not possible for any chain to be

better than

BALDWIN CHAINS

BALDWIN CHAIN & MFG. CO.,

Worcester, Mass.

 
  

 

 
 

 

Fedders Radiators

will cool such cars as the Pierce, Thomas, Packard

Runabout and National for 1909. How about your

order.

If you want to learn about a REAL COOLER. get

our catalogue.

 

 

AUGUST OFELDT &; SONS

Manufacturers of Coil, Water Tube and

Flash Boilers.

KEROSENE AND GASOLINE BURNERS.

05cc: 123 Liberty St., NEW YORK, N. Y.

 

  

Write for Catalogue.

FEDDERS MFG. wonxs. Bufialo. n. Y.

IGNITION

PIBKIB 0431.:
New Booklet Free.

THE PACKARD ELECTRICAL CO.

  

303 Dana Ave., Warren, Ohio
 

HAVE YOU SEEN

THE PERFECTION WRENI.”I1 ?

The newest and best wrench made; all steel—great

strength; instantly adjusted; canny and (\IIICRI] oper

ated; positive grip' immense time, troub c, and tem

per never; beat “all round tool" ever oflercd for sale.

“You will want one when you no It."

For circular addreu,

THE PERFECTION WRENCH CO.,

Box “6, PORT CHESTER. I. Y.

@112 final] LRahiatur

THE BUSH MANUFACTURING CO.

HARTFORD.CON N.

  

 

fififi5.1

  

MICHELIN TIRE COMPANY

IILLTOWN. N. J.

 

 

 

'l'll AIME M010! CAI (10.

leading, Pl.

  

THOMAS SHOCK ABSORBERS

on your automobile mean more comfort,

speed, safety, economy. _Prove it at our

expense. 30 days free trial.

BUFFALO SPECIALTY CO.,

:40 21mm St. nurnm, n. Y.

 

  

OAKLAND
40 H. P. Four Cylinder, Shaft Drive, 81.600.

OAKLAND MOTOR CAR CO.,

Pontiac, Mich.

 

 

  

 

 

anus
ull of Air.

Tire expense cut in two.

Cannot Blow Out, Rim Cut

or Puncture.

Al Flexible II Rubber

Anti-Skid.

That part of a tire with I

blowout or a rim cut In it

will Int longer than any

other part if encircled by l

Iew section! of steel.

Thousandl In use.

Kimball Tin Base 00.

I72 BIO“le

Counnll Rluffg,

   

 

 

 

Name_ a M

Addressmi

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, New York

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(the motor Worlb

for one year, commencing with the issueof——

 

 

 

 

'°“‘" i'Wmai
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V $5;ij~
ONGEST

 

     

  

, I6. 2.“; ‘ '

 
 

l§l\l l ’IRE AII'I‘01\1()BILE TIRE COMPANY, Trenton, N. J.

H§KNCHES-~Newark 264 Halsey SL: Detroit, 842 Woodward Ave; Boston, 292 Devonflhlrc' St; Chicago, 20 La Salle St? 1301 “hum

Ave; New York, 73d él. & Broadway: 148 Chambers St. AGENCIES—Pillsbgrg, Consumers Auto Sn vlr Cm: G8. Mo" Empire

Tire & Rubber Co.; Atlanta, Gal. Dunham Rubber Co.; Cleveland 0“ Motor bllpply Agency C0.; NO 01k, v... Wm. H. _rover; Denver,

Denver All!“ Goods C0,; jacksonville, Fla. Savell Rubber (10.; Philadel hla, Penn Auto Sufiplyfioq Loo A elr:a(s CaL, Pacific Elec. Wh;

Bufialo, N. Y., Empire Sales Co.; Minneapolis, Empire Tire & Rubber 0.; Savannah, Ga., arris Tire Co.; ew rleanl, LL, H. A. Tatard.

.. v fl 7- “J -_/ .\ _- a“; l'T’T‘ti;-;‘<,-’;l. 4 WAY? I t - '

  

  

    
W“ ' ' ...';':(;1"

  

 

 

30,000 MILES Wll HQUI ADJUSTMENT.

‘ HESE PARSONS WHITE BRASS BEARINGS ml

HAT DISTANcE m A PAIanth CAR.THEY ARE BACK IN

HE can WITHOUT EVEN BENG scwzo

STILL RUNNING RUNNNG STLL.

‘
>.

  

For Automobile ladies, Dashes, Guards, Ballets,

Battery Boxes, Drlp has, Mulllers, I-Ile.

 

   

  

“ORG—DWI“

WS—RUSTLISI

’ "COTE—I'm mm"MY

IP 5 ENGINE BUILZIESNCA 1 A let-lirlrfhal’o 'A This: and Home!" §avu

PmLADEl-PH'A' 'l‘lll a-ranx lounlo mu. courm, cams, OIIO
  

 

 

 

All i 1; a FURGINIIS lIIIllIB AUIIIMIIBII

S Satisfaction

T m 7 Guaranteed

Thousands of our

E ~<d,.\-___i Spring Clips

E w ale now in use,

_ having been sup
|_ m’ i" plied to the leading

ll m -The newest thing in screw drivers is the B. t 5. "all steel.” Corn- au‘onrfl)‘ e an“

nlete in ONE PIECE. handle and all. Light and durable. The most ac "R's

sensible screw driver ever made. Don‘t tail to get circular. Have you secured our prlcea?

TI'IE BILLINGS & SPENCER CO., Hartford, Conn. M. New "an", Bonn.

  

 

 

 

  

err/lsusmlm

Trade Mark Registered April 30, 189!

SIMPLE AID ABSOLUTELY AIR TIGHT

Schrader Motor Tire Valves, as shown in cut, are the regular equipment for

G & 1 Motor Tires, Hartiord Dunlop Detachable Tires, Fisk Detachable Motor

Tires, and New Goodyear Detachable Motor Tires.

Our No. 777 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for 2% inch and 3 inch Tires and

our No. 725 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for tires larger than 3 inches.

Suppth to the Trade by All Tlro Manlfaotcnrs

MA. SGHRAIIR’S 80"., Inc" 28-30-32 I”. 81., low York
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72;;

PierceA
fl

  

  

111 4h

THE PIERCE-ARROW MOTOR CAR COMPANY, (“33.13333,Elimiililii'lniilffélle") Buttalo, N. Y.

OWIerI ol 'l'll GEORGE N. PIERCE COIIPANYI
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Individuality

There is in the Stewart

MULTIPOLAR
( Model 14)

Designed [or the highest powered

highest priced racing or touring car

 

  

  

 

Indicates trom a single turn oi the road wheel to

90 miles per hour. Indicating element mounted on a

diamond bearing and carried in a sapphire guide. These

instruments are costly, but marvelously accurate.

GET OUR LITERATURE

_; Stewart & Clark Mtg. Co.
509 Diversey Boulevard, Chicago, U. S. A.
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The Fable of Bobby Think-not

ITTI,E BOBBY THINK-NOT decided to buy an auto

mobile. He was clever, Bobby was! He investigated

— via the advertising. He learned such words as

“Magneto,” “Honeycomb Radiator,” “Offset Cylin

der,” etc. Then he compared the specifications of various

cars and bought the biggest bunch of specifications

ofiered for the money. For the price of a good two

cylinder car he secured a four-cylinder car from a brand

new company with a brand new name. The car, so he

understood, had bearings like the Mergedes, springs like

the Fliat and wheels like a Harrythaw. It would have

cost $5,000 had it not been that this company was smarter

than any of the old firms in the business, etc.

  

 
 

OBBY THINK-NOT’S neighbor was a keen business man.

He wanted an automobile, too, and he knew nothing

about automobiles. He bought a HAYNES on the

following reasoning: “That Haynes firm is the oldest

in the business. They have survived 16 years—guess

they’ll last a while longer and back up the performance

of my car. They charge a medium price—$3,000.

That’s above the bargain class and below the damn-the

cost class. The reputation of the car is fine, and reputa

tion is what I rely on. That’s the c.r for me.”

Query—Which was best satisfied in the end P Which

local agent built up the most substantial local good-will P

 

  

 
 

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE CO., Kokomo, Indiana

Oldest Automobile Manufacturers in America. Membel'lA-L-A-M

New York, 1715 Broadway Chicago, 1702 Michigan Ave.

FORTY-TWO HIGHEST AWARDS AND PERFECT SCORES
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Long Lite is what every motorist wants in his ear

 
  

 

  

If it is a

ORB]N
imported ball bearings, used Wherever practical, assure him of

this result. Ask owners of Corbin Cars how they stand up in

every day use or write for our testimonial booklet.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TIlE CORBIN MOTOR VEHICLE CORPORATION, New Britain, Conn.

Members Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

  

 

IT WILL PAY YOU TO INVESTIGATE

THE

THE LINE IS BETTER AND MORE COMPLETE THAN EVER

Model 9-35, 4-cyl., 4% x 4%, 5-passenger Touring Car . . . . . $2,750

Model 9-40, 4-oyl., 5 x 5, 5-passenger Touring Car . . . . . $3,700

Model 9-50, 6-cyl., 4% x 434, 7-passenger Touring Car . . . . . $4,200

Model 9-60, 6-oyl., 5 x 5, 7-passenger Touring Car . . . . . $5,000

Each National has the well-known National Ball-bearing Motor with new crank

case oiler, two ignition systems (Bosch Magneto and Storage Battery) and all

other tried and proven features of high grade modern motor car construction.

Any of the above models can be furnished with Baby Tonneau body or asa Roadster.

Write for distributors terms and full particulars.

NATIONAL moron VEHICLE co., .i‘sf.2‘:;3‘..'.'.€1‘i:’;““
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A new solid tire has appeared on the horizon—the

GIBNEY WIRELESS

MOTO R T I R E

Means a brighter, happier day for the commercial mo

tor world; proclaims a new standard of tire efficiency;

and establishes a reduced schedule of tire expense.

  

 
 

WRITE FOR OUR PRICES AND OUR GUARANTEE

—THEY WILL INTEREST YOU

 
 

JAMES L. GIBNEY & BROTHER

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA, U. S. A.
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s

“THE SILENT SELDEN?

  

$2.000 F. O. B. ROCHESTER, N.Y.

FTER the remarkable results of our " first year "~the achieved success of I908, we salute you

with real and well established confidence as we introduce the Selden of I909.

Not only has our promise to produce a high grade car of best materials and workmanship for

$2000 been strictly fulfilled, but we have demonstrated the Selden genius in a silent, strong, comfortable.

durable and handsome car. it does all that the owner wants to do and all that the chaffeur ought to

do. Agents and owners are enthusiastic over it. Not a cheap car at all but one of the how-can

you-do-it-for-the-money kind.

Our l909 wheel base is lengthened 5 inches from log to ll4; the magneto and pump moved

to left side of motor, the remaining equipment on the right; the brakes enlarged and now rigged

inside the frame; the wheels now 34 inches were 32 inches; the radiator and hood made to conform in

style to longer wheel base—little touches for style and convenience. No radical mechanical changes,

simply because we couldn't find any necessary—no use fooling with what has proved so unusually good.

We can assure those who buy the l909 Seldens all the efficiency of the l908 Seldens with a

little more style and a little more convenience, a little more refinement. The actual records of use and

travel this year have so proven their merit, power and economic stability that it would be hard to promise

anything better in practical construction.

THE COMING CAR OF MODERATE PRICE
 
 

Calalog and Agency Proposition upon Request. Agencies Wanted Everywhere.

Selden Motor Vehicle Co., Rochester, N. Y.

GEORGE B. SELDEN, President

Members Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturen.
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Don’t Equip Your Car with a Magneto

unless it is the best.

THE

SPLITDORF MAGNETQ

is the Product of Brains, Capital, Experience

and Surpassing Facilities.

 

Those who are experienced in judging the

wheat from the chaff—those who have made

many experiments, trials and tests of different

makes of ignition apparatus—they are the

ones who know and concede the superiority

of the SPLITDORF product.

The fact is well worth repeating that the

foremost electrical engineer of Europe, M.

Pierre de Vasselot, who is familiar with every

make of magneto, pronounced the SPLIT

DO RF unequalled in design and efliciency among

magnetos of the present day.

The SPLITDORF Magneto has the

immense advantage of fifty years electrical

experience behind it—and experience is a mighty factor in any line.

 

 

   

Into every SPLITDORF Magneto is put as much skill, expert workmanship and

choice material as if that instrument was to be the one on which the SPLITDORF

reputation rested.

You can equip your car with a SPLITDORF Magneto with perfect assurance of

having the most perfect system of ignition that human ingenuity has ever devised.

Let us send you our Magneto Catalog.

O. F.‘ SPLITDORF
319 Michigan Ave. 886 Woodward Ave.

SAN FRANCISCO: Walton Avenue and 138th Street BOSTON_Mom Mm:

520 Van Nesa Ave. Branch, 1679 Broadway 220 Pleasant St.

NEW YORK
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The Car with the Oll'sct Crank-Shah.

  

Spare Wheel, with Inflated Tire. Brackets, and Tools, $74. Magneto. 8150.

THE CALL OF THE OPEN ROAD

For the most part we do not travel in our leisure hours to

go anywhere, but just to go. The delightful thing is to move;

to feel the familiar things slipping away behind us, and to enjoy the

open road as it unfolds before us.

We like the stir and speed of the journey, the fresh breeze in our

faces, and at the wheel of a Rambler you enjoy the added sense of power

and control. Besides, you have a feeling of confidence and satisfaction

in driving a car of such unusual quality.

The Rambler Offset Crank-Shaft makes this car silently powerful—

capable of running at forty or three miles an hour on high speed, and

climbing any hill with gratifying ease.

The Rambler Spare Wheel obviates all tire worries—makes punctures

mere incidents of a trip—saves the tiresome task of pumping up the

new tire, and can be substituted for regular wheel within three

minutes’ time. ~

  

 

 

May we send you the new Rambler catalog or a copy of the Rambler Magazine,

a monthly publication for owners? Rambler automobiles, $1,150 to $2,500.

Thomas B. Jeflery ’6? Company

Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, Wis.

Brant/1e: and Distributing Agmrin

Chicago Milwaukee Boston

New York Cleveland

San Francisco

THE CAR OF_STEADY SERVICE
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STEEL TRUST ENTERS TIIE I'IELI)

Indications of Its Purpose to Organize Big

New Company—Purchase of Belden

Patents Included in Plans.

Entrance of the United States Steel Cor

poration into the field of automobile manu

facture, in competition with the established

makers, is declared to lie back of the steps

which are being taken in Pittsburg, Pa.. by

men prominent in the corporation for the

acquirement of a number of patents govern

ing motor car construction and the organ

ization of a new automobile company. D.

M. Clemson, one of the heads of the Car

negie Steel Co., is conducting the negotia

tion for the steel corporation, and the plan

as so far disclosed, provides for the pur~

chase of the patents of E. H. Belden, a De

troit inventor, and for the formation of a

concern to be known as the Belden Motor

Co.

Arrangements are said to have been

made for the erection of a plant at Corapo

lis, where the steel corporation has set

aside about six acres of ground for a fac

tory site. Belden, whose productions have

been represented in the automobile indus

try to some extent in the past, has been in

Pittsburg for the last few weeks, giving

numerous officials of the subsidiary com

panies of the steel corporation the oppor

tunity of examining its construction and of

having demonstrations.

As an opening wedge into the market. the

Steel corporation's present program, so far

as can be learned, is to have the new com

pany manufacture three models, including

touring cars, runabouts and landaus. The

runabouts and touring cars are to be of

75 horsepower, while the landaus will be

rated at 60 horsepower. On all of the mod

els the minimum price will be $7,500 at the

start. After a sufficient manufacturing

period to perfect the factory organization

for large quantity production and to estab

lish the name of the product in the mar

ket, models of popular price will be brought

out, and it is intimated that the accompany

ing campaign for business will be both wide

and vigorous.

Norwalk Capital for the Auto-Bug.

Endorsed by the chamber of commerce

in Norwalk, 0., a special committee of

which body has undertaken to place $15,000

worth of its stock. the Auto-Bug Co., pur

poses to take a factory in that city and com

mence the manufacture of buggy type m0

tor vehicles, provided the citizens respond

properly to the Committee's efiorts. The

concern, of which A. E. Skadden is the head,

hails from Newcastle, Pa. In connection

with the proposed move to Norwalk, the

plans provide for a corporation with an au

thorized capital of $100,000, to make both

buggies and commercial vehicles of low

price.

Inter-State a $300,000 Corporation.

Final steps in the incorporation and or

ganization of the Inter-State Automobile

Co., of Muncie, Ind., have been taken, the

papers filed with the Secretary of State at

Indianapolis giving the capital stock as

$300,000, of which $200,000 is in common

stock and $100,000 in preferred. The fol~

lowing officers have been elected: T. F.

Hart, president and general manager; I. M.

Mating, vice-president and secretary, and

Otto Holden, treasurer.

Minneapolis May Produce the Garicar.

W. M. Pease, of Aberdeen, S. D., is sound—

ing Minneapolis, Minn" with a view to es

tablishing a $100,000 automobile plant in the

latter city provided conditions are to his

liking. He has let it be known that his

product would be called the Garicar, and has

enlisted the Commercial Club in his cause.

Witherbee to Move to Springfield.

The VVitherbee Igniter C0.. of New York

City. has leased a factory at Springfield,

Mass. Removal to that city will commence

next week, the headquarters and general

offices of the company accompanying the

manufacturing end in the transplantation.

GENERAL MOTORS PLANS UNI-‘0“)

Personnel of the Company—Shares to be

$100 Instead of only $1—Glowing Fore

cast of the Future Earnings.

 

Still reticent and mysterious, the Gen

eral Motors Company has at last emerged

from the recesses of secrecy to the publi

cation of a prospectus about itself, which

has just appeared. The prospectus has for

its object the presentation of the company’s

7 per cent. cumulative preferred stock—3%

per cent. payable in May and October, re

spectively—and marks the fact that the en

but well

marked way toward the point where its

terprise is making its cautious

shares are to be shoved into the hands of

the confiding public. The preliminary steps

to this end have already been taken, and

a limited list of investing “prospects” have

been approached with the offer of “the pre—

ferred stock of the General Motors Co.

as a conservative and reliable investment."

So far has the now completely organized

company progressed in its career that it is

already advertising a dividend payment to

take place on April 1, and amounting to 3%

per cent.—just as promised.

The officers of the company at present,

as blazoned to the limelight, are as follows:

William M. Eaton, president; William C.

Durant, vice—president; Fred L. Smith, vice

president; Curtis R. Hathaway, secretary

and treasurer. There is also an executive

committee, composed of Durant, chairman,

with Smith and Hatheway, while the board

of directors, in addition to Eaton, Durant,

Smith and Hatheway, has as members,

Henry Russell, William J. Mead and Henry

Henderson. The registrar of stock is the

Trust Co'. of America, and the Corporation

Trust Co., of New York, acts in the ca

pacity of transfer agent. The office of the

company itself is at 103 Park avenue. New

York City.

The president, William M. Eaton, al

though for the purposes of the new ar
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rangcment he has been made president of

both the Buick Motor Co., of Flint, Mich..

and the Olds Motor Works, of Lansing, is

not widely known to the automobile indus

try. As the successful promoter of numer

ous Michigan enterprises. with which his

connection in an active sense has been

temporary but prpfitablc to himself, he has

gained a measure of reputation as a shrewd

adept in stock flotation and corporation

matters. The early possibility exists, how~

ever, that he will before long be replaced

in the presidency of the General Motors

Co. by one who is more experienced in

practical automobile manufacture. William

C. Durant, of the Buick Motor Co., is the

one with whom the brilliant idea of the

General Motors plan is' said to have orig

inated and is described, by those who know.

as its leading spirit. As one of the officers,

and a representative of the principal owner

ship of the Olds Motor Works, Fred L.

Smith has been accorded his place in the

executive list, while Curtis R. Hatheway,

the secretary and treasurer, is an attorney

associated with the New York law firm of

\Nard, Hayden & Satterlee. By reason of

the fact that Herbert L. Satterlee, a part

ner in the latter firm, is a son-in-Iaw of J.

Pierpont Morgan, the famous Morgan bank

ing house has been dragged in by rumor as

being back of the project, but its officers

have unequivocally denied its connection

with it. The names of Henry Russell. W'ill

iam J. Mead and Henry Henderson, of the

board of directors, are familiar in Detroit

in connection with motor car design and

production.

Undertaking the delicate task of properly

introducing the stock to the investing and

speculative market, W. D. Johnson & Co.,

of New York, who occupy a modest suite of

offices on an upper floor of the Hanover

Bank building, the label on the door de

scribing them as bankers, explain in

a delicately tinted folder that although the

capital stock of the company outstanding

on January I, 1909, was only $7,522,473.89,

the assets, exclusive of patents, amount to

$8,025,532.51, while with fine dramatic em

phasis the statement under the heading of

indebtedness is the simple word—“Noth

ing!"

"The General Motors Company is a hold

ing company, interested in five operating

companies," the folder commences, with

staccato brevity. Continuing. it sets forth

that “These companies are engaged in the

manufacture of automobiles and automo

bile parts. The purposes of the organiza

tion are the extension of the industry and

the effecting of economies in production

and distribution. The policy of the com

pany is dictated by practical and successful

men, familiar with automobile construction.

"The product of the constituent compa

nies." it goes on, “is being marketed under

a comprehensive system. calculated to in

sure permanency with reasonable profit un

der normal trade conditions. The engineer

ing staff of the General Motors Co. is com

posed of men of recognized ability. The

General Motors Co. is represented in al

most every city and town throughout the

United States.

“The production of the operating compw

nies," it is estimated, “for 1909, will be 22,

000 automobiles. The sales for 1909 will ap

proximate $25,000,000. With proposed ex

tensions to present plants, and the new

plants to be constructed, the producing ca

pacity in 1910 will be in excess of 40,000

automobiles. The value of the product in

1910 will approximate $45,000,000.

“Among others," the prospectus states,

“the General Motors Co. controls the larg

est automobile plant in the United States.

The largest automobile plant in the United

States now produces 15,000 automobiles per

annum.”_ Inquiry by the' Motor World at

the Johnson office. develops the fact that

this claim as to “the largest plant" refers

to the Buick, and not to any other company

concerning which similar claims are made.

Suggesting to the mind of the “prOspect”

the astounding possibilities of the future, a

few condensed statistics are given, record

ing that “In 1906 the total production of

automobiles in the United States was less

than 20,000. In 1908 (panic year) there

were constructed in the United States 68,

000 automobiles. In 1908 the invested cap

ital in thc industry was in excess of $225,—

000,000." To banish the last remaining

doubt as to the future of the company

comes the emphatic but somewhat bromidic

pronouncement in large type: “The Auto

mobile Industry is Here to Stay."

A change has been made from the original

plan and the shares have a par value of

$100 each instead of $1. as was first intend—

ed, though the authorized capital remains

the same, being $7,000,000 in preferred

stock and $5,500,000 in common. The pre‘

ferred stock, as stated. is a 7 per cent, cu

mulative issue, with dividends payable April

I and October 1 of each year. It is only

the preferred which at present is offered for

outside consumption, in which connection

the prospectus declares that “The earnings

of the General Motors Co. are sufficient

to pay the dividend upon the preferred

stock several times over." Application is

also to be made for the listing of the com

pany's securities on the New York Stock

Exchange as soon as practicable. The

“asked” price of the preferred is 98. ac

cording to quotations this week.

Efforts of brokers and others to learn

what the five companies are in which the

General Motors claims an interest bring

no satisfactory response from the Johnson

office, the magic name “Buick” being teir

dered as sufficient to satisfy all reasonable

demands for the present. Nevertheless, as

the Motor World previously has indicated,

the new enterprise is known to have control

or influence in the destinies of the Olds

Motor \Vorks. of Lansing, Mich; the Buick

Motor Co.. of Flint; the Reliance Motor

Car Co., of Owosso: the Weston-Mott axle

factory at Flint; and the Imperial Wheel

\Norks. of Flint; not to mention a few mi

nor concerns engaged in mixing varnishes.

making tops and the like.

The first two constituted the nucleus.

while the Reliance was purchased recently.

The Vi’cston-Mott and Imperial \thel

\IVorks properties have for some time been

dominated by Buick, in whose service they

the chiefly engaged.

A visit to the office of W. D. Johnson &

C0. by a representative of the Motor World

developed an alarming case of perturbation

lest too much information concerning Gen

eral Motors should be given out. The im

portance of the “soft pedal" being put on

any publicity as to the aflairs of the project

was emphasized by the manager who would

regard it as “a personal favor” if nothing he

said.

"What are these companies in which Gen

eral Motors claims to hold an interest?"

he was asked.

“Well, you see," he replied, “we are not

just now prepared to give out anything con

cerning the company. A little later, when

our plans have progressed to the proper

point, we shall be glad to give full details

and to have the papers cooperate with us in

presenting things to the public in the right

way. But for the present the less said

about it the better.”

While perfectly ready to land at length

the business acumen and capacity of the

officers of the company, nothing could tempt

him to make any statement as to the de

tails of the things hinted at in the prospec

tilS.

Reluctant as the promoters of the pro

ject would appear about giving out exact

and definite information concerning the

holdings of the company, there has never

theless bccn a very remarkable supply of

rumors and newspaper statements of a na

ture to give the impression that it was buy

ing automobile factories right and left—

fairly “gobbling them up" as one Detroit

paper had it. To what extent this pains

or grieves the astute General Motors strat

egists is not determinable, but it has brought

loud protests from a number of the con

cerns which are being repeatedly "absorbed"

without their knowledge. Among others

anxious to set at rest not only past but fu

ture erroneous statements of this character,

Benjamin Briscoe, president and general

manager of the Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co.,

in a written statement to the Motor World,

says: “We desire to state most emphatic

ally that the Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co. is

not, neither are any of its stockholders or

connections, interested in any way in any

consolidation scheme whatever. Any rumors

that you may hear may be set down by you.

therefore. as absolutely incorrect and un

authorized, and we ask that if it is not too

much trouble, that you make this statement

at any time the occasion seems propitious."

Several makers, in fact, have written to deny

for all time any relation with the project

and to express their annoyance at the un

authorized use of their names.
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A. I.. A. M. CUTS TWO MliloNS

Dividend for Constituent Companies and Re

bates for Garden Show Exhibitors—

One New Member Admitted.

Not only did the Association of Licensed

Automobile admit a new

member to its ranks. but at the meeting of

Manufacturers

the board of managers, on Thursday, 4th

inst., a dividend of $50,000 was decided upon

for- distribution among the concerns com

posing the association. Furthermore, a re

bate of approximately $47,000 to the cxhib~

itors at the last Madison Square Garden

show was announced, of which the Motor

and Accessory Manufacturers will receive

about $23,000, the vehicle exhibitors about

$22,300, and the Motorcycle Manufacturers

Association $1,700. The dates for the next

Garden show were also selected. It will be

held January 8 to 15, 1910.

\Vhile an “open door" policy as regards

new members was announced by the A. L.

A. M. some time ago, the path of the Hud

son Motor Car Co., of Detroit, Mich., the

latest addition to the Licensed ranks, was

made especially easy by reason of the fact

that it is closely associated with the Chal

mers-Detroit Motor Co., through whose

selling organization its product will be in

troduced to the market. It will be conspic

uous in the Licensed field because the car

which it is to make will be of the low price

variety, a four cylinder model selling at less

than $1,000. Inasmuch as most of theLi

censed makers produce cars selling at con

siderably above this figure, the new offering

will serve to round out the lines available

to Licensed agents.

The report of the show committee.

through its chairman, Colonel George Pope,

pointed out that the large rebate given the

exhibitors this year exceeds that of last

year by about $15,000, being 40 per cent.

greater, and about 100 per cent. greater than

was the case in connection with the Garden

show in 1907. There also remains in the

hands of the committee a large working

capital for the next show. A vote 70f

thanks was accorded the committee, the

members of which were reappointed to con

duct the affair next year. The committee

consists of Colonel George Pope, chairman,

Charles Clifton and E. P. Chalfant, with

M. L. Downs as secretary. '

Of the 31 members of the Association 26

were represented, as follows:

George H. Strout, Appcrson Bros. .~\ut0

mobile Co.; John 5. Clarke, Autocar Co.;

W. C. Durant, Buick Motor Co.; W. C. Le

land. Cadillac Motor Car Co.; R. D. Chapin,

Chalmers-Detroit Motor Co.; M. 5. Hart,

Corbin Motor Vehicle Corporation; Herbert

Lloyd, Electric Vehicle Co.; I. H. Becker,

Elmore Mfg. Co.; William E. Metzger, E

M-F. Co.; H. H. Franklin and G. H. Still

wcll, H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co.; E. \V. Head

ington. Haynes Automobile Co.; E. R.

Hewitt, Hewitt Motor Co.; S. T. Davis, Jr.,

Locomobile Co. of America; H. A. Lozier,

Lozier Motor Co.; C. W. Matheson, Ma

theson Motor Car Co.; M. I. Budlong. Pack

ard Motor Car Co.; L. H. Kittridge, Peer

less Motor Car Co.; Charles Clifton, Pierce

Arrow Motor Car Co.; A. L. Pope, Pope

Mfg. Co.; George Pope, Toledo Motor Co.;

George J. Dunham, Royal Tourist Car Co.;

G. E. Mitchell, Alden Sampson Mfg. Co.;

R. H. Salmons, Selden Motor Vehicle Co.;

I. H. Page, Stevens-Duryea Co.; L. 1. Hart,

W'altham Mfg. Co.; Thos. Henderson, Win

ton Motor Carriage Co.

Arnstein’s Liabilities $283,000.

Investigation reveals that the liabilities

of Eugene Arnstein, the Chicago jobber

against whom bankruptcy proceedings were

brought by Miss Nellie Hanley, his former

buyer and manager, reach the surprising

total of about $283,000, of which $133,000 is

to merchandise creditors, $45,000 owing to

banks, $65,000 owing to the relatives of

Arnstein, and $40,000 the amount of the

Hanley claim. At a meeting of the cred

itors on the 5th inst., at the Great North

ern Hotel, Chicago, a creditors’ committee

was chosen, with William E. Dichl, Corbin

Screw Corporation, chairman, and Messrs.

\Vainwright, Palmer, \Vaters and Anderson.

representing respectively the Diamond

Chain & Mfg. Co., the Continental Rubber

Works. the Chicago Handle Bar Co., and

Hastings & Anderson.

New Headquarters for A. M. C. M. A.

The American Motor Car Manufacturers

Association will this month remove its New

York City offices from the Spalding build

ing to a new building which is just being

completed at 505 Fifth avenue, a few doors

from Forty-second street. Four large rooms

have been taken on the fifteenth floor, givv

ing about twice the space that the associa

tion has had heretofore. The new assembly

room will be especially 'spacious, providing

accommodation for large gatherings.

M. A. M. Moves to New York.

Removal of the official headquarters of

the Motor and Accessory Manufacturers

will take place March 15, from the present

location in the Union building, Newark,

N. J., to New York City. Suitable offices

have been engaged in the Argus building,

17 West Forty-second street. where the

regular business of the assoeiation will be

conducted and where the meetings of the

board of directors will be held.

Reliable Dayton Makes Capital $200,000.

Increased capitalization has been provided

for the Reliable Dayton Motor Car Co., of

Chicago, 111.. manufacturers of carriage type

motor cars and delivery wagons. From

$25,000 the expansion has been made to

$200,000, all paid in. In its three years of

business life the concern has greatly out

grown its original capital.

N. A. A. M. APP01N'I'S COMMI'I‘TEES

Starting the Glidden Tour

from Detroit—Votes to Oppose Clos

Recommends

ing Mt. Desert to Automobiles.

Indicating an intimate touch with the

-course of automobile affairs in general, the

executive committee of the National As

sociation of Automobile Manufacturers, at

its meeting on Wednesday, 3d inst., in ad

dition to transacting business relating to

its own organization affairs, such as the

Chicago show report, the election of a new

member to the committee, and the appoint

ment of sub-committees for the ensuing

year, adopted resolutions relating to the

proposed prohibition of automobiles in Mt.

Desert, Me, and to the naming of Detroit

as the proper place from which to start the

Glidden tour.

To succeed W'illiam Mitchell Lewis, re

signed, 1. \N. Gilson, of the Mitchell Motor

Car Co., of Racine, Wis.. was chosen as a

member of the executive committee. For

the first time since his election as president,

S. D. Waldon occupied the chair. The re

port of the general manager indicated that

the late Chicago show had been the most

successful that the association had ever

held, both in the amount of business trans

acted and in the net receipts.

The resolution that was adopted concern

ing the American Automobile Association’s

tour set forth the fact that Detroit had be

come the greatest automobile manufactur

ing center of the world, it being estimated

that the value of the motor car products of

that city for the year 1909 will be approx

imately $50,000,000. The N. A. A. M. be

lieves “it would be a proper and fitting tri»

bute to the enthusiasm displayed by the

motorists of Detroit” to make it the start

ing point for the tour.

Considerable attention was devoted to the

Mt. Desert situation, it being shown that

the petition for the prohibition of motor

cars on the island had been signed by 61

persons, practically all of whom were sum

mer residents, and, further. that they had

raised a “lobby fund" for the promotion of

the prohibitive legislation. Counsel for the

N. A. A. M. has been instructed to use all

the means in his power to prevent the pass

age of such a law.

The president nominated and the meeting

approved the following committee appoint

ments for the year: Membership, S. T. Da

vis, Jr.. Benjamin Briscoe and C. C. Hilde

brand; legislative. W. R. Innis, R. D. Cha

pin and C. G. Stoddard; roads, R. D. Chapin,

S. T. Davis, Jr., and L. H. Kittridge: show.

W. E. Metzger, A. L. Pope and Thomas

Henderson; contest, H. O. Smith, W. T.

\Vliite and W. E. Metzger; audit, Benjamin

Briscoe, S. T. Davis, Jr.. and Charles Clif

ton; traffic, A. L. Pope, W. R. Innis and

C. C. Hildebrand.
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In the Retail World.

A. B. Ward has opened a garage and re

pair shop at Fresno, Cal. It is located at

1228 I street.

I. W. Mears, of Brooklyn, N. Y., has

opened a salesroom at 136 Livingston street.

He will represent the Acme.

I. H. MacAlrnan has taken the agency for

the Stearns in Boston, Mass. His headquar

ters are at 889 Boylston street.

The Auto Specialty Co. plans to open in

Kansas City, Mo., this month. It has taken

a location at 308 East Fifteenth street.

Jerry Ward, of Missouri Valley, 1a., has

opened an automobile repair shop. A very

complete equipment has been installed.

S. A. Houser has instituted an automobile

livery service in Omaha, Neb. It operates

day and night from the New Schlitz Hotel.

Thomas Trewet, of Anderson, 1a., has

opened a repair shop for automobiles. He

is one of the pioneers in this line in his

vicinity.

Frank A. label has become established

in the automobile business in Johnson, Ne

maha county, Neb. He is agent for the In

ternational.

W. S. Guthrie's garage, at Tcrrell. Tex.,

was burned out on the 17th ult. The loss

was $2,750, and the cause of the fire not ac

counted for.

Charles L. Blatz had an “opening day" for

his new Market street garage, on the lst

inst., at Sandusky. 0. He holds the Max

well agency.

John Hilliard has commenced the crec

tion of a garage in Ottawa, Ill. It is lo

cated on Main street, between the A. Mutter

and the Formhal buildings.

The Palmer-Singer Distributing Co., with

L. A. Hillman as manager. has entered the

trade in St. Louis, Mo. It will represent

both the P. & S. line and thc Simplex.

G. F. Stark and R. F. Baker have organ

ized the firm of Stark 81 Baker and have

opened at 9726 North High street, Colum

bus, O. They will handle the Maxwell.

Maine has been invaded by the Black

Mfg. Co., of Chicago, Ill., makers of motor

buggies. The company has opened an office

and salesroom in Portland. at 220 Commer

cial street.

W. H. Brewer. Raleigh, N. C., has formed

the Carolina Garage & Machine Co., which

is erecting a two story building. The entire

lower floor will be used as a salesroom for

Franklin cars.

The Foss-Hughes Motor Car Co. has

taken a location for a branch in Baltimore,

Md., where the Pierce Arrow wil be feat

ured. The branch will be at 533 North

Howard street.

The Mnhlke Automobile Garage, of

\Vheeling. \V. Va, has been SOId by R. H.

Mahlke to a stock company. The name will

probably be changed to the West Virginia

Automobile Co.

The Pence Auotmobile Co. has expanded

so that it now takes in St. Paul as well as

Minneapolis, Minn. The St. Paul branch is

as 208 West Fifth street, and will be in

charge of J. B. Farr. -

The latest addition to Boston’s automo

bile colony is the American Simplex Co. of

Boston, which will handle the American

Simplex 2-cyc1e car. W. Mason Turner

will have charge of the new agency.

The J. W. Bowman Co., of Boston, Mass.,

is again in its old quarters at 911 Boylston

street, from which it was compelled to move

by the fire of January 26. The place has

been fitted up more elaborately than before.

W. S. Lininger, 203 East Eleventh street,

Columbus. Neb., has outgrown his present

quarters and has accepted plans for a new

building. It will provide increased garage

and repair shop space, as well as a large

salesroom.

The Woonsocket Automobile Co.. of

VVoonsocltet, R. 1., has commenced a sales,

garage and repair business at 117 Berman

street. The proprietors are Frank Bigbic

and Porter Turner, and the Regal car will

be the leader.

I. Hollingsworth. proprietor of the Over

lang Garage at Ogallala, Neb., has arranged

to handle the Overland car in Keith, Per

kins and surrounding counties. A first

class repair shop is operated in connection

with the garage.

Charles Hagman, formerly of Hagman

& Hammerly, has taken the Chicago agency

for the Lambert friction drive cars. He is

building a garage and salesroom at Hoyne

avenue and Jackson boulevard.

Alfred W. Peard, of Hartford, Conn., is

agent for the Overland car, not the Oak

land. He is the Overland selling agent not

only for Hartford, but for the surrounding

territory and has established a salesroom at

26 Kingsley street.

W. C. Marsh and Lyle Selby have become

agents for the Studebaker and E-M-F. cars

at Adair, Guthrie county. Ia. They are re

modeling one of their implement houses

at Audubin and Cass streets as a sales

room, garage and repair shop.

The Holmes-Adkins Co., which conducts

a general transfer business in Omaha and

South Omaha, Neb., is building a garage

and automobile machine shop in the latter

place. The company has the agency for

Jackson and International cars.

Morgan 8L Wright have efiected the trans

fer of the location of their New York City

branch. From 214 West Forty-seventh

street the move has been made to commo

dious quarters at 1849 Broadway, where all

styles of Morgan 8: Wright tires will be car

ried in stock.

Fire played havoc with the Sanger Auto

mobile Co.'s garage, 572-4 Farwell avenue,

Milwaukee, Wis., on the let ult., destroy

ing 24 machines. The loss, chiefly on the

contents, is estimated at $70,000, partly cov

ered by insurance. The origin of the con

fiagration is unknown.

The Chicago Motor Car Co., agent for the

Packard, will build a new establishment at

the northeast corner of Michigan avenue

and Twenty-fourth street, in the Windy

City. It will be a three story L-shaped

building of concrete and brick, and will be

completed next August.

The Bischeld Auto Co., 214-16 East Sac~

0nd street, Grand Island. Neb., is operating

a garage and repair shop in connection with

its automobile salesroom. Oscar Kirschke,

of the company's sales force, has returned

from the Omaha show with a number of

new equipment ideas which will be incor

porated in the service.

Fred T. Smith, agent for the Apperson

and the Autocar in Boston, Mass., who lost

his shop location as a result of the Park

square fire. has secured new quarters. He

has taken a large portion of the big man

ufacturing building located at 61-63 Ware

ham street, obtaining a transfer of the lease

from the Locomobile Company of America.

Gawthrop & VVister, agents for the El

more in Philadelphia, have branched out

into larger quarters by the acquisition of a

garage building at 223-5 North Sixteenth

street. They have also established a separ

ate agency salcs ofiice for the Elmore at

Filbert and Juniper streets, in charge of

W. W. Gawthrop. The local retailing will

be at the old place, 244 North Broad street.

The Week's Incorporations.

Cleveland, O.—Auto Sales Co.. The, un

der Ohio laws. with $5,000 capital. Corpor

ators—R. W. Edwards, et al.

Council Bluffs. Ia.-Atlantic Automobile

Co., under Iowa laws, with $25,000 capital.

Corporators—C. L. Herring, J. G. Herring

and B. A. Spinney.

'Muncic, Ind.—Inter-State Automobile

Co.. under Indiana laws, with $300,000 cap

ital. Corporators—T. F. Hart, I. M. Mar

ing and Otto Holden.

Saginaw, Mich—Erd Motor Co., The, un

der Michigan laws, with $22,900 capital.

Corporators—John G. Erd, Harry S. Erd

and William J. Passolt.

San Antonio, Tex.—Lemly-Wood-Brown

lee Auto Co., under Texas laws, with $15.000

capital. Corporators—F. H. Lcmly, J. R.

Wood and J. A. Brownlee.

Kansas City, Mo.——Zartman-Tuller Motor

Car Co., under Missouri laws, with $2,500

capital. Corporators—A Zartman, B. H.

Tuller. F. M. Hayward, et al.

St. Louis, Mo.—Phillips Automobile Co.,

The, under Missouri laws, with $2,000 cap

ital; to deal in automobile supplies. Cor

porators—Henry Ascher, A. W. Alexander

and I. W. Taylor.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Henry Brunn Automobile

Co., under New York laws, with $20,000

capital; to manufacture motor vehicles. Cor

porators—Henry Brunn, Anthony Sturtzer

and George Ostendorf.
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JANUARY SIIOWS A BIG DECLINE

Shrinkage Greater in Value Than in Vol

ume of Exports—Remarkable Falling

OR in United Kingdom's Buying.

Increases in the exportation of American

cars to foreign countries during January

were recorded in six of the fourteen geo—

graphical divisions into which this trade is

classified, the list of those who have be

come larger customers than before including

British Mexico, “Other

Europe," West Indies and Bermuda, Brit

North America,

ish Australasia and Africa. The gains made

in these divisions, however, are offset chief

ly by a very remarkable falling of? in the

exportations to the United Kingdom, which

has heretofore been the heaviest buyer on

the list, but which during the month took

$45,785 as against $194,805 during the cor

responding month last year. , As a customer,

therefore, it gives first place for the month

to British North America, whose purchases

were $53,271 as against $19,064 in the pre‘

vious January. Declines in France, Ger

many and Italy are shown, though of a far

less serious nature than in the case of the

United Kingdom, while a lessening in trade

is evident in the relations with South Amer

ica, British East Indies, Other Asia and

Oceania, and Other Countries. The total

of cars and parts for the month was $292,995

as against $405,652 in the same month a year

ago, although in the actual number of cars

shipped abroad the difference is only that

between 180 and 167 machines, respectively.

This disproportion is due to the fact that

while the average value per car of the ma

chines shipped during January, 1908, was

$2,504.52, the average for the same month

in 1909 was $1,427.88.

For the seven months ending with Jan

uary, the number of cars shipped amounted

to 1,041, having a value of $1,950,143, which

with $321,406 in parts, makes a total of $2,

271,549. This is somewhat less than the

record for the same period in 1908 and

1907, both as to the number of cars shipped

Claims Patent Rights on Shaft Drive.

Homer L. Boyle, whose patent claims

were reviewed in the Motor World in Aug

ust, 1907, in connection with his contention

that he had basic rights covering shaft

drive construction on automobiles, has re

newed his agitation after a period of inac

tivity and has instituted suit against a well

known manufacturer. He is the author of

the "History of Peace” and has a plan for

insuring permanent peace among the na

tions, but in questions involving his sup

posed patent rights he is not averse to legal

warfare. He was formerly of Grand Rapids,

Mich., but now resides in Lansing. The

patent on which he seeks to collect tribute

is No. 470,175, and is dated March 8, 1892.

Auto-Car Equipment Reorganizes.

The Auto—Car Equipment Co., of Buffalo,

N. Y., has been reorganized as the Auto—

Car Mfg. Co., with a capital of $500,000.

While in the past it has made a leader of

electric trucks, considerable attention will

be given to gasolene commercial vehicles in

the future.

Changes in Ajax-Grieb Stafi.

J. B. Burwell, former Chicago manager

of the Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co., has been

placed in charge of the Minneapolis branch.

C. R. Van Auken has been made manager

of the Detroit branch, succeeding Charles

W. Hatch.

Firestone on West Indian Outing.

H. S. Firestone, president of the Firestone

Tire and Rubber Co., Akron, 0., has started

on a five weeks business and pleasure trip

to Havana and other southern points. He

will include the Bahama Islands on his

itinerary.

Making Empire Tire Plant Bigger.

The Empire Automobile Tire Co., Tren~

ton, N. J., is erecting another large addi

tion to its plant. It is a duplication of the

building put up last spring.

Reorganized Rainier Incorporates.

The reorganized Rainier interests have

incorporated as the Rainier Motor Co. of

 

 

and the value of the exportations. The rec- . .
0rd in detail is as follows: New York. The capital is $350,000.

r—January—fi Seven Months Ending January

' 1908 1909 907 1908 1909

Automobiles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $369,075 $238,456 $2.103,550 $2,391,460 $1,950,143

Parts of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 36,577 54,539 325,993 321,999 321,406

Exported to—

United Kingdom . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 194,805 45,785 562,958 899,249 682,324

France . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39,015 33,084 177,663 274,224 136,377

Germany . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,616 210 67,671 80,743 58,402

Italy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15,231 10,784 68,825 43,452 40,167,

Other Europe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,353 13,916 87,761 83,322 121.089

British North America . . . . . . . . . . 19,064 53,271 496,094 469,541 667,902

Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47,597 49,183 465,073 273,906 186,478

West Indies and Bermuda . . . . .. 31,956 48,549 100,043 182,519 146,989

South America . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 21,551 11,254 131,381 169.348 64.692

British East Indies . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,910 1,736 21,142 19,357 14,784

British Australasia . . . . . . . . . . . .. 14,668 14,712 169,577 137,018 68,883

Other Asia and Oceania . . . . . . . .. 8,051 5,707 66,666 66,963 58,649

Africa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 697 2,822 7,402 6,600 16,389

Other countries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,138 1,982 7,287 7,217 8,424“

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $405,652 $292,995 $2,429,543 $2,713,459 $2,271,549

AMERICAN NAPIER [NCORPORATES

New $1,000,000 Corporation to Rehabilitate

the Old Company’s Business—Plans for

Immediate Renewal of Activity.

After something like two years of quies

cence following the failure of the-Napier

Motor Co. of America, the interests former

ly concerned in the reproduction in this

country of the English Napier car are pre

Accord

ingly the American Napier Co. was incor

porated last week under the laws of Maine,

with a_ capitalization of $1,000,000. Otto B.

Cole, who for some time has been associat

paring to recommence activities.

ed with American Napier affairs, is named

as president, and it is understood that the

organization will be continued in much the

same form as before.

After thenfailure of the old $600,000 com

pany in 1907 'it was bought in by a few of

the stockholders and the business continued

on a liin‘ited scale at the Jamaica Plains iac

tory, which was formerly a part of the old

plant of the‘B. F. Sturtevant Co. A few

cars have been built, but the bulk of the

work has been in effecting repairs and re

placements to cars already out.

A new contract has just been closed with

the parent English concern, which stipu

lates the retention of John S. Napier of that

concern as consulting engineer. Parts in

the rough and materials will be imported

for the most part, to be finished and assem

bled in this country. American parts also

will be utilized to a certain extent. The

product will comprise a line of three cars,

one of which, the 40 horsepower, four cyl

inder model, is on view this week at the

Boston show. In addition to this there will

be two six cylinder machines, one of 30 and

the other of 60 horsepower; while a limited

number of the smaller four cylinder cars

also will be marketed.

During the current year about 200 cars

will be built, in which connection the ca

pacity of the present plant will be increased

by about one-third by the addition of some

thing like an acre of floor space. For 1910

it is planned to undertake production on

a much larger scale. Plans are also said

to be on foot‘to manufacture some of the

Napier 'models with the compressed air sys

tem of transmission which is being offered

by the Compressed Air Power Co., Boston,

of which the treasurer is one of the incor

porators of the new Napier company.
 

qug'an Creditors Defer Selling Plant.

Creditors of the Logan Construction Co.,

Chillicothe, 0., met on the 8th inst., to

consider an offer for the purchase of the

entire plant for allittle over $16,000. As

this is only about 50 per cent. of the ap

praised value there was considerable objec

~'tion and the matter was adjourned until

March 19. '
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The Advantages of the

WHITE STEAM AR
 

  

The White Steamer possesses so many points of superiority over other types of auto

mobiles that any one'who purchases a car without first investigating the White is acting with only

a partial understanding of the present-day attainments in the construction of automobiles.

The principal advantages of the White may be summarized as follows:

 

 

All variationsof speed are obtained without the shifting of gears.

The speed of the car responds instantly to the throttle.

It is free from vibration.

It is noiseless.

It is smokeless and odorless.

The engine can never be “stalled”

It starts from the seat—no “cranking.”

It is easiest on tires.

The power is transmitted without the use of a friction clutch.

It is unequaled for hill-climbing.

It is the simflest car to operate.

It is the safest for the passengers as well as for the other users

of the highway.

We can meet the requirements of almost every pocketbook with either our 20 horse

power car at $2,000 (shown above) or our 40 horse-power car at $4,000.

Write tor catalog.

THE WHITE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO

 

 

 

NEW YORK CITY Broadway at “(I St. PITTSBURG 138-48 Beatty St. CHICAGO, 240 Michi an Ave.

IIOSTON 320 Newbury St. CLEVELAND, 407 Rockwell Ave. SAN FRANCISCO arket St. at Van Neal Ave.

PHILADELPHIA, 629-33 N. Broad St. ATLANTA, 120-1” Marietta St

I -
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Preparing Emergency Markets.

In moments of confidence, business men

of large enterprise have revealed the fact

that during prosperous times they have bor

rowed money from as many banks as pos

sible, to familiarize those institutions with

their paper, so that when hard times might

come more channels of bank accommoda

tion would be open to them than if previous

ly they never had sought loans. A parallel

to this policy is suggested in the attitude

taken by a‘ least a few motor car manufac

turers in spending money for the develop

ment of export trade when the latter is not

necessary to their present success.

“This country is plenty big enough for

us" is the more usual sentiment, however,

even among some of the largest makers.

and, viewing the space from the Atlantic to

the Pacific and from the Canadian border

to the southern outposts, it does appear to

provide all the necessary size and oppor

tunity for trade endeavor. Owing to its

great size and the variety of its interests

and industries in its different sections, an

excellent balance is maintained between its

areas of prosperity and depression, respect

ively, as was evidenced during the so-called

panic period, when the slackening of the au

tomobile market which took place in certain

large districts was quite ofisct, from a gen

eral standpoint, by the remarkable activity

in others.

In recognizing or asserting the advan~

tages that this width of market affords, the

same considerations point even more strong

ly to the benefits derivable from a trade

that rests on a basis not confined to the

American circumference. Big as is the ter

ritory within the United States, in square

miles, population and market possibilities.

it is still subject to those large and sweep

ing variations in business conditions which

affect it as a whole, in spite of the happy

way in which the automobile tradc came

through the last unpleasant flurry.

Bobbing up serenely with :1 "Never

touched-me!” expression, the industry has

busied itself planning enormous future pro

duction, a factor in the situation which

every maker, no matter how securely placed

his immediate output may be, will have

good reason to recognize. If the unpleas

ant point of overproduction is reached as

early as many indications would promise,

the makers with a purely domestic market

will not rest as easy in the circumstances as

those who have prepared other outlets for

their manufactured stock. I

With whatever vigor the work is carried

on. the introduction of any particular mak

er's cars into the foreign markets is a slow

and tedious process, so that in business ex

tremity a sudden turn toward lands across

the sea will not yield the desired results. no

matter how intense is the effort applied.

The deliberate machinery of foreign trade

cannot be put into motion for a newcomer

with the rapidity that his need demands.

Neither is it reasonable to suppose that re‘

tail buyers abroad will take warmly to a

car or maker that to them has heretofore

been unknown. Where a maker has already

broken the way for his product. however.

and has established his reputation and con

nections, he can, when emergency dictates,

jam on the pressure with a fair certainty of

corresponding orders.

_ Garbling American News.

Instead of relating how a Chicago pork

packer ordered 85 automobiles regardless

of price, so that he could always have one

in service, or how western cowboys pitted

a wild bull against a mine owner‘s touring

car in a fight for $11,000,000 a side, the Euro

pean publications are now devoting more

serious attention to American automobile

matters, and the English papers particular

ly are observed to have many excellent

and accurate accounts of motoring events

and progress in the United States. Never

theless, the British editorial attempts to

enlighten readers as to American happen

ings are frequently startling, as witness the

following extracts from an account in Lon

don Motor, concerning Boston's conflagra

tion in January.

“A cablegram from Boston (U. S. A.),"

the paper declares. “records a great disas

ter to the American automobile industry.

“’hilst a fierce blizzard was raging on Sun

day morning, a fire broke out in the Coli

seum, the largest building in the city, in

which was being held the annual motor

show. In the course of a few hours the

building and all its contents were entirely

destroyed. The exhibits were those which

l0 days prior had constituted the bulk of

the cars displayed at the Madison Square

Garden, New York, for the annual show of

the American Motor Car Manufacturers

Association, having been transferred to Bos

ton from whence they would later have

been sent to the Chicago show," etc.

Those familiar with trade matters will

relish the humor of so complete a garbling

since the only “Coliseum” of large impor

tance to the automobile trade is the one in

Chicago, and the Boston automobile show is

holding forth during the present week.

That the American Motor Car Manufactur

ers Association should have been repre

sented in the Madison Square Garden in

stead of the Grand Central Palace is news

which escaped even the most observant,

and will no doubt astonish the Association

of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers who

up to this time have congratulated them

selves on controlling the Garden for their

own exhibits exclusively. Explanatory am

plification on meagre reports apparently in

volves a task that is still too much for the

British editor, until he has had further time

to acquaint himself with American affairs.

 

"Senator Frelinghuysen believes that non

residents should contribute their share to

ward keeping New Jersey's roads in repair."

So states a New Jersey paper. The Senator

is, of course, entitled to his own opinions,
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and no particular fault can be found with

him for holding a belief that is the quintes

cence of provincialism. But when the paper

in question goes on to say that this arch

enemy of the automobile is “an enthusiastic

automobilist and an advocate of sane mo

toring,”we experience a feeling of nausea.

Tut! tut! For that tired feel

ing try peruna.

—Exchange.

Frelinghuysen is one of

the sanest motorists that ever made laws

for New Jersey. He proves his sanity by

voting in New Jersey and living in New

York, and the illustrious carpet bagger so

enthusiastically believes in paying for the

upkeep of roads that it is rumored that in

the occasional role of a New Yorker he has

tendered New York State $1,500 in payment

for the damage his car has done to its roads

during the several years he has used tliem.

  

From the heyday of the bicycle industry

the British automobile trade has inherited

to some extent a predeliction for the “name

less” or “transfer” product, which is to say.

the partially or completely assembled ma

chine which is bought by a dealer and sold

Up to this time,

the practice, with its questionable effect on

as of his own production.

the market has not been in evidence in this

country. but that its appearance here is

threatened is revealed by an English motor

trades publication which announces the re

ceipt of a letter of inquiry from America

asking for the names of firms willing to

supply cars of the nameless variety. Any

product produced on such a basis is apt to

go down into oblivion as nameless as it

appeared, and the industry is too well es

tablished to be in any sort of danger from

such practices. Nevertheless, the develop

ment is an interesting one as indicating a

digging up of old schemes.

Although as a pirate Automobile Topics

is not comparable with the Motor re-Print,

our more respectable contemporary will do

well to be cautious in crediting borrowed

matter to manufacturers house organs. Not

all of the latter always give credit where

credit is due as the reproduction in Topics

of a Motor World editorial, credited to a

house organ, serves to demonstrate.

Women drivers are to be barred from the

Glidden tour by the A. A. A.. to meet the

wishes of the manufacturers contest com

mittee. The latter should now prod the

A. A. A. into similar action as to allow

ing the participation of women in track con

tests.

IN THE REALM 0F CAR AND 1305

Motor Vehicles Replace Washington's Her

dics—Taximcter Service Spreading

New Companies Formed.

Pursuant to an act of Congress, the Met

ropolitan Coach Co., of Washington has

put into service in Sixteenth street a motor

omnibus which is the first to be installed

in place of the old-time herdics which have

been so great a source of annoyance to

Washingtonians for many years. The new

’bus is unique in that it is air-cooled. and

also in possessing worm drive and a num

ber of other features peculiar.to the con

struction adopted by the H. H. Franklin

Mfg. Co.

18 horsepower Franklin truck chassis, car

It is, in fact, an adaptation of an

rying a sixteen passenger body with side

seats and rear door. The vehicle is de

signed for one-man operation, the door be

ing controlled by a strap from the driver’s

seat, while the fares are deposited in a spe

cial collection b0x of which the driver is

in charge. The machine is geared to a

speed of about 15 miles an hour, and has a

three-speed sliding gearset. It is sched

uled for a daily service schedule of 17%

hours, during which time-it will cover 120

miles.

Beating the taximeters has become a cus

tom on the part of London motor cab driv

ers where the patron does not look like a

“spotter” and where the route to be taken

is not likely to disclose to the company of

ficials the offense of running with the “For

hire" flag up. “Shall we use the taxi, sir.

or shall I leave it to you?" is the polite in

quiry on the driver’s part. If the register

is considered unnecessary, both driver and

passenger gain accordingly, while the com~

pany bewails its dwindling profits.

William Rudd, formerly with the New

York Taxicab Co., has organized a company

of his own in Brooklyn, N. Y., which will

be known as the Brooklyn Taxi-Cab Co. It

is capitalized at $250,000, and the plans pro

vide for an equipment of 125 machines by

the first of May. The officers chosen are;

William Rudd, president; Franklyn Kelly,

vice-president; William A. Abel, treasurer;

Vincent W. Many, secretary.

John W. Wibley has been elected presi

dent of the Pittsburg Taxicab Co., which

is expecting to put about 25 machines in

operation within a few weeks. The other

ofi’icers chosen are: Grant McCargo, vice

president; C. A. Blanchard, treasurer, and

W. Sable Lynn, secretary.

Second to enter the taximeter cab field

in Denver, Colo., a new company has been

organized by Henry l-lurlburt and Ralph

Glover. It will be known as the G. H. Gar

age and Taxicab Co., and will have its head

quarters at Seventeenth and Pearl streets.

American and Canadian capitalists have
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March 6-13, Boston, Mass—Boston Auto

mobile Dealers Association (lnc.) seventh

annual show, Mechanics Building.

March 8-13, Kansas City, Mo.—Kansas

City Automobile Dealers Association's

show, Convention Hall.

March 8-13, Portland, Ore—Portland Au

tomobile Club’s show.

March 8-13, Memphis, Tenn.—Automo

bile show, Auditorium Building.

March 11, New York City—Midwinter

endurance run, New York to Boston, for

Campbell trophy.

March 11, 12, 13, Milwaukee, Wis—Mil

waukee Automobile Club’s first annual show

in the Hippodrome.

March 13-20, Minneapolis, Minn—Min

neapolis Automobile Show Association's

show, National Guard Armory.

March 15-20, Rochester, N. Y.—-Rochester

Automobile Dealers Association’s show,

Convention Hall.

March 16, 17, 18, Chattanooga, Tenn.—

Three days race meet and hill climb on

Lookout Mountain.

March 17, 18, 19, Pittsburg, Pa.—-Three

days’ endurance run.

March 22-27, Toledo, O.—Toledo Automo

bile Dealers Association’s automobile show.

March 2126, Daytona, Fla.-—The Motor

Contest Association’s (Inc.) seventh annual

international races, Daytona Beach.

March 24-27, Syracuse, N. Y.—Syracuse

Automobile Dealers Association's first an

nual show, New York State armory.

March 25, 26, 27, Logansport, Ind—Au

tomobile show, old rink.

March 27, Atlanta, Ga.-—Third annual hill

climb, on Stewart avenue hill.

March 27-_April 3, Pittsburg, Pa.—-Auto

mobile Dealers Association's show, Du>

quesne Garden.

April 5-10, New York City—New York

Automobile Trade Association's second an

nual automobile carnival.

April 10, New York City—New York Au

tomobile Trade Association's second semi

annual hill climb on Fort George hill.

April 15-17, Louisville, Ky.—Louisville

Automobile Association’s show, Coliseum.

May 3-6, Harrisburg, Pa.—Harrisburg

Motor Club's endurance run.

May 18, 19, Norristown, Pa.—Norristown

Automobile Club’s endurance run, to Ha»

gcrstown, Md., and return.

May 22, Hartford, Conn—Automobile

Club of Hartford’s 200 miles endurance run.

 
 

formed a taximeter cab company at Toronto,

to be known as the Berna Motors and Taxi

cabs, Ltd. The concern is capitalized at

$500,000, and it is proposed to employ cars

of French manufacture.
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BOSTON snow THEHUB’S BIGGEST AND BEST

Exceeding all preconceived notions of a

local show, revealing a greater number of

cars than either of the two New York

shows of this season, and bigger than any

exhibition of its kind ever held

Eigland, the seventh annual show of the

in New

Boston Automobile Dealers Association,

which is stuffed into every corner of Me

chanics Hall this week, well may be consid‘

ered one of the most notable events of the

year. That conservative old New England

should afford sufi‘icient encouragement to

the motor vehicle to warrant such a demon

stration is hardly less remarkable than that

the industry should be able to afford such

a variety of products in the double ranges

of price and size.

In proof of the sheer bulk of the show,

witness the fact that it reveals one-third

more cars than were shown at the corre—

sponding time a year ago, that there are

within half a hundred of as many cars on

view as were shown at Chicago last month,

and that it stages within one hundred of as

many cars as were shown at both of the

recent New York shows put together. As

a matter of fact. 409 distinct and separate

vehicles are displayed, this number repre

senting the product of more than 100 differ

ent makers, and the presentation of just

90 exhibitors. Of parts, _accessories and

moms f, I

AllTfl

snow
mama

_||I|—]-"\’

.
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PAGES POSING AT ENTRANCE TO BOSTON SHOW

In addi

a matter of

equipments, there are 150 displays.

tion to these, there are, as

course, sundry other exhibitors, whom a

generous management admits out of defer

ence to Boston‘s long-established custom

of maintaining a welcoming latch-string on

the exhibitor’s entrance to Mechanics Hall

But it should be added that there is less

of this outside element in evidence than

usually has been the case before, so that

in every respect the show is a record

breaker.

For its success, much credit is due to the

of the

dealers' association, and especially to man

ager Chester I. Campbell. who is both a

Indeed, the

management of the show is peculiar in its

activities of the show committee

tireless and purposeful worker.

intimacy

strong is this quality that no surprise is

and man-to-man quality. So

excited if, previous to the opening of the

show, the manager himself is discovered in

long linen duster not merely superintending

the work of the decorators, but, actually

plunging into itlwith an air of apparent. de

termination to do it all himself; or if after

it is in full sway, he is to be found, not

entertaining visitors in his, ofiice, but out

in the show, giving personal instructions to

some workman or atteiidant.

The eye of the continuous pursuer of the

various shows refuses to be over-awed with

any save the most daring of color schemes

and the most ornate of embellishments. Yet

it must be admitted that the scheme of dec

oration adopted for this year’s show is har

monious and pleasing, if lacking somewhat

of the dash of last year's “Japanned” set

ting, or the daintiness of the apple blossom

White, set off with

green, backed by safirons or dull reds and

topped with yellow. is the coloring, and be

era of the year before.

sides being restful to the eye and delight

fully free from the affected classic in decor

ation, it furnishes a soothing background

against which the cars show to good advan

tage, even when they happen to be as of

fensive as garish coloring can make them.

As the “Hall of Arches,” that portion of

the big exposition building generally known

as Exhibition Hall, is first to meet the eye

of the average visitor. Here the pillars are

concealed beneath a mask which gives them

the semblance of onyx columns supporting

arches of white marble which join to divide

the ceiling into rectangles where from the

central arc lights, rays of yellow and white

extend to the sides. Decorations in high

relief on the arches break up their mo

notony. while rows of electric lights serve

to lighten them as well as adding to the

illumination which is mainly supplied by
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the lights in the center of the ceiling pan

els. Separating the exhibits are barriers,

breast high, solid white below, but latticed

at the top and surmounted by green rail

ings. At the corner of each stand an oval

sign with golden letters on an onyx back

ground and mounted on a wrought iron

standard, serves to indicate the nature of the

exhibit. The arches are of cheese-cloth, the

onyx pillars are thinly coated with mar

bled paper, and the open grillings on the

fences which separate the booths are papier

mache. Nevertheless, the effect is the same

as though the materials were real instead

of counterfeit, and the attention is in no

way distracted by them from the objects

for which they are meant to serve as a set

ting.

In Grand Hall, a slight variation has

been made necessary by purely architectural

considerations. The bandstand this year

occupies a preferred position in the very

center of the hall, where it takes the form

of an octagonal pagoda, surmounted with a

red roof, and with its open 10wer story

straddling the cross-ways of the two main

aisles on the floor. The stage—preferred

position also for the one exhibitor who 0c

cupies its entire length and breadth—is

disguised behind a huge, false proscenium

arch of green. with a deep red valance,

pricked off with festoons and radii of in

candescent lights. The drop curtain is of

vis'm or rm; HALL or ARCH
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red, with broad panels, vertical and hori

zontal, of saffron. At either side of

the proscenium, mounted on panels of

white plaster, are the genii of progress,

each bearing a torch in either hand. Around

the balcony front, on a plain white backing,

are festoons of greenery, illuminated with

strings of variegated colored lights. Walls,

pillars and ceilings are covered with the

same red, saffron and yellow tones found in

the exhibition hall.

In the second floor of the latter, in the

smaller, Talbot Hall, formerly entirely given

over to the tender offices of the caterer, but

now largely reserved for exhibitors of cars;

and in the basement, the same general

scheme is carried out, but with less elabor

ation and consequently less telling effect.

Throughout the show, the carpeting of the

stands is of a neutral brown—a shade well

calculated to remain unchanged throughout

the week. As a finishing touch to the dec

orations a "moving" feature is added in the

shape of a group of red-garbed pages who

itlle about at their crimson ease.

Despite the inadvertent reference to the

pagoda of melody in the center of Grand

Hall as a bandstand, it must not be sup

posed that it was intended for the occu

pancy of a band. Quite to the contrary,

as the woman’s orchestra, soloist and all,

which is one of the standard features of all

Boston shows, again does battle with the
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patient exhibitor who is striving to advance

his own interests; or charms the throngs

packed into the seats which surround the

balcony. Another ladies’ orchestra and a

pompadore brigade of male musicians dis

course the latest in popular songs in other

parts of the show. But the twangy piano

and the youths who sold sheet music last

year, are a by-gone nuisance.

All Boston rubs elbows with all East,

South, North and W'est Boston—which is

to say Chelsea and Cambridge—on the

opening night of the show. This is an es

tablished custom. Judging by appearances

on last Saturday night, the population of

the greater city has been considerably in

creased within the year. It is a matter of

record that breathing space was almost at

a premium a year ago. This year it was

unobtainable at any price. A mild-man

nered local newspaper set down the attend

ance at 10,000 people. To one wedged into

the throng in the middle of the evening, this

would have seemed a gross and unwarrant

able underestimate of fact. But this much

must be said, that there was less of r0w

(lyism than sometimes has been the case,

and that most of the rubbing elbows were

amiably inclined, so that the affair wes not

seriously unpleasant.

Of exhibits of an especially conspicuous

nature, aside from the handful of new cars,

there are few which are really remarkable.
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The annual appearance of the rotary steam

engine is a factor to be reckoned with in

this instance, to be sure, because the type

presented—the Harriman—aside from the

fact that it has the endorsement of a num

ber of tests which have seemed to indicate

that it possesses brighter prospects for suc

cess than many of its predecessors, also is

of interest in that its inventor plans to

adapt it to the purposes of the internal com

bustion motor. At present, however, it is

shown in compound steam form and in a

5 horsepower unit, operating under its own

power. Another exhibit, which is of some

little importance from an educational stand

point, is that of a working model of the

Burleigh motor, which comprises a section

of the cylinder, with the piston shown in

motion and traveling over a ground glass

plate. Colored lights behind the plate, au

tomatically regulated, reveal not simply the

different periods of the cycle by their color

and intensity, but also the supposed distri

bution of the flame in the cylinder during

the firing and exhaust intervals.

Touring the aisles, the visitor encoun

ters practically all the names which have

become familiar at the other shows. For ex

ample, in Grand llall there are the White,

Oakland, Pennsylvania, Stoddard-Dayton,

Pierce, Studebaker and E-M-F., Mitchell and

Franklin stands. The Exhibition Hall re

veals the presence of the Rambler display.

as well as those of such other well known

marks as the Columbia, Pope-Hartford.

Marmon, Locomobile, National, Maxwell,

Brush and Matheson. In Talbot Hall are

displayed among others, the Waverley elec‘

tries and the Pullmans. The basement is

given over principally to the display of com

mercial vehicles, motorcycles, of which there

is a very creditable showing arranged in a

single section; and machinery.

 

Boston's offering in new cars, while not

numerous, is significant of the present

sweeping movement in the industry in that

it is composed entirely of medium and 10w

priced machines. To be sure one or two

makers already known in the Hub and else

where, are in evidence with larger cars, but

with one noteworthy exception, the new

cars by new makers are of the popular or

der. These with such cars as the Brush,

the Maxwell “Junior,” the Ford and one or

two others might be taken as indicating a

recrudescence of the one-time exceedingly

popular low priced runabout, which for sev

eral years has been studiously avoided by

the manufacturers. Indeed, it may be con

sidered as a legitimate and logical develop

ment of the multiple production idea which

is so widely entertained just at present.

However that may be, the small and medium

Sized new-comers in Boston are entitled to

special consideration in several instances

because of their high class equipment.

In many respects the most remarkable

of these is the Hupmobile, which though

listed at a minimum figure and built to di

minutive specifications has all the features

and linear attributes of a full sized car, to

gether with several original—notfto say,

radical—components. This brand new prod

uct of the Hupp Motor Car Co., Detroit,

Mich., is shown for the first time at o'he of

the “big” automobile expositions.

Built with a weight-power ratio of nearly

2 horsepower per hundred pounds, and with

such of the features accepted in standard

high-class practice as quadruple, vertical

motor, unit power plant, selective sliding

change gear, shaft drive, it is further char

acterized by its makers as “the only car list

ing at less than $1,000 equipped with slid,

ing gears. The only car listing at less than

$1,200 with magneto as regular equipment.

The only car listing at less than $1,50Qhav

ing sliding gears and Bosch magneto as reg

ular equipment."

The motor, which is water cooled and

rated at 16-20 horsepower, has the favorite

offset crankshaft, a fan-bladed fiy wheel

mounted on the forward end of the crank

shaft, and measures 3% by 3%; inches cylin~

der dimensions. Together with the gear

box, which is unusually compact, it is

mounted on a pair of inverted arch mem

bers set transversely from the main frame

at the front and rear of the crank case. The

clutch, which is fully enclosed h; the gear

housing, is of the plain cone. metal to metal

type, self-adjusting, and running in oil. A

while in the rear, the chassis is supported

by a single transverse spring. This mem

ber is secured at its center to the U-shaped

cross member at the back end of the frame.

Its two extremities are slidably mounted

on a round cross bar reaching from end to

“end of the axle, and supported at either of

its extremities by an arm affixed to the axle

tube. A forward extension from each of the

arms, is connected to one of the two diag

onal cross braces which run from the axle

to the front end of the torque tube. Double

internal expanding brakes are employed,

these‘and other features being practically

the same as would be used on a larger ma

chine save in detail arrangement, such as

{is required in instances like that of the

steering group, where to economize road

clearance, the steering rod is carried over
toithe left knuckle between the spring and

the ground, instead of under the frame, as is

more frequently done.

Included in the remaining specifications

are the wheel base, which is 86 inches, the

wheel sizes, which are 30 inches front and

rear, and the tire dimensions, which are

3 inches. The weight of the complete ve

hicle, including full equipment, is 1,100

pounds. ‘

Another of the newcomers which properly

belongs in_ the same general class as the

last-named machine, but which is possessed

  

WHITE EXHIBIT IN GRAND HALL

peculiarity of the gearset is its method of

actuation which, though selective, is se~

cured with a “T” quadrant instead of the

usual gridiron form. In consequence. high

and low speeds are obtained merely by

moving the gear lever forward or back to

the limit of its travel. To obtain the reverse

it is only necessary to pull the lever in

ward from its neutral position.

Another original feature is the method of

suspension, which is semi’elliptic in front,

of quite different characteristics, is the

Pickard, which, though appearing under a

name practically unknown to the motoring

public, is produced by a firm which for a

number of years has been building many of

the parts from which other cars have been

constructed. In this way, it is by no means

an untried product, though nominally a new

one. In addition to the advantages of its

low price, it features such characteristics

which are usually found only on higher
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priced cars, as the high tension magneto

ignition system, selective sliding gear, and

shaft drive. '

The motor, which is of the air-cooled type,

and of four-cylinder, vertical construction,

is a little out of the ordinary in that the

valves, which are placed on opposite sides

of the cylinders, are set horizontally, and

worked by long rocker arms directly ac

tuated from the cam shaft, as in another

type of machine, the motors for which

formerly were built by the same firm. Lib

eral use of extended radiating surface in

the cylinder and manifold flanges afford am

ple cooling facilities while these are assist

ed by the usual fan, which is mounted on

ball bearings and belt driven.

dimensions are 4 inches bore and stroke,

and the rated horsepower, 25.

The change gear group is mounted imme

diately behind the motor, and is controlled

by a single pedal—also connected with the

contracting brakes on the rear hubs—~and a

single side lever, so contrived as to do away

with the gridiron segment, despite its se

lective operation. A method of interlocking

pedal and lever linkages serves to prevent

abuse of the gears. The wheel base of the

car is 100 inches, and its tire equipment 30

by 3 inches. Evidences of a desire to fur—

nish an unusual amount of car endurance

per dollar invested, in addition to the feat

ures already mentioned, are found in the

use of a manganese bronze front axle, iull~

elliptic springs all around, ball bearing rear

axle mounting and a general substantiality,

which is evidenced in the general set-up of

The cylinder -
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the vehicle where considered as a whole.

Efforts to produce cars at lower prices

than heretofore, yet without sacrificing in

any way the general form of the just now

popular runabout, are by no means confined

to the medium-priced range of machines,

'nbont which so much is heard, nor to the

small number of attempts at producing a

complete and thoroughly equipped car on

a small scale. They have invaded the-field

of the toy vehicle, and in addition to the

one example of that class of car, so farfas

gasolenepropulsion is concerned,‘which has

been~seen at the shows during the-present

season. Boston also boastsanother, which

comes very close‘to it, though-on the prac

tical rather than the impractical side, so far

as the intentions of its makers are con

cerned.

The machine in question, which is known

as the Panther, is an entirely new product

of local ingenuity, and while in price and

size fulfilling the general requirements of

the toy gasolene car, is really intended to

serve a useful purpose as a runabout for

general service. It is built in the simplest

manner conceivable and may be character

ized as having been “boiled” down to the

absolute elimination of all superfiuities. It

runs on wire wheels, has the typical runa

bout type of body seating two persons, is

equipped with a vertical motor mounted in

front, and is controlled by the usual lever

and pedal devices.

Its simplicity has been secured, first of

all, by the adoption of a single cylinder mo

tor, water cooled, but otherwise free from

1

IN GRAND HALL, SHOWING LIGHTING EFFECTS

complications of any sort, and second, by

the practical elimination or what is known

to those familiar with garage technicalities

as the transmission. That is to say, the

motive power is transmitted through a disc

clutch to a solid propeller shaft, from which

the live rear axle is driven through bevel

gearing. No change gear is provided, and

no reVerse, though one 'may be attached at

the option of the purchaser. Speed control,

therefore,~is confined to whatever clutch

slippage may be obtained on starting and

to the regulation of the 78 horsepower mo

tor. Simplicity is further obtained by the

elimination of the usual differential balance

gear, and the substitution for it of a sim

ple clutch system applied to each of the

rear wheels. In front, the axle is swivel

mounted, and steering control is established

through the use of a small chain running

over a sprocket at the base of the steering

column and gripping the steering knuckles.

The total weight of the vehicle is 340

pounds, and it runs on 28 by 2% inch tires.

 

Considered from the viewpoint of aver

age practice, two of the offerings of new

cars presented at the show must be consid

ered of peculiar interest, because they fall

into the popular price range for cars fully

equipped to carry four or five passengers,

and also because they are apt to become as

sociated more or less closely in the average

mind from the fact that both represent the

efforts of a single designer, though one only

to the extent of utilizing a motor of his

design.
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PICKARD RUNABOUT

The machine in question is the new Velie,

a brand new product of a brand new factory

in Moline, backed by interests heavily con

cerned in the implement and vehicle trade

of Illinois. That the Velie employs the

llerreshoFf motor, which is built in Connec

ticut. could not possibly tend to any con

fusion were it notdor the fact that the same

name just now is coming into prominence

through the simultaneous introduction to

the public of another and entirely distinct

machine, and represents a later efi‘ort of the

same drawing pencil.

The Velie is a particularly neat and at

tractive looking machine in which, despite

its comparatively small size, an unusual

amount of seating room is provided by the

adoption of a particularly wide seat design

for the tonneau. Happily this is done with

liUPMOBILE RUNABOL'T

Timken, one-piece, pressed steel rear axle,

single-piece I-beam axle in front; springs,

three-quarter elliptic, rear and semi-elliptic,

front; wheels, 32 and 34 inches diameter,

wheel base 110 inches. The Splitdorf mag

neto is used in connection with the

double ignition system employed, and a

storage battery also is furnished as a reg

ular item in the equipment list. Two sets

of plugs are used, the magneto being set

on the left side of the motor and the dis

tributor for the coil system, on the right,

at the very back of the cylinders. where it

is readily accessible and where its driving

shaft also is useful in propelling the lubricat

ing pump.

The lower part of the power plant is pro

tected by a dust pan, which is clipped to

the sub-frame, forming a neat and secure

Velie is made in no less than five different

styles of body mounting—all of the un

cnclosed type—and carries an unusually lib_

eral assortment of accessories which are

included in the list price of the car.

Under the graphic appellation of “the

smart, light cob of motor cars."'the Herres

liofi' makes its first bow to the shovwgoing

public at Boston. In truth it is the very

compact and neat appearing machine which

this characterization implies. Investigation

reveals evidences of close design in many

points, and of the application of what is

considered thoroughly approved standard

practice in almost every respect. At the

same time, considering the manufacturer's

guarantee, of “24 horsepower delivered to

the rear wheels," the motor appears sur

prisingly small and almost insignificant—
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llERRESI-IOFF TOURING CAR

out sacrificing of consistency, so that the

general appearance of the car as a whole,

is made to correspond pretty'closely with

that of the average car of perhaps double

the horsepower and size. Although uncov

ered within a few days at one of the local

shows in the West, it comes to Boston as

an entirely new thing and enjoys the con

spicuous position which'all novelties in

variably claim. 4

Some idea of the general make-up of the

car may be obtained from these specifica

tions: Motor, 4 inch "square" cylinder di

mensions. rated output 30 horsepower, cyl

inders cast in pairs; transmission by three

speed, selective gearset and propeller shaft;

enclosure and at the same time, one which

is readily demountable. In this connection

also, mention should be made of the dust

deflector at the rear of the body, which is

worked into the body panel in practically

the same manner as the small locker which

in some other machines is placed under

the rear seat and opened from behind. In

stead of a locker in this instance, however,

the apparent extension of the body back of

the frame line is merely a metal plate, open

below and closed at the ends, thus forming

a buffer for the air currents, tending to over

come the swirling tendency of the under

draughts when the car is in motion and thus

to reduce its dust-stirring proclivities. The

VELIE TOURING CAR

particularly when compared with those em

ployed by other makers of cars of the same

general type and price classifications. The

body lines are harmonious and modest, the

interior finish comfortable and of approved

arrangement and the car as a whole appears

to be a worthy accession to its class.

Among its special features may be noted

the cylinder dimensions, which are 3%; by

3%, the use of very large valves mounted

on one side and actuated by a newly de

signed system of cushioned lifts which are

intended to reduce the clatter of the parts

to a minimum, thermo-syphon cooling, dou~

ble ignition—the latter, however, counting

as an extra where the Bosch magneto is used
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in addition to the regular jump spark sys

tem with batteries. Another out of the or

dinary feature is the use of the progressive

type of change gear, which is thought to

be more suitable for this type of car than

the more familiar selective type. The unit

type of power plant is used, which is to

say that the gear box is bolted directly to

the motor crank case and shares its support.

The tcrqtze-tube system of driving is em~

ployed. and the cross frame member to

which the tube enclosing the driving shaft

is anchored is placed just back of the gear

box and well up toward the front of the car,

thus reducing the angularity of the universal

joint motion to a minimum. The tube with

its enclosed universal joint is carried in a

substantial ball and socket mounting perma

nently secured to the cross member, and not

able because of its very large diameter, con

' \- ¢. ma,_n.'\ ..

HAYNES—ON PRIVATE VIEW

sidering the size of the machine. The frame

is offset in the rear to permit of the inser

tion of a rubber buffer to protect the axle

from shock—this being rather an unusual

adaptation of the offsetting idea. Ordinarily

the plan is to offset the frame sufficiently to

permit a generous increase in the clearance

between it and the axle. But in this in

stance, the rubber butfer is set flush with

the under side of the sill, so that the un

gainly effect of the usual offset is elimin

ated and a perfectly unbroken frame line

secured in addition to the advantage se

cured through the use of the buffer. The

transmission is mounted on F. & S. annu

lar ball bearings, and the axles on Timken

roller equipment. The wheel sizes are 32

by 3% inches, and the accessory equipment

of high order throughout.

It is a peculiarity of Boston shows that

they never fail of being productive of some

thing sensational in the mechanical line. In

addition to the invariable crop of later new

comers there always is one or another dis

play which is truly revolutionary, radical,

puzzling, and at the same time pleasing to

the mechanic:lly inclined. One time, it

was a car‘ bearing a motor which consisted

of eight little cylinders Isurrounding the

crank shaft and with their. axes parallel to

it, the necessary rotary motion being ob

tained through the medium of a circular

disc which wobbled. But that is a memory

now. This year is presented the compressed

air system of propulsion in which the trans

mission of the ordinary type of car'is dis

placed by onc two-cylinder air compressor,

one four-cylinder compressed air motor, one

receiver or storage tank, and a few fittings

a system employing the advantages of abso

lute flexibility which the fluid medium,

whether it be liquid or gaseous, enjoys. In

this instance, however, it is difficult to see

just where the saving is effected, in as much

as the casual observer is apt to be impressed

with the idea that instead of a reduction in

complexity there has been something of an

increase, and that as compared with the or

dinary gasolene vehicle there is a super

abundance of mechanism. That, however,

may be a result of the hasty development of

the system, which, as already explained, is

yet in its infancy.

The prime mover of the system is a two

cylinder air-cooled motor with opposed cyl

inders placed transversely of the chassis,

and with its crank vertical shaft coupled to

the connecting rods of two compressor cyl

inders, also opposed to one another, which

 

which may be considered negligable. The

effect of the aggregation is to secure in ad

dition to the smoothness of operation of the

steam car and the simplicity of control

which that vehicle boasts, a saving in

weight, a saving in first cost, and a saving in

fuel efficiency. The last economy may

amount to as much as 35 per cent., accord

ing to the representatives of the Compressed

Air Power Co., who are on hand to explain

the workings of the system.

Although this particular system is some

thing new—so new in fact, that the model

on view was barely completed in season to

be put into the show—the idea upon which

it is based has been advocated before. It

is simply that of displacing the inflexible

and more or less unwieldy mechanical link

age of the ordinary transmission system by

   

FRANKLIN TOURING CAR

  

PALMER 8: SINGER SKIMABOUT

lie fore and aft of the machine. A turbine

type of fan located on the under side of the

crank case serves to force a draught over the

flanged heads of the gas cylinders, while a

further departure from precedent is found in

the use of a “regenerator” whereby the air

delivered from the compressor is passed

through a heater supplied from the exhaust

of the gas cylinders, wherein a considerable

amount of the exhaust heat is transferred to

the air and the efficiency of the system cor

respondingly increased. From the compres

sor, the air is delivered direct to a four

cylinder, V-type expansion engine, of the

regular steam type, which is mounted in

positive relation to the propeller shaft by

which the car is driven. Extra advantages

accruing from the adoption of the system.

as also is explained, are the air whistle and
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PIERCE-ARROW TOURING CAR
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tire-inflating connections, which are a nat

ural outcome of the storage of air in the

machine.

The Compressed Air PQWer Co. is note

worthy in that it does not just now contem

plate, active production under the patents

which it controls, but, instead, is preparing

to. license regularly constituted automobile

manufacturers to employ the system in ma

chines of their own construction. Nego

tiations already entered into are said to

have resulted in the determination of one

automobile maker to install the compressed

air system in five of his cars, while others

are reported as taking a live interest in the

proposition, Indeed, so sanguine are the

promoters of the scheme, that in a little

booklet distributed in Mechanics Hall, those

interested are urged to write to the compnay

stating what kind of a car is desired and at

what kind of a price, when the company

will forward a-.list_of,‘25 “leading manufac

turers" whowillbe willing to take the appli

cant's order, ~though whether for compressed

air cars,or_

stated. fl

‘ J. on)“ v ‘9

In addition,tank-entirely; new. presenta

tions at' the_- show, , there are several , in

stances ,of'makers already, more or less well

known,in,,-the trade_wh0 are bringing out

new models at this time, or who havenot

been present at either of the three great

shows which have preceded Boston’s su

preme effort. Among these is the very lat

est type of American Napier, which the

newly reorganized American Napier Co. is

preparing with an especial view to meeting

the conditions of American highway ser

vice. In addition to the small four-cylinder

chassis 'which is practically the same as has

been produced for several years, and which

is shown in both roadster and “Nike” type

mountings, there is on view a four-cylinder

chassis of the latest type, which has just

been produced.

This is a so-called “4-40" touring machine,

which has a number of points of difference

from the parent British car, notably in the

construction of. the rear axle, and in the

manner in which it is coupled to the chassis.

lt'is of the torque tube drive order, the

tube itself terminating in a massive yoke

which is hinged to a dropped, cross-frame

member beneath the gear box, and which al»

lows absolute freedom for the action of the

universal joint. Supplementary spiral

springs, and the new Bosch system of dou

ble ignition with the single, self-starting

coil on the dash are other features new to

the line and ‘embodied on this particular

model. The complete line for the coming

year, it is announced, ,will lcompriseJn ad

dition to this and the smaller machine men

tioned, a six-cylinder, 60 horsepower model,

and probably a fourth of 30 horsepower, but

also mounting six cylinders, which is under

way.

The Grout is another machine which

makes itsr-lirst show appearance for 1909 at

this time. in its most recent guise, it is

others,,, it,is_ not- specifically

built both in roadster and touring types,

which are practically equivalent so far as

mechanical features are concerned, but

which vary in the position of the control

mechanism, the arrangement of the body, in

cliuation of the steering column and in a
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CENSUS OF THE SHOW.

' Pleasure Vehicles.

Gasolene:

One cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3

Two cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15

Three cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4

Four cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 178

Six cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 26

Total Gasolene Pleasure . . . . . . . .:. 226

 

 

Water cooled . . . . . . .. 213

Air cooled . . . . . . . . . . .. 13

226

Four cycle . . . . . . . . . . . 218

Two cycle . . . . . . . . . . .. 8

226

Vertical . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 209

r H‘brizontal , . . . . . . . . . . . 17"

J. , 7*!»I .

t ' e " 226*
Steam . . . . . . . . . . . 13‘.

Electric . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.
h; “fl _

Total Pleasure- Vehicles . . . . . . . . 251'

Touring cars ... 130.; ~

Roadster models . . . . . . 82 '

Closed cars . . . . . . . . . . . _ 34

Motor. buggies . . . . . . . . 5

251

Commercial Vehicles.

Gasolene . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27

Electric . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7

34

C h a s s i s .

Pleasure:

Gasolene . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40

Steam . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

41

Commercial:

Gasolene . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8

Electric . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

9

Total chassis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50

Total four wheeled vehicles . . . . . .. 335

C y c l e s .

Motorcycles:

Single cylinder............. 42

Twin cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 16

Four cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Tandem . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

Trioars‘ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Package cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2

68

Bicycles ‘ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6

Total all cycles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 74

i Total all vehicles ... ... .. 409

few other minor respects. littplacerof {the

armored wood frame. which during't'he early

days of Grout ~construction was so rigidly

adhered to, the'conventiona] pressed steel

construction has been adopted, and in other

rcspeCts the machine has been brought into

v who are less well- known.

line with the accepted standards of current

practice. The motor now is rated at 35-40

horsepower, its cylinder dimensions being

4% by 5 inches; the transmission is by se

lective change gear and propeller shaft; the

wheel base is 116 inches, and the approx

imate weight 2,660 pounds.

 

For many years—relatively speaking, of

course—Boston has been rated the steam

town par excellence, of the country. Conse

quently the annual show has presented un

usual opportunities for studying the various

methods in vogue by the steam adherents.

This year the contingent is smaller than it

has been sometimes, only three exhibits of

steam vehicles being apparent. There is,

of course, the impressive display of the

White machines, in the central block of the

Grand Hall exhibits; there is the Lane ex

hibit in the Exhibition Hall, and there is

the Stanley exhibit. Only the latter is mak

ing its first show appearance for the year

here, and its novelty may be considered a

bitiliqtpaired at that, for it has already been

’ "own-,in the \Vest during the present flood

tul‘klxotshow propogation.

Several improvements are to be noted in

Stanley design as compared with the meth

ods employed last year. The same general

type of construction is used, to be. sure, in

cluding the wire-wound copper boiler, the

horizontal, twin-cylinder motor, and the

general method of mounting and assem

blage. At the same time several alterations

have been made, as for instance, in the adop

tion of the new water level indicator, which

shows the level in the boiler by means of

a gauge mounted on the dash and variously

safe-guarded against misadventure. There

also is an entirely new model designated as

"U," which is equipped with a new, 4 by 5

inch engine, and which, by virtue of the

greater expansion facilities which it offers.

is thought to be more economical than its

predecessor. Model “E2" is continued in

improved form, and there also is a large

touring car, known as Model “M,” which is

of 30 horsepower.

Rather an unexpected feature of the show

is the strength exhibited in the section de

voted to the display of commercial vehicles.

Here are found not simply the exhibits of

several of the more energetic commercial

car builders who visit all the shows, both

great and small. but also those of several

The section also

has been productive of some little novelty,

since no less than three of the makers rep

resented have not before appeared this year

except at‘the local shows of smaller size

and less prominence. The absolute new

comer of the group, however. is the new

:\. L. Co. truck, which never before has

been shown, .despite the fact that it has

been under construction for three or four

years. On this account, as well as owing

to the prestige of its builders, some little

curiosity existed prior to the appearance of

the machine itself as to what features it

would present.
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The particular machine on view, is a 3

ton express wagon bearing the name of the

Armstrongv Transfer Co., andin chassis,

revealing thoroughly standard truck con

struction. That is to say, the. motor is

mounted‘at the very fore partof the chas

sis, andjunder the driver‘s seat, while the

-transmission is by shaft to the gear box,

located_in the waist, and_by double side

chain to the rear wheels. Evidences of

careful draughtsmanship in laying down its

specifications'are, not wanting. One in

stance of particular care which is readily

observable is in the independent spring

mounting of the radiator whereby it is

guarded against unnecessary‘strains. The

engine, which is of the.four-cylinder order,

is rated very modestly at_l6 horsepower.

when running at 800revoluti0ns.

Another of the _nevvaclom‘ers,’ so far as the.

presentzshow is concerned, islthe Frayerj

Miller,'which represents the first fruits of

the renewed efforts ofrthe,Qscar_.Lear Au

tomobile Co. in its recently adopted policy

of concentrating uponU-the commercial pro

duct to,the practicaliexclusion of. pleasure.

Three vehicles'are exhibitedholne a,cars.

truck, one a large sight-seeing. vehicle, and

the third-an interesting. heavy delivery

wagon which, despite a number of (novelties

in other respects still retains the original

type of‘air-cooled motor.

Still another commercial display which is

noteworthy isAthat of the newly organized

Auto-Car Mfg. Co., which displaces the

Auto-Car Equipment Co. The change in

status also has brought about some little

change in the attitude of the company to

ward the gasolene vehicle, with the result

that particular stress now is being laid upon

it. Visible results are apparent at the show

in the shape of a half dozen machines of

various powers} and intended for various

purposes. ' -

Other displays which go to swell the num

ber of commercial vehicles on view are those

of the General Vehicle, Gramm~l-ogan,

Studebaker, American and Rapid companies

—-the latter, as usual, appearing with the

largest number of separate vehicles shown

by any maker in the section, and also

claiming the distinction of showing the

highest powered commercial vehicle in the

shape of a monster chassis which is broad

ly suggestive of locomotive construction in

the size and obvious strength of its parts.

 

To the mechanically trained, Boston's

show always possesses a peculiar fascination

because the Mechanics Hall is equipped

with a permanent source of power and be

cause in consequence, certain enterprising

exhibitors invariably are there with things

that “go,” and going, accomplish some

thing. Thus there is the saw that eats its

way through great masses of iron and steel

as though they were hard wood, and the

grinder that performs its work automatically

away beyond the range of human intelli

gence and to the point where it would Seem

that having done all his work for him, it

ought also to pay off the mechanic and help

him on with his coat when his day's work

is over. There is the model machine shop

running full blast, the exhibit of flexible

shafting which after being tied in hard knots

continues to transmit power for practical

purposes, and last but not least, the highest

development of mechanical dentistry, a de

vice which cleans—and sharpens, mind you

t—the teeth of files.

But when it comes to the attractions of

fered by way of drawing attention to the

particular wares of one exhibitor or an

other, this year’s palm leaf must be given

to the oil people. It is hard, they say, for

an oil manufacturer to get up a display

which will prove successful as an eye

catcher. Hower that may be, they have all

been pretty successful this year. In Boston

there are more of them than at the other

shows—or so it would seem—and this year

they have been particularly successful in

arranging their displays from the point of

view of color. There is the Gargoyle Mobil

oil booth, for instance, with its statuesque

portals, its illuminated background, and its

display of varicolored and instructive

liquids in glasses of different sorts. The

Underhay, Invader, N. Y. & N. J. and others

also make a strong appeal to the passing

visitor, while the \Nhite & Bagley display

is novel in that besides its element of dec

oration, it also exhibits a portion of the

company’s laboratory equipment, willing

attendants always being at hand to explain

the workings of the viscosimeter and the

flash pan, as well as the value of the tests

which they yield.

Next to lubricants, perhaps the most

telling effect produced by the manufactur

ers and purveyors of ignition supplies who,

particularly if they happen to have some

thing like a coil or a plug from which a

spark can be drawn, are in a fair way to

secure all the attention they covet. Several

new things are to be found in this particular

contingent, by the way. There is the Wine

stock plug, for instance, which is a plug

within a plug, built of brass and so con

trived that it can be removed from the shell

for testing purposes by a mere twist of the

wrist, and without the necessity of discon

necting the lead. Furthermore, this particu

lar plug has an annular gap for the spark,

which is adjustable, and which possesses

non-sooting properties which are held to

recommend it very highly. Worcester spark

coils, which are also new, possess a number

of useful advantages in vibrator construc

tion, in the method of connecting the high

tension leads, and in the construction of the

switch, which requires no wiring whatever

but is connected automatically upon being

secured to the outside of the coil box. The

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co., which for years

has produced small motors for industrial

purposes, now has gone pretty heavily into

the construction of automobile ignition ap

paratus in the production of magnetos, coils,

and igniters. while it also displays a use

ful array of small portable electric driving

devices for machine tools. In the Burns

Boston Battery & Mfg. C0.’s product ,is

found a primary cell of the liquid type, but

perfectly sealed, so that it can neither spill

nor evaporate and therefore will last much

longer than the ordinary cell of either of

the common types, in consequence of which

it is recommended as a standby where the

dry cell would not be available because of

its tendency to deteriorate if allowed to

stand too long. The Herm‘atic battery

case which A. S. Morse C0. shows, is both

a water-proof housing for the battery and

a system of plastic packing. Its efficacy is

attested by the display of one of the cases

reposing in a glass jar of water and fur

nishing current for a snappy little dancing

spark which draws the attention to the ex

hibit. As is the case with most other coil

makers, the Federal Mfg. Co., lays consid

erable stress on the construction of the “vi

brators employed on its Bliss coils, which

are claimed to be both fool-proof andldur

able besides having a quality of workman

ship which is possible only in expensive

goods. .

Boston’s own quota of‘speed indicating

devices, naturally is on hand with some

thing to show. There are the National,

Casgrain Loring, Star, and others, for ex

ample, in addition to the Jones, Stewart,

Warner and others, which have been “on

the road" all through the present show sea

son. Shock absorbers, too, are much in

evidence. among the Gabriel, Hartford, Kil~

gore and other lines being found one or

two, which have not been seen before. This

is true of both the Boston Shock Absorber,

which is shown by the Knapp-Greenwood

Co., and which is of the hydraulic piston

type; and the Monarch, which is a friction

system depending upon the pressure of a

spring-actuated plunger upon a graduated

cam surface.

Shock absorbers lead to tires, and there

are several new comers here, even, as the

tires of the Shawmut Tire Co., which are

fabricated by a special process claimed to

be of especial advantage in preserving the

durable qualities of'the rubber as well as

its full elasticity. The non-puncturable in

ner cases produced by the Atlas Rubber

Co. possess that virtue by reason of the fact

that they have a certain amount of steel

armor incorporated in their make-up. Fed

eral tires, though made in Milwaukee, are

exhibited by the Standard Tire and Rub

ber Co.. New England agents, and are

shown in a variety of styles. Besides, of

course, there are the regular show attend

ants in the tire line: Hartford, Diamond,

Continental. Michelin, Ajax, Empire, Fire

stone, G J, and that continual sourte of

wonder to the untoutored visitor, the Dow,

into which endless quantities of nails con

tinue to be driven to the perpetual delecta~

tion of the crowd.

Tire helps abound. like the new Standard

Combination motor rim, ' an expansible

and contractible device which by simple

means is made to grip the wheel rim with
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tremendous force. or to release it absolutely

according to the manipulation of a special

form of key which goes with it. Of course,

tire accessories are present in abundant

variety, while such other tire helps as Sup

plementary Spiral Springs, Sager Equalizers

and the various other spring devices are

regarded as of due importance by the show

goer. For the motorist who is anxious to

rid himself entirely of the pneumatic tire.

there is the Seaton spring wheel—a brand

new “wheel within a wheel."

Materials, manufactured in various de

grees are well represented, among the new

comers to be observed in this class being

the Lebanon Steel Casting Co., with plaus

ible arguments as to the advantages of their

own methods of carrying on the work of

the steel foundry; and the Rhineland ball

bearings, which are of the annular type,

produced in a very wide range of styles, and

as made for very light loads. distinctive in

that pressed steel races are employed in

the thrust type.

The complete list of the exhibitors and

their wares is as follows:

AUTOMOBILES.

Algonquin Motor Car C0.—-Oldsmobile

:nd Columbia electric.

Allen Kingston Motor Car Co.—A-K and

Rockwell cabs.

American Auto C0.—American.

‘ American Simplex Co., of Boston—Amer

ican Simplex.

Anderson Carriage Co.—Detroit electric.

Austin Auto Co.—-Austin.

Auto Car Mfg. Co.—Commercial.

Bailey & Co., Inc.I S. R.—-Bailey electric.

Boston Motor Co.—Acme.

Bowman 8: Co., J. W.—Stevens-Duryea.

Buick Motor C0.—-Buick.

Butler Motor Car Co.—Rapid, Cleveland

and Pierce-Racine.

Chase Motor Truck Co.—Chase.

Compressed Air Power Co.—C. A. P.

Crown Motor Car Co.—-Glide.

_Clurtiss-Hawkins—Speedwell and Chad

w1c .

Dodge Motor Vehicle Co.—-Pope-Hartiord

and Waverley electric.

Dunham, Geo. J.—Royal Tourist.

Eaton, Chas. A.—Lambert.

_lFarrow, Henry F.—Grout and Hupmo

e

Fiat Auto Co.—Fiat.

Ford Motor Co.—Ford.

Franklin Automobile Co.—Franklin.

French Carriage C0.—Pullman

I-lerreshofi‘.

Fuller. Alvan T.—Packard and Cadillac.

General Auto Co.—I-lolsrnan.

General Vehicle Co.)General.

Gramm-Logan Motor Car C0.——Gramm

Logan.

Hol-Tan Co., The—Lancia.

Jackson Automobile Co.—Jackson.

Jenkins 8: Co., W. M.—Mitchell.

Jeflery 81 Co., T. B.-—Rambler.

Jewell Motor Car Co.—Jewel.

Kilbourne-Corlew Co.—Velie.

Kissel Kar Co.—Kisselkar.

Lane Sales Co.—-Lane steamer.

Linscott Motor Co.-—Reo, National and

Overland.

Locomobile Co. of America—Locomobile.

Lowe, Geo. H.—Pennsylvania and Regal.

and

Malden Centre Gara e—tinddleby.

McCue Co., The— cCue.

MacAlman, J. H.-—Columbia and Stearns.

MacVichie, Donald—car De Luxe.

Maguire Co., J. W.—Pierce-Arrow.

Matheson Auto Co.—Matheson.

Maxwell-Briscoe-Boston Co.—Maxwell.

Mora Motor Car Co.—Mora.

Morse & Co., Alfred Cutler—Renault.

Neale, A. F.—Baker electric.

Nichols 8: Co., D. P.—Frayer-Miller..

Oakland Motor Car Co.—Oakland.

Palmer & Singer—P. & S.

Panhard & Levassor—Panhard.

Panther Car Co.—Panther.

Park Square Auto Station—A-L-Co. and

Stoddard-Dayton.

Peerless Motor Co.—Peerless.

Premier Boston Depot—Premier.

Reed-Underhill Co., The—Knox.

S. M. Supplies Co.—Inter-State.

Sampson Mfg. Co., Alden—Sampson.

Schacht Mfg. Co.—Schacht.

Smith, Fred S.—Autocar, Apperson and

Oakland.

South End Motor Car Co.—Brus'n, Pick

ard. Cameron and Atlas.

Stanley Motor Carriage Co.—Stanley

steamer. ‘

Stanley Webster Co.—Pittsburg Six.

Studebaker Bros. Co., of New York—

Studebaker and E-M-F.

\Vaugh Co., Chas.

Commercial trucks.

Welch Motor Car Co.—Welch.

White Co., The—White steamer.

Whitten-Gilmore Co., The—Thomas and

Chalmers-Detroit.

Winton Motor Carriage Co., The—Win

t0".

Wing. F. E.-—Marmon.

Zust Import C0.—Zust.

W.—American and
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MOTORCYCLES.

American Motor C0.-——M-M motorcycles

Aurora Automatic Machinery Co.—Thor

motorcycles.

Auto-Bi Co.—Greyhound motorcycles.

Consolidated Mfg. Co.-—Yale—California

motorcycles.

Crouch Motor Co.—Crouch motorcycles.

Curtiss Mfg. Co., G. H.—-Curtiss motor

cycles.

Excelsior Supply Co.—Exce1sior motorcy

es.

Harley-Davidson Motor Co.—Harley-Da

vidson motorcycles.

Hendee Mfg. Co.—-Indian motorcycles.

Merkel-Light Motor Co.—Merkel and

Light motorcycles.

Minneapolis Motorcycle Co.—Minneapo

lis motorcycles.

New Era Gas Engine Co.—New Era mo

torcycles. ’

N. S. U. Motor Co.—N. S. U. motorcycles.

Ovington Motor Co.-—F. N. motorcycles.

Pierce Cycle Co.—Pierce motorcycles.

Reading Standard Co.—R-S motorcycles.

Reliance Motorcycle Co.——Reliance motor

cycles.

\Valton Motor Co.-—Midget Bi-Car.

ACCESSORIES.

Aetna Life Insurance Co.—Liability in

surance. '

Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co.—-Ajax tires.

Allen Auto Specialty Co.—-Tire jackets

and specialties.

Allen Fire Department Supply Co.—Two

pont carburetters.

American Storage Battery Co.-—Accumu-

lators.

-Angier C0.. The—Supplies.

Atlas Rubber Co.—Nou-puncturable inner

cases.

Atwater-Kent Mfg. Co.-—Ignition sys

ICIIIS.

Atwood-Castle Co.-—Lamps.

Auto Improvement Co.——Ever Ready

Speed Indicators.

Badger & Sons C0.. E. B.—Hoods, tanks,

fenders and piping.

Batavia Rubber Co.—Tires.

Bi-Motor Equipment Co.—Supplies.

Boston Auto Gage Co.—Triumph tank

gauges. _

Boston Tire & Rubber Co.-—Dayton Air

less Tires.

Boyd, F. Shirley—Supplementary Spiral

Springs.

Bowser & Co., S. F.—Fuel and oil storage

systems.

Burns Boston Battery Mfg. Co.—Sealed

liquid batteries.

Champion Ignition C0.—~Igniti0n supplies.

Chandler 8r. Farquhar Co.-Machine tools

and supplies.

Chase 8: Co., L. C.—Top and cover mate

rials.

Clayton. F. T.——Clayton non-blowout tire

valves.

Coates Clipper Co.—-Flexible shafting.

Cnes \Nrench Cn_—\Vrenchcs.

Colgau C0.. J. \V.—Monograms.

Columbia Lubricants Co., of New Jersey

——-Lubricants.

Columbia Vehicle Tire & Top Co.—Tops,

tire cases and covers.

Commonwealth Rubber Co.—Mitchell

puncture-proof tires.

Connecticut Oil Co.——Lubricants.

Connell, W. J.—Supplies.

Continental Caoutchouc

tal tires.

Coward, J. D.——Star Speedometer, E. &

M. wind shields.

Cramp 8: Sons Ship 8: Engine Building

C0.. Wm.—Bronze castings.

Couch 8t Seeley—Casgrain speed indica

tors.

Co.—Continen

Diamond Rubber Co.-—Diamond tires.

Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph—Graphite lu

bricants.

Dover Stamping & Mfg. Co.—Drip pans,

funnels and measures.

Dow Tire C0.—D0w non-deflatable tires.

Downing, C. J.—Horns, tire fittings and

holders.

Duren 8: Kendall—Vacuum cleaner.

Eagle Oil & Supply Co.-—Lubricants.

Eastern Carbon \Vorks—Dry batteries.

Edwards, 0. M.——\Nind shields.

Electric Storage Battery C0.—Accumula

tors.

Empire Auto Tire Co.—-Empire tires.

Empire Sales C0.—Strang spark plugs.

liederzl Mfg. Co.—ch ignitors and Bliss

cot s.

_liirestone Tirc & Rubber Co.—Firestone

tires.

Fisk Rubber Co.—Fisk tires.

Flentje, Earnst—Shock preventers.

Ford Co., Percy—Specialties.

G St J Tire Co.—G 81 J tires.

Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co.—Exhaust horns

and cutouts.

Gilbert & Barker

tanks.

Goodrich Co., B. F.—Goodrich tires.

_Goodyear Tire -& Rubber Co.—Goodyear

tires.

Gordon Auto Supply Co.—Supplies.

Gray & Davis—Lamps.

llall Sectional Tire Co.—Tires.

Harrimau Bros—Rotary engine.

Harris Oil Co., A. W.—Lubricants.

_I-Iartford Rubber Works Co.—Hartford

tires.

Hartford Suspension C0.—Truffault-Hart

ford shock absorbers.

Harvey Co., Arthur C.--Metals.

_ Hasselkus, \N. M.——Rhincland ball bear

ings.

Havoline Oil Co.—Lubricants.

Haws, Geo. A.—Lubricants.

Heinze Electric Co.—I nition systems.

Hillman Auto Supply o.—-Supplies.

Hisey-VVolf Machine Co.—~Hisey portable

electric drills.

Hoffecker Co.—Speed indicators.

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.——Ignition sys

tems and portable electric tools.

Hopewell Bros—Tire casings.

Hoyt Electrical Instrument Works—Cur

rent indicators.

Hume Carriage C0.—Bodies,

robe racks.

Huse & Co., W. D.——Burleigh 2-cycle mo

tors.

Jones Speedometer—Jones speed indica

tors and speedometers.

Jones \V. Herbert—National speed indica

ters.

K-VV Ignition Co.—Igniti0n systems.

Kellom & Co., Chas. F.-—Lubricants.

Keystone Lubricants Co.—-Lubricants.

Kidder. Chas. W.—Monarch shock ab

sorber.

Kilgore Mfg. Co.—Shock absorbers.

laxon Warning Signal—Electric horns.

Knapp-Greenwood Co.—Boston shock ab

sorbers.

Lavalette & Co.—Eiscmann magnetos.

Leather Tire Goods Co.—VVoodworth

tire treads.

Lebanon Steel Casting Co.—-Parts.

Leland & Co., W. H.——VVOrcestcr spark

coils and grinders.

Loring Auto Appliance Co., The—Speed

indicators.

Lovell-McConnell Mfg. C0.—Ignition sup

plies.

Marine Motor Mfg. C0.——Motors.

Maryland Casualty Co.—Insurance‘.

Massachusetts Auto Co.—Tire filling.

Michelin Tire Co.—Michelin tires.

Miller, Chas. E.—Supp1ies.

Mfg. Co.—Storage

tops and

Monitor Mfg. Co.—Monitor speed record

ers and Benius timers.

'Morgan & Wright—Morgan & Wright

tires.

Moran, S. J.——Brass fittings and supplies.

Moore-Smith C0.—Fur coats.

Morse Co., A. S.—Battery cases.

Murray 8: C0.. P. A.-—T0ps.

N. Y. & N. J. Lubricants Co.—Lubricants.

National Battery Co.—Dry batteries.

National Carbon Co.—Dry batteries.

_ National Tube C0.—Cold drawn steel tub

mg.

New England Cement Stone C0.-—~Gar

age construction.

Nightingale \Vhistle Co.—Exhaust whis

tles.

Norton Grinding Co.—Macl.ine tools and

abrasives.

Oliver Mfg. C0.—Jacks.

Pantasote Co., The—Imitation leathers.

Parker Mfg. Co.—Standard speedometers.

_ Pennsylvania Rubber Co.——Pennsylvania

tires.

Perfection \Nrench Co.—Wrenches.

Pettengill-Andrews Co.—Ignition systems.

Pittsfield Spark Coil Co.—Igniti0n sys

tems. ‘

Polson, W. F.—\Vind shields.

Post 8: Lester C0.—Supplies.

Proctor Supply Co., G. H.—Republic tires.

Randall-Faichney Co.—B-line grease guns.

Republic Rubber Co.—Republic tires.

Robinson & Son Co., \V. C.—Lubricants.

Rubly Mfg. Co.—Tuckahoe grease and

oil guns.

Russell Co., T. F.——Accessories.

Rutherford Rubber Co.—Sterling tires.

Sager & Co., J. H.——Supplementary spiral

springs. demountable rims.

Salmon & Co., John A.—Monograms.

Sexton Can Co.—C0ntainers and storage

tanks.

Shawmut Tire Co.—Tires.

Smith. \Villiam J.—Tools.

Splitdorf. C. F.—Ignition systems.

Springfield Portable Construction Co.—

Pnrtable garages.

Stackpole Battery Co.—-Dry batteries.

Standard Combination Motor Rim Co.—

Demountable rims.

.Standard Tire & Rubber Co.—Federal

tires.

Standard Welding Co.—-Parts.

Stromberg Motor Devices Co.—Goldberg

carburetter.

_Swinehart Clincher Tire C0.—Swinehart

tires.

Tee] Mfg. Co.—Tirc cases, covers and top

materials and marine motors.

Travelers Insurance Co.—-Insurance.

Underhay Oil Co.—Lubricants.

Vacuum Oil Co.—Lubricants.

Veeder Mfg. Co.——-Od0meters and tacho

meters.

Vesta Accumulator Co.—Accumulators.

Voorhees Rubber Mfg. Co.—Tire repair

outfits.

Ward & Sons, Edgar T.-—Manufactured

metals.

“hard and Associates, H. H.—Seaton

spring wheel.

Walker Lithographing Co.—-Road maps.

Warner Instrument Co.-—Autometers.

Winestock Mfg. Co.—V\'inest0ck detach

:zble plugs. _

White & Bagley Mfg. Co., The—Lubri

cants.

\Vhitney Mfg. Co.—-Chains.

VVitherbee Igniter Co.——Accumulators and

ignition specialties.

\Nilkinson 8: Co., A. J.-—Machinery and

tools.

Worcester Pressed Steel Co.—Pressed

steel parts.

Zeglan Bullet Proof ‘Cloth Co.—Non-punc~

turable fabrics and tire casings.
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NEW DETACHABLI-I LINK CHAIN

Diamond Design Adapted to Easy Removal

and Security in Running—Interchange

able w'it'h Rivetcd Chain.

Detachable features for automobile chains

have been the subject of much improve

ment since the first requirements in this di

rcction were observed, the latest develop»

ment of the kind being a new detachable

link chain produced by the Diamond Chain

& Mfg. Co., of Indianapolis, Ind, embody~

illg an arrangement of the parts and a ,de

sign which is calculated to provide both the

quality of easy removal of the links when

the user desires it and sccurity ill running.

As shown ill tllc accompanying illustration.

3 thin strip stccl lock over each outside link

slips into a groove around the rivet surface,

and turning on one rivct as :1 center, goes

  

into place in a similar groove on the other

rivet, thus preventing the side bar proper

from coming off. The strip itself is locked

into position by being slightly warped in

ward and having at its center an inward pro

jcction which snaps into a depression in the

side bar. Once snapped into place the strip

cannot change its position unless the inten

tional upward pressure is exerted on the

clip at the end. The chain is made of the

same materials and with the same accuracy

as the well known Diamond riveted chains,

with no increase ill the price over the lat

ter. The links and pzlrts of both will be in

terchangeable with each other.

Handbook of Shipping Instructions.

Many matters relating to thc shipping of

automobiles to foreign countries are made

clear in a specile automobile edition of

“Aids to Shippers," a substantially hound

book of about 60 pages, issued with the com

plilncnts 0f the forwarding department of

()clriclls & Co., of New York City. gen

eral agents for the .\'orth German Lloyd.

Fivc pages are devoted especially to motor

cars, giving pertinent information conccrn

ing packing. customs. occan freight, insur

ance, fronticr passes, licenses, consular ill

voiccs, and the details of proper shipping

inslt'llt‘tlflIIS. Conversion tables of mom-y.

weights and measures are containcd in the

book, together with considerable text mut

tcr setting forth facts and

which are calculated to be of great value to

either the private owner or the trade ex

porter.

Catalog that Tells a Story.

Pictures showing views associated with

some of the car's more conspicuous vic

torics, such as winning tllc Vanderbilt cup

and the Philadelphia Founders Week tro

plly, together with photographic scenes de

picting the company’s product in touring

scrvicc at home and abroad and in more

commercial uses. form an excellent accom

paniment t0 the description of the 1909 mod

els in the handsome 48—page catalog just

issued by the Locomobile C0. of America,

Bridgeport, Conn. The book, which bears

a cover in gold and colors. is the company's

eleventh annual edition. The new, shaft

'lrivc Locomobile “30,” and the other mod

els marketed by the company are carefully

described. as well as being illustrated in

detail by means of line drawings and half

t nc illustrations.

Aids to Judging an Automobile.

.-\s a specimen of informative rather than

niercly Iaudatory litcrrturc. "How to Judge

:ln Automobile," a Z4~pagc series of treatises

by Ernest Coler, isv an excellent example

because of the clear and simple way in

which some of the more important technical

phases of motor car construction are pre~

sentcd. The document shows why three

point suspension, thermo-syphon cooling,

nllit construction. multiple disc clutches and

other important features are incorporated

in Maxwell cars, as made by the Maxwell

Briscoe Motor Co., of Tarrytown. N. Y., nu

merous striking illustrations and diagrams

supplementing the text.

 

Perpetual Guarantee for Spark Plugs.

Perpetual guarantees on spark plugs rep

resent an innovation in the field which both

indicates the increased reliability of this

important accessory and forcshadow a nccv

cssnry readjustment of the business to a

certain extent. Tile first manufacturer to

promulgate the perpetual guarantee is the

R. E. Hardy Co., of New York and Chi

cago, concerning whose Sta-Rite plugs the

announcement is made that whenever re

turned to the factory at New York they

will be made as good as new, no matter

how long they have been in use.

Tires That Big Ofl'icials Use.

Use of automobiles by official Washing

ton does not give car makers alone the op

portunity of "crowing" over the endorse

ment of their products which purchase im

plies. Occasion is taken by the Diamond

Rubber Co., of Akron, 0., to “point with

pride" to the fact that Diamond tires are

the equipment of the machines used by

President Taft, Vice~President Sherman

and Speaker Cannon. all of whom employ

the automobile as their usual conveyance

in journeys in and about the capital.

explanations , FOR FIRST AID IN TIRE 'I'ROUBIJ'I

The Wiles Tire Sleeve Designed for Quick

ness of Application—Goes on Without

Lacing and Holds Fast.

 

Jealous always of the reputation of their

products, the big tire makers are generally

loath to associate their names with minor

tire accessories except ill instances where

the merits of the latter

which perhaps explains why it was for a

are established.

long time left to outside inventors and

small factories to produce the tire "sleeves"

or emergency protectors, sometimes called

manchions. Recently, however, the Dia

mond Rubber Co., of Akron, O., brought

out a “first aid" of this kind. known as the

\Viles tire sleeve. which its manufacturers

are not averse to standing back of in every

way. As shown ill the accompanying illus

  

tration, the device covers every portion of

the tire section above the rim. In spite

of the fact that it is put on without lacing

and can therefore be applied in an instant.

it is claimed that it absolutely will not

creep in service. It is intended for tread

punctures, but is equally good for a rim or a

blowout. The quality of the rubber and

the Sea Island fabric used in its construc

tion is calculated to give it the highest de

gree of wear resistance.

Suit Brought for Inadequate Performance.

Suggestive of the caution that should ac

company representations and guarantees as

to the capabilities of machines, suit has

been brought against the Fritchlc Automo

bile & Battery Co., of Denver, Colo., makers

of electric vehicles, for the recovery of

$4.000 damages, on the allegation that two

of the company's cars did not come up to

the requirements of the contract sale. In

the complaint it is set forth that the plaint

ifis purchased two machines, at $2.000 each,

on the guarantee that the cars would run

80 miles on one charge and that the bat

teries would last at least 5,000 miles. It is

charged that the cars are defective in work—

manship and material; that they would

not run more than 40 miles on one charge.

and that the batteries were not capable of

propclling the cars for 5.000 miles of ser

vice. The complainants ask for the return

of the full purchase price of the vehicles.
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PRESIDENT TAFT GETS A GARAGE

White House Transformed for Execu

tive's Convenience—And His Vehicles

are the White Type.

Busy as Mrs. Taft has been in rearrang

ing the White House furniture and in alter

ing the details of management in the pres

W'hite Co., who found that all the neces

sary alterations could be made at an ex

pense of a few hundred dollars, the princi

pal item being the installation of a gasolene

tank. The establishment will be in charge

of George Robinson, who has been detailed

from his duties in the war department to

drive the presidential White steamer which

Mr. Taft purchased for his personal use

and which in the accompanying picture is

  

I PRESIDENT TAFT’S WHITE STEAMER LEAVING THE GARAGE t

idential household, none of the changes

that have taken place in the executive man

sion itself begins to approach the radical

upsetting of former practice that has oc

curred in the “White House stable,” which

is really no longer a “stable” in the usual

sense, but a garage The change was made

with such quickness and completeness as

almost to take away the breath of those

who were familiar with the one story brick

structure on Seventeenth street as the shel

ter for the horses and carriages of the pres

idents.

In contrast to the enthusiasm over horses

and equestrianism entertained by his pre

decessor, President Taft much prefers the

motor car, a preference which he plainly in

dicated before his election, but which he

has since confirmed with even more force

than was expected. As a consequence the

accommodations provided for the chief ex

ecutive's vehicles have undergone a prompt

conversion to suitability for automobile

housing and maintenance. Without doubt

the establishment eventually will be made

a model one in its features of convenience '

for keeping the presidential vehicles in con

stant readiness.

To direct whatever changes might be re

quired to adapt the structure to garage pur

poses. President Taft selected W. C. Ster

ling, the \Vashington representative of the

shown starting from the garage to the

White House. This, together with two other

machines. constitutes a vehicular equipment

  

FARMER’S MOTOR MARKET TRUCK

Californian Adopts a Rambler to the Trans

portation of Produce—Features of a

Big Burden Bearer.

 

Among the many interesting possibilities

of the commercial motor vehicle. perhaps

none has been given greater prominence

during the past year or so than that which

will follow its widespread adoption by the

agriculturalist. The farmer's car, in fact.

that is to say, the machine built especially

to satisfy his varied requirements, already

has appeared.

Along the San Fernando road, near L05

Angeles, Cal., for example, people who get

up at daylight frequently see a large com

mercial vehicle rolling smoothly along with

a ton of boxes and crates piled high on

the body.

The truck is a Rambler chassis withva

special interchangeable body built in Los

Angeles. Its owner, I. Q. Adams, of Eagle

Rock. has adopted this method of making

his morning deliveries of garden produce

in that section in preference to the more

familiar method. He had been using three

wagons to transport his merchandise, but

found that in muddy weather there was a

great loss of time on the road. The car is

“making good."

The machine is a rebuilt touring car

with tonneau removed, and frame length

ened 15 inches, thus affording room for a

good sized loading platform which is well

supported by the 127 inches of wheel base,

which the lengthening out process has pr0<

 

' CALIFORNIA FARMER'S CONVERTED RAMBLER TRUCK

unlike that enjoyed by any previous pres

identI providing a combination of speed,

comfort and safety that will contribute to

executive efficiency and benefit.

vided. The power plant comprises a 40

horsepower motor and double chain trans

mission. The tire equipment includes solid

tires on the rear wheels.
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LAWS THAT MAY PROMOTE GRAFT

Objectionable Features in Bills Before the

Pennsylvania Legislature—Will be Op

posed by Motorists.

Two bills now pending in the Pennsyl

vania legislature are identical in the matter

of certain provisions that are regarded as

extremely objectionable by the Pennsyl

vania Motor Federation, which will endea- .

vor to prevent their enactment into law.

They are embodied in a clause empowering

the commissioners of any county to adopt

and prescribe reasonable rules regulating

and restricting the use of roads within such

county by any means of locomotion and to

prescribe pecuniary penalties for violation.

These provisions practically empower the

commissioners to fix as low a rate of speed

for motor vehicles as they may desire, and

makes possible the imposition of a fine as

high as $100 on conviction of overspeeding.

But the especially obnoxious feature of the

clause is the provision that “any resident

of any county within which the violation

of any rule so adopted shall occur may in

stitute and prosecute to judgment and exe

cution an action of assumpsit in any court

having jurisdiction in such actions and the

amount involved for the recovery of any

penalty for the violation of any rule pre

scribed by the Commissioners, of which pen

alty the plaintiff shall be entitled to one

half and the county shall be entitled to the

other half payable to the county treasurer,

who shall add the same to the fund for the

improvement of the said country roads."

Basing Taxation upon Bore of Cylinders.

The French government has evolved a

new basis for the taxation of motor cars

according to horsepower in concurrence

with the amendment of the law regarding

their assessment. Under the proposed new

schedule only the bore of the cylinders is

taken into consideration in determining the

rating for purposes of taxation, all other

dimensions being disregarded. In four cyl

inder motors a bore of 85 mm. will be con

sidered equivalent to 14 horsepower; 90 mm.

16 horsepower; 95 mm., 19 horsepower; 100

mm., 21 horsepower; 110 mm., 28 horse

power; 120 mm., 36 horsepower, and 130

mm., 45 horsepower. For two cylinder en

gines with a corresponding cylinder diam

eter the rating will be halved while a sin

gle cylinder motor will be credited with

one-fourth the above power. \Vith sixes

whose bore is the same as a four, the

rating is advanced 50 per cent.

  

Police Automobile Dream Vanishes.

To save and save and save for an auto

mobile, and then haVe to turn the money

back just as the fund had reached the point

where a good car was possible—such is the

setback to thrift that has been given the

police department of Cleveland, 0. By not

filling vacancies in the force, over $2,500

was saved in the funds for the fiscal year,

and this sum the department planned to

use for the purchase of a machine, but the

city's law department has ruled that the

money must be returned to the general fund,

and that if the police department is to get

an automobile, it must be by special action

of the city council.

New York-Philadelphia Motor Stage.

Automobile service between New York

City and Philadelphia has been instituted

on a regular schedule, the terminals of the

route being the Waldorf-Astoria in Man

hattan and the Bellevue-Stratford in the

Quaker City. The machine used is a six

cylinder Acme limousine, seating five pas

sengers in addition to the driver and hav

ing accommodations for considerable bag

gage. The fare is $15 per passenger, and

the time consumed for the trip is from

five to six hours, starting at 10 o’clock. A

stop of one hour for luncheon is made at

New Brunswick, N. J. At present only one

car is employed, making the journeys back

and forth on alternate days. As the season

advances and the expected patronage in

creases. daily service will be provided in

both directions. A further extension of the

project contemplates the placing of cars

on the route between Philadelphia and At

lantic City.

Parisian Suburb Wars Against Smoke.

In France the emission of smoke from a

car means a police summons for the driver.

For some time the police of Suresnes, the

suburb of Paris, where several motor car

factories are located, have been extremely

zealous in the performance of their duty in

this respect and a highly profitable business

has resulted for the courts. As most of

the offending cars were stripped chassis

taking their “exams” before graduation, the

makers regard the many summonses as a

persecution. They have appointed a com

mittee to visit the prefect of police and

voice their opinions in the matter and re

quest a little more leeway in their cases.

Rochester Club to Have a Banquet.

Business and pleasure will be combined

by the Automobile Club of Rochester. N. Y.,

on the 29th inst.; the annual election and

banquet being scheduled to occur on that

date. The club has issued a statement to

the effect that it has no connection with

either of the local automobile shows which

are billed to take place this month.

Johnstown Club Holds Annual Election.

The Johnstown (Pa.) Automobile Club

at its recent annual meeting elected the fol

lowing officers for the coming year: C. S.

Price, president; John M. Rose, vice-pres

ident; W'. F. Muddock, secretary; R. G.

Rose, treasurer; board of directors, North

West, F. B. Cook, J. L. Reploglc. T. M.

Price, and Dr. F. Schill, Jr.

GRADUATE!) TAXATION IN VERMONT

Registration Fees Under New Law Deter

mined by Horsepower of Machine

Heavy Tax on Non-Residents.

the

books of the State a law which may yield

Vermont has placed upon statute

an income of $40,000 per year, but is fully

as likely to keep out of the State more than

that amount of profit for summer business.

Before adjourning the legislature enacted

the measure, hitherto noted in the Motor

W'orld, taxing motor vehicles according to

their horsepower. The new law fixes the

operator’s fee at $2, and the registration

fee for a new machine at $1 for each horse

power the first year, 75 per cent. of that

amount the second year and 50 per cent, the

third year and thereafter, it being necessary

to register annually. Non-residents will be

permitted to operate machines in the State

during a period of not exceeding 60 days

upon the payment of $3 for machines of less

than 20 horsepower, $6 for machines of less

than 40 horsepower, and $10 for those of 40

horsepower and over. There is only one

liberal feature about the law, and that is

the provision that motorists of other States

extending a like privilege to Vermont mo

torists shall be exempt from the visitors'

registration regulation for a period of 10

days. The law was passed through the

House early in the session, with little op

position. It met with considerable" opposi

tion in the Senate. but was carried through

by the agricultural interests.

Cambridge University Restricts Motoring.

Because of the lively automobile exploits

of the students, Cambridge university has

forbidden the latter from using their mo~

for cars within its precincts except by spe

cial license obtained from the tutors and

the senior proctor. Cars can only be hired

after filling out a special form of registra

tion. subject to approval, and Sunday mo~

toring at the English university is prohib

ited entirely. Suspension, rustication or ex

pulsion will be applied to students offend»

ing, and the automobile dealers of the vi~

cinity have been warned that if they lend

aid to evasions of the rules, they will be

“discommuned” from university patronage.

Woman’s Motoring Too Exhilarating.

On her promise to use street cars instead

of automobiles in the future, Mrs. Mary

Gessler, of Cleveland, 0., has been put on

probation by the court, and will not have

to go to jail. Her husband complained that

she had a mania for automobile rides, to

the neglect of her home and children, and

that so stimulating and exciting was the

speed effect on her nerves that she took re

course to more than liberal quantities of

champagne, resulting in his having her ar

rested on a charge of special intoxication.
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REVISING LAW IN CONNEC'1'ICUT

Extended

Hearings on Proposed Amendments—

Legislative Committee Gives

Features of Some Important Bills.

In a series of hearings which occupied

three days, March 3 to S inclusive, the com

mittee on roads. bridges and rivers, of the

Connecticut legislature, had an opportunity

to consider automobile legislation from

nearly every point of view. The hearings

were held at Hartford and were very large

1y attended by representatives of motoring

organizations, unattached motorists, farm

ers, business men and the general public.

The views expressed were widely divergent,

but there was much sentiment in favor of

the existing law, the main criticism of the

present situation being that there is laxity

in the enforcement of the law as it stands.

Of several bills that were considered, per

haps the most important was one introduced

by Senator Heineman, of Meriden, which

provides for the appointment of a commis

sioner of motor vehicles by the governor

for a term of two years at an annual salary

of $2,000. This bill provides that public ex

aminations shall be held in the various ci

ties and towns in the state once a year. At

such times applicants for license shall ap

pear in person and be examined as to their

moral character, etc., and if they are 21

years of age, have a good practical knowl

edge of motor vehicles and possess suffi

cient skill and ability to properly operate

a car, a license to operate shall be issued

to them for a period of one year. The

commissioner is to have an office at the

Capitol, make annual reports to the gov

ernor, etc. The commissioner, under the

bill, will have the authority to revoke li

censes for gross negligence or repeated vio

lations of the law. Such revocations may

be nullified at the expiration of 30 days.

The original fee for such examination is

placed at $5, and $3 for renewal. To the

commissioner is also given the enforcement

of the speed law, and other particulars.

A second bill, fathered by Senator Peck

of Stamford, changes the present law in sev

eral particulars. It would prohibit any per

son under 18 years of age driving a car, even

though accompanied by a licensed chauf

feur. It also provides for the revocation of

licenses upon conviction of violation of the

law, and puts teeth into the present law

covering this feature. It reduces the speed

at which automobiles may be driven within

city or borough limits to 12 miles an hour,

and expunges the present one-eighth of a

mile provision. It provides that an oper

ator upon approaching a trolley car dis

charging or taking on passengers shall re

duce the speed of his machine, but does not

provide that it shall be stopped.

A third bill amends Section 14 of the

present law by authorizing local officials to

set apart certain sections of highway for a

specified time for speed contests. The fourth

bill deals wholly with registration fees, and

provides for these increases: Less than 20

horsepower, from $3 to $6; from 20 to 30

horsepower, from $5 to $10; over 30 horse

power, from $10 to $20.

Declares the Automobile a Weapon.

Automobiles are weapons, according to a

decision rendered by the Superior Court of

Georgia during the last week in February.

Sanford Moreland was tried at Jonesboro

on a charge of assault with intent to murv

der with an automobile, which the indict

ment declared was a “weapon or machine

likely to produce death.” The facts in the

case were that on December 20th last, the

defendant was driving a car, belonging to

the late Ben L. Jones, from Atlanta to Ma

con when A. D. Smith’s horse took fright

at the machine. Mrs. Smith, who was with

her husband, alighted from the buggy and

attempted to run across the road, but was

knocked down and severely hurt. In the

trial the prosecution failed to show intent

to kill or injure and Judge Roan submitted

to the jury only the question of negligence.

Moreland was found guilty and sentenced

to twelve months on the chain gang.

Fighting Double Taxation in Ohio.

There is strife between the city of Colum

bus, 0., and its automobiling residents, the

bone of contention being the question of the

city’s right to exact' a license fee of $7.50,

as provided for in a section of the vehicle

license ordinance. The Columbus Automo

bile club, through one of its members, Will

iam M. Frisbie, brought a test suit recently

on the ground that the city ordinance con

flicted with the State law. The club sought

to enjoin the city from collecting the fee,

and a temporary restraining order was

allowed. This order was dissolved by Judge

Dillon, of the Common Pleas Court, on the

lst inst., and as a result Frisbie applied the

next day to the Circuit Court for a tempo

rary injunction restraining the city from

collecting the fee. It was granted and the

fight now is transferred to the last named

court. It will be carried up to the Supreme

Court if necessary.

 

Fined for Carrying Too Many Tags.

Another of the many issues possible un

der the Massachusetts automobile law’s was

raised in the municipal court at Beston on

the 4th inst., when Reginald B. O’Callaghan

pleaded not guilty to operating a car having

numbers not prescribed by the highway

commission. It was alleged that the de

fendant's machine bore, in addition to this

year’s number plates, one of last year. C0un~

sel for O'Callaghan contended that there

was no regulation which compelled the re

moval of the plates of a preceding year,

but Judge Parmenter decided that such an

interpretation could not be properly placed

on the law and fined O’Callaghan $10, from

which the latter appealed.

BARRING THE DOUBLE DECKERS

New York Park Board Excludes Motor Om

nibuses from Riverside Drive—Operat

ing Company Opens Legal Fight.

By an order adopted by the Park Board of

New York City, vehicles more than ten feet

high are barred from Riverside Drive. This

order is a solar plexus blow at the Fifth

Avenue Coach CO., which is operating 35

double deck motor omnibuses on Fifth ave

nue and also on Riverside Drive as far as

135th street.

high and Park Commissioner Henry Smith

These vehicles are 12 feet

asserts that they are so high that they in

jure the low hanging limbs of some of the

trees along the drive.

For violation of the rule Eugene Schel

lenberg, driver of one of the motor omni

buses was arrested on February 15th, and

was up for examination in the Morrisania

Court on Tuesday, 2d inst. 'After listening

to the arguments of the Corporation Coun

sel, representing the Park Department, and

\Villiam H. Page, Jr., who appeared on be

half of the Fifth Avenue Coach CO., Magis

trate O’Connor declined to dismiss the com

plaint and the case will be thrashed out in

the Supreme Court.

As against the claim that the vehicles

injure the trees, an official of the coach

company says: “There is no real danger

to the trees (or to the passengers either),

as our ’buses are lower than similar vehi

cles in use on the avenues and boulevards

of London, Paris and other European cities,

where conditions exist exactly similar to

those on Riverside Drive. In one or two

sections along our route there are a few

trees whose branches extend over the road

way in such a manner that they might brush

against the passengers on the upper seats;

but all that is necessary would be to prune

the trees, which would in no way mar their

appearance.

“Instead of doing this, the Park Depart

ment want to stop the operation of our

'buses, and prevent thousands of New York

ers and out-of-town visitors from enjoying,

at a moderate cost, a trip over the finest

drive in the city. With our new service we

expect to carry from 7,000 to 10,000 passen~

gers daily, and it would work not only a

hardship on us, but on the public as well to

deprive them of the privilege of using the

Drive. Not only this, but the sight-seeing

'buses, many of which are quite as high as

our ’buses, have used Central Park and

Riverside Drive for years without interfer

ence, and have never caused any damage to

the trees.”

To Improve Qualifications of Chauffeurs.

The San Antonio (Tex.) Automobile Club

is favoring the passage of an ordinance

to require chaufieurs to pass a mental and

physical examination.
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RACE 0N i0R CAMPBELL‘flRthllY

Twenty-one Entrants in New York to Bos

ton Endurance Run—Schedule and

Rules for the Contest.

The contest for the trophy ofiered by

Chester I. Campbell, manager of the Bos

ton Automobile Show to the winner of the

New York-Boston endurance run,

which is held during the week of the Bos

ton show, will start from Columbus Circle

to-day (Thursday), at 6.30 a. m., instead of

While fears

have been expressed that the contest would

annual

8 o'clock, as at first proposed.

result in a race, reports which have come in

from entrants who have been over the

course indicate that the mid-winter condi

tions which prevail will preclude the possi

bility of a scorch resulting. A schedule of

20 miles an hour has been laid down and

calls for the completion of the 243 miles in

12 hours and 9 minutes. The rules provide

for immediate disqualification of any con

testant who is arrested for exceeding the

legal limit. Cars which arrive ahead of their

schedule will not be allowed to check in

before the expiration of their time allow

ance. For each minute or fraction thereof

of tardiness a penalization of one point will

be inflicted and 50 points will be charged

against contestants who arrive 30 minutes

or more late. Cutting out a control will

mean disqualification.

In the event of a tie it is provided that

the clean score cars may be sent over the

course again until a winner is evolved or

lots drawn to decide the tie, at the discre

tion of the referee. An international aspect

is given to the contest by the participation

of several foreign contenders. The checking

stations and times of arrival at each are as

follows: New Haven, New Haven House,

10.30 a. m.; Hartford, chblein Hotel.

12.36 p. m.; Worcester, Worcester Automo

bile Club, 4.33 p. m., and the finish at Hunt

ington avenue and \Nest Newton street, Bos

ton, 6.39 p. m. Twenty-one cars had been

nominated when the entries closed Tuesday,

but more are expected to come in at the

last moment.

 

Premier’s Disqualification Stands.

Showing a supreme disregard for the au

thority of the contest committee of the

American Automobile Association which

restored the Premier car to its former

status after it had been disqualified by the

Quaker City Motor Club the latter by its

recent action has again put the Premier out

of the running for first place. This time

the sidetrack is beyond all hope of inter

vention and completely undermines all

claims of the Premier to its eligibility to

first place. .\lthough the car passed the

technic'l committee's examination at the

Conclusion of the New Year's Day endur

ance run with a clean score, no notice was

taken of its road record owing to its dis

qualification, as now is explained. In view

of its reinstatement its road record was

looked up with the result that the car was

found to have passed several checking sta

tions on the return trip away in advance of

its schedule. With a penalty of two points

inflicted for each minute the car was ahead

of time at controls and at the finish the to

tal penalization amounts to 270 points,

which is an insurmountable barrier. This

action on the part of the club seems to be

the last word in this controversy.

Tardy Disqualification of Sharp Arrow.

At this late day, long after all but those

who were vitally concerned had forgotten

it, the protest filed by another competitor

against the Sharp Arrow car which won

the Garden City Sweepstakes in the Motor

Parkway races last fall, has been sustained

by Referee W. K. Vanderbilt, Jr. The pro

test was filed on the ground that the Sharp

Arrow was a specially built car and the

wide margin by which it won its event,

which was open to stock cars selling be

tween $2,001 and $3,000, directed attention

to the size of its power plant. The rules

specified that at least ten cars of the com

peting model must have been previously

built and as the Sharp Arrow was a new

comer it was asserted that these conditions

had not been complied with, thereby in a

technical sense classing the Sharp Arrow

as a specially built car. The findings of

the referee sustains the contention of the

protest and disqualifies the Sharp Arrow,

thereby advancing the Knox, which finished

second, to first place, and giving the Stod

dard-Dayton, which came in third, second

position.

Norristown Fixes Dates for Its Run.

At its regular meeting last week the

Norristown (Pa.) Automobile Club. which

has an endurance run on the tapis for next

May, after a spirited discussion between

the advocates of both routes, rejected the

recommendation of its contest committee to

make Wilkes-Barre the turning point of the

contest and selected Hagerstown, Md., in

stead. The event will take place on May

18 and 19. and the night control will be at

Hagcrstown. The following committee will

have charge of the event: William Magee,

George Altemus, Sidney Ballard, Oliver F.

Lenh'ardt and Fred _Iaquith. The election of

officers resulted as follows: John H. Rex.

president; Fred Jaquith, vice-president; Wil

liam Hart, secretary: Earl Wentz, assistant

secretary; Lewis l5. Taubel. treasurer.

Atlanta Schedules a Hill Climb.

Atlanta's (Ga) third annual hill climb

will be held on the 27th inst. As in the

previous cases the course will be laid on

the Stewart avenue hill.

“The A B C of Electricity." Price, 50c.

The Motor World Publishing Co., 154 Nas

sau Street, New York City.

FAMGUS DRIVER'S CAREER CLOSES

Leon Thery’s Death Announced from Paris

—Winner of Many Trophies Who For

sook Sport for Trade.

Leon Thery, at one time the most famous

automobile race driver in the world, and

later a manufacturer of motor cars, died in

Paris on the 8th inst. His fame reached

its climax in 1905 when he repeated his 1904

performance, of winning both the French

elimination trial and the Gordon-Bennett

cup race itself. His first race was in 1898,

from Paris to Amsterdam, driving a voitur

in 1899 he competed in the Tour de

France, and was classed second to Gabriel

ette.

in the voiturette class. In the criterium

for voiturettes, which was won by Cottereau

in the same year, he was also second. In

1900 Thery won the cup for voiturettes on

the road from Bordeaux to Periguez, and

in 1901 he was fifth in the light car class in

the Paris-Bordeaux race. Just before the

Paris-Berlin contest he was taken ill, and

could not compete. In 1902 he took part

in the Paris-Vienna race, had a bad accident

in coming down the Arlberg, and repaired

his car in a remarkable manner in a single

day and finished the race. Toward the end

of the same season he won the hill climb

ing contest at Gaillon and broke the kilo

meter record for light cars, being the first

to make a speed of 120 kilometers per hour.

In the Paris-Madrid of 1903 he was fourth

in the light car class. Following his two

brilliant winnings of the Gordon-Bennett

event, he retired to become a maker of cars,

in which field he met with modest success.

He was 30 years of age.

Death of a Pioneer Inventor.

William A. Austin, who is credited with

having invented one of the earliest steam

automobiles to be shown in the United

States, died suddenly at his home in Win

throp, Mass., on the 7th inst., at the age of

85 years. At the time of the civil war he

perfected a steam carriage which was exhib

ited at various places, bringing him consid

erable money. Later he devised a steam

bicycle, on which he did a mile in 53 sec

onds in a race against a horse on Long Isl‘

and.

Another Tangle in the Briarclifi.

Further complications were added to the

already well tangled Briarcliff race situa

tion this week by the filing of an applica

tion by L. C. Austin for the American Au

tomobile Association with the board of

supervisors of Suffolk county for permis

sion to run the 1909 race for the trophy over

a course in that county. Representations

were made to the solons that the granting

of the sanction would result in stimulating

business in the vicinity and they appeared

to be favorably inclined.
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If You Can’t Get Good Roads

Get a Studebaker-Garford Car

GOOD ROADS CARS AND FAIR WEATHER FRIENDS belong to the same category. Both are

plentiful. But friends that can be depended upon in times of adversity or cars that can be trusted

to take you through regardless of road or weather conditions are, sorry to tell, as scarce as hen’s teeth.

STUDEBAKER-GARFORD CARS ARE FAMOUS for rough road performances. Don’t hold

many boulevard records. WVhat few track records they do hold were made in twenty-four hour

grinds—where stamina counts and where dependability wins.

IF YOU WANT A RACING CAR there are many from which to choose. If you are satisfied with a car

that will skim along at a mile-a-minute clip over a smooth macadam road—why, their name is legion.

FUNNY, ISN’T IT, what a lot of sales are made on that kind of demonstration. Not one customer in a hun

dred would be willing to go on a five hundred mile trip such as would really test a car—and show

the superiority of Studebaker-Garfords—and yet everyone knows that many times, during the life

of a car, it will be called upon to make such a trip and to encounter the worst possible road and

weather conditions.

MOST MEN ARE SATISFIED with a little five mile spin or possibly a fifty mile jaunt over picked

roads with an occasional refreshing stop at a roadhouse. What does such a demonstration prove as

to the stamina of a car or of its riding qualities? Why, the hardest springs ever made won’t tire

you in a short ride. But on a full day’s trip over rough roads—that’s where 55 years of experience

in carriage-spring making counts. That’s where Studebaker-Garford cars excel.

IF WE COULD ONLY INDUCE every prospective customer to take such a ride as we should suggest is

necessary to prove the value of any car, we would save a world of money on demonstrations. Each

demonstration would be costly—but every One would result in a sale. There would be no waste.

But how many prospective buyers would consent to ride all day on such a trip as the Studebaker

Garford “30” is making this week from Denver to Chicago?

BY THE WAY, WHY IS IT that when a newspaper like the Denver Post wants a car for a strenuous

five hundred or thousand mile drive; having dozens to choose from—for it’s great advertising—why

is the Studebaker-Garford always selected? It’s easy. Other cars may—may, mind you—accom

plish the task. There’s one that will with absolute certainty. And, to avoid the chance of a fizzle

that car is always chosen. And it’s a Studebaker-Garford.

MANY SALES ARE MADE ON THESE TRIPS. It's the practice of our drivers to take along from

point to point any persons interested and who are in the market for a car. It’s about the only way

we can get prospective customers to take what we call a real demonstration. And no one who has

ridden a day or'more on one of these strenuous trips ever will consider any other car.

A MAN WHO HAD RIDDEN TWO DAYS through Iowa Gumbo on a Studebaker-Garford car

gave expression to the phrase with which this begins: “If You Can’t Get Good Roads, Get a

Studebaker-Garford Car.” The millennium of good roads is yet a long way off. When it has ar

rived there won’t be such a difference between Studebaker-Garford cars and a lot of others. But

while present conditions obtain there’s a wonderful difference. '

IF YOU ARE IN THE MARKET for an automobile and you want a car that will prove a dependable

friend in foul weather as well as in fair; that will afford you comfort on rough roads as well as on

city boulevards; and if, before buying, you are willing to take a ride such as we like to lay out tn

prove the comparative qualities of Studebaker-Garford Cars and others—just say the word.

STUDEBAKER AUTOMOBILE COMPANY gchEggLR géi€2t§_gii'liianiid<iiiii§l

BRANCH OFFICES—New York, Philadelphia, Boston. Chicagokfipnr gggnéiico.L§:;>§kttsi.IlCal.irgmgganginoé (‘32:. :1 Kansas City, Mo.; Portland, Ore.: Seattle. \Vnsh.:

.. .1 1y, ; nas. x.; evr, on.
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The Week's Patents.

903,891. Pneumatic Tire. Charles

Sclieuiier, Chicago, Ill. Filed June 12, 1907.

in a typewriter secures durability, ease and efficiency of operation,

and increases the speed and accuracy of the work : the

UNDERWOOD

1. An armored pneumatic tire including

STANDARD

a body having a thickened outer portion,

Typewriter

  

  

provided with an ani.iilar recess the side

wall of said annular 'ecess having inward

extended projections, and an annular ar¢

uior strip of metal fitting in said recess and

liflVil'ig‘laiCi'le notches engaging said lateral

proiections, and an annular elastic tread

strip fitting upon said armor strip in said

recess and having lateral notches engaging

said lateral projections.

903,897. Lubricator. Harry A. Sedgwick,

Madison, Wis., assignor to Madison-Kipp

Lubricator Company, a Corporation. Filed

Nov. 23, 1907. Serial No. 403,557.

_ 1. In a pump, a cylinder, a piston work

ing therein free to reciprocate longitudinal

ly and to oscillate about its axis, and pro

vided with a rigid extension, a drive-shaft

directly engaging said rigid extension. the

engaging surfaces of said extension and

shaft being adapted to both reciprocate and

osCillate said piston, substantially as set

forth.

903.942. Automobile Draft Attachment.

Charles J. Zillgitt, Fairmount, N. D. Filed

March 10, 1908. Serial No. 420,231.

1. In combination, a ring secured to the I

drive wheel of an automobile or like ma

chine, a drum provided with hooks to en- |

is a

Marvel oi

Simplicity

Yet every part is carefully chosen as the best possible means

to the perfect finished product.

There is nothing hidden about the Underwood. The type-bars lying when

at rest in a compact segment; the patented guide—all the parts which per

mit the visible writing—which help, not bother. the operator will be shown

you. explained also if you like; but really you'll see for yourself why the

Underwood DOES endure and why its operation is so easy. quick and

accurate.

UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER COMPANY, Inc.

ANYWHERE

  

 

gage with said ring, a clamp acting in con

junction with said hooks to secure the drum

to the ring, and a rope or cable co-operating

with the drum and adapted to wind there

on to positively move the machine when

stalled.

 

 

KEMPSHALL

NON-SKID TIRES
BEST BY EVERY TEST, BECAUSE

l.—They last longest even on heaviest cars; the cheapest tire per non-skid

 

Mailed anywhere for 60 cents in coin

INTRODUCTORY OFFER

Hemmeter Spark Plugs

 

 

 

mile on the market, 5,000 to 11,000 'miles per tread. _

2.—They give perfect immunity from skidding even on the greaSiest roads;

atented moulded all rubber tread Withoutsteel or leather. '

3.— hey are low pressure tires, minimizmg Vibration and increasing com

fort.
4.—They are freest from punctures and trouble; made from best rubber

and fabric, and plenty of them.

The Tire

you

have been

looking for

8

Write for

Price: WHERE

Booklet NOT

and R E P R E -

Opinions SENTED

  

ORYDER 8‘ CO., 585 Park Ave., New York

Sole U. S. A. Agents

The Kempshall Tire Company, of Europe, Ltd.

THESE TIRES ARE MADE BY

CHAS. MAOINTOBH I; CO., Ltd" Mnnehootor, ENGLAND

  

Result of two years experimenting with every

known plug on the market.

Guaranteed as good as any in the world regard

less of cost.

Agents Wanted.

261 Onlhoun Stroot

I'IEMMETER SPARK PlUG CO. cmemmm, oriio

 
 

 

 
 

1? YOU ARE

mriaiuas'mpm MOTORCYCLES

The Bicycling World

EQMOtOl’CYClS Review

WILL INTEREST YOU

Punusiiln Ev"! SATIIDAY AT

154 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK

£51ng"' c“in”
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WHY IS IT?

-—e\'ery representative auto show this season, from the

Atlantic to the Pacific has gone on record With an over

whelming majority of Firestone Side-Wire tires as its

favorite commercial vehicle equipment,

—_-most of the vehicles now in service have the same

tires,

—truck owners who know the_ vast difference between

tire-service and mere tire-talking-points, Will have no

Omen The answer is found in the unfail

ing superiority of Firestone tires in

the supreme test of actual servrce.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron,0hlo

Brlnches and Agencies Almosl Everywhere.

“Till Larges! Exclusive Rubber Tire Makers in Anurua."

y. 5‘. _ ‘1 u"if‘ils‘ ll" "

“i

  

 

   

 

“DOES NOT BELIE ITS NAME”

Perhaps the strongest claim that can be advanced on behalf of the Overland is its

extraordinary simplicity. This feature does not apply to any one particular part, but to the

whole assembly.

The simplicity of our 4~cylinder

motor.

The simplicity of our transmission.

The simplicity of our control,

The simplicity of all adjustments,

are not even approached by any other

car to-day.

For the new driver the car is ideal.

The experienced driver finds that it

fulfils his every requirement and that

every defect he has hitherto encoun

tered has been taken care of and cor

rected.

Write for catalog to

OVERLAND AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Indianapolis, Ind. L

Roadster $1,250.00
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"Go As Far As You Like!”

with the

V0LTA

MAGNETO

v0 L1 A

wereTo

WHHERP‘EE 16.21101 (0 h

i O

Tension

a;

  

The purchase of a Volta is a wise economy. It

is absolutely dependable because—it is very simple

in construction. Only the bfit imported magnets

are used—magnets that retain their magnetism——

and imported annular ball bearings. It is impossible

to “shoot down” an armature. Every Volta is

water-proof and almost wear-proof. We guarantee

it unconditionally for one year to be a “Perfect

Ignition System in Itself.” Why pay 45% duty on

foreign magnetos, when you can secure the best for

3100*4 Cylinder Volta

$120—6 Cylinder Volta

“Wilherbee Everything for IgnitionH 0

Wleo Charging Device, Wico lgnltlon Wire.

cho Spark Plugs. Wither-bee Batteries.

cho luspectlon Lump.

WITHERBEE IGNITER COMPANY

[876 Broadway, New York.

Bl‘FFALO. N. Y.:

720 Main St.

letters at the famous Wllherbee Battery.

CHICAGO ILL: DETROIT. .\lICH.:

1429 Michigan Ave. 220 _lt-llerson Ave.

lt.\l.'l‘l.\lan£ uFFlCli 454 Charles St.

 

  

 
 

The Most Powertul

Lens Mirror Made

is found in

SOLAR HEADLIGHTS
it has been proven so by actual photometric tests.

The Lens Mirror is the famous Special Bausch

& Lomb, used exclusively by us. You will find

it in no other lamp—therefore specify Solars and

be assured of getting— the most powerful auto

mobile headlight on the marlret

—- malres the darlrest night as

light as day!

B a d g e r B r a s s

Manufacturing Co.

'l‘u'o Factories:

431 Eleventh Ave. new YORK

umosua, wrs.

 

 

 

 

1909

  

The Warner

Auto

Meter

Guaranteed

Absolutely Accurate

  

a“p/ in

. ‘51 .

title's-,5. \ '

'-rrm.

  

lmTl

r L .   

Pm". . W.

is the only speed indicator made on the Magnetic ln

duction principle. Because of the principle it accur

ately indicates every range of speed from zero to the

maximum.

.All _other instruments .are made on the centrifugal

principle. They fall to indicate any speed whatever

under 5 to 10 miles per hour.

The Auto-Meter is so durably made that practical

tests have shown that it will endure .1 MILLION

MILES of riding without perceptible wear‘ or depart

in_gl from absolute accuracy more than 10 feet to the

mi e.

We invite comparative tests. Before you decide on

any Speed Indicator, put the Auto-Meter on one side

of your dash and any other indicator at any price on

the other. Then use your watch over a measured

course. Keep the instrument which tells the truth.

We know which it will be.

The Warner Instrument Company

Factory and Main ("flees—898 Wheeler Ave“ BELOIT. WISCONSIN

BRANCH HOU_SES—N_ew York 1902 Broadway' Boaton, 925

Boylston St.; Philadelphia. Cor. road and Race; l‘ittsbur‘, 8432

Forbes St.: Cleveland, 2062 Euclid Ave.‘ Butt-lo. 722 Main St:

Detroit, 239 Jefferson Ave; Chicago, 130g Michi an Ave; Indian

    

apolis 330% N. Illinois St.‘ St. Louil. 923 Olive

Se; éan Francisco, 550 Golden Gate Ave: Los An- _‘

"eles. 12l2 S. Main St.
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'Illlley are Shonlld THE IMPROVED

mm yore; Auto Heck-Tuck Vulcanizer

World ‘3“ TIME AND linsoNEY SAVER

 

  

TEE Truflaull-Harllord Shock

Absorber is not an Accessory

’" . r ' . e . l - 0that 5 the pomt “6 want _t(_) emph‘mze‘_ say accessory repairs? Why not save all this expense by investing in one

to any well~posted automobilist and he wrll tell you that of these vulcanizers?

if he put every new-fangled idea on HIS car there would

not be room for either the motor or the transmission, to

say nothing of the passengers. Then say

TRUFFAULT‘HARTFURB
SHOCK ABSORBER

to this same man, and nine times out of ten he will point

to them as a part of his car. That's just the difference—

that's why we say they are not an accessory—but a neces

  

  

stty.

If any proof were needed that these Standard Shock You do”? have to 'b6 an expert to Operate it. Simply

Absorberh‘ 5110"](1 be on Your 631', Just confide! {hilt 3" follow the_directions and you'll be surprised how easy it is to

racing cars—where every additional pound counts—where make repairs that have been costing you from 50c. to $5.00

the car is stripped of everything that is not an essential— “Ch at the repairman’s

where even the frame and other parts of the chassis are

bored out to reduce weight—on such cars you will find

the Trufiault-Hartford Shock Absorber is just as much a

part as its axles or springs. Isn’t that proof that they are

an absolute necessity—an essential?

Then consider that twenty prominent manufacturers I

make these same Shock Absorbers a part of their Stand- |

ard Equipment.

Why not write us now, today, telling the make, model

and year of your car, and let us arrange to attach a set,

or we will send them complete with attachments—you can

have the work done yourself in a few hours.

  

Our little magazine, “Auto-Comfort," is issued monthly.

It is full of practical hints and suggestions. Your name

0" 11 Postal W111 bring lt- Hundreds of these instruments are now in use in gar

ages and among owners all over the country. Start now to

cutd 'n o .' b'll. f th 1.Prlciioiigixquflh~gsq 2e noes gistclal discounts

142 BAY STREET, JERSEY cm, N. J. "9“" '““°"“' ' *° “°"°"

Br-neheo In NEW YORK—212 lo 214 Well 88": SI. L. & BRO" Mlnuf‘acturoro

MSTON—SIB Columbus Avenue PHILADELPHIA, U. s. A.
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The Only

Cure

for Tire

Troubles

STEPNEY

SPARE WHEEL

Every motorist should carry a “Stepney” and

avoid all troublesome delays caused by punc

tures and blowouts. Write for Catalogue D.

  

  

  

SPARE MOTOR WHEEL or AMERch, LTD. 236 Michigan Ave. cucheo, ILL.

 
 

The largest Automobile Supply House in America

WINTER SUGGESTION V“ “as; ‘r::::::.°§:3f;%§;:?-3:221:21!“

ARGYLE AUIO BOOTS ' NO. 19 AUTOMOIEGEMGAUNTLET GLOVE

Worn over Shoes for Comfort in Cold Weather Motoring. _ ,

The ARGYLE Auto boots are designed

to give the motorist's feet complete pro

tection from the elements during winter

weather motoring. They are worn over

the ordinary shoes and can be pulled on

or off very readily. They will keep your

feet warm and dr during the ongest

ride in coldest weatier. You cannot real

ize the comfort they give in frigid weather,

till you have worn a pair. '

Every man, woman and child .Who ino

tors in cold weather needs a pair of AR

GYLE Auto Boots, no matter whether the

time of exposure is a half hour or a whole

ay.

They are made of fine flexible leather,

ha" strong leather Goodyear “cued 90““ This illustration shows our No. 19 Gauntlet Glove, which is a black,

 

 

  

  

agd are "’3'!"le “an seamless knit lincd Automobile Gauntlet with extra large-flexible cuff with 2

: 1‘0ng outl Wit genuine fastenings. This Gauntlet is made from the best selected imported blaclt cape

am 5'w°°' leather. It has a 7-inch Gauntlet with extra large cuff, 20 inches in circum

Made in all sizes, with
long or short ference. which may be adjusted to smaller sizes. The cuff is lined and is

leg. Len h ' - - - ~
. guaranteed not to crack, and is stitched With genuine silk.

,1 Pfhthe laugh legh '3 I?“ It will also be noted from the illustration, that the wrist is fitted with

me c5" an t e s on ‘0/1 an elastic band, which will keep the Gauntlet tight, and comfortable on the

 

ind‘es' wrist, and prevent it slipging down over the fingers.

p R 1 c g 3 : h Theucultlf is also flefxi le, and can beh rolledkinto éhsmall s acfei, as agownlin

t e sma i ustration, or can in in t e poc et. is is t e nest aunt et
Long, per pair . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $9.00 Glow on me markeh y a

Short, per pair . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8.00 Price, seamles knit lined, per pair . . . . . . . . . . .. $3.50

  
CATALOGUE MAILED ON REQUEST

CHAS, E, MILLER, L',‘;';‘;‘IZ§‘Z,IZ';,,,“;§,'ZZ:; MAIN OFFICE: 91-99-101 READE smrri, NEW YORK

BRANCHES-54th St. and 8th Ave, New York; 202-204 Columbus Ave, Boston, Mass: 318-320 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.; 22756-229 Jefferson Ave,

Detroit; 1829 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, 0.; 1392 Bedford Ave, Brooklyn, N. Y.; 824 Main St., Buffalo.

  
 

 
 

 

Model B—Brush Runabout

CAR 0F SIMPLE DESIGN MADE WELL

NOT A COMPLICATED' DESIGN MADE CHEAPLY

Its records and the opinions of its users speak more loudly than self praise. Agencies for

1909 are being closed rapidly. Much good territory still open.

BRUSH RUNABOUT COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.
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Cup Winner in 300 Miles Endurance Contest,

Philadelphia to Wilkes-Barre and return, January

1-2, 1909. ’

0nly THREE out oi THIRTY-TWO CONTEST

ANTS iinished with periect time scores; THOSE

THREE WERE tour-cylinder MATHESONS.

' . mffi,‘F‘_ “__e___
. .

‘

  

50 H. P.~Six-cylinder Shait Drive, -

Equipped with choice of Touring, Tourabout, Toy Tonneau, Close

coupled or Runabout bodies.

50 H. P. Four-cylinder Chain Drive, - $4,500

Equipped with Touring body, Limousine or Landaulet, $5,500

Roadster or Tourabout, $4,350.

MATHESON AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

Main Sales Ollice, Garage and Repair

1886-1888 Broadway, Cor. 62d St. NEW YORK CITY

Get Rid of Tire Troubles

Try a Set of

0&JIIRES

 

 

 

  
 

 

Goodyear Quick Detachable Tires Take the Overload.

Because the are always oversize—15 per cent.

larger than other tires of same rated measurement.

That's one reason why Goodyear: last longer.

Goodyear Wrapped Tread Tirea Made on Air Bap

can‘t creep—can‘t rirn-(‘ul—‘Kl or rent. puncture

proof. On Goodyear Universal 'm, is taken ofl' or

put on in sixt seconds with no special toola.
Ask about (Y-oodyear Air Bottle aemce—iree to all

motorists. Write

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO..

Arthur St., Akron, Ohio.

 

SPRINGFIELD

TOP (rm. was:

Aluminum

Bodies

SPIINGHELD

METAL BODY (10.,

S“ Ilrnle Ave.,

Springfield, Ian.

  

 

 

The Low Price of the High-Quality

L am b e r t 8a r
is made aaible hy the low coat of the aimple

Lambert riction trammiaaion, which ia more al

cient than any type of complicated, expenalve lcar

ll'al'lSmlSElOl'l.

 

BUCKEYE MFG. COIPAIY, Anderlol, XML

_J 

 

Ignition pluga

arendnow re

.1 .IIiially, iree of

charge (when

returned to

(Trade STA-RITE Mark)

  

Hall Inch Separable, Double Por

celain Plug. Price $1.25. the L0

THE R. t. HARDY CO.““°°,?},‘B',“°‘

Factory 20l 37th St., BROOKLYN, I. Y.

309 Fisher Bldg" Chicago.

 

 

 

CLEVELAND SPARK PLUGS
“They Shoot a Flame."

CLEVELAND SPARK PLUG 00.
OLIVILAND, OHIO

 

 
  

dahlc CatA Dayan . _

PENNSYLVANIA AUTO MOTOR CO..

Bryn Hawr, Pa.

 

 

8350 buy: "If: $600

Runabout

'\ THE METZ

PLAN OAR
.

is sold on a new

plan of partial pay

ments. Let "1': ex

  

plain by sending

800k " B."

0195: H. METZ, Waltham, Mass.
 

 
 

 

 

 

Briscoe Manufacturing Co.

RADIATORS

Detroit, Mich. Newark, N. l.

 

ISl We“ ‘40: St.

 

  
 

THE GYROSCOPE CAR

The Simple“ Automohlia in the World.

"lo—The Price—0750.

GYROSCOPI AUTOMOBILE CO. (INC)

aeopo Bld|.,

New Tort City.

 

  

TIE 28-30 Ii. P. MITCHELL, $1,500

lncludea genuine $150 Splitdcrl Magneto (tree)

and 54 inch larger tire than you get with any

other car at the price. To have other car!

{snipped with these tirea you mint pay $50 extra.

rite for full information today.

MlTCHELL MOTOR CAR CO..

576 Mitchell SL, Racin Win.

Standard Manufacture" A. M. C. .
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Franklin Car makes perlect score on Timken Roller Bearing and Axle

in Bretton Woods Endurance Run.

The 24~hour Bretton Woods Endurance Run of the Bay State Automobile Association, was planned with a view

to being so severe as to break the perfect score with which each of the 21 contestants started, in a tour of 369 miles.

Instead of being a 24~hour run of 369 miles, it was a 1,627-mile contest consuming 95 hours, running without ad—

justment.

Never in the history of automobiling was there a more severe or ability-proving test. The route was the most

difi‘icult that could be selected, up steep grades, over roads so rough they required much low gear work, and so dusty as

to interfere with the operation of some of the cars.

The Franklin car completed this remarkable run with a perfect score.

The fact that this car was equipped with TIMKEN ROLLER BEARINGS is additional proof that manufacturers

realize TIMKEN PRODUCTS are indispensable for getting maximum power and endurance out of their cars.

Write for descriptive literature and special information.

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING AXLE (10., Canton, 0hi0
BRANCHES—10 E. an: St., Now York. 429 w-bllll Ave., Chicago.

A Word from a Detroit Doctor

that may help you in deciding on your coming

season’s tire equipment.

Detroit, Dec. 2d, 1908.

“I purchased a Runabout equipped with Morgan &

Wright tires and have used it in all my practice, over all kinds

of roads in all kinds of weather. Up to date I have covered

a little over 13,500 miles, and the treads are still in excellent

condition. Not a single puncture, blow-out or tire trouble

of any kind in the whole fifteen months’ daily service. You

may be sure that I will recommend Morgan & Wright tires

when opportunity ofl‘ers to members of my profession and

others who desire a tire that can be absolutely depended upon.

Yours truly,

J. H. GRATTON, M. D."

 

All of which ably supports our contention that

 

MORGAN aWRIGHTTIRES

  

ARE GOOD TIRES

L

MORGAN & WRIGHT,

  

Detroit
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THE

Model XXX Baby Tonneau

STEVENS-DURYEA

IS AN INSTANTANEOUS

SUCCESS. That means PERMA

NENT POPULARITY as in the

case of all STEVENS-DURYEA

PRODUCTIONS.

Same specifications as XXX Runabout, with

exception of 4-inch tires on front instead of 3%

inches. A four cylinder, four seater for comfort

and speed.

Price with magneto, 82,900.

A demonstration will emphasize all featnrcs of

this 1909 model.

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
lf’rzle for Lain! [.itu'u/m'r

STEVENS-DURYEA COMPANY
Members Association Licensed Automobile Mam|f:ictui'crs.

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

 
 

 

 
 

 
  

SPECIFY

Heinze ignition ap

paratus on your

l909 car and get“

TIIE BEST

MADE.

 

Write us if your

dealer does not

carry them.

Heinze Electric 60.

LOWELL, MASS.

Makers of

COIL!I TIMERB,

MAGNETOS, SPARK

PLUGS.

 

J

THE “JEWEL 40”

The Non-Sklddlng Car
  

SPECIFICATIONS

ENGINE—Rutenbur.

BORE AND STROKE—444:6"

IGNITION—DoubIe—Bosch Ma -

neto, Connecticut Coil and Ex: e

Stora e Battegf'.

LUBRI ATIO —Self

system with oil level pump in

contained

crank case.

TRANSMISSION—Selective type,

3 s eeds forward and reverse.

BEA INGS—Timken Roller.

FRONT AXLE—One piece drop

for 'nll.

REAR1 AXLE 'Full floating type.

Write for

WHEEL BASE—120'.

WHEELS—36".

TIRES—Goodyear, Diamond. Fire

stone or Hartford. 36x4” front,

36x4%"rear.

BODY—Seven passenger.

VVEIGHT—SJJOO lbs.

PRICE—$3,000.00 complete with

top, Hartford Shock Absovbers,

I’rest-O-Lite gas tank, 9" Rush

more Search Ii hts, side lamps

and tail lamp fiouble tire irons

and trunk rac

catalog.

TIIE JEWEL MOTOR CAR C0.. Massillon, 0hi0

New York Agency. JEWEL MOTOR CAR COMPANY, 1662 Broadway.

 

  

 

  

  

 
  

ment reports as follows:

“Examinations of the

vice."

The above simply

Bearing superiority.

STAND THE TEST

After 27,000 miles continuous service in a Chal

mers-Detroit “30,” their engineering depart

the wear was remarkably small considering

that they had an equivalent of five years' ser

 

  

bearings showed that

emphasizes Standard

 
 

SEND FOR NEW CATALOG

Standard Roller Bearing 00.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.@

@@@@@@
..
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When at the Show

do not fail to aee the

TUCKAHOE

GREASE GUN

 

New and very meritorious. The

only self-filling combination oiler and

grease gun. Can be filled with grease

in three seconds. Regulated by throw

ing a latch. Its use insures quick oil

ing and clean hands. Lower in price

than others. Write for circular.

Manufactured and sold by the

Rubly Mtg. eompany

TUCKAHOE, N. Y.
  

 

Motors

“RR

STANDARD

CAUSE—

We are motor

SPECIALISTS.

RESULT—

There ia more

MOTOR VALUE

in a "Continental"

(24-40 H.P.) than

in any other mo

tor on the market.

Write for catalogue.

CONTINENTAL MOTOR MFG. CO.,

MUSKEGON, MICH.

K. Franklin Peterson. Weatern R reeentative, 166

E. Lake St., Chicago; Thoa. . etzel u

Representative, W. 42d t., New \iork.

Tire Troubles?

Uso Pormanlt

Demonstrated beiore Board

Governors Harriaburg

Motor Club with reat auc

cesa. For particu ara write

ADOLF KARL & CO.

287-9 Waahlnfion Skt"

ewar ,

CONTINENTAL

  

 

  

  

mafia?E
AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER COMPANY,

N. E. Cor 57th St. and Broadway, New York.

Factoria, Trenton, N. I.

 

 

D O W T U B E S

The Best Tubes Ever Manufactured

Are the Moat Economical

Do Not Defiate When Punctured.

DOW TIRE COMPANY.

2000 Broadway, N. Y. 889 Boylston St.. Bolton.

 

 

Invader Oil
1'!!! OIL THAT

GRAPHITllis

are raapenalble [or lta

popularity

YOU NAME THE CAR

WI'LL

NAIR THE GRADE

HADB ONLY BY

BHAS. F. KELLOII l 00.

us Arch St.. random.

Bolton Brand:

284 Columbus Avenue.

  

  

  
  

--‘IITIIIO
  

 

 

DEMOUNTABLE mans
in three daya time Inquire at your nearest

ealer.

CONTINENTAL CAOUTCHOUC CO.

1788-90 Broadway New York City

  

 

 

AVOID ACCIDENTS

byflgtbo

Wridgway No Glare Shade

which adds to the elalaaey oi “a and hope

rrlara lrem hlladln other neon oi the waya. Can

be fitted to any caning lamp.

PEERLESS IOTOR CAR CO.,

:10 w m w. “at It. I“ Yon:

 

 

CSYAQLISN lD IBQQ.

SCHRADE
Vail/[RSAL VALVE-5'

MARI RLCEYLQILD ADMLMJJQI’.

The Standard American Valvea tor

Automobile, Blcycle & Vehicle tlm

Manniactnmi by

A. SCHRADER‘S SON INC.

78-32 Rose 5!. New ml. usA.

 

 

THIS MAONETO l8 “ FOOL PROOF"

The moat unekilliul driver can inatall the Remy

1909 High Tension Magneto. Impro eonneetion

cannot in'ure it, and no amount of ti ering will put

it out 0 commission. The Remy will stand more

neglect, oil, dirt and water than anaooother ignition

a stern in the world. More than 17. lemya have

a ready been acid (or 1909 can—more lemya than all

oithen combined. Write for illuatratlon and deaorlp

! on.
THE IEIY ELECTRIC CO., Dept. ll, Anderson. Ind.

We have ned a branch house in Thoroughfare

muffin-a", and 57th St.. New York.

 

A.O. Smith Company

MAKIRS OF

PRESSED STEEL

FRAMES
(Capacity 100,000 per annum.)

Heavy and Difficult Stampings

Front and Rear Axles

Steering Columns

Transmissions, Selective and

Progressive

Multiple Disc Clutches

A.0 5mm co. mamas:
 

 

 
 

A SUPERB LINI OF CARS—

"Third? A 0 K S O N

“ o oo eep—N H'll Too Qt "Z-Cylinder and 1Cylllndet ”

Runabouta, Roadstera. Touring Cara,

I. H. P.. 24 H. P.. 30 H. P. and 86 H. P.

Prices. $850, $950. 01,350 and 32.000.

JIGKSOI AUTUIUIILE £0 lichen. Ilth.

  

 
 

 

 

'IIHBMRRMON
"A Morhflnirfll M..“. "a..."

Ior catalog. addr- Dapt. l6.

NORDYKE I NARNON CO.

(lid. :85!) INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

 

 

 

Th0 PULLMAN

+40 Roadater. Price. $34!».

that made the run from Philadel bin to Sa

vannah 6a., March 5th to 18th. tgrough ‘nud

up to the radiator. heating all previous records.

YORK IOTOR CAR CO., York, Pa.

 

 
 

.1§emwnbfl@
The Locomobile Company of America,

Bridgeport, Conn.

 

 

Gasoline and ram-4nM and lube

Studnhfl" Autemohllo 00 . South Bend lndlm

 

 

 

JONES SPEEDOMETER

Most accurate speed

indicator in the world.

JONES SPEEDOMETER CO.,

76th St. & Broadway, New York.

 

 

 

  
A Necooalty 0n Automobiles—WHAT?

COLUMBIA LOOK

give a feeling of lecurit .

oi accident insurance.

thread oi

COLUMBIA NUT b BOLT 00., Inc" Bridgoport, Conn. i

CANNOT ahake loose. Thee add an important factor oi aaiety and

olurnbta Lock N

'aed by moat makers of

by leadin railroads, etc. Send us a two-cent stamp, nine and

fhe bolt. and we will iorward a Columbia Lock Nut

NUTS

uta are the best kind

the heat can and

  

(or it.

 

 

SAVE POWER

anon aooour: mu
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thitIocyk eon

WHIT LO C K

INTAKE EXHAUST

BRASS BRONZE GALUMINUM

RADIATORS

AND WATER PIPES

‘ CASTINGS/AUIOGENOUS WELDING

i'Hartford. Conny

 

 

‘ a; l - 2 5 0

F. O. B. Detroit'3 E] MAGNETO

INCLUDED

—Of Course.

a Everitt-Metzger

1‘ . 1 Flanders Co.

Q WK ‘ Detroit, Mich.

 

Franklin Automobiles

Quality, not pounds, makes an

automobile high-grade and strong

and safe.

PUT ANY FRANKLIN MODEL TO ANY TEST.

H. H. Franklin Manufacturing Company

Syracuse. N. Y

 

 
 

 

THE INTER-STATE

In every way the light-running. graceful, speedy

INTER-STATE‘SUSO complete with Eisemnn Magneto

-finds its only competition in the high-priced high grade

curs. Write for catalogue. today. Dealers lnll Agents

will appreciate the opportunity opened to them by the

INTER-STATE. Address:

Inter-State Automobile Co.. 126 Willard St.. Muncie, Ind.

 

  

k! ,.
5W HAVENTC'

  

 

HAVE YOU SEEN

TI‘IE PFRFECTION WRI‘NCH?

The newrsl and heat wrench made; all steel—great

strength; iutantly adjusted: easily and quickly oper

ated: positive grip: immenle time. trouble. and tem

per aaver; best "all round tool" ever olcred Ior sale.

"You will want one when you no It."

For circular address.

PERFECTION WRENCH CO.,

Box ‘26. PORT CHESTER. I. Y.

THE

 

 

'I'II AM MOTOR CAR CO.

landing, Pl.

Steal Tires
Full of Air.

'l‘ira axponla out In two.

Cannot Blow Out. Rim Cut

or Puncture.

Aa Flexible aa Rubber

And- id.

  

 

 

That part of a tire with a

blowout or a rim cut in it

will last longer than any

other part if encircled by a

few sections of atcel.

Thouaandl in nu.

Klmhall Tin East 00.

I72 Broadway

Council llutfa, low.

  

 

 
 

Gasolene and

W Electric

Automobiles

ARE mm: or

ELECTRIC VEHICLE (20., Hartford, Conn.

  

 

 

 
 

It is not possible for any chain to be

better than

BALDWIN CHAINS

BALDWIN CHAIN & MFG. CO.,

Worcester, Masl.

  

 
 

 

 

COMPLETE COURSE

AUTOMOBILE INSTRUCTION
Invaluable to the owner or proapectivo owner

of a motor car. Practloal and to the point.

Send tor prospectus to the

Correspondence School at Motor Car Practice

 

 

 

AUGUST OFELDT & SONS

Manufacturers of Coil, Water Tube and

Flash Boilers.

KEROSENE AND GASOLINE BURNERS.

Ofice: 123 Liberty St.. NEW YORK, N. Y.

Write for Catalogue.

  

 

 

@he final] LRahiatur

IIIE BUSH MANUFACTURING CO.

HARTFORD.CONN.

  

 

THOMAS SHOCK ABSORBERS

on your automobile mean more comfort.

speed, safety, economy. Prove it at our

expense. 30 days free trial.

BUFFALO SPECIALTY CO.,

340 Ellicott St. BUFFALO. N. Y.

 

 

Tarrytown. N. Y.

IGNITION

PAGKARD
New Booklet Free,

TI'IE PACKARD ELECTRICAL CO.

303 Dana Ave., Wan-en, Ohio

  

 

  

  

.
»

MICHELIN TIRE COMPANY

IILLTOWN. N. J.

 

 

OAKLAND
40 H. P. Four Cylinder. Shaft Drive, $1,600.

OAKLAND MOTOR CAR CO”

Pontiac, Mich.

  

 

 

Name

Address

 

 1

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

'154 Nassau Street, New York

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(the motor Worth

for one year, commencing with the issue of

 

L__===_§_
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EMPIRE AUTOBIOBILE TIRE COMPANY, Trenton, N. J.

~ERIKCI~IES—-l’~1ewark 264 Halsey St.; Detroit, 842 Woodward Ave; Boston, 292 Devonshire 511.; Chicago. 20 La Salle Sb, 1301 Mlchim

Ave.; New York 73d ét. & Broadway' 148 Chambers St. AGENCIES—Pittsburg. Consumers’ Auto Su ply Co.; Kansas Clay, Me., Empire

Tire & Rubber 60.; Atlanta, Ga., Dunham Rubber Co.‘ Cleveland 0., Motor Supply Agency Co.; Nor olk. Vt. Wm. H. _r0ver; Denver,

Denver Auto Goods Co.‘ Jacksonville, Fla., Savell Rubber Co.; Pblladel hia, Penn A1110 SHFIPlLCO-j L08 Afigcles. Cal.. Pacific Elec. Wkl.;

Bufl'alo, N. Y., Empire alel Co.; Minneapolis Empire Tire & Rubber 80.; Savannah, Ga., arris Tire Co.; ew Orleans, La., H. A. Tutord.

J ,1 + .x—wm , , v j ,, 2P 1 £111.45: '1 >, v -' .

  

..x.

  

 

 
  

30,000 MILES WIIHOU I ADJUSTMENT.

HESE PARSONS WHITE BRASS BEARINGS RA

HAT DISTANCE IN A PACKARD CAR.THEY ARE BACK IN

HE CAR WITHOUT EVEN BENG SCRAPED

STILL RUNNING RUNNNG STLL.

  

r rFY A [OX [j

§,~..:;GFfIEF~T 5 t -. /

l-‘or Automoblle Bodles, Dashes, Guards. Bonnets.

Battery Boxes. Drip Pans, Muttlers. I-Itc.

'I'IONG—DUIABLI

CALILESS—RUS'I'LESS

MOO'I‘H—PAINT ADHERES MY

fi-m- Fara;unify—Hemam: am?

"I STARK ROLLING MILL COMPANY. CANTON. OHIO

  

i .

r. vw--‘ anMb a. sows swig"

  

 
  

 

FlllllilNfiS for the AUIUMUBIIEJEAIIE
Satisfaction -“'

Guaranteed

Thousands of our

Spring Clips

are now in use,

having been sup

plied to the leading

The newest thing in screw drivers is the B. 81 5. "all lteel." Com- auiomOblle manu.

Mm in ONE mace. handle and .11. Light and durable. 'I‘he molt (“Clums

scnsiblc screw driver ever made. Don't fall to get circular. Have you secured our prlces?

THE BILLINGS 8t SPEN€ER CO., Hartford, Conn. M. Now Haven, 0mmI

 

  

 
 

 

 
   

  

IGNITION ABSOLUTELY SURE
Change a bone-llnker and a wring-breaker into an easy riding, real auto- I

mobile in which you can take pride and your passenger! comfort. The use

of S. S. 5. change I near-good car to a real good car and add the finishingtouch of luxury to the best cars. Our booklet tell! you all about them,

and in your: (or the asking. Write (or it. 1

SUPPLEMENTARY SPIRAL sansc ramm- l °L°°"""=L°' "E‘" “"8" "- 8- *
l

1

New York Branch, Remand to Motor Mart Building. (Larger Quarters.) ‘ l (watse'dng Station, D-v L- a w- R- R-)

s'aiénlrlni; \ “ AJAH” “
SPIRAL srnmns 1,} SPARK PLUGS

r
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“THE SILENT SELDEN"
  

$2,000 F. O. B. ROCHESTER. N.Y.

AFTER the remarkable results of our "first year n—tl'1e achieved success ol I908, we salute you

with real and well established confidence as we introduce the Selden oi I909.

Not only has our promise to produce a high grade car of best materials and workmanship ior

$2000 been strictly fulfilled, but we have demonstrated the Selden genius in a silent, strong, comfortable,

durable and handsome car. It does all that the owner wants to do and all that the chauffeur ought to

do. Agents and owners are enthusiastic over it. Not a cheap car at all but one of the ho“ -can

you-do-it-for-the-money kind.

Our I909 wheel base is lengthened 5 inches from 109 to H4; the magneto and pump moved

to left side of motor, the remaining equipment on the right; the brakes enlarged and now rigged

inside the frame; the wheels now 34 inches were 32 inches; the radiator and hood made to conform in

style to longer wheel base—little touches for style and convenience. No radical mechanical changes,

simply because we couldn't find any necessary—no use fooling with what has proved so unusually good.

We can assure those who buy the I909 Seldens all the efliciency of the l908 Seldens with a

little more style and a little more convenience, a little more refinement. The actual records of use and

travel this year have so proven their merit, power and economic stability that it Would be hard to promise

anything better in practical construction.

THE COMING CAR OF MODERATE PRICE
 
 

Catalog and Agency Proposition upon Request. Agencies Wanted Everywhere.

Selden Motor Vehicle CO., Rochester, N. Y.

GEORGE B. SELDEN, President

Members Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

Lg 
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Up and ready when you want it.

Out of the way next minute.

No screws or nuts to bother with. You

put it up and down without taking your hand

off the steering-wheel or even slackening the

Tc" speed of your car.

CA

6‘2 In cold weather you

.__' keep it up all the time.

In middling weather

you keep it up when the

wind troubles you, and

put it down the minute

you want to.

In summer you put

it up to rest your eyes

from the wind, or whenever you pass through

a cloud of dust, or marshy country where

there are small flies in the air.

  

No goggles needed; does away with the

only discomforts of automobiling.

Besides it is the handsomest and best

made of all wind shields.

4-0-inch size, $35. 44-inch size, $37.50

— complete.

At all dealers. If your dealer can’t supply

you, send to us and we will ship it

direct. Send for book anyway.

Soot - prool

Spark Plug

The only spark plug that keeps

itself absolutely free from soot. Pre

vents short-circuiting; does away with .

most of the ignition troubles. .

(I. A. MEZGIER, Inc., 1629 Broadway, New York

  

  

I Want You to Know the

Mechanical Principles

upon which are based the success of

this car.

When 12,000 satisfied owners are all

enthusiastic, there must be something

worth your attention in the

Jami/1f
“The Aristocrat of MOderate Priced Cars."

-WHAT ARE THESE

MAXWELL PRINCIPLES ?

ENGINE AND TRANSMISSION—are built together—cast in one

piece. This makes the strongest possible construction with

a minimum of weight.

THREE-POINT SUSPENSION—Because the engine and transmis

sion case of the Maxwell are combined in a single casting

we are enabled to support the Unit Power Plant from three

points—Motor Age (a technical paper) says “nothing could

be nearer the truth.”

MULTIPLE DISC CLUTCH—Used first by the Maxwell as far

back as 1904, this clutch is now universally copied. Auto

matically lubricated by running in oil—it requires no atten

tion.

STRAIGHT LINE SHAFT DRIVE—A basic Maxwell principle.

N0 chains to break, stretch and wear. Two self-oiling uni

versal joints make this the one perfect method of transmit

ting power.

THERMO-SYPHON COOLING—The Renault, the acknowledged

leading car of France, and the Maxwell are exponents-0f

this idea. A perfect system of watcr-cooling—minus all

complications, namely—the pump and connections.

INDESTRUCTIBLE METAL BODIES that cannot crack, warp,

or blister. N0 wooden body can possibly be as good.

The above are but a few of the Maxwell principles. Our

catalogue goes further into details. Every claim made here we

prove. That's why I want to send you a copy—now—today.

, 0

fly @MM,

Pres-idan

MAXWELL-BRISCllE MOTOR COMPANY

P. 0. Box IM—TARRYTOWN. N. Y.

Main Office and Factory.

Pawtuckel, R. I. New Castle, Ind.
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GROWING

(JIWe have outgrown our present quarters.

 

 

qITo accommodate our steadily increasing business

and to give our stocks sufficient show space,

_ we needs must spread out.

(HAccordingly, we have leased, for a long term,

the building at 2| 5-Zl 7 North Broad Street

(the property immediately adjoining our present

Philadelphia store), which, after extensive

alterations, we will occupy on April lst.

qlThis new building will give us l2,000 feet

of floor space for the display of our wares.

{IIWe invite every reader of the Motor World

to call on us in our new quarters and personally

inspect our stock. We'll show you lots of new

and interesting things.

(II it this is impracticable, let us send you our new

I909 Catalogue. it’s a store in itself.

(llDon't forget we are distributing agents for

Continental Ready-Plated Tires and Demount

able Rims. They are the standard tire equipment.

_

PHILADELPHIA

James L. Gibney &' Bro. M., u.s.A.
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BOSCH

The Preferred

  

MAGNETO

Preferred by manufacturers!

It is part equipment on the greater ma

jority of cars sold with magneto ignition.

Preferred by Race Drivers!

It won l4 of the world's foremost racing

events during I908.

Preferred by the Motoring

Public! There are over 275,000

Bosch Magnetos in daily use.

The Bosch is preferred to all others

because it has consistently proven its

value by past performances, by actual

accomplishments. It is THE magneto

you want for your car. Order now.

BOSCH MAGNETO COMPANY
223-225 West 46m su-eer. New York ALL ZJFQELSES' ggggggm $| _()()

Chicago Branch: 1253 Mlchlgan sz. E M I L G R O S S M A N C M N Y

a296 Broadway Munmcwufls NEW YORK
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THE NEW STEWART

SPEEDOMETER

The Multipolar
Model 14)

 

  

  

 

90-mile scale. This instrument is oi

extreme accuracy.

regard to expense,

and is intended for

the highest powered,

highest priced cars.

Indicating element

is mounted on an

unbreakable diamond bearing. Upper

guides are sapphire. Write tor particulars

Stewart & Clark Mig. Co.
509 Diversey Boulevard, Chicago, U. S. A.

, 1878 Broadway New York
Branches'i697 Woodward, Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
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“DOES NOT BELIE ITS NAME”

Perhaps the strongest claim that can be advanced on behalf of the Overland is its

extraordinary simplicity. This feature does not apply to any one particular part, but to the

whole assembly.

The simplicity of our 4-cylinder

motor,

The simplicity of our transmission,

The simplicity of our control,

The simplicity of all adjustments,

are not even approached by any other

car to-day.

For the new driver the car is ideal.

The experienced driver finds that it

fulfils his every requirement and that

every defect he has hitherto encoun

tered has been taken care of and cor

rected.

\Nrite for catalog to

OVERLAND AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Indianapolis, Ind. _

  

  

 

 

 

  

’Tis not in mortals to command success, but we’ll do more~—deserve if.

 

 

Mayo Radiators have achieved success

by deserving it, and in no other way.

(Therefore that success is presumably of the per

manent and abiding kind.

(Lfiig: is the cause of the absence of MAYO RA

DIATORS from cheap cars.

(Iguality is the reason for the presence of MAYO

RADIATORS on most of the good cars.

(LThe only argument against MAYO RADIATORS

is their price.

(LEvery other consideration dictates their use.

(LMAYO RADIATORS combine sound mechanical

principles, exact design, construction and workman.

ship, together with graceful appearance and perfect

finish; in short, all the good qualities that go to

make the ideal radiator.

lLMAYO RADIATORS are stamped with the hall

mark of class.

(LMAYO RADIATORS are really the thorough

breds of the radiator world.

(LMAYO RADIATORS are made in the kind of a

factory that befits them and by the MAYO RADIA

TOR COMPANY, at New Haven, Connecticut.

M-1_a .-- ~ wwm.utemt.-em 1’s.»- '.’N_-‘
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THE BOSON HOW
like the New York, Chicago and other representative

automobile shows of the year, exhibited more

* restone”
Non-Skid tires on American cars than

any two other non-skids combined.

Firestone tires totaled third in

equipment—more evidence of

the changing sentiment

among motorists against

mere popular price in

favor of the best

possible tire

service.

  

 

 

  

ln the commercial

vehicle section, the

usual preference for tire

equipment stood:

27 sets Firestone Side

Wire Tires —the World's

Standard.

6sets next highest make.

3sets second highest make.

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

7 sets six other competitors combined.

  

Etotal commercial vehicles exhibited.

The prestige of Firestone tires grows, as the demand .7 I

for better tire service increases. -

FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY, llrtl, 0hi0
Branches and Agencies Almost Everywhere.

“The Largest Exclusive Rubber Tire Makers in America.”
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The Car with the Offset Crank-Shaft.

  

Model Forty-four, 34 H. P., $2,250.

Spare Wheel, with Inflated Tire, Buckets, and Tooll. S74. Magneto, $150.

TRY IT ON THE HILLS

Test this car at half-speed on a. hill or sand road where

power—and every ounce of it—is needed. Notice how steadily

and powerfully it pulls when running slowly under load.

  

The capacity of the Rambler engine for doing this extra work is

most noticeable at low engine speeds. This is because of the Offset

Crank-Shaft. -

All that power which in other engines is lost through friction on the

bearings and cylinder “walls is added to the driving force by the Ram

bler Offset Crank-Shaft. It reduces friction, eliminates hammer on bear

ings, gives more power. The Straight-Line Drive delivers the power

direct and with least frictional loss to the rear axle.

Seven-passenger model, 45 horsepower, with Offset Crank-Shaft, $2,500. Other models,

$1,150 to $2,500. A new Rambler catalog has just been issued. It describes and illus

trates all distinctive features of new Ramblers— the Offset Crank-Shaft, Spare Wheel,

Straight-Line Drive, etc. A copy on request.

THE CAR OF STEADY

SERVICE

    

Thomas B. Jeffery & Company, Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, Wis.

Branches and Distributing Agencies; Chicago, Milwaukee, Boston, New York, Cleveland, San Francisco
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WHEREIN 'l'IIl-I INJUNCTHIN FAILS

Unexpected Refusal of Contempt Order in

Rushmore’s Suit—Manhattan’s “Unfair”

Lamps Disposed of Abroad.

 

How to

the rights

have been

dispose of goods that infringe

that

rendered unsalable in America

of other Americans and

by reason of having been “tied up” by an

injunction of a United States Court has

been pointed out by one of those same tri

bunals. In brief. the solution of the appar

ently vexing problem is to ship such goods

abroad.

This solution was evolved in the case of

Samuel \V. Rushmore, of Plainfield, N. J.,

against the Manhattan Screw & Stamping

Co., which just has been decided by Judge

Noyes in the United States Circuit Court

for the Southern District of New York.

It will be recalled that several months

ago Rushmore won an action for unfair

competition against the New York concern,

the unfairness consisting of imitation of

the Rushmore “flared front" type of search

light lamp, the court imposing a fine and

issuing a permanent injunction restraining

the production and sale of the “unfair”

lamps. Despite the injunction, the Manhat

tan company shipped some of its lamps

abroad, learning which Rushmore applied

for an order holding the defendants to be

in contempt of court, the alleged contempt

consisting of violation of the injunction in

sending the enjoined goods to Europe.

When the case was heard the Manhattan

Screw and Stamping Co. proved to the satis

faction of the court that the lamps exported

had been manufactured previous to the is

suance of the injunction, which Judge Noyes

held to be not illegal and he therefore found

that no contempt had been committed.

In his decision, Judge Noyes takes ac

count of the fact that the defendant had

filed an affidavit showing that none of the

lamps covered by the injunction has been

manufactured since it was issued; that none

of the lamps manufactured before the in

junction has been sold in this country since

that time; and that some of the lamps man

ufactured before the injunction was issued

have been sold in Europe since that time.

These statements the plaintiff. Rushmore,

was not in a position to dispute.

“Upon these facts," the court ruled, “the

case is brought, in my opinion, within the

principles of the decisions in Gould vs.

Sessions, 67 Fed. 163, and Bullock vs. West

inghouse, 129 Fed. 105, holding, as I con

strue them, that an injunction against the

infringement of a patent Is not violated by

the sale of the patented article in countries

to which the monopoly does not extend. It

is true that in the former case the court re

ferred to the fact that ‘no preliminary ar

rangement for the sale were made in the

United States,’ but I cannot regard that

statement as imposing a limitation upon the

doctrine respecting sales in foreign coun

tries. The application to adjudge the de~

fendant in contempt is denied.”

Canadian Company to Make Buggies.

The long established Tudhope Carriage

Co., Orillia, Ont., Canada, has taken up

the motor buggy, a separate company, the

Tudhope—McIntyre Co., having been formed

for its manufhcture. The McIntyre (for

merly Kiblinger) engine and other McIn

tyre parts are being used in its production.

New York Firm will Operate Cabs.

In addition to selling the Stearns car in

New York, \IVyckof’f. Church & Partridge

are making ready to operate a taximeter

cab service. They have placed an order

with the Bristol Engineering Co. for 100

Rockwell cabs which are to be fitted with

Hartford tires.
 

York to Produce Motor Vehicles.

The York Carriage Co., of York, Pa.. has

decided to engage in motor car manufac

ture, and has awarded a contract for a

brick addition to its plant for the purpose.

The product will be chiefly commercial ve

hicles, which are expected to be on the mar

ket in May.

PUNC'I'URES STORY 0? CAB TRUST

President Meade, of New York’s Biggest

Company, Says Contemplated Merger is

Fiction—The Question of Rates.

Because apparently the wish is father to

the thought on the part of some men in

terested in taxicab ventures in New York.

reports of an impending or a prospective

taxicab trust have been given wide and

generous publicity during the past few

days. But when President Meade. of the

New York Transportation Co., which con

trols some 800 of the cabs and practically

dominates the situation in New York City,

was asked by the Motor World how much

truth or how much fiction reposed in the

reports, he made prompt and uncvasive re

ply:

“The reports are all fiction so far as we

are concerned,” he said.

The New York Transportation Co. was

one of six concerns which were said to be

involved in the prospective "trust" and was

reported to have been represented at a

meeting inspired by H. W. \‘Yhipple. at

which an agreement to raise the taxicab

rates was agreed on as the first move to

ward the merger.

Mr. Meade stated, however, that the New

York Transportation Co. had not raised its

rates, nor agreed to raise them, though he

added that they ought to be raised. He re

marked that there is no uniform rate in ef

fect and that Mr. \Nhipple’s company, a re

cent entry in the field, which is credited

with having raised its rates in conformity

with the alleged agreement, had charged

the present and higher figure since its be

ginning.

Fire Destroys Rands's Top Factory.

The factory of the Rands Mfg. Co., De

troit, Mich., makers of automobile tops, etc.,

was almost totally destroyed by fire on

Tuesday last, 15th inst. It was insured for

$19,000.
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In the Retail World.

The Southern Vehicle Co., of New Or

leans, La., has added automobiles to its lines.

The concern has taken the agency for the

Mitchell and the \Vaverley.

The Leighton Auto Co., of Brockton,

Mass., has moved into its large new home

at Warren avenue and Bartlett street. The

structure is of concrete and brick.

The Adams Electric Co., of Trenton, N.

J., has opened a garage on East State street.

A repair shop and a department for the sale

of supplies have also been installed.

The Benton Automobile Co.. of Canon,

Colo., has leased the building formerly oc

cupied by the Canon City Automobile Co.

A garage business is being conducted.

The Peerless Motor Specialty Co. is the

style of a new accessory supply house which

has “opened up" at 342 Yonge street. T0

ronto, Canada. H. B. Sills is the manager

of it.

The Smalley Auto Co., Brockton, Mass.,

of which F. E. Smalley is manager, has

leased a garage at 38 Maple avenue. The

firm will handle the Pullman, Regal and

Glide.

The Erdman Auto Garage Co., 12-20 East

Eighth avenue, Denver, Colo., has opened

a new brick garage. The establishment in

cludes a repair department and an electric

charging station.

The Royal Sales Co. has been formed in

Seattle, Wash., to take the agency for Royal

Tourist cars. George E. Dickinson is the

president. and a location has been taken at

1401-3 Broadway.

William Seufert's new garage in Port

Clinton, 0., has been completed. It was

opened up this month, and boasts a well

equipped repair department in addition to

the garage feature.

The Queen City Automobile Co., of Cin

cinnati, O., has taken a new name and will

hereafter be known as the Cadillac Motor

and Garage Co. The headquarters will be

on West Court street.

Chanslor & Lyon, of Los Angeles, one

of the first automobile supply firms on the

Pacific coast, have removed to 945-947 South

Main street. The new location will afford

some much needed “elbow room."

P. K. Morcom has entered the automo

bile business in Denver, Colo., by taking

the agency for Firestone motor buggies and

light delivery wagons. Ilis salesroom and

garage is at 2420 Humboldt street.

The Chicago Motor Car Co. has leased

for 99 years the northeast corner of Mich

igan avenue and Twenty-fourth street. Chi

cago, and will erect thereon a three-story

building that will cost not less than $25,000.

The dimensions of the plot are 134 by 60

feet.

Charles P. Root, one-time editor of the

Motor Age, who has been handlingy motor

boats and cars at l806 Michigan avenue.

Chicago, is preparing to dip more largely

'the Stevens-Duryea,

into cars. To that end he has obtained the

agency for the National.

A branch in Newark, N. J., for the Stev

ens-Duryea Automobile Co. has been opened

in Halsey street. George F. Eveland. for

merly with A. G. Spalding & Co.. the New

York and Philadelphia representatives for

has been appointed

manager. .

The Peoples Automobile Co., Dayton, 0.,

which has been incorporated with $25,000

capital, has taken over the business of the

Blank 8: Lukens Auto Co.. and J. Paul

Bishop at 19-21 West Second street. How

ard K. Wiley will be the manager of the

concern which will handle the E-M-F.,

Thomas and Locomobile cars.

Application for a receiver for the Dayton

Auto Exchange, 600 South Wayne avenue,

Dayton, 0., has been made by Lloyd S.

Johnson, in a suit to dissolve the partner

ship between himself and C. E. Dunn, un

der which the concern was operated. No

estimate is made of the assets or liabilities

of the firm.

Alvan T. Fuller, the well known Boston

agent. has purchased a large plot of ground

on Commonwealth avenue and Gardner

street, on which he will construct a large

concrete garage and machine shop in which

automobile bodies and other things will be

built to order. The plot, which comprises

87.000 square feet, is considerably removed

from the business center of Boston in which

Fuller’s salesrooms are located and which

latter will not be discontinued when the

new place is completed.

Internal dissension in the Missouri Val

ley Automobile Co., of Kansas City, has

led the president, Harvey E. Rooklidge, to

apply for the appointment of a receiver and

the winding up of the business. Rooklidge,

who holds one-third of the capital stock of

$15,000, alleges that on February 26th last,

the other stockholders took forcible pos

session of the company‘s property and have

since refused to recognize him as president.

He states that the company’s liabilities

amount to $30,000 and that though he was

informed that the capital stock was fully

paid up when he bought his one-third inter

est, he since has discovered that such was

not the case.

Due to the report published in the Mo

tor VVorld that the Springfield Automobile

Co., Springfield, Mass., was removing to

Springfield, Ill., the Springfield Automo

bile Co., of which F. G. Jagcr is president,

and which handles the Stevens-Duryea, Lo

comobile and Babcock, write that an erro

neous impression has been crreated. Mr.

Jager claims that his company is entitled

to the use of the name and adds that pre

viously it has been so much annoyed by its

employment by the concern that manufac

tured the Springfield car. to which the re

moval notice referred. that their (the Ja

ger) attorney has notified the makers of

the ear to discontinue the use of the name

as their company title.

The Week’s Incorporations.

Cleveland, O.—Cleveland Taxicab Co., un

der Ohio laws. Increase of capital from

$25,000 to $150,000.

Austin. Tex—Austin Motor Car Co., un

der Texas laws, with $5,000 capital. Cor

porators—WK \V. Pitts, John R. Blocker

and P. R. Schwinge.

Hartford, Conn.—Universal Auto Repair

Co., The, under Connecticut laws, with

$3,000 capital. Corporators—Herbert R.

Seymour, James P. Grady and John F. Daly.

Syracuse, N. Y.—\Vonder Mfg. Co., The

under New York laws, with $40,000 capital;

to manufacture automobiles, etc. Corpor

ators—VV. D. Boyle, G. T. Hurd and B. C.

Cormvell.

Boston, Mass—South End Motor Car

Co.. under Massachusetts laws, with $30;

000 capital; general automobile business.

Corporators—R. G. Irwin, president; F. M.

Durkee, treasurer.

Cheyenne, Wyo.——Cheyenne Automobile

and Supply Co., under \Vyoming laws, with

$5,000 capital; general automobile business.

Corporators—L. E. Smith, T. C. Armstrong,

and M. H. Hartung.

New York City, N. Y.—Connecticut Mo

tor Vehicle Co., under New York laws, with

$50,000 capital; to manufacture motors and

vehicles. Corporators—C. M. Gilpin, H. A.

Stuart and H. C. Murray.

Los Angeles, Cal.—-Pioneer Automobile

Exchange. under California laws, with $25,

000 capital. Corporators—Edwin W. Walk

er, John \V. Mitchell, Frank E. Edwards,

Henry F. Duck, and Robert E. Moir.

New York City, N. Y.—-Rainier Motor

Co., under New York laws, with $350,000

capital; to manufacture vehicles propelled

by power. Corporators—P. N. Lineberger,

G. C. Comstock and F. H. Van Houton.

New York City, N. Y.—\Ionarch Motor

Co., under New York laws, with $25,000

capital; to operate cars for hire. Corpor

ators—A. C. Rader, E. H. Fritchman, Mont

clair, N. J.; F. J. Griffin, New York City.

Nashville, Tenn—Tennessee Automobile

Co., of Hamilton County, under‘Tennessee

laws, with $10,000 capital. Corporators—

H. Blacklock, R. A. Brantley, E. G. l'luf
facker, Jepitha Bright and G. H. Blackloek.

Providence, R. I.—Driving Club Stable,

The, under Rhode Island laws, with $100,000

capital; to do a garage and general automo

bile business. Corporators—John \V. Page.

Milton \V. Mason and Stephen L. Tingley.

Louisville, Ky.—VVeber Auto-Truck Mfg.

Co., The, under Kentucky laws, with $10,000

capital; to manufacture gasolene and elec

tric trucks. Corporators—Frank \Veber,

Edward J. \Veber and J. L. McBurnie, Jr.

Chicago. I..—Adams Automobile Co., un

der Illinois laws, with $5,000 capital; pub

lishing and manufacturing business and to

eonduet automobile school. Corporators—

M. P. Morissey, J. H. Dunn and J. M. Try

rell.
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UNIT C0". BUYS MORE PATENTS

Four Added to the Two Already Owned—

Rights That Are Secured by the New

Acquisitions.

Being already possessed of the Varley

and Williams patents. Nos. 878,435 and 884,

116, both of which were applied for in 1904

and issued in 1908 and which are claimed

to cover the now universal unit coil con

struction, the Unit Coil Co., 34 Jersey City,

has further strengthened its position by the

purchase of four other patents bearing on

the situation.

The latter rights are those covered by the

Brigham and Lawton patents on coils and

the Miller and Dow patents

claimed to control the basic rights to mas

which are

ter vibrators.

The Lawton patent, No. 911,414, applied

for in 1907 and issued last month. and the

Brigham patent apply to multiple cylinder

ignition with an ignition device for each

cylinder and a coil for each device, and

means for bringing the ignition devices into

successive operation for preventing interfer

ence between the coils to prevent cross fir

ing. The Miller patent, No. 754,666, grant

ed March 15, 1904, substantially covers the

combination of two or more coils, a circuit

breaker and a multiple-switch controlling

the primaries of the coils and an interrupter

and its controlling magnet in series with the

primaries of the coils. The Dow patent,

No. 752,384, issued February 16. 1904. de

scribes apparatus including a plurality of

coils,a sparking device for each coilv a source

of energy, a single vibrator and condenser,

a separate circuit for each coil, an inter

rupter for each circuit, means for operat

ing the interrupter dissimultaneously and

means for impressing on each circuit a con

denser discharge.

Imperial Wheel Denies Absorption.

Although it had been understood that the

Imperial Wheel Co., of Flint, Mich., was so

closely allied with the Dort-Durant and

Buick interests as to be connected with or

influenced by the $12,500,000 General Mo

tors C0., of which Buick is the mainspring,

I. D. Dort, president of the Imperial Wheel

Co., wires that the report to that effect pub

Iished in last week’s Motor World is untrue.

He asks politely that the denial be published

and, of course, this is cheerfully done, the

Dort denial adding but one more to the

long list of denials that have been brought

out since the more or less mysterious Ger

eral Motors merger first was conceived.

The prospectus of the merger exploiting its

stock which was printed exclusively in the

Motor World last week was the first really

authentic information regarding it that has

been obtainable. But now that the “se

cret” is out and invited guests have been

admitted to the ground floor, it is stated

that the beauties of the merger and its

wares are shortly to be exploited by some

spreadcagle advertising, the campaign hav

ing been entrusted to a corps of experts

New York Car and Truck Schedule.

Schedules in bankruptcy of the New York

Car & Truck Co., of Kingston, N. Y., were

filed last week. The company, of which

Orlando F. Thomas, of New York, was pres

ident, was at one time engaged in the man

ufacture of the Allen-Kingston car under

contract, and became involved in litigation

because of alleged failure to make deliv

eries in accordance with its agreement, fol

lowing which receivership proceedings were

brought. The schedules show liabilities

$496,580, of which $309,603 are secured, $7,

171 for taxes and $2,829 wages, and nominal

assets_$2,821,742, consisting of factory prop

erty and plant, $2,500,000, actual value.un

known, mortgaged for $308,000; stock. $86,

- 558, accounts $11.885, notes $2,450, cash in

bank $724, office furniture $125, and shares

of stock in other corporations $220,000.

Bankrupt Charged with Concealing Assets.

Charles L. Cohn has been appointed re

ceiver for the Pneu L’Electric Co., New

York, who imported some tires and sold

some wind shields and against whom a peti

tion in bankruptcy was filed on February

24th last. At that time a receiver was not

asked for, but it now is alleged that prior

to the bankruptcy proceedings the greater

part of the assets were secreted. The sched

ules of the company show liabilities of

$31,338 and nominal assets of $12,856. con

sisting of stock, $3,000: accounts.$9,082,

and cash, $774. Among the creditors are

William H. Cowan and D. B. Mitchell

$14,423; David B. Mitchell. $2,496; George

Leveene, $6,500; John Quinlan, $2,023 and

the Class Journal Co., $1.940.

Rainier Once More in Motion.

Having completed reorganization and

having reincorporated as the Rainier Mo

tor Co., John T. Rainier and his associates

have acquired from the receiver all rights,

titles, etc., to the assets of the Rainier Mo

tor Car Co., and have resumed operations.

Mr. Rainier is president and Paul N. Line

berger. vice-president of the new company,‘

which has started moving the wheels in the

factory at Saginaw, Mich., and also leased

the building on the northeast corner of

Broadway and Sixty-fourth street for New

York headquarters. It is expected that the

new Rainier model will reach New York

next week.

Seward Joins Michelin Sales Staff.

William Seward. Jr., formerly with the

Hartford Rubber Works and latterly of the

Seward Rubber C0.. has joined the staff of

the Michelin Tire Co. He will be attached

to the general sales department.

The Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co. has opened

a New York branch at 1796 Broadway.

N0 CHANGE IN IMPORT DUTIES

Revised Tariff Lists Both Cars and Tires

at Existing Rates—Patent Situation

Given New Turn.

Despite the more or less—about 99 per

cent. less—remarkable philanthrophy of the

Flint (Mich.) manufacturer {engaged in

floating a $12,000,000 holding company—

which has stock for sale—who hired a law

yer and who himself later appeared before

the Ways and Means Committee to second

the efforts of the importers to obtain a re

duction in the import duty on automobiles,

the Congressional committee has done noth

ing of the sort.

The revised tariff, which was introduced

yesterday into Congress keeps automobiles

and parts thereof exactly where they were

before—~at a duty of 45 per cent. ad valorem.

Heretofore they were classed as “manufac

tured steel not otherwise specified,” but in

the new tariff they are specifically listed.

Tires also remain at 30 per cent.

It is thought possible that the dejection

of the Flint manufacturer at the plight of

his co-laborers, the importers, is of the sort

that will require him to stuff a handker

chief in his mouth to conceal his feelings.

It cannot be said that the action of the

Ways and Means Committee causes any

surprise. It had come to be reasonably well

understood that the practically unanimous

plea, of the American trade that the duty

be left unchanged would be heeded.

The most surprising feature of the new

tariff is the unexpected notice which it

serves on England, France and Germany

that two can play at the game of nulli

fying patents granted to non-residents

unless the articles so patented actually are

manufactured in the country issuing the

supposed protective grant. The section in

the new tariff covering this point applies

the same rules to patents obtained in the

United States by aliens that are adopted

by the country of which these aliens are

citizens in respect to patents issued there

to citizens of the United States. This will

compel foreigners obtaining patents in the

United States to manufacture here or for

feit the rights to their patents.

 

Alleges Infringement of Goodyear Rim.

Suit alleging patent infringement has

been brought against the Standard Univer

sal Rim Co., of Columbus, 0., by F. A. Sei

berling, president of the Goodyear Tire 8!

Rubber Co., of Akron, 0. In the complaint,

which has been filed in the United States

Circuit Court, for the Eastern Division of

the Southern District of Ohio, it is claimed

that the Standard company is producing a

rim which incorporates some important

features of the Goodyear quick detachable

rim that are covered by the patent rights

of the plaintiff.
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THE WHITE STEAMER
Is the Most Desirable Car

  

The White Steamer hasfmany desirable qualities not possessed by any other automobile.

It is the only car which is noiseless, odorless, smokeless and free from vibration. It is the only car

which can be driven at any speed without the shifting of gears. For these reasons the passengers

in a White enjoy a degree of comfort not obtainable in any other type of car.

The superiority of the White in these respects was well summed up in the following official

report by the Quartermaster-General of the United States Army:

“The White is simple in operation. The means of propulsion being steam, it is

better suited for the transportation of the sick and wounded than gasolene cars on ac

count of its free and smooth running, freedom from violent vibration and ease of con

trolling the speed between maximum and minimum without jerks or jolts."

These considerations, which influenced theWar Department (and later the Navy Department)

to adopt the White exclusively for motor ambulance work, should incline the private purchaser,

who values simplicity and comfort, toward the White.

The White has an unequaled record for supreme reliability and for low cost of up-keep, and

anyone who purchases a car without at least investigating the White is acting with only a partial

understanding of present-day attainments in the construction of automobiles.

We make two models—a 20 horse-power car at $2000 and a 40 horse-power car at $4000

(shown above).

Write Ior ell-log.

THE WHITE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO

PITTSBURG 188-48 Beatty St. CHICAGO Z40 Micki an Ave.

CLEVELANb, 407 Rockwell Ave. SAN FRANCISCO lrket St. at Van Neal Ave.

ATLANTA, 120-125 Marietta St.

NEW YORK CITY Broadway at 621! St.

BOSTON. 320 New ury St.

PHILADELPHIA. 629-33 N. Broad St.

If
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“Up to about a year ago I subscribed for

five or six different automobile trade pub

lications, including the Motor World, but

now I take only one—the Motor World—

as I find that it covers not only everything

all the trade journals print, but especially

on the first three pages presents such news

as none of the other papers even seem able

to get. There is no doubt that the Motor

World is by far the most up-to-date purely

automobile trade paper printed."—I-I. .

Koehler. S. G. Co., New York. by H. J.

Koehler, president.

Adaptation of Methods to Markets.

It must be something of a cross to some

manufacturers who are branching out into

foreign fields to learn that they must change

their methods to suit the territory. Branch

ing out into foreign business is like branch

ing out into a new territory at home, in

this one respect, that in order to succeed.

both the product and the manner in which

it is displayed must be such as to appeal to

the local inhabitants. Only, in branching

out into a new state in the Union, the dif

ferences in local conditions are so slight

0

All the

same the work of handling :1 new domestic

as to appear almost negligible.

territory commonly is placed in the hands

of a local man whose methods of approach

where successful are so in a measure pro

portionate to his understanding of local

necessities as well as his ability as a sales

man. So in the foreign field, the buying

class must be approached on an even foot

ing of language and business custom.

Perhaps this necessity assumes no graver

character than in the matter of trade liter

ature. To the average manufacturer cat

aloging appears somewhat in the light of a

burden at all times. But the idea that for

eign catalogs must be presented not merely

in the form of translations, but rewritten

completely, in order to appeal to the read

ers’ minds is not easy to assimilate. No

matter in what light it is regarded the cat

aloging outlay always is a heavy one, from

which it is difficult to trace direct results.

Yet as the average catalog is quite as much

a reason-why argument as a mere listing

of qualities and specifications, it is impor

tant that the reasons and the reasoning

In this

respect it is important that no foreign sell

be such as to appeal to the reader.

ing campaign be undertaken under the mis

taken impression that the introduction of

foreign products against local competition

can be handled simultaneously with a con

version of local methods to those obtaining

in the locality from which the product orig

inates. Competitions are based on the ri

valry of equivalents or apparent equivalents,

and no business competition can be waged

successfully in the face of an attempted re

form which seeks to overthrow one of the

pillars of the social fabric of any land as

strong as that of business tradition.

 
_

Breaking Down of Trade Prejudices.

Indications continue to point to a condi

tion of extreme anxiety on the part of those

who are engaged in the carriage trade to

cultivate the automobile field in some of its

many branches. From the numbers of old

line carriage _makers who are at present en

gaged in the production either of automo

bile bodies or else the assemblage in one

guise or another of the high-wheeled type

of motor vehicle, down through the line to

the small retailers who are eagerly grasp

ing the opportunity of getting into the busi

ness of motor vehicle selling by establish

ing agencies merely as side lines. a contin

ual and growing movement is manifest

which marks an equally persistent dissolu

tion of the lines of demarcation between the

two industries which used to be so rugged

ly maintained. Further than that, it is ob

servable that the accepted organs of the

carriage trade, the vehicle and implement

journals. are equally astute in cultivating

the business.

Back of this general acknowledgment of

the importance of the motor vehicle move

ment is found more than a slow breaking

which

It is no longer

down of the barrier of prejudice

formerly was so strong.

possible to conceal the fact that the car

riage trade is in a very bad way and that it

is welcoming the possibilities of income de

rivable from the automobile not simply as a

result of a growing breadth of appreciation,

but also because it helps to divert to fast

emptying coffers a welcome dollar now and

then.

sive and beautifully made carriages being

Incidents are not wanting of expen

sold at ridiculously incommensurate prices

merely to clear them off the floors where

they have stood until their sales value is

threatened because of their shopworn ap

pearance; of speculators buying vehicles at

bargain prices in large lots and shipping

them to distant points on the chance of an

ticipating the spread of the automobile

movement, only to find that they are too

late; of stocks which have been on hand so

long that their owners are beginning to de

spair of ever being able to move them.

Incidentally the enrollment of the car

riage trade in the marketing end of the au

tomobile business involves an important bit

of education for a large number of the class.

Accustomed to a relatively small but con

stant flow of business practically through

out the year, and to long credits, they come

into the automobile field with an idea that

they can buy at any time from the manufac

turers, renew their purchases when they

please, and generally throw the burden of

stock carrying on the maker himself. In

stead, they are faced with the, to them, as

tonishing proposition that they must be

content with a relatively small allotment

for the first year because the maker's stock

already is low, although active trading at

retail has not even begun to a noticeable

amount; and further, that if they really

want to share in the profits of the automo

bile business. they must come around early

in the fall with definite plans for the as

sumption of a liberal allotment, for the fol<

lowing year, which they must accept on the

maker's own terms and under conditions

of the most rigorous nature.
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As a class the carriage trade embodies a

clean, wholesome, business-like group of

men, well schooled in the lore of their line

and in many cases, born and bred to it.

Once learning the novel conditions to be

encompassed in the handling of motor ve

hicles, they are likely to prove a useful and

independent contingent and therefore a wel

come addition to the forces at work in the

industry. At the same time, such are their

' methods in some instances and so poor their

grasp of the swift-moving progress of the

industry that it is inevitable that some of

them should fall victims to the very novelty

which

called upon to work. Others are likely to

of the conditions under they are

develop into a strong and useful addition

to the automobile dealers’ ranks and to

those of the makers, as indeed some already

have done.

 

Wierd Efiect of the Boston Show.

Until The Automobile of last week made

its; appearance, it is reasonably certain that

none of the exhibitors and not even the

management of the Boston show thoroughly

realized how terribly profound and how

marvellously mouthfilling is that function,

But

thanks to the intensified vibrations of a

or what a peculiar niche it occupies.

three cycle brain possessed by the Au

tomobile, the status of the Boston show now

is fixed for all time and in words so exqui

sitely opaque that not even a Fiji Islander

or a babe in arms can fail of quick under

standing and rounded appreciation. List to

this charming flow of lumpid description:

Pyramided superiority is the summation of

the increments for quality, eked out of all

the cars, but the height of the pyramid, and

its nice proportions, gained immensely at

the Boston show, due to the presence of

cars of splendid promise, exhibited for the

first time, braving the metropolis of the sa~

gaciously conservative, at small risk of ad

verse criticism, due to the enlightened state

of automobile designing on the one hand,

and the profusion of superior materials to

be had for the asking. It was re

garded as distinctly elevating to go into

the Boston show for no other purpose than

to critically examine the newcomers, bask

ing in the sunlight of conservative features,

strong with good materials and bristling

with that formidable array of armament,

beaten into form sublime in the smithy of

simplicity, launched in a sea of art.

If The Automobile now will but set that

stuff to music and require its other half, the

Motor Age, to sing or to whistle it. the

summation of the increments will not have

been performed in vain.

BRO0KLYN DEALERS 0PPOSE Sll0W

Hockey Promoters Scent a Good Thing and

Secure Local Club's “Sanction”—But

the Trade Says Nay.

As the skating and hockey seasons have

about spent themselves, C. H. Green and E.

I. Rowe, who are said to be the lessees of

the Clermont Rink in Brooklyn, N. Y.,

have hit upon an automobile show as being

a good magnet with which to attract 50

cents pieces from the purses of Brooklyn

folk. Accordingly they have programmed

a show for the week April 10-17, inclusive,

which according to a neat prospectus, they

have issued, has been “sanctioned by the

Long Island Automobile Club,” and will be

“the most beautiful automobile show ever

held in America.” Fifty-six spaces have

been laid out in the rink, the prices ranging

from $110 to $300, which would net a tidy

income to say nothing of the gate receipts.

Green and Rowe figure as managers of the

show and as the “honorary committee of

the Long Island Automobile Club,” a good

ly part of the membership roll is employed.

Because of its "sanction," the Long Isl

and club is supposed to be due to obtain a

“rake-off," but despite the fact the Brook

lyn trade is not likely to stand for the

plucking. Eighteen of the local dealers have

jointly expressed their disapproval and will

have nothing to do with the affair.

 

Thomas and Houpt Fix Date for Parting.

The E. R. Thomas Motor Co.’s New York

branch, which as the Motor World stated

in December last would be established with

W. B. Hurlburt as manager, will be estab

lished April 1 in the store at Broadway and

Sixty-third street, now occupied by the

Harry S. Houpt Co., the Thomas agents.

On that date the Houpt company will take

over Mr. Houpt's interest in the Herreshofi

and Houpt cars and will remove to Broad

way and Sixty-eighth street.

 

Fellwock Buys a Larger Factory.

The Fellwock Automobile & Manufactur

ing Co., Detroit, Mich., has purchased the

factory at Harriett and Virginia streets, in

that city, which now is occupied by the

Schelosky Table Mfg. Co. and will take pos

session about August lst next. The pur

chase will permit of a large increase of

production of Fellwock wind shields and

other accessories.

Organized to Improve Electric Service.

The Electric Vehicle and Central Station

Association is the style of an organization

which grew out of a dinner during the Bos

ton show given, it is said, by the promoter

of a new publication to be devoted to those

interests which is due shortly to make its

appearance. The officers chosen are as

 

COMING EVENTS

  

 

March 13-20, Minneapolis, Minn—Min

neapolis Automobile Show Association's

show, National Guard Armory.

March 15-20, Rochester, N. Y.—Rochester

Automobile Dealers Association's show,

Convention Hall.

March 16, l7, l8, Chattanooga, Tenn.—

Three days race meet and hill climb on

Lookout Mountain.

March 17, 18, 19, Pittsburg, Pa.—Three

days' endurance run.

March 22-27, Toledo, O.—Toledo Automo

bile Dealers Association’s automobile show.

March 23-26, Daytona, Fl:-..—The Motor

Contest Association’s (Inc.) seventh annual

international races, Daytona Beach.

March 24-27, Syracuse, “)1. Y.-Syracuse

Automobile Dealers Association’s first an

nual show, New York St rte armory.

March 25, 26, 27, Logansport, Ind—Au

tomobile show, old rink.

March 27, Atlanta, Ga.—Fulton County

Automobile Club’s third annual hill-climb,

Stewart’s hill.

March 27-April 3, Pittsburg, Pa.-—Auto

mobile Dealers Association's show, Du~

quesne Garden.

April 10, New York City—New York Au

tomobile Trade Association’s second semi

annual hill climb on Fort George hill.

April 1547, Louisville, Ky.—Louisville

Automobile Association's show, Coliseum.

May 18, 19, Norristown, Pa.—Norristown

Automobile Club’s endurance run, to Ha

gerstown, Md., and return.

May 19-22, Philadelphia, Pa.—Quaker

City Motor Club's endurance contest, Phil

adelphia-Pittsburg and return.

 
 

follows: President, Frank I. Stone; sec

retary, H. F. Sands; treasurer, L. R. Wallis;

executive committee, Day Baker, Col. E. W.

M. Bailey, S. G. Thompson. A. C. Gray, A.

F. Neale, J. H. Neal. E. C. Manson, C. B.

Davis and N. T. Wilcox. The idea, it is

said, is to bring more sharply to the atten

tion of the central charging stations the ad

vantages and profits which may accrue not

merely from the charging of electric auto

mobiles, but from their sales and care and

repair.

Ajax-Grieb Men in New Positions.

H. M. De Silva, who for several years

has represented the Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co.

“on the road," has been appointed man

ager of the Ajax branch in Chicago, and

L. B. Smith, who formerly had charge of

the New York branch, has been succeeded

by Joseph S. Gibbs. Smith, however, still

remains in the Ajax-Grieb service; here

after he will travel New York and Connec

ticut.
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ENDURANCE RUN A SCORCIIING RACE

Fourteen Perfect Scores in New York-Bos

ton Contest—Speed Laws Violated and

One Fatality Results.

 

By the graciousness of policemen, con

stables, and others concerned in the en

forcement of the speed laws of New York,

Connecticut and Massachusetts, the mis

named “endurance run” between New York

City and Boston on Thursday last, 11th

inst., was allowed to finish. Had the guard

ians of the public safety done their duty

as laid down by State legislation every con

testant that finished the scorch would have

been disqualified. The rules would not have

permitted otherwise.

Of the twenty starters that left Colum

bus Circle, New York City, at one minute

any contestant for exceeding the speed lim

its would result in disqualification. Through

the generousness of the police, therefore,

14 cars were enabled to finish with “clean ~

scores."

Few figures as to the times made by the

contestants between the various controls

are obtainable, but it is stated that one

driver reached New Haven 1 hour 14 min

utes ahead of schedule, Hartford 39 min

utes, Worcester 58 minutes, and Boston 35

minutes ahead. The minimum time allowed

by law, was as follows: New Haven 80

miles, 4 hours; Hartford, 42 miles, 2 hours

6 minutes; Worcester, 79 miles, 3 hours 57

minutes; Boston, 44 miles, 2 hours 6 min

utes.

All of the drivers were on time at New

Haven with the exception of C. H. Beecher,

whose car carried the unlucky number “13.”

Considerable mud, of the deep, sticky yel

low variety, was encountered between New

Haven and Hartford. but despite the heavy

 

The scorch was attended by one fatality,

and that occurred before the cars reached

New Haven, the first checking station. The

reports of the accident are varied, but a

condensation of them shows that A. W.

Wallace, a business man of Bridgeport, was

killed while driving between Bridgeport

and Fairfield. Wallace was in a closed

coupe, the team being in charge of a coach

man, and Wallace is supposed to have fallen

out of the carriage when the horses, it is

alleged, became frightened at the automo

biles. The coachman did not know his em

ployer was not in the coupe. The local au

thorities got busy and by some unknown

vastuteness they decided that Paul Lacroix

had been responsible for the accident. La

croix was apprehended at New Haven, and

although he denied all knowledge of the af

fair, he was held in bail on four counts

for his appearance in Fairchild, New Ha

ven, Bridgeport and Stratford. Then he

was allowed to proceed on his journey, but

  

  

  

IN A TRAFFIC JAM AT NEW HAVEN

intervals, beginning at 6.30 a. m., 17 finished

in front of the Mechanics Building in Bos

ton the same night, and of that number

14 received perfect scores, as follows: W.

\V. Burke, Mora; A. D. Cordner, Acme; A.

D. Hall, Matheson; C. S. Carris, Franklin;

Guy Vaughn, Stearns; Arthur Dennison,

Knox; V. P. Pisani, Zust; Ray McNamara,

Premier; M. W. Batts, Stearns; C. S. Roth

fuss, Matheson; L. R. Burns, Cadillac; J. I.

Miller, Cleveland; H. A. Street, Cadillac,

and C. W. Kelsey, Maxwell.

The “endurance run,” or more properly

the unholy scorch for the Chester I. Camp

bell trophy was arranged so that it was ab

solutely impossible for a contestant to fol

low the rules and at the same time not break

any State laws. The schedule called for a

minimum of 20 miles an hour and a driver

was penalized one point for each minute

late in checking into a station. No penal

ization was given for arriving ahead of

time except that a contestant could not

check in until the proper time, but late ar

rivals were penalized in proportion to their

tardiness. The result was that every con

testant had to maintain a speed of 30, 40 or

even 50 miles at times to keep up with the

schedule. The rule was that the arrest of

going 18 of the contestants reached that

city without mishap, the absentees being

Fred Dickinson and W. 5. Cox. From Hart

ford to Worcester was comparatively easy

riding, but the bad roads between the lat

ter city and Boston were responsible for the

dropping of several perfect scores. More

than 100 points were dropped in the stretch

of 40 miles.

Those drivers who failed to receive “per

fect scores" apparently had good reason for

it. W. E. Shuttleworth, who lost 6 points

in the Haynes, explained that he had lost

the road between New Haven and Hart

ford. Dickinson in the Kisselkar incurred

his penalty through skidding into a curb

and putting his car temporarily out of the

running; he was assessed 165 points. W.

E. Force, Lozier, lost two points for being

late in checking at Worcester, but he pro

tested, claiming that he was unable to

reach the checker in time because of the

congestion of cars at that point. Lacroix

lost 16 points because of being detained at

New Haven, and W. S. Cox, Coates-Goshen

lost 50 points for being late after running

into a stone wall outside of Worcester. C.

H. Beecher, in the Atlas, was taxed 200

points, for being late at controls.

CHECKING IN AT NEW HAVEN CONTROL

he lost his perfect score because of the

delay.

The last leg of the course brought another

mishap, but not to any of the contestants.

E. P. Blake, together with two companions,

started from Boston to meet the contest

ants. They met the scorching cavalcade

at Worcester and turned around to accom

pany them into the Hub. Near Marlboro

the car was overturned and Blake and his

companions were thrown out, the former

injuring his back to such an extent that C.

W. Kelsey in the contesting Maxwell, took

him to the Marlboro hospital. The others

escaped with slight bruises. It was for

tunate that there were not several more

mishaps.

Lacroix was charged with refusing to

stop when signaled at Stratford, of reckless

driving in New Haven, of causing the acci

dent at Fairfield, and of mutilating an

American flag at Bridgeport. Lacroix was

promptly cleared of the Stratford and New

Haven charges and, on Monday was freed

from all blame by the courts of both Bridge

port and Fairfield. In the morning he was

given a hearing in the former city, on the

charge relative to the flag mutilation and

in the examination it was brought
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A. D. HALL, MATIIESON. AT new HAVEN

out that none of the police was in uniform;

that the flag was not unfurled, and conse

quently there was no way in which La

croix could distinguish it from a piece of

red bunting. After hearing the testimony

Judge Carl Foster immediately found the

defendant not guilty.

In the afternoon Lacroix was given a

trial before Justice Bacon Wakeman in

Fairfield. He was not represented by coun~

sel. As soon as the court opened Grand

Iuror Clintus H. King, who acted as prose

cutor, said that he had examined the wit

nesses privately and was satisfied that no

blame could be attached to him, and there

fore in the absence of counsel for the de

fendant would move that he be adjudged

not guilty. The judge allowed the motion

and Lacroix was completely exonerated.

Following the legal difficulties in Connec

ticut and the penalization consequent to

the delay which was incident thereto, Paul

Lacroix, who was held as responsible for

the death of a local resident along the

route of the New York to Boston scorch,

filed a protest with L. M. Bradley, referee

0f the afiair in an effort to have the 16

points which were charged against him

quashed. After duly considering the pro

test, however, Bradley decided that the pen

alization must stand, arguing very justly

that as the entry blank specifically provided

penalties for tardiness at controls, and as

the applicant admitted in his protest that

he was tardy, he has no recourse but to

accept the penalty. Bradley further indi

 

A. D. CORDNER. ACME. AT WORCESTER
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cates that the fact that the applicant, La

croix, was discharged by the various courts

has no bearing on the matter, save. that had

he been convicted, he would have been dis

qualified outright by that provision of the

rules which made violation of the speed

  

C. S. CARRIS, FRANKLIN, AT NEW HAVEN

occurring during the race will not be suf

fered to go unpunished is made plain by a

letter sent to Manager Campbell by the

highway commission on the 13th inst. It

states that the commission is investigating

the matter and adds that “it will consider

     

 

RAY McNAMARA, PREMIER, NEARING BRIDGEPORT

law punishable in that way. That other con

testants who, by their very records are

shown to have merited disqualification on

the same ground are permitted to escape

disqualification only because they were not

arrested and taken into court is not stated,

though the inference is plain.

That any violation of Massachusetts law

  

it sufiicient cause for the suspension or re

vocation of any operator‘s license, and the

suspension or revocation of any owner's or

dealer’s registration certificate whenever it

ascertains that such operator, owner or deal~

er or their automobile or automobiles were

involved in reckless operation or gross vio

lation of the speed laws."

 

 

C. H. ROTHFUSS, MATHESON, A'I‘ WORCESTER
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NEW ATTACK 0N NEW JERSEY LAW

Issue Raised on Constitutionality of License

Fees—Points Involving Freedom of

Inter-State Traffic.

In a fresh attack on the constitutionality

of the New Jersey automobile law, directed

in concert by Charles Thaddeus Terry,

John W. Griggs and John \V. Harding,

there has been raised the point which it

seems should long ago have been raised,

i. e., that the law does not constitute equal

and exact justice and conflicts with the

Constitution of the United States in that

it abridges the right and privileges of cit

izenship guaranteed by that instrument.

The nominal complaint in the case upon

which the trio of learned counsellors are en

gaged is Frank J. Kane, of New York,

who was arrested in Paterson because,

while his automobile carried a properly reg

istered New York license, it did not carry

a New Jersey registry. He has appealed the

decision and fine which was imposed on him.

These points are made in the brief, which

has been filed in the New Jersey Supreme

Court:

1. The license fees exacted from owners

of automobiles by the act of 1908 are not

limited to the cost of registration and in

spection, but exceed that cost to an extent

so large as to require the court to deter

mine judicially that they are intended as

revenue measures.

2. These fees are a tax upon property, and

as such are not laid in accordance with the

requirements of the Constitution of New

Jersey upon the true value of vehicles, but

are arbitrarily fixed upon the basis of horse

power capacity; hence they are illegal

against all persons. whether residents or

non-residents.

3. This tax cannot be supported as a priv

ilege tax.

4. If the court shall be of the opinion that

these license fees as revenue measures are

valid as against residents of New Jersey,

they are invalid with respect to citizens of

other States because they conflict with the

provisions of the Constitution of the United

States; (a) They are a burden upon inter

State commerce; (b) they abridge the priv

ileges of citizens of the United States; (c)

they require as a condition of granting a

license that citizens of other States shall

authorize an agent in New Jersey to accept

service of proeess in suits brought against

such licensees, thereby further abridging

their privileges as citizens of the United

States, and denying to them the equal pro

tection ~of the laws by discriminating

against them in respect to such suits, in

favor of residents of New JerSey.

5 Considerations of inter-State comity

should induce the court so to construe this

law, if it is reasonably possible to do so, as

not to place the stamp of judicial approval

upon an act which works unjustly and not

inequitably upon citizens of sister States.

in support of the point covering the priv

ilege tax, the brief discriminates'between

the natural rights of persons and the rights

-of corporations, which latter rights exist

by virtue only of franchises. “The right of

a citizen of another State to enter the ter

ritory of New Jersey," it contends, “and

travel upon the public highways is not a

privilege which can be either granted or

withheld by New Jersey. The right sub

sists irrespective of the will or pleasure of

the legislature of New Jersey. It is founded

on the guarantee of free intercourse be

tween the States. It is one of the privi

leges of citizens of the United States which

the States are forbidden to impair."

To support the fifth point there is quoted

at length a decision of the Appellate Divi

sion of the Supreme Court of New York in

the case of a Hoboken hackman who was

temporarily transporting passengers to the

temporary piers of the North German Lloyd

Company in Brooklyn following the destruc

tion by fire of the Hoboken piers. The

hackman was arrested for failure to take out

a license in New York, as required by ordi

nance, and the Supreme Court of New York

held that the upholding of a decision against

the hackman would justify retaliatory meas

ures on the part of‘New Jersey and would

be inhospitable. 'A decision is not expected

before April.

Cobe Cup. for Stock Cars Accepted.

Following immediately after the official

acceptance of the proffered Cobe trophy

for a stock car race near Chicago, which

took place at the Boston meeting of the

board of directors of the American Automo

bile Association last week, a delegation of

the Chicago Automobile Club which is pro—

moting the event, made a thorough survey

of the proposed Lake County, Indiana.

course, with the result that it was pro

nounced as being not only satisfactory, but

in many respects superior to the Briar

cliffe circuit in Westchester county, N. Y.,

if not equal to the Vanderbilt course itself.

While one short section still remains in

determinate, the measurement of the course

as gone over by the official delegation on

Sunday last, was 23.6 miles. It is proposed

to make the race 400 and possibly 450 miles

long, though this point has not been de

finitely decided as yet. There are two

straightaways, one of 6 miles and the other

of nearly 10 miles, while in other portions

the course presents a serpentine contour

sufficiently trying to tax the skill of the

most experienced driver to the utmost.

Practically throughout its entire length it

is wide enough for two cars to pass.

Chairman Charles P. Root of the con

test board of the club has increased the

membership in his committee from three to

live, in order the better to handle the work

of the two days meet which is fast assum

ing large proportions. The membership as

it now stands is composed of F. H. Trego.

O. G. Temme, H. P. Branstetter, C. A. Tilt,

B. Edwards, J. B. Diebler and F. N. Martin.

Dates Fixed for Detroit’s Run.

This year the annual reliability run of,

the Detroit (Mich) Automobile Dealers As

sociation will be a four days affair, starting

on May 10th and finishing on the 13th.

FREIJNGIIUYSEN BLOCKS REVISION

New York New Jersey Senator Holds up

Colgate Bill for Amendment—Senate

Extends the Speed Limit.

Although it was expected that the Col

gate bill, which is several degrees more

American-like than the existing Freling

huysen laws, would come up for passage in

the New Jersey Senate on Tuesday last,

that more or less eminent New York New

Jerseyman, Senator Joe Frelinghnysen, let

it be known that he was still “on guard"

and would strenuously oppose any effort

to draw the teeth of his pet measure, and

The Colgate bill pro

limit to 30

miles per hour and to permit non-residents

no action was taken.

posed to increase the speed

to use the roads of New Jersey for 30'(lays

for $1, instead of levying on them the same

stiff fees which are exacted of residents of

the State.

Frelinghuysen, however, thought that

was giving too much for the money and in

a subsequent conference decided that eight

days for $1 is sufficient and the Colgate bill

probably will be amended. On Tuesday.

however, the Senate passed the Bradley

amendments, extending the speed limit to

25 miles per hour and reduces the fees of

justices of the peace to $2.85. Previously,

the House had considered the Colgate bill

and'reduced the 30 miles an hour clause to

20 miles, and also defeated an amendment

proposed by Representative Meyer to in

crease? the fees. The House, however,

unanimously passed another Colgate bill

aimed at “joy riders." It provides that any

one driving a car without the positive con

sent of the owner or while intoxicated, shall

have license revoked and be adjudged guilty

of a misdemeanor.

North Carolina Law~ Exempts a County.

North Carolina has placed a new auto

mobile law on its books which will become

effective July lst next, but which remark

able to relate exempts from its operation

the little seacoast county of New Hanover in

which Wilmington, the chief city, is located.

The law imposes a registration tax of $5, an

nual renewal fee of $1. The county in which

the owner lives is to receive $3 of the in

itial $5 payment for the benefit of the road

fund. Speed is limited to 25 miles

an hour on rural roads and 12 miles in in

corporated towns, except in business por

tions, where eight miles is the limit. There

are regulations as to precaution in passing

frightened horses and a lot of machinery

in detail for the application of the law.
Violations are punishable by fine or impris-l

onment, and the third offense, in addition

to any other punishment, entails the revo

cation of the registration certificate and the

rights of the offender to operate a motor

car in the state.
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SPEARE SUCCEEDS ll0'l'CllKlSS

Bay State Man Chosen to Fill Unexpired

Term of A. A. A. President, Who Re

tires—New Director Chosen.

 

The retirement of William H. Hotch

kiss, of the American Automobile Associa

tion, who has served ably in the presidency

for two and a half years, and the election

of Lewis R. Speare, president of the Bay

State Automobile Association to succeed

him. formed the most important feature of

the quarterly meeting of the board of di

county motor clubs with a membership of

300, were admitted to State association

membership, thereby making in all twenty

seven State associations affiliated with the

National body, and adding nearly 1,000

names to the membership of 20,000. The

Lookout Mountain Automobile Club of

Chattanooga, Tenn., was elected to mem

bership as an unfederated club in the A.

A. A.

George C. Diehl, of Buffalo, was appoint

ed by President Speare as chairman of the

A. A. A. Good Roads Board; also chairman

of the National Convention Committee, suc

ceeding C. Ogden Nei’f, of Cincinnati, whose

resignation was accepted with regret. Mr.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE A. A. A.

't a“i " i,

t I, '9; .t a»
“fie—

The tog row from left to right—l, E. P. Chalfant; 2, A. E. Lerch; 3, F. B. Hower; 4, S.5 A. .

, Converse. Bottom row, left ‘to right—

Loughlin; 3, F. H. Elliot; 4, C. H Gillette; S,

rectors which was held in Boston on Thurs

day of last week, llth inst. Judge Hotch

kiss, whose retirement had been predicted

prior to his re-election last fall, was com

pelled to resign owing to the assumption

of his new duties as State Superintendent of

Insurance of New York, a position to which

he has only recently been appointed, and

which would have left him no leisure for

his duties as executive head of the A. A. A.

His newly elected successor is thoroughly

familiar with the work of the association,

having served in the capacity of vice-pres

ident for several years, in addition to re

taining a prominent connection with various

other automobile organizations which is of

long standing. He was elected to fill out the

unexpired period of the former president’s

term of office, which will expire on Decem

ber lst.

At this meeting also the Colorado State

Automobile Association, comprising six

automobile clubs with a membership up

wards of 650; and the South Dakota Motor

8: Vehicle Association, comprising six

  

l

1‘. 11

Chase; 8, li. R. Burbeck; 9, E. T.

x

9'31

M

Louis R. Speare (the new president); , F.

. Powers, r.; 6. Francis Hurtubis; 7, W.

\ 'hitmore. '

Diehl is a member of the Board of Gov

ernors of the Automobile Club of Buffalo,

county engineer of Erie county, and was

chairman of the committee on practical

demonstration at the first annual good roads

and legislative convention of the A. A. A.,

held in Buffalo last July, and is therefore

well qualified to take up the important

duties assigned him.

The deed of gift of a trophy for a stock

chassis race donated by Ira N. Cobe, pres

ident of the Chicago Automobile Club, was

accepted, with the approval of the contest

board, and was referred to this board with

power to conduct the race, which is to be

run annually until the same person wins it

twice. Only members of Clubs in the A.

A. A. can compete for the trophy, and dur

ing the next two years the race must be

run within 50 miles of Chicago. The dis

tance must not be less than 250 miles, and

it cannot be held on any horse or bicycle

track.

P. M. Milner, president of the Motor

League of Louisiana, was elected a mem

ber of the board of directors to fill the va

cancy created by Judge Hotchkiss's resig

nation and the election of President Spear.

Those present at the meeting were: First

Vice-President Lewis R. Speare, president

Bay State A. A., presiding; Frank B. Hower,

of Buffalo, chairman A. A. A. contest board;

E. P. Chalfant, general manager A. L. 'A.

M.; S. A. Miles, general manager N. A. A.

M., A. D. Converse, vice-president Massa

chusetts State A. A.; J. P. Coghlin, presi

dent Worcester A. C.; A. E. Bliss, president

Massachusetts State A. A.; W. H. Chase,

Wachusett A. C.; C. H. Gillette, secretary

Connecticut A. A.; \V. B. Lasher, A. C. of

Bridgeport, Conn.; L. J. Powers. Jr., Spring

field, Mass; A. E. Lerche, president A. C.

of Springfield; W. W. Brown, president A.

C. of Vermont; Francis Hurtubis, of Bos

ton; E. F. VVhitmore, \Nillimantic, Conn.;

F. H. Elliott, secretary A. A. A.; ll, R. Bur

heck, North Abington. Mass.

A. A. A. Sanction for Daytona Meet.

Clouds which for a time threatened to

overshadow the forthcoming Daytona race

meet‘with a storm of difficulty over the

question of sanction. at length have been

cleared away by the issuance of the official

certificate of the contest board of the Amer

ican Automobile Association. Entries for

the meet, which is to take place March 23

26. were to have closed on Thursday of last

week, but have been extended one week.

In sanctioning the affair the contest board

named S. A. Miles general manager of the

National Association of Automobile Manu

facturers, as referee, while Alfred Reeves,

general manager of the American Motor

Car Manufacturers Association. was nomin

ated to serve as official representative of

the board. It was agreed that entrants shall

use A. A. A. entry blanks in conjunction

with the original blanks, and further, to

strike out any reference in the original

blanks to the Automobile Club of America

and to international races. The applicant

also agreed to issue an order on the Mer

chants Bank of Daytona to hold the prize

money for payment to the various winners

on order of the referee, Samuel A. Miles.

of Chicago.

Protests Against Women as Contestants.

Influence from the manufacturer's side is

being brought to bear on the contest board

of the American Automobile Association to

eliminate the feature of women drivers from

the forthcoming Glidden touring contest.

The movement took the form of a request

transmitted to the board by a number of

representative manufacturers, who met in

New York recently, that the board adopt a

rule to the effect that “only males of 18

years or over be eligible to take part as

contestants or drivers in the annual tour of

the American Automobile Association." Al_

though no action has yet been taken in the

matter, the attitude with regard to it may

be described as such as to make its adop

tion seem likely.
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Two New Cars Appear at Kansas City Show

To the average easterner it is not read

ily appreciated that Kansas City is the third

largest distributing point in the country,

but whether or not, such is the claim made

for it by the local dealers, which held the

boards in Convention Hall during all of

last week. Hence the “K. C." show was

an event of no mean importance, even

though coming at a time when practically

all the exhibits are representative of prod

ucts which already have been uncovered at

earlier exhibitions. Something like 170 ve

hicles were displayed, thus placing the exhi

bition well above the ordnary level of purely

local shows; and these represented the prod

ucts of some half a hundred makers.

Unusual success was achieved in so mask

ing the bare ironwork of the hall as to tem

per its appearance of great size and prevent

the show from seeming scattered and lost.

The ceiling and walls were closed in with

bunting in white and green tints. the same

hues appearing in the surrounding arcade

and in the balconies where the exhibits also

were placed. For divisional boundaries ver

tical columns entwined with greenery and

topped with electric globes aided mate

rially in producing the desired effect, as did

the occasional use of potted palms. But

the piece de resistance of the decorative

scheme was the frieze which surrounded the

wall panel just below the ceiling and which

was laid off in separate oil paintings repre

senting picturesque spots along the old car

avan route leading out into the great West

in the days when that trail was the main

thoroughfare between Kansas City and Mex

ico. The pictures were painted from pho

tographs taken at points depicted.

Among the cars presented were two of

local origin which were absolutely new. One

Minneapolis Show Uncovers Two

While Chicago and Boston, of the greater

shows, have in times past laid stress upon

the soul of music as a means of charming

the show goer, it remained for Minneapolis

to introduce real vaudeville for this same

laudable purpose.

In common with the other and more fa

miliar forms of show announcement, the

preliminary introduction of the second an

nual show event, which opened in the new

Armory on Saturday last, 13th inst., and

will run through to the end of the present

week; it was advertised that vaudeville en

tertainment would be provided in a suitably

appointed place, and that the show, with

various changes in the bill, would be given

twice daily, afternoon and evening. Of

course, moving pictures of automobiles

whisking around hairpin turns, turning up

side down and otherwise misbehaving them

selves, form an important part of the pro

gram.

But apart from this feature, the Armory

of these, the Gleason, is made by the Kan

sas City Vehicle Co. The machine is of the

low-priced order, made in a variety of body

equipments to suit the demands of pleasure

or utility uses, and equipped with medium

sized wheels and solid tires. The motor is

a 16 horsepower, twin-cylinder, opposed at

fair, with mechanically actuated valves,

mounted in front and driving through to

the live rear axle where is mounted the se

lective sliding change gear. Another form

which is cataloged has the motor and change

gear mounted in front on a sub frame, while

the differential and axle casing contains the

rather unusual formation of a bevel reduc

tion driving the differential through a pair

of spur gears. The wheels of this machine

are 38 inches in diameter, shod with Zinch

oval tires. The road clearance is 14%

inches, and the wheel base is 90 inches.

The other newcomer was the Wonder,

made by the Wonder Motor Car Co., which

is of the buggy type, and also is intended

to serve distinctly utilitarian purposes. To

this end, it is equipped with a long box

body of the so-called democrat or beach,

wagon type, with a removable rear seat

which may be demounted in order to pro

vide adequate space for light loads.

As has been the case with all local shows

this year, the matter of attendance proved

no disappointment to the management, de

spite the fact that the show opened in a

rainstorm and that the second day was

marked with the advent of a small sized

blizzard. The show was held under the di

rect management of the Kansas City Auto

mobile Dealers Association (Inc.), W. S.

Hathaway acting as chairman of the show

committee. The list of automobile exhib

itors was as follows:

decorated in primrose and purple, encloses

a very wide-awake and representative lot of

exhibitors—some 50 of them—who are ex

hibiting a good line of standard cars, to

gether with one or two newcomers of local

production. One of these is the Kato,

which is built by the Kato Auto Co., of

Mankato, and is a commercial vehicle. An

other is the Wolfe, which is produced by the

H. E. Wilcox Motor Car Co., in Minne

apolis.

The latter machine is built both in 2 and

3 ton styles, and is of generally standard

construction in so far as its mechanical ar

rangement is concerned. As is the case

with so many commercial vehicles built at

the present time, the body is adapted to

suit the needs of the purchaser, and the

chassis alone figures as the stock element

in the vehicle. The motor is rated at 30

horsepower, and is of the four-cylinder ver

tical pattern, with cylinders cast in pairs

and measuring 4% by 4% inches, bore and

Automobile Sales Co., Pope-Hartford;

Buick Auto Co., Buick; Fletcher Cowherd,

Jr., Auto Co., Corbin, Royal Tourist, Rauch

and Lang electric; Central Auto Co., Thom

as, Cadillac; Demster Machine Co., Locomo

bile; John Deere Plow Co., Velie; Ettwein

Motor Car Co., Mora, Crawford, Stoddard

Dayton, Welch, Fritchle electric; Ford Mo

tor Car Co., Ford; Franklin Motor Car Co.,

Franklin; Kaw Valley Auto Co., Mitchell;

li. P. Moriarty & Co., Packard, Stevens»

Duryea, Chalmers-Detroit, Woods electric;

W. H. McIntyre & Co., McIntyre high

wheel buggy; Tebeau Motor Car Co.,

Stearns; Western Motor Car Sales Co..

Overland, Brush, American; Dey Mo

tor Car Co., Pierce Arrow; Jackson Mo

tor Car Co., Jackson; Maxwell-Briscoe Auto

Co., Maxwell; Midland Motor Car Co., Peer

less, Oldsmobile, Matheson, Detroit and

\Vaverley electrics; Missouri Valley Auto

Co.. \Vhite steamer, Dorris, Premier, Reo;

Rambler Auto Co., Rambler; Studebaker

Bros., E-M-F., Studebaker and electrics;

Woodward Auto Co., Knox; Bruenning

Bros. Auto Co., Apperson; Columbus Buggy

Co., Electric; Great Western Auto Co.,

Great Western; Moon Motor Car Co..

Moon; C. L. Taylor Motor Car Co., Regal,

Marmon; Wonder Auto Co.. K. C. Wonder;

Auburn Motor Car Co., Auburn; Babcock

8.: Co., Babcock electric; Bradley, Alderson

& Co., Fuller; Hollister Auto Co., Great

Smith; L. W. Scott, Stanley steamer; Sel

den Motor Car Co., Selden; Winton Co..

\Vinton Six.

The following displayed accessories:

Fidelity Oil Co., Vanguard Mfg. Co., Colum

bus Buggy Co., Keystone Oil Co.. Holcker

& Elberg, E. P. Moriarty 81 Co., Pioneer

Auto Top Co.

New Cars

stroke. Self-contained engine lubrication,

complete double ignition, with Bosch mag

neto and storage battery and valves ar

ranged all on one side to develop the max

imum of engine accessibility, are among its

special features. Transmission is through

a leather-faced cone clutch, and three-speed

sliding change gear to the counter shaft,

from which the rear wheels are propelled by

double side chain connection. White brass

and bronze bearings are used on the en

gine and transmission bearigs, but the axles

have the Timken roller bearing equipment.

The full list of exhibitors is as follows:

Automobiles—Barclay Auto Co., Thomas

and Chalmers-Detroit; Black Mfg. Co.,

Black motor buggies; Deere 8r Webber Co.,

Velie; East Side Automobile Co., Oakland

and Gyroscope; Cartercar Co., Cartercar;

Fawkes Auto Co., Rambler, Overland,

American, Reo and Holsman; Haynes Auto

Co., Pennsylvania, Welch, Midland and Re

gal; Kato Auto Co., Kato commercial;
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Kemp Bros, Automobile Co., Brush; La

Crosse Implement Co.. Jackson; Maxfield

Auto Co., Kisselkar; Michigan Auto Co..

Knox; Motor Buggy Mfg. Co., motor bug

gies; Northwestern Auto Co., Ford; Pagel

Allen Auto Co., Schacht; Pence Auto Co.,

Stevens-Duryea and Buick; Victoria Motor

Car Co.. Pullman and A. L. Co.; Wilcox Mo

tor Car Co., Wolfe commercial vehicles.

Accessories—Beckley-Ralston Co., D.‘ C.

Bell Investment Co., Buchanan & Wiley,

Edwards Cycle Co., E. T. Farley, Fenster

macher, Garage Equipment Co., Hawkes

Demountable Rim, Hudson & Thurber, J.

N. Johnson, Joy Bros, Lyon Motorcycle

Co., Minneapolis Electric Motor Co., Minne

 

apolis Motorcycle Co.. National Gauge &

Register. W. M. Pease, Pierson-Wilcox

Electric Co., Plant Rubber Co., Pure Oil

Co., Rubberite Mfg. Co., St. Paul Auto Co.,

Shadegg Engine Co., C. J. Smith, Stata

Oil Co., Topheim Mfg. Co.. Thiem Mfg.

Co., Universal Wind Shield Co.. Wheeler

Auto Co., Western Crucible Casting Co.

.Wisconsin Holds its First Show at Milwaukee

For the most part the local shows of the

season are being promoted either directly

by or under the auspices of the dealers’ as

sociations, of which organizations such a

large and flourishing number are in exis

tence. But in Milwaukee the local enter

prize of the owners was manifest last week

in the holding of the city's first show, and

the first in the State, which ran for three

days, Thursday, Friday and Saturday. With

out the aid of professional promoters, the

Milwaukee Automobile Club succeeded in

inaugurating and carrying through to a suc

cessful culmination what was regarded as

a remarkably fine exhibition of its class.

The Hippodrome on Wells street was called

into requisition for the purpose and proved

none too large for the display of the 90

odd cars and the stands of the score and

more of accessory exhibitors who for the

most part filled the balcony spaces.

Among the 30 exhibitors of cars were

several displaying vehicles which have not

before been shown this year. Thus the

Johnson Service Co.. a local concern, and

one of the rare and conspicuous examples

of persistant adherence to steam practice.

presented their car of the same

which, though it has been shown in New

York in previous years, is better known in

the middle West than in the East. This

machine, it will be remembered, is distin

guished by the use of poppet valves and

Portland, Oregon, Holds a Show.

In its westward march, the local show

movement has laid hold upon the State of

Oregon, with the result that Portland mo

torists and would-be motorists were held

in its thrall during the whole of last week,

8-13th insts. Under the auspices of the

Portland Automobile Club, something like

100 vehicles were gathered together, cover

ing the entire price scale, and representing

all known types. The following agencies

exhibited:

Automobiles—Archer, Combs & Winters

Co.; C. B. Brown, American Roadster; F.

A. Bennet, Mitchell, Stoddard-Dayton, Reo

and Rapid commercial; Covey Automobile

Co., Pierce-Arrow and Cadillac; Crowe &

Burgess, Marmon, Overland and Oldsmo

bile; Graham Motor Car Co.. Stevens-Dur

yea and Selden; Idanha Motor Car C0.; J.

B. Kelley, “him and Ford; \\'. L. Keats

Automobile Co., Pope-Hartford, Packard,

Thomas, Chalmers-Detroit and Buick; Max

name, I

characteristics usually identified only with

gas engine practice, such as single acting

pistons and other features of general con

struction, such that it readily might be

taken for an internal combustion engine

were it not for the presence of the boiler.

Another of the newcomers was the Stern

berg commercial vehicle, a 2,000 pound ex

press or delivery wagon mounting such

features as a 20~h0rsep0wer opposed motor

of 5 by 4 inch cylinder dimensions, single

disc friction drive, and all-steel wheels.

The Sternberg Mfg. Co. also is a local con

cern, and its product is so recent in origin

as to be little known as yet outside its

home town. It also is produced in a larger

four cylinder type.

The exhibitors of complete vehicles of all

sorts were as follows:

Automobiles—Akin Motor Car Co., Stev

ens-Duryea and Columbus electric; Amer

ican Automobile Co., Apperson, Pierce-Ar

row and Babcock electric; Bates-Odenbrett

Co., Buick and Winton; G. W. Browne Mo~

tor Co., Marmon, Mitchell and IIolsman mo

tor buggy; Willard Campbell, Haynes; Cur

tis Automobile Co., Reo; Emil Estberg,

Pope-Hartford, Waverley and Woods elec

tries; Excelsior Motor Car Co.. Cameron;

Gove Automobile Co., Jackson and Regal;

W. L. Hibbard Motor Car Co., Chalmers

Detroit and Thomas Flyer; Hickman-Lau

son-Diener Co., Cartercar and Ford; High

 

well Agency, Maxwell; Oregon Electric Ve

hicle Co., Columbia electric; Portland Mo

tor Car Co., Peerless; Renault Freres, Res

nault; Studebaker Bros. Co., Northwest,

Studebaker and E-M-F.; Tourist Car Co.,

Tourist; Winton Auto Co., \N'inton.

Accessories—Backus & Morris, S. F. Bow

ser & Co., Ballou & W'right, Firemans Fund

Insurance, Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.,

Freer Cutlery Co., J. R. Greenfield, Hassam

Paving Co., Jchries & Gaylord, Kline Ma

chinery Co., F. P. Keenan & Co., Palmer

Bros, Valvoline Oil Co.

 

Rochester-’3 Second Show Draws Well.

Twice blessed this year in the matter of

shows, Rochester, N. Y., is enjoying its

second entertainment of the sort during the

whole of this week. Because of a conflict

of interests the Automobile and Motor

'l‘rades Association and the Rochester Au

tomobile Dealers Association decided to

gather their clans independently this year,

Wheel Auto Co., International; Johnson

Service Co., Johnson steamers; Jonas Auto

mobile Co., Cadillac and Peerless; Kissel»

kar Co., of Milwaukee, Kisselkar; Kopv

meier Motor Car Co., American and Detroit

electric; McDufl'ee Automobile Co.. Stod

dard-Dayton; Ogden-Farwell Garage, E-M

F. and Studebaker gasolene and electric;

Olds Motor Works, Oldsmobile; Rambler

Garage Co., of Milwaukee, Rambler; River

view Automobile Co., Moon; Sanger Auto

mobile Co., Franklin; E. F. Sanger Co., Max

well; Schreiber Motor Car Co., Knox and

Locomobile; Stephenson Motor Car Co.,

Overland. Speedwell and Welch; Sternberg

Motor Truck Co., Sternberg trucks; Welch

Brothers Motor Car Co., Packard and

Ranch & Lang electric; White Auto Co..

\Vhite; Wisconsin Auto Exchange, Midland

and Stearns.

Accessories—Charles Abresch Co., Julius

Andrae 8: Sons Co., Beaver Motor Co..

Bland-Mueller Auto Co., Cream City Trim

ming Co., General Accumulator Battery

Co., Theodore M. Glassner, Goodyear Rub

ber Co., Philip Gross Hardware Co., Theo

dore Habhegger, Harley-Davidson Co.,

Kamlee Trunk Co., King Leather Tire Co.,

Arthur Koenig Co., Kopmeier Motor Car

Co., T. H. Kuenzli, Lembske~Briggs Coil

Co., A. J. Monday, Pattison & Ellis, Wad

hams Oil & Grease Co., Wold Bros, George

Wordingham.

and in consequence, Convention Hall is hav

ing its second run of automobile visitors this

week, under the auspices of the latter organ

ization. This is also the second annual ex

hibition of the dealers’ association. De—

spite the recent occurrence of another show

in the same building, the effort to secure

an adequate list of exhibitors has been more

than successfully rewarded. For not only

filling the regularly laid out spaces in the

main hall. the show overflows into the sur

rounding corridors until every available inch

of space has been taken. This may be on

account of the caryatides. The caryatides.

it should be explained—and is by the press

agent of the show—were priestesses of the

ancient temple of Artimesia. But in their

present guise, they serve as guardians of

Convention Hall, Rochester, N. Y., about

which they are grouped in heroic size.

\\'ithin, the usual forces of statuary, bunt

ing, flowers, lights and music have been

marshalled to render the show attractive.
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NEW YORK T0 SEATTLE PROGRAM

Date Fixed for Transcontinental Contest—'

Rules Forbid Flanged Wheels for Ne

gotiating Railway Tracks.

All doubt as to the status of the trans

continental contest from New York City to

Seattle for the M. Robert Guggenheim tro

phy—whether international or otherwise—

was dispelled this week by the issuance of

It will be termed the “Inter

national Contest for the M. Robert Guggen

cntry blanks.

and as

stated upon the entry blanks will be pro

heim Transcontinental Trophy,”

moted under the auspices of the Alaska

Yukon-Pacific Exposition and of the Seat

tle Automobile Club under the sanction of

the Automobile Club of America.

The date of departure from New York

City has been fixed for Tuesday, June 1,

and the entries close on May 15th, as dis

closed by the entry blanks.

The salient feature of the rules for this

3,868 miles race across the continent is

their beautiful simplicity. The most impor

tant one is Rule 3, which provides for the

replacement of spare parts as follows:

There will be no observers on the cars.

The technical committee of the Automobile

Club of America will stamp each car before

departure as follows: the side members of

the frame, front and rear axles, engine'base

and cylinders, transmission case and steer

ing gear. Contestants will be allowed to

replace, without penalization, any of these

parts, except frame, twice during the con

test. but such reserve parts must be stamped

by the committee before the contest and

one set must be held at Chicago and the

other set at Cheyenne, Wyo. These parts

will be in charge of a member of the com

mittee and may, when desired, be secured

only from either one of these two places.

The winning car must bear the stamps on

arrival at Seattle. All other parts can be

changed at will.

As the strain of driving might be too

great for one man, it is provided than any

member of the crew of a contesting car,

who shall have ridden in that car contin

uously from New York, may drive. Each

competitor may have as many members to

his crew as he desires, except that no mem

bers can be added to any crew after the

start. -

Entrance fees are fixed as follows: For

one car, $350; for two cars of the same make

and entered by the same owner. $600; for

three cars of the same make and entered

by the same owner, $750; for each additional

car of the same make and entered by the

same owner, $100.

In addition to the Guggenheim trophy.

which is advertised as being worth $2,000,

and which will be given to the first driver

reaching Seattle, cash prizes or plate, at

the option of the contestant, are provided

for. In addition to the trophy the driver

of the first car will receive $2,000 in gold;

the second, $1,500; the third, $1,000; fourth,

$500; fifth. $300. It is stated that the third,

fourth and fifth cash prizes will not be

given unless there are more than ten env

tries and unless the fourth and fifth cars

arrive at the finish within seven days of

the arrival of the second car.

In order that the cars shall travel over

the roads the entire distance, it is provided

that no contestant can carry on his car or

use at any point during the race, wheels

equipped with flanges suitable for traveling

on railroad tracks. Official checking sta

tions will be established en route.

Changes in New York Carnival Plans.

A combination of circumstances has re

sulted in the determination of the Automo

bile Carnival committee of the New York

Automobile Trade Association to alter the

date of the second annual carnival from the

week of April 5th to the week beginning

April 26th. This announcement followed a

meeting of the committee held on Thursday

of last week, and resulted in a re-arrange

ment of the dates of the various events in

cident to the carnival program, as follows:

Monday, April 26, hill climb; Tuesday,

April 27, straightaway races and speed

trials; Wednesday, April 28, souvenir day

and banquet; Thursday, April 29, gymkhana

games, obstacle races, etc.; Friday, April

30, endurance run; Saturday, May 1, after

noon carnival parade.

As the activities of the committee con

tinue, further details of its plans are un

folded. The parade, which as was the case

last year, will be the feature most appealing

to the general public. again is to be pre

sided over by a king and queen who will

be chosen by popular vote. It has been de

cided that the ballots for this purpose shall

be sold at 1 cent each, and shall be placed

in the hands of the various tradesmen at

an early date, when fuller details of the

scheme will be announced. Entry blanks

for the parade will be issued only to those

who contribute to the carnival fund, in re

turn for which cars which they enter will

be given position numbers in the line. No

advertising or other placards other than

those numbers will be permitted. At the

same time the parade will be open to all,

the requirement of previous entry applying

only to those who are to compete in the

decorated section.

A special sub-committee has been appoint—

ed to look after the interests of the endur

ance run which it is planned to hold on

Friday of Carnival Week. Alex Schwal

bach has been appointed chairman and has

announced that the following members will

assist in the work: Herman F. Kuntz and

Coker F. Clarkson, of the Association of

Licensed Automobile Manufacturers; Al

fred Reeves and L. M. Bradley, of the Amer

ican Motor Car Manufacturers Association;

E. L. Ferguson and F. L. Harbaeh, secre‘

tary of the Quaker City Motor Club.

Carnival headquarters have been opened

in the main store of the American Building,

Columbus Circle and Broadway.

READY EOR TIIE SPEED CARNIVAL

Well Known Drivers Who Will Compete

in Four Days Meet at Daytona—The

Big Events on the Card.

Unless the unexpected happens it will be

surprising if any startling performances

are made at the seventh annual speed carni

val to be held on the Florida zeach at Or

mond, next Tuesday, Wednesday, Thurs

day and Friday, 23d-26th insts. At a late

hour yesterday, according to information

.secured from the office of W. J. Morgan,

the New York representative of the Flor

ida East Coast Automobile Association, en

tries of only a dozen cars have been made,

although it was stated that several other

entries made with the Florida representa

tives had not yet reached New York.

Hugh D. McIntosh, a prominent Austra

lian sports promoter, reached New York

last week and while here he purchased the

big Benz racer, which has been shipped to

Florida and which will be driven, it is stat

ed, by David Bruce-Brown, the young New

Yorker who last year acted as mechanic for

the late Emanuel Cedrino. Ralph De Palma

will drive the Fiat “Cyclone” in all events

in which it is eligible. The other well

known drivers and their cars who will en

ter the speed trials and long distance events

are Lewis Strang, George De Witt, Robert

Burman and possibly Louis Chevrolet, with

western—made cars; Herbert Lytle, who prob

ably will drive the Renault; H. J. Kilpat

rick, with the 120 horsepower Hotchkiss,

and James Laughlin, 3d, Cleveland. W. H.

Peters, of Daytona, has entered a Pope

Hartford and another Hotchkiss, and en

tries have been made for a Chalmers-De

troit and a Cadillac, although the names of

the drivers are not obtainable. The motor

cycle and bicycle events are well filled.

The program is a lengthy one, consisting

of twenty-two events, of which nine are for

automobiles. These include the 200 miles

Florida stock car price class race, with five

classses; the 200 miles piston displacement

class race, with four classes; the 100 miles

Minneapolis trophy race, which has been

won once by Fiat, Mercedes and Napier

cars, and must be won twice to become the

property of the winner. The other events

are the two miles a minute race against

Detnogeot’s record of 58% seconds; the one

mile race for the Dewar trophy; the inter

national free-for-all at one, five and ten

miles heats; the 5 miles Southern price and

horsepower handicap for residents of South

ern States; the 50 miles open to Vander

bilt Cup cars, and the mile record trials.

It is planned to hold the events each af

ternoon during the meet because high tide

prevails in the morning. No schedule has

been arranged and the races will be run ac

cording to the judgment of the referee, who

will be S. A. Miles.
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ESSENTIALS 0F GRINDING WHEELS

Atomic Elements of Abrasives and How

They Act—Natural Substances Excelled

by Artificial Products.

 

Increasing use of the grinding wheel by

automobile manufacturers to secure a more

rapid and accurate finishing of motor car

parts, makes the nature of the process and

the composition of the abrasive wheels de

The

process of finishing the surface of metals, or

serving of more than passing notice.

other materials by grinding, though famil

iar mechanically, is not so generally under

stood in its theoretical aspects. It consists

of bringing the work to be ground, in con

tact with a grinding wheel, revolving at

high speed, in which the hard, sharp parti

cles of emery or other abrasive, on the

working face of the wheel cut off minute

chips.

When subjected to microsc0pical examin

ation, these chips bear a resemblance, on a

smaller scale, to those cut off by lathe or

planer tools. Each of the small cutting

points on the face of the wheel may be

likened to individual tools and, like them

become dull after being used for a while.

just there the selection of the proper

grade of wheel for the work becomes im

portant. That the wheel may continue its

efficiency the particles of abrasive, after

losing their keenuess should break out of

the bond, which unites them in a circular

form, and give way to new cutting edges.

If the strength of the uniting bond, or ce

ment-like substance in which they are car

ried, be so great as to prevent the grain

breaking off, the cutting face of the wheel

becomes glazed over, or dulled, and tends

to burn the work unless it is frequently

dressed to renew its cutting face. On the

other hand a bond of soft quality will re

lease the granules before they have been

utilized to their full extent, and thus shorten

the life of the wheel.

Grinding wheels are thus made in several

grades of varying degrees of hardness, and

the wheel selected for a given piece of work

should be exactly adapted in its yielding

qualities for the purpose which it is in

tended to serve and in this respect the hard»

ness of the wheel is in proportion to the

nature of the bond. The term hardness,

used in this connection thus applies equally

to the quality of the abrasive and the hard

ness of the retaining medium. The abrasive

itself should possess to its highest degree

the right combination of hardness, keen

ness and temper. In the past hardness has

been deemed of primary importance, this

consideration being in large measure due

to the practice of various manufacturers

who have exploited the supposed superior

ity of this quality over all others, thus giv

ing rise to the erroneous impression. Phy

sical and scientific tests fail to support this

impression, however. While it is important

that a good abrasive should have the right

degree of hardness, this requisite is not by

any means the premier essential. This is

attested by the fact that in the cutting of

metals, the hardest tools are not always the

most efficient and that the temper is varied

in accordance with the quality of the work.

Therefore, since grinding consists in re

moving small chips in large quantities, the

right temper 0f the cutting tools becomes

of corresponding importance.

By “temper” is meant the strength of the

grain and the character or nature of its

fracture, under working pressure. Blending

the degree of temper and hardness to the

proper proportions, forms the most essen

tial qualification of an efficient abrasive.

An unequal .development of either quality

at the expense of the other will fail to pro

duce the desired efficiency, which can be

obtained only by the proper combining of

both, in the formation of the grain. Sim

ilarly, when considered from an independent

standpoint and without regard to other ne

cessary qualifications, extreme toughness

of an abrasive grain or its high resistance

to crushing pressure is not a prime essen

tial. Specially treated steels possess this

quality to a large degree, but it requires

small argument to demonstrate that parti

cles of steel if bonded together in the shape

of a wheel would not have a high cutting

efficiency owing to the character of the

granular structure of the metal.

For the highest efficiency under working

conditions a grain of abrasive that is slight

ly dulled, but not worn out, should not en

tirely sever itself from the retaining ele

ments. Its temper should be such that it

will fracture and expose new cutting edges

to the work. Conversely it should possess

a sufficient degree of hardness to remain

integral until its cutting point becomes

dulled, and when breaking it should split

with a sharp, crisp fracture, to give a new

and keen cutting edge. The character of

the fracture depends upon the physical

formation of the grain, its structure and

crystalization, in other words.

In the composition of abrasive wheels

emery, owing to its production in large

quantities and consequent cheapness, has

been largely employed. It is a mixed form

of corundum, but contains a greater per

centage of iron and silica.

In its natural state corundumpassesses in

a high degree the desirable qualities neces

sary in an abrasive suitable for grinding

wheels and has been largely used for the

purpose. But among its ingredients is found

a variable percentage of iron and silica,

which are undesirable increments and which

may detract from its advantages.

In these days of rapid advances in the

arts and sciences, a rapid demand has arisen

for an abrasive superior to emery, or corun

dum. This demand has been met by the

production in large quantities of several ar

tificial minerals, which are produced under

the intense heat of the electric arc, and

which are known to the public under the

various trade names of their makers.

Without entering too deeply into details,

suffice it to say that these substances are

produced through an artificial reproduction

of 'the natural conditions of intense heat

and pressure which produced the less per

fect native elements, but guided and con

trolled by human skill and judgment in such

a way as to eliminate such qualities as

are found to be undesirable. As is true of

corundum, the artificial abrasives are com

posed chiefly of crystaline aluminum oxide,

its qualities of hardness and temper being

regulated during production in a manner

closely analagous to that in which the cor

responding properties of steel are devel

oped.

The mineral Bauxitc, as the purest

form of aluminum oxide found in nature, is

largely employed for the purpose. After

being inspected and sorted in various grades

according to its composition, and washed.

it is calcined, or subjected to high heat in

the presence of the air, to rid it of all mois

ture. Subsequently, it is fused in an

electrically heated crucible, and in the di

rect presence of the arc, whence it emerges

in the form of an ingot. This huge, crysta

line mass is then broken up and reduced to

powder-like consistency by successive proc

esses of crushing and grading.

Even here, the manufacturing process

may be considered a counterfeit of natural

methods, for as in the modern grinding

wheels the abrasive is held in bond by sub

stances which possess no cutting value in

themselves. so in the sand—stone, from which

the grind-stones are cut, which formed

the earliest form of abrasive wheel,

the fine particles of silica or sand were

bound together by a soft, yielding medium

which is useful only as a tool holder, for the

minute cutters which are embedded in its

surface. Besides answering the old riddle

of how a stone so soft that it could be

carved with a knife also might be made to

sharpen the blade by rapidly wearing away

a portion of the metal, the illustration also

serves a purpose in explanation of the mod

ern abrasive tool.

Mending Interior Cut in Tire Casing.

When a car is standing in a garage or

enclosed room with the engine running the

fumes of the exhaust cause the air to be—

come vitiated and have a poisonous effect

on those who breathe it. To overcome this

corruption of the atmosphere an English

motorist has designed a new system of pip

ing for garages and buildings in which mo

for cars are stored to carry off the products

of combustion. The pipes are suspended

from the ceiling and are so arranged that in

whatever part of the building the car may

be standing, the muffler or tail pipe may

be connected to them by a flexible tube and

the exhaust led direct to the outer air. This

arrangement permits the engine to be run

indoors for testing or adjusting without be

ing detrimental to health.
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METHODS OF ENGINE lUBRlCATl0N

Novel Theories Advanced by an English En

gineer—How Carbon Deposits May

Regulate Cylinder Temperature.

Engine lubrication ever has been a fruit

ful topic for discussion and is likely to con

tinue to be for some little time to come, de-'

spite improvements in methods of distribut

ing and feeding the oil, for the very good

reason that the internal combustion motor,

however satisfactory it may be when oper

ating under proper conditions, is one of the

most sensitive pieces of apparatus ever de

signed, when matters -go awry. One or two

novel aspects of the subject are brought out

by J. W. G. Brooker in a paper read at the

Royal Automobile Club (of Great Britain)

Associates’ headquarters, last month, in

which he speaks of the engine lubricant as

being mainly consumed either by leakage

or by being burnt in the cylinder, and ad

vances the somewhat novel idea that in

certain types of small engine, the presence

of a small amount of carbon deposit is

rather beneficial than otherwise. His view

point is, of course, that of current English

practice.

“Much has been said and written on the

subject of carbon deposit,” he remarks, “and

the question is as important as ever. A few

words as to its effects may be of interest.

In the first place, it acts as a non-conductor

of heat, and in the case of the many cars

on the road in which, when the pump or

radiator are working well, the cylinders are

kept too cool, its presence in a small quan

tity is actually beneficial. To obtain the

highest efficiency from the fuel, the charge

of petrol and air at the moment of its igni

tion must be both highly compressed and

hot. The hotter it is and the more highly

it is compressed the greater is the power

obtained from any particular weight (not

volume) of mixture within reasonable lim

its. . . . A highly compressed and hot

charge burns more quickly, and the effect

is somewhat the same as when using a

very hot spark and advanced ignition. When

the cylinder walls and head are kept too

cool, the temperature and pressure of the

compressed charge are too low; the tem

perature and pressure at the completion of

ignition are, as a result, too low, and the

proper curve is, in consequence, smaller in

area than it might be. . . . . Further,

during the power stroke the head and walls

of the cylinder and the top of the piston

are all robbing the exploding mixture of a

proportion of its energy in the form of

heat, and the cooler these parts are the

greater will be the percentage of energy

lost in this way.

“The obvious result, therefore, of too

cool cylinder walls and piston is that less

power is obtained from the same unit of

fuel, or in other words, if less heat is lost

through the cylinder walls, more useful

energy will be obtained from the same quan

tity of fuel. Please let it be understood,

however, that the above is not a defence of

carbon deposit, but a plea for rational cool

ing. . . . .

“The causes of carbon deposit are nu

merous. The fit and design of the piston

and the piston rings are, of course, among

the chief factors to be considered. . .

When the lubrication is by splash the tem

perature of the crank case is another factor

in the question. The oil is heated unneces

sarily when the crank case is too hot, and in

this condition it is more freely splashed, and

it will also more readily get past the piston

rings.‘ In the majority of true force-feed

lubrication systems the pistons rely for

their supply on what is splashed off the big

ends and crank webs as they revolve, and

even if the oil is hot. and, therefore, thin

ner, very little more circulates and is thrown

off than when it is comparatively cool. With

a properly designed force-feed lubrication

system, however large a quantity of oil is in

circulation, it is practically impossible for

the pistons to be much too liberally sup

plied. Their supply is confined to what is

thrown off the big ends and crank webs, and

this is limited by what emerges from the

bearings.

Oil is mainly consumed in two ways—(l)

leakage at the bearings, joints, and tappets;

(2)burnt in the cylinder. The cure of the

first is obvious, although it is a matter that

is not always attended to; the second cause

of diminution can be checked by limiting the

amount splashed. It is obvious

that by checking the amount consumed one

is also diminishing the rate of formation of

carbon deposit.

“The purity or otherwise of the oil used

is, of course, of considerable importance.

Even the best possible.cylinder oils con

tain small quantities of bitumen and tarry

matter, and these are the first to be attacked

by the flame. Of course. I am referring

only to the proportion that gets past the

rings. The deposit is largely augmented by

mineral matter, mainly dust from the road,

brought into the cylinder with the charge;

also by carbon deposit from incomplete or

imperfect combustion of the petrol.

“The subject of Compound vs. Pure Hy

,drocarbon oils has for long been a favorite

subject of discussion, and the reported use

of pure castor oil in the high piston speed

engines of many of the racing and hill

climbing cars in France last year has stim

ulated interest in the matter. It is obvious

that the use of a pure fatty oil such as cas

tor is out of the question for general motor

lubrication. It is comparatively expensive,

the smell from the exhaust is obnoxious;

' but the chief objection is its tendency to

gum on the bearings and all exposed sur

faces. This thickening, due to oxidation,

is more or less a pronounced feature of all

fatty oils. However, where the car is being

frequently dismantled and cleaned, as in

the case of racing engines, the slight oxi

dizing tendencies of non-drying oils are

negligible. One of the chief features of the

fatty oil is its ability to stand high tem

perature without decomposition or appre

ciable thinning. When a very

high piston speed is adopted it is of the ut

most importance that the piston be able to

slide with the least pessible resistance of

the nature of fluid friction. It has been

found that the peculiar and characteristic

greasiness of the fatty oil is the only thing

that meets the conditions of low fluid fric

tion combined with high lubricating value.

“The methods of lubrication of petrol

motor car engines appear at first sight very

varied; but they can really all be divided

into one of two classes, ‘splash or spray’

and ‘forced feed.’ The simplest method of

all is the oil bath in the crank case, into

which the big ends dip and splash the oil

over every moving part. In this, as in all

the splash or spray systems, the oil arrives

on the outside of the bearing, and it has to

find its own way in. In the case of the

forced feed method, on the other hand, the

oil is introduced into the center of the hear

ing between the journal and the brasses and

the pressure of a pump driven by the engine

helps it out. In the Lanchester engine, for

instance, the pressure of the oil in the sys

tem is 30 pounds to 35 pounds to the square

inch.

“On the Vauxhall engine, which is con

siderably smaller than the one just men

tioned, the forced circulation comes to an

end at the big end bearing, and the piston

and gudgeon pin rely for their supply upon

what is fiung from the revolving crank

webs. This is adequate for medium pow

ered engines, and the extension of the sys

tem to the gudgeon pins can be considered

as a refinement for large engines. On sev

eral types of the Austin car two complete

systems are installed—viz, the true force

feed method for the crank shaft and con

necting rod bearings and a drip feed from

the dashboard to the cylinder walls. The

force feed system uses the same oil over

and over again, which is adequate for the

bearings, while a small pump supplies drips,

which can be regulated, feeding fresh cold

oil direct to the cylinder walls.

Reverting now to the splash system, I

am inclined to consider the Siddeley ar

rangement, recently adopted on all their

cars, the most efficient and simple. It is

briefly as follows: A pump, driven from the

cam shaft, keeps four troughs, one for each

connecting rod, overflowing with oil. The

troughs are built across the crankcase, each

one in the path of its particular connecting

rod. The big end is fitted with a copper

scoop, which, as it comes to the lowest

point in its travel, dips to the extent of

about % inch in the oil in the trough, creat

ing a splash. The more the copper scoop

is adjusted to dip the greater the splash,

and it is only a matter of experiment to de

termine once and for all what the extent

of the dip must be to give adequate lubri
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cation without excessive smoking and car

bon deposit. The effect of the scoop con

tinually striking the oil in the trough is, of

course, to empty it, and to balance this the

before mentioned pump keeps up a contin

uous flow into the canal, tending to keep

it full.

“The pump is more than sufficient to ac

complish this, with the result that the canal

is always overflowing. The great feature of

the system is the absolute uniformity of the

depth of dip under every condition, and. as

far as I am aware, this is not obtained with

any other method of lubrication by splash.

Like everything else, it has its weak point;

but it shares it with many other lubrication

devices and it is not a serious mat

ter. The difficulty is this, that the ad

justment of the depth of dip of the scoop

is set for oil of a certain viscosity, with

the result that the use of lighter or heavier

oils gives less or more lubrication respect

ively than the mean. As the viscosity of

the oil used is increased, so the depth of dip

must be reduced, if the degree of lubrica

tion is to remain constant. If a lighter oil

than the standard is used, then the scoop

should dip deeper. . . . .

“Variations in methods of splash lubri

cation are mainly variations in the methods

adopted to feed the oil to the crank case.

After it has reached the crank case it

spreads itself, in the case of four-cylinder

engines, into four divisions, one for each

of the four big ends, which dip and create a

splash. This arrangement minimizes the

tendency for the oil to run on one end or the

other of the crank case as the engine tilts

up or down. The question therefore re

solves itself into discussing the different

methods of supplying the crank case. and,

needless to say, every instrument claims to

do so in the most regular and reliable man

ner."

 

Frequent Oiling for Planetary Gears.

Why the planetary type of transmission

requires such frequent lubrication is often

a cause for wonderment to the beginner.

The reason is not far to seek, however,

when it is remembered that the pinions or

"planets" are of diminutive size. and when

in action revolve at high rates of speed and

under heavy load. This fact coupled with

an altogether too frequent tendency of the

brake bands to drag, when the car is at

rest and the motor running, or when on

high gear, has to do with a considerable

generation of frictional heat within the gear

casing, which, together with the rapid mo

tion of the parts, soon uses up any lubri

cant which may be there.

Some transmissions leak oil more than

others, so that their demand for lubrication

is greater than is ordinarily the eaSe. The

theory of the case is readily apparent to a

man of mechanical bent, but it often is the

reverse with a beginner, which is a suffi

cient reason why he should be duly im

pressed with the neeessity for frequent lu

brication of this important mechanism.

80]" RESEMBLES A BATH TUB

Hence the Name of the Successor to the

Tonneau, Which Means a Little Tub—

Characteristics of the Design.

To the French, the motoring public is

indebted for that choicest bit of nomen

clature—the noun tonneau, as applied to

the hinder portion of an automobile. Its

derivation, as everyone now knows, was

plainly the result of ridicule heaped upon

the little individual seats which used to be

perched upon the rear corners of the early

machines. Little tubs, they were in reality,

and because of the foreign sound, all me

which seat must be folded up in order

to permit entrance to the rear, or in fact

to give access to any other portion of the

interior.

Novel Points in Coil Construction.

Mounting the coil directly over the cylin

ders of the engine is an advance in igni

tion systems which has been recently

brought out in England. The coils are of

special construction to resist the heat to

which they are exposed and their close

proximity to the engine has for its object

the reduction in length of the high tension

circuit whose insulation has been found

difficult to maintain. A single vibrator

serves for all coils and a reversing switch

permits the direction of flow of the current

 

  

torists have clung to the derisive “tonneau”

ever since. In America, there also is the

counterpart of the word preserved in the

popular “bucket” seat, which is practically

the same thing. But it remained for Brit

ish genius to carry the suggestion of the

original word to its ultimate limit by the

adoption of the “bath” body. This is not a

piece of Cockney humor, either, it should

be understood, but real earnest. And the

bath body is regarded as the height of mo

toring fashion just at present by those who

pride themselves upon their up-to-date

ness.

The accompanying picture shows in out

line, one of the new bath bodies. It was

made from designs originally promulgated

in connection with the French Grand Prix

of 1908, and is most seen on cars of very

high horsepower just at present. Its re

production on the inevitable smaller scale

has taken place, however, and the idea may

be expected to be copied more or less ex

tensively. Outside of its being shaped in

a general way like a huge bath tub, the bath

body belies its name. Its very intent is

not that of deluging its occupants, but of

protecting them from the showers of mud

which many of the lower and lighter types

of body are so effective in producing. The

particular example here reproduced, has but

one point of ingress and egress, which is on

the left side of the vehicle. It is a side

door, which may be used after one half of

the front seat has been folded out of the

way. The rear of the body is occupied by

a wide and rather luxurious seat, despite

its low back, while for the front, the driver

is given a bucket seat of the usual form,

and his companion a sort of wide shelf—

to be altered in order to preserve the con

tact points of the vibrator. Although there

are two vibrators, strictly speaking, there is

but one in action aha time and either may

be put in circuit at will. One furnishes an

intense spark which conduces to easy start

ing, while the other, in which the current

consumption is smaller, is suitable for firing

the engine at normal speed.

Air Cooling Best in Arctic Regions.

When it gets 72 degrees below freezing

and to expose an ear to the cold for even

half a minute means that it is likely to

break off like a delicate piece of brittle

white china, there are difficulties about run

ning an automobile. but H. H. Ross oper

ates a car between Fairbanks and Fox,

Alaska, in such a temperature, the machine

making two round trips almost every day.

The distance between the towns is 12 miles,

and a six-cylinder Franklin is used in the

service, the air cooling feature of its con

struction making it peculiarly adaptible for

“farthest north" motoring.

Advantages of Full Elliptic Springs.

A novel argument is advanced by the ad»

vocates of the full elliptic spring as to the

advantages to be gained by its use. Full

elliptic springs range in length from 36 tc

40 inches, and it is asserted that a semi

elliptic spring 7 feet in length is required

to absorb the same amount of road shock

That is, the former type must be twice as

long. and as hung in many cars it can take

and absorb shock only in a vertical diree~

tiori. By reason of their shape and tilting

full elliptic springs are claimed to assimi

late shocks from all directions.
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APPLYING BRAKES T0 TIIE LAW

British Court Accepts Novel Method of In

terpretation—Results of Braking Tests

Admitted as Evidence.

Brisk warfare continues to be waged be

the

courts of Great Britain over interpretations

tween the motorists. police and the

of the expression “driving to the common

danger,” which is the accepted turning point

about which hinge all questions of speed

violation. Occasionally most original meth

ods are adopted in attempted refutation

of the allegations of the complaining p0

lice, and not infrequently interesting inform

ation is brought to light in this connection.

Thus in a recent instance, partisans of an

arrested owner who had been charged with

driving to the common danger over a

curved stretch of road, after ascertaining

the precise distance from which a driver

on any part of the curve could observe 0b

structions ahead, proceeded to a test of the

braking, or “pulling~up" powers of the same

car, thereby proving to the satisfaction of

the court that no element of danger had

been involved in the speed at which it was

alleged the machine was traveling at the

time of the taking of evidence. A dismissal

was secured on this ground.

Braking tests of the car in question—a

Rolls-Royce—werc conducted over a meas

ured stretch of the road and at various

speegls, as a result' of which a curve was

plotted showing the stopping powers of

the machine at any speeds within the max

imum and minimum limits chosen. Accord

ing to these determinations, when going at

its maximum observed speed of a little un

der 27 miles per hour, a complete stop could

be made in just 90 feet. At 25 miles an

hour. 70 feet were required to stop; at 20,

39 feet; at 15, 19 feet; and at 10 miles an

hour, about 8 feet. By measurement, it was

determined that the minimum distance at

which objects ahead on the curve could be

seen was about 137% feet. The police

charge was that at the time of observation,

the car was proceeding at a rate of 22%

miles per hour. Reference to the experi

ments mentioned, brought out the fact that

at 22% miles an hour, the same machine

could be brought to a full stop in 53 feet or

less, which would still leave some 80 feet to

spare, supposing that the driver were to

apply the brakes on the instant of coming

into view of the hypothetical obstruction

which formed the basis of the police case.

The graph obtained from the brake tests

in this connection is reproduced herewith

and is useful in calling attention to a sub

ject which has escaped general notice for

some little time. Indeed, although a num

ber of different tests conducted both here

and abroad several years ago sufficed to

answer the then mooted point as to whether

the automobile was as controlable, relatively

speaking, as the horse~drawn vehicle. the

furtherance of such investigations with the

idea of trying out various systems of brak

ing application or of braking materials,

never has been sought. In this connection,

it may be observed, that such determinations

should prove of considerable importance in

influencing design, even though the present

braking equipments as a rule may appear

to be perfectly satisfactory.

The refutation of the police evidence in

the speeding case referred to was of pecu

liar interest locally in that a previous case,

in which another motorist driving a less

powerful machine had been arrested charged

with driving at a speed only a very little
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greater than that charged in the present

case, had gone against the defendant, he

having made no effort to refute the police

testimony. It also should be mentioned.

that the timing in both instances was done

from a bridge about mid-way of the meas

ured stretch and probably was equally in

accurate in both instances. The success of

the defense in this case is particularly en

lightening in that it shows the open mind

of the bench, as well as illustrating the

breadth of construction which it is possible

to apply to statutes in which no specific

speed limit is mentioned.

How Motorists Lose Fuel in Paris.

In some of the Parisian garages a highly

developed system of surreptitiously annex

ing the contents of fuel tanks on transient

cars that are run in for the night is in

vogue. By means of suction pumps the gas

olene and cylinder oil is benevolently as

similated into the coffers of the garage

keeper, a sufficient quantity being left in

the tanks to enable the car to renew its

journey for a few kilometers before it dies

of starvation. The practice has grown to

such proportions and fuel is so expensive

in, the French capital that locks are being

fitted to filler caps.

BETTER LAW F01! PENNSYLVANIA

State Senate Passes Bill Embodying Some

Recommendations of the Motorists—

Features of the Measure.

After efforts extending over a period of

several years, Pennsylvania is in a fair way

of obtaining a reasonable automobile law,

As a

result of a conference between the governor,

as such laws usually are construed.

the interested law makers and other State

officials and representatives of the Pennsyl

vania Motor Federation, the bill drafted by

the latter was withdrawn and some of its

desirable features embodied in the measure

fathered by Senator Grim and this compro

misc bill has been passed by the Senate and

there is every prospect that it will be con

curred in by the House, as Representative

Townsend. who had introduced a measure

into that body, has stated that it will be

abandoned in favor of the Senate bill.

The compromise act increases the annual

license fee from $3 to $5 and $15, but it ex

empts non-residents for a period of ten

days. and also increases the speed limit

from 20 to 24 miles per hour. The right to

trial by jury and to deposit an automobile

as bail also is provided for and all fines are

to be paid into the State Treasury instead

of to the local municipalities in which they

are imposed, a move designed to discourage

petty persecution for revenue only. The

non-resident exemption will apply on a reci

procity basis, that is to say, only to thc resi

dents of such States as similarly exempt the

residents of Pennsylvania; it is particularly

aimed at New Jersey and Maryland.

The Grim bill creates three classes of li

censes and fees, viz.: Class A—Cars less

than 20 horsepower, $5. B—Cars over 20 and

less than 50 horsepower, $10. C—Cars over

50 horsepower. $15. Motorcycles $2. The

other chief provisions are as follows:

Operators must be over 17 years of age.

Non-residents are exempt for ten days.

.Operators usmg cars not their own (joy

rulers), or an intoxicated person. are liable

to a fine of $100, or six months’ imprison~

ment, or both, and forfeiture of license.

Speed limits—Where buildings are less

than 100 feet apart 12 miles per hour; where

more than 100 feet apart 24 miles an hour.

Arrests can be made without warrant and

the machine held in lieu of bail if the oper

ator is the owner or using with owner’s

consent.

Penalty for first offenses not less than $10

nor more than $25; second offense, not less

than $25 nor more than $50; third offense,

not less than $50 nor more than $100 and

60 days’ imprisonment. .

The right of a trial by Jury is given to

offenders if desired. _

Revenue from licenses retained by hagh

way department for improvement of roads.

Fines and penalties are retained by city,

borough or township where offense occurs.

for use of roads.

Law to go mto effect January I, 1910,

when all conflicting local laws and rules

shall cease.
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Is the Speed Indicator

Used by President Tait

Good Enough for You?

Our advertisements av i i This is me MOM M

h e told you why .. Mk Auto-Meter

those who investigate and KNOW al- fir. ‘

ways specify the Warner Auto-Meter.If you have missed them, write our ,' H ~, iv?”

home office or our nearest branch // fits“ 5‘"

. a 4‘1
for Free Book, which tells. , r. “7

e. "b, J“:

The Warner Instrument " stir-q

Company

Factory and Main Olllces: 408 Wheeler Ave.

Beloit. Wisconsin

New York. 1902 Broadway; Philadel

phia, 302 N. Broad St.; Indianapolis,

330% N. Illinois Sh; Cleveland 2062

Euclid Ave.; Detroit, 239 sieii'erson

Ave: St. Louis, 3923 Olive t.; Bos

ton, 925 Boylston St.; Pittsburg 3432

Forbes St.; San Francisco, 550 olden

Gate Ave; Buffalo, 722 Main St.; Chicago.

1502 Michi an Ave; Los Angeles, 1212 S.

Main St.; incinnati, 122 E. Seventh St.; Seattle,

7H E. Pike St.

  

  

  

  

 

 
 

 
Kenlpshall Tires

To those who believe in the best being cheapest

Have you ever driven over a greasy road?

Has your car over twirled like a top?

Do punctures, blow-outs, rim-cuts mar the

pleasure of your rides?

Are vou swamped with the cost of so-called

  

( "cheap" tires?

” w“ “01‘ TRY THE ‘KEMPSIIALL? This is the wrench wc are listing in sets of seven (14

All rubber; no steel; no leather. Annihil- openings), put up in special kit bags. In design and dura

ates skid and slip; a real fact. not a sham pre- -1- - . . . . .

,cnsiong Astounding durability; 5.000 m bi ity, this wrench cannot fail to give satisfaction. Write for

12.000 miles to a tread! The cheapest tire

you can use!

Learn What a Tire Can and Should Be! . .

“first: starry:- “ "We The BlllmgS 8: Spencer Company

cnvnrza & 0MPANY, sas rm Ave" New York City. Sole u. 5. Agent. Hartford, Conn.

The Kempshall Tires are manufactured by CHAS. MAC INTOSII & CO.,

Manchester, England.

circular.

 
 

 

 

 

 

   

 

THIS AND TWO OTHER "rows"—AND A 50 HORSEPOWER “SIX”!

Proved and recognized succeases, with a service record. Ofl'ered in 25

horsepower, 30-35 horsepower, 40 horsepower, and the 6-cylinder 50 horse

power. All fitted with oil pan base. Equipped for magneto attachment.

 
 

“Rutenber” Motors and Carburetors, Clutches and fans
 
 

The Western Motor Co., Loganspon. Ind.
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RAPID INCREASE IN REGISTRATION

Average Yearly Gain of More Than 33,000

Since 1905—Figures Showing Where

Big Strides Have Been Made.

A recent compilation of registration sta

tistics for the various states covering the

past four years, shows that the average

gain in registration during the interval from

1905 to 1908 has been more than 33,000.

From 1905 to 1907, the totals increased from

29,167 to 75,204, a gain of 46,037, and from

1907 to 1908, the increase was from the

former amount to 128,283, of a ditference of

53,079, which is more than the gain for the

entire period of the two years previous. A

large proportion of the recent gains is seen

to have been due to gains in the western

States, and though the record is incomplete

in this respect, since it does not take into

account registrations previous to last year

in a number of instances, it is useful as

presenting at least an approximation to the

true state of affairs.

In this connection it is specially note

worthy that Pennsylvania, New Jersey and

Massachusetts forged ahead of New York

State last year in the matter of registra

tions, as did Pennsylvania and New Jersey

the year preceding. Rhode Island, Indiana,

Iowa, Nebraska, South Dakota and Oregon,

are other States in which the rate of gain

during the past two years has reached sig

nificant proportions. The record in detail

is as follows:

States. 1905. 1907. 1908.

Maine . . . . . . . . . . . . . 737 853 904

New Hampshire 702 517 565

Vermont . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. 449 657

Massachusetts . . . . .. 9,587 6,515 17,500

Rhode Island 840 1,047

Connecticut . . . . . . .. .... 2,093 2.810

New York . . . . . . . .. 8,625 13.985 15.480

New Jersey . . . . . . .. .. .. 17,619 21,948

Pennsylvania . . . . .. . . . . 15,422 25,179

Delaware . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. 881

Maryland .. . . . . . . .. 655 1,496 1,691

Virginia . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. 717 648

Florida ... . . . . . . . .. 133 184 243

Tennessee . . . . . . . .. 369 366 462

Ohio 11,030

Indiana . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 1,612 4,109

Michigan . . . . . . . . .. ... . . .. 7.500

Illinois . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. 6.376

\Visconsin . . . . . . . . . 1,493 1,481 2,045

Iowa 799 1.947 3,166

Missouri . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 2,000 874

Nebraska . . . . . . . . .. 572 1,053 2,141

North Dakota . . . . .. .. .. .. .. 214

South Dakota . . . . . . 358 314 724

Utah . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. 212 300

California .. . . . . . . . . 4,728 5,241 5,558

Oregon .. .. .. . . . . .. 219 278 559

  

Totals each year.. 29.167 75,204 128,283

Boston Organizations Fail to Merge.

The differences of the Bay State Automo

bile Association, and the Boston Motor

Club which have been aired in the public

prints for some time have culminated in a

final separation by mutual consent. Mem

bers of both organizations have been trying

to effect a reconciliation since the first out

break occurred, and for a time prospects

were bright that the warring factions would

come to terms and the dove of peace would

again reign in the disrupted organization.

But after several conferences between rep~

resentatives of the contesting parties, at

which various compromises were suggested,

the Bay State A. A. refused to accede to the

demands of the Boston Motor Club. At a

meeting of the motor club last week the

report of the conference committee was ac

cepted and it was voted to become a per

manent organization as soon as the neces

sary formalities can be complied with. It

was decided to apply f0r a charter and the

following temporary officers and incorpor

ators were appointed: E. A. Gilmore, pres

ident; J. B. Sullivan, Jr., vice-president; E.

P. Webber, secretary; A. B. Henley, treas

urer. Directors, Maj. H. G. Kemp, H. H.

Love, A. E. Adams, A. P. Teale, Kenneth

Skinner and R. R. Ross. A ticket of per

manent officers were nominated, the elec

tion to be held at the next monthly meeting.

Middletown Motorists Organize.

Forty owners of motor cars in Middle

town, Conn., met at the home of one of their

number last week and tentatively organized

the Middletown Automobile Club. Consid

erable enthusiasm was manifested and the

work of drawing up a constitution and by

laws was put up to the following commit

tee: Rev. Ellis Bishop, chairman; Frank D.

Haines, Charles A. Coles, E. Dyer Hubbard,

A. H. Bishel, and Dr. J. E. Loveland. They

will report at a subsequent “gettogether' of

those interested. ,

 

N. Y. A. C. Automobilists to Dine.

Boasting a roster of no less than 600 mo

torists on its membership list, the New

York Athletic Club is to take official cog

nizance of the fact for the first time on the

3lst inst., when an automobile dinner will

be held to signalize its peculiar strength

in this respect. The occasion will be hon

ored by the presence of such speakers as

Job E. Hedges, Senator Slater, Judge Zellar

and Mr. Loeb, formerly confidential secre

tary to President Roosevelt.

Colorado Club to Promote Good Roads.

Automobile owners of Glenwood Springs.

Colo., have formed the Glenwood Springs

Good Roads Association. Charles W. Dar

row was elected president and George J.

Hally secretary. The club's main endeavor

will be to promote the cause of good roads.

 

Harrisburg Club Plans for Two Homes.

Two club houses—a city and country ren

dezvous—are acquisitions which the Harris

burg (Pa) Motor Club is making strenuous

efi‘orts to possess and from present indica

tions they are not far from the goal.

“The A B C of Electricity." Price, 50c.

The Motor World Publishing Co., 154 Nas

sau Street, New York City.

RAW MATERIAL FOR CHAUFFI-IURS

Amazing Ignorance Betrayed by Candidates

for Employment—Gems from a British

Club's Examination Papers.

Applicants for drivers’ certificates from

the Royal Automobile Club of Great Brit

ain are required in addition to the road test

to determine their proficiency in handling

a car, to pass a written examination on tech

nical subjects relating to the construction

and care of the car. Some of the answers

submitted by the ambitious candidates in

dicate the extent of their knowledge of mo

tor cars and afford full justification to the

club in its efforts to protect the owner from

the incompetent driver by licensing only

those who prove themselves capable of

operating and caring for a car.

If a written test is productive of the re

sults given below, the car in the hands of

such drivers, when confronted with actual

conditions well may be the object of solici

tude. Following are some of the “gems”

which were expected to be of material as—

sistance in securing the coveted license:

“If the water circulation were to stop,

what part of the car would suffer?"

Ans—“The accumulator would be

strained."

“What is compression for?"

Ans—“Compression is the

drives the crooked shaft."

“\Vhat insulates low tension

plugs?” ‘

Ans—“A white dough kind of stuff."

“W'hat is the radiator intended for?"

Ans—“The radiator is fitted to the car

so that the starting handle can be fitted to

it", .

“What is a silencer for?”

Ans—“A silencer is to keep the engine

running; the engine would stop if the si

lencer were removed.”

“If an engine was run short of oil, what

part would suffer?"

Ans—“The female part

would be ruined."

“How can compression be lost?"

Ans—“Through the accumulators running

down.”

power that

magneto

of the clutch

London “Sports” Affect “Motory” Attire.

Where “horsey” clothes used to proclaim

sporting proclivities and disposition toward

the most advanced fashions, the tendency

is now toward “motory” clothes, according

to a well known “sporting” tailor of Re

gent street, London. “Nowadays,” he de

clares, “the popularity of horses for fash

ionable purposes is somewhat declining,

and the poor but vain young man likes to be

in the mode. He accordingly wears a mo

tor coat, motor leggins, and a motor cap

with ear flaps. People who do not know

him think he is a motorist, maybe—but

sometimes take him for a chaufi‘eur."
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EXCLUSION uw r01: m. DESERT

Townships on the Island Empowered to

Close Their Roads to Automobiles—

Provisions of the New Statute.

After much local agitation which, in the

course of the two seasons during which the

conflict has raged has created more or less

of a stir throughout the country, the bill

providing for the exclusion of automobiles

from Mount Desert Island, adjoining the

coast of Maine, has been passed by the leg

islature and has received the signature of

Governor Fernald. It only remains for the

measure to be ratified by the voters of the

townships of Mount Desert, Bar Harbor,

McKinley and Tremont, at special town

meetings to be held early in the summer.

As more than half the voters of the island

petitioned for the passage of the bill, in

cluding a number of temporary summer res

idents, among whom a former .president

of the Automobile Club of America was

numbered, it is not likely that the measure

will fail to go into effect. In substance, the

bill provides:

First—That no motor vehicle shall be

used on any highway within any of the four

townships on the island of Mount Desert.

Second—That whoever so uses a motor

vehicle shall on first conviction pay a fine

of $20 and costs, and on every subsequent

conviction shall be punished by a fine of

$50 and- costs, or by imprisonment for not

more than 60 days, or by both fine and im

prisonment.

Third—That duly authorized steam roll

ers shall not be deemed motor vehicles.

Fourth—That the act shall take effect in

any township on the island ten days after

it shall have been accepted at any legal

meeting of such township.

 

New Jersey’s Latest Grab Opposed.

Resolutions protesting against the diver

sion of $128,000 of the funds now in the

hands of the Motor Vehicle Department

of the State of New Jersey for the general

expenses of the State were passed at a

meeting held in Newark last week under the

auspices of the Associated Automobile

Clubs of New Jersey. Among those present

were representatives from the boards of

trade of Newark, Jersey City, Paterson and

Passaic, together with a delegation from

the New Jersey Automobile Trade Associa

tion. The meeting also went on record as

opposed to any disposition of the automo

bile license funds for purposes other than

highway maintenance, and further declared

by resolution that the bill compelling all

vehicles to be lighted at night ought to be

reported out of committee and placed upon

the calendar of the legislature for imme

diate passage.

 

Check on Passer of Bogus Checks.

Robert Forrest, who is said to have used

fifty or more aliases and to have made a

Specialty of swindling real estate and auto

mobile dealers, is under arrest at Oak Park,

Ill. Forrest’s trick was to call on the

dealers and represent himself as a wealthy

visitor to the city, giving as his address the

home of some prominent citizen or first

class hotel. He then would begin negotia

tions for the purchase of a costly car or

an expensive real estate site or residence.

Vv'hen the deal was closed Forrest would

tender in part payment a check on a local

bank. His victim would call up the bank

and find that Forrest had a deposit there.

Then before the check could be cashed For

rest would appear at the victim's ofi‘ice, tell

a story about losing his purse and ask to

have a check cashed. Usually the victim

readily gave the money. Then Forrest and

his bank account, it is said, mysteriously

disappeared. Forrest is reputed to have

operated this bunco game for many years in

all parts of the country.

Colorado Clubs in a Merry War.

A merry war for recognition by and af

filiation with the A. A. A. has sprung up

between the Colorado Automobile Club and

the Denver Motor Club. The Colorado A.

C. is the pioneer organization and for four

years has been affiliated with the national

body, but now the new aspirant is contest

ing its right to the honor. Through the

rapid building up of a membership of over

400, and its brilliant and successful man

agement of the Denver show, the Denver

Motor Club has taken a leading place in the

motor councils of the State. Its claims for

recognition are based on the ground that

the old organization has not the requisite

membership of 100 to entitle it to repre

sentation with the governing body, and it

points to its own record as justification of

its efforts to secure recognition as the rep

resentative body of automobilists in the

Centennial State.

Savannah Club Reelects Its Officers.

Being well satisfied with the conduct of

its affairs by the present executives, to

whose energetic efforts the successful man

agement of the Grand Prize race was in

large measure due, the Savannah (Ga.) Au

tomobile Club at its recent annual meeting

re-elected all the old officers as follows:

Frank C. Battey, president; J. J. Raners,

vice-president; A. \V. Solomon, secretary

and treasurer. Board of governors, F. C.

Battey, J. J. Raners, A. W. Solomon, George

W. Tiedeman, George J. Baldwin, Harvey

Granger, F. M. Oliver, C. G. Bell, D. G.

Rosenheim, W'right Hunter and A. B.

Moore.

Special Sermons for Automobilists.

Special sermons to automobilists are a

church advertising novelty that Dr. \Villiam

Horace Day, of Los Angeles, Cal., has orig

inated. The registered list of owners is

used for sending out the invitations, and

the text employed is: “The driving is like

the driving of Jehu, for he driveth furious

ly."

MUD THROWING EFFECTS 0E SPEED

Results of Tests Showing the Splashing Ca

pacity of Motor Cars—What They Sug

gest for Motorists.

Tests recently conducted by a Belfast m0

torist to ascertain the capacity of the mo

tor car to throw mud, were productive of

interesting results. The road on which the

tests were held was swept on the previous

evening. In the morning the surface was

sprinkled to give approximate conditions

to those which attain in wet weather. A

screen 8 feet wide and 6 feet high was con

structed and placed on the sidewalk to re

cord. the results. For the first trial a car

traveling 15 miles per hour was sent past

the screen at a distance of 3 yards, and the

resulting volume of mud thrown on the

screen averaged 1 foot in height. The max

imum height of the mud thrown by the car

at this speed was 18 inches. At a car speed

of 20 miles per hour the column of mud

was pushed up to a height of 3% feet. In

the final trial the car was sent past the

screen at 25 miles per hour, when the mud

was elevated to an average height of 4

feet and attained a maximum of 5 feet 11

inches. The net result demonstrated that

at 25 miles per hour pedestrians are prac

tically certain to be splashed and that as

the speed of the car increases, immunity

from flying mud becomes unknown. No ef

fort was made to determine how far mud

is likely to be thrown under such circum

stances.

As the tests showcd the wide area in

which mud was thrown by cars at speed it

would evidently be a kindly act on the part

of motorists to decrease their rate of travel

in passing through towns or whenever pe~

destrians are encountered on muddy high

ways. Such action on their part would

merit the esteem of the public.

 

Cheyenne Launches Its Motor Club.

Twenty-five enthusiastic motorists of

Cheyenne, Wyo., met last week and formed

an organization to be known as the Chey

enne Motor Club. Officers were elected as

follows: \Villiam B. Barnett, president; I.

E. Stimson, first vice-president; Dr. Otto

Snyder, second vice-president; Fred Horn,

secretary and treasurer. The following com

mittee were authorized to prepare a consti

tution and by-laws and to report at the next

meeting: W. E. Dineen, Frank \Vright, John

Schuneman, L. E. Smith and Percy Hoyt.

Newark’s Big Club Grows Bigger.

As the result of an active campaign to

enlarge its roster, the New Jersey Automo

bile and Motor Club of Newark. at a recent

meeting increased its numerical strength by

the admission of 47 new members. The

club now has 1.196 active and 232 assoeiate

members on its roll.
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The Week’s Patents.

903,762. Automobile. Charles J. Paulson,

Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor of forty-three ones

hundredths to Kenneth F. Junor and thirty

seven and one-half one-hundredths to Phebe

R. Maclaurin, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Oct.

19, 1907. Serial No. 398,142.

1. In a motor vehicle. the combination of

a spring member, a motor connected with

one end of the spring member, the other end

of the spring member being connected with

the driving wheels whereby the motor will

wind up the spring and thereupon rotate the

driving wheels through the spring, a gov

ernor connected with the driving wheels,

means for causing the governor upon reach~

ing a certain predetermined speed to reduce

the power of the motor. mechanism connect

ing the motor with the driving wheels sep

arate from the said spring connection, said

latter mechanism including a connecting

member that is normally inoperative and

disconnects such mechanism, but which up

on attaining a certain predetermined speed

will throw such mechanism into engage

ment and thereby through said motor con

nection with the spring end will wind up

the spring through the rotation of the driv

ing wheels caused by the momentum of the

car, assisted by the reduced power of the

motor.

903,884. Motor Vehicle. Arthur Przy

gode, Charlottenburg, Germany, assignor to

General Electric Company. a Corporation of

New York. Filed Oct. 13, 1905. Serial No.

282,539.

1. A motor vehicle comprisin a fore car,

a rear car, a pivotal connection Between the

cars. and a device having an attachment to

each car which checks the angular move

ment of one car with respect to the other.

903.952. Transmission Gearing. William

K. Blackburn, Milwaukee, Wis Filed July

31, 1908. Serial No. 446,247.

in transmission gearing, 'a power shaft,

conical clutch members secured to the

power shaft, oppositely disposed beveled

faced pinions loosely mounted upon said

power shaft and having conical shells ex

tending therefrom for frictional engage

ment with said clutch members, means for

holding the bevel faced pinions against

end play upon the aforesaid power shaft, 3

counter shaft, a beveled faced wheel car

ried by the counter shaft adapted to have

constant engagement with both of the afore

said bevel faced pinions. and means for im

parting longitudinal motion to the power

shaft whereby the bevel faced pinions are

alternately engaged by the clutch members.

904,023. Vehicle \Vheel. Thomas A. Sil

verwood, London, England. Filed April

22. 1907. Serial No. 369,647.

A vehicle wheel comprising an expand

ing frame. a hub and spokes, one end of

each spoke being connected to the hub and

the other end being free to move in the

frame, springs, one of which is attached

to each of said spokes, and spring buffers

connecting with said springs. substantially

as described.

904,028. Self-Propelled Vehicle. Joseph

Vollmer, Berlin, Germany. assignor to

General Electric Company, a Corporation

of New York. Filed Jan. 16, 1905. Serial

No. 241.271. '

1. in a system of the character described.

the combination of a fore-car, a rear car.

an elastic suspension means for the body of

the fore-car, and a second elastic suspen

sion means located between the first sus

pension means and the rear car and sup

porting the weight of the latter.

904,086. Internal Combustion Engine.

David Roberts, Grantham, England. Filed

Nov. 9, 1907. Serial No. 401,488.

1. In an internal combustion engine, the

combination with the cylinder, and piston,

of a vaporizing chamber communicating di

rectly with the cylinder by a passage of

less diameter than the cylinder, :1 fuel inlet

connected with the vaporizing chamber, in

 

 

Gasollnoandlleetrio—Aorl'hslmandl ‘

Studebaker Aulsmuhllo 00.. South Bend. Indiana

JONES SPEEDDMETER

Most accurate speed

indicator in the world.

JONES SPEEDOMETER CO.,

76th St. & Broadway, New York.

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

THIS MAGNETO l8 “ FOOL PROOF"

The most unukillful driver can install the Remy

1909 High Tension Magneto. Imp connection

cannot injure it, and no amount of ti edng will put

it out of commission. The Remy will stand more

neglect, oil, dirt and water than ansogther ignition

system in the world. More than 17, Kenya have

a ready been sold for 1909 ears—more Remys than _all

athera combined. Write for illustration and descrip

on.

THE IEMY ELECTRIC CO., Dept. ll, Anderson, Ind.

We have opened a branch house in Thoroughfare

r' Bldg., Broadway and 57th St.., New York.

BLEVELAND SPARK PLUGS
“They Shoot a flame!

CLEVELAND SPARK PLUG DD.

CLIVELAND, OHIO l

 

 

 

 

 
 

Briscoe Manufacturing Co.

RADIATORS

Detroit, Mich. Newark, N. J.

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

‘ A Dependable Car. ‘

PENNSYLVANIA AUTO IOTOR CO..

Bryn Mswr, Pa.

 

Get Rid of Tire Troubles

Try a Set of

GaJIIRIES

 

 

 

 

" ' T llllllllllilllll

lllllllllllllllllilll ‘

mum-v

    

 

“~._\ 8350 buy: f/rrlr $600

Cl" equipped with

Bosch Magneto

THE METZ

PLAN CAR

The plan is ex

, plrrinetl in

Book uB"

CHASZA‘l-l. METZ, Waltham, Mass.

  

 

This Tire Sells Because it Saves

Saving of time and savin of money explain the

popularity of the Goodyear etachable Auto Tire on

Goodyear Universal Rim. Or. or 05 in less than 60

seconds with no tools except a wrench. This is the

GOODYEAR WRAPPED TRIAD TIDE MADE DI AIR BAGS

Can't creep, can't rim cut. 90% puncture proof.

Let us tell you about our Air bottle service free to

motorists for two years.

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER 00 . Arthur 8L, Atron. U.

 

SPRINGFILLD

T0? (Pat. my

Aluminum

Iodles

METAL BODY (10..

S“ llrnle Ave.,

Springfield, lass.

  

 

 

The Low Price of the High-Quality

Lambert ear
is made possible by the low cost of the simple

L_ambert notion transmission, which is more sl

eient than any type of complicated, expensive [car

transmission.

 

BUCKEYE MFG. COMPANY, Anderson, Ind.

I 

(Trade STA-RITE Mark) Ignition plugs

are ednow r:

pair erpe -

ually, (is: of

charge (when

returned to

factory) be

‘ cause “They

Half Inch Separnble, Double Por- Stay Right

celain Plug. Prrce $1.25. the Longest."

THE R. I. HARDY CO ""°°33‘3',"°d

Factory 201 37th St., BROOKLYN, I. Y.

309 Fisher Bldg., Chicago.

  

7AM“ 4A

 

 

 

 
 

THE GYROSCOPE CAR l

The Simplest Automobile in the World.

USO—The Price—8750.

GYROSCOPE AUTOMOBILE CO. (INC.)

Gyroscope Bldg..

New York City.

 

231 West 54!!! St.

11

 

 

 

 

O I l , O O O ' O O 0

worth of experience behind the new

s l ,OOO MITCHELL

This price includes $300 worth of extra auto

mobile'valuc not included in other cars selling a!

this rice. Learn what it is. Write to-day for de

tarle description.

MlTCl-lELL MOTOR CAR CO..

576 Mitchell St.. Racine. Wis.

Standard Manufacturers A. M. C. M. A.
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direct and open communication therewith,

air inlet and exhaust passages communicat

ing with the said passage, and controlling

valves interposed between said passage and

said inlet and exhaust passages, substan

tially as described.

904,132. Motor Oiling System. Kirk G.

Johnston, New York, N. Y. Filed March

5, 1908. Serial No. 419,357.

I. In a motor oiling system the combina

tion with the crank case thereof and using

the force of the successive compressions

therein, of an adjustable oil level main

taining stand pipe connected to an air-tight

oil tank, adjustable check valves hermeti

cally attached to and adapted to receive oil

from the said air tight oil tank and means

conveying oil from said adjustable check

valves to the required points on the motor,

subshtantially as and for the purpose set

ort .

904,137. Steering Mechanism for Auto

mobiles. John M. Mack, Allentown, Pa.

Filed Nov. 27, 1905. Serial No. 289,143.

1. A steering apparatus for vehicles com

prising a casing, a shaft supported partly

within and partly without said casing, an

arm fixed upon said shaft without the eas

ing adapted for connection with the steer

ing gear, an arm fixed upon said shaft with

in said casing, a movable member having a

bifurcated end adapted for sliding engage

ment with said arm, and a threaded end,

means for guiding said movable member, a

sleeve inclosing the end of said movable

member and provided with screw threads

adapted to engage the threaded end of said

movable member, an annular support ar

ranged upon said sleeve intermediate its

ends, bearings disposed above and below

said support, and a rod secured at its lower

end to said sleeve and provided at its upper

end with a hand wheel for actuating said

rod and its connected parts, substantially as

specified.

904,143. \Vheel for Motor. Vehicles. Al

den L. McMurtry, New York, N. Y., as

signor to \Nyckofi, Church 8: Partridge, a

Corporation of New York. Filed Dec. 11,

1906. Serial No. 347,390.

1. A wheel comprising a felly recessed

in its outer face, a removable wheel rim

formed with longitudinal locking recess in

its inner face, a pivoted rim locking device

seated in the recess in the felly and adapted

to be moved from a tangential to a radial

position to engage the locking channel in

the rim.

904,146. Steering Mechanism for Motor

Vehicles. Arsene Pare, Taunton, Mass.

Filed April 2, 1908. Serial No. 424,758.

A motor vehicle comprising a running

gear frame, stub axles having vertical arms

journaled in bearings on the forward por

tion of said frame, steering wheels on said

axles, a gear segment affixed to one of the

axle arms, connections between the two

axle arms. a vertical shaft journaled in a

bearing affixed to the running gear frame, a

gear afiixed to said vertical shaft, and en

gaged with said gear segment, a spiral gear

rotatively mounted on the body,, and having

a socket portion which is adapted to slide

on the vertical shaft. the socket portion of

said spiral gear and the portion of the shaft

on which it slides being relatively formed

to prevent one from rotating relatively to

the other, a steering shaft mounted on the

body. a transverse shaft and a longitudinal

shaft, both journaled in bearings on the

body, gears connecting the transverse shaft

with the longitudinal shaft, and a spiral

gear on the longitudinal shaft meshing with

the spiral gear which slides on the vertical

shaft.

904,148. Lever and Ratchet for Vehicle

Brakes. Morgan Potter. Fishkill-on-the

Hudson, N. Y. Filed March 6, 1908. Se

rial No. 419,443. 0

l._ In a lever and ratchet appliance for

vehicle brakes, an operating lever, a pawl

and a ratchet, said lever being supplied with

a stop piece arranged to engage the lower

portion of the pawl and with a collar for

entering a recess in the pawl, and a coupling

bolt passing through the collar and through

the pawl, the parts being combined and ar

ranged substantially as set forth.

904,150. Garment, Umbrella, and Cane

Rack for Automobiles. Edward T. Robin

son, St. Louis, Mo., assignor to St. Louis

Car Company, St. Louis, Mo., a Corporation.

Filed Feb. 11. 1908. Serial No. 415,356.

1. A rack of the character described,

comprising a horizontal bracket having a

horizontal loop and adapted to be secured

to the body of a vehicle, and a stay arm ex

tending upwardly and inwardly from the in

ner end of said loop. substantially as set

forth.

904,151. Hood for Automobiles. Edward

T. Robinson, St. Louis. Mo., assignor to St.

Louis Car Company, St. Louis, Mo., :1 Cor

poration. Filed Feb. 11, 1908. Serial No.

415,359.

1. A hood of the character described

comprising a plurality of tapering telescop

ing sections.

 

THE LARGEST AUTOMOBILE SUPPLY HOUSE IN AMERICA

  

Your Profit, Mr.

You must sell goods that are in demand and movedepends upon your sales. _ _

we would like to have you investigaterapidly, and give you a good profit.

TI‘IE CELEBRATED BRAMPTON CHAIN

 

 

for you and the Brampton Chain.

They are rapid sellers and bring many duplicate orders.

They are the strongest chain on the market.

  

We have in stock all sizes to fit American and foreign cars.

_ The price is the same as you pay for any other chain, in fact all automobile chains now on the market are same

price to manufacturers, jobbers, dealers and users, and our prices are the same as quoted by chain manufacturers.

PRICE THE SAME. QUALITY?

Every customer a satisfied customer and a daily advertiser

Made of self-hardening steel.

INVESTIGATE. Get the best at the same price.

Dealer

 

 

Agents wanted in unoccupied

territory. Catalog mailed upon request; the largest of its kind ever published.

CI'IAS. E. MILLER, r::.".t:$':;:'t...‘::.':::; Main Office: 9199-101 Reade sum, New York

BRANCHES—54th St. and 8th Ave., New York: 202-204 Columbus Ave. Boston, \lass.;'318-320 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.;

22716-229 Jefferson Ave., Detroit; 1829 Euclid Ave, Cleveland, 0.; 1392 Redford Ave, Brooklyn. N. Y.; 824 Main St., Buffalo.
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STEVENS-DURYEA %;
Model xxx Runabout <

 

 

  

- 155%wt;

.1, .

fl 'Ev-l first“ ... . .I. .n.. I—1 A _.. .

ANOTHER VICTORY

 

 

  

 

A light, fast Car of three

passenger capacity. Actual

 

road speed, three passengers TW 0 M a t h e s o n C a r 5

up, fifty miles an hour.

THE xxx RUNABOUT WIN

has same power plant as

Model X. Four-cylinder TWO4- h , ' d _

gvith riiilasggggeaindeigiigrin In New Yorlr to Boston Endurance

A gentleman’s roadster of Contest, March I lth, 24 7 miles ——

an approved, Praetica] typc’ 6 hours 3 4 minutes runnin time

with the STEVENS—DURYEA , ’ g ’

stamp of merit Send for carrying four passengers over deep mud

detailed specifications. covered roads, considered, in many

STEVENS _ DRUYEA coMPANY places, almost impasslble. 20 contestants.

Members Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

cmconm FALLS. MASS. These two perfect score Matheson four-cylin

der cars had been driven by their owners over

l5,000 and l9,000 miles respectively before

entering this contest.
 

  

This victory recalls the great Cup Winning

triumph of three Matheson cars which were the

only three cars out of 32 contestants

BY US ARE to malte pertect time scores in the

SELDEN PATENT _

FOR one YEAR. greatest Endurance Contest ever held in Amer

ica—300 miles in zero weather, over the ice

and snow covered mountain roads from Phila

delphia to Wilkes-Barre and return, Jan. l-Z,

I909. These three winning Mathesons had

also been driven by their owners 9,000, l2.000

and l8,000 miles respectively before entering

  

  

ALL CARS SOLD

LICENSE!) UNDER

AND GUARANTEED

as-so n. P.

$3,500

the contest.

50 H. P. 50 H. P.

Six-cylinder Shaft Four-cylinder Chain

The Palmer-Singer Town and Country Car Drive Drive

is admittedly without equal in beauty of ap- $3 000 $4 500
. . .

’ ’
pcarancc ancilvwlblc liv‘dencc Of Cllass' (glut Equipped with choice of Equipped with Touring

cuStomers_w 0 use t cm COPStant y say t at Touring, Tonrabout, Toy- body, Limousine or Lan

thcy 3“? WithOUt equal for sel-Vlceg comfort tonneau, Close coupled or danlet, $5,500. Roadster

reliability. Let us show you the evrdence of this. Runabout bodies. or Tourabout, $4,350.

Palmer & Singer Mm' co' MATHESON AUTOMDBILE COMPANY

1620-22-24 Broadway, New York. 182] Michigan Ave., Chicago,

New York and Chicago Agents “ The Simplex." Bruadway’ cur. S‘ree‘ New York
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The Only

SPARE WHEEL Cure

for Tire
Every motorist should carry a “Stepney” and

' avoid all troublesome delays caused by punc- Troubles

tures and blowouts. Write for Catalogue D. r

 

  

._ PAT.PII. __

ll. '00.

  

 

  

SPARE MOTOR WHEEL OF AMERICA, Li'o. asa Michigan A... cl-lchGo, ILL.

 

 

S U P P M E N The Most Efficient

SPIRAL SPRINGS Batteryislhe

i (ICars are like men in that it takes 1 w I T H E R B E E

a study of them ,0 realize their It is used and recommended bv practi

cally all the leading manufacturers and

dealers. This fact is an acknowledgment

(IWe have made a study of the of its superiority. Not alone is it a perfect

spring question and can help you system of ignition, but is absolutely neces

realize to the full the earn-ding pos_ sary as part equipment of every car for the

sibilities of your car. The use of Supplementary Spiral reason that It prowdes current for

Springs are a duty you owe to yourself. They provide umous'" ullhmlll’ lead ullhlsv Ta"

spring insurance and spring comfort, effectually guarding ughls’ Side “ums’ Inspecmm lamp’

- Gauge and till-Feed Lights, and every
against shocks to your pocketbook and passengers.

use to which a storage battery can he put

(LMany thousands of the S. S. S. are in use by just I 7 Write for |mrticnlnrs regarding our new

. " “’itherhee, Jr."

as many satisfied users. Better be one of them NOW. “my/“H.,,- /,*,~.,,1,.1;,,-,,_,,_/,,, (4.,,,,,',.,,"

- Wico Char in Device. Wico l nition Wire.

(IYour dealer or garage can fit you out in a few WM 5mg, “Hugs. wmmg, Baum“

hours' time. Wico Inspection Lamp

WITIIERBEE IGNITER COMPANY

S U P P LEM E NTARY """"&'év5".';3’....
CHICAGO, ILL: DETROIT. MICH.:

1429 Michigan Ave. 2.20 Jefferson Ave.

I IlliFI-ALQ, N. Y.‘: 720 Main St.

_ BALIIMORI'. t.)FFl(.F,»—354 Lharles St.

Motor Mart, New York 4555 Delmar Ave., St. Louis, Mo. _ j

Model B—Brush Runabout

A CAR 0]“ SIMPLE DESIGN MADE WELL

NOT A COMPLICATED DESIGN MADE CHEAPLY

Its records and the opinions of its users speak more loudly than self praise. Agencies for

1909 are being closed rapidly. Much good territory still open.

BRUSH RUNABOUT COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.

possibilities.
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Thousands of

Cars

LARGE, MEDIUM AND SMALL TYPES.

are now equipped, or being equipped this

season, with AXLES, TRANSMISSIONS,

CONE CLUTCHES, HAND LEVERS

STEERING GEARS, STEERING REACHES.

ETC. of our manufacture. Automobile

builders order these from us season after

season; we wish for no better advertise

ment than to have this fact generally known.

 

    

  

 

Ada’rns u/l rummum'm/Iun: [0

THE " LONG -ARM” SYSTEM

COMPANY

SPECIFY

Heinze ignition ap

paratus on your'

l909 car and got‘

THE BEST

MADE.

   

  

  

  

 

 

Write us if your

dealer does not

carry them.

Hainze Electric 60.

LOWELL, MASS.

Makers of

coma, 'rlmerts.

MAGNETOU, SPARK

PLUGS

 

  

  

Unless your car has perfect

lubrication, your gasoline

is used for friction instead of miles of Speed. The

use of vacuum MOBILOlL saves the wear of your car, the

waste of gasoline, and most cf the money that goes for repairs.

Vacuum MOBILOIL is made in six different ades to suit

the lubrication of eve automobile made. ne of these

grades is exactly adapt to the needs of .your car. Its use is

an investment that saves expense. It Will end forever your

' lubrication troubles, and add to your

pleasure and the life of your car.

l'lrif: 1:! free bookie! showing grade

cf l.JOC.‘l.OlL adapted to the use of

every car. Gives lrazk "{0de la

dale, and money-saving motor blurs.

Vacuum

MOBILOIL
in barrels, and in cans with patent

pouring spout is sold by dealers every

where. Manufactured by

VACUUM Oil. (10., Rocbster, N. Y.

  

  

  

    
  

 

 

STAND THE TEST

@

@

Q?

@

@

@
After 27,000 miles continuous service in a Chal- @

@

g

@

@

mers-Detroit “30,” their engineering depart

ment reports as follows:

“Examinations of the bearings showed that

the wear was remarkably small considering

' that they had an equivalent of five years’ ser

vice."

The above simply emphasizes

Bearing superiority.

Standard

 
 

SEND FOR NEW CATALOG

Standard Roller Bearin Bo.
PHILADELPHIA, PA- 2

@@@@@@@@@

 

 

@
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ACCURATE

GEARS

Can furnish all kinds of

gears of any material

and in any quantity,

all with accurately cut

or planed teeth. Let

us quote you prices.

 
 

 
 

Thu Nov Procass Haw lilda 00.

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

  

 

 

CONTINENTAL Motors

RR8

. - ' s-rmvmnm

CAUSE—

We are m o t o r

SPECIALISTS.

RESULT—

  

in a "Continental"

$24-40 ILP.) than

in any other mo.

tor on the market.

Write ior catalogue.

CONTINENTAL MOTOR MFG. CO.,

musxnoon. men.

K. Franklin Petcraon, Weatern R resentatlv‘r’e. 166

Invader flil
THE OIL THAT

GRAPHITIZIS

are reaponaihla tor its

popularity

User: of

YOU NAIE THE CAR —

I LL

NAIR THE GRADE

nan: ONLY av

‘ CHAS. F. KELLOII l 00.

m Arch St., Philadelphia

‘ Beaten Iraaeh:
'lfillrtnaa 284 Columbua Avenue.

  

  

 

 

Volt

A

may mmmvrn
Mam?" Cunm-rticnt

I Y _ . .
"'50 \olt Amnitttr

DEAD BEAT METAL DIAI

Guaranteed . and the price ta

v right, send for catalogue and trade

CONNECTICUT

TELEPHONE and ELECTRIC CO., Inc.

~ Meriden, Conn.

{ Licensed under Unit Coil Co.'s Patents

0 Wheels fitted with

emuZhuafin!

DEMOUNTABLE RIMS
in three daya time Inquire oi your neareat

dealer.

CONTINENTAL CAOUTCHOUC CO.

1788-90 Broadway New York City

  

 

 

 

 

 

 E. Lake St., Chlca 'I‘hoa. . etael

Representative, 53. W. 42d gt" New York.

Tire Troubles?

Use Parmanlt

Demcnatrated beiore Board

Governora Harrinhurl

Motor Club with at auc

ceaa. For particu ara wnte

ADOLF KARL & CO.,

187-0 Wuhln n St.,

ewark, N. J.

 

  

 

NO OTHER MAKER HA8

DARED TO MEET THE

AJAX TIRE

Guarantee of 5,000 Miles

AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER CO.,

General Offices:

N. E. Cor. 57th St. and Brundwnv New York City.

Factories, Trenton, J.

 

 

D O W '1‘ U B E S

The Best Tubes Ever Manufactured

Are the Moat Economical

Do Not Deflate When Punctured.

DOW TIRE COMPANY.

2000 Broadway, N. Y. 893 Boylston St., Boston.

  

 

 

AVOID ACCIDENTS

"Wile

Wridgway No Glare Shade

hieh “a to th all at the la- aad have'lara “’01! blindlé atharqnaera oi the waya. Can

Ea fitted to any atial lamp.

PEERLESS MOTOR CAR CO.,

:20 to no W. “at St., N“ YOII

 

 

ESTABLISNLD ma.

UNIVERSAL VALVIJ'
Mma umsrenw mums».

The Siaadard American Valvaa iar

Automobile, Bicycle A Vehicletlm

Man-tactiler by

A. SCHRADER‘S SON INC.

zs-sz Rose St. New Vorir. us A.

  

 

TRUFFAULTIHARTFORD

Trade

a

11: Device th t ade 8a! 8 and Conicrtabla. .Atrtlomohilia.‘ oaaigla

Write ior catalogue, Department D.

HARTFORD SUSPINIIOI CO».

I. V. Hartford. Praa. NI Bay St., Jaaaay City, I. J.

 

  

 

A Neceaelty 0n Automobiles—WHAT?

COLUMBIA LOOK NUTS

CANNOT ahake looae._ The add an important iaetor oi aaiety and

  

live a. reeling oi aecunt .

oi accident lnlurance.

olumbla Lock Nuta are the beat kind

led by moat makera oi the beat can and

by leadin railroada, etc. Send ua a two-cent stamp. nine and

thread oi t e bolt. and we will forward a Columbia Lock Nut Ior It.

COLUMBIA NUT . BOLT 00.. Inc., Bridgoport, Conn.

 

A. O. Smith Company

MAKERS OF

PRESSED STEEL

FRAMES
(Capacity 100,000 per annum.)

Heavy and Difficult Stampings

Front and Rear Axles

Steering Columns

Transmissions, Selective and

Progressive

Multiple Disc Clutches

A.0. SMITH co. 32.22332“:
 

 

 
 

A SUPERB LINI OP CARB—

NTS‘JH? a...“no 13"“ OJ“
" o oo o 4| Too t "2-Cyiinder and 4-CyIinder m

Runabouta, Road-Itera, Tonrinl Cara,

llEP..24H.P..SOH.P.andJ6H.P.

Prieea, $850, $950, $1,250 and $14“).

IAIIKilII AUTOIIIIIII 00..

E

 

it .I.nunlahJ

 

 

IIIBMKRMON
"A Mechanical Mnsrrrbioco'

For catalog, addraaa Dept. 10.

NORDYKE & MARION CO.

(and. :85!) INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

 

 

Th0 PULLMAN

H0 Roadater. Price, “N0.

that made the run from Phlladeighia to Sa

vannah Ga., March 5th to 18th. roth and

up to the radiator, beating all previona reoorda.

YORK MOTOR CAR (10.. York. Pa.

 

 

 

.LZcmmvlflk'
The Locomobile Company of America,

Bridgeport, Conn.

 

 

THOMAS SHOCK ABSORBERS

on your automobile mean more comfort,

speed, safety, economy. Prove it at our

expense. 30 days free trial.

BUFFALO SPECIALTY CO.,

340 Ellleott St. BUFFALO. N. Y.

  

 

 

DIAMOND

CHAINS .g
SAVE POWER l

3‘3; mMeaFaI-amaoam

BIA-080 mum it IFS. 00.
150 W. Gall-Ila“Mm

  

4.1.
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BRASS BRONZE QALUMINUM

Whitlock Coil Pi

  

WHITLO C K

INTAKE EXHAUST

p Co.l

RADIATORS

' AND WATER PlPES

CASTINGS. AUTOGENOUS WELDING

Hartford. Conn.

 

 

s 1 . 250
F. O. B. Detroit

E '3 MAGNETO

INCLUDED

—Of Course.

Everitt-Metzger

Flanders Co.

Detroit, Mich.

 

  

 

 

THE INTER-STATE

In every way the light-running. zrnceful. speedy

INTERSTATE—$1750 complete with Eiscman Magneto

—finds its only competition in the high-priced high grade

cars. Write for catalogue, today. Dealer! all Agents

will appreciate the opportunity opened to them by the

m'rza-sra'ra. Addressi

Inter-State Automobile Co., 12‘ Willard Stn Muncie, Ind.

Franklin Automobiles

Quality, not pounds, makes an

automobile high-grade and strong

and safe.

PUT ANV FRANKLIN MODEL TO ANY TEST.

H. H. Franklin Manufacturing Company

Syracuse. N. Y.

  

 

 
 

Gasolene and

W Electric

Automobiles

ARE MADE BY

ELECTRIC vmncua co., Hartford, Conn.

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

I MORGAN aWRIGHTTIRES

It ARE GOOD TIRES

  

 

 

RAVI YOU CHIN

THE PERFECTION WRENCH?

The neweat and beat wrench made; all ateel—great

strength; inatantly adinlted: eaaily and nickly oper

ated; poaitive grip' immense time, troube, and tem

per aaver: beat “all round tool" ever 08ere<i tor aale.

“You will want one when you on it.”

For circular addreal,

PERFECTION WRENCH CO.,

Boa 426. PORT CHISTIR. I. Y.

THE

 

 

'I‘II ADI! MOTOR CA! 00.

  

AUGUST OFELDT 8: EONS

Manufacturers of Coil, Water Tube and

Flash Boilers.

KEROSENE AND GASOLINE BURNERS.

Ofice: 123 Liberty St., NEW YORK, N. Y.

Write for Catalogue.

  

 

It is not possible for any chain to be

better than

BALDWIN CHAINS
BALDWIN CHAIN & MFG. (20..

Worcester, Masa.

 
  

 

 
 

 

Eedders Radiators

will cool such cars as the Pierce, Thomas, Packard

Runabout and National for 1909. How about your

order.

If you want to learn about a REAL COOLER, get

our catalogue. -

FEDDERS MFG. wonxs. Bufialo, N. Y.

IGNITION

PACKARD 0431.:
New Booklet Free.

THE PACKARD ELECTRICAL C0.

303 Dana Ave., Warren, Ohio

 

   

 

@112 $1124] fiahiatnt

IIIE BUSH MANUFACTURING CO.

HARTFORD.CONN.

  

 

MICHELIN

MICHELIN TIRE COIPANY

IILLTOWII. u. 1.

 

 

THE SPIIIIIIIIIF MAGNETII
will give you perfect ignition. Pro

nounced the best by experts. Ask for

Magneto catalog.

C. F. SPLITDORF,

261 Walton Ave., New York

 

 

OAKLAND
40 H. P. Four Cylinder, Shaft Drive, $1,600.

OAKLAND MOTOR CAR CO.,

Pontiac, Mich.

  

 

 

  

 

Tire eapenae cut in two.

Cannot Blow Out, Rim Cut

or Puncture.

A: Flexible u Rubber

Anti-Skid.

1;: '

j 11* '
That part oi a tire with a

blowout or a rim cut in it

will lut longer than any

other part iI encircled by a

few section: of atcel.

Thouaanda in tree.

Klmhall Tin Case 00.

[12 Bloodwa

Oounotl Ilufl‘o, Iowa

  

 

 

 

\

Name

leading. Pa.

I THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY
Y 154 Nassau Street, New York

Full 0! Air.

Encloaed find $2.00 for which enter my :ubacriptlon to

Che motor Morlb

for one year, commencing with the issue of

 

Address  

 

 

 

LBQ
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EMPIRE AIITOMOBILE T R

BRANCHES—Newark 264 Halsey SL; Detroit, 842 Woodward Ave; Boston, 292 Devonshire SL; Chicago, 20 Le Selle St? 1301 Michigan

Ave; New York, 734 t. 8: Broadway; 148 Chambers St. AGENCIES—Pittsburg, Consumers‘ Auto Supply Co.; Kansas Cltcv, Mo., Empire

Tire 8: Rubber Co.; Atlanta, Ga., Dunham Rubber Co.; Cleveland 0.. Motor Supply Agency Co.; Nor olk. VL, Wm. H. _rover; Denver.

Denver Auto Goods Co.‘ jueksonville, Fla., Snvell Rubber Co.; Phlladel hia, Penn Aum bu ly_Co._; Lon Angelo. Cal.. Pacific Elec. Win;

Buflalo. N. Y-. Empire éalel Co.; Minneapolis. Empire Tire & Rubber 0.; Savannah. Ga., am: Tire Co.; new Orleam, La" H. A Tauni

> ‘-:"-‘<" 'iww'vwax-w _ -' 1‘1 ' ‘

  

 

 

HE cm WITHOUT even acne semen

STILL RUNNiNG RUNNNG STILL.

  

For Automobile Bodies, Dashes, Guards, Ballets.

Battery Boxes, Drip Pans. Muttlers. Etc.

“ONG—DURAILE

CALELESS—RUS‘ILBSQ

MOUTH—PAM lDIIFRES mMLY

A; Metal 'I'hnt’q A 'l‘l'meh—nndljirlone! §§§

TI! 81"le IOIJJNG "ILL COMPANY. CANTON. OIIIO

  

  

    

 

 
   

“ Oldeat Makers in America"

Mailed anywhere tor 60 cents in coin

INTRODUCTORY OFFER

Hemmeter Spark Plugs

Result of two years experimenting with every

known plug on the market.

Guaranteed as good as any in the world regard

less of cost.

 

 

 

Agents Wanted.

 

26‘! Calhoun StreetHEMMETER SPARK PlUG (0. cmcmnu'l, omo K°k°m°,l"d

  

  

  

The output of complete Front

and Rear Automobile Axles of this

plant exceeds the capacity of all

competition combined.

 

IEAmerican Ball-Bearinz in.

L. S. i M. 8. Ry. l ldgwntor Perk

OLIVILANO. ONIO. U.l.A_
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“THE SILENT SELDEN"
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. _ postmark ittlt» ’
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‘
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$2,000 F. O. B. ROCHESTER, N.Y.

AFTER the remarkable results of our " first year "—the achieved success of 1908, we salute you

with real and well established confidence as we introduce the Selden of l909.

Not only has our promise to produce a high grade car of best materials and workmanship for

$2000 been strictly fulfilled, but we have demonstrated the Selden genius in a silent, strong, comfortable,

durable and handsome car. it does all that the owner wants to do and all that the chauffeur ought to

do. Agents and owners are enthusiastic over it. Not a cheap car at all but one of the how-can

you-do-it-for-the-money kind.

Our I909 wheel base is lengthened 5 inches from l09 to ll4; the magneto and pump moved

to left side of motor, the remaining equipment on the right; the brakes enlarged and now rigged

inside the frame; the wheels now 34 inches were 32 inches; the radiator and hood made to conform in

style to longer wheel base—little touches for style and convenience. No radical mechanical changes,

simply because we couldn't find any necessary—no use fooling with what has proved so unusually good.

We can assure those who buy the I909 Seldens all the efficiency of the I908 Seldens with a

little more style and a little more convenience, a little more refinement. The actual records of use and

travel this year have so proven their merit, power and economic stability that it would be hard to promise

anything better in practical construction. -

THE COMING CAR OF MODERATE PRICE
 
 

Catalog and Agency Proposition upon Request. Agencies Wanted Everywhere.

Selden Motor Vehicle Co., Rochester, N. Y.

GEORGE B. SELDEN, President

Members Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

lg 
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Two Matheson Cars

WlN

TWO PERFECT scones

in New York to Boston Endurance

Contest, March llth, Z4 7 miles ——

6 hours, 3 4 minutes running time,

carrying four passengers over deep mud

covered roads, considered, in many

places, almost impassible. 20 contestants.

These two perfect score Matheson four-cylin

der cars had been driven by their owners over

l5,000 and l9,000 miles respectively before

entering this contest.

This victory recalls the great Cup Winning

triumph of three Matheson cars which were the

only three cars out of 32 contestants

to make perfect time scores in the

greatest Endurance Contest ever held in Amer

ica—300 miles in zero weather, over the ice

and snow covered mountain roads from Phila

delphia to Wilkes-Barre and return, Jan. l-Z,

I909. These three winning Mathesons had

also been driven by their owners 9,000, l2,000

and l8,000 miles respectively before entering

the contest.

50 H. P.

Six-cylinder Shaft

Drive

$3,000

EQUipped with choice of

Touring, Tourabout, Toy

tonneau, Close coupled or

Runabout bodies.

MATHESth AU'I'0MOBILE COMPANY

18864888 Broadway, Cor. 62d Street New York City

50 H. P.

Four-cylinder Chain

Drive

$4,500

Equipped with Touring

body, Limousine or Lan

daulet, $5,500. Roadster

or Tourabout, $4,350.

 

  

 

 

 

  

  

MILLER’S .

Anti-Freeze

‘ Compound
DIRECTIONS FOR USE.

The radiator should be thoroughly washed out with hot

solution of caustic soda, which will remove any dirt, and then

clean water should be put in to see if the radiator leaks any

p ace.

If the radiator is found not to leak, put in the solution.

To get a mixture that will not freeze at 15 degrees below

zero, Fahrenheit, add ten pounds of the compound to two

gallons of water. To get a solution that will not freeze 30

degrees below zero, Fahrenheit, add ten pounds of the com

pound to every six quarts of water.

The cover on the can should be kept closed tight at all

times while it contains any of the compound.

Price, lO-lb. cans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1.00 each.

Pan-American

Automobile Body Polish

    

    

l»“ .Hllll‘m; WI,‘ llllllim:

' l 1|.
."_ :1 ul"

l.

 

  

  

 

  

Pan-American Polish was awarded the Bronze Medal

(“the only one awarded") at the Louisiana Purchase Exposi

tion at St. Louis, 1904. This polish has been carefully pre

pared for the Automobile trade. It is also applicable to the

carriage trade, or can be used on any varnished furniture or

wood-work of any kind. It will remove stains, cover

scratches; leaves the automobile with its original new lustre

without being sticky or greasy.

It can be used on the leather seats or tops with the very

best results. Can be used on any color or kind of varnish

from the clearest white to the darkest black. Furnished in

eight-ounce bottles.

For sale by all automobile dealers.

Price, 60 cents per 8-oz. bottle. Price, $3.00 per gallon.

S ecial prices quoted manufacturers, jobbers and dealers.

Cata 0g on request.

llnln Ollie.

E. 97-99-101 Reade St.

Monufhotu ror Jobber. NEW

lxportor and importer

BRANCHES—54th St. and 8th Ave.. New York; 202-204 Columbus Ave..

Boston. Mass; 318-320 N. Broad St.. Philadelphia. Pa: 22754-229 Jefierson

Ave., Detroit: 1829 Euclid Ave" Cleveland, 0.: 1392 Bedford Ave" Brook

lyn, N. Y.; 824 Main St.. Buffalo.

The Largest Automobile Supply House in America
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- \ CARS

Why Do Studebaker-tartan Bars SellgFaster. For More, Than Diners?

HAS IT EVER OCCURRED TO YOU that the Studebaker-Garford gasoline cars command a higher price per horsepower

than any other American cars? Perhaps it hasn’t—not all persons understand cars well enough to compare them on

that basis. Most folks are impressed with large figures—to them 50 or 60 or 70 horse power terms seem to appeal

strongly—tho for the life of them they couldn’t explain just why.

EFFICIENCY IS THE ONLY LOGICAL BASIS for comparison of an automobile or a horse or anything else. Funny

how few appreciate that simple fact. Must be it’s so simple they have forgotten it.

ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS PER HORSE POWER is the price of Studebaker—Garford 30s and 405. Thirty sells for

$3000 and the Forty for $4000—just an even hundred per horse power you see. (Of course that’s with standard

touring car body. Limousines and other special types come higher according to equipment.)

A LITTLE LESS THAN A MILE A MINUTE is the limit of speed of the 40 with seven passengers, and the 30 has about

the same speed with its five. They are not racing cars and several other high priced cars can give a more spectacular

demonstration on a g00d road—for a ways.

IF YOU WANT A RACING CAR we will be glad to recommend to you several concerns which make that kind of machine.

We don't. Studebaker-Garford cars are built for that class of judicious buyers who are content with reasonable speed

but who demand the best that can be produced in comfort and luxury—and of course absolute reliability under all

' conditions.

PERSONS \VHO BOAST of covering a few hundred miles “without trouble" are not owners of Studebaker-Garford cars.

Thousands of miles—two or three seasons of constant hard driving without any mechanical trouble—often without

even an adjustment—are matters of course with owners of these cars. That’s what they pay for. That’s why Stude—

baker—Garford cars not only command a ready market at higher prices than other cars of same horse power, but

there's a big shortage in our Models A and B today.

NOW IT DOESN’T SOUND TRUTHFUL to say that the Studebaker-Garford “30" for example, selling at $3000 is

higher priced than any other “30”——f0r everybody knows there are several cars rated at “30” in the ads and which sell

for $4200 to $5000.

BUT THOSE ARE “30$” ONLY IN NAME—according to the same formula which rates the Studebaker-Garford at 30

these others are more nearly 60. Lowest of them is 47 and one prominent example of the prevalent underrating fad

should develop 58. Of course we cannot vouch for its developing that much~it doesn’t agree with our ideas of

design or construction and so we don’t believe it will on a test.

\VE HAVE OFTEN WONDERED if the real reason for thus underrating high priced cars was to obscure the fact that 50

and 60 horse power cars of other makes continually go down in defeat before the 305 and 40s of the Studebaker

Garford line. Could it be, think you?

MORE ROUGH ROADS RECORDS—covering distances like the famous drive from New York to Fort Leavenworth; the

winter run from Chicago to Denver—when the 30 beat the crack European and American in the Round the World

Race, by six days—stand to the credit of cars of this wonderfully hardy strain than are held by models of any other
make. Y

WHY DO BUYERS GLADLY PAY MORE per horse power for Studebaker-Garford cars than they will pay for others of

the same horse power or even for cars rated much higher? Must be a reason. And it must be a good reason, for

rattle-brained folks don’t buy Studebaker cars—they run after something more spectacular or more “original”—which

is to say, experimental.

ASK ANY STUDEBAKER-GARFORD OWNER; he’ll tell you in a word. It’s because of the higher efficiency. Regard

less of rating these cars excel in year-in-and-year-out performances. You never see one advertised for sale second

hand. If an owner wants a newer model he always wants a later one of the same make. So he brings his old car to us

—for, better than anyone else we know and appreciate its value.

LET’S SEND YOU A LIST of owners of Studebaker—Garfords—men of prominence who have driven their cars three and

four and five years—and let their verdict determine your choice. Isn’t that a good plan? We think so.

STUDEBAKER AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Main Office: Cleveland, Ohio
BRANCH OFFICES: New York. Boston, Philadelphia. Chicago. San Francisco, Stockton. Cal.: Sacramento, Cal.; Kansas City. M04 Portlflfld- 011-; 563mb

Wash; Salt Lake City, Utah; Dallas, Tex.; Denver, Colo.

DEALERS EVERYWHERE—5,000 of them—just say STUDEBAKER.
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We e d

Cross Chains

Are Brass Plated

When you buy chain tire grips in

sist that you get the genuine Weed

brass plated and specially hardened

cross chains. Buy only the BRASS

PLATED ones—then you know

you are getting the genuine Weed—

not an imitation. The new hardening

process, through which all Weed

Cross Chains are put, enables the

user to get two to three times the

mileage formerly secured.

 

 

Since we could not improve the

general design, neat appearance and

simplicity of Weed Grips we have

succeeded in improving the wear

ing quality of the cross chains.

MR. AUTOMOBILIST!

you should secure the benefit of this

change; see that you do., Specify

Weed Chain Tire Grips—and see

that you get them.

 

  

WEED CHAIN TIRE GRIP

, . ‘ COMPANY

28 Moore St. New York

  

The Warner

Auto

Meter

Guaranteed

Ahsolutely Accurate

is the only speed indicator made on the Magnetic in

duction principle. Because of the principle it accur

ately indicates every range of speed from zero to the

maximum.

All other instruments are made on the centrifugal

principle. They fail to indicate any speed whatever

under 5 to 10 miles per hour. _

The Auto-Meter is so durabiy made that practical

tests have shown that it will endure a MILLION

MILES of riding without perceptible wear, or depart

ing from absolute accuracy more than 10 feet to the

mile.

We invite comparative tests. Before you decide on

any Speed Indicator, put the Auto-Meter on one side

of your dash and any other indicator at any price on

the other. Then use your watch over a measured

course. Kee the instrument which tells the truth.

\Ve know which it will be.

The Warner Instrument Company

Factory and Main 0Iilces— 120 Wheeler Ave.. BELOI'I‘. WISCONSIN

BRANCH HOUSES—New York 1902 Broadwa ' Bolton, 925

Boylato St.; Philadelphia, Cor. Eroad and Race; ittabu , 3432

Forbes .; Cleveland. 2062 Euclid Ave.‘ BuiIan, 722 M SL;

Detroit, 239 Jefferson Ave.- Chica . ISOd Michigan Ave.; Indian

apolis. 330% N. uh ‘I L; St. Louie. m: on"

'— St.: San Francisco, 5 Golden Gate Ave.: Los An- _‘

"e ea, 1212 S. Main St.

  

  

   

  

BY US ARE

SELDEN PATENT

FOR ONE YEAR.

ALL CARS SOLD

LICENSED UNDER

AND GUARANTEED

PALMER - SINGER SKIMABOUT

[809 Model. $2150, equipped except top.

if you want a light car of medium horse-power

made with the scrupulous care given to the high

powered, highest priced foreign cars, made of the

best material by the best workmanship in the

world, the Palmer-Singer Four-Thirty is the one

car which meets your requirements.

Palmer & Singer Mtg. Co.

1620-22-2t Broadway. New York. 1321 Michigan Ave., Chicago.

New York and Chicago Agents " The Simplex."
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The Service and Selling

Success at the

Year is the

‘Firestone”
NON-SKID TIRE

No other tire has ever appealed so sensibly to the motorist; no other has ever

so effectively fulfilled its purpose. Its tough, all-rubber tread presents a mass

of angles, edges and points of road-contact that PREVENTS skidding. Does

away with all metal and other self-destroying features in tire construction that

have hitherto made non-skids short-lived and unreasonably expensive in mile

age cost. .

THE TIRE T0 USE-THE TIRE TO SELL

Every auto maker, dealer, owner and driver should send for

" Progressive this handsome new book (without any advertising), which illus

,, trates the fascinating story of Vehicles, and of Rubber, from

Locomotion the crude to the perfection of today. Free upon request. stat

ing size of tire used.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, 0hto

Branches and Aqencles Almost Everywhere.

" Tire largest (xv/Hive rubber tin maker: in A mrru‘n." I

History Repeats Itseii! W

In 1908 ‘

The World’s Foremost Races /

again won by

BOSCH
MAGNETOS

_ UNITED STATES: Florida Meeting (Ormond Race).

*Newaork-Paris Race, Savannah Grand Prize, both 24 Hour

  

6

 

 

  

 

 

Cars justify the implication of luxury the name implies.

  

Races at Brighton Beach, Glidden Tour. MODEL K—PRICE $2,000.00.

‘. ‘ FRANCE; Grand Prix (19 1’A_ Four Cylinders, 30 H. P., 4%” Bore and 4%” Stroke. Bosch Magneto.

C. F., Coupe des Voiturettes de _

“\th @They are built for safe. comfortable travel and their effi

ENGLAND: Fiat_ N a p i e r flienlcy has been amlply demonstrated by their victories in the

Match, Isle of Man Race_ cross-country runs and hill climbs in

ITALY: C a Florio e Tar- ' ' . . . ' .g0 Bologna Opp (LTPcI-re isnt anything better in looks or style. Model for

‘ ' _ _ more there isn't anything better in the power-plant or its

R GERMANY- Prmce Henry arrangement, :‘nd we don't know of a single up-to-the-minute

366- ' _ feature Pullman cars lack. Prices from $1,500 to $3.500.

CIAILSERIA' semmermg Hm (LVVe honestly believe there isn't a line on the market that

‘m acc- can touch the Pullman in so emphatically giving “value re

RUSSIA! St. Petershllril» ceived" to the buyer. Look it over yourself, or get in touch

Moscow Race. with us.

(LThe Pullman line isn't going to be a “safe bet" for any live

: entt overlook for 1910, \' "3 ' > ~mm w. “m s." New You g o l O“ h the time to get busy.

Chicago Branch: 1253 Michigan' Ave. CO., Pa.

I '
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Value, Not Venture

The marked mechanical perfection, the unusual

durability, and the thorough dependability of

Marmon cars have never been questioned by well

informed, experienced motorists. For over fifty

years, its manufacturers have enjoyed a world

wide reputation as builders of high grade mechan

ical products.

These facts will weigh heavily with the thought

ful buyer in considering the Marmon “Thirty

two.” Light, powerful, and unsparingly equipped,

it invites the most searching comparison with

anything on wheels at $3,500 or less.

Motor, 4 cylinder, 4 x495. Water-cooled. 3240 H. P.

Three-point support. gnition, Bosch H. T. Magneto, dual

5 stem. Lubrication Marmon system of automatic force feed

t rough hollow cranltshaft. Drive, straight line shaft. Select

ive transmission and rear axle one compact unit, ve access

ible. Large brakes, efi’cctive and very durable. ateriala

absolutel the best of ever 'thing, including Krupp_and

Chrome ltlickcl Steels. Hess- nght imgorted ball bearings.

Tires, . D., 34x4. Wheel Base, 11 in. Weight, 2ioo
lbs. uiprnent, complete and high class. Bodies, Sheet

Metal. Touring Car seats five; Suburban (detachable ton

neau), seats four‘ Roadster seats two. Also Coupe or

Limousine Town at.

Ma r in a n “Fifty” (Swen Panzngzrs), $3,750.

Nordyke & Marmon Co. (‘32-) Indianapolis, Ind,

Riding Car In The World

A A_.'___ ~..L -1 \

  

e>_fl__,...__4nAA_e ,e, _ . . ;_._e;____

 

 
  

 
 

THE “JEWEL 40”

The Non-Sklddlng Car
TheChiei Thing You Buy

when you get a STEVENS-DURYEA

is peace of mind. You get a car that

has established a record for

freedom from tire troubles,

freedom from mechanical

troubles and freedom from the

need of frequent overhauling

such as cannot be bought

in any other car at any price.

Freedom from troubles of this sort means

 

- '~_- 4-7

I ' __ _ “M‘s-Jn‘h'

certainty of operation, I cer SPECIFICATIONS

tainty of operation brings ENGINE—Rutenhur. WHEEL BASE—120'.

, - d resales” 32%?W‘h WHEELS—=6"
— u e—- o a - ' 'peace 0 mm ' rsieto, Cofinecticut Coil and Bad e T1,‘§°E§19°°§{;13,£'3'3329- (2::

f8 1 f .THE srevens-ounvea iooo llne conalota of LUBORI eA'l‘roetK-Sclf contained figmfigmg "m n

Light Six Model U XXX Baby Tonneau giggimca‘s'gh °'1 1°"! mm” m WEIGHT—3,0001ba.

Four Cylinder Model X 8 - 40 Six Cylinder TlgANScfiialssmNd—Se‘leetive type, Pig‘sliafieiflggams‘leompliae rb'iui

Or'll’ an reverse. a ock .0 en,

xxx Runabm't MM“ Y ggégirugsi-éimsm Roller. d Pmt-oS-Lirceh ‘1? blanks" Inma
—- n rm to m t8.send for complete catalog (argon. e p an‘iiretallulramp aoublentii'e insulin"

5'} REA AXLEr—Full floating type. and trunk ra

L, -
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A TRULY EXCELLENT

SPEEDOMETER

Stewart Multipolar
(Model 14)

 

  

  

 

Marvelously Accurate

90-mile scale

Diamond bearing

Built ior highest

powered, high

est priced cars.

WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS.

Stewart & Clark Mtg. Co.
509 Diversey Boulevard, Chicago, U. S. A.

, 1878 Broadway New York
Branches' it 697 Woodward, Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
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(Karmfie ‘
The Car with the Ofl'net Crank-Shell.

  

  

Mouel Forty-four, 34 H. P., $2,250.

Spare Wheel, with Inflated Tire, Brackets, and Tools, $74. Magneto, $150.

TRY IT ON THE HILLS

Test this car at half-speed on a hill or sand road where

power—and every ounce of it—is needed. Notice how steadily

and powerfully it pulls when running slowly under load.

The capacity of the Rambler engine for doing this extra work is

most noticeable at low engine speeds. This is because of the Offset

Crank-Shaft.

All that power which in other engines is lost through friction on the

bearings and cylinder walls is added to the driving force by the Ram

bler Offset Crank-Shaft. It reduces friction, eliminates hammer on bear

ings, gives more power. The Straight-Line Drive delivers the power

direct and with least frictional loss to the rear axle.

  

Seven-passenger model, 45 horsepower, with Offset Crank-Shaft, $2,500. Other models,

$1,150 to $2,500. A new Rambler catalog has just been issued. It describes and illus

trates all distinctive features of new Ramblers—the Offset Crank-Shaft, Spare Wheel,

Straight-Line Drive, etc. A copy on request.

THE CAR OF STEADY

SERVICE

Thomas B. Jeffery & Company, Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, Wis.

Branches and Distributing Agencies: ' Chicago, Milwaukee, Boston, New York, Cleveland, San Francisco
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WANT UNIFORM TRADE DISCOUNTS

Spark Plug Makers Propose a Scale for Job

bers and Dealers—Ignition Men

in Conference.

Makers of ignition apparatus who are at

the same time members of the Motor and

Accessory Manufacturers arranged a series

of conferences in New York City this week,

looking to measures which will benefit their

common trade interests. Among the most

radical and important recommendations of

fered was one which was developed at the

meeting of the spark plug manufacturers,

and which contemplates A uniform scale of

discounts to dealers and jobbers.

sentatives of four prominent plug makers

were present, including the Splitdorf La

boratory, A. R. Mosler, the Pittsfield Spark

Coil Co., and the Janney-Steinmetz CO.,

with T. J. W. Kelly, of the Splitdorf or~

ganization, presiding as chairman. The

meeting was held at the Hotel Cadillac on

Tuesday morning. 23d inst., and was the

first of the series. Various suggestions for

standard plug sizes and other improvements

were discussed, but the chief interest cen

tered about the proposal for fixed and uni

form discount figures for the trade.

50 seriously was the matter taken up that

the devising of contract forms-that would

adequately protect a uniform discount system

was given consideration. As a result it was

decided to take counsel with the legal ad

visers of the M. A. M. to see whether bind

ing contracts could be made that would

make the fixed discount plan feasible. If

adopted, such a plan would affect only the

jobbcrs and dealers, the matter of price to

the car manufacturers being left open to

individual discretion.

Following the meeting of the spark plug

makers, the manufacturers of magnetos and

coils held a conference on Tuesday after

noon, at the Cadillac. In attendance at this

meeting were representatives of the Con

necticut Telephone & Electric, Splitdorf,

Repre- ‘

.\utocoil, Hess-Bright, Remy and Pittsfield

interests. with W. P. Wood, of the Pitts

tield company, presiding. The third con

ference is scheduled for this afternoon

(Thursday), at the Hotel Astor, when the

manufacturers of timers and distributers

will get together for a review of phases of

the trade directly afiecting their business.

The conferences are in line with the M. A.

M. policy of having the different classes of

manufactures, constituting the membership,

work in groups. on the committee plan.

The conclusions of each of the meetings

will be reported fully to the manufacturers

in. each group who were not able to attend,

so that they_ will have an opportunity to ex

press themselves before radical action is

taken.

' Hall and Wetzel in New Lamp Company.

Charles M. Hall and Thomas J. \Netzel,

together with a number of prominent busi

ness men of Detroit, Mich., have organ

ized the C. M. Hall Lamp CO., to manufac

ture automobile lamps of the high grade

types. The concern is a Michigan corpora

tion capitalized at $150.000, and will have

its plant in Detroit. At a meeting held last

Saturday, 20th inst., '$100.000 of the capital

was paid in. and the following officers were

elected: John \N. Leggitt, president;

Thomas I. Wetzel. vice-president; J. F.

llarty, treasurer; Charles M. Hall, secre

tary and general manager. As a pioneer

lamp representative Hall is known through

out the trade, while VVetzel enjoys the wid

est possible acquaintance with the car man

ufacturers and the jobbers, as the selling

agent for several prominent makes of parts

and accessories. A complete line of the

new company’s lamps will be shown in the

near future.

Receiver Asked for Gilmore.

Receivership proceedings have been

brought against William R. Gilmore, of

Philadelphia, Pa., who has been endeavor

ing to conduct a jobbing business in auto

mobile accessories and supplies. He had

an establishment on Broad street, but was in

the “semi-jobber" classification.

WARNER SUI-IS 0N MAGNETIC TYPE

Stewart 8: Clark Made Defendants in Speed

ometer Infringement Action—“Multi

polar" Model the Cause.

Having decided that there is not as much

difference between “multipolar” and “mag

netic” as the words might indicate, the

Warner Instrument Co., of Beloit, Wis.,

has brought suit against the Stewart &

Clark Mfg. Co., of Chicago, 111., on the

ground that the latter company is infring

ing the Warner patent rights as to the mag

netic type of speed indicator for automo

biles. The bill of complaint has been filed

with the United States Circuit Court at

Chicago, and specifically alleges infringe

ment of the W'arner company's patent No.

745,468, which was granted December 1,

1903, and which is claimed to cover the ap

plication of the magnetic drag principle to

speeding indicating devices.

Heretofore the Stewart & Clark Mfg. Co.

has employed the centrifugal principle en

tirely in the construction of its well known

Stewart speedometers, but among many

new models which the company produced

for the 1909 season was a model denomin

ated as being of the “multipolar” type. The

polarity implied by the description proved

to be magnetic polarity, the appearance of

the model disclosing that magnets are util

ized for the actuation of the indicating part

of the mechanism.

Inasmuch as the principle involved has

been a distinguishing feature of the Warner

Auto-Meter from the first and because of the

broadness of the Warner patent claims cov~

ering indicators using magnetic means for

moving the responsive element, the sugges

tion of infringement was such as to impell

the plaintith to have a final legal determin

ation on the question. To this end the mat

ter was placed in the courts, where the in

tricacies of speedometer construction will

have an adjudication calculated to clarify

the patent situation.
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CAN COLLECT DUTY 0VER AGAIN

Foreign Cars Must Pay Each Time Im

ported, Though Bought Here—Auto

mobile Ruling Affects Horses.

 

Payment of the import duty on a foreign

A car does not necessarily relieve it from be-

ing assessed over again on its second entry

into the United States, according to a de

cision of the board of general assessors, in

New York 'City, particularly if between its

first and second importations it has been

used and repaired abroad. Objection was

made by Mrs. Charles T. Barney, widow

of the late head of the Knickerbocker Trust

Co., to paying the 45 per cent. which the

collector of the port of New York insisted

on levying on her machine when it was

shipped back from Europe. Inasmuch as

she had bought the car in the United States

and the import duty had once been paid on

it, she contended through her representative

that the exaction of the duty for the secv

ond time was unjust and illegal. The board

of general appraisers, however, sustained

the collector, and cited a recent decision

of the United States courts that an automo

bile of foreign manufacture, if used and re

paired abroad after purchase in the United

States, must pay duty on its return, even

thought it has been assessed the Dingley

tarifi rate at the time of its original impor

tation. Apparently it should have been ar‘

ranged to get a “drawback” or return of the

original duty when it was shipped abroad,

in order to protect the owner.

Another decision by the board, as show

ing that automobiles are not the subject of

special prejudice, resulted in a ruling that

a horse is no more entitled to the “house

hold effects" classification for free entry

than is the motor car. In fact, the board's

ruling was chiefly based on the recent de

cision of the United States Circuit Court

of Appeals denying such_exetuption to cars.

Hawley Develops a Demountable Rim.

The Hawley Demountable Rim Co. has

been organized in Minneapolis, Minn., by

R. C. Hawley, formerly manager of the

llawley Auto Co. The concern plans to

produce a rim of which Hawley is the in

ventor. Its general features are the plac

ing of two lugs 120 degrees apart on the

inner circumference and a worm binding at

a third point, the latter being the only one

at which the wrench or tool need be applied.

Death of Henry Timken.

lienry Timken, president of the Timken

Roller Bearing Axle Co., of Canton, 0., died

in San Diego, Cal.. on the 16th inst., at the

age of 76 years. His illness lasted but a

few days and its fatal termination was a sur

prise in spite of his age. since he was un

usually sturdy and rugged. lie was buried

in San Diego on Sunday, let inst. Begin

ning his career in St. Louis when that city

had but 25,000 people, Mr. Timken for 45

years was a conspicuous figure in the manu

facture of roller bearing axles, but while re

taining the presidency of the Timken com

pany, retired from active business about 12

years ago and took up his residence in Cal

ifornia. His first patent, which he manufac

tured and put upon the market, was the

Timken spring. This was followed by his

invention of the tapered roller bearing that

bears his name.

Birmingham Has Factory Prospects.

Automobile manufacture in the South is

the subject of considerable promoting ef

fort, and Birmingham, A111,, is pluming it

self over the fact that it has prospect of

becoming a motor car producing city. A

company capitalized at $250,000 is an

nounced as about to establish a factory on

Avenue B, to make a car which will be

known as the “Great Southern Six" and

which is not only to agree with its name in

the number of cylinders, but is to be mar

keted at a very “reasonable” price. E. F.

Enslen, of Birmingham, who is slated for

the position of secretary-treasurer, declares

that the plans of the company have been

completed and that it will be under way in

two or three weeks.

 

Paige and Wilcox Now “Triplets.”

Fred 0. Paige and H. A. Wilcox, fbrmer

ly of the Reliance Motor Car Co., of

Owosso, Mich., have organized their new

company to a point where they are ready

to receive propositions from communities

that would like to have the plant. The con

cern will be known as the Triple Motor

Truck Co., and Ann Arbor, Mich., has been

given the first chance to subscribe for $225,

000 worth of the stock.

 

Briscoe Brings Southern News.

Benjamin Briscoe, president and general

manager of the Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co.I

of Tarrytown, N. Y., has returned from a

southern trip and reports business condi

tions, particularly in the automobile field.

as having undergone a great improvement.

The territory having its center in Atlanta,

especially, is giving promise of a lively

season.

Pelletier Relinquishes Studebaker.

LcRoy Pelletier will hereafter devote

himself exclusively to the duties of adver

tising manager for the E-M-F. Co., of De

troit. Mich., and has given up the responsi

bilities of the Studebaker advertising which

he not long ago assumed in addition. As

a health recuperative measure he is taking

a brief vacation.

Thayer-Isham Makes a Truck.

The Thayer-Isham Automobile CO., 1713

Dunlap avenue, Marinette, Wis., has com

pleted its first motor vehicle. It is a 20

.oisepower truck, with planetary tra...

mission and high wheels.

DEALERS DkMAND COMMISSIUNS

Sue Makers on Direct Sales in Their Ter

ritories—Assert Agency Rights—De

fense Offered by Manufacturer.

Disagreements between manufacturers

and dealers as to commissions on cars

placed in the latters’ territories, respective

ly, have led to no little litigation at differ

ent times, and two more law suits arising

from disputes of this kind have just been

added to the list.

due on two cars Sold in its territory during

19068, the Palace Auto Co., of Kansas City,

Mo., has filed an attachment suit against

the Olds Motor Works, of Lansing, Mich.,

while in Norristown, Pa., suit has been

Claiming commissions

brought against the Autocar Co., of Ard~

more, Pa., by Henry R. Hoopes, a local

dealer, on the ground that the defendant

company sold cars in his territory in

breach of the contract under which he had

the agency.

In the suit against the Olds Motor \Vorks,

the plaintiff Palace Auto Co. alleges that

because of the agency agreement which it

had with the defendant company at the

time, commissions to the amount of $1,080

are due it on the machines which the Olds

company placed direct with customers in

the territory, and $3,600 is also asked on

other counts for money said to be owing

to the Palace company.

The defendant in the Hoopes suit against

the Autocar Co.. in fighting the case con

tends that it kept its part of the contract

until the plaintifir wilfully and deliberately

made the breach. It is alleged that he did

not lay in an adequate stock of cars, did

not advertise the cars, and made no at

tempt to sell the cars, and that he sold

other cars and made the statement that he

was going to get all the contracts he could

with different companies, push the best sell

ing car and by means of his contracts keep

out competition. Asserting further that he

did not take the cars his contract called

for. the defendant claims that while he was

bound not to sell "unlicensed" cars, Hoopes

gave money aid to others to sell them.

Fernand Renault Dies in Paris.

Fernand Renault, of Renault Freres, the

well known French automobile manufac

turers. died in Paris on the 22d inst. He

was 46 years old, and his death was due

to acute nephritis. he having suffered for

some time from digestive and kidney trou

ble. With his two brothers, Louis and Mar

cel, he inherited a large cloth manufactur

ing business from his father, which provided

sufficient money for the sons to experiment

with motor cars early in the industry. In

1897 they began producing cars embodying

original features of construction devised by

Louis. The latter survives, but Marcel was

killed in the Paris-Madrid race in 1904.
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RAINIER SOLD IIIS HOLDINGS

Disposed of His Interests to Durant Before

Forming New Company—Plant in

Generalmotors Fold.

Back of the circumstances leading to the

organization of the new Rainier Motor Co.,

there appears evidence of the delicate hand~

iwork of the Flint (Mich) manufacturer,

who in floating a $12,500,000 holding com

pany must needs have something for it to

hold it would had

cast a calculating eye on Rainier

and who, seem,

the

plant as a possible acquirement some time

Although the the

factory at Saginaw week by a

ago». purchase of

last

new concern, known as the Marquette M0

tor Co., and headed by W. C. Durant, of

Generalmotors fame, was in the nature of

a surprise to the trade, it is stated that be—

fore the closing of the transaction and

before the forming of the new Rainier com

pany, Rainier had disposed of all his

holdings in the old company to Durant.

The latter was thus facilitated in acquiring

control of the property, in which he was

also assisted by the bondholders in Sag

inaw.

As a result of the arrangement, the new

Rainier company will pursue the lines on

which the old company was originally con

ducted, and the Marquette Motor Co. will

undertake the task of producing cars to its

specifications and orders. So great are the

expectations of business by the Rainier in

terests that it is thought that the factory’s

output for some time will be accounted for

almost exclusively through this channel.

Furthermore, Rainier indicates that his

company also has plans for getting into the

taximeter cab business in a large way before

long. ‘

Formal organization of the Marquette

Motor Co. took place late last week, and

resulted in the election of W. C. Durant,

president; A. T. Ferrell, vice-president; and

Arnold H. Goss, secretary and treasurer.

these officers also constituting the board

of directors. Of the capital stock of $300,

000, the larger part, $175,000, has been sub

scribed by stockholders associated with

the Generalmotors proposition; while $125,

000 is taken by Saginaw people who were

previously in the Rainier investment, in

most cases as bondholders. Durant and

G055, general manager and secretary, re

spectively, of the Buick Motor Co., provide

what may be regarded as ample representa

tion for the Generalmotors interests in the

officering of the concern as against the mi'

nority stockholders represented by Ferrell.

of Saginaw, who was one of the chief bond

holders. The $100,000 in bonds of the old

Rainier company held by Ferrell on mort

gage will at once be discharged, and capa

city production is predicted for the imme

diate futurev Such surplus of product as

the plant may have over its arrangement

with the new Rainier company, will be mar

keted, it is said, through the organization

of Generalmotors agencies.

Plan to Make a Starting Device.

Organized with a capital of $50,000, a con.

cern to be known as Long & Burress has

undertaken to manufacture an automobile

starter in Indianapolis, Ind. The device is

the invention of George Burress, who after

_enhausting his finances in developing it, en

listed Dr. R. W. Long in the enterprise as

senior partner. In principle the starter is

a foot pedal communicating mechanically

with the motor shaft in a ratchet combina

tion having great leverage, so that a series

of pushes on the pedal will turn the crank

shaft.

Motor Fire Engines the Product.

After a long series of negotiations, S. W.

Luetweiller has organized a company to

manufacture automobile fire engines in

Rochester, N. Y. Associated with him are

Samuel B. Williams, formerly city treasurer

in Rochester, and W. C. Smith. The com

pany is reported to have purchased the

plant of the American Laundry Machine

Co. in Ames street, to which Leutweiller’s

present manufacturing equipment in Los

Angclcs. Cal., will be moved.

Mundy Examined by Referee.

The examination of Harry Mundy, of

Utica, N. Y., who was forced into bank

ruptcy by his creditors, took place last week

before Referee in Bankruptcy De LaFleur.

It developed that his liabilities were $11,

652.41 and that his assets comprise three

pieces of real estate in which his equity

amounts to about $5,000. The schedule, as

filed, was found to be correct.

Becker Exchanges Jobs with Becker.

1. H. Becker and B. A. Becker have ex

changed positions in the management of the

Elmore Mfg. Co., of Clyde, 0. B. A. Becker

becomes secretary and general manager

and I. H. Becker officially takes up the du

ties of treasurer. The transposition is

simply a change of work more congenial to

each, respectively, and involves no alter

ations in policy.

Plow Leaves Hartford Rubber.

Henry Plow, who for 13 years has served

the Hartford Rubber W'orks Co. as assist

ant treasurer and treasurer, has resigned

that office to accept the office of assistant

treasurer of the Mitchell Motor Car Co.

He will make the change on the first of the

coming month.

Building Bodies on Pacific Coast.

The Benson Lumber Co., of Los Angeles,

which recently was incorporated with cap

ital stock of $250,000. has commenced the

manufacture of automobile bodies and bent

wood work generally. An output of 50

bodies per week is in prospect.

GO0IIYEAR VICTORY WAS FINAL

Supreme Court Refuses to Review Consol

idated’s Infringement Case—Relates

to Solid Rubber Tires.

in the tire

and automobile industry have given trade

importance to the comparatively recent at

titude of the United States courts to the

effect that where infringement proceedings

Conflicting patent interests

have been met and defeated in one jurisdic

tion, they cannot be renewed against the

same defendant in another district or cir

cuit, a principle which has again been as

serted this month in the winding up of a

long legal battle over solid tire patents be

tween the Consolidated Rubber Tire Co.

and the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., both

of Akron, 0. The termination of the litiga

tion, so far as the Goodyear company is

involved as a defendant, came about through

a decision of the United States Supreme

Court denying the certiorari petition of the

Consolidated company asking for a review

of the Goodyear case, which had been de—

cided in the latter’s favor in the United

States Circuit Court of Appeals.

In the spring of 1899 the Consolidated

company began suit against the Goodyear

company for infringement of the Grant pat

ent on solid rubber tires, the action being

filed in the United States Circuit Court at

Cleveland, 0. A decision adverse to the

Goodyear company was rendered by Judge

Wing, in October, 1901. The defendant

carried the case up to the United States

Circuit Court of Appeals, furnishing a $100,

000 bond. On May 7, 1902, the court, con

sisting of Judges Day, Lurton and Sever

ance, reversed the lower court and found

in favor of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber

Co. The plaintiff made application for a

hearing to the Supreme Court of the

United States, but the petition was denied.

Having gained a favorable decision

against another rubber tire manufacturer

about two years later, this time in the New

York district, the Consolidated company

again endeavored to have the Goodyear

case reviewed by the Supreme Court, be

cause of the conflicting decisions in courts

of equal jurisdiction. On March 8, the Su

preme Court for the second time refused to

review the case, indicating that so far as

the Goodyear company was concerned the

action had its conclusion in the decision

of the Court of Appeals. While in no way

affecting the prosecution of infringement

cases against other rubber companies than

the Goodyear, the latter states that the Su

preme Court’s decision has the result of in

suring it and its customers from further pos

sibility of infringement suit under the

Grant patent. Furthermore. the decision

is of wide effect in confirming the policy of

the Federal courts in protecting a defend

ant from repeated attacks.
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In the Retail World.

Charles Custer has begun bllSIl‘lCSs in Sul

livan, 111., with a salcsroom and garage. He

will handle the Ford.

The Minneapolis Auto Tire Repair Sta

tion has opened at 1416 Hennepin avenue.

Minneapolis, Minn. S. A. Nolan, from

Akron, 0., is in charge.

The Miami Automobile Co. is a new or

ganization in Piquz', 0. Its chici proprietor

is Simon Amman, and it will have a “gen

cralmotors” _agency.

The Hartman Motor Car Co. will shortly

start business in Omaha, Neb. F. G. Hart

man is general manager and the company

will handle the Marion.

The H. L. Keats Co., of Portland, Ore.,

has been appointed a distributor for Lo~

zier cars. The company will have the en

tire State as its territory.

Simrell and Schncll, of the Court House

Square Garage, in Scranton, Pa., have taken

a new garage and salesrooui. The location

chosen is at 517 Linden street.

Chapman & McKenzie have opened a

well equipped automobile repair shop in

Providence, R. I. It is located at 773 Broad

street, corner of Potter avenue.

The Burns Automobile Co., of Brooklyn,

N. Y., has opened its new salesrooms at

1295 Bedford avenue. The old location at

31 Grant square will be retained as a gar

age.

L. C. Dennison has undertaken Winton

representation in Cincinnati, 0. He has

leased the quarters lately occupied by the

Second National Bank at 216 East Ninth

street.

The Midland Motor Car Co.. of Kansas

City, Mo., has moved from its temporary

quarters at 318 East Eleventh street to a

new home. The latter is at 1606 Grand

avenue.

The Jackson Motor Car Co., of Kansas

City, Mo.. managed by J. C. Powlcsson and

\N. E. Mallory, has a new salcsroom at

1714 Grand avenue. It provides more room

than formerly.

W. P. Book, of Los Angeles, Cal. has

taken the agency for Alco cars. He is

building a salesroom and garage on South

Olive street, which will be devoted exclus

ively to these cars.

A. J. Gorman, formerly of Kaiser & Gor

man, St. Louis, Mo., agents for Dayton

tires, has severed his connection with the

firm. He is now the local agent for Stand

ard speedometers.

G. W. Sewell and 0. Johnson have formed

the Iowa Auto Co., which will conduct a

sales, garage and repair business in Clin

ton, Iowa. The concern has taken a build

ing at 116 Sixth avenue.

The Post Motor Co.. of New York City,

handling the Hart-Kraft delivery wagons,

has changed its location. It has moved

from its former quarters at 1623 Broadway

to 229 West Fifty-fourth street.

The Locomobile branch in Chicago, Ill.,

is to vacate its present location and move

further south on Michigan avenue. A new

building is being put up for its occupancy

at the corner of Twentieth street.

W. H. Thompson has established an auto

mobile repair shop at Fifteenth and H

streets, northeast, \Nashington, D. C. Be

ing in the suburbs, it is the first to be en

countered on the road from Baltimore.

To handle Velie cars in Kansas City. Mo.,

a new concern has been formed, called the

Evans Automobile Co. The organizer is

George Evans of the Evans-Smith Drug

Co., and the headquarters will be at 1927-9

Grand avenue.

The first automobile garage in Chelsea,

Mich., has been opened by Mark Lowry. It

is in the basement of the old Glazier build

ingr which was originally built for an auto

mobile factory and is well adapted to gar

:igc purposes.

Charles M. Lee, of Newark, has been

made manager of the branch of the Essex

Automobile Co., which has been established

in Montelair, N. J. He will handle the

Jackson and Ford and will also institute

a taximeter cab service.

A receiver has belcn appointed for the At

lantic Automobile Company and Machine

Works, of Atlantic City, N. J. George W.

Meredith is the appointee and he will con

duct the business as heretofore pending

foreclosure proceedings.

In Indianapolis, Ind., a new salcsroom

for Marmon cars has been opened, to be

known as Local Branch, Nordykc & Mar

mon C0. It occupies the ground floor cor

ner of the Central Union Telephone build

ing and will be in charge of C. E. Gambill.

W. D. \Noolwinc, formerly a banker, has

entered the automobile business in Los

Angeles, Cal. He has become treasurer of

the Woolwine Motor Car Co., which has

taken the local agency for Rapid trucks.

Woods R. Woolwine is president of the

corporation.

Tom Botterill. of Salt Lake City, Utah.

has moved into a large new garage on State

street, between South Temple and First

South. The new building, which is of cc

ment, has two stories and a basement and

is equipped with elevator and the most

modern garage and repair devices.

The Terre Haute, Indianapolis & East

crn Traction Co. is erecting a garage and

electric charging station in Terre Hautc.

Ind., on North Ninth street, between Wa

bash avenue and Cherry street. While pri

marily for the local officials of the com

pany, public business will also be solicited.

The Studebaker Bros, of Indianapolis, is

to be the name of the firm which will han

dle the Studebaker lines in the Indiana n_1c~

tropolis. Frank Staley has been appointed

manager. and pending the completion of the

concern’s new building on North Pennsyl

vania street, temporary quarters have been

taken at 400 North Capitol avenue.

The Week's Ineorporationa.

Atlanta. Ga.—National Taxicab Co., un~

der Georgia laws, with $15,000 to $250,000

capital. Corporators—H. L. Hopkins and

J. H. Johnson. '

Enid, Okla—Enid Automobile Co., The,

under Oklahoma laws, with $10,000 capital.

Corporators—R. W'. Couter, Michael Good

nature and C. V. Cessna.

Grand Forks, N. D.—-Sims Automobile

Co., under North Dakota laws, with $10,000

capital. Corporators—C. D. Lord and F. C.

Lord, of Park River, N. D., et al.

Algona, Ia.—Algona Automobile and Ma

chinery Co., The, under Iowa laws, with

$10,000 capital. Corporators—F. E. Mc

Corkle, L. J. Dickinson and H. B. Gardner.

Taunton, Mass—Taunton Taxicab Co.,

under Massachusetts laws, with $2,000 cap

ital; transportation. Corporators—William

E. Rose, Harry Carlow and Frank B. Ma

sOIl.

Dover, Del—Automobile Repair and Sales

Co., The, under Delaware laws. with $5,000

capital. Corporators—E. J. Forham, H. M.

Browne and J. J. Harper, all of New York

City.

Columbus, O.—Columbus Auto Brass Co.,

The, under Ohio laws, with $10.000 capital.

Corporators—C. 5. Means, Roy Coi’fman. D.

B. Neil, C. 1'1. Roth, G. E. Smith and F. C.

Eaton.

Milwaukee, Wis.——Wisconsin Motor Mfg.

Co., under Wisconsin laws, with $50,000

capital. Corporators—Charlcs H. John,

Edward Schwartzburg and Fred C. Kuetc

mcycr.

Camden, N. J.—P. G. H. Auto Delivery

Co., Inc., under New Jersey laws, with $1ZS,~

000 capital; automobile delivery business.

Corporators—W. A. Pittis, A. W'ood and V.

A. Murray.

Chicago, Ill—American Auto Appliance

Co., under Illinois laws, with $200,000 cap

ital; to manufacture automobile appliances.

Corporators—E. A. Garvey, C. A. Garvey

and F. R. Belt.

Chicago, Ill—Centaur Motor Company of

Illinois, under Illinois laws, with $10,000

capital; to deal in_ motor vehicles, etc. Cor

porators—A. M. Robbins, Robert E. Haley

and Albert E. Lake.

Chicago, Ill—Allen Fielder Co., under 11

linois laws, with $5,000 capital; to sell cars

and accessories and conduct garage. Cor

porators—Charles R. Browne, Charles Mar

tin and H. M. Ryall.

San Antonio, Tex—Seeing San Antonio

Co., under Texas laws, with $6.000 capital;

to operate sight-seeing motor vehicles. Cor

porators—P. B. Schmeelk, W. S. Beavers

and J. N. Muneestcr.

Kittery, hie—Panther Car Co., under

Maine laws, with $100,000 capital; to man

ufacture and sell motors, cars, etc. Cor

porators—H. Mitchell, of Kittery, president:

S. J. Morrison, of Portsmouth, N. H., treas

urer.
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GERMANY EXPERIENCES A SETBACK

Law and Labor Difliculties Make the Motor

Situation Unsatisfactory—Some Other

Causes of Stagnation.

In contrast to some of the other auto

mobile producing countrics of Europe, the

appearance of activity and prosperity in

motor car production which earlier in the

year was presented by Germany was the

occasion of no little remark by American

observers who were abroad at the time of

the Paris Salon, but the Fatherland has

since relapsed into a much less flourishing

condition, according to at Berlin correspond

ent of the Motor World who has made a

canvass 0f the situation. Commercial ve

hicles and cheaper fucl present two live

problems with which the German trade is

wrestling, and the manufacturers of cars are

having both law and labor difficulties.

“Special reasons are responsible for the

unsatisfactory motor situation," he declares.

“The high government tax which went into

effect at the beginning of the year and the

proposed liability law (llaftpflichtgesetz)

which is now seriously discussed in the

parliament, have produced something like

a standstill in the market by greatly less

ening the number of people wishing to pur

chase cars. The liability law would ren

der an automobile owner responsible for

any damage done to other people by his ma

chine irrespective (f whether he was riding

in the car or not. The money market was

extraordinarily bad the past yc:.r, and the

cfi'cct of the custom tariff was to favor the

import and hiner the export of automo

biles. On the whole the economic situa

tion in Germany. from the motor car stand

point, has been and still is anything but

pleasant.

“At the beginning of A908," he explains,

in reviewing the condition of the German

industry, “there Were many orders, and

during the spring and the first summer

months the works were quite busy. But

the getting of orders for the rest of the

year was never before so difficult. Fur

thermore, there was continuous bad weather

in summer and the large crowds usually

flocking to the numerous beer gardens re

mained at home. Consequently the brew

eries had occasio‘n to carry but little beer

to such resorts, this transportation being

done chiefly by motor cars. Still more were

the omnibus companies affected, particu

larly those maintaining motor lines to thou

sands of pretty suburbs and villages such as

prevail in South Germany. A number of

local concerns went out of business for

want of passengers.

“This, of course. did not favor the devel

opment of the local trafiic by means of mo

tor vehicles, to which latter so much atten

tion is given by the manufacturers in the

German empire. The fares were generally

so low that not much profit is left, and it

is the intention to raise them soon.

“Experiments have been made to cheap

en the fuel,” he continues, "and with some

success. Considerable benzolc is being

used now as it is much cheaper and is

thought to give the same power. It has

the further virtue, from the German view,

that it can be produced at home.

“The most numerous and longest motor

bus lines are at present ‘in Bavaria," it is

stated, “where the results as concerns safe

service and satisfactory profit are quite sat

isfactory. The government representatives

of that kingdom granted 2,500,000 marks to

further the overland traffic by motor cars,

especially to supplement the local railways.

Other parts of Germany are making serious

efforts to follow this example.

“The number of automobiles used in the

mail service is increasing, and in this re

spect Bavaria is again leading. Munich

and Nuremberg are the cities presenting

the best examples. Considerable use lS

made in all of Germany of motor cars for

fire departments, municipalities and the

army—for the latter perhaps to a larger

extent than in any other country.

“As regards export, the crisis in London

affecting the omnibus companies, through

the new tariff and the London police regu

lations, had an unfavorable effect upon the

many German firms building heavy cars

and buses for the British metr0polis. In

former years this special line has been a

lucrative business, but in 1908 the profits

had already been much reduced for want of

orders. On the other hand the export for

South America has become very extensive.

However, the large number of cars made

for foreign countries has had a reducing

effect upon the price. V

“Continuous dissatisfaction is prevailing

on the part of the workmen in the shops,

and the constant desire for higher wages

results in frequent strikes. These have not

lasted long. however, and now when so

many men have been laid off they are satis

fied to find employment under the old

terms."

Austria is incidentally mentioned as hav

ing greatly increased its home production

of motor cars during the past year, four

large plants having been erected in 1908.

These, it is stated, are sufficient to supply

domestic demand quantitatively, while the

quality of Austrian production has always

been high. The Austrian custom tariff has

reduced the import of cars from the 90 per

cent. of former years to a much lower fig

ure. Certain types of voiturettcs are even

built for foreign customers.

Big Plans for Phillips’s Lawn Mower.

C. H. Phillips, :1 bicycle dealer of Pough

keepsie, N. Y.. has patented what is de

scribed as a “combination field and farm

motor lawn mower." of which great things

are expected; so great indeed that it is

stated that a two million dollar company is

being formed to manufacture it.

BATES'S BAIT GOES A-BEGGING

Mail Order System Fails to Revolutionize

the Tire Trade—Its Promoter Admits

Buyers are Reluctant to Bite.

Whatever panics and perturbations the

dealers and the old line manufacturers of

automobile tires may have had as the result

of the discovery by Charles Austin Bates

that what the automobile owner has long

needed is a tire factory from which he may

get his tires direct on the mail order sys

The fears

and quakes which it aroused can go back to

tem, were unwarranted after all.

cold storage again, and the established mak

ers may breathe frcc once more, because

Charles Austin has discovered that his pre

vious discovery was a false alarm and that

“there is really no place for a direct-from

factory-to-consumer tire."

“I have made up my mind that I was

wrong about the selling of ‘——’ tires at a

net price, direct to the consumer," he writes

to the treasurer and sales manager of the

rubber company in Rutherford, N. 1., of

which he is the august president. “I over

estimated the willingness of an automobile

owner to save money at the expense of some

inconvenience. After five months of exper

iment, I am satisfied that the owner is will

ing to pay for the convenience of being able

to buy his tires in his own neighborhood

from a local dealer, where he may also

have the facility of a charge account."

Doubtful as some of the more conserva

tive tire makers have been as to the possi+

bilitics 0f the scheme which Charles Austin

pushed for a time with vigor, it is never

theless interesting to have him so frank in

declaring its impracticability. As a one

time advertising “expert” and subsequently

as a gold mine promoter, he has great con»

fidence in the power of the pr0ccss letter,

when devised with “pulling” copy, to create

customers. But apparently the attempt to

market even the modest output of his tire

factory by this method has not met with the

success that he anticipated, although he

still holds the door open to retail, mail or

der trade, and still uses the circular letter

to encourage it. However, the tires are no

longer to be strictly direct mail order

goods and suitable concessions will be made

to dealers and others who will help in find

ing a market for them.

In reviewing the defects of the system

in its entirety he is of the opinion that:

“Rather than be compelled to send us his

money in advance, the owner will willingly

pay a dealer‘s legitimate profit." How gen

cral such reluctance is to part with money

in advance for goods with which the owner

is not familiar, he does not state, but makes

it plain that on tires. at any rate, the mo

toring public is not highly susceptible to

the enticements of the direct mail order

marketing method.
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THE WHITE STEAMER
Is the Most Desirable Car
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The White Steamer has many desirable qualities not possessed by any other automobilr.

It is the only car which is noiseless, odorless, smokeless and free from vibration. It is the only car

which can be driven at any speed without the shifting of gears. For these reasons the passengers

in a White enjoy a degree of comfort not obtainable in any other type of car.

The superiority of the White in these respects was well summed up in the following official

report by the Quartermaster-General of the United States Army:

“The White is simple in operation. The means of propulsion being steam, it is

better suited for the transportation of the sick and wounded than gasolene cars on ac

count of its free and smooth running, freedom from violent vibration and ease of con

trolling the speed between maximum and minimum without jerks or jolts.”

These considerations, which influenced theWar Department (and later the Navy Department)

to adopt the White exclusively for motor ambulance work, should incline the private purchaser,

who values simplicity and comfort, toward the White.

The White has an unequaled record for supreme reliability and for low cost of upkeep, and

anyone who purchases a car without at least investigating the White is acting with only a partial

understanding of present-day attainments in the construction of automobiles.

We make two models—a 20 horse-power car at $2000 and a 40 horse-power car at $4000

(shown above).

Write tor catalog.

THE WHITE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO

PITTSBURG 138-48 Beatty St.W YORK CITY Broadway at 6“ St

CLEVELAND, 407 Rockwell Ave.

NE

nosron :20 Newbury St

leLADlZLPl-HA. 629-33 N. Broad St.

CHICAGO, 240 Michi an Ave.

SAN FRANCISCO lrket St. at Van Neu Ave.

ATLANTA. 120-125 Marietta St
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Protection of Cars in the Garage.

Many garage men who lay stress on the

completeness of their facilities for repair

ing cars overlook the importance of pro

tecting the upholstery and coach work from

the havoc wrought by careless workmen who

lay their tools on fenders or woodwork and

allow their greasy hands and clothes to

A Belfast (Ireland) con

cern which makes a specialty of repairing

touch the paint.

motor cars has recognized the importance

of protecting the finish and upholstery of

cars entrusted to its care, and has devised

a system of covers which are applied to the

finished surfaces of cars brought in for re

pairs before any work is begun. The cov

ers which are specially made for the pur

pose are placed on the upholstery, fenders

and spring hangers. When wheels are to

be removed for the attachment of speed—

ometer driving gears. or repairs to pivots,

covers are placed on the tires to protect

the wheels from becoming scratched or the

finish marred through contact with tools,

greasy hands or grimy and gritty wearing

apparel.

Such an example might well be adopted

by American garages, for no matter how

careful the workman may be, or how small

the adjustment, it is impossible to avoid

coming in contact with the finish which

only can be to its detriment. The precau

tion affords the motoring fraternity a guar

antee on the part of thc repairman that the

car will be returned with the coach work

and interior finish in the same condition as

when received and that it will not require

a visit to the paint shop or upholsterers to

be made presentable. Painting and uphol

stering are considerable items of expense

and where garage keepers adopt safeguards

which tend to decrease the frequency of

such work their foresight is certain to be

duly rewarded. Motorists appreciate the

adoption of methods which tend to reduce

the cost of upkeep of their cars and show

their approval of the garage man’s efforts

in their behalf by becoming permanent cus

tomers, and by bringing in additional cus

me.

Incidentally. those owners who maintain

private garages will be repaid for the trou

ble of having covers made for their cars by

the avoidance of scratches or the soiling

of the finish when they or their chauffeurs

are working around the engine or chassis.

A refinished car never can be made to look

“as good as new" despite assurances to the

contrary.

 
 

The Little Joker in the Big Order.

Accessory makers who receive astonish

ineg big orders for their goods, but con

ditioned on a very low quantity price, have

no reason to congratulate themselves on

closing the business until they have waited

through the subsequent season andlhave

seen what happens. In all probability they

have been made the victims of a piece of

business strategy which despite its age is

successful in breaking the prices of even

the most experienced manufacturers, where

the latters’ vigilance or far-sightedness is

temporarily blinded by the prospect of big

business.

This

manufacturer’s prices is so frequently per

delicate operation of breaking a

formed with Such painlessness and the ad

ministration of “laughing gas” is so effect

ive. that the patient sometimes does not

really know what happened to him. While

mourning his subsequent troubles he may

even look back upon those wholoperated

on him as his benefactors and never sus

pect the relation between the operation and

its effects.

Apparently it would be very illuminating

to a large portion of the accessory manu~

facturing trade to disclose to them that

many of the big quantity orders which are

floating around are nothing more nor less

than “blinds” or “plants” by which a num

ber of buyers combine on one big stock

order and secure prices considerably lower

than the maker is willing to grant to them

individually. The placing of several enor

mous recent orders in the accessory field

provides instances of this, and already some

of the manufacturers concerned are begin

ning to feel the unpleasant results and to

awaken to a realization of what the deals

signified in actual fact.

After vain attempts to get an “inside” on

a certain line of goods that is greater than

that of their competitors, big buyers are

not averse to combining in groups of from

three to ten or more for a big order to be

placed in one lump, if the manufacturer can

be persuaded to grant a suitable quantity

price. Amazed by the size of the order,

the manufacturer may cut down to bed rock

to meet the wishes of the one to whom

the

Rarely does he have reason to suspect that

negotiations have been entrusted.

when the goods are delivered they will be

divided up among his best customers, who

when his salesman comes around laterI will

airin announce that they will not need any

more of his‘ goods for some time.

Peculiarly enough, the very manufactur

ers who are strongest in their respective

fields are the most tempting marks for a

Their goods be

ing in steady and certain demand, the buy

buying coup of this sort.

ers are safe in plunging to some extent on

a big stock order where the possibilities of

a price reduction are at all attractive. Hav

ing fixed ideas of business policy which he

the

maker may long resist the attempts of the

maintains with corresponding vigor,

jobbers and dealers to beat him down on

his prices, only to “fall for" the immense

quantity order from a more or less mys

terious purchaser who must have an “in

side." -

Struggling makers with unproved prod

ucts do not encounter any of these benefi

ccnt pieces of good fortune. in meeting buy»

ers who want to place orders for 50,000 or

100,000 at a time. No such luck. It is the

maker whose goods are sure of steady sale
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who is approached with the quantity price

proposition.

Not but what the jobbers or the car man—

ufacturers or the dealers take a perfectly

legitimate means of getting the best price

they can. Even if the negotiator for the

purchase keeps his own counsel as to where

the goods are going to be used, or hints

about export markets and vague new out

lets, he is quite within his ethical rights to

demand a reduced price for sO large a quan

Whatever

harm comes to the accessory maker through

tity as he is prepared to order.

supplying such buyers may be laid either

to his inexperience or to his own lack of

watchfulness and intelligent investigation.

Occasionally there may be reasons why

a manufacturer should accept an order of

this character, despite the fact that his

eyes are open. He may be willing to make

the price sacrifice to place a positive quan

tity order on his books for the ensuing sea

son or to raise ready money. He may fore

see a change in market conditions which

\Nhere he

knows that the buyer is not ordering for

his customers do not sense.

himself alone, but for others as well, he

can calculate and weigh all the phases of

the effect that such a transaction will have

on the future of his business.

Quite different, however, is the case of

the accessory maker who having fought

out the question of price with his trade

and enjoying a steady business, is tempted

to take the bait of some shrewd trader in

the form of a staggering big order at a

low price. An examination of the buyer's

ability to sell such a quantity, thoroughly

conducted, ought to yield an index of the

degree of danger involved in supplying him.

Before yielding to the quantity terms, the

maker must remember also that whatever

concessions he makes are almost certain to

become known to his customers, giving

them ground ever after for demanding price

reduction. But what is most important of

all, he should consider the probability that

the goods sold at the low price will go into

the territory from which he has heretofore

been receiving a steady flow of orders at

the old price. Such a result means that

the territory will go dry of orders almost

instantly and that never again can the old

prices be fully restored.

in resisting the temptations put in his

way and designed for his downfall, the ac

take

from the fact that jobbers and dealers at

Ct'sfitfl'y manufacturer may COlll'IlgC

heart have a secret aficction and respect

for goods on which the prices are absolutely

fixed and uniform. The goods on which

nobody is certain of getting the bottom are

what cause the worry. Trade experience

and development forces the conclusion that

what the accessorv maker needs, next in or

der to a good product, is a comprehensive

selling plan and a stiff backbone—so stifi,

in fact, that even the advisers in his own

employ cannot make him bend obeisance to

quantity orders.

 
 

Occasional comment is heard of the efi‘ect

of the general appearance and finish in in

fluencing the choice of ladies when purchas

ing a car. Appropos of which, instance the

remark of one fair visitor overheard at the

“I don't think I like

that car as well as that other one," quoth

recent Boston show.

she,_“I think mahogany makes a much bet

ter finish for a car than Circassian walnut

anyway.” The particular portion of the

machine referred to was a couple of walnut

strips running across the tops of the tonneau

doors and representing perhaps} feet of

Manufactur

ers please note the advisability of providing

rough stock, board measure.

a certain elasticity in such minor specifica

tions as these, as perhaps more often than

they wot the deciding factor is a matter

of a half dollar’s worth of inconspicuous

and non-essential material upon which they

have hardly deemed it necessary to devote

more than a couple of minutes thought.

The New York Senate devoted two hours

of Tuesday last to a discussion of “joy rid

ing" and finally passed a bill making it a

penal offense to use a motor vehicle with

It is de

sirable legislation, but it greatly is to be

out the owner’s specific consent.

feared that it will not touch the most no

torious of all “joy riders"—the city officials

who. appear to believe that the municipal

automobiles, bought and maintained at the

expense of the tax payers, are designed

chiefly or largely for their personal pleas

ure and the pleasure of their families and

friends.

A peewee publication, which for more

than one reason makes a specialty of dis

tributing manufacturers’ catalogs, last week

illustrated two remarkable performances. In

one Jim Ieffries, the prize fighter, is “being

paced by an automobile," which apparently

is standing at the roadside or at any rate

Jeffries is running away from it.

loaded

In the

other, a heavily automobile is

 

COMING EVENTS

  

 

March 2227, Toledo, O.—'l'oledo Automo

bile Dealers Association’s automobile show.

March 23-26, Daytona, Flu—The Motor

Contest Association's (Inc.) seventh annual

international races, Daytona Beach.

March 24-27, Syracuse, '.~l. Y.—Syracuse

Automobile Dealers Asstljation’s first an

nual show, New York St .te armory.

March 25, 26, 27, Logansport, Ind—Au

tomobile show, old rink.

March 27, Atlanta, Ga.—Fulton County

Automobile Club's third annual hill-climb.

Stewart's hill.

March 27-April 3, Pittsburg, Pa.—Anto

mobile Dealers Association’s show, Due

quesne Garden.

April 1-3, Logausport, Ind.—Logansport

Automobile and Motorcycle Dealers Asso

ciation's show, Broadway garage.

April 10, New York City—New York Au'

tomobile Trade Association's second seuu

annual hill climb on Fort George hill.

April 10-17, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Automobile

show, Claremont rink.

April 15-17, Louisville, Ky.-—Louisville

Automobile Association’s show, Coliseum.

April 19-24, Bangor, Me—Eastern Maine

automobile and motor boat show.

April 22, Chattanooga, Tenn.—-Three days

race meet and hill climb on Lookout Moun

tain.

April 26May 1, New York City—New

York Automobile Trade Association's sec—

ond annual automobile carnival.

May 3-6, Harrisburg, Pa.——Motor Club of

Harrisburg's reliability contest.

May 1013, Detroit, Mich—Detroit Auto

mobile Dealers Association's annual four

days reliability run.

May 18, 19, Norristown, Pa.—Norristown

Automobile Club's endurance run, to Ha

gerstown, Md., and return.

May 1922, Philadelphia, Pa.—Quaker

City Motor Club's endurance contest, Phil

adelphia-Pittsburg and return.

May 22, Hartford, Conn—Automobile

Club of Hartford's 200 miles endurance run.

May 30, VVilkes-Barre, Pa.—-\\"ilkes-Barre

Automobile Club's fourth annual hill climb

on Giant's Despair.

 
 

“climbing” a tremendously steep grade—so

steep (l) that the houses and telegraph

poles actually are falling down hill!

Two weeks since we referred to Automo

bile Topics as being more respectable than

Judged by

more recent occurrences, however, it seems

at least one other publication.

evident that we were mistaken.
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BROWN CAPTURES DEWAR TROPIIY

World's Record for Robertson—Bicycle and

Motorcycle Contests the Exciting Feat

ures at Daytona Beach.

Daytona, Fla., March 23.—Exclusive Or~

mond, which originally was the “whole

thing," again this year “passed up" the

speed carnival and its next door, and not so ‘

exclusive, neighbor, Daytona, took over the

on the beach already are Lewis Strang,

George De W'itt, Robert Burman and F. B.

Myers. Herbert Lytle, lately recovered

from a prolonged siege of typhoid fever,

will handle a Cadillac car.

What was, by the testimony of Deputy

Sheriff John Myers and other local lumin

aries, agreed to be the biggest crowd ever

present on an opening day, witnessed the

four events which were cleared of? the pro

gram this afternoon. The grandstands were

filled and for a mile in either direction
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DAVID BRUCE BROWN, BENZ, WINNER DEWAR TROPHY

function and received all the advertising

and trade. And Daytona has drawn the

crowd. The hotels are all filled, though ap

parently mostly with winter visitors who are

staying over for the races, which is the real

purpose of the carnival. The array of cars

is not as promising as it had been hoped

it might be, and the promised aeroplane

exploits may not prove as thrilling as the

public had been led to believe they would.

As a matter of fact, one flying machine

did appear yesterday, long enough to go

through the motions of a make-believe race

with an automobile, but indications do not

point to anything startling in this line.

Of the old-time throng of well-known au

tomobilists, there is only a vague and scat

tered reminder. Most of those who are on

the Beach, in fact, appear to be those who

have come down on business connected with

the races. Among these are S. A. Miles,

who is acting as referee; \Nilber F. Hobbs,

of the Michelin Tire Co.; A. N. Mayo,

Fisk Rubber Co.; _I. M. Uppercue, Cadillac

Motor Car Co.; Leonard D. Fisk, Hartford,

Conn., agent for the Locomobile, who has

a home here; W. B. Wise, General Motors

Co.

W. H. Pickens, well remembered about

New York, and now racing manager for the

generalmotors camp, also is here and ap

pears prosperous. He is conspicuous in a

pale green suit and a jaunty brown felt hat.

Chevrolet, who is mentioned as designer

of the Generalmotors racing stud, by the

way, has not appeared. But drivers who

will figure with these machines and who are

crowds lined the course. Policed by 30

deputies, the beach was kept clear at first,

but during the motorcycle trials which con

cluded the afternoon, the course was over

run and the danger to contestants and spec

tators correspondingly multiplied. That all

important factor in beach trials, the wind,

general claim that the mile speed record

was broken by W'ray, who rode a 15 horse

power “freak.” As a matter of fact, Wray's

machine was away over 61 cubic inches, the

maximum displacement allowed under the

rules of the Federation of American Motor

cyclists; and nothing he ever may do on

the freak will stand as a record.

Because the timing apparatus was short

circuited or otherwise disjointed, the. 200

miles stock car race was run following the

quarter mile dash for bicycles. Burman,

Strang and De Witt, all driving General

motors and Herbert Lytle in the Cadillac.

started for the turning point, ten miles

south of the finish line. At the end of the

first round trip down the beach, Burman

was leading Strang by 50 yards. As the

second car rounded the turn, a roll of tire

tape slipped from the machine somewhere

and went rolling away down the beach,

creating some little excitement for the mo

ment especially in the vicinity of the ex

cited Pickens, who, conceiving that it was

an intermediate pinion from the transmis

sion, somehow gone astray, at once became

very much agitated. Meanwhile, the time

for the 20 miles was being noted as 18

minutes 17 seconds. The Cadillac, which

followed, slowed at the turn, Lytle being

under the impression that his steering gear

was loose, but went on. De Witt, however.

mistook the turn and continued past the

point where he should have doubled, and

only checked his speed when the howls of

the crowd admonished him that he was far

out of his course.

At 40 miles Strang had the lead, his time

being 36 minutes 56% seconds; with De

\Vitt second, in 44 minutes 41 seconds. The

Cadillac was away behind the others, while

  

  

 

 

START OF “RACE” BETWEEN AEROPI.ANE AND GENERALMOTORS CAR

was neutral, beginning east and shifting

over to southeast later on.

By all odds, the most interesting feature

of the afternoon was the bicycle race, while

the motorcycle event is deserving of pass

ing mention, particularly on account of the

Burman had quit, carburetter trouble serv

ing as the explanation. Strang again had

the lead at 60 miles, with 55 minutes 2 sec

onds. De Witt, remaining in second, had

clinched his advantage in the meantime by

gaining a lap on the Cadillac. Thereafter,
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the green caps with white polka dots and

flying streamers which were the General

motors insignia sailed onward without let

or hindrance. Strang's time at 80 miles was

l hour, 15 minutes and 20% seconds, and

he finished the 100 miles, to which the race

had been curtailed, in 1 hour 34 minutes and

1 second, as against DeWitt’s 1 hour, 44

minutes and 22 seconds. The Cadillac suf

fered from magneto trouble, it was said, but

at all events it kept in motion until the last

lap. which, however, it did not manage to

finish.

The timing apparatus being finally ad

justed, the three heats of the race for the

Sir Thomas Dewar Trophy were run, prov

ing at once the redeeming feature of the

day in the matter of speed, and incidentally

furnishing a second runaway exhibition.

The only two starters were Ralph DePalma

and David Bruce Brown, the young New

Yorker who is an amateur under the A. A.

A. rules and a pro under A. A. U. rules

and who last year established a record for

35% for the mile. Brown‘s mount was the

Benz racer which Hemery drove at Savan

nah last fall, and which commonly is cred

ited with unlimited speed capabilities. De

Palma's Fiat was no match for it, though it

should be observed that the latter has had

no previous experience in beach racing, and

the three heats went to Brown respectively

in 33%, 33% and 33 flat, as against De

Palma's 36% and 36 flat.

Second Day—Wednesday.

Daytona, Fla, March 24.—Due probably

to yesterday’s “runaways” and to the long

drawn out proceedings, the crowd present

on the beach today was much smaller and

the racing was not of keener interest. The

last event to be run was stopped by night

fall when only half over, and unless some

thing startling happens it is not unlikely

that the crowd is likely to leave Daytona

without waiting for the finish of the meet.

As a matter of fact, that portion of it which

was in evidence this afternoon, left the

beach long before the "sport" was over. As

has happened before at Florida meets, the

officials have begun to get in each other’s

way—which may be supposed to presage

further disappointments. '

The best event of the meet so far, was

the five miles invitation race between De

Palma in the Fiat. and George Robertson

who drove the big Benz racer, which latter,

barring mechanical troubles is almost sure

to sweep the beach clean. DcPalma’s Fiat

while commonly recognized as a fast car,

is by no means the equal of the monster

Benz. while Kilpatrick’s Hotchkiss, former

Vanderbilt contender and holder of various

road records, somehow has not been got

into shape as yet, and has been witheld

from all events. The story of the race is

quickly told: Robertson. with the quickest

start, led DePallna all the way, finishing

in world's record time a hundred yards

ahead of his competitor, in 2 minutes 45%

seconds.

De Palma and Brown were the only

starters in the ten miles, free~for-all, and

the latter won easily in 5 minutes, 14% sec

onds. De Palma’s time was 5 minutes 42%

seconds.

Due to bungling, the five miles southern

price and horsepower handicap, as it was

styled on the program, was started as a

scratch race. Gus Grosjean, driving the

Pope-Hartford entry, made a runaway of it,

leaving Laughlin's Cleveland and Robert

son's Locomobile to second and third place,

respectively, the latter only beating the

Cadillac home by about 6 inches. Myers

came in last, in the closest race seen thus

far.

Although it was growing late and a strong

south wind was blowing, which was most

favorable for short record flights, Referee

Miles insisted upon calling the 200 miles

piston displacement classification race. This

was the last race to be run, as well as the

most tedious and uninteresting of the day.

De Palma, who was leading, stopped at 120

miles on account of the darkness. His time

was 1 hour, 33 minutes, 44% seconds. The

only other starter in the class for engines

of more than 460 inches piston displace

ment dropped out during the first lap on

account of a broken piston, and may not

be able to compete again during the meet.

De Witt’s Generalmotors stopped at an

even 100 miles, having done the distance in

1 hour 39 minutes 27% seconds. Lytle’s

Cadillac had gone only 60 miles when the

race was halted; while Strang in the class

for motors of between 321 and 400 inches

displacement, finished the hundred miles

in 1 hour, 30 minutes and 24 seconds

Several bicycle and motorcycle events

also were run off and a number of new rec

ords therefor were credited.

The morning hours were enlivened by an

automobile parade, which served to arouse

considerable enthusiasm and created a wel

c'ime diversion. The enthusiasm was not

sufficient to outlast the disappointment of

the afternoon, however, and it looks as

though moving day for the crowd was close

at hand.

The summaries:

First Day—Tuesday.

Quarter-mile dash, bicycles—Won by Jo

seph Fogler; second, W. L. Mitten; third.

Ii. F. Root. Time, 0:30%.

Two hundred miles, Florida stock car

price class race (classes E and D reduced

to 100 miles by agreement of contestants

and referee)—-Won by Lewis Strang, Gen~

cralmotors; second, George De Witt, Gen

eralmotors. Time, 1:3401%.

One mile. Dewar trophy—First heat won

by David B. Brown, Benz; second, Ralph

De Palma, Fiat. Time, 0:33%. Second heat

won by Brown, second De Palma. Time,

0:33%. Third heat won by Brown; second,

De Palma. Time. 0:33.

One mile. record trials, motorcycles~—

Best time made by Walter Goerke in 0:45%

(world’s record).

Second Day—Wednesday.

Five miles, invitation race between De

Palma and George Robertson—Won by

Robertson, Benz. Time, 2:45% (world’s

record).

Ten miles, free-for-all—Won by David B.

Brown, Benz; second, Ralph De Palma,

Fiat. Time, 514%.

Five miles, southern price and power

handicap (run as scratch race through error)

—\\’on by Gus Grosjean, Pope-Hartford;

second, James Laughlin, 3d, Cleveland;

third, George Robertson, Locomobile. Time

not taken.

Two hundred miles, piston displacement

class race (stopped on account of darkness)

--Ralph De Palma, Fiat, 120 miles, time

l:33:44%. George De Witt, Generalmotors.

100 miles; time 1:39:27~%. Lewis Strang,

Generalmotors, 100 miles; time, 1:30:24.

Half-mile bicycle—VVon by Joe Fogler.

Brooklyn; second, W. L. Mitten. Daven

port; third, Eddie Root, Boston. Time

47% seconds. (Record)

One mile motorcycle time trial—Won by

()scar Hedstrom, 14 horsepower Indian.

Time, 44% seconds.

Five miles motorcycle record trials—

Vt'on by Walter Goerke, Brooklyn, 7 horse

power Indian; time, 3 minutes 30% seconds.

second, Robert Stubbs, Birmingham, Ala., 7

Indian, 3 minutes 33 seconds; third. A. G.

Chapple, New York, 7 Indian, 3 minutes 52

seconds. (Record)

Ten miles motorcycle—Won by A. G.

Chapple, New York, 7 Indian; second, VVal

ter Goerke, Brooklyn; third, \Villiam \Nray.

Time, 8 minutes 57 seconds. (Record)

Two miles bicycle—Won by Joe Fogler,

Brooklyn; second, Eddie Root. Boston;

third, W. L. Mitten. Time, 3 minutes 45%

seconds.

Why the Sultan Bought in Quantity.

Much astonishment was caused by the

fact that when the pillage of the palace of

Abd-el-Tziz, the Sultan of Morocco, took

place the invaders found therein twelve mo

tor cars and a hundred bicycles. The ex

planation given for this is amusing. It

seems that when the Sultan of Morocco

wished to obtain a motor car or a bicycle

he was informed that in Europe it was cus

tomary to sells cars only by the dozen, and

bicycles only by the hundred. Believing

implicitly in the veracity of his informant,

he made his purchases accordingly.

Dirt :1 Mischief Maker in casings.

Of the evil effects of permitting dirt and

gravel to find its way into tire casings when

making roadside repairs, much is heard in

tire repair booklets and in advice to begin~

ners. Nothwithstanding the prevalence of

these bits of warning. however, it is the ex

perience of the head vulcanizer'at the fac

tory of the Goodyear Tire 8: Rubber Co.,

that about 20 per cent. of the inner tubes

which are sent in for repair, show signs of

scoring as a result of carelessness in just

~this particular.
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Toledo Show Testifies to Increasing Interest

Ohio’s turn at the whirl of local automo

bile shows was renewed this week with the

opening on Monday, 22d inst., of the To

lcdo show. The auditorium, which last sea

son was amply large to hold the biggest

local aggregation ever mustered in its line,

now is just large enough for the purposes

of the Toledo Automobile Dealers Associa

> tion, which is holding the show, and indi

cations point to a probable necessity of

seeking more ample quarters another year,

granting only a continuance of the expan

sion which has been witnessed during the

past twelvemonth. As a matter of fact, there

are something like four times as many cars

on view as were shown a year ago, and

nearly three times as many exhibits devoted

exclusively to motor cars. Last year’s show

afforded representation to only seven dif

ferent dealers. Now the representation has

been swelled to nearly a score, while about

20 different makes of car are on view, cov

ering a goodly share of the market and re

Indianapolis

Closely allied to a show week, and indeed.

partaking of the nature of a “multiple-unit"

show spread over the entire automobile

territory of the city, Indianapolis, Ind., is

this week enjoying a flood-tide of automo

bile enthusiasm. The fifteen dealers and

eleven manufacturers who make up the

local motoring contingent, have com

bined their efiorts in making the week a

profitable as well as a spectacular one. To

day (Thursday) is to be signalized by a

daylight parade of cars, old and new, dec

orated and otherwise, while all through the

week “open house" is the rule. A series

of gymkhana contests is another feature

calculated to attract attention to the week's

program, in addition to which a number of

more or less impromptu speed, hill-climbing

and endurance contests are promised or are

in prospect, though none are regularly pro

grammed.

The complete list of dealers and manu

facturers who are participating in the event

and are assisting the movement by extend

ing a hearty welcome to all visitors as well

Syracuse Stages Many Exhibits at

Under the experienced management of

Dai H. Lewis, secretary of the Automobile

Club of Buffalo, the first automobile show

to be held in Syracuse, N. Y., opened in the

State armory yesterday (Wednesday) to

continue to the end of the week. Contrary

.to the customary conditions attendant upon

the holding of maiden local shows, the en

tire amount of space available in this in

stance was oversubscribed in advance, as

veziling in variety practically everything

that the market afiords. Accessories and

supplies furnish the basis of nearly double

the number of exhibits which are devoted

to cars and the display is of the usual large

variety.

'In laying out the floor spaces Manager

Shy C. Fisk, who is secretary of the deal

ers' association, has arranged the booths

in three rows down the floor with an en

circling series next the wall. The balcony

is entirely devoted to the accessory and

supplies people. By way of decoration,

masses of white bunting are employed to

conceal the gray walls of the building,

while booths are ornamented with magnolia

trees and various smaller potted plants, ar

tificial and otherwise, in which here and

there, concealed electric light bulbs help to

shed a warmth of color and light upon the

exhibits and tone down the unmasked glare

of the overhead lights. Various amuse

ment features, including the usual musical

program, of course, serve to lighten the te

dium of the show for the non-technical vis

itor. The list of exhibitors of cars, together

with the machines they display, is as fol~

lows:

H. J. Adams, Reo, Kisselkar; Apperson

Toledo Co., Pope<Toledo; Atwood Automo

bile Co., Premier, Regal, Stoddard-Dayton,

Velie, Overland, Waverley electric; Buick

Motor Co., Buick; Central Auto Co., Max

well, Mitchell; Gamble Motor Car Co.,

Baker electric, Rauch & Lang electric,

Stearns, Peerless; Kirk Bros. Automobile

Co., Thomas, Knox, Studebaker, E-M-F.

“30,” Columbus electric; Lichtie Automobile

Co., Winton, Cadillac; Harry Overmyer,

Glide car; Standard Garage, Brush, Hupmo

bile, Jewel, Ford; Roberts Toledo Auto Co.,

Fords; Olds Motor Works, Oldsmobile;

Twenty-first Street Garage, Detroit elec

trics, Jackson; Union Supply Co., Stevens

Duryeas, Chalmers-Detroit cars, Pierce-Ar

row; The White Co., White steamers.

Trade Holds Open House Week

as affording them an opportunity for dem

onstrations in endless numbers and unlim

ited amounts, is as follows:

Dealers.

Fisher Automobile Co., 400 Capitol ave

nue—Stoddard-Dayton, Overland, Maxwell,

National, Empire.

State Automobile Co., 415419 Massachu

setts avenue—Oakland.

Indiana Carriage & Automobile Co., 27'

33 North Capitol avenue—Jackson, Regal,

Leader.

Chalmers-Detroit Automobile Co., 11 W.

W'alnut street—Chalmers-Detroit, Pierce Ar

r0\V.

Buick-Losey Co., 130-132 East New York

street—Buick.

Willis-Holcomb Co., 330332 North Illi

nois street—Apperson, Packard, E-M-F.

Motor Car Sales Co., 330 North Illinois

street—E-M-F.

Gibson Automobile Co., 238 Massachu

setts avenue—Premier, Reo, Ford, Marion.

Hearsey-Willis Co., 113-117 West Market

street—White steamer, Waverley electric,

Rambler, Mitchell.

Cadillac Automobile Co., 23 East Ohio

street—Cadillac.

 

has been the case this season with practi

cally all the established local shows, so

that with the opening, the exhibition was as

complete as its space limitations would per

mit. Indeed, so successful have been the

efforts of the Syracuse Automobile Deal

ers Association, that the products of some

thing like 30 different factories are repre

sented. while the actual number of machines

on view numbers close to a hundred. Be

Finch & Freeman, 33 South Capitol ave

nue—Haynes, Auburn, Richmond.

Morton-Place Garage, 1840 North New

Jersey street—Moline.

Indianapolis Automobile Co., 115 West

Maryland street—Cartercar, Gyroscope.

Indianapolis Motor Car Co., 423 East

Market street—Rapid motor trucks.

Nordyke & Marmon C0.. Meridian and

New York streets—Marmon.

Manufacturers.

National Motor Car Company, Twenty

seeond and L. E. & W. Railway.

Overland Automobile Co., Oliver avenue

and Drover street.

Premier Motor Car Co., 221-225 South

Shelby street.

Marion Motor Car Co., 742-750 East Wash

ington street.

Cole Carriage Co., 950 West New York

street.

American Motor Car C0.. 420430 South

Illinois street.

Nordyke & Marmon Co., Take Stock

yards cars, Morris street and Kentucky ave.

\Vaverley Co., 139 South East street.

Irvin Mfg. Co., Tenth street and canal.

Wheeler & Schebler, Shelby and Sanders

streets.

G & 1 Tire C0.. 549 East Georgia street.

First Show

sides, there are the accessory exhibitors

who have flocked to the show standard in

characteristic numbers, bringing their own

peculiar glow of enthusiasm and optimism

to the show.

Pride of place naturally goes to local en

terprise in the Franklin exhibit, which is

one of the most extensive as well as one of

the most patronized of the various booths.

Although this is Syracuse’s first full-fledged
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show, in the sense of an exposition of the

products of a considerable number of mak

ers, the entering wedge was driven last

year, when the H. H. Franklin Mfg. CO.

instituted a show of its own, failing to

arouse sufficient interest to secure a more

general display. Thus in a sense, this is

the second instead of the first, local show

in that vicinity.

The program of the show, though limited

necessarily to four days, yet partakes of

the usual gala element in the consecration

of each of the days to special groups of

visitors. Thus, Wednesday was “Adminis

tration and Manufacturers' Day,” today fig

ures as “Mystique Krewe Day," tomorrow

will be "Society Day," and Saturday “’Var

sity Day.n

Louisville Now Plans Eight Shows.

With a true spirit of perseverance that

augurs well for the success of the event,

the Louisville (Ky.) automobile dealers

are going ahead with their plans for the

automobile show, which is to be held April

15, 16 and 17, despite an unforseen setback.

Fire recently destroyed the Coliseum where

the exhibition was to have been held, and it

seemed that the lack of a suitable hall would

prevent the holding of the show. This ap

parently insurmountable difficulty was met

by an agreement that each dealer should

decorate his show rooms in a manner sim

ilar to what was contemplated at his space

in the Coliseum. Eight dealers have ac

quiesced in the proposal, so that Louisville

will have eight shows instead of one. An

tomobiles will be furnished to carry the

visitors around to the different garages, and

admission will be free to all exhibits.

Show for Motorists and Horsemen.

Contrary to the usual procedure at auto

mobile shows, when the motor car is the

center of attraction, the horse will share

the honors with its rival at the coming ex

hibition of equines and motor cars at New

castle, lnd., April lst, 2d and 3d. Lovers

of the horse have combined forces with the

devotees of the power wagon, to promote a

show, and from the enthusiasm which is

being manifested, the amalgamation of the

interests concerned will militate greatly

for the success of the exhibition. Many

horse owners who otherwise would not be

attracted by an automobile show, will take

in the exhibition and offer a fruitful field
for the automobile dealer. I

Atlanta Plans Show for Autumn.

Considerable agitation in Atlanta, Ga.,

for the holding of an automobile show has

resulted in a resolution to defer the project

and endeavor to secure an early fall dating,

as soon after November lst as is possible.

in fact. Action has been taken in the mat

ter by a joint committee of the Fulton

County Automobile Club and the newly or'

grinized Atlanta Automobile Trade Associa

tion, which has named a conference com

mittee consisting of President E. W. Gans,

of the dealers' association; Ed. H. Inman,

J. J. Cohen, Clark llowcll, G. \N. Hanson,

J. H. Nunnally and Charles I. Ryan, to ar

range with the associations of automobile

and accessory manufacturers in New York

City for a suitable date and a sanction.

Hartford Show Yields a Dividend.

Emulating the New York example, the

Hartford Automobile Dealers Association

has declared a dividend to the exhibitors

at the recent Hartford automobile show.

The report of the show committee discloses

gross receipts of $6,008.04, and disburse

ments amounting to $4,420.14, leaving a

balance of $1,588.26. As a result a return

of 39% per cent. was awarded the dealers

and one of 36.43 per cent. to the exhibitors

of accessories. Last year a 92 per cent.

dividend was declared, but the show this

year was more elaborate.

Logansport Fixes Dates for Show.

Inspired by the successful promotion of

automobile shows in other cities, Logans

port, Ind. proposes to enter the rapidly ex

panding show circuit. The Logansport

Automobile and Motorcycle Dealers Asso

ciation is back of the project, and April

1, 2 and 3 have been selected as the dates

for the event, and the Broadway garage is

the location chosen. A goodly share of the

leading cars and motorcycles will be shown

and all available space has been taken.

Germany’s Imports and Exports.

Foreign cars and parts to the value of

$3,275,750 were passed through the German

customs last year as against $4,458,750 in

1907. To offset this the Fatherland sold to

other countries cars and parts valued at

$3,406,250 in 1908, an increase of $125,000

over the preceding twelvemonth.

Taunton to Have Taximeter Cabs.

The Taunton Taxicab Co has been

formed in Taunton. Mass., with headquar

ters at Crrlow‘s garage. Five machines

will be bought to start, and the equipment

will be increased as fast as increasing pat

ronage seems to warrant.

Taximeter Cabs Popular in Germany.

In the land of the Kaiser taximeter cabs

are rapidly winning their way into popular

favor. Berlin now has‘over 2,000 of the

"scooters" and other cities in the empire are

fast adding to their quota.

Cab Service Planned for Indianapolis.

Charles W. Sheets & Son are arranging

to operate a taximeter cab system in In

dianapolis, Ind. The headquarters of the

enterprise will be at 1015 North Capitol

avenue.

 

Tensile Strength of Vanadium Steel.

“The gain in toughness and strength of

steel. due to the introduction into the con

struction of a small percentage of vana

dium, is shown in some recent comparative

tests of a carbon steel frame of 78,000

pounds tensile strength and 46,000 pounds

elastic limit, and a frame of similar section

with vanadium added to the steel composi

tion," says the Scientific American. “The

vanadium steel frame section, carried on

supports four feet apart, stood twenty blows

of a 5,000 pound weight falling from a

height of 18 feet, before fracture took place.

The carbon steel frame section was de

flected 5% inches by the first blow and

broke on the second. In the whole series

of tests the vanadium steel showed about

15 per cent. higher tensile strength and 25

per cent. greater elastic limit than the car

bon steel.”

America’s Share in Australian Trade.

According to a customs report recently

issued, 3,559 motor vehicles were imported

into Australia from 1901 to 1907. Of this

total 1,175 went to New South Wales, 1,436

to Victoria, 132 to Queensland, 496 to South

Australia, 224 to \N'estern Australia, and 96

to Tasmania. The total import value of

these vehicles was $3,392,125, and the duty

paid on them amounted to $701.105.

Of the total number of automobiles im

ported during the years stated, no less than

398 were imported from the United States.

In the year 1903 the United States sent to

Australia 71 automobiles, valued at $35,262;

in 1904, 161, valued at $75,586; in 1905, 122,

valued at $63,799; and in 1906, 44, valued at

$37,841. The figures for 1907 are not yet

complete, nor is it possible to get the fig

ures for the first three quarters of 1908.

Motorcycles imported during the nine

months ended September 30, 1908, were val

ued at $59,361, the duty being $16.881

Bodies for automobiles, motor trucks, and

wagons, valued at $135,011, were imported

during the same period, the duty amounting

to $45,954. There were further imported

during the nine months under review chassis

for automobiles, motor trucks, and wagons

of a total value of $933,394. and the duty

upon these amounted to $22,439.

Making Belgium Roads Fast and Safe.

Considerable attention is being given to

the improvement of the roads by the gov—

ernment in Belgium. In the future the line

of new roads will be laid out to secure a

radii of 328 feet as a minimum for country

roads. This minimum will be reduced to

conform to local conditions, where the road

passes through cities and towns. The roads

will avoid grade crossings and swinging

drawbridges, and be so planned as to open

up branch avenues of travel at their junc

turc with the trunk lines. Where condi

tions are such as to be misleading to tour

ists regarding the direction to be taken, the

by-roads will be concealed by the arrange

ment of trees, or special forms of construc~

tion marked with legible signs. Of ample

width, with easy grades, and conducive to

high speeds. and so built as to withstand

heavy traffic, they will have feeders to take

care of local traffic in small centers.
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MIN-STth TESTS Wl'l'll VARIATIONS

Air Cooled Motor Runs 60 Hours with Car

Standing Still—Two Thousand Miles

Run on City Streets.

With the approach of the open touring

season the popularity of the manufacturers’

and dealers’ demonstration is waxing strong,

particularly where in the guise of endurance

plained his presence in that unusual position

—read: “T'aint hot! ’f t'was, Id move."

The test, which was applied to a 28 horse

power stock car, was carried out in front of

the headquarters of the Franklin Motor Car

Co., at 1108 East Fifteenth street. It began

Monday morning and did not end until

Wednesday night; during which time only

1% gallons of oil and 28 gallons of gasolene

were used, although the motor was run at

a good rate from start to finish.
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run or contest it may serve to call to the

attention of a great number of people the

peculiar merits of the cars under trial. Just

here is revealed something of the progress

which has been made in car building dur

ing the past few years. Where only a short

time ago, relatively speaking, public demon

strations for the most part wure confined to

runs betwcen well known points, sometimes

for speed and sometimes for endurance pur

poses. now they are largely devoted to tests

of endurance placed on a mileage or time

basis, and therefore possessing quite as

much general as local interest. Furthermore,

the advertising art is being brought to bear

with increasing consistency upon these ef

forts at publicity with most successful re

sults.

Thus, for example, the people of Kansas

City were treated to the sight of a diminu

tive colored lad seated astride the bonnet

of a Franklin car standing in front of the

local agency the other day. Swathed in a

heavy blanket and beaming in indolence and

comfort he was banked by various signs

which indicated that a 60-hour non—stop test

of the motor was in progress, Because of

the old-time superstition as to the unrelia

bility of air-cooled engines in general, and

because of the popular belief that they al

ways “run hot" when they run at all, a

placard in front of the lad—which also ex

  

ered on the low speed, which is geared at

12 to 1. Had the run been made on the

high speed with the engine making the same

number of turns, the distance covered would

have been 225 miles, as was carefully ex

plained to the spectators. The low gear

trial was adopted, naturally, as being a bet

ter test of the cool running properties of

the motor.

Philadelphia last week was the scene of

it hardly less ambitious endurance test of

the demonstration variety, when a Maxwell

Junior car was made to do a 2,000 miles

non-stop run up and down Broad street.

Running in city traffic is a hard test for

any vehicle, but no one can begin to ap

preciate the strain which is thrown upon

both the car and its driver who has not at

tempted to complete not merely one or

two brief down-town or cross-town runs,

but a long distance under non-stop condi

tions. Notwithstanding the rigorous nature

of the test, however, the machine survived

and was sent over the road to Pittsburg,

where the trial ended, without the neces

sity of a single motor stop. But even this

test appears not to have been severe enough

to suit the tastes of this particular maker,

as is shown by the fact that in another lo

cality another non-stop performance is be

ing carried forward.

Ten thousand miles without stopping the

engine is the stupendous task allotted to a

Maxwell car by the Boston agency, to prove

its utility, this being an instance of an

other type of modern and popular demon

stration. On Thursday last, a four cylinder

30 horsepower car left the headquarters of

 

 

   

 

MAXWELL, IR., ON COMPLETION OF 2,000 MILES NON-STOP RUN

A sixty-mile as well as a sixty-hour test

was made to round out the demonstration.

In running the sixty miles the car carried

five people about Kansas City, the run being

made in eleven hours at the rate of 55-11

miles an hour. The entire course was cov

the Bay State Automobile Association with

Lucius Tyler at the wheel, and Adam

Schneider as observer, in an attempt to do

the 100 century non-engine stop run. L. R.

Speare, the newly elected executive head of

the A. A. A., started the engine on its long
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run, the ceremony attracting the usual au

dience of passing pedestrians.

The car will be kept going night and day

until the completion of the 10,000 miles

which is expected to take three weeks. Driv

ers and observers will be changed every

eight hours to relieVe the monotony of the

grind, and the constant strain of keeping

the engine running. No attempt at high

speed will be made, as the main object

sought is to keep the engine running for

the allotted distance, and fast driving might

lead to accidents which would cause all

preparations to go for naught. For the first

week the car will be driven to \Vorcester

and return. The second week the course

will be changed to Providence and back,

while the final week will be spent on the

Boston and Newburyport route. The car

will be checked at both ends of the course

on each leg of its journey. Up to noon

\Vednesday the distance traveled by the car

was 2,606 miles, as shown by the cards of

the official observers, and the distance had

been accomplished without adjustment or

trouble of any sort, and, of course, without

a single stop.

Adjusting Pressure in the Tires.

Once the average owner has been edu

cated up to the point of appreciating the

necessity of maintaining a uniform degree

of inflation in his tires, the question nat

urally arises as to whether the same pres

sures should be employed in hot as in cold

weather. To this, a well-known tire expert

replies that they should, notwithstanding

the differences in atmospheric temperature.

On this account, however, the rise in pres

sure due to friction caused by the kneading

of the walls will be much greater in sum

mer than in winter, so that some method of

equalization is necessary. To this end, it

is suggested that in warm weather tires

which have been newly inflated be gone over

after having been run long enough for nor

mal conditions to become established, and

the pressures tested by means of a suitable

gauge. If the pressure in any tube is found

to be higher than the normal amount rec

ommended by the maker of that particular

tire, it may be relieved by letting off a por

tion of the air.

Card for the Atlanta Hill Climb.

Atlanta, Ga, is fairly bristling with ex

citement these days, for on Saturday next,

27th inst., the Fulton County Automobile

Club will hold its annual hill climbing con—

test up Stewart avenue hill. Because of the

proximity of Daytona, it is expected that

several of the crack speed merchants who

will perform on'the beach will go to Atlanta,

Barney Oldfield, Lewis Strang, and Charles

Burman already having entered cars. Seven

events are carded, as follows: For touring

cars of runabouts costing $900 or less, tour

ing cars or runabouts costing $1,500 or

less; touring cars or runabouts costing

$5.000 or less, runabouts costing $5,000 or

less, and free-for-all stripped cars.

PUSHING CHICAGO CARNIVAL PLANS

Local Club Takes Steps to Avoid Friction

with A. A. A.—New Dates Fixed for

Middle of June.

A slight misconception of the newly as

sumed function of the American Automo

bile Association in its complete domination

of racing control has caused a temporary

halt in the plans of the Chicago Automo

bile Club, which has been so eagerly foster

ing the scheme of a national stock car race

to take place in the latter part of May. De

spite the faet that the club through its

active committees was doing all the work of

developing the race, and that the prepar

ations had been advanced even to the point

of practically settling upon the date, the

course and the nature of the race, the pros

pect that at the last moment the A. A. A.

would step in and assume full control of

affairs, even to the appointment of officers

and the dictation ofthe rules for the con

test, served to bring about an abrupt alter

ation in the status of the event. Although

the proffer of the Cobe trophy by President

[ra M. Cobe, of the Chicago Club, had been

accepted by the executive committee of the

A. A. A. upon the basis of its being held

for national competition, the resentment of

the Chicago club members was so strong

that they immediately determined to make

the event a local one, clipping off the term

national and changing the date.

Despite this change in its status, however,

the affairs of the race or speed carnival as

it is called, are progressing favorably. It

is now slated to occur on June 18 and 19,

instead of May 29 and 31, as at first planned,

and as a western event, it will be run en

tirely under the management of the Chi

cago club. The rules which are being for

mulated by the,A. A. A. contest board un

der the direction of the Manufacturers’

Contest Association will be recognized, and

the program will consist of a light car race

to be run on the first day in all probability,

while the entire second day will be required

for the contest of 250 miles or thereabouts

for the Cobe trophy. Practically the only

difficulty now remaining is the securing of

a militia guard for the policing of the course,

and this being assured, it is practically cer

tain, it is said, that the A. A. A. will not

delay in granting a sanction under the new

terms.

That all was not going smoothly with the

plans for the race as they originally stood,

is revealed by the intimation that the eligi

hility rule made it necessary for the entry

of a stock car, that at least 25 duplicate ma

-chines should have been produced by the

same maker. This, as precluding the possi

bility of trying out 1,910 cars in the con

test, put something of a damper on the en

thusiasm of the promoters. The proposed

engine limitations also were criticized, it

is said. Furthermore, it was feared that

the weather would not have become suffi

ciently settled by the end of May for the

course to be put into the best shape, while

the delay in formulating the rules was

threatening embarrassment to the potential

entrants who, presumably required more

than a few days of preparation for as am

bitious an event as originally had been

planned.

As matters now stand, the race seems

likely to be run about as originally planned,

save that its management will be more to

the liking of the contest committee of the

club than would have been the case had the

A. A. A. been allowed to step into the po~

sition ofcommand. Makers, it is thought,

will be likely to take just as much interest

in the event under its new guise as would

have been the case had it remained na

tional in name, particularly as so much

interest just now is centered in the western

market. Altogether, the matter appears to

have been adjusted without serious friction

on either side.

Wilkes-Barre Planning Large for Its-Meet.

That the VVilkes-Barre (Pa.) Automobile

Club intends to make this year’s hill climb

up Giant’s Despair mountain of- more im

portance than any of its predecessors, is

evident from the early preparations that

are being made in anticipation of it. As

usual the slimb will take place on Decor

ation Day. May 30th, on the now famous

course which runs up the south side of

Giant's Despair—which prior to the first

hill climbing contest held upon it was 10

rally known as Wilkes-Barre Mountain.

The nature of the course and the splen

did arrangements that always have marked

the annual event leads not only members

of the Wilkes—Barre club, but many others.

to believe that it is one of the ideal courses,

if not the very best roadway in America

for such a contest.

The club already has begun the prelim

inary work for the climb which they hope

to make an event of national importance.

It is hoped to induce the various clubs

throughout the East to promote club runs

or endurance contests to finish in \Vilkes

Barre the day before the hill climb, and sev

eral public spirited citizens of the Diamond

City already have intimated that if the plan

is put into effect trophies will not be lack

ing. The committee expects that runs will

be made from New York. Buffalo. Pitts

burg, Philadelphia, Baltimore and other

cities.

Plans 10,000 Miles Run on Track.

Among the “stunts” being planned for

the new motor track at Indianapolis, Ind.,

when it is completed. is an effort to make

1,000 miles per day for ten consecutive days.

The car which will attempt the feat will be

a National, the makers of which, the Na

tional Motor Vehicle Co., of lndianapolis.

have had no little success in similar record

making attempts in the past.
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FEATURES 0F 'l'llE IIERRESIIOFF

Its Neatness, Compact Construction and

Large Capacity—Thoroughness Shown

in the Specifications. -

One of the new cars to receive marked at

tention in connection with the recent Bos—

ton show, quite as much because of its neat

and condensed construction as because of

its novelty, was the Herreshot’f—a machine

I, 

  

of the dash and under the floor boards. In

fact. the cross frame member which supports

the forward end of the torque tube and

serves as the midriff of the chassis, is placed

at somewhere about two-fifths of the dis

tance between the radiator and the rear

axle instead of back of the center, as is

commonly the case.

By this means the rear of the chassis

is kept perfectly clear of mechanism, while

the forward portion, which is narrowed

down, and suitably reinforced, is made to

 

 

HERRESHOFF 24 H.P. TOURING MODEL

which has been looked forward to with

considerable curiosity since the first an

nouncement of its advent, made exclusively

by Motor \Vorld some months since, and

which is made by the Herreshoff Motor CO.,

Detroit, Mich. Nor did its appearance in

any way prove a disappointment to those

who had anticipated an attractive offering

as well as a practical one at the hands of

its designer and builder. Light and com

pact appearing, if anything, small for its

rated capacity and power, it was seen that

the term “light cob" which had been ap

plied to it was far from a misnomer, as it

is intended to fulfill just the purpose in the

'private garage which the peculiarly sturdy

and efficient horse of that class fulfills in

the equine establishment.

Further details of the machine which

were not available during the rush of show

week, bear out early impressions as to the

thorough going manner in which its speci

fications have been chosen and worked out.

By dint of much close figuring a far greater

ratio of passenger carrying space to bulk

of power plant has been secured than com

monly is found in large cars, while the ex

ternal lines are perfectly in accord with cur

rent practice save that they are worked out

with an eye to compacting the mechanism

as far as possible. The unit power plant,

for example, though containing all the ele

ments found in many cars of much larger

size, is made to occupy only the limited

amount of space encompassed by the very

short bonnet and the reach directly back

withstand practically all the torsional

stresses which result from the application

of the power to the driving group. As a

matter of course, the axle group in the rear

is suitably braced by means of long strut

rods which run forward from the axle ends

to the articulation of the torque tube with

the gear box, which is encased in an inte

gral housing, it is mounted on a short sub

frame. The valves are offset from the cyl

inders, mounted side by side on the right

side of the motor, and actuated convenient

ly from a single cam shaft. The two sets

of spark plugs are carried over the valve

pockets, while the carburetter and piping

manifolds being located on this side as well,

ample space is left on the other side for

the mounting of the magneto and the sin

gle vertical pillar, which is used for the

mounting of the timer for the jump spark

battery system, and for the lubricating

pump drive. Engine oiling is accomplished

by means of a constant flow system, circu

lation for which is maintained by means of

the pump from a sump in the lower part of

the engine base, through a single sight-feed

glass. and to the various shaft bearings.

Annular ball bearings of the F. & S. type -

are employed for both crank and cam shafts.

The change gear group which, as already

mentioned, is carried in a housing held sol

idly with the engine base by means of a

series of bolts which secure the fly wheel

casing to the end of the gear box, is of the

progressive type. affording three forward

speeds with the reverse, the top speed be

ing through a direct drive through to the

propeller shaft. A heavy service brake is

mounted on the drive shaft back of the

gear box and just in front of the universal

joint, and is actuated by an arm extending

from the single pedal lever. This pedal, it

should be observed. is so inter-connected

with the multiple disc clutch, as to release

that member upon a slight depression, ap

plying the brake when brought to the limit

of its travel. This, with .the foot acceler

ator completes the control arrangements

on the foot board.

  

  

 

 

HERRESHOFF CHASSIS, VIEWED FROM ABOVE

the frame, the axle itself being afforded a

floating attachment to the frame by means

of the shackling system adopted.

The motor is of the quadruple, vertical

type, employing thermo-syphon cooling cir

culation, double ignition with accumulators

and Bosch magneto, rated at 24 horsepower

nominal output, and measuring 3% by 3%

inches, bore and stroke. Together with

The rear axle, which is of the floating

type, is Timken mounted, as also is the

front axle. The wheels are 32 inches in

diameter. shod with 3% inch quick detach

able tires, and the wheel base is 100 inches.

The frame is of pressed steel, with long

spring horns in the rear, a peculiarity of its

formation being the very short radius of

the offset which is used to secure ample.
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clearance for the rear axle, and which is

unusual in that the offset is completely

filled with a rubber bufier. The spring sus

pension is of the semi-elliptic order, front

and rear, the front members which are 34

inches in length being in marked contrast

to the rear ones which are no less than 52

inches long The car is produced in both

runabout and touring types, as well as lan

     

lll'IRRIiSl'IOFF TRANSMISSION MOUNTING

daulette and coupe, in the former instance.

the fuel storage being in a rear-mounted

tank with pressure feed. while in the tour

ing types the tank is carried under the front

seat from which the feed is by gravity. In

either pattern of body mounting. the con

trol mechanism is placed on the right side

of the car, spark and throttle control being

located on the top of the steering column,

though the throttle is interconnected with

the foot accelerator already mentioned,

while the magneto is made to run with a

fixed point of ignition, so that the spark

lever applies only to the battery and coil

system which is a stock feature of the ma

chine. As is customary, the gear striking

lever is mounted at the end of the foot

board, while outside it is the emergency

brake lever, which applies the internal ex

panding brakes on the rear wheels. The

complete weight of the machine is given as

1,575 pounds for the touring car. or 1,495

for the runabout.

Advantage of a Petcock in Drain Pipe.

If the water in the cooler is to be drawn

off, it is well to have more than one pail

handy if there is no shutoff on the drain

pipe, as it is no easy matter to put the plug

back when there is a pressure of water in

the pipe. When no petcock is fitted the

convenience which one affords should be

an incentive to procure its attachment.

ADAPTING M0'I'0R CAR T0 RAILS

How a Ford Runabout has Been Trans

formed for Railway Inspection Service

—Its Satisfactory Performance.

\Nhile motor cars have been used to per

form unusual tasks of all sorts outside of

their regular field and have unfailingly made

good, it is in the development of the self

propelled vehicle for railway inspection

work that it finds a particularly fitting ap

plication. Many specially built machines

have been employed in this field, but Com

paratively few, which are transformed tour

ing cars or runabouts.

The car shown in the accompanying il

lustration, which is of the latter and there

fore unusual order, is a Ford runabout which

was fitted with flanged steel wheels and used

in the service of the Santa Fe system, for

    

moval of the steering column and a slight

rearrangement of the control mechanism,

proved all the alteration which was neces‘

sary.

Readjustment of Lubricating Scoops.

One system of engine lubrication which is

rather common involves the use of scoops

made of thin metal and attached to the “big

ends" of the connecting rods in such a way

that at each down stroke a small amount of

oil will be picked up from the oil well and

thrown up against the under side of the

journal. In arrangements of this sort it is

evident that the amount of oil which reaches

the bearings must depend upon the depth to

which the scoops sink in the oil wells—sup

posing the latter to be fed uniformly and

the level in them properly preserved. If one

of the scoops happens to be improperly ad

justed or is bent up ever so slightly, as may

result from careless handling in overhauling,

for example, the result will be a correspond

ing starvation of the bearing which it is sup

 

 

FORD RUNABOUT_TRANSFORMED FOR RAILWAY INSPECTION

track inspection. trouble wagon and gen

eral utility work. and has covered 40,000

miles. By its ability to attain much higher

speed, and the wide radius of trackage

which it can cover in a limited time, it has

demonstrated the great superiority of the

mechanically propelled over the hand pro

pelled type of car for this class of work.

The transformation process necessary to

fit the machine for railway work, it will be

observed, was neither a serious nor trouble

some undertaking. In addition to the sub

stitution of the flanged wheels for the reg

ular equipment of the automobile, the front

axle was stifi'ened by the elimination of the

knuckles, the body was supplanted by one

having dos-a-dos seats, and new running

boards were installed. These. with the re

posed to feed. On this account great care

should be taken in repairing machines in

which this method is employed. in order

that the proper distribution of the oil be

not affected.

Compound to Remove Carbon Deposit.

Innumerable compounds for removing

carbon deposits from the cylinders and pis~

tons have from time to time been invented,

each claiming to possess qualities superior

to any other. However, several owners who

have tried the following method unite in

saying that it gives excellent results. Here

it is: Put an ounce of baking soda into each

cylinder, then add one-fourth of a pint of

kerosene and turn the engine over a few

times to thoroughly soften the deposit.
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WHAT A BIG FACTORY CONSUMES

The Great Quantities of Raw Material Re

quired for a Season’s Output—Amaz

ing Array of Figures.

Just how much raw material is involved

in the production of a season’s output of

motor cars is beyond the appreciation of the

average owner, even were he able to figure

the actual amounts involved in the assent

blage of the finished product. Some idea of

the stupendous nature of the undertaking

of building cars in large lots, however, may

be gained from the following figures which

are vouched for by the official statistician

of the Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co.

paring for the production of 12,000 Maxwell

In pre

cars, bids are being solicited on materials,

as follows: Aluminum castings, 200 tons;

brass castings, 150 tons; babbit metal for

bearings, '50 tons; brass tubing, 126,000 feet.

or approximately 25 miles. The rivets used

in building this lot of cars will weigh some

thing over 30 tons. while for materials other

than metal, bids are required on 13,000 hides

to be used for upholstering and trimming,

and material for top coverings, to the ex

tent of 40,000 yards. Steel in bar stock will

be required to the extent of 1,000 tons, and

malleable castings, 800 tons. Of the special

metals, there will he used no less than 50

tons of chrome nickel, and 50 tons of nickel

steel.

Speedometer on Independent Standard.

Mounting the speedometer on a separate

standard of its own at the side of. the car

instead of on the dash is the idea disclosed

in the new Model 14 Stewart which is being

offered by the Stewart and Clarke Mfg. Co.,

of Chicago, Ill. The standard or bracket

that is used has a steel core inside by which

the drive is communicated to the speed in

dicating mechanism. The core has a bevel

gear connection with the flexible shaft at

the bottom of the standard. The arrange

ment eliminates the necessity of sharp

bends in the shaft, since the latter is called

upon for no other service than from the

front wheel of the car to the bottom of the

standard.

As shown by the accompanying illustra'

tion, the device fastens to the outside of the

car frame, usually at a point forward of

where the gear change levers are located,

so that the readings will be convenient to

the driver’s eye no matter how fast the ma

chine is going. A Stewart speedometer

Model 11, of the 60-mile, multipolar type, is

used for the speed and distance readings

while the time is supplied by an eight-day

automobile watch. Complete with the brass

finished standard and all necessary shaft

and gearing, the combination sells for $75

at retail. Further new combinations which

the company has brought out include Model

15, a combination of speedometer Model 12,

centrifugal type, and an eight-day watch,

the latter mounted on top of the speedo

meter, price $25; Model 16, a combination

of multipolar speedometer Model 11, having

diamond bearings and a 90-mile scale, with

  

NEW MODEL STEWART SPEEDOMETER

an eight-day watch, price $90; afid Model

17, a combination of the 90-milc multipolar

Model 11, with a Chelsea clock and electric

light, price $125.

Muffler of a Multiple Unit Type.

What might be described as “multiple

unit" construction is employed in the new

Powell pressed steel mufflers for 1910, made

by the Powell Muffler & Timer Co., Inc., of

Utica, N. Y. As many units as are neces

sary can be assembled into one muffler, to

suit the requirements of the particular mcr

tor to which it is applied. To provide the

opening through the mufiler as large or

larger than the exhaust pipe from the mo

tor, to eliminate back pressure and at the

same time have effective suppression of the

noise. As is also shown, protection from

the heat is provided for the tie rods. The

two main features of difference that are

claimed are that it can be easily cleaned and

that the total area of the baffle plates may

be changed to correspond with the motor on

which the device is used. By removing the

end bolts on the tie rods, the muffler is read

ily separable either for cleaning or for alter

ations in the number of baffle plate units.

Night School for the Remy Forces.

In order that new acquisitions to the office

and factory forces may quickly become fa

miliar with the systems in vogue with the

least pessible derangement of the regular

routine, the Remy Electric Co., of Ander

son, Ind., have established a night school

for their instruction. The classes are held

two nights a week and are well attended by

the employes, who have exhibited much en

thusiasm at the innovation, which is the

first known instance of the adoption of an

educational campaign of this sort by an

ignition appliance factory.

At present the topics under discussion are

of a mechanical nature and comprise the

motor ignition systems in general and cov

ering both American and foreign practice.

These instructions are being conducted by

the chief engineer and his assistant. When

the mechanical end has been well covered

the classes will be turned over to the sales

manager and his assistants for a thorough

schooling in the selling branch of the busi

ness. In the opinion of the executive head

of the company this policy of co-operation

between the employes and manufacturer is

bound to be productive of greater loyalty

and efi‘iciency on the part of the men and

contribute largely to the success of the en

tcrprise.

New Quick Detachable Rim Announced.

Requiring but one set of reversible side

rims for both clincher and quick detach

."ble tires. :1 new quick detachable rim is
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POWELL MUFFLER OF MULTIPLE UNIT CONSTRUCTION

greatest range necessary, however, the muf

flers are supplied in two diameter sizes, the

smaller being 5 inches and the larger 6%

inches. The small mufflers are made of 20

gauge and the large size of 16 gauge steel.

From the photographic reproduction here_

with it will be. seen that the alternate discs

composing the units form both the baffle

plates and the outside casing. It has been

the aim of the manufacturers to have the

to be brought out by the Goodyear Tire &

Rubber Co.. of Akron. Ohio, for the 1910

season, accnrding to an announcement

which the company has just made. No com

plete description of the rim is as yet of

fered. but in design it is said to differ en

tirely from anything else on the market. A

limited quantity will be supplied to manu

facturers for testing purposes during the

latter part of the 1909 season.
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HANS 0|" CONTEST ASSOClATl0N

The Organization Reports Progress—Its

Action Concerning the Cobe Trophy—

Code of General Rules Drafted.

At the end of the first month of its exist

tience, the Manufacturers Contest Associa

tion has made the first public announcement

of its plans for the oversight of the govern

ment of automobile sport, incidentally prom

ising to submit shortly to the contest board

of the American Automobile Association,

through which its activities will be exer

cised, a series of classifications which shall

govern all competitive tests during the sea

son of 1909. Already, it has submitted to

the contest board its findings in regard to

the conduct of the contest for the Cobe

Trophy, the stock chassis race which is to

be held near Chicago some time in the lat

ter part of May, and the complete rules for

that event are consequently expected to be

issued within a short time.

Hereafter, it is stated, the classification

and rules committee of the M. C. A. will

submit to the contest board its recommen

dations for classifications for all contests

for the ensuing year not later than August

15th, in order that the contest board may

have opportunity to get them into shape

to be announced not later than the first of

September in order that the manufacturers

may be enabled to get their cars in shape

before the commencement of the racing sea

son.

These announcements were contained in

a circular issued by the M. C. A. late last

week and reciting the complete history of

the association from the preliminary organ

ization of a committee of seven represent

atives of manufacturers and importers at

the culmination of a series of mass meet

ings held in New York, to the final organ

ization and recognition of the association

at the meeting held in Chicago on Feb

ruary 10th, and the ratification of the plan

two days later. Following the election of

officers and the appointment of an advisory

board composed of representatives of the

three associations of the American manu

facturers and the Importers Salon, as told

by the Motor World at the time, a rules

committee consisting of representatives

from 25 concerns was appointed.

The interests represented in this way are

the following: Apperson, Buick, Chadwick,

Chalmers-Detroit, Fiat, Ford, Isotta, Itala,

Knox, Locomobile, Lozier, Maxwell, Mitch~

ell, National, Panhard, Pennsylvania, Pierce,

Premier, Rambler, Renault, Reo, Stearns,

Stoddard-Dayton, Thomas, White.

From this list of 25, H. E. Coffin, chair

man of the rules committee, selected a work

ing committee of five in addition to the

chairman. as follows: F. ll. Stearns, The

F. B. Stearns Co.; A. L. Riker, Locomobile

Co. of America; Edgar Apperson, Apper»

son Bros. Automobile Co.; Paul Lacroix,

Renault Freres Selling Branch; George A.

Weidely, Premier Motor Mfg. Co.

The plan of action, which already has

been put in force, conprehends the forma

tion of recommendations for the rules by

the working sub-committee, and the sub

mission of its action to the committee of

25 for its approval. Following a thorough

digest of the proposed measures by this

committee, the final report will be submitted

to the contest board of the AHA. A.. for

ratification by that body and subsequent

adoption.

In accordance with this plan the recom

mendations for the conduct of the Cobe

Cup race were referred to the contest board

of the A. A. A. following a meeting of the

rules committee of the M. C. A., held in

New York on March 5th, while the prelim

inary draft proposed as a basis for the 1909

rules which shall govern all competitions in

the United States, will be presented to the

25 members of the general rules committee

within a few days. The Manufacturers

Contest Association is now in process of

incorporation, and it is announced that ap

plications for membership, conditions of

eligibility, etc., will be issued withn a short

time.

The officers of the association. chosen

at the Chicago meeting are: Benjamin

Briscoe. Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co., chair

man; William E. Metzger, Everitt-Metzger

Flanders Co., secretary-treasurer; Russell

A. Field, 1777 Broadway, New York, assist

ant secretary-treasurer; H. E. Coffin, Chal

mers-Detr'oit Motor Co., chairman of the

rules committee; advisory committee, repre

senting the combined interests of the man

ufacturers’ association upon the board;

Messrs. E. P. Chalfant (A. L. A. M). Alfred

Reeves (A. M. C. M. A.), E. R. Hollander

(T. A. S.), and S. A. Miles (N. A. A. M.).

Lookout Mountain Date Changed.

Originally planned for this month, the

three days race meet and hill climb on

Lookout Mountain, which has been promot

ed under the auspices of the Automobile

Club of Chattanooga, Tenn., has been re

dated and will occur sometime during the

latter part of next month, the hill climb

probably occurring on the 22d. Seven dif

ferent classes will be arranged for stock

machines. and great expectations are held

as to the spectacular nature of the afiair

owing to the tortuous nature of the moun

tain course.

Forty Entries for Atlanta Climb.

When the entries closed last Saturday.

20th inst, 40 nominations had been received

for the annual hill climb at Atlanta, Ga., on

the 27th inst., under the auspices of the

Fulton County Automobile Club. Seven

events are on the program, with silver cups

to the winner in each class. A prelim

inary event for motorcycles will whet the

appetite of the spectators for the big events

which are to follow.

DETROIT THE STARTING POIN'I'

Ofiicial Announcement that Glidden Tour

Will Begin at that City—Hotel Train

to Accompany the Tourists.

Confirming a long series of pretty well

authenticated rumors, the contest board of

the American Automobile Association an

nounced late last week that the forthcom

ing annual touring contest of the A. A. A.

the Glidden tour—will start

Further details as to the

route of the contest are still withheld, pend~

—0tlierwise

from Detroit.

ing the completion of arrangements for the

housing and care of the tourists, but it is

pretty well understood that Chicago and

Minneapolis will be counted as important

stopping places in the western itinerary.

Coming after strong appeals had been

made by a number of other cities, Detroit’s

application was carried through with cy

clonic energy. Entry of fifteen local cars

was promised at the outset, and this ofier,

conditioned on the acceptance of Detroit as

a starting point was later clinched by the

tendered deposit of $3,000 to cover the en

trance fees of the cars, at $200 each, which

was made by President George E. Lane, of

the Detroit Automobile Dealers Associa

tion. In addition to this, arrangements al

ready have been made to secure ample head

quarters for the tour in the large dining

room of the Hotel Pontchartrain, while

public spirited citizens have combined to

offer a cup for the miniature tonneau class,

not as a challenge trophy, but as a perma

nent award for this particular tour. The

latter offer is to be laid before the contest

board at its meeting in New York during

the first week in April.

A decorated automobile parade is another

local feature promised in connection with

the start of the tour.

While the details of the plans which are

forming for the conduct of the tour are

shrouded in considerable mystery, this

much has been announced in addition to

the starting point of the tour—that the

bodily welfare of the tourists en route will

be looked after a part of the time at least.

not by local inn-keepers. but by the Pullman

Hotel Co.—otherwisc—the Pullman Palace

Car Co. A special sleeping and eat

ing train will follow the tour from

siding to siding. as a railroad con

struction gang is foll0wed from point to

point by the living cars, and each night

when away from the reach of central towns

and cities the weary motorists will be safe

ly stowed away in the snug comforts of

their own little "uppers" and “lowers.” Ar

rangements already have been made for the

provision of sleeping and dining accommo

(lations for 300 tourists, but the negotia

tions for hauling the train from point to

point are being arranged by chairman

Hower, who is now in Chicago.
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MOTORING IN SNOWY WASTES

Arctic Adventures Between Washington and

Baltimore in March—Florida Tells

How He Conquered the Drifts.

Being snow-bound in March is an adven

ture which few motorists would expect to

Yet just

such an episode forestalled the plans of a

encounter or care to experience.

number of wayfarers who had planned to

return from the recent Taft inaugural in the

same way in which they had gone to it—in

Onetheir automobiles. only gotparty

condition. Then upon a side road leading

to Ashton, 15 miles away, the first real dif

ficulties began to be encountered in drifts

which were waist high. Says Florida:

“\\'e opened up the road for about two

miles, then we saw a driveway into a plowed

field which the farmers had been using as

a road for a distance of about two miles,

the snow in the road at this place being up

to our shoulders. To get into the field, we

had to jump a big ditch about two feet

wide and as deep. Our first attempt was

a failure, as the rear wheels fell in

up to the hubs. Our first use for

fence rails came here; we used' up over a

dozen rails to raise it up and build a road

shoulder deep in the snow, which we had

tried so hard to avoid. \Ve headed for the

roadand had again to jump the ditch; being

down hill the good little car hurdled it in

great shape, the fly wheel sticking and stop

ping the motor. llere the car was covered

in the snow, and we had to shovel tons of

snow to get an opening. The shoveling was

continued for about one and a half miles.

Getting through this we were able to drive

for a little way, when we went up against it

again, here we had a choice of shoveling

as far as we could see or shovel for about

50 yards to gain entrance to a field. We

took the latter."

From this point on. the road appeared

  

 

  

  

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

.\l()'I‘()RI.\‘G FROM WKSHINGTON TO BALTIMORE THE SUNDAY AFTER INAI'Gl'RATION DAY

through before the warm weather had large

ly efiaced all traces of the unseasonable

blizzard which so nearly had obliterated

from the map the National Capitol on its

greatest occasion. The sole survivor of a

number of hardy adventurers who had es

sayed the northern trip with their machines

was Jim Florida, Vanderbilt Cup contestant

and otherwise veteran of a number of other

conspicuous events, who with his Locomo

bile "30" touring car not simply att‘empted

but achieved a rugged passage through to

Baltimore.

As Florida himself tells the story, they

left “"ashington at 10 o'clock Sunday morn

ing with clear skies and air so balmy and

warm as almost to make them regret hav

ing provided themselves with the equip

ment of shovels. rum and other pioneering

outfit with which the car was laden. For

the first few miles the pike road was in fair

under it, so as to get over the ditch and up

the embankment into the field. We started

through the field on low gear, until, when

about half way from the road our car fell

into a big hole, mud over the running

l)()('ll'd5- car laying on fly wheel. motor stuck

fast and for the second time, some more

digging and road building. The fence at

this place was about 400 yards away and

meant considerable walking through knee

deep snow and mud to get some 20 rails.

From the hot sun, the field became a sea

of mud.

“Having spent three hours and gained

only two lengths as we kept sinking more

and more, we decided to give up the at

tempt of getting through the fields, and to

get back to the road, seeing some 20 line

men who were putting up telegraph wires.

we got them to give us a lift and turn the

front of the car around towards the road.

good, in the light of what had been encoun

tered. But before long the difficulties of

fallen poles and wires began to multiply.

Highland was reached after dark, and

undaunted, Florida and his crew started

on with lanterns, determined to get as far as

possible. Finally it came to the triple al

ternative of avoiding the roads for the bot~

tomless fields. shoveling through three miles

of snow on the highway, or as Florida puts

it. moving “385 tons" of snow, or accepting

the hospitality of a farmer over night. The

latter was their choice, needless to say.

By morning the fields had frozen over

sufi'iciently to sustain the weight of the car.

But when the road was reached again, there

was practically two miles to be shoveled be

fore Clarksville was reached. Then only 24

miles of clear road remained to Baltimore.

The first stretch required all of two hours;

the second less than 50 minutes.
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PATHFINDER BEGINS LONG JtillRNEY

George Miller and His Thomas Car Get

Official Send-Off from New York to

Seattle—Making Good Progress.

A mild amount of interest has been

aroused over the projected New York to

Seattle tour of next June, by the incidents

connected with the start from New York

last Saturday. 20th inst., of the

pathfinding car, and its reported progress

The

particular Thomas car selected for the dif

Thomas

from point to point since that time.

ficult exploit of searching out in the early

spring the roads which will be most feasible

  

v\mcrica in the trip and in the contest

which is to be run under its official sanc

tion. The second speeding ceremony took

place before the A. C. A. club house.

The departure was witnessed by a kindly

disposed crowd of not overwhelming pro

portions, while thc car was accompanied on

the early stages of its journey by a sizeablc

convoy of other cars, many of which bore

the little “A. Y. P." bandcrolcs, which are

to be the standard of the tour. Later re

ports showed the car to be struggling with

the snow-drifts in northern New York State,

but making good progress, all things con

sidercd.

Efforts at booming the race on the west

ern coast, particularly in the vicinity of

Seattle have been productive of great on

—
 

 

PLANNING A CARNIVAL F0]! [DWI-Ill.

Heinze Launches the Proposition and Local

Merchants Respond—Nest Egg Laid

for Necessary Funds.

Through the energetic chorts of J. O.

Heinzc, president of the Lowell Automo

bile Club, who was instrumental in bringing

the Labor Day race of last fall to a climax,

the city of Lowell, Mass., is again faced

with the opportunity of taking to itself an

increment of fame in the automobile world

by the establishment of a carnival sometime

during the coming fall. To this end, a

meeting of local merchants was called early

 

 
 

START OF NEW YORK-SEATTLE PATHFINDER

for the purposes of the tour in early mid

summer, is said to be the identical machine,

which a little more than a year ago per

formed the difficult feat of exploring a por

tion of the Alaskan territory merely as a

side issue to its winning the race from New

York to Paris. Certainly the extent of its

equipment on Saturday gave the impression

that both it and its crew must be prepared

to face all the vicissitudes which the up

country portions of any two continents

might be expected to afiord.

Carrying a letter from Mayor McClellan,

of New York, to Mayor Miller, of Seattle,

the pioneering expedition was officially dc

spatchcd from City Hall in mid-afternoon.

Prior to the start, George Miller, the driv~

er, who acted as mechanic during the lat

ter part of the New York to Paris race; C.

W. Eaton, his mechanic; L. \V, Redington,

who will observe the mad and route condi<

tions during the trip, and J. S. M. Slcy, rcp~

resenting the Thomas Co., were tendered

in informal reception in the offices of the

Mayor, his secretary doing the honors in

the absence of His Hondr himself. A sec

ondary and hardly less impressive send-off

was aflordcd the car and its crew on its

way uptown when Robert Lee Morrell pre

sented Miller with a flag which he charged

him to carry across the continent in token

of the interest of the Automobile Club of

thusiasm. The purpose of the tour in ad

vcrtising thc Alaska-Yukon-Pacific exposi

tion as well as serving as a competition

for the Guggenheim trophy, has been warm

ly endorsed by local enthusiasts. Not only

have the citizens of Seattle subscribed for

a fund of $5,000 to provide the necessary

cash prizes for the contestants, but prepar

ations are being_made for the erection of

a building on the exposition grounds where

the victorious cars will be exhibited during

the remaining months of the expostion

without charge to their owners. Supple

menting this, it is stated that the cars are

to be shipped back to the starting point

free of charge to the contestants—a gen

erous plan which should serve as an able

inducement in stimulating entries.

Narragansett Park to be Motordrome.

Having long passed into history as a scene

for “horse trots,” Narragansett Park, one

time among thc most famous racing parks

in the country. is about to be converted

into an automobile race course, according to

Fred E. Perkins. who has been identified

with the ownership of the track for a num

ber of years. As soon as weather permits,

the work of reconstructing the old Provi

dence course for its new purpose of automo—

bile speed contests will be undertaken and

carried forward as rapidly as possible.

MILLER PILOTING THOMAS UP BROADWAY

last week, and another on Friday, a prelim

inary subscription of $1,000 being raised as

a nucleus for a sinking fund to carry out

the plan. Last fall, considerable sums of

money were spent in floating the road race,

which, as it only lasted one day, did not

afford opportunity for securing a proper

return on the investment in highway repair,

grandstand construction and so on, as Mr.

Heinze, who provided a large amount of

the enthusiasm for that undertaking now

points out. By the institution of a carnival

period of three days or a week, however, he

now secs possibilities not only of entirely

concclling whatever expenditure might be

necessary to promote it, but of recouping

local capital in some measure to make up

for the deficit of last year. He is quite ccr

tain that Lowell business interests even out

side the automobile business would be sure

to profit largely as a result of the adver

tising which the city would obtain.

Another Race in Fairmount Park.

Permission has been granted by the Fair

mount Park Commission for the holding of

a stripped stock chassis race on October

7, over the same boulevard course in Phil

adelphia as was used during Founders'

\Veek last fall. The Quaker City Motor

Club. which is to promote the event, has

announced the distance as 200 mile-sv
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College Course in Rubber Chemistry.

A departure from the usual curriculum in

vogue in colleges and technical schools is

announced by the faculty of Buchtel Col

lege, Akron, 0., who at the opening of the

new college year in September will put on

a course in rubber chemistry. Such an in

novation is particularly adapted to Akron,

which is the home of several of the large

tire plants and it is instituted in response

to a demand for instruction in the treat

ment of rubber by employes of the tire

factories. The course will extend over a pe

riod of two years and a preparatory train

ing of the same length in the rudiments of

chemistry will be required to be eligible.

The first year‘s program will consist of

the analysis of samples of rubber in various

stages, the study of various solvents of rub

ber and similar phases. In the final term a

more comprehensive and intimate knowl'

edge of the subject will be introduced. A

new chemical laboratory is now in course

of erection in which to carry on the work.

New Snap for the Snapshot Artist.

Itinerant photographers in New York

City have found that newly arrived sailors

and family groups in the tenement districts

are not the only classes of custom to which

they may look. It has been discovered that

chauffeurs, waiting on the street with their

cars, are not averse to being “snapped.”

Some of the motor car drivers claim that

they have found such pictures of themselves

very useful when hunting new jobs, the

photographs giving evidence of the truth

of their assertions as to what cars they

have driven and also permitting the pros

pective employer to judge of the appear

ance and “form” of the driver when in

service.

Bogus Tire Repairer in a New Game.

C. C. Smith, of the Jamaica Tire Repair

Co., Jamaica. N. Y., would give a few dimes

to lay hands on a man who is taking his

name in vain; so also would a number of

automobilists from whom the bogus Smith

gathered tires which he failed to return.

The much-wanted Smith is the perpetrator

of a new but simple swindle that

credit to his misdirected ingenuity.

Representing himself as C. C. Smith, of

the Jamaica Tire Repair Co., and present

ing Smith's business cards, he called on a

number of Brooklyn automobilists solicit

ing the repair of their tires. He quoted

such attractive prices for the work that at

least five doctors and one undertaker “suc

cumbcd" and permitted "Smith" to carry off

one or more tires, to the Jamaica shop, as

they supposed. That was the last the med

icos and funeral director saw of their prop

erty. They never reached Jamaica.

The police are looking for the bogus

Smith, who is believed to be a man who re

cently applied to the Jamaica concern for

work and who helped himself to a supply of

its visiting cards when he took his depart

ure.

does

Wireless “C. Q. D.” for Automobiles.

Passing automobiles that use high tension

ignition with the vibrator system give off

ethereal waves that influence some types of

wireless telegraph apparatus, according to

dabblers in the wireless science, and con

sequently puzzle the message receivers at

times by the electrical disturbances they

create. Built on this hypothesis, the pro

posal is advanced that motorists equip their

spark coils with telegraph keys and learn

sufficient of the code to flash “C Q D" sig

nals in cases of distress.

Automobiles in Battle of Flowers.

An automobile section will be one of the

features of the forthcoming Battle of the

Flowers parade, which is to be held in San

Antonio, Tex., on April let. Arrangements

are in the hands of the San Antonio Auto

mobile Club, which also is anxious to pro—

mote a race meet during the week.

Lonsdale Club's Annual Election.

The recent election of officers of the

Lonsdale (Pa.) Automobile Club for the

ensuing year resulted as follows: Dr. J. W.

Bawman, president; H. S. Louder, vice

president; T. R. Bright, secretary, and

Henry B. Freed, treasurer.

Fulton County Club Acquires Home.

After a diligent search on the part of the

club house committee, in which many prof

fered sites were considered, the Fulton

County (Ga.) Automobile Club has found

itself a home, located 7% miles from At

lanta on a spacious tract of land, accessible

to all roads on the north side and com~

manding a picturesque view of the sur

roundings. The new club house for some

years has been the country residence of a

wealthy Atlantan and is considered one of

the most beautiful homes in the vicinity.

Being already equipped with electric lights.

telephones and all modern conveniences, it

is admirably adapted to the needs and

pleasures of the club.

The Fulton County Automobile Club was

organized last fall, and its already large

membership is destined to be well aug

mented by the acquisition of the new house.

Cincinnati Club Nears the 500 Mark.

At the recent annual meeting of the Cin

cinnati (0.) Automobile Club the reports

of the officers disclosed among other things

that the organization now has 458 members

on its rolls. The officers elected were: Dr.

C. L. Bonifield, president; D. McKim

Cooke, first vice-president; G. W. Drach.

second vice-president; Dr. L. S. Colter, sec

retary; Harry L. Manss, treasurer; E. J.

Carpenter, consulting engineer; board of

governors, two year term, Dr. G. M. Allen,

J. P. Orr, George W. Cleveland, W. M.

Perin, Dr. A. B. Heyl; one year term, Louis

J. Merkel. A. P. Streitman, E. A. Conklin,

Va] Duttcnhofer, Jr., and Paul Verkamp.

Russian Police Will Scan Motorists.

Foiled for months in their attempts to lo

cate the source of a great volume of revo

lutionary printed matter, the Russian p0

lice have at last solved the mystery by

seizing an automobile which has for some

time been piquing their curiosity. The ma

chine, which has been flitting from one dis

trict to another, was stopped in Riga, and

when it was searched. revealed a complete

printing establishment for producing in

flammatory literature.
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The Week’s Patents.

904,163. Indicator for Radiators. Harry

Vissering, Chicago, 111. Filed April 29,

1907. Serial No. 370,951.

1. The combination with a water cool

ing radiator, of an indicator mounted there

on and comprising an upright tube com

municatin at its lower end with the top

of the radiator and provided at its side with

a window.

904,352.

McCullough, Bucyrus, Ohio.

25, 1907. Serial No. 403,765.

1. In a device of the class described, the

combination with a vehicle axle and vehi

cle sprin , of plates carried by both, a flex

ible bag located between the plates, and in

flexible reservoir tanks attached to the bag

and supported by the springs.

904,358. Clutch. Carl T. Painter, Chat

tanooga, Tenn., assignor to Patten Manu

facturing Company, Chattanooga, Tenn., a

Corporation of Tennessee. Filed Nov. 16,

1907, Serial No. 402,563. Renewed Sept.

25. 1908. Serial No. 454.775.

1. A clutch comprising a divided ring, a

lever pivotally supported by said ring,

spring means acting against the lever at

one side of its pivot, and means to directly

engage said lever and shift the same in op

position to the spring means to expand the

ring.

904,409. Pneumatic Tire. John L. Coesir.

joplin, Mo. Filed Jan. 30, 1908. Serial No.

413,481.

1. The combination with a wheel rim hav

ing inwardly extending annular clenchers,

and a felly interposed between the clench

ers; of a tube embracing the rim and clench

ers, and having inturned edge portions in

sertible between the felly and the clench‘

ers, an annually exposed non-inflatable cir

cular~wedge interposed between the f_elly

and each edge portion of the tube, for bind

ing said portion in engagement With the ad

joining clenchers and constantly exposed

means upon said wedge for expanding the

same to secure the edge portions of the

tube upon the clenchers.

904.413. Traction Wheel Drive. Jean B.

Dumais, Chicago, Ill., assignor of one-half

to Frank R. Crane, Chicago. Ill. Filed May

8, 1908. Serial No. 431,685. '

1. In a traction drive for motor vehicles,

a traction wheel provided with a housing

having a circular rim portion in concentric

relation to the axis of rotation of the wheel.

a driving axle upon which the wheel is jour

naled, a sleeve mounted loosely upon the

axle and formed with a circular flange, an

annular clutch carried by said flange and

formed with a peripheral gap, and an inter

mediate lever pivoted to said flange With

its outer end engaging lever pivoted to said

gap and its inner end in operative engage

ment with the axle, substantially as set

forth.

904,434. Oil Pump. Russell Hufi, De

troit, Mich., assignor to Packard Motor Car

Company, Detroit. Mich., a Corporation of

West Virginia. Filed March 23, 1907. Se

rial No. 364,142.

1. In an oil pump, the combination of a

plunger having a longitudinal slot extend

ing through its outer end. a sleeve adjusta

ble on the plunger to vary the length of

the slot therein, and means extending into

said slot and adapted to reciprocate thel

plunger.

904,435. Protector and Non-Skidding l

Pneumatic Spring. William C.

Filed Nov.

 

 

Band for Pneumatic Tires of Wheels.

bert T. Hughes, London. England.

Oct. 18, 1907. Serial No. 398,070.

A tire protector consisting of a series of

circumferentially arranged hinged tread ele

ments adapted to grip the tire and each hav

ing each side thereof provided with a dove

tailed recess, whereby the recess of each

opposing pair of elements will constitute a

dove-tailed socket, and resilient studs mount

ed in said socket and projecting from the

outer faces of the tread elements.

904,508. Carburettei. \Villiani M. Car

lin, Indianapolis, Ind. Filed Feb. 19, 1908.

Serial No. 416,701.

1. In a carburetter, the combination with

a hollow cylinder hav'ng its top end closed

and its bottom enlarged end open, an air

inlet valve situated over said enlarged open

bottom end, a mechanism connecting said

valve and the steering shaft of the vehicle

whereby the valve clomre is effected to con

trol the vacuum in said cylinder. and an

outlet situated near said top closed end, of

said cylinder of a fluii' duct situated inter

mediate the ends of said cylinder. and hav

in an inlet end situated exteriorlv of said

cyinder, a needle valve sleeve guide ex

tending vertically from said duct and sit

uated centrally of the interior of said cyl

inder, said guide having a fluid fuel outlet,

a valve seat situated at the bottom of the

bore of said guide sleeve and a needle valve

spindle fitted into said guide sleeve to slide

along longitudinally therein, a needle valve

on the end of said spindle coacting with

said seat, and a disc situated at the top por

tion of said spindle and connected thereto.

Al

Filed

 

said disc of smaller diameter than the in

terior diameter of said cylinder.

904,570. Supplemental Wheel for Motor

Cars. Milton D. Stocking, Lindenwood, 111.

Filed Feb. 3, 1908. Serial No. 414,107.

1. A supplemental wheel for motor cars

adapted to have an engagement with the

hub of one of the main wheels of a car and

connected to the main wheel by devices hav

ing screw-threaded shanks, and a crank for

each shank and having an end with a screw

threaded opening.

904,659. Carburetter. Edmund]. Thomp

son, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. assignor, by

direct and mesne assignments, of one

fourth to Berton Herbert Sills and one

fourth to Russell Sutherland Smart, Ot

tawa, Canada. Filed Feb 6. 1908. Serial

No. 414,663.

1. In a carburetter, and in combination

a spray nozzle, a rotatable member control

ing the passage of combustible there

through, a movable air controlling member

actuated automatically by the suction of the

engine and means operated by the move

ment of the air controlling member for r0

tating the said controlling member.

904,723. Automobile Transmission Me

chanism. Milton O. Reeves, Columbus.

[nd., a Corporation of Indiana. Filed Oct.

19. 1907. Serial No. 398,234.

1. A driving train comprising two shafts.

a pair of driving elements on the first of

said shafts one larger than the other, a pair

of corresponding driving elements on the

second shaft one larger than the other. and

The New Members

 

of the U & H family are in line

with the demand for magnetos

which shall combine simplicity and

moderate price with the perfec

-

MACNETOS

tion of working, which has always

characterized the best imported

magnetos. in every smallest detail

they maintain the high standard

of design and finish which has made U 6: H MAG

NETOS notable for reliability.

CB—A magneto for small 4 and 6 cylinder motors.

LB—A magneto for large 4 and 6 cylinder motors.

Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $100

Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $125

CD—Same size as CB. but with a separate coil for battery use only. The

magneto itself is of standard U & H are flame type. with high tension

current induced in the secondary winding of the armature. The battery

operates through a special timer on the magneto and uses the magneto

distributor. Price, complete with coil and high tension switch . . . . . . .. $125

LD—Same size' as LB, but has provision for dual ignition similar to CD.

Suitable for the largest motors.

TYPE CG-3—For two cylinder motors.

l'rice, complete . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$150

$60

MDDDTZ COMPANY
ka Importer: 1’ TIMLI‘ BUILDING. NEW YORK
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means for shifting one of the driving ele

ments of the second shaft into and out of

co-operative alignment with its correspond

ing element of the first shaft, the propor

tion between the several elements being

such that, when said shiftable element is

in co-operative alignment and drivmg ens

gagement with its co-operating element, the

other pair of elements cannot be brought

into driving engagement though in co-oper

ative alignment.

904,790. Stuffing Box for Engine Valves.

John J. MacMulkin, Huntington, N. Y., as

signor of one-fourth to Henry P. Palmer

and one-fourth to Charles A. Singer, New

York, N. Y. Filed March 10, 1908. Serial

No. 420,138.

1. A device of the character described

comprising a valve chamber having a valve

therein, a stem for said valve projecting be

yond said valve chamber, a spring pressed

stufl'in box mounted on the prejected por—

tion 0 said stem, and a gland for said valve

stem mounted in said valve chamber and

having an exteriorly projecting end portion

that extends into said stuffing box.

904,799. Starting Device. Arthur E.

Nelson, Cohoes, N. Y. Filed Sept. 20, 1907.

Serial No. 393,858.

I. In a starting device for the crank shaft

of an automobile, a casing formed in two

parts loosely mounted on the shaft, a ratchet

and pulley keyed to the shaft, a lever, one

of said parts having worm-teeth, while the

other part has means to be co-operated with

by said lever and provided with weighted

means to co-operate with the ratchet, a stop

for said weighted means, and means for

transmitting power from said pulley to the

part having the worm teeth so as to re

wind the spring.

904,837. Cushioning Device for Vehicles.

Alexander Carpenter and Charles C. Kis

sellI Findlny, Ohio. Filed Oct. 30, 1907.

Serial No. 399,897.

I. The combination with superposed

members, one of said members having a

socket and oppositely disposed spaced re

taining webs within the socket, and an axle

engaging extension depending from said

member; of a stem upon the other member

and movably mounted within the socket,

said stem having a reduced portion mova

bly mounted between the webs, a head upon

said reduced portion and insertible between

and under the webs, said head and webs co

operating to prevent separation of the mem

bers when in a predetermined relation, and

a cushioning device interposed between the

members.

904,855. Carburetter for Internal Com

bustion Engines. Giovanni Enrico, Turin,

_lnaly, assignor to F. I. A. T. Societa Fab

brica Italiana Automobili-Torino, Turin,

Italy. Filed Nov. 27, 1906. Serial No. 345,

359.

_ 1. In ’a carburetter for internal combus

IlOl'l engines, a hydrocarbon valve, an air

valve, and means for connecting said valves

so that they may be moved together to vary

the quantity of mixture, such means being

adapted to permit a relative manual adjust

ment of such valves and the automatic re

turn thereof to their original relative posi

tions.

904,868. Transmission Gear for Motor

Vehicles. Hans T. Hansen, Chicago, 11].

Filed Dec. 26, I907. Seri'l No. 408,047.

1. The combination with a planetary. gear,

of means _for taking power from one ex

treme pinion thereof, means to drive the

other extreme pinion at a speed not exceed

ing the speed of the rime mover and _for

driving the intermediate pinion carrying

member at a variable speed, and means for

positiver preventing relative rotation be

tween ‘the extreme pinion to which power

is applied and the intermediate pinion_car

ryin member when moving at substantially

equa speeds.

904,998. Self Propelled Vehicle. Charles

Richter, Tampa, Fla., assignor to himself

and Louis Fromer, Tampa, Fla. Filed Dec.

26, 1907. Serial No. 407,998.

1. A self propelled vehicle adapted to

travel on land or on water and having a

buoyant body, a common wheel adapted for

propelling the vehicle on land or on the

water and arranged to rotate in one plane

only, and means for adjusting said wheel

whereby the latter is adapted for steering

the vehicle on water.

 

 

The Low Price of the High-Quality

Lambert ear
is made ossible by the low cost of the simple

Lambert Triction transmission, which is more effi

cient than any type of complicated, expensive gear

transmission.

BUCKEYE MFG. COMPANY, Anderson, Incl.

 

 

 

D350 68]: this $000

For equipped with

‘ Bosch Magneto

\ THE merz

j PLAN OAR

The plan is ex

plained in

Book "B"

CHAS: H. METZ, Waltham, Mus.

  

 

SPRINGFIELD

'I'OP (1m. 1:95)

Alnnlnnln

Bodies

mm

IEI‘AL "DY 00..

S“ ltrlle Ave.,

hr'lnllleld, Ian.

  

WANTS Mill Hill SALE
I! cent: per line of men wordl, ennh with order.

In copitnll, 25 eentl per line.

 

W ANTED -— ANOTHER EXPERI

ENCED SALESMAN TO CALL

ON AUTOMOBILE BUILDERS. ONE

WHO HAS HERETOFORE SOLD AU

TOMOBILE ACCESSORIES AND HAS

A THOROUGH ACQUAINTANCE IN

THE TRADE. HIGH CLASS MAN

WITH EXCELLENT RECORD ONLY

NEED APPLY. TIMKEN ROLLER

BEARING AXLE CO., CANTON, O.

GRAY 8!. DAVIS LAMPS
STANDARD OF

TH E WO R L D

GRAY & DAVIS, Amoshuly, Mass.

 

   

 

 

Ignition plug:

are now re

paired -

ually, ree of

charge (when

returned to

factory) be

- cause “They

Halt Inch Sepnroble, Double Por- Stay Right

celain Plug. Price $1.25. the Longest."

THE R. t. HARDY CO."“°°{33°5,“°“

Factory 201 87th St, BROOKLYN, I. Y.

309 Fisher Bldg" Chicago.

(Trade STA- RIT_E Hark)
    

Us. I

 

TIE 28-30 II. P. MITCHELL. $1,500

Includes enuine $150 5 litdorf Magneto (tree)

and 56 inc: larger tire. ilan you get with any

other car at this price. To have other can

wuipped with these tire. you must pay $50 extra.

rite ior IulI information today.

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR CO.,

576 Mitchell Se, Ruin

1"“Standard Manufacturers A. M. C. M.

 

 

 

 

COMPLETE COURSE

AUTOMOBILE IIISTIIUI'ITIUII
Invaluable to the owner or pmpeetive owner

of a motor car. Practical and to the point.

Send for prolpectul to the

Correspondence School 0! Motor Car Practice

Torrytown, N. Y.

 

Briscoe Manufacturing Co.

RADIATORS

Detroit, Mich. Newark, N. J.

 

 
 

 

 

JONES SPEEDOMETER

Molt accurate speed

indicator in the world.

I JONES SPEEDOMETER CO.,

76th St. & Broadway, New York.

  

A DWI. Cu.

PENNSYLVANIA AUTO MOTOR CO.,

Bryn anr, Pa. 

 

 

 
 

 

ELEVELIIIII SPARK PLUGS
“Thoylhootol'lnm'

GLEVELANII SPARK PLUG 00.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

  

 

 

THE GYROSCOPE CAR i

The Simplest Automobile in the World

S750—The Price—S750

GYROSCOPE AUTOMOBILE CO

Gyroscope Bldg.

231 West 54th St. New York City.

5:

(Inc.)
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STEPNEY Theomv
S m_‘ 31:22:75.1. SPARE WHEEL foiu;iere

Every motorist should carry a “Stepney” and

avoid all troublesome delays caused by punc- Troubles

tures and blowouts. Write for Catalogue D.

SPARE MOTOR WHEEL OF AMERICA, L'ro. ass Michigan m. ci-iicAc-o, ILL.

  

Smith and Brown

purchased— cars, same horse

power, same style, and same speed.

Smith, by keeping his tires hard,

  

This is the wrench we are listing in sets of seven (14

cnlarging muffler, and changing openings), put up in special kit bags. In design and. dura

battcrics frequently, had the fastest Eslltlfia:hls wrench cannot fail to give satisfaction. Write for

machine—UNTIL

m... ...... .7 , ,_ N w a... The Billings & Spencer Company
about tho '~ ehaoocl one- Hartford, con".

 

  

 
 

 

Every Day Adds to the List

of experienced motorists who are equipping their cars with

SPLITDORF MAGNETO

The perfect ignition given by this in

comparable instrument is the strongest

reason why you should do likewise. Ask

for Magneto catalog.

C. F. SPLITDORF

Walton Avo. It 138th St.

BRANCH, 1679 Broadway York

NOW BROWN'S AHEAD.

Isn’t it worth trying? Send for Catalog 14w.

Gonnacticut Tilapnuna and Ellllllllt fiompany,

85 Brltannla St., MIRIDEN, OONN.

Licensed under the Unit Coil Co.’s Patents.

  

 

 

 
 

KEMPSHALL ALL RUB

Irlnl lvery Automobile Owner 1 lea-gs ol

Has Your Car Ever Gyrated Like n Top. Threatening

Life. Limb and Car? Are You Sick to death of Punctures.

Blowouts and Delays? Are You Appnlled at the Expense

of so-called “ Cheap “ Tires? Do Your Tire Experiences

Take Away the Pleasure of the Ride?

WHY SUPPER? TRY A KEMPSHALL!

Write for Information at Once.

CIYIIEI l CO., 68rd St. and Park Ave., New York City,

BER NON-SKID TIRES

Conlort and Deliverance from The Trouble.

.‘ f —A REAL FACT NOT A SHAM PRETENSE: AND

5 Astounding Durability. 5.000 to H.000 Miles From Every

Tread! Learn What :1 Tire Can and Should be!

SOLE U. S. A. AGENTS.

Kampala-ll Tire Co. ol Europe.

hermon ml“
Will Not Burn—Lasts lndefinitely—;:RD§3:,°$:,,'R";,¥§,L‘Z
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Ask for the RED HEAD

THE

  

is found on the best lamps—it is a guarantee of

absolute perfection. Is the Solar name plate on

your lamp? It is the Hall-Mark of anlity.

No detail is overlooked in the building of Solar

Lamps. They are more efficient as regards lighting

qualities, more simple in construction and more durable

than any other motor lamp. SOIiII'S are Standard!

Badger Brass Mtg. Company

 
'l‘wo Factories :

“7.332;? MODEL SOLAR m

K , ,, o , ,, SEARCHLIGHT PROJECTOR

MADE BY

Wll. BADGER BRASS MFG CO

KENOSHA. WIS NEW YORK.

SOLAR

  

 

296 BROADWAY

EMIL GROSSMAN COMPANY, Mfrs, NEW YORK _

mgeeeeeeeeg

SPEC'FY gSTANBARD
Heinze lgnltlon ap

l909 car and get'

'I' II E B ES 'I'

STAND THE TES

i' After 27,000 miles continuous service in a Chal

II A II E .

iners-Detroit “30,” their engineering depart

'. ment reports as follows:

“Examinations of the bearings showed that

the wear was remarkably small considering

that they had an equivalent of five years’ ser

‘ , vice."

The above simply emphasizes Standard

  

  

 

  

 

  

  

:7:

@@@@@@®@@@@@

 

 

Write us if your

dealer does not

carry them.

Heinze Electric 60.

 
 

L o w E L L , M A s s I Bearing superiority.

co I Lbzakfrrsl 3:: I" A} ,7 SEND FOR NEW CATALOG

MAculrbs, SPARK.

 

  

P L u G s- @ PHILADELPHIA, PA

“eeeeeeeeee
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CONTINENTAL Motors

HRB

STHNDHRD

CAUSE—

We are In 0 t o l‘

SPECIALISTS.

RESULT—

-There is m o r e

MOTOR VALUE

in a "Continental"

(24-40 H.P.) than

in any other mo

tor on the market.

Write tor catalogue.

CONTINENTAL MOTOR MFG. CO..

MUSKEGON, MICH.

K. Franklin Peterson, Western R reaentative. I66

E. Lake St., Chica o. Thoa. . etlel Eaatern

Representative. 59 W. 42d L, New York.

  

 

    

 

 

Goodyear Quick Detachable Tire: Take the Overload.

Because theg are always oversize—IS per cent.

larger than 0t er tirea of same rated measurement.

That's one reason why Goodyeara last longer.

Goodyear Wrapped Tread Tirel Made on Air Bap

can't creep ican't rim-cut»—90 c'r cent. puncture

prooi. On Goodyear Universal im, is taken cl or

put on in aixt seconds With no special toola.

Auk about oodyear Air Bottle aervice—iree to all

motorists. Write

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO..

Arthur St., Akron. Ohio.

Tire Troubles?

Use Permanll

Demonstrated before Board

of Governora Harrlahnrl

Motor Unb with

ceu. For part! ra Irite

ADOLF KARL & CO..

887-! Waahinfion 8:..." J

awar . .

 

  

  

NO OTHER MAKIR HA8

OAIED TO MIET Tl'll

AJAX TIRE

Guarantee of 5,000 Miles

AJA‘X-GRIEB RUBBER 00.,

General Ofi'icea :

N. E. Cor. 57th St. and Broadway} New York City.

Factories. Trenton. l . J.

Uam of

Invader flil
THE OIL THAT

GRAPHITIZIS

are mponalhio (or Ita

uIaritynon

YOU mum T!!! can

WI'LL

NAII THE GRADE

nan: once av

CHAS. F. KELLOI I: 00.

m Arch St., Philadelphia

Bolton Iraad:

'"flla-renta 284 Columbua Avenue.

 

THIS MAONITO I8 “ FOOL PROOF"

The most’unslrilliui driver can install the Remy

1909 High l‘enslon Magneto. Impro er connection

cannot II’IJIII'C lt,_an_d no amount of tin ering will put

it out of_com_m|sslon. The Remy will stand more

neglect,_011, dirt and water than any other ignition

System in the world. More than 17,000 Remys have

already been_ sold for I909 cars—more Remys than all

othera combined. Write for illustration and descrip

ion.

TIE IEIY ELECTRIC CO., Dept. IL Million, Ind.

\Vc have opBened a branch house in Thoroughfare

Bldg., roadway and 57th St., New York.

0 Wheel: fitted with

cmuznuaflzf

DEMOUNTABLE RIMS
in three days time. Inquire of your nearest

6: Cf.

CONTINENTAL CAOUTCI-IOUC CO.

1788-90 Broadway New York City

  

   

 

 

AVOID ACCIDENTS

by using the

Wriclgway No Glare Shade

which adds to the efficiency of the lamps. and keeps

glare from blinding other users oi the highways. Can

be fitted to any existing lamp.

PEERLESS MOTOR CAR CO..

220 to 224 w. 4m St., NEW YORK

 

 

LSYABLISW ID I605.

UNIVERSAL VALVES
nwzr. mu imum muons».

The Standard American Valvaa Iar

Automobile, Bicycle & Vallelatirea

Muelleth by

A. SCIIIIADER‘S SON, INC.

28-32 Rose St. New York. USA.

  

 

   

A. 0. Smith Company

"AKIRO OF

Parssrn STEEL

FRAMES
(Capacity 100.0(1) per annum.)

Heavy and Difficult Stampings

Front and Rear Axles

Steering Columns

Transmissions, Selective and

Progressive

Multiple Disc Clutches

A.0 SMITH co. 23.222337:
 

 
 

Get Rid of Tire Troubles

Try a Set of

GaJlines
 

 

 
 

A SUPERB LINE OF CARS—

T H D A O K . ON

“No Sand Too eep—-No Hill Too Steep."

Z-Cylinder and 4-Cylinder

Runabouts, Roadsters, Tourinl Cara,

18 H. P., 24 H. P., 30 H. P.. and 36 H. P.

Prices. $850, $950, $1,250 and $2,000.

 

neuron AIIIIIOIILE G0 lam". Iiah.

 

 
 

 
 

lilBIIEY SOLID TIIIES
CONTINENTAL

Pneumatic ‘I'lroa

Automobile—A-m-ed'tlol.

James L. Blhnly It Bro.. Phlladolphla, Pa., U.S.A.

 

 

 

 

SEND 10c For Set of 12 Post Cards of

Locomobile Winning Vanderbilt Race.

-'SEND 10c For 11 color Poster of The

Finish of This Race.

The Company

BRIDGEPORT. CONN.

 

 

D O W T U B E S

The Best Tubes Ever M=nufaetured

'Are the Moat Economical

Do Not Deflate When Punetnred.

DOW TIRE COMPANY.

2000 Broadway, N. Y. 893 Boylaton St., Boston.

 

 

  

TIUFFAULTIHARTIOID

 

A Necessity On Automobiles-WHAT?

COLUMBIA LOOK NUTS

CANNOT shake loose. The

give a It'L‘liIlK oi security.

uf accident Insurance.

lry leading IJtIIIUZI(I\, etc.

Trade

If

add an important factor of safety and

~olumbia Lock Nuts are the best kind

‘scclqbydmost makers of the best cars and

.en

The Device that made Safe. Speedv and Comfortable

Aiitnmobiling Possrhle.

Write for catalogue, Department D.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO..

| E. V. Hartlord. Pres. 145 Bay St., Jersey City, N. J.

us a two-cent stamp, size and

thread of the bolt, and we will iorward a Columbia Lock Nut for it.

COLUMBIA NUT 8 BOLT 00., Inc" Bradgoport. Conn.

 
 

 

THOMAS SHOCK ABSORBERS

on your automobile mean more comfort.

speed, safety, economy. it at our

expense. 30 days free trial.

BUFFALO SPECIALTY CO..

:40 EIIIcott 8t. annum. I. r.
 

  

 

SAVE POWER

anoaa Multan lllllaau
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WHIOCK '\ RADIATORS
_, INTAKE EXHAUST f AND WATER PIPES

4* BRASS BRONZE GALUMINUM ' v (ASTINGSAUTOGENOUS WELDING

  

Hartford , Conn.

 

  

. l 2 O . - - ' 'El E1 ~R$O I} Die“ Frank||n Autpm°b||es It Is not possible for any chain to be

MAGNETO Quality, not pounds, makes an better "I"

INCLUDED automobile high-grade and strong BN

—Of Course‘ and sale.

ru'r luv nunme MODEL TO ANY res-r. BALDWIN CHAIN & MFQ_ co_I

Everitt-Metzger
Flanders Co, H. H. Franklln Manuheturlng Cempeny WOI'CQSCQI', Mlgl.

Detroit, Mich. SIP-cu‘e' N' Y'

 
  

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

  

 

 
 

 

THE INTER-STATE
. Gasolene and '

In every way the light-runnlng, graceful, speedy Electric

lN'l‘l'IR-S'I‘A'l‘liiflfio Complete wilh Eiscman Mag- .

'flelu~ finds its only compelition in the high-pricedhigh grade cars. Write fnr catalogue, today. Dealers ARE "ADE BY

and Agents \mll appreciate the :pportumty opened to ELECTRIC VEHICLE Co., Harnord, Can“.

  

 

them by the l N'l‘liR'SlTATE. Address:

Inter-Stale Aulomobile Co.. 126 Willard Sl,, Muncie. lnd.

 
 

  

 

 

AUGUST OFELDT 8: SONS c K A R Q IGNITION

l l _ I \(A \ K ' ' .

ManufacturersF12f!thlkilysa-ter Tube and k New Boom“ B L E

KEROSENE AND GASOLINE BURNERS.

 

 

  

 

SIDE-WIRE SOLI’D MUTllll TIIIES om: m mm s" "w YORK n Y. TI'II! PACKARD ELECTRICAL co.

ms WORLD s STANDARD write ‘0‘, Gamma 303 Dana Ave” Warren, Ohio

FlllESTlllE TIRE & RUBBER 00., Akron. Ohio 7
   

 

HAVE YOU SEEN

THE PERFECTION WRENCH? all]? 1%th iKélllléllUl.‘ M ICH E,L] N

The nevgest and hes! wrench rnade; all sled—great

:zzawgzs‘olngza2235:2331; ragmzdczgdazg: THE BUSH MANUFACTURING c0.
per saver; est “a roun too " ever 0 ere or 5a <2.

"You will want one when you see it." N '

For circular address,

THE PERFECTION WRENCH CO., _

Box 426. PORT CHESTER. N. Y.

MICHELIN TIRE COMPANY

MILLTOWN, 10.1.

  

  

  
 

 

 

OVERLAND OAKLAND
Tourist Roadster

 

s] .500 5L2“) 40 H. P. Four Cylinder, Shah Drive. $1.6“.

OVERLAND AUTOMOBILE CO. OAKLAND MOTOR CAR CO.,

7 mnumarous. mn. Pontiac, Mich.
 

 

  
 

 
‘l'll MI! um: CAI 00.

leading, Pa.
 

 

 
 

  

 

 

 

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, New York

Full of Airv

C Tire cgpmscocul rant Enclosed find $2.00 {or which enter my aubacrlpflon to

annot 10w ut, 1m ‘ul

0 P l' .

A; (the motor Worlb
: 1111- I

That part of a tire mm a {or one year, commencing with the ialue of
blowout or a rim cut in it

will last longer than any

other part if encircled by a I _ V“

few sections of steel.

Thousands in use. M74Hi Hi 7 in V

Kimball Tlm Base 00. —
'72 Broadway

°°\"\°" 'lll'ffi- "WI [i=ng
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EMPIRE AI l’l‘o l\'l ()BIILE TIRE COR’IPAN Y . Trenton, N. J.

BRANCHES—Newark, 264 Halsey St.; Detroit. 842 Woodward Ave.; Boston, 292 Devonshire St.; Chica o, 20 La Salle St., 1301 Michigan

Ave: New York. 73d St. 8: Broadwa ; I48 Chambers St. AGENCIES—I’ittsbur , Consumers‘ Auto Suppy Co.; Kansas C18. Mo., Empire

Tire & Rubber Co.; Atlanta. Ga.. unham Rubber Co.; Cleveland, 0., Motor upply Agency Co.; Noro k, Va., Wm. H. _rover; Denver,

Denver Auto Goods Co.; Jacksonville. Fla, Savell Rubber Co.’ Philadelphia, Penn Auto Su Iy.Co._: Los An eles, Cal., Pacific Elec. Wks.;

Ilufi'alo. N. Y.. Empire Sales Co.; Minneapolis. Empire Tire S: Rubber Co., Savannah, Ga., arns Tire Co.; ew Orleans, La., H. A. Testard.
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lee Your Car a Good Home

hyuaiog

SUPPLEMENTARY

SPIRAL SPRINGS
Change a bone-shaker and a spring-breaker into an easy riding, real auto

mobile in which you can take pride and your passengers comlort. The use

oI S. S. 5. change a near-good ear to a real [ood ear and add the finiahirq

touch of luxury to the best ears. Our booklet tells you all about them,

and is your: for the asking. Write for it.A Hip; mam atom c - SUPPLEMENTARY SPIRAL SPRING 00.,“33. mare:

NS 5HE w! chMP 6 so Pt-HLJtDEI-PI‘IIA-PENNA New York Branch. Removed to Motor Iart Building. (Larger Quarters.)

Mailed anywhere lot 60 cents in coin

INTRODUCTORY OFFER sa‘lfltwflofl

Guaranteed

Thousands of our

Spring Clips

me now in use,

having been sup

plied to the leading

automobile manu

facturers.

Agents Wanted- Have you secured our prices?

HEMMETER SPARK PlUG c0. 272323213 “33?; THE M. SEWARD SUNS COMPANY, New Haven, Bonn.

Model B—Brush Runabout

A CAR 0!“ SIMPLE DESIGN MADE WELL

NOT A COMPLICATED DESIGN MADE CHEAPLY

Its records and the opinions of its users speak more loudly than self praise. Agencies for

1909 are being closed rapidly. Much good territory still open.

BRUSH RUNABOUT COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.

  

HE cm WITHOUT rvm acne semen

STILL RUNNING RUNNNG STILL.

  

  

 

 

 

 

I'Iemmeter Spark Plugs

Result of two years experimenting with every

known plug on the market.

Guaranteed as good as any in the world regard

less of cost.
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SIGN TION INSURANCE '
Rx.

VOLTAmw;
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MAGNETO

, 'iAbsolulelely insures the user against ignition worry, care, or trouble. 515‘
,; ' The inexperienced motorist can handle the Volta as easily as an expert. Noi’j' " fl

" '15; complicated parts. Simple conStruction. Always accessible. _THE BESTigf _

,1Q-IMPORTED magnets are used exclusively—they RETAIN their magnetism..

._;;Z§Imported.annular ball bearings. We guarantee the Volta unconditionally for
one year tor be a “ Perfect Ignition

System in Itself.” You save 45%

' duty on the cost of foreign magnetos.

8100—4 Cylinder Voila

$120-6 Cylinder Voila VOLTA

. . . . NETO“Wzt/zcrlree Ez'cryt/zmg for [g/ulzun” M59“.

Wico Timers. Wico Ignition Wire, Wico W'miREff 12')?“ C0

fipark Plug. Wilherbee Batierieg, W i c o ‘

Inspection Lamp

WITIH'IRBEE IGNITER C0.

Makers of the famous WitherbeerIBattery.

Springfield, Mass.

NEW YORK, 1876 Broadwa"; CHICA

Gt). ILL.. 1429 Michigan ve.; BUF

FALU, N. Y., 720 Main St.; DE

TRUIT. MICH.. 220 lefferson Ave.;'

BALTIMORE OFFICE. 354 Charles

.treet.
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VERY tire, no mutter how pOOr, has its patrons and its

partisans; but the one true tire test is—time and

travel.

Find, among your friends, the old and experienced motorists—men who have

driven cars fer four, five or six years; and tried, perhaps, every prom‘

inent tire produced.

In the n"ajority of cases you‘ll find them committed beyond the possibility

of change to

HARTFORD TIRES

“The Tire That Lasts”

There’s a definite. concrete reason for this—partially expressed in the

phrase “The tire that lasts."

Hartford tires DO last—because they are designed right to begin with;

because the heavy tread is compounded exactly right; because the fabric

is specially woven Sea Island Cotton; because the cushion is absolutely

pure Para; because Hartford Inner Tubes are made to fit without fold

ing, straining, or wrinkling, which means durability impossible in a tube

vulcanized on a straight mandrel.

If you are inexperienced in buying tires or dissatisfied with your experience,

consult those who have driven long and hard—almost inevitably they

will direct you to the Hartford Tire—“The Tire That Lasts.” Ask for

Hartford Clincher Tires and Tubes on your new car or try a set the next

time you renew.

We recommend Standard Universal Quick Detachable Rims.

The Hartford Rubber Works Co., goiwiigclir?cill?

BRANCHES—NEW YORK, 57th St. & Broadwa ; CHICAGO 12th St. & Michi an Ave;

BOSTON, 817 Boylston St.; DETROIT, 256 gehemon Ave.; DENVER, 15§4 roadwayj

PHILADELPHIA, 1425 Vine St.; ATLANT. , 0A., 94 N. Pryor St.; BL‘FFALO, 723

Main St.; CLEVELAND, 1831 Euclid Ave.

AGENCIES—Pierson-Wilcox Eleo Co., Minneapolis; Mercantile Lumber and Supply Co.

Kansas City; St. Louis Tire Agency, St. Louis Mo.; Chanslor 81 Lyon Motor Su ply ‘Co.,

930 S. Main St., Los Angeles, éal.; 542 Golden Gate Ave., San raneisco,

Cal.; Chanslor & Lyon Motor Supply Co., 2001 Second Ave., Seattle Wash;

F. l’. Keenan Co., Portland, Ore.; Compania Mexicana de Vehiculos Elec

tricos, City of Mexico.
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* MoRoAN & WRIGHT TIRES

ARE GOOD TIRES

Good for the motorist who wishes to

cut down his car maintenance bills

Any experienced motorist knows that the size of tire bills is not

determined entirely by the length of service of the tires. Repair bills

are a big factor to be reckoned with.

 

Morgan 8: Wright tires will last a long time. We can cite plenty

'of cases where motorists have obtained 10,000 miles’ service or more

from a set of our tires by giving them proper care and inflation. We

are proud of these records, but——

 

While we recognize the importance of large mileage, we lay even

more stress on this point: Morgan 86 Wright tires require mighty

little repair-shop assistance in making their records. The “assistance”

is put mto lhc lires before they leave the factory.

MORGAN & WRIGHT, Detroit
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Franklin Car makes perfect score on Timken Roller Bearing and Axle

in Bretton Woods Endurance Run.

The 24»hour Bretton \Il/oods Endurance Run of the Bay State Automobile Association, was planned with a view

to being so severe as to break the perfect score with which each of the 21 contestants started, in a tour of 369 miles.

Instead of being a 24hour run of 369 miles, it was a 1,627-mile contest consuming 95 hours, running without ad

justment.

Never in the history of automobiling was there a more severe or ability-proving test. The route was the most

difficult that could be selected, up steep grades, over roads so rough they required much low gear work, and so dusty as

to interfere with the operation of some of the cars.

The Franklin car completed this remarkable run with a perfect score.

The fact that this car was equipped with TIMKEN ROLLER BEARINGS is additional proof that manufacturers

realize TIMKEN PRODUCTS are indispensable for getting maximum power and endurance out of their cars.

\Vrite for descriptive literature and special information.

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING AXLE (10., Canton, Ohio

BlANCIIES—IO E. Ill-l SL, New York. 429 Wabash Ave” Chicago.
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BOSTON ALSO GAVE

THE STRONG LEAD TO

ififlull

Wrapped

 

  

Tires

0

 
 

76 of 297 cars exhibited in Boston Show

had Diamond equipment.

26% per cent. of the total number, and

3 0 per cent. more than second highest make.

 

MARSH RIMS LED ALL OTHER

MAKES OF QUICK ACTING RIMS

 
 

   

THE DIAMOND RUBBER C0., Akron, 0hi0
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